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PREFACE.
SEVEN

whole years have passed since the publication of

my

Commentar Ober den Psalter (2 vols. 1859-60), and
during this period large and important contributions have been

made towards

Commentary

Of

the exposition of the Psalms.

the last two volumes (vol.

iii.,

have appeared since the completion of

1860 ;

my

(1835-36) has appeared in a new form (2

Hupfeld's

vol. iv.,

own.
vols.,

1862)

Hitzig's

1863-65),

enriched by the fruit of nearly thirty years' progressive study.

And

Commentary of Ewald has taken the field for the
down all fellow-

the

third time (1866), with proud words scorning

workers, in order that

In addition

to

these,

all

honour may be given to

New

Boucher's

itself alone.

Kritische Aehrenlese,

issued by Miihlau after the author's death, has furnished valu-

able contributions towards the exposition of the Psalms (Abth.
2,

1864)

Von Ortenberg

;

in the

department of textual

criti-

cism (Zur Textkritik der Psalmen, 1861), and Kurtz in that of
theology (Zur Theologie der Psalmen, in the Dorpater Zeitsehrift,

1864-65), have promoted the interpretation of the Psalms; and

by side with these, Bohl's Zw6lf Messianische Psalmen
("Twelve Messianic Psalms," 1862) and Kamphausen's exaide

position of the

Psalms in Bunsen's Bibelwerk (1863)

also claim

attention.

I had therefore no lack of external inducements for the
revision of

scious of

my own Commentary

its

defects.

Despite

;

but I was

all this,

also not

uncon-

Hupfeld's inconsiderate

and condemnatory judgment caused me

paip-

In an essuy
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VI

on the

Old Testament

faithful representation of the text of the

according to the Masora {LxUheriaehe Zeittchrift, 1863) I inciexpression to this feeling.
On the 20th of
October 1863 Hupfeld wrote to me, " I have only just seen

dentally gave

your complaint of

so

little

my

judgment

at the close of

The complaint is so

the Psalms.

my

of the bitterness of

strikes chords that are not yet

gentle in

and

verdict,

my

work on

tone, it partakes

its

same time

at the

deadened within me, and which

have not yet forgotten how to bring back the echo of happier
times of

common

research and to revive the feeling of gratitude

for faithful companionship, that

He

conscience."

has touched

it

closes his letter with the

my

heart and

hope that he

may

one day have an opportunity of expressing publicly how that
harsh and untempered judgment

Up

feelings.

ever of this
ourselves.

is

to the present time

I regarded

letter.

Since, however,

now repugnant

to his

own

I have made no use what-

it

as a private matter between

Biehm

has transferred that judg-

ment unaltered to the second edition of the first volume of the
Commentary of Hupfeld, I owe it not to myself alone, but also
to

him who

is

since deceased, to explain that this has not been

done in accordance with
Hitzig's
to

me

his wish.

new Commentary has been

in the revision

and re-working of

mine uniformly taken

into account

a ready recognition of the

but be observed in

it.

;

In

it

from beginning

either with or without direct mention,

but kindly-disposed criticism

of the greatest service

my own.

I found
to end,

and subjected to severe

and here and there not without

scientific

advance which could not

In comparison with such an unmerciful

judgment as that which Hupfeld pronounced upon me, and
which Ewald a few years

later with very similar

nounced upon him, I here met with reasonable
matter, and,

language pro-

criticism of the

notwithstanding the full consciousness of the

thoroughly original inquirer, an appreciation of the

toil

be-

stowed by others upon their work.
I

am

the

more encouraged

to

hope that

all

those
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Vll

hold scientific love of truth and progress to be the exclusive
privilege of their own tendencies, will find in this

my Commentary much

revised edition of

much
have

that
still

more

is

is instructive,

The

correctly apprehended.

and

fact that I

further pressed the Oriental learning of Fleischer

and Wetzstein

unwelcome

into the service of Biblical science will not be

my

to

readers.

But

that I have also laid Jewish

under contribution

investigators

is

due to

my

desire to see the

between Synagogue and Church broken down.

partition wall

The

that

new thoroughly

Church
up the Church
I commend the present work

exposition of Scripture has not only to serve the

of the present, but also to help in building

of the future.

In

this spirit

and blessing of the God of the history of

to the grace

re-

demption.

Deutzsop
Eblangen, 1th July 1867.

Note on nw.
Jahve

is

and (2) the pro-

(1) the traditional pronunciation,

nunciation to be presupposed in accordance with the laws of

formation and of vowel sounds.

It

Theodoret and Epiphanius transcribe

is

the traditional, for

'Iafii.

The mode

pronunciation 'Aid (not 'Iafid), on the contrary,

duction of the form of the
ciation 'law of the

name m, and

form of the name

the

is

of

the repro-

mode of pronun-

W, which

although

occurring only in the Old Testament in composition, had once,

according to traces that can be relied on, an independent
existence.

Also the testimonies of the Talmud and post-

talmudical writings require the

corresponding

final

name by which God

authentic security for this ending.

sound to be
calls

When

n—

,

and the

Himself, nviM t
it is

is

further con-
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sidered that

W (whence W) according to analogous contractions

has grown out of

nw, and

not out of

nw, and

that the

language exhibits no proof of any transition from

Hebrew

n—

to

f—

which would not at the same time be a transition from the
masculine to the feminine,
nunciation Jahve

The mode

is

to

it

must be conceded that the pro-

be regarded as the original pronunciation.

of pronunciation Jehova has only

the last three hundred years; our
first

edition]

was an innovation.

patristic To/Se,

and hope

stantiating in detail

what

to
is

come up within

own "Jahavd" [in
now acknowledge

We

the
the

have another opportunity of submaintained in this prefatory note.
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NOTE BY THE TRANSLATOR.
Ant justification

of the retention of the exact orthography of

the author, explained above, ought to be needless.

been retained, inasmuch as

this representative of

The J has
the Hebrew

Jod or Yod is become thoroughly naturalized in our Scripture
names although wrongly pronounced (compare as an exception
to this the

may

y sound

perhaps be accounted for by the Greek form of the word

adopted in our version of the
quiescent final
here,

word " Hallelujah," which

of the j in the

it is still

New

Testament).

Although the

h (He) has been, with Dr. Delitzsch, omitted
names in accordance

retained in other Scripture

with the customary orthography.

The Hebrew numbering
and

text of each Psalm,

of the verses

is

followed in the

In

in the references generally.

a

few instances only, where the difference between the Hebrew

and the English

divisions

reader, both are given

the student Baer's

;

might prove perplexing to the English

e.g.

Lev.

critical text

vi.

5 [12], Joel

To

iv. [iii.] 3.

of the Psalter (Liber Psalmorum

Hebraicus.

Textum masorethicum accuratius quam adhuc factum

est expressit,

brevem de accentibus metritis

notas critieas adjecit S. Boer.

Prce/atus est Fr. Delitzsch.

Lipsis, Dorffling et Franke.
referred to

by Dr. Delitzsch,

companion to

this

institutional* prcemisit,

will

be found to be a useful

Commentary, and more

trating the pointings

1861.

Cr. 8vo, pp. xiv. 134), often

particularly as illus-

and accentuation adopted or mentioned

in

the notes.
It

is

almost superfluous to say that

it

has been altogether

impracticable to follow Dr. Delitzsch in his acrostic repro-

duction of the Alphabetical Psalms.

F. B.
Ellakd, 31«( January 1871
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INTRODUCTION

TO THE PSALTER.
fldtvxa fisitep iv
iJioX(j.(uv

ptf&Xy

rivl xal xotvtji xay.itltf

x-jj

[i(f3X<p

tS»

Tt9r)oa6ptsTat.

£a«7.

rot.

i.
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POSITION OF THE PSALTER AMONG THE
HAGIOGRAPHA, AND MORE ESPECIALLY AMONG THE
POETICAL BOOKS.
I.

The Psalter is everywhere regarded as an essential part
of the Kethubim or Hagiographa; but its position among these
varies. It seems to follow from Luke xxiv. 44 that it opened the Kethubim in the earliest period of the Christian
era.* The order of the books in the Hebrew MSS. of the
German class, upon which our printed editions in general use
are based,
Megilloth.

is

actually this: Psalms, Proverbs, Job, and the five

But the Masora and the MSS. of the Spanish
Kethubim with the Chronicles which they

class begin the

awkwardly separate from Ezra and Nehemiah, and then
range the Psalms, Job, Proverbs and the five Megilloth

And

next.**

according to the

* Also from 2 Mace.

ii.

13,

Talmud (Baba Bathra 146)

where td tou Aau(8 appears to be the
and from Philo,

designation of the D'SirD according to their beginning

;

where he makes the follow-

J)e vita contempl. (Opp. n. 475 ed. Mangey),

ing distinction v6|xooc xal Xiyia OeoictaO^vTa Sid ^potprjTmv xal Spvouc xal
to aXXa ole teio-njjAT) xal eiSaipeia auva6£ovcai xal ttXetouvcai.
** In all the Masoretic lists the twenty four books are arranged in
the following order:

-CDD3);

5)

io) rvyfr;

DVrtTQ;

1)

Dnain rkn;
ii)

15) nbrvrt; 16)

rwry;

6)

2)

niDC

ymv,

12) ^Nptrp;

aw; n)

r&N); 3) Nip'l; 4)

7) D'DBitf;

13)

ivy nn;

^tfc; i8)nn; 19) Dn^ifn

14)

"DTI

(also

d^Vd;
d^dti nan;

8) bN?Dtf;

tw;

9)

20)

rbnp;

21) nii'p (row); 22) tfnrtfriN (rbio); 23) buy-); 24) eoty. The Masoretic abbreviation for the three pre-eminently poetical books is accordingly,

not

no"H but

(as also in Chajug'),

(in

turf.

agreement with their Talmndic order) DN"n

Elia Levita, Masoreth ha-Matoreth p. 19. 73

(ed.

Fen. 1538) [ed. Ginsburg, 1867, p. 120, 248].
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4
the following

is

the right order: Ruth, Psalms, Job, Pro-

Book of Ruth precedes the Psalter as its prologue,
Ruth is the ancestor of him to whom the sacred lyric owes

verbs; the
for

its richest and most flourishing era. It is undoubtedly the
most natural order that the Psalter should open the division
of the Eethubim, and for this reason: that, according to the
stock which forms the basis of it, it represents the time of
David, and then afterwards in like manner the Proverbs and
Job represent the Chokma- literature of the age of Solomon.
But it is at once evident that it could have no other place
but among the Eethubim.
The codex of the giving of the Law, which is the foundation of the old covenant and of the nationality of Israel, as

also of all its subsequent literature, occupies the first place

in the canon.

Under the

collective title of

OW2J, a

series

of historical writings of a prophetic character, which trace

from the occupation of Canaan to the
gleam of light in the gloomy retributive condition of the

the history of Israel
first

Babylonish Exile (Prophetee priores) is first attached to these
books of the Thora; and then a series of strictly prophetical writings by the prophets themselves which extend to the
time of Darius Nothus, and indeed to the time of Nehemiah's
second sojourn in Jerusalem under this Persian king (Profive

Regarded chronologically, the first series
would better correspond to the second if the historical books
of the Persian period (Chronicles with Ezra, Nehemiah, and
Esther) were joined to it; but for a very good reason this has
not been done. The Israelitish literature has marked out two
sharply defined and distinct methods of writing history, viz.
the annalistic and the prophetic. The so-called Elohistic and
so-called Jehovistic form of historical writing in the Pentateuch might serve as general types of these. The historical
books of the Persian period are, however, of the annalistic,
not of the prophetic character (although the Chronicles have
taken up and incorporated many remnants of the prophetic
form of historical writing, and the Books of the Eings vice
versd, many remnants of the annalistic): they could not
therefore stand among the Proplietce priores. But with the
Book of Ruth it is different. This short book is so like the
end of the Book of the Judges (ch. xvii xxi), that it might

phetee potteriores).

,

—
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NAMES OF THE PSALTER.
well stand between Judges

very

originally stand after the

Book

3

and Samuel; and

it

did

of the Judges, just as the

Lamentations of Jeremiah stood after his prophecies. It
is only on liturgical grounds that they have both been placed
with the so-called Megilloth (Canticles, Ruth, Lamentations,
Ecclesiastes, and Esther, as they are arranged in our ordinary copies according to the calendar of the festivals). All
the remaining books could manifestly only be classed under
the third division of the canon, which (as could hardly have
been otherwise in connection with min and DW2J) has been
entitled, in the most general way, DOITO,
a title which, as the
renders
it
in
of
Ben-Sira
his
prologue
[to Ecclesiasgrandson
xa
itdxpta
t& Xonca ?d>v
simply
aXXa
or
ticus], means
ptf)X(a,
f3i|3Xta>v, and nothing more.
For if it were intended to mean

—

writings, written tshpn TXTQ,
spirit, is

inspi-

combined with the greatest spontaneity ol
styled according to the synagogue notion of inspithen the words Bhpn TVPQ would and ought to

ration which
ration,

— as the third degree of

is

—

stand with

it.

II.

At the

NAMES OF THE PSALTER.

close of the seventy -second

Psalm

(ver. 20)

wo

u

Are ended the prayers of David, the
Son of Jesse. 9 The whole of the preceding Psalms are here
comprehended under the name ni^BFl. This strikes one as
strange, because with the exception of Ps. xvii (and further
find the subscription:

on Ps. lxxxvi, xc, cii, cxlii) they are all inscribed otherwise and because in part, as e. g. Ps. i and ii, they contain
no supplicatory address to God and have therefore not the
form of prayers. Nevertheless the collective name Tephilloth
The essence of prayer is a direct
is suitable to all Psalms.
and undiverted looking towards God, and the absorption of
the mind in the thought of Him. Of this nature of prayer
all Psalms partake; even the didactic and laudatory, though
like Hannah's song of
containing no supplicatory address,
praise which is introduced with WJenm (1 Sam. ii. 1). The
title inscribed on the Psalter is D^HFI (1ED) for which O'^n
(apocopated 'Wi) is also commonly used, as Hippolytus (ed.
;

—
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C
lie

Lagarde p. 188)

Zs<ppa OeXeij*.*

testifies: 'EppaTot

This

name may

also

irepie']fpa<

,

r

av t^v

|3t|3Xo»

seem strange, for the

Psalms for the most part are hardly hymns in the proper
sense: the majority are elegiac or didactic; and only a solitary one, Ps. cxlv, is directly inscribed n^Tin.
But even
this collective name of the Psalms is admissible, for they all
partake of the nature of the hymn, to wit the purpose of the
hymn, the glorifying of God. The narrative Psalms praise
the magnolia Dei, the plaintive likewise praise Him, since
they are directed to TTim as the only helper, and close with
grateful confidence that He will hear and answer. The verb
includes both the Magnificat and the De profundi*.
The language of the Masora gives the preference to the
feminine form of the name, instead of D^nn, and throughout
calls the Psalter ni^rin 1SD (e. g. on 2 Sam. xxii. 5).** In
the Syriac it is styled k'tobo d'mazmure, in the Koran zabur
(not as Golius and Freytag point it, zubur), which in the
usage of the Arabic language signifies nothing more than
"writing" (synon. kitdb: vid. on iii. 1), but is perhaps a corruption of mizmor from which a plural mezdmir is formed, by
a change of vowels, in Jewish-Oriental MSS. In the Old Testament writings a plural of mizamor does not occur. Also in
hftn

the post-biblical usage mizmorim or mizmoroth
in solitary instances as the
istic
*H3|)

name

found only

is

for the Psalms. In Hellen-

—

Greek the corresponding word <JkxX|mh (from t|i£XXeiv
is the more common; the Psalm collection is called pi(3Xo;

(Lk. xx. 42, Acts i. 20) or ^aXtrjptov, the name of
the instrument (psanterin in the Book of Daniel) *** being

<(iaX(id>v

*

In EusebiaB,

vi.

25: Z£tpT)p OtXX^v; Jerome (in the Preface to his

translation of the Psalms juxta Hebraicam veritatem) points it

still differ-

SEPHAR THALLIM

quod interpretatur volumen hymnorum. Accordingly at the end of the Psalterium ex Hebrteo, Cod. 19 in the Convent
Library of St. Gall we find the subscription Sephar Tallim Quod interpretatur volumen Ymnorum explicit.
** It is an erroneous opinion of Boxtorf in his Tiberias and also of
ently:

:

Jewish

Masoretes,

that

the

Masora

calls

It is only the so-called Hallel, Ps. cxiii

for in the

Masora on 2 Sam.

the Psalter

— cxix, that

xxii. 5, Ps. cxvi. 3

a

nWh

is called

(the similar passage in the Hallel) in relation to xviii. 5 a.
•**

NdpXa

— say

(halttla).

bears this name,

N W?m VOTI

—

Eusebins and others of the Greek Fathers
itop*
89) p.6vov t fiv poosixdtv 6pY<iva>v ipdoraTov

Eppo(oi« Xefttat «& ^aXx^ptov, 8
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THE HISTORY OF PSALM COMPOSITION.

7

transferred metaphorically to the songs that are sung with
its

accompaniment. Psalms are songs for the

fore lyric

III.

poems

lyre,

and there-

in the strictest sense.

THE HISTORY OF PSALM COMPOSITION.

Before we can seek to obtain a clear idea of the origin of
we must take a general survey of the

the Psalm -collection

course of the development of psalm writing. The lyric is
the earliest kind of poetry in general, and the Hebrew poetry,
the oldest example of the poetry of antiquity that has come

down to us, is therefore essentially lyric. Neither the Epos
nor the Drama, but only the Mashal, has branched off from
it and attained an independent form. Even prophecy, which
is distinguished from psalmody by a higher impulse which the
mind of the writer receives from the power of the divine mind,
shares with the latter the common designation of N33 (1 Chron.
xxv. 1
3), and the psalm -singer, "ntsto, is also as such
called nih (1 Chron. xxv. 5; 2 Chron. xxix. 30, xxxv. 15, cf.
1 Chron. xv. 19 and freq.); for just as the sacred lyric often

—

rises to the height of prophetic vision, so the prophetic epic

of the future, because
xoi

\xi\

it is

cnvspi'oOjj.evov e{( JJX 0V

not entirely freed from the sub-

** T<5v rormtdfaij [AepuW, dXX* SvcuOev

iytart

Augustine describes this instrument still more
clearly in Ps. zlii and elsewhere: Psalterium itlud organum dieitur quod de
superiore parte habet testudinem, iltud scilicet tympanum et concavum lignum cut chorda; innitentes resonant, cithara vero id ipsum lignum cavum
et sonorum ex inferiore parte habet. In the cithern the strings pass over
the sound-board, in the harp and lyre the vibrating body runs round the
strings which are left free (without a bridge) and is either curved or angular
as in the case of the harp, or encompasses the strings as in the lyre. Harps
with an upper sounding body (whether of metal or wood, viz. lignum concavum
i. e. with a hollow and hence sonorous wood, which protects the strings
like a lestudo and serves as a tympanum) are found both on Egyptian and
on Assyrian monuments. By the psalterium described by Augustine, Caasiodorus and Isidores understand the trigonum, which is in the form of
an inverted sharp-cornered triangle; but it cannot be this that is intended
because the horizontal strings of this instrument are surrounded by
9. three-sided sounding body, so that it must be a triangular lyre. Moreover there is also a trigon belonging to the Macedonian era which is
formed like a harp {vid. Weiss' Kostumkunde, Fig. 347) and this further
•t6v

67:t)7_o5vto

^aXx6v.

tends to support oar view.
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jectivity of the prophet, frequently passes into the strain ol

the psalm.

The time of Moses was the period of Israel's birth as a
nation and also of its national lyric. The Israelites brought
instruments with them out of Egypt and these were the accompaniments of their first song (Ex. xv.)
the oldest hymn,

—

which re-echoes through all hymns of the following ages
and also through the Psalter (comp. ver. 2 with Ps. cxviii.
14; Ter. 3 with Ps. xxiv. 8; ver. 4, xiv. 27 with Ps. cxxxvi.

15; ver. 8 with Ps. lxxviii. 13; ver. 11 with Ps. lxxvii. 14,
lxxxvi. 8, lxxxix. 7 sq.; ver. 13, 17 with Ps. lxxviii. 54,

and

other parallels of a similar kind). If we add to these, Ps.
xc and Deut. xxxii, we then have the prototypes of all

Psalms, the hymnic, elegiac, and prophetico- didactic. All
three classes of songs are still wanting in the strophic symmetry which characterises the later art. But even Deborah's
song of victory, arranged in hexastichs,
a song of triumph
composed eight centuries before Pindar and far outstripping
exhibits to us the strophic art approximating to its
him,
perfect development. It has been thought strange that the
very beginnings of the poesy of Israel are so perfect, but the
history of Israel, and also the history of its literature, comes under a different law from that of a constant development from a
lowerto a highergrade. Theredemptive period of Moses, unique
in its way, influences as a creative beginning, every future development. There is a constant progression, but of such a kind as
only to develope that which had begun in the Mosaic age with
all the primal force and fulness of a divine creation. We see,
however, how closely the stages of this progress are linked together, from the fact that Hannah the singer of the Old Testament Magnificat, was themother of him who anointed,asEing, the
sweet singer of Israel, on whose tongue was the word oftheLord.
In David the sacred lyric attained its full maturity. Many
things combined to make the time of David its golden age.
Samuel had laid the foundation of this both by his energetic
reforms in general, and by founding the schools of the prophets in particular, in which under his guidance (1 Sam. xix.
19 sq.), in conjunction with the awakening and fostering of
the prophetic gift, music and song were taught. Through
these ccenobia, whence sprang a spiritual awakening hitherto

—

—

\
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an&nown

in Israel , David also passed. Here his poetic talent,
not awakened, was however cultivated. He was a musician
and poet born. Even as a Bethlehemite shepherd he played
upon the harp, and with his natural gift he combined a heart
deeply imbued with religious feeling. But the Psalter contains as few traces of David's Psalms before his anointing
(vid. on Ps. viii, cxliv.) as the New Testament does of the
writings of the Apostles before the time of Pentecost. It was
only from the time when the Spirit of Jahve came upon him
at his anointing as king of Israel, and raised him to the dignity of his calling in connection with the covenant of redemption, that he sang Psalms, which have become an integral
part of the canon.
They are the fruit not only of his
high gifts and the inspiration of the Spirit of God (2
Sam. xxiii. 2), but also of bis own experience and of the
experience of his people interwoven with his own. David's
path from his anointing onwards, lay through affliction to
Song however, as a Hindu proverb says, is the
glory.
His
offspring of suffering, the floka springs from the poka.
life was marked by vicissitudes which at one time prompted
him to elegiac strains, at another to praise and thanksgiving;
at the same time he was the founder of the kingship of promise, a prophecy of the future Christ, and his life, thus typically moulded, could not express itself otherwise than in
typical or even consciously prophetic language. Raised to
the throne, he did not forget the harp which had been his
companion and solace when he fled before Saul, but rewarded
it with all honour.
He appointed 4000 Levites, the fourth
division of the whole Levitical order, as singers and musicians
in connection with the service in the tabernacle on Zion and
partly in Gibeon, the place of the Mosaic tabernacle. These
he divided into 24 classes under the Precentors, Asaph, Heman, and Ethan=Jeduthun (1 Chron. xxv.comp.xv. 17 sqq.),
if

and multiplied the instruments, particularly the stringed instruments, by his own invention (1 Chron. xxiii. 5, Neh. xii.
36*).

In David's time there were three places of sacrifice:

I tended, says David in the Greek Psalter, at the close of Ps. cl.,
my hands made pipes (Sp^vo* nJiy) and my fingers
?3J) cf. Humeri Rabba c. xvf
put together (or : tuned) harps (d/aATijpiov
(£. 264 a) and the Targura on Am. vi. 5.
*

my

father's sheep,

»

—
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on Zion beside the ark (2 Sam. vi. 17 sq.), in Gibeon beside the
Mosaic tabernacle (1 Chron.zTi.39sq.) and later, on the threshing-floor of Oman, afterwards the Temple-hill (1 Chron. xxi.
28
30). Thus others also were stimulated in many ways to

—

God

consecrate their offerings to the

73 Psalms bearing the inscription

Davidic authorship of which

of Israel.

Beside the

mb — Psalms the direct
,

attested, at least in the case

is

some fifty, by their creative originality, their impassioned
and predominantly plaintive strain, their graceful flow
and movement, their ancient but clear, language, which becomes harsh and obscure only when describing the dissolute
of

—

conduct of the ungodly,
the collection contains the following which are named after cotemporary singers appointed by
David: 12 Fpt6 (Ps. 1. lxxiii
lxxxiii) of which the contents

—

and

spirit are chiefly prophetic,

and 12 by the Levite family

—

of singers, the mp""03 (Ps. xlii
xlix, lxxxiv, lxxxv, lxxxvii,
lxxxviii, including Ps. xliii), bearing a predominantly regal

and priestly impress. Both the Psalms of the Ezrahites, Ps.
by Heman and lxxxix by Ethan, belong to the time of
Solomon whose name, with the exception of Ps. lxxii, is borne
only by Ps. cxxvii. Under Solomon psalm-poesy began to
decline all the existing productions of the mind of that age
bear the mark of thoughtful contemplation rather than of direct conception, for restless eagerness had yielded to enjoyable
lxxxviii

;

contentment, national concentration to cosmopolitan expansion. It was the age of the Chokma, which brought the apoph-

thegm

to its artistic perfection,

of drama.

Solomon himself

is

and also produced a species
the perfecter of the Mashal,

that form of poetic composition belonging strictly to the

Chokma.

1 Kings v. 12 [Hebr.; iv.
he was also the author of 1005 songs, but in the
canon we only find two Psalms by him and the dramatic Song
of Songs. This may perhaps be explained by the fact that he
spake of trees from the cedar to the hyssop that his poems,
mostly of a worldly character, pertained rather to the realm
of nature than to the kingdom of grace.
Only twice after this did psalm -poesy rise to any height
and then only for a short period: viz. under Jehoshaphat and
under Hezekiah. Under both these kings the glorious services
of the Temple rose from the desecration and decay into

Certainly according to

32, Engl.]

,
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which they had fallen to the fall splendour of their ancient
Moreover there were two great and marvellous deliverances which aroused the spirit of poesy during the reigns of
these kings: under Jehoshaphat, the overthrow of the neighbouring nations when they had banded together for the exstirpation of Judah, predicted by Jahaziel, the Asaphite; under Hezekiah the overthrow of Sennacherib's host foretold by
Isaiah. These kings also rendered great service to the cause
of social progress. Jehoshaphat by an institution designed
to raise the educational status of the people, which reminds
one of the Carlovingian missi (2 Chron. xvii. 7
9); Hezekiah,
whom one may regard as the Pisistratus of Israelitish literature, by the establishment of a commission charged with colglory.

—

lecting the relics of the early literature (Prov. xxv.

1);

ha

music and restored the Psalms
of David and Asaph to their liturgical use (2 Chron. xxix.
25 sqq). And he was himself a poet, as his 2PDD (OfCD?)
(Isa. xxxviii) shews, though certainly a reproductive rather
than a creative poet. Both from the time of Jehoshaphat
and from the time of Hezekiah we possess in the Psalter not
a few Psalms, chiefly Asaphic and Korahitic, which, although
bearing no historical heading, unmistakeably confront us with
also revived the ancient sacred

the peculiar circumstances of those times. *

With the excep-

two periods of revival the latter part of the regal period produced scarcely any psalm writers, but is all the
more rich in prophets. When the lyric became mute, prophecy
raised its trumpet voice in order to revive the religious life of
the nation, which previously had expressed itself in psalms. In
the writings of the prophets, which represent the XeT[i|xa x^p^o;
in Israel, we do indeed find even psalms, as Jon. ch. ii, Isa. xii,
Hab. iii, but these are more imitations of the ancient congregational hymns than original compositions. It was not until
after the Exile that a time of new creations set in.
As the Reformation gave birth to the German churchhymn, and the Thirty years' war, without which perhaps
there might have been no Paul Gerhardt, called it into life
afresh, so the Davidic age gave birth to psalm-poesy and the
tion of these

*

With regard

knowledged

to the time of Jehoshaphat even Nic.

this in his Diss, de Tzippor et Deror

Nonne has ao

(Bremen 1741,

4to.)

which

has reference to Ps. lxiiiv. 4.
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Exile brought back to life again that which had become dead.
The divine chastisement did not fail to produce the effect designed. Even though it should not admit of proof, that many
of the Psalms have had portions added to them, from which
it would be manifest how constantly they were then used as
forms of supplication, still it is placed beyond all doubt, that the

many psalms belonging to the time of the
Still far more new psalms were composed after the Return. When those who returned from exile,
among whom were many Asaphites, * again felt themselves
Psalter contains

Exile, as

e.

g. Ps. cii.

and after the restoration of the Temple to be
a church, the harps which in Babylon hung upon the
willows, were tuned afresh and a rich new flow of song was
the fruit of this re-awakened first love. But this did not continue long. A sanctity founded on good works and the service
of the letter took the place of that outward, coarse idolatry
from which the people, now returned to their fatherland, had
been weaned while undergoing punishment in the land of the
to be a nation,
also

stranger. Nevertheless in the era of the Seleucidse the oppressed and injured national feeling revived under the Maccalife and vigour. Prophecy had then long been
lamented in many passages in the 1st Book of
the Maccabees. It cannot be maintained that psalm -poesy
flourished again at that time. Hitzig has recently endeavoured to bring forward positive proof, that it is Maccabean
psalms, which form the proper groundwork of the Psalter.
He regards the Maccabean prince Alexander Jannaeus as the
writer of Ps. i and ii, refers Ps. xliv. to 1 Mace. v. 56
62,
and maintains both in his Commentary of 1835 36 and in the
later edition of 1863
65 that from Ps.lxxiii onwards there is
not a single pre-Maccabean psalm in the collection and that,
from that point, the Psalter mirrors the prominent events of
the time of the Maccabees in chronological order. Hitzig has
been followed by von Lengerke and Olshausen. They both
mark the reign of John Hyrcanus (B. C. 135
107) as the time
when the latest psalms were composed and when the collec-

bees in

its

dumb, a

old

fact

—

—

—

—

* In

Barhebraus on Job and in his Chronikon several traditions are
Hebrew priest, the brother of Eira the writer of

referred to "Asaph the

the Scriptures."
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we now have it was made: whereas Hitzig going somewhat deeper ascribes Ps.i.ii.cl. with others, and the arrangement of the whole, to Hyrcanus' son, Alexander Jannaeus.
On the other hand both the existence and possibility of
Maccabean psalms is disputed not only by Hengstenberg, Havernick, and Keil but also by Gesenius, Hassler, Ewald, Thenius, Bottcher, and Dillmann. For our own part we admit
tion as

has been said that the ardent enthusiasm
more human than divine, more
nationally patriotic than theocratically national in its character, but the Book of Daniel exhibits to us, in a prophetic representation of that period, a holy people of the Most High
contending with the god-opposing power in the world, and
the possibility.

It

of the Maccabean period was

claims for this contest the highest significance in relation to
the history of redemption.

The history of the canon,

also,

does not exclude the possibility of there being Maccabean

psalms. For although the chronicler by

1

Chron. xvi. 36 brings

day the Psalter (comp.
ta xou AautB, 2 Mace. ii. 13*) was already a whole divided
into five books (vid. on Ps. xcvi. cv. cvi) : it might nevertheless,
after having been completely arranged still remain open for later insertions (just as the ItthT] 1QD cited in the Book of Joshua
and 2 Sam. i., was an anthology which had grown together
in the course of time). When Judas Maccabseus, by gathering
as to the safe conclusion that in his

together the national literature, followed in the footsteps of

Nehemiah

(2 Mace. ii. 14: cboautco; 8£ xal'IouSac xa Steoxopitio8i4 xov ir^Xejiov xiv YSY0V ^ xa ^JI" v £*wov^1f a1f e «£vxa, xai

j*2va

j)|uv), we might perhaps suppose that the Psalter
was at that time enriched by some additions. And when Jewish tradition assigns to the so-called Great Synagogue (nDJO
r6nan) a share in the compilation of the canon, this is not
unfavourable to the supposition of Maccabean psalms, since
this ooveqen-p) pe^dX?) was still in existence under the domination of the Seleucidae (1 Mace. xiv. 28).
It is utterly at variance with historical fact to maintain
that the Maccabean period was altogether incapable of producing psalms worthy of incorporation in the canon. Al-

eoxi nap'

*

In the early phraseology of the Eastern and Western churches the
is simply called David, e.g. in Chrysostom: expaOivxtc 8Xov xiv

Psalter
Aa£(S,

and

at the close of the ^Sthiopic Psalter

:

"David

is

ended".
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though the Maccabean period had no prophets, it is nevertheless to be supposed that many possessed the gift of poesy,
and that the Spirit of faith, which is essentially one and the
same with the Spirit of prophecy, might sanctify this gift
and cause it to hear fruit. An actual proof of this is furnished
by the so-called Psalter of Solomon (VaXiTjptov SaXopamoc
in distinction from the canonical Psalter of David)* consisting
of 18 psalms, which certainly come far behind the originality
and artistic beauty of the canonical Psalms; but they shew
at the same time, that the feelings of believers, even throughout the whole time of the Maccabees, found utterance in expressive spiritual songs. Maccabean psalms are therefore not
no doubt they were many; and
an absolute impossibility
that some of them were incorporated in the Psalter, cannot
be denied a priori. But still the history of the canon does

—

not favour this supposition. And the circumstance of the
LXX version of the Psalms (according to which citations are
made even in the first Book of the Maccabees), inscribing several Psalms 'A^Yatoo xal Za^aptoo, while however it does not

assign the date of the later period to any,

is

against

it.

And

Maccabean psalms be supposed to exist in the Psalter they
can at any rate only be few, because they must have been inserted in a collection which was already arranged. And since
the Maccabean movement, though beginning with lofty aspirations, gravitated, in its onward course, towards things carnal,
we can no longer expect to find psalms relating to it, or
at least none belonging to the period after Judas Maccabseus;
and from all that we know of the character and disposition
if

of Alexander Jannseus

it is morally impossible that this despot should be the author of the first and second Psalms and
should have closed the collection.

IV.

The
Toot6 oe

ORIGIN OF THE COLLECTION.
we now have it, consists of five books.**

Psalter, as
j*ij

rcapeXOoi, a> 91X6X076

— says

Hippolytus, whose

* First made known by De la Cerda in his Adversaria sacra (1626)
and afterwards incorporated by Fabricius in his Codex Pseudepigraphus

V. T.

pp. 914 sqq. (1713).
The Karaite Jerocbam (abont 950 A. D.) says C\blD

**
of

(rolls)

instead

DnSD.

"\
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in

words are afterwards quoted by Epiphanius
tijpiov

e!«

BieTXov fk[3Xta ot 'E^paioi,

7tivrs

Sots

xal ti

t}«xX«

slvai xal atki

This accords with the Midrash on Ps. i. 1
books of the Thora and corresponding to these (0"UJ3) David gave them the book of Psalms
which consists of five books (DnBD nte'Dn 13 Uftti D^DD ~IBD).
aXXov nevrdxeoxov.

Moses gave the

Israelites the five

division of the Psalter into five parts makes it the copy
and echo of the Thora, which it also resembles in this particular: that as in the Thora Elohistic and Jehovistic sections
lxxxiv)
alternate, so here a group of Elohistic Psalms (xlii
xli,
is surrounded on both sides by groups of Jehovistic (i
i
xli, xlii
lxxxv
cl).
The five books are as follow:
cl.* Each of the first
lxxii, lxxiii
lxxxix, xc
cvi, cvii
which
four books closes with a doxology,
one might erroneously
Psalm
part
of
the
preceding
(xli. 14, lxxii. 18 sq.,
regard as a
lxxxix. 53, cvi. 48), and the place of the fifth doxology is
occupied by Ps. cl. as a full toned finale to the whole (like
the relation of Ps. cxxxiv to the so-called Songs of degrees).

The

—

—

—

—

—

——

—

These doxologies very much resemble the language of the liturgical Beracha of the second Temple. The jDNl jdk coupled
with i (cf. on the contrary Num. v. 22 and also Neh. viii. 6)
is exclusively peculiar to them in Old Testament writings.
Even in the time of the writer of the Chronicles the Psalter
was a whole divided into five parts, which were indicated by
these landmarks. We infer this from 1 Chron. xvi. 36. The
chronicler in the free manner which characterises Thucydides
or Livy in reporting a speech, there reproduces David's festal
hymn that resounded in Israel after the bringing home of the
ark; and he does it in such a way that after he has once fallen into the track of Ps. cvi. , be also puts into the mouth
of David the beracha which follows that Ps. From this we
see that the Psalter was already divided into books at that
period; the closing doxologies had already become thoroughly
grafted upon the body of the Psalms after which they stand.
The chronicler however wrote under the pontificate of Johanan, the son of Eliashib, the predecessor of Jaddua, towards
the end of the Persian supremacy, but a considerable time
before the

•

commencement of the Grecian.

The Karaite Jefeth ben

Eli calls

them nr'N 1BD, ?'M3 *D to.
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Next to

Fourth boon
a significant mark for determining the history of the origin of the Psalter. The words:
"are ended the prayers of David the son of Jesse*, are without
doubt the subscription to the oldest psalm -collection, which
preceded the present psalm-pentateuch. The collector certainly
has removed this subscription from its original place close after
lxxii. 17, by the interpolation of the beracha lxxii. 18sq., but left
it, at the same time, untouched.
The collectors and those who
worked up the older documents within the range of the Biblical literature appear to have been extremely conscientious in
this respect and they thereby make it easier for us to gain an inas, e. g. the composer of
sight into the origin of their works,
the Books of Samuel gives intact the list of officers from a later
document 2Sam.viii.16 18(which closed with that, so far as we
at present have it in its incorporated state), as well as the list
from an older document (2 Sam.xx.23 26); or, as not merely
the author of the Book of Kings in the middle of the Exile, but
also the chronicler towards the end of the Persian period, have
transferred unaltered, to their pages, the statement that the
staves of the ark are to be found in the rings of the ark "to this
day", which has its origin in some annalistic document (1 Bangs
But unfortunately that subscription,
viii. 8, 2 Chron. v. 9).
which has been so faithfully preserved, furnishes us less help
than we could wish. We only gather from it that the present
collection was preceded by a primary collection of very much
more limited compass which formed its basis and that this
closed with the Salomonic Ps. lxxii; for the collector would
surely not have placed the subscription, referring only to the
prayers of David, after this Psalm if he had not found it there
already. And from this point it becomes natural to suppose
that Solomon himself, prompted perhaps by the liturgical requirements of the new Temple, compiled this primary collection, and by the addition of Ps. lxxii may have caused it to
be understood that he was the originator of the collection.
But to the question whether the primary collection also
contained only Davidic songs properly so called or whether
the subscribed designation "m n^TID is only intended a po~
tiori, the answer is entirely wanting. If we adopt the latter
supposition, one is at a loss to understand for what reason
this application of the beracha of the

by the chronicler, Ps.

lxxii.

20

is

—

—

—
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1. of the Psalms of Asaph was inserted in it.
For
psalm is really one of the old Asaphic psalms and might
therefore have been an integral part of the primary collection.
On the other hand it is altogether impossible for all the Koxlix to have belonged to it, for some of
rahitic psalms xlii
xlvii and xlviii were composed
and
most
undoubtedly
them,
remarkable event of which,
most
in the time of Jehoshaphat, the
foretold
by an Asaphite and
as the chronicler narrates, was
is
therefore,
apart from
celebrated by Korahitic singers. It
other psalms which bring us down to the Assyrian period (as
lxvi, lxvii) and the time of Jeremiah (as lxxi) and bear in

only Ps.
this

—

themselves traces of the time of the Exile (as lxix, 35 sqq.),
absolutely impossible that the primary collection should have
consisted of Ps.

ii

—

lxxii,

or rather (since Ps.

though it ought to be assigned to the
perhaps the time of Isaiah) of Ps. iii

appears as

ii

later time of the kings,

—

lxxii.

And

the later insertions out of consideration, there

is

if

we

leave

no arrange-

ment

left for the Psalms of David and his cotemporaries,
which should in any way bear the impress of the Davidic and
Salomonic mind. Even the old Jewish teachers were struck by
this, and in the Midrash on Ps. iii we are told, that when Joshua
ben Levi was endeavouring to put the Ps.in order, a voice from
heaven cried out to him: arouse not the slumberer (TPErr^N
pe'TTPN) i. e. do not disturb David in his gravel Why Ps. iii
follows directly upon Ps.ii, or as it is expressed in the Midrash
D"6b£n n»hS follows auoi jij ntsh&, may certainly be more
satisfactorily explained than is done there: but to speak generally the mode of the arrangement of the first two books of the
Psalms is of a similar nature to that of the last three, viz., that
which in my Symbolce ad Psalmos illustrandos isagogicce (1846)
is shewn to run through the entire Psalter, more according to
external than internal points of contact. *
*

Tbe

right view has been long since perceived

his exposition of Ps. lxiii
self

thus

:

4-jdj

(LXX.

lxii),

among

by Eusebius, who in

other things expresses him-

Si T)7o0|xai xfj; tdiv £f f SYpaiijjivaiv Stavotaj ivixti iftlf i
xaxd to -Xsistov, oDto>« £v -oXXoij £i:t-rt

iXXijXoov tout daXpioyj xeiaQat

yfpii xal euptov, 4i6 xal oovijtpQai o-jtoOs waavtl aufjfvstav £-/ovta; xat
dxoXo'j4(av zpo« dXXijXo'j;' fvQsv jat?J xatd toi? ^povo'Jt i|A<pips30ai, dXXd
xffi oiavoia; dxoXo-jQtav (in Montfaacon's Collectio Nova, t. i. p.
This dxoXovOia Siavofec is however not always central and deep.
The attempts of Luther (Walch, iv. col. 646 sqq.) and especially of So-

xatok

rift

300).

vol.

I.

2
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On

cannot he denied that the ground*
formed the basis of the present
lie within the limits of Ps. iii
lxxii, for nowhere
else do old Davidic psalms stand so closely and numerously
together as here. The Third hook (Ps. lxxiii
lxxxix) exhibits
a marked difference in this respect. We may therefore suppose that the chief bulk of the oldest hymn book of the Israelitish church is contained in Ps. iii
lxxii. But we must
at the same time admit, that its contents have been dispersed
and newly arranged in later redactions and more especially
in the last of all; and yet, amidst these changes the connection of the subscription, lxxii. 20, with the psalm of Solomon
was preserved. The two groups iii
lxxxix,
lxxii, lxxiii
although not preserved in the original arrangement, and augmented by several kinds of interpolations, at least represent
the first two stages of the growth of the Psalter. The primary collection may be Salomonic. The after portion of the
second group was, at the earliest, added in the time of Jehoshaphat, at which time probably the book of the Proverbs
.>f Solomon was also compiled.
But with a greater probability of being in the right we incline to assign them to the
time of Hezekiah, not merely because some of the psalms
among them seem as though they ought to be referred to the
overthrow of Assyria under Hezekiah rather than to the overthrow of the allied neighbouring nations under Jehoshaphat,
but chiefly because just in the same manner "the men of Hezekiah" appended an after gleaning to the older Salomonic
book of Proverbs (Prov. xxv. 1), and because of Hezekiah it is
recorded, that he brought the Psalms of David and of Asaph
(the bulk of which are contained in the Third book of the
Psalms) into use again (2 Chron. xxix. 30). In the time of
Ezra and Nehemiah the collection was next extended by the
songs composed during and (which are still more numerous)
after the Exile. But a gleaning of old songs also had been
reserved for this time. A psalm of Moses was placed first,
in order to give a pleasing relief to the beginning of the new
psalter by this glance back into the earliest time. And to
the 56 Davidic psalms of the first three books, there are
the other side

work of the
Psalter must

it

collection that

—
—

—

—

lomon Gesner,

—

to prove a link of internal progress in the Psalter are not

convincing.

x
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They are

cer-

tainly not all directly Davidic, hut partly the result of tho

writer throwing himself into David's temper of

cumstances.

One

mind and

cir-

chief store of such older psalms were per-

haps the historical works of an annalistic or even prophetic
character, rescued from the age before the Exile. It is from
euch sources that the historical notes prefixed to the Davidic
hymns (and also to one in the Fifth hook: Ps. cxlii) come.
On the whole there is unmistakeably an advance from the
earliest to the latest; and we may say, with Ewald, that in
xli the real bulk of the Davidic and, in general, of the
Ps. i
Ixxxix predominantly
older songs is contained, in Ps. xlii
cl the large mass of
songs of the middle period, in Ps. xc
later and very late songs. But moreover it is with the Psalmcollection as with the collection of the prophecies of Isaiah,
Jeremiah, and Ezekiel: the chronological order and the arrangement according to the matter are at variance; and in
many places the former is intentionally and significantly disregarded in favour of the latter. We have often already referred to one chief point of view of this arrangement according to matter, viz., the imitation of the Thora; it was perhaps
this which led to the opening of the Fourth book, which corresponds to the Book of Numbers, with a psalm of Moses of

—

—
—

this character.

V.

ARRANGEMENT AND INSCRIPTIONS.

Among the Fathers, Gregory of Nyssa has attempted to
shew that the Psalter in its five hooks leads upward as by
five steps to moral perfection, del irp&« xb 6^T)X6-cepov djv <|*ouTteptiGsic,

j(V

and down

<i>;

Sv

em

xb

dxp6xaxov

ecptxrjtai t<3v <jqa9div;*

most recent times attempts have been made
to trace in the five books a gradation of principal thoughts,
which influence and run through the whole collection.** We
fear that in this direction, investigation has set before itself on
to the

unattainable end. Nevertheless, as we shall see, the collection
bears the impress of one ordering mind. For its opening is
•

Opp. ed. Paris.

*•

Tbns

(1

036)

t.

i.

p. 28S.

especially Stuhelin, Zur Einleilung in die Psalmcn, 1859, 4to.
2*
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formed by a didactic -prophetic couplet of psalms (Ps.

i. ii),

introductory to the whole Psalter and therefore in the earliest times regarded as one psalm, which opens and closes

and its close is formed by four psalms (Ps. cxlvi
which begin and end with rm^n. We do not include Ps. cl. for this psalm takes the place of the beracha
with

—

ntftt;

cxlix)

of the Fifth book, exactly as the recurring verse Isa.
is

repeated in

lvii.

21 with fuller emphasis, but

is

xlviii.

22

omitted at

the close of the third part of this address of Isaiah to the
exiles, its place being occupied by a terrifying description of
the hopeless end of the wicked.

The opening of the Psalter
who walk according to the

celebrates the blessedness of those
will of

God

law and

in

redemption, which has been revealed in the

in history; the close of the Psalter calls

creatures to praise this

God

ground of the completion of

upon

all

of redemption, as it were on the
this great

work.

Bede has

al-

ready called attention to the fact that the Psalter from Ps.
cxlvi ends in a complete strain of praise; the end of the Psal-

upward to a happy climax. The assumption that
was an evident predilection for attempting to make the
number 150 complete, as Ewald supposes, cannot be established; the reckoning 147 (according to a Haggadah book
ter soars

there

mentioned in Jer. Sabbath xvi, parallel with the years of Jacob's
and the reckoning 149, which frequently occurs both in
Karaitic and Rabbinic MSS., have also been adopted; the
numbering of the whole and of particular psalms varies.*
There are in the Psalter 73 psalms bearing the inscription
life),

Tnb, viz. (reckoning exactly) 37 in book i; 18 in book ii; 1 in book
iii; 2 in book iv; 15 in book v. The redaction has designed the
pleasing effect of closing the collectionwith an imposing group of
Davidic psalms, just as it begins with the bulk of the Davidic
psalms. And the Hallelujahs which begin with Ps. cxlvi (after
the 15 Davidic psalms) are the preludes of the closing doxology.
*

The LXX,

like

oar Hebrew text, reckons 150 psalms, but with va-

by making ix and x, and cxiv and cxv
and in place of these, dividing cxvi and cxlvii each into two. 'Hie
combination of ix and x, of cxiv and cxv into one has also been adopted by
others; cxniv and exxxv, bat especially i and ii, appear here and thero
Kimchi reckons 149 by making Ps. cxiv and cxv into
as one psalm.
one. The ancient Syriac version combines Ps. cxiv and cxv as one, but
riations in separate instances,

into one,

reckons 150 hy dividing P^

cxlvii.
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The Korahitic and Asaphic psalms are found exclusively
Second and Third books. There are 12 Asaphic psalms:
lxxxiii, and also 12 Korahitic: xlii. xliii. xliv
lxxiii
xlix.

in the
1.

21

—

—

lxxxiv. lxxxv. lxxxvii. lxxxviii, assuming that Ps.

to be
regarded as an independent twin psalm to xlii and that Ps.
lxxxviii is to be reckoned among the Korahitic psalms. In
both of these divisions we find psalms belonging to the time
of the Exile and to the time after the Exile (lxxiv. lxxix. lxxxv).
The fact of their being found exclusively in the Second and
Third books cannot therefore be explained on purely chronoxliii is

logical grounds. Korahitic psalms, followed by anAsaphic,open

the Second book; Asaphic psalms, followed by four Korahitic,

open the Third book.
The way in which Davidic psalms are interspersed clearly
sets before us the principle by which the arrangement according to the matter, which the collector has chosen, is governed. It is the principle of homogeneousness, which is the old

mode of arranging things: for in the alphabet, the
hand and the hollow of the hand, water and fish, the eye and
Semitic

the mouth, the back and front of the head have been placed
together. In like manner also the psalms follow one another
according to their relationship as manifested by prominent
external and internal marks. The Asaphic psalm, Ps. 1, is
followed by the Davidic psalm,

because they both similarly disparage the material animal sacrifice, as compared
with that which is personal and spiritual. And the Davidic
psalm lxxxvi is inserted between the Korahitic psalms lxxxv

and

li.,

both to Ps. lxxxv. 8 by the
Jahve9 and "give Thy conquer-

lxxxvii, because it is related

prayer:

u

Shen>

me Thy may,

ing strength unto Thy servant

11

,

and to Ps. lxxxvii by the

prospect of the conversion of the heathen to the God of Israel. This phenomenon, (hat psalms with similar prominent
thoughts, or even with only markedly similar passages, especially at the beginning and the end, are thus strung together,
may be observed throughout the whole collection. Thus e. g.
Ps. lvi with the inscription, "'•after (the melody): the mute
dove among strangers", is placed after Ps. lv on account of
the occurrence of the words: u 0h that I had wings like a dove! 9
&c, in that psalm; thus Ps. xxxiv and xxxv stand together
as being the only psalms in which "the Angel of Jahve" oc-
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curs;

and

just so Ps. ix

and x which coincide

in the expres-

mas rony.

sion

Closely connected with this principle of arrangement
the circumstance that the Elohimic psalms

(t. e.,

is

those which,

according to a peculiar style of composition as I have shewn
in my Symbolce, not from the caprice of an editor, * almost
exclusively call God crfctt, and heside this make use of such

compound names

of

God

as rites

mm, mtCS

OVi^N

mm and

the like) are placed together without any intermixture of Je-

hovic psalms.

In Ps.

i

—

xli the divine

name

mm

predomin-

occurs 272 times and crhtt only 15 times, and for
the most part under circumstances where
was not ad-

ates;

it

mm

With Ps.

missible.

xlii

the Elohimic style begins; the last

psalm lxxxiv, which for
Elohimic psalms of Asaph.
In the Ps. lxxxv
cl
again becomes prominent, with
such exclusiveness, that in the psalms of the Fourth and Fifth
books
occurs 339 times (not 239 as in Symbolce p. 5), and
of
the
true God only once (cxliv. 9). Among the psalms
cn^N
of David 18 are Elohimic, among the Korahitic 9, and the Asaphicare all Elohimic. Including one psalm of Solomon and four
anonymous psalms, there are 44 in all (reckoning Ps. xlii and
xliii as two).
They form the middle portion of the Psalter,
and have on their right 41 and on their left 65 Jahve-psalms.
Community in species of composition also belongs to the
manifold grounds on which the order according to the subject-matter is determined. Thus the b^tt'D (xlii
xliii. xliv.
xlv.lii
lx) stand together among theElolv) and CPro (lvi
him-psalms. In like manner we have in the last two books the

psalm of

this kind is the Korahitic

this very reason is placed after the

— mm

mm

—

TttbSBn

— exxxiv) and, divided groups, those begin— and those beginning and ending with
—
— — whence follows that these

-^(exx

ning with nin (cv

m.l^n

(cxi

titles to

—

—

into

cvii)

cxvii, cxlvi

cl)

it

the psalms are older than the final redaction of the

collection.
It could not possibly

be otherwise than that the inscrip-

tions of the psalms, after the harmless position which the

mono-

* This is Ewald's view (which is also supported by Riehm in Stud,
Kri: 1857 S. 1C5). A closer insight into the characteristic peculiarity
of the Elohim-psalms, which is manifest in other respects also, prove*
it to be superficial and erroneous.
u.
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graphs of Sonntag (1687), Celsius (1718), Irhof (1728) take
with regard to them, should at length become a subject for
criticism; but the custom which has gained ground since the
last decade of the past century of rejecting what has been
historically handed down, has at present grown into a despicable habit of forming a decision too hastily, which in any
other department of literature where the judgment is not so
prejudiced by the drift of the enquiry, would be regarded as
folly. Instances like Hab. iii. 1 and 2 Sam. i. 18, comp. Ps. lx.
l,shew that David and other psalm- writers might have appended their names to their psalms and the definition of their purport.

And

the great antiquity of these and similar inscriptions

LXX found them already in
and did not understand them; that they also cannot
be explained from the Books of the Chronicles (including the
Book of Ezra, which belongs to these) in which much is said
about music, and appear in these books, like much besides,
also follows from the fact that the

existence

as an old treasure of the language revived, so that the key to

the understanding of them must have been lost very early, as
also appears

from the

Psalter they are of

fact that in the last

more

rare,

and in the

two books of the

first

three of

more

frequent occurrence.

VI. TIIE

STROPHE-SYSTEM OF THE PSALMS.

The early Hebrew poetry has neither rhyme nor metre,
both of which (first rhyme and then afterwards metre) were
first adopted by Jewish poesy in the seventh century after
Christ. True, attempts at rhyme are not wanting in the poetry and prophecy of the Old Testament, especially in the te7 cf. Jer. iii. 21
25, where the earphitta style, Ps. cvi. 4
nestness of the prayer naturally causes the heaping up of

—

—

similar flexional endings; but this assonance, in the transition
state towards

rhyme proper, had not yet assumed such an
It is also just as
is found in Syriac*

established form as

out verses of four lines only, which have a
uniform or mixed metre running through them. Notwithstanding, Augustine, Ep. cxiii ad Memorium, is perfectly warranted in saying of the Psalms: certis eos cotutare numeris

difficult to point

•

Vid. Zingerlo in the Dculsch. Morgenland. Zeitschri/X. X. 110
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credo

illis

qui earn linguam prole callenl,

and

it is

not a mere

fancy when Philo, Josephus, Eusebius, Jerome and others have
detected in the Old Testament songs, and especially in the

Psalms, something resembling the Greek and Latin metres.
For the Hebrew poetry indeed had a certain syllabic meaapart from the audible Shebd and the Chateph.
sure, since,
all sylboth of which represent the primitive shortenings,
lables with a full vowel are intermediate, and in ascending become long, in descending short, or in other words, in one
position are strongly accented, in another more or less slurred over. Hence the most manifold rhythms arise, e. g. the
anapaestic tvenashlicha mimdnnu abothemo (ii. 3) or the dactylic

—

—

az jedabber elemo beappo (ii. 5). The poetic discourse is freer
movement than the Syriac poetry with its constant as-

in its

cending (_ 1) or descending spondees (1 _); it represents
all kinds of syllabic movements and thus obtains the appearance of a lively mixture of the Greek and Latin metres. But
for the forms of verse, which conit is only an appearance
form to the laws of quantity, are altogether foreign to early

—

Hebrew poetry, as also to the

oldest poetry; and these rhythms
which vary according to the emotions are not metres, for, as
Augustine says in his work Be Musica, "Omnemetrumrhythmus,
non omnis rhythmus etiam metrutn est. Yet there is not a single
instance of a definite rhythm running through the whole in a
shorter or longer poem, but the rhythms always vary according to the thoughts and feelings; as e. g. the evening song
Ps. iv towards the end rises to the anapaestic measure: ki11

atta Jahawe" lebadad, in order then quietly to subside in the

iambic: labetach

toshibeni.*

With

this alternation of rise

and

* Bellermann's Versuch fiber die Melrik der Bebrdcr (1813) is comparatively the best on this subject even down to the present time; for
Saalschllt* (Von der Form dcr hebr. Poesie, 1825, and elsewhere) proceeds
on tho erroneous assumption that the present system of accentuation

—

by
does not indicate the actual strong toned syllable of the words
following the pronunciation of the German and Polish Jews he perceives,
almost throughout, a spondaso-dactylic rhythm (e. g. Judg. xiv. 18 lillc
chardshlem beeglulhi).

a

But tho

traditional accentuation is proved to be

faithful continuation of the ancient proper pronunciation of the

He-

brew; the trochaic pronunciation is more Syrian, and the tendency to
draw the accent from the final syllable to the penult, regardless of tho
eom'itioas originally governing it, is a phenomenon which belongs only

-\
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long and short syllables, harmonizing in lively passages
with the subject, there is combined, in Hebrew poetry, an expressiveness of accent which is hardly to be found anywhere
else to such an extent. Thus e. g. Ps. ii. 5a sounds like pealfall,

ing thunder, and bb corresponds to

And

number of

it

as the flashing lightning.

Psalms as xvii. xlix.
which the description drags heavily on and
is hard to be understood, and in which more particularly the
suffixes in mo are heaped up, because the indignant mood
of the writer impresses itself upon the style and makes itself
heard in the very sound of the words. The non plus ultra of
such poetry, whose very tones heighten the expression, is the
xxvii.
cycle of the prophecies of Jeremiah chap, xxiv
Under the point of view of rhythm the so-called parallelismus membrorum has also been rightly placed: that fundamental law of the higher, especially poetic, style for which
*
this appropriate name has been coined, not very long since.
The relation of the two parallel members does not really differ
from that of the two halves on either side of the principal
caesura of the hexameter and pentameter; and this is particularly manifest in the double long line of the caesural schema
(more correctly: the diseretic schema) e. g. Ps. xlviii. 6, 7:
there are a

dull toned

lviii. lix. lxxiii, in

—

They beheld, straightway they marvelled,
bewildered they took
to flight.
Trembling took hold upon them there anguish, as a
woman in travail. Here the one thought is expanded in the same
\

\

verse in two parallel members.
But from the fact of the
rhythmical organization being carried out without reference
to the logical requirements of the sentence, as in the same
psalm vers. 4, 8: Elohim in her palaces was known as a refuge.
With an east wind Thou breakest the ships of Tarshish, we
\

|

to the later period of the language (vid.

Hupfeld in the Deutsch. Morgcnl

Zeiltchr. vi. 18").

* Abenezra calls it

^92

duplication,

and Eimchi rVJltfn'VpS

JJJJ>

duplicatio senlenti/r verbis variatis; both regard it as an elegant
expression (ninil "P"V. Even the punctuation docs not proceed

real understanding of the rhythmical relation of the
to one another,

and when

it

divides every verse that

^32,

form of
from a

members of the verse
marked off by Si/tuk

is

wherever it is possible into two parts, it must not be inferred that this
rhythmical relation is actually always one consisting of two members merely,
although (as Hupfeld has shewn in his admirable treatise on the twofold

law of the rhythm and accent, in the D. M. Z. 1852), wherever
always consists of at least two members.

it

exists it
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see that the

rhythm

is

not called into existence as a necessity

of such expansion of the thought, hut vice versd this

mode

of

expanding the thought results from the requirements of the
rhythm.
Here is neither synonymous or identical (tautological), nor antithetical, nor synthetical parallelism, but
merely that which De Wette calls rhythmical, merely the rhythmical rise and fall, the diastole and systole, which poetry is
otherwise (without binding itself) wont to accomplish by two
different kinds of ascending and descending logical organization.
The ascending and descending rhythm does not
usually exist within the compass of one line, but it is distributed over two lines which bear the relation to one another
of rhythmical antecedent and consequent, of itpou>86; and
iit(p56;. This distich is the simplest ground-form of the strophe,
which is visible in the earliest song, handed down to us,
Gen. iv. 23 sq. The whole Ps. cxix is composed in such
distichs, which is the usual form of the apophthegm; the
acrostic letter stands there at the head of each distich, just
as at the head of each line in the likewise distichic pair,
Ps. cxi, cxii. The tristich is an outgrowth from the distich,
the ascending rhythm being prolonged through two lines and
the fall commencing only in the third,
this alphabetical

e. g.

xxv. 7 (the

n of

Psalm):

my youth and my transgressions in remembrance,
According to Thy mercy remember Thou me
For Thy goodness' sake,
Jahve!
ijavc not the sins of

This at least

is

the natural origin of the tristich, which more-

over in connection with a most varied logical organization still
has the inalienable peculiarity, that the full fall is reserved
until the third line, e. g. in the first two strophes of the

Lamentations of Jeremiah, where each line is a long line in
two parts consisting of rise and fall, the principal fall, however, after the caesura of the third long line, closes the strophe
2lh! how doth the city sit solitary, otherwise full of people!
She

is

become as a widow,

The princess among

provinces,

0y night she weepeth sore
There is not one to comfort her
All her friends hare betrayed her,
If we

now

the great one
she

is

become

among

nations,

tributary.

and her tears are upon her cheeks;
of all her lovers,
they are become her enemies.

further enquire, whether

Hebrew poesy goes beyond

these simplest beginnings of the strophe-formation and even

x
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extends the network of the rhythmical period, by combining
the two and three line strophe with ascending and descending

rhythm into greater strophic wholes rounded off into themselves, the alphabetical Psalm xxxvii furnishes us with a
safe answer to the question, for this is almost entirely tetrastichic,

e.

g.

3bout

evil-doers fret not thyself,
2lbout the workers of iniquity be thoa not envious.
For as grass they shall soon be cut down,
And as the green herb they shall wither,

but

it

admits of the compass of the strophe increasing even

to the pentastich, (ver. 25, 26) since the unmistakeable land-

marks of the order, the letters, allow a freer movement:
How I, who once was yonng, am become old,
Yet have

I not seen the righteous forsaken

And his seed begging bread.
He ever giveth and lendeth
And his soed is blessed.

From this point the sure guidance of the alphabetical
Psalms * fails us in investigating the Hebrew strophe-system.
But in our further confirmatory investigations we will take
with us from these Psalms, the important conclusion that the
verse bounded by Sdphpasuk, the placing of which harmonizes
with the accentuation first mentioned in the post-Talmudic
tractate Sofrim, ** is by no means (as, since Koster, 1831, it
has been almost universally supposed) the original form of
the strophe but that strophes are a whole consisting of an
equal or symmetrical number of stichs.*** Hupfeld (Ps. iv.
* Even the older critics now and then supposed that we were to
make these Ps. the starting point of our enquiries. For instance, Serpilius says: "It may perhaps strike some one whether an opinion as to
some of the modes of the Davidie species of verse and poetry might

not be formed from his, so-to-speak, alphabetical psalms/'
**

Even

if, and this is what Hupfeld and Biehm (luth. Zeilschr. 1808^
advance, the Old Testament books were divided into verses,
D"plD9, even before the time of tho Masoretes, still the division into

S. 300)

we now havo it and especially that of tho three poetical books,
Masoretic.
••* It was those stichs, of which the Talmud (B. Kiddushin 30
a) counts
eight more in the Psalter than in the Thora, vis. 5396, which were origverses, as

is

inally

atf/oc.
versus.

C'piDD. Also in Augustine we find versus thus used liko
With him the words Populus ejus et oves pascuee ejus are one
There is no Hebrew MS. which could have formed tho basis of

called
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450) has objected against this, that "this is diametrically
parallelism, which cannot
opposed to the nature of rhythm

=

stand on one leg, but needs two, that the distich is therefore
the rhythmical unit."
But does it therefore follow, that a strophe is to be
measured according to the number of distichs? The distich
is itself only the smallest strophe, viz. one consisting of
two lines. And it is even forbidden to measure a greater
strophe by the number of distichs, because the rhythmical
unit, of which the distich is the ground-form, can just as well
be tristichic, and consequently these so-called rhythmical units
form neither according to time nor space parts of equal value.
this applies still less to the Masoretic verses. True, we
have shewn in our larger Commentary on the Psalms, ii. 522 sq.,
in agreement with Hupfeld, and in opposition to Ewald, that the
accentuation proceeds upon the law of dichotomy. But the Masoretic division of the verses is not only obliged sometimes to
give up the law of dichotomy, because the verse (as e. g. xviii.
2, xxv. 1, xcii. 9,) does not admit of being properly divided into
two parts
and it subjects not only verses of three members
(as e. g.i.l, ii. 2) in which the third member is embellishingly or
synthetically related to the other two
both are phenomena
which in themselves furnish proof in favour of the relative independence of the lines of the verse
but also verses of four
members where the sense requires it (as i. 3, xviii. 16) and where
it does not require it (as xxii. 15, xl. C), to the law of dichotomy. And these Masoretic verses of such various compass

But

;

—
—

the arrangement of the Psalms in stichs; those which we possess only
break the Masoretic verse, (if the space of the line admits of it) for ease
of writing into the two halves, without even regarding the general
injunction in c. xir of the tractate So/rim and that of Ben-Bileam in his
Horajoth ha-Kore, that tho breaks are to be regulated by the beginnings
of the versos and the two great pausal accents. Nowhere in the MSS.,
which divide and break up the words most capriciously, is there to be
seen any trace of the recognition of those old D'plDD being preserved.
These were not merely lines determined by the space, as were chiefly
also the ottyot or fret) according to the number of which, the compass of
Qreck works was recorded, but lines determined by the sense, xffiXa

(Suidas: x&Xov &

drcrjpTisjjivTjv Cvvotav lyatt otl/ot),

as

Jerome wrote

his

Latin translation of the Old Testament after the model of the Greek
and Roman orators («. g. the MSS. of Demosthenes), per cola et commat*
i.

e.

in lines breaking off according to the sense.
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are to be the constituent parts according to which strophes
of a like cipher shall be measured I A strophe only becomes
a strophe by virtue of its symmetrical relation to others, to
it must have the same time, to the eye the same form
must consequently represent the same number of lines
(clauses). The fact of these clauses, according to the special
characteristic of Hebrew poetry, moving on with that rising
and falling movement which we call parallelism until they
come to the close of the strophe where it gently falls to rest, is a

the ear

and

it

thing sui generis, and, within the province of the strophe, some-

what of a substitute for metre; but the strophe itself is a section which comes to thorough repose by this species of rhythmical movement. So far, then, from placing the rhythm on
one leg only, we give it its two: but measure the strophe
not by the two feet of the Masoretic verses or even couplets
of verses, but by the equal, or symmetrically alternating number of the members present, which consist mostly of two feet,
often enough however of three, and sometimes even of four feet.
Whether and how a psalm is laid out in strophes, is shewn
by seeing first of all what its pauses are, where the flow of
thoughts and feelings falls in order to rise anew, and then
by trying whether these pauses have a like or symmetrically
correspondent number of stichs (e. g. 6. 6. 6. 6 or 6. 7. 6. 7)
or, if their compass is too great for them to be at once regarded as one strophe, whether they cannot be divided into
smaller wholes of an equal or symmetrical number of stichs.
For the peculiarity of the Hebrew strophe does not consist
in a run of definite metres closely united to form one harmonious whole (for instance, like the Sapphic strophe, which
the four

membered

verses, Isa. xvi. 9, 10, with their short

closing lines corresponding to the Adonic verse, strikingly

resemble), but in a closed train of thought which

is

unrolled

after the distichic and tristichic ground form of the rhythmical period. The strophe-schemata, which are thus evolved,
are very diverse. We find not only that all the strophes of
a poem are of the same compass (e. g. 4. 4. 4. 4) but also
that the poem is made up of symmetrical relations formed
of strophes of different compass. The condition laid down
by some,* that only a poem that consists of strophes of equal
-

,

*

For instance Meier

in his Geschichte der poetlschen lYationalfilcra-
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length can be regarded as stropbic,

is refuted not only by
by the post -biblical Jewish poetry. **
We find the following variations strophes of the same compass followed by those of different compass (e. g. 4. 4. 6. 6);
as in the chiasmus, the outer and inner strophes of the same
compass (e. g. 4. 6. 6. 4); the first and third, the second
and fourth corresponding to one another (e. g. 4. 6. 4. 6); the

the Syriac* but also

:

mingling of the strophes repeated antistrophically,
e. in the
inverted order (e. g. 4. 6. 7. 7. 6. 4); strophes of equal compass surrounding one of much greater compass (e. g. 4. 4.
10. 4. 4.), what Koster calls the pyramidal schema; strophes
of equal compass followed by a short closing stanza (e. g. 3.
3. 2); a longer strophe forming the base of the whole (e.g. 5. 3.
3. 7), and these are far from being all the different figures,
which the Old Testament songs and more especially the Psalms
present to us, when we arrange their contents in stichs.
t*.

With regard to the compass of the strophe, we may
expect to find it consisting of as many as twelve lines according
to the Syrian and the synagogue poetry. The line usually conwords, or at least only of three larger words;
Hebrew exhibits a capacity for short but
emphatic expressions, which are inadmissible in German [or
English]. This measure is often most uniformly preserved
throughout a considerable length, not only in the Psalms but
also in the Book of Job. For there is far more reason for
saying that the strophe lies at the basis of the arrangement
of the Book of Job, than for 6. Hermann's observation of
atrophic arrangement in the Bucolic writers and Kochly's in
the older portions of Homer.
sists of three

in this respect the

VII.

TEMPLE MUSIC AND PSALMODY.

The Thora contains no

directions respecting the use of

song and music in divine worship except the commands confur der Hebr&cr, S. H", who maintains that strophes of unequal length
are opposed to the simplest laws of the lyric song and melody. But the

demands which melody imposes on the formation of the verse and the
strophe were not so stringent among the ancients as now, and moreovel
is not the sonnet a lyric poem ?
• vid. Zingerle in the D. M. Z. x. 123, 12J.

—

•*

vid.

Zunz, Synagogale Puesic des Mittclu Iters,

S.

92
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cerning the ritualistic use of silver trumpets to be blown by
the priests (Numb. ch. x). David is really the creator of liturgical

music, and to his arrangements, as we see from the

Chronicles, every thing was afterwards referred, and in times

when

had

So long as David
music was in his
hands (1 Chron. xxv. 2). The instrument by means of which
the three choir-masters (Heman, Asaph, and Ethan-Jeduthun)
directed the choir was the cymbals (nvbso or C,l6s*) which
it

fallen into disuse, restored.

lived, the superintendence of the liturgical

wands for beating time; the harps (D^DJ)
represented the soprano, and the bass (the male voice in
served instead of

opposition to the female) was represented by the citherns an
octave lower (1 Chron. xv. 17
21), which, to infer from the

—

word nsaS used

were used at the practice of the pieces
by the najb appointed. In a Psalm where r6o is appended (vid.
on Ps.

iii),

there,

the stringed instruments (which T\hg ]V2nix. 17 de-

and the instruments generally, are to join
as to give intensity to that which is being
sung. To these instruments, besides those mentioned in Ps. cl,
2 Sam. vi. 5, belonged also the flute, the liturgical use of which
(vid. on v. 1) in the time of the first as of the second Temple
is undoubted: it formed the peculiar musical accompaniment
of the hallel (vid. Ps. cxiii) and of the nightly torch -light
festival on the semi-festival days of the Feast of Tabernacles
(Succa 15 a). The trumpets (nllJ&n) were blown exclusively
by the priests to whom no part was assigned in the singing
(as probably also the horn lEla' lxxxi. 4, xcviii. 6, cl. 3), and
according to 2 Chron. v. 12 sq. (where the number of the two
Mosaic trumpets appears to be raised to 120) took their turn
unisono with the singing and the music of the Levites. At
the dedication of Solomon's Temple the Levites sing and play
and the priests sound trumpets D"T0, 2 Chron. vii. 6, and at
finitely expresses),

in** in such a

way

* Talraudic ?st Jl. The usual Lcvitic orchestra of the temple of Herod
;
consisted of 2 Nabla players, 9 Cithern players and one who struck the
Zclazal, viz. Ben-Ana (Erachin 10 a, &c; Tumid vii. 3), who also had the

oversight of the duchan (Tosiphla to Shekalim

"

ii).

Comp. Mattheson's

"Erlauteries Sela/t" 1745: Selah is a word marking a prelude, interlude, or after-piece with instruments, a sign indica-

ting the places where the instruments play alone, in short a so-called
ritornello.
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Temple under Hezekiah the
music of the Levites and priests sound in concert until all
the burnt offerings are laid upon the altar fire, and then
(probably as the wine is being poured on) began (without any
further thought of the priests) the song of the Levites, 2
Chron. xxix. 26
30. In the second Temple it was otherwise:
the sounding of the trumpets by the priests and the Levitical
song with its accompanying music alternated, they were not
simultaneous. The congregation did not usually sing with
the choir, but only uttered their Amen; nevertheless they
joined in the Hallel and in some psalms after the first clause
with its repetition, after the second with hallelujah (Maimonides, Hilchoth Megilla, 3). 1 Chron. xvi. 36 points to a similar
arrangement in the time of the first Temple. Just so does
the inauguration of the purified

—

Jer. xxxiii. 11 in reference to the "Give thanks unto the Lord,

for

He

is

good*.

Antiphonal singing on the part of the con-

iii. 10 sq.
The
moreover acquainted with an allotment of
the niD/j?, comp. milK'D Ezra ii. 65 (whose treble was represented by the Levite boys in the second Temple, vid. on xlvi
1) in choral worship and speaks of a praising of God "in full

gregation

is

Psalter itself

also to be inferred from Ezra
is

And

choirs", xxvi. 12, lxviii. 27.

responsive singing

ancient date in Israel: even Miriam with the

the

men (prb Ex.

is

of

women answered

xv. 21) in alternating song, and

(ch. xii. 27 sqq.) at the dedication of the city walls

Nehemiah
placed the

Levites in two great companies which are there called niir,
in the midst of the procession

moving towards the Temple.

In the time of the second Temple each day of the week had
its psalm. The psalm for Sunday was xxiv, for Monday xlviii,

Wednesday

Thursday lxxxi, Friday
xciii, the Sabbath xcii. This arrangement is at least as old
as the time of the Ptolemies and the Seleucidse, for the statements of the Talmud are supported by the inscriptions of
Ps. xxiv, xlviii, xciv, xciii in the LXX, and as respects the
connection of the daily psalms with the drink-offering, by
16.
The psalms for the days of the week were
Sir. 1. 14
sung, to wit, at the time of the drink-offering ("Dj) which was
joined with the morning Tamid* two priests, who stood on

Tuesday

lxxxii,

xciv,

—

:

•

According to the maxim

f^

^N

'

N

^

'

-

"10 !<

i

,J*>

"-™ one sing-

eth except over the wine."
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the player upon the cymbal (Zelazal)
was given, sounded the trumpets at the
nine pauses (C'plB), into which it was divided when sung by
the Levites, and the people bowed down and worshipped.*
The Levites standing upon the suggestus (]yii),
i. e. upon
a broad staircase consisting of a few steps, which led up from

by whom the

left of

signal

—

the court of the

laity,

to that of the priests,

— who were both

singers and musicians, and consequently played only on strin-

ged instruments and instruments of percussion, not windinstruments, were at least twelve in number, with 9 citherns,
2 harps, and one cymbal: on certain days the flute was added
to this number.** The usual suggestus on the steps at the side
of the altar was changed for another only in a few cases; for
it is noticed as something special that the singers had a different position at the festival of water-drawing during the
Feast of Tabernacles (vid. introduction to Ps. cxx
cxxxiv),
and that the flute-players who accompanied the Hallel stood
before the altar, roion *X>b (Erachin 10 a). The treble was taken

—

* B. Roth ha-Shana, 31a. Tamid vii. 3, comp. the introduction to
and xciv.
** According to B. Erachin 10 a the following were the customary
accompaniments of the daily service: 1) 21 trumpet blasts, to as many
as 48 ; 2) 2 nablas, to 6 at most 2 flutes (P Wri), to 1 2 at most. Blowing the
Ps. xxiv. zcii

;

flute is called striking

the

flute,

Wnn

R271.

On

12 days of the year the

was played before the altar: on the 14th of Nisan at the slaying of the
Passover (at which the Hallel was sung), on the 14th of Ijar at the slaying
of the little Passover, on the 1st and 7th days of the Passover and on the
eight days of the Feast of Tabernacles. The mouth-piece (312N according
to the explanation of Maimonides) was not of metal but a reed (comp. Arab.
anbub, the blade of the reed), because it sounds more melodious. And
it was never more than one flute (HTP DDN , playing a solo), which continued at the end of a strain and closed it, because this produces the
finest close (p^H)- On the 12 days mentioned, the Hallel was sung with
flute accompaniment. On other days, the Psalm appointed for the day was
accompanied by nablas, cymbals and citherns. This passage of the treatise
Erachin also tells who were the flute-players. On the flute-playing at the festflute

ival of water-drawing, vid. my Getchichte der judischcn Poetic S. 195. In
the Temple of Herod, according to Erachin 10 b, there was also an organ.
This was howeyer not a water -organ (OOTil, hydraulis), but a windorgan (nsniO) with a hundred different tones flDl 'J'D), whose thunderlike sound,

according to Jerome {Opp. ed. Mart. v. 191), was heard ab Je-

rusalem usque
i.

ad montem

Olivcli

et

amp/ius,

vid.

Saalschfitz,

Archiiol

281—284
VOL.

I

3
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by the Levite youths, who stood below the tuggesUu at
the feet of the Levites (vid. on Ps. xlvi). The daily j2*)pn Itft
(i. e. the week-day psalm which concluded the morning sacrifice) was sung in nine (or perhaps more correctly 3*) pauses, and the pauses were indicated by the trumpet-blasts of
the priests {vid. on Ps. xxxviii. lxxxi. 4). Beside the seven
Psalms which were sung week by week,. there were others appointed for the services of the festivals and intervening days
and in Biccurim 3, 4 we read that when
(vid. on Ps. lxxxi)
bearing
the firstfruits accompanied by flute
procession
a
reached
the
hill on which the Temple stood and
playing had
the firstfruits had been brought up in baskets, at the entrance
of the offerers into the Azara, Ps. xxx was struck up by the
Levites. This singing was distinct from the mode of delivering the Tefilla (vid. on Ps. xliv ad fin.) and the benediction of
the priests (vid. on Ps. lxvii), both of which were unaccompanied by music. Distinct also, as it seems, from the mode
of delivering the ffallel, which was more as a recitative, than
sung (Pesachim 64a, bhm DN W)j5). It was probably similar
,

which delights in shrieking, long-winded, triland especially also nasal tones. For it is related of one
of the chief singers that in order to multiply the tones, he
placed his thumb in his mouth and his fore finger pom V3
(between the hairs,
e. according to Rashi: on the furrow
of the upper lip against the partition of the nostrils), and thus
(by forming mouth and nose into a trumpet) produced sounds,
before the volume of which the priests started back in astonishment. ** This mode of psalm-singing in the Temple of Herod was no longer the original mode, and if the present accentuation of the Psalms represents the fixed form of the
Temple song, it nevertheless does not convey to us any imto the Arabic,

ling,

t".

*

who distributes the 9 trumpetaccording to Sueea 536, was accompanied, over the 3 passes of the song. The hymn Baaxtnu, Dent, ixxii,
which is called O'Wl (TVtf par excellence, was sung at the Sabbath

blasts

This

the view of Maimonides,

is

by which the morning

Musaph- sacrifice

sacrifice,

— each Sabbath a division of the hymn, which was
— so that began anew on every seventh Sabbath,

divided into six parts

wid. J. Megilla, sect, iii,

**

vid.

Canticles

iii.

B.

Joma 38

it

ad

fin.

b and /. Shekalim v. 3, comp. Canticum

Rabba on

<L

"\
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It does, however, neither

the one nor the other.

The accents are only musical, and
tional, signs for

indirectly interpuncthe chanting pronunciation of the synagogue.

And moreover we no longer possess the key
the three metrical

(t. e.

to the accents of

and
For the so-called Sarka-

consisting of symmetrical stichs

strophes) books as musical signs.

(which give the value of the accents as notes, beginning
e. g. at the end of the second edition of
Nagelsbach's Gramm., relate only to the reading of the pentatcuchal and prophetic pericope,
consequently to the system
of prose accents. In the German synagogue there is no tradition concerning the value of the so-called metrical accents
as notes, for the Psalms were not recited according to the
accents; but for all the Psalms, there are only two different
tables

with Zarka, Np~)l),

—

modes, at least in the

German

ritual, viz. 1) the

according to which verse after verse

is

recited

customary one

by the leader

and the congregation, as e. g. Ps. xcv— xcix. xxix. every
Friday evening; and 2) that peculiar to Ps. cxix in which tho
first seven verses of the eight are recited alternately by the
leader and the congregation, but the eighth as a concluding
verse is always closed by the congregation with a cadence.
This psalmody does not always follow the accents. We can
only by supposition approximately determine how the Psalms
were to be recited according to them. For we still possess at
least a few statements of Ben-Asher, Shemtob and Moses
Provenzalo (in his grammatical didactic poem jionp DBte) concerning the intonation of single metrical accents. Pazer and
ShalsMleth have a like intonation, which rises with a trill;
though Shalshdleth is more prolonged, about a third longer
than that of the prose books. Legarme (in form Mahpach or
Azla followed by P$ik) has a clear high pitch, before Zinnor,

however, a deeper and more broken tone; Rebia magnum a
tending to repose. By Silluk the tone first rises and
then diminishes. The tone -of Mercha is according to its name
andante and sinking into the depths; the tone of Tarcha corsoft tone

responds to adagio.

Further hints cannot be traced: though

we may infer with respect to Ole tve-jored (Mercha mahpachatum) and Athnach, that their intonation ought to form a
cadence, as that Rebia parvum and Zinnor (Zarka) had an
3*
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intonation harrying on to the following distinctive accent. Further, if we place Dechi (Tiphcha initiate) and Rebia geresha-

tum beside the remaining six servi among the notes, we may
indeed produce a sarka- table of the metrical accentuation,
although
original

we cannot guarantee

manner of

its

exact agreement with the

singing.

Following Gerbert (De musica sacra) and Martini (Storia
delta musica), the view is at present very general that in the
eight Gregorian tones together with the extra tone (tonus peregrinus)* used only for Ps. cxiii (= cxiv
cxv in the Hebrew
numeration), we have a remnant of the ancient Temple song;
and this in itself is by no means improbable in connection with
the Jewish nationality of the primitive church and its gradual severance at the first from the Temple and synagogue.
In the convents of Bethlehem, which St. Paula founded, psalms
were sung at six hours of prayer from early morn till midnight, and she herself was so well versed in Hebrew, ut Psal~
mos heoraice caneret et sermonem absque ulla Latina lingua

—

proprietate personaret (Ep. 108

ad Eustoch. c. 26). This points
and synagogue psalm-

to a connection between the church

melodies in the mos orientalium partium, the oriental psalmody,

which was introduced by Ambrose into the Milanese church.
same time the Jewish element has undergone scarcely any change; it has been developed under the
influence of the Greek style, but is, notwithstanding, still recognizable. ** Pethachja of Ratisbon, the Jewish traveller in
the 12th century, when in Bagdad, the ancient seat of the
Geonim (D'OiNj), heard the Psalms sung in a manner altogether peculiar;*** and Benjamin of Tudela, in the same century, became acquainted in Bagdad with a skilful singer of
the Psalms used in divine worship.
Saadia on Ps. vi. 1,
Nevertheless, at the

* vid. Priedr. Hommel's Psalter nach der deutschen Uebersetzung D.
M. Luthers fUr den Gesang eingerichtet , 1859. The Psalms are there arrightly assuming it to be the original mode and the
ranged in stichs
most appropriate, that antiphonal bong ought to alternate not according
to the verses, as at the present day in the Romish and English church,
but according to the two members of the verse.
** vid. SaalschQtz, Geschichle und WUrdigung der Musik bet den Heir Sern, 1829, S. 121, and Otto Stranss, Geschichtliche Betrachtung uber
den Psalter ah Gesang- und Gebetbuch, 1S59.
,

•*• vid. Literalurblalt des Orients, 4th year, col. 541.
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from rPJ'CBTpH' that there were eight different melodies
And eight rvjvo are also mentioned elsewhere;*
perhaps not without reference to those eight church -tones,
which are also found among the Armenians.** Moreover the
two modes of using the accents in chanting, which are attested in the ancient service -hooks,*** may perhaps he not
altogether unconnected with the distinction between the festival and the simpler ferial manner in the Gregorian style of
Church -music.
Infers

(^IsjJI).

TRANSLATIONS OF THE PSALMS.

VIII.

The

earliest

translation

Alexandrine version.

When

of the Psalms

the

is

Greek

the grandson of the son of Sirach

to Egypt in the year 132 B. C, not only the Law and
the Prophets, but also the Hagiographa were already translated into the Greek; of course therefore also the Psalms, by
which the Hagiographa are directly named in Luke xxiv. 44.

came

The story of

the

LXX

(LXXII) translators,

in its original

form, refers only to the Thora; the translations of the other
books are later and by different authors. All these translators used a text consisting only of consonants, and these

moreover were here and there more or less indistinct; this
text had numerous glosses, and was certainly not yet, as later, settled on the Masoretic basis. This they translated literally, in ignorance of the higher exegetical and artistic functions of the translator, and frequently the translation itself is
obscure. From Philo, Josephus and the New Testament we

we

see that

possess the text of this translation substantially

in its original form, so that criticism,

of the last century has acquired
helps, f

more

will not

need to reverse

*
•*

hitherto

unknown

especially also in the province of the Psalms,
its

judgment of the character of the

Steinschneider, Jetvith Literature p. 336 sq.
Petermann, Ueber die itusik der Armenier in the Deutsche Morgenl

Zeitchrift v. 368
***

which since the middle

many

f.

Zunz, Synagogalc Poetie, S. 115.

t To
Dlanchini

this period belong

1740,

the

1)

the Ptalterium Veronente published by

Greek text in Roman characters with the

Italic

at the side belonging to the 5th or 6th century (vid. Tischendorfs edition
of the LXX, 1856, Prolegg. p. lviii sq.) ; 2) the Ptalterium Turicense pur-
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Nevertheless, this translation, as being the oldest key

to the understanding of the language of the

writings, as being the oldest mirror of the

Old Testament
Old Testament

which is not to be exempted from modest critical investiand as an important check upon the interpretation
of Scripture handed down in the Talmud, in the Midrash, and
in that portion of the national literature in general, not originating in Egypt,
is invaluable.
In one other respect this version claims a still greater
significance. Next to the Book of Isaiah, no book is so frequently cited in the New Testament as the Psalter. The
Epistle to the Hebrews has grown up entirely from the roots
of the language of the Old Testament psalms. The Apocalypse, the only book which does not admit of being referred
back to any earlier formula as its basis, is nevertheless not
without references to the Psalter: Ps. ii in particular has a
significant part in the moulding of the apocalyptic conceptions and language. These New Testament citations, with few
exceptions (as John xiii. 18), are based upon the LXX , even
where this translation (as. e.g., Ps. xix. 5, li. 6, cxvi. 10), only in
a general way, correctly reproduces the original text. The explanation of this New Testament use of the LXX is to be found
in the high esteem in which this translation was held among the
Jewish people: it was accounted, not only by the Hellenistic, but
also by the Palestinian Jews, as a providential and almost miraculous production and this esteem was justified by the fact, that,
although altogether of unequal birth with the canonical writtext,

gation,

—

;

pureum described by Breitinger 1748, Greek Text likewise of tbe 5th or
6th century {vid. ibid. p. liz sq.); 3) Palmorum Fragmenta papyracea londinensia (in the British Museum), Ps. x. 2—xviii. 6, xx. 14 xxxiv. 6, of the 4th
century, given in Tischendorf s Monumenta Sacra Tnediia. Nova Colleetio t i;
4) Fragmenta Ptalmorum Tischendorfiana Ps. cxli (ii). 7
8, cxlii (iii). 1—3,
cxliv (v). 7—13, of the 5th or 4th century in the Monumenta t. ii. There
still remain unused to the present time 1) the Psallerium Greeco-Latinum
of the library at St Gall, Cod. 17 in 4to, Greek text in uncial charac-

—
—

ters with the Latin at the side; 2) Psallerium

Grwcum of the year

Gallico-Romano-Hebraico~

909, Cod. 230 in the public library at

Bamberg

{vid.

a description of this MS. by SchOnfelder in the Serapeum, 1865, No. 21)
written by Solomon, abbot of St. Gall and bishop of Constance (d. 920), and

brought to Bamberg by the emperor Henry II (d. 1024), who had received
U as a gift when in St; Gall; as regards the criticism of the text of
the LXX it is of like importance with the Veronente which it resembles.
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tags, It nevertheless occupies a position in the history of divine revelation which forms a distinct epoch. For it was the

opportunity afforded to the gentile world of becoming
acquainted with the Old Testament revelation, and thus the
first introduction of Japheth into the tents of Shem. At the
same time therewith, a distinct breaking down of the barriers
of the Old Testament particularism was effected. The Alexandrine translation was, therefore, an event which prepared the
way for that Christianity, in which the appointment of the
religion of Israel to be the religion of the world is perfected.
This version, at the outset, created for Christianity the language which it was to use; for the New Testament Scriptures are written in the popular Greek dialect (xoivf)) with an
Alexandrine colouring. And in a general way we may say
that Alexandrinism moulded the forms beforehand, which
Christianity was afterwards to fill up with the substance of
the gospel. As the way of Jesus Christ lay by Egypt (Matth. ii.
15), so the way of Christianity also lay by Egypt, and
Alexandria in particular.
Equally worthy of respecton account of its antiquity and
independence, though not of the same importance as the LXX
first

from a religio -historical point of view, is the Targum or
Chaldee version of the Psalms: a version which only in a few
passages assumes the form of a paraphrase with reference to
Midrash interpretations. The date of its composition is uncerBut as there was a written Targum to the Book of
tain.
Job* even during the time of the Temple, there was also a
Targum of the Psalms, though bearing in itself traces of manifold revisions, which probably had its origin during the duraIn distinction from the Targums of
tion of the Temple.
Onkelos to the Pentateuch and of Jonathan to the minor
Prophets the Targum of the Psalms belongs to the so-called
Jerusalem group,*'* for the Aramaic idiom in which it
while, as the Jerusalem Talmud shews, it is
is written,
always distinguished in no small degree from the Palestinian
popular dialect as being the language of the literature
abounds in the same manner as the former in Greek words

—

—

* tid.

TosefXa to Sabb. xri, Jer. Sabb. xir, §. 1, Bab. Sabb.

115 a,

So/rim v, 15.
•* vid. Geiger, Vrschtift

und Ucbertetzungen ier

Bibel, S. 166

t
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J'TjEW Uttpaa, p"Tp xiSpio;), and like it also
sound and formation, to the S yriac.
From this translation which excels the LXX in grammatical
accuracy and has at its basis a more settled and stricter text,
we learn the meaning of the Psalms as understood in the
synagogue, as the interpretation became fixed, under the
(as \bi2A oTnfsXot,

closely approximates, in

influence of early tradition, in the first centuries of the Chris-

The text of the Targum itself is at the present
day in a very neglected condition. The most correct texts
are to be found in Buxtorf and Norzi's Bibles. Critical observations on the Targums of the Hagiographa are given in the
treatise "|1N DtSijJ by Benzion Berkowitz (Wilna, 1843).
The third most important translation of the Psalms is
the Peshito, the old version of the Syrian church, which was
made not later than in the second century. Its author translated from the original text, which he had without the vowel
points, and perhaps also in a rather incorrect form: as is seen
from such errors as xvii. 15 ("jroiCN instead of "jnJion), lxxxiii.
12 (>0"I2«1 1OTC dele eot et perde eos instead of 1D3H3 TOW),

tian era.

cxxxix. 16 ('^D3 retribulionem
errors he

is

meam

instead of ycbi).

by the LXX, as

influenced

lvi.

In other

9 ("paa

LXX

£va>m6v ooo instead of *ptOD) , he follows this version in such

departures from the better text sometimes not without additional reason, as xc. 5 (generationes eorum annus erunt,

WV

nits'

Vmjm,

LXX

x&

(populus luus gloriosus,

i.

i.

ISooSsviojAaxtx auTtov lxt\ eoovxai), ex.
e.

e.

3

fCIJ,
^ dp^). The fact

IYOTJ 1DJ? in the sense of

Job xxx. 15, nobility, rank, LXX j*sti oou
that he had the LXX before him beside the original text is
manifest, and cannot be done away by the supposition that the
text of the Peshito has been greatly distorted out of the
later Hexaplarian translation; although even this is probable,
for the LXX won such universal respect in the church that
the Syrians were almost ashamed of their ancient version,
which disagreed with it in many points, and it was this very
circumstance which gave rise in the year 617 A. D. to the
preparation of a new Syriac translation from the Hexaplarian
LXX -text. It is not however merely between the Peshito
and the LXX, but also between the Peshito and the Targum,
that a not accidental mutual relation exists, which becomes at
once apparent in Ps. i (e. g. in the translation of cxb by
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'Jp'DC and of mtfl by «Die:) and hardly admits of explanation
by the use of the Christian Peshito on the part of the Jewish

Targumist.* It may be more readily supposed that the old
Syriac translator of the Psalms, of whom we are now speaking,
was a Jewish Christian and did not despise the welcome assistance of the Targnm, which was already at hand, in whatever
form it might be. It is evident that he was a Christian from
passages like xix. 5, ex. 3, also from lxviii. 19 comp. with
Ephes. iv. 8, Jer. xxxi. 31 comp. with Hebr. viii. 8; and his
knowledge of the Hebrew language, with which, as was then
generally the case, the knowledge of Greek was united, shews
that he was a Jewish Christian. Moreover the translation
has its peculiar Targum characteristics: tropical expressions
are rendered literally, and by a remarkable process of reasoning interrogative clauses are turned into express declarations: lxxxviii. 11
13 is an instance of this with a bold

—

inversion of the true meaning to

its

opposite. In general the

author shuns no violence in order to give a pleasing sense to
a difficult passage e. g. xii. 6b, lx. 6. The musical and
historical inscriptions,

and consequently

also the n'jD (includ-

ing rfc pun ix. 17) he leaves untranslated, and the division
of verses he adopts is not the later Masoretic. All these pecu-

make the Peshito all the more interesting as a
memorial in exegetico -historical and critical enquiry: and
yet, since Dathe's edition, 1768, who took the text of Erpenius
as his ground -work and added valuable notes,** scarcely
anything has been done in this direction.

liarities

In the second century new Greek translations were also
The high veneration which the LXX had hitherto
enjoyed was completely reversed when the rupture between
the synagogue and the church took place , so that the day
when this translation was completed was no longer compared to the day of the giving of the Law, but to the day of

made.

• Although more recently we are told, Hai Gaon (in Babylonia) when
he came upon a difficult passage in his Academical lectures on the
Psalms enquired of the patriarch of the Eastern cliurch how he interpreted it, vid. Steinschneider, Jewish Literature, p. 125 sq.

**
the

The fragments of the translation of the Ps., which are cited under
name 6 Zupoc, Dathe has also there collected in his preface.
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the golden calf.

than that

Nor was it possible that

its defects should

Even the New Testament

tible.

it

should be otherwise

become more and more percepwriters found

it

requiring

correction here and there, or altogether unfit for use, for the

Palestinian text of the Old Testament which had been

handed

down, was not merely as regards the consonants but also as to
pronunciation substantially the same as that which has been
fixed by the Masoretes since the sixth century. Consequently
Aquila of Pontus (a proselyte from heathenism to Judaism)
in the first half of the 2nd century, made a Greek translation
of the Old Testament, which imitated the original text word
for word even at the risk of un-Greek expressions, and in
the choice of the Greek words used is determined by the
etymology of the Hebrew words. Not to lose any of the
weighty words he translates the first sentence of the Thora
thus Ev xe<paXat(|> exxissv 6 6e6; ouv (nx) x 6v oopav&v xal ouv
(r*0 ttjv p) v I n the fragments of the translation of the Psalms,
one of which has been preserved in the Talmudic literature
(vid. on Ps. xlviii. 15), we do not meet with such instances of
violence in favour of literalness, although also even there he
forces the Greek into the form of the Hebrew, and always
renders the words according to their primary meaning (e. g.
:

'

«

"TCn XP Ti!* aTllTt ^P t0V»

!"6:iD etXir( |Aa,

nne

avot? pa,

2m

8p!«j|*a,

JOK

and misled by the usage
time. In some passages ho

rcemoxsopivw;), sometimes unhappily

the language had acquired in his
reads the text differently from our present pointing {e. g. x.
4 oxav &<JkdOtj), but he moreover follows the tradition (e. g.

D^D

isl, 'IB* ixav<5«,

CJ"CD xo5

xa7:etv6<ppovo<;

xal airXoo

=

~\0

ani) and also does not despise whatever the LXX may offer
that is of any worth (e. g. Quoa 4v xop&aT?), as n j g translation
throughout, although an independent one, relies more or
less upon the pioneering work of its predecessor, the LXX.

His talent as a translator is unmistakeable. He has perfect
command of the Hebrew, and handles the treasures of the
Greek with a master-hand. For instance, in the causative forms
he is never in difficulty for a corresponding Greek word (^en
irxo)|iox(Ceiv,

V'ln

Spojioov,

^3t?D

lirioxrj|ioov

and the

like).

The

he translated for the synagogue in opposition to
the church is betrayed by passages like ii. 12, xxii. 17, ex. 3
and perhaps also lxxxiv. 10, comp. Dan. ix. 26, where he prefact that
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one must not in

this

throughout.
Even
Jerome, on calmer reflection, moderated his indignation against
Aquila's translation to a less harsh judgment: ut amicee menti
fatear, qua ad nostram fidem pertineant roborandam plura
respect charge

evil intentions

and praised it even at the expense of the translations
of Theodotion and Symmachus: Isti Semichristiani Judaice
reperio,

tratistulerunt, et Judceus Aquila interpretatus est ut Christianus.

The

an original work.
upon the LXX and brings thin version, which was
still the most widely used, into closer relation to the original
text, by making use of Aquila's translation. The fragments
translation of Theodotion is not

It is based

that are preserved to us of passages independently translated

contain nothing pre-eminently characteristic.
also takes the

LXX as his basis,

Symmachus

but in re-moulding

it according to the original text he acts far more decidedly and
independently than Theodotion, and distinguishes himself from

Aquila by endeavouring to unite literalness with clearness

and verbal accuracy: his translation of the Psalms has even
a poetic inspiration about it. Both Aquila and Symmachus
issued their translations twice, so that some passages are
extant translated in a twofold form (yid. ex. 3).
Beside the LXX. Aq. Symm. and Theod. there are also
a fifth, sixth and seventh Greek translation of the Psalms.
The fifth is said to have been found in Jericho under the emperor Caracalla, the sixth in Nicopolis under the emperor
Alexander Severus. The former, in its remains, shews a knowledge of the language and tradition, the latter is sometimes
(xxxvii. 35, Hab. iii. 13) paraphrastic. A seventh is also mentioned besides, it is most like Theodotion. In the Hexapla
of Origen, which properly contains only six columns (the
Hebrew text, the Hebr. text in Greek characters, Aq., Symm.,
LXX, Theod.), in the Ps. and elsewhere a Quinta (E), Sexta
(<:), and Septima (Z) are added to these six columns: thus the
Hexapla (apart from the Seventh) became an Octapla. Of
the remains of these old versions as compiled by Origen, after
the labours of his predecessors Nobilius and Drusius, the
most complete collection is that of Bernard de Montfaucon
in his Hexaplorum Origenis quce supersunt (2 vols, folio, Paris
1713); the rich gleanings since handed down from many

x
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different

unfortunately

quarters* are

still

scattered

and

uncollated.

Euthymius Zigadenus mentions beside the LXX, Aq.,
Symm., Theod., V., and VI., as a Seventh version that of Lucian which attempts to restore the original Septuagint-text by
a comparison with the original text. Lucian died as a martyr 311
A. D. in Nicomedia, whither he had been dragged from Antioch.
The autograph of this translation was found in Nicomedia,
hidden in a small rough-plastered tower.** We are as little
able to form a conception of this Septuagint-recension of
Lucian as of that of the cotemporary Egyptian bishop Hesy-

a single specimen of either is extant. It would
be interesting to know the difference of treatment of the two
critics from that of Origen, who corrected the text of the
chius, since not

xoiw) after the
obelis

Hebrew

original

by means of Theodotion's,

jugulans quae abundare videbantur,

asteriscis inter ser ens,

et quae

deerant sub

which produced a confusion that might

easily have been foreseen.

From
from the

the old Latin translation, the so-called Itala,

LXX, we

made

possess the Psalter complete: Blanchini

has published this translation of the Psalms (1740) from the
Veronese Psalter, and Sabbatier in the second volume of his

from the Psalter of the
in Faber Stapulensis'
Quincuplex Psalterium (1509) is compiled from Augustine; for
Augustine, like Hilary, Ambrose, Prosper, and Gassiodorus,
expounds the Psalms according to the old Latin text. Jerome
first of all carefully revised this in Rome, and thus originated
the Psalterium Romanum, which has been the longest retained
Latinee

Versiones

monastery of

*

St.

Antiques

Germain.

(1751)

The text

Montfaacon was only able to make age of the Psalter-MS.
compared it to the end and found
in it valuable Hexapla fragments {vid. Rcpcrt. f&r Bibl. u. Morgcnl. Lit.
xiT. S. 183 f.). The Psalm-commentary of Barhebrteus and the Psalleriutn
Mediolanense have also been began to be worked with this object; but
as yet, not the Syriac Psalter of the Medici library mentioned by Montfaacon, Bibliothcca Bibliothecarum i. 240 and supposed to be based npoc

Thus

e. g.

Cod. Vat. 754 for 16 Psalms; Adler has

the Quinla.
** Comp. the Athanasian synopsis in Montfancon, Hexapla t. 1
p. 59
and the contribution from a Syriac MS in the Repertorium fir Bibl, ts.

Morgenl.

Lit. ib.

(1784) S. 4« f
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of Milan and the Basilica of the Vatican. Ha
then in Bethlehem prepared a second more carefully revised
edition, according to the Hexaplarian Septuagint- text* with
daggers (as a sign of additions in the LXX contrary to the
original) and asterisks (a sign of additions in the LXX from
Theodotion in accordance with the original), and this second
edition which was first adopted by the Gallican churches
obtained the name of the Psalterium Gallicanum. It is not
essentially different from the Psalter of the Vulgate, and
appeared, with its critical signs, from a MS. of Bruno, bishop
of Wiirzburg (died 1045), for the first time in the year 1494
(then edited by Gochleus, 1533): both Psalters, the Romish
and the Gallican, are placed opposite one another in Faber's
Quincuplex Psalterium, in t. x. p. 1 of the Opp. Hieronymi, ed.

by the church

and elsewhere.
The Latin Psalters, springing from the common or from

Vallarsi

the Hexaplarian Septuagint-text, as also the Hexapla-Syriac

and the remaining Oriental versions based upon the LXX and
the Peshito, have only an indirectly exegetico-historical value.

On the contrary Jerome's translation of the Psalter, juxta
Hebraicam veritatem, is the first scientific work of translation,
and, like the whole of his independent translation of the
Old Testament from the original text, a bold act by which
he has rendered an invaluable service to the church, without
allowing himself to be deterred by the cry raised against such
innovations.
This independent translation of Jerome has
become the Vulgate of the church: but in a text in many
ways estranged from its original form, with the simple exception of the Psalter. For the new translation of this book
was opposed by the inflexible liturgical use it had attained;
the texts of the Psalterium Bomanum and Gallicanum maintained their ground and became (with the omission of the
critical signs) an essential portion of the Vulgate. On this
account it is the more to be desired that Jerome's Latin Psalter
*

lam

INud breviler admoneo

— ut

— says

Jerome, Ep.

cvi.

ad Sunniam

et Frete-

aliam esse editionem, quant Origenes et Cmsareensis Eusebius omnesque Graeice traclalores Koiv^v, id est, Communem appellant atgue
sciaiis,

Fulgatam el a plerisque nunc Aoimavit dieitur; aliam Septuaginta Interqua fo'EganXoic eodicibut reperitur et a nobis in Latinum sermo*
nem tideliter versa est et Hierosolyma dtque in Orientis ecclesiis decantatur.

prelum,
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ex Hebrceo (Opp.

cd.

Vallarsi

t.

ix. p. iii)

generally known and accessible by a

were made mare
published

critical edition

separately. It is not necessary to search far for critical helps
for such

an undertaking. There

is

an excellent MS., Cod. 19,
by the abbot Hartmot

in the library of St. Gall, presented

(died 895).

Origen and Jerome learnt the language of the Old Testament from Jewish teachers. All the advantages of Origen's
philological learning are lost to us, excepting a few insignificant remains, with his Hexapla: this gigantic bible which
would be the oldest direct monument of the Old Testament
text if it were but extant. Whereas in Jerome's Old Testament translated from the original text (canon Hebraicce veritatis)
we have the maturest fruit of the philological attainments of
this indefatigable, steady investigator inspired with a zeal for
knowledge. It is a work of the greatest critical and historical
value in reference to language and exegesis. The translation
of the Psalter is dedicated to Sophronius who had promised
to translate it into Greek: this Greek translation is not pre-

served to us.

Jerome's translation of the Psalter has not its equal either
synagogue or the church until the time of Saadia Gaon
of Fajum, the Arabian translator of the Psalms. Two MSS.
in the

of his translation of the Psalms are to be found at Oxford;
but the most important, which also contains his annotations
complete, is in Munich. Schnurrer (1791) contributed Ps.
xvi, xl and ex to Eichhorn's BibHolh. der Bibl. Lit. iii, from
Cod. Pocock. 281, then Haneberg (1840) Ps. lxviii and several
others from the Munich Cod.; the most extensive excerpts
from Cod. Pocock. 281 and Cod. Huntingt. 416 (with various
readings from Cod. Mon. appended) are given by Ewald in
the first vol. of his Beilrage zur aitesten Ausleg. u. Spracherklarung des A. T. 1844. The gain which can be drawn from
Saadia for the interpretation of the Psalms, according to the
requirements of the present day, is very limited ; but he promises a more interesting and rich advantage to philology and
the history of exegesis. Saadia stands in the midst of the
still ever mysterious process of development out of which the
finally established and pointed text of the Old Testament
came forth. lie has written a treatise on the punctuation
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(nipy) to which Rashi refers in Ps. xlv. 10, hut in his treat*
ment of the Old Testament text shews himself to he unfettered

by

its

established punctuation.

His translation

is

the

first

work on the Psalms in the synagogue. The transof
Jerome is five hundred years older, but only the
lation
translation of Luther has been able to stand side by side with
it and that because he was the first to go back to the fountain head of the original text.
The task, which is assigned to the translator of the sacred
Scriptures, was recognised by Luther as by no one before him,
and he has discharged it as no one up to the present day since
scientific

his time has done.

What

Cicero said of his translation of'

the two controversial speeches of Demosthenes and iEschines

Non converti ut interpres, sed ut
:
earum formis tanquam figuris, verbis
ad nostram consuetudinem aptis: in quibus non verbumpro verbo
necesse habui reddere, ted genus omnium verborum vimque servavi; non enim ea me adnumerare lectori putavi oportere, sed
tanquam adpendere
he has lived in thought and feeling
holds good also of Luther

orator, senlentiis iisdem et

—

in the original text in order not to reproduce it literally with

a slavish adherence to its form, but to re-mould it into good
spiritually renewed German and at the same time
to preserve its spirit free and true to its deepest meaning.
This is especially the case with his translation of the Psalms,
in which even Moses Mendelssohn has thought it to his advantage to follow him. To deny that here and there it is capable
of improvement by a more correct understanding of the sense
and in general by greater faithfulness to the original (without
departing from the spirit of the German language), would
indicate an ungrateful indifference to the advance which has
been made in biblical interpretation
an advance not
merely promised, but which we see actually achieved.

and yet

—

IX.

HISTORY OF THE EXPOSITION OF THE PSALMS.

If we now take a glance over the history of the exposition
of the Psalms, we shall see from it how late it was before the
proper function of scientific exposition was recognised. We
begin with the apostolic exposition. The Old Testament

according to

its

very nature tends towards and centres in
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Therefore the innermost truth of the Old Testament
Christ.
has been revealed in the revelation of Jesus Christ. But not
all at once: His passion, resurrection, and ascension are three
steps of this progressive opening up of the Old Testament,

and of the Psalms in particular. Our Lord himself, both
before and after His resurrection, unfolded the meaning of
the Psalms from His own life and its vicissitudes; He shewed
how what was written in the Law of Moses, in the Prophets
and in the Psalms was fulfilled in Him; He revealed to His
disciples the meaning too otmivai xA« "]fpa«pd« Luke xxiv. 44 sq.
Jesus Christ's exposition of the Psalms is the beginning and
the goal of Christian Psalm-interpretation.

This began, as

that of the Christian church, and in fact first of all that of

when the Spirit, whose instrument
David acknowledges himself to have been (2 Sam. xxiii. 2),
descended upon the Apostles as the Spirit of Jesus, the fulfiller and fulfilment of prophecy.
This Spirit of the glorified
Jesus completed what, in His humiliation and after His resurrection, he had begun: He opened up to the disciples the
meaning of the Psalms. How strongly they were drawn to
the Psalms is seen from the fact that they are quoted about
seventy times in the New Testament, which, next to Isaiah,
is more frequently than any other Old Testament book. From
these interpretations of the Psalms the church will have to draw
to the end of time. For only the end will be like the begin-

the Apostles, at Pentecost

it.
But we must not seek in the New
Testament Scriptures what they are not designed to furnish,
viz., an answer to questions belonging to the lower grades of
knowledge, to grammar, to cotemporary history and to criticism.
The highest and final questions of the spiritual meaning of
Scripture find their answer here; the grammatico-historico-

ning and even surpass

critical under-structure,

new

—

—

as it were, the candlestick of the

was left for succeeding ages to produce.
The post-apostolic, patristic exposition was not capable of this. The interpreters of the early church with the
exception of Origen and Jerome possessed no knowledge of the
Hebrew tongue, and even these two not sufficient to be able
to rise to freedom from a dependence upon the LXX which
only led them into frequent error. Of Origen's Commentary
and Homilies on the Ps. we possess only fragments translated
light,

it
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by Rufinus, and his orijivTjjia etc too; <{«xXp.oo« (edited complete
by Kleopas, 1855, from a MS. in the monastery of Mar-Saba).
Jerome, contra Rufinum

on the

Ps.

i.

§ 19, indeed mentions Commentarioli
in Psalterium (in t.

by himself, but the Breviarium

vii. p. ii of his Opp. ed. Vallarst) bearing his name is allowed
not to be genuine, and is worthless as regards the history of
the text and the language. The almost complete Commentary
(on Ps. i cxix according to the Hebrew reckoning) ofEuse-

—

bius,

made known by Montfaucon

Scriptorum Grtec.

t. i) is

unsuspected.

(CoUeclio nova

Patrum

et

Eusebius, though living

and having a valuable library at command,
ignorant of the Hebrew that he considers
it is possible Maptaji (D!"I")D) in Ps. ex may refer, to Mary.
But by contributions from the Hexapla he has preserved
in Palestine

is nevertheless so

many

,

acceptable treasures of historical value in connection

with the translation, but of

worth in other respects,
and capriciously allegorical
and forced. Athanasius in his short explanation of the Psalms
(in t. i p. ii of the Benedictine edition) is entirely dependent
on Philo for the meaning of the Hebrew names and words.
His book: irpi? MapxeXXTvov etc xJjv ep|»)vstav xd>v <J<aX[id>v (in
the same vol. of the Benedictine edition) is a very beautiful
for the interpretation

essay.

little

is superficial,

It treats of the riches contained in the Psalms, classi-

them according

and gives
them profitably in the manifold circumstances and moods of the outward and inner life. Johann
Reuchlin has translated this little book of Athanasius into
Latin, and Jorg Spalatin from the Latin of Beuchlin intoGerman (1516. 4to.). Of a similar kind are the two books of
Gregory of Nyssa el? rijv lmYpa<pV xeov <J*aX|ia>v (Opp. ed.
Paris, t. i), which treat of the arrangement and inscriptions;
but in respect of the latter he is so led astray by the LXX,
that he sets down the want of titles of 12 Ps. (this is the
fies

directions

how

to their different points of view,

to use

to Gregory), which have titles in the LXX,
to Jewish imaxia and xaxt'a. Nevertheless there are several

number according

valuable observations in this introduction of the great Nyssene.
About cotemporaneously with Athanasius, Hilarius Pictaviensis, in the Western church, wrote his allegorizing (after
Origen's example) Tractates in librum Psalmorum with an
extensive prologue, which strongly reminds one ofHippolytus'
vol. i

*
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We
liii

still

—

have his exposition of Ps.

lxix. xci. cxviii

—

cl

i.

ii.

ix.

xiii. xiv. li

Hi.

(according to the numbering of the

LXX); according to Jerome

(Ep. ad Augustin. cxii*) it is transand Eusebius. It is throughout ingenious
and pithy, but more useful to the dogmatic theologian than
to the exegete (t. xxvii. xxviii of the Collectio Patrum by
Caillau and Guillon).** Somewhat later, but yet within the last

ferred from Origen

—

twenty years of the fourth century (about 386
397), come
Ambrose's Enarrationes in Ps. i. xxxv xl. xliii. xlv. xlvii. xlviii.
lxi. cxyiii (in t. ii of the Benedictine edition). The exposition
of Ps. i is likewise an introduction to the whole Psalter,
taken partly from Basil. He and Ambrose have pronounced
the highest eulogiums on the Psalter.
The latter says:
Psalmus enim benedictio populi est, Dei laus, plebis laudatio,
plausus omnium, sermo universorum, vox Ecclesice, fidei canora
confessio, aucloritatis plena devotio, Uberlatis Icetitia, clamor
jucundilatis, Imtitice resultatio. Ab iracundia mitigat, a sollicitudine abdicat, a mcerore allevat. Nocturna arma, diurna magisterial scutum in timore, festum in sanctilate, imago tranquillilatis,
pignus pacts atque Concordia;, citharm modo ex diversis et disparibus vocibus unam exprimens cantilenam. Diet ortus psalmum

—

resultat,

psalmum resonat

prefatory language

we

occasus.

After such and similar

are led to expect from the exposition

great fervour and depth of perception: and such are really

but not to so large an extent as might
have been the case had Ambrose
whose style of writing
is as musical as that of Hilary is stiff and angular
worked
its characteristics,

—

—

* The following Greek expositors of the Psalms are mentioned there:
Eusebius of Cesarea, 3) Theodore of Heraclea (the Anonymus
in Cordcrius' Catena), A) Asterius of Scythopolis, 5) Apollinaris (Apolina1) Origen, 2)

6) Didymus of Alexandria.
Then the following Latin
Hilary of Poictiers, who translated or rather remodelled
Origen's Homilies on the Psalms (Jerome himself says of him, Ep. lvii ad
Pammach.i captivos tentus in tuam linguam viclorit jure transposuif) 2)

rios) of

Laodicea,

expositors:

1)

,

Eusebius of Vercelli , translator of the commentary of Eusebius of Csesarea,
and 3) Ambrose, who was partly dependent upon Origen. Of Apollinaris the
elder,

to vs.

we have a Me-ratppasic too <J»aXTf,po; Std atiytuv f,po>TxiDv preserved
He has also translated the Pentateuch and other Old Testament

books into heroic verse.
** vid. the characteristics of this commentary in Beinkens, /li/armt
ton Poitiers (1664) 8. 291—308.
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out these expositions, which were partly delivered as sermons,

own hand.
The most comprehensive work of the

partly dictated, with his

early church on the
was
probably written
Psalms was that of Ghrysostom, which

We

while at Antioch.

possess only the exposition of 58 Ps.

which in their present form do
t. r of Montfaucon's
edition). Photius and Suidas place this commentary on the
Psalms in the highest rank among the works of Ghrysostom.
It is composed in the form of sermons, the style is brilliant,
and the contents more ethical than dogmatic. Sometimes the
Hebrew text according to the Hexapla is quoted, and the
Greek versions which depart from the original are frequently
compared, but, unfortunately, generally without any name.
There is hardly any trace in it of the renowned philologicoliistorical tendency of the school of Antioch.
Theodoret (in
t. ii p. ii of the Halle edition) was the first to set before
himself the middle course between an extravagant allegorising
or (including Ps.

iii

and

xli,

not belong to this work) 60 Ps. (in

aud an unspiritual adherence to the literal historical sense (by
which he doubtless has reference to Theodore of Mopsuestia),
and thus to a certain extent he makes a beginning in distinguishing between the
application.

But

and practical
commencement, with even

province of exegesis

this scientific

more of the grammatico-historical tendency, is still defective
and wanting in independence. For example, the question
whether all the Psalms are by David or not, is briefly decided
in the affirmative, with xpa-cstxto t<ov -).si6vcov $) ^r ^o;. *
The
designed, minute comparison of the Greek translators is most
thankworthy; in other respects, this expositor, like the Syrians
generally, is wanting in the mystic depth which might compen(

the want of scientific insight. All this may be also said
Euthymius Zigadenus (Zigabenus) : bis commentary on the

sate for

of

* In the Talmud R. Meir, Pesachim 117 a, adopts the view thai
Dafidis the author of all the Ps.: po« in £>D 0'b.in -1903? IVTOtTl bo,
while in Bathra 14 b ten authors arc supposed: v\i ^jj rj'^nfl "|DD
3D3 "in
E'Jpt iTSty, *"'<*• on this, Mid rash to Cant. iv. 4 and Eccl. vii. 19.
In
the former passage ni'D^rb is explained as an emblematic name of the
'

roifl ni'S b VmONt? 1DD, the book of David, to which the
mouths of many have contributed. And there are two modern commentaries, vi». by Klauss, 1832, and Randeggcr, 1841, which are written with
the design of proving all the Psalms to be Davidic.
Psalter:

4»
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Psalms

(in

Greek

in

t. iv

of the Venetian edition of the Opp.

emperor Alexius
Comnenus, is nothing but a skilful compilation, in the preparation of which he made good use of the Psalm-catena, likewise
a compilation, of the somewhat earlier Nixf -a; Ssppeov*,
which is to be found on Mount Athos and is still unprinted.
The Western counterpart to Chrysostom's commentary
are Augustine's Enarrationes in Psalmos (in t. iv of the Benedictine edition). The psalm -singing in the Milanese church
had contributed greatly to Augustine's conversion. But his
love to his Lord was fired still more by the reading of the
Psalms when he was preparing himself in solitude for his
baptism. His commentary consists of sermons which he wrote
down in part himself and in part dictated. Only the thirtytwo sermones on Ps. cxviii (cxix), which he ventured upon last
of all, were not actually delivered. He does not adopt the
text of Jerome as his basis, but makes use of the older Latin
version, the original text of which he sought to establish, and
here and there to correct, by the LXX; whereas Arnobius,
the Semi -Pelagian, in his paraphrastic Africano-Latin commentary on the Psalms (first edition by Erasmus, Basilece,
Froben. 1522, who, as also Trithemius, erroneously regarded
the author as one and the same with the Apologist) no longer
Theophylacti), written at the desire of the

(

uses the so-called Itala, but takes Jerome's translation as his
far surpassing that of Chrysostom
and depth of thought, has become, in the Western
church, the chief mine of all later exposition of the Psalms.
Cassiodorus in his Expositiones in omnes Psalmos (in t. ii of the
Bened. ed.) draws largely from Augustine, though not devoid
basis.

The work of Augustine

in richness

of independence.

What

the Greek church has done for the exposition of

up many times since Photius
That of Nicetas archbishop of

the Psalms has been garnered
in so-called Zstpat, Catena.

Serra in Macedonia (about 1070), is still unprinted. One,
extending only to Ps. 1, appeared at Venice 1569, and a complete one, edited

by Gorderius, at Antwerp 1643

* This information

mius'

is

Commentary on the

stantinople

1819

—

21),

(3 vols.,

from

found in the modern Greek edition of EuthePs. by Nicodemos the Agiorite (2 vols. Con-

which also contain* extracts from

this

catena of

Nicetas Serronius.
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Vienna and Munich MSS.). Folckmann (1601) made extracts
from the Catena of Nicetas Heracleota, and Aloysius Lippomanus began a Catena from Greek and Latin writers on the
largest scale (one folio vol. on Ps. i
x, Romce 1585). The
defects to be found in the ancient exposition of the Psalms
are in general the same in the Greek and in the Western expositors. To their want of acquaintance with the text of the
original was added their unmethodical, irregular mode of

—

procedure, their arbitrary straining of the prophetic charac-

Psalms (as e. g. Tertullian, Be spectaculis, takes
i as a prophecy concerning Joseph of Arimathea), their unhistorical perception, before which all differences between the two Testaments vanish, and their misleading predilection for the allegorical method. In all this,
the meaning of the Psalms, as understood by the apostles,
remains unused; they appropriate it without rightly apprehending it, and do not place the Psalms in the light of the
New Testament fulfilment of them, but at once turn them
into New Testament language and thoughts. But the church
has never found such rapturous delight in the Psalms, which
it was never weary of singing day and night, never used them
with richer results even to martyrdom, than at that period.
Instead of profane popular songs, as one passed through the
country one might hear psalms resounding over the fields and
vineyards. Quocunque te verleris, writes Jerome to the widow
of Marcellus from the Holy Land, aralor stivam tcnens Alleluja
ter of the

the whole of Ps.

decantat, sudans messor psalmis se avocat et curva attondent
vitem falce vinitor aliquid Davidicum canit.

provincia carmina,

ha

hie pastorum sibilus,

(ut vulgo dicitur)

hcec

arma

culturce.

Hcec sunt

in

hac

amatorice cantiones,

The delights

of

country life he commends to Marcella in the following among
other words: Vere ager floribus pingitur et inter querulas aves
J'salmi dulcius cantabuntur. In Sidonius Apollinaris we find
even psalm-singing in the mouth of the men who tow the boats,
and the poet takes from this a beautiful admonition for
Christians in their voyage and journey through this life:
Curvorum hinc chorus helciariorum
Iicsponsantibus Alleluja ripis

Ad

Christum levat amicum celeusmu.

Sic, sic psallite,

nauta

et viator!
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And how many martyrs have endured every form of martyr*
dom with psalms upon their lips! That which the church in
those days failed to furnish in writing towards the exposition
of the Psalms, it more than compensated for by preserving
the vitality of the Psalms with its blood. Practice made far

more rapid progress than theory.* These

patristic works are
patterns for every age of the true fervour which should characterise the expositor of the Psalms.

The mediaeval ehurch exposition did not make any
upon the patristic. After Cassiodorus, came
Haymo (d. 853) and Remigius of Auxerre (d. about 900), still
less independent compilers; the commentary of the former,
edited by Erasmus, appeared Trib. 1531, of the latter, first
Colon. 1536, and then in the Bibl. maxima Lugdunensis. That
of Petrus Lombardus (d. about 1160) is a catena taken directly from earlier expositors from Jerome to Alcuin.
Of a
more independent character are the commentaries of Thomas
Aquinas, who however only completed 51 Ps., and Alexander
of Hales, if the Commentary which appeared under his name
( Tenet. 1496) is not rather to be attributed to cardinal Hugo.
Besides these, Bonaventura (d. 1274) and Albertus Magnus
(d. 1280) stand out prominently in the Middle Ages as expositors of the Psalms; and on the border of the Middle Ages
Michael Ayguanus (about 1400) whose commentary has been frequently reprinted since its first appearance, Mediol. 1510. If you
know one of these expositors, you know them all. The most that
they have to offer us is an echo of the earlier writers. By
their dependence on the letter of the Vulgate, and conseessential advance

quently indirectly of the LXX, they only too frequently light
upon a false track and miss the meaning. The liter alls sensus

is

completely buried in mysticce

intellig entice.

Without ob-

serving the distinction between the two economies, the con-

version of the Psalms into

New Testament

language and

• vid. besides the essay by Otto Strauss, already mentioned: Armknecht, Die heilige Psalmodie Oder der psalmodirende Kdnig David und
die singende Urkirche, 1855; and W. von Gttlick, Das Psallerium nach sei-

ncm Hauptinhalte

m

seiner mssenschafllichcn

(a Catholic prize essay) 1858; partly also

und praklisehen Bedettlung

Rudelbach's Hymnologische Stu-

d/cn in the Luther. Zeilschrifl 1855, 4, 1S56, 2. and especiallyno penitential psalm-singing Z5ckler's Geschichte der Ashese (I8G3) S. 256— 26 J.
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thought, regardless of the intermediate steps of development,
here continued. Thus, for example, Albertus Magnus in his

is

commentary (Opp.
liber iste

t. vii), on the principle: Constat, quod totus
de Christo, at once expounds Beatus vir (Ps. i. 1),

and the whole Ps., de Christo et ejus corpore ecclesia. But as
we find in the Fathers occasional instances of deep insight
into the meaning of passages, and occasional flashes of thought
of lasting value, so even here the reading, especially of the
mystics, will repay one.
The greatest authority in psalmexposition for the Middle Ages was Augustine.
From Augustine, and perhaps we may add from Cassiodorus, Notker
Labeo (d. 1022), the monk of St. Gall, drew the short annotations which, verse by verse, accompany his German translation of the Psalms (vol. ii of H. Hattemer's Denkmahle des
Mittelalters). In like manner the Latin Psalter-catena of bishop Bruno of Wurzburg (d. 1045), mentioned above, is compiled from Augustine and Cassiodorus, but also from Jerome,
Bede and Gregory. And the Syriac annotations to the Psalms
of Gregory Barhebrseus (d. 1286),
of which Tullberg and
Koraen, Upsala 1842, and Schroter, Breslau 1857, have published specimens,
are merely of importance in connection
with the history of exposition and are moreover in no way
distinguished from the mediaeval method.
The mediaeval synagogue exposition is wanting in tho
recognition of Christ, and consequently in the fundamental
condition required for a spiritual understanding of the Psalms.
But as we are indebted to the Jews for the transmission
of the codex of the Old Testament, we also owe the transmission of the knowledge of Hebrew to them. So far the

—

—

—

,

Jewish interpreters give us what the Christian interpreters
of the

same period were not able

to tender.

The

interpre-

from the Psalms scattered up and down
in the Talmud are mostly unsound, arbitrary, and strange.
And the Midrash on the Ps., bearing the title 21B "iptS* (yid.
tations of passages

Zunz, Fortrage, §. 266 ff.), and the Midrash-catense entitled
trp^, of which at present only iy\yvtf Eip^> (by Simeon Kara

known, and 'TCD tsip^ (by Machir b. Abbamore that is limitlessly digressive than
what is to the point and usable. This class of psalm-exposition was always employed for the thoroughly practical end
ha-Darshan)

is

Mari), contain far
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is only snoe about
900 A. D., when indirectly under Syro-Arabian influence. the
study of grammar began to be cultivated among the Jews,
that the exposition and the application of Scripture began

of stimulating and edifying discourse. It

new era of Jewish
from whose Arabic
translation and annotations of the Ps. Haneberg (1840) and
Ewald (1844) have published extracts. The Karaites, Salmon
b. Jerocham and Jefeth, both of whom have also expounded
the Psalms, are warm opponents of Saadia; but Jefeth whose
commentary on the Psalms* has been in part made known by
Barges (since 1846), nevertheless already recognises the influence of grammar, which Saadia raised to the dignity of a
science, but which Salmon utterly discards. The next great
expositor of the Psalms is Rashi (t. e. Rabbi Salomo Isaaki)
of Troyes (d. 1105), who has interpreted the whole of the
Old Testament (except the Chronicles) and the whole of the
Talmud ** and he has not only treasured up with pithy brevity the traditional interpretations scattered about in the
Talmud and Midrash, but also (especially in the Psalms) made
use of every existing grammatico- lexical help. Aben-Ezra
of Toledo (d. 1167) and David Kimchi of Narbonne (d. about
1250) are less dependent upon tradition, which for the most
part expended itself upon strange interpretations. The former is the more independent and genial, but seldom happy
to be disentangled.

At the head of
Gaon (d. 941

exegesis stands Saadia

this

—

2),

;

in his characteristic fancies; the latter is less original, but

which is simple and
and of all the Jewish expositors he is the preeminently grammatico - historical interpreter.
Gecatilia's
(Mose ha-Cohen Chiquitilla) commentary on the Psalms written in Arabic is only known to us from quotations, principally in Aben-Ezra. In later commentaries, as those of Mose
Alshech (Venice 1601) and Joel Shoeb (Salonica 1569), the
simplicity and elegance of the older expositors degenerates
into the most repulsive scholasticism. The commentary of

gifted with a keener appreciation of that

natural,

• It is to be found in MS. partly in Paris, partly in St. Petersburg: the former having been brought thither from Egypt by Munk iu
1841 and the latter by Tischendorf in 1853.
** But on some parts of the Talmud, e. g. tlie tractate Maccolh, w«

have not any commentary by Eashi.
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Obadia Sforno (d. at Bologna 1550), Reuchlin's teacher, is
much given to philosophising, but is at least withal clear
and brief.
Their knowledge of the Hebrew gives all these
expositors a marked advantage over their Christian cotemporaries, but the veil of Moses over their eyes is thicker in proportoo

tion to their conscious opposition to Christianity.
less

Neverthe-

the church has not left these preparatory works unused.

The Jewish Christians, Nicolaus de Lyra

(d.

about 1340), the

author of the Postillm perpetuce, and Archbishop Paul de Santa

Maria of Burgos (d. 1435), the author of the Additiones ad LyIndependently, like the

ram, took the lead in this respect.
last

mentioned writers, Augustinus Justinianus of Genoa,

his

Octaplus Psalterii (Genoa, 1516, folio), drew chiefly from

the

Midrash and Sohar.

in

The preference however was gener-

given to the use of Aben-Ezra and Kimchi;

e. g. Bucer,
who acknowledges his obligation to these, says: neque enim
candidi ingenii est dissimulare, per quos profeceris. Justinianus,
Pagninus, and Felix were the three highest authorities on
the original text at the commencement of the Reformation.
The first two had gained their knowledge of the original from
Jewish sources and Felix Pratensis, whose Psalterium ex kebreo
diligentissitne ad verbum fere translation, 1522, appeared under
Leo X., was a proselyte.
We have now reached the threshold of the Reformation
Psalmody in the reigning church had sunk to a
exposition.
lifeless form of service.
The exposition of the Psalms lost
itself in the dependency of compilation and the chaos of the
schools.
says
Et ipsa quamvis frigida tractatione Psalmorum
Luther in his preface to Bugenhagen's Latin Psalter
aliquis
lamen odor vilae oblatus est plerisque bona: mentis hominibus,
et utcunque ex verbis illis eliam non intelleclis semper aliquid
consolationis et aurulm senserunt e Psalmis pii, veluti ex roseto
leniter spirantis. Now, however, when a new light dawned upon
the church through the Reformation
the light of a grammatical and deeply spiritual understanding of Scripture , represented in Germany by Reuchlin and in France by Vatablus
then the rose-garden of the Psalter began to breathe
forth its perfumes as with the renewed freshness of a May
day; and born again from the Psalter, German hymns resounded from the shores of the Baltic to the foot of the Alps

ally

—
—

—

—
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with all the fervour of a newly quickened first-love. "It is
marvellous"
says the Spanish Carmelite Thomas a Jesu,—

—

u

how

hymns of Luther helped forward the Lutheran cause. Not only the churches and schools echo with them,
greatly the

but even the private houses, the workshops, the markets,
streets, and fields." For converted into imperishable hymns
(by Luther, Albinus, Franck, Gerhardt, Jonas, Musculus,
Poliander, Ringwaldt, and many more) the ancient Psalms
were transferred anew into the psalmody of the German as
of the Scandinavian* Lutheran church. In the French church
Clement Marot translated into verse 30 Ps., then 19 more
(1541—43) and Theodore Beza added the rest (1562).** Calvin introduced the Psalms in Marot's version as early as 1542
into the service of the Geneva church, and the Psalms have
since continued to be the favorite hymns of the Reformed
church. Goudimel, the martyr of St. Bartholomew's night
and teacher of Palestrina, composed the melodies and chorales. The English Established church adopted the Psalms
direct as they are, as a portion of its liturgy, the Congregational church followed the example of the sister-churches
of the Continent. And how industriously the Psalter was
moulded into Greek verse, as by Olympia Morata (d.
1555)*** and under the influence of Melanthonf into Latin!
The paraphrases of Helius Eoban Hesse (of whom Martin
Herz, 1860, has given a biographical sketch)ff, Joh. Major,
Jacob Micyllus (whose life Classen has written, 1859), Joh.
Stigel (whose memory has been revived by Paulus Cassel
1860), Gre. Bersmann (d. 1611), and also that begun by Geo.
Buchanan during his sojourn in a Portuguese monastery, are
not only learned performances, but productions of an inward
* The Swedish hymns taken from the Psalms hare been recently
remodelled for congregational use and augmented by Bnneberg (Oerebro

1856).

** vid. Felix Bovet, Les Psanmes de Marot et de Beze, in the Lansanne
magazine, Le Chretien F.vangclique, 1866, No. 4.
*** vid. examples in Bonnet's life of Olympia Morata. Germ. transL
by Merschmann I860 S. 131—135.

t

vid.

Wilhelin

Thilo,

Melanchlhon

im Dienste an

heii.

Schrifl

(Berlin, 1859). S. 28.

ft

His Psalms (to which Veit Dietrich wrote notes) passed through

forty editions in seventy years.
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although one must assent to the judgment
expressed by Harless, that the best attempts of this kind
only satisfy one in proportion as we are able first of all
banish the remembrance of the original from our mind.
spiritual need;

U

But

since the time of the Reformation the exegetical

more clearly apprehended and more happily discharged than ever before. In
Luther, who opened his academical lectures in 1514 with the
Ps. (in Latin in Luther's own hand writing in Wolfenbiittel)
and began to publish a part of them in 1519 under the title
Operationes in duos Psalmorum decades, the depth of experifunctions of psalm-exposition have been

ence of the Fathers

is united to the Pauline recognition
(which he gave back to the church) of the doctrine of free
grace. It is true, he is not entirely free from the allegorising
which he rejected in thesi, and, in general, from a departure a
sensu liter ee, and there is also still wanting in Luther the
historical insight into the distinctive character of the two
Testaments; but with respect to experimental, mystical, and
withal sound, understanding he is incomparable. His interpretations of the Psalms, especially of the penitential Ps.
and of Ps. xc, excel every thing hitherto produced, and are
still a perpetual mine of wealth.
Bugenhagen's exposition
of the Psalms (Basel 1524, 4to. and freq.) continued the
interrupted work of Luther, who in a brief but forcible preface says in its praise, that it is the first worthy of the name
of an exposition. Penetration and delicacy of judgment distinguish the interpretation of the five books of the Psalms
by Aretius Felinus t. e. Martin Bucer (1529, 4to. and freq.).
The Autophyes (= a se et per se Existens), by which throughout he translates pnrVi gives it a remarkable appearance.
But about the same time, as an exegete, Calvin came forward at the side of the German reformer. His commentary
(first published at Geneva 1564) combines with great psychological penetration more discernment of the types and greater
freedom of historical perception, but is not without many

errors arising from this freedom.

Calvin's strict historical

method of interpretation becomes a caricature

Esrom
who

in

Riidinger, the schoolmaster of the Moravian brethren,

died at Altorf in 1591 without being able, as he had intended,
to issue his

commentary, which appeared in 1580

—

81, in a
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new and revised form. His
trying many conjectures, at

is

an original work which, after
Psalm

last assigns even the first

to the era of the Seleucidae.

Within the range of the post- Re form at ion exposition
that meets us is Reinhard Bakius, the persevering and
talented pastor of Magdehurg and Grimma during the Thirtyyears' war, whose Coram, exegetico-practictts on the Ps. (in the first
edition by his son 1664) is a work of extensive reading and good
sense, in many respects a welcome supplement to Luther, crammed full of all kinds of notable things about the Psalms, under
which, however, the thread of simple exposition is lost. Martin
Geier keeps the work of the exposition most distinctly before
him, adhering more closely to it and restraining himself from
His lectures on the Psalms delivered at Leipzig
digression.
extended over a period of eighteen years. Deep piety and
extensive learning adorn his commentary (1668), but the free
spirit of the men of the Reformation is no longer here. Geier
is not capable of turning from dogmatics, and throwing himself into the exegesis: a traditional standard of exegesis had
become fixed, to overstep which was accounted as heterodox.
In the Reformed church Cocceius stands prominently forward
He was an original and gifted man, but starting
(d, 1669).
from false principles of hermeneutics, too fond of an eschatothe

first

logical literalness of interpretation.

Not only the two Protestant churches, but also the
Romish church took part in the advancing work of psalmexposition. Its most prominent expositors from 1550
1650
are Genebrardus, Agellius, and De Muis, all of whom possess-

—

ing a knowledge of the Semitic languages, go back to the
and Bellarmin, who brings to the work not merely

original,

uncommon

natural talents, but, within the limits of papistical

a deep spiritual penetration. Later on psalmexposition in the Romish church degenerated into scholasticism. This is at its height in Le Blanc's Psalmorum Davidicorum Analysis and in Joh. Lorinus' Commentaria in Psalmos
restraint,

—

In the protestant churches,
1676).
(6 folio vols. 1665
however, a lamentable decline from the spirit of the men of
the Reformation in like manner manifested itself.
The Adnotationes uberiores in Hagiographa (t. i. 1745, 4to: Ps. and
Prov.) of Joh. Heinrich Michaelis are a mass of raw materials:
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groan beneath the burden of num.
examples and parallel passages. What had
been done during the past sixteen hundred years remains
almost entirely unnoticed; Luther is not explored, even Calvin
within the pale of his own church no longer exerts any inthe glossarial annotations
berless unsifted

over the exposition of Scripture.

fluence

After 1750, the

exposition of Scripture lost that spiritual and ecclesiastical

character which had gained strength in the seventeenth cen-

but had also gradually become torpid; whereas in tho
Romish church, as the Psalm-expositions of DeSacy, Berthier
and La Harpe shew, it never sank so low as to deny the
existence of revealed religion. That love for the Ps., which
tury,

produced the evangelical hymn-psalter of that truly Christian
poet and minister Christoph Karl Ludwig von Pfeil (1747),*
prefaced by Bengel, degenerated to a merely literary, or at
exegesis became carnal and unmost poetical, interest,
spiritual. The remnant of what was spiritual in this age of

—

is represented by Burk in his Gnomon to the Ps.
which follows the model of Bengel, and by Chr. A.
Crusius in the second part of his Hypomnemata ad Theologiam
Propheticam (1761), a work which follows the track newly
opened up by Bengel, and is rich in germs of progressive
knowledge (vid. my Biblisch-prophetische Theologie, 1845). We
may see the character of the theology of that age from Joh.
Dav. Michaelis' translation of the Old Testament, with notes
for the unlearned (1771), and his writings on separate Psalms.
From a linguistic and historical point of view we may find

decline,

(1760)

something of value here; but besides, only wordy, discursive,
It has been the
tasteless trifling and spiritual deadness.
Herder
that
he
has
psalm-exposition
freed
from
honour of
and
the
(first
taste,
merit
of
Hengstenberg
this want of
of all
that
he
has
brought
in his Lectures),
it back out of this want
believing
consciousness of the church.
of spirituality to the

The

transition

to

modern

exposition

is

marked by

Rosenmiiller's Scholia to the Ps. (first published in

1798—

a compilation

written in pure clear language with
exegetical tact and with a thankworthy use of older exposi1804),

tors

who had become unknown,
vid. hie Life

by Heinr.

Men

as Riidinger, Bucer, and

(1863), S.

111—117.
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and also of Jewish writers. De Wette's commentary
on the Psalms (first published in 1811, 5 th edition by Gustav
Baur, 1856) was far more independent and forms an epoch
De Wette is precise and clear, and also not
in exegesis.
Agellius,

without a perception of the beautiful; but his position in
relation to the Scripture writers is too much like that of a
reviewer, his research too sceptical, and his estimate of the
Fs. does not sufficiently recognise their place in the history
of redemption. He regards them as national hymns, partly
in the most ordinary patriotic sense, and when his theological
perception fails him, he helps himself out with sarcasm against
the theocratic element, which he carries to the extreme of
Nevertheless, De Wette's commentary opens up a
disgust.
new epoch so far as it has first of all set in order the hitherto
existing chaos of psalm -exposition, and introduced into it
taste and grammatical accuracy, after the example of Herder
and under the influence of Gesenius. He is far more independent than Rosenmiiller, who though not wanting in taste and
tact, is only a compiler.
In investigating the historical circumstances which gave rise to the composition of the different
psalms, De Wette is more negative than assumptive. Hitzig
in his historical

and

critical

commentary (1835.

36),

which

has appeared recently in a revised form (Bd. 1, 1863, Bd. 2.
Abth. 1, 1864, Abth. 2, 1865), has sought to supplement positively the negative criticism of De Wette, by ascribing to
David fourteen Ps. of the seventy three that bear the inscription lT\b, assigning all the Ps. from the lxxiii onwards,
cxliv, cl, by
together with i. ii. lx (these three, as also cxlii
Alexander Jannseus) to the Maccabean period (<?. g. exxxviii
cxli to Alexander's father, John Hyrcanus), and also infer-

—

—

ring the authors (Zechariah, 2 Chron. xxvi. 5; Isaiah, Jeremiah) or at least the date of composition of all the rest.

Yon Lengerke in his commentary compiled half from
Hengstenberg, half from Hitzig (1847), has attached himself to
this so-called positive criticism, which always arrives atpositive
results and regards Maccabean psalms as the primary stock of
the Psalter. Yon Lengerke maintains that not a single Ps.
can with certainty be ascribed to David. Olshausen (in his
Comment. 1853), who only leaves a few Ps., as ii. xx. xxi, to
the time of the kings prior to the Exile, and with a propens,
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which he is not able to resist, brings down all the others
to the time of the Maccabees, even to the beginning of the
ity,

reign of John Hyrcanus, also belongs to the positive school.
Whereas Hupfeld in his commentary, 1855 1862 (4 toIs.),
considers it unworthy of earnest investigation, to lower one's

—

self to such "childish trifling with hypotheses"

to

De Wette's

and remains

negative criticism: but he seeks to carry

it

true'

out in

a different way. He also maintains that none of the Ps. admit
of being with certainty ascribed to David; and proceeds on
the assumption, that although only a part of the inscriptions
are false, for that very reason none of them can be used by us.
We stand neither on the side of this scepticism, which
everywhere negatives tradition, nor on the side of that selfconfidence, which mostly negatives it and places in opposition
to it its own positive counter-assumptions; but we do not
on this account fail to recognise the great merit which Olsliausen, Hupfeld and Hitzig have acquired by their expositions
of the Psalms. In Olshausen we prize his prominent talent
for critical conjectures; in Hupfeld grammatical thoroughness,
and solid study so far as it is carried; in Hitzig the stimulating originality everywhere manifest, his happy perspicacity
in tracing out the connection of the thoughts, and the marvellous amount of reading which is displayed in support of
the usage of language and of that which is admissible according to syntax. The commentary of Ewald (Poetische JSucher,
1839, 40. 2nd edition 1866), apart from the introductory portion, according to its plan only fragmentarily meets the
requirements of exposition, but in the argument which precedes each Ps. gives evidence of a special gift for perceiving
the emotions and throbbings of the heart and entering into
the changes of

feeling.

None of these expositors

are in truly spiritual rapport with

the spirit of the psalmists. The much abused commentary of
Hengstenberg 1842—1847 (4 vols. 2nd edition 1849—1852) consequently opened a new track, in as much as it primarily set the
exposition of the Psalms in its right relation to the church once
more, and was not confined to the historico-grammatical function
of exposition. The kindred spirited works of Umbreit (Christliche Erbauung cms dem Psalter 1835) and Stier (Siebenzig Psalmen
1834. 36), which extend only to a selection from the Psalms, ma?
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be regarded as
(1847)

its

forerunners, and the

who excludes

commentary of Tholuck

verbal criticism and seeks to present the

results of exegetical progress in a practical

the people, as its counterpart.

form for the use of

For the sake of

completeness

we may also mention the commentary of Koster (1837) which
has become of importance for its appreciation of the artistic
form of the Psalms, especially the strophe -system, and
Vaihinger's(1845). Out of Germany, no work on the Psalms
has appeared which could he placed side by side with those
of Hengstenberg, Hupfeld and Hitzig. And yet the inexhaust.
ible task demands the combined work of many hands. Would
that the examples set by Bjork, by Perret-Gentil, Armand de
Mestral and J. F. Thrupp, of noble rivalry with German

many imitators in the countries of the
Scandinavian, Latin, and English tongues! Would that the
zealous industry of Bade and Beinke, the noble endeavours
of Schegg and Konig, might set an example to many in the
scholarship might find

Romish church! Would that

Greek church on the
defended by Pharmakides
against Oikonomos, far surpassing the works on the Ps. of Nicodimos and Anthimos, which are drawn from the Fathers, might
continue in that rival connection with German scholarship of
which the Prolegomena to the Psalm-commentary of the
Jerusalem patriarch Anthimos, by Dionysios Eleopas (Jerusalem 1855. 4to.) give evidence! Non plus ultra is the watchword of the church with regard to the word of God, and
plus ultra is its watchword with regard to the understanding
of that word. Common work upon the Scriptures is the finest
union of the severed churches and the surest harbinger of
basis of the criticism of the

also the

LXX

The exposition of Scripture
Church of the Future.
their future unity.

X.

will rear the

THEOLOGICAL PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS.

The expositor of the Psalms can place himself on the
standpoint of the poet, or the standpoint of the Old Testament church, or the standpoint of the church of the present
dispensation
a primary condition of exegetical progress

—

the keeping of these three standpoints distinct, and, in
accordance therewith, the distinguishing between the two

is
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Testaments, and in general, between the different steps in the
development of the revelation, and in the perception of the
plan, of redemption. For as redemption itself has a progressive history, so has the revelation and growing perception of
it a progressive history also, which extends from paradise,
through time, on into eternity. Redemption realizes itself in
a system of facts, in which the divine purpose of love for the
deliverance of sinful humanity unfolds itself, and the revelation of salvation is given in advance of this gradually developing course of events in order to guarantee its divine authorship and as a means by which it may be rightly understood.
In the Psalms we have five centuries and more of this progressive realizing, disclosing, and perception of salvation laid
open before us. If we add to this the fact that one psalm is
by Moses, and that the retrospective portions of the historical
psalms refer back even to the patriarchal age, then, from the
call of

Abraham down

among

the nations after the Exile, there

to the restoration of Israel's position

is scarcely a single
event of importance in sacred history which does not find some
expression in the Psalter. And it is not merely facts external
to it, which echo therein in lyric strains, but, because David,
next to Abraham undoubtedly the most significant character
is its chief comof sacred history in the Old Testament,
poser, it is itself a direct integral part of the history of
redemption. And it is also a source of information for the
history of the revelation of redemption, in as much as it
flowed not from the Spirit of faith merely, but mainly also
from the Spirit of prophecy: but, pre-eminently, it is the
most important memorial of the progressive recognition of
the plan of salvation, since it shews how, between the giving
of the Law from Sinai and the proclamation of the Gospel
from Sion, the final, great salvation was heralded in the
consciousness and life of the Jewish church.
We will consider 1) the relation of the Psalms to
the prophecy of the future Christ. When man whom
God had created, had corrupted himself by sin, God did not
leave him to that doom of wrath which he had chosen for
himself, but visited him on the evening of that most unfortunate of all days, in order to make that doom the disciplinary
medium of His love. This visitation of Jahve Elohim was

—

—

vol. t

a
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the

first

step in the history of redemption towards the goal

of the incarnation, and the so-called protevangelium
first

was the

laying of the foundation of His verhal revelation of law

—

a revelation in accordance with the plan oi
and gospel
salvation, and preparing the way towards this goal of the
incarnation and the recovery of man. The way of this salvation, which opens up its own historical course, and at the
same time announces itself in a form adapted to the human
consciousness, runs all through Israel and the Psalms shew
us how this seed-corn of words and acts of divine love has
expanded with a vital energy in the believing hearts of Israel.
They bear the impress of the period, during which the preparation of the way of salvation was centred in Israel and
the hope of redemption was a national hope. For after mankind was separated into different nations, salvation was confined within the limits of a chosen nation, that it might
mature there, and then bursting its bounds become the property of the human race. At that period the promise of the
future Mediator was in its third stage. The hope of overcoming the tendency in mankind to be led astray into evil
was attached to the seed of the woman, and the hope of a
blessing for all peoples, to the seed of Abraham: but, at this
period, when David became the creator of psalm-poesy for
the sanctuary service, the promise had assumed a Messianic
character and pointed the hope of the believing ones towards
the king of Israel, and in fact to David and his seed: the
salvation and glory of Israel first, and indirectly of the nations,
was looked for from the mediatorship of Jahve's Anointed.
The fact that among all the Davidic psalms there is only
a single one, viz. Ps. ex, in which David (as in his last words
2 Sam. xxiii. 1
7) looks forth into the future of his seed
and has the Messiah definitely before his mind, can only be
explained by the consideration, that he was hitherto himself
the object of Messianic hope, and that this hope was first
,

—

gradually (especially in consequence of his deep fall) separated from himself individually, and transferred to the future.
Therefore when Solomon came to the throne the Messianio
desires

and hopes of

Israel were directed towards

him, as

Ps. lxxii shews; they belonged only to the one final Christ

of God, but they clung for a long time enquiringly
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perfect right (on the ground of 2 Sam. vii) to the direct
son of David. Also in Ps. xlv it is a son of David, cotemporary with the Korahite singer, to whom the Messianic promise is applied as a marriage benediction, wishing that the
promise may he realized in him.
But it soon became evident that He, in whom the full realization of the idea of the Messiah is to be found, had not yet
appeared either in the person of this king or of Solomon. And
when in the later time of the kings the Davidic line became
a.

more and more

inconsistent with

its

vocation in the sacred

hope of the Messiah was completely weaned
of its expectation of immediate fulfilment, and the present
became merely the dark ground from which the image of the
Messiah, as purely future, stood forth in relief. The TH"|3,
in whom the prophecy of the later time of the kings centres,
history, then the

and whom

also Ps. ii sets forth before the kings of the earth
they
may
render homage to Him, is an eschatological
that
character (although the rv"inN was looked for as dawning
close upon the border of the present). In the mouth of the

congregation Ps. xlv and cxxxii, since their contents referred
to the future, have become too prophetically and eschatologically Messianic. But it is remarkable that the number
of these psalms which are not merely typically Messianic is
so small , and that the church of the period after the Exile
has not enriched the Psalter with a single psalm that is
Messianic in the stricter sense. In the later portion of the
Psalter, in distinction from the strictly Messianic psalms,
the theocratic psalms are more numerously represented, i. e.
those psalms which do not speak of the kingdom of Jahve's
Anointed which shall conquer and bless the world, not of the
Christocracy, in which the theocracy reaches the pinnacle
of its representation, but of the theocracy as such, which is
complete inwardly and outwardly in its own representation
not of the advent of a human king, but of Jahve
of itself,
Himself, with the kingdom of God manifest in all its glory.
For the announcement of salvation in the Old Testament
runs on in two parallel lines: the one has as its termination
the Anointed of Jahve, who rules all nations out of Zion,
the other, the LORD Himself sitting above the Cherubim, to
whom all the earth does homage. These two lines do not

—

*
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meet in the Old Testament; it is only the fulfilment that
makes it plain, that the advent of the Anointed one and the
advent of Jahve is one and the same. And of these two lines
the divine

hope of
Israel,

is

the one that preponderates in the Psalter; the

Israel, especially after the kingship
is

directed generally beyond the

had ceased

in

human mediation

Author of salvation. The fundamental article of the Old Testament faith runs tvnb PinjW 1
(Ps. iii. 9, Jon. ii. 10). The Messiah is not yet recognised as a
God-man. Consequently the Psalms contain neither prayer to
Him, nor prayer in His name. But prayer to Jahve and
For Jesus is in
for Jahve's sake is essentially the same.
the
Saviour.
And
the
Jahve
is
Jahve.
Saviour when he shall
appear, is nothing but the visible manifestation of the PijnB*
of this God (Isa. xlix. 6).
In considering the goal of the Old Testament history in
directly towards Jahve, the

its

relation to the

God-man, we distinguish

five classes of

psalms which are directed towards this goal. After 2 Sam. vii
the Messianic promise is no longer in a general way connected
with the tribe of Judah, but with David; and is referred not
merely to the endless duration of his kingdom, but also to
one scion of his house, in whom that to which God has appointed the seed of David in its relation to Israel first, and from
Israel to all the other nations, shall be fully realised, and
without whom the kingdom of David is like a headless trunk.
Psalms in which the poet, looking beyond his own age, comforts himself with the vision of this king in whom the promise
is finally fulfilled, we call eschatological psalms, and in
fact directly eschatologically Messianic psalms. These
connect themselves not merely with the already existing prophetic utterances, but carry them even further, and are only
distinguished from prophecy proper by their lyric form; for
prophecy is a discourse and the psalms are spiritual songs.
The Messianic character of the Psalms is, however, not
confined to prophecy proper, the subject of which is that
which is future. Just as nature exhibits a series of stages
of life in which the lower order of existence points to the
next order above it and indirectly to the highest, so that,
for instance, in the globular form of a drop we read the intimation of the struggle after organism, as it were, in tha
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simplest barest outline: so also the progress of history is
typical, and not only as a whole, hut also most surprisingly
in single traits, the life of David is a vaticinium reale of the
life of Him, whom prophecy calls directly *m fay Ezek. xxxiv.
23 sq. xxxvii. 24 sq. and alba "m Hos. iii. 5, Jer. xxx. 9, as

the David who is, as it were, raised from the dead in a glorified form. Those psalms in which David himself (or even a
poet throwing himself into David's position and mood) gives
expression in lyric verse to prominent typical events and
we call typically Messianic psalms.

features of his life,

however, is not confined to those, of which David
or indirectly the subject, for the course of suffering
of all the Old Testament saints and especially of the prophets in their calling (vid. on xxxiv. 20 sq. and Ps. lxix), was
to a certain extent a tuko; too [iiXXovro?. All these psalms,

This

class,

is directly

,

than those of the first class, may be quoted in the
Testament with the words tva itXi)pa>&^, with this difference only, that in the former it is the prophetic word, in
the latter the prophetic history, that is fulfilled. The older
theologians, especially the Lutheran, contended against the
supposition of such typological citations of the Old Testament in the New: they were destitute of that perception of
the organic element in history granted to our age, and consequently were lacking in the true counterpoise to their rigid

not

less

New

notions of inspiration.

But there is also a class of Psalms which we call typicoprophetically Messianic, viz. those in which David, describing his outward and inward experiences,

even in themselves typical,

—

is

— experiences

carried beyond the limits of

his individuality and present condition, and utters concerning

himself that which, transcending human experience, is intended to become historically true only in Christ. Such
psalms are typical, in as much as their contents is grounded
in the individual, but typical, history of David; they are,
however, at the same time prophetic, in as much as they express present individual experience in laments, hopes, and
descriptions which point far forward beyond the present and
are only fully realised in Christ. The psychological possibility of such psalms has been called in question; but they
would only be psychologically impossible, if one were obliged
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to suppose that David's self-consciousness must under such
circumstances pass over into that of his antitype; but it is
in reality quite otherwise. As the poet in order to describe
his experiences in verse, idealises them, i. e. seizes the idea

of them at the very root, and, stripping off all that

is

advent-

and insignificant, rises into the region of the ideal:
David
also in these psalms idealises his experiences, which
so
even in itself results in the reduction of them to all that is
essential to their continuance as types. This he does, however, not from his own poetic impulse, but under the inspiration of the Spirit of God; and a still further result
which follows from this is, that the description of his typical
fortunes and their corresponding states of feeling is moulded
into the prophetic description of the fortunes and feelings
itious

of his antitype.
Beside these three classes of Messianic psalms one may
regard psalms like xlv and lxxii as a fourth class of indi-

rectly eschatologically Messianic psalms.

They aro
those in which, according to the time of their composition,
Messianic hopes are referred to a cotemporary king, but
without having been fulfilled in him; so that, in the mouth
of the church, still expecting their final accomplishment,
these psalms have become eschatological hymns and their
exposition as such, by the side of their chronological interpretation,

A

is fully

warranted.

formed by the eschatologically Jehovic psalms, which are taken up with describing the adfifth class is

vent of Jahve and the consummation of His kingdom, which is
all through brought about by judgment (vid. Ps. xciii). The
number of these psalms in the Psalter greatly preponderates.
They contain the other premiss to the divine-human end of

There are sudden flashes of light
end in the prophets. But it remains re-

the history of salvation.

thrown upon

this

served to the history itself to draw the inference of the unto
from these human and divine premises. The Redeemer, in whom the Old Testament faith reposed, is Jahve.

personalis

The centre of the hope lay in the divine not in the human
king. That the Redeemer, when He should appear, would
be God and man in one person was alien to the mind of the
Old Testament church. And the perception of the fact
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that He would be sacrifice and priest in one person, only
penetrates in single rays into the Old Testament darkness,
the cynosure of which is mm, and fiim only.
Coming nowto consider 2) the relation of the Psalms

to the legal sacrifice, we shall find this also different
from what we might expect from the stand-point of fulfilment.
Passages certainly are not wanting where the outward legal
sacrifice is acknowledged as an act of worship on the part
of the individual and of the congregation (lxvi. 15, li. 21);
but those occur more frequently, in which in comparison
with the Xoftxii Xatpeia it is so lightly esteemed, that without respect to its divine institution it appears as something
not at all desired by God, as a shell to be cast away, and
as a form to be broken in pieces (zl. 7 sq. 1. li. 18 sq.). But
it is not this that surprises us.
It is just in this respect
that the psalms contribute their share towards the progress
of sacred history. It is that process of spiritualisation which
begins even in Deuteronomy, and which is continued by reason of the memorable words of Samuel, 1 Sam. xv. 22 sq.
It is the spirit of the New Testament, growing more and
more in strength, which here and in other parts of the Psalter shakes the legal barriers and casts off the oroi^eta too
x6o{iou as a butterfly does its chrysalis shell. But what is
substituted for the sacrifice thus criticised and rejected?
Contrition, prayer, thankgiving, yielding one's self to

God

doing of His will, as Prov. xxi. 3 to do justly, Hos. vi. 6
kindness, Mic. vi. 6
8 acting justly, love, and humility, Jer.
23 obedience. This it is that surprises one. The
vii. 21
disparaged sacrifice is regarded only as a symbol not as a type;
it is only considered in its ethical character, not in its relation
to the history of redemption. Its nature is unfolded only so
far as it is a gift to God (pip), not so far as the offering is
appointed for atonement (niDD); in one word: the mystery
of the jblood remains undisclosed. Where the New Testament mind is obliged to think of the sprinkling with the
blood of Jesus Christ, it is, in Ps. li. 9, the sprinkling of the
legal ritual of purification and atonement that is mentioned,
and that manifestly figuratively but yet without the signifiBecause the sacrifice
cance of the figure. Whence is it?
with blood, as such, in the Old Testament remains a question
in the

—

—

—
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to which Isaiah, in ch.

answer

liii,

gives almost the only distinct

in accordance with its historical fulfilment; for pass-

ages like Dan. ix. 24 sqq. Zech. xii. 10, xiii. 7 are themselves
questionable and enigmatical. The prophetic representation
of the passion and sacrifice of Christ is only given in direct

prophetic language thus late on, and it is only the evangelic history of the fulfilment that shews, how exactly the
Spirit which spoke by David has moulded that which he says
concerning himself, the type, into correspondence with the
antitype. The confidence of faith under the Old Testament,
as it finds expression in the Psalms, rested upon Jahve even
in reference to the atonement, as in reference to redemption
in general. As He is the Saviour, so is He also the one who

makes the atonement (1D3&), from whom expiation is earnestly sought and hoped for (lxxix. 9, lxv. 4, lxxviii. 38,
lxxxv. 3 and other passages). It is Jahve who at the end of
His course of the redemptive history is the God-man, and the
blood given by Him as the medium of atonement (Lev. xvii.
11)

is,

in the antitype, His

own

blood.

Advancing from this point, we come to examine 3) the
relation of the Psalms to the New Testament righteousness of faith and to the New Testament morality which flows from the primary command of infinite love. Both with respect to the atonement and to
redemption the Psalms undergo a complete metamorphosis
in the consciousness of the praying New Testament church
a metamorphosis, rendered possible by the unveiling and
particularising of salvation that has since taken place, and to
which they can without any reserve be accommodated. There
are only two points in which the prayers of the Psalms appear to be difficult of amalgamation with the Christian consciousness. These are the moral self-confidence bordering on
self-righteousness, which is frequently maintained before God
in the Psalms, and the warmth of feeling against enemies
and persecutors which finds vent in fearful cursings. The
self-righteousness here is a mere appearance; for the righteousness to which the psalmists appeal is not the merit of
works, riot a sum of good works, which are reckoned up before God as claiming a reward, but a godly direction of the will
and a godly form of life, which has its root in the surrender of

—
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whole self to God and regards itself as the operation
and work of justifying, sanctifying, preserving and ruling
grace (lxxiii. 25 sq. xxv. 5
7, xiz. 14 and other passages).

uie's

—

not wanting an acknowledgement of the innate sinfulness of our nature (li. 7), of the man's exposure to punishment before God apart from His grace (cxliii. 2), of the many,
and for the most part unperceived, sins of the converted (xix.
13), of the forgiveness of sins as a fundamental condition
to the attainment of happiness (xxxii. 1 sq.), of the necessity
of a new divinely-created heart (li. 12), in short, of the way
of salvation which consists of penitential contrition, pardon,
and newness of life.
On the other hand it is not less true, that in the light
There

is

atonement and of the Spirit of regeneration
becomes possible to form a far more penetrating and subtle
moral judgment of one's self; it is not less "true, that the tribulation, which the New Testament believer experiences, though
it does not produce such a strong and overwhelming sense
of divine wrath as that which is often expressed in the psalms,
nevertheless sinks deeper into his inmost nature in the
presence of the cross on Golgotha and of the heaven that
is opened up to him, in as much as it appears to him to
be sent by a love that chastens, proves, and prepares him
for the future; and it is not less true, that after the righteousness of God
which takes over our unrighteousness
and is accounted even in the Old Testament as a gift of
of the vicarious

it

—

grace

—

lies

before us for believing appropriation as a

righteousness redemptively wrought out by the active and
passive obedience of Jesus, the distinctive as well as the

reciprocally conditioned character of righteousness of faith

and of righteousness of

become a more clearly perand one which exercises a more

life is

ceived fact of the inner life,

powerful influence over the conduct of that
less

life.

even such personal testimonies, as Ps. xvii.

*

Neverthe-

1—5, do not

* cf.

Knrts, Zur Theologie der Psalmen, III: The self-righteousnest of
in the Dorpater Zeitschrift 1865 S. 352—358: "The Old
Testament righteousness of faith, represented by the evangelium visibile
the psalmists,

of the sacrificial

worship , had not as yet the fundamental and primary,
it, especially by Paul, in the New Testament

helpful position assigned to
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Testament forms of thought and
mind from thinking
specially, at the same time, of righteousness of faith, of God's
acts which are performed through the medium of sacraments,
and of that life resulting from the new birth, which maintains itself victorious in the old man; moreover the Christian
ought to be himself earnestly warned by them to examine
himself whether his faith is really manifest as an energising
power of a new life; and the difference between the two
Testaments loses its harshness even here, in the presence of
the great verities which condemn all moral infirmity, viz. that
the church of Christ is a community of the holy, that the blood
of Jesus Christ cleanseth us from all sin, and that whosoever
is born of God doth not commit sin.
But as to the so-called imprecatory psalms,* in the
position occupied by the Christian and by the church towards
the enemies of Christ, the desire for their removal is certainly
outweighed by the desire for their conversion: but assuming,
that they will not be converted and will not anticipate their
punishment by penitence, the transition from a feeling of love
to that of wrath is warranted in the New Testament (e. g.
Gal. v. 12), and assuming their absolute Satanic hardness of
heart the Christian even may not shrink from praying for
their final overthrow. For the kingdom of God comes not
only by the way of mercy but also of judgment; and the coming
of the kingdom of God is the goal of the Old as well as of
the New Testament saint (vid. ix. 21, lix. 14 and other passages), and every wish that judgment may descend upon
those who oppose the coming of the kingdom of God is
cherished even in the Psalms on the assumption of their
resist conversion into

experience, for they do not hinder the

lasting impenitence (yid.

vii.

13 sq.

cix. 17).

Where, how-

ever, as in Ps. lxix and cix, the imprecations go into particulars and extend to the descendents of the unfortunate one

but only a more secondary position; justification is conceived not as
condition of the sanctification which is to be striven after, bat as a
supplementing of that which is wanting in the sanctification thus defectively striven after.
• cf. Kurtz, ibid.

IV: The imprecatory Psalms, ibid. S. 359—372 an<!
our discussions in the introductions to Ps. xzxv and cix, which belong to
this class.
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to eternity, the only justification of them is this,
that they flow from the prophetic spirit, and for the Christian
they admit of no other adoption, except as, reiterating them,

and even on

he gives the glory to the justice of God, and commends him-

more earnestly to His favour.
Also 4) the relation of the Psalms to the Last
Things is such, that in order to be used as prayers expressive
of the New Testament faith they require deepening and
self the

For what Julius Africanus says of the Old Testaholds good at least
of the time before Isaiah. For Isaiah is the first to foretell, in
one of his latest apocalyptic cycles (ch. xxiv xxvii), the first
adjusting.

ment:

ouSsrca) SeSoto iXicl? dvaoxaoeax; ocupT)?,

—

resurrection,

i.

e.

the re-quickening of the martyr-church that

has succumbed to death

(ch. xxvi. 19), just as

with an extended

vision he foretells the termination of death itself (ch. xxv. 8)
and the Book of Daniel
that Old Testament apocalypse,

—

sealed until the time of its fulfilment

—

first foretells

the

and
i. e. the awakening of some to life
propheothers to judgment (ch. xii. 2). Between these two
cies comes Ezekiel's vision of Israel's return from the Exile
under the figure of a creative quickening of a vast field of
general resurrection,

corpses (ch. xxxvii)
what is represented

—a

figure which at least assumes that

not impossible to the wonder-working
power of God, which is true to His promises. But also in
the latest psalms the perception of salvation nowhere appears
to have made such advance, that these words of prophecy
foretelling the resurrection should have been converted into
a dogmatic element of the church's belief. The hope, that the
bones committed, like seed, to the ground would spring forth
again, finds expression first only in a bold, but differently expressed figure (cxli. 7); the hopeless darkness of Sheol (vi. 6,
xxx. 10, lxxxviii. 11
13) remained unillumined, and where
is

—

is

meant

the preservation of the living, either experienced

(e. g.

deliverance from death and Hades
is

is

spoken

of,

what

hoped for (e. g. cxviii. 17) from falling a prey to
death and Hades, and we find in connection with it other passages which express the impossibility of escaping this universal
final destiny (lxxxix. 49). The hope of eternal life after death
is nowhere definitely expressed, as even in the Book of Job the
longing for it is never able to expand into a hope, because
Ixxxvi. 13) or
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no light of promise shines into that night, which reigns over
a night, which the conflict of temptation
Job's mind,
through which he is passing makes darker than it is in itself.
The pearl which appears above the waves of temptation is
only too quickly swallowed up again by them.
Also in the Psalms we find passages in which the hope

—

of not falling a prey to death is expressed so broadly, that
the thought of the final destiny of all men being inevitable is
completely swallowed up by the living one's confidence of
living in the strength of God (Ivi. 14 and esp. xvi. 9—11);
passages in which the covenant relation with Jahve iscontrasted

with this present life and its possession, in such a manner
that the opposite of a life extending beyond the present time
is implied (xvii. 14 sq., lxiii. 4); passages in which the end of
the ungodly is compared with the end of the righteous as
death and life, defeat and triumph (xlix. 15), so that the
inference forces itself upon one, that the former die although
they seem to live for ever, and the latter live for ever
although they die at once; and passages in which the psalmist,

though only by way of allusion, looks forward to a being
borne away to God, like Enoch and Elijah (xlix. 16, lxxiii.
24). Nowhere, however, is there any general creed to be found,
but we see how the belief in a future life struggles to be
free, at first only, as an individual conclusion of the believing
mind from premises which experience has established. And
far from the grave being penetrated by a glimpse of heaven,
it has, on the contrary, to the ecstasy of the life derived from
God, as it were altogether vanished; for life in opposition
to death only appears as the lengthening of the line of the

Hence it is that we no more find in the
Psalms than in the Book of Job a perfectly satisfactory theopresent ad infinitum.

human fortunes in
incompatible with God's justice.
certainly border on the right solution

dicy with referenceto thatdistribution of
this world,

Ps.

vii.

which

xlix.

is

lxxiii.

—

of the mystery, but it stops short at mere hint and presage,
so that the utterances that touch upon it admit of different
interpretation.*

* vid. Kurtt, ibid. II:
S.

The doctrine of retribution

in the

Ptalmt,

ibid.

316—352.
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But on the other hand, death and life in the mind of the
psalmists are such deep-rooted notions (1. e. taken hold of
at the very roots, •which are grounded in the principles of divine wrath and divine love), that it is easy for the New
Testament faith, to which they have become clear even to
their back ground of hell and heaven, to adjust and deepen
the meaning of all utterances in the Psalms that refer to
them. It is by no means contrary to the meaning of tho
psalmist when as in passages like Ps. vi. 6, Gehenna is substituted for Hades to adapt it to the New Testament saint;
for since the descent of Jesus Christ into Hades there is no
longer any limbus patrum, the way of all who die in the Lord
is not earthwards but upwards, Hades exists only as the vestibule of hell. The psalmists indeed dread it, but only as tho
realm of wrath or of seclusion from God's love, which is the
true life of man. Nor is it contrary to the idea of the poets
,

to think of the future vision of God's face in all

in Ps. xvii. 15 and of the resurrection

morn

its

glory

in Ps. xlix. 15;

for the hopes expressed there, though to the Old Testament

consciousness they referred to this side the grave, are future

New Testament fulfilment, which is the
only truly satisfying one. There is, as Oetinger says, no
essential New Testament truth not contained in the Psalms
either vot (according to its unfolded meaning), or at least
icvsupaTu The Old Testament barrier encompasses the germinating New Testament life, which at a future time shall burst
The eschatology of the Old Testament leaves a dark
it.
background, which, as is designed, is divided by the New
according to their

Testament revelation into light and darkness, and is to be
illumined into a wide perspective extending into the eternity
beyond time. Everywhere, where it begins to dawn in this
eschatological darkness of the Old Testament, it is the first
morning rays of the New Testament sun-rise which is already
announcing itself. The Christian also here cannot refrain
from leaping the barrier of the psalmists, and understanding
the Psalms according to the mind of the Spirit whose purpose in the midst of the development of salvation and of the
perception of it, is directed towards its goal and consummation. Thus understood tho Psalms are the hymns of
the New Testament Israel as of the Old. The church by using
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the language of the Psalms in supplication celebrates the
unity of the two Testaments, and scholarship in expounding
their distinctiveness. Both are in the right;
the former in regarding the Psalms in the light of the one
great salvation, the latter in carefully distinguishing the eras

them honours

in the history,

and the steps in the perception, of

this sal-

vation.
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EXPOSITION

OF THE PSALTER.
Cum consummaverit homo,

tunc ineipiet, el

cum

qitieveri^

aporiabitur {novis aporiis urgebilur).
Sir. ZTiii. 6 (applied

by Augustine to tin

expositor of the Psalter).
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FIRST BOOK OF THE PSALTER*
Ps.

I.-XLI.

PSALM

I.

THE RADICALLY DISTINCT LOT OF THE PIOUS AND THE
UNGODLY.
1

BLESSED

is

the

man who walketh

not in the counsel at

the ungodly,

2
3

And
And

sitteth not in the

But

his delight is in the

standeth not in the way of sinners,

company of

Law

scorners,

of Jahve

—

And in His Law doth he meditate day and night
And he is like a tree planted by the water-courses,
Which bringeth forth its fruit in its season,
And its leaf withereth not,
And whatsoever he doeth, he carrieth through.

4 Not thus are the ungodly,

But they are

like the chaff

which the wind driveth away.

5 Therefore the ungodly cannot stand in the judgment,

Nor

sinners in the congregation of the righteous;

6 For Jahve knoweth the

way

of the righteous,

But the way of the ungodly perisheth.

The

collection of the

Psalms and that of the prophecies

of Isaiah resemble one another in the fact, that the one begins

with a discourse that bears no superscription, and the other
VOL I.
G

lCr

PSALM

g2

I.

with a Psalm of the same character; and these form the
prologues to the two collections. From Acts xiii. 33, where
the words: Thou art My Son . . . are quoted as being found
4v t$ itpo>T<p <J>aX|i$, we see that in early times Ps. i. was regarded as the prologue to the collection. The reading iv t$
<j*aXp.<i> t<j>

But

this

tion.

A

Setnipcp, rejected by Griesbach, is an old correction.
way of numbering the Psalms is based upon tradischolium from Origen and Eusebius says of Ps. i.

andii.: iv -np'Eppoctxip oovTjupivoi, and just so Apollinaris:
'EmYpoKp'js 4 <j»aXp.&? eupidi) 8tya,
'Hvwpivot 84 toT? nap' 'Eppaioi? ort^oi?.

For it is an old Jewish way of looking
Magnus observes Psalmus primus incipit a
:

at

it,

as Albertus

oeatitudine el ter-

minalur a beatitudine, i. e. it begins with nt^N i. 1 and ends with
ii. 12, so that consequently Ps. i. and ii., as is said in

nt^N

B. Berachoth 9b

(cf. Jer.

Taanith

ii.

2),

form one Psalm (tnn
is certainly not

riB'-lB). As regards the subject-matter this
so. It is true Ps. i. and ii. coincide in some

respects (in the

former rum, in the latter lam; in the former naND * * "Jill,
in the latter yn "PQWYi; in the former ntBto at the beginning,
in the latter, at the end), but these coincidences of phraseology are not sufficient to justify the conclusion of unity of
authorship (Hitz.), much less that the two Psalms are so
intimately connected as to form one whole. These two
anonymous hymns are only so far related, as that the one
is adapted to form the procemium of the Psalter from its
ethical, the other from its prophetic character. The question,
however, arises whether this was in the mind of the collector.
Perhaps Ps. ii. is only attached to Ps. i. on account of those
coincidences; Ps. i. being the proper prologue of the Psalter
in its pentateuchal arrangement after the pattern of the
Tora. For the Psalter is the Yea and Amen in the form
of hymns to the word of God given in the Tora. Therefore
it begins with a Psalm which contrasts the lot of him
who loves the Tora with the lot of the ungodly,
an echo
of that exhortation, Josh. i. 8, in which, after the death of
Moses, Jahve charges his successor Joshua to do all that is

—

written in the book of the Tora. As the New Testament
sermon on the Mount, as a sermon on the spiritualized Law,
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begins with paxapioi, so the Old Testament Psalter, directed
entirely to the application of the

The

Law

to the inner

life,

begins

book of the Psalms begins with two
n#N i. 1, ii. 12, and closes with two ntP'K xl. 5, xli. 2. A
number of Psalms begin with i"\U/H, Ps. xxxii. xli. cxii.
cxix. cxxviii.; but we must not therefore suppose the existence
of a special kind of asAre-psalms; for, e. g. Ps. xxxii. is a
^rcTO, Ps. cxii. a Hallelujah, Ps. cxxviii. a nib>J?DD "Vtf.
with nttfN.

First

y

As

regards the time of the composition of the Psalm,
stress on the fact that 2 Chron.

we do not wish to lay any
xxii.

5 sounds like an allusion to

it.

But

1st, it is earlier

than

the time of Jeremiah; for Jeremiah was acquainted with it.
The words of curse and blessing, Jer. xvii. 5 8, are like an

—

expository and embellished paraphrase of it. It is customary
with Jeremiah to reproduce the prophecies of his predecessors, and more especially the words of the Psalms, in the
flow of his discourse

and to transform their

style to his

In the present instance the following circumstance
Psalm: Jeremiah refers the
curse corresponding to the blessing to Jehoiakim and thus
own.

also favours the priority of the

applies the

Psalm to the history of his own times.

It is 2adly,

not earlier than the time of Solomon. For E>xb occurring
only here in the whole Psalter, a word which came into use,
for the unbelievers, in the

time of the

Chokma

(vid.

the

definition of the word, Prov. xxi. 24), points us to the time
of Solomon and onwards. But since it contains no indica-

we give up the attempt
more minutely the date of its composition, and say
with St. Columba (against the reference of the Psalm to Joash
the protege" of Jehoiada, which some incline to) Non audiendi
sunt hi, qui ad excludendam Psalmorum veram expositionem
tions of cotemporary history whatever,

to define

:

faisas similitudines ab historia petitas conantur inducere.*

—

5,

Vers. 1
3. The exclamatory nt^N, as also xxxii. 2, xl.
Prov. viii. 34, has Gaja (Metheg) by the Aleph, and in some
* vid. Zenss, Grammattca vctttca (1853)

Columba on the Psalms, with Irish
the monastery of Bobbio, is among the

of

ii.

1065.

The Commentary

explanations, and coming from
treasures of the Ambrosiana.
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Codd. even a second by
ash're as an exception,

word (Baer,

in Coram,

I.

1—3.

because it is intended to be read
on account of the significance of the
B*,

ii.

495). It

the construct of the plu-

is

cntfN(from *iBto, cogn. -)#>, llg'D, to be straight, right,
well-ordered), and always in the form HBte, even before the
light suffixes (Olsh. § 135, c), as an exclamation: O the
blessedness of so and so. The man who is characterised
as blessed is first described according to the things he does
not do, then (which is the chief thought of the whole Ps.)
according to what he actually does: he is not a companion
of the unrighteous but he abides by the revealed word of
God. Cjrttf") are the godless, whose moral condition is lax,
devoid of stay, and as it were gone beyond the reasonable
bounds of a true unity (wanting in stability of character),
so that they are like a tossed and stormy sea, Isa. lvii. 20
sq.;* CNtSP) (from the sing, noi, instead of which HJCh is
ralet.

,

who pass

usually found) sinners, dpap-ccoXoi,
sin, especially coarse

and manifest

sin; C)jb

their lives in

(from yh, as rip

from niQ) scoffers, who make that which is divine, holy, and
true a subject of frivolous jesting. The three appellations
form a climax: impii corde, peccatores opere, illusores ore, in
accordance with which nsj? (from yjp figere, statuere), resolution, bias of the will, and thus way of thinking, is used in
reference to the first, as in Job xxi. 16, xxii. 18; in reference

* Nevertheless we have not to compare
Arabic in the two roots **>\ and
notion to be slack, loose,

»•.-*•»
tight; as (jjO-«o *>«*»

yt*»x a hard,

m

*»i

tfjn, tfcn, for Jfth,

shews for

opposition to <J)(X«0

V?h

but the

the primary

p"W to be

hard, firm,

y*^ P*)
i

/.

e.

according to the

firm and straight spear.

We

Kamus yj-***

too transfer the idea of being

lax and loose to the province of ethics: the difference is only one of

degree.

The same two primary notions

are also opposed to one another

in speaking of the intellect: p-*-3* wise, prop, thick, firm, stoat, solid,
..

»

«•

and ^aJo^mi

foolish, simple, prop, thin, loose, without stay, like a bad
piece of weaving, vid. Fleischer's translation of Samachschari's Golden
Necklace pp. 2ti and 27 Anm. 76. Thus ]>tn means the loose man and

indeed as a moral-religious notion loose from God, godless [comp. Bibt,
Psychol, p. 189. transl.].
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to the second, Tj~i" mode of conduct, action, life; in reference
to the third, 2B1D which like the Arabic meglis signifies both
seat (Job xxix. 7) and assembling (cvii. 32), be it official or

On

an ethical
he
who does not walk in the state of mind which the ungodly

social

(cf.

sense,

cf.

cherish,

xxvi. 4 sq., Jer. xv. 17).

Mic.

much

vi. 16, Jer. vii.

less that

2

rfyn, in

24. Therefore: Blessed is

he should associate with the vicious

of sinners, or even delight in the company of those

life

•who scoff at religion.

CK

The description now continues with

*2 (imo si, Ges. § 155, 2, i):

but

(if)

his delight is,

—

(substantival instead of the verbal clause:) he delights (ysn
i. with the primary notion of firmly adhering,
on Job xl. 17) in 71 rnin, the teaching of Jahve, which
is become Israel's vojto?, rule of life; in this he meditates
profoundly by day and night (two ace. with the old accusative terminations am and ah). The perff. in ver. 1 describe what he all along has never done, the fut. fljirv, what

cf.

(jaijo f.

vid.

he

is

always striving to do; nan of a deep

(cf. JJjd

depres-

$um esse), dull sound, as if vibrating between within and
without, here signifies the quiet soliloquy (cf. y^jsajc mussitando secum loqui) of one

With

who

is

searching and thinking.

irni,* in ver. 3, the development of the i")Wn

now be-

the pr ait. consec. he becomes in consequence of this,

gins;

it is

he

thereby, like a tree planted beside the water-courses,

is

which yields its fruit at the proper season and its leaf does
not fall off. In distinction from jtftM , according to Jalkut
§ 614, ^intf means firmly planted, so that no winds that
may rage around it are able to remove it from its place
(impOD inK pPJD p«). In 0>D r^D, both D^D and the plur.
6erve to give intensity to the figure; aijQ (Arab, fal'g, from
3t»s to divide, Job xxxviii. 25) means the brook meandering
* Bj the Sheba stands Melheg (Gaja\ as it does wherever a word,
with She b& in the first syllable, has Olemejored, Rebia magnum , or Decht
without a conjunctive preceding, in case at least one vowel and no Melheg
lies between
except perhaps that standing before Sheba compos.
the Sheba and the tone, e. g. njJPM (with Decht) ii. 3, V\i]jt*\ xci. 15
snd the like. The intonation of the accent is said in these instances to
begin, by anticipation, with the fugitive i.

—

—
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and cleaving

its

I.

1—3.

course for itself through the soil and stones;

the plur. denotes either one brook regarded from

its abundance of water, or even several which from different directions supply the tree with nourishing and refreshing moisture. In the relative clause the whole emphasis does not

rest

on

nihil

tamen producunt

1PJ/3 (Calvin : impii, licet preecoces fructus ostentent,
nisi

Wya the second tone- word:
it, it

abortivum), but

V)Q

is

the

first,

the fruit which one expects from

yields (equivalent to iityjP

it

produces, elsewhere), and

appointed, proper time (— irnya, for njf is — ITTJJ
or nn^, like rrn, rnb, from tjn), without ever disappointing
that hope in the course of the recurring seasons. The clause
that at

its

is the other half of the relative clause: and
does not fall off or wither (baj like the synon.
Jo6, from the root ^>a).
The green foliage is an emblem of faith, which converts

^12?

tib in^JTi

its foliage

the water of life of the divine word into sap and strength,
and the fruit, an emblem of works, which gradually ripen
and scatter their blessings around; a tree that has lost
leaves, does not bring its fruit to maturity. It is only
with bb), where the language becomes unemblematic, that
the man who loves the Law of God again becomes the direct
subject. The accentuation treats this member of the verse as
the third member of the relative clause; one may, however,
say of a thriving plant n^s, but not rr^sn. This ffiph. (from
its

^JLo

,

to divide, press forward, press through, vid. xlv.

5) signifies

both causative: to cause anything to go through,

rf?S,

or prosper (Gen. xxxiv. 23), and transitive: to carry through,
and intransitive: to succeed, prosper (Judg. xviii. 5). With
the

first

meaning, Jahve would be the subject; with the

third, the project of the righteous; with the middle one, the

man himself. This last is the most natural: everything he takes in hand he brings to a successful issue (an
expression like 2 Chron. vii. 11, xxxi. 21, Dan. viii. 24). What
righteous

a richly flowing brook

is to the tree that is planted on its
word of God to him who devotes himself to
it: it makes him, according to his position and calling, ever
fruitful in good and well-timed deeds and keeps him fresh

bank, such

is

the
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and whatsoever such an one

undertakes, he brings to a successful issue, for the might of
the word and of the blessing of
Vers. 4

—

6.

The ungodly

God

is in his actions.

(O^tf-in, with the demonstra-

tive art.) are the opposite of a tree planted

by the water-

they are yb3, like chaff (from pD to press out),
which the wind drives away, viz. from the loftily situated
threshing-floor (Isa. xvii. 13), t. e. without root below, without
fruit above devoid of all the vigour and freshness of life,
courses

:

,

lying loose upon the threshing-floor and a prey of the slightest breeze,

— thus

utterly worthless

and unstable.

With

\3~bv. &n inference is drawn from this moral characteristic of
the ungodly: just on account of their inner worthlessness and
instability they do not stand tOCBto?. This is the word for
the judgment of just recompense to which God brings
each individual man and all without exception with all their
works (Eccl. xii. 14),
His righteous government, which
cognisance
the
takes
of
whole life of each individual and
the history of nations and recompenses according to desert.
In this judgment the ungodly cannot stand (dp to continue
to stand, like "icj; cxxx. 3 to keep one's self erect), nor
sinners D ,p vTC JT1J73. The congregation (rn$J — "idah, from
of the righteous is the congregation of Jahvo
*ljn, 1JP)
(71 rnjj), which, according to its nature which is ordained
and inwrought by God, is a congregation of the righteous,
to which consequently the unrighteous belong only outwardly and visibly: oii -yip n&vzei ol i&'IoparjX, outoi'IapowjX,
Rom. ix. 6. God's judgment, when and wheresoever he may
hold it, shall trace back this appearance to its nothingness.
When the time of the divine decision shall come, which also
separates outwardly that which is now inwardly separate, viz.
righteous and unrighteous, wheat and chaff, then shall the
unrighteous be driven away like chaff before the storm, and
their temporary prosperity, which had no divine roots, come
to a fearful end. For Jahve knoweth the way of the righteous, jnV as in xxxvii. 18, Mat. vii. 23, 2 Tim. ii. 19, and
frequently. What is intended is, as the schoolmen say, a nosse
eon affectu et effectu, a knowledge which is in living, intimate

—

relationship to

its

subject

and at the same time

is inclined
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to

it

and bound

to it

of the righteous has

which on

by

love.

God

II.

The way,

as its goal ;

i.

the

e.

life's

God knows

course,

this

way,

this very account also unfailingly reaches its goal.

On

the contrary, the way of the ungodly "Dtfn, perishes,
because left to itself,
goes down to jlTDN, loses itself,
without reaching the goal set before it, in darkest night. The
way of the righteous only is dfly YT3» CXX3"X * 24, a wav
that ends in eternal life. Ps. cxii. which begins with ntS'M
ends with the same fearful 13 Kn.

—

PSALM

IL

THE KINGDOM OP GOD AND OP HIS CHRIST, TO WHICH
EVERYTHING MUST BOW.
1

WHY
And

do the people rage,

the nations imagine a vain thing?!

2 The kings of the earth rise in rebellion,

—

And

the rulers take counsel together
Against Jahve and against His Anointed.
S "Up let us burst their bands asunder,
And cast away their cords from us!"
1

4 He who is enthroned in the heavens laughs,
The Lord hath them in derision.
5 Then shall He speak to them in His wrath,
And thunder them down in His hot displeasure:
6 "
And yet have I set My King

—

Upon

Zion,

My

holy

hill."

(The Divine King:)

7

speak concerning a decree!
Jahve saith unto me: Thou art My Son,
This day have I begotten Thee.
"I will

8 Demand of Me, and

I will give Thee the nations for
Thine inheritance,
And the ends of the earth for Thy possession.
9 Thou shalt break them with an iron sceptre,
Like a potter's vessel shalt Thou dash them in pieces."
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10

And now,
ye kings, be wise,
Be admonished, ye judges of the

11

Serve Jahve with fear

12

Kiss the Son, lest

And

gj

earth 1

rejoice with trembling.

He be angry and ye
For His wrath may kindle suddenly —
Blessed are all they who hide in Him!

perish,

The didactic Ps. i. which began with ntfN, is now followed by a prophetic Psalm, which closes with n#N. It coincides also in other respects with Ps. i., but still more with
Psalms of the earlier time of the kings (lix. 9, lxxxiii. 3 9)

—

and with

Isaiah's prophetic style.

The

rising of the con-

federate nations and their rulers against Jahve and His
Anointed will be dashed to pieces against the imperturbable
all-conquering power of dominion, which Jahve has entrusted
to His King set upon Zion, His Son. This is the fundamental
thought, which is worked out with the vivid directness of
dramatic representation. The words of the singer and seer
begin and end the Psalm. The rebels, Jahve, and His Anointed come forward, and speak for themselves ; but the framework is formed by the composer's discourse, which, like the
chorus of the Greek drama, expresses the reflexions and
feelings which are produced on the spectators and hearers.

The poem before us

is not purely lyric. The personality of
kept in the back-ground. The Lord's Anointed
who speaks in the middle of the Psalm is not the anonymous
poet himself. It may, however, be a king of the time, who is
here regarded in the light of the Messianic promise, or that
King of the future, in whom at a future period the mission
of the Davidic kingship in the world shall be fulfilled: at
all events this Lord's Anointed comes forward with the divine
power and glory, with which the Messiah appears in the

the poet

is

prophets.

anonymous. For this very reason we may
David (Hofm.) nor to Solomon (Ew.); for
nothing is to be inferred from Acts iv. 25, since in the New
Testament "hymn of David" and "psalm" are co-ordinate
ideas, and it is always far more hazardous to ascribe an

The Psalm

not assign

it

is

to
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anonymous Psalm to David or Solomon, than to deny to ono
inscribed int> or rxbvfh direct authorship from David or Solomon. But the subject of the Psalm is neither David (Kurtz) no r

Solomon

(Bleek). It might be David, for in his reign there is

at least one coalition of the peoples like that from which our
its rise, vid. 2 Sam. x. 6: on the contrary it
cannot be Solomon, because in his reign, though troubled
towards its close (1 Kings xi. 14 sqq.), no such event occurs,
but would then have to be inferred to have happened from this
Psalm. We might rather guess at Uzziah (Meier) or Hezekiah
(Maurer), both of whom inherited the kingdom in a weakened

Psalm takes

condition and found the neighbouring peoples alienated from
the house of David. The situation might correspond to these
times, for the rebellious peoples , which are brought before

have been hitherto subject to Jahve and His Anointed.
But all historical indications which might support the one
supposition or the other are wanting. If the God-anointed
one, who speaks in ver. 7, were the psalmist himself, we
should at least know the Psalm was composed by a king
filled with a lofty Messianic consciousness. But the dramatic
movement of the Psalm up to the Dnyi (ver. 10) which follows,
is opposed to such an identification of the God-anointed
one with the poet. But that Alexander Jannseus (Hitz.),
that blood-thirsty ruler, so justly hated by his people, who
inaugurated his reign by fratricide, may be both at the same
time, is a supposition which turns the moral and covenant
us,

character of the Psalm into detestable falsehood.

The Old

Testament knows no kingship to which is promised the dominion of the world and to which sonship is ascribed (2 Sam.
vii. 14, Ps. lxxxix. 28), but the Davidic. The events of his own
time, which influenced the mind of the poet, are no longer
clear to us. But from these he is carried away into those
tumults of the peoples which shall end in all kingdoms
becoming the kingdom of God and of His Christ (Apoc. xi.
15, xii. 10).

In the New Testament this Psalm is cited more frequently
than any other. According to Acts iv. 25
28, vers. 1 and
2 have been fulfilled in the confederate hostility of Israel

—

and the Gentiles against Jesus the holy servant of God and
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against His confessors. In the Epistle to the Hebrews, Fs. ox.

and

ii. stand side by side, the former as a witness of the eternal
priesthood of Jesus after the order of Melchisedek, the latter
as a witness of His sonship, which is superior to that of the

angels. Paul teaches us in Acts

how

the "to-day"

is

comp. Rom. i. 4,
The "to-day" accord-

xiii. 33,

to be understood.

proper fulfilment, is the day of Jesus' resurrection.
Born from the dead to the life at the right hand of God,
He entered on this day, which the church therefore calls dies
regalis, upon His eternal kingship.
The New Testament echo of this Psalm however goes still
deeper and further. The two names of the future One in
use in the time of Jesus, 6 Xpitrei; and 6 uii« too Oeou, John
i. 50, Mat. xxvi. 63 (in the mouth of Nathanael and of the
High Priest) refer back to this Ps. and Dan. ix. 25 , just as
6 oli« too dvdpconoo incontrovertibly refers to Ps. viii. 5 and
Dan. vii. 13. The view maintained by De Wette and Hupfeld,
that the Psalm is not applicable to the Christian conceptions
of the Messiah, seems almost as though these were to be
gauged according to the authoritative utterances of the professorial chair and not according to the language of the
Apostles. Even in the Apocalypse, ch. xix. 15, xii. 5, Jesus
appears exactly as this Psalm represents Him, as itotjuuvwv
xa I8v7| <Lv £aps«p aiSTjpq. The office of the Messiah is not only
that of Saviour but also of Judge. Redemption is the beginning and the judgment the end of His work. It is to this
ing to

its

The Lord himself frequently reby side
with the sceptre of peace and the shepherd's staff, the sceptre
of iron also, Mat. xxiv. 50 sq. xxi. 44, Luke xix. 27. The
the great
day of His coming is indeed a day of judgment
day of the opfJj too 6yv j Apoc. vi. 17, before whicb the

end that the Psalm

refers.

fers in the Gospels to the fact of His bearing side

,

'

—

'

>

ultra-spiritual Messianic creations of enlightened exegetes
will melt away, just as the carnal Messianic hopes of the

Jews did before His

Vers. 1

ruled by an

—

3.

first

coming.

The Psalm begins with a seven line strophe,
The mischievous under-

interrogative Wherefore.
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taking condemns itself. It it groundless and fruitless. This
certainty is expressed, with a tinge of involuntary astonish-

ment, in the question, iia^ followed by a prat, enquires the
ground of such lawlessness: wherefore have the peoples
banded together so tumultuously (Aquila: £0opt>p7)9ijoav)?
and followed by a fut., the aim of this ineffectual action:
wherefore do they imagine emptiness? pn might be adverbial
and equivalent to pni?, but it is here, as in iv. 3, a govern*
ed accusative; for nan which signifies in itself only quiet
inward musing and yearning, expressing itself by a dull
muttering (here: something deceitful, as in xxxviii. 13),
By this pn the involuntary astonishment
of the question justifies itself: to what purpose is this empty
affair, i. e. devoid of reason and continuance? For the psalm-

requires an object.

ist,

himself a subject and

member

of the divine kingdom,

too well acquainted with Jahve and His Anointed not to
recognise beforehand the unwarrantableness and impotency
is

of such rebellion.
is

implied by ver.

That these two things are kept in view,
2, which further depicts the position

of affairs without being subordinated to the T\ch.

what

The

fut.

going on at the present time: they set
themselves in position, they take up a defiant position (222nn
as in 1 Sam. xvii. 16), after which we again (comp. the reverse order in lxxxiii. 6) have a transition to the perf. which
is the more uncoloured expression of the actual IDU (with
"IPP as the exponent of reciprocity) prop, to press close and
describes

is

:

firm upon one another, then (like 5jLl, which, according to
the correct observation of the Turkish Ramus, in its signi-

cum aliquo locutus est, starts from the very same
primary meaning of pressing close to any object): to deliberate confidentially together (as xxxi. 14 and yjflj lxxi. 10).
The subjects yiN-obg and 0>JJ1*1 (according to the Arabic
razuna, to be weighty: the grave, dignitaries, oejxvof, augusti)
are only in accordance with the poetic style without the article. It is a general rising of the people of the earth against
Jahve and His CPtt'D, Xpior6;, the king anointed by Him by
means of the holy oil and most intimately allied to Him.
fication clam

The psalmist hears

(ver. 3) the decision of the deliberating
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The pathetic suff. imb instead of ehim refers back
Jahve and His Anointed. The cohortatives express the
mutual kindling of feeling; the sound and rhythm of the exclamation correspond to the dull murmur of hatred and
threatening defiance: the rhythm is iambic, and then anapaestic. First they determine to break asunder the fetters
nnptfo) to which the riN, which is significant in
(nriDlO
the poetical style, points, then to cast away the cords from
them (l3fip a nobis, this is the Palestinian mode of writing,
whereas the Babylonians said and wrote 1JOD a nobis in distinction from 13a p ab eo, B. Sota 35 a) partly with the vexation
of captives, partly with the triumph of freedmen. They are,
therefore, at present subjects of Jahve and His Anointed,
and not merely because the whole world is Jahve's, but
because He has helped His Anointed to obtain dominion
over them. It is a battle for freedom, upon which they are
entering, but a freedom that is opposed to God.
Vers. 4
6. Above the scene of this wild tumult of battle
and imperious arrogance the psalmist in this six line strophe
beholds Jahve, and in spirit hears His voice of thunder against
the rebels. In contrast to earthly rulers and events Jahve
He is enthroned above them in unapis called DV3t£a 3B/1>
princes.
to

—

—

•

proachable majesty and ever -abiding glory; He is called
tfix as He who controls whatever takes place below with absolute power according to the plan His wisdom has devised,
which brooks no hindrance in execution. The futt. describe
not

what He

will do,

but what

He

does continually

(cf. Isa.

4 sq.). 10^ also belongs, according to lix. 9, xxxvii.
13, to pTW\ (pntP which is more usual in the post-pentateu-

xviii.

chal language

— pns). He laughs

at the defiant ones, for be-

tween them and Him there is an infinite distance; He derides
them by allowing the boundless stupidity of the infinitely little
one to come to a climax and then He thrusts him down to the
earth undeceived.

This climax, the extreme limit of the
by the in, as in Deut. xxix.

divine forbearance, is determined
19, cf.

EB>xiv.

5,

xxxvi. 13, which

and pointing towards the

is

a "then" referring to the

which then supervenes.
Then He begins at once to utter the actual language of His
wrath to his foes and confounds them in the heat of His
future

crisis
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anger, disconcerts them utterly, both outwardly and in spirit.
'^t>

J^p» cogn.

fi^3,

means orginally

to let loose, let go,

then in Hebrew sometimes, externally, to overthrow, sometimes, of the mind, to confound and disconcert.
Ver. 5 a is like a peal of thunder (cf. Isa. x. 33) ; Wins,
5&, like the lightning's destructive flash. And as the first
strophe closed with the words of the rebels, so this second
closes with Jahve's own words. With >Ki begins an adverbial
clause like Gen. xv. 2, xviii. 13, Ps. 1. 17. The suppressed
principal clause (cf. Isa. iii. 14; Ew. § 341, c) is easily supplied: ye are revolting, whilst notwithstanding I . . . With
13N1 He opposes His irresistible will to their vain untertaking.
It has been shewn by Bottcher, that we must not translate
"I have anointed" (Targ., Symm.). tjdj, dLo, certainly means
to pour out, but not to pour upon, and the meaning of pouring wide and firm (of casting metal, libation, anointing)
then, as in a^sn, p^n, goes over into the meaning of setting
firmly in any place (/under e into fundare, constituere, as
LXX., Syr., Jer., and Luther translate), so that consequently
~'D3 the word for prince cannot be compared with irBto,
but with 3>s:.* The Targum rightly inserts FPrWDl (et prefect eum) after 'ITS! (unxi), for the place of the anointing is
not )1*y7}>. History makes no mention of a king of Israel
being anointed on Zion. Zion is mentioned as the royal seat
of the Anointed One; there He is installed, that He may
reign there, and rule from thence, ex. 2. It is the hill of tha
city of David (2 Sam. v. 7, 9, 1 Kings viii. 1) including Moriah, that is intended. That hill of holiness, i. e. holy hill,
which is the resting-place of the divine presence and therefore excels all the heights of the earth, is assigned to Him
as the seat of His throne.
*

Even the Jalkut on the Psalms, § 620, wavers in the explanation
between fVntTCDN I have anointed him, (after Dan. x. 3),
nVDTIN I have cast him (after Exod. xxxii. 4 and freq.), andivfru I have
made him great (after Hie. v. 4). Aquila, by rendering it xol 48iao4(j.Tjv
of

TDM

adds a fourth possible rendering. A fifth is T]D3
which does not exist, for the Arabic nasakm
obtains this meaning from the primary signification of cleansing by flooding with water («. g. washing away the briny elements of a field). Also
(from 8td»eo8ai—

6<pa(veiv),

to pnrify, consecrate (Hits.),

In Prov. viii. 23

TOO) means

I

am

cast

=

placed.
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The Anointed One himself now speaks and
is, and is able to do, by virtue of the
No transitional word or formula of introduc-

9.

expresses what he
divine decree.

tion denotes this sudden transition from the speech of Jahve
to that of His Christ. The psalmist is the seer: his Psalm

mirrored picture of what he saw and the echo of what
he heard. As Jahve in opposition to the rebels acknowledges the king upon Zion, so the king on Zion appeals to
Him in opposition to the rebels. The name of God, T\\T\\,
has Rebia magnum and, on account of the compass of the full
intonation of this accent, a Gaja by the Shebd (comp. >ribt<
xxv. 2, O^N lxviii. 8, >J"N xc. 1).* The construction of
is the

*l£D with ?N (as lxix. 27, comp. "icx Gen. xx. 2, Jer. xxvii.
19, ian 2 Chron. xxxii. 19, jTHin Isa. xxxviii. 19): to narrate

or make an announcement with respect to ...

is

minute, and

therefore solemn. Self-confident and fearless, he can and will

oppose to those, who now renounce their allegiance to him,
a pn, i- e. an authentic, inviolable appointment, which can
neither be changed nor shaken. All the ancient versions,
with the exception of the Syriac, read mrvpfl together. The
line of the strophe becomes thereby more symmetrical, but
the expression loses in force. ph~^N rightly has Olewejored.
is the amplificative use of the noun when it is not more
precisely determined, known in Arabic grammar: such a
decree majestic as to its author and its matter. Jahve has
declared to Him: P.RN '32,** and that on the definite day
*
It

!

»/r

•:

We may

*

observe here, in general, that this Gaja (Methey) which
draws the Shebd into the intonation is placed even beside words with the

parvum only by the Masorete Benby Ben-Asher (both abont 950 A. D.). This is a point which

lesser distinctives Zinnor and Rebia
Jfaphtali, not

has not been observed throughout even in Baer's edition of the Psalter,
•o that consequently e. g. in v. 11 it is to be written DVpN^; in vL 2
on the other hand (with DecM) ffl.rp,, not iVnv
** Even in panse here TlPi* remains without a lengthened a {Psalter
ii. 468), but the word is become Milel, while out of pause, according
to Ben-Asher,

it is Milra; but even out of pause (as in lzxxix. 10, 12,
accented on the penult, by Ben-Naphtali. The Athnach of
the books DND (Ps., Job, Prov.), corresponding to the Zakeph of the 21
other books, has only a half pausal power, and as a rule none at all

zc. 2)

where
xxxv,

it

it

15,

is

follows Olewejored,

cf.

ix.

7, xiv. 4, xxv. 7, xxvii. 4, xxxi

Ac. (Baer, Thoratk Emeth p.

14,

37).
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on which He has begotten or born him into this relationship
of son. The verb "i^j (with the changeable vowel »*) unites in
itself, like;

f svvSv, the ideas of begetting

feYewTjxa, Aq. e-rexov) ;

what

is

intended

and bearing (LXX.
is an operation of

power exalted above both, and indeed, since it refers to
a setting up (lDJ) in the kingship, the begetting into a royal
existence, which takes place in and by tbe act of anointing

divine

(ntS'D).

Whether

be David, or a son of David, or the

it

other David, that is intended, in any case 2 Sam. vii. is to be
accounted as the first and oldest proclamation of this decree;

David, with reference to his own anointing, and
same time with the promise of everlasting dominion,
receives the witness of the eternal sonship to which Jahve haa
for there

at the

appointed the seed of David in relation to Himself as Father,
so that David and his seed can say to Jahve: DF.K 'IJN, Thou
art my Father, lxxxix. 27, as Jahve can to him: nriN '33, Thou
art My son. From this sonship of the Anointed one to Jahve,
the Creator and Possessor of the world, flows His claim to
and expectation of the dominion of the world. The cohortative, natural after challenges, follows upon bw', Ges.
§ 128, 1. Jahve has appointed the dominion of the world
to His Son: on His part therefore it needs only the desire for
it, to appropriate to Himself that which is allotted to Him.
only to be willing, and that He is willing is shewn
to the authority delegated to Him by Jahve
against the rebels. This authority has a supplement in ver.

He needs

by His appealing
9,

which

is

most

terrible for the rebellious ones.

The

suff".

sunk in heathenism. For these his
CM,
sceptre of dominion (ex. 2) becomes a rod of iron, which will
shatter them into a thousand pieces like a brittle image of
clay (Jer. xix. 11). With yBi alternates J7jn (= fjn fr anger e) y
fut. l£T}\ whereas the LXX. (Syr., Jer.), which renders itoirefer to the

jj-avEt?

autou« ev

the

eOvtj,

£d(38<j>

(as

1

Cor.

iv.

21)

oifrqp^,

points it

Cinn from run. The staff of iron, according to the Hebrew
text the instrument of punitive power, becomes thus with
•

or

it

The changeable

»'

goes back either to a primary form^>, tfv,^NT£
; forms like HI *h} and
IfWtf favour

originates directly from Palliach

the former, e in a closed syllable generally going over into Scgol favour*

the latter.
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reference to D3tf as the shepherd's staff xxiii. 4, Mic. vii. 14,
of despotism.
Vers. 10
12. The poet closes with a practical applica-

an instrument

—

tion to the great of the earth of that which he has seen and

heard.

With

nFUJl, xat

viiv

(1

John

ii.

28), itaque, appro-

priate conclusions are drawn from some general moral mat(e. g. Prov. v. 7) or some fact connected with
the history of redemption (e. g. Isa. xxviii. 22). The exhortation is not addressed to those whom he has seen in a
state of rebellion, hut to kings in general with reference to
what he has prophetically seen and heard. yy$ itJEB* are
not those who judge the earth, but the judges, i. e. rulers
(Amos ii. 3, cf. i. 8), belonging to the earth, throughout
its length or breadth. The Hiph. ^>3fc>ri signifies to shew
intelligence or discernment; the Niph. "ictt as a so-called
Niph. tolerativum, to let one's self be chastened or instructed,
like pfij Prov. xiii. 10, to allow one's self to be advised, \tff[2
Ezek. xiv. 3, to allow one's self to be sought, KXDJ to allow
one's self to be found, 1 Chron. xxviii. 9, and frequently. This
general call to reflection is followed, in ver. 11, by a special
exhortation in reference to Jahve, and in ver. 12, in reference
to the Son. n3JJ and &} answer to each other: the latter
is not according to Hos. x. 5 in the sense of 'pTl xcvi. 9,
but,
since "to shake with trembling" (Hitz.) is a tautology, and as an imperative l^j everywhere else signifies:
rejoice,
according to c. 2, in the sense of rapturous
manifestation of joy at the happiness and honour of being
permitted to be servants of such a God. The LXX. correctly
renders it: dfaXXiao&a au-c<j>£v xp6jx<p. Their rejoicing, in order
that it may not run to the excess of security and haughtiness, is to be blended with trembling (3 as Zeph. iii. 17),
viz. with the trembling of reverence and self-control, for God
is a consuming fire, Hebr. xii. 28.
The second exhortation, which now follows, having reference to their relationship to the Anointed One, has been
missed by all the ancient versions except the Syriac, as
though its clearness had blinded the translators, since they
render "13, either 13 purity, chastity, discipline (LXX.,

ter of fact

—

—

Targ., Ital., Vulg.),
vol. i

oris pure, unmixed

(Aq.,

Symm.,

Jer.:

7
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adorate pu*e); Thus also Hupfeld renders it "yield sincerely",
whereas it is rendered by Ewald "receive wholesome warning", and by Hitzig "submit to duty" (n; like the Arabic
birr
is); Olshausen even thinks, there may be some mistake in 13, and Diestel decides for 12 instead of 13. But the
context and the usage of the language require osculamini
filium. The Piel pssti means to kiss, and never anything else;
and while *D in Hebrew means purity and nothing more, and
"13 as an adverb, pure, cannot be supported, nothing is more
natural here, after Jahve has acknowledged His Anointed
One as His Son, than that -q (Prov. xxxi. 2, even vp
"03)
which has nothing strange about it when found in solemn
discourse, and here helps one over the dissonance of ]Q |3
should, in a like absolute manner to pft, denote the unique
son, and in fact the Son of God.* The exhortation to submit to Jahve is followed, as Aben-Ezra has observed, by the
exhortation to do homage to Jahve's Son. To kiss is equivalent to to do homage. Samuel kisses Saul (1 Sam. x. 1), saying
that thereby he does homage to him. "*
The subject to what follows is now, however, not the Son,
but Jahve. It is certainly at least quite as natural to the New
Testament consciousness to refer "lest He be angry" to the
Son (vid. Apoc. vi. 16 sq.), and since the warning against
putting trust (niDH) in princes, cxviii. 9, cxlvi. 3, cannot
be applied to the Christ of God, the reference of 13 to Him
(Hengst.) cannot be regarded as impossible. But since iiDPI

—

—

—

—

1

3 is the

usual word for taking confiding refuge in Jahve, and

* Apart from the fact of 13 not having the article, its indefinitenet
comes under the point of view of that which, because it combines with
it the idea of the majestic, great, and terrible, is called by the Arabian
grammarians pikmvl oJuuJI or y^iSuii or Ju«^aJ ; by the bound«•

lessness which lies in it

it challenges the imagination to magnify the
thus expresses. An Arabic expositor wonld here (as ii
ver. 7 above) render it "Kiss a son and such a son!" (vid. Ibn Hish&m ii

notion which

De

it

Sacy's Anthol. Grammat. p. a«, where it is to be translated hie est vir
Examples which support this doctrine are "P,2 Isa. xxviii. 1

qua/is vir!).

by a hand,
Isa. xxxi. 8

God's almighty hand which is the hand of hands, and
31£HJ|'D before a sword, via. the divine sword which brook*

vix.

no opposing weapon.
*

On

this vid. Scacchi Myrothecium,

t. iii.

(1637)

e. 35.
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the future day of wrath is always referred to in the Old
(e. g. ex. 5) as the day of the wrath of God, we re-

Testament
fer the

tie

therefore

irascatur to
it is

Him whose

son the Anointed One

to be rendered: lest Jahve be angry

This

perish

Tjin.

If the

way of any one

the accus. of

is

"-fT?.

perish,

i.

more exact

is;

and ye

definition.

6, he himself is lost with

regard to the way, since this leads him into the abyss. It is
questionable whether 133203 means "for a little" in the sense of
brevi or facile. The usus loquendi and position of the words
favour the latter (Hupf.). Everywhere else Djy?3 means by
itself (without such additions as in Ezr. ix. 8, Isa. xxvi. 20,
Ezek. xvi. 47) "for a little, nearly, easily." At least this

meaning

is

secured to

it

when

it

occurs after hypothetical

antecedent clauses as in lxxxi. 15, 2 Sam. xix. 37, Job xxxii.
22. Therefore it is to be rendered: for His wrath might
kindle easily, or might kindle suddenly. The poet warns the
rulers in their own highest interest not to challenge the
wrathful zeal of Jahve for His Christ, which according to
ver. 5 is inevitable. Well is it with all those who have

nothing to fear from this outburst of wrath, because they
hide themselves in Jahve as their refuge. The construct
state 'Din connects 12, without a genitive relation, with itself
as forming together one notion, Ges. § 116, 1. ncn the usual

word

for fleeing confidingly to Jahve,

means according

to

notion not so much refugere, eonfugere, as se
abdere, condere, and is therefore never combined with ^tt,
but always with 2. *
its radical

*

On

old names of towns, which this ancient flDn shews, tid. Wetzremark on Job xziv. 8 [ii. p. 22 n. 2]. The Arabic still has
n-rin the reference of the primary meaning to water which, sucked in and
hidden, flows under the sand and only comes to sight on digging. The
rocky bottom on which it collects beneath the surface of the sand and
ctein's

by which
ha*& or
tain

it is

w

<>-

dug there

prevented from oosing away or drying up

*M

is

called

w^-

& hiding-place or place of protection, and a foun-

is called

^*wJ»l yjMb*

7«
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PSALM

Ilf.

IIL

HORNING HYMN OF ONE IN DISTRESS, BUT CONFIDENT IN GOD,

JAHVE, how many are my
Many rise up against me,
3 Many say of my soul:
2

•There

is

oppressors!

no help for him in God".

(Sela)

4 But Thou,
Jahve, art a shield for me,
My glory and the lifter up of my head.
5 I cried unto Jahve with

my

voice

And He answered me from His

me down, and

6 I laid

holy

hill.

(Sela)

slept;

I awaked, for Jahve sustaineth me.

7

I will

Who
8

not be afraid of ten thousands of the people
have set themselves against me round about.

Arise,

my God!
mine enemies on the cheek,

Jahve, help me,

For Thou smitest

all

Thou breakest the teeth of the ungodly.
9 To Jahve belongeth salvation
Upon Thy people be Thy blessing! (Sela)

—

The two Psalms forming the prologue, which treat of
cognate themes, the one ethical, from the standpoint of the
DDDPl , and the other related to the history of redemption
from the standpoint of the nfcOSJ, are now followed by a
morning prayer; for morning and evening prayers are surely
the first that one expects to find in a prayer- and hymnbook. The morning hymn, Ps. iii., which has the mention of
the "holy hill* in common with Ps. ii., naturally precedes
the evening hymn Ps. iv.; for that Ps. iii. is an evening hymn
as some are of opinion, rests on grammatical misconception.
With Ps. iii., begin, as already stated, the hymns arranged for music. By -|V^> "llDTD, a Psalm of David, the hymn
which follows is marked as one designed for musical accompaniment. Since *)lois occurs exclusively in the inscriptions of the Psalms , it is no doubt a technical expression
coined by David. IDJ (root Dt) is an onomatopoetic word,
which in Kal signifies to cut off, and in fact to prune or lop
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Arabic ov to write, from the buzzing noise

(the vine) (cf.

of the style or reed
tion of

IIL

on the writing material). The

significa-

singing and playing proper to the Piel are not con-

For neithertherhyth-

nected with the signification "to nip".

mical division (Schultens) nor the articulated speaking (Hitz.)

a probable explanation, since the caesura and syllable
but artificial notions, nor also the nipping
of the strings (Bottch., Ges.), for which the language has
coined the word jjj (of like root with jttJ). Moreover, the
earliest passages in which rnot and ")»] occur (Gen. xliii.
11, Exod. xv. 2, Judges v. 3), speak rather of song than
music and both words frequently denote song in distinction
furnish

are not natural

from music,

e.

g. xcviii. 5, lxxxi. 3, cf. Cant.

ii.

12.

Also,

18} originally means, like <J»4XXeiv, carpere (pulsate) fides,
such names of instruments as Arab, zetnr the hautboy and

if

zummdra the pipe would not be formed. But "lai means, as
Hupfeld has shewn, as indirect an onomatope as canere, "to

make music"

in the widest sense; the more accurate usage
language, however, distinguishes ief and Ttf as to
play and to sing. With 3 of the instrument "ibt denotes song
with musical accompaniment (like the JEthiopic IDT instrumento canere) and rnD? (Aram, lot) is sometimes, as in Amos
v. 23, absolutely: music. Accordingly "I1DTO signifies technically the music and TB' the words. And therefore we translate the former by "Psalm", for 6 <|mxXia6<; 4<mv
says Greof the

gory of Nyssa
8e

4}

—

—

<) 8i& too dpf dvoo too jioooixou jieXa>8(a, <j>SJ/
8ia atijioto? fevojilvoo too piXoo? jisto £t)[a<£tcdv 4x<ptovY)otc

That Ps.
from the

iii. is

a

hymn arranged

for music is also mani-

here 3 times. It is found in
T)bo
TV which occurs
the Psalter, as Bruno has correctly calculated, 71 times (17
fest

times in the 1st book, 30 in the 2nd, 20 in the 3rd, 4 in the
4th) and, with the exception of the

anonymous Ps. lxvi

always in those that are inscribed by the name of David
and of the psalmists famed from the time of David. That
it is a marginal note referring to the Davidic Temple-music
is clearly seen from the fact, that all the Psalms with T\bo
have the V&izb which relates to the musical execution, with
the exception of eight (xxxii. xlviii. 1. lxxxii. lxxxiii. lxxxviilxxxix. cxliii.) which, however, from the designation ")1DTD
lxvii.,
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The Tephilla of
Habbakuk, ch. iii., the only portion of Scripture in which
rbo occurs out of the Psalter, as an exception has the TOJcA
are at least manifestly designed for music.

at the end.

Including the three T\bo of this tephilla, the

word does not occur less than 74 times in the Old Testament.
Now as to the meaning of this musical nota bene, 1st,
every explanation as an abbreviation,
the best of which is
"IB^ rby&b 3b (turn thyself towards above i. e. towards
Singer therefore: da capo),
is to be rejected,
the front,

—

=

1

—

because such abbreviations fail of any further support in the
Old Testament. Also 2ndly, the derivation from rbtt/
rbo
tiler e, according to which it denotes a pause, or orders the
singers to be silent while the music strikes up, is inadmissible, because rbc in this sense is neither Hebrew nor Aramaic and moreover in Hebrew itself the interchange of tf
with D (]\*ytf, p'~C) is extremely rare. There is but one verbal stem with which n^D can be combined, viz. ^D or n^D
(>O0). The primary notion of this verbal stem is that of
lifting up, from which, with reference to the derivatives ota
a ladder and T\bcc in the signification an ascent, or steps,'
2 Chron. ix. 11, comes the general meaning for n^p, of a
musical rise. When the tradition of the Mishna explains the
word as a synonym of nsj and the Targum, the Quinta, and
the Sexta (and although variously Aquila and sometimes
the Syriac version) render it in accordance therewith "for
in favour of which Jerome also at last
ever (always)",
the original mudecides, Ep. ad Marcellam "quid sit Sela*),
sical signification is converted into a corresponding logical
or lexical one. But it is apparent from the 8ta<|«xX(ia of the
[<XX. (adopted by Symm., Theod., and the Syr.), that the
musical meaning amounts to a strengthening of some kind
or other; for Sid^aXjia signifies, according to its formation
j*a
pevov), not the pause as Gregory of Nyssa defines it:
(
^aXjitpSia? fevojiivt) xati xi £0p6ov im\pi\L-q<3ii
i) (isTGtgi) xij?

—

—

—

—

M—

rrpj? u7co8oxt)v

too Se68ev imxpivopivou voTjfiato;,

but either the

interlude, especially of the stringed instruments, (like

8ictu-

according to Hesychius the interlude of the
the
between
choruses), or an intensified playing (as
flutes
xpqcovoi;
is
6ia<ji£XXsiv
found in a fragment of the comedian
Atov (8iauXeiov),
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Eupolis in Athenaeus of the strong play of triangular harps).*
According to the pointing of the word as we now have it, it
ought apparently to he regarded as a noun bo with the ah of
direction (synonymous with niJ, up Job xxii. 29); for the omission of the Dagesh beside the ah of direction is not without
example (cf. 1 Kings ii. 40 nnj which is the proper reading,
instead of npj, and referred to by Ewald) and the
, with
Dag. forte implicitum, is usual before liquids instead of
, as
rr© Gen. xxviii. 2, r,"in Gen. xiv. 10 instead of paddannah,
harrah, as also n^n n 3 1 Sam. xxv. 5 instead of n^DIS. But
the present pointing of this word, which is uniformly included
in the accentuation of the Masoretic verse, is scarcely the
genuine pointing: it looks like an imitation of reo. The word
may originally have been pronounced M^D (elevatio after the
form HFI3, dVt). The combination !"6d JVJH ix. 17i in which
jVlfl refers to the playing of the stringed instruments (xcii. 4)
leads one to infer that vbo is a note which refers not to the
singing but to the instrumental accompaniment. But to
understand by this a heaping up of weighty expressive accords and powerful harmonies in general, would be to confound ancient with modern music. What is meant is the
joining in of the orchestra, or a reinforcement of the instruments, or even a transition from piano to forte.
Three times in this Psalm we meet with this Hebrew forte.
In sixteen Psalms (vii. xx. xxi. xliv. xlvii. xlviii. 1. liv. lx.
lxi. lxxv. lxxxi. lxxxii. lxxxiii. lxxxv. cxliii.) we find it only
once ; in fifteen Psalms (iv. ix. xxiv. xxxix. xlix. lii. lv. lvii.
lix. lxii. lxvii. lxxvi. lxxxiv. lxxxvii. lxxxviii.), twice; in but
!

—

seven Psalms

(iii.

xxxii. xlvi. lxvi. lxviii. lxxvii. cxl.

—

and also

Hab. iii.), three times; and only in one (lxxxix.), four times.
It never stands at the beginning of a Psalm, for the ancient
music was not as yet so fully developed, that rfrD should
absolutely correspond to the ritornetto. Moreover, it does
not always stand at the close of a strophe so as to be the
sign of a regular interlude, but it is always placed where
the instruments are to join in simultaneously and take up
*

On

graphers,

Hi.

the explanations of 8irf<J<aXpa in the Fathers and the old lexicovid. Suicer's

The*. Ecel.

and Angusti's

Chrittl.

ArchSologie,

ii.
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the melody

in. 2—3.

— a thing which frequently happens
In the Psalm before us

of the strophe.

it

in the

midst

stands at the close

of the 1st, 2nd, and 4th strophes. The reason of its omission
after the third is evident.

Not a few of the Psalms bear the date of the time of
the persecution under Saul, but only this and probably
Ps. lxiii. have that of Absolom. The Psalter however contains other Psalms which reflect this second time of persecution.

It is therefore all the

more easy

to accept as tradi-

tion the inscription: when he fled before Absolom, his son.

And

what is there in the contents of the Psalm against this statement? All the leading features of the Psalm accord with it,
viz. the mockery of one who is rejected of God 2 Sam. xvi.
7 sq., the danger by night 2 Sam. xvii. 1, the multitudes of
the people 2 Sam. xv. 13, xvii. 11, and the high position of
honour held by the psalmist. Hitzig prefers to refer this
and the following Psalm to the surprize by the Amalekites
during David's settlement in Ziklag. But since at that time
Zion and Jerusalem were not free some different interpretation of ver. 5 b becomes necessary. And the fact that the
Psalm does not contain any reference to Absolom does not
militate against the inscription. It is explained by the tone
of 2 Sam. xix. 1 [xviii. 33 Engl.]. And if Psalms belonging
to the time of Absolom's rebellion required any such reference

to

make them known, then we should have none

at

all-

—

3. The first strophe contains the lament conVers. 2
cerning the existing distress. From its combination with the
exclamative DO, 1 T\ is accented on the ultima (and also in

the accentuation of the perf. of verbs yy very frequently (even without the Warn consec.) follows the example
of the strong verb, Ges. § 67 rem. 12. A declaration then
civ. 24);

summons and the c:n implied in the
now becomes the subject of participial predi-

takes the place of the

predicate
cates,

13*J

which more minutely describe the continuing condition

of affairs.

The

^ of i&Slb signifies "in the direction of", folxi. 1 (= "to"), or, as here and fre-

lowed by an address in
quently

(e. g.

Gen. xxi. 7) followed by narration (— "of,
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of »!? implies that the words of
pronounce a judgment upon his inmost life,
or upon his personal relationship to God. ilPJJ'lB'] is an
intensive form for ^i^?H£', , whether it be with a double feminine termination (Ges., Ew., Olsh.), or, with an original
(accusative) ah of the direction: we regard this latter view,
with Hupfeld, as more in accordance with the usage and
analogy of the language (comp. xliv. 27 with lxxx. 3, and
D>^ prop, viixta, then as common Greek vuxxa, voj(0a). God
is the ground of help; to have no more help in Him is equivalent to being rooted out of favour with God. Open enemies as well as disconcerted friends look upon him as one
henceforth cast away. David had plunged himself into the
deepest abyss of wretchedness by his adultery with Bathconcerning).

"VfBlb instead

the adversaries

•Sj

sheba, at the beginning of the very year in which,

by the

renewal of the Syro-Ammonitish war, he had reached the pinnacle of worldly power.

The

rebellion of Absolom belonged

which began to come upon
him from that time. Plausible reasons were not wanting
for such words as these which give up his cause as lost.
Vers. 4
5. But cleansed by penitence he stands in a totally different relationship to God and God to him from that
which men suppose. Every hour he has reason to fear some
overwhelming attack but Jahve is the shield which covers
to the series of dire calamities

—

—

him behind and before (Tjpiconstr. of "ijja
Juu prop, pone,
His kingdom is taken from him, but Jahve is his glory.
With covered head and dejected countenance he ascended the
Mount of Olives (2 Sam. xv. 30), but Jahve is the "lifter up
of his head", inasmuch as He comforts and helps him. The
primary passage of this believing utterance "God is a shield"
is Gen. xv. 1 (cf. Deut. xxxiii. 29). Very far from praying
in vain, he is assured, that when he prays his prayer will
be heard and answered. The rendering "I cried and He
answered me" is erroneous here where icon does not stand
Til V
in an historical connection. The future of sequence does
not require it, as is evident from lv. 17 sq. (comp. on cxx. 1);
it is only an expression of confidence in the answer on
God's part, which will follow his prayer. In constructions
post).
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and Hupfeld regard >^p as the narrowmore general one (as xliv. 3,
I cried; but the position
19): my voice

like N'lpN ^Vlp, Hitzig

er subject-notion beside the
lxix. 11, lxxxiii.

of the words

us and in

is

—

not favourable to this in the passage before

xvii. 10, xxvii. 7, lvii. 5, lxvi. 17, cxlii. 2, Isa. xxvi.

may be

in lxix. 11, cviii. 2. According to Ew.
an
accusative
of more precise definition, as
^1p
without doubt in Isa. x. 30 cf. Ps. lx. 7, xvii. 13 sq. ; the
cry is thereby described as a loud cry.* To this cry, as \J3jM
as being a pure mood of sequence implies, succeeds the answer, or, which better corresponds to the original meaning
9,

though

§ 281,

of

riJJJ

it

is

c,

(comp. J^ft to meet,stand opposite) reply;** and

it

comes from the place whither it was directed : Vt^g ">no«
He had removed tbe ark from Eirjath Jearim to Zion. He
had not taken it with him when he left Jerusalem and fled
before Absolom, 2 Sam. xv. 25. He was therefore separated
by a hostile power from the resting-place of the divine presence. But his prayer urged its way on to the cherubimthrone; and to the answer of Him who is enthroned there,
there is no separating barrier of space or created things.
Vers. 6
7. That this God will protect him, His protection during the past night is now a pledge to him in the early
morning. It is a violation of the rules of grammar to translate WB^Nj: I shall go to sleep, or: I am going to sleep. The
1 pers. fut. consec. which is indicated by the 1 , is fond of
taking an ah of direction, which gives subjective intensity to
the idea of sequence "and thus I then fell asleep", cf. vii.
5, cxix. 55, and frequently, Gen. xxxii. 6, and more especially
it

—

:

'?>

,

* Bottcher, Collectanea pp. 166 sq., also adopts the view, that '^M»
?p are each appositum viearium tubjecti and therefore nomin. in such

HN never stands beside them is explained
not suited to an adverbial collateral definition. And 2) that elsewhere the same notions appear as direct subjects,
just as 3) that elsewhere they alternate with the verbal subject-notion
these last
in the parallel member of the verse (cxxx. 5 , Prov. viii. 4)
two admit of no inference. The controverted question of the syntax is,
passages.

But

1)

the fact that

by the consideration that

it is

—

moreover, an old one and has been treated of at length by Kimchi in
his Booh of Roots t. r. ffiN.
** vid. Rcdslob in his treatise: Die Iniegrit&t der Stclle Hot. vii. 4
10

—

tn

Frage gesteUt S.

7.
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xiii. 21, vid.

Bottcher, Neue Aehrenlese, No. 412.
glance at the past night.

Awaking

in health

Him to whom he owes

he feels grateful to

Ges. § 49,

2,

a retrospective

It is

it:

and

UDCD?

safety,
ffi!T.

It

the result of the fact that Jahve supports him,

and that
God's hand is his pillow.* Because this loving, almighty hand
is beneath his head (Cant. ii. 6) he is inaccessible and there-

is

fore also

devoid of fear. rPt^

(nils')

to take

up

as in Isa. xxii. 7, synon.

xxviii.

one's position,

3 and

O^ttf

Kings xx.

1

carries its object in itself:

12, cf. imttOivat tivt.

run
David

does not put a merely possible case. All Israel, that is to say
ten thousands, myriads,

were gone over to Absolom. Here, at

the close of the third strophe, !"6d is wanting because the

tfWt (I will not fear) is not uttered in
is

only a quiet,

tib

a tone of triumph, but

meek expression of believing confidence.

If the

instruments struck up boldly and suddenly here, then a cry for
help,

urged forth by the difficulties that

still

continually sur-

rounded him, would not be able to follow.
9. The bold riDip is taken from the mouth of
Vers. 8
Moses, Num. x. 35. God is said to arise when He takes a
decisive part in what takes place in this world. Instead of
kutnah it is accented kumdh as Milra, in order (since the
reading tin noip is assumed) that the final ah may be sharply
cut off from the guttural initial of the next word, and thus
render a clear, exact pronunciation of the latter possible
(Hitz., Ew. § 228, ft).** Beside HUT we have <nV» with the

—

* Referred to the other David, rer. 6 has
eall,

vid.

become an Easter-morning
dem Lutlgarlen der

Val. Herberger's Paradiet- Bliimlein aut

Ptahnen (Neue Ausg. 1857) S. 25.
** This is the traditional reason of the accentuation thutdh, kumdh,
ihithdh

before AWT:

it is

intended to prevent the one or other of the two
up (lyW N?T) by too rapid speaking. Hence

gutturals being swallowed

that the same thing takes place even when another word, not the
name of God, follows, if it begins with N or the like, and is closely connected with it by meaning and accentuation: e. g. Judges vt. 18 rniD
it is

twice Milra before

N;

Ps.

Mi. 9 rniy, Milra before H ;

Exod. t. 22; nru Is.xi. 2, and
and the following fact favours it,

fltfe,

Milra before

nton

Gen. zzri. 10, Milra before V>
vix. that for a similar reason Pasek is
placed were two ' would come together, e. g. Gen. zzi. 14 Adonaj jir'ek
with the stroke of separation between the two words, cf. Ex. xv. 18,
Prov. viii. 21. The fact that in Jer. xl. 5, rt3^1 remains Milel, is accounted
•1,
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The cry for help is then suband the retrospective perf. They are not
such perff. of prophetically certain hope as in vi. 9, vii. 7f
iz. 5 sq., for the logical connection requires an appeal to
of appropriating faith.

tuff,

stantiated

by

>3

previous experience in the present passage: they express facts
of experience, which are taken from

down

bo)

with a double accusative, as

many

single events (hence

The verb rcn

to the present time.

e. g.,

is

construed

Iliad xvi. 597 xov j*ev apa

rXauxo? ot^0o; pioov ouxaos Soopt. The idea of contempt (Job

combined with that of rendering harmless in this
What is meant is a striking in of
the jaw-bone and therewith a breaking of the teeth in pieces
David means, an ignominious end has always come
("12E/).
upon the ungodly who rose up against him and against God's
xvi. 10) is

"smiting upon the cheek".

order in general, as their punishment. The enemies are conceived of as monsters given to biting, and the picture of their

Jahve has the
Anointed against their host-

fate is fashioned according to this conception.

power and the
ility: njJItP'jn

amplum

will to defend His

Tflpenes Jovam

esse) signifies

est salus. TiyjMft (fromjTC£, *-*•»

breadth as applied to perfect freedom

of motion, removal of all straitness and oppression, prosperity

without exposure to danger and unbeclouded.

In the b

of possession lies the idea of the exclusiveness of the pos-

At Jahve's

session and of perfect freedom of disposal.

free

so
In connection therewith David
first of all thinks of his own need of deliverance. But as a
true king he cannot before God think of himself, without
connecting himself with his people. Therefore he closes
with the intercessory inference: *jp?"13 IBJT^J? Upon Thy
people be Thy blessing! We may supply inn or tf2Fl. Instead
of cursing his faithless people he implores a blessing upon
disposal stands nyil^n, salvation, in all

in Jon.

ii.

10,

Apoc.

its fulness (just

vii. 10).

being separated from the following nj71i"?Nby Pater; a real
and not as Norzi from misappreis i"Q^, MiM before "l, 3*l 2 Sam.
hension observes, a controverted one,
xv, 27, but it is by no means sufficient to oppose the purely orthophoria
(not rhythmical) ground of this uftroia-accentuation. Even the semi-gutfor

by

its

exception, however (Miehlol 112 b),

tural

*>

sometimes has a

—
—

like influence over the tone

:

ribdh ribt

xliii. 1,

sxix. 154.
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who have been piteously led astray and deceived. This
"upon Thy people be Thy blessing 1" has its counterpart in
the •Father forgive them" of the other David, whom His
people crucified. The one concluding word of the Psalm
observes Ewald
casts a bright light into the very
depths of his noble soul.
those

—

—

PSALM IV.
EVENING HYMN OF ONE WHO IS UNMOVED BEFORE BACKBITERS AND MEN OF LITTLE FAITH.
2

WHEN
Who

answer me,

I call

made space

hast

for

God of my righteousness,
me in straitness;

Be merciful unto me and hear

my prayer
my honour become shame,
1

3

Te sons of men, how long shall

4

Since ye love appearance, ye seek after leasing?! (Sela)
Enow then, that Jahve hath marked out the godly man
for Himself;

5

Jahve heareth when

I call to

Be ye angry, yet

ye not! —

Commune

sin

Him.

with your own heart upon your bed and be

still 1 (Sela.)

6 Offer the sacrifices of righteousness,

And put your
7

Many
lift

8

say:

up

trust in Jahve t

"How can we experience good!?"
Thy countenance upon

the light of

us, Jahve

Thou hast put gladness into my heart,
More than in the time when their corn and wine abound.

9 In peace will I lay

For Thou,
Makest me

me down and

forthwith sleep,

Jahve, in seclusion
to dwell securely.

The Davidic morning hymn is now followed by a Davidic
hymn. It is evident that they belong together from
the mutual relation of iv. 7 with iii. 3, and iii. 6 with iv. 9.
evening

They are the only two Psalms in which the direct words of
others are taken up into a prayer with the formula "many
say",

the

onON CGI.

one

is

The history and chronological position of
explained from the inscription of the other. From
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the quousque

iv. 3,

follows that Ps.

IV.

and the words of the

iv. is

feeble-faiths iv. 7, it

the later of the two.

this Psalm that we are first met by
with Gqfa, Hab. iii. 19), which still calls for
investigation. It is found fifty five times in the Psalter, not
54 as is usually reckoned : viz. 19 times in book i., 25 times
It is at the

PK:»^ (or

head of

rfittob

book ii. 8 times in book iii., 3 times in book v. Only
two of the Psalms, at the head of which it is found, are
anonymous: viz. lxvi., lxvii. All the others bear the names
of David and of the psalmists celebrated from David's time,
in

,

39 of David, 9 of the Korahites, 5 of Asaph. No fewer
than 30 of these Psalms are Elohimic. muvb is always the
first word of the inscription; only in Ps. lxxxviii., which is
easily liable to be overlooked in reckoning, is it otherwise,
because there two different inscriptions are put together.
The meaning of the verb n*0 is evident from the Chronicles and the Book of Ezra, which belongs to them. The
viz.

predilection of the chronicler for the history of religious

worship and antiquarian lore is also of use in reference to
this word. He uses it in the history of the time of David,
of Solomon, of Josiah, of Zerubbabel and Joshua, and always
in connection with the accounts of the Temple-service and
the building of single parts of the Temple. To discharge the
official duties of the Temple-service is called nr vhaJty IT.U
'!rrV3 1 Chron. xxiii. 4 (comp. 28
32), and the expression

—

is

used in Ezra

workmen

iii.

work and
The same 3300

8 sq. of the oversight of the

for the building of the Temple.

(3600) overseers, who are called rCN^a? r^it'jjn C5J2 nnin
in 1 Kings v. 30 are described by the chronicler (2 Chron.
1) as crv^j? OTSUD. In connection with the repair of the
Temple under Josiah we read that Levites were appointed
rUtob (2 Chron. xxxiv. 12), namely TDibv TVtfy hi) (ver. 13),
ii.

instead of which

we

find it said in

ii.

17 1'2gr6, to keep the

The primary notion of PiJO is that of
of the purest and most dazzling bright-

people at their work.
shining,

and

in fact

ness; this then passes over to the notion of shining over or

outshining, and in fact both of uninterrupted continuance
and of excellence and superiority (vid. Ithpa. Dan. vi. 4, and
cf. 1

Chron.

xxiii.

4 with

ix. 13; 1

Cor. xv. 54 with Isa. xxv.8).
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Thus, therefore, rfiljp is one who shews eminent ability in
any departement, and then it gains the general signification of master, director, chief overseer. At the head of the
Psalms it is commonly understood of the director of the
Temple-music, nsjo est dux cantus
Luther says in one place
quern nos dicimus den Kapellenmeister [the hand-master], qui
orditur etgubernat cantum,lZapxoi (Opp. lat. xvii. 134 ed. Erl.).
But 1st, even the Psalms of Asaph have this rayob at the beginning, and he was himself a director of the Temple-music,
and in fact the chief-director (tftf"in) 1 Chron. xvi. 5, or at
any rate he was one of the three (Heman, Asaph, Ethan), to
whom the 24 classes of the 4000 Levite singers under the
Davidico-Salomonic sanctuary were subordinate; 2ndly, the
passage of the chronicler (1 Chron. xv. 17
21) which is most
prominent in reference to this question, does not accord
with this explanation. According to this passage the three
directors of the Temple-music managed the cymbals pDB'^1%
to sound aloud; eight other musicians of high rank the
nablas and six others the citherns nS3^>. This expression

—

—

—

cannot

mean

"to direct", for the direction

belonged to the

and the cymbals were also better adapted to it than
the citherns. It means "to take the lead in the playing":
the cymbals directed and the citherns, better adapted to take
the lead in the playing, were related to them, somewhat as
the violins to the clarinets now-a-days. Hence PI3JD is not
the director of the Temple-music but in general the master
of song, and JVixb addresses the Psalm to him whose duty
it is to arrange it and to train the Levite choristers; it
therefore defines the Psalm as belonging to the songs of the
Temple worship that require musical accompaniment. The
three,

Targum (Luther) also corresponds to this
general sense of the expression: N1T3b6 "to be sung liturgitranslation of the

cally", and the LXX : el; ?& xl\oz, if this signifies "to the
execution" and does not on the contrary ascribe an eschato*
logical meaning to the Psalm.*
*
iti

Thus

e. g.

otmcXcC? xoO

Eusebius: t(< to tiXos eb« Sv paxpoTc Carepov gpivou
pcXXivTav irXT)po0o8ai, Mid Theodoret: or^otvei

oidivoc

ti ci( -:Ac<Xo; 8ti paxpoTc Botepov ^p6votc icXijpmft^otToi xd npofijTeuiY*v«,

with which accords Pesachim 117 a

vd?

"Pnj;^ JUJ1

ITUM,

i.
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IV.

2.

The rw»3 which is added is not governed by it. This
can be seen at once from Hab. iii. 19 : to the chief singer,
with an accompaniment of my stringed instruments (vid.
my Commentary), which Hitzig renders: to the chief singer
of my musical pieces ; but 3 nsj is not a phrase that can be
supported, and nJ'M does not mean a piece of music. The
Piel, jjlj, complete with *i>3, signifies to touch the strings
(cogn. JJU), to play a stringed instrument. Whence comes
nWU (lxxvii. 7, Isa. xxxviii. 20) which is almost always used
as a pluralet. the play of the stringed instruments, and the
superscribed nW}33 Ps. iv. vi. liv. lv. lxvii. lxxvi.: with an
accompaniment of the stringed instruments; and 3 is used
as in xlix. 5, Isa. xxx. 29, 32. The hymn is to be sung in
company with, probably with the sole accompaniment of, the
stringed instruments. The fact of the inscribed words
mWJS riSJO^ preceding nr6 11DTD probably arises from the
fact of their being written originally at the top over the
chief title which gave the generic name of the hymn and the
:

author.

Ver.

2.

Jahve

is

p"S fl'Sj, the possessor of righteousness,

the author of righteousness,' and the vindicator of misjudged

and persecuted righteousness. This God of righteousness
David believingly calls his God (cf. xxiv. 5, lix. 11); for the
righteousness he possesses, he possesses in Him, and the
righteousness he looks for, he looks for in Him. That this is
not in vain, his previous experience assures him: Thou hast
made a breadth (space) for me when in a strait. In connection
with this confirmatory relation of •$ FOnnn TS3 it is more
probable that we have before us an attributive clause (Hitz.),
than that we have an independent one, and at any rate it is
a retrospective clause, namn is not precative (Bottch.), for
the perf. of certainty with a precative colouring is confined
Psalms with nSJD^ and fliMX) refer to the last days. Gregory of
Nyssa combines the different translations by rendering: e(« -l\ot, 8itep
toxiv

4)

vCxt).

Ewald's view, that xilot in this formula means conse-

cration, celebration, worship, is improbable; in this signification

it i»

not a Septnagint word.
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to such exclamatory utterances as Job xxi. 16 (which sec).

He bases

his prayer on two things, viz. on his fellowship
with God, the righteous God, and on His justifying grace
which he has already experienced. He has been many times

a strait already, and God has made a broad place for him.
The idea of the expansion of the breathing (of the stream
of air) and of space is attached to the n r of 3m root
(Deutsch. Morgenl. Zeitschr. xii. 657). What is meant is the
expansion of the straitened heart, xxv. 17. Isa. lx. 5, and
the widening of a straitened position, xviii. 20, cxviii. 5. On
theDag. in ^ vid. on lxxxiv. 4.
in

,

m

—

4. Righteous in his relation to God he turns
rebukingly towards those who contemn him whose honour is
God's honour, viz. to the partisans of Absolom. In contrast
with DIN '33, men who are lost in the multitude, b*n '33

Vers. 3

denotes such as stand prominently forward out of the multilxii. 10, Prov. viii. 4, Isa. ii. 9,
t. 15, shew this distinction. In this and the preceding Psalm
David makes as little mention of his degenerate son as he
tude; passages like xlix. 3,

does of the deluded king in the Psalms belonging to the
period of his persecution by Saul. The address is directed
to the aristocratic party, whose tool Absolom has become.
To these he says till when (THOr'V. beside the non-guttural
which follows with Segol, without any manifest reason, as in
:

long shall my honour
and by you, just as we can
also say in Latin quousque tandem dignitas me a ludibrio? The
two following members are circumstantial clauses subordix. 13, Isa.

i.

5, Jer. xvi. 10),

become a mockery, namely

i.

e.

how

to you

nate to the principal clause with no~~iy (similar to Isa. i.
Ew. § 341, b). The energetic fut. with Nun parag. does
not usually stand at the head of independent clauses; it is

5<r ;

therefore to be rendered: since ye love pn, that which is
the proper name for their high rank is hollow

—

empty

—

how long will ye pursue after 3?3, falsehood?
they seek to find out every possible lying pretext, in
order to trail the honour of the legitimate king in the

appearance

—

The assertion that the personal honour of David,
not his kingly dignity, is meant by 'T133, separates what

dust.

is

inseparable.

vol

i.

They are eager

to injure his official at the
8
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same time as bis personal reputation. Therefore David appeals in opposition to them (ver. 4) not only to the divine
choice, but also to his personal relationship to God, on which
that choice is based. The 1 of ijni is, as in 2 Kings iv. 41,
the l of sequence: so know then. The ffiph. n^SH (from
-|^q
N^B, cogn. bbo, prop, to divide) to make a separation, make a distinction Exod. ix. 4, xi. 7, then to distinguish in an extraordinary and remarkahle way Exod. viii.
18, and to shew Ps. xvii. 7, cf. xxxi. 22, so that consequently what is meant is not the mere selection (in|), but
the remarkable selection to a remarkable position of honour
(LXX., Vulg. mirificavit, Windberg translation of the Psalms
gemunderlichet). }b belongs to the verb, as in cxxxv. 4, and
the principal accent lies on TOT: he whom Jahve Himself, not
men, has thus remarkably distinguished is a TOT, a pious
man, i. e. either, like the Syriac KTOT — NCTTl God's favourite, or, according to the biblical usage of the language (cf. xii
2 with Isa. lvii. 1), in an active signification like D'^B, ^'IQj
and the like: a lover of God, from "|OT (root on y«*. stringer e, whence hassa to curry, mahassa a curry-comb) prop,
to feel one's self drawn, i. e. strongly affected (comp. hiss a
mental impression), in Hebrew, of a strong ardent affection.
As a TOT he does not call upon God in vain, but finds a

—

:

ready hearing. Their undertaking consequently runs counter
to the miraculously evidenced will of God and must fail by
reason of the loving relationship in which the dethroned
and debased one stands to God.

—

6. The address is continued: they are to repent
Vers. 5
and cleave to Jahve instead of allowing themselves to be carried away by arrogance and discontent. The LXX. has renp.ij
iftaptivets (cf. Ephes.
ye will be angry beware of sinning, viz. backbiting and rebellion (cf. the similar paratactic combinations xxviii. 1, Josh. vi. 18, Isa. xii. 1). In connection with

dered

it

correctly: JpflCeofte xal

iv. 26): if

the rendering contremiscite

we

feel to

miss any expression

of that before which they are to tremble (viz. the sure

punishment which God decrees). He warns his adversaries
against blind passion, and counsels them to quiet converse
with their own hearts, and solitary meditation, in order that
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not imperil their own salvation. To commune with
heart, without the addition of the object, is equi-

valent to to think alone by one's

self,

and the bed or resting-

place, without requiring to be understood literally, points to a

condition of mind that

is

favourable to quiet contemplation.

God
Hamann, Werke i. 98, observes on this subject) disguises
itself as our own voice that we may see His exhortation, His
counsel, and His wisdom well up out of our own stony heart.
The second imper. continues the first: and cease, prop, be
still (OE1 from the sound of the closed mouth checking the
discourse), i. e. come to your right mind by self-examination,
The

heart is the seat of the conscience, and the Spirit of

(as

cease your tumult
of

command by

his part;

and

— a warning coming with the semblance

reason of the consciousness of innocence on

be rendered here by the
The dehortation passes over into

this impression has to

striking in of the music.

exhortation in ver.

6.

Of course the sacrifices were continued

in the sanctuary while David, with his faithful followers,

was a fugitive from Jerusalem.

Referring to this, David
out to the Absolomites: offer pTjpro. Here at least
these are not offerings consisting of actions which are in accordance with the will of God, instead of slaughtered animals,
but sacrifices offered with a right mind, conformed to the will
of God, instead of the hypocritical mind with which they consecrate their evil doings and think to flatter God. In li. 21,
Dent, xxxiii. 19 also, •the sacrifices of righteousness" are real
sacrifices, not merely symbols of moral acts. Not less full of
meaning is the exhortation Tvfo THS3I. The verb l"l£3 is
construed with b$ as in xxxi. 7, lvi. 4, lxxxvi. 2, combining
with the notion of trusting that of drawing near to, hanging
on, attaching one's self to any one. The Arabic word ^Jaj,
cries

expandere, has preserved the primary notion of the word, a
notion which, as in the synon. k.-.', when referred to the
effect which is produced on the heart, countenance and whole
nature of the man by a joyous cheerful state of mind, passes
over to the notion of this state of mind itself, so that nt32
(like the Arab, inbasata to be cheerful, fearless, bold, lit.
expanded (cf. an*l Isa. lx. 5)
unstraitened) consequently

—
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signifies to be courageous, confident. They are to renounce
the self-trust which blinds them in their opposition to the
king who is deprived of all human assistance. If they will

same time
murmuring and rancorous discontent, from which the
rebellion has sprung, will be stilled. Thus far the address to

trustingly submit themselves to God, then at the

the

the rebellious magnates goes.
Vers. 7
8. Looking into his

—

own small camp David is
is gaining power
over him. The words: who will make us see, e. (as in xxxiv.
13) experience any good? can be taken as expressive of a
conscious of a disheartened feeling which

i".

to 2 Sam. xxiii. 15, Isa. xlii. 23; but the situathe character of a despondent question arising

wish according
tion gives

it

from a disheartened view of the future. The gloom has now
lasted so long with David's companions in tribulation that
their faith is turned to fear, their hope to despair. David
therefore prays as he looks upon them: Oh lift upon us
OO^JTHDJ)* the light of Thy countenance. The form of the
petition reminds one of the priestly benediction in Num. vi.
There it is: VJB Tl "W in the second portion, in the third NB^
VJB 71, here these two wishes are blended into one prayer;
and moreover in HD3 there is an allusion to DJ a banner, for
the imper. of K&3, the regular form of which is xiff, will also
admit of the form KfcO (x. 12), but the mode of writing HD3
(without example elsewhere, for DCB Job iv. 2 signifies "to be
attempted") is only explained by the mingling of the verbs

NtM and DDJ, yoi, extollere (lx. 6); <D3 71 (cf. lx. 6) is, moreover, a primeval word of the Tora (Ex. xvii. 15). If we may
suppose that this mingling is not merely a mingling of forms
in writing, but also a mingling of the ideas in those forms,
then we have three thoughts in this prayer which are brought
before the eye and ear in the briefest possible expression:
* The Metheg which stands in the second syllable before the tone
stands by the Sheba, in the metrical books, if this syllable is the first
in a word marked with a greater distinctive without any conjnnctive pre-

and beginning with Sheba; it is, therefore, not W^jrriD) bat
cf. li. 2 -NQ3, lxix. 28 "flJI*, lxxxi. 3 ntfa, cxvi. 17 -q,
175 THJ. The reason and object are the same as stated in not*

ceding

it,

U^JJ-nDJ,
cxix.
p.

84 supra.
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may Jahve cause His face to shine upon them; may He lift
upon them the light of His countenance so that they may
have it above them like the sun in the sky, and may that
light be a banner promising them the victory, around which
they shall rally.

David, however, despite the hopelessness of the present,
even now at peace in His God. The joy which Jahve has
put into his heart in the midst of outward trial and adversity
is on CEflrrn DJrj PJJO. The expression is as concise as possible: (1) gaudium pree equivalent to gaudium magnum prte is

majus quam; then (2) ny» after the analogy of the comparatio
decurtata (e. g. xviii. 34 my feet are like hinds, i. e. like the

of hinds) is equivalent to ny nndtfo; (3) "itfNt is omitted
ny according to Ges. § 123, 3, for ny is the construct
state, and what follows is the second member of the genitival
feet

after

relation, dependent

upon

plurality of things: corn

it (cf. xc.

15, Isa. xxix. 1); the

and new wine, inasmuch as

it is

the stores of both that are specially meant, is exceptionally
joined with the plur. instead of the sing.,

rabbu stands at the end by

and the chief word

way of emphasis. The

stiff,

does

not refer to the people of the land in general (as in lxv.
10),

but, in accordance with the contrast, to the Absolomites,

who have fallen away from David.
Mahanaim, while the rebels were encamped in Gilead, the country round about him was hostile,
so that he had to receive provisions by stealth, 2 Sam. xvii.
26
29. Perhaps it was at the time of the feast of tabernacles. The harvest and the vintage were over. A rich
harvest of corn and new wine was garnered. The followers
of Absolom had, in these rich stores which were at their
disposal, a powerful reserve upon which to fall back. David
and his host were like a band of beggars or marauders.
But the king brought down from the sceptre to the beggar's
to those of the nation

When David came

to

—

happier than they, the rebels against
he possesses in his heart is a richer treasure
than all that they have in their barns and cellars.
Ver. 9. Thus then he lies down to sleep, cheerfully and
peacefully. The hymn closes as it began with a three line
verse. VTP {lit. in its unions — collectively, Olshausen, § 135, c,
staff is nevertheless

him.

What

s
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like fe altogether, tfljc at the right time) is by no means
unemphatic; nor is it so in xix. 10 where it means "all together, without exception". With synonymous verbs it denotes the combination of that which they imply, as Isa. xlii.
14. It is similar in cxli. 10 where it expresses the coincidence of the fall of his enemies and the escape of the persecuted one. So here: he wishes to go to sleep and also at
once he falls asleep (jBtytl in a likewise cohortative sense
His God makes him to dwell in seclusion free of
n;i2^to).
care. "TO ? is a first definition of condition, and nas? a second. The former is not, after Deut. xxxii. 12, equivalent to
*poV, an addition which would be without any implied
antithesis and consequently meaningless. One must therefore, as is indeed required by the situation, understand T12V
according to Num. xxiii. 9, Mic. vii, 14, Deut. xxxiii. 28,
Jer. xlix. 31. He needs no guards for he is guarded round
about by Jahve and kept in safety. The seclusion, *ns, in
which he is, is security, nt?2, because Jahve is near him.
Under what a many phases and how sweetly the nature of
faith is expressed in this and the foregoing Psalm: his
righteousness, exaltation, joy, peace, contentment in God I

—

1

And how

rhythm In the last line
The iambics with which
it closes are like the last strains of a lullaby which die away
softly and as though falling asleep themselves. Dante is right
when he says in his Convito, that the sweetness of the music
and harmony of the Hebrew Psalter is lost in the Greek and
delicately conceived is the

the evening

hymn

1

itself sinks to rest.

Latin translations.

PSALM

V.

MOKNING PRATER BEFORE GOING TO THE HOOSE OP GOD.
2

GIVE

ear to

Consider

my

my words,
meditation

Jahve,
1

my loud cry, my King and my God,
For unto Thee do I pray.
4 Jahve, in the morning shalt Thou hear my voice
In the morning will I prepare an offering for Thee and
3 Hearken unto

look forth.
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aOod that hath pleasure in wickedness,
cannot dwell with Thee.
6 Boasters cannot stand in Thy sight,
Thou hatest all workers of iniquity
7 Thou destroyest them that speak lies,
The man of blood-guiltiness and malice Jahve abhor reth.
6 For

An

Thou

evil

art not

man

through Thy rich grace, may enter Thy house,
worship towards Thy holy Temple in Thy fear.
9 Jahve, lead me by Thy righteousness, because of them
that lie in wait for me,
Make Thy way even before my face
10 For in his mouth is nothing certain,
their inward part is an abyss,
An open sepulchre is their throat,
with a smooth tongue.
8 Yet
I

I,

may

—

11

Punish them, Elohim,

let

them

fall

from their counsels,

In the multitude of their transgressions cast them away,

who
12

That

all

they

who

may

And
13

defy Thee;

trust in Thee

may

rejoice,

ever shout for joy;

defend Thou them that they

may

exult in Thee,

who love Thy name.
For Thou, even Thou, dost bless the righteous
Jahve! with favour dost Thou compass him
a

—
as

with

shield.

The evening prayer is now followed by a second morning
prayer, which like the former draws to a close with nnt$~,3
(iv. 9, v. 13). The situation is different from that in Ps. iii.
In that

Psalm David
up

anticipates going

is fleeing,

to the

here he

Temple

is in

service.

Jerusalem and
If this

Psalm
must

also belongs to the time of the rebellion of Absolom, it

have been written when the fire which afterwards broke forth
was already smouldering in secret.
The inscription nl^nsn^N is certainly not a motto indicative of its contents (LXX., Vulg., Luther, Hengstenberg).
As such it would stand after "iIdtd. Whatever is connected
with nucb, always has reference to the music. If rn^TO
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2—4.

might according to the biblical use of this

verb signify "inheritances*, or according to its use in the

Talmud "swarms", and in fact swarms of bees (Jia£); and
ni^ru ought then to be the beginning of a popular melody
to which the Psalm is adapted. Hai Gaon understands it to
denote a melody resembling the hum of bees; Reggio a song
that sings of bees. Or is rftbvii equivalent to ni^na (excavatee)
and this a special name for the flutes (o^n)? The use of
the flute in the service of the sanctuary is attested by Isa.
xxx. 29, cf. 1 Sam. x. 5, 1 Kings i. 40.* The preep. i?N was,
then, more appropriate than by; because, as Redslob has
observed, the singer cannot play the flute at the same time,
but can only sing to the playing of another.
The Psalm

consists of four six line strophes.

The

lines

of the strophes here and there approximate to the caesuraschema. They consist of a rising and a sudden lowering.

The German language, which uses

so many more words, is
not adapted to this caesura -schema [and the same may be

said of the English].

—

4. The introit: Prayer to be heard. The thoughts
but
the language is carefully chosen. CHDN is
are simple
the plur. of icSt ("ION), one of the words peculiar to the
poetic prophetical style. The denominative prtCI (like audire
aus, out, dare) belongs more to poetry than prose, TV\
(like a'riN) or ran (like TPIO) occurs only in two Psalms
"V\lb, viz. here and xxxix. 4. It is derived from ajri
i"UD
- T
TT
iyid. i. 2) and signifies that which is spoken meditatively,
here praying in rapt devotion. Beginning thus the prayer
gradually rises to a vox clamoris. vpitf from jnt^, to be distinguished from 'ja# (inf. Pi.) xxviii. 2, xxxi. 23, is one word
with the Aram. niS, iEthiop. jns (to call). On S'g'pri used

Vers. 2

_

—

*

of intent listening,

vid. x.

17.

The invocation

VWO

'3^0,

a king who utters it, is all the more significant.
David, and in general the theocratic king, is only the representative of the Invisible One, whom he with all Israel adores

when

*

it is

On

the nse of the flute in the second Temple ,

vid.

Introduction

».33.
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Prayer to Him is his first work as he begins
In the morning, ng'a (as in lv. 18 for ")j?23, lxxxviii.
14),shalt Thou hear my cry, is equivalent to my cry which
goes forth with the early morn. Hupfeld considers the menas bis King.

the day.

tion of the morning as only a "poetical expression* and

when

getting rid of the meaning prima luce, he also gets rid of the
beautiful and obvious reference to the daily sacrifice. The

verb

^"ijj

is

the

word used of laying the wood

in order

and the pieces of the sacrifice,
Lev. i. 8, 12, vi. 5, of putting the sacred lamps in order,
Ex.xxvii. 21, Lev. xxiv. 3 sq., and of setting the shew-bread
in order, Ex. xl. 23, Lev. xxiv. 8. The laying of the wood
in order for the morning offering of a lamb (Lev. vi. 5 [12],
cf. Num. xxviii. 4) was one of the first duties of the priest,
as soon as the day began to dawn; the lamb was slain before sun-rise and when the sun appeared above the horizon
laid piece by piece upon the altar. The morning prayer is
compared to this morning sacrifice. This is in its way also a
sacrifice. The object which David has in his mind in confor the sacrifice, Lev.

i.

7,

is 'r&BH. As the priests, with the early
morning, lay the wood and pieces of the sacrifices of the
Tamid upon the altar, so he brings his prayer before God
as a spiritual sacrifice and looks out for an answer (D£>3 sP e ~
culari as in Hab. ii. 1), perhaps as the priest looks out for
fire from heaven to consume the sacrifice, or looks to the
smoke to see that it rises up straight towards heaven.
Vers. 5
7: The basing of the prayer on God's holiness.
The verbal adjective }>sn (coming from the primitive signification of adhering firmly which is still preserved in ijdAs* fut.
i.) is in the sing, always (xxxiv. 13, xxxv. 27) joined with the
accusative, jn is conceived as a person for although Tia may
have a material object, it cannot well have a material subject. ?jna"» is used for brevity of expression instead of ?|sy -wjj

nection with ypytt

—

,

The verb "til (to turn in, to take up one's
abode with or near any one) frequently has an accusative
object, cxx. 5, Judges v. 17, and Isa. xxxiii. 14 according
to which the light of the divine holiness is to sinners a
consuming fire, which they cannot endure. Now there follow specific designations of the wicked. C^in part. Kal
(Ges. § 121, 4).
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hoflim, or even Poal

—

V. 8-10.

hdflim

—

D'^inc),* are the
primary
notion of the verb is not that of being hollow, but that of
sounding, then of loud boisterous, non-sensical behaviour.
Of such it is said, that they are not able to maintain their
(

foolish,

and more especially

position

when they become manifest before the eye of God
any one, from "IM to come

foolish boasters; the

(ixfr as in ci. 7 manifest before

forward, be visible far
those

who work

(oi

off,

be distinctly

ip^a^psvoi Mat.

visible),

jin

'h$> are

23) iniquity;

vii.

px

sometimes trouble, in connection with
which one pants, sometimes wickedness, in which there is
not even a trace of any thing noble, true, or pure. Such
men Jahve hates; for if He did not hate evil (xi. 5), His
love would not be a holy love. In 3?3 i-)2% '"Q' is the usual
form in combination when the plur. is used, instead of '"pin.

breath

(avejio?) is

!

It is the

same in

lviii. 4.

The

J

style of expression is also

CO"

B*X as in lv. 24, and
ch. vi. 8 3NP)
"CK
3^n
appears to be a secondary formation from 3iy, like 3MFI to
desire, from D3K, and therefore to be of a cognate root
with the Aram. oyj to despise, treat with indignity, and the
Arabic 'aib a stain (cf. on Lam. ii. 1). The fact that, as
Hengstenberg has observed, wickedness and the wicked are
described in a sevenfold manner is perhaps merely accidental.
Vers. 8
10. Since the Psalm is a morning hymn, the
futt. in ver. 8 state what he, on the contrary, may and will
do (lxvi. 13). By the greatness and fulness of divine favour
(lxix. 14) he has access (euroSov, for tf2 means, according
to its root, "to enter") to the sanctuary, and he will accordingly repair thither to-day. It is the tabernacle on Zion in
which was the ark of the covenant that is meant here. That
Davidic in other respects,
as in ix. 6,

cf.

viz.

xxi. 11.

HCnoi

(in

Amos,

—

On the rule, according to which here, as in ,Vj""? ver. 9 and the
a simple S/iebd mobile goes over into Chaleph pathach with Gqfa preceding it, vid. the observations on giving a faithful representation of the
*

like,

0. T. text according to the Masora in the Luther. Zeittchr. 1863. S. 411.
The Babylonian Ben-Naphtali (abont 910) prefers the simple Sheb& in
snch cases, as also in others; Ben-Asher of the school of Tiberias, whom
the Masora follows, and whom consequently our Masoretic text ought
*t>7.
to follow, prefers the Chaleph, vid. Psalter ii. 460

—
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must be assumed,
and pledge of Jahve's presence; and it is, moreover, attested by 1 Chron. xvi.
37 sq. It is also to be supposed that sacrifice was offered
daily before the tabernacle. For it is not to be inferred
from 1 Chron. xvi, 39 sqq. that sacrifice was only offered
regularly on the Bama (high place) in Gibeon before the
Mosaic tabernacle.* It is true sacrifice was offered in Gibeon,
where the old tabernacle and the old altars (or at least the
altar of burnt-offering) were, and also that after the removal
of the ark to Zion both David (1 Chron. xxi. 29 sq.) and
Solomon (1 Kings iii. 4, 2 Chron. i. 2 6) worshipped and
sacrificed in Gibeon. But it is self-evident sacrifices might
have been offered where the ark was, and that even with
greater right than in Gibeon; and since both David, upon
its arrival (2 Sam. vi. 17 sq.), and Solomon after his accession
(1 Kings iii. 15), offered sacrifices through the priests who
were placed there, it is probable,
and by a comparison
that there was a
of the Davidic Psalms not to be doubted,
daily liturgical service was celebrated there
since the ark of the covenant is the sign

—

—

—

daily service, in conjunction with sacrifices, before the ark

on Zion.
But, moreover, is it really the }nh on Zion which is
meant here in ver. 8 by the house of God? It is still maintained by renowned critics that the tabernacle pitched by
David over the sacred ark is never called Tl no or ^3>H or
71 p#0 or uftpO or Bhp. But why could it not have all these
names? We will not appeal to the fact that the house of
God at Shilo (1 Sam. i. 9, iii. 3) is called no and 71 ^OTI,
since it may be objected that it was really more of a temple
than a tabernacle, 4'* although in the same book, ch. ii. 22 it
is called "ijflo ^Tfc, and in connection with the other appellations the poetic colouring of the historical style of 1 Sam.
* Thus,

in particular, Stahelin,

Zur Krilik der Psalmen in the Deutseh.
Zur Einleitung in die Ptalmcn.

Morgenl. Zeittchr, vi (1852) S. 108 and

An academical programme,
** vid.

1859. 4to.

C. H. Graf, Commentalio de templo Silonensi

ad

illutlrandam

locum Jud. xviii. 30, 31. (1855, 4to.), in which he seeks to prove that the
sanctuary in Shilo was a temple to Jahve that lasted until the dissolution
of the

kingdom

of Israel.
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—

iii.

is to

V.

8— 1U

be taken into consideration. Moreover, we put

aside passages like Ex. xxiii. 19, xxxiv.

26, since it

may

be said that the fnture Temple was present to the mind of
the Lawgiver. But in Josh. vi. 24, 2 Sam. xii. 20, the sanctuary is called 71 D'3 without being conceived of as a temple.
Why then cannot the tabernacle, which David pitched for
the ark of the covenant when removed to Zion (2 Sam. vi.
17), be called 71 IV3? It is only when bnx and rv? are placed
in opposition to one another that the latter has the notion of
a dwelling built of more solid materials; but in itself beii
(bet) in Semitic is the generic term for housing of every kind
whether it be made of wool, felt, and hair-cloth, or of earth,
stone, and wood; consequently it is just as much a tent as
a house (in the stricter sense of the word), whether the latter
be a hut built of wood and clay or a palace.* If a dwellinghouse is frequently called ^DN, then a tent that any one dwells
in may the more naturally be called his tV3. And this we
find is actually the case with the dwellings of the patriarchs,

which, although they were not generally solid houses (Gen.

no (Gen. xxvii. 15). Moreover, by>n
(from by
bt2 to hold, capacem esse), although it signifies
a palace does not necessarily signify one of stone , for the
heavens are also called Jahve's byri ,e. g. xviii. 7, and not nexxxiii. 17), are called

—

cessarily one of gigantic proportions, for even the

holies of Solomon's Temple,

and

this

par

Holy of

excellence, is called

and once, 1 Kings vi. 3, rvan ^Jfl. Of the spaciousness
and general character of the Davidic tabernacle we know indeed nothing it certainly had its splendour, and was not so
much a substitute for the original tabernacle, which according
byTi,

:

* The Turkish

Ramus

says:

"ouo

is

signification 'of chane (Persic the same),

a house (Turk, em) in tit*
whether it be made of hair,

therefore a tent, or built of stone and tiles".

And

further on: "Beit

originally signified a place specially designed for persons to retire

at night [from yylj he has passed the night, if

it

to

does not perhaps

come from the W3, Arab,

j, which stands next to it in this passage,
vid. Job ii. 1 25] ; but later on the meaning was extended and the special
reference to the night time was lost." Even at the present day the Bedain
does not call his tent ahl, but always bit and in fact bit shdr ("l){to IV3),
the modern expression for the older bit tvabar (hair-house).
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to the testimony of the chronicler remained in Gibeon, as
a substitute for the Temple that was still to be built. But,

however insignificant it may have been, Jahve had His throne
and it was therefor) the fepn of a great king, just
as the wall-less place in the open field where God manifested Himself with His angels to the homeless Jacob was

there,

07y>X rv? (Gen.

xxviii. 17).

Into this tabernacle of God,

t.

e.

into its

front court,

will David enter (N13 with ace. as in lxvi. 13) this morning,

there will he prostrate himself in worship, itpooxovetv (ninPETl
reflexive of the Pilel Hints', Ges. § 75, rem. 18), towards

(iX as in

xxviii.

2,

1

Kings

viii.

29, 35, cf.

b xcix. 5, 9)

Jahve's \tNp ^'P, i. e. the "V3/7, the Holy of holies xxviii.
2, and that "in Thy fear", i. e. in reverence before Thee
(ffenit. objectivus).
The going into the Temple which David
purposes, leads his thoughts on to his way through life,
and the special 86t)oi?, which only begins here, moulds itself

accordingly: he prays for God's

gracious guidance as in

and frequently. The direction of God,
by which he wishes to be guided he calls n^'lS. Such is
the general expression for the determination of conduct by
an ethical rule. The rule, acting in accordance with which,
God is called par excellence pns, is the order of salvation
which opens up the way of mercy to sinners. When God
forgives those who walk in this way their sins, and stands
near to bless and protect them , He shews Himself not less
j-TS (just), than when He destroys those who despise Him,
in the heat of His rejected love. By this righteousness, which
accords with the counsel and order of mercy, David prays
to be led '"Hltf |J?dS, in order that the malicious desire of
those who lie in wait for him may not be fulfilled, but put
to shame, and that the honour of God may not be sullied
by him. "nltf is equivalent to TllBto (Aquila 4<po8e6»v, Jerome
insidiator) from the Pilel TT.IB' to fix one's eyes sharply upon,
especially of hostile observation. David further prays that
God will make his way
e. the way in which a man must
according
to
walk
God's will) even and straight before him,
the praying one, in order that he may walk therein without
going astray and unimpeded. The adj. "ik* signifies both
xxvii. 11, lxxxvi. 11,

(»'.
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the straightneas of a line and the evenness of a surface. The
fut.

of the Hiph. "Vt^n

ingly the

is -pis'" in

KeH substitutes

Prov.

iv. 25,

and accord-

for the imper. iKflD the correspond-

ing form "it^n, just as in Isa. xlv. 2 it removes the Hiphil
form -)B*'1N (cf. Gen. viii. 17 NS1D Keri NJPn), without any

grammatical, but certainly not without some traditional

ground.
'3 in ver. 10 is closely

count of

my

connected with r)yt& jynS : on ac-

way-layers, for the following are their charac-

separated by 1JTB3 (-»VB3 lxii. 5) from rUIZJ
governs; this was the more easily possible as
the usage of the language almost entirely lost sight of the
fact that jiN is the construct of j\K, Ges. § 152, 1. In his
mouth is nothing that should stand firm, keep its ground,
teristics,

pj* is

the word

it

remain the same (cf. Job xlii. 7 sq.). The singular suffix of
1ITB3 has a distributive meaning: in ore uniuscujusque eorun.

Hence the

sing, at

once passes over into the plur. : niin C3")p

their inward part, i. e. that towards which it goes forth and
in which it has its rise (vid. xlix. 12) is rwn corruption, from

nin which comes from frri

=

^Ijo to yawn, gape, x«" v8lv

»

hiare,

a yawning abyss and a gaping vacuum, and then, inasmuch
from the primary idea of an empty space, the ver-

as, starting

bal significations

lib ere ferri

(especially from

and more particularly animo ad or

below upwards)

in aliquid ferri

are deve-

obtains the pathological sense of strong desire,
passion, just as it does also the intellectual sense of a loose

loped,

way

it

of thinking proceding from a self-willed tendency (vid.
6). In Hebrew the prevalent mean-

Fleischer on Job xxxvii.

ing of the word is corruption, lvii. 2, which is a metaphor
for the abyss, barathrum, (so far, but only so far Schultens

on Prov.

x. 3 is right),

and proceeding from

this

meaning

it

denotes both that which is physically corruptible (Job. vi.
30) and, as in the present passage and frequently, that which
corruptible from an ethical point of view. The meaning
strong desire, in which njn looks as though it only differed
from njN in one letter, occurs only in lii. 9, Prov. x. 3, Mic.
vii. 3. The substance of their inward part is that which is
is

corruptible in every way, and their throat, as the organ of
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speech, as in cxv. 7, cxlix. 6, cf. lxix. 4, is (perhaps

a figure

connected with the primary meaning of nun) a grave, which
yawns like the jaws, which open and snatch and swallow

down whatever comes in their way. To this "they make smooth
tongue" is added as a circumstantial clause. Their
throat is thus formed and adapted, while they make smooth
their tongue (cf. Prov. ii. 16), in order to conceal their real
design beneath flattering language. From this meaning,
their

p^nn directly signifies to flatter in xxxvi. 3, Prov. xxix. 5.
The last two lines of the strophe are formed according to
the caesura schema. This schema is also continued in the
concluding strophe.

—

The verb CK'N or cCN unites in itself
meanings of becoming guilty (e. g.
of a feeling of guilt (Lev. v. 4 sq.), and of expia-

Vers. 11

13.

the three closely allied

Lev. v. 19),

xxxiv. 22 sq.) ; just as the verbal adj. DB'K also signiboth liable to punishment and expiating, and the substantive Qttfct both the guilt to be expiated and the expiation.
The Hiph. D'B'Nn signifies to cause any one to render the
tion (Ps.

fies

expiation

due to

an exception

God

his fault, to
is here, in

make him do penance. As

the midst of the Jehovic Psalms,

perhaps not altogether unintentionally as being
God the Judge. The jo of CfvrflSJJ'ap (with Gaja by the JO
and a transition of the counter- tone Metheg into G algal, as

called D'H'Sk,

in

Hos. xi. 6 into Meq/Ia,

vid. Psalter

ii.

526)

is

certainly

Hos. xi. 6, but here it is to be explained
with Olsh. and Hitz. according to Sir. xiv. 2, Judith xi. 6
(cf. Hos. x. 6) : may they fall from their own counsels, i. e.
founder in the execution of them. Therefore |0 in the sense
of "down from, away", a sense which the parallel lon"jn,
that of the cause in

them away

WFi from nrn xxxvi. 13), presupposes.
be understood according to John viii. 21,
24 *ye shall die Iv tal« ipapttaic ojuiv". The multitude of
their transgressions shall remain unforgiven and in this
thrust

The a of 3"i3

state

God

terrible
for

(cf.

is to

is to cast

prayer

is set

them
forth

into hades.

by

"-p

no

The ground of this
The tone of no

>3.

a well-known reason (cf. e. g., xxxvii. 40, lxiv. 11,
17) has retreated to the penult, rne, root "id, prop,
be or hold one's self stiff towards any one, compare

lxxii.

to
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rte, TUj> t to press

V. 11—13.

and stiffen against one another in wrestling,

,5vLo, («)Uj> to struggle against anything,

whether with out-

ward or mental and moral opposition: Their obstinacy is not
obstinacy against a man, but against God Himself; their sin is,
therefore, Satanic and on that account unpardonable. All the
prayers of this character are based upon the assumption expressed in

vii. 13,

that those against

whom

they are directed

do not wish for mercy. Accordingly their removal is prayed
for. Their removal will make the ecclesia pressa free and therefore joyous.

From

view the prayer in ver. 12

this point of

inspired by the prospect of the result of their removal.

is

The

do not express a wish, but a consequence. The division of
is, however, incorrect. The rise of the first half of
the verse closes with "-ja (the pausal form by Pazer), its fall is
!3£V cb)yb', then the rise begins anew in the second half, extending to 12 which ought likewise to be pointed "-J2, and '2i"IK
TjOB? is its fall. 1d'5j; 7]Dni (from r\DT\ Hiph. of ^Dxci. 4) is awkward in this sequence of thoughts. Hupfeld and Hitzig render

futt.

the verse

it:

"they shall rejoice for ever

whom Thou

defendest"; but

ought not only to be pointed 1J3"V, but the 1 must
also be removed, and yet there is nothing to characterise
lO'^y ~\Dr\ as being virtually a subject. On the other hand
it does not harmonise with the other consecutive futures.
It must therefore, like &&*>, be the optative: "And do Thou
defend them, then shall those who love Thy name rejoice in
then

it

And then upon this this joy of those who love the name
(i. e. God in His revelation of Himself in redemplxix. 37, cxix. 132, is based by nntns from a fact of

Thee".

of Jahve
tion)

is the sum of all His historical
used instead of orvi>g as a graver
form of expression, just like IDrv^JTI for CIT"n as an indignant one. The form w^JTl (Ges. § 63, 3) is chosen instead
of the is^JP found in xxv. 2, lxviii. 4, in order to assist the
rhythm. The /kM. are continuative. 13"lt2J?Fl, tinges eum, is not
a contracted Hiph. according to 1 Sam. xvii. 25, but Kal asin 1 Sam. xxiii. 26; here it is used like the Piel in viii. 6
with a double accusative. The n|S (from JiS^jLo tned. Waw,
iEthiop. ps to hedge round, guard) is a shield of a largest

universal experience which

self-attestations.

10^'

is
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pc 1 Kings z. 16 sq. (cf. 1 Sam.
where Goliath has his D3S borne by a shield-bearer).
PUS? "like a shield" is equivalent to: as with a shield (Ges.
§ 118, 3, rem.). The name of God, mn\ is correctly drawn
to the second member of the verse by the accentuation, in
order to balance it with the first; and for this reason the
first clause does not begin with mrp nrws here as it does
elsewhere (iv. 9, xii. 8). pjn delight, goodwill, is also a
synonym for the divine blessing in Deut. xxxiii. 23.
dimensions; larger than

xvii. 7,

PSALM

VI.

A CRT FOR MERCY UNDER JUDGMENT.
JAHYE, not in Thy wrath rebuke me,
And not in Thy hot displeasure chasten me
Be gracious unto me, for I am fading away;

2
3

Oh

heal me, Jahve, for

4 And

my

soul

And Thou,

is

me

for

bones are affrighted,

—

how long?

Jahve,

my

5 Return, Jahve, rescue

Save

my

affrighted exceedingly

Thy mercy's

soul,

sake.

6 For in death there is no remembrance of Thee,
In Sheol who can give Thee thanks?
7 I

am

my groaning,
my bed to swim
flood my couch.

exhausted with

Every night make

I

—

With my tears I
8 Sunken is mine eye with grief,
It is grown old because of all mine oppressors.
9 Depart from me all ye who deal wickedly 1
For Jahve hath heard my loud weeping,
10

Jahve hath heard
Jahve will accept

11 All

my

supplication:

my

prayer.

mine enemies

shall

be ashamed and affrighted

exceedingly,

They shall turn away ashamed suddenly.

The morning prayer, Ps. v., is followed by a "Psalm of
composed in the morning, looks

David*, which, even if not
VOL. I

9
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VL

hack upon a sleepless, tearful night. It consists of three
strophes. In the middle one, which is a third longer than
the other two, the poet, by means of a calmer outpouring
of his heart, struggles on from the cry of distress in the first
strophe to the believing confidence of the last. The hostility
of men seems to him as a punishment of divine wrath, and
consequently (but this is not so clearly expressed as in
Ps. xxxviii., which is its counterpart) as the result of his sin;
and this persecution, which to him has God's wrath behind

and sin as the sting of its bitterness, makes him sorrow*
ful and sick even unto death. Because the Psalm contains
no confession of sin, one might be inclined to think that the
church has wrongly reckoned it as the first of the seven
it

(probably selected with reference to the seven days of the
week) Psalmi pcenitentiales (vi. xxxii. xxxviii. li. cii. exxx.
cxliii.). A. H. Francke in his Introductio in Psalterium says,
it is rather Psalmus precatorius hominis gravissimi tentati a
pcenitente probe distinguendi. But this is a mistake. The man

who

is

tempted

is

distinguished from a penitent

that the feeling of wrath

is

man by

this,

with the one perfectly ground-

and with the other well-grounded. Job was one who
was tempted thus. Our psalmist, however, is a penitent, who
accordingly seeks that the punitive chastisement of God, as
the just God, may for him be changed into the loving chastisement of God, as the merciful One.

less

We

recognise here the language of penitently believing

prayer, which has been coined by David.

Compare

ver. 2

with xxxviii. 2; 3 with xli. 5; 5 with cix. 26; 6 with xxx. 10;
7 with lxix.4; 8 with xxxi. 10; 11 with xxxv. 4. 26. The
language of Heman's Psalm is perceptibly different, comp.
ver. 6 with lxxxvii. 11
13; 8 with lxxxviii. 10. And the
corresponding strains in Jeremiah (comp. ver. 2, xxxviii. 2
with Jer. x. 24; 3 and 5 with Jer. xvii. 14; 7 with Jer. xlv.
3) are echoes, which to us prove that the Psalm belongs to
an earlier age, not that it was composed by the prophet
(Hitzig). It is at once probable, from the almost anthological relationship in which Jeremiah stands to the earlier
literature, that in the present instance also he is the reproducer. And this idea is confirmed by the fact that in ch. x. 25,

—
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language resembling the Psalm before us, he continues
taken from Ps. lxxix. 6 sq. When Hitzig maintains
words
in
that David could no more have composed this disconcert*
edly despondent Psalm than Isaiah could the words in Isa.
xxi. 3, 4, we refer, in answer to him, to Isa. xxii. 4 and to
the many attestations that David did weep, 2 Sam. i. 12,
after

iii.

32, xii. 21, xv. 30, xix. 1.

The accompanying musical direction runs: To

the Preceninstruments,
accompaniment
upon
the Octave.
with
of stringed
the
Fathers
i»r£p
T7j;
and
associate
TheLXX. translates
67867);,
tor,

with it the thought of the octave of eternal happiness,
Ixsfvj),

as Gregory of Nyssa says,

But there

tjt£«

iotiv

6

4j

67867}

£<pe£ij«

ctlcov.

no doubt whatever that rv;n3B'n~fyj has reference to music. It is also found by Ps. xii., and besides in
is

Ghron. xv. 21. From this latter passage it is at least clear
is not the name of an instrument. An instrument
with eight strings could not have been called an octave instead of an octachord. In that passage they played upon
nablas rwbybv, and with citherns rTO'Ofc'rrijy. If DIO^ denotes maidens = maidens' voices t. e. soprano, then, as it
seems, rWEtfri is a designation of the bass, and rVJ'DBTr^y
equivalent to aW ottava bassa. The fact that Ps. xlvi., which
is accompanied by the direction mo^jr^j?, is a joyous song,
whereas Ps. vi. is a plaintive one and Ps. xii. not less gloomy
and sad, accords with this. These two were to be played in
the lower octave, that one in the higher.
1

that it

—

Vers. 2
4. There is a chastisement which proceeds
from God's love to the man as being pardoned and which
is designed to purify or to prove him, and a chastisement
which proceeds from God's wrath against the man as striving obstinately against, or as fallen away from, favour, and
which satisfies divine justice. Ps. xciv. 12, cxviii. 17, Prov.
iii. 11 sq. speak of this loving chastisement.
The man who
should decline it, would act against his own salvation. Accordingly David, like Jeremiah (ch. x. 24), does not pray for
the removal of the chastisement but of the chastisement in
wrath, or what is the same thing, of the judgment proceeds'
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ing from wrath [Zorngericht].

middle, between

i?N

and

2—4.

?)B«3

and ^nora stand in the

the verbs, for the sake of emphasis.

Hengatenberg indeed finds a different antithesis here. He
says: "The contrast is not that of chastisement in love with
chastisement in wrath, but that of loving rescue in contrast
with chastisement, which always proceeds from the principle
of wrath". If what is here meant is, that always when God
chastens a man his wrath is the true and proper motive, it
is an error, for the refutation of which one whole book of
the Bible, viz. the Book of Job, has been written. For there
the friends think that God is angry with Job; but we know
from the prologue that, so far from being angry with him,
he on the contrary glories in him. Here, in this Psalm, assuming David to be its author, and his adultery the occasion
of it, it is certainly quite otherwise. The chastisement under
which David is brought low, has God's wrath as its motive:
it is punitive chastisement and remains such, so long as David
remains fallen from favour. But if in sincere penitence he
again struggles through to favour, then the punitive becomes
a loving chastisement: God's relationship to him becomes
an essentially different relationship. The evil, which is the
result of his sin and as such indeed originates in the principle of wrath, becomes the means of discipline and purifying which love employs, and this it is that he here implores
for himself.

And

thus Dante Alighieri* correctly and beauti-

fully paraphrases the verse:

Signor, non mi riprender con furore,

E non
Ma

voler correggermi con ira,
con dolcezza e con perfetto amore.

In >ijp| David prays God to let him experience His lovingkindness and tender mercy in place of the punishment He
has a right to inflict ; for anguish of soul has already reduced
him to the extreme even of bodily sickness: he is withered
up and weary, bbvtt has Palhach, and consequently seems
to be the 3 pers. Pul. as in Joel
* Provided he

i.

10,

Nah.

i.

4; but this

tttte Salmi Ptnitmziali irasportaH
Dante Alighieri's Lyric poems, translated and
annotated by Kannegiesser and Witte (1842) I 203 sq., ii. 208 sq.
is

the author of /

alia volgar poesia, vid.
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cannot be according to the rules of grammar.
jective, like jjjn, lasts',

It is an adwith the passive pointing. The forma-

^on

(from ^dn Juci with the primary meaning to stretch
out lengthwise) is analogous to the IX. and XI. forms of
the Arabic verb which serve especially to express colours
and defects (Caspari § 59). The two words 'j« bbKH have
the double accent Mercha- Mahpach together, and according
to the exact mode of writing (vid. Baer in my Psalter ii. 492)
the Mahpach, (the sign resembling Mahpach or rather Jethib),
ought to stand between the two words, since it at the same
time represents the Makkeph. The principal tone of the
united pair, therefore, lies on ani; and accordingly the adj.
tion

^>CN
like)

is

shortened to hbcx

(cf.

CIOTH,

3BH, DO-]0, and the
not treated

"?]?

— a contraction which proves that

bhfiit is

(- b^DNO), for its characteristic a is unchangeThe prayer for healing is based upon the plea that

as part. Put.
able.
his

bones (Job

have no

We

13) are affrighted.
exactly corresponding to this ^£QJ

iv. 14, Isa. xxxviii.

German word

which (from the radical notion "to let go", cogn. r£|) expresses a condition of outward overthrow and inward con-

and is therefore the effect of fright which disconone and of excitement that deprives one of self-control.*
His soul is still more shaken than his body. The affliction
is therefore not a merely bodily ailment in which only a
timorous man loses heart. God's love is hidden from him.
God's wrath seems as though it would wear him completely
away. It is an affliction beyond all other afflictions. Hence
he enquires: And Thou,
Jahve, how long?
Instead ot
DDK it is written n«, which the Keri says is to be read HFIK,
sternation,
certs

I

(Num. xi. 15, Deut. v. 24, Ezek. xxviii.
admitted as masc.
Vers. 5
8. God has turned away from him, hence the
prayer rP1B>, viz. ^«. The tone of nast* is on the ult., because it is assumed to be read o'"IN
roitt'. The ultima accent
t
tuation is intended to secure its distinct pronunciation to
the final syllable of D21B', which is liable to be drowned and
while in three passages
14)

nN

is

—

*:

• We have translated Dr. Delitzsch's word ertchrecht literally—the
*exe& of the Authorized Version seems hardly equal to the meaning.
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5-8.

escape notice in connection with the coming together of the
two aspirates (vid. on iii. 8). May God turn to him again,
rescue

(^n fromv6n, which is

transitive inHehr.

and Aram.,

yaJLi to be pure, prop, to
which his affliction has taken
deep root, from this affliction, and extend to him salvation
on the ground of His mercy towards sinners. He founds
this cry for help upon his yearning to be able still longer
a happy employ, the possibility of which
to praise God,
would be cut off from him if he should die. "pt, as frequently
T3in, is used of remembering one with reverence and honour;
mlh (from rPl) has the dat. honoris after it. bwtf, ver. 6 bt
alrfi (Apoc. xx. 13), alternates with niD. Such is the name
of the underground abode of the dead, the gate of which is
the grave, the yawning abyss, into which everything mortal
descends (from ^>«B>
JL,, to be loose, relaxed, to hang
down, sink down: a sinking in, that which is sunken in*,
a depth). The writers of the Psalms all (which is no small
objection against Maccabean Psalms) know only of one
single gathering-place of the dead in the depth of the earth,
where they indeed live, but it is only a quasi life, because
they are secluded from the light of this world and, what is
the most lamentable, from the light of God's presence.
Hence the Christian can only join in the prayer of ver. 6 of
this Psalm and similar passages (xxx. 10, lxxxviii. 11
13,
cxv. 17, Isa. xxxviii. 18 sq.) so far as he transfers the notion
of hades to that of gehenna. ** In hell there is really no
remembrance and no praising of God. David's fear of death
as something in itself unhappy, is also, according to its
to free, expedire, exuere, Arab.

be loose, free) his soul, in

—

=

W

—

s
*

The form corresponds

to the Arabic form Jlii, which, though

originally a verbal abstract, has carried over the passive

the province of the concrete,

ma'lM
**

=

mdb&d

e. g.

kitab

=

maktib and

meaning

into

UM, WpN

»

(the feared, revered One).

An adumbration

of the Old Testament

of this relationship of Christianity to the religion
is

the relationship of Islam to the religion of the

Arab wandering tribes, which is called the "religion of Abraham" (Din
lbr&Mm), and knows no life after death; while Islam has taken from
the later Judaism and from Christianity the hope of a resurrection Mid
heavenly blessedness.
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ultimate ground, nothing but the fear of an unhappy death.
In these "pains of hell" he is wearied with (3 as in lxix. 4)
groaning, and bedews his couch every night with a river of
Just as the Hiph. nnfrn signifies to cause to swim

tears.

from

Pints' to swim, so the Hiph. riDDH signifies to dissolve,
cause to melt, from HOC (cogn. CQD) to melt. njTD"}, in
Arabic a nam. unit, a tear, is in Hebrew a flood of tears.
In ver. 8 WJ? does not signify my "appearance" (Num. xi.

7),

but, as becomes clear from xxxi. 10, lxxxviii. 10, Job xyii.

"my eye"; the eye reflects the whole state of a man's health.
The verb BWy appears to be a denominative from u/y. to be
moth-eaten.* The signification senescere for the verb pny is
more certain. The closing words '"pis-tea (cf. Num. x. 9
"Tjj&n ian the oppressing oppressor, from the root is yo to
7,

and especially to bind together, constringere,
coartare**), in which the writer indicates, partially at least,
the cause of his grief (DP?, in Job xviii. 7 B'JD), are as it
were the socket into which the following strophe is inserted.
Vers. 9
11. Even before his plaintive prayer is ended
the divine light and comfort come quickly into his heart, as
press, squeeze,

—

Frisch says in his "Neuklingende Rarfe Davids*. His enemies
mock him as one forsaken of God, but even in the face of
his enemies he becomes conscious that this is not his condition. Thrice in vers. 9, 10 his confidence that God will
answer him flashes forth: He hears his loud sobbing, the voice
of his weeping that rises towards heaven, He hears his supplication, and He graciously accepts his prayer. The twofold yets* expresses the fact and nj?J its consequence. That
which he seems to have to suffer, shall in reality be the lot
of his enemies, viz. the end of those who are rejected of God:
* Renchlin in his grammatical analysis of the seven Penitential
Psalms, which he published in 1512 after his LI. /// de RudimenUt
Hebraicit (1506), explains it thus: fltftfy Verminavit. Sic a vermibus
dictum qui turbant res claras puras et nitidat, and in the Rudim. p. 412:
Turbatut est a furore oculus meus, corrosus et obfuscatus, quasi vitro laternee obduclus.

** In Arabic T^ dir is tie wcrd for a step-mother as the oppiessvt
of the step-children ; and TjS» iirr, a concubine as the oppressor of hut"
riTal.
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VII.

they shall be put to shame. The

B>12,

Syr. zks, Chald. rina,

pri3, which we meet with here for the first time, is not connected with the Arab. >-•.$? but (since the Old Arabic as a
rule has i^asa mediating vowel between vf and z, n) with

£>L which
that

lie

turn up and scatter about things

signifies "to

together (either beside or upon each other)* eruere

et diruere, disturbare,

—a

root which also appears in the
8 -

reduplicated form v&ot to root up and disperse, whence co
sorrow and anxiety, according to which therefore \tft2 (= tfo
as £>\S

—

<£>*?)

prop, signifies disturbare, to be perplexed,
and denotes shame according to a

lose one's self-control,

somewhat

similar, but

differently applied conception to

confundi, oofxeioftai, ouYXuveo&au ^nsjl points back to vers.
2, 3:

the lot at which the malicious have rejoiced, shall come

upon themselves. As

is

implied in wfa\ ot'}, a higher power
filled with shame (ix. 4, xxxv. 4).

turns back the assailants

What an

impressive finish

we have here

in these three

Milelsjashubujebdshn raga, in relation to the tripping measure of the preceding words addressed to his enemies I And,
if

not intentional, yet how remarkable is the coincidence, that

shame follows the involuntary reverse of the foes, and that
1Bb> in its letters and sound is the reverse of O&M What
music there
stand it 11

is

in the Psalter I If composers could but under-

PSALM

VII.

APPEAL TO THE JUDGE OF THE WHOLE EARTH AGAINST
SLANDER AND REQUITING GOOD WITH EVIL.

JAHVE, my God, in Thee do I hide myself;
Save me from all my persecutors, and deliver met
8 Lest he tear my soul like a lion,
2

Bending

4 Jahve,

it in

my

pieces while there

God,

have done

if I

If iniquity cling to

my

is

none to

deliver.

this,

hands,

5 If I have rewarded evil to him that was at peace with
And plundered mine enemy without cause:
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€ Then let the enemy persecute my soul and take
And tread down my life to the earth,

And

my

lay

[itj,

dignity in the dust. (Seta.)

7 Arise, Jahve, in Thine anger,
Lift up Thyself against the rage of mine oppressors,
8

And awake for me, Thou hast indeed arranged justicel
And let the host of the nations stand round about Thee
And over it do Thou return again on highl

9 Jahve shall judge the peoples

Jahve, judge

me

according to

innocence in
10

Oh

—

my

righteousness and

my

met

let the wickedness of the wicked

come

to an end,

establish the righteous,

Thou
11

art

He who

trieth the hearts

and

reins,

a just God.

My

shield is borne by Elohim,
The Saviour of the upright in heart.

Elohim

a righteous Judge
threatening day by day.
13 If a man will not repent, He whetteth His sword,
He hath bent His bow and made it ready,
12

And

14

a

is

God

And against him He directeth the weapon of death,
His arrows He maketh burning arrows.

he travaileth with evil he conceiveth trouble
and bringeth forth falsehood.
16 He hath digged a pit and hollowed it out,
And falleth into the hollow that he is making.
17 His trouble cometh back upon his own head,
And his violent dealing cometh down upon his own pate.
15 Behold,

:

18 I will give thanks to Jahve according to His righteousness,

And

will sing praise to the

name of Jahve,

In the second part of Ps.

vi.

the Most High.

David meets

his enemies

which even
Hitzig ascribes to David, continues this theme and exhibits
to us, in a prominent example taken from the time of persecution under Saul, his purity of conscience and joyousness
xxvi. to see how
of faith. One need only read 1 Sam. xxiv.
this Psalm abounds in unmistakeable references to this porwith strong self-confidence in God.

Ps.

vii.,

—
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The superscribed statement of the events
composition point to this. Such statements are found exclusively only by the Davidic Psalms.*
The inscription runs: Shiggajon of David, which he sang to

tion of David's

life.

that gave rise to

its

Jahve on account of the sayings of Cush a Benjamite. "HIPr^H
is intentionally chosen instead of b% which has other functions in these superscriptions. Although *Dl and vpi can
mean a thing, business, affairs (Ex. xxii. 8, 1 Sam. x. 2, and
freq.)

and n3T^g

"in reference to" (Deut. iv. 21, Jer. vii. 22)

we must here keep to
"on account of the words
(speeches)". Cush (LXX. falsely Xooot
^b*q; Luther, likewise under misapprehension, "the Moor") must have been one
of the many servants of Saul, his kinsman, one of the talebearers like Doeg and the Ziphites, who shamefully slandered
David before Saul, and roused him against David. The
epithet WDna (as in 1 Sam. ix. 1, 21, cf. iynsj-rth< 2 Sam.
xx. 1) describes him as "a Benjamite" and does not assume
any knowledge of him, as would be the case if it were y , D>jari,
or rather (in accordance with biblical usage) own*)?. And
this accords with the actual fact, for there is no mention of
him elsewhere in Scripture history. The statement 'Ui naT^P
is hardly from David's hand, but written by some one else,
whether from tradition or from the O'D'D nan of David,
where this Psalm may have been interwoven with the history
of its occasion. Whereas there is nothing against our regarding Tl^ jvatf, or at least p'jtS', as a note appended by
or "on occasion of* (Jer. xiv.

1), still

the most natural signification

:

—

David himself.
Since ftjaf (after the form jV-jn a vision) belongs to the
same class as superscribed appellations like TlDTD and ^2UT2,
and the Tephilla of Habakkuk, ch. iii. 1 (vid. my Commentary),
has the addition n'tfJB'-^j;, jVJB' must be the name of a kind of
lyric composition, and in fact a kind described according to
the rhythm of its language or melody. Now since PUB* means
to go astray, wander, reel, and is cognate with yy& (whence
comes ]tyiuf madness, a word formed in the same manner)
* Viz.

vii. liz. lvi.

zzziv.

Iii. lrii.

of the persecution under Saul),
•olom),

li.

(David's adultery),

lz.

(the

(belonging to the tun*
the persecution under Ab-

czlii. liv.

iii. Ixiii

(to

Syro-Ammonitish wart.
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may mean in the language of prosody a reeling poem,
one composed in a most excited movement and with a
rapid change of the strongest emotions, therefore a dithyrlimbic poem, and ntfvtt dithyrambic rhythms, variously and
jpjtf
i".

e.

mixed together. Thus Ewald and Rodiger underand other old expositors
who translate it cantio erratica. What we therefore look for is
that this Psalm shall consist, as Ainsworth expresses it
(1627), "of sundry variable and wandering verses", that it shall
wander through the most diverse rhythms as in a state of
intoxication
an expectation which is in fact realized. The
musical accompaniment also had its part in the general effect
produced. Moreover, the contents of the Psalm corresponds
to this poetic musical style. It is the most solemn pathos of
violently

stand it, and thus even Tarnov, Geier ,

—

exalted self-consciousness

common with Hab.

iii. it

which

is

expressed in

it.

arises from zealous anger against the enemies of
from the contemplation of their speedy overthrow.

unrest,
trust,

And

in

gives expression to the joy which

defiant self-confidence,

prophetic certainty

—

God and
Painful

triumphant ecstacy, calm

all these states

of

mind

find

expression in the irregular arrangement of the strophes of
this

Davidic dithyramb, the ancient customary Psalm for
of Purim (Sofrim xviii. § 2).

the feast

Vers.

VVQn

2

—

3.

With

word of faith, love, and hope
holy captatio benevolentia, David

this

*|2(as in cxli. 8), this

xi. 1, xvi. 1, xxxi. 2, cf. lxxi. 1. The perf. is
Thee have I taken my refuge, equivalent to in
Thee do I trust. The transition from the multitude of his
persecutors to the sing, in ver. 3 is explained most naturally,

also

begins in

inchoative: in

:

looks at the inscription, thus: that of the many the
is just at the time the worst of all comes prominently before his mind. The verb Pfp from the primary signification carpere (which corresponds still more exactly to *pn)
means both to tear off and to tear in pieces (whence nsntt
that which is torn in pieces); and p~\B from its primary
signification frangere means both to break loose and to break
as one

one

who

in pieces, therefore to liberate,

e. g.

in cxxxvi. 24.

and to
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break in small pieces,

1

VII.

4-0.

Kings xix. 11. The persecutors are

conceived of as wild animals, as lions which rend their prey
and craunch its bones. Thus blood-thirsty are they for his
soul, i. e. his life. After the painful unrest of this first strophe,
the second begins the tone of defiant self-consciousness.
Vers. 4
6. According to the inscription ntfT points to

—

the substance of those slanderous sayings of the Benjamite.
'Q33 SjTB'j-ON one may compare David's words to Saul
H}3 pN 1 Sam. xxiv. 12, xxvi. 18; and from this comparison one will at once see in a small compass the difference
between poetical and prose expression. n^>ttf(Targ. 'D^tf ^jnfr)
is the name he gives (with reference to Saul) to him who stands
on a peaceful, friendly footing with him, cf. the adject. Dlbtf,
lv. 21, and
t^N, xli. 10. The verb boi, cogn. 103, signi-

With
Jljn

oW

cf. np'3 to
be or to make full, to gather into a heap). One says 31C3 ^pl
and VI ^?J» and also without a material object "6y bol or
^03 benefecit or malefecit tnihi. But we join ipboi with jn
according to the Targum and contrary to the accentuation,
and not with 1'cbie (Olsh., Bottch., Hitz.), although abil? beside
oWp, as e. g. "0*n beside *}3"]D might mean "requiting". The
poet would then have written: jn ^61 'RO^ON i. e. if I have
retaliated upon him that hath done evil to me. In ver. 5
we do not render it according the meaning of ybri which is
usual elsewhere: but rather I rescued .
(Louis de Dieu,
Ewald § 345, a, and Hupfeld). Why cannot yhn in accordance with its primary signification expedire, exuere (according to which even the signification of rescuing, taken exactly,
does not proceed from the idea of drawing out, but of making

fies

originally to finish, complete, (root C3, 03,

.

loose, exuere vinclis) signify here exuere

.

=

spoliare, as it

And how

extremely appropriate it is as
an allusion to the incident in the cave, when David did not
rescue Saul, but, without indeed designing to take ns^H,
exuvice, cut off the hem of his garment! As Hengstenberg
observes, "He affirms his innocence in the most general terms,
thereby shewing that his conduct towards Saul was not anything exceptional, but sprang from his whole disposition and

does in Aramaic ?

mode
iii.

6.

of action".

On

the

Oj^l belongs to

1 pers. fut. conv.

with ah,

vid.

'"pis, like xxv. 3, lxix. 5.
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the fut. Kal of f]"T\ is made
altogether without example,

way

since, by first making the Shebd audible, from rp*v it is become
t)TV (like prjsj Gen. xxi. 6, T^riFI Ps. lxxiii. 9, Ex. ix. 23,
njtt2B( xxxix. 13), and this is then sharpened by an euphonic

Dag. forte.* Other ways of explaining it, as that by Ghajug
*)Tirv, or by Kimchi as a mixed form from Kal and Piel,**
have been already refuted by Baer, Thorath Emeth, p. 33.
This dactylic jussive form of Kal is followed by the regular
jussives of ffiph. litn and |2B*. The rhythm is similar so that
in the primary passage Ex. xt. 9, which also finds its echo
in Ps. xviii. 38,
viz. iambic with anapsests inspersed. By
its parallelism with 'B'W and >T), nl32 acquires the signification "my soul", as Saadia, Gecatilia and Aben-Ezra have
rendered it
a signification which is secured to it by xvi. 9,
xxx. 13, lvii. 9, cviii. 2, Gen. xlix. 6. Man's soul is his doxa,
and this it is as being the copy of the divine doxa (Bibl.
Psychol. S. 98, [tr.p. 119], and frequently). Moreover, "let

=

—

—

him lay in the dust" is

at least quite as favourable to this sense

of H13D as to the sense of personal and
4,

iv. 3).

To

lay

down

official dignity (iii.

in the dust is equivalent to: to lay in

the dust of death, xxii. 16. is J? '£#, Isa. xxvi. 19, are the
dead. According to the biblical conception the soul is capable of being killed (Num. xxxv. 11), and mortal (Num.
xxiii. 10). It binds spirit and body together and this bond
is cut asunder by death. David will submit willingly to
death in case he has ever acted dishonourably.
Here the music is to strike up, in order to give intensity
to the expression of this courageous confession. In the next
strophe his affirmation of innocence rises to a challenging
appeal to the judgment-seat of God and a prophetic certainty
that that judgment is near at hand.
* The Dag. is of the same kind as the Dag. in ^hci among nouns;
Arabic popular dialect frratti (my horse), vid. Wetzstein's Inschriften
S. 366.
•• Pinsker's view, that the pointing *)TV is designed to leave the
reader at liberty to choose between the reading fj'TV and 'Hl'Vt cannot
be supported. There are no safe examples for the supposition that th»
variations of tradition found expression in this way.
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—

Vers. 7
9. In the consciousness of his own innocence
he calls upon Jahve to sit in judgment and to do justice to
His own. His vision widens and extends from the enemies
immediately around to the whole world in its hostility towards Jahve and His anointed one. In the very same way
special judgments and the judgment of the world are portrayed side by side, as it were on one canvas, in the prophets.
The truth of this combination lies in the fact of the final
judgment being only the finale of that judgment which is in
constant execution in the world itself. The language here
takes the highest and most majestic flight conceivable. By
DD-ip (Milra, as in iii. 8), which is one of David's words of
prayer that he has taken from the lips of Moses (ix. 20, x. 12),
he calls upon Jahve to interpose. The parallel is NiW~ lift
Thyself up, shew Thyself in Thy majesty, xciv. 2, Isa. xxxiii.
10. The anger, in which He is to arise, is the principle of His
judicial righteousness. With this His anger He is to gird Himself (lxxvi. 11) against the ragings of the oppressors of God's
anointed one, i. e. taking vengeance on their many and manifold manifestations of hostility. n1"i2j? is a shorter form of the
construct (instead of 0113JJ Job xl. 11, cf. xxi. 31) of !V}2$7
which describes the anger as running over, breaking forth
from within and passing over into words and deeds (cf. Arab.

JLi used of water :

it

overflows the dam, of wrath:

forth). It is contrary to the

it

breaks

usage of the language to

make

the object to rriy in opposition to the accents, and it
unnatural to regard it as the accus. of direction
BCBto^

EOStS'p

is

—

(xxxv. 23), as Hitzig does.
i^N:

awake

(stir thyself)

1

"•riN^f? ?,

lix.

5).

The accents rightly unite rniy

for

me

t.

e.

The view, that £VW

to help

is * nen

me

('}N like

precative

and

equivalent to nis: command judgment, is one that cannot be
established according to syntax either here, or in lxxi. 3. It
n*IX1 with Warn consec. On the
other hand the relative rendering: Thou who hast ordered
judgment (Maurer, Hengst.), is admissible, but unnecessary.

ought at least to have been

We take it by itself in a confirmatory sense, not as a circumstantial clause: having commanded judgment (Ewald),
but as a co-ordinate clause: Thju hast indeed enjoined the
maintaining of right (Hupfeld).
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psalmist now, so to spsak, arranges the judgment

scene: the assembly of the nations
about Jahve, in the midst of which

is

to form a circle

He

will sit in

round

judgment,

judgment He is to soar away (Gen. xvii. 22)
and return to the heights of heaven like a victor
after the battle (see lxviii. 19). Although it strikes one as
strange that the termination of the judgment itself is not
definitely expressed, yet the rendering of Hupfeld and others:
sit Thou again upon Thy heavenly judgment-seat to judge,
is to be rejected on account of the nails' (cf. on the other
hand xxi. 14) which is not suited to it; Dlia^ y\& can only

and

after the

aloft over it

mean

Jahve's return to His rest after the execution of judg-

vers. 7 and 8 in the boldness of faith debeginning
sire, the
of ver. 9 expresses as a prophetic hope,
from which proceeds the prayer, that the Judge of the earth
may also do justice to him (\jnDK| vindica me, as in xxvi.
1, xxxv. 24) according to his righteousness and the purity
of which he is conscious, as dwelling in him. ty is to be
closely connected with 'an, just as one says
ty vtfQi (Psychol.
S. 152 [tr. p. 180]). That which the individual as ego, distinguishes from itself as being in it, as subject, it denotes
by 'bj?. In explaining it elliptically: "come upon me" (Ew.,
Olsh., Hupf.) this psychologically intelligible usage of the
language is not recognised. On oh vid. on xxv. 21, xxvi. 1.
Vers. 10
11. In this strophe we hear the calm language of courageous trust, to which the rising and calmly
subsiding csesural schema is particularly adapted. He is now
concerned about the cessation of evil: Oh let it come to an
end ("idJ intransitive as in xii. 2, lxxvii. 9).
His prayer is
therefore not directed against the individuals as such but
against the wickedness that is in them. This Psalm is the
key to all Psalms which contain prayers against one's enemies. Just in the same manner jJprw is intended to express
a wish; it is one of the comparatively rare voluntatives of
the 2pers. (Ew. § 229): and mayst Thou be pleased to establish. ... To the termination of evil which is desired corresponds, in a positive form of expression, the desired security and establishment of the righteous, whom it had injured
and whose continuance was endangered by it. jrpi is the

ment.

That which

—

.

.
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12

14.

beginning of a circumstantial clause, introduced by 1, bat
without the personal pronoun, which is not unfrequently
omitted both in the leading participial clause, as in Isa. xxix.
8 (which see), and in the minor participial clause as here
(cf. lv. 20): cum sis — • quoniatn es. The reins are the seat of the
emotions, just as the heart is the seat of the thoughts and
feelings. Reins and heart lie naked before God
a descripxapSiopK&ori)?,
the
repeated
in
Jer. xi.
tion of
only
which is
ii.
23.
In the thesis the adjective is used
20, xx. 12, Apoc.
with
in the sing, as in lxxviii. 56, cf. lviii. 12. God

—

D^K

is

the righteous God, and

He

by

his

knowledge of the inmost

always shewing Himself both
righteous in anger and righteous in mercy according to the
requirements and necessity of the case. Therefore David can
courageously add Q>n'bN~^J? '33D, my shield doth God carry
b (lxxxix. 19) would signify: He has it, it (my shield) belongs
to Him, b]} (1 Ghron. xviii. 7) signifies: He bears it, or it
one takes shield in the sense of protection: He has taken
my protection upon Himself, has undertaken it (as in lxii.
8, cf. Judges xix. 20), as He is in general the Saviour of all
who are devoted to Him with an upright heart, t. e. a heart
sincere, guileless (cf. xxxii. with ver. 2). o«is is intentionally repeated at the end of the first two lines
the favourite
palindrome, found more especially in Isa. xl.
lxvi. And to
the mixed character of this Psalm belongs the fact of its
being both Elohimic and Jehovic. From the calm language
of heartfelt trust in God the next strophe passes over into
the language of earnest warning, which is again more excited
part

is

fully capable of

—
—

and somewhat

—

after the style of didactic poetry.

God will

in the end let His wrath break
without having previously given
threatenings thereof every day, viz. to the ungodly, cf. Isa.
lxvi. 14, Mai. i. 4. He makes these feel His Ojn beforehand
in order to strike a wholesome terror into them. The subject of the conditional clause 3iB^ N^~CN is any ungodlyperson whatever; and the subject of the principal clause, as its

Vers. 12

forth,

He

14. If

will not

do

it

continuation in ver. 14 shews,

is

God. If a

man

(any one)

does not repent, then Jahve will whet His sword (cf. Deut.
xxxii. 41). This sense of the words accords with the connec-
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tion ; whereas with the rendering : "forsooth He (Elohim) will
again whet His sword" (Bottch., Ew., Hupf.) aitfy which would

moreover stand close by Weh\ (cf. e. g. Gen. xxx. 31), is meaningless; and the t6-CK of asseveration is devoid of purpose.

Judgment

being gradually prepared, as the

is

fut. implies;

but, as the perff. imply, it is also on the other hand like a
bow that is already strung against the sinner with the arrow

pointed towards him, so that it can be executed at any moment. |Jl3 of the making ready, and psn of the aiming, are

used

alternately.

way

of emphasis as in Gen. xlix. 10,

1^>,

referring to the sinner, stands first
1

Sam.

ii.

and

3,

by
is

"Burning" arrows are firearrows (0, j?T, nip,T, malleoli); and God's fire-arrows are the
lightnings sent forth by Him, xviii. 15, Zech. ix. 14. The
fut. byjB[ denotes the simultaneous charging of the arrows
aimed at the sinner, with the fire of His wrath. The case
equivalent to vbx, Ezek.

iv. 3.

by Cush is generalised: by the sword and arrow
the manifold energy of the divine anger is symbolised, and
it is only the divine forbearance that prevents it from immediately breaking forth. The conception is not coarsely
illustrated

material, but the vividness of the idea of itself suggests the

form of

embodiment.

its

—

This closing strophe foretells to the enemy
by the judge, what awaits him; and
concludes with a prospect of thanksgiving and praise. Man
brings forth what he has conceived, he reaps what he has
Vers. 15

of God,

18.

as if dictated

sown. Startingfrom this primary passage, we

ment which

("P^ID,

and first of all in Job xv. 35.
ment of sin appear in general as
David sees in the

struction. It

is

viii.

notions that run into one

sin of his

singular, that travail

then only afterwards pregnancy.
Cant.

enemies their self-despoken of, and

is first

For ^sn

signifies, as in

The Arab.
not to conceive in distinction
is both: to be and to become

to conceive (Hitz.).

5, &8ivsiv, not:

habila (synonym of hamala)

from being pregnant, but

under

^2n, Sn), JHT and ")Sj3,
The act, guilt, and punish-

these figures of TVS) and lh\

another.

find the punish-

sin brings with it frequently represented

is

it

pregnant. The accentuation indicates the correct relationship of the three members of the sentence. First of all comes
VOL.

I.

10
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e.
the general statement: Behold he shall travail with,
bring forth with writhing as in the pains of labour, fix, evil,
as the result which proceeds from his wickedness. Then, by
this thought being divided into its two factors (Hupf.) it goes
i*.

on to say: that is, he shall conceive (concipere) ^cjj, and
bear ~\0. The former signifies trouble, molestia, just as
icovTjpia signifies that which makes ic6vov; the latter falsehood,

inasmuch as the burden
prepared for others, returns as a heavy and oppressive
burden upon the sinner himself, as is said in ver. 17; cf. Isa.
lix. 4, where jiN instead of "ij3B> denotes the accursed wages
of sin which consist in the unmasking of its nothingness,
and in the undeceiving of its self-delusion. He diggeth a
pit for himself, is another turn of the same thought, lvii, 7,
Eccl. x. 8. Ver. 16 a mentions the digging, and 16 b the subsequent falling into the pit; the aorist h&) is, for instance,
viz. self-deception, delusion, vanity,

like ver. 13b,

xvi. 9, xxix. 10.

The

attributive ^?EP is vir-

by Ges. § 123,
a as present in the midst of the execution of the work
of destruction prepared for others it becomes his own. The
trouble, bcj?, prepared for others returns upon his own head
CttW"l2, clinging to it, just as )Uhtrby signifies descending
and resting upon it), and the violence, DCH, done to others,
being turned back by the Judge who dwells above (Mic. i.
12), descends upon his own pate (1"lP"]j3 with 6 by q, as e. g. in
Gen. ii. 23). Thus is the righteousness of God revealed in
wrath upon the oppressor and in mercy upon him who is
innocently oppressed. Then will the rescued one, then will
David, give thanks unto Jahve, as is due to Him after the
revelation of His righteousness, and will sing of the name of
Jahve the Most High (|V^> as an appended name of God is
always used without the art., e. g., lvii. 3). In the revelation
of Himself He has made Himself a name. He has, however,
revealed Himself as the almighty Judge and Deliverer, as
the God of salvation, who rules over everything that takes
place here below. It is this name, which He has made by
His acts, that David will then echo back to Him in his song
of thanksgiving.
tually a genitive to nre', and

3,

is

rightly taken

:
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VIII.

THE PRAISE OF THE CREATOR'S GLORY SUNG BY THE STARRY
HEAVENS TO PUNY MAN.
2

JAHVE, oar

How
Who

Lord,

Thy name

excellent is

in all the earth,

hast covered the heavens with Thy glory!

3 Out of the mouth of children and sucklings hast Thou
founded a power,
Because of Thine adversaries,
To still the enemy and the revengeful.
4
5

6

7

When

I see Thy heavens, the work of Thy fingers,
The moon and the stars which Thou hast ordained:
What is mortal man, that Thou art mindful of him,

And the son of man that Thou carest for himl
And hast made him a little less than divine,
And crowned him with glory and honour.
Thou madest him to have dominion over
Thy hands,
Thou hast put all things under his feet

8 Sheep and oxen

And
9

the works of

all together,

also the heasts of the field,

The fowls of heaven and the fishes of the sea,
Whatsoever passeth through the paths of the sea.

10 Jahve, our Lord,

How

excellent is

Thy name

in all the earth!

Ps. vii. closed with a similar prospect of bis enemies
being undeceived by the execution of the divine judgments

The former is the pendant or companion to the
and enters into detail, illustrating it by examples.
Now if at the same time we call to mind the fact, that Ps. vi.,
if it be not a morning hymn, at any rate looks back upon
to Ps. vi.

latter,

sleepless nights of weeping, then the idea of the arrangement

becomes at once clear, when we find a hymn of the night
following Ps. vi. with its pendant, Ps. vii. David composes
even at night; Jahve's song, as a Korahite psalmist says of
himself in

xlii. 9,

was

his

companionship even in the loneli10'
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VIII.

ness of the night. The omission of any reference to the sun
in ver. 4 shews that Ps. viii. is a hymn of this kind composed in the night, or at least one in which the writer transfers himself in

thought to the night season. The poet has

the starry heavens before him, he begins with the glorious
revelation of Jahve's power on earth and in the heavens, and

then pauses at man, comparatively puny man, to whom Jahve
condescends in love and whom He has made lord over His
creation. This Psalm, like Ps. civ. and others, is a lyric
echo of the Mosaic account of the creation. Ewald calls it

a

flash of lightning cast into the darkness of the creation.

Even Hitzig acknowledges David's authorship here;
whereas Hupfeld is silent, and Olshausen says that nothing
can be said about it. The idea, that David composed it
when a shepherd boy on the plains of Judah, is rightly
rejected again by Hitzig after he has been at the pains to
support it. (This thought is pleasingly worked out by
Nachtigal, Psalmen gesungen vor David's Thronbesteigung,
1797, after the opinion of E. G. von Bengel, cum magna vert
specie.) For, just as the Gospels do not contain any discourses
of our Lord belonging to the time prior to His baptism,
and just as the New Testament canon does not contain any
writings of the Apostles from the time prior to Pentecost, so
the Old Testament canon contains no Psalms of David belonging to the time prior to his anointing. It is only from that
time, when he is the anointed one of the God of Jacob, that he
becomes the sweet singer of Israel, on whose tongue is the

word

of Jahve, 2

The

Sam.

xxiii. 1 sq.

To the Precentor, on the Gitlith, a
translates it super cithara,
Psalm of David.
According
to which it is a Phiquam David de Gath attulit.
(according
listine cithern, just as there was
to Athenseus
and Pollux) a peculiar Phoenician and Garian flute played at
the festivals of Adonis, called TfiTCP a? » an d also an Egyptian
flute and a Doric lyre. All the Psalms bearing the inscription CVFllrr^jJ (viii. lxxxi. lxxxiv.) are of a laudatory character. The gittith was, therefore, an instrument giving forth
a joyous sound, or (what better accords with its occurring
exclusively in the inscriptions of the Psalms), a joyous meinscription runs

:

The Targum
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march of the

M9

2—3.

Gittite guard, 2

Sam. xv. 18

(Hitzig).

Kurtz makes this Psalm into four tetrastichic strophes,
ver. 2 a b and ver. 10 by themselves as the opening
taking
by
and close of the hymn, and putting ver. 2 c (Thou whose
to the first strophe. But *it2/K is not rightly
. . .)
adapted to begin a strophe; the poet, we think, would in this
run ~&K nrw.
case have written

majesty

mn

—

3. Here, for the first time, the subject speaking
Vers. 2
is
not one individual, but a number of persons;
Psalm
the
in
they be but the church of Jahve, which
should
who
and

(as in

Neh.

from Ciix
also at the
is

called to

God

x. 30)

can

call

Jahve

its

Lord

(laOTt*, like 'J'nx,

§ 108, 2); but knowing
same time that what it has become by grace it
be for the good of the whole earth ? The OB/ of
plur. excellentiie , Ges.

the impress (cognate Arabic tvasm, a sign, Greek
of His nature, which we see in His works of creation

is

oij|*a)

and His acts of salvation, a nature which can only be known
from this visible and comprehensible representation (nomen

= gnotnen).*

This name of God is certainly not yet so known
everywhere,
as the church to which it has been
and praised
made known by a positive revelation can know and praise
it; but, nevertheless, it, viz. the divine name uttered in
creation and its works, by which God has made Himself
known and capable of being recognised and named, is T~N

amplum et gloriosum, everywhere through out the earth, even
were entirely without any echo. The clause with ")B/K
must not be rendered: Who , do Thou be pleased to put Thy glory

if it

upon the heavens (Gesenius even: quam tuam magnificentiam
pone in ccelis), for such a use of the imperat. after *ib>n is unheard of; and, moreover, although it is true a thought admissible in its connection with the redemptive history (lvii. 6, 12)
thus obtained,

it is here, however, one that runs counter
fundamental tone, and to the circumstances, of the
Psalm. For the primary thought of the Psalm is this, that

is

to the

*

cf.

Oehler's art.

Same

in Hcrzog's Rcal-Encyhlopiidie.
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the God, whoso glory the heavens reflect, has also glorified
Himself in the earth and in man; and the situation of the

poet

is this,

that he has the

how then could he wish
whose glory

is

moon and

shining into his eyesl It

cable to take n;n as a contraction of
xxii. 41,

—

stars before his eyes:

that heaven to be

PirXtf,

as

Ammonius and

is

made

glorious

just as impracti-

i"IJn:,

like nPFl 2

and

others,

Sam.

last of all

Bohl, have done, or with Thenius (Stud. u. Krit. 1860 S.712 f.)
to read it so at once. For even if the thought : "which (the
earth) gives (announces)
is

Thy

glory

all

not contrary to the connection, and

over the heavens"
if

ijj

jro, lxviii. 34,

can be compared with this ]fO
"lln, still the phrase by "lln jriJ means nothing but to lay
majesty on any one, to clothe him with it, Num. xxvii. 20,

and 1133

jPJ, Jer. xiii. 16,

Chron. xxix. 25, Dan. xi. 21, cf. Ps. xxi. 6; and this is
thought one looks for, viz., that the name of the
God, who has put His glory upon the heavens (cxlviii. 13)
is also glorious here below. We must, therefore, take rUP,
although it is always the form of the imper. elsewhere, as
1

just, the

infin.,

just as riT) occurs once in Gen. xlvi. 3 as

the Arab, rida a giving to drink,

forms to which

n~^>

and the

It

like in

infin. (like

da a bringing forth

Hebrew certainly more
Thy
just like THIN H]n the

exactly correspond).

Tp^n "JH signifies the setting of

glory (prop. t4 tiOevai

tt)»-

86$av oou)

—

the knowledge of Jahve, and Obad. ver.

5, ?||p 0>fc>,

probably

the setting of thy nest, Ges. § 133. 1. It may be interpreted:
Thou whose laying of Thy glory is upon the heavens, e.
i*.

Thou who hast chosen this as the place on which Thou hast
laid Thy glory (Hengst.). In accordance with this Jerome
translates it qui posuisti gloriam tuam super ccelos. Thus
also the Syriac version with the Targum: tTjabt (nariH)
shttbhoch 'al sh'majo, and Symmachus 8« Ixafoc tiv Sitatviv
oou uuepava) twv oupavdiv. This use of the nomen verbale and
:

:

the genitival relation of
as one notion,

is

still

"itt'N

to

?|"]in !"0A,

remarkable.

which

is

taken

Hitzig considers that

no reasonable man would think and write thus ; but thereby
at the same time utterly condemns his own conjecture )n
spinn (whose extending of glory over the heavens). This,
moreover, goes beyond the limits of the language, which is
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name of an animal. All diffione might, with Hupfeld, read pitTD.
But run has not the slightest appearance of being a corruption of nnrtf. It might be more readily supposed that
ron is an erroneous pointing for POP. (to stretch or extend,
cf. Hos. viii. 10 to stretch forth, distribute): Thou whose
glory stretches over the heavens,
an interpretation which
is more probable than that it is, with Paulus and Kurtz,
to be read r)3P Thou whose glory is praised (pass, of the
n:Pi in Judges v. 11, xi. 40, which belongs to the dialect of
Northern Palestine), instead of which one would more readily expect D3n\ The verbal notion, which is tacitly implied
in cxiii.4, cxlviii. 13, would then be expressed here. But perhaps the author wrote "pin TUF) instead of "pin PPJ, because
he wishes to describe the setting out of the heavens with
divine splendour* as being constantly repeated and not as
done once for all.
only acquainted with jp as the

culty

would vanish

if

—

:

There now

follows, in ver. 3, the confirmation of ver.

2 a: also all over the earth, despite its distance from the

heavens above, Jahve's name is glorious; for even children,
yea even sucklings glorify him there, and in fact not mutely
and passively by their mere existence, but with their mouth.
bb\y (—. bbtyti) or bhty is a child that is more mature and capable of spontaneous action, from bbty (Poel otbby ludere),**
according to 1 Sam. xxii. 19, xv. 3, distinct from pjp, i. e.
since the Hebrew
a suckling, not, however, infans, but,

—

* In the first Sidonian inscription "VI N occurs as a by-name of the
heavens (D"VIN DDtf).
%
•* According to this derivation Vl'V (cf. Beduin 71WV, altil a young
ox) is related to bv^F', whereas ?W as a synonym of piV signifies one
who is supported, sustained. For the radical signification of ?W according to the Arabic JLc /"«'• o. is "to weigh heavy, to be heavy, to lie
upon-.to have anythingincumbentupon one'sself, to carry, support, preserve",
whence *qffil the maintained child of the house, and qjjila (Damascene
'ela) he who is dependent upon one for support and the family depend'

ing

JLc

upon the
fut.

i.

paterfamilias for sustenance.

Neither

JLc

fut.

o.,

woman who still suckles,
Moreover, the demon Ghul does

usually applied to a pregnant

nor
has
not

the direct signification to suckle.
receive its name from swallowing up or sucking ont (Ges.), but from

destroying

(JLc

fin. ".)
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women were accustomed
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VIII.

4-6.

to suckle their children for a long

which

is able to lisp and speak (vid.
Out of the mouth of beings such as these
Jahve has founded for Himself ft. The LXX. translates it
the utterance of praise, alvov; and \y certainly sometimes has
the meaning of power ascribed to God in praise, and so a laudatory acknowledgment of His might; but this is only when

period,

2 Mace.

little child

vii. 27).

connected with verbs of giving, xxix. 1, lxviii. 35, xcvi. 7.
In itself, when standing alone, it cannot mean this. It is in
this passage might, or victorious power, which God creates
for Himself out of the mouths of children that confess Him.
This offensive and defensive power, as Luther has observed
on this passage, is conceived of as a strong building, iy as
:

a fortress, refuge, bulwark, fortification, for the foundation of which He has taken the mouth,
i. e. the stammering of children; and this He has done because
of His enemies, to restrain (EVSB'n to cause any one to sit
or lie down, rest, to put him to silence, e. g. Isa. xvi. 10,
Ezek. vii. 24) such as are enraged against Him and His, and
are inspired with a thirst for vengeance which expresses
itself in curses (the same combination is found in xliv. 17).
Those meant, are the fierce and calumniating opponents of
revelation. Jahve has placed the mouth of children in opposition to these, as a strong defensive controversive power.
He has chosen that which is foolish and weak in the eyes
of the world to put to shame the wise and that which is
strong (1 Cor. i. 27). It is by obscure and naturally feeble
instruments that He makes His name glorious here below,
and overcomes whatsoever is opposed to this glorifying.
Vers. 4
6. Stier wrongly translates : For I shall behold.
The principal thought towards which the rest tends is ver. 5
(parallel are vers. 2 a, 3), and consequently ver. 4 is the protasis
(par., ver. 2b), and o accordingly is
quum, quando, in the
sense of quoties. As often as he gazes at the heavens which
bear upon themselves the name of God in characters of light
(wherefore he says spOBf), * ne heavens with their boundless
spaces (an idea which lies in the plur. Ducts') extending
beyond the reach of mortal eye, the moon (rnj, dialectic
mi, perhaps, as Maurer derives it, from n"V
py subflavum
flJJD

(Jer. xvi. 19)

i.

e.

—

—

=
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and beyond this the innumerable stars which are lost
space (Q>2213= Q 33?3 prop, round, ball-shaped,

infinite

,

spherical bodies) to which Jahve appointed their fixed place
the vault of heaven which He has formed with all the

on

wisdom (pis to place and set up, in the
sense of existence and duration) so often does the thought
"what is mortal man ....?" increase in power and intensity.

skill of His creative

:

natural thought would be : frail, puny man is as
nothing before all this; but this thought is passed over
in order to celebrate, with grateful emotion and astonished
adoration, the divine love which appears in all the more
glorious light,
a love which condescends to poor man,
the dust of earth. Even if B'lJN does not come from u/M
to be fragile, nevertheless, according to the usage of the
language, it describes man from the side of his impotence,
frailty, and mortality (yid. ciii. 15, Isa. li. 12, and on Gen.
iv. 26). D"1N"]3, also, is not without a similar collateral

The most

—

reference.

With retrospective reference to

C'j33*l

O^ty, D"18T)3

man, who is not,
like the stars, God's directly creative work, but comes into
being through human agency, born of woman. From both
is

equivalent to

designations

man

it

i"l2JN~"i1^

in

follows that

Job

it is

xiv.

1

:

the existing generation of

spoken of. Man, as we see him in ourselves and
others, this weak and dependent being is, nevertheless, not
forgotten by God, God remembers him and looks about
after him (npB of observing attentively, especially visitation,
and with the accus. it is generally used of lovingly provident
visitation, e. g. Jer. xv. 15). He does not leave him to himself, but enters into personal intercourse with him, he is
the special and favoured object whither His eye turns (cf.
cxliv. 3, and the parody of the tempted one in Job vii.
17 sq.)
It is not until ver. 6 that the writer glances back at creation. W1QHP)1 (differing from the fut. consec. Job vii. 18)
describes that which happened formerly. jp ~iDn signifies
to cause to be short of, wanting in something, to deprive
any one of something (cf. Eccl. iv. 8). jo is here neither
comparative (paullo inferiorem eum fecisti Deo), nor negative
(paullum derogasti ei, ne esset Deus), but partitive (paullum
that

is
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derogasti ei divince natura); and, without O'm'tn being

—

on that

account an abstract plural, paullum Deoruth,
Dei (vid.
Genesis S. 66 sq.), is equivalent to paullum numinis Deorum.
According to Gen. i. 27 man is created Q'H'tn obxz, he is a
being in the image of God, and, therefore, nearly a divine

But when God says

being.
after

our likeness",

angels.

n nap'

He

:

"let

us

make man

in

our image

there connects Himself with the

The translation of the LXX.
with which the

^Xorceoaa; autiv ppa/u

Targum and

the prevailing
Jewish interpretations also harmonize, is, therefore, not
unwarranted. Because in the biblical mode of conception
the angels are so closely connected with God as the nearest
if feXooi,

creaturely effulgence of His nature,

it is

really possible that in

a'rfrxo David may have thought of God including the angels.
Since man is in the image of God, he is at the same time
in the likeness of an angel, and since he is only a little less
than divine, he is also only a little less than angelic. The
position, somewhat exalted above the angels, which he occupies by being the bond between all created things, in so
far as mind and matter are united in him, is here left
out of consideration. The writer has only this one thing in
his mind, that man is inferior to God, who is nil, and to
the angels who are ffirTl") (Isa. xxxi. 3, Heb. i. 14) in this
respect, that he is a material being, and on this very account a finite and mortal being; as Theodoret well and
&"flik<i>v jjXdrccDtat. This is the
wanting to him to make him a
divine being is concentrated. But it is nothing more than
i2)j». The assertion in ver. 6 a refers to the fact of the nature of man being in the image of God, and especially to
the spirit breathed into him from God; ver. 66, to his godlike position as ruler in accordance with this his participation in the divine nature honore ac decore coronasti turn.
"133 is the manifestation of glory described from the side

briefly observes
BJ/D in

:

T<j>

8vT)t<p

which whatever

twv

is

:

of its weightiness

and

fulness;

side of its far resounding

HD

(cf. *in, "IT-H)

announcement of

from the
on

itself (vid.

Job xxxix. 20); TVI from the side of its brilliancy, majesty,
and beauty, inni tin, xcvi. 6, or also 71 "lin TD3 Tin, cxlv.
5, is the appellation of the divine doxa, with the image of
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adorned as with a regal crown. The preceding
stamps irnSjJn and in!?'Bfcn as historical

consec. also

retrospects.

man: he

is

creatures.

The next strophe unfolds the regal glory of
the lord of all things, the lord of all earthly

—

Man is a king, and not a king without
world around, with the works of creative wisdom which fill it, is his kingdom. The words "put under
his feet" sound like a paraphrase of the HIT in Gen. i. 26,
28. hi is unlimited, as in Job xiii. 1, zlii. 2, Isa. xliv. 24.
But the expansion of the expression in vers. 8, 9 extends
only to the earth, and is limited even there to the different
classes of creatures in the regions of land, air, and water.
The poet is enthusiastic in his surrey of this province of
man's dominion. And his lofty poetic language corresponds to
this enthusiasm. The enumeration begins with the domestic
animals and passes on from these to the wild beasts
together the creatures that dwell on terra ftrma. ro'S (njs
Vers. 7

9.

territory; the

—

i^i (L-a), as also ^L*
{g
proliferum esse is, in poetry, equivalent to jtfx, which
is otherwise the usual name for small cattle.
Q'E^x (in
Aramaic, as the name of the letter shews, a prose word) is
in Hebrew poetically equivalent to 1j32; the oxen which

Num.

xxxii. 24) from rOS (NJS)

fut. o.,

accommodate themselves to the service of man,
husbandman, are so called from r£« to
yield to. Wild animals, which in prose are called flan JVH,
(DTfen) here bear the poetical name ^jy fllon?, as in Joel ii.
22, cf. i. 20, 1 Sam. xvii. 44. hip (in pause Hit') is the primitive
form of i*nfr, which is not declined, and has thereby obtained
willingly

especially of the

a collective signification.

From

the land animals the descrip-

passes on to the fowls of the air and the fishes of the
water. -)1SS is the softer word, instead of rpy; and o?0# is
tion

used without the art. according to poetical usage, whereas
DJH without the art. would have sounded too scanty and
not sufficiently measured. In connection with 0'a> the ar-

may

be again omitted, just as with wp\tf. "12J7 is a colIf the following were intended : he (or
since he), viz. van, passes through the paths of the sea
ticle

lective participle.
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(Bottcher, Cassel, and even Aben-Ezra and Kimchi),

then

would not have been expressed in such a monostich, and
in a form so liable to lead one astray. The words may be
it

a comprehensive designation of that portion of the animal
is found in the sea; and this also intended

kingdom which

to include all from the smallest

worm

to the gigantic levia-

than: 6int6oa irovtoiripoo? itapeirtoTei|3oooi xeXsuOoo? (Apollin*
aris). If man thus rules over every living thing that is round

about him from the nearest to the most remote, even that
which is apparently the most untameable : then it is clear
that every lifeless created- thing in his vicinity must serve
him as its king. The poet i^gards man in the light of the
purpose for which he was created.
Ver. 10. He has now demonstrated what he expressed
in ver. 2, that the name of JabvXfi whose glory is reflected

by the heavens,

is

also glorious ion earth.

Thus,

then, he

can as a conclusion repeat the thought with which he began,
in a wider and more comprehensive^ meaning, and weave
his Psalm together, as it were, into a\wreath.
Psalm, of which one\rould have least
frequently quoted in theNNew Testament
and applied to the Messiah. Indeed Jesus' designation of
Himself by 6 oio? too &v9p<oitou, however far it may refer
back to the Old Testament Scriptures, leans no\ less upon
this Psalm than upon Dan. vii. 13. The use the writ er °^
It is just this

expected

it,

that

is

'

—

the Epistle to the Hebrews (ch. ii. 6
8) makes "*of ,erSl
5
7 of this Psalm shews us how the New Testarfe nt a P"
plication to the Messiah is effected. The psalmist ""ega^ 8
man as one who glorifies God and as a prince created o*.^0<^

—

The deformation of this position by sin he leaves unhe^ e ^
But both sides of the mode of regarding it are warred.

On

the one hand,

we

see that which

man

has

becon*^

in operation even in his present state; o* ^ e
other hand, we see it distorted and stunted. If we com^ rt

creation

still

what the Psalm says with this shady side of the reaM
from which side it is incongruous with the end of ml"'1
creation, then the song which treats of the

sent becomes a prcphecy of the

man

man of

the p*6*
of the future. lh«
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metamorphosis in the

consciousness, which looks

more

New Testament

to the loss than to that

which remains of the original. In fact, the centre of the New
Testament consciousness is Jesus the Restorer of that which
is lost. The dominion of the world lost to fallen man, and
only retained by him in a ruined condition, is allotted to
mankind, when redeemed by Him, in fuller and more perfect
reality. This dominion is not yet in the actual possession
of mankind, but in the person of Jesus it now sits enthroned
at the right hand of God. In Him the idea of humanity is
transcendently realised, t. e. according to a very much
higher standard than that laid down when the world was

—

He has entered into the state
only a little
beneath the angels
of created humanity for a
little while (ftyax" Tt )>
order to raise redeemed humanity
above the angels. Everything (hi) is really put under Him
with just as little limitation as is expressed in this Psalm
not merely the animal kindom, not merely the world itself,
but the universe with all the ruling powers in it, whether
they be in subjection or in hostility to God, yea even the
power of death (1 Cor. xv. 27, cf. Ephes. i. 22). Moreover,
by redemption, more than heretofore, the confession which
comes from the mouth of little children is become a bulwark
founded of God, in order that against it the resistance of
the opponents of revelation may be broken. We have an
example of this in Mat. xxi. 16, where our Lord points the
pharisees and scribes, who are enraged at the Hosanna of
the children, to Ps. viii. 3. Redemption demands of man,
before everything else, that he should become as a little
child, and reveals its mysteries to infants, which are hidden
from the wise and intelligent. Thus, therefore, it is jxixpol
xal vjjitioi, whose tongue is loosed by the Spirit of God, who
are to put to shame the unbelieving; and all that this Psalm
says of the man of the present becomes in the light of the
New Testament in its relation to the history of redemption,
& prophecy of the Son of man x<xx" l$oj^v, and of the new
humanity.
founded.

—

(Ppax«S ti)

m
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IX.

PSALM

IX.

HYMN TO THE RIGHTEOUS JUDGE AFTER A DEFEAT OV
HOSTILE PEOPLES.

2 K
N
3 n
K
4

3

5

I

WILL

give thanks to Jahve with

J

whole heart,

—

recount

I will

be glad and rejoice in Thee,
Thy name,
Most High!

all

I will sing praise to

When mine enemies turned back,
When they fell and perished before Thine angry face.
For Thou hast maintained my right and my cause,
Thou hast

6

my

Thy marvellous works

I will

Thou

sat

down on

the throne, a righteous Judge.

didst rebuke peoples,

Thou

didst destroy the

wicked,
7

fi

Their name didst Thou blot out for ever and ever.
The enemy are perished, perpetual ruins;
And cities hast Thou rooted out, effaced is their very

memory.
8

i

But Jahve

sits

enthroned for ever,

He hath set His throne for judgment.
And He shall judge the earth in righteousness,
He shall minister judgment to the nations in up-

9

rightness.

10

1

So

will

Jahve be a stronghold to the oppressed,

A

stronghold in times of trouble;
Thus shall they trust in Thee who

know Thy name,
Because Thou hast not forsaken them who ask after

11

Thee, Jahve!

12
13

14

T

Sing praises to Jahve, who dwelleth in Zion,
Declare among the peoples His deeds;
That the Avenger of blood hath remembered them.
He hath not forgotten the cry of the sufferer.

n "Have mercy upon me,

Jahve; behold mine
from them that hate me,
"My lifter-up from the gates of death,
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"That I may tell all Thy praise,
"That in the gates of the daughter of Zion I

15

joice in

16

IX.

B The

Thy

may

re-

salvation!"

peoples have sunk

down

in the pit they have

made,
In the net, that they hid, were their own feet taken.
Jahve hath made Himself known He hath executed
judgment,
Snaring the wicked in the work of his own hands.

17

:

(Stringed Instruments, Sela.)
18

i

Yea back

Hades must the wicked return,

to

All the heathen, that forget God.

For the poor shall not always be forgotten,
The hope of the afflicted is (not) perished for

19

ever.

p Arise, Jahve, let not mortal man be defiant,
Let the heathen be judged in Thy sight

20

I

Put them in fear,
Jahve,
Let the heathen know they are mortals

21

Just as Ps.

vii.

is

placed after Ps.

vi.

1

(Sela).

as exemplifying

so Ps. ix. follows Ps. viii. as an illustration of the glorifying of the divine name on earth. And what a beautiful
it,

idea it is that Ps.

viii.,

the Psalm which celebrates Jahve's

name as being glorious in the earth, is introduced between
a Psalm that closes with the words "I will sing of the name
of Jahve, the Most High*
will

t«5v

(vii. 18) and one which begins: "I
Most High!" (ix. 3).
The LXX. translates the inscription pb tViarhy by 6ic4p
xpocpicov too olou (Vulg. pro occultis /l/it) as though it were

sing of Thy name,,

rflO^H>J7. Luther's rendering is still

bolder:

of

beautiful

(perhaps properly: lily-white) youth. Both renderings are
opposed to the text, in which by occurs only once. The
Targum understands p of the duellist Goliath (— 0^21} B*i*)>
and some of the Rabbis regard pb even as a transposition
on the death of Nabal. Hengstenberg has revived
of
this view, regarding b2i as a collective designation of all
Nabal-like fools. All these and other curious conceits arise
from the erroneous idea that these words are an inscription

bm
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IX.

referring to the contents of the Psalm.

But, on the contrary,

they indicate the tune or melody, and that by means of the
perhaps some popular song,
familiar words of the song,

—

with which this air had become most intimately associated.
At the end of Ps. xlviii. this indication of the air is simply
expressed by Piw^y. The view of the Jewish expositors, who
refer pb to the musician |2 mentioned in 1 Chron. xv. 18,
has, therefore,

some probability

excites critical suspicion.

in its favour.

Why may

But

this

name

not a well-known song

.
., or (if one is
although there is
nothing to render this suspicious) fib pio "Death makes

have begun

|2^ rfiD "dying (is) to the son"

.

inclined to depart from the pointing,

white" ?

Even Hitzig does not allow himself to be misled as

to

the ancient Davidic origin of Ps. ix. and x. by the fact of
their having an alphabetical arrangement. These two Psalms
have the honour of being ranked among the thirteen Psalms
which are acknowledged by him to be genuine Davidic Psalms.
Thus, therefore, the alphabetical arrangement found in
other Psalms cannot, in itself, bring us down to "the times
of poetic trifling and degenerated taste." Nor can the freedom, with which the alphabetical arrangement is handled
in Ps. ix. and x. be regarded as an indication of an
earlier antiquity than these times. For the Old Testament
poets, even in other instances, do not allow themselves to
be fettered by forms of this character {vid. on Ps. cxlv.,
cf. on xlii. 2) ; and the fact, that in Ps. ix. x. the alphabetical
arrangement is not fully carried out, is accounted for otherwise than by the license in which David, in distinction from
later poets, indulged. In reality this pair of Psalms shews,
that even David was given to acrostic composition. And
why should he not be? Even among the Romans, Ennius
(Cicero, De Divin. ii. 54 § 111), who belongs not to the
leaden, but to the iron age, out of which the golden age first
developed itself, composed in acrostics. And our oldest
Germanic epics are clothed in the garb of alliteration,
which Vilmar calls the most characteristic and most elevated
Btyle that the poetic spirit of our nation has created. More*
over, the alphabetical form is adapted to the common people,
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89 is evident from Augustine's Retract,

i.

20.

It is

not a

paltry substitute for the departed poetic spirit, not merely

an accessory to please the eye, an outward embellishment
it is in itself indicative of mental power. The didactic
poet regards the array of the linguistic elements as the steps
by which he leads his pupils up into the sanctuary of wisdom,
or as the many-celled casket in which he stores the pearls
of the teachings of his wisdom. The lyric writer regards it
as the keys on which he strikes every note, in order to give
the fullest expression to his feelings. Even the prophet does
not disdain to allow the order of the letters to exert an influence over the course of his thoughts, as we see from
Nah. i. 3 7.* Therefore, when among the nine** alphabetical Psalms (ix. x. xxv. xxxiv. xxxvii. cxi. cxii. cxix. cxlv.)
four bear the inscription "vrb (ix. xxv. xxxiv. cxlv.), we shall
not at once regard them as non-Davidic just because they
indicate an alphabetical plan which is more or less fully

—

—

carried out.

This

is

not the place to speak of the relation of the

is not in any way
wanting in internal roundness and finish. It is thoroughly
hymnic. The idea that ver. 14 passes from thanksgiving
into supplication rests on a misinterpretation, as we shall
presently see. This Psalm is a thoroughly national song of
thanksgiving for victory by David, belonging to the time
when Jahve was already enthroned on Zion, and therefore,
to the time after the ark was brought home.
Was it composed after the triumphant termination of the Syro-Ammo-

anonymous

nitish

Ps. x. to Ps. ix., since Ps. ix.

—

war?

The judgment of extermination already
is recorded in 2

executed, ix. 8 sq., harmonises with what

Sam.

xii.

31

;

and the o^J, who are actually living within

the borders of Israel, appear to be Philistines according to

the annalistic passage about the Philistine feuds, 2
15 sqq., cf. viii. 1 in

connection with

1

Sam.

Sam.

xxi.

xiii. 6.

• This observation is due to Pastor
**

The Psallerium Brtmonit

(ed.

Frohnmeyer of WOrtemberg.
by Cochlcus, 1533) overlooks Ps. ix

L, reckoning
" only seven alphabetical Psalms.
vol.1.

11
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3. In this first strophe of the Psalm, which
the normative strophe,
out in tetrastichs,
the
alphabetical form is carried out in the fullest possible way:
we have four lines, each of which begins with n. It is the
prelude of the song. The poet rouses himself up to a joyful
is laid

—

—

With his whole heart (cxxxviii.
powers of mind and soul as centred in his
heart taking part in the act, will he thankfully andintelligently confess God, and declare His wondrous acts which
exceed human desire and comprehension (xxvi. 7); he will
rejoice and be glad in Jahve, as the ground of his rejoicing
and as the sphere of his joy; and with voice and with harp
he will sing of the name of the Most High. jvbjJ is not an
attributive of the name of God (Hitz.: Thine exalted name),
22 onward (e. g.
but, as it is everywhere from Gen. xiv. 18
xcvii. 9), an attributive name of God. As an attributive to
sjDB' one would expect to find jV^Hutterance of Jahve's praise.
1),

i.

e. all

his

—

—

Vers. 4
5. The call upon himself to thanksgiving
sounds forth, and the 3-strophe continues it by expressing the
ground of it. The preposition 3 in this instance expresses
both the time and the reason together (as in lxxvi. 10, 2
Chron. xxviii. 6); in Latin it is recedentibus hosttbus meis
retro. "lin« serves to strengthen the notion of being driven

back, as in

lvi. 10, cf. xliv.

11;

and just

compounded of re are strengthened by

as, in

retro.

Latin, verbs

In ver. 4b

finite verbs take the place of the infinitive construct; here
we have futt. with a present signification, just as in 2 Chron.

For the rendering
mine
enemies
retreat
which Hitzig adopts: When
backwards,
they stumble ... is opposed both by the absence of any
syntactic indication in ver. 4& of an apodosis (cf. xxvii. 2);
and also by the fact that ibtt'^ is well adapted to be a continuation of the description of "linK ytW (cf. John xviii. 6), but
is tame as a principal clause to the definitive clause 3TOQ
"WIN 'S'IN. Moreover, *flnN does not signify backwards (which
would rather be {V3"inN [Gen. ix. 23, 1 Sam. iv. 18]), but
back, or into the rear. The jo of *p3DO is the }0 of the cause,
whence the action proceeds. What is intended is God's angry
countenance, the look of which sets his enemies on fire as
xvi. 7

we

find a prat, intended as perfect.
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they were fuel (xxi. 10), in antithesis to God's countenance as beaming with the light of His love. Now, while
this is taking place, and because of its taking place, will he
if

sing praise to God.

composed
tive

From

ver. 2

we see that the Psalm is
and while the destruc-

directly after the victory

consequences of

it

to the vanquished are

still in

opera-

David sees in it all an act of Jahve's judicial power.
To execute any one's right, tSBfifi? (Mic. vii. 9), to bring to
an issue any one's suit or lawful demand, jH (cxl. 13), is
equivalent to : to assist him and his good cause in securing
their right. The phrases are also used in a judicial sense
without the suffix. The genitive object after these principal
words never denotes the person against whom, but the person on whose behalf, the third party steps forward with his
judicial authority. Jahve has seated Himself upon His judgment-seat as a judge of righteousness (as in Jer. xi. 20),
e. as a judge whose judicial mode of procedure is righteousness, justice,* and has decided in bis favour. In b 2B^ (as
in exxxii. 11), which is distinguished in this respect from 21P
^j; (xlvii. 9), the idea of motion, consider e, comes prominently
tion.

i.

forward.

—

Vers. 6
7. The strophe with 3, which is perhaps intended to represent T and n as well, continues the confirmation of the cause for thanksgiving laid down in ver. 4. He
does not celebrate the judicial act of God on his behalf,
which, he has just experienced, alone, but in connection with,
and, its it were, as the sum of many others which have preceded it. If this is the case, then in ver. 6 beside the Ammonites one may at the same time (with Hengstenb.) think
of the Amalekites (1 Sam. viii. 12), who had been threatened
since the time of Moses with a "blotting out of their remembrance" (Ex. xvii. 14, Deut. xxv. 19, cf. Num. xxiv. 20).
The divine threatening is the word of omnipotence which
detroys in distinction from the word of omnipotence that

• Also Prov. viii. 16 is probably to be read p"15j 'D -j'trte, with Norsi,
according to the Targnm, Sjriac version, and old Codices; at any rate
this is an old various reading, and one in accordance with the sense,
«ide by side with fHN w:4>:>.

11*
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creates.
cf. vcr.

for

*HJ1,

IX. 6—7.

ptB?") in close connection with oyi is individualising,
18 with vers. 16, 17. njn is a sharpened pausal form
the Pathach going into a Segol (|Bp PinD); perhaps

order to avoid the threefold a -sound in ijn o^ijfr
(Nagelsbach § 8 extr.). In ver. 7 a^Nn (with -4*/a legarme)
appears to he a vocative. In that case f)t!/nj ought also to
be addressed to the enemy. But if it he interpreted: "Thou
it is in

hast destroyed thine

own

cities, their

memorial

is

perished",

destroyed, viz. at the challenge of Israel, then the thought is
forced;

and

if

we render

troyed, perished

is

it:

"the cities, which thou hast des-

the remembrance of them",

ger thinks of thine acts of conquest, then

e. one no lonwe have a thought
i.

is in itself awkward and one that finds no support in
any of the numerous parallels which speak of a blotting out
and leaving no trace behind. But, moreover, in both these
interpretations the fact that W\2\ is strengthened by nan
is lost sight of, and the twofold masculine DBD 0"DT is referred to ony (which is carelessly done by most expositors),

that

whereas TJ7, with but few exceptions, is feminine; consequently
non 0121, so far as this is not absolutely impossible, must
be referred to the enemies themselves (cf. xxxiv. 17, cix. 15).
3i1Nn might more readily be nom. absol. "the enemy
it is
at end for ever with his destructions", but D3*!PI never has
an active but always only a neuter signification; or: "the
ruins are finished for ever", but the signification
enemy
to be destroyed is more natural for cpn than to be completed,
when it is used of ruitue. Moreover, in connection with both
these renderings the retrospective pronoun (vffi2"Tl) is wanting, and this is also the case with the reading rTQ"1Pl (LXX.,
Vulg., Syr.), which leaves it uncertain whose swords are
meant. But why may we not rather connect a^xn at once
with ibfi as subject? In other instances ten is also joined
to a singular collective subject, e. g. Isa. xvi. 4; here it precedes, like T\\C\ in Judg. xx. 37. nsA nQIPI is a nominative
of the product, corresponding to the factitive object with
verbs of making: the enemies are destroyed as ruins for

—

:

—

i. e. so that they are become ruins; or, more in accordance with the accentuation: the enemy, destroyed as ruins
are they for ever. With respect to what follows the accen-

ever,
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tuation also contains hints worthy of our attention. It does

not take

fiB'TIJ

(with the regular Pathaeh by Athnach after

Olemejored, vid. on ii. 7) as a relative clause, and consequently
does not require non Q"C1 to be referred back to any.

We interpret the passage thus : and cities (viz. such as
were hostile) thou hast destroyed (ts*ru evellere, exstirpare),
perished is their (the enemies') memorial. Thus it also now
becomes intelligible, why Q"p\, according to the rule Ges.
§ 121, 3, is so remarkably strengthened by the addition of
nan
15,

(cf.

Num.

xiv. 32, 1

Ezek. xxxiv.

same

11).

Sam. xx.

42, Prov. xxii. 19, xxiii.

Hupfeld, whose interpretation

is

exactly

might perhaps be the enemies
themselves and the cities set over against one another. But
the contrast follows in ver. 8: their, even their memorial is
perished, while on the contrary Jahve endures for ever and
is enthroned as judge. This contrast also retrospectively
gives support to the explanation, that Q*OT refers not to the
cities, but to s^MD as a collective. With this interpretation
of ver. 7 we have no occasion to read nanc D"12t (Targ.),
nor nana "Dl (Paul., Hitz.). The latter is strongly commended by Job xi. 20, cf. Jer. x. 2; but still it is not quite
the

as ours, thinks it

admissible, since 12T here

membrance) but

objective

is

not subjective (their

own

re-

(remembrance of them). But may

—

not or)% perhaps here, as in cxxxix. 20, mean zealots
adversaries (from Tj? fervere, zelare) ? We reply in the negative, because the Psalm bears neither an Aramaising nor a
North Palestinian impress. Even in connection with this
meaning, the harshness of the any without any suffix would
still remain. But, that the cities that are, as it were, plucked up
by the root are cities of the enemy, is evident from the context.
Vers. 8
9. Without a trace even of the remembrance of
them the enemies are destroyed, while on the other hand
Jahve endureth for ever. This strophe is the continuation
of the preceding with the most intimate connnection of contrast (just as the 3-strophe expresses the ground for what
is said in the preceding strophe). The verb "2th has not the
general signification "to remain" here (like ipj; to endure),
but just the same meaning as in xxix. 10. Everything that
is opposed to Him comes to a terrible end, whereas He sits,

—
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or (which the

IX. 10—11.

fut. implies) abides,

enthroned for ever, and

He hath prepared His throne for the purpose
of judgment. This same God, who has just given proof that
He lives and reigns, will by and bye judge the nations still
that as Judge

:

more comprehensively, strictly, and impartially. "?3n, a
word exclusively poetic and always without the article,
signifies first (in distinction from y~\x the body of the earth
and no^K the covering or soil of the earth) the fertile (from
*>2j)

Burface of the globe, the olxoopivv). It

ment, of which

all

is

the last Judg-

preceding judgments are harbingers and

is intended. In later Psalms this Davidic utter*
ance concerning the future is repeated.
Vers. 10
11. Thus judging the nations Jahve shews
Himself to be, as a second i-strophe says, the refuge and
help of His own. The voluntative with Warn of sequence
expresses that which the poet desires for his own sake and
for the sake of the result mentioned in ver. 11. 3.&p, a high,
steep place, where one is removed from danger, is a figure
familiar to David from the experiences of his time of persecution, "j-j (in pause ^j) is properly one who is crushed
(from "pi = to~t, rDT to crush, break in pieces, pj3"t to pulverize), therefore one who is overwhelmed to the extreme,
even to being completely crushed. The parallel is n*)33 fflnj&
with the datival b (as probably also in x. 1). nmj? from ny
(time, and then both continuance, lxxxi. 16, and condition)
signifies the public relations of the time, or even the vicissitudes of private life, xxxi. 16; and rn33 is not iTTSn with
3 (Bottch.), which gives an expression that is meaninglessly
minute ("for times in the need"), but one word, formed from
"133 (to cut off, Arab, to see, prop, to discern keenly), just
like rw'j53 from tfj?2, prop, a cutting off, or being cut off,
i. e. either restraint, especially motionlessness (— rr&2, Jer.
xvii. 8, plur. ffl")22 Jer. xiv. 1), or distress, in which the
prospect of deliverance is cut off. Since God is a final refuge
for such circumstances of hopelessness in life, i. e. for those
who are in such circumstances, the confidence of His people
is strengthened, refreshed, and quickened. They who know
His name, to them He has now revealed its character fully,
and that by His acts; and they who inquire after Him, of

pledges, that

—
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Him

(this is

what

have now experienced
that He also does not forget them, but makes Himself known
to them in the fulness of His power and mercy.
Vers. 12
13. Thus then the T- strophe summons to the
praise of this God who has done, and will still do, such things.
The summons contains a moral claim, and therefore applies
to all, and to each one individually. Jahve, who is to be
praised everywhere and by every one, is called ;1»S 3t^\ which
does not mean He who sits enthroned in Zion, but He who
inhabiteth Zion, Ges. § 138, 1. Such is the name by which
He is called since the time when His earthly throne, the ark,
was fixed on the castle hill of Jerusalem, lxxvi. 3. It is the
epithet applied to Him during the period of the typical
kingship of promise. That Jahve's salvation shall be proclaimed from Zion to all the world, even outside Israel, for
their salvation, is, as we see here and elsewhere, an idea
which throbs with life even in the Davidic Psalms; later
prophecy beholds its realisation in its wider connections with
the history of the future. That which shall be proclaimed to
the nations is called vrrtSby, a designation which the magnolia
Dei have obtained in the Psalms and the prophets since the
time of Hannah's song, 1 Sam. ii. 3 (from hh)!, root hv, to
come over or upon anything, to influence a person or a thing,
as it were, from above, to subject them to one's energy, to

&y]

signifies in distinction

from

tfj93),

—

:

act

upon
With

them).
'3,

of salvation

that

which

quod, in ver. 13, the subject of the proclamation
is

unfolded as to

is really

its

substance. The prcett. state

past; for that which

God

has done

is

the

assumption that forms the basis of the discourse in praise

God on account of His mighty acts. They consist in
persecut3d
avenging and rescuing His persecuted church,
even to martyrdom. The oniK, standing by way of emphasis
before its verb, refers to those who are mentioned afterwards
of

—

(cf.

ver.

21)

:

the Chethib calls

Both words alternate elsewhere

them D»Jg, the Keri

O'Uj;.

Keri at one time
placing the latter, at another the former, in the place of the
one that stands in the text. They are both referable to njy
to

bend

also, the

(to bring low, Isa. xxv. 5).

The neuter

signification
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of the verb

IX. 14—15.

n^ * 1$, Lsx fut.

o. t

underlies the noun

iwj;

(cf.

which in Num. xii. 3 there is a Kerx wj? with an
incorrect Jod (like ybtf Job xxi. 23). This is manifest from
the substantive nijy, which ioez not signify affliction, but
passiveness,
e. humility and gentleness; and the noun
->ty
is passive, and therefore does not, like uy, signify one who
is lowly-minded, in a state of Dry., but one who is bowed
down by afflictions, og. But because the twin virtues denoted
by niJyare acquired in the school of affliction, there comes
the
to be connected with yj>
but only secondarily
notion of that moral and spiritual condition which is aimed
at by dispensations of affliction, and is joined with a suffering life, rather than with one of worldly happiness and pros*
perity,
a condition which, as Num. xii. 3 shews, is properly described by ujj (xoueiv6« and irpao?). It shall be
proclaimed beyond Israel, even among the nations, that the
Avenger of blood, O'Dl VTpi, thinks of them (His ans'-p), and
has been as earnest in His concern for them as they in theirs
for Him.
always signifies human blood that is shed
by violence and unnaturally ; the plur. is the plural of the
product discussed by Dietrich, Abhandl. S. 40. B^-j to demand back from any one that which he has destroyed, and
therefore to demand a reckoning, indemnification, satisfaction for it, Gen. ix. 5, then absolutely to punish, 2 Chron.
ibtf), for

»'.

—

—

—

cw

xxiv. 22.

Vers. 14

—

15.

To take

at the present time,

is

this strophe as

a prayer of David

to destroy the unity

and hymnic

character of the Psalm , since that which is here put in the
form of prayer appears in what has preceded and in what
follows

The strophe
how the D»Jg (CUjD cried to Jahve before
now experienced. Instead of the form \jin

as something he has experienced.

represents to us

the deliverance

used everywhere else the resolved, and as it were tremulous,
form yMTl is designedly chosen. According to a better attested
reading it is i£)Xl (Pathach with Gaja in the first syllable),
which is regarded by Chajug and others as the imper. Piel,
but more correctly (Ewald § 251, c) as the imper. Kal from
the intransitive imperative form |Jn. '•CO'HD is the vocative,
cf. xvii. 7.

The gates of death,

t.

e.

the gates of the realm
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is

(MINIS',

1G9

Isa. xxxviii. 10), are in the deep;

in peril of death is

who

16—17.

said to have sunk

down

he who

to them; he

snatched from peril of death is lifted up, so that they
do not swallow him up and close behind him. The church,
already very near to the gates of death, cried to the God
who can snatch from death. Its final purpose in connection
with such deliverance is that it may glorify God. The form
I'n^nn is sing, with a plural suffix just like ITINJK' Ezek.
xxxv. 11, UTIQB'K Ezra ix. 15. The punctuists maintained (as
rjinsj? in Isa. xlvii. 13 shews) the possibility of a plural inflexion of a collective singular. In antithesis to the gates
of death, which are represented as beneath the ground, we
have the gates of the daughter of Zion standing on high.
]VS is gen. oppositions (Ges. § 116, 5). The daughter of Zion
is

(Zion itself)

is

the church in its childlike, bride-like, and

conjugal relation to Jahve.
Zion is equivalent to

:

In the gates of the daughter of

before all God's people, cxvi. 14. For

the gates are the places of public resort and business.

At

period the Old Testament mind knew nothing of the
songs of praise of the redeemed in heaven. On the other
side of the grave is the silence of death. If the church desires
to praise God, it must continue in life and not die.
17. And, as this D-strophe says, the church
Vers. 16
is able to praise God; for it is rescued from death, and those
who desired that death might overtake it, have fallen a prey
to death themselves. Having interpreted the n- strophe as
the representation of the earlier o«3}| flj3VH we have no need
to supply dicendo or dicturus, as Seb. Schmidt does, before
this strophe, but it continues the prcett. preceding the nstrophe, which celebrate that which has just been experienced.
this

—

The verb jdb (root 3D, whence also bsti) signifies originally
upon anything with anything flat, to be pressed
then,
as here and in lxix. 3, 15, to sink in. liotO tf
into,
form
in connection with Mugrash) in the parallel
(pausal
to press

member

of the verse corresponds to the attributive

The union of the epicene

ityj;

(cf.

with ntsf"l by
Makkeph proceeds from the view, that it is demonstrative as
in xii. 8 : the net there (which they have hidden). The puncb$tl, vii. 16).

tuation,

it is

true, recognises

a

relative

it,

it

xvii. 9, lxviii. 29,
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but

it

mostly takes

it

IX. 17.

as demonstrative, inasmuch as it con-

by Makkeph
by marking the noun

nects it closely with the preceding noun, either
(xxxii. 8, lxii. 12, cxlii. 4, cxliii. 8) or

with a conjunctive accent (x. 2, xxxi. 5, cxxxii. 12). The
verb *g^> (Arabic to hang on, adhere to, IV. to hold fast to)
has the signification of seizing and catching in Hebrew.

Ben Naphtali points JTTIJ with a Jahve is
Niph.); Ben Asher jrfij, Jahve has made Him-

In ver. 17

:

known {part.
self known (3 pers. prat. Niph. in a reflexive signification, as
in Ezek.xxxviii. 23). The readings of Ben Asher have become
the textus receptus. That by which Jahve has made Himself
known is stated immediately He has executed judgment or
:

by ensnaring the evil-doer (ytsh, as in ver. 6) in his
own craftily planned work designed for the destruction of
Israel. Thus Gussetius has already interpreted it. Cglj is
part. Kal from tfj?!. If it were part. Niph. from tfjr the c,
which occurs elsewhere only in a few pj? verbs, as D03 liquefaciuSy would be without an example. But it is not to be
translated, with Ges. and Hengst. "the wicked is snared in
the work of his own hands", in which case it would have to
be pointed tfj?1: (3 preet. Niph.), as in the old versions. Jahve
is the subject, and the suffix refers to the evil-doer. The
thought is the same as in Job xxxiv. 11, Isa. i. 31. This
right,

:

ntt/"l (from ttfT capere), is peculiar to the
Psalms that are inscribed ~\rb. The music, and in fact, as
the combination n^D pan indicates, the playing of the stringed
instruments (xcii. 4), increases here; or the music is increased
after a solo of the stringed instruments. The song here soars

figure of the net,

aloft to the climax of triumph.

Vers. 18

—

final universal

Just as in vers. 8 sqq. the prospect of a
judgment was opened up by Jahve's act of

19.

judgment experienced in the present, so here the grateful
restrospect of what has just happened passes over into a
confident contemplation of the future, which is thereby guaranteed. The LXX. translates Oils' 1 by &izoaxpa.<pi twoav, Jer.
convertantur, a meaning which it may have (cf. e. g. 2 Ghron.
xviii. 25); but why should it not be dvaaTpa^7jT(uoav, or rather:
dvotoTpacp^joovrai, since ver. 19 shews that ver. 18 is not a wish
but a prospect of that which is sure to come to pass? To
t
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be resolved into dust again, to sink away into nothing (redacfio in pulverem, in nihilum) is man's return to his original
man who was formed from the dust, who was
condition,
being
out of nothing. To die is to return to the
called into
dust, civ. 29, cf. Gen. iii. 19, and here it is called the return
to Sheol, as in Job xxx. 23 to death, and in xc. 3 to atoms,
inasmuch as the state of shadowy existence in Hades, the
condition of worn out life, the state of decay is to a certain
extent the renewal (Repristination) of that which man was
before he came into being. As to outward form Tb\nth may
be compared with nnyts^ in lxxx. 3; the b in both instances
is that of the direction or aim, and might very well come
before H^Ntf, because this form of the word may signify both
h (j&oo and at? <?8oo (cf. r6?20 Jer. xxvii. 16). R. Abba ben
Zabda, in Genesis Rabba cap. 50, explains the double sign of
the direction as giving intensity to it : in imum ambitum orci.
The heathen receive the epithet of O'jfw TOUf (which is more
neuter than TOtt', 1. 22); for God has not left them without
a witness of Himself, that they could not know of Him, their
alienation from God is a forgetfulness of Him, the guilt of
which they have incurred themselves, and from which they
are to turn to God (Isa. xix. 22). But because they do not
do this, and even rise up in hostility against the nation and
the God of the revelation that unfolds the plan of redemption, they will be obliged to return to the earth, and in fact
to Hades, in order that the persecuted church may obtain
its longed for peace and its promised dominion. Jahve will
at last acknowledge this ecclesia pressa; and although its
hope seems likely to perish, inasmuch as it remains again
and again unfulfilled, nevertheless it will not always continue thus. The strongly accented tib rules both members
of ver. 19, as in xxxv. 19, xxxviii. 2, and also frequently
elsewhere (Ewald § 351, a). jVSN, from rOM to wish, is one
eager to obtain anything = a needy person. The Arabic

—

means the very opposite, and according to which
would mean "one who restrains himself", vis. because ho
obliged to, must be left out of consideration.
21. By reason of the act of judgment already
Vera. 20

^jf, which
it
is

—
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witnessed the prayer

now becomes

IX. 20—21.

all

respect of the state of things which is

From

the more confident in

still

continually threat-

the poet takes a leap to p which, however,
seems to be a substitute for the 3 which one would expect

ened.

1

Psalm begins with b. David's
taken from the lips of Moses, Num.
x. 35. "Jahve arises, comes, appears" are kindred expressions in the Old Testament, all of which point to a final personal appearing of God to take part in human history from
which He has now, as it were, retired into a state of repose
becoming invisible to human eyes. Hupfeld and others wrongly
translate "let not man become strong". The verb 7TJ7 does
not only mean to be or become strong, but also to feel strong,
powerful, possessed of power, and to act accordingly, thereto find, 6ince the following
HO-lp (iii. 8, vii. 7) is

fore

:

impudent (post-biblical
man,
comparison with God, and frail in himself. The

to defy,

lii.

9, like

m-iy shamelessness).

TJJ

VflXl,

defiant,

as in 2 Chron. xiv. 10, is

impotent in
enemies of the church of God are not unfrequently designated
by this name, which indicates the impotence of their pretended power (Isa. li. 7, 12). David prays that God may
repress the arrogance of these defiant ones, by arising and
manifesting Himself in all the greatness of His omnipotence,
after His forbearance with them so long has seemed to them
to be the result of impotence. He is to arise as the Judge
of the world, judging the heathen, while they are compelled
to appear before Him, and, as it were, defile before Him
('J?H>}j)» He is to lay rniD on them. If "razor" be the meaning it is equivocally expressed; and if, according to Isa. vii.
20, we associate with it the idea of an ignominious rasure,
or of throat-cutting, it is a figure unworthy of the passage.
The signification master (LXX., Syr., Yulg., and Luther)
rests upon the reading miO, which we do not with Thenius
and others prefer to the traditional reading (even Jerome
translates: pone, Domine, terror em m); for HTto, which according to the Masora is instead of fcOlD (like n^2D Hab.
iii.

17 for K^2tp),

is

perfectly appropriate.

Hitzig objects

upon any one; but
merely
means
not
fear,
object,
or as Hitzig himbut
an
N110
self explains it in Mai. ii. 5 a "lever", of fear. It is not meant
that fear is not a thing which one lays
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God is to cause them to be overcome with terror (^j?),
He is to put terror into them (3), bat that He is to
make them (b in no way differing from xxi. 4, cxl. 6, Job

that

nor that
xiv. 13)

know

an object of

terror, from which to their dismay, as
further expressed in ver. 216, they shall come to
(Ho8. ix. 7) that they are mortal men. As in x. 12,

the wish
xlix. 12,

is

xii. 13, Job xxxt. 14, Amos v.
followed by an only half indirect
speech, without >^ or *i#R. rt»D has Dag. forte conj. according to the rule of the pvho TIN (concerning which vid. on lii.

12,

5),

21, lxiv. 6, Gen.

1.

Hos.

vii. 2,

because

ijjt

it is

is

erroneously regarded as an essential part

of the text.

PSALM

X.

PLAINTIVE AND SUPPLICATORY PRAYER UNDER THE PRESSURE
OP HEATHENISH FOES AT HOME AND ABROAD.
1 b

2

WHY, Jahve, standest Thou
Why hidest Thou Thyself in

off,

times of trouble!?

Through the pride of the evil-doer the afflicted burnetii
with

fear,

They are taken
3

afar

in the plots

which they have devised.

For the

evil-doer boasteth of his soul's desire,
the covetous renounceth [and] despiseth Jahve.
"With nothing
:
The evil-doer in his scornfulness

And

4

—

He

will

There
5

is

punish!

no God!"

is

the

sum

of his thoughts.

Sure are his ways at all times;
Far above are Thy judgments, out of

his sight;

All his adversaries, he puffeth at them.

G

He saith in his heart
From one generation

:

with nothing shall

I

am he

to another I

be moved,
whom no

to

misfortune comes.
7

Of cursing

is his

mouth

full,

and of

deceit

and oppres-

sion,

Under

his tongue is trouble

and

evil.
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He

8

X.

sitteth in the lurking-places of the villages,

In the secret corners doth he slay the innocent;
His eyes, they lie in wait for the weak.

He

9

lieth in wait in the secret corner as

a lion in his

lair,

He
He

lieth in wait to carry off the afflicted,

carrieth

off

the afflicted, drawing

him away in

his net.

10

He

11

He saith in his heart: "God hath forgotten,
He hath hidden His face, He hath never seen."

croucheth, he cowereth and there fall into his claws

— the weak.

God lift
12 p Arise, Jahve;
sufferer
1
Forget not the

up Thine hand,

Wherefore should the evil-doer blaspheme the Deity,
Saying in his heart: Thou dost not punish?!

13

14 1 Thou dost indeed see

and

it; for

Thou beholdest trouble
it in Thy hand;

to lay

grief,

The weak committeth himself to Thee,
Thou art the helper of the orphan.
15

B*

Break Thou the arm of the evil-doer;

And

the wicked

may
16

man

— punish

his evil-doing, that

it

vanish before Thee!

Jahve is King for ever and ever,
The heathen are perished out of His land.

17 n The desire of the sufferers hast Thou heard, Jahve,
Thou didst establish their heart, didst cause Thine ear
to hear,

18

To obtain

orphan and the oppressed,
That man of the earth may no more terrrify.
justice for the

This Psalm and Ps. xxxiii. are the only ones that are
anonymous in the First book of the Psalms. But Ps. x. has
something peculiar about it. The LXX. gives it with Ps. ix.
as one Psalm, and not without a certain amount of warrant
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laid out in tetrastichs; only in the

middle portion of Ps. z. some three line strophes are mixed
with the four line. And assuming that the p-strophe, with

which Ps.

ix. closes,

stands in the place of a 3-strophe which

one would look for

ginning with

b,

after the '-strophe, then Ps. x., be-

continues the order of the letters.

At any

middle of the alphabet, whereas Ps. ix.
begins at the beginning. It is true the ^-strophe is then
followed by strophes without the letters that come next in
order; but their number exactly corresponds to the letters
between b and p, », \tf, n with which the last four strophes
of the Psalm begin, viz. six, corresponding to the letters Q,
In ad2, D, Vi £t S, which are not introduced acrostically.
dition to this it is to be remarked that Ps. ix. and x. are
most intimately related to one another by the occurrence
of rare expressions, as JT1S3 ffiFiJT? and ^j by the use of
words in the same sense, as rf'UN and b?U; by striking thoughts,
as "Jahve doth not forget" and "Arise"; and by similarities
rate it begins in the

of style, as the use of the oratio directa instead of obliqua,
ix. 21, x. 13.
And yet it is impossible that the two Psalms
should be only one. Notwithstanding all their community
of character they are also radically different. Ps. ix. is a

thanksgiving Psalm, Ps. x. is a supplicatory Psalm. In the
the personality of the psalmist, which is prominent

latter

in the former, keeps entirely in the background. The enemies whose defeat Ps. ix. celebrates with thanksgiving and
towards whose final removal it looks forward are D>1i, therefore foreign foes; whereas in Ps. x. apostates and persecutors of his own nation stand in the foreground, and the D'U
are only mentioned in the last two strophes. In their form
also the two Psalms differ insofar as Ps. x. has no musical

mark

defining its use, and the tetrastich strophe structure

we have already observed, it not carried out
with the same consistency in Ps. x. And is anything really
of Ps. ix., as

wanting to the perfect unity of Ps. ix.?

If it is connected with

and they are read together uno tenore, then the latter
becomes a tail-piece which disfigures the whole. There are
only two things possible Ps. x. is a pendant to Ps. ix. comPs. x.

:

posed either by David himself, or by some other poet, and
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by

X. 1—2.

continuance of the alphabetical
becomes very slight
when we consider that Ps. x. is not inferior to Ps. ix. in the
antiquity of the language and the characteristic nature of

closely allied to it

order.

But the

its

possibility of the latter

the thoughts. Accordingly the mutual coincidences point to
the same author, and the two Psalms must be regarded as

"two co-ordinate halves of one whole, which make a higher
unity" (Hitz.). That hard, dull, and tersely laconic language
of deep-seated indignation at moral abominations for which
the language has, as it were, no one word, we detect also
elsewhere in some Psalms of David and of his time, those
Psalms, which we are accustomed to designate as Psalms
written in the indignant style (in grollendem Stit).

Vers.

1

why Jahve
It is

—

2.

The Psalm opens with the plaintive inquiry,

tarries in the deliverance of His oppressed people.

not a complaining murmuring at the delay that

pressed by the question, but an ardent desire that

is ex-

God may

it becomes His nature and His promise.
which belongs to both members of the sentence, has
the accent on the ultima, as e. g. before 'Jnaij? in xxii. 2, and
before nnjnn in Ex. v. 22, in order that neither of the two
gutturals, pointed with a, should be lost to the ear in rapid
speaking (vid. on Hi. 8, and Luzzattoonlsa. xi. 2, vby nru).*

not delay to act as

T\rh,

For according

to the primitive pronunciation (even before

the Masoretic)

it is

to be read: lam'ah Adonaj; so that con-

sequently n and M are coincident. The poet asks why in the
present hopeless condition of affairs (on m33 vid. on ix. 10)

Jahve stands in the distance (pin*l2, only here, instead of
pirnc), as an idle spectator, and why does He cover (0%P
* According to the Masora

HD? without Dag.

is

always Milra with

and ~B> with Dag. is Mitel; bat,
when the following closely connected word begins with one of the letters
VMN it becomes Milra, with five exceptions, vix. xlix. 6, 1 Sam. xrviii.
15, 2 Sam, xiv. 31 (three instances in which the guttural of the second
word has the rowel 0, and 2 Sam. ii. 22, and Jer. xv. 18. In the Babylonian system of pointing, ~D? is always written without Dag. and with
the single exception of Job

vii.

20,

the accent on the penultimate, vid. Pinsker, Einleilung
hebraische Pmktalionstyslem, S. 182—184.

in

das Babylonitck*
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it may not be proHis eyes, so as not to see the desperate
condition of His people, or also His ears (Lam. iii. 56) so
as not to hear their supplication. For by the insolent treatment of the ungodly the poor burns with fear (Ges., Stier,
Hupf.), not vexation (Hengst.). The assault is a nupwoi^

with orthophonic Dagesh, in order that

nounced c6gn),

1

Pet.

iv, 12.

viz.

The verb p^t which

calls to

mind np^l,

itops-

t6?, is perhaps chosen with reference to the heat of feeling
under oppression, which is the result of the persecution, of the
(12) VtiyK p^H of the ungodly. There is no harshness in the

transition from the singular to the plural, because
j?Bh are individualising designations of

The subject

of men.

two

and

Uj?

different classes

Q^g, and the subject
The futures describe what usually
takes place. Those who, apart from this, are afflicted are
held ensnared in the crafty and malicious devices which the
ungodly have contrived and plotted against them, without
being able to disentangle themselves. The punctuation,
which places Tarcha by % mistakes the relative and interto IB'crn is the

to 12VT] is the crytth.

prets

it:

"in the plots there,

—

which they have devised".

The prominent features of the situation are
supported by a detailed description.
The proett. express
those features of their character that have become a matter
Vers. 3

4.

of actual experience, b^n, to praise aloud, generally with the
accus., is here used with by. of the thing which calls forth

Far from hiding the shameful desire or passion
of his soul, he makes it an object and ground of
high and sounding praise, imagining himself to be above
all restraint human. or divine. Hupfeld translates wrongly:
"and he blesses the plunderer, he blasphemes Jahve". But
praise.

(cxii. 10)

the jJBh who persecutes the godly,
tous or rapacious person; for such

where with
of one

who

jra?

Prov.

i.

is

himself a

is

the designation (else-

19, or jn J«2

"cuts off" («xij),

i.

e.

Hab.

T]~c)

a cove-

9) not merely

obtains unjust gain,

trading, but also by plunder, itXeovixxT)?.

in connection with Mugrash, as in

ii.

j)S'2,

Num.

The verb

xxiii.

by

"*12 (here

20 with Tiphcha

never directly signifies maledicere in biblical Hebrew as

does in the later Talmudic (whence DtJfn I"l3~!2 blasphemy,
B. Sanhedrin 56 a, and frequently), but to take leave of any
it

one with a benediction, and then to bid farewell, to dismiss,
voi..

I.

12
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to decline
(cf.

PSALM

'

X.

5.

and abandon generally, Job

i.

5,

and frequently

the word remercier, abdanken; and the phrase

liche segneri*

—

u

das Zeit-

The declaration without

to depart this life).

a conjunction is climactic, like Isa. i. 4, Amos iv. 5, Jer.
xt. 7. ytc, properly to prick, sting, is used of utter rejection by word and deed.* Inver. 4, "the evil-doer according to his haughtiness" (cf. Prov. xvi. 18) is nom. absol.,

and OTibtt pN tShT~^3 (contrary to the accentuation) is virtually the predicate to VPIlBTCrfe This word, which denotes
the intrigues of the ungodly, in ver.

2,

has in this verse, the

general meaning: thoughts (from DDT, 2\, to join, combine),

but not without being easily associated with the secondary
idea of that which is subtly devised. The whole texture of
his thoughts is, t. e. proceeds from and tends towards the
thought, that he (viz. Jahve, whom he does not like to name)
will punish with nothing (^2 the strongest form of subjective
negation), that in fact there is no God at all. This second
follows from the first; for to deny the existence of a living,
acting, all-punishing (in one word: a personal) God, is
equivalent to denying the existence of any real and true
God whatever (Ewald).
Ver. 5.

This strophe, consisting of only three lines,

describes his happiness which he allows nothing to disturb.

The signification: to be lasting (prop, stiff, strong) is secured to the verb bv (whence ^n) by Job xx. 21. He takes
whatever ways he choses , they always lead to the desired
end; he stands fast, he neither stumbles nor goes astray,
cf. Jer. xii. 1. The Chethib oil (13T1) has no other meaning
than that given to it by the Keri (cf. xxiv. 6, lviii. 8). Whatever might cast a cloud over his happiness does not trouble
him: neither the judgments of God, which are removed high
as the heavens out of his sight, and consequently do not
disturb his conscience (cf. xxviii. 5, Isa. v. 12; and the opposite, xviii. 23), nor his adversaries whom he bloweth upon
contemptuously. ODD is the predicate: altissime remote
And 2 irBfl, to breathe upon, does not in any case signify:
'Paseh stands between

ym and

HIT! 1

,

because to blaspheme God

a terrible thought and not to be spoken of without hesitancy,
the Pasek in lxziv. 18, lxixij. 52, Is*, xxxvii. 24 (2 Kings xix. 23).
ii
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blow away or down (to express which ;tjt or
would be used), but either to "snub", or, what is more
appropriate to ver. 5b, to blow upon them disdainfully, to
puff at them, like iren in Mai. i. 13, and flare rosat (to
despise the roses) in Prudentius. The meaning is not that
he drives his enemies away without much difficulty, but
that by his proud and haughty bearing he gives them to
actually to

Fj^j

understand how
Vers. 6

—

7.

little

they interfere with him.

Then

in his boundless carnal security he

That which the becan say by reason of his fellowship with God, BU9N~^3
(xxx. 7, xvi. 8), is said by him in godless self-confidence.
He looks upon himself in age after age, i. e. in the endless
future, as jrat6"lBtot, i. e. as one who ("ii$t as in Isa. viii. 20)
will never be in evil case (jTQ as in Ex. v. 19, 2 Sam. xvi.
8). It might perhaps also be interpreted according to Zech.
viii. 20, 23 (vid. Kohler, in loc): in all time to come (it
will come to pass) that I am not in misfortune. But then
the personal pronoun (y« or Kin) ought not be omitted
whereas with our interpretation it is supplied from tSIBN, and
there is no need to supply anything if the clause is taken
as an apposition: in all time to come he who... In connection with such unbounded self-confidence his mouth is
full of ni?N, cursing, execratio (not perjury, perjurium, a
meaning the word never has), ntOID.deceit and craft of every
kind, and 7]Fl,oppression, violence. And that which he has
under his tongue, and consequently always in readiness for
gives free course to his wicked tongue.
liever

being put forth (cxl. 4, cf. lxvi. 17), is trouble for others,
itself matured wickedness. Paul has made use of

and in
this

ver. 7 in his contemplative description of the corruptness

of mankind,

Rom. iii. 14.
The ungodly

is described as a Her in wait;
reminded by it of such a state of anarchy, as
that described in Hos. vi. 9 for instance. The picture fixes
upon one simple feature in which the meanness of the ungodly culminates; and it is possible that it is intended to
be taken as emblematical rather than literally. "iSTl (from
"isn to surround, cf. Ja^., ua&, and especially j-«x=».) is a

Ver.
and one

8.

is

farm premises walled

in (Arab, hadar, hadar, haddra), then

losing the special characteristic of being walled round

it

12*
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comes to mean generally a settled abode (with a house of
clay or stone) in opposition to a roaming life in tents (cf.
Lev. xxv. 31, Gen. xxr. 16). In such a place where men are
more sure of falling into his hands than in the open plain,
he lies in wait (2B£, like «J Juu> subsedit «= insidiatus est ei),
murders unobserved him who had never provoked his vengeance, and his eyes u&sn fD^nb. MBit to spie, xxxvii. 32,
might have been used instead of jBS; but ]BS also obtains the
meaning, to lie in ambush (lvi. 7, Prov. i. 11, 18) from the
primary notion of restraining one's self (,jJu6 fill, i. in Beduin Arabic: to keep still, to be immoveably lost in thought,
vid. on Job xxiv. 1), which takes a transitive turn in jgj
•to conceal",

as though

it

!"D^n, the dative of the object, is

came from Sn: Thy

host,

The pausal form accordingly

Jahve.

is

i.

e.

pointed just

Thy church,

np^n with Segol,

ver. 14, not with Tsere as in incorrect editions.

appeal against this interpretation, which

is

And

in

the

found in the

by the fact that this plural
taken as a double word: host (^n «— Wl
bvn as in Obad.

plur. D^ND^n ver. 10, is set aside
is

=

not as Ben-Labrat supweary, and mellow and decayed), as the Keri (which is followed by the Syriac version)
and the Masora direct, and accordingly it is pointed DfcO^n
with Tsere. The punctuation therefore sets aside a word
which was unintelligible to it, and cannot be binding on us.
There is a verb 7]i?n, which, it is true, does not occur in the
Old Testament, but in the Arabic, from the root dU* firmus
fvit, firmum fecit (whence also JXs* intrans. to be firm,
ver. 20) of the troubled ones (D'WS,

poses, for D'JOJ, but from

ferme",

i.

e.

closed),

it

flfcO

gains the signification in reference to

solour: to be dark (cognate with fen, whence v^fen)

and is
gloom and blackness of misfortune.*
an abstract is formed ^>n or ^>ft Qibe Btoh):

also transferred to the

From

this

*Cf. Samachschari's Golden Necklaces, Proverb 67, which Fleischer
"Which is blacker: the plumage of the raven, which is black
as coal, or thy life,
stranger among strangers?" The word "blacker"

translates:

»

is

here expressed by

tives

viLJLi.

or

»

•*

dULa

I ,

SJuUk and

just as the verb viJULa.
its derivatives

is

with

its

infini-

applied to sorrow and

misery.
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blackness, misfortune, or also of a defective development
of the senses: imbecility; and from this an adjective D2tn

— ^n,

or also

(cf.

n?sn, DB^JJEzek. xxxi. 15

condition of languishing,
after the

v0) ro^H

—

i^n,

—

one in a

plur. DVefen,

form DWTJ, from nri, Ew. § 189,V.

The picture of the jrah, who is become as it
were a beast of prey, is now worked out further. The lustrum
of the lion is called 7|b Jer. xxv. 38, or H2D Job xxxviii. 40
a thicket, from "rpp, which means both to interweave and
to plait over
to cover (without any connection with
a thorn, Arab, shdk, a thistle). The figure of the lion is
reversed in the second line the oj? himself being compared
to the beast of prey and the jttth to a hunter who drives
him into the pit- fall and when he has fallen in hastens to
drag him away 0]K*O, as in xxviii. 3, Job xxiv. 22) in, or by
means of (Hos. xi. 4, Job xl. 25), his net, in which he has
become entangled.
Vers. 10
11. The comparison to the lion is still in force
here and the description recurs to its commencement in the
second strophe, by tracing back the persecution of the unVer.

9.

—

^

,

—

godly to

its final

cause. Instead of the Chethib

perf. consec), the Keri reads

DTP more

TCW

(^311

in accordance with

the Hebrew use of the tenses.
for the interpretation.

and familiar lying

Job xxxviii. 40 is the rule
The two futures depict the settled

True, the Kal
no support
elsewhere; but the Arab, dakka to make even (cf. Juo* firmiter inheesit loco, of the crouching down of beasts of prey,
of hunters, and of foes) and the Arab, da'g'ga, compared by
Hitzig, to move stealthily along, to creep, and dugjeh a
in wait of the plunderer.

!"OT in the signification "to crouch

down"

finds

hunter's hiding-place exhibit synonymous significations. The
tausivtuasi out6v of the

LXX.

is

And

not far out of the way.

one can still discern in it the assumption that the text is
to be read nit* T)T\): and crushed he sinks (Aquila: & Si
XaoOelc xajKp67jasT<xi) ; but even fen is not found elsewhere,
and if the poet meant that, why could he not have written
PI313? (cf.

moreover Judges

v.

27).

If riTI is taken in the

sense of a position in which one is the least likely to be
seen, then the first two verbs refer to the sculker, but the
third according to the usual schema (as e.g. cxxiv. 5)

is
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DW^n

predicate to

down

X. 11—13.

(ovcbti) going before

it.

as low as possible he lies on the watch,

Crouching

and the feeble

and defenceless fall into his strong ones, VC1SJ7, i. e. claws.
Thus the ungodly slays the righteous, thinking within him-

God has forgotten, He has hidden His face, i. e. He does
not concern Himself about these poor creatures and does
not wish to know anything about them (the denial of the
truth expressed in iz. 13, 19.); He has in fact never been
one who sees, and never will be. These two thoughts are
blended; ^g with the perf. as in xxi. 3, and the addition of
Vdi)b (cf. xciv. 7) denies the possibility of God seeing now
any more than formerly, as being an absolute absurdity.
The thought of a personal God would disturb the ungodly
self:

he therefore prefers to deny His existence,
and thinks: there is only fate and fate is blind, only an absolute and it has no eyes, only a notion and that cannot
interfere in the affairs of men.
Vers. 12
13. The six strophes, in which the consecutive letters from o to s are wanting, are completed, and now
in his doings

,

—

the acrostic strophes begin again with p. In contrast to
those who have no God, or only a lifeless idol, the psalmist

upon his God, the living God, to destroy the appearance that He is not an omniscient Being, by arising to action.
We have more than one name of God used here; hx is a
calls

vocative just as in xvi. 1, lxxxiii, 2, cxxxix. 17, 23. He is
to lift up His hand in order to help and to punish (-p NtW,

=

whence comes the imperat. tffco
Plots' cxxxviii. 7 and "P DW Ex.

"P

not

is

equivalent to:

fulfil

Kiy, cf.

vii.

npj

iv.

7,

like

5 elsewhere). Forget

the n5tJ't6 of ix. 13, put to shame

the bx rots' of the ungodly, ver. 11 ! Our translation follows
the Keri D'lJj?. That which is complained of in vers. 3, 4

put in the form of a question to God in ver. 13: where!"ID"^i?, instead of which we find no~^>y in Num. xxii.
32, Jer. ix. 1 1 , because the following words begin with letters of a different class) does it come to pass, t. e. is it permitted to come to pass? On the perf. in this interrogative
clause vid. xi. 3. jmp inquires the cause, TVib the aim, and
nD~^>j? the motive, or in general the reason: on what ground,
since God's holiness can suffer no injury to His honour?
is

fore (
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ix. 21.

i6 with

'3,

X. 14—16.
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the oratio directa instead of obliqua, vid.

Now

comes the confirmation of his cry to
entirely different from what the ungodly imagine. They think that He will not punish; hut He
does see (cf. 2 Ghron. xxiv. 22), and the psalmist knows and
Ver. 14.

God:

It is with

confesses

Him

fir»a (defective

it:

seen and dost see what

— nn*0

xxxv. 22), Thou hast

done to Thine own, what is
done to the innocent. This he supports by a conclusion
a genere ad speciem thus: the trouble which is prepared for
others, and the sorrow (DJO, as in Eccl. vii. 3) which they
cause them, does not escape the all-seeing eye of God, He
notes it all, to give it into (lay it in) His hand. "To give
anything into any one's hand" is equivalent to, into his
power (1 Kings xx. 28, and frequently), or into any one's
care (Gen. xxxii. 17, and frequently); but here God gives
(lays) the things which are not to be administered, but

requited, into His

is

own hand. The expression

is

meant to

be understood according to lvi. 9, cf. Isa. xlix. 16: He is
observant of the afflictions of His saints, laying them up in
His hand and preserving them there in order, in His own
time, to restore them to His saints in joy, and to their enemies in punishment. Thus, therefore, the feeble and helpless
(read Tobn or n^fcri; according to the Masoretic text ns^n
host, not Dd't), which is contrary to the character of
the form, as pausal form for Tchxi) can leave to Him, viz.

Thy
all

his burden (13!T,

lv. 23),

everything that vexes and dis-

Jahve has been and will be the Helper of the
fatherless. Dirv stands prominent by way of emphasis, like
CrtK ix. 13, and Bakius rightly remarks in voce pupttli synecdoche est, complectens omnes ittos, qui humanis prcesidiis destiquiets him.

tuuntur.

—

Vers. 15
16. The desire for Jahve's interposition now
again with fresh earnestness. It is a mistake to regard
tffi and nsd as correlative notions. In the phrase to seek
and not find, when used of that which has totally disaprises

peared,
xli.

we never have

12, «Jer.

1.

v/~n,

but always

20, and frequently.

here exactly the same as in vers.

wicked (nom.

absol. as in ver. 4)

4,

—

tfjiQ,

xxxvii. 36, Isa.

The verb tihn signifies
13, and ix. 13: "and the
mayst Thou punish his
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X. 16—18.

wickedness, mayst Thou find nothing more of it". It is not
without a meaning that, instead of the form of expression
usual elsewhere (xxxvii. 36, Job xx. 8), the address to Jahve
is retained: that which is no longer visible to the eye of
God, not merely of man, has absolutely vanished out of
existence. This absolute conquest of evil is to be as surely
looked for, as that Jahve's universal kingship, which has
been an element of the creed of God's people ever since the
call and redemption of Israel (Ex. xv. 18), cannot remain
without being perfectly and visibly realised. His absolute
and eternal kingship must at length be realised, even in all
the universality and endless duration foretold in Zech. xiv.
9, Dan. vii. 14, Apoc. xi. 15. Losing himself in the contemplation of this kingship, and beholding the kingdom of God,
the kingdom of good, as realised, the psalmist's vision
stretches beyond the foes of the church at home to its foes
in general; and, inasmuch as the heathen in Israel and the
heathen world outside of Israel are blended together into
one to his mind, he comprehends them all in the collective

name

of Q])}, and sees the land of Jahve (Lev. xxv. 23),
the holy land, purified of all oppressors hostile to the church

and

same that is foretold by Isaiah (lii. 1),
and in other passages, which, by the anticipation of faith, here stands before the mind of the suppliant
as an accomplished fact
viz. the consummation of the
judgment, which has been celebrated in the hymnic half
(Ps. ix.) of this double Psalm as a judgment already executed
its

Nahum

God.
(ii.

It is the

1),

—

in part.

—

Vers. 17
18. Still standing on this eminence from which
he seems to behold the end, the poet basks in the realisation of that which has been obtained in answer to prayer.
The ardent longing of the meek and lowly sufferers for the
arising, the parusia of Jahve (Isa. xxvi. 8), has now been
heard by Him, and that under circumstances which find expression in the following futt., which have a past signification: God has given and preserved to their hearts the= right
disposition towards Himself (p?n, as in lxxviii. 8, Job xi,
13, Sir.

ii.

17 eiotpiCeiv

* B. Berachoth
steadfastly towards

xapot'ac, post-biblical j13*

man who prays mast
God (cnSS^la^ JW)-

31a: the

and

to be

direct hit heart
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18.

vii. 3,

2 Chron. xx. 33,

cf.

12, lxxviii. 37; it is equivalent to "the single eye"

li.

New Testament), just as, on the other
has set His ear in the attitude of close attention
to their prayer, and even to their most secret sighings (S^jpH
in the language of the

hand,

He

-

with
root
TVfc,

as in Pro v.

'

-

from 2Uffy i_r n'r,
firm,
from
which
we also have
vp to be hard, rigid,
xxi.
7). It was a muL*S, ntgfj, ^*»S, j-**, cf. on Isa.
jrfc,

ii.

2; to stiffen the ear,

c

tual relation, the design of which

was

finally

and speedily

to obtain justice for the fatherless and oppressed, yea crushed,

few, in order that mortal

man

of the earth

may no

longer

(^3, as in Isa. xiv. 21, and in post-biblical Hebrew b? and
7& instead of JB) terrify. From the parallel conclusion, ix.

20, 21, it is to be inferred that tflJN does not refer to the
oppressed but to the oppressor, and is therefore intended
as the subject; and then the phrase |nN!T|c also belongs to
it, as in xrii. 14, people of the world, lxxx. 14 boar of the
woods , whereas in Prov. xxx. 14 yvxo belongs to the verb
(to devour from off the earth). It is only in this combination
that jnN!T|D ttfJN forms with y-^h a significant paronomasia, by contrasting the conduct of the tyrant with his true
nature: a mortal of the earth, i. e. a being who, far removed
from any possibility of vying with the God who is in heaven,
has the earth as his birth-place. It is not ncrwTTJD, for the
earth is not referred to as the material out of which man
is formed, but as his ancestral house, his home, his bound,

John 6 <ov ix
homo terrenus).

just as in the expression of

ttj«

(Lat. ut non amplius terreat

A

7^;,

iii.

31

similar play

of words was attempted before in ix. 20 tP'ttt* TJJ"i*?« The
Hebrew verb y)]} signifies both to give way to fear, Deut.
It does
vii. 21, and to put in fear, Isa. ii. 19, 21, xlvii. 12.
mean "to defy, rebel against", although it might have this
meaning according to the Arabic y&yji (to come in the way,

withstand, according to which Wetzstein explains

J«nj>

Job

xxx. 6, like ^tft, "a valley that runs slantwise across a

a gorge that blocks up the traveller's way".*). It
related to (jo%* to vibrate, tremble {e.g. of lightning).

district,
is

* Zeittchrifl

fur Allgtm. Erd'tunde

xviii (1865)

J,

S. 30.
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XI.

KEFUSAL TO FLEE WHEN IN A PERILOUS SITUATION.
1

IN Jahve put

my

I

— how say ye

trust

my

to

soul:

"Flee to your mountain [as] a birdl

2 "For, lo, the wicked have bent the bow,
"They have made ready their arrow upon the string,

"To shoot the upright in heart in the dark.
3

"When

the pillars are pulled down,

"The righteous

— what

will

he do?l"

4 Jahve in His holy temple,

—

who hath His throne in heaven
His eyes behold, His eyelids try the children of men.

Jahve,

5 Jahve, He trieth the righteous,
And the wicked and him that loveth violence His soul
hateth.

6

Upon

the wicked

He

shall rain snares;

Fire, brimstone, and burning wind
their cup.
7 For Jahve

is

The upright

is

the portion of

righteous, loving righteousness
shall behold His countenance.

which likewise confidently sets the all-seeing ey6
of Jahve before the ungodly who carry out their murderous
designs under cover of the darkness, is placed after Ps. z.
The life of David (to whom even Hitzig and Ewald ascribe
this Psalm) is threatened, the pillars of the state are shaken,
they counsel the king to flee to the mountains. These are
Fs.

xi.,

indications of the time
secretly preparing,

when the

but

still

rebellion of

Absolom was

clearly discernible.

Although

hurrying on with a swift measure and clear in the principal thoughts, still this Psalm is not free from difficult points,
just as it is with all the Psalms which contain similar dark
passages from the internal condition of Israel. The gloomy
condition of the nation seems to be reflected in the very

language. The strophic plan is not easily discernible; neverwe cannot go far wrong in dividing the Psalm into

theless

two seven

line strophes

with a two line epiphonema.
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rejects the advice of his friends to

save his life by flight. Hidden in Jahve (xvi. 1, xxxvi. 8)
he needs no other refuge. However well-meant and wellgrounded the advice, he considers it too full of fear and is

himself too confident in God, to follow it. David also introduces his friends as speaking in other passages in the Psalms
belonging to the period of the Absolom persecution, iii. 3,
iv. 7. Their want of courage, which he afterwards had to
reprove and endeavour to restore, shewed itself even before

we see here. With the words "how
can you say* he rejects their proposal as unreasonable, and
turns it as a reproach against them. If the Chethib, nu, is
adopted, then those who are well-disposed, say to David,
including with him his nearest subjects who are faithful to
him: retreat to your mountain, (ye) birds ("ilDV collective
as in viii. 9, cxlviii. 10); or, since this address sounds too
derisive to be appropriate to the lips of those who are supposed to be speaking here: like birds (eomparatio decurtata
as in xxii. 14, lviii. 9, Job zxiv. 5, Isa. xxi. 8). DXlH which
seems more natural in connection with the vocative rendering of T1EK (cf. Isa. xviii. 6 with Ezek. xxxix. 4) may also
be explained, with the comparative rendering, without any
need for the conjecture TIBS 103 ID (cf. Deut. xxxiii. 19), as a
retrospective glance at the time of the persecution under Saul:
to the mountains, which formerly so effectually protected
you (cf. 1 Sam. xxvi. 20, xxiii. 14). But the Keri, which is
followed by the ancient versions, exchanges Hti for nu, cf.
yyot Isa. li. 23. Even reading it thus we should not take
"I1DS, which certainly is epicoene, as vocative: flee to your
mountain,
bird (Hitz.); and for this reason, that this form
of address is not appropriate to the idea of those who prefer their counsel. But we should take it as an equation
instead of a comparison: fly to your mountain (which gave
you shelter formerly), a bird, i. e. after the manner of a bird
that flies away to its mountain home when it is chased in
the plain. But this Keri appears to be a needless correction,
which removes the difficulty of HU coming after ytfeb, by
putting another in the place of this synallage numeri.*
the storm had burst, as

* According to the abore rendering: "Flee ye to tout nmntain,
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In ver. 2 the faint-hearted ones give as the ground cf

which threatens from the side of
and malicious foes. As T\2J) implies, this danger is imminent. The perfect overrides the future: they are not only
already in the act of bending the how, they have made ready
their arrow, i. e. their deadly weapon, upon the string (irn
")PM0, xxi. 13, Arab, tvatar, from 1IT, tvatara, to stretch
tight, extend, so that the thing is continued in one straight
line) and even taken aim in order to discharge it (f"IT with
their advice, the fearful peril

crafty

—

,

b of the

aim, as in

lxiv. 5,

with ace. of the object) in the

an assassin) at the upright (those
who by their character are opposed to them). In ver. 3 the
faint-hearted still further support their advice from the pre*
dark

e. secretly, like

(i.

Bent total subversion of justice, nlnc^n are either the highest

who support

the edifice of the state, according to
according to lxxxii. 5, Ezek. xxx. 4, the
foundations of the state, upon whom the existence and well-

ranks,

Isa. xix. 10, or,

being of the land depends. We prefer the latter, since the
king and those who are loyal to him, who are associated in
thought with pns, are compared to thenirW. The construction
of the clause beginning with >2 is like Job xxxviii. 41. The
fui. has a present signification. The perf. in the principal
clause as it frequently does elsewhere (e. g. xxxix. 8, lx. 11,
Gen. xxi. 7, Num. xxiii. 10, Job xii. 9, 2 Kings xx. 9) in
interrogative sentences, corresponds to the Latin conjunctive
(here quid fecerit), and is to be expressed in English by the
auxiliary verbs: when the bases of the state are shattered,
what can the righteous do? he can do nothing. And all
,

counter-effort is so useless that it is well to be as far

from

danger as possible.

—

Vers. 4
6. The words of David's counsellors who fear
him are now ended. And David justifies his confidence
God with which he began his song. Jahve sits enthroned

for

in

a bird"

it

would require to be accented TIBS COIfi

formation from -]1BS

COin

ITU,

The interpunction as we have

vid.

HU

(as

a trans-

Baer's Aecentssystem XVIII. 2).

it, "y\Bi

03in HI J,

harmonises with

the interpretation of Varenius as of L5b Spira (Pcntateuck-Comm. 1815):
Fugite (o socH Davidis),

mont

vesler (h. e.

presidium vestrum. Pa. xxx. 8,

cut innilimini) est avis errant.
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that takes place on earth that disheartens those

little faith.

At an

also above Jerusalem,

infinite distance

now

above the earth, and

in rebellion, is a tthj? byT\, xviii.

and in this holy temple is Jahve, the Holy One.
Above the earth are the heavens, and in heaven is the throne
of Jahve, the King of kings. And this temple, this palace in
7, xxix. 9,

the heavens,

is

the place whence issues the final decision of all

earthly matters, Hab.

ii.

20, Mic.

i.

2.

For His throne above

also the super -terrestrial judgment -seat, ix. 8, ciii. 19.
Jahve who sits thereon is the all -seeing and omniscient One.

is

run prop, to split, cf. cernere, is used here according to its
radical meaning, of a sharp piercing glance. JTO prop, to
try metals by fire, of a fixed and penetrating look that sees
into a thing to the foundation of its inmost nature. The
mention of the eyelids is intentional. When we observe a
thing closely or ponder over it, we draw the eyelids together,
in order that our vision may be more concentrated and
direct, and become, as it were, one ray piercing through the
object. Thus are men open to the all -seeing eyes, the allsearching looks of Jahve the just and the unjust alike. He
:

tries the righteous,

soul there
(xvii. 3,

is

Job

t.

e.

He knows

that in the depth of his

an upright nature that
xxiii. 10),

so that

He

will abide all testing

lovingly protects him,

just as the righteous lovingly depends upon Him. And His
soul hates (t. e. He hates him with all the energy of His per-

and essentially holy nature) the evil-doer and him
that delights in the violence of the strong towards the weak.
And the more intense this hatred, the more fearful will be
the judgments in which it bursts forth.
Ver. 7, which assumes a declaration of something that
near
at hand, is opposed to our rendering the voluntative
is
form of the fut., ")1302>
expressive of a wish. The shorter
fectly

M

form of the future
the future,

e.

frequently indicative in the sense of
g. lxxii. 13, or of the present, e. g. lviii. 5, or
is

of the past,

xviii. 12. Thus it here affirms a fact of the
future which follows as a necessity from vers. 4, 5. Assuming that DTI0 might be equivalent to D>CPIS, even then the
Hebrew cno, according to the general usage of the language,

in distinction from n^PJ, does not denote burning, but black
It ought therefore to have been #K 'cr®.
coals.
Hitzig
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from 17B ashes; but a rain of ashes is no medium
of punishment. Bottcher translates it "lumps" according to
Ex. xxxix. 3, Num. xvii. 3 ; but in these passages the word
means thin plates. We adhere to the signification snares,
Job xxii.' 10, cf. xxi. 17, Prov. xxii. 5; and following the
accentuation, we understand it to be a means of punishment
by itself. First of all descends a whole discharge of missile*
which render all attempt at flight impossible, viz. lightnings; for the lightning striking out its course and travelling
from one point in the distance, bending itself like a serpent,
may really be compared to a snare, or noose, thrown down
from above. In addition to fire and brimstone (Gen. xix. 24)
we have also ffl?J$T rfil. The LXX. renders it nveu|*a xaxaiThe
7180;, and the Targum N^lJ^j? NBJ7T, procella turbinea.
root is not vpb, which cannot be sustained as a cognate
form of 3T)b, 2ttb to burn, but *)jn, which (as Sam. v. 10
shews) exactly corresponds to the Latin cesluare which com-

reads

bines in itself the characteristics of heat and violent motion,
therefore perhaps: a wind of flames,

i. e. the deadly simoom,
which, according to the present division of the verse is represented in connection with rvjBJi B'K, as the breath of the
divine wrath pouring itself forth like a stream of brimstone,
Isa. xxx. 33. It thus also becomes clear how this can be

called the portion of their cup,

1.

e.

what

ns the contents of their cup which they

is

adjudged to them
off. nip

must drain

(only found in the Davidic Psalms, with the exception of

2 Chron. xxxi. 4) is both absolutivus and constructivus accord-

ing to Olshausen (§§ 108, c, 165, t), and is derived from manajath, or manatvaih, with the original feminine termination atk,

weak radical being blended with it. According to
Hupfeld it is constr., springing from nye, like nsp (in Dan.
and Neh.) from niSj?. But probably it is best to regard it
the final

as

— riUD
Ver.

—

or rroe, like n^a
ni^i.
Thus then Jahve is in covenant with David.

7.

Even though he cannot defend himself against his enemies,
still, when Jahve gives free course to His hatred in judgment,
they will then have to do with the powers of wrath and
death, which they will not be able to escape.
closing distich bases this different relation of

When

the

God towards

the righteous and the unrighteous and this judgment of the
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ou the righteousness of God, we at once perceive what
a totally different and blessed end awaits the righteous. As
Jahve Himself is righteous, so also on His part (1 Sam. xii
7, Mic. vi. 5, and frequently) and on the part of man (Isa.
xxxiii. 15) He loves nijrnt, the works of righteousness. The
object of 3HN (— Silk) stands at the head of the sentence,
as in xcix. 4, cf. x. 14. In ver. 7b ib/» designates the upright
as a class, hence it is the more natural for the predicate to
follow in the plur. (cf. ix. 7, Job viii. 19) than to precede
as elsewhere (Prov. xxviii. 1, Isa. xvi. 4). The rendering:
'His countenance looks upon the upright man" (Hengst. and
others) is not a probable one, just because one expects to
find something respecting the end of the upright in contrast
to that of the ungodly.
This rendering is also contrary
to the general usage of the language, according to which
D'JD is always used only as that which is to be seen, not as
that which itself sees. It ought to have been y&yy , xxxiii.
18, xxxiv. 16, Job xxxvi. 7. It must therefore be translated
according to xvii. 15, cxl. 13: the upright (quisquis probus
est) shall behold His countenance. The pathetic form 1DOD
instead of "MB was specially admissible here, where God is
spoken of (as in Deut. xxxiii. 2, cf. Isa. xliv. 15). It ought
not to be denied any longer that mo is sometimes (e. g. Job
xx. 23, cf. xxii. 2, xxvii. 23) a dignified singular suffix. To
behold the face of God is in itself impossible to mortals
without dying. But when God reveals Himself in love, then
He makes His countenance bearable to the creature. And

latter

to enjoy this vision of God softened by love is the highest
honour God in His mercy can confer on a man; it is the

blessedness itself that

is

reserved for the upright, cxl. 14

not possible to say that what is intended is a future
vision of God; but it is just as little possible to say that
it is exclusively a vision in this world.
To the Old Testament conception the future n^lj? is certainly lost in the night
of Sheol. But faith broke through this night, and consoled
itself with a future beholding of God, Job xix. 26. The redemption of the New Testament has realised this aspiration
of faith, since the Bedeemer has broken through the night
of the realm of the dead, has borne on high with Him the
It is
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XII.

and translated them into the sphere

saints,

of the divine love revealed in heaven.

PSALM

XII.

LAMENT AND CONSOLATION IN THE MIDST OP PREVAILING
FALSEHOOD.
2 HELP, Jahve, for the godly man ceaseth,
For the faithful have vanished from among the children
of menl
8 They speak falsehood one with another,
Flattering lips with a double heart, they speak.

4

May Jahve

root out

all flattering lips,

The tongue that speaketh great swelling words,
Which
say: to our tongue we impart strength,
5
lips
are with us, who is lord over us? I
Our
6 "Because of the desolation of the
of the poor,

•Will I

now

arise

—

"In safety will I set

saith Jahve

afflicted, the sighing

—

him who languisheth

for it."

—

7 The words of Jahve are pure words,
Silver melted

down

in the furnace, to the earth,

Purified seven times.

8 Thou,

Jahve, wilt defend them,

him from this generation for ever;
9 The wicked strut about on every side,

Thou

When

wilt preserve

vileness

among

the children of

men

is

exalted.

Ps. xi. is appropriately followed by Ps. xii., which is of
a kindred character: a prayer for the deliverance of the poor
and miserable in a time of universal moral corruption, and
more particularly of prevailing faithlessness and boasting.
The inscription: To the Precentor, on the Octave, a Psalm of
David points us to the time when the Temple music was being
established,

i.

e.

the time of David

— incomparably the

best

age in the history of Israel, and yet, viewed in the light of the
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an age so radically corrupt. The true people
and
martyrs, and the sighing for the coming of Jahve was then
not less deep than the cry "Come, Lord Jesus 1" at the present
spirit of holiness,

of J ah ve were even then, as ever, a church of confessors

time.

This Ps.
the

together with Ps.

xii.

way in which

ii.

is

a second example of

when under great excitement
the tone of one who directly hears

the psalmist,

of spirit, passes over into

God's words, and therefore into the tone of an inspired
Just as lyric poetry in general, as being a direct
and solemn expression of strong inward feeling, is the
earliest form of poetry: so psalm -poetry contains in itself

prophet.

not only the mashal, the epos, and the

drama

in their pre-

formatire stages, but prophecy also, as we have it in the
prophetic writings of its most nourishing period, has, as it

bosom of psalm-poetry. It is throughout a blending of prophetical epic and subjective lyric elements, and is in many respects the echo of earlier psalms,
were, sprung from the

and even in some instances (as e.g. Isa. xii., Hab. iii.) transforms itself into the strain of a psalm. Hence Asaph is called
nthn in 2 Chron. xxix. 30, not from the special character
of his Psalms, but from his being a psalmist in general; for
Jeduthun has the same name given to him in 2 Chron. xxxv.
15, and N23 in 1 Chron. xxv. 2 sq. (cf. irpocpujTeoetv, Luke i.
67) is used directly as an epithet for psalm -singing with
accompaniment
a clear proof that in prophecy the cooperation of a human element is no less to be acknowledged,
than the influence of a divine element in psalm-poesy.
The direct words of Jahve, and the psalmist's Amen to
them, form the middle portion of this Psalm
a six line
strophe, which is surrounded by four line strophes.
Vers. 2
3. The sigh of supplication, nycfin, has its
object within itself: work deliverance, give help; and the
motive is expressed by the complaint which follows. The
verb *ic| to complete, means here, as in vii. 10, to have an

—

—

—

end; and the
to

come

4rc.

Xe-f.

DD©

is

equivalent to DEN in lxxvii.

9,

from
in the plur., that DOTON in

to the extremity, to cease. It is at once clear

the predicate being placed first

passage Is not an abstraction, as e. g. in Prov. xiii. 17.;
moreover the parallelism is against it, just as in xxxi. 24.
13
VOL l
this
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is the pious man, as one who practises "ion towards
God and man. jlCN, primary form pBN (plur. DyiCN; whereas
used as an adjective
from jlDN we should expect DUIOJ*),

"Vpn

—

on the contrary Deut. xxxii. 20) here just as in xxxi.
is the reliable, faithful, conscientious
Sam. xx. 19,
2
24,
man, literally one who is firm, i. e. whose word and meaning
is firm, so that one can rely upon it and be certain in relation
(cf.

to

—

it.

We

*

find similar complaints of the universal preva-

lence of wickedness in Mic.
elsewhere.

those

They contain

vii. 2, Isa. lvii. 1,

their

own

who complain thus without

and
For although

Jer. vii. 28,

limitation.

pharisaic self- righteous-

ness would convict themselves of being affected by the prevailing corruption, they are

still,

in their penitence, in their

sufferings for righteousness' sake, and in their cry for help,

a standing proof that humanity has not yet, without exception, become a massa perdita. That which the writer
especially laments, is the prevailing untruthfulness.

Men

speak jots' (= Nits' from N1BQ> desolation and emptiness under
a disguise that conceals its true nature, falsehood (xli. 7),

and hypocrisy (Job xxxv. 13), Sxaoto; itpo« tov itXtjoiov adtoS
(LXX., cf. Ephes. iv. 25, where the greatness of the sin finds
its

confirmation according to the teaching of the

ment:

8xi lojiev

nesses

(fflp/'n,

tevia),

i.

e.

dXXijXwv

|iiXi)).

They speak

lips

New Testaof smooth-

plural from HjAp, Icevitates, or from p^rt,
the smoothest, most deceitful language (accusa-

a double heart,
inasmuch, namely, as the meaning they deceitfully express
to others, and even to themselves^ differs from the purpose
they actually cherish, or even (cf. 1 Chron. xii. 33 zb »6a
zh\ t and James i. 8 8tyuxo«, wavering) inasmuch as the purpose they now so flatteringly put forth quickly changes to
the very opposite.
Vers. 4
5. In this instance the voluntative has its own
proper signification: may He root out (cf. cix. 15, and the
oppositive xi. 6). Flattering lips and a vaunting tongue are
tive of the object as in Isa. xix. 18) with

—

*The Aryan Toot man to remain, abide (Neo-Persic manden), ala*
takes a similar course, signifying usually "to continue in any coarse,
wait, hope." So the old Persic man, Zend upaman, cf. |iiveiv with its
derivatives which are applied in several

ways

in the

New Testament

characterise n(<m;.
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one, insofar as the braggart becomes a flatterer
serves his

own

selfish interest. ntg'K refers to lips

when

it

and tongue,

which are put for their possessors. The Hiph. I'ZDH may

mean

either to impart strength, or to give proof of strength.

The combination with

b,

not

3,

favours the former:

we

will

give emphasis to our tongue (this is their self-confident de-

Hupfeld renders it, contrary to the meaning of
over our tongue we have power, and Ewald
and Olshausen, on the ground of an erroneous interpretation
of Dan. ix. 27, render: we make or have a firm covenant
with our tongue. They describe their lips as being their
confederates (nt< as in 2 Kings ix. 32), and by the expression
"who is lord over us" they declare themselves to be absolutely free, and exalted above all authority. If any authority
were to assert itself over them, their mouth would put it
down and their tongue would thrash it into submission.
But Jahve, whom this making of themselves into gods chalwill not always suffer His own people to be thus
lenges
claration).

the Hiph.:

,

enslaved.

Vers. 6

—

7.

In ver. 6 the psalmist hears Jahve Himself

speak; and in ver. 7 he adds his Amen. The two jo in ver. 6
denote the motive, nnj? the decisive turning-point from fore-

bearance to the execution of judgment, and ictf' the divine
determination, which has just now made itself audible; cf.
Isaiah's echo of it, Isa. xxxiii. 10. Jahve has hitherto looked
on with seeming inactivity and indifference, now He will
arise and place in j>t£, i. e a condition of safety (cf. D«H3 Ofy
lxvi. 9), him who languishes for deliverance. It is not to be
explained: him whom he, t. e. the boaster, blows upon, which
would be expressed by 13 JTDJ, cf. x, 5; but, with Ewald,
Hengstenberg, Olshausen, and Bottcher, according to Hab.
ii.

3, where b ITEH occurs in the sense of panting after an
him who longs for it. PPBJ is, however, not a parti-

object:

=

p©;, but the fut., and ^> its? is therefore
a relative clause occupying the place of the object, just as
we find the same thing occurring in Job xxiv. 19, Isa. xli.

cipial adjective

2, 25,

he

and

may

ject,

frequently. Hupfeld's rendering: "in order that
gain breath (respirety leaves rv:2>N without an ob-

and accords more with Aramaic and Arabic than with
13 •
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Hebrew usage, which

7.

woul<? express this idea

by

1^

tJW or

£

nyr.
In ver. 7 the announcement of Jahve is followed by
its echo in the heart of the seer: the words (ffiTDNI instead
of nVlDN by changing the Shebd which closes the syllable
into an audible one, as e.g. in n&'N) of Jahve are pure words,
i.

e.

intended, and to be fulfilled, absolutely as they run

admixture whatever of untruthfulness. The
form D"1C]) serves pre-eminently as
the designation of the divine power-words of promise. The
figure, which is indicated in other instances, when God's
word is said to be HWIS (xviii. 31, cxix. 140, Prov. xxx. 5),
is here worked out: silver melted and thus purified b'Sya
without any

poetical n*}CN (after the

yyfo.

^S,

immittere,

signifies either

whence also by

a smelting- pot from bby, JU,
what is more probable

(Hitz.) ; or,

since the language has the epithets

yo and ryiso for

this

:

a

workshop, from bbyr, Ja, operari (prop, to set about a thing),
first that which is wrought at (after the form typo, tyo©, tyatf),
then the place where the work is carried on. From this also
comes the Talm. W>|72 — vbxs manifeste, occurring in the
Mishna Bosh ha-Shana i. 5 and elsewhere, and which in its
first meaning corresponds to the French en effet* According to this, the b in p"tt6 is not the b of property: in a finingpot built into the earth, for which y\vb witbout anything
further would be an inadequate and colourless expression.
But in accordance with the usual meaning of y~\vb as a
collateral definition it is: smelted (purified) down to the
earth. As Olshausen observes on this subject, "Silver that
is purified in the furnace and flows down to the ground can
be seen in every smelting hut; the pure liquid silver flows
down out of the smelting furnace, in which the ore is piled
up." For it cannot be b of reference: "purified with respect
to the earth", since f\H does not denote the earth as a material and cannot therefore mean an earthy element. We
ought then to read y2i$b, which would not mean "to a white
brilliancy", i. e. to a pure bright mass (Bottch.), but "with
«

*

On

this

word with reference to

this passage of the

Psalm mi,

Steinschneider's Hebr. Bibliographie 1861, S. 83.
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respect to the stannum, lead* (vid. on Isa.

i.

25).

The verb

pj37

to strain , filter , cause to ooze through, corresponds to

the

German

High German silian, Greek
by passing through a cloth as a
God's word is solid silver smelted and leaving

seihen, seigen, old

oaxxstv (oaxxtCetv), to clean
strainer, pip.
all

impurity behind, and, as

it

were, having passed seven

times through the smelting furnace,

i.

e.

the purest silver,

purged from dross. Silver is the emblem of everything precious and pure (vid. Bahr, Symbol, i, 284); and
seven is the number indicating the completion of any proentirely

cess (Bibl. Psychol. S. 57., transl. p. 71).

Vers. 8

—

9.

The supplicatory complaint contained in

the first strophe has passed into an ardent wish in the se-

cond; and now in the fourth there arises a consolatory hope
based upon the divine utterance which was heard in the

The suffix em in ver. 8 a refers to the miserand poor; the suffix ennu in ver. 8b (him, not: us,
which would be pointed OTXn, and more especially since it
is not preceded by •IJiOtfn) refers back to the man who
third strophe.

able

yearns for deliverance mentioned in the divine utterance,

The "preserving for ever* is so constant, that neither
now nor at any future time will they succumb to this generation. The oppression shall not become a thorough depression, the trial shall not exceed their power of endurance.
What follows in ver. 9 is a more minute description of this
ver. 6.

depraved generation, Th is the generation whole and entire
bearing one general character and doing homage to the one
spirit of the age (cf. e. g. Prov. xxx. 11
14, where the
characteristics of a corrupt age are portrayed). IT (always
without the article, Ew. § 293, a) points to the present and
the character it has assumed, which is again described here
finally in a few outlines of a more general kind than in
vera. 3
5. The wicked march about on every side (^nriH
used of going about unopposed with an arrogant and vaunting mien), when (while) vileness among (b) the children
of men rises to eminence (dd as. in Prov. xi. 11, cf. bura
Prov. xxix. 2), so that they come to be under its dominion. Vileness is called n& from bb[ (cogn. bta) to be
supple and lax, narrow, low, weak and worthless. The form
is passive just as is the Talm. ni^J (from ^!
^i), and it

—

—

—
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the epithet applied to that which is depreciated, despised,
and to he despised; here it is the opposite of the disposition
is

—

and conduct of the noble man, snj,

Isa. xxxii. 8,
a basewhich
utterly
devoid
not
is
only of all nobler prinness
ciples and motives, but also of all nobler feelings and imThe 3 of D13 is not the expression of simultanepulses.
ousness (as e. g. in Prov. z. 25): immediately it is exalted
for then ver. 9 would give expression to a general observation, instead of being descriptive
but Q13 is equivalent
to D~12, only it is intentionally used instead of the latter,
to express a coincidence that is based upon an intimate relation of cause and effect, and is not merely accidental.
The wicked are puffed up on all sides, and encompass the
better disposed on every side as their enemies. Such is the
state of things, and it cannot be otherwise at a time when
men allow meanness to gain the ascendency among and over
them, as is the case at the present moment. Thus even at
last the depressing view of the present prevails in the amidst
of the confession of a more consolatory hope. The present
is gloomy. But in the central hexastich the future is lighted
up as a consolation against this gloominess. The Psalm is
a ring and this central oracle is its jewel.

—

—

PSALM XIII.
WHO

SUPPLIANT CRT OF ONE

IS

UTTERLY UNDONE.

2

HOW

long wilt

3

How
How

How

long shall mine enemy be exalted over

long, Jahve, wilt

Thou

Thou
Thy

veil

forget me,
face from

long shall I cherish cares in
Sorrow in my heart by day ?

my

mo?l

souX,

1

me?l

4 Look, answer me, Jahve, my God,
Lighten mine eyes, that I fall not asleep in death,
5 That mine enemy may not say: "Ihave prevailed against
him",

That mine oppressors may not

rejoice,

when
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Thy mercy do I trust,
Thy salvation;

heart shall rejoice at

I will sing of Jahve, because

He hath

dealt bountifully

with me.

Ps.

The DlT of the personal cry with which David opens
ziii. harmonizes with 012 of the general lament which

he introduces into Ps. xii.; and for this reason the collector
has coupled these two Psalms together. Hitzig assigns Ps.
ziii. to the time when Saul posted watchers to hunt David
from place to place, and when, having been long and unceasinglypersecuted,David dared to cherish a hope of escaping
death only by indefatigable vigilance and endurance. Perhaps this view is correct. The Psalm consists of three
strophes, or if it be preferred, three groups of decreasing
magnitude. A long deep sigh is followed, as from a relieved
breast, by an already much more gentle and half calm
prayer; and this again by the believing joy which anticipates
the certainty of being answered. This song as it were casts
up constantly lessening waves, until it becomes still as the
sea when smooth as a mirror, and the only motion discernible at last is that of the joyous ripple of calm repose.

—

3. The complicated question: till when, how
Vers. 2
long ... for ever (as in lxxiv. 10, lxxiz. 5, lxxxix. 47), is the
expression of a complicated condition of soul, in which, as
Luther briefly and forcibly describes it, amidst the feeling of
anguish under divine wrath "hope itself despairs and despair
nevertheless begins to hope". The self-contradiction of the
question is to be explained by the conflict which is going

on within between the
heart thinks:

God has

flesh

and the

forgotten

me

spirit.

for ever.

The dejected
But the spirit,

which thrusts away this thought, changes it into a question
which sets upon it the mark of a mere appearance not a
reality: how long shall it seem as though Thou forgettest
me for ever? It is in the nature of the divine wrath, that
the feeling of it is always accompanied by an impression
that it will last for ever; and consequently it becomes a
foretaste of hell

itself.

But

faith holds fast the love that
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is

behind the wrath;

it

XI1L 4—5.

sees in the display of anger only a

self- masking of the loving

God

countenance of the

of love,

and longs for the time when this loving countenance shall
be again unveiled to it. Thrice does David send forth this
cry of faith out of the inmost depths of his spirit. To place
or set up contrivances, plans, or proposals in his soul, viz.
as to the means by which he may be able to escape from
this painful condition, is equivalent to, to make the soul
the place of such thoughts, or the place where such thoughts
are fabricated (cf. Prov. xxvi. 24). One such MSg chases the

other in his soul, because he recognises the vanity of one
after another as soon us they spring up. With respect to
the COV which follows, we must think of these cares as taking possession of his soul in the night time; for the night
leaves a

man

by him.

felt

alone with his affliction and makes
It

it doubly
be
proved
from
Ezek.
zzx.
cannot
16 (cf.

4 OOnSCi) , that DDV like DV (Jer. vii. 25, short for
CV DV) may mean "daily" (Ew. § 313, a), uov does not mean
this here, but is the antithesis to rhh which is to be supplied
in thought in ver. 3a. By night he proposes plan after plan,
each one as worthless as the other; and by day, or all the
day through, when he sees his distress with open eyes, sor-

Zeph.

row

ii.

(|13j) is

in his heart, as it were, as the feeling the night

leaves behind

it

and as the

hopeless condition.

ascendant.
self,

i.

e.

CD") is

He

is

direct reflex of his helpless

persecuted, and his foe

both to be exalted and to

is

and

in the

rise, raise one's

and arrogantly to assume dignity
brusten). The strophe closes with 'ad~anm

to rise to position

to one's self (sich

used for the fourth time.
5. In contrast to God's seeming to have forgotten him and to wish neither to see nor know anything
of his need, he prays: nff>3Tl (cf. Isa. lxiii. 15). In contrast
to his being in perplexity what course to take and unable
to help himself, he prays: ">})%, answer me, who cry for help,
viz. by the fulfilment of my prayer as a real, actual answer.
In contrast to the triumphing of his foe: yy rn'MT, in order
that the triumph of his enemy may not be made complete

which

is

Vers. 4

by

—

his dying.

To

lighten the eyes that are

dimmed with

sorrow and ready to break, is equivalent to, to impart
new life (Ezra ix. 8), which is reflected in the fresh clear
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The lightening

light, to which "wn points, is the light of love beaming
from the divine countenance, xzxi. 17. Light, love, and life

are closely allied notions in the Scriptures. He,

God looks down
life
e.

t.

is

in love, continues in life,

are imparted to him, it
the sleep of death, Jer.

upon whom

new powers

of

is

not his lot to sleep the death,

li.

39, 57, cf. Fs. lxxvi. 6.

rn»n

the accusative of effect or sequence: to sleep so that the

becomes death (LXX. el; ddvcrtov), Ew. § 281, e. Such
the light of life for which he prays, in order that his foe
may not be able at last to say VP^D] (with accusative object,
sleep
is

—

)b »flijSj, cxxix. 2, Gen. xzzii. 26,
able for him, a match for him, I am superior to him,
have gained the mastery over him. '3, on account of the
future which follows, had better be taken as temporal

as in Jer. zzzviii. 5)

I

am

(quum) than as expressing the reason (quod),

cf.

"hn W03,

xxxviii. 17.

Ver.

6.

Three lines of joyous anticipation now follow
By ttto he sets him-

the five of lament and four of prayer.

self in opposition to his foes. The latter desire his death,
but he trusts in the mercy of God, who will turn and terminate his affliction, a DISS denotes faith as clinging fast to
God , just as 3 non denotes it as confidence which hides
itself in Him. The voluntative bi\ pre -supposes the sure
realisation of the hope. The perfect in ver. 6 c is to be
properly understood thus: the celebration follows the fact

that inspires

him

to song,

^j;

bty to do good to any one,

as in cxvi. 7, cxix. 17, cf. the radically cognate (yy) TQJ lvii.
3. With the two iambics gamdl'alcy the song sinks to rest.

In the storm -tossed soul of the suppliant all has now become calm. Though it rage without as much now as ever
peace reigns in the depth of his heart.

—

PSALM

XIV.

THE PBEV AILING COBBUPTION AND THE REDEMPTION DESIRED
1

THE fool hath said in his heart: "There
Corrupt, abominable are their doings,
There is none that doeth good.

is

no God»;
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2 Jahve looketh

XIV.

down from heaven upon the children of

men
if there be any that hare understanding,
any that seek after God.

To see
If
3

They are all fallen away, altogether they are corrupt,
There is none that doeth good,

Not even

one.

4 "Are they so utterly devoid of understanding,
workers of iniquity,

Who

eating

They

call

up

my people,

eat

up bread,

not on Jahve?"

5

Then were they in great fear,
For God is in the righteous generation.

6

Would

ye bring to shame the counsel of the afflicted,

For Jahve
7

all the

is

indeed his refuge

1

Oh that the salvation of Israel were come out of ZionI
When Jahve turneth the captivity of His people,
Jacob shall

rejoice, Israel shall

be glad.

Just as th6 general lamentation of Ps. zii. assumes a
personal character in Ps. xiii., so in Ps. xiv. it becomes
again general; and the personal desire '2b^tP, xiii. 6, so full
of hope, corresponds to 3pjn ^P, which is extended to the
whole people of God in xiv. 7. Moreover, Ps. xiv., as being

a gloomy picture of the times in which the dawn of the diis discernible in the background, is more closely
allied to Ps. xii. than to Ps. xiii. although this latter is
not inserted between them without some recognised reason.
In the reprobation of the moral and religious character of
the men of the age, which Ps. xiv. has in common with Ps.
xii., we at once have a confirmation of the nn^. But xiv. 7
does not necessitate our coming down to the time of the

vine day

,

Exile.

In Ps.

liii.

we

Psalm which is Jehovic, occur*
The position of Ps. xiv. in the

find this

ring again as Elohimic.

primary collection favours the presumption, that
earlier

and more

original

composition.

presumption will bear the test of a

And

critical

it is the

since

this

comparison of
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I.

we may leave the treatment of Ps. liii. to
proper place, without bringing it forward here. It is not
as though Ps. sir. were intact. It is marked out as seven
three-line verses, but vers. 5 and 6, which ought to be the
fifth and sixth three lines, are only two; and the original
form appears to be destroyed by some deficiency. The difficulty is got over in Ps. liii., by making the two two-line
verses into one three -line verse, so that it consists only of
the two Psalms,

its

six three-line verses.

And

in that

Psalm the announcement

of judgment is applied to foreign enemies, a circumstance
which has influenced some critics and led them astray in the
interpretation of Ps. xiv.
Ver. 1. The perfect icn, as in i. 1, x. 3, is the so-called
abstract present (Ges. § 126, 3), expressing a fact of universal experience, inferred from a number of single instan-

The Old Testament language is unusually rich in epithets
The simple, 'FIB, and the silly, ^D2, for the
lowest branches of this scale; the fool, Sin and the madman, ^in, the uppermost. In the middle comes the notion
a word from the verbal
of the simpleton or maniac, b%3,
stem bn which, according as that which forms the centre
of the group of consonants lies either in 3J (Genesis S. 636),
or in ^3 (comp. b2K, Sn, bvtt, bop), signifies either to be
extended, to relax, to become frail, to wither, or to be proces.

for the unwise.

,

—

minent, eminere, Arab, nabula; so that consequently b2i
means the relaxed, powerless, expressed in New Testament
language: itveojia oox fyovra. Thus Isaiah (ch. xxxii. 6) describes the biy. "a simpleton speaks simpleness and his heart
does godless things, to practice tricks and to say foolish
things against Jahve, to leave the soul of the hungry empty,
and to refuse drink to the thirsty." Accordingly boi is the

synonym

of yb the scoffer

(vid.

the definition in Prov. xxi. 24).

A free spirit of this class is reckoned according to the
Scriptures among the empty, hollow, and devoid of mind.
The thought, OVtSk }W which is the root of the thought
and action of such a man, is the climax of imbecility. It is
not merely practical atheism, that is intended by this maxim
,

of the bzfi The heart according to Scripture language is not
only the seat of volition, but also of thought. The bl) is
.

r
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not content with acting as though there were no God, but
directly denies that there is a God, e. a personal God. The
psalmist makes this prominent as the very extreme and
i".

human depravity, that there can be among men
who deny the existence of a God. The subject of what
follows are, then, not these atheists but men in general,
among whom such characters are to be found: they make
the mode of action (their) doings corrupt , they make it
depth of

those

,

,

abominable.
i"Wy, a poetical brevity of expression for
DmW>g, belongs to both verbs, which have Tarcha and Mercha
(the two usual conjunctives of Mugrash) in correct texts;

and is in fact not used as an adverbial accusative (Hengstenberg and others), but as an object, since CVPltfTI is just the
word that is generally used in this combination with Tlbty
Zeph. iii. 7 or, what is the same thing, ?|~n Gen. vi. 12; and
D'jfnn (cf. 1 Kings xxi. 26) is only added to give a superlative intensity to the expression.

The negative: "there

is

none that doeth good" is just as unrestricted as in xii. 2.
But further on the psalmist distinguishes between a in
pv\)t, which experiences this corruption in the form of persecution, and the corrupt mass of mankind. He means what
he says of mankind as xfopoc, in which , at first the few
rescued by grace from the mass of corruption are lost sight
of by him, just as in the words of God, Gen. vi. 5, 12. Since
it is only grace that frees any from the general corruption,
that men are described just as they
it may also be said
nature;
although,
be it admitted, it is not hereditary
are by
actual
sin,
which
springs
sin but
up from it, and grows apace
interpose,
that
is here spoken of.
if grace do not
,

Ver.

2.

decision of

The second

God

Himself.

tristich appeals to the infallible

The verb

fppEfil

means to look

by bending one's self forward. It is the proper word
for looking out of a window, 2 Kings ix. 30 (cf. Kiph. Judges
v. 28, and frequently), and for God's looking down from
heaven upon the earth, cii. 20, and frequently; and it is
cognate and synonymous with irp&'n, xxxiii. 13, 14; cf.,
moreover, Cant. ii. 9. The perf. is used in the sense of the
forth,

perfect only insofar as the divine survey

is antecedent to
as given in ver. 3. Just as irvnts'n reminds one of
the history of the Flood, so does tWtrb of the history of the

its result
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building of the tower of Babel, Gen. xi. 5, cf. xviii. 21. God's
judgment rests upon a knowledge of the matter of fact, which
is represented in such passages after the manner of men. God's
all-seeing, all-piercing eyes scrutinise the whole human race.
Is there one who shews discernment in thought and act, one
to whom fellowship with God is the highest good, and consequently that after which he strives ?
this is God's question, and He delights in such persons, and certainly none
such would escape His longing search. On 0'r6N"TK<, t4»

—

9e6v, vid. % Ges. § 117. 2.

Yer.

He

3.

The

third tristich bewails the condition in which

finds humanity.

The universality of corruption

is

ex*

pressed in as strong terms as possible, fen they all (lit. the
totality); *nTV with one another (lit. in its or their unions,
i.e., unwersi); nriN-DJ fN not a single one who might form
an exception. ID (probably not 3 prat, but partic, which
passes at once into the finite verb) signifies to depart, viz.

from the ways of God, therefore to fall away (ditooraTTj?).
as in Job xv. 16, denotes the moral corruptness as a
becoming sour, putrefaction, and suppuration. Instead of
"inNTCJ pN, the LXX. translates o&x eotiv Jto? 4v6« (as though
it were "intny, which is the more familiar form of expression).
Paul quotes the first three verses of this Psalm (Rom. iii.
10
12) in order to shew how the assertion, that Jews and
heathen all are included under sin, is in accordance with the

r6w,

—

teaching of Scripture.

What

the psalmist says, applies pri-

marily to Israel, his immediate neighbours, but at the same
time to the heathen, as is self-evident. What is lamented
is

neither the pseudo-Israelitish corruption in particular,

nor that of the heathen, but the universal corruption of man
which prevails not less in Israel than in the heathen world.
The citations of the apostle which follow his quotation of
the Psalm, from xa<poc ivscpYjiivoc to &ir£vavri -tuiv dcpQaXjifiv
autfiv were early incorporated in the Psalm in the Koivfj of
the LXX. They appear as an integral part of it in the Cod.
Alex.., in the Greco-Latin Psalterium Veronense , and in the
Syriac Ptalterium Mediolanense. They are also found in Apolmaris' paraphrase of the Psalms as a later interpolation;
the Cod. Vat. has them in the margin; and the words ouvtpippa xal xaXaurrapi'a h xai; 68oi; etuxwv have found admitI
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XIV. 3—4.

tance in the translation, which is more Rabbinical than Old
Hebrew, BTCTna jn y3S^ jn ^5 even in a Hebrew codex

(Kennicott 649). Origen rightly excluded this apostolic Mosaic work of Old Testament testimonies from his text of the

Psalm; and the true representation of the matter is to be
found in Jerome, in the preface to the xvi. book of his commentary on Isaiah.*

Thus utterly cheerless

Ver. 4.

is

the issue of the di-

ought at least to have been different
in Israel, the nation of the positive revelation. But even
there wickedness prevails and makes God's purpose of mercy
of none effect.
The divine outburst of indignation which
vine scrutiny.

It

the psalmist hears here,

Also in Isa.

iii.

13

is

— 15

applicable to the sinners in Israel.

the Judge of the world addresses

Himself to the heads of Israel in particular. This one feature
of the Psalm before us is raised to the consistency of a

Psalm of Asaph, lxxxii.
That which is here clothed in the form of a question, n6h
W*V, is reversed into an assertion in ver. 5 of that Psalm.
special prophetic picture in the

It is not to be translated: will they not have to feel (which

ought to be ijnj); but also not as Hupfeld renders it: have
they not experienced. "Not to know" is intended to be used
as absolutely in the signification non sapere, and consequently
insipientem esse, as

it is

in lxxxii. 5, lxxiii. 22, xcii. 7, Isa.

and frequently. The perfect

is to be
judged after the analogy of novisse (Ges. § 126, 3), therefore it
is to be rendered: have they attained to no knowledge, are
they devoid of all knowledge, and therefore like the brutes,
yea, according to Isa. i. 2, 3 even worse than the brutes,
all the workers of iniquity? The two clauses which follow
are, logically at least, attributive clauses. The subordination
xliv. 18, cf. 9, xlv. 20,

of orb l^CN to the participle as a circumstantial clause in
the sense of crib bbN3 is syntactically inadmissible; neither

with Hupfeld, be understood of a brutish and
away of life; for, as Olshausen, rightly observes Crib bcN does not signify to feast and carouse, but simply
to eat, take a meal. Hengstenberg correctly translates it

can

Dl*fr l^DN,

secure passing

* Cf. PlQschke's Monograph on the Milanese Ptallerium Syriacitm,
1835, p.

28— 3».
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„who eating my people, eat bread", t. e. who think that they
are not doing anything more sinful,
indeed rather what
than
is justifiable, irreproachable and lawful to them,
whan they are eating bread; cf. the further carrying out of
this thought in Mic. iii. 1
3 (especially ver. 3 extr.: "just
as in the pot and as flesh within the caldron."). Instead of
WTjJtfb fl Jeremiah says in ch. x. 21 (cf., however, x. 25):
NS'TJ *6 Trrwn. The meaning is like that in Hos. vii. 7. They
do not pray as it becomes man who is endowed with mind,
therefore they are like cattle, and act like beasts of prey.
Ver. 5. When Jahve thus bursts forth in scorn His
word, which never fails in its working, smites down these
brutish men, who are without knowledge and conscience.
The local demonstrative 0& is used as temporal in this
passage just as in lxvi, 6, Hos. ii. 17, Zeph. i. 14, Job xxiii.
7, xxxv. 12, and is joined with the perfect of certainty, as
in xxxvi. 13, where it has not so much a temporal as a local
3ense. It does not mean "there
at a future time", as pointing into the indefinite future, but "there •= then", when God
shall thus speak to them in His anger.
Intensity is here
given to the verb in© by the addition of a substantival object
of the same root, just as is frequently the case in the more
elevated style, e. g. Hab. iii. 9; and as is done in other cases
by the addition of the adverbial infinitive. Then, when God's
long-suffering changes into wrath, terror at His judgment
Beizes them and they tremble through and through. This
judgment of wrath, however, is on the other hand a revelation of love. Jahve avenges and thus delivers those whom
He calls 'sy (My people); and who are here called pns ")H

—

—

—

=

the generation of the righteous, in opposition to the corrupted humanity of the time (xii. 8), as being conformed to
the will of God and held together by a superior spirit to
the prevailing spirit of the age.

much as "itt

They are so

called inas-

passes over from the signification generatio to

that of genu* hominum here and also elsewhere, when it
not merely a temporal, but a moral notion; cf. xxiv.

is

6,

lxxih. 15, cxii. 2, where it uniformly denotes the whole of
the children of God who are in bondage in the world and

longing for deliverance, not Israel collectively in antithesis
to the Scythians and the heathen in general (Hitzig).
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XIV. 6-7.

Ver. 6. The psalmist himself meets the oppressed full
of joyous confidence, by reason of the self-manifestation of
God in judgment, of which he is now become so confident

and which so fills him with comfort. Instead of the sixth
tristich, which we expected, we have another distich. The
Hiph. #'271 with a personal object signifies: to put any one to
shame, i. e. to bring it about that any one must be ashamed,
e. g. xliv. 8 (cf. liii. 6, where the accusative of the person
has to be supplied), or absolutely: to act shamefully, as in
B^'O ]? (a prodigal son). It

the phrase used in Proverbs,

appears only here with a neuter accusative of the object,

—

a meaning it
not in the signification to defame (Hitz.)
never has (not even in Prov. xiii. 5, where it is blended with
but
tf'tcn to make stinking, i. e. a reproach, Gen. xxxiv. 30),
,

—

shame =» to frustrate (Hupf.), which is
at once the most natural meaning in connection with nsg.
But it is not to be rendered: ye put to shame, because . . .,
for to what purpose is this statement with this inapplicable
reason in support of it ? The ful. IB^F) is used with a like
shade of meaning as in Lev. xix. 17, and the imperative
elsewhere; and o gives the reason for the tacitly implied
clause, or if a line is really lost from the strophe, the lost
to confound, put to

(cf. Isa. viii. 9 sq.): ye will not accomplish it.
DSP
whatsoever the pious man, who as such suffers reproach,
plans to do for the glory of his God, or even in accordance with the will of his God. All this the children of the
world , who are in possession of worldly power, seek to
frustrate; but viewed in the light of the final decision their
attempt is futile: Jahve is his refuge, or, literally the place
whither he flees to hide himself and finds a hiding or con-

clause

is

cealment

C?s, "lyib, iriD,

JL,

Arabic also
^J<>).

fflDPID

has

An orthophonic Dag., which obviates the necessity for the
reading

mono

and similar

(cf.

D%n

x.

1

,

Ibjjb xxxiv.

1

,

-|feN& cv. 22,

instances).

Ver. 7. This tristich sounds like a liturgical addition
belonging to the time of the Exile unless one is disposed
to assign the whole Psalm to this period on account of it.
For elsewhere in a similar connection, as e. g. in Ps. cxxvi.,
Dots' DIIS* means to turn the captivity, or to bring back the
,
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7.

in cxxvi. 4,

Nah.

ii.

3 (followed

the Kal being preferred to the

44, xxxiii. 11) in favour ot the alli(from rats' to make any one a prisoner
a transitive signification, which Hengstenberg
of war),
(who interprets it: to tarn back, to turn to the captivity,
of God's merciful visitation), vainly hesitates to admit. But
Isa. lxvi. 6, for instance, shews that the exiles also never
looked for redemption anywhere but from Zion. Not as
though they had thought, that Jahve still dwelt among the
ruins of His habitation, which indeed on the contrary was
become a ruin because He had forsaken it (as we read in
Ezekiel); but the moment of His return to His people is
also the moment when He entered again upon the occupation
of His sanctuary, and His sanctuary, again appropriated by
Jahve even before it was actually reared, is the spot whence
issues the kindling of the divine judgment on the enemies
of Israel, as well as the spot whence issues the brightness
of the reverse side of this judgment, viz. the final deliverance, hence even during the Exile, Jerusalem is the point
(the kibla) whither the eye of the praying captive was
directed, Dan. vi. 11. There would therefore be nothing
strange if a psalm-writer belonging to the Exile should express his longing for deliverance in these words who gives
oh that the salvation of Israel
oh that one would give
out
Zion!
were come
But since mats' aits' also signifies
of
metaphorically to turn misfortune, as in Job xlii. 10, Ezek.
xvi. 53 (perhaps also in Ps. lxxxv. 2, cf. ver. 5), inasmuch as
the idea of riots' has been generalised exactly like the German aElendn , exile (Old High German elilenti
sojourn in
another country, banishment, homelessness) therefore the
inscribed TT\b cannot be called in question from this quarter.
Even Hitzig renders: "if Jahve would but turn the misfortune
of His people", regarding this Psalm as composed by Jeremiah
during the time the Scythians were in the land. If this render-

ffiph. DUS/'n (Jer. xxxii.

teration with

—

ryots'

:

=

=

=

,

ing is possible, and that

it is is

undeniable, then we- retain

nn^. And we do so the more readily, as Jeremiah's supposed authorship rests upon a non- recognition
of his reproductive character, and the history of the
the inscription

VOL.

I.

H
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prophet's times

makes no allusion to any incursion by the

Scythians.

The condition of the true people of God in the time of
Absolom was really a VPQ& in more than a figurative sense.
But we require no such comparison with co temporary history,
since in these closing words we have only the gathering up
into a brief form of the view which prevails in other parte

of the Psalm, viz. that the "righteous generation" in the
midst of the world, and even of the so-called Israel, finds
itself in a state of oppression, imprisonment, and bondage.

God will turn this condition of His people, who are His
people indeed and of a truth, then shall Jacob rejoice and
Israel be glad. It is the grateful duty of the redeemed to
And how could they do otherwise!
rejoice.
If

—

PSALM

XV.

THE CONDITIONS OF ACCESS TO GOD.
1

JAHVE, who may sojourn in Thy tabernacle,
Who may dwell on Thy holy mountain?

2 He that walketh uprightly, and worketh righteousness,

And

speaketh truth in his heart.

8 That taketh not slander upon his tongue,
Nor doeth evil to his companion,
Nor bringeth a reproach upon his neighbour;

4 That is displeasing in his own eyes, to be
But those who fear Jahve he honoureth;

He
fi

sweareth to [his own] hurt

despised,

— he changeth not.

He putteth not out his money to usury,
And taketh not a bribe against the innocent
He that doeth these things shall never be moved.

—

The proceeding Psalm distinguished pi~\)t in, a righteous
generation, from the mass of the universal corruption, and
elosed with a longing for the salvation out of Zion. Ps. xv.
answers the question: who belongs to thispns

"in.
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shall the future salvation avail?

Ps. zxiv.,

connection with the removal of the

Ark

composed

in

to Zion, is very si-

milar.
The state of mind expressed in this Psalm exactly
corresponds to the unhypocritical piety and genuine lowliness
which were manifest in David in their most beauteous light
on that occasion; cf. ver. 4& with 2 Sam. vi. 19; ver. 4a
with 2 Sam. vi. 21 sq. The fact, however, that Zion (Moriah)
is called simply BhpH *in in ver. 1, rather favours the time
of the Absolomic exile, when David was cut off from the
sanctuary of his God, whilst it was in the possession of men
the very opposite of those described in this Psalm (vid. iv. 6).
Nothing can be maintained with any certainty except that
the Psalm assumes the elevation of Zion to the special designation of "the holy mountain" and the removal of the

Ark
13

to the bllH erected there (2

— 16

is

a

Sam.

fine variation of this

vi. 17).

Isa. xxxiii.

Psalm.

—

That which is expanded in the tristichic
Vers. 1
2.
portion of the Psalm, is all contained in this distichic portion in nuce.

The address

to

God

is

form (Hupfeld), but the question
imply, directed to God.
fore to

not merely a favourite
as its words

is really,

The answer, however,

is

not there-

be taken as a direct answer from God, as

it

might

be in a prophetical connection: the psalmist addresses himself to God in prayer, he as it were reads the heart of God,

and answers to himself the question
dance with the mind of God. -iti and

just asked, in accorj:tf

which are usually

distinguished from each other like iropoueiv and

xotoixsiv

meaning in this instance.
It is not a merely temporary *iu (lxi. 5), but for ever, that
is intended.
The only difference between the two interchangeable notions is this, the one denotes the finding of an
abiding place of rest starting from the idea of a wandering life, the other the possession of an abiding place of rest
starting from the idea of settled family life.*
The holy
in Hellenistic Greek, are alike in

* In the Arabic xJUl -L=»

is

"one

under the protection of God,

were in the fortress of God."

dwelling as

it

schari, S. 1,

Anm.

vid. Fleischer's

Samach-

1.

14*
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1—3.

tabernacle and the holy mountain are here thought of in
their spiritual character as the places of the divine presence
and of the church of God assembled round the symbol of

and accordingly the sojourning and dwelling there is
not to be understood literally, but in a spiritual sense.
This spiritual depth of view, first of all with local limiThis is
tations, is also to be found in xxvii. 4, 5, lzi. 5.
present even where the idea of earnestness and regularity in
attending the sanctuary rises in intensity to that of constantly dwelling therein, lxv. 5, lxxxiv. 4
5; while elsemateriality
the
outward
of the Old
in
xxiv.
where as
3,
Thus
we
is
exceeded.
see
the
idea
Testament
not
of the
itself
time
contracting
within
the
sanctuary at one
Old
Testament limits, and at another expanding more in accordance with the spirit of the New Testament; since in
this matter, as in the matter of sacrifice, the spirit of the
New Testament already shews signs of life, and works powerfully through its cosmical veil, without that veil being as
yet rent. The answer to the question, so like the spirit of
the New Testament in its intention, is also itself no less
New Testament in its character: Not every one who saith
Lord, Lord, but they who do the will of God, shall enjoy
But His will concerns
the rights of friendship with Him.
the very substance of the Law, viz. our duties towards all
men, and the inward state of the heart towards God.
In the expression D'OFl ?£in (here and inProv. xxviii. 18),
CWI is either a closer definition of the subject: one walkone going about as a
ing as an upright man, like S?"1
slanderer, cf. ^?1D "IB'JO Mic. ii. 7 "the upright as one walkit;

—

,

^D

^n

an accusative of the object, as in rtpns
one who walks uprightness, i. e. one who
makes uprightness his way, his mode of action; since DWl
may mean integrum =*integritas, and this is strongly favoured
by OOTp OC^S"), which is used interchangeably with it in
Ps. lxxxiv. 12 (those who walk in uprightness). Instead of
i"l£~3 ratly we have the poetical form of expression pnsf *>g&.
The characterising of the outward walk and action is
followed in ver. 2b hy the characterising of the inward nature:
speaking truth in his heart, not: with his heart (not merely
ing"; or

it is

Isa. xxxiii. 15:
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with his mouth); for in the phrase 2S2 TON, a is always the
of the place, not of the instrument
the meaning

—

2?<?/A

not falsehood and deceit that he thinks
and plans inwardly, but truth (Hitz.). We have three char*
acteristics here : a spotless walk, conduct ordered according
to God's will, and a truth-loving mode of thought.
5.
The distich which contains the question
Vers. 3
and that containing the general answer are now followed
by three tristichs, which work the answer out in detail.
The description is continued in independent clauses, which,
however, have logically the value of relative clauses. The
p erff. have the signification of abstract presents, for they
are the expression of tried qualities, of the habitual mode
of action, of that which the man, who is the subject of the
therefore is: it

is

—

question, never did and what consequently it is not his
wont to do. br) means to go about, whether in order to
spie out (which is it usual meaning), or to gossip and slander
(here, and the Piel in 2 Sam. xix. 28; cf. b^T), b^Ti). Instead
tii&63

we have UE>H>JJ (with Dag. in the second \ in order
may be read with emphasis and not slurred over*),

that it

because a word lies upon the tongue ere it is uttered, the
speaker brings it up as it were from within on to his tongue

The assonance of
or lips, xvi. 4, 1. 16, Ezek. xxxvi. 3.
Hjn Vljnb i8 well conceived. To do evil to him who is bound
to us by the ties of kindred and friendship, is a sin which
will bring its own punishment. 311J? is also the parallel
word to jn in Exod. xxxii. 27. Both are here intended to
refer not merely to persons of the same nation ; for whatever
is sinful in itself and under any circumstances whatever, is

man according to the moThe assertion of Hup feld and
others that Nfco in conjunction with nsin means efferre
effari t is opposed by its combination with b% and its use
elsewhere in the phrase DBin WW "to bear reproach" (lxix. 8).
also sinful in relation to every

rality of the Old Testament.

=

means

much

tollere as ferre) to

bring

reproach on any one, or load any one with reproach.

Ro-

It

*

(since Nfco is just as

vid. the role foi this orthophonic Dag. in the Luther. Zeilschrift,

1863, 8. 413.
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XV. 3—4.

a burden which is more easily put on than cast
off; audacter calumniare, semper aliquid heeret.
In ver. 4a the interpretation "he is little in his own
eyes, despised,'* of which Hupfeld, rejecting it, says that Hitzig
has picked it up out of the dust, is to he retained. Even the
Targ., Saad., Aben-Ezra, Kimchi, Urbino (in his Grammar,
*"PD ^i"IN) take VJ'JC nOJ together, even though explaining
it differently, and it is accordingly accented by Baer
DND3M*J*J""|! nj.23 (Mahpach, Asia Legarme, Bebia magnum).*
God exalts him who is Ytfjn "jt2f">, 1 Sam. xr. 17. David,
when he brought up the ark of his God, could not sufficiently
degrade himself (^>j3i), and appeared VJJJ3 btvf, 2 Sam. vi. 22.
This lowliness, which David also confesses in Ps. cxxxi., is
noted here and throughout the whole of the Old Testament,
e. g., Isa. lvii. 15, as a condition of being well-pleasing before
proach

is

God; just as

it is

other hand,

it

in reality the chief of all virtues.

On

the

mostly translated either, according to
the usual accentuation, with which the Beth of *wjn is
dageshed: the reprobate is despised in his eyes (Rashi,
Hupf.), or in accordance with the above accentuation:
despised in his eyes is the reprobate (Maurer, Hengst.,
Olsh., Luzzatto) ; but this would say but little, and be badly
expressed. For the placing together of two participles
without an article, and moreover of similar meaning,
with the design of the one being taken as subject and the
other as predicate, is to be repudiated simply on the
ground of style; and the difference among expositors shews

how

is

equivocal the expression

On

the other hand,

is.

when we

translate

it:

"despicable is

he in his own eyes, worthy to be despised" (Ges. § 134, 1),
we can appeal to xiv. 1, where irvn#Tl is intensified just in
the same way by "G^nn, as iljDJ is here by DNC3; cf. also
Gen. xxx. 31, Job xxxi. 23,
*

Isa. xliii. 4.

The usual accentuation DNDJ W'jb

VJ'JQ from

nnj

I

The

DpJ

antithesis of

forcibly separates

to which according to ita position it belongs.

And

Heidenheim's accentuation cV<Oi TO'ID HT33 is to be rejected on accentuological grounds, because of two like distinctives the second has
always a less distinctive value than the first. We are consequently
only left to the one given above. The MSS. vary.
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4a is also thus fully met: he himself seems
to himself unworthy of any respect, whereas he constantly
shews respect to others; and the standard hy which he
judges is the fear of God. His own fear of Jahve is manifest
from the self-denying strictness with which he performs
his vows. This sense of jry$ JJ3$ is entirely misapprehended
when it is rendered: he swears to his neighbour (jn
JTl),
which ought to be V<y~)b, or: he swears to the wicked (and
keeps to what he has thus solemnly promised), which ought
to be ]}-)b; for to what purpose would be the omission of
the elision of the article, which is extremely rarely (xxxvi. 6)
not attended to in the classic style of the period before the
Exile? The words have reference to Lev. t. 4: if any one
swear, thoughtlessly pronouncing 213 r6 1N jnn^» to do evil
or to do good, etc. The subject spoken of is oaths which are
forgotten , and the forgetting of which must be atoned for
by an asham, whether the nature of the oath be something
unpleasant and injurious, or agreeable and profitable, to
the person making the tow. The retrospective reference of
ver.

4b to

ver.

—

-

JPi"6 to the subject is self-evident; for to injure another

is

indeed a sin , the vowing and performance of which, not its
Omission, would require to be expiated. On jnnb
jjv^
vid. Ges. § 67, rem. 6.
The hypothetical antecedent (cf.
e. g., 2 Kings v. 13) is followed by "w t6l as an apodosis.
The verb *von is native to the law of vows, which, if any
one has vowed an animal in sacrifice , forbids both changing it for its money value (^/OD) and exchanging it for
The
another, be it 11t02 j)"3"1« JH3 2it£ Lev. xxvii. 10, 33.
psalmist of course does not use these words in the technical
sense in which they are used in the Law. Swearing includes
making a vow, and "yq\ tih disavows not merely any exchanging of that which was solemnly promised, but also
any alteration of that which was sworn he does not misuse

—

:

the

name
In

of

God

in anywise, xvfx
ver. 5a the psalmist also has a passage of the

Tora

before his mind, viz. Lev. xxv. 37, cf. Exod. xxii. 24, Deut.
xxiii. 20, Ezek. xviii. 8.
TJBtsa jnj signifies to give a thing
away in order to take usury (r]Bf3 from "#3 to bite, 84xveiv)
for

it.

The

receiver or

demander of

interest is

"sj'Wto,
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one who pays interest "itW, the interest

itself T]t$.

The

trait

of character described in ver. 5b also recalls the language
of the Mosaic law: ngb tb im't the prohibition Exod.

Dent. xvi. 19; and 'pHjJf, the curse Deut. xxvii. 25:
on account of the innocent, i. e. against him, to condemn
him. Whether it be as a loan or as a gift, he gives without
conditions, and if he attain the dignity of a judge he is proof

xxiii. 8,

against bribery, especially with reference to the destruction

of the innocent. And now instead of closing in conformity
with the description of character already given: such a man
shall dwell, etc., the concluding sentence takes a different
form, moulded in accordance with the spiritual meaning of
the opening question: he who doeth these things shall never
be moved (pw\fut. Niph.), he stands fast, being upheld by
Jahve, hidden in His fellowship; nothing from without, no
misfortune, can cause his overthrow.

PSALM XVL
REFUGE IN GOD, THE HIGHEST GOOD, IN THE PRESENCE
OP DISTRESS AND OP DEATH.
1

PRESERVE

me,

God,

for in

Thee do I hide myself

2 I say unto Jahve: "Thou art my Lord,
Besides Thee I have no good",

3

And to the saints who are in the earth:
"These are the excellent, in whom is all my delight".

4

Their sorrows shall be multiplied

who have bartered
an idol
not pour out their drink-offerings of blood,
for

I will

—

Nor take their names upon my lips.
5 Jahve is the portion of my land and of
Thou makest my lot illustrious.

my

cup,

6 The

lines have fallen unto me in pleasant places,
Yea, the heritage appears fair to me.
7 I will bless Jahve, who hath given me counsel;
In the night-seasons also my reins instruct me.
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have set Jahve always before me,

For

lie is at

my

right

hand

—

therefore I shall not

be moved.

9 Therefore

My

my

heart

is glad,

10 For Thon wilt not abandon
11

and

my

glory exulteth,

flesh also shall dwell free of care.

my

soul to Hades,

Nor give up Thy Holy One to see the pit;
Thou wilt make me know the path of life
Fulness of joy is in Thy countenance,
Pleasures are in Thy right hand for evermore.

—

The preceding Psalm closed with the words Bit? nS; this
word of promise is repeated in zvi. 8 as an utterance of
faith in the mouth of David. We are here confronted by a
pattern of the unchangeable believing confidence of a friend
of God; for the writer of Ps. xvi. is in danger of death, as

be

and
But there is no trace of anything
like bitter complaint, gloomy conflict, or hard struggle:
the cry for help is immediately swallowed up by an overpowering and blessed consciousness and a bright hope.
There reigns in the whole Psalm, a settled calm, an inward
joy, and a joyous confidence, which is certain that everything that it can desire for the present and for the futuro
is

to

inferred from the prayer expressed in ver. 1

the expectation in ver. 10.

it

possesses in

The Psalm
that "David

its
is

God.
inscribed "\vb\ and Hitzig also confesses
Whatinferred from its language*.

may be

ever can mark a Psalm as Davidic we find combined in this
Psalm: thoughts crowding together in compressed language,
which becomes in ver. 4 bold even to harshness, but then
becomes clear and moves more rapidly; an antiquated, peculiar, and highly poetic impress ('}TN, my Lord, DJO, H/TO,
IBltf, ^'p1n); and a well- devised grouping of the strophes.
In addition to all these, there are manifold points of contact
with indisputably genuine Davidic Psalms (comp. e. g.,
ver. 5 with xi. 6; ver. 10 with iv. 4; ver. 11 with xvii. 15),
and with indisputably ancient portions of the Pentateuch
Scarcely any other
(Exod. xxiii. 13, xix. 6, Gen. xlix. 6).
Psalm shews so clearly as this, what deep roots psalm-poetry
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XVI.

has struck into the Tora, hoth as it regards the matter and
the language. Concerning the circumstances of its composition, vid. on Ps. xxx.
The superscription in^ EFCC, Ps. xvi. has in common
with Ps. lvi.
lx. After the analogy of the other superscriptions, it must have a technical meaning. This at once
militates against Eitzig's explanation, that it is a poem
hitherto unknown, an dvexSotov, according to the Arahio
mdktum, hidden, secret, just as also against the meaning
xet|*T)Xiov, which says nothing further to help us. The LXX.
translates it on)Xoifpa<pia (el« onjXoifpcKpiav), instead of which
the Old Latin version has tituli inscriptio (Hesychius ttxXoc*
itto^tov iitiYpappcc e^ov). That this translation accords with

—

shewn hy that of the Targum twin ttvbl
Both
it).
versions give the verb the meaning CD3 insculpere, which is
supported both by a comparison with 2TO, cogn. 3STI, 3SD, and
by orin imprintere (sigillum). Moreover, the sin of Israel is
the tradition

is

sculptura recta (not erecta as Hupfeld renders

called crpj in Jer.

ii.

22

(cf. xvii. 1)

pressed spot, not to be wiped out.

as being a deeply imIf

we now look more

Psalms as a whole, we find they
have two prevailing features in common. Sometimes significant and remarkable words are introduced by 'RICK, "lOtf'l.
closely into the Michtam

*i:n,

xvi. 2,

lviii.

12,

lx.

Hezekiah's psalm, which

is

8,

cf.

Isa.

inscribed

xxxviii.

3P3D

=•

i6,

DrCO

11 (in

as it

is

perhaps to be read) ; sometimes words of this character are
repeated after the manner of a refrain, as in Ps. lvi.: I will
not fear, what can man do to me! in Ps. lvii.: Be Thou
exalted, Elohim, above the heavens, Thy glory above all the
earth! and in Ps.lix.: For Elohim is my high tower, my merciful
God. Hezekiah's psalm unites this characteristic with the
other. Accordingly DrOO, like 2iriYpajA|j.a ,* appears to mean
first of all an inscription and then to be equivalent to an
inscription-poem or epigram, a poem containing pithy sayings; since in the Psalms of this order some expressive sentence, after the style of an inscription or a motto on a
* In modern Jewish poetry

OrDD

is

actually

the

name

for the

epigram.
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brought prominently forward, by being either

specially introduced or repeated as a refrain.

The strophe-schema is

The last strophe, which
an expression of joyous hopes
the face of death, which extend onward even into eternity.

has grown to seven lines,
in

5. 5. 6. 7.

is

—

Vers. 1
The Psalm begins with a prayer that is
3.
based upon faith, the special meaning of which becomes clear
from ver. 10: May God preserve him (which He is able to
do as being bvt, the Almighty, able to do all things), who
has no other refuge in which he has hidden and will hide
but Him. This short introit is excepted from the parallelism
a sigh expressing everyso far therefore it is monostichic,
thing in few words. And the emphatic pronunciation i riDB/
tham'reni harmonises with it; for it is to be read thus, just
as in lxxxvi. 2, cxix. 167 sham'rah (cf. on Isa. xxxviii. 14
fljJE/j;), according to the express testimony of the Masora.*
The text of the next two verses (so it appears) needs to
be improved in two respects. The reading FHON as addressed
to the soul (Targ.), cf. Lam. iii. 24 sq., is opposed by the
absence of any mention of the thing addressed.
It rests
upon a misconception of the defective form of writing, FflDN
Hitzig and Ewald (§ 190, d) suppose
(Ges. § 44, rem. 4).
such
cases
that in
a rejection of the final vowel, which really
language
of the people, after the manner of
occurs in the
the Aramaic (rrot or rPlDN), lies at the bottom of the form.
And it does really seem as though the frequent occurrence

—

— »nj>T cxl. 13, Job
nn8TJ — VWPy Ezek. xvi. 59,

of this defective form (njJT

— YM3

n>J3

1

Kings

viii.

48,

xlii.

2,
cf.

mON

now pointed HICK, with Isa. xxxvi. 5)
2 Kings xviii. 20,
has its occasion at least in some such cutting away of the
i,

peculiar to the language of the

*

The Masora

common

observes N"|SD2 peril

'3,

i.

e.

people

;

although,

twice in the Psalter

!TiD «7 is in the imperative, the b being displaced by Gaja (Metheg) and
changed into a, vid. Baer, Torath Emeth p. 22 sq. In spite of this the
grammarians are not agreed as to the pronunciation of the imperative

and

infinitive forms

when

so pointed.

Luzzatto, like Lonzano, reada it

$hdm*reni.
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if

David wrote

wise than

it is

it so,

moN

is

XVI. 1-3.

not intended to be read other-

in xxxi. 15, cxl. 7.*

First of all David gives expression to his confession of
Jahve, to whom he submits himself unconditionally, and
whom he sets above everything else without exception.
domine mt,
Since the suffix of tf"|N (properly domini met
Gen. xviii. 3, cf. xix. 2), which has become mostly lost sight
of in the usage of the language, now and then retains its
original meaning, as it does indisputably in xxxv. 23, it is
certainly to be rendered also here: "Thou art my Lord* and
The emphasis lies expressly on
not "Thou art the Lord".
the "my". It is the unreserved and joyous feeling of dependence (more that of the little child, than of the servant),
which is expressed in this first confession. For, as the second
clause of the confession says : Jahve, who is his Lord, is also
his benefactor, yea even his highest good. The preposition
b]}_ frequently introduces that which extends beyond something else, Gen. xlviii. 22 (cf. lxxxix. 8, xcv. 3), and to this

—

passage may be added Gen. xxxi. 50, xxxii. 12, Exod.
xxxv. 22, Num. xxxi. 8, Deut. xix. 9, xxii. 6, the one thing
being above, or co-ordinate with, the other. So also here:

"my good,
Thee",

i.

i. e.

e.

the sense

whatever makes

me

truly happy, is not above

in addition to Thee, beside Thee; according to

it is

(as the Targ.,

equivalent to out of Thee or without Thee
Symm., and Jerome render it), Thou alone,

without exception, art my good.
In connection with this
rendering of the by, the bs (poetic, and contracted from
^>3), which is unknown to the literature before David's
time, presents no difficulty.

As

in Prov. xxiii. 7 it is short

Hengstenberg remarks, "Just as Thou art the
Lord! is the response of the soul to the words lam the Lord
thy God (Exod. xx. 2), so Thou only art my salvation! is the
response to Thou shalt have no other gods beside Me
OJS ^)". The psalmist knows no fountain of true hapfor rvrrr^Q.

* Pinsker's view (Einleit. S. 100—102), who considers P?£& to
have sprung from tVWB as the primary form of the 1. pert, sing, from
which then came
and later still in'?Jf© , is untenable according

VwB

"'

to the history of the' language.
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possesses all, his treasure

is

in Heaven.

Such is his confession to Jahve. But he also has those
on earth to whom he makes confession. Transposing the )

we read:

who are in his
land, he makes himself glorious, and all his delight is in
them," is altogether strange to this verse: the above transfer
of the Wan* suffices to remove its difficulties, and that in
a way quite in accordance with the connection. Now it is
While

Diestel's alteration: "to the saints,

clear, that oufnpb, as has been supposed

dative governed

by

by some,

'P^CNt, the influence of

which

is
is

the

thus

carried forward; it is clear what is meant by the addition
yttQ ItSfc, which distinguishes the object of his affection here
below from the One above, who is incomparably the highest;
it is clear, as to what n»H defines, whereas otherwise this

nan *fHN3 "IB'n (which von
Ortenberg transposes into Hens iTX"|N *^N) appears to be
useless and surprises one both on account of its redundancy
(since DQD is superfluous, cf. e. g. 2 Sam. vii. 9, ii. 18) and
on account of its arrangement of the words (an arrangement,
which is usual in connection with a negative construction,
Deut. zz. 15, 2 Chron. viii. 7, cf. Gen. ix. 3, Ezek. zii. 10);
it is clear, in what sense '"i>*in alternates with Qitfnp, since
it is not those who are accounted by the world as onnx on
account of their worldly power and possessions (cxxxvi. 18,
2 Chron. xxiii. 20), but the holy, prized by him as being also
glorious, partakers of higher glory and worthy of higher
honour; and moreover, this corrected arrangement of the
verse harmonises with the Michtam character of the Psalm.
The thought thus obtained, is the thought one expected
(love to God and love to His saints), and the one which one
is also obliged to wring from the text as we have it, either
by translating with De Welte, Maurer, Dietrich and others:
purely descriptive relative clause

* Approved by Kamphausen and by tbe

critic in

the liter. Blalt

of tbe Allgem. Kirchen-Zeiluna 1864 S. 107.
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"the saints

whom

who

XVI. 1—3.

are in the land, they are the excellent in

my

—a

Ware apodoseot, with
were r &rn (cf. 2 Sam.
or: "the saints who are in the land and the
xt. 34)
all my delight is in them". By both these inter*
glorious
pretations, b would be the exponent of the notn. absol. which
is elsewhere detached and placed at the beginning of a sentence, and this b of reference (Ew. § 310, a) is really comI have all

delight",

which one could only he

—
—

mon

to every style

satisfied if it

(Num.

xviii. 8, Isa. xxxii. 1, Eccl. ix. 4);

whereas the b understood of the fellowship in which he
stands when thus making confession to Jahve: associating
myself with the saints (Hengst.), with (von Lengerke),

among

the saints (Hupf., Thenius), would he a preposition most

be misapprehended, and makes ver. 3 a cumberver. 2.
But if b be taken as the Lamed
of reference then the elliptical construct vyttp, to which
pNH ought to be supplied, remains a stumbling-block not
to be easily set aside. For such an isolation of the connecting form from its genitive cannot be shown to be syntactically possible in Hebrew (vid. on 2 Kings ix. 17, Thenius,
and Keil) ; nor are we compelled to suppose in this instance
what cannot be proved elsewhere, since OS^XBTr^D is,
without any harshness, subordinate to vynv>\ as a genitival
notion (Ges. § 116, 3).
And still in connection with the
reading 'Tito, both the formation of the sentence which,
beginning with b, leads one to expect an apodosis, and the
relation of ver. 3 to ver. 2, according to which the central
point of the declaration must lie just within 03""»XDrrfe»
are opposed to this rendering of the words ~bo i"in»
liable to

some appendage of

DS-'JtBn.

Thus, therefore, we come back to the above easy improvement of the text, outfrij? are those in whom the will
of Jahve concerning Israel, that it should be a holy nation
(Exod. xix. 6, Deut. vii. 6), has been fulfilled, viz. the living
members of the ecclesia sanctorum in this world (for there
is also one in the other world, lxxxix. 6).
Glory, 84?a, is
the outward manifestation of holiness.
It is ordained of
God for the sanctified (cf. Rom. viii. 30), whose moral nobility is now for the present veiled under the menial form
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David they already possess it.
outward form of
verdict
like
the
verdict
of God, who is
the servant. His
is
the excellent
all.
only,
are
The saints, and they
his all in
them,
all
his respect
to him. His whole delight is centred in
given
them.
congregation
and affection is
to
The
of the
Kings
xxi. 1).
saints is his Chephzibah, Isa. lxii. 4 (cf. 2
Vers. 4
5. As he loves the saints so, on the other hand, he
of the 'jy;

in the eyes of

His spiritual vision pierces through the

—

abhors the apostates and their idols. nilO *irw is to he
construed as an appositional relative clause to the preceding: multi sunt cruciatus (cf. xxxii. 10) eorum, eorum scil. qui
alium

permutant.

smoothly

who

The expression would flow on more

were

if it

i3~i*

they multiply, or increase their

:

would be the subject, for
Jahve loves), Isa. xlviii. 14.
This ver. 4 forms a perfect antithesis to ver. 3. In David's

pains,

. .

.

,

so that nriD

instance like 13HK 'n (he

")!"!*<

whom

eyes the saints are already the glorified, in

whom

his delight

centres; while, as he knows, a future full of anguish is in
store for the idolatrous,

and

their worship, yea, their very

names are an abomination to him.
and rilciB' might be referred to the
xxiii. 13,

Hos.

ii.

19, if intc

valent to OOriN, as in Job

The

DHODi

suffixes of

Exod.
be taken collectively as equi-

viii. 19.

to assign the same reference to

idols according to

But it
them as

is

more natural

to the suffix of

DniDSS, which does not signify "their idols" (for idols are
D^XJf), but their torments, pains (from ri3Sj? derived from
23Jf), cxlvii. 3, Job ix. 28. The thought is similar to 1 Tim.
vi. 10, ietoTobc xspiineipav d&ovai? rcoixiXai?. "IITNI is a general
designation of the broadest kind for everything that is not
God, but which man makes his idol beside God and in opposition to God (cf. Isa. xlii. 8, xlviii. 11). liflO cannot
mean festmant, for in this signification it is only found in
Piel "gyp, and that once with a local, but not a personal,
accusative of the direction, Nah. ii. 6. It is therefore to be
rendered (and the perf. is also better adapted to this meaning): they have taken in exchange that which is not God
(inn like "TOJPI, cvi. 20, Jer. ii. 11). Perhaps (cf. the phrase
rinN PUT) the secondary meaning of wooing and fondling is
connected with it; for liTD is the proper word for acquiring
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a wife by paying down the price asked by her father, Exod.
With such persons, who may seem to be Onng
xxii. 15.
in the eyea of the world, but for whom a future full of anguish is in store, David has nothing whatever to do: he will
not pour out drink-offerings as they pour them out. orTCDJ
has the Dag. lene, as it always has. They are not called oio
as actually consisting of blood, or of wine actually mingled
with blood; but consisting as it were of blood, because they
are offered with blood-stained hands and blood-guilty consciences. )D is the min of derivation; in this instance (as in

Amos

iv. 5, cf.

Hos.

of the material, and

vi. 8)

is

used

in

other instances also for similar virtually adjectival expressions, x. 18, xvii. 14, lxxx. 14.

In ver. 4 c the expression of his abhorrence attains its
climax even their names, i. e. the names of their false gods,
which they call out, he shuns taking upon his lips, just as
is actually forbidden in the Tora, Exod. xxiii. 13 (cf. Const.
:

He takes
may wish for, he possesses
Him and whatever he has in Him is always secured to

Apost. V. 10 ei&coXov (tv^jiovsusiv iv6|Acrca Saijiovud).

the side of Jahve. Whatever he
in

;

,

him by Him. 'j^n does not here mean food (Bottch.), for in this
sense pbn (Lev. vi. 10) and HjD (1 Sam. i. 4) are identical;
and parallel passages like cxlii. 6 shew what ipbn means when
applied to Jahve. According to
just like ipbn; pbn rup

signed to any one;

is

xi. 6,

'DO

is

also a genitive

the share of landed property as-

DO

run the share of the cup according
The tribe of Levi received no
territory in the distribution of the country, from which
they might have maintained themselves; Jahve was to be
their pbr\, Num. xviii. 20, and the gifts consecrated to Jahve
were to be their food, Deut. x. 9, xviii. 1 sq. But nevertheless all Israel is (katXetov Updxsojio, Exod. xix. 6, towards
which even O'BTtp and O'YIK in ver. 3 pointed; so that*
therefore, the very thing represented by the tribe of
Levi in outward relation to the nation, holds good, in all
its deep spiritual significance, of every believer.
It is not
anything earthly, visible, created, and material, that is
allotted to him as his possession and his sustenance, but
Jahve and Him only; but in Him is perfect contentment.
to paternal apportionment.
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Oft, TpOW, as it stands, looks at first sight as though
were the Hiph. of a verb "-jdj 0]ci). But such a Terb is
not to be found anywhere else, we must therefore seek some
other explanation of the word. It cannot be a substantive
in the signification of possession (Maurer, Ewald), for such a
It might more readily
substantival form does not exist.
be explained as a participle
*!JD1F1, somewhat like *)'D1%
a compariIsa. xxix. 4, xxxviii. 5, Eccl. i. 18,
r)Dl\
son which has been made by Aben-Ezra (Sefath Jeiher No.
a form of the participle
421) and Eimchi (Michlol 11a),
to which, in writing at least, 301D, 2 Kings viii. 21, forms
a transition; but there is good reason to doubt the existence of such a form. Had the poet intended to use the
part, of "pn, it is more probable he would have written
^>~)U 'CCIH DDK, just as the LXX. translators might hare
had it before them, taking the Chirek compaginis as a suffix:
oo el 4 ditoxaOiotcov -rijv xXTjpovojuav (too spot (Bottcher). For
the conjecture of Olshausen and Thenius, F)>pin in the sense:
"thou art continually my portion" halts both in thought and

In ver.

it

—

—

—

—

expression.

are

my

Hitzig's conjecture

lot", is

more

successful

*pa*iFl

"thou, thy

and tempting.

Tummim

But the

fact

that the D'tsn are never found (not even in Deut. xxxiii. 8)
without the qvjw, is against it. Nevertheless, we should
prefer this conjecture to the other explanations, if the word
would not admit of being explained as Hiph. from ?$& (T]Ol),
which is the most natural explanation.
Schultens has
compared the Arabic tvamika, to be broad, from which there
is

a Hiphil form JJo J,

to

make broad,

in Syro-Arabic, that

use even in the present day among the common
And since we must at any rate come down to
the supposition of something unusual about this "pom, it is
surely not too bold to regard it as a Snag feYpajij*.: Thou
is

in

people.*

* The Arabic Lexicographers are only acquainted with a noon
wamka, breadth {amplitude/), but not with the verb. And even the noun
does not belong to the universal and classical language. But at the

present day viJLelfl (pronounced mtmk), breadth, and teamik are in com-

mon

use in Damascus; and

better conversational style.
vol..

i.

it is

only the verb that

— Wetzstein.

is

shunned in the
15
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makest broad my lot, i. e. ensurest for me a spacious habitation, a broad place, as the possession that falleth to
a thought, that is expanded in ver. 6.
me,*
8.
The measuring lines (D'baq) are cast
Vers. 6
fall
to any one just where and as far as bis
and
(Mic. ii. 5)
property is assigned to him; so that b2T\ bp\ (Josh. xvii.
5) is also said of the falling to any one of bis allotted portion of land. C'Djp (according to the Masora defective as
also in ver. 11 niDjU) is a pluralet., the plural that is used
to denote a unity in the circumstances, and a similarity in
the relations of time and space, Ges. § 108, 2, a; and it
signifies both pleasant circumstances, Job xxxvi. 11, and,
as here, a pleasant locality, Lat. amcena (to which nioyj in
ver. 11, more strictly corresponds). The lines have fallen
to him in a charming district, viz. in the pleasurable fellowship of God, this most blessed domain of love has become
With t]K he rises from the fact
his paradisaic possession.
to the perfect contentment which it secures to him: such a
heritage seems to him to be fair, he finds a source of inward
pleasure and satisfaction in it. nSrp
according to Ew.
§ 173, d, lengthened from the construct form nbnJ (like
!U?U lxi. 1); according to Hupfeld, springing from ^rPTD (by
the same apocope that is so common in Syriac, perhaps like
from VT)CN)
is
just like m»T Exod. xv. 2
RICK
I- T ' »
:i-t ver. 1
T
rather, since in the former view there is no law for the
change of vowel and such an application of the form as we
find in lx. 13 (cviii. 13) is opposed to the latter, a stunted

—

—

—

•

I

—

•

* It is scarcely possible for two words to be more nearly identical
than bViA and xXljpot. The latter, usually derived from xkdua (a piece
broken off), is derived from xiXeafloi (a determining of the divine will)
in DSderlein's Homer. Glottar, iii. 124. But perhaps it is one word
with TtU. Moreover xtojpot signifies 1) the sign by which anything
whatever falls to one among a number of persons in conformity with
the decision of chance or of the divine will, a pebble, potsherd, or the
So in Homer, //. iii. 316, vii. 175, zxiii. 351, Od. z. 206, where
like.
easting lots is described with the expression xX1)poc. 2) The object
that falls to any one by lot, patrimonium, e. g. Od. xiv. 64, //. xv. 49S,
olxo: xri x?J)po«, especially of lands. 3) an inheritance without the
notion of the lot, and even without any thought of inheriting, absolutely: a settled, landed property.

It is the regular expression for the
allotments of land assigned to colonists (xXtjpoOxoi).
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—

form of Tirbra i the heritage such a heritage pleases me, lit.
seems fair to me ("lEB', cognate root isp , "IBS, cognate in meaning "ifco, j»ij, to rub, polish, make shining, intr. lets' to be
shining, beautiful), ty of beauty known and felt by him (cf.
Esth. iii. 9 with 1 Sam. xxv. 36 vby 3lt0, and the later way of
expressing it Dan. iii. 32). But since the giver and the gift
are one and the same, the joy he has in the inheritance becomes of itself a constant thanksgiving to and blessing of the
Giver, that He (iBW quippe qui) has counselled him (Ixxiii.
24) to chose the one thing needful, the good part. Even in
the night-seasons his heart keeps watch, even then his reins
admonish him (iD\, here of moral incitement, as in Isa. viii.
11, to warn).

The

reins are conceived of as the seat of the

blessed feeling that Jahve

his possession (vid. Psychol.
impelled from within to offer
heut-felt thanks to his merciful and faithful God. He has
Jahve always before him, Jahve is the point towards which
he constantly directs his undiverted gaze; and it is easy for

He

S. 268; tr. p. 316).

is

is

him to have Him thus ever

present, for He is XpO'D (supply KID, as in xxii. 29, lv. 20, cxii. 4), at my right hand (i. e.
where my right hand begins, close beside me), so that he

has no need to draw upon his power of imagination. The
words tai©N"ij3, without any conjunction, express the natural effect of this, both in consciousness and in reality he
will not and cannot totter, he will not yield and be overthrown.
Vers. 9
11. Thus then, as this concluding strophe,
like
it
were
seven rays of light, affirms, he has the most
as
blessed prospect before him, without any need to fear death.
Because Jahve is thus near at hand to help him, his heart
:

—

becomes joyful (n?&) and

his glory,

i.

e.

his soul (vid.

on

6) rejoices, the joy breaking forth in rejoicing, as the
fut. consec. affirms. There is no passage of Scripture that
so closely resembles this as 1 Thess. v. 23. ab is itveupa
vii.

(vouc), 1132, <l»ox^ (vid. Psychol. S. 98; tr. p. 119), "itsa (accor-

primary meaning,

ding to

its

oa>|*a.

The

&|i£[MtTa>«

that which is frail),
which the apostle in the

attrectabile,

T7)pi)6i}vai

above passage desires

for his readers in respect of all three
parts of their being, David here expresses as a confident

expectation; for

fjn

implies that he also hopes for his

body

15»
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that which he hopes for his spirit-life centred in the heart,
and for his sonl raised to dignity both by the work of creation

and of grace.

He

looks death calmly and triumphantly

in the face, even his flesh shall dwell or lie securely, viz.

without being seized with trembling at its approaching
David's hope rests on this conclusion: it is
corruption.
impossible for the man, who, in appropriating faith and
actual experience, calls God his own, to fall into the hands
of death.

For

what is here thought of
dwelling in safety under the

ver. 10 shews, that
1

in connection with ntc? ?

pttf,

divine protection (Deut. xxxiii. 12, 28,

cf. Prov. iii. 24), is
rendered by the LXX.
fcia<p6op<£, as though it came from tints' StacpOeipsiv, as perhaps it may do in Job xvii. 14. But in vii. 16 the LXX.
has p60po«, which is the more correct: prop, a sinking in,
from nitt' to sink, to be sunk, like ITU from pro, nn*1 from
nil. To leave to the unseen world (stjj prop, to loosen, let
go) is equivalent to abandoning one to it, so that he bewhere to see the grave (xlix.
comes its prey. Ver. 10b
10), equivalent to, to succumb to the state of the grave, i.e.
death (lxxxix. 49, Lk. ii. 26, John viii. 51) is the opposite
of "seeing life", i. e. experiencing and enjoying it (Eccl. ix.
9, John iii. 36), the sense of sight being used as the noblest of the senses to denote the sensus communis, i. e. the
common sense lying at the basis of all feeling and per*
ception, and figuratively of all active and passive experience
{Psychol. S. 234; tr. p. 276)
shews, that what is said
here is not intended of an abandonment by which, having
once come under the power of death, there is no coming
It is therefore the hope of not
forth again (Bottcher).
dying, that is expressed by David in ver. 10. For by fron
David means himself. According to Norzi, the Spanish
MSS. have I^DTI with the Masoretic note "if "Vt1' , and the

preservation from death.

nn#

is

—

—

LXX., Targ., and Syriac

translate, and the Talmud and
Midrash interpret it, in accordance with this Keri. There
is no ground for the reading *pTDTj, and it is also opposed
by the personal form of expression surrounding it»*

* Most

MSS. and the
TVCQ,

Chelhlb here, read

best,

which hare no distinction of Keri and

as also the Biblia

Fen. 1521, the Spanish
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The positive expression of hope in ver. 11 comes as a
companion to the negative just expressed: Thou wilt grant

me

to experience

,1

(l)

*Tin, is

used, as usual, of the presentation

man and not his
understanding merely) D'jn rnfct, the path of life, i. e. the
path to life (cf. Pro v. v. 6, ii. 19 with ib. x. 17, Mat. vii.
14) ; but not so that it is conceived of as at the final goal,
but as leading slowly and gradually onwards to life; Q*n
in the most manifold sense, as, e. g., in xxxvi. 10, Deut.
xxx. 15: life from God, with God, and in God, the living
God; the opposite of death, as the manifestation of God's
wrath and banishment from Him. That his body shall not
die is only the external and visible phase of that which
David hopes for himself; on its inward, unseen side it is
a living, inwrought of God in the whole man, which in its
continuance is a walking in the divine life. The second
part of ver. 11, which consists of two members, describes
this life with which he solaces himself.
According to the
accentuation,
which marks D»n with Oletvejored not
with Rebia magnum or Pazer,
rlnofe' jOfe> is not a second
object dependent upon 'JJPTln, but the subject of a substantival clause: a satisfying fulness of joy is ?|»:)5-nK, with Thy
countenance, i. e. connected with and naturally produced by
beholding Thy face (n« preposition of fellowship, as in xxi.
7, cxl. 14); for joy is light, and God's countenance, or doxa,
is the light of lights. And every kind of pleasurable things,
fflDJ/3, He holds in His right hand, extending them to His
saints
a gift which lasts for ever; nso equivalent to
Tf&lb. ns3, from the primary notion of conspicuous brightness, is duration extending beyond all else
an expression
for O^lj^, which David has probably coined, for it appears
for the first time in the Davidic Psalms. Pleasures are in
Thy right hand continually
God's right hand is never
empty, His fulness is inexhaustible.
The apostolic application of this Psalm (Acts ii. 29
32, xiii. 35
37) is based on the considerations that David's
of a knowledge, which concerns the whole

—

—

—

—

—

—

Polyglott

TT?P

and other older printed

copies.

Those MSS. which give

(without an; Kert), on the other band, scarcely come nnder con-

•iteration.
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hope of not coming under the power of death was not realised in David himself, as is at once clear, to the unlimited
extent in which it is expressed in the Psalm; hut that it is fulfilled in Jesus, who has not been left to Hades and whose flesh
did not see corruption and that consequently the words of the
Psalm are a prophecy of David concerning Jesus, the Christ,
who was promised as the heir to his throne, and whom, by
reason of the promise, he had prophetically before his mind.
If we look into the Psalm, we see that David , in his mode
of expression, bases that hope simply upon his relation to
That it has been granted to
Jahve, the ever-living One.
him in particular, to express this hope which is based upon
the mystic relation of the TOD to Jahve in such language,
a hope which the issue of Jesus' life has sealed by an
historical fulfilment,
is to be explained from the relation,
according to the promise, in which David stands to his seed,
the Christ and Holy One of God, who appeared in the person of Jesus. David, the anointed of God, looking upon
himself as in Jahve, the God who has given the promise,
becomes the prophet of Christ; but this is only indirectly,
for he speaks of himself, and what he says has also been
fulfilled in his own person. But this fulfilment is not limited
to the condition, that he did not succumb to any peril that
threatened his life so long as the kingship would have
perished with him, and that, when he died, the kingship
nevertheless remained (Hofmann); nor, that he was secured
against all danger of death until he had accomplished his
life's mission, until he had fulfilled the vocation assigned
to him in the history of the plan of redemption (Kurtz)
the hope which he cherishes for himself personally has found
a fulfilment which far exceeds this. After his hope has
found in Christ its full realisation in accordance with the
;

—

—

—

history of the

plan of redemption,

it

receives through

For what
he says, extends on the one hand far beyond himself, and
therefore refers prophetically to Christ: in decachordo Psalas Jerome boldly expresses it
ab inferis suscitat
terio
resurgentem. But on the other hand that which is predicted
comes back upon himself, to raise him also from death and
says
Hades to the beholding of God. Verus jvstitiat sol
Christ its personal realisation for himself also.

—

—

—
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devolutus,
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XVII.

MAN FOB RBFUGE IN THE LORD, WHO KNOWETH THEM THAT ARE HIS.

FLIGHT OP AN INNOCENT AND PERSECUTED

HEAR, Jahvo, righteousness, hearken to my cry,
Give ear to my prayer with undeceitful lipsl
2 From Thy presence let my right go forth,
Thine eyes behold rightly.
1

3 Thou hast proved

my

by night,

Thou hast

tried

me

heart,

— Thou

Thou hast

visited (me)

findest nothing:

doth not pass my mouth.
4 In connection with the doings of men, by the words of
If I think evil, it

Thy

lips

have guarded myself against the paths of the destroyer;
5 My steps held fast to Thy paths,
My footsteps have not slipped.
I

6

As such an one
God!

I call

upon Thee,

Incline Thine ear unto me, hear

7

12

hearest me,

speech.

—

—

me as the apple
the pupil
of the eye;
Hide me in the shadow of Thy wings
From the wicked, who would destroy me,
From my deadly enemies, who compass me about.

10 They have shut up their
11

my

Thou

Shew Thy marvellous lovingkindness, Helper of those
who seek refuge
From those that rise up [against them], at Thy right hand.

8 Keep
9

for

fat,

They speak proudly with their mouth;
At every step they have surrounded me,
Their purpose is to smite down to the earth.
He is like a lion that is greedy to ravin,
And like a young lion lurking in the lair.
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13 Arise, Jahve, go forth to meet him, cast him down,
Deliver my soul from the wicked, with Thy sword,
from men of this
14 From men, with Thy hand, Jahve

—

world,

Whose

portion

is in life,

and with Thy treasures Thou

fillest their belly,

They have plenty of children and leave their abundance
to their young ones.
in righteousness shall I behold Thy face,
15 As for me

—

I will satisfy myself,

Fs. xvii.

is

when

I awake, with Thine image.

placed after Ps.xvi., because just like the latter
with the hope of a blessed and satisfy-

(cf. zi. 7) it closes

ing vision of God. In other respects also the two Psalms have
many prominent features in common: as, for instance, the
the petition OnoBf, xvi. 1, xvii. 8; the retrospect on nightly
fellowship with God, xvi. 7, xvii. 3; the form of address in

prayer fo, xvi. 1, xvii. 6; the verb -an, xvi. 5, xvii. 5, &c.
(vid. Symbolce p. 49), notwithstanding a great dissimilarity

For Ps. xvi. is the first of those which we
Psalms written in the indignant style, in the series of
the Davidic Psalms. The language of the Psalms of David,
which is in other instances so flowing and clear, becomes
more harsh and, in accordance with the subject and mood,
in their tone.

call

as

it

lviii.

were,

full

of unresolved dissonances (Ps. xvii. cxl.
cf. x. 2
11) when describing the disso-

—

xxxvi. 2 sq.,

lute conduct of his enemies,

The language

and of the ungodly

in general.

then more rough and unmanageable, and
wanting in the clearness and transparency we find elseis

The tone of the language also becomes more dull
were, a dull murmur. It rolls on like the rumble
of distant thunder, by piling up the suffixes mo, amo, emo,
as in xvii. 10, xxxv. 16, lxiv. 6, 9, where David speaks of
his enemies and describes them in a tone suggested by the

where.

and, as

it

indignation, which

working within his breast; or in lix.
13, cxl. 10, lviii. 7., where, as in
prophetic language, he announces to them of the judgment
of God. The more vehement and less orderly flow of the
language which we find here, is the result of the inward
tumult of his feelings.
12

—

is

14, lvi. 8, xxi. 10

—
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There are so many parallels in the thought and expression of thought of this Psalm in other Davidic Psalms
(among those we hare already commented on we may in-

stance more especially Ps. vii. and xi., and also iv. and x.),
that even Hitzig admits the yrb. The author of the Psalm
is

persecuted, and others with him; foes,

among whom

one,

their leader, stands prominently forward, plot against his

and have encompassed him about in the most threatenAll this corresponds,
manner,
eager for his death.
ing
with
the
situation
of
David
in the wilderness
line for line,
quarters
S.S.E. of
of Maon (about three hours and three
Hebron), as narrated in 1 Sam. xxiii. 25 sq., when Saul and
his men were so close upon the heels of David and his men,
that he only escaped capture by a most fortunate incident.
The only name inscribed on this Psalm is n^SFl (a
prayer), the most comprehensive name for the Psalms, and
the oldest (lxxii. 20); for TB' and TiDTO were only given to
them when they were sung in the liturgy and with musical accompaniment. As the title of a Psalm it is found five
times (xvii. lxxxvi. xc. cii. cxlii) in the Psalter, and besides
that once, in Hab. iii. Habakkuk's nbsn is a hymn composed for music. But in the Psalter we do not find any
indication of the Psalms thus inscribed being arranged for
music. The strophe schema is 4. 7; 4. 4. 6. 7.
life,

Vers.

1

—

2.

p"ijt

the accusative of the object: the

is

by the suppliant,

righteousness, intended

He knows

is

that he

is his

own

(ver.

not merely righteous in his relation to man, but also in his relation to God. In all such
assertions of pious self-consciousness, that which is intended
15a).

a righteousness of

teousness of faith.

is

life

which has

True, Hupfeld

the Old Testament nothing was
ness which

by

its

is

ground in the righ-

of opinion, that under

known

either of righteous-

a righteousness belonging to
another and imputed. But if this were true, then Paul was
in gross error and Christianity is built upon the sand. But
the truth, that faith is the ultimate ground of righteousness,
is expressed in Gen. xv. 6, and at other turning-points in
the course of the history of redemption; and the truth, that
the righteousness which avails before God is a gift of grace
is for instance, a thought distinctly marked out. in the
is

faith or of
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i3j3"JS 71, "the Lord our righteous*
The Old Testament conception, it is true, looks
more to the phenomena than to the root of the matter
(ist mehr phSnomenell ah tvurzelhafi)
is (so to speak) more

expression of Jeremiah
ness."

,

Jacobic than Pauline; but the righteousness of life of the
Old Testament and that of the New have one and the same
basis, viz. in the grace of

man, who in himself

God

is

God, the Redeemer, towards sinful

altogether wanting in righteousness

Thus there

no self-righteousness,
which in him is
persecuted and cries for help, may be heard. For, on the
one hand, in his personal relation to Saul, he knows himself
to be free from any ungrateful thoughts of usurpation, and
on the other, in his personal relation to God free from DOtD,
The shrill cry for help,
i. e. self-delusion and hypocrisy.
which
he
raises,
such
as
is
may be heard and answered,
ri3"j,
because they are not lips of deceit with which he prays. The
before

(cxliii. 2).

is

in David's praying that the righteousness,

actual fact

is

manifest

go forth V3Eta,

nTP

therefore

'JB^,

— just what does happen,

publicly proclaimed and openly maintained

may
by

—

his right
its

being

from Him,

for His eyes, the eyes of Him who knoweth the hearts (xi.
one*C2, ix. 9, and
4), behold ont^O (as in lviii. 2, lxxv. 3
many other passages), in uprightness, i. e. in accordance
with the facts of the case and without partiality. cnu^D
might also be an accusative of the object (cf. 1 Ghron. xxix.
17), but the usage of the language much more strongly
favours the adverbial rendering, which is made still more
natural by the confirmatory relation in which ver. 2b stands

=

to 2a.
Vers. 3

—

5.

David refers to the divine testing and

illu-

mination of the inward parts, which he has experienced in
himself, in support of his sincerity.
The preterites in ver.
3 express the divine acts that preceded the result NJJDFl~ta,
viz. the testing He has instituted, which is referred to in
»:r,S"1S and also rorja as a trying of gold by fire, and in "ij?9
as an investigation (Job vii. 18). The result of the close scrutiny to which God has subjected him in the night, when the
bottom of a man's heart is at once made manifest, whether
it be in his thoughts when awake or in the dream and fancies of the sleeper, was and is this that He does not find,
,
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anything whatever to punish in him, anything that is
separated as dross from the gold. To the mind of the New
Testament believer with his deep, and as it were microsco-

viz.

pically penetrating, insight into the depth of sin, such a

more difficult than
mind of an Old Testament saint. For a separation
and disunion of flesh and spirit, which was unknown in the
same degree to the Old Testament, has been accomplished

confession concerning himself would be
to the

New

Testament consciousness by the facts and operaNew Testament; although
at the same time it must be remembered that in such confessions the Old Testament consciousness does not claim to be
clear from sins, but only from a conscious love of sin, and
from a self-love that is hostile to God.
With T)1B] David begins his confession of how Jahve
found him to be, instead of finding anything punishable in
him. This word is either an infinitive like nl3H (Ixxvii. 10)
with the regular ultima accentuation, formed after the manner of the D'6 verbs,
in accordance with which Hitzig
renders it: my thinking does not overstep my mouth,
or
even 1 pers. prat., which is properly Milel, but does also
occur as Milra, e. g. Deut. xzxii. 41, Isa. xliv. 16 (vid. on
according to which Bottcher translates:
Job xix. 17),
should I think anything evil, it dare not pass beyond my
mouth,
or (since OCT may denote the determination that
precedes the act, e. g. Jer. iv. 28, Lam. ii. 17): I have determined my mouth shall not transgress. This last rendering is opposed by the fact, that -cj? by itself in the ethical
in the

tions of redemption revealed in the

—

—

—

—

signification "to transgress" (cf. post-biblical rn35J itopApoon)
is

not the usage of the biblical Hebrew, and that when
close together, id is presumptively the object.

i©—Dj£ stand

We

therefore give the preference to Bottcher's explanation,

which renders TVIQ1 as a hypothetical perfect and is favoured
by Prov. xxx. 32 (which is to be translated: and if thou
thinkest evil, (lay) thy hand on thy mouth I). Nevertheless
iS-*iay ^3 is not the expression of a fact, but of a purpose,
as the combination of bz with the future requires it to be
taken.
The psalmist is able to testify of himself that he
so keeps evil thoughts in subjection within him, even

they

may

arise, that they

when

do not pass beyond his mouth,
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much

less that

XVII. 6-4.

he should put them into action.

haps the psalmist wrote

!]"•©

originally,

"my

But per-

reflecting

does

not go beyond Thy commandment" (according to Num. xxii.
a meaning better suit18, 1 Sam. xr. 24, Pro v. viii. 29),

—

a result of the search, to the nightly investigation.
The b of fifoysb need not be the b of reference (as to); it is
that of the state or condition, as in xxxii. 6, lzix. 22. CTO,
as perhaps also in Job xxxi. 33, Hos. yi. 7 (if din is not
there the name of the first man), means, men as they are
by nature and habit, 'prist? "OT3 does not admit of being
connected with ffi^j;?^: at the doings of the world contrary
to Thy revealed will (Hofmann and others); for 2 ^J?S cannot mean: to act contrary to any one, but only: to work
upon any one, Job xxxv. 6. These words must therefore
be regarded as a closer definition, placed first, of the
'Fnoie' which follows: in connection with the doings of men,
by virtue of the divine commandment, he has taken care
of the paths of the oppressor, viz. not to go in them; 1 Sam.
xxv. 21 is an instance in support of this rendering, where
i mctS', as in Job ii.
6, means: I have kept (Nabal's possession), not seizing upon it myself.
Jerome correctly translates vias latronis; for y>")B signifies one who breaks in, t. e.
one who does damage intentionally and by violence. The
ed, as

is still continued in ver. 5,
taken as imperative would express
a prayer for constancy, that is alien to the circumstances
described. The perfect after b? is also against such a rendering. It must therefore be taken as inf. historicus, and
explained according to Job xxiii. 11, cf. Ps. xli. 13. The
noun following the inf. absol., which is usually the object,
is the subject in this instance, as, e. g. in Job xl. 2, Prov.

confession concerning himself
for the inf. absol.

"Jjbri,

xvii. 12, Eccl. iv. 2,
nilt'N, ilBto

in ver. 11

if

and frequently.

It is rntP'N,

(a step) never having the

and Job xxxi.

—

tf

and not

dageshed, except

7.

Vers. 6
7. It is only now, after his inward parts and
walk have been laid open to Jahve, that he resumes his
petition, which is so well justified and so soundly based,
and enters into detail. The 'JN* found beside *priNTj? (the

his

* The word

is

pointed

1

JN

in correct texts, as

3n always

y
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perfect referring to that which has just now been put into
execution) is meant to imply: such an one as he has described

himself

to be according

science,

may

call

to the testimony of his

upon God,

therefore also hear him.

for

God

?|JTN ton

conhears such and will

exactly corresponds to

The ffiph. r6en (tO^Bn, xxxi.
22, cf. iv. 4) signifies here to work in an extraordinary and
marvellous manner. The danger of him who thus prays
is great, but the mercies of God, who is ready and able to
the Latin au-di (aus-cul-ta).

Oh that He may, then, exhibit all
on his behalf. The form of the address resembles the Greek, which is so fond of participles. If it is translated as Luther translates it: "Shew Thy marvellous loving-

help, are still greater.
its fulness

Thou Saviour of those who trust in Thee, Against
who so set themselves against Thy right hand", then

kindness,

those

used just as absolutely as in Prov. xiv. 32, and
God is conceived of as that which arranges
and makes firm. But "to rebel against God's right (not
statuta, but dexteramy is a strange expression.
There are
still two other constructions from which to choose, viz. "Thou
Deliverer of those seeking protection from adversaries, with
Thy right hand" (Hitz.), or: "Thou Helper of those seeking
protection from adversaries, at Thy right hand" (Aben-Ezra,
Tremell.). This last rendering is to be preferred to the two
others.
Since, on the one hand, one says jo DODO, refuge
to hide one's self in
from . . , and on the other, 3 ncn
T T
any one, or in any place, this determining of the verbal
notion by the preposition (on this, see above on ii. 12) must
be possible in both directions. D'DDlpriBD is equivalent to

'DTI

is

the right hand of

.

*

*

1

CrPOOIpriDD Job. xxvii. 7; and ym*2 b'Din, those seeking
protection at the strong hand of Jahve. The force of the
3 is just the same as in connection with "lFiriCH, 1 Sam.

—

In Damascus and throughout Syria
Wetzthe weak make use of
on this passage
these words when they surrender themselves to the strong:
xxiii.

19.

stein observes

has Munach and Dechl follows,
mands an emphatic intonation of
it

—

e. g, also crri. 16.

This Gaja de-

the secondary word in

its relation

to the principal word (which here is ^flNIp).
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dj^

SudiL bf

hand) t

"I

am

in the grasp of thy

I give myself

e.

Vers. 8

—

9.

XVII. 8 -9.

up

hand

(in thy closed

entirely to thee".*

The covenant relationship towards Himself

in which Jahve has placed David, and the relationship of

love in which David stands to Jahve, fully justified the oppressed one in his extreme request. The apple of the eye,
is surrounded by the iris, is called |1k^k, the man
(Arabic insdn), or in the diminutive and endearing sense of
the termination on: the little man of the eye, because a

which

picture in miniature of one's self

is

seen, as in

a

when

glass,

looking into another person's eye. vyrn^ either because it
is as if born out of the eye and the eye has, as it were, concentrated itself in it, or rather because the little image

which

mirrored in

is

it is,

Lam.

of the eye (here and
(pupula),

Zech.

ii.

but, as

as
ii.

were, the

it

To

18).

little

daughter

the Latin pupilla

Greek xipij, corresponds most closely )>g rC2,
which does not signify the gate, aperture, sight,

12,

n? shews, the

little

boy, or

more

strictly, the little

It is singular that jlt^N here has the femi-

girl of the eye.

nine p.ljVQ as the expression in apposition to it. The construction might be genitival: "as the little man of the apple

of the eye", inasmuch as the saint knows himself to be so
near to God, that, as it were, his image in miniature is mirrored in the great eye of God.
for the pupil of the eye

name

But

(1) the

more ordinary

|>y re, but JlB*N; and
with
that
construction
the
proper
point
of the compari(2)
son, that the apple of the eye is an object of the most care-

is

not

There is, consequently,
names
two
of
the
pupil or apple of the
combination
of
a
and
more
select,
the
usual
one
one
without reference to
eye,
former,
in
order
the gender of the
to give greater definition
ful self-preservation, is missed.

* Cognate in meaning to 3
t. g.

w>o Jf ^yA k^l

J.I

%

and ole> which
e. g.

wanted to

is

•r

are \^>

«au»( and vj

,5? jj be shelters

wall from the wind, or 0*aJI .jj*

Thus,

nDH

(hides) himself

SL*xjJU by a

often applied in like

manner

fire

A_A_* aJULo £«xl

God's protection against thee, and he replied:
taken refuge in an (inaccessible) asylum

(cf.

whom Mohammed

I place myself

jUuj «y<\c

Job,

i.

by th«

against the cold,

to God's protection.

(according to Boch&ri's Sunna) a woman,
seize, cried ont:

^03,

310 n. and
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figure.
The primary passage for this
bold figure, which is the utterance of loving entreaty, is
Deut. xxxii. 10, where the dazzling anthropomorphism is
effaced by the LXX. and other ancient versions;* cf. also Sir.
xvii. 22.
Then follows another figure, taken from the eagle,
which hides its young under its wings, likewise from Deut.
xxxii, viz. ver. 11, for the figure of the hen (Mat. xxiii. 37)
In that passage, Moses, in
is alien to the Old Testament.
his great song, speaks of the wings of God; but the double
figure of the shadow of God's wings (here and in xxxvi. 8,
lvii. 2, lxiii. 8) is coined by David.
"God's wings" are the
spreadings out, i. e. the manifestations of His love, taking
the creature under the protection of its intimate fellowship,
and the "shadow" of these wings is the refreshing rest and
security which the fellowship of this love affords to those,
who hide themselves beneath it, from the heat of outward
or inward conflict.

and emphasis to the

From

ver. 9

we

which the psalmist

is

learn

more

placed,

definitely the position in

ttb* signifies to use violence,

life, continuance, or possession of any one.
According to the accentuation K'DOa is to be connected with
iyi<, not with iB'j??, and to be understood according to Ez.
xzv. 6: "enemies with the soul" are those whose enmity is
not merely superficial, but most deep-seated (cf. 2x <j*ox%,
Eph. vi. 6, Col. iii. 23). The soul (viz. the hating and

to destroy the

eagerly longing soul, xxvii. 12, xli. 3) is just the same as
#DJ3 is combined with the verb, viz. the soul of the ene-

if

mies; and itfEO Ott would therefore not be more correct, as
Hitzig thinks, than tS'SJD »3'K, but would have a different
meaning. They are eager to destroy him (perf. conatut),

and form a

circle round about him, as ravenous ones, in
order to swallow him up.
Vers. 10
12 tell what sort of people these persecutors are. Their heart is called fat, adept, not as though
zbr\ could in itself be equivalent to ?b, more especially as
both words are radically distinct (a$n from the root a^,
Xiir; a!? from the root aS, *)b to envelope: that which is enveloped, the kernel, the inside), but (without any need for

—

• Vid. Geiger, Vrtchrift

mi

Uebtrsetzungen der Bibel, 8. 324.
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on

Ortenberg's conjecture TiVD 102^ ai?n "thoy close their
heart with fat") because it is, as it were, entirely fat (cxix.
70, cf. lxxiii. 7), and because it is inaccessible to any feeling

of compassion, and in general incapable of the nobler emothe heart (cf. xXeteiv xi
To shut up the fat

—

tions.

onX&irxva

John

1

Hi. 17), is equivalent to: to fortify one's

sympathy, tender feeling, and
to harden, Isa. vi. 10).
The construction of ic© (which agrees in sound with i"icn5,
Job xr. 27) is just the same as that of "»Slp, iii. 5. On the
other hand, itw'k (after the form *n»jJ and written plene) is
neither such an accusative of the means or instrument, nor
the second accusative, beside the accusative of the object,
of that by which the object is surrounded, that is usually
found with verbs of surrounding (e. g. v. 13, xxxii. 7); for
"they have surrounded me (us) with our step" is unintelliBut ij"na>N can be the accusative of the member, as
gible.
in iii. 8, cf. xxii. 17, Gen. iii. 15, for "it is true the step is
not a member" (Hitz.), but since "step" and "foot" are interchangeable notions, lxxiii. 2, the ax% a xaO'SXov xal pipo«
is applicable to the former, and as, e. g. Homer says, Iliad
self wilfully in indifference to
all

vii.

noble feelings

(cf.

355: ok fwiXiora

ab

pntzftl

—

ic6vo; <ppiva<; AjKpipipNjxev

,

the

Hebrew

poet can also say: they have encompassed us (and in fact)
our steps, each of our steps (so that we cannot go forwards

or backwards with our feet). The Keri 121220 gets rid of the
change in number which we have with the Chethib O1230;
the latter, however, is admissible according to parallels like
lxii. 5, and corresponds to David's position, who is hunted
by Saul and at the present time driven into a strait at the
head of a small company of faithful followers. Their eyea
he goes on to say in ver. lift
have they set to fell,
viz. us, who are encompassed, to the earth, i. e. so that wo
shall be cast to the ground.
ntSJ is transitive, as in xviii.
10, lxii. 4, in the transitively applied sense Of lxxiii. 2 (cf.
xxxvii. 31) to incline to fall (whereas in xliv. 19, Job xxxi.
7, it means to turn away from); and jnia (without any need
for the conjecture rnio) expresses the final issue, instead
of Yl$h, vii. 6. By the expression I^OT one is prominently
singled out from the host of the enemy, viz. its chief, the
words being his likeness is as a lion, according to the pecu-

—

—

:

:
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changing verbal into subSince in Old Testament Hebrew, as also in Syriac and Arabic, 3 is only a
preposition, not a connective conjunction, it cannot be rendered: as a lion longs to prey, but: as a lion that is greedy
or hungry (cf. uL^used of sinking away, decline, obscuring or eclipsing, growing pale, and <_nmr- more especially
of enfeebling, hunger, distinct from r)frn — oL&J'to peel off,
liarity of the poetical style, of

stantival clauses, instead of TVTtQ
HOT.
••(-ITT
*

make bare) to ravin. In the parallel member of the verse
the participle alternates with the attributive clause. T>S3 is
(according to Meier) the young lion as being covered with
thicker hair.

—

15. The phrase '39 D"D, antevertere faciem
means both to appear before any one with reverence, xcv. 2 (post-biblical: to pay one's respects to any one)
and to meet any one as an enemy, rush on him. The foe
springs like a lion upon David, may Jahve
so he prays
as his defence cross the path of the lion and intercept
him, and cast him down so that he, being rendered harmless, shall lie there with bowed knees (JH2, of the lion, Gen.
xlix. 9, Num. xxiv. 9).
He is to rescue his soul from the
ungodly *|2^n. This "pin, and also the ?|T which follows,
can be regarded as a permutative of the subject (Bottcher,
Hupfeld, and Hitzig), an explanation which is commended
by xliv. 3 and other passages. But it is much more probably that more exact definitions of this kind are treated as
accusatives, vid. on iii. 5. At any rate "sword" and "hand"
are meant as the instruments by which the tO^D, rescuing,
The force of ntste extends into ver. 14, and
is effected.
CTTICO (with a Chateph under the letter that is freed from

Vers. 13

alicufus,

—

—

reduplication, like p2QD, xxxiii. 14) corresponds to
as

?pji

to

?)3*in.

The word D'noo

$7t^"lD,

(plural of no, men, Deut.

whence cho, each and every one), which of itself gives
no complete sense, is repeated and made complete after the
interruption caused by the insertion of 'iTpn,
a remarkable manner of obstructing and then resuming the thought,
which Hofmann (Schriftbeweis ii. 2. 495) seeks to get over
by a change in the division of the verse and in the interpunction. "6n, either from l^n Syriac to creep, glide, slip
away (whence Vrfoft a weasel, a mole) or from ~bn Talmudio
ii. 34',

—

VOL. I
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XVII. 13—15.

: this temporal life which glides by
unnoticed (distinct from the Arabic chald, chuld, an abiding
stay, endless duration) and consequently Hn, limited existence, from b"\Ti to have an end, alternates with l^n as a play

to cover, bide, signifies

;

The
letters, comp. xlix. 2 with Isa. xxxviii. 11.
combination ibm D'no resembles x. 18, xvi. 4. What is
meant, is: men who have no other home but the world, which
passeth away with the lust thereof, men 2x too x6au,oo tootoo,
or olol xou alwvo? toutoo. The meaning of the further description D'«n? Dj?Sn (cf. Eccl. ix. 9) becomes clear from the
converse in xvi. 5.' Jahve is the pbr of the godly man;
and the sphere within which the worldling claims his pbr\
This is
is D^ITI, this temporal, visible, and material life.
everything to him; whereas the godly man says: !j"TDTI 310
O>>no, lxiii. 4. The contrast is not so much between this
life and the life to come, as between the world (life) and
God. Here we see into the inmost nature of the Old Testament faith. To the Old Testament believer, all the blessedness and glory of the future life, which the New Testament
unfolds, is shut up in Jahve. Jahve is his highest good,
and possessing Him he is raised above heaven and earth,
above life and death. To yield implicitly to Him, without
any explicit knowledge of a blessed future life, to be satisfied with Him, to rest in Him, to hide in Him in the face
of death, is the characteristic of the Old Testament faith.
D"TD Opbn expresses both the state of mind and the lot of
the men of the world. Material things which are their highest good, fall also in abundance to their share. The words
"whose belly Thou fillest with Thy treasure* (ChetMb:
spBtfl the usual participial form, but as a participle an Aramaising form) do not sound as though the poet meant to say
that God leads them to repentance by the riches of His
goodness, but on the contrary that God, by satisfying their
desires which are confined to the outward and sensuous only,
absolutely deprives them of all claim to possessions that
extend beyond the world and this present temporal life. Thus,
then, JIBS in this passage is used exactly as DOlDS is used in
Job xx. 26 (from ]BS to hold anything close to one, to hold
back, to keep by one). Moreover, thereis not the slightest alloy
ol murmur or envy in the words. The godly man who lacks

upon the
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15,

these good things out of the treasury of God, has higher
delights; he can exclaim, xxxi. 20: "how great is Thy good-

ness which

Thou hast

laid

up (FOBS)

for those

who

fear

Among the good things with which God
and house of the ungodly (Job xxii. 17 sq.) are also children in abundance; these are elsewhere a blessing upon piety
(exxvii. 3 sq., exxviii. 3 sq.), but to those who do not
Thee!"

fills

the belly

acknowledge the Giver they are a snare to self-glorifying,
Job xxi. 11 (cf. Wisdom iv. 1). O"03 is not the subject, but
an accusative, and has been so understood by all the old
translators from the original text, just as in the phrase
CO' jn# to be satisfied with, or weary of, life. On ntyty
vid. on viii. 3. *irv (from *in> to stretch out in length, then
to be overhanging, towering above, projecting, superfluous,
redundant) signifies here, as in Job xxii. 20, riches and the
abundance of things possessed.
Ver. 15. With >jn he contrasts his incomparably greater
prosperity with that of his enemies. He, the despised and
persecuted of men, will behold God's face p'TCS, in righteousness, which will then find its reward (Mat. v. 8, Hebr.
xii. 14), and will, when this hope is realised by him, thoroughly refresh himself with the form of God. It is not sufficient to explain the vision of the divine countenance here as
meaning the experience of the gracious influences which
proceed from the divine countenance again unveiled and
turned towards him. The parallel of the next clause requires
an actual vision, as in Num. xii. 8, according to which Jahve
appeared to Moses in the true form of His being, without
the intervention of any self-manifestation of an accommodative and visionary kind; but at the same time, as in Exod.
xxxiii. 20, where the vision of the divine countenance is
denied to Moses, according to which, consequently, the selfmanifestation of Jahve in His intercourse with Moses is not
to be thought of without some veiling of Himself which
might render the vision tolerable to him. Here, however,
where David gives expression to a hope which is the final
goal and the very climax of all his hopes, one has no right
in any way to limit the vision of God, who in love permits
him to behold Him {vid. on xi. 7), and to limit the being
satisfied with His niton (LXX. t^jv 86E«v ooo, vid. Psychol
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S. 49; transl. p. 61).

mean "when

XVII.

15.

If this is correct,

wake up from

then TOTia cannot

Ewald,
Hupfeld and others explain it; for supposing the Psalm
were composed just before falling asleep what would be the
meaning of the postponement of so transcendent a hope to
the end of his natural sleep? Nor can the meaning he to
"awake to a new life of blessedness and peace through the
sunlight of divine favour which again arises after the night
of darkness and distress in which the poet is now to be
found" (Kurtz); for to awake from a night of affliction is
an unsuitable idea and for this very reason cannot be supported. The only remaining explanation, therefore, is the
waking up from the sleep of death (cf. Bottcher, De inferis
§ 365

— 367).

I

The

this night's sleep* as

fact that all

who are now

in their graves

day hear the voice of Him that wakes the dead,
as it is taught in the age after the Exile (Dan. xii. 2), was
surely not known to David, for it was not yet revealed to
him. But why may not this truth of revelation, towards
which prophecy advances with such giant strides (Isa. xxvi.
19. Ezek. xxxvii. 1
14), be already heard even in the
Psalms of David as a bold demand of faith and as a hope
that has struggled forth to freedom out of the comfortless
conception of Sheol possessed in that age, just as it is heard
a few decades later in the master-work of a cotemporary of
Solomon, the Book of Job? The morning in Ps. xlix. 15 is
also not any morning whatever following upon the night,
but that final morning which brings deliverance to the
upright and inaugurates their dominion. A sure knowledge
of the fact of the resurrection such as, according to Hofmann (Schriflleweis ii. 2, 490), has existed in the Old Testament from the beginning, is not expressed in such passages.
For laments like vi. 6, xxx. 10, lxxxviii. 11 13, shew that
no such certain knowledge was then in existence ; and when
the Old Testament literature which we now possess allows
us elsewhere an insight into the history of the perception
of redemption, it does not warrant us in concluding anything more than that the perception of the future resurrection of the dead did not pass from the prophetic word into
the believing mind of Israel until about the time of the Exile,
and that up to that period faith made bold to hope for s>
shall one

—

—
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redemption from death, but only by means of an inference
drawn from that which was conceived and existed within itself,
without having an express word of promise in its favour.*
Thus it is here also. David certainly gives full expression to
the hope of a vision of God, which, as righteous before God,
will be vouchsafed to him; and vouchsafed to him, even
though he should fall asleep in death in the present extremity (xiii. 4), as one again awakened from the sleep of
death, and, therefore (although this idea does not directly
coincide with the former), as one raised from the dead. But
this hope is not a believing appropriation of a "certain knowledge", but a view that, by reason of the already existing
revelation of God, lights up out of his consciousness of fellowship with Him.

PSALM

XVIIL

DAVID'S HTMNIC RETROSPECT OF A LIFE
MANY MERCIES.

CROWNED WITH

2 FERVENTLY do I love Thee, Jahve, my strength,
8 Jahve, my rock, and my fortress, and my Deliverer,
My God, my fastness wherein I hide myself,
My shield, and the horn of my salvation, my high towerl
4 As worthy to be praised do I call upon Jahve,
And against mine enemies shall I be helped.

The bands of death had compassed me
the floods of the abyss came upon me.
6 The bands of hades had surrounded me,
The snares of death assaulted mo.
5

And

*

To

this

Hofmann,

toe. cit. S.

496, replies as follows:

*We do not

find that faith indulges in such boldness elsewhere, or that the believ-

ing ones cherish hopes which are based on such insecure grounds."
is surely no insecure ground, and to draw bold
conclusions from that which is intimated only from afar, was indeed,

But the word of God

even in many other respects (for instance, respecting the incantation,
and respecting the abrogation of the ceremonial law), the province of
the Old Testament faith.
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7 In

my

distress I called

XVIII.

upon Jahvc,

And unto my God did I cry;
He heard my call out of His temple,
And my cry before Him came into His

cars.

8 The earth shook and quaked,
And the foundations of the mountains trembled,
And they swung to and fro, for He was wroth.
9 There went up a smoke in His nostrils,
And fire out of His mouth devoured,
Coals were kindled by it.
10 Then He bowed the heavens and came down,
And thick darkness was under His feet
11

12

13

And He rode upon a cherub and did fly,
And floated upon the wings of the wind;
He made darkness His covering, His pavilion round
Him

about

Darkness of waters, thick clouds of the skies.
Out of the brightness before Him there broke through His
clouds
Hail-stones

14

15

16

and

coals of

fire.

Then Jahve thundered in the heavens,
And the Highest made His voice to sound
[Hail-stones and coals of fire.]

forth.

And He sent forth His arrows and scattered them,
And lightnings in abundance and discomfited them.
And the channels of the waters became visible,
And the foundations of the earth were laid bare,
At Thy threatening, Jahve,
At the snorting of the breath of Thy wrath.

17

18

He reached from the height, He seized me,
He drew me up out of great waters;
He delivered me from my grim foe,
And from them that hated me, because they were

too

strong for me.

came upon me in the day of my calamity,
Then Jahve was a stay to me,

19 They
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He

me
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forth into a large place;

delivered me, for

He

delighted in me.

Jahve rewarded me according to my righteousness,
According to the cleanness of my hands did He reconv*
pense me.
22 For I have kept the ways of Jahve,
And have not wickedly departed from my God.
23 Far from this, all His judgments are my aim,
And His statutes I do not put away from me.
24 And I was spotless towards Him,
And I have kept myself from mine iniquity.
21

25 Therefore Jahve recompensed

me

according to any righ<

teousness,

According to the cleanness of my hands, which waa
manifest in His eyes.
26 Towards the good Thou shewest Thyself good
Towards the man of perfect submission Thou shewest
Thyself yielding.
27 Towards him

who

'

sanctifies himself

Thou shewest Thy-

self pure,

And towards

the perverse Thou shewest Thyself froward.
28 For Thou, Thou savest the afflicted people,
And high looks Thou bringest down.

29 For Thou makest my lamp light;
Jahve, my God, enlighteneth my darkness.
30 For by Thee do I scatter a troop,
And by my God do I leap walls.
SI

—

As for God
spotless is His way,
The word of Jahve is tried;
A shield is He to all who hide in Him.

32 For who

And who
33 The God,

is
is

a divine being, but Jahve alone.
a rock save our God?

who girded me with

And made my way

strength,

perfect,
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84 Making

my

XVIII.

feet like hinds' feet,

And who

set

35 Training

my

me upon my

high places,
hands for war,
And mine arms bent a bow of brass.

36

And Thou gavest me also the shield
And Thy right hand upheld me,
And Thy lowliness made me great.

of

Thy

salvation,

87 Thou madest room for my footsteps under me.
And mine ankles have not slipped.

pursued mine enemies and overtook them,
turned not back, till they were consumed.
39 I smote them, so that they could not rise,
They fell under my feet
40 And Thou didst gird me with strength for the battle.
Thou madest my foes to bow down under me,
41 Thou gavest me the necks of mine enemies,
And those that hated me, I utterly destroyed.
88

I

And

42 They

but there was no helper,
He answered them not.
43 And I crushed them as dust before the wind,
Like the dirt of the streets I emptied them out.

Even

cried,

to Jahve, but

44 Thou didst deliver

me from

the strivings of the people,

make me Head of the nations;
Thou
A people that I knew not, served me.
didst

45 At the hearing of the ear, they obeyed me,
Strangers submitted to me,
46 Strangers faded away,
And came forth trembling from their strongholds.

47 Jahve

liveth,

and blessed be my Rock,

God of my salvation be
48 The God, who gave me revenges
And bent back peoples under me,

And

49

My

let the

exalted;

Deliverer from mine enemies,

Yea, Thou who

me up above my foes,
from the violent man.

liftest

Who rescuest me
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Thee among the nations,
Jahve,
nnto Thy name,
51 As He, who giveth great deliverance to His king
And sheweth favour to His anointed,
To David and his seed for ever.

50 Therefore

And

will I praise

I will sing praises

Next to a fi^BFl of David comes a HTtp' (nom. unitatis
from "VBOj which is in many ways hoth in words and thoughts
(Symbolae p. 49) interwoven with the former. It is the longest of all the hymnic Psalms, and bears the inscription: To the
Precentor, by the servant of Jahve, by David, who spake unto
Jahve the words of this song in the day that Jahve had deli'
vered him out of the hand of all his enemies and out of the
hand of Saul: then he said. The original inscription of the
Psalm in the primary collection was probably only riJHO^
"VPb 71 ISHfh, like the inscription of Ps. xxxvi. The rest of
the inscription resembles the language with which songs of
this class are

wont

to be introduced in their connection in

the historical narrative, Ex. xv.
especially Deut. xxxi. 30.

again in 2 Sam.

And

1,

Num.

xxi. 17,

and more

the Psalm before us

is

found

introduced by words, the manifestly
unaccidental agreement of which with the inscription in the
xxii.,

Psalter, is explained

by

its

having been incorporated in one

of the histories from which the Books of Samuel are extracted,

— probably the Annals (Dibre ha-Jamim) of David. From

Books of Samuel has taken the
Psalm, together with that introduction; and from this source

this source the writer of the

also springs the historical portion of the inscription in the
is connected with the preceding by "itt^t.
David may have styled himself in the inscription 71 "135?,

Psalter, which

just as the apostles call themselves 8oo).oi 'lijaou Xpiotou.

He

also in other instances, in prayer, calls himself "the ser-

vant of Jahve", xix. 12, 14, cxliv. 10, 2 Sam. vii. 20, as
who is the first after

every Israelite might do; but David,

Moses and Joshua to bear

this designation

or by-name,

For he, with whom the
kingship of promise began, marks an epoch in his service
of the work of God no less than did Moses, through whose
mediation Israel received the Law, and Joshua, through
could do so in an especial sense.

whose instrumentality they obtained the Land of promise.
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The terminology of psalm-poesy does not include the
word DTK', hut only ")»#. This at once shews that the historical portion of the inscription comes from some other
source. Cfta is followed, not by the infin. b*&\'. on the day
of deliverance, hut by the more exactly plnsquamperf. ^an:
at the time, as in Gen. ii. 4, and freon the day (D1'3
a genitival (Ges. § 116,
quently) when he had delivered

—

—

3) relative clause, like cxxxviii. 3, Ex. vi. 28, Num. iii.l.cf.
Ps. lvi. 10.
"Wp alternates with *)3o in this text without

any other design than that of varying the expression. The
hand of Saul is made specially prominent, because the most prominent portion of the Psalm,
The danger in which David then
vers. 5
20, treats of it.
deliverance out of the

—

was placed, was of the most personal, the most perilous,
and the most protracted kind. This prominence was of
great service to the collector, because the preceding Psalm
bears the features of this time, the lamentations over which
are heard there and further back, and now all find expression in this more extended song of praise.
Only a fondness for doubt can lead any one to doubt
the Davidic origin of this Psalm, attested as it is in two
works, which are independent of one another. The twofold
testimony of tradition is supported by the fact that the
Psalm contains nothing that militates against David being
the author; even the mention of his

Kings

own name

at the close,

We

have before us
an Israelitish counterpart to the cuneiform monumental
inscriptions, in which the kings of worldly monarchies recapitulate the deeds they have done by the help of their gods.
The speaker is a king; the author of the Books of Samuel
found the song already in existence as a Davidic song; the
difference of his text from that which lies before us in the
Psalter, shews that at that time it had been transmitted
from some earlier period; writers of the later time of the
kings here and there use language which is borrowed from
it or are echoes of it (comp. Prov. xxx. 5 with ver. 31; Hab.
iii. 19 with ver. 34); it bears throughout the mark of the
classic age of the language and poetry, and "if it be not
David's, it must have been written in his name and by some
one imbued with his spirit, and who could have been this
is

not against

it

(cf.

1

ii.

45).
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cotemporary poet and twin-genius?* (Hitzig).
All this
points us to David himself, to whom really
belong also all the other songs in the Second Book of Samuel, which are introduced as Davidic (over Saul and Jonathan, over Abner, Ac). This, the greatest of all, springs
entirely from the new self-consciousness to which he was
raised by the promises recorded in 2 Sam. vii. ; and towards
the end, it closes with express retrospective reference to
irresistibly

for David's certainty of the everlasting
duration of his house, and God's covenant of mercy with his
house, rests upon the announcement made by Nathan.
The Psalm divides into two halves; for the strain of
praise begins anew with ver. 32, after having run its first

these promises;

course and come to a beautiful close in ver. 31. The two
halves are also distinct in respect of their artificial form.

The strophe schema of the first is: 6. 8. 8. 6. 8 (not 9). 8.
The mixture of six and eight line strophes is sym8. 8. 7.
metrical, and the seven of the last strophe is nothing strange.
The mixture in the second half on the contrary is varied,
The art of the strophe system appears here, as is also seen in
other instances in the Psalms, to be relaxed; and the striving after form at the commencement has given way to the
pressure and crowding of the thoughts.
The traditional mode of writing out this Psalm, as also

Sam. xxii. and Judges v., is "a half-brick upon
a brick, and a brick upon a half-brick" (roab '33 by DTK
PP*^« '33 by nJ3^l): i. e. one line consisting of two, and one
of three parts of a verse, and the line consisting of the
three parts has only one word on the right and on the left;
the whole consequently forms three columns. On the other
hand, the song in Deut. xxxii. (as also Josh. xii. 9 sqq.,
Esth. ix. 7
10) is to be written "a half-brick upon a halfbrick and a brick upon a brick", i. e. in only two columns,
the Cantica, 2

—

cf.

infra p. 269.

—

The poet opens with a number of endearGod, in which he gratefully comprehends the
results of long and varied experience. So far as regards the
parallelism of the members, a monostich forms the beginning of this Psalm, as in Ps. xvi. xxiii. xxv. and many
Vers. 2

ing names

4.

for
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others.

Nevertheless the matter assumes a somewhat dif-

ferent aspect, if ver. 3 is not, with Maurer, Hengstenherg
as two predicate clauses (Jahve is . . .,
but
** a simple vocative
a rendering
my God . . .),
alone
corresponds
to
intensity
which
the
with which this
greatest of the Davidic hymns opens
God heing invoked
by Tl, 'D, ^K, and each of these names being followed by a
predicative expansion of itself, which increases in fulness
of tone and emphasis. The *|CPi"Wt (with a , according to
Ew. § 251, (), which carries the three series of the names
of God, makes up in depth of meaning what is wanting in
compass. Elsewhere we find only the Piel crn of tender
sympathising love, but here the Kal is used as an Aramaism.
Hence the Jalkut on this passage explains it by "|JV 'Ncm
"I love thee", of ardent, heartfelt love and attachment. The
primary signification of softness (root m, —\, a.\, to be

and Hupfeld, taken

—

is

—

soft, lax, loose),

whence Qfn,

uterus, is transferred in

cases to tenderness of feeling or sentiment.

both

The most general

predicate 'pin (from p?h according to a similar inflexion to
IDb, pbv, plur. <pcj; Prov. ix. 18) is followed by those

"ICfc,

which describe Jahve as a protector and deliverer in persecu-

and the
names sym-

tion on the one hand, and on the other as a defender
giver of victory in battle.

They are

all typical

bolising what Jahve is in Himself; hence instead of no^Dci it
would perhaps have been more correct to point 'tO^DD! (and
my refuge). God had already called Himself a shield to
Abram, Gen. xv. 1; and He is called ym (cf. J2N Gen. xlix.

24) in the great Mosaic song, Deut. xxxii. 4, 37 (the latter
verse is distinctly echoed here). j6d from j£>D, *JL», findere,

means properly a
*

Neshw&n

cleft in

defines thus:

a rock (Arabic ybp*), then a

«JL«J!

ia

a catting

in

cleft

a mountain after

the manner of a gorge; and Jakut, who cites a number of places that
are so called: a wide plain

(*Ldi)

enclosed by steep rocks, which is

reached through a narrow pass ( _ P »A ), but can only be descended
on foot. Accordingly, in ^?D the idea of a safe (and comfortable)
hiding-place preponderates; in 1 "!"H that of firm ground and inac1

cessibility.

The one

y?D surrounded

figure calls to

mind the (well-watered) Edomitish
1, zlii. 11, the rWtpa

with precipitous rocks, Isa. xvi.
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Arabic yJaJo, a great and bard mass

of rock (Aramaic *nb, a mountain).
The figures of the
and
the
ISO)
are
related;
(rnlSO,
the former
2&c
iTJWD

a watch-tower*, and the latter,
a steep height. The horn, which is an ancient figure of
victorious and defiant power in Deut. xxxiii. 17, 1 Sam. ii. 1,
is found here applied to Jahve Himself: "horn of my salvation" is that which interposes on the side of my feebleness,
conquers, and saves me. All these epithets applied to God
are the fruits of the affliction out of which David's song
has sprung, viz. his persecution by Saul, when, in a country
abounding in rugged rocks and deficient in forest, he betook himself to the rocks for safety, and the mountains
served him as his fortresses.
In the shelter which the
mountains, by their natural conformations, afforded him at
signifies properly specula,

described by Strabo, iri.

4, 21

;

the other calls to mind the Phffinici&n

rocky island "VX , Sir (Tyre), the refuge in the sea.
8. - ^
* In Arabic oLojo signifies (I) a high hill (a signification that
is wanting in Freytag), (2) the summit of a mountain, and according
to the original lexicons it belongs to the root Jl*oJo,

ward appearance

is

which

in out-

supported by the synonymous forms Juauo and

tVxii, ss also by their plurals sOua/>l and

^|«X^c,

since these

can only be properly formed from those singulars on the assumption
Nevertheless , since the meanings of

of the si being part of the root

dJajo

«iU distinctly point to its

contained in the reduplicated stem

being formed from the root (jaj)

ya*

to suck, but the meanings of

(X^aJo, and Jl*ix do not admit of their being referred to it,
and moreovor there are instances in which original tin. loci from w.

oLox,

med. « and ,c admit of the prefixed

m

being treated as the

radical through forgetfulness or disregard of their derivation,

the retention of
it

is

it

form secondary roots (as /\jC-e, /jjuo, wojo),

highly probable that in masdd,

original "ISO, rrtfSD, Dtibd.

ma fad and matd we have an

These Hebrew words, however, are to be

referred to a TiV in the signification to look out,
tpeeula.

first

and with

therefore properly

— Fleischer
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that time, and in the fortunate accidents, which sometimes

brought him deliverance when in extreme peril, David
recognises only marvellous phenomena of which Jahve Himself

The confession of the God
continued in ver. 4 by a

was to him the final cause.
and known in many ways

tried

is

general expression of his experience.
accusative to nirv:

do

I call

bbpiO is

As one praised (worthy

upon Jahve,

— a rendering that

a predicate

to be praised)

better suited

is

to the following clause, which expresses confidence in the

answer coinciding with the invocation, which is to bethought
of as a cry for help, than Olshausen's, "Worthy of praise,
do I cry, is Jahve", though this latter certainly is possible
so far as the style is concerned (vid. on Isa. xlv. 24, cf. also
Gen. iii. 3, Mic. ii. 6). The proof of this fact, viz. that
calling upon Him who is worthy to be praised, who, as the
history of Israel shews, is able
diately followed

by actual

and willing

to help, is

imme-

help, as events that are coinci-

dent, forms the further matter of the Psalm.

Vers. 5

—

In these verses David gathers into one
dangers to which he had
been exposed during his persecution by Saul, together with
the marvellous answers and deliverances he experienced,
that which is unseen, which stands in the relation to that
which is visible of cause and effect, rendering itself visible
to him.
David here appears as passive throughout; the
hand from out of the clouds seizes him and draws him out
of mighty waters: while in the second part of the Psalm, in
fellowship with God and under His blessing, he comes for7.

collective figure all the fearful

ward as a free actor.
The description begins in vers. 5 7 with the danger
and the cry for help which is not in vain. The verb F)BN
according to a tradition not to be doubted (cf. ]D1« a wheel)
signifies to go round, surround, as a poetical synonym of
220, Fpjsri, "if)?, and not, as one might after the Arabic have

—

Instead of "the bands of death,*
Acts ii. 24) renders it <L6tve« (constrictive
pains) Oavaxou; but ver. 6b. favours the meaning bands, cords,
cf. cxix. 61 (where it is likewise 'bzn instead of the ^zn,
which one might have expected, Josh. xvii. 5, Job xxxvi. 8),
death is therefore represented as a hunter with a cord and

thought: to drive, urge.
the

LXX.

(cf.
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compounded of ^3 and b$l (from ^y>, ^jn,
root by), signifies unprofitableness, worthlessness, and in
fact both deep-rooted moral corruption and also abysmal
Bs>toX as a name
destruction (cf. 2 Cor. vi. 15, BeXietp
of Satan and his kingdom). Rivers of destruction are those,
whose engulfing floods lead down to the abyss of destruction

net, xci.8. h%b2,

—

(Jon.

ii.

7).

Death, Belijdal, and Shedl are the names of

the weird powers, which make use of David's persecutors
as their instruments. Futt. in the sense of imperfects alter*
prtett.
nj?3 (-= oJb) signifies to come suddenly
upon any one (but compare also oou, to startle, excitare,
to alarm), and O^p, to rush upon; the two words are distinguished from one another like tiberfallen and anfallen. The

nate with

byi\ out of which Jahve hears is His heavenly dwellingplace, which is both palace and temple, inasmuch as He sits
enthroned there, being worshipped by blessed spirits, yysb
belongs to 'pyitfi: my cry which is poured forth before Him
(as e. g. in cii. 1), for it is tautological if joined with ti3R
beside VJWQ. Before Jahve's face he made supplication and
his prayer urged its way into His ears.
Vers. 8
10.
As these verses go on to describe, the
being heard became manifest in the form of deliverance. All
nature stands to man in a sympathetic relationship, sharing
his curse and blessing, his destruction and glory, and to
God in a (so to speak) synergetic relationship, furnishing the
Accordharbingers and instruments of His mighty deeds.
ingly in this instance Jahve's interposition on behalf of David is accompanied by terrible manifestations in nature.
Like the deliverance of Israel out of Egypt, Ps. lzviii. lxxvii.,
and the giving of the Law on Sinai, Exod. xix., and like
the final appearing of Jahve and of Jesus Christ according
the words of prophet and apostle (Hab. iii., 2 Thess. i. 7
sq.), the appearing of Jahve for the help of David has also

—

extraordinary natural phenomena in its train.
It is true
we find no express record of any incident in David's life of
1 Sam. vii. 10, but it must be some
which David here idealises (t. e. seizes at
its very roots, and generalises and works up into a grand
Amidst
majestic picture of his miraculous deliverance).
earthquake, a black thunderstorm gathers, the charging of

the kind recorded in
real experience
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which

is

XVIII. 8-lu.

heralded by the lightning's flash, and

its

The

clouds descend nearer and nearer to the earth.

thick

aorists

in ver. 8 introduce the event, for the introduction of which,

from ver. 4 onwards, the way has been prepared and towards which all is directed. The inward excitement of the
Judge,

who appears

to His servant for his deliverance, sets

the earth in violent oscillation.

The foundations of the

mountains (Isa. xxiv. 18) are that upon which they are supported beneath and within, as it were, the pillars which support the vast mass. BtyJ (rhyming with B>jn) is followed by
the ffilhpa. of the same verb: the first impulse having been
given they, viz. the earth and the pillars of the mountains,
continue to shake of themselves. These convulsions occur,
because "it is kindled with respect to God"; it is unnecessary to supply 1SN, )h rnn is a synonym of 1^ en. When
God is wrath, according to Old Testament conception, the
power of wrath which is present in Him is kindled and blazes
up and breaks forth. The panting of rage may accordingly
also be called the smoke of the fire of wrath (lxxiv. 1, lxxx.
5). The smoking is as the breathing out of the fire, and the
vehement hot breath which is inhaled and exhaled through
the nose of one who is angry (cf. Job xli. 12), is like smoke
The fire of anger
rising from the internal fire of anger.
itself "devours out of the mouth*, t. e. flames forth out of
in men in
the mouth, consuming whatever it lays hold of,
the form of angry words, with God in the fiery forces of
nature, which are of a like kind with, and subservient to,

—

His anger, and more especially in the lightning's flash. It is
is compared here to the blazing

the lightning chiefly, that

coals. The power of wrath in God, becoming
manifest in action, breaks forth into a glow, and before it
entirely discharges its fire, it gives warning of action like the

up of burning

lightning's flash heralding the outburst o€ the storm.

Thus

enraged and breathing forth His wrath, Jahve bowed the
e. caused them to bend towards the earth, and
heavens,
came down, and darkness of clouds (^©"1J? similar in meaning to Sp<pvY), cf. ep&Po;) was under His feet: black, lowhanging clouds announced the coming of Him who in His
wrath was already on His way downwards towards the earth.
Vers. 11—13. The storm, announcing the approaching
t*.
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outburst of the thunderstorm, was also the forerunner of
the Avenger and Deliverer. If we compare ver. 1 1 with civ.
3, it is natural to regard 3-n3 as a transposition of son (a
chariot, Ew. § 153,a). But assuming a relationship between
the biblical Cherub and (according to Ctesias) the Indo-Per8ian griffin, the

word (from the Zend grab, garem, garefsh,
and holding irrecover-

to seize) signifies a creature seizing

ably fast whatever it seizes upon; perhaps in Semitic language the strong creature, from 3"13
^jS torquere, conIt is a passive
itringere, (whence mukrab, tight, strong).
form like 7133, ID', 16*13^. The cherubim are mentioned in
Gen. iii. 24 as the guards of Paradise (this alone is enough

—

to refute the interpretation recently revived in the Evang.

Kirchen-Zeit., 1866, No. 46, that they are a

symbol of the

—

31*13 "like a multitude" 1),
unity of the living One, 31*13
and elsewhere, as it were, as the living mighty rampart and
vehicle of the approach of the inaccessible majesty of God;

and they are not merely

in general the

medium of God's

personal presence in the world, but more especially of the
presence of God as turning the fiery side of His doxa to-

wards the world. As in the Prometheus of JSschylus, Oceanus comes flying -civ irtepofcDXT) t6v5' oltoviv ?v«b|tfQ <rro|i(u)v
axsp eiSuvoov, so in the present passage Jahve rides upon the
cherub, of which the heathenish griffin is a distortion; or,
if by a comparison of passages like civ. 3, Isa. lxvi. 15, we
understand David according to Ezekiel, He rides upon the
cherub as upon His living throne -chariot (D231D). The
throne floats upon the cherubim, and this cherub-throne
flies upon the wings of the wind; or, as we can also say: the
cherub is the celestial spirit working in this vehicle formed
of the spirit-like elements.

The Manager of

the chariot is

Himself hidden behind the thick thunder-clouds. rite*
is an
VT
aorist without the consecutive i (cf. "|> Hos. vi. 1). tjkTi is
the accusative of the object to

it;

and the accusative of the

doubled: His covering, His pavilion round about
Him. In Job xxxvi. 29 also the thunder-clouds are called
God's nsp, and also in xcvii. 2 they are V3'3D, concealing
Him on all sides and announcing only His presence when
predicate

He

is

is

wroth. In ver.

12ft

the accusative of the object, 'Ufa, is

expanded into "darkness of waters",
VOL. L

i.

e.

swelling with
17
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XVIII. 14—16.

waters* and billows of thick vapour, thick, and therefore
dark, masses (ay in its primary meaning of denseness, or a
thicket, Exod. xix. 9, cf. Jer. iv. 29) of Cents', which is here

a poetical name for fleecy clouds.

The dispersion and

dis-

charge, according to ver. 13, proceeded from HjJ HJi . Such
is the expression for the doxa of God as being a mirroring

Him, as being
The
doxa is fire and light. On this occasion the forces of wrath
issue from it, and therefore it is the fiery forces: heavy and
destructive hail (cf. Exod. ix. 23 sq., Isa. xxx. 30) and fiery
glowing coals, i. e. flashing and kindling lightning. The
object V3jj stands first, because the idea of clouds, behind
which, according to ver. 11, the doxa in concealed, is prominently connected with the doxa. It might be rendered:
before His brightness His clouds turn into hail . . . , a
rendering which would be more in accordance with the
structure of the stichs, and is possible according to Ges.
§ 138, rem. 2. Nevertheless, in connection with the combination of "Oy with clouds, the idea of breaking through
(Lam. iii. 44) is very natural. If V3JJ is removed, then nay
signifies "thence came forth hail ... * But the mention of
the clouds as the medium, is both natural and appropriate.
Vers. 14
16. Amidst thunder, Jahve hurled lightnings
as arrows upon David's enemies, and the breath of His anger
forth of His nature, as it were, over against

therefore His brightness, or the reflection of His glory.

—

laid bare the

beds of the flood to the very centre of the

Thunder is the
rumble of God, and as it were the hollow murmur of His
mouth, Job xxxvii. 2. JV^JJ, the Most High, is the name of
earth, in order to rescue the sunken one.

God

as the inapproachable Judge,

The

third line of ver. 14

is

who governs

all things.

erroneously repeated from the

preceding strophe. It cannot be supported on grammatical
grounds by Ex. ix. 23, since b\p |na, edere vocem, has a different meaning from the rfrj? jW, dare tonitrua, of that pas-

The symmetry of the strophe structure is also against
and it is wanting both in 2 Sam. and in the LXX. 3T,

sage.
it;

* Rab Dimi, B. Taanith 10a, for the elucidation of the passage
quotes a Palestine proverb: 'DID fUD UJy TTBfn VTO p'jn yjy lin)
1. e. if the clouds are transparent they will yield but little water, if they
are dart they will yield a quantity.
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which, as the opposite of tsyo Neh. ii. 12, Isa. x. 7, means
adverbially "in abundance", is the parallel to Fibvfa.
It is
generally taken, after the analogy of Gen. xlix. 23, in the
sense of p"12, cxliv. 6: 3"i in pause =» zh (the b passing over
lj? instead of ty in Gen. xlix.
3) -=
cognate with na^, HD^; but the forms 3D, 12D, here, and
in every other instance, have but a very questionable existence, as e. g. 3*1, Isa. liv. 13,' is more probably an adjective
than the third person prcet. (cf. Bottcher, Neue Aehrenlese

into the broader a like
32"1,

No. 635, 1066).
i.

e.

The

suffixes

em do not

lightnings, but to David's foes.

refer to the arrows,

Don means both

to

put in commotion and to destroy by confounding, Exod.
xiv. 24, xxiii. 27.

In addition to the thunder, the voice of
is the snorting of the

Jahve, comes the stormwind, which

breath of His nostrils. This makes the channels of the waters visible and lays bare the foundations of the earth. p'BN

form to j?QN) is the bed of the river and then the
brook itself, a coniinendo aquas (Ges.), and exactly
like the Arabic mesik, mesdk, mesek (from viJLuc, the VI.
form of which, tamdsaka, corresponds to pCKDH), means a
place that does not admit of the water soaking in, but on
account of the firmness of the soil preserves it standing or
flowing.
What are here meant are the water - courses or
river beds that hold the water. It is only needful for Jahve
to threaten (Jirttijrav Mat. viii. 26) and the floods, in which
he, whose rescue is undertaken here, is sunk, flee (civ. 7)
and dry up (cvi. 9, Nah. i. 4). But he is already half
engulfed in the abyss of Hades, hence not merely the bed
of the flood is opened up, but the earth is rent to its very
centre. From the language being here so thoroughly allegorical, it is clear that we were quite correct in interpreting
the description as ideal. He, who is nearly overpowered by
bis foes, is represented as one engulfed in deep waters and
(collateral

river or

almost drowning.

—

Vers. 17
20. Then Jahve stretches out His hand from
above into the deep chasm and draws up the sinking one.
The verb n^B* occurs also in prose (2 Sam. vi. 6) without

on the other hand the borrowed passage, cxliv.
the signification to reach (after anything). The verb
De^, however, is only found in one other instance, viz.
"} (lvii. 4, cf.
7) in
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J7-21.

10, as the root (transferred from the Egyptian
Hebrew) of the name of Moses, and even Luther
saw in it an historical allusion, "He hath made a Moses of
me", He hath drawn me out of great (many) waters, which
had well nigh swallowed me up, as He did Moses out of the
waters of the Nile, in which he would have perished. This
figurative language is followed, in ver. 18, by its interpre-

Exod.

ii.

into the

tation, just as in cxliv. 7 the "great waters* are explained

by

"153 'J3

td

,

which, however,

is

not suitable here, or at

least is too limited.

With

ver. 17 the

hymn has reached the climax of epie
now descends in a tone that be-

description, from which it

comes more and more lyrical. In the combination TJJ "O^K,
is not an adverbial accusative, but an adjective, like
«j>
T\y® IPfn cxliii. 10, and 6 AvJjp A^aM? (HebrSerbriefS. 353).
introduces the reason for the interposition of the divine
omnipotence, viz. the superior strength of the foe and the
weakness of the oppressed one. On the day of his TX, i. e.
(vid. on xxxi. 12) his load or calamity, when he was alto-

13

gether a homeless and almost defenceless fugitive, they came
xvii. 13), cutting off all possible means of

upon him (Dip

but Jahve became the fugitive's
upon which he leaned and kept himself erect.

delivering himself,
(xxiii. 4)

staff

By

the hand of God, out of straits and difficulties he reached a

broad place, out of the dungeon of oppression to freedom,
for Jahve had delighted in him, he was His chosen and beloved one.
ysn has the accent on the penult here, and
Metheg as a sign of the lengthening (rnDJJH) beside the e,
that it may not be read <?.* The following strophe tells
the reason of his pleasing God and of His not allowing
him to perish. This \3 ysn "O (for He delighted in me) now
becomes the primary thought of the song.

—

24. On ^5! (like cb& with the accusative not
Vers. 21
merely of the thing, but also of the person, e. g. 1 Sam.
xxiv. 18), e4 or xaxdk irp&cmv ttvd, vid. on vii. 5. *1D#, to
observe => to keep, is used in the same way in Job xxii. 15.

* In like

manner Metheg

is

placed beside the 2 of the final closed

syllable that has lost the tone in

pgn

xxii. 9, ^?.inFtt

xc.

2., vid.

ttaiak

3. 594 note.
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a pregnant expression of the maUtiosa desertio.
side", i. e. in His judgment, would be contrary
to the general usage of the language (for the jp in Job iv.
17 has a different meaning) and would be but a chilling addition.
On the poetical form >3p, in pause <30, vid. Ew.
§ 263,ft. The fut. in ver. 23ft, close after the substantival
clause ver. 23a, is not intended of the habit in the past, but
at the present time: he has not wickedly forsaken God, but

]D yish

is

"From God's

always has God's commandments present
and has not put them far
away out of his sight, in order to be able to sin with less
compunction; and thus then (fut. consec.) in relation (cy,
as in Deut. xviii. 13, cf. 2 Sam. xxiii. 5) to God he was
OTOFi, with his whole soul undividedly devoted to Him, and he
guarded himself against his iniquity (jijj, from DlJ?, <£+£> to
twist, pervert, cf. ^ye of error, delusion, self- enlightenment), i. e. not: against acquiescence in his in-dwelling
sin, but: against iniquity becoming in any way his own;
than that
"OiSp equivalent to Viij|D (Dan. ix. 5), cf. 'jpp
I should live, Jon. iv. 8.' In this strophe, this Psalm strikes
a cord that harmonises with Ps. xvii., after which it is therefore placed. We may compare David's own testimony concerning himself in 1 Sam. xxvi. 23 sq., the testimony of
God in 1 Kings xiv. 8, and the testimony of history in 1
(<3 •= imo, sed)

before

him

as his rule of conduct,

—

Kings xv.

5, xi. 4.

Vers. 25.

—

28.

What was

said in ver. 21 is again express-

and substantiated in
vers. 26, 27. TOD is a friend of God and man, just as pius
is used of behaviour to men as well as towards God. "QJ
O^pn the man (construct of ~01) of moral and religious
ed here as a result of the foregoing,

completeness (integri «=» integritatis, cf. xv. 2), i. e. of undivided devotion to God. 123 (instead of which we find "is
32^ elsewhere, xxiv. 4, lxxiii. 1) not one who is purified,
but, in accordance with the reflexive primary meaning of
Niph.,
iii.

one who

3. c'jpy (the

ed, perverse.

is

purifying himself, A^viCcov &aox6v,

John

1

opposite of IB*) one who is morally distortFreely formed Hithpaels are used with these

attributive words to give expression to the corresponding
self-manifestation: "IDPim, CBFin (Ges. § 54, 2,6), "Tern, and
The' fervent
(to shew one's self ^ne: or Hvhr\B).

^RCnn
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love of the godly

man God

XVIII,

29—31.

requites with confiding lore, the

s full measure 'of
by an unbeclouded charity (cf. Ixxiii. 1), moral perverseness by paradoxical judgments, giving the perverse over to his perverseness (Rom. i.
28) and leading him by strange ways to final condemnation
(Isa. xxix. 14, cf. Lev. xxvi. 23 sq.). The truth, which is
here enunciated, is not that the conception which man forms
of God is the reflected image of his own mind and heart,
entire submission of the upright with
grace, the endeavour after purity

but that God's conduct to man is the reflection of the relation in which man has placed himself to God; cf. 1 Sam.
This universal truth is illustrated and subii. 30, xv. 23.
stantiated in ver. 28. The people who are bowed down by
affliction experience God's condescension, to their salvation;
and their haughty oppressors, God's exaltation, to their
humiliation.

Lofty, proud eyes are

among

the seven things

that Jahve hateth, according to Prov. vi. 17. The judgment
of God compels them to humble themselves with shame, Isa.
11.

ii.

—

31. The confirmation of what has been ascontinued by David's application of it to himself.
Hitzig translates the futures in vers. 29 sq. as imperfects;
but the sequence of the tenses, which would bring this rendering with it, is in this instance interrupted, as it has been
even in ver. 28, by '3. The lamp, "u (contracted from na-

Vers. 29

serted

is

wer), is an image of life, which as

it

were burns on and on,
; in the form

including the idea of prosperity and high rank

(from niwr, nijr) it is the usual figurative word for the
continuance of the house of David, 1 Kings xi. 36, and frequently. David's life and dominion, as the covenant king,
")>3

is

the lamp which God's favour has lighted for the well-

-of Israel, and His power will not allow this lamp
Sam. xxi. 17) to be quenched. The darkness which breaks
in upon David and his house is always lighted up again by
Jahve. For His strength is mighty in the weak ; in, with, and
by Him he can do all things. The fut. pN may be all the
more surely derived frompyn (= y'TN), inasmuch as this verb

being
(2

has the changeable u in the future also in Isa. xlii. 4, Eccl.
xii. 6.
The text of 2 Sam. xxii., however, certainly seemt
to

put "rushing upon" in the stead of "breaking down". With
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ver. 31 the first half of the

hymn

^$n is a
Mosaic utterance

nom. absoh, like "WSTl,

32-35.

2CS

closes epiphonematically.

Deut. xxxii. 4.

This old

is re-echoed here, as in 2 Sam. vii. 22, in
the mouth of David. The article of b$T\ points to God as
being manifest in past history. His way is faultless and blameless.
His word is nDTiS, not slaggy ore, but purified solid

gold,

xii. 7.

mise,

is

Whoever

retreats into

Him, the God of the proProv. xxx. 5 is borrow-

shielded from every danger.

ed from this passage.
The grateful description of the tokens
35.
Vers. 32
of favour he has experienced takes a new flight, and is con-

—

tinued in the second half of the Psalm in a more varied and

mixture of the strophes. What is said in ver.
of Jahve and of Jahve Himself, is
confirmed in ver. 32 by the fact that He alone is Ft6n, a
divine being to be reverenced, and He alone is "lis, a rock,
What
i. e. a ground of confidence that cannot be shaken.
is said in ver. 31 consequently can be said only of Him.
Hj6?p and inbv alternate; the former (with a negative
intensive jo) signifies "without reference to" and then absolutely "without" or besides, and the latter (with i as a
connecting vowel, which elsewhere has also the function of
less artificial

way and word

31 of the

a suffix), from nblT (!"6iT), "exception". The verses immediately following are attached descriptively to Wlfyjt, our

God

(t. e.

God

the

of Israel), the God,

strength; and accordingly
"perfect",

i.

e.

(/"«/.

consec.)

who girded me with
made my way DV2F,

absolutely smooth, free from stumblings and

a divine goal. The idea
Job xxii. 3, except that
is intended to be understood in
accordance with its reference to the way of a man, of a king,
and of a warrior; cf., moreover, the other text. The verb

errors, leading straight forward to

no other than that in ver.
the freedom from error here

is

nits'

signifies, like

to set right; the

^Z*,

to

31,

cf.

make equal

(cequare), to arrange,

dependent passage Hab. iii. 19 has, inmore uncoloured Ctt'. The hind,

stead of this verb, the

p£'N or nj?JK|
sXacpp6;)

and

the hinds"
leaves

it

is

is

the perfection of swiftness

also of gracefulness

among

(cf.

eXct<po«

animals.

and

"Like

equivalent to like hinds' feet; the Hebrew style
appropriate point of

to the reader to infer the
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comparison from the

(De Wette), but

XVIII. 36—37.
It is not swiftness in flight

figure.

in attack

and pursuit that

is

meant,

—

the latter being a prominent characteristic of warriors,
according to 2 Sam. i. 23, ii. 18, 1 Chron. xii. 8. David
does not call the high places of the enemy, which he has

made his own by conquest "my high places", but those heights
of the Holy Land which belong to him as king of Israel:
upon these Jahve preserves him a firm position, so that
from them he may rule the land far and wide, and hold
them

victoriously

14).

The verb

instances, is

(cf.

passages like Deut. xxxii. 13, Isa.

—

The verb nro (to press down
bend a bow) precedes the subject "my arms" in the sin-

the aim of the teaching.
to

lviii.

which has a double accusative in other
here combined with ^ of the subject taught, aa
~1B^,

is admissible even when the subject
Gen. xlix. 22, Joel i. 20, Zech. vi. 14).
of brass, as in Job xx. 24.
nt£*im nB'p a bow of brazen
It is also the manner of heroes in Homer and in the Ramajana to press down and bend with their hand a brazen bow,
one end of which rests on the ground.
Vers. 36
37. Yet it is not the brazen bow in itself
that makes him victorious, but the helpful strength of his
God. "Shield of Thy salvation" is that consisting of Thy
salvation, jjp has an unchangeable a, as it has always. The
salvation of Jahve covered him as a shield, from which
every stroke of the foe rebounded; the right hand of Jahve
supported him that his hands might not become feeble in
the conflict. In its ultimate cause it is the divine ni Jg, to which

gular; this inequality

stands

first (e.

g.

—

—

he must trace back his greatness, i. e. God's lowliness, by
virtue of which His eyes look down upon that which is on
the earth (cxiii. 6), and the poor and contrite ones are His
favourite dwelling-place (Isa.

lvii.

15, lxvi. 1 sq.); cf. B.

Megilla 31 o, "wherever Scripture testifies of the

Holy One, blessed be He,
nection with
x. 17

and

it,

it

miaa of the

gives prominence also, in con-

to His condescension, WijnJjf, as in Deut.

in connection with it ver. 18, Isa.

lvii.

15a and

The rendering of Luther, who
follows the LXX. and Vulgate, "When Thou humblest me,
Thou makest me great" is opposed by the fact that nog
means the bending of one's self, and not of another. What
15 J, Ps. lxviii. 5 and 6".
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to

mankind, and

especially to the house of David, which was in operation,

with an ultimate view to the incarnation, in the life of the
son of Jesse from the time of his anointing to his death, viz.
the divine xp^^ty)? xal <piXav6pa>itta (Tit. iii. 4), which elected the shepherd boy to be king, and did not cast him off
even when he fell into sin and his infirmities became manifest.
To enlarge his steps under any one is equivalent to
securing him room for freedom of motion (cf. the opposite
form of expression in Prov. iv. 12). Jahve removed the
obstacles of his course out of the way, and steeled his ankles
so that he stood firm in fight and endured till he came
off victorious.
The prcet. njJD substantiates what, without
any other indication of it, is required by the consecutio
temporum, viz. that everything here has a retrospective
meaning.
Vers. 38
41. Thus in God's strength, with the armour

—

of God, and by God's assistance in

fight, he smote, cast
down, and utterly destroyed all his foes in foreign and in
civil wars. According to the Hebrew syntax the whole of
this passage is a retrospect.
The imperfect signification of
the futures in vers. 38, 39 is made clear from the aorist
which appears in rer. 40, and from the perfects and futures
in what follows it.
The strophe begins with an echo of
Exod. xv. 9 (cf. supra vii. 6).
The poet calls his opponents 'Op, as in ver. 49, xliv. 6, lxxiv. 23, cf. wrjpp Job xxii.
20, inasmuch as Dip by itself has the sense of rising up in
hostility and consequently one can say '££ instead of
ty O'DjS (C'Dlp 2 Kings xvi. 7).* The frequent use of this
phrase (<?. g. xxxvi. 13, Lam. i. 14) shews that Dip in ver.
39a does not mean "to stand (resist)", but "to rise (again)."
The phrase ryyp jPJ, however, which in other passages has
those fleeing as its subject (2 Chron. xxix. 6), is here differently applied: Thou gavest, or madest me mine enemies ft

* In the language of the Beduins kdm is war, fend, and kdmSnt
(denominative from kdm) my enemy (hostis) ; kdm also has the signification of a collective of lfdmant, and one can equally well say: entum maifdnd kdm,

tw«en

you and we are enemies, and

:

benatna k,dm, there

is

war be*

«w.
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back,

e.

i.

xxi. 13

XVIII. 42—45.

who turn back, as in Exod. xxiii. 27. From
Symm. ibltxz oitoJx; £iroo?pi<poo«) it bethat t)~ft is not an accusative of the member

those

(CD#

comes clear

lorvtS'n,

beside the accusative of the person (as
11),

but an accusative of the

Ges. § 139, 2.
Vers. 42

—

e. g.

in Deut. xzxiii.

according to

factitive object

wrung from
and even to Jahve, was in vain, because it was for their cause, and too late put up to Him.
"?{<; in xlii. 2 the two prepositions are interchanged.
^j;
Since we do not pulverize dust, but to dust, "ibjd is to be
taken as describing the result: so that they became as dust
(cf. Job xxxviii. 30, |3X3, so that it is become like stone, and
them by

43. Their prayer to their gods,

their distress,

—

the extreme of such pregnant brevity of expression in Isa.
xli. 2)

before the wind

OjE^y

as in 2 Chron.

iii.

17,

before

The second figure is to be explained differently:
I emptied them out (Cj?>~W from p^H) like the dirt of the
streets, i. e. not merely: so that they became such, but as one
empties it out,
thus contemptuously, ignominiously and
completely (cf. Isa. x. 6, Zech. x. 5). The LXX. renders it
the front).

—

p"in (root p^ to stretch, make thin, cf. tendo
dehnen dunn); and the text of 2 Sam. xxii. presents
the same idea in Cjjhk.
Vers. 44
46. Thus victorious in God, David became
Xsavco

from

tenuis,

—

what he now

is, viz.

establish both in

the ruler of a great kingdom firmly

home and

With respect
'3n can
among his own people,

foreign relations.

to the D>13 and the verb 'X^jsn which follows, Dj;

only be understood of the conflicts

which David was involved by the persecution of Saul
and the rebellions of Absolom and Sheba the son of Bichri*
and from which Jahve delivered him, in order to preserve
him for his calling of world-wide dominion in accordance
in

with the promise. We therefore interpret the passage according to Qy nns in Isa. xlix. 8., and DjrnJOp. in Isa.
xxvi. 1 1 ; whereas the following Qg comes to have a foreign
application by reason of the attributive clause 'P<yr~t6
The Niph. yctfj in ver. 45 is the reflexive
(Ges. § 123, 3).
of j?CBf, to obey (e. g. Ex. xxiv. 7), and is therefore to be
rendered: shew themselves obedient (— Ithpa. in Dan. vii.
27).
jTfc JWl^ implies more than that they obeyed at the
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word; ye# means information, rumour, and

|lk jJCB'is the
opposite of personal observation (Job xlii. 5), it is therefore to be rendered: they submitted even at the tidings of
my victories ; and 2 Sam. viii. 9 sq. is an example of this.
ttfTD to lie, disown, feign, and flatter, is used here, as it is

frequently, of the extorted humility which the vanquished

shew towards the conqueror. Ver. 46 completes the picture
of the reason of the sons of a foreign country "putting a
good face on a bad game". They faded away, i. e. they be-

came weak and faint-hearted (Ex xviii. 18), incapable of
holding out against or breaking through any siege by David, and trembled, surrendering at discretion, out of their
close places, i. e. out of their strongholds behind which they
had shut themselves in (cf. cxlii. 8). The signification of
being alarmed, which in this .instance, being found in combination with a local id, is confined to the sense of terrified
flight, is

secured to the verb

_»., of audible pressure,

J"T|

by the Arabic Z.J*- (root

crowding, and the like) to be press-

ed, crowded, tight, or narrow, to get in a

Targumic

ttrMT] K|*p

Dent, xxxii. 25).

by

Hitzig, is far

tural,

J^

Nno'N

(vid.

strait,

and the

the Targums on

is compared
removed as to the sound; and the most na-

but colourless

radical meaning

— NDlDn

—

to limp, halt, which

r y±,

cf.

to go out of (according to its

•;*&.> c*^- &c.

—

:

to break forth,

Hebrew or Aramaic. The
found
in
the borrowed passage in Micah, ch. vii. 17,
W"P
favours our rendering.
erumpere), cannot be supported in

Vers. 47

—

49.

The hymn now draws towards the end

with praise and thanksgiving for the multitude of God's
mighty deeds, which have just been displayed. Like the
0"WiO ^1*13 which is always doxological, 'n 'n (vivus Jahve)
is meant as a predicate clause, but is read with the accent
of an exclamation just as in the formula of an oath, which
is the same expression; and in the present instance it has a
doxological meaning. Accordingly nnjl also signifies "exalted be," in which sense

it is

written

oti (dim

—

o-pi) in

There are three doxological utterances
the other text.
drawn from the events which have just been celebrated in
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song. That which follows, from b$T\ onwards, describes
Jahve once more as the living, blessed (euXo-pjT^v), and exalted One, which He has shewn Himself to be. From "I3T5
we see that |nl3n is to be resolved as an imperfect. The
proofs of vengeance, fflCfO, are called God's gift, insofar as
He has rendered it possible to him to punish the attacks
upon his own dignity and the dignity of his people, or to
witness the punishment of such insults (e. g. in the case of
Nabal); for divine vengeance is a securing by punishment
(vindicatio) of the inviolability of the right.

able whether ^2"TH (synonym

"m,

It is question-

cxliv. 2) here

and

in

4 [means "to bring to reason" as an intensive of TPj,
to drive (Ges.); the more natural meaning is "to turn the
back" according to the Arabic adbara (Hitzig), cf. dabar,
dabre, flight, retreat; dabira to be wounded behind; medb&r,
wounded in the back. The idea from which T3"in gains the
meaning "to subdue" is that of flight, in which hostile nations, overtaken from behind, sank down under him (xlv.
6); but the idea that is fully worked out in cxxix. 3, Isa.
xlvii.

23, is by no means remote. With 'tS^DD the assertion takes
the form of an address. jo con does not differ from ix. 14:

li.

liftest me up away from mine enemies, so that I hover
above them and triumph over them. The climactic rjx, of
which poetry is fond, here unites two thoughts of a like import to give intensity of expression to the one idea. The
participle is followed by futures: his manifold experience is
concentrated in one general ideal expression.
Vers. 50
51. The praise of so blessed a God, who acta
towards David as He has promised him, shall not be confined within the narrow limits of Israel.
When God's
anointed makes war with the sword upon the heathen, it is,
in the end, the blessing of the knowledge of Jahve for which
he opens up the way, and the salvation of Jahve, which he
thus mediatorially helps on. Paul has a perfect right to
quote ver. 50 of this Psalm (Rom. xv. 9), together with Deut.
xxxii. 43 and Ps. cxvii. 1, as proof that salvation belongs
to the Gentiles also, according to the divine purpose of
mercy. What is said in ver. 51 as the reason and matter of
the praise that shall go forth beyond Israel, is an echo of
the Messianic promises in 2 Sam. vii. 12
16 which is per*

Thou

—

—
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fectly reconcileable with the Davidic authorship of the
Psalm, as Hitzig acknowledges.
And Theodoret does not
wrongly appeal to the closing words oHjr~JJ against the
Jews. In whom, hut in Christ, the son of David, has the
fallen throne of David any lasting continuance, and in whom,
but in Christ, has all that has been promised' to the seed

of David eternal truth and reality? The praise of Jahve,
the God of David, His anointed, is, according to its ultimate
import, a praising of the Father of Jesus Christ.

PSALM

On

XVIII.

ACCORDING TO THE TEXT OF

8AM. XXII.

2

the differences of the introductory superscription,
1.
The relation of the prose accentuation of

see on xviii.

the Psalm in 2 Sam. xxii. to the poetical accentuation in
Thus, for example, instead of
the Psalter is instructive.
(Oletvejored) in the Psalter we here find
Athnach; instead of the Athnach following upon Mercha mahpach., here is Zakeph (cf. xviii. 7, 16, 31 with 2 Sam. xxii.
7, 16, 31); instead of Rebia mugrash, here Tiphcha (cf. xviii.
4 with 2 Sam. xxii. 4); instead of Pazer at the beginning of
a verse, here Athnach (cf. Ps. xviii. 2 with 2 Sam. xxii. 2).*
The peculiar mode of writing the stichs, in which we find
If
this song in our editions, is the old traditional mode.
a half-line is placed above a half-line, so that they form

Mercha mahpach.

two columns,

it is

called

nn« ^J-ty

HS ? why
1

rP"IN

Disb,

brick upon brick, a half-brick upon a half-brick, as the song
Haazinu in Deut. xxxii. is set out in our editions. On the
other hand

if the half-lines appear as they do here divided
and placed in layers one over another, it is called rviN
TV~)K 121-by n;:^1 ~»^> izrhy. According to Megitta 16& all
the cantica in the Scriptures are to be written thus; and
according to So/rim xiii., Ps. xviii. has this form in common
with 2 Sam. xxii.
4. This strophe is stunted by the falling awaj
Vers. 2
In consequence of this,
of its monostichic introit, xviii. 2.

—

the vocatives in vers. 2 sq. are deprived of their support
*

with

Vid. Baer's Accenlsystem xv.,
S. 44,

and Thorath Emcth

iii.

2 together

Anm.
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XVIII.

and lowered to substantival clauses: Jahve is my Rock, &c,
which form no proper beginning for a hymn. Instead of
'tSvBDl we have, as in cxliv. 2, ^~>J2^BOi; and instead of
nix "6x we find n.ix Tihtt , which is contrary to the usual
manner of arranging these emblematical names. The loss
the strophe sustains is compensated by the addition : and my
Refuge, my Saviour, who savest me from violence. In ver. 46 as
in ver. 496 the non-assimilated jO (cf. ver. 14, xxx. 4, lxxiii.
19) is shortened into an assimilated one. May "b perhaps
be the remains of the obliterated ^N, and i ri' 7N, as it were,
the clothing of the nix which was then left tod bare?
Vers. 5
7. The connection of this strophe with the
preceding by >3 accords with the sense, but is tame. On the
other hand, the reading nittto instead of >j?2n (eTen though
the author of cxvi. 3 may have thus read it) is commended
I

—

by the parallelism, and by the

fact, that

now

the latter

figure is not repeated in vers. 5, 6.

nat^O are not necessarily waves that break upon the shore, but may also be
such as break one upon another, and consequently iJiDDN"
is not inadmissible.
The l of ^roi, which is not wanted,
is omitted.
Instead of the fuller toned form 'O'CSO, which
is also more commensurate with the closing cadence of the

we have here the usual syncopated 'ji2D (cf. cxviii.
The repetition of the tOjpN (instead of JTiK'g) is even
more unpoetical than the repetition of "hlT\ would be. On

verse,
11).

it might originally have been jaat^l instead
of yG!&\\ without 1 it is an expression (intended retrospectively) cf what takes place simultaneously, with i it expresses

the other hand,

the principal fact.

The concluding

line

stunted: the brief substantival clause

YOKO

, 0^1B'l

is

not meaningless
(cf. Job xv. 21, Isa. t. 9), but is only a fragment of the
more copious, fuller toned conclusion of the strophe which

we

is

find in the Psalter.

Vers. 8

—

10.

The Keri here

obliterates the significant

alternation of the Kal and Hiihpa. of c'jH. Instead of nplDl
we have the feminine form of the plural nnfflD (as in both
texts in ver. 16) without

Instead of the genitive onn, by
\.
an extension of the figure, we have D'DK'D (cf. the pillars,
Job xxvi. 11), which is not intended of the mountains as of
Atlasses, as

it

were, supporting the heavens, but of the points
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of support and central points of the heavens themselves:
the whole universe trembles.
Vers. 11

—

Instead of the pictorial

13.

and hence

m*\ (Deut.

which is generally used
of the flight of the eagle, we have the plain, uncoloured
tn*i He appeared. Instead of ntSfy which is intended as an
aorist, we meet the more strictly regular, hut here, where
xxviii. 49,

so

many

aorists with

in Jeremiah),

1

come

together, less poetical

ntfji.

In

members has grown
over till it forms one heavy clumsy line: And made darkness
round about Him a pavilion (ni2D). But the An. Xey. rntttli
ver. 12a the rise

and

fall

of the parallel

to which the signification of a "massive gathering together*

The word
is secured by the Arabic, is perhaps original.
y&A., frequently used in the Koran of assembling to judgment, with the radical signification stipare, cogere (to crowd
together, compress) which is also present in .-**&., ^il*.,

iU»,

is

here used like &Yetpetv in the Homeric vstpeXT^epita

(the cloud-gatherer).*
1

ma my

letters

Ver. 13

is

terribly mutilated.

Of

V2y of the other text there are only the four

njG

(as in ver. 9c) left.

Vers. 14

—

16.

Instead of OJTF1 we find 0}H\ which is
where a principal fact is related and

less admissible here,

drawing nearer and nearer to its goal.
Instead of 0?Cltf")B the other text has D;ptt*3 ; in xxx. 4 also,
TO is retained without being assimilated before uf. But the
fact, however, that the line B'&pjjnJl "na is wanting, is a
proof, which we welcome, that it is accidentally repeated
from the preceding strophe, in the other text. On the other
hand, D'SPI is inferior to V2n; 3T O'p/JDI is corrupted into
a tame p"ia; and the Keri DiTjl erroneously assumes that the
suffix of DlpEW refers to the arrows, i. e. lightnings. Again
on the other hand,
'pTN, channels of the sea, is perhaps

the description

is

c

* Midrash and Talmud explain it according to the Aramaic "a
•training of the clouds", inasmuch as the clonds, like a sieve, let the

drops trickle

down

to the earth, falling close upon each other and yet

separately (B. Taanith 94: jrpnp

bines

"VCTTl

to the word.

Exod.

'arty D'D fffWriD).

Kimchi com-

But the ancient Arabic , A .-» is the right key
The root of TfijT] and ~5r'n is perhaps the same (cf.

with

"ttfp.

x. 21).
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original ; o>o in this connection expresses too

little, and, as
being the customary word in combination with 'jTSK (xlii.
2, Joel i. 20), may easily have been substituted after it. At

and S?P form a more exact antithesis, ibl1
instead of thin is the same in meaning. The close of the
strophe is here also weakened by the obliteration of the
any rate

cr

God

:
by (3 instead of the o of the other text)
of Jahve, at the snorting of His breath of anger.
The change of the preposition in this surge (so-to-speak)
of the members of the Terse is rather interruptive than

address to

the threatening

pleasing.

Vers. 17

—

20.

The variant ix&n instead of onipdi

is

unimportant; but n?tfp instead of ]]$lteb, for a support, is
less pleasing both as it regards language and rhythm. The
resolution of wsvi into 'Ph . . Kp\ is a clumsy and needless emphasising of the me.
Vers. 21
Instead of ^fHiD, we fi n<* Tin?? here
24.
and in ver. 25, contrary to usage of the language of the
Psalms (cf. vii. 9 with 1 King viii. 32). Instead of the poetical ^D TCN (Job xxvii. 5, xxiii. 12) we have D2ap ~NDK
(with the fern, used as a neuter), according to the common
phrase in 2 Kings iii. 3, and frequently (cf. Deut. v. 32).
Instead of On, the not less (e. g. cii. 8) usual POtt; and
instead of "isPBtol, the form with ah of direction which
occurs very frequently with the first person of the fut. convers. in the later Hebrew, although it does also occur even
in the older Hebrew (iii. 6, vii. 5, Gen. xxxii. 6, Job xix.
And instead of lajj we find )b, which does not com20).
mend itself, either as a point of language or of rhythm; and
by comparison with vers. 26, 27, it certainly is not original.
Vers. 25—28. On 'Ppnsa see ver. 21. niS is without
example, since elsewhere (0?B?) 0?"V "fa is the only expression for innocence. In the equally remarkable expression
O^P 1l2| (the upright "man of valour"), "naj is used just as
The form 12PP, has only the
in the expression ^>ti "flaj..
sound of an assimilated Hilhpa. like CBPP (= CDPPP), and
is rather a reflexive of the Hiph. nan after the manner of
the Aramaic Iltaphal (therefore
"naPP); and the form
t>£PP sounds altogether like a Hilhpa. from ^EP (thou
shewest thyself insipid, absurd, foolish), but
since nSsP
.

—

—

—
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cannot be ascribed to God (Job i. 22), and is even unseemly
appears to be treated likewise as an
Ittaphal with a kind of inverted assimilation
bnEnnn
They are contractions such as are sometimes
(Bottcher).
allowed by the dialect of the common people, though contrary to all rules,
rw instead of '3 at the beginning of
ver. 28 changes what is confirmatory into a mere continuation
as an expression

—

=

of the foregoing. One of the most sensible variations is the
change of niDI O'3'JJI to D'DV^y 1>J'jn. The rendering: And
Thine eyes (are directed down) upon the haughty that Thou
mayst bring (them) low (Stier, Hengst., and others), violates
the accentuation and is harsh so far as the language is
concerned (^SB'Fl for Dj>*5Bfi"6). Hitzig renders it, according to the accents And Thou lowerest Thine eyes against
:

=

the proud, oyj? ^BtsTl
0'3B ^ED (Jer. iii. 12). But one
expect
instead
would
3
of b]l if this were the meaning. It
is better to render it according to Ps. cxiii. 6: And Thou
dost cast down Thine eyes upon the haughty, in which rendering the haughty are represented as being far beneath Jahve
notwithstanding their haughtiness, and the "casting down
or depressing of the eyes" is an expression of the utmost
,

contempt (despectus).
Vers. 29—31. Here in ver. 29a "wn has been lost, for
Jahve is called, and really is, UN in xxvii. 1, but not 13.
The form of writing tj is an incorrect wavering between
The repetition ni!"P1 m!T, by which the loss of
13 and 1>3.
1W1, and of Ti^H in ver. 29&, is covered, is inelegant. We
have i"D3 here instead of ?]2, as twice besides in the Old
Testament. The form of writing plN, as Isa. xlii. 4 shews,
does not absolutely require that we should derive it from
pi; nevertheless pi can be joined with the accusative just
as well as i\i, in the sense of running against, rushing upon;
therefore, since the parallelism is favourable, it is to be
rendered: by Thee I rush upon a troop. The omission of the
1 before ">TThx2 is no improvement to the rhythm.
Vers. 32
35. The variety of expression in ver. 32 which
has been preserved in the other text is lost here. Instead
of ^!0 VHNOO we find, as if from a faded MS., ^n MljJO
(according to Norzi MU'O) my refuge (lit. hiding) of strength,

—

i.

e.

my

VOL.

I.

strong refuge , according to a syntactically more
18
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elegant style of expression

(= Wl

ItyD 'Tiya), like lxxi. 7,

42; vid. Nagelsbach § 63, g, where it is
correctly shewn, that this mode of expression is a matter of
necessity in certain instances.* The form of writing, ipyo,
Lev.

3, xxvi.

vi.

=

seems here to recognise a flyo, a hiding-place, refuge,
<Mjm>, which is different from Tjtt a fortress (from 7?$)); but
just as in every other case the punctuation confuses the two
substantives (vid. on xxxi. 3), so it does even here, since
Jljm, from nj>, ought to be inflected wyo, like ^Q"0O, and not
WJJO. Nevertheless the plena scriptio may avail to indicate
to us, that here fljJD is intended to be a synonym of npnp.
Instead of ("OVl D^Dn) jtVl we have "irw here; perhaps it is
He let, or caused, my way to be spotless, e. made it such.
Thus Ewald renders it by referring to the modern Arabic
i".

[Germ,

Aj> to let, cause

lassen,

French

faire]

—

to make,

even the classic ancient Arabic language uses Jj"

effect;

(lassen) in the sense of Jjl*. (to

the sword

(ojj)

attendant

(lit.

I

make),

my camp-companion",
have caused

it

e. g.
i.

e.

"I

have made

my inseparable

to be such), as it is to be

translated in Noldecke's Beilrage zur Kenntniss der Poesie
der alien Araber, S. 131.** Or does TRH retain its full and
• In the present instance

'^n

T1J>0, like ^J!

and perhaps Hab.

HDriD

in lxxi. 7 (cf.

would not be inadmissible, although in the other mode of expression greater prominence is
given to the fact of its being provided and granted by God. But in
cases like the following it would he absolutely inadmissible to append
the suffix to the nom. rectum, viz. "Ij^'Njfr xxxviii. 20; 3pJ£ 'C ^?
Ezek.

xvi. 27, xviii. 7,

iii.

8)

1

my

covenant with Jacob, Lev. xxvi. 42; "P TOD his garment of linen.

Lev.

3;

vi.

DVSrrntSn D^ri3

their ancestral register,

Ezra

ii.

62; and

probable that this transference of the pronominal suffix to the
nom. regent originated in instances like these, where it was a logical
necessary and then became transferred to the syntax ornata. At the same

it is

time

it

is

clear from this,

that in cases like *l£tf VJ^ty and conse-

Din 'W ©, the second notion
1

quently also
sative of

more

is

not conceived as an accu-

precise definition, but as a governed genitive.

•• Ibid. S. 133, Z. 13 is, with Fleischer, to be rendered: ye have

made

(»x5lj')

my

milk camels restless,

i.

e.

caused them to be such,

by having stolen them and driven them away so that they
tfter

home and

their

now

yearc

young ones.
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proper meaning "to unfetter"? This is more probable, since
the usage of Hebrew shews no example of Tnn in the postbiblical signification "to allow, permit", which ought to form
the transition to "to cause to be
to effect". Therefore
we may compare on the contrary Koran ix. 15, challu sebilahum loose their way, i. e. let them go forth free, and render
it : He unfettered, unbound, left to itself, let my way go on

=

Hitzig, following the Chelhib
"and
renders
made the upright skip on
it
differently:
1D*n,
his way." But onsn beside I3"n is to be regarded at the
outset as its predicate, and *vnn means "to cause to jump

as faultless (unobstructed).

up", Hab.

iii.

not "to skip along".

6,

Nevertheless, the

Chethib 13T1, which, from the following Chef Mb yhi"), bears
the appearance of being designed, at any rate seems to have

understood onsn personally: He unfettered (expedif) the «pThe reading nrui instead of nnnjn, although admissible so far as the syntax is
concerned (Ges. § 147,a), injures the flow of the rhythm.
Vers. 36 37.
The pentastich is stunted here by the
falling away of the middle line of ver. 36 : and Thy right hand
supported me. Instead of the expressive tjnij^i (and Thy
condescension) we find here inJH£ which, in accordance with
the usage of the language, does not mean Thy being low
(Hengst.), but rather: Thy labour (Bottch.), or more securely:
Thine answering, LXX. oitaxoT) («'. e. the actual help, wherewith Thou didst answer my prayer).
Instead of 'Finn we
find, as also in vers. 40, 48, •onnt? with a verbal suffix, like
"iy? in cxxxix. 11; it is perhaps an inaccuracy of the common dialect, which confused the genitive and accusative
suffix.
But instances of this are not wanting even in the
written language, Ges. § 103, rem. 3.
Vers. 38
41. The cohortative PIBTW, as frequently,
right his way, making his feet like &c.

—

—

has the sense of a hypothetical antecedent, whether

it

refers

to the present, as in cxxxix. 8, or to the past as in lxxiii. 16

and here

:

in case

CJPteM, here

is obliterated.

Dv2tjn

which

of the verse 1

J pursued. In the text in the Psalter

it is

QTDUSfKI, by which the echo of Exod. xv.
And after oni^D—IJ? how tautological is the

it is

is

designed to compensate for the shortening
verse, to wit, is shortened at the end,

The

Cip "by T&l being transformed into potpi t&[.

Instead of

18*
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XVIII.

Instead of 'TYlNFn

not inappropriate.

1^5?, ^>B*l is

we

find

'3"IT$1, by a syncope that belongs to the dialect of the people,
Of
cf. £in for ^;nh Jer. ii. 36, F)^o for F)hjo Job xxxv. 11.
the
take
from
the same kind is nnn
an
apocope
nnro,
mouths of the people, with which only TJ, Judg. xix. 11, if
equivalent to "H 1 can be compared. The conjunctive l of
'tttiPDI stands here in connection with DD'DSN as a consec:
my haters, whom I destroyed. The other text is altogether
more natural, better conceived, and more elegant in this

—

,

instance.

Vers. 42
tion which

—

is

43. Instead of IjnB*

we have

)y&],

they look up expectantly to their gods, Isa. xvii.

The two

a substitu-

just tolerable: they look forth for help, or even:
8,

xxxi.

1.

figurative expressions in ver. 43, however, appear

here, in contrast with the other text, in a distorted form:

And I pulverised them

as the dust of the earth, as the mire of

I trampled them down. The lively
and expressive figure im '3D~fy "1BJO is weakened into
ptriDJC. Instead of Dp'"]N, we have the overloaded glossarial DJ?.j?"]N DJ91N.
The former (root pn, "p, to break in
pieces) is a word that is interchanged with the Dp^lN of the
other text in the misapprehended sense of Dj3"ttt. The latter
(root pi, to stretch, to make broad, thin, and compact) looks
the street did

like

I crush

them,

a gloss of this cp~lN.

Since one does not intentionally

upon the dirt of the street nor tread
out thin or broad, we must in this instance take not mere-

either crush or trample
it

ly

pN~1iJO but

or result.

also msirrtO'ED as expressing the issue

—

Vers. 44 46. The various
from the correct understanding,
contentions within his kingdom.
is a plur. apoc. and equivalent to
ance in cxliv. 2, and like ^o

reading

""Bjj

"»3n proceeds

that "On refers to David's

The supposition that

my

D'BV, as it is to all appear-

=

D'|D xlv. 9, has no ground
The reasonable variation "OTOEr) harmonises with nsv:
Thou hast kept me (preserved me) for a head of the nations,j\z.
by not allowing David to become deprived of the throne by
civil foes. The two lines of ver. 45 are reversed, and not without advantage. The Hithpa. Wnrrv instead of the Piel Itfrp}
(cf. lxvi. 3, lxxxi. 16) is the reflexive of the latter: they made
here.

themselves flatterers

(cf.

the Niph. Deut. xxxiii. 29: to she*
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which follows here,
Instead of

bere, in a similar signification,

hut

(]Th) j?ots6

less elegant,

($kt)][\l2uh according to the hearing of the ear, i. e. hearsay.
Instead of W*TP1 we find nJITl, which is either a transposition of the letters as a solecism (cf. y\& 2 Sam. xiii. 27 for

1SQ), or used in a peculiar signification. "They gird (accincti
prodeunty does not give any suitable meaning to tbis picture of voluntary submission. But iin (whence Talmudic
*)3n lame) may have signified "to limp" in the dialect of the
people, which may be understood of those who drag themselves along with difficulty and reluctance (Hitz.). "Out of
their closed places (castles)",

ehem.

Vers. 47

some.
is

0"1>1

The

49.

suff.

am

Gen. xxvii. 31, Prov.

cf.

we have

"Vlbl

instead of

lis thrust into ver. 47ft is trouble-

(without any necessity for correcting

optative,

"12~?1

—

here with the

ix. 4, 16.

and who subduelh, which

cant and so far as the syntax

it

to

DTl)

Instead of

is less signifi-

concerned less elegant. Also
here consequently ^nnn for Tinn. Instead of 'E^SD we find
WSlOl and mho bringeth me forth out of my enemies, who
a peculiar form of expression and without
surround me
support elsewhere (for it is different in ver. 20). The
poetical fjn is exchanged for the prose \ ^"ID for 'C(5D, and
Den (t^N) for D>DDn (C'N); the last being a plur. (cxl. 2, 5,
Prov. iv. 17), which is foreign to the genuine Davidic Psalms.
51. The change of position of mn in ver.
Vers. 50
is

—

—

1

50a, as well as ItSTN for mtSTN,
latter,

moreover,

is

is

against the rhythm; the

contrary to custom,

lvii. 10,

cviii. 4.

While ^13D of the other text is not pointed b~rxo, but ^HJD,
it is corrected in this text from ^"U» into bi'tlTp tower of
salvation
a figure that recalls lxi. 4, Prov. xviii. 10, but
obscure
and
somewhat strange in this connection; moreis

—

a tower, only occurs elsewhere in the
Old Testament as a proper name.
If we now take one more glance over the mutual relationship of the two texts, we cannot say that both texts
over, migdol for migdal,

equally partake of the original.

With the exception of the

correct omission of ver. 14c and the readings natt'D, rnif'n,

and 0} 'pSN there

is

scarely anything in the text of 2 Sam.
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xxii. that specially

commends

XIX.
itself to us.

That

this text

a designed, and perhaps a Davidic, revision of the other
text (Hengst.), is an assumption that is devoid of reason
and appearance; for in 2 Sam. xxii. we have only a text
that varies in some instances but not a substantially new
form of the text. The text in 2 Sam. xxii., as it has shewn
us, is founded upon careless written and oral transmission.
The rather decided tendency towards a defective form of
writing leads one to conjecture the greater antiquity of the
copy from which it is taken. It is easy to understand how
poetical passages inserted in historical works were less carefully dealt with. It is characteristic of the form of the text
of the Psalm in 2 Sam. xxii., that in not a few instances the
licences of popular expression have crept into it. There is
some truth in what Bottcher says, when he calls the text

is

,

and that in the
Second Book of Samuel the recension of the laity.

in the Psalter the recension of the priests

PSALM

XIX.

PRAYER TO GOD, WHOSE REVELATION OP HIMSELF
TWOFOLD.

IS

2 THE'heavens are telling the glory of God,
And the work of His hands doth the firmament declare.
3

Day unto day poureth forth speech,
And night unto night sheweth knowledge

4 There

is

Whose

—

no speech and there are no words,

voice is inaudible.

is their line gone forth,
end of the world their utterances:
To the sun hath He appointed a tabernacle there.
6 And he is like a bridegroom coming out of his chamber,
He rejoiceth as a strong man to run his course.
7 From the end of the heaven is his going forth
And his circuit unto the end of it,
And nothing can hide itself from his heat.

5 Into all lands

And

to the
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spotless,

restoring the soul;

The testimony of Jahve is sure,
making wise the simple.
The statutes of Jahve are right,
rejoicing the heart;

The commandment of Jahve

is

pure,

enlightening the eyes;

10 The fear of Jahve is clean
enduring for ever;
The decisions of Jahve are truth,
righteous altogether.
11

More

to be desired are they than gold,

and much

And

fine gold,

sweeter than honey

and honey-comb.

Thy servant

by them,
them there is great reward.
13 As for errors who observeth them? From hidden sins
do Thou pronounce me clear
14 Also from presumptuous sins keep Thy servant back,
12 Moreover

is

instructed

in keeping

1

1

15

that they may not have dominion over me I
be guiltless and clean
from great transgression.
be acceptable the words of my mouth
and the meditation of my heart

Then

shall I

Thus

let

Before Thy face,

Jahve,

my

rock and

my Redeemer 1!

In the inscription of Ps. xviii. David is called nii"P *13J7,
and in Ps. xix. he gives himself this name. In both Psalms,
in the former at the beginning, in the latter at the close,

he calls upon Jahve by the name '"list, my rock. These and
other points of contact (Symbolee p. 49) have concurred to
lead the collector to append Ps. xix., which celebrates God's
revelation of Himself in nature and in the Law, to Ps. xviii.,

which celebrates God's revelation of Himself in the history
of David. The view, that in Ps. xix. we have before us two
torsi blown together from some quarter or other, is founded
upon a defective insight into the relationship, which accords
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XIX.

—

—

with a definite plan, of the two halves vers. 2
7, 8
15,
as Hitzig has recently shewn in opposition to that view.
The poet begins with the praise of the glory of God the
Creator, and rises from this to the praise of the mercy of
God the Lawgiver; and thus through the praise, springing

from wondering and loving adoration, he clears the way to
the prayer for justification and sanctification. This prayer
grows out of the praise of the mercy of the God who has
revealed Himself in His word, without coming back to the
first part, vers.

vens indeed

tell

2

—

For, as Lord

7.

Bacon

says, the hea-

of the glory of God, but not of His will,

according to which the poet prays to be pardoned and
Moreover, if we suppose the Psalm to be called
forth by the aspect of the heavens by day, just as Ps. viii.
was by the aspect of the heavens by night, then the unity
of this praise of the two revelations of God becomes still
more clear. It is morning, and the psalmist rejoices on the
one hand at the dawning light of day, and on the other he
prepares himself for the day's work lying before him, in
the light of the Tora. The second part, just like the first
part, consists of fourteen lines, and each of them is naturally divided into a six and an eight line strophe. But in the
second part, in the place of the short lines comes the csesur al
schema, which as it were bounds higher, draws deeper
breaths and surges as the rise and fall of the waves, for the
Tora inspires the psalmist more than does the sun. And it
is also a significant fact, that in the first part God is called
bvi according to his relationship of power to the world, and
is only mentioned once
whereas in the second part, He is
called by His covenant name mn\ and mentioned seven times,
and the last time by a threefold name, which brings the
Psalm to a close with a full toned ibnx\ 'IIS fflnv What a
depth of meaning there is in this distinction of the revelation
of God, the Redeemer, from the revelation of God, the
Creator!
The last strophe presents us with a sharply sketched
soteriology in nuce. If we add Ps.xxxii., then we have the
whole of the way of salvation in almost Pauline clearness and
definiteness. Paul, moreover, quotes both Psalms; they were
sanctified.

;

surely his favourites.
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The heavens,

human
declare how

spheres, which, so far as

«'.

e.

281
the superterrestrial

vision is concerned, are

glorious is God, and inand what His hands have made,
i. e. what He has produced with a superior power to which
everything is possible, the firmament, i. e. vault of heaven
stretched out far and wide and as a transparency above the
exxajia, from jjjn, root pi, to
earth (Gneco-Veneta xdjia
The sky and firmastretch, xeiveiv), distinctly expresses.
ment are not conceived of as conscious beings which the
middle ages, in dependence upon Aristotle (vid. Maimonides,
More Nebuchim ii. 5) believed could be proved from this
passage, cf. Neh. ix. 6, Job xxxviii. 7. Moreover, Scripture
knows nothing of the "music of the spheres" of the Pythagoreans. What is meant is, as the old expositors correctly
The doxa,
say, objectivum vocis non articulate prceconium.
which God has conferred upon the creature as the reflection
of His own, is reflected back from it, and given back to God
as it were in acknowledgment of its origin.
The idea of
perpetuity, which lies even in the participle, is expanded in
ver. 3.
The words of this discourse of praise are carried
forward in an uninterrupted line of transmission, jpsn (fr.
J03, **3, root 33, to gush forth, nearly allied to which,
lost in infinite space,

deed

hvi,

as the Almighty;

=

,

however, is also the root j?2, to spring up) points to the rich
fulness with which, as from an inexhaustible spring, the
testimony passes on from one day to the next. The parallel
word nin is an unpictorial, but poetic, word that is more
Aramaic than Hebrew (= Tl"). IG'H also belongs to the
more elevated style; the Yvtooxiv too 9eoo deposited in the
creature, although not reflected, is here called njn. The
poet does not say that the tidings proclaimed by the day,
if they gradually die away as the day declines, are taken
up by the night, and the tidings of the night by the day;
but (since the knowledge proclaimed by the day concerns
the visible works of God by day, and that proclaimed by the
night, His works by night), that each dawning day continues
the speech of that which has declined, and each approaching night takes up the tale of that which has passed away
(Psychol. S. 347, tr. p 408).
If ver. 4 were to be rendered
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"there is
is

XIX.

4.

no speech and there are no words, their voice

inaudible",

i.

e.

they are silent,

speechless

witnesses,

uttering no sound, but yet speaking aloud (Hengst.), only
inwardly audible but yet intelligible everywhere (Then.):
then, ver. 5 ought at least to begin with a Warn adversativum,

and, moreover, the poet would then needlessly check his
fervour, producing a tame thought and one that interrupts
the flow of the hymn. To take ver. 4 as a circumstantial
clause to ver. 5, and made to precede it, as Ewald does,
their sound has resounded through
"without loud speech
all the earth" (§ 341, d), is impossible, even apart from the
fact of ")Ofc not meaning "loud speech" and 0lj5 hardly "their
sound". Ver. 4 is in the form of an independent sentence,
and there is nothing whatever in it to betray any designed
subordination to ver. 5. But if it be made independent in the
sense "there is no loud, no articulate speech, no audible
voice, which proceeds from the heavens", then ver. 5 would
form an antithesis to it; and this, in like manner, there is
nothing to indicate, and it would at least require that the
verb M2P should be placed first. Luther's rendering is better:
There is no language nor speech where their voice is not
heard, t. «., as Calvin also renders it, the testimony of the
heavens to God is understood by the peoples of every language and tongue. But this ought to be J1B6 pK or D5& fK
(Gen. xi.l). Hofmann's rendering is similar, but more untenable: "There is no speech and there are no words, that their
e. the language of the heavens goes forth
cry is not heard,
side by side with all other languages; and men may discourse
ever so, still the speech or sound of the heavens is heard
therewith, it sounds above them all." But the words are
not yDBfo ^>3 (after the analogy of Gen. xxxi. 20), or rather
yvz'] ^3 (as in Job xli. 18, Hos. viii. 7). >^3 with the part.
is a poetical expression for the Alpha privat. (2 Sam. i. 21),
.

.

.

,

»'.

consequently jttptW ^3 is "unheard" or "inaudible", and the
opposite of yoB*:, audible, Jer. xxxi. 15. Thus, therefore,
the only rendering that remains is that of the LXX,
Vitringa, and Hitzig: There is no language and no
words, whose voice is unheard, t. e. inaudible. Hupfeld's
assertion that this rendering destroys the parallelism is
unfounded. The structure of the distich resembles cxxxix.
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The discourse of the heavens and the firmament, of the
day (of the sky by day) and of the night (of the sky by
night), is not a discourse uttered in a corner, it is a discourse
in speech that is everywhere audible, and in words that are
understood by all, a <pctvep6v, Rom. i. 19.
Vers. 5
7. Since ^pk and D ,*i:n are the speech and
words of the heavens, which form the ruling principal notion,
comprehending within itself both qv> and S")W>, the suffixes
of Dlj2 and DH'^a must unmistakeably refer to CDB'n in

4.

—

spite of its being necessary to assign another reference to

obyp in ver. 4. Jer. xxxi. 39 shews how we are to understand
The measuring line of the
in connection with ns\
lj?

gone forth into

has taken entire
us what kind of
measuring line is intended, viz. that of their heraldship:
their words (from rte, which is more Aramaic than Hebrew,
and consequently more poetic) reach to the end of the world,
they fill it completely, from its extreme boundary inwards.

heavens

is

all

possession of the earth.

Isaiah's

lj3,

the earth,

Ver.

5ft

f.

e.

tells

ch. xxviii. 10, is inapplicable here, because it

mean commandment, but

and is there used
The 4 <f06f(Oi
afiteov of the LXX. (6 ?jxo« autwv Symm.) might more readily
be justified, inasmuch as if) might mean a harpstring, as
being a cord in tension, and then, like t6vo; (cf. tovaict), a
tone or sound (Gesenius in his Lex., and Ewald), if the
does not
as a

word of

derision,

rule,

rhyming with

is.

reading nb)p does not perhaps lie at the foundation of that
But the usage of the language presents the
rendering.
signification of a measuring line for ip when used with NH>
(Aq. xaviov, cf. 2 Cor. x. 13); and this gives a new thought,

whereas

in the other case

we should merely have a

what has been already expressed in ver.
makes use of these first two lines of the strophe
tion of

repeti-

4.

Paul

in order,

very words, to testify to the spread of the aposmessage over the whole earth. Hence most of the
older expositors have taken the first half of the Psalm to
be an allegorical prediction, the heavens being a figure of
the church and the sun a figure of the gospel. The apostle
does not, however, make a formal citation in the passage
referred to, he merely gives a New Testament application
to Old Testament language, by taking the all-penetrating

with

its

tolic
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XIX.

7.

prceconium ccelorum as figure of the all-penetrating preeco-

nium evangelii; and he is fully justified in so doing by the
parallel which the psalmist himself draws between the revelation of God in nature and in the written word.
The reference of ori3 to D'D'ifi'n is at once opposed by
the tameness of the thought so obtained. The tent, viz.
the retreat (bT\H, according to its radical meaning a dwelling, from ^>riN, cogn. bin, to retire from the open country)
of the sun is indeed in the sky, but it is more naturally at
the spot where the sky and the ^on DSj? meet. Accordingly
ODD has the neuter signification "there" (cf. Isa. xxx. 6);
and there is so little ground for reading OB* instead of OB\
as Ewald does, that the poet on the contrary has written
Di"D and not cW, because he has just used Qi? (Hitzig). The
name of the sun, which is always feminine in Arabic, is
predominantly masculine in Hebrew and Aramaic (cf. on
the other hand Gen. xv. 17, Nah. iii. 17, Isa. xlv. 6, Mai. iii.
20); just as the Sabians and heathen Arabs had a sun-god
(masc). Accordingly in ver. 6 the sun is compared to a
bridegroom, who comes forth in the morning out of his nGH.
Joel ii. 16 shews that this word means a bride- chamber;
properly (from f)BPI to cover) it means a canopy (Isa. iv. 5),
whence in later Hebrew the bridal or portable canopy (Talmud. {03J IY3), which is supported by four poles and borne
by four boys, at the consecration of the bridal pair, and
then also the marriage itself, is called chuppa. The morning light has in it a freshness and cheerfulness, as it were
a renewed youth. Therefore the morning sun is compared
to a bridegroom, the desire of whose heart is satisfied,
who stands as it were at the beginning of a new life, and
in whose youthful countenance the joy of the wedding-day
And as at its rising it is like a bridegroom,
still shines.
so in its rapid course (Sir. xliii. 5) it is like a hero (vid. on
xviii. 34), inasmuch as it marches on its way ever anew,
light-giving and triumphant, as often as it comes forth, with
PTTi2il (Judges v. 31). From one end of heaven, the extreme
east of the horizon, is its going forth, t. e. rising (cf. Hos.
setting), and its
y'i. 3; the opposite is fcOSD going in
rjj?j, Isa. xxix. 1, to revolve)
circuit (nsipFl, from rpp
cniJJpr^B, to their (the heavens') end (— ny Deut. iv. 32), cf.

=

=
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8n

arplyzxai Iv

?$

xuxXep too oupavoo xal itaXiv &KQxpi%&i el? xov eaotou x6itov iv
(ii^

nsn

On

this open way there is not "iflDJ, anything
anything that remains hidden, before its heat.
the enlightening and wanning influence of the son,

-»)(Aepqi.

hidden,
is

which

i.

is

e.

also itself called

Vers. 8

—

10.

No

nsn

sign

is

in poetry.

made use

of to

mark the

from the one part to the other, but it is
indicated by the introduction of the divine name TWIT instead
of bn.
The word of nature declares ^t (God) to us, the
word of Scripture rorp (Jahve); the former God's power and
Now follow
glory, the latter also His counsel and will.
twelve encomiums of the Law, of which every two are related
as antecedent and consequent, rising and falling according
One
to the csesural schema, after the manner of waves.
can discern how now the heart of the poet begins to beat
with redoubled joy as he comes to speak of God's word,
the revelation of His will, jyflFl does not in itself mean the
law, but a pointing out, instruction, doctrine or teaching,
and more particularly such as is divine, and therefore positive; whence it is also used of prophecy, Isa. i. 10, viii. 16,
and prophetically of the New Testament gospel, Isa. ii. 3.
But here no other divine revelation is meant than that given
by the mediation of Moses which is become the law, i. e.
the rule of live (vojao?), of Israel; and this law, too, as a
whole not merely as to its hortatory and disciplinary character, but also including the promises contained in it. The
praises which the poet pronounces upon the Law, are
accurate even from the standpoint of the New Testament.
Even Paul says, Rom. vii. 12, 14, "The Law is holy and
spiritual, and the commandment holy, and just, and good.*
The Law merits these praises in itself; and to him who is
in a state of favour, it is indeed no longer a law bringing a curse with it, but a mirror of the God merciful in
holiness, into which he can look without slavish fear, and
is a rule for the direction of his free and willing obedience.
transition

,

And how

totally different is the affection of the psalmists

—

an affection based upon the
and prophets for the Law,
essence and universal morality of the commandments, and
upon a spiritual realisation of the letter, and the consolation
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of the promises,

XIX. 8—10.

— from the pharisaical rabbinical

service

of the letter and the ceremonial in the period after the
Exile 1
e. spotless
The divine Law is called HD'OFi, "perfect",
and harmless, as being absolutely well-meaning, and altogether directed towards the well-being of man. And ro^TD
t*.

ti'EO restoring, bringing back, i. e. imparting newness of life,
quickening the soul (cf. Pil. 3311^, xxiii. 3), to him, viz., who
obeys the will of God graciously declared therein, and enters
upon the divine way or rule of salvation. Then in the place
we find ring,
as the tables of the Ten
of the word
from "ny (TJJH),
Commandments (rvnjjn mr6) are called,
which signifies not merely a corroborative, but also a warning and instructive testimony or attestation. The testimony

—

mm

of Jahve

is

ruow, made

—

firm, sure, faithful,

t.

e.

raised

doubt in its declarations, and verifying itself in
its threatenings and promises; and hence TiD DD'Grip, making wise simplicity, or the simple, lit. openness, the open
(root ns to spread out, open, Indo-Germ. prat, wet, pat,
pad), i. e. easily led astray; to such an one it gives a solid
basis and stability, oocpiCei au*6v, 2 Tim. iii. 15.
The Law
divides into DHipS, precepts or declarations concerning
man's obligation; these are D'")JP\ straight or upright, as
a norma normata, because they proceed from the upright,
absolutely good will of God and as a norma normans they
lead along a straight way in the right track. They are therefore 3^5 '•n&fe'D, their educative guidance, taking one as
it were by the hand, frees one from all tottering, satisfies a
moral want, and preserves a joyous consciousness of being
in the right way towards the right goal, mrv niXD, Jahve's
statute (from DW statuere), is the tenour of His commandit is said in Prov. vi. 23
ments. The statute is a lamp
and the law a light. So here: it is D*12, clear, like the
light of the sun (Cant. vi. 10), and its light is imparted to
other objects: O'yjj rn'KO, enlightening the eyes, which
refers not merely to the enlightening of the understanding,
but of one's whole condition; it makes the mind clear, and
body as well as mind healthy and fresh, for the darkness
of the eyes is sorrow, melancholy, and bewilderment. In
this chain of names for the Law, 'n OKT is not the fear of
above

all

,

—

—
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11-^-15.

as an act performed, bat as a precept,

it is

what God's

revelation demands, effects, and maintains ; so that

revealed
in short,

Deut.

way
it is

xvii.

which God

in

is

the religion of Jahve

This

19).

it is

to be feared (xxxiv. 12),

is rnintO,

(cf.

the

—

Prov. xv. 33 with

clean, pure, as the

word

which is like to pare gold, by which it is taught, xii. 7, cf.
Job xxviii.19; and therefore nyS rnc'y, enduring for ever in
opposition to all false forms of reverencing God, which
carry their own condemnation in themselves, 'n 'BQBto are
the jura of the Law as a corpus juris divini, everything that
is right and constitutes right according to the decision of
Jahve. These judgments are niMjt, truth, which endures and
verifies itself; because, in distinction from most others and
those outside Israel, they have an unchangeable moral foundation: nrP 1p"1S, i. e. they are D'p'lS, in accordance with
right and appropriate (Deut. iv. 8), altogether, because no
reproach of inappositeness and sanctioned injustice or wrong

The eternal

clings to them.

will of

God has

attained a

form and development in the Law of Jahve
according to the standard set up as the law of the nation.
Vers. 11
15. With DHcnari (for which, preferring a
simple Shebd with the gutturals, Ben-Naphtali writes QHariJO)
the poet sums up the characteristics enumerated; the
article is summative, as in 'B'tJ'ri at the close of the hexahemeron, Gen. i. 31. i© is the finest purified gold, cf. 1 Kings
x. 18 with 2 Chron. ix. 17.
D'SIS DDJ "the discharge (from
nw ouii) of the honeycombs* is the virgin honey, i. e.
the honey that flows of itself out of the cells. To be desired
are the revealed words of God, to him who possesses them as
an outward possession; and to him who has received them
inwardly they are sweet. The poet, who is himself conscious of being a servant of God, and of striving to act as
such, makes use of these words for the end for which they
are revealed: he is "inw, one who suffers himself to be
T I*
enlightened, instructed, and warned by them.
OJ belongs
to "IHU (according to the usual arrangement of the words,
e. g. Hos. vi. 11), just as in ver. 14 it belongs to ^tpn.
He
knows that D"1Dt& 3 (with a subjective suffix in an objective
sense, cf. Prov. xxv. 7, just as we. may also say:) in their
relatively perfect

—

—

*

<

observance

is,

or

is

included, great reward,

apjj is that
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XIX. 11—15.

which follows upon one's heels (Spy), or comes immediately
after anything, and is used here of the result of conduct.
Thus, then, inasmuch as the Law is not only a copy of the
divine will, but also a mirror of self-knowledge, in which a
man may behold and come to know himself, he prays for
forgiveness in respect of the

many

of infirmity,

sins

though for the most part unperceived by him,

—

—

to which,
even the pardoned one succumbs. n&PJB' (in the terminology
of the Law, rUJtf, ifdripa) comprehends the whole province
of the peccatum involuntarium, both the peccatum ignorantice
The question delicto quit
and the peccatum infirmitatis.
intelligit is equivalent to the negative clause: no one can
discern his faults, on account of the heart of man being
unfathomable and on account of the disguise, oftentimes so
plausible, and the subtlety of sin. Hence, as an inference,
follows the prayer: pronounce me free also nnRDiD, ab
occultis (peccatis, which, however, cannot be supplied on
grammatical grounds), equivalent to O'D^JJD (xc. 8), i. e.
all those sins, which even he, who is most earnestly striving
after sanctification, does not discern, although he may desire
to know them
by reason of the ever limited nature of his
knowledge both of himself and of sin.'" HJ5J, Sixaiouv, is a
vox judicialis, to declare innocent, pronounce free from, to
The prayer for justification is followed
let go unpunished.
in ver. 14 by the prayer for sanctification, and indeed for
,

preservation against deliberate sins.

From

tit,

TT, to seethe,

boil over, Hiph. to sin wilfully, deliberately, insolently,

—

opp. of sin arising from infirmity,

Exod. xxi. 14, Deut.
is formed ij an insolent sinner, one
xviii. 22, xvii. 12,
who does not sin HMtfa, but pin (cf. 1 Sam. xvii. 28, where
David's brethren bring this reproach against him), or "P3
nan, and the neuter collective DHT (cf. D'tCD, ci. 3, Hos. v. 2)
peccata proeeretica or contra conscientiam, which cast one
out of the state of grace or favour, Num. xv. 27
31. For
if cm had been intended of arrogant and insolent possessors

—

—

* In the
sin great for

means a
1844.

No.

Arab proverb, "no sin which is persisted in is small, no
which forgiveness is sought of God," 'iyfJuo directly

little

and SwjLjS'a great sin,

vid.

Allgcm. Literar. Zeitsehr.

46. p. 363.
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15.

of power (Ewald), the prayer would have taken lome other
form than that of "keeping back" (rfen as in 1 Sam. xxv.
39 in the month of David). DHT, presumptuous sins, when
they are repeated, become dominant sins, which irresistibly
enslave the man (^>Bto with a non-personal subject, as in
Isa. iii. 4b, cf. Ps. ciii. 19); hence the last member of the
climax (which advances from the peccatum involuntarium to
the proeereticum, and from this to the regnans)'. let them
not have dominion over me (O with Dechi in Baer; generally
wrongly marked with Munaeh).
Then (?n), when Thou bestowest this twofold favour
upon me, the favour of pardon and the grace of preservation,
shall I be blameless (DtTK 1 fut. Kal, instead of QFIN, with
' as a characteristic of e) and absolved
(V^WJ not Piel, as
in ver. 13, but Niph., to be made pure, absolved) from great
transgression. yt#G* from j?a>Q (root tys), to spread out,
go beyond the bounds, break through, trespass, is a collective name for deliberate and reigning, dominant sin, which
breaks through man's relation of favour with God, and
consequently casts him out of favour,
in one word, for
apostasy.
Finally, the psalmist supplicates a gracious
acceptance of his prayer, in which both mouth and heart
accord, supported by the faithfulness, stable as the rock
(yyts), and redeeming love (^>N13 redemptor, vindex, root hi,
$n, to loose, redeem) of his God. |ftn^ rvn is a standing

—

expression of the sacrificial tora,

e.

g. Lev.

i.

3 sq.

The

which, according to Exod. xxviii. 38, belongs to ]1jn^>,
stands in the second member in accordance with the "paspjB^,

by postponement." Prayer is a sacrifice offered by
The heart meditates and fashions it; and
the mouth presents it, by uttering that which is put into
the form of words.
rallelism

the inner man.

T\

* The Gaja with JftfeO is intended in this instance, where JrtteO
are to be read in close connection, to secure distinctness of pro-

nunciation for the unaccented V, as
13, CT

!>jJS

vol.

I.

t.

g. is also the ease in lxrriii.

(Uka'JSm).

19
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XX.

PSALM

XX.

j?BATEB FOE THE KING IN TIME OF WAR.
2

JAHVE

answer thee in the day of

distress,

The name of the God of Jacob set thee up on high,
S Send thee help from the sanctuary,

And uphold
4 Remember

And

thee out of Zion!

thy meat-offerings,

all

graciously accept thy burnt offerings 1 (Sela).

5 Give thee according to thine

And
C

We

fulfil all

will shout for joy because of

And

in the

name

banners

Jahve
7

own

fulfil all

Now know

heart,

thy counsel!

—

God

of our

Thy

help,

will

we

raise

our

thy wishes.

Jahve giveth help to His Anointed;
answer
him
from His holy heaven
He
With the helpful mighty deeds of His right hand.
I that

will

8 Some [praise] chariots and some horses,
And we, we praise the name of Jahve, our God.
9 If those have bowed down and fallen,
Then we have risen up and stand firm.

Oh help the
May He hear us in

10 Jahve,

king!

—

the day

we

call.

To Ps. six. is closely attached Ps. xx., because its
commencement is as it were the echo of the prayer with
which the former closes; and to Ps. xx. is closely attached
Ps. xxi., because both Psalms refer to the same event
relatively, as prayer

and thanksgiving.

Ps. xx. is an inter-

cessory psalm of the nation, and Ps. xxi.

a thanksgiving

psalm of the nation, on behalf of its king.
It is clearly
manifest that the two Psalms form a pair, being connected
by unity of author and subject. They both open somewhat
uniformly with a synonymous parallelism of the members,
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8; they then increase in fervour

vivid colouring as they

come

—

and assume

to speak of the foes of

—

the king and the empire, xx. 7
13; and they
9, xxi. 9
both close with an ejaculatory cry to Jahve, xx. 10, xxi. 14.
In both, the king is apostrophised through the course of
several verses, xx. 2
13; and here and there
6, xxi. 9

—

—

done in a way that provokes the question whether
the words are not rather addressed to Jahve, xx. 6, xxi. 10.
In both Psalms the king is referred to by ^!?ari, xx. 10,
xxi. 8; both comprehend the goal of the desires in the word
mptf1 , xx. 6, cf. 7, xxi. 2, 6; both delight in rare forms of
expression, which are found only in these instances in the
whole range of Old Testament literature, viz. bi~\) xx. 6,
-nyru xx. 9, db'in xxi. 3, imnn xxi. 7.
If, as the ~n-6 indicates, they formed part of the oldest
Davidic Psalter, then it is notwithstanding more probable
that their author is a cotemporary poet, than that it is
David himself. For, although both as to form of expression
(cf. xxi. 12 with x. 2) and as to thoughts (cf. xxi. 7 with
xvi. 11), they exhibit some points of contact with Davidic
Psalms, they still stand isolated by their peculiar character.
But that David is their subject, as the inscription nnt>, and
their position in the midst of the Davidic Psalms, lead one
During the time of
to expect, is capable of confirmation.
the Syro-Ammonitish war comes David's deep fall, which in
itself and in its consequences made him sick both in soul
and in body. It was not until he was again restored to God's
favour out of this self-incurred peril, that he went to his
army which lay before Rabbath Ammon, and completed the
conquest of the royal city of the enemy. The most satisthis is

factory explanation of the situation referred to in this

couplet of Psalms

is

to be gained from 2 Sam. xi.

xx. prays for the recovery of the king,

who

is

xii.

Ps.

involved in

war with powerful foes; and Ps. xxi. gives thanks for his
recovery, and wishes him a victorious issue to the approachThe "chariots and horses" (xx. 8) are
ing campaign.
characteristic of the military power of Aram (2 Sam. x. 18,
and frequently), and in xxi. 4 and 10 we perceive an allusion to 2 Sam. xii. 30, 31, or at least a remarkable agree*
ment with what is there recorded.
10»
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Vera.

2—6.

»-«.

Litany for the king in distress, who offers

sacrifices for himself in the sanctuary.

—

The futures

in vers.

standing five times at the head of the climactic members
of the parallelism, are optatives, vhp, ver. 6, also continues
the chain of wishes, of which even nxpj (cf. lxix. 15) forms

2

5,

one of the

links.

The wishes of

the people

accompany both

Name of the God of Jacob*
self-manifesting power and grace of the God of Israel.

the prayer and the sacrifice. "The
is

the

used in poetry interchangeably with btnar*, just like
with mnv Alshech refers to Gen. xxxv. 3; and it
is not improbable that the desire moulds itself after the
fashion of the record of the fact there handed down to us.
May Jahve, who, as the history of Jacob shews, hears (and
answers) in the day of distress, hear the king; may the
3pjP

is

D'pfrtt

Name

of the

God

of Jacob bear him away from his foes to

a triumphant height.

22& alternates with C011 (xviii. 49)
This intercession on the behalf of the praying one is made in the sanctuary on the heights of Zion,
where Jahve sits enthroned. May He send him succour from
in this sense.

thence, like auxiliary troops that decide the victory.

The

He offers sacrifice according to custom
the
before
commencement of the battle (1 Sam. xiii. 9 sq.,
and cf. the phrase nopte BHP), a whole burnt-offering and
at the same time a meat or rather meal offering also,
fflroo;* for every whole offering and every shelamim- or
peace-offering had a meat-offering and a drink-offering as
its indispensable accompaniment.
The word "DT is perThat
fectly familiar in the ritual of the meal-offering.
portion of the meal-offering, only a part of which was placed
king offers

upon the

sacrifice.

altar (to which, however, according to traditional

practice, does not belong the

of the

QODJ Drue, which was

which ascended with the altar

accompanying meal-offering

entirely devoted to the altar),
fire is called

D13TM, pvijiilaovov

* This, though not occurring in the Old Testament, is the principal
form of the plural, which, as even David Kirachi recognises in his
Lexicon, points to a verb DJO (just as m^DW, niJJ2|, (VrtSV point to
7DW, p24, DD"!'); whereas other old grammarians supposed >inj to b»
the root, and were puzzled with the traditional pronunciation m'nachdlh,
but without reason.
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that which brings to remembrance with

God

it is offered

up

(not "incense", as Hupfeld

for the designation of the offering of jealousy,

it);

as "bringing iniquity to remembrance before
God" shews, that in the meal-offering ritual *DT retains the
very same meaning that it has in other instances. Every
meal-offering is in a certain sense a jfi3t tTOO. Hence here
the prayer that Jahve would graciously remember them is
combined with the meal-offerings.
As regards the 'olah, the wish "let fire from heaven (Lev.
v. 15,

ix. 24, 1 Kings xviii. 38, 1 Chron. zzi. 26) turn it to ashes",
would not be vain. But the language does not refer to any*
thing extraordinary; and in itself the consumption of the
offering to ashes (Bottcher) is no mark of gracious acceptance.
Moreover, as a denominative from |t£^T[, fat ashes,
j&h means "to clean from ashes", and not: to turn into

ashes.
xxiii. 5,

On

the other hand, ]BH also signifies "to make fat",
this effective signification is applied declara-

and

tively in this instance:

may He

find thy burnt-offering fat,

which is equivalent to: may it be to Him a oHo TV~) [an odour
of satisfaction, a sweet-smelling savour]. The voluntative
ah only occurs here and in Job xi. 17 (which see) and Isa.
v. 19, in the 3 pers.; and in this instance, just as with the
cohortative in 1 Sam. xxviii. 15, we have a change of the
lengthening into a sharpening of the sound (cf. the exactly
similar change of forms in 1 Sam. xxviii. 15, Isa. lix. 5,
Zech. v. 4, Prov. xxiv. 14, Ezek. xxv. 13) as is very frequently the case in no for DO. The alteration to rui^T or
FiJBh'' (Hitzig) is a felicitous but needless way of getting rid
m

The explanation of the intensifying of
that
the intercessory song of the choir is
is,
simultaneous
to be
with the presentation upon the altar
(mtOj?!}).
nsy is the resolution formed in the present warof the rare form.

the music here

"Because of thy salvation", i. e. thy success in war,
is here, addressed to the king, cf.
xxi. 2, where it is addressed to Jahve, and intended of the
victory accorded to him. It is needless to read ^133 instead
of ^)T|J, after the rendering of the LXX. iteyaXovOijeipeOa.
brU is a denominative from ^p|: to wave a banner. In the
closing line, the rejoicing of hope goes back again to the
time.

is,

as all the language
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the form of an intercessory

present and again assumes
desire.

7—9.

—

—

9. While vers. 2
Vers. 7
6 were being sung the offering of the sacrifice was probably going on. Now, after a
lengthened pause, there ascends a voice, probably the voice

of one of the Levites, expressing the cheering assurance of
the gracious acceptance of the offering that has been presented

by the

priest.

With

HRJ? or

the usual word to indicate

fiflJJI,

the turning-point, the instantaneous entrance of the result
of some previous process of prolonged duration, whether
hidden or manifest (e. g. 1 Kings xvii. 24, Isa. xxix. 22), is
introduced,
pt^ln is the perfect of faith, which, in the
certainty of being answered, realises the fulfilment in anticipation. The exuberance of the language in ver. 7 corresponds to the exuberance of feeling which thus finds expression.

In ver. 3 the answer

is expected out of Zion, in the
looked for from God's holy heavens;
for the God who sits enthroned in Zion is enthroned for
ever in the heavens. His throne on earth is as it were the
vestibule of His heavenly throne; His presence in the sanctuary of Israel is no limitation of His omnipresence; His
help out of Zion is the help of the Celestial One and Him
who is exalted above the heaven of heavens. nlTOJ does not
here mean the fulness of might (cf. xc. 10), but the displays of power (cvi. 2, cxlv. 4, cl. 2, Isa. lxiii. 15), by which
His right hand procures salvation, i. e. victory, for the
combatant. The glory of Israel is totally different from
that of the heathen, which manifests itself in boastful talk.
In ver. 8a iTSiTn or VV2P must be supplied from the "pru

present instance

it is

(LXX. |xeYoXov6ijo6|ie6a = "lOtt, xii. 5); 2 "V2!Ti,
make laudatory mention of any matter, to extol, and

in ver. 86

to

indirectly therefore to take credit to one's self for it, to

boast of

it (cf.

was forbidden

2

9}T), xliv. 9).

According to the Law Israel
army; and the law
16) speaks strongly against

to have any standing

touching the king (Deut.
his keeping many horses.

xvii.

It

was

also the

same under the

judges, and at this time under David; but under Solomon,

who acquired
number

(1

and chariots in great
was very different. It is

for himself horses

Kings

x. 26

—

29), it
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10.

a confession that mast belong

therefore

vid which

is

here

made

to the time of

Da-

in ver. 8, viz. that Israel's glory in

opposition to their enemies, especially the Syrians,

Name

sure defence and protection of the

of their

God

is

the

alone.

The language of David to Goliath is very similar, 1 Sam.
The preterites in ver. 9 are prcet. confidentice. It

xvii. 45.
is,

as Luther says, "a song of triumph before the victory,

a shout of joy before succour."

Since Dip does not

mean

to stand, but to rise, 13Q£ assumes the present superiority
of the enemy. But the position of affairs changes: those

who stand

fall,

and those who are lying down

former remain lying, the latter keep the

field.

rise

up; the

The Hithpa.

*nlj?nn signifies to shew one's self firm, strong, courageous;
like "nip, cxlvi. 9, clxvii. 6, to strengthen, confirm, recover,

from

"T)j?

as, e.g.,

to be compact, firm, cogn. al

the

Koran

f. t., inf. aid,

(Sur. xxxviii. 16) calls

possessor of strength,

II. ajjada, to

51, inf. add, strength, superiority,

David

strength

dhd-l-aidi,

strengthen, support, and

V. taaddada, to shew one's

self strong, brave, courageous.

come
was opened, by the whole
congregation and is rounded off by recurring to its primary
note, praying for the accomplishment of that which is sought
and pledged. The accentuation construes T\b&T) with 1JJJ7'
Ver. 10.

on.

After this solo voice, the chorus again

The song

is

closed, as it

;

as its subject, perhaps in consideration of the fact, that
HjPBln is not usually followed by a governed object, and
because thus a medium is furnished for the transition from
address to direct assertion. But if in a Psalm, the express
object of which is to supplicate salvation for the king,
"|^Dn ny>l6^n stand side by side, then, in accordance with
the connection, "|^on must be treated as the object; and
more especially since Jahve is called 2~\ TjbiO, in xlviii. 3,
and the like, but never absolutely "j^on . Wherefore it is,
with Hupfeld, Hitzig, and others to be rendered according
to the LXX. and Vulgate, Domine salvum fac regem. The
,

New Testament

cry 'Qoawa

-rip ot<j>

AaotS

is

a peculiar appli-

(God save the
by means of cxviii. 25. The
an expanded Amen.

cation of this Davidic "God bless the king
king)", which is brought about

closing line, ver. 10&,

is

s*
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PSALM XXI.
THANKSGIVING FOE THE KING IN TIME OP WAB.
2

JAHVE, on account of Thy strength is the king glad,
And on account of Thy succour how greatly doth he
rejoice!

8 The wish of

And

his heart hast

Thou granted him,
Thou not refused.

the desire of his lips hast

(Sela.)

4 For Thou dost meet him bringing blessings of good,
Thou settest upon his head a crown of fine gold.
Thou grantedst it to him.
5 He asked life of Thee,

—

Length of days,

6 Great

is his

for ever

and

ever.

Thy help,
Thou lay upon him.

glory through

Praise and glory dost

Thou makest him blessings for ever,
Thou dost delight him with joy in Thy presence.

7 For

8 For the king trusted in Jahve,
And through the favour of the Most High he shall not
be moved.
9 Thy hand will reach to all thine enemies
Thy right hand will reach all those that hate thee.
10 Thou shalt make them as a fiery oven,
when thou art angry,
Jahve in His wrath shall swallow them up,
and a fire shall devour them.
11 Their fruit shalt thou destroy from the earth,
And their seed from among the children of men.
12 For they intend evil against thee,
They devise mischief: they shall accomplish nothing.
13 For thou wilt make them turn back,

With thy
14

Be Thou

We

strings wilt thou

aim at their

exalted, Jahve, in

Thy might;

will celebrate with voice

faces.

and harp Thy strength.
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"Jahve fulfil all thy desires* cried the people in the
preceding Psalm, as they interceded on behalf of their king;
and in this Psalm they are able thankfully to say to God
'the desire of his heart hast Thou granted.* In both Psalms
the people come before God with matters that concern the
welfare of their king; in the former, with their wishes and
prayers, in the latter, their thanksgivings and hopes; in the
latter as in the former

when

in the midst of war, but in the

latter after the recovery of the king, in the certainty of

a

victorious termination of the war.

The Targum and the Talmud, B. Succa 52a, understand
Psalm of the king Messiah. Rashi remarks that this
Messianic interpretation ought rather to be given up for the
sake of the Christians. But even the Christian exposition
cannot surely mean to hold fast this interpretation so
directly and rigidly as formerly. This pair of Psalm treats
this 21st

of David; David's cause, however, in its course towards a

triumphant issue

— a course leading through

suffering

—

is certainly figuratively the cause of Christ.

—

3. The Psalm
Vers. 2
begins with thanksgiving for
the bodily and spiritual blessings which Jahve has bestowed

and

still

continues to bestow upon the king, in answer to

his prayer.

This occupies the three opening tetrastichs,

of which these verses form the
lxxiv. 13, together with

!f|}?,

first.

lxiii. 3,

iy (whence spy, as in
and frequently) is the

power that has been made manifest in the king, which has
turned away his affliction; Jijnjj/' is the help from above
which has freed him out of his distrees. The Sj\ which
follows the no of the exclamation, is naturally shortened by
the Keri into by (with the retreat of the tone); cf. on the
contrary Prov. xx. 24, where no is interrogative and, according to the sense, negative).
The iw. Xey. ntBhN has the
signification eager desire, according to the connection, the

LXX.

B^tjoiv,

and the perhaps

also cognate B*n, to

be poor;

the Arabic Jh)*> avidum esse, must be left out of consideration according to the laws of the interchange of consonants,

whereas Bhj,

»&>j.,

caper e, captare

(cf.

&A — »«>!«

an inherit-

ance), but not urn (vid. xxxiv. 11), belongs apparently to
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Observe the strong negation ^3: no, thou
hast not denied, but done the very opposite. The fact of
the music having to strike up here favours the supposition,

the same root.

that the occasion of the Psalm

is

the fulfilment of some

public, well-known prayer.

—

Vers. 4
5. "Blessings of good" (Prov. xxiv. 25) are
those which consist of good, i. e. true good fortune. The
verb cnp, because used of the favour which meets and
presents one with some blessing, is construed with a double
accusative, after the

manner of verbs of putting on and
Since ver. 46 cannot be intended

bestowing (Ges. § 139).

to refer to David's first coronation, but to the preservation

and increase of the honour of

his kingship,

this

parti*

sounds like a prediction of what is
recorded in 2 Sam. xii. 30: after the conquest of the Ammonitish royal city Rabbah David set the Ammonitish crown
(rntsj?), which is renowned for the weight of its gold and its
ornamentation with precious stones, upon his head. David
was then advanced in years, and in consequence of heavy
guilt, which, however, he had overcome by penitence and
laying hold on the mercy of God, was come to the brink
of the grave. He, worthy of death, still lived; and the
victory over the Syro-Ammonitish power was a pledge to
him of God's faithfulness in fulfilling his promises. It is
contrary to the tenour of the words to say that ver. 56 does
not refer to length of life, but to hereditary succession to
the throne. To wish any one that he may live 0^1j^>, and
especially a king, is a usual thing, 1 Kings i. 31, and frequently. The meaning is, may the life of the king be prolonged to an indefinitely distant day. What the people have
desired elsewhere, they here acknowledge as bestowed upon
cularisation of ver.

the king.

4<x

—

Vers. 6
7. The help of God turns to his honour, and
paves the way for him to honour, it enables him
this is
the meaning of ver. 66
to maintain and strengthen his
kingship with fame and glory, hn Hits' used, as in lxxxix.

—

—

20, of divine investiture and endowment. To make blessings,
or a fulness of blessing is a stronger form of expressing
,

God's words to Abram, Gen.
t".

e.

a possessor of blessing

thou shalt be a blessing
and a medium of blessing

xii. 2:

thyself,
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Joy in connection with (riN as in xvi. 11) the
countenance of God, is joy in delightful and most intimate
fellowship with Him. rnn, from rnn, which occurs once
in Exod. xviii. 9, has in Arabic, with reference to nomad
life, the meaning "to cheer the beasts of burden with a song
and urge them on to a quicker pace", and in Hebrew, as in
Aramaic, the general signification "to cheer, enliven."
9.
With this strophe the second half of the
Vers. 8
The address to God is now changed
Psalm commences.
into an address to the king; not, however, expressive of
the wishes, but of the confident expectation, of the speakers.
Hengstenberg rightly regards ver. 8 as the transition to the
second half; for by its objective utterance concerning the
king and God, it separates the language hitherto addressed
to God, from the address to the king, which follows. We
do not render ver. 8b: and [trusting] in the favour of the
Most High
he shall not be moved ; the mercy is the response of the trust, which (trust) does not suffer him to be
to others.

—

—

moved; on the expression, cf. Prov. x. 30. This inference
now expanded in respect to the enemies who desire to
cause him to totter and fall. So far from any tottering, he,
on the contrary, makes a victorious assault upon his foes.
If the words had been addressed to Jahve, it ought, in order
to keep up the connection between vers. 9 and 8, at least
to have been V2>K and vwfe' (his, i. e. the king's, enemies).
What the people now hope on behalf of their king, they here
express beforehand in the form of a prophecy,
b NSO (as
in Isa. x. 10) and NSC seq. ace. (as in 1 Sam. xxiii. 17) are
distinguished as: to reach towards, or up to anything, and
is

to reach anything, attain
accusative, as
repetition.

Vers. 10
in

e.

—

it.

11.

Hitherto the Psalm has moved uniformly

synonymous dipodia, now

feels

from

its

Supposing b to represent the
9b would be a useless

g. in lxix. 6, ver.

it

becomes agitated ; and one

excitement that the foes of the king are also

the people's foes. True as it is, as Hupfeld takes it, that
I'JS H}?^ sounds like a direct address to Jahve, ver. 10&
nevertheless as truly teaches us quite another rendering

The

destructive effect, which in other passages is said to
proceed from the face of Jahve, xxxiv. 17, Lev. xx. 6, Lam.
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it.

16

(cf.

fx«

XXI. 12—14.

6eJ« 2x5txov S|x|xa),is

here ascribed to the face,

the personal appearing (2 Sam. xvii. 11) of the king.
David's arrival did actually decide the fall of Rabbath Amnion, of whose inhabitants some died under instruments of

i.

e.

and others were cast into brick-kilns, 2 Sam. xii.
The prospect here moulds itself according to this
fate of the Ammonites,
b'n "yore is a second accusative to
iDIVB'n, thou wilt make them like a furnace of fire, i. e. a
torture

26 sqq.

burning furnace, so that like

consume by

fire

and

figure is only hinted at,
it is

in

Lam.

v.

its

contents they shall entirely

{synecdoche continentis pro contento).

Mai.

10,

is differently

iii.

intentionally two long rising

19.

and

applied

The

to what

Ver. 10a and 10b are

falling wave-like

lines.,

to

two short lines; the latter describe
the peaceful gleaning after the fiery judgment of God that
has been executed by the hand of David. UDpS, as in Lam.
which succeed, in ver.

ii.

20,

Hos.

11,

ix. 16, is to

be understood after the analogy of

the expression )t02n >"10. It is the fate of the Amalekites
(cf. ix. 6 sq.), which is here predicted of the enemies of
the king.

—

Vers. 12
13. And this fate is the merited frustration
of their evil project. The construction of the sentences in
ver. 12 is like xxvii. 10, cxix. 83; Ew. § 362, b.
Djn DB3
is not to be understood according to the phrase n#n TVDi
(= UhB), for this phrase is not actually found; we have
rather, with Hitzig, to compare lv. 4, 2 Sam. xv. 14: to
incline evil down upon any one is equivalent to: to put it
over him, so that it may fall in upon him. !"II3J signifies "to
extend lengthwise", to unfold, but also to bend by drawing tight, rotfr' n't? to make into a back, i. e. to make them
into such as turn the back to you, is a more choice expression than Fpy jro, xviii. 41, cf. 1 Sam. x. 9; the half
segolate form CQ&, (•= DDB>) becomes here, in pause, the
full segolate form 03B> D'Sn must be supplied as the object
to jJDFI, as it is in other instances after Jfflli ^Vfa, HT;;
yr\ jjfis, xi. 2, cf. vii. 14, signifies to set the swift arrow upon
the bow-string ("IPPD
to aim. The arrows hit the
inj)
front of the enemy, as the pursuer overtakes them.
Ver. 14. After the song has spread abroad its wings in
twice three tetrastichs, it closes by, as it were, soaring aloft
.

=

=
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a cry to God

It is

distich.

victory in battle, on behalf of the king. "Be
i.

e.

manifest Thyself in

Thy supernal

cial (vii. 7 sq.) sovereignty.

What

for

Thou

exalted",

12)

and judi-

(lvii. 6,

these closing words long

is that Jahve should reveal for world-wide
conquest this iTVQa, to which everything that opposes Him
must yield, and it is for this they promise beforehand a

to see realised

joyous gratitudo.

PSALM
ELI ELI
2

MY God, my
Far from

3

my

XXIL

LAMA ASABTANL

God, why hast Thou forsaken me?!
help

is

my

entreating cry,

my

God, I cry in the daytime, but Thou answerest not,
And in the night season, but I have no rest.

4 Yet Thou

art holy, sitting enthroned above the praises

of Israel.
5 In Thee our fathers trusted,

They trusted, and Thou didst deliver them.
C Unto Thee they cried and were freed,
In Thee trusting, they were not put to shamo.
I am a worm, and not a man;
reproach of men and despised of the people.
8 All they that see me laugh me to scorn
They shoot out the lip, they shake the head:
9 "Roll it upon Jahve
let Him deliver him,
"Let Him rescue him, when He delighteth in him."

7

But

A

—

Yea Thou art He that took me out of the womb
That inspired me with trust at my mother's breasts.
11 On Thee was I cast from my birth,
From my mother's womb Thou art my God.
12 Be not far from me, for trouble is near,
For there is no helper at hand.
10

13 Mighty bulls have compassed me,

Strong ones of Bashan have beset

me

round.
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14 They open their

A

lion ravening

15 Like water

am

XXII.

mouth against me

—

and roaring.

I

poured out,

out of joint are all my bones.
My heart is become like wax,
Melted in the midst of my bowels.
16 Dried up like a potsherd is my strength.
And my tongue cleaveth to my jaws,
And Thou layest me in the dust of death.

And

17 For dogs have compassed me,

A

band of wicked men encircles me,
Like a lion, my hands and my feet.
18 I can count all my bones,
They look, they stare upon me.
19 They part my garments among them,

And upon my
20

And Thou,

My

vesture they cast lots.

Jahve, remain not afar

strength, haste Thee to help

21 Rescue

my

off!

me

1

soul from the sword,

My only one from the paw of the dog.
22 Save me from the lion's jaws,
And from the horns of the antilopes
answer me.
23 I will declare

Thy name among my

—

Thou

will

brethren,

In the midst of the congregation will I praise Thee:
24 "Ye that fear Jahve, praise Him;

"AH ye the seed of Jacob, glorify Him,
"And stand in awe of Him, all ye seed of

25 "For

He hath
of the

Israel!"

not despised nor abhorred the

affliction

afflicted,

"Neither hath

He

"And when he

cried,

hid His face from him,

He hath hearkened

to him."
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in the great congregation

—

pay before them that fear Him.
27 The meek shall eat and be satisfied,
They shall praise Jahve that seek Him:
"Let your heart refresh itself for everl"

vows

will I

28 Remember and turn unto Jahve shall

the ends of

all

the earth,

And

all

the families of the nations shall

bow down

before Thee.

29 For Jahve's

is

the kingship, and

He

ruleth

among

the

nations.

30 All the thriving of the earth shall eat and bow down,
Before Him shall all they that go down to the dust sink
down and they that cannot prolong their life.
31 A seed shall serve Him: it shall be told to the generation
concerning the Lord;
32 They shall come and declare His righteousness to a
future people, that He hath finished it.

We have here a plaintive Psalm, whose deep complaints,
out of the midst of the most humiliating degradation and
most fearful peril, stand in striking contrast to the cheerstarting with a disconsolate cry of
ful tone of Ps. xxi.
anguish, it passes on to a trustful cry for help, and ends in

—

vows of thanksgiving and a vision of world-wide results,
which spring from the deliverance of the sufferer. In no
Psalm do we trace such an accumulation of the most excruciating outward and inward suffering pressing upon the
complainant, in connection the most perfect innocence. In
this respect Ps. lxix. is its counterpart; but it differs from
it in this particular, that there is not a single sound of
imprecation mingled with its complaints.
It is David, who here struggles upward out of the
gloomiest depth to such a bright height. It is a Davidic
Psalm belonging to the time of the persecution by Saul.

Ewald brings

it

down

to the time preceding the destruction
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of Jerusalem, and Bauer to the time of the Exile.

Ewald

not now possible to trace the poet more exactly.
And Maurer closes by saying Mud unum equidem pro certo
habeo, fuisse vatem hominem opibus prmdilum alque Ulustrem,
says

it is

:

magna auctoritate valeret non solum apud suos, verum etiam
apud barbaros. Hitzig persists in his view, that Jeremiah
composed the first portion when cast into prison as an
apostate, and the second portion in the court of the prison,
when placed under this milder restraint. And according to

qui

Olshausen, even here again, the whole, is appropriate to the
time of the Maccabees. But it seems to us to be confirmed

who was so persecuted by Saul,
The cry of prayer pmrrtN (xxii. 12, 20,
22, borrowed in lxxi. 12); the name given

at every point, that David,
is

the author.

xxxv. 22, xxxviii
to the soul, mTP (xxii. 21, xxxv. 17); the designation of
quiet and resignation by iron (xxii. 3, xxxix. 3, lxii. 2, cf.
are all regarded by us, since we do not limit the
genuine Davidic Psalms to Ps. iii.
xix. as Hitzig does, as
Davidic idioms. Moreover, there is no lack of points of
contact in other respects with genuine old Davidic hymns
lxy. 2),

(cf. xxii.

—

30 with xxviii.

1,

down

those that go

to the grave; then in later Psalms as in

and

Ezekiel),

and more

to the dust,

cxliii. 7,

in Isaiah

especially those belonging to the

time of Saul, as Ps. lxix. (cf. xxii. 27 with lxix. 33) and lix.
(cf. xxii. 17 with lix. 15).
To the peculiar characteristics
of the Psalms of this period belong the figures taken from
animals, which are heaped up in the Psalm before us. The
fact that Ps. xxii. is an ancient Davidic original is also
confirmed by the parallel passages in the later literature of
the Shir (lxxi. 5 sq. taken from xxii. 10 sq.; cii. 18 sq. in
imitation xxii. 25, 31 sq.), of the Chokma (Prov. xvi. 3,
Trbtt hi taken from Ps. xxii. 9, xxxvii. 5), and of prophecy
(Isaiah, ch. xlix. liii.; Jeremiah, in Lam. iv. 4; cf. Ps. xxii.

In spite of these
15, and many other similar instances).
echoes in the later literature there are still some expressions
that remain unique in the Psalm and are not found else

where, as the hapaxlegomena rvfr'K and ntJJJ. Thus, then,
entertain no doubts respecting the truth of the ir6. David speaks in this Psalm,
he and not any other, and that

we

—
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out of his own inmost being. In accordance with the nature
of lyric poetry, the Psalm has grown up on the soil of his
individual life and his individual sensibilities.
There is also in reality in the history of David, when
persecuted by Saul, a situation which may have given occasion to the lifelike picture drawn in this Psalm, viz. 1 Sam.
25 sq. The detailed circumstances of the distress at
that time are not known to us, but they certainly did not
coincide with the rare and terrible sufferings depicted in
xxiii.

manner that these can be regarded as
and literally exact copy of those
circumstances; cf. on the other hand Ps. xvii. which was
composed at the same period. To just as slight a degree
have the prospects, which he connects in this Psalm with his
deliverance, been realised in David's own life. On the other
this

Psalm

in such a

an historically

faithful

hand, the first portion exactly coincides with the sufferings
of Jesus Christ, and the second with the results that have
sprung from His resurrection. It is the agonising situation of
the Crucified One which is presented before our eyes in vers.
15
18 with such artistic faithfulness: the spreading out
of the limbs of the naked body, the torturing pain in hands
and feet, and the burning thirst which the Redeemer, in
order that the Scripture might be fulfilled, announced in
the cry Si<j>d>, John xix. 28.
Those who blaspheme and
those who shake their head at Him passed by His cross,
Mat. xxvii. 39, just as ver. 8 says scoffers cried out to Him:
let the God in whom He trusts help Him, Mat. xxvii. 43,
just as ver. 9 says; His garments were divided and lots were
cast for His coat, John xix. 23 sq., in order that ver. 19 of
our Psalm might be fulfilled. The fourth of the seven sayings of the dying One, 'HXi, 'HX£ x. x. X., Mat. xxvii. 46,
Mark xv. 34, is the first word of our Psalm and the appropriation of the whole. And the Epistle to the Hebrews, ch. ii.
11 sq., cites ver. 23 as the words of Christ, to shew that
He is not ashamed to call them brethren, whose sanctifier
God has appointed Him to be, just as the risen Redeemer
actually has done, Mat. xxviii. 10, John xx. 17.
This has

—

;

by no means exhausted the list of mutual relationships.
The Psalm so vividly sets before us not merely the sufferings
of the Crucified One, but also the salvation of the world
VOL I.
20
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and its sacramental effimore
like
history
than prophecy, ut
cacy, that it seems
non tarn pr Ophelia, quam historia videatur (Cassiodorns).
Accordingly the ancient Church regarded Christ, not David,
as the speaker in this Psalm; and condemned Theodore of
Mopsuestia who expounded it as cotemporary history.
arising out of His resurrection

Bakius expresses the meaning of the older Lutheran exposwhen he says: asserimus, hunc Psalmum ad literam prima,
proprie et absque ulla allegoria, tropologia et iwxym-^ integrum
et per omnia de solo Christo exponendum esse. Even the synagogue, so far as it recognises a suffering Messiah, hears
Him speak here; and takes the "hind of the morning* as a
name of the Shechina and as a symbol of the dawning
redemption.
To ourselves, who regard the whole Psalm as the words
of David, it does not thereby lose anything whatever of its
prophetic character. It is a typical Psalm. The same God
who communicates His thoughts of redemption to the mind
of men, and there causes them to develope into the word of
prophetic announcement, has also moulded the history itself
into a prefiguring representation of the future deliverance;
and the evidence for the truth of Christianity which is derived from this factual prophecy (Thattveissagung) is as grand
as that derived from the verbal prediction ( Worlmeissagung).
That David, the anointed of Samuel, before he ascended the
throne, had to traverse a path of suffering which resembles
the suffering path of Jesus, the Son of David, baptized of
John, and that this typical suffering of David is embodied
for us in the Psalms as in the images reflected from a mirror, is an arrangement of divine power, mercy, and wisdom.
But Ps. xxii. is not merely a typical Psalm. For in the
very nature of the type is involved the distance between it
and the antitype. In Ps. xxii., however, David descends,
with his complaint, into a depth that lies beyond the depth
of his affliction, and rises, with his hopes, to a height that
lies far beyond the height of the reward of his affliction.
itors

In other words: the rhetorical figure hyperbole (iUJLye,

i.

e.

depiction, with colours thickly laid on), without which, in

the eyes of the Semite, poetic diction would be flat

and

'>
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the Spirit of God.

By

this

Spirit the hyperbolic element is changed into the prophetic.

This elevation of the typical into the prophetic
capable of explanation on psychological grounds.

also

is

Since

David has been anointed with the oil of royal consecration,
and at same time with the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the
kingship of promise, he regards himself also as the messiali
of God, towards whom the promises point; and by virtue
of this view of himself, in the light of the highest calling in
connection with the redemptive history, the historical real-

own experiences becomes idealised to him, and
thereby both what he experiences and what he hopes for
acquire a depth and height of background which stretchei
out into the history of the final and true Christ of God.
We do not by this maintain any overflowing of his own
ity of his

consciousness to that of the future Christ, an opinion which
has been shewn by Hengstenberg, Tholuck and Kurtz to be
psychologically impossible.

ing

upon himself

But what we say

as the Christ of God,

the light of the historical fulfilment,

himself in Jesus Christ.

He

is,

that look-

— express
— he looks upon
to

it

in

does not distinguish himself

from the Future One, but in himself he sees the Future
One, whose image does not free itself from him till afterwards, and whose history will coincide with all that is
excessive in his own utterances.
For as God the Father
moulds the history of Jesus Christ in accordance with His
own counsel, so His Spirit moulds even the utterances of
David concerning himself the type of the Future One, with
a view to that history. Through this Spirit, who is the
Spirit of God and of the future Christ at the same time,
David's typical history, as he describes it in the Psalms and
more especially in this Psalm, acquires that ideal depth of
tone, brilliancy, and power, by virtue of which it (the history) reaches far beyond its typical facts, penetrates to its
very root in the divine counsels, and grows to be the word
of prophecy: so that, to a certain extent, it may rightly be
said that Christ here speaks through David, insofar as the
Spirit of Christ speaks through him, and makes the typical
suffering of His ancestor the

of His

own

medium

future sufferings.

for the representation

Without recognising

this

20*
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incontestable relation of the matter Ps.xxii. cannot ae under-

stand nor can

The

we

fully enter into its sentiments.

inscription runs: To the precentor, upon (after) the

hind of the morning's damn, a Psalm of David. Luther, with
reference to the fact that Jesus was taken in the night and

brought before the Sanhedrim, renders
is

it

'of the hind, that

early chased,* for
Patris Sapientia, Veritas divina,

Deus homo captus
This interpretation

ment of the unep

ttjs

is

hord matutind.

est

certainly a well-devised improve-

ivnkifyemi

T7jc ea>6iVTJ«

of the LXX. (Vulg.

upon a confounding
pro
and
is thus explained by Theoof n^N with nfytt (ver. 20),
too
J)
aomjpoc j)|icuv eitwpaveta. Even
doret: cmiXi)tj<ic ie»6ivi]
the Midrash recalls Cant. ii. 8, and the Targum the lamb
of the morning sacrifice, which was offered as soon as the
watchman on the pinnacle of the Temple cried: Wp"Q jro
(the first rays of the morning burst forth). -irjIByn r6;*? is
susceptione matutina), which is based

in fact, according to traditional definition, the early light

preceding the

dawn

of the morning, whose first rays are

likened to the horns of a hind.* But natural as

it

may

be to

assign to the inscription a symbolical meaning in the case
it certainly forms no exception to the techmeaning, in connection with the music, of the other
inscriptions.
And Melissus (1572) has explained it correctly "concerning the melody of a common song, whose
commencement was Ajileth Hashdhar, that is, The hind of
the morning's dawn." And it may be that the choice of the
melody bearing this name was designed to have reference
to the glory which bursts forth in the night of affliction.

of this Psalm,
nical

According to the course of the thoughts the Psalm falls
into three divisions, vers. 2
12, 13
22, 23
32, which are

—

—

—

* There is a determination of the time to this effect, which is
found both in the Jerusalem and in the Babylonian Talmud "from the
hind of the morning's dawn till the east is lighted up." In Jer. Berachoth,

ad

init, it is explained:

mhyb prUDl NWHDD

ppbo,

NlinJl 'Jip
"like

Tnn fED

two horns of

"\VWT\

lb*

light, rising from

the east and filling the world with light."
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of symmetrical compass, consisting of 21, 24, and 21 lines.
Whether the poet has laid out a more complete atrophic

arrangement within these three groups or not, must remain
undecided. But the seven long closing lines are detached
from the third group and stand to the column of the whole,
in the relation of its base.

Vers. 2

—

3.

In the

first division, vers.

2

—

12, the dis-

consolate cry of anguish, beginning here in ver. 2 with the

lamentation over prolonged desertion by God, struggles
through to an incipient, trustfully inclined prayer. The
question beginning with np ? (instead of TVsb before the
guttural, and perhaps to make the exclamation more piercing, vid. on vi. 5, x. 1) is not an expression of impatience
1

*

and despair, but of alienation and yearning. The sufferer
feels himself rejected of God; the feeling of divine wrath
has completely enshrouded him; and still he knows himself to be joined to God in fear and love ; his present condition belies the real nature of his relationship to God; and

him to the plaintive
up from the lowest depths: Why
hast Thou forsaken me? But in spite of this feeling of desertion by God, the bond of love is not torn asunder; the
sufferer calls God i^K (my God), and urged on by the longing desire that God again would grant him to feel this love,
he calls Him, ^k ^>n. That complaining question: why
hast Thou forsaken me ? is not without example even elsewhere in the Psalms, lxxxviii. 15, cf. Isa. xlix. 14. The
forsakenness of the Crucified One, however, is unique ; and
may not be judged by the standard of David or of any other
sufferers who thus complain when passing through trial.
it is

just this contradiction that urges

question, which comes

That which is common to all is here, as there, this, viz.
that behind the wrath that is felt, is hidden the love of God,
which faith holds fast; and that he who thus complains
even on account of it, is, considered in itself, not a subject
of wrath, because in the midst of the feeling of wrath he
keeps up his communion with God. The Crucified One is
to His latest breath the Holy One of God; and the reconciliation for which He now offers himself is God's own eternal purpose of mercy, which is now being realised in the
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But inasmuch as He places himself under
judgment of God with the sin of His people and of the
whole human race, He cannot be spared from experiencing
God's wrath against sinful humanity as though He were
fulness of times.

the

And out of the infinite depth of this experience of wrath, which in His case rests on no mere appearancc, but the sternest reality*, comes the cry of His comhimself guilty.

plaint which penetrates the wrath and reaches to God's love,
r Xl

tjXi

(

XajiA oa|3ax6avt,

which the evangelists, omitting the

additional itp6o^e« pot** of the

LXX., render: 6e£

pou,6ei poo,

He

does not say ^FCtJJ, but 'inputs',
fva Tt
Targum
the
word
for the former. He says it in
which is
in
not
order
that
all may understand it,
Aramaic,
for
such a consideration was far from His mind at such a time,
(ie e-pcatiXiites.

—

— but because the Aramaic was His mother tongue,

for the
His desertion by God, as ver. 2b says, consists in God's help and His
cry for help being far asunder. rUNtt', prop, of the roar of
the lion (Aq. PpuxTjjiet), is the loud cry extorted by the
greatest agony, xxxviii. 9; in this instance, however, as

same reason that He called God M2K

<~£n shews,
aloft to

God

it is

in prayer.

not an inarticulate cry, but a cry bearing
pirn is not to be taken

the words of prayer,

as an apposition of the subject of 'jrDTJ?: far

(from) the words of

would then also, on
repetition of the

my
its

p, be

from

my

help,

crying (Riehm); for TUNIS' >"C~
part, in connection with the non-

in apposition to YljnB^O.

But

to

not adapted on account of its heterogeneousness;
hence Hitzig seeks to get over the difficulty by the conjecture VWtt'Q ("from my cry, from the words of my groaning").
Nor can it be explained, with Olshausen and Hupfeld, by
adopting Aben-Ezra's interpretation, "My God, my God,
why hast Thou forsaken me, far from my help? are the
This violates the structure of the
words of my crying."
this it is

* Ensebius observes on ver. 2 of this Psalm, Stxatoouvrjt b-ndpja*
Krtfh r v ^HEtlpav dpap-rtav dv£Xa|3e xal e&Xoftas &v itlXafo; rfjv titixeiiiivqv T)|itv iiiia.ro xatdpav, and: ftp &piop^vr,v t)(jlTv itai8e(av OirijXflev
ixav, naiSefa yap t{pT)vr,t thjicuv in' aitiv, ^ tprjalv 6 irpoyijTTjS.
** Vid. Jerome's Ep. ad Pammachium de oplimo genere interpretandi,
where he cries oat to his critics, sticklers for tradition, Reddant ratioitem, cur septuaginta trantlatoret interposuerunt "retpice in me"l
'

'l
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rhythm, and the custom of the language, and gives
flat and unlyrical commencement.
Thus,
therefore, pirn in the primary form, as in cxix. 155, according to Ges. § 146, 4, will be the predicate to
and
placed before it: far from my salvation, t. e. far from my
being rescued, are the words of my cry; there is a great
gulf between the two, inasmuch as God does not answer
him though he cries unceasingly. In ver. 3 the reverential
verse, the
to the

Psalm a

nm

name of God

>rfr$ takes the place of >b&

expresses His might;

it is

the

name

that

likewise vocative and accordingly

marked with Rebia magnum.

It is not

an accusative of the

object after xviii. 4 (Hitzig), in which case the construction

would be continued with fl}jP

whom

t(b\

.

That

it is,

however,

God

implied both by the direct address vhvt t
and by ruyn nS, since he from whom one expects an answer is most manifestly the person addressed. His uninterrupted crying remains unanswered, and unappeased. The

to

he calls

is

ih 7)vp"yUb\ is parallel to ruyn *6l, and therefore does
not mean: without allowing me any repose (Jer. xiv. 17,
Lam. iii. 49), but: without any rest being granted to me,
without my complaint being appeased or stilled. From the
sixth to the ninth hour the earth was shrouded in darkness.
About the ninth hour Jesus cried, after a long and more
silent struggle, r,Xi, r,Xi.
The ivspotjoav ywvq (jleyqiXtq, Mat.
layupa of Hebr. v. 7, which
also
the
xpao-p)
xxvii. 46, and
does not refer exclusively to the scene in Gethsemane, calls
to mind the TUNIS' of ver. 2b. When His passion reached
its climax, days and nights of the like wrestling had preceded it, and what then becomes audible was only an outburst of the second David's conflict of prayer, which grows
hotter as it draws near to the final issue.
Vers. 4
6. The sufferer reminds Jahve of the contradiction between the long season of helplessness and His
readiness to help so frequently and so promptly attested.
nnxi opens an adverbial clause of the counterargument:
although Thou art . . Jahve is tfllp, absolutely pure, lit.

clause

t

—

.

separated (root np, Jj>, to cut, part, just as tahura, the
synonym of kadusa, is the intransitive of tahara «= ab'ada, to

remove to a distance, and 13 pure, clean, radically distinct
from pu-rus, goes back to *na to sever), viz. from that
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worldly and common, in one word: holy. Jahve
and has shewn Himself such as the ni^nn of Israel
solemnly affirm, npon which or among which He sits

which
is

is

holy,

enthroned. ni^DD are the songs of praise offered to God
on account of His attributes and deeds, which are worthy
of praise (these are even called n^DD in lxxviii. 4, Exod.
XT. 11, Isa.

lxiii. 7),

and

in fact presented in His sanctuary

The combination

(Isa. lxiv. 10).

rflfrrin 3Bfi>

(with the accu-

and tarrying) is like acT
Dr3~)3, xcix. 1, lxxx. 2. The songs of praise, which resounded
in Israel as the memorials of His deeds of deliverance, are
like the wings of the cherubim, upon which His presence
hovered in Israel. In vers. 5, 6, the praying one brings to
remembrance this graciously glorious self-attestation of God,
who as the Holy One always, from the earliest times,
acknowledged those who fear Him in opposition to their
In
persecutors and justified their confidence in Himself.
ver. 5 trust and rescue are put in the connection of cause
and effect; in ver. 6 in reciprocal relation. zhB and B^O
are only distinguished by the harder and softer sibilants,
cf. xvii. 13 with cxvi. 4. It need not seem strange that such
thoughts were at work in the soul of the Crucified One,
since His divine-human consciousness was, on its human
side, thoroughly Israelitish; and the God of Israel is also
the God of salvation; redemption is that which He himself
sative of the verbs of dwelling

determined, why, then, should

Redeemer?
Vers. 7

—

9.

The

He not

speedily deliver the

sufferer complains of the greatness of

his reproach, in order to

move Jahve, who

is

Himself

in-

volved therein, to send him speedy succour.
Notwithstanding his cry for help, he is in the deepest affliction

without rescue. Every word of ver. 7 is echoed in the second
part of the Book of Isaiah. There, as here, Israel is called

a worm,

ch. xli. 14; there all these traits of suffering are

found in the picture of the Servant of God, ch. xlix. 7, liii.
3, cf. 1. 6, and especially Hi. 14 "so marred was His appearance, that He no longer looked like a man." nj£in is more
particularly the kermes, or cochineal (vermiculus, whence
color vermiculi, vermeil, vermiglio); but the point of comparison in the present instance

is

not the blood-red appear-
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ance, but the suffering so utterly defenceless and even

ignominious. Djj
well renders the

is

gen. subj., like

2Eoo6eva>p.a

v|j,

Isa. xlix. 7.

Jerome

LXX. by

abjectio

Xaou of the

(Tortullian: nullificamen) plebis, not populi.

odv

(i£,

by which the LXX. translates

Luke, ch.

zziii. 35, cf. xvi. 14, in

'b

The
wyb\

Ue|M>xTijpi»
is

used by

the history of the Passion;

and prediction so exactly coincide, that no more
adequate expressions can be found in writing the gospel
history than those presented by prophecy. In DBt^a TEfiH,
what appears in other instances as the object of the action
(to open the mouth wide, diducere labia), is regarded as the
means of its execution; so that the verbal notion being
rendered complete has its object in itself: to make an opening with the mouth, cf. PIB3 "1JJQ, Job xvi. 10, ^ipa iro lxviii.
34; Ges. § 138, 1, rem. 3. The shaking of the head is, as in
cix. 25, cf. xliv. 15, lxiv. 9, a gesture of surprise and astonishment at something unexpected and strange, not a
itpoove6eiv approving the injury of another, although jro, "Rj,
too, veu-», nu-t-o, nic-to, neigen, nicken, all form one family of
roots.
In ver. 9 the words of the mockers follow without
Tbt6. hi is not the 3 preet. (LXX., cf. Mat. xxvii. 43) like
11N, &&; it is not only in Piel (Jer. xi. 20, xx. 12, where
VY^a
^Pb\i, Ew. § 121, a) that it is transitive, but even in
Kal\ nor is it inf. absol. in the sense of the imperative (Hitz.,
Bottch.), although this infinitive form is found, but always
fulfilment

—

only as an

inf.

Mens. (Numb,

xxiii. 25,

Ruth

ii.

16, cf. Isa.

xxiv. 19); but, in accordance with the parallels xxxvii. 5
(where it is written bvi), Prov. xvi. 3, cf. Ps. lv. 23, 1 Pet.

thy doing and thy suffering to
The mockers call out this
to
the
sufferer,
say of him with malithe
rest
they
hi
and
cious looks askance. >3 in the mouth of the foes is not con-

v. 7, it is imperat.: roll, viz.

Jahve,

i. e.

commit

firmatory as in

it

to

xviii. 20,

Him.

but a conditional liv (in case,

provided that).
Vers. 10
12. The sufferer pleads that God should
respond to his trust in Him, on the ground that this trust
is made an object of mockery.
With >3 he establishes the
reality of the loving relationship in which he stands to God,

—

The intermediate thought, which is
not expressed, "and so it really is", is confirmed; and thus
at which his foes mock.
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12.

The verb
comes to have an affirmative signification.
both intransitive: to break forth (from
the womb), Job xxxviii. 8, and transitive: to push for-

•O

TjM (nu) signifies

ward

(cf. *ya»0,

more

especially, the fruit of the

womb, Mic.

It might be taken here in the first signification:
breaking forth, equivalent to "the cause of my breaking
forth" (Hengstenberg, Baur, and others); but there is no
need for this metonymy. >nj is either part, equivalent to
VA , my pusher forth, t. e. he who causes me to break forth,
since nu in a causative signification cannot be supor,

iv. 10.

my

—

ported, and participles like DD stamping and tslb veiling
(Ges. § 72, rem. 1) are nowhere found with a suffix,
participle of a verb DP13, to draw forth (Hitz.), which per-

—

haps only takes the place, per metaplasmum, of the Pil.
XTii with the uneuphonic TiniD (Ewald S. 859, Addenda).
Ps. bcxi. has nU (ver. 6) instead of TU, just as it has '111330
(ver. 5) instead of 'rPtDSD. The Hiph. rTt22ri does not merely
mean to make secure (Hupf.), but to cause to trust. According to biblical conception, there is even in the new-born
child, yea in the child yet unborn and only living in the
womb, a glimmering consciousness springing up out of the
remotest depths of unconsciousness (Psychol. S. 215; transl,
Therefore, when the praying one says, that from
the womb he has been cast* upon Jahve, i. e. directed to

p. 254).

go to Him, and to

Him

(lv. 23, cf. lxxi. 6),

that from the

alone, with all his wants

womb onwards

and

care

Jahve was

more in it than the purely objective
up into such a relationship to God.
Twice he mentions his mother. Throughout the Old Testament there is never any mention made of a human father,

his

God, there

idea,

is

also

that he grew

or begetter, to the Messiah, but always only of His mother,
who bare Him. And the words of the praying one
here also imply that the beginning of his life, as regards its
outward circumstances, was amidst poverty, which like-

or her

* The Iloph. has o, not

perhaps in a more neuter sense, more
19 with xxxii.
(cf. Eiek. xxxii.
32), rather than a purely passive. Such is apparently the feeling of
the language, vid. B. Megilla 13a (and also the explanation in Tostfoth).
u,

closely approximating to the reflexive
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wise accords with the picture of Christ as drawn "both in
the Old and New Testaments. On the ground of his fellowship with God, which extends so far back, goes forth the
cry for help (ver. 12), which has been faintly heard through
all the preceding verses, but now only comes to direct utter-

ance for the first time. The two >3 are alike. That the
necessity is near at hand, i. e. urgent, refers back antithetically to the prayer, that God would not remain afar off; no
one doth, nor can help except He alone. Here the first
section closes.

—

14. Looking back upon his relationship to
which
has existed from the earliest times, the sufferer
God,
has become somewhat more calm, and is ready, in vers.
13
22, to describe his outward and inner life, and thus to
unburden his heart. Here he calls his enemies D'"]B, bullocks, and in fact jt^ i"V2{< (cf. 1. 13 with Deut. xxxii. 14),
strong ones of Bashan, the land rich in luxuriant oak forests
buthene, which in the Beduin dialect
and fat pastures (]Cd
means rich, stoneless meadow-land, vid. Job S. 509 f.; tr.
ii. pp. 399 sq.) north of Jabbok extending as far as to the
borders of Hermon, the land of Og and afterwards of Manasseh (Num. xxx. 1). They are so called on account of
their robustness and vigour, which, being acquired and
used in opposition to God is brutish rather than human (cf.
Amos iv. 1). Figures like these drawn from the animal
world and applied in an ethical sense are explained by the
fact, that the ancients measured the instincts of animals
according to the moral rules of human nature; but more

Vers. 13

—

=

deeply by the fact, that according to the indisputable conception of Scripture, since man was made to fall by Satan
through the agency of an animal, the animal and Satan are
the two dominant powers in

climacticsynonym of D2D.
in Jeremiah, Lam. ii. 16,

Adamic humanity.

On
iii.

ver. 14a

46.

1FI3 is a

compare the echoes

Finally, the foes are

comprehended under the figure of a lion, which, as
soon as he sights his prey, begins to roar, Amos iii. 4. The
all

Hebrew

f)-VS,

rpn, carpere.
Vers. 15

discerpere, according to its root, belongs to

—

ed round, he

They are
16.

instar leonis dilaniaturi et rugientis.

Now

is still

he describes, how, thus encompassjust living, but already as it were dead.
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The being poured out like water reminds us of the ignominious abandonment of the Crucified One to a condition of
weakness, in which His life, deprived of its natural support,
in the act of dissolution, and its powers dried up (2 Sam.
xiv. 14); the bones being stretched out, of the forcible
is

stretching out of His body (TTSriri, from
cf.

4>«j

according to

its

"H© to separate,
which has

radical signification,

been preserved in the common Arabic dialect: so to spread
out or apart that the thing has no bends or folds,* Greek
IfcxitXoov); the heart being melted, recalls His burning anguish, the inflammation of the wounds, and the pressure of
blood on the head and heart, the characteristic cause of
death by crucifixion. DC3, in pause DD3, is 3 preet.; wax,
SJIT, receives its name from its melting (3D, root n, tijx).
In ver. 16 the comparison tsnro has reference to the issue or
result (vid. xviii. 43):

my

become
a potsherd.
mends itself, unless, lis
like

strength

dried up, so that

is

it is

>3n (Saadia) instead of iT}3 comperhaps, like the Talmudic ITS,

a more dignified word
for ph). ]1b6, with the exception perhaps of Prov. xxvi.
28, is uniformly feminine; here the predicate has the masThe
culine ground-form without respect to the subject.
part. pass, has a tendency generally to be used without
reference to gender, under the influence of the construction
laid down in Ges. § 143, 1, b, according to which *ob6 may be
treated as an accusative of the object; 'Hlp^D, however, is
ace. loci (cf. b exxxvii. 6, Job xxix. 10; bit Lam. iv. 4, Ezek.
iii. 26) : my tongue is made to cleave to my jaws, fauces meas.
Such is his state in consequence of outward distresses. His
enemies, however, would not have power to do all this, if
God had not given it to them. Thus it is, so to speak, God
Himself who lays him low in death. riBB' to put anywhere,
to lay, with the accompanying idea of firmness and duration,
yyUi", Isa. xxvi. 12; the future is used of that which is just
taking place. Just in like manner, in Isa. liii., the death of
the Servant of God is spoken of not merely as happening
thus, but as decreed; and not merely as permitted by God,
but as being in accordance with the divine will. David is peralso

•

had the

vid.

signification "spittle" (as

Bocthor, Diet, frang.-arabe,

s.

v.

Etendre and Deployer.
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secuted by Saul, the king of His people, almost to the
death; Jesus, however, is delivered over by the Sanhedrim,
the authority of His people, to the heathen, under whose

hands

He

actually dies the death of the cross: it is

murder put

cial

a judi-

into execution according to the conditions

and circumstances of the age; viewed, however, as to

its

a gracious dispensation of the holy God,
in whose hands all the paths of the world's history run
parallel, and who in this instance makes sin subservient to
final cause, it is

its

own

expiation.
19.
Vers. 17

—

A

continuation, referring back to ver.

the complaint of him who is dying and is already as
In the animal name 0^3, figuratively
it were dead.
descriptive of character, beside shamelessness and meanness,
12, of

prominence is given to the propensity for biting
and worrying, t. e. for persecuting; hence Symmachus and
special

Theodotion render it 6i)p£xat, xortfl&xai.
In ver. 17ft rr<H
Cjrio takes the place of D^3; and this again is followed
by P)'j?n in the plur. (to do anything in a circle, to surround
by forming a circle round, a climactic synonym, like ")P)3
to 22D) either per attractionem (cf. cxl. 10, 1 Sam. ii. 4), or
on account of the collective my.. Tertullian renders it
synagoga maleficorum, Jerome concilium pessimorum. But a
faction gathered together for some evil purpose is also
called rng, e. g. TTp rnjJ.
In ver. 17c the meaning of
either
that,
selecting a point of attack,
ntO, instar leonis, is
they make the rounds of his hands and feet, just as a lion
does its prey upon which it springs as soon as its prey stirs;
or, that, standing round about him like lions, they make
all defence impossible to his hands, and all escape impossible to his feet.
But whether we take this V?m
*T as
T
-I
I

accusative of the

-T

members beside the accusative of the

person (vid. xvii. 11), or as the object of the iB'pn to be
supplied from ver. 17 b, it still remains harsh and drawling so far as the language is concerned.
Perceiving
this,

the Masora on Isa. xxxviii. 13 observes, that vins, in
it occurs (Ps. xxii. 17, Isa.

the two passages in which

two different meanings (ixttb '"llTO);
Midrash then also understands nto in the Psalm
as a verb used of marking with conjuring, magic cha-

xxxviii. 13), occurs in

just as the
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17—19.

Is the meaning of the Masora that '"INS, in the
passage before ns, is equivalent to CltO? If so the form
'would be doubly Aramaic: both the participial form itO
(which only occurs in Hebrew in verbs med. E) and the
apocopated plural, the occurrence of which in Hebrew is
certainly, with Gesenius and Ewald, to be acknowledged in
rare instances (vid. xlv. 9, and compare on the other hand
2 Sam. xxii. 44), but which would here be a capricious
form of expression most liable to be misapprehended. If
'ItO is to be understood as a verb, then it ought to be

racters.*

Tradition is here manifestly unreliable. Even
read t^jb.
in MSS. the readings n*0 and nto are found. The former is
attested both by the Masora on Num. xxiv. 9 and by Jacob
ben Chajim in the Masora finalis as a MS. Chethib.** Even
the Targum, which renders mordent sicut leo manus et pedes
meos, bears witness to the

ancient hesitancy between the

substantival and verbal rendering of the ntO. The other
ancient versions have, without any doubt, read TWO. Aquila
in the 1st edition

of his translation rendered

=

it

{<>x uav

(from the Aramaic and Talmudic "ins
ijd to soil, part.
is not applicable to hands and
feet, and therefore has nothing to stand upon.
In the 2nd
edition of his translation the same Aquila had instead of

"TOO, dirty, nasty); but this

* Hupfeld suspects this Masoretic remark (IDS pSDp '3 ntd
a Christian interpolation, bat it occurs in the alphabetical
Maaoretb register ''Xhb '"Via prmni '3 '3. Even Elias Levita speaks
of it with astonishment (in his mDDfl
[ed. Ginsburg, p. 253])
without donbting its genuineness, which must therefore have been confirmed, to his mind, by MS. authority. Heidenheim also cites it in hit

MUft>) as

mDD

BO'V "i)ND, on Num. xxiv. 9; and down to
the present time no suspicion has been expressed on the part of Jewish
critics, although all kinds of unsatisfactory attempts have been made

edition of the Pentateuch,

to

explain this Masoretic remark

(e. g.

in the periodical Biccure ha-

'Ittim).

**

nM

this statement of the Masora y bxv 'T
be disputed, especially since Jacob ben Cbajira became a convert to Christianity, and other Masoretic testimonies do not

The authenticity of

3TC T\tO may

mention a 3YD1 Hp to TOO; nevertheless, in this instance, it would
be premature to say that this statement is interpolated. Ant. Hulsios
in his edition of the Psalter (1650) has written TOO in the margin
accoriing to the text of the Complutensis.
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Symmachus, "they have hound",*

after *D, jfj to

; hut this rendering is improbable since the Hebrew has other words for "to bind", constringere. On the
other hand nothing of any weight can be urged against the

twist, lace

rendering of the

LXX.

wpogetv (Peshito ipD,

Jer. fixerunt); for (1) even if

Vulg. foderunt,

we do not suppose any

special

=

can be expanded from n| (113)
rj| (~")3)
just in the same manner as DDJO, Zech. xiv. 10 from DQ1,
And' (2) that -)13 and J"n3 can
cf. W»£j3 Dan. vii. 16.
signify not merely to dig out and dig into, engrave, but
also to dig through, pierce, is shewn,
apart from the
derivative TTOO (the similarity of the sound of which to
pa^cupa from the root pax, maksh, mraksh, is only accidental),
by the double meaning of the verbs *lpj,
Jpoooeiv («. g. dpoooeiv tiv io8p.6v Herod, i. 174), fodere
(hastd) ; the LXX. version of Ps. xl. 7 would also support
this meaning, if xaxstp^oco (from xaxatitpav) in that passage
had been the original reading instead of xatijptioa). If
T1N3 be read, then ver. 17c, applied to David, perhaps
under the influence of the figure of the attacking dogs
(Bohl), says that the wicked bored into his hands and feet,
and thus have made him fast, so that he is inevitably
verb

ntO

"1N2,

—

—

abandoned

to their

inhuman

desires.

The

fulfilment in

the nailing of the hands and (at least, the binding fast) of
the feet of the Crucified One to the cross is clear. This is

not the only passage in which it is predicted that the future
Christ shall be murderously pierced; but it is the same in
Isa.

liii.

5

where He

is

said to be pierced (bhhd) on account

of our sins, and in Zech.

xii. 10, where Jahve describes
Himself as exxevtT|6ei« in Him.
Thus, therefore, the reading nK3 might at least have an
equal right to be recognised with the present recepta, for which
Hupfeld and Hitzig demand exclusive recognition; while

Bottcher,

—

who

reads '"Wb, and gives this the meaning

* Also in Jerome's independent translation the reading vinxerunt is
found by the side of fixerunt, just as Abraham of Xante paraphrases
it in his paraphrase of the Psalter in rhyme nop *bs"\\ *i \ '"INS D£.
The want of a verb is too perceptible. Saadia supplies it in a different

way "they compass me as a

lion, to

crush

my

hands and

feet."
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—

"springing round about (after the manner of dogs)",
regards the sicut leo as "a production of meagre Jewish
wit"; and also Thenius after taking all possible pains to
clear it up gives it up as hopeless, and with Meier, adopt-

ing a different division of the verse, renders it : "a mob of
the wicked has encompassed me like lions. On my hands
and feet I can count all my bones." But then, how nfcO
comes limping on after the restl And how lamely does
precede ver. 18! How unnaturally does it limit
'nibsy, with which one chiefly associates the thought of the
breast and ribs, to the hands and feet 1DDN is potienUalit.
Above in ver. 15 he has said that his bones are out of joint.
There is no more reason for regarding this "I can count

i^yil ryt

I

&c." as referring to emaciation from grief, than there
for regarding

is

the former as referring to writhing with

agony. He can count them because he is forcibly stretchIn this
ed out, and thereby all his bones stand out.
condition he is a mockery to his foes,
to^sn signifies the
turning of one's gaze to anything, 3 riN"l the fixing of one's
sight upon it with pleasure.
In ver. 19 a new feature is
added to those that extend far beyond David himself: they
part my garments among them ... It does not say they
purpose doing it, they do it merely in their mind, but they
do it in reality. This never happened to David, or at least
not in the literal sense of his words, in which it has happened to Christ. In Him ver. 19a and 196 are literally fulfilled.
The parting of the O^aa by the soldiers dividing
His Ijiaxia among them into four parts; the casting lots upon
the BnaS by their not dividing the xit&v oj^a<po{, but casting
lots for it, John xix. 23 sq. uftb is the garment which is put
on the body that it may not be bare; DHJ3 the clothes,
which one wraps around one's self for a covering; hence
]tf>cb is punningly explained in B. Sabbath lib by TW\2 xb
(with which one has no need to be ashamed of being naked)
in distinction from nwbi, a mantle (that through which one

appears obua, because it conceals the outline of the body).
In Job xxiv. 7, and frequently, Ciab is an undergarment, or
shirt, what in Arabic is called absolutely v_>«jj thob "the
garment", or expressed according to the Roman distinction:
the tunica in distinction from the toga, whose exact desig-
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nation is ^j». With ver. 19 of this Psalm it is exactly as
with Zech. iz. 9, cf. Mat. zzi. 5; in this instance also, the
fulfilment has realised that which, in both phases of the
synonymous expression, is seemingly identical.*
Vers. 20
22. In ver. 19 the description of affliction

—

has reached its climax, for the parting of, and casting lots
for, the garments assumes the certain death of the sufferer
in the mind of the enemies.
In ver. 20, with riFINl the looks
of the sufferer, in the face of his manifold torments, concentrate themselves all at once upon J alive. He calls Him
wfrtt turn, dbstr. from b'K, lxxxviii. 5 : the very essence of
strength, as it were the idea, or the ideal of strength; le'ezrathi has the accent on the penult., as in lxxi. 12 (cf. on
the other hand xxxviii. 23), in order that two tone syllables
may not come together. In ver. 21, 3*10 means the deadly
weapon of the enemy and is used exemplificatively. In the
expression d??) TO, "PD is not merely equivalent to |», but
"P is, according to the sense, equivalent to "paw" (cf. F)3,
Lev. xi. 27), as •>£) is equivalent to jaws; although elsewhere
not only the expression "hand of the lion and of the bear",
1 Sam. xvii. 37, but also "hands of the sword", Ps. lxiii. 11,
and even "hand of the flame", Isa. xlvii. 14 are used, inasmuch as "P is the general designation of that which acts,
seizes, and subjugates, as the instrument of the act.
Just
as in connection with the dog T, and in connection with the
lion >B (cf., however, Dan. vi. 28) is mentioned as its weapon of attack, the horns, not the horn (also not in Deut.
xxxiii. 17), are mentioned in connection with antilopes,
CQi (a shorter form, occurring only in this passage, for
O'CN*], xxix. 6, Isa. xxxiv. 7). Nevertheless, Luther following the LXX. and Vulgate, renders it "rescue me from the
unicorns* (vid. thereon on xxix. 6).
rnTP, as the parallel
member here and in xxxv. 17 shews, is an epithet of B'SJ.
The LXX. in both instances renders it correctly ttjv |tovo-]fsvTJ
|iot>, Yulg. unicam tneam, according to Gen. xxii. 2, Judges
xi. 34, the one soul besides which man has no second, the

On such fulfilments of prophecy,
Saat auf Hoffnung iii., 3, 47—51.
vol. I
*

Bid.

literal

beyond

all expectation,

21
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one

life

besides which

XXII. 23—24.

man

has no second to

lose,

subjectively, that is, soul or life as the dearest

applied

and most

precious thing, cf. Homer's ? tXov xijp. It is also interpreted
according to xxv. 16, lxviii. 7: my solitary one, solitariwn,
the aoul as forsaken by God and man, or at least by man,
and abandoned to its own self (Hupfeld, Kamphausen, and

But the parallel '#&), and the analogy of HttD
stamp it as an universal name for the soul: the
single one, i. e. that which does not exist in duplicate, and
consequently that which cannot be replaced, when lost. The
others).

(—•

ntfEO),

preet. W'JJ?

might be equivalent to

provided

'33g,

it is

a

perf. consec. deprived of its Warn convert, in favour of the

placing of D'0"1 V"pp first for the sake of emphasis; but
considering the turn which the Psalm takes in ver. 23, it

must be regarded as perf. confidential, inasmuch as in the
very midst of his supplication there springs up in the mind
of the suppliant the assurance of being heard and answered.
To answer from the horns of the antilope is equivalent to
hearing and rescuing from them; cf. the equally pregnant
expression 2 ?"DJ? cxviii. 5, perhaps also Hebr. v. 7.*
Vers. 23—24. In the third section, vers. 23
32, the

—

great plaintive prayer closes with thanksgiving and hope.
In certainty of being answered, follows the vow of thanks-

men, who are connected
with him by the ties of nature, but, as what follows, viz.
"ye that fear Jahve" shews, also by the ties of spirit, "brethgiving.

ren",

He

bnfj

calls his fellow-country

(from

^>rij3

=

bp, xaX-s», cal-o, Sanscr.

leal, to

resound) coincides with £xxXi)oia. The sufferer is conscious
of the significance of his lot of suffering in relation to the
working out of the history of redemption. Therefore he
will make that salvation which he has experienced common
property.
The congregation or church shall hear the

In ver. 24 follows the introduction
to this announcement, which is addressed to the whole of
Israel, so far as it fears the God of revelation.
Instead of
evangel of his rescue.

ntJl the text of the Orientals

*

Thrnpp

(wmio),

in his Emendations on the

Sacred Philology, 1860) suggests ViyjJ,

i.

e.

Babylonians,

Psalm* {Journal of Classic and

my

poverty (my poor

soul),

instead of 'ITMy.
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Chethib VTCP with the Xertlfttii the introduction

of the jussive (xxxiii. 8) after the two imperatives would
not he inappropriate, jp Tiil (— *i]p) is a stronger form of
expression for }c n*v , xxxiii. 8.
Ver. 25. This tristich is the evangel
laudis is introduced

by

'3

.

niJJJ

itself.

The materia

(principal form niJjj) bend-

bowing down, affliction, from D$, the proper word to
denote the Passion. For in Isaiah, ch. liii. 4, 7, the Servant of God is also said to be n3j?D and HJjy, and Zechaing,

Him as \jj> and yufc. The
LXX., Vulgate, and Targum erroneously render it "cry".
njJJ does not mean to cry, but to answer, 6[xetj3so0<u; here,
however, as the stem-word of may, it means to be bent.

riah, ch. ix. 9, also introduces

From the y^tf (to regard as an abhorrence), which alternates with DT2, we see that the sufferer felt the wrath of
God, but this has changed into a love that sends help; God
did not long keep His countenance hidden, He hearkened to
him, for his prayer was well-pleasing to Him. yrytf is not
the verbal adjective, but, since we have the definite fact of
the rescue before us, it is a pausal form for yati, as in
xxxiv. 7, 18, Jer. xxxvi. 13.

—

27. The call to thanksgiving is now ended;
Vers. 26
and there follows a grateful upward glance towards the
Author of the salvation; and this grateful upward glance
grows into a prophetic view of the future. This fact, that
the sufferer is able thus to glory and give thanks in the
great congregation (xl. 10), proceeds from Jahve (nNO as in
cxviii. 23, cf. lxxi. 6).
The first half of the verse, according to Baer's correct accentuation, closes with 3T ^nj32.

does not refer to ^Hj?, but, as everywhere else, is
to be referred to Jahve since the address of prayer
passes over into a declarative utterance. It is not neces-

T»N"V

meant

,

sary in this passage to suppose, that in the mind of David
the paying of vows is purely ethical, and not a ritualistic
act.

Being rescued he

TU

will bring the

his duty to offer, the thank-offerings,

God when

in the extremest peril.

with blood

(PlfP*]])

>»*?#, which it is
which he vowed to

When

and the laying of the

the sprinkling
upon the

fat pieces

altar (rntpfCl) were completed, the remaining flesh of the
shelamim was used by the offerer to make a joyous meal;
2l»
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27—28.

and the time allowed for this feasting was the day of offering and on into the night in connection with the toda-shelamim offering, and in connection with the shelamim of
vows even the following day also (Lev. vii. 15 sq.). The
invitation of the poor to share in it, which the law does not
command, is rendered probable by these appointments of
the law, and expressly commended by other and analogous
appointments concerning the second and third tithes.
Ver. 27 refers to this: he will invite the 0>1JJ>, those who
are outwardly and spiritually poor, to this "eating before
Jahve"; it is to be a meal for which they thank God, who

upon them through him whom He has thus
is as it were the. host's blessing upon his
guests, or rather Jahve's guests through him "your heart live
for ever", i. e. may this meal impart to you ever enduring

has bestowed
rescued.

it

Yer. 27c

:

refreshment.

i|T

optative of rvn, here used of the reviving
is as it were dead (1 Sam. xxv. 37), to

of the heart, which

The referrence

of the peace
not less obvious, that
the blessing, which, for all who can be saved, springs from
the salvation that has fallen to the lot of the sufferer, is
here set forth. But it is just as clear, that this blessing
consists in something much higher than the material advan-

spiritual joy.

offerings is very obvious.

to the ritual

And

it is

which the share in the enjoyment of the animal sacrithe sacrifice has its spiritual meaning, so that
its outward forms are lowered as it were to a mere figure of
its true nature; it relates to a spiritual enjoyment of spiritual
and lasting results. How natural, then, is the thought of
the sacramental eucharist, in which the second David, like
to the first, having attained to the throne through the
tage,
fice

imparts

;

of death, makes us partakers of the fruits of
His suffering
Vers. 28
32.
The long line closing strophe, which
forms as it were the pedestal to the whole, shews how far
not only the description of the affliction of him who is speaking here, but also the description of the results of his rescue, transcend the historical reality of David's experience.
The sufferer expects, as the fruit of the proclamation of
that which Jahve has done for him, the conversion of all
peoples. The heathen have become forgetful and will again
suffering

I

—
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the object, in itself clear enough in

becomes clear from what follows: there

too 6eou (Psychol S. 346

pp. 407 sqq.)

is

a

ifvtoot?

among

the
heathen, which the announcement of the rescue of this
afflicted one will bring back to their consciousness.*
This
prospect (Jer. xvi. 19 sqq.) is, in ver. 29 (cf. Jer. x. 7),
ff.;

tr.

based upon Jahve's right of kingship oyer all peoples.
A ruler is called
as being exalted above others by virtue of his office (^O according to its primary meaning
Jk&o, erectum stare, synonymous with |rp, vid. on ex. 4, cf.
In btthyi we have the part, used like the 3
"icy Mic. v. 3).
prat., without any mark of the person (cf. vii. 10, lv. 20), to
express the pure prees., and, so to speak, as tempus durans:

^o

He

rules

among

the nations

heathen by that sermon
of the kingdom of God.

(S6vr)).

The conversion of the

will, therefore,

be the realisation

Ver. 30. The eating

is here again brought to mind. The
and the future of sequence, IFIFU^.1, stand to
one another in the relation of cause and effect! It is, as
is clear from ver. 27, an eating that satisfies
the soul, a
spiritual meal, that is intended, and in fact, one that is
brought about by the mighty act of rescue God has wrought.
At the close of Ps. lxix, where the form of the ritual thank-

perfect, i^jdn,

offering is straightway ignored,
(ver. 33) takes the place
of the i?3N. There it is the view of one who is rescued and

«n

who thankfully glorifies God, which leads to others sharing
with him in the enjoyment of the salvation he has experienced; here it is an actual enjoyment of it, the joy, springing from thankfulness, manifesting itself not merely in words
but in a thank-offering feast, at which, in Israel, those who
long for salvation are the invited quests, for with them it is

an acknowledgment of the mighty act of a God whom they
already know; but among the heathen, men of the most
diversified conditions,

the richest and the poorest, for to
a favour unexpectedly brought to them, and which
is all the more gratefully embraced by them on
that account.
So magnificent shall be the feast, that all pNHjBfcj,
e.

them

it is

i".

* Augustin I>e irinitaie xiv. 13, Son igilur sic erant
Dcum, ut cju* nee commemorate recordarentur.

oblita ista gentet
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who stand out prominently before the world and
own countrymen by reason of the abundance

those

before their

of their temporal possessions (compare on the ascensive use
of yix, lxxv. 9, lxxvi. 10, Isa. xxiii. 9), choose it before this
abundance, in which they might revel, and, on account of
the grace and glory which the celebration includes within
itself,

they

bow down and

worship. In antithesis to the "fat

who go down to the dust
always used in this formula of the dust of the grave,
In
like the Arabic turab) by reason of poverty and care.
the place of the participle nnV we now have with 1#BJI (—
WBJ IBW) a clause with n?i , which has the value [of a
relative clause (as in xlix. 21, lxxviii. 39, Prov. iz. 13, and
frequently) and they who have not heretofore prolonged and
could not prolong their life (Ges. § 123, 3, c). By comparing Phil. ii. 10 Hupfeld understands it to be those who are
actually dead ; so that it would mean, His kingdom extends
to the living and the dead, to this world and the nether
world. But any idea of a thankful adoration of God on the
part of the dwellers in Hades is alien to the Old Testament
and there is nothing to force us to it here, since isj; *T|V
can just as well mean descensuri as qui descenderunl , and
WB3 Djn (also in Ezek. xviii. 27) means to preserve his own
life,
a phrase which can be used in the sense of vitam
sustentare and of conservare with equal propriety.
It is,
therefore, those who are almost dead already with care and
want, these also (and how thankfully do these very ones)
go down upon their knees, because they are accounted
worthy to be guests at this table. It is the same great feast,
of which Isaiah, ch. xxv. 6, prophesies, and which he there
accompanies with the music of his words. And the result
of this evangel of the mighty act of rescue is not only of
boundless universality, but also of unlimited duration: it
propagates itself from one generation to another.
Formerly we interpreted ver. 31 "a seed, which shall
serve Him, shall be reckoned to the Lord for a generation;"
taking 1BD 1 as a metaphor applying to the census, 2 Chron.
ii. 16, cf. Ps. lxxxvii. 6, and ~\Vb, according to xxiv. 6 and
other passages, as used of a totality of one kind, as y-jl of
the whole body of those of the same race. But the connecones of the earth" stand those
(*1B^,

t

:

—
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to take "in in a genealogical

sense; and, moreover, with the former interpretation

it

ought to have heen "yph instead of TH^. We must therefore retain the customary interpretation: "a seed (posterity)
shall serve Him, it shall be told concerning the Lord to
the generation (to come)*. Decisive in favour of this interpretation is Hlb with the following itfaj, by which "in
acquires the meaning of the future generation, exactly as
inasmuch as it at once becomes clear, that three

in lxxi. 18,

generations are distinctly mentioned, viz. that of the fathers

who turn unto Jahve,
and

ver. 30, that of the

whom

coming

"in, ver.

the news of the salvation

is propagated by this "in, ver. 32: "They shall come («13 as in
lxxi. 18: to come into being), and shall declare His righteousness to the people that shall be born, that He hath
finished."
Accordingly jru is the principal notion, which
divides itself into (W3*) in and "6lJ Oj>; from which it is
at once clear, why the expression could be thus general, "a

31,

"6l3 OJ/, to

posterity",
"6l J is

inasmuch as

defined by what follows.

it is

Dp

the people which shall be born, or whose birth is

near at hand

(lxxviii. 6)

texfo)oo|*lv<p (cf. cii.

;

the

LXX.

well renders

it: Xawji

19 X~D\ OJJ populus creandus).

?$

1DJ3TS is

which has become manifest in the
rescue of the great sufferer.
That He did not suffer him
to come down to the very border of death without snatching him out of the way of his murderous foes and raising
him to a still greater glory, this was divine nj3"12t. That He
did not snatch him out of the way of his murderous foes
without suffering him to be on the point of death
even
this wrathful phase of the divine rifVTS, is indicated in ver.
16c , but then only very remotely. For the fact, that the
Servant of God, before spreading the feast accompanying
the shelamim (thank-offering) in which He makes the whole
world participants in the fruit of His suffering, offered Himself as an asham (sin-offering), does not become a subject of
prophetic revelation until later on, and then under other
typical relationships. The nature of the nfc'jj, which is in
accordance with the determinate counsel of God, is only
gradually disclosed in the Old Testament. This one word,
the StxatoouvT) of God,

—

so full of

meaning

(as in

lii.

11, xxxvii. 5, Isa. xliv. 23),
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implying the carrying through of the work of redemption,
is prefigured in David, comprehends everything with-

which

in itself.

may be compared

It

to the nWtr^b, Gen.

the close of the history of the creation.

of the Psalm, just as ts-ciXeorai is the last
cified

The substance of the gospel

One.

ii.

It is the last

3, at

word

word of the Cru-

in its preparatory

history and its fulfilment, of the declaration concerning God
which passes from generation to generation, is this, that God
has accomplished what He planned when He anointed the
son of Jesse and the Son of David as mediator in His work
of redemption; that He accomplished it by leading the former through affliction to the throne, and making the cross

to the latter a ladder leading

up

PSALM

to heaven.

XXIII.

PBAISE OP THE GOOD SHEPHERD.
1

JAHVE

is

my

Shepherd, I shall not want.

2 In green pastures

Beside
3

still

My

soul

He

leadeth

He

waters

He maketh me to
He leadeth me.

restoreth,

me

in right paths

lie

down,

—

For His Name's sake.
4 Yea, though I walk in the valley of the shadow of
death:
I will fear

no

evil,

for

Thy rod and Thy staff
5 Thou preparest me a

Thou

art with me,

— they comfort me.
table in

the presence of

mine

oppressors,

Thou anointest my head with

My

cup

6 Only prosperity and mercy
All the days of

And

oil,

is fulness.

my

shall follow

me

life,

again shall I dwell in the house of Jahvc

For length of days
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The arrangement by which a Psalm that speaks of a
mankind is followed by a
Psalm that praises Jahve as the Shepherd and Host of His
own people, could not possibly be more sensible and appropriate. 4 If David is the author, and there is no reason for
doubting it, then this Psalm belongs to the time of the
,

great feast of mercy prepared for

rebellion under Absolom, and this supposition

on every hand.
also echoed in

is

It is like an amplification of iv. 8;
it.

confirmed

and

iii.

7 is

But not only does it contain points of con-

tact with this pair of Psalms of the time mentioned, but

same period, as xxvii.
and
especially
more
lxiii.,
which
is said to have been
4,
composed when David had retreated with his faithful
followers over Kidron and the Mount of Olives into the
plains of the wilderness of Judah, whither Hushai sent him
tidings, which counselled him to pass over Jordan with all
also with other Psalms belonging to

possible haste. It

is

characteristic of all these Psalms, that

in them David yearns after the house of
peculiar

home

God

as after the

of his heart, and, that all his wishes centre in

the one wish to be at home again. And does not this short,
tender song, with its depth of feeling and its May-like freshness, accord with David's

want and wanderings to and

fro

at that time ?
It consists of two hexastichs with short closing lines,
resembling (as also in Isa. xvi. 9, 10) the Adonic verse of
the strophe of Sappho, and a tetrastich made up of very short
and longer lines intermixed.

—

Vers. 1
3. The po et calls Jahve 'jn, as He who uniformly
and graciously provides for and guides him and all who are
His. Later prop Wy^nnoiinces the visible appearing nf this
ShepheroV-Iga.

xl.

ll,Kzpk^xxxiy. 37,.and other passages. If
from the mouth of man finds

this has taken place, the 'jn 'D
its

cordial response in the words &fw

He who has Jahve,
things,

T lacks-nothing;

h

itself _and

eljii

6 itotjMjv 6 xaX6;.

the possessor of all things, himself has_all

would be good

viz. 3ltO"^^?Twh ateve r is

for him, xxxiv.

good in

11, lxxxiv. 12.

KWl niNrare~JH£naaturea ofiresb and tender grass, where
one lies at ease, ^nd rest and enjoyment are combined.
DN3

(ni3),

according tojts primary meaning,

is

a resting- or
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d welling-place, specifically an oasis, i. e. a verdant spot in
nhlJD U) arejwalers, where the jweary_ finds_a

the desert.

most pleasant resting-place (according to Hitzig, it is a
plural brought in by the plural of the governing word, but
it is at any rate a superlative plural), and can at the same
time refresh himself, bnj ig_suitedJ;o this as being a pastoral word used of gen tle leading, and more especially_ of

^^.w^ring.pln^es, just as Y*TVl is
used of making them to rest, especially at noon-tide, Cant.
i. 7; cf. 68T)Tf8iv, Apoc. vii. 17.
tfSJ 3?1tf (elsewhere DMStt)
signifies to bri ng back the soul that is as it were flown away,
so that it comes to itself again, therefore to impart new life,
recreare. This He does to the soul, by causing it amidst
the dryness and heat oTlemptation and~troubTe"7To~ taste
the very essence of life which refreshes and strengthens- it.
The Hiph. nrun (Arabic: to put on one side, as perhaps in
Job xii. 23) is, as in cxliii. 10 the intensive of nru (lxxvii.
The poet glories that Jahve leads him carefully and
21).
without risk or wandering in jTjGpij-lijip, str aight patEjjyid
guiding the herd s to

-3

H

leading to the right goal, and this lOtf jj>D^ (for is Name's
sake).
He has revealed Himself .as_.the_gracio.u8 One, and

He will prove and glorify Himself even
who submits to His .guidance.

as such
of him

Vers. 4

in the need

— 5.V Rgd_ and_staffargjie

of the pilgrinv which

re not so m uch those
would be a confusing transition to a_

but those of Jahve, the_Shepherd (B2t&', &s.
and in connection with it, cf. Num. xxi. 18,
I"DJ!TO as the filling up of the picture), as the means of,
guidance and defence. The one rod, which the shepherd
Holds up to guide the flock and upon which he leans and
anxiously watches over, the flock, has assumed a double form
in the" conception of the idea. This rod and staff in jhfib&ad
or God comfort him, i.e^ preserve to him the feeling_of
security ,~ and therefore a cheerful spirit.
Even when he
passes "through a valley dark and ^loomy_jis the shadow
of death, where surprises and calamities of every kind
threaten "hinr;"1ie fears no misfortune. The LXX. narrows
the figure, rendering was according to the Aramaic v®},
Dan. iii. 25, h piay. The noun niO'W, which occurs in this
passage for the first time in the Old Testament literature,
different figure,

in Mic. vii. 14,
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compound word; but being formed from a

verb D^S, aJJo (root bit, JJ&), to overshadow, darken, after
the form nvag, but pronounced niO^S (cf. P?D*]Sr», Hadra-

mot

—

the court of death,

^sa

in-God's-shadow),

it sig-

shadow of death as an epithet of the most fearful
darkness, as of Hades, Job x. 21 sq., but also of a shaft of
a mine, Job xxviii. 3, and more especially of darkness such
as makes itself felt in a wild, uninhabited desert, Jer. ii. 6.
* After the figure of the «hflj>hqrd fadnn away in sat. *,

nifies the

that of the[host appeara^__JEia^enemie»-inuHt look quietly"

on ("130 as in xxxi. 20), without hfiing abla to do anything,
and see bow Jahve provides bountifully for His guest, anolntFhlm with" sweet perfumes as at-ajoyon s an d magnificent
Whatjs
banqufit_(xcii. 11), and fills bis fil'p ** excess
meant jhe reby, is n ftt n^<*^ Haar' 1 y nTl1 y blessings- of * spiritual kind The king fleeing before Aba o lom aad foreakon by
the mass of his people was» with hi* army, eves outwardly
in danger of being destroyed by want; it is, th ere fore, even
an abundance of_daily jjrjwfl atreaming 4a «p™» ih *m } &9in 2 SamTxvu. 27—29, that is m? ant; but nvfin this, spiritually regarded, asfa gift from heaven, and so that the satisfying, refreshing and quickening isonly the outside phase
of simultaneous inward experiences^ The future "•fijyi is
followed, according to the customary return to the perfect
ground-form, by FOB*!, which has, none the less, the signification of a present. And in the closing assertion, KTD,
my cup, is metonymically equivalent to the contents of my
cup. This is njn, a fulness satiating even to excess.
Yer. 6. Foes are now pursuing him, but prosperity and
favour alone shall pursue him, and therefore drive his pre.

.

sent pursuers out of the

field,

"-js,-'

here, restrictive belongs "only to

originally affirmative,

the subject-notion in

its

The expression: iTremarkahle and without example elsewhere: as good
spirits Jahve sends forth #Mto and *lon to overtake Pn.vi/1'a
enemies, and to protect him against them to their shame,
signification nil nisi (xxxix. 6, 12, cxxxix. 11).

* In the month of the

New

Testament

saint, especially

on the dies

vhridium, it is thetable of the Lord's sapper, as ApollinarisaUo hints

he applies to it the epithet p^ftSavSv

(3p(9o-jaav,

when

horrendorum ontulam
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and that all his life long (accusative of continuance). We
have now no need, in connection with our reference of the
Psalm to the persecution under Absolom, either to persuade
ourselves that 'rot^l is equivalent to 'FDB'l xxvii. 4, or that
it is equivalent to 'FO^l.
The infinitive is logically inadmissible here, and unheard of with the vowel a instead of
which would here (cf. on the other hand "»nnj5) be confusing and arbitrary. Nor can it be shewn from Jer. xlii. 10
to be probable that it is contracted from TDt^l, since in
that passage 31# signifies redeundo
The LXX.,
rursus.
certainly, renders it by xa8foavce?, as in 1 Sam. xii. 2 by
xol xaOtjooiiai; but (since so much uncertainty attaches to
these translators and their text) we cannot draw a safe inference as to the existing usage of the language, which
would, in connection with such a contraction, go out of the
province of one verb into that of another, which is not the
case with PIPP
On the contrary
DFiru in 2 Sam. xxii. 41
we have before us in the present passage a construct™
preegnans : "and I shall return (perf. consec.) in the house of
Jahve", i. e. again, having returned, dwell in the house of
Jahve. In itself 3 'FI3#1 might also even mean f.t revertam
ad (cf. vii. 17, Hos. xii. 7), like 3 i"6j?, xxiv. 3, adscendere
ad (in). But the additional assertion of continuance, rpfc ?
»",

=

—

.

1

O>0> (as in xciii. 5,

lengthening

—

Lam.

v. 20, Tpfo,

root "p,

extension,

length) favours the explanation, that a

be connected with the idea of TCBty, which
VQVh as a natural consequence.

PSALM

is

is to

involved in

XXIV.

PREPARATION FOR THE RECEPTION OF THE LORD WHO
IS ABOUT TO COME.
A. Psalm on going up (below, on the

hill

of Zion).

Chorus of the festive procession.

JAHVE's

is the earth, and its fulness,
The world, and they that dwell therein.
2 For He, He hath founded it upon the seas,
And upon streams did He set it fast.
1
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voice.

Who may ascend the hill of Jahve,
Who may stand in His holy place ?
Another

4 He that

is

voice.

of innocent hands and of pare heart,

He that doth not lift up his soul
And doth not swear deceitfully

to vanity,

—

Chorus.

5

He shall receive a blessing from Jahve,
And righteousness from the God of his

G This

Who

is

the generation of those

seek

Thy

face

— Jacob.

who

salvation.

aspire after

Him,

(Sela)

B. Psalm on entering (above, on the citadel of Zion).
Chorus of the festive procession.

7

Lift up, ye gates,

And

your heads,

raise yourselves, ye ancient doors,

That the King of Glory may come

A
8

Who

is,

voice, as

then, the

it

in.

were, from the gates.

King of Glory?
Chorus.

Jahve, a mighty one and a hero,
Jahve, a hero in battle.

9 Lift up, ye gates, your heads,
And raise yourselves, ye ancient doors,
That the King of Glory may come in.

As
10

Who

is

it

mere, from the gates.

He, then, the King of Glory?
Chorus.

Jahve of Hosts,
He is the King of Glory.

(Sela)

y
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Ps. zxiii. expressed a longing after the bouse of Jahve

on Zion; Ps. xxiv. celebrates Jahve's entrance into Zion,
and the true character of him who may enter with Him. It
was composed when the Ark was brought from Kirjath
Jearim to Mount Zion, where David had caused it to be
sot up in a tabernable built expressly for it, 2 Sam. vi.
17, cf. xi. 11, 1

Kings

i.

39; or else, which

is

rendered the

more probable by the description of Jahve as a warrior,
at a time when the Ark was brought back to Mount Zion,
after having been taken to accompany the army to battle
Ps. xv. is very similar. But only xxiv.
(vid. Ps. lxviii.).
1
6 is the counterpart of that Psalm; and there is nothing

—

wanting to render the first part of Ps. xxiv. complete
Hence Ewald divides Ps. xxiv. into two songs,
in itself.
belonging to different periods, although both old Davidic
songs, viz. Ps. xxiv. 7
10, the song of victory sung at the
removal of the Ark to Zion; and xxiv. 1
6, a purely didactic song pre-supposing this event which forms an era in

—

—

And it is relatively more natural to regard
Psalm rather than Ps. xix., as two songs combined and
made into one; but these two songs have an internal coherence in Jahve's coming to His temple is found that which
occasioned them and that towards which They point; and
consequently they form a whole consisting of two divisions.
their history.

this

;

To the

inscription lioto

(— fOEd irw btf,

Trb

the

LXX. adds

ttj«

ju5« ooppi-

day of the week), according to which this Psalm was a customary Sunday Psalm.
This addition is confirmed by B. Tatnid extr., Bosh haShana 31a, Sofrim xviii. (cf. supra p. 32). In the second of
these passages cited from the Talmud, B. Akiba seeks to
determine the reasons for this choice by reference to the
too*

for the first

history of the creation.

Incorporated in Israel's hymn-book, this Psalm became,
with a regard to its original occasion and purpose, an Old
Testament Advent hymn in honour of the Lord who should
come into His temple, Mai. iii. 1; and the cry: Lift up, ye

* The London Papyrus fragments, in Teschendorf Monum. i. 247,
TH MIA TQN 2ABBATQN Id the Hexaplarian text, this addition to the inscription was wanting.
read
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your heads, obtained a meaning essentially the same
Prepare ye
Jahve's way, make smooth in the desert a road for our God
In the New Testament consciousness, the second appearing
takes the place of the first, the coming of the Lord of Glory
to His church, which is His spiritual temple ; and in this
Psalm we are called upon to prepare Him a worthy reception.
The interpretation of the second half of the Psalm
of the entry of the Conqueror of death into Hades,
an
interpretation which has been started by the Gospel of
Nicodemus (vid. Tischendorfs Evv. apocrypha p. 306 sq.)
and still current in the Greek church,
and the patristic
gates,

as that of the voice of the crier in Isaiah xl. 3

:

t

—

—

of

interpretation

it

of the

el?

oupavoo?

&v£Xi)<J«ic

too xupiou,

do as much violence to the rules of exegesis as to the
parallelism of the facts of the Old and New Testaments.

Vers.

—

1

6.

Jahve, whose throne of grace is now set
limited dominion, like the heathen

upon Zion, has not a
deities

:

His right to sovereignty embraces the earth and

i. e. everything that is to be
found upon it and in it.* For He, Kin, is the owner of the
world, because its Creator. He has founded it upon seas,
i. e. the ocean and its streams, nnnj, p£e8p<x (Jon. ii. 4) ; for
the waters existed before the dry land, and this has been
cast up out of them at God's word, so that consequently the
solid land,
which indeed also conceals in its interior a Qinn
(Gen.
vii.
rising above the surface of the sea,
11),
TlfT
has the waters, as it were, for its foundation (cxxxvi. 6),
although it would more readily sink down into them than
keep itself above them, if it were not in itself upheld by the
creative power of God.
Hereupon arises the question, who

its fulness (1. 12, lxxxix. 12),

—

—

* In I Cor. x. 26, Paul founds on this verse (cf. 1. 12) the doctrine
that a Christian (apart from a charitable regard for the weak) may
eat whatever is sold in the shambles, without troubling himself to

enquire whether

it

has been offered to idols or not.

A

Talmudic

teacher, B. Berachoth 35a, infers from this passage the duty of prayer

before meat

:

He who

eats without giving thanks is like one

who

lays

hands opon COT? 'CTp (the sacred things of God); the right to eat
is only obtained by prayer.
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may ascend

1-6.

the mountain of Jahve, and stand above in His

holy place? The futures have a potential signification: who
can have courage to do it? what, therefore, must he be,

whom

Jahve receives into His fellowship, and with whose
worship He is well-pleased ? Answer : he must be one innocent in his actions and pure in mind, one who does not lift
up his soul to that which is vain (Kwb, according to the
Masora with Warn minus culum). (b) ?K B'BJ NtM, to direct
one's soul, xxv. 1, or longing and striving, towards anything, Deut. xziv. 15, Prov. xix. 18, Hos. iv. 8. The Keri
n&fcJ is old and acknowledged by the oldest authorities.*
Even the LXX. Cod. Alex, translates : rijv ^oxV r100 » whereas Cod. Vat. (Eus., Apollin., Theodor., et al.): ttjv 4< u xV *^°».
Critically it is just as intangible, as it is exegetically incomprehensible; i&si might then be equivalent to iptt', Exod.
xx. 7, an explanation, however, which does not seem possible
even from Amos vi. 8, Jer. li. 14. We let this Keri alone
But that the poet did
to its undisturbed critical rights.
actual write thus,

is incredible.

In ver. 5 (just as at the close of Ps. xv.), in continued
predicates,

we

are told the character of the

man, who

is

worthy of this privilege, to whom the question in ver. 3
Such an one shall bear away, or acquire (N20 as
refers.
e.g. Esth. ii. 17) blessing from Jahve and righteousness from
,

*
"tfDi

The reading

VZ'Q}

is

adopted by Saadia (in EmunoQi

equivalent to 'Otf), Juda ha-Levi (Cuzari

is

iii.

27),

ii,

where

Abulwalid

Kimchi, the Sohar, the Codices (and among others
editions (among which, the Complutensis has 1 '57SJ in the text). Nor does Aben-Ezra, whom Norxi has/
misunderstood, by any means reverse the relation of the ChetMb and

(Rikma

p. 180), Rashi,

by that of the year 1294) and most

Keri; to

him

'tfoJ

anthropomorphism):

the Keri, and he explains it as a metaphor (an

is

d3 "p"1

,%

,B,SJ 311*13).

Eli as

Levita

is

the

only

but he does so through misunderstand;
one who
ing a Masora (vid. Baer's Psatlcrium p. 130) and not without admitting
pi).
Masoretic testimony in favour of it (miDDJI niNnDO 3D3
He is the only textual critic who rejects it. For Jacob b. Chajim is
merely astonished that 1^31 is not to be found in the Masoreth register
of words written with Wan and to be read with Jod. And even Norzt
does not reject this Keri, which be is obliged to admit has greatly
preponderating testimony in its favour, and he would only too gladly
rejects the Keri "tfeM

TWO

get rid of

it.
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God

the

of his salvation (xxv. 5, xxvii. 9).
Righteousness,
conformity to God and that which is well-pleasing to
God, appears here as a gift, and in this sense it is used
interchangeably with yvfi (e. g. cxxxii. 9, 16).
It is the

t.

e.

God after which the righteous, but not the
man hungers and thirsts; that moral perfecthe likeness of God restored to him and at

righteousness of
self-righteous,

tion which

the

is

same time brought about by

bis

own endeavours;

it

is

the being changed, or transfigured, into the image of the
Holy One Himself. With ver. 5 the answer to the question

adds that those thus qualito receive God's gifts of
salvation, are the true church of Jahve, the Israel of God.
ypi (lit. a revolution, Arabic dahr, root "n, to turn, revolve)
is used here, as in xiv. 5, lxxiii. 15, cxii. 2, of a collective
whole, whose bond of union is not cotemporaneousness, but
similarity of disposition; and it is an alliteration with the
VBhM (Chethib yarn, without the Jodplur.) which follows.
s]i;s 'K'pDD is a second genitive depending on in, as in
xxvii. 8.
Here at the close the predication passes into the
form of invocation (Thy face). And 3j?5£ is a summarising
predicate: in short, these are Jacob, not merely after the
flesh, but after the spirit, and thus in truth (Isa. xliv. 2,
of ver. 3

fied,

cf.

is at

an end;

ver. 6

who may accordingly expect

Rom.

ix. 6,

Gal. vi. 16).

By

interpolating

v6n, as

is

done in the LXX. and Peshito, and adopted by Ewald, Olshausen, Hupfeld, and Bottcher, the nerve, as it were, of the
The predicate, which has been
assertion is cut through.
expressed in different ways, is concentrated intelligibly
enough in the one word spp, towards which it all along
tends.

And

here the music becomes forte. The first part
away amidst the playing of the

of this double Psalm dies

instruments of the Levitical priests; for the Ark was brought
in D*")H£M 1JT^33, as 2 Sam. vi. 5 (cf. 14) is to be read.
The festal procession has now arrived
10.
Vers. 7

—

above at the gates of the citadel of Zion. These are called
chip TIDD, doors of eternity (not "of the world" as Luther
renders it contrary to the Old Testament usage of the language) either as doors which pious faith hopes will last for
ever, as Hupfeld and Hitzig explain it, understanding them,
in opposition to the inscription of the Psalm, to be the
vol.

i.

22
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gates of Solomon's Temple; or,

more appropriate

in the

mouth

7—10.

what seems

of those

who

to us

are

much

now stand-

ing before the gates, as the portals dating hack into the
hoary ages of the past (c^lJJ as e. g. in Gen. xlix. 26, Isa.
the time of the Jebusites, and even of Melchizedek,
through which the King of Glory, whose whole being and
It is the gates of the
acts is glory, is now about to enter.
citadel of Zion, to which the cry is addressed, to expand
themselves in a manner worthy of the Lord who is about
Rejoito enter, for whom they are too low and too strait.
cing at the great honour, thus conferred upon them, they are
to raise their heads (Job x. 15, Zech. ii. 4), t. e. lift up
their portals (lintels); the doors of antiquity are to open
high and wide.* Then the question echoes back to the
festal procession from Zion's gates which are wont only to
admit mighty lords: who, then (ni giving vividness to the
question, Ges. § 122, 2), is this King of Glory; and they
describe Him more minutely: it is the Hero-god, by whom
Israel has wrested this Zion from the Jebusites with the
sword, and by whom he has always been victorious in time
past. The adjectival climactic form niy (like Tie}, with i
instead of the a in jiTI, 1W0 is only found in one other
passage, viz. Isa. xliii. 17. !"lor6o 1133 refers back to Exod.
xv. 3. Thus then shall the gates raise their heads and the
ancient doors lift themselves, i. e. open high and wide and
this is expressed here by Kal instead of Niph. (nbo to lift
one's self up, rise, as in Nah. i. 5, Hos. xiii. 1, Hab. i. 3),
according to the well-known order in which recurring verses
and refrain-like repetitions move gently onwards. The gates
of Zion ask once more, yet now no longer hesitatingly, but
It is
in order to hear more in praise of the great King.
information
and
the
heapfuller
now the enquiry seeking
ing up of the pronouns (as in Jer. xxx. 21, cf. xlvi. 7, Esth.
vii. 5) expresses its urgency (quis tandem, ecquisnam).
The
answer runs, "Jahve Tsebaoth, He is the King of Glory (now
making His entry)". rtfJQX 71 is the proper name of Jahve
as King, which had become His customary name in the time
lviii. 12),

;

;

*

system

On

the Munach instead of Mct'ieg in !N~3rj1

vid.

Baer'a Accent

vii. 2.
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of the kings of Israel. ffitax is a genitive governed by '!"i;
and, while it is otherwise found only in reference to human
hosts, in this combination it gains, of itself, the reference
to the angels

and the

21, cxlviii. 2:

Jahve's hosts consisting of celestial heroes,

stars,

which are called

vfcCJt

in

ciii.

and of stars standing on the plain of the heavens
a reference for
which experiences and utterances like those recorded in Gen.
xxxii. 2 sq., Deut. xxxiii. 2, Judges v. 20, have prepared
the way.
It is, therefore, the Ruler commanding innumerable and invincible super-terrestrial powers, who desires
admission. The gates are silent and open wide; and Jahve,
sitting enthroned above the Cherubim of the sacred Ark,
Joel

ii.

11,

as it were in battle array, Isa. xl. 26,

—

enters into Zion.

PSALM

XXV.

PRATER FOR GRACIOUS PROTECTION AND GUIDANCE

UNTO

lift up my soul.
Thee do I trust, let me not be ashamed,
Let not mine enemies triumph over me.
3 3 Yea none that wait on Thee shall be ashamed,
They shall be ashamed who are faithless without cause.
4 -i Thy ways, Jahve, make known to me,
Thy paths teach Thou me.
5 n Lead me in Thy truth, and teach me;
For Thou art the God of my salvation,
On Thee do I hope continually.
6 J Remember, Jahve, Thy tender mercies and Thy loving1

n

Thee, Jahve, do I

2 2

My God

7

For they are ever of old.
The sins of my youth and

in

kindnesses,

p,

member

my

transgressions

re-

not,

According to Thy mercy remember Thou
For Thy goodness' sake, Jahve
8 D Good and upright is Jahve;

me

1

!)

i

Therefore He instructeth sinners in the
He leadeth the humble in that which is
And teacheth the humble His way.

right way.
right,

22*
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10 D All the paths of Jahve are mercy and truth,
To such as keep His covenant and His testimonies.

For Thy name's sake, Jahve, pardon my
For it is great.
12 e What man is he that feareth Jahve?

11 b

Him
13

shall

He

teach in the

way of

sin,

right choice.

His soul shall dwell in prosperity,

i

And

his seed shall inherit the land.

is with them that fear Him,
covenant doth He make them know.
15 y Mine eyes are ever towards Jahve,
For He will pluck my feet out of the net.
16 S Turn Thee unto me and be gracious unto me,

14

D The

secret of Jahve

And His

For

I

am

desolate and 'needy.

17s Troubles have spread

over

my

heart,

Out of my distresses bring Thou me forth 1
18 i Look upon mine affliction and my trouble,

And
19

"i

forgive all

my

sins.

Look upon mine enemies, that they are many,

And

with cruel hatred they hate me.

Keep my

soul, and deliver me,
Let me not be ashamed, for I trust in Thee.
21 n Let integrity and uprightness preserve mo,
For I hope in Thee.
22 s Redeem Israel, Elohim,

20

uf

Out of

A

all his troubles.

question similar to the question,

Who may ascend

the

mountain of Jahve? which Ps. xxiv. propounded, is thrown
out by Ps. xxv., Who is he that feareth Jahve? in order to
answer it in great and glorious promises. It is a calmly
confident prayer for help against one's foes, and for God's

and leading grace. It is without
any definite background indicating the history of the times
in which it was composed; and also without any clearly
marked traits of individuality. But it is one of the nine
alphabetical Psalms of the whole collection, and the companion to Ps. xxxiv., to which it corresponds even in many
For both Psalms
peculiarities of the acrostic structure.
instructing, pardoning,
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l strophe; they are parallel both as to sound and
meaning in the beginnings of the d, y, and the first D
strophes; and both Psalms, after having gone through the
alphabet, have a s strophe added as the concluding one,
whose beginning and contents are closely related. This
We see
homogeneousness points to one common author.
nothing in the alphabetical arrangement at least, which
even here as in Ps. ix x. is handled very freely and not
fully carried out, to hinder us from regarding David as

have no

—

this author.

But, in connection with the general ethical
it is wanting in posi-

and religious character of the Psalm,

tive proofs of this. In its universal character and harmony
with the plan of redemption Ps. xxv. coincides with many
post-exilic Psalms.
It contains nothing but what is common to the believing consciousness of the church in every
age; nothing specifically belonging to the Old Testament
and Israelitish, hence Theodoret says: 4pji6Cet |uxXtora tot; i£
4&vd>v xexXn) pivot*;.
The introits for the second and third
Quadragesima Sundays are taken from vers. 6 and 15 ; hence
these Sundays are called Reminiscere and Oculi. Paul Ger-

hardt's

hymn u Nach

dir, o fferr,

verlanget mich* is

a beauti-

ful poetical rendering of this Psalm.

—

2.
The Psalm begins, like Ps. xvi. xxiii.,
a
with
monostich.
Yer. 2 is the 3 strophe, Tl^N (unless
one is disposed to read t6n *p according to the position of
the words in xxxi. 2), after the manner of the interjections
in the tragedians, e. g. Spot, not being reckoned as
belonging to the verse (J. D. Kohler). In need of help and
full of longing for deliverance he raises his soul, drawn
away from earthly desires, to Jahve (lxxxvi. 4, cxliii. 8),
the God who alone can grant him that which shall truly
satisfy his need.
His ego, which has the soul within itself,
directs his soul upwards to Him whom he calls TY^N, because
in believing confidence he clings to Him and is united with
Him. The two bi< declare what Jahve is not to allow him
to experience, just as in xxxi. 2, 18.
According to xxxv.

Vers. 1

19, 24, xxxviii. 17, it is safer to construe "h

lxxi. 10), as also in xxvii.

%

xxx.

2,

Mic.

with is^jp (cf.
although it

vii. 8,
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would be possible to construe

it

3—5.

with oyiN

In

(cf. cxliv. 2).

ver. 3 the confident expectation of the individual is generalised.

That wherewith the praying one comforts
no peculiar personal prerogative, but the certain,
joyous prospect of all believers: j) £Am? ou xaxaio^tSvei, Rom.
v. 5.
These are called splp (nip participle to nip, just as
Hope is the eye of faith
"DT is the participle to "QT).
which looks forth clear and fixedly into the future. With
those wbo hope in Jahve, who do not allow themselves to
be in any way disconcerted respecting Him, are contrasted
those who act treacherously towards Him (cxix. 158, Aq.,
Symm., Theodot., ol Airoo-aToovre?), and that Dp^., »' e.
and it can only mean this
from vain and worthless
pretexts, and therefore from wanton unconscientiousness.
Ver. 4. Recognising the infamy of such black ingratitude,
he prays for instruction as to the ways which he must take
Ver.

himself

3.

is

—

—

according to the precepts of

God

The

(xviii. 22).

will of

God, it is true, lies before us in God's written word, but
the expounder required for the right understanding of that
word is God Himself. He prays Him for knowledge; but
in order to make what he knows a perfect and living reality, he still further needs the grace of God, viz. both His
enlightening and also His guiding grace.
Ver. 5. His truth is the lasting and self-verifying fact

To penetrate

of His revelation of grace.

and to walk in

it (xxvi. 3,

very

contradiction in

its

as in cxix. 35,

iZr^aiv pe

Alex.; whereas Cod. Vat.

into this truth

God,

lxxxvi. 11) without

self.

is

a

Therefore the psalmist prays,
4v

sitl tJjv

.

(LXX.

Cod.

xvi. 13).

He

dXTjGsla ooo

tjj
.

.

,

cf.

John

prays thus, for his salvation comes from Jahve, yea Jahve
is his salvation.
He does not hope for this or that, but for
Him, all the day, i. e. unceasingly,* for everything worth
hoping for, everything that can satisfy the longing of the
soul, is shut

up

in

Him.

All mercy or grace, however,

* Hupfeld thinks the accentuation inappropriate ; the first half of
the verse, however, really extends to
and consists of two parts,
of which the second is the confirmation of the first: the second half
contains a relatively new thought. The sequence of the accents: Rebia

^J,

magnum, Athnach, therefore

fully accords

with the matter.
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which proceeds from Him, haa its foundation in His compassion and condescension.
Ver. 6. The supplicatory reminiscere means, may God
never forget to exercise His pity and grace towards him,
which are (as the plurals imply) so rich and superabundant.

The ground on which the prayer is based is introduced
with '3 (nam, or even quoniam).
God's compassion and
grace are as old in their operation and efficacy as man's
feebleness and sin; in their counsels they are eternal, and
therefore have also in themselves the pledge of eternal
duration (c. 5, ciii. 17).
Ver. 7. May Jahve not remember the faults of his youth
(ivKtsn), into which lust and thoughtlessness have precipitated him, nor the transgressions (Qiyv/Q), by which even
in maturer and more thoughtful years he has turned the
grace of God into licentiousness and broken off his fellowship with Him (2 y&B, of defection); but may He, on the
contrary, turn His remembrance to him (b *13? as in cxxxvi.
23) in accordance with His grace or loving-kindness, which
MFN challenges as being the form of self-attestation most
closely corresponding to the nature of God.
Memor esto
quidem met, observes Augustine, non secundum iram, qua ego
digitus sum, sed secundum misericordiam tuam, quae te digna
est.
For God is 31B, which is really equivalent to saying,
He is &y<hct). The next distich shews that 31D is intended
here of God's goodness, and not, as e. g. in Neh. ix. 35, of
His abundance of possessions.
Ver. 8. The 3 with rnin denotes the way, t. e. the
right way (Job xxxi. 7), as the sphere and subject of the
instruction, as in xxxii. 8, Prov. iv. 11, Job xxvii. 11. God
condescends to sinners in order to teach them the way that
leads to life, for He is iBfiraito; well-doing is His delight,
and, if His anger be not provoked (xviii. 276), He has only
the sincerest good intention in what

He

does.

The shortened form of the future stands here,
according to Ges. § 128, 2, rem., instead of the full form
Ver.

9.

(which, viz.

'SpT', is

perhaps meant) ; for the connection which

treats of general facts, does not admit of its being taken as
optative. The 3 (cf. ver. 5, cvii. 7, cxix. 35) denotes the
sphere of the guidance. ISSBTD is the right so far as it is
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traversed,
right

He

e.

i.

10—12.

practised or carried out.

In this course of

leads the DiJjf, and teaches them the

pleasing to Himself.

O'ijy. is

mansueti, and the humhle, modesti.

alternately in ver. 9a

the one word

way that is
word for the gentle,
Jerome uses these words

the one

and 9b; but the poet designedly repeats

— the cardinal virtue of

—

here with the
Di J}?
preponderating notion of lowliness. Upon the self-righteous
and self-sufficient He would he obliged to force Himself
even against their will. He wants disciples eager to learn;
and how richly He rewards those who guard what they have
learnt!

Yer. 10. The paths intended, are those which He takes
with men in accordance with His revealed will and counsel.
These paths are -pn [loving-kindness, mercy, or grace], for
the salvation of

men

is

their goal,

and noN

[truth], for they

give proof at every step of the certainty of His promises.

But only they who keep His covenant and His testimonies
faithfully and obediently shall share in this mercy and truth.
To the psalmist the name of Jahve, which unfolds itself in
mercy and truth, is precious. Upon it he bases the prayer
that follows.

Ver. 11. The perf. consec.
is,

is

attached to the VV, which

according to the sense, implied in

other instances

placed

first for

tjdb' ]Vvb,

just as in

members of a clause,
the sake of emphasis, when those members
it

follows adverbial

have reference to the future, Ges. § 126, rem. 1. Separate
and manifold sins (ver. 7) are all comprehended in }1£,
which is in other instances also the collective word for the
corruption and the guilt of sin. '2 gives the ground of the
need and urgency of the petition. A great and multiform
load of sin lies upon him, but the name of God, i. e. His
nature that has become manifest in His mercy and truth,
permits him to ask and to hope for forgiveness, not for the
sake of anything whatever that he has done, but just for the
sake of this
therefore

is

Yer. 12.

name (Jer. xiv. 7, Isa. xliii. 25). How happy
who fears God, in this matter!
The question: quisnam est vir, which resembles

he

1. 10, is only propounded in order
draw attention to the person who bears the character
described, and then to state what such an one has to expect.

xxxiv. 13, cvii. 43, Isa.
to
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relative antecedent clause instead,

Dominum

The
might
also be referred to God in which He takes delight (LXX.)
but parallels like cxix. 30, 173, favour the rendering: which
he should chose. Among all the blessings which fall to the
lot of him who fears God, the first place is given to this,
that God raises him above the vacillation and hesitancy of
viz.

qui

(quisquis)

talis

attributive "inZP, (viam)

est

quam

qui

vereatur.*

eligat (cf. Isa. zlviii. 17),

:

human

opinion.

Ver. 13.

(from

W)

The verb yb

(yb),

probably equivalent to h*?
Good, i. e.

signifies to tarry the night, to lodge.

inward and outward prosperity, is like the place where
such an one turns in and finds shelter and protection. And
in his posterity will be fulfilled what was promised to the
patriarchs and to the people delivered from Egypt, viz.
possession of the land, or as this promise runs in the New
Testament, of the earth, Mat. v. 5 (cf. Ps. xxxvii. 11), Apoc.
v. 10.

Ver. 14. The LXX. renders HD, xpaxaimpa, as though
were equivalent to "HDV The reciprocal ipU, ii. 2 (which
see), leads one to the right primary signification. Starting
from the primary meaning of the root ID," to be or to make
tight, firm, compressed", "I1D signifies a being closely pressed
together for the purpose of secret communication and converse, confidential communion or being together, lxxxix. 8,
cxi. 1 (Symm. ojuXta), then the confidential communication
itself, lv. 15, a secret (Aquila 4it6j5|>TjTov, Theod. (waxTjptov).
So here: He opens his mind without any reserve, speaks
confidentially with those who fear Him; cf. the derivative
passage Prov. iii. 32, and an example of the thing itself in
Gen. xviii. 17. In ver. 14& the infinitive with b, according
to Ges. § 132, rem. 1, as in Isa. xxxviii. 20, is an expression
for the fut. periphrast.: foedus suum notum facturus est its;
the position of the words is like Dan. ii. 16, 18, iv. 15.
gnin is used of the imparting of not merely intellectual, but
experimental knowledge. Hitzig renders it differently, viz.
it

* The verb ver-eri, which signifies "to guard one's self, defend
« lie's self from anything" according to its radical notion, has nothing
to do with

N"V

(tnjj).
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15—18.

But the Hiph. is not intended to he
used thus absolutely even in 2 Sam. vii. 21. inna is the
object; it is intended of the rich and deep and glorious
character of the covenant revelation.
The poet has now
on all sides confirmed the truth, that every good gift comes
down from above, from the God of salvation; and he returns
to the thought from which he started.

to enlighten them.

Ver. 15.
He who keeps his eyes constantly directed
towards God (cxli. 8, cxxiii. 1), is continually in a praying
mood, which cannot remain unanswered. TOF) corresponds
to 48iaXstuxa>« in 1 Thess. v. 17. The aim of this constant
looking upwards to God, in this instance, is deliverance out
of the enemy's net. He can and will pull him out (xzxi.
5) of the net of complicated circumstances into which he
has been ensnared without any fault of his own.
Ver. 16. The rendering "regard me", so far as b& DJ5
means God's observant and sympathising turning to any one
(LXX. sTupX^imv), corresponds to lxxxvi. 16, Lev. xxvi. 9.
For this he longs, for men treat him as a stranger and
refuse to have anything to do with him. TTP is the only
one of his kind, one who has no companion, therefore the
isolated one.
The recurrence of the same sounds OK yj; is
designedly not avoided. To whom could he, the isolated
one, pour forth his affliction, to whom could he unveil his
inmost thoughts and feelings? to God alone 1 To Him he
can bring all his complaints, to Him he can also again and
again always make supplication.
Ver. 17. The Hiph. aTTf! signifies to make broad, and
as a transitive denominative applied to the mind and heart
to make a broad space
to expand one's self (cf. as to
the idea, Lam. ii. 13, "great as the sea is thy misfortune*),
LXX. 4itXT)6uv6Tjoav, perhaps originally it was iitXox6v6Tjoav.
Accordingly 12'rnn is admissible so far as language is concerned but since it gives only a poor antithesis to ffllX it
is to be suspected.
The original text undoubtedly was
TVipweoi 3'PTin (31T£I, as in Ixxvii. 2, or STPjn, as e. g. in
2 Kings viii. 6): the straits of my heart do Thou enlarge
(cf. cxix. 32, 2 Cor. vi. 11) and bring me out of my distresses
(Hitzig and others).
Vers. 18
19. The falling away of the p is made up for

—

;

—
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by a double "i strophe. Even the LXX. has tie twice over.
The seeing that is prayed for, is in both instances a seeing
into his condition, with which is conjoined the notion of
interposing on his behalf, though the way and manner thereof is left to God. b NiSO with the object in the dative instead
of the accusative (toller e peccata), signifies to bestow a taking away, t. e. forgiveness, upon any one (synon. b nSo).
It is pleasing to the New Testament consciousness that God's
,

vengeance is not expressly invoked upon his enemies. >3 is
an expansive quod as in Gen. i. 4. Don ntOt? with an attributive genitive is hatred, which springs from injustice and
ents in injustice.

He

Ver. 20.

entreats for preservation and deliverance

from God; and that He may not permit

his hope to be disappointed (BtoNT^N, cf. 1 Chron. xxi. 13, instead of HtS'O&r^N,
which is usual in other instances). This his hope rests indeed in Him he has taken refuge in Him and therefore He
cannot forsake him, He cannot let him be destroyed.
Ver. 21. Devoutness that fills the whole man, that is
not merely half-hearted and hypocritical, is called Dh; and
uprightness that follows the will of God without any bypaths and forbidden ways is called ~)\th. These two radical
virtues (cf. Job i. 1) he desires to have as his guardians on
his way which is perilous not only by reason of outward
foes, but also on account of his own sinfulness.
These
custodians are not to let him pass out of their sight, lest
he should be taken away from them (cf. xl. 12, Prov. xx.
He can claim this for himself, for the cynosure of
28).
his hope is God, from whom proceed on and ~\Vh like good
:

angels.

not singular, but the enmity
to the people of
God into straits just as they have him. And the need of
the individual will not cease until the need of the whole
undergoes a radical remedy. Hence the intercessory prayerof this meagre closing distich, whose connection with what
precedes is not in this instance so close as in xxxiv. 23. It
looks as though it was only added when Ps. xxv. came to
be used in public worship; and the change of the name of
God favours this view. Both Psalms close with a B in excess
Ver. 22.

His experience

is

of the world and sin bring all

who belong
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XXVI.

of the alphabet. Perhaps the first D represents the w, and
the second the 9; for xxv. 16, xxxiv. 17 follow words ending
in a consonant, and xxv. 22, xxxiv. 23, words ending in a
vowel.

Or

is it

a propensity for giving a special representa-

tion of the final letters, just as these are sometimes repre-

sented, though not always perfectly, at the close of the

hymns of the synagogue

(pijutim)!

PSALM

XXVI.

THE LONGING OF ONE WHO 18 PERSECUTED INNOCENTLY,
TO GIVE THANKS TO GOD IN HIS HOUSE.

1

VINDICATE my
mine

cause, Jahve, for I have walked in

integrity,

And
2

in Jahve have I trusted without wavering.
Prove me, Jahve, and try me,

3

Purify my reins and my heart.
For Thy loving-kindness is before mine eyes,
And I walk in Thy truth.

4

I

have not sat with vain persons,
dissemblers I have no intercourse.
I hate the congregation of the wicked,
And I sit not with the ungodly.

And with

5

6

I will

And

wash

my

I desire to

hands in innocency,
compass Thine altar, Jahve

7

That I may join in with the voice of thanksgiving,
And tell of all Thy wondrous works.

«

Jahve, I love the habitation of

And
9

Gather not

Nor
10
11

the place where

my

life

my

Thy glory

Thy house,
dwelletb,

soul with sinners,

with

men

of blood,

whose hands is infamy,
And whose right hand is full of bribory!
I, however, do walk in mine integrity
Deliver me and be gracious unto me
In

-
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My foot is come to stand in a wide plain,
In the choirs of the congregation will I praise Jahve.

Fs. xxv. and xxvi. are bound together by similarity of
thought and expression. In the former as in this Psalm,
we find the writer's testimony to his trust in God ('ITIDS,
xxv. 2, xxvi. 1); there as here, the cry coming forth from
a distressed condition for deliverance (niD, xxv. 22, xxvi.
11), and for some manifestation of mercy (OJn xxvi. 11,
xxv. 16) and in the midst of these, other prominent points
of contact (xxvi. 11, xxv. 21 ; xxvi. 3., xxv. 5).
These are
grounds sufficient for placing these two Psalms close
together. But in Ps. xxvi. there is wanting the self-accusation that goes hand in hand with the self-attestation of
piety, that confession of sin which so closely corresponds
to the New Testament consciousness (vid. supra p. 72),
which is thrice repeated in Ps. xxv. The harshness of the
contrast in which the psalmist stands to his enemies, whose
character is here more minutely described, does not admit
of the introduction of such a lament concerning himself.
;

The description applies well
hypocrites, who,

They are
together in their

to the Absolomites.

now that they have agreed

and bloodly counsel, have thrown off their diswon over by bribery to their new master; for
Absolom had stolen the hearts of the men of Israel, 2 Sam.
xv. 6. David at that time would not take the Ark with him
faithless

guise and are

in his flight, but said : If I shall find favour in the eyes of

He will bring me back, and grant me to see both it
and His habitation, 2 Sam. xv. 25. The love for the house
of God, which is expressed herein, is also the very heart
of this Psalm.
Jahve,

Vers.

1

—

3.

The

poet, as one

for the vindication of his rights
this petition
,

upon the

who

and

is

persecuted, prays

for rescue;

JB5B', as in vii. 9, xxxv. 24, cf. xliii. 1.

oh

which, however, does not take any suffix)

Gen. xx. 5

sq., 1

Kings

xxii. 34, perfect

sinful intent, purity of character,
(dxaxtoc, drc),6"C7ji).

and bases

relation in which he stands to God.

Upon

is,

(synon. D'DFI,

according to

freedom from

all

pureness, guilelessness

the fact, that he has walked in a
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harmless mind, without cherishing or provoking enmity,
and trusted unwaveringly (njJCK t6, an adverbial circumstantial clause,

cf.

xxi. 8) in Jahve, he bases the petition

for the proving of his injured right.

He

does not

self-

righteously hold himself to be morally perfect, he appeals

only to the fundamental tendency of his inmost nature, which
Yer. 2 also is
is turned towards God and to Him only.
not so much a challenge for God to satisfy Himself of his
innocence, as rather a request to prove the state of his
mind, and, if it be not as it appears to his consciousness,
to make this clear to him (cxxxix. 23 sq). jna is not used in
this passage of proving by trouble, but by a penetrating
glance into the inmost nature (xi. 5, xvii. 3). npj, not in
the sense of iteipiCeiv, but of SoxtfiaCeiv. pj-js, to melt down,
i. e. by the agency of fire, the precious metal, and separate
The Chethib is not to be read
the dross (xii. 7, lxvi. 10).
be
(which
would
in
contradiction
to the request), but
DBflS
is
pause
also
in
Isa.
xxxii.
out of
11, cf. Judges
nB1")S, as it
ix. 8, 12, 1

Sam.

xxviii. 8.

emotions, the heart

and

is

The

reins are the seat of the

the very centre of the

life

of the

mind

soul.

Yer. 3

tells

how

confidently and cheerfully he

would

of God.

God's grace or lovingkindness is the mark on which his eye is fixed, the desire
of his eye, and he walks in God's truth, "ipn is the divine
love, condescending to His creatures, and more especially to
sinners (xxv.. 7), in unmerited kindness; niDN is the truth
with which God adheres to and carries out the determination of His love and the word of His promise. This lovingkindness of God has been always hitherto the model
of his life, this truth of God the determining line and the
boundary of his walk.
Vers. 4 5. He still further bases his petition upon his
comportment towards the men of this world; how he has
always observed a certain line of conduct and continues still
to keep to it.
With ver. ia compare Jer. xv. 17. t<W 'flD
(Job xi. 11, cf. xxxi. 5, where the parallel word is no*c)
are "not-real,"" unreal men, but in a deeper stronger sense
than we are accustomed to use this word, nib* (= NlB\ from
Kit?) is aridity, hollo wness, worthlessness, and therefore

set himself in the light

—
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badness («-*) of disposition; the chaotic Toid of alienation

from God; untruth white-washed over with the lie of dissimulation (xii. 3), and therefore nothingness it is the very
opposite of being filled with the fulness of God and with
that which is good, which is the morally real (its synonym
is jw, e. g. Job xxii. 15).
D'lpbyi , the veiled, are those who
know how to keep their worthlessness and their mischievous designs secret and to mask them by hypocrisy; postbiblical Q^JJOS, dyed (cf. 4voit6xptto?, Luther "ungefarbt 1',
undyed). (ON) DJ? n13, to go in with any one, is a short
expression for: to go in and out with, i. e. to have intercourse with him, as in Prov. xxii. 24, cf. Gen. xxiii. 10.
jna (from jjjn) is the name for one who plots that which is
evil and puts it into execution.
On ytS'-j see i. 1.
:

—

Vers. 6
The poet supports his petition by declar8.
ing his motive to be his love for the sanctuary of God,
from which he is now far removed, without any fault of
his own. The coloured future ri33bN1, distinct from H33DK1
(vid. on iii. 6 and lxxiii. 16), can only mean, in this passage,
et ambiam, and not et ambibam as it does in a different connection (Isa. xliii. 26, cf. Judges vi. 9) ; it is the emotional

continuation

(cf. xxvii. 6,

Cant.

vii.

12, Isa.

i.

24, v. 19,

and

frequently) of the plain and uncoloured expression yrr\».
He wishes to wash his hands in innocence (3 of the state

that

is

meant to be

act (Deut. xxi.

6, cf.

by the action), and compass
That which is elsewhere a symbolic

attested

(lix.7) the altar of Jahve.

Mat. xxvii. 24),

is in this

instance only

a rhetorical figure made use' of to confess his consciousness of
innocence; and it naturally assumes this form (cf. lxxiii. 13)
from the idea of the priest washing

his

hands preparatory

to the service of the altar (Exod. xxxii. 20 sq.) being asso-

And, in general, the
expression of vers. 6 sq. takes a priestly form, without
exceeding that which the ritual admits of, by virtue of the
consciousness of being themselves priests which appertained
ciated with the idea of the altar.

even to the Israelitish laity (Exod. xix. 16).
For 33D can
be used even of half encompassing as it were like a semicircle (Gen. ii. 11, Num. xxi. 4), no matter whether it bo
in the immediate vicinity of, or at a prescribed distance
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from, the central point. JJD&6 is a syncopated and defectively written ffiph., for JPOBTTl^, like ~IDb6, Isa. xxiii. 11.
Instead of rilln b\p fiDB^, "to canse the voice of thanksgiving
to be heard", since jrotsTl is used absolutely (1 Chron. zv.
19, 2 Chron. v. 13) and the object is conceived of as the
instrument of the act (Ges. § 138, 1, rem. 3), it is "in order
to strike in with the voice of thanksgiving". In the expression "all Thy wondrous works" is included the latest of
these, to which the voice of thanksgiving especially refers,
viz. the bringing of him home from the exile he had suffered from Absolom. Longing to be back again he longs most
of all for the gorgeous services in the house of his God,
which are performed around the altar of the outer court;
for he loves the habitation of the house of God, the place,
revealed on earth, and in fact revealed
where His doxa,
has
taken
up its abode. jiyo does not mean
in grace,
(Hupfeld),
for although it may obtain
refuge, shelter
this meaning from the context, it has nothing whatever to
do with ^Lc tned. Warn, in the signification to help (whence

—

—

—

,

maun, ma tine, ma'dne, help,

—

assistance, succour or support),

but place, dwelling, habitation, like the Arabic mddn,
which the Kamus explains by menzil, a place to settle down
in,

and explains etymologically by ^**i\

J^sauo,

i.

e.

"a

spot on which the eye rests as an object of sight"; for in
the Arabic mddn is traced back to ^le tned. Je, as is seen

from the phrase hum minka bi-mddnin, i. e. they are from
thee on a point of sight (= on a spot where thou canst see
them from the spot on which thou standest). The signification place, sojourn, abode (Targ. 1110) is undoubted ; the
primary meaning of the root is, however, questionable.

—

now, for the first time, that the
one word OBB# (ver. 1) is
divided out. He prays (as in xxviii. 3), that God may not
connect him in one common lot with those whose fellowship of sentiment and conduct he has always shunned.
Vers. 9

11.

It is

petition compressed into the

OW!

'B'JN,

as in v.

7,

cf.

5v6pa>itoi alpaTcov,

Sir.

xxxi. 25.

Elsewhere ns] signifies purpose, and more particularly in a
bad sense; but in this passage it means infamy, and not
unnatural unchastity, to which crv~;3 is inappropriate, but
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scum of whatever is vicious in general: they are full of
cunning and roguery, and their right hand, which ought to
uphold the right

— David has the

lords of his people in his
not n$6o) with accursed (Deut. xxvii.
25) bribery to the condemnation of the innocent. He, on
the contrary, now, as he always has done, walks in his
uprightness, so that now he can with all the more joyful

—

eye

is filled (riN^O,

conscience intreat

God

to interpose judicially in his behalf.

The epilogue.

Yer. 12.

rejoicing which

is

The prayer

is

changed into

certain of the answer that shall be given.

Hitherto shut in, as it were, in deep trackless gorges, he
even now feels himself to be standing "iIb^d?,* upon a pleasant plain commanding a wide range of vision (cf. 3ITia3,

and now blends his grateful praise of God with the
song of the worshipping congregation, fop (LXX. 4v sxxXyjoIxxxi. 9),
aic),

and

its full-voiced choirs.

PSALM

XXVII.

TAKING HEART IN GOD, THE ALL-RECOMPENSING ONE.

JAHVE

1

2

is

my

light

Jahve

is

When

the wicked

My

my salvation,
whom shall I fear?
of my life,
of whom shall I be afraid?

and

the defence

come against me,
to eat up my flesh,
oppressors and my enemies to me

—

they have stumbled and fallen.
3 Though a host should encamp against me,

my

heart shall not fear,

Though war should rise up against me,
in spite of

*

The

it

I will

be confident.

of the combination 02, S3, when the preceding
with a vowel and the two words are closely connected,
receives the Dagesh contrary to the general rale; on this orthophonio
Dag. lene, vid. Luth. Zeitschr., 1863, S. 414.

word

first labial

ends

VOL.

I

23
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I asked of Jahve,

4 One thing have

that do I desire:

That

I

may

To behold

dwell in the house of Jahve
all the days of my

the graciousness of Jahve,

and
5

life,

to meditate in His temple.

For He concealeth me in His pavilion
in the day of evil,

He hideth me in the shelter of His tabernacle,
Upon a rock doth He raise me up.
6 Thus then shall my head be exalted above
mine enemies round about me,
And I will offer in His tabernacle sacrifices
of thankful joy.
I will sing and play the harp to Jahve.
7

Hear, Jahve, when I cry aloud; be gracious unto
me and answer me.

8 To Thee saith

my

heart:

Seek ye

My

face

—

This Thy face, Jahve, will I seek.
9 Hide not Thy face from me,
Put not Thy servant away in anger;
Thou art my help, cast me not away,

And
10

11

forsake

me

God

not,

of my salvation.

For my father and mother have forsaken me,
But Jahve taketh me up.
Teach me, Jahve, Thy way,
lead me in an even path because of

And

my

Hers

in wait.

12

Give

For

me

not over into the will of mine oppressors,
up against me and such as

false witnesses rise

breathe out violence.
13 Did I not believe to see Jahve's goodness in the land
I
of the living

—

14

Hope in Jahve,
Be of good courage, and let thine heart be strong,

And hope

in Jahve.
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The same longing after Zion meets us sounding forth
from this as from the preceding Psalm. To remain his
whole life long in the vicinity of the house of God, is here
his only prayer; and that, rescued from his enemies, he shall
there offer sacrifices of thanksgiving,
tion.

The ta'D of God, the King,

is

is

his confident expecta-

at present only a brv*

which, however, on account of Him who sits enthroned
therein, may just as much be called b^T\ as the i?3^n which
Ezekiel beheld in remembrance of the Mosaic tabernacle,
Cut off from the sanctuary, the poet is
^>nix, Ezek. xli. 1.
himself threatened on all sides by the dangers of war; but
he is just as courageous in God as in iii. 7, where the battle
is already going on: "J do not fear the myriads of people,

who are encamped

against me. n

The

situation,

therefore,

resembles that of David during the time of Absolom. But
this holds good only of the first half, vers. 1
6.
In the
second half, ver. 10 is not in favour of its being composed
by David. In fact the two halves are very unlike one

—

another.

They form a hysteron-proteron, inasmuch as the
part changes into fides supplex

fides triumphans of the first

and with the beginning of the 8£t)oi« in ver. 7,
the style becomes heavy and awkward, the strophic arrangement obscure and even the boundaries of the lines of
the verses uncertain; so that one is tempted to regard vers.
7
14 as the appendage of another writer. The compiler,
however, must have had the Psalm before him exactly as
in the second,

,

—

we now have

it;

for the grounds for his placing

Ps. xxvi. are to be found in both portions,

cf.

it

to follow

ver. 7 with

xxvi. 11; ver. 11 with xxvi. 12.

Vers.

1

—

3.

In this

first

strophe

is

expressed the bold

a hexastich in the csesural schema.
Let darkness break in upon him, the darkness of night, of

confidence of faith.

It is

and of spiritual conflict, yet Jahve is his Light,
and if he is in Him, he is in the light and there shines upon
him a sun, that sets not and knows no eclipse. This subtrouble,

lime, infinitely profound

name

in this passage; and there

can be compared with
tf&i £A.r)Xo6a,

John

is

for God, nlN, is found only
only one other expression that

it, viz.

xii. 46.

T)")1n

N3

in Isa. lx. 1;

>yv\ does not stand beside

cf.

niN

23*
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1—4.

as an unfigurative, side

by side with a figurative expression;

for the statement that

God

David

calls

Him

is light,

is

not a metaphor.

his "salvation" in regard to everything that

oppresses him, and the "stronghold (Tips from nj;, with an
unchangeable a) of his life" in regard to everything that
exposes him to peril. In Jahve he conquers far and wide; in
Him his life is hidden as it were behind a fortress built upon
a rock (xxxi. 3). When to the wicked who come upon him in
a hostile way (bg 3"ij? differing from bx 3"1£), he attributes the
intention of devouring his flesh, they are conceived of as wild
beasts. To eat up any one's flesh signifies, even in Job xix. 22,
the same as to pursue any one by evil speaking (in Aramaic
by slander, back-biting) to his destruction. In 3"ij?2 the Shebd
of the only faintly closed syllable is raised to a Chateph, as
like. The "b of "h '3$ may,
be regarded as giving intensity to the notion of special, personal enmity; but a mere
repetition of the subject (the enemy) without the repetition
of their hostile purpose would be tame in the parallel
member of the verse: "b is a variation of the preceding <5JJ»
as in Lam. iii. 60 sq. In the apodosis 6sjl -l^tCG nan, the
overthrow of the enemy is regarded beforehand as an
accomplished fact. The holy boldness and imperturbable
repose are expressed in ver. 3 in the very rhythm. The
thesis or downward movement in ver. 3a is spondaic: he
does not allow himself to be disturbed; the thesis in ver. Zb
is iambic he can be bold.
The rendering of Hitzig (as of
Rashi) "in this do I trust, viz. that Jahve is my light, &c,"
is erroneous.
Such might be the interpretation, if 'JN TW2
nt2i2 closed ver. 2; but it cannot refer back over ver. 2 to
ver. 1; and why should the poet have expressed himself

in 'J3t&6l, xxxi. 12, ^1M&6,

as also in xxv. 2

and the

(cf. cxliv. 2),

:

:

thus materially, instead of saying flirvc? The fact of the
case is this, nt2i2 signifies even by itself "of good courage",

Prov. xi. 15; and PNT3 "in spite of this" (Coccejus: hoc
non obstante), Lev. xxvi. 27, cf. Ps. lxxviii. 32, begins the apodosis, at the head of which we expect to find an adversative
e. g.

conjunction.
Vers. 4

—

There

is only one thing, that he desires,
although he also has besides full satisfaction in Jahve in
the midst of strangers and in trouble. The future is used

5.
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by side with the perfect in ver. 4a, in order to express
an ardent longing which extends out of the past into the
future, and therefore runs through his whole life.
The one
thing sought is unfolded in 'tfi H2tt'. A life-long dwelling
in the house of Jahve, that is to say intimate spiritual intercourse with the God, who has His dwelling (IV2), His palace
02'n) in the holy tent, is the one desire of David's heart, in
order that he may behold and feast upon (2 nm of a clinging,
lingering, chained gaze, and consequently a more significant form of expression than njn with an accusative, lxiii.
side

,

C$

17), the pleasantness (or gracefulness) of
His revelation, full of grace, which is there
visible to the eye of the spirit. The interpretation which
regards amcenitas as being equivalent to ameenus cultus takes

3) 'D

Jahve,

i.

(xc.
e.

hold of the idea from the wrong side. The assertion that
2 "!j52 is intended as a synonym of 3 Din, of a pleased and
lingering contemplation (Hupf., Hitz.), is contrary to the
meaning of the verb, which signifies "to examine (with h to
seek or spie about after anything, Lev. xiii. 36), to reflect on,
or consider" ; even the post-biblical signification to visit, more
especially the sick (whence D'^l "lij92), comes from the primary meaning investigare. An appropriate sense may be
obtained in the present instance by regarding it as a denominative from ")j53 and rendering it as Dunash and Rashi
have done, "and to appear early in His temple"; but it is
unnecessary to depart from the general usage of the language.
Hengstenberg rightly retains the signification "to
meditate on". I^D'ra is a designation of the place consecrated to devotion, and "Ij??^ is meant to refer to contemplative meditation that loses itself in God who is there
manifest.
In ver. 5 David bases the justification of his
desire upon that which the sanctuary of God is to him ; the
futures affirm what Jahve will provide for him in His sanctuary. It is a refuge in which he may hide himself, where
Jahve takes good care of him who takes refuge therein
from the storms of trouble that rage outside: there he is
far removed from all dangers, he is lifted high above them
and his feet are upon rocky ground. The Chethib may be
read H2D2, as in xxxi. 21 and with Ewald § 257,d; but, in
this passage, with ^>nfc< alternates "rp, which takes the place
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of

D-D

6-8.

in the poetic style (lxxvi. 3,

Lam.

ii.

6),

though

it

does not do so by itself, but always with a suffix. *
Ver.
ii.

With nnjn the poet predicts inferentially (cf.
what he fervently desires, the gua-

6.

10) the fulfilment of

rantee of which lies in his very longing

n^Viri Tiat

itself.

do not mean sacrifices in connection with which the trumpets are blown by the priests for this was only the case in
connection with the sacrifices of the whole congregation
(Num. x. 10), not with those of individuals, njjnn is a
synonym of rnlF), xxvi. 7; and njfnn Tat is a stronger form
of expression for
TC? (cvii. 22), i. e. (cf. pis '112?, iv. 6.,
he will offer sacriIi. 21) sacrifices of jubilant thanksgiving:
fices in which his gratitude plays a prominent part, and will
sing songs of thanksgiving, accompanied by the playing of
stringed instruments, to his Deliverer, who has again and so
gloriously verified His promises.
Vers. 7
8.
Vows of thanksgiving on the assumption
of the answering of the prayer and the fulfilment of the
thing supplicated, are very common at the close of Psalms.
But in this Psalm the prayer is only just beginning at this
stage.
The transition is brought about by the preceding
conception of the danger that threatens him from the side
of his foes who are round about him. The reality, which,
in the first part, is overcome and surmounted by his faith,
makes itself consciously felt here. It is not to be rendered,
as has been done by the Vulgate, Exaudi Domine vocem qua
clamavi (rather, clamo) ad te (the introit of the Dominica
exspectationis in the interval of preparation between Ascension and Pentecost),
yrytt has Dechi, and accordingly typ
K*1pN, voce mea (as iniii.'d) clamo, is an adverbial clause
equivalent to voce mea clamante me.
In ver. 8 ?|b cannot
;

mm

—

* Just in like

manner they say

rliZ, Prov. vii. 8; rPJD,

R-33,

Gen.

xl.

10; for

Job

zi.

style

nn'St, cxzxii. 15,

9; PI93, Zech. iv. 2;

and perhaps even

in poetic

WITS, aWB, WHO,

Pirfej,

and an*J; as, ia

general, shorter forms are sometimes found in the inflexion, which do

not occur in the corresponding principal form, e.g. Oynt,

nrnis;

Dnuo,

xlix.

15, for

ornuo; dd")JJ3, job v. 13, for ano-va:
DT0Cn2; Dns/Nch. v. 14, for D«"J(TE.; cf.

It. 16, for

DJ13P2, Hos. xiii. 2, for
Hitzig on Hos. xiii. 2, and B&ttcher's Neue Aehrenlete, No. G93,
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possibly be so rendered that b is treated as Lamed auctoris
(Dathe, Olshausen): Thine, saith my heart, is (the utter-

my

The declaration is opposed to this
upon it. -ion ?|^ are undoubtedly
to be construed together; and what the heart says to Jahve
is not: Seek ye my face, but by reason of this, and as its
echo (Calvin: velut Deo succinens): I will therefore seek Thy
Just as in Job xlii. 3, a personal inference is drawn
face.
from a directly quoted saying of God. In the periodic style
it would be necessary to transpose >JD itt>j52 thus: since
Thou hast permitted and exhorted us, or in accordance with
Thy persuasive invitation, that we should seek Thy face, I
do seek Thy face (Hupfeld). There is no retrospective reference to any particular passage in the Tora, such as Deut.
The prayer is not based upon any single passage of
iv. 29.
Scripture, but upon God's commands and promises in
ance :) seek ye

face.

sense, thus artificially put

general.
Vers. 9

—

The requests are now poured forth with
freedom and importunity, that God may be

10.

all the greater

willing to be entreated and invoked.

The Hiph.

nisri

signi-

Job xxiv. 4): to
fies
does
not
say: be Thou
push aside. The clause n»n 'rnpj
syntactical
(which
impossible
on
grounds),
is
nor
my help
is it to be taken relatively: Thou who wast my help (for
which there is no ground in what precedes); but on the
contrary the preet. gives the ground of the request that
follows "Thou art my help (lit. Thou has become, or haat
ever been)
cast me, then, not away", and it is, moreover,
accented accordingly. Ver. 10, as we have already observed,
does not sound as though it came from the lips of David,
in this passage standing by

itself (cf.

—

of

whom

it is

only said during the time of his persecution

by Saul, that at that time he was obliged to part from his
parents, 1 Sam. xxii. 3 sq. The words certainly might be
David's, if ver. 10a would admit of being taken hypothetically, as is done by Ewald, § 362,&: should my father and
my mother forsake me, yet Jahve will &c. But the entreaty "forsake me not* is naturally followed by the reason:
for my father and my mother have forsaken me and just
;

as naturally does the consolation : but Jahve will take

up, prepare the

way

for the entreaties which begin

me

anew
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Whereas,

ver. 11.

if '3 is

XXV11. 11-14.

taken hypothetically, ver. 11 stands

disconnectedly in the midst of the surrounding requests.

On OSOW
...

t

Josh. xx.

cf.

-

—

He

4.

now wandering about like a hunted
God is able to guide him so that he may escape
dangers. And this is what he prays for. As in cxliii.
Vers. 11

12.

is

deer; but
all

10, "ilt^D is

used in an ethical sense; and

respect from its use in xxvi. 12.

On

differs

in this

primary
passage v. 9, of which this is an echo. Wily spies dodge his
every step and would gladly see what they have invented
against him and wished for him , realised. Should he enter
the way of sin leading to destruction, it would tend to the
dishonour of God, just as on the contrary it is a matter of
honour with God not to let His servant fall.
Hence he
prays to be led in the way of God, for a oneness of his
own will with the divine renders a man inaccessible [to evil].
K'SJ, ver. 12, is used, as in xvii. 9, and in the similar passage,
which is genuinely Davidic, xli. 3, in the signification pasO'VIB', see the

sion or strong desire; because the soul, in its natural state,

and inordinate desire,
nBJ is a collateral
are
formed from the
they
both
adjectives
rPBj;
future of the verb HIS (like 3"V , a'"]}): accustomed to breathe
is

selfishness

form of

out (exhale), i.e. either to express, or to snort, breathe forth
or 8|*itveiv <p6vov and <p6vou, Sujiou, and the like,
ix.
Acts
In both Hitzig sees participles of HEP (Jer. iv.
1).
but
x.
5 and Hab. ii. 3 lead back to rr>0 (fTD); and
31);
Hupfeld rightly recognises such nouns formed from futures
to be, according to their original source, circumlocutions of
the participle after the manner of an elliptical relative clause
(cf. itvetv,

(the kaao of the Arabic syntax), and explains

gether with

Don

IIS],

OOVS

ITS], to*

from the verbal construction which

continues in force.
14. Self-encouragement to firmer confidence
Vers. 13

still

—

Joined to ver. 12 (Aben-Ezra, Eimchi), ver. 13
trails badly after it.
We must, with Geier, Dachselt, and
others, suppose that the apodosis is wanting to the protasis
with its xh'b pointed with three points above,* and four
of faith.

* The 1 has not any point above it, because it might be easily mis*
taken for a Cholem, vid. Baer's Psalterium p. 130.
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below, according to the Masora

a word which

is

(cf. B. Berachoth 4a), but
indispensably necessary, and is even attested

by the LXX.

(iaorfl) and the Targom (although not by any
other of the ancient versions); cf. the protasis with *6, which
has no apodosis, in Gen. 1. 15, and the apodoses with r3 after
i^b in Gen. xxxi. 42, xliii. 10, 1 Sam. xxxv. 34, 2 Sam. ii. 27

Num.

(also

xxii. 33,

where

'^ik

= tb

DN

likewise to be explained per aposiopesin.

— ^&),

which are

The perfect

after

(w)

has sometimes the sense of a plusquamperfectum
(as in Gen. xliii. 10, nisi eunctati ettemus), and sometimes
the sense of an imperfect, as in the present passage (cf. Deut.

vhb

si saperent). The poet does not speak of a faith
that he once had, a past faith, but, in regard to the danger
that is even now abiding and present, of the faith he now

xxxii. 29,

has, a present faith.

The apodosis ought to run something

like this (cxix. 92, xciv.

17): did I

not believe, were not

confidence preserved to me .
then (kc or TK >3) I should
.
perish; or: then I had suddenly perished. But he has such
.

and he accordingly in ver. 14 encourages himself to
on
go
cheerfully waiting and hoping; he speaks to himself,
faith,

it is,

as

it

were, the believing half of his soul addressing the

despondent and weaker half. Instead of yoji (Deut. xxxi. 7)
the expression is, as in xxxi. 25, *|abvc*P l, let thy heart be
strong, let it give proof of strength. The rendering "May
He (Jahve) strengthen thy heart" would require |>fi!s:> ; but
yPKOi e '9' - T^ **• 17, belongs to the transitive denominatives applying to the mind or spirit, in which the Hebrew is
by no means poor, and in which the Arabic is especially rich.

M

PSALM

XXVIII.

CBY FOB HELP AND THANKSGIVING, IN A TIME OP REBELLION.
1

TO Thee,
My Rock,

Jahve, do I cry;
remain not deaf to me,
Lest, if Thou be silent to me, I belike them that go down

to the pit.
2 Hear the voice of my supplication, when

When

I

cry unto Thee,

up my hands to Thy holy sanctuary.
8 Carry me not away with the ungodly and with the workers
I lift

of iniquity,
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Who

speak peace with their neighbours,

While

evil is in their hearts.

4 Give to them according to their work and the wickedness
of their deeds;

According to the work of their hands give to them,
Requite them what they have donel
5

For they regard not the doings of Jahve,
Nor the work of His hands
He shall pull them down, not build them up.

—

6 Blessed be Jahve,
Because He hath heard

my loud supplication
my defence and my shield,
In Him my heart trusted and I was helped
Therefore my heart exulteth and with my

7 Jahve is

—

,

praise

8 Jahve

And
9

is

1

song do

1

Him.

a defence to them,

the saving defence of His anointed one is He.

help Thy people

And
And

bless

Thy

heritage,

feed them, and bear

them up

for everl

To Ps. xxvi. and xxvii. a third Psalm is here added,
belonging to the time of the persecution by Absolom. In this
Psalm, also, the drawing towards the sanctuary of God
cannot be lost sight of; and in addition thereto we have the
intercession of the anointed one, when personally imperilled,
on behalf of the people who are equally in need of help,
an intercession which can only be rightly estimated in connection with the circumstances of that time. Like Ps. xxvii.
this, its neighbour, also divides into two parts ; these parts,
however, though their lines are of a different order, nevertheless bear a similar poetic impress. Both are composed
of verses consisting of two and three lines. There are
many points of contact between this Psalm and Ps. xxvii.;
e.g. in the epithet applied to God, riyo; but compare also
ver. 3 with xxvi. 9; ver 2 with xxxi. 23; ver. 9 with xxix. 11.
The echoes of this Psalm in Isaiah are very many, and also

—

in Jeremiah.
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—

This first half of the Psalm (vers. 1
5) is
The preposition jo in connection with the verbs
tf"in,to be deaf, dumb, and nBTI,to keep silence, is a pregnant
form of expression denoting an aversion or turning away
which does not deign to give the suppliant an answer. Jahve
is his "lilt, his ground of confidence; but if He continues thus
to keep silence, then he who confides in Him will become
Vers.

1

5.

supplicatory.

like those

who

are going

(Isa. xiv. 19) to the pit.

down
The

(xzii. 30), or are

gone down

participle of the past answers

better to the situation of one already on the brink of the
abyss.

In the double sentence with

|S,

the chief accent falls

upon the second clause, for which the first only paratactically opens up the way (cf. Isa. v. 4, xii. 1); in Latin it would
be

ne, te mihi

non respondente,

Baur with him,

similis fiam.

Olshausen , and

believes that because >r^K>nji has not the

accent on the ultima as being perf. consec, it must be interpreted according to the accentuation thus, "in order that

Thou mayst no longer keep silence, whilst I am already become like .* But this ought to be bwoi ixt) or at least
.

,

And

were to be taken as a real perfect, it would then rather have to be rendered "and I should
then be like." But, notwithstanding t6#d:i is Milel, it is
still perf. consecutivum ("and I am become like"); for if, in
a sentence of more than one member following upon ;s, the
fut., as is usually the case (yid. on xxxviii. 17), goes over
into the perf., then the latter, in most instances, has the
tone of the perf. consec. (Deut. iv. 19, Judges xviii. 25, Prov.
The penultimav. 9
12, Mai. iii. 24), but not always.
accentuation is necessarily retained in connection with the
two great pausal accents, Silluk and Athnach, Deut. viii. 12,
Prov. xxx. 9; in this passage in connection with Rebia
"•r&BfCO *3W.

if irt>COJl

—

mugrash, just as we

may

say, in general, the perf. consec.

sometimes retains its pinufttma-accentuation in connection
with distinctives instead of being accented on the ultima;
c. g. in connection with Rebia mugrash, Prov. xxx. 9; with
Rebia, xix. 14 (cf. Prov. xxx. 9 with Ezek. xiv. 17);
with Zakeph. 1 Sam. xxix. 8; and even with Tiphcha Obad.
ver. 10, Joel iv. 21. The national grammarians are ignorant
of any law on this subject.*
*

Aben-Ezra (Moznqfim 366) explains the perfect accented en the
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The point towards which the psalmist stretches forth his
hands in prayer is Jahve's holy yzn . Such is the word
(after the form IT'D, K^2, f>t?J!) used only in the Books of
Kings and Chronicles, with the exception of this passage, to
denote the Holy of Holies, not as being xP 1J(* aTl0T'JP l0v
(Aquila and Symmachus), or XaX-qxTjpiov, oraculum (Jerome),
as it were, Jahve's audience chamber (Hengstenberg)
a
meaning that is not in accordance with the formation of the
word,
but as the hinder part of the tent, from "Qi Arabic
dabara, to be behind, whence dubr (Talmudic "OH), that
which is behind (opp. kubl, kibal, that which is in the front),
cf. Jesurun p. 87 sq.
In vers. 3, 4 the prayer is expanded.
"tt'D (instead of which we find r)DN in xxvi. 9), to draw any
one down forcibly to destruction, or to drag him to the
place of judgment, Ezek. xxxii. 20. cf. x. 9, Job. xxiv. 22.
The delineation of the ungodly David borrows from his
actual foes. Should he succumb to them, then his fate
would be like that which awaits them, to whom he is con-

—

—

,

is radically unlike.
He therefore prays that
God's recompensing justice may anticipate him, i. e. that
He may requite them according to their desert, before he
succumbs, to whom they have feigned
a good understanding, or being on good terms, whereas they cherished
in their heart the HSJl that is now unmasked (cf. Jer. ix. 7).
jro, used of an official adjudication, as in Hos. ix. 14, Jer.
xxxii. 19. The epanaphora of 0!"6~)FI is like xxvii. 14.* The
phrase 7iDl JB'TI (O^B|), which occurs frequently in the
prophets, signifies to recompense or repay to any one his
accomplishing, his manifestation, that is to say, what he has
done and merited; the thoughts and expression call to mind
more particularly Isa. iii. 8 11, i. 16. The right to pray

scious that he

dW,

i

—

for

is grounded, in ver. 5, upon
and merciful rule as it is to be
Isa. v. 12, xxii. 11). The contrast

recompense (vengeance)

their blindness to God's just

seen in

human

history

(cf.

of D33 and cnn, to pull

down

(with a personal object, as in

9 from the conformity of sound, and Eimchi (Miehsimply records the phenomenon.

penult, in Prov. xxx.
lol GJ)

* This repetition, at the end, of a significant word that has been
nsed at the beginning of a verse, is a favourite custom of Isaiah's
(Comment. S. 387; transUii. 134).
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Exod. xt. 7), is like Jeremiah's style (ch. xlii. 10, cf. i. 10,
and frequently, Sir. xlix. 7). In ver. 5a, the prominent thought in David's mind is, that they shamefully fail
to recognise how gloriously and graciously God has again
and again acknowledged him as His anointed one. He has
(2 Sam. vii.) received the promise, that God would build him
a house, i.e. grant perpetual continuance to his kingship.
The Absolomites are in the act of rebellion against this
divine appointment. Hence they shall experience the very
reverse of the divine promise given to David: Jahve will
pull them down and not build them up, He will destroy, at
its very commencement, this dynasty set up in opposition
to God.
The first half of the Psalm prayed for
Vers. 6
9.
deliverance and for judgment; this second half gives thanks
for both. If the poet wrote the Psalm at one sitting then
at this point the certainty of being answered dawns upon
him. But it is even possible that he added this second part
later on, as a memorial of the answer he experienced to
xviii. 9,

—

his prayer (Hitzig, Ewald).

It

sounds, at

all events, like

the record of something that has actually taken place.
Jahve is his defence and shield. The conjoined perfects in
ver. 7b. denote that which is closely united in actual realisation; and in the fut.consec, as is frequently the case, e.g.
in Job. xiv.

2,

the historical signification retreats into the

background before the more

essential idea of that which
has been produced. In i"V&E, the song is conceived as the
spring whence the nmn bubble forth; and instead of I2y,n we
have the more impressive form lining as in xlv. 18, cxvi. 6,
1 Sam. xvii. 47, the syncope being omitted. From suffering
(Leid) springs song (Lied), and from song springs the praise
(Lob) of Him, who has "turned" the suffering, just as it is attuned in vers. 6 and8.*The aotot, who are intended by fo^in
ver. 8a, are those of Israel, as in xii. 8, Isa. xxxiii. 2
,

(Hitzig).

The LXX.

(xpatatojjKx too Xaoo ataoo)

reads layS,

approved by Bottcher, Olshausen
yields a similar sense. First of all

as in xxix. 11, which is

and Hupfeld; but
*

There

we cannot

is

id?

a play of words and an alliteration in this sentence which
TB.

fully reproduce in the English.

—
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David thinks

of the

people,

XXIX.

then

of himself;

for

his

private character retreats behind his official,

by virtue of
the head of Israel. For this very reason his
deliverance is the deliverance of Israel, to whom, so far as

which he

is

they have become unfaithful to His anointed, Jahve has

not requited this faithlessness, and to whom, so far as they
have remained true to him, He has rewarded this fidelity.
Jahve is a ty to them, inasmuch as He preserves them by
His might from the destruction into which they would have
precipitated themselves, or into which others would have
precipitated them; and He is the niyHS* TlpD of His anointed,
inasmuch as He surrounds him as an inaccessible place of
refuge which secures to him salvation in all its fulness
instead of the destruction anticipated. Israel's salvation
and blessing were at stake; but Israel is in fact God's people

—

and God's inheritance
may He, then, work salvation for
them in every future need and bless them. Apostatised
from David, it was a flock in the hands of the hireling
may He ever take the place of shepherd to them and carry
them in His arms through the destruction.
The DNS0J

—

coupled with ojrn (thus it is to be pointed according to
Ben-Asher) calls to mind Deut. i. 31, "Jahve carried Israel
as a man doth carry his son", and Exod. xix. 4, Deut. xxxii.
11, "as on eagles' wings." The Piel, as in Isa. lxiii. 9, is used
of carrying the weak, whom one lifts up and thus removes
out of its helplessness and danger. Ps. iii. closes just in
the same way with an intercession; and the close of Ps. xxix.
is similar, but promissory, and consequently it is placed
next to Ps. xxviii.

PSALM

XXEX.

THE PSALM OF THE SEVEN THUNDEES.

GIVE

unto Jahve, ye sons of God,
Give unto Jahve glory and might
2 Give unto Jahve the glory of His name,
Do homage to Jahve in holy attire!
1

1

3

The voice of Jahve is upon the waters.
The God of Glory thundereth,
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i ahve is upon the great waters.
4 The voice of Jahve goeth forth in power,

The

voice of Jahve goeth forth in majesty.

5 The voice of Jahve breaketh the cedars,
Yea, Jahve breaketh the cedars of Lebanon.
6 And He maketh them to skip like a calf,
Lebanon and Sirion like a young antelope.
7 The voice of Jahve flameth forth quivering fire.

8 The voice of Jahve shaketh the wilderness.
Jahve shaketh the wilderness of Eadesh.
9 The voice of Jahve maketh the hinds to travail,

—

He strippeth the forest
And in His temple everything

saith: "Glory

1*

10 Jahve hath sat at the Flood,
And Jahve sitteth a King for ever.
li Jahve will give power to His people,
Jahve will bless His people with peace.

The occasion of this Psalm is a thunderstorm it is not, how ever, limited to the outward natural phenomena, but therein
;

is

perceived the self-attestation of the God of the redemptive
Just as in the second part of Ps. six. the God of

history.

the revelation of salvation is called nirr seven times in distinction from the God revealed in nature, so in this Psalm
of thunders , 71 hip is repeated seven times so that it may
be called the Psalm of the 4irx4 jSpovrai (Apoc. x. 3 sq.).
During the time of the second Temple as the addition to
the inscription by the LXX. ejooi'oo (££68oo) oxijvtj? (— oxtjvoitij-y Jot?) seems to imply *, it was sung on the Shemini Azereth,
the last day (e?66iov, Lev. xxiii. 36) of the feast of tabernacles. Between two tetrastichs, in each of which the name
,

,

* The Ttf of the Temple liturgy of the Shemini Azereth is not
Talmud (vid. Totefoth to B. Sucea Ala, where, according
to Sofrim xix. § 2 and a statement of the Jerusalem Talmud, Ps. vi., or
xii, is guessed at). We only know, that Ps. xxix. belongs to the Psalmportions for the intervening days of the feast of tabernacles, which are
stated in the
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mrp occurs four

1—2.

times, lie three pentastichs, which, in their

sevenfold Tl bp, represent the peals of thunder which follow
in rapid succession as the storm increases in its fury.

—

The opening strophe

calls upon the celestial
Jahve; for a revelation of divine glory is
in preparation, which, in its first movements, they are accounted worthy to behold, for the roots of everything that

Vers.

1

2.

spirits to praise

takes place in this world are in the invisible world. It is
not the mighty of the earth, who are called in lxxxii. 6
but the angels, who are elsewhere called D'H'Sn "03
|1^J? VE,

Job

(e.g.

ii.

ah*

Since

1),

that are here, as in lxxxix.

never means God, like

OTPn

7,

ab»

called

'El!

(so that it could be

rendered sons of the deity), but gods, Exod. xv. 11, Dan.
ix. 36, the expression D"bi< 'J2 must be translated as a double
plural from &TJ3, after the analogy of Owb? VQ, Isa. xlii.

from vbs tV3 (Ges. § 108, 3), "sons of God", not "sons
of gods." They, the God-begotten, i.e. created in the image
of God, who form with God their Father as it were one
22,

family

Genesis S. 121), are here called

(vid.

God

unto

xxxii. 3),

upon

glory and might (the primary passage
i.e.

to render back to

Him

cheerfully

to give

is

Deut.

and joyously

it were by an echo, His glory
and might, which are revealed and to be revealed in the
created world, and to give unto Him the glory of His name,

in a laudatory recognition, as

i.e.

praise His glorious

to

deserts.

on
is

comprehended

Joma

3a), viz.

(lxxii.

19) according

its

on the

on the other hand, Job

vi. 22).

ultima according to rule

Bhp rnin

name

in all three instances has the accent
(cf.,

holy vestments, splendid festal attire, 2 Chron.
in the vox memorialis 'na'Dlfl (Succa 55a, cf. Bashi on
xxix. (n); 1. 16 (l); xciy. 16 (o); xciv. 8 (a); lxxxi.

Ps

Besides this the treatise Sofrim xviii. § 3 mentions
for the festival of Pentecost and the tradition
of the synagogue which prevails even at the present day recognises it
only as a festival Psalm of the first day of Sbabnoth [Pentecost] ; the
7 (n)

;

lxxxii.

56

Ps. xxix. as the

(').

Psalm

for Shemini Azereth is the 65th.
The only confirmation of the
statement of the LXX. is to be fonnd in the Sohar; for there (section
X) Ps. xxix. is referred to the pouring forth of the water on the seventh
day of the feast of tabernacles (Hosianna rabba), since it is said, that
by means of the seven m?-p (corresponding to the seven compassings
of the altar) seven of the Sephiroth open the flood-gates of heaven.

Psalm
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A revelation of the power of God is
near at hand. The heavenly spirits are to prepare themselves
for it with all the outward display of which they are capable.
If ver. 2 were a summons to the church on earth, or, as in
xcvi. 9, to the dwellers upon the earth, then there ought
to be some expression to indicate the change in the parties
addressed; it is, therefore, in ver. 2 as in ver. 1, directed to
the priests of the heavenly b^T\. In the Apocalypse, also,
the songs of praise and trumpeting of the angels precede
the judgments of God.
kx. 21,

Ps. ex. 3.*

cf.

Vers. 3

—

9.

Now

follows the description of the revela-

tion of God's power, which

and

is

is

the ground of the summons,

to be the subject-matter of their praise.

glorious

One makes Himself heard

The

All-

in the language (Apoc.

and reveals Himself in the storm.
which naturally arrange themselves
into three five-line strophes. The chief matter with the
poet, however, is the sevenfold 71 'Tip. Although b*p is sometimes used almost as an ejaculatory "Hark 1" (Gen. iv. 10,
Isa. lii. 8), this must not, with Ewald (§ 286, /"), be applied
to the Tl ^Tp of the Psalm before us, the theme of which is
the voice of God, who announces Himself from heaven,
a voice which moves the world. The dull sounding ^lp serves
not merely to denote the thunder of the storm, but even the
thunder of the earthquake, the roar of the tempest, and
in general, every low, dull, rumbling sound, by which God
makes Himself audible to the world, and more especially
from the wrathful side of His doxa. The waters in ver. 3
are not the lower waters. Then the question arises what
are they? Were the waters of the Mediterranean intended,
they would be more definitely denoted in such a vivid
description. It is, however, far more appropriate to the
commencement of this description to understand them to
mean the mass of water gathered together in the thick,
black storm-clouds (vid. xviii. 12, Jer. x. 13). The rumbx. 3 sq.) of the thunder,

There are

fifteen lines,

—

Wra

* The
(with holj
reading proposed in B. Berachoth 30*
trembling) has never been a various reading; nor has P*isn3, after
which the LXX. renders it iv aiiXfl d?(a a&tou.

VOL.

I.

24
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3—9.

is, as the poet himself explains in ver. 3b, the
thunder produced on high by the 1133H bx (cf. 1123D "£©,
xxiv. 7 sqq.), which rolls over the sea of waters floating
above the earth in the sky. Ver. 4m and 4&, just like ver.
The
3a and 3b, are independent substantival clauses.
rumbling of Jahve is, issues forth, or passes by; 2
with the abstract article as in lxxvii. 14, Prov. xxiv. 5
Luke iv. 32, iv to^oi' Apoc. xviii. 2),
(cf. Prov. viii. 8,
In ver. 3 the first
is the 3 of the distinctive attribute.
peals of thunder are heard in ver. 4 the storm is coming
nearer, and the peals become stronger, and now it bursts
forth with its full violence: ver. 5a describes this in a general
form, and ver. 5b expresses by the fut. consec, as it were
amidst
inferentially, that wbich is at present taking place
the rolling of the thunder the descending lightning flashes
rive the cedars of Lebanon (as is well-known, the lightning
takes the outermost points). The suffix in ver. 6a does not
refer prolepticafly to the mountains mentioned afterwards,
but naturally to the cedars (Hengst., Hupf., Hitz.), which
bend down before the storm and quickly rise up again. The
skipping of Lebanon and Sirion, however, is not to be re-

ling* of Jahve

;

:

ferred to the fact, that their

and

wooded summits bend down

rise again, but, according to cxiv. 4,

—

to their being

shaken by the crash of the thunder,
a feature in the
picture which certainly does not rest upon what is actually
true in nature , but figuratively describes the apparent
quaking of the earth daring a heavy thunderstorm. |T"C
according to Deut. iii. 9, is the Sidonian name of Hermon,
and therefore side by side with Lebanon it represents AntiLebanon. The word, according to the Masora, has v? sinistrum, and consequently is "WHy, wherefore Hitzig correctly
derives it from t~» fut. »., to gleam, sparkle , cf. the passage
from an Arab poet at cxxxiii. 3. The lightning makes these
mountains bound (Luther, lecken, i.e. according to his
,

*

by "voice" has been retained in the
The word, however, which
Gedrohn, the best English equivalent of which i*

The simple rendering of

?'p

text of the Psalm, as in the Authorised Version.
Dr. Delitzsch uses is

a "rambling."

—

TK.
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explanation: to spring, skip) like young antelopes. OKI.*,
name of the antelope,
and of the buffalo that roams in herds through the forests

like PouPaXo?, poo|3aAi«, is a generic

beyond the Jordan even at the present day; for there are antelopes that resemble the buffalo and also (except in the formation of the head and the cloven hoofs) those that resemble the

The LXX. renders: «k olo? (lovoxspokwv. Does this
the unicorn [Germ, one-horn] depicted on Persian and
African monuments ? Is this unicorn distinct from the one
horse.

mean

horned antelope? Neither an unicorn nor an one horned antelope have been seen to the present day by any traveller.
Both animals, and consequently also their relation to one
another, are up to the present time still undefinable from a
scientific point of view.**

Each peal of thunder is immediately followed by a flash
of lightning; Jahve's thunder cleaveth flames of fire, i. e.
forms (as it were A.ato|iet) the fire-matter of the storm-clouds
into cloven flames of fire, into lightnings that pass swiftly
along; in connection with which it must be remembered
that Tl b)p denotes not merely the thunder as a phenomenon,
but at the same time it denotes the omnipotence of God
expressing itself therein. The brevity and threefold division
of ver. 7 depicts the incessant, zigzag, quivering

•On
**

By

J

vid. 8eetzen'8

Reisen

iii.

339 and also

iv.

movement

496.

ON") Ludolf in opposition to Bochart understands the rhino-

ceros; but this animal, belonging to the swine tribe, is certainly not

meant, or even merely associated with it. Moreo?er, the rhinoceros
[Germ, nose-horn] is called in Egypt charnin (from ,o**
ijj-s)> Du *

=

862 the French archaeologist, M. Wadin Damascus when an antiquary brought me an

the unicorn, eharnit. "In the year
dington, was with

me

1

ancient vessel on which a number of animals were engraved, their
names being written 'on their bellies. Among the well known animals
there was also an unicorn, exactly like a zebra or a horse, but with a
long horn standing oat upon its forehead; on its body was the word
•...«

*^.

M. Waddington wished to have the vessel and

I gave it up

him to Paris. We talked a good deal
about this unicorn, and felt obliged to come to the conclusion that the
form of the fabulous animal might have become known to the Arabs at
the time of the crusades, when the English coat of arms came to
to him; and he took it with

Syria."

—

Wetzstein.

24*
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10-11.

of the lightning (tela trisulca, ignes

Ovid).

trisulci, in

From

the northern mountains the storm sweeps on towards the
south of Palestine into the Arabian desert, viz. as we are
told in ver. 8b (cf. ver. 5, according to the schema of "pa-

by reservation"), the wilderness region of Kadesh
(Kadesh Barnea), which, however we may define its position,
must certainly have lain near the steep western slope of the
rallelism

mountains of Edom toward the Arabah. Jahve's thunder,
the thunderstorm, puts this desert in a state of whirl,
inasmuch as it drives the sand (^in) before it in whirlwinds
and among the mountains it, viz. the strong lightning and
thundering, makes the hinds to writhe, inasmuch as from

viz.

fright they bring forth prematurely.

and the

bbw

Pit.

Both the

ffiph.

b^TV

are used with a causative meaning (root

t

in,

Tt, to

move

The poet continues

in a circle, to encircle).

makes one

storm to dewere out of its chrysalis
state, rvhjr is a poetical plural form; and rffl) describes
the effect of the storm which "shells" the woods, inasmuch
as it beats down the branches of the trees both the tops
and the foliage. While Jahve thus reveals Himself from
heaven upon the earth in all His irresistible power, 1t>3V13, in
His heavenly palace (xi. 4, xviii. 7), ite (note how YPZTD
resolves this fc out of itself), i. e. each of the beings therein,
says: 1133. That which the poet, in vers. 1
2, has called
upon them to do, now takes place. Jahve receives back
His glory, which is immanent in the universe, in the thousandvoiced echo of adoration.
11. Luther renders it: "The Lord sitteth to
Vers. 10
prepare a Flood", thus putting meaning into the unintelligible rendering of the Vulgate and LXX.; and in fact a
meaning that accords with the language
for b 3#J is
most certainly intended to be understood after the analogy
of CDtwo"' 3t2", cxxii. 5, cf. ix. 8
just as much as with the
with F)BTP!

,

since he

velope from another, merging as

effect of the

it

,

—

—

—

—

context; for the poet has not thus far expressly referred to

the torrents of rain, in which the storm empties

hardtalso (Lutherische

und Astronomie,

Zeitschrift, 1861,

S. 568, Aufl. 4),

216

Biehm
and

Allgem. Kirchen-Zeit., 1864, S. 110),

EngelKurtz (Bibel

itself.

f.),

(Liter. -Blatt

of the

others understand

by tnso the quasi-flood of the torrent of rain accompanying
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the lightning and thunder. But the word is not •Ocb, but
bvnh, and ^3»n (Syr. mom&T) occurs exclusively in Gen.
vi.
zi. as the name of the great Flood.
Every tempest,
however, calls to mind this judgment and its merciful
issue, for it comes before us in sacred history as the first
appearance of rain with lightning and thunder, and of the
bow in the clouds speaking its message of peace {Genesis,

—

S. 276).

The retrospective reference to this event is also
confirmed by the aorist 3^1 which follows the

still further

—

perfect 2t£h (Hofmann, Schriftbetveis i. 208). Jahve
says
the poet
sat (upon His throne) at the Flood (to execute
it), and sits (enthroned) in consequence thereof, or since
that time, as this present revelation of Him in the tempest
shews, as King for ever, inasmuch as He rules down here
upon earth from His throne in the heavens (cxv. 16) in wrath
and in mercy, judging and dispensing blessing. Here upon
earth He has a people, whom from above He endows with
a share of His own might and blesses with peace, while the
tempests of His wrath burst over their foes. How expressive
is DISS'S as the closing word of this particular Psalm I It
spans the Psalm like a rain-bow. The opening of the Psalm
shews us the heavens opened and the throne of God in the
midst of the angelic songs of praise, and the close of the
Psalm shews us, on earth, His people victorious and blessed with peace (3 as in Gen. xxiv. 1*), in the midst of
Jahve's voice of anger, which shakes all things. Gloria in
excelris is its beginning, and pax in terris its conclusion.

—

PSALM

XXX.

BONO OF THANKSGIVING AFTER RECOVERY FROM DANGEROUS
SICKNESS.

WILL

Thou hast raised me up,
made mine enemies to rejoice over me.
Jahve, my God, I cried to Thee, then Thou didst heal me;

2 I

And

3

extol Thee, Jahve, that

hast not

—

* The Holy One, blessed be He
says the Mishna, Ukiin iii. 12,
has not found any
with reference to this passage in the Psalms
,
othei vessel ( '3) to

hold the

blessing

—

specially

allotted

to

Israel
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4

Thou hast brought up my soul from Hades,
Thou hast revived me, that I should not go down to

Jahve,

the grave.

5 Sing unto Jahve, ye saints of His,
And give thanks to His holy name.
6 For His anger endureth hut for a moment, His favour
for a life long;
At eventide weeping cometh in for the night
And in the morning cometh a shout of joy.

—

however, thought in my security:
not totter for ever."
8 Jahve, by Thy favour hadst Thou made my mountain
to stand strong;
I became troubled.
Thou hast hidden Thy face,

7

I,

"I shall

—

9 To Thee, Jahve, did I

And

to Jahve,

made

cry,

I supplication:

my

my

going down to

10

"What

11

"Hear, Jahve, and be gracious unto mel
"Jahve, be Thou my helper!"

12

Thou hast turned for me my mourning into dancing,
Thou hast put off my sackcloth and didst gird me

13

To the end that my glory might

profit is there in
the grave?

"Shall the dust praise

blood, in

Thee?

shall it declare

Thy truth?

with joy;

be
Jahve,

silent

my

—

God, for ever will

The summons

to praise

angels above in Ps. xxix.,
pious here below.

There

is

sing of Thee,

I praise Thee.

God which
is

and not

is

addressed to the

directed in Ps. xxz. to the

nothing against the adoption of

e "n~6. Hitzig again in this instance finds all kinds of indications of Jeremiah's hand; but the parallels in Jeremiah
tl

are echoes of the Psalms, and WPTl in ver. 2 does not need
to be explained of a lowering into a tank or dungeon, it is
a metaphorical expression for raising up out of the depths
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Even Hezekiah's song of thanksgiving in Isa.
grown out of the two closing strophes of this
Psalm under the influence of an intimate acquaintance with
of

affliction.

xxxviii. has

the Book of Job.
that it is David,
bility of his

We

are therefore warranted in supposing

who

here, having in the midst of the sta-

power come to the verge of the grave, and now

who has been
has made his refuge, and
calls upon all the pious to join with him in his song. The
Psalm bears the inscription: A Song-Psalm at the Dedication
of the House, by David. This has been referred to the dedication of the site of the future Temple, 2 Sam. xxiv., 1
Chron. xxi.; but although the place of the future Temple
together with the altar then erected on it, can be called
mn» rV3 (1 Chron. xxii. 1), and might also at any rate be
called absolutely rvari (as rP3T) "]!"l, the Temple hill); yet we
know that David did not himself suffer (2 Sam. xxiv. 17)
from the pestilence, which followed as a punishment upon
the numbering of the people which he instituted in his arrogant self-magnification. The Psalm, however, also does not
contain anything that should point to a dedication of a
sanctuary, whether Mount Moriah, or the tabernacle, 2 Sam.
vi. 17. It might more naturally be referred to the re-conbeing roused from

all

carnal security, as one

rescued, praises the Lord,

whom he

secration of the palace, that was defiled by Absolom, after

David's return; but the Psalm mentions some imminent
peril, the gracious averting of which does not consist in the

turning away of bloodthirsty foes, but in recovery from some
sickness that might have proved fatal. Thus then it must
be the dedication of the citadel on Zion , the building of

which was just completed. From 2 Sam. v. 12 we see that
David regarded this building as a pledge of the stability and
exaltation of his kingdom; and all that is needed in order to
understand the Psalm is, with Aben-Ezra, Flaminius, Crusius,
and Vaihinger, to infer from the Psalm itself, that David
had been delayed by some severe illness from taking possession of the new building. The situation of Ps. xvi. is just
like it. The regular official title rPSST^jJ "18/N (majordomo)
shews, that fl'SH, used thus absolutely, may denote the
palace just as well as the Temple. The LXX. which renders
it too &-fxaivio|ioo xou oixio (too) ActoiS, understands the pal-
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ace, not the

2—4.

In the Jewish ritual, Ps. xxx.

Temple.

is cer-

tainly, as is even stated in the Tractate Sofrim xviii. § 2,

the Psalm for the feast of Chanucca, or Dedication, which
refers to

1

Vers. 2
PlVl

52 sqq.

Mace.

iv.

—

The Psalm begins

4.

(from rta

,

Arab.

5to, to

a hymn.

like

The

Piel

hold anything long, loose and

pendulous, whether upwards or downwards, conj. V. ^JJ
to dangle) signifies to lift or draw up, like a bucket (i^n

The poet himthat
depth
is
which
into
he
had
sunk and
what
self says
had
drawn
him
up
without
his
enemies
God
out of which
him
as
in
xxv,
i.
without
allowing
rejoicing over
e.
2),
(^
them the wished for joy at his destruction: he was brought
down almost into Hades in consequence of some fatal sickGreek

dvrXtov, Latin tollo, totteno in Festus).

HTl (never: to call into being out of nothing) always
means to restore to life that which has apparently or really

ness.

succumbed to death, or to preserve anything living in life.
With this is easily and satisfactorily joined the Keri 113 , ttc
(without Makkeph in the correct text) ita ut non descen,

der em; the infinitive of T]J in this instance following the
analogy of the strong verb is tp , like Bd> , |1b» , and

with suffix Jordi (like Josdi Job xxxviii. 4) or jar di, for
here it is to be read thus, and not jordi (vid. on xvi. 1,
might also be the infinitive,
lxxxvi. 2).* The Chethib
written with Cholem plenum, as an infinitive Gen. xxxii. 20,
,

mvo

and an imperative Num.

each pointed with Cholem
probably intended to be
read as a participle, 'Tjftp: Thou hast revived me from
those who sink away into the grave (xxviii. 1), or out of
xxiii. 8, is

instead of Kametz chatuph ; but

it is

—

(cf. xxii. 22b)
a perfectly admissible
and pregnant construction.
Vers. 5
6 call upon all the pious to praise this God,
who after a short season of anger is at once and henceforth

the state of such

—

gracious.

•

Instead of CB' of Jahve,

we

find the expression

The Masora does not place the word under

rSDp

V'\

pw NTO'D ybt*

I'DDni (Introduction 284), as one would expect to find

it if it

were

to be read mijordi, and proceeds on the assumption that mijardi i% infinitive
like

T)0^

(read 'amadcha) Obad. ver 11, not participle (Ewald, S. 533).
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-pT in this instance, as inxcvii. 12 after Exod.

15.

iii.

Jahve,

by
both named and remembered, and that in the most illustrious
manner. The history of redemption is, as it were, an unfolding of the Name of Jahve and at the same time a setting
up of a monument, an establishment of a memorial, and in
fact the erection of a ttnp ~d? because all God's self-attestations, whether in love or in wrath, flow from the sea of light
revealing Himself, renders Himself capable

of being

;

of His holiness. When He manifests Himself to His own
love prevails; and wrath is, in relation to them, only a
vanishing moment: a moment passes in His anger, a (whole)
life in Sis favour, i. e. the former endures only for a moment,
the latter the whole life of a man. aAUes Ding mShrt seine
Zeii, Gottes LieV in Emigkeit." All things last their season,
God's love to all eternity. The preposition a does not here,
as in the beautiful parallel Isa. liv. 7 sq., cf. lx. 10, denote
the time and mode of that which takes place, but the state
in which one spends the time. Ver. 6b c portrays the rapidity with which love takes back wrath (cf. Isa. xvii. 14):
in the evening weeping takes up its abode with us for the
night, but in the morning another guest, viz. rOT, appears,
like a rescuing angel, before whom ipa disappears. The
predicate rb\ does not belong to ver. 6c as well (Hupfeld,
Hitzig).

The substantival clause: and

joy-* joy

is

of the help of
Vers. 7

in

—

morning
and surprise

the

present, depicts the unexpectedness

Him who sends oa and P1J").
David now relates his experience

8.

in detail,

beginning with the cause of the chastisement, which he has
just undergone. In 'FnON \JNl (as in xxxi. 23, Psa. xlix. 4)
he contrasts his former self-confidence, in which (like the
yen, x. 6) he thought himself to be immoveable, with the
God-ward trust he has now gained in the school of affliction.
Instead of confiding in the Giver, he trusted in the gift, as
though it had been his own work. It is uncertain,
but
whether *6t8' is the inflected
it is all the same in the end,
infinitive )bv of the verb ii?B> (which we adopt in our translation), or the inflected noun ibvf O^SSf)
l^t? » after the form

—

—

—

Ttiff

i

a swimming, Ezek.

xlvii.

5,

=-

rii'rK?,

Jer. xxii.

21.

The inevitable consequence of such carnal security, as it
18, is some
is more minutely described in Deut. viii. 11

—
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humbling divine chastisement. This intimate connection is
expressed by the perfects in ver. 8, which represent God's
pardon, God's withdrawal of favour, which is brought about
by his self-exaltation, and the surprise of his being undeceived,
as synchronous, ty "POg.n» to set up might is equivalent
to : to give it as a lasting possession ; cf. 2 Chron. xxxiii. 8,
which passage is a varied, but not (as Riehm supposes) a
corrupted, repetition of 2 Kings xxi. 8. It is, therefore,
unnecessary, as Hitzig does, to take b as accusatival and

Thy favour hadst Thou made my mounThe mountain is Zion, which is strong
by natural position and by the additions of art (2 Sam. v. 9);
and this, as being the castle-hill, is the emblem of the kingdom of David: Jahve had strongly established his kingdom
for David, when on account of his trust in himself He made
him to feel how all that he was he was only by Him and
without Him he was nothing whatever. The form of the
inflexion '*ni"l, instead of '"in - harri, is defended by Gen.
xiv. 6 and Jer. xvii. 3 (where it is nin
if from "nil).
The reading mi"6 (LXX., Syr.), i. e. to my kingly dignity
is a happy substitution; whereas the reading of the Targum
Tj?

as adverbial: in

tain to stand firm.

,

M

"placed (me) on firm mountains", at once refutes itself
for supplying "me."
Vers. 9
11. Nevertheless he who is thus chastened

'Yin*?,

by the necessity

—

prayed fervently. The futures in ver. 9, standing as they
do in the full flow of the narration, have the force of imperfects, of "the present in the past" as the Arabian grammarians
call it. From the question "What profit is there (the usual
expression for xi 3<peXo«, quid lucri) in my blood?", it is not
to be inferred that David was in danger of death by the
hand of a foe; for 'JNDim in ver. 3 teaches us very different,
"what profit would there be in my blood?" is therefore
equivalent to (cf. Job xvi. 18) what advantage would there
be in Thy slaying me before my time ? On the contrary God
would rob Himself of the praise, which the living one would
render to Him, and would so gladly render. His request
that his life may be prolonged was not, therefore, for the
sake of worldly possessions and enjoyment, but for the glory
of God. He feared death as being the end of the praise
of God. Fo r beyond the grave there will be no more psalms
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vi. 6.
In the Old Testament, Hades was as yet unvanquished, Heaven was not yet opened. In Heaven are the
Q't>N 03 1 tut as yet no blessed D"W 03
13. In order to express the immediate seVers. 12
quence of the fulfilling of the prayer upon the prayer itself,
the otherwise {e.g. xxxii. 5) usual i of conjunction is omitted;
on '131 PDOn cf. the echoes in Jer. xxxi. 13, Lam. v. 15. According to our interpretation of the relation of the Psalm
to the events of the time, there is as little reason for thinking of 2 Sam. vi. 14 in connection withal no, as of 1 Chron.
In place of the garment of
xzi. 16 in connection with i$y
penitence and mourning (cf. pa/ nijno, Isa. iii. 24) slung
round the body (perhaps fastened only with a cord) came a
girding up (TW, synon. nan lxv. 13, whence "TON, rnjn) with
joy. The designed result of such a speedy and radical

sung

,

—

.

change in his affliction, after it had had the salutary effect
of humbling him, was the praise of Jahve: in order that
my glory (*T)33 for ni33 — ^Si as in vii. 6, xvi. 9, cviii. 2)
may sing Thy praises without ceasing (eft) fut. Kat). And
,

the praise of Jahve for ever is moreover his resolve, just as
at the same time carries it out, in this Psalm.

he vows, and

PSALM XXXL
SURRENDER OP ONE SORELY PERSECUTED INTO THE HAND
OP GOD.

—

2 IN Thee, Jahve, have I hidden
Let me not be ashamed for ever;
In Thy righteousness set me free.
Bow
3
down Thine ear to me deliver me
Be Thou to me a rock of refuge,
,

speedily;

A

house of fortresses, to save me.
my rock and my fortress art Thou,
And for Thy Name's sake wilt Thou lead me and guide me.
o Thou wilt pull me out of the net they have laid privily
for me,

4 For

For Thou art my defence.
Thy hand do I commend

6 Into

my

Thou redeemest me, Jahve, God

spirit,

of truth 1
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me

7 Hateful to

Whereas

are the worshippers of Tain idols,

I cleave to Jahve.

8 I will exult and rejoice in Thy mercy,
That Thou hast regarded my poverty,
That Thou hast taken knowledge of the distresses

my
9

And

of

soul.

hast not shut

Thou hast

set

my

me up
feet in

in the

hand of the enemy,

a broad place.

10

Be gracious unto me, Jahve, for I am straitened
Consumed with grief is mine eye, and my soul, and

11

For spent

my
And my

My

body.

my

is

life

with sorrow,

years with sighing;

strength has failed by reason of mine iniquity,

And my bones

12

are consumed.
Because of all mine adversaries I am become a reproach,
And a burden to my neighbours, and a terror to my
friends;

Those who see

am
am become

me

in the streets flee from me.

man out of mind;
a broken vessel.
14 For I hear the slander of many,
Fear on every side;
While they take counsel together against me—
They devise to take away my life.

13

I
I

15

But

forgotten as a dead

I

—

in

like

Thee do I

trust, Jahve,

Thou art my God.
16 In Thy hand are my times,
Deliver me out of the hand of mine enemies, and from
I say:

my
17

Make Thy
Save

18

me

persecutors 1
face to shine

in

upon Thy

servant,

Thy mercy.

Jahve, I shall not be ashamed, for on Thee do I call;
shall be ashamed, they shall be silent in

The wicked

Hades.
19

Lying

lips shall

be put to

Which speak insolently of
With pride and contempt.

silence,

the righteous,
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is Thy goodness
which Thou hast reserved
them that fear Thee,
Which Thou dost effect for them that hide in Thee in
the presence of the children of men.
21 Thou protectest them in the hiding-place of Thy presence

20

great

,

for

from the factions of man
in a pavilion from the

Thou keepest them

strife

of

That He hath shewed me marvellous lovingkindness
a strong city,

in

tongues.

22 Blessed he Jahve,

23 Whilst I said in my feehle faith:
"I am cut off from the vision of Thine eyes."
Nevertheless

when
24

—

Thou heardest the cry of my supplication
I cried to Thee.

love Jahve, all ye His saints;

The

faithful

And

plentifully rewardeth the

doth Jahve preserve,

proud doer.

25 Be strong and let your heart take courage,
All ye that wait on Jahve!
In Ps. xxxi. the poet also, in 'Fl"lDK "0W (ver. 23), looks
viz. that of conflict,

hack upon a previous state of mind,
just as in xxx. 7

makes

upon that of

security.

And

here, also, he

the D'TCP partakers with him of the healthful
fruit of his deliverance (cf. xxxi. 24 with xxx. 5). But in
all

other respects the situation of the two Psalms is very different. They are both Davidic.
Hitzig, however, regards

them both

composed by Jeremiah. With reference to
Ewald also ascribes to "Jeremja", this view
is well worthy of notice.
Not only do we find ver. 14a recurring in Jeremiah, ch. xx. 10, but the whole Psalm, in its
as

Ps. xxxi., which

(cf., e. g., ver. 10 with Lam. i. 20; ver. 11 with
xx.
Jer.
18; ver. 18 with Jer. xvii. 18; ver. 23 with Lam.

language

iii.

54) and its plaintive tenderness, reminds one of Jeremiah.

But

this relationship does not decide the question. The
passage Jer. xx. 10, like many other passages of this prophet,
whose language is so strongly imbued with that of the Psalter,

may he

and

as regards its plaintive tenderness there

just as

much a

reminiscence as Jon.

ii.

5, 9;

are no two
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characters more closely allied naturally and in spirit than
David and Jeremiah; hoth are servants of Jahve, whose

noble, tender spirits were capable of strong feeling, who
cherished earnest longings, and abounded in tribulations.

We abide, though not without some degree of hesitation, by
the testimony of the inscription; and regard the Psalm as s
song springing from the outward and inward conflict (LXX.
ixoriioeo)?, probably by a combination of ver. 23, £v Ixstaset,
'TSra, with Sam. xziii. 26) of the time of Saul. While ver.
12c is not suited to the mouth of the captive Jeremiah
(Hitzig), the Psalm has much that is common not only to
Ps. lxix. (more especially lxix. 9, 33), a Psalm that sounds
much

like Jeremiah's,

but also to others, which we regard as

the figures corresponding to the

life of warfare
which David then lived among the rocks and caves of the

Davidic

;

viz.

wilderness; the cheering call, xxxi. 25, cf. xxii. 27, xxvii. 14;
the rare use of the Hiph. N^BH xxxi. 22, xvii. 7; the desire
to be hidden by God, xxxi. 21, cf. xvii. 8, lxiv. 3; etc. In
common with Ps. xxii. this may be noted, that the crucified

word from this Psalm, just as He takes
His last utterance but three from that Psalm. But in xxxi.
10
14, the prefigurement of the Passion is confined within

Christ takes His last

—

same prodoes in that unique Ps. xxii., to
in any degree comparable. The

the limits of the type and does not undergo the
phetical enhancement as

it

which only Ps. lxix. is
opening, vers. 2
4, is repeated in the centonic Ps. lxxi.,
the work of a later anonymous poet, just as ver. 23 is in
part repeated in cxvi. 11. The arrangement of the strophes
is not very clear.

—

—

Vers 2 9. The poet begins with the prayer for deliverance, based upon the trust which Jahve, to whom he
surrenders himself, cannot possibly disappoint; and rejoices
beforehand in the protection which he assumes will, without
any doubt, be granted. Out of his confident security in God
OrPQn) springs the prayer: may it never come to this with
me, that I am put to confusion by the disappointment of my
hope. This prayer in the form of intense desire is followed
by prayers in the direct form of supplication. The supplicatory iJCOjJB is based upon God's righteousness, which cannot
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refrain from repaying conduct consistent with the order of
redemption, though after prolonged trial, with the longed
for tokens of deliverance. In the second paragraph, the
prayer is moulded in accordance with the circumstances of
liim who is chased hy Saul hither and thither among the
mountains and in the desert, homeless and defenceless. In
the expression Tlj?D TlS , lij!0 is genit. appositionis : a rock of
defence (fljJD from r$, as in xxvii. 1), or rather: of refuge
b\jua , from ny , tiy
6U , as in xxxvii. 39, Hi. 9,
(tlya
and probably also in Isa. xxx. 2 and elsewhere);* a rockcastle,
e. a castle upon a rock,
would be called flyc
the
the
reversing
order
of
words.
TIS ,
TIJJO *MS in lxxi. 3,
of
habitation,
safe
rock
i.
e.
of
sojourn,
fully warrants this
a
interpretation. rVTIXD, prop, specula, signifies a mountain
height or the summit of a mountain; a house on the mountain height is one that is situated on some high mountain

—

—

»'.

* It can hardly be doubted, that, in opposition tn the pointing at

we

have it, which only recognises one t'l>D 0^?^ from flJJ, to be strong,
there are two different substantives having this principal form, viz.
IpD a fortress, secure place, bulwark, which according to its derivation
is inflected VJIJO , etc., and t'.yo equivalent to the Arabic ma'adh, a
hiding-place, defence, refuge, which ought to have been declined '".'J"3
or VIJJD like the synonymous 'Dijq (Olshausen § 201, 202). Moreover
tlJJ,
5Lc , like HDH, of which it is the parallel word in Isa. xxx. 2,
means to hide one's self anywhere (AW and Hiph., Hebrew PVH, according to the Kamus, Zamachshari and Neshwan: to hide any one,
e. g. Koran iii. 31); hence joLfc a plant that grows among bushes (bin
eth-shdk accordingto the Kamus) orin the crevices of the recks [fi-l-hazn
.

c

according to Neshwani and

is

gazelles that are invisible

e.

birth

,

,

i.

thus inaccessible to the herds;

t

3.x,

keep hidden, for seven days after giving
of which part is hidden among the

also used of pieces of flesh
>

bones; a'jjjt

and

so forth.

,

an amulet with which a

man

covers himself iprotegit).

— Wetzstein

Consequently
valent to t>»Jt*)

fl)>3

is

(formed like t>lxx>

,

according to Neshwan

prop, a place in which to hide one's

with ilDnp, DUD, iiLo,
stantives from TTV and

T1JJ

self,

eqtii-

synonymous

and the like. True, the two subc- LsxJLc
meet in their meanings like prorsidium and
,

asylum, and according to passages like Jer. xvi. 19 appear to be blended
in the genius of the language, bat they are radically distinct.
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top and affords a safe asylum (vid. on zviii. 3). The thought
'shew me Thy salvation, for Thou art my Saviour", underlies the connection expressed by "O in vers. 4 and 5b. Eoster
considers it to be illogical, but it is the logic of every believing prayer. The poet prays that God would become to him,
actu reflexo, that which to the actus directus of his faith
is

even now.

The futures

He

in vers. 4, 5 express hopes which

necessarily arise out of that which Jahve is to the poet. The
interchangeable notions ""2" and b?Q , with which we are
familiar from Ps. xxiii., stand side by side, in order to give

urgency to the utterance of the longing for God's gentle
and safe guidance. Instead of translating it "out of the net,
which etc.," according to the accents (cf.x. 2, xii. 8) it should
be rendered "out of the net there", so that "b UDJ2 is a relative clause without the relative.
Into the hand of this God who is and will be all this
to him, he commends his spirit; he gives it over into His
hand as a trust or deposit (|nj35); for whatsoever is deposited there is safely kept, and freed from all danger and all
distress. The word used is not iZ'Zi
which Theodotion
substitutes when he renders it ttjv ijiaotoo <J«>xV T(j <rjj «<xpat(0t)(u irpo|Ar,8et$, but inn ; and this is used designedly. The
language of the prayer lays hold of life at its root, as springing directly from God and as also living in the believer from
God and in God; and this life it places under His protection,
who is the true life of all spirit-life (Isa. xxxfiii. 16) and
of all life. It is the language of prayer with which the dying
Christ breathed forth His life Luke xxiii. 46. The period
of David's persecution by Saul is the most prolific in types
of the Passion ; and this language of prayer, which proceeded
from the furnace of affliction through which David at that
time passed, denotes, in the mouth of Christ, a crisis in
the history of redemption in which the Old Testament
receives its fulfilment. Like David, He commends His spirit
to God; but not, that He may not die, but that dying He
may not die, i. e. that He may receive back again His
spirit-corporeal life, which is hidden in the hand of God, in
imperishable power and glory. That which is so ardently
desired and hoped for is regarded by him, who thus in faith
commends himself to God, as having already taken place,
,

,

,
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"Thou hast redeemed me, Jahve, God of

385
troth."

The

perfect

nnne is

not used here, as in iv. 2, of that which is past, but
of that which is already as good as past; it is not precative

(Ew. § 223, ft), but, like the perfects in vers. 8, 9, an expression
of believing anticipation of redemption. It is the prcet. confidential which is closely related to the prcet. prophet. ; for
the spirit of faith, like the spirit of the prophets, speaks of
the future with historic certainty. In the notion of ro* ba
it is impossible to exclude the reference to false gods
which is contained in n&K 'H^X, 2 Chron. xv. 3, since, in
ver. 7, "vain illusions" are used as an antithesis. 0^>2n,
ever since Deut. xxxii. 21, has become a favourite name for
idols, and more particularly in Jeremiah (e. g. ch. viii. 19).
On the other hand, according to the- context, it may also
not differ very greatly from HJIDN bit , Deut. xxxii. 4 ; since
the idea of God as a depositary or trustee still influences
the thought, and nSK and fUVOK are used interchangeably
in other passages as personal attributes. We may say that
DDK is being that lasts and verifies itself, and noiDN is sentiment that lasts and verifies itself. Therefore niON bn is
the God, who as the true God, maintains the truth of His
revelation, and more especially of His promises, by a living
authority or rule.
In ver. 7, David appeals to his entire and simple sur-

render to this true and faithful God: hateful to him are
those, who worship vain images, whilst he, on the other
hand, cleaves to Jahve. It is the false gods, which are called
toBj-'fen, as beings without being, which are of no service to their worshippers and only disappoint their expectations. Probably (as in v. 6) it is to be read n*OtP with the
LXX., Vulgate, Syriac, and Arabic versions (Hitzig, Ewald,
Olshausen, and others). In the text before us, which gives

us no corrective Keri as in 2 Sam. xiv. 21 , Ruth iv. 5 , ijki
is not an antithesis- to the preceding clause, but to the
member of that clause which immediately precedes it. In
Jonah's psalm, ch. ii. 9, this is expressed by wqf-ijan Dns#c;
in the present instance the Kal is used in the signification
observare, colere, as in Hos. iv. 10, and even in Prov. xxvii.
18. In the waiting of service is included, according to lix.
10, the waiting of trust. The word PiB3 which denotes the
VOL. I
25
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ftducia fidei is usually construed with

a of adhering to, or
bt< of hanging
on. The cohortatives in ver. 8 express intentions. Olshausen
and Hitzig translate them as optatives: may I be able to
rejoice; but this, as a continuation of ver. 7, seems less appropriate. Certain that he will be heard, he determines to
manifest thankful joy for Jahve's mercy, that (")t$< as in
Gen. xxxiv. 27) He has regarded (iizipXetys, Luke i. 48) his
affliction, that He has known and exerted Himself about his

byoi resting upon; but here

it is

combined with

The construction 3

JHJ, in the presence
xxxv. 15, cannot be doubted
(Hupfeld); it is more significant than the expression "to
know of anything"; s is like km in kmfi^vmax&iv used of
soul's distresses.

of Gen. xix. 33, 35, Job

xii. 9,

the perception or comprehensive knowledge, which grasps

an object and takes possession of it, or makes itself master of
it.
"P3Dn, ver. 9, oopcXeteiv, as in 1 Sam. xxiii. 11 (in the
mouth of David) is so to abandon, that the hand of another
closes upon that which is abandoned to it,
e.
has it
t".

completely in
The language

and more

its
is

power.

David's, in which the language of the Tora,

especially of

re-echoed.

Vers. 10

—

31T)C, as in xviii. 20, cf. xxvi. 12.

14.

Deuteronomy

(xxxii. 30, xxiii. 16),

is

After the psean before victory, which he

has sung in the fulness of his faith, in this second part of
the Psalm (with groups , or strophes of diminishing compass: 6. 5. 4) there again breaks forth the petition, based
,

upon the greatness of the suffering which the psalmist, after
having strengthened himself in his trust in God, now all the
more vividly sets before Him. ^"ISi ongustum est mihi, as
cf. xviii. 7.
Ver. 10b is word for word like vi.
except that in this passage to ^J? , the eye which mirrors
the state of suffering in which the sensuous perception

in lxix. 18,
8,

and objective receptivity of the man are concentrated, are
added ttf'EO, the soul forming the nexus of the spirit and the
body, and ffiQ, the inward parts of the body reflecting the
energies and feelings of the spirit and the soul. D"n, with
which is combined the idea of the organic intermingling of
the powers of soul and body, has the predicate in the plural,
as in lxxxviii. 4. The fact that the poet makes mention of
his iniquity as that by which his physical strength has be-
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come

tottering (b&3 as in Neb. iv. 4), is nothing surprising
even in a Psalm that belongs to the time of his persecution

by

Saul; for the longer this persecution continued, the more
deeply must David have felt that he needed this furnace of

affliction.

The text of ver. 12ab upon which the LXX. rendering is
based, was just the same as ours itapi iravra? too« i^P "*
jaou sysvyjQyjv ovcioo? , xal tot; feixooi poo ocpoSpa xal <poj3o; toi;
:

fvaxrroi? (too. But this aepSipa (Jerome nimis) would certainly
only be tolerable, if it could be rendered, "I am become a
reproach even to my neighbours exceedingly"
in favour
of this position of "iho we might compare Judges xii. 2,
and this rendering is not really an impossible one; for not
only has i frequently the sense of "even" as in 2 Sam. i. 23,
but (independently of passages, in which it may even be
explained as "and that", an expression which takes up what
has been omitted, as in Amos iv. 10) it sometimes has this

—

meaning

direct (like xat

,

et

= etiam),

Isa. xxxii. 7,

—

Hos.

viii.

6 (according to the accents), 2 Chron. xxvii. 5, Eccl. v. 5
(cf. Ew. § 352,ft). Inasmuch, however, as this usage, in Hebrew, was not definitely developed , but was only as it were
just developing,

it

may be asked whether

it is

not possible

to find a suitable explanation without having recourse to this

rendering of the i as equivalent to Dl, a rendering which is
always hazardous. Olshausen places 'JDK^l after ijrpot> i a

change which certainly gets rid of all

difficulty. Hitzig alters

But one naturally looks
for a parallel substantive to DCin, somewhat like "terror"
(Syriac) or "burden". Still TiJD (dread) and nNtPD (a burden)
do not look as though -ino could be a corruption of either
nftD into "I3D, frightened, scared.

of those words. Is it not perhaps possible for "IND itself to be
equivalent in meaning to nxivo ? Since in the signification
a<p65pa it is so unsuited to this passage, the expression

not be ambiguous,

if it

would

were here used in a special sense.

D. Michaelis has even compared the Arabic t>jl(8»>jl) in
We can without the hesitation felt b
Maurer and Hupfeld, suppose that 1NO has indeed this meaning in this passage, and without any necessity for its being
pointed "lfco; for even the adverb "INO is originally a subJ.

the sense of onus.

,

25*
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stantive derived from TIN,
gravitas, firmitas,

which

is

10—14.

i>\ (after the form TSD from Tis)
then used in the sense of graviter,

French ferme). Tin, »M, however, has the
radical signification to he compressed , compact, firm , and

firmiter (cf. the

solid,

from which proceed the significations, which are

di-

vided between dda,jaidu, and Ada, jaudu, to he strong, powerful, and to press upon, to burden, both of which meanings
o\ unites within itself

(cf.

on zx.

9).

The number of opponents that David had at length
made him a reproach even in the eyes of the better disposed
of his people, as being a revolter and usurper. Those among
,

whom

he found friendly shelter began to feel themselves
burdened by bis presence because they were thereby imperilled; and we see from the sad fate of Abimelech and the
other priests of Nob what cause, humanly speaking they,
who were not merely slightly, but even intimately acquainted with him (O'JTTO as in lv. 14, lxxxviii. 9, 19), had for
,

avoiding all intercourse with him. Thus, then, he

whom

is like

one

borne out of his home to the
grave, men'are wont, in general, to put out of mind also (rctW
3^0, oblivione extingui ex corde; cf. HSc, Deut. xxxi. 21). All
intimate connection with him is as it were sundered, he is
become "13k ^>32,
a phrase, which, as we consider the
confirmation which follows in ver. 14, has the sense of vat
dead,

as soon as he

is

—

periens (not vas perditum), a vessel that

is

in the act of T3N,

thrown away, being abandoned
to utter destruction and no more cared for (cf. Hos. viii. 8,
together with Jer. xlviii. 38, and Jer. xxii. 28). With V3 he
gives the ground for his comparison of himself to a household vessel that has become worthless. The insinuations
and slanders of many brand him as a transgressor, dread
surrounds him on every side (this is word for word the same
as in Jer. xx. 10, where the prophet, with whom in other
passages also srSEO "llJO is a frequent and standing formula,
under similar circumstances uses the language of the psalmist) when they come together to take counsel concerning him
(according to the accents the second half of the verse begins

t".

one that

e.

is

set aside or

;

with Q^Oina), they think only how they may get rid of himIf the construction of 3 with its infinitive were intended to be
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—
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would have been n^BJ tDpb

10DT1 or

But, although a curse of the world and

offscouring of all people, he is confident in God, his De-

liverer

and Avenger.

By

prominence

>JNi

given to the

is

way of contrast, as in ver. 7. It appears as though
Jahve had given him up in His anger; but he confides in
Him, and in spite of this appearance, he even confides in
subject by

Him

with the prayer of appropriating faith, ninj; or D'FijJ
Chron. xxix. 30) are the appointed events and circumstances, the vicissitudes of human life; like the Arabic iddt
(like ny from ijn), the appointed rewards and punishments.
The times, with whatsoever they bring with them, arein the
Lord's hand, every lot is of His appointment or sending. The
Vulgate follows the LXX. , in manibut tuis sortes mem. The
petitions of vers. 16ft, 17, spring from this consciousness that
the almighty and faithful hand of God has moulded his life.
There are three petitions ; the middle one is an echo of the
Aaronitish blessing in Num. vi. 25. *]TltOp '3, which gives
the ground of his hope that he shall not be put to shame
(cf. ver. 2), is to be understood like '•Fnox in ver. 15, according to Ge8. § 126, 3. The expression of the ground for
ntttoN-ijN, favours the explanation of it not so much as the
language of petition (let me not be ashamed) as of hope.
The futures which follow might be none the less regarded
as optatives, but the order of the words does not require
(1

this.

And we

prefer to take

them as expressing hope, so that

the three petitions in vers. 16, 17, correspond to the three
hopes in vers. 18, 19. He will not be ashamed, but the

wicked shall be ashamed and silenced for ever. The form
1D^, from Don, is, as in Jer. viii. 14, the plural of the fut.
Kal D""^, with the doubling of the first radical, which is
customary in Aramaic (other examples of which we have in
1p? , DB" CFP), not of the fut. Niph. DT, the plural of which
would be IB'T, as in 1 Sam. ii. 9; conticescere in or cum is
equivalent to to be silent, i. e. being made powerless to
,

:

a prey to hades. It is only in accordance with the connection, that in this instance D^O ver. 19, just like 00^, denotes
fall

,

that which

upon them by the
lying lips shall be dumb, i.

is forcibly laid

vention of God: all

judicial intere.

made dumb.

/'
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pnjj prop, that

which

bic 'dtik,

unrestrained, free*)

'atifc,

object, as in xciv. 4,

ject in

1

Sam.

ii.

—

is

unrestrained, free, insolent

and as

(cf.

Ara-

the accusative of the

is

the nominative of the sub-

it is

3.

Vers. 20
25. In this part well-grounded hope expands
triumphant certainty; and this breaks forth into grateful
praise of the goodness of God to His own, and an exhortation
to all to wait with steadfast faith on Jahve. The thought:
how gracious hath Jahve been to me, takes a more universal form in ver. 20. It is an exclamation (DC , as in xxxvi. 8)
of adoring admiration. niJT 21t0 is the sum of the good which
God has treasured up for the constant and ever increasing
use and enjoyment of His saints.
]5S is used in the same
sense as in xvii. 14; cf. xb |tivvo xb xexpuppivov, Apoc. ii. 17.
Instead of Fl^JJD it ought strictly to be pro ; for we can say
2*'£ by_B, but not 2»b hv.&What is meant is, the doing or
manifesting of ;1D springing from this 21B, which is the
treasure of grace. Jahve thus makes Himself known to His
saints for the confounding of their enemies and in defiance
of all the world besides, xxiii. 5. He takes those who are His
under His protection from the #'{< 'D31, confederations
to

of
i.

men (from
e.

said , that

V£j2
it is

G3~\, \j»fs,

magna

from the wrangling,
Elsewhere it is
iriD (xxvii. 5) or in "WO

copia),

the slanderous scourging, of tongues.

God

hides one in 1tTIN

,

or in His shadow (?y, xci. 1) ; in this passage
in the defence and protection of His countenance, i. e.

(lxi. 5),
:

in the region of the unapproachable light that emanates from

His presence. The D3D is the safe and comfortable protection of the Almighty which spans over the persecuted one
like an arbour of rich foliage. With 'n ^JV)3 David again
The unity of
passes over to his own personal experience.
the Psalm requires us to refer the praise to the fact of the
deliverance which is anticipated by faith. Jahve has shewn
him wondrous favour, inasmuch as He has given him a -|ij|
"11510 as a place of abode. 115JO, from "lis to shut in (Arabic
misr with the denominative verb massara, to found a fortified
city), signifies both a siege, t. e. a shutting in by siege* Bat these Arabic words do not pass over into the signification
'insolent".
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works, and a fortifying (cf. lx. 11 with cviii. 11), i. e. a
shutting in by fortified works against the attack of the enemy,
2 Ghron. viii. 5. The fenced city is mostly interpreted as
God Himself and His powerful and gracious protection. We
might then compare Isa. xxxiii. 21 and other passages. But
why may not an actual city be intended , viz. Ziklag? The
fact, that after long and troublous days David there found
a strong and sure resting-place, he here celebrates beforehand, and unconsciously prophetically, as a wondrous token
of divine favour. To him Ziklag was indeed the turningpoint between his degradation and exaltation. He had
already said in his trepidation (lbq, trepidare), cf. cxvi. 11:
I am cut away from the range of Thine eyes. 'nrw is explained according to |p|, an axe; Lam. iii. 54, 'FinJJ, and
Jonah ii. 5, 'HBhU, favour this interpretation. He thought
in his fear and despair, that God would never more care
about him. JDK, verum enim vero, but Jahve heard the cry
of his entreaty , when he cried unto Him (the same words
as in xxviii. 2).
On the ground of these experiences he
calls

upon

all

the godly to love the

gracious things,

He

t.

e.

to love

Love

God who has done such
On the one hand,

itself.

=

preserves the faithful (D'J-lCN, from 11DN
|1DN, uiotoi,
xii. 2)
who keep faith with Him , by also proving to

as in

,

them His faithfulness by protection in every danger; on the
other hand, not scantily, but plentifully (hi as in Isa. lx. 7,
Jer. vi. 14: xaxi nepioaetav) He rewardeth those that
practise pride
in the sight of God, the Lord, the sin of
sins. An animating appeal to the godly (metamorphosed
out of the usual form of the expression ^DN 1 pin , made esto),
resembling the animating call to his own heart in xxvii. 14,
closes the Psalm. The godly and faithful are here called
"those who wait upon Jahve". They are to wait patiently,
for this waiting has a glorious end; the bright, spring sun
at length breaks through the dark, angry aspect of the
heavens, and the esto mihi is changed into halleluja.
This
eye of hope patiently directed towards Jahve is the characteristic of the Old Testament faith. The substantial unity,
however, of the Old Testament order of grace, or mercy,
with that of the New Testament, is set before us in Ps. xxxii.,

—
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XXXII.

which, in its New Testament and Pauline character, is the
counterpart of Ps. xix.

PSALM

XXXII.

THE WAT TO THE FORGIVENESS OF
1

BLESSED

2 Blessed

is

he whose transgression

is

whose

SINS.

is

taken away,

sin is covered.

the

man

to

whom

Jahve doth not reckon

ini-

quity,

And
3

whose

in

When

spirit there is

I kept silence,

my

no

guile.

hones rotted

Through my constant groaning.
4 For day and night Thy hand was heavy upon me,
My moisture was changed with the drought of summer.
(Sela)

5 I acknowledged

my sin

unto Thee and did not cover

guilt;
I said: "I will confess

And Thou, Thou

my transgressions

unto Jahve"

hast taken away the guilt of

my

my

—
sin.

(Sela)

6 For this cause let every godly man pray unto Thee in
a time when Thou mayest he found;
Surely,

They
7

Thou

when the great waters

rise

—

shall not reach him.

art

my

hiding-place,

from trouhle Thou wilt

guard me,

With songs

of deliverance wilt

Thou compass me about

(Sela)

and teach thee concerning the way
thou shalt go.
I will give counsel, keeping mine eye upon thee.
9 Be ye not as horses, as mules without understanding,
With bit and bridle is their mouth to be curbed,
Otherwise they will not come near unto thee.

8 I

will instruct thee
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10 Many sorrows are to the ungodly,
But whoso trusteth in Jahve, with favour doth He compass him about.

11 Be glad in Jahve, and rejoice, ye righteous,
And shout for joy all ye that are upright in heart

There are several prominent marks by which this Psalm
coupled with the preceding (vid. Symbolce § 52). In both
Psalms, with the word 'FnDN, the psalmist looks back upon
some fact of his spiritual life; and both close with an exhortation to the godly, which stands in the relation of a general
inference to the whole Psalm. But in other respects the two
Psalms differ. For Ps. xxxi. is a prayer under circumstances
of outward distress, and Ps. xxxii. is a didactic Psalm, con*
cerning the way of penitence which leads to the forgiveness
of sins; it is the second of the seven Psalmi panitentiales of
the church, and Augustine's favourite Psalm. We might
take Augustine's words as its motto: intettigentia prima est
is

The poet bases it upon his own personal experience, and then applies the general teaching which

ut te noris peccatorem.

he deduces from it, to each individual in the church of God.
For a whole year after his adultery David was like one
under sentence of condemnation. In the midst of this fearful
anguish of soul he composed Ps. li., whereas Ps. xxxii. was
composed after his deliverance from this state of mind. The
former was written in the very midst of the penitential
struggle ; the latter after he had recovered his inward peace.
The theme of this Psalm is the precious treasure which he
brought up out of that abyss of spiritual distress, viz. the
doctrine of the blessedness of forgiveness, the sincere and

unreserved confession of sin as the way to it, and the proGod in every danger, together with joy in God,

tection of

as its fruits.

In the signification psalmus didascalicus
(Reuchlin: ut

cum),
as

ij'Sfeto

t.

informatorius

si liceret dicer e intellectificum vel resipiscentifi-

would

we could have

after all be as appropriate a designation

for this

Psalm which teaches the way of

salvation. This meaning, however, cannot be sustained.
is

improbable that Ssfctj, which, in

all

It

other instances,
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signifies inteUigens,

1—2.

should, as a technical term,

mean

intel-

ligentem faciens; because the Hiph. ^StWI, in the causative

impart understanding9 , occurs only in solitary
instances (ver. 8, Prov. xxi. 11) in the Hebrew of the period
before the Exile, and only came into common use in the later
language (in Daniel, Chronicles, and Nehemiah). But, that
which is decisive against the meaning "a didactic poem" is
the fact, that among the thirteen Psalms which are inscribed
^DETD, there are only two (xxxii. and lxxviii.) which can
be regarded as didactic poems. Ps. xlv. is called, in addition,
n'TT )'#, and Ps. cxlii., T)bzr,, two names which ill accord
with a didactic intention and plan. Even Ps. xlvii. 8, a passage of importance in the determining of the right idea of
the word, in which ^vjfc'O occurs as an accusative of the
object, excludes the meaning "didactic poem". Ewald observes
(Dichter des Alten Bundes, i, 31) that "in Ps. xlvii. 8 we
have the safest guide to the correct meaning of the word; in
this passage ^tWD stands side by side with ibj as a more
exact definition of the singing and there can be no doubt,
that an intelligent, melodious song must be equivalent to a
choice or delicate, skillfully composed song". But in all other
cases, SstSTD is only found as an attribute of persons, because
it is not that which makes prudent, but that which is in
itself intelligent, that is so named. Even in 2 Chron. xxx.
22, where allusion is made to the Maskil Psalms, it is the

meaning

"to

Levite musicians themselves

who play

who are

called

(alto bziv)

D^'DEWI

with delicate tact). Thus then
we are driven to the Hiphil meaning of pensive meditation
in cvi. 7, cf. xli. 2, Prov. xvi. 20 ; so that ^3trD signifies that
which meditates, then meditation, just like T22C, that which
multiplies, and then fulness; rvrNBto, that which destroys,
and then destruction. From the Maskil Psalms, as e. g. from.
liv. and cxlii., we cannot discover anything special as to the
(i.

e.

those

skillfully

technical meaning or use of the word.

t

J

The word means just

pia meditatio, a devout meditation, and nothing more.

Vers.

1

—

2.

The Psalm begins with the celebration of

the happiness of the

man who

experiences God's justifying

grace , when he gives himself up unreservedly to Him. Sin
called ytP'5, as being a breaking loose or tearing away

is
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from that which

is

well-

as a perversion, distortion, misdeed.

forgiveness of sin is styled NBO (Exod. xxxiv. 7), as a
up and taking away, aipatv and d<pcupeTv, Exod. xxxiv.

lifting

7; HB3 (1XXXT « 3, Prov. x. 12, Neh. iii. 37), as a covering,
so that it becomes invisible to God, the Holy One, and is
as though it had never taken place; 3#pi tib (2 Sam. xix.
20, cf. _r y ^ to number, reckon, 06 Xo-jxCeoOat , Rom. iv.
6 9), as a non-imputing; the Stxaioodvi) x<opl« ep-ymv is here
distinctly expressed. The justified one is called ytPQ-iNM,
as being one who is exempted from transgression, prcevaricatione levatus (Ges. § 135, 1); *ifco, instead of NtM, Isa. xxxiii.
24, is intended to rhyme with >1D3 (which is the part, to
HD3, just as ^T)2 is the participle to ""!?); vid. on Isa. xxii.
13.
One "covered of sin" is one over whose sin lies the
covering of expiation ("153, root rp, to cover, cogn. yic,
)

—

J»

,

j

t

s

,

j+jz)

before the holy eyes of God.

The third

an attributive clause "to whom Jahve doth
not reckon misdeed", inasmuch as He, on the contrary,
designation

is

:

as discharged or as settled.
He who is thus
however, is only he in whose spirit there is no ~v?"i,
no deceit, which denies and hides, or extenuates and excuses,
this or that favourite sin. One such sin designedly retained is
a secret ban, which stands in the way of justification.

regards

it

justified,

—

5. For, as his own experience has taught the
he who does not in confession pour out all his corruption before God , only tortures himself until he unburdens
himself of his secret curse. Since ver. 3 by itself cannot be
regarded as the reason for the proposition just laid down,
>3 signifies either "because, quod* (e. g. Prov. xxii. 22) or
"when, quum* (Judges xvi. 16, Hos. xi. 1). The DlNtf was
an outburst of the tortures which his accusing conscience
prepared for him. The more he strove against confessing,
the louder did conscience speak; and while it was not in his
power to silence this inward voice, in which the wrath of
God found utterance, he cried the whole day, viz. for help:
but while his heart was still unbroken, he cried yet received
no answer. He cried all day long, for God's punishing right
hand (xxxviii. 3, xxxix. 11) lay heavy upon him day and

Vers. 3

poet

,
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him no rest, cf. Job
burned within him which threatened
completely to devour him. The expression is 'jG"ina (like
j#jD in zzxvii. 20, cii. 4), without 3, inasmuch as the fears
which burn fiercely within him even to his heart and, as it
were, scorch him up, he directly calls the droughts of summer.
The z is the Beth of the state or condition, in connection
with which the change, t. e. degeneration (Job xx. 14), took
place; for mutare in aliquid is expressed by ^^]B!1. The b
(which Saadia and other have mistaken) in nt?? is part of
night; the feeling of divine wrath left
xxxiii. 14 sqq.

A

fire

l&6 (from "Tttjb, <\*J, to suck), inflected after the
analogy of ?o| and the like, signifies succus. In the summerheat of anxiety his vital moisture underwent a change : it
burned and dried up. Here the music becomes louder and
does its part in depicting these torments of the awakened
conscience in connection with a heart that still remains unbroken. In spite of this Uatyakpa however, the historical
connection still retains sufficient influence to give *]JTH1X

the root;

,

the force of the imperfect

and

my

(cf.

xxx. 9) : "I

guilt did I not cover

up

made known my

used here as in
Prov. xxviii. 13, Job xxxi. 33); I made the resolve: I will
confess my transgressions to the Lord (DTin
JVnpn, Neh.
i. 6, ix. 2; elsewhere construed with the accusative, vid. Prov.
sin

(riEQ

=

xxviii. 13)

— then Thou

forgavest", etc.

miN would become

futures ;

Hupfeld

is

inclined

by which "jjnmx and
but TITO vb "Oljn sounds like

to place TIION before "|yHiN inNtsn

,

an assertion of a fact, not the statement of an intention,
and nttCO nntO is the natural continuation of the 'moN which
immediately precedes. The form PNtW DDNI is designedly
used instead of ttfrFl] . Simultaneously with his confession
of sin, made fide supplice, came also the absolution: then
Thou forgavest the guilt (py, misdeed, as a deed and also
as a matter of fact, i. e. guilt contracted, and penance or
punishment, cf. Lam. iv. 6, Zech. xiv. 19) of my sin. Vox

nondum est in ore, says Augustine, et vulnus sanatur in corde.
The rho here is the antithesis of the former one. There we have
a

shrill

lament over the sinner who tortures himself in vain,

here the clear tones of joy at the blessed experience of

who pours

forth his soul to

God

one

— a musical Yea and Amen

to the great truth of justifying grace.
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—

7.

For

XXXII. 6—10.

this mercy,

897

which is provided

for every

who repents and confesses his sin, let then, every
von, who longs for ion, turn in prayer to Jahve tfcflo r\yb,
sinner

at the time (xxi. 10,

1

Chron.

when He, and His mercy,

is

xii.

22;

cf. nj?2,

to be found

Isa. xlix. 8)

Deut. iv. 29
This hortatory wish
(cf.

with Jer. xxix. 13, Isa. Iv. 6, INSSna).
followed by a promissory assurance. The fact of *)Bts6
C^l Dip being virtually a protasis: quum inundant aquce
magna (b of the time), which separates p"i from vbtt, prohibits our regarding p") as belonging to vbx in this instance,
although like t)N, "^N, 03, and jQ, p*i is also placed per hypallage at the head of the clause (as in Frov. xiii. 10: with
pride there is only contention), even when belonging to a
part of the clause that follows further on. The restrictive
is

meaning of jn here, as
Judges xiv. 16, 1 Kings

is

frequently the case (Deut.

iv. 6,

xxi. 25, cf. Ps. xci. 8), has passed

over to the affirmative : certo quum, etc. Inundation or flooding is an exemplificative description of the divine judgment
(cf. Nah. i. 8); ver. 6be is a brief form of expressing the
promise which is expanded in Ps. xci. In ver. 7, David
confirms it from his own experience. The assonance in i3p
any-rtiri (Thou wilt preserve me, so that ns, angustum
gustice, does not come upon me, cxix. 143) is not undesigned;
and after insm comes i}~\, just like "6d after torn in xxix.
9. There is no sufficient ground for setting aside 'JT, with
Houbigant and others, as a repetition of the half of the word

—

The infinitive p (Job xxxviii. 7) might, like 3"), plur.
ph plur. ij?n, with equal right be inflected as a substantive; and tsbB (as in lvi. 8), which is likewise treated as a
'Jisn.

'3"1

,

,

substantive,

cf.

yBi, Dan.

xii. 7,

presents, as a genitive, no

more difficulty than does njn in the expression njn

tiftX.

With

songs of deliverance doth Jahve surround him, so that they
encompass him on all sides, and an occasion of exulting
meets him in whatever direction he turns. The music here
again for the third time becomes forte, and that to express
the highest feeling of delight.
Vers. 8
10. It is not Jahve, who here speaks in answer

—

to the words that have been thus far addressed to Him. In

must be the poet, who, however, has already attained the knowledge here treated of.
this case the person addressed
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he himself who now directly adopts the tone of the
(cf. xxxiv. 12). That which David, inPs. li. 15, promises to do, he here takes in hand, viz. the instruction of
sinners in the way of salvation. It is unnecessary to read ^S^K
instead of DSJPN, as Olshausen does; the suffix of ITCSPN
and ?]"11K (for 7]"I1N) avails also for this third verb , to which
*p!$» equivalent to iiy ?|»Jjjj Ott> (fixing my eye upon
thee, i. e. with sympathising love taking an interest in thee),
stands in the relation of a subordinate relative clause. The
LXX. renders it by eiua-tr p«o im. oe too; 6tp0aXjjio6; jioo , so
that it takes pp, in accordance with its radical signification
It is

teacher

W

(

ftrmare, as the regens of lyy (I will fix

my

eye steadfastly

upon

thee); but for this there is no support in the general
usage of the language. The accents give a still different
rendering; they apparently make iyy an accus. adverb, (since
WJ> "\-by flsyN is transformed from ity "fbv HSJPN) : I will counsel
thee with mine eye; but in every other instance, b)i p£ means
only a hostile determination against any one, e. g. Isa. vii.
5.
The form of address, without changing its object, passes

over, in ver. 9, into the plural and the expression becomes
harsh in perfect keeping with the perverted character which
it describes. The sense is on the whole clear: not constrained,
but willing obedience is becoming to man, in distinction from
an irrational animal which must be led by a bridle drawn
through its mouth. The asyndeton clause : like a horse , a
mule (TiS as an animal that is isolated and does not pair;
cf.

alone of

<>Ii

which

is

—l\

,

kind, single, unlike, the opposite of

its

a pair, equal number), has nothing remarkable

xxxv. 14, Isa. xxxviii. 14. But it is not clear
intended to mean. We might take it in its usual
signification "ornament", and render "with bit and bridle,

about

what
its

it,

cf.

VTJJ is

ornament", and perhaps at once recognise therein an

allusion to the senseless servility of the animal, viz. that its

ornament

means by which

it is kept in check,
perhaps directly equivalent to
"harness". Still the rendering of the LXX. is to be respected: in camo et frceno
as Jerome reproduces it
maxillas eorum constringere quinon approximant ad te. If nj? means
jaw, mouth or cheek, then 01^ IHJJ is equivalent to ora
is

unless ng,

also the

ornament,

is

—

—
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eorum obturanda sunt (Ges. § 132, rem. I), which the LXX.
expresses hy aySai, constringe, or, following the Cod. Alex.,
Like Ewald and Hitzig (on Ezek.
oLflu (SfEei?), constringes.
xvi. 7), we may compare with njJ, the cheek, the Arabic
a furrow, signifies
Jl*., which, being connected with "vnz
properly the furrow of the face, i. e. the indented part
running downwards from the inner corners of the eyes to
,

both sides of the nose, but then by synecdoche the cheek.
If 1HJJ refers to the mouth or jaws , then it looks as if bs
*pi$? 3~lp

mustbe

too near thee,

translated: in order that they may not

come

hurt thee (Targ., Syriac, Rashi, etc.);
but this rendering does not produce any point of comparison
corresponding to the context of this Psalm. Therefore, it
is rather to be rendered otherwise there is no coming near
to thee. This interpretation takes the emphasis of the ^3
into account, and assumes that, according to a usage of
the language that is without further support, one might, for
instance, say: nstt'
^3, "I will never go thither." In
Prov. xxiii. 17, ^3 also includes within itself the verb
viz. to

:

^b

So here: by no means an approaching to thee,
e.
if thou dost not bridle them, no approaching or
coming near to thee. These words are not addressed to God,
but to man, who is obliged to use harsh and forcible means
in taming animals, and can only thus keep them under his
control and near to him. In the antitype, it is the sinner,
to be.

there

»".

is,

who

will not come to God
although God only is his help,
and who, as David has learned by experience, must first of
all endure inward torture, before he comes to a right state
of mind. This agonising life of the guilty conscience which
,

the ungodly

man

leads,

is

contrasted in ver. 10 with the

mercy which encompasses on all sides him, who trusts in
God. D'3"i in accordance with the treatment of this adjective as if it were a numeral (vid. lxxxix. 51), is an attributive
or adjective placed before its noun. The final clause might
be rendered: mercy encompasses him; but the Poel and
ver. 7 favour the rendering: with mercy doth He encom,

pass him.
Ver. 11. After the doctrine of the Psalm has been unfolded in three unequal groups of verses, there follows, cor-
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responding to the brief introduction, a
which calls upon those whose happy state
to join in songs of exultant joy.

PSALM

still

is

shorter close,

there celebrated,

XXXIII.

PRAISE OF THE RULER OF THE WORLD A8 BEING THE
DEFENDER OF HIS PEOPLE.
1

SHOUT

for joy,

ye righteous, in Jahve,

For the upright praise

is

comely.

2 Praise Jahve with cithern,
With a ten-stringed nabla play unto Him.
3 Sing unto Him a new song,
Play merrily with a joyful noise.
4 For upright is the word of Jahve,
And all His working is in faithfulness.
5 He loveth righteousness and judgment;

The earth
6
7

is full

of the mercy of Jahve.

By the word of Jahve were the heavens made,
And by the breath of His mouth all their host.
He gathereth the waters of the sea together as a heap,
He layeth up the depths in storehouses.

8 Let
Let

all the earth fear

before Jahve,

all the inhabitants

of the world stand in

awe

of

Him.
9

For He spake, and it was done;
He commanded, and it stood fast.

10 Jahve hath brought the counsel of the heathen to nought,
He hath made the thoughts of the people of none effect.
1

The counsel of Jahve standeth for ever,
The thoughts of His heart to all generations.
is the nation whose God is Jahve,
The people whom He chooseth for His own inheritance.

12 Blessed
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13

From heaven Jahve looketh down,
He seeth all the children of men.

14

From the place of His habitation He looketh
Upon all the inhabitants of the earth,
He, who fashioneth their heart together,

15

Who
16
17

considereth all their works.

A king doth not triumph by great strength,
A mighty man is not delivered by great power.
A vain thing is a horse for victory,
And

its

great strength cannot deliver.

18 Behold, the eye of Jahve

Upon them

is

upon them that

fear

Him,

that hope in His mercy,

19 To deliver their soul from death,

And

to keep

them

alive in famine.

20 Our soul waiteth for Jahve,
Our help and our shield is He.
21 For in Him shall our heart rejoice,
Because we trust in His holy Name
22 Let, then, Thy mercy,
Jabve, be upon us,
hope
in
Theel
According as we

The Davidic Maskil,

Ps. xxxii.,

is

followed by an anony-

mous congregational song of a hymnic character, which begins
composition appasome deliverance of the nation from heathen oppression, which had resulted from God's interposition and
without war. Moreover it exhibits no trace of dependence

just like the former closes.

It

owes

its

rently to

upon

Hitzig adopts.

might compel us to assign a
which
The structure is symmetrical. Between the

two hexastichs,

vers. 1

earlier models, such as

late date to it; the time of Jeremiah, for instance,

—

3,

20

—

22, the materia laudis is set

forth in eight tetrastichs.

Vers.

1

—

3.

The

call

contained in this hexastich is
who earnestly seek

addressed to the righteous and upright,
VOL.

I.

26
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to lire a godly and God -pleasing life, and the sole determining rule of whose conduct is the will and good pleasure of
God. These alone know God, whose true nature finds in them
a clear mirror; so on their part they are joyfully to confess
what they possess in Him. For it is their duty, and at the
same time their honour, to praise him, and make their boast
in Him. nifcO is the feminine of the adjective DUO (formed
out of >1NJ), as in cxlvii. 1, cf. Prov. xix. 10. On f|32 (LXX.
xtOdtpo, xivupa) and ^23 (LXX. ^aXx^ptov, vdjUXa, vaoXa, etc-)

the name given to the harp
resemblance to a skin bottle or
flask (root 33, to swell, to be distended), and -fivy b2i, "harp
of the decade", is the ten-stringed harp, which is also called
absolutely "llfc'y, and distinguished from the customary ^23,
in xcii. 4. By a comparison of the asyndeton expressions in
xxxv. 14, Jer. xi. 19, Aben-Ezra understands by "ropy b2i
two instruments, contrary to the tenour of the words. Gecatilia, whom he controverts, is only so far in error as that
he refers the ten to holes (cap:) instead of to strings. The
vid.

Introduction §

II.

or lyre on account of

2

is

^2j) is

its

Beth instrum. , just like the expression

xtOotpiCsiv iv xi8d-

Apoc. xiv. 2. A "new song" is one which, in consequence
some
new mighty deeds of God, comes from a new impulse
of
of gratitude in the heart, xl. 4, and frequently in the Psalm3,
Isa. xlii. 10, Judith vi. 13, Apoc. v. 9. In yywy the notions
poit,

of scite and strenue,

suaviter and naviter, blend.
With
back to i;n, the call to praise forms, as it

njrnri2, referring

were, a circle as
Vers. 4

summons

—

it

5.

to praise

closes.

Now
God

begins the body of the sang.
is

The

supported (1) by a setting forth

as the God of revelation
His word is "IK'J , upright in intention, and, without becoming in any way whatever untrue
to itself, straightway fulfilling itself. His every act is an
of His

in the

praiseworthiness * (a)

kingdom

of Grace.

act in nJlDN, truth, which verifies the truth of His word,
and one which accomplishes itself. On 2nfo, equivalent to

WD

2~N,

vid.

vii.

10, xxii. 29.

HjriS

is

righteousness as

* We have adopted the word "praiseworthiness" for the sake of
conciseness of expression, in order to avoid an awkward periphrasis, in
TR.
the sense of being worthy to be praised.

—

>
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conduct; tsQU/D is right as a rule of judgment and a state
or condition. 1DTI is an accusative, as in cxix. 64; misericordid Domini plena est terra (the introit for Misercordias

Sunday or the second Sunday
Vers. 6

—

after Easter).

God's praiseworthiness (b) as the Creator
of the world in the kingdom of Nature.
Jahve's "13^ is
His almighty "Let there be"; and VS ITP) (inasmuoh as
the breath is here regarded as the material of which the

word

is

9.

formed and the bearer of the word) is the command,

or in general, the operation of His commanding omnipotence

(Job xv. 30, cf. iv. 9; Isa. xxxiv. 16, cf. xi. 4). The heavens
above and the waters beneath stand side by side as miracles
of creation. The display of His power in the waters of the
sea consists in His having confined them within fixed bounds

and keeping them within these. "|J is a pile,
e. a piled up
heap (Arabic nadd), and more especially in reference to
«'.

harvest: like such a heap do the convex waters of the sea,
being firmly held together, rise above the level of the continents.

The expression

that in Josh.

is like

iii.

13, 16,

cf.

Exod. xv. 8; although there the reference is to a miracle
occurring in the course of history, and in this passage to a
miracle of creation. DJ2 refers to the heap itself, not to the
walls of the storehouses as holding together.
figure is not introduced until ver. lb

and those of

the rivers are, as

God

it

:

This latter

the bed of the sea

were, nnsiN, treasuries or

foaming
waves or surging mass of waters. The inhabitants (OB*, not
,
,
2^''i ) of the earth have cause to fear God who is thus omnipotent (|D, in the sense of falling back from in terror); for
He need only speak the word and that which He wills comes
into being out of nothing , as we see from the hexaemeron
or history of Creation, but which is also confirmed in human
history (Lam. iii. 37). He need only command and it stands
forth like an obedient servant, that appears in all haste at
storehouses, in which

has deposited the deep

,

the call of his lord, cxix. 91.
Vers. 10
11. His praiseworthiness (c) as the irresistible
Ruler in the history of men. Since in 2 Sam. xv. 34, xvii.

—

14,

and frequently, DSg

")Bi1 is

a

common

phrase, therefore

T>sn as in lxxxix. 34, Ezek. xvii. 19, is equivalent to "lBH
(Ges. § 67, rem. 9). The perfects are not used in the abstract,
2fi»
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but of that which has been experienced most recently, since
the "new song" presupposes new matter. With ver. 11 compare Prov. xix. 21. The nxjj of God is the unity of the
"thoughts of His heart ," i. e. of the ideas which form the
inmost part, the ultimate motives of everything that takes
place. The whole history of the world is the uninterrupted
carrying out of a divine plan of salvation, the primary
object of which is His people, but in and with these are
included humanity at large.
Vers. 12
19. Hence the call to praise God is supported
(2) by a setting forth of that which His people possess in
Him. This portion of the song is like a paraphrase of the
new in Deut. xxxiii. 29. The theme in ver. 12 is proved in
15 by the fact, that Jahve is the omniscient Ruler,
vers. 13
because He is the Creator of men, without whose knowledge
nothing is undertaken either secretly or openly, and especially
Then in vers. 16 19 it is supported
if against His people.
by the fact, that His people have in Jahve a stronger defence
than the greatest worldly power would be. Jahve is called
the fashioner of all the hearts of men, as in Zech. xii. 1, cf.
Prov. xxiv. 12, as being their Maker. As such He is also
the observer of all the works of men; for He is acquainted
with their origin in the laboratory of the heart, which He
as Creator has formed. Hupfeld takes ~irp as an equalisation
(pariter ac) of the two appositions ; but then it ought to be
,

—

—

—

!'2Cl (cf. xlix.
jj.6va«,

3, 11).

singillatim.

feld does:

The LXX.

correctly renders it xcrca-

It is also needless to translate it, as

He who

formed, qui

finxit; for

Hupmen

the hearts of

were not from the very first created all at one time, but the
primeval impartation of spirit-life is continued at every birth
in some mysterious way. God is the Father of spirits, Hebr.
xii. 9.
For this very reason everything that exists, even to
the most hidden thing, is encompassed by His omniscience
and omnipotence. He exercises an omniscient control over
all things, and makes all things subservient to the designs
of His plan of the universe, which, so far as His people are
concerned, is the plan of salvation. Without Him nothing
comes to pass; but through Him everything takes place.
The victory of the king, and the safety of the warrior, are
not their own works. Their great military power and bodily
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strength can accomplish nothing without God, who can also
Even for purposes of victory
be mighty in the feeble.
(n^ltfFI, of. njjW), xxi. 2) the war-horse is "ij?#, i. e. a thing
that promises much, but can in reality do nothing; it is not
its

great strength, by which

(C^D'3' "The horse", says

ped

it

enables the trooper to escape

Solomon in Prov.

xxi. 31, "is equip-

day of battle, but njritCFiri '1*6, Jahve's is the victory", He giveth it to whomsoever He will. The ultimate
ends of all things that come to pass are in His hands, and
for the

—

as vers. 18 sq. say, directing special attention to this importhe eye of this God, that is to say the
S13PI

—

tant truth by

aim of His government of the world, is directed towards
them that fear Him, is pointed at them that hope in His
mercy (0^n>»^>). In ver. 19, the object, ITOn ?, is expanded
by way of example. From His mercy or loving-kindness,
not from any acts of their own conscious of their limited
condition and feebleness, they look for protection in the
midst of the greatest peril, and for the preservation of their
life in famine. Fs. xx. 8 is very similar; but the one passage
final

1

,

sounds as independent as the other.
Vers. 20

—

22.

Accordingly, in this closing hexastich,

the church acknowledges
its

Him

as its help, its shield, and

source of joy. Besides the passage before us,

Pen occurs

in only one other instance in the Fsalter, viz. cvi. 13.

This
word, which belongs to the group of words signifying hoping

and waiting,

is

perhaps from the root rn (UCa., ,JG*»

firmiter constringere sc. nodum), to

from

H1J5,

to pull tight or fast,

be firm, compact,
cf.

wait) and hart (hard, compact). In ver.

echo of the primary passage Deut. xxxiii. 29

The emphasis,
12, in ver. 21,

as in cxv. 9

—

11, rests

puts this thought,

like nij?

German harren (to
20& we still hear the

the

upon

viz.

He

(cf.

Nii"l,

is

ver. 26).

into which

the unlimited

sphere, the inexhaustible matter, the perennial spring of

our joy. The second 13 confirms this subjectively. His holy
is His church's ground of faith, of love, and of hope;
for from thence comes its salvation.
It can boldly pray
that the mercy of the Lord may be upon it , for it waits
upon Him, and man's waiting or hoping and God's giving
are reciprocally conditioned.
This is the meaning of the

Name
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God

"1BV2.
of

Ambrose

is

The Te Deum laudamus

true to His word.

closes in the

same way.

PSALM

XXXIV.

THANKSGIVING AND TEACHING OF ONE
EXPERIENCED DELIVERANCE.
2{t

I

WILL

WHO HAS

bless Jahve at all times,

Continually let His praise be in my mouth.
3 z In Jahve shall my soul make her boast,
The patient shall hear thereof and be glad.

4

magnify Jahve with me,

3

And

let us exalt His name together.
sought Jahve, and He answered me,
And out of all my fears did He deliver me.
6 n Looking unto Him they are lightened,
And their faces shall not be ashamed.
7 l This afflicted one cried, and Jahve heard,
And saved him out of all his troubles.
8 n The Angel of Jahve encampeth round about them that

5

1

I

fear

And
9

12

10

»

113
12

b

13

d

14

3

15

D

16 y

Him,

delivereth them.

Taste and see, that Jahve

is

good

—

Blessed is the man that trusteth in Him.
Fear Jahve, ye His saints
For there is no want to them that fear Him.
Young lions do lack and suffer hunger,
But they that seek Jahve do not want any good thing.
Come, ye children, hearken unto me!
The fear of Jahve will I teach you.
Whosoever thou art, dost thou desire long life,
Dost thou love days that thou mayst see good
Keep thy tongue from evil,
And thy lips from deceitful speaking
Depart from evil and do good,
Seek peace, and pursue it.
The eyes of Jahve observe the righteous,
I

—

And

His ears their cry.
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The face of Jahve is against the evil doers,
To cut off their remembrance from the earth.
18 X The former cry unto Jahve, and He heareth,
17 b

And out of

all their

troubles

He

delivereth there.

19 p Jahve is nigh unto them that are of a broken heart,
And saveth such as be of a contrite spirit.

20

"!

Many

are the afflictions of the righteous,

But out of them
21

Z'

He

all

doth Jahve deliver him.

preserveth all his bones,

Not one of them is broken.
22 p Evil shall slay the wicked,
And they that hate the righteous shall be punished.
23 b Jahve redeemeth the soul of His servant,
And they shall not be punished who trust in Him.
In Ps. xxxiii. 18 we heard the words, "Behold, the eye

of Jahve is directed towards them that fear Him , and in xxxiv.
16 we hear this same grand thought, "the eyes of Jahve are
directed towards the righteous*. Ps. xxxiv. is one of the eight
Psalms which are assigned, by their inscriptions, to the time
of David's persecution by Saul and were composed upon
that weary way of suffering extending from Gibea of Saul
to Ziklag. (The following is an approximation to their chro11

,

nological order:

The

vii., lix., lvi.,

inscription runs:

standing (lejTO with Dag.
1D$3) "before

xxxiv.,

lii.,

lvii., cxlii., liv.).

Of David, when he disguised his under'
,

lest

it

should be pronounced

drove him away (fflBhyi,
always the case with verbs

Abimelech, and he

with Chateph Pathach, as is
whose second radical is "i, if the accent is on the third
radical) and he departed. David, being pressed by Saul, fled
into the territory of the Philistines; here he was recognised
as the man who had proved such a dangerous enemy to
them years since and he was brought before Achish, the
king. Ps. lvi. is a prayer which implores help in the trouble
of this period (and its relation to Ps. xxiv. resembles that of
Ps. li. to xxxii.). David's life would have been lost had not
his desperate attempt to escape by playing the part of a madman been successful. The king commanded him to depart,
and David betook himself to a place of concealment in his own
country, viz. the cave of Adullam in the wilderness of Judah.
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2-4,

The correctness of the inscription has been disputed.
Hupfeld maintains that the writer has blindly taken it from
According to Redslob, Hitzig, Olshausen,
1 Sam. xxi. 14.
ind Stahelin, he had reasons for so doing, although they
are invalid. The iisjtb of the Psalm (ver. 9) seemed to him
to accord with laytD, 1 Sam. xxi. 14; and in addition to this,
he combined ^HPFI, gloriaris, of the Psalm (ver. 3) with
^frlTW, insanivit, 1 Sam. xxi 14. We come to a different conelusion. The Psalm does not contain any express reference
to that incident in Philistia, hence we infer that the writer
of the inscription knew of this reference from tradition. His
source of information is not the Books of Samuel; for there
the king is called E^2N, whereas he calls him "^•D'CN, and
this, as even Basil has perceived (yid. Euthymius Zigadenus*
introduction to this Psalm),
just as Pharaoh

is title

is

the title of the Philistine kings,

of the Egyptian, Agag of the

Ama-

and Lucumo of the Etruscan kings. His source of
information, as a comparison of 2 Sam. xxii. 1 with Ps.
xviii. 1 shews, is a different work, viz. the Annals of David,
in which he has traced the Psalm before us and other Psalms
to their historical connection , and then indicated it by an
inscription in words taken from that source. The fact of
the Psalm being alphabetical says nuiiung against David as
its author (vid. on Ps. ix.
x.). It is not arranged for music; for although it begins after the manner of a song of
lekite,

—

praise, it soon passes into the didactic tone.

It consists of

verses of two lines , which follow one another according to

the order of the letters of the alphabet.
just as the

i is

xxv., which

is

supernumerary

The

i

is

wanting,

wanting
and after n, as in Ps.
the counterpart to xxxiv., follows a second
in Ps. cxlv.;

c.

—

4. The poet begins with, the praise of Jahve,
and calls upon all the pious to unite with him in praising
Him. The substantival clause ver. 2b, is intended to have

Vers. 2

just as

much

the force of a cohortative as the verbal clause

like iPiBhai, is to be written with ChatephPathach in the middle syllable. In distinction from D^iy,
afflicU, Dl.JJJ signifies submissi, those who have learnt endurver. 2a.

rDTQN,

ance or patience in the school of

affliction.

The praise of
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the psalmist will greatly help to strengthen and encourage

such; for

it

But

applies to the Deliverer of the oppressed.

in order that this praise

may sound

forth with strength and

fulness of tone, he courts the assistance of companions in

To acknowledge the divine greatness with the utterance of praise is expressed by ^B with an accusative in lxix.
31; in this instance with h: to offer nV"l3 unto Him, cf. xxix.
2. Even con has this subjective meaning: with the heart
and in word and deed , to place the exalted Name of God
as high as it really is in itself. In accordance with the rule,
that when in any word two of the same letters follow one
another and the first has a Sh'bd, this Sh'bd must be an
audible one, and in fact Chat'eph Pathach preceded by Gaja
ver. 4.

(Metheg),

we must write nopllJl.
7. The poet now

Vers. 5

—

gives the reason for this

praise by setting forth the deliverance he has experienced.

He longed for God and took pains to find Him (such is the
meaning of uFn in distinction from t^j?3), and this striving,
which took the form of prayer, did not remain without some
actual answer (rUJJ is used of the being heard and the fulfilment as an answer to the petition of the praying one).
The perfects, as also in vers. 6, 7, describe facts, one of
which did not take place without the other; whereas "OJJl^i
would give them the relation of antecedent and consequent.
In ver. 6, his own personal experience is generalised into
an experimental truth, expressed in the historical form they
look unto Him and brighten up, i. e. whosoever looketh
unto Him (^N 8F2PI of a look of intense yearning, eager for
salvation, as in Num. xxi. 9 , Zech. xii. 10) brightens up.
It is impracticable to make the D'lJS. from ver. 3 the subject; it is an act and the experience that immediately accompanies it, that is expressed with an universal subject and
in gnomical perfects. The verb iru, here as in Isa. lx. 5,
has the signification to shine, glitter (whence fTlPU, light).
Theodoret renders it : '0 jxeta mareoc xtp 6eq> irpoaiwv «pa>T&«
:

ixtiva? Hyexai voepou, the gracious countenance of
flected

on their

God is

re-

faces; to the actus directus of fides supplex

succeeds the actus reflexus of fides triumphans.

It

never

comes to pass that their countenances must be covered with
shame on account of disappointed hope: this shall not and
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cannot be, as the sympathetic force of btt implies. In all the
ign (")?n) has the signification of being ashamed
and scared; according to Gesenius andFiirst (root ID) it proceeds from the primary signification of reddening, blushing; in
reality, however, since it is to be combined, not with . t ^, but
three dialects

with

,

t

^

(cf.

ybf, "1E3, jxc,

*£),

it

proceeds from the pri-

mary signification of covering, hiding, veiling (Arabic chafira,
tachaffara, used of a woman, cf. chamara, to be ashamed,
to blush, to be modest, used of both sexes)

quently the shame-covered countenance

is

,

so that conse-

contrasted with

that which has a bright, bold, and free look. In ver. 7 , this
general truth is again individualised. By 'Jjj ni (like Oip HT

David points to himself. From the great perii
was placed at the court of the Philistines, from
which God has rescued him, he turns his thoughts with
gratitude and praise to all the deliverances which lie in

in lxviii. 9)

in which he

the past.
Vers. 8

—

11. This praise is

supported by a setting forth

of the gracious protection under which God's saints continually are.

medium

The mrv ^N^D, is none other than He who was the
of Jahve's intercourse with the patriarchs, and who

accompanied Israel to Canaan. This name is not collective
(Calvin, Hupfeld, Eamphausen, and others). He, the One,
encampeth round about them, in so far as He is the Captain
of the host of Jahve (Josh. v. 14), and consequently is accompanied by a host of inferior ministering angels; or insofar
as He can, as being a spirit not limited by space, furnish
protection that covers them on every side, fun (°f- Zech.
ix. 8) is perhaps an allusion to C]TjC in Gen. xxxii. 2 sq.,
that angel-camp which joined itself to Jacob's camp
and
surrounded it like a barricade or carrago. On the fut. con,

sec.

CS^rpi, et expedit eos, as a simple expression of the se-

quence, or even only of a weak or loose internal connection,

Ewald, § 343 a. By reason of this protection by the
Angel of God arises (ver. 9) the summons to test the gra-

vid.

,

ciousness of

Hebr.

vi.

4

God

in their

sq., 1 Pet.

ii.

own

experience. Tasting (ybuooo6oi,

3) stands before seeing; for spiritual

experience leads to spiritual perception or knowledge, and
not vice versd. Nisi gustaveris, says Bernard, non videbis.
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David is desirous that others also should experience what
he has experienced in order that they may come to know
what he has come to know, viz. the goodness of God.* Hence,
in ver. 10, the call to the saints to fear Jahve (WT instead
of 1JO>, in order to preserve the distinction between veremini
and videbunt, as in Josh. xxiv. 14, 1 Sam. xii. 24); for whoso
fears Him, possesses everything in Him. The young mature
lions may sooner lack and suffer hunger, because they have
no prey, than that he should suffer any want whatsoever,
the goal of whose striving is fellowship with God. The verb
tfn (to lack, be poor, once by metaplasm Bhj, 1 Sam. ii.
7, root uh, to be or to make loose, lax), elsewhere used
only of men, is here, like civ. 21 ^nd #j?2, transferred to the
lions,

without

D'"1»S3

being intended to refer emblematically

(as in xxxv. 17, lvii. 5, xvii. 12) to his powerful foes at the

courts of Saul and of Achish.
15. The first main division of the Psalm
Vers. 12

—

is

ended; the second (much the same as in Ps. xxxii.) assumes

more the tone of a didactic poem

although even vers. 6,
;
have something of the didactic style about them. The
poet first of all gives a direction for fearjng God. We may
how thoroughly Davidic is the
compare xxxii. 8, li. 15
turn which the Psalm here takes D^a are not children in
years or in understanding; but it is a tender form of address
of a master experienced in the ways of God to each one and
to all, as in Prov. i. 8, and frequently. In ver. 13 he throws
out the question, which he himself answers in vers. 14 sq.
This form of giving impressiveness to a truth by setting it
forth as a solution of some question that has been propounded
is a habit with David: xv. 1, xxiv. 8, 10, xxv. 12. In the use
made of this passage from the Psalms in 1 Pet. iii. 10 12
(= vers. 13 17a of the Psalm) this form of the question
is lost sight of. To D«Pl yun, as being just as exclusive in
9

—

11

—

1

—

—

sense, corresponds D'DJ 2T\'H, so that consequently rfltrh is
a definition of the purpose. D^D" signifies days in the mass,
1

Q«n means long-enduring

just as

*

On

(ixxiv.)
viii.

life.

We

see

account of this rer. 9, reuoasQe xatfoete, x.

t. X.,

was the Communion Psalm of the early church,

13, Cyril, Catech.

Mysi.

v.

from James

Ps. xxxiii.

Constit. Aposl.

17.
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2 sqq., where ver. 13 also, in its form, calls to mind the
Psalm before us, why the poet give the pre-eminence to the
avoiding of sins of the tongue. In ver. 15, from among what
peace, which not only
is good peace is made prominent,
are we not to disturb, but which we are to seek, yea, pursue
it like as the hunter pursues the finest of the herds. Let us
follow, says the apostle Paul also, Rom. xiv. 19 (cf. Hebr.
xii. 14), after those things which make for peace,
nbuf is
a relationship harmonious and free from trouble, that is
well-pleasing to the God of love. The idea of the bond of
fellowship is connected with the corresponding word eiprjvij,
iii.

—

,

according to

its

—

radical notion.

The poet now recommends the fear of
God, to which he has given a brief direction, by setting forth
its reward in contrast with the punishment of the ungodly.
The prepositions btt and 2, in vers 16a and 17a, are a well
Vers. 17

22.

considered interchange of expression: the former, of gracious
inclination (xxxiii. 18), the latter, of hostile intention or

determining, as in Job vii. 8, Jer. xxi. 10, xliv. 11, after the
phrase in Lev. xvii. 10. The evil doers are overwhelmed by
the power of destruction that proceeds from the counte-

nance of Jahve, which

is

opposed to them, until there

is

not

the slightest trace of their earthly existence left. The subjects to ver. 18 are not, according to cvii. 17—19, the jn s Wy
(evil doers)

,

since the indispensable characteristic of peni-

instance wanting, but the D'pns (the righProbably the 5 strophe stood originally before the
iv. the D precedes the p
y strophe, just as in Lam. ii
(Hitzig). In connection with the present sequence of the
thoughts, the structure of ver. 18 is just like ver. 6: Clamant
What is
et Dominus audit «= si qui (quicunque) clamant.
meant is the cry out the depth of a soul that despairs of
itself. Such crying meets with a hearing with God , and in
its realisation, an answer that bears its own credentials.
"The broken in heart" are those in whom the egotistical, **.
which encircles its own personality,
e. self- loving, life,
is broken at the very root; "the crushed or contrite ('K3^,
from tCl, with a changeable a, after the form nl^8 from
b*{<) in spirit" are those whom grievous experiences, leading
to penitence, of the false eminence to which their proud self-

tence

is in this

teous).

—
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consciousness has raised them, have subdued and thoroughly
humbled. To all such Jahve is nigh, He preserves them
from despair, He is ready to raise up in them a new life
upon the ruins of the old and to cover or conceal their infinitive deficiency; and, they, on their part, being capable
of receiving, and desirous of, salvation, He makes them
partakers of His salvation. It is true these afflictions come
upon the righteous, but Jahve rescues him out of them all,

O^D

=

11).

He

all his

—a

]\zo (the same enallage generis as in Ruth i. 19, iv.
is under the most special providence, "He keepeth

bones , not one of them (ne unum quidem)

is

pictorial exemplification of the thought that

broken"
does

God

not suffer the righteous to come to the extremity, that He
does not suffer him to be severed from His almighty protecting love , nor to

become the sport of the oppressors.

Nevertheless we call to mind the literal fulfilment which
these words of the psalmist received in the Crucified One;
for the

Old Testament prophecy

— 37

may be

,

which

is

quoted in John

Psalm as
Not only the Paschal lamb, but in a comto Exod.
parative sense even every affliction of the righteous, is a
type. Not only is the essence of the symbolism of the worship
xix. 33

,

just as well referred to our

xii. 46.

of the sanctuary realised in Jesus Christ, not only is the history

of Israel and of David repeated in Him, not only does
suffering attain in connection with

but

Him

all

its

utmost

human

intensity,

the promises given to the righteous are fulfilled in

xat' IW/jiv;

because

He

is

the righteous

absolute sense, the Holy One of

unique

Him

(Isa.

liii.

God

One

in the

11, Jer. xxiii. 5, Zach. ix. 9, Acts

— The righteous

most

in a sense altogether
iii.

14,

always preserved from extreme
peril, whereas evil (njn) slays (nniD stronger than tvpn)
the ungodly: evil, which he loved and cherished, becomes
the executioner's power, beneath which he falls. And they
that hate the righteous must pay the penalty. Of the meanings
xxii. 14).

is

to incur guilt, to feel one's self guilty,

punishment as being guilty,

Dt&'NI

(vid.

on

and to undergo
iv.

11) has the

last in this instance.

Ver. 23. The order of the alphabet having been gone
through, there now follows a second D exactly like xxv. 22.
Just as the first D, xxv. 16, is T\iB, so here in ver. 17 it is
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and in like manner the two supernumerary Phe's corthe Elohimic in the former
respond to one another
Psalm, and the Jehovic in this latter.

"OB;

—

PSALM

XXXV.

CALL TO ARMS AGAINST UNGRATEFUL PERSECUTOBS,
ADDRESSED TO GOD.

CONTEND,

Jahve, with those who contend with me,
Fight Thou against those who fight against me.
2 Lay hold of shield and buckler,
And stand up as my help.
3 And draw forth the spear and shut up the way against
1

my persecutors,
my soul: I am

Say unto
t

thy salvation.

Let those be confounded and ashamed who seek after

my
Let those

soul,
fall

vise

back and be covered with shame

my

who de-

hurt.

Let them become as chaff before the wind,
The Angel of Jahve thrusting them away.
6 Let their way become darkness and slipperinesses,
The Angel of Jahve pursuing them.
5

For without cause have they hid for me their net,
Without cause a pit have they digged for my soul.
8 Let destruction come upon him at unawares,
And let his net, which he hath hid, catch himself,
With a crash let him fall into it.
7

9 So shall

my

soul exult in Jahve,

It shall rejoice in

His salvation.

my bones shall
Who deliverest the

10 All

who

unto Thee,
too strong
afflicted from him who
say: Jahve,

is like

is

for him,

The

afflicted

and the poor from him who robbeth him I
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Unjust witnesses rise up;
That which I know not, they ask of m»
12 They reward me evil for good,
Bereavement hath come upon my soul.
13 And I
when they were sick, my clothing was sack11

—

cloth,
I mortified

my

And my prayer

soul with fasting,

returned into

my own bosom.

14 As for a friend, a brother to me, did I go about,
As one who sorroweth for a mother, I went softly about
in

15

mourning

And now when

attire.

I halt they are joyous

and gather them-

selves together,

The

abjects gather themselves together against

those

whom

I

me, and

do not know,

They mock and cease not.
16 After the manner of

common

parasites,

They gnash upon me with their

teeth.

Lord, how long wilt Thou look on?!
Bring back my soul from their destructions,
My only one from the lions.
18 I will praise Thee in a great congregation,
Among much people will I sing praise unto Thee.
17

19 Let not mine enemies falsely rejoice over me,

Let not those who hate

me

without a cause wink the

eye.

20 For they utter not peaceful words,

But against those who are quiet

in the land they devise

deceitful matters.

21

And

they open their mouth wide concerning me,
They say: Aha, aha, now our eye sees it.

22 Thou seest it, Jahve, therefore keep not silence:
Lord, remain not far from me.
23 Stir up Thyself and awake to my right.
My God and my Lord, to my cause.
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Do

me
my God,

justice to

And

let

them not

according to
rejoice over

Thy righteousness, Jahve,
me.

25 Let them not say in their heart: Aha,

it is our desire!
Let them not say: We have swallowed him up.
26 Let those be ashamed and be covered with confusion

together

Who

rejoice at

my

hurt,

Let those be clothed with shame and dishonour
Who magnify themselves against me.
27 Let those shout for joy and rejoice

my
And

And

them say continually: Jahve be magnified,
hath pleasure in the prosperity of His servant.
my tongue shall declare Thy righteousness,

Thy

praise at all times.

let

Who
28

who do not envy mc

right.

They are
mentioned.
The Psalms that belong to the time of David's persecution
by Saul are the Psalms which are more especially pervaded
by such retrospective references to the Tora. And in fact
this whole Psalm is, as it were, the lyrical expansion of that
which David expresses before Saul in 1 Sam. iiW. 16 [15,
This Ps. xxxv. and Ps. xxxiv. form a pair.

the only Psalms in which the

Engl.].

Psalm

The

critical

name mrp "\vbo

is

opinion as to the authorship of this
with that respecting the author of

is closely allied

and

which Ps. xxxv.

is nearly related; cf.
with lxix. 11 sq.; whereas
the relation of Ps. lxxi. to Ps. xxxv. is decidedly a secondary one. Hitzig conjectures it to be Jeremiah; but vers.
I
3 are appropriate in the lips of a persecuted king, and
not of a persecuted prophet. The points of contact of the
writings of Jeremiah with our Psalm (Jer. xviii. 19 sq.,

Ps. xl.

lxix. to

vers. 21, 27 with xl. 16 sq.; ver. 13

—

xxiii. 12,

more

Lam.

ii.

16),

may

therefore in this instance

be

regarded as reminiscences of an earlier writer
than in Ps. lxix.
Throughout the whole Psalm there
prevails a deep vexation of spirit (to which corresponds
the

sat'eiy

suffix

to'—

,

as in Ps.

lix.

lvi.

xi.

xvii.
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not until the second part, where

the poet describes the base ingratitude of his enemies, that

more calm and transparent, and a
more quiet sadness takes the place of indignation and rage.
Each of the three parts opens with a cry for deliverance;
and closes, in the certain assumption that it will take place,
with a vow of thanksgiving. The divisions cannot therefore be
28.
mistaken, viz. vers. 1
The relative
10, 11
18, 19
numbers of the stichs in the separate groups is as follows:
the language becomes

—

G. 6. 5. 5.

|

7. 7. 5.

|

—

—

6. 6. 6. 5.

There are only a few Psalms of David belonging to the
time of Saul's persecution, which, like Ps. xxii., keep within
the limits of deep inward grief; and in scarcely a single
instance do we find him confining himself to the expression
of the accursed fate of his enemies with prophetic certainty,
as that which he confidently expects will be realised (as,
e. g., in vii. 13
17). But for the most part the objective
announcement of punishment is swallowed up by the force
of his inmost feelings, and changed into the most importunate prayer (as in vii. 7, xvii. 13, and frequently); and this
feverish glow of feeling becomes still more harshly prominent,
when the prayer for the revelation of divine judgment in
punishment passes over into a wish that it may actually
take place. In this respect Ps. vii. xxxv. lxix. cix. form a
fearful gradation. In Ps. cix.
the old expositors count as
many as thirty anathemas. What explanation can we give
of such language coming from the lips and heart of the poet?
Perhaps as paroxysms of a desire for revenge? His advance
against Nabal shews that even a David was susceptible of
such feelings; but 1 Sam. xxv. 32 sq. also shews that only
a gentle stirring up of his conscience was needed to dissuade
him from it. How much more natural
we throw out this
consideration in agreement with Kurtz
that the preponderance of that magnanimity peculiar to him should have
maintained its ascendancy in the moments of the highest religious consecration in which he composed his Psalms
It
is inconceivable that the unholy fire of personal passion
could be here mingled with the holy fire of his love to God.
It is in fact the Psalms more especially, which are the purest
and most faithful mirror of the piety of the Old Testament:

—

,

—
—

1

vou

I.

27
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the duty of love towards one's enemies, however,
alien to the

Old Testament (Exod.

4

is

so little

Lev. xix. 18,
Prov. xx. 22, xxiv. 17, xxv. 21 sq., Job xxxi. 29 sq.), that
the very words of the Old Testament are made use of even
xxiii.

sq.,

New to inculcate this love. And from Ps. vii., in its
agreement with the history of his conduct towards Saul, we
have seen that David was conscious of having fulfilled this
duty. All the imprecatory words in these Psalms come,
therefore, from the pure spring of unself-seeking zeal for
the honour of God. That this zeal appears in this instance
as zeal for his own person or character arises from the fact,
that David, as the God-anointed heir of the kingdom, stands
in antagonism to Saul, the king alienated from God; and,
that to his mind the cause of God the continuance of the
church, and the future of Israel, coincide with his own
destiny. The fire of his anger is kindled at this focus (so to
speak) of the view which he has of his own position in the
in the

,

course of the history of redemption. It is therefore a holy
fire; but the spirit of the New Testament, as Jesus Himself
declares in

Luke

ix.

55, is in this respect, nevertheless, a

relatively different spirit

from that of the Old. That act of

divine love, redemption , out of the open fountain of which

there flowed forth the impulse of a love which embraces

and conquers the world, was then as yet not completed;
and a curtain then still hung before eternity, before heaven
and hell, so that imprecations like lxix. 20 were not understood, even by him who uttered them, in their infinite depth
of meaning. Now that this curtain is drawn up, the New
Testament faith shrinks back from invoking upon any one
a destruction that lasts
and love seeks, so long as a
mere shadow of possibility exists, to rescue everything human from the perdition of an unhappy future,
a perdition the full meaning of which cannot be exhausted by hu-

D^

5 ;

—

man

thought.

In connection with

all this, however, there still remains
one important consideration. The curses, which are contained
in the Davidic Psalms of the time of Saul's persecution, are
referred to in the New Testament as fulfilled in the enemies of
Jesus Christ, Acts i. 20, Rom. xi. 7
10. One expression found
in our Psalm, IjAiorjoav jjie Swpsdv (cf. lxix. 5) is used by Jesus

—

a
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(John xy. 25) as fulfilled in Him; it therefore appears as
though the whole Psalm ought to he, or at least may he,
taken typically as the words of Christ. But nowhere in the
Gospels do we read an imprecation used by Jesus against
His own and the enemies of the kingdom of God; David's
imprecations are not suited to the lips of the Saviour, nor
do the instances in which they are cited in the New Testament give them the impress of being His direct words : they
are treated as the language of prophecy by virtue of the
Spirit, whose instrument David was, and whose work the
Scriptures are.

And

them
Lord, who on the

tian adopts

it is

only in this sense that the ChrisFor after the pattern of his

in prayer.

cross prayed "Father forgive them", he

may not be eternally
be only when in articulo mortis, that
they may come to their right mind. Even the anathemas of
the apostle against the Judaising false teachers and against
Alexander the smith (Gal. i. 9, v. 12, 2 Tim. iv. 14), refer
only to temporal removal and chastisement, not to eternal
perdition. They mark the extreme boundary where, in extraordinary instances, the holy zeal of the New Testament comes
in contact with the holy fervour of the Old Testament.
desires that even his bitterest enemies

lost, but,

though

it

—

Vers. 1
3. The psalmist begins in a martial and anthropomorphical style such as we have not hitherto met
with. On the ultima -accentuation of rO'l, vid. on iii. 8.
r
Both DM are signs of the accusative. This is a more natural
rendering here, where the psalmist implores God to subjugate his foes, than to regard pm as equivalent to ny (cf.
Isa. xlix. 25 with ib. xxvii. 8, Job x. 2); and, moreover, for
the very same reason the expression in this instance is orb
(in the Kal, which otherwise only lends the part. Qljh, lvi.
2 sq., to the Niph. DnSj) instead of the reciprocal form
It is usually supposed that urb means properly
DT\\t\.
vorare, and war is consequently conceived of as a devouring
of men; but the Arabic offers another primary meaning: to
* *

press close and compact {Niph.

to one another), consequently tMSrbq means a dense crowd, a dense bustle and
tumult (cf. the Homeric xX6voc). The summons to Jahve to

27*
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arm, and that in a twofold manner, viz. with the jjo for
warding off the hostile hlow and i"l3S (vid. v. 13) which covers the body like a testudo
by which, inasmuch as it is
impossible to hold both shields at the same time, the figure
is idealised
is meant to express, that He is to make
Himself felt by the foes, in every possible way, to their own
confounding, as the unapproachable One. The 2 of THTjp
(in the character of help turned towards me) is the so-called
Beth essentia,* as in Exod. xviii. 4, Prov. iii. 26, Isa.
xlviii. 10 (janquam argentum), and frequently.
p")H has the
same meaning as in Exod. xv. 9, cf. Gen. xiv. 14, viz. to
bring forth, draw forth, to draw or unsheath (a sword) ; for
as a sword is sheathed when not in use, so a spear is kept
in the 8oopo86xT) (Odyss. i. 128). Even Parchon understands
"llD to mean a weapon; and the word ofi-rapi?, in Herodotus,
Xenophon, and Strabo, a northern Asiatic, more especially
a Scythian, battle-axe, has been compared here;** but the
battle-axe was not a Hebrew weapon, and *ud, which, thus
defectively written, has the look of an imperative, also gives

—

—

the best sense
viz. close,

t*.

when so taken (LXX.

e.

cut off, interclude

ooYxXeioov, Targ. pliei),

scil.

viam.

The word has

Dechi, because >Eni ntnj?^, "casting Thyself against

my

per-

* The Hebrew Beth essentia is used much more freely and extenthan the Arabic, which is joined exclusively to the predicate of
• simple clause, where in oar language the verb is "to be", and as a
sively

he

rule only to the predicate of negative clauses: laisa bi-hakimin,

is

not wise, or laisa bi-l-hakimi, he is not the wise man. The predicate
Moreover, in Hebcan accordingly be indeterminate or determinate.
rew, where this 3 is found with the predicate, with the complement of

the subject, or even, though only as a solecism {vid. Gesenins' Thesaurus p. 175), with the subject itself, the word to which it is prefixed
may be determinate, whether as an attribute determined by itself (Exod.
^>N3), by a suffix (as above, xxxv. 2, cf. cxlvi. 5, Exod. xviii.
vi. 3,
At all events no syntactic ob4, Prov. iii. 26), or even by the article.

'W

jection can be brought against the

quality of smoke", xxxvii. 20;

cf.

"in
interpretations of l*fy{3i
lxxviii. 33, and of

the

fM:,

h^TO,

"in the character of the soul", Lev. xvii. 11.
*• Probably one and the same word with the

Armenian sakr, to
which are assigned the (Italian) meanings mannaja, scure, brando ferro,
cf. Lagarde's Gesammcltc Abhandlungen,
in Ciakciak's Armenian Lexicon
;

1806, 8. 203.
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summonses. Dach-

selt rightly directs attention to the similar

accents in

lv. 19, lxvi. 15.

The Mosaic

sequence of the

figure of Jahve as

a man of war (ncr6o B*K, Exod. xv. 3, Deut. xxxii. 41 sq.)
is worked out here with brilliant colours, under the impulse of a wrathful spirit. But we see from ver. 3b what a
spiritual meaning, nevertheless, the whole description is intended to convey. In God's intervention, thus manifested
in facts, he would gladly hear His consolatory utterance to
himself. The burden of his cry is that God's love may break
through the present outward appearance of wrath and make
itself felt by him.
Vers. 4
8. Throughout the next two strophes follow
terrible imprecations.
According to Fiirst and others the
relation of t?l2 and *icn is like that of erblassen, to turn
pale (cf. Isa. xxix. 22 with Ps. xxxiv. 6), and errSthen, to
turn red, to blush, ana has, however, no connection with
y*i2, nor has isn, yis-, >*=»> an y connection with Jt ^
to

—

,

be red; but, according to
disturbari (vid. vi. 11), and
xxxiv.

6).

iafr,

radical notion,

On

tf'13

means

")Bn, obtegere, abscondere (vid.

properly "let them be

(cf., e. g., Isa. xlii. 17).

14.

its

made

to fall back"

the figure in ver. 5a

cf. lxxxiii.

The clauses respecting the Angel of Jahve,

vers,

56

and 6b, are circumstantial clauses, viz. clauses defining the
manner, nni (giving, viz. them, the push that shall cause
their downfall, equivalent to CPP1 or crn, lxviii. 28) is
closely connected with the figure in ver. 6a, and CBT1,
with the figure in ver. 5a; consequently it seems as though
the original position of these two clauses respecting the
Angel of Jahve had been disturbed just as in Ps. xxxiv., the
y strophe and the B strophe have changed their original
;

It is the Angel, who took off Pharaoh's chariot
wheels so that they drave them heavily (Exod. xiv. 25) that
is intended here. The fact that this Angel is concerned here,
where the point at issue is whether the kingship of the promise shall be destroyed at its very beginning or not, harmonises with the appearing of the 'n ~\vbo at all critical
junctures in the course of the history of redemption.
fflp^n, loca passim lubrica, is an intensive form of expression for npbn, lxxiii. 18. Just as nrn recalls to mind Exod.

places.
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so CB"f"} recalls Judges v. In this latter passage the
,
Angel of Jahvo also appears in the midst of the conquerors
who are pursuing the smitten foe, incarnate as it were in
Deborah.
Ver. 7 also needs re-organising, just as in vers. 5 sq.
and DBT) are exchanged.
the original positions of
CRttfl, ma* would be a pit deceptively covered over with a

xt.

nm

net concealed below; but, as even some of the older critics
felt, rims' is without doubt to be brought down from
la into lb: without cause, i. e. without any provocation
on my part, have they secretly laid their net for me (as in
ix. 16, xxxi. 5), without cause have they digged a pit for my

have
ver.

In ver. 8 the foes are treated of collectively. \TV vh
a negative circumstantial clause (Ew. § 341, b): impro-

soul.
is

viso,

as in Prov. v. 6, Isa. xlvii. 11 extrem. Instead of yis^fl,

is rra?Fl, as in Hos. viii. 3; the sharper form
better adapted to depict the suddenness and certainty of

the expression
is

According to Hupfeld, the verb piNtf signifies
a wild, dreary, confused noise or crash, then devastation
and destruction, a transition of meaning which
as follows
from nt<W (cf. info) as a name of the desolate steppe, from
and from other indications
is
KlBf, a waste , emptiness
solely brought about by transferring the idea of a desolate
confusion of tones to a desolate confusion of things, without
any intermediate notion of the crashing in of ruins. But it
may be asked whether the reverse is not rather the case,
viz. that the signification of a waste, desert, emptiness or
void is the primary one, and the meaning that has reference
to sound (cf. ^gyP, to gape, be empty; to drive along, fall
down headlong, then also: to make a dull sound as of something falling, just like rumor from mere, fragor from frangi)
the derived one.
Both etymology (cf. nnn whence info)
and the preponderance of other meanings, favour this latter
view. Here the two significations are found side by side, inasmuch as riNliS' in the first instance means a waste
devastation, desolation, and in the second a waste
a heavy, dull
sound, a rumbling (Sooicetv). In the Syriac version it is rendered: "into the pit which he has digged let him fall", as
though it were riPIB' in the second instance instead of n^ttf;
and from this Hupfeld, with J. H. Michaelis, Stier, and others,
the capture.

—

—

,

,

—

—
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of opinion that it must be rendered: "into the destruction
which he himself has prepared let him fall". But this quam
ipse paravit is not found in the text, and to mould the text
accordingly would be a very arbitrary proceeding.
Vers. 9
10. This strophe, with which the first part of
the song closes, contains the logical apodosis of those imprecatory jussives. The downfall of the power that is opposed to God will be followed by the joy of triumph. The
bones of the body, which elsewhere are mentioned as sharing
is

—

only in the anguish of the soul (vi. 3, xxxi. 11, xxxii. 3, li.
10), are here made to share (as also in li. 10) in the joy,
into which the anxiety, that agitated even the marrow of
the bones is changed. The joy which he experiences in his
,

soul shall throb through every

member

of his body and

were, into a choir of praiseful voices.
^3 with a conjunctive accent and without Makkeph, as also
in Prov. xix. 7 (not ~bs, vid. the Masora in Baer's Psalterium
p. 133), is to be read cat (with
yap, opp. t))jsn J>Bp) according to Kimchi. According to Lonzano, however, it is to
multiply

itself,

as

it

am

col, the conjunctive accent having an equal power
with Makkeph; but this view is false, since an accent can
never be placed against Kametz chatuph. The exclamation

be read

taken from Exod. xv. 11, where, according to the
to be pointed ?|1D3 '0 , as Ben Naphtali also
points it in the passage before us. The Dagesh, which is
found in the former passage and is wanting here, sharpens
and hardens at the same time; it requires that the expression should be emphatically pronounced (without there
being any danger in this instance of its being slurred over);
it does not serve to denote the closer connection , but to
give it especial prominence. 13BO pin, stronger than he , is
equivalent to: strong, whereas the other is weak, just as in
Jer. xxxi. 11, cf. Hab. i. 13, 13J3D prw, righteous, whereas
*]103 7? is

Masora

he

is

,

it is

ungodly.

rescues the

ijv,

The
who

repetition of
is

|1>3N

>JJ|1

is

meant

to say:

He

(poor) enough already, from

him who would take even the few goods that he possesses.
Vers. 11
16. The second partbegins with two strophes of
sorrowful description of the wickedness of the enemy. The futu-

—

res in vers. 11, 12 describe that which at present takes place.

Can

nj? are ji-Jptops? o5ixoi (LXX.).

They demand from him
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a confession of acts and things which lie entirely outside
and his way of acting (cf. lxix. 5): they
would gladly brand him as a perjurer, as an usurper, and
as a plunderer. 'What David complains of in ver. 12a, we
hear Saul confess in 1 Sam. xxiv. 18; the charge of ingratitude is therefore well-grounded. 'B'Ei'? b\2V? is not dependent on W&W*,, in which case one would have looked for
'?1B'3 rather than btetf, but a substantival clause : "bereave-

his consciousness

ment is to my soul", its condition is that of being forsaken
by all those who formerly shewed me marks of affection;
all these have, as it were,

died off so far as I

am

concerned.

Not only had David been obliged to save his parents by
causing them to flee to Moab, but Michal was also torn
from him, Jonathan removed, and all those at the court of
who had hitherto sought the favour and friendship of the
highly-gifted and highly-honoured son-in-law of the king,
were alienated from him. And how sincerely and sympathisingly had he reciprocated their leanings towards himself!
By vjni in ver. 13, he contrasts himself with the ungrateful
and unfeeling ones. Instead of pw 'F)tP2b, the expression is

Saul,

y&

Vthlb; the tendency of poetry far the use of the substan-

tival clause is closely allied to its fondness for well-conceived

brevity and pictorial definition.

knew no

He manifested towards them a

and tu, which
regarded their sorrow and their guilt as his own, and joined
with them in their expiation for it; his head was lowered upon
his breast, or he cowered, like Elijah (1 Kings xviii. 42), upon
the ground with his head hanging down upon his breast even
to his knees, so that that which came forth from the inmost
depths of his nature returned again as it were in broken accents into his bosom. Riehm's rendering, "at their ungodliness
and hostility my prayer for things not executed came back",
is contrary to the connection, and makes one look for >^tt
instead of 'pVl-^l*.
Perret-Gentil correctly renders it, Je
priai la tete penchee sur la poitrine.
The psalmist goes on to say in ver. 14, I went about
love which

distinction between the ego

me, i. e. as if the sufferer
With ^IVCT, used of the solemn

as for a friend, for a brother to

had been such to me.

slowness of gait, which corresponds to the sacredness of

pain, alternates

runts'

used of the being bowed down very
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low, in which the heavy weight of pain finds expression.
CK'tatO, not: like the mourning (from tat, like b2?\ from

ban) of a mother (Hitzig), but, since a personal ^3K is more
natural, and next to the mourning for an only child the loss
of a mother
like one
t>3N,

(cf.

Gen. xxiv. 67) strikes the deepest wound
, like -p ?, Gen. xlix. 12, from

who mourns (~^2«*

1

construct state, like NOto) for a mother (the objective

Amos

genitive, as in Gen. xxvii. 41, Deut. xxxiv. 8,
Jer. vi. 26).

"i"ij?

signifies the colours,

viii. 10,

outward appearance,

and attire of mourning: with dark clothes, with tearful unwashed face, and with neglected beard. But as for them

—

how do they

act at the present time,

when be

finds himself

in ybs (xxxviii. 17, Job. xviii. 12), a sideway direction,
likely to fall (from yhx

They

rejoice

semblage

,

«JUb

,

and gather themselves together, and

of ungrateful

i.

e.

to incline towards the side) ?

friends

this as-

rejoicing over another's

augmented by the lowest rabble that attach
The verb POJ means to smite; Niph.
tCJ, Job xxx. 6, to be driven forth with a whip, after which
the LXX. renders it jiaotiYSj, Symm. uX^xtai and the Tarmisfortune

,

is

themselves to them.

,

gum

conterentes

me

verbis suis; cf. }1B^3 7)27)

,

Jer. xviii. 18.

But C2i cannot by itself mean smiters with the tongue.
The adjective Dr3 signifies elsewhere with C^3"1 one who is
smitten in the feet, i. e. one who limps or halts, and with
,

nil , but also without any addition, in Isa. xvi. 7, one smitten in spirit, t. e. one deeply troubled or sorrowful. Thus,

from D33,

therefore, D'2J

smitten men,

t.

e.

like O'KJ

men who

from

DM, may mean

are brought low or reduced

(Hengstenberg). It might also, after the Arabic natvika, to
be injured in mind, antvak, stupid, silly (from the same
root "p, to prick, smite, wound, cf. ichtalla, to be pierced

through «= mad), be understood as those mentally deranged,
enraged at nothing or without cause. But the former definition of the notion of the word is favoured by the continua-

* According to the old Babylonian reading (belonging to a period
Segol were as yet not distinguished from one
another), basO (with the sign of Pathaeh and the stroke for Raphe
below »• &)-, vid. Pinsker, Zur Getehichle det Karaitmus, S. 141, and

when Pathaeh and

Einleitung, S. 118.

vol.

i.

27-*

>""
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DTJ by V>J?T
have hitherto taken no notice because
they were far removed from me , i. e. men belonging to the
dregs of the people (cf. Job xix. 18, xxx. 1). The addition
of >npT vbt certainly makes Olshausen's conjecture that we
should read Dnrj somewhat natural; but the expression
then becomes tautological, and there are other instances
also in which psalm-poesy goes beyond the ordinary range
of words , in order to find language to describe that which
is loathsome, in the most glaring way.
jnj?, to tear, rend
in pieces, viz. with abusive and slanderous words (like e*S II-)
tion of the idea of the verbal adjective

persons of

whom

I

also does not occur anywhere else. And what remarkable
language we now meet with in ver. 16a! aljnp does not
mean scorn or buffoonery, as Bottcher and Hitzig imagine*,
but according to 1 Kings xvii. 12, a cake of a round formation (like the Talmudic nay, a circle); lyb, jeering,
jesting. Therefore alyo 'Xgh means: mockers for a cake, i. e.

those

who

make

scornful jokes, viz. about me, the persecuted one, vile

parasites

;

for a delicate morsel, for the sake of dainty fare,

German

Greek xvw-

Tellerlecker, Bratenriecher ,

ooxlXaxec, <{Ki>{iox6Xaxe{, Mediaeval

Latin buccellarii.

This

Jlyo >3j6, which even Rashi interprets in substantially the

same manner, stands
(vid.

on

either in a logical co-ordinate relation

Isa. xix. 11) or in

a logical as well*as grammatical

subordinate relation to its regens 'Efln. In the former case,
it would be equivalent to: the profane, viz. the cake-jesters;
in the latter, which is the more natural, and quite suitable:
the profane (= the profanest, vid. xlv. 13, Isa. xxix. 19,
Ezek. vii. 24) among cake-jesters. The 2 is not the Beth of
companionship or fellowship , to express which cjr or [*IK
(Hos. vii. 5) would have been used, but Beth essentia or the

Beth of characterisation: in the character of the most abject
examples of this class of men do they gnash upon him with
their teeth. The gerund p'nrt (of the noise of the teeth being
pressed together, like ,«**. of the crackling of a fire and the
grating of a
*

mean

file),

which

is

used according to Ges. § 131,

The Talmudic ruy (prb), B. Sanhedrin
way of speaking", has all the

"a jesting

101 6,

which

less place

is said to

here, as the

reading wavers between fUJf (M)/) and MS*.
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carries its subject in itself. They gnash upon him
with their teeth after the manner of the profanest among
4, 6,

by whom

those,

their neighbour's

honour

is

sold for

a

delicate morsel.

—

18. Just as the first part of the Psalm closed
Vers. 17
with wishes, and thanksgiving for their fulfilment, so the
second part also closes with prayer and thanksgiving. DBS
(compounded of 3 , instar, and the interrogative no which
is drawn into the genitive by it; Aramaic ND3, Arabic kam,
Hebrew, like D»2, with Dag. forte conjunct., properly: the
total of what?), which elsewhere means qttot, here has the

signification of quousque,
PINE',

the plural of which

as in

Job

vii. 19.

may be both

o\st£>

crVNtSto

and

from

D1KB' (this

however, does not occur), like the plural Of TON,
D^N and niD'N. The suffix, which refers to the
enemies as the authors of the destructions (Prov. iii. 25),
shews that it is not to be rendered "from their destroyers"
(Hitzig). If God continues thus to look on instead of acting,
then the destructions, which are passing over David's soul,
Hence the prayer: lead it back,
will utterly destroy it.
that
back,
which
is
already well nigh borne away to
bring
destruction. On rVTIT vid. xxii. 21. The DTBS, which is

latter,

terror,

intended literally in xxxiv. 11, is here emblematical. ?j*flK
is the cohortative.
Qisj; as a parallel word to y\ always
refers , according to the context, to strength of

to strength of power.

numbers or

—

19—21.

28 the
In the third part, vers. 19
description of the godlessness of his enemies is renewed;
but the soul of the praying psalmist has become more
tranquil, and accordingly the language also is more clear
and moves on with its accustomed calmness, "ipe/ and C2n
are genitives, having an attributive sense (vid. on 2 Sam. xxii.
nip, Job xxxiii.
23). The verb jnj3 signifies both to pinch
6 (cf. the Arabic karada, to cut off), and to pinch together,
compress
to wink, generally used of the eyes, but also of
the lips Prov. xvi. 30, and always as an insidiously malicious gesture. btt rules over both members of the verse as
in lxxv. 6, and frequently, ol^tf in ver. 20 is the word for
whatever proceeds from good intentions and aims at the
promotion or restoration of a harmonious relationship.
Vers.

—

=

,
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n?"W

( from

cf'

&!»

22—28.

HS"^?*' lxxvi 10 > ZeP n "• 3»
who quietly and unostentatiously
'

-

^"OlDS, lxxxiii. 4) are those

walk in the ways of God. Against such they devise mischievous, lying slanders and accusations. And with wideopened mouth, i. e. haughty scorn, they cry, as they
carouse in sight of the misfortune of those they have persenow we have that which we have longed to see.

cuted:

nKn (composed

of

an and

is

rot)

a cry of joy, and more

especially of malignant joy at another's hurt

Vers. 22

(cf.

Ezek. xxv. 3).

— 24.

our eye sees

The poet takes up this malignant "now
and gives another turn to it. With TVSV,

it"

alternates in vers. 22, 23,

cf.

ver. 17,

>J*|jt,

the pronominal

force of which is revived in the combination

>j"|fcq sl^t (vid.
T^r) , carrying its object within itself, signifies to
rouse up, and ppn, to break off, tear one's self away,

xvi. 2).
stir,

gather one's self up from, sleep. "To
it by facts; "to my cause", to carry
Vers. 25

—

26.

On

my right", viz. to prove
on in my defence.

it

the metonymical use of c'sj, like

xi ipextixiv for ?pe|i«, vid. Psychol. S. 203 [tr. p. 239].

climax of desire

The

swallow David up, i. e. to overpower
him and clear him out of the way so that there is not a
trace of him left. VTOJjta with j; before :, as in cxxxii. 6,
and frequently; on the law of the vowels which applies to
this, vid. Ewald, § 60, a.
>njn ITGto is a short form of expression for injn (3) b% D'TOty. To put on shame and dishonour (cix. 29, cf. 18), so that these entirely cover them,
and their public external appearance corresponds with their
innermost nature.
Vers. 27
28. Those who wish that David's righteousness may be made manifest and be avenged are said to take
is to

—

delight in
is

proved.

great,

i.

e.

it.

When

bli\, let

ness in his

praised as

Him be magnified David desires that all who
to him may thus speak and he on his part,

let

remain true
determined to

is

this takes place, Jahve's righteousness

Him be acknowledged and
1

;

,

up the revelation of God's righteousheart, and to speak of that of which his heart
stir

is full (lxxi. 24).
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The Shorter Catechism, 8 Parts. Life of Christ.
Scorr (C. A., B.D.)— Life of Abraham.
Skixser (J., Prof. >— Historical Conuection between Old and New Testaments.
Smith (H. W., D.D.)— Outlines of Early Church History.
Thomson (P., M. A.)— Life of David.
Walkbb (W. , M. A.)— The Kings of Israel.
WntTiRBOTHAM (Rather, M.A.) Life and Reign of Solomon.
Withirow (Prof.) The History of the Reformation.

—

—

—

W.

Blaflrie (Prof.

0.,

D.D.)—The Preachers of Scotland from the

6th to the 19th Century.

Post 8vo,

7s.

6d.

Blake (Buchanan, B.D.)— How to Read Isaiah. Crown 870, 2s. 6d
How to Read the Prophets. Crown 8vo, 4s.
Bleek's Introduction to the New Testament. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Bowman
Part

Briggs

M.A)— Easy and

(T.,

I., 7s.

6d.

;

Part

Complete Hebrew Course.

(Prof.)—Biblical

Study:

Second Edition, post 8vo,

History.

Its

Principles,

and

64

WhitherI ATheologicalQuestionfortheTimes. Post8vo,7s.6d.
(David, D.D.)—Christ's Second Coming: Will it be Pre-

Hillennial

Bruce

Methods,

7s. 6<L

American Presbyterianism. Post 8vo, 7a
Messianic Prophecy. Post 8vo, 7s. 64

Brown

8m

II., 10s. 6d.

(A. B.,

!

Seventh Edition, crown 8vo,

7s. 6d.

D.D.)—The Training of the Twelve

; exhibiting the
4th Ed., 8vo, 10s. 6d
Christ. 3rd Ed., 8vo, 10s. 6d.
; or, Christ's Teaching according to the

Twelve Disciples under Discipline

The Humiliation of
The Kingdom of God
Synoptical Gospels.

New

for the Apostleship.

Edition, 7s. 6d.

The Doctrine of Justification. 8vo, 16s. 6A
On Comfort in Affliction. Crown 8vo, 2s. 64
On Improvement of Affliction. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6<L
Buhl (Prof.)—Canon and Text of the Old Testament. 8vo, 7s. 6A
Bungener (Felix)—Rome andtheCouncilin 19thCentury. Cr.8vo,5s.
Buchanan (Professor)

Calvin's Institutes of Christian Religion. (Translation.)2vols.8vo, 1 4s.
Calvini Institutio Christianse Beligionis.
Curavit A. Tholuck.

Two

vols. 8vo, Subscription price, 14s.

Candlish (Prof. J. 8., D.D.)—The Kingdom of God, Biblically and
Historically Considered. 8vo, 10s. 6<L
Chronological and Geographical IntroducCaspari (0. E.)—
tion to the Life of Christ. 8vo, 7s. 8d.
Gaspers (A)— The Footsteps of Christ. Crown 8vo, 7s. 64
Cassel (Prof.) Commentary on Esther,
8vo, 10s. 64

A

Cave

(Prof.)

ment.

The Scrdttural Doctrine of Sacrifice and AtoneSecond Edition, 8vo,

10s. 6d.

An

Introduction to Theology. 8vo, 12s.
Chapman (Principal C, LL.D.)—Pre-Organic Evolution and the
Biblical Idea of God. Crown 8vo, 6s.
Christlieb (Dr.)— Modern Doubt and Christian Belief.
Lectures addressed to Earnest Seekers after Truth.

8vo, 10a.

Apologetic

M.

Biblico-Theological Lexicon of New Testament Greek. Third Edition, with Supplement, demy 4to, 88s.
Orippen (Bev. T. G-.)—A Popular Introduction to the History

Oremer (Professor)

of Christian Doctrine.

8vo, 9s.

Cunningham (Principal)— Historical Theology. Two vols. 8vo,
Curtiss (Dr. 8. 1.) The Levitical Priests. Crown 8vo, 5s.
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Crown

An

Davidson (Professor)

Memorial Tribute.

With

Introductory Hebrew Grammar.

With

and Writing.

Progressive Exercises in Reading

— Pseudevigrapha

Deane (Wm., M.A)

Apocryphal Writings

Delitzsch (Prof.)—

A

8vo, 8a.

of the

:

Tenth Edition, 8ro, 7s. 6<L
An Account of Certain

Jews and Early Christians.

Post 8vo,

A System of Biblical Psychology.

7s. 6d.

8vo, 12b.

New Commentary on

Genesis. Two Vols. 8vo, 21s.
Job, 2 vols., 21s. ; Psalms, 3 vola, 31s. 6cL ;
Proverbs of Solomon, 2 vols., 21s. ; Song of Solomon and Ecclesiastes,
Isaiah, Fourth Edition, re-written, 2 vols., 21s.
10s. 6<L
Hebrews,

Commentary on
;

2

;

vols., 21s.

Studies in Colour and Talks about Flowers. Post 8vo, 6s.
Messianic Prophecies in Historical Succession. Crown

Iris

:

8vo, 5s.

Doedes

Manual op New Testament Hermeneutics.

Cr. 8vo, 3s.

Hippolytus and Callistus. 8vo, 7s. 6d.
Declarations and Letters on the Vatican Decrees,

Dollinger (Dr.)

1869-1887.

Authorised Translation.

Dorner (Professor)

Crown

8vo, 3s. 6d.

History of the Development of the Doctrine

of the Person of Christ.

Five vols. 8vo, £2, 12s. 6<L

System of Christian Doctrine Four vols. 8vo, £2, 2s.
System of Christian Ethics. 8vo, 14s.
Driver (Prof. 8. E.) An Introduction to the Literature of the
Old Testament.

Third Edition, 8vo,

12a.

Duff (Prof. David, D.D.)—The Early Church. 8vo, 12a
Eadie (Professor) Commentaries on St. Paul's Epistles to the
Ephesians, Philifpians, Colossians. New and Revised Editions, Edited
hy Rev. Wm. Young, M.A. Three vols. 8vo, 10s. 6<L each or get, 18s. nett.
Ebrard (Dr. J. H. A.) The Gospel History. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Apologetics. Three vols. 8vo, 31& 6d.
Elliott
On the Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures. 8vo, 6a
Ernesti—BiblioalIntekpretation ofNewTestament. Two vols.,8a
Ewald (Heinrich) Syntax of the Hebrew Language of the Old
;

Testament.

8vo,

8a

6<L

Nature and Record. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Old and New Testament Theology. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Fairbairn (Prto.) The Revelation of Law in Scripture, 8vo, 1 0a 6d.
Ezekiel and the Book of his Prophecy. 4th Ed. 8vo, 1 0& 6d.
Prophecy Viewed in its Distinctive Nature, its Special
Revelation

:

Its

,

Functions, and Proper Interpretations.
(Prof.)
Symmetrical Structure

Second Edition, 8vo, 10a Sd.

Forbes

of Scripture. 8vo, 8a 64
Analytical Commentary on the Romans. 8vo, 10a 6d.
Studies in the Book of Psalms. 8vo, 7a 6d.
The Servant of the Lord in Isaiah xl.-lxvi. Cr. 8vo, 5a
Frank (Prof. F. H.)— System of Christian Evidence. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Funcke (Otto) The World of Faith and the Everyday World.
Abraham. Post 8vo, 7s. Ad.
Sheol, Hades, and Hell, the World to
Come, and the Scripture Doctrine of Retribution according to Law. 8 vo, 7a 6d.
Gebhardt (H.) The Doctrine of the Apocalypse, and its relation
to the Doctrine of the Gospel and Epistles of John. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Gerlach Commentary on the Pentateuch. 8vo, 10a 6d.
Gieseler (Dr. J. C.L.)
Ecclesiastical History. Fourvols. 8vo, £2, 2a

As displayed

in the Footsteps of

Fyfe (James)—The Hereafter

:

Digitized by

Googk
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Voices of the Prophets. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.
Given (Bev. Prof. J. J.) The Truths of Scripture in connection
with Revelation, Inspiration, and the Canon. 8vo, 6s.
Gilford (Oanon)

Glasgow (Prof.)

Apocalypse Translated and Expounded.

—

8to, 10/6.

Gloag (Paton J., D.D.) A Critical and Exegetical Commentary
on the Acts of the Apostles. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
The Messianic Prophecies. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.
Introduction to the Pauline Epistles. 8vo, 12s.
Introduction to the Catholic Epistles. 8vo, 10s. 6A
Exegetical Studies. Crown 8vo, 5s.
Godet (Prof. ) Commentary on St. Luke's Gospel. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
Commentary on St. John's Gospel. Three vols. 8vo, 31s. 6d.
Commentary on Epistle to the Romans. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
Commentary on 1st Epistle to Corinthians. 2vols.8vo,21s.
Lectures in Defence of the Christian Faith. Cr. 8vo, 6s.
Goebel (Siegfried) The Parables of Jesus. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Gottbold's Emblems ; or, Invisible Things Understood by Things
that are Made. Crown 8vo, 5s.
Grimm's Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament. Translated, Revised, and Enlarged by Joseph H. Thayer, D.D.
Demy 4to, 36s.

Gnyot (Arnold, LL.D.)—Creation;

or, The Biblical Cosmogony in the
Light of Modern Science. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 5s. 6d.
Hagenbach (Dr.
History of Doctrines. Three vols. 8vo, 31s. 6d.
History of the Reformation. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

KB.)—

Hall (Bev. Newman, LLJ3.) The Lord's Prayer. 2nd Ed., cr. 8vo, 6s.
Gethsemane ; or, Leaves of Healing from the Garden of Grief.
Crown 8vo, 5s.
Hamilton (T., D.D.) Beyond the Stars; or, Heaven, its Inhabitants,
Occupations, and Life. Second Edition, crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.
Harless (Dr. 0. A.) System of Christian Ethics. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Harris (Bev. 8., D.D.) The Philosophical Basis of Theism. 8vo, 1 2s.

The Self-Revelation of God. 8vo, 12s.
(Erich)
The First Epistle of St. John. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Havernick (H. A. Oh.) Introduction to Old Testament.
10s. 6d.
Hanpt

Heard (Bev.

J. B.,

M.A.)

Soul, and Body.

The Tripartite Nature of

Fifth Edition, crown 8vo,

Man—Spirit,

6s.

Old and New Theology. AConstructiveCritique. Cr.8vo,6s.
Hefele (Bishop)
History of the Councils of the Church.
Vol I., to A.D. 325 Vol. II., A.D. 826 to 429. Vol. III., a.d. 431 to the

—A

;

close of the Council of Chalcedon, 451.

8vo, 12s. each.

Commentary on Psalms. 3 vols. 8vo, 33s.
Commentary on the Book of Ecclesiastes, etc. 8vo, 9s.

Hengstenberg (Professor)

The Prophecies of Ezekiel Elucidated. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
The Genuineness of Daniel, etc. 8vo, 12s.
History of the Kingdom of God. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
Christology of the Old Testament. Four vols. 8vo, £2, 2a
On the Gospel of St. John. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
Herzog

Encyclopedia of Biblical, Historical, Doctrinal, and

Practical Theology. Bated on the Heal-Encyklopddie of Herzog, Plitt,
and Hauclc. Edited by Prof. Schaff, D.D. In three vols., price 24s. each.
Encyclopedia op Living Divines, etc., of all Denominations
in Europeand America. (Supplement to Herzog' sEncyclopadia.) Imp.8ro,8s.
Hutchison (John, D.D.)—Commentary on Thessalonians. 8vo, 9s.
Commentary on Philippians. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Digitized by

Googk
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Final Causbs.

By Paul Janet, Member

of the InSecond Edition, demy 8vo, 12a.
The Theory of Morals. Demy 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Johnstone (Prof. E., D.D.) Commentary on 1st Peter. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Translated from the French.

stitute.

0.)—Elements of Logic. 8vo, 7s. 6d.
Philosophical Essays. Fcap. 8vo, 5s.
Kant The Metaphysic of Ethics. Crown 8vo, 6s.
Philosophy of Law. Trans, by W. Hastie, B.D. Cr.8vo,5s.
Principles of Politics, etc. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.
Keil (Prof.)— Commentary on the Pentateuch, 3 vols. 8vo, 81s. 6d.
Joshua, Judges, and Ruth, 8vo, 10s. 6d. Books of Samuel, 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Jones

(E. E.

Jonffroy

;

8ro, 10s. 6d. ; Chronicles, 8to, 10s. 6d. ; Ezra, Nehemiah,
Esther, 8vo, 10s. 6d. ; Jeremiah, 2 vols. 8vo, 21s. ; Ezekiel, 2 vols. 8vo,
21s. ; Daniel, 8vo, 10a. 6d. ; Minor Prophets, 2 vols. 8vo, 21s.

Books of Kings,

Manual of

Historico-Critical

Introduction to the
Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Canonical Scriptures of the Old Testament.

Handbook of Biblical Archsology.

Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Notes on Genesis. Crown 8vo, Is. 6d.
Killen (Prof.) The Framework of the Church. 8vo, 9s.
The Old Catholic Church or, The History, Doctrine,

Eeymer

(Bev. N., M.A.)

;

Worship, and Polity of the Christians, traced to a.d. 755.

TheIgnatian Epistles Entirely Spurious.
Konig (Dr. F. E.)— The Religious History of Israel.
Krurnmacher (Dr. F. W.) The Suffering Saviour;
on the Last Days of the Sufferings of Christ.

8vo, 9s.

Cr. 8vo, 2s. 6d.
Cr. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

or, Meditations
Eighth Edition, crown 8vo, 6s.

David, the King of Israel. Second Edition, cr. 8vo, 6s.
Autobiography. Crown 8vo, 6s.
Kurtz (Prof.)—Handbook of Church History. Two vols. 8vo, 15s.
History of the Old Covenant. Three vols. 8vo, 31s. 6d.
Ladd (Prof. O. T.) The Doctrine of Sacred Scripture: A
Critical, Historical,

Old and

New

Lane (Laura
Lange (J. P.,

M.)

and Dogmatic Inquiry into the Origin and Nature of the

Two vols. 8vo, 1600 pp., 24s.
Life of Alexander Vinlt. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.
D.D.) The Life of our Lord\Jesus Christ. Edited
by Marcus Dods, D.D. 2nd Ed., in 4 vols. 8vc, Subscription price, 28s.
Commentaries on the Old and New Testaments. Edited
by Philip Schaff, D.D. Old Testament, lJ'vols. New Testament, 10
Testaments.

;

vols.

;

Apocrypha,

1 vol.

Subscription price, nett, 15s. each.

On St. Matthew and St. Mark. Vr -ee vols. 8vo,
On the Gospel of St. Luke. Two vjfls. 8vo, 18s.
On the Gospel of St. John. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
Lechler (Prof. Q. V., D.D.)
Times.

31s. 6d.

The Apostolic and Post-Apostolic

Their Diversity and Unity in Life and Doctrine.

2

vols. cr. 8vo, 16s.

Lehmann (Pastor)—Scenes from the LrFE of Jesus. Cr. 8vo, 3s. 6d.
Lewis (Tayler, LL.D.)—The Six Days of Creation. Cr. 8vo, 7s. 6d.
Lichtenberger (F., D.D.) History of German Theology in the
19th Century. 8vo, 14s.
Lilley (J. P., MA.) The Lord's Supper: Its Origin, Nature, and
Use. Crown 8vo, 5s.
Lisco (F. G.) Parables of Jesus Explained. Fcap. 8vo, 5s.
Lotze (Hermann) Microcosmus An Essay concerning Man and his
Fourth Edition, two vols. 8vo (1450 pages), 36s.
relation to the World.
Luthardt, Kahnis, and Bruckner The Church. Crown 8vo, 5s.
Luthardt(Prof.) St. Johnthe Authorof theFourth Gospel. 7s.6d.
:

Digitized by

Googk
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St. John's Gospel Described and Explained
'according to its Peculiar Character. Three vols. 8vo, 81s. 6d.
Apologetic Lectures on the Fundamental (6 Ed.), Saving
(5 Ed. ), Moral Truths of Christianity (8 Ed. ). 8 vols. cr. 8vo, 6s. eich.
History of Christian Ethics. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Macdonald Introduction to Pentateuch. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Luthardt (Prof.)

The Creation and Fall. 8vo, 12s.
Jas., D.D.)
The Apology of the Christian

—

Macgregor (Rev.
Religion.

8vo, 10s. 6d.

A Critical Analysis of the
Crown 8vo, 2s.
Mair (A., D.D.)— Studies in the Christian Evidences. Cr. 8vo, 6s.
Martensen (Bishop) Christian Dogmatics. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Christian Ethics.
Individual
Social)
(General
M'Realsham

(E.

D.)— Romans Dissected.

Epistle to the Itomans.

—

—

Three vols. 8vo, 10s. «d. each.
Matheson (Geo., D.D.) Growth of the Spirit of
the First Century to the Dawn of the Lutheran Era.

Christianity, from
Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Aids to the Study of German Theology. 3rd Edition, 4s. 6<L
Critical and Exegetical Commentaries on the

Meyer

(Dr.)

New

—

Testament.

Twenty
Won- Subscription Price, 10s.

Subscription
8vo.
6d. each volume.

vols.

Price, £5, 5s.

nett;

St. Matthew's Gospel, two vols. ; Mark and Luke, two vols. ; St.
John's Gospel, two vols. ; Acts of the Apostles, two vols. ; Romans, two
vols. ; Corinthians, two vols. ; Galatians, one voL ; Ephesians and
Philemon, one vol. ; Philippians and Colossians, one vol. ; Thessalonians (Dr. Lunemann), one vol. The Pastoral Epistles (Dr. Hvtiur),
one vol. ; Hebrews (Dr. LUnemann), one vol. ; St. James and St. John's
Epistles (Huther), one vol. ; Peter and Jude (Dr. Huther), one vol.
Michie (Charles,
Bible Words and Phrases. 18mo, Is.
;

MA.)—

G.)— The World of Prayer. Crown 8vo, 4s. 6&
(J., D.D.)— Scripture Testimony to the Holy Spirit. 7s. 6d.
Exposition of the First Epistle of John. 8vo, 7s. 6d.
(Dr. Julius)
The Christian Doctrine of Sin. An entirely

Monrad
Morgan
Milller

(Dr. D.

New Translation

from the Fifth German Edition.

Two vols.

8vo, 21s.

Murphy (Professor)— Commentary on the Psalms. 8vo, 12s.
A Critical an ° Exegetical Commentary on Exodus.
Naville (Ernest)— The Problem of Evil. Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

The Christ. Translated by Rev. T. J. Despres.
Modern Physics. Crown 8vo, 5s.
Neander

9s.

Cr.8vo,4s.6d.

General History of the Christian Religion and

(Dr.)

Church. Eight vols)' 8vo, £2, 2s. nett.
Nicoll (W. R., LL.D.}«-The Incarnate Saviour:
Christ Crown 8vo,%s.

A Life of Jesus

Novalis— Hymns and Thoughts on Religion. Crown 8vo, 4s.
Oehler (Prof.) Theowdgy of the Old Testament. 2 vols. 8vo, 21s.
Olshausen (Dr. H.) Biblical Commentary on the Gospels and
Acts. Four vols. 8vo, £2, 2s. Cheaper Edition, four vols, crown 8vo, 24s.
Romans, one vol. 8vo, 10s. 6d. ; Corinthians, one vol. 8vo,
9s.
Philippians, Titus, and First Timothy, one vol. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Oosterzee (Dr. Van) The Year of Salvation. 2 vols. 8vo, 6s. each.
Moses
Biblical Study.
Crown 8vo, 6s.
;

:

A

Old Testament Prophecy. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Commentary on Isaiah. 8vo,10s.6d. Jeremiah. 8vo,10s.6d.
Owen (Dr. John) Works. Best and only Complete Edition. Edited
Orelli

by Rev. Dr. Goold. Twenty-four vols. 8vo, Subscription price, £4, 4s.
The 'Hebreiai' may be had separately, in seven vols., £2, 2s. nett.
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A.)— Commentary on the Romans.

Two

vols. 8vo, 21s.

Lives of Leaders of Church Universal. Two vols. 8vo, 21 s.
Popular Commentary on the New Testament. Edited by Philip

Piper

With

Sohapf, D.D.
Gospels.

Illustrations

and Maps.

Vol.

I.

-The Synoptical

and the Acts op the Apostles.
Romans to Philemon. VoL IV. Hebrews to Revelation.

Vol. II.

St. John's Gospel,

Vol. III.
In four vols, imperial 8vo, 12s. 6d. each.

Pressense'

(Edward

de)

The Redeemer

:

Discourses.

Crown

8vo, 6s.

Pnnjer (Bemhard) History of the Christian Philosophy of
Religion from the Reformation to Kant. 8vo, 16s.
Babiger (Prof.) Encyclopaedia of Theology. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
Rainy (Principal)
Delivery and Development of Christian

—

(Hie Fifth Series qf the Cunningham Lectures.)

Doctrine.

8vo, 10s. 6d.

(Prof.)
Nature and the Bible: Lectures on the Mosaic
History of Creation in Relation to Natural Science. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Beusch

Beuss (Professor)
Testament.

History of the Sacred Scriptures of the New
640 pp. 8vo, 15s.

(Dr. E.)— Messianic
Post 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Biehm

New

Prophecy.

Edition, re-translated.

Bitter (Carl)—Comparative Geography of Palestine, * vols. 8vo, 26s.
Robinson (Bev. S., D.D.) Discourses on Redemption. 8vo, 7s. 6d.
Robinson (E, D.D. ) Greek and Eng. Lexicon of the N. Test. 8vo,9s.
Boss (C.) Our Father's Kingdom: Lecture on the Lord's Prayer.
Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.
Bothe (Prof.)—Sermons for the Christian Year, Cr. 8vo, 4s. 6d.
Saisset
Manual of Modern Pantheism. Two vols. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Sartorins (Dr. E.)—Doctrine of Divine Love.
8vo, 10s. 6d.
Schaff (Professor)— History of the Christian Church.
(New
Edition, thoroughly Revised and Enlarged.)
Apostolic Christianity, a.d. 1-100. 2 vols. Ex. 8vo, 2is.
Ante-Nicene Christianity, a.d. 100-325. 2 vols. Ex. 8vo, 2i 8
Post-Nicene Christianity, a.d. 325-600. 2 vols. Ex. 8vo, 2is.
Medleval Christianity, a.d. 590-1073. 2 vols. Ex.8vo,2is.
{Completion of this Period, 1073-1517, in preparation.)
Modern Christianity, a.d. 1517-1530. 2 vols. Ex. 8ro,2is.
Schleiermacher's Christmas Eve. Crown 8vo, 2s.
Schmid's Blblical Theology of the New Testament. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Schiirer (Prof.)
History of the Jewish People. 5 vols. 8vo, 52/6.
Testament Quotation
Scott (Jas., M.A, D.D.) Principles of
Established and Applied to Biblical Criticism. Cr. 8vo, 2nd Edit., 4s.
Sell (K, D.D.) The Church in the Mirror of History. Cr. 8vo, 3/6.
.

New

History of Christian Doctrine. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
Sermons to the Natural Man. 8vo, 7s. 6d.
Sermons to the Spiritual Man. 8vo, 7s. 6d.
Dogmatic Theology. Two vols. ex. 8vo, 25s.
Simon(Prin.) TheBiblej AnOutgrowthof TheocraticLife. Cr.8vo,4/6.
The Redemption of Man. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Skene-Bickell The Lord's Supper and The Passover Ritual.

Shedd

Crown 8vo,

5s.

(Professor) The Doctrine of the Atonement as Taught
by Christ Himself. Second Edition, 8vo, 10s. 6d.
On the Doctrine of the Holy Spirit. Second Edition, 8vo, 9s.
Missions. Cr. 8vo, 4s. 6d.
Smith (Professor Thos., D.D.)—

Smeaton

Medical

Stahlin (Leonh.)

Kant, Lotze, and Ritschl.

8vo, 9s.
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D.D.)—Life of Christ. Large Type Ed., cr. 8vo, 3s. 6d.
Life of St. Paul. Large Type Edition. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.
Stanton (V. H., M.A.)—The Jewish and The Christian Messiah.

Stalker (Jas.,

A Study in

tbe Earliest History of Christianity.

8vo, 10s. 6d.

The Miracles of our Lord. 8vo, 7s. 6d.
The History of the Passion and Resurrection of our

Steinmeyer (Dr. P. L.)

Lord, considered in the Light of Modern

Stier

8vo, 10s. 6d.

Criticism.

—The Symbolic Parables.

Stevenson (Mrs.)
Steward (Bev. G.)

Crown

8vo, 3s. 6d.

Mediatorial Sovereionty. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
The Argument of the Epistle to the Hebrews. 8vo, 10s.6d.
(Dr. Rudolph)
On the Words of the Lord Jesus. Eight

—

vols. 8vo, Subscription price

of £2,

Separate volumes, price 10s. Sd.

2s.

The Words of the Risen Saviour, and Commentary on
the Epistle of

St. James.

8vo, 10s. 6d.

The Words of the Apostles Expounded.

8vo, 10s. 6d.
Stirling (Dr. J. Hutchison)— Philosophy and Theology. Post 8vo, 9s.
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clearness
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ship

is careful, solid,
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Methodist Recorder.

' There are few better commentaries having a similar scope and object;
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the same limits, we do not know of one eo good upon the whole of the New Testament.
Literary World.

We predict that this

work will take its place among the most popular of the century.
publishers have spared no paine to secure volumes that shall be worthy of the
theme, and of the scholarship of the age.' Freeman.
'

.

.

.

The

The commentators have given the results of their own researches in a simple style,
with brevity, but with sufficient fulness and their exposition ie all through eminently
'

;

readable.'

From

Record.

many

so

contributors

we

are led confidently to expect a well-considered,
sufficient learning aud Biblical knowbe disappointed on examination.
.
We regard
the work as well done, and calculated both tD instruct and to benefit those who consult
The printing, paper, illustrations, and all such matters are of unusual beauty and
it.
excellence.'
The Literary Churchman
'

careful,

and edifying comment, constructed with

ledge.

And

this confidence will not

.
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PSALM XXXVI.
THE CURSE OF ALIENATION FROM GOD, AND THE BLESSING
OF FELLOWSHIP WITH HIM.

AN

2

oracle of transgression hath the ungodly within his

heart

There is no fear of God before his eyes.
3 For it flattereth him in his own eyes,
In order that he may become guilty, that he may

4 The words of

He

mouth are

his

evil

hate.

and deceit

hath ceased to act wisely and well.

5 Evil doth he devise upon his bed,

He
He
6
7

8

taketh his stand in a

abhorreth not

way

that

is

not good,

evil.

O Jahve, to the heavens doth Thy mercy extend,
Thy faithfulness unto the clouds.
Thy righteousness is like the mountains of God,
Thy judgments are a great deep,
Man

and beast

How

precious

dost

is

Thou

Thy

preserve,

O

Jahve.

mercy, Elohim,

That the children of men

find refuge in the

shadow of Thy

wings
VOL.

II.

1

PSALM XXXVI.

2

2-5.

9 Tliey become drunk with the fatness of

And Thou

10 For with Thee

And

Thy

in

do we see

Thy mercy

Thy

house,

drink of the river of

to

the fountain of

is

light

11 Lengthen out

And Thy

them

givest

Thy

[pleasures.

life,

light.

who know Thee,
who are upright in

to those

righteousness to those

heart.

12 Let not the foot of pride overtake me,

And

not the hand of the wicked scare

let

13 Behold, there have the workers of

They

The

down and

are thrust

me away.

evil fallen,

are not able to rise.

preceding Psalm, in the hope of speedy deliverance,

lips of the friends of the new kingship, who were
now compelled to keep in the background, the words " Jahve,
be magnified, who hath pleasure in the well-being of His ser-

put into the

:

David there

vant."

calls

himself the servant of Jahve, and in

the inscription to Ps. xxxvi. he bears the very same

name

To

:

of Jahve, by David. The textus
receptus accents riVJD^ with a conjunctive llluj ; Ben-Naphtali
accents it less ambiguously with a disjunctive Legarme (vid.
the Precentor, by the servant

Psalter,
xiv.

462), since David

ii.

xxxvi.,

(liii.),

xxxvii.,

is

not himself the nxJD.

form a group.

David complains of the moral corruption of

They

Ps.

xii.,

In these Psalms
his

generation.

merely reflections of the character of the time,
not of particular occurrences.
In common with Ps. xii., the
Psalm before us has a prophetic colouring; and, in common
with Ps. xxxvii., allusions to the primeval history of the Book
are

all

of Genesis.

The

strophe schema

is 4. 5. 5. 6. 6.

Vers. 2-5. At the outset the poet discovers to us the
wickedness of the children of the world, which has its roots in
alienation

from God.

Supposing

it were admissible to render
concerning the evil-doing of the
ungodly is in the inward parts of my heart" (DX3 with a genitive
of the object, like NE>n which is compared by Hofmann), then

ver.

2

:

"A

divine word

;

much complained of, might find
much more easy way than bv means

the difficulty of this word, so

the desired relief in some
of the conjecture proposed

by Diestel,

transgression to the evil-doer," etc.

DM

But

(Dj?b),

"Pleasant

the genitive after

is

DW

—
PSALM XXXVI.
(which

in

Prov xxx.

ex. 1,

Num.

2-5.

xxiv. 3 sq.,

3

15

2 Sam. xxiii. 1,
head of the clause)

sq.,

1, just as here, stands at the

always denotes the speaker, not the thing spoken. Even in
Isa. v. 1 10-1:6 nn nTB» is not a song concerning ray beloved

His vineyard, but a song of my beloved (such a
has to sing) touching His vineyard. Thus,
therefore, J?E>S must denote the speaker, and V^f?, as in ex. 1

in relation to

my beloved

song as

'JIN?, the

person or thing addressed

transgression

;

is

personified,

and an oracular utterance is attributed to it. But the predicate 'a? ^.i? 2 which is intelligible enough in connection with
the first rendering of yt^Q as genit. obj., is difficult and harsh
,

with the latter rendering of

may be

understood

$;ti>fl

as gen. subj.,

whether, that

whatever way

it

intended to say that
the utterance of transgression to the evil-doer is inwardly known
to

him

(the poet), or
It

parts.

:

is

it

it

is

occupies and affects him in his inmost

very natural

to

read

to?,

as the

LXX.,

Syriac,

and Arabic versions, and Jerome do. In accordance therewith,
while with Von Lengerke he takes DX3 as part of the inscription,

Thenius renders

of his heart,"

i.

e. it is

it

:

" Sin

is

to the

ungodly

in the

midst

the inmost motive or impulse of all that
But this isolation of DNJ is altogether at

he thinks and does.
The
variance with the usage of the language and custom.
rendering given by Hnpfeld, Hitzig, and at last also by
" The suggestion of sin dwells in the
Bottcher, is better
:

ungodly in the inward part of
idea of 3"ip3

is

his heart;" or rather, since the

not central, but circumferential, in the realm of

(within) his heart, altogether filling up and absorbing
in connection with this explanation,

it

it.

And

must be observed that

combination 13^ 3lp3 (instead of !3-|p3, or «ba, 133^3) occurs
only here, where, together with a personification of sin, an
incident belonging to the province of the soul's life, which is
this

It is true
the outgrowth of sin, is intended to be described.
substanDN?
being
further
not
admit
of
does
this application of
n
Dn3,
desig
onomatopoetic
as
an
(cognate
tiated ; but DSJ
?'7),
is a suitable word for secret
Arabic nemmdm, a tale-bearer), or even
since the genius of the language does not combine with it the
idea of that which is significantly secretly, and solemnly

nation of a dull, hollow sound,

communication

—

communicated, but spoken out a suitable word for
which transgression says to the ungodly with all the

silently

that

(cf.

—
4

PSALM XXXVI.

—

2-5.

as
solemn mien of the prophet or the philosopher, inasmuch

it

of the
has set itself within his heart in the place of God and
denote the
however,
not,
does
voice of his conscience.
Vf^
He pospossessor.
person addressed, but, as in xxxii. 10, the
his heart,
of iniquity as the contents of
sesses this inspiration

him God
command his

has no place therein, and to

God

so that the fear of

has no existence (objectivity), that

He

should

adoration.

DN3

1>K>B

Since after this

to hear further

we expect

and how transgression speaks

to him, so before all

what
the

else

the subject to

most probable thing is, that transgression is
p^nn. We do not interpret He flatters God in His eyes (with
eye-service), for this rendering is contrary both to what precedes and to what follows; nor with Hupfeld (who follows
Hofniann) " God deals smoothly (gently) with him according
:

:

delusions,"

his

to

the

for

assumption

that P'pnn

must, on

account of vrya, have some other subject than the evil-doer himto

It does not,

indeed correct.

self, is

God

as the subject, but, after the

to transgression, which

words

to

him

is

(^N like

personified.

?J?

in

however, necessarily point

solemn opening of

ver. 2a,

This addresses flattering

Prov. xxix. 5) in his eyes,

i.e.

such

what end? For the finding out,
i.e. establishing (pV KVO, as in Gen. xliv. 16, Hos. xii. 9), or
since this is not exactly suited to yt?3 as the subject, and where
it is a purpose that is spoken of, the meaning assequi, originally
proper to the verb NVD, is still more natural
to the attainment
as are pleasing to

of

his culpability,

to haling, i.e. that

them,

liycb

Eccles.
incite

iii.

him

is

8, in

him

i.e.

he

;

and

to

he may inculpate himself,
God and man instead of loving

in order that

may

hate

designedly used without an object just as in
order to imply that the flattering words of JJ&S

to turn into an object of hatred everything that

he
and to live and move in hatred as in his own
proper element. Thenius endeavours to get rid of the harshness of the expression by the following easy alteration of the
text: tfctJOl |ij) Nl^; and interprets it: Yea, it flatters him in

ought

his

to love,

own eyes

(it

tickles his pride) to discover faults in others

and to make them suffer for them. But there is no support in
the general usage of the language for the impersonal rendering
of the P^np; a "d tlle 1 T£?) which in this case is not only
pleonastic, but out of place,

demands a

distinction

between the

PSALM XXXVI.
and the person who

flatterer

6-10,

5

feels himself flattered.

pression in ver. 36, in whatever

way

may

it

The exbe explained, is

harsh; but David's language, whenever he describes the corruption of sin with deep-seated indignation,
itself in

such clouds, which, to our

like corruptions of the text.

language

is

more

asyndeton as

easy.

Nuts'? U1J?

is

wont

to envelope

comprehension, look
In the second strophe the whole
7"3^r£>

y<a"rf?

A

NVob.

difficult

just such

is

another

man who

has thus fallen a
alienated from God, has

prey to the dominion of sin, and is
ceased (7 Tin, as in 1 Sam. xxiii. 13) to act wisely and well
(things which essentially accompany one another).
His words
when awake, and even his thoughts in the night-time, run

upon

{IN (Isa. lix.
7), evil,

that which alone

up

his position in the

to that

which

science

is

to

it

wickedness, the absolute opposite of

Most

truly good.

is

way which

diligently does he take

leads in the opposite direction

is good (Prov. xvi. 29, Isa. Ixv. 2)
and his condeadened against evil there is not a trace of aversion
to be found in him, he loves it with all his soul.
;

:

Vers. 6-10.

The

spect to one that

is

now

poet

more

turns from this repulsive pro-

He

pleasing.

praises, the infinite, ever sure

happiness, and light which spring from

the expression
place.

is

D*DB>n3, the

2 alternating with

5, lxxii. 16, the sense
is

salvation,

Instead of D .»$3,
,

it.

syncope of the

IV, cf. lvii. 11,

article

not taking

has here, as in xix.

of touching or reaching to the spot that

denoted in connection with

exaltation

contemplates, and

mercy of God, and the

The

it.

poet describes the

and super-eminence of divine mercy and faithfulness

figuratively, after earthly standards.

They

reveal themselves

on earth in a height that reaches to the heavens and extends
to Cpni?', i.e. the thin veil of vapour which spreads itself like a
veil

over the depths of the heavens

;

they transcend

all

human

and cf. Eph. iii.
The npTV (righteousness) is distinguished from the ruiDN
18).
(faithfulness) thus
the latter is governed by the promises of
God, the former by His holiness; and further, the latter has
its being in the love of God, the former, on the other hand,
manifests itself partly as justifying in mercies, and partly as
avenging in wrath. Concerning the righteousness, the poet
says that it is like the mountains of God, i.e. (cf. cedars of
thought, desire, and comprehension

(ciii.

11,

:

God, Ixxx. 11) unchangeably firm

(cxi.

3),

like

the

giant
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6-10.

and

greatness
primeval mountains which bear witness to the
they are
that
judgments,
God's
glory of God; concerning
"a great deep," incomprehensible and unsearchable (avefypevmass of waters
vrjTai, Kom. xi. 33) as the great, deep-surging
becomes visible in the
in the lower parts of the earth, which
God's punitive righteousness, as at
seas and in the rivers.
for its reverse
length becomes evident, has His compassion
3

iv. 11),
and this, as in the case of the Flood (cf. Jon.
involved,
closely
most
is
embraces the animal world, which
whether for weal or for woe, with man, as well as mankind.
Lost in this depth, which is so worthy of adoration, the

side

;

Psalmist exclaims

Elohim!

the explicative

Waw = et

(cf.

cxxxix. 17)

beyond

how
him who knows how
valuable

i.e.

precious to
is

How precious

:

to prize

is

Thy

treasures,

all
it

!

hoc ipsum quod.

mercy,

and how

The Waw of 'JM
The energetic

form of the future, P'pm, has the pre-tonic Kametz, here in
The shadow of
pause, as in xxxvi. 8, xxxix. 7, lxxviii. 44.
God's wings is the protection of His love, which hides against

To be thus hidden in God is the
most unspeakable blessedness, ver. 9 they satiate themselves,
they drink full draughts of "the fatness of Thy house." The
house of God is His sanctuary, and in general the domain of
temptation and persecution.

:

His mercy and grace. JtfH (cf. DID, Ixv. 5) is the expression
for the abundant, pleasant, and powerful gifts and goods and
recreations with which God entertains those who are His; and
nvi (whence p."!', as in Dent. viii. 13, Isa. xl. 18) is the spiritual
joy of the soul that experiences God's mercy to overflowing.

The abundant

fare of the priests from Jahve's table (vid. Jer.
and the festive joy of the guests at the shelamimi.e. the communion-offering,
these outward rites are

xxxi. 14),
offering,

—

here treated according to their spiritual significance, receive
the depth of meaning which radically belongs to them, and are
ideally generalized.

which

He

irrigates

It

and

a stream of pleasures (B^J!) with

is

fertilizes

them, a paradisaic river of

arms of the river of Paradise had
one common source (Gen. ii. 10), has its spring in God, yea,
This, as the four

delights.

God
ii.

the fountain

is

13)

;

existing

all

life

itself.

and happy One.

joined to

He

" the fountain of life" (Jer.
Him, who is the absolutely
more inwardly, therefore, one is
is

flows forth from

Him, the

The

fuller are the

draughts of

life

which he

PSALM XXXVII.
drinks from this

first

fountain of

so also

life,

fountain of
is

He

all

7

life.

And

God

as

the fountain of light

:

the

is

" In

Thy

we see light;" out of God, seeing we see only darkwhereas immersed in God's sea of light we are illumined
by divine knowledge, and lighted up with spiritual joy. The

light do
ness,

poet, after having taken a

few glimpses into the chaos of

evil,

here moves in the blessed depths of holy mysticism [Mystify

mysticism in the good sense

—true

and in proportion as in the former case
so here

it is

i.e.

religion, vital godliness],

his

language

is

obscure,

clear as crystal.

Vers. 11-13.

Now

for the

first

time, in the concluding

and commendation comes the language of prayer. The poet prays that God would lengthen
out, i.e. henceforth preserve (W^, as in cix. 12), such mercy to
His saints that the foot of arrogance, which is conceived of
as a tyrant, may not come suddenly upon him (N13, as in xxxv. 8),
and that the hand of the wicked may not drive him from his
home into exile (cf. x. 18). With IDn alternates n i?"JY, which,
hexastich, after complaint

;

on its merciful side, is turned towards them that know God,
and bestows upon them the promised gracious reward. Whilst
the Psalmist is thus praying, the future all at once becomes
Certain in his own mind that his prayer will
unveiled to him.
be heard, he sees the adversaries of God and of His saints for
ever overthrown,
bf, as in xiv. 5, points to the place where
the judgment is executed. The preterites are prophetic, as in
The poet, like Isaiah (ch. xxvi. 14), beholds
xiv. 5, lxiv. 8-10.
the whole tribe of the oppressors of Jahve's Church changed
into a field of corpses, without

hope of any rising again.

PSALM XXXVII.
THE SEEMING PROSPERITY OF THE WICKED, AND THE READ
PROSPERITY OF THE GODLY.
1

«

BE

not incensed at the evil-doers,
not envious of the workers of iniquity.
For like grass they are soon cut down,
And like a green herb they wither away.

Be
2

3 1 Trust in Jahve and do good,
Dwell in the land and cultivate faithfulness.

—

;
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And

4

So
5

i

delight thyself in Jahve,

shall

He

give thee the desires of thy heart.

Commit thy way unto Jahve,

And trust in Him and He will bring it to pass.
He will bring forth like the light thy righteousness,
And thy right like the noon-day brightness.
;

6

7 1 Kesign thyself to Jahve and wait for Him
Fret not thyself over him who prospereth in his

way,

Over

9

bringeth wicked devices to pass.

from anger and

8 n Cease

Be

man who

the

not incensed,

let

go wrath,

leads only to evil-doing.

it

For evil-doers shall be cut off,
But they who hope in Jahve they inherit the land
Yet a little while and the wicked is no more,

—

10

1

And

if

And
12

thou observest his place, he

But the meek

11

t

delight themselves in the

The wicked

And

gone.

abundance of peace.

deviseth evil against the righteous,

gnasheth upon him with his teeth

The Lord laugheth

13

is

shall inherit the land,

at

him,

For He seeth that his day is coming.
14 n The wicked draw the sword and bend their bow,
To cast down the poor and needy,
To slay them that are of upright walk.
Their sword

15

And

their

16 Q Better

is

shall enter into their

bows

the

little

Than the riches
For the arms of

17

own

heart,

shall be broken.

of

that a righteous

many

man

hath,

wicked.

the wicked shall be broken,
npholdeth the righteous.
Jahve observeth the days of the perfect,

And Jahve
18

'

And
19

And
20 3

their inheritance shall

They
But

endure for ever.

ashamed in the evil time,
the days of famine they are satisfied.

are not
in

the wicked perish,

And

the enemies of Jahve are like the glory of the

They

vanish

meadows,

away

like

smoke, they disappear.

;
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21 b The wicked

is

9

obliged to borrow and cannot pay,

But the righteous is liberal and can
For they that are blessed of Him

22

give.
shall inherit the

land,

And

they that are cursed of

23 D With Jahve are a man's

shall

And He hath delight in his way.
When he falls, he shall not be utterly

24
25

Him

3

be cut

off.

steps established,

For Jahve upholdeth his hand.
I have been young, and now am old,
Yet have I not seen a righteous man

cast

down,

forsaken,

And his seed begging bread.
He continually giveth and lendeth,
And his seed is a blessing.

26

27 D Depart from

And

evil

For Jahve loveth

28

and do good,

dwell for evermore.
the right,

And

will not forsake

The

righteous shall inherit the land,

And

dwell therein for ever.

His saints.
For ever are they preserved,
But the seed of the wicked is cut

29

off.

30 S The mouth of the righteous uttereth wisdom,
And his tongue speaketh what is right.
The law of his God is in his heart,
31
His steps do not slip.
32 X The wicked

And
33

34

p

lieth in

wait for the righteous,

seeketh to slay him.

Jahve doth not give him over into his hand,
Nor condemn him when he is judged.
Wait on Jahve and keep His way,
So shall He exalt thee to inherit the land

With

the cutting off the wicked shalt thou delight thine
eyes.

35

1 I

have seen a violent wicked man,

And

he spread himself

like

an indigenous tree of luxuriant

foliage.

36

And
And

one passed by, and lo he was not,
I sought him and he was not to be found.

;

10
37
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Mark

the perfect

man, and observe the upright

That the man of peace hath a posterity.
But the transgressors are destroyed together,

38
39 n

wicked

cut

The

posterity of the

And

the salvation of the righteous is from Jahve,
of trouble.
is their hiding-place in the time

Who

is

off.

And Jahve helpeth them and rescueth them,
He rescueth them from the wicked and saveth

40

them,

Because they trust in Him.

The bond

of connection between Ps. xxxvi. and xxxvii.

is

their similarity of contents, which here and there extends even
The fundamental thought running
to accords of expression.
is
at once expressed in the opening
Psalm
through the whole
prosperity
of the ungodly be a source
the
let
not
verses
Do
:

on the Lord for the prosperity of
to an end, and the issue deterHence
mines between the righteous and the unrighteous.
Tertullian calls this Psalm providentice speculum ; Isodore,
potio contra murmur ; and Luther, vestis piorum, cui adscripThis funtian : Hie Sanctorum patientia est (Apoc. xiv. 12).
of vexation to thee, but wait

the ungodly will suddenly

;

come

damental thought the poet does not expand in strophes of
ordinary compass, but in shorter utterances of the proverbial

form following the order of the

letters of the alphabet,

and not

without some repetitions and recurrences to a previous thought,
in

order to impress

the mind.

it

—

more convincingly and deeply upon
belongs therefore to the series Ps. ix.

still

The Psalm

and x., xxv., xxxiv., all alphabetical Psalms of David, of whose
language, cheering, high-flown, thoughtful, and at the same
time so easy and unartificial, and withal elegant, this Psalm is
fully worthy.

The

structure of the proverbial utterances

is

though 1, 3, and p are tristichs, and
n (which is twice represented, though perhaps unintentionally),
The J) is apparently wanting ; but,
3, and n are pentastichs.
on closer inspection, the originally separated strophes D and y
are only run into one another by the division of the verses.
almost entirely tetrastichic

The

;

V strophe begins with

stich, just like the D.

The

d!>1J)!>,

ver. 286,

and forms a

fact that the preposition

i>

tetra-

stands

before the letter next in order need not confuse one.
The D
ver. 39, also begins with nin^ni.
The homogeneous beginninos
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»Bh nBW, vers. 12, 21, 32, seem, as Hitzlg reto give prominence to the pauses in the

ni>,

marks, to be designed

succession of the proverbial utterances.

Vers.

Olshausen observes,

1, 2.

"The

poet keeps entirely

to the standpoint of the old

Hebrew

which the Book of Job

Bat, viewed in
God's government is really in a
and the Old Testament theodicy

doctrine, of recompense,

so powerfully refutes."

the light of the final issue,

all

word righteous recompense

;

only inadequate in so far as the future, which adjusts all
present inconsistencies, is still veiled.
Meanwhile the punitive

is

justice of

God

does

make

itself

manifest, as a rule, in the case

of the ungodly even in the present world

usually a fearful end to their

life's

the poet means here, and which

Book

self in the

;

even their dying
This

is

also

With ^nrin^

of Job, ch. xxvii.

is

which
expressed by Job him-

prosperity.

or angry (distinct from n";nn, to emulate, Jer.

to

it is

grow hot

xii. 5, xxii.

alternates K3p, to get into a glow, excandeseentia, whether

15),

be
the restrained heat of sullen envy, or the uncontrollable heat of
impetuous zeal which would gladly call down fire from heaven.

This

first distich

has been transferred to the

ch. xxiv. 19, cf. xxiii. 17, xxiv. 1,

may remark

Psalm

iii.

31

;

Book
and

it

of Proverbs,

in general

we

one of the Davidic patterns for
the Salomonic gnome system.
The form
is, according to
that this

is

w

Gesenius, Olshausen, and Hitzig, fut.
they wither away, pausal form for

Kal

w

the signification to cut off also

Niph.

703,

Gen.

xvii. 11,

NB^

xiv. 2, xvlii. 16.

(viror) of

is

lOW ,
1

cii.

28

;

but

secured to the verb 770 by the

whence

fut.

p^. is a genitival

young vigorous

of 770, cognate 70X,

like

&®\

= w®\;

vid.

combination

:

on Job

the green

vegetation.

The " land " is throughout this Psalm the
Vers. 3, 4.
promised possession (ITeilsgui), viz. the land of Jahve's prewhich has not merely a glorious past, but also a future
and will finally, more perfectly than under
Joshua, become the inheritance of the true Israel. It is thereenjoy the quiet sure habitation which
fore to be explained
God gives thee, and diligently cultivate the virtue of faithfulness.
The two imperatives in ver. 3b, since there are two of
them (cf. ver. 27) and the first is without any conjunctive Waw,
sence,

rich in promises

;

.

:

have the appearance of being continued admonitions, not pro-

:
;
:
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mises; and consequently

5-9.

not an adverbial accusative as

iijlOX is

75 (Ewald), but the object to njn, to pasture, to pursue,
practise (Syriac *!"", Hos. xii. 2)
cf. njn, J??., one who inte-

in cxix.
to

;

any one, or anything; Beduin ^-\j

rests himself in

every kind of

of

In ver.

Zeitschr. v. 9).
(cf.

Job

relationship

closer
4,

]n\) is

(Deutsch.

an apodosis

:

=

t_-~=~b

Morgenland.

delight in

xxii. 26, xxvii. 10, Isa. lviii. 14), so will

He

Jahve

grant thee

the desire (ntasyo, as in xx. 6) of thy heart ; for he who,
entirely severed from the creature, finds his highest delight in

God, cannot desire anything that is at enmity with God, but
he also can desire nothing that God, with whose will his own is
thoroughly blended in love, would refuse him.
Vers.

The

5, 6.

LXX.

erroneously renders

?12

(=

f>ji,

xxii.

by airoKaXvyfrov instead of eTrippiyjrov, 1 Pet. v. 7 roll the
burden of cares of thy life's way upon Jahve, leave the guidance of thy life entirely to Him, and to Him alone, without
9)

:

doing anything in

it

that concerns thee)

thyself

:

He

will gloriously

ncty, as in xxii. 32,

accomplish (a

I

11 ; cf. Prov. xvi. 3,
and Paul Gerhardt's Befiehl du deine Wege, " Commit thou all
thy ways," etc. The perfect in ver. 6 is a continuation of the

promissory ncT.

He

will

:

toxin, as in Jer.

li.

lii.

10, signifies to set forth

bring to light thy misjudged righteousness like the

Job xxxi. 26, xxxvii. 21, and more especially the
morning sun, Prov. iv. 18), which breaks through the darkness
and thy down-trodden right (^DSK'D is the pausal form of the
singular beside Mugrash) like the bright light of the noon-day
light (the sun,

cf. Isa. lviii. 10, as

Ver.
iii.

7.

on ver.

The verb

4, Isa. lviii. 14.

DOT, with

28), denotes resignation,

God, renounces

all

i.e.

self-help,

its

derivatives

a quiet of

and submits

(lxii. 2, 6,

mind which

Lam.
on
God.

rests

to the will of

y?innn (from Wi, to be in a state of tension, to wait)
of the inward gathering of one's self together in hope intently directed

towards God, as in B. Berachoth 306 as a synonym of pinnn
as it were reflexive of r6n of the collecting one's self
to
With ver. 7b the primary tone of the
importunate prayer.
whole Psalm is struck anew.
On ver.. 7c compare the

and

defi-

nition of the mischief-maker in Prov. xxiv. 8.

Vers.

8, 9.

On ^n

of na-jn, vid. Ges.

§

(let alone),

75, rem. 15.

imper. apoc. Hiph., instead
?jx is a clause
to itself

yvb
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Prov. xi. 24, xxi. 5, xxii. 16) it tends only to evil-doing,
ends only in thy involving thyself in sin. The final issue,
without any need that thou shouldst turn sullen, is that the
D"jno, like to whom thou dost make thyself by
such passionate
(cf.

:

it

murmuring and

displeasure, will be cut off, and they who,
turning from the troublous present, make Jahve the ground
and aim of their hope, shall inherit the land (yid. xxv. 13). It
is

the end, the final

and consequently eternal end, that decides

the matter.

The

Vers. 10, 11.

parum

10a

protasis in ver.

(temporis superest),

\

OJ>0 Ity as e.g.

is

literally:

Ex.

xxiii.

adhuc

30, and

1 BJJO, Job xxiv. 24.
WliBnni also is
a protasis with a hypothetical perfect, Ges. § 155, 4, a. This
promise also runs in the mouth of the Preacher on the Mount
(Matt. v. 5) just as the
renders ver. 11a: ol he irpaeh

as in a similar connection

LXX.

ic\T]povofjt.ijaov<rt,

and renounces

<yrjv.

all

Meekness, which

content with God,

is

become the
Whatever God-opposed

earthly stays, will at length

inheritor of the land, yea of the earth.

may amass to itself and may seek to acquire, falls into
meek as their blessed possession.
Vers. 12, 13. The verb Dot is construed with b of that
which is the object at which the evil devices aim. To gnash
self-love

the hands of the

the teeth (elsewhere also: with the teeth)

Job

cf.

xvi. 9, a gesture of anger, not of

as in xxxv. 16,
mockery, although

is,

anger and mockery are usually found together. But the Lord,
who regards an assault upon the righteous as an assault upon
Himself, laughs (ii. 4) at the enraged schemer; for He, who
orders the destinies of men, sees beforehand, with His omniscient insight into the future, his day,

(2

Sam.

Jer.

1.

i.e.

the day of his death

Obad.

xxvi. 10), of his visitation (cxxxvii. 7,

ver. 12,

27, .31).

That which corresponds to the " treading "
the bow is the drawing from the sheath or un-

Vers. 14, 15.
or stringing of

sheathing of the sword

nris,

:

The combination ^"'If

1
.

is

Ezek. xxi. 33,

just like

1Tr

,

cf.

D' ori,
l

Ps.

lv.

cxix. 1.

22.

The

emphasis in ver. 15 is upon the suffix of D373 they shall perish
by their own weapon. Dnin^g has (in Baer) a Shehd dirimens,
:

as also in Isa. v. 28 in correct texts.

Vers. 16, 17.

Tobit

xii. 8.

The

With

ver.

b of pt^vb

16 accord Prov. xv. 16,
is

xvi. 8, cf.

a periphrastic indication of the

;

14
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genitive (Ges. § 115).

Jton

Wjn

earthly possessions.

is

is

18-22.

a noisy multitude, here used of

not per attract,

xxxviii. 11,

(cf.

man is conmany unrighteous. The arms are here named
He whose arms are broken can
the bow in ver. 1 5b.

0? for NW) equivalent to

3"),

but the one righteous

trasted with

instead of

Whereas Jahve does
what earthly wealth and human power cannot

neither injure others nor help himself.
for the righteous

He

do:

Himself upholds them.

Vers. 18, 19. The
whole heart is, with all

of those

life

who

love

regard and of His observant providential care,

He

16.

Jahve with the
His loving

vicissitudes, an object of

its

i.

6,

xxxi. 8, cf.

own to lose their heritage nor to
The ala>vio<; K\.7)povofila is not as yet

neither suffers His

be themselves

lost to

it.

thought of as extending into the future world, as in the New
Testament. In ver. 19 the surviving refers only to this present

life.

With

Ver. 20.

is

~>i>\

of

the preceding assertion

*3

wns

opposite (cf. cxxx. 4).

its

a substantivized adjective like

Jtyja, it is

by

cii.

The

are resolved into

i.e.

of smoke, which

thinner

till it

idea

confirmed by

Ex. xv. 16. Instead
3
t'-.e 3 is secured
that they var ish into smoke,
Pia,

not to be read \fvz, Hos.

4, lxxviii. 33.

is

"ipa forms a fine play in sound

is,

xiii.

;

or also, that they vanish in the

it,

manner

but then becomes thinner and
disappears (Rosenmiiller, Hupfeld, Hitzig) ; both
first thick,

is

expressions are admissible as to fact and as to the lancmajre.

and the

latter

xxxix. 7.

the

If'l>?

Munach by

is

commended by «H3,

lxxviii. 33, cf. Q?S3,
regularly accented ^3 for
the substitute for Mugrash, which never

belongs
\WV2

is

can be used where at

to the first,

least

Silluk tone (vid. Psalter

ii.

two

;

syllables

accent on the penult, for a change (Ew.
of the rhythm^
.Tudg. v. 12,

(

c f.

nob

•

nab,

and on cxxxvii.

§

194, c)

i.e.

the

variation

10, xliii. 2
mj?
my
and in particular here on

xlii.

7),

do not precede the

The second 6s has

503).

•

•

;

pausal position (cf. njj, cxxxvii. 7).
It is the promise expressed in
Deut. xv. 6
xxviii. 12, 44, which is rendered in ver. 21 in the more
uni-

account of

its

Vers. 21, 22.

versal, sententious

ligation to

any one

form,

= to

confirmation of ver. 22
it,

who

places ver. 22

is

nip signifies to

borrow and

to

be bound or under obowe {nexum esse). The

not inappropriate (as Hitzio- considers
in that ever deeper

after ver. 20)

:

:
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downfall' of the ungodly, and in that charitableness of the
righteous, which becomes more and more easy to him by reason
of his prosperity, the curse and blessing of God, which shall

be revealed in the end of the earthly lot of both the righteous
and the ungodly, are even now foretold. Whilst those who
reject the blessing of God are cut off, the promise given to the
patriarchs
of God, in

is

fulfilled in the

experience of those

who

are blessed

fulness.

all its

By Jahve

Vers. 23, 24.

almost equivalent to vtto

(!», ait'o,

with the passive, as in Job xxiv.

1,

Eccles.

made

other passages) are a man's steps

xii.

11,

and

in a

firm, established

;

few

not

(LXX., Jerome, leaTevdvverat,), which,
according to the extant usage of the language, would be U3*n
(passive of pan, Prov. xvi. 9, Jer. x. 23, 2 Chron. xxvii. 6),

ordered or directed

whereas

3),

MJte, the

By

xl. 3.

and

"U3

is

Pulal of

to be

is

ip.ia,

meant man

in an

in fact in an ethical sense

;

understood according to

emphatic sense (Job xxxviii.
compare, on the other hand,

the expression of the more general saying,

God
that
i.e.

"Man

proposes, and

disposes," Prov. xvi. 9, xx. 24, Jer. x. 23.
it is

the upright

course of

man that

is

of such an one

life,

Ver. 236 shows
meant in ver. 23a to the way,
:

God

pausal change of vowel for YBW)

whether

be a

:

turns with pleasure (fsn\

supposing he should

fall,

from misfortune or from error, or
both together, he is not prostrated, but Jahve upholds his
hand, affords it a firm point of support or fulcrum (cf. 3 W?R,
lxiii. 9, and frequently), so that he can raise himself again,
rise up again.
Vers. 25, 26. There is an old theological rule promissiones
it

fall arising

:

corporales intelligendce sunt

cum

eaiceptione cruris et casligalionis.

Temporary forsakenness and

destitution the Psalm does not
deny it is indeed even intended to meet the conflict of doubt
which springs up in the minds of the God-fearing out of certain
conditions and circumstances that are seemingly contradictory
and this it does, by contrasting that
to the justice of God
which in the end abides with that which is transitory, and in
fact without the knowledge of any final decisive adjustment in
and it only solves its problem, in so far as it
a future world
is placed in the light of the New Testament, which already
:

;

;

dawns

in the

Book

Vers. 27, 28a.

of Ecclesiastes.

The round

of the exhortations

and promises

;

16
is
is
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28-31.

The imperative fr'f which
here again reached as in ver. 3.
the 1 of sequence in the
with
there hortatory, is found here
,

and continue, doing such things, to dwell
Isa.
so shalt thou, etc. (t?f pregnant as in cii. 29,
even
meaning
its
retains
imperative
the
Nevertheless

sense of a promise
for

ever =

lvii.

15).

:

,

in such instances,

inasmuch

as the exhortation

in the reward of duty at the

On

it.

28a compare

ver.

The

Vers. 286, 29.

given to share

is

same time with the discharge of

xxxiii. 5.

division of the verses

D strophe, without any doubt,

closes

is

wrong

;

for the

with VTpn, and the V

strophe begins with D^iv^, so that, according to the text which

we

however,

another

word
ek tov

the y of this

possess,

LXX.,

line,

after

Cod.

in

alcova

The

letter.

has

<f>v\a^6ijaovrai

which suggests another commencement for the

y strophe, and runs in Cod.
aoinai,

the acrostic

is

Vat.,

Alex., correctly,

incorrectly, apafioi
avofioi Se

(Synnnachus, avopoi i^apO^aovrai).

By

iicBiicrj-

eKSta^Oijaovrai

avofios the

LXX.

by avofia, Jw in Job xxvii. 4
translates J"" .? in Isa. xxix. 20
rPBXn,
synonym
of TBi^n, in Ps. ci. 5 so
i/chm/cuv,
the
and by
that consequently this line, as even Venema and Schleusner
It will at once be seen
have discerned, was V1BBO DyJJf.
1

;

;

that this

is

only another reading for riDJM thw?

stands side by side with the latter, that
to

it is

and, since

;

it

an ancient attempt

produce a correct beginning for the V strophe, which has

been transplanted from the LXX. into the text. It is, however, questionable whether this reparation is really a restoration
of the original words (Hupfeld, Hitzig) ; since p)V (^V) is not
a

word found

jecture of

in

fw

the Psalms (for which reason Bottcher's con-

'by

more

readily

commends

itself,

although

it is

and riBBO tbtyb forms a continuation
more naturally brought about by the context and per-

critically less probable),

that

is

fectly logical.

The verb run unites in itself the two meanVers. 30, 31.
meditating
and of meditative utterance (vid. ii. 1),
of
ings
just as "IDS those of thinking and speaking.
Ver. 316 in this
connection affirms the stability of the moral nature.
of the righteous has a fixed inward rule, for the

T6ra

The walk
is to him

not merely an external object of knowledge and a compulsory
precept it is in his heart, and, because it is the Tora of his God
;

whom

he

loves, as the

motive of his actions closely united with

PSALM XXXVII.
his

own

3

On

1$®*}, followed

35,

Ixxiii.

will.

compare

xviii.

17

32-38.

by the subject in the

plural,

2 Chethib.

Vers. 32, 33. The Lord as ava/tplvcov is, as in 1 Cor. iv.
put in contrast with the ava/cplvetv of men, or of human

sq.,

If men sit in judgment upon the righteous, yet God,
the supreme Judge, does not condemn him, but acquits him

rjpepa.

(cf. on the contrary cix. 7).
Si condemnamur a mundo, exclaimed Tertullian to his companions in persecution, absolvimur

a Deo.

Ver. 34. Let the eye of faith directed hopefully to Jahve
its way, without suffering thyself to be turned aside by
the persecution and condemnation of the world, then Pie will

go on

at length raise thee

n
M * possidas
( ?T!o

which the

out of
et

evil-doers,

J?BH, just as

now

H?

Vers. 35, 36.

trouble,

all

and cause thee

to possess

possideas) the land, as the sole lords of

cut

off,

conducted themselves.
form p^x) is coupled with

(after the

these two words alternate in

inspiring, tyrannical evil-doer

;

Job

20 a terrorJob v. 3. The

xv.

cf. besides also

:

pabn HK3, " like

356 forms a clause by itself: et se diffiundens,
and Jerome translate as though it were
the cedars of Lebanon," instead of psn mtX3.

But pT jn

the expression for an oak, terebinth, or the

participle in ver.

like,

rnTN

is

that has

and has

LXX.

The

scil. erat.

grown from time immemorial

in its native soil,

in the course of centuries attained a gigantic size in

the stem, and a wide-spreading overhanging head.
not

mean

this sense is

13J) in

renders
§

then he vanished

:

it

137, 3.

ing the

:

not suitable to a

man ging
The LXX.,

difficulty,

away (Hupfeld and

render

voriiber,

Syriac,
it

:

S

does

"I3JJ _1

others)

;

for

Luther correctly

tree.

one (they) passed by, Ges.

and

others,

by way of

lighten-

then I passed by.

on might even be taken as neuter for DPI,
this case the poet would have written
"IDK> is therefore used as, e.g., in 1 Sam. i.
njTi instead of flK"!
12.
By '3 that to which attention is specially called is introduced. The man of peace has a totally different lot from the
As the
evil-doer who delights in contention and persecution.
nnnK,
xxiii.
a future, Prov.
18,
fruit of his love of peace he has
Vers. 37, 38.

and

*>B*

for "i^

;

but in
;

xxiv. 14, viz. in his

posterity, Prov. xxiv.

apostates are altogether blotted out;
selves,

VOL.

20; whereas the

not merely they them-

but even the posterity of the ungodly
II.

is

cut

off,

2

Amos

FSALM XXXVIII.

18
Ezek.

iv. 2, ix. 1,

To

xxiii. 25.

tliem remains no posterity to

cany forward their name, their JTnns
(cf. cix. 13 with Num. xxiv. 20).

is

devoted to destruction

Vers. 39, 40. The salvation of the righteous cometh from
it is therefore characterized, in accordance with its

Jahve;

and enduring for ever.

origin, as sure, perfect,

apposition

the plena scriptio serves, as in 2

;

indicate to us that
fortress,

meant

in this

passage

is

an

xxii. 33, to

to signify

not a

but a hiding-place, a place of protection, a refuge, in

which sense

<0J1

iW«

(the protection of

of God's presence)

(the protection
(also

tlJJD is

DJW3

Sam.

used as a formula of an oath)

The moods

of sequence in ver.

parallelism in ver. AOab

is

God) and

is

;

<d!l

<s^*-j

o'oo

an Arabic expression
moreover on xxxi. 3.

vid.

40 are

aoristi gnomici.

progressive after the

manner

Psalms of degrees. The short confirmatory clause
forms an expressive closing cadence.

hi

The
of the

chasu bo

PSALM XXXVIII.
PRAYER FOR THE CHANGING OF MERITED WRATH INTO
RESCUING LOVE.
2

JAHVE,
And

do not

in

Thy wrath rebuke me,

Thy

hot displeasure chasten me.
3 For Thine arrows have entered deep into me,
in

And Thy hand
4 There
There

hath sunk down upon me.

is

no soundness in

is

no health in

my

my

flesh

because of Thine anger,

bones because of

my

sin.

5 For mine iniquities are gone over my head,
Like a heavy burden they are too heavy for me.
6

My

wounds

Because of
7 I

am

stink

my

bent, I

and

fester

foolishness.

am

sore

bowed down,

All the day long do I go mourning.
8

For

And

my

loins are full of

there

is

burning,

no soundness

in

my

flesh.

!;

;

PSALM XXXVIII.
9 I

am benumbed and

sore crushed,

I roar by reason of the groaning of

10

O

Lord,

And my
11

My

13

Thee

sighing

is all
is

my

my

heart.

desire manifest,

not hidden from Thee.

heart beateth quickly,

And
12

to

19

my

strength hath failed me,

the light of mine eyes, even of these,

My lovers and
[And

my

And
And
And

they

friends stand aloof from

kinsmen stand afar

they lay snares for

who

is

my

gone from me.
stroke,

off,]

seek after my soul,
my misfortune speak mischievous

me who

strive after

utter falsehoods continually.

[things,

am like a deaf man, as though I heard not,
And like one dumb that openeth not his month
I am become like a man that heareth not,
And in whose mouth are no replies.

14 But I
15

16 For in Thee, Jahve, do I hope
Thou, Thou wilt answer, O Lord my God.
17 For I say Let them not rejoice over me
Who, when my foot tottereth, would magnify themselves
against me.
:

am ready to fall,
And my great sorrow is

IS For I

ever before me.

19 For mine iniquity must I confess,
I must tremble on account of my

sin.

20 But mine enemies are vigorous, they are numerous,
21

And many are my lying haters.
And requiting evil for good,
They are hostile towards me for my
is

good.

22 Forsake me not, Jahve;
My God, be not far from me.
23 Make haste to help me,

O

Lord, who

art

my

salvation

following that which

20
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The

penitential Psalm, xxxviii.,

is

placed immediately after
its close to the n

Ps. xxxvii. on account of the similarity of

David's adultery as the occasion of
xii.

we regard
more especially 2 Sam.

It begins like Ps. vi.

strophe of that Psalm.

14), then Ps. vi., xxxviii.,

it (cf.

xxxii.

li.,

form

If

a chronological series.

David is distressed both in mind and body,forsaken by his friends,
and regarded by his foes as one who is cast off for ever. The fire
of divine anger burns within him like a fever, and the divine
withdrawal as it were rests upon him like darkness. But he
fights his way by prayer through this fire and this darkness to

The Psalm, although

the bright confidence of faith.

pouring forth of such elevated and depressed feelings,
theless

symmetrically and skilfully laid out.

It

it is
is

the

never-

consists

of

three main paragraphs, which divide into four (vers. 2-9), three
(vers. 10-15), and four (vers. 16-23) tetrastichs.
The way in
which the names of God are brought in is well conceived.
The first word of the first group or paragraph is rnrv, the first
word of the second tfw,
and in the third niiT and ^IN
are used
T -.7
t -;
1

interchangeably twice. The Psalm, in common with Ps. lxx.,
bears the inscription l^tn?.
The chronicler, in 1 Chron. xvi.
4, refers to these

Hazkir Psalms together with the Hodu and
In connection with the presentation of

Ballelaja Psalms.

meat-offerings, Fiin:D, a portion of the meat-offering

was cast
meal mixed with oil
This portion was called '"TOftf,

into the altar fire, viz. a handful of the

and the whole of the incense.
avafivqcrK, and to offer

"> ,

it

3?

ascending smoke was intended
ing into remembrance with

i 1

!

(a denominative), because the

to

bring the owner of the offer-

God.

In connection with the
presentation of this memorial portion of the mincha, the two
Psalms are appointed to be used as prayers ; hence the inscription

the

:

at the presentation of the

meal-offering).

fidrov

;

The

Azcara (the portion taken from

LXX.

perhaps equivalent to

adds here

irepl

(rov) aa/3-

J"I3b6.

In this Psalm we find a repetition of a peculiarity of the
penitential Psalms, viz. that the praying one has to complain
not only of afflictions of body and soul, but also of

outward
and take occasion
from his sin to prepare the way for his ruin. This arises from
the fact that the Old Testament believer, whose perception
of
sin was not as yet so spiritual and deep as that of the
New
enemies,

who come forward

as his accusers

.

PSALM XXXVIII.

Testament

21

2-9.

believer, almost always calls to

act that has

The

become openly known.

mind some

foes,

sinful

who would then

prepare for his ruin, are the instruments of the Satanic power
of evil (cf. ver. 21, "MBE*?), which, as becomes perceptible to

the

New

Testament believer even without the intervention of
death of the sinning one, whereas God
that he should live.

outward
wills

foes, desires the

David begins,

Vers. 2-9.

that his punitive affliction

as in Ps.

may

vi.,

with the prayer

be changed into disciplinary.

Bakius correctly paraphrases ver. 2

:

Corripe sane per legem,

castiga per erueem, millies promerui, negare non possum, sed

me ex amove ut pater, non ex furore et fervore ut
pumas justitice rigore, sed misericordice dulcore (cf
The negative is to be repeated in ver. 2b, as in 5,

castiga, quceso,

judex

ne

;

on

vi. 2).

ix.

19, lxxv. 6.

i.

In the description, which gives the ground of

the cry for pity, nnj
Nipha.1 of the

is

not the Piel, as in

Kal nro immediately

xviii.

35, but the

following (root ru).

IXf)

anger as a breaking forth, fragor (cf. Hos. x. 7, LXX.
(ppvyavov), with S instead of X in the first syllable, vowels
which alternate in this word ; and nor^ as a glowing or burn-

is

t^sn (in

Homer,

icrfka), God's wrath-arrows, i.e. lightnings
His judgments of wrath and T, as in xxxii. 4,
xxxix. 11, God's punishing hand, which makes itself felt in
dispensing punishment, hence Jinan might be attached as a
mood of sequence. In ver. 4 wrath is called DVT as a boiling
Sin is the cause of this experiencing wrath, and the wrath
up.

ing,

of wrath, are

;

sin as an exciting
the cause of the bodily derangement
cause of the wrath always manifests itself outwardly even on
In ver. 5a sin is compared to
the body as a fatal power.
is

;

waters that threaten to drown one, as in ver. 5b to a burden
"
'SSO , ??^ they are heavier than I, i.e.
that presses one down.
1

than

my

power of endurance, too heavy for me.

In ver. 6 the

effects of the operation of the divine hand (as punishing) are
wounds, rnian (properly, suffused variegated marks from a blow

or wheals, Isa.

6; from "on, ^j^, to be or

i.

variegated), which
1p»J,

as

suppurate.

it is

W^an, send

Sin,

it

is

striped,

forth an offensive smell,

which causes

at last manifest,

make

this, is called

Jw,

and

because,

always the destruction of

itself.

PSALM XXXVIII.
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With emphasis

To

verse.

take

form the second half of the
out of ver. 7 and put it to this, as Meier

does V^tt?

WW

10-15.

"'P.??

and Thenius propose, is to destroy this its proper position. On
Thus sick in soul and
the three MB», vid. Ewald, § 217, /.
himself
in the extreme.
and
bend
bow
body, he is obliged to
nijn is used of a convulsive drawing together of the body, Isa.
?^n, of a heavy,
xxi'. 3 ; nnB', of a bowed mien, Ps. xxxv. 14 ;
lagging gait. With '3 in ver. 8 the grounding of the petition
His O^D3, i.e. internal muscles of
begins for the third time.
the

which are usually the

loins,

that which

is

burnt,

fattest parts, are full of n?pJ,

parched.

i.e.

It

is

therefore as though

the burning, starting from the central point of the bodily

power, would spread

Whilst
a

J1Q is

the coldness and rigidity of a corpse

brought

means

or to be brought into a condition of crushing,

The

loud wail

is

f? of npH^ ?

is

1

him

means

to
i.e.

to

be

be crushed,
of violent

intended to imply that the

only the utterance of the pain that

is

raging in his

of his ceaseless, deep inward

the outward expression

heart,

the soul.

the proper word for

the Niphal

;

into this condition, just as N3*]?

dissolution.

the wrath of

:

as in

thus yield, there comes over

life

almost total lifelessness.

partial,

as well

this latter

in

the energies of

all

over the whole body

itself

God works commotion

groaning.

Vers. 10-15.

Having thus bewailed

his suffering before

God, he goes on in a somewhat calmer tone it
of weariness, but also of the rescue which shows
:

He

afar.

him

first

has complained, but not as

of

Omniscient

Him,

One

it

from

were necessary foi

make God acquainted with
is

the calm

itself

his suffering; the

directly cognisant of (has directly before

like "H3? in xviii.

25) every wish that his suffering

from him, and even

his softer sighing does not escape

"133,

extorts

all to

if

is

His knowledge. The sufferer does not say this so much with
the view of comforting himself with this thought, as of excitinf
God's compassion. Hence he even goes on to draw the piteous
picture of his condition

:

his heart

is

in a state of violent rotary

motion, or only of violent, quickly repeated contraction and

expansion (Psychol. S. 252

;

of violent palpitation ("irnnp,

Strength of which the heart

and the

light of his eyes,

tr.

p. 297), that

pea lal
is

is

to say, a state

according to Ges.

the centre

(xl.

§

55, 3).

13) has left him,

even of these (by attraction for twn"D|

PSALM XXXVIII.
since the light of the eyes

is

10-15.

23-

not contrasted with anything

not with him, but has become

else),

him by weeping, watching, and fever.
Those who love him and are friendly towards
him have placed themselves far from his stroke (W3, the touch
of God's hand of wrath), merely looking on (Obad. ver. 11),
is

lost to

therefore, in a position hostile (2 Sam. xviii. 13) rather than
"U3D, far away, but within the range of vision,
friendly.

within sight, Gen. xxi. 16, Deut. xxxii. 52.
The words *?npl
prnp, which introduce a pentastich into a Psalm that is

IIDl?

have the appearance of being a gloss
= piriD, 2 Kings ii. 7. His enemies,
however, endeavour to take advantage of his fall and helpless-

tetrastichic throughout,

or various reading

:

"USD

him his final death-blow. ^[5^1 (with
the p dageshed*) describes what they have planned in conse-

ness, in order to give

quence of the position he
is niirij

The substance

is in.

utter destruction (yid. v. 10)

upon

;

to this

of their words

end

it

is

niD"]^

upon malice, that they unceasingly
hatch with heart and mouth. In the consciousness of his sin
he is obliged to be silent, and, renouncing all self-help, to
abandon his cause to God. Consciousness of guilt and resignation close his lips, so that he is not able, nor does he wish, to
refute the false charges of his enemies
he has no riiroin,
counter-evidence wherewith to vindicate himself. It is not to
be rendered "just as one dumb opens not his mouth;" 3 is
only a preposition, not a conjunction, and it is just here, in
deceit

deceit, malice

;

:

vers.

14, 15, that the manifest proofs in support of this are

found.f
* The various reading

itjipjil

in Norzi rests

upon a misapprehended

passage of Abulwalid (Rikma, p. 16G).
t The passages brought forward by Hupfeld in support of the use of a
as a conjunction, viz. xc. 5, cxxv. 1, Isa.

passage that seems most to favour
the expression
Isa. lxv. 1,

junction
Syriac

;

=

is elliptical,
tf5>

-iwab-

but a (/*})

and Arabic

is

j<>3

it is

liii.

7, lxi. 11, are invalid;

Obad. ver. 16, but in

being equivalent to

It is only

the

this instance

$!? ")2't<3,

like

n^6,

}D3 (U<) that can be used as a con-

always a preposition in ancient Hebrew just as in

(yid. Fleischer in the Hallische Allgem. Lit. Zeitschr.

It is not until the mediaeval synagogal poetry
iv. S. 117 ff.).
Zunz, Synagogal-poesie des Mittelalters, S. 121, 381 f.) that it is
admissible to use it as a conjunction (e.g. NSD3, when he had found), just

1843, Bd.
(yid.

as

it

also occurs in Himjaritic, according to Osiander's deciphering of the

24
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self-help, for

all

He

can help him.

—he waits
which

is

utterly useless in himself, he re-

Become

Vers. 16-23.

nounces

16-23.

C?) he hopes

Jahve,

in

who

alona

waits for His answer, for (^3) he says, etc.

for an answer, for the hearing of this his petition

God, that God would

directed towards the glory of

not suffer his foes to triumph over him, nor strengthen

them

in

Ver. 18b appears also to
and injustice.
stand under the government of the |3 ;* but, since in this case
one would look for a Waw relat. and a different order of the
" who,
words, ver. 18& is to be regarded as a subject clause
when my foot totters, i.e. when my affliction changes to entire
In ver. 18,
downfall, would magnify themselves against me."
^ connects what follows with vJ"! D1C3 by way of confirmation
he is JotP jisj, ready for falling (xxxv. 15), he will, if God does
their mercilessness

:

:

not graciously interpose, assuredly
V? in ver.

19

pain or sorrow
fess his guilt,

his pain.

is

this feeling of guilt

;

it

as in xxxv. 19, Ixix. 5,

does not very well suit

self,

is

obliged to con-

is

to

is still

IDi'y

numerous and

Instead of O^n, probably

life.

be read (Houbigant, Hitzig,

Olshausen).

read D"n; and the reading which

for D'owjfl),

fourth

just the very sting of

is

death, his foes are

Koster, Hupfeld, Ewald, and

LXX.

The

whilst he in the consciousness of well-deserved
sick unto

is

withal vigorous and full of

C3n

headlong.

ever present to hiin, for he

and

And

punishment

fall

attached confirmatorily to ver. 186: his intense

is

is

But even

the

so old, although

which one would look
he looks upon himone dead than living; his

(instead of

not without meaning

:

according to ver. 9, more as
however, are D^n, living, i.e. vigorous.

The verb frequently has this pregnant meaning, and the adjective can also
foes,

inscriptions.

The verbal clause appended to the word to which

instar, is prefixed is for

this a,

the most part an attributive clause as above, but

sometimes even a circumstantial clause
(

JU-),

as in xxxviii. 14;

cf.

Sur.

"as the likeness of an ass carrying books."
* The following are the constructions of [3 when a clause of more than
one member follows it: (1) fut. and per/., the latter with the tone ot

lxii.

5

:

the per/, consec,

e.g.

and
pensable where it
see)

;

(2) fut.

Ex. xxxiv. 15

fut. as in
is

ii.

sq.,

12, Jer.

or without
li.

46.

it, e.g.

xxviii. 1

This construction

(which

is indis-

intended to give special prominence to the subject
e.g. Deut. xx. 6.
In one instance

notion or a secondary notion of the clause,
J2

is

even followed (3) by the perf. and /a*, consec,

viz.

2 Kings

ii.

1C.

;
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liave

it.
Just as the accentuation of the form WD varies
elsewhere out of pause, cni here has the tone on
the ultima,
although it is not per/, consec* Ver. 21a is an
apposition of
the subject, which remains the same as in ver.
20.
Instead of
^"n (Ges. § 61, rem. 2) the Ken is Wi, rad'phi (without
any

Makkeph

following), or 'BVi, rad'phi; cf! on this pronunciation,

lxxxvi. 2, xvi. 1, and with the Cliethib 'am, the
xxvi. 2, also Him, xxx. 4.
By the "following

good" David means more particularly that
into exercise in relation to his present foes.f
is

22

David

differ.

despairs of

itself,

The

up

lighting

fides supples;

is

which

He

brought

is

closes in vers.

of the darkness

not changed into

But the closing words, " O Lord, my salvashow where the repentance of Cain and that
True repentance has faith within itself, it

fides triumphans.
tion " (cf. li. 16),

of

No

with sighs for help.

sq.

of wrath takes place.

ChetMb nsro,
of that which

but not of God.

PSALM XXXIX.
PRAYERS OF ONE SORELY TRIED AT THE SIGHT OF THE
PROSPERITY OF THE UNGODLY.

SAID

2 I

:

" I will keep

my

my

ways against sinning with

tongue

my

1 will keep a bridle on

mouth,

So long as the wicked is before me."
3 I was dumb in silence,

As

*

per/, consec. the following have the accent on the ultima:—

Isa. xx. 5, Oba-d. ver. 9,

Hab.

i.

and &y\

8,

and

mi,

(perf. hi/poth.),

Isa. lxvi.

Job

reason for the a'ft'ma-accentuation of
xxxviii.

14; ^>p, Jer.

15

xxxii.

;

!|3J,

inv,

iv.

Lam.

13;

siriB',

16

;

xxxii. 15.
>|3n, lv.

22

wm,

perhaps also vim,

But there
;

is

sqi, Ixix. 5

Prov. xiv. 19, Hab.

iii.

no
;

l^pi,

special

^n,

Isa.

6; vin, Job

iv. 7.

t In the Greek and Latin texts, likewise in all the iEthiopic and several
Arabic texts, and in the Syriac Psalterium Medilanense, the following addi-

tion

is

found after

ebdelygmenon,

ver.

21

:

Et projecerunt me

the Psalt. Veronense).

The words ami

Ce aperripsan me ton agapeton osi necron
dilectum tanquam mortuvm abominatum (so

Theodoret refers it to Absalom's relation to David.
taken from Isa. xiv. 19.

vtxpov ej&tTivyfifoov are

—
26
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my peace taking no note
my pain became violent.

I held

Yet

4

My heart

was hot within me,
fire burned

While I mused the
I spake with

5

;

;

!

my

of prosperity,

—

tongue.

Make me to know, O Jahve, mine end,
And the measure of my days how short
Oh that I might know, how frail I am

it is

!

Thou

6 Behold,

And my
Only

a

hast

lifetime

7

Only
Only

as

mere breath
stand.

as a

my days as a handbreadth,
nothing before Thee.
every man, however firm he may

made

is

is

(Sela.)

shadow doth man wander

to

and

fro,

make an uproar
He heapeth up and knoweth not who will gather
8

for a breath do they

And now

My

hope

for
is

what

shall I wait,

it.

Lord

towards Thee.

From all my transgressions rescue me,
Make me not a reproach of the profane
10 I am dumb, I open not my mouth,
For Thou, Thou hast done it.
11 Take away from me Thy stroke,
Before the blow of Thy hand I must perish.
12 When Thou with rebukes dost chasten a man
9

!

Thou makest

his

moth
Only a breath
13

for iniquity,

beauty melt away, like the damage of the

are

all

men.

(Sela.)

hear my prayer, Jahve,
And hearken to my cry
At my tears be not silent,
For I am a guest with Thee,
A sojourner, like all my fathers.
Look away from me, that I may rally,
Before I go hence and am no more.
!

14

In xxxviii. 14 the poet
opens not his mouth;

this

calls

himself a

dumb

submissive, resigned

person,

wno

keeping of
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silence he affirms of himself in the

same words in xxxix. 3 also.
This forms a prominent characteristic common to the two
Psalms, which fully warranted their being placed together as a

There

pair.

is,

however, another Psalm, which

closely related to Ps. xxxix., viz. Ps.

Ps.

iv.,

lxii.,

is

more

still

which, together with

The

has a similar historical background.

author, in

by those who from being false friends
have become open enemies, and who revel in the enjoyment of
illegitimately acquired power and possessions.
From his own
experience, in the midst of which he commits his safety and
his honour to God, he derives the general warnings, that to
trust in riches is deceptive, and that power belongs alone to
God the Avenger two doctrines, in support of which the issue
of the affair with Absalom was a forcible example.
Thus it is
with Ps. lxii., and in like manner Ps. xxxix. also. Both Psalms
bear the name of Jeduthim side by side with the name of
David at their head both describe the nothingness of everything human in the same language; both delight more than
other Psalms in the use of the assuring, confident ^N both
have n?D twice ; both coincide in some points with the Book of
Job the form of both Psalms, however, is so polished, transparent, and classic, that criticism is not authorized in assigning
to this pair of Psalms any particular poet other than David.
his dignity, is threatened

—

;

;

;

The

reason of the redacteur not placing Ps.

lxii.

immediately

lxii. is an
Elohim-Psalm, which could not stand in the midst of JahvePsalms.
To the inscribed HMD?, pr» "i s ? is added in this instance.

after Ps. xxxix.

is

to be

found

in the fact that Ps.

,

The name

also written thus in lxxvii. 1, 1 Ohron. xvi. 38,
and always with the Ken pinVP, which, after the
analogy of pwl, is the more easily pronouncible pointing
cf. nuts'
(lxii. 1).
It is 'an offshoot of the form Tvn\ or TVT
TVEten.
It is the name of one of David's
and n^, niB'an and
is

Nell. xi. 17,

;

three choir-masters or

with

precentors

Asaph and Hemau,

2 Ohron.

v.

—the

1 Chron.

12, xxxv. 15,

and

is,

xvi.

third

41

in

sq.,

conjunction
xxv. 1 sqq.,

without doubt, the same

name which

is changed into
Ohron.
arrangement in Gibeon, 1 Chron. ch. xvi.
Consequently side by side with rm»S, pniT^ will be the name

person

,

ch. xv., a

as in N, 1

Jinn* after

the

of the riVJD himself,

i.e.

the

name

of the person to

whom

the

rsALM xxxix.
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song was handed over to be set to music. The fact that in
two inscriptions (lxii. 1, lxxvii. 1) we read ?V instead of the h of
\Wrb, does not militate against this. By b Jeduthun is denoted
as the person to whom the song was handed over for performance; and by ty, as the person to whom the performance

The

was assigned.

thunites," adopted

rendering: "to the director of the Jedi-

by Hitzig,

is

possible regarding the |invV as

used as a generic name like pnx in 1 Ohron. xii. 27, xxvii. 17 ;
but the customary use of the h in inscriptions is against it.
The Psalm consists of four stanzas without any strophic

symmetry.

The

first

same compass, and the

only approximately the

three are of
final

smaller stanza has designedly the

character of an epilogue.

The

Vers. 2-4.
his

own

affliction

poet relates

how he has

resolved to bear

silently in the face of the prosperity of

the

ungodly, but that his smart was so overpowering that he was

compelled involuntarily to break his silence by loud complaint.

The

resolve follows the introductory

meant

to take

heed to his ways,

i.e.

''frTOX

his

in cohortatives.

manner

of thought

He
and

he should sin with his tongue,
by any murmuring complaint concerning his own misfortune, when he saw the prosperity of the ungodly.
He was
action, in all their extent, lest

viz.

resolved to keep

cause invariably to press) a bridling (cf.

(i.e.

on the form, Gen. xxx. 37), or a bridle (capistrum), upon his
mouth, so long as he should see the ungodly continuing and
sinning in the fulness of his strength, instead of his speedy

Then he was struck dumb
Lam. iii. 26, in resigned
turned away from (yid. xxviii.

ruin which one ought to expect.

n'OT, in silence,

i.e.

as in

submission, he was silent

Sam.

lxii. 2, cf.

SitSDj

and frequently) prosperity, i.e. from that in
which he saw the evil-doer rejoicing he sought to silence for
ever the perplexing contradiction between this prosperity and
the righteousness of God. But this self-imposed silence gave
1, 1

vii. 8,

;

intensity to the repressed pain,

and

this

was thereby

"I3W, stirred

up, excited, aroused; the inward heat became, in consequence
of restrained complaint, all the more intense (Jer. xx. 9) : "and

while I was musing a

fire was kindled," i.e. the thoughts and
emotions rubbing against one another produced a blazino- fire,
viz. of irrepressible vexation, and *he end of it was : " I spake

:

PSALM XXXIX.
with

my tongue," unable any longer

now

follows

On

dition.
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to

keep

the contrary, he tnrns

my

in

not what was said by the poet

is

away from

Wliat

pain.

when

in this con-

his purpose,

which

has been proved to be impracticable, to God Himself with the
prayer that fie would teach him calm submission.

He

Vers. 5-7.
earthly

God

prays

to set the transitoriness of

clearly before his eyes (cf. xe. 12)

life

for if life

;

is

only a few spans long, then even his suffering and the prosperity of the ungodly will last only a short time.
Oh that

God would

then grant him to

the end of his
affliction,

which

life,

and the measure of

intevrog. extenuantis, as in

to

^K

"bvrna,

after

off

and

ceases,

as in

viii. 2,

it is

I

he may become
Hnpfeld corrects the text

But ^n

no, qiiam, in

which leaves
and
connection with an adjective,
that

signifies

in this connection, finite

xxxi. 20, xxxvi. 8, lxvi. 3) cxxxiii. 1.

By

jn

customary form of introducing the proposrtio minor, Lev.
xxv. 20) the preceding petition

made
i.e.

the days,

He

i.e.

OW,

make a yard

(cf.

is

it

God

supported.

the lifetime, of a

has allotted to

breadths (cf.

his

with this (nD ?

in order that

frailty

and consequently

transitory or frail,

how

i.e.

analogy of Ixxxix. 48, because inn

the

cannot signify "frail."

his end (Job vi. 11),
same time the end of

his days,

viii. 5),

own

fully conscious of his

know

at the

is

man

(the

x. 18,

has, indeed,

ninety handbreadtlis,

only the short extension of a few hand-

a few days,

w^wo?

e.g. Isa. lxv.

xpovos

in

20), of which nine

Mimnermus, and

1

Sam.

human life (on 1?n vid. xvii. 14) is as a
vanishing nothing before God the eternal One. The particle
xx. 3)

;

the duration of

5JN is originally affirmative,

restrictive; just as PI
tive.

Sometimes

is

also,

and starting from that sense becomes
and then affirma-

originally restrictive
as

is

commonly the

case with i?S, the

affirmative signification passes over into the adversative (cf.

In our passage, agreeably to the
nothing but mere
•nothingness (cf. xlv. 14, Jas. i. 2) is every man 3M, standing
firmly, i.e. though he stand never so firmly, though he be never
Here the music rises to tones of
so stedfast (Zech. xi. 16).
verum, verum enim vero).

restrictive sense, it is to be explained thus:

and the song continues in ver. 7 with the same
belonging to the same root as ?>*, signifies a
shadow-outline, an image the 3 is, as in xxxv. 2, Beth essentia
he walks about consisting only of an unsubstantial shadow.

bitter lament,

theme.

a?£,

;

'
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manner of breath (cxliv. 4),
with
vain results, do they make a
from empty, vain motives and
as in xxxvi. 8) ; and he who
energicum,
disturbance (pausal fut.
knows not who will sudhimself
exerts
restlessly and noisily
Only bn,

breath-like, or after the

denly snatch together,

many

the

and on

cf. Isa. xxxiii. 4,

tion with

i.e.

take altogether greedily to himself,

things that he heaps

Dnmn

which

up pay,

as in

Job

— am = avTa, Lev. xv. 10

p6k, cf. Isa.

xlii.

16,

is

in

16);
connec-

xxvii.
(in

mind

the

of

the speaker).

Vers. 8-12.

It

customary

is

begin a distinct turning-

to

and now, i.e. in connection
with this nothingness or vanity of a life which is so full of
suffering and unrest, what am I to hope, quid sperem (concernThe answer to this question
ing the perfect, vid. on xi. 3)?

point of a discourse with nnjNi;

which he himself throws out is, that Jahve is the goal of his
waiting or hoping. It might appear strange that the poet is
willing to make the brevity of human life a reason for being
But here we have the explacalm, and a ground of comfort.

Although not expressly assured of a future

nation.

life

of

blessedness, his faith, even in the midst of death, lays hold on

Jahve

as the

just this

Living One and as the

which

is

the midst of the riddles of

future which

dismal night,

lost in

is

God

of the living.

It is

Old Testament faith, that in
the present, and in the face of the

so heroic in the

it

casts itself unreservedly

arms of God.

While, however, sin is the root of all
evil, the poet prays iu ver. 9a before all else, that God would
remove from him all the transgressions by which he has fully
into the

incurred his

and while, given over to the consehe would become, not only to his own

affliction

quences of his

sin,

;

dishonour but also to the dishonour of God, a derision to the

God would not permit it
has Mercha, and is consequently,
as in xxxv. 10, to be read with a (not tf), since an accent can
never be placed by Kametz chatuph. Concerning b23 ver. 96
unbelieving, he prays in ver. 96 that

to

come

to this.

?3, ver. 9a,

}

see

on

xiv. 1.

As

to the rest

he

is

silent

and calm

;

for

God

the author, viz. of his affliction (Wl>, used just as absolutely
as in xxii. 32, xxxvii. 5, lii. 11, Lam. i. 21).
Without ceasinois

still

to regard intently the prosperity of the ungodly,

cognises the hand of

God

iu his affliction,

has not merited anything better.

But

it is

he reand knows that he
permitted to him to

PSALM XXXIX.
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13, 14.

pray that God would suffer mercy to take the place of right.
^J"? is the name he gives to his affliction, as in xxxviii. 12, as
being a stroke (blow) of divine wrath ; TV fron, as a quarrel
into which God's hand has fallen with him ; and by ^K, with
the almighty (pnnishing) hand of God, he contrasts himself
the feeble one, to whom, if the present state of tilings continues,

In ver. 12 he puts his own personal experience
form of a general maxim when with rebukes (niroin
from nroiPi, collateral form with nroin, niroin) Thou chastenest
a man on account of iniquity (per/, conditionale), Thou makest
ruin

certain.

is

into the

:

his pleasantness (Isa.

3), i.e. his

liii.

bodily beauty (Job xxxiii.

away (DDPil, fut. apoc. from nDDn
to cause to melt, vi. 7), like the moth (Hos. v. 12), so that it
falls away, as a moth-eaten garment falls into rags.
Thus do
all men become mere nothing.
They are sinful and perishing.
21), to melt away, moulder

;

The thought expressed in ver. 6c is here repeated
The music again strikes in here, as there.
Vers. 13, 14.

Finally, the poet renews the prayer for an

alleviation of his sufferings, basing

The nrgent

this earthly pilgrimage.

nyDW*

being

still

As

it

upon the shortness of

•'"WDE' is

here fuller toned,

Side by side with the language of prayer, tears

even appear here as prayer that

when

as a refrain.

seem

the gates of prayer

remain unclosed

is

intelligible to

God

;

for

to be closed, the gates of tears

'HVE'), B. Berachoth 326.
David appeals to the instability
earthly life in language which we

&6 niJJDT

()b]li:

a reason for his being heard,

and

finite character of this

also

hear from his

stranger
that

is

who

own

13 is the
1 Chron. xxix. 15.
and sojourns as a guest in a country

lips in

travels about

not his native land

;

DB'in

is

a sojourner, or one enjoying

the protection of the laws, who, without possessing any hereditary
is

title,

allotted

down there, and to whom a settlement
The earth is God's; that which may
Holy Land (Lev. xxv. 23) may be said of the

has settled

by sufferance.

be said of the

* So Heidenheim and Baer, following Abulwalid, Efodi, and Mose haNakdan.
The Masoretio observation fpn fDp T\~b, "only here with
Kametz chateph," is found appended in codices. This Cliateph Jcametz is
euphonic, as in nnpi>, Gen. ii. 23, and in many other instances that are
obliterated in our editions, vid. Abulwalid, nDp"in 'D, P- 198, where even
inntSD, Ixxxix. 45, is cited among these examples (Ges. § 10,

iintSD

=

2 rem.),
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man has no right upon it, he only remains there
God permits him. »nus-f>33 glances back even to

whole earth

;

so long as

the patriarchs (Gen.

Israel

xlvii. 9, cf. xxiii. 4).

is, it is

true,

at the present time in possession of a fixed dwelling-place, but
only as the gift of his God, and for each individual it is only

which

is

David prays

—

during his
then

—

so

life,

may

he

in order that

but a handbreadth long. May Jahve,
turn away His look of wrath from him,

shine forth,

become cheerful or clear up,

V®?} is imper. apoc.
before he goes hence and it is too late.
Hiph. for i"iVB>'n (in the signification of Kal), and ought, according to the form inn, properly to be JIW it is, however, pointed
just like the imper. Hiph. of JWB> in Isa. vi. 10, without any
;

necessity for explaining

meaning

as

it

obline (oculos tuos)

=

unworthy
of God.
It is on the contrary to be rendered: look away
from me on which compare Job vii. 19, xiv. 6 on nrpax cf.
on ^« Diaa, ib. x. 21 on WX1, ib. vii. 8, 21.
ib. x. 20, ix. 27
connive (Abulwalid), which would be an expression

;

;

;

;

close of the Psalm, consequently, is re-echoed in many
ways in the Book of Job. The Book of Job is occupied with
the same riddle as that with which this Psalm is occupied.
But in the solution of it, it advances a step further. David
does not know how to disassociate in his mind sin and suffering,
and wrath and suffering. The Book of Job, on the contrary,

The

thinks of suffering and love together; and in the truth that
suffering also, even though

highest interests of those

be unto death, must serve the

it

who

love

God,

it

possesses a satis-

factory solution.

PSALM

XL.

THANKSGIVING, AN OFFERING UP OF ONE'S SELF,
AND PRAYER.
2

I

WAITED

patiently upon Jahve,

And He inclined unto me, and heard my cry.
3 And He drew me up out of a pit of destruction,

out of the

mire of the swamp,

And

set

my

feet

4 And put

into

Many

it

see

upon a rock, made

my mouth

and

fear,

a

new song,

my

footsteps firm.

praise unto our

and put their trust in Jahve.

God —

;

—

;

;

PSALM
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is the man who maketh Jahve his trust,
And doth not turn to the proud and to lying apostates.
Much hast Thou done, Jahve, my God, in Thy wonders
and Thy thoughts on our behalf

5 Blessed
6

Nothing can be compared unto Thee,
Else would I declare and speak
They are too numerous to be numbered.
7 Sacrifice and meat-offering dost

Thou not

desire,

Ears hast Thou digged for me,
Burnt-offering and sin-offering dost Thou not require.
8 Then said I " Lo, I come with the roll of the book which
is written concerning me.
9 To do Thy will, my God, do I desire,
And Thy Law is in my inward part."
:

10 I brought glad tidings of righteousness in the great con*
Lo, I closed not my lips
[gregation,
Jahve, Thou, even Thou knowest it.
11 Thy righteousness did I not hide within my heart,
Thy faithfulness and Thy salvation did I declare,
I concealed not Thy loving-kindness and Thy truth from
the great congregation.

Do

Thou, then, Jahve, not shut up Tliy tender mercies
from me,
Let Thy loving-kindness and Thy truth continually prc»
tect me.
13 For evils have surrounded me without number,
Mine iniquities have taken hold upon me and I am not able
12

to see

They

are more

And my
14 Be

numerous than the

hairs of

my

head,

heart hath failed me.

pleased,

Jahve, to

O

my

Jahve, to deliver
help

make

haste

me

!

15 Let those be ashamed and confounded together who seek

my
Let those

sonl to destroy
fall

it

back and be put to shame who desire

misfortune.

VOL.

II.

3

my

!
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16 Let those be struck dumb on account of the merited
punishment of their shame,
Who say to me : Aha, aha
!

all those heartily rejoice in Thee who seek Thee,
Let those continually say " Jahve be magnified " who love

17 Let

Thy

salvation.

18 Though I be both needy and poor,
The Lord will care for me.

My
My

my

help and

deliverer art

God, make no tarrying

Ps. xxxix.

followed by Ps.

is

thanksgiving with which

it

Thou

!

opens

xl.,
is,

because the language of

as

it

were, the echo of the

If Ps. xl. was
composed by David, and not rather by Jeremiah a question
which can only be decided by including Ps. lxix. (which see)
it belongs to the number of those
in the same investigation
Psalms which were composed between Gibea of Saul and
Ziklag.
The mention of the roll of the book in ver. 8 har-

language of prayer contained in the former.

—

—

monizes with the retrospective references to the Tora, which

abound

in the

Psalms belonging

we may add

this

of. xxii. 26,

vow

the

xxxv. 18

;

And

to the time of Saul.

to

Jahve ^iJ3, vers. 10 sq.,
the expression, " more in number than
to praise

OT.

my

head," ver. 13, cf. lxix. 5 ; the wish
ver.
the mocking nxn nan, ver. 16, cf. xxxv. 21,
12, cf. xxv. 21
25 and much besides, on which vid. my Commentary on the

the hairs of

;

;

Epistle

to

Hebrews, S. 457

the

[transl. vol.

ii.

p. 149].

The

second half has an independent form in Ps. lxx.
It is far
better adapted to form an independent Psalm than the first
half,

which merely looks back into the

past,

and for

this

verv

reason contains no prayer.

The long lines, more in keeping with the style of prayer
than of song, which alternate with disproportionately shorter
ones, are characteristic of this Psalm.
If with these Ion a- lines
we

associate

a

few

others,

distinctly indicated, then the

which are likewise more or less
Psalm can be easily divided into

seven six-line strophes.
In the Epistle to the Hebrews, ch. x. 5-10, vers. 7-9 of this
are, by following the LXX., taken as the lamma^e

Psalm

of

;
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the Christ at His coming into the world.

doubt in

we

this particular instance that, as

part of the Psalm, this rendering

is

There can be no
look to the second

brought about typically.

The words of David, the anointed one, but only now on
way to the throne, are so moulded by the Holy Spirit,
sound at the same time

Spirit of prophecy, that they

the
the

like the

words of the second David, passing through suffering to glory,
whose offering up of Himself is the close of the animal
sacrifices, and whose person and work are the very kernel and

We

Law.
are not thereby compelled to
understand the whole Psalm as typically predictive. It again
descends from the typically prophetic height to which it has
star of the roll of the

even from ver. 10 onwards

risen

;

the typically prophetic strain which

and from
still

ver.

13 onwards,
10 and

lingers in vers.

11 has entirely ceased.
Vers. 1-4.
tion,

we

David, whom, though not without some hesita-

regard as the author,

now

finds himself in a situation

which, on the one hand, he has just been rescued from
danger, and, on the other, is still exposed to peril. Under
in

such circumstances praise rightly occupies the
general, according to

1.

23, gratitude

is

the

first

way

place, as in

to salvation.

His hope, although nDB-pp r£nin (Prov. xiii. 12), has not deceived hiin
he is rescued, and can now again sing a new song
of thanksgiving, an example for others, strengthening their
,rHi? nip, I waited with constancy and perseverance.
trust.
Din* is the accusative as in xxv. 5, cxxx. 5, and not the vocative as in xxxix. 8.
tyN is to be supplied in thought to B>1,
although after the analogy of xvii. 6, xxxi. 3, one might have
;

looked for the Hiph.

1^5

instead of the Kal.

JNitJ'

113 does not

mean

a pit of roaring (of water), since \\xw standing alone
on the other hand, lxv. 8, Isa. xvii. 12 sq.) has not this
meaning; and, moreover, "rushing, roaring" (Hengstenberg),
(see,

tumultuous waters of a pit or a cistern does not furnish any
idea that is true to nature neither does it mean a pit of falling
in, since nNE> does not exhibit the signification deorsum labi
;

but the meaning

is

:

a pit of devastation, of destruction, of ruin

(Jer. xxv. 31, xlvi. 17), vid. supra on xxxv. 8.
is " mire of the marsh " (|V found only here
i.e.

Another
and

in

figure

lxix. 3),

water, in the miry bottom of which one can find no firm
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5,

6.

footing—a combination like D'^-iDO, Zech. x. 1, lejfTlOlX,
Dan. xii. 2, explained in the Mishna, Mikvaoth ix. 2, by B'U
nnun (mire of the cisterns). Taking them out of this, Jahve
placed his feet upon a rock, established his footsteps, i.e.
removed him from the danger which surrounded him, and gave
him firm ground under his feet. The high rock and the firm
footsteps are the opposites of the deep pit and the yielding miry
bottom. This deliverance afforded him new matter for thanksgiving (cf. xxxiii. 3), and became in his mouth " praise to our
God ;" for the deliverance of the chosen king is an act of the
God of Israel on behalf of His chosen people. The futures in
ver. 4& (with an alliteration similar to lii. 8) indicate, by their
being thus cumulative, that they are intended of the present

and of that which
Vers.

5, 6.

He

continues in the future.

still

esteems him happy

with a latent Dagesli,

as,

Job xxxi. 24, Jer. xvii.
made Himself glorious

who puts

his trust (inarm,

according to Kimchi, also in

7) in Jahve, the

God who

lxxi. 5,

has already

in Israel by innumerable wonderful
an echo of this ^GW. p s , lii. 9 ( c f.
xci. 9) shows how Davidic is the language.
The expression is
designedly not K^n, but "lajn, which is better adapted to designate

works.

Jer. xvii. 7

is

the man as being tempted to put trust in himself.
D'orn from
3rn (not from ann) are the impetuous or violent, who in their
arrogance cast down everything. 2?3 ">ti&} "turners aside of

falsehood"

who

(DIB*

= niob,

the expression for apostates

to take 3J3 as
forbidden by the status construct.; to
as the genitive in the sense of the accusative of the

accusative of the aim

take

cf. ci. 3), is

yield to falsehood instead of to the truth

it

:

is

object (like Dh ^ivi, Prov.

7)

ii.

is

impracticable, because

(nub) does not admit of a transitive sense

;

20

is,

t31b>

therefore

genit. qualit. like

This second strophe contains
JJK in lix. 6.
two practical applications of that which the writer himself has

From this point of view, he who trusts in God
appears to the poet to be supremely happy, and a distant view
of God's gracious rule over His own people opens up before
him. niKja: are the thoughts of God realized, and rfaartB those
that are being realized, as in Jer. Ii. 29, Isa. lv. 8 sq.' niai
is
an accusative of the predicate in great number, in rich abundance ; U"i>tj, " for us," as e.g. in Jer. xv. 1 (E\v. § 217, c).
His
doings towards Israel were from of old a fulness of wondrous
experienced.

:

—
:
:
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deeds and plans of deliverance, which was ever realizing and
itself.
There is not T^'sfiV, a possibility of comparison with Thee, ovk eart (Ew. § 321, c) laovv ri a-oi—^IV

revealing

as in lxxxix. 7, Isa. xl. 18— they are too powerful (OiV of a
powerful sum, as in kix. 5, cxxxix. 17, cf. Jer. v. 6) for one to
enumerate.
According to Kosenmiiller, Stier, and Hupfeld,
IvN TW pS even affirms the same thing in other words it is
:

not possible to lay them forth to Thee (before Thee) ; but that
man should " lay forth" (Symmaclms iicdeo-Oat,) before (rod
His marvellous works and His thoughts of salvation, is an

unbecoming conception.

The cohortative forms, which follow,
admit
of
being
taken as a protasis to what follows,
?" ™r
T^»
after the analogy of Job xix. 18, xvi. 6, xxx. 26, Ps. cxxxix. 8
if I wish to declare them and speak them forth, they are too

JT

,

n

:

powerful (numerous) to be enumerated (Ges.

The

accentuation, however, renders

it

§

128,

1,

d).

as a parenthetical clause

li. 18, lv. 13, Job vi. 10) declare them and
speak them forth. He would do this, but because God, in the
fulness of His wondrous works and thoughts of salvation, is
absolutely without an equal, he is obliged to leave it undone
they are so powerful (numerous) that the enumeration of them

I would (as in

falls

far short of their powerful fulness.

'pronunciarem

The words

alioqui

eloquerer have the character of a parenthesis,

el

and, as ver. 7 shows, this accords with the style of this Psalm.

Vers. 7-9.

The

connection of the thoughts

is

clear: great

and manifold are the proofs of Thy loving-kindness, how am
I to render thanks to Thee for them ? To this question he
God delights not in outfirst of all gives a negative answer
ward sacrifices.
The sacrifices are named in a twofold way
(a) according to the material of which they consist, viz. rot, the
animal sacrifice, and i"in3», the meal or meat offering (including
the "i\0i the wine or drink offering, which is the inalienable
(b) according to their
accessory of the accompanying mincha)
purpose, in accordance with which they bring about either the
turning towards one of the good pleasure of God, as more
especially in the case of the n^ij?, or, as more especially in the
:

}

;

case of the nxtsn (in this passage fNtpn), the turning

divine displeasure.
has, moreover,

its

The

fact of the rnt and

nSij?

away

of the

standing

first,

special reason in the fact that rot specially

designates the shelamim offerings, and to the province of these
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latter

belongs the thank-offering proper,

offering

;

and that

r6ij/

viz. the

toda-shelamzm

as the sacrifice of adoration (Trpooev%rj),

always a general thanksgiving (ev-xapiaTia), is
most natural, side by side with the shelamim, to him whc gives
thanks.
When it is said of God, that He does not delight in

which

is

also

and desire such non-personal sacrifices, there is as little intention as in Jer. vii. 22 (cf. Amos v. 21 sqq.) of saying that the
sacrificial Tora is not of divine origin, but that the true, essential
will of God is not directed to such sacrifices.
Between these synonymous utterances in ver. la and 7e
In connection with this posistands the clause y nna D'JTN.
tion it is natural, with Rosenmuller, Gesenius, De Wette, and
explain it "ears hast Thou pierced for me" = this
Thou engraven upon my mind as a revelation, this disclosure hast Thou imparted to me.
But, although nns to dm,
Stier, to

hast

;

even admissible in the sense of digging through, piercing
(yid. on xxii. 17), there are two considerations against this

is

interpretation, viz.: (1) that then one

instead of

OWX

would rather look

after the analogy of the phrases )TX

nj>3
?

for

JTN

)ffc

Tyn

and

1JN nris, since the inner sense, in which the external organs
of sense, with their functions, have their basis of unity, is com-

monly denoted by the use of the singular; (2) that according
to the syntax, nvan, nna, and JFiW are all placed on the same
level.

Thus, therefore,

the answer

is

it

intended, in

is

with

its

positive form, to begin;

this

very

primary passage, 1 Sam. xv. 22, favours
Jaime delight in whole burnt-offerings and

^

this

rp"0 D^TK that

and the
view: "Hath

sacrifices as in one's
obeying the voice of Jahve ? Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice, to attend better than the fat of rams!"
The assertion of

David

is the echo of this assertion of Samuel, by
which the
sentence of death was pronounced upon the kingship of Saul
and consequently the way of that which is well-pleasing to God

was traced out for the future kingship of David. God— says
David— desires not outward sacrifices, but obedience; ears
hath He digged for me, i.e. formed the sense of
hearing
bestowed the faculty of hearing, and given therewith
the
obey* The idea is not that God has given

instruction to

* There
S. 63,

is

No. 418

a similar expression in the Tamul Kural, Graul's
translation
" An ear, that was not hollowed out by
:
hearing, has^ even

;
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ears in order to hear that disclosure concerning the true

will of

God

God, and

(Hupfeld), but, in general, to hear the word of

obey that which

to

is

heard.

God

desires not sacri-

but hearing ears, and consequently the submission of the
person himself in willing obedience. To interpret it " Thou

fices

me to Thyself D^iy "nyS," after Ex. xxi. 6,
Deut. xv. 17, would not be out of harmony with the context
but it is at once shut out by the fact that the word is not !]>',

hast appropriated

Concerning the generalizing rendering of the LXX.,
which Apollinaris renders it
avrap ifiol /Spores? TeKTrjvao adpica •yevedXr)?, and the Italic
(which is also retained in the Psalterium Romanum), corpus
autem perfecisti mild; vide on Heb. x. 5, Commentary, S. 460 sq.

but

D'OTX.

craifia

Se Kar^pricrbi fiov, following

[transl. vol.

ii.

WD8

The

p. 153].
IN,

which

follows,

now

introduces the expression

of the obedience, with which he placed himself at the service

when he became conscious of what God's special will
With reference to the fact that obedience
and not sacrifice has become knowu to him as the will and

of God,

concerning him was.

" Lo, I come,"
words " Lo, I come," the servant places himself

requirement of God, he has said

Num.

his master,

xxii.

38, 2

:

Sam.

xix. 21.

etc.

By

the

at the call of

It is not likely

words vV 31D3 1SD n?iD3 then form a parenthesis,
since ver. 9 is not a continuation of that " Lo, I come," but a
new sentence. We take the Beth, as in lxvi. 13, as the Beth
of the accompaniment ; the roll of the book is the Tora, and
more especially Deuteronomy, written upon skins and rolled up
that the

together, which according to the law touching the king (Deut.
xvii.

14-20) was to be the vade-mecum of the king of

And ty
as

much

render

cannot, as synonymous with the following

it

—

heart," as

altogether inadmissible in this instance.
preposition here, as in 2

the contents

;

for

*?))

any one, so that he

if

Kings

xxii. 13,

3ri3 signifies to write

is

On

the contrary, this

denotes the object of

anything concerning

the subject one has specially in view

(e.g.

manner of not hearing." The " hollowing out" meaning
an opening of the inward sense of hearing by instruction.

hearing, the

this passage

Israel.

signify

De Wette and Thenius
has already correctly
Maurer
as
of
means
a conception that is
by
elsewhere

upon my
a meaning which,

as " written

replied, ^i> obtains

\yi?3,

in
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decision recorded in writing,

judicial

Because Jahve before

all else

Job

xiii.

26),

His will,
the Tora, which

requires obedience to

David comes with the document of this will,
man, and more especially

prescribes to him, as a

as the king,

Thus presenting himself to the
the right course of conduct.
God of revelation, he can say in ver. 9, that willing obedience
to God's Law is his delight, as he then knows that the written

Law

is

written even in his heart, or, as the

still

stronger expres-

form of ''I'D
(from VO,
was
CVP
does not occur in
nyo, or even \y»), according to current Jewish pronunciation
and the word properly
D'JB (which Kimchi explains as dual)
means (vid. on Isa. xlviii. 19) the soft parts of the body, which
even elsewhere, like t^orn, which is synonymous according to
sion used here

is,

in his bowels.

The

the Old Testament

;

principal

it

;

original meaning, appear pre-eminently as the seat of
This is the only
sympathy, but also of fear and of pain.
passage in which it occurs as the locality of a mental acquiits

sition,

but also with the associated notion of loving acceptance

and cherishing protection (cf. the Syriac phrase SOJJD 1J3 DD,
to love).
That the
som b egau m'ajo, to shut up in the heart
Tora is to be written upon the tables of the heart is even indicated by the Deuteronomion, Deut. vi. 6, cf. Prov. iii. 3, vii. 3.
This reception of the T6ra into the inward parts among the
people hitherto estranged from God is, according to Jer. xxxi.
But even in the
33, the characteristic of the new covenant.
Old Testament there is among the masses of Israel " a people
with My law in their heart" (Isa. li. 7), and even in the Old
Testament, " he who hath the law of his God in his heart" is
called righteous (Ps. xxxvii. 31).
As such an one who has
the Tora within him, not merely beside him, David presents
himself on the way to the throne of God.

=

Vers. 10, 11.
The self-presentation before Jahve, introduced by WON tK, extends from run to \M3; consequently Wi?3
joins on to TnDN, and the N?3N which stands in the midst of
perfects describes the synchronous past.
The whole is a retrospect.

"rtf3,

»j

(root E>3), starting

from

sensible

primary

rub smooth, means : to
Engl, to gladden one, i.e. vultum ejus
make him joyful and glad, more especially to cheer

signification to scrape off, scratch off,

smooth any one
didacere, to

its

(gldtten),
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one by good news (e.g. basharaliu or bashsharuhu li-mauludin,
he has cheered him by the intelligence of the birth of a son),
in

Hebrew

He

directly equivalent to

has proclaimed to

all Israel

evayyeXi&w

(eiiayyeXi^ea-Oai).

the evangel of Jahve's justi-

fying and gracious rule, which only changes into retribution
towards those who despise His love and he can appeal to the
;

Omniscient One (Jer. xv. 15), that neither through fear of
men, nor through shame and indolence, has he restrained his
lips from confessing Him.
God's conduct, in accordance with
the prescribed order of redemption,

is

as a matter of fact

and as an attribute of His holy love, nj3"iy just as
njiDN is His faithfulness which fulfils the promises made and
which does not suffer hope to be put to shame, and njw'n is
His salvation as it is manifested in facts. This rich matter for
the preaching of the evangel, which may be comprehended in
the two words flDK) IDn, the Alpha and Omega of God's self-

called

p"3>",

;

attestation in the course of the redemptive history, he has not

allowed to slumber as a dead, unfruitful knowledge hidden

down

deep
first

in

his

heart.

mouth, he has

into his

The new song which Jahve put
Thus far we have the

also really sung.

part of the song, which renders thanks for past mercies.

Now, in accordance with the true art of
Vers. 12, 13.
The two
prayer, petition developes itself out of thanksgiving.
NP3, ver.

10 and here, stand

in

a reciprocal relation to one

he refrained not his lips therefore, on His part, let
not Jahve withhold His tender mercies so that they should not
another

:

;

There is just the same corC?I3I3).
mercy and truth in ver. 11 and here: he wishes
continually to stand under the protection of these two saving
powers, which he has gratefully proclaimed before all Israel.
With V?, ver. 13, he bases these desires upon his own urgent
need, nijn are the evils, which come even upon the righteous
vJ? ^SSK is a more
(xxxiv. 20) as trials or as chastenings.
circumstantial form of expression instead of ^ISDX, xviii. 5.
His misdeeds have taken hold upon him, i.e. overtaken him in
cf. 1??,
their consequences (^fr'7, as in Deut. xxviii. 15, 4o
Prov. v. 22), inasmuch as they have changed into decrees of
be exercised towards him

relation of

;

cannot see, because he is closely encompassed
and a free and open view is thereby altogether
taken from him (the expression is used elsewhere of loss of
suffering.

on

all

He

sides,

42
sight, 1

Sam.

2, iv.

iii.
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15, 1

Kings

The

xiv. 4).

interpreta-

tion adopted by Hupfeld and Hitzig : I am not able to survey,
viz. their number, puts into the expression more than it really
His heart,
expresses in the common usage of the language.

has forsaken him, he is diswere driven to despair (xxxviii. 11).
This feeling of the misery of sin is not opposed to the date of
the Psalm being assigned to the time of Saul, vid. on xxxi. 11.
Vers. 14—16. In the midst of such sufferings, which, the
longer they last, discover him all the more to himself as a sinner,
The cry for help in ver. 14 turns
he prays for speedy help.
the

i.e.

power of

vital consistence,

concerted, dejected, as

it

with nyi towards the will of
things.

As

to the rest,

it

God

for this

;

resembles

xxii.

20

the root of

is

all

The

(xxxviii. 23).

may

persecuted one wishes that the purpose of his deadly foes

were rebound against the protection of God and miserably
Piniapp, ad abripiendam earn (with Dagesh in the 8
miscarry.
as

it

according to Ges.

§

45, 2,

Ew.

§

245,

Thesaurus, p. 1235, states, aspirated*),

and not as Gesenius,
added to "'rw ^pap by

a,

is

V2W from D*?tf', to become
outward and inward paralysis, which is
the result of overpowering and as it were bewitching surprise
or fright, and is called by the Arabs rob or ra'b (paralysis
through terror) [cf. Job, i. 322, note]. An hv following upon
way

of explanation and definiteness.

torpid, here used of

lab* looks at

first

sight as though

reason of this fright

it

introduced the object and

therefore not

as a reward, in consequence of their infamy, which would not be 3pjr?y} but merely
;

it is

:

the accusative 3j$ (Isa. v. 23, Arabic *_^uJLc),

it is

rather

:

on

account of the reward (xix. 12) of their disgrace (cf., as becix. 29, xxxv. 26), i.e. of the reward

longing to the same period,

which

consists in their being put to

in

3, xli.

iii.

shame
nxn

6: with reference to me.

(Hitzio-).
riNn

"h

as

(Aquila da

* After ^ the aspirate usually disappears, as here and in cxviii. 13 •
but there are exceptions, as pro?) E>injp, Jer. i. 10, and frequently'
After a and 3 it usually remains, as in lxxxvii.
"li"J£>p, ib. xlvii. 4.
6, Job
iv. is, xxxiii. 15, 2 Sam. iii. 34, 1 Kings i. 21, Eccles. v. 10
but again
;
there are exceptions, as |3B>3, Gen. xxxv. 22, -|3f3, Jer. xvii. 2.
In Gen.
xxiii.

423

2

it is

it is

pointed piri33p according to the rule, and in

to be read

" with a Dagesh."

my

Comment. S.
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ad, avTTj G-wyxprjadfievo ;, as Eusebius says,

oi/'tco? i^ovay ttj
an exclamation of sarcastic delight, which
1

'Eftpaiicf}

<j>a>prf) is

finds its satisfaction in another's misfortune (xxxv. -25).

On

Vers. 17, 18.
rejoice in

God, the goal of

of the salvation

Tim.

(2

iv.

8),

David

17 compare xxxv. 27.

ver.

as he does in that passage, that the pious

may most

wishes,

heartily

and that on account
become manifest, which they love
they may continually say Let Jahve become
their longing

;

that has

:

be magnified or celebrated with praises
In ver. 18
with ^Xl he comes back to his own present helpless state, but

great,

i.e.

!

only in order to contrast with

it

the confession of confident

True he is 1^3X1 '05> (as in cix. 22, lxxxvi. 1, cf. xxv.
Domimts
16), but He who ruleth over all will care for him
SB'n in the same sense in which
solicitus erit pro me (Jerome).

hope.

:

in ver. 6 the JTDC'nD,

i.e.

God's thoughts of salvation,

is

con-

ceived of (cf. the corresponding North-Palestinian expression

Jonah

in

i.

A

6).

sigh for speedy help ("inxrrpN, as in

Dan.

19 with a transition of the merely tone-long Tsere into a
pausal Pathach, and here in connection with a preceding closed
syllable, Olshausen, § 91, d, under the accompanying influence
ix.

of two final letters which incline towards the a sound) closes
this

second part of the Psalm.

thanksgiving, the second

is

The

first

part

is

nothing but

exclusively prayer.

PSALM

XLI.

COMPLAINT OP A SUFFERER OP BEING SURROUNDED BY
HOSTILE AND TREACHEROUS PERSONS.
2

BLESSED

is

he who regardeth the

afflicted,

Jahve will deliver him.
3 Jahve will protect him and preserve him,
That he may be pronounced happy in the land
And Thou dost not give him over to the greed of
In the day of

evil

;

enemies.

4 Jahve

will

support him on the bed of sickness,

All his couch dost

5 As for me, I say

O

heal

my

:

Thou

turn,

when he

falleth sick.

Jahve, be merciful unto me,
have sinned against Thee.

soul, for I

his

::

:
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6 Mine enemies, however, speak

"When

evil

of

me

he die and his name perish?!"
7 And if one cometh to see me, he speaketh deceit,
His heart gathereth that which is groundless to itself,

He

will

goeth abroad, he telleth

8 Together against

who
Against

me

me

do

it.

those whisper one to another

all

hate me,

do they imagine

evil for

me

An incurable evil is welded to him,
And when once he lieth down he will not rise up again."
Even the man of my friendship in whom I trusted,
Who did eat of my bread, lifteth his heel high against me.

9 "

10

11

And Thou,
Then

12

By

Jahve, be merciful unto

will I requite

this

me and

raise

me

up,

them.

I should like to know, that

Thou

hast pleasure in

me
That mine enemy cannot exult over me.
as for me, in mine integrity dost Thou uphold me,
dost set me before Thine eyes for ever.
14 Blessed be Jahve the God of Israel from everlasting TO EVERLASTING.

13

And
And

Amen, Amen.
After a Psalm with ^ps follows one beginning with ^B>X;
two Psalms with "new close the First Book of the

so that

Psalms, which begins with n^N.

Ps.

xli.

belongs to the time

by Absalom. Just as the Jahve-Psalm xxxix.
forms with the Elohim-Psalm Ixii. a coherent pair belonging to
this time, so does also the Jahve-Psalm xli. with the ElohimPsalm Iv. These two Psalms have this feature in common, viz.
of the persecution

that the complaint concerning the Psalmist's foes dwells with

upon some faithless bosom-friend. In Ps. xli.
David celebrates the blessing which accompanies sincere sympathy, and depicts the hostility and falseness which he himself
experiences in his sickness, and more especially from a very
near friend. It is the very same person of whom he complains

especial sadness

—

he causes him the deepest sorrow no ideal
Hengstenberg asserts for these Psalms have the

in Ps. Iv., that

character, as

;

PSALM
most

own

XLI.

45

distinctly impressed individual

times.

In Ps.

in order that, far

lv.

away

physiognomy of the writer's
the poet wishes for the wings of a dove,
from the city, he might seek for himself

a safe spot in the wilderness

and mischief

;

for in the city deceit, violence,

and the storm of a wide-spread conspiracy
is gathering, in which he himself sees his most deeply attached
friend involved.
We need only supplement what is narrated
in the second Book of Samuel by a few features drawn from
these two Psalms, and these Psalms immediately find a satisprevail,

factory explanation in our regarding the time of their composition as the period of Absalom's rebellion.
The faithless friend
that Ahithophel whose counsels, according to 2 Sam. xvi. 23,
had with David almost the appearance of being divine oracles.
Absalom was to take advantage of a lingering sickness under
which his father suffered, in order to play the part of the
careful and impartial judge and to steal the heart of the men
of Israel.
Ahithophel supported him in this project, and in
is

four years after Absalom's reconciliation with his father the

end was gained. These four years were for David a time of
increasing care and anxiety ; for that which was planned cannot
have remained altogether concealed from him, but he had
neither the courage nor the strength to smother the evil undertaking in the germ.
His love for Absalom held him back ; the
consciousness of his own deed of shame and bloodshed, which
was now notorious, deprived him of the alacrity essential to
energetic interference
and the consciousness of the divine
judgments, which ought to follow his sin, must have determined
him to leave the issue of the conspiracy that was maturing
under his very eyes entirely to the compassion of his God,
without taking any action in the matter himself. From the
standpoint of snch considerations, Ps. xli. and lv. lose every
One
look of being alien to the history of David and his times.
;

confirmation of their Davidic origin

is

the kindred contents of

Ps. xxviii.

Jesus explains (John
Iscariot Ps. xli.
i-irfjpev

eV

10

i/xe ttjv

is

xiii.

18) that in the act of Judas

fulfilled, 6

rpcoyav per' ifiov tov dprov,

irrepvav avrov (not following the

LXX.)

,

and John xvii. 12, Acts i. 16 assume in a general way that
the deed and fate of the traitor are foretold in the Old Testament Scriptures, viz. in the Davidic Psalms of the time of
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Absalom—the treachery and

XLI. 2-4.

the end of Ahithophel belong to
affliction

the most prominent typical features of David's

Hofmann, Weissagung

second stage of persecution (yid.

this

und Erfullung,

ii.

122).

The Psalm opens by celebrating

Vers. 2-4.

in promises, of the sympathetic

tion of the poor {e.g.

(Gen

xli.

in

man.

fa

is

the

lot, so

rich

a general designa-

Ex. xxx. 15), of the sick and weakly

19), of the sick in

mind

Sam.

(2

xiii.

4),

and of that

which outwardly or inwardly is tottering and consequently
weak, frail. To show sympathising attention, thoughtful consideration towards such
cf. fa

Prov.

xvii.

20) has

an one (?X

many

-'''^?'^,

elsewhere even means to call to

life

as in

Neh.

The verb

promises.

again

instance side by side with preserving, viz.

viii.

i"ijn
}

13,

which

(lxxi. 20), in this

from destruction, has

the signification of preserving life or prolonging life (as in

The Pual

xxx. 4, xxii. 30).

(Prov.

iii.

(Isa. ix.
it is

made happy
pronounced happy

"lEW signifies to be

18), but also declaratively

:

to be

pN? that stands with it,
Chetlab ~iW$\ sets forth as an independent

15); here, on account of the

The

the latter.

promise that which the Keri "IBM joins on to what has gone
before as a consequence.
?K, ver. 3c (cf. xxxiv. 6 and frequently), expresses a negative with full

t^an

ance,

]n:

keeping erect, which stops

down

W,

sympathy

in the utter-

The supporting in ver. 4a is a
or arrests the man who is sinking
grave.
TJ (= davj, similar form to

as in xxvii. 12.

into death

and the

but wanting in the syllable before the tone) means
sickness.
If ver. 4a is understood of the supporting of the
ijiD,

head after the manner of one who waits upon the sick (cf.
Cant. ii. 6), then ver. 4 must, with Mendelssohn and others, be
understood of the making of the couch or bed. But what then
is

meant by the word fa?

3 3 en?

in the sense of being bedridden

changing of

it

into convalescence.

the constant lying
casts

him down,

is
;

down

of

a sick-bed in

and Pi2Bn

( c f.

By naenrfa

Ex. xxi. 18
xxx \%\ ; s a
.

is

not meant

such an one, but the affliction that
This Jahve turns or changes,
taken ill (i^rn, at his fallino- sick

in all its extent.

so often as such an

one

is

He gives a complete turn to the
"sick-bed" towards recovery, so that not a vestige of the sickness remains behind.
parallel

with VI enjrfa).

PSALM

He, the

Vers. 5-7.
in a

manner

poet,

47

XLI. 5-10.

is

treated in his distress of soul

from the way just described which

totally different

He is himself just such a
one ought to manifest sympathising consideration and interest.
But, whilst he is addressing God in
the language of penitential prayer for mercy and help, his

is

so rich in promises of blessing.

-"!,

whom

towards

enemies speak evil to him,

i.e.

with respect to him, wishing that

he might die and that his name might perish.

n $$D"i

exception Milra, inasmuch as N draws the tone to
syllable; cf.

on the other hand

fltjn,

Isa. xxxii.

as

is

its

an

own

11 (Hitzig).

TjD (prop, extension, length of time) has only become a Semitic
interrogative in the signification quando
interrogative

13N1

is

(common Arabic

''N

made prominent, and

2

Kings

lxiii. 7, lxxviii.

form .JU^} &matd).

In ver. 7 one

is

singled

his hypocritically malicious con-

nisi of a visit to a sick person as in 2 Sam.

duct described,
sq.,

its full

a continuation of the future.

out and

5

in

by the omission of the

viii.

29.

EK

is

34, xciv. 18,

used both with the perf.

Gen.

xxxviii. 9,

Amos

vii.

(1.

xiii.

18,

2, Isa.

and with the fut. (lxviii. 14, Job xiv. 14),
quum, as a blending together of si and quando, Germ.

xxiv. 13, xxviii. 25)
like

wenn

(if)

and warm (when). In 137 "13T two Eebias come
first of which has the greater value as a dis-

together, the

tinctive, according to the rule laid

p. xiv.

down

in Baer's Psalterium,

Consequently, following the accents,

rendered:

"falsehood doth

Vulgate, and
of the words.

Targum have

Targum and

expositors, proceeds

But why

must not be

The LXX.,

discerned the correct combination

Besides, the accentuation, as

equivalent to 13^3.

it

his heart speak."

is

seen from the

on the assumption that ia? is
may it not be the subject-notion ?

His heart gathereth " is an expression of the activity of his
mind and feelings, concealed beneath a feigned and friendly
outward bearing. The asyndeton portrays the despatch with
'*

which he seeks to make the material for
been gathered together, public both

in

slander,

which has

the city and in the

country.

Continuation of the description of the conduct
erta?, as in 2 Sam.
false friend,
among themxii. 19, to whisper to one another, or to whisper
has
a reciprocal
selves; the Hithpa. sometimes (cf. Gen. xlii. 1)
Vers. 8-10.

of the enemies

and of the
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meaning

XLI. 11-13.

The

like the Niphal.

brought out by

intelligence

hypocritical visitors of the invalid concerning his critical condition

spread from mouth to mouth by

is

satisfactory

news

caution was

still

;

all

who wish him

ill

as

in fact in whispers, because at that time

and

necessary,

vjf

stands twice in a prominent posi-

^ Wi belong together they
be the very worst for him (going
beyond what is actually told them concerning him). In this
connection there is a feeling in favour of ?J>v3 being intended
tion in the sense of contra me.

maliciously invent

what

:

will

of an evil fate, according to xviii. 5, and not according to

ci.

3

(cf. Deut. xv. 9) of pernicious or evil thought and conduct.
And this view is also supported by the predicate ia pM): "a

matter of destruction, an incurable

evil (Hitzig) is

poured out

manner of casting metal (Job xli. 15 sq.), so that he cannot get free from it,
and he that has once had to lie down will not again rise up.
Thus do we understand "it?N in ver. 96 there is no occasion to

upon him,"

i.e.

upon him

firmly cast

after the

;

take

as an accusative

it

sense, as

the

man

(Di»

Ewald

does, or as a conjunction, as Hitzig does.

B>\X

was

as in

Obad.

his

messmate

(cf.

lv.

ifieyaKvvev

bination 3py

yiw

explained by the fact that Spy

the sense of a thrust with the heel, a kick
i.e.

whom

who did eat his bread,
15), has made his heel great
eV ifie irrepvia-fiov. The com-

fullest confidence,

LXX.
is

on

ver. 7, Jer. xx. 10, xxxviii. 22),

against him,

kick,

Even

of his peace, or literally of his harmonious relationship

he has depended with
i.e.

by departing from the most natural

:

is

taken in

to give a great

with a good swing of the foot.

Having now described their behaviour towards him, sick in soul and body as he is, so devoid of affection,
yea, so malignantly hostile and so totally contrary to the will
Vers. 11-13.

and promise of God, David prays that
up, for he

prayer

is

is

now

God would

raise

lying low, sick in soul and in body.

him
The

14 and many other passages, by
may be able to requite them, or:
What is meant is the requiting

followed, as in xxxix.

the future with ah: that I

then will I requite them.

it was David's duty as a duly constituted king to exerand which he did really execute by the power of God,
when he subdued the rebellion of Absalom and maintained his
ground in opposition to faithlessness and meanness. Instead

which

cise,

of 1HN nNta (Gen.

xlii.

33, cf. xv. 8,

Ex.

vii.

17,

Num.

xvi.

PSALM
28, Josh.

10) the expression

iii.

XLI.

is
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14.

^"V

nxt3 in the sense of {ex

hoc) cognoverim.

On

By

the HNta, which points forwards,

the second

The

''S,

'3 riven cf. xviii. 20, xxii. 9,

adversatively accented subject , 3X1 stands

is

xxxv. 27.
explained.

first in ver. 13<7

nam. absol., just as in xxxv. 13. Ver. 13 states, retrospectively from the standpoint of fulfilment, what will then be
made manifest and assure him of the divine good pleasure, viz.
Jahve upholds him (H®F\ as in lxiii. 9), and firmly sets him as
His chosen one before Him (cf. xxxix. 6) in accordance with
the Messianic promise in 2 Sam. vii. 16, which speaks of an

as a

unlimited future.

Ver. 14.

The

closing doxology of the First Book, vid.

Introduction, p. 15.

Concerning ^113

expression " from seon to seon"
directed against those
JDN1 JOX (a

form.

VOL. H.

double

is,

vid.

who deny the truth of
dX^ws) seals

aXrj6e<; or

xviii.

47.

according to Berachoth

The
ix. 5,

the future world.
it

in

a climactic

:

SECOND BOOK OF THE PSALTER
XLII.-LXXII.

Ps.

PSALM

XLII.-XLIII.

LONGING FOE ZION IN A HOSTILE COUNTEY
2

AS

a hind, which panteth after the water-brooks,

So panteth
3

My

When
4

My

my

soul after Thee, Elohim.

soul thirsteth for Elohim, for the living

tears

"While they say continually unto

my

5 I think thereon, pouring out

How

God

come aud appear before Elohim ?!
have been my food by day and night,

shall I

I passed along

them

Among

to the

among

the

Where is thy God?
me
throng, how I accompanied
me

:

soul within

:

house of Elohim

the sound of rejoicing and thanksgiving,

— a multi-

tude keeping holy-day.
6

Why

art thou

bowed down,

thou within

7

Hope

in

That

He

O my

soul,

and why groanest

me?

Elohim, for I shall yet give thanks to Him,
is the health of my countenance and my God.

Within me

is

my

soul

bowed down,

therefore do I

remem-

ber Thee

From

the land of Jordan and of the

Hermons, from the

mountain of Miz'ar.
8 Flood calleth to flood at the sound of
All

Thy

breakers and

Thy

billows

M

Thy

cataracts,

have passed over me.

;

—
PSALM

XL1I.-XLIIT.
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By day Jahve will command His loving-kindness,
And at night a song concerning Him is with me, prayer to
the God of my life.
Therefore say I to God, my rock: Why dost Thou forget
me?

9

10

Why

must I go mourning under the oppression of the

enemy ?

my

11 Like a crushing in

While they say
12

Why

art thou

Hope

in

That

He

me

to

bowed down,

thou within

my

oppressors scoff at me,
:

Where

O my soul,

God ?

me ?

the health of

is

thy

is

and why groanest

Elohim, for I shall yet give thanks

JUDGE

1

bones

continually

my

to

countenance and

me, Elohim, and plead

my

Him,

my God.

cause against an un-

merciful people,

From

man of
me

the

deceit

and roguery be Thou pleased

to

rescue

2 For

art God, my fortress, why dost Thou spurn me ?
must I go about mourning under the oppression of

Thou

Why

enemy ?

the

Thy

and Thy truth, let them lead me,
Let them bring me to Thy holy mountain and

3 Send

light

to

Thy

tabernacles

4 Then

will I

go

in

unto the altar of Elohim,

To the God of my exultant joy,
And give thanks to Thee witli the
5

art

Hope

in Elohim, for I shall yet give thanks to

thou bowed down,

thou within

That

He

is

1

O my soul,

me?

the health of

The Second Book

of

my

Psalms

countenance and

Him,

my God.

consists entirely of

Elohimic

Book
22) ;
occurred 272 times and Dt6k only 15 times, the relation is

Psalms
niiT

Elohim my God.
and why groanest

cithern,

Why

for whilst in the First

(yid. Introduction, p.

Dt6n occurs 164 times, and niiV only 30 times,
and in almost every instance by a departure from the custo-

here reversed

mary mode

:

of expression for reasons that

lie close at

hand.

Psalms written in the Elohimic style
That here as in *ipN? the
there stand seven inscribed rnp- :p:>.

At

the. head, of these

,

52
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Lamed

auctoris, is

made

XLII.-XLIII.

clear

by

Psalms, as might be expected, have

tlie

fact that

none of these

in addition to the

Tfli>

name

The LXX. renders it toU viols Kopi, just as
of the author.
it does tu> AavlS, without distinguishing the one ? from the
other indicating the authorship, and even in the

meaning

similar

to the

Lamed

of 1)1?

is

assumed.

Talmud
It

is

a

cer-

author it is always the
named, a rule from which Ps. lxxxviii. (which
The designation " Bohmische
see) is only a seeming departure.
Bruder" in the hymnology of the German church is very
similar.
Probably the Korahitic songs originally formed a
book of themselves, which bore the title mp ^3 lYt? or something similar and then the mp 13a of this title passed over to

tainly remarkable that instead of an

family that

is

;

the inscription of each separate song of those incorporated in

two groups

in the Psalm-collection, just as

appears also to be

which is repeated fifteen
had become a family cus-

the case with the inscription JTPion "W,

Or we must

times.

tom

suppose that

in the circle of the

singers

it

among

the Korahites to allow

the individual to retreat behind the joint responsibility of family
unity, and, vying together, to expiate the

name

of their unfor-

tunate ancestor by the best liturgical productions.

For Korah, the great-grandson of Levi, and grandson of
is the same as he who perished by a divine judgment
on account of his rebellion against Moses and Aaron (Num.
ch. xvi.), whose sons, however, were not involved with him in
this judgment (Num. xxvi. 11).
In David's time the mp <J3
were one of the most renowned families of the Levite race of
Kehath,

The

the Kehathites.

kingship of the promise very soon found
and defenders in this family.
Korahites
gathered together to David to Ziklag, in order to aid in defendvaliant adherents

ing

him and

xii.

6)

;

his title to the throne with the sword (1 Chron.
for D'mjjn in this passage can hardly (as Bertheau is

of opinion) be descendants of the

mentioned in

1

Chron.

ii.

mp

of the family of

43, but otherwise

Judah

unrenowned, since

name

is elsewhere, viz. in ch. ix. 19, 31, a Levitic family
In Jerusalem, after the Exile, Korahites were keepers
of the temple gates (1 Chron. ix. 17, Neh. xi. 19), and the

that

name.

chronicler there informs us that even in David's time they were
keepers of the threshold of the bnx (erected over the Ark on

Zion)

;

aud

still

earlier, in

th» time of Moses, in the

camp

of

:
;

PSALM XLII.-XLIIL
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Jahve they were appointed

as watchers of the entrance.
They
retained this ancient calling, to which allusion is made in Ps.
lxxxiv. 11, in connection with the new arrangements instituted

by David.

The post of door-keeper in the temple was assigned
two branches of the Korahite families together with one
Merarite (1 Chron. xxvi. 1-19).
But they also even then
to

served as musicians in the sanctuary.

Heman, one

of the

from Heman the wise
11 [Engl. iv. 31]), was a

three precentors (to be distinguished

man mentioned

in

1

Korahite (1 Chron.

Kings v.
18-23) ;

vi.

together with the four sons of

his

fourteen sons belonged,

Asaph and

the six sons of Ethan,

to the twenty-four heads of the twenty-four divisions of the

musicians (1 Chron. ch. xxv.).
The Korahites were also
renowned even in the days of Jehoshaphat as singers and musi-

where a plural tj^rnjjn ija (cf. Ges.
§ 108, 3) is formed from mp^ja, which has as it were become
smelted together as one word. Whereas in the period after
the Exile there is no longer any mention of them in this
character.
We may therefore look for Korahitic Psalms be-

cians; see 2 Chron. xx. 19,

;
whereas we
ought at the outset to be less inclined to find any post-exilic
Psalms among them. The common feature of this circle of

longing to the post-Davidic time of the kings

songs consists herein,
the

King who

services in

emotion.

sits

— they delight

in the praise of

Elohim

enthroned in Jerusalem, and join

in

as

the

His temple with the tenderest and most genuine
this impress of unity which they bear speaks

And

strongly in favour of taking rnp _, J3? in the sense of denoting
authorship.

The composer

of the

b^m,

Ps.

xlii.,

finds himself, against

from the sanctuary on Zion, the
resting-place of the divine presence and manifestation, surrounded by an ungodly people, who mock at him as one forsaken of God, and he comforts his sorrowful soul, looking
longingly back upon that which it has lost, with the prospect of
God's help which will soon appear. All the complaints and
hopes that he expresses sound very much like those of David
during the time of Absalom. David's yearning after the house
his will, at a great distance

of

God

in

Ps.

xxiii., xxvi.,

Iv.,

lxiii.,

finds

its

echo here

the conduct and outlines of the enemies are also just the same
even the sojourn in the country east of Jordan agrees with
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XLII.-XLIII.

Mahanaim in the mountains
The Korahite, however, as is to be assumed in

David's settlement at that time at
of Gilead.

connection with a lyric poem, speaks out of the depth of his
own soul, and not, as Hengstenberg and Tholuck maintain,

He

" as from the soul of David."

merely shares David's

vexation, just as he then in lxxxiv. 10 prays for the anointed
one.

This Ps. lxxxiv. breathes forth the same feelings, and even
same author cf. 'D ?X,

in other respects bears traces of the
lxxxiv. 3,
4, xliii.

4

xlii.
;

3

;

T™3^'P,

lxxxiv. 2,

and the similar use of

xlix. 20, Jer. xxxii.

The

15.

"lijf,

;

xliii.

3

T™n3TD,

;

lxxxiv. 5,

xlii.

lxxxiv.

6, cf. Isa.

distinguishing features' of the

Korahitic type of Psalm meet us in both Psalms in the most
strong and vivid manner, viz. the being joyous and weeping

God

with God's anointed, the praise of

the King, and the yearn-

ing after the services in the holy place.
true,

And

there are,

thoughts that have been coined by David which

we

it

is

here

and there distinctly hear in them (cf. xlii. 2 sq., lxxxiv. 3, with
Ixiii. 2)
but they are reproduced with a characteristic beauty
peculiar to the author himself.
We do not, therefore, in the
least doubt that Ps. xlii. is the poem of a Korahitic Levite, who
found himself in exile beyond the Jordan among the attendants
of David, his exiled king.
Concerning Ps. xliii. Eusebius has said on fiipo<; eoucev
;

:

elvai

rov irpo avrov 8eStf~\wTai

Xoycov Ka\ ck

tjj?

eie

re rcav ofioiav iv

efupepovs hiavola<;,

147 Psalms, taking Ps.
ix.-x., xxxii.-xxxiii.

xlii.-xliii.

The

favour of these Psalms, which are

two, being one.

The one Psalm

1

together as one, just as with

similarity of

the situation, of the

general impress, of the structure, and of the refrain,
in

afjLCJyoTepoi ;

and an old Midrash reckons

is

decisive

commonly reckoned

consists of three parts

:

as

thrice

his pain breaks forth into complaint, and is each time again
overcome by the admonitory voice of his higher consciousness.
In the depicting of the past and the future there is unmistake-

able progress.

And

it

is

not until the third part (Ps. xliii.)
and hope are perfected by the

that complaint, resignation,

language of confident prayer which supervenes.
the Psalms

not affected by the repetition of

The unity

of

106 in xliii.
26, since xlii. 116 is also a repetition of xlii. 46.
Beside an
edging in by means of the refrain, the poet is also fond of such
is

internal links of connection.

The

xlii.

third part has thereby

come

PSALM
to consist of thirteen lines,
sist

XLII. -2-6.
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whereas the other two parts con-

of twelve lines each.

What

a variegated pattern card of hypotheses modern

criticism opens out before us in connection with this

Psalm

Vaihinger regards it as a song composed by one
of the Levites who was banished by Athaliah.
Ewald thinks
(xlii.-xliii.)

that

!

King

Jeconiah,

who was

have composed the Psalm
inferred

away to Babylon, may
when (and this is

in fact,

from the Psalm

may have been
Eeuss

carried

and

;

itself) on the journey to Babylon, he
detained just a night in the vicinity of Hermon.

Revue de Thdologie, 1858) prefers to
one of those who were carried off with Jeconiah

(in the Nouvelle

suppose

it is

(among whom there were

also priests, as

Ezekiel).

Hitzig,

no less decisive in his view that the author is a
priest who was carried off in the direction of Syria at the time
of the wars of the Seleucida? and Ptolemies ; probably Onias in.,
high priest from 199 B.C., the collector of the Second Book of
however,

is

whom

the Psalms,

the Egyptians under the general Skopas

away to the citadel of Paneas. Olshausen even here,
as usual, makes Antiochus Epiphanes his watchword.
In
opposition to this positive criticism, Maurer adheres to the
carried

he says: queer endo elegantissimi- carminis scriptore

negative;

frustra se fatigant interpretes.
Ps.
after

xlii.

God

animals

is

The

2-6.

poet compares the thirsting of his soul
?\K (like other

to the thirsting of a stag.

epiccene,

Bottcher's emendation

there

so that
21JJD

n? s X3)

is

is

names of

no necessity to adopt

construed with a feminine

predicate in order to indicate the stag (hind) as an image of
the soul.

Xy!) is

not merely a quiet languishing, but a strong,

audible thirsting or panting for water, caused by prevailing

drought,

Ixiii. 2,

back to

the*

Joel

i.

20

;

the signification desiderare refers

primary notion of inclinare

inclining), for the
slanting, inclined

(cf. J^»J1,

primary meaning of the verb

the act of

_^

is

to

be

or bent, out of which has been developed

and moving upwards, which is
Moretransferred in Hebrew to an upward-directed longing.
authorized
[and
Vulgate
(LXX.,
over, it is not with Luther
the signification of ascending

version]) to be rendered

:

as the (a) stag crieth, etc., but (and

;:
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=

P'S?
P?? » s
accented accordingly): as a stag, which, etc.
according to its primary signification, a watercourse holding

it is

j

the full and
flowing watercourse is distinguished from one that is dried up.
and *?$ point to the difference in the object of the longing,

water

(yid.

xviii.

By

16).

the addition of

Q.'O

^

the hind has this object beneath herself, the soul above
itself
the loneing of the one goes deorsum, the longing of the
viz.

;

The

other sursum.
is

the

in

name

soul's

longing

here applied to

which flowing water

is

God

called living, as the spring or foun-

which flows forth a grace that

tain of life (xxxvi. 10) from

never dries up, and which
spot

where

this

God

presence of Elohim?!
the three

:

him who seeks Him is
I come and appear in the
to

when shall
The expression used

is 'n "'isrbx fiX"0

Israelites

in

in the

or ^STIK, Ex.

Law

the

xxiii. 17,

xxxiv. 23.

find instead of this expression, in accordance with the

used in other instances in the definition of
44).

for

sanctuary at

licence of poetic brevity, the bare ace. localis (which

xl.

The

the thirst of the soul.

Himself

appearings of the

solemn feasts

Here we

stills

reveals

the sanctuary on Zion

Such

a thirsting 'n 7K7.

is

(as in Ixxxiv. 3) in the sense

is

localities, e.g.

even
Ezek.

Bottcher, Olshausen, and others are of opinion that

ntOK in the mind of the poet is to be read n £"]N, and that it has
only been changed into n N"iN through later religious timidity
but the avoidance of the phrase 'n \J3 nxn is explained from

Tora that a man could not

the fundamental assumption of the

behold God's CJS without dying, Ex. xxxiii. 20.

now
him

tells

The

poet

us in ver. 4 what the circumstances were which drove

His customary food does not
which day and night run
down upon his mouth (cf. Ixxx. 6, cii. 20), and that lbX3 when
say to him, viz. the speakers, all day long, i.e. continually
Where is thy God % Without cessation, these mocking words
are continually heard, uttered again and again by those who
are round about him, as their thoughts, as it were, in the soul
This derision, in the Psalms and in the Prophets,
of the poet.
to such intense longing.

revive him, tears are his daily bread,

;

is

always the keenest sting of pain

11), Joel

ii.

17,

Mic.

vii.

:

Ixxix. 1Q, cxv. 2 (cf. lxxi.

10.

In this gloomy present, in which he is made a mock of, as
one who is forsaken of God, on account of his trust in the
faithfulness of the promises, he calls to remembrance the

PSALM
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bright and cheerful past, and he pours out his soul within
vjf used here and further on instead of '3 or 'aipa,

him (on the

and as distinguishing between the ego and the soul, vid. Psychol.
S. 152
tr. p. 180), inasmuch as he suffers it to melt entirely
away in pain (Job xxx. 16). As in Ixxvii. 4, the cohortatives
affirm that he yields himself up most thoroughly to this bittersweet remembrance and to this free outward expression of his
;

H?K

pain.

(licacce)

points forwards

;

the '3 {quod) which fol-

lows opens up the expansion of this word.

The

futures, as

expressing the object of the remembrance, state what was a
"DV frequently signifies not prceterire,
habit in the time past.

coming into conform of 7]b), properly a

but, without the object that is passed over
sideration, porro ire.

S]D

(a collateral

thicket, is figuratively (cf. Isa. ix. 17, x. 34) an interwoven

The

mass, a mixed multitude.

rendering therefore

is

:

that I

moved on in a dense crowd (here the distinctive Zinnor)
The form 0TI? is Hithpa., as in Isa. xxxviii. 15, after the form
rtQ'in from the verb ny\ " to pass lightly and swiftly along,"
}

derived

by reduplication from the

root NT (cf. lolj),

which has

the primary meaning to push, to drive (ekavvew, pousser), and
in

various

expresses

combinations of the t (so,

manifold shades of onward

The

heavier thrusts or jerks.

suffix,

20,

m,

cO, 31, cp)

motion in
as

in

WIS

lighter or

= 'By

?13_

Job xxxi. 18 (Ges. § 121, 4), denotes those in reference to
whom, or connection with whom, this moving onwards took
place, so that consequently

O^X

includes within

itself,

together

with the subjective notion, the transitive notion of DTl^, for

the singer of the Psalm is a Levite ; as an example in support
Win \\an is
of this DTiN, vid. 2 Ohron. xx. 27 sq., cf. ver. 21.
the apposition to the personal suffix of this

multitude keeping holy-day.

In

mix

with them, a

:

ver. 6 the poet seeks to solace

and encourage himself at this contrast of the present with the
Why art thou thus cast down . . (LXX. "va ri irepi-

past

:

.

\u77-o? el,
spirit

k.t.X.,

cf.

Matt. xxvi. 38, John

xii.

27).

speaks to the soul as to the a-Kevot acrdevearepov

man

It is the

which, as the stronger and more valiant part of the man,
soothes the natural man.

occurs only here and in Ps.

The Hithpa.

xliii.,

signifies to

;

the spiritual

nnilW'n,-

bow

which

one's self

;
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very low, to

sit

7-12.

clown upon the ground like a mourner (xxxv

to bend one's self downwards (xliv. 26)
non (the future of which Ben-Asher here points "^J™!, but
Ben-Naphtali *l?i?W), to utter a deep groan, to speak quietly
and mumbling to one's self. Why this gnawing and almost
desponding grief? I shall yet praise Him with thanksgiving,
praise V3B rfllW^ the ready succour of His countenance turned

14, xxxviii. 7),

towards

me

Although

in

it is,

and

Such

mercy.

is

the text handed

down

to us.

however, a custom with the psalmists and pro-

phets not to express such refrainlike thoughts in exactly the

same form and words

(cf. xxiv. 7, 9,

xlix. 13, 21, lvi. 5, 11,

by a change in the
words and the verses, according to ver. 12
and xliii. 5, VjVl "^ I^W), as is done by the LXX. {Cod.
Alex.), Syriac, Vulgate, and most modern expositors.
For the
words WQ JTiy3tf\ though in themselves a good enough sense

lix.

10, 18), nevertheless

it is

to be read here

division both of the

produce no proper closing cadence,
form a line of a verse.*

(vid. e.g. xliv. 4, Isa. Ixiv. 9),

and are not

sufficient to

Vers. 7-12.
with God's help.

He

will

The poet here continues to console
God Himself is indeed dishonoured

not suffer the trust he has reposed in

Him

himself
in

to

him

go un-

True, vV seems at the beginning of the line to be
vl> and TJ3$, the beginning and end of the

justified.

tame, but from

standing in contrast, ty is made emphatic, and it is at the
same time clear that I3"7J? is not equivalent to "iti>X J3"bj
which Gesenius asserts in his Lexicon, erroneously referring to

line,

i.

—

5, xlv. 3, is a poetical

which, however, there

Num.

xiv.

usage of the language; an assertion for
as little support as that !3~5>J? *3 in

is

43 and other passages

is

equivalent to , 3

|3"i>Jf.

In

Jer. xlviii. 36, 1?"5>J? means " therefore,"
and the relationship of reason and consequence is reversed.

such passages,

all

e.g.

within him his soul is bowed very low, and on
account of this downcast condition he thinks continually of

So even here
God, from

:

whom he is separated. Even in Jonah ii.
God does not appear as the cause but

thinking upon

8 this
as the

The "land of Jordan and of Hermonot necessarily the northern mountain range together

consequence of pain.

nim
*

;;

is

Even an

old

Soph pasuk here

;

Hebrew
vid.

MS. directs attention to the erroneousness of
the

Pinsker, Einleitung, S. 133

i.

—
PSAUl

The land beyond

with the sources of the Jordan.
is
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so called in opposition to 1133? jns, the land

According

the Jordan

on

this side.

Dietrich (Abhandlungen, S. 18), ^i^lD is an
amplificative plural : the Hermon, as a peak soaring far above
all

to

lower summits.

refers the plural to

John Wilson {Lands of the Bible, ii. 161)
its two summits.
But the plural serves to

denote the whole range of the Antilebanon extending to the

and accordingly to designate the east Jordanic
is not for one moment to be supposed that the

south-east,

country.

It

psalmist calls

Hermon

even, in comparison with his native

Zion, the chosen of God,
ness
is

:

the other

member

wanting, and the

JO

"IJ>V? ">?, i-e-

the mountain of

little-

of the antithesis, the majesty of Zion,

which

is

repeated before

"in

also

is

o of "iriD, makes it
an address to Zion " because I remember thee out of the
land of Jordan and of summits of Hermon, thou little moun-

opposed to

Hitzig, striking out the

this.

:

words are addressed

to

Mitzar, a mountain unknown

to

tain ;" but, according to ver. 8, these

In the

Elohim.

vicinity of

the country beyond Jordan, the poet

us, in

sojourning;

is

from thence he looks longingly towards the district round
about his home, and just as there, in a strange land, the wild
waters of the awe-inspiring mountains roar around him, there
seems

to

be a corresponding tumult in his

soul.

In ver. 8a he

depicts the natural features of the country.round about

him

—

and it may remind one quite as much of the high and magnificent waterfalls of the lake of Muzerib (yid. Job, ii. 422) as of
the waterfall at the source of the Jordan near Paneas and the
waters that dash headlong down the mountains round about
and in ver. 8& he says that he

feels just as

though

threatening masses of water were rolling like so

these

all

many waves

of misfortune over his head (Tholuck, Hitzig, and Eiehm).
if called by one another (cf. Isa. vi. 3
concerning the continuous antiphon of the seraphim) at the
roar (^ipc as in Hab. iii. 16) of the cataracts, which in their

Billow follows billow as

1

terrible

grandeur proclaim the Creator,

KarappaKToov

erov)

—

all

God (LXX.

ra>v

God

these breaking, sporting waves of

him, who finds himself thus surrounded by the
mighty works of nature, but taking no delight in them and
in them all he sees nothing but the mirrored image of the
many afflictions which threaten to involve him in utter destrucpass over

;
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borrowed passage in that mosaic work taken from
the Psalms, Jon. ii. 4).
He, however, calls upon himself in ver. 9 to take courage
in the hope that a morning will dawn after this night of affliction (xxx. 6), when Jahve, the God of redemption and of the
people of redemption, will command His loving-kindness (cf.
xliv. 5, Amos ix. 3 sq.) ; and when this by day has accomtion (cf. the

plished

work of deliverance, there follows upon the day of

its

deliverance a night of thanksgiving (Job xxxv. 10)

:

the joyous

excitement, the strong feeling of gratitude, will not suffer him

The

to sleep.

in praise of

the

God

suffix of

n'l'E' is

Him, prayer

the suffix of the object

(viz. praiseful

of his life (cf. Sir. xxiii. 4),

prayer,

i.e.

who

:

Hab.

is

a
iii.

hymn
1) to

his life,

and

not suffer him to come under the dominion of death.
Therefore will he say (rnoiN), in order to bring about by prayer
will

such a day of loving-kindness and such a night of thanksgiving
songs, to the

God

Why,

Concerning the different accentuation of nth here
In this instance,
2, vid. on xxxvii. 20 (cf. x. 1).

etc.?

of his rock,

i.e.

who

is

his rock {gen. appos.):

and in xliii.
where it is not followed by a guttural, it serves as a "variation " (Hitzig)
but even the retreating of the tone when a
;

guttural follows

is

not consistently carried out, vid. xlix.

6, cf.

Sam. xxviii. 15 (Ew. § 243, b). The view of Vaihinger and
Hengstenberg is inadmissible, viz. that vers. 10 to 11 are the
"prayer," which the psalmist means in ver. 9; it is the prayerful sigh of the yearning for deliverance, which is intended to
form the burthen of that prayer. In some aiss. we find the
1

reading nyi3 instead of rnna

manner

3,

it

the 3

is

here really synonymous

is.

of overthrowing a wall) in

ing pain which seethes in

me

;

the Beth essentia (vid. xxxv. 2): after the
of a crushing (cf. Ezek. xxi. 27, and the verb in lxii. 4

with the

my bones, i.e. causing me a crunchmy bones, mine oppressors reproach

with the transfer of the primary meaning carpere, as
customary in the Latin, to a plucking and stripping one
of his good name).
The use of a here differs from its use
in ver. 106; for the reproaching is not added to the crushing
as a continuing state, but is itself thus crushing in its operation
Instead of Toss we have here the easier form of
(vid. ver. 4).
expression E"1,'?? 3
an(^
tne refrain ^Xl. \)S which is also to
(*n.n

is also

>

be restored

in ver. 6.

m

}
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Ps.

The Elohimic Judica (the introit of the
Sunday which opens the celelritas

1-3.

xliii.
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so-called Cross or Passion

with which

Passionis),

Psalm

strophe of the
in

Kpivov

Symmachus

fie,

upon the ultima before the
guttural

mind

xxvi. 1, xxxv. 1, 24: judge me,

vii. 9,

(LXX.

supplicatory and plaintive

the

begins, calls to

as

1,

is

decide

i.e.

icpivov /xoi).

^l

first

the Jehovic Judica

my

cause

nyi has the tone

which begins with the half-

The

also the case in Ixxiv. 22, cxix. 154.

second prayer runs: vindica

me a

gente impia; ip standing for

TDrrfcO

contra in consequence of a constr. prcegnans.

is

equivalent to one practising no ion towards men, that

here
to

is

wanting in that IDn, by which God's IDn is to
be imitated and repaid by man in his conduct towards his
fellow-men.
There is some uncertainty whether by t^N one
chief enemy, the leader of all the rest, is intended to be mentioned side by side with the unloving nation, or whether the
say,

one

totally

manner of his enemies is thus merely individualized.
means roguish, mischievous conduct, utterly devoid of all
In ver. 2 the poet establishes his petition by a
sense of right.
twofold Why. He loves God and longs after Him, but in the

special

'"OW

mirror of his present condition he seems to himself like one
cast off

by Hiin.

This contradiction between his own conis obliged to draw from

sciousness and the inference which he
his afflicted state cannot

my fortress,

is

we here have
who is lost in

remain unsolved.

equivalent to
the form
his

who

^nN,

is

MJJO 'rpg,

my fortress.

God

Instead of

of

:|?K

of the slow deliberate gait of one

own thoughts and

feelings.

The

sting of his

distance from the sanctuary of his God.

In conreminded of Ivii. 4 and Ex. xv. 13,
"Light and truth" is equivalent
quite as much as of xlii. 9.
What is intended is the light of mercy
to mercy and truth.
or loving-kindness which is coupled with the truth of fidelity
to the promises ; the light, in which the will or purpose of love,
which is God's most especial nature, becomes outwardly mani-

pain

is his

nection with ver. 3 one

fest.

The

God; he

is

poet wishes to be guided by these two angels of
he may be brought (according to the

desires that

come upon me;"
which follows does not suit this form) to the place
" Tabernacles"
where his God dwells and reveals Himself.
is, as in lxxxiv. 2, xlvi. 5, an amplificative designation of the
Chethib of the Babylonian text MINVr, "let

but the

bit

!

:

r)2
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tent,

who

magnificent in

itself

and raised

to special

honour by

Him

dwells therein

Vers.

poet, in anticipation, revels in the

The

4, 5.

upon

of that which he has prayed for, and calls

thought

his timorous

hope confidently for it. The cohortatives in ver. 4 are,
14 and frequently, an apodosis to the petition.
The poet knows no joy like that which proceeds from God,
and the joy which proceeds from Him he accounts as the very
and therefore he
hi chest: hence he calls God tyi nnp^ bx
knows no higher aim for his longing than again to be where
soul to

as in xxxix.

exultant joy

the fountainhead of

this

where

in streams

flows forth

it

thither,

he

will

He

instrum.).

give thanks to
Him Vp!*

calls

the Elohim-Psalms,

God, holds
that she
6,

t6n mrp

and

rays into the

having taken courage in

therewith comfort herself.

tions like these are not

5),

the Jahve-

in
its

drawn by hope before the

the expression here used, as in

ix.

Removed back

with the cithern (Beth
an expression which, in

??M,

ver. 5, the spirit

this picture

may

(Hos.

expressed in ver. 4 casts

In

prayer in ver. 3.

Him
Q,1

equivalent to

is

The hope

Psalms.

is

(xxxvi. 9).

12,

xlii.

distressed soul,

Instead of , Dnni,
is

'onrrnoi.

xlii.

Varia-

opposed to a unity of authorship.

PSALM XLIV.
A LITANY OF

ISRAEL,

HARD PRESSED BY THE ENEMY, AND

YET FAITHFUL TO ITS GOD.
2

ELOHIM,
Our

with our own ears have we heard,

fathers have declared to us

A work hast Thou wrought
3 Thou,

—Thine

own hand

in their days, in the

did

days of old.

drive out peoples

and did

plant them,

Did destroy nations and did spread them out.
4 For not by their own sword did they acquire the land,
And their own arm did not obtain for them the victory;
But Thy right hand, Thine ami, the light of Thy countenance, because

5 Thou, Thou art

Command

my

Thou

didst love them.

King, Elohim

:

the full salvation of Jacob

;

:

PSALM XLIV.
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By Thee do we push down our oppressors,
In Thy name do we tread down those who

rise

up against

us.

7 For not in mine own bow do I trust,
And my sword doth not obtain for me the
8

victory.

No indeed, Thou givest us the victory over
And dost put to shame those who hate us.

our oppressors,

9 In Elohim do we make our boast continually,

And

to

Thy name

will

we ever

give thanks.

10 Nevertheless Thou hast cast off and pnt us
And wentesfnot forth with our armies ;
11 Thou madest us

And

those

who

to turn

(Sela.)

to confusion,

back before the oppressor,

hate us spoiled just as they liked.

Thou gavest us up like sheep for consumption,
And among the heathen didst Thou scatter us,
13 Thou didst sell Thy people for a mere nothing,

12

And

didst not set a high price

upon them.

14 Thou didst make us a reproach to our neighbours,
scorn and a derisiou to those who are round about
15 Thou didst make us a proverb among the heathen,
shaking of the head among the peoples.

A

u*.

A

16 Continually

And

is

my

the shame of

confusion before me,

my

me

face covereth

17 Because of the voice of him

who

reproacheth and blas-

phemed),
Because of the sight of the enemy and the revengeful.
18 All this

And
19

Our

is

come upon us and we have not

Thee,
have not become faithless to
heart has not turned back,

Thy

forgotten

covenant.

That our step should have declined from Thy path,
20 That Thou hast crushed us in the place of jackals,
And didst cover us with the shadow of death.
21 If we had forgotten the name of our God,
And stretched out our hands to a strange god
22

Would
For

He

not Elohim have searched

it

knoweth the hidden things

out?

of the heart.

!
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No

23

indeed, for

Thy

"We are counted

sake are

we

slain continually,

as sheep for the slaughter.

24 Awake then, why sleepest Thou, O Lord?
Arouse Thyself, cast not off for ever
25 Wherefore hidest Thou Thy face,
Why forgettest Thou our affliction and oppression
26 For our soul is bowed down to the dust,
Our body cleaveth to the earth.
27

Oh arise for
And redeem

our help,
us, for

Thy

The Korahitic Maskil
is

1

Ps.

loving-kindness' sake.

xlii.,

with

its

counterpart Ps.

followed by a second, to which a place

manifold accords with Ps.

xlii.-xliii.,

xliii.,

here assigned by
viz. with its complaints
is

26 with the refrain of xliii., xlii. ; xliv. 10, 24 sq. with
xliii. 2, xlii. 10), and prayers (cf. xliv. 5 with xliii. 3, xlii. 9).
The counterpart to this Psalm is Ps. lxxxv. Just as Ps. xlii.xliii. and lxxxiv. form a pair, so do Ps. xliv. and lxxxv. as
beiDg Korahitic plaintive and supplicatory Psalms of a national
Moreover, Ps. Ix. by David, Ps. lxxx. by Asaph,
character.
and Ps. lxxxix. by Ethan, are nearest akin to it. In all these
(cf. xliy.

three there are similar lamentations over the present as con-

former times and with the promise of God;
but they do not contain any like expression of consciousness of
innocence, a feature in which Ps. xliv. has no equal.
trasting with the

In

this respect the

Psalm seems to be most

explained by the situation of the D'TDn (saints),

satisfactorily

who under

leadership of the Maccabees defended their nationality
religion against the Syrians

The war

and

of that period was, in

holy war of religion

fell as
its first

and

the

their

martyrs by thousands.
beginnings at least, a

and the nation which then went forth on
Jahve against Jupiter Olympius, was really, in disfrom the apostates, a people true to its faith and conwhich had to lament over God's doom of wrath in 1
;

the side of
tinction
fession,

Mace.
that

it

64, just as in this Psalm.
There is even a tradition
was a stated lamentation Psalm of the time of the

i.

Maccabees.

The Levites

daily ascended the pulpit

(pn) and
Lord?!
These Levite criers praying for the interposition of God were
called D^-nijJD (wakers).
It is related in B. Sota 48a
of
raised the cry of prayer:

Awake, why

sleepest

Thou,

O
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Jochanan the high priest, i.e. John Hyrcanus (135-107 B.C.),
" Doth the
that he put an end to these D'-nijJD, saying to them
Deity sleep ? Hath not the Scripture said Behold the Keeper
of Israel slumbereth not and sleepeth not!?
Only in a time
when Israel was in distress and the peoples of the world in rest
and prosperity, only in reference to such circumstances was it
said
Awake, why sleepest Thou, O Lord?"
Nevertheless many considerations are opposed to the composition of the Psalm in the time of the Maccabees.
We will
mention only a few. In the time of the Maccabees the nation
did not exactly suffer any overthrow of its " armies" (ver. 10)
after having gathered up its courage
the arms of Judah, of
Jonathan, and of Simon were victorious, and the one defeat
to which Hitzig refers the Psalm, viz. the defeat of Joseph and
Azaria against Gorgias in Jamnia (1 Mace. v. 55 sqq.), was a
punishment brought upon themselves by an indiscreet enter:

:

:

:

prise.

The complaints

sq. are therefore

in vers. 1

explained by the events of that time
unit and involved as a whole,

only partially

and since a nation

;

is

a

no
mention whatever is made of the apostates.
But Ewald's
reference of the Psalm to the time of the post-exilic Jerusalem
is still more inadmissible
and when, in connection with this
view, the question is asked, What disaster of war is then intended ? no answer can be given and the reference to the time
it

is

also surprising that

;

;

of Jehoiachin, which Tholuck in vain endeavours to set in a

more favourable

light

—a

Jahve, 2 Chron. xxxvi.

king who did
9,

with

character drawn by Jeremiah, ch.
ch. xix., fully accord

—

is

evil in the eyes of

which the descriptions of
xxii. 20-30, and by Ezekiel,

also inadmissible.

hand, the position of the Psalm

in the

On

the other

immediate neighbour-

hood of Psalms belonging to the time of Jehoshaphat, and also
to a certain extent its contents, favours the early part of the

reign of king Joash, in which, as becomes evident from the

prophecy of Joel, there was no idolatry on the part of the
people to be punished, and yet there were severe afflictions of
It was then not long since the
the people to be bewailed.

and Arabs from the neighbourhood of the Cushites
had broken in upon Judah, ransacked Jerusalem and sold
the captive people of Judah for a mere song to the Greeks
Philistines

(2 Chron. xxi. 16 sq., Joel iv. 2-8).
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cotemporary history

That unhappy event,

also untenable.

is

together with others, belongs to the category of well-merited
judgments, which came upon king and people in the reign of

nor does the Psalm sound like a retrospective glance
time of
at the time of Jehoram from the standpoint of the
is now
that
which
it
complains,
one
is
of
Joash : the defeat

Jehoram

;

only just experienced.
Thus we seem consequently driven back to the time of
David and the question arises, whether the Psalm does not
;

admit, with Ps.

with which

lx.,

it

forms a twin couple, of being

understood as the offspring of a similar situation, viz. of the
The
events which resulted from the Syro-Ammonitish war.
fact that a conflict with the foes of the
riz.

the

kingdom

in the south,

with the Edomites, was also mixed up with the wars with

Ammonites and

evident from

their Syrian allies at that period,

becomes

when compared with 2 Sam.

1 sq.

lx.

viii.

13,

where the words iirdrage tt]v 'ISovfmiav (LXX.) have fallen
Whilst David was contending with the Syrians, the
out.
Edomites came down upon the country that was denuded of
And from 1 Kings xi. 15 it is very evident that they
troops.
then caused great bloodshed

;

for,

according to that passage,

Joab buried the slain and took fearful revenge upon the
Edomites he marched, after having slain them in the Valley
of Salt, into Idumsea and there smote every male.
Perhaps,
with Hengstenberg, Keil, and others, the Psalm is to be explained from the position of Israel before this overthrow of the
:

Edomites.
dispersion

The fact that in ver. 12 the nation complains of a
among the heathen may be understood by means of

Amos

a deduction from
had carried on a

i.

6,

traffic in

according to which the Edomites
captive Israelites.

And

the lofty

which finds expression in the Psalm, is after
all best explained by the times of David
for these and the
early part of the times of Solomon are the only period in the
self-consciousness,

;

history of Israel

when

being free and pure of
the kindred Ps.

lx.,

the nation as a whole could boast of
foreign influence in its worship. In

all

lxxx. (also lxxxix.),

consciousness does not attain the
respect Ps.

xl.

same

stands perfectly alone

mirroring of the

Book

of Job,

it

is

true this self-

lofty expression
:

it

is

;

in this

like the national

and by reason of

this takes a

unique position in the range of Old Testament literature side
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Lam. ch. iii. and the deutero-Isaiah. Israel's
which could not possibly be of a punitive character,

side with

affliction,

resembles the

affliction of

Job

exactly the same relation to

Jahve"

in Isaiah, if

complaint and

all

Servant of Jahve.

we

;

in this Psalm, Israel stands in

God

except

as

all

Job and the " Servant

that

was desponding

of

in Job's

that was expiatory in the affliction of the

But

this

very

self -consciousness

does some-

what approximately find expression even in lx. 6 [4]. In that
passage also no distinction is made between Israel and the Godfearing ones in Israel

;

but the psalmist

calls Israel

the God-fearing ones, and the battle, in which Israel

but not without hope of

The charge

absolutely
is

defeated,

final victory, is a battle for the truth.

has been brought against this Psalm, that

manifests a very superficial apprehension of the nature of
in

it

sin,

consequence of which the writer has been betrayed into

accusing

God

of unfaithfulness, instead of seeking for guilt in

the congregation of Israel.
writer certainly cannot

mean

This judgment

is

unjust.

The

to disown the sins of individuals,

nor even this or that transgression of the whole people. But
any apostasy on the part of the nation from its God, such as
could account for

its rejection,

did not exist at that time.

The

supremacy granted to the heathen over Israel is, therefore, an
abnormal state of things, and for this very reason the poet, on
the ground of Israel's fidelity and of God's loving-kindness,
Psalm born directly out of
prays for speedy deliverance.
the heart of the New Testament church would certainly sound
very differently. For the New Testament church is not a
national community and both as regards the relation between
the reality and idea of the church, and as regards the relation
between its afflictions and the motive and design of God, the
view of the New Testament church penetrates far deeper. It
knows that it is God's love that makes it conformable to the

A

;

passion of Christ, in order that, being crucified unto the world,
it may become through suffering partaker of the glory of its

Lord and Head.
poet opens with a tradition coming down
Moses
and of Joshua which they have heard
from the time of

Vers. 2-4.

The

ears, in order to demonstrate the vast distance
of the former times and the present, just
character
between the
•with their

own
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as

Asaph,

also, in lxxviii. 3,

tended

:

it

is

appeals not to the written but to
lias been heard follows in the

That which

the spoken word.
oratio directa.

5-3.

Ver. 3 explains what kind of " work" is inthe granting of victory over the peoples of

Canaan, the work of God for which Moses prays in xc. 16.
Concerning 11 J, vid. on iii. 5, xvii. 14. The position of the
words here, as in lxix. 11, Ixxxiii. 19, leads one to suppose that
T[ TS is treated as a permutative of nnN, and consequently in the
same case with it. The figure of " planting" (after Ex. xv. 17)
is carried forward in Dfwni ; for this word means to send forth
far away, to make wide-branching, a figure which is wrought
up in Ps. lxxx. It was not Israel's own work, but Q3, no in-

=

imo) God's work " Thy right
deed, for [Germ, nein, denn\
hand and Thine arm and the light of Thy countenance," they
The comit was which brought Israel salvation, i.e. victory.
bination of synonyms 1|rt"iH 1} *? is just as in lxxiv. 11, Sir.
xxxiii. 7, xelpa kol /3pa%iova Se^iov, and is explained by both
the names of the members of the body as applied to God being
only figures the right hand being a figure for energetic interposition, and the arm for an effectual power that carries through
,

:

,

_

:

the thing designed

(cf. e.g. lxxvii.

16, Isa.

liii.

the

1), just as

His countenance is a figure for His loving-kindness
The final cause was His purpose
-which lights up all darkness.
for (inasmuch as) Thou wast favourable to them (nvi
of love
The very same thought, viz. that Israel owes
as in lxxxv. 2).
the possession of Canaan to nothing but Jahve's free grace,
runs all through Deut. ch. ix.

light of

:

Vers. 5-9.

Out

of the retrospective glance at the past, so

rich in mercy, springs

up

(ver. 5) the confident prayer con-

cerning the present, based upon the fact of the theocratic

which began in the time of the deliverance wrought
under Moses (Deut. xxxiii. 5). In the substantival clause nnx
"37D ron, mn is neither logical copula nor predicate (as in cii.
28, Deut. xxxii. 39, there equivalent to "IB>N NW HPIS, c f. 1
Chron. xxi. 17), but an expressive resumption of the subject,
as in Isa. xliii. 25, Jer. xlix. 12, Neh. ix. 6 sq., Ezra v. 11, and
relationship

in

the frequently recurring expression DTitan xin mrp

therefore to be rendered

King.
which

:

Thou

;

— He who (such an one)

it

is

is

my

May He therefore, by virtue of His duty as king
He has voluntarily taken upon Himself, and of the

PSALM
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kingly authority and power indwelling in Him, command the
salvation of Jacob, full and entire (xviii. 51, liii. 7).
nix as in
xlii. 9.
Jacob is used for Israel just as Ehhim is used instead
of Jahve.

If Elohim, Jacob's King,

His people, they

will again

now

turns graciously to

be victorious and invincible, as ver.

6 affirms.

naj

why

But only in the
my bow do I

with reference to p.ij as a figure and emblem of
strength, as in lxxxix. 25 and frequently; WCj? equivalent to
30)

D'djj.

for not in

strength of

God

(*|3

as in xviii.

This teaching
Israel has gathered from the history of the former times ; there
is no bidding defiance with the bow and sword and all the
;

trust, etc., ver. 7.

carnal weapons of attack, but Thou,

etc., ver. 8.
This " Thou"
emphatic word ; the preterites describe facts
of experience belonging to history.
It is not Israel's own
might that gives them the supremacy, but God's gracious

in UFiJJB^n is the

might

in

weakness.
Elohim is, therefore, Israel's
" In Elohim do we praise," i.e. we glory or

Israel's

glory or pride

make our

:

it

;

manner

3.
The music
The Psalm here

cf. bv fen,

of a

here

x.

hymn.

more joyous height

aloft to the
falls

Him

boast in

joins in after the

of praise, from

which

soars

it

now

abruptly into bitter complaint.

Vers. 10-13. Just-as H^ signifies imo vero (lviii. 3) when
comes after an antecedent clause that is expressly or virtu-

ally a negative, it may mean " nevertheless, o^os," when it
opposes a contrastive to an affirmative assertion, as is very
frequently the case with D3 or Ml. True, it does not mean this
in itself,

but

celebrate
hast cast

in virtue of its logical relation

Thy name
off.
From

unceasingly

—

this point the

also

:

(=

we

we
Thou

praise Thee,

nevertheless)

Psalm comes

into closest

connection with Ps. lxxxix. 39, on a still more extended scale,
however, with Ps. lx., which dates from the time of the SyroAmmonitish war, in which Psalm ver. 10 recurs almost word
for word.

jection
tion),

The niX3S

are not exactly standing armies (an ob-

which has been raised against the Maccabean explana-

they are the hosts of the people that are drafted into

battle, as in

Ex.

xii.

41, the hosts that went forth out of Egypt.

Instead of leading these to victory as their victorious Captain
(2 Sam. v. 24), God leaves them
them to be smitten by the enemy.
just as they like, without

to themselves

The enemy

meeting with any

and allows

spoil i»?,

i.e.

resistance, to their
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And

hearts' content.

among

v. 2,
gives over flW as in Mic.
as
people
2) one portion of the
or
diaspora
another becomes a

He

whilst

and the first ]W in Isa. xli.
"sheep appointed for food,"
dispersion

14-22.

as
the heathen, viz. by being sold to them

low
and that linT&a, " for not-riches," i.e. for a very
way
what
in
We see from Joel iv. [iii.] 3
price, a mere nothing.
The form of the litotes is continued in ver.
this is intended.
136: Thou didst not go high in the matter of their purchaseslaves,

monev
pretiis

;

the

Maurer

rendering of

The

eorum.

3

is

in

correct

is

this instance

in

:

statuendis

not the Beth of the

3 ^n, the Beth of
H31 in the
object.
of
the
indirectly
thereby
and
sphere
the
sense of the Aramaic ^l (cf. Prov. xxii. 16, and the deriva-

price as in ver. 13a, but, as in the phrase

usury (Hnpunworthy of God; vid. on the
At the head of the strophe stands (ver.

make

tives flisin, nrriD), to
feld),

a profit, to practise

produces a thought that

other hand, Isa.

3.

Iii.

is

10a) a perfect with an aorist following

And

a negative NVni.
that all the rest

is

Vers. 14-17.
that springs

ver. 18,

^

NiTi

;

is

consequently

which sums up the whole, shows

also intended to be retrospective.

To

out of

this defeat is

A

it.

now

also

distinction is

added the shame

made between

the

neighbouring nations, or those countries lying immediately

round about

Israel

lxxix. 4, cf. lxxx. 7,

(ni3 , 3D, as in the exactly similar passage

which closely resembles

of the earth that dwell farther

away from

it),

and the nations

Israel.

bii'D is

here

a jesting, taunting proverb, and one that holds Israel

up as an
Hab. ii. 6).

example of a nation undergoing chastisement (vid.
The shaking of the head is, as in xxii. 8, a gesture of malicious
astonishment. In Tpri '''1)3 (as in xxxviii. 18) we have both
the permanent aspect or look and the perpetual consciousness.
Instead of " shame covers my face," the expression is " the
shame of my face covers me," i.e. it has overwhelmed my
entire inward and outward being (cf. concerning the radical
notions of

tri3, vi.

"enemy and

11,

and isn, xxxiv.

revengeful

man"

17 Pipp and Visp alternate

has

its

6).

The

origin in

the former

juxtaposition of
viii.

3.

In

ver.

used of the impression
made by the jeering voice, the other of the impression produced by the enraged mien.
Vers. 18-22.
with this

its

;

If Israel compares

lot, it

is

its conduct towards God
cannot possibly regard it as a punishment

PSALM XLIV.
that

has justly incurred.

it
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2S-27.

Construed with the accusative,

come upon

Nia signifies, as in xxxv. 8, xxxvi. 12, to

more
list?',

an

especially of

to lie or deceive,

tion or treachery

"MEW

is

with 3 of the object on

fern.,

one, and

of powers that are hostile.

whom

practised, as in lxxxix. 34.

is

construed as

is

consec.

and

lot

evil

exactly as in

the decep-

In ver. 19&

Job xxxi. 7
Job iii.

also intended as such (as e.g. in

the fut.

;

10,

Num.

inward
apostasy is followed by outward wandering and downfall. This
is therefore not one of the many instances in which the N? of
one clause also has influence over the clause that follows (Gres.

xvi. 14)

§

:

that our step should have declined from, etc.

152, 3).

ver. 20, has the sense of

''S,

revolted against Thee, that

Thou

have done to us the thing which
cerning D^n

A

vid. Isa. xiii. 22.

;

quod: we have not

shouldest on that account

now

is

Con-

befallen us.

" place of jackals"

is,

like

a habitation of dragons (Jer. x. 22), the most lonesome and
terrible wilderness ; the place chosen was, according to this, an
inhospitable 131D, far removed from the dwellings of men.
is

HD3

construed with ?V of the person covered, and with 2 of that with

which (1 Sam.

xix. 13) he is covered
with deepest darkness (vid. xxiii. 4).

of asseveration (verily

:

Thou

coveredst us over

QK, ver. 21,

we have not

is

not that

forgotten), but, as the

if we have
(= should have) forgotten. This would not remain hidden
from Him who knoweth the heart, for the secrets of men's
Both the form and matter here
hearts are known to Him.

interrogatory apodosis ver. 22a shows, conditional

:

again strongly remind one of Job ch. xxxi., more especially
ver.

4

;

cf. also

on

r\\u7yF\
}

for on the contrary

Such

is

it

is

xi. 6, xxviii.

is

suffering for the sake of

on T?^, which

lies
viii.

11.

not conscious of any apostasy,

the meaning intended by

The emphasis
Paul, in Rom.
of the

Job

The church

Vers. 23-27.

'S,
is

ver.

23

its fidelity.

(cf. xxxvii.

used exactly as in

20).

Ixix. 8.

36, transfers this utterance to the sufferings

New Testament church

borne in witnessing for the truth,

or I shouLd rather say he considers

it

as a divine

utterance

were prophetically to the sufferings of the
New Testament church, and by anticipation, coined concerning
it and for its use, inasmuch as he cites it with the words «a#<w?
The suppliant cries rniy and rHf'i?!? are Davidic,
•yeypaTTTat.
and found in his earlier Psalms, vii. 7, xxxv. 23, lix. 5 sq., cf.
corresponding as

it

!;
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lxxviii. 65.

whatever

is

not interpose in
for
taking place in the outward world here below

God

is

said to sleep

when He does

;

the very nature of sleep

is

a turning

in into one's

own

self

from

and a resting of the powers
The writer of our Psalm is fond of
which act outwardly.
cf. ver. 4,
couplets of synonyms like «5?n!?l U^JJ in ver. 25
suppliant
The
Ijrtift 1^»*.
Ps. cxix. 25 is an echo of ver. 26.
which
nmiV
with
connection
the
n»l'p
in
(in this instance
cry
relationship to the outer world,

all

;

follows,
vii.

7

;

it is

to

be accented on the ultima) is Davidic, iii. 8,
Concerning the ah of nrnj?,
it is Mosaic.

but originally

here as also in

lxiii.

frequently, vid. on

8 of like meaning with WTjfp, xxii. 20, and

iii.

3.

PSALM XLV.
MARRIAGE SONG IN HONOUR OF THE PEERLESS KING.
2

MY heart overflows with
I say to myself

My

tongue

is

:

"

My

goodly speech,

production

is

concerning a king,"

the pen of a quick writer.

3 With beauty art thou arrayed beyond the children of
men,
Gracefulness is shed upon thy lips
Therefore hath Elohim blessed thee for ever.

4 Gird thy sword upon thy thigh, O mighty one,
Thy brightness and thy majesty.
5

And

in

thy majesty press through, ride on,

For the sake

of truth and of the suffering of innocence,
thy right hand shall teach thee terrible deeds.
peoples shall fall under thee,
6 Thine arrows are sharp,
In the heart of the king's enemies

And

—

7

Thy

An

throne, Elohim, endureth for ever

and ever
the sceptre of thy kingdom.
righteousness, thou hatest wickedness

upright sceptre

is

8 Loving
Therefore hath Elohim thy God anointed the«
With the oil of joy above thy fellows.

—

——

;

;
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9 Myrrh and

Out of

aloes, cassia are all
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thy garments

ivory palaces doth the music of stringed instruments

make

thee glad,

10 Kings' daughters are among thy beloved ones,
The queen hath set herself at thy right hand
In ornaments of gold of Ophir.
11 Hearken,

O

daughter, and see and incline thine ear,

12

And
And

13

And

the daughter of Tyre, with gifts shall they conciliate

The

richest

forget thine
if

own

people and thy father's house

the king desireth thy beauty,

For he

is

thy Lord,

—then do thou do homage

to

him.

thy face,

among

the peoples.

14 All glory is the king's daughter in the inner chamber,
Of gold-woven textures is her clothing.
15 In variegated embroidered garments is she escorted to the
king;
Virgins after her, her companions,

Are brought unto thee
16 They are escorted with joy and exultation,

They

enter into the king's palace.

17 Instead of thy fathers

shall

be thy sons,

Thou shalt set them as princes in all
18 Thy name will I remember in every

lands.

generation,

Therefore shall the peoples praise thee for ever and ever.
a Korahitic Maskil is appended a song of the same
name, and likewise bearing a royal impress after the style of
But whilst in xliv. 5 the words
the Korahitic productions.
" Thou, Thou art my King, Elohim" are addressed in prayer

To

to the

God

of Israel, in this

Psalm the person

of the king

who

a matter of doubt and controversy. The Epistle
to the Hebrews (ch. i. 8) proceeds on the assumption that it is
It is supported in this
the future Christ, the Son of God.
is

celebrated

is

view by a tradition of the ancient synagogue, in accordance
King
with which the Targumist renders ver. 3, " Thy beauty,
This
Messiah, is greater than that of the children of men"

V4
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Messianic interpretation must be very ancient.
xxi.

32 refers back to

nW,

Gen.

Just as hizek.

xlix. 10, "tea $>K

among

the

names of the Messiah in Isa. ix. 5 (cf. Zech. xii. 8) refers back
And whilst the reception of
in a similar manner to Ps. xlv.
the Song of Songs into the canon admits of being understood
even without the assumption of any prophetically allegorical
meaning in it, the reception of this Psalm without any such
But this prophetically Messianic
assumption is unintelligible.
sense is therefore not the original meaning of the Psalm.
The Psalm is a poem composed for some special occasion the
The king whom
motive of which is some cotemporary event.
If, however, it
it celebrates was a cotemporary of the poet.
was a king belonging to David's family, then he was a possessor
of a kingship to which were attached, according to 2 Sam. ch.
vii.,

great promises extending into the unlimited future, and

on which, consequently, hung
prosperity and glory of Israel

warranted in regarding him

and the church is
which took its rise

also fully

ages, to the great

King

in

all
;

the prospects of the future

and the poet

in the light of

is

therefore fully

the Messianic idea,

warranted in referring the sons,
some passing occasion, as a song for all
of the future, the goal of

hope.

its

Moreover, we find only such poems of an occasional and

indi-

vidual character received into the Psalter, as were adapted to

remain in constant use by the church as prayers and

spiritual

songs.

With respect to the historical occasion of the song, we
adhere to the conjecture advanced in our commentary on
Canticles and on the Epistle to the Hebrews, viz. that it was
composed in connection with the marriage of Joram of Judah
The reference to the marriage of Ahab of
Israel with Jezebel of Tyre, set forth by Hitzig, is at once
set
aside by the fact that the poet idealizes the person
celebrated
with Athaliah.

foreshadowing the Messiah, in a way that can only
be justiconnection with a Davidic king.
It could more readily
be Solomon the king of Israel, whose appearance was
fair as
that of a woman, but majestic as that of a hero*
as

fied in

Even

present day several interpreters^- explain the

to the

Psalm of Solo-

* So Disraeli in his romance of Alroy (1845).
f So even Kurtz in the Dorpater Zeitschrift for 1865, S. 1-24
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mon's marriage with the daughter of Pharaoh but the entire
absence of any mention of Egypt is decisive against this view.
Hence Hupfeld imagines a daughter of Hiram to be the bride,
;

by reference

to the

Zidonian Ashtoreth which

mentioned

is

among Solomon's

strange gods (1 Kings xi. 5, 33). But the
fact that the king here celebrated is called upon to go forth to
battle,

is

or nmjlp B^K, 1 Chron. xxii. 9.
for

Solomon consists in
name, the Prince of Peace,

also strange, whilst the glory of

his being, in accordance with his

Further, the wish

him that he may have children who

his ancestors

royal fathers

reference

to

:

;

expressed

Solomon, however, had a royal father, but not
is the less ground for any retrospective

and there

Judah

the princes of

(which Kurtz inclines
shon, occurs

is

shall take the place of

among

to), since

Solomon's ancestors

as

of these only one, viz.

Nab-

the ancestry of David.

All this speaks against Solomon, but just with equal force
in favour of
is

Joram,

as being the

king celebrated.

This Joram

the son of Jehoshaphat, the second Solomon of the Israelitish

He became king even during the lifetime of his pious
under whom the Salomonic prosperity of Israel was
revived (cf. 2 Chron. xviii. 1 with xsi. 3, 2 Kings viii. 16, and
Winer's Realworterbuch under Jehoram) he was also married
and it is natural, that
to Athaliah during his father's lifetime
just at that time, when Judah had again attained to the height
of the glory of the days of Solomon, the highest hopes should
be gathered around these nuptials. This explains the name

history.

father,

;

;

«W which

the queen bears,

—a

name

that

dsean (Dan. v. 2 sq.) and Persian (Neh.

is
ii.

elsewhere Chal6),

and

is

more

North-Palestinian* than Jewish; for Athaliah sprang from
the royal family of Tyre, and was married by Joram out of
the royal family of Israel.

If she

is

the queen, then the ex-

and her father's house has all
becomes intelligible why the homage

'hortation to forget her people

the greater force.

And it

and only of Tyre, is mentioned. The
Salomonic splendour of Asiatic perfumes and costly things is
thus quite as easily explained as by referring the Psalm to
Solomon. For even Jehoshaphat had turned his attention to
of

Tyre

in particular,

* In Deborah's song (Judg.
of

bb&

nx?vi>.

v.

30) probably *?W

is

to be read instead
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foreign wares,

more

especially Indian gold

;

he even prepared

a fleet for the purpose of going to Ophir, but, ere it started,
xxii.
it was wrecked in the harbour of Ezion-geber (1 Kings
a
had
true,
is
it
Solomon,
And
35
sqq.).
Chron.
xx.
48-50, 2
throne of ivory (1 Kings x. 18), and the Salomonic Song of
Songs (vii. 5) makes mention of a tower of ivory but he had
;

no ivory palace; whereas the mention of t?'"'^''?. in our Psalm
harmonizes surprisingly with the fact that Ahab, the father
of Athaliah, built a palace of ivory QW~T\' 2), which the Book
of Kings, referring to the annals, announces as something
I

especially
je>ri

worthy of note, 1 Kings

xxii.

39

(cf.

Amos

iii.

15,

'na)*

But why should not even Joram,

at a crisis of his life so

have been a type of the Messiah ?
found in the genealogy of Jesus Christ, Matt.
rich in hope,

His name
i.

8.

is

Joram

This
and Athaliah are among the ancestors of our Lord.
significance in relation to the history of redemption is still left
them, although they have not realized the good wishes expressed
by the poet at the time of their marriage, just as in fact Solomon also began in the spirit and ended in the flesh. Joram
and Athaliah have themselves cut away all reference of the
Psalm to them by their own godlessness. It is with this Psalm
just as

it is

with the twelve thrones upon which, according to

the promise, Matt. xix. 28, the twelve apostles shall

sit and
judge the twelve tribes of Israel. This promise was uttered
even in reference to Judas Iscariot. One of the twelve seats
belonged to him, but he has fallen away from it. Matthias

became heir to the throne of Judas Iscariot, and who has
become the heir to the promises in this Psalm ? All the glorious
things declared in the Psalm depend upon this as the primary
assumption, as essential to their being a blessing and being

king whom it celebrates should carry out
the idea of the theocratic kingship. To the Old Testament
prophecy and hope, more especially since the days of Isaiah,
realized, viz. that the

the Messiah, and to the

New

Testament conception of the ful-

filment of prophecy Jesus Christ,

is

the perfected realization

of this idea.

The inscription runs: To the Precentor, upon Lilies, by the
Beni-Korah, a meditation, a song of that which is lovely. Concerning Maskil, vid. on xxxii. 1. jew is the name for the (six-

:
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leafed) lily,* that

is wide-spread in its use in the East ; it is
not the (five-leafed) rose, which was not transplanted into

Palestine until a

much

In DWBOJJ Hengstenberg

later period.

sees a symbolical reference to the "lovely brides"

Luther, who renders

in the Psalm.

understands

to

it

mean

We

of the future.

mentioned

" concerning the roses,"

the rosce futurce of the united church

would rather

Gerhard, and other old expositors,

and the

it

"The

spiritual bride, they are the

But

discoursed of in this Psalm."

Bugenhagen, Joh.

say, with

heavenly Bridegroom

two roses or

lilies

that are

the meaning of D^W'bj;

must be such as will admit of the inscribed J1V1JJ t^lt?'"??, lx. 1,
and nviy D 3B'B "PN (which is probably all one expression not,

i

withstanding the Athnach), Ixxx. 1, being understood after the
analogy of it. The preposition ?J? (?N) forbids our thinking of

There must

a musical instrument, perhaps lily-shaped bells.f

therefore have been some well-known popular song, which

began with the words

"A

the testimony

lily is

.

.

." or "Lilies

;"

and the Psalm is composed
and intended to be sung after the melody of this song in praise
It is questionable whether n T T (Origen iSiScod,
of the T6ra.f
are the testimonies

(niljf)

.

.

.

v

|

Jerome

Psalm is to be
and metonymically an

ididoth) in the last designation of the

taken as a collateral form of
object of love, Jer.

xii.

DTT

7), or

(love,

whether we are to explain it
and ninba, Isa. xxvi. 10

after the analogy of ninv, Isa. xxxii. 4,

is just on this neuter use of the plur. fern, that the interchange which sometimes -occurs of 6th with uth in an abstract
In the former case it
signification (Ew. § 165, c) is based.

it

.

ought to be rendered a song of love (Aquila da-pa irpoa-fyiXtas) ; in the latter, a song of that which is beloved, i.e. lovely,
or lovable, and this
jective

TT

is

the

more natural rendering.

signified beloved, or

The

even (Ixxxiv. 2) lovable.

adIt

is

things that are loved, because exciting love, therefore lovely,

* This name is also ancient Egyptian, vid. the Book of the Dead,
nuk seshni pir am t.ah-en-Phra, i.e. I am a lily, sprung from

lxxxi. 2

:

the fields of the sun-god.
of the Bible, in Hugo von Mohl's
t Vide C. Jessen, On the lily
Thrupp in his Introduction (1860) also
Botanisclie Zeitung, 1861, No. 12.

understands
Nyssa,

is

to mean cymbals in the form of a lily.
of comparison, then, to adopt the language of

DWIE'

X The point

to KaftTrpov

n xai %tovbi(iis

ift>°S

of the

lily.

Gregory of

:
;;
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most pleasing things, which, as

2, 3.

DTT "W

says,

form the contents

nTT TB> does not signify a marriage-song ; this
of the song.
Nor does it signify a
(cf. xxx. 1).
called runn

v&

would be

&?W

">T,
secular erotic song/ instead of which the expression
passages)
other
and
xvi.
(after
Ezek.
8
even
Ezek. xxxiii. 32, or

ann "W, would have been

TV is

used.

and used

a noble word,

of holy love.

Vers.

The verb

2, 3.

nprno shows,

B>rn, as

signifies origi-

used in the dialects generally
of excited motion and lively excitement; it is construed with
the accusative after the manner of verbs denoting fulness, like

and

nally to bubble up, boil,

is

the synonymous jna, cxix. 171 (cf. Talmudic nun E'Tnn "\3\wb,
Whatever the
let thy tongue overflow with songs of praise).
heart is full of, with that the mouth overflows ; the heart of
the poet gushes over with a " good word."

"U*J

a matter

is

that finds utterance and is put into the form of words; and
2iD describes it as good with the collateral idea of that which is
cheerful, pleasing, and rich in promise (Isa. lii. 7, Zech. i. 13).
The fact that out of the fulness and oppression of his heart so
good a word springs forth, arises from the subject in which

now

his

whole powers of mind are absorbed

:

I

am

saying or

thinking (^K pausal form by Dechi, in order that the introductory formula may not be mistaken), i.e. my purpose is

my

works or creations (not sing., but plur., just as
Ex. xvii. 3, Num. xx. 19, where the connection
leads one to expect the plural) shall be dedicated to the king
the thought completely fills me, quite carries me
or even
away, that they concern or have reference to the king. In

7]?pp 'tPgOj

also

,

in

5i?K>

:

the former case ?]50? dispenses with the article because

used after the manner of a proper
in

name

is

the latter, because the person retires before the office or

dignity belonging to

it

and

:

this we, in

common

with Hitzig,

prefer on account of the self-conscious and reflecting 'JN

by which
to

it

(as in xxi. 2, lxxii. 1);

whom

it is

his song refers

so eloquent
6£vypacf>o<;.

He

introduced.
;

and

and fluent that

Thus

it

is

says to himself that

this lofty
it is

like

IDS

king
theme makes his tongue
it is

a

the style of a ypa/j,[iaTev<;

correctly rendered

by the

LXX.

whereas vrtD i?iD as an epithet applied to Ezra (ch.

vii. (i)

does not denote a rapid writer, but a learned or skilled scribe.
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2, 3.

Rapidly, like the style of an agile writer, does the tongue of
the poet move ; and it is obliged to move thus rapidly because
of the thoughts and words that flow forth to it out of his heart.

The chief thing that inspires him is the beauty
The form rPBJ£, which certainly ought to have a

of the king.
passive sense

(Aquila KaXXet, i/caWlwOr)';), cannot be explained as formed

by-

two radicals of the verb na^ (^SJ) for
there are no examples to be found in support of quinqueliterals
thus derived. .What seems to favour this derivation is this,
that the legitimately formed Pealal flB^ (cf. the adjective
reduplication of the

ssr,Q

first

;

= ,B S

',
Jer. xlvi. 20) is made passive by a change of
vowels in a manner that is altogether peculiar, but still expli''

''

:

cable in connection with this verb, which

The meaning

Thou

is

a twofold

weak

beyond compare beautifully
fashioned, or endowed with beauty beyond the children of men.
The lips are specially singled out from among all the features
of beauty in him.
Over his lips is poured forth, viz. from

verb.

above,

JH

is

:

art

(gracefulness or benevolence), inasmuch as, even with-

out his speaking, the form of his

lips and each of their movements awakens love and trust; it is evident, however, that
from such lips, full of ^/Wj there must proceed also \6yoi rrj?
%dpiTo<; (Luke iv. 22, Eccles. x. 12).
In this beauty of the
king and this charm of his lips the psalmist sees a manifestation of the everlasting blessing of God, that is perceptible to
because Elohim hath
the senses. It is not to be rendered
The assertion that t5"?J> is used in some
blessed thee for ever.
passages for "IB>'K |3"?3? cannot be proved (yid. on xlii. 7). But
:

the

meaning

because he

of the psalmist

is

so fair

is,

moreover, not that the king,

and has such gracious

lips, is

blessed of

God. If this were the idea, then the noble moral qualities of
which the beauty of this king is the transparent form, ought
Thus personally conceived,
to be more definitely expressed.
blessing,
not a ground for
itself
is
a
as it is here, beauty
blessing.

by p -^V

The

fact of the matter

is

this,

as a reason for the blessing being

beauty

known

is

denoted

or recognised,

why the king should be blessed. From his
outward appearance it is at once manifest that the king is one
who is blessed by God, and that blessed for ever. The psalmist
"
could not but know that " grace is deceitful and beauty vain

not as a reason

(Prov. xxxi. 30), therefore the beauty of this king was in his

:
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eyes more than mere earthly beauty;

it

the light of a celestial transfiguration, and
as

an imperishable

gift, in

appears to him in
for this very reason

which there becomes manifest an

unlimited endless blessing.
Vers. 4-6. In the ever blessed one the greatest strength
and vigour are combined with the highest beauty. He is a

form of a

The
summons to

praise of his heroic strength takes the

over

Brightness and majesty, as the objects to

hero.

evil.

exert

it

and

aid the

good

in obtaining the victory
"liJn,

alternating with the sword, are not in apposition to this which

instrument and symbol (Hengstenberg), but permutainasmuch as liJn is zeugmatically referable to both objects

their

is

tives,

the king is (1) to gird himself with his sword, and (2) to surround himself with his kingly, God-like doxa. "iT.ni *iin is the
brilliancy of the divine glory (xcvi. 6), of which the glory of

the Davidic kingship

by

is

side with the sword,

a reflection (xxi. 6) ; mentioned side
is, as it were, the panoply that sur-

it

rounds the king as bright armour.
accidentally a second

time,

is

In ver. 5 "pini, written
probably to be struck out, as

Olshausen and Hupfeld are of opinion. Hitzig points it Til™.
" and step forth ;" but this is not Hebrew. As the text runs,
loa-hadarclia (with

Legarme preceded by

9) looks as though

xiii. § 8c,

Illuj, vid.

the echo-like and interlinked style that
the songs of degrees,

e.g.

Accentsystem

were repeated out of

it

cxxi.

ver.

we frequently

1,2; and

4

in

find in

in fact repeated as

an accusative of more exact definition (in the same bold manner
as in xvii. 13, 14) to r6y, which, like ^L>, starting from the

primary notion of cleaving, breaking through, pressing forward,
comes to have the notion of carrying anything through prosperously, of being successful, pervadere et bene procedere (cf.
the corresponding development of signification in ^Jj,
^Jjl),
and, according to Ges. § 142, rem.

notion of that which
successful.

is

1,

gives to

3J-|

the adverbial

effectual (victorious) or effective

We cannot determine

whether 33T

and

here intended
to say veld curru or veld equo ; but certainly not upon
a mule
or an ass (1 Kings i. 44, Zech. ix. 9), which are the
beasts
ridden in a time of peace.
The king going forth to
is

battle

either

1

rides in

Kings

a war-chariot

ch. xxii.), or

(like

Ahab and Jehoshaphaf

upon a war-horse, as

in

Apoc.

xix.

11

;
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Logos of God

the

borne upon a white horse.

l?'Tl"'> ^

Sam. xviii.

nious nakedness),
(truth

and whereas

is

to be taken as the

names

are then the

= veracity, which

true and which

of),

11 (nakedness-ignominy

np = rmy

if

The two words

virtue.

i.

introduced

is

which is used just
combination Pl-T^S? is very

The

5.

similar to riBbTVnjP, Mic.

P"J\'

on account

(for the sake of,

as in lxxix. 9, 2

npN

That which

accomplish as he rides forth in majesty

lie is to

by

is

81
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= ignominame

and practises that which is
and dissimulation)
would signify meek righteousness, and
loves

hostile to lying, falseness,

is

H13V

p"llt

of a

of virtues, like

;

righteous meekness, this conjunction standing in the

ni3J?,

middle betvveen an addition and an asyndeton denotes meekness

and righteousness as twin-sisters and reciprocally pervasive.
virtues named, however, stand for those who exemplify
them and who are in need of help, on whose behalf the king is
called upon to enter the strife the righteous, if they are at
(C^J!), are doubly worthy and in need of
the same time
Nevertheless another explanation of nuy presents
his help.

The

:

CW

and one that is all the more probable as occurring just
Psalm which has such a North-Palestinian colouring.

itself,

in this

The

observation, that North-Palestinian writers do not always

point the construct state with ath, in favour of which Hitzig,

on

29, wrongly appeals to Hos. x. 6,

lxviii.

rightly to Judg.
fectly correct.

Job xxxix.

13, but

32 (cf. Deut. xxxiii. 4, 27), is perAccordingly nujJ may possibly be equivalent to
vii. 8, viii.

nuy, but not in the signification business, affair

= £12,

with I? 1}, but in the signification

the form

Ezek.

xxviii. 17)

;

so that

it

may

afflictio (after

parallel
i"iisn,

be rendered: in order to put

a stop to the oppression of righteousness or the suffering of
The jussive T$h\ like 1SJ1M in ver. 12, begins the

innocence.

apodosis of a hypothetical protasis that
§

347, b)

:

so shall thy right

and cause thee to see

But

in

ver.

6 both

hand teach

terrible things,

summons and

is

virtually there (Evv.

thee,
i.e.

i.e.

lead thee forth

awe-inspiring deeds.

desire pass over into the

expression of a sure and hopeful prospect and a vision, in

which that which is to be is present to the mind thine arrows
are sharpened, and therefore deadly to those whom they hit
peoples shall fall ($>f) * under thee, i.e. so that thou passest
:

* It

VOL.

is
II.

not &&<

;

for the pause falls

upon

art and

the Athnach of
6
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over them as tliey

lie

enemies of the king,

&

7,

upon the ground

viz.

they

(i.e.

in the heart of the

;

The

the arrows) will stick.

explained by the fact of the poet having the
scene of battle before his mind as though he were an eye-

harsh ellipse

witness of

is

the heart of the king's enemies"

The words "in

it.

by

are an exclamation accompanied

with the finger.

a pointing

Thither, he means to say, those sharp arrows fly and smite.

explanation

Crusius'

required

:

is

similar,

but

goes further than

it

is

apostrophe per prosopopceiam directa ad sagittas quasi

We

are here reminded of ex. 2,
where a similar 3iJ>3 occurs in a prophetico-messianic connection.
Moreover, even according to its reference to cotemporary
history the whole of this strophe sounds Messianic.
The poet
desires that the king whom he celebrates may rule and triumph
after the manner of the Messiah ; that he may succour truth
and that which is truly good, and overcome the enmity of the

jubens, quo tendere debeant.

world, or, as Ps.

Zion

may

ii.

expresses

Son of David, but
6

Isaiah calls

vio<s.

that the God-anointed

We

x. 21.

up

Him, even

now

is

not only the

in the cradle, 1133 ?X, ch. ix. 5,

is

it

him

addresses

the picture thus far sketched

of

called absolutely i?,

is

therefore, find

shall not,

intolerable, if the poet

He

God.

also of

King

in opposition with

This anointed One, however,

an iron sceptre.

cf.

it,

shatter everything that rises

to

thoroughly

be altogether

CJyN, although

as

human

in

all

its

ideality.

Vers. 7, 8. In order to avoid the addressing of the kin<r
with the word Elokim, ver. 6a has been interpreted, (1) " Thy
throne of God is for ever and ever,"
a rendering which is

—

grammatically possible, and, if it were intended to be expressed,
must have been expressed thus (Nagelsbach, § 64, g) ; (2) " Thy
throne

is

God (= divine)

for ever

and ever;" but

it

cannot

possibly be so expressed after the analogy of " the altar of

— wooden"

(cf.

ver.

9),

or "the time

wood

showers of rain

is

=

rainy" (Ezra x. 13), since God is neither the substance of
the throne, nor can the throne itself be regarded as a representation or figure of

lSa

11

God

:

in this case the predicative

stands merely in the place of Zakeph (Num.

after Olewejured does not produce
lxix. 4, exxix. 1,

and

cf.

any pausal

supra, vol.

i.

p. 95,

effect

note

vi.
;

2.

12).

vid.

1.

Elohim

The AtlmacTi

23, lxviii. 9

14
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7, 8.

would require to be taken

as a genitive for ttfita KB3, which,
however, cannot possibly be supported in Hebrew by any
syntax, not even by 2 Kings xxiii. 17, cf. Ges. § 110, 2, b.
Accordingly one might adopt the first mode of interpretation,

which

commended by

also

is

of the theocratic king

the fact that the earthly throne

actually called

is

lasting one " sounds tautological,

predicate asserts
still

first

of

all

KD3 in 1 Ohron.

is

since

(x. 16,

Lam.

of evil

is

inasmuch

is

an ever-

which the
and we have

as that

already implied in the subject

;

to try whether DTi!>X cannot, with the

o dpovos (7ov, 6 ®6o?,

Now,

nw

But the sentence " thy throne of God

xxix. 23.

before
v. 19),

eh

LXX.

alcova alcoves, be taken as a vocative.

everything else God's throne

is

eternal

and a love of righteousness and a hatred

found elsewhere as a description of divine holiness
dt6k would be obliged to be regarded as
addressed to God, if language addressed to the king did not
follow with |3"?p. But might OTita by any possibility be even
addressed to the king who is here celebrated ? It is certainly
also

(v. 5, Isa. lxi. 8),

true that the custom with the Elohim-Psalms of using JEloJiim
as of equal dignity with Jahve

is not favourable to this supbut the following surpassing of the D\*v;N by D'rr;K
TTPX renders it possible. And since elsewhere earthly autho-

position

;

rities are

Ex.

also called DYita,

cf. exxxviii. 1,

xxi.

xxii. 7 sq., Ps. Ixxxii.,

6,

because they are God's representatives and the

bearers of His image upon earth, so the king
in this

Psalm may be

in his

heavenly beauty, his

all

who

is

celebrated

the more readily styled Eloldm,
irresistible

when

doxa or glory, and

his

divine holiness, he seems to the psalmist to be the perfected
realization of the close relationship in

and
calls

the exalted royal child

eh. ix.

the

He

his seed to Himself.

1-6,

*ii33"?X.

He

merciful

God

conspicuousness

whom

gives

transparent exterior of

glory and holiness of

calls

his

which God has

him OwK,

set

David

just as Isaiah

he exultingly salutes

him
fair

in

name, because in
humanity he sees the
this

as having attained a salutary or

among men.

At

the same time,

however, he guards this calling of the king by the name Eloldm
against being misapprehended by immediately distinguishing
the God,

who

stands above him, from the divine king by the

words "Elohim, thy God," which, in the Korahitic Psalms,
and in the Elohimic Psalms in general, is equivalent to "Jahve,
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thy God" (xliii. 4, xlviii. 15, 1. 7); and the two words are
Because the king's sceptre
accordingly united by Munach.*
"
"
(cf Isa. xi. 4), because he loves
is a
sceptre of uprightness
.

righteousness and consequently (fut. consec.) hates iniquity,
therefore God, his God, has anointed him with the oil of joy
(Isa.

3;

Ixi.

cf.

on the construction

What

Amos

vi.

6) above his

not the anointing to his

office
is intended
happy
and
dedication
to
a
as
a
Acts
x.
with
38)
(cf. lxxxix. 21
him,
forth
upon
has
poured
that
God
reign,
but
prosperous

fellows.

more

is

especially on this his nuptial day, a

both outwardly and in his

such as

spirit,

He

superabundant joy,
has bestowed upon
That he rises high

no other king upon the face of the earth.
above all those round about him is self-evident; but even
among his fellows of royal station, kings like himself, he has

no equal.

It

a matter of question whether the writer of the

is

Hebrews

Epistle to the

(ch.

i.

8) has taken the first 6 0eo? of

the expression 6 0eo? 6 0eo? crov as a vocative.
does not seem so to have understood him

ToweKa

0eo? auro?

croi

weoXrjt; fiero^oKi

kr\v

;

Apollinaris

for he renders

it

tteplyevev a\oi<^rjv xpiaa<; rep-

irapa Trdvrai eXaitp, and the

Greek

expositors

0eo? here as a nominative.
Vers. 9, 10. The song of that which is lovely here reaches
the height towards which it aspires from the beginning. It
also take o

has portrayed the lovely king as a man, as a hero, and as a
divine ruler now it describes him as a bridegroom on the day
;

of his nuptials.
figures

The sequence

corresponds

Babylon is
upon whom

to

of the thoughts

history

the

of

the

and of the

future.

When

and the hero riding upon a white horse,
inscribed the name ''King of kings and Lord

fallen,
is

of lords," shall have smitten the hostile nations with the sword
that goeth out of

of the

Lamb,

His mouth, there then follows the marriage
way has been prepared by these
(Apoc. xix. 7 sq.). It is this final 70^09

for which the

avenging victories

* The view that the
selt in his Biblia

§ 4.

Munach

Accentuata)

is

is

here vicarius Tiphchx anterioris (Dach-

erroneous, vid. Accentuationssystem, xviii.

It is the conjunctive to 'pnlsN,

which, in Heidenheim and Baer, on

the authority of the Codices, has Tiphclia anterior, not Athnach as in the
The proper place for the Athnach would at
editions heretofore published.
first be by jilts'
but according to Accentuationssystem, xix. § 6, it cannot
;

stand there.
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which the Psalm, as a song of the congregation, when the light
was dawning upon the Old Testament church, sees by anticipation, and as it were goes forth to meet it, rejoicing to behold
afar off.
The king's garments are so thoroughly scented
with costly spices that they seem to be altogether woven out
of them.
And ^p out of the ivory palaces enchant him. This
^p has been taken mostly, according to Isa. lix. 18 (cf. also

it

lii.
6), as a repetition of the IP: "out of ivory palaces,
whence they enchant thee."
But this repetition serves no
special purpose.
Although the apocopated plural in i, instead

Isa.

of im,

Hebrew

controvertible in Biblical

is

on

(vid.

xxii. 17,

2 Sam. xxii. 44), still there is the venture that in this instance
^D is equivalent to D^p, the music of stringed instruments
(cl.

4)

may

;

and

in connection with

if

venture in connection with

spects has such an

acknowledge
the rhythm.

any Psalm at all, surely we
Psalm, which in other re-

this

Aramaic or North-Palestinian

colouring, to

here perhaps chosen on account of
In accordance with our historical rendering of the

this apocope,

Psalm, by the ivory palaces are meant the magnificent
dences of the king,

who

is

Out

the father of the bride.

resi-

of the

with ivory and

inner recesses of these halls, inlaid within

consequently resplendent with the most dazzling whiteness, the

bridegroom going
enters them,

is

fetch

to

his

bride,

met by the sounds

the light of the

New

Testament,

he approaches and

as

of festive music: viewed in

it is

that music of citherns or

harps which the seer (Apoc. xiv. 2) heard like the voice of
many waters and of mighty thunder resounding from heaven.

The Old Testament
that in

its

Thence

of Solomon.
zealous, as

Even
ip'

is

poet imagines to himself a royal citadel

earthly splendour far surpasses that of

it

issues forth the

were, to bid

its

welcome

the daughters of kings are

the

name

and loved for

for that

its

which

sound of

David and

festive

music

to the exalted king.

among

is costly,

costliness (Prov. vi. 26).

his precious ones.

and

is

highly prized

The form

Triiijfa

resembles the form nnip7, Prov. xxx. 17, in the appearance of
the

and supplanting the Sheba mobile, and also in the Dag.
tJhpn, Ex. xv. 17).*
(cf. ^V, Gen. xlix. 17

{

dirimens in the p
*

It is

;

the reading of Ben-Naphtali that has here, as an exception,
Saadia, Eashi,
receptus ; whereas Ben-Asher reads ^nil^a-

become the

;
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Now, however, he has chosen for himself his own proper wife,
who is here called by a name commonly used of Chaldsean and
seems

Persian queens, and, as

it

Palestinian name,

instead of

*?}&,*

(cf.

on Judg. v. 30), a NorthFrom the fact that,

n-i'na.

glittering with gold of Opliir, she has taken the place of

hand of the king

at the right

(n32»,

evident that her relationship to the king

Who

the act of being completed.

and who

hononr

3d prcet., not part.),
is

it is

at this time just in

are those daughters of kings

queen standing in closest relationship to the
kins ? The former are the heathen nations converted to Christ,
and the latter is the Israel which is remarried to God in Christ,
It is only when
after the fulness of the heathen is come in.
Israel
in

won

is

(Rom.

which

DWD

this

is

xi.

this

to

Him,

after the fulness of the

25), that the

Psalm

as a

cannot certainly,

tion of

morning

heathen is come
day will dawn,

of the great

song of the church celebrates.

heathen kingdoms, although

conceived of as one person.

It

is

PJB' is

the believing Israel

actually kings' daughters as

the representatives of their nations that are intended
relation of things

is

just the

same here

be

its

foster-fathers

and

;

and the

as in Isa. xlix. 23, where,

of the Israelitish church of the future,
shall

ni32

like li'Tia, be a personificative designa-

it is

their

predicted that kings

princesses

its

nursing-

mothers.
Vers. 11-13.
bride of the king,

The poet next turns to address the one
who is now honoured far above the kinds'

AVith ryDB' he implores for himself a hearino-; by
he directs her eye towards the new relationship into which

daughters.

W

Simson ha-Nakdan and others, who derive the word from
ipa (to
wait on), foUow the receptus, comparing
the form of writing.
P-1JV3, Eocles.

ii.

HD^D,

Isa. xlii. 24, in

Also in nriip^, Prov. xxx. 17

13, the otherwise' rejected

(who pointed ^rn, Job xxix.

visit,

support of

r6h, Jer. xxv. 36
orthography of Ben-Naphtali

21, bsiB>\!>, |fn,

;

and the

like) is retained,

as quite an exception, in the textus receptus.

Vide S. D. Luzzatto, Prolegomeni, § cxcix., and Grammatica della Lingua Ebraica,
§ 193.
* Bar-Ali says that in Babylonia Venus is called
vid.

nahl

5>Jf

,

Lagarde

Gesammelte Abliandl. S. 17. Windischmann (Zoroastrische Studien
S 161"J
erroneously compares cagar (pronounced tshagar) as a name of one
of the
two wives of Zarathustra but it happens that this is not the name
of the
wife who holds the first rank (Neo-Persic padishdh-zen), but of
the second
;

(cakir-zen,

bond-woman).
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by ^JN t3n he bespeaks her attention to the
exhortation that follows by ni he puts himself in a position
in relation to her similar to that which the teacher and preacher
occupies who addresses the bridal pair at the altar.
She is to
forget her people and her father's house, to sever her natural,
inherited, and customary relationships of life, both as regards
outward form and inward affections
and should the king
desire her beauty, to which he has a right,
for he, as being
her husband (1 Pet. iii. 6), and more especially as being king,
is her lord,
she is to show towards him her profoundest,
,

just entering;

is

;

;

—

—

reverent devotion.

INiVl is a hypothetical protasis

according to

The reward of this willing submission is the
128, 2, c.
universal homage of the nations.
It cannot be denied on the
Ges.

§

ground of syntax that "lirrini admits of being rendered " and
O daughter of Tyre" (Hitzig), a rendering which would also

—

give additional support to our historical interpretation of the

Psalm,

—although,

xx. 12

(Ew.

§

340,

a vocative with

when another

apart from the one insecure passage, Jer.
c),

there

is

occurs (Prov.

1

no instance
viii. 5,

be found in which

to

Joel

ii.

23, Isa. xliv. 21),

vocative has not already preceded

what purpose would

But

it.

to

be, in this particular instance, this apo-

strophe with the words 1ST13, from which

it

looks as though

she were indebted to her ancestral house, and not to the king

whose own she

become, for the acts of homage which are
Such, however, is not the case;
" daughter of Tyre " is a subject-notion, which can all the more
is

prospectively set before her?

readily be followed

by the predicate in the plural, since it stands
The daughter, -i.e. the popu-

almost like a nomin. absol.

first

lation of

Tyre

—approaching with presents

shall

they court

meeting thee bringing

love,

they shall seek

stroke) thy face,

i.e.

to propitiate thy love towards themselves.

corresponds
C?3) Hp?

to the Latin mulcere in the sense of delenire
bn,

whence

weak, sick)

ciliate, to
is

solvit, laxavit),

J^.,

;

for n?n, 5U. (root

means properly

to

tender, of taste to be sweet (in another direction

and
lax,

bbn,

make

the

;

He I

named only by way

tion,

consequently means

gentle that which
of

example

is
;

austere.

DJ?

but a continuation of the subject

general those

who

are the richest

T<?ty
:

{lit.

is

be soft
:

to

be

to soften, con-

Tyre, however,
not an apposi-

not only Tyre, but in

among each

separate people or

PSALM XLV.
nation.
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19) are the poorest of manthe earth.
DJ? n'K'y are the richest among the peoples of
church
or
congregation
which
the
meaning
regards the

Just

as B"1N

'was

(Isa. xxix.

kind, so

As

whole passage, the correct paraphrase of
is to be found even in the
Targum " Forget the evil deeds of the ungodly among thy
people, and the house of the idols which thou hast served in
the house of thy father." It is not indeed the hardened mass
has to assign
the words

to the

"and

forget thy people"

:

of Israel which enters into such a loving relationship to God
and to His Christ, but, as prophecy from Deut. ch. xxxii.
onward declares, a remnant thoroughly purged by desolating
and sifting judgments and rescued, which, in order to belong
wholly to Christ, and to become the holy seed of a better
future (Isa. vi. 13), must cut asunder all bonds of connection
with the stiff-neckedly unbelieving people and paternal house,
and in like manner to Abram secede from them. This church

of the future
.vashed (Isa.

And

if

is
iv.

she does

fair

4),

;

for she

is

and adorned

homage

to

expiated (Deut. xxxii. 43),
(Isa. lxi. 3) by her God.

Him, without looking back, He

not only remains her own, but in

Him

everything that

ous belonging to the world also becomes her own.

honoured by the King of kings, she
daughters of kings, to

is

the queen

whom Tyre and

is

glori-

Highly

among the
among

the inchest

peoples of every order are zealous to express their lovin" and
joyful recognition.
Very similar language to that used, here
of the favoured church of the Messiah

is

used in

lxxii.

10

sq.

of the Messiah Himself.

Vers. 14-16.

Now

follows the description of the

manner

which she absolutely leaves her father's house, and richly
adorned and with a numerous train is led to the king and makes
her entry into his palace; and in connection therewith we
must bear in mind that the poet combines on the canvas of one
picture (so to speak) things that lie wide apart both as to time
and place. He sees her first of all in her own chamber (no^s
in

prop, towards the inside, then also in the inside, Ges. § 90 2 b)
and how there* she is nothing but splendour (rniaa-^a p ,,'
ro

In Babylonia these words, according to B. Jebamoih 77a, are
cited
in Palestine (X3"]J)M)
more
appropriately, Gen. xviii. 9.
The LXX. Codd. Vat. et Sinait. has 'E«/3i»
*

in favour of domesticity as a female virtue

;
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mere splendour,
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fern, of 1133 as in

Ezek.

xxiii.

xxxix. 6, mere nothingness), her clothing
textures

woven

(i.e.

is

41

;

cf.

^arrbs,

gold-interwoven

such as are interwoven with threads of gold, or

in squares or

diamond patterns and adorned with gold

She, just like Esther (Esth.

in addition).

ii.

12), is being led

and this takes place niDi5*!P, in variegated, embroidered garments (p used just as adverbially as in
2 Chron. xx. 21, nvir6), with a retinue of virgins, her companions, who at the same time with herself become the property
of her spouse.
According to the accents it is to be rendered

to the king, her husband,

:

virgines post earn, socice ejus, adducuntur

an apposition.

This

interpretation of the

bride of the

is

also in

n^jri

so that

harmony with the

is

allegorical

song of the church.
The
the writer of the Apocalypse beheld,

Psalm

Lamb, whom

tibi,

as a

arrayed in shining white linen (byssus), which denotes her
here the variegated, golden garments

righteousness, just

as

denote her glory,

not just one person nor even one church,

is

but the church of Israel together with the churches of the
Gentiles united by one

common

faith,

which have taken a

hearty and active part in the restoration of the daughter of
Zion.

The

procession moves on with joy and rejoicing;

it is

honour of the one chosen one and of the many
chosen together with her, of her friends or companions; and
to what purpose, is shown by the hopes which to the mind of
the

march

of

the poet spring

up out of the contemplation of this scene.
All this has its first and most natural meaning

Vers. 17, 18.

in relation to cotemporary history, but without being at vari-

ance with the reference of the Psalm to the King Messiah, as
used by the church. Just as the kings of Judah and of Israel
allowed their sons to share in their dominion (2 Sam.

viii.

18,

23; 1 Kings xx. 15), so out of
the loving relationship of the daughter of Zion and of the
virgins of her train to the King Messiah there spring up
children, to whom the regal glory of the house of David
1

Kings

iv. 7, cf.

which culminates

He
He makes

which
for

2 Chron.

in

Him

xi.

is

transferred,

— a royal race among

divides the dominion of the earth (yid. Ps. cxlix.)

His own people " kings and

(Eusebius), which is meaningless; Cod. Alex, correctly,
Syriac, Chrysostom, Theodoret, Apollinaris).

priests,

hah»

;

and they

(Italic,

Jerome,

;

90
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on the. earth" (Apoc.

shall reign

Those children are

v. 10).

understood here which, according to Ps. ex., are born to
Him as the dew out of the womb of the morning's dawn the
ever-youthful nation, by which He conquers and rules the
to be

—

When, therefore, the poet says that he will remember
name of the king throughout all generations, this is based

world.
the

upon the twofold assumption, that he regards himself as a
member of an imperishable church (Sir. xxxvii. 25), and that
he regards the king as a person worthy to be praised by the
church of every age. Elsewhere Jahve's praise is called a
praise that lives through all generations (cii. 13, exxxv. 13)
here the king

is the object of the everlasting praise of the
church, and, beginning with the church, of the nations also.
On ^"rirv (as in the name 'TTirP) cf. the forms in cxvi. 6, lxxxi.

6.

First of

upon

all Israel,

whom

the psalmist represents,

to declare with praise the

name

is

called

of the Messiah from

But it does not rest with Israel
The nations are thereby roused up to do the same
The end of the covenant history is that Israel and the

generation to generation.
alone.

thing.

nations together praise this

love-worthy, heroic, and divine
King: "His name shall endure for ever; as long as the sun
shall His name bud, and all nations shall be blessed in Him

(and) shall praise

Him"

(Ixxii. 17).
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A SURE STRONGHOLD

ELOHIM

IS

OUR GOD.*

unto us a refuge and safe retreat
He is thoroughly proved.
3 Therefore do we not fear when the earth chano- e th
And the mountains fall into the heart of the ocean';

2

As

is

a help in distresses

4 Let the waters thereof roar, let them foam,
Let mountains shake at the swelling thereof.
5 There

is

a

(Sela.)

river— the streams whereof make glad
the

of Elohim,

The

holy place of the tabernacles of the Most High.
* "Einfeite Burg

ist

unser Gott."

city

—

1
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C Elohim

is in

the midst of her, she tottereth not,

Elohim helpeth
7

The

He

9

her,

when the morning dawneth,

peoples rage, the kingdoms totter
raiseth

His

8 Jahve of Hosts

A stronghold

voice,

and the earth melteth.

with

is

unto us

us,

is

the

God

of Jacob.

(Sela.)

9 Go, behold the deeds of Jahve,

Who
Who
Who
Who

maketh desolations upon the earth,
maketh wars to cease unto the ends of the earth,
breaketh tbe bow and cutteth the spear in sunder,
destroyeth the chariots by fire.
11 " Cease ye, and know that I am Elohim
I will be exalted among the peoples, I will be exalted upon

10

!

the earth."

12 Jahve of Hosts

A

is

with us,

stronghold unto us

When,

is

the

God

of Jacob.

(Sela.)

during the reign of Jehoshaphat, the Moabites,

Ammonites, and Edomites (more particularly the Maonites,
for in 2 Oliron. xx. 1 it is to be read D^WBriD) carried war into
the kingdom of David and threatened Jerusalem, the Spirit of
the Lord came upon Jahaziel the Asaphite in the temple congregation which the king had called together, and he prophesied
a miraculous deliverance on the morrow.
Then the Levite
singers praised the

God

of

Israel

with jubilant voice,

viz.

singers of the race of Kohath,

and in fact out of the family of
Korah. On the following day Levite singers in holy attire
and with song went forth before the army of Jehoshaphat.
The enemy, surprised by the attack of another plundering
band of the sons of the desert, had turned their weapons
against one another, being disbanded in the confusion of flight,
and the army of Jehoshaphat found the enemy's camp turned
In the feast of thanksgiving for victory
which followed in Emeh ha-Beracha the Levite singers again
also took an active part, for the spoil-laden army marched
thence in procession to Jerusalem and to the temple of Jahve,
accompanied by the music of the nablas, citherns, and trumpets.
Thus in the narrative in 2 Chrou. xxii. does the chronicler give
us the key to the Asaphic Psalm lxxxiii. (lxxvi. ?) and to the
into a field of corpses.
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V*2

Korahitic Psalms

xlvi.,

xlviii.

xlvii.,

It

is

indeed

equally

admissible to refer these three Korahitic Psalms to the defeat
of Sennacherib's army under Hezekiah, but this view has not

the same historical

After the fourteenth year

consistency.

of Hezekiah's reign the congregation could certainly not help

connecting the thought of the Assyrian catastrophe so recently
experienced with this Psalm

had predicted
very closely.

and more especially since Isaiah
language of this Psalm
For Isaiah and this Psalm are remarkably linked
;

this event, following the

together.

Just as Ps. ii.
of Immanuel, Isa.
that

xxxiii.,

which

is

is,

as

ch.

it

were, the quintessence of the book

vii.-xii.,

so

is

Ps.

concluding discourse to Isa.

moulded

in a lyric form,

xlvi.

ch.

of

ch.

Isa.

xxviii.-xxxii.,

and was uttered before the

deliverance of Jerusalem at a time of the direst distress.

The

fundamental thought of the Psalm is expressed there in ver. 2 in
the form of a petition and by a comparison with Isa. xxv. 4 sq.
;

we may see what a

between the language of the
13 closely resembles
the concluding admonition
and the image of the stream in
the Psalm has suggested the grandly bold figure of the prophet
in ver. 21, which is there more elaborately wrought up: " No
similarity there

psalmist and of the prophet.

is

Isa. xxxiii.

;

indeed, there dwells for us a glorious

One, Jahve

— a place

of

streams, of canals of wide extent, into which no fleet of rowing
vessels shall venture, and which no might)/ man-of-war shall
cross."

The

Dnx we

also

the prospect of the end of

war

divine determination expressed in

hear in Isa. xxxiii. 10.

And

reminds us of the familiar prediction of Isaiah (ch. ii.), closely
resembling Micah's in its language, of eternal peace; just as
vers. 8, 12 remind us of the watch-word 5>N UDy in Isa. vii.-xii.

The mind

of Isaiah

peculiar way, taken

from

this

and that of Jeremiah have, each in its own
germs of thought (lit. become impregnated)

Psalm.

We

have already incidentally referred to the inscribe
words ni»?jpy, on vi. 1.
Bottcher renders them ad voces
puberes, " for tenor voices," a rendering which certainly accords
with the fact that, according to 1 Chron. xv. 20, they were
to sing nic&jrby cbaa, and the Oriental sounds,
according to Villoteau (Description de VEgypte), correspond
aiu six sons vers Caigu de V octave du medium de la win de

accustomed

PSALM XLVI.
tenoi

But

.

J11D7V

does not signify voce* ptiberes, but puellce

puberes (from U?V, Ac, cogn. D?n,

puberty)

93
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A»-, to have attained to

and although certainly no eunuchs sang

;

temple, yet there

in

the

direct testimony that Levite youths were

is

among

the singers in the second temple;* and Ps. lxviii.
mentions the niDPy who struck the timbrels at a temple festival.
Moreover, we must take into consideration the facts that

the compass of the tenor extends even into the soprano, that
the singei's were of different ages

and that Oriental, and more
is

fond of falsetto singing.

to

twenty years of age,

We

therefore adopt Perret-Gentil's

femmes, and still more readily
de Mestral's, en soprano ; whereas Melissus' rendering,

rendering, chant avec voix

Armand

down

particularly even Jewish, song

die

" upon musical instruments called Alamoth (the Germans
would say, upon the virginal)," has nothing to commend it.

The

Vers. 2-4.

which

tion of that

congregation begins with a general declaraGod is to them. This declaration is the

LXX. and Vulg.,
which have come upon us."
As though NSD3 could stand for niNVDSn, and that this again
could mean anything else but "at present existing," to which
God Himself is called 1ND NX»:
"!ND is not at all appropriate.
to be found in times of disHimself
as beins; one who allows
result of their experience.

renders

tress (2

seek

all

Luther, after the

in the great distresses

Chron. xv.

who then
beyond

"

it,

4,

and frequently) exceedingly i.e. to those
reveals Himself and verifies His word
;

Him He

measure.

Because God

is

such a

God

to

them,

the congregation or church does not fear though a still greater
distress than that which they have just withstood, should break
in

upon them

:

if

the earth should change,

i.e.

effect,

enter

upon, undergo or suffer a change (an inwardly transitive
Iiiphil, Ges. § 53, 2) ; and if the mountains should sink down

* The Mishna, EracMn 135, expressly informs us, that whilst the
their
Levites sang to the accompanying play of the nablas and citherns,
in order to
youths, standing at their feet below the pulpit, sang with them
condimengive to the singing the harmony of high and deep voices (ban,
(although
parvuli
or
called
HJ>1D,
are
youths
Levite
'1JJX
tum). These
the Gemara explains it otherwise) or adjulores Levitarum.
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Jon.

into the heart (3^3 exactly as in Ezek. xxvii. 27,

of the sea (ocean),

i.e.

even

ii.

4)

these should sink back again into

if

the waters out of which they appeared on the third day of the
creation, so that consequently the old chaos should return.

The church supposes the most extreme

We

are no

more

language as being allegorical
it, the mountains being

to regard the

here (as Hengstenberg interprets
he kingdoms of the world), than

Horace:
is

case, viz. the falling

the universe which has been creatively set in order.

in of

si

=

we

would the language of

fractus illabatur orbis (Carm.

Since

3, 7).

iii.

DW

not a numerical but amplificative plural, the singular suffixes

in ver.

4 may the more

self-exaltation,

Job

xxxviii. 11

|iX3

The

are used.

continue the infinitive construction

foam,
cate,

etc.

;

back

readily refer

to

:

J??.p.,

niKji,

pride,

and

in

futures in ver. 4 do not
if

the waters thereof roar,

but they are, as their position and repetition indi-

intended to have a concessive sense.

the supposition of Hupfeld and
8, 12,

n

it.

used of the sea as in lxxxix. 10

Ewald

And

this favours

that the refrain, vers.

which ought to form the apodosis of this concessive
Job xx. 24, Isa. xl. 30 sq.) has acci-

clause (cf. cxxxix. 8-10,

In the text as

dentally fallen out here.

it lies

before us ver. 4

(we do not fear), let its waters (i.e. the
waters of the ocean) rage and foam continually and, inasmuch
as the sea rises high, towering beyond its shores, let the mounattaches itself to N"V3'tO

:

;

The

tains threaten to topple in.

music, which here becomes

forte, strengthens the believing confidence of the congregation,

despite this wild excitement of the elements.

Vers. 5-8.

Just

as,

according to Gen.

ii.

10, a stream

issued from Eden, to water the whole garden, so a stream

makes Jerusalem as it were
whose streams make glad the
9, cf. ci. 8)

;

main-stream)
is

intended

is

into another paradise
city of

Elohim

:

a river

(lxxxvii. 3, xlviii.

VJ7S (used of the windings and branches of the
is

a second permutative subject (xliv. 3).

the river of grace, which

of paradise in xxxvi. 9.

When

and encompassed by

still

foes,

nor fear and despair

;

is

What

also likened to a river

the city of God is threatened
she shall not hunger and thirst,

for the river of grace and of her ordi-

nances and promises flows with

its rippling waves through the
holy place, where the dwelling-place or tabernacle of the Most
Hi^h is pitched. BH?, Sanctum (cf. El-Kuds as a name of

;

PSALM XLVI.
Jerusalem), as in Ixv.
dwellings, like ntotp'D,

5, Isa. Ivii.
xliii. 3,

to " a glorious dwelling."

we

find

her

Him

"ig'3

from

whom

ni:a^_there

the morning

In

9-12.

15;
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fra,

Ex. xv. 16.

^jatWD,

Ixxxiv. 2, cxxxii. 5, 7, equivalent
ver. 6 in the place of the river

the river issues forth.

Elohim helps

only a night of trouble, the return of
also the sunrise of speedy help.
The preterites

is

is

in ver. 7 are hypothetical

if peoples and kingdoms become
enraged with enmity and totter, so that the church is in danger
of being involved in this overthrow
all that God need do
is to make a rumbling with His almighty voice of thunder
:

—

(fopa

|ro

as in lxviii. 34, Jer.

}

lifting

with the rod, Ex.

Amos

vii.

xii. 8, cf.

ntssa Dnrj, to

make

a

20), and forthwith the earth melts

Niph. Isa. xiv. 31, and frequently), i.e.
becomes cowardice, the bonds of their
confederation slacken, and the strength they have put forth is

.(J1D,

as in

ix. 5,

their titanic defiance

destroyed

This

—

name

Psalms, for

it is

of

manifest that Jahve Tsebaoth

God

it is

is,

is

with His people.

so to speak, indigenous to the Korahitic

the proper

name

of the kings (yid. on xxiv. 10,

of
lix.

God

belonging to the time

6),

on the very verge of

which it occurs first of all in the mouth of Hannah (1 Sam. i.
11), and the Korahitic Psalms have a royal impress upon them.
In the God, at whose summons all created powers are obliged
to marshal themselves like the hosts of war, Israel has a steep

—

by any foe the army
and kingdoms, ere it has reached

stronghold, 33?>0, which cannot be scaled
of the confederate peoples

Jerusalem,

is

become a

Vers. 9-12.

field of

The mighty

the dead.

deeds of Jahve

before them in their results, and those

who

still

lie

visibly

are without the

pale of the church are to see for themselves and be convinced.
In a passage founded upon this, Ixvi. 5, stands Dt6n m^Jffln
here, according to Targum and Masora (vid. Psalter, ii. i!2),
mrP ni^SD.* Even an Elohimic Psalm gives to the God of
Israel in opposition to all the world no other name than nin\
nisB' does

not here signify stupenda (Jer.

* Nevertheless D*I"6k m^JJSD

is

also

viii.

21),

but in

found here as a various reading

The oldest Hebrew Psalter of
und Morgenland. Liter, v.
(1779), 148. Norzi decides in favour of it, and Biesenthal has also adopted
it in his edition of the Psalter (1837), which in other respects is a reprothat goes

back

to the time of the Talmud.

1477 reads thus, vide Repertorium fur

duction of Heidenheim's

text.

Bibl.
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accordance with the phrase riBB^

among

devastations, viz.

D*B>, Isa. xiii. 9,

the enemies

against the city of God.

The

the worldly
its

participle fPSBfo

(Isa.

power which the church has

rescue,
4).

ii.

is

is

the field

designedly

The annihilation of
just now experienced

a prelude to the ceasing of

Unto

and frequently:

who have kept

used in carrying forward the description.
for

;

all

war, Mic.

the ends of the earth will Jalive

iv.

3

make an

He has no pleasure in war in
war waged against His own people, all
the implements of war He in part breaks to pieces and in part
consigns to the flames (cf. Isa. liv. 16 sq.).
Cease, cries He
(ver. 12) to the nations, from making war upon my people, and
know that I am God, the invincible One, invincible both in
Myself and in My people, who will be acknowledged in My
exaltation by all the world.
A similar inferential admonition
closes Ps. ii.
With this admonition, which is both warning
and threatening at the same time, the nations are dismissed
but the church yet once more boasts that Jahve Tsebaoth is its
God and its stronghold.
end of waging war; and since
general,

much

less in

—

—

PSALM XLVII.
EXULTATION AT THE LORD'S TRIUMPHANT ASCENSION.
2

ALL

ye peoples, clap your hands,
Shout unto Elohim with loud rejoicing.

3 For Jahve

A

great

is

4 He subdued
5

highly exalted, terrible,

King over

all

the earth.

peoples under us,

And nations under our feet.
He chose for us our inheritance,
The pride of Jacob, whom He hath

loved.

6 Elohim

is gone up with a shout,
Jahve with the sound of a trumpet.

7

Harp ye
Harp ye

to
to

Elohim, harp,
our King, harp

!

8 For the King of all the earth
Harp ye songs of praise.

is

Elohim

(Sela.)
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9 Elohim ruleth as king over the nations,
Elohim hath set Himself upon His holy throne.

10 The princes of the peoples gather themselves together—

A people of the God of Abraham.
For the shields of the earth are Elohim's,
Very highly exalted is He.

Whilst between Ps. xlv. and xlvi. scarcely any other bond
of relationship but the similar use of the significant
t?"^> can
be discovered, Ps. xlvii. has, in common with Ps. xlvi., not
only
the thought of the kingly exaltation of Jahve over the
peoples
of the earth, but also its historical occasion, viz. Jehoshaphat's
victory over the allied neighbouring nations,
a victory without

—

a conflict, and consequently
of Jahve, who, after

more manifestly a victory
having fought for His people, ascended
the

all

again amidst the music of their celebration of victory an event
that was outwardly represented in the conducting of the Ark
back to the temple (2 Chron. xx. 28). Ps. xlvii. has grown
;

out of this event.

The

strophe schema cannot be mistaken,

viz. 8. 8. 4.

On
ver.

6,

account of the blowing of the trumpet* mentioned in
this Psalm is the proper new year's Psalm in the

synagogue (together with Ps. lxxxi., the Psalm of the second
new year's feast day) ; and on account of the mention of the
ascension of Jahve, it is the Psalm for Ascension day in the
church.
Luther styles it, the " Christ ascended to Heaven of
the sons of Korah."
Paulus Burgensis quarrels with Lyra
because he does not interpret it directly of the Ascension; and
Bakius says: Lyranus a Judceis seductus, in cortice liceret. The
whole truth here, as is often the case, is not to be found on

The Psalm

either side.

takes

the reign of Jehoshaphat.

its

occasion from an event in

But was the church

succeeding required to celebrate, and
the

New

Testament church

still

when

Lex. Talmud,

VOL. IL

is

God

rises

and takes His seat upon the throne of mercy:

col.

especially

intended to point to the faci

the sound of the trumpets of Israel begins,

tlirone of justice

of the ages

more

celebrate, that defeat of the

* In connection with which, rb]l then
that,

shall

vid.

2505.
7

from the
Buxtoif,

;
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This defeat brought the people
repose and respect for a season, but not true and lasting
and the ascent at that time of Jahve, who had fought

neighbouring peoples?

allied

of

God

peace

XLVII. 2-5.

;

here on earth on behalf of His people, was not as yet the ascent

above the powers that are most hurtful to His people, and that
way of the progress of salvation, viz. those

stand most in the

powers of darkness which form the secret background of everything that takes place upon earth that

Hence

Psalm

this

is

in opposition to

phetic meaning, far exceeding

its first

occasion,

God.

gained a pro-

in the course of history has

which has only

been fully unravelled by the ascension of Christ.

—

" Thereupon the fear of Elohim"
so closes the
chronicler (2 Chron. xx. 29) the narrative of the defeat of the
confederates " came upon all kingdoms of the countries, when
Vers. 2—5.

—

they heard that Jahve

The

had fought

against the enemies of Israel."

psalmist, however, does not in consequence of this parti-

upon them to tremble with fear, but to rejoice
an involuntary, extorted inward emotion, but joy a

cular event call
for fear

is

perfectly voluntary one.

The

true and final victory of

consists not in a submission that

Jahve

bronght about by war and
bloodshed and in consternation that stupefies the mind, but in
a change in the minds and hearts of the peoples, so that they
render joyful worship unto Him. In order that He may thus
is

become the God of all peoples, He has first of all become the
God of Israel and Israel longs that this the purpose of its
;

election

may

in ver. 2.

be attained.

The

Out

of this longing springs the call

peoples are to show the

joy by their gestures and their words

God
for

of revelation their

Jahve

is absolutely
a predicate, just as in lxxviii. 56 it is an
attribute), terrible, and the sphere of His dominion has Israel

exalted (jivV, here

for

its

;

it is

central point, not, however, for

its limit,

but

it

extends

over the whole earth.

Everything must do homage to Him in
His own people, whether willingly or by constraint. According
to the tenses employed, what is affirmed in ver. 4 appears to be
a principle derived

from

the cotemporary fact

is

their recent experience, inasmuch as
not expressed in an historical form

but generalized and idealized.
this, since

the choosing (election)

But
is

*ina<
ver. 5a is against
an act done once for all

and not a continued act; we are therefore driven

to

regard the

PSALM
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Num.

xxiii. 7, Judg. ii. 1, as a statement of
Concerning 13T, He bent, made to stoop,
vid. xviii. 48.
There is now no necessity for altering "iriT into
3 D"]_, and more especially since this is not suited to the fact
which has given occasion to the Psalm. On the contrary, iru'

futures, as in

historical facts.

presupposes that in the event of the day
self to be a faithful and powerful Lord

God

has shown

[lit.

feudal Lord] of

Him-

the land of Israel; the hostile confederation had thought of
less than driving Israel entirely out of its inheritance

nothing

The Holy Land

(2 Chron. xx. 11).

is

called the pride (JiK?)

of Jacob, as being the gift of grace of which this, the people

of God's love, can boast.

meaning
ii.

3 (of the glory of

here

it is

In

similar to Isa.

are the

8 apjp

}1XJ

has a different

and again another sense

in

Nah.

Israel in accordance with the promise);

all

UK has
19.
by Makkeph, as

xiii.

instead of being followed
(these

Amos vi.

(of the sin of pride),

a conjunctive accent
in lx. 2,

The

only three instances).

Prov.

strophe

iii. 12
which

follows supports the view that the poet, in ver. 5, has a recent
act of

God

before his mind.

The

Vers. 6-9.
descent, whether

it

God

ascent of

presupposes a previous

be a manifestation of Himself in order

some promise (Gen. xvii. 22, Judg. xiii. 20) or a
triumphant execution of judgment (vii. 8, lxviii. 19).
So
here
God has come down to fight on behalf of His people.
They return to the Holy City and He to His throne, which is
to utter

:

above on Zion, and higher

and

"iBitS'

Amos

ii.

?ip cf. xcviii. 6, 1

2

;

abpve in heaven. On nynra
Chron. xv. 28, but more especially

still, is

for the " shout"

is

here the people's shout of

and "the sound of the horn" the clear sound of the
horns announcing the victory, with reference to the celebration of the victory in the Valley of praise and the homeward
march amidst the clanging music (2 Chron. xx. 26 sq.). The
poet, who has this festival of victory before his mind as having
victory,

recently taken place, desires that the festive sounds

may

an unending and boundless echo unto the glory of God.
is first

construed with the accusative as in

lxviii.

find
"iBT

33, then with

Concerning ^B^P = &5S^ irvev^aTiicri (Eph. v. 19,
on xxxii. 1. That which excites to songs of
praise is Jahve's dominion of the world which has just been
made manifest. =£p is to be taken in just the same historical
the dative.
Col.

iii.

16), vid.
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sense as e/3ao-<f\euo-a?, Apoc.
is

XLV1I.

xi.

10.

15-18.

What

a prelude of the final and visible entering

the announcement of which the

New

has taken place

upon the kingdom,

Testainent seer there

and after having obtained
for Himself a recognition of His dominion by the destruction
of the enemies of Israel, He has ascended again in visible
Imago conscensi a Messia throni glorice, says
kingly glory.
Chr. Aug. Crusivis, tunc erat deportatio arcce foederis in sedem

God

hears.

has

come down

to earth,

regni.

In the mirror of the present event, the poet reads

Ver. 10.

the great fact of the conversion of

all

peoples to Jahve which

The nobles of the peoples
with the twofold meaning of generosi), the " shields (i.e.

closes the history of the world.

C-f.^
1

the lords

who

(Hos.

18), enter into the society of the people of the

iv.

Abraham

of

are the defenders of their people) of the earth

al

irepa<;

;

vTToa-^ecre^, as

-irpo<;

"

God

tov waTpidp^qv 'Af3padf& e\a/3ov

Theodoret observes.

The promise concerning

the blessing of the tribes of the nations in the seed of the
patriarch

who

being fulfilled

is

them

are protected by

Dy instead of

to read

and Syriac

and

;

DJ>

it is

;

for the nobles

draw the peoples

after themselves.

It

is

unnecessary

with Ewald, and following the

also inadmissible, since

LXX.

one does not say

Dj; tlDSJ, but p or ?X.
Even Eusebius has rightly praised Symmachus and Theodotion, because they have translated the
ambiguous d/j, by Xaos (tov Qeov 'A^padjx), viz. as being a

nominative of the effect or result, as

it is also understood by
Targum, Jerome, Luther, and most of the Jewish expositors, and among modern expositors by Crusius, Hupfeld, and
Hitzig: They gather and band themselves together as a people
or into a people of the God of Abraham, they submit them-

the

selves with

of

Hannah,

to

Him

:

Israel

to

God who

the one

is

proved

to

be so

The

glorious.*

conclusion (ver. 11) reminds one of the song
1 Sam. ii. 8. Thus universal homage is rendered

He

is

gone up

thereof highly exalted

in triumph,

(r\bv:_,

and is in consequence
3d prcet., the result or consequence

of the n?y in ver. 6).
* It

(and in
this is

is also

accented accordingly,

1QDN3 with Rebia magnum, which
from Mugrash) makes a pause aud

viz.

this respect it is distinguished

•

then followed by the supplementing clause with Zinnor, Galgal
and

Olewejoved.

;

;

PSALM
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XLVIII.

THE INACCESSIBLENESS OP THE CITY OF GOD.
2

GREAT
la the

is

Jahve and greatly to be praised
our God, His holy mountain.

city of

3 Beautifully elevated, a joy of the whole earth
Is

mount

The

Zion, the angle of the north.

King.

city of the great

4 Elohim

in her palaces

became known

5 For,

the kings allied

advanced together

lo,

as a stronghold,

6 Yet they beheld, they were amazed immediately,
bewildered they fled away.
7 Trembling hath seized upon them there,

8

With an

east

wind

didst

pangs as of
break

travail.

Thou

the ships of Tarshish,

9

10

As we have heard, so have we seen
In the city of Jahve of Hosts, the city of our God
Elohim upholdeth her for ever. (Sela.)

We

thought, Elohim, upon

Thy

In the midst of Thy temple.
11 As is Thy name, Elohim, so

Unto

is

loving-kindness

Thy

praise

the ends of the earth

Full of righteousness

is

Thy

right hand.

12 Let mount Zion rejoice,
Let the daughters of Judah exult
Because of Thy judgments.
13

Walk ye

about Zion and go round about

Tell her towers,

14

Mark

well her bulwark,

March through her
That ye may tell it

palaces,

the next generation

.

"her,

;

PSALM
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15 That such an one
He will guide us
•

is

XLVIII. 2-9.

Elohim our God

for

ever—

•

•

After " Math."
Ps.

It is

a song of thanksgiving for victory.

xlviii. is also

connected with Ps. xlvi. and xlvii. by the fundamental thought
but
of the exaltation of Jahve above the peoples of the earth
in
that,
viz.
both
in
this
respect,
them
from
distinguished
is
;

accordance with the favourite characteristic of Korahitic poetry,
the song of thanksgiving for victory has become a song in
praise of Jerusalem, the glorious and strong city, protected by

God who sits enthroned
The mention of

same.

in

The

it.

historical occasion is the

the kings points to an

army

of con-

10 points to the gathering held in the temple
and the figurative reprebefore the setting out of the army
sentation of the hostile powers by the shattered ships of
Tarshish does not apply to any period so well as to the time of
Jehoshaphat. The points of coincidence between this Psalm
ver. 8 with Isa. xxxiii. 21
(cf. ver. 7 with Isa. xxxiii. 14
ver. 15 with Isa. xxxiii. 22), as
ver. 13 with Isa. xxxiii. 18
well as Ps. xlvi., and Isaiah do not prove that he is its author.

federates

;

ver.

;

;

;

Viewed

Vers. 2-9.
the

Psalm

as to the nature of its subject-matter,

divides itself into three parts.

sidering the three strophes of

the

first

We

begin by con-

part.

The middle

strophe presents an instance of the rising and falling csesural

Because Jahve has most marvellously delivered JeruKing and
Great and praised according to His due
of His Holy City.
(y?na as in xviii. 4) is He in her, is He upon His holy mountain, which there is His habitation.
Next follow, in ver. 3, two
predicates of a threefold, or fundamentally only twofold, subject; for liav 'fOTj in whatever way it may be understood, is

schema.

salem, the poet begins with the praise of the great

in apposition to

Zion-Jerusalem

inasmuch
Holy City

The predicates consequently refer to
V in.
for 3n 7]x> rnjj is not a name for Zion, but,

ji

;

a

as the transition is

from the holy mountain to the
Jerusalem

(just as the reverse is the case in ver. 2b),

art TroAt? eori tow fieyaXov ySacrtXeca?, Matt. v. 35.

Jerusalem

it is

therefore said,

it

is

<tfJ

nv

}

Of

Zion-

beautiful in promi-

PSALM
nence or elevation
stronger force of
sensibly forward

—

i

»j,

which

Hebrew

the

(etfj

just as

;

" to

the joy

back

also goes

T\E>

sp,

mount,

to

a root

cj»,

to

be high," and

rise, to

is

the

come
i_i>,

transferred in

eminence, perfection, beauty of form), a beauti-

fully rising terrace-like height
is

Arabic n&fa, nanf, root

spj,

33, i_^J, to raise one's self, to

signifies

to

from
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;

* and, in the second place,

of the whole earth.

(K>Vb>d)

It

is

it

deserving of being

such, as the people

who

dwell there are themselves convinced

(Lam.

it is

appointed to become such,

ii.

such even

15)

;

and

now in

hope,

But

patorily verified.

—hope which
in

it

s
li

S~in?

indeed

it is

were, being antici-

what sense does the

follow immediately upon

ii£N

as

is,

appositional

'H?"]'

Heng-

Hitzig, Ewald,

stenberg, Caspari (Micha, p. 359), and others, are of opinion
that the hill of Zion

is

called the extreme north with reference

—

mountain of the gods old
absolutely hara or
haraiti,\ old Indian Kaildsa and Meru\
forming the connecting link between heaven and earth, which lay in the inaccessible, holy distance and concealment of the extreme north.
But the poet in no way betrays the idea that he applies this
designation to Zion in an ideal sense oniy, as being not inferior
to the old Asiatic conception of the

Ar-burg

Persic

(Al-burg),

also

called

—

to the

and so

extreme north (Bertheau, Lage des Paradieses, S. 50,
also S. D. Luzzatto on Isa. xiv. 13), or as having taken

the place of

it

(Hitzig).

Isa. xiv. 13, in the

mouth

That notion

is

found,

with the exception of the passage before us,
of the Israelitish

mind having blended

style of speech with

its

it

is

true, in

of the king of the Chaldeans

own.

we have no

;

but,
trace

this foreign mythological

We therefore take

the expression

"sides of the north" to be a topographical designation, and

intended

literally.

Mount Zion

designated as the Temple-hill

;

is

thereby more

definitely

for the Temple-hill, or Zion in

the narrower sense, formed in reality the north-eastern angle
Luther with Jerome (departing from the LXX. and Vulgate) renders
is like a beautiful branch," after the Mishna-Talmudic
Dunash.
Sifa, a branch, Maccoth 12a, which is compared also by Saadia and
The latter renders it " beautiful in branches," and refers it to the Mount
*

it:

"Mount Zion

oi Olives.

t Vide Spiegel, Erdn, S. 287 f.
X Vide Lassen, Indische Alterthumskunde,

ii.

847.

;
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or corner of ancient Jerusalem.
It is not necessarily the extreme north (Ezek. xxxviii. 6, xxxix. 2), which is called pDV VOT;
for OVIST are the two sides, then the angle in which the two
side lines meet, and just such a northern angle was Mount
Moriah by its position in relation to the city of David and the

lower

city.

where the pointing is rightly JHi3, not jni3, shows
that the praise sung by the poet is based upon an event in
cotemporary history. Elohim has made Himself known by the
loftily built parts* of Jerusalem (cxxii. 7) SaBVpp (the f that
is customary with verbs of becoming and making), i.e. as an
Ver.

4,

making them secure against any hostile
by which He has thus made Himself known

inaccessible fortress,

The

attack.

fact

now immediately follows. D'sjeri points to a definite number
of kings known to the poet ; it therefore speaks in favour of
the time of peril and war in the reign of Jehoshaphat and
against that in the reign of Hezekiah.

*IJ>U

is

reciprocal: to

appoint themselves a place of meeting, and meet together there.
i?y, as in

Judg. xi. 29, 2 Kings viii. 21, of crossing the fronand invasion (Hitzig), not of perishing and destruction, as
in xxxvii. 36, Nah. i. 12 (De Wette)
for nj»3 requires further
progress, and the declaration respecting their sudden downfall

tier

;

does not follow

The

later on.

till

alhes

encamped

in the desert

of Tekoa, about three hours distant from Jerusalem.
extensive view at that point extends even to Jerusalem

:

The
as soon

as they saw it they were amazed, i.e. the seeing and astonishment, panic and confused flight, occurred all together; there
went forth upon them from the Holy City, because Elohim
dwells therein, a Dt6k irnn (1 Sam. xiv. 15), or as we should
say, a panic or a panic-striking terror.

pressive of simultaneousness, vid. on
correlative protasis

is

Concerning

Hab.

omitted, as in Hos.

iii.

xi. 2,

10.

1?

">tJ>N3

as exin the

and frequently

Trembling seized upon them there (DE^ as in
woman in travail. In ver. 8, the description passes over emotionally into the form of address.
It
moulds itself according to the remembrance of a recent event
cf.

on Isa.

xiv. 5),

*

lv. 9.

pangs

LXX.

:

h

as of a

Talc:

(Opera, Ed. Paris,

(Su.psisi<j

t. i.

p.

ulr/is,

333)

:

on which Gregory

of

Nyssa remarks

fiupus Xiyei tx; tuv oiKolofirifiaTuii

irip t .

PSALM
of the poet's

own

time, viz. the destruction of the merchant

out by Jehoshaphat in conjunction with Ahaziah,

fleet fitted

king of Israel (1 Kings

xxii.

general meaning of ver. 8

is,

49, 2 Ohron. xx. 36 sq.).

The

that God's omnipotence

irre-

is

Concerning the "wind of the east quarter," which
Ezek. xxvii. 26, causes shipwreck, vid. on Job

sistible.

here,
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in

as

xxvii. 21.

The "ships

text both before

and

of Tarshish," as

after, are

is

not meant

a figure of the worldly powers

clear

from the con-

literally,

but used as

Isaiah (ch. xxxiii.) also

;

com-

Thus, then, the church can
say that in the case of Jerusalem it has, as an eye-witness,
experienced that which it has hitherto only heard from the
pares Assyria to a gallant ship.

tradition of a past age

that

God

holds

it

observes here, "

(flK"}

and

erect, establishes

The Jerusalem

which

it

has put off"

[lit. its

continues

its

it,

Job

as in

for

xlii. 5), viz.

Hengstenberg

ever.

that has been laid in ruins

not that which the psalmist means
true that, according to

JIOB>

;

it is

only

its

broken and deserted pupa].

its

;

temporary rejection annuls

Holy City does not

fall

Now

Vers. 10-12.

is

New Testament church but it is
being trodden under foot for a season in

the /caipol idvaiv no more annuls the promise of
Israel's

It

inner and spiritual nature, Jerusalem

its

existence in the

not less true that

is

outward form

Israel's

God

than

The

election.

without again risiug up.
follows grateful praise to

God, who

hears prayer and executes justice, to the joy of His city and
of His people.

By

BW

the poet refers back to the service

held in the temple before the

army

set out, as narrated

in

2 Chron. ch. xx., to the prayers offered in the time of their

impending danger, and to the remembrance of the favour
hitherto shown towards Jerusalem, from which source they
drew the comfort of hope for the present time. HCT, to compare, to hold one thing over against another, in this instance

by causing the

history of the past to pass before one's mind.

To God's mighty

Name

deeds of old

of God, i.e.
was the subject of the

the

is

now added a new

one.

The

sum

of His self-attestations hitherto,

WW

in the temple,

and more particu-

larly of the Korahitic songs (2 Chron. xx. 19) ; and this name
has gloriously verified itself by a new deed of righteousness.
His fame extends even to the ends of the earth (2 Chron. xx.

29).

He

has proved Himself to be

One whose

right

hand

is

:

PSALM
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full of righteousness,

where

country

and who

cities of

practises righteousness or justice

Let, then, the

necessary.

is

it

XLVIII. 13-15.

Holy

City,

let

Judah

whole inheritance of Israel was threatened.

Now

it

the

The

(Isa. xl. 9, cf. xvi. 2) rejoice.

most

is

gloriously delivered.
call is addressed not to the enemies of
be absurd to invite such to look round
would
Jerusalem for it
but to the people
joy and gladness
with
Jerusalem
about upon
From the time of the going forth of the
of Jerusalem itself.
army to the arrival of the news of victory, they have remained

Vers. 13-15.

The

—

—

behind the walls of the city in anxious expectation.

Now

they

more definite than
sap, Josh. vi. 3) outside the walls, and examine them and see
that its towers are all standing, its bulwark is intact, its palaces
" upon its bulwark," =
r
are resplendent as formerly.
lf?,
n^nb (Zech. ix. 4), with softened suffix as in Isa. xxiii. 17, xlv.

make

are to

the circuit of the city

(^Tlpn, still

^

and frequently; Ew. § 247, d. 2B3 (according to another
reading, ^psn) signifies, in B. Baba kamma 815, to cut through
(a vineyard in a part where there is no way leading through
it) j the signification "to take to pieces and examine, to contemplate piece by piece," has no support in the usage of the
language, and the signification "to extol" (erlwhen,. Luther
following Jewish tradition) rests upon a false deduction from
the name naps. Louis de Dieu correctly renders it Dividite
6,

:

palatia,

li.

e.

obambulate inter palatia

ejus,

secando omnes pala-

They

tiorum vias, quo omnia possitis commode intueri.

convince themselves by
state of the

Holy

all

possible

are to

means of the uninjured

may be able to tell
an one, such a marvellous helper as
them, is Elohim our God. He will also in
City, in order that they

to posterity, that nt, such
is

now manifest

to

the future guide us.
jnj

is

wont

.

.

.

Here the Psalm

closes

;

for,

although

to be construed with ?V in the signification ayeiv iirL

10), still "at death" [lit. dying], i.e. when it
dying (Hengstenberg), or " even unto (5>J? as in ver.
11, xix. 7) death" [lit. dying] (Hupfeld), forms no suitable
close to this thoroughly national song, having reference to a
(xxiii. 2, Isa. xlix.

comes

to

people of

whom

the son of Sirach says (ch. xxxvii. 25) : ^corj
kclI al rjfjiepai, tov 'IcrparjX avapiBjxrjToi.

avSpb ; ev apiOjim rjftep&v
1

of Mendelssohn, Stier, and others, " over death,"
beyond death (Syriac), would be better ; more accurately

The rendering
i.e.

rsALM
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beyond dying = destruction (Bunsen, Bibelwerl, Th. i. S. clxi.).
But the expression does not admit of this extension, and
the thought comes upon one unexpectedly and as a surprise
in this Psalm belonging to the time before the Exile.
The
Jerusalem Talmud, Megilla, ch. ii. (fol. 73, col. b, ed. Venet.),

=

presents a choice of the following interpretations: (1) Tfxbv
ma'OJJa, in youthfulness, adopting which, but somewhat differently applied, the

renders, " in the days of youth ;"

Targum

(2) D1»7J? T^iO, like virgins, with which Luther's rendering

coincides

reading

:

like

niB?}?,

youth (wie die Jugent) (3) according to the
which the LXX. also reproduces in this and
;

:

the future world, noting at the

same time that Akilas (Aquila)

word by adavaala " in a world where there is
no death." But in connection with this last rendering one
would rather expect to find m£rbx (Prov. xii. 28) instead of

translates the

:

niDpy, however, as equivalent to alwve?

niB^y.

is

Mishnic, not

and a Hebrew word Tnabv (pwby) in the sense of the
Aramaic IWSJJ cannot be justified elsewhere. We see from
the wavering of the MSS., some of which give niO'PJf, and others
rviOPJ?, and from the wavering of expositors, what little success
is likely to follow any attempt to gain for ni!D~?J?, as a substantial part of the Psalm, any sense that is secure and in accordance both with the genius of the language and with the context.
Probably it is a marginal note of the melody, an abbreviation
for J3? na'bv, ix. 1.
And either this note, as in Hab. iii. 19
'Hirjjn nsjppj stands in an exceptional manner at the end
Biblical

;

instead of the beginning (Hitzig, Reggio), or

nsJD? of the following Psalm, and
(Bottcher,

De

inferis,

belong to the Psalm

§ 371).
itself,

proper closing words are

more

full-toned,

If,

lost.

it

to be

however,

belongs to the
inserted there

JTiB"?j;

does not

must be assumed that the
The original close was probably

then

and somewhat

is

it

like Isa. xxxiii. 22.

PSALM XLIX.
OF THE VANITY OF EARTHLY PEOSPEEITY AND GOOD

A DIDACTIC POEM.
2

HEAR,

ye

Observe,

this, all

all

ye peoples

ye inhabitants of the world,

:

;

!
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3 Both low

arid high,

Rich and poor

4

My

mouth

And
5 I
I

togetlier

shall utter

wisdom_

the meditation of

will incline

mine

will disclose

my

my

heart

is

understanding.

maxim,
with the accompaniment

ear to the

riddle

of the

cithern.

6 Wherefore should I fear in the days of misfortune,
"When the evil-doing of my supplanters encompasseth me,
7

Who
And

8

trust in their wealth

boast themselves in the abundance of their riches

A man

is

Nor can he
9 (Too costly

give to
is

God

a

ransom for him,

the redemption of their soul,

And he must give it up for ever)
10 That he should live continually,
[And] not see the grave.
11

?

not able by any means to redeem his brother,

;

No

indeed, he must see, that wise men the,
Likewise the fool and the stupid man perish,

And

leave to others their wealth.

12 Their thought

is that their houses are for ever,
Their dwellings from generation to generation

They proclaim- their names over lands.
man in pomp hath no abiding.

13 But

He

is like to the beasts that

14 This

the lot of those

is

are destroyed.

who

are full of self-confidence,

And who following them yield assent to

their mouth. (Sela.)
15 Like sheep gathered to Hades death doth shepherd them
And the upright shall triumph over them on that morninc,
Whereas their form, falling a prey to the devouring of
Hades, becomes habitationless.

16 Yet Elohim will
Hades,

For
17

Be

He

will take

me

not thou afraid,

When

my

redeem
up.

soul

from the power of

(Sela.)

when a man becometh

the glory of his house

is

rich,

increased.

when he dieth he shall take nothing away with him
His glory doth not go down after him.

IS For

1

:
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19 Though a

man

——

:
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blesseth his soul during his life

And

they praise thee that thou dost enjoy thyself
20 It shall come to the generation of his fathers

In eternity they
2

Man

in

shall

pomp, and

never see the

light.

yet having no understanding,

Is like to the beasts that are destroyed.

To
xlix.,

in

the pair of Psalms xlvii. and xlviii. is appended Ps.
which likewise begins with an appealing " all ye peoples ;"

other respects, being a didactic song,

common with
The poet here

it

has nothing in

the national and historical Psalms, xlvi.-xlviii.

steps forward as a preacher in the midst of men.
His theme is the transitoriness of the prosperity of the ungodly,
and, on the other hand, the hope of the upright which rests on
God. Accordingly the Psalm falls into the following divisions
an introduction, vers. 2-5, which by its very promissory tone
reminds one of the speeches of Elihu in the Book of Job, and
the two parts of the sermon following thereupon, vers. 6-13,
14-21, which are marked out by a refrain, in which there is
only a slight variation of expression. In its dogmatic character
it harmonizes with the Psalms of the time of David, and by
its antique and bold form takes rank with such Psalms as Ps.
Since also in the didactic
xvii. by David and lxxiii. by Asaph.
Psalms of David and Asaph we meet with a style differing
from that of their other Psalms, and, where the doings of the
ungodly are severely rebuked, we find a harsher and more
concise mode of expression and a duller, heavier tone, there is
nothing at variance with the assumption that Ps. xlix. was
and
composed by the writer of Ps. xlii.-xliii. and Ixxxiv.
more especially since David has composed Psalms of a kindred
character (xxxix. and lxii.) in the time of the persecution by
;

Absalom.

Nothing, however,

is

involved in this unity of the

author.

Vers. 2-5.

Introduction.

Very

similarly do the elder (in

the reign of Jehoshaphat) and the younger

Micha (Micah)

introduce their prophecies (1 Kings xxii. 28, Mic.

Elihu

in the

cf. xxxiii. 2).

Book

of

It is

Job

i.

2),

and

his didactic discourses (ch. xxxiv. 2,

an universal theme which the poet intends
upon all peoples and all the inhabi-

to take up, hence he calls
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^n. Such is the word first of all for this temporal
which glides by unnoticed, then for the present transitory
to
world itself (vid. on xvii. 14). It is his intention to declare
ground
false
the rich the utter nothingness or vanity of their

tants of tbe
life,

poor the superiority of their true ground of
hope hence he wishes to have as hearers both DIN '33, children
nothing
of the common people, who are men and have otherwise
i.e. of
men,
children
of
and
them,
e'V?.?,
distinctive about
adds
he
as
poor,
rich
and
iv.
(vid.
on
3)
distinction
and
rank
of hope,

and

to the

;

—

to

make

his

meaning more

utter niDsn, not:

all

For

clear.

sorts of

his

mouth

will, or shall,

wise teachings, but:

weighty

wisdom. Just in like manner niJian signifies profound insight
or understanding; cf. plurals like nira, Isa. xxvii. 11, njw'],
The parallel
Ps. xlii. 12 and frequently, Trbw, Jer. xxii. 21.

and the plural predicate
show that niDan^ here and in Prov. i. 20, ix. 1,
cf. xiv. 1, is not to be regarded, with Hitzig, Olshausen, and
Side by side
others, as another form of the singular moan.
with the speaking of the mouth stands 3? rwri (with an unchangeable Kametz before the tone-syllable, Ew, § 166, c): the
meditation (LXX. [lekeTT]) of the heart, and in accordance

word
iu

ni:ian in the passage before us,

Prov. xxiv.

7,

therewith the well-thought-out discourse.

What

he intends to

however, not the creation of his own brain, but
X'D, a saying embodying the wisdom
what he has received.
discourse

is,

A

life,

as

God

mind demanding

to

be heard; and

of practical

teaches

men

it,

to this

presents itself to his

he inclines his ear

in

order that, from being a diligent scholar of the

wisdom from
above, he may become a useful teacher of men, inasmuch as
he opens up, i.e. unravels, the divine Mashal, which in the
depth and fulness of its contents is a 'Tvn, i.e. an involved
riddle (from "nn, cogn.
(a of the

"IJX, 1\>V),

consist in the solving of

and plays the cithern thereby

The opening

accompaniment).
it,

of the riddle does not

but in the setting of

it

forth,

nns,

= to

propound, deliver [of a discourse], comes from
VSTiN
nna, p rov xxxi. 26
phrase
the
cf. cxix. 130, where
nns, an opening, is equivalent to an unlocking, a revelation.
First division of the sermon.
Vers. 6-13.
Those who

to open

.

have

to

;

endure suffering from rich sinners have no need to
might and splendour of their oppressors is hasten-

fear, for the

ing towards destruction.

JH

W

are days in which one experi-

:

PSALM XLIX.
ences

evil,

as in xciv. 13, cf.

Amos

Sam. xxv.

1

(cf.

15,

Job

The

vi. 3.

continued in ver. 66 in a clause that
of ver. 6a

Ill

6-13.

genitive jn

necessity for reading

a participial noun

'Op'V as

3i?V,

3i?J?,

There

is

no

BSttcher does, since without doubt

from

supplantator, can be formed

supplantare; and although in

with

The

xxix. 2, Ps. xc. 15).

poet calls his crafty and malicious foes ^gy.

is

W2

subordinate to the

is

its

branchings out

it

3j?j?,

coincides

meaning is made secure by the connection.
" when wickedness surrounds me about
whether with or without changing fiV into ity (Hup-

planta^

its

To

render the passage

my

heels,"

von Ortenberg),
ought to have been

feld,

:

is

proved on

sides to be inadmissible

all

; but even then it would
be an awkward expression, " to surround any one's heels," *
and the D'ntpan, which follows, would be unconnected with

it

instead of |W

71JJ

still

what precedes.

ness to the description,

76 by the

in ver.

enough

now

but

;

-

word comes after ^iP.JJ, giving minuteand is then continued quite regularly

Tin's last

finite verb.

Up

to this point

man

expects the thought, that the rich

is

all

One

the difficulties accumulate.

is

clear

naturally

not able to redeem

no man is able
redeem another from death. Ewald, Bottcher, and others,
therefore, take ns, as in Ezek. xviii. 10, xxi. 20 (vid. Hitzig),
into
to be a careless form of writing for ^, and change
the reflexive nia^ ; but the thought that is sought thus to be

himself from death.

Instead of this

said, that

it is

to

nw

brought out is only then arrived at with great difficulty : the
The words as they
words ought to be ie>M ms\ xb V'S ?]K.
(nx,
prominently
placed object,
a
as
a brother
stand assert
vnN,
xviii.
Ezek.
cf.
v.
18, Mic. vii.
with Rebia magnum,
10,
:

=

6,

Mai.

i.

6) can a

redeem one
thought that

man by no means

another.
is

man can with
much less then

redeem,

Hengstenberg

i.e.

men cannot

and Hitzig

to be expected in ver. 8b: the -rich

find

the

ungodly

his riches not even redeem another ( ni$),
can he redeem himself, offer a 1B3 for himself.

all

* This might be avoided

if it

were possible for lypy

|ij|

to

mean " the

my heels, that follows me at the heels;" but apart from
with this interpretation, an impossible meaning is
unsuitable
Y\y being
thereby extorted from the genitive construction. This, however, is per6iD that follows

haps what
ftov,

so

is

meant by the expression of the LXX., i dva^U t« mifviii
of in the Greek Church down to the present day.

much spoken
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so understood, he must have
Vers. 8a and 8b bear no appearance
of referring to different persons ; the second clause is, on the

But

meant

the poet

if

t& and

written

to be

iBte? "tab.

contrary, the necessary supplement of the

first

:

Among men

under some circumstances for one who
133
is delivered over to death to be freed by money, but no
(= ty'su IV"!!, Ex. xxi. 30 and frequently) can be given to God
certainly

it is

possible

'

(

rjvi&&).

All idea of the thought one would most naturally look for
must therefore be given up, so far as it can be made clear why
And this can be
the poet has given no direct expression to it.
done.
The thought of a man's redeeming himself is far from
the poet's mind
and the contrast which he has before his
mind is this no man can redeem another, Elohim only can
redeem man. That one of his fellow-men cannot redeem a
man, is expressed as strongly as possible by the words rnBTO
;

:

'"'H?!

the negative in other instances stands after the intensive

;

infinitive,

but here, as

28, before

it.

By

\inpov which
precious,

i.e.

is

in

an easy

it

=

4,

Amos

ix. 8, Isa.

required to be paid for the souls of
to lay

alone) for ever.

as the language

temp.

iii.

is

xxviii.

flight of irony, ver. 9 says that the

men

exorbitant, or such as cannot be found,

he (whoever might wish
to let

Gen.

it

down)

Thus much

lets it
is

alone

is

too

and that

(is

obliged

clear enough, so far

concerned (7]m according to the consec.

<^rn), and, although

somewhat

fully expressed,

fectly in accordance witli the connection.

But how

is

per-

10
Hengstenber<r renders it " he
must for ever give it up, that he should live continually and
not see the grave." But according to the syntax,
cannot be
attached to Tim, but only to the futures in ver.
8, ranking
attached to what precedes

is

ver.

?

W

with which the voluntative

W,

consequential ut vivat (Ew.

347, a).

et vivat, is

equivalent to the

Thus, therefore, nothing
remains but to take ver. 9 (which von Ortenberg expunges
a's
a gloss upon ver. 8) as a parenthesis; the principal
clause
affirms that no man can give to God a ransom that shall
§

pro

tect another against death, so that this other should still
continue (ity) to live, and that without end ("V^), without

seeing
without being obliged to go down into the
crave!
in ver. 11 is now confirmatory of what is denied
by

the grave,

The

''S

i.e.

its'

opposite

;

it is,

therefore, according to the sense,

imo

(cf. 1

Kinrr S
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—

tliat he may not see the gra\-e
.
15):
no indeul,
without being able to interpose and alter it, he must see how-

xxi.

all

.

.

men, without

succumb

distinction,

the word used of the death of wise
of the fool and the stupid man, *UX.

Designedly
and of the death

to death.

men

is

TOD,

Kurtz renders

with the fool and the slow of understanding;" but
position cannot be supported

:

"together

"in*

as a pro-

moreover, ^)V\ would then have

;

"the wise" as its subject, which is surely not the intention of
Everything without distinction, and in mingled confusion, falls a prey to death
the rich man must see it, and yet
he is at the same time possessed by the foolish delusion that
the poet.

;

he, with his wealth,

is

The reading

immortal.

D'lap

(LXX.,

Targ., Syr.), preferred by Ewald, and the conjecture

adopted by Olshausen and Riehm, give a thought that

D"]3p,
is

not

altogether contrary to the connection, viz. the narrow grave

the eternal habitation of those

own

;

but

early.

this

who

thought appears here,

in

view of ver. 12c, too

denotes the inward part, or that which

3"pi5

is

within,

described according to that which encircles or contains
that which

is

within them

is,

is

called broad lands their

it:

"their houses (pronounce bdttemo)

are for ever" (Hengstenberg, Hitzig)

i.e.

;

the contents of their

inward part is the self-delusion that their houses are everlasting, and their habitations so durable that one generation after
another will pass over them ; cf. the similar style of expression
Hitzig further renders men celebrate
in x. Ab, Esth. v. 7.
:

their

names

in the lands

;

name =
name with

Dtra top, to call with a

to mention any one's
But it is unlikely that the subject of
^snp should now again be any other than the rich men themand ni»"iK ^g for H^'^a or nisnsa is contrary to the
selves

solemnly to proclaim

honour

(Isa. xliv.

it,

5).

;

n >?7^

usage of the language.

^s

^e

earth

(only in this passage) in this connection,

the proclaiming of

Kincs

names

Amos

ix.

is,

as

tillage, nto"iK

fields, estates,

according to 2 Sam.

xii.

lands;
28, 1

12, equivalent to the calling of the

43,
lands or estates after their (the possessors') names (Botteher,
viii.

Hupfeld, Kurtz).

The

idea of the rich

dwelling-places (and they themselves

is,

gether with them) are of eternal duration

solemnly give their

names
VOL.

own names

of immortals.
II.

their houses

who have grown up
;

to-

accordingly they

to their lands, as

But, adds the poet,

and

man

being the

"lij'a,

8

in the

;
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{non perof his riches and outward show, abideth not
subject,
the
of
nodal
non permanel). Ip'a is the complement

pomp

=

although

it

logically

Bottcher has shown
according to ver. 21.

13) also belongs to i?p3.
here
the impropriety of reading V?P*
refrains
of
also
There are other instances
(cf.

xxv.

that are not exact repetitions

and

;

this correction is

b

moreover
it would

not suit p",

once overthrown by
stamp each man of rank, as such, as one deficient in intelliOn the other hand, this emotional negative ?3 is adgence.
He is
mirably suitable to \h< no indeed, he has no abiding.
compared (^'P? like the New Testament difj-ouliOrj), of like kind
and lot, to cattle (3 as in Job xxx. 19). '»"» is an attributive
the fact that

at

will

:

clause to ni»ri33

:

heads of cattle which are cut off or
that it is appropriate at the

like

The verb is so chosen
same time to men who are likened
destroyed.

Obad.

to the beasts

(Hos.

x. 7, 15,

ver. 5, Isa. vi. 5).

Second part of the discourse, of equal comThose who are thought to be immortal
are laid low in Hades; whilst, on the other hand, those who
cleave to God can hope to be redeemed by Him out of Hades.
Olshausen complains on this passage that the expression is
abrupt, rugged, and in part altogether obscure.
The fault,
Vers. 14-21.

pass with the

however,

but

text,

a

lies

first.

not, as

in the style,

gloomy

turn.

he thinks,

Hag.

back

refers

Q3"i*r HJ

proper mashal of the Psalm
as in xxxvii. 5, cf.

in a serious corruption of the

designedly adopted, of Psalms like this of

i.

:

to ver. 13,

this is their

way

which

is

( T}^
Close upon this follows id? ?p3

5).

(their way), of those (cf. lxix. 4)

who

'? 3 signifies confidence both in

a good and bad sense,

possess self-confidence

confidence, impudence, and even (Eccles.

those

The attributive
who after them

takes

it),

folly.

or in a

clause
(i.e.

the

or walk

is

vii.

continued in ver. 146

when they have spoken,

more universal sense

:

self-

25) in general,
:

and of

as Hitzif

after or behind

them

treading in their footsteps), have pleasure in their mouth,
i.e. their haughty, insolent, rash words (cf. Judg. ix. 38).
If
the meaning were " and after them go those who," etc., then
{i.e.

in connection with Dnnnx (cf.
a collateral definition, " after them
after

one would expect to find a verb

Job

xxi. 33).

As

=

would, however, without any reason, exclude
the idea of the assent given by their cotemporaries.
It is

their death,"

it
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be explained according to Job xxix. 22, or more
xii. 30.
It may seem remarkable that the music here strikes in forte ; but music can on its

therefore., to

universally according to Deut.

part, in mournfully shrill tones, also bewail the folly of the

world.

Ver. 15, so full of eschatological meaning,

now

describes

what becomes of the departed. The subject of WB> (as in Ixxiii.
9, where it is Milra, for tflj!>) is not, as perhaps in the case of
aTranovcnv, Luke xii. 20, higher powers that are not named;
but TWP (here
in

as in

HriS*),

a semi-passive sense

down

selves

iii.

made

or they are

pointed by Ben-Asher

with a silent Sliehd), to Hades

who

is

Djni

A?.?.

up

the shepherd there

Not

vi. 11, Isa. xxii. 7, is used
herd of sheep they lay them-

down ^SOT

to lie

(thus

whereas Ben-Naphtali points

;

7), so that they are shut

Hos.

7,

like a

:

= down

in

it

who

like

into

Hades

it

is

?iNB>?,

(cf. lxxxviii.

And

sheep in their fold.

rules these sheep with his rod

the good Shepherd (xxiii. 1), whose pasture

?

is

power they have
Death is personified,
The modus consecu-

the land of the living, but Death, into whose
fallen irrecoverably, shall pasture them.

Job

xviii. 14, as the king of terrors.
W!5j now expresses the fact that will be realized in the
After the
future, which is the reverse side of that other fact.

as in

tivus,

night of

has swiftly passed away, there breaks forth,

affliction

for the upright, a

morning

;

and

in

this

morning they find

themselves to be lords over these their oppressors, like conquerors,
(the
it

who put

LXX.

their feet

well renders

it

upon the necks of the vanquished
by KaraKvpievaovaiv). Thus shall

be with the upright, whilst the rich at their feet beneath, in
"i£3p

the ground, are utterly destroyed.

has Rebia magnum,

OnK" has Asla-Legarme ; accordingly the former word does not
belong to what follows (in the morning, then vanishes
.),
but to what precedes. 1W or "V? (as in Isa. xlv. 16) signifies a
.

form or image, just

as

Tnx

(Ijyo)

is

generally used

;

.

properly,

pressed in or pressed out, i.e. primarily something
fashioned
by the pressure of the hand (as in the
moulded or
potter,
the
case of
~<f) or by means of some instrument that
that which

is

Here the word is used to
impresses and cuts the material.
denote materiality or corporeity, including the whole outward
appearance (favTaeia, Acts xxv. 23).

The

\b

which refers to
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shows that 0"Wi is not a contraction of onnsi (vid. on
bexxyii. 5).
Their materiality, their whole outward form
away)
(falls
longing to this present state of being, becomes
this,

same way as in ")}£? rvn,
follows
Isa. vi. 13; and SiNB> is subject, like, e.g., the noun that
idea is
same
The
the infinitive in lxviii. 19, Job xxxiv. 22.
to
ready
is
Hades
and their form
obtained if it is rendered
though
words,
the
but
the
order
of
est)
consume (consumturus

b^m

rib J?.

The Lamed

is

used

in the

:

;

making this rendering impossible (cf. xxxii. 9, so far as
means "its cheek"), is, however, less favourable to
n^3 was the most approit (cf. Prov. xix. 8, Esth. iii. 11).
priate word for the slow, but sure and entire, consuming away
(Job xiii. 28) of the dead body which is gnawed or destroyed
not

VHJ?

there

To

in the grave, this gate of the lower world.

byfO as a negative definition of the effect

X?

longer remains to

it, i.e.

:

this

is

no

pompous external nature of the
and in general any place what-

to the

ungodly, any dwelling-place,

ever; for whatever they had in and about themselves

wander

stroyed, so that they

added

so that there

is

de-

and fro as bare shadows in the
To them, who thought to have built

dreary waste of Hades.

to

houses for eternity and called great districts of country after
their

own names,

any 73T of this corHades gradually and surely destroys

there remains no longer

poreal nature, inasmuch as
it

;

for ever freed

it is

away lonesome

from

in the grave,

Hupfeld's interpretation

Jerome even

similar:

is

post habitaculum

irdkaiwaei aBrjs

Other

hence

:

it

et

it

solid

and dazzling

substantially the same,

it is

wastes

and that of

figura eorum conteretur in infero

suum ; and Symmachus: to

expositors,

shell, it

perishes leaving no trace behind.

arrro t?;? otKijcreG)? tij?

in a totally different

upright

is

its

ivrt/xov

Se Kparepbv

ainwv

avrwv.

true, solve the riddle of the half-verse

way.

Mendelssohn refers ffire to the
whose being lasts longer than the grave (survives it),
cannot be a habitation (eternal dwelling) to it ; and

adds, " the poet could not speak
tion (immortality)." *
modern

A

more clearly of the resurrecJewish Christian, Isr. Pick

looked upon in Jerusalem as dead, sees here a prediction
of
the breaking through of the realm of the dead by the
risen
commentary
by David Friodlander

* In the fragments of a
tributed

to his translation of

Psalms

PSALM XLIX.
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" Their Kock is there, to break through the realm of the
it may no longer serve Him as an abode." *
Von

dead, that

Hofmann's interpretation (last of all in his Schriftbeweis ii. 2,
499, 2d edition) lays claim to a more detailed consideration,
because

it

has been sought to maintain

By the morning

it

against

he understands the end of the

all

objections.

state or condition

" In the
and of the ungodly.
found themselves but now
an end, and the dominion of the

of death both of the righteous
state of death

have they both

the dominion of death
righteous begins."

at

is

But

alike

those

who

:

have, according to ver. 15,

died are only the ungodly, not the righteous as well.

then goes on to explain

:

Hofmann

form succumbs to the
that it no longer has any

their bodily

destruction of the lower world, so

abode ; which is said to convey the thought, that the ungodly,
" by means of the destruction of the lower world, to which
their

corporeal natnre in

common

with themselves becomes

gloomy abode, but thereby lose their corporeal nature itself, which has now no longer any continuance :"
" their existence becomes henceforth one absolutely devoid of
possessions and of space, [the exact opposite of the time when
they possessed houses built for eternity, and broad tracts of
subject, lose

its

last

country bore their name."]

But even according

ing of the Old Testament concerning the

to the teach-

last things, in

the

period after the Exile, the resurrection includes the righteous

and the unrighteous (Dan. xii. 2) and according to the teachNew Testament, the damned, after Death and Hades
are cast into the lake of fire, receive another ^OI, viz. Gehenna,
;

ing of the

which stands in just the same relation to Hades
formed world does to the old heavens and the old

as the trans-

earth.

The

thought discovered in ver. 15, therefore, will not bear being put
There is, however, this further consideration,
to the proof.

known

any other part of the Old
;
and J"ii?2;> found in
word to
most
inappropriate
would
be
a
the Psalm before us
riipap
for the
been
it
ought
to
have
which
express it, instead of
justia
worthless
as
Isa.
Ii.
is
cii.
language
in
figurative
27,
6,
fication of this word, which signifies a gradual wearing out and
that nothing whatever

is

in

Testament of such a destruction of Sheol

;

* In a fugitive paper of the so-called Amen Congregation, which now
unhappily exists no longer, in Miinchen-Gladbach.

:

1-18
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using up or consuming, and must not, in opposition to the
usage of the language, be explained according to ?? and v3.
For this reason we refrain from making this passage a locus
classicus in favour of an eschatological conception which cannot
be supported by any other passage in the Old Testament. On
the other side, however, the meaning of ">i?3? is limited if it be
understood only of the morning which dawns upon the righteous

What is, in
affliction, as Kurtz does.
morning which not merely for individuals, but
for all the upright, will be the end of oppression and the dawn
of dominion
the ungodly are totally destroyed, and they (the
one after the night of

fact,

meant

is

a

:

now triumph above their graves. In these words is
expressed, in the manner of the Old Testament, the eud of all
time.
Even according to Old Testament conception human
upright)

history closes with the victory of good over evil.
So far ver.
15 is really a " riddle " of the last great day ; expressed in New

Testament language, of the resurrection morn, on which ol aywi
/coa/j,ov Kpwovai (1 Cor. vi. 2).
With ys, in ver. 16 (used here adversatively, as e.g. in Job
xiii. 15, and as }3N is more frequently used), the poet contrasts
tov

the totally different

who

longs logically to

with

ing

lot that

awaits

are satisfied in themselves

and

PI, DJ,

"'B'SJ,

but (as

him with the

lot of

the rich

and unmindful of God. ?jx beis moreover frequently the case

notwithstanding this relation to a followof the sentence, placed at the head of the sentence

member

«]N) is,

my

yet Elohim will redeem

soul out of the hand of Sheol
In what sense the poet means this
redemption to be understood is shown by the allusion to the
history of Enoch (Gen. v. 24) contained in
Bottcher
VDiJ! '3.
shrewdly remarks, that this line of the verse is all
(Lxxxix. 49,

Hos.

xiii.

14).

the more

expressive by reason of

cannot be
not mean

:

He

will take

its

relative shortness.

me under His

Its

protection

;

for

meaning
T\pb

doel

The true parallels are Ixxiii. 24, Geu. v. 24.
The removals of Enoch and Elijah were, as it were,
'fingerthis.

which pointed forward beyond the cheerless
idea they
way of all men, into the depth of
Hades.
Glancing at these, the poet, who here speaks in the

posts

possessed of the

name

upright sufferers, gives expression to the hope, that
will wrest him out of the power of Sheol and
take
all

hi

Himself.

It

is

a hope that possesses no direct

of

God

m

to

word of God
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not until later on that

it is

the support of divine promise, and

it

receives

for the present only a

is

" bold flight" of faith.
Nor can we, for this very reason,
attempt to define in what way the poet conceived of this redemption and this taking to Himself.
In this matter he
himself has no fully developed knowledge
that

the substance of

;

only a dim inkling of what may be. This dimness
only gradually lighted up, which lies over the last things

hope

his

is

is

Old Testament,

in the

is the result of a divine plan of educaaccordance with which the hope of eternal life was
gradnally to mature, and to be born as it were out of this

tion, in

wrestling faith

This faith

itself.

is

expressed in ver. 16; and

the music accompanies his confidence in cheerful and rejoicing
strains.

After

this, in vers.

17 sqq., there

gnomic and

strain to the

sohn, be rendered

didactic.

a return

must

from the lyric
Mendels-

not, with

(my soul) not be afraid
manner of a discourse

let it

:

is

It

the psalmist begins after the
not.

The

show

(all

increasing 1133,

i.e.

but, since

;

:

fear thou

might, abundance, and outward

these combined, from 133j grave esse), of the prosper-

he must after all
is not to make the saint afraid
anything
and cannot take hence with him ?3n the all
whatever (cf. ?3?, for anything whatever, Jer. xiii. 7). ^, ver.

ous oppressor

:

—

die,

;

17, like edv, puts a supposable case

tory

and

;

'a,

Ew.

according to

19a,

ver.
§

362, b

;

''S,

concessive, in

is
:

ver. 18,

is

confirma-

the sense of ^"DS,

even though he blessed his soul

fortunate, and flattered it by
Deut. xxix. 18, 1^333 ^n|nn, and
the soliloquy of the rich man in Luke xii. 19), and though they
praise thee, O rich man, because thou dost enjoy thyself (Luke

during his

life,

i.e.

called

cherished voluptuousness

xvi. 25),

it

(cf.

wishing themselves equally fortunate,

still it

(the soul

come or pass vrrias "livij?
There is no necessity for taking the noun "in here in the rare
signification dwelling (Arabic ddr, synonym of rnenzil), and it
appears the most natural way to supply 1^23 as the subject to
Ni3ri (Hofmann, Kurtz, and others), seeing that one would exof such an one) will be obliged to

pect to find

And

there

which
takes

is

its

at

T^X

in the case of Nian

being a form of address.

then no need, in order to support the synallage,
any rate inelegant, to suppose that the suffix V—

is

rise

from the formula VroK"^ (H?^.) ^3, and

is,

in

.
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grammatical connection, retained, just
WIT and &b, without regard to the suffixes, signify " toge-

spite of the unsuitable

as

ther"

and "all together"

Certainly

(Bo'ttcher).

delights in difficulties of style, of

him without adding this
whether ver. 206 is intended

which quite

to the

to

remain

sufficient

It is also

list.

poet

the

not clear

to be taken as a relative clause

The

intimately attached to I'™ 3 *?, or as an independent clause.
latter is admissible,

men

the proud rich

and therefore

be preferred

to

is

The
the

not a mere shadowy
didactic discourse

first part,

here used

is

ver. 13.

P?J tfy,

now

But

which

who

the light of

a

life

life.

closes with the

same proverb

as

instead of P?'"?? the expression

co-ordinate with "1^3 as a second

is

attributive definition of the subject

glory and

there are

together with their fathers buried in dark-

ness for ever, without ever again seeing

which

:

(Ew.

§

351, b): a

man

in

has no understanding, viz. does not distinguish

between that which is perishable and that which is imperishable, between time and eternity.
The proverb is here more
precisely expressed.

The gloomy

not belong to the rich
carnally

minded

rich

man

prospect of the future does

as such, but to the worldly

and

man.
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DIVINE DISCOURSE CONCERNING THE TRUE SACRIFICE
AND WORSHIP.
1

EL ELOHIM JAHVE
And summoneth

speaketh,

the earth

from the

rising of the sun to

going down.
2

3

Out of Zion, the perfection of beauty, Elohim shineth.
Our God will come and shall not keep silence;
Fire devoureth before Him,

And
4

round about

Him

it is

very tempestuous.

He calleth to the heavens above
And to the earth to come to judge

5 " Gather

My

Who make

saiuts together unto

a covenant with

Me

His
Me,

people.

over sacrifice !"—

its

———

:

PSALM
6

And

!
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the heavens proclaim His righteousness,

For Elohim purposeth

My

1 Hear, then,
Israel,

and I

judgment.

to sit in

and I

people,

will

(Sela.)

speak;

will testify to thee

Elohim, thy God am I.
8 Not for thy sacrifices do I reprove thee,
And thy burnt-offerings are continually before Me.
9 I have no need to take bullocks out of thy house,

Nor

he-goats out of thy folds.

10 For Mine

is

every beast of the

forest,

The cattle upon a thousand hills.
Ill know every bird of the mountains,

And that which moveth on the meadows
12 If I were hungry I would not tell thee,
For Mine

is

the world and

13 Should I eat the

And

with

Me.

fulness.

flesh of bulls ?

the blood of he-goats should I drink ?

14 Offer unto

15

its

is

God

thanksgiving,

And pay to the Most High thy vows.
And call upon Me in the day of trouble
1 will deliver thee, and thou shalt honour

Me,

16 But to the evil-doer Elohim saith

How

dost thou dare to

And

that thou takest

tell

My

My

statutes,

covenant into thy mouth

;

17 Whereas thou nevertheless hatest instruction,
18

And castest My words behind thee ?
When thou seest a thief, thou takest pleasure in him,
And with adulterers dost thou make thyself familiar.

19 Thou lettest thy mouth loose to wickedness,
And thy tongue frameth deceit.
20 Thou sittest and slanderest thy brother,

Upon thy

mother's son thou bringest reproach.

21 These things doest thou, and, because I keep silence,

am

Thou

thinkest I

I will

show thee and

22 Consider, now,

Lest I tear

this,

exactly like thee
set

it

before thine eyes.

ye who forget God,

in pieces

and there be none

to rescue.

;
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Whoso offereth thanksgiving, honoureth Me truly,
And prepareth a way, in which I may show him the
tion of

With

L.

salva-

Elohim.

the preceding

Psalm the

series

of

the

Korahitic

Elohim-Psalms of the primary collection (Ps. i.-lxxii.) closes.
There are, reckoning Ps. xlii. and xliii. as one Psalm, seven of
them (Ps. xlii.-xlix.). They form the principal group of the
Korahitic Psalms, to which the third book furnishes a supplement, bearing in part an Elohimic (Ps. Ixxxiv.) and in part a
Jehovic impress (Ps. lxxxv., lxxxvii., Ixxxviii.). The Asaphic
Psalms, on the contrary, belong exclusively to the Elohimic
style of

Psalms, but do not, however,

principal group of

them

is

to

all

stand together

:

the

be found in the third book (Ps.

and the primary collection contains only one
]., which is here placed immediately after Ps.
xlix. on account of several points of mutual relationship, and
more especially because the prominent Hear then, My people
(1. 7), is in accord with the beginning of Ps. xlix., Hear, all ye
Ixxiii.-lxxxiii.),

of them, viz. Ps.

peoples.

According to 1 Chron. xxiii. 2-5, the whole of the thirtythousand Levites were divided by David into four

eight

+ 6000 + 4000 + 4000). To the fourth
was assigned the music belonging to divine

divisions (24,000

division (4000)

worship.
Out of this division, however, a select company of
two hundred and eighty-eight singers was further singled out,
and divided into twenty-four classes. These last were placed
under three leaders or precentors (Sangmeister), viz. fourteen
classes under Heman the Kehathite and his fourteen sons

four classes under Asaph the Gersonite and his four sons;
and six classes under Ethan (Jeduthun) and his six sons
(1 Chron. ch. xxv., cf. ch. xv. 17 sqq.).
The instruments
played by these three leaders, which they made use of on

account of their clear, penetrating sound, were the cymbals
Also in 1 Chron. xvi. 5, where Asaph is
(1 Chron. xv. 19).
described as the chief (C'Nnn) of the sacred music in the tent
where the Ark was placed, he strikes the cymbals. That he

was the

chief, first

Eame order

is

leader, cannot

be affirmed.

The

usual

" Heman, Asaph, and Ethan."
The
also observed in the genealogies of the
three

order of the names

is

in

;
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vi.

at his right
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takes the prominent place,

hand stands Asaph, and

oil his left

and

Ethan.

History bears witness to the fact that Asaph was also a
Psalm-writer. For, according to 2 Chron. xxix. 30, Hezekiah
brought " the words of David and of Asaph the seer" into use

And

again in the service of the house of God.
of

Nehemiah,

side as

ch.

dmfen

xii.

46,

David and Asaph

-e'to in the

days of old

in the

Book

are placed side by

in Israel.

The

twelve Psalms bearing the inscription flCW are all
Elohimic. The name of God mrP does not occur at all in two
(Ixxvii., lxxxii.),

and

in the rest

only once, or at the most twice.

^N and ?K are used as favourite names,

Side by side with D\"6x,

and especial preference is also given to tivV. Of compounded
names of God, rnrv dvipk 7N (only besides in Josh. xxii. 22) in
the Psalter, and hiS3X D'riPN in the Old Testament Scriptures
generally (vid. Symbolce, pp. 14— 16), are exclusively peculiar to
them. So far as concerns their contents, they are distinguished
from the Korahitic Psalms by their prophetically judicial
character.

As

in the prophets,

God

is

frequently introduced

and we meet with detailed prophetical pictures
of the appearing of God the Judge, together with somewhat
as speaking

;

long judicial addresses (Ps.

which Asaph bears

].,

Ixxv., lxxxii.).

The

appellation

Chron. xxix. 30, accords with this
notwithstanding the chronicler also applies the same epithet to
both the other precentors. The ground of this, as with N33,
which is used by the chronicler of the singing and playing of
instruments in the service of the house of God, is to be found
rtfhrij

in 2

iu the intimate connection

phecy as a whole.
Asaphic Psalms has

between the sacred

The future
its

lyric

and pro-

visionary character of the

reverse side in the historical past.

We

frequently meet with descriptive retrospective glances at facts
of the primeval history (lxxiv. 13-15, Ixxvii. 15 sqq., Ixxx. 9-12,
Ixxxi. 5-8, Ixxxiii.

10-12), and Ps.

lxxviii. is entirely

taken up

with holding up the mirror of the ancient history of the nation
If we read the twelve Psalms of
one after the other, we shall, moreover, observe
this striking characteristic, that mention is made of Joseph and
the tribes descended from him more frequently than anywhere
to the people of the present.

Asaph

in order

else (Ixxvii. 16, lxxviii. 9,

67

sq.,

Ixxxi.

6,

Ixxx. 2 sq.).

Noi-

ls another feature less remarkable, viz. that the mutual rela-
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Jahve
shepherd and his

tionsliip of

L.

under the figure of the
flock rather than any other (lxxiv. 1, lxxvn.

to Israel

is

set forth

Moreover
21, lxxviii. 52, cf. lxx.-lxxii., lxxix. 13, lxxx. 2).
designations
the
other
respects
these Psalms delight in
to vary

God

for the people of

In Ps.

1.,

The

of Psalms.

as

much as possible.
we have before

Ixxiii.-lxxxiii.,

inscription *)DSO

internal grounds in

its

lias,

us a peculiar type

so to speak, deep-lying

But it does not follow from
Psalms were composed by the aged

support.

this inscription that all these

Asaph, who, as lxxviii. 69 shows, lived until the early part of
Solomon's reign. The outward marks peculiar to Asaph were
continued in his posterity even into the period after the Exile.

History mentions Asaphites under Jehoshaphat (2 Chron. xx.
14), under Hezekiah (2 Chron. xxix. 13), and among the exiles

who

returned (Ezra

eight Asaphites

41, cf.
vii.

hundred and twentyhundred and forty-

44, cf xi. 22, a
.

(DwVQ) descended

the poetic talent and enthusiasm

The

among them.

10, one

iii.

Since down to the period after the Exile even

eight of them).

the cymbals

ii.

Neh.

;

later

to

them from

may

their ancestor,

have been hereditary
"Psalms of Asaph," whether comalso

posed by later Asaphites or some other person, are inscribed
*1D&6 because, by whomsoever, they are composed in the style
of

Asaph and after Asaphic models. Ps. 1., however, is an
Psalm of Asaph.
After the manner of the prophets the twofold truth is here

original

advanced, that

God

has no delight in animal sacrifice without

the sacrifice of prayer in which the heart
the confession of His word without a

is

life

engaged, and that
that accords with

His word is an abomination to Him. It is the very same fundamental thought which is expressed in xl. 7-9, lxix. 31 sq., Ii.
18 sq., and underlies Ps. xxiv. (1-6) and xv. they are all
echoes of the grand utterance of Samuel (1 Sam. xv.
22), the
;

father of the poetry of the Psalms.

that stress
of works

is

by

laid

so

on

many

It cannot surprise ont,
denunciation of a heartless service
voices during the Davidic a^e.
The

this

nothingness of the opus operatum

is also later ou the
watchword of the prophets in times when religious observances
well ordered and in accordance with legal prescription
predominate in Judah. Nor should it seem strange that Asaph
the Levite, who was appointed to the sanctuary on Zion
ex-
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presses himself thus; for Jeremiah was also a Levite and even
a priest (cohen), and yet no one has spoken a bolder, and more

cutting

word

against the outward and formal service of sacrifice

vii. 22 sq.).
Both these objections being removed,
nothing else that stands in the way of our ascribing

than he (Jer.
there
this

the

is

Psalm to Asaph himself. This is favoured by echoes of
Psalm in the prophets (cf. ver. 2 with Lam. ii. 15, and the

verse-ending ver.
is

it

in the

form

The theophany. The names

Vers. 1-3.

up

with Isa. xlix. 16), and there
of the language.

8, xxxviii. 18,

nothing opposed to

of

God

are heaped

in ver. 1 in order to gain a thoroughly full-toned

for the description of

God

exordium

Judge of the world. Hupfeld
and stiff; but it is exactly in

as the

considers this heaping up cold

accordance with the taste of the Elohimic

style.

The

three

names are co-ordinate with one another for BwK ?K does not
mean " God of gods," which would rather be expressed by
DirfiiNn ViStf or D^N b«.
b$ is the name for God as the Almighty;
;

DWN

Revered One nin" as the Beinjr, absolute in His
and who accordingly freely influences and moulds histhis His peculiar proper-name is the
tory after His own plan
third in the triad.
Perfects alternate in vers. 1-6 with' futures,
at one time the idea of that which is actually taking place, and
at another of that which is future, predominating.
Jahve summons the earth to be a witness of the divine judgment upon
the people of the covenant. The addition " from the rising of
the sun to its going down," shows that the poet means the earth
in respect of its inhabitants.
He speaks, and because what He
speaks is of universal significance He makes the earth in all
This summons precedes His selfits compass His audience.
as the

1

;

existence,

—

manifestation. It is to be construed, with Aqnila, the Syriac,
Jerome, Tremellius, and Montanus, "out of Zion, the perfecZion, the perfect in beauty
tion of beauty, Elohim shineth."
(cf. the dependent passage Lam. ii. 15, and 1 Mace. ii. 12, where
the temple

called

is

the presence of

God

rj

KaWovrj

rj/A&v),

the glorious One,

is

because the place of
the bright spot whence

the brightness of the divine manifestation spreads forth like the
In itself certainly it is not inappropriate, with the
rising sun.

LXX.,

Vulgate, and Luther, to take

^"fen

as a designation

of the manifestation of Elohim in His glory, which

is

the non
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plus ultra of beauty, and consequently to be explained according to Ezek. xxviii. 12, cf. Ex. xxxiii. 19, and not according

15 (more particularly since Jeremiah so readily
But,
gives a new turn to the language of older writers).

to

Lam.

ii.

taking the fact into consideration that nowhere in Scripture is
beauty (*BJ.) thus directly predicated of God, to whom peculiarly
belongs a glory that transcends all beauty, we must follow the

guidance of the accentuation, which marks 'aOioD by Mercha
s
The
tr. p. 60).
as in apposition with |i S (cf Psychol. S. 49
;

.

poet beholds the appearing of God, an appearing that resembles
the rising of the sun (J>'3i n , as in the Asaph Psalm Ixxx. 2,
after Deut. xxxiii. 2,

from

notion of rising,

»-!•, to

up

far

-r-s-i,

and wide,

no means keep

as in *JkS)

former wish comes too
veniet,

with a transition of the primary

that of

beaming

for " our

;

God

forth

and lighting

will

come and by

It is not to be rendered

silence."

God come (Hupfeld) and
consequently

$>S*,

late

The

after the preceding jpbid (K2J

and written as

e.g. in

is

and the
ii. 9, and

xxxvii. 13),

?N, as in xxxiv. 6, xli. 3, Isa.

latter is superfluous.

Let our

:

not keep silence (Olshausen).

frequently, implies in the negative a lively interest on the part
of the writer: He cannot, He dare not keep silence, His glory
will not allow

ment with

it.

those

He who gave the Law, will enter into judg.
who have it and do not keep it He cannot
;

He must

long look on and keep silence.

by word

punish, and

first

of

warn them against the punishment by
deeds.
Fire and storm are the harbingers of the Lawgiver of
Sinai who now appears as Judge.
The fire threatens to consume the sinners, and the storm (viz. a tempest accompanied
with lightning and thunder, as in Job xxxviii. 1) threatens to
drive them away like chaff.
The expression in ver. 3b is like
all

xviii. 9.

in order to

The

fern.

used as neuter

:

it

Niph.
is

eXaiXcnrlaOr] a<p6Spa).

rnyfco does

stormed,

The

not refer to

K>N,

but

is

a storm rages (Apollinaris

i.e.

fire is

His wrath

;

and the storm

the power or force of His wrath.

Vers. 4-6.

The judgment

To

scene.

the heavens above

(byo, elsewhere a preposition, here, as in

Gen.

25, an adverb, desuper, superne)

the earth

(?K to?
in

Gen. xxviii. 1),
judgment upon His people in
as, e.g.,

and

to

to

both

iejJ

xxvii.

39 x ]ix.

God

calls
\nb, in order
to sit

their presence,

and with them

;

PSALM
as witnesses of
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His doings.
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is it

not

tliat

to attend, but that the commission, ver. 5,

they are

is

summoned

addressed to them

(Olshausen, Hitzig)?

Certainly not, for the act of gathering
not one that properly belongs to the heavens and the earth,
which, however, because they exist from the beginning and will
is

last for ever, are suited to

Isa.

2, 1

i.

Mace.

be witnesses (Deut.

The summons

37).

ii.

IBDX

iv.
is

26, xxxii. 1,

addressed, as

in Matt. xxiv. 31, and frequently in visions, to the celestial
spirits,

who

the servants of the

God

The

here appearing.

accused

are to be brought before the divine tribunal are mentioned

by names which, without
responding

which God

their state of

mind and heart

cor-

them, express the relationship to Himself in
has placed them (cf. Deut. xxxii. 15, Isa. xlii.

to

They are called D'TPD, as in the Asaph Psalm lxxix. 2.
19).
This contradiction between their relationship and their conduct
makes an undesigned but bitter irony. In a covenant
and ratified by a covenant sacrifice

tionship, consecrated

nar similar to xcii. 4,

Num.

x.

10), has

God

rela("vl?

placed Himself

towards them (Ex. xxiv.) ; and this covenant relationship is
also maintained on their part by offering sacrifices as an expression

VTib

of their obedience

and of

The

their fidelity.

participle

here implies the constant continuance of that primary

covenant-making.

Now, while

the accused are gathered up,

the poet hears the heavens solemnly acknowledge the righteousness of the
Nin

Judge heforehand.

The

participial

construction

which always, according to the connection, expresses
the present (Nah. i. 2), or the past (Judg. iv. 4), or the future
(Isa. xxv. 31), is in this instance an expression of that which is
near at hand (fut. instans). S«n has not the sense of ipse (Ew.
§

tOSti',

314, a), for

and

it

corresponds to the

"I"

in asfe*

^ or OZV

<33n

not to be translated by nam (Hitzig), for the fact that
On
intends to judge requires no further announcement.

'3 is

God

the contrary, because

judgment, the

God

is

heavens, the

now

in the act of sitting in

witnesses

most prominent and

just

The
nearest to Him, bear witness to His righteousness.
with
the
in
join
to
directs,
is
here
r6o
as
the
earthly music,
to
the
comwanting
further
is
now
Nothing
praise.
celestial
pleteness of the

Vers. 7-15.

judgment scene; the

action

now

begins.

Exposition of the sacrificial Tora for the good

of those whose holiness consists in outward works.

The forms
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7-15.

desire to
7, describe God's earnest
have Israel for willing hearers as being quite as strong as His
3 Tjjn, obtestari aliquem,
desire to speak and to hear witness.

strengthened by ah, in ver.

come forward as witness, either solemnly assuring, or, as
here and in the Psalm of Asaph, lxxxi. 9, earnestly warning
to

and punishing
one).
2, a.

On the
He who

(cf.

j^i with

<_-»,

to bear witness against

Dagesh forte conjunctive
is

in

vid.

^]3,

Ges.

any
20,

§

speaking has a right thus to stand face to face

—

God

of Israel
by which
words yripa nirv 'ojx (Ex.
xx. 2), with which begins the Law as given from Sinai, and
which here take the Elohimic form (whereas in lxxxi. 11 they
remain unaltered) and are inverted in accordance with the con-

with Israel, for he

text.

As

Elohim, the

is

designation reference

is

ver. 8 states,

made

it is

to the

not the material

sacrifices,

which

Israel continually, without cessation, offers, that are the object

of the censuring testimony.
in Baer,

is

T'n'PijJI.,

even

if it

has Mugrash, as

not on this account, according to the interpretation

given by the accentuation, equivalent to

"proi>l)ri>jn (cf. on the
other hand xxxviii. 18) ; it is a simple assertory substantival
clause
thy burnt-offerings are, without intermission, continu:

Me. God will not dispute about sacrifices in their
outward characteristics; for so vers. 9-11 go on to say He
does not need sacrifices for the sake of receivina from Israel

ally before

—

what

He

beast

(Wn,

the cattle

does

not

as in the
*)?£

otherwise

—

possess.

Asaph Psalm,

T£3, upon

His

is

every wild

lxxix. 2) of the forest,

the mountains of a thousand,

His
i.e.

upon the thousand (and myriad) mountains (similar to 13DO '•no
or tsj)D "nip), or
where they live by thousands (a similar com:

bination to liCTJ P3J).

Both explanations of the genitive are

unsupported by any perfectly analogous instance so far as
language is concerned ; the former, however, is to be preferred
on account of the singular, which is better suited to it.
knows every bird that makes its home on the mountains

He
;

JTT

knowledge which masters a subject, compasses
own. Whatever moves about the fields is
with Him, i.e. is within the range of His knowledge (cf.
Job
yxvii. 11, x'. 13), and therefore of His power; W (here
ana in
the Asaph Psalm Ixxx. 14) from WXT = jnjjr, to move to
and
fro, like &Q from NtO"tp, to sweep out, cf. Kivmirerov,
kvcoBoXov
as usually, of a
it

and makes

it its

PSALM
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just as little as

order thereby to enrich Himself,

is

God

requires sacrifices in

there

any need on His part

that might be satisfied

should hunger,
order to satisfy

by sacrifices, vers. 12 sq.
If God
would not stand in need of man's help in
Himself but He is never hungry, for He is

He

;

the Being raised above

what God requires

is

all

carnal wants.

Just on

this account,

not by any means the outward worship

of sacrifice, but a spiritual offering, the worship of the heart,

Instead of the D^B*, and more particularly

ver. 14.

Lev.

vii.

11-15, and YW 'CW, Lev.

vii.

16 (under the generic

idea of which are also included, strictly speaking,
offerings),

God

iTrin rnr,

vowed thankand the

desires the thanksgiving of the heart

performance of that which has been vowed in respect of our
moral relationship to Himself and to men ; and instead of the
fi?i$f in its manifold forms of devotion, the prayer of the heart,
which shall not remain unanswered, so that in the round of
this

Xoyiicr)

evxapia-Tia.

"karpeia everything proceeds

spirit that are
(as,

contrasted with those offered without the heart

Sir. xxxii.

e.g.,

from and ends in
a becoming

It is not the sacrifices offered in

[xxxv.J 1-9), but the outward sacrifice

appears on the whole to be rejected in comparison with the
spiritual sacrifice.

form of the

This entire tnrning away from the outward
is, in the Old Testament, already

legal ceremonial

God in spirit and
which the new covenant makes alone of avail, after
the forms of the Law have served as swaddling clothes to the
New Testament life which was coming into being in the old
covenant. This "becoming" begins even in the Tora itself,
Our Psalm, like the Chokma
especially in Deuteronomy.
(Prov. xxi. 3), and prophecy in the succeeding age (cf.
Hos. vi. 6, Mic. vi. 6-8, Isa. i. 11-15, and other passages),
stands upon the standpoint of this concluding book of the
a predictive turning towards that worship of

in truth

Tora, which traces back all the requirements of the Law to the
fundamental command of love.
Vers. 16-21. The accusation of the manifest sinners. It
is not those who are addressed in vers. 7 sqq., as Hengstenberg
Even the position of the words
thinks, who are here addressed.
IDS
y%Hy\
divine
discourse is now turned
the
shows
that
clearly
T TT
J
T
;

who,

in connection with

vices, take the

word of God upon

to another class, viz. to the evil-doers,

open and manifest
VOL. IL

sins

and

*
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16-21.

their sanctity

from those who base

the comupon ontward works of piety, who outwardly
with this
themselves
mands of God, but satisfy and deceive
it
thou
that
"™,
thou,
what
hast
outward observance,
^l;
nriNl, m
"With
does
not
behove
thee.
it
thee,
belongs not to
ver. 17, an adversative subordinate clause begins: since thou
fulfil

dost not care to
it is

=

1

*?

know anything

Law

the design of the

of the moral ennobling which

to give,

and

my

words, instead of

having them as a constant test-line before thine eyes, thou
castest behind thee and so turnest thy back upon them (cf.
is not from )TI (LXX., Targum, and
Isa. xxxviii. 17).

H™

Saadia), in which case

would have

it

to

be pointed

from
and is coustrued here, as in Job
to have pleasure in intercourse with any one.

}'"Wl,

but

xxxiv. 9, with DV:

rfiHj

commandment

of the eighth

transgression

Iu ver. 18a the

condemned,

is

in

186 that of the seventh, in vers. 19 sq. that of the ninth
'Tin? ns rca*, to
(concerning the truthfulness of testimony).

ver.

give up one's
issues

from

it.

mouth unrestrainedly
3CTI, ver. 20a,

to evil,

i.e.

so that evil

has reference to gossiping com-

pany (cf. i. 1). 'SJ. signifies a thrust, a push (cf. ^1?), after
which the LXX. renders it iriQevi crudvSaXov (cf. Lev. six.
14), but

it

and mockery

also signifies vexation

(cf. H~}*)\ it is

therefore to be rendered: to bring reproach (Jerome, oppro-

brium) upon any one, to cover him with dishonour.
position a with IB' ] has, just as in

Num.

The

pre-

and frequently,
a hostile signification.
"Thy mother's son" is he who is born
of the same mother with thyself, and not merely of the same
1

xii. 1,

father, consequently thy brother after the flesh in the fullest

What Jahve says in this passage is exactly the same
which the apostle of Jesus Christ says in Rom. ii. 17-24.
This contradiction between the knowledge and the life of men
God must, for His holiness' sake, unmask and punish, ver. 21.
sense.

as that

The
also

sinner thinks otherwise

not accounted by

God

do under the cloak of his
is

in himself,

26

sq.).

such

But God

is

:

("?"$$>

110t t?"ij,k1 >

is

like himself,

his conception also of his

will not

m

i.e.

that

is

which he allows himself to
dead knowledge. For just as a man
encourage

therefore reprove thee and set

at least, to the

God

as sin,

God

(vid. xviii.

this foolish idea:

"I

will

in order before thine eyes"
01 der t0 give expression, the second
time
(it)

'

mood, the form of which has been obliterated

;

PSALM

by the

suffix)

practically

He

;

and

Instead of

who

will set before the eyes of the sinner,

also in theory denies the divine holiness, the

and

real state of his heart
it.
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n'n,

the

so that he shall be terrified at

life,

under the influence
(Ew. § 240, c), is n^n

infin. intensit. here,

of the close connection of the clauses

the oratio obliqua begins with
exactly corresponds

the

to

^

without

it,

German

deines

(quod).

^103

Gleichen,

thine

equal.

Epilogue of the divine discourse.

Vers. 22, 23.

name iWK

Under

the

comprehended the decent or honourable
whose sanctity relies upon outward works, and those who know
better but give way to licentiousness
and they are warned of
the final execution of the sentence which they have deserved.
In dead works God delighteth not, but whoso offereth thanksare

''natJ'

;

giving (viz. not shelamim-toda, but the toda of the heart), he
praises

Him* and ijvi D|>. It is
LXX., Vulgate, and

unnecessary with Luther,
Syriac versions, to read

following the

The Talmudic remark
but

assumes

OB*!]

svrn DE>

DB>1

DB>'l

^K

Dfi 'npn

!>K

DB>],

we

take

to be the traditional reading.

as a thought complete in itself,

possible in a certain sense (vid. Isa.

If

—which
—then
is

xliii.

db\,

[do not read

19),

perfectly
it is

best

explained according to the Vulgate (qui ordinat viam), with
Bottcher, Maurer, and Hupfeld

:

viam

agere) parans; but the expression
ethical sense (cf. Prov. iv. 26),

example.

The

LXX.

h. e. recta incedere (lege

inadequate to express this

is

and consequently

is

also without

indicates the correct idea in the render-

ing Kalixet 060? § Sei'(?a> avTa> rb ffarijpcov Qeov. The "pi Ub)
(designedly not pointed S]Ti), which standing entirely by itself
has no definite meaning, receives

its

requisite

means of the attributive clause that follows.
prepares a

I will grant to him to see the salalong which I will grant him a rapturous

way along which

vation of Elohim,

i.e.

vision of the full reality of

My

without example elsewhere.
thetical ^iOj?*.,

Prov.

i.

^naa;)

is

28, cf.

in the writer's

The form ^laa*

salvation.

viii.
it

mind

17,

Hos.

v. 15,

and may

as regards sound.

as the

,

}™?

,
:

form out of pause

* In Vedic jag, old Bactrianjaz (whence jag'jas, the primitive word
and of praising lie one within the other.

ayio;), the notions of offering

is

It sounds like the likewise epen-

be understood as an imitation of

(=

supplement by
Such an one

of
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'Ges. § 58, 4).

With

;

;

!

ver.

LI.

23 the Psalm recurs to

What Jahve

point and climax, ver. 14 sq.

its

central

here discourses in

the very same discourse concerning
the worthlessness of dead works and concerning the true will

a post-Sinaitic appearing,

of

that Jesus addresses to the assembled people

God

enters

upon His ministry.

Gospel
the

is

is

The

when He

cycle of the revelation of the

Law by
which both

linked to the cycle of the revelation of the

Sermon on the Mount

;

this is the point at

cycles touch.

PSALM

LI.

PENITENTIAL PEAYEE AND INTERCESSION FOE EESTOEATION TO EAVOUE.
3

BE

Thy

merciful to me, Elohim, according to

loving-

kindness,

According

to the greatness of

Thy

compassion blot out

my

transgressions

4 Wash me thoroughly from mine iniquity,
And from my sin make me clean.

my transgressions I am conscious,
And my sin is ever present to me.

5 Por of

6 Against Thee only have I sinned,

And

done that which is evil in Thine eyes
That Thou mayest appear just when Thou
Clear when Thou judgest.

speakest,

7 Behold, in iniquity was I born,

And in sin did my mother conceive me.
8 Behold, truth dost Thou desire in the reins,
And in the hidden part do Thou make me to
9

Oh

know wisdom.

purge me with hj-ssop, and I shall be clean
me, and I shall be whiter than snow.

Wash

10 Make me to hear joy and gladness,
That the bones which Thou hast crushed
11 Hide Thy face from my sins,
And all my iniquities do Thou blot out.

may

exult.

—

;

;

rSALM

:
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LI.

me a clean heart, Elohim,
And renew a stedfast spirit in my inward
Oast me not from Thy presence,
And Thy Holy Spirit take not from me.

12 Create

13

14 Turn again upon me the joy of Thy

And

part.

salvation,

with a spirit of willingness uphold me.

15 Then

And

will I teach transgressors

Thy

ways,

sinners shall be converted to Thee.

16 Deliver

me from

blood-guiltiness,

Elohim,

God

my

of

salvation,
shall my tongue exult over
Lord, open Thou my lips,

Then
17

O

And my mouth

shall declare

18 For Thou delightest not in
Burnt-offering

19 The

A

sacrifices of

heart broken
despise

20

Thou

Thy

Thy

righteousness.

praise.

would I give

sacrifice, else

it,

desirest not.

Elohim are a broken spirit,
and contrite, Elohim, Thou dost not

!

Do good in Thy good pleasure unto Zion,
Build Thou the walls of Jerusalem

21 Then

shalt

Thou

delight in true sacrifices, burnt-offering

and whole-burnt-offering
Then shall bullocks be offered on Thine

The same
pressed in Ps.

altar.

depreciation of the external sacrifice that
1.

finds utterance in Ps.

the former, according as

it

li.,

ex-

extends the spiritualizing of the

sacrifice to the offering for sin (cf. xl. 7).
first

is

which supplements

of the Davidic Elohim-Psalms.

The

This Psalm

is

the

inscription runs

To the Precentor, a Psalm by David, when Nathan the prophet
came to him, after he had gone in to Bathsheba. The carelessness of the Hebrew style shows itself in the fact that one and
the same phrase is used of Nathan's coming in an official capacity to David (cf. 2 Sam. xii. 1) and of David's going in unto
Bathsheba (?K N13, as in Gen. vi. 4, xvi. 2, cf. 2 Sam. xi. 4).
The comparative 1^1, as a particle of time in the whole compass of the Latin quum, holds together that which precedes and
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Followed by the perfect

that which subsequently takes place.

has the sense of postquam
(2
By
(cf. the confusing of this "iB>*a with new nns, Josh. ii. 7).
N133 the period within which the composition of the Psalm

Sam.

falls is

us

xii.

Sam.

21, 1

merely indicated

how David

xii. 8), it

in a

general way.

The Psalm shows

struggles to gain an inward and conscious cer-

was announced to him
by Nathan (2 Sam. xii. 13). In Ps. vi. and xxxviii. we have
already heard David, sick in soul and body, praying for forin Ps. Ii. he has even become calmer and more
giveness
cheerful in his soul, and there is nothing wanting to him except
tainty of the forgiveness of sin, which

;

the rapturous realization of the favour within the range of

which he already finds himself. On the other hand, Ps. xxxii.
even beyond Ps. Ii. For what David promises in li. 15,
viz. that, if favour is again shown to him, he will teach the
apostate ones the ways of God, that he will teach sinners how
they are to turn to God, we heard him fulfil in the sententious
lies

didactic Ps. xxxii.

Hitzig assigns Ps.
xl.-lxvi.

But

li.,

like Ps.

1.,

to the writer of Isa. ch.

the manifold coincidences of matter and of style

only prove that this prophet was familiar with the two Psalms.

We

discern in Ps.

first part, vers.

li.

four parts of decreasing length.

3-11, contains the prayer for remission of

the second, vers. 12-15, the prayer for renewal
vers.

;

The
sin

;

the third,

16-19, the vow of spiritual sacrifices; the fourth, vers.
all Jerusalem.
The divine name

20, 21, the intercession for

Elohim occurs

five

times,

and

appropriately

is

distributed

throughout the Psalm.
Vers.

3, 4.

Prayer for the remission of sin. Concerning
names for sin, vid. on xxxii. 1 sq. Although

the interchangeable

the primary occasion of the

David says

\yt?a,

Psalm

is

not merely because

the sin of adultery,

many

still

other sins were de-

veloped out of

it, as his guilt of blood in the case of
Uriah the
scandal put into the mouths of the enemies of Jahve, and his

self-delusion,

each solitary

which lasted almost a whole year but also because
sin, the more it is perceived in its fundamental

character and, as

;

it

were, microscopically discerned,

all

the

more does it appear as a manifold and entangled skein of sins
and stands forth in a still more intimate and terrible relation

PSALM

LI.

]35

6.

5,

as of cause and effect, to the whole corrupt and regenerated
condition in which the sinner finds himself.
In nriD sins are

conceived of as a cumulative debt (according to Isa. xliv. 22,
cf. xliii. 25, like a thick, dark cloud) written down (Jer. xvii.
1) against the time of the payment by punishment.
In "UDaa

(from D33, irXweiv, to wash by rubbing and kneading up, distinguished from

K!TJ,

Xoveiv, to

wash by rinsing)

conceived of as deeply ingrained

In

dirt.

^H

1

iniquity is

?,

the usual

word for a declarative and de facto making clean, sin is conceived of as a leprosy, Lev. xiii. 6, 34.
The Keri runs ^CQ? 3}[}
"
^n,
like
(impend. Hiph.,
xxxvii. 8),
make great or much,
wash me,"

i.e.

(according to Ges.

gether, penilus et totum, which

the C/ie(/«6

Ges.

§

(prop,

'"I2"in

131, 2).

In

^a

§

142, 3, b) wash

the same as

is

is

me

alto-

expressed by

mulium faeiendo = mullum, prorsus,
and ann is expressed the

(Isa. lxiii. 7)

profunda enim malitia, as
Martin Geier observes, insolitam raramque gratiam postulat.
depth of the consciousness of sin
Vers.

5, 6.

;

Substantiation of the prayer by the considera-

tion, that his sense of sin is

more than

superficial,

and that he

ready to make a penitential confession.

True penitence is
not a dead knowledge of sin committed, but a living sensitive
consciousness of it (Isa. lix. 12), to which it is ever present as
This penitential
a matter and ground of unrest and pain.
sorrow, which pervades the whole man, is, it is true, no merit
that wins mercy or favour, but it is the condition, without
which it is impossible for any manifestation of favour to take
place.
Such true consciousness of sin contemplates sin, of
whatever kind it may be, directly as sin against God, and in its
°^ tne
ultimate ground as sin against Him alone (N^ ? w tn
is

1

person sinned against, Isa.

xlii.

24, Mic.

vii.

'

9)

;

:

for every

which man stands to his fellow-men, and to created
is but the manifest form of his fundamental
and sin is " that which is evil in the eyes
relationship to God
relation in

things in general,

;

of

God"

(Isa. lxv. 12, lxvi. 4),

it is

contradiction to the will of

God, the sole and highest Lawgiver and Judge. Thus it is, as
David confesses, with regard to his sin, in order that
This jypb must not be weakened by understanding it to refer to
If, however, it is
the result instead of to the aim or purpose.
intended to express intention, it follows close upon the moral
.

relationship of

man

to

God

expressed in

.

.

T$ V an d T^X 3 J™,
-

:
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—a relationship,
condemns the

LI. 7, 8.

the aim of which

may appear

sinner,

:

is,

God, when He now
and holy One,

that

as the just

who, as the sinner is obliged himself to acknowledge, cannot
do otherwise than pronounce a condemnatory decision concerning him. When sin becomes manifest to a man as such, he

Amen to the divine sentence, just as David
And it is just the
does to that passed upon him by Nathan.
nature of penitence so to confess one's self to be in the wrong
must himself say

God may

in order that

be in the right and gain His cause.

If,

however, the sinner's self-accusation justifies the divine rightas, on the other hand, all self-justificaon the part of the sinner (which, however, sooner or later

eousness or justice, just
tion

be undeceived) accuses God of unrighteousness or injustice
(Job xl. 8) then all human sin must in the end tend towards

will

:

the glorifying of God.

In

(Rom.

as he regards

iii.

inasmuch

4),

the Psalter

—

07r<»?

av

66

is

applied by Paul

what

is

here written in

this sense ver.

8i/caia}6{)<;

iv Tot? Xcyoi? aov, koX vi/crjayq

—

iv tw KpiveaOaL ae (LXX.)
as the goal towards which the
whole historv of Israel tends.
Instead of 11313
(infin. like
T
L

"••

•

••

:

Gen. xxxviii. 17, in this instance for the sake of similarity
of sound* instead of the otherwise usual form "ISIY in Thv
speaking, the LXX. renders iv toU Xoyoi? crov
in1 ]3"13
ID??*}

=

stead of 103^3, eV

provided KpiveaOai
9

LXX.,

cf.

essentially

= IBSB'na

tw KpLveadal ae

is

,-

;

(ivfin.

Niph.),

intended as passive and not (as in Jer.

unchanged by the

even the taking of the verb

side of these deviations;

H3J, to

ii.

The thought remains

Matt. v. 40) as middle.

and

be clean, pure, in the Syriac

it.
That God may be justified
and judging; that He, the Judge,

signification vucav, does not alter
in

His

may

gain His cause

towards
all

decisive speaking

this tends

human
Vers.

in

7, 8.

most remote point of

ib.

xxv. 6

human judgment,

towards
and more especially the history of
David here confesses his hereditary

The

Lis birth to conception,

* Cf.

to all
sin,

history,

root of his actual sin.

xxxii. 1;

opposition

David's confession of

it

life's

declaration

Israel.

sin as the

moves backwards from

consequently penetrates even to the
beginning.

,

J$>in stands instead of

the following forms, chosen on account of their accord

sf^n,
;

lxviii.

Di^n,

ib.

3;

niW,

xiv. 7.

tends

this

Cant.

iii.

11

;

nine*, Isa. xxii. 13;

:

^fe>j

D'TOD,
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3
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LI. 7,

perhaps (although elsewhere,

painfulness
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S.

e.g.

in xc. 2, the idea of

kept entirely in the background) with reference
to the decree, " with pain shalt thou bring forth children,"
Gen. iii. 16 (Kurtz) ; and instead of TJX Winn, with still more
is

definite reference to that

pression

which precedes conception, the ex-

^norp (for ^nofP., following the same interchange

is

of vowel as in Gen. xxx. 39, Judg. v. 28). The choice of
the verb decides the question whether by jilJ? and Ntpn is meant
the guilt and sin of the child or of the parents.

On* (to burn
with desire) has reference to that, in coition, which partakes of

may

the animal, and

well

awaken modest

man,

sensibilities in

without piy and nan on that account characterizing birth and
itself as sin
the meaning is merely, that his parents
were sinful human beings, and that this sinful state (habitus)
has operated upon his birth and even his conception, and from

conception

this point

not so

is

;

What

has passed over to him.

much any

thereby expressed

is

self-exculpation, as on the contrary a self-

accusation which glances back to the ultimate ground of natural
corruption.
is

He

is

sinful

,,

}i

"in?pn

n^a

(lviii.

Gen.

4,

viii.

21),

NOtSD NDD, an unclean one springing from an unclean (Job

xiv. 4), flesh

born of

That man from

flesh.

onwards, and that this beginning

itself, is

his first

beginning

tainted with sin

that

;

and its corruption is propaand that consequently in
gated from parents to their children
the single actual sin the sin-pervaded nature of man, inasmuch
as he allows himself to be determined by it and himself resolves
therefore
in accordance with it, becomes outwardly manifest
the fact of hereditary sin is here more distinctly expressed than
in any other passage in the Old Testament, since the Old
Testament conception, according to its special character, which
always fastens upon the phenomenal, outward side rather than
the proneness to sin with

its

guilt

;

—

penetrates to the secret roots of a matter,
entirely to the
its

natural foundation,

and

its

its

15

demonic background undisclosed.
sq.).

directed almost
sin,

and leaves

issue in relation to primeval history,

followed by a correlative second
liv.

is

outward manifestation only of

p

The

][}

in ver. 7 is

in ver. 8 (cf. Isa. lv.

Geier correctly says:

4

sq.,

Orat ut sibi in peccatis

concepto veraque cordis probitate carenti penitiorem ac mysticam
largiri velit sapientiam, cujus

turn dominio.

J"i»N is

medio

liberetur

the nature and

life

of

a peccati turn

man

as

reatu.

conformed
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and will of God (cf. a\j6eia, Eph. iv. 21). "»=?,
wisdom which is most intimately acquainted with (eindringlich
God
weiss) such nature and life and the way to attain it.
is
word
ninuo.
this
The Beth of
delights in and desires truth
preposithe
but
not a radical letter here as it is in Job xii. 6,
tion.
The reins utpote adipe obducti, here and in Job xxxviii.
according
to the Targum, Jerome, and Parchon, are called
36,
nintp {Psychol. S. 269; tr. p. 317).
Truth in the reins (cf. xl.
to the nature

9,

God's law in viseeribus mcis)

deepest inward parts

;

and

is

an upright nature in man's
accounted

in fact, since the reins are

man's inmost experience

as the seat of the tenderest feelings, in

and perception,
of

mind

in his

(xvi. 7).

most secret

life

both of conscience and

member
Out of the

In the parallel

hidden inward part of man.
according to the will of

God

DfiD denotes the

confession,

that

truth ought to dwell and rule in

man

even in his reins, comes the wish, that God would impart
him (i.e. teach him and make his own), who, as being born
and conceived in sin, is commended to God's mercy, that
wisdom in the hidden part of his mind which is the way to

—

to

—

such truth.
Vers. 9-11.

The

possession of

the assurance of

possessions,

all

most needed by him, the foundation of

all

however,

other possessions,

the forgiveness of his sins.

is

The second

futures in ver. 9 are consequents of the

first, which are used
Ver. 9a recalls to mind the sprinkling of the
leper, and of one unclean by reason of his contact with a dead
body, by means of the bunch of hyssop (Lev. ch. xiv., Num.
ch. xix.), the fioravr) KaBapnicri (Bahr, Symbol, ii. 503) ; and
ver. 9b recalls the washings which, according to priestly direc-

as optatives.

tions, the

unclean person in

undergo.

Purification and washing which the

all

cases of uncleanness

Law

had

to

enjoin?,

are regarded in connection witli the idea implied in them, and
with a setting aside of their symbolic and carnal outward side,

inasmuch as the performance of both acts, which in other
cases takes place through priestly mediation, is here
supplicated directly from God Himself.
Manifestly 31TN3 no t
(

intended to be understood in a spiritual sense. It
is a spiritual medium of purification without the
medium itself
being stated.
The New Testament believer confesses, with
Petrarch in the second of his seven penitential Psalms
omnes
311833)

is

:

';
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LI. 12, 13.

sordes meas una gutia, vel tenuis, sacri sanguinis absterget.

there

made

here no mention

is

of atonement by blood

antitype of the atoning blood was

hidden from David.

still

man

operation of justifying grace on a

But

for the

;

The

stained by the blood-

red guilt of sin could not, however, be more forcibly denoted
than by the expression that it makes him whiter than snow
the dependent passage Isa.

(cf.

And

18).

i.

history scarcely

records a grander instance of the change of blood-red sin into

dazzling whiteness

than

that

this,

out of

subsequent

the

marriage of David and Bathsheba sprang Solomon, the most
richly blessed of all kings.

bones are

At

shaken, and as

the present time David's very

were crushed, with the sense
an attributive clause like ?])S< in vii. 16. Into
what rejoicing will this smitten condition be changed, when he
only realizes within his soul the comforting and joyous assurof sin.

still

it

IVS*! is

God who is once more gracious to him
he yearns, viz. that God would hide His face from the
sin which He is now visiting upon him, so that it may as it
were be no longer present to Him that He would blot out all
his iniquities, so that they may no longer testify against him.

ing utterance of the

For

this

;

Here the

first

part of the Psalm closes

language of the opening
Vers. 12, 13.
tion

is

that

is

;

the close recurs to the

(ver. 35).

In the second

part, the

prayer for justifica-

A clean

followed by the prayer for renewing.

not beclouded by sin and a consciousness of

heart

sin (for 3?

160); a

includes the conscience, Psychology, S. 134;

tr.

stedfast spirit

a spirit certain

(|i^3,

cf.

lxxviii. 37,

cxii.

7)

is

p.

respecting his state of favour and well-grounded in

it.

prayer has reference to the very same thing that

promised by

the prophets as a future

Redeemer on His people
it

work of

salvation

is

David's

wrought by God the

(Jer. xxiv. 7, Ezek. xi. 19, xxxvi. 26)

has reference to those spiritual facts of experience which,

it

could be experienced even under the Old Testament
relatively and anticipatively, but to the actual realization of
which the New Testament history, fulfilling ancient prophecy,

is true,

has

first

of

all

and motives,

produced effectual and comprehensive grounds
viz. fierdvoia

yevecrut, teal avaKa.Lvaxn'i

(y?.=vov<i),

irvev/j,a,TO<;

(Tit.

tcaivr]
iii.

5).

/crt'o-t?,

iraXiy-

David, with-

out distinguishing between them, thinks of himself as king, as
Consequently we are not at liberty to
Israelite, and as man.
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=

say that Bh>n ran (as in Isa. Ixiii. 16), Twev/xa afyuotrvvrj<t
Spirit
ayiov, is here the Spirit of grace in distinction from the
Saul,
rejected
He
as
should
reject
David
of office.
If Jahve

would be the extreme manifestation of anger (2 Kings
him as king and as a man at the same time.
The Holy Spirit is none other than that which came upon him
by means of the anointing, 1 Sam. xvi. 13. This Spirit, by
Hence he prays God to
sin, he has grieved and forfeited.
show favour rather than execute His right, and not to take this
His Holy Spirit from him.
Vers. 14, 15. In connection with nrHji mi, the old expositors thought of y]\, a noble, a prince, and n ?H3, nobility, high
this

xxiv. 20) towards

rank,

Job xxx.

pali) uTrjpi^ov

15,
/xe,

LXX.

(spiritu princi-

•n-vev/xari, ^ye/xovt.KQJ

—the word

has, however, without

any doubt,

ethical sense in this passage, Isa. xxxii. 8, cf. '"O^, Ps. liv.

its

8 and the relation of the two words nn *U nn is not to be
taken as adjectival, but genitival, since the poet has just used
h

;

nn

same personal sense

in the

more
Gen.

Nor

in ver. 12a.

taken as a nominative of the subject, but

are they to be

— what

corresponds

—according

closely to the

connection of the prayer

xxvii. 37, as a

second accusative of the object

spirit of

:

to

with a

willingness, of willing, noble impulse towards that

which is good, support me i.e. imparting this spirit to me,
uphold me constantly in that which is good.
What is meant
;

is

not the

Holy

Spirit,

but the

the dominion of sin by the

become an inward,
assured of

David
shall

as

it

human

Holy

were

his justification

and

spirit

Spirit,

to

instinctive,
fortified

made free from
which good has
Thus

necessity.

in

new

obedience,

ways of God, and sinners
by means of the testimony

will teach transgressors the

be converted to Him,

viz.

concerning God's order of mercy which he

is

able to bear as

own rich experience.
Vers. 16-19. The third part now begins with a doubly
urgent prayer. The invocation of God by the name Eloliim
is here made more urgent by the addition of Vijficri <rbn
inas-

the result of his

•

much

as the prayers for justification

and for renewing blend
together in the " deliver me."
David does not seek to lessen
his guilt; he calls it in tPm by its right name,
a word which
signifies blood violently .shed, and then also a deed of blood and
blood-guiltiness (ix. 13, cvi. 38, and frequently).
We have

—

;
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met with ^sn construed with |»? of the sin in xxxix. 9. He
had given tlriah over to death in order to possess himself of
Bathsheba. And the accusation of his conscience spoke not
merely of adultery, hut also of murder.
Nevertheless the
also

consciousness of sin no longer smites him to the earth,

has lifted him up

;

Mercy

he prays only that she would complete her

work in him, then shall his tongue exultingly praise (ijn with
an accusative of the object, as in lix. 17) God's righteousness,
which, in accordance with the promise, takes the sinner under
protection.
But in order to perform what he vowed he
would do under such circumstances, he likewise needs grace,
and prays, therefore, for a joyous opening of his mouth. In
sacrifices God delighteth not (xl. 7, cf. Isa. i. 11), otherwise he
would bring some (furiSl, darem, sc. si velles, vid. on xl. 6)
its

God

whole-burnt-offerings
are well-pleasing to

doth not desire

parison with which the flesh
the dTiat (D^D^)

is

:

the sacrifices that

Him and

most beloved by Him, in comand the dead work of the niSiy and

altogether worthless, are thankfulness

out of the fulness of a penitent and lowly heart.
here, directly at least,

no reference

the sin-offering, which

is

a

man

is

is

23)
is

to the spiritual antitype of

The inward

never called mi.

said to be broken

(1.

There

and crushed when

his sinful

part of

nature

broken, his ungodly self slain, his impenetrable hardness

—

haughty vainglorying brought low, in fine, when
become as nothing, and when God is everything to him.
Of such a spirit and heart, panting after grace
or favour, consist the sacrifices that are truly worthy God's
acceptance and well-pleasing to Him (cf. Isa. lvii. 15, where
softened, his

he

is

in himself

such a spirit and such a heart are called God's earthly temple).*
Vers. 20, 21.

From

God, the Psalm now, in

this spiritual sacrifice, well-pleasing to

vers.

20

comes back

sq.,

sacrifices that are offered in a right state of

* The Talmud finds a significance in the plural
(B. Sanhedrin ±3b) says

:

At

the time

to the material

mind ; and

"irof.

this is

Joshua ben Levi

when the temple was

whoand whoever
but the lowly was accounted

ever brought a burut-offering received the reward of

standing,

it,

brought a meat-offering, the reward of it
by the Scriptures as one who offered every kind of sacrifice at once (ip^iO
p\2 nimpn bl 3npn). In Irenseus, iv. 17, 2, and Clemens Alexandrinus,
;

Pxdag.

iii.

12,

is

fouud to

Quaix.

tm 0sw xxpht'a

avt/TiTpiy-ft-ivYi

the addition

:
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be explained by the consideration that David's prayer for
himself here passes over into an intercession on behalf of all
"fix may
Israel : Do good in Thy good pleasure unto Zion.
to

be a sign of the accusative, for a^'n (a^n) does take the accusative of the person (Job xxiv. 21) ; but also a preposition, for
and Dy, so also with riK in the same
as it is construed with
P^jprnt are here, as in
signification (Jer. xviii. 10, xxxii. 41).
iv. 6, Deut. xxxiii. 19, those sacrifices which not merely as
5>

regards their outward character, but also in respect of the
inward character of him who causes them to be offered on his
behalf, are exactly such as God the Lawgiver will have them
to be.
By 7v3 beside n?iy might be understood the priestly

vegetable whole-offering, Lev.
the

Hebrews,

ii.

8), since

vi.

every

15
njijl

sq.

(P^an n™?, Epistle

as such is also <>y2

;

to

but

Psalm-poetry does not make any such special reference to the
7v31 is, like M>a in 1 Sam. vii. 9, an explicative
and the combination is like "limn "JW, xliv. 4, ^ani pN,
and the like.
^3 D^(Hitzig, after the Phoenician

sacrificial tora.

addition,
xc. 2,

A

unknown to the Israelitish sacrificial worship.
The prayer Build Thou the walls of Jerusalem, is not
inadmissible in the mouth of David; since nja signifies not
tables)

sacrificial

is

:

merely to build up what has been thrown down, but also to go
on and finish building what is in the act of being built (lxxxix.
and, moreover, the wall built round about Jerusalem by
iii. 1) can be regarded as a fulfilment of
David's prayer.
3)

;

Solomon (1 Kings

Nevertheless what even Theodoret has
rot? iv BafivXcbvt,

tence the

way

.

.

.

felt cannot be denied:
rd pr/para. Through peniled back to Jerusalem.
The sup-

ap/xoTTet

of the exiles

very natural that vers. 20 sq.
addition made by the church of the Exile.

position

is

may be a liturgical
And if the origin

of Isa. ch. xl.-lxvi. in the time of the Exile were
as indisputable as the reasons against such a position are
forcible,

then

would give support not merely
(cf. Isa. Ix. 10, 5, 7),

the Exile

to the derivation of vers.

20

it

sq.

but of the whole Psalm, from the time
of

for the general impress of the

Psalm is, according
accurate observation of Hitzig, thoroughly
deuteroIsaianic.
But the writer of Isa. xl.-lxvi. shows 'signs in
other
respects also of the most familiar acquaintance with
the earlier
literature of the Shir and the Mashal; and that
he is none
to

the

;

—

!
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other than Isaiah reveals itself in connection with this Psalm
by the echoes of this very Psalm, which are to be found not
only in the second but also in the first part of the Isaianic
collection of

prophecy

(cf.

on vers.

driven to the inference, that Ps.

We

9, 18).

are therefore

was a favourite Psalm of
Isaiah's, and that, since the Isaianic echoes of it extend equally
from the first verse to the last, it existed in the same complete
form even in his day as in ours and that consequently the
close, just like the whole Psalm, so beautifully and touchingly
expressed, is not the mere addition of a later age.
li.

;

PSALM

LII.

THE PUNISHMENT THAT AWAITS THE EVIL TONGUE.
3

WHY boastest thou thyself of
one

?

The mercy of God endureth
4 Destruction doth thy tongue
Like a sharpened
5

Thou

wickedness,

O

thou mighty

!

razor,

O

continually.
devise,

worker of guile

lovest evil rather than good,

Lying

instead of speaking that which

6

Thou

7

Thus then

lovest only destroying words,

will

God

smite thee

is

O

down

right.

(Sela.)

deceitful tongue

!

for ever,

He will seize thee and pluck thee out of the tent,
And root thee out of the land of the living. (Sela.)
8 The righteous shall see it and fear,
And over him shall they laugh
:

9 "Behold there the

man who made

not Elohim his hiding-

place,

And

boasted of the abundance of his riches, trusted in his
self-devotedness

10

I,

however,

am like

I trust in the

Ill

will give

!"

a green olive-tree in the house of Elohim,

mercy

of

Elohim

for ever

and

ever.

thanks to Thee for ever, that Thou hast accom-

plished it;

And

Thy name, because
presence of Thy saints.

I will wait on
the

it

is

so gracious, in
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LII. 3-6,

which, side by side with Ps. li., exhibits the
contrast between the false and the right use of the tongue,
It
begins a series of Elohimic Maskils (Ps. lii.-lv.) by David.
is one of the eight Psalms which, by the statements of the

With

Ps.

Hi.,

inscriptions, of

which some are capable of being

and
more

verified,

others at least cannot be replaced by anything that

is

by Saul
Augustine calls
them Psalmos fugitivos. The inscription runs To the Precentor,
a meditation (vid. xxxii. 1), by David, when Doeg the Edomite
came and told Saul and said to him : David is gone in to the
credible, are assigned to the time of his persecution
(vii.,

lix.,

xxxiv.,

lvi.,

lii.,

lvii.,

cxlii.,

liv.).

:

By Nisa, as in li. 2, liv. 2, the writer of
house of Ahimelech.
the inscription does not define the exact moment of the composition of the Psalm, but only in a general

way

the period in

which it falls. After David had sojourned a short time with
Samuel, he betook himself to Nob to Ahimelech the priest;
and he gave him without hesitation, as being the son-in-law of
the king, the shew-bread that had been removed, and the sword
of Goliath that had been hung up in the sanctuary behind the

Doeg

ephod.

the Edomite was witness of this

;

and when

Saul, under the tamarisk in Gibea, held an assembly of his

serving men, Doeg, the overseer of the royal mules, betrayed

what had taken place between David and Ahimelech
Eighty-five priests immediately

fell as

to him.

victims of this betrayal,

and only Abiathar (Ebjathar) the son of Ahimelech escaped
and reached David, 1 Sam. xxii. 6-10 (where, in ver. 9,

ma

is

to be read instead of nay, cf. ch. xxi. 8).
It is bad enough to behave wickedly, but bad
extreme to boast of it at the same time as an heroic act.

Vers. 3-6.
in the

Doeg, who causes a massacre, not, however, by the strength of
his hand, but by the cunning of his tongue, does this.
Hence
he is sarcastically called 1133 (cf. Isa. v. 22). David's cause
however,

is not therefore lost
for it k the cause of God whose
loving-kindness endures continually, without allowinoitself to
be affected, like the favour of men, by calumny.
;

Concerning

rifon

vid.

on

v. 10.

W>

(according to the Masora
to a person.

as usual treated as fern. ; iTOT
nity
with Tsere) is consequently

is

addressed

In ver. 5 in after ronx has the Dagesh
that

is

usual also in other instances according to the rule of the
ViK
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p^me, especially in connection with the letters nSD"m (with
which Resh is associated in the Book of Jezira, Michlol 96&,
cf. 636).*
The !» of 3it3D and 12^D is not meant to affirm that
he loves good, etc., less than evil, etc., but that he does not
love

it at all (cf. cxviii. 8 sq., Hab. ii. 16).
The music which
comes in after ver. 5 has to continue the accusations con
amarezza without words. Then in ver. 6 the sin "in cr aaain
takes them up, by addressing the adversary with the words
"thou tongue of deceit" (cf. cxx. 3), and by reproaching him

with loving only such utterances as swallow up,

without leaving a trace behind

i.e.

destroy

(!?», pausal form of S&3, like

cxix. 36, cf. the verb in xxxv. 25,

2 Sam. xvii. 16, xx.
and honour and goods. Hupfeld
takes ver. 6b as a second object ; but the figurative and weaker
expression would then follow the unfigurative and stronger one,
and "to love a deceitful tongue" might be said with reference
S>V3 in

19

sq.), his

neighbour's

to this character of

life

tongue as belonging to another person, not

with reference to his own.

Vers. 7-9. The announcement of the divine retribution
begins with D3 as in Isa. Ixvi. 4, Ezek. xvi. 43, Mai. ii. 9. The

one might suppose, the holy tent or tabernacle,

7fiN is not, as

by making it the lurking-place of the
which would have been expressed by
own dwelling. God will pull him, the lofty and

that he has desecrated

betrayer (1

Sam. xxi. 8

but his

i'CjJJ??,

[7]),

* pTnD TIN is the name by which the national grammarians designate
a group of two words, of which the first, ending with Kametz or Segol, has
the accent on the penult., and of which the second is a monosyllable, or
penult.
The initial consonant of the second
a Dagesh, in order that it may not, in consequence of the first ictus of the group of words " coming out of the distance,"
i.e. being far removed, be too feebly and indistinctly uttered.
This dageshing, however, only takes place when the first word is already of itself Milel,

likewise is accented

word

on the

in this case receives

or at least, as

e.g.

1V3- riXSD, had a half -accented penult, and not when
t

is

from the very

first

:

it

Vr

Milra and

retreating of the accent, as tibs

is

only become Milel by means of the
Deut. xxiv. 1. The

nt?I?, lxxviii. 12, cf.

penultima-accent has a greater lengthening force in the former case than
the following syllables are therefore uttered more rapidly in
;

in the latter

the

first case,

and the Dagesh

is

intended to guard against the third syllable
Concerning the rule, vid.

being too hastily combined with the second.
Baer's Thnrath Emeth, p. 29 sq.

VOL.
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(!'rn, like a tower pcrliaps, Judg. viii. 9,
Ezek. xxvi. 9) from his position of honour and his prosperity,
and drag him forth out of his habitation, much as one rakes a
coal from the hearth (nnn Biblical and Talmudic in this sense),
and tear him out of this his home (npj, cf. P"3, Job xviii. 14)
and remove him far away (Deut. xxviii. 63), because he has
betrayed the homeless fugitive; and will root him out of the

imperious one, down

land of the living, because he has destroyed the priests of God
It then proceeds in vers. 8 sq. very much
(1 Sam. xxii. 18).
like xl. 4&, 5, just as the figure of the razor also coincides with

Psalms belonging
K>®b,

vii.

13).

to exactly the

same period

(li.

8, Ivii. 5, cf.

The excitement and indignant anger

against

rhythm and the choice
words, has been already recognised by us since Ps. vii. as a

one's foes -which expresses itself in the

of

characteristic of these Psalms.

The hope which David,

in ver.

God's judicial interposition is the same as e.g.
10.
The righteous will be strengthened in the fear

8, attaches to

in Ps. lxiv.

God (for the play of sounds cf. xl. 4) and laugh at him
whom God has overthrown, saying Behold there the man, etc.

of

:

According to lviii. 11, the laughing is joy at the ultimate breaking through of justice long hidden and not discerned; for even
the moral teaching of the Old Testament (Prov. xxiv. 17)
reprobates the low malignant joy that glories at the overthrow
of one's enemy.
By nD3M the former trust in mammon on the
part of the

man who

is

overtaken by punishment

as a consequence of his refusal to

who

is

the true

tii»D

= JU^,

put trust

in

is

set forth

God,

in

Him

hiding-place or place of protection

(vid. on xxxi. 3, xxxvii. 39, cf. xvii. 7, 2 Sam. xxii. 33).
njn is
here the passion for earthly things which rushes at and falls

upon them (animo fertur).
Vers. 10, 11.
The gloomy song now brightens up, and in
calmer tones draws rapidly to a close. The betrayer becomes
like an uprooted tree
the betrayed, however, stands firm and
is like to a green-foliaged olive (Jer. xi.
16) which is planted
in the house of Elohim (xc. 14), that is to say, in
sacred and
inaccessible ground
cf. the promise in Isa. lx.
13.
;

;

The

weighty expression trty <3 refers, as in xxii. 32, to the
gracious
and just carrying out of that which was aimed at in the
of David.

election
If this be attained, then he will for ever give
thanks

"
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and further wait on the Name, i.e. the self-attestation, of God,
which is so gracious and kind, he will give thanks and "wait"
in the presence of all the saints.
This "waiting," ™p^_, is
open to suspicion, since what he intends to do in the presence
of the saints must be something that is audible or visible to
them. Also " hoping in the name of God " is, it is true, not
an unbiblical notional combination (Isa. xxvi. 8) ; but in connection with niD 'O -|DB' which follows, one more readily looks
for a verb expressing a thankful and laudatory proclamation
(cf. liv.

Hitzig's conjecture that

8).

we should read njns^

T'Vpn "U3 does not belong
which would be construed with y'JJS, and not "IJJ, but
to the two votive words; cf. xxii. 2(5, cxxxviii. 1, and other
The whole church (xxii. 23 sq., xl. 10 sq.) shall be
passages.
witness of his thankfulness to God, and of his proclamation of
the proofs which God Himself has given of His love and
therefore perfectly satisfactory.

is

to 31D,

favour.

PSALM

LIII.

ELOHIMIC VARIATION OF THE JAHVE-PSALM XIV.
2

THE

fool hath said in his heart

:

" There

is

no God

;

Corruptly and abominably do they carry on their iniquity,
is none that doeth good.

There

3 Elohim looketh down from heaven upon the children of

men,

To

see

if

there be any that have understanding,

If any that seek after

God.

4 Every one of them is gone back, altogether they are
There is none that doeth good,

Not even

corrupt,

one.

5 Are the workers of iniquity so utterly devoid of understanding,

Who

eating up

(And)

call

my

people eat up bread,

not on Elohim

f

;
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Then were they
For Elohim

LIU.

when

in great fear,

the

scattered

there was no fear;

bones of him that encamped

round about thee

'

Thou

didst put

them

to

shame, for Elohim had despised

them.
7

Oh that the salvation of Israel were come out of Zion
When Elohim turneth the captivity of His people,
Jacob

shall rejoice, Israel shall

!

be glad.

and liv., which are most closely related by
and expression, are separated by the insertion of Ps. liii., in which the individual character of Ps. lii., the
description of moral corruption and the announcement of the
Psalms

lii.

occasion, contents,

divine curse,

is

according to

its

Ps.

generalized.

liii.

also belongs to this series

species of poetic composition

;

for the inscrip-

To the Precentor, after Machalath, a Mashil of David.
The formula n?nn"?j; recurs in lxxxviii. 1 with the addition of

tion runs

niajp.

:

Since Ps. lxxxviii.

and Ps.

is

the gloomiest of

all

although having a bright border,

the Psalms,

still also a
dark picture, the signification of n ?nD, laxness (root bn, opp.
id), sickness, sorrow, which is capable of being supported by
Ex. xv. 26, must be retained.
rbnarhy signifies after a sad
liii.,

is

it be that rpno itself (with the ancient
feminine termination, like ru'Ja, Ixi. 1) is a name for
such an elegiac kind of melody, or that it was thereby designed

tone or

manner; whether

dialectic

to

indicate the

initial

latter case rf?no

is

word of some popular song.

the

construct

form,

the

In the

standard

song
beginning J? f6np or some such way. The signification to be
sweet (Aramaic) and melodious (iEthiopic), which the root "6n
obtains in the dialects,

is

foreign to

Hebrew.

It is altogether

inadmissible to combine rbrm with <B^, ease, comfort

(Germ.

Gemachlichkeit, cf. mdchlich, easily, slowly, with
mdldich, by
degrees), as Hitzig does ; since trio, Eabbinic, to
pardon, coincides more readily with nnp, li. 3, 11.
So that we may regard
machalath as equivalent to mesto, not piano or andante.

That the two

texts, Ps. xiv.

original identity" (Hupfeld)
later variation of Ps. xiv.

is

The

and liii., are "vestiges of an
not established: Ps.°liii.
a
musical designation, common

^
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only to the earlier Psalms, at once dissuades one from coming
down beyond the time of Jehoshaphat or Hezekiah. Moreover,

we have here

a manifest instance that even Psalms which are
composed upon the model of, or are variations of Davidic
Psalms, were without any hesitation inscribed Tr6.

Beside the

critical problem, all that remains here for the
merely the discussion of anything peculiar in the
deviations in the form of the text.

exegesis

is

Ver.

2.

dismissed

;

the use of

The well-grounded asyndeton OTil WflW
and the expression

is here
rendered more bombastic by
b)y (the masculine to rfo??),

is

instead of fMjj.

!>iy

the accusative of the object (cf. Ezek. xvi. 52) to
both verbs, which give it a twofold superlative attributive

pravitas,

is

notion.

Moreover, here

irvntwi

our printed texts instead of
another is contrary to all rule.

accented with Mugrash in

is

One Mugrash

Tarcha.

after

Iu both recensions of the Psalm the name of God
In Ps. xiv. it reads three times Eloldm
and four times Jahve; in the Psalm before us it is all seven
Ver.

3.

occurs seven times.

times Eloldm, which in this instance

name

dignity with the

names in Ps.

to be reverentially

present

is
is

mighty

a proper name of equal

xiv. is perfectly intentional,

in vers. 1, 2c describes

who
who

is

Since the mingling of the two

Jahve.

God

as

inasmuch as Elohim

a Being most highly exalted and

acknowledged, and in ver. 5 as the Being

among men

in the righteous generation and

in their weakness,

it

becomes clear that David

himself cannot be the author of this levelling change, which

is

more rigidly than the Elohimic character of the
Psalm really demands.
Ver. 4. Instead of bbn, the totality, we have i?3, which
denotes each individual of the whole, to which the suffix, that
lias almost vanished (xxix. 9) from the genius of the language,
refers.
And instead of "ip, the more elegant JD, without any
carried out

distinction in the

Ver.

v. 6, vi. 9,

meaning.

Here

5.
is

in the first line the

then follow, instead of two
haps each mutilated by the

tristichs,

loss of

word

wanting.

in its right place, is

two

"?3,

distichs,

a line.

which, as in

In Ps. xiv. there

The

which are perwriter

who has

retouched the Psalm has restored the tristichic symmetry that

;
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6.

had been lost sight of, but he lias adopted rather violent means :
inasmuch as he has fused down the two distichs into a single
sound of
tristich, which is as closely as possible adapted to the
their letters.

Ver.

6.

The

last

lines of this tristich are in letters so

two

similar to the two distichs of Ps. xiv., that they look like

an

attempt at the restoration of some faded manuscript. Nevertheless, such a close following of the sound of the letters of the
original, and such a changing of the same by means of an
interchange of letters,

Second Epistle of Peter
so complete

found elsewhere (more

also to be

is

Jeremiah, and

especially in

to

in themselves

e.g.

also

Jude).

and

the

in

And

relation

of the

the two lines sound

full of life, that this

way

of

accounting for their origin takes too low an estimate of them.

A

later poet,

perhaps belonging to the time of Jehoshaphat or

Hezekiah, has here adapted the Davidic Psalm to some terrible
catastrophe that has just taken place, and given a special character to the universal
tion of

announcement of judgment.

ins nvrs6 (supply

"lEte

= dp lew,

Ixxxiv. 4)

The
is

addi-

meant

to

imply that fear of judgment had seized upon the enemies of
the people of God, when no fear, i.e. no outward ground for
fear, existed ; it was therefore DTQX rpnn (1 Sam. xiv. 15), a

God-wrought panic. Such was the case with the host of the
confederates in the days of Jehoshaphat (2 Chron. xx. 22-24)
such also with the army of Sennacherib before Jerusalem (Isa.
xxxvii. 36).

"3

gives the proof in support of this fright from

the working of the divine power.
the people of

unburied they

Ezek.

The words are addressed to
Eloldm hath scattered the bones (so that
like dirt upon the plain a prey to wild beasts

God
lie

:

5) of thy besieger, i.e. of him who had encamped against thee, ^n mstead of ^in=^il! ruh.» By the
might of his God, who has overthrown them, the enemies of
cxli. 7,

*

So

it

takes the
suffix it

vi.

has teen explained

by Menachem

;

whereas Dunash wrongly

of -pn as part of the root, overlooking the
fact that with the
ought rather to have been Tjph instead of rpb.
It is true that
~\

within the province of the verb ach does occur as a paused
masculine suffix
n stead of echa, with the preterite (Deut. vi. 17, Isa. xxx. 19 lv *>
rl
even out of pause in Jer. xxiii. 87), and with the infiuitive
(Deut xxviii
n. Ezek. xxviii. 15), but only in the passage before us with the
participle!

;:
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His people, Israel has put them to shame, i.e. brought to
nought in a way most shameful to them, the project of those
who were so sure of victory, who imagined they could devour
Israel as easily and comfortably as bread.
It is clear that in
even ver. 5 receives a reference

this connection

foes of

Israel originally alien

quently Mic.

to the

to the foreign

Psalm, so that conse-

no longer a parallel passage, but passages
our bread are they (the inhabitants of
Canaan); and Jer. xxx. 16, all they that devour thee shall be

like

Num.

iii.

xiv.

3

is

9,

devoured.

Ver. 7. The two texts now again coincide. Instead of.
njW], we here have nijJB' ; the expression is strengthened, the
,

:

plural signifies entire, full,

and

final salvation.

PSALM

LIV.

CONSOLATION IN THE PRESENCE OF BLOODTHIRSTY
ADVERSARIES.
3

ELOHIM,

by Thy name save me,
by Thy strength maintain my cause!

And

4 Elohim, hear my prayer,
Hearken to the words of my mouth
5 For strangers are risen up against me,

And
They

violent
set not

men

6 Behold, Elohim

The Lord
7

seek after

Elohim before

it is

is

my

life

their eyes.

(Sela.)

my helper,

who upholdeth my

He will requite the evil
By virtue of Thy truth

soul.

mine enemies
cut Thou them off.
to

Attached to the participle this masculine suffix closely approximates to the
Aramaic ; with proper substantives there are no examples of it found in
Hebrew. Simson ha-Nakdan, in his D'Jipn "inn (a MS. in Leipzig University Library, fol. 29J), correctly observes that forms like *pt5' T]tSl?, are
1

not biblical Hebrew, but Aramaic, and are only found in the language of
the Talmud, formed by a mingling of the Hebrew and Aramaic.
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With

8

willing

mind

will

I will give thanks to
9 For out of

And

all

LIV. 3-5.

I sacrifice unto Thee,
that it

Thy name, Jahve,
hath

distress

upon mine enemies doth mine eye delight

Here again we have one

is

gracious.

delivered me,

it

Psalms dated from
two preced-

of the eight

—

itself.

a Maskil, like the

the time of Saul's persecution,
ing Psalms, and having points of close contact both with Ps.
liii.

(cf. ver.

5 with

3) and with Ps.

liii.

in the closing words of ver. 8

and

lii.

lii.

(cf. the

11)

To

:

resemblance

the Precentor,

with the accompaniment of stringed instruments (vid. on
meditation, by David, when the Ziphites came and said
Is not
lech,

iv. 1),

to

a

Saul :

Abiathar, the son of Ahime?
David, who with six hundred men was

David hidden among us
had escaped

to

then in the fortified town of

Keila (Keilah), but received

through Abiathar the

answer,

divine

that

the

inhabitants

would give him up if Saul should lay siege to the town.
Thereupon we find him in the wilderness of Ziph; the
Ziphites betray him and pledge themselves to capture him, and
thereby he is in the greatest straits, out of which he was only
rescued by an invasion of the Philistines, which compelled
Saul to retreat (1 Sam. xxiii. 19 sqq.).
The same history
which the earlier narrator of the Books of Samuel relates here,
we meet with once more in 1 Sam. ch. xxvi., related with
fuller colouring.
The form of the inscription of the Psalm
is word for word the same as both in 1 Sam. xxiii. 19 and in
the annals are in all three passages the ultimate
1 Sam. xxvi. 1
;

source of the inscription.

This short song

Vers. 3-5.

is divided into two parts by
half prays for help and answer.
The Name
the manifestation of His nature, which has mercy as

The

Sela.

first

of

God

its

central point (for the

so that

is

^a

(which

is

Name

of

God

is

nio, ver. 8,

lii.

11),

here the parallel word to in-naas)

consequently equivalent to

^Dna.

The

is

obtaining of 'right for

any one (p. like 0?tJ>, vii. 9, and frequently, pT nety, ix.
5) is
attributed to the all-conquering might of God, which
is only
one side of the divine Name, i.e. of the divine nature
which
manifests itself in the diversity of its attributes,
ptxn
(ver.

4i)

is

construed with )

(cf. bit, lxxvii.

2) like

JTX

nan, Ixxviii. 1.

;
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The Targum, misled by lxxxvi. ] 4, reads Onr instead of D
The inscription leads one to think of the Ziphites
,

"ir

ver. 5.

in
in

particular in connection with "strangers" and "violent men."

The two words
xxv. 2

in

sq., xxix. 5,

most instances denote foreign enemies, Isa.
Ezek. xxxi. 12 but *)T is also a stranger in
;

the widest sense, regulated in each instance according to the
opposite, e.g. the non-priest,

countrymen can

Lev.

also turn out to

xxii. 10
and one's fellowbe D^ny, Jer. xv. 21. The
;

although Judaaans like David, might be called
" strangers," because they had taken the side against David
and "violent men," because they pledged themselves to seize
Ziphites,

and deliver him up. Under other circumstances this might
have been their duty as subjects. In this instance, however,
it was godlessness, as ver. 5c (cf. lxxxvi. 14) says.
Any one
at that time in Israel who feared God more than man, could
not lend himself to be made a tool of Saul's blind fury.
God
had already manifestly enough acknowledged David.

Vers. 6-9.

In

this

second half, the poet, in the certainty

of being heard, rejoices in help, and
giving.

out of

makes a vow of thanks-

The 3 of ^oba is not meant to imply
many who upheld his threatened life;

that

God

is

one

but rather that

He

comes within the category of such, and fills it up in Himself
and for the origin of this Beth essential,
;
xcix. 6, Judg. xi. 35.
In ver. 7 the Keri merits the preference over the Chethib (evil shall "revert" to my spies), which
would at least require ?V instead of ? (cf vii. 17). Concerning
In the rapid transition to invocation
vid- on xxvii. 11.
''"pjfi
in ver. lb the end of the Psalm announces itself.
The trutli
of God is not described as an instrumental agent of the cutting
off, but as an impelling cause.
It is the same Beth as in the
expression ^31^3 (Num. xv. 3)
by or out of free impulse.
These free-will sacrifices are not spiritual here in opposition to
the ritual sacrifices (1. 14), but ritual as an outward representaalone, cf. cxviii. 7

.

:

tion of the spiritual.

The

subject of "^sri

is

the

Name

of

God

;

the post-biblical language, following Lev. xxiv. 11, calls God
straightway 0$n, and passages like Isa. xxx. 27 and the one

before us come very near to this usage.
tion the

hopes

ground of -the thanksgiving.

for, will

then

line, ver. 96, recalls

lie

behind him

xxxv. 21,

in

The

prasterites

men-

What David now
the past.

cf. lix. 11, xcii.

The

still

closing

12; the invoking

;

!
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of the curse upon his enemies in ver. 7 recalls xvii. 13,

and the vow of thanksgiving
26, xxxv. 18, xl. 10 sqq.
12 sqq.

lix.

;

PSALM

in ver.

lvi. 8,

8 recalls

xxii.

LV.

PEATER OF ONE WHO IS MALICIOUSLY BESET AND
BETRAYED BY HIS FRIEND.
2
3

GIVE ear, Elohim, to my prayer,
And veil not Thyself from my supplication;
Oh hearken to me and answer me
I toss to and fro in my thoughts and must groan,

4 Because of the voice of the enemy, because of the oppression
of the evil-doer.

For they

And
5

My

roll iniquity

upon me,

anger do they pursue me.

in

heart writhes within me,

And

6

the terrors of death have fallen upon me.
Fear and trembling come upon me,
And horror hath covered me.

7 I thought

:

Then would

Oh

that I had wings like a dove,

I fly

away and be

8 Yea, I would flee afar

at rest

off,

I would lodge in the wilderness.
9 I would soar to

From

11

(Sela.)

place of refuse

the raging wind, from the, tempest.

10 Destroy,

For

my

O

Lord, divide their tongues,

I see violence

and

strife in the city.

Day and night they go their rounds upon its
And evil and trouble are in the midst of it.

walls

12 Destruction

And
13 For

is in the midst of it,
oppression and guile depart not from

it is

not an

bear

it

enemy

its

market-place.

that reproacheth me, then
I

would

—

—

;
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me

that

exalteth

himself

against me,

Then I could indeed hide myself from him.
14 But thou wast a man on an equality with me, my companion
and familiar friend,
15 We who were wont to have sweet intercourse together,
To the house of Elohim we walked in the festive throng.
16 Let death surprise them,
Let them go down alive to Hades

For wickedness is in their dwelling,
17 As for me, to Elohim do I cry,
And Jahve will save me.
18 Evening and morning and
19

And He
He will

will

hear

my

noon

will

inward

I meditate and groan,

my

soul, so that

they come not

me;

For they are very many against me.
20 God will hear, and answer them
Yea, He sitteth enthroned from the very beginning

Even them, who think nothing
And who fear not Elohim.
21

He
He

part.

voice,

deliver, in peace,

at

at

in their

layeth his

(Sela)

of another,

hand upon those who

are at peace with him,

violateth his covenant.

22 Smooth are the butter-words of his mouth,
Soft are his words as

and war is his heart
and yet are sword-blades.

oil,

23 Cast thy burden upon Jahve,
He, He will sustain thee
;

24

He will never suffer the righteous to be moved.
And Thou, Elohim, shalt cast them down into the
the

Bloody and deceitful men

But
Ps.

same

shall not live out half their lives

Thee.

I trust in

liv. is

abyss of

pit,

followed by another Davidic Psalm bearing the

inscription

:

To

the

Precentor,

with accompaniment of
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LV. 2-9.

stringed instruments, a meditation, by David.

It also

accorcs

opens
with the former in the form of the prayer with which it
counterpart
and it is the Elohimic
(cf. ver. 2 with liv. 3 sq.)
If the Psalm is by David, we require
of the Jahve-Psalm xli.
;

Hengstenberg) an assignable occasion for

(in opposition to

it

in

For how could the faithless bosom
the history of his life.
concerning malicious foes
complaint
friend, over whom the
sadness, be a mere
special
lingers
with
xli.,
here, as in Ps.
abstract personage
its

;

since

it

has in the person of Judas Iscariot
the life and passion of the

living antitype in

historical

This Old Testament Judas

second David?

is

none other than

Ps. lv. belongs, like
Ahithophel, the right hand of Absalom.
Ps. xli., to the four years during which the rebellion of Absalom

was forming only to a somewhat later period, when Absalom's
party were so sure of their cause that they had no need to make
any secret of it. How it came to pass that David left the
beginnings and progressive steps of the rebellion of Absalom
to take their course without bringing any other weapon to bear
against it than the weapon of prayer, is discussed on Ps. xli.
Hitzig also holds this Psalm to be Jeremianic. But it contains no coincidences with the language and thoughts of Jeremiah worth speaking of, excepting that this prophet, in ch. ix.
;

1, gives

utterance to a similar wish to that of the psalmist in

and springing from the same motive.
The argument
Jeremiah in opposition to David is consequently
referred to the picture of life and suffering which is presented
and it becomes a question whether this harmonizes
in the Psalm
better with the persecuted life of Jeremiah or of David.
The
exposition which follows here places itself
and it is at least
worthy of being attempted on the standpoint of the writer of

vers. 7-9,

in favour of

;

—

—

the inscription.

Vers. 2-9.

In this

group sorrow prevails.

David
and desires for himself
in the wilderness far away from the home or
the confederate band of those who are comfirst

spreads forth his deep grief before God,

some lonely spot
lurking-place of

passing his overthrow.
is

spoken of

is

"Veil not Thyself" here, where what
something audible, not visible, is equivalent to

"veil not Thine ear," Lain.

when

iii.

56,

which

He

designedly does,

the right state of heart leaves the praying one, and con-
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sequently that which makes it acceptable and capable of being
answered is wanting to the prayer (cf. Isa. i. 15). rw signifies
a shrub (Syriac shucJto, Arabic *\±m), and also reflection and
care (Arabic, carefulness, attention

roving

signifies to lead a

tion to

move

uneasy

;

Aramaic, no, to babble,
in Gen. xxvii. 40

;

The Hiph. Tin, which

discourse).

talk,

one's self

root Ti,

t^,,

has in this instance the significa-

life,

backwards and forwards,

inwardly

to be

whence rdda, jaruda,

to totter,

to

run up

and down (IV.

to desire, will)

bloated body)

radda, to turn (whence taraddud, a moving to

and

fro,

;

doubting)

my reflecting or
to another.

;

therefore

raida, to shake (said of a soft

;

:

I wander hither and thither in

meditating, turning restlessly from one thought

It is

not necessary to read ^.j^l after

= non,

instead of no^Kl, since the verb Din

xlii. 6,

12,

4

lxxvii.
is

secured

by the derivatives. Since these only exhibit Din, and not D n
(in Arabic used more particularly of the raving of love), np'riNl,
as also THN, is Hiph., and in fact like this latter used with an
H

inward object

:

I

am

obliged to raise a tumult or groan, break

murmuring sounds of
not unfrequently signifies "I have to"

out into the dull

The cohortative
"I must" of incite-

pain.

or

ments within one's self which are under the control of outward
In this restless state of mind he finds himself,
circumstances.
and he is obliged to break forth into this cry of pain on account
of the voice of the foe which he cannot but hear ; by reason of
the pressure or constraint (npy) of the evil-doer which he is
compelled to
feld)

is

The

feel.

superfluous.

conjecture

nj?i)

is

nj?JTC

(Olshausen and

Hup-

a more elegant Aramaizing word

instead of nns.

strophe begins with a more precise statement of
The Hiph. B'Dn signifies here,
that which justifies his pain.
they cast or roll down evil
declinare:
as in cxl. 11 (Ckethib),

The second

(calamity) upon

him and

maliciously lay snares for

breathing anger against him,

who

fested only love towards them.

body,

it

writhes (^IT)

;

cf.

on

is

him

1^3,

conscious of having mani-

His heart turns about in his
Fear and
xxxviii. 11.

this,

trembling take possession of his inward parts ; N^ in the expression ^ tfT, as is always the case when followed by a tone
that has
syllable, is a so-called Tina :ipj, i.e. it has the tone
retreated to the penult.

(Deut.

i.

38,

Isa.

vii.

24,

lx.

20),

—
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LV. 10-17.

only with difficulty discernible in our printed
§ 2) noted with

therefore (vid. Accentsystem, vi.

which follows introduces the heightwhich proceeds from this crowding on of
Moreover, the wish that is thereby urged
fear and trembling.
froir him, which David uttered to himself, is introduced in
" Who will give me?" is
the third strophe by a fut. consec*
equivalent to " Oh that I had !" Ges. § 136, 1. In rubeta is

The Jut.

Mercha.
ened

consec.

state of terror

involved the self-satisfying signification of settling down (Ezek.
xxxi. 13), of coming to rest and remaining in a place (2 Sam.

Without going out of our way, a sense perfectly in
accordance with the matter in hand may be obtained for nB"nx
vii.

10).

"6 b!?S»,

if

ntrriK

is

taken not as

Kal

(lxxi. 12),

but after Isa.

would hasten, i.e. quickly find for
v.
myself a place which might serve me as a shelter from the
nyb irn is equivalent to the
raging wiud, from the storm,
19, lx.

12, as Iliph.: I

Arabic rildn

sdijat-in,

inasmuch

as ,<*-., " to

move

one's self

quickly, to go or run swiftly," can be said both of light (Koran,

and of water-brooks (yid. Jones, Comm. Poes. Asiat.,
and also of strong currents of air, of winds,
The correction n"]Vp, proposed by Hupfeld,
and such like.

lxvi. 8)

ed. Lipsice, p. 358),

Among

David
aimed
at
there is a
From this he would gladly flee and hide himhis overthrow.
self, like a dove taking refuge in a cleft of the rock from the
approaching storm, or from the talons of the bird of prey,
produces a disfiguring tautology.

wild movement going on which

fleeing with

its

those about

is

specially

noiseless but persevering flight.f

In the second group anger is the prevailing
In the city all kinds of party passions have broken
even his bosom friend has taken a part in this hostile

Vers. 10-17.
feeling.

loose

;

* That beautiful old song of the church concerning Jesus has grown
out of this strophe

:

Ecquis binas columbinas

Alas dabit animus ?

Et

in

almam

cruris

Evolat citissime,

palm am

etc.

f Kimchl observes that the dove, -when she becomes tired, draws in one
wing and flies with the other, and thus the more surely escapes. AbenEzra finds an allusion here to the carrier-pigeon.

;
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retrospective reference to the confusion of tongues

Babel which is contained in the word J?S (cf. Gen. x. 25),
also in remembrance of ?P3 (Gen. xi. 1-9), involves the choice
of the word V?3, which here, after Isa. xix. 3, denotes a swallow-

at

ing up,

DJitJ'p

second of which

with a

by means of confounding and rendering

annihilation

i.e.

utterly futile.

is

the object to both imperatives, the

is

J?2 (like the pointing usual in connection

final guttural) for the sake of similarity of

stead of S'ni Dpn, the pointing

is

3^1 DD!"^ which

sound.
is

In-

perfectly

regular, because the S'fi with a conjunctive accent logically

hurries on to

"Vjjfa

as

The

supplement.*

its

subjects to ver. 11a

are not violence and strife (Hengstenberg, Hitzig), for

rather a comical idea to

upon the

make

city walls; but (cf. lix. 7, 15) the Absalomites,

in fact the spies

David and

who

it

is

these personified run round about

incessantly watch

and who

and

the movements of

end roam about upon
Sam. ch. xv. shows
how passively David looked on at this movement, until he
abandoned the palace of his own free will and quitted Jeruhis followers,

The

the heights of the city.

to this

narrative in 2

The espionage in the circuit of the city is contrasted
with the movements going on within the city itself by the word
rnpa.
are acquainted with but few details of the affair
but we can easily fill in the details for ourselves in accordance
salem.

We

with the ambitious, base, and craftily malicious character of
Absalom. The assertion that deceit ( n 91?) and the extremes!
madness had taken possession of the city is confirmed in ver
13 by ''S. It is not open enemies who might have had cause
for it that are opposed to hiin, but faithless friends, and among
them that Ahithophel of Giloh, the scum of perfidious ingrati-

The

tude.

and

1

tells

him

is

wast

Nfe>Sl

and lODXl are used

to his face, to his

had stood
rendered

futures

equivalent to alioqui, as in

:

li.

as subjunctives,

Job

18, cf.

shame, the relationship

vi. 14.

in

lie

which he

Ver. 14 is not to be
to him whom he now betrays.
and thou art, etc., but and thou (who dost act thus)

etc.;

:

for

it

is

only because the principal clause has a

* Certain exceptions, however, exist, inasmuch as

1

sometimes remains

Jer. xl. 10, xli.
even in connection with a disjunctive accent, Isa. xlix. 4,
and it is pointed 1 in connection with a conjunctive in Gen. xlv. 23,

16;

xlvi. 12,

Lev.

ix. 3,

Mic.

ii.

11,

Job

iv. 16, Eccles. iv. 8.

:
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meaning that the futures

what was a custom
t5>iiN and not

WW

The

in the past.

WW E"N

;

and

P'WD?

expression

T[3nj
is

describe

designedly

David does not make him

feel

eminence, but places himself in the relation to him
to man, putting him on the same level with himself

his kingly

man

of

and treating him as

The

his equal.

suffix of

WW

is in this

instance not subjective as in the "piJD of the law respecting the

asham

or trespass-offering

objectively
is

to say,

:

my

according to

:

estimation, but

am estimated, that
What heart-piercing

equal to the worth at which I

equally valued with myself.

significance this

word obtains when found

in the

mouth

of the

God and peerless King,
most intimate human relationship

second David, who, although the Son of
nevertheless entered into the

Son

as the
Iscariot

!

of

*\v&

man
from

His disciples, and among them to that
Arabic alifa, to be accustomed to

to

*|?K,

anything, assuescere, signifies one attached to or devoted to any

one; and W'P, according to the Hebrew meaning of the verb
yv, an intimate acquaintance. The first of the relative clauses
in ver.

15 describes their confidential private intercourse; the

second the unrestrained manifestation of
as in

Job

xix.

19

(vid.

it

in public.

friendly intercourse sweet,

is

equivalent to cherishing

stands over against 1iD, just like

loud tumult, in lxiv. 3.

"rtD

1iD P'WDii, to

supra on xxv. 14).

Here

"liD,

E'JT

it.

here,

make
t£n

and HBO"),
the same as that

secret counsel,

is

just

wuich the Korahitic poet calls Win pen in xlii. 5.
In the face of the faithless friend who has become the head
of the Absalomite faction David now breaks out, in ver. 16,
into fearful imprecations.

(super eos)

;

The

Chethib

is

niD^e", desolationes

but this word occurs only in the

name

of a place

House

of desolations "), and does not well suit such direct
reference to persons.
On the other hand,* the Keri DID tPtih
1
("

VT

•

-J

death ensnare or impose upon them, gives a sense that is
not to be objected to ; it is a pregnant expression, equivalent to

let

let death come upon them unexpectedly.
sponds the C?n of the second imprecation

To

this

N E" corre,

them go down
alive into Hades (/iN'f, perhaps originally nbitfE>, the n of which
may have been lost beside the n that follows), i.e. like the company of Korah, while their life is yet vigorous, that is to say,
h't them die a sudden, violent death.
The drawing together of
the decipiat (ppprimat) mors into one

:

word

let

is

the result of the

,

,
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ancient scriptio continua and of the defective

^

%

mode

of writing,

^X, 1 Kings xxi. 29. Bottcher renders it
differently let death crash in upon them but the future form
nsjK* from nxB»
'KB> is an imaginary one, which cannot
be supported by Num. xxi. 30. Hitzig renders it: let death
like

cxli. 5,

:

;

^=

=

benumb them (C^); but

this gives an inconceivable figure,
with the tnrgidity of which the trepidantes Manes in Virgil,

Aineid

viii.

246, do not admit of comparison.

tion, ver. 16c, D"W!p3, together with the

In the confirmaM"!?? which follows,

does not pretend to be any advance in the thought, whether
"1130

be rendered a settlement, dwelling, irapoiKia (LXX.,
assembly (Aquila, Symmachus, Jerome).
Hence Hitzig's rendering
in their shrine, in their breast

Targum), or an

:

(=ev

am&v, Luke vi. 45), D"1W» being
short for DJTViJD in accordance with the love of contraction
rip 07](ravpa> tjj? fcapSia?

which prevails

But had
he would have written
and is not the assertion that wickedness is among
is at home in them, really a climax?
The change
of God in ver. 17 is significant.
He calls upon
exalted above the world, and He who mercifully

tended to use

in poetry (on xxv. 5).

this figure

the poet inD3"ip mjiJDn

them, that
of the

Him

it

names
who is

interposes in

the history of the world helps him.

Vers. 18-24.
tone that

is

In the third group confidence prevails, the

struck up in ver. 17 being carried forward.

morning, and noon,
the day, denote the day
ing,

as the beginning, middle,
in its

Even-

and

close of

whole compass or extent: David

thus gives expression to the incessancy with which he

mined

is

deter-

God, both in the quiet of his spirit and in
louder utterances, whatsoever moves him. The fat. consec. VOt>^_
to lay before

connects the hearing (answer) with the prayer as
result.

Also in the

prcet. !T]3 expression is

its

inevitable

given to the cer-

DW3

and

side by side with it denotes, with the
same pregnancy of meaning as in cxviii. 5, the state of undisturbed outward and inward safety and prosperity, into which
God removes his soul when He rescues him. If we read

tainty of faith

mi-k e rob, then

;

3"ip

is,

J.

H. Michaelis

the preference has been given

nunciation mi-k'rdb
it

:

would be pointed
VOL.

II.

ancient versions regard it, the
mihi; whereas since the time of

as the

infinitive: ne appropinguent

a conflictu mihi
"

sc.

parato, in

to

the pro-

which case

3 ^i?? (with Metkcg), whilst the mss., in
11

PSALM
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is

beforehand, and that

infinitive is indicated

better suited to this.

1% is

be misunderstood

"3?.ip*?.

^

= ty,

xxvii. 2, is

Moreover, the confirmatory clause ver.

connected with what precedes in a manner

3lpD

if

it

he observes, that after the negative \o the

when

right

point

against the reading with a,

order to guard
flitzig

LV. 18-24.

is

taken as infinitive

less liable to

that they

:

may

any advantage over me, cannot come near
harm me (xci. 10). For it is not until now less precaritake the enemies as the subject of Vn, and to take 'HBJ in

not be able to gain

me

to

ous to

Job

a hostile sense, as in
xciv. 16,

and

this sense.

x.

17,

xiii.

19, xxiii. 6, xxxi. 13, cf. DJ>

only possible where the connection suggests
among the magnates
Heidenheim's interpretation
this is

:

were those who succoured me (viz. Hushai, Zadok, and Abiathar, by whom the counsel of Ahithophel was frustrated), does

And with
not give a thought characteristic of the Psalms.
think
of the
Ealba
294a,
to
Aben-Ezra, who follows Numeri
assistance of angels in connection with

CiHB, certainly strongly

view of 2 Kings vi. 16 (with which Hitzig
also compares 2 Chron. xxxii. 7) ; here, however, it has no
connection, whereas the thought, " as many (consisting of
many) are they with me, i.e. do they come forward and fight

commends

with me,"

The Beth

in

itself

very loosely attached

is

essentia serves here, as

it

what has gone before.

to

does frequently,

of confidence

Although

is

side with V®®,

signification to answer,

heard, yet this

meaning

that the enemies are

(even

if

ver. 19Z»

the poet).

is

i.e.

is

the

presumptively has the

H3J>

to be assured of the

object, as

The rendering

of the

required by ver.

is

understood of those

prayer being

excluded by the fact

in this instance

who

LXX.

:

elaaicovcreTat, 6

but requires the pronunciation to be

signification

0eo?

appro-

since the

bow down, to humble, cannot be proved to
to Kal or Hipldl.
But even granted that D35P

might, according to 1 Kings
airou?,

Dajfl,

is

to

belong either

vaicreo

20d

are on the side of

Kai TaTreivwcret, avTov; o virdp^cov nrpo tcov alu>va>v,
priate,

xxxix.

preterite

followed in ver. 20 by the future of hope.

by

side

e.g.

The

17, to denote the qualification of the subject.

it

is

viii.

35

(yid. Keil), signify rairei-

nevertheless difficult to believe that D3JP1

not intended to have a meaning correlative with

J)DK>\ of

is

which

Saadia has explained DJV*. in a manner
the continuation.
worthy of attention, as being for D3 rw, he will testify against

it is

;

PSALM

tliem; an interpretation which
stenberg's

is

better

:

"

God

1G3

LY. 18-24.

Heng-

Aben-Ezra endorses,

hear (the tumult of the enemies)

will

and answer them (judicially)." The original
D"lp 3K" toWM.
But as it now stands, V~!J>
v

been

text

may have

3B"1 represents

a subordinate clause, with the omission of the Kin, pledging

He

who sitteth enthroned
The bold expression 3E«
Dip is an abbreviation of the view of God expressed in lxxiv.
12, Hab. i. 12, cf. Deut. xxxiii. 27, as of Him who from
primeval days down to the present sits enthroned as King and
Judge, who therefore will be able even at the present time to

that judicial response

from

:

earliest times (yid.

since

on

maintain His majesty, which
anointed one.

In

Ver. 20c.
ing clashing

in

is

it

10).

vii.

assailed in the person of

is

spite of this interruption

of the music,

with

"IK'S

His

and the accompanydependent clause

its

more minutely describing those whom God
The relative clause at the same
His wrath.
time gives the ground for this their fate from the character
they bear they persevere in their course without any regard
The noun Q' ?n, which is
to any other in their godlessness.
used elsewhere of a change of clothes, of a reserve in time of
war, of a relief of bands of workmen, here signifies a change
of mind (Targum), as in Job xiv. 14 a change of condition
continues the
will

answer

Wl,

in

:

'"

l

|

the plural means that every change of this kind is very far
from them. In ver. 21 David again has the one faithless foe

among

VDPSJ' is
the multitude of the rebels before his mind.
equivalent to i^N CBPB', Gen. xxxiv. 21, those who stood in
David classes
peaceful relationship to him (p^W, xli. 10).

himself with his faithful adherents,

nna

is

here a defensive

and offensive treaty of mutual fidelity entered into in the preBy r6a> and ??n is meant the intention which,
sence of God.
though not carried out as yet, is already in itself a violation
and profanation of the solemn compact. In ver. 22 the description passes into the tone

of the csesural schema.

It

is

impossible for fiN»n», so far as the vowels are concerned, to be
equivalent to niNDno, since this change of the vowels would
obliterate the preposition

;

but one

is

forbidden to read niNono

(Targum, Symmachus, Jerome) by the

fact that VB

(LXX.

6) cannot be the subject

tov irpoaonrov avTOV, as in Prov. ii.
Consequently V belongs to the noun
to ty'jn.

itself,

and the

:

PSALM
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denominative rMoriB (from nxon), like nfolJto (from H?),
dainties, signifies articles of food prepared from curdled milk
"
here it is used figuratively of " milk-words " or butter-words
;

which come from the lips of the hypocrite softly, sweetly, and
In the
supplely as cream os nectar promit, mens aconita vomit.
connection
(in
Makkeph
following words ta^lipi (3"JP;j) the
e
with which it would have to be read uk rob just the same as in
Metheg)
is to be crossed out (as
not
a
has
ver. 19, since the
in fact it is even wanting here and there in MSS. and printed
:

—

are an independent substantival clause

The words

editions).

a pushing together, assault, battle, after the form
sns with an unchangeable a) is his inward part and his words
131 (properly like
are swords ; these two clauses correspond.

war

(3"ip,

cJi, to be thin, weak, then also: to be soft, mild; root "p,

p"i,

on the ultima, vid. on xxxviii.
20.
is a drawn, unsheathed sword (xxxvii. 14).
The exhortation, ver. 23, which begins a new strophe and
is thereby less abrupt, is first of all a counsel which David gives

tendere, tenuare) has the accent

nirna

to himself, but at the

same time

who
awa^

to all

Instead of the obscure

14.

cf. xxvii.

read in xxxvii. 5 "pvi, and in Prov. xvi. 3

suffer innocently,
<yeypafi. ^\}\,

TWD,

we

according to

which the word is not a verb after the form IJjT (Chajug',
and Kimchi), but an accusative of the object (just
as it is in fact accented ; for the Legarme of mrv has a lesser
The LXX.
disjunctive value than the Zinnor of "prv).
Gecatilia,

renders

it

e-rripputyov

eVt Kvpiov rrjv /xepi/xvdv aov.

Thus

are

words of the Psalm applied in 1 Pet. v. 7. According
to the Talmud 3iT; (the same form as 31?) signifies a burden.
" One day," relates Rabba bar-Chana, B. Ros7i 7ia-S7iana, 2Gb,
and elsewhere, " I was walking with an Arabian (Nabatasan ?)
tradesman, and happened to be carrying a heavy pack. And he
said to me, <&6»JK ^K 1 Tarp b>\>&, Take thy burden and throw it
on my camel."
Hence it is wiser to refer 3n* to an), to give,
apportion, than to a stem ari) = 3N), cxix. 131 (root 3X, in), to
these

;

desire; so that

it

consequently does not

mean

desiring, longing,

but that which is imposed, laid upon one, assigned or
allotted to one (Bottcher), in which sense the Chaldee deri-

care,

vatives of 3iT

occur.

On

(Targum

Ps.

whomsoever one

xi. 6, xvi. 5,

casts

what

for nop) do actually
is

allotted

to

him

to

—
PSALM
carry, to liim one gives

it

:

1C5

LVI.

The admonition proceeds

to carry.

on the principle that God is as willing as He is able to bear
even the heaviest burden for us but this bearing it for us is
on the other side our own bearing of it in God's strength, and
hence the promise that is added runs He will sustain thee
;

:

('3c?) » that thou mayest not through feebleness succumb.

23c also favours

happen

suffer to
ever,

this figure of

He

will

a burden

:

He

will

Ver.

not give,

i.e.

Q6), tottering to the righteous for

(lxxviii.

never suffer the righteous

to totter.

The

right-

eous shall never totter (or be moved) with the overthrow that
follows; whereas

David

is

sure of this, that his enemies shall

down into Hades (which is
by a combination of two synonyms, nriE> "ins, called a well,
i.e. an opening, of a sinking in, i.e. a pit, as e.g. in Prov. viii.
31, Ezek. xxxvi. 3), and that before they have halved their
not only

fall to

the ground, but go

here,

days,

i.e.

before they have reached the half of the age that

might be attained under other circumstances (cf. cii. 25, Jer,
xvi, 11).
By DTPK nfiW prominence is given to the fact that
it is the very same God who will not suffer the righteous to fall
who casts down the ungodly; and by ^Xl David contrasts himself with them, as being of good courage now and in all time
to come.

PSALM

LVI.

CHEERFUL COURAGE OF A FUGITIVE.
2

BE

gracious unto me, Elohim, for

man

is

greedy after me,

All the day he, fighting, oppresseth me.
3

Mine adversaries are greedy after me all the day,
For many are they who proudly war against me.

4 In the day that I fear do I cling confidingly to Thee.
5 Through Elohim will I praise His word,
In Elohim do I trust, without fearing

What

can

flesh

do unto

me ?

6 All the day long they wrest

Against
7

me

are

all

my

words,

their thoughts for evil.

They band together, they set spies
They watch my heels, because seeking

after

my

life.

——
:
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By such evil-doing shall they escape?
In wrath cast down the peoples, Elohim

9

My
My

fugitive life

Thou

tears are laid

up

hast told,

in

Thy

bottle

Are they not in Thy book?
10 Then must mine enemies fall back in the day that I
This I know that Elohim is for me.
11 Through Elohim do I praise the word,
Through Jalive do I praise the word.

call

:

12 In Elohim do I trust without fearing
What can men do unto me ?
13 Binding upon me, Elohim, are Thy vows;
I will pay thank-offerings unto Thee.

my soul from death,
from falling,
That I might walk before Elohim in the light of

14 For Thou hast delivered

Yea my

To

Ps.

" Oh that

feet

which

lv.,

I had wings

in vers.
like

7

sq. gives

a dove"

cf.

lvi.,

the musical inscription

To the Precentor, after " The silent dove among
David,
a Michtam. D'jpfvi is a second genitive,
by
far off"
Isa. xxviii. 1, and either signifies distant men or longiqua,

of which runs
the

utterance to the wish

no Psalm could be more
the mode of arrangement

etc.,

appropriately appended, according to

adopted by the collector, than Ps.

life.

:

distant places, as in lxv. 6, cf. E'P'W, xvi. 6.
it is

Hitzig

the correct rendering.

of the people in the distance

commendation,
jectural

mends
like

Just as

in lviii. 2,

questionable whether the punctuation D?K has lighted

in

is

"

Dove

inscriptions,

renders

quently)

it
:

in

his

anxious to read D?K,

upon

"Dove

but CON, people, in spite of Egli's

a word unheard of in Hebrew, and only con-

Phoenician.

itself,

;' :

is

?J>

Olshausen's Q?K more readily com-

As

of the distant terebinths."

in other

does not signify de (as Joh. Campensis

paraphrase of the Psalms (1532 and fremusices, de columba muta quce procul

Prwfecto

avolaverat), but

secundum; and the coincidence of the defining

of the melody with the situation of the writer of the

explained by the consideration that the melody
reference to that situation.

The

LXX.

(cf.

is

Psalm

is

chosen with

the Targum),

PSALM
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interpreting the figure, renders: virep tov \aov rov airo tu>v

dylwv (from the sanctuary)

machus has
correct

virep TrepiaTepas

:

The rendering

aXdkov

of Aquila

From

fiaKpvafxcov.

Sym-

which

for

fie//,a,Kpv//,fievov,

<pv\ov aTracrfievov.

:

Ps.

is

lv.

(vers. 7 sq., cf. xxxviii. 14) we may form an idea of the standard
song designated by the words D^pm D?X IW; for Ps. lv. is not

song

this

itself,

and for

of Absalom, and

this reason, that

it

belongs to the time

therefore of later date than Ps.

is

historical inscription of

lvi.,

the

which, "when the Philistines assaulted

OVl, 1 Sam. xxi. 14), carries us back into
the time of Saul, to the same time of the sojourn in Philistia

him

Gath"

in

(cf.

to which Ps. xxxiv.

is

assigned.

Ps.

lvi.

exhibits

many

points

of the closest intermingling with the Psalms of this period, and

thus justifies

common by

its

inscription.

come upon

that will

It

is

a characteristic possessed in

these Psalms, that the prospect of the judgment

the whole of the hostile world

is

combined

with David's prospect of the judgment that will come upon his

enemies

which

lvi. 8, vii. 9, lix.

:

God

6 (12).

lvi.

lvi.-lx.

xvi.

The

Three of these belong

Yers. 2-5.
:

time of Saul.

to the

we have

These

already recognised

1 as a peculiarity of these " favourite-word-poems."

favourite words of this Ps.

theses

technical form,

begins the series of Davidic Elohimic Michtammirn, Ps.

three contain refrains, a fact that

on

figure of the bottle in

As regards

to the sojourn in the wilderness.

Ps.

The

preserves the tears of the suffering ones corresponds

tfi^N and

lvi.

&%

&1K

are ())iai

ver.

2

DT^fctt

(ix. 20, x. 18),

and

are anti-

men are feeble
of God is ineffec-

over against God, the majestic One,

Their rebellion against the counsel
If the poet has God's favour on his side, then
he will face these pigmies that behave as though they were
giants, who fight against him Ei" !?, moving on high, i.e. proudly
t\$f,
(cf. Di"iBD, Ixxiii. 8), in the invincible might of God.
beings.

tive

madness.

1

inhiare, as in lvii.

4

;

Drp, as in xxxv. 1, with

?

like ?£, e.g. in

Thus, then, he does not fear in the day when (Ges.
§ 123, 3, b) he might well be afraid (conjunctive future, as e.g.
in Josh. ix. 27), he clings trustfully to (?N as in iv. 6, and
frequently, Prov. iii. 5) his God, so that fear cannot come near
him. He has the word of His promise on his side (il3l_ as e.g.

Jer.

i.

19.

;
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he praise this His word,
Hupfeld thus
inasmuch as it is gloriously verified in him.
in
it
render
correctly interprets it; whereas others in part
this
of
form
the
Elohim do I praise His word," in part (and
" Elohim do
favourite expression in ver. llab is opposed to it)
cxxx. 5)

vtitts, through

;

God

will

:

Hitzig, however, renders

I celebrate, His word."

do I boast in matter,"

i.e.

chillingly prosaic in connection with an

The

laniruaire.

it

:

"

Of God

which

in the present affair;

awkward

is

most

brevity of

is here confused by x. 3 and xliv.
by any means signify gloriari in this passage,
and wrbm is not intended in any other sense
3 naa is equivalent to the New Testament
14.

exposition

y?? does not

9.

but celebrare

than that
phrase

;

in lx.

and

xxix. 24,

is a circumstantial clause with a
connection with to, xxxv. 8, Job

N"VK N?

•tria-revew iv.

customary

finite verb, as is

in

Prov. xix. 23.
This second strophe, describes the adversaries,
imprecation, the fire of anger being kindled against
P3,

Vers. 6-8.

and ends

my

in

"All the time they are injuring

Hitzig's rendering is:

them.

concerns,"

i.e.

my

injuring

This also sounds
DDn, to do violence to the

interests.

mm

Just as we say

unpoetical.

Tora (Zeph. iii. 4, Ezek. xxii. 26), so we can also say: to
torture any one's words, i.e. his utterances concerning himself,
viz. by misconstruing and twisting them.
It is no good to
David that he asseverates his innocence, that he asserts his
filial

Saul,

faithfulness to

God's anointed;

they stretch his

testimony concerning himself upon the rack, forcing upon

meaning and wrong inferences.
together, they place men in ambush.
sometimes to turn aside, turn
be afraid

(=

n ~$)

;

(=

^), j=rj)

i.

xxiv. 6,

(=

dwell

sometimes, to

;

and sometimes,

a

.U-)

stir

;

sometimes, to

up, excite,

cxl.

3

as here, and in lix. 4, Isa. liv. 15: to

The Ken reads uis^ (as in x. 8,
but
the
scriplio
plena points to Hiph. (cf. Job
11),

gather together

Prov.

in,

it

They band themselves
The verb "M signifies

false

and

(=

"US).

and the following nan leads one

also Ps. cxxvi. 5),

to the conclusion that

it is

the causative U^a^ that

is intended
they cause one to keep watch in concealment, they lay an

ambush

(synon. ^"JNn, 1

liers-in-wait told off

Sam.

by them

xv. 5)
:

;

so that

as to these

:

n»n refers

— they

to the

observe

my

heels or (like the feminine plural in lxxvii. 20, lxxxix. 52) foot-

—
PSALM
prints (Rashi:

mes

traces),

i.e. all

my

footsteps or

because (properly, " in accordance with
iii.

lix.

169
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this,

movements,

that," as in Mic.

4) they now as formerly (which is implied in the perfect, cf.
4) attempt my life, i.e. strive after, lie in wait for it (nif?

like IBK', lxxi. 10,

with the accusative

=?

nip in cxix. 95).

To

this circumstantial representation of their hostile proceedings

is

appended the clause iD?"I3?a i.1X"?y, which is not to be understood otherwise than as a question, and is marked as such by
the order of the words (2 Kings v. 26, Isa. xxviii. 28) In spile
:

of iniquity [is there'] escape for them ? i.e. shall they, the liers-inwait, notwithstanding such evil good-for-nothing mode of action,

At any rate B?f is, as in xxxii. 7, a substantivized inand the "by no means" which belongs as answer to this
question passes over forthwith into the prayer for the overthrow
of the evil ones.
This is the customary interpretation since
Kimchi's day. Mendelssohn explains it differently "In vain
be their escape," following Aben-Jachja, who, however, like
escape?

finitive,

:

be imperative. Certainly adverbial notions
by means of ?V, e.g. ^.p^, abundantly, xxxi. 24
"
P^J? falsely, Lev. v. 22 (vid. Gesenius, Thesaurus, p. 1028),
but one does not say 7^\\"?V, and consequently also would hardly
have said ftSOJ? (by no means, for nothing, in vain) moreover
the connection here demands the prevailing ethical notion for
]Mi.
Hupfeld alters D^fi to D?3, and renders it " recompense
to them for wickedness," which is not only critically improbable,
Saadia, takes

ti?Q to

are expressed

—

;

l

)

;

:

but even contrary to the usage of the language, since D^D signifies to

weigh

out, but not to requite,

of the object.

The widening

and requires the accusative

of the circle of vision to the

whole of the hostile world is rightly explained by Hengstenberg
by the fact that the special execution of judgment on the pi..t
of God is only an outflow of His more general and comprehensive execution of judgment, and the belief in the former
has

its

root in a belief in the latter.

The meaning

of l^in

becomes manifest from the preceding Psalm (lv. 24), to which
is appended by reason of manifold and

the Psalm before us
closely allied relation.

Vers. 9-12.

What

the poet prays for in ver. 8, he

expresses as his confident expectation with which

now

he solaces
himself.
11 (ver. 9) is not to be rendered "flight," which certainly is not a thing that can be numbered (Olshausen) ; but

PSALM
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" a being fugitive," the unsettled

life

of a fugitive (Prov. xxvii.

8), can really be numbered both by its duration and its many
temporary stays here and there. And upon the fact that God,
that He whose all-seeing eye follows him into every secret

hiding-place of the desert and of the rocks, counteth (telleth)
the poet lays great stress ; for he has long ago learnt to despair

it,

The

of man.

accentuation gives special prominence to

^

as

an emphatically placed object, by means of Zarka; and this
is then followed by nrnsp with the conjunctive Galgal and the
pausal nriN with Olewejored (the
final letter of

——

of which

the preceding word, as

is

is

placed over the

always the case when

the word marked with this double accent

is

monosyllabic, or

He who counts
and accented on the first syllable).
(Job xxxi. 4) all the steps of men, knows how long David has
already been driven hither and thither without any settled home,
although free from guilt. He comforts himself with this fact,
but not without tears, which this wretched condition forces
from him, and which he prays God to collect and preserve.
as
Thus it is according to the accentuation, which takes nD
is also
imperative, as e.g. in 1 Sam. viii. 5 ; but since D^, nD
dissyllabic

,

"B'

,

tJ*,

the form of the passive participle (1 Sam.

2 Sam.

xiii.

32),

it

is

more

ix.

24, and frequently,

natural, in accordance with the

surrounding thoughts, to render

it

so

even

in

this

instance

and consequently to pronounce it as
Milra (Ewald, Hupfeld, BSttcher, and Hitzig). T)J>D1 (Eccles.
iv. 1) corresponds chiastically (crosswise) to Hi, with which
*1"INJ3 forms a play in sound
and the closing clause irnSDa tft>n
(posita est lacrima med),

;

unites with

>"in"!?p

in the first

2b and ver. 9c are wanting

in

member
any

of the verse.

Both

particle of comparison.

fact thus figuratively set forth, viz. that

God

ver.

The

collects the tears

were in a bottle, and notes them together
with the things which call them forth as in a memorial (Mai.
iii. 16), the writer assumes; and only appropriatingly applies it to
The IN which follows may be taken either as a logical
himself.
of His saints as

it

"in consequence of so and so"

(as e.g. xix. 14, xl. 8), or as a
" then" fixing a turning-point in the present tearful wandering
life (viz.

when there have been enough

in xiv.

of this

;

of the "wanderino-"

and

(more abruptly, like OV
N"J?N Bi^a is not an expansion
5, xxxvi. 13, vid. on ii. 5).
tK, which would trail awkwardly after it.
The poet says

of the "tears"), or "at a future time'

PSALM
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that one day his enemies will be obliged to retreat, inasmuch as

when

a day will come

be also outwardly

his prayer,

which

and the

fulfilled,

By

will coincide with the cry for help.

he

even

is

now

heard, will

full realization of the

W1'"'"

1

.!

succour

in ver. 106

hope from his believing consciousness. It is
Job xix. 19: "I who know," which
a trailing apposition without any proper connection with
justifies this

not to be rendered, after
is

what precedes

Kings xvii. 24 this I know (of
Elohim is for me. nt as a neuter, just
as in connection with JHJ in Prov. xxiv. 12, and also frequently
elsewhere (Gen. vi. 15, Ex. xiii. 8, xxx. 13, Lev. xi. 4, Isa.
xxix. 11, cf. Job xv. 17)
and v as e.g. in Gen. xxxi. 42.
this I

am

but, after 1

;

:

certain), that

;

Through Elohim,
absolutely
just like

word named;
ii. 12, the Son

thus

:

therefore the divine word,

the

it is

in

absolutely, therefore the divine

is

">3

ver. 11 continues, will I praise "l^i

Because the thought is repeated, Elohim stands in the
first case and then Jahve, in accordance with the Elohitnic Psalm
style, as in Iviii. 7.
The refrain in ver. 12 (cf. ver. 5b) indicates
the conclusion of the strophe.
The fact that we read DTK instead of iKa in this instance, just as in ver. 11 "91 instead of
Son.

i"i:n

(ver. 5a),

Vers. 13, 14.

In prospect of his deliverance the poet pro-

mises beforehand to

cumbent upon me,
with an objective

He

31.

min
and

,

to declare

Light of

neither

etc.
lix.

(John

viii.

The

the

to sing

perfect after

^

17, cf. the dependent
is

Q^nn nisix instead

Elihu's speech,

in

wC* nor

he be then able

Job

xxxiii.

30).

(LXX.

to>v

the sun-light of this present

life.

12) or of the living

the opposite of death in the deepest and most compre-

hensive sense

;

light of life

is

therefore the opposite of the night

of Hades, of this seclusion from
in

pledged "Hi

will

Chron. xxix.

in 2

e.g.

There the expression

£o)vtcov) is not exclusively
is

the

—so

then past, as in

(here and

life

them, as

—Thou hast rescued,

passage cxvi. 8 sq.
of D^rin lis

14, 2

vii.

;

wanting; for

is

in-

yJ?,

Sam. xviii. 11. T^?,
and
are the vows made to God

subject,

suffer

will

ppB' to be

denotes that which

Life

the duty of thankfulness.

fulfil

as in Prov.

are distinguished from

ni"iin

Psalms
same form.

in accordance with the custom in the

is

of not allowing the refrain to recur in exactly the

human

history.

God and from His

revelation

!;

1

72
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PSALM LVIL

PSALM LVIL
BEFORE FALLING ASLEEP IN THE WILDERNESS.
2

BE

gracious unto me, Elohim, be gracious unto me,

For

in

And

Thee hath my soul hidden
shadow of Thy wings do I seek refuge,

in the

Until the destruction passeth by.

3 I

call

upon Elohim, the Most High,

Upon God who performeth
4

He

it

for

me

:

send from heaven and save me.

will

If he who is greedy for me doth slander
Elohim will send His mercy and truth.

5

My

soul

I will

The

lie

in the

is

midst of

down among

children of

men

lions,

those

—

(Sela.)

who breathe

forth

fire.

teeth are spears and

their

arrows,

6

7

And their tongue is a sharp sword.
Oh show Thyself exalted above the
Above the whole earth Thy glory

heavens, Elohim,

They had laid a net for my steps,
They had bowed down my soul,
They had digged out a pit before me
They themselves fall therein. (Sela.)

8 Confident

is

my

heart,

Elohim, confident

is

my

heart,

I will sing and play upon the harp.

9

Awake
Awake
I will

up,

my

up,

O

awake the morning
o dawn

10 I will praise
I will praise

11

glory,

harp and cithern,

Thee among the peoples, O Lord,
Thee upon the harp among the nations.

For great unto the heavens

And

!

unto the clouds

Thy

is

thy mercy,

truth.
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show Thyself exalted above the heavens, Elohim,
the whole earth Tby glory.

Above

The Psalms
(Ivii.,

sung

that are to be

after the

melody nnra'PN

Davidic, lxxv. Asaphic) begin

lix.

lviii.,

properly to be nn«yrr?N by (?X)

;

but this

avoided as being

is

unmelodious, and harsh so far as the syntax

The Geneva

version

is

correct

There is no actual reference
1 Sam. xxvi. 9 (why not also

The

historical inscription

the cave.

From

statement

is

:

pour

le

is

chanter sur

concerned.

Al

words to Deut.

in the

The

here.

Psalm ought

direction referring to the musical execution of the

taschchet.
ix.

26, or

to Isa. lxv. 8 ?).

runs

when he

:

from

fled,

Saul, in

the connection in the history from which this

extracted,

will

it

have been clear whether the Psalm

belongs to the sojourn in the cave of Adullam (1 Sam. ch. xxii.)
or in the labyrinthine cave upon the alpine heights of Engedi,

"by

Sam.

the sheep-folds" (1

Velde's Journey,

How

ii.

Van

ch. xxiv.), described in

de

74—76.

manifold are the points in which these Psalms be-

longing to the time of Saul run into one another ! Ps. Ivii.
has not merely the supplicatory " Be gracious unto me, Elohim,"
at the beginning, but also ISC' applied in the
Ivi.

common

2 sq.), in

with Ps. lvi; in

=

'•B'SJ

(Ivii.

to lions

and

lionesses (Ivii. 5, vii. 3)

of a pit

(Ivii. 7, vii.

HU3

9, vii. 6)

16)

;

;

same way

common

(Ivii. 4,

with Ps.

vii.,

the comparison of one's enemies

with Ps.

the figure of the digging

;

lix.

the figure of the sword

with Ps. lii. the poetical
of the tongue (Ivii. 5, lix. 8, cf. lii. 4)
expression nun (Ivii. 2, lii. 4) with Ps. xxii. the relation of the
;

;

deliverance of the anointed one to the redemption of
(Ivii.

10, xxii.

28

Also with Ps. xxxvi.

sqq.).

it

all

peoples

has one or two

points of contact, viz. the expression " refuge under the

shadow

of God's wings" (ver. 2, xxxvi. 8), and in the measuring of the

mercy and truth of God by the height of the heavens
xxxvi. 6).

Yet, on

tiie

other hand,

it

(ver. 11,

has a thoroughly charac-

Just as Ps. lvi. delighted in confirming what
was said by means of the interrogatory N?n (vers. 9, 14), so
Ps. Ivii. revels in the figure epizeuxis, or an emphatic repetition
Ps. cviii. (which see) is a cento
of a word (vers. 2, 4, 8, 9).
teristic impress.

taken out of Ps.

Ivii.

and

The strophe-schema

lx.

of Ps.

Ivii. is

the growing one

:

4. 5. 6;

;
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Here

4. 5. 6.*

first

A

is

not wanting in

its

promi-

refrain of a lofty character closes the

In the first part cheerful submission
second a certainty of victory, which by anticipatiou

and second

rules, in the

Michtam

also the

nent favourite word.

LVII. 2-6.

parts.

takes up the song of praise.

Vers. 2-6. By means of the two distinctive tense-forms
the poet describes his believing flight to God for refuge as
»Dn out of
that which has once taken place (i"iT>n from HDn

=

2,
6), and still,
particular,
now
in
and
because it is a living fact, is ever,
is the pro(fiDnx).
wings
of
God
the
of
The shadow
renewed
shadow
of
the wings
and
the
love;
tender
tection of His gentle,
is the quickening, cordial solace that is combined with this

pause, like the same

protection.

now

forms in

Ixxiii.

cxxii.

Into this shadow the poet betakes himself for

done before, until niin i.e. the abvsmal
danger that threatens him, be overpast, prceterivent (cf. Isa.
xxvi. 20, and on the enallage numeri x. 10, Ges. § 147, a).
refuse

Not

as he has

though he would then no longer stand in need of the
now feels himself to be specially in
need of it; and therefore his chief aim is an undaunted triumphant resistance of the impending trials. The effort on his
own part, however, by means of which he always anew takes
as

divine protection, but he

refuge in this shadow,
rules the universe,

takes; and
left

"ipi

is

prayer to Hiin

jivy is

(ver. 30)

is

without the

who

dwells above and

article,

the same, because

which
it

is

it

never

regularlv

out before the participle, which admits of being more fully

Amos ix. 12, Ezek. xxi. 19 (Hitzig). He calls upon
God who accomplisheth concerning, i.e. for him (Esth. iv. 16),
who carrieth out his cause, the cause of the persecuted one
103 is transitive as in cxxxviii. 8.
The LXX. renders top
defined,

as though it were v}> ?Di (xiii. 6 and fref*.e,
and even Hitzig and Hupfeld hold that the meaninoBut although bttl and "ioj fall back upon
is exactly the same.
one and the same radical notion, still it is just their distinctive

evepyeTijaavrd

quently)

;

final letters that serve to indicate a difference of signification

*

The Syriac version reckons only 29

cti'xoi

(fetgnme)

;

vid.

the Hcxa-

plarian version of this Psalm taken from Cod. 14,431 (Add. A1SS.) in the
British Museum, in Heidenhcim's Vierteljahrsschrift, No. 2 (1861).
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In ver. 4 follow futures of hope.
"that which brings me deliverance " is to be
supplied in thought to nptJ»_ (cf. xx. 3) and not i"P as in xviii.
17, cf. cxliv. 7 ; and this general and unmentioned object is
then specialized and defined in the words " His mercy and

that

In

is

maintained.

strictly

this instance

His truth " in ver. 4c. Mercy and truth are as it were the two
good spirits, which descending from heaven to earth (cf. xliii.
The words
3) bring the divine njw' to an accomplishment.
'ax's'

spn standing between a and

accentuators to the
preting

thus

it

He (God)

:

But fpn always

(Sela).

object, not as

what follows

its

reproacheth

my

(e.g. Isa. xxxvii.

subject.

,

SNB> Fpn

is

devourers for ever

23)

lias

God

as its

to be connected with

as a hypothetical protasis (Ges. § 155, 4, a)

posing that he

who

is

greedy or pants for

Elohim

slandereth, then

The music

have been drawn by the

c

half of the verse, they probably inter-

first

will

me

sup-

:

(inhians mild)

send His mercy and His truth.

that becomes forte in between, introduces and

accompanies the throbbing confidence of the apodosis.
In ver. 5, on the contrary, we may follow the interpretation

handed down and defined by the accentuation,
also be, with Luther and others, to take one's
Since- 05w has Zarka (Zinnor) and D^rp Olewe-

of the text that

natural as

own

it

course.

is

may

jored, it is accordingly to

midst of

lions,

children of

be rendered

I will (must)

men

—their

rendering of the

lie

:

" My soul

is

in the

down with flaming ones;

the

and arrows." The
of Theodotion, and of the Syriac

teeth are a spear

LXX.,

version accords with the interpunction of our text so far as both

begin a

new

clause with eKoifiijOyv (roDTi,

Aquila and Symmachus (taking

HP'si,

as

it

and I

slept);

whereas

seems, as a periphrastic

expression of the subject-notion placed in advance) render
as far as D'Dni) as one clause, at least dividing the verse into
parts, just as the accentuators do, at D^tan?.

Aquila

machus

is
:

The rendering

iv fieam Xeaivav KOifirjdijaof.iai ~kafipa>v
iv

(tecrq>

;

that of

eKoijxriOrjv (pXeyovriov.

of

Sym*

Xeovrav evdapawv iKoi^rfi^v^ or according

another reading, (terabit Xeovrcov

all

two

to

They

are followed by Jerome, who, however, in order that he may
be able to reproduce the '•B'aj, changes ri332>K into mats' Anima
mea in medio leonum dormivit ferocientium. This construction,
however, can be used in Greek and Latin, but not in Hebrew.
:

"We therefore follow the accents even

in reference to the

Zarka
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above CN2? (a plural form that only occurs
D "3?). In a general way
in the Psalter,

in this

=

that this

wmb

in

connection with flBB'K

to

it is

is

one passage
be observed

much

not so

the

accusative of the object as the accusative of the place, although
it

may even

be said to be the customary local accusative of the

object with verbs of dwelling

Ps. Ixxxviii.

6,

Mic.

vii.

;

on 32ty

cf.

Ruth

iii.

8, 14,

and

5 (where at least the possibility of this

construction of the verb

is

presupposed).

But

in particular

it

doubtful (1) what CI?!!' signifies. The rendering "flaming
ones" is offered by the Targum, Saadia, and perhaps Symis

The verb

machus.

Di"6

obtains this signification

apparently

from the fundamental notion of licking or swallowing; and
accordingly Theodotion renders it by avaKia/covTcov, and Aquila
most appropriately by \af3pa>v (a word used of a ravenous
But Dr6 nowhere means "to
furious longing for anything).
devour;" the poet must, therefore,

in

connection with D^Bn?,

have been thinking of the flaming look or the fiery jaws of the
lions,

and this attributive
which snorts forth

will

denote figuratively their strong

were flames of fire. The question further arises, (2) how the cohortative mae^N is meant to
be taken.
Since the cohortative sometimes expresses that
which is to be done more by outward constraint than inward
desire,

impulse

—

§ 228, a)

as

it

never, however, without willing

— the rendering

down," commends

it

one's self

(Ew.

" I must," or " therefore must I

But the

lie

which has been
almost entirely overlooked, between the literal beasts of prey
and the children of men, who are worse than these, requires
the simple and most natural rendering of the cohortative.
We
need only picture

itself.

contrast,

to ourselves the situation.

here has the sense of cuhitum ire

The verb 32^

Starting from this

(iv. 9).

riDJB'N we look to ver. 9, and it at once becomes clear that we
have before us an evening or nightly song. David the persecuted one finds himself in the wilderness and, if we accept

the testimony of the inscription, in a cave

:

his soul

is

in the

by which he means to say that his life is exposed
Here
bold in faith, he is resolved to lie down to sleep,
them.
to
feeling himself more secure among lions than amono- men; for
the children of men, his deadly foes both in word and in deed,
are worse than beasts of prey teeth and tongue are murderous
weapons. This more than brutal joy at the destruction of
midst of

lions,

:

PSALM
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one's neighbour *

which prevails among men, urges him to put
who in Himself is exalted above the
heavens and the whole earth, would show Himself by some

forth the prayer that God,

visible manifestation

over the heavens above as the exalted

One, and the prayer that His glory may be, i.e. may become
manifest (or even exalted be His glory, DVV), over the whole
earth beneath,
His glory which to His saints is a healthdiffusing light, and to the heartless foes of men and God a
consuming fire, so that the whole world shall be compelled to
acknowledge this glory in which His holiness manifests itself,
and shall become conformed to it after everything that is
:

—

—

hostile

is

overthrown.

Vers. 7-12.

In

this

second half of the Psalm the poet

refreshes himself with the thought of seeing that for which he

longs and prays realized even with the dawning of the morning

The

after this night of wretchedness.

perfect in ver.

Id

is

the

perfect of certainty; the other perfects state what preceded

and

is

now changed

into the destruction of the crafty ones

If the clause HPEM *]S3
T

themselves.

bowed down

LL

to the crafty laying of snares.

is

rendered

~

.

(cf. ??n, cix. 22), it

my

:

soul

was

.

forms no appropriate corollary

Hence

*|Q3

must be taken

as

he had bowed down my soul the change of number
in the mention of the enemies is very common in the Psalms
relating to these trials, whether it be that the poet has one
enemy /car e^o^fjv before his mind or comprehends them all in
transitive

one.

:

;

Even

the

LXX.

renders Kai Kwrkicafi-ifav ttjv

"tyvyfiv

though it were 1BB31, but can scarcely have
read it thus. This line is still remarkable one would expect
for ver. 76 a thought parallel with ver. Id, and perhaps the
f)D3, his (the net-layer's) own soul bends (viz.
poet wrote
in order to fall into the net). Then &]Q3 like baJ would be prcet.
In this certainty, to express which the music here
confidentice.

fiov, it is true, as

;

iw

becomes triumphantly forte, David's heart is confident, cheerful
(Symmachus e&pala), and a powerful inward impulse urges
Although Ji33 may signify ready,
him to song and harp.
xii. 5), yet this meaning is to be
Job
equipped. (Ex. xxxiv. 2,
*

nan pNI JMS B>K"I 5>JJD t?N1 ]'K
Cf. Sir. xxv. 15, in the Hebrew
wrath
riDD 5>Jja (no poison exceeds the poison of the serpent, and no
exceeds the wrath of an enemy).
:

y\H

VOL.

11.

M

;;
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12, lxxviii. 37, cxii. 7

li.

it

:

is

not

His even-

appropriate to the emphatic repetition of the word.

mood which found expression in ver. 4, was hope of victory
morning mood into which David here transports himself, i3
He calls upon his soul to awake C? 3 | a3
certainty of victory.
in xvi. 9, xxx. 13), he calls upon harp and cithern to awake
ing
the

?33n with one article that avails for both words, as in Jer.
xxix. 3, Neh. i. 5 ; and nny> with the accent on the ultima on
("ii:31

account of the coming together of two aspirates), from which
he has not parted even though a fugitive ; with the music of
stringed instruments and with song he will awake the not yet
risen

dawn, the sun

still

slumbering in

its

chamber

:

'"^V?, exper-

and as Ovid
(Metam. xi. 597) says of the cock, evocat auroram* His song
of praise, however, shall not resound in a narrow space where

gefaciam (not expergiscar), as

it is

scarcely heard

;

he

will

e.g. in

Cant.

ii.

7,

step forth as the evangelist of his

deliverance and of his Deliverer in the world of nations

and the

parallel word, as also in cviii. 4, cxlix. 7,

Lamed

tVBNpa with

is

(O'BW

to be written

rapliatum and Melheg before it) his vocabeyond Israel, and the events of his life are to be
for the benefit of mankind.
Here we perceive the self-consciousness of a comprehensive mission, which accompanied
David from the beginning to the end of his royal career (vid.
;

tion extends

What is expressed in ver. 11 is both motive and
theme of the discourse among the peoples, viz. God's mercy
and truth which soar high as the heavens (xxxvi. 6). That

xviii. 50).

they extend even to the heavens
of their infinity (cf.

Eph.

is

only an earthly conception

In the refrain, ver. 12,
which only differs in one letter from ver. 6, the Psalm comes
back to the language of prayer.
Heaven and earth have a
mutually involved history, and the blessed, glorious end of this
history

is

iii.

18)

the sunrise of the divine doxa over both, here prayed

for.

* With reference to the above passage in the Psalms, the Talmud, B.
Berachoih 36, says, "
cithern used to hang above David's bed and when
midnight came, the north wind blew among the strings, so that they

A

;

sounded of themselves and forthwith he arose and busied himself with the
T6ra until the pillar of the dawn (-ine>n 11DJJ) ascended." Rashi observes,
"The dawn awakes the other kings; but I, said David, will awake the
;

dawn

(wri

T)H TllJJD 'ON)."

;
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LVIII.

CRY FOE VENGEANCE UPON THOSE WHO PERVERT JUSTICE.
2

DO ye really, O ye gods, speak righteousness,

Do ye in uprightness judge the children of men ?
3 Nay, in heart ye work iniquities,
In the land ye weigh out the violence of your hands.
4 Apostate are the ungodly from the womb,
Gone astray from the birth are the speakers

of

lies.

5 Poison have they after the likeness of the poison of the
serpent,

Like a deaf adder which stoppeth her ear,
6 That she may not hear the voice of the charmers,

The

skilful practiser of sorcery.

7 Elohim, break their teeth

in their

mouth,

The teeth of the lions do Thou wrench out, Jahve
8 They must melt away as running water

When he shooteth his arrows they are as though cut off.
9 (Let them be) as a snail that goes along dissolving as it goes,
(As) the untimely birth of a woman, that hath not seen the
sun.

10 Before, then, your pots feel the thorn,
Whether it be raw or at boiling heat

—He whirleth

11 The righteous
12

shall rejoice that

it

away.

he seeth vengeance,

He shall bathe
And men shall

his footsteps in the blood of the ungodly.

Verily there

a deity judging in the earth.

Their

is

teeth, said

confess: Verily the righteous findeth fruit,

Ps.

tongue a sharp sword
their

mouth.

collector to

;

are spear and arrows, and their

lvii.,

Ps.

lviii.

This prominent

prays

:

crush their teeth in

common thought

append the one Michtam of David,

tashcheth, to the other.

Ps.

period, viz. to the time of

Absalom.

lviii.,

has induced the

sung

to be

ul-

however, belongs to another

The incomparable

of the language does not warrant us in denying

it

boldness

to

David,

ISO

PSALM LVIU.

2, 3.

In no one Psalm do we meet with so many high-flown figures
coming together within the same narrow compass. But that
extent
it is David who speaks in this Psalm is to a certain
which
of
guaranteed by Ps. lxiv. and cxl. These three Psalms,
at
they
the closing verses so closely resemble one another that
writes
who
once invite comparison, show that the same David
elsewhere so beautifully, tenderly, and clearly, is able among
his manifold transitions to rise to an elevation at which his
words as it were roll along like rumbling thunder through the

gloomy darkness of the clouds, and more especially where they
supplicate (Iviii. 7) or predict (cxl. 10) the judgment of God.

The cumulative
liar

use of ic3 in different applications

Psalm.

to this

Its

Michtam character becomes

is

pecu-

clearly

defined in the closing verse.

Vers. 2,

The

3.

text of ver. 2a runs

the silence of righteousness ?

ness must become
have read it (tbx

silent, as

i.e.

Do

:

ye really dictate

that before which righteous-

the collector (cf.

lvi.

1) appears to

=

D^X, B. Chullin 89a). But instead of n!?N
it is, with Houbigant, J. D. Michaelis, Mendelssohn, and others,
to be read Dbx (= D^N, as in Ex. xv. 11), as an apostrophe of
those

who

discharge the godlike office of rulers and judges.

Both the interrogative o:mn (with

it

the head of interrogative clauses),

num

from doubt
37, 1 Kings

as to the questionable
viii.

27, 2 Chron.

vi.

as

is

always the case at

vere,

which proceeds

matter of fact (Num.

18),

and the

parallel

xxii.

member

of the verse, and also the historical circumstances out of which

the Psalm springs,

demand

Absalom with

this alteration.

his

had made the administration of justice the means of
stealing from David the heart of his people
he feigned to be
the more impartial judge.
Hence David asks Is it then really
so, ye gods (D^x like D'H% xxs ii. i and here,
as there,
followers

;

:

]

not
without reference to their superhumanly proud and
assumptive
bearing), that ye speak righteousness, that ye judge
the children
of men in accordance with justice?
Nay, on the contrary
f

RX,

imo, introducing an answer that goes

beyond the

first

No)

in

not merely outwardly allowing yourselves to
be carried
away) ye prepare villanies (b?B, as in Mic. ii. 1
and

heart

{i.e.

in lxiv. 7,

from

in the land

rb)V

=

,

r6ij>,

X cii. 16, Job

v. 16,

with 6

n%

as

= d+w

ye weigh out the violence of your hands

(so

tl

)

t

PSALM
consequently violence

had been intended

2b

the accusative of the object;

is

as a second vocative,

The

t5"K" , :>3 (iv. 3).

the balances of your pretended jus-

fills

ffis "OS in ver.

tice),

expression

is

heavy energetic

possible to use the

After

which

serpent,

is

ought

inverted in order to

cf.

H^3

if

make

is

it

(mostly erro-

xxxv. 20, lxxvi. 12.

and the

;

first

of these

that of the

is

The

kept up longer than any of the others.

verb "W (cogn. TiD)

it

have been

to

bold beginning the boldest figures

this

follow one another rapidly

it

futures.

ously marked with Pazer) has Athnach,

Vers. 4-6.
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intentionally written

in a neuter, not an active sense, plural

fit,

recognises a retrospective reference to

lit in this

like

instance

W2, WQ.

this

Bakius

passage

in Isa.

In such passages Scripture bears witness to the fact,
which is borne out by experience, that there are men in whom
evil from childhood onwards has a truly diabolical character,
xlviii. 8.

i.e.

For although

a selfish character altogether incapable of love.

common

hereditary sinfulness and hereditary sin (guilt) are

to

men, yet the former takes the most manifold combinations
and forms and, in fact, the inheriting of sin and the complex
influence of the power of evil and of the power of grace on the

all

;

human

propagation of the

The Gospel

John more

of

is

clause by itself

:

it

should be

iOjTlDn (with Rebia, as in

of the natures of men.

not the subject

race require that

the poison belonging to them,

:

poison

struct state here, as in

is

so.

particularly teaches such a dualism

to

Lam.

them, they have poison
ii.

18, Ezek.

i.

xviii.

18a)

etc.,

but a

;

the con-

27, does not express

a relation of actual union, but only a close connection.

DBfcO

(with the orthophonic Dagesh which gives prominence to the

Teth as the

commencement

form, which,

also

is

style, e.g. xviii.

11.

of a syllable) is an optative future
employed as an indicative in the poetic

The

continuing the adjective,
as

makes

nature)

with

itself

it

"IB'N

There

is

the worst

human

is

is

subject of this attributive clause,

the deaf adder, such an one,

viz.,

deaf; and in this respect (as in their evil serpent

a figure of the self-hardening evil-doer.

Then

begins the more minute description of this adder.

a difference even

among them

influence.

among

serpents.

They belong

to

that are inaccessible to any kind of

All the arts of sorcery are

lost

upon them.

CB'rpp are the whisperers of inagic formulae (cf. Arabic naffuthdt, adjurations), and &~\2n "Qin is one who works binding by
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by magic knots

exorcism, and tying fast

spells,

bind

LVIII. 7-10.

=

to bewitch,

vid. Isaiah,

i.

118,

242).

ii.

^,

JJb,

cf.

=

Persic bend

(cf.

*un, to

Kaxaoeoyios,

inventive affection and

The most

the most untiring patience cannot change their mind. Nothing
therefore remains to David but to hope for their removal, and
to

pray for it.
Vers. 7-10.

iii

ver.

The verb

la as apdaaeiv

D"in is

much

used

The form

apagev), which presents a similar onomatope.

Job

as in

is,

:

The

it.

and WT3
and noxji,

he bends and shoots

cut off in the front,
or points (iB3

off his arrows,

(=

|3i3, xi.

they shall be as though

Isa. xxvi.

18).

figures to which the apprecatory "let

Or

Isa.

Zecii. xiv.

they had no heads
In ver. 9 follow two

as inoperative as if

i.e.

as in

= W3,

treading (bending) of the

here, as in lxiv. 4, transferred to the arrows

is

1DN13'

expositors, less appro-

xxxii. 24,

T.Q*f, Chetldb, Jer. xxx. 16,

;

more nearly resemble

10,

bow
2)

7

The Jewish

Num.

compare B?wV,

priately,
xviii. 2,

= V5&.

vii. 5,

same way

in the

577, dirb Se TpvcpaXeiav

(e.g. Iliad, xiii.

them become"

is

to

be

perhaps to be rendered As a snail, which
Thou causest to melt away, i.e. squashest with the foot (DI9H,
DDB), let him perish?
as in xxxix. 12, fut. Hiph. of npo
supplied.

is

it

:

=

The change

of the

number does not favour

to the usage of the language,

with gerunds and participles,
Dft ~t?n
}

np

l^n, the

words

this
and according
which is fond of construing SJ?n
and also with abstract nouns, e.g.

D»n belong

~$\V>_

are also accented accordingly

;

:

and they
which goes
goes (Don after

together,

as a snail or slug

along in dissolution, goes on and dissolves as

it

?JH from ?? 3 *). The snail has received its name
from this apparent dissolving into sliine.
For W>3K> (with
Dag. dirimens for JlaE ) is the naked slimy snail or slug (Targuni, according to ancient conception, K??2F\ PTtf " the slimethe form

1

worm"), from

<v3B> to
;

make

wet, moist.f

In the second figure,

* la the Phoenician, the Cyprian copper mine Ta/teuriris
appears to
have taken its name from DOD, liquefactio (Levy, Phonizische Studien
iii.

7).
t

"

God has

STiahbath lib

laying

it

;

upon

created nothing without

its use," says the Talmud, B.
created the snail (rpfD^ ^at?) to heal bruises by
tliem:" cf. Genesis Ilabba, ch. Ii. init., where
^3C> is ex-

"

He has

vlained by Ni'D ,!?

J

"^D, "^a, wyx,vM,

irhtho;,

Umax.

Abraham

b.

David

PSALM
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belong together

ntJ>K h&i

woman;" and rather than
Moed katan 66) and Targum

timely birth of a

Talmud

(JB.

accents)

this is

found also

(contrary to the

would

as an abortion, a mole,* one

But

FIB'S.
is

:

" the un-

is

explain with the

alter ntPK into

not necessary, since the construct form

nt5>K

(Deut. xxi. 11, 1 Sam. xxviii.

in other instances

7) out of the genitival relation, in connection with a close co-

ordinate construction.

So here, where

Job

3-5,

16, Eccles.

iii.

(the falling

vi.

away

K'DK'
V

J

of a

is

=

woman
The

collectively (E\v. § 176, b).

|T

wv?a according
O

African,

i.e.

retains the heat a long time,

cooking.

The

alternative 103
Tj

is

and

— iD3

that

?S3

used

is

In ver. 10, IBK

Punic, in Dioscorides draBiv)

rhamnus or buckthorn, which, like
makes a cheerful crackling fire, but

the one or the other.

which

abortions),

to

7

accentuation also harmonizes

here with the syntactic relation of the words.
(plural in

-

T

an attributive clause to ne>K

is

the

D{H, the broom, not only
also

is

produces an ash that

therefore very useful in

signifies sive, sive,

which

is

whether

living, fresh, viz. the

raw meat still having the blood in it, the opposite of PEhD
Sam. ii. 15) !i~in, a fierce heat or fire, here a boiling heat.
There is no need to understand pin metonymically, or perhaps
it is a statement of
as an adjective = charron, of boiled meat
the condition.
The suffix of ^V®), however, refers, as being
neuter, to the whole cooking apparatus, and more especially to

fresh,

(1

;

:

The rendering

the contents of the pots.

raw

or in a state of heat,

(Jahve) carries

it

away

i.e.

therefore

is

:

whether

of being cooked through,

of Fez, the cotemporary of Saadia, has explained

He

Hengstenberg

as with a whirlwind.

it in his

Arahico-Hebrew

Lexicon by jltSnpN, the slug. Nevertheless this is properly the name of
the snail with a house (pTVTj), Talmudic )i^n, and even at the present day
in Syria

W2B>,

and Palestine ^'Xs- (which

in conformity with the

is

pronounced halezon)

etymon and with the

figure,

is

;

whereas

the naked

The ancient versions perhaps failed to recognise this, because
not very often to he seen in hot eastern countries but 5>lTOE>
in this signification can be looked upon as traditional. The rendering " a
rain-brook or mountain-torrent (Arabic sell sabil) which running runs
away," would, to say nothing more, give us, as Eosenmiiller has already
observed, a figure that has been made use of already in ver. 8.
snail or slug.

the slug

*

is

;

The mole, which was thought to have no eyes, is actually
Hebrew HE'S, plur. hit^N (vid. Kelim xxi. 3).

post-biblical

called in
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raw meat correspond the immature
To us, who regard
plots, and to the cooked the mature ones."
the Psalm as belonging to the time of Absalom, and not, like
Hengstenberg, to the time of Saul, the meat in the pots is the
rightly remarks, "

To

the

The

kingship" of Absalom.

new

greater the self-renunciation

with which David at that time looked on at the ripening revolt,
disclaiming all action of his own, the stronger the confidence
with which he expected the righteous interposition of God that
did actually follow, but (as he here supposes possible) not until
the meat in the pot was almost done through; yet, on the
other side, so quickly, that the pots had scarcely felt the crack-

which should fully cook the meat.
Finally, we have a view of the results of the
The expression made use of to
interposition
of God.
judicial
describe the satisfaction which this gives to the righteous is
thoroughly Old Testament and warlike in its tone (cf. Ixviii.
David is in fact king, and perhaps no king ever remained
24).
ling heat

Vers. 11, 12.

so long quiet in the face of the

most barefaced

rebellion,

and

checked the shedding of blood, as David did at that time. If,
however, blood must nevertheless flow in streams, he knows
full well that it is the

so that the

blood of the partisans of his deluded son

men who were

ment concerning him, the more
last

be compelled to confess that

just,

is

though not forthwith,

ment

in the earth.

retains

inactive he remained, will at

does really repay one to be
one higher than the high ones
a deity (Q'n'bx) above the gods (Q^S) who,

and that there

(Eccles. v. 7 [8]),

;

led the further astray in their judg-

it

really

will nevertheless assuredly

i]N

here, as in

Job

execute judg-

xviii. 21, Isa. xlv. 14,

originally affirmative signification,

which it has in
construed with the plural (Ges. §
112, rem. 3), as is frequently. the case, e.g. 2 Sam. vii. 23 (where,
however, the chronicler, in 1 Chron. xvii. 21, has altered the
This is not because the heathen are speakinc
older text).
its

common

with

J3S.

DwK

is

(Baur), but in order to set the infinite majesty and omniJudge in contrast with these puffed-

potence of the heavenly
up " gods."

"

!

!
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LIX.

PRAYER 0¥ AN INNOCENT MAN WHOM MEN ARE TRYING
TO TAKE.

DELIVER me

from mine enemies, O my God,
rise up against me bear me away
3 Deliver me from the workers of iniquity,
And from men of blood save me
4 For, lo, they lie in wait for my soul,

2

From

those

who

The shameless gather themselves together against me
Not on account of transgression on my part and on account
Jahve

of sin,

5 Without sin they run and

Awake
6

make themselves ready

meet me, and examine
do Thou, Jahve Elohim of hosts,

And

to

Stir Thyself to visit

Spare not

those

all

all

who

They come again

8

And go the rounds in the city.
Lo they foam at their mouth

at evening, they

And

like dogs,

My

!

Thou, Jahve, laughest

Thou mockest

My God
Elohim

come

will

will

I

wait,

my fortress.

is

cause

will

them,

at

at all the heathen.

upon Thee

strength,

For Elohim
11

howl

(Sela.)

;

Swords are in their lips,
For " who doth hear it?

10

of Israel,

are atrociously faithless.

7

9

God

the heathen,

meet

to

me

with His mercy,

me

to rejoice over those

my

people forget

who

lie in

wait

for me.

12 Slay them not,

Cause them

to

lest

go astray by

Thou art our shield, O Lord
13 The sin of their mouth is the word
Therefore

And

let

it,

Thy power and

them be ensnared

of their

cast

them down

;

lips,

in their pride,

on account of the curse and the deceit which they
utter.

—
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14 Destroy

And

LIX.

in wrath, destroy, that they

that they

Unto the ends

may know

that

of the earth

;

may

Elohim

is

be no more,
Kuler in Jacob

(Sela.)

!

15 They come again at evening, they howl like dogs,
And go the rounds in the city.

1G They wander

to

and fro in order

to eat;

If they are not satisfied, they stay over night

17 But as for me, I shall sing of Thy strength,
And exult, in the morning, over Thy mercy;

That Thou hast been a

And

My

IS

a refuge in the

strength, to

For Elohim

is

fortress to

me,

day when I was afraid.

Thee will I harp,
my fortress, my merciful

God.

This Michtam, after the melody Al-tashcheth, coinciding witn,
lvii.

5 and

among

lviii.

7 in the figure used in ver. 8,

is

the earliest

the Davidic Psalms which are dated from the time of

When Sa\d

Saul's persecution.

by him) watched

sent

and

they (those

who were

him (David)
it therefore belongs to the time spoken of in 1 Sam. xix. 11 sqq
This inscription is no more intended to imply that the Psalm
ivas composed on that night before the flight, which was
rendered possible by the artifice of Michal, than the inscription
of Ps. li. is meant to imply that the origin of the Psalm was
coincident with the arrival of Nathan.
The 3 of such inscripsent

the house in order to slay

way the historical groundwork
we consider the contents of the Psalm from
view, we shall obtain a tolerably distinct picture of

tions only sets forth in a general

of the song.
this point of

the situation.
issued that

If

We

must imagine that Saul, even before he

command

to

watch David's house the night through

him in the morning, i.e. to assassinate him behind
Michal's back (1 Sam. xix. 11), sought to get rid of him in
some more secret way that the venal men of his court themand

to slay

;

selves not less ill-disposed towards David,

hand

for the deed;

activity,

and that

had offered him

their

consequence of this great
which was probably seen through by him whose
life
in

was threatened, was observable in Gibea, and that more especially every evening, when the bandits strolled through the
city
in order to meet with the dreaded rival and give him his
death-

;

PSALM

LIX. 2-10.

IS J

The Psalms and the Prophets are often the medium
through which we gain a deeper insight into events which are

Llow.

only sketched in the historical books after their most prominent
outward features.
In consideration of the fact that the description of the
nightly proceedings of the enemies is repeated after the manner
of a refrain, and that the poet in ver. 17 contrasts his believingly joyous prospects for the coming morning with the ineffectual ardour with which they pass the night patrolling the

Psalm

streets,

lix.

seems to be an evening song belonging to

those perilous days spent in Gibea.

Vers. 2-10.

First part.

strains familiar in the Psalms.
as in

Job

B '??. ^S

as

;

xxvii. 7, cf. Ps. xvii. 7
in

I sa

greediness, dogs.
§

As far as ver. 4 we recognise
The enemies are called ''DDipno

-

;

EHJ? as shameless,

D^Q

On

SO in a subordinate clause,

which might have caused
is

similar to xviii.

similar adverbial

any

sin,

or

11, on account of their bold shameless
vid.

286, g: without there being transgression or sin on

part)

MJ)

lvi.

it.

24/

collateral

which ought

to

The

suffix (transgression
(cf.

i'lV"v3

definition

Job xxxiv.

Ewald,

my

side,

on
6)

my
is

a

without there existing

:

The

be punished.

energetic future

jeruzun depicts those who servilely give effect to the king's evil
caprice

;

they run hither and thither as

themselves in position.

|3l3n

=

tularin,

if

attacking and put
Hithpa. HMii,

like the

Prov. xxvi. 26, the Hothpa. D33n } Lev.
Nithpa.

"IB??,

Deut.

xxi. 8.

xiii. 55 sq., and the
Surrounded by such a band of

assassins, David is like one besieged, who sighs for succour
and he calls upon Jahve, who seems to be sleeping and inclined
to abandon him, with that bold riN"W ^sop? rny?, to awake to
meet him, i.e. to join him with His help like a relieving army,
and to convince Himself from personal observation of the
extreme danger in which His charge finds himself. The continuation was obliged to be expressed by nnxi, because a special
appeal to God interposes between rnij/ and ns'ipn. In the
emphatic " Thou," however, after it has been once expressed,
is implied the conditional character of the deliverance by the
And each of the divine names made use of in
absolute One.
this lengthy invocation, which corresponds to the deep anxiety
of the poet, is a challenge, so to speak, to the ability and will-
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The

power and promise of Gorl.

ingness, the

Jahve Eloliim Tsebaoth
Ixxx. 5, 20, lxxxiv. 9), which

(occurring, besides

is

to

is

juxtaposition
in

instance,

this

peculiar to the Elohimic Psalms,

be explained by the consideration that Eloliim had become
name like Jahve, and that the designation Jahve

a proper

insertion of Eloliim in accordance with the

by the

Tsebaoth,

style of the

Elohimic Psalms,

and now mxax
upon mrp but upon D^n^X
solemn

Symbolce, p. 15).

name

is

;

of

God.

made

is

more imposing and

still

a genitive dependent not merely

nw

(similar to

lvi.

la, Isa. xxviii. lb;

^^p\ ''$$ is in apposition to this threefold
The poet evidently reckons himself as belong-

ing to an Israel from which he excludes his enemies, viz. the
true Israel which

is

heathen, against

whom

the poet invokes God's

are included the heathen-minded in Israel

view which brings about

;

|)K

mind those who

v
l'?3"?3

the

interposition,

this at least is the

this extension of the prayer.

connection with the words
before his

Among

God.

in reality the people of

Also

in

the poet, in fact, has chiefly

are immediately round about

him

and thus disposed.
It is those who act treacherously from
extreme moral nothingness and worthlessness (iJX genit. epexeg^).
The music, as Sela directs, here becomes more boisterous; it

judgment of God; and
Micldam is here brought

gives intensity to the strong cry for the

the

first

unfolding of thought of

this

to a close.

The second

begins by again taking up the description of
movements of the enemy which was begun in vers. 4, 5.
We see at a glance how here ver. 7 coincides with ver. 5, and

the

ver. 8 with ver. 4,

and

ver. 9 with ver.

Hence

6.

catory rendering of the futures of ver. 7

is

the impre-

not for a

moment

By

day the emissaries of Saul do not
venture to carry out their plot, and David naturally does not
run into their hands. They therefore come back in the evening, and that evening after evening (cf. Job xxiv. 14); thev
snarl or howl like dogs ( n on, used elsewhere of the growling of
the bear and the cooing of the dove it is distinct from CDJ,
to be

entertained.

;

^>.xi,

to bark,

and

3^3, to yelp), because they

by loud barking, and still cannot altogether
and they go their rounds in
"v^a aaiD, Cant. iii. 2, cf. supra lv. 11), in order

to betray themselves

conceal their vexation and rage

the city (like

do not want

;
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from flight, and perhaps, what would be
very welcome to them, to run against him in the darkness.
to cut off their victim

The

them on

further description in ver. 8 follows

What

they belch out or foam out

is

this patrol.

be inferred from the

to

which they, as it were, draw
Their mouth overflows
with murderous thoughts and with slanders concerning Davit],
by which they justify their murderous greed to themselves as
if there were no one, viz. no God, who heard it.
But Jahve,
from whom nothing, as with men, can be kept secret, laughs
at them, just as He makes a mockery of all heathen, to whom
this murderous band, which fears the light and is unworthy of
the Israelitish name, is compared. This is the primary passage
to xxxvii. 13, ii. 4; for Ps. lix. is perhaps the oldest of the
Davidic Psalms that have come down to us, and therefore also
the earliest monument of Israelitish poetry in which the divine
fact that swords are in their lips,

so soon as they merely

move

their lips.

Tsebaoth occurs; and the chronicler, knowing that
was the time of Samuel and David that brought it into use,
Just as this strophe
uses this name only in the life of David.
opened in ver. 7 with a distich that recurs in ver. 15, so it also
closes now in ver. 10 with a distich that recurs below in ver.

name Jahve
it

18,

and that is to be amended according to the text of that
For all attempts to understand ftjj as being genuine

passage.

prove

inaccuracy.

its

but as for the

""!$;

With

rest,

the old versions

it

has to be read

iTiDBW must be retained in accordance

with the usual variation found in such refrains:

my

strength,

Thee will I regard (1 Sam. xxvi. 15; observe, 2 Sam. xi. 16),
cxxx. 6)
i.e. in the consciousor upon Thee will I wait (cf.
ness of my own feebleness, tranquil and resigned, I will look
for Thine interposition on my behalf.
Vers. 11-18. In this second half of the Psalm the cry of
Hope reigns, and anger burns more fiercely.
fear is hushed.
The Ken says that ver. 11a is to be read ^i?. ^Dn ^H, my
5>,

;

me,

— but with what?

:

gracious

God

will anticipate

tion altogether disappears

iipn
4),

inW

i.e.

mine.

:

will

if

we

retain the Chethib

and point

my God will anticipate me with His mercy (cf. xxi.
meet me bringing His mercy without any effort of

Even

the old translators have felt that

long to the verb as a second object.
correct in

This ques-

its

rendering,

o

@eo?

The

HDH must

LXX.

fiov to e'Xeo?

is

be-

perfectly

avrov Trpo^8a<rei
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has come into existence in looking to ver. 18,

seems as though ^Dn 'ipx ought to be
added to the refrain, ver. 10 (cf. a similar instance in xlii. 6,
But ver. 11a would be stunted by doing this, and it
7).
accords with Biblical poetic usage that the refrain in ver. 18
should be climactic in comparison with ver. 10 (just as it also
does not altogether harmonize in its first half) so that Olshausen's proposal to close ver. 10 with nDn \"6x and to begin
according to which

it

;

HDH (cf. Ixxix. 8) is only just to be put on record.
The prayer "slay them not" does not contradict the prayer
The poet wishes that those
that follows for their destruction.
who lie in wait for him, before they are totally swept away,
may remain for a season before the eyes of his people as an
ver. 11 with

example of punishment. In accordance with this, tojwn, by a
comparison of the Hiph. in Num. xxxii. 13, and of the Kal in
cause them to wander about
ver. 16, cix. 10, is to be rendered
xxxviii.
init., iD?D?t?) ; and in
cli.
Rabba,
(Targum, cf. Genesis
connection with l^na one is involuntarily reminded of x. 10, 14,
:

and

tempted

is

VP2

to read

or

13

^IJC

about in adversity or wretchedness,
nosa

h. e. misera),

:

=

cause them to wander

cJJU-

j*s., vita caligi-

and more especially since "pTQ occurs no-

where else instead of Ijfita or , p p 3. But the Jod in "fTTD is
unfavourable to this supposition ; and since the martial apos,

,

God by "our

trophe of
is

shield" follows, the choice of the

power of God as an army (Joel

ii.

directly of the heavenly host (Joel iv.

Lord

He

of Hosts holds

is first

of

all

command

to

do

this, as

heathen and

The
tively

first
:

all

25), and perhaps thinks
[iii.j

(Hitzig).

11), over

which the

By means

of this

them to go astray (131 113 Gen. iv.
them down (lvi. 8). The Lord p'lX)

to cause

12), then utterly to cast
is

word

explained by the consideration that the poet conceives of the

He

truly as

Israel's shield

is

pseudo-Israelites

member

of ver. 13

is

mouth

" the sin of their

against

who have become

all

the

as heathen.

undoubtedly meant descrip(the sin of the tongue) is the

word of their lips" (with the dull-toned suffix mo, in the use of
which Ps. lix. associates itself with the Psalms of the time of
Saul,

lvi., xi., xvii., xxii.,

Wisn, however, more
Pro v. xi. 6 than Prov.

xxxv., Ixiv.).

readily suggests
vi.

2

;

The combination
parallel

aud moreover the

ViJ?*\

passages like
1? of

the ex-
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pression tfrraiM n^XEfl, which is without example in connection
with ISO, and, taken as expressing the motive (Hupfeld), ought
to be joined with
is

some designations of the disposition of mind,
appended statement of the reason for

best explained as an

which they are

to

be ensnared, so that consequently

ViSD';

(cf.

an attributive clause nor is this contrary
to the accentuation, if one admits the Munach to be a transformation of Mugrash. It is therefore to be rendered "let them,

lxix. 27, lxiv. 6) is

;

:

then, be taken in their pride, and on account of the curse

and
which they wilfully utter." If, by virtue of the righteousness of the Ruler of the world, their sin has thus become
their fall, then, after they have been as it were a warning
example to Israel, God is utterly to remove them out of the
way, in order that they (it is unnecessary to suppose any
change of subject), while perishing, may perceive that Elobini
is Ruler in Jacob (3, used elsewhere of the object, e.g. Mic. v. 1,
deceit

here used of the place of dominion), and as in Jacob, so
from thence unto the ends of the earth (p like h>, xlviii. 11)
wields the sceptre.
Just like the first group of the first part,
this first group of the second part also closes with Sela.
is

The second group opens
but with

part,

loosely connects

The

group in the first
'355^1, which
with what precedes, whereas there it is ur^.
like the second

this exception, that here

poet's gaze

it

we

read

again turned towards his present straitened

is

and again the pack of dogs by which Saul is huntnan points towards
ing him present themselves to his mind.
an antithesis that follows, and which finds its expression in '3K1.
W?>1 and 1p3r' stand in direct contrast to one another, and in
condition,

addition to this

Tip

has preceded.

The reading

(Vulgate, Luther, [and authorized version] ),

U73

or Uf>5,

is

ical

thereby proved to be erroneous.

the correct reading, then

it

follows that

we have

of the

LXX.

yoyyucrovcriv

But

if

W>1_

to take ver.

=
is

16

not as foretelling what will take place, but as describing that
so that consequently the fat. consec. (as

is

frequently the case apart from any historical connection)

is

which

is

present

;

only a consecutive continuation of
tW)\

;

sible here)

Job

rW.

(for

which the

the form that was required in ver. 12, but
:

they wander up and down

xv. 23) to eat (that

is

(Jfti

i.e.

Ken

has

inadmis-

as in cix. 10, cf. i«,

to say, seeking after food);

are not satisfied, they pass the night,

is

and

if

they

remain, eager for food

!
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and expecting it, over night on the spot. This interpretation
the most natural, the simplest, and the one that harmonizes
best not only with the text before us (the punctuation W?f.,
not W3e>;, gives the member of the clause the impress of being
is

poet describes
the activity of his enemies, and that by completing or retouching the picture of their comparison to dogs : he himself
a protasis), but also with the situation.

is

The

the food or prey for which they are so eager, and

which they

would not willingly allow to escape them, and which they
Their morbid
nevertheless cannot get within their grasp.
desire

remains unsatisfied

:

he, however, in the morning,

is

power of God, which protects him, and
exultantly to praise God's loving-kindness, which satiates and
satisfies him (xc. 14)
for in the day of fear, which to him is
now past, God was his inaccessible stronghold, his unapproachable asylum.
To this God, then, even further the play of his
harp shall be directed (rnsts), just as was his waiting or hoping
able to sing of the

;

(•"vibe's,

ver. 10).

PSALM

LX.

DRILL PSALM AFTER A LOST BATTLE.
3

ELOHIM, Thou

Thou
4 Thou

hast cast us

off,

Thou

hast been angry, restore us again
hast

made

the land to tremble,

hast scattered us,

!

Thou

hast torn

asunder,

Heal
5
6

7

its

breaches, for

it

tottereth

!

Thou hast made Thy people experience a hard thin",
Thou hast given us wine to drink to intoxication.
Thou hast given those who fear Thee a banner
To lift themselves up on account of the truth. (Sela.)
In order that Thy beloved may be delivered
Save now with Thy right hand and answer me
! I

8 Elohim hath promised in His holiness
I shall rejoice, I shall portion out Shechem,
And measure out the valley of Succoth.

it

PSALM
9 Mine

LX.
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Gilead and mine Manasseh,

is

And Ephraim is the helm of my
Judah is my sceptre,
10 Moab is my wash-pot,
Upon Edom I cast my shoe.
Cry out concerning me,

O

head,

Philistial

me to the fortified
me to Edom ?!

11 "Who will conduct

Who

will

bring

city?

12 Hast not Thou, Elohim, cast us off,
And goest not forth, Elohim, with our armies f—
13 Grant us deliverance from the oppressor;

Yea, vain

And He

the help of man.

is

14 In Elohim

we

shall

will tread

obtain the victory,

down our

oppressors.

This last of the Elohimic Michtammim of David is dated
from the time of the Syro-Ammonitish war When he (David)
waged war (Hiph. of HM, to pull, to seize by the hair) with (DK
:

like

W

Num.

in

xxvi. 9

Makkeph

instead of

;

according to Ben-Asher, with Segol
Prov. iii. 12, three

here, as in xlvii. 5,

passages which are noted by the Masora)

Aram

of the two rivers

(the people of the land of the twin streams, Mea-ovoTa/iia)

with

Aram Zobah

and Joab returned (^f%

north-east of Damascus),

from the
smote

and

(probably between the Euphrates and Orontes

infinitive to the finite verb,

Ges.

§

transition

132, rem. 2) and

Edom

in the Valley of Salt (the Edomitish Ghor, i.e. the
some ten miles wide, at the southern extremity of the

salt plain,

Dead Sea)

with twelve thousand men.

This historical inscrip-

work which gave the Psalm in
this connection.
It is not taken out of any of the histories
that have been preserved to us.
For both in 2 Sam. viii. 13
and in 1 Chron. xviii. 12 we find the number eighteen thousand

tion

comes from an

historical

In the former passage, in which a^ nby is
Roman triumphum agere, we

instead of twelve.

substantially equivalent to the

have

to

read D^NTIK after the inscription of our Psalm instead

of ciarnx.
D'lXVlX

m\

fallen out.

It

The

the Edomites
VOL.

II.

is,

however,

(LXX.
is

still

more probable that the words

itraTa^e ttjv 'ISovfuiiav) have accidentally

fact that here in the

Psalm the victory over

ascribed to Joab, in the Chronicles to Abshai
13
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(Abishai), and in 2

Sam.

ch.

LX.

viii.

to

a difference
consideration that the

David,

may

is

easily be reconciled by the
David was under the supreme command of Joab,
the
and this battle in the Valley of Salt was fought against
Sam.
(cf.
2
brother
through
indirectly
his
Edomites by Joab

which

army

of

x. 10).

The

inscription carries us into the time of

the greatest,

and most glorious of David's wars, that with the
Ammonites, which, so far as these were concerned, ended in the
second year in the conquest of Kabbah (vid. Ps. xxi.), and with
longest,

their

Aramaean

allies,

among whom Hadadezer,

powerful kingdom of Zohah, was defeated

Chelam on the other

side the Jordan.

second year, he endeavoured to fortify

the ruler of the

in the first

Then when,
himself anew

year at
in the
in

the

on the banks of the Euphrates, he was completely
subjugated together with the Syrians who had come to his
districts

Aramaean wars related
Whilst, now,
and
x.-xii.
to
be
combined.
in 2 Sam.
the arms of David were making such triumphant progress in
the north, the Edomites in the south had invaded the land
which was denuded of troops, and here a new war, which
jeopardized all the results that had been gained in the north,
awaited the victorious army. Ps. lx. refers more especially to
this Edomitish war.
Hengstenberg is wrong when he infers
from the inscription that it was composed after the victory in
the Valley of Salt and before the conquest of Iduinssa. The
assistance.

Thus

ch.

are the accounts of

viii.

way gives to the Psalm its historiwas composed before the victory in the Valley
of Salt, and presupposes the Israelitish south had been at that
time grievously laid waste by the Edomites, against whom they
were unable to oppose an adequate force. We may also infer
from other indications how the occupation of the neighbouring
and brother-country by the Edomites called for veno-eance
vid. on Ps. xliv.
against them
That Korahitic Psalm may
have been composed after the Davidic Psalm, and is designedly
by ver. 10, brought into relationship with it. In the cento Ps.
cviii. vers. 7—14 correspond to lx. 7-14.
The Michtam character of the Psalm manifests itself both

inscription only in a general
cal setting.

It

;

in the fact that a divine oracle is

unfolded in

fact that the language of complaint, "

it, and also
in the
Elohim, Thou hast cast

—
PSALM
us off"

(cf.

Concerning

xliv.
nVlJJ

10),
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repeated as its favourite utterance.
u A Lily is the testimony " (or

is

after

JB'IK'"?!?,

" The Lily of the testimony
The addition
") vid. on xlv. 1.
of 1I2& is to be interpreted according to nf% iTTUT-'ja lE^p, 2
}

Sam.

i.

18

:

the song

is

thereby appointed to be sung in con-

nection with the practice of the bow.

Jonathan was suited

by reason

The

elegy on Saul and

which is
weapon of
that brave warrior, and by the indirect remembrance of the
skilful Philistine archers, who brought a disgrace upon the
name of Israel in the battle on Gilboa, that needed as speedily
Ps. lx., this most martial of all
as possible to be wiped out.
the Psalms, is also a song at the practice of arms, which was
designed to inflame and to hallow the patriotic martial ardour
of the young men when they were being exercised.
Hengstenberg and others, who reckon according to the
Masoretic verses, divide the Psalm into three strophes of four

therein given to the

to this

bow

of Jonathan, the favourite

The

Masoretic verses each.

of the praise

fact that the use

made

of Ps. lx.

begins with ver. 7, ps^T JVd5>, lends some colour to
Neverthis division, which is also strengthened by the Sela.
in Ps. cviii.

theless vers. 6

and 7 belong inseparably together.

3-7.
This first strophe contains complaint and
and establishes the prayer by the greatness of the
need and Israel's relationship to God. The sense in which
WPiTiB is intended becomes clear from 2 Sam. v. 20, where
David uses this word of the defeat of the Philistines, and
The word signifies to break through
explains it figuratively.
what has hitherto been a compact mass, to burst, blast, scatter,
disperse.
The prayer is first of all timidly uttered in «? ^ai^n
then in nan (ver. 46) and njwin (ver.
in the form of a wish
lb) it waxes more and more eloquent,
p waits' here signifies to

Vers.

prayer;

;

grant restoration (like
12).

The word

p

rwn, to give rest

also signifies to

away, in which sense, however,

On

make a
it

;

xxiii.

3, Isa.

lviii.

turn, to turn one's self

cannot be construed with

RTOSS Dunash has already compared ~ni, rumpere,

f.

scindere,

and Mose ha-Darshan the Targumic D»9 = jn£, Jer. xxii. 14.
The deep wounds which the Edomites had inflicted upon the
country, are after all a wrathful visitation of God Himself
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£ (not r.1)> properly
sheer intoxication (an apposition

reeling or intoxicating wine, or as npjnPi

conceived

wine which

of, is:

is

reached
instead of the genitive attraction, vid. on Isa. xxx. 20), is
The figure of the intoxicating cup
out by Him to His people.
has passed over from the Psalms of David and of Asaph to the
kindred thought is expressed
prophets (e.g. Isa. li. 17, 21).
All
in the proverb: Quern Deus perdere vult, earn dementat.

A

the preterites as far as

lan'-pe'ri

back plaintively
But ver. 6 cannot be thus

(ver. hb) glance

which has been suffered.
intended ; for to explain with Ewald and Hitzig, following the
LXX., " Thou hast set up a banner for those who reverence
Thee, not for victory, but for flight," is inadmissible, notwithat that

standing the fact that JIB*]? V^IO D« is a customary phrase and
the inscribed 1B^> is favourable to the mention of the bow.

For

The

(1)

words, beginning with Bro, do not sound like an

utterance of something worthy of complaint,

—

in

this case

it

have been expressed by DDiifiiT? T]N (only for
flight, not for victory) ; (2) it is more than improbable that the
bow, instead of being called riE>p_ (feminine of the Arabic mascu-

ought at

least to

line kaus),

is

here, according to

writing, called

ttC'p,

whereas

(Prov. xxii. 21) corresponds to
signification " a

an incorrect Aramaic form of
word in its primary form UC'p
the Aramaic NBt^p not in the

this

bow," but (as

it is

also

intended in the

Targum

of our passage) in the signification "truth" (Arabic kist of
strict

unswerving

as, vice versa,

justice, root Cp, to

the word sidk,

equivalent to "truth").
cation, like ver.

follows

:

Thou

4a,

We

;

just

root, is

therefore take the perfect predi-

as the foundation

hast given those

muster themselves

be hard, strong, firm

coming from a synonymous

who

aufpanieren),

of the prayer which

fear

Thee a banner

to

themselves as
around a standard or like a standard, on account of the truth
help then, in order that Thy beloved ones may be delivered,
(sic/i

i.e.

to raise

—

Thy right hand, and answer me. This rendering in
accordance with which ver. 6 expresses the good cause of Israel
in opposition to its enemies, is also favoured by the heightened
effect of the music, which comes in here, as Sela prescribes.
with

The

reflexive DDVinn here therefore signifies not, as Hithpal. of
DU, "to betake one's self to flight," but "to raise one's self
a signification on behalf of which we cannot appeal to Zech.
ix. 16, where JliDDunD is apparently equivalent to rrivvijriD

"—

—
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* sparkling," but which here results from the juxtaposition
with
D3

(

c f. HD3, iv. 7), inasmuch as DJ

from DCO,

itself, like

^

u^i,

is

so called

to set up, raise, whether it he that the Hithpo.
back upon the Kal of the verb or that it is intended as a
denominative (to raise one's self as a banner, sich aufpanieren).*
It is undeniable that not merely in later (e.g. Neh. v. 15), but
also even in older Hebrew, VjSD denotes the reason and motive
(e.g. Deut. xxviii. 20).
Moreover Ps. xliv. is like a commentary on this Btyp yap, in which the consciousness of the
falls

people of the covenant revelation briefly and comprehensively
expresses itself concerning their vocation in the world.
Israel
looks

upon

its

battle against the heathen, as

now

as a rising for the truth in accordance with

against

its

Edom,

mission.

By

reason of the fact and of the consciousness which are expressed
in ver. 6, arises the prayer in ver. 7, that Jahve would interpose to help and to rescue His
of the enemy.

(vid.

on

5).

iii.

It

is

to

according to the Ken, as in cviii. 7, instead of
so that here the king of Israel is speaking, who, as he

be read
WiJI;

^

own people from the power

I^p/. is instrumental

prays, stands in the place of his people.

A

Vers. 8—10.
divine utterance, promising him victory,
which he has heard, is expanded in this second strophe. By

knows himself to be in the free and inalienand in opposition to the neighbouring nations, Moab, Edom, and Philistia, to be the victorious
lord to whom they must bow.
The grand word of promise in
2 Sam. vii. 9 sq. is certainly sufficient in itself to make this
feeling of certainty intelligible, and perhaps vers. 8-10 are only
reason of this he

able possession of the land,

* [This expression well illustrates the power of the German language
coming words, so that the language critically dealt with may be exactly
reproduced to the German mind. The meaning will at once be clear when
in

we inform our

readers that Panier

is

a banner or standard

;

the reflexive

denominative, therefore, in imitation of the Hebrew, sich avfpanieren signi-.

" up-standard one's self," to raise one's self up after the manner of a
standard, which being " done into English" may mean to rally (as around
a standard). We have done our best above faithfully to convey the meanfies to

ing of the

German

text,

and we leave our readers to infer from this illuswhich translators have not unfreqaently to

tration the difficulties with

contend.

Te.]
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a pictorial reproduction of that utterance

that at the time

when Edom threatened

;

but

it is

also possible

the abandoned border-

ing kingdom; David received an oracle from the high priest
by means of the Urim and Thummim, which assured him of
the undiminished and continued possession of the

Holy Land

and the sovereignty over the bordering nations. That which
God speaks "in His holiness" is a declaration or a promise for
the sure fulfilment and inviolability of which He pledges His
holiness; it is therefore equal to an oath " by His holiness"
(Ixxxix. 36,

Amos

direct form, for

iv.

The
God who

oracle does not follow in a

2).

not

it is

speaks (as Olshausen thinks),

whom the expression npjJN is unbecoming, nor is it the people
(as De Wette and Hengstenberg), but the king, since what

to

named, but also to their
might have stood before nr^ys, but without it
the mode of expression more nearly resembles the Latin me
exultaturum. esse (cf. xlix. 12).
Shecliem in the centre of the
region on this side the Jordan, and the valley of Succoth in the
follows refers not only to the districts
inhabitants.

'S

heart of the region on the other side, form the beginning; for
there

is

not only a

ci^L

(the

name both

of the district) on the west side of the
(Scythopolis), but there

must

of the eminence and

Jordan south of Beisan

have been another on the
other side of the Jordan (Gen. xxxiii. 17 sq., Judg. viii. 4 sq.)
which has not as yet been successfully traced. It lay in the
also

Jabbok (ez-Zerka), about in the same latitude with
Shecliem (Sichem), south-east of Scythopolis, where Estori haParchi contends that he had found traces of it not far from the
vicinity of

left

bank

of the Jordan.

concerning the

Josh.

xiii.

27 gives some information

The town and the
Gad. Gilead, side by side with
Manasseh, ver. 9a, comprehends the districts belonging
to the
tribes of Gad and Reuben.
As far as ver. 9c, therefore, free
dominion in the cis- and trans-Jordanic country is
promised
p»l>

(valley) of Succoth.

valley belonged to the tribe of

David.

to

The

proudest predicates are justly given to
Ephraim and
Judah, the two chief tribes ; the former, the most

numerous

and powerful, is David's helmet (the protection of
his head)
and Judah his staff of command (PpnD, the command-o-ivin
ff
staff of command, as in Gen. xlix. 10, Num. x\i ' 10
1 S"i
f™. t j
n ro1
Judah,
,
by virtue of the ancient promise, is the royal tribe of

=

•

.

.

.

.

.

i

'

the people

—
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who are called to the dominion of the world. This designation
of Judah as the king's staff or sceptre and the marshal's baton
shows that it is the king who is speaking, and not the people.
To him, the king, who has the promise, are Moab, Edom, and
Philistia subject, and will continue so.
Moab the boastful
serves him as a wash-basin ;* Edom the crafty and malicious
is

forcibly taken possession of

and

by him and obliged

Philistia the warlike is obliged to cry aloud

him, the

frn

irresistible ruler,

distinction

TD

throwing of a shoe over a territory

is

concerning

a wash-pot or basin in

is

from a seething-pot, which

submit

to

is

also called "VD.

The

a sign of taking forcible

possession, just as the taking off of the shoe (fre^O)

the renunciation of one's claim or right
instances the symbol of legal possession,

:

f

a sign of

is

the shoe

is

in both

The rendering

of

the last line, with Hitzig and Hengstenberg : " exult concerning me,
Philistia," i.e. hail me, though compelled to do so, as

O

king,

forbidden by the v}J, instead of which we must have
looked for v. The verb JJVi certainly has the general signification " to break out into a loud cry," and like the Hiph. (e.g.
is

A

*

royal attendant, the tasht-dar, cup- or wash-basin-bearer, carried

when in battle and on a journey
Moab, says the Psalmist, not merely
waits upon him with the wash-basin, but himself serves as such to him.
the wash-basin for the Persian king both
(vid. Spiegel,

Avesta

lxix.).

ii.

The sandal or the shoe,

t

I.

as an object of

lis,,

of treading

down,

oppressing, signifies metaphorically, (1) a man that is weak and incapable
of defending himself against oppression, since one says, ma kuntu ndlan,
I

am no

shoe,

i.e.

no man that one can tread under

(ques subjicitur), since
i.e.

cast off his wife (cf.

and a

wife).

II.

his feet

one says, g'alaa ndlahu, he has taken

As an

Lane under

instrument of

which even

iliia-,

\ls.,

(2) a wife

signifies

a shoe

tropically of the act of oppresses

ing and of reducing to submission, the

;

off his shoe,

/

^JjtJ

serves as a symbol of sub-

Eosenmiiller (Das alte und neue
Morgenland, No. 483) shows that the Abyssinian kings, at least, cast a shoe
upon anything as a sign of taking forcible possession. Even supposing

jugation to the dominion of another.

based upon the above passage of the Psalms, it proves, howand speaking after the Oriental type associated
meaning with the casting of a shoe upon anything. Fleischer. Cf.

this usage is

ever, that a people thinking
this

Wetzstein's Excursus at the end of this volume
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can also be used of a loud outcry at

Tsa. xv. 4) the Hithpal.

violence.

third strophe reverts to prayer; but
breathes more freely with a self-conscious

The

Vers. 11-14.

prayer now
courage for the
the

Ammon

Rabbath

The

strife.

city

(-"*» i"?)

becomes evident from

but, as

;

fortified

not

is

the parallel

of the verse and 2 Kings xiv. 7, the Idumsean chief
city of Sela' (I&?) or Petra (vid. Knobel on Gen. xxxvi. 42,

member
cf.

Ps. xxxi. 22, 2 Chron.

The

wish

me (Ges.

:

§

who

5, xi.

me = Oh

concerning ^nj

;

What follows

but Thou), Elohim,

is

not

who

.

.

now
.

understood thus and not as
not have omitted IB'X
is

viii.

conduct

5 together with xiv.

5).

that one would conduct

136, 1)! expresses a martial desire, joyful at the pro-

spect of victory
xi. 3.

will

*d,

quis perduxerit me, vid. on

to be rendered

(Hitzig)

— for

:

Not Thou (who

in order to

in ver. 3, xliv. 10,

have been

the poet could

—on the contrary, the interrogatory N?n

the foundation on which the supplicatory f^n

*

s

ra i se d.

The

hard pressed in the battle, but he knows that

king of Israel

is

victory comes

from above, from the God who has hitherto in
it to His people, inasmuch as He has given

anger refused

power

to

Edom

(cid. xliv. 10).

lent to nnyiy
cast away,
iii.

3.

is

How

to

break through the defensive forces of Israel

rnw (not m.JJf = mw) is, as in cviii. 13, equivaThe view that it is equal to ^"ity, the suffix being

not confirmed in this instance, vid. on xvi.

vain

is

human

recently in the case of the kings of

have succumbed
for

its

victorious

6, cf.

succour, has been seen only very

Zobah and Ammon, who

in spite of their confederates.

power from above, and

Israel prays

also obtains

it

thence,

most confidently expressed in ver. 14.
^n nbjJ, to do
valiantly, to show valour, is equivalent to
to be victorious, as
In God does Israel conquer, and God, who is
in cxviii. 16.
in Israel, will by means of Israel tread down Edom in accordas

is

:

ance with

its

deserts.

——

;

!
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LXI.

PRAYER AND THANKSGIVING OF AN EXPELLED KING ON
HIS "WAY BACK TO THE THRONE.

OH

hear, Elohim, my plaintive cry,
hearken to my prayer
3 From the end of the earth I cry to Thee when

2

Oh

my

heart

languisheth,

Up

a rock too high for

4 For Thou

A

me

do Thou lead

5 I shall dwell in

Thy

tabernacle for seons,

I shall find refuge in the protection of
6

me

become a refuge for me,
strong tower, hiding me from the enemy.
hast

For Thou, Elohim,

Thou

hast hearkened to

Thy

my

wings.

(Sela.)

vows,

hast given back the heritage of those

who

fear

Thy

name.
7

Days

to the days of the

king do Thou add,

Let his years be as a generation and a generation.
8 Let him remain for ever in the presence of Elohim
Mercy and truth do Thou appoint to preserve him
9 So will I harp unto Thy name for it for ever,
That I may pay my vows day by day.

The Davidic Michtammim

are

a short Davidic song ni^'py.

now

ended, and there follows

Does

this

mean

expression

"with the accompaniment of stringed instruments?" Not
strictly, for this is expressed by the inscription nij'Jja (iv. 1,
But the formula may signify " upon the
cf. Isa. xxx. 29, 32).
music of stringed instruments" i.e. upon stringed instruments.
And this is more probable than that T\yi) is the beginning of a

The

standard song.

termination ath

is

not necessarily the con-

was the original feminine termination and
the prevailing one in Phoenician.
Some expositors, like Koster, Ewald, Hitzig, and Olshausen,
feel themselves here also bound, by reason of the "vrb of the
inscription, to seek a place for this Psalm as far down as the
Babylonian Exile and the times of the Ptolemies and the
struct state.

It

;
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Hupfeld deals somewhat more kindly with the
ivh in this instance, and Bottcher (De Inferis, p. 204) refutes
the hypotheses set up in its stead in order finally to decide in
favour of the idea that the king of whom the Psalm speaks is
Seleucidse.

—

We abide
Cyrus which is only another worthless bubble.
by the proudly ignored ivb, and have as our reward a much
more simple interpretation of the Psalm, without being obliged
with Ewald to touch it up by means of a rerse of one's own
It is a Psalm
invention interwoven between verses 5 and 6.
of the time of Absalom, composed in Mahanaim or elsewhere
in Gilead, when the army of the king had smitten the rebels
It consists of two parts of eight
in the wood of Ephraim.
lines.

Hurled out of the land of the Lord

Vers. 2-5.

in the

more limited sense* into the country on the other side of the
Jordan, David

felt

only as though he were banished to the

extreme corner of the earth (not

:

of the land, cf. xlvi. 10,

Deut. xxviii. 49, and frequently), far from the presence of God
It is the feeling of homelessness and of
(Hengstenberg).
separation from the abode of God by reason of which the

was the case with the
him immeasurably great. For he

distance, in itself so insignificant (just as
exiles later on),

became

to

continually needed God's helpful intervention

still

veloping, the veiling, the faintness of his heart
(H^V, i— flkc, according to its radical signification

lay anything round so that

and covers

it,

it lies

before him which

strength,

for

his

But he

of good courage

step,

is

so that,

human

is

ability,
:

removed from

God
all

:

to

;

the en-

continues

bend and

or draws over something else

here of a self-enveloping)

lies

ever

still

still

;

a rock of difficulties

too high for his natural

therefore

will lead

insurmountable.

him up with

a sure
danger, he will have rocky

* Just as in Nnm. xxxii. 29 sq. the country east of Jordan is excluded
from the name "the land of Canaan" in the stricter sense, so by the
Jewish mind it was regarded from the earliest time to a certain extent as
a foreign country (pfc6 nvin), although inhabited by the two tribes and a
so that not only is it said of Moses that he died in a foreign land,
half
but even of Saul that he is buried in a foreigu land (Numeri Rabbet, oh.
;

viii.

and elsewhere).
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his feet.
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God

of good courage, for

has

already proved Himself to be a place of refuge to him, to be a
strong tower, defying

all attack,

secuted one, so that the

him

(cf.

Prov.

xviii.

10).

which enclosed him, the per-

enemy can gain no advantage over
He is already on the way towards

own country, and in fact his most dearly loved and
home he will or he has to (in accordance with the

will of

God) dwell

iv.

proper

his

:

(cf.

the cohortative in Isa. xxxviii. 10, Jer.

in God's tabernacle (yid. on xv. 1) throughout

sons (an

ance which reminds one of the synchronous Ps.

With

21)

utter-

xxiii. ver. 6).

combined the idea of the divine protection (cf.
Arabic gar ollah, the charge or protege of God, and Beduinic
g'aur, the protecting hearth g'awir, according to its form
13, one who flees for refuge to the hearth).
A bold figure of
is

"Via

=

;

this protection follows

:

he has

to,

or will trust,

i.e.

find refuge,

beneath the protection of God's wings. During the time the
tabernacle was still being moved from place to place we hear

no such mention of dwelling in God's tabernacle or house. It
was David who coined this expression for loving fellowship
with the

God

of revelation, simultaneously with his preparation

In the Psalms
by Saul such an

of a settled dwelling-place for the sacred Ark.
that belong to the time of his persecution

expression

is

desired that

not yet to be found

Doeg may have

;

for in Ps.

lii.

7,

when

it is

the opposite of an eternal dwelling-

We

see also
is not the sacred tent that is meant.
second part that this Ps. lxL does not belong to the
time of Saul for David does not speak here as one who has
drawn very near to his kingly office (cf. xl. 8), but as one who

place,

from

it

its

;

is

new stage in it.
The second part

entering upon a

Vers. 6-9.

God

begins with a confirmation

David
what he gives expression to in
ver. 5 for God has already practically shown him that neither
his life nor his kingship shall come to an end yet; He has
answered the prayers of His chosen one, that, blended with
vows, resulted from the lowly, God-resigned spirit which finds
expression in 2 Sam. xv. 25 sq., and He has given or delivered
up to him the land which is his by inheritance, when threatened
by the rebels as robbers, the land to which those who fear the
covenant God have a just claim. It is clear enough that thai
of the gracious purpose of

believes that he shall experience
;

—

expressed in ver. 5.
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fear the

name of

Jalive;" the genitive
them in opposition

relation describes the n^ni as belonging to
to those

who had usurped

the same as

DBnK

Or

it.

in xxi. 3 ?

does nan* hereperhaps mean
I™ is a
? n

Certainly not.

fX

customary phrase, the meaning of which, "to give anything to
any one as his inheritance or as his own property," is to be
God has acknowledged David's
retained (e.g. Deut. ii. 19).
cause ; the land of Israel is again wrested from those to whom
it does not belong; and now begins a new era in the reign of
In view of this the king prays, in vers. 7, 8,
its rightful king.

God would add another goodly portion to the duration of
The words sound like intercession, but the praying
one is the same person as in vers. 2-5. The expression N3?D
NiTK'p (the King Messiah) of the Targum shows to whom the
that

his life.

church referred the word " king " after the extinction of the
Davidic dynasty. The exalted tone of the wish expressed in
ver. lb (cf. Joel

ii.

2) favours this without absolutely requiring

QWiy, ver. 5, xxi. 5, and the royal salutation, 1 Kings
i. 31, Dan. ii. 4, and frequently).
There ought (as also e.g. in
ix. 8) not to be any question whether 3.B* in ver. 8 signifies
it (cf.

"

to sit

enthroned," or " to

sit

"

= " to

abide

;"

when the person

spoken of is a king it means " to remain enthroned," for with
him a being settled down and continuous enthronement are coincident.
|» in ver. 8b is imperat. apoc. for n3D (after the form
D D> D 2, 1 V). The poet prays God to appoint mercy and truth
as guardian angels to the king (xl. 12, Prov. xx. 28, where out
of pause it is nap ; cf. on the other hand Ixxviii. 7, Prov. ii. 11,
v. 2).
Since the poet himself is the king for whom he prays,

the transition to the

first person in ver. 9 is perfectly natural.
always does, so or thus
in accordance therewith, corresponding to the fulfilment of these my
petitions,
thankfully responding to it. 'o^ is the infinitive of
the aim
Singing praise and accompanying it with
or purpose.
music
lie will make his whole life one continuous payinc
of vows.
?3 signifies, as it

=

— —

:

;

PSALM
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VERILY resignation to
My

4

He

is

my

How
How

LXII.

Elohim

my

is

UPON ONE.

soul,

my

salvation,

not be greatly moved.

long

will

ye rush in upon a man,

long

will

ye thrust him in

a tottering fence

5 Only from

IN

salvation.

rock and

fortress, I shall
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From Him cometh my
3 Verily

;
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!

?

all

of you as a bowing wall,

!

have they determined

his exaltation

to thrust

him down,
Seeing they love

And

lies,

each one blesseth with his mouth,

in their inward part they curse.

(Sela.)

6 Verily to Elohim resign thyself, my soul;
For from Him cometh my hope.
7 Verily He is my rock and my salvation,
My fortress, I shall not be moved.
8 Upon Elohim dependeth my salvation and

The rock
9 Trust in

of

my

Him

defence,

and

my

my

glory

refuge, have I in Elolnm.

ye people

at all times,

Pour out your heart before Him,
(Sela.)
Elohim is a refuge for us
!

10 Only a breath are the children of men, the sons of nobles a
lie

Going

swiftly

upward

in the balance, they are altogether

like a breath.

11 Trust not in oppression, and through plunder become not
vain,

Increase of wealth do not deign to regard

12

One

!

thing hath Elohim spoken,

These two have I heard
That power is of Elohim,
13

Thine, O Lord, is mercy
For Thou recompensest every man according

And

to his

work.
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Concerning this Psalm, which is placed next to the preceding Psalm by reason of several points of mutual relationship
with lxi. 4 lxii. 136 with
(cf. Ixii. 8b with lxi. 4, 8 ; lxii.

%

Ixi. 9),

Absalom, and
in

;

concerning pr»T~?lf,

also

we have spoken

the introduction to Ps. xxxix., which forms with

The

pair.

by

as being a product of the time of the persecution

particle

^

six

The

times.

a twin

strophic structure

of Ps. xxxix., in that here

have longer strophes which are interspersed by

The

it

occurs there four times, and in this

Psalm even as many as
somewhat resembles that

Vers. 2-5.

already

we

also

tristichs.

poet, although apparently irrecoverably

does not nevertheless despair, but opposes one thing to

lost,

the tumultuous crowding in upon

him of

his

many

foes, viz.

—

calm submission, not, however, a fatalistic resignation,
but that which gives up everything to God, whose hand (vid.
2 Sam. xii. 7-13) can be distinctly recognised and felt in what
is now happening to him.
(yeaj only, nevertheless) is the
quiet

^

language of

faith,

with which, in the face of

all assault,

estab-

and confirmed; and with which, in
the midst of all conflict, resolutions, that are made and are to
be firmly kept, are deliberately and solemnly declared and
affirmed.
There is no necessity for regarding n»!OT (not " J?fa),
which is always a substantive (not only in xxii. 3, xxxix. 3, but
also in this instance and in lxv. 2), and which is related to nan,
lished truths are confessed

, l

silence, xciv. 17, cxv. 17, just as nvvJJ, Jer. xxxii. 19, is related

to

'"
l

as an accus. absol.: in silent submission (Hupfeld).

?7J|,

Like n?an
mission,

in cix. 4,

it

a predicate

is

altogether resigned to

:

his soul is silent sub-

God

without any purpose
and action of its own. His salvation comes from God, yea,
God Himself is his salvation, so that, while God is his God, he

is

i.e.

even already in possession of salvation, and by virtue of

stands imperturbably firm.

We

it

from xxxvii. 24,
what the poet means by nan. He will not greatly, very much,
particularly totter, i.e. not so that it should come to his falling
and remaining down, nan is an adverb like nan, cxxiii. 4, and
see clearly

nann, Eccles. v. 19.

There
4a).
follow,

is

some

Abulwalid,

about the dira^ \eyofi. inninri (ver.
Parchon, Kimchi, and most others

difficulty

whom

compares the Arabic Js>-J\ u^js, the

man

brags; but

"
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Lr-^.\ii)

only in a general

signifies

and rapidly one word after
poor an idea here. There is

to speak fluently, smoothly

another, which would give too

another i«^j& (cogn.
that

:

which has a meaning

ti)oJs, proscindere)

even better suited

is

to this passage,

and one which

is still

retained in the spoken language of Syria at the present day
hattani

my

he has pulled

veil

me
me whence in
man who without

down), dishonoured

before the world by speaking evil concerning

Damascus

el-hettdt is the appellation for

any consideration

But

and with an accusative of the

in

common

a

most

their

use in

u^a

this

only occurs in Kal

raised

fist

at the present day,

rush upon any one,

in order to intimidate him.*

even the construction with
is

4b

it is

As- together

we here read

characteristic,

rendered by the

LXX.

lnninn ruN"iJ?

c.i>

satisfactory explanation in the

Damascus

As. signifies to

whether he be

The words

object.

Tiberias or the Babylonian

is

;

=inx"in is

^yt,

Piel

this Din, of

Vulgate

a question whether the reading

not

which

with the intensive form

the Pil. nnin which

iirirideade,

is

with a shout and

viz.

From

which

The

used in Kal, but only in the intensive form.

^Ls

;

insults a person before others,

present or absent at the time.

t^&Oj) find

(= hataka

"he compromised me"

equivalent to

is

es-sitra 'anni,

IHJfiPi

not badly

In

irruitis.

ver.

of the school of

to be preferred.

Certainly

the latter; for the former (to be rendered, "may you" or
"ye shall be broken in pieces, slain") produces a thought that
is

here introduced too early, and one that is inappropriate to
Standing as it still does under the

the figures that follow.

* Neshwan and the Kamus say: "hawwata and hajjata bi-fuldn-in
signifies to call out to

"but

in Syria," as

as med. Jod, nor

is

'

why

Wetzstein

in terror (<U

<_>, but only with

with the street boys in Damascus

dost thou threaten

—\J)

''
;

goes on to say, " the verb does not occur

hawwata there construed with

A very ready phrase
A\s.,

any one in order to put him

me ?

'

is

^X^.

CJjff ^i>

^

;
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be read as a Piel; and, as the
lts
be taken, after xlii. 11,
the
of
primary signification contendere (root p).* The sadness
peculiar
poet is reflected in the compressed, obscure, and
regimen of

i"UN"iy,

ini'in is to

following figures show,

is

m

to

ye

all)

D^3

t^K and

character of the expression.

'W

Tj33, sicut

one—

(a single

parietem = similem

stand in contrast.
Ixiii. 6), forms the object to inrin.

parieti (cf.

The

transmitted

reading rnrnn T13, although not incorrect in itself so far as the
gender (Prov. xxiv. 31) and the article are concerned (Ges.
ivirn nvia (Olsliau§ 111, 2, a), must apparently be altered to

member

sen and others) in accordance with the parallel

of the

and "OS are words that can be used of
To them David
every kind of surrounding or enclosure.
seems like a bent, overhanging wall, like a wall of masonry
that has received the thrust that must ultimately cause its fall
and yet they rush in upon him, and all together they pursue
against the one man their work of destruction and ruin.
Hence he asks, with an indignation that has a somewhat
verse, since both nVT3

tinge about

sarcastic

it,

how

long this never-satiated

satisfying of their lust of destruction

determination (f^ as in Isa. xiv. 24)

meant

is

is

clear.

It

self-

Their

to last.

aims only or
down from

entirely (^N, here tantummodo, prorsus) at thrusting
his

is to say from the throne, viz. him, the
in^inp).
they are always rushing (n^n?
No

high position, that

man

at

whom

means are

=

them

accomplishment of their
object, not even the mask of the hypocrite.
The clauses which
assume a future form of expression are, logically at least, subtoo base for

in the

ordinate clauses (Ew. § 341, b).
The Old Testament language
allows itself a change of number like V33 instead of Diraa even
to the very extreme, in the

singular

is

hurry of emotional utterance.

distributive in this instance

:

The

suo quisque ore, like

6

is followed by Aben-Ezra,
Kimchi
form (which could not possibly be anything else)
as
Ben-Naphtali inrin is already assumed in
B. San-

* The reading of Ben-Asker irKTA

and

others, taking this

Pud.

The reading

Tiedrin

119a.

of

Besides these the reading ?ninn

(without Bag.)

is

also

found, which cannot be taken as a resolved Piel, since the Meiheg is
wanting, but is to be read terotzchu, and is to be taken (as also the

reading

^t^D,

ci. 5,

20, cix. 10).

and Dj^mi,

1

Chron.

xxiii. 6, xxiv.

3) as Poal (yid. onxaiv.
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ii. 20, lata?, Isa. v. 23, cf. xxx. 22, Zech. xiv. 12.
The
pointing l^.p. follows the rule of l&T', xxii. 27, 1M"1\ cxlix. 5,

in Isa.

and the

which the :>nly exceptions are '•aan, 'i?.i?n, rw~i).
Vers. 6-9. The beginning of the second group goes back
and seizes upon the beginning of the first. ^N is affirmative
both in ver. 6 and in ver. 7. The poet again takes up the
,

like (to

emotional affirmations of vers.

them

2,

and, firm and defiant in

3,

masked enemies. Here what he says
to his soul is very similar to what he said of his soul in ver. 2,
inasmuch as he makes his own soul objective and exalts himfaith, opposes

to his

above her; and

self

ality consists.

He

acknowledged as her own ; because all
itself unchanged only

in ver. 2 he has already
spiritual existence as

by means

just in this that the secret of person-

it is

here admonishes her to that silence which

being living remains

"becoming"

of a perpetual

(mittelst steten

of continuous, self-conscious renovation.

6b

substance, which here

tion, ver. 2b.

That

God
Almighty One and

David renounces
his own honour

;

all

—

(vid.

on

vii.

in

nothing more nor

it

CiiPKa

;

and

than salva-

him, for

God
God

surety for

is

it.

all

personal avenging of

his

honour are D'rDjOjJ
i.e.

where Elohim

person (3 as in Isa. xxvi. 4).

addresses those

fail

of his strength,
it is

less

resigns himself to

plenteous in mercy

help in himself,

The rock
is

who

cannot therefore

his salvation

11).

defence, his refuge,
it

is

for which he

hopes, comes from
the

in ver.

intended to be understood according to that which forms

is

its

Werdens),

The "hope"

By

DJf,

is,

his strong

Elohim

ver. 9, the

is

king

who have remained

feeble faith he has

had

to chide

faithful to him, whose
and sustain in other instances

Psalms belonging to this period. The address does
not suit the whole people, who had become for the most part
drawn into the apostasy. Moreover it would then have been
also in the

V3JJ

(my

people).

EJ?

frequently signifies the people belonging

to the retinue of a prince (Judg.

iii.

18), or in the service of

any person of rank (1 Kings xix. 21), or belonging to any
union or society whatever (2 Kings iv. 42 sq.). David thus
names those who cleave to him and the fact that he cannot
say " my people " just shows that the people as a body had
become alienated from him. But those who have remained to
;

him of the people are not therefore to despair; but they are
to pour out before God, who will know how to protect both
VOL.

II.

14

:
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king, whatever

miy

lie

heavily upon

their

heart.

Just as all men with everything earthly
Vers. 10-13.
upon which they rely are perishable, so also the purely earthly
form which the new kingship has assumed carries within itself
the germ of ruin ; and God will decide as Judge, between the
dethroned and the usurpers, in accordance with the relationship
This is the internal connection
in which they stand to Him.
preceding ones. By means of
two
group
with
the
of the third
the strophe vers. 10-13, our Psalm is brought into the closest
Concerning CnN™^ and
reciprocal relationship with Ps. xxxix.
t^N-'jia vid.

on

The accentuation divides ver. 10
The Athnach does not mark ni^j)? EWTND2 as

xlix. 3, iv. 3.

quite correctly.

an independent clause
they must
;

going up

they are upon the balance t"?])?^ for a
so light are they (Hengstenberg).

:

rise,

Certainly this expression of the periphrastic future

on xxv. 14, Hab.

(vid.

i.

17),

we

still

feel the

is

possible

want here of the

which cannot be dispensed with in the clause as an
Since, however, the combining of the words
with what follows is forbidden by the fact that the infinitive
subject,

independent one.

with ? in the sense of the ablat. gerund, always conies after the
principal clause, not before it (Ew. § 280, d), we interpret

upon the balances ad ascendendum
fact so that this

is

Is the clause following
all,

now meant

are less than nothing (|D
xl.

certo ascensuri,
is

(JD

in

in

men, one and

partitivum), or that they

compamt.)1

17 also

and

co-ordinate with 3T3.

to affirm that

belong to nothingness or vanity

others explain Isa.

=

an attributive that

Umbreit, Stier, and
way; but parallels

the latter

24 do not favour this rendering, and such as Isa.
to it.
So also here the meaning is not
that men stand under the category of that which is worthless
or vain, but that they belong to the domain of the worthless or

like Isa. xli.

11 are opposed

xliv.

vain.

The warning

in ver.

11 does not refer to the Absalomites,

but, pointing to these as furnishing a

salutary example, to

those who, at the sight of the prosperous condition
life

and joyous
might perhaps be seized with envy and covetBeside 3 npa the meaning of 3 ?3D is nevertheless

on that

ousness.

side,

not: to set a vain hope upon anything (for the idea of hopinodoes not exist iu this verb in itself, Job xxvii. 12, Jer. ii. 5, nor

:;
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in this construction of the verb), but: to be befooled, blinded

by something vain
also are they not,

when

root 33, to raise one's

sprout up, grow

many

;

Just as they are not

(Hitzig).

their heart to be befooled

by

their

own unjust

to

suffer

acquisition, so

the property of others increases (3U,

self, to

mount up

nabara, to raise

;

cf.

;

Arabic nabata, to

intransitive, to increase,

other verbal stems), to turn their heart towards

and

it,

as

were something great and fortunate, that merited
special attention and commanded respect.
Two great truths
are divinely attested to the poet. It is not to be rendered
once hath God spoken, now twice (Job xl. 5, 2 Kings vi. 10)
have I heard this ; but after Ixxxix. 30 One thing hath God
spoken, two things (it is) that I have heard or in accordance
with the interpunction, which here, as in xii. 8 (cf. on ix. 16),
is not to be called in question : these two things have I heard.
Two divine utterances actually do follow. The two great

though

it

:

;

:
(1) that God has the power over everything earthly,
that consequently nothing takes place without Him, and that

truths are

opposed to Him must sooner or later succumb
God, the sovereign Lord OpN), is mercy
also, the energy of which is measured by His omnipotence,
and which does not suffer him to succumb upon whom it is

whatever

is

(2) that of this very

With '3 the poet establishes these two revealed
maxims which God has impressed upon his mind, from Hia
bestowed.

righteous government as displayed in the history of men.

He

recompenses each one in accordance with his doing, tcara to,
ep<ya avrov, as Paul confesses (Rom. ii. 6) no less than David,
and even (yid. LXX.) in the words of David. It shall be

recompensed unto every man according to his conduct, which
He who rises in opposiis the issue of his relationship to God.
shall
feel God's power (t'y)
of
God,
order
and
tion to the will
dashes
in
pieces ; and he who,
that
punishment
for
power
as a
own
will
his
to the will of God,
resigns
salvation,
for
anxious
receives from God's mercy or loving-kindness p°n), as from
an overflowing fulness, the promised reward of faithfulness:
his resignation

becomes experience, and his hoping attainment.

;
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MORNING HYMN OF ONE AVHO

IS

PERSECUTED, IN A

AVATERLESS DESERT.
2

ELOHIM, Thou art my God, early do I seek Thee
My soul thirsteth after Thee, my flesh pineth for Thee

In a land of dryness, and is wearied without water.
3 Thus have I looked after Thee in the sanctuary,

To

Thy power and Thy glory.
Thy loving-kindness is better than

see

4 For

My
5

lips shall praise

Thus

will I bless

life,

Thee.

Thee while I live,
up my hands.

In

Thy name

6

As

with marrow and fat

7

And with jubilant lips doth my mouth sing
When I remember Thee upon my bed,

will I lift

is

my

soul satisfied,
praise.

Throughout the night-watches do I meditate upon Thee.
Thou hast become a help to me,
And in the shadow of Thy wings can I shout for joy.

8 For

i)

My

soul followeth hard after

Thy

hand holdeth me

right

Thee,

fast.

do they seek my soul
go iuto the abysses of the earth.
deliver him into the power of the sword,

10 But they,

They
11 They

to destruction

shall

A

portion of jackals do they become.
12 Nevertheless the king shall rejoice in Elohim,
Every one shall glory who sweareth by Him
For the mouth of those who speak lies shall be stopped.

Now

follows Ps.

lxiii.,

the morning Psalm of the ancient

church with which the singing of the Psalms was always introduced at the Sunday service.* This Psalm is still more
closely

* Constitutiones Apostolical,
r.x\ ivzipo.s-ba.'k'kmriz

fyo.%pw tov

5/3

koX

59

"ExanrYis iiftipx; vuva.Spott'c

t) c

irpomvx,of<.vjoi in to;? xvpiaxol;- Sottmu ,.i

J

ii.

(lxiii ;, e<rwe/ias Of

:

tok pft

(cxli.).

» a

Athanasuis says
just

tl

;
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lxi. than Ps. lxii.
Here, as in Ps. lxi., David
gives utterance to his longing for the sanctuary; and in both

related to Ps.

Psalms he speaks of himself as king (yid. Symbolce, p. 56).
All the three Psalms, lxi.-lxiii., were composed during the time
of Absalom for we must not allow ourselves to be misled by
;

the inscription,

Judah

ness of

A

Psalm, by David, when he was in the wilderLXX., according to the correct reading

(also

and the one preferred by Euthymius,
'Ihovpalai), into transferring

t?}? 'IovSaias,

not

tj}?

as the old expositors do, to the

it,

time of Saul.
During that period David could not well call
himself "the king;" and even during the time of his persecu-

by Absalom, in his flight, before crossing the Jordan, he
two days "Won nmjn, in the steppes of the desert
(2 Sam. xv. 23, 28, xvii. 16), i.e. of the wilderness of Judah

tion

tarried one or

lying nearest to Jerusalem, that dreary waste that extends

along the western shore of the

Dead

Sea.

We

see clearly

from 2 Sam. xvi. 2 pfiB3 t]J>jn) an d xv i. 14 (D*W), that he
there found himself in the condition of a *()).
The inscription,

when understood

upon the whole Psalm, and

thus, throws light

king; that he longs
on Zion, where he has been so delighted to behold
Him, who is there manifest; and that he is persecuted by

verifies itself in the fact that the poet is a

God

for the

enemies

who have

and when, in
enemies, "

The

plotted his ruin.

the wilderness (ver. 2)
ver.

is

11,

therefore no

he

the

utters

assertion that he

mere

is

in

rhetorical figure

imprecation

over his

them become a portion for the jackals," the influence of the desert upon the moulding of his thoughts is clearly
seen in

let

it.

We

have here before us the Davidic

original, or at

rate the counterpart, to the Korahitic pair of Psalms,
xliii.

It

spiritual

a

is

song of the most delicate form and deepest
but in part very difficult of exposition.

contents

When we

any
xlii.,

;

have, approximately at least, solved the riddle of

same in his De virginitate irpo; SpSpou roV ipaTifiov toiitou hiysrs, x.r.'h.
Hence Ps. lxiii. is called directly 6 opSpmis (the morning hymn) in Constit.
:

Eusebius alludes to the fact of its being so in Ps. xci.
In the Syrian order of service it is likewise the morning Psalm xar i^fixbv, vid. Dietrich, De psalterii usu publico
Apostol.

viii.

37.

(xcm.), p. 608, ed. Montfaucon.

it divisione in

Ecclesia Syriaca, p. 3.

itpog ri ipipl^a,

and nVIDB'fcG

m

The

ver. 7,

h

LXX.

renders 'pnB'N in ver.

to/j SpSpoi; (in matutiuis).

2,

:
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one Psalm, the second meets us with new riddles. It is not
merely the poetical classic character of the language, and the
spiritual depth, hut also this half-transparent and half-opaqne
covering which lends to the Psalms such a powerful and unThey are inexhaustible, there always

varying attractiveness.

remains an undeciphered residue; and therefore, though the
work of exposition may progress, it does not come to an end.

But how much more difficult is it to adopt this choice spiritual
For this we need a soul that
love-sons; as one's own prayer
loves after the same manner, and in the main it requires such
for, as the saintly Bernard
a soul even to understand it rightly
!

;

says, lingua amoris

non amanti barbara

est.

were ^ntj'N

If the words in ver. 2

Vers. 2-4.

nm

B^H,

we would render it, with Bottcher, after Gen. xlix. 8
Elohim, Thee do I seek, even Thee!
But vN forbids this

then

and the assertion that otherwise

it ought to be,
upon a non-recognition of the Elohimic style.
Elohim alone by itself is a vocative, and accordingly has Mehupach legarme.
The verb int?
signifies earnest, importunate seeking and inquiring (e.g. lxxviii.
but
34), and in itself has nothing to do with "inB> the dawn
since ver. 7 looks back upon the night, it appears to be chosen
with reference to the dawning morning, just as in Isa. xxvi. 9
also, ine> stands by the side of rb-h rnx.
The LXX. is there-

construction

".Tahve,

;

my God

art

Thou"

(cxl.

7), rests

;

fore not incorrect

Xao? apdpi^ev

when

it

renders

Luke

it

:

777)0?

<re

6p6pi%a> (cf. o

38) ; and Apollinaris
strikes the right note when he begins his paraphrase,
77730?

avrov,

xxi.

—

Nmst« fin

At

The

aft<Pi^vxn» ae fiuxctp ftuzup dfKpixopsiacj
night -when the morning dawns will I exult around Thee,
most blessed One.

supposition that

that the Beth

is

pX3

is

equivalent to

Beth essentia ("

pH3

it?'*??

or even

as a," etc.), are views that

have
no ground whatever, except as setting the inscription at defiWhat is meant is the parched thirsty desert of sand in
ance.
which David finds himself. We do not render it in a dry
:

and languishing land, for n;v

not an adjective, but a substantive,
the transition of the feminine adjective to the masculine
primary form, which sometimes (as in 1 King? xix. 11) occurs
is

—

therefore has no application here; nor: in the land of drought
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and of weariness, for who would express himself thus?
referring to the nearest subject

,

*£}!),

continues the description

"]|'3,

of the condition (cf. Gen. xxv. 8).

In a region where he is
surrounded by sun-burnt aridity and a nature that bears only
one uniform ash-colonred tint, which casts its unrefreshinej
o
image into his inward part, which is itself in much the same
parched condition, his soul thirsts, his flesh languishes, wearied

and

want

in

of water (languidus dejiciente aqua), for

God, the

One and

the Fountain of life. R03 (here with the tone
drawn back, Mas, like "ina, 1 Chron. xxviii. 10, "W, Hab. iii.

living

11) of ardent longing which consumes the last energies of a

man

(root D3,

whence

<u£, to

and D03 to conceal, aud therefore
from the idea of enveloping; Arabic

I»3

like *\W, *QV, proceeding

be blind, dark,

pale,

and Theodotion erroneously read
the case

chus

!)

;

i"iB3

whereas Aquila renders

better, ifxeiperat, (the

still

The

and disconcerted).

it

LXX.

(how frequently is this
eVera^??, and Symma-

word used

of the longing of love).

not a small matter that David is able to predicate such
languishing desire after God even of his flesh it shows us

It

is

;

that the spirit has the mastery within him, and not only forcibly

keeps the flesh in subjection, but
it

into the realm of its

more

easily

own

also, so far as possible,

life

—an

draws

experience confessedly

which mortifies our carnal

attained in trouble,

nature, than in the midst of the abundance of outward prosperity.

The God

and body

Now

is

the

for

God

whom

he

is

sick

[lit.

love-sick]- in soul

manifest upon Zion.

as to the J3 in ver. 3

—a

particle

which

a characteristic feature in the physiognomy of
t]*«

is

in that of the preceding

Psalm

—there

just such

is

this

Psalm

as

are two notional

=

so, as my God (Ewald),
from thus
In the
and
with such longing desire (as e.g. Oettinger).
former case it refers back to the confession, " Elohim, my God
art Thou," which stands at the head of the Psalm ; in the
latter, to the desire that has just been announced, and that not

definitions to choose

:

:

in its present exceptional

character, but in

more general
what has imme-

its

and constant character. This reference to
diately gone before, and to the modality, not of the

object, but

"Thus"
of the disposition of mind, deserves the preference.
"
The
Thee."
after
thus
longing
accordingly
equivalent
is
to
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The

3 and 5 are parallel and of like import.

in vers.

(ver. 5)
of the future

and
what has been the Psalmist's favourite occupation
Moreover, n"V psa
heretofore, shall also be so in the future.
Just as he does now in a
and B^p3 form a direct antithesis.

alternation of the perfect (ver. 3)

implies that

dry land, so formerly in the sanctuary he looked forth longingly
towards God (njn with the conjoined idea of solemnity and
have now no need to take m$rb as a gerundive
devotion).

We

(videndo), which

improbable; for one looks, peers,

in itself

is

what

gazes at anything just for the purpose of seeing

nature of the object
his

gazing upon

God,

so far as

God was

pressed here, to see His power and glory,

i.e.

;

or, as it is ex-

His majesty on

its

and loving side, to see this, viz., in its
sacrificial appointments and sacramental self-attestations.
Such
longing after God, which is now all the more intense in the
terrible

and on

of

gain an insight into the nature of

to

disclosed to the creature

is

it

the

The purpose

(xiv. 2, Isa. xlii. 18).

is

desert far

its

light

removed from the sanctuary,

for God's loving-kindness

natural

life (vid.

on

the prerequisite of

The

xvii. 14),
all

filled

better than

is

which

is

and impelled him

life,

;

better than this

also a blessing,

and

as

earthly blessings a very great blessing.

loving-kindness of God, however,

is a higher good, is in
good and the true life his lips shall praise this
God of mercy, his morning song shall be of Him for that
which makes him truly happy, and after which he even now,
as formerly, only and solely longs, is the mercy or loving-kindness (ion) of this God, the infinite worth of which is measured by
the greatness of His power (tji) and glory (1133). It might also
be rendered, " Because Thy loving-kindness is better than life,

fact the highest

:

;

my lips

;" but if ra is taken as
demonstrative
thought that that is brought about not
merely by what follows (as in the case of the relative because)
but also by what precedes " for Thy loving-kindness ... my
shall praise

Thee

(for), it yields a train of

:

lips shall

then praise Thee"

with the suffix appended to
lx. 7, 10, Jer.
ii. 24).
This strophe again takes up the
J3 (ver. 3)
(•qJiroB']

the energetic plural form un, as in Isa.

Vers. 5-9.

•

time to come also, is he
set
towards God, with such fervent longing after God will
thus ardently longing, for

bless

Him

('VB as in

all

he

in his life,

i.e.

civ. 33, cxlvi.

entirely filling

2;

cf.

Baruch

up

his life
therewith
iv. 20, eV rat?

nuepai-
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and in His name, i.e. invoking it and appealing to it, will
up his hands in prayer. The being occupied with God
makes him, even though as now in the desert he is obliged to
suffer bodily hunger, satisfied and cheerful like the fattest and
most marrowy food
velut adipe et pinguedine satiatur anima
mea. From Lev. iii. 17, vii. 25, Grussetius and Frisch infer

fj-ov),

he

lift

:

And certainly the poet cannot have had the sacrificial feasts (Hupfeld) in his mind for
the 3?n of the shelamim is put upon the altar, and is removed
that spirituals epulce are meant.

;

from the part

to

be eaten.

does not bind itself in

its

Moreover, however, even the Tora

expression to the letter of that prohi-

bition of the fat of animals, vid.

So here

14.

also the expression

Deut. xxxii. 14, cf. Jer. xxxi.
" with marrow and fat" is the

designation of a feast prepared from well-fed, noble beasts.

He

inmost nature just as after a
most nourishing and dainty meats, and with lips of

feels himself satisfied in his

feast of the

jubilant songs (accus. instrum. according to Ges. §138, rem. 3),
i.e. with lips jubilant and attuned to song, shall his mouth sing

What now

praise.

we no

follows in ver. 7

longer, as formerly,

take as a protasis subsequently introduced (like Isa. iv. 3 sq.) :
" when I remembered . . . meditated upon Thee," but so that
ver.
ix.

la

is

355, b) upon
cf.

cf. xxi. 12, Job
remember Thee (meminerim, Ew. §
bed (stratis meis, as in cxxxii. 3, Gen. xlix. 4,

the protasis and ver. lb the apodosis,

16 (Hitzig)

When

:

my

I

—says he now
—I

1 Chron. v. 1)

as the twilight

watch

passing

is

meditate upon Thee

gradually into the morning

in

the

night-watches (Symmachus, naff i/cdaTrjv ^>vKaKrjv\ or during,

throughout the night-watches

(like

passing remembrance, but

so holds

it

''jna

in ver. 5)

me

;

part of the night absorbed in meditation on Thee.

lack of matter for his meditation
(auxilio, vid.

on

iii.

3) to

him

:

;

for

He

God

i.e. it is

no

that I pass a great

He

has no

has become a help

has rescued him in this

shadow of His wings
which affords him a cool

wilderness, and, well concealed under the
(vid.

on

xvii. 8, xxxvi. 8, lvii. 2),

retreat in the heat of conflict
secutors,

he

himself and

is

able to exult

God

and protection against
(!?.1^,

the potential).

there subsists a reciprocal

his per-

Between

relationship of

schema of the crosswise position
words
T^HN
of
(chiasmus),
and ^ intentionally jostle close
against one another: he depends upon God, following ciosa
active love.

According

to the

:
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behind Him,

Him

following

i.e.

Him when He

wishes to avoid

God's right hand holds him

fast,

everywhere and not leaving
and on the other side
not letting him go, not aban-

him

;

doning him to his foes.
Vers. 10-12. The closing strophe turns towards these foes.
By fltpni he contrasts with his own person, as in lix. 16 sq., lvi.
7 sq., the party of the enemy, before which he has retreated
into the desert.

open

It is

whether

to question

nNit?? is in-

tended to be referred, according to xxxv. 17, to the persecuted
one (to destroy my life), or, with Hupfeld, to the persecutors

own

(to their

destruction, they themselves for destruction).

we ought,

the former reference to the persecuted be adopted,

If
in

order to give prominence to the evidently designed antithesis to
ver. 9, to translate

those,

:

however, who

into the depths of the earth (Bottcher,

which

.

.

,

shall
;

go down

a rendering

hazardous as regards the syntax, after ntsn and in con-

is

nection with this position of the words.

On

.

and others)

Therefore translate

own) ruin do they seek my
ought properly to be expressed by DnxiCO,

the other hand, those, to (their
It

soul.

is

true this

but the absence of the suffix
relative rendering of ttJ i??
i

,

.

!

The

the expansion of riNie6.

is

hazardous than the above

less

What

follows in ver. 10&-11

futures from

be taken as predictive, not as imprecatory

;

W2J onwards are

is

to

the former accords

better with the quiet, gentle character of the whole sonc.

It

be with them as with the company of Korah. ni bnnn
jnsn is the interior of the earth down into its deepest bottom
this signification also holds good in exxxix. 15, Isa. xliv. 23.*
The phrase 2in iyf?^ Tan here and in Jer. xviii. 21, Ezek.
shall

;

xxxv. 5 (Iliph., not of

"na, to

drag, tear away, but

towards, flow), signifies properly to pour

(Job

xvi. 11),

sword

;

to give

i.e.

effundent

eum

is

upon

"U3, to

= into

draw

the hands

over (T5Dn) into the power of the

(much

the same as in

18, and frequently) equivalent to effundetur.

Job

iv. 19, xviii.

The

enallao-e is

* In this passage in Isaiah are meant the depths of the earth (LXX.
t>i; yijs), the earth down to its inmost part, with its caverns,
abysses, and subterranean passages.
The apostle, however, in Eph. iv. 9
faftikia,

by t« xarunpa
called in the

rij? yjjj

means exactly the same

LXX. t« xararara

under world, just as
knowledge extends)

it is
;

rne

understood by

y*>s
all

as what in our passage is
the interior of the earth = the
the Greek fathers (so far as my
'

the comparative xecTurepo:

is

used just

like hiprepa;.

:
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and frequently: the singular

refers to each

individual of the homogeneous multitude, or to this multitude
itself as
is

whilst they

will,

The

a concrete persona moralis.

now banished from Jerusalem
become

who

king, however,

to the habitation of jackals,

a portion (n:D

= HUD),

i.e.

prey, of the

Sam. xviii. 7 sq.), rejoice in,
Elohim. Every one who sweareth by Him shall boast himself.
Theodoret understands this of swearing Kara rrjv tov /SacrtXeco?
a-eoT7]plav.
Hengstenberg compares the oath njna
Gen. xlii.

jackals \vid. the fulfilment in 2

^

Ewald

15.

also (§

But

questionable.

217,/) assumes
the Israelite

is

this explanation to

to swear by the

be un-

name

of

Deut. vi. 13, Isa. lxv. 16, cf. Amos
viii. 14.
If the king were meant, why was it not rather exThe
pressed by V yae'Sn^ lie who swears allegiance to him?

Jahve and by no

other,

syntax does not help us to decide to what the

13

refers.

Heinrich Moeller (1573) says of the 13 as referred to the king:

peregrinum

est et

coactum; and A. H. Franke in his Irdroductio

in Psalterium says of

So far

as the

language

Elohim

coactum

it

as referred to

is

concerned, both references are admis-

:

est.

but as regards the subject-matter, only the latter. The
meaning, as everywhere else, is a swearing by God. He who,
without allowing himself to turn from it, swore by Elohim, the
sible

;

God

David His anointed, and therefore
acknowledged Him as the Being exalted above all things, shall
boast himself or "glory," inasmuch as it shall be practically
seen how well-founded and wise was this recognition. He shall
glory, for the mouth of those who speak lies shall be stopped,

God

of Israel, the

of

;

forcibly closed, viz. those who, together with confidence in the

Christ of God, have by falsehood also undermined the reverence
which is due to God Himself. Ps. lxiv. closes very similarly,
and hence is placed next in order.

PSALM LXIV.
INVOCATION OF DIVINE PROTECTION AGAINST THE
FALSENESS OF MEN.
2

HEAR,
From

Elohim, mj* voice in

the terror of the

my

complaint,

enemy do Thou

preserve

my

life

—

—

;
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!

2-5.

me from

3 Hide

the conspiracy of evil-doers,
the tumnltuous throng of the workers of iniquity,

From
4

Who
Who

6

They make firm for themselves an evil agreement,
They decide to lay snares,
They ask, who can observe them ?
They search out knavish things
They are ready with a cunningly-wrought-out plan

whet their tongue like a sword,
aim their arrows, bitter words,
5 To shoot, in lurking-places, at the virtuous—
Suddenly they shoot at him, and fear not.

7

And

the inward part of a man, and the heart,

8 But Elohim

Suddenly do
9

And

is

them with an arrow,
wounds come.
obliged to fall, upon them cometh

will

deep

shoot

their

they are

own

their

tongue
All who see them shall shake the head.
10 Then all men shall fear and declare the deed of Elohim,
And His work shall they consider well.
11 The righteous shall rejoice in Jahve and trust in Him,

And

the upright in heart shall glory.

all

Even Hilary begins the exposition of this Psalm with the
words Psalmi stiperscriptio historiam non continet, in order at
the outset to give up all attempt at setting forth its historical
The Midrash observes that it is very applicable
connection.

who was

to Daniel,

means of a
only because

it is

den by the satraps by
This is indeed true ; but

cast into the lions'

delicately

woven

wanting

in

plot.

any

specially defined features

and

cannot with any certainty be identified with one or other of the
two great periods of suffering in the life of David.
Vers. 2-5.

The Psalm opens

with an octostich, and closes

The infinitive noun rr-b> signifies a complaint
in the same way.
by
the
tones of pain, but in words.
not
expressed
The render(here
and in lv. 3) is too general, kv to"
LXX.
the
ing of
deeadat

fie.

from him

The "terror"

(gen. obj. as in

of the

Deut.

ii.

enemy
15,

is

that proceeding

and frequently).

Xha

;

PSALM LX1V.
generic singular 2JN

at once particularized in a

is

description with the use of the plural.
riE'Ji

= |ton,

(Targumic

perfects after

")B>N

before done

cf. cxl.

;

e.g.

"i:n is

more

detailed

a club or clique

"liD is

Ezek. xxx. 10) a noisy crowd. The
which they now do as they have

affirm that

4 and

Iviii. 8,

the treading or bending of the

ID
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7.

6,

bow

where, as in this passage,
transferred to the arrow.

is

the interpretation added to the figure, as in cxliv. 7

That which

bitter

is

wounds and

called ID, root

is

harsh astringent taste

here

;

it is

With

With DNna

from the

stringere,

manner
Kal rrily

pain (after the

inflicts

stiletto), iriKpoi Xoyoi.

the Hiph. IHT.

"ID,

used tropically of speech that

the

arrow or a

of an

2) alternates

(xi.

new

the description takes a

start.

forming an assonance with the preceding word, means
that they do it without any fear whatever, and therefore also

1N"V^ K71,

God

without fear of
Vers.
iu ver. 4,

Deut. xxv. 18).
is one with the bitter speech
the arrow which they are anxious to let fly. This

evil speech,

themselves

(lv. 20,

The

6, 7.

speech

evil

make

here agreement or convention, they

by securing,

(sibi),

every possible way,

in

tive execution.

">BD (frequently

of the ungodly,

lix.

13, lxix. 27

to speak as with three tongues,

firm to
effec-

its

used of the cutting language
;

cf.

Talmudic

^f

slanderously)

i.e*

fufr lap,

here con-

is

strued with ? of that at which their haughty and insolent
utterances aim.
In connection therewith they take no heed of

God, the all-seeing One
There is no need to take

:

they say (ask), quis conspiciat

iD? as being for \b (Hitzig)

;

the dative of the object instead of the accusative, but
ethical dative

who

:

sort of influence

the direct

will see or look to

upon them ?

(lix. 8),

them,

The form

but the indirect,

in

i.e.

of the question

which

1

Kings

i.

Concerning

20).

doubtful whether 13DP1*
xvii. 28, Jer. xliv.
(

=1BT), which

1J»a like rWTDD
=upD,

first

is

the

first

r6ijJ,

person

tp,

vid.
(

seq. fut., is

Iviii.

= 13iBn)

18, or the third person as in

of

all

= rPTJDD =

is

*
l

is it

an

it is

exerting any

in a simply future (Jer. xliv. 28) or potential sense

17,

ipsis.

nor

(Job
3.

as in

Lam.

not

used
xxii.

It

iii.

* IJDPl in Baer's Psalterium

22

1DW, and then transposed
ITWD, I sa xxiii. 11). The reading

resolved

is
.

from which Rasni proceeds, and which Luther follows

Hoidenheim's.

is

Num.

is

in

an error that has been carried over from

222
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translation,

is

opposed by the

not suit the governing subject, and
If

lightening of the difficulty.

8-11.

LXX
is

and Targum

;

it

does

nothing but an involuntaryinto consideration, that

we take

consignifies not to make ready, but to be ready, and that
oe
must
it
then
taken
K'sno
E'Dn
by
itself,
to
be
is
sequently

Don

rendered either

"we

:

they excogitate knavish tricks or villames,
is concocted, and the inward

are ready, a clever stroke

which we prefer, since
any soliloquy:
a delicately
they excogitate knavish tricks, they are ready
devised, clever stroke (nominative of the result), and (as the

part of
there

is

man and
nothing

the heart

is

deep !"

or,

to indicate the introduction of

—

poet ironically adds) the inward part of man and the heart is
There is nothing very surprising in the form
(verily) deep.
iJtpn for ran,

since the Psalms,

whenever they depict the

sinful

designs and doings of the ungodly, delight in singularities of
language.
On 3^1 (not 3 ?!) (B»K) 3^ 13^1, c f. exviii. 14a.

Vers. 8—11.

Deep

is

=

=

1

man's heart and inward part, but not

God, who knoweth the heart (Jer. xvii. 9 sq.).
will
just as suddenly surprise the enemies of His
And He
anointed with their death-blow, as they had plotted it for him.
The futt. consec. that follow represent that which is future, with
all the certainty of an historical fact as a retribution springing
from the malicious craftiness of the enemies. According to
" then will Elohim
the accentuation, ver. 8 is to, be rendered
shoot them, a sudden arrow become their wounds."
Thus at
length Hupfeld renders it
bnt how extremely puzzling is the
meaning hidden behind this sentence
The Tareum and the
Jewish expositors have construed it differently: "Then wiil
Elohim shoot them with arrows suddenly;" in this case, however, because ver. 8b then becomes too blunt and bald, DN'ns
has to be repeated in thought with this member of the verse,
and this is in itself an objection to it. We interpunetuate with
Ewald and Hitzig thus: then does Elohim shoot them with an
arrow, suddenly arise (become a reality) their wounds (cf. Mic.
vii. 4), namely, of those who had on their part aimed the
murderous weapon against the upright for a sudden and sure
Ver. 9a is still more difficult. Kimehi's interpretation
shot.
which accords with the accents et corruere facient earn super
too deep for

:

;

!

:

se,

linguam suam,

reference to

DJit^>

is

intolerable;

(Ex.

iii.

6,

the proleptic suffix, havincr

Job

xxxiii. 20),

ought

to

have

;
;

PSALM LX1V.
been feminine

(vid.

on

will therefore refer
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and " to make their own tongue
an odd fancy. The objective suffix

xxii. 16),

upon themselves"

fall

8-11.

is

per enallagen

to the

But not thus

enemy.

who now

(as Hitzig,

seeks to get out of the difficulty by an
alteration of the text, formerly rendered it) : " and they cause
those to fall whom they have slandered [lit. upon whom their

tongue came]."

This form of retribution does not accord with
and moreover the gravely earnest i»^V, like the
in—, refers more probably to the enemies than to the objects of

the context

;

The interpretation of Ewald and Hengstenbern"and one overthrows him, inasmuch as their tongue.

their hostility.
is

better:

i.e.

the sin of their tongue with which they sought to destroy
comes upon themselves." The subject to W^KO'l, as in

others,
Ixiii.

11,

Job

iv.

19,

vii.

3,

Luke

xii.

20,

is

the powers which

are at the service of God, and which are not mentioned at all
and the thought 01Y&? iCPJ? (a circumstantial clause) is like

where in a similar connection the very same smgularly
rugged lapidary, or terse, style is found. In ver. 9b we must
proceed on the assumption that 3 fiNn in such a connection
cxl. 10,

signifies the gratification of

looking upon those

upon such a scene

is

are justly

tarries to look

certainly not the person to flee from

*nijnn does not here

mean "to betake

(Ewald, Hitzig), but to shake one's
viz. to

who

But he who

punished and rendered harmless.

shake the head

(xliv. 15,

one's

self, as in

Jer. xviii. 16)

self

to

Jer. xlviii. 27,

— the

recognised

(vid. xxii. 8)

gesture of malignant, mocking astonishment.

approbation

is

awarded, according

And with the
Him who has been

to ver. 10, to

One.

joy at His righteous interposition,
called

fear of the like punishment.

bution

now

mouth

to

nota bene.

The

to interpose,

—

The

God, the just

of

upon

it

flight"

is

—

viz.

combined a

divine act of judicial retri-

becomes a blessing to mankind. From
mouth it is passed on, and becomes an admonitory
To the righteous in particular it becomes a consolaset forth

and joyous strengthening of his faith. The judgment of
Jahve is the redemption of the righteous. Thus, then, does
he rejoice in his God, who by thus judging and redeeming
makes history into the history of redemption, and hide himself
the more confidingly in Him ; and all the upright boast themselves, viz. in God, who looks into the heart and practically
acknowledges them whose heart is directed unswervingly
tory

——
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In place of
towards Him, and conformed entirely to Him
futt.
the futt. consec, which have a prophetic reference, simple

come in here, and between these a perf. consec.
that which will then happen when that which

as expressive or
is

prophetically

certain has taken place.

PSALM LXV.
THANKSGIVING SONG FOR VICTORY AND BLESSINGS
BESTOWED.
2

TO

Tliee resignation

And

to

Thee

is

the

is

as praise,

vowed

Elohim,

in Zion,

paid.

3 O Thou who answerest prayer to Thee doth all
4 If instances of iniquity have overpowered me
Our transgressions Thou, Thou expiatest them.
5 Blessed is he who is chosen to dwell near Thee
!

in

We

will enjoy the

good of

Thy

Thy

flesh

courts

house,
of

Thy

holy Temple!!

6 In terrible deeds of righteousness dost Thou answer

O
The

confidence of

all

come.

God

us,

of our salvation,

the ends of the earth

and of the farthest
7

Who

setteth fast the

8

Who

stilleth

sea,

mountains by His strength,
girded with might,

And

the roar of the seas,

the roar of their waves,

the tumult of the nations.

9 Therefore the dwellers at the boundaries of the earth are
afraid at Thy tokens,

The

10

outgoings of the morning and of the evening
makest to sing for joy.

Thou

hast visited the land, that

Abundantly

didst

Thou

enrich

it

should overflow

it.

The fountain of Elohim was full of water
Thou didst prepare their corn, for Thou
pare

it;

Thou

didst

thus pre.

—

;

PSALM LXV.
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11 Watering the furrows of the land, softening the ridges
thereof.

By

Thou madest
Thou bless.

showers of rain

Its increase didst

it

loose

12 Thou hast crowned the year of Thy goodness,
And Thy tracks drop with fat.
13 The pastures of the steppe drop,

And

with rejoicing do the

hills

14 The meadows are clothed with

And

gird themselves.
flocks,

the valleys are covered over with corn

Everything shouts for joy, everything

In

this

preceding

sings.

Psalm, the placing of which immediately after the
at once explicable by reason of the Wj n.\ so pro-

is

minent in both (lxiv. 10, lxv. 9), we come upon the same intermingling of the natural and the historical as in Ps. viii., six.,

The congregation gathered around

xxix.

Zion praises

its

in relation to

goodness

God, by whose mercy
itself at

In addition

in promise.

the bounties of nature,

prayer which

the

sanctuary on

imperilled position

other nations has been rescued, and by whose

again finds

it

its

it

peace, surrounded by fields rich

to the blessing

it

which

it

has received in

does not lose sight of the answer to

has experienced in

its

relation to the world of

His rule in human history and His rule in nature

nations.
are, to the

church, reflected the one in the other.

In the

latter,

and bountiful hand of
Him who answers prayer and expiates sins, and through judgment opens up a way for His love. The deliverance which
it has experienced redounds to the acknowledgment of the
as in the former,

God

of

its

it

sees the almighty

salvation

among

the most distant peoples

;

the

beneficial results of Jahve's interposition in the events trans-

piring in the world extend temporally as well as spiritually

beyond the bounds of Israel it is therefore apparently the
and of the peoples in general from the oppresThe spring of
sion of some worldly power that is referred to.
xxxvii.
when
to Judah the
the third year spoken of in Isa.
30,
they again
and
thing
of
the
past,
was
a
overthrow of Assyria
far

;

relief of Israel

had the fields ripening for the harvest before their eyes, offers
the most appropriate historical basis for the twofold purport of
VOL.

II.

15
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The

the Psalm.

David, a song

To

inscription,

2-&.

lxxv. 1, lxxvi. 1),

(cf.

Precentor, a Psalm, by
this
does not mislead us in

the

David
in
Psalm
The
all the Psalms bearing the inscription irh.
Et?
to
words
many mss. (Complutensian, Vulgate), beside the

For even we regard

matter.

as uncritical to assign to

it

has the addition q>8v 'Iepe/xlov
KaX 'Ie^eKirjX, {etc) rod Xaov ttj? TvapoiKla^ ore k/xeXXov emoAt the head of the following Psalm it might have
peveodai.
reTw; i/raX/io? ra> AavLl

—

some meaning,

here, however,

The

Vers. 2-5.

with which

He

signifies,

according to

resignation,

par

tibi

and

i"i?nri

at least (Tlluj, Shalsheleth)
to the other to

quently

it is

is

:

:

same meaning by an
is

LXX.

renders aol

convenit laus (Ewald),

and

n'sn

Jer. x. 7).

(cf. xxxiii. 1,

as an ethical notion,

to the position of the
like the predicate.

words

The

it

accents

assume the relationship of the one

is

resignation praise,

Thee

(given or presented) to

opposed to this

The

est, h. e.

be that of predicate and subject; conseThee belongeth resignation, praise (Heng-

To
To Thee

not

stenberg), but

on account of the mercy

xxii. 3, silence,

According

2.

lxii.

looks like the subject,

word

has none.

God

praise of

not a usage of the language

is

it

rules out of Zion.

but H'lpn,

-rrpeTrei vfivot,

gj&j,

as praise.

i.e.

resignation

Hitzig obtains the

alteration of the text: ??nn iTDT

the fact that ? 7?n

is

"]*?;

but

not found anywhere

in

the Psalter, but only in the writings of the chronicler.
And
since it is clear that the words n^nn "]*? belong together (xl. 4),
the poet had no need to fear any ambiguity
iron between

Zion.

What

God which
on

its

them

as that

intended

is

gives

up

its

is

all

The

is

when he

given to

God

inserted

as praise in

that submission or resignation to

cause to

behalf, renouncing

ference (Ex. xiv. 14).

which

God and

allows

Him

to act

impatient meddling and intersecond member of the sentence

affirms that this praise of pious resignation does not remain
unanswered. Just as God in Zion is praised by prayer which

own will silently to His, so also to Him are vows
when He fulfils such prayer. That the answers to prayer
are evidently thought of in connection with this, we see from
ver. 3, where God is addressed as the " Heaver or Answerer
of

resigns our

paid

prayer."
all

To Him

flesh comes,

as being the

and

in

fact, as

Hearer and Answerer of praver

T^

implies (cf. Isa. xlv.
24)

PSALM LXV.
without finding help anywhere

Him
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6-9.

else, it clears

way

a

for itself

men, absolutely dependent, impotent
in themselves and helpless, both collectively and individually

until

gets to

it

i.e.

;

who

(those only excepted
flee to
is

Him

are determined to perish or despair),

and help.

as their final refuge

Before

the prayer for the forgiveness of sin which

The
The

answers.
ver. 4b.

perfect in ver.

4a

He

all else it

graciously

followed by the future in

is

former, in accordance with the sense, forms a

granted that the instances of faults have
been too powerful for me, i.e. (cf. Gen. iv. 13) an intolerable
burden to me, our transgressions are expiated by Thee (who
''"m is not less sigalone canst and also art willing to do it),

hypothetical protasis

:

nificant than in xxxv. 20, cv. 27, cxlv. 5, cf. 1

Sam.

xi.

18

sq.

it

:

How

instances and circumstances.
of that

man whom

vicinity, that

its

blessed therefore

God

(supply "IKW)

removes into His

i.e.

Sam.

separates the general fact into

x. 2,

2

separate
is

the lot

chooses and brings near,

he

may

inhabit His courts

(future with the force of a clause expressing a purpose, as

e.g.

He

sits

Job xxx.

in

28,

which

see),

that there,

i.e.

enthroned and reveals Himself, he

and be as if
around Zion

at

home

nations of the earth
blessed

(vid. xv. 1)

The

!

esteemed worthy of

is

it

;

may have

where

congregation gathered

this distinction

among

therefore encourages itself

consciousness of this

its

home

his true

privilege flowing

in

the
the

from free

grace ("im), to enjoy in full draughts (JDty with 3 as in ciii. 5)
the abundant goodness or blessing (11D) of God's house, of the
holy (ar/iov) of His temple,

For

xlvi. 5, cf. Isa. lvii. 15).

us

we can

after

it,

give

and

Him no

satisfy

kindness which
perienced.

for

all

that God's grace offers

better thanks than to

praise of

God

Israel as a people

The

experience that

of His holy temple (BHp as in

hunger and

thirst

our poor soul therewith.

The

Vers. 6-9.

i.e.

future
still

W}V.fi

the peoples has ex-

confesses, as a present, a fact of

holds good in

might, according to xx.

on account of the loving-

among
all

times to come,

nitnfa

7, as in cxxxix. 14, be an accusative of

more exact definition ; but why not, according to 1 Sam.
Job ix. 3, a second accusative under the government of
God answers the prayer of His people superabunthe verb?
the

xx. 10,

dantly.
rule

He

replies to

it

niNTTJ, terrible deeds, viz.

which stringently executes the

will of

P"1X3,

by a

His righteousness
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of
(vid. on Jer. xlii. 6)
in this instance against the oppressors
His people, so that henceforth everywhere upon earth He is a
Ihe
ground of confidence to all those who are oppressed.
;

'

sea (pi construct state, as is frequently the case, with the retention of the a) of the distant ones" is that of the regions lying

afar off (cf.

lvi.

1).

Venema

observes, Significatur,

certissimum presidium, she agnoscatur ab hominibus
site

non (therefore similar

to <yvdvre%,

Eom.

i.

Deum

et ei

esse

fidatur,

21; Psychol. S.

the connection and the
347 tr. p. 408). But
have, '131 ntD3D is to be
seems
to
colouring
the
idea
subjective

according

;

to

understood of the believing acknowledgment which the God of
Israel attains among all mankind by reason of His judicial and
(cf. Isa. xxxiii. 13, 2 Chron. xxxii.
In the natural world and among men He proves
to be the Being girded with power to whom everything

redemptive self-attestation

22 sq.).
Himself

He it is who setteth fast the mountains (cf. Jer
and stilleth the raging of the ocean. In connection with
the giant mountains the poet may have had even the worldly
powers (vid. Isa. xli. 15) in his mind in connection with the
seas he gives expression to this allegorical conjunction of
must

yield.

x. 12)

;

thoughts.

The

roaring of the billows and the wild tumult of

the nations as a mass in the empire of the world, both are

by the threatening of the God of Israel (Isa. xvii.
When He shall overthrow the proud empire of the
world, whose tyranny the earth has been made to feel far and

stilled

12-14).

Him and exultant joy at the
end of the thraldom (vid. Isa. xiv. 3-8) become universal.
nhix (from the originally feminine nis
aioajat, from nijK, ta
wide, then will reverential fear of

=

mark, Num. xxxiv. 10), ffrjfiela, is the name given here
marvellous interpositions in the history of our earth.
ver. 6 (also in Isa. xxvi. 15), out of construction

is Dii'p.

to

His
'Wp

"The

morning and of the evening" are the East
and West with reference to those who dwell there. Luther
exit places of the

erroneously understands

\Ni"iD

as directly referring to the crea-

morning and evening " sport about (webern)
and
safely
joyfully out and in."
i.e. go
The meaning is^
the regions whence the morning breaks forth and where
the
tures

which

evening

sets.

nv;, is said of

at

The construction is zeugmatic so far as N13
not
the evening sun, but only to a certain extent
for

neither does one say

21)1

KUD

(Ewald).

Perret-Gentil ieu-
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10-14.

ctou surgissent Taube

les lieux

et le

crepuscule.

God makes

both these to shout for joy, inasmuch as
mands a calm to the din of war.

The

Vers. 10-14.
of His people.

In

God

praise of

sent year's rich blessing, which

He

com-

on account of the pre-

has bestowed

God

11

He

upon the land

thanked for having
sent down the rain required for the ploughing (vid. Commentary on Isaiah, ii. 522) and for the increase of the seed
vers. 10,

is

sown, so that, as vers. 12-14 affirm, there
of a rich harvest.
14J,

not yet housed.

is

spect

The

in vers.

;

harvest

The whole

12-14 the whole
to

a close.

is

the

as follows

of vers. 10, 11

prospect

from
is

ver.

a retro-

a description of the blessing

is

standing before their eyes, which

now drawing

itself,

God

Certainly,

has put upon the year
the forms nyi and

if

nro were supplicatory imperatives, then

the prayer for the

would attach itself to the retrospect
and
the
standpoint
would be not about the time of
in ver. 11,
the Passover and Pentecost, both festivals belonging to the

early or seed-time rain

beginning of the harvest, but about the time of the feast of
Tabernacles, the festival of thanksgiving for the harvest, and
vers. 12-14 would be a glance into the future (Hitzig).
But
there

is

nothing to indicate that

in

ver.

11 the retrospect

changes into a looking forward. The poet goes on with the
same theme, and also arranges the words accordingly, for
nyi and nru are not to be understood in any other
Ppy beside TWH (to enrich) signifies to cause to run
over, overflow, i.e. to put anything in a state of plenty or abundance, from plt^ (Hiph. Joel ii. 24, to yield in abundance),

which reason
way.

^Lj, to push, impel, to cause to go on in succession and to
follow in succession.

rial (for

which we find nan

in lxii. 3) is

an adverb, copiously, richly (cxx. 6, cxxiii. 4, cxxix. 1), like UNO,
a hundred times (Eccles. viii. 12). 'iriE'jJH is Hiph. with the
middle syllable shortened, Ges. § 53, 3, rem. 4. The fountain
(:6a) of God is the name given here to His inexhaustible stores

and more particularly the fulness of the waters of
the heavens from which He showers down fertilizing rain. )3,
" thus thoroughly," forms an alliteration with fop, to prepare,
and thereby receives a peculiar twofold colouring. The meanGod, by raising and tending, prepared the produce of
in" is
of blessing,

:
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He thus
the field which the inhabitants of the land needed; for
of
fulness
the
with
thoroughly prepared the land in conformity
instead
ahsol.
(np.
watering
infin.
His fountain, viz. by copiously
xxn. 22,
of iVn, as in 1 Sam. iii. 12, 2 Chron. xxiv. 10 ; Ex.
pressing
and
land
furrows
of
the
the
vi.
9)
Jer. xiv. 19, Hos.
defecsoftening by means of rain, its ridges
down,

(JTPh

i.e.

Kuth

tive plural, as e.g.'m

made.

which

thrown

is

mound)

which the ploughshare has
tell,

a

hill,

prop, that

which is thrown up, a
being formed by casting up or

out to a place, that

furrow as

signifies a

from Jo, ebrdcher,

(if

13),

by root with Jj,

(related

ci?n

ii.

make

to

a fracture, rent, or notch in

anything) by tearing into, breaking up the ground *lV7ji (related by root with uchdud and chatt, the usual Arabic words
;

for a furrow*) as being

In

12 the year in

ver.

ness (^itD, bonitas),

the crown which

is

formed by cutting

itself

into the ground.

appears as a year of divine good-

and the prospective blessing of harvest as
upon it. For Thou hast crowned " the

set

* Fiirst erroneously explains apn as a bed or strip of ground between

two deep furrows,
furrow.

as

There

is

agriculture.

Arabic tilm (Dpn, Hebrew Dpn

i.e.

Kamus

the plough cuts into the

=

tabri),

according to the

explains) a ditch-like fissure

field.

iut.jcdlum and jatlim, signifies
shore of the

Red Sea) the

tilm, collective

the corn-field.

Thus

thilam.'"
I

on exxix.

3),

a

Kamus

The

(as actu-

Magrebinish Arabic) talam (DPR), corresponds exact to our furrow,

(as the Turkish

and

(vid.

we have in our potato fields are unknown to Syrian
a mode which may be approximately compared witli

keiif (C]n3), another far wider called meskeba (ro^b'D).

it called

ally in

from njJJD or JVjyD

in distinction

Beds such

crevices (jjyLiJI)

it is

iron of

which the ploughman forms,

in the countries mentioned, a furrow of
persons pronounce the word even thilm, collective plural

plural tildm,

Some

which the

Neshwan (i. 491) says: " The verb talam,
in Jemen and in the Ghor (the land on the

is,

at the present day universally in

Hauran;

in Edre'at

heard the water-furrow of a corn-field called thilm el-kandh (iUji]\
Jo).

But

this

pronunciation with c_>

Jo,

cf.

a..2>,

tine, also

observed,

to

slit

not the original one but has
and more familiar verbal stem

is certainly

arisen through a substitution of the cognate

(shurem, a harelip).

In other parts of Syria and Pales-

where the distinction between the sounds ULi and
1

have only heard the pronunciation

tilm.

ti_>

i

— Wetzstehst.

s carefully

!
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goodness" and " with Thy goodness" are different
which also different (althongh kindred as to

assertions, with

The

substance) ideas are associated.
its

now

results as they

(vid.

Deut.

xxxiii.

meadows

the

lie

futures after

out to view.

The

JTiBJJ

depict

chariot-tracks

26) drop with exuberant fruitfulness, even

of the uncultivated and, without rain, unproduc-

(Job xxxviii. 26 sq.).
The hills are personi136 in the manner of which Isaiah in particular is

tive pasture land
fied in ver.

so fond (e.g. ch. xliv. 23, xlix. 13),

and which we find in the
Psalms of his type (xcvi. 11 sqq., xcviii. 7 sqq., cf. lxxxix. 13).
Their fresh, verdant appearance is compared to a festive garment, with which those which previously looked bare and
dreary gird themselves
and the corn to a mantle in which the
;

valleys completely envelope themselves
tive, like (__£ksJ

with

<__>

(^V

with the accusa-

of the garment: to throw

it

around

on one's self). The closing words, locking themwere with the beginning of the Psalm together,
speak of joyous shouting and singing that, continues into the
one, to put
selves as

it

it

present time.
subject, of

The meadows and

which

it

valleys (Bottcher) are not the

cannot be said that they sing

same be said of the rustling of the waving

;

nor can the

corn-fields (Kimchi).

men to be the subject, and refers to
and most general sense. Everywhere there is
shouting coming up from the veiy depths of the breast (Hithfor this is denoted by TB' in
paL), everywhere songs of joy
distinction from \2p.
The
men

expression requires

in the widest

;

PSALM LXVL
THANKSGIVING FOR A NATIONAL AND PERSONAL
DELIVERANCE.
1

EAISE

2

Harp

a joyful shout unto Elohim, all ye lands,

the glory of His name,

Give glory as praise unto Him.
3 Say unto Elohim " How terrible are Thy works
By reason of Thine omnipotence must Thy foes submit
:

to

Thee.

— ————
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4 All lands shall do homage to Thee and harp
They shall harp to Thy name." (Sela.)
5

;

Come ye and

Who

see the

to

Thee,

mighty deeds of Elohim,

ruleth terribly over the children of

6

He

7

Then we rejoiced in Him
He who ruleth in His strength

men

hath turned the sea into dry land,
Through the river they passed on foot
!

for ever

His eyes keep watch upon the nations.

Let not the

O

8 Bless,

Who
And

!

{Sela.)

ye peoples, our God,

And make
9

rebellious thus exalt themselves

His praise

to

putteth our soul in

sound aloud
life,

hath not given our feet over to stumbling.

10 For Thou hast proved us, Elohim,
11
12

Thou
Thou
Thou
Thou

hast smelted us as the smelting of silver.
didst bring us into the mountain-hold,

burden upon our loins
our head,
We fell into fire and into water
Yet Thou didst bring us out into rich abundance.
didst lay an oppressive
didst cause

men

to ride over

13 I will enter Thy house with burnt-offerings,
I will pay Thee my vows,
14 Which my lips have uttered,
And which my mouth hath spoken, when I was straitened.
15 Burnt-offerings of fat sheep will I bring to Thee,
Together with the incense of rams,
I will offer bullocks with kids.

(Sela.)

16 Come, hear, and I will tell, all ye who fear Elohim,
What He hath done for my soul.
17 Unto

And

Him
a

with

my mouth

did I cry

hymn was under my

18 If I had purposed

evil in

The Lord would not

tongue.

my

heart,

hear.

19 Elohim hath, however, heard,
He hath hearkened to the cry of

my

prayer.

:
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20 Blessed be Elohim,
"Who hath not turned away
And His mercy from me.

From
series of

my

prayer

Ps. lxv. onwards we find ourselves in the midst of a
Psalms which, with a varying arrangement of the

words, are inscribed both TIOTD and "VB> (lxv.<-lxviii.). The two
words ii»jp TB' stand according to the accents in the stat. constr.

and therefore signify a Psalm-song* This series,
is arranged according to the community of prominent watchwords.
In Ps. lxv. 2 we read
" To Thee is the vow paid" and in lxvi. 13 "I will pay Thee
my vows;" in Ps. lxvi. 20: "Blessed be Elohim" and in lxvii.
(Ixxxviii. 1),

as

universally the case,

is

:

8

"Elohim

:

shall bless us."

this feature in

common,

Besides, Ps. lxvi.

and

lxvii.

have

that mid?, which occurs fifty-five times

accompanied by the name of the poet in every
two anonymous Psalms.
The frequently occurring Sela of both Psalms also indicates
that they were intended to have a musical accompaniment.
These annotations referring to the temple-music favour the
in the Psalter,

is

instance, with the exception of these

pre-exilic rather than the post-exilic origin of the

Both are purely Elohimic
""px,

two Psalms.

only in one instance (lxvi. 18) does
equally belonging to this style of Psalm, alternate with
;

Elohim.

On

the ground of some deliverance out of oppressive bond-

age that has been experienced by Israel arises in Ps.

summons to the whole earth to raise a shout
The congregation is the subject speaking

Prom

lxvi.

the

of praise unto God.
as far as ver. 12.

13 the person of the poet appears in the foreground
but that which brings him under obligation to present a thankoffering is nothing more nor less than that which the whole
congregation, and he together with it, has experienced. It is
ver.

;

hardly possible to define this event more minutely.
consciousness of possessing a

God

to

bow, whether cheerfully or against

among
*

the Jewish people

If it

more

whom
its

all

will,

The

lofty

the world must

became strong

especially after the overthrow

were meant to be rendered canticum psalmus (not psalmi)

would surely have been accented liolD YB> PISJD^
according to section

xviii. of

(for TiaTD

the Accentuationssystem).

it

TB> riimb,
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no ground
for conjecturing either Isaiah or Hezekiah to be the composer
of this Psalm, "if D^V in ver. 7 signified the world (Hitzig),
then he would be (yid. xxiv. 9) one of the latest among the
Old Testament writers but it has the same meaning here that
it has everywhere else in Old Testament Hebrew.
In the Greek Church this Psalm is called WaXfibi avathe LXX. gives it this inscription, perhaps with
<TTaaea><;

But

of Assyria in the reign of Hezekiah.

there

is

;

;

reference to ver. 12, i%ijyaye<;

Vers. 1—4.
to

God"

The

phrase

rjfias ets ava^rvj(rjv.

? "1132

in other passages (Josh.

CSV signifies " to give glory

vii.

19, Isa.

xlii.

12), here with

a second accusative, either (1) if we take inpnn as an accusative of the object : facite laudationem ejus gloriam
gloriosam

=

(Maurer and

others), or (2) if

we take

1133 as an accusative

and the former word as an accusative of the
honorem laudem ejus (Hengstenberg), or (3)
also by taking inSin as an apposition
reddite honorem, scil.
laudem ejus (Hupfeld).
We prefer the middle rendering:
give glory as His praise, i.e. to Him as or for praise.
It is
unnecessary, with Hengstenberg, to render How terrible art
Thou in Thy works! in that case nnx ought not to be wanting.
of the object

predicate

:

reddite

:

:

Ttf'JM?

might more readily be singular (Hupfeld, Hitzig)

these forms with the softened

Jod

of the root dwindle

only a few instances upon closer consideration.

The

but

;

down

of the predicate (what a terrible affair) here, as frequently,
cxix. 137, precedes the plural

designating things.

to

singular
e.g.

The song

which the Psalmist here bids the nations break forth, is
one with the song of the heavenly harpers in Apoc.
xv. 3 sq., which begins, MeyaKa km. Oaufiaara ra epya crov.
into

essentially

Vers. 5-7.

Although the summons: Come and see

.

.

.

(borrowed apparently from xlvi. 9), is called forth by cotemporary manifestations of God's power, the consequences of
which now lie open to view, the rendering of ver. 6c " then
will

we

looked

rejoice in
at,

Him,"

neither

is

nevertheless unnatural, and, rightly
the matter requires it.
For

grammar nor

since DB' in this passage

is

equivalent to

TN takes the signification of

form of the future can

an

also

aorist;
{e.g.

and the future after
and since the cohortative
fwS',

after

"il>,

lxxiii.

7

and

in

clauses having a hypothetical sense) be referred to the
past

;:
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and does sometimes at least occur where the writer throws
himself back into the past (2 Sam. xxii. 38), the rendering
Then did we rejoice in Him, cannot be assailed on syntactical
grounds.
On the "we," cf. Josh. v. 1, Chethib, Hos. xii. 5 [4].
The church of all ages is a unity, the separate parts being
jointly involved in the whole.

The church here directs the
the world to the mighty deeds of God at the
time of the deliverance from Egypt, viz. the laying of the Red
attention of

all

Sea and of Jordan dry, inasmuch
reason of that which

might

ought to be

as

can say in ver.

it

7,

by

has experienced in the present, that the

God

sovereign power of
victorious

it

is

D?iJ>, i.e.

ever the same its God rules in His
not " over the world," because that
:

but "in eternity" (accusative of duration,

cbtya,

as in lxxxix. 2 sq., xlv. 7),

and

therefore, as in the former days,

His eyes keep searching watch
who struggle against His
yoke and persecute His people, had better not rise, it may go
ill with them.
The Chethib runs lO^, for which the Keri is
so also in all time to come.

among

iDlT.

T,

the peoples

;

the rebellious,

The meaning remains

B>N"i,

pj5,

By means
egotistical,

lxv. 5)

the same;

mean " to

of id? this proud bearing

and

can (even without

Q'")!}

practise exaltation," superbire.

designated as being

is

Only

as unrestrainedly boastful.

let them not
There is One
to whose irreHis gracious will

imagine themselves secure in their arrogance
more exalted, whose eye nothing escapes, and
!

sistible might whatever
succumbs.

Vers. 8-12.

The

is

not conformed to

character of the event

truth has been verified that the
of

Egypt

Israel out

ever possesses and exercises to the full His

still

ancient sovereign power,

is

seen from this reiterated call to the

God

peoples to share in Israel's Gloria.

has averted the peril

of death and overthrow from His people
soul in life (D^na, like 3>E?3 in

He

by which the

God who redeemed

xii. 6), i.e.

:

He

in the

has put their

realm of

life

has not abandoned their foot to tottering unto overthrow

(DID the substantive, as in cxxi. 3

For God has

tion in lv. 23).

cast

;

cf.

the reversed construc-

His people

as it

were into a

smelting-furnace or fining-pot in order to purify and to prove
them by suffering ; this is a favourite figure with Isaiah and

—

Jeremiah, but

is

xix. 9 is dec'sive

found in Zech. xiii. 9, Mai. iii. 3. Ezek.
concerning the meaning of '"^'P, where NUn
also
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13-15.

"to bring into the holds or prisons;" besides,

signifies

the figure of the fowling-net (although this

is

also called nTUttp

no footing here in the context. JTTOip
(vid. xviii. 3) signifies specula, and that both a natural and an
here it is the mountain-hold
artificial watch-post on a mountain
or prison of the enemy, as a figure of the total loss of freedom.
The laying on of a heavy burden mentioned by the side of it
as well as n*jis») has

;

116

in ver.

being spread out, Isa.
in lxix. 3, Isa.

tioned because
stoop

down

viii.

8

;

cf.

the similar masculine forms

The

13, xiv. 6, xxix. 3.

viii.

when carrying heavy
ty'iJN

Chron.

12, 2

is

is

frequently

loads,

(ix.

20

men-

loins are

which one has

lower spinal region

in order to take up, the

into exercise.
li.

nj5jrt» a being oppressed,
}
a Hophal formation, like ntsp, a

also accords well with this.

the pressure of a burden,

sq., x.

is

to

called

18, Ivi. 2, Isa.

10) the word used for tyrants as being

xiv.

wretched mortals, perishable creatures, in contrast with their
the more revolting, imperious, and self-deified demeanour.

all

God

so ordered

Or

head.

it

that

it,

to

"wretched men" rode upon Israel's
He caused them to pass over

be interpreted

cxxix. 3, Isa.

Israel (cf.

since

is it

would then be

The

used with reference to the phrase

head,

God

caused them to ride

not able to raise

wounded
xliii. 2,

in

its

its

head

this,

preposition ? instead of b$
*>

3E*

:

sitting

along, so

upon

that

Israel's

Israel

was

but was most ignominiously
Fire and water are, as in Isa.

self-esteem.

Israel

mean

which the Latin ver-

freely,

a figure of vicissitudes

character.

It can scarcely

in dorso nostro,

sions capriciously substitute.
is

:

23)?

li.

was nigh

and

to

perils of the

most extreme

being burnt up and drowned,

God led it forth rrTiij, to an abundant fulness, to abundance and superabundance of prosperity. The LXX., which
renders et? ava-^rv^v (Jerome absolutely : in refrigeriwri), has
but

readnniiP; Symmachus, ek evpy^apiav, probably reading
n
Both give a stronger antithesis.
?P~£ ( cx x 45, xviii. 20).
But the state of straitness or oppression was indeed also a state
'

-

of privation.

Vers. 13-15. From this point onwards the poet himself
speaks, but, as the diversity and the kind of the sacrifices show,
as

being a

stand

first,

member

community at large. The ni^ij?
homage 3 is the Beth of the
Lev. xvi. 3, 1 Sam. i. 24, cf. Heb. ix. 25.

of

the

the gifts of adoring

accompaniment, as in

;
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"My

vows"

refer

more
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16-20.

especially to "H3

w?*.

na nya also

occurs elsewhere of the involuntary vowing to do extraordinary
things urged from one by great distress (Judg.
is

an accusative of the object relating

xi.

35).

"ISW

to the vows, quce aperue-

=

aperiendo nuncapaverunt labia mea (Geier).
In ver. 15
nby, used directly (like the Aramaic and Phoenician 12]}) in

riint

the signification "to sacrifice"

(Ex. xxix. 36-41, and fre-

synonym of "VDpn. The
B^TD (incorrect for
cno) are marrowy, fat lambs lambs and bullocks ppa) have
the most universal appropriation among the animals that were
fit for sacrifices.
The ram (??!*), on the contrary, is the animal
quently), alternates with
sacrifices to

the

nbyT},

be presented are enumerated.
;

for the whole burnt-offering of the high priest, of the princes

of the tribes, and of the people

;

and appears

also as the

animal

for the shelamim only in connection with the shelamim of

Aaron, of the people, of the princes of the tribes, and, in Num.
is never
vi. 14, of the Nazarite.
The younger he-goat
mentioned as an animal for the whole burnt-offering ; but,

pW)

indeed, as an animal for the shelamim of the princes of the
tribes

Num.

in

ch. vii.

It

is,

therefore, probable that the

shelamim which were to be offered in close connection with the
whole burnt-offerings are introduced by DJJ, so that rnbp signifies the fat portions of the shelamim upon the altar smoking in
the fire.
The mention of "rams" renders it necessary that
we should regard the poet as here comprehending himself

among

the people

Vers. 16-20.

when he speaks thus.
The words in ver. 16

are addressed in the

widest extent, as in vers. 5 and 2, to all who fear God, wheresoever such are to be found on the face of the earth. To all

God and for their own profit, he would
God has made him to experience. The

these, for the glory of

gladly relate what

individual-looking expression 'E'W?

is

not opposed to the fact of

the occurrence of a marvellous answering of prayer, to which

being one which has been experienced by him in
with the whole congregation. He cried unto God
with his mouth (that is to say, not merely silently in spirit, but
audibly and importunately), and a hymn (DDin,* something

he

refers,

common

* Kimchi (MicMol 146a) and Parchon (under n»"l) read

raihach ;

and Heidenheim and Baer have adopted

it.

DDh

with

—
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and 33^ to &V and
also at once so sure
became
was under my
I
of my being heard, that I even had the song of praise in
readiness (yid. x. 7), with which I had determined to break
forth when the help for which I had prayed, and which was
For the purpose of his heart was
assured to me, should arrive.
not at any time, in contradiction to his words, IJK, God-abhorred
n&n with the accusative, as in Gen.
vileness or worthlessness
xx. 10, Ps. xxxvii. 37 to aim at, or design anything, to have
that rises, collateral form to BOii, as &J>

tongue

33iE?)

i.e.

;

;

:

We render: If I had aimed at evil in my
He would not have
Lord would not hear
not
heard, but
He would not on any occasion hear. For a
hypocritical prayer, coming from a heart which has not its
aim sincerely directed towards Him, He does not hear. The
idea that such a heart was not hidden behind his prayer is
in one's eye.

it

heart, the

;

:

:

refuted in ver. 19 from the result, which

is

of a totally opposite

In the closing doxology the accentuation rightly

character.

Praver and mercv

takes VnDni Vi?SFi as belonging together.

stand in the relation to one another of call and echo.

God

turns away from a

man

his

When

prayer and His mercy,

He

commands him to be silent and refuses him a favourable
answer.
The poet, however, praises God that He has deprived
him neither of the joyfulness of prayer nor the proof of His
favour.
In this sense Augustine makes the following practical
observation on this passage
Cum videris non a te amotam
:

deprecationem tuam, securus

quia non

esto,

est

a

te

amota miseii-

cordia ejus.

PSALM LXVIL
HARVEST THANKSGIVING SONG.
2

ELOHIM
May He

3 That

be merciful unto us and bless

cause His face to shine

Thy way may

Among
4 Peoples

all

be

the heathen

known upon

Thy

shall praise Thee,

The peoples

shall praise

among

earth,

salvation.

Elohhn,

Thee

all
}

us,

us

of them.

(Sela.~)

psalm
5 Nations

and shout for joy,
judge peoples in uprightness,

shall rejoice

For Thou

And
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wilt

the nations upon earth

Thou

wilt lead.

(Sela.~)

6 Peoples shall praise lliee, Elohim,
The peoples shall praise Thee, -all of them.
7 The earth hath yielded her

Elohim our God doth

fruit,

bless us.

8 Elohim shall bless us,

And

all

the ends of the earth shall fear

Him.

Like Ps. lxv., this Psalm, inscribed To the Precentor, with
accompaniment of stringed instruments, a song-Psalm (TB> TiOTD),
also celebrates the blessing upon the cultivation of the ground.
As Ps. lxv. contemplated the corn and fruits as still standing
in the fields, so this Psalm contemplates, as it seems, the harvest as already gathered in, in the light of the redemptive
history.

Each

plentiful harvest

is

to Israel

a fulfilment of the

promise given in Lev. xxvi. 4, and a pledge that God is with
His people, and that its mission to the whole world (of peoples)
shall

not remain unaccomplished.

to the

This mission-tone referring

end of God's work here below

the church's closing strain, "

God

is

unfortunately

lost in

be gracious and merciful

unto us," but it sounds all the more distinctly and sweetly in
Luther's hymn, " Es woll uns Gott genadig sein," throughout.
twice three two-line stanzas,
There are seven stanzas
lines
in
the
middle, which forms the clasp
of
three
having one
circumstance
which is strikingly
the
septiad,
a
spangle
of
or
appropriate to the fact that this Psalm is called " the Old
The
Testament Paternoster" in some of the old expositors.*
:

second half after the three-line stanza begins in ver. 6 exactly
W?!!-J'! is repeated three times, in

as the first closed in ver. 4.

order that the whole
the priest, which

*

is

may

bear the impress of the blessing of

threefold.

Vid. Sonntag's Tituli

Psalmorum (1687), where

laid out as the Eogate Psalm.

it is

on

this

account
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2, 3.

benediction in

priest's

LXVIII.

begins (ver. 2) with words of the
By WHS* the church
vi. 24-26.

Num.

desires for itself the unveiled presence of the light-diffusing
its God.
Here, after the echo of the
and most glorious benediction, the music strikes in.
With ver. 3 the Beracha passes over into a Tephilla. njCl? is
conceived with the most general subject
that one may know,
The more graciously God
that may be known Thy way, etc.
attests Himself to the church, the more widely and successfully
does the knowledge of this God spread itself forth from the
church over the whole earth. They then know His sp.% i.e.
the progressive realization of His counsel, and His njnt^, the
salvation at which this counsel aims, the salvation not of Israel
merely, but of all mankind.

loving countenance of
holiest

:

Vers. 4,
all

in

Now

5.

peoples into the

common

follows the prospect of the entrance of

kingdom of God, who

God

with Israel as their

in this instance

will then praise

His judging

also.

Him

(tSS'C')

not meant as a judicial punishment, but as a

is

righteous and mild government, just as in the christological
parallels lxxii.

12

sq., Isa. xi.

3 sq.

"IB"D in

for D^ii"!?, as in xlv. 7, Isa. xi. 4, Mai.

4

ii.

of gracious guidance (otherwise than in

Vers. 6-8.

The

joyous

prospect

6.

Job

of

an ethical sense
nnjn as in xxxi.
xii.

the

23).

conversion

of
heathen, expressed in the same words as in ver 4, here receives
as its foundation a joyous event of the present time
the earth
:

has just yielded

its

fruit (cf. lxxxv. 13), the fruit that

been sown and hoped

This increase of corn and

for.

had

fruits is

a blessing and an earnest of further blessing, by virtue of
which (Jer. xxxiii. 9, Isa. lx. 3; cf. on the contrary Joel ii. 17)
it

shall

come

to pass that all

peoples unto the uttermost bounds

of the earth shall reverence the

way
shall

of

God, that

all

He

of Israel.
For it is the
manifests towards Israel

be for the well-being of mankind.

PSALM
HYMN OP WAR AND VICTOHY
2

God

the good that

LET
And

Elohim
let

those

LXVIII.
IN

THE STYLE OF DEBORAH.

arise, let

His enemies be scattered,

who

Him

hate

flee

before His face.

;

PSALM

3 As smoke

As wax

is

4

And
And

;
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driven away, do

melteth before the

Let the wicked

—

;

Thou

drive

them away

fire,

perish before Elohim.

them exult before Elohim,
them be glad with joy.
5 Sing unto Elohim, harp His name,
Pave a highway for Him who rideth along through the
let

the righteous rejoice, let

let

steppes

Jah
6

A
Is

is

His name, and exult ye before Him.

Father of the fatherless and an Advocate of the widows
Elohim iu His holy habitation.

7 Elohim maketh a household for the solitary s

He

leadeth forth prisoners into prosperity

Yet the

;

rebellious abide in a land of drought.

8 Elohim, when Thou wentest forth before Thy people,

When Thou
9

didst

march along

The earth shook,
The heavens also dropped

Yon

plentiful rain didst

(Sela.)

before Elohim,

Sinai before Elohim, the

10 With

in the wilderness

God

of Israel.

Thou, Elohim, water Thine in-

heritance,

11

And when it was parched, Thotj hast confirmed it.
Thy creatures have settled down therein,
Thou didst provide with Thy goodness for the

poor,

Elohim.

12 The Lord

will

sound forth the mandate

Of the women who herald victory there is a great army.
13 The kings of hosts shall flee, shall flee,
And she that tarrieth at home shall divide the spoil.
14 If ye encamp among the sheep-folds,

15

The

dove's wings are covered with silver

And

her feathers with glistening gold.

When
It

the Almighty scattereth kings therein,

becometh snow-white upon Zalmon.

VOL. IL

16
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16

A mountain of Elohim the mountain of Bashan,
A mountain full of peaks the mountain of Bashan.

17

Why

is

is

Upon

look ye enviously, ye
the mountain which

thereon

Yea, Jahve
18

The

many-peaked mountains,
Elohim hath chosen, to dwell

1

will dwell [there] for ever.

war-chariots of

Elohim are myriads, a thousand thou-

sands,

The Lord is among them, it is a Sinai in holiness.
19 Thou hast ascended up to the height, Thou hast led

captives

captive,

Thou hast received gifts among men,
Even from the rebellious, that Jah Elohim might

dwell

[there].

20 Blessed be the Lord
Day by day doth He bear our burden,
He, God, is our salvation. (Sela.)
21 He, God, is to us a God for deeds of deliverance,
And Jahve the Lord hath ways of escape for death.
:

22 Yea, Elohim

will smite the

head of His enemies,

The hairy scalp of him who stalketh along in his trespasses.
23 The Lord hath said Out of Bashan will I bring back,
:

I will bring back out of the depths of the sea,

24 That thou mayest bathe thy foot in blood,
That the tongue of thy dogs may have

its

share of the

enemy.

25 They behold Thy splendid procession, Elohim,
The splendid procession of my God, my King in holiness.
26 Before went the singers, behind the players on strino-ed instruments,

In the midst of damsels striking timbrels.
27 In the choirs of the congregation bless ye Elohim,
The Lord, ye who are out of the fountain of Israel.
28 There is Benjamin the youngest, their ruler;
The princes of Judah their motley band,

—

The

princes of Zebulun, the princes of Naphtali.

—"

!

PSALM
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;
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29 Thy God hath cdmmanded thy supreme power
Uphold in power, Elohim, what Thou hast wrought for us !30 From Thy temple above Jerusalem
Let kings present offerings into Thee.
31 Threaten the wild beast of the reed, the troops of bulls with
the calves of the people,

That they may

He

prostrate themselves with ingots of silver
hath scattered the peoples that delight in wars.

!

32 Magnates come out of Egypt,

Cush
33

Ye

— quickly do

his

kingdoms of the

hands stretch out unto Elohim.
Elohim,

earth, sing unto

Praising the Lord with stringed instruments

Him who

34 To

(Sela.).

rideth in the heaven of heavens of the

primeval time

Lo,

He made

Himself heard with His

voice, a

mighty

voice.

35 Ascribe ye might unto Elohim

Over

is His majesty,
omnipotence in the heights of the heavens.
36 Terrible is Elohim out of thy sanctuaries
" The God of Israel giveth might and abundant strength

Israel

And His

to the people

!

Blessed be Elohim

Is

it

not an admirably delicate tact with which the collec-

makes the

"VEJ niDID lxviii. follow upon the "Vt!> "110TB lxvii.?
began with the echo of the benediction which
Moses puts into the mouth of Aaron and his sons, the former
with a repetition of those memorable words in which, at the
breaking up of the camp, he called upon Jahve to advance

tor

The

latter

(Num. x. 35). " It is in
"no easy task to become

before Israel

reality," says Hitzig of

Ps.

master of this Titan."

lxviii.,

And who

would not agree with him in this remark ? It is a
Deborah, stalking along upon the highest
pinnacle of hymnic feeling and recital all that is most glorious

Psalm

in the style of

;

in the literature of the earlier period

is concentrated in it
Moses' memorable words, Moses' blessing, the prophecies of

Balaam, the Deuteronomy, the Song of Hannah re-echo here.
But over and above all this, the language is so bold and so

:
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own, that we meet with no
words that do not occur anywhere else.
peculiarly

its

Elohimic in

its

impress, that the simple

than thirteen

less

It

is

so distinctly

Elohim occurs twenty-

but in addition to this, it is as though the whole
cornucopia of divine names were poured out upon it: nin in
ver. 17
TIN six times tan twice T^ in ver. 15 ^ in ver. 5
three times

;

1

;

;

TIN miT

among

1

in

all

;

connection with the great difficulty that

no wonder that
tors,

;

;

21; DTita TV in ver. 19; so that this Psalm
In
the Elohimic Psalms is the most resplendent.
ver.

expositors,

more

is

involved in

it, it is

especially the earlier exposi-

should differ widely in their apprehension of

it

as a

whole

This circumstance has been turned to
wrong account by Ed. Reuss in his essay, " Der acht-undsechtigste Psalm, Ein Denkmal exegetischer Noth und Kunst zu
or in separate parts.

Ehren unsrer ganzen Zunft, Jena, 1851," for the purpose of
holding up to ridicule the uncertainty of Old Testament exegesis, as illustrated in this

The Psalm

Psalm.

Reuss ultimately decides, to have
been written between the times of Alexander the Great and
the Maccabees, and to give expression to the wish that the
Israelites,

many

is

of

said, as

whom

were far removed from Palestine and
might soon be again united

scattered abroad in the wide earth,

But

in their fatherland.

this

violence done to the exegesis,
tion that in ver.

23 the

whom God

bring back.

apprehension rests entirely upon

more

particularly in the supposi-

intended by those
Reuss makes out those who are
brought back out of Bashan to be the exiles in Syria, and those
who are brought back out of the depths of the sea he makes
out to be the exiles in Egypt.
He knows nothing of the
remarkable concurrence of the mention of the Northern tribes
(including Benjamin) in ver. 28 with the Asaphic Psalms
Judah and Benjamin, to his mind, is Judaea and Zebulun and
Naphtali, Galilee in the sense of the time after the return from
exile.
The " wild beast of the reed" he correctly takes to be an
emblem of Egypt but he makes use of violence in order to
bring in a reference to Syria by the side of it. Nevertheless
Olsliausen praises the services Reuss has rendered with respect
to this Psalm ; but after incorporating two whole pages of the
" Bznkmal" in his commentary he cannot satisfy himself with
the period between Alexander and the Maccabees, and by
will

exiles are the persons

;

;

;

PSALM

means of
the

three considerations arrives, in this instance also, at

common

such an
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refuge of the Maccabsean period, which possesses
him.

irresistible attraction for

In opposition

to this transplanting of

time of the Maccabees

we appeal

sighted enough,

when

hand, sees in

a festal

the Psalm into the

to Hitzig,

who

also quick-

is

any valid ground for it, in finding out Maccabasan Psalms.
He refers the Psalm to the
victorious campaign of Joram against faithless Moab, undertaken in company with Jehoshaphat. Bottcher, on the other
it

there

is

hymn

of Hezekiah, which was

of triumph belonging to the time

sung antiphonically

ternizing Passover after the return

from one of

home

at the great fra-

of the

young king
who had

his expeditions against the Assyrians,

even at that time

fortified themselves in the

country east of the

Thenius (following the example of Rodiger)
holds a different view.
He knows the situation so very definitely, that he thinks it high time that the discussion concernIt is a song composed
ing this Psalm was brought to a close.
to inspirit the army in the presence of the battle which Josiah
undertook against Necho, and the prominent, hateful character
in ver. 22 is Pharaoh with his lofty artificial adornment of hair
upon his shaven head. It is, however, well known what a

Jordan (Bashan).

the Psalm
tragical issue for Israel that battle had
would therefore be a memorial of the most lamentable disap-

memorably

;

pointment.
All these and other recent expositors glory in not advanc-

ing any proof whatever in support of the inscribed 1117. And
yet there are two incidents in David's life, with regard to

which the Psalm ought first 6*f all to be accurately looked at,
before we abandon this "Nib to the winds of conjecture. The
first is the bringing home of the Ark of the covenant to Zion,
to which,

e.g.,

Franz Volkmar Eeinhard

(in vol.

ii.

of the Velt-

husen Commentationes Theol. 1795), Stier, and Hofmann refer
But the manner in which the Psalm opens with a
the Psalm.
paraphrase of Moses' memorable words is at once opposed to
this

;

and

also the impossibility of giving unity to the explana-

by such a reference is against it. Jahve
has long since taken up His abode upon the holy mountain
tion of its contents

'

the poet in this Psalm, which
victory, describes

how

is

one of the Psalms of war and
who now, however, as

the exalted One,
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at
in the days of old, rides along through the highest heavens
to
the head of His people, casts down all powers hostile

Him

and to His people, and compels all the world to confess that
the God of Israel rules from His sanctuary with invincible
to be
might.
far more appropriate occasion is, therefore,
the
which
in
the Syro-Ammonitish war of David,

A

found in
Ark was taken with them by the people (2 Sam. xi. 11) and
the hymn was not at that time first of all composed when, at
the close of the war, the Ark was brought back to the holy
mountain (Hengstenberg, Reinke), but when it was set in
motion from thence at the head of Israel as they advanced
;

army (2 Sam. x. 6).
when a second campaign

against the confederate kings and their

The war

lasted into the second year,

was obliged

and

to

be undertaken in order to bring

to an end;

12—15, and still
20-24 (and from a wider point of view,

origin of the Psalm.

It is clear that in vers.

more

clear that in vers.

vers.

29-35), the victory over the hostile kings

and

it

fact offers at least a second possible period for the

this

is

only hoped

25-28, therefore, the pageantry of victory is
seen as it were beforehand.
It is the spirit of faith, which here
celebrates beforehand the victory of Jahve, and sees in the
for,

in vers.

His victory over all the nations of
of the Psalm, generalized beyond its

single victory a pledge of

the earth.

The theme

immediate occasion,

is

the victory of the

God

of Israel over the

Eegarded as to the nature of its contents, the whole
divides itself into two halves, vers. 2-19, 20—35, which are on
the whole so distinct that the first dwells more upon the mighty
deed God has wrought, the second upon the impressions it produces upon the church and upon the peoples of the earth; in both
world.

it is viewed now as future, now as past, inasmuch
as the
longing of prayer and the confidence of hope soar aloft to the
height of prophecy, before which futurity lies as a fulfilled fact.

parts

The musical

Sela occurs three times (vers. 8, 20, 33).
These
three forte passages furnish important points of view for the
apprehension of the collective meaning of the Psalm.

But

is

David

after all the

general character of the Psalm

author of this Psalm

?

The

more Asaphic than Davidic
Its references to Zalmon, to
(vid. Habakhuh, S. 122).
Benjamin and the Northern tribes, to the song of Deborah, and in
general to the Book of Judges (although not in its present
is

;

PSALM
form), give

it

an appearance af being Ephraimitish.

the Davidic Psalins

it

are addressed to the king,

But

is it

to a

Anion a

stands entirely alone, so that criticism

quite unable to justify the Til?.

David.
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And

if

points to

it

cotemporary poet?

is

the words in ver. 29a

some other poet than

The mention

of the

sanctuary on Zion in vers. 30, 36, does not exclude such an
one.
Only the threatening of the " wild beast of the sedge"
(ver. 31)

seems to bring us down beyond the time of David

for the inflammable material of the hostility of Egypt,

which
broke out into a flame in the reign of Rehoboam, was first
gathering towards the end of Solomon's reign. Still Egypt

from the horizon of Israel ; and
mentioned in the first rank, where
the submission of the kingdoms of this world to the God of
was never entirely

lost sight of

the circumstance that

Israel is

it

is

lyrically set forth in

the prophetic prospect of the

future, need not astonish one even in a poet of the time of

David.

And

does not ver. 28 compel us to keep on this side

of the division of the kincrdom

common

expedition of

%

ought then to refer to the

It

Jehoram and Jehoshaphat against Moab

(Hitzig), the indiscriminate celebration of which, however, was

no

suitable

theme for a psalmist.

The Psalm begins with the expression of a wish
God over all His foes and the triumphant

Vers. 2-7.

that the victory of

exultation of the righteous were near at hand.

Hitzig take d\"6n
will

be scattered.

the syntax
it

;

is

1

Dip'

hypothetically

This rendering

If

:

is

God

arise,

Ewald and
His enemies

possible in itself so far as

concerned, but here everything conspires against

for the futures in vers.

2-4 form an unbroken chain

then

;

a glance at the course of the Psalm from ver. 20 onwards shows
that the circumstances of Israel, under which the poet writes,

urged forth the wish : let God arise and humble His foes and
finally the primary passage, Num. x. 35, makes it clear that
the futures are the language of prayer transformed into the
;

form of the wish. In ver. 3 the wish is addressed directly to
God Himself, and therefore becomes petition. fpJii is inflected
(as vice versa ^TV, vii. 6, from ^TH!) from ffun (like |h|n, Jer.
xxxii. 4)

;

it is

mity of sound
li.

6) with

a violation of all rule in favour of the confornispn for ni^pn, Lev. xiv. 43, aud supra on

(cf.

'pi? 1 ?,

the object of

which

is

easily supplied (dispellas,
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purposely omitted in order to direct
attention more stedfastly to the omnipotence which to every
ro °t ^> Trl K i
Like smoke, was
creature is so irresistible.
sc.

hostes

tttos),

and

is

Qi^i

Sanscrit tak, to shoot past, to run,

Zend

talc,

whence

vitalc'ina,

Neo-Persic gudacliten ; causative: to cause to run
to melt or smelt) is an emblem of
in different directions
human feebleness. As Bakins observes, Si creatura creaturam
non fert, quomodo creatura creatoris indignantis faciem ferre
The wish expressed in ver. 4 forms the obverse of the
possit?
dissolving,

=

preceding.

The

expressions for joy are heaped

up

in order to

describe the transcendency of the joy that will follow the release

from the yoke of the enemy.

V.?.'

is

expressively used in

by the wrathful action, so
alternation with
to speak, that proceeds from His countenance [just as the heat
radiating from the fire melts the wax] the foes are dispersed,
whereas the righteous rejoice before His gracious countenance.
'32D in vers. 2, 3

As

:

the result of the challenge that has been

in vers.

now

expressed

2-4, Elohim, going before His people, begins His

march and in ver. 5 an appeal is made to praise Him with
song, His name with the music of stringed instruments, and to
make a way along which He may ride nianya. In view of ver.
34 we cannot take rimy, as do the Targum and Talmud (B.
;

Chagiga 126), as a name of one of the seven heavens, a meaning to which, apart from other considerations, the verb 2ny, to
be effaced, confused, dark, is not an appropriate stem-word;
but

it

must be explained according to Isa. xl. 3. There Jahve
the aid of His people, here He goes forth at the head

calls in

of His people

;

He

rides through the steppes in order to fight

against the enemies of His people.

reference assigned to the

Not merely the historical
Psalm by Hitzig, but also the one

adopted by ourselves, admits of allusion being made to the
"steppes of Moab;" for the way to MedebS, where the
Syrian
mercenaries of the Ammonites had encamped (1 Chron.
xix. 7)

way to Rabbath Amnion
&0 calls upon them to make a way for Him
(2 Sam. x. 7 sq.).
t,j,g
the glorious, invincible King (cf. Isa. lvii. 14, x ij. iq\

lay through these steppes, and also the

.

]

heap up or pave, viz. a raised and
suitable
street or highway, Symmachus KaTaaTpwaare.
He who th
rides along makes the salvation of His people His aim
" T~i
signifies to cast up,

•

is

His name, therefore shout with joy before Him."

The

B

/A

psalm Lxvnr.
in

W3 (Symmachus,

Quinta

:

la)
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is

the Beth essentia;, which

His name is
His essential name is !V, His self-attestation,
by which He makes Himself capable of being known and
named, consists in His being the God of salvation, who, in the
might of free grace, pervades all history. This Name is a
fountain of exultant rejoicing to His people.
This Name is exemplificatively unfolded in vers. 6 sq.
The highly exalted One, who sits enthroned in the heaven of
glory, rules in all history here below and takes an interest in
the lowliest more especially, in all circumstances of their lives
following after His own to succour them.
He takes the place
of a father to the orphan.
He takes up the cause of the
widow and contests it to a successful issue. Elohim is one

here, as in Isa. xxvi. 4, stands beside the subject
(exists) in rv,

who makes
with

the solitary or isolated to dwell in the house

TW,

which

locale,

whither?

as

in

He

1V3, a

just as well answers the question

house

=

solitarius, recluse, xxv. 16.

domum,

:

i.e.

h.e.

family bond,

is

;

niva

where

?

the opposite of

Dachselt correctly renders

it,

familiam numerosam durabilemqtte eos ut patres-

familias plantabit.

He

is

further

One who

brings forth (out

dungeon and out of captivity) those who are chained
ni"iB>i3, occurring only here, is
into abundance of prosperity.
"^'3,
"lB'X,
synonym
to be straight, fortunate.
a pluralet. from
Ver. 7c briefly and sharply expresses the reverse side of this
His humanely condescending rule among mankind. ^]N is here
(cf. Gen. ix. 4, Lev. xi. 4) restrictive or adversative (as is more
of the

frequently the case with |3N)
of that which
i.e.

(not from

is

;

and the preterite

is

an actual matter of experience.

"viD,

the apostate ones, Aquila

the preterite

The OT^ ??

afyicrTcifievot,,

1

but

from "HD) the rebellious, Symmachus aireiOeis,
willing to submit to the rule of so gracious a
God, had ever been excluded from these proofs of favour.
These must inhabit nrpny (accusative of the object), a sun-

as in Ixvi. 7,

who were not

from nny, to be dazzlingly bright, sunny, dried
They remain in the desert without coming
into the land, which, fertilized by the waters of grace, is
resplendent with a fresh verdure and with rich fruits. If the
poet has befce his mind in connection with this the bulk of
the people delivered out of Egypt, 5>v t<z tcwXa 'iireaav ev rfj
iprj/j-M (Heb. iii. 17), then the transition to what follows is
scorched land

;

or parched up.

;
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There is, however, no necessity
easily effected.
any such intermediation. The poet had the march through
the desert to Canaan under the guidance of Jahve, the irresistible Conqueror, in his mind even from the beginning, and

much more
for

now he

mind

expressly calls to

in order that the present

age

that marvellous divine leading

may

take heart thereat.

poet repeats the words of
4
sq.),
and
her
words again go back to
Deborah (Judg. v.
Deut. xxxiii. 2, cf. Ex. xix. 15 sqq. on the other hand, our
The martial verb N^"'
Psalrn is the original to Hab. ch. iii.
represents Elohim as, coming forth from His heavenly dwellingplace (Isa. xxvi. 21), He places Himself at the head of Israel.
The stately verb iy~£ represents Him as He accompanies the
hosts of His people with the step of a hero confident of victory
Vers. 8-11.

In

vers.

8

sq. the

;

and the

terrible

name

for the wilderness, VW&\,

is

designedly

chosen in order to express the contrast between the scene of
action

T9

nJ

and that which they beheld
is

easily supplied

the accents

The

is

correct

:

;

hie

at that time.

The verb

to

Dachselt's rendering according to

mons Sinai (sc. in specie ita tremuif).
upon Sinai as the central

description fixes our attention

point of

all

God during

revelations of

the period of deliverance

by the hand of Moses, as being the scene of the most glorious
of them all (vid. on Hab. p. 136 sq.).
The majestic phenomena which proclaimed the nearness of God are distributed
over the whole journeying, but most gloriously concentrated
themselves at the giving of the Law on Sinai.
The earth
trembled throughout the extended circuit of this vast granite
range, and the heavens dropped, inasmuch as the darkness of

thunder clouds rested upon Sinai, pierced by incessant lightnings (Ex. ch. xix.). There, as the original passages describe

Jahve met His people He came from the east, His people
from the west; there they found themselves together, and
it,

;

shaking the earth, breaking through the heavens, He gave
them a pledge of the omnipotence which should henceforth

defend and guide them.

The

poet has a purpose in view iu
"the God of Israel;" the covenant relationship of God to Israel dates from Sinai, and from
this period onwards, by reason of the Tora, He became Israel's
calling

Elohim

King (Deut.

in this passage

xxxiii. 5).

history has preceded,

Since the statement of a fact of earlier

and since the

preterites

alternate with

;
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them, the futures that follow in vers. 10, 11 are to be understood as referring to the synchronous past ; but hardly so that
miraculous supply of food, and more
manna, during the journeyings through
the wilderness. The giving of the Law from Sinai has a view
to Israel being a settled, stationary people, and the deliverance
out of the land of bondage only finds its completion in the
taking and maintaining possession of the Land of Promise.
Accordingly vers. 10, 11 refer to the blessing and protection
of the people who had taken up their abode there.
The n?np_ of God (genit. auctoris, as in 2 Mace. ii. 4) is the
land assigned by Him to Israel as an inheritance ; and tJjPji
nuii an emblem of the abundance of gifts which God has
showered down upon the land since Israel took up its abode
ru"l3 is the name given to a deed and gift springing
in it.
from an inward impulse, and in this instance the intensive idea
of richness and superabundance is associated therewith by
means of the plural ; ni3"lJ DB'3 is a shower-like abundance of

ver.

10 should refer

to the

especially the rain of

good gifts descending from above. The Hiphil ^30 here governs
a double accusative, like the Kal in Prov. vii. 17, in so far, that
is,

as

drawn to ver. 10a;
Targum, takes TwbVt

"]n?rrj is

tion to the

for the accentuation, in opposi"|j*pni

that the parched one

ance and

together

(Waw

Thine

:

inherit-

epexeget. as in 1

Sam.

Amos iii. 11, iv. 10). But this " and that" is devoid of
aim why should it not at once be read HXpjin ? The rendering
of Bottcher, " Thy sickened and wearied," is inadmissible, too,
xxviii. 3,
;

according to the present pointing

^Tpm.

more

And

;

for

it

ought

to

be

'nnpna

r

with a suffix this Niphal becomes ambiguous, and

especially so in this connection,

where the thought of n ?D^,

an inherited possession, a heritage, lies so naturally at hand,
iroru
is therefore to be drawn to ver. 10a, and ver. 106 must
'v it-:iL

.

begin with

'"INppi,

.

as in the

tmtg) amr)v.

It is

equivalent to

'"WNpJl

LXX., km

rjadevr^cre, aii

Be Karrjp-

true HNpi

is

not a hypothetical preterite

but, as

is

frequently the case with the

;

anarthrous participle (Ew. § 341, b), it has the value of a
hypothetical clause " and if it (Israel's inheritance) were in a
parched, exhausted condition (cf. the cognate root nn7 Gen.
:

?

xlvii. 13),

Ex. xv.

then hast

17),

i.e.

Thou always made

it

strengthened, enlivened

idea of the inhabitants

is

again firm"
it.

(viii.

4,

Even here the

closely associated with the land itself
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"Thy

11 they are more especially thought of:

in ver.

creatures

n;n either
dwelt therein." Nearly all modern expositors take
xi.
15), in the
according to 2 Sam. xxiii. 11, 13 (cf. 1 Chron.

ring-camp (root

signification tent-circle,

eju

=

^

^n,

_j=»-,

to

move

in

a

compass), or in the signification of ^j>~

circle, to encircle, to

(from

in,

a race or tribe,

irri),

a collection of living

i.e.

But the Asaphic character
1 Sam. xviii. 18).
which is also manifest in other points, is opposed
This style of Psalm is fond of the comparito this rendering.
son of Israel to a flock, so that also in lxxiv. 19 yiS nTl signifies nothing else than "the creatures [_Gethier, collective] of
Thy poor, Thy poor creatures." This use of n>n is certainly
(cf. ".n,

beings

of this Psalm,

peculiar; but not so remarkable as

if

by the "creatures

God" we had to understand, with Hupfeld,
xvi.).
The avoiding of nana on account of
22) which

(lxxiii.

account for

moving
vii.

it

;

DTI,

in

We

midst of Carrael

:

lib

side

:

is

is

it

according to Mic.

called a flock dwelling in a

God brought

it

sufficient to

merely the notion of

wood

in the

to pass, that the flock cf

although sorely persecuted, nevertheless continued

inhabit the land.
ver.

is

therefore are to explain

14, where Israel

Israel,

there

££>ov
}

life.

the idea of brutum

inseparable from this word,

is

didst prepare for

Thou

i.e.

Thy

by

Thy

possessions

and Thy

xliii.

16, 1

Chron.

39, to

^V

to

in

foes on every

Thy goodness,
Thy poor people

poor with

didst regale or entertain

with

xii.

Canaan.

as in ver. 15, refers to

the ecclesia pressa surrounded

is

Thou

Elohim,

PI3,

of

the quails (Ex. eh.

blessings.

make ready

^>

as in Gen.
and therefore

pari,

to eat,

naiD as in lxv. 12, 'n am, Jer. xxxi. 12.
It
would be quite inadmissible, because tautological, to refer pan
to the land according to lxv. 10 (Ewald), or even to the desert
(Olshausen), which the description has now left far behind.
to entertain

;

Vers. 12-15.

The

futures that

now

follow are no longer

to be understood as referring to previous history
they no
^nger alternate with preterites. Moreover the transition
;

to

14 shows that the poet here
present time and circumstances into
the

tne language of address in ver.

from his
and the introduction of the divine name ^x after
Elohim has been used eleven times, is an indication of a new

looks forth

future

;
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commencement.
The prosperous condition in which God
places His church by giving it the hostile powers of the world
as a spoil is depicted.
The noun "l£X, never occurring in the
genitival relationship, and never with a suffix, because the
specific character of the form would be thereby obliterated,
always denotes an important utterance, more particularly God's
word of promise (lxxvii. 9), or His word of power (Hab. iii. 9),
which is represented elsewhere as a mighty voice of thunder
(lxviii.

34, Isa. xxx. 30), or a trumpet-blast (Zech.

the present instance

it is

the

ix.

14)

new

state of things

in

The

suddenly changes the condition of His oppressed church.
entirely

;

word of power by which the Lord
which

this

omnipotent behest as

it

were conjures into existence is presented to the mind in ver.
125: the women who proclaim the tidings of victory a great
host.
Victory and triumph follow upon God's ">»K, as upon
His creative W. The deliverance of Israel from the army of

—

Pharaoh, the deliverance out of the hand of Jabin by the
defeat of Sisera, the victory of Jephthah over the Ammonites,

and the victorious single combat of David with Goliath were
celebrated by singing women.
God's decisive word shall also
like Miriam (Mirjam)
forth
this
time,
and
of
the
evangelists,
go
and Deborah, there shall be a great host.
Ver. 13 describes the subject of this triumphant exultation.
Hupfeld regards vers. 13-15 as the song of victory itself, the
fragment of an ancient triumphal ode (epinihion) reproduced
here ; but there is nothing standing in the way that should
forbid our here regarding these verses as a direct continuation

The

of ver. 12.

''hosts"

are

the

numerous well-equipped

armies which the kings of the heathen lead forth to the battle
The unusual expression " kings of
against the people of God.
hosts" sounds very
thesis to the

much

like

an ironically disparaging

the Lord, interposes, and they are obliged to

they go, to

anti-

customary "Jahve of Hosts" (Bottcher).

retreat,

and

flee,

He,

staggering as

that, as the anadiplosis (cf.

Judg.

v. 7,

20) depicts, far away, in every direction. The fut. energicum with its wfe'ma-accentuation gives intensity to the pictorial
xix.

expression.
spoils.

The

fi]3 1"M,

at

home (Judg.

It

is

victors then turn

homewards laden with

here in a collective sense,
v.

is

the wife

who

rich

stays

24) while the husband goes forth to battle.

not: the ornament

(nij

as in Jer. vi. 2) of the house,
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LXX, Vulgate,

6) of the house,

r,

oIkovP 6<;.

The

dividing of

meant here

the spoil elsewhere belongs to the victors; what is
that have fallen
is the distribution of the portions of the spoil
which is
to the individual victors, the further distribution of

housewife (Judg. v. 30 sq., 2 Sam. i. 24). Ewald
recognises in vers. 14 sq. the words of an ancient song of

left for the

now

136

victory; but ver.

is

The
and he here
the people who are victorious by the

unsuitable to introduce them.

lano-uao-e of address in ver.

describes the condition of

14

is

who again

help of their God, and

the poet's own,

dwell peaceably in the land

EX passes out of the hypothetical signification
The
the temporal, as e.g. in Job xiv. 14 (vid. on lix. 16.)

after the war.
into

lying

down among

the sheep-folds (D'J?Bip

=

DTI3PD,

BB!P,

cf.

DBC'D, the staked-in folds or pens consisting of hurdles standing

two by two over against one another)

is

an emblem of thriving

peace, which (like vers. 8, 28) points back to Deborah's song,

Judg.

Gen.

v. 16, cf.

Just such a time

xlix. 14.

now

also

by

rich

silver

and

is

before Israel, a time of peaceful prosperity enhanced

Everything shall glitter and gleam with
is God's turtle-dove, Ixxiv. 19, cf. lvi.

spoils.

gold.

Israel

11, xi. 11.

Hence

new circumstances

the

of ease

1,

Hos.

vii.

and comfort

are likened to the varied hues of a dove disporting itself in the

wings are as though overlaid with silver (nam, not
fern. Niph. as predicate to *B?3, cf. 1 Sam.
iv. 15, Mic. iv. 11, i. 9; Ew. § 317, a), therefore like silver
wings (cf. Ovid, Metam. ii. 537 Niveis argentea pennis Ales) ;
and its pinions with gold-green,f and that, as the reduplicated
sun.

Its

3. prcet.,

but part.

:

* " Hauselire" says he,

ment of the house

;

is

the housewife or matron as being the adornFrau und Dame, a lecture bearing upon

vid. F. Dietrich,

the history of language (1864), S. 13.

"

Arabian poets also call the dove U,«]] the greenish
f Ewald remarks,
yellow, golden gleaming one, vid. Kosegarten, Clirestom. p. 156 5."
But
this Arabic poetical word for the dove signifies rather the ash-green whity
Nevertheless the signification greenish for the
blackish one.

Hebrew

p-\py

is

established.

Barteuoro, on Negaim

xi. 4, calls

the colour of the

and I am here reminded of what
of the peacock pnpT
Wetzstein
once told me, that, according to an Arab proverb, the surface of
good
coffee ought to be "like the neck of the dove," i.e. so oily that it
wings

1

;

n-leams
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form implies, with the iridescent or glistening hue of the finest
gold (pin, not dull, but shining gold). Side by side with this
bold simile there appears in ver. 15 an equally bold but contrastive figure, which, turning a step or two backward, likewise
vividly illustrates the results of their God-given victory.
The
suffix of B3 refers to the land of Israel, as in Isa. viii. 21, Ixv. 9.
Jiopv,

according to the usage of the language so far as

preserved to us,

is

not a

common noun

:

it is

now

deep darkness (Tar-

= ^P?),

gum

it is the name of a mountain in Ephraim, the
which Abimelech transported in order to set fire to the
tower of Shechem (Judg. ix. 48 sqq.). The Talmudic literature was acquainted with a river taking its rise there, and also
somewhat frequently mentions a locality bearing a similar
name to that of the mountain. The mention of this mountain
may in a general way be rendered intelligible by the consideration that, like Shiloh (Gen. xlix. 10), it is situated about in
the centre of the Holy Land.* J ??'\i signifies to bring forth

trees of

,

snow, or even, like ^Mi\, to become snow-white
not a word descriptive of colour, like P?? n
is

fens?

1.

3,

Amos

plained
§

1'BHBa, iXtto

and not
iv. 7,

from

iii.

6)

;

it

.

this Hipli.

is

Since the protasis

intended to be impersonal

and the voluntative form

is

(cf.

ex-

use in apodoses of hypothetical protases (Ges.

It indicates the issue to which,

128, 2).

the other,

its

Mic.

is

;

must and

shall

come.

on the supposition of

The words

are therefore to be

a peacock. A way for the transition from green to grey in
aurak as the name of a colour is already, however, opened up in post,_
biblical Hebrew, when to frighten any one is expressed by tWB p lin,

like the eye of

The intermediate notion is that of fawn colour, i.e.
In the Talmud the plumage of the full-grown dove is

Genesis Rabbet, 47a.

yellowish grey.
called

mnr and

ainv, Chullin, 226.

In Tosifta Para, ch. viii., a river of the name of )1D7Xn miV is mentioned, the waters of which might not be used in preparing the water of
expiation (nNOI"l ''D), because they were dried up at the time of the war,
and thereby hastened the defeat of Israel (viz. the overthrow of Barcochba).
*

Griitz (Geschichte der Juden, iv. 157, 459 f.) sees in it the Naliar Arstif,
which flows down the mountains of Ephraim past Bethar into the MediThe village of Zalmon occurs in the Mishna, Jebamoth xvi. 6,
terranean.
The Jerusalem Gemara (Maaseroth i. 1) gives preand frequently.
eminence to the carob-trees of Zalmsna side by side with those of Shitta

a-jd Gadara.
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and the snowing is either
it snows on Zalmon
an emblem of the glistening spoil that falls into their hands in
such abundance, or it is a figure of the becoming white, whether
albi ossibus
from bleached bones (cf. Virgil, JEn. v. 865
scopuli; xii. 36: campi ossibus albent ; Ovid, Fasti i. 558:
humanis ossibus albet humus) or even from the naked corpses
rendered: then

;

:

(2

Sam.

Whether we

19, !?bn ^-nios"^}?).

i.

of comparison to

lie in

consider the point

the spoil being abundant as the flakes

of snow, and like to the dazzling snow in brilliancy, or in the
white pallid corpses, at any rate pEyV3 is not equivalent to
)iD^>V?3, but what follows " when the Almighty scatters kings

therein"

Zalmon

is

is

illustrated

by Zalmon

In the one case

itself.

represented as the battle-ground

(cf. ex. 6), in

the

other (which better corresponds to the nature of a wooded

mountain) as a place of concealment.
favours the latter

;

cause a compact whole
ceived of as such

—

— and

to fly far

from the

protasis

'iJl

and Zalmon

spoil that is

"the kings"

the host of

asunder into

10, cf. the Niph. in Ezek. xvii. 21).
in all directions,

The

fenaa

for KHj? signifies to spread wide apart, to

many

The

glitters,

as

is

con-

parts (Zech.

ii.

hostile host disperses
it

dropped by those who

were with snow,
flee.

Homer

also

357-361) likens the mass of assembled helmets,
shields, armour, and lances to the spectacle of a dense fall of
snow. In this passage of the Psalm before us still more than
in Homer it is the spectacle of the fallen and far seen glistening snow that also is brought into the comparison, and not
merely that which is falling and that which covers everything
(yid. Iliad, xii. 277 sqq.).
The figure is the pendant of the
{Iliad,

xix.

figure of the dove.*

* Wetzstein gives a different explanation (Reise in den heiden Traclwnen
urn das Haurdngebirge in the Zeitschrift fiir allgem. Erdkunde, 1859, S.
" Then fell snow on Zalmon, i.e. the mountain clothed itself in a
198).

und

Auy one who
has been in Palestine knows how very refreshing is the spectacle of the
distant mountain-top capped with snow.
The beauty of this poetical
bright garment of light in celebration of this joyous event.

figure is

enhanced by the fact that Zalmon (^l+lli), according to

its

ety-

mology, signifies a mountain range dark and dusky, either from shade,
The laat would well suit the mountains of Hauian,
forest, or black rock.

among which Ptolemaeus
tain (according to

(p. 365 and 370, Ed. Wilberg) mentions a mounone of the various readings) 'Affatycanoj."

;
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This victory of Israel over the kings of the

Gentiles gives the poet the joyful assurance that Zion
inaccessible dwelling-place of Elohim, the

The mention

hosts.

He

mountains.

of Zalraon leads

God

him

is

the

of the heavenly-

to

mention other

uses the mountains of Bashan as an

emblem

powers east of Jordan.
These stand over
against the people of God, as the mighty mountains of Bashan
of

the

hostile

rising in steep, only slightly flattened peaks, to

In the land on

Zion.

this

side

little

hill-like

Jordan the limestone and

chalk formation with intermingled strata of sandstone pre-

dominates

the mountains of Bashan, however, are throughout

;

and more particularly basalt
which has apparently taken its name from Bashan
(Basan).* As a basalt range the mountains of Bashan are
conspicuous among other creations of God, and are therefore
called "the mountain of Elohim :" the basalt rises in the form
of a cone with the top lopped off, or even towers aloft like so
many columns precipitous and rugged to sharp points ; hence
the mountains of Bashan are called E^— "in, i.e. a mountain
range (for "in, as is well known, signifies both the single eminence
a many-peaked
and the range of summits) of many peaks
mountain ; JJ2J is an adjective like }3jn, ?J!pK. With this boldly

Volcanic, consisting of slag, lava,
(basanites),

=

formed mass

of rock so gloomily majestic, giving the impression

of antiquity and of invincibleness,

when compared with

the

ranges on the other side of unstable porous limestone and softer
formations, more particularly with Zion, it is an emblem of the

powers standing over against the people of God
and seemingly invincible colossus. The poet
asks these mountains of Bashan " why," etc. % Ifl is explained

world and

its

as a threatening

from the Arabic &e,, which,

in accordance with its root

^j,

signifies to cleave firmly to a place (Jirmiter inhcesit loco), pro-

perly used of a beast of prey couching

down and lying in wait
enemy in ambush

the catch, and of an

for prey, of a hunter on
hence then to lie in wait for, lurk, iveSpevew, craftily, insidiose
(whence rdsid, a lier-in-wait, tarrassud, an ambush), here to
regard enviously, invidiose. In Arabic, just as in this instance,
it is construed as a direct transitive with an accusative of the
:

:

* This
basalt

;

is all

in Syria

VOL. IL

the more probable as Semitiam has no proper word for
called hag'ar aswad, " black stone."

it is

W

—
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whereas the original signification would lead one to look
W), which does also really occur
Olewejored is placed by D^jSJ, but
in the common Arabic.
what follows is not, after all, the answer: "the mountain
Elohim has chosen it as the seat of His throne," but "inn is the
object,

for a dative of the object (?

Quare invidiose observatis,
monies caeuminosi, huno montem (BeiKTiKW that Zion yonder),

object of the interrogative clause

:

:

quern, etc. (an attributive clause after a determinate substantive,

as in Hi. 9, Ixxxix. 50,

and many other instances, contrary

Now

the Arabic rule of style).

to

for the first time, in ver. 17c,

is boastfully and defiantly contrasted with
the proud mountains: " Jahve will also dwell for ever;" not

follows that which

only that Elohim has chosen Zion as the seat of His throne,
will also

it

continue to be the seat of His throne, Jahve will con-

Grace is superior to nature,
and the church superior to the world, powerful and majestic as
this may seem to be.
Zion maintains its honour over against
the mountains of Bashan.
Ver. 18 now describes the kind of God, so to speak, who
sits enthroned on Zion.
The war-chariots of the heavenly
tinue to dwell [there] for ever.

hosts are here collectively called 23n, as in 2
ayi3"i

(with Dechi, not Olewejored)

is

Kings

vi. 17.

a dual from HiaT; and

an abstract noun equivalent to rn:n (from which
Vl~\), a myriad, consequently DID 3 "!,
comes the apocopated ia"i
two myriads, or a contracted plural out of niX3"i, Ezra ii. 69,
this is either

=

therefore the dual of a plural (like ffniain, D;nirv6)

and

nite plurality of myriads,

:

an

indefi-

doubled (Hofmann).

this again

"With this sense, in comparison with which the other

is

poor

harmonizes the expression }SW 'S^K, thousands
of repetition (aira^ \eyofi.
|W), i.e. thousands and again thousands, numberless, incalculable thousands; cf. the other and

and meagre,

also

=

synonymous expression

in

Dan.

vii.

10.*

It is intended to

* Tradition (Targum, Saadia, and Abulwalid) takes
|X3B» forthwith as
a synonym of -\ybo, an angel.
So also the LXX. (Jerome) :
X '^'^'-s
ivSwavuTOu (ti»B>= pHW), and Symmachus, %i*t«.hs fooiWai/ (from
nxt}>?).

The stem-word

is,

however, n:f, just as

also

formed from a singular that

this

from

njK>,

.-G

(cf. |2

is

to

D;JE>,

Arabic thinan, ithn&n,

be assumed,

from ru3, (Jj).

viz. vg,

J

(

A\)

is

g^ft
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give a conception of the "hosts" which Elohirn Is to set in
array against the " kings of hosts," i.e. the martial power of the
kingdom of the world, for the protection and for the triumph of

His own people.
in 2 Kings ii. 11,
is

Chariots of
vi.

angelic forces that

Him

surround

i.e.

He

lias

present with them.

It

they are round about Him,

xli.

why

clear

sides in

(with

''j'lX

them (cf. Isa. xlv. 14),
them with Him (Jer.

now becomes

make themselves visible. They
many myriads, in countless
Beth raphatum*), the Lord is among

thus

on both

D3

thousands,

and horses of fire appear
in Dan. vii. 10 it

fire

17 as God's retinue;

15),

Sinai

is

and

is

mentioned,

viz.

because at the

giving of the Law Jahve revealed Himself on Sinai surrounded
by " ten thousands of saints " (Deut. xxxiii. 2 sq.). But in

what sense

is it

mentioned

the spiritual eye
earlier times,

now

Zion, the poet means, presents to

?

a spectacle such as Sinai presented in the

although

even

Sinai

does

not belong to the

the mountains :f God halts there with His angel
host as a protection and pledge of victory to His people. The
giants

among

yoo

conjectures

We

must

fcO

and

either render

WDD
it

:

03 (Hitzig) are of no use

Sinai

is

in the sanctuary,

were transferred into the sanctuary of Zion
in holiness,

i.e. it

;

or

:

to us.

i.e.

a Sinai

as

it

is it

presents a spectacle such as Sinai presented

when God by His appearing surrounded

it

with holiness.

The

use of the expression Kn'pa in ver. 25, lxxvii. 14, Ex. xv. 11,
decides in favour of the latter rendering.

vii. 8, xlvii. 6,

19 the Psalm changes to prayer. According to
Di"lE>p appears to be the height of heaven ; but

since in vers.

16-18 Zion

With

ver.

is

spoken of as Jahve's inaccessible

dwelling-place, the connection points to
cf.

Ezek.

* This
Ezek.

xxiii.

xvii.

is

23, xx. 40.

]i

5

V

d™>

Moreover the

Jer. xxxi. 12,

preterites,

which

one of the three passages (the others being Isa. ixxiv. 11,
cf. Ew. § 93, I) in which the dageshing of the opening

42

;

word is given up after a soft final consonant, when
the words are connected by a conjunctive accent or Makkeph.
" Of all mountains Sinai
t Cf. the epigram in Sadi's Garden of Roses,
mute

of the following

the smallest, and yet the greatest in rank and worth in the estimation of
On the words £hp3 ijiq which follow we may to a certain
etc.
extent compare the name of honour given to it in Arabic, tur m'ana, " Sinai
is

God,"

of pensiveness " (Pertsch, Die persischen Handschriflen der Gothaer Bibliothek, 1859, S. 24).

;

2G0
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under other circumstances we should be obliged to take as promost natural explanation as a retrospective
glance at David's storming of " the stronghold of Zion" (2 Sam.
v. 6-10) as the deed of Jahve Himself.
But we should exceed
phetic, thus find their

the bounds of legitimate historical interpretation

Diss ni:no nnpb
6), those

to the

bondmen

Gibeonites, Josh.

Netldnim, Ezra

viii.

20

of the sanctuary after the
23.

ix.

The Beth
men,

stantia: gifts consisting of

msa

of

is

by referring

(cf.

Num.

manner

xvii.

of the

not Beth sub-

so that these themselves are

D. Michaelis, Ewald), but the expression
lxxviii. 60, 2 Sam. xxiii. 3, Jer.

the thing given (J.

signifies inter homines, as in

xxxii. 20.

One
"ui

;

Diisp

JV?5?

mentions the ascending of the triumphant

^tf rpap (cf. Judg. v. 12), the subjugation of the enemy
the receiving of the gifts betokening homage and

nn^

allegiance (Deut. xxviii. 38,

presented to

He

Him

since

He

and frequently), which have been

has taken possession of Zion,

—

there

enthroned henceforth over men, and receives gifts like
to the tribute which the vanquished bring to the victor.
These
sits

He

has received among men, and even (1K\, atque etiam, as in
Lev. xxvi. 39-42) among the rebellious ones. Or does a new
independent clause perhaps begin with Q^.ip *1S1? This point
will

be decided by the interpretation of the words that follow.

Side by side with an infinitive with

?

expressing a purpose, the

one following noun (here a twofold name) has the assumption
against it of being the subject.
Is Dt6k rp then consequently
the object, or

is it

an apostrophe?

guage of address, then the

If

it

definition

be taken as the lanof

the purpose, psh,
ought, as not being suited to what immediately precedes, to
refer

back

to n>bv

;

but this word

is

too far

fore, the construction of D^nta rv with

apparently intended (Ewald, Hupfeld)

:

off.
Thus, therepc6, as its object, is
and even the rebellious

are to dwell (Ges. § 132, rem. 1) with Jali Elohim
(accus. as
in v. 5, and frequently).
This interpretation is also the one
most generally adopted among the old expositors. The
Tareum

and even the rebellious who turn and repent,
even
upon them will the Shechina of the glory of Jah
Elohim
descend and dwell the Syriac version and even the
rebellious
will ("not" is probably to be crossed out) dwell
before God
and Jerome insuper et non credentes
(snlttJ Dip jnosO
inltabitare Dominium Deum.
Thus Theodoret also understands
renders

:

:

;

;

:

the
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LXX. and of Aquila: " Thou hast not regarded their former disobedience, but notwithstanding their
versions of the

rebellion hast

auTou?

Thou

olicr\Tr\piov

continually been gracious to

oIkuov

airicftrjvas;."

The

them

e&j?

expression, however,

sounds too grand to have "the rebellious ones" as its subject,
and more particularly in view of ver. 7.
Hence we take
D Tlto

^

with

D^a

:

and even among rebellious ones (hast

Thou

received gifts), or: and even rebellious ones (give Thee);
and ]2W? as a clause denoting the purpose, followed by the

subject (as

e.g.

in 2

Sam.

xix. 20)

may dwell, i.e. continue to dwell
The first half of the Psalm

in order that

:

Jah Elohim

(as in ver. 17, cf. Isa. lvii. 15).

ends here. With the words
Jah Elohim the Psalm has reached a summit upon which it
takes

its rest.

God

has broken forth on behalf of His people

He now triumphs over

against their enemies, and

and on behalf
Elohim arising is the rise of the
final glory, and His becoming manifest as Jah Elohim is its
Paul (Eph. iv. 8) gathers up the meaning of ver. 19,
zenith.
without following the LXX., in the following manner ava/3as
of men.

The circumstance

of

:

{n|ro?

et?

rjvjia\a>Tev(Tev

ai^aXaxnav

kol

eScoice

Bofiara to??

Might he perhaps have had the Targum, with
avOpcoirois.
which the Syriac version agrees, in his mind at the time NPOiV
NKO vni> JjriD jirrp?
He interprets in the light and in the sense
For the ascension of Elohim in
of the history that realizes it.
its historical fulfilment is none other than the ascension of
This latter was, however, as the Psalm describes it, a
Christ.
triumphal procession (Col. ii. 15) and what the Victor has
:

;

gained over the powers of darkness and of death, He has gained
not for His own aggrandisement, but for the interests of men.
It

is

D1X3

niJPip, gifts

He now

which

which benefit even the erring ones.

distributes

among men, and

So the

apostle takes the

words, inasmuch as he changes e'Xa/3e? into e'oWe.
are the charismata which

The

gifts

come down from the Exalted One

upon His church.* It is a distribution of gifts, a dispensing of
blessing, which stands related to His victory as its primary
cause ; for as Victor He is also the possessor of blessing, His
* In this respect Ps.

lxviii.

Dominica Pentecostes, just as
the second Shabuoth day.

it is

is

the most appropriate Psalm for the

also, in the

Jewish

ritual,

the Psalm of

:;
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gifts are as

it

were the

He

spoils of the victory

The

death, and Satan.*

sin,
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apostle

is

the

has gained over

more warranted

in

what follows is celebrated as
This praise in the histhe Lord who also brings out of death.
torical fulfilment applies to Him, who, as Theodoret observes
on ver. 21, has opened up the prison-house of death, which for
this interpretation, since

us had no

Elohim

in

and burst the brazen doors, and broken asunder

exit,

the iron bolts,f viz. to Jesus Christ,

who now

has the keys of

Death and of Hades.

Now

Vers. 20-28.

begins the second circuit of the

hymn.

Comforted by the majestic picture of the future that he has
beheld, the poet returns to the present, in which Israel is still
oppressed, but yet not forsaken by God. The translation follows
the accentuation, regular and in accordance with the sense,
which has been restored by Baer after Heidenheim, viz. ^"IX
has Zarha, and UP DBV' Oleivejored preceded by the sub-distinctive Rebia parvum ; it is therefore
Benedictus Dominator
qaotidie bajulat nobis,
with which the Targum, Kashi, and
Kimchi agree.f D1?V, like NBO and P?p, unites the significations
to lay a burden upon one (Zech. xii. 3, Isa. xlvi. 1, 3), and to
carry a burden
with PJ> it signifies to lay a burden upon any
:

—

;

one, here with P to take
it for

that
bear,

him.

is

for

any one and

to bear

is

inasmuch as

herself

up a burden

the burden or pressure of the hostile world
meant, which the Lord day by day helps His church to
It

is

He

so feeble.

is ?!<n

of the sentence,

is

mighty by His strength

The
:

divine

God

is

name

in

her who of

PX, as being the subject

our salvation.

The music

again strikes in forte, and the same thought that

is

here

emphasized

* Just so Holeinann in the second division of his Bibelstudien
(1861)
whereas to Hofmann (Schriftbeweis, ii. 482 ff.) the New Testament application of the citation from the Psalm is differently brought about because
he
refers neither f.x^a^Uivatv alx^a^mia.n nor xari/in tis ra. xaTmifa.
pipv
i 7/K yK to the descent of the Lord into Hades.
t Just so that portion of the Gospel of Nicodemus that treats of Christ's
descent into Hades vid. Teschendorf, Evangelia Apocryph. (1853) n
307
t According to the customary accentuatiou the second Q}i has Merclia
or Oleivejored, and U^TDipiP, Mugrash. But this Mugrash has the
position
of the accents of the Silluk-member against it; for although it does
exceptionally occur that two conjunctives follow Mugrash (Accentsystem
xvii.
§ 5), yet these cannot in any case be Mahpacli sarkatum and Illui.
;
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by the music

In its turn, is also

heightened expression

God

:

The

many

the

repeated in ver. 21a with

us a

is to

us help in rich abundance.
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God

nijJK'to^

who

grants

pluralet. denotes not so

much

single proofs of help, as the riches of rescuing

power

and grace.

In ver. 21b T\)W corresponds to the M^

not to be construed

rmh

hiNi'in

outgoings to death (Bottcher),
shall not fall a

:

i.e.

prey to death.

for

;

it

is

Jahve's, the Lord, are the

He

command

that one

niNXin, the parallel

word to

can

I11WD, signifies, and it is the most natural meaning, the escapings tW, evadere, as in 1 Sam. xiv. 41, 2 Kings xiii. 5, Eccles.
;

vii.

18.

In Jahve's power are means of deliverance for death, i.e.
who are already abandoned to death. With

^

even for those

a joyously assuring inference

The

to Israel.

that

K^T

is

drawn from that which God

is

parallelism of the correctly divided verse shows

here, as in ex.

6, signifies

caput in the literal sense,

and not in the sense of princeps. The hair-covered scalp is
mentioned as a token of arrogant strength, and unhumbled and
impenitent pride, as in Deut. xxxii. 42, and as the Attic Ko/xav

The

directly signifies to strut along, give one's self airs.
tival construction is

The form
45.

Num.

of expression refers back to

If

~ii?tf ~lp~lp

member

of the body)

of the words does not in itself forbid this (cf.

In

iii.

;

the order

8 with Deut.

23 the poet hears a divine utter" From Bashan will I
bring back from the eddies of the sea (from
ver.

ance, or records one that he has heard

bring back, I will

= ??¥,

so

but would require a different arrangement in order

to avoid ambiguity.

&¥

and

to Jer.

be an object, then E'XT ought also to

be a second object (that of the
xxxiii. 11),

xxiv. 17,

primary passage very similarly

to speak inflects this
xlviii.

geni-

the same as in Isa. xxviii. lb, xxxii. 13b.

to whiz, rattle

abysses of the sea."

;

:

to whirl, eddy),

Whom ? When

i.e.

the depths or

after the destruction of

Jerusalem a ship set sail for Rome with a freight of distinguished
and well-formed captives before whom was the disgrace of
prostitution, they all

threw themselves into the

sea,

comforting

themselves with this passage of Scripture (Gittin 57b,

Rabbathi 66a).

which has
* So

They

Israel as its

also the

cf.

Eclia

therefore took ver. 23 to be a promise
objefct ; * but the clause expressing a

Targum, which understands the promise to refer to the
who have been eaten by wild beasts and

restoration of the righteous
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purpose, ver. 24, and the paraphrase in Amos ix. 2
that the foes of Israel are conceived of as its object.

sq.,

snow

Even

if

these have hidden themselves in the most out-of-the-way places,
God will fetch them back and make His own people the execu-

His

tioners of

upon them.

justice

expectation is that the
southernly direction, and

The

flight of the defeated foes will take a

that they will hide themselves in the primeval forests of Bashan,

and

still

farther southward in the depths of the sea,

Dead Sea

(D' as in Isa. xvi. 8,

2 Chron. xx. 2).

the hiding in the forests of the mountainous

i.e.

of the

Opposite to

Bashan stands the

hiding in the abyss of the sea, as the extreme of remoteness,
that which

The

first

is

in itself impossible being

assumed

of the clause expressing the purpose, ver. 24,
easy and pleasing if we read firin (LXX.,

becomes more
Syriac, and Vulgate, ut intingatur), according
which fncn, according
is still

in blood.

to Chajug', is transposed), after Isa.

stands,

}'™?j7*

to this rendering than tna.

equivalent to

is

enemies), and D"ia *pjn

used like

^i^o

pedem tuam

As

Qvnon (them,

the text
viz.

the

an adverbial clause (setting or plungIt is, however, also possible that f*no

is

ing thy foot in blood).
is

lxiii.

more natural (Hitzig): that thy foot may redden itself
This is certainly somewhat tame, and moreover B^o

would be better suited

now

So
fonn (from

to Iviii. 11.

far as the letters are concerned, the conjecture

1,

as possible.

member

(yehementer

commovere)

:

ut concutias

s.

Can it now be that in ver. 2ib
from among the number of the enemies the one who goes about
glorying in his sins, the Vf) kclt'c^v (cf. Isa. xi.
4, Hab. iii.
13, and other passages), is brought prominently forward by Viae?
Hardly so ; the absence of p% (lambat) cannot be tolerated,
cf.
agites

in sanguine.

drowned in the sea (Midrash
f^D = WIN >W pao) of. also the things
from the time of the Khaliphs in Jost's Geschichte
des Judenthums
ii. 399, and Gratz' Gesch. der Juden,
v. 347.
* The Gaja of the first dosed syllable warns
one to make a proper
pause
upon it, in order that the guttural of the second, so apt
to be slurred ovor
may be distinctly pronounced cf. nnan, 1x7. 5
:

;

related

'

;

;

prnn,

ciii

with the sibilants at the beginning of the second syllable
j""uic, ee.g.
n
,,
7
,
l. 11, in accordance with which,
xiv. 1, liii. 2, we must
.

.

uiynm.

m

1%

g(j

,....:

fc\t."Hfl,

^

n
Gen.

write 'I'rvT-n

?
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Kings

xxi. 19, xxii. 38.

W3D back

refer

times perhaps

by

side

to fiVO (a

i"UO,

It is more natural, with Simonis, to
word which is usually fern., but somexxii.

side with 13BD only

263, b), to take
after the

lxiii.

masc,

is

form

is

now

occurs anywhere else (Ew.

pars ejus

(\0

from

of the same meaning as
which Hnpfeld also decides.

J3, in, J'p,

11), in favour of

What

16, Prov. xxvi. 28); and, since

W30

in the signification

it

2G5
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described in vers. 25-28,

is

]?0

§

=

rnD, ^3p,

not the rejoicing

over a victory gained in the immediate past, nor the rejoicing
over the earlier deliverance at the
celebration

when

redemptive work of its
14, Hab. iii. 6, niavn appears

enemy ; but what

God

is

Sea, but Israel's joyful

to

be God's inarch against the

follows shows that the

intended, after

festival of victory

Bed

have experienced the avenging and
God and King. According to lxxvii.

shall

it

He

pompa

magnified of

has overcome the enemy.

Israel's

looked upon as a triumphal procession of

is

God Himself, the King, who governs in holiness, and has now
subjugated and humbled the unholy world; KHpa as in ver. 18.
The rendering "in
sage, but
ject of

the sanctuary"

Ex. xv. 11, Ps.

1N"i is all

is

very natural in this pas-

lxxvii. 14, are against

the world,

more

it.

The

sub-

especially those of the heathen

who have escaped the slaughter. The perfect signifies they
have seen, just as W^Sl, they have occupied the front position.
Singers head the procession, after them pnXj* an adverb as in
Gen. xxii. 13, Ex. v. 1) players upon citherns and harps (C333,
participle to t.3?), and on either side virgins with timbrels
:

(Spanish

adiife)

tion of e (cf.

It

is

;

niasin, apocopated part. Poel with the reten-

n^ipitJ'j

cvii. 9),

from

fjSPi,

to strike the f\h (,_jj).

a retrospective reference to the song at the Sea,

now

which Miriam and the women of Israel
saug amidst the music of timbrels. The deliverance which is
now being celebrated is the counterpart of the deliverance out
of Egypt.
Songs resound as in ver. 27, " in gatherings of the
again

come

into life,

* This iriN, according to B. Nedarim 37J, is a so-called ansiD "1105?
sopherim (sofrim) who watched over the faithful
preservation of the text having removed the reading "UlNl, so natural
according to the sense, here as in Gen. xviii. 5, xxiv. 55, Num. xxxi. 2, and
(ablatio scribaruni), the

marked

it

as not genuine.
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congregation (and, so to speak, in full choirs) praise ye Elolnm.
(D^npo, xxvi. 12) is the plural to ^i? (xxii. 23), which

ni^D

»er.
forms none of its own (cf. post-biblical riipnp from <*??)$).
276 is abridged from i>sob» TipDD DDK "le's?" 'JIN 1313, praise ye
in
the Lord, ye who have Israel for your fountainhead.
'J"
here
the
Israel is
accordance with the sense, has Mugrash.
name of the patriarch, from whom as from its fountainhead
the nation has spread itself abroad; cf. Isa. xlviii. 1, li. 1, and
1

as to the syntax *|B», those

12.

who descend from

In the festive assembly

sented

by

all

Two

their princes.

king, the

first

to the

sq.), lay

each from the southern and

Out

of

royal victor over the Gentiles

jamin, according to

ing

lviii.

the tribes of Israel are repre-

Benjamin was Israel's
and in Benthe promise (Dent, xxxiii. 12) and accord-

northern tribes are mentioned.
first

thee, Isa.

*?.,

;

accounts of the boundaries (Josh,

the sanctuary of Israel.

xviii. 16 sq., xv. 7
Thus, therefore, the tribe

which, according both to order of birth (Gen.

xliii. 29 sqq.)
and numbers (1 Sam. ix. 21),
was " little," was honoured beyond the others.* Judah, however, came to the throne in the person of David, and became for
ever the royal tribe.
Zebulun and Naphtali are the tribes highly

and

also extent of jurisdiction

praised in Deborah's song of victory (Judg. v. 18, cf. iv. 6) on
account of their patriotic bravery. Dli, giving no sense when

taken from the well-known verb DY),
is

consequently equivalent to

ruling them

tir\ (cf.

falls

Lam.

back upon
i.

iTTi,

and

13), subduing or

according to the sense, equivalent to 01 rrii (1
2 Chron. viii. 10), like D.W}, not " their
leader up," but o avayaycov avTovs, Isa. lxiii. 11, not
DjV'li

Kings

;

v. 30, ix. 23,

=

(like DiVl'ty, D'7$5i),

subduers.

which would signify their subduer or

The verb

their

r\T\

elsewhere to subjugate, oppress, hold
down by force, Ezek. xxxiv. 4, Lev. xxv. 53, is here used of
the peaceful occupation of the leader who maintains the order
}

of a stately and gorgeous procession.
For the reference to the
enemies, " their subduer," is without any coherence.
But to
render the parallel word onari "their (the enemies') stoning"

(Hengstenberg, Vaihinger, and others, according to Bottcher's
* Tertullian calls the Apostle Paul, -with reference to his
name and his
Benjamitish origin, parvus Benjamin, just as Augustiue calls the

poetess of

the Magnificat, nostra tympanistria.

'
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" Prolen"),

to say nothing more, devoid of taste

is,

mean

D31 does not

throw stones with a

to

a judicial procedure.
signification

then

BriDJ"!
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If

congerere,

we

VIII., and

accumulare, after

signifies their closely

=

EJT

with

D3"J

^

-_

.

Op"),

meaning.

variegare, or

(Bottcher),

socius

,

moreover

assign to the verb QJT the primary

x

compacted band, as Jewish

Even

expositors have explained it (DVUp IK D^np).

nect

;

but to stone as

sling,

if

we con-

compare the proper name

we

arrive at

Hupfeld's conjecture BpSM"!

is

much

the same

consequently un-

necessary.

The

Vers. 29-36.

ment and deliverance
29a

ver.

now

poet

and describes the

of Israel,

beyond the domain
Jahve's deed of judg-

looks forth

effects of

The language

in the Gentile world.

of

king (Ixxxvi. 16,
subject, has given Israel

addressed to Israel, or rather to

is

its

God, to whom everything is
and power over the world. Out of the consciousness that He alone can preserve Israel upon this height of
power upon which, it is placed, who has placed it thereon,
ex. 2)
tV,

:

victory

grows the prayer : establish (!WJ? with 1 for U, as is frequently
the case, and with the accent on the ultima on account of the
following Aleph, vid. on vi. 5), Elohim, that which Thou hast

wrought for us
19,

LXX.

tTJJ,

;

roborare, as in Prov.

Bvvdfiaxrov,

Symmachus

viii.

evia^yaov.

28, Eccles.
It

might

vii.

also

be interpreted: show Thyself powerful (cf. ^^, xxi. 14),
Thou who (Isa. xlii. 24) hast wrought for us (?ys as in Isa.
xliii.

13, with

of taking

it

and

precedes,

neuter.

instead of

n&>j>

Isa. Ixiv. 3)

;

Ixii.

12 shows that
still

;

but in the other

more sequentially

1}

n—

WJ> for

JJJ

is

can also represent the

is

is

Ephraimitish style

tbvhy by there
;

for ver.

is

is

(yid.

is

manifestly addressed to

not the language of address to the

king (according to Hitzig, to Jehoshaphat).
prayerful address

n—

an unknown word, and the expres-

"from Thy temple," which
fl^ys

way

what

different rendering: the powerful

in the stat. construct,

Elohim, shows that

feld)

to

which Thou hast given us; but although

xlv. 5), yet

sion

like ?

Hitzig has a

divine help,

on

*?,

the prayer attaches itself

retained in ver. 30.

The language

of

From the words lioTiD

nothing to be transported to ver. 296 (HupThe words

30 would thereby become stunted.
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together are the statement of the starting-point of the oblawhich
tions belonging to ib^i'
starting from Thy temple,
:

soars aloft over Jerusalem,

enthroned

there in the

Holy

may

who

kings bring Thee,

In this connection (of prayer)

lxxvi. 12, Isa. xviii. 7).

Temple may become

expression of the desire that the

sittest

0^

of holies, tributary gifts

as in

the

it is

the zenith

In
or cynosure, and Jerusalem the metropolis, of the world.
this passage, where it introduces the seat of religious worship,
the taking of

p

primary cause, " because or
Temple" (Ewald), is not to be entertained.

as expressing the

on account of Thy
In ver. 31 follows a summons, which
the form

the reed"

in
is

in

this instance is only

which the prediction clothes itself. The " beast of
not the lion, of which sojourn among the reeds is

not a characteristic (although
the Jordan, Jer. xlix. 19,

1.

an emblem of Egypt

makes

it

Ammianus,

dineta Mesopotamia,

xviii. 7,

44, Zech.

xi.

home

its

and

inter arun-

in the thickets of

3).

The

reed

is

in

and it is
therefore either the crocodile, the usual emblem of Pharaoh
and of the power of Egypt (Ezek. xxix. 3, cf. Ps. lxxiv. 13 sq.)
that is meant, or even the hippopotamus (Egyptian p-ehe-mout),
which also symbolizes Egypt in Isa. xxx. 6 (which see), and
itself

more appropriately than the crocoEgypt apthe greatest and most dreaded worldly power.

according to Job.
dile

(D£

"IK'S

(Isa. xxxvi. 6, cf. xix. 6),

xl.

pnn,

pears here as

21

is

Isa. xxvii. 1) called n:|3 n>n.

Elohim is to check the haughty ones who exalt themselves over
and Israel's God. D'T^K, strong ones, are bulls (xxii.
an emblem of the kings and
as
13)
explains itself by the

Israel

;

ty

genit. epexeg. D'BV:

together with (Beth of the accompaniment
as in ver. 316, lxvi. 13, and beside the plur. humanus, Jer. xli.

15) the calves, viz. the peoples, over whom those bulls rule.
the one emblem of Egypt is combined the idea of defiant

With

self-confidence,

and with the other the idea
20 sq.). That which

security (vid. Jer. xlvi.

of comfortable
is

brought pro-

minently forward as the consequence of the menace is moulded
Offing which has
in keeping with these emblems.

been exu t supplex veniat
be taken as a part. fut. (according to the
Arabic

plained by Flaminius substantially correctly
is

intended to

grammar, jj^
J^.,

lit.

:

a predisposed condition).

comprehensively in the singular

(like "Ojf in viii.

9)

Jt

w ith

t]

lus

one
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humbled pride ; for DB*j (cf. Don)
pound, or trample, to knock down, and the
Hithpa. either to behave as a trampling one, Prov. vi. 3, or to
trample upon one's self, i.e. to cast one's self violently upon the
stroke depicts thoroughly
signifies to stamp,

ground.

Others explain it as conculcandum se prcebere ; but
such a meaning cannot be shown to exist in the sphere of the

Hebrew Hithpael; moreover

this "suffering one's self

trampled upon" does not so well

suit the words,

be

to

which require

a more active sense, viz. siprpsna, in which is expressed the
idea that the riches which the Gentiles have hitherto employed

God-opposed worldliness, are now offered to the
who both in outward circumstances and
in heart are vanquished (cf. Isa. lx. 9).
^DS'P (from YT\,
confringere) is a piece of uncoined silver, a bar, wedge, or
ingot of silver.
In *i?3 there is a wide leap from the call "1M
to the language of description.
This rapid change is also to
be found in other instances, and more especially in this dithyrambic Psalm we may readily give up any idea of a change in
in the service of

God

of Israel by those

the pointing, as "VE or

"fl?

(LXX.

StaaKopviaov)

;

1J3, as

it

stands, cannot be imperative (Hitzig), for the final vowel essential

to the imperat. Piel

peoples delighting in war

peace of the world

is

is
;

God

wanting.

war

is

hath scattered the

therefore at an end,

and the

realized.

In ver. 32, the contemplation of the future again takes a
futures follow as the most natural expression
of that which is future. The form VriN), more usually found
different turn

:

in pause, here stands pathetically at the beginning, as in
xii. 6.

D'aDtpn,

compared with the Arabic +&S- (whence

Job
•

^

a nose, a word erroneously denied by Gesenius), would signify
the supercilious, contemptuous (cf
tion of a

proud person who

will

"
.

',.

,,

nasutus, as an appella-

put up with nothing).

the other hand, compared with ***>.,
ones, inasmuch as this verbal stem (root

it

would mean the

(_pj=>-, cf. ITiB'n,

On
fat

2 Sam.

xxii. 12), starting from the primary signification " to be pressed
together," also signifies " to be compressed, become compact,"
i.e.

to regain one's

according

to

the

plumpness, to make flesh and

fat, applied,

usage of the language, to wasted

men and

;
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natnral,

all

magni famulitii,

*J-io-, vir

— a usage which

is

brought about by the
from its

intransitive signification proper to the verb starting

"to become or be angry, to be zealous
about any one or anything," inasmuch as the nomen verbale

radical

signification,

»-_ signifies in the concrete sense a person, or collectively

whose maintenance,

persons, for

keenly

solicitous,

servants,

attendants,

hold

guest-friends

also

;

safety,

and honour one

is

such as the members of the family, houseneighbours,

clients

or

proteges,

a thing which one ardently seeks, and over

the preservation of which one keeps zealous watch (Fleischer).

Here

there does not appear to be any connecting link whatever

some hold for the Hebrew
be more advisable, by comparison of rCETi and

in the Arabic which miglit furnish

hence
l^n, to

it will

understand by

give glory to the

God

by fear before Jahve
to

Elohim,

i.e.

the

D*3DK>n,

guished ones, perillustres.

The

resplendent, most distin-

dignitaries of

Egypt come to

of Israel, and ^Ethiopia, disheartened

(cf.

Hab.

iii.

7), causes

hastens to stretch them out.

his

hands

Thus

to

it is

run

inter-

But if it is VT, why is it not also
Hebrew style, even in connection with

preted by most expositors.

We

r"V?

reply, the

words that stand close beside one another, does not seek to
avoid either the enallage generis (e.g. Job xxxix. 3, 16), or the
enall. numeri (e g. lxii. 5).
But " to cause the hands to run "
is a far-fetched and easily misunderstood figure.
may
avoid it, if, with Bottcher and Olshausen, we disregard the
accentuation and interpret thus, " Cush
his hands cause to

We

—

on in haste (1 Sam. xvii. 17, 2 Chron.
xxxv. 13), to Elohim," viz. propitiating gifts; T"! ? being the
predicate to VT, according to Ges. § 146, 3.
hasten,

i.e.

bring

1

Ver. 33. The poet stands so completely in the midst of this
glory of the end, that soaring onwards in faith over all the
kingdoms of the world, he calls upon them to render praise to
the

God

of Israel.

33

1

!? attaches itself
to the dominating
notion of VV& in ver. 33a.
The heavens of heavens (Deut. x,
14) are by Dip described as primeval (perhaps, following the

order of their coming into existence, as extending back beyond
the heavens that belong to our globe, of the second and fourth

•

PSALM

God

day of Creation).

is

said to ride along in the primeval

heavens of the heavens (Deut.
the cherub

(xviii.

11)

He
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when by means

xxxiii. 26),

extends His operations to

of these infinite distances and heights.

The

rideth along in the heavens of heavens of the

epithet

first

"

in history

rideth along through the steppes" (niTiya

Wp3

\n\

we have

33^

"

who

"He who

called

is

who

beginning

denotes the exalted majesty of the superterrestrial One,

on account of His immanency

of

parts

all

In

ver. 5).

a repetition of the thought expressed above

by ")EN \r\\- what is intended is God's voice of
power, which thunders down everything that contends against

in

ver. 12

Him.

Since in the expression ?ipa

jn3 (xlvi. 7,

voice, according to Ges. § 138, rem. 3, note,

medium

the

self,

of the

of the giving,

making

i.e.

is

Jer.

xii.

8) the

conceived of as

of the giving forth from one's

one's self heard,

we must

take

1)}

?\p

not as

the object (as in the Latin phrase sonitum dare), but as an
apposition : *

He maketh

Himself heard with His
them then give God 1]}, i.e.
render back to Him in praise that acknowledges His omnipotence, the omnipotence which He hath, and of which He gives
abundant proof. His glory ( n }N?) rules over Israel, more parHis power (fy), however,
ticularly as its guard and defence
behold,

voice, a powerful voice.

Thus

let

;

embraces

created things, not the earth merely, but also the

all

loftiest regions of the sky.

The kingdom

of grace reveals the

majesty and glory of His redemptive work (cf. Eph. i. 6), the
kingdom of nature the universal dominion of His omnipotence.
To this call to the kingdoms of the earth they respond in ver.

36

:

" Awful

is

Elohim out

of thy sanctuaries."

are addressed to Israel, consequently

CK^pt?

is

The words

not the heavenly

and earthly sanctuary (Hitzig), but the one sanctuary

in

Jeru-

salem (Ezek. xxi. 7 [2]) in the manifold character of its holy
Commanding reverence
places (Jer. li. 51, cf. Am. vii. 9).

—

such

is

the confession of the Gentile world

—doth Elohim

rule

from thy most holy places, O Israel, the God who hath chosen
The second part of the conthee as His mediatorial people.
the God of Israel giveth power and abundant
fession runs
strength to the people, viz. whose God He is, equivalent to
:

*

ways.

The accentuation does not decide
Cf. xiv. 5, xli. 2,

lviii. 7, lxviii.

;

it

admits of our taking

28, Prov.

xiii.

it

22, xxvii. 1.

in

both

;
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it is
Israel's might in the omnipotence of God
which the Gentile world has experienced, and from which it
All
has deduced the universal fact of experience, ver. 366.
God.
peoples with their gods succumb at last to Israel and its

teyb, xxix. 11.

DWg

^

This confession of the Gentile world closes with
(which is preceded by Mugrash transformed out of Athnach).

That which the psalmist

said in the

name

of Israel in ver. 20,

"Blessed be the Lord," now re-echoes from all the world,
" Blessed be Elohim." The world is overcome by the church
of Jahve, and that not merely in outward form, but spiritually.
The taking up of all the kingdoms of the world into the kingdom of God, this the great theme of the Apocalypse, is also
The first half closed with
after all the theme of this Psalm.
Jahve's

triumphant ascension, the second closes with the
His victory and triumph, which embrace the world

results of

of peoples.

PSALM LXIX.
PRAYER OUT OF THE DEPTH OF AFFLICTION BORNE
FOR THE SAKE OF THE TRUTH.

SAVE me, Elohim, for the waters press upon my life.
3 I have sunk in the mud of the abyss, and there is no standing

2

I

am

fallen into the depths of the waters

and a flood over-

flowed! me.

my

4 I am wearied by

Mine eyes have
5 More than the

calling,

I

who

hairs of

my

failed,

my

throat

wait for

parched,

is

my

God.

head are those who hate

me

without a cause,

Numerous

are

That which I

my

destroyers,

stole not,

6 Elohim, Thou knowest of
7

mine enemies

my

folly,

And my

guiltiuesses are not hidden

Let not

those be ashamed, in me,

Lord, Jahve of hosts,
Let not those be confounded, in me,
of Israel

!

falsely

I must then restore.

from Thee.

who wait on Thee

who

seek

Thee

'

O

O Go

1

; !

PSALM

Thy sake have I borne
Shame hath covered my face.

8 For for

am become
And an alien

9 I

10 For the

And

estranged from

my

to

zeal of

Thy
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reproach,

my

brethren,

mother's children.

house hath consumed me,

the reproaches of those

who reproach Thee

are fallen

upon me.
11

As

my soul wept fasting,
became reproaches to me.

for me,

And

it

12 I made sackcloth my garment,
And became a satire to them.
13 Those who sit in the gate talk of me
And the music of the carousers.
14 Yet I, I pray to Thee, Jahve, in a time of favour,
Elohim, by reason of Thy great mercy
;

Answer me with

Thy

the truth of

salvation

15 Rescue me out of the mud, that I sink not
Let me be rescued from my haters and out

of the depths of

the waters.

16 Let not the

And
And

flood of waters overflow me,

let

not the abyss swallow

let

not the well close

its

me

up,

mouth upon me.

17 Answer me, Jahve, for good is Thy loving-kindness;
According to the abundance of Thy compassion turn Thou
unto me.
18 And hide not Thy face from Thy servant,

For I am
19

Draw

answer me.
redeem it,

afraid, speedily

near to

my

soul,

Because of mine enemies deliver me.

20 Thou knowest my reproach, and my shame, and my dishonour
Present to Thee are all mine adversaries.
21 Reproach hath broken my heart, and I became sick unto
I hoped for pity, but in vain,
[death
;

And
VOL.

for comforters

II.

t

— finding none.
18

;
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me

22 They gave

And
23 Let

for

my

for

my

their table before

And

meat gall,
gave me vinegar

thirst they

them become a

to drink.

snare,

unconcerned a trap.
24 Let their eyes be darkened that they see not,
to the

And make

their loins continually to shake.

25 Pour out upon them Thine indignation,
And let the burning of Thine anger seize them.
26 Let their village be desolate,
In their tents let there be no dweller.

27 For him who
28

Thee they

smitten of

is

persecute,

And of the pain of Thy pierced ones do they tell.
Add Thou iniquity to their iniquity,
And let them not enter into Thy righteousness.

29 Let them be blotted out of the book of life,
And with the righteous let them not be written down!
30 I, however, am afflicted and in pain,

Thy

311

32

And

extol

And

it

it

name

Jahve better than young bullocks,

horns, cleaving the hoof.

afflicted

Ye who

of

with thanksgiving.

shall please

Having
33 The

me up on high.
Elohim with song,

help, Elohim, shall set

will praise the

seeing

it,

shall rejoice

seek after Elohim

—

let your heart revive
34 For observant of the needy is Jahve,
And His captives doth He not despise.

35 Let heaven and earth praise Him,
The seas and everything that moveth therein.
36 For Elohim will save Zion and build the cities of Judah,
That they may dwell there and possess them.
37 And the seed of His servants shall inherit them,

And

those

who

love His

This Psalm follows Ps.
very same thought

is

name

shall dwell therein.

lxviii. because in vers. 36 sq. the
expressed in unfiguiative language, that
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under a figure, viz. Thy
In other respects the two Psalms are

in Ixviii. 11 represented

creatures dwelt therein.
as different as

day and night.

Ps. Ixix.

triumphal Psalm, but a Psalm of
brighten until near the close ; and

is

not a martial and

affliction

which does not

not the church that

it is

is

the speaker here, as in the preceding Psalm, but an individual.

This individual, according to the inscription, is David and if
David, it is not the ideal righteous man (Hengstenberg), but
;

David the righteous, and that when he was unjustly persecuted
by Saul.
The description of suffering harmonizes in many
points with the Psalms belonging to the time of Saul, even the
estrangement of his nearest adherents, Ixix. 9, xxxi. 12 (cf.
xxvii. 10) ; the fasting till he is thoroughly enfeebled, Ixix. 11,
cix. 24 ; the curse upon his foes, in which respect Ps. xxxv.,

and

form a fearful gradation and the inspiriting
who are his companions in suffering, Ixix. 33,
xxii. 27, xxxi. 25.
Were there no doubt about Ps. xl. being
Davidic, then the Davidic origin of Ps. Ixix. would at the same
Ixix.,

cix.

;

the saints

call to

time be firmly established;

but instead of their inscriptions

Trb being mutually confirmatory, they
as twin-Psalms

:

tend, on the contrary,

These two Psalms are

to shake our confidence.

closely related

in both the poet describes his suffering as a

sinking into a miry pit

;

in both

ciation of ceremonial sacrifice

;

we meet with

the

same depre-

the same method of denoting a

more than the hairs of my head," Ixix. 5,
and the same prospect of the faith of the saints being

great multitude, "

13

xl.

;

strengthened, Ixix. 33,

But

7, xl. 17, 4.

whilst in Ps. xl.

it

is

more the

style

and in general

the outward form than the contents that militate against

Davidic authorship, in Ps.
in subject-matter that

David's authorship.

we
For

Ixix. it is

find

much

not so

much

its

form as

that does not accord with

this reason Clericus

his dissertation Inscriptiones

in

Psalmorum

serius

and Vogel

demum

(in

additas

1767) have long ago doubted the correctness of the
and Hitzig has more fully supported the conjecture previously advanced by Seiler, von Bengel, and others, that Ps.
The following points
Ixix., as also Ps. xl., is by Jeremiah.
martyrdom
which the author
favour this view
(1) The
in
his self-mortificaof
God,
endured in his zeal for the house
himself
with
the scorn and
consuming
of
tion, and in this
videri,

"iv6

;

:
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deadly hostility of his foes

;

we may compare more

particularly

Jer. xv. 15-18, a confession on the part of the prophet very
closely allied in spirit to both these Psalms.

(2)

The murder-

ous animosity which the prophet had to endure from the men
of Auathotli, Jer. xi. 18 sq., with which the complaint of the
psalmist in ver. 9 fully accords.
vers. 35-37,
foretells

The

(4)

which
the

in

is

a

like

Book

ch.

xxx.-xxxiii.

peculiar character of Jeremiah's sufferings,

by the princes, as being an enemy

cast

Psalm,
Jeremiah

close of the

of that which

Restoration,

the

of

The

(3)

summary

waterless but

muddy

who was

to his country, into the

cistern of prince Malcliiah (Malkija) in

the court of the guard, and there as

were buried

it

alive.

true, in Jer. xxxviii. 6 it is said of this cistern that there

It is

was

" no water, but only mire," which seems to contradict the

language of the Psalm; but since he sank into the mud, the
meaning is that just then there was no water standing in it as
at other times, otherwise he

must

at

once have been drowned.

Nevertheless, that he was in peril of his
the third kinah

many

(Lam.

ch.

iii.),

which

life is clear to

us from

in other respects also

points of close contact with Ps. lxix.

;

has

for there in vers.

" They cut off my life in the pit and cast stones
Waters flowed over my head; I thought: I am undone.
at me.
I called upon Thy name, Jahve, out of the lowest pit. Thou

53-58 he says

:

my cry : Hide not Thine ear from the outpouring of
Tliou didst draw near in the
from my cry for help !
day that I cried, Thou saidst : Fear not." The view of Hitzig,
that in Ps. lxix. we have this prayer out of the pit, has many
things in its favour, and among them, (5) the style, which on
didst hear

my

heart,

is like that of Jeremiah, and the many coincidences
with the prophet's language and range of thought visible in

the whole

single instances.

inscription

*m??

between the

why

But how could
Could

it

this Psalm have obtained the
be on account of the similarity

and the
which is to

close of Ps. lxix.

should not Ps.

lxxi.,

miah, also have the inscription

close of Ps. xxii. ?

And

appearance by JerePs. lxix. is wanting in

all

*ll*i5>?

that imitative character by which Ps. lxxi. so distinctly points
to

Jeremiah.

Therefore we duly recognise the instances and

considerations brought forward against the Jeremianic authorship by Keil (Lath. Zeitschrift, 1860, S. 485 f.) and Kurtz

(Dorpater Zeitschrift, 1865, S. 58

ff.),

whilst,

on the contrary,
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we still maintain, as formerly, that the Psalm admits of beinor
much more satisfactorily explained from the life of Jeremiah
than that of David.

The

passion Psalms are the part of the

Scriptures most frequently cited in the

no Psalm referred to
(1) The enemies of Jesus hated

after Ps. xxii. there

as Ps. lxix.

cause

this fact,

:

Old Testament
and
in so many ways

New Testament

is

John

according to

xv. 25,

is

Him

;

without a

foretold in ver. 5.

is more probable that the quotation by John refers to lxix. 5
than to xxxv. 19. (2) When Jesus drove the buyers and

It

out of the Temple, ver. 10a received

sellers

according to John

ii.

17

profanation of the house of
of this zeal

He

this reproach,

is

i.

fulfilment,

God consumes Him, and because
(3) He willingly bore

hated and despised.

being an example

being, according to

ing to Acts

its

the fierce flame of zeal against the

:

Rom.

to us

;

ver.

20, the imprecation in ver.

The

fulfilment in Judas Iscariot.

106 of our Psalm

Him.

(4) Accord26a has received its

xv. 3, fulfilled in

suffixes in this passage are

meaning can therefore only be that indicated by
J H. Michaelis, quod Me primus et prce reliquis hujus maledicplural

;

the

tionis se fecerit participem.

vers.

23

sq. of the

(5)

According

Psalm have been

rejection of Israel.
tions directly into the

The

Rom.

xi.

9 sq.,

apostle does not put these impreca-

mouth

not appropriate to the

to

fulfilled in the present

lips

of Jesus, just as in fact they are

of the suffering Saviour; he only

says that what the psalmist there, in the zealous ardour of the

prophetic Spirit

— a zeal partaking of
— invokes upon

the severity of Sinai and

his enemies, has

of the spirit of Elias

been com-

who wickedly have laid violent hands
God. The typically prophetic hints of

pletely fulfilled in those

upon the Holy One of
the Psalm are far from being exhausted by these New Testament quotations. One is reminded, in connection with ver. 13,
of the mockery of Jesus by the soldiers in the prastorium, Matt,
xxvii. 27—30; by ver. 22, of the offer of vinegar mingled with
gall (according to Mark xv. 23, wine mingled with myrrh)

which Jesus refused, before the crucifixion, Matt, xxvii. 34,
and of the sponge dipped in vinegar which they put to the
mouth of the crucified One by means of a stalk of hyssop,
John xix. 29 sq. When John there says that Jesus, freely and
consciously preparing Himself to die, only desired a drink in

;
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order that, according to God's appointment, the Scripture might
receive its utmost fulfilment, he thereby points back to Ps. xxii.

an amount of New Testament
ver. 27a when we compare with
light, so to speak, falls
xiii.
The whole Psalm is typically
7
it Isa. ch. liii. and Zech.
declaration
of a history of life and
as
it
is
a
far
prophetic, in as
16 and

And what

lxix. 22.

upon

!

suffering

moulded by God

Jesus the Christ, whether

and

into a factual prediction concerning

be the story of a king or a prophet
prophecy has even moulded the

it

as far as the Spirit of

in

declaration itself into the language of prophecy concerning the

future One.

The Psalm
strophes

:

falls into three parts, consisting of

(1) 3. 5. 6. 6. 7

;

(2) 5. 6. 7

;

(3)

the following

6. 6. 6. 6. 6.

Does

perhaps point to the preponderating six-line strophes
under the emblem of the six-leaved lily? This can hardly be
D

s

3C'iU>

the case.

The

scribed because

old expositors said that the
it

Psalm was

so in-

treats of the white rose of the holy innocence

JEW

of Christ, and of the red rose of His precious blood.

properly does not signify a rose

was altogether
Psalm was written.

this flower

;

unknown in the Holy Land at the time this
The rose was not transplanted thither out of Central Asia until
much later, and was called Til (poSov) |tJ>lC>, on the other hand,
is the white, and in the Holy Land mostly red, lily
certainly,
Propter me, says
as a plant, a beautiful emblem of Christ.
;

—

Origen, qui in convalle eram, Sponsus descendit

Out

Vers. 2-14.

of deep distress, the

et Jit

lilium.

work of

his foes,

the complaining one cries for help; he thinks upon his sins,

which

his sufferings bring to his

distinctly conscious that

for God's sake, and

he

remembrance, but he

The

when they

is

also

an object of scorn and hostility

from His mercy he looks for help

ance with His promises.
the soul (B'ariy),

is

in accord-

waters are said to rush in unto

upon the imperilled one
more especially the breath,
cf. Jonah ii. 6, Jer. iv. 10.
is threatened
Waters are also a
figure of calamities that come on like a flood and draff one into

that the soul,

i.e.

the

life of

so press

the body,

;

their vortex, xviii. 17, xxxii. 6, exxiv. 5, cf. lxvi. 12, lxxxviii.
8,
it

18; here, however, the figure is cut off in such a way that
conveys the impression of reality expressed in a poetical form,

as in Ps. xl.,

and much the same as in Jonah's psalm.

The

PSALM LXIX.
soft,

yielding morass

The nomen Hophal.

called

is

and the eddying deep

\)\,

"IBJJO signifies

which

is

(LXX.

(cf.

and

P)I2B'

Ixvi. 12,

is

Iviii.

3 N13, to

9a).

njjntt'

viii. 8.

a streaming, a flood, from

note on

stream, flow

viroaTaais), like

stretched out, extension, Isa.

(EphraimitisJi n?3D)

rraVD.

properly a being placed, then

a standing-place, or firm standing
ntSD, that
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Jaj, to

^3K>,

fall into, as in

with an accusative, to overflow, as in cxxiv. 4.

The complaining one

is

nearly drowned in consequence of his

sinking down, for he has long cried in vain for help

he

:

wearied by continual crying (3 3MJ, as in vi. 7, Jer. xlv.
throat is parched (THi from Tin ; LXX. and Jerome

is

3), his
it

:

is

become hoarse), his eyes have failed (Jer. xiv. 6) him, who
The participle ?rvOj equal to a relative
waits upon his God.
clause, is, as in xviii. 51, 1 Kings xiv. 6, attached to the suffix
Distinct from this use of the
of the preceding noun (Hitzig).
participle without the article

is

the adverbially qualifying par-

^

2 Sam. xii. 21, xviii. 14.
Gen. iii. 8, Cant. v. 2, cf
There is no necessity for the correction of the text ^n*0 (LXX.
Concerning the accentuation of Wi vid.
airo toO ikiri^eiv fie).
on xxxviii. 20. Apart from the words " more than the hairs
ticiple in

of

my head "

less

enemies

(xl.
is

13), the complaint of the multitude of ground-

just the

same

as in xxxviii. 20, xxxv. 19, cf.

both in substance and expression. Instead of VVOVO,
destroyers, the Syriac version has the reading VjioxjJD (more

cix. 3,

my

numerous than

my

bones), which

to reckon the multitude of the

own bones

is

is

approved by Hupfeld

enemy by

the

number

both devoid of taste and unheard of.

the reading of our

text finds support, if

it

;

but

of one's

Moreover

need any,

in

Lam.

words, " what I have not taken away, I must

52 sq. The
then restore," are intended by
iii.

way

of example, and perhaps, as

also in Jer. xv. 10, as a proverbial expression

have not done wrong, I must suffer for
similar complaint in Ps. xxxv. 11).

(cf.

One

is

:

that which I

Jer.xv. 10, and the

tempted

to take TN

in the sense of "nevertheless" (Ewald), a meaning, however,
which it is by no means intended to convey. In this passage
it

takes the place of

inasmuch

as

it

an inference from a
not away, stole

nw

(cf. oi/tw? for

ravra, Matt.

vii.

12),

gives prominence to the restitution desired, as

it

false

not.

assumption

:

then, although I took

it

;
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from the bewailing of suffering to a confesIn the undeserved persecution which
he endures at the hand of man, he is obliged nevertheless to
recognise well-merited chastisement from the side of God. And
whilst by Pijn; nns (cf. xl. 10, Jer. xv. 15, xvii. 16, xviii. 23, and
on b as an exponent of the object, Jer. xvi. 16, xl. 2) he does

The

transition

sion of sin

is like xl. 13.

not acknowledge himself to be a sinner after the standard of his
own shortsightedness, but of the divine omniscience, he at the

same time commends his sinful need, which with self-accusing
modesty he calls rfoa: (xxxviii. 6) and niDK>N (2 Chron. xxviii.
Should he, the
10), to the mercy of the omniscient One.
then
all those who
destruction,
God
to
abandoned
by
sinner, be
towards
the
Lord
would be
intentions
in
their
faithful
are
brought to shame and confusion in him, inasmuch as they
would be taunted with this example. T}p designates the godly
from the side of the irlons, and T^'i??? from the side of the
dydTTTj.

The

names of God are

multiplied

many

so

appeals to

God's honour, to the truthfulness of His covenant relationship.

The person praying here
justification of the

for the Lord's sake,
in him.

for

Thy

It

is

is, it is

conduct of

upon

true, a sinner,

men towards him

and

it is

this

he bases

the

but that

;

he

is

Lord Himself who
prayer in ver.

his

sake, as in xliv. 23, Jer. xv. 15.

The

is

no

suffering
is

reviled

8.

T.PV,

reproach that he

has to bear, and ignominy that has covered his face and made
it

quite unrecognisable (xliv. 16, cf. lxxxiii. 17),

have totally
13-15, Jer.
6) from him even his own brethren ('nN, parallel word
7.3, as in 1. 20; cf., on the other hand, Gen. slix. 8, where

estranged (xxxviii. 12,
xii.

^

cf.

Ixxxviii.

9,

Job

xix.

the interchange designedly takes another form of expression)
for the glow of his zeal (n$Uj? from

H2\>,

according to the Arabic,

to he a deep or bright red) for the house of Jahve, viz. for the

sanctity of

the sanctuary and of

the congregation gathered
never directly called "the house of Jahve"
in the Old Testament, vid. Kohler on Zech. ix. 8, but here, as in
Num. xii. 7, Hos. viii. 1, is so called in conjunction with the
sanctuary), as also for the honour of Him who sits enthroned
therein, consumes him, like a fire burning in his bones which

about

it

(which

is

incessantly breaks forth and rages
xxiii. 9),

from

through him (Jer. xx. 9
who are estranged
concentrated upon and against him.

and therefore

God

is

all

all

the malice of those

PSALM LXIX.

He now
him

how sorrow

goes on to describe

tion of the house of
(cf. cix.

24

God

for the sad condi-

has brought nothing but reproach to

It

sq.).
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is

doubtful whether "WM

an alter-

is

nating subject to 'If?^ {Jut. consec. without being apocopated),
cf. Jer. xiii. 17, or a more minutely defining accusative as in
Isa. xxvi. 9 (yid.

on

5), or

iii.

whether, together with Dixa,

forms a circumstantial clause (et fievi dum in jejunio
anima mea), or even whether it is intended to be taken
accusative of the object in a pregnant construction
i$D3

'HSE'I, xlii. 5,

Among

ing.

all

1 Sam.

i.

15)

I wept

:

according to xliv.

first,

the most probable, and also that which

The reading

of the

is

the least

3, lxxxiii. 19,

by

far

assumed by the ac-

is

LXX. WW,

(Olshausen, Hupfeld, and Bottcher),

an
H33

as

(=

soul in fast-

these possible renderings, the last

probable, and the

centuation.*

away my

it

esset

icai

avveKa-^ra

a very natural (xxxv.

is

13) exchange of the poetically bold expression for one less
choice and less expressive (since $33 ii|S7 is a phrase of the

Pentateuch equivalent

The garb

DW).

to

of mourning, like

an expression of sorrow for public distresses, not,
as in xxxv. 13, of personal condolence ; concerning ilj'! ^, vid.
On account of this mourning, reproach after reon iii. 6.

the fasting,

is

1

proach comes upon him, and they fling gibes and raillery at
him ; everywhere, both in the gate, the place where the judges
sit

is

3

and where business

is

jeered at and traduced
rjib

signifies

it

is

(Lam.

construed

Amos

Prov.

(cf.
first

vi.

and

also at carousals,

14, cf. v. 14,

iii.

in itself fabnlari de

secondary meaning
here

transacted,

.

.

.

Job xxx.

he
9).

without any bad

22, confabulabitur tecum)

;

with a personal and then a neuter

o), for in ver 136 neither Tj^ri (Job
^N (Lam. iii. 63) is to be supplied.
nor
xxx. 9, Lam. iii. 14)
he
acts
in the face of such hatred and
how
Ver. 14 tells us
VIS], as in cix. 4, sarcasmis hostium suam opponit in
scorn

subject (cf.

viii.

;

precibus constantiam (Geier).
directed towards

Jahve

* The Munacli of D1X3

is

As

for himself, his prayer

at the present time,

a transformation of

when

DecM

is

his affliction

(just as the

Munach

of niQ"ir6 is a transformation of Mugrash), in connection with which it}>aj
might certainly be conceived of even as object (_cf. xxvi. 6a) ; bat this after

H33K1 (not n33Nl)i an d as being without example, conld hardly have
entered the minds of the pnnotuists.

—
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God

as a witness for

gives

well-pleased to accept"

it

15-22.

him the assurance

(tfin nj>

=

that

He

will

be
It

pin njn, Isa. xlix. 8).

is addressed to Him who is at the same time Jaime and Elohim,
the revealed One in connection with the history of redemption, and the absolute One in His exaltation above the world,
on the ground of the greatness and fulness of His mercy may
He then answer him with or in the truth of His salvation, i.e.
the infallibility with which His purpose of mercy verifies itself
Thus is ver. 14 to be
in accordance with the promises given.
explained in accordance with the accentuation. According to
Isa. xlix. 8, it looks as though pyi nj> must be drawn to y:y
(Hitzig), but xxxii. 6 sets us right on this point; and the fact

—

:

that "pDn"3l3

But the

is

joined to ver. 14a also finds support

repetition of the divine

name

from

perplexes one, and

v. 8.

it

may

be asked whether or not the accent that divides the verse into
its two parts might not more properly stand beside Jim, as in
xxxii. 6 beside s'sp

;

so that ver.

14& runs

:

Elohim, by virtue

of the greatness of Tliy mercy hear me, by virtue of the truth of

Thy

salvation.

Vers. 15-22.

In this second part the petition by which
were encircled, is continued; the peril grows
greater the longer it lasts, and with it the importunity of the
cry for help. The figure of sinking in the mire or mud and
the

first

as it

is

depths of the pit ("^a, lv. 24, cf. 113, xl. 3) is again
taken up, and so studiously wrought out, that the impression
in the

forces itself

upon one that the poet

who

hate

me and from

is

here describing something

The combination "from

that has really taken place.

those

the depths of the waters" shows that

"the depths of the waters" is not a merely rhetorical figure;
and the form of the prayer: let not the pit (the well-pit or
covered tank) close (">BNPi with Dagesh in the Teth, in order to
guard against its being read "iCNn cf. on the signification of
;

IBS, clausus

=

claudus,

manu)

scil.

its

mouth

(i.e.

its

upper

opening) upon me, exceeds the limits of anything that can be
" Let not the water-flood overflow
allowed to mere rhetoric.

me "

is

intended to say, since

happened,

let

it

"answer me "in
loving-kindness

it

has, according to ver. 3, already

not go further to
ver.

is

17a

31D,

kindred passion-Psalm,

i.e.

is

my

entire destruction.

The

based upon the plea that God's

good, absolutely good (as in the

cix. 21), better

than

all

besides

(Ixiii.

4),

PSALM LXIX.

means of healing or

the
cf.

li.

3,

Lam.

32.

iii.

salvation from

In

2S8

15-22.

On

all evil.

18 the prayer

ver.

is

ver.

17b

based upon the

painful situation of the poet, which urgently calls for speedy
help (1HD beside the imperative, cii. 3, cxliii. 7, Gen. xix. 22,

Esth.

vi. 10, is certainly itself not an imperative like 3^n, li. 4,
but an adverbial infinitive as in lxxix. 8). n ^"!?T or, in order to
ensure the pronunciation korbah in distinction from karbah,
Deut. xv. 9, nrjiJ (in Baer*'), is imperat. Kal; cf. the fulfilment
in Lam. iii. 57.
The reason assigned, " becaiise of mine
,

enemies," as in v. 9, xxvii. 11. and frequently, is to be understood according to xiii. 5
the honour of the all-holy One
:

cannot suffer the enemies of the righteous to triumph over
him.f The accumulation of synonyms in ver. 20 is Jeremiah's
custom, ch. xiii. 14, xxi. 5, 7, xxxii. 37, and is found also in
Ps. xxxi. (ver. 10) and xliv. (vers.
"'a?,

cf.

li.

tense),

ously

from CM,

ill,

is

explained by

evil-disposed,

Moreover 1W

which

it

is

4, 17, 25).

a,Tra\

On

rmB> nsnn

jeypa/i. nB>UNlT (historical

CUN from

BOX, sickly, danger-

a favourite word in Jeremiah.

in the signification of manifesting pity, not

elsewhere in the Psalter,

5;

The

19, Jer. xxiii. 9.

is

signifies originally to

common
nod

to

found

in Jeremiah, e.g. ch. xv.

any one as a sign of a pity

that sympathizes with him and recognises the magnitude of the
evil.

WT'C

" To give wormwood for meat and

Jeremianic (ch.

to

drink"

is

a

15) designation for inflicting the extreme of pain and anguish upon oue.
c'fcO (£>i"i)
viii.

14, ix. 14, xxiii.

signifies first of all a poisonous plant

of flower or a capitate fruit

;

with an umbellated head

but then, since bitter and poison-

ous are interchangeable notions in the Semitic languages,
signifies gall as the bitterest of

Kal eSeoKav

ets

the

The

bitter.

it

LXX. renders:

to fipwfid fiov ^oKrjv, Kal et? ttjv Btyav fiov
Certainly 3 fJHJ can mean to put something

eTroTicrdv fie o£o?.

into something, to
* Originally

mix something with

f

but the parallel word

— was the sign for every kind of

cludes the fpDn also under the

1863, S. 412

it,

f., cf.

name cpn

Wright, Genesis,

Both i^sj and

yftp

;

o,

hence the Masora in-

vid. Luther. Zeitschrift,

p. xxix.

131X, contrary to logical interpunction, are

marked

with Munach ; the former ought properly to have DecM, and the latter
Mugrasli.
But since neither the Aihnach-yfOx6\ nor the Silluk-wOTcl has
two syllables preceding the tone syllable, the accents are transformed
according to Accentuationssystem, xviii. § 2, 4-

:
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'N'oyi'

(for

my thirst,

for the

i.e.

23-37.

quenching of

20)' favours the supposition that the a of

after

which Luther renders

a.TTa.% yeypafj,.

nra (Lam.

'TJ3, fiiftpcocnceiv

:

" they give

iv.

10 nha)

WJ3
me

is

ix.

Id,

Belli essentia,

ine

gall to eat.

signifies

(root flop, Sanscrit gar,

Neh.

it,

0pa><ri<i,

from

Latin vor-are).

description of the suffering has reached

'

Vers. 23-37. The
climax in ver. 22, at which the wrath of the persecuted one
The first impreflames up and bursts forth in imprecations.
its

cation joins itself

upon

They have given

ver. 22.

the sufferer

which was abundantly supplied, is to be turned into a snare to them, from
which they shall not be able to escape, and that Dn^QP, in the
call

and vinegar

therefore

;

their

table,

very midst of their banqueting, whilst the table stands spread

VB'bw (collateral form of
out before them (Ezek. xxiii. 41).
a^fe) is the name given to them as being carnally secure the
;

word signifies the peaceable or secure in a good (lv. 21) and in
Destruction is to overtake them suddenly, " when
a bad sense.
The LXX.
they say: Peace and safety" (1 Thess. v. 3).
The assoerroneously renders ical eh avTairohoaiv = D'Olpra.
With their eyes they
ciation of ideas in ver. 24 is transparent.
have feasted themselves upon the sufferer, and in the strength
These eyes with their
of their loins they have ill-treated him.
bloodthirsty malignant looks are to grow blind.
These loins
:

full of defiant self-confidence are to

like P0"in,

Job

xiii.

shake

("lyon, imperat. Iliph.

21, from "vypn, for which in Ezek. xxix. 7,

and perhaps also in Dan. xi. 14, we find TOjjn). Further
God is to pour out His wrath upon them (lxxix. 6, Hos. v. 10,
Jer. x. 25),

i.e.

let loose

them the cosmical forces of

against

destruction existing originally in His nature.

I^yr has the

Dagesh in order to distinguish it in pronunciation from ^V\.
In ver. 26 rvve (from ~ilD, to encircle) is a designation of an
encamping or dwelling-place (LXX. eiravki?) taken from the
circular

the

encampments (Arabic cjLx^,

nomads (Gen. xxv.

own house

16).

The

sirdt,

and

j\j<i,

dudf) of

laying waste and desolation

the most fearful of

all misfortunes to the
poet derives the justification of such
fearful imprecations from the fact that they persecute him
who is besides smitten of God God has smitten him on

of his

Semite (Job,

i.

is

327).

The

.

account of his

sins,

and that by having placed him in the

PSALM LXIX.
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midst of a time in which he must be consumed with zeal and
solicitude for the house of God.
The suffering decreed for

him by God

is

therefore at one and the same time suffering as

God and they heighten
by every means in their power, not manifesting
any pity for him or any indulgence, but imputing to him sins
that he has not committed, and requiting him with deadly
hatred for benefits for which they owed him thanks.
There are also some others, although but few, who share
this martyrdom with him. The psalmist calls them, as he looks
up to Jahve, V??0, Thy fatally smitten ones they are those to
whom God has appointed that they should bear within thema chastisement and as a witnessing for

;

this suffering

;

wounded heart

selves a pierced or

ii.

7) of these do they

mockery

(cf the
.

tell, viz.

(vid. cix. 22, cf. Jer. viii.

with self-righteous, self-blinded

Talmudic phrase inn

The

of evil report or slander).

18)
the deep grief (?X, as in

Of

in the face of such a godless age.

|ie>b

LXX. and

nSD or inn )lt}6 13D,
Syriac render WDV

they add to the anguish the Targum, Aquila,
Symmachus, and Jerome follow the traditional text. Let God
therefore, by the complete withdrawal of His grace, suffer them
this is the meaning of the
to fall from one sin into another
(•n-poa-edrjicav)

;

:

—
—

da culpam super culpam eorum in order that accumulated
judgment may correspond to the accumulated guilt (Jer. xvi.
Let the entrance into God's righteousness, i.e. His justi18).
fying and sanctifying grace, be denied to them for ever. Let
them be blotted out of 0«n "ibd (Ex. xxxii. 32, cf. Isa. iv. 3,
Dan. xii. 1), that is to say, struck out of the list of the living,
and that of the living in this present world ; for it is only in
the New Testament that we meet with the Book of Life as a
According
list of the names of the heirs of the ^oorj aloovm.
to the conception both of the Old and of the New Testament
Therefore ver. 296 wishes that
the Ci?"!? are the heirs of life.
they may not be written by the side of the righteous, who,
according to Hab.

ii.

4, " live,"

i.e.

are preserved, by their faith.

With ^8\ the poet contrasts himself, as in xl. 18, with those
deserving of execration. They are now on high, but in order
to be

but

brought low

he

;

is

miserable and full of poignant pain,

remove him
them (lix.
he praise (^n) and magnify (??.f) the

in order to be exalted

from his enemies on
2, xci. 14).

Then

;

God's salvation

to a height that

will

is

will

too steep for
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Name

of

God

23-37,

And such
more pleasing

with song and thankful confession.

spiritual rnin,

such thank-offering of the heart, is
an
an ox, a bullock, i.e. a young ox (= ~*W? "^
having
one
ox-bullock, Judg. vi. 25, according to Ges. § 113),
horns and a cloven hoof (Ges. § 53, 2). The attributives do
not denote the rough material animal nature (Hengstenberg),
to

God than

but their legal qualifications for being sacrificed. Hi?? is the
name for the young ox as not being under three years old (cf.
Dnaa as belonging
1 Sam. i. 24, LXX. eV p6<TX<P TpieTi&vri)
;

to the

clean four-footed animals, viz. those that are cloven-

chew the cud, Lev.

footed and

full-grown, clean

Even

ch. xi.

animal that

may

the most stately,

be offered as a

Jahve very far below the
coming from the heart.

stands in the sight of
grateful praise

When now

the patient sufferers (D

by community of

shall see

affliction

,

13J?)

preterite;
cvii.

it is

neither

42, Jobxxii. 19).

to be expected in ver.

The

is

now

a hypothetical

IN"]* (xl.

4,

lii.

8,

declaration conveying information

Elohim:"

their heart

have suffered in company with him

delivered, they shall

We

is

336 after the Waiv apodoseos changes

shall revive, for, as they

with him.

offers the sacrifice

*N"i

(per/, consec), nor

IN"]]

into an apostrophe of the "seekers of

who

united with the poet

how he

of thankful confession, they will rejoice.

sacrifice

sacrifice of

now

also refresh

themselves

are at once reminded of xxii. 27, where this

is

were the exhortation of the entertainer at the thank-offering meal.
It would be rash to read )>£& in ver. 34, after xxii.
25, instead of !Vpb> (Olshausen); the one object in that passage
is here generalized
Jahve is attentive to the needy, and doth
not despise His bound ones (cvii. 10), but, on the contrary, He
takes an interest in them and helps them.
Starting from this
proposition, which is the clear gain of that which has been
experienced, the view of the poet widens into the prophetic
as

it

:

prospect of the bringing back of Israel out of the Exile into
the Land of Promise.
In the face of this fact of redemption,
of the future he calls upon (cf. Isa. xliv. 23)
to give praise to

God, who

will

all created things
bring about the salvation of

Zion, will build again the cities of Judah, and restore the land
its desolation, to the young God-fearing generation

freed from

the children of the servants of

feminine suffixes refer to

God among

'IJ (cf. Jer.

ii.

the exiles.

The

15, xxii. 6 Cliethib).

!

!

!

—

PSALM LXX.

The

tenor of Isa. Ixv. 9

by David, the
difficult of

is

similar.

Psalm were written
onwards might be more
If, however,
li. 20 sq.

If the

closing turn from ver. 34

comprehension than

287

xirv. 7,

it is

by Jeremiah, then we do not need

that

it is

to

persuade ourselves

be understood not of restoration and re-peopling,

to

but of continuance and completion (Hofmann and Kurtz).
Jeremiah lived to experience the catastrophe he foretold; bat
the nearer it came to the time, the more comforting were the
words with which he predicted the termination of the Exile
and the restoration of Israel. Jer. xxxiv. 7 shows us how
natural to him, and to him in particular, was the distinction
between Jerusalem and the cities of Judah. The predictions
in Jer. ch. xxxii., xxxiii., which sound so in accord with vers.
36 sq., belong to the time of the second siege. Jerusalem was
not yet fallen

;

the strong places of the land, however, already

lay in ruins.

PSALM LXX.
CEY OF A PEESECUTED ONE FOE HELP.
2

ELOHIM,

to deliver

me—

Jahve to my help, make haste
3 Let those be ashamed and confounded who seek
Let those fall back and be put to shame who

my

soul,

desire

my

those heartily rejoice in Thee who seek Thee,
those continually say " Elohim be magnified"

who

misfortune,

4 Let

those turn back as a reward of their shame,

Who
5 Let

And

say

all

let

:

Aha, aha

love

6

Thy salvation.
am needy and poor

however,
Elohim, make haste unto me!
My help and my Deliverer art Thou,
Jahve, make no tarrying
I,

This short Psalm, placed after Ps. lxix. on account of the
kindred nature of its contents (cf. more especially ver. 6 with
lxix. 30), is, with but few deviations, a repetition of Ps. xl. 14
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This portion of the second half of Ps. xl. is detached
from it and converted into the Elohimic style. Concerning
T ?![7, at the presentation of the memorial portion of the mincha,
is not the
is obvious that David himself
sqq.

vid. xxxviii.

It

1.

author of the Psalm in this stunted form. The trh is moreover justified, if he composed the original Psalm which is here
modified and appropriated to a special liturgical use.

We

Vers. 2-4.

see at once at the very beginning, in the

14), that what we have here before us
fragment of Ps. xl., and perhaps a fragment that only acciThe 'jJrsrp,
dentally came to have an independent existence.
which was under the government of nm, now belongs to iiCTn
and the construction is without example elsewhere. In ver. 3

omission of the
is

rip. (xl.

a

?

(= xl. 15) *irv and nnispp are given up entirely the original is
more full-toned and soaring. Instead of IDE^ torpescant, ver.
4a has 13V^, recedant (as in vi. 11, cf. is. 18), which is all the
more flat for coming after "Wix 1JD'
In ver. ib, after DncNii
the 7, which cannot here (cf., on the contrary, xxxv. 21) be
;

1

.

dispensed with,

Vers.

is

5, 6.

since the divine
side with JElohim,

name Jahve
it

certainly

is

now

1

is

unimportant.

But
by

for once chosen side

had a strong claim to be retained
we have Wlt^ here ; instead of

Instead of lnjllOT

in ver. 5b.

vnty, here

,|

"W.

7"n^in D'npx,
unto me,

wanting.

ViotOl instead of VIDK'

is

And

—the

is

^

yhs we have here
make haste
expression that is caused by the

instead of

hope

at^'m

turned into petition

an innovation in

:

taking over of the v.

PSALM LXXI.
PRAYER OF A GREY-HEADED SERVANT OF GOD FOR
FURTHER DIVINE AID.
1

IN

Thee, Jahve, have I hidden,

let

me

not be ashamed

for ever.

2

Through Thy righteousness

deliver

Thou Thine

me

Incline

ear unto

me and rescue
and save me.

me

!

!

;

;

PSALM LXXI.

3 Be Tliou

Thou

4

me

to

289

a rock of habitation to take

commandment

hast given

For

my

My

God, rescue

rock and

my

me

me up

alway

me,

to save

fortress art

;

Thou.

out of the hand of the wicked,

Out of the grasp of the evil-doer and the
5 For Thou art my hope, O Lord Jahve,

violent

man.

My trust from my youth.
6

Upon Thee have I been supported from the womb,
Thou art He who didst separate me from my mother's
bowels,

Of Thee

my

is

song of praise continually.

a wonder am I to many,
But Thou art my refuge, a strong one.
8 My mouth shall be filled with Thy praise,
7

As

Thy

All the day long with

me

9 Oast

glorification.

not away in the time of old age

Now when my

strength f aileth, forsake

me

not

10 For mine enemies speak concerning me,

And

who lie in wait for my soul take
"Elohim hath forsaken him

those

11 Saying:

counsel together,

;

Persecute and seize him, for he cannot be rescued."
12 Elohim, be not far from me,

My

God,

to

my

13 Let be ashamed,

help

let

make

haste

vanish away, the adversaries of

my soul

Let those be covered with reproach and dishonour who seek

my
14 But I

And
15

My

hurt.

hope continually,
yet praise Thee more and more.

will

will

mouth

Of Thy

shall tell of

Thy

righteousness,

salvation continually, for I

know

not the numbers

thereof.

16 I

will

I will

come with the mighty deeds of the Lord Jahve,
praise Thy righteousness, Thee alone.
/

17 Elohim, Thou hast taught me from my youth up,
And until now do I declare Thy wondrous works.
VOL.

II.

19
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18 Even

to old

age and white hairs, Elohhn, forsake

Thine arm

Till I declare

Thy
19

Who
And

out of the abysses of the earth

Thou

wilt bring us

my

dignity and turn Thyself to com-

Thee upon the nabla, Thy truth,
Thee upon the cithern, O Holy One
exult, when I shall harp to Thee,

will also praise

My

lips shall

And my
24 Also

my

up

me.

I will play to

23

Thou

;

wilt increase
fort

22 I

who is like Thee?!
many and sore,

doest great tilings— Elohim,

again

21

come

strength.

hast caused us to see distresses
wilt quicken us again,

Thou

not,

righteousness, Elohim, reacheth to the sky;

And Thy
Thou who

20

to posterity, to all

me

that shall

soul,

my God

;

of Israel.

which Thou hast redeemed.

tongue shall continually make

known Thy

right-

eousness,

That those are ashamed, that those are put

who

seek

my

to the blush

hurt.

The Davitlic Psalm Ixx. is followed by an anonymous
Psalm which begins like Ps. xxxi. and closes like Ps. xxxv., in

The
which ver. 12, just like lxx. 2, is an echo of xl. 14.
is an echo of the language of older Psalms, which
is become the mental property, so to speak, of the author, and
Notis revived in him by experiences of a similar character.
withstanding the entire absence of any thorough originality, it

whole Psalm

has an individual, and in fact a Jeremianic, impress.

The

following reasons decide us in considering the

—

Psalm

coming from the pen of Jeremiah
(1) Its relationship to
Psalms of the time of David and of the earlier times of the
kings, but after David, leads us down to somewhere about the
age of Jeremiah.
(2) This anthological weaving together of
men's own utterances taken from older original passages, and this
skilful variation of them by merely slight touches of his own, is
exactly Jeremiah's manner.
(3) In solitary instances the style
of Psalm lxix., slow, loose, only sparingly adorned with figures,
and here and there prosaic, closely resembles Jeremiah- rJsn
as

:

PSALM

him corresponds the

to

secuted

LXXI. 1-6.
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situation of the poet as one

who

Is

per-

to him, the retrospect of a life rich in experience

and
whose term of active service extended over a period of more than thirty years under
Zedekiah, the transition to hoary age in which the poet finds
himself; to him, the reference implied in ver. 21 to some high
office ; and to him, the soft, plaintive strain that pervades the
Psalm, from which it is at the same time clearly seen that the
;

miraculous guidings

full of

to him,

;

poet has attained a degree of age and experience, in which he
is

accustomed

added an
to)

and

to self-control

To

misfortune.

all

historical testimony.

Aavio,

not discomposed by personal

is

these correspondences there

vi5>v 'IcovaSdff

km

t&v

According to this inscription, the
ous, but the second part of which

is

still

to

be

LXX. inscribes the Psalm

The

al^aXcoTiadevTcov.

irpdiTtov

Aavlh of which

too

so explicit that

is

is

it

errone-

must be

based upon tradition, the Psalm was a favourite sons; of the
Rechabites and of the first exiles. The Eechabites are that

homely nomad life in accordance with the
which Jeremiah (ch. xxxv.) holds up before
the men of his time as an example of self-denying faithful
adherence to the law of their father which puts them to shame.
tribe clinging to a

will of their father,

If the

Psalm

by Jeremiah,

is

Eechabites, to

whom

respect, should appropriate
exiles

should do

time of

its

is

just as intelligible that the

it

to their

own

use, as that the first

Hitzig infers from ver. 20, that at the

composition Jerusalem had already fallen ; whereas

in Ps. lxix.
ashes.

so.

it

Jeremiah paid such a high tribute of

it

is

only the

cities of

Judah

that as yet

lie

in

Jerusalem we find no cirof the prophet, who is no more heard of

But

after the overthrow of

cumstances in the life
in Egypt, that will correspond to the complaints of the psalmist
of violence and mockery.

Moreover the foe

in ver.

4

is

not

the Chaldsean, whose conduct towards Jeremiah did not merit
these names.

Nor can

of the second siege

Vers. 1-6.

ver. 20 have been written at the time
and in the face of the catastrophe.

Stayed upon Jahve, his ground of

trnst,

from

early childhood up, the poet hopes and prays for deliverance

out of the hand of the foe.
(vers.

1-3)

is

The

first

of these two strophes

taken from xxxi. 2-4, the second (vers. 4-6, with

the exception of vers. 4 and 6c) from xxii. 10, 11

;

both,

how-
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more encroachof others
language
ing variations of a poet who reproduces the
ver.
Tiyo
in
3, xc.
Olshausen wishes to read
with a freer hand.
writin
error
an
1, xci. 9, instead of pi?», which he holds to be
xc.
on
(yid.
1)
word
Deuteronomial
Mosaic,
ing But this old
ever, in comparison with Ps. lxx. exhibit the far

-Kif. the post-biblical oath

|1J>OT

(by the Temple

!)—is

unassail-

Jahve, who is called a rock of refuge in xxxi. 3, is here
able.
called a rock of habitation, i.e. a high rock that cannot be
stormed or scaled, which affords a safe abode ; and this figure
is pursued still further with a bold remodelling of the text of
Tlpn Ni3^>, constantly to go into, i.e. whither I can
xxxi. 3
:

constantly,

and therefore always, as often as

The

betake myself for refuge.
equivalent to niv

it

;

would more

likely

but probably

fact)

commanded, i.e.
3), to show me

is

it

is

Thou

unalterably determined (xliv.

cxxxiii.

salvation, for

is

needful,

certainly not

be equivalent to

an independent clause:

JVIV;

it

additional JV'V

my

"itPN

hast (in

5, lxviii.

rock, etc.

To

29,

the

words JYW TOT
which the LXX. renders ical ei? oIkov AcaTa^>i»y?}?,
whereas instead of the former three words it has xal els tottov
oftvpov, and seems to have read nili'3D D^, cf. Dan. xi. 15 (HitK\J? corresponds the expression DITSD wJ? in

xxxi. 3,

zig).

name

In ver.

5,

Thou

art

bxy&\ nipa in Jer.

Christ in 1 Tim.

my

hope reminds one of the divine

xvii. 13,

1.

7 (cf.

rj

ekirh rj/i&v used of

'Piaopj is

not less beautiful
than wyjWil in xxii. 11. In its incipient slumbering state (cf.
iii. 6), and in its self-conscious continuance, He was and is the
upholding prop and the supporting foundation, so to speak, of

my

life.

And 'JiJ

i.

1, Col.

instead of Tij in xxii. 10,

felicitous modification.

ing of this

\JiJ

27).

i.

is

just such another

It is impracticable to define the

according to

up, distribute), because ?03

HT2

is

= N13,

mean-

u^-, retiibuere (prop, to cut

the representative of this Aramreo-

Arabic verb in the Hebrew.
Still less, however, can it be
derived from fi3, transire, the participle of which, if it would
,
N' i'io (Targum), ouobt to
admit of a transitive meaning
be
""M.
The verb nta, in accordance with its radical signification

=

l

of abscindere (root U, synon. yp, IP* &P> and the like), denotes
in this instance the separating of the child

from the womb of
the mother, the retrospect going back from youth to childhood

and even

to his

birth.

The

LXX.

o-«£7racrT»f?

(/ion)

is

an

PSALM LXXI.
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7-18.

erroneous reading for eW7racrr???, as
3 ??ii, xliv. 9 (cf. 3
6 6K0-7racras lie.

is

from

clear

ITt^,

]

xxii.

x ix. 13),

is

10,

at tlie

bottom of the expression in ver. 6c.
The God to whom he
owes his being, and its preservation thus far, is the constant,
inexhaustible theme of his praise.

Brought safely through dangers of every

Vers. 7-12.

o^

kind, he

is

become naiD3
;

as a wonder, a miracle (Arabic

from u^i\, cognate clil,
round, that which
is

contrary to what

upon him

^1??,

to bend,

a turning

distort:

turned round or wrenched,

is

i.e.

that which

usual and looked for) to many,

is

as such with astonishment (xl. 4).

<^S\

who

It is his

gaze

God,

however, to whom, as hitherto so also in time to come, he will
look to be thus wonderfully preserved
TSPpnOj as in 2 Sam.
:

xxii. 33.

is

t"y

a genitive, and the suffix

thrown back

is

(yid.

274) in order that what God is to, and does for,
the poet may be brought forward more clearly and independsupra, vol.

ently

[lit.

i.

Ver. 8

unalloyed].

tells

us what

it is

that he firmly

expects on the ground of what he possesses in God.
this

very ground arises the prayer of ver. 9 also

away

(viz.

from Thy presence,

quently) in the time
is

(J"IJ>?,

as in

man

therefore already an old

beginning of the

He

nipt.

li.

viii.

(ii?|),

Oast

And on
me not

and

fre-

11) of old age

— he

13, Jer.

Gen.

:

vii.

15,

though only just

at the

supplicates favour for the present

come now that my vital powers are
Thus he prays because he, who has
been often wondrously delivered, is even now threatened by
foes.
Ver. 11, introduced by means of ver. 10, tells us what
vr
their thoughts of him are, and what they purpose doing.

and for the time

ver. 10a, does not

not

contrary, Ixxxiii. 5 sq.
ver. 12,

which

it

The

was

less superfluous),

;

and on the

later poet also reveals himself in

an echo of very similar prayers of David in
The
14, cf. lxx. 2), xxxv. 22, xxxviii. 22 sq.

is

xxii. 12,

20

Davidic

style is to be discerned here

also.

does not in xxvii. 2 also,

"fox? betrays a poet of the later period

82 (where

cf. cv. 11, cxix.

it

7 is that of relation or of reference, as in

The unnecessary

xli. 6.

:

!

belong to ^ix, as

The

and elsewhere.

to

still

failing, forsake rne

(xl.

In place of na^n the

Ken

throughout in other points
which is the

substitutes <WV\,

form exclusively found elsewhere.
Vers. 13-18. In view of xl. 15

(lxx. 3), xxxv. 4, 26, cix.
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13—18.

29, and other passages, the reading of 'E^., with the SyHac,
instead of ??3' in ver. 13a commends itself; but there are also

other instances in this Psalm of a modification of the original
conpassages, and the course of the thoughts is now climactic
:

vL 11), and in fact ruin accompanied by reproach and shame. This is the fate that the poet desires for
In prospect of this he patiently composes
his deadly foes.
himself, ver. 14a (cf. xxxi. 25)
and when righteous retribution appears, he will find new matter and ground and motive
for the praise of God in addition to all such occasion as he has
fusion, ruin (cf.

;

The

hitherto had.

again here

late

Kings and

only in the Books of

language made use of the
his

mouth

origin of

for instead of the prcet.

;

tell

prcet.

(13D, as in Jer.

Psalm betrays

the

Hiph.
in

(which

itself

is

found

Ecclesiastes), the

older

tl'pin

Without ceasing

Kal.

shall

10) of God's righteousness,

li.

knows not numbers, i.e. the counting
over or through of them (cxxxix. 17 sq.) * the divine proofs of
righteousness or salvation 1SBD *eyy (xl. 6), they are in themof God's salvation, for he

;

selves endless,

for praise

is

and therefore the matter

He

inexhaustible.

cannot be so reckoned up; he

will

which they furnish

also
tell

those things which

come with the mighty deeds
acknowledge His righteousness, Him alone.
Since nii3J, like the New Testament
BvvdfieK, usually signifies the proofs of the divine rp^a {e.g.
of the

will

Lord Jahve, and with

xx. 7), the Beth
lxvi. 13.

3

is

praise

the Beth of accompaniment, as

N13, venire

cum,

material, with him.

in xl. S,

like <_j *Ip- {^Ji\), equivalent

is

to afferre, he will bring the proofs of
rich

e.g.

the divine power, this

It is evident

ni-i3J3

does not refer to the poet

closely

upon the

from

vers.

18

sq. that

the fulness of divine
strength), but, together with "inpIS, forms a pair of words that
have reference to God. IT!??, according to the sense, joins
suffix of

'irjjriy

eousness (which has been in
alone

(te

solum

= tui

(

(in

c f. Ixxxiii.

19)

:

Thy

right-

mercy turned towards me), Thine

solius).

From youth up God

has iu-

* The LXX. renders oU i V mv vpayfcanias
the Psalterium Romanum,
non cognovinegotiationes; Psalt. Gallicum (Vulgate), non cognovi
literaturam
;

(instead of which the Psalt. Hebr., literaturas).
According to Bottcher
the poet really means that he did not understand the art of writing.

;

PSALM LXXI.
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19-24.

strueted him, viz. in His ways (xxv. 4), which are worthy of

all

and hitherto (n3rrijr found only in this passage in the
Psalter, and elsewhere almost entirely confined to prose) has
he, " the taught of Jahve" ('n "TO?), had to praise the wonders
of His rule and of His leadings.
May God, then, not forsake
him even further on na^l "'^P!"*'J?. The poet is already old
na%, silvery, hoary old age
(ti?J), and is drawing ever nearer to
May God, then, in this stage of life also
(cf. 1 Sam. xii. 2).
to which he has attained, preserve him in life and in His
favour, until py = "lE>K""lJf, as in cxxxii. 5, Gen. xxxviii. 11,
and frequently) he shall have declared His arm, i.e. His mighty
interposition in human history, to posterity (in), and to all
"
who shall come (supply K'¥), i.e. the whole of the future
generation, His strength, i.e. the impossibility of thwarting His
purposes.
The primary passage for this is xxii. 31 sq.

praise,

}

1

|

The thought of this proclamation so thoroughly
now enters upon the tone of it

Vers. 19-24.

absorbs the poet that he even

and since

to his faith the deliverance

past, the tender

song with

its

already a thing of the

is

uncomplaining prayer dies away

song of praise, in which he pictures it all to himself.
19-21 being subordinate to TJX'IJJ in ver. 18,
coupled by close connection with "inTDJ. Ver. 19a

into a loud

Without
inp"!^
is

vers.

is

an independent clause

predicate

:

;

and

Di"iO"ij)

the righteousness of

infinite (xxxvi.

6

sq., lvii.

11).

God
The

takes the place of the

exceeds
cry 11E3

all
''D,

10, lxxxix. 9, Jer. x. 6, refers back to Ex. xv. 11.

bounds,
as in

is

xxxv.

According

range of the poet's vision widens in ver. 20
from the proofs of the strength and righteousness of God
which he has experienced in his own case to those which he has
experienced in common with others in the history of his own
nation.
The Ken (cf. on the other hand lx. 5, lxxxv. 7, Deut,

to the Chethtby the

xxxi. 17) rests

upon a

failing to discern

how

the experience

of the writer are interwoven with those of the nation.

2lE>ri

\\

both instances supplies the corresponding adverbial notion to
Dinn^prop. a
the principal verb, as in lxxxv. 7 (cf. li. 4).
rumbling, commonly used of a deep heaving of waters, here
signifies

an abyss.

afivaacov

New

t?}? 7J79,

Testament

"The

abysses of the earth''

(LXX. e/c

t&v

just as the old Syriac version renders the

a/3vo-ao$, e.g. in

Luke

viii.

31,

by ]iD0C7lZ)

are,
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extreme perils and
were half hidden in

like the gates of death (ix. 14), a figure of

dangers, in the midst of which one

The

the abyss of Hades.

as

is

it

past and future are clearly distin-

guished in the sequence of the tenses.

When God

shall again

His people out of the depth of the present catastrophe,
then will He also magnify the n5"!3 of the poet, i.e. the dignity
of his office, by most brilliantly vindicating him in the face of
his foes, and will once more (^iBfl, fut. Nipli. like 2VCB above)
comfort him. He on his part will also (cf. Job xl. 14) be
grateful for this national restoration and this personal vindication
he will praise God, will praise His truth, i.e. His fidelity
?5?." ? ?? instead of ?3J3 sounds more circumto His promises.
stantial than in the old poetry.
The divine name " The Holy
raise

:

,

;

One

of Israel" occurs here for the third time in the Psalter

;

the

other passages are lxxviii. 41, lxxxix. 19, which are older in time,

who uses it thirty times, and HabakJeremiah has it twice (ch. 1. 29, li. 5),
and that after the example of Isaiah. In vers. 23, 24a the
poet means to say that lips and tongue, song and speech, shall
^"in with Dagesh also in
act in concert in the praise of God.
the second Nun, after the form napiprij nabi?!^ side by side with
main,
which we also find the reading
and the reading
tv - 7
O naa"in
o T" - }
H3DXPI,
n^n,
which is in itself admissible, after the form
but
and older

also

than Isaiah,

who

uses

it

kuk,

once.

:

is

here unattested.*

The

:

cohortative after V?

intended to convey this meaning

:

when

(LXX.

orav)

is

I feel myself impelled

harp unto Thee. In the perfects in the closing line that
which is hoped for stands before his soul as though it had
already taken place. <3 is repeated with triumphant emphasis.
to

* Heidenheim reads naain with Segol, following the statement of IbnBil'am in his

NIpDn

'DytO and of

Mose ha-Nakdan

in his "npan ''STI, that

Segol always precedes the ending na, with the exception only of
natNil.

Baer, on the other hand, reads n33"in, following

Kimchi (Michlol 6Gb).

nan and

Aben-Ezra and

;
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PSALM LXXII.
PRAYER FOR THE DOMINION OE PEACE OE THE
ANOINTED ONE OF GOD.

ELOHIM,

give Thy rights unto the king,
And Thy righteousness unto the king's son.
2 May he govern Thy people with uprightness,
And Thine afflicted with justice.
3 May the mountains bring peace to the people,
And the hills by righteousness.
4 May he judge the afflicted among the people,
1

Save the children of the needy, and crush the
5

oppressor,,

May

they fear Thee

And

before the

And

from the river unto the ends of the earth.

as long as the sun,

moon to all generations.
6 May he come down like rain upon the meadow-grass,
As showers, a heavy rain upon the earth.
7 In his days may the righteous flourish,
And abundance of peace, till the moon be no more.
8 And may he have dominion from sea to sea,

9 Before him shall the inhabitants of the wilderness bow,
And his enemies shall lick the dust.
10 The kings of Tarshish and of the isles shall bring gifts,
The kings of Saba and Meroe shall offer tribute.
11 And all kings shall do homage to him,
All peoples shall serve him.

12 For he

13

shall deliver the

needy who

14 From oppression and violence he
15

crieth,

And the afflicted who have no succour.
He shall deal gently with the poor and needy,
And help the souls of the needy
shall

redeem

their soul,

And precious is their blood in his eyes
And he shall live, and he will present him with gold of Saba,
And he will pray for him always, bless him continually.

298
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May

the top
there be abundance of corn in the land unto

May

its

of the mountains,

wave

fruit

And may

like

Lebanon,

they blossom out of

like the

cities

herbs of the

earth.

17

May

his

name endure

Before the sun

And may

may

for ever,

his

name throw out

him

all

peoples call

blessed.

IS Blessed be

Jahve Elohim the God of Israel,

Who alone doeth wondrocs
19

shoots.

may

they bless themselves in him,

things.

And blessed be His glorious name for ever,
And let the whole earth be filled with His
glory.

Amen, and Amen.
20 Ended are

we

prayers of David the son of Jesse.

Psalm of the primary collection, united to Ps.
by community of the prominent word inpIS, appears, as

This
lxxi.

the

last

look to the superscription,

Psalm of David

mon

;

lxxii.

be said to be a

nbbvo designates Solo-

But

as the subject, not the author.

to

20,

so that consequently

the

Lamed

of HDX'?

here and in cxxvii. 1 cannot have any other meaning than that

which the Lamed always has
it is

joined to proper names

;

at the
it

is

head of the Psalms when

then always the expression

denoting that the Psalm belongs to the person named, as

Then

its

and general character the Psalm has
not the least kinship with the Psalms of David.
Characteristic of Solomon, on the other hand, are the movement
proverb-like, and for the most part distichic, which has less of
original freshness and directness than of an artificial, reflective,
and almost sluggish manner, the geographic range of view, the
richness in figures drawn from nature, and the points of contact with the Book of Job, which belongs incontrovertibly to
the circle of the Salomonic literature: these are coincident
signs which are decisive in favour of Solomon. But if Solomon
author.

is

in style

the author, the question arises,

who

is

the subject of the

Ptolemy Philadelphus but no
true Israelite could celebrate him in this manner, and there is
no reliable example of carmina of this character having found

Psalm

?

According

to Hitzig,

;
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into the song-book of Israel.

The

subject of the

Psalm is either Solomon (LXX. e« 2a\a>(ic!)v) or the Messiah
(Targum, "O God, give Thy regulations of right to the King
Messiah, WTtia *$$").
Both are correct. It is Solomon
himself to

whom

the intercession and desires of blessing of this

Psalm

refer.

put

into the heart and

it

Solomon,

soon after his accession,

David with Psalms xx. and xxi.,
mouth of the people, probably very

just as

it

being as

behalf of the new, reigning king.

it

were a church-prayer on
is also none

But the Psalm

the less Messianic, and with perfect right the church has
it

the chief

received

its

Psalm of the

name

Solomon was
ruler

;

festival

of festum trium regum out of
in truth

made

of Epiphany, which has
it.

a righteous, benign, God-fearing

he established and also extended the kingdom

;

he ruled

over innumerable people, exalted in wisdom and riches above
;
his time was the most happy, the
and joy that Israel has ever known.
The
words of the Psalm were all fulfilled in him, even to the one
point of the universal dominion that is wished for him.
But
the end of his reign was not like the beginning and the middle

all

the kings of the earth

richest in peace

That fair, that glorious, that pure image of the Messiah
it.
which he had represented waxed pale; and with this fading
away its development in relation to the history of redemption
took a new turn. In the time of David and of Solomon the
hope of believers, which was attached to the kingship of David,
had not yet fully broken with the present. At that time, with
few exceptions, nothing was known of any other Messiah than
the Anointed One of God, who was David or Solomon himself.
When, however, the kingship in these its two most glorious impersonations had proved itself unable to bring to full realization
the idea of the Messiah or of the Anointed One of God, and
of

when

the line of kings that followed thoroughly disappointed

—

a hope
the hope which clung to the kingship of the present,
which here and there, as in the reign of Hezekiah, blazed up
for a moment and then totally died out, and men were driven
from the present to look onward into the future, then, and
not until then, did any decided rupture take place between the
Messianic hope and the present. The image of the Messiah is

—

now

painted on the pure ethereal sky of the future (though of

the immediate future) in colours which were furnished by older
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and by the contradiction between the
idea ; it becomes more and more, so
to speak, an image, super-earthly, super-humap, belonging to
the future, the invisible refuge and invisible goal of a faith
despairing of the present, and thereby rendered relatively more
spiritual and heavenly (cf. the Messianic image painted in
colours borrowed from our Psalm in Isa. ch. xi., Mic. v. 3, 6,

unfulfilled prophecies,

and

existing kingship

Zech.

In order rightly to estimate

9 sq.).

ix.

its

this,

we must free
Old Testa-

ourselves from the prejudice that the centre of the

of salvation [or gospel] lies in the prophecy

ment proclamation

Is the Messiah, then,

of the Messiah.

Redeemer

the

The appearing

Jahve.

anywhere

The Redeemer

of the world?

(parusia) of

Jahve

is

the Old Testament proclamation of salvation.

may

way

set forth as

of the world

is

the centre of

An

allegory

which the Old Testament
proclamation of salvation unfolds itself. The Old Testament
In
in relation to the Day of the New Testament is Night.
this Night there rise in opposite directions two stars of Promise.
serve to illustrate the

The one

describes

promise of Jahve

in

path from above downwards

its

who

is

about to come.

path from below upwards

The

:

it

is

the

other describes

the hope which rests

on the
Son of David, which at the
outset assumes a thoroughly human, and merely earthly character.
These two stars meet at last, they blend together into
one star the Night vanishes and it is Day. This one Star is
Jesus Christ, Jahve and the Son of David in one person, the
King of Israel and at the same time the Redeemer of the
world,
in one word, the God-man.
its

:

it is

seed of David, the prophecy of the

;

—

Vers. 1-4.

and

The name

of God, occurring only once,

is

stamp the Psalm as an
*]?» (cf. xxi. 2) and ^?»"i3 are only used
Elohimic Psalm.
without the article according to a poetical usage of the lancruawe.
The petition itself, and even the position of the words, show that
the king's son is present, and that he is king
God is implored
to bestow upon him His CDBB'a, i.e. the rights or legal powers
Eloliim

;

this

sufficient

is

to

;

God of Israel, and n^v
may exercise those rights

belonging to Him, the
gift in order that

with

divine

he

righteousness.

futures which

now

i.e.

the

After the supplicatory

follow, without the

Waw

official

in accordance
jn

the

apodoseos, are

PSALM
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synecdochi-

hills describe

cally the whole land of which they are the high points visible

afar

off.

may

&W be the

used

in the sense of '"J? Nt?j> Ezek. xvii. 8
which ripens upon every mountain and
hill
universal prosperity satisfied and contented within itself.
The predicate for ver. 36 is to be taken from ver. 3a, just as,
on the other hand, ^iJ^V?, " in or by righteousness," the fruit
of which is indeed peace (Isa, xxxii. 17), belongs also to ver.
3a; so that consequently both members supplement one
another.
The wish of the poet is this By righteousness,
may there in due season be such peaceful fruit adorning all the
heights of the land. Ver. 36, however, always makes one feel
as though a verb were wanting, like rurnan suggested by
Bottcher. In ver. 4 the wishes are continued in plain unJWin in the signification to save, to obtain
figurative language.
KB>J

is

:

fruit

;

:

salvation for, has, as
jfcisjPJa

object.
^]?p~J3j

one who

is

frequently the case, a dative of the

are those

who

born a king.

is

are born to poverty, just like

Those who are born

to poverty

more or less regarded, by an unrighteous government,
having no rights.
are

Vers. 5-8.

The

invocation of ver. 1

continued in the

is

form of a wish: may they fear Thee, Elohim,
the sun,

i.e.

during

its

whole duration

porary existence, as in Dan.

Job viii. 16,
moon shines. D

33).

,

"ji

,
i

"ri*l

e ptt'"DV, with
i

the sense of cotem-

CT3J"V!??,

VYXP'^tb, in the sunshine),

(cf.

cf. cii. 25),

iii.

(0]> in

as

in the moonlight
so long as the

i.e.

(accusative of the duration of time,

which outlasts the
furthest heavens
The first two periphrastic

into the uttermost generation

other generations

(like

E'*?$n

*dk>

which surround the other heavens).

of

the

expressions for unlimited time recur in Ps. lxxxix. 37

Psalm composed

after the time of

Solomon

;

cf.

sq.,

a

the unfigura-

tive expression in Solomon's prayer at the dedication of the

The continuance of the kingship,
in 1 Kings viii. 40.
from the operation of which such continuance of the fear of
Temple

God

is

expected,

is

not asserted until ver. 17.

It

to refer the language of address in ver. 5 to

Hupfeld and Hitzig

do),

in ver. 4, or in ver. 6, or

to

God

the desire

rule of the king

is

may

who

is

anywhere

is

capricious

the king (as

not directly addressed either
in the

Psalm.

With

respect

expressed that the righteous and benign
result in the extension of the fear of

God
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from generation to generation into endless ages. The poet in
ver. 6 delights in a heaping up of synonyms in order to give
intensity to the expression of the thoughts, just as in ver. 5

;

the last two expressions stand side by side one another without

any bond of connection as

in ver. 5.

B^rn (from

3Ti, (_.

,

and then, starting from this signification,
sometimes multum and sometimes magnum esse) is the shower
densum, spissum

of rain pouring
f) ,

a synonym

n!

means

esse,

down
of

T3,

in drops that are close together

but (formed from

H!J,

two

of a rare reduplication of the first

;

nor

is

_J;J, to flow, by
letters of the

Ew. § 157, d) properly the water running from a roof
B. Joma 87a: "when the maid above poured out water,

root,
(cf.

came upon

tOOT 'BTiT

his

head").

T3,

however,

more than

Til,

Arabic

PIM,

not the

is

mown meadow, any

meadow-shearing, equivalent to a shorn,
g'izza, signifies a

shorn hide, but, on

the contrary, a hide with the wool or feathers (e.g. ostrich
feathers)
is

still

upon

it,

rather a meadow,

intended to be mown.

in cxlvii.

i.e.

grassy plain, that

word H&j (accus. loci as
itself with the opening word TV
descendat
last words (2 Sam. ch. xxiii.) David had

15) unites

in terrain.

The

closing

:

In his

compared the effects of the dominion of his successor, whom
he beheld as by vision, to the fertilizing effects of the sun and of
the rain upon the earth. The idiea of ver. 6 is that Solomon's
rule

may

prove

itself

The

thus beneficial for the country.

under his
rule may the righteous blossom (expanding himself unhindered
and under the most favourable circumstances), and (may there
arise) salvation in all fulness TTV va'Tl^ until there is no more
figure of the rain in ver. 7 gives birth to another

moon

(cf.

the similar expression in

:

Job xiv. 12).
To this
and happiness of the

desire for the uninterrupted prosperity

righteous under the reign of this king succeeds the desire for

an unlimited extension of his dominion, ver.

8.

The

sea (the

Mediterranean) and the river (the Euphrates) are geographi-

whence the definition
Solomon even
kingdoms from the Euphrates

cally defined points of issue,
is

extended into the unbounded.

sion ruled over all

borders of Egypt

;

of

boundary

at his accesas far as the

the wishes expressed here are of wider

compass, and Zechariah repeats them predictively (ch.
with reference to the

King Messiah.

ix.

10)

PSALM LXXII.
Vers. 9-11.

This third strophe contains prospects, the

ground of which

is

laid

down

from the home

The position of
The contemplation

in the fourth.

the futures here becomes a different one.
passes

303
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relations of the

new government

to its

foreign relations, and at the same time the wishes are changed

The awe-commanding dominion

of the king shall
most distant corners of the desert. D^V is
used both for the animals and the men who inhabit the desert,
to be determined in each instance by the context ; here they
are men beyond all dispute, but in lxxiv. 14, Isa. xxiii. 13, it is
matter of controversy whether men or beasts are meant. Since
the LXX., Aquila, Symmachus, and Jerome here, and the
LXX. and Jerome in lxxiv. 14, render AWioire<;, the nomadic
tribes right and left of the Arabian Gulf seem traditionally to
have been associated in the mind with this word, more particuThese shall bend the knee
larly the so-called Ichthyophagi.
reverentially before him, and those who contend against him
shall be compelled at last to veil their face before him in the
dust.
The remotest west and south become subject and tribu-

into hopes.

stretch even into the

tary to him, viz. the kings of Tartessus in the south of Spain,
rich in silver,

countries on

and of the

islands of the Mediterranean

and the

coasts, that is to say, the kings of the

its

Poly-

nesian portion of Europe, and the kings of the Cushitish or of
the Joktanitish N3E>' and of the Cushitish N3D, as, according to

Josephus, the chief city of Meroe was called (vid. Genesis, S.
It was a queen of that Joktanitish, and therefore South
206).

Arabian Sheba,
stein in

my

whom

the

Kings

ch.

tribute

is

ii.

(vid.

Wetz-

529) of the Cushitish (Nubian) Sheba,

—

fame of Solomon's wisdom drew towards him, 1
The idea of their wealth in gold and in other
x.

precious things
sion nn:tt

—perhaps, however, more correctly

Isaiah,

ypn

is

associated with both peoples.

(to

pay

tribute,

2 Kings

In the expres-

xvii. 3, cf.

iii.

4) the

not conceived of as rendered in return for protection

afforded (Maurer, Hengstenberg, and Olshausen), nor as an act

repeated periodically (Rodiger,
5),
s.

who

refers to 2

Chron.

xxvii.

but as a bringing back, i.e. repayment of a debt, referre
reddere debitum (Hupfeld), after the same idea according

which obligatory incomings are called reditus (revenues).
In the synonymous expression "Et^f anpn the presentation
appears as an act of sacrifice. "SB'S signifies in Ezek. xxvii. 15
to
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in merchandise, here a rent or tribute due,

made

blending with the Aleph prostheticum has
passed over into "OB' by means of a shifting of the sound after
the Arabic manner* just as in Vsw* the verb ^f, to interweave,

from 13b, which

in

In

passes over into ipe* (Eodiger in Gesenius' Thesaurus).
ver. 11 hope breaks through every bound:
submit to his world-subduing sceptre.

everything shall

The confirmation of these prospects is now
Volnntative forms are intermingled because the prospect extending into the future is nevertheless more lyrical than
prophetic in its character. The elevation of the king to the
Vers. 12-15.

given.

dominion of the world is the reward of his condescension ; he
shows himself to be the helper and protecting lord of the poor
and the oppressed, who are the especial object upon which
God's eye

He

set.

is

looks

upon

it

most
D ^) just with those of

as his task to deal

sympathizingly and most considerately

(

reduced circumstances and with the poor, and their blood is
Ver. 12 is re-echoed in Job xxix. 12.
precious in his eyes.

The meaning

of ver. 146 is the same as cxvi. 15.
Instead of
by a retention of the Jod of the stem it is written ip".
Just as in xlix. 10, lp" here also is followed by W. The
assertion is individualized
and he (who was threatened with
,

1i?. . !

:

death) shall live (voluntative, having reference to the will of
the king).

But who

now

is

the subject to

"|W?

Not

the

rescued one (Hitzig), for after the foregoing designations (vers.
11 sq.) we cannot expect to find "the gold of Sheba" (gold

from Jeman or ^Ethiopia)

his possession.

in

the king, and in fact Solomon, of

whom

Therefore

it

is

the disposal of the gold

Sheba (Saba) is characteristic. The king's thought and
endeavour are directed to this, that the poor man who has
of

almost fallen a victim shall live or revive, and not only will he
maintain his cause, he will also bestow gifts upon him
with a
liberal hand, and he (the poor one who has been
rescued and
endowed from the riches of the king) shall pray unceasingly
°
for him (the king) and bless him at all times.
The poor
is he who is restored to life and endowed with gifts
and
intercedes and blesses ; the king, however, is the
benefi
It is left for the reader to supply the right subi
giver.
1

m
"

t

thought to the separate verbs.
i-i
which we require in rhetorical
•

•

i

.

•

i

That clearly marked i™
precision
•

vi-

r

recital is alien to the

"

•

PSALM
style (vid.

my

Maurer
same interpretation as we have done.
Here, where the futures again stand at the

also give the

Vers. 16, 17.

clauses, they are also again to be understood as

As

optatives.
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GesdiicJite der judisdien Poesie, S. 189).

and Hofmann
head of the

LXXII.

the blessing of such a dominion after God's

heart, not merely fertility but extraordinary fruitfulness'

be confidently desired for the land.

!"ID3 (air. Xe<y.),

the Syriac version sugo, abundance,

Jewish lexicographers from DDa
leprosy),
(vid.

is

correctly derived

= nb's

(in the

Job,

275), to extend, expandere; so that

an abundance that occupies a broad space.
summit, as

same

in xxxvi. 6, xix. 5.

The

also

unto the

idea thus obtained

when Hofmann (Weissagung und Erfullung,

J^i

signifies

it

c'&ra,

.

by the

law relating to

Mishnic HDS, Aramaic kdb, Arabic Uo, but
ii.

may

rendered by

is

the

180 f.)
DDK) in the signification of a boundary
takes nD3 (from DD3
" close upon the summit of the mountain shall the last
line
as

i.

=

:

corn stand," with
the heights,

i

1

"]?

reference to the terrace-like structure of

pN3

does not refer back to

misleads one by referring to Joel

ii.

3),

but

(Hitzig,

to ">3

may

:

who
the

and thick that the fields, being moved
by the wind, shall shake, i.e. wave up and down, like the
The LXX., which renders
lofty thick forest of Lebanon.
may its
inrepap8rj(TeTai, takes B'jn for B>KT, as Ewald does
But a
fruit rise to a summit, i.e. rise high, like Lebanon.
and how bombastic is this figure in
verb E>t*"i is unknown
comparison with that grand, but beautiful figure, which we
corn stand so high

1

'

:

:

would not willingly exchange even for the conjecture "iBty'
The other wish refers to a rapid, joyful in(may it be rich)
may men blossom out of this city and
population
crease of the
out of that city as the herb of the earth (cf. Job v. 25, where
!

:

also accords in sound with W?1), i.e. fresh, beautiful,
and abundant as it. Israel actually became under Solomon's
sceptre as numerous " as the sand by the sea" (1 Kings iv.
20), but increase of population is also a settled feature in the

T^VKV

picture of the Messianic time (ex. 3, Isa. ix. 2, xlix. 20, Zech.
If, however, under the just and
8 [4]; cf. Sir. xliv. 21).
benign rule of the king, both land and people are thus blessed,
May this name,
eternal duration may be desired for his name.

ii.

is

the wish of the poet, ever send forth
VOL. It

new

shoots (p?} Chethib),
20
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?)Ofi

or receive

new

sun turns

its

18-20.

Ken, from

shoots (fal

Nipli. p33), as long as the

face towards us, inasmuch

as

the

happy and

blessed results of the dominion of the king ever afford

May

occasion for glorifying his name.

may

in him,

all

him blessed, and that, as 13 13"i3rn*
his abundance of blessing appears to

nations call

implies, so blessed that

be the highest that they can desire for themselves.
benedicant sibi in eo we have to supply in thought the

them

To

new

they bless themselves

to

et

most universal, as yet undefined subject, which is then more
exactly defined as omnes gentes with a second synonymous
The accentuation (Athnaeh, Mugrash, Silluk) is
predicate.
blameless.

Closing Beracha of the Second Book of the
more full-toned than that of the First Book,
and God is intentionally here called Jaime Elohim the God of
Israel becanse the Second Book contains none but Elohim" Who
Psalms, and not, as there, Jalwe the God of Israel.
alone doeth wonders" is a customary praise of God, lxxxvi. 10,
1*1132 Dti> is a favourite word in the
cxxxvi. 4, cf. Job ix. 8.
language of divine worship in the period after the Exile (Neh.
Vers. 18, 19.

Psalter.

ix. 5)

;

It

it

is

is

equivalent to the imDpD lias

Beracha, God's glorious name, the

name

The

and

of His glory.
full, etc.,

closing words

Num.

are taken from

:

Dts>

in the liturgical

that bears the impress

the whole earth be

let

Here, as there, the

xiv. 21.

construction of the active with a double accusative of that

which

fills

and that which

tion with the passive

;

for

is

to

i*"i3":

with His glory the whole earth
|ON coupled by

means

of

Waw

be
is

(let
is,

filled is

retained in connec-

also accusative

one make
in the

it

:

let

be

full of it).

filled

The

Old Testament, exclu-

sively peculiar to these doxologies of the Psalter.

Ver. 20.

Superscription of the primary collection.

The

same as that of the
doxology, which is only inserted between it and the Psalm,
because it was intended to be read with the Psalm at the read-

origin of this superscription cannot be th«

ing in the course of the service (Symbolce, p. 19).
like

*

vn

in xxxvi. 13, ico, lxxx. 11, all

Pronounce wejithbarchu, because the tone

'^3

= ^3

being Pual forms, as

is

rests on the first letter of
jebar'chenhu with Chatcph. vid. the rule
in the Luther. Zeitschrift, 1863, S. 412.

the root; whereas in ver. 15

it is

PSALM LXXIL
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20.

parallel with this verse is

the superscription "are ended the words of Job" in Job xxxi.
40, which separates the controversial speeches and Job's mono-

logue from the speeches of God.
the whole Psalter, with the

beyond Ps.
here.

If,

lxxii.,

No

one taking a survey of

many Psalms

of

David that follow

could possibly have placed this key-stone

however,

it

division into five books,

is
it'

more ancient than the doxological
is

a significant indication in relation

to the history of the rise of the collection.

the collection of the whole as
least

that

it

now

lies

It proves

preceded by one smaller collection, of which we
it

extended to Ps.

lxxii.,

that

before us was at

may

say

without thereby meaning to main-

it contained all the Psalms up to that one, since several
them may have been inserted into it when the redaction of
But it is possible for it to have contained
the whole took place.
Ps. lxxii., since at the earliest it was only compiled in the time

tain that

of

of Solomon.

The

fact that the superscription following directly

upon a Psalm of Solomon is thus worded, is based on the same
ground as the fact that the whole Psalter is quoted in the New
Testament as Davidic. David is the. father of the 'n W", 2
Chron. xxix. 27, and hence
just as

all

DW'p may be

thereby that they are

all

all

Psalms may be called Davidic,
meaning

called Salomonic, without

composed by David himself.

THIED BOOK OF THE PSALTER
Ps.

LXXIIL-LXXXIX.

PSALM LXXIII.
TEMPTATION TO APOSTASY OVERCOME.
1

VERILY
To

those

2 But as for

My
3

steps

good

who

me

to Israel is

—my feet had almost

had well-nigh

For I was incensed

When

Elohim,

are of a clean heart.

at the boastful,

I saw the prosperity of the wicked.

4 For they suffer no pangs,
Healthy and fat is their belly.
5 In the trouble of men they are

And

tottered,

slipped.

not as other

men

not,

are they plagued.

6 Therefore pride encircleth their neck,

Violence covereth them round about as a garment.
7 Their eyes stand out with fat,

8

9

The imaginations of the heart appear outwardly.
They mock and speak oppression in wickedness,
They speak from on high.
They set their mouth in the heavens,

And their tongue stalketh along upon the earth.
10 Therefore their people turn hither,
And water in abundance is swallowed down by them.
308
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"How should God know,
knowledge dwell in the Most High?!
12 Behold those are godless,
11

And
And

they say:

And always reckless have they attained to great power!
13 Only in vain have I cleansed my heart,
And washed my hands in innocence,
14 And yet was plagued all the day long,
And my chastisement was present every morning."
15

Had I thought : I will speak thus,
Behold, I should have dealt faithlessly with the generation
of

Thy

children.

16 Yet when I mused in order to solve the riddle,
It was too difficult in mine eyes
17 Until I went into the sanctuary of God,
Until I gave good heed unto their end
18 Surely in slippery places dost Thou set them,
:

Thou
19

How

an end, gone by reason of terrors

to

20 As a dream,
21 If

to ruins.

are they become a desolation as in a moment,

Brought

O

them down

castest

as soon as one awaketh,

Lord, being aroused, Thou dost get rid of their image.

my

And

heart should grow bitter,

I should be pricked in

my

reins

22 Then I should be a stupid one and without understanding,
A behemoth should I be in comparison with Thee.
23 But I remain continually with Thee,

Thou

hast taken hold of

24 According

And
25
26

Thy

to

my

right hand.

counsel wilt

afterward receive

me

Whom

have I in the heavens?

And

Thou

My

if

flesh

lead me,

art mine, the earth doth not delight

my

and

The refuge

Thou

to honour.

of

heart

my

may

me

fail

heart and

my

portion

is

Elohim for

ever.

27 For,

lo,

Thou

those

who

destroyest

from Thee shall perish,
who wantonly forsake Thee.

are estranged

all

those

310
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28 But as for

1,

2.

me— to

be united to Eloliim
I make in the Lord, Jahve, my refuge,
That I may declare all Thy works.

is

my

happiness,

After the one Asaph Psalm of the Second Book, Ps.

1.,

more of them from Ps. lxxiii. to lxxxiii. They
are all Elohimic, whereas the Korah Psalms divide into an
Elohimic and a Jehovic group. Ps. lxxxiv. forms the transiThe Elohim-Psalms extend
tion from the one to the other.
fenced
in on both sides by Jahvefrom Ps. xlii. -lxxxiv., and are
follow eleven

Psalms.
lxxiii. is the counterpart or pendant of Ps. 1.
semblance of a sanctity based upon works
Psalm
the
As
is traced back to its nothingness, so here the seeming good
fortune of the ungodly, by which the poet felt himself tempted
to fall away, not into heathenism (Hitzig), but into that freethinking which in the heathen world does not less cast off the
Seio-iSaifiovia than it does the belief in Jahve within the pale
of Israel.
Nowhere does there come to light in the national
history any background that should contradict the ^D?- aD(^ ^e

In contents Ps.

in that

>

doubts respecting the moral order of the world are set at

same way

rest

and in the Book
Theodicy, or the vindication of God's ways, does not
of Job.
as yet rise from the indication of the retribution in this present
time which the ungodly do not escape, to a future solution of
in exactly the

all

as in Ps. xxxvii., xlix.,

the contradictions of this present world

dent glory which infinitely outweighs

;

and the transcen-

the

suffering of this

remains outside the range of vision. The
stedfast faith which, gladly renouncing everything, holds fast to
present time,

still

God, and the pure love to which this possession is more than
heaven and earth, is all the more worthy of admiration in connection with such defective knowledge.

The
stichic

strophe schema of the Psalm

:

4.8.8.8; 8.8.5.

Its

is predominantly octatwo halves are vers. 1-14

15-28.
Vers.
faith

1, 2.

?JX,

belonging to the favourite words of the

that bids defiance to assault, signifies originally

"thus

=

not otherwise," and therefore combines an affirmative and restrictive, or, according to circumstances, even an adversative

PSALM
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(yicl. on xxxix. 6).
It may therefore be rendered
yea good, assuredly good, or: only good, nothing but good;
both renderings are an assertion of a sure, infallible relation of

signification

things.

He

is

:

God

appears to be angry with the godly, but in reality

kindly disposed towards them, though

upon them (Lam.

after affliction

OTPK

He

send

affliction

The words

25).

iii.

i>X"iB"

not to be taken together, after Gal. vi. 16 (rbv
'Io-parjX tov Qeov)
not, " only good is it with the Israel of
are

;

Elohim," but "only good to Israel is Elohim," is the right
apprehension of the truth or reality that is opposed to what
seems to be the case. The Israel which in every relationship

God

has a good and loving

is

heart (xxiv. 4, Matt. v. 8).

who
all

limited in ver. 16 to the pure in

Israel in truth are not

impurity of disposition and

their heart,

i.e.

those

all

who have put away

are descended from Jacob, but those

uncleanness of sin out of

all

out of their innermost

life,

and by a constant

striving after sanctification (ver. 13) maintain themselves in

In relation to this, which is the real church of
God, God is pure love, nothing but love. This it is that has
been confirmed to the poet as he passed through the conflict of
temptation, but it was through conflict, for he almost fell by

such purity.

The

reason of the semblance of the opposite.
(cf.

Num.

The

xxiv. 4) or

^taj

narration of that which

ticipial

clause like this, and

Chethib

2 Sam. xv. 32)

(cf.

^3"!

'"IB?

erroneous.

is

past cannot begin with a par-

is

in

tOJ?!?3,

such a sense (non multum

abfuit quin, like 1^3, nihil abfuit quin), always has the perfect
after

it,

e.g. xciv.

17, cxix. 87.

It

is

therefore to be read VtM

(according to the fuller form for ^3, which

with great distinctives, as in xxxvi.

is

used not merely

8, cxxii. 6,

bnt also with conjunctives out of pause,

Num.

e.g. Ivii. 2, cf.

xxiv. 6,

xxxvi.

9,

my feet had almost inclined
Deut. xxxii. 37, Job xii. 6)
towards, had almost slipped backwards and towards the side.
:

On

hand the Chethib "33^

the other

nine singular

is

is

unassailable

subject that has preceded

(xviii. 35, cf.

Deut.

16) and also more especially of one that
xxxvii. 31,

out

Job

when one
Vers. 3-6.

temptation

:

;

the femi-

frequently found as predicate both of a plural

xiv. 19.

The

xxi. 7,

Job

placed after

xvi.

it, e.g.

footsteps are said to be poured

"flies out or slips"

Now

is

and

falls to the

ground.

follows the occasion of the conflict of

the good fortune of tnose

who

are estranged from

:
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In accordance with the gloominess of the theme, the
gloomy, and piles up the dull-toned suffixes amo

God.

style is also

and emo
after the

66, lxxx. 7, Ixxxiii. 12, 14)

(vid. Ixxviii.

example

set

on which the zeal or warmth of feeling
Prov.

iii.

both are

;

Mi? with Beth of the object

by David.

kindled (xxxvii.

is

1,

31) here refers to the warmth of envious ill-feeling.

Ver. 3b tells under what circumwas excited cf. so far as the syntax is connisn
In ver. 4 ntax-in (from ainn
cerned, xlix. 6, lxxvi. 11.
3SJJ,
2Vn,
snare,
pain, Arabic 'asdbe, a
cognate 3?J>, whence
from
cf. ->?[}, wSt?, and ?an, a-^piviov), in the same sense as the Latin

Concerning

v id. v. 6.

5>?in

stances the envy

;

=

tormenta (from torquere),

intended of pains that produce

is

in order to give the meaning
convulsive
" they have no pangs (to suffer) till their death," En? (iDP)

But

contractions.

could not be omitted (that

is,

assuming

also that

which

?,

is

could in such an exclusive
sense signify the terminus ad quern). Also " there are no pangs

sometimes used for
for their death,

expressed by

i.e.

"IJ?,

vid. lix. 14,

that bring death to them," ought to be

The

ITHS? Dnp.

clause as

it

stands affirms that

dying has no pangs, i.e. it is a painless death but not
merely does this assertion not harmonize with vers. 18 sq., but

their

it is

;

also introduced too early here, since the poet

cannot surely

begin the description of the good fortune of the ungodly with
the painlessness of their death, and then for the
to speak of their healthy condition.

We

may

first

time come

therefore read,

with Ewald, Hitzig, Bottcher, and Olshausen
to?

numn

pa

dpik unai

•a

onT

they have (suffer) no pangs, vigorous (Efl like Dh,

i.e.

Job

xxi.

12) and well-nourished is their belly ; by which
means the difficult DniD? is got rid of, and the gloomy picture

23, D'ori, Prov.

is

i.

enriched by another form ending with mo.

derisive sense, signifies the body, like the

J I,

coaluit, cohaisit, to

* Hitzig calls to

equivalent to

oTio?,

whole, complete.

mind

Arabic

hx, here in a

J

1

1,

JT (from

condense inwardly, to gain consistency).*
" corporeal ;" but this word is Ionic and
ground-word of which is the Sanscrit sarvus,

ovto s

solidus, the

,

;
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The

observation of ver. Aa is pursued further in ver. 5
whilst
one would have thought that the godly formed an exception to
:

common

the

who

wretchedness of mankind,

exempt from

are

to be written

iop/'X,

all

as in

It is also here

14, not to^K.

lix.

wicked

just the

is

it

trouble and calamity.

Therefore

haughtiness their neck-chain, and brutishness their mantle,
is

from

a denominative

the neck
their

neck

Don

is

pfy

=

avyr\v

the seat of pride {av-^elv)

is

(like p3V,

"they wrap round

Ixv. 14) with io?

sjioy (vid.

dative of the object {e.g.

Accordingly in ver. 6b

the interpunction construes

belonging to them," in order, that
of

bang round the neck

haughtiness hangs around

a neck-ornament).

the subject, although

differently, viz.

to

:

:

as a
is,

is

pty

garment the

it

injustice

to avoid the construction

but active verbs can take a
? HB3, p nntjf, p NEH) in the sense
to
;

:

grant to any one that which the primary notion of the

be or

to

verb

asserts.

may

It

therefore be rendered

they put on the

:

garment of violence (DDn JVK> like 2pT J ^JB, Isa. lix. 17), or
eten by avoiding every enallage numeri : violence covers them
as a garment so that TVV is an apposition which is put forth
;

in advance.
taijj, r, aSiicia avruv LXX. (cf.
which
is rendered by the LXX. in
in Zech. v. 6 the WJJ,
exactly the same way), in favour of which Hitzig, Bottcher,
and Olshausen decide, " their iniquity presses forth out of a fat

The

Vers. 7-10.

reading

heart, out of a fat inward part,"

is

favoured by

xvii. 10,

where

3pn obtains just this signification by combination with

which

it

would obtain here

cf. i!jepxecr6cu

ism decides

its

e'«

as

t??? /capS/a?,

superiority.

being the place whence sin
Matt. xv. 18

sq.

;

and the

"I3D»

issues;

parallel-

Nevertheless the traditional read-

ing also gives a suitable sense not (since fat tends to make
the eyes appear to be deeper in) " their eyes come forward prce
;

but " they stare forth ex adipe, out of the fat of their
bloated visage," 3?np being equivalent to DrvpQ X>no } Job xv.
,:

aclipe,

This

27.

nature.

is

a feature of character faithfully drawn after

Further, just as in general to irepicraevfuo

t?}?

KapBiai

and language (Matt. xii. 34), so is
"views or images of the heart" (from nab,

wells over in the gestures
it

also with their

like

,

13B>,

the cock with

illusions of

their

its

gift of divination as speculator)

unbounded

self-confidence

come forth

:

the
out-

S14
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manner of a river,* viz., as ver.
8 says, in words that are proud beyond measure (Jer. v. 28).
Luther: "they destroy everything" (synon. they make it as or
But
is here equivalent to the
into rottenness, from pj?0).
wardly, they overflow after the

PW

Aramaic P>» (ficoieaaOai) they mock and openly speak JH3
(with a in connection with Munach transformed from Declii),
with evil disposition (cf. Ex. xxxii. 12), oppression i.e. they
Their
openly express their resolve which aims at oppression.
:

;

fellow-man
Diiea,
selves

is

the sport of their caprice

;

they speak or dictate

down from an eminence, upon which they imagine themEven in the heavens
to be raised high above others.

above do they

set (WE> as in xlix.

15 instead of ViB^

—

there, in

accordance with tradition, Milel; here at the commencement of

mouth

the verse Milra) their

even these do not remain un-

;

(cf. Jude ver. 16); the
blasphemed by them, and

touched by their scandalous language

Most High and Holy One,
their

tongue runs

officiously

too, is

and imperiously through the earth

below, everywhere disparaging that which exists and giving
^PH 1?, as in Ex.

laws.
ia the

signification

23, a

ix.

i.e.

to himself)

appropriate to

toy

it.

new

like Hithpa.,

In ver. 10 the Cliethib yv*
man, turns a people subject to him

grassari.

(therefore he, this class of
hither,

Kal sounding much

is
is

to be

rejected, because D?ri is not

the subject, and the suffix refers not

whose name has not been previously mentioned,
men hitherto described: what is meant is
the people which, in order that it may turn itself hither (aw,
not: to turn back, but to turn one's self towards, as e.g. in Jer.
xv. 19f), becomes his, i.e. this class's people (cf. for this sense of

God

to

(Stier),

but to the kind of

On

*

the other hand, Redslob (Deutsch. Morgenland. Zeitschr. 18C0, S.
it thus they run over the fencings of the heart, from rob* in

675) interprets

:

T T

the signification to put or stick through, to stick into (infigere),

^

niT'p) Jer.

iv.

19,

and

epxo; o'SoVtoi/.

He

regards

)Y3!I>1D

by comparing
and mosaic aa

one word, just as the Italian ricamare (to stitch) and DpT
Certainly the root
"Gl),

and

cJ

;,

which

it

which pierces into the eye

that of cutting through

Judg.

cJ3,

also the notion of purity,

of the brilliance
is

-]t,

is

one word.

has the primary notion of piercing

(whence

|»3fc>,

;

obtains, proceeds

(cf.

from the idea

but the primary notion of rob>
like

S^no, a knife, from

tj^n,

v. 26).

not necessarily signify to turn back, but, like the
t In general aw does
Arabic 'ada, Persic gash'en, to euter into a new (active or passive) state.
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the suffix as describing the issue or event,
Ixv. 12).

They

the fear of

God and

xviii.

2-1,

gain adherents (xlix. 14) from those

turn to them; and N?!3

''D,

xlix. 6,

who

leave

water of fulness,

=

of full measure (cf. lxxiv. 15, streams of duration
that
do not dry up), which is here an emblem of their corrupt
i.e.

principles (cf.

fD,

whence

Job

first

of

=

ones (top, auTots

xv. 16),
all

inr'

is

TV*?,

quaffed or sucked in (™?> root

yw,

avrSiv).

to suck)

This

is

by these befooled

what

is

meant

further said, and not that this band of servile followers
fulness absorbed

thinkers

there

by them (Sachs).

Around

to
is

be
in

the proud free-

gathers a rabble submissive to them, which

eagerly drinks in everything that proceeds from them as though

were the true water of life. Even in David's time (x. 4,
were already such stout spirits (Isa. xlvi.
still far more favour12) with a servum imitatorum pecus.
able soil for these D'V? was the worldly age of Solomon.
Vers. 11—14. The persons speaking are now those apostates who, deluded by the good fortune and free-thinking of
the ungodly, give themselves up to them as slaves. Concerning
the modal sense of VI*, quomodo seiverit, vid. xi. 3, cf. Job xxii.
With Bty the doubting question is continued. Bottcher
13.
renders thus nevertheless knowledge is in the Most High (a
circumstantial clause like Prov. iii. 28, Mai. i. 14, Judg. vi. 13) ;
but first of all they deny God's actual knowledge, and then His
behold,
It is not to be interpreted
attributive omniscience.
(n?X,
ungodly
their
moral
nature)
the
such are (according to
it

xiv. 1, xxxvi. 2) there

A

:

:

15, Deut. v. 26, cf. nan, I sa lvi. 11); nor,
with the parallel member ver. 126 and
accordance
as is more in
behold,
thus it befalleth the ungodly
Psalm
:
the
the drift of
tales, like

nt, xlviii.

.

(such are they according to their lot, as in Job xviii. 21, cf.
Isa. xx. 6); but, what forms a better connection as a statement
of the ground of the scepticism in ver. 11, either, in harmony
with the accentuation : behold, the ungodly, etc., or, since it is

not

D^ahn

:

behold, these are ungodly, and, ever reckless (Jer.

they have acquired great power. With the bitter T^P.i},
as Stier correctly observes, they bring forward the obvious
How can God be said to be the omniproof to the contrary.

xii. 1),

—

Kuler of the world ? the ungodly in their carnal security
become very powerful and mighty, but piety, very far from

scient
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being rewarded,

15-18.

moral pollution

my

(cf. ver. 5),

D'npX) in

We

as in 1

(J\$

(Ew.

I was notwithstanding

cf.

6), says he

Prov. xxvi.

(cf.

been absolutely

astray, has

My

joined with nothing but misfortune.

is

striving after sanctity (cf. Prov. xx. 9),

§

abstinence from

all

who has been

led

Sam. xxv. 21)

345, a) incessantly

in vain;

tormented

and with every morning's dawn (D'npa?, as in

Job

may now

with ver. 10

18)

vii.

my

ci.

8,

was renewed.

chastitive suffering

supply the conclusion in thought in accordance

who

Therefore have I joined myself to those

:

never concern themselves about

God and

at the

same time eet

on better.

To

Vers. 15-18.
apostasy.

The

snch, doubt

become the

-is

transition to

poet has resolved the riddle of such an unequal

distribution of the fortunes of

men

in

a totally different way.

Instead of 103 in ver. 15, to read D^idS (Bb'ttcher), or better,

by taking up the following
self to do,
is

run,

which even Saadia allows him-

contrary to the accents

(!

jj&

JJU), nan iD3 (Ewald),

unnecessary, since prepositions are sometimes used elliptically

(?y3, Isa. lix. 18), or

even without anything further (Hos.

vii.

7) as adverbs, which must therefore be regarded as
possible also in the case of i»3 (Aramaic, Arabic NK>3, ^Ethiopia
1(5,

xi.

The

kem).

poet

means

had made up

to say, If I

my mind

to

the same course of reasoning, I should have faithlessly forsaken
the fellowship of the children of God, and should consequently
also

have forfeited their blessings.

The

subjunctive significa-

and apodosis,
from the context;

tion of the perfects in the hypothetical protasis

ver.

15

(cf.

Jer. xxiii. 22), follows solely

futures instead of perfects would signify si dicerem
ifa is the

1^3

fide

agerem.

filial

relationship in

Himself

is

totality of

as in Deut. xiv. 1,

way,

New
viz.

Hos.

Testament
is

and that

ii.

1.

differs

that in the

people that Israel
individual,

.

.

perthe

It is

an appellative,

For on the point of the vloOeaia
from the Old Testament in this

Old Testament it is always only as a
whole D'Oa, but that the

called p, or as a

in his direct relationship to

as yet call himself " child of
is

.

whom

which God has placed Israel in relation to
become an inward or spiritual reality, the true Israel,

ver. 1, the " righteous generation," xiv. 5.

the

those, in

not as yet freed from

its

God."

The

God, dared not

individual character

absorption in the species,

it is

not
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yet within the limits of the nationality,

form has not

as yet appeared.

The verb

deal faithlessly with any one, and

God, a

otjttiottj?,

as yet only effected nationally, salvation

is

its

it

as

common human

1J3 with 3 signifies to

more

(whether

especially

friend, or a spouse) faithlessly to forsake hirn

this sense of malicious desertion,

and
is

contents

;

here, in

with the simple

itself

accusative.

On

the one side, by joining in the speech of the free-

thinkers he would have placed himself outside the circle of the
children of God, of the truly pious
ever,

when by

on the other

;

meditation he sought to penetrate

side,

how-

it (I"ljn?),

the

doubt-provoking phenomenon (nNJ) still continued to be to him
?W, trouble, i.e. something that troubled him without any
result,

an unsolvable

read Nin or
fers, as in

tori,

Job

riddle (cf. Eccles.

viii.

the sense remains the same

Whether we

17).

;

the

xxxi. 11, the attractional gender.

Ken

Kin pre-

Neither here

nor in Job xxx. 26 and elsewhere is it to be supposed that rntJ'nxi
The cohortative form
is equivalent to roB'nNl (Ewald, Hupfeld).
of the future here, as frequently (Ges.
a conditional particle (cxxxix. 8, 2

§

128, 1), with or without

Sam.

xxii.

38,

Job

xvi. 6,

17, xix. 18, xxx. 26), forms a hypothetical protasis:

xi.

and

when I meditated; Symmachus (according to Montfaucon),
As Vaihinger aptly observes, " thinking alone
i\oyi$/j,r]v.

(yet)
el

Both are
will give neither the right light nor true happiness."
found only in faith. The poet at last struck upon the way of
The future after
faith, and there he found light and peace.
"W frequently has the signification of the imperfect subjunctive,
only
Job xxxii. 11, Eccles. ii. 3, cf. Prov. xii. 19 (donee nutem

=

a

moment)

;

also in

2 Chron. xxix. 34,

an
it

historical connection like Josh. x. 13,
is

conceived of as subjunctive (donee

ulcisceretur, se sanctificarent), sometimes,

however, as indicative,

as in Ex. xv. 16 (donee transibat) and in our passage, where IV
introduces the objective goal at which the riddle found its

solution

:

until I

attended to

Job

xiv.

('p

went

into the sanctuary of

as in the

21) their

life's

God, (purposely)

primary passage Deut. xxxii. 29, cf.
end. The cohortative is used here

exactly as in W?X1, but with the collateral notion of that which
is intentional, which here fully accords with the connection.

He

went

into God's dread sanctuary (plural as in Ixviii. 36, cf.

;
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«^p?

in the Psalms of Asaph, lxvii. 7,
prayed for light in the darkness of his

69) ; here he
were Ins
here
conflict,
lxxviii.

God

eyes opened to the holy plans and ways of

(Ixxvii. 14),

here the sight of the sad end of the evil-doers was presented to
him.
By " God's sanctuaries" Ewald and Hitzig understand

His secrets

but

;

this

meaning

is

without support in the usage

not a thought perfectly in harmony
with the context and with experience, that a light arose upon
him when lie withdrew from the bustle of the world into the
of the language.

And

is it

quiet of God's dwelling-place,
to the

and there devoutly gave

his

mind

matter?

The

strophe closes with a

planation received there.

summary

fVB> is

confession of the ex-

construed with

Lamed

inas-

much as collocare is equivalent to locum assignare (vid. ver. 6b).
God makes the evil-doers to stand on smooth, slippery places,
where one may easily lose one's footing (cf. xxxv. 6, Jer. xxiii.
There, then, they also inevitably fall
12).
God casts them
down nimtJ'pp, into ruins, fragores = ruince, from HW = HNt^ to
be confused, desolate, to rumble. The word only has the appear;

ance of being from NtM

which

is

still

more

ill

ensnarings, sudden attacks (Hitzig),

:

suited to lxxiv. 3 than to this passage

and ruin can be

said even of persons, as Din, xxviii.
Y*h Jer. li. 21-23. The poet knows no
other theodicy but this, nor was any other known generally in

desolation

5, V-13201, Isa. viii. 15,

the pre-exilic literature of Israel (vid. Ps. xxxvii., xxxix., Jer.
ch. xii., and the Book of Job).
The later prophecy and the

Chokma were much
to a

13

last universal

sqq.),

in

advance of

judgment

inasmuch as they point
more particularly Mai. iii.

this,

(vid.

but not one that breaks

off this

present state; the

present state and the future state, time and eternity, are even
there not as yet thoroughly separated.

The

Vers. 19-22.
the riddle that has
dignity as a

man

in a
all

moment

:

to

him

;

and

it

would be beneath

how

the ungodly come to terrible destruction

they come to an end (^p from

over with them (IBR) in consequence of

ind unconnected

his

himself any further to be tempted by
Placing himself upon the standpoint of

to allow

doubting thoughts.
the end, he sees

poet calms himself with the solution of

come

as in xviii. 4, xxx. 4, 2

pjid,

not

fiBD), it is

()0 as in lxxvi.

Sam.

xxii.

7

14) fright-

ful occurrences (nin?3, a favourite word, especially in the

Book

:

PSALM
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of Job), which clear them out of the way.

with a dream, after

One

(t? as in

Chron.

1

forgets the vision on account of

So the

8).

evil-doers

who

with them as

is

8) one

is

awoke.

nothingness (Job xx.

its

boast themselves pera

<pavTaala<! (Acts xxv. 23) are before

unsubstantial shadow.

It

viii.

God

a

D?)f,

7roA,A,?}?

phantom

or

When

He, the sovereign Lord, shall
awake, i.e. arouse Himself to judgment after He has looked on
with forbearance, then He will despise their shadowy image,
will cast it contemptuously from Him.
Luther renders, So
machstu Herb jr Bilde in der Stad verschmecht (So dost Thou,
Lord, make their image despised in the city). But neither has
the

Kal

i"l?a

this

contempt," nor

Hos.

xi.

sense

;

double transitive signification, " to give over to
the mention of the city in place here. In

is

9 also "Vya in the signification in urbem gives no right
signifies

it

heat of anger or fury, as in Jer. xv.

8,

heat of

anguish, and Schroder maintains the former signification (vid. on
Ps. cxxxix. 20), infervore
is

against

it.

gum,

as syncopated

xxxi.

10

;

{irce),

Therefore "Vya

from "Vyna

is

here also

;

to be regarded, with the

Tar-

Chron.
not, however,

(cf. N'a?, Jer. xxxix. 7, 2

i^aa, Prov. xxiv. 17, and the

to be explained, "

but the pointing "vya

when they awake,"

like)

;

from the sleep of
"when
Thou awakest
lxxviii.
after
or
(Targum*),
38,
death
Kurtz),
Wette,
security
(De
their
sleep
of
out
of
viz.
them,"
but after xxxv. 23, " when Thou awakest," viz. to sit in judgment.
Thus far we have the divine answer, which is reproduced
by the poet after the manner of prayer. Hengstenberg now
viz.

goes on by rendering it, " for my heart was incensed ;" but we
cannot take fsniV according to the sequence of tenses as an
imperfect, nor understand '3 as a particle expressing the rea-

On the contrary, the poet, from the standpoint of the
explanation he has received, speaks of a possible return Q? seq.
iav) of his temptation, and condemns it beforehand
fat.
pungerer.
si exacerbaretur animus meus atque in reuibus meis
son.

=

The Targum version is, "As the dream of a drunken man, who
awakes out of his sleep, wilt Thou, O Lord, on the day of the great judgment, when they awake out of their graves, in wrath abandon their image
according
to contempt." The text of our editions is to be thus corrected
to Bechai (on Deut. xxxiii. 29) and Nachmani (in his treatise piojn -|]JE>>.
"
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with the more
exactly defining accusative "Tivba, to be pricked, piqued, irri.
tated.
With "OKI. begins the apodosis tlien should I be
Ges.
to
I should have become (perfect as in ver. 15, according
P ?™™, to'become sour, bitter, passionate
1

;

i.3iJVf"n,

§

Concerning

126, 5).

non sapere,

JH) N^,

be taken as oompar. decurtata for
parently follows from

.

.

:

moms

vid. xiv. 4.

ni»0? can

nevertheless, as ap-

;

xl. 15. the poet surely has the p-ehethe hippopotamus, in his mind, which

Job

mou, the water-ox, i.e.
being Hebraized is rtona,* and, as a plump colossus of flesh, is
The
at once an emblem of colossal stupidity (Maurer, Hitzig).

meaning of the poet is, that he would not be a man in relation
to God, over against God (pV, as in Ixxviii. 37, Job ix. 2, cf.
in comparison with), if

•«_«,

same doubts, but would be

God

stands before

he should again give way

like the

to the

most stupid animal, which

incapable of such knowledge as

He

willingly

imparts to earnestly inquiring man.

Vers. 23-26.

But he does not thus deeply degrade him-

God

has once taken him by the right hand and

self

after

:

rescued him from the danger of falling (ver. 2), be clings all
the more firmly to Him, and will not suffer his perpetual fellow-

Him to be again broken through by such seizures
which estrange him from God. Confidently does he yield up
himself to the divine guidance, though he may not see through
the mystery of the plan ( n -fV) of this guidance.
He knows
that afterwards (inK with Mugrash: adverb as in lxviii. 26),
ship with

i.e.

after this dark

him

take

in xlix.

Zech.

way

of faith,

God

will 1133 receive him,

i.e.

Himself and take him from all suffering (Jig? as
The comparison of
and
of Enoch, Gen. v. 24).
16,

ii.

to

12 [8]

a preposition

:

is

misleading; there

after glory hath

He

"in*? is

sent

me

rightly accented as

forth (vid. Kohler).

and here as an adverb; for although the adverbial sense of "ins
would more readily lead one to look for the arrangement of the
words TOD ynpn nnxi, still "to receive after glory" (cf. the
reverse Isa.

*

lviii.

8)

an awkward thought.

1)22,

which

The Egyptian p frequently passes over into the Hebrew

vice versa, as in the

njTIS

is

name Aperiu

=phar-aa, grand-house

Egyptian

rulers,

(olxo;

= 0^2$

an

as

J,

and

however, is retained in
ftiyus in Horapollo), the name of the
;

p,

which begins with the sign of the plan of a house

= p.

—

"
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(Hofmann)

is

;

alien to the language,

either accusative of the goal (Hupfeld), or,

is

which yields a form

is more like the style of the Old Testament,
manner (Luther, " with honour"). In ins the
poet comprehends in one summary view what he looks for at
the goal of the present divine guidance. The future is dark to
him, but lighted up by the one hope that the end of his earthly

of expression that

accusative of the

existence will be a glorious solution of the riddle.

elsewhere,

it is

ness of this present

Here, as

which breaks through not only the dark-

faith

life,

At

but also the night of Hades.

that

time there was as yet no divine utterance concerning any
heavenly triumph of the church, militant in the present world,

but to faith the Jahve-Name had already a transparent depth

which penetrated beyond Hades into an eternal life. The
heaven of blessedness and glory also is nothing without God
but he who can in love call God his, possesses heaven upon
earth, and he who cannot in love call God his, would possess
not heaven, but

hell, in

poet says in ver. 25

:

the midst of heaven.

whom have

without Thee would be the object of

my

longing

my

without Thee heaven with

?

In this sense the

I in heaven

?

i.e.

who

there

desire, the stilling of

glory

all its

is

a vast

waste and void, which makes me indifferent to everything, and
with Thee, i.e. possessing Thee, I have no delight in the earth,
because to

and every

call

Thee mine

as parallel to b]1?W2,

and

possessing

Thee

infinitely surpasses

every possession

we take P?? still more
without making it dependent upon

desire of earth.

If

I have no desire

upon the

exactly

W?9

:

earth, then the

but if we allow pfcO to be
;
governed by Yixan in accordance with the general usage of the
language, we arrive at this meaning by the most natural way.
Heaven and earth, together with angels and men, afford him no
his only friend, his sole desire and love, is God.
satisfaction
sense remains essentially the same

—

The

love for

utterance, "

God which David

Thou

art

my

expresses in xvi. 2 in the brief

Lord, Thou art

my highest good,"

is

here expanded with incomparable mystical profoundness and
beauty. Luther's version shows his master-hand. The church
follows

it

in

its

" Herdich

lieb liaV ich

dich"

when

it

sings

" The whole wide world delights me not,
For heaven and earth, Lord, care I not,
If I

VOL.

II.

may but have Thee

;

21

;
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it,
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27, 28.

text o
goes on in perfect harmony with the

Psalm—
" Yea, though

Thou

art

my

my

heart be like to break,
*
nought can shake "
;

trust that

or with Paul Gerhard, [in his Passion-hymn

"Ein Lammlein

geht und trdgt die Schuld der Welt und Hirer Kinder"~\

" Light of

my heart,

And when my
Thou

that shalt Thou be
heart in pieces breaks,

shalt

my

heart remain."

For the hypothetical perfect n^3 expresses something in spite of
which he upon whom it may come calls God his God licet defeThough his outward and inward man perish, nevertheless
cerit.
remains
ever the rock of his heart as the firm ground upon
God
:

which he, with his ego, remains standing when everything else
totters; He remains his portion, i.e. the possession that cannot
be taken from him, if he loses all, even his spirit-life pertaining
and God remains to him this portion D?iV?, he
to the body,

—

survives with the life which he has in

The

life.

God

poet supposes an extreme case,

impossible, but yet conceivable,

being should sink away

;

—

—

the death of the old
one, that

that his outward

is, it is

true,

and inward

even then with the merus actus of his
In the midst of the

ego he will continue to cling to God.

natural

which

life
is

of perishableness and of

resigned to

God

sin,

a new, individual

life

has begun within him, and in this

he has the pledge that he cannot perish, so truly as God, with
whom it is closely united, cannot perish. It is just this that is
also the nerve of the proof of the resurrection of the dead which
Jesus advances

the Sadducees (Matt. xxii. 32).
poet here once more gives expression

in opposition to

Vers. 27, 28.

The

to the great opposites into

which good fortune and misfortune

are seemingly, but only seemingly, divided in a
tradictory to the divine justice.

firmation that

is

introduced with

The

^

manner

so con-

central point of the con-

lies

in ver. 28.

"

Thy

far

removing ones" was to be expressed with prn, which is distinct
from pirn. naj has JO instead of JTOD or ^nsD after it. Those
who remove themselves far from the primary fountain of life
fall

a prey to ruin; those

who

faithlessly

abandon God, and

[Miss Winkworth's translation.]

—

PSALM LXXIV.
choose the world with
to destruction.

Not

state of union with

he regards as

his

rather than His love,

its idols

so the poet

;

same

nnxj, a

signification with

designation of the unio mystica;

@ea> Kal iyyiet v/uv.
to "fpm, so

3it3

7

the nearness of

fall

a prey

God, i.e. a
cxix. 71 sq.)

God, is good to him, i.e. (cf.
nxip is nom. act. after the
good fortune,

form nnp^ £pJ} obedience, and
essentially the

323

kurba
Jas.

cf.

Just as DTPK

watch,

rmp

(

cxli.

3,

and of

n ?"}i^), the Arabic

iv. 8,

iyyio-are

tg>

stands in antithesis

To

stands in antithesis to VUK' and nnoxn.

the former their alienation from

God

he
good to him for the
present time and for the future. Putting his confidence (^no,
not PQO) in Him, he will declare, and will one day be able to
declare, all His ntoNPD, i.e. the manifestations or achievements
of His righteous, gracious, and wise government.
The language of assertion is quickly changed into that of address.
finds in fellowship with

God

brings destruction

that which

;

is

,

The Psalm

God

closes with

beforehand,

who

an upward look of grateful adoration to
leads

His own people, ofttimes won-

drously indeed, but always happily, viz. through suffering to
glory.

PSALM LXXIV.
APPEAL TO GOD AGAINST RELIGIOUS PERSECUTION,
WHICH THE TEMPLE IS VIOLATED.
1

WHY,
Why

Elohim, hast Thou cast

off for ever,

doth Thine anger smoke against the flock of
pasture

IN

Thy

?

2 Remember Thy congregation which Thou hast purchased
of old,

Which Thou hast ransomed for the tribe of Thy possession
Of Mount Zion whereon Thou dwellest.
3 Oh lift up Thy footsteps unto the perpetual ruins,
Everything hath the enemy destroyed

4 Thine adversaries roared

in

the midst of

assembly,

They

set

up their signs as

in the sanctuary.

signs.

Thy

place of

;

:
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when one

up on high
wood
6 And now at its carved work altogether
With hatchet and mattocks they hewed right and
5 It looked as

Axes

lifteth

in the thicket of the

—

7

They have

To

set

on

left

Thy Temple,

fire

of
the earth they have defiled the dwelling-place

Thy

name
8 They said in their hearts we will crush them altogether
They have burnt up all the houses of God in the land.
:

9

Our

we

signs

There

is

10
11

Why

no one who knoweth until when ?
blaspheme?
:

enemy scoff at Thy name for ever?
Thou draw back Thy hand and Thy

Out

of the midst of

And

yet

Thou
Thou

14

is

dost

Elohim

Working
13

us there

long, Elohim, shall the oppressor

Shall the

12

see not.

no longer any prophet,

And among

How

;

is

Thy bosom

bring

my King from

it

right

hand

forth, destroy

?

!

the days of old,

deliverances in the midst of the earth.

hast divided the sea

by Thy power,

hast broken the heads of the dragons

upon the

Thou

hast broken in pieces the heads of leviathan,

Thou

gavest

him

as food to a people

:

waters.

to the creatures of

the desert.

15

Thou
Thou

16 Thine
17

Thou
Thou

hast cleft fountains and brooks,
hast dried
is

never-failing rivers.

hast prepared the star of night

hast established

Summer and
18 Kemember

And

up

the day, also Thine the night,

all

*vinter hast

this

:

the

and the sun.

the borders of the earth,

Thou

enemy

formed.

revileth

a foolish people scoffeth at

Jahve,

Thy name.
the soul of Thy

19 Give not over to the wild beast
Thy poor creatures forget not for ever.
20 Look upon the covenant,

For

turtle-dove

the corners of the land are full of the habitations of
violence.

!
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21 Let not the disheartened turn back ashamed,
Let the afflicted and the needy praise Thy name.
22 Arise, Elohim, fight out Thy cause,
Remember Thy reproach from the foolish continually !
23 Forget not the cry of Thine adversaries,
The tumult of those who rise up against Thee which ascendeth ever

!

The matD lxxiii. is here followed by a Mashil (vid. xxxii. 1)
common with the former, has the prominent, rare

which, in

word

rri&tttS'D

press.

We

(lxxiv. 3, lxxiii. 18), but also the old

Asaphic im-

here meet with the favourite Asaphic contemplation

of Israel as a flock, and the predilection of the Asaphic Psalms
for

references

retrospective

13-15).

We

to

early history (lxxiv.

Israel's

former of these two characteristic

also find the

features in Ps. lxxix., which reflects the

same circumstances

of

the times.

Moreover Jeremiah stands
Psalms.

In Jer.

And

in the

x. 25, Ps. lxxix.

same

6 sq.

is

relationship to both

repeated almost word

reminded of Ps. lxxiv. by Lam. ii. 2
and other passages. The
lament " there is no prophet any more " (lxxiv. 9) sounds very
much like Lam. ii. 9. In connection with Jeremiah's repro-

for word.
(cf.

lxxiv.

7),

one

ii.

7

is

(cf. lxxiv. 4),

manner, and his habit of allowing himself to be
prompted to new thoughts by the original passages by means

ductive

of the association of ideas
TlJfiD 3"}j?3 of

the Psalm),

it

(cf.
is

IJjiD

DV3,

Lam.

ii.

7,

with

natural to assign the priority

age to the two Asaphic national lamentation Psalms.
But the substance of both Psalms, which apparently brings
us down not merely into the Chaldsean, but even into the
Maccabsean age, rises up in opposition to it. After his return
from the second Egyptian expedition (170 B.C.) Antiochus
in

Epiphanes chastised Jerusalem, which had been led into revolt
by Jason, in the most cruel manner, entered the Temple accompanied by the court high priest Menalaus, and carried away
the most costly vessels, and even the gold of the walls and
Myriads of the Jews were at that time masdoors, with him.
Then during the fourth Egyptian
sacred or sold as slaves.
expedition (168) of Antiochus,

when a party favourably

dis-

posed towards the Ptolemies again arose in Jerusalem, he sent
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Apollcmius to punish the offenders (167), and his troops laid
fire and sword, destroyed houses and walls,

the city waste with

burnt down several of the Temple-gates and razed

many

of its

Also on this occasion thousands were slain and
led away captive.
Then began the attempt of Antiochus to
An aged Athenian was entrusted
Hellenize the Jewish nation.
apartments.

Force was used to
heathen religion, and in fact to

with the carrying out of this measure.

compel the Jews

to accept the

on the 15th of Chislev a
Olympian Zeus (Jupiter)
upon the altar of burnt-offering in
the Temple, and on the 25th of Chislev the first sacrifice was
offered to Olympian Zeus in the Temple of Jahve, now dedicated to him.
Such was the position of affairs when a band of
faithful confessors rallied around the Asmonsean (Hasmonaean)
serve

:

smaller altar was erected

priest Mattathias.

How

much in both Psalms, more particuharmonize with this position of affairs
At
that time it was felt more painfully than ever that prophecy
had become dumb, 1 Mace. iv. 46, ix. 27, xiv. 41. The confessors and martyrs who bravely declared themselves were
strikingly does

larly in Ps. Ixxiv.,

!

called, as in Ps. lxxix. 2,

saw," as 1 Mace.

D T'Dn, 'Acn&aloi.
,

At

that time

''

they

"the sanctuary desolate, and the
altar profaned, and the gates burnt up, and shrubs growing in
the courts as in a forest, or as in one of the mountains, yea, and
the priests' chambers pulled down."
The doors of the Templegates were burned to ashes (cf. 2 Mace. viii. 33, i. 8).
The
religious ninis (lxxiv. 4) of the heathen filled the place where
Jahve was wont to reveal Himself. Upon the altar of the
iv.

38

says,

court stood the /3SeXvy/j,a

ipTjfia>creco<;

;

in the courts

they harl

planted trees, and likewise the "signs" of heathendom; and
the niDK? (TracrTO(f)6pia) lay in ruins.
When later on, under

Demetrius Soter (161), Alcimus (an apostate whom Antiochus
had appointed high priest) and Bacchides advanced with
promises of peace, but with an

army

at the

same time, a band
went forth

of scribes, the foremost of the 'Aa&aiot, of Israel,
to

meet them

to intercede for their nation.

Alcimus, however,

them in one day, and that, as
it is added in 1 Mace. vii. 16 sq., "according to the word
which he wrote The flesh of Thy saints and their blood
have they shed round about Jerusalem, and there was none to
seized sixty of them, slaughtered

:
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tov \6<yov ov (tov?

—

and more particularly the eypa^jre, which
as being the aorist cannot have the Scripture (rj ypacptf), and,
since the citation is a prayer to God, not God, but only the

\070u? ovi)

eypa-tye,

anonymous

psalmist, as

readings in

its

Grimm on

subject (vid., however, the various

—

sounds as though the
were himself conscious that he was quoting a portion
of Scripture that had taken its rise among the calamities of
that time.
In fact, no age could be regarded as better warthis passage),

historian

ranted in incorporating some of
the Maccabsean, the sixty-third

week

its

songs in the Psalter than

week predicted by Daniel, the

of suffering bearing in itself the character of the time of

the end, this strictly martyr age of the Old Covenant, to which

the

Book

of Daniel awards a high typical significance in rela-

tion to the history of redemption.

But unbiassed

we

as

are in the presence of the question

whether there are Maccabsean Psalms, still there is, on the
other hand, much, too, that is against the referring of the two
Psalms to the Maccabsean age. In Ps. Ixxix. there is nothing
that militates against referring it to the Chaldaean age, and
lxxix.

11

(cf. cii. 21, lxix.

34)

even favourable

is

to this.

And

which vers. 4&, 8&, 9& are the most satisfactorily explained from the Maccabsean age, there are, again,
other parts which are better explained from the Chaldsean.
For what is said in ver. 7a, " they have set Tliy Temple on fire,"
in Ps. lxxiv., in

applies just as unconditionally as

not to the Syrians.

Thy

And

it

runs to the Ohaldseans, but
3, " lift up

the cry of prayer, lxxiv.

footsteps to the eternal ruins" appears to assume a laying

waste that has taken place within the last few years at least,
such as the Maccabsean age cannot exhibit, although at the

Maccabees Jerusalem was

exaltation of the

(1

Mace.

iii.

45).

Hitzig,

it

is

ep^o?
Thy foot-

aoi/MjTo? to?

true, renders: raise

for sudden attacks without end; but both the passages in
which niNlK'D occurs mutually secure to this word the significasteps

tion "desolations "
If,

(Targum, Symmachus, Jerome, and Saadia).
however, the Ohaldsean catastrophe were meant, then the

author of both Psalms, on the ground of Ezra ii. 41, Neh. vii.
(cf. xi. 22), might be regarded as an Asaphite of the time
of the Exile, although they might also be composed by any one

44

jn the

Asaphic

style.

And

as regards their relation to Jere-
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miah, we ought to be contented with the fact that Jeremiah,
•whose peculiarity as a writer is otherwise so thoroughly reproductive,

notwithstanding, also reproduced by later writers,

is,

in this instance by the psalmist.
Nothing is more certain than that the physiognomy of these
Psalms does not correspond to any national misfortune prior to
Vaihinger's attempt to comprethe Chaldaean catastrophe.

and

hend them from the time of Athaliah's reign of terror, is at
In the history of Israel instances of the sackissue with itself.
ing of Jerusalem and of the Temple are not unknown even
prior to the time of Zedekiah, as in the reign of Jehoram, but
there

no instance of the

is

city being

reduced

Since

to ashes.

even the profanation of the Temple by the Persian general
Bagoses (Josephus, Ant. xi. 7), to which Ewald formerly referred this Psalm, was not accompanied by any injury of the
building

itself,

much

less its

reduction to ashes, there remains

only the choice between the laying waste of Jerusalem and of
the

Temple

in the year

588 and

in the

year 167.

We

have

reserved to ourselves the liberty of acknowledging some inser-

from the time of the Maccabees in the Psalter supra,
Now since in both Psalms, apart from the
pp. 11—14.
nV3 niNCD, everything accords with the Maccabsean age, whilst
when we refer them to the Chaldsean period the scientific conscience is oppressed by many difficulties (more especially in

tions
vol.

;

i.

connection with lxxiv. 4, 8, 9, Ixxix. 2, 3), we yield to the force
of the impression and base both Psalms upon the situation of
the Jewish nation under Antiochus and Demetrius.

Their

contents coincide with the prayer of Judas Maccabaeus in 2

Mace.

1-4.

viii.

The

Vers. 1-3.

God would

poet begins with the earnest prayer that

again have compassion upon His church, upon

which His judgment of anger has fallen, and would again set
up the ruins of Zion. Why for ever (ver. 10, lxxix. 5, Ixxxix.
47, cf.

xiii.

2)

?

is

equivalent

seems, without end?
off,

nab,

The

to,

why

so continually and, as

the future, ver. lb, the lasting condition of this casting

when

the

particularly

initial

if it

it

preterite denotes the act of castino-

of the following

word

is

a guttural,

off.

and

has a merely half-vowel (although in other
xii. 19, xxvii. 45, Cant. i. 7), is deprived

instances also, Gen.
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Dagesh and accented on the ultima, in order (as Mose haexpressly observes) to guard against the swallowing up
of the ah; cf. on x. 1.
Concerning the smoking of anger, vid.
xviii. 9.
The characteristically Asaphic expression ttVT]!? JNS
is not less Jeremianic, Jer. xxiii. 1.
In ver. 2 God is reminded
of what He has once done for the congregation of His people.
Dip, as in xliv. 2, points back into the Mosaic time of old, to the
redemption out of Egypt, which is represented in nap (Ex. xv.
17) as a purchasing, and in PfcU (lxxvii. 16, lxxviii. 35, Ex. xv.
13) as a ransoming (redemptio).
ID?™ t3 ??' is a factitive
13??' is the name given to the whole nation in its disobject
tinctness of race from other peoples, as in Jer. x. 16, li. 19, cf.
HT (ver. 26) is rightly separated from fW—in
Isa. lxiii. 17.
(Mugrash) it stands directly for "IB>K, as in civ. 8, 26, Prov.
The congregation of the
xxiii. 22, Job xv. 17 (Ges. § 122, 2).
people and its central abode are, as though forgotten of God,
niXK'D
in a condition which sadly contrasts with their election.

of

its

Nakdan

;

;

nS3 are ruins (vid. lxxiii. 18) in a state of such total destruction,

that

all

hope of their restoration vanishes before

looks forward, just as

backwards.

May God

cal for DvJ"l, cf.
steps,

now

lviii.

(nmn),

then

lift

11 with

nvj here

;

His feet up high (Cpys poeti-

lxviii.

24),

i.e.

with long hurried

Hath

the

that by virtue of His interposition

enemy made

merciless havoc

treated (JHOj as in xliv. 3) everything (?3, as in
2, for 73? or

<'3"'"i^)

this sacrilegious

Vers. 4—8.
the

it

Isa. lviii. 12, lxi. 4, looks

without stopping, move towards His dwelling-place that

lies in ruins,

again.

to

in the sanctuary

—how

is it

enemy has gone

poet

now more minutely

on.

Since EHp in ver. 3

hath

viii. 7,

i.

!

describes
is

ill-

Zeph.

possible that

vandalism should remain unpunished

The

may rise

it

—he

how

the Temple,

ought likewise to mean the Temple with reference to the several courts; but the plural would here (cf. ver.
81) be misleading, and is, too, only a various reading. Baer

T'lyiD in ver. 4

has rightly decided in favour of fiJOO;* IJJiD, as in Lara. ii.
6 sq., is the instituted (Nam. xvii. 19 [4]) place of God's inter-,

* The reading "pTiyO is received, e.g., by Elias Hotter and Nisael the
Targuni translates it, Kimchi follows it in his interpretation, and Abraham
of Zante follows it in his paraphrase; it is tolerably widely knov.'n, but,
according to the LXX. and Syriac versions and mss., it is to be rejected.
;
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course with His congregation

Jeremiah says

Lam.

in

By

ii.

(cf.

4-8.

What

jUx«, a rendezvous).

7 (cf. }XW, Jer.

ii.

15)

is

here more

we must not uuderstand
Temple and the supplanting
of the Israelitish national insignia to be found there, by the
substitution of other insignia, requires that the word should

briefly expressed.

military insignia

DnhiN (ver. £b)

the scene of the

;

have the religious reference in which it is used of circumcision
and of the Sabbath (Ex. xxxi. 13) ; such heathen Dink, which
were thrust upon the Temple and the congregation of Jahve
as henceforth the lawful ones, were those which are set forth
in 1

Mace.

45-49, and more particularly the so-called abomi-

i.

nation of desolation mentioned in ver. 54 of the same chapter.

With jnv

which was

(ver. 5) the terrible scene

taking place before their eyes (lxxix. 10)
is

the subject

;

became

it

visible,

looked, and one experienced

it,

enter into the thicket of the wood,

and

left.

cause

22

it is

The

many heathen

the

Kametz

of

1

i.e.

man

i.e.

it

caused the axe to

struck into or at

it

right

plural niaTnjp forces itself into the simile be-

warriors

who

Jer. xlvi.

are, as in

wood.

likened to these hewers of

sq.,

N" ?*??

tangible, noticeable,

as if a

time

at that

introduced.

is

Norzi

calls

the

fin? 03 Kametz chatuph ; the combining form would

then be a contraction of spp (Ewald, Olshausen), for the long

a of

'nap

does not admit of any contraction.

another view

is to

it

According to

be read bi-sbach-etz, as in Esth.

iv.

8

kHliab-haddth (with counter-tone Metheg beside the long vowel,
as

e.g. tJDTJ!,

Gen.

ii.

16).

The

poet follows the

struction up to the destroying stroke,

which

is

work

of de-

introduced by the

Ken

ver. 5 the usual,

iinj)l), which arrests one's attention.
In
unbroken quiet is depicted, as is the heavy

Cyclopean labour

in the Virgilian

nyi (perhaps

njfl,

illi

inter sese, etc.

lomun, ver. Qb (now and then pointed jahlomun),
stroke of the uplifted axes,

which break

carved work of the Temple.

works thereof)

refers,

The

;

in jaha-

we hear the

in pieces

the costly

suffix of n'rnRB ^}j e carve(j

according to the sense, to

The

"pJJlD.

LXX.,

favouring the Maccabsean interpretation, renders e£eThis shattering of the panelKotyav Ta? Ovpas airf*} (rpnna).

ling

is

:

followed in ver. 7 by the burning,

first

suppose, of this panelling itself so far as

The guaranteed reading
signifies to set

on

fire,

here

is

T^P

,

it

of

all,

as

we may

consists of

not TBHpa.

wood.

tVN3 n^B*

immittere igni, differing froni 3 E>N

nW

:
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to set fire to, immittere ignem.

Jer. xix. 13.

Hitzig,
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v?n

following the

Lam.

r?.??, cf.

ii.

LXX., Targum,

2,

and

Jerome, derives the exclamation of the enemies D^} from p?
their whole generation (viz. we will root out)
But jy is posterity, descendants
why therefore only the young and not the
aged? And why is it an expression of the object and not
!

;

rather of the action, the object of which would be self-evident ?
D3y is fut. Kal of ri£j here
Hiph. Hiin^ to force, oppress,

=

tyrannize over, and like D3K, to compel by violence, in later
D^J (from TW\ like !"ID".) is changed in pause into
Hebrew.

wy

;

cf.

the future forms in

also in Ps. cxviii.

10-12.

of the burning of

the

Num.

xxi. 30,

Ex. xxxiv. 19, and

Now, after mention
Temple framework,

has been

denote the place of the divine manifestation after

(Hengstenberg),

still

less

the festive

made

7X" viJ)i» cannot
its

divisions

assemblies (Bottcher),

which the enemy could only have burnt up by setting fire to
Temple over their heads, and P3 does not at all suit" this.
The expression apparently has reference to synagogues (and
this ought not to be disputed), as Aquila and Symmachus render the word. For there is no room for thinking of the separate
services conducted by the prophets in the northern kingdom
(2 Kings iv. 23), because this kingdom no longer existed at the
time this Psalm was written
nor of the niD3, the burning
down of which no pious Israelite would have bewailed nor of
the sacred places memorable from the early history of Israel,
which are nowhere called DHJ)1D, and after the founding of the

the

;

;

central sanctuary appear only as the seats of false religious
rites.

The

expression points (like

*W

JV3,

Sola

ix.

15) to

places of assembly for religious purposes, to houses for prayer

—

and teaching, that is to say, to synagogues a weighty instance
Maccabsean origin of the Psalm.

in favour of the

Vers. 9-11.
is

that

God

The

worst thing the poet has to complain of

has not acknowledged His people during this time

"Our signs" is the direct antiof suffering as at other times.
thesis to " their signs" (ver. 4), hence they are not to be underwhich God works. The suffix
something of a perpetual character ; they
are the instituted ordinances of divine worship by means of
which God is pleased to stand in fellowship with His people,
stood, after lxxxvi. 17, as signs

demands,

besides,

and which are now no longer

to

be seen because the enemies
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have set them aside. The complaint "there is no prophet any
more" would seem strange in the period immediately after the
destruction of Jerusalem, for Jeremiah's term of active service
beyond this.
Moreover, a year before (in the tenth

lasted

year of Zedekiah's reign) he had predicted that the Babylonian domination, and relatively the Exile, would last seventy
years besides, six years before the destruction Ezekiel appeared,
;

communication with those who remained behind in
reference to Lam. ii. 9 (cf. Ezek. vii. 26) does
the land.
not satisfy one; for there it is assumed that there were prophets,
a fact which is here denied.
Only perhaps as a voice coming
out of the Exile, the middle of which (cf. Hos. iii. 4, 2 Chron.
xv. 3, and besides Canticum trium puerorum, ver. 14: ical ovk
kcrriv ev tco naipM toutg) ap-^tov Kal TrpocfrijTrjt; koi rf<yovfj.evo<;)
was truly thus devoid of signs or miracles, and devoid of the

who was

in

The

prophetic word of consolation, can ver. 9 be comprehended.

The seventy

years of Jeremiah were then still a riddle without
any generally known solution (Dan. ch. ix.).
If, however,
synagogues are meant in ver. 8b, ver. 9 now too accords with
the like-sounding lament in the calamitous times of Antiochus
(1

Mace.

iv. 46, ix.

God Himself

27, xiv. 41).
with the question

In ver. 10 the poet turns

"How

long?" how long

(apparently) endless blaspheming of the
dost

Thou draw back

(viz.

MB», from

enemy

to last?

is
'

to

this

Why

not U^V, lxxsi. 15)
conjunction of synonyms
us,

Thy hand and Thy right hand ? The
"Thy hand and Thy right hand" is, as
7, a fuller

in xliv. 4, Sirach xxxiii.
expression for God's omnipotent energy.
This is

now at rest; ver. 116 calls upon it to give help'by an act of
judgment. " Out of the midst of Thy bosom, destroy," is
a
pregnant expression for, " drawing forth out of Thy
bosom the

hand that

rests inactive there,

Hpin has perhaps the

do

Thou

destroy."

same meaning; for

pin,

The

v^,

Chethib

signifies

Jj^, the act of encompassing, then that which enInstead of ?]p;np (Ex. iv. 7) the
compasses.
expression is
,n
because
there, within the realm of the
3~!i>n,
1P
bosom the
punitive justice of God for a time as.it were slumbers '
like i^n,

the n?3, which outwardly

O

without any object, cf. li x 14
this prayer for the destruction
is

.

Vers. 12-17.

With

enemies by God's interposition closes the

first

half

of

tl

f

+i
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Psalm, which has for its subject-matter the crying contradiction between the present state of things and God's relationship
to Israel.
The poet now draws comfort by looking back into
the time

when God

as Israel's

King unfolded

the rich fulness

of His salvation everywhere

upon the earth, where Israel's
existence was imperilled. H^n a^a, not only within the circumference of the Holy Land, but, e.g., also within that of
Egypt (Ex. viii. 18 [22]). The poet has Egypt directly in his
mind, for there now follows first of all a glance at the historical
(vers. 13-15), and then at the natural displays of God's power
(vers. 16, 17).
Hengstenberg is of opinion that vers. 13-15
also are to

be understood

xxvi. 11-13.

But

and appeals

in the latter sense,

just as Isaiah (ch.

li.

to

Job

9, cf. xxvii. 1) transfers

emblems of the omnipotence of God in the natural world
His proofs of power in connection with the history of redemption which were exhibited in the case of a worldly power,

these
to

so does the poet

extended saurian)

here also in vers. 13-15.
The pf? (the
in Isaiah, as in Ezekiel (D^nn, ch. xxix. 3,

is

xxxii. 2), an emblem of Pharaoh and of his kingdom
in like
manner here the leviathan is the proper natural wonder of
Egypt. As a water-snake or a crocodile, when it comes up
;

head above the water, is killed by a powerful stroke,
break the heads of the Egyptians, so that the sea cast
up their dead bodies (Ex. xiv. 30). The D^V, the dwellers in

with
did

its

God

the steppe, to

whom

these

became

food, are not the ^Ethiopians

(LXX.,

Jerome), or rather the Ichthyophagi (Bochart, Hengstenberg), who according to Agatharcides fed e« to>v iicpnrTofikvcav et? ttjv

ykpaov

kt^tSiv,

but were no cannibals, but the

wild beasts of the desert, which are called

as in

Dj;,

Prov. xxx.

and the rock-badgers. Q")h is a permutative
of the notion Dj£, which was not completed to a (singular)
people, viz. to the wild animals of the steppe.
Ver. 15 also
still refers not to miracles of creation, but to miracles wrought
ver. 15a refers to
in the course of the history of redemption
the giving of water out of the rock (lxxviii. 15), and ver. 15&
to the passage through the Jordan, which was miraculously dried
up (PKOin, as in Josh. ii. 10, iv. 23, v. 1). The object bm) |W

25

sq. the ants

:

;

is

intended as referring to the result

out of the cleft after the

manner

:

so that the water flowed

of a fountain

niinj are the several streams of the one

Jordan

;

and a brook.

the attributive

:
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genitive tfVN describes

them

18-23.

as streams

having an abundance

The God
made Himself known in

that does not dry up, streams of perennial fulness.

who has thus

of Israel
history

is,

Day and

marvellously

however, the Creator and Lord of

all

created things.

night and the stars alike are His creatures.

connection with the night, which

is

In close

mentioned second, the moon,

the "liKD of the night, precedes the sun ; cf. viii. 4, where 1^13 is
It is an error to render thus
the same as p^n in this passage.
bodies of light, and more particularly the sun; which would

have made one expect

ni"iit<D

Waw.

hefore the specializing

niTQa are not merely the bounds of the land towards the sea,
Jer. v. 22, but, according to Deut. xxxii. 8, Acts xvii. 26, even
is

to say, the

fjj?

are the two

the boundaries of the land in themselves, that

natural boundaries of the inland country,
halves of the year:

summer

^h}

including spring

(

2, 2N),

which

begins in Nisan, the spring-month, ahout the time of the vernal
equinox, and
tion of

The

autumn including winter

which the

(inp), after the termina-

strictly spring vegetation begins

seasons are personified,

and are

(Cant.

ii.

11).

called God's formations or

were the angels of summer and of winter.
The poet, after he has thus consoled himself
by the contemplation of the power of God which He has displayed for His people's good as their Redeemer, and for the

works, as

it

Vers. 18-23.

good of the whole of mankind as the Creator, rises anew to
all the more cheerfully and boldly.
Since ever
present facts of creation have been referred to just now, and
the historical mighty deeds of God only further back, nxr refers
rather forwards to the blaspheming of the enemies which He
suffers now to go on unpunished, as though He took no cogprayer, but

nizance of

it.

spn has Pasek after

it

in order to separate the

word, which signifies reviling, from the most holy

Name.

The

epithet ??:"Dj; reminds one of Deut. xxxii. 21.

according to

form of

rw
}

In ver. 19a
the accents tvn is the absolute state (the primary
v id. on Ixi. 1)
give not over, abandon not to the
:

Thy turtle-dove. This is pron s r6, " to the eager wild beast," this
inversion of the well-known expression n>n {yaj, which on the
wild beast (beasts), the soul of

bably correct, since

B>a:

contrary yields the sense of vita animce,

exampleless

expression.

If

B>S3

is an improbable and
were intended to be thus

understood, the poet might have written

1"iin

n»n E'S^ jnrrta,

—

:
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" give not Thy turtle-dove over to the desire of the wild beast."
Hupfeld thinks that the "old, stupid reading" may be set
right at one stroke, inasmuch as he reads ITin ryn W2)b ;nn bx,
and renders it "give not to rage the life Thy turtle-dove;"
but where is any support to be found for this K>S3?, " to rage,"
or rather {Psychology, S. 202; tr. p. 239) "to eager desire?"
The word cannot signify this in such an isolated position.
Israel, which is also compared to a dove in lxviii. 14, is called
a turtle-dove (*lin). In ver. 196 n*n has the same signification
as in ver. 19a, and the same sense as lxviii. 11 (cf. lxix. 37)
the creatures of
creatures

r

Thy

miserable ones,

i.e.

Thy

poor, miserable

a figurative designation of the ecclesia pressa.

church, which

it is

The

the custom of the Asaphic Psalms to desig-

nate with emblematical names taken from the animal world,

now like sheep among wolves, and seems to itself as
were forgotten by God. The cry of prayer rp")3? Ban
comes forth out of circumstances such as were those of the
Maccabsean age. rvn.3 is the covenant of circumcision (Gen.
ch. xvii.)
the persecution of the age of the Seleucidse put
faith to the severe test, that circumcision, this sign which was
the pledge to Israel of God's gracious protection, became just
the sign by which the Syrians knew their victims. In the
finds itself

if

it

;

Book

of Daniel, ch.

xi.

28, 30, cf. Ps. xxii. 32, IT"i3

and

directly of the religion of Israel

its

band of

is

used

confessors.

The

confirmatory clause ver. 206 also corresponds to the
Maccabsean age, when the persecuted confessors hid themselves
far away in the mountains (1 Mace. ii. 26 sqq., 2 Mace. vi. 11),
but were tracked by the enemy and slain, at that time the
hiding-places (icpvfyoi, 1 Mace. i. 53) of the land were in reality
The combination Don nito
full of the habitations of violence.

—

D&tfn niXJ, Jer. xxv. 37,

is like

point the

Psalm draws

Gen. vi. 11. From this
more familiar Psalm-strains.

cf.

to a close in

3E""^S ver. 21, viz. from drawing near to Thee with their sup"The reproach of the foolish all the day" is that
plications.
incessantly
goes forth from them. Ton npty, " going up
which
(1

Sam.

v. 12,

not

:

(vial,

on

perate
ail

the

;

lvii. 3).

this the

more

Kings xxii. 35) perpetually,"
not a predicate, but attributive

increasing, 1

although without the

The

article, is

tone of the prayer

ground upon which

forcible.

it

is

throughout tem-

bases itself

is

therefore

!
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PSALM LXXV.
THE NEARNESS OF THE JUDGE WITH THE CUP OF WRATH

WE give thanks unto Thee, Elohim, we give thanks,

2

And
Men

near

3 For " I
I,

is

declare

Thy Name
Thy wondrous
:

will seize the

works.

moment,

in uprightness will I judge.

and all its inhabitants are dissolving
up its pillars." (<SeZa.)
5 " I say to the boastful Boast not
And to the evil-doers Lift not up the horn !
6 Lift not up on high your horn,
Speak not impudence with a stiff neck!'

4

If the earth

I,

even I

set

:

:

For not from the rising and not from the setting,
And not from the desert of the mountain-heights
8 Nay, Elohim judgeth the cause,
He putteth down one, and setteth up another.
9 For a cup is in the hand of Jahve,
7

And it foameth with
And He poureth out
Must
10

And

all

it is

from

it,

full of

mixture

yea the dregs thereof

the wicked of the earth sip, drink up.

even I

I,

wine,

will

proclaim for ever,

God of Jacob
the horns of the wicked will I smite down,
horns of the righteous shall be exalted.

I will sing praises to the

11

And
The

all

That for which Ps. Lxxiv. prays: Arise, Jahve,
plead Tliine
own cause (vers. 22 sq.), p s lxxv. beholds; the
judgment
.

of

God upon

the proud sinners becomes a source of
praise
d f
a triumphant spirit to the psalmist.
The nronlwlu P«etic
^
picture
1
r
-n
stands upon a lyrical groundwork ot gold ; it erner
°U
the depth of feeling, and it is drawn back again into >
t<
inscription : To the Precentor, (after the measure :)
£>
°^ UOt
a Psalm by Asaph, a Song, is
on Ivii.
i

(vid.

i-i

1),

,

fully

b or
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Sela shows that the Psalm, as
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says, is appointed

"VB> TlttTO

be sung with musical accompaniment

and to the f]DN? corresponds its thoroughly Asaphic character, which calls Ps. 1. to
mind with especial force.
But from this Psalm Ps. Ixxv.
differs, however, in this particular, viz. that a more clearly
defined situation of affairs manifests itself through the hope of
the judicial interposition of God which is expressed in it with
prophetic certainty. According to appearances it is the time
of the judgment of the nations in the person of Assyria not,
to

;

;

however, the time immediately following the great catastrophe,
but prior to this, when Isaiah's prophecy concerning the shattering of the Assyrian power against Jerusalem had gone forth,

Hengstenberg also regards this Psalm as the lyrical
companion of the prophecies which Isaiah uttered in the presence of the ruin which, threatened from Assyria, and as a
testimony to the living faith with which the church at that
time received the word of God. Hitzig, however, assigns both
Ps. Ixxv. and lxxvi. to Judas Maccabseus, who celebrates the
victory over Apollonius in the one, and the victory over Seron
in the other: "we may imagine that he utters the words of
Ixxv. 11 whilst he brandishes the captured sword of the fallen
just as

But

Apollonius."
period

the probability that

it

refers to the Assyrian

at least equally balanced with the probability that

is

it

Maccabsean (yid. Ixxv. 7, lxxvi. 5-7) and if the
time of Hezekiah were to be given up, then we might sooner
go back to the time of Jehoshaphat, for both songs are too
original to appear as echoes and not much rather as models of
refers to the

;

the later prophecy.

Ps. Ixxv.

is

The only influence
Song of Hannah.

Vers. 2-6.

The church

the judicial revelation of

He

that

noticeable in

is

that of the

Himself

asserts to

presents a difficulty.

it.

its

in anticipation gives thanks for

God, the near approach of which

The

connection with

in

1

Neither here nor anywhere

^f

else

3iij?1

is it

to

but at any rate
be supposed that 1 is synonymous with ^2
For Hupfeld's attempt
even "a might stand instead of it.
to explain it: and "near is Thy name" Thy wonders have
;

declared
declare

;

and Hitzig's

Thy wondrous

sonification of

VOL.

II.

:

and Thou whose

works,

—are

Name

past remedy.

wonders does not belong

is

near, they

Such

to the spirit of
22

a per-

Hebrew
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and such a relative clause lies altogether beyond the
bounds of syntax. If we would, however, take 1»B> anpl, after
that
1. 23, as a result of the thanksgiving (Oampensis), then
poetry,

for which thanks are rendered would remain undefined

;

neither

do to take anp as referring to the being inwardly present
(Hengstenberg), since this, according to Jer. xii. 2 (cf. Dent,
xxx. 14), would require some addition, which should give to the
nearness this reference to the mouth or to the heart. Thus,

will

it

therefore, nothing remains for us but to connect the nearness

Name

God

outward fact with the earnest giving
The church has received the promise of an apof thanks.
proaching judicial, redemptive revelation of God, and now

of the

"We

of

as an

Thee thanks, we give thanks and near is Thy
welcomes the future act of God with heartfelt
thanksgiving;, all those who belong to it declare beforehand the
wonders of God. Such was really the position of matters when
in Hezekiah's time the oppression of the Assyrians had reached
Isaiah's promises of a miraculous divine deits highest point
liverance were at that time before them, and the believing ones
saluted beforehand, with thanksgiving, the " coming Name of

says,

Name;"

give

it

—

Jahve"

Win
self

The 3 which was
s

(Isa. xxx. 27).

(cf ., e.g.,

c.

4

sq.) does

be expected after

to

not follow until ver. 3.

God Him-

undertakes the confirmation of the forthcoming thanks-

giving and praise by a direct announcement of the help that
hailed and near at

"when

hand

(lxxxv. 10).

It

is

is

not to be rendered,

I shall seize," etc., for ver. 3& has not the structure of
S
S is confirmatory, and whatever interpretation

an apodosis.

we may

give to

into the

words of God.

more

it,

the words of the church suddenly change
I^io in the language of prophecy,

especially of the apocalyptic character,

pression for the appointed time of the final

Hab.

ii.

3).

When

this

time shall have arrived,

moment
then God

is

a standing ex-

judgment

(vid.

on

or juncture in the lapse of
will seize or

take possession

unweakened original sense of taking hold of
with energy, cf. xviii. 17, Gen. ii. 15) He Himself will then
interpose and hold judgment according to the strictly observed
of

it (np_?

in the

:

rule of right (CHE^D,

adverbial accusative, cf. DntJ^DD,

ix. 9,

and frequently). If it even should come to pass that the earth
and all its inhabitants are melting away (cf. Isa. xiv. 31, Ex.
xv. 15, Josh. ii. 9), i.e. under the pressure of injustice (as is to
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be inferred from ver. 3b), are disheartened, scattered asunder,
and are as it were in the act of dissolution, then He (the absolute I, 'OJN) will restrain this melting

places the pillars,
earth, or without
lie at

the

any figure

the foundation of

tainty,

and

manner

ver.

4a

is

away

He

;

setteth in their

the internal shafts (Job ix. 6), of the

i.e.

He

:

again asserts the laws which

stability.

its

WSn

is

a

mood

a circumstantial clause placed

of the Latin ablative absolute.

ately compares Prov. xxix. 9

;

Isa. xxiii.

15

of cer-

first,

after

Hitzig appropri-

may

also

be under-

stood according to this bearing of the case.

The
is

God is also continued after the Sela.
God who turn to the enemies with the

utterance of

not the people of

It

lan-

guage of warning on the ground of the divine promise (Hengstenberg) the poet would then have said ^"lnN, or must at
least have said "FnDK 1?"-'?.
God Himself speaks, and His
words are not yet peremptorily condemning, as in 1. 16 sqq., cf.
xlvi. 11, but admonitory and threatening, because it is not He
who has already appeared for the final judgment who speaks,
but He who announces His appearing. With WJ?*? He tells
the braggarts who are captivated with the madness of supposed
greatness, and the evil-doers who lift up the horn or the head,*
what He will have once for all said to them, and what they are
to suffer to be said to them for the short space of time till the
judgment. The poet, if we have assigned the right date to
the Psalm, has Rabshakeh and his colleagues before his mind,
The ?, as in that passage, and like ?K in
cf. Isa. xxxvii. 23.
;

Zech. ii. 4 (vid. Kohler), has the idea of a hostile tendency,
tx rules also over ver. 6b " speak not insolence with a raised
neck." It is not to be construed pnj? 1NW3, with a stiff neck.
:

and more especially the
primary passage 1 Sam. v. 3, show that pnj> is an object-notion,
and that 1NJ-P by itself (with which, too, the accentuation harParallel passages like xxxi. 19, xciv. 4,

monizes, since

according to

Munach here is
Job xv. 26, has

the vicarius of a distinctive),
the sense of Tpa^rj\MTei or

vTrepavxpvPTes.

* The head

ia called

in Sanscrit giras, in

Zend garanh,

=

x.a.pa

;

the

horn in Sanscrit, grtnga, i.e. (according to Burnouf, Etudes, p. 19) that
which proceeds from and projects out of the head (giras), Zend grva =
xi/wi, pj? (karn).
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The church here

Vers. 7-9.

again beginning with the

''S

(everywhere where harim

is

says nto

found in Scripture

harim, mountains, witli the exception

accordingly
others, that

and

is

it

of

this

it

signifies

passage),

and

explained by Rashi, Kimchi, Alsh§ch, and

man, whithersoever he may turn, cannot by strength
and prosperity.* Thus it is

attain great exaltation

skill

according to the reading
that

up the words of God,
^ in 1 Sam. ii.
fin Dnri iap»2K> Dnn b

takes

of ver. 3 (cf. the

A passage of the Midrash

3).

7-9.

IS"!'?'?,

although Kimchi maintains

can also be so explained with the reading "^IBDj by

it

pointing to DO"iO (Isa. x. 6) and the like.

why,

difficult to see

It

in order to express the idea

however,
" from anyis,

where," three quarters of the heavens should be used and the

These three quarters of the heavens which are
power (Hupfeld), are
a frame without the picture, and the thought, " from no side
"
(viz. of the earth) cometh promotion
in itself whimsical in

north

left out.

said to represent the earthly sources of

expression

—

—

offers a

wrong confirmation

for the dissuasive that

That, however, which the church longs for
not promotion, but redemption. On the other

has gone before.
is

of all

first

hand, the

LXX,, Targum,

montium

deserto

rightly takes

it

(desertis

Syriac,

montibus);

and Vulgate render: a
and even Aben-Ezra

as a Palestinian designation of the south,

he supplements the aposiopesis by means of
biblically «?.$ N3*, cf. cxxi. 1 sq.).

not mentioned at

all

shows that

The
it is

nyK'Vtf' id

when
(more

fact that the north

is

a northern power which

arrogantly, even to blasphemy, threatens the small Israelitish

nation with destruction, and against which

it

looks for help

neither from the east and west, nor from the reed-staff of

Egypt

beyond the desert of the mountains of Arabia
Petrsea, but from Jahve alone, according to the watchword of
Isaiah WBaW 'n (Isa. xxxiii. 22).
The negative thought is left
unfinished, the discourse hurrying on to the opposite affirmative
thought. The close connection of the two thoughts is strikingly expressed by the rhymes D^.n and Q^.
The *3 of ver. 8
gives the confirmation of the negation from the opposite, that
which is denied; the 3 of ver. 9 confirms this confirmation.
(Isa. xxxvi. 6)

:

,

* E.g. Bamidbar
ch.

lii.

DHil
•

T

is

Eabba

oh. xxii.

equivalent to Dill.
»

;

whereas according to Bereshith Rabba
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•

it were to be rendered, " and the wine foams," it would then
have been V\n 'HDD, which is undoubtedly accusative, also shows

If

;

that

\]\ is

foams

("i»n like^^JU-1, to

According

of mixture.

which

anything

also not considered as

else

:

and

it

(the cup)

ferment, effervesce) with wine,
to the ancient

is full

usage of the language,

by the Arabic, this is wine mixed with
water in distinction from merum, Arabic chamr mermug'e. Wine
was mixed with water not merely to dilute it, but also to make
it more pleasant
hence ?]D» signifies directly as much as to
pour out (yid. Hitzig on Isa. v. 22). It is therefore unnecessary
to understand spiced wine (Talmudic fiB^Jlp, conditum), since
the collateral idea of weakening is also not necessarily associated
with the admixture of water. fW refers to D13, which is used
as masculine, as in Jer. xxv. 15 the word is feminine elsewhere,
and changes its gender even here in n vV3B' (cf. Ezek. xxiii. 34).
In the fut. consec. *OT the historical signification of the con:]N affirms
secutive is softened down, as is frequently the case.
the whole assertion that follows.
The dregs of the cup a dlra
all the wicked of the earth shall be compelled to sip
necessitas
is

also followed

;

;

—

—

(Isa.

li.

17), to drink out

:

they shall not be allowed

to

drink

and make a pause, but, compelled by Jahve, who has appeared
as Judge, they shall be obliged to drink it out with involuntary
eagerness even to the very last (Ezek.

xxiii. 34).

We

have

here the primary passage of a figure, which has been already
hinted at in

Ix. 5,

and

is filled

in

on a more and more magnifi-

cent and terrible scale in the prophets.

Whilst Obadiah

(ver.

20) contents himself with a mere outline sketch,
found again, in manifold applications, in Isaiah, Habakkuk,

16, cf.
it is

Job

xxi.

and Ezekiel, and most frequently in Jeremiah (ch. xxv. 27 sq.,
26, xlix. 12), where in ch. xxv. 15 sqq. it is embodied
Jahve's cup of intoxication (inasmuch
into a symbolical act.
rmn
ion,
and
as
the burning of anger and intoxicating, fiery
wine, are put on an equality) is the judgment of wrath which
is meted out to sinners and given them to endure to the end.
Vers. 10, 11. The poet now turns back thankfully and
cheerfully from the prophetically presented future to his own
xlviii.

actual present.

the

now

still

With

"OKI

he contrasts himself as a member of
its proud oppressors : he will

oppressed church with

be a perpetual herald of the ever memorable deed of redemp-

—
!
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tion.

when he gives himself up
Kedeemer, for him there is no dying.

D^J?, says he, for,

God the
member of
to

so entirely

If he

the ecclesia pressa, then he will also be a

of the ecclesia triumphans

for el

;

is

a

member

inro/j,evo/Aev, ical crvtifiaaCKev-

In the certainty of this <rv/jb/3a(7i\evet.v,
12).
and in the strength of God, which is even now mighty in the
weak one, he measures himself in ver. 11 by the standard of
what he expresses in ver. 8 as God's own work. On the figure
ao/iev (2

Tim.

ii.

Lam.

and more especially the
ii. 1 sq. [i. 18
The plural is both TYtiiJ) and 'Olfy because horns that do
sq.J.
Horns are powers for offence
not consist of horn are meant.
and defence. The spiritual horns maintain the sovereignty
over the natural.
The Psalm closes as subjectively as it began.
compare Deut.

xxxiii. 17,

ii.

3,

four horns in the second vision of Zechariah, ch.

The

prophetic picture

is

set in a lyric

frame.

PSALM LXXVI.
PRAISE OF GOD AFTER HIS JUDGMENT HAS GONE FORTH.
2

IN Judah

3

is

Elohim become known,

His name great.
pitched His tabernacle in Salem,

In Israel

is

He
And

His dwelling-place in Zion.
4 There brake He the lightnings of the bow,
Shield and sword and weapons of war.
(Sela.)
5 Brilliant art Thou, glorious before the mountains of prey
6 Spoiled were the stout-hearted ;

They

fell asleep in their sleep,

And

none of the valiant ones found their hands.
God of Jacob,
7 Before Thy rebuke,
Both chariot and horse became deeply stupefied.
8 Thou,

terrible art

And who can

Thou,

Thee when Thy wrath beginneth?
From heaven didst Thou cause judgment to sound forth
The earth feared and became silent,
10 At the rising of Elohim to judgment,
To save all the afflicted of the land. (Sela.)
9

stand before
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11 For the wrath of man is to Thee as praise,
Seeing Thou with the remainder of the fulness of wrath
dost gird Thyself.

12

13

Vow

and pay unto Jahve, your God,
Let all who are round about Him bring offerings
terrible One.

He
He

No
which

cutteth
is

down

to the

the snorting of despots,.

terrible to the kings of the earth.

Psalm has a greater
inscribed To the

is

stringed instruments (vid.

right to follow Ps. l'xxv. than this,

with accompaniment of
a Psalm by Asaph, a song.

Preeentor,

iv.

1),

Similar expressions {God of Jacob, lxxv. 10, lxxvi. 7; saints,
wicked of the earth, lxxv. 9, lxxvi. 10) and the same impress
throughout speak in favour of unity of authorship. In other
respects, too, they form, a pair

:

Ps. lxxv. prepares the

way

for

the divine deed of judgment as imminent, which Ps. lxxvi.
celebrates as having taken place.

there to be a

Psalm the contents

with an historical situation

For

it is

hardly possible for

which so exactly coincide
of which more is known from other

sources, as the contents of this

of

Psalm confessedly

(LXX.

irpo<i

tov 'Aaavpiov) does with the overthrow of the army of Assyria
before Jerusalem and
similar

its

results.

Psalms which refer

Jehoshaphat,

viz. to

The

Psalter contains very

to a similar event in the reisai of

the defeat at that time of the allied neigh-

bouring peoples by a mutual massacre, which was predicted by
the Asaphite Jahaziel (yid. on Ps. xlvi. and Ixxxiii.). Moreover in Ps. lxxvi. the " mountains of prey," understood of the

mountains of Seir with their mounted robbers, would point
this incident.

But

to

just as in Ps. lxxv. the reference to the

catastrophe of Assyria in the reign of Hezekiah was indicated
by the absence of any mention of the north, so in Ps. lxxvi.
both the net? in ver. 4 and the description of the catastrophe
The points
itself make this reference and no other natural.
of contact with Isaiah, and in part with Hosea (cf. ver. 4 with
Hos. ii. 20) and Nahum, are explicable from the fact that the
lyric went hand in hand with the prophecy of that period, as
Isaiah predicts for the time when Jahve shall discharge His
fury over Assyria, ch. xxx. 29, " Your song shall re-echo as in
the night, in

which the feast

is

celebrated?

;
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The Psalm

hexastichic,

is

and a model of symmetrical

strophe-structure.

In

Vers. 2-4.

Elohim known
17

in ix.
self

it is

known

Israel,

all Israel,

and more especially

in

Judah, is
whereas

(here, according to ver. 2b, participle,

He has made HimHis Name is great in

the finite verb), inasmuch as
W'l,

(cf.

inasmuch as

Isa. xxxiii. 13).

He

has proved Himself to be a great

One

In Judah more especially, for in
and is
Zion,
the citadel with the primeval
upon
and
that
Jerusalem,
gates (xxiv. 7), He has His dwelling-place upon earth within
praised as a great One.

the borders of Israel.

tbe>

is

the ancient

name

of Jerusalem

one and the same city with
In this primeval
the Jerusalem of Adonizedek, Josh. x. 1.
for the

Salem of Melchizedek

is

=

V13?,
His tabernacle (= tab>, Lam. ii. 6,
His dwelling-place, a word elsewhere used of the lair of the lion (civ. 22, Am. iii. 4) ; cf. on

Salem God has

ia?D,

—

as in xxvii. 5), there tojtyo,

The

the choice of words, Isa. xxxi. 9.

W.

future of the result

an expression of the fact which is evident from God's
being known in Judah and His Name great in Israel. Ver. 4
tells what it is by which He has made Himself known and glorified

is

His Name.

ritpB>,

thitherwards, in that same place (as in

fact the accusative, in general,

is

question where? and whither?),

Kings

as in Isa. xxii. 18, Ixv. 9, 2
( JS)

only a fuller form for
xxiii. 8,

DC',

and frequently;

J

and JBH (from nan) confirm the accusative value of the ah.

TIE'ijpBBn
viii.

used both in answer to the

is

(with

Phe raphatum,

cf.

on the other hand, Cant.

6*) are the arrows swift as lightning that go forth (Job

20 [28]) from the bow side by side with these, two other
weapons are also mentioned, and finally everything that pertains to war is gathered up in the word n»n?D (cf. Hos. ii. 20

xli.

;

God has broken in pieces the weapons of the worldly
[18]).
power directed against Judah, and therewith this power itself
(Isa. xiv. 25), and consequently (in accordance with the prediction Hos. i. 7, and Isa. ch. x., xiv. xvii., xxix., xxxi., xxxiii.,
xxxvii., and more particularly xxxi. 8) has rescued His people
* The pointing
trary

nniD-

is

here just as inconsistent as in T\\~b\ and on the con-

.
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direct interposition, without their doing anything in the

matter.

Vers. 5-7. The " mountains of prey," for which the LXX.
has opecov amvitcv (BIB?), is an emblematical appellation for
the haughty possessors of power who also plunder every one
that comes near them,* or the proud and despoiling worldly

powers.
is "liw,

Far

aloft

He

beyond these towers the glory of God.

Mustris, prop, illumined

;

said of

God

:

light-encircled,

Dan. ii. 22, 1 Tim. vi. 16.
Lebanon of the hostile army of

fortified in light, in the sense of

He

the T'HN, to

is

whom

the

the nations must succumb (Isa. x. 34).
(ed.

Mommsen,

succumbing

is

p.

124) the Moors

According

described in vers. 6 sq.

to Solinns

Atlas Addirim.

call

The

This

strong of heart or

stout-hearted, the lion-hearted, have been despoiled, disarmed,
exuti

;

WiFiE'K

Chron. xx. 35,

-(

is

cf.

nification.

From

catastrophe

is

an Aramaizing prat.
Dan. iv. 16, Isa. lxiii.

we

ver. 6ac

HitJipo. (like isnrw, 2

3) with a passive sig-

see that the beginning of the

described, and therefore VOi

account accented on the

ult.} is

meant

(perhaps on that

inchoatively

they have

:

fallen into their sleep, viz. the eternal sleep (Jer.
as

Nahum

says (ch.

iii.

18)

Assyria, thy valiant ones

:

rest.

Ii.

thy shepherds sleep,

In

ver. 6c

we

see

39, 57),

king of

them lying

and making a last effort to spring
up again. But they cannot find their hands, which they have
these are lamed,
lifted up threateningly against Jerusalem

in the last throes of death,

:

motionless, rigid and dead

cf.

;

the phrases in Josh.

viii.

20, 2

Sam. vii. 27, and the Talmudic phrase, "he did not find his
hands and feet in the school-house," i.e. he was entirely disconcerted and stupefied.;): This field of corpses is the effect of
the omnipotent energy of the word of the God of Jacob cf
13 "1JJJ1, Isa. xvii. 13.
Before His threatening both war-chariot
and horse Q l) are sunk into motionlessness and unconscious;

—

* One verse of a beautiful poem of the Muhammel which Ibn DucM,
the phylaroh of the Beni Zumeir, an honoured poet of the steppe, dictated
to Consul Wetzatein runs thus The noble are like a very lofty hill-side
upon -which, when thou oomest to it, thou flndest an evening meal and
:

protection (i_£iti) ti»*S^)-

With orthophonic Gaja, vid. Baer's Metheg-Setzung, § 45.
J Dukes, RabbiniscM Blumenlese, S. 191.

•f

:
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—an

Ex.

allusion to

out chariot and horse,

away, they shall never

8-13.

ch. xv., as in Isa. xliii. 17:

army and

rise

;

heroes

who

— together

bringeth

they faint

they have flickered out, like a wick

they are extinguished.

Vers. 8-10. Nahum also (ch. i. 6) draws the same inference from the defeat of Sennacherib as the psalmist does in

Euth

from the decisive
when Thine anger
God sent forth His judiciary word from heaven
breaks forth.
immeinto the midst of the din of war of the hostile world
diately (cf. on the sequence of the tenses xlviii. 6, and on Hab.
iii. 10) it was silenced, the earth was seized with fear, and its
"13X TND (cf.

ver. 8.

ii.

Jer. xliv. 18),

7,

turning-point onwards, from the TN in

5,

ii.

:

tumult was obliged to cease, when, namely,
in Isa. xxxiii. 10,

need

and

God

arose on behalf

when He spoke

of His disquieted, suffering people,

we read

as

prayer offered in extreme

fulfilled the

in Isa. xxxiii. 2.

The

Vers. 11-13.

fact that has just

been experienced

is

11 from a universal truth, which has

substantiated in ver.

become outwardly manifest. The rage of men shall
i.e. must ultimately redound to Thy glory, inasmuch as to Thee, namely (ver. 11& as to syntax like lxxiii. 3b),

therein

praise Thee,

there always remains a nnNB',

i.e. a still unexhausted remainder,
and that not merely of non, but of nbn^ with which Thou canst

gird,

i.e.

quench
able to

arm, Thyself against such

nbn

it.

God

JViNE'

after

is

human

rage, in order to

the infinite store of wrath

human rage has done

its

utmost.

better,

the store of the infinite fulness of wrath which

on the side of

God

after

human

calmly, and laughing

as they please,

and which

is

now

nection with the interpretation
(of hostile

men)

wilt

Thou

:

rage

(ii.

(

ni?n)

still

n^N^
remains

has spent

4), allows the

avail-

perhaps

and more fully answering to the notion of

still

it is

when God

still

Or

itself,

Titans to do

being poured out.

In con-

with the remainder of the fury

gird Thyself,

i.e. it

serves

Thee only

an ornament (Hupfeld), the alternation of npn and Jlbn is
left unexplained, and linn is alienated from its martial sense
(Isa. lix. 17, li. 9, Wisd. v. 21 [20]), which is required by the
as

context.

Ewald,

like the

LXX.,

reads 13nn, eoprdaei,

croi,

in

connection with which, apart from the high-sounding expression,

n»n

rYnKE>

(iyKaTaXeifi/jLa

remainder of malignity that

is

must denote the
suddenly converted into its
iv6vfiiov)

;

;
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and one does not see why what

;

cerning rage

ver.

11a says con-

Such an inexhaustiveness in the divine wrath-power has been shown in what
has just recently been experienced. Thus, then, are those who
here limited to

is

God

belong to the people of

its

to

remainder.

vow and

pay,

i.e.

(inasmuch as

the preponderance falls upon the second imperative) to pay

vows; and

their

all

who

ject

what

to

accordance with

follows, in

accented), are to bring offerings

sum

the

N"}iD, j.g,

called in Isa.

viii.

of

13

all
;

Him, i.e. all peoples
people (VnUD'PS, the sub-

are round about

Him and His

dwelling round about

that

the

is

which

also

who

Thus

awe-inspiring.

summons

is

it

30) to God,

(lxviii.

is

is

He

accords with Isaiah's pre-

consequence of Jahve's deed of
judgment upon Assyria, ^Ethiopia presents himself to Him as
diction, according to which, in

xxxii. 23.

xviii.), and with the fulfilment in 2 Chron.
Just so does ver. 13a resemble the language of

Isaiah

Isa. xxv. 1-5, xxxiii. 11, xviii. 5

an offering (ch.

;

cf.

snorting of the princes,

i.e.

wild shoots or branches of the vine-stock
it off,

so that

it

is

:

God

treats the

despots, as the vine-dresser does the

altogether ineffectual.

:

He

lops

It

the figure that

is

it,

He

cuts

13, then filled in by Isaiah, and
Apoc. xiv. 17-20, which is here indiGod puts an end to the defiant, arrogant bearing of
cated.
the tyrants of the earth, and becomes at last the feared of all
all kingdoms finally become God's and
the kings of the earth

is

sketched by Joel

embodied

iv. [iii.]

as a vision in

—

His Christ's.

PSALM LXXVIL
COMFORT DERIVED PROM THE HISTORY OE THE PAST
DURING YEARS OE AEELICTION.
2 I

CALL

unto Elohim, and will cry,
He may hearken unto me.

I call unto Elohim, that

3 In the day of my distress do I seek the Lord
My hand is stretched out in the night without

4

My

soul refuseth to be comforted.

If I

remember Elohim, I must groan

If I muse,

my

spirit

languisheth.

(Sela.)

ceasing,

;
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5 Thou holdest mine eyelids open,
I

am

tossed to

and

fro,

and I

am

speechless.

6 I consider the days of old,

The

years of ancient times

7 I will

remember

my

I will

commune

with

music

in the night,

my own

heart,

and

my

maketh

spirit

diligent search.

8 Will the Lord cast

And

will

He

9 Is, then, His
Is

it

at

off for ever,

be favourable no more?

mercy passed away

an end with His promise

for ever,
to all

generations

10 Hath God forgotten to be gracious,
Or hath He drawn iu in anger His tender mercies ?
11 Thereupon say I to myself:
12

The years of the right hand
With praise do I remember
Yea, I

my
of

?

!

decree of affliction

And
And

14 Elohim,

all

the deeds of Jah,

Thy work,

muse over Thy

will

in holiness is

doings.

Thy way

:

Where is there a God, great as Elohim ?
15 Thou art God alone, doing wonders,
Thou hast revealed Thy might among the peoples.
16 Thou hast with uplifted arm redeemed Thy people,
The sons of Jacob and Joseph. (Sela.)
The
The
The
18 The
The

17

waters saw Thee, Elohim,
waters saw Thee, they writhed,

depths also trembled.
clouds poured out waters,
skies

rumbled,

Thine arrows

also

went

to

and

fro.

Thy thunder resounded in the whirlwind,
The lightnings lightened the world,
The earth trembled and shook.
20 In the sea was Thy way,
And Thy path in great waters,
And Thy footsteps were not to be discerned.
19

this,

mind Thy wondrous doing from olden

will call to

meditate on

is

the Most High,

times,

13

(Sela.)

PSALM LXXVII.
21 Thou hast led

By

the

hand

Thy

of
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people like a flock

Moses and Aaron.

" The earth feared and became still" says Ps. Ixxvi. 9 ; the
and shook, says Ps. lxxvii. 19
this common
thought is the string on which these two Psalms are strung.
earth trembled

:

In a general way it may be said of Ps. lxxvii., that the poet
flees from the sorrowful present away into the memory of the
years of olden times, and consoles himself more especially with
the deliverance out of Egypt, so rich in wonders. As to the
rest, however, it remains obscure what kind of national affliction it is which drives him to find his refuge from the God
who is now hidden in the God who was formerly manifest.
At any rate it is not a purely personal affliction, but, as is
shown by the consolation sought in the earlier revelations of
power and mercy in connection with the national history, an
In
affliction shared in company with the whole of his people.
Psalm
suddenly
breaks
hymnic
retrospect
the
this
the midst of
off, so that Olshausen is of opinion that it is mutilated, and
Tholuck that the author never completed it. But as Ps. lxxvii.
and lxxxi. show, it is the Asaphic manner thus to close with an
historical picture without the line of

Where

commencement.
goes on, taking

it

up from

thought recurring

our Psalm leaves

off,

Hab.

to its

ch.

that point like a continuation.

iii.

For

the prophet begins with the prayer to revive that deed of
redemption of the Mosaic days of old, and in the midst of wrath

remember mercy ; and in expression and figures which are
borrowed from our Psalm, he then beholds a fresh deed of
redemption by which that of old is eclipsed. Thus much, at
least, is therefore very clear, that Ps. lxxvii. is older than
Habakkuk. Hitzig certainly calls the psalmist the reader and
imitator of Hab. ch. iii.; and Philippson considers even the
mutual relationship to be accidental and confined to a general

to

similarity of certain expressions.

We,

however, believe that

we have proved in our Commentary on Habakkuk (1843), S.
118-125, that the mutual relationship is one that is deeply
grounded in the prophetic type of Habakkuk, and that the
Psalm is heard to re-echo in Habakkuk, not Habakkuk in the
language of the psalmist just as in general the Asaphic Psalms
ars full of boldly sketched outlines to be filled in by later pro;

;
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We also

phetic writers.

now

2-4.

further put this question

how

:

was it possible for the gloomy complaint of Ps. lxxvii., which
is turned back to the history of the past, to mould itself after

Hab.

ch.

iii.,

blessed future

that joyous looking forward into a bright
Is not the prospect in

?

Hab.

ch.

iii.

result of that retrospect in Ps. lxxvii., the confidence in

heard which

is

and

rather the

being

kindled by this Psalm, the realizing as present,

in the certainty of being heard, of a

new deed

of

God

in

which

the deliverances in the days of Moses are antitypically revived?

More than this, viz. that the Psalm is older than Habakkuk,
who entered upon public life in the reign of Josiah, or even as
For
compared with

early as in the reign of Manasseh, cannot be maintained.
it

cannot be inferred from ver. 16 and ver.

3,

Gen. xxxvii. 35, that one chief matter of pain to the psalmist
was the fall of the kingdom of the ten tribes which took place
in his time.
Nothing more, perhaps, than the division of the
kingdom which had already taken place seems to be indicated

The bringing

in these passages.

minently forward

is,

of the tribes of Joseph pro-

however, peculiar to the Asaphic

circle of

songs.

The task of the precentor is assigned by the inscription to
Jeduthun {Chethib: Jedithun), for P (xxxix. 1) alternates with
by (Ixii. 1) ; and the idea that pniT denotes the whole of the
Jeduthunites ("overseer over
.") might be possible, but
.

is

.

without example.

The
first

strophe schema of the

Psalm

is 7.

12. 12. 12. 2.

The

three strophes or groups of stichs close with Sela.

Vers. 2-4.

The

and he prays

poet

is

resolved to pray without intermis-

is comfortless and sorely tempted
by the vast distance between the former days and the present
According to the pointing, H^ni appears to be meant
times.
to be imperative after the form ^Bpn, which occurs instead of
5>Bpn and n^Bpn, cf. xciv. 1, Isa. xliii. 8, Jer. xvii. 18, and the
mode of writing T'Bpn, cxlii. 5, 2 Kings viii. 6, and frequently
therefore et audi
ut audias (cf. 2 Sam. xxi. 3).
But such
an isolated form of address is not to be tolerated ptNrn has

sion,

;

for his soul

=

;

been regarded as per/, consec. in the sense of
this modification of pTSn into piKn in

ing of the

Waw

consec,

tit

audiat, although

connection with the appearcannot be supported in any other
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5-10.

instance (Ew. § 234, e), and Kimchi on this account tries to
persuade himself to that which is impossible, viz. that H^rn in
respect of sound stands for ?W}.
The preterites in ver. 3

commenced and which

express that which has

will

The

go on.

poet labours in his present time of affliction to press forward to
the Lord, who has withdrawn from him ; his hand is diffused, i.e.
stretched out (not

poured

:

as the Syriac shows,

is

wearying and leaving
as

it is

out, for the radical

meaning

of "UJ,

protrahere), in the night-time without
off

it

;

and

fixedly

is

stedfastly (njlDN,

expressed in Ex. xvii. 12) stretched out towards heaven.

His soul is comfortless, and all comfort up to the present rebounds as it were from it (cf. Gen. xxxvii. 35, Jer. xxxi. 15).
If he remembers God, who was once near to him, then he is compelled to groan (cf. lv. 18, 3; and on the cohortative form of
a

Lamed He

verb, cf. Ges. § 75, 6), because

Himself from him
then his

;

if

spirit veils itself, i.e. it sinks into

(f]Eynn as in cvii. 5, cxlii. 4,

has hidden

Him

again,

night and feebleness

Each

cxliii. 4).

bers of ver. 4 are protasis and apodosis

of the two

mem-

emoEwald, § 357, b.
Vers. 5-10. He calls his eyelids the "guards of my eyes."
who holds these so that they remain open when they want

tional

He

He

he muses, in order to find

kind of structure of a sentence,

to shut together for sleep,

is

God

keeps the poet awake in spite of

;

all

concerning

;

this

vid.

for his looking

up

to

Him

overstraining of his powers.

Hupfeld and others render thus " Thou hast held, i.e. caused
mine eyes," which is affected in
thought and expression. The preterites state what has been
He still endures, as
hitherto and has not yet come to a close.
formerly, such thumps and blows within him, as though he lay
upon an anvil (MS), and his voice fails him. Then silent
soliloquy takes the place of audible prayer; he throws himself
back in thought to the days of old (cxliii. 5), the years of past
periods (Isa. li. 9), which were so rich in the proofs of the
power and loving-kindness of the God who was then manifest,
but is now hidden. He remembers the happier past of his
people and his own, inasmuch as he now in the night purposely
calls back to himself in his mind the time when joyful thankfulness impelled him to the song of praise accompanied by the
music of the harp (nb^a belongs according to the accents to
:

to last, the night-watches of

the verb, not to

WJJ, although

—

that construction certainly

is
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strongly

commended by
Job xxxv. 10),

xcii. 3, cf.

11-16.

parallel passages like xvi. 7, xlii. 9,

in place of which, crying

and sighing

and gloomy silence have now entered. He gives himself up to
musing " with his heart," i.e. in the retirement of his inmost
nature, inasmuch as he allows his thoughts incessantly to hover
to and fro between the present and the former days, and in
consequence of this {Jut. consec. as in xlii. 6) his spirit betakes
itself to scrupulizing (what the LXX. reproduces with cr«aXXeti>,

Aquila with

Now

fiercer.

cricakeveiv)

—

his conflict of

temptation grows

follow the two doubting questions of the tempted

one he asks in different applications, vers. 8-10 (cf. Ixxxv. 6),
whether it is then all at an end with God's loving-kindness and
:

promise, at the same time saying to himself, that this nevertheless

(Mai.

is

iii.

at variance with the unchangeableness of

6)

and the

occurring as a

inviolability of

3. prcet.) alternates

infinitive construct

His covenant.

with

">!?3

(xii. 2).

formed after the manner of the

His nature
D3X (only
nian

is

an

Lamed He

verbs, which, however, does also occur as infinitive absolute

Ezek. xxxvi. 3, cf. on xvii. 3) Gesenius and Olshausen
(who doubts this infinitive form, § 245, f ) explain it, as do
Aben-Ezra and Kimchi, as the plural of a substantive nan, but
in the passage cited from Ezekiel (yid. Hitzig) such a substanD'pnn }*ai7 is to draw
tival plural is syntactically impossible.
together or contract and draw back one's compassion, so that
(nitDB',

it

;

does not manifest itself outwardly, just as he

give shuts

(f*Si??)

his

Vers. 11-16.

hand (Deut. xv. 7

With

"H?X1

;

cf.

who

will not

supra, xvii. 10).

the poet introduces the self-en-

couragement with which he has hitherto calmed himself when
such questions of temptation were wont to intrude themselves
upon him, and with which he still soothes himself. In the
rendering of

,

ni?n (with the tone regularly

the following monosyllable) even the

Of

drawn back before

Targum wavers between

affliction) and Wjja (my supplication) ; and just in
the same way, in the rendering of ver. 116, between VJRC'N
(have changed) and P3E> (years). nut? cannot possibly signify

TnjnD (my

"change" in an active sense, as Luther renders: "The ri^ht
hand of the Most High can change everything," but only a
having become different (LXX. and the Quinta aXkoicd<Ti<;,
Syminachns eVtSeuTepaxrt?), after which Maurer, Hupfeld, and
Hitzig render thus

:

my

affliction is this, that the right

j^)

hand of

:

PSALM LXXVII.
the

But

Most High has changed.

after

ver. 6 as a poetical plural of njc>, a year,

see whether

many

it

may
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we have read niJE>
we have first of all

:

"

my

supplication

is this

:

It

to

And

not have the same signification here.

possible interpretations present themselves.

interpreted

in

can be

years of the right hand

(viz. that years like to the former ones may
be renewed); but this thought is not suited to the introduction
with ""?&}. We must either interpret it
my sickness, viz.

Most High'

of the

-

:

from the

side of

Him, the

affliction

ftov), is this (cf.

biguous

,

God,

i.e.

the temptation which befalls

ordained by

Jer. x. 19)

;

Him

for

me

me from

(Aquila appcoa-ria

or, since in this case the

nvn would have been used

unam-

instead of the Piel

:

my

wounding, my sorrow is this (Symmachus
rp&o-k fiov, inf. Kal from ??n, cix. 22, after the form nian
from yn) they are years of the right hand of the Most High,
i.e. those which God's mighty hand, under which I have to
humble myself (1 Pet. v. 6), has formed and measured out to
being pierced,

my

—

In connection with

me.

this

now suitably and easily
The poet says to himself

is

has

its

way

of taking ver. 116, ver.

12a

attached to what has gone before.
that the affliction allotted to

Therein

time, and will not last for ever.

which makes the retrospective glance
source of consolation to him.

lies

him

a hope

into the happier past a

In ver. 12a the Chethib TOtN

is

be retained, for the »3 in ver. 126 is thus best explained
"I brine to remembrance, i.e. make known with praise or cele-

to

brate (Isa.

lxiii.

7),

the deeds of Jah, for I will remember

Thy

His sorrow over the
wondrous doing from
past
is now mitigated by
present
and
the
the
distance between
now
casts down, will
hand,
which
right
God's
the hope that
Therefore
he will now,
raise
up.
time
own
His
also again in
cohortative
(cf. xvii.
the
indicative
to
the
from
advance
the
as
himself
with
God's
refresh
and
console
thoroughly
imports,
15)
work of salvation in all its miraculous manifestations from the
W is the most concise and comprehensive
earliest times.
days of

appellation for the

Habakkuk

God

old."

of the history of redemption, who, as

prays, will revive His

work of redemption

in the

midst of the years to come, and bring it to a glorious issue.
To Him who then was and who will yet come the poet now
brings praise and celebration.
rule,

and more

VOL.

II.

especially, as in

The way of God
Hab.

iii.

6,

is

His

historical

nfa^n, His redemp23

;

•
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17-20.

The primary passage Ex. xv. 11 (cf. Ps. Ixviii. 25)
shows that Bhpa is not to be rendered "in the sanctuary"
(LXX. ev jw ayiip), but "in holiness" (Symmachus iv ayiaoyi&j).
Holy and glorious in love and in anger, God goes
through history, and shows Himself there as the incomparable
tive rule.

One, with whose greatness no being, and

least of all

the beinaless eods, can be measured.

He

is

?Nn

any one of
the God,

and exclusively, a miracle-working (N?S ney,
N.!?a
nifty,
c f. Gen. i. 11*) God, and a God who by these
not
very means reveals Himself as the living and supra-mundane

God

absolutely

He

God.

made His omnipotence known among the

has

peoples, viz., as ver. 16 says,

by the redemption of His people,

the tribes of Jacob and the double tribe of Joseph, out of

—

Egypt, a deed of His arm, i.e. the work of His own might,
by which He has proved Himself to all peoples and to the
whole earth to be the Lord of the world and the God of salvaVi~iT3, brachio scil. extenso (Ex. vi. 6,
tion (Ex. ix. 16, xv. 14).
Deut.

iv.

34, and frequently), just as in Ixxv. 6, 1XJS3, collo

scil. erecto.

an overture

The music

Redeemer out

When He

Sea, which stood in the

immediately

hymn

;

the whole strophe

in celebration of

is

God, the

of Egypt.

Vers. 17-20.

Red

here strikes in

to the following

fell

as it

His glance towards the

directed

way

of His redeemed, the waters

were into pangs of

travail (^'IT,

as in

^

1
also the billows of the deep trembled
10, not lw
for before the omnipotence of God the Redeemer, which creates

Hab.
a

iii.

new thing

in the

midst of the old creation, the rules of the

There now follow
from the picture of a thunder-storm.

ordinary course of nature become unhinged.
in vers. 18, 19 lines taken

The poet wishes to describe how all the powers of nature became the servants of the majestic revelation of Jahve, when He
D^f, Poel
executed judgment on Egypt and delivered Israel.
of CHI (cognate 3Tf, tpt, iEthiopic

*

The joining

D3t,

to rain), signifies inten-

on the first syllable and
accented on the ultima (the

of the second word, accented

closely allied in sense,

on to the

first,

which

is

tone of which, under certain circumstances, retreats to the penult., J1D3
Tins) or monosyllabic, by means of the hardening Dagesh (the so-called
piffi),
it

only takes place

ends in n

—

when

that

first

word ends

in

n

— or n —

,

not whea

PSALM LXXVII.
sively

to stream forth in full torrents.

:

Habakkuk, with
which

Instead of this line,

a change of the letters of the primary passage,

usual in Jeremiah

is

355
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The rumbling which

more

especially, has 133? D*» D"U.

the D , i?nE * cause to sound forth (Mnj } cf.
i

The arrows of God (T??0, in
34) is the thunder.
Habakkuk T2fH) are the lightnings. The Hithpa. (instead of
which Habakkuk has w>V) depicts their busy darting hither

lxviii.

and thither
forth.

It

omnipotence that sends them
open to question whether w3 denotes the roll of

in the service of the

is

Thy

the thunder (Aben-Ezra, Maurer, Bottcher): the sound of

thunder went rolling forth

xxix.

(cf.

4),

—or the

whirlwind

accompanying the thunder-storm (Hitzig) ; the usage of the
language (lxxxiii. 14, also Ezek. x. 13, Syriac golgolo) is in
favour of the latter. On ver. 196c cf. the echo in xcvii. 4.
Amidst such commotions in nature above and below Jahve
strode along through the sea, and made a passage for His redeemed. His person and His working were invisible, but the
result which attested His active presence was visible.
He took
His way through the sea, and cut His path (Chetlab plural,
lyOK', as in Jer. xviii. 15) through great waters (or, according
to

Habakkuk, caused His horses

go through), without the

to

* We have indicated on xviii. 12, xxxvi. 6, that the D'pnc' are so called
from their thinness, but passages like xviii. 12 and the one before us do
not favour this idea. One would think that we have more likely to go

back to -TjSW, to be distant (whence

suhlc,

distance

sahik, distant),

;

that D'pnti' signifies the distances, like D'OB*, the heights, from
suhk, in distinction from
affords

no trace of

is

just as

an atom (Wetzstein).

this verbal stem,

comminuere (Neshwan
drugs),

pnj}>,

:

to

pound to

much Hebrew as

ciated with this verb

by

whereas

And

Arabic.

e.g.

of the apothecary's

the word

is

actually asso-

the Arabic mind, inasmuch as ,Jj£Uj

(nubes tenues, nulila tenuia)

is

=

But the Hebrew
L^U:i contendere,

pnti>,

dust, used

and

pri'ty

explained by /£jJi <_jI^Uj.

<

>UsUj

Accordingly

D , pri2', according to its primary notion, signifies that which spreads itself
out thin and fine over a wide surface, and, according to the usage of the
language, in contrast with the thick and heavy pND ya, the uppermost
stratum of the atmosphere, and then the clouds, as also ^Aac!, and the
collective

yJ^ and

.^.Iac (vid. Isaiah,

i.

ll

the clouds, but the surface of the sky that

156, note 1),
is

is

not

first of all

turned to us (Fleischer).

—
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footprints

(Jib]?!?

Him who

with Dag. dirimens) of

passed through being left behind to show

Ver. 21.
this

the

is

If

divided the strophes correctly, then
Like a flock God led His

we have

refrain-like

close.

(Num.

people by Moses and Aaron
goal.

At

gram

of the

passes and

it.

this favourite figure,

xxxiii. 1) to

which

as

is

it

the promised

were the mono-

his school, the poet stops,

Psalms of Asaph and of

losing himself in the old history of redemption, which affords
him comfort in abundance, and is to him a prophecy of the

future lying behind the afflictive years of the present.

PSALM LXXVIIL
THE "WARNING-MIRROR OF HISTORY FROM MOSES
TO DAVID.

GIVE

ear,

O my people,

to

my

teaching,

Incline your ear to the utterances of

I will open

my mouth

my

mouth.

with a parable,

I will pour forth riddles out of the days of old.

What we have heard, and become
And our fathers have told us,

We

will not hide

from

conscious of,

their children

;

Telling to the generation to come the glorious deeds of

Jahve,

And

His proof of power and His wonders, which

He

hath

done.

He hath established a testimony in Jacob
And laid down a law in Israel,
Which He hath commanded our fathers
To make

it

known unto

their children

In order that the generation

to

;

come might know

it,

children born afterwards,

That they might

And
And
And

arise

and

tell it

again to their children,

might place their confidence in Elohim,
might not forget the deeds of God,

might keep His commandments

the

—
PSALM
8

And might

:
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not become as their fathers a stubborn and re-

bellious generation,

A generation that set not
And

its

heart aright,

was not faithful towards God.
9 The sons of Ephraim, the bow-equipped archers,
Turned back in the day of battle.
10 They kept not the covenant of Elohim,
And in His law they refused to walk.
11 And they forgot His works
And His wonders, which He showed them.
whose

spirit

12 In the sight of their fathers

m

i

In the land of Egypt, in the

13

He

proved Himself to be a

racl e-worker,
field of

Zoan.

He divided the sea, and led them through,
And piled the waters up as a heap
And led them in the cloud by day,
;

14

And
15

the whole night in a fiery light.

He clave rocks in the desert,
And gave them as it were the

floods of the sea to drink

abundantly,

16

And
And

brought forth streams out of the rock,
caused the waters to flow down like rivers.

17 They, however, continued further

To

act rebelliously towards the

18 They tempted

To

God

to sin against

Most High

in a

Him,

parched land.

in their heart

desire food for their soul,

And

spake against Elohim, they said
" Will God be able to prepare a table in the desert?
20 Behold He smote rock, and waters gushed out,
And streams dashed along

19

Will

Or

He

also

be able to give bread,

to provide flesh for

21 Therefore, hearing

And
And

fire

His people ?

this,

"

Jahve was wroth,

kindled in Jacob,

anger also ascended against Israel

22 For they believed not in Elohim,
And trusted not in His salvation.

—
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23 Nevertheless He commanded the clouds above,
the doors of heaven He opened;
He rained upon them manna to eat,
And corn of heaven gave He unto them.

And

24

25 Bread of angels did man eat,
Meat He sent them in superabundance.
26
27

28

He caused the east wind to blow in the heaven,
And by His power brought on the south wind,
And rained flesh upon them like the dust,
And winged fowls as the sand of the seas.
And it fell within the circuit of its camp,
Eound about

tents.

its

29 Then they did eat and were well

30

He

filled,

And

their desire

Still

they were not estranged from their desire,

fulfilled to tliem.

The food was still in their mouth,
31 Then the anger of Elohim went up
And slew among their fat ones,
And smote down the young men of
32 For

And

all this

they sinned

34

their days vanish in a breath,

their years in

When He

sudden haste.

slew them, they inquired after

They turned back and sought God
35

Israel.

more,

believed not in His wonders.

33 Then He made

And

still

against them,

Him,

diligently,

And remembered that Elohim was their rock,
And God the Most High their Eedeemer.

36 They appeased Hiin with their mouth,
And with their tongue they lied unto Him
37 But their heart was not stedfast with Him,
And they did not prove faithful in His covenant.

He is full of compassion
He forgiveth iniquity and doth not destroy.
And hath ofttimes restrained His anger,
And stirred not up all His fury.

38 Nevertheless

;

;

!

;
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39

He remembered

A
40

that they were flesh,

breath of wind that passeth by and returneth. not.

How

oft did

Did they
11
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And
And

they provoke

grieve

Him

Him

in the desert,

in the wilderness

again and again they sought God,
vexed the Holy One of Israel.

42 They remembered not His hand,
The day when He delivered them from the oppressor,
43 When He set His signs in Egypt
And His remarkable deeds in the field of Zoan.
44 He turned their Niles into blood,
And their running waters they could not drink.

He sent gad-flies against them, which devoured them,
And frogs, which brought destruction upon them.
46 He gave the fruit of their field to the cricket,
And their labour to the locust
47 He smote down their vine with hail,
And their sycamore-trees with hail-stones
18 And He gave over their cattle to the hail,
And their flocks to the lightnings.
45

49

He

let loose

upon them the burning of His anger,

Indignation and fury and

50

51

distress,

An embassy of angels of misfortune
He made plain a way for His anger,
He spared not their soul from death,
And their life He gave over to the pestilence.
He smote all the first-born in Egypt,
The

firstlings of

manly strength

in the tents of

He made His own people to go forth like
And guided them like a flock in the desert;
And He led them safely without fear,

52 Then
53

But
54

55

He

Ham.
sheep,

their enemies the sea covered.

To

brought them to His holy border,
the mountain, which His right hand had acquired;

He

drove out nations before them,

—
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And
And

allotted

them

as a

marked out inheritance,

settled the tribes of Israel in their tents.

56 Nevertheless they tempted and provoked Elohim the Most
High,
And His testimonies they kept not.
57 They turned back and fell away like their fathers,
They turned aside like a deceitful bow.
58 They incensed

And by

Him

by

their high places,

their idols they excited

His jealousy.

59 Elohim heard and was wroth,

And became
60 Then

62
63

64

cast off the tabernacle of Shiloh,

which He had pitched among men
He gave His might into captivity,
And His glory into the oppressor's hand.
He gave over His people to the sword,
And was wroth concerning His inheritance.
Their young men fire devoured,
And for their maidens they sang no bridal song.
Their priests, by the sword they fell,
And their widows could not mourn.

The
61

He

greatly wearied with Israel.

tent

65 Then the Lord awaked as one sleeping,
As a hero, shouting from wine,
66 And smote their oppressors behind,

He put upon them
And He despised the tent of Joseph,
And the tribe of Ephraim He chose not.
He chose the tribe of Judah,
The mount Zion, which He hath loved.
Eternal reproach did

67
68

And He built, as the heights of heaven, His sanctuary,
Like the earth which He hath founded for ever.
70 And He chose David His servant,
And took him from the sheep-folds
71 Following the ewes that gave suck He took him away
To pasture Jacob His people,
And Israel His inheritance.
69

;

—

PSALM
72
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And

he pastured them according to the Integrity of his

And

with judicious hands he led them.

heart,

In the last verse of Ps. Ixxvii. Israel appears as a flock
which is led by Moses and Aaron in the last verse of Ps.
lxxviii. as a flock which is led by David, of a pure heart, with
judicious hands.
Both Psalms also meet in thoughts and ex;

pressions, just as the flpNp of both leads one to expect.
lxxviii. is called

Maskil, a meditation.

The word would

appropriate here in the signification " a didactic poem."

the history of Israel
forth out of

is

recapitulated here

Egypt through the time

Ps.

be

also

For

from the leading
down to

of the Judges

David, and that with the practical application for the present
age that they should cleave faithfully to Jahve, more faithfully than the rebellions generation of the fathers.

manner

of the Psalms of

specially

prominent out of

After the

Asaph the Ephrairaites are made
the whole body of the people, their

disobedience as well as the rejection of Sliiloh and the election

by which it was for ever at an end with the supremacy
Ephraim and also of his brother-tribe of Benjamin.
The old Asaphic origin of the Psalm has been contested
(1) Because ver. 9 may be referred to the apostasy of Ephraim

of David,

of

:

and of the other tribes, that is to say, to the division of the
kingdom. But this reference is capriciously imagined to be
read in ver. 9.
(2) Because the Psalm betrays a malice, indeed
a national hatred against Ephraim, such as is only explicable

But the alienation and
Ephraim and Judah is older than the rupture
The northern tribes, in consequence of their
the kingdom.

after the apostasy of the ten tribes.

jealousy between
of

position,

which was more exposed

to contact

with the heathen

world, had already assumed a different character from that of

Judah living in patriarchal seclusion. They could boast of a
more excited, more martial history, one richer in exploit in the
;

time of the Judges especially, there is scarcely any mention of
Judah. Hence Judah was little thought of by them, especially

by powerful Ephraim, which regarded
tribe of all the tribes.
tion of

came

From

David, however, when the

first

of

all

itself

as

the foremost

the beginning of Saul's persecustricter principle of the

south

into decisive conflict for the mastery with the
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more lax principle of the Ephraimites, until the rebellion of
Jeroboam against Solomon, there runs through the history of
Israel a series of facts which reveal a deep reft between Judah
and the other tribes, more especially Benjamin and Ephraim.
Though, therefore,
is

it

were true that

a

tone hostile to

Ephraim

expressed in the Psalm, this would not be any evidence

against

its

old Asaphic origin, since the psalmist rests

facts, and, without basing the preference of

Judah upon

upon
merit,

he everywhere contemplates the sin of Ephraim, without any
Judsean boasting, in a connection with the sin of the whole
Nor is ver.
nation, which involves all in the responsibility.
69 against Asaph the cotemporary of David

for

;

Asaph may

have seen the building of the Temple of Solomon as
it towered upwards to the skies, and Caspari in his Essay on
the Holy One of Israel (Luther. Zeitscltrift, 1844, 3) has
certainly

shown that even the divine name

We

against him.

PNnt?".

c'ilp

does not militate

have seen in connection with Ps. lxxvi. how

deeply imbued Isaiah's language

with that of the Psalms of

is

Asaph is Isaiah's predecessor
The fact,
in the use of the name "the Holy One of Israel."
however, that the writer of the Psalm takes the words and

Asaph.

It

cannot surprise us

colours of his narration from

if

all

with the exception of Leviticus,

five

books of the Pentateuch,

not opposed to our view of

is

the origin of the Pentateuch, but favourable to

of the
cides,

Book
is

of Job, with

whom

in ver.

regarded by us as younger

with other Psalms inscribed

;

it.

The author

64 he verbally coin-

and the points of contact

"by David," "by

the sons of

Korah," and " by Asaph," do not admit of being employed for
ascertaining his time, since the poet is by no means an unindependent imitator.

The manner of
becomes

representation which characterizes the

epical in its extension, but

after the sententious style.

The

is

at the

Psalm
same time concise

separate historical statements

and a gem-like elegance. The whole
falls into two principal parts, vers. 1-37, 38-72 ; the second
part passes over from the God-tempting unthankfulness of the
have a gnome-like

finish,

Israel of the desert to thai of the Israel of

three strophes

Canaan.

Every

form one group.

Vers. 1-11.

The

poet begins very similarly to the poet of

:
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He

Ps. xlix.

word

the

among

conies forward

and demands
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the people as a preacher,
rnin

for his tora a willing, attentive hearing,

for every

human

is

doctrine or instruction, especially

for the prophetic discourse which sets forth and propagates the

Asaph

substance of the divine teaching.
ver. 2

He

is

quoted in Matt.

xiii.

34

a prophet, hence

is

sq. as prjOev Bia

here recounts to the people their history

tov

vpo^Tov*

D"jiP"''j)D,

from that

Egyptseo-Sinaitic age of yore to which Israel's national inde-

pendence and specific position in relation to the rest of the
world goes back. It is not, however, with the external aspect
of the history that he has to do, but with

its

7K>D is an allegory or parable, irapafioXrj,

more

internal teachings.

particularly the

apophthegm as the characteristic species of poetry belonging to
the Chohna, and then in general a discourse of an elevated
iTVn is
style, full of figures, thoughtful, pithy, and rounded.
that which is entangled, knotted, involved, perplexe dictum.

The

mean

poet, however, does not

to say that

he will

literally

discourse gnomic sentences and propound riddles, but that he
will set forth the history of the fathers after the

parable and riddle, so that

and

didactic history,

nota-be

e's

its

it

may become

manner

as a parable,

of a

a

i.e.

events as marks of interrogation and

to the present age.

The

LXX.

renders thus

avoi%a> iv •7rapa/36\ai<; to arofia fiov, (frOeygopMt, Trpo/3\rj/j,aTa
air

dpxv '1

Instead of this the Gospel by

iv irapa^oKal^ to arofia fiov, epev^ofiai

and recognises

8o\r)<; (icoa/Lov),

a

proptecy of Christ; because

for the

mouth

of

Him who

and of Prophecy, but

is

in this
it is

Matthew has

iceicpvfj,fj,eva

:

avoi^w

cnrb /cara-

language of the Psalm

moulded

so appropriately

the Fulfiller not only of the

Law

also of the vocation of the prophet.

It

the object-clause to in??, and not a relative clause belonging
to the " riddles out of the age of yore," that follows in ver. 3
is

only becomes riddles
"ltPfcC, for that which has been heard
by the appropriation and turn the poet gives to it. Ver. 3
begins a new period (cf. lxix. 27, Jer. xiv. 1, and frequently)
What we have heard, and in consequence thereof known, and

with

:

what our

fathers have told us (word for word, like xliv. 2,

* The reading
theless ancient

;

<S;«

'Bnafov roS KpotpyTov

is,

although erroneous, never-

since even the Clementine Homilies introduce this passage

as the language of Isaiah.

3G4
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vi. 13), that will we not hide from their children (cf.
Job xv. 18).
The accentuation is perfectly correct. The
Rebia by DITJ3D has a greater distinctive force than the Rebia
by jnnN (yfb) it is therefore to be rendered telling to the
later generation (which is just what is intended by the offspring

Judg.

:

;

The

of the fathers) the glorious deeds of Jahve, etc.

fut.

on to n|»jl "ik>'k. Glorious deeds, proofs of
power, miracles hath He wrought, and in connection therewith
set up an admonition in Jacob, and laid down an order in
Israel, which He commanded our fathers, viz. to propagate by
Dp»i

consec.

joins

remembrance of those mighty deeds (Ex. xiii. 8,
and other passages). Djninp has the same

tradition the

14, Deut. iv. 9,

object as Dninim in Deut.

question

is

iv. 9,

not the giving of the

Josh.

iv.

Law in

The matter

22.

in

general, as the purpose

of which, the keeping of the laws, ought then to have been

mentioned before anything else, but a precept, the purpose of
which was the further proclamation of the magnolia Dei, and
indirectly the promotion of trust

Law

5

cf. lxxxi.

;

sq.,

where the

in

God and

special precept

celebration of the Feast of the Passover

down

laid

which

in Joseph.

shall

The

is

come

:

described as a imjf

be born in the course of the ages, were to

into being, like the *N3J of the older

32) and to

xxii.

tell

the

following generation, the children,

concerning His deeds, and also themselves to
not

fidelity to

concerning the

them further

rise

up

know
('lOlpJ,

model-passage

to their children, in order

might place their confidence in God (?D3 D'b, like
l xxn''- 28), and might not forget the mighty deeds
of God (lxxvii. 12), and might keep His commandments,
being warned by the disobedience of the fathers. The generathat these
n

?Qr n

^m

tion of the latter is called nnfol ViiD, just as the

that

is to

be stoned

one's heart,

put

i.e.

is

called in Dent. xxi. 18.

to give it the right direction or tendency,

into the right state,

it

degenerate son

13^ pri, to direct

is

to

to be understood after ver. 37, 2

Chron. xx. 33, Sir. ii. 17.
Ver. 9, which comes in now in the midst of this description,
is awkward and unintelligible.
The supposition that " the sons
of

Ephraim "

by

vers. 67 sq.

Judah
out;

is

is

an appellation for the whole of Israel

The

rejection of

Ephraim and

is

refuted

the election of

the point into which the historical retrospect runs

how then can "the

sons of

Ephraim" denote

Israel as a

PSALM
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whole? And yet what is here said of the Ephraimites also
holds good of the Israelites in general, as ver. 57 shows. The
fact,

however, that the Ephraimites are made specially con-

spicuous out of the "generation" of

from the

Israel,

all

is

intelligible

which the Psalms of Asaph take in
the tribes of Joseph, and here particularly from the purpose of
practically preparing the way for the rejection of Shiloh and
Ephraim related further on. In vers. 10 and 11 the Ephraimites

special interest

are also

words "

spoken of

still

and

it is

not until ver. 12, with the

in the sense of

DtJ'p ''Dn TVffp 'pc'li

rms do not stand

we come back

The Ephraimites

the nation at large.

J

;

in sight of their fathers," that

;

the two participial construct

in subordination but in co-ordination, as in

Jer. xlvi. 9, Deut. xxxiii. 19, 2

Sam. xx.

19, just as in other

instances also two substantives, of which one
of the other, are combined by
17, cf 2
.

Kings

pare the bow,

means of the

is

i.e.

the explanation

construct,

Job

xx.

13 Ken. It is therefore those who prethose arming themselves therewith (p£0 as in

xvii.

:

1

Chron.

tl

ose shooting arrows from the

xii. 2,

again to

are called nB>PT~iDl"i *$&)}

2 Chron.

xvii. 17), those

bow

who

cast the

bow,

i.e.

(Jer. iv. 29), cf. Bottcher,

What is predicated of them, viz. " they turned round"
EH as in Judg. xx. 39, 41), stands in contrast with this their
ability to bear arms and to defend themselves, as a disappointed
exjectation. Is what is meant thereby, that the powerful war§

728.

("

Ephraim grew weary

in the work of the conquest
and did not render the services which
might have been expected from it ? Since the historical retro-

like tribe of

of Danaan (Judg. ch.

i.),

spect does not enter into details until ver. 12 onwards, this
special historical reference would come too early here ; the

statement

consequently must be understood more generally

and, according to ver. 57, figuratively

:

Ephraim proved

itself

unstable and faint-hearted in defending and in conducting the
cause of God, it gave it up, it abandoned it. They did not
act as the covenant of

God

required of them, they refused to

walk (
7) within the limit and track of
03^,
of God of which they had been
and
forgat
deeds
Tora,
the
His
eye-witnesses under Moses and under Joshua, their comrades
of the same family.
n ?^,

cf.

Vers. 12-25.

Eccles.

It is

now

i.

related

the fathers of these Ephraimites,

how

wonderfully

God

who behaved themselves

led

so

3G6
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they
badly as tlie leading tribe of Israel, in the desert ; how
stfill H 6
and
again and again ever indulged sinful murmurins,
•

continued to

The (according

ness.

I

lovinggive proofs of His power and of His
to

Zoan

22) very ancient
east
Zane, Coptic G'ane, on the

Num.

xiii.

(Tunis), ancient Egyptian
bank of the Tanitic arm of the Nile, so called therefromNo.
according to the researches to which the Turin Papyrus
W ^S
112 has led, identical with Avaris (yid. on Isa. xix. 11)
eastern
the seat of the Hyksos dynasties that ruled in the
Delta, where after their overthrow Eameses II., the Pharaoh of
the bondage, in order to propitiate the enraged mass of the
Semitic population of Lower Egypt, embraced the worship of

Baal instituted by King Apophis. The colossal sitting figure
of Eameses II. in the pillared court of the Royal Museum in

Brugsch (Aus dem Orient ii. 45), is the figure
which Eameses himself dedicated to the temple of Baal in
Tanis and set up before its entrance. This mighty colossus is
a cotemporary of Moses, who certainly once looked upon this
monument when, as Ps. lxxviii. says, he " wrought wonders in
Berlin, says

the land of Egypt, in the field of Zoan."
over, keeps very close to the

Tora

The

psalmist, more-

in his reproduction of the

history of the Exodus, and in fact so close that he must have
had it before him in the entirety of its several parts, the
Deuteronomic, Elohimistic, and Jehovistic. Concerning the
rule by which it is pointed 'asa phdle, vid. on lii. 5.
The pri-

mary passage

136 (cf. Svjfa ver. 16) is Ex. xv. 8.
up heap or mass, as in xxxiii. 7. And
ver. 14 is the abbreviation of Ex. xiii. 21.
In vers. 15 sq.
the writer condenses into one the two instances of the giving of
water from the rock, in the first year of the Exodus (Ex. ch.
xvii.) and in the fortieth year (Num. ch. xx.).
The Piel PpO'
and the plural D^x correspond to this compression. rm is not
ip. is

a

pile, i.e.

to

ver.

a piled

an adjective (after the analogy of n:n Dinri), but an adverb as
for the giving to drink needs a qualificative, but
lxii. 3
monn
NSi'l has i instead
does not need any enhancement.
of e

in

;

as in

cv. 43.

* The identity of Avaris and Tanis is in the meanwhile again
become
Tanis was the Hyksos city, but Pelusium = Avaris the
Hyksos
Mittlieilungen,
296-298.
Petermann's
1866,
S.
fortress ; vid.
doubtful.
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The fact that the subject is continued in ver. 17 with WDV\
without mention having been made of any sinning on the part
of the generation of the desert,

is

explicable from the considera-

remembrance of that murmuring is closely connected with the giving of water from the rock to which the
names Massali u-Meribah and Meribatli-Kadesh (cf. Num. xx.
13 with xxvii. 14, Deut. xxxii. 51) point back they went on
(liy) sinning against Him, in spite of the miracles they experiThe
enced. nilDp is syncopated from niipri? as in Isa. iii. 8.
tion that the

:

poet in ver. 18 condenses the account of the manifestations of
discontent which preceded the giving of the quails and

manna

and the second giving of quails (Num. ch. xi.),
as he has done the two cases of the giving of water from
They tempted God by unbelievingly and
the rock in ver. 15.
defiantly demanding (?KBO, postulando, Ew. § 280, d) instead
Q ???? points to the evil
of trustfully hoping and praying.
describes
their longing as a
fountain of the heart, and DK'SJ?
t;-:
(Ex. ch.

xvi.),

DO

7

sensual eagerness, a lusting after

Instead of allowing the

it.

made

miracles hitherto wrought to work faith in them, they

the

miracles themselves the starting-point of

The

poet here clothes what

sqq., xxi. 5, in

climax,

it

sounds like

struction " therefore
4, xii. 1,

1.

2,

we read
In

a poetic dress.

Rom.

vi.

On

17.

ing at Taberah (Tab'era),

The

Num.

it

Ex.

xvi. 3,

Num.

allusion

is

to the

is

here being suggested by the

Num.

4

its

cf. Isa. v.

wrath-burn-

1-3, which preceded the

giving of the quails in the second year of the Exodus.
obvious that ver. 21 and

xi.

the co-ordinating con-

and was wroth,"

xi.

doubts.

the unbelief reaches

iBJ/?

self -irony.

Jahve heard

in

fresh

xi.

1 coincide,

CN D2~ijnni

KM

For

it

"OJtfVl

of that passage, and

A

conflabeing the opposite of CKH Jjpti'm in ver. 2.
gration broke out at that time in the camp, at the same time,
however, with the breaking out of God's anger. The nexus

r6y

f|K

between the anger and the fire is here an outward one, whereas
The ground upon which the
in Num. xi. 1 it is an internal one.
•wrathful decree is based, which is only hinted at there, is here
more minutely given in ver. 22 they believed not in Elohim
:

(vid.

Num.

xiv. 11),

i.e.

did not rest with believing confidence

Him, and trusted not in His salvation, viz. that which they
had experienced in the redemption out of Egypt (Ex. xiv. 13,
xv. 2), and which was thereby guaranteed for time to come.
in

;
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here followed first by the
giving of the manna, vers. 23-25, then by the giving of the
quails, vers. 26-29, the course of the events is deranged,

Now, however, when Taberah

since the giving of the

is

manna had preceded

that burning,

and

This
it was only the giving of the quails that followed it.
rendered
was
order
givings
out
of
the
two
of
together
putting

by the preceding condensation (in vers. 18-20)
more abundant supply of food

necessary

of the clamorous desire for a

before each of these events.

Notwithstanding

He

He

remained faithful:

still

out of the opened gates of

heaven," Gen.

vii.

Ex.

cv. 40, after

11, 2

xvi. 4,

heaven

Kings
it

vii. 2,

is

Israel's unbelief,

manna

to

rain

down

" the windows of

(cf.

Mai.

The manna

abundance.

say, in richest

caused

iii.

is

10), that

is

to

called corn (as in

called bread) of

heaven, because

the form of grains of corn, and snpplied the
D^TBK Dn? the
place of bread-corn during the forty years.
(D^'SK
nb n33 ) ciii.
dyyeXav
LXX. correctly renders aprov

it

descended

in

=

The manna

called " bread of angels "

( Wisd. xvi. 20)
being bread from heaven (ver. 24, cv. 40), the dwellingplace of angels, as being mann es-semd, heaven's gift, its

20).

is

as

Arabic name,

—a

manna which

name which

quence of the puncture of

day invaluable

at the present

£"N

of Sinai.

also belongs to the vegetable

Tamarix mannifera in consethe Coccus manniparus, and is even

flows out of the

to the inhabitants of

the antithesis to D ,- V3K

is

;

for if

" every one," 'MN would have been said (Hitzig).

Ex.

39

xii.

vi9? as in Ex. xvi.

;

the desert
it

signified

fiTS as in

3, cf. 8.

Vers. 26-37.
poet

is

Passing over to the giving of the quails, the
thinking chiefly of the first occasion mentioned in Ex.

ch. xvi.,

which

set

:

JJD?

Num. xi. 31. "East" and "south" belong
was a south-east wind from the .ZElanitic Gulf.

out) after

together

"

manna. But
(He caused to depart,

directly preceded the giving of the

the description follows the second

To

:

rain

it

down "

or dispensing
Israel,

Num.

is

a figurative expression for a plentiful giving

from above.
xi.

" Its camp,

31, cf. Ex. xvi. 13.

its

tents," are those of

The

njsn, occurring

30

(of the object of strong desire, as in xxi.
3)
points to Kibroth-liattaavah, the scene of this carnal Justine

twice, vers. 29,

NUH

is the transitive of the ttfa in Prov. xiii. 12.
In vers. 30
31 even in the construction the poet closely follows Num. xi.

:;
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33

(cf.

with

also VI?

The Waw

unites

&5"iT?,
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aversion, loathing,

Num.

what takes place simultaneously

;

xi. 20).

a construc-

which presents the advantage of being able to give special
prominence to the subject. The wrath of God consisted in
the breaking out of a sickness which was the result of immoderate indulgence, and to which even the best-nourished and
most youthfully vigorous fell a prey. When the poet goes on
in ver. 32 to say that in spite of these visitations (nxrPia) they
went on sinning, he has chiefly before his mind the outbreak
of " fat " rebelliousness after the return of the spies, cf ver.
tion

.

325 with

Num.

xiv. 11.

And

ver.

33 refers to the judgment

of death in the wilderness threatened at that time to

had come out of Egypt from twenty years

all

who

and upward
(Num. xiv. 28-34). Their life devoted to death vanished from
"
that time onwards aW?, in breath-like instability, and ^?2, in
undurable precipitancy; the mode of expression in xxxi. 11,
Job xxxvi. 1 suggests to the poet an expressive play of words.
When now a special judgment suddenly and violently thinned
the generation that otherwise was dying off, as in Num. xxi.
6 sqq., then they inquired after Him, they again sought His
favour, those who were still preserved in the midst of this dying
again remembered the God who had proved Himself to be a
"Rock" (Deut. xxxii. 15, 18, 37) and to be a "Redeemer"
(Gen. xlviii. 16) to them. And what next? Vers. 36,* 37
tell us what effect they gave to this disposition to return to
God. They appeased Him with their mouth, is meant to say
they sought to win Him over to themselves by fair speeches,
inasmuch as they thus anthropopathically conceived of God,
old

1 l

and with their tongue they played the hypocrite to Him ; their
heart, however, was not sincere towards Him (pi) like ns? in
ver. 8), i.e. not directed straight towards Him, and they proved
themselves not stedfast
covenantrrelationship to

Vers. 38-48.

(7rto-Tol,

or properly /3e/3atot) in their

Him.

The second

now

part of the Psalm

begins.

God, notwithstanding, in His compassion restrains His anger
but Israel's God-tempting conduct was continued, even after the
* According to the reckoning of the Masora
verse of the 2527 verses of the Psalter (Buxtorf,

VOL.

II.

this ver.

36

is

the middle

Tiberias, 1620, p. 133).

2i

:
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journey through the desert, in Canaan, and the miracles of
judgment amidst which the deliverance out of Egypt had been
With tMfil in ver. 38* begins an adeffected were forgotten.
versative clause, which

is

of universal import as far as TTJE'^

and

then becomes historical. Ver. 386 expands what lies in Dim
He expiates iniquity and, by letting mercy instead of right take
its

course, arrests the destruction of the sinner.

(Ges.

§

As

history of Israel.

With

'"^"liTi

supported out of the
history shows, He has many a time

142, 2) this universal truth
this

is

back His anger, i.e. checked it in its course, and not
stirred up all His glowing anger (cf. Isa. xlii. 13), i.e. His anger
in all its fulness and intensity.
We see that ver. B8cd is
intended historically, from the fact more particularly that if
the whole of ver. 38 were intended as abstract, ver. 39
would inadequately express the result which accrued to Israel
from this conduct of God. If, however, ver. 38c<f refers to
His conduct towards Israel, then ver. 39 follows with the
ground of the determination, and that in the form of an inference drawn from such conduct towards Israel.
He moderated His anger against Israel, and consequently took human
frailty and perishableness into consideration.
The fact that
called

man

is

flesh

(which not merely affirms his physical fragility,

but also his moral weakness, Gen.
after a short

life,

he

vi. 3, cf. viii.

21),

and

a prey to death, determines

falls

be long-suffering and kind

was

that,

God

to

sensuous desire and
loathing by which Israel was beguiled time after time.
The
exclamation "how oft!" ver. 40, calls attention to the praise;

it

in fact

worthiness of this undeserved forbearance.

But with ver. 41 the record of sins begins anew. There is
nothing by which any reference of this ver. 41 to the last
example of insubordination recorded in the Pentateuch, Num.
xxv. 1-9 (Hitzig),

more

is indicated.

to the provocations of

The

God by

poet comes back once

the Israel of the wilderness

in order to expose the impious ingratitude

which revealed

itself

* According to B. Kiddushin 30a, this ver. 38 is the middle
one of the
vrixfli, of the Psalter.
According to B. Maccoih 22b, Ps.
lxxviii. 38, and previously Dent, xxviii. 58, 59, xxix.
8 [9], were recited

5896 ppiDS,

when

the forty strokes of the lash save one, which according to 2
Cor,
five times, were being counted out to the culprit.

24 Paul received

XI.
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= "JqZ,

the causative of nin

LXX.

The

irapco^wav.

^nfl, to

miracles of the

time of redemption are now brought before the nrind

in detail,

ad exaggerandum crimen

tentationis

Dei cum summa ingratitudine

conjunctum (Venema).

The time

of redemption

is

called DV,

4 the hexahemeron. niN WW (synon. HW, JHJ)
is used as in Ex. x. 2.
We have already met with I^PSD in
xliv. 11.
The first of the plagues of Egypt (Ex. vii. 14-25),
Gen.

as in

ii.

the turning of the waters into blood, forms the beginning in

From

ver. 44.

this the poet takes

(LXX.

plague, the ^J?

a leap over to the fourth

icvvofivia), a grievous and destructive

viii. 16-28 [20-32]), and combines with
the frogs, the second plague (Ex. vii. 26 [viii. 1]— viii. 11 [15]

species of fly (Ex.

Jpnsx

now

Sana Mosaica, which

the lesser Egyptian frog,

is

called c.xLJ, do/da.

Next

in ver.

eighth plague, the locusts, ?*pn {a

more

is

it
).

even

46 he comes

to the

name

of the

select

migratory locusts than n 2")N), Ex. x. 1-20 ; the third plague, the
gnats and midges, 0^3, is left unnientioned in addition to the
fourth,

means

which

is

For the chastisement by

of a similar kind.

of destructive living things

is

now

closed,

and in

follows the smiting with hail, the seventh plague, Ex.
i'Djn

(with pausal a, not a,

formed HpCB'nn)

cf.

in Ezek.

viii.

ver.

ix.

47

13-35.

2 the similarly

in the signification hoar-frost (Trd^yrj,

LXX.,

=

Vulgate, Saadia, and Abulwalid), or locusts (Targum N?in?
33n), or ants (J. D. Michaelis), does not harmonize with the
history

;

also the hoar-frost

is

called 1iS3, the ant H7D3 (collec-

Arabic neml). Although only conjecturing from the
context, we understand it, with Parchon and Kimchi, of hailWith thick lumpy pieces of ice He smote down
stones or hail.
vines and sycamore-trees (Fayum was called in ancient Egyptian
" the district of the sycamore "). Jin proceeds from the Biblical
tive in

conception that the plant has a
of this plague

is

instead of TJ2&

;

life of its

own.

The

description

Two

MSS. present "if"?
D'SEn
might signify
but even supposing that

continued in ver. 48.

the fever-burnings of the pestilence (vid. on Hab. iii. 5), the
mention of the pestilence follows in ver. 50, and the devastation

which, according to Ex. ix. 19-22, the hail caused among the
Moreover
cattle of the Egyptians is in its right place here.
conglomerate
was
there
that
in
Ex.
ix.
24
said
it is expressly
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fire

the

Q'SBh

hail;

49-59.

are therefore flaming,

blazing

lightnings.

When

Vers. 49-59.

these plagues rose to the highest pitch,

and removed, being led by its God, into
the Land of Promise; but it continued still to behave there
just as it had done in the desert. The poet in vers. 49-51 brings
the fifth Egyptian plague, the pestilence (Ex. ix. 1-7), and the
tenth and last, the smiting of the first-born (ni"U3 ri3D) Ex. ch.
Ver. 49a sounds like Job xx. 23 (cf. below
xi., xii., together.
t^in ^NpD are not wicked angels, against which view
ver. 64).
Hengstenberg refers to the scriptural thesis of Jacobus Ode in
his work De Angelis, Deum ad puniendos malos homines mittere
bonos angelos et ad castigandos pios usurpare malos, but angels

became

Israel

free,

;

The mode

that bring misfortune.

of construction belongs to

the chapter of the genitivai subordination of the adjective to

the substantive, like in DB'Nj Prov.

Num.

v.

*_<A~J

Kings

18, 24, 1

^«s*u^c,

vi.

24, cf. 1

x. 15, Jer. xxiv. 2,

Sam.

mosque of the assembling one,

the

xxviii. 7,

and the Arabic
i.e.

the

assembling (congregational) mosque, therefore : angels (not of
wicked angels, which it might signify elsethe wicked ones

=

where, but) of the

(Ew.

§

287, a).

evil

The

ones

= evil,

misfortune-bringing angels

poet thus paraphrases the JVnOTin that

collectively conceived in

Ex.

xii.

13, 23,

Heb.

xi.

28.

is

In ver.

50a the anger is conceived of as a stream of fire, in ver. 50b
death as an executioner, and in 50c the pestilence as a foe.
CWiK rvtfta (Gen.

3, Deut. xxi. 17) is that which had
time from manly vigour (plur. intensivus).

xlix.

sprung for the

first

Egypt

En as in Ps. cv. and

and

is

called

also

called

by themselves

cxi.

according to Gen.

x. 6,

Egyptian Kemi,
Coptic CMmi, Kime (vid. Plutarch, Be hide et Osiride, ch:
xxxiii.).
When now these plagues which softened their
Pharaoh went forth upon the Egyptians, God procured for
His people a free departure, He guided flock-like (171)3 like
is

in ancient

n 7J!?) Jer. xxxi. 24, with Dag. implicitum), i.e. as a shepherd,
the flock of His people (the favourite figure of the Psalms of

Asaph) through the desert,—He led them safely, removing all
terrors out of the way and drowning their enemies in the
Eed
Sea, to His holy territory, to the mountain which (HI) His right
hand had acquired, or according to the accents (cf. supra, vol.

:
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to the mountain there (nt), which, etc.
It is not Zion
meant, but, as in the primary passage Ex. xv. 16 sq., in
accordance with the parallelism (although this is not imperative)

i.

169)

that

:

is

and the usage of the language, which according to Isa. xi. 9,
13, is incontrovertible, the whole of the Holy Land with its
mountains and valleys (cf Deut. xi. 11). n?nj 73H3 is the poetical
equivalent to n ?™3, Num. xxxiv. 2, xxxvi. 2, and frequently.
The Beth is Beth essentice (here in the same syntactical position
as in Isa. xlviii. 10, Ezek. xx. 41, and also Job xxii. 24 surely)
He made them (the heathen, viz., as in Josh, xxiii. 4 their territories) fall to them (viz., as the expression implies, by lot, ^TU3)
as a line of inheritance, i.e. (as in cv. 11) as a portion measured
out as an inheritance. It is only in ver. 56 (and not so early

lvii.

.

as ver. 41) that the narration passes over to the apostate con-

duct of the children of the generation of the desert, that

is

to

Canaan. Instead of VrinjJ from D11J?, the
VTinjJ
from n"lj? (a derivative of lij), not IV]).
word here is
Since the apostasy did not gain ground until after the death of
Joshua and Eleazar, it is the Israel of the period of the Judges
say, of the Israel of

that

we

are to think of here.

of slackness, but

:

according to Hos.

a

bow

vii.

n»D"i

of deceit

16,

is its

;

riB*j5,

ver. 57,

is

not

:

a bow

for the point of comparison,

missing the mark

:

a

bow

that

arrow in a wrong direction, that makes no sure
shot.
The verb np"i signifies not only to allow to hang down
slack (cogn. ^")), but also, according to a similar conception to
discharges

its

spe dejicere, to disappoint, deny.

In the very act of turning

towards God, or at least being inclined towards Him by His
tokens of power and loving-kindness, they turned (Jer. ii. 21)
like a bow that misses the mark and disappoints both aim and
expectation.

21.

The

expression in ver. 58

SOB* refers to their prayer to the

The word

is

Deut. xxxii. 16,

like

Baalim (Judg.

ii.

isynn, which occurs three times in this Psalm,

11).
is

a

word belonging to Deuteronomy (ch. iii. 26). Ver. 59 is purposely worded exactly like ver. 21. The divine purpose of love
spurned by the children just as by the fathers, was obliged in
this case, as in the former, to pass over into

Vers. 60—72.

The

angry provocation.

rejection of Shiloh and of the people

worshipping there, but later on, when the

God

of Israel

is

again

overwhelmed by compassion, the election of Judah, and of

Mount

Zion, and of David, the king after His

own

heart.

In
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the time of the Judges the Tabernacle was set up in Shiloh
(Josh, xviii. 1); there, consequently, was the central sanctuary
of the whole people,

from 1 Sam.

When
Judg.

ch.

—

in

the time of Eli and Samuel, as follows

had become a fixed temple building.
was destroyed is not known according to
cf Jer. vii. 12-15, it was probably not until

i.-iii., it

this building
xviii.

30

sq.,

the Assyrian period.

;

.

The

rejection of Shiloh, however, pre-

ceded the destruction, and practically took place simultaneously
with the removal of the central sanctuary to Zion ; and was,

Ark of
when given up again by the Philistines, was not
brought back to Shiloh, but set down in Kirjath Jearim (1
The attributive clause D"1N3 ]3V uses J??> as
Sam. vii. 2).
pacTi is used in Josh, xviii. 1.
The pointing is correct, for the
words do not suffice to signify " where He dwelleth among
men" (Hitzig) consequently t?^ is the causative of the Kal,
Lev. xvi. 16, Josh. xxii. 19. In ver. 61 the Ark of the covemoreover, even previously decided by the fact that the
the covenant,

;

might and glory of God (iW iiiN, cxxxii. 8,
Sam. iv. 21 sq.), as being the place of their presence
Nevertheless,
in Israel and the medium of their revelation.
in the battle with the Philistines between Eben-ezer and Aphek,
Jahve gave the Ark, which they had fetched out of Shiloh,
into the hands of the foe in order to visit on the high-priesthood of the sons of Ithamar the desecration of His ordinances,
and there fell in that battle 30,000 footmen, and among them
the two sons of Eli, Hophni and Phinehas, the priests (1 Sam.
The fire in ver. 63 is the fire of war, as in Num. xxi.
ch. iv.).
The incident mentioned in 1 Sam. vi. 19
28, and frequently.
nant

is

called the

cf. 1i33, 1

is

reasonably (vid. Keil)

(LXX.

left

out of consideration.

=

win

=

By

w

N?

meant
the marriage-songs (cf. Talmudic Ww, the nuptial tent, and
" Its widows (of the people, in
LvWil IV3 the marriage-house).
fact, of the slain) weep not" (word for word as in Job xxvii.
15) is meant of the celebration of the customary ceremony of
mourning (Gen. xxiii. 2) they survive their husbands (which,
erroneously, ovk iirevOrjaav

iT'T'n)

are

:

with the exception of such a case as that recorded in 1 Sam.
xiv. 19-22, is presupposed), but without being able to show
them the last signs of honour, because the terrors of the war
(Jer. xv. 8) prevent them.

With

ver.

65 the song takes a new turn.

After the puni-

;

PSALM

judgment has

tive
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and purified

sifted

,

Israel,

God

receives His

people to Himself afresh, but in such a manner that Pie trans-

Ephraim

fers the precedence of

awakes

as

He

for

were from

it

seemed

to

the tribe- of Judah.

long sleep

to sleep whilst Israel

the heathen;

He

of wine,

like a

i.e.

a

(xliv. 24, cf. lxxiii.

He
20)

had become a servant

to

aroused Himself, like a hero exulting by reason

hero whose- courage

is

heightened by the

strengthening and exhilarating influence of wine (Hengstenberg).

ip.iinn is

not the Hlthpal. of |n in the Arabic significa-

which is alien to the Hebrew, to conquer, a meaning
which we do not need here, and which is also not adapted to
the reflexive form (Hitzig, without any precedent, renders thus
who allows himself to be conquered by wine), but Hithpo. of \Y\
to shout most heartily, after the analogy of the reflexives IPJNnn,
ini^nn, JWiinn.
The most recent defeat of the enemy which
tion,

:

•

the poet has before his mind

is

that of the Philistines.

The

66 is moulded after 1 Sam. v. 6 sqq.
God smote the Philistines most literally in posteriora (LXX.,
Vulgate, and Luther). Nevertheless ver. 66 embraces all the
victories under Samuel, Saul, and David, from 1 Sam. ch. v.
and onwards. Now, when they were able to bring the Ark,

form of expression in

ver.

which had been brought down
tines, to

to the battle against the Philis-

a settled resting-place again,

God no

longer chose

Shiloh of Ephraim, but Judah and the mountain of Zion, which

He had loved (xlvii. 5), of Benjamitish-Judsean (Josh. xv. 63,
Judg. i. 8, 21) but according to the promise (Deut. xxxiii.
12) and according to the distribution of the country (yid. on
Jerusalem.*
There God built His
lxviii. 28) Benjamitish

—

—

Temple
D"!pnp3

D'p'riKO.
;

but

if

Hitzig proposes instead of this to read

CEVM,

xvi. 6, signifies- amcena, then Ci?"}

may

v
signify excelsa (cf. Isa. xlv. 2 O^Vin, Jer. xvii. 6 O y?.tj) and be

DWiD lasting as the heights of heaven,
which He hath founded for ever. Since the

poetically equivalent to

firm as the earth,

:

and of the earth is quite consistent
change in the manner of its duration, and that
in the sense of the Old Testament than of the New

eternal duration of heaven

with a radical
not

less

(vid. e.g. Isa. lxv. 17), so

the

D?ij?p

applies not to the stone

* According to B. Menacloth 535, Jedidiah (Solomon, 2 Sam. xii. 25)
Temple in the province of Jedidiah (of Benjamin, Deut. xxxiii. 12)

built the

;
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where Jahve reveals Himself,
have such a dwelling-place in
Regarded spiritually, i.e. essen-

building, but rather to the place

and

to the

Israel,
tially,

and

promise that
in fact in

He

will

Judah.

apart from the accidental

upon Zion
the Psalm

is

mode

of appearing, the

The

closes.

the history of salvation even on into eternity.

Asaphic that

Temple

kingship upon Zion with which
election of David gives its impress to

as eternal as the

it is

so designedly portrayed

how

It

is

genuinely

the shepherd of

the flock of Jesse (Isai) became the shepherd of the flock of

now

Jahve, who was

and young in Israel with

to pasture old

the same care and tenderness as the ewe-lambs after which he

went (TmV
xvii.

as in

Gen.

xxxiii. 13,

34, like a tyfo and the

like).

and 3

The

njn, cf. 1

poet

Sam.

is also

xvi. 11,

able already

lie has fulfilled this vocation with a pure heart
and with an intelligent mastery.
And with this he closes.
From the decease of David lyric and prophecy are retrospectively and prospectively turned towards David.

to glory that

PSALM LXXIX.
SUPPLICATORY PRAYER IN A TIME OP DEVASTATION, OF
BLOODSHED, AND OF DERISION.
1

ELOHIM,

the heathen have pressed into

They have defiled Thy holy Temple,
They have turned Jerusalem into a heap
2 They have given the dead bodies of Thy

Thine inheritance,
of stones.

servants for food

to the birds of the heaven,

The flesh of Thy saints to the beasts of the land
3 They have poured out their blood like water
Round about Jerusalem, and no one burieth them.
are become a reproach to our neighbours,
4

We
A mockery and

5

How

who

are round about us.

Thou be angry for ever,
Thy jealousy burn like fire?!
Pour out Thy fury upon the heathen who know Thee not
And over the kingdoms, which call not upon Thy name
Shall

6

derision to those

long, Jahve, wilt

—
;

!
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7

For
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devour Jacob,
have laid waste his dwelling-place.

tliey

And

8 Remember not against us the
Speedily

For we
9 Help

let

Thy

iniquities of the forefathers

tender mercies come to meet us,

are brought very low.

us,

O God

of our salvation, for the glory of

Thy

Name,

And

and expiate our

deliver us,

10 Wherefore

shall the

sins for

heathen say: where

Thy Name's sake
now their God?

!

is

Let there be made known among the heathen before our
eyes
of the blood of Thy servants, which is shed.
11 Let the sighing of the prisoners come before Thee,

The avenging

According

to the greatness of

Thine arm spare the children

of death.

12

And render unto our neighbours sevenfold into their bosom
Their reproach, wherewith they have reproached Thee, O
Lord

13

And

We
In

we,

Thy

people and the flock of

Thy

Thee thanks for ever,
generations will we tell forth Thy

pasture,

will give

all

This Psalm

is

in

praise.

every respect the pendant of Ps. lxxiv.

The

points of contact are not merely matters of style (cf. lxxix. 5,

how

long for ever ? with lxxiv. 1, 10 ; lxxix. 10, jny., with lxxiv.
5 ; lxxix. 2, the giving over to the wild beasts, with lxxiv. 19,
14; lxxix. 13, the conception of Israel as of a flock, in whicli
respect Ps. lxxix. is judiciously appended to Ps. lxxviii. 70-72,

But the mutual relaBoth Psalms have the same Asaphic
stamp, both stand in the same relation to Jeremiah, and both
send forth their complaint out of the same circumstances of the
time, concerning a destruction of the Temple and of Jerusalem,
such as only the age of the Seleucidse (1 Mace. i. 31, iii. 45,
2 Mace. viii. 3) together with the Chaldsean period* can exwith Ps. lxxiv.
tionships

1,

lie still

and

also with lxxiv. 19).

deeper.

* According to So/rim
for the Kinoth-day,

Chaldaean and

i.e.

Koman

xviii. § 3,

Ps. lxxix.

and

exxxvii. are the

Psalms

the 9th day of Ab, the day commemorative of the

destruction of Jerusalem.
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hibit, and in conjunction with a defiling of the Temple and a
massacre of the servants of God, of the Chasidiin (1 Mace. vn.

13, 2
sively

Mace.

such as the age of the Seleucidse exclu-

xiv. 6),

The work

can exhibit.

of the destruction of the

Temple

appears in Ps. Ixxix. as
completed, and here, as in the former Psalm, one receives the
impression of the outrages, not of some war, but of some persecution
it is straightway the religion of Israel for the sake

which was

in progress in Ps. lxxiv.,

:

and the

of which the sanctuaries are destroyed

faithful are

massacred.

Apart from other striking accords,
verbatim in Jer. x. 25.

It

Jeremiah here takes up the
that the reverse

is

is

earlier

the true relation

correctly observed, this

is

vers. 6, 7 are repeated

more probable that

in itself far

also

language of the Psalm than
;

and, as Hengstenberg has

favoured by the fact that the

words immediately before, viz. Jer. x. 24, originate out of Ps.
vi. 2, and that the connection in the Psalm is a far closer one.
But since there is no era of pre-Maccahscan history corresponding to the complaints of the Psalm,* Jeremiah is to be
regarded in this instance as the example of the psalmist ; and
in point of fact the borrower

is

betrayed in vers.

7 of the

6,

Psalm by the fact that the correct ?V of Jeremiah is changed
into ?X the more elegant riinsti'D into nb?DD and the plural
into 73 N, and the soaring exuberance of Jeremiah's expression is impaired by the omission of some of the words.

™

Vers. 1-4.

and

in

The Psalm begins with a

fact one that

sounds like

Lam.

i.

reducing to ashes,
lxxiv. 7 in

makes complaint

10.
it

is

company with

The

plaintive description,

to

God.

Its openino-

defiling does

rather

not exclude the
spontaneously suggested in

wilful incendiarism.

The complaint

in ver. lc reminds one of the prophecy of Micah, ch. iii. 12
which in its time excited so much vexation (Jer. xxvi. 18)

and ver. 2, Deut. xxviii. 26. VW) confers upon those who
were massacred the honour of martyrdom. The LXX. ren* Cassiodorus and Bruno observe deplorat Antiochi persecutionem
temMachabeorum factam, tunc futuram. And Notker adds To those
Book
of the Maccabees it (viz. the
who have read the First
destruction
bewailed in the Psalm) is familiar.
:

pore

:

;
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by ets circa po<frv\dicLov, a flourish taken from Isa. i. 8.
Concerning the quotation from memory in 1 Mace. vii. 16 sq.,

ders Q"]p

vid. the introduction to

Hebrew

Ps. Ixxiv.

Book

The

translator of the ori-

Maccabees even in other
instances betrays an acquaintance with the Greek Psalter (cf.
1 Mace. i. 37, ical i^e^eav alfia adoiov KvicXeo rov ayLaafiaros).
" As water," i.e. (cf. Deut. xv. 23) without setting any value
upon it and without any scruple about it.
Ps. xliv. 14 is
ginally

First

At

repeated in ver. 4.

of the

the time of the Chaldsean catastrophe

more particularly

this applied

to the Edomites.

Out of the plaintive question how long? and
whether endlessly God would be angry and cause His jealousy
Vers. 5-8.

to continue to

burn

like a fire (.Deut. xxxii. 22),

grows up the

prayer (ver. 6) that He would turn His anger against the
heathen who are estranged from and hostile towards Him, and

whom He

of

His people.
is

is now making use as a rod
The taking over of vers. 6 and

of anger against
7

from Jer.

x.

25

not betrayed by the looseness of the connection of thought

but in themselves these four lines sound much more original in
Jeremiah, and the style is exactly that of this prophet, cf. Jer.

The ?K, instead of «?,
ii. 3, and frequently, xlix. 20.
which follows ^St? is incorrect ; the singular P3K gathers all up
The fact that such
as in one mass, as in Isa. v. 26, xvii. 13.
power over Israel is given to the heathen world has its ground
vi. 11,

in the sins of Israel.

From

apostasy which raged earlier
adjective (Job

it may be
now checked.

ver. 8
is

xxxi. 28, Isa. lix. 2),

tWb'X") is not an
which would have been

expressed by DW&nrt IJWIJJ,. but a genitive
the forefathers (Lev. xxvi. 14, cf. 39).
vi. 6.

As

is

evident from ver.

the present generation,

itself

inferred that the

:

On

the iniquities of
ver. 8c cf.

9, the poet does not

guiltless,

Judg.

mean

that

has to expiate the guilt

of the fathers (on the contrary, Deut. xxiv. 16, 2

Kings

xiv. 6,

Ezek.
20) ; he prays as one of those who have turned
from
the
sins of the fathers, and who can now no longer
away
consider themselves as placed under wrath, but under sin-parxviii.

doning and redeeming grace.

The victory of
own honour
which He has made use in
Vers. 9-12.

aim
of

;

therefore His

the world

is

indeed not God's

does not suffer that the world

order to chasten His people

should for ever haughtily triumph.

^I»tf

is

repeated with

!
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emphasis at the end of the petition in ver.

"nyh?

figure epanaphora.

= U??rj as in

9,

xv
l

-

according to the
5, cf. vii. 1, is a

Also the

usage even of the language of the Pentateuch.

Tora
Here (cf.

motive, "wherefore shall they say?" occurs even in the

(Ex. xxxii. 12,
cxv. 2)

it

105c

ver.

cf.

Num.

13-17, Deut.

xiv.

originates out of Joel
is

ii.

17.

based upon Deut. xxxii. 43.

company with

ix.

28).

The wish expressed
The poet wishes

his cotemporaries, as eye-witnesses, to experience

what God has promised in the early times, viz. that
avenge the blood of His servants. The petition in
runs like

who

T'DN individualizingly

21, cf. xviii. 7.

cii.

in

in

away

He

will

ver. 11
is

those

and incarcerated ; nniDf) 'J 3 are
those who, if God does not preserve them by virtue of the
greatness (inj, cf. ?"U Ex. xv. 16) of His arm, i.e. of His farreaching omnipotence, succumb to the power of death as to a
patria potestas*
That the petition in ver. 12 recurs to the
neighbouring peoples is explained by the fact, that these, who
might most readily come to the knowledge of the God of
Israel as the one living and true God, have the greatest degree
of guilt on account of their reviling of God.
The bosom is
mentioned as that in which one takes up and holds that which
is handed to him (Luke vi. 38)
P n~(^J>) bit (dW) 3^'n, as in
are carried

captive

,

;

Isa. lxv.
iv. 15,

7, 6,

24)

is

Jer. xxxii. 18.

sentence, for seven

Ver. 13.
of which the

A

sevenfold requital

a requital that is fully carried out as a

If

is

number

the

we have

Psalm

is

Gen.

criminal

of a completed process.

thus far correctly hit upon the parts

composed

closes with this tristichic

(cf.

vow

(9. 9. 9),

then the lamentation

of thanksgiving.

PSALM LXXX.
PRAYER EOR JAHVE'S VINE.
2

SHEPHERD
Thou who

Who

of Israel,

Oh

give ear,

leadest Joseph like a flock,

sittest

enthroned above the cherubim,

Oh

appear

* The Arabic has just this notion in an active application,
mot

= the hfjoes (destroyers) in the battle.

via. lent el-

!
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3 Before Ephraim and Benjamin and Manasseh
Stir up Thy warrior-strength,
And come to our help

4 Elohim,

A nd

restore us,

cause

Thy face

then shall

to shine,

we

be helped 1

5 Jahve Elohim Tsebaoth,
How long wilt Thou be angry when Thy people pray
6 Thou gavest them to eat bread of tears,

And
7

!

gavest them to drink tears in great measure.

Thou madest

And

us a strife to our neighbours,
our enemies carry on their mockery.

8 Elohim

And

Tsebaoth, restore us,

cause

Thou
Thou
10 Thou
9

And

Thy face

hast

made a space

struck roots and

And by

its

12 It spread

be helped!

its

filled

it;

it,

the earth.

shadow,

its

branches unto the

Why hast Thou
all

and plant

before

boughs, the cedars of God.

towards the river

That

we

broughtest a vine out of Egypt,
didst drive out nations

it

And

then shall

to shine,

11 Mountains were covered by

13

%

who

its

broken down

pass by the

sea,

young
its

shoots.

hedges,

way do pluck

it ?

14 The boar out of the forest doth devour it,
And that which roameth the field doth feed upon it.
15 Elohim Tsebaoth, Oh look again from heaven and behold,
16

And
And

accept this vine

!

be the protection of that which

Thy

right

hand hath

planted,

And

over the son,

whom Thou

hast firmly chosen

for

Thyself.

17 Burnt with fire, swept away,
Before the threatening of Thy countenance they perish.
18 Oh hold Thy hand over the man of Thy right hand,

Over

the

son

Thyself;

of

man whom Thou

hast

chosen

for
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And we will not go back from Thee
Quicken us, and we will celebrate Thy Name.
20 Jahve Elohim Tsebaoth, restore us,
Cause TJiy face to shine, then shall we be helped !
19

We

Thy people and the flock of Tliy
and Ps. Ixxx. begins with a cry to the
Shepherd of Israel. Concerning the inscription of the Psalm
To be practised after the " Lilies, the testimony . .," by A saph,
The LXX. renders,
a Psalm, vid. on xlv. 1, supra, p. 76 sq.
eh to tcXo? (unto the end), inrep toiv aXkoia>6riGOfieva>v (which

With

the words

are

pasture, Ps. lxxix. closes;

:

-

is

unintelligible

and ungrammatical

=

D , JE'B'"?S), fiaprvpiov rS>

'Ao-d<f> (as the accentuation also unites these

words closely by

Tarcha), •^a\/«J9 inrep tov 'Acrcrvpiov {cf. lxxvi. 1), perhaps
a translation of "nB>N~i>K, an inscribed note which took the

" boar out of the forest" as an emblem of Assyria.
is

important.

It solves the riddle

why Joseph

This hint

represents

all

and why the tribes of Joseph in particular are
mentioned in ver. 3, and why in the midst of these Benjamin,
whom like descent from Rachel and chagrin, never entirely
overcome, on account of the loss of the kingship drew towards
Moreover the tribe of Benjamin
the brother-tribes of Joseph.
had only partially remained to the house of David since the

Israel in ver. 2,

division of the

kingdom,*

as an expansion of the

so that this triad

"Joseph"

(ver, 2).

is

to

be regarded

After the northern

kingdom had exhausted its resources in endless feuds with
Damascene Syria, it succumbed to the world-wide dominion of
Assyria in the sixth year of Hezekiah, in consequence of the

heavy

visitations

* It

Judah

is

true

we

which are

closely associated with the

names

Rehoboam with
kingdom (1 Kings xii. 21), Judah and Benthe kingdom of Judah (2 Chron. xi. 3, 23, xv.

read that Benjamin stood on the side of

after the division of the

jamin appear as parts of

8 sq., and frequently) but if, according to 1 Kings xi. 13, 32, 36, only B2B>
"inx remains to the house of David, this is Judah, inasmuch as Benjamin
did not remain entirely under the Davidic sceptre, and Simeon is to be left
;

out of account

(cf.

Genesis, S. 603)

;

the Benjamitish

cities of Bethel, Gilgal,

and Jericho belonged to the northern kingdom, but, as in the case of Rama
(1 Kings xv. 21 sq.), not without being contested (cf. e.g. 2 Chron. xiii.
19) the boundaries were therefore fluctuating, vid. Ewald, Geschichte des
Volkes Israel (3d ed.), S. 439-441.
;

;
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of the Assyrian kings Pul, Tiglath-pileser, and Shalmaneser.

The

psalmist, as

it

seems, prays in a time in which the oppres-

sion of Assyria rested heavily

and Judah saw

itself

We must not, however,

should have fallen.
notice that our

upon the kingdom of Ephraim,
when this bulwark

threatened with ruin

Psalm has

ing to the tribes of Joseph in

Psalms of Asaph

(lxxvii.

Was

common

16, lxxviii.

characteristic belonging in

Psalms.

let it

pass without

this designation of the nation accord-

common

to

Asaph, the founder of

with other pre-exilic
Ixxxi.

9,

It

6).

is

a

whole group of

this

this circle of

songs, a

native, perhaps, of one of the Levite cities of the province of

Ephraim or Manasseh ?
The Psalm consists of five eight-line

the tribe of

first,

strophes, of which the
second, and fifth close with the refrain, " Elohim, restore
!"

Thy

countenance shine forth, then shall we be helped
This prayer grows in earnestness. The refrain begins the first
us, let

time with

second time with Elohim Tsebaoth, and

Eloliirn, the

the third time with a threefold Jahve Elohim Tsebaotli, with

which the second strophe

The

Vers. 2-4.
First of

all

(ver. 5) also opens.

first

the nation

strophe contains nothing but petition.

called Israel as springing

is

then, as in lxxxi. 6, Joseph, which, where

Jacob or Judah,

is

the

name

of the

it

is

from Jacob
from
;

distinct

kingdom of the ten

tribes

Caspari on Obad. ver. 18), or at least of the northern
Ver. 3 shows that it is also
tribes (lxxvii. 16, lxxviii. 67 sq.).
(viol.

these that are pre-eminently intended here.

The

God

fact that in

a Shepherd (^Jf ), Gen.
xlviii. 15, xlix. 24, perhaps has somewhat to do with the choice of
In the third, the sitting enthroned in the
the first two names.

the blessing of Joseph, Jacob calls

1

sanctuary here below and in the heaven above blend together
for the Old Testament is conscious of a mutual relationship

between the earthly and the heavenly temple (^3Ti) until the
one merges entirely in the other. The cherubim, which God
enthrones, i.e. upon which He sits enthroned, are the bearers
of the chariot (mann) of the Kuler of the world (yid. xviii.
11).

With

njCBin

Asaph Psalm
splendour of

1.

(from

VS",

f-su, eminere, emicare, as in

2) the poet prays that

light, i.e. in

His

He

the

would appear in His
and rescuing

fiery bright, judging,
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doxa, whether as directly visible, or even as only recognisable
its operation.
Both the comparison " after the manner

by

and the verb

of a flock"

Jfli

are Asaphic, Ixxviii. 52, cf. 26.

Just so also the names given to the nation.

name Joseph; and

the

the flesh into their midst, of

the two take the brother after

whom

the beloved Kachel

mother as well as of Joseph, the father of
Manasseh.

In

Num.

ch.

ii.

designation

Ephraim and Manasseh attaches

of Israel after the tribes of
itself to

The

was the

Ephraim and

three are not separated,

also, these

May

but have their camp on the west side of the Tabernacle.

—which

God

again put into activity

is

the meaning of

"niJ>

—

from "V^n (expergefacere) His nTOJ,
the need for the energetic intervention of which now makes
itself felt, before these three tribes, i.e. by becoming their vicHD? is a summoning imperative.*
Concerning
torious leader.
in distinction

(excitare)

1

rinse'

vid.

;

on

iii.

3

;

the construction with

Lamed

says as

little

against the accusative adverbial rendering of the ah set forth
there as does the Beth of nunha (in the wood) in 1

Sam. xxiii.
Neue Aehrenlese, Nos. 221, 384, 449. It
is not a bringing back out of the Exile that is prayed for by
wn'OTj for, according to the whole impression conveyed by the
15, vid. Bottcher's

Psalm, the people are

still

on the

in their present feebleness

soil

of their fatherland

they are no longer

;

but

like themselves,

they stand in need of divine intervention in order again to
attain

a condition that

is

in

harmony with

order to become themselves again.

the promises, in

May God

then cause His
long hidden countenance to brighten and shine upon them, then
shall

they be helped as they desire (nycwjl).

Vers. 5-8.

In the second strophe there issues forth bitter

complaint concerning the form of wrath which the present
assumes, and, thus confirmed, the petition rises anew.
The
transferring of the smoking Q&V) of God's nostrils

Himself

is

=

the hard
Deut. xxix. 19 [20]), to God
bold, but in keeping with the spirit of the Biblical

breathing of anger (lxxiv.

1,

* Not a pronoun
to Thee it belongs to be for salvation for us, as the
Talmud, Midrash, and Masora (vid. Norzi) take it wherefore in J. Succa
5ic it is straightway written -fy. Such a ro^=^ is called in the language
:

;

of the Masora,
(vid.

and even in the Midrash

Buxtorf, Tiberias, p. 245).

(JSxod.

Rabba,

fol.

121), 1YN11 nai>

;
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God (vid. on xviii. 9), so

view of the wrath of

that there is no need
by calling in the aid of the Syriac word
be strong, powerful (why art Thou hard, why dost Thou

to avoid the expression
!??2)

to

harden Thyself

.

.

The

).

.

perfect after TiB'-iy has the sense of

a present with a retrospective glance, as in Ex. x. 3, cf. nJN"1j/ ?

Ex.

xvi. 28,

Hab.

The

2.

i.

construction of

1^5?

with 3

angry against any one),

for the prayer of the people

object of wrath, but only not a

is

means of turning

is

not

= to be

to be understood after the analogy of 3 rnn (to kindle

it

not an
aside.

While the prayer is being presented, God veils Himself in the
smoke of wrath, through which it is not able to penetrate. The
LXX. translators have read yi2]) rfem, for they render eVt
rr]v "7rpoaevyr)V r&v SovXmv crov (for which the common reading
is

Bread of tears is, according to xlii. 4, bread
tears, running down in streams upon the
of the praying and fasting one, are his meat and his drink.

tov SovXov

crov).

consisting of tears
lips

;

njw'n with an accusative signifies to give something to drink,

and followed by Beth,

by means of something,
potitandum das eis cum lacrymis
trientem (De Dieu, von Ortenberg, and Hitzig).
tiyf (Tal-

but

it is

to give to drink

not to be translated

mudic, a third part)

is

:

the accusative of more precise definition

(Vatablus, Gesenius, Olshausen, and
iv fierpcpj

Symmachus

tainly a very small

fierpa))

;

Hupf eld) by thirds (LXX.
:

for a third of an ephah

measure for the dust of the earth

is cer-

(Isa. xl.

The neighbours are the neigh12), but a large one for tears.
bouring nations, to whom Israel is become P"ID, an object, a
In \u? is expressed the pleasure which the
butt of contention.
mocking gives them.
Vers. 9-20.

complaint now assumes a detailing chainasmuch as it contrasts the fqrmer days
and the ever more and more importunate

The

racter in this strophe,

with the present
prayer moulds

;

itself in

accordance therewith.

The

retrospec-

tive description begins, as is rarely the case, with the

second

modus, inasmuch as " the speaker thinks more of the bare nature
As in the blessing
of the act than of the time" (Ew. § 136, b).
is compared to the layer
whose shoots (ni33) climb over
the wall so here Israel is compared to a vine (Gen. xlix. 22
n '"!3 JQ3, cxxviii. 3), which has become great in Egypt and been

of Jacob (Gen. xlix. 22) Joseph

(p) of a fruitful

growth

(T^'3),

:

transplanted thence into the

VOL.

II.

Land

of Promise,

jr?'"?,

25
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fieralpeiv,

as in

Job

D'l'DD of the people

xix. 10,

perhaps with an allusnn to the

journeying to Canaan

(lxxviii. 52).*

Here

from 7133,
God made His vine a way and
root
away;
pass
to
disappear,
to turn, turn aside, Arabic fanija,
soil
free
it
a
to
secured
had
and
after
He
|S, to urge forward),
its
rooted
vine)
(the
extension,
it
possibility
of
unchecked
and
roots, i.e. struck them ever deeper and wider, and filled the
a place (H3B, to clear,

earth round about
xxvii. 6).

The

the antitype in the final days, Isa.

(cf.

Israelitish

kingdom

of

God

extended

itself

on

every side in accordance with the promise. rwPi (cf. Ezek.
xvii. 6, and vegetable r6tJ* } a shoot) also has the vine as its
subject, like VhWR.

Vers. 11 and 12 state this in a continued
by the "mountains" pointing to the southern boundary, by the "cedars" to the northern, by the "sea" to the
western, and by the " river" (Euphrates) to the eastern boundary of the country (yid. Deut. xi. 24 and other passages). WS
and n'Wg are accusatives of the so-called more remote object
a branch ripii" a (vege(Ges. § 143, 1). T'i'iJ is a cutting
allegory,

=

=

1

;

,

young, tender shoot; ?K"T!K, the cedars of
Lebanon as being living monuments of the creative might of
The allegory exceeds the measure of the reality of
God.
table) sucker

a

nature, inasmuch as this

is

the reality of that which

is

obliged tp be extended according to
typified

unlike to the former times

"wherefore?" for the present

The surroundings
contact with

it

py,

and

pluck

;

The

!

poet asks

state of things is a riddle to

(plfy to pick

it

But how

historical.

the present

down

of the vine are torn

of the gathering of figs)

TWn

is

off,

;

pluck

the boar out of the

suspended Ajinf) cuts

it

off (ED"!?,

all

him.

who come

wood

in

Talmudic

off,

("i^D with

formed out of DD3

* Exod. Sabla, ch. xliv., 'with reference to this passage, says

:

"

When

husbandmen seek to improve a vine, what do they do ? They root (plplj?)
it out of its place and plant (pi)JTIE>) it in another."
And Levit. Ralba,
" Aa oue does not plant a vine in a place where there
ch. xxxvi., says
are great, rough stones, but examines the ground and then plants it, so
didst Thou drive out peoples and didst plant it," etc.
:

t

According to Kiddushin, 30a, because this Ajin

of the Psalter as the

Waw

of

pm, Lev.

is

the middle letter

the middle letter of the
T6ra. One would hardly like to be at the pains of proving the correctness
of this statement; nevertheless in the seventeenth century there lived one

Laymarius, a clergyman,

who was

xi.

42,

is

not afraid of this trouble, and found

:
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^U*)j v iz. with Its tusks; and that which moves about the
concerning ft, 1. 11), i.e. the untractable, lively wild

fields (yid.

Without doubt the poet associates a distinct
mind ; for animals are also in
other instances the emblems of nations, as e.g. the leviathan,
the water-serpent, the behemoth (Isa. xxx. 6), and flies (Isa.
vii. 18) are emblems of Egypt.
The Midrash interprets it of
beast, devours

it.

nation with the wild boar in his

Se'ir-Edom, and

'IB*

W, according to Gen.

xvi. 12, of the

nomadic

Arabs.

In ver. 15 the prayer begins for the third time with threerenewed divine providence, and a renewal of the care of divine grace.
We have
divided the verse differently from the accentuation, since K3"3W
fold urgency, supplicating for the vine

loan is to

be understood according

to

Ges.

142.

§

The

junc-

by means of ) is at once opposed to the supposition that
I"G31 in ver. 16 signifies a slip or plant, plantam (Targum, Syriac,
Aben-Ezra, Kimchi, and others), and that consequently the
whole of ver. 16 is governed by 1p31. Nor can it mean its (the

tion

vine's) stand or base, J? (Bottcher), since one does not plant a

" stand."

The

imper. aor.

1.

LXX.

renders

ri331

:

ical

KaTapriaai, which

med., therefore in the sense of

riM.ia

.f

is

But the

and ^Jx. ^>-, to cover over)
c
with the accusative of the object makes it more natural to
alternation of

*7V

(cf.

Prov.

derive nw, not from

133

conceal, protect (whence

ii.

=

11,

p3, but

^

from

|33

^f

=

J33,

to cover,

a covering, shelter, hiding-place)

the calculations of the Masora (&g. that 7l <31N occurs 222 times) in part
inaccurate vid. Monatliche Unterredungen, 1691, S. 467, and besides, Geiger,
;

Urschrift

und Uebersetzungen der

Bibel, S.

* Saadia appropriately renders
also, to

f.

by

referring, as does

the Talmudic DD1J5, which occurs of ants, like

So Peak
(3jn)

258

it \fre,ju,

is

§ 7, Menachoth 716, on which Eashi observes, "the locust
accustomed to eat from above, the ant tears off the corn-stalk
ii.

from below." Elsewhere DDT ? denotes the breaking
from the tree, as VI? the removal of green branches.
1

t

^Ji

Dunash

of rodents.

Perhaps the Caph majusculum

quired to be made,

vid.

Geiger,

is

off of

dry branches

the result of an erasure that reAccordingly the Ajin

TJrschrift, S. 295.

suspensum might also be the result of a later inserted correction, for there
(wood, forest) ; vid. Levy, Phoniis a Phoenician inscription that has

T

zisches Worterbuch, S. 22.
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or: protect what Thy right hand
pointing certainly seems to take H33 as the

whom ...

The

(LXX., Dan.

for an imperat.
xi. 7, (pvrov)
form n33 does not occur elsewhere, although
it might have been regarded by the pnuctuists as possible from
the form ^3, wive, cxix. 22. If it is regarded as impossible,
then one might read nsb. At aDy rate the word is imperative,

feminine of

paragog.

Kal

15

;

of the

eum

as the following lE'N,

quern, also shows, instead of which,

were a substantive, one would expect to find a relative
Moreover ver. 165 requires
clause without "ID'S, as in ver. 165.
this, since ?V 1i?£i can only be used of visiting with punishment.
And who then would the slip (branch) and the son of man be
in distinction from the vine?
If we take rrja as imperative,
then, as one might expect, the vine and the son of man are
both the people of God. The Targum renders ver. 165 thus
" and upon the King Messiah, whom Thou hast established for
Thyself," after Ps. ii. and Dan. vii. 13 but, as in the latter
passage, it is not the Christ Himself, but the nation out of
which He is to proceed, that is meant. }*I2N has the sense of
lirm appropriation, as in Isa. xliv. 14, inasmuch as the notion
of making fast passes over into that of laying firm hold of, of
if

n33

:

;

seizure.

Rosenmiiller well renders

The

iicxibus tibi adstrinxisti.
all

the language here,

:

quern adoptatum

continued in ver. 17

is also still

jpartt. fern, refer to JM,

it

tot

figure of the vine, which rules
;

for the

— the verb, however, may take the plural

form, because those of Israel are this " vine," which combusta
igne, succisa (as in Isa. xxxiii.

in ver.

12

;

Aramaic,

13 the Targum word for rns

away, peel

off), is just

;

to cut off, tear off,

Arabic, **»£, to clear

perishing, or hangs in danger of destruc-

tion (Via^) before the threatening of the wrathful

of God.

The absence

countenance

of anything to denote the subject,

the form of expression, which

and

keeps within the circle of
the figure of the vine, forbid us to understand this ver. 17 of
the extirpation of the foes.

* The Tin has Gaja,

like

still

According

m»nXE>

to the sense bv *|T"' rin*

(lxxxi. 3),

i

-or :!
11

(cxliv. 7),

and

This Gaja beside the Sheba (instead of beside the following vowel)
belongs to the peculiarities of the metrical books, which in general, on

the

like.

account of their more melodious

mode

of delivery, have

many

such a Gajd

PSALM LXXX.
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J3 in ver. 16, as

in Egypt,
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It

whom Jahve

being the son

and then called out of Egypt

declared to be His son on Sinai (Ex.

to

is

Israel that

is

called

has called into being

Himself and solemnly

22, Hos. xi. 1), and
now, with a play upon the name of Benjamin in ver. 3
(cf. ver. 16), called I^Di t^N, as being the people which Jahve
has preferred before others, and has placed at His right hand*
for the carrying out of His work of salvation
who is called,

who

iv.

is

;

however, at the same time

humanity that
and dependent.

D ^~!|, because

belonging to a

and thoroughly conditioned
It is not the more precise designation of the
" son of man" that is carried forward by JiD3"N?1, '' and who
has not drawn back from Thee" (Hupfeld, Hitzig, and others),
but it is, as the same relation which is repeated in ver. 196
is

feeble in

itself,

shows, the apodosis of the preceding petition

never depart from Thee

then shall we

:

being not a participle, as in

xliv.

19, but a plene written voluntative: recedamus, vowing

new

tiz>)

;

To the
obedience as thanksgiving for the divine preservation.
prayer in ver. 18 corresponds, then, the prayer 13VW, which is
Ew. § 229),
vow of thanksgiving likewise following then will we
with Thy name, i.e. make it the medium and matter of

expressed as future (which can rarely be avoided,

with a
call

:

solemn proclamation.

which

is

In ver. 20 the refrain of this Psalm,

laid out as a trilogy,

The name

of

God

is

repeated for the third time.

is

here threefold.

beside Shebd, which does not occur in the prose books.

Thus,

e.g.,

nvT»

and D^n^X always have Gaja beside the Shebd when they have Rebia
magnum without a conjunctive, probably because Rebia and DecM had
such a fulness of tone that a first stroke fell even upon the S7ieid-letters.
* Pinsker punctuates thus Let Thy haud be upon the man, Thy right
hand upon the son of man, whom, etc. but the impression that "jj*>o» and
that no one of the old interpreters (from
lb nnVDN coincide is so strong,
the LXX. and Targum onwards) has been able to free himself from it
:

;

—— —

!
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PSALM LXXXI.
EASTER FESTIVAL SALUTATION AND DISCOURSE.
2

CAUSE

shouts of joy to resound unto Elohim, our safe

retreat,

Make

a joyful noise unto the

God

of Jacob.

3 Raise a song and sound the timbrel,

The

pleasant cithern together with the harp.

4 Blow the horn at the new moon,
At the full moon, in honour of the day of our
5 For a statute for Israel is it,

An
6

ordinance of the

God

A testimony hath He
When He

laid

feast.

of Jacob.
it

down

in Joseph,

went forth over the land of Egypt

A language

of one not

known

did I hear.

removed his back from the burden,
His hands were freed from the task-basket.
8 In distress didst thou cry, and I delivered thee,
I answered thee in a covering of thunder,

7 I have

I proved thee at the waters of Meribah.
9 Hear,

O my

(Sela.)

people, and I will testify unto thee

Israel, Oh that thou wouldst hearken unto Me
10 Let there be among thee no strange god,
And do not thou worship a god of a foreign country.
!

11

am Jahve

thy God,
up out of the land of Egypt
Open wide thy mouth, and I will fill it.

I, I

Who

led thee

My people

12 But

And

hearkened not unto

Israel did not

My

voice,

obey Me.

13 Then I cast them forth to the hardness of their heait,
They went on in their own counsels.

14

Oh

that

My

people would be obedient unto

That Israel would walk in
15 Suddenly would I humble

My

Me,

ways

their enemies,

My hand.
16 The haters of Jahve should submit themselves
And

against their oppressors turn

to

Him,
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And their time should endure for ever.
He fed them with the fat of wheat,
And with honey out of the rock did I satisfy

17

thee.

Ps. lxxx., which looks back into the time of the leading
is followed by another with the very same
Asaphic thoroughly characteristic feature of a retrospective
glance at Israel's early history (cf. more particularly lxxxi. 11
with lxxx. 9). In Ps. lxxxi. the lyric element of Ps. Ixxvii. is
combined with the didactic element of Ps. lxxviii. The unity
of these Psalms is indubitable.
All three have towards the
close the appearance of being fragmentary.
For the author

forth out of Egypt,

delights to ascend to the height of his subject and to go
into the depth of

he

it,

In Ps.

started.

Ixxvii. Israel

sons of Jacob and Joseph
of

Ephraim

;

as a

whole was called "the
we read " the sons

" in Ps. lxxviii.

" instead of the

called "Joseph."

down

without returning to the point from which

whole nation here it is briefly
This also indicates the one author. Then
;

based upon the Pentateuchal
Exodus and Deuteronomy. Jahve Himself speaks
through the mouth of the poet, as He did once through the
mouth of Moses
Asaph is kwt i^o^v the prophet (pjp)
among the psalmists. The transition from one form of speech

Ps.

lxxxi., exactly like lxxix., is

history in

—

to another which accompanies the rapid alternation of feelings,

what the Arabs call talwin el-cliitdb, " a colouring of a speech
by a change of the persons," is also characteristic of him, as
later on of Micah (e.g. vi. 15 sq.).
This Ps. lxxxi. is according to ancient custom the Jewish
Year's Psalm, the Psalm of the Feast of Trumpets (Num.

New

xxix. 1),

therefore the

Psalm

of the

first

(and second) of

however, a question whether the blowing of the
horn (shopliar) at the new moon, which it calls upon them to
Tishri

;

it is,

do, does not rather apply to the first of Nisan, to the ecclesiastical

the

New

Psalm

The

Year.

In the weekly liturgy of the Temple

it

was

for the Thursday.

poet calls upon them to give a jubilant welcome to the

approaching festive season, and in vers. 7 sqq. Jahve Himself
makes Himself heard as the Preacher of the festival. He

reminds those now living of His loving-kindness towards ancient
Israel, and admonishes them not to incur the guilt of like

;
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unfaithfulness, in order that they
of His loving-kindness.

What

may

not lose the like tokens
Either

festive season is it?

the Feast of the Passover or the Feast of Tabernacles ; for it
must be one of these two feasts which begin on the day of the

one having reference to the redempEgypt, the Targum, Talmud (more particularly Bosh ha-Shana, where this Psalm is much discussed),
Midrasb, and Sohar understand the Feast of Tabernacles
because vers. 2-4a seem to refer to the new moon of the
seventh month, which is celebrated before other new moons
(Num. x. 10) as njmnn U^ (Num. xxix. 1, cf. Lev. xxiii. 24), i.e.
to the first of Tishri, the civil New Year ; and the blowing of
full

Because

moon.

it is

tion of Israei out of

horns at the

New

Year

is,

certainly not according to Scrip-

but yet according to tradition (vid. Maimonides, Hilchoth
Shophar i. 2), a very ancient arrangement. Nevertheless we

ture,

must give up this reference of the Psalm to the first of Tishri
and to the Feast of Tabernacles, which begins with the fifteenth
of Tishri
(1) Because between the high feast-day of the
first of Tishri and the Feast of Tabernacles on the fifteenth to
the twenty-first (twenty-second) of Tishri lies the great day of
Atonement on the tenth of Tishri, which would be ignored, by
greeting the festive season with a joyful noise from the first of
Tishri forthwith to the fifteenth.
(2) Because the remembrance of the redemption of Israel clings far more charac:

—

Feast of the Passover than to the Feast of
This latter appears in the oldest law-giving (Ex.

teristically to the

Tabernacles.
xxiii. 16,

of the

xxxiv. 22) as ^Tpsn Jn,

autumn

fruits,

i.e.

as a feast of the ingathering

and therefore

as the closing festival of the

whole harvest it does not receive the historical reference to
the journey through the desert, and therewith its character of
;

a feast of booths or arbours, until the addition in Lev.

xxiii.

39-44, having reference to the carrying out of the celebration
of the feasts in Canaan ; whereas the feast which begins with

moon of Nisan has, it is true, not been entirely free of
reference to agriculture, but from the very beginning bears
the historical names I"IDB and nivan jn.
(3) Because in the
the full
all

Psalm

itself, viz.

in ver. 6&, allusion

the Passover commemorates.
Concerning rT'njn^y vid. on

is

made

to the fact

which

The symmetrical,

sticliic

-

plan of the Psalm

is

clear

:

viii. 1.

the schema

is

11. 12. 12.
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Vers. 2-6. The summons in ver. 2 is addressed to tlie
whole congregation, inasmuch as Win is not intended of the
clanging of the trumpets, but as in Ezra iii. 11, and frequently.

The summons

in ver. 3 is addressed to the Levites, the ap-

pointed singers and musicians in connection with the divine
services,

4

2 Chron.

v.

12,

and frequently.

The summons

in

whom was

committed not
only the blowing of the two (later on a hundred and twenty,
vid. 2 Chron. v. 12) silver trumpets, but who appear also in
Josh. vi. 4 and elsewhere (cf. xlvii. 6 with 2 Chron. xx. 28) as

ver.

is

addressed to the priests, to

the blowers of the shophar.

The Talmud

observes that since

the destruction of the Temple the names of instruments NTQiB*
and NPHSixn are wont to be confounded one for the other (B.

Sabbath 36a, Succa 34a), and,

itself confounding them, infers
from Num. x. 10 the duty and significance of the blowing of
the shophar {B. Eracliin 36).
The LXX. also renders both
by adXiriyf; but the Biblical language mentions 131E' and
iTiSVn, a horn (more especially a ram's horn) and a (metal)
trumpet, side by side in xcviii. 6, 1 Chron. xv. 28, and is therefore conscious of a difference between them.
The Tora says
nothing of the employment of the shophar in connection with
;

divine service, except that the
year,

buccince, is to

commencement

of every fiftieth

»n

IW, annus
be made known by the horn signal throughout

which on

this

very account

is

called

5

But just as tradition by means of
all the land (Lev. xxv. 9).
an inference from analogy derives the blowing of the shophar
on the first of Tishri, the beginning of the common year, from
this precept, so on the ground of the passage of the Psalm
before us, assuming that W~P?, LXX. iv veofj,rjvla, refers not
to the first of Tishri but to the first of Nisan, we may suppose
that the beginning of every month, but, in particular, the
beginning of the month which was at the same time the beginning of the ecclesiastical year, was celebrated by a blowing
of the shophar,

as,

according to Josephus, Bell.

iv. 9,

12, the

beginning and close of the Sabbath was announced from the
top of the

means

Temple by a

to say that the

priest with the salpinx.

Feast of the Passover

is

to

The

poet

be saluted by

the congregation with shouts of joy, by the Levites with music,

and even beginning from the new moon (neomenia) of the
Passcver month with blowing of shophars, and that

this

is

to
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be continued at the Feast of the Passover

itself.

The Feast

Hupfeld devises a gloomy physiognomy,* was a joyous festival, the Old Testament Christmas.
2 Chron. xxx. 21 testifies to the exultation of the people and
the boisterous music of the Levite priests, with which it was
of the Passover, for which

According

celebrated.

to

Num.

was connected with the

priests

the trumpeting of the

x. 10,

sacrifices

;

and that the slaying

of the paschal lambs took place amidst the Tantaratan of the

(long-drawn notes interspersed with sharp

priests

njrpni

nj)l"in

shrill ones,

njPpn), is expressly related of the post-exilic ser-

vice at least.f

The
to

phrase ^n t™ proceeds from the phrase

which

tro

directly

means

:

Concerning np2 (Prov.

heard.

?ip jru,

according

to attune, strike up, cause to be
vii.

20 ND3)

tradition is

un-

The Talmudic interpretation (B. Rosh ha-Shana 8b,
Betza 16a, and the Targum which is taken from it), according
to which it is the day of the new moon (the first of the month),
on which the moon hides itself, i.e. is not to be seen at all in
certain.

the morning, and in the evening only for a short time immedi-

and the interpretation that is adopted by a
more imposing array of authorities (LXX., Vulgate,
Menahem, Rashi, Jacob Tarn, Aben-Ezra, Parchon, and others),
according to which a time fixed by computation (from nD3
ately after sunset,

still

=

DD3, computare)

is

so

named

in general, are

outweighed by the

usage of the Syriac, in which heso denotes the full moon as the
moon with covered, i.e. filled-up orb, and therefore the fifteenth
of the month, but also the time from that point onwards, per-

haps because then the moon covers

itself,

shining surface appears each day

large (cf. the Peshlto,

Kings

less

inasmuch

as its

32 of the fifteenth day of the eighth month,
10 of the twenty-third day of the seventh month,
in both instances of the Feast of Tabernacles), after which, too
1

2 Chron.

xii.

vii.

in the passage before us

it is rendered wa-b-kese which a Syro}
Arabic glossary (in Rosenmiiller) explains festa quae sunt in

The

•medio mensis.
* In the
llebrxos
t

Vid.

Temple

Targum, proceeds

of his Commentationes de primitiva et vera festorum

first

ration",,

Peshito here, like the

apud

1351, 4to.

my essay

on the Passover

in the Luther.

Psalnwdie (1855),

S. 5.

Zeilschr.

during the time of the second
and cf. ArmknecUt, Die heitiae

rites

1855

;

:
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from the reading l^sn, which, following the LXX. and the
best texts, is to be rejected in comparison with the singular
^.D. If, however, it is to be read WJn, and HD3 (according to

Kimchi with

Segol not merely in the second syllable, but with
NJB) signifies not interdouble Segol HD3, after the form NJQ
lunium, but plenilunium (instead of which also Jerome has in

=

medio mense, and

Prov.

in

flfiepa iravaeXrjvov),

vii.

then what

20, in die plence lunce, Aquila

is

meant

is

either the Feast of

called absolutely 2nn in 1

Kings viii. 2
and elsewhere, or the Passover, which is also
Isa. xxx. 29 and elsewhere.
Here, as ver. 5 will

Tabernacles, which

is

(2 Ohron. v. 3)
so called in

convince us, the latter

intended, the Feast of unleavened

is

bread, the porch of which, so to speak,

the D

,

"ia?'

W? (Ex.

xii.

is

npa

3"iy

together with

from the fourteenth
3 they are called upon

42), the night

the fifteenth of Nisan.

In

vers. 2,

The blowing

give a welcome to this feast.

of the shophar

is

to

to
to

announce the commencement of the Passover month, and at
the commencement of the Passover day which opens the Feast
of unleavened bread

to

it is

be renewed.

meant temporally, as perhaps in Job
the day for why was it not DVQ 1
;

xxi.

The
30

:

? of

Diy

It is rather

:

Lamed

on

towards the

day, but HD33 assumes that the day has already arrived

the same

not

is

=

the day

at

;

as in ver. 2, the blowing of the shophar

it is

is

to

sound in honour of it.
Vers. 5 and 6 now tell whence the feast which is to be met
with singing and music has acquired such a high significance
it is a divine institution coming from the time of the redempconcern this feast-day,

it is

to

by the hand of Moses. It is called ph as being a legally
sanctioned decree, tOSB'D as being a lawfully binding appointtion

ment, and TWVt as being a positive declaration of the divine

God

will.

h in ?N"iB'v characterizes Israel as the receiver, in 'vpN? the

The

of Israel as the

iriXi'3

Owner,

i.e.

Author and Lawgiver.

the establishing of the statute

is

By

dated back to the time

of the Exodus; but the statement of the time of its being established, " when He went out over the land of Egypt," cannot be

understood of the exodus of the people out of Egypt, natural
as this may be here, where Israel has just been called ^Dim.
(pathetic for cl?i''), by a comparison with Gen. xli. 45, where

Joseph

is

spoken of in the same words.

For

this expression

does not describe the going forth out of a country, perhaps in the
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sight of

its

inhabitants,

Num.

2-6.

8 (HengElobim is the
be understood according to Ex. xi. 4
xxxiii. 3, cf.

Ex.

xiv.

stenberg), but the going out over a country.

and

subject,

(Kimchi,

riXX

De

to

is

Dieu, Dathe, Rosenmiiller, and others)

:

when

He

went out for judgment over the land of Egypt (cf. Mic.
i. 3).
This statement of the time of itself at once decides the
reference of the Psalm to the Passover, which commemorates
the sparing of Israel at that time (Ex. xii. 27), and which was
instituted on that very night of judgment.
The accentuation
divides the verse correctly. According to this, POK'X 'PiyT'X? nat5>
is not a relative clause to D'HXD: where I heard a language that
Certainly nsb J/T, " to understand
I understood not (cxiv. 1).
a language,"

II

sq.),

an expression that

is

understand writing,

to

is

(cf. "isd JTP, to

in itself not inadmissible

be able to read, Isa. xxix.

the selection of which instead of the more customary

phrase |1b6 J?DC (Deut. xxviii. 49, Isa. xxxiii. 19, Jer. v. 15)
might be easily intelligible here beside yawx ; but the omission
!

of the DK* pt?N)

is

harsh, the thought

excluded with our

way

God

it

that follows

here purposeless, and

is

From

of taking 1HKV3.

is

evident that the clause

the speech of
is

intended to

serve as an introduction of this divine speech, whether

be rendered sermonem quem non novi

(cf.

xviii.

it

now

44, populus

quem non novi (Ges. § 123, rem. 1),
Is it now in some way an introfollowing speech of God as one which it has

quern non novi), or alicujus,

both of which are admissible.
duction to the

been suddenly given to the psalmist to hear:

"An unknown

language, or the language of one unknown, do I hear"?

Doderlein explains

cum

it

:

Subitanea

et

perculsum
and in the same way

vates sese divino adfiatu subito

audire sibi persuadet

;

But

hausen, Hupfeld, and others.

the

sentit et

oraculum

De Wette, Olsoracle of God cannot

appear so strange to the Israelitish poet and seer as the

and moreover j?D$K

voice to Eliphaz (Job iv. 16);

Thus

digna poetico impetu digressio,

spirit-

after the

foregoing historical predicates has the presumption of the im-

Thus, then,

it will have to be
was the language of
a known, but still also unknown God, which Israel heard in
the redemption of that period.
It was the God who had been
made manifest as nirP only, so to speak, by way of prelude

perfect signification in

its

favour.

interpreted according to Ex.

hitherto,

who now appeared

vi.

2

sq.

It

at this juncture of the patriarchal
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which had been all along kept in view, in the marveland new light of the judgment which was executed upon
Egypt, and of the protection, redemption, and election of Israel,
as being One hitherto unknown, as the history of salvation
actually then, having arrived at Sinai, receives an entirely new
form, inasmuch as from this time onwards the congregation or
church is a nation, and Jahve the King of a nation, and the
bond of union between them a national law educating it for
the real, vital salvation that is to come.
The words of Jahve
that follow are now not the words heard then in the time of
the Exodus. The remembrance of the words heard forms only
a transition to those that now make themselves heard. For
when the poet remembers the language which He who reveals
Himself in a manner never before seen and heard of spoke to
His people at that time, the Ever-living One Himself, who is
yesterday and to-day the same One, speaks in order to remind
His people of what He was to them then, and of what He spake
to them then.
history,

lous

Vers. 7—11.

It is a gentle

God

discourse which

the

but profoundly earnest festival
addresses to His redeemed

Eedeemer

people.
It begins, as one would expect in a Passover speech,
with a reference to the ni?3D of Egypt (Ex. i. 11-14, v. 4,
vi.

6

sq.),

and

to the "JO, the task-basket for the transport of

the clay and of the bricks (Ex.
distress did

(Ex.

ii.

ing to

He

23-25)

i.

14, v. 7 sq.).*

free the poor people
;

He

who

answered them OJH 10D3,

xxii. 22, Isa. xxxii. 2)

:

the storm, but (according to

affording
xviii.

He

Out

of such

cried for deliverance
i.e.

not (accord-

them protection against

12, Ixxvii. 17 sqq.)

:

out of

same time revealed and
veiled Himself, casting down the enemies of Israel with His
lightnings, which is intended to refer pre-eminently to the
passage through the Red Sea (vid. Ixxvii. 19) and He proved
them (^nSN with 8 contracted from o, cf. on Job xxxv. 6) at
the waters of Meribah, viz. whether they would trust Him
further on after such glorious tokens of His power and lovingthe thunder-clouds in which

at the

;

* In the Papyrus Leydenste i. 346 the Israelites are called the u Aperiu
who dragged along the stones for the great watch-tower of the
city of Eameses," and in the Pap. Leyd. i. 349, according to Lauth, the
" Aperiu, who dragged along the stones for the storehouse of the city of
(D^3jf),

Kameses."
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The name " Waters of Meribah" which properly is
borne only by Meribath Kadesh, the place of the giving of water

kindness.

in the fortieth year

(Num.

xx. 13, xxvii. 14, Deut. xxxii. 51,

xxxiii. 8), is here transferred to the place of the

giving of water

which was named Massa.h u-Meribah (Ex. xvii.
the remembrances of these two miracles, which took place

in the first year,
7), as

under similar circumstances,
xcv. 8 sq.).

It

now

not

is

in general

sponse to the expectation of God,

Himself; the music,

blend together (yid. on

said that Israel did not act in re-

who had

so

wondrously verified

as Sela imports, here rises,

long and forcible pause in what

is

being

and makes a

What now

said.

follows further, are, as the further progress of ver. 12 shows,

God addressed to the Israel of the desert, which
same time with its faithlessness are brought to the remembrance of the Israel of the present. 3 Tj?n, as in L 7,
Deut. viii. 19, to bear testimony that concerns him against any
DS (according to the sense, o si, as in Ps. xcv. ver. 7,
one.
the words of
at the

which

is

in

many ways

akin to this Psalm) properly opens a

searching question which wishes that the tiling asked

about (whether thou wilt indeed give

me

In ver. 10 the key-note of the revelation of the
Sinai

is

struck

:

the fundamental

decalogue demanded
as the sin of sins,
Israel as the true

fidelity to

"it

God

Law

from

command which opens

the

Jahve and forbade idol-worship

?N
;

may come

a willing hearing?!).

is an idol
and "DJ ?N,

in opposition to the

a strange

god

God

of

in opposition

God as the God of Israel. To this one God Israel
ought to yield itself all the more undividedly and heartily as it
was more manifestly indebted entirely to Him, who in His condescension had chosen it, and in His wonder-working might
had redeemed it (jQV&y\, part. Iliph. with the eh elided, like
1"ibn, Deut. xiii. 6, and v?K, from n?:^ Ex. xxxiii.
3) ; and how
easy this submission ought to have been to it, since He desired
nothing in return for the rich abundance of His good gifts,
which satisfy and quicken body and soul, but only a wideopened mouth, i.e. a believing longing, hungering for mercy
and eager for salvation (cxix. 131)
The Passover discourse now takes a sorrowVers. 12-17.
to the true

!

and awful turn : Israel's disobedience and self-will frustrated
the gracious purpose of the commandments and promises of its
people" and " Israel" alternate as in the complaint
God. "
ful

My

;

PSALM LXXXI.
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ri3N-&6 followed
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i.
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by the

dative, as in Deut.

Then God made

avrS).

xiii.

9

their sin their

punishment, by giving them over judicially (rh'& as in Job
viii. 4) into the obduracy of their heart, which rudely shuts
itself up against His mercy (from "nB> Aramaic "OB', Arabic
}
j~i, to
(cf.

make

= to cheer,

firm

make

glad), so that they

on the sequence of tense, lxi. 8) in their,
God-estranged determinations the

egotistical,

accented, as
vii.

i.e.

in Isa. Ixv. 2, cf. the

e.g.

24, and the

same phrase

Mic.

in

vi.

own,

their

suffix

;

went on

thus

is

borrowed passage Jer.
16.
And now, because

comparison with God's faithful-

this state of unfaithfulness in

ness has remained essentially the same even to to-day, the
exalted Orator of

the festival passes over forthwith to the

generation of the present, and that, as

in accordance with

is

the cheerful character of the feast, in a charmingly alluring

manner. Whether we take ^ in the signification of si (followed by the participle, as in 2 Sam. xviii. 12), or like OX above
in ver. 9 as expressing a wish, o si (if but !), vers. 15 sqq. at
any rate have the relation of the apodosis to it. From BJJ03
(for a little, easily) it may be conjectured that the relation of
Israel at that time to the nations did not

dignity of the nation of

God which

rule the world in the strength of

passage only
is,

that

He

to turn,

is

correspond to the

subdue and

called to

God.

^'fn signifies in this

not: to again lay upon.

would turn the hand which

is

The meaning
now chastening

His people against those by whom He is chastening them (cf.
on the usual meaning of the phrase, Isa. i. 25, Amos i. 8, Jer.
The promise in ver. 16 relates to
vi. 9, Ezek. xxxviii. 12).
The haters of Jahve
Israel and all the members of the nation.
reluctantly
to
submit
themselves to Him,
would be compelled
and their time would endure for ever. "Time" is equivalent
to duration,

and

in this instance with the collateral notion of
xiii. 22) of the term of punishment.
should continue with W73XS1, in the

prosperity, as elsewhere (Isa.

One now

expects that

tone of a promise.
torical statement.
it

it

The Psalm, however,
For

WON

4

]

closes with

cannot signify

et

an

cibaret

his-

eum

ought to be pronounced ln^as'l. The pointing, like the
Syriac, and Vulgate, takes ver. 17a (cf. Deut. xxxii.

LXX.,
13

sq.) as a retrospect,

and apparently rightly

so.

For even

!;
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the Asaphic Psalms Ixxvii. and lxxviii. break off with historical

Ver. 176

pictures.

is,

accordingly, also to be taken as retro-

conclusion once more
change into the words of God. The closing word runs IJPafc'N,
as in 1. 8, Deut. iv. 31, and (with the exception of the fult.
Hiph. of Lamed He verbs ending with ekka) usually. The
Babylonian system of pointing nowhere recognises the suffixform ekka. If the Israel of the present would hearken to the
Lawgiver of Sinai, says ver. 17, then would He renew to it the

The words

spective.

of the poet in

miraculous gifts of the time of the redemption under Moses.

PSALM LXXXIL
god's

judgment upon the gods of the eakth.

ELOHIM standeth

1

Among
2 "

How

And

Do

in the congregation of

the elohim doth

He

God,

judge.

long will ye judge unjustly,

take the side of the wicked

?

(Sela.)

and fatherless,
and the poor
4 Deliver the destitute and needy,
Rescue out of the hand of the wicked !"
3

justice to the destitute

Acquit the

afflicted

—

They know not, and understand not,
In darkness they walk to and fro

5 "

All the foundations of the land totter.

Ye

are elohim,

sons of the

Most High

I have

6

And
Yet

7

And

as
as

said:

men

shall

ye

are ye

all.

die,

one of the princes

shall

ye

fall."

8 Arise, Elohim, oh judge the earth,
For Thou hast a claim upon all nations.

As

in Ps. lxxxi., so also in

Talmud

the

this Psalm (according to tho
Tuesday Psalm of the Temple liturgy) God is in-
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troduced as speaking after the manner of the prophets.

and

]viii.

Asaph

Ps.

more especially Isa. iii. 13-15.
beholds how God, reproving, correcting, and

xciv. are similar, but

the seer

threatening, appears against the chiefs of the congregation of

His people, who have perverted the splendour of majesty which
He has put upon them into tyranny. It is perfectly charac-

Asaph

teristic of

(Ps.

1.,

lxxv., Ixxxi.) to

plunge himself into

the contemplation of the divine judgment, and to introduce

God as speaking. There is nothing to militate against the
Psalm being written by Asaph, David's cotemporary, except the
determination not to allow to the fpxb of the inscription

its

most natural sense. Hupf eld, understanding " angels" by the
elohim, as Bleek has done before him, inscribes the Psalm
" God's judgment upon unjust judges in heaven and upon
earth."
But the angels as such are nowhere called elohim
in the Old Testament, although they might be so called ; and
their being judged here on account of unjust judging, Hupfeld
himself says, is " an obscure point that is still to be cleared np."
An interpretation which, like this, abandons the usage of the
language in order to bring into existence a riddle that it cannot
At the same time the assertion of
solve, condemns itself.
:

Hupfeld

and others), that in Ex.
Dv6n denotes God Himself, and not

(of Knobel, Graf,

xxii. 7 sq.,

27,*

xxi.

6,

directly

the authorities of the nation as being His earthly representatives,

finds

its

most forcible refutation in the so-called and

mortal elohim of this Psalm

By

(cf. also xlv. 7, lviii. 2).

Jews (John
34-36) that when He calls Himself the Son of God, He
does not blaspheme God, by an argumentatio a minori ad majus.
reference to this Psalm Jesus proves to the

x.

If the

Law,

so

He

argues, calls even those gods

who

are

offi-

with this name by a declaration of the divine
promulgated in time (and the Scripture cannot surely, as

cially invested
will

in

general, so also in this instance, be

made

invalid), then

it

cannot surely be blasphemy if He calls Himself the Son of
God, whom not merely a divine utterance in this present time
has called to this or to that worldly office after the image of

God, but who with His whole

life is

ministering to the acconi-

* In the English authorized version, Ex. xxi.

6, xxii.

8

uq.

("judges"),

28 (" gods," margin "judges").— Tr.
VOL. IL

26
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work

Him when He came

1-4.

which the Father had already sanctified

to

In connection with

into the world.

r)jiacre

reminded of the fact that those who are called elohim in
the Psalm are censured on acconnt of the unholiness of their
The name does not originally belong to them, nor do
conduct.
one

is

they show themselves to be morally worthy of

With

it.

rjyiao-e

Kal aireareiXev Jesus contrasts His divine sonship, prior to time,

with theirs, which began only in

God comes

Vers. 1-4.
first

of

all

tills

present time.

forward and makes Himself heard
The " congregation

as censuring and admonishing.

is, as iu Num. xxvii. 17, xxxi. 16, Josh. xxii. 16 sq.,
"the congregation of (the sons of) Israel," which God has purchased from among the nations (lxxiv. 2), and upon which as
The psalmist and
its Lawgiver He has set His divine impress.
The
seer sees Elohim standing in this congregation of God.
part. Niph. (as in Isa. iii. 13) denotes not so much the suddenness and unpreparedness, as, rather, the statue-like immobility
and terrifying designfulness of His appearance. Within the

of

God"

God

range of the congregation of

The

this

holds good of the elohim.

right over life and death, with which the administration of

justice cannot dispense,

time of Gen.

ix. 6,

is

however,

From

a prerogative of God.

He

the

has transferred the execution

of this prerogative to mankind, and instituted in

mankind an

wielding the sword of justice, which also exists in His
theocratic congregation, but here lias His positive law as the
office

and as the rule of its action. Everywhere among men, bnt here pre-eminently, those in authority
are God's delegates and the bearers of His image, and therefore
as His representatives are also themselves called elohim, "gods"
(which the LXX. in Ex. xxi. 6 renders to tcpwripiov tov ©eov,
and the Targums here, as in Ex. xxii. 7, 8, 27 uniformly, NW).

basis of its continuance

The God who has

conferred this exercise of power upon these

subordinate elohim, without their resigning

now

sits in

judgment

in their midst.

it of themselves
U2V\ of that which takes

place before the mind's eye of the psalmist.
asks, will

ye judge unjustly

DQ^B3, Lev.

How

long

?

^)J>

tiDS? is

How

nby

S.3>

35 (the opposite is Cnt^p tiflti', lviii.
ye accept the countenance of the wicked,

xix. 15,

will

He

lono-,

equivalent to

incline to accept, regard, favour the person of the

wicked ?

2)'.

i.e.

The
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music, which liere becomes forte, gives intensity to the terrible
sternness (das Niederdonnernde) of the divine question, which

seeks to bring the "gods" of the earth to their right mind.

Then

follow admonitions to do that which they have hitherto

They

undone.

left

are to cause the benefit of the administra-

tion of justice to tend to the advantage of the defenceless, of

whom God

the destitute, and of the helpless, upon
giver especially keeps His eye.

The word

Vft

the

Law-

(^"J), of

which

no evidence until within the time of David and SoloJi'OX.
pi with DW1 is pointed 71, and

there

is

mon,

is

with

JVasO,

synonymous with

on account of the closer notional union, 71 (as in
They are words which are frequently repeated in

Ixxii. 13).

the prophets, foremost in Isaiah (ch.

17), with which

i.

is

enjoined upon those invested with the dignity of the law, and

with jurisdiction, justice towards those who cannot and

will

not

themselves obtain their rights by violence.

What now

Vers. 5-7.
thetical

assertion of

the

follows in ver. 5

inefficiency with

is

not a paren-

which the divine

correction rebounds from the judges and rulers.
tion with this

way

divine language

God Himself

is

of taking ver. 5, the

continued in ver. 6

is

manner

in

In connecwhich the

harsh and unadjusted.

speaks in ver. 5 of the judges, but reluctantly

and confident of the futility of all
He tells them their sentence in
in ver. ha are designedly without any
vers. 6 sq.
complaint of the widest compass is made over their
object
want of reason and understanding and 1J)T takes the perfect
form in like manner to i<yvd>ica(n, noverunt, cf. xiv. 1, Isa. xliv.
Thus, then, no result is to be expected from the divine
18.
they still go their ways in this state of mental
admonition
darkness, and that, as the Hithpa. implies, stalking on in carnal
The commands, however,
security and self- complacency.

alienated from

them

;

make them
The verbs

attempts to

better,

:

;

:

which they transgress are the foundations (cf. xi. 3), as it were
the shafts and pillars (lxxv. 4, cf. Prov. xxix. 4), upon which
rests the permanence of all earthly relationships which are
Their
appointed by creation and regulated by the Tora.
and
totter
physically
the
earth,
to
land,
transgression makes the
morally, and
tial

Lord

injustice

is

the prelude of

its

overthrow.

When

the celes-

of the domain thinks upon this destruction which

and tyranny are bringing upon the

earth,

His wrath
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reminds the judges and rulers that it is His
which has clothed them with the godThey are actually elohim, but
like dignity which they bear.
not possessed of the right of self-government ; there is a Most
kindles,

own

and

He

free declaratory act

High

whom

(fity) to

The

they as sons are responsible.

idea

themthat the appellation elohim, which they have given
(Ewald,
selves, is only sarcastically given back to them in ver. 1
Olsliausen), is refuted by ver. 6, according to which they are
But if their practice is not
really elohim by the grace of God.
an Amen to this name, then they shall be divested of the
majesty which they have forfeited they shall be divested of
the prerogative of Israel, whose vocation and destiny they
to

;

They

have belied.
rising in
iv.

3,

shall die off Q">?3, like

any degree above the mass

xlix.

3)

they shall

;

(cf.

like

fall

common men

not

opp. B^N

\33,

E"]N \J3,

any one (Judg.

xvi.

7,

Obad. ver. 11) of the princes who in the course of history
have been cast down by the judgment of God (Hos. vii. 7).
Their divine
civilis

God, yet
Ver.

not protect them.

injustitia civilis

The

8.

tion of that

Himself

office will

For although

justitia

far from being the righteousness that avails before

is

which
in

to sit

judgment

so

is

in

is

His sight the

vilest

abomination.

poet closes with the prayer for the realizahe- has

beheld in

judgment

He

spirit.

('1U3B' as in

Lam.

badly exercised upon the earth.

are indeed His n ?D,?j

He

implores
iii.

God

59), since

All peoples

has an hereditary and proprietary

among (LXX. and Vulgate according to Num.xviii. 20,
and frequently), or rather in (3 as in 3 PC'IO, instead of the
right

accusative of the object, Zech.

He

drawn from

this

it

judicially.

The

— may

inference

Psalm is directed
power among the Gentiles, is errone-

point backwards, that the

against the possessors of
ous.

16), all nations {eOvrj)

ii.

then be pleased to maintain

Israel itself, in so far as it acts inconsistently with its

theocratic character, belies

and

its

sanctified

nationality,

is

a *u

put into the same category with these.
The judgment over the world is also a judgment over the
like the D^J,

Israel

that

is

is

become conformed

estranged chiefs.

to the world,

and

its

God-

"

;

:

!

;
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PSALM LXXXIII.
BATTLE-CRY TO GOD AGAINST ALLIED PEOPLES.
2

ELOHIM,

let

there be no repose to Thee,

Be not silent and rest not, O God
3 For lo Thine enemies make a tamult,
!

And Thy haters carry the head high.
4 Against Thy people they meditate a crafty

design,

And

take counsel together against Thy proteges.
5 They say : " Up we will destroy them from among the
!

peoples,

And

name

the

more
6
7

of

Israel

shall

not be remembered any

!

For they take counsel together with one mind,
Against Thee they make a covenant

The

tents of

Moab and

Edom

and^of the Ishmaelites,

:

the Hagarenes;

8 GebiHl and Ammon and Amalek,
Philistia, with the inhabitants of Tyre
9 Also Asshur hath joined

They
"10

Do

lend their

arm

itself to

them,
Lot.

to the sons of

(Sela.)

unto them as unto Midian,

As unto Sisera, as unto Jabin at the brook Kishon
11 They were destroyed at Endor,
They became as dung for the land
12 Make them, their nobles, like Oreb and Zeeb,
And like Zebach and Zalmnnna all their princes,
13

Who

said:

"Let
14

My

As
15 As

us take possession of the habitations of

God, make them

like the

stubble before the wind
fire,

And

burning a

Elohim!"

whirlwind,

!

forest,

as flame, singeing

mountains

16 Thus do Thou pursue them with

:

Thy

tempest,
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And
17

with

Thy

hurricane overthrow them

!

with shame,

Fill their face

That they may seek Thy name, Jahve

!

18 Let them be ashamed and overthrown for ever,
And let them be confounded and perish ;
19

And

let

them know that Thou, Thy Name, Jahve, Thou

alone,

Art the Most High over

The

Psalm

close of this

preceding Psalm.

It

The

of the Psalter.

is

all

the earth.

in

is

accord with the close of the

the last of the twelve Psalms of

poet supplicates help against the

Asaph

many

nations which have allied themselves with the descendants of

Moab and Amnion, to entirely root out Israel as a
Those who are fond of Maccabsean Psalms (Hitzig
and Olshausen), after the precedent of van Til and von
Bengel, find the circumstances of the time of the Psalm in 1
Mace. ch. v., and Grimm is also inclined to regard this as correct; and in point of fact the deadly hostility of the eOvr)
KVK\60ev which we there see breaking forth on all sides,* as it

Lot,

i.e.

nation.

were at a given signal, against the Jewish people, who have
become again independent, and after the dedication of the

Temple doubly self-conscious,
Psalm than the hostile efforts

is

far better suited to explain the

of Sanballat, Tobiah,

and others

to hinder the rebuilding of Jerusalem, in the time of

Nehemiah

(Vaihinger, Ewald, and Dillmann).

There

is,

however,

still

another incident beside that recorded in 1 Mace. ch. v. to
which the Psalm may be referred, viz. the confederation of the
nations for the extinction of

speaking

less constraint.

Judah

in the time of Jehoshaphat
seems to us, with comparatively
For the Psalm speaks of a real league,

(2 Chron. ch. xx.), and, as

it

whilst in 1 Mace. ch. v. the several nations

without being allied

assumes

in

ver.

9,

and not jointly;
the sons of

Ammonites, actually were

*

Concerning the

respecting which
II.,

is

BM»

at the

Lot,

made

then, as
i.e.

the attack
the

Psalm
and

the Moabites

head at that time, whilst in

viol
(Beni Baijdn), 1 Mace. v. 4, the difficulty
to the present time unsolved, vid. Wetzstein's Excursus

at the end of this volume.
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Mace. ch. v. the sons of Esau occupy the most prominent
i and thirdly, at that time, in the time of Jehoshaphat,
is recorded, an Asaphite, viz. Jahaziel, did actually interpose

place
as

in the course of events, a circumstance which coincides remark-

ably with the ?pis?.

The

ing to 2 Ohron. xx.

1,

the D'UWD (as

is

it

league of that period consisted, accord-

of Moabites,

Ammonites, and a part of

to be read after the

(where without any doubt D1ND

is

LXX.).

But

ver. 2

to he read instead of D~iN»)

adds the Edomites to their number, for

it

is

expressly stated

further on (vers. 10, 22, 23) that the inhabitants of

Mount

Also, supposing of course that the
Seir were with them.
" Ishmaelites " and " Hagarenes " of the Psalm may be re-

which

is

confirmed by

and that Gebal is
of the chronicler, which

to

be understood

is

confirmed by

garded as an unfolding of the
Josephus, Antiq.

ix. 1.

2

D'OIJJD,

;

by the Mount

Se'ir

the

in use at the present day, there always remains

JUj-

still

a difficulty in the fact

that the

Psalm

also

names Amalelc,

and Asshur, of which we find no mention there

Philistia, Tyre,

But

in the reign of Jehoshaphat.

these difficulties are counter-

balanced by others that beset the reference to 1 Mace. ch. v.,
viz. that in the time of the Seleucidse the Amalekites no longer
existed, and consequently, as might be expected, are not menfurther, that there the Moabites,
all in 1 Mace. ch. v.
no longer spoken of, although some formerly Moabitish.
cities of Gileaditis are mentioned; and thirdly, that Ti^K
Syria (a certainly possible usage of the word) appears in a
subordinate position, whereas it was, however, the dominant

tioned at

;

too, are

=

power.

On

the other hand, the mention of

Amalek

is intelligi-

ble in connection with the reference to 2 Chron. oil. xx., and
the absence of its express mention in the chronicler does not

Gen. xxxvi. 12.
and Asshur, however, stand at the end in the
Psalm, and might also even be mentioned with the others if

make

itself particularly felt in consideration of

Philistia, Tyre,

they rendered aid to the confederates of the south-east without
taking part with them in the campaign, as being a succour to
the actual leaders of the enterprise, the sons of Lot.

We

therefore agree with the reference of Ps. lxxxiii. (as also of

Ps.

xlviii.) to

Judah

the alliance of the neighbouring nations against

in the reign of Jehoshaphat,

which has been already
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recognised by Kimclri and allowed by K<ul, Hengstenberg, and

Movers.

The

Vers. 2-5.

may God

poet prays,

not remain an in-

danger of destruction
(with which ''?' is to De SU P"
that threatens His people.
Bnn the opposite of speakplied) is the opposite of alertness
active looker-on in connection with the

W

;

ing (in connection with which
is at

the same time deed)

and

activity.

emphasis

The

assumed that God's word

is

Vpw the

;

opposite of being agitated

energetic future jehemajun gives outward

to the confirmation of the petition,

God

Israel's foes are the foes of

On

it

CN") HV\, cf. ex. 7.

11D

is

and the fact that

gives inward emphasis to

here a secret agreement

it.

and

;

WiJP_, elsewhere to deal craftily, here signifies to craftily plot,
devise, bring a thing about.

ing to xxvii.

1\l ,a Y

is

to

be understood accord-

The Hithpa.

YTJV} alternates here
with the more ancient Niph. (ver. 6).
The design of the
enemies in this instance has reference to the total extirpation
5,

xxxi. 21.

who exclude themselves from
and condemn it. 'iSO, from being a people
may no longer be a people or nation, as in Isa.

of Israel, of the separatist-people

the

life

of the world

=: so that

it

vii. 8, xvii. 1,

xxv. 2, Jer.

Jer.

by an interchange of a

xlviii. 2,

Asaph Psalm
prophets;

cf.

is

to

Isa.

xlviii.

42.

In the borrowed passage,
letter it

This

iiJiyiaj.

is

be discerned in not a few passages of the
Ixii.

6 sq. with ver. 2, Isa. xvii. 12 with

ver. 3.

Vers. 6-9.

Instead of ins ab, 1 Chron.

Lerant corde una, inasmuch

as

xii.

38,

and on the

intensity to the reciprocal signification of the verb,

Of

other lends the adjectival notion to 3?.

the confederate

peoples the chronicler (2 Chron. ch. xx.) mentions the
ites,

deli-

is

it

TUT on the one hand gives

the Ammonites, the inhabitants of

Mount

Seir,

Moab-

and the

Me'unim, instead of which Josephus, Antiq. ix. 1. 2, says a
great body of Arabians. This crowd of peoples comes from
:

the other side of the

Dead

Sea, D'lKB (as

ver. 2 in the chronicler instead of

territory of

Edom, which

therefore the rendezvous.

is

Q "|NO,

mentioned

The

tents

it

cf.

is

to

on

be read in

lx.

2)

;

the

by the poet, was
of Edom and of the
first

Ishmaelites are (cf. jj^, people) the people themselves

who

PSALM LXXXIII.
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ranges

the poet

first-named from

Edom

to

Amalek, which

still

the

hostile

The

nations according to their geographical position.

seven

existed at the

time of the psalmist (for the

final destruction of the Amalekby the Simeonites, 1 Chron. iv. 42 sq., falls at an indeterminate period prior to the Exile), are those out of the regions
east and south-east of the Dead Sea.
According to Gen. xxv.
18, the Ishmaelites had spread from Hig&z through the peninsula of Sinai beyond the eastern and southern deserts as far
up as the countries under the dominion of Assyria.
The
Hagarenes dwelt in tents from the Persian Gulf as far as the
ites

east of Gilead (1

J Up-,

is

the

Chron.

name

v.

10) towards the Euphrates.

of the people inhabiting the mountains

situated in the south

Dead

of the

Amalek intended here according

Josephus, Antiq.

(cf.

Sea, that

Both Geb&l and

northern Seiritish mountains.
pears, the

?33,

ii.

1.

2

:

'A/jiaXrjKiTi';,

belong to the wide circuit of Edom.

to

is

to say, the

also,

as

ap-

it

Gen. xxxvi. 12

a part of Idumsea),

Then

follow the Philis-

and Phoenicians, the two nations of the coast of the
Mediterranean, which also appear in Amos ch. i. (cf. Joel ch.
iv. [iii.]) as making common cause with the Edomites against
tines

Israel.

Finally Asshur, the nation of the distant north-east,

here not as yet appearing as a principal power, but strengthen-

ing (vid. concerning
nius, Thesaurus, p.

Ammonites, with

an arm

3fl"if,

=

assistance, succour,

4336) the sons of Lot,

whom

i.e.

Gese-

and

the Moabites

the enterprise started, and forming a

powerful reserve for them. The music bursts forth angrily at
the close of this enumeration, and imprecations discharge themselves in the following strophe.

Vers. 10-13.

With

JJ103 reference is

made

to Gideon's

victory over the Midianites, which belongs to the most glorious
recollections of Israel,

and

to

which in other instances,

national hopes are attached, Isa.

7

;

ix.

3 [4], x. 26,

and with the asyndeton flO N"^?? (Nnp'DS,

who

cf.

too,

Hab.

iii.

as Norzi states,

does not rightly understand the placing of the Met/teg) to the

victory of

Barak and Deborah over Sisera and the Canaanitish

king Jabin, whose general he was. The Beth of 5>rua is like
the Beth of T$2 in ex. 7 according to Judg. v. 21. the Kishon
:

carried

away the

corpses of the slain army.

'Endory near
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Tabor, and therefore situated not far distant from Taanach and
Megiddo (Judg. v. 19), belonged to the battle-field. n ^?,
starting from the radical notion of that which flatly covers
anything, which
lying
i>3Pi,

flat

tellies),

(from

lies

the covering of earth

D1, signifying

in

V~}$, terra,

and

accord with

jo'l

over the globe, therefore humus (like
here (cf. 2 Kings

is

which

If?!),

is

37) in
in substance akin to it.
ix.

In

ver. 12
'

have a retrospective glance at Gideon's victory.

we

Oreb and

Zeeb were Q i.tt of the Midianites, Judg. vii. 25 ; Zebach and
Tsalmunna their kings, Judg. viii. 5 sqq.* The pronoun precedes the word itself in iorvts', as in Ex. ii. 6 ; the heaped-up
,

>

,

rhythm and sound
Concerning ^p:, vid. on ii. 6. So far
as the nvatter is concerned, 2 Chron. xx. 11 harmonizes with
ver. 13.
Canaan, the land which is God's and which He has
suffixes

emo (emo) give

to the imprecation a

as of rolling thunder.

is called DTDX Diss (cf. Ixxiv. 20).
With the WX, which constrains God in
7Vi signifies a
faith, the "thundering down" begins afresh.
wheel and a whirling motion, such as usually arises when the

given to His people,
Vers. 14-17.

wind changes suddenly, then
the whirling, Isa. xvii. 13.f
is

also
Wp_

whatever

(from

c'tt'jj,

is

driven about in

aridum

fjl^i,

esse)

the dry corn-stalks, whether as left standing or, as in this

upon the threshing-floor or upon the field.
Like a fire that spreads rapidly, laying hold of everything,
which burns up the forest and singes off the wooded mountain
so that only a bare cone is left standing, so is God to drive
them before Him in the raging tempest of His wrath and take
instance, as straw

them unawares.

The

* The Syriac Hexapla
stitution
S.

729

f.

figure in ver. 15

lias

(Hos.

x.

fully

is

worked up by

14) jvjd$>V instead of \obv, a sub-

which is accepted by Geiger, Deutsch. Morgenland. Zeitschr. 1862,
Concerning the signification of the above names of Midianitish

princes, vid. Nbldeke, Ueber die Amalekiter, S. 9.
f Saadia, -who renders the

^3

an astronomical expres-

in lxxvii. 19 as

sion with (iuill, the sphere of the heavens, here has professedly i\j\ j£\£,

which -would be a plural form expanded out of Ajj\
"
'

bourines; "

it is,

s_£,

"sieves" or "tamc

however, to be read, as in Isa. xvii. 13, Codex Oxon.

The verb J.y=, "to
(edited with AYahidi's

sift," is

transferred to the wind,

commentary by

Dieterici), p. 29,

e.g.
1.

in

<3l> .illi.

Mutanabbi

5 and 6: "it

is

:
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19.

En? as

in Deut. xxxii. 22.
In the apodosis,
changed into a kindred one: wrath is a
glowing heat (pin) and a breath (fiDBO, Isa. xxx. 33) at the
same time. In ver. 176 it becomes clear what is the final purpose towards which this language of cursing tends to the end
that all, whether willingly or reluctantly, may give the glory
to the God of revelation.
Directed towards this end the
earnest prayer is repeated once more in the tetrastichic closing

Isaiah, ch. x.

ver. 16, the figure

;

is

:

strain.

The aim of the wish
may lay hold upon

Vers. 18, 19.

midst of their downfall

as their only deliverance

:

first

is

that they in the

the mercy of Jahve

they must come

to

nought, and

only by giving Jahve the glory will they not be utterly destroyed.
Side by side with nnx, ver. 19a, is placed ^DB* as a

second subject

(cf.

xliv. 3, lxix.

11).

far as the justice of the punishment

ledge which

is

In view of ver. 176

14) has not merely the sense of perceiving so

WT'!! ( as in l'x.

unto salvation

is

is

concerned

not excluded.

;

the know-

The end

of the

matter which the poet wishes to see brought about is this, that
Jahve, that the God of revelation ("]OB>), may become the Allexalted

as

One

in the consciousness of the nations.

though the dust of

therein,

were

sifted,"

this region,

Ju Je-v

(i.e.

when the winds

chase one another

caught up and whirled round); and with

other notional and constructional applications in Makkart,

i.

p. 102,
t,

"

it is

(i.e.

as though

its soil

had been cleansed from dust by

the dust thereof swept away by a whirlwind).

in a concrete sense
it

'

<-

j

ij^L-c

Accordingly aSU ^i

nom. vicis, a whirling about (of dust by the wind), then
a whirlwind, as Saadia uses it, inasmuch as he makes
twice for ^3. So Fl eisch er in opposition to Ewald, who renders

signifies first, as a

use of

sifting,''

18

1.

"like the sweepings or rubbish,"

EXCUESUS BY

I.

J.

G.

WETZSTEIN.

— THE SYMBOLICAL MEANING OF THE WASH-POT AND
OP THE SHOE.
On

Ps. lx. 10 (pp. 199 sq.).

The

most natural interpretation of the words Moab is my
and upon Edom I cast my shoe, seems to me, according to the conception in Syria at the present day, to be Moab
wash-pot,

:

wash my face and hands clean, i.e. the
country and people in which I acquire to myself (by its conquest) splendour and renown, and Edom I degrade to the place
whither I throw my cast-off shoes,* i.e. I cause Edom to endure
the most humiliating treatment, that of a helot.
The idea is
is

the vessel in which I

still

the same,

if

the poet conceived of

Edom

as a person at

whom

he casts his shoe as an insult.
It is surely not to be
doubted that these first two members of the verse according
to the apprehension of the whole Psalm
refer to a conquest

—

—

of the two nations either as already completed or as near at

hand, since the third

member

of the verse, having reference to

the Philistines, speaks with certainty of such a conquest

* In the old Arabic

^])j

is

both singular and collective

;

;

and

wnnn
so, too,

be in Hebrew, and the occurrence of the dual is not opposed to this.
The modern language still has the nomen unitatis r\b}Ji, but the Beduius aro
it -will

very glad to avoid both words on account of their accord with

word

them

!"I3J^,

"a

they use the former when they inteud
the latter, and say 'aleh en-na'Ha, "the shoe upon him!" (or the horseshoe, for nd'l also has this meaning) in the sense of "the curse upon
him!" Upon this, too, is based the proverb: el-tve.led el-charajegib li-ah'luh
curse," a terrible

en-na'"la,

to

;

still

"the dirty child brings to

his [family] the shoe,"

bad child
The word
nd'l is still found now-a-days, but almost exclusively among the nomads
and the karawina (the inhabitants of the villages of the desert). The shoe
together with the latchcts or thongs is cut out of the raw hide of a slaugh-

brings a curse upon his [family]

(cf.

Tantawi's
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i.e.

119).

a
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understood of a battle-cry (when the fight

is

at

hand)

or a cry for vengeance (after the conquest).

The pregnant language

of poetry

is

satisfied

with the men-

tion of the wash-pot in order to

bring before the mind the
figure so familiar to the Semite of " washing one's self white,"
i.e.

In the Arabian poets the meta" to wash one's self white in the blood

to acquire a reputation.

phor not unfrequently

is

'O —

of the enemies" (1a*1I

common

,«Jo

<t#>-_j

^Ijj {candor

life <J^-j!l

35/

faciei)

everything good and beautiful that a

makes
other

his face white (<*§?-• (j^juo).

is

^ a tne language of

L/=^:')-

is

a broad notion, for

man

Now,

does or receives

since the one or the

often taking place, one also very frequently hears the

made use of. We see from Isa. i. 16-18, Job ix.
and Prov. xxx. 12, that among the Hebrews too the figurative phrase of washing one's self white had a far more extended
application than it might seem according to Ps. li. 9
and a
conquest of the Moabites must have furnished an Israelitish
expression
30,

;

king with the
the

<*rfjM

j!j-i

u°\tt before his people.

<fcrf-.ll

{nigror faciei), which

is

The

opposite

is

brought about by every-

thing bad and ugly that one does or suffers.

Since the denying

of a request, unsuccessful mediation between disputants, the

non-acceptance of a present, and the not returning of a greeting blackens the face

(<4^-_j

^J^.)

°f the petitioner, of the

tered or fallen camel, and while moist fitted on to the foot, in order that iu

drying

it

may

receive the shape of the foot.

The Syrian peasantry

in the

present day wear the red or yellow gezma a handbroadth high, a kind of

boot

and the poorer inhabitants

;

the ankle, a real shoe

;

of the

towns the red surmeia reaching to

whilst the more prosperous wear a yellow under-

shoe (kalshiri) and a red over-shoe (babuga, collective bdbug and bawabig).

These four foreign words lead one to infer that the thing itself is of foreign
origin
yet the simple surmeia, which is also called merkub ("yo~\0), is very
;

old in the cities of Syria
6, it is

stood

and

of Palestine.

According to Amos

ii.

6, viii.

scarcely to be doubted that the real leathern shoe w&s also under-

among

the

Hebrews by the word ^3.

L
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him who

:

—

greets,

it

comes to pass

town one almost daily meets with the expression, as with the "blackened" individual himself; cf. BurckFreytag, Prov. Arab. iii. p.
hardt, Arabic Proverbs, pp. 48 sq.
239 (No. 1435 and No. 1436),* and p. 534.
As to the second member of the verse, the shoe, as being
that in a Syrian

;

the commonest part of one's clothing,

is

the figure of vileness

and one would no more think of mentioning the shoe than the indecent word chard, " dung," without
saving one's self in the presence of the hearer by the addition
The
of the words agellak Allah, "may God glorify thee!"
proverb adhall min en-ndH, " more common than the shoe," is
found in Freytag, Prov. Arab. i. 514 the same in meaning
and despicableness

;

;

min el-hidhd, ibid. p. 516. On the first
Meidani quotes two verses of poetry.
The one runs thus
" The cheek of the Kule*bites more easily undergoes the diswith this

is

adhall

gracing touch than the shoe" (which the feet tread in the
the other is " Accustomed to many years' disgrace, they
dirt)
:

;

accommodate themselves more easily to the footsteps than does
the slio«\"
Here belongs, too, jd habbadhd el-muntd limuna
Mama (in Freytag, iii. 513) "Oh what a nice thing it is to
draw on one's shoes standing!" i.e. to associate with the common
people without making one's self common.t
If it is a disgrace to be compared to the shoe, it is a still greater disgrace
Being warned of the presence of a foe,
to be struck with one.
the Arab, in order to express the greatest possible contempt
of this foe, cries
bdbugi 'aid ra'suh,X " my shoe upon his
head," i.e. it only requires a few blows with my shoe to be rid

—

:

A

of him.

discharged bad servant sends to ask his master to

take him on again, and the master answers the intermediary
jegi

wa-jd cliodh surmeiati

'aid leafdh,

"he may come

if

:

he

* Freytag has here erroneously translated the word sawad by opes.
is: misfortune upon misfortune makes the heart blind, i.e.

The proverb

spirit and energy.
In Damascus they say c_~J-k!1
_*jcj
JLV,
" poverty makes the heart blind."
t The anecdote given on this proverb by Meidani is one of those bad
jokes such as the Arabs have on a great many of their proverbs.

breaks the

X Instead of bab&gi they also say surmeiati, and in the country always
gezmati.
This swaggering phrase is very frequent among the common

people

;

I

have, however, never seen

it

put into practice.
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sent to the

Imam Ahmed

him

I would drive

The

the most disgraceful manner.

Klialiph

(Ibn Hanbal) to ask

pray for one of the maidens of
:

—

his

palace

the inisLm took off his shoe (na' d l), gave

it

who had

to the

mes-

senger, and saiu : Go, place it at the bed-head of the maiden
and say, " Ahmed sends to ask whether thou wilt depart from

The

the maiden or have seventy counted out with this shoe?"

messenger did as he was told, and the evil
answered through the mouth of the maiden

spirit
:

(el-marid)

" I obey

If

!

Ahmed had commanded me to leave the 'Irak, I would do it."
And he came out of her and fled, and the maiden was made
whole, etc. (mss. in the Royal Library in Berlin,

Section

No. 355, folio 113a). In Damascus they say of
a cunning, wicked man, proverbially
darab esh-ShMdn alf
bdhuga, " he struck Satan a thousand times with his shoe," i.e.
Satan was his disciple, but was such a bungler in comparison
with his master that he treated him in the most contemptible
manner, and sought to discipline him by means of the vilest
kind of punishment. Another Damascene proverb runs elThe
gehennam bin el-bawdbig, " Hell is among the shoes."
reception-room of houses in the city is divided into two
parts
the very much larger part is furnished with carpets and
Wetzstein,

ii.

:

:

;

and here the guests sit ; the lesser part, called 'ataba, is
from one to three steps lower, and here the attendants, slaves,
and all contemptible people who do not dare to go up higher,
divans,

stand.
Here, too, stand the over-shoes of those who sit in the
upper part. The proverb therefore signifies, that the feeling of
being unhonoured and condemned, of being obliged to stand in
the place where the others set their shoes, resembles the pains
of hell.*
This proverb seems to me to illustrate the first of the
two interpretations of Ps. lx. 10b indicated above as possible
;

whilst in support of the second

we may

call to

mind

that enact-

ment of El-Hakim bi'amr-Allah, according to which in Syria
and Egypt the Christians were compelled to hang wooden
crosses and the Jews wooden shoes about their necks, which
* As

is

well known, the Arabs are not so sensitive to anything as they

are to outward distinctions
et-sadr au el-lpabr, "

we

;

and the words of the poet Abu Farras land
honour or the grave,'' are uttered

desire the seat of

by every Arab from the very soul

:
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they were not allowed to take off even in the bath.

That tins
from the

solely as a mark of disgrace, is clear
were
further points of that enactment, viz. that both parties
horses,
upon
allowed
only black turbans not to ride

was designed

to wear
but only upon donkeys without saddle-cloths
:

Moslem

not to have any
;
in Berlin,
Library
the
Royal
servants, etc. (mss. in

Section Wetzstein,

The

Edom

session of

upon

it,

ii.

No. 351,

many

supposition of
is

fol.

167 r).

expositors, that the taking pos-

to be undei-stood

by the casting of the shoe

In his work on the Psalms
favour " The shoe may be re-

I hold to be incorrect.

in its
(ii. 33) Hitzig observes
garded as the symbol of a thing that has a master, for one says
of a divorced woman, 'she was my slipper, and I have cast her
:

off'

take

(Bnrckhardt, Notes on the Bedouins, 1831, p. 113); to
it off may therefore mean to give up a property, accord-

ing to Deut. xxv.

something

9,

Ruth

may mean

iv.

7

sq.,

and

to cast

to take possession of it."

upon or at
Here I must

it

show that the quotation from Burckhardt is a phrase of
which variations are to be met with. The figure of the shoe
as symbolizing rejection is used only by the common people,
and only by these when any one is aroused by offensive re-

first

proaches, or
family.

when

The

filled

with hatred against the divorced or her

dweller in

Hauran

in this case says in opposition

was my shirt, and I
have taken it off." A father or a brother who (and this is a
custom of the country) has slain his daughter or sister that
has, as a virgin, been seduced, turns aside the reproaches of

to the reproach:

tlwbi wa-shalahtuh, "it

strangers with the standing

was

my own

phrase

:

isbdi

wa-hitatuh,

"

it

and I have cut it off," or isbdi wa-'db,
katdtuh, " it was my own finger, and it became unsound, so I
cut it off," i.e. it was my own flesh and blood, not that of a
stranger, what right have you therefore to call me to account ?
But the two Scripture passages only favour that interpretation
finger,

:

in a very slight degree.

In Dent. xxv. 9, where the despised
shoe of her brother-in-law and spits into
his face, she means simply to disgrace him.
If the rinht of

widow takes

off the

determining for one's self were transferred to her together with
the shoe, then the act of taking off the shoe ought not to have

been performed by her, but by him, since she cannot herself
take this right

upon

herself.

And when

the

man was

called
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would no longer

DO

but would signify nothing more

evidently intended to be,
than " the possessionless one,"
is

which would have no meaning. The taking off of the shoe is,
however, here designed to say As thou despisest thy deceased
brother and his widow, so shalt thou be like those despised and
'

:

who have not the meanest article of clothing, the
and who are obliged to walk barefooted upon the sharp
and hot stones, and in snow, in rain, and in dirt.
Ruth iv. 7, 8 is very different from this passage, here
destitute ones

shoe,

one

man

delivers his shoe to another

man

certainly as the sign

of the transfer of a right, yet without the unclean shoe as such

For

being in general the symbol of ownership or property.

no authenticated evidence is to be found. It is rather
that his handing over the shoe is only the visible sign of the
act of delivering up and taking possession (of the teslim and
tesellum), by means of which a sale, exchange, renunciation, or
this

presentation becomes an established fact ("O'TvS D*P?).

If an

be chosen for this purpose, because thereby
one would seemingly part with an actual possession, then it
might also be some other article. If, however, we may argue
article of clothing

from the simple clothing of the inhabitants of Hauran at the
present day, and of the whole of the country east of the
Jordan, concerning the clothing of the ancient Scripture times,
then there would frequently, especially in the country, only be
the mantle besides the shoe at one's disposal

;

and even

this a

person would not always have with him in the hot season.

This

is

apart from the consideration that the choice of the

shoe was favoured by

its

meanness, which would say that one

lightly parted with the object given up,

and gave

it

heartily to

the other.

II.— CONCERNING THE
On

The

viol

viol

Baldv IN

I

MACC. V.

i.

Ps. lxxxiii. (p. 406, note).

Baldv were

a small tribe,

by name

JJ3

^3.

In the

Arabian genealogies the word ^taj not unfrequently occurs,
VOL. II.
27

as
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Kdmus under ^jj

even the

II.

has an

^Ic y\

S'

names

-..

With

signification

Its appellative

^).

fjoj

and J-aJJ,

,\i

viz.

is

that of the proper

discernens seu ratione seu gladio.

respect to the abode of the Beni Baijdn,

from the

Judas found it to be the best opportunity of inflicting upon them the appointed chastisement for highway robberies when he had surprised and smitten the Edomites in the
valley of the 'Araba, it may be inferred that they took up
their abode in the neighbourhood of much-frequented highfact that

An

roads in the valley of the 'Araba.

the roads of that district

is

Ghamr- well

the

an abundant supply of water, and
the annals of Islam.

It

important junction of

is

(_**!!),*

situated on the

is

which has

frequently mentioned in

western side of

the 'Araba, distant two caravan marches north of Aila, and
the same distance from the ruins of Soghar in the south-west

Dead Sea. For here the main road leading from Aila
Hebron and Jerusalem intersects the road which led from
Egypt to Petra and farther east. The caravans going from
Aila to Ghazza certainly did not touch at Ghamr, since, as at
the present day, they used to take the more westerly direction
of the

to

farther south, but they were always obliged to halt at the drink-

Wddi cl-Lahjdna, which lie scarcely ten hours
Ghamr.
They therefore likewise remained
range of the robbers, if these inhabited the moun-

ing-places of the

south-west
within the

which

tains

is

lie

between

Ghamr and

.

form
and

in

up the use of

* Usually called

Ghamr

For the most part,

the broken plural,

e.g.

the plural in

un

t

Burckhardt (Travels in Syria

Holy Land, London 1822,

4to, p. 444), setting out

el-'Arabat in distinction from another waterinw-

place and highroad-station of the
t

&

nouns, ^Lull, "the Baijanite," takes the

for gentile

<JjUj^, " the Balanites." f
the

This nioun-

is,

the Arabic language has given

and

that w&di.

however, called Gebel el-Baijdna (^jUjJ\ Jap-),
synonymous with Gebel Beni Baijdn; for ever since

tain range

which

of

same name between Ma'dn and Tema.
noun is fond of

as one will be aware, the gentile

Jjl.saJl (from the singular ,_^jU-), "the Beni

/
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from 'Ain es-S&lika at the northern end of Gebel Sherah
towards Egypt, crossed the 'Araba south of Ghamr. His
language in reference to the matter in hand is as follows-:

We

"

and the camels walk over

firm,
is

were one hour and a half in crossing the Araba, direcby N. In some places the sand is very deep, but it is

W.

tion

it

without sinking.

.

.

.

There

not the slightest appearance of a road' or of any other work

of

human

On

art in this part of the valley.

we
The mountain

the other side

ascended the western chain of mountains.

opposite to us appeared, to be the highest point of the whole-

Gabir" (Burckhardt, Travelsin Syria,

(from the singu-

iLsajlj^JI

;

it

/

<u!!«jJ',

<KLLwJi, the inhabitants of Jerusalem, of Beirut, of Antioch.

By analogy one would
but such a plural
the

405)

cs\!La), "the Bent Salih (ibid. p. 489); compare besides, <Lijliu.!',

lar
/

p.

Ju

Jljw

expect to meet with aplural ivljujl from

jbujl

;

not possible on phonetic grounds, and therefore, too,

is

(a tribe in the Trachonitis)

called only

is

<2Lw!l, and not

aHjuJI.

Also from a plural ixiljo one could not with. certainty infer a

singular

JLiO, since the ^» of the final syllable in the pluralis fractus of

gentilia is

very frequently a servile

letter, e.g. in

iojUill (from the singular

JLdll), the Bern Leith (Burckhardt, Syria, p. 420), jj ,\y&\ (from the

"the dwellers in the Ghor" (Burckhardt,

singular ,_£i«*]l),
t

cf. besides,

/

t

/

<Li^\ajs^\

/

and hjiyji\ (from the singular

jC,!*^), "the inhabitants of Emesa and Tyre."'

become a very favourite

ibid. p.

«

t

collective of

JUi

391)

^2A^\

and

Since the form iJUi

(cf. liassada,

;

o

the

is

mowers;

measurers of the
tarrdba, the tillers of the ground ; lebbdna, the brickmakers, etc.),
corn
it is natural simply to foist the name of ancestor of the tribe Baijan on the
reggada, the reapers

;

derrasa, the threshers

;

keijala, the

;

collective Baijana as the singular.

This supposition

is,

however, unneces-

sary, since in connection with other word-formations too the ,_g of the

nisba disappears in the collective;
all

of

which are names

,_OAS, ^^J*!*-!

of

io*]l,

cf.

nomadic

tribes,

^JtAA»), ^jSCUyi-

Aw^Ui,

<K*XuJ], &>-ji!l,

the singulars of which are
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N. and

S.

half that of the eastern mountains.

numerous broad Wadys
is

half of gentle ascent

The

we

It

is

not

by

which the Talh tree grows

same

entirely silicious, of the

which extends from hence

is

intersected

of this chain, however,

Beyane (ijbu Jjc=-); the height
in

called Djebel

is

it

;

to

;

the rock

species as that of the desert

Suez.

.

.

After an hour and a

.

summit

arrived at the

of the hills.

.

.

."

wanting before Beyane in Burckhardt; perhaps
the name given to the mountain to him by some of his attendants was G. Beydn, "mountain of the (Beni) Baijdn" and
by others G. el-Beydne, " mountain of the BaijEinites," so that
article

is

article in the one and the form
more correct. One of those " broad wadys,"
perhaps the one on which was situated the fortress destroyed
by Jndas, is called, according to Robinson (Biblical Researches
in Palestine, 2d edition, i. 182, 1st ed. i. 269, etc.), the " Wadi

he regarded the absence of the
of the other as the

—

—

of the Baijdnites"

[''

el-Beydneh"']

,_ol.).

(<U\_»jJ!

belongs a statement in the Geographical Lexicon of
el-Bekri (died

Here

.also

Abu' Obeid

487 of the Higra), which Jnynboll unfortunately

gives incompletely in his edition of j^,!^J!

416), as follows:

'f?]\

^^xl] j.\sx*

->-fy°

<

>U£ (vol.

JoJJL*]l_,

iv. p.

-^Isjb ^Iaj,

"Baijdn with double a and a doubled Jod is a locality in the
neighbourhood of G/iamr, etc." Probably in the original text
used by Bekri

it

stood

u ly

L^

or

u bj

Baijan, or the mountain of Baijau).
ing that in

^Uj

he had the proper

of a locality, substituted for the

Jj^s- (the ruins of

Bekri, however, imagin-

name not

of a people but

h^ or Jj^- standing before

the word j-^-c, which had at one time

it

become stereotyped, and

by which those compilers described everything when possible.
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III.

from top, for One read thing.
,,
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„
4
,,
for cv. 7 read cxv. 3.
„
note t, line 4 from bottom, read NpTS.
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note, line 3 from bottom, for cxxxviii. read cxxxiii.

15, line 21
28,

,,

45,

110,
124,

137,
169,
191,
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These "Errata'' and those noted in Vol.

II. are,

with

trifling

excep-

and suggestions received from Dr. Delitzsch,
which reached the printers too late for correction in type. The Scripture
references have been carefully verified during the progress of the work, so
tion, the result of corrections

that the translator trusts the student will, after attention to the above,
find no perplexing inaccuracies in this department.

Vol.

Page
„

14, line 18

from top,

delete

99, first line of note, read

I.

comma

before "inscribing."

which show
read

this ancient

„

144, line 17 from top, for

„
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„
„

,
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THIRD BOOK OF THE PSALTEE (CONTINUED).
Ps.

LXXIII.-LXXXIX.

PSALM LXXXIV.
LONGING FOR THE HOUSE OF GOD, AND FOR THE
HAPPINESS OF DWELLING THERE.

HOW lovely are Thy dwelling-places, Jahve of Hosts

2

3

My soul longeth, yea fainteth, for the courts of Jahve,
My heart and my flesh sing for joy towards the living Gcd.

4 Yea, the sparrow hath found a house,
And the swallow a nest for herself,

Where
Thine

My

she hath sheltered her young
altars,

Jahve of Hosts,

King and my God.

5 Blessed are they

They

shall

6 Blessed

The

is

still

the

pilgrims'

who

dwell in

praise Thee.

man whose
ways

Thy

house,

(Sela.)

strength

is

in

Thee-

are in their heart.

7 Passing through the valley of Baca,

They make it a place of springs,
The rain also enshroudeth it in blessings.
8 They go from strength to strength,
There stand they before Elohim in Zion
VOL.

ill.

1

!

PSALM LXXXIV.

2

i)

"Jahve Elohim

Oh

hear

Give

my

of Hosts,

prayer,

O God

ear,

!

Jacob "

of

10 Thou our Shield, look into

And

it,

Elohim,

look upon the face of Thine anointed

11 For better

is

I had rather

Than

(Sela.)

a

day in Thy courts than a thousand;
upon the threshold in the house of my God,

lie

dwell in the tents of wickedness.

is Jahve Elohim.
Grace and glory doth Jahve dispense,
He doth not withhold any good thing from those who walk

12 For a sun and shield

in uprightness.

13 Jahve of Hosts,
Blessed

With

is

the

man who

trusteth in Thee.

Ps. Ixxxiii. the circle of the Asaphic songs

(twelve Psalms, viz. one in the Second

is

closed

Book and eleven

in the

Third), and with Ps. lxxxiv. begins the other half of the

Ko-

opened by the last of the Korahitic Elohim-Psalms. True, Hengstenberg (transl. vol. iii. Appendix, p.
xlv) says that no one would, with my Syrnbolce, p. 22, regard this
Ps. lxxxiv. as an Elohimic Psalm but the marks of the Elohimic
rahitic circle of songs,

;

Not only

style are obvious.

that the poet uses

Elohim

twice,

and that in ver. 8, where a non-Elohimic Psalm ought to have
said Jahve; it also delights in compound names of God, which
are so heaped up that Jahve Tsebaoth occurs three times, and
the specifically Elohimic Jahve Elohim Tsebaoth once.

The

origin of this

connection with

its

Psalm has been treated of already

counterpart, Ps.

It is a

xlii.-xliii.

in

thoroughly

and intelligent expression of the love to the sanctuary
Jahve which yearns towards it out of the distance, and calls
all those happy who have the like good fortune to have their
heartfelt

of

home

there.

The prayer

God's anointed

;

takes the

for the poet

the banished one.*

He

is

form of an intercession for
the followers of David

among

does not pray, as

* Nic. Nonnen takes a different view

it

were, out of his

in bis Disscriatio de

Tzippor

et

;!

PSALM LXXXIV.

2-5.

3

soul (Hengstenberg, Tholuck, von Gerlach), but for him
for
loving Jahve of Hosts, the heavenly King, he also loves His
inviolably chosen one.
And wherefore should he not do so,
since with him a new era for the neglected sanctuary had
;

dawned, and the delightful services of the Lord had taken a
start, and one so rich in song?
With him he shares both
joy and grief.
With his future he indissolubly unites his own.

new

To the Precentor upon the Gittith, the inscription runs, by
Beng-Korah, a Psalm.
Concerning nwrrby, vid. on viii. 1.

The

Psalm

structure of the

is artistic.

with a distichic ashrg-coaclasion.

two halves

It consists of

The schema

2

is

3.

is

the sacred

5.

I

5.

5. 5. 3. 2.

Vers. 2-5.

How

loved and lovely (friTT)

dwelling-place (plur. as in

xliii.

3) of the all-commanding, re-

demptive God, viz. His dwelling-place here below upon Zion
Thither the poet is drawn by the deeply inward yearning of
love,

which makes him pale (^p?? from

^Ipa, to

grow

pale, xvii.

12) and consumes him (HP3 as in Job xix. 27).
His heart and
flesh joyfully salute the living God dwelling there, who, as a
never-failing spring, quenches the thirst of the soul

the joy that he feels

when he throws himself back

(xlii.

3)

in spirit into

the long-denied delight takes possession even of his bodily
nature, the bitter-sweet pain of longing completely fills him
(Ixiii.

2).

The mention

the Davidic

Psalm

of the "courts" (with the exception of

5, occurring only in the anonymous
Psalms) does not preclude the reference of the Psalm to the
tent-temple on Zion.
The Tabernacle certainly had only one
li'n ; the arrangement of the Davidic tent-temple, however, is

indeed

unknown

Ixv.

to us, and, according to reliable traces,*

it

may

was more gorgeous and more spacious
than the old Tabernacle which remained in Gibeon. In ver.
4 the preference must be given to that explanation which
makes TTiinaroviN dependent upon 'l^VD, without being obliged
to supply an intermediate thought like JVa (with hardening
be well assumed that

Deror,

back

etc.,

1741.

He

it

considers one of the Ephraimites

to the fellowship of the true worship of

God

who were brought

in the reign of Jehosha-

phat (2 Chron. xix. 4) to be the subject of the Psalm.
* Vid. Knobel on Exodus, S. 253-257, especially S.

25fl.

4
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like |3,

2-5.

xix. 38, vid. the rule at

Gen.

lii.

and

5)

15

asa

in
more definite statement of the object which the poet has
say
to
view.
The altars, therefore, or (what this is meant

without any need for taking
province of the altars of

realm,
as a preposition) the
nest
the
house, this

n;*

Jahve—this

is

the

which sparrow and swallow have found for themselves and
have
young. The poet thereby only indirectly says, that birds
giving
without
built themselves nests on the Temple-house,
in
any occasion for the discussion whether this has takeu place
home
snug
comfortable
reality.
By the bird that has found a
on the place of the altars of Jahve in the Temple-court and in
their

the Temple-house, he

.

lis>'

(from

i?>') is

a general

and the

for whistling, twittering birds, like the finch*

name

sparrow, just as the

dove

means himsel f

(LXX,

LXX.

here renders

Targum, and

frequently called even in the

appears to take

its

"U^

is

not the turtle-

Syriac), but the swallow, which

Talmud

name from

its

iffl 113V

(=

is

rwup), and

straightforward darting, as

it

Arabic jadurru of the horse it darts
Saadia renders durije, which is the name

were, radiating flight
straight forward).

it.

(cf.

:

of the sparrow in Palestine and Syria (vid. TVetzstein's ExAfter the poet has said
cursus I. at the end of this volume).
that his whole longing goes forth towards the sanctuary, he
adds that it could not possibly be otherwise (D? standing at the

head of the clause and belonging
xxx. 33 ; Ewald, § 352, b)

in Isa.

whole sentence,

to the
:

as e.g.

he, the sparrow, the swallow,

has found a house, a nest, viz. the altars of Jahve of Hosts,

King and

his

his

God

inaccessibly protects him,

(xliv.

and

most heartfelt and believing

5,

to

love.

xlv.

7),

whom
The

who

gloriously and

he unites himself with
addition

"where

("i-!'K

Num. xx. 13) she layeth her young," is not without
significance.
One is here reminded of the fact, that at the

as in xcv. 9,
its

time of the second Temple the sons of the priests were called
n ?r ? TH?, and the Levite poet means himself together with his
family God's altars secure to them shelter and sustenance.
i

;

How

therefore, are those who enjoy this
good fortune, which he now longs for again with pain in a
strange country, viz. to be able to make his home in the
house
of such an adorable and gracious God
nil? here
signifies

happy, blessed,

!

* Vid. Tobler, Denkblatter aus Jerusalem, 1853, S.
X17.

not

PSALM LXXX1V.
"constantly" (Gen.

xlvi. 29), for

used, but "yet," as in

xlii. 6.

therefore like

The

xli. 2.

which

The

present

5

6-13.

TOR would have been

relation of ver. 56 to
is

dark, but

pass even yet that the inmates of God's house

Eph.

ii.

10) will praise

Him

it

will

(oiiceioi

5a

come

rod ©eov,

The music

as their Helper.

is

to

here

strikes in, anticipating this praise.

This second half takes up the " blessed" of the

Vers. 6-13.

epode (eVwSo?) of the

distichic

member

to

member

be cleared away

first,

chain-like on to

if

the poet

is

and consequently joins

it.

to get

Many hindrances must
back

to Zion, his true

home; but

his longing carries the surety within itself of its

fulfilment

blessed, yea in himself blessed, is the

:

his strength

(tij?

the strength of
in his weakness.

man, who has

only here plene) in God, so that, consequently,

Him to whom all things are
What is said in ver. 66 is

possible
less

is

mighty

adapted

to

be

the object of the being called blessed than the result of that

What follows shows that the
be understood according to Isa. xl. 3 sq.,
or any other passage, as an ethical, notional figure (Venema,
Hengstenberg, Hitzig, and others), but according to Isa. xxxiii.
8 (cf. Jer. xxxi. 21), with Aben-Ezra, Vatablus, and the majority of expositors, of the roads leading towards Zion; not,

blessed relationship to God.

" high-roads" are not

to

however, as referring to the return from the Exile, but to the

going up

to a festival

:

the pilgrim-high-roads with their sepa-

rate halting-places (stations)

mind

of such persons.

And

were constantly present to the
though they may be driven never

away from them, they will nevertheless reach the goal
The most gloomy present becomes bright to
of their longing.
even a terrible wilderness, they turn it
through
them passing
so far

:

(lnrw'' ) into a place of springs, their
1

beauty

trouble, afford

joyous hope and the infinite

worth any amount of

toil and
them enlivening comfort, refreshing strengthen-

of the goal,

which

is

ing in the midst of the arid steppe. N3?- P?? does not signify
the " Valley of weeping," as Hupfeld at last renders it (LXX.

KoiXdSa tov K\av8[i5ivoi), although Burckhardt found a ^Jlj

&J1 (Valley of weeping) in the neighbourhood of Sinai.

In

Renan, in the
is ^3, n??, nua, not toa.
fourth chapter of his Vie de Jesus, understands the expression
to mean the last station of those who journey from northern

Hebrew "weeping"

;,
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Palestine on this side of the Jordan towards Jerusalem, viz.
Ain el-Hararmje, in a narrow and gloomy valley where a black

stream of water flows out of the rocks in which graves are dug
so that consequently N33.n p»J? signifies Valley of tears or of

But snch

trickling waters.

trickling out of the rock

is

also

This latter is the
called
Job xxviii. 11, and not N33.
D^tcav,
D*NM,
ciii. 21), the
ffM|
(cf.
24
singular to
in 2 Sam. v.
name of a tree, and, according to the old Jewish lexicographers,
"33,

of the mulberry-tree (Talmudic run, CJ.J')

but according to

;

the designation, of a tree from which some kind of fluid flows,

and such a
very

tree

common

the ilio, resembling the balsam-tree,

is

which

is

Mecca, and therefore might

in the arid valley of

have given its name to some arid valley of the Holy Land
Winer's Realworterbuch, s.v. Bacha), and, according to
2 Sam. v. 22-25, to one belonging, as it would appear, to the
line of valley which leads from the coasts of the Philistines to
also

{yid.

Jerusalem.
xli.

What

is

spoken of in passages like Isa. xxxv.

7,

wrought by the omnipotence of God, who

18, as being

brings His people

home

to Zion,

appears here as the result of

the power of faith in those who, keeping the

same end of

their

journeyings in view, pass through the unfruitful sterile valley.

That other

Not only

side,

however, also does not remain unexpressed.

does their faith bring forth water out of the sand and

God

rock of the desert, but

also

on His part lovingly

antici-

pates their love, and rewardingly anticipates their faithfulness
a gentle rain, like that which refreshes the

sown

:

fields in the

autumn, descends from above and enwraps it (viz. the Valley of
Baca) in a fulness of blessing (fiBjP, HipMl with two accusatives, of which one is to be supplied
cf. on the figure, lxv. 14).
:

The

steppe becomes resplendent with a flowery festive
garment (Isa. xxxv. 1 sq.), not to outward appearance, but
to

arid

them

spiritually, in

a

manner none the

less true

and

real.

And

whereas under ordinary circumstances the strength of the
traveller diminishes in proportion as he has traversed more and
more of his toilsome road, with them it is the very reverse
they go from strength to strength
ix. 2, xii. 2), i.e.

(cf. on the expression, Jer.
they receive strength for strength (cf. on the

subject-matter, Isa.

xl.

31,

John

i.

creasing strength, the nearer they

16),

come

and that an ever into

the desired goal.

PSALM LXXXIV.
which
is

6-13.
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The pilgrim-band (this
going on from strength to
fa) strength,

also they cannot fail to reach.

the subject to

'1ST.),

at last reaches, attains to

instances)

Elohim

in

the pilgrim-band pours

prayer such as

up and blends
church with

The

we have

its

Having reached

forth

heart

its

language of

and the music here

in ver. 9,

goal,

this final

the

in

strikes

God.

its

is

instead of the V.3"^S used in other

sympathetic tones with this converse of the

poet, however,

pilgrimage,

fa

Zion.

now

all

who

in spirit

accompanies them on their

the more painfully conscious of being at

the present time far removed from this goal, and in the next
strophe prays for relief. He calls God UM» (as in lix. 12), for

without His protection David's cause is lost. May He then
behold (nx-j, used just as absolutely as in 2 Chron. xxiv. 22, cf.

Lam.
looks

iii.

up

50), and look
to

Him

upon the face

out of the depth of

of the words shows that U3JD

is

its

of

His anointed, which
position

not to be regarded as the object

to n ?p., according to Ixxxix. 19 (cf. xlvii. 10)
to the accentuation, for

The

reproach.

why should

it

and

in opposition

not then have been DTi^K

UMp ntn? The confirmation (ver. 11) puts the fact that we
have before us a Psalm belonging to the time of David's persecution by Absalom beyond all doubt.
Manifestly, when his
king prevails, the poet will at the same time (cf. David's lan-

A

guage, 2 Sam. xv. 25) be restored to the sanctuary.
single
his lfe in the courts of God is accounted by him as

day of

(v^O with

better than a thousand other days

preceded by Rebia parvum).

He

Olewejored and

would rather

mouth
his

of a Korahite, vid. supra, vol.

God than

ii.

p.

down on the
^SWD? in the

lie

threshold (concerning the significance of this

53) in the house of

dwell within in the tents of ungodliness (not

" palaces," as one might have expected,

if

the house of

God

For how worthless is the
pleasure and concealment to be had there, when compared with
the salvation and protection which Jahve Elohim affords to His

had

at that time been a palace).

saints!

This

is

the only instance in which

God

is

called a sun (V>®&) in the sacred writings (cf. Sir.

He

is

called a shield as protecting those

who

flee to

directly
xlii.

1G).

Him and

rendering them inaccessible to their foes, and a sun as the
Being who dwells in an unapproachable light, which, going
forth from Him in love towards men, is particularized as }n and

!
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1133, as the

gentle and overpowering light of the grace and glory

(%a/w and Soga)

The highest good is
The God of salvathose who walk E'pnS-

of the Father of Lights.

self-communicative (communicativum sui).
tion does

not refuse any good thing to

(D'on ^na,

on xv. 2). Upon all receptive ones, i.e.
and capable of receiving His blessings, He freely bestows them out of the abundance of His good
things.
Strophe and anti-strophe are doubled in this second
half of the song.
The epode closely resembles that which
all

those

ci.

who

6

;

cf.

are desirous

And

follows the first half.

this closing ashr§ is

not followed

by any Sela. The music is hushed. The song dies away with
an iambic cadence into a waiting expectant stillness.

PSALM LXXXV.
PETITION OF THE HITHERTO FAVOURED PEOPLE FOP. A
RESTORATION OF FAVOUR.
2

THOU hast been favourable,

Thou
3 Thou
Thou
4 Thou
Thou
5

Jahve, unto

Thy

land,

hast turned the captivity of Jacob;
hast taken

away the

hast covered

all

hast drawn in

iniquity of

their sin

all

Thy

—

Thy

people,

(Sela.)

wrath,

hast turned from the heat of Thine an^er.

Turn unto us

again,

O

God

of our salvation,

And
(>

7

cause Thine indignation against us to cease.
Wilt Thou for ever be angry with us,

Wilt Thou draw out Thine anger to
Wilt Thou not quicken us again,

That Thy people may

rejoice in

8 Cause us to see, Jahve,

And

grant us

Thy

Thy

all

Thee

generations?

?

loving-kindness,

salvation.

God Jahve will speak
speaketh peace to His people and to His saints
them not again fall into folly

9 I will hear what

Yea,

He

Only

let

10 Yea, nigh unto those who fear Him is His salvation
That glory may again dwell in our land.

j
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11 Loving-kindness and truth shall meet together,
Righteousness and peace shall kiss each other.
12 Truth

And

shall spring out of the earth,

righteousness shall look

13 Jahve

shall give

down from heaven.

every good thing,

And our land shall again yield its increase.
14 Righteousness shall go before Him
And attend unto the way of His steps.
The second

part of the

Israel of the Exile.

It

Book

of Isaiah

was the incidents

is

written for the

of the Exile that first

unsealed this great and indivisible prophecy, which in

its comhad been unsealed
there sprang up out of it those numerous songs of the Psalmcollection which remind us of their common model, partly by
their allegorizing figurative language, partly by their lofty
prophetic thoughts of consolation.
This first Korahitic JahvePsalm (in ver. 13 coming into contact with Ps. lxxxiv., cf.
lxxxiv. 12), which more particularly by its allegorizing figura-

without any parallel.

pass

is

tive

language points

And

after

it

to Isa. ch. xl.—lxvi., belongs to the

number

of these so-called deutero-Isaianic Psalms.

The

reference of Ps. Ixxxv. to the period after the Exile

Dursch, is clearly exPsalm.
On the other hand, Hengstenberg
maintains that " the Psalm does not admit of any historical
interpretation," and is sure only of this one fact, that vers. 2-4

and

to the restoration of the state, says

pressed

in

the

do not relate to the deliverance out of the Exile. Even this
Psalm, however, is not a formulary belonging to no express
period, but has a special historical basis ; and vers. 2-4 certainly

sound as though they came from the

lips of a

people restored

to their fatherland.

Vers. 2-4.

The

poet

rich in tokens of favour.

first

The

of

all

looks back into the past, so

six perfects are a

remembrance

of former events, since nothing precedes to modify them.

Cerbeen experienced might also be intended but then, as Hitzig supposes, vers. 5-8 would be the
petition that preceded it, and ver. 9 would go back to the turna retrograde moveing-point of the answering of the request
tainly that

which has

just

;

—
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ment which

is less

5-fi.

W3W,

probable than that in

ver. 5,

we have

a

transition to the petition for a renewal of previously manifested
(rP3B>) nine' 3E>,

favour.

here said of a cessation of a national

judgment, seems to be meant
ifjn,

xiv. 7).

in

not

literally,

figuratively (vid.

with the accusative, to have and to show pleasure

any one, as

in the likewise Korahitic

lamentation-Psalm

xliv.

a burden of
The music strikes
in ver. 3b as a blood-stain.
the conscience
up in the middle of the strophe in the sense of the "blessed"
In ver. 4a God's rnay (i.e. unrestrained wrath)
in xxxii. 1.
In ver. 3a

4, cf. cxlvii. 11.

sin is conceived of as

;

appears as an emanation
in Joel iv.

;

He

draws

15, Ps. civ. 29, 1

[iii.]

it

Sam.

back to Himself
xiv. 19)

('IP^ as

when tie

ceases

be angry; in ver. 4b, on the other hand, the fierce anger is
conceived of as an active manifestation on the part of God
to

which ceases when He turns round (^K'n, Hipli. as inwardly
transitive as in Ezek. xiv. 6, xxi. 35
cf. the Kal in Ex. xxxii.
12), i.e. gives the opposite turn to His manifestation.
;

The

Vers. 5-8.

loving-kindness

He

poet

now prays God

to manifest

has shown formerly.

anew

the

In the sense of

form any bond of connection
and the preceding strophe but it does if, according to Ges. § 121, 4, it is intended in the sense of (wiw) vb avj',
The poet prays that God would manifest
turn again to us.
Himself anew to His people as He has done in former days.
Thus the transition from the retrospective perfects to the peti"restore us again," U3^B' does not

between

tion

is,

this

in

;

the presence of the existing extremity, adequately

brought about.

we

from

Assuming

the post-exilic origin of the Psalm,

was composed at a period in
which the distance between the temporal and spiritual condition
of Israel and the national restoration, promised together with
see

this strophe that it

made itself distinctly felt. On May
and bearing towards us) beside 1Dj?a cf. Job x.
In the question in ver. 6 re17, and also on "ian, lxxxix. 34.
minding God of His love and of His promise, T^'O has the

the termination of the Exile,
(in relation to

signification of constant endless continuing or

xxxvi. 11.

19

;

2VJ

is

from V&,

The

expression in ver. la

is

pursuing as

in

like lxxi. 20, cf. lxxx.

here the representative of rursus, Ges. § 142.
^JK^
has <r(cf. the inflexion of 1 i3 and

like isyi? in xxxviii. 2,

pn) instead of the r in VVV\ *$>«.

Here at the close of the strophe
the prayer turns back inferentially to this attribute of God.

PSALM LXXXV.
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The prayer

Vers. 9-11.

is followed by attention to the
by the answer itself. The poet stirs himself
the words of God, like Habakkuk, ch. ii. 1.

divine answer, and

up

to give ear to

Beside

The

njflpB'K

we

find the reading njJOtfK, vid. on xxxix. 13.

construction of

113.

'n f>xn

is

appositional, like

Tn ^»n, Ges.

'3

neither introduces the divine answer in express words,
nor states the ground on which he hearkens, but rather supports
§

God speaks from that which He has to speak.
Peace is the substance of that which He speaks to His people,
and that (the particularizing Waw) to His saints but with the
addition of an admonition.
ta is dehortative. It is not to be
assumed in connection with this ethical notion that the ah of
the fact that

;

nbD3?

is the locative ah as in
nfa$>, ix. 18. r6?3 is related to
?D3 like foolery to folly. The present misfortune, as is indicated here, is the merited consequence of foolish behaviour

(playing the fool).

In vers. 10 sqq. the poet unfolds the
promise of peace which he has heard, just as he has heard it.
is meant by W) is particularized first by the infinitive,
and then in perfects of actual fact. The possessions that make
a people truly happy and prosperous are mentioned under a
charming allegory exactly after Isaiah's manner, ch. xxxii.

What

16

sq., xlv. 8, lix.

again takes up

its

14

sq.

The

glory that has been far removed

abode in the land.

Mercy

or loving-kindness

walks along the streets of Jerusalem, and there meets fidelity,
like one guardian angel meeting the other.
Kighteousness and

peace or prosperity, these two inseparable brothers, kiss each
other there, and

fall

lovingly into each other's arms.*

The

Vers. 12-14.

poet pursues this charming picture of
After God's HDN, i.e. faithfulness to the
promises, has descended like dew, DDK, i.e. faithfulness to the
the future further.

covenant, springs up out of the land, the fruit of that fertilizing
influence.

And

* Concerning

'"^V, gracious justice, looks

St.

down from heaven,

Bernard's beautiful parable of the reconciliation of

the inviolability of divine threatening and of justice with mercy and peace
in the work of redemption, which has grown out of this passage of the
et Veritas obviaverunt sibi, justitia et pax osculatas sunt,
and has been transferred to the paintiDg, poetry, and drama of the middle
ages, vid. Piper's Evangtlischer Kalender, 1859, S. 24-34, and the beautiful
miniature representing the d<nrxa[tis of oixxioaiun and eipitv of a Greek

Psalms, Misericordia

Psalter, 1867, S. 63.

;
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D2

smiling favour and dispensing blessing.

in ver. .13

places

these two prospects in reciprocal relation to one another (cf.

found once instead of twice. Jahve gives 3it3n,
everything that is only and always good and that imparts true
happiness, and the land, corresponding to it, yields "W 3 !, the increase which might be expected from a land so richly blessed
Jahve Himself
(cf. Ixvii. 7 and the promise in Lev. xxvi. 4).
is present in the land
righteousness walks before Hirn ma-

Ixxxiv. 7)

;

it is

:

His herald, and righteousness VOJJB ^]T17 DB'J, sets
footsteps) upon the way of His footsteps, that is to

jestically as
(viz. its

twice

li.

Gen.

"ifi/v?

is

neither

T}/}. (1.

23,

(Isa. xlix. 11), it is natural to interpret the

expression thus, and

gives moreover (cf. Isa.

it

an excellent sense.

But

the sense of 3? Q 1 ^ (as
to give special

stands once instead of

to a certain extent attractional, as in

is

Since the expression

ix. 6.

10) nor

IW?

inseparably.

the construct

;

lxv. 12,
Isa.

Him

follows

say,

heed

if,

which we

prefer,

lviii.

DV

lii. 12)
taken in

8,
is

in Job iv. 20) with the following p,
anything (Deut. xxxii. 46, Ezek. xl. 4,

e.g.

to

be anxiously concerned about it (1 Sam. ix. 20),
avoid the supplying in thought of a second Voys, which

xliv. 5), to

then
is

we

always objectionable, and the thought obtained by the other
is brought clearly before the mind
righteous-

interpretation

:

who dwells and walks abroad in Israel,
way of His steps, that is to say, follows

ness goes before Jahve,

and gives heed

to the

carefully in His footsteps.

PSALM LXXXVI.
PRAYER OF A PERSECUTED
1

BOW down, Jahve, Thine ear,
For I am needy and

2 Preserve

my

Help Thy

Who
3

SAINT.

Be

soul, for I

servant,

O

answer me,

poor.

am

pious

Thou my God,

cleaveth confidingly to Thee.

merciful unto me, Lord,

For unto Thee do I cry all the day.
4 Eejoice the soul of Thy servant,
For unto Thee, Lord, do I lift up my

soul.

;
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5 For Thou, Lord, art good and ready to forgive,

And

plenteous in mercy unto

6 Give ear, Jahve, to

my

all

who

call

upon Thee.

prayer,

hearken to the cry of my importunate supplications.
7 In the day of my distress do I call unto Thee,
For Thou wilt answer me.

And

none like unto Thee among the gods, O Lord,
works have not their equal.
All nations which Thou hast made shall come and worship
before Thee, Lord,
And give glory to Thy name.
For Thou art great and doest wondrous things,
Thou, Thou art God alone.
Teach me, Jahve, Thy way,
I desire to walk in Thy truth
Unite my heart to fear Thy Name.
I will give thanks to Thee, O Lord my God, with all my

8 There

is

And Thy
9

10
11

12

heart,

And

will glorify

Thy mercy

13 That

And Thou

Thy Name

for ever,

has been great over me,

hast rescued

my

soul out of the deep hell.

14 Elohim, the proud are risen against me,
And an assembly of violent men seek my soul,
And have not set Thee before their eyes.
15 But Thou, Lord, art a God compassionate and gracious,
Long-suffering and plenteous in mercy and truth.
16 Turn unto me and be gracious to me,

O

give strength unto

And

save the son of

17 Show

me

Thy servant
Thy handmaid.

a token for good,

That those who hate me may see it and be ashamed,
That Thou, Jahve, hast helped me and comforted me.

A

Psalm "by David" which has

points of contact with

Ps. lxxxv. (cf. lxxxvi. 2, TDn, with Ixxxv. 9 ; lxxxvi. 15, HDn
ntDNI, with lxxxv. 11) is here inserted between Korahitic Psalms
can only be called a Psalm by David as having grown out
:

it

of Davidic and other model passages.

The

writer cannot be

;
:
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compared for poetical capability either with David or with the
His Psalm is
authors of such Psalms as Ps. cxvi. and cxxx.
more liturgic than purely poetic, and it is also only entitled
r6sn, without bearing in itself any sign of musical designation.

name

It possesses this characteristic, that the divine

seven times,* just as

it

VHN' occurs

occurs three times in Ps. cxxx., forming

the start for a later, Adonajic style in imitation of the Elohimic.

The prayer

Vers. 1-5.

to

be heard runs like

the statement of the ground on which

word

for

18.

like xl.

it is

Iv.

3

based, ver. lb,

;

and
word

then particularly expressed as a

It is

prayer for preservation (i"™^, as in cxix. 167, although im-

shamerah ; cf. xxx. 4 1") T P, xxxviii. 21 ''S'n
^~Pr and what we have already observed on xvi. 1 J'?.*?B')
,

perative, to be read

S

|

or

,

,

for he
(iv.

is

not only in need of God's help, but also because "Vpn

4, xvi.

(IDrij

Hos.

10),
vi. 4,

i.e.

Jer.

united to
ii.

2), not

Him

in the

unworthy of

bond of
it.

affection

In ver. 2 we

hear the strains of xxv. 20, xxxi. 7 ; in ver. 3, of lvii. 2 sq.
the confirmation in ver. 46 is taken verbally from xxv. 1, cf.
also cxxx.

Here, what

6.

Adonajic Psalm, cxxx.,

is

is

said in ver.

4 of

shorter

this

abbreviated in the airal; yeypap. npp

hang loose, ^a\dv, to give up, remillere).
good (3io), i.e. altogether love, and for this very
ready to forgive, and great and rich in mercy for
upon Him as such. The beginning of the follow-

(root PD, PC, to allow to

The Lord

is

reason also
all

who

call

ing group also accords with Ps. cxxx. in ver. 2.

Here, too, almost everything is an echo of
language of the Psalms and of the Law viz., ver. 7

Vers. 6-13.
earlier

;

follows xvii. 6 and other passages
xv. 11,

cf.

;

ver.

8a

is

taken from Ex.

lxxxix. 9, where, however, DTiba, gods,

ver. 8b follows

Deut.

is

avoided;

24; ver. 9 follows xxii. 28 ; ver. 11a
is taken from xxvii. 11; ver. 116 from xxvi. 3; ver. 13, PINS'
rprinn from Deut. xxxii. 22, where instead of this it is rVRfin
just as in cxxx. 2

iii.

'wqn

(supplicatory prayer) instead of TriHJnn

* For the genuine reading in ver. 4 (where Heidenheim reads
niiT )
in ver. 5 (where Nissel reads mrp) is also ij'ix (Boniberg, Hutter, etc.).
1

and

Both the divine names

in vers. 4

name

written and

iJTX, whieh

is

called in the language of the

and 5 belong to the 134 psil. The divine
is not merely substituted for niiV, is

Masora *joi (the true and real one).

:
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(importunate supplications) and also ver. 10 (cf. lxxii. 18) is
a doxological formula that was already in existence. The con;

struction 3

y&pn

But although

the same as in lxvi. 19.

is

for

most part flowing on only in the language of prayer
borrowed from earlier periods, this Psalm is, moreover, not
without remarkable significance and beauty. With the conthe

fession of the

incomparableness of the Lord

prospect of the recognition of the incomparable

is

combined the

One

throughout

This clear unallegorical prediction of

the nations of the earth.

the conversion of the heathen

is the principal parallel to Apoc.
" All nations, which Thou hast made" they have their
being from Thee and although they have forgotten it (vid. ix.

—

xv. 4.

;

18), they will nevertheless at last

since the article

and

is

nationalities)

cf. Jer. xvi.

;

come

to recognise

wanting, are nations of
16 with Ps.

11, e6vrj iToWd, with ibid. xiv. 6, iravTa

weightily brief and charming

is

it.

all tribes

xxii.

D)ir?3,

(countries

18; Tobit

to, edvr).

xiii.

And how

the petition in ver. 11

:

uni

meum, ut timeat nomen tuum ! Luther has rightly departed
from the renderings of the LXX., Syriac, and Vulgate
The meaning, however, is not so much
Icetetur (^rp from "Tin).
near
to
the
only One," as " direct all its powers
"keep my heart
them
on
the
one thing." The following group
concentrate
and
shows us what is the meaning of the deliverance out of the hell
beneath (n;nnn 5>iKB>, like rvnnn pN, the earth beneath, the
cor

inner parts of the earth, Ezek. xxxi. 14 sqq.), for which the
poet promises beforehand to manifest his thankfulness (^3, ver.
13, as in lvi. 14).

The situation
The writer is

Vers. 14-17.

the time of Saul.
stant peril of his

himic Ps.

liv.

He

life.

ver. 5,

is

like that in the

Psalms of

a persecuted one, and in con-

has taken ver. liab out of the Elo-

and retained the Eloldm

as a proper

name

on the other hand vers. 8, 10) he has, however,
which here, as in Isa. xiii. 11 (cf., however,
altered ffnt to D
In ver. 15 he
ibid. xxv. 5), is the alternating word to
of

God

(cf.

;

,

"!.t

)

WW.

supports his petition that follows by Jahve's testimony concerning Himself in Ex. xxxiv. 6. The appellation given to

himself by the poet in ver. 16 recurs in cxvi. 16 (cf. Wisd.
The poet calls himself " the son of Thy handmaid"
ix. 5).
as having been born into the relation to

a relationship that has

come

to

him by

Him

birth.

of servant

How

;

it is

beautifully

— —

!
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does

Adonaj come

tlie

even from

in here for the seventh time

womb

his mother's

He

!

is

the sovereign

the servant of

Lord, from whose omnipotence he can therefore also look for a
a special dispensation,

is

God

that

is

from which

it

" token for good "

A

miraculous interposition on his behalf.

becomes evident

kindly disposed towards him.

mouth of Nehemiah, ch. v. 19,
and also even in Jeremiah and

xiii.

31

Win

him

to

in the

as

of Ezra, ch.

;

earlier.

nnitsp

22

viii.

;

just as paren-

is

thetical as in Isa. xxvi. 11.

PSALM LXXXVII.
THE CITY OF THE NEW BIRTH OF THE NATIONS.
1

HIS

founded

[city]

upon the holy mountains

2 Jahve loveth the gates of Zion

More than

all

the dwellings of Jacob.

3 Glorious things are spoken of

thee,

thou city of

God

!

(Sela.)

4 " I will proclaim Rahab and Babylon as My intimates
Behold Philistia and Tyre, together with ^Ethiopia
Tli at one is born there,"
5

And

to

Zion

it

shall

Each and every one

And He,

one day be said
is

7

:

born in her,

the Highest, doth establish her.

6 Jahve shall reckon in the

That one

;

is

born there.

list

of the nations

:

(Sela.)

And singing as well as dancing
my fountains are in thee

(they say)

:

All

The

mission thought in Ixxxvi. 9 becomes the ruling thought
It is a prophetic Psalm in "the style,

in this Korahitic Psalm.

boldly and expressively concise even to obscurity (Eusebins
a<p6Spa alviyiiaTcoSrjs koX crKorewm elprjfievo<s), in which the
first

three oracles of the tetralogy Isa. xxi.-xxii. 14

passage Isa. xxx.

—a
—are

6, 7

memorial exhibition

passage designed to be as
also written.

it

and the
were a

It also resembles these

oracles in this respect, that ver. 15 opens the

whole

arsis-like

PSALM LXXXVII.

by a solemn statement

As

inscriptions there.

The

meaning.
<1J

of

its

1-4.

17

subject, like

the emblematical

to the rest, Isa. xliv. 5 is the

threefold

"l?^

key

to its

here corresponds to the threefold

in that passage.

Since Rahab and Babylon as the foremost worldly powers
are mentioned first among the peoples who come into the
congregation of Jahve,

and since the prospect of the poet
according to a present rich in promise and
carrying such a future in its bosom, it is natural (with Tholuck,

has moulded

itself"

Hengstenberg, Vaihinger, Keil, and others) to suppose that the
Psalm was composed when, in consequence of the destruction
of the Assyrian army before Jerusalem, offerings and presents
were brought from many quarters for Jahve and the king of
Judah (2 Ohron. xxxii. 23), and the admiration of Hezekiah,
the favoured one of God, had spread as far as Babylon.
Just
as Micah (ch. iv. 10) mentions Babylon as the place of the
chastisement and of the redemption of his nation, and as
Isaiah, about the fourteenth year of Hezekiah's reign, predicts
to the king a carrying

away

of his treasures

and

his posterity

Babylon, so here Egypt and Babylon, the inheritress of
Assyria, stand most prominent among the worldly powers that
shall be obliged one day to bow themselves to the God of Israel.
In a similar connection Isaiah (ch. xix.) does not as yet mention
to

Babylon

side

by

The

Vers. 1-4.

Egypt, but Assyria.

side with

poet

is

absorbed in the contemplation of

the glory of a matter which he begins to celebrate, without

naming

Whether we render

it.

it

:

His founded, or

lECD and 1BV2 are both used elsewhere as part, pass.)

mto,

foundation (after the form
then that which

is

set fast

poetically for

= a foundation),

"liD^,

(since
:

His

a founding,

the meaning remains

but the more definite statement of the object with
]to 'HJ?E> is more easily connected with what precedes by regarding it as a participle. The suffix refers to Jahve, and it is Zion,
the

same

;

whose praise
is

intended.

the clause
[city] is

is

is

a favourite theme of the Korahitic songs, that

We

cannot

tell

by looking

to the accents

whether

to be taken as a substantival clause (His founded

upon the holy mountains)

or not.

Since, however,

the expression is not Bhfrnnna son irniD'., vhp m,m lrniD' is
an object placed first in advance (which the antithesis to the

VOL.

III.
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other dwellings of Jacob would admit of), and in ver. 2a a

new synonymous

object

subordinated to 3?K by a similar

is

turn of the discourse to Jer.

xiii.

27. vi. 2 (Hitzig).

By

alter-

ing the division of the verses as Hupfeld and Hofmann do
(His foundation or founded [city] upon the holy mountains

doth Jahve love), ver. 2

is

decapitated.

Even now the God-

founded city (surrounded on three sides by deep valleys), whose
firm and visible foundation is the outward manifestation of its
imperishable inner nature, rises aloft above all the other dwell-

Jahve stands

ing-places of Israel.

in a lasting, faithful, loving

relationship (ank, not 3 prat. ans) to the gates of Zion. These
gates are named as a periphrasis for Zion, because they bound

and any one who loves a city delights to
go frequently through its gates and they are perhaps men-

the circuit of the city,

;

tioned in prospect of the fulness of the heathen that shall enter

In ver. 3 the

into them.

LXX.

and

correctly,

at the

same

time in harmony with the syntax, renders AeBo^aafieva i\aThe construction of a plural subject with a
Xi'ftrj irepl aov.
:

singular predicate

is

the plural

(e.g.

common

a syntax

whether the subject

is

lxvi.

in other instances also,

conceived of as a unity in the form of

3, cxix.

137, Isa. xvi. 8), or is indiviis the case most

dualized in the pursuance of the thought (as
likely in

Gen.

xxvii. 29, cf. xii. 3)

here the glorious things

;

The

are conceived of as the sum-total of such.
the construction of the active

(Ew.

§

295, b)

2 beside

with the participle.

in connection

is

operation of

not probable here
"la"!

may

signify

and object of the speech
the person against whom the words are

the place or the instrument, substance
(e.g. cxix.

spoken

46), but also

(e.g.

1.

20), or 'concerning

words of the suitor
1

they are uttered (as the

maiden,
8 cf. on the construction, 1 Sam.
The poet, without doubt, here refers to the words of

Sam. xxv.

xix. 3).

whom

to the father or the relatives of the

39, Cant.

viii.

;

promise concerning the eternal continuance and future glory
Glorious things are spoken, i.e. exist as spoken,
of Jerusalem
in reference to thee, O thou city of God, city of His choice and
:

of

His

love.

The

glorious contents of the promise are

that with the most vivid directness

:

now unfolded

'and

Jahve Himself takes up

the discourse, and declares the gracious, glorious, world-wide
mission of His chosen and beloved city : it shall become the

;

PSALM LXXXVII.
birth-place of

all

Isa. xxx. 7,

li.

northern.

T'SW,

9,

Raliab

nations.

19
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is

Egypt, as

in lxxxix. 11,

the southern worldly power, and Babylon the
frequently,

as

loud

of

16) and

(Jer. iv.

honourable public mention or commemoration, xlv. 18.
It
does not signify " to record or register in writing;" for the
official

name

T'STp,

which

is

cited in support of this meaning,

who keeps

designates the historian of the empire as one

in

remembrance the memorable events of the history of his time
It is therefore impossible, with Hofmann, to render
I will
add Eahab and Babylon to those who know me. In general
:

? is

not used to point out to

whom

the addition

belonging to them, but for what purpose, or as what
v. 3, Isa. iv. 3), these

kingdoms, hitherto

hostile

:

solemnly declares them to be those

who

experimentally

Accordingly,

it is

(yid.

xxxvi. 11)

God

He

as

2 Sam.

towards

God

He

publicly and

who know Him, i.e. those
know Him as their God.

clear that Et^'l^ nt

is also

the conversion of the other three nations to
of

made

(cf.

Jahve completes what

and His
be declared
Himself has brought about, inasmuch as
people, shall

is

meant

to refer to

whom

the finger

points with nan, viz. the war-loving Philistia, the rich

and proud Tyre, and the adventurous and powerful Ethiopia
(Isa. ch. xviii.).

n_T

does not refer to the individuals, nor to the

sum-total of these nations, but to nation after nation
Bi'H, Isa. xxiii.

And

13),

by

(cf. nr

upon each one separately.
The words of Jahve, which come in

fixing the eye

DB* refers to Zion.
r

...

without any intermediary preparation, stand in the closest conZion appears
nection with the language of the poet and seer.
elsewhere as the mother

numerous people

who

brings forth Israel again as a

(Isa. lxvi. 7, liv.

1-3)

:

it

is

the children of

the dispersion (diaspora) which Zion regains in Isa. lx. 4 sq.
The
here, however, it is the nations which are born in Zion.

poet does not combine with

it

the idea of being born again in

New

Testament meaning; he means, however,
that the nations will attain a right of citizenship in Zion
(iroXireia tov 'Io-patjX, Eph. ii. 12) as in their second mothercity, that they will therefore at any rate experience a spiritual
change which, regarded from the New Testament point of
the depth of

its

is the new birth out of water and the Spirit.
Vers. 5-7. Inasmuch now as the nations come thus into
the church (or congregation) of the children of God and cf

view,

20
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Abraham, Zion becomes by degrees

the children of

To

immeasurably great.
reference to), shall

it

Zion,

!=13"6; t^Kl

be said

city, stands in contrast to all

church

a

however, or of Zion

(? of

Zion, the one

WK.

the countries, the one city of

God

kingdoms of the world, and SJ"Kl t^K in contrast to fit.
This contrast, upon the correct apprehension of
which depends the understanding of the whole Psalm, is missed
in contrast to the

when

said,

is

it

" whilst in relation to other countries

it

is

always only the whole nation that comes under consideration,
not reckoned up as a nation, but by persons" (Hofmann). With this rendering the 1^ retires into the back-

Zion

is

giving of prominence to the value of
the individual exceeds the ancient range of conception, and it is
also an inadmissible appraisement that in Zion each individual

ground

is

in that case this

;

Elsewhere C'N e"X 5

as important as a nation as a whole.

Lev.

xvii. 10,

every one

;

13, or K"N1 C N, Esth.
;,

accordingly here

B>W u"X

8,

i.

individual) affirms a progressus in infinitum,

added

to another.

Of an immeasurable

Now,

too, ji^.V ty})?] N,n !

nection with what precedes.

where one

is

ever

multitude, and of each

individual in this multitude in particular,

born in Zion.

each and

signifies

(individual and, or after,

it is

said that he

was

has a significant con-

from amonc foreign

AVhilst

peoples more and more are continually acquiring the right of
natives in

Zion, and thus are entering into a

new

national

a breach of their original national friendships
taking place, He Himself (cf. 1 Sam. xx. 9), the Most High,

alliance, so that
is

will

uphold Zion

blessing
tells

it

shall

(xlviii. 9), so that under His protection and
become ever greater and more glorious. Ver. 6

us what will be the result of such a progressive incorpo-

ration in the church of Zion of those
far removed, viz.

Jahve

will

who have hitherto been
reckon when He writeth down

(3irD as in Josh, xviii. 8) the nations

;

or better,

—

since this

would more readily be expressed by tarua, and the book of the
living (Isa. iv. 3) is one already existing from time immemorial,
t)i!>n,

—He

nip3

will

= nn3,

reckon in the

Ezek.

xiii.

list

(3irD after the

9) of the nations,

i.e.

form

Di^n

when He

goes over the nations that are written down there and chosen
for the coming salvation, " this one was born there ;"

He

will

therefore acknowledge them one after another as those born in
The end of all history is that Zion shall become the
Zion.

:
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metropolis of

thus come

is

all

in,

When

nations.

then

shall all

dancing say (supply nON')

Among

my

as well singing as

fountains are in thee.

the old translators the rendering of Aquila

ical aSovT£<; &>?

%opol' iraacu •mjyal ev aol,

cantores quasi in choris

et

All

:

the fulness of the Gentiles

and each one

:

the best

is

which Jerome

omnes fontes mei in

te.

follows,

One would

rather render &??*}, " flute-players" (LXX. &>? ev avXoe?)
to pipe or play the flute is ??n (a denominative from
1

Kings

therefore

i.

40, whereas to dance is ??n (Pilel of ^in) ; it is
Collin, like Q'^, Hos. vii. 5. But it must not

say) ;" for " singers"

i.e.

And

singers as well as dancers (will

CHiEfo, not &")&, which signifies can-

is

by the one

as

making known
other, shall the

of all nations incorporated in Zion say

fountains of salvation (after Isa.

of God).

It

on which

my

;

xii. 3),

has also been interpreted:
eye

is

my

fixed, or the delight of

thoughts (after the modern
tion)

i.e.

by the

Singing as dancing,

not cantores.

their festive joy as well

men

Wn),

=

moreover be rendered, "
tantes,

but

;

Hebrew

i.^V

:

All

my fountains,

are in thee
looks

my

(i.e.

(O

city

the object

eyes), or

of spiritual

:

my

medita-

The conjecture, too, of
but both are incongruous.
and even before him of Schnurrer (Dissertationes,

Bb'ttcher,

who take up their abode (instead of which
Hupfeld conjectures ^VO, all my near-dwellers, i.e. those who
dwell with me under the same roof*), is not Hebrew, and
deprives us of the thought which corresponds to the aim of the

p. 150), V.^*?"?^ all

whole, that Jerusalem shall be universally regarded as the place

where the water of
shall

life

springs for the whole of

mankind, and

be universally praised as this place of fountains.

PSALM LXXXVIII.
PLAINTIVE PRAYER OP A PATIENT SUFFERER LIKE JOB.
2

JAHVE, God

of

my

salvation,

In the time when I cry in the night before Thee,
* Hupfeld cites Rashi as having thus explained it but his gloss is to
be rendered: my w lole inmost part (after the Aramaic = 'ya) is with thee,
;

i.e.

thy salvation.
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3 Let

my

prayer come before

Thy

face,

Incline Thine ear to my crying.
4 For satiated with sufferings is my soul,
And my life is come nigh unto Hades.
5 I am accounted as those who go down to the
I am become as a man that hath no strength

6

A freed

one among the dead,

Like the

7

buried in the grave,

slain, those

"Whom Thou rememberest no more,
And they are cut off from Thy hand.
Thou hast laid me in the pit of the abysses,
In darknesses, in the depths of the

8

9

pit,

—

sea.

Upon me Thy fierce anger lieth hard,
And all Thy waves dost Thou bend down.
Thou
Thou

hast removed

my

(Sela.)

familiar friends from me,

made me an abomination to them,
am shut up and cannot come forth.
hast

Who

10 Mine eye languisheth by reason of affliction,
I call upon Thee, Jahve, every day,
I stretch out my hands unto Thee.

Thou do wonders unto

11 Wilt

Or

the dead,

shall the shades arise to give

Thy

12 Shall

Thy

thanks unto Thee

?

(Sela.)

loving-kindness be declared in the grave,

faithfulness in the place of destruction %

13 Shall Thy wonder-working power be made known in the
darkness,

And Thy
14

And

righteousness in the land of forgetfulness?

as for

Even

me

in the

—

to

Thee, Jahve, do I cry,
my prayer cometh to meet Thee.

morning

15 Wherefore, Jahve, dost

Thou

cast off

my

soul,

Dost Thou hide Thy face from me ?
16 Needy am I and ready to die from my youth up,
I bear

17 Over

Thy

Thy

terrors, I

me Thy
terrors

fierce

am

utterly helpless.

anger hath passed,

have destroyed me.
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18 They have surrounded me like waters
They compassed me about altogether.

me

19 Thou hast removed far from

My

Ps. lxxxviii.

lover and friend,

is

gloomy

as

as Ps. lxxxvii.

Not

tristissima } but this Ps. lxxxviii.

the plaintive Psalms; for

is

it is

cheerful

is

;

they

Ps. Ixxvii., as the

qucenam ode omnium

old expositors answer to the question

the darkest, gloomiest, of

name "God

true the

which the praying one

of

my

upon God, and his
show that the spark of faith within him is not

salvation," with

praying

clay,

familiar friends are darkness.

stand near one another as contrasts.

all

the

all

itself,

utterly extinguished

;

but as to the

calls

rest,

it

is

all

one pouring

forth of deep lament in the midst of the severest conflict of

temptation in the presence of death, the gloom of melancholy
does not brighten up to become a hope, the Psalm dies away

Herein we discern echoes of the
and of Davidic Psalms: compare ver. 3 with
ver. 18
ver. 6 with xxxi. 23
xviii. 7
ver. 5 with xxviii. 1
with xxii. 17; ver. 19 (although differently applied) with xxxi.
12 and more particularly the questions in vers. 11-13 with

in

Job-like lamentation.

Korahitic Ps.

xlii.

;

;

;

;

of which they are as

vi. 6,

with the

contact

of

points

linguistic usage (3SH, ver. 10,

xxvi. 5

Job

;

1^?«, ver. 12,

xxxiii. 25, xxxvi.

ver.

17,

Job

vi.

Job

14;

4) and

But

were only the amplification.

it

more

striking

Book of Job, both as
Job xli. 44; S^B";, ver.

regards

these Psalm-echoes are outweighed

xxvi.

&m,

by the

6, xxviii.

ver. 166,

still

22

Job

;

"ij?i,

11,

Job

ver. 16a,

xx. 25;

TO?,

single thoughts (cf. ver. 5 with

Job

xiv. 10; ver. 9 with Job xxx. 10; ver. 19 with Job xvii. 9,
xix. 14), and also the suffering condition of the poet and the
whole manner in which this finds expression. For the poet

finds himself in the midst of the

merely so far as his

ward

affliction

is,

mind and

same temptation

spirit are

concerned

;

as

Job not

but his out-

according to the tenor of his complaints, the

which, the disposition to which
being born with him, has been his inheritance from his youth
up (ver. 16). Now, since the Book of Job is a Chokma-work

same,

viz. the leprosy (ver. 9),

of the Salomonic age, and the two Ezrahites belonged to the
men of the first rank at the court of Solomon (1 Kings

wise
v.

11

[iv.

31]),

it is

natural to suppose that the

Book

of Job.

24
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lias

sprung out of

keman

this very

this

made a passage

has
soul,

very Chokma-company, and that perhaps
who is the author of Ps. lxxxviii.

the Ezrahite
of his

own

and

suffering,

life,

conflict of

a subject of dramatic treatment.

The

inscription of the

Koraldtes;

Psalm runs

Precentor,

the

to

to

down, not after Isa. xxvii. 2
nothing, nor

:

to be

:

be
to

A

:

Psalm-song by the

recited

sung alternatingly, which

character of the Psalm) after a sad
muffled voice, a meditation by

which expresses
contrary to the

is

manner

Heman

be pressed

to

(lit.

be sung,

(cf.

liii.

the Ezrahite.

1) with

This

is

a

double inscription, the two halves of which are contradictory.

The

mp"^

would be perfectly in
according to
Korahite
order, since the precentor Heman is a
name of one
;d\"i
the
is
1 Chron. vi. 18-23 [33-38]
but TnrKn
of the four great Israelitish sages in 1 Kings v. 11 [iv. 31],
who, according to 1 Chron. ii. 6, is a direct descendant of Zerah,
bare |»t6 side by side with

;

and therefore

is

Heman

the Korahite had been adopted into

the family of Zerah, or that

admitted

among

Heman

the head of the

different statements respecting

are

the Ezrahite had been

the Levites, are miserable attempts to get over

At

the difficulty.

The

not of the tribe of Levi, but of Judah.

suppositions that

its

The assumption

irreconcilable.

Psalm there stand two
by side, which

origin side

that

the

title

of

the

was either merely mp-, 33^ "I1DID "PL", or merely
'Ul nvjcb, is warranted by the fact that only in this one Psalm
rfiHo!» does not occupy the first place in the inscription.
But
which of the two statements is the more reliable one? Most

Psalm

originally

assuredly the latter

;

for mp">:2b THOTD "PC*

repetition of the inscription of Ps. lxxxvii.

ment, on the other hand, by

its

precise

is

only a recurrent

The second

state-

designation o" the

melody, and by the designation of the author, which corresponds
to the Psalm that follows, gives evidence of its antiquity and
its

historical character.

Vers. 2-8.
stances gloomy

The
in the

poet finds himself in the midst of circumextreme, but he does not despair; he still

turns towards Jahve with his complaints, and calls

Him the
This actus directus of fleeing in prayer
the God of salvation, which urges its way through all tha
dark and gloomy, is the fundamental characteristic of all true

God
to
is

of his salvation.

.
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Ver. 2a is not to be rendered, as a clause of itself "by
day I cry unto Thee, in the night before Thee" (LXX. and
Targum), which ought to have been DDi', but (as it is also
pointed, especially in Baer's text)
by day, i.e. in the time (lvi.
4, lxxviii. 42, cf. xviii. 1), when I cry before Thee in the night,
let my prayer come
(Hitzig).
In ver. 36 he calls his
.
faith.

:

:

.

.

piercing lamentation, his wailing supplication, ^"i, as in xvii.
1, lxi. 2.

ntan as in lxxxvi. 1, for

The Beth

of nijna, as in lxv. 5,

of which his soul has already

which we find

Lam.

iii.

ton

had abundantly

On

sufficient.

?'N (aira^

ver. 46, cf. as to the syntax xxxi. 11.

in xvii. 6.

15, 30, denotes that

\e<yo/ji,.

like

f^?.) xx ii- 20) signifies succinctness, compactness, vigorousness

he

man from whom
now only like

like a

(aS/joTi??)

:

vigour

gone, therefore

is

is

^BH,

one already dead.

in fact like

all vital

freshness and

the shadow of a

in ver. 6a, the

man,

LXX.

readers iv veicpov; ikevOepos (Symmachus, a<£ei? i\evdepo<i)

and
it

in like

manner

the

Targum, and

the

Talmud which

;

follows

in formulating the proposition that a deceased person is 'E'en

JTffifDn }D,

Rom.

vi.

free from the fulfilling of the precepts of the

contrary, explain
signifies

Job

Law

(cf

and Bottcher, on the
Ezek. xxvii. 20 (where E*an

Hitzig, Ewald, Koster,

7).

according to

it

among the dead is my couch (''B'Qn = ""WW,
But in respect of Job iii. 19 the adjectival
" one set free among the
the more probable

stragulum)

:

xvii. 13).

rendering

dead"

is

;

(LXX.)

equivalent to one released from the bond

is

of life (Job xxxix. 5),

somewhat

God

does not

as in Latin a dead person

is

remember the dead, i.e. practically, inasmuch as, devoid of any progressive history, their
condition remains always the same they are in fact cut away

called defunctus.

;

viz.

Lam.

liii. 8) from the hand,
Their
from the guiding and helping hand, of God.

(1MJ as in xxxi. 23,

dwelling-place

is

iii.

54, Isa.

the pit of the places lying deep beneath

(cf.

Ezek. xxvi. 20, and more particularly Lam. iii. 55), the dark regions (D'SB'np as in cxliii. 3,
Lam. iii. 6), the submarine depths (ni&03 ; LXX., Symmachus,
on

ni s nnn, lxiii. 10, lxxxvi. 13,

the Syriac, etc.

:

iv

aiaa davdrov

= mt&a,

according to Job

21 and frequently, but contrary to Lam. iii. 54), whose open
On ver. 86 cf. xlii. 8. The
abyss is the grave for each one.
Mugrash by Tna^D-b stamps it as an adverbial accusative

x.

(Targum), or more

correctly, since the expression

is

not

WW,

;

2G
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Only those who are not conHnpfeld in this instance) imagine
that the accentuation marks rwy as a relative clause (cf. on the
contrary viii. lb, xxi. 3b, etc.).
nftf, to bow down, press down
here used of the turning or directing downwards (LXX.
as the object placed in advance.

versant with the subject (as

iTrrjya.yes)

of the waves, which burst like a cataract over the

afflicted one.

The

Vers. 9-13.

now followed by hexastichs
The complaint concerning the

octastichs are

which belong together

in pairs.

Job xix. 13 sqq.,
but the same strain is also frequently heard in the earlier
Psalms written in times of suffering, e.g. xxxi. 9. He is foralienation of his nearest relations sounds like

saken by

all

his familiar friends (not

:

acquaintances, for JHJO

more than that), he is alone in the dungeon of wretchedness, where no one comes near him, and whence he cannot
make his escape. This sounds, according to Lev. ch. xiii., very
signifies

much

like the

The Book

complaint of a leper.

of Leviticus

there passes over from the uncleanness attending the beginning
of

human

Disease

is

life to

the uncleanness of the most terrible disease.

the middle stage between birth and death, and, ac-

cording to the Eastern notion, leprosy
it is

death

itself

and more than
of

God

clinging to the
all

is

the worst of

living

all diseases,

man (Num.

xii.

12),

other evils a stroke of the chastening hand

(W£), a scourge of

having leprosy was

still

to

God

The man

(nJHy).

be subjected to a seven

suspected of

daj's'

until the determination of the priest's diagnosis

;

quarantine

and

if

the

was confirmed, he was to dwell apart outside the camp
(Lev. xiii. 46), where, though not imprisoned, he was nevertheless separated from his dwelling and his family (cf. Job, i. 347),
and if a man of position, would feel himself condemned to a
leprosy

state of involuntary retirement.

which

is

It

is

natural to refer the t6s,

closely connected with Vin^, to this separation.

ver. 10, instead of

W,

"W,
10 his eye has lanthe same root as tabescere,

as in vi. 8, xxxi.

:

away (3tn f
cognate with the root of im, lxviii. 3), in consequence of (his)
He calls and calls upon Jahve, stretches out (nee?
affliction.
expandere, according to the Arabic, more especially after the
manner of a roof) his hands (palmas) towards Him, in order to
shield himself from His wrath and to lead Him compassionately
In vers. 11-13 he bases his cry for help
to give ear to him.

guished, vanished
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upon a twofold wish, viz. to become an object of the miraculous
help of God, and to be able to praise Him for it.
Neither of
these wishes would be realized if he were to die; for that which
lies beyond this life is uniform darkness, devoid of any progressive history.
With cno alternates CNEH (sing. NEH), the
relaxed ones,

reference to

shades (axial) of the nether world.

i.e.

vifr

instead of nninp 5 md. Ewald, § 337,

b.

With
Beside

y#n (Job x. 21 sq.) stands rw'j' jnx the laud of forgetfulness
(krjOrj), where there is an end of all thinking, feeling, and
acting (Eccles. ix. 5, 6, 10), and where the monotony of death,
devoid of thought and recollection, reigns.
Such is the representation given in the Old Testament of the state beyond the
present, even in Ecclesiastes, and in the Apocrypha (Sir. xvii.
27 sq. after Isa. xxxviii. 18 sq. ; Baruch ii. 17 sq.) and it was
obliged to be thus represented, for in the New Testament not
?

;

merely the conception of the state after death, but this state
itself, is

become

a different one.

He who complains thus without knowing
any comfort, and yet without despairing, gathers himself up
Vers. 14-19.

With

afresh for prayer.

^Nl he contrasts himself with the

dead who are separated from God's manifestation of love.
in life, although under wrath that apparently has

Being still
no end, he

through in prayer
His complaints are petitions,
for they are complaints that are poured forth before God. The
destiny under which for a long time he has been more like one
TgliO
dying than living, reaches back even into his youth.
undeclined)
is
equivalent
to ^Wp.
(since 1W is everywhere
strains every nerve to struggle

until he shall reach God's love.

The

e%iyiroprj9iiv

of the

LXX.

derive

it

from

|S,

the right indicator for the

is

Aben-Ezra and Kimchi
and assign to it the signifimay be more safely explained after

understanding of the aval; \ej.

flilBK.

like npy from ?V*

cation of dubitare.

But

the Arabic words ^;\,

it

^\

^yto

(root cJ'> to urge forwards,

push), in which the fundamental notion of driving back, nar-

* The derivation is not, contrary to the genius of the language ; the
supplementing productive force of the language displayed in the liturgical
poetry of the synagogue, also changes particles into verbs v id. Zunz,
:

Die synagogue Poesie des

Mittelalters, S. 421.

;
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rowing and exhausting,

might

also

compare

the kinship with that

favours

n:s,

^ji, " to

away;" but the i^iropr]6vv

disappear, vanish, pass

LXX.

transferred to a weakening or weak-

is

We

ness of the intellect.

14-1?.

of

the

^i\, infirma mente et

fuit* which has been already compared by Castell.
aorist of the LXX., however, is just as erroneous in this

consilii inops

The

instance as in

xlii. 5,

Iv. 3,

lvii. 5.

In

all

these instances the

cohortative denotes the inward result following

from an outward

I lay hold of trembling
compulsion, as they say in Hebrew
(Isa. xiii. 8, Job xviii. 20, xxi. 6) or joy (Isa. xxxv. 10, li. 11),
when the force of circumstances drives one into such states of
:

mind.

Labouring under the burden of divine dispensations

of

a terrifying character, he finds himself in a state of mental

weakness and exhaustion, or of insensible (senseless) fright
over him as their destined goal before many others go God's
burnings of wrath (plur. only in this instance), His terrible
decrees (yid. concerning njn on xviii. 15) have almost annihilated him.

^WiriBV

not an impossible form (Olshausen,

is

251, a), but an intensive form of 'nay, the last part of the
already inflected verb being repeated, as in wn Ql|S, Hos. iv.
§

18

(cf. in

the department of the noun, ni'B'a, edge-edges

=

many

edges, cxlix. 6), perhaps under the influence of the deriThe corrections ^nnDS (from nnps) or 'Jnntsy (from
vative.!

ney) are simple enough

but it is more prudent to let tradition
;
judge of that which is possible in the usage of the language.
In ver. 18 the burnings become floods ; the wrath of God can
be compared to every destroying and overthrowing element.

The billows threaten to swallow him up, without any helping
hand being stretched out to him on the part of any of his
Is ver. 19a to be now explained according
lovers and friends.
viz.
My
xvii.
familiar friends are gloomy darkness
to Job
14,
;

* Abulwalid also explains

rwaK

after the Arabic,

but in a way that

" for a long time onwards," from the Arabic
iffan
(ibbdn, iff, afaf, ifaf, taiffah), time, period— time conceived of in the onward rush, the constant succession of its moments.

cannot be accepted,

f

viz.

Heidenheim iuterprets

x.xv. 23),

i.e.

inalienably

my

:

Thy
own.

terrors are

become

to

me

as ririDV (Lev.

:
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my

hitherto

familiars (dob xix.

become my familiar friend ? One would have
thought that it ought then to have been Wy? (Schnurrer), or,
according to Prov. vii. 4, Tji°, and that, in connection with this
sense of the noun, IKTID ought as subject to have the precedence, that consequently ^TD is subject and ^HD predicate
14), darkness

is

:

my

familiar friends have lost themselves in darkness, are be-

come absolutely

invisible

words

position of the

is

(Hitzig at

kept to

if it is

gloomy darkness as
justified by Job xix. 14

my

friends are reduced to

and the plural is
(do I call) the worm.

With

But the regular

last).

interpreted

:

my

familiar

familiar friend,

Mother and

:

complaint the harp

sister

from
and waits on God, that He may
solve this riddle of affliction. From the Book of Job we might
infer that He also actually appeared to him.
He is more
faithful than men.
No soul that in the midst of wrath lays
hold upon His love, whether with a firm or with a trembling
hand, is suffered to be lost.
the poet's hands.

He

this

falls

is silent,

PSALM LXXXIX.
PRAYER FOR A RENEWAL OF THE MERCIES OP DAVID.
2

OF

the loving-kindnesses of Jahve for ever will I sing,

To remote

generations will I

with

my

make known Thy

faithfulness

mouth.

3 For I say For ever is mercy being built up,
In the heavens there dost Thou establish Thy faithfulness.
:

—

4 " I have made a cQvenant with My chosen,
I have sworn unto David My servant
5 For ever will I establish thy seed,
And build up thy throne to remote generations."
6
7

And
Thy

A

Thy

wondrousness, Jahve,

faithfulness also in the assembly of the holy ones.

For who

Who
8

the heavens praise

(Sela.)

in the sky can be

among

compared

the sons of the gods

is

to

like

Jahve,
unto Jahve

God terrible in the great council of the
And fearful above all those who are round

?

holy ones,

about Him.

;

:

30
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9 Jahve,

A

God

of hosts,

who

as

is

Thou

?

!

mighty One, Jah, and Thy faithfulness

is

round about

Thee.

He who restraineth the pride of the sea
When its waves arise, Thou stillest them.
Thou hast crushed Eahab as one that is slain,
By the arm of Thy might hast Thou scattered Thy

10 Thou art
11

12 Thine are the heavens, Thine also

The

earth and that which filleth

13 North and south,

Thou

is

the earth

hast

it

Thou

hast created them

Tabor and Hermon shout for joy

at

foes.

;

founded.

;

Thy name.

is an arm with heroic strength,
Strong is Thy hand, exalted is Thy right hand.
15 Righteousness and right is the foundation of Thy throne,
Mercy and truth stand waiting before Thee.

14 Thine

16 Blessed are the people who know the joyful sound,
Who walk, O Jahve, in the light of Thy countenance
17 In

Thy name

And

through

I

do they rejoice continually,

Thy

righteousness are they exalted.

18 For the glory of their mightiness art Thou,
And through Thy favour is our horn exalted.
19 For to Jahve belongeth our shield,

And

to the

Holy One

20 Once Thou spakest

of Israel our king.

in

vision

to

Thy

familiar one, and

saidst

" I have granted help to a mighty one,
I have raised a stripling out of the people.
21 I have found David
servant,
With My holy oil have I anointed him ;

My

22 With

My

whom My hand

arm
23 An enemy

And

shall

be stedfast,

also shall strengthen
shall not ensnare

him.

him,

the son of wantonness shall not oppress him.

——

;

;
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I will break in pieces his oppressors before him,

And I will smite those who hate him.
And My faithfulness and My mercy are with
And in My Name shall his horn be exalted.

26 I

will set his

And
27

He

hand upon the sea,
hand upon the rivers.

his right

Me

unto

shall cry

My Father

:

My

God, and the Rock of
28 In return I will make him

The

And My

Thou,

art

salvation

!

My first-born,

his

My

I preserve to him

will

mercy,

covenant shall be inviolable with him.

make

will

And

my

highest with respect to the kings of the earth.

29 For ever
30 I

him,

his seed to

endure for ever,

throne like the days of heaven.

31 If his children shall forsake My law
And walk not in My judgments ;

My statutes
My commandments

32 If they profane

And

keep not

33 Then

And

:

will I visit their transgression

their iniquity with stripes

34 Nevertheless

My

with the rod,

;

loving-kindness will I not break off from

him,

And
35 I
36

will

not belie

will not profane

vow

Nor

alter the

One

thing have I

My

faithfulness

My covenant
of My lips.
sworn by My

Verily I will not deceive David

37 His seed

And
38

As

39

endure to eternity,

his throne as the

the

And

shall

moon

sun before Me.

shall it continue for ever

the witness in the sky

And Thou
Thou

holiness
:

is

faithful

!

"

(Sela.)

Thyself hast rejected and despised,
hast been wroth with Thine anointed

—
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40 Thou hast shaken

from Thee the covenant of

off

Thy

servant,

hast profaned his diadem to the earth,

Thou

41 Thou hast broken down

Thou

all

42 All who pass by the way

He

his hedges,

hast laid his strongholds in ruins.

become a reproach

is

spoil

him,

to his neighbours.

43 Thou hast exalted the right hand of

Thou
44 Thou

And

made

all his

45 Thou hast caused him

And

his oppressors,

enemies to rejoice.
didst also turn back the edge of his sword,
didst not hold him erect in the battle.
hast

to lose his splendour,

hast cast his throne

down

to the

ground.

46 Thou hast shortened the days of his youth,
Thou hast covered him round with shame.
47

How
Shall

long, Jahve, wilt

Thy

wrath burn

Thou

(Sela.)

hide Thyself for ever,

like fire ?

—

how utterly perishable
48 Remember I
For what vanity hast Thou created all the children of men
49 "Who is the man that should live and not see death,
:

That should be
world

?

!

able to secure his soul against the nether
(Sela.)

50 Where are Thy former loving-kindnesses, Lord,
Which Thou hast sworn to David in Thy faithfulness
51 Remember, Lord, the reproach of Thy servants,

That I carry

in

52 Which reproach

Which
53

!

my

bosom the reproach

of

— Thine enemies, Jahve

many

?

peoples,

!

reproach the footsteps of Thine anointed.

Blessed be Jahve for evermore
Amen, and Amen.

!

After having recognised the fact that the double inscription of Ps. lxxxviii. places

two irreconcilable statements conwe renounce the

cerning the origin of that Psalm side by side,
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by which Ethan (JiVK*) the Ezrahite, of the tribe of
Kings v. 11 [iv. 31], 1 Chron. ii, 6), is made to be
one and the same person with Ethan (Jeduthun) the son of
Kushaiah the Merarite, of the tribe of Levi (1 Chron. xv. 17,
vi. 29-32 [44-47]), the master of the music together with
Asaph and Heman, and the chief of the six classes of musiartifices

Judah

(1

whom

cians over

his

sons were placed

six

sub-directors

as

(1 Chron. ch. xxv.).

The

Psalms of the two Ezrahites
Without this relationship of the authors the juxtaposition would also be justified by the reciprocal relation in
which the two Psalms stand to one another by their common,
striking coincidences with the Book of Job.
As to the rest,
collector has placed the

together.

however, Ps. lxxxviii.

is

a purely individual, and Ps. lxxxix. a

thoroughly national Psalm.

Both the

and

poetical character

the situation of the two Psalms are distinct.

The circumstances

in

which the writer of Ps.

lxxxix. finds

himself are in most striking contradiction to the promises given
to the house of David.

He

revels in the contents of these

promises, and in the majesty and faithfulness of God, and then

he pours forth his intense feeling of the great distance between
these and the present circumstances in
afflicted

lot

of

complaints over the

the anointed of God, and prays

God

to

be

mindful of His promises, and on the other hand, of the reproach

by which
whelmed.

at this time

The

His anointed and His people are over-

anointed one

is

not the nation

itself (Hitzig),

The crown
throne is cast down

but he who at that time wears the crown.

king

defiled to the

earth

is
;

he

ground

;

his

become grey-headed before

is

of the
to the

his time, for all the

fences of his land are broken through, his fortresses faller

and

enemies have driven him out of the

his

field,

so

thai

reproach and scorn follow him at every step.

There was no occasion for such complaints in the reign of
Solomon ; but surely in the time of Rehoboam, into the first
decade of whose reign Ethan the Ezrahite may have survived
king Solomon, who died at the age of sixty. In the fifth year
of

Rehoboam, Shishak
* This

(PW =

^eWy^ts

=

Sheshonk L), the

\rCK is also Phoenician in the form
Phoenician, and equivalent to thy }.

name

jjv,

Item,

1

|JV$>, litan, is

VOL.

III.

3

Irx-jog

;
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Pharaoh of the twenty-second (Bubastic) dynasty, marched
against Jerusalem with a large army gathered together out of
many nations, conquered the fortified cities of Judah, and
spoiled the Temple and Palace, even carrying away with him
a circumstance which the histhe golden shields of Solomon
At that time Shemaiah
manner.
tory bewails in a very especial

first

—

preached repentance, in the time of the greatest calamity of
war ; king and princes humbled themselves ; and in the midst
of

judgment Jerusalem accordingly experienced the gracious

God

forbearance of God, and was spared.

and there

his destruction,
i.e.

Josh,

(cf.

xxiii.

did not complete

went forth DUID D ,-m,
13) kindly comforting words

also again

14, Zech.

i.

from God, in Judah. Such is the narrative in the Book of
Kings (1 Kings xiv. 25-28) and as supplemented by the
chronicler (2 Chron. xii. 1-12).
The
During this very period Ps. lxxxix. took its rise.
young Davidic king, whom loss and disgrace make prematurely
old, is Rehoboam, that man of Jewish appearance whom
Pharaoh Sheshonk is bringing among other captives before
the god Amun in the monumental picture of Karnak, and who
bears before him in his embattled ring the words Judhmelek
one of the finest and most reliable dis(King of Judah)
coveries of Champollion, and one of the greatest triumphs of

—

his

system of hieroglyphics.*
Ps. lxxxix. stands in kindred relationship not only to Ps.

lxxiv.,

but besides Ps.

lxxix., also to Ps. lxxvii., lxxviii., all of

which glance back to the earliest times in the history of Israel.
They are all Asaphic Psalms, partly old Asaphic (lxxvii.,
lxxviii.),

partly later ones

(lxxiv.,

lxxix.).

From

this

fact

Psalms of Asaph were the favourite models in
that school of the four wise men to "which the two Ezrahites

we

see that the

belong.

The poet, who, as one soon observes, is a D3H
beginning of the Psalm is remarkable and ingenious), begins with the confession of the inviolability of the
Vers. 2-5.

(for the very

mercies promised to the house of David,

i.e.

of the

TH

'Hon

* Vid. Blau, Sisags Zug gegen Juda, illustrated from the monument in
Karnak, Deutsche Morgenland. Zeitschr. xv. 233-l'50.
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c '?P.Jf,?.0, Isa.

lv. 3.*
God's faithful love towards the house of
David, a love faithful to His promises, will he sing without
ceasing, and make it known with his mouth, i.e. audibly and

publicly (cf.

Job

xix. 16), to the distant posterity.

Instead of

Lam. iii. 22, ^Dn with a riot
merely slightly closed syllable.
The Lamed of I^J
is,
according to ciii. 7, cxlv. 12, the datival Lamed. With 'WD£J" 3
(LXX., Jerome, contrary to ver. 36, ort ei7ras) the poet bases
ro:u means not so much to be
his resolve upon his conviction,
""IP*])

we

and

find here,

also in

*i'°i?

,

upheld
ing

in building, as to

{e.g.

Job

be in the course of continuous build-

23, Mai.

xxii.

iii.

15, of an increasingly pros-

Loving-kindness

perous condition).

is

for ever (accusative of

duration) in the course of continuous building, viz. upon the

unshakeable foundation of the promise of grace, inasmuch as
it is

fulfilled in

most

accordance therewith.

which

solid foundation,

will

It

is

a building with a

not only not

but, adding one stone of fulfilment

fall

upon another,

D)?^ then stands

into ruins,

will rise

ever

and
pronoun having a backward reference
In the heavens, which are exalted above the rise and
to it.
fall of things here below, God establishes His faithfulness, so
higher and higher.

DH|

is,

that

it

first as

casus ahsol.,

as in xix. 5, a

stands fast as the sun above the earth, although the

condition of things here below seems sometimes to contradict
it (cf.

Now

cxix. 89).

follow in vers. 4, 5 the direct words of

God, the sum of the promises given to David and to his seed
in 2 Sam. ch. vii., at which the poet arrives more naturally in
Here they are strikingly devoid of connection.
vers. 20 sqq.
It

is

the special substance of the promises that

is

associated in

thought with the "loving-kindness" and "truth" of ver. 3,
which is expanded as it were appositionally therein. Hence
also

P?^ and pan,

WH)

David's seed, by virtue
nally sure existence

and ro^ correspond

to

one another.

of divine faithfulness,

has an eter-

Jahve builds up David's throne "

;

generation and generation," inasmuch as

He

ever fresh and vigorous, never as that which

is

causes

it

into

to rise

growing old and

feeble.

Vers. 6-9.

At

the close of the promises in vers. 4, 5 the

* The Vulgate renders Misericordias Domini in xternum cantabo.
second Sunday after Easter takes its name from this rendering.
:

The
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music

become

to

is

And

forte.

10-15.

attaches itself to this

vrt'l

6-19 there follows a hymnic description of the exalted majesty of God, more especially of His
omnipotence and faithfulness, because the value of the promise
The
is measured by the character of the person who promises.
God of the promise is He who is praised by the heavens and
In

jubilant Sela.

vers.

His way of acting
wondrous order, and

*OS, of a transcen-

the holy ones above.

is

dent, paradoxical,

as such

praise

it

the heavens

praised (vrp, according to Ges. § 137, 3) in the

it is

;

assembly of the holy ones,

i.e.

of the spirits in the other world,

Deut. xxxiii. 2), for He
and the angels, pn'",
O^nv
(yid. supra on lxxvii. 18),
poetic singular instead of
and
^~}V, not, as e.g. in Isa. xl.
which is in itself already poetical
but
in the medial sense
18, in the signification to co-ordinate,

Job

the angels (as in
is

v. 1, xv. 15, cf.

peerlessly exalted above the heavens

;

:

to

rank with, be equal

to.

Concerning QvN

In the great council (concerning

on xxix.

3, vid.

1.

of both genders, perhaps

"liD,

on xxv. 14) of the holy ones also, Jahve is tertowers above all who are about Him (1 Kings xxii.

D13, vid.

like

rible

;

19, cf.

He

Dan.

vii.

the words

adjective

10) in terrible majesty.

Ixxviii. 15,

to lxii. 3,

of

'J

may more

it

Job

cf.

;

xxxi. 34,

the great multitude."

The

angels.

Ex. xv. 11.
form, like
,-TQjj

is

question

ppn

is

TT,

"V32,

might, according

appropriately be regarded as an
nan pan pyx \s, « when I feared

In ver. 9

One

nixax as being the

>"i3"i

be an adverb, but according to the order

He

is

apostrophized with Ti^x

exalted above the heavens and the

"Who is as Thou ?"

takes

its

origin from

not the construct form, but the principal
/ll?, and is a Syriasm
for the verbal stem
;

native to the Aramaic, in which

1 1

i

m^t

= ng.

In

x
ft),

what God

is

(vid. lxviii. 19).

reduced to the briefest possible expression
In the words, " Thy faithfulness compasseth

is

Thee round about," the primary thought of the poet ao-ain
Such a God it is who has the faithfulness
breaks through.
with which He fulfils all His promises, and the promises given
to the house of David also, as His constant surrounding.
His
glory would only strike one with terror

which encompasses
glory, and awakens
Vtf's.

10-15.

;
but the faithfulness
softens the sunlike brilliancy of His
trust in so majestic a Ruler.

Him

At

the tinia of the poet the nation of the

;
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house of David was threatened with assault from violent foes

and

this fact gives occasion for this picture of

He who

the kingdom of nature.

a proud rising, here of the sea, like

but
as

an

infinitive

= NitM,

XXviii.

wise rejected

taking

it

Nun.

as a verb

:

2, Isa.

i.

is

loftiness,

Job

from nXE>

;

nNK'), or

xx. 6, with a like-

The formation of the clause favours our
when its waves rise, Thou stillest them.

the natural sea the poet comes to the sea of the peoples

and in the doings of

God

Red Sea

at the

a miraculous subju-

gation of both seas took place at one and the same time.

from lxxiv. 13-17, Isa. li.
stood by Rahab in this passage
clear

9, that

Egypt

" the wild beast of the reed,"
the dragon.

riNS'n is

is

as in lxxxvii. 4.

signifies first of all impetuosity, violence,

He

niN ?.,

concerned, either

14 (instead of

,-

B>,

= isa 3
i

8.

Instead of

in xlvi. 4.

possible so far as language

as an infinitival noun, like N

From

niNj)

Hitzig pleasantly enough reads KiB>3

N1B> is also

;

in

rules the raging of the sea,

raging of the sea of the peoples, lxv.

also rules the

Nib>3,

God's power

lxviii.

31,

to

??n?

ing the event or issue (yid.

proudly defiant kingdom

is

is

The word

i.e.

the leviathan or

Lamed

be understood as describ-

43) so that in its fall the
one fatally smitten. Thereupon

xviii.

like

to

is

then a monster, like

conjugated after the manner of the

verbs, as in xliv. 20.

It

be under-

:

12-15 again follows in the same co-ordination first the
God drawn from nature, then from history. Jahve's
are the heavens and the earth. He is the Creator, and for that
very reason the absolute owner, of both. The north and the
right hand, i.e. the south, represent the earth in its entire comTabor on
pass from one region of the heavens to the other.
in vers.

praise of

this side of the

Hermon

Jordan represents the west (cf. Hos. v. 1), and
Holy Land. Both exult by

opposite the east of the

name of God; by their fresh, cheerful look they
give the impression of joy at the glorious revelation of the
In ver. 14 the
divine creative might manifest in themselves.

reason of the

praise again enters

upon the province of

history.

"

An arm

with (Dl>) heroic strength," says the poet, inasmuch as he distinguishes between the attribute inherent in God and the
medium, of its manifestation in history. His throne has as its

immovable foundation (Prov. xvi. 12, xxv. 5),
righteousness of action and right, by which all action is reguaction.
lated, and which is unceasingly realized by means of the
|faO,

i.e.

its

;
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And mercy and

upon Him. \33 ^!!i? is not to go
^n, lxxxv. 14), but anticipatingly to
any one, lxxxviii. 14, xcv. 2, Mic. vi. 6.

truth wait

(^

any one

before

present one's self to

:

two genii of sacred history (xliii. 3),
stand before His face like waiting servants watching upon
His nod.
Vers. 16-19. The poet has now described what kind of
God He is upon whose promise the royal house in Israel
depends.
Blessed, then, is the people that walks in the light

Mercy and

truth, these

His countenance, ^n of a self-assured, stately walk. The
words nyori •'jrr are the statement of the ground of the blessing
interwoven into the blessing itself such a people has abun-

of

:

dant cause and matter for exultation

is

expanded

in vers.

of unceasing joy

;

17-19.

becomes
by His n P"J>',

lation or manifestation,

Jahve's

DB',

i.e.

reve-

i.e.

them a ground and

to

binds Himself to the relationship

and

xxiii. 21),

This confirmation of the

of trumpets or sackbuts (xxvii. 6).

blessing

nyviri is

(cf. lxxxiv. 5).

mouth (Num.

the festive sound of joy of the

object

the rigour with which

He

He

has entered upon with

His people and maintains it, they are exalted above abjectness
and insecurity.
He is tojj) rnsari, the ornament of their
strength, i.e. their strength which really becomes an ornament
to them.
In ver. 186 the poet declares Israel to be this happy
people.

Pinsker's conjecture,

DJ"ip

(following the Targum),

destroys the transition to ver. 19, which

The

plural reading of

herg's),

Wpp_,

is

Kimchi and

is

formed by

ver. 186.

Bom-

of older editions (e.g.

incompatible with the figure

;

but

it is

imma-

whether we read CHFl with the Chethib (Targum, Jerome),
Ken (LXX., Syriac) DVin.* UMD and uate in
19 are parallel designations of the human king of Israel

terial

or with the
ver.

|3D as in xlvii. 10,

but not in lxxxiv. 10.

For we

are not com-

pelled, with a total disregard of the limits to the possibilities

of style

(Ew.

§

310, a), to render ver. 196

:

and the Holy One

* Zur Geschichte des Karaismus, pp. Nap and aap, according to which
be read instead of Dn3y, and Isa. xxxiii.

reversely, in Josh. v. 1 iiT3i? is to
2

yjnr instead

uriNUn i nstead
xxv.

of Djni, Ps.

of DriXDn,

27 U1133 instead of

honour,

xii.

8

Job

wpcn
xxxii. 8

instead of D1DBTI, Mic.

«^an

instead of

D1133 (the limiting of

—an unlikely interpretation of the npn).

nmn,

vii.

19

Prov.

our honour brings
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Him, He)

of Israel, (as to

is

39

20-23.

our King (Hitzig), since we do not

bring down the Psalm beyond the time of the kings.
shield, Israel's king, the poet says in the

dence of
i.e.

faith, is Jahve's,

Israel's

holy defiant confi-

belongs to the Holy

One

of Israel,

he stands as His own possession under the protection of

Jahve, the Holy One, who has taken Israel to Himself for a
possession

;

is

it

therefore impossible that the Davidic throne

should become a prey to any worldly power.
Vers. 20-23. Having thus again come to refer to the king

now

of Israel, the poet

still

tradiction to

line,

present circumstances are a con-

The prayer

it.

thus prepared,

further unfolds the promise given

The

to the house of David.

to

Jahve, for which the way

for the removal of this contradiction.

is

extending beyond the measure of the preceding

introduces the promises given to David.
tive

period of the past

friend of

Jahve (T ?^)

according as
of a vision."

1

is

is

With

(1 Ohron.

lines,

TK the respec-

The

distinctly defined.

Nathan

is

A long
intimate

15) or David,

xvii.

we translate ptna " in a vision " or " by means
But side by side with the *lT Dn we also find the
-'

preferable reading T'V Dn <'} which is followed in the renderings
of the LXX., Syriac, Vulgate, Targum, Aquila, Symmachus,

and the Quarta, and is adopted by Rashi, Aben-Ezra, and
and taken up by Heidenheim and Baer. The plural
refers to Samuel and Nathan, for the statement brings together
what was revealed to these two prophets concerning David.
Ifjtf is assistance
as a gift, and that, as the designation of the
as in xxi. 6) with 1133 shows,
person succoured by it (?5?
"una (from "ina = "03 in the Mishna
to ripen,
aid in battle,
to be manly or of marriageable age, distinct from I'na in ver. 4)
is a young man, adolescens : while yet a young man David was
others,

W

:

raised out of his

humble lowly condition

(Ixxviii.

71) high above

When

he received the promise (2 Sam. ch. vii.)
he had been anointed and had attained to the lordship over
Hence the preterites in vers. 20, 21, which are folall Israel.

the people.

lowed by promissory futures from ver. 22 onwards, |i3fi is
firm,
fut. NipL, to be established, to prove one's self to be
rrnn,
than
expression
stronger
unchangeable (Ixxviii. 37), a
derived
&&*,
Hiph.
The
1 Sam. xviii. 12, 14, 2 Sam. iii. 10.

from

KM =

nab,

to credit

(vid.

on

Isa. xxiv.

Ilengstenberg), does not give any suitable sense

2; Gesenius,
;

it

therefore
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signifies

as in Iv.

24-38.

here as elsewhere, " to impose upon, surprise," with 3,
16 with hv. Ver. 23& is the echo of 2 Sam. vii. 10.

Vers. 24-30. What is promised in ver. 26 is world-wide
dominion, not merely dominion within the compass promised in
the primeval times (Gen. xv. 18, 2 Chron.

ix.

26), in which

have been said "iruai (of the Euphrates). Nor
does the promise, however, sound so definite and boundless here
as in lxxii. 8, but it is indefinite and universal, without any

case

ought

it

to

need for our asking what rivers are intended by nnnj. jro
3 T, like nbs? in Isa. xi. 14, of a giving and taking possession.
"With

He

with what

answer David's

will

among

latest-born

God

(with retreated tone, as in cxix. 63, 125)

'JN-siN

filial

the sons of Jesse,

Him who

love.

God makes the

tells

the

is

first-born

from "Oa to be early, opp. Vp_>, to be late, vid. Job, ii.
and
therefore the most favoured of the " sons of the Most
21),
High," lxxxii. 6. And as, according to Deut. xxviii. 1, Israel
(iiD3

?

is

be high

to

made

above

(livy)

Israel's king, in

whom

as the high one

nations of the earth, so David,

all

Israel's national glory realizes itself, is

(|v5>5))

with respect to the kings,

i.e.

above

In the person of David his seed is
that position of honour which, after having

the kings, of the earth.

included

and

;

it is

been only prelusively realized in David and Solomon, must go

on being

fulfilled in his seed exactly as the

covenant with David
stand for ever.
in his seed
eternal,

i.e.

;

is,

David

God

is

therefore, as ver.

make David's

will

promise runs.

.

The

according to ver. 29, one that shall

30

affirms, eternal

seed and throne

1J>?,

into

into such as will abide for ever, like the days of

This description of eternal duration is,
i. 11, taken from Deut. xi. 21; the

heaven, everlasting.

as also in Sir. xlv. 15, Bar.

whole of ver. 30
Vers. 31-38.
14,

a poetic reproduction of 2

is

Now

Sam.

vii.

follows the paraphrase of 2

16.

Sam.

that the faithlessness of David's line in relation

vii.

to the

covenant shall not interfere with (annul) the faithfulness of
God a thought with which one might very naturally console

—

one's self in the reign of

the house of

David

in a

chastise the apostate

Rehoboam.
filial

Because

God

has placed

relationship to Himself,

members

He

will

as a father chastises his son

;

In 1 Chron. xvii. 13 the chronicler
omits the words of 2 Sam. vii. 14 which there provide against
perverted action (fiiiyn) on the part of the seed of David
our
cf.

Prov.

xxiii.

13

sq.

;
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Psalm proves their originality. But even if, as history shows,
this means of chastisement should be ineffectual in the case of
individuals, the house of David as such will nevertheless remain
ever in a state of favour with Him. In ver. 34 TSK
^.prn
iSM? corresponds to «ao -ffl^-*6 vnprn in 2 Sam. vii. 15 (LXX.|

^

Targum)

:

the Jut. Hiph. of

conjecture "VDK

is

ma

otherwise always ">SX

is

therefore natural, yet even the

had "Pax before them.

lators (ov

fir)

xliv. 18.

The covenant with David

Stacrice&dcra))

LXX.

is

3

sacred with

;

the

trans-

"lipE*

God

as in
:

He

bonds of sanctity). He
will fulfil what has gone forth from His lips, i.e. His vow,
according to Deut. xxiii. 24 [23], cf. Num. xxx. 3 [2]. One
thing hath He sworn to David ; not : once
once for all
(LXX.), for what is introduced by ver. 36 (cf. xxvii. 4) and
follows in vers. 37, 38, is in reality one thing (as in lxii. 12,
two).
He hath sworn it per sanctitatem suam. Thus, and
will

not profane

it

(??n, to loose the

=

not in sanctuario meo, T"]?? ^ n this passage and Amos iv. 2
(cf. on Ix. 8) is to be rendered, for elsewhere the expression is

Gen. xxii. 16, Isa. xlv. 23, or 10233, Amos vi. 8, Jer. li. 14,
W'a, Jer xliv. 26, or i3 D 3, Isa. lxii. 8. It is true we do
not read any set form of oath in 2 Sam. ch. vii., 1 Chron. ch.

"3,

,

or

xvii.,

Gen.

but just as Isaiah, ch.

,

liv. 9,

takes the divine promise in

21 as an oath, so the promise so earnestly and most
solemnly pledged to David may be accounted by Psalm-poesy
(here and in cxxxii. 11), which reproduces the historical matter
of fact, as a promise attested with an oath.
With DN in ver.
36&

viii.

God

to this

asserts that

one thing,

He will

viz. the

not disappoint David in reference

perpetuity of his throne.

stand for ever as the sun and

may one day undergo
never be destroyed.
as if ver.

38& ought

clouds shall

it

moon

a change

;

(cii.

for these,

This shall
though they

27), shall nevertheless

In the presence of 2 Sam.
to

be rendered

:

vii. 16 it looks
and as the witness in the

(David's throne) be faithful (perpetual).

By

the witness in the clouds one would then have to understand

the rainbow as the celestial memorial and sign of an ever-

Thus Luther, Geier, Schmid, and others.
neither this rendering, nor the more natural one, " and as

lasting covenant.

But

the perpetual, faithful witness in the clouds," is admissible in
connection with the absence of the 3 of comparison. Accordingly Hengstenberg, following the example of Jewish exposi-

—
42
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renders : " and the witness in the clouds is perpetual,' vizthe moon, so that the continuance of the Davidic line would
be associated with the moon, just as the continuance of the
tors,

with the rainbow. But in what sense
would the moon have the name, without example elsewhere, of
witness ?
Just as the Book of Job was the key to the con-

condemned earth

is

the key to this ambiguous verse
of the Psalm before us.
It has to be explained according
" Behold in heaven is my
to Job xvi. 19, where Job says
clusion of Ps. lxxxviii., so

it is

:

and my

loitness,

(Deut.

Jahve, the jew '$
the words, " and
with
His sworn promise

surety in the heights"

vii. 9), seals

the witness in the sky (ethereal heights)

cerning this

Waw

in

is

faithful "

(cf.

Ew.

connection with asseverations,

§

con340,

Hengstenberg's objection, that Jahve cannot be called His
own witness, is disposed of by the fact that IP frequently sig-

c).

nifies the

person

who

mony

anything concerning himself in
whole Tora is called 'n nvij) (the testi-

testifies

this sense, in fact, the

;

of Jahve).

Vers. 39-46.

Now

after the poet has turned his thoughts

towards the beginnings of the house of David which were so
rich in promise, in order that

he might find comfort under the

sorrowful present, the contrast of the two periods is become all
With nnsi in ver. 39 (And Thou
the more sensible to him.
the
his

same who hast promised and affirmed this with an oath)
Psalm takes a new turn, for which reason it might even

have been

HFijjl.

rut is

used just as absolutely here as in

24, lxxiv. 1, lxxvii. 8, so that

it

be supplied out of ver. 396.
renders /careen pe-ty-as;
for 1N3

it is

xliv.

does not require any object to
fV?"!*??.

in ver.

better rendered in

synonymous with

40 the

Lam.

ii.

LXX.
7 airerir

shake off, push away,
Arabic el-menair, the thrusters (with the lance). T^y is a
vocational name of the king as such.
His crown is sacred as
God has therefore
being the insignia of a God-bestowed office.
va%e

;

is

iJW, to

cf.

made

the sacred thing vile

?'!??> as

m

by casting

it

to the

lxxiv. 17, to cast profaningly to the

ground

ground).

(b!?n

The

primary passage to vers. 41, 42 is lxxx. 13. "His hedges"
are all the boundary and protecting fences which the land of
the king has ; and V^ivao " the fortresses " of his land (in both
instances without ?D, because matters have not yet

come

to

such
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39-46.

king and of the land blend

are the hordes of the peoples passing through

the neighbouring peoples that are otherwise
pay tribute to the house of David, who sought to take
every possible advantage of that weakening of the Davidic
kingdom. In ver. 44 we are neither to translate "rock of his
sword " (Hengstenberg), nor "
rock" (Olshausen). 11V does
the land.

,

1

332> are

liable to

not merely signify rupes, but also from another root

("iW,

.L>,

originally of the grating or shrill noise produced by pressing

and squeezing, then more particularly

to cut or cut off with

pressure, with a sharply set knife or the like) a knife or a blade
(cf.

English knife, and

decreed

it

German

kneifen,

to

nip)

:

God

has

that the edge or blade of the sword of the king has

been turned back by the enemy, that he has not been able to
maintain his ground in battle (lnQgn with e instead of i, as also

when

the tone

is

not

moved forward, Mic.

the

Mem

10,

and other passages,

of

1"int3D,

after the analogy of

v. 4).

Ezek.

In ver. 45

xvi. 41, xxxiv.

a preposition: cessare fecisti.eum a

is

A noun iniSD = "int?» with

Dag. dirimens,\ like
&n?0 Ex. xv. 17, l»0 Nah. iii.'l7 (Abulwalid, Aben-Ezra,
Parchon, Kimchi, and others), in itself improbable in the signification required here, is not found either in post-biblical or in
"li]b, like in'V, signifies first of all not purity,
biblical Hebrew.
but brilliancy. Still the form ~inb does not lie at the basis of
it in this instance
for the reading found here just happens
not to be i*™, but iinipip and the reading adopted by Norzi,
Heidenheim, and Baer, as also by Nissel and others, so far
as form is concerned is not distinct from it, viz. ii^ED (mittuharo), the character of the Shebd being determined by the
splendore suo.

;

;

* In the list of

the nations and

oities

conquered by King Sheshonk l.
e.g. Shen-ma-an, Sunem; vid.

are found even cities of the tribe of lssachar,

Brugsch, Reiseberichte, S. 141-145, and Blau as referred to ahove.
t The view of Pinsker (Einleitung, S. 69), that this Dag. is not a sign
of the doubling of the letter, but a diacritic point (that preceded the
invention of the system of vowel-points), which indicated that the respective letter
is

incorrect.

was to be pronounced with a Chateph vowel (e.g. mitohar),
The douhling Dag. renders the Shebd audible, and having

once become audible
to the nature of

its

it

readily receives this or that colouring according

consonant and of the neighbouring vowel.

;;
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analogy of the a following

47-52.

n^B3, 2 Kings

(cf.

ii.

which

1),

(Bottcher, § 386, cf. supra,
tenor
of
ver. 46a requires that it
personal
ii. 31, note).
The
Davidic king, but not
reigning
then
the
(should be referred to

presupposes the principal form

as

">nt?

his time (Olshausen),

dying before

but as becoming prema-

turely old by reason of the sorrowful experiences of his reign.

The larger half of the kingdom has been wrested from him
Egypt and the neighbouring nations also threaten the half that
and instead of the kingly robe, shame comremains to him
;

pletely covers him.

Vers. 47-52.

After

statement of the present condition

this

of things the psalmist begins to pray for the removal of
is

thus contradictory to the promise.

The

all

that

plaintive question,

one word, is verbatim the same as
which quousque refers, makes itself to

ver. 47, with the exception of
lxxix. 5.

be

felt,

The wrath

to

as the intensifying (vid. xiii. 2)

m:b

implies, in the

and duration of everlasting wrath. "OT is this temporal life which glides past secretly and unnoticed (xvii. 14)
and ^"OT is not equivalent to ^at (instead of which by way
intensity

be said), but "V""™ "^ stands
7~'"ip,
according to the sense equivalent to , JN

of emphasis only "ON ^"lat can

for 'JN l^n""

1

?

—

xxxix. 5, cf. 6.

5
> '!! l

conjecture of Houbigant and modern

The

expositors, ^"iN ~ol (cf. ver. 51),

position of the

486
hast

it is

words

not pointed

Thou

is

NIB'

is

just the

no -

not needed, since the inverted

same

as in xxxix. 5.

^ "wherefore (Job

In ver.

x. 2, xiii. 14)

vain (cxxvii. 1) created?" (Hengstenberg), but

in

KlBrnD"7y on account of or for what a nothing (N1B'"no belong-

ing together as adjective and substantive, as in xxx. 10, Job

men % (De Wette,
ground of a matter and
direct motive, which is better suited to the question in ver. 49
than the other way of taking it the life of all men passes on
into death and Hades
why then might not God, within this
brief space of time, this handbreadth, manifest Himself to His
creatures as the merciful and kind, and not as the always angry
God ? The music strikes in here, and how can it do so otherwise than in elegiac mesto?
If God's justice tarries and fails
in this present world, then the Old Testament faith becomes
sorely tempted and tried, because it is not able to find consolaxxvi. 14) hast

Thou

created

Hupfeld, and Hitzig.)

all

?J>,

the children of

of the

:

;

tion in the life

beyond.

Thus

it is

with the faith of the poet

PSALM LXXXIX.

in the present juncture of affairs, the

which

is

in

45

47-52.

outward appearance of

such perplexing contradiction to the loving-kindness

sworn to David and

O^on has not

also hitherto vouchsafed.

the sense in this passage of promises of favour, as in 2 Chron.
,
vi. 42, but proofs of favour ; D 3{J'N"iri glances back at the long

The Asaph

period of the reigns of David and of Solomon.*

Psalm

lxxvii.

and the Tephilla

Isa. ch.

lxiii.

contain similar

complaints, just as in connection with ver. 51a one

is

reminded

Asaph Psalm lxxix. 2, 10, and in connection with ver.
lxxix. 12.
The phrase ip'n? KSW is used in other instances

of the

52 of

of loving nurture,

Num.

In this passage

12, Isa. xl. 11.

xi.

must have a sense akin

T13V nsin.

to

It

is

it

impossible on

syntactic grounds to regard CBJJ D^-TPS as

still dependent upon
fond of calling it, as a " refeCan it be that the ?3 is perhaps a mutilation
rential" genitive.
We do
of nis?3, after Ezek. xxxvi. 15, as Bottcher suggests?

nB"in

(Ewald)

Hupfeld

or, as

is

For

not need this conjecture.

(1) to carry

any one

in one's

bosom, if he is an enemy, may signify to be obliged to cherish
him with the vexation proceeding from him (Jer. xv. 15),
without being able to get rid of him ; (2) there is no doubt
:

that D , 3'i can, after the

manner

the substantive to which
1

Chron.

xxviii. 5,

Neh.

of numerals, be placed before

belongs, xxxii. 10, Prov. xxxi. 29,

it

28;

ix.

cf.

the other position,

e.g.,

in

(3) consequently D'BJJ D^T''? may signify the
" totality of many peoples just as well as D^n D*13 ?3 in Ezek.

Jer. xvi. 16;

"'"'

xxxi. 6.

The

poet complains as a

citizen of the empire, that he
in his bosom, inasmuch
by the Egyptians and

and Ethiopians.

The

is

member

of the nation, as a

obliged to foster

as the land of Israel

many

nations

was overwhelmed

their allies, the Libyans, Troglodytes,

"IBW

which follows

in ver. 52 cannot

now

be referred back over ver. 516 to nain {qua calumnia), and yet
the relative sense, not the confirmatory (because, quoniam), is
therefore refer it to D'DJ?, and take T?!^ as an
at issue.

We

apposition, as in cxxxix.

* The Pasek between

20

:

who

D'W&nn and

reproach Thee, (as) Thine

ijlx

remove the limited predicate from the Lord,

is

not designed merely to
is indeed the First and

who

which
the Last, but also to secure its pronunciation to the guttural Aleph,
xsx
20,
xxi.
i.
17,
cf.
Gen.
27,
Mem
;
after
passed
over
might be easily
xlii.

21,

and frequently.
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enemies, Jalive,

who reproach

53.

the footsteps (niaipy as in lxxvii.

20 with Dag. dirimens, which gives it an emotional turn) of
Thine anointed, i.e. they follow him everywhere, wheresoever
he may go, and whatsoever he may do. With these significant
words, irpEfo nnpy, the Third

Ver. 53.

The

Book

of the Psalms dies away.

closing doxology of the Third

Book.

!

!

;

FOURTH BOOK OF THE PSALTER.
Ps.

XC.-OVI.

PSALM

X

C.

TAKING REFUGE IN THE LOVING-KINDNESS OF THE ETERNAL
ONE UNDER THE WRATHFUL JUDGMENT OF DEATH.
1

O LORD, Thou

hast been a place of refuge for us in

all

generations
2 Before the mountains were brought forth,

And Thou gavest
And from seon to
3

Thou

And

birth to the eartli

Thou
man to

seon

turnest mortal

art

and the world,

God

dust,

Return, ye children of men.
4 For a thousand years in Thine eyes

Are

And

sayest

:

as yesterday

when

it

passeth,

a watch in the night.

Thou

carriest them away as with a flood, they become a
In the morning they are as grass springing up again.
6 In the morning it flourisheth and springeth up again.
In the evening it is cut down and it drieth up.

5

7

For we

are

consumed by Thine anger,

And by Thy
8

sleep,

fierce anger are we scared away.
Thou hast set our iniquities before Thee,
Our most secret matter in the light of Thy countenance.

9 For

all

our days are passed away in

We have spent our years

Thy wrath

as a whisper.

—
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—

10 The days of our years their sum is seventy years,
And, if very many, eighty years
And their pride is labour and vanity,
For it passed swiftly and we fled away.
11 Who knoweth the power of Thine anger
And the fear of Thee according to Thy wrath ?
12 Teach ns rightly to number our days,

That we may gain a wise heart

—

13 Turn, Jahve how long %
And have compassion upon Thy servants.
14 Satisfy us at morning-dawn with Thy mercy,
Then will we joy and rejoice all our days.
15 Make us glad according to the days in which
!

humbled

The

Thou

hast

us,

years wherein

we have

seen

evil.

Thy work appear unto Thy servants,
And Thy glory upon their children.
And let the graciousness of the Lord our God be upon
And the work of our hands do Thou establish upon us,

16 Let
17

Yea, the work of our hands establish Thou

The Fourth Book

us,

it

of the Psalms, corresponding to the 12D

Prayer of Moses the man
of God, which comes out of the midst of the dying off of the
older generation during the march through the wilderness.

-\21D2 of the Pentateuch, begins with a

To

the name, which could not be allowed to remain so bald,

Abraham he

because next to

Old Testament

^'^n

honour

history of

is

the greatest

redemption,

is

P'? (as in Deut. xxxiii.

man known
added the

to the

title

of

Josh. xiv. 6), an
ancient name of the prophets which expresses the close relationship of fellowship with God, just as " servant of Jahve"
1,

expresses the relationship of service, in accordance with the
special office

and

in relation to the history of

redemption, into

which Jahve has taken the man and into which he himself has
There is scarcely any written memorial of antiquity
entered.

which

so

cerning

brilliantly justifies the

its

testimony of tradition con-

origin as does this Psalm,

which

may have been

preserved in some one or other of the older works, perhaps the
"Book of Jashar" (Josh. x. 13, 2 Sam. i. 18), until the time
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1-4.

Not

of the final redaction of the Psalter.
to

language,

it is

perfectly suitable to Moses.

bring nothing of importance against

Even

form of

its

Hitzig can

this view, for the objec-

tion that the author in ver. 1 glances back
tions,

alone with respect

contents, but also with reference to the

its

upon past genera-

whilst Israel was only born in the time of Moses,

is

removed by the consideration that the existence of Israel
reaches back into the patriarchal times
and there is as little
truth in the assertion that the Piel WSK* in ver. 14 instead of
;

the Hiphil brings the

Psalm down

the idea that the Hiph.
Ps.

carries

this

trifling

points dwindle

cxliii.

fi"]?KjT!

into very late times, as in

in cxliii. 12 instead of the Piel

back into very early times.
These
down to nothing in comparison with

the fact that Ps. xc. bears within itself distinct traces of the

same origin as the song Wtxn (Deut. ch. xxxii.), the blessing
of Moses (Deut. ch. xxxiii.), the discourses in Deuteronomy,
and in general the directly Mosaic portions of the Pentateuch.
The Book of the Covenant, together with the Decalogue (Ex.
ch. xix—xxiv.) and Deuteronomy (with the exception of its
supplement), are regarded by us, on very good grounds, as the
largest originally Mosaic constituent parts of the Pentateuch.
The Book of Deuteronomy is HK'D rnin in a pre-eminent sense.
Vers. 1-4. The poet begins with the confession that the
Lord has proved Himself to His own, in all periods of human
history, as that which He was before the world was and will be
for evermore.
God is designedly appealed to by the name
1
in the mouth of Moses in the
??} which frequently occurs
middle books of the Pentateuch, and also in the Song at the
He is so named here
Sea, Ex. xv. 17 and in Deut. iii. 24.
history
with
an exaltation ever
as the Lord ruling over human
''J"

the same.

Human

history runs on in 111 "H, so that one period

men

(jrepiohos) with the

living cotemporaneous with

it

goes

Deuteronomic (Deut.
xxxii. 7).
Such a course of generations lies behind the poet ;
and in them all the Lord has been iWJ to His church, out of
This expression too is
the heart of which the poet discourses.

and another comes

;

Deuteronomic (Deut.

the expression

xxxiii. 27).

is

|1J?D

signifies a habitation,

dwelling-place (vid. on xxvi. 8), more especially God's heavenly
and earthly dwelling-place, then the dwelling-place which God

VOL. in.
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Himself

to

is

His

1-4.

inasmuch

saints,

conceals and protects, those

who

He takes up to Himself,
Him from the wicked
Him (lxxi. 3, xci. 9). In

as

flee to

one and from evil, and turn in to
but just as fmsti
order to express fuisti JV'n was indispensable
comes from fuo, <pvw, Vi;n (nin) signifies not a closed, shut up
;

being, but a being that discloses

of

God

itself,

This

in the sense of te exhibuisti.

based upon the fact that

is

the absolutely

lutely, or

consequently

it is

fuisti

historical self-manifestation

He

is <?$, i.e.

He

Mighty One; and

might absowas this, as

even before the beginning of the history of the
present world, and will be in the distant ages of the future as
ver. 2 says,

The foundation

of the past.

history

of this world's

is

the

combination ^?ni jn«

shows that this is intended
creation.
The
^inni (witji Metheg beside the e of
to be taken as the object,
the final syllable, which is deprived of its accent, vid. on xviii.
20) is the language of address (Eashi) that which is created
:

is

in a certain sense

forth out of Himself;

He

born from

God

and

here expressed by P?in (as in

this is

p?'),

and

brings

it

18, cf. Isa. li. 2), creation being compared to
which takes place amidst pains {Psychology, S. 114; tr.
If, after the example of the LXX. and Targum, one
p. 137).
reads as passive ??nrn (Bbttcher, Olshausen, Hitzig) from the

Deut.

xxxii.

travail

Pulal

Prov.

??in,

viii.

24,

—and

this

commends

since the

itself,

God can be better dated back beyond facts
than beyond the acts of God Himself, then the conception
pre-existence of

—

remains essentially the same, since the Eternal and Absolute

One is still to be thought of as ??inn. The fact that the
mountains are mentioned first of all, harmonizes with Deut.
The modus

xxxiii. 15.

consecutivus

is

intended to say: before

the mountains were brought forth and
therewith

.

.

The forming

.

Thou wast

coincides with the creation of the earth, which
or mass called
tains

Job

J*JK,

and lowlands
xxxvii. 12).

To

on the other hand

is

and as a continent with the
is

called ??n (cf.

pN

seg. fut.

Deut. xxxi. 21)
:

labour

here as a body

relief of

^W, Prov.

the double clause with

as a second definition of time

in

of the mountains consequently

D"}tJ

is

moun-

viii.

31

sea. prcet. (cf.

appended

D^ijJDl

before the creation of the world

and from eternity to eternity. The Lord was God before the
that is the first assertion of ver. 2; His
world was
divine

—

existence reaches out of the unlimited past into the unlimited

PSALM
future

—

in Deut.

in the

is

not vocative, which

Psalms

it is

;

God

supra-temporality of

LXX.

e.g.

from vers. 3, 4, when ver. 3 now
omnipotence of God, and ver. 4 the
or the omnipresence of God in time.

meaning when it brings over
and reads ^tprps. The shorter future form

ver. 2,

some-

it

a predicate, as

also to be seen

is

definitely affirms the

The

is

51

24.

iii.

This

more

?K

this is the second.

times, though rarely,

XC. 1-4.

misses the

from

i>K

3B»n for

3'tMJ stands poetically instead of the longer, as e.g. in xi.

xxv. 9;

6,

the same thing in the inf. constr. in Deut. xxvi. 12,
instances together in Deut. xxxii. 8.
The poet

cf.

and both

calls the generation that is dying away tsnJS,
which denotes man from the side of his frailty or perishableness; and the new generation DliOja, with which is combined

intentionally

the idea of entrance upon

It

life.

is

clear that nipt"'?? ve>n

intended to be understood according to Gen.
a question whether

KS't

is

iii.

19; but

is

it is

conceived of as an adjective (with

lvii. 15
Thou puttest men
back into the condition of crushed ones (cf. on the construction Num. xxiv. 24), or whether as a neutral feminine from
Thou changest them into that which is crushed
=H (— n3 1)
dust, or whether as an abstract substantive like nsra, or

mutable

a), as in xxxiv.

19, Isa.

:

'•

=

according to another reading
2
it

:

This

signifies

The

2) NS^, in Deut.

the simplest

way

of taking

xxiii.

but
one and the same thiDg with the second, since K^
crushing in the neuter sense.
fut. consec. follows.

to crushing.

comes

(cf. cxxvii.

last is

it,

to

A

fact that

God

consequence that
epithet of

causes one generation to die off has as

He

calls

another into being

God el-mu'td=y^an,

2^

and Hitzig take

(cf.

its

the Arabic

Hofmann

the Resuscitator).

as imperfect on account of the followin o

consec. frequently only expresses the

men ; but the fut
sequence of the thoughts

or the connection of the matter,

after a future that refers

"IDSH1

:

to that

causes

Thou

which

men

to

didst

is

decree mortality for

e.g.

Job

constantly taking place,

die without letting

continues in ver. 4

—a

period, not to be at

all

them

thousand years

is

xiv. 10.

die out
to

taken into account.

;

for

—

God
so

it

Him a very short
What now is the

connection between that which confirms and that which is conIt is not so much ver. 3 that is confirmed aa
firmed here?
ver. 2, to

which the former serves for explanation,

viz. this.

;;
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Almighty ($>K), in the midst of this change of
generations, which is His work, remains Himself eternally the
same. This ever the same, absolute existence has its ground
working,
herein, that time, although God fills it up with His
would
make
which
years,
A thousand
is no limitation to Him.
are
to
life,
of
weary
them
any man who might live through
iii.
Pet.
8
proposition,
as
2
The
Him like a vanishing point.
"
the
Lord
with
is
day
One
reversed
shows, is also true when

God

that

as the

:

as a

He

thousand years."

however exalted above

is

all

time,

inasmuch as the longest period appears to Him very short, and
in the shortest period the greatest work can be executed by

The

Him.

standpoint of the

first

comparison, " as yesterday,"

taken towards the end of the thousand of years.
millennium appears to God, when He glances over

A whole

is

the yesterday does to us

when

(*r) it is

passing by

it,

just as

(135?''.),

and

we, standing on the border of the opening day, look back upon

The second comparison is an advance
is gone.
upon the first, and an advance also in form, from the fact that
the Caph similitudinis is wanting a thousand years are to God
rniDK>X is a night-watch, of which the
a watch in the night.
Israelites reckoned three, viz. the first, the middle, and the

the day that

:

morning watch
It

is

(yid.

Winer's Realworterbuch

s.

v. Naclitwache).

certainly not without design that the poet says n ?)?? ITWBB'N

The

instead of nb;?n rnbB'N.
a watch in the night

passed in a sort of half-sleep.

on the end of

it, still

night-time

one that

is

is

A

is

the time for sleep

away, or at any rate

slept

day that

is

past, as

we stand

produces upon us the impression of a

we can recall
now even a fragment of the

course of time by reason of the events which

but a night passed in sleep, and
night,

is

timeless.

devoid of

Thus

not last long to

is

all

Him

trace to us,
to

it
;

God

and

is

they do not affect

them, as at the beginning,

He

therefore as

with a thousand years

is

:

it

were

they do

Him at the close of
One (?$). Time
;

the Absolute

Him, the Eternal One. The changes of time
no barrier restraining the realization of His connsel
a truth which has a terrible and a consolatory side.
The
poet dwells upon the fear which it produces.
is

as nothing to

are to

—

Him

Vers. 5-8.

Vers.

between men and
suffix of DWO'ir,

5,

this

referred

6

tell

eternal
to

the

us

how

great

is

the distance

selfsameness of God.

The

thousand years, produces a

:

PSALM XC.
synallage (since

ever

niti> is

feminine), which

possible to do so

it is
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;

to be avoided

is

when-

the reference to D1&PJ2, as being

the principal object pointed to in what has gone before,

more
ways
down

of applying
like

does not signify

sudden heavy showers of rain

God makes
of their

OV

it,

years, or that

coming

is

the

In connection with both

natural, to say the very least.

to cause to rattle

:

for the figure that

;

He makes men

(Hitzig

:

the germs

down from above, is fancimean to sweep or wash away

into being), to rain

and strange.
may also
&"]J
heavy rains, abripere instar nimbi, as the old expositors
take it.
So too Luther at one time Du reyssest sie dahyn
(Thou carriest them away), for which he substituted later
Du lessest sie dahin faren wie einen Strom (Thou causest them

ful

as with

:

away as a river) but D^.T always signifies rain pouring
down from above. As a sudden and heavy shower of rain,

to pass

;

becoming a
alien figure
is

washes everything away, so God's omnipo-

flood,

tence sweeps

men

when

away.

There

the sleep of death, lxxvi.

He whom

4.

xiii.

is

now no

the poet continues
6, D^ij?

:

ViT

transition to another

What

rut?.

)W,' Jer.

a flood carries away

li.

meant

is

39, 57, cf.

into a state of unconsciousness, he goes entirely to sleep,

he

i^

actually brought

is

i.e.

dies.

From this point the poet
The one generation

figure.

certainly does pass on to another
is

carried

away

as

by a

flood in

Men

the night season, and in the morning another grows up.
are the subject of

t

PD

'L>

as

of

ViT'.

The

collective

singular

l

alternates with the plural, just as in ver. 3 the collective B>13K
alternates with
contrast.
tions.

The

One

The two members

D1S _, J2.

of ver. 5 stand in

poet describes the succession of

generation perishes as

it

the genera-

were in a

flood,

and

another grows up, and this also passes on to the same fate.
The meaning in both verses of the ^n, which has been for the

most

part, after the

LXX.,

taken to be prceterire
with this idea.

The

=

Vulgate, and Luther, erroneously

interire, is

determined in accordance

general signification of this verb, which

corresponds to the Arabic i_aL>-,

is

" to follow or move

after,

go into the place of another, and in general, of passing
Accordingly the
over from one place or state into another."Hiphil signifies to put into a new condition, cii. 27, to set a
to

:
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new
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thing on the place of an old one, Isa.
strength, to take fresh courage,

plants

:

to"

new

send forth

Job

shoots,

ix.

9 [10], to gain
and or
1
consequently the

Isa. xl. 31, xli.

xiv. 7

;

;

Kal, which frequently furnishes the perfect for the future
Hiphil (Ew. § 127, b, and Hitzig on this passage), of plants
to sprout (Targum, Syriac),
signifies
to gain new shoots, not
:

:

but to sprout again or afresh, regerminare

;

cf.

>_A -^ an
,

after-

new wood. Perishing humanity renews its youth in
new generations. Ver. 6a again takes up this thought

growth,
ever

morning it grows up and shoots afresh, viz. the grass to
which men are likened (a figure appropriated by Isa. ch. xl.),
Others transin the evening it is cut down and it dries up.
late b!?iD to wither (root to, properly to be long and lax, to
in the

long, cf. ??ON, ??N with J^l, to hope,

hang down

allow to

to look forth into the distance)

Pool of ??o

is

;

but (1)

i.e.

this Pilel of tio or

not favourable to this intransitive

way

of taking

(2) the reflexive in lviii. 8 proves that tvio signifies to cut
off in the front or above, after which perhaps even xxxvii. 2,
it

;

Job

by comparison with Job xxiv. 24, are to
last passage it runs
as the top of the stalk
Such a cut or plucked
they are cut off (fut. Niph. of ??0).
ear of corn is called in Deut. xxiii. 26 '"yV'P? a Deuteronomic
hapaxlegomenon which favours our way of taking the ttio''
-'pio').
(with a most general subject
Thus, too, Wl is better
attached to what precedes the cut grass becomes parched hay.
Just such an alternation of morning springing forth and evening
xiv. 2, xviii. 16,

be explained.

In the

:

—

:

drying up

is the alternation of the generations of men.
poet substantiates this in vers. 7 sq. from the experience of those amongst whom he comprehended himself in the
«t of ver. 1. Hengstenberg takes ver. 7 to be a statement of

The

the cause of the transitoriness set forth

its cause is the wrath
but the poet does not begin -]3X3 'a but lrta '•a. The
chief emphasis therefore lies upon the perishing, and '3 is not
argumentative but explicative.
If the subject of «<f)3 were

of

God

men

:

;

in general (Olshausen), then

per idem.

it

But, according to ver.

those whose refuge the Eternal

speaks in the

name

would be elucidating idem

who speak here are
The poet therefore
and confirms the lot of men

1,

those

One

of the church,

is.

PSALM

from that which
present time.

his people

Israel

is
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have experienced even down

able out of

its

own

to the

experience to cor-

roborate what all men pass through ; it has to pass through
the very same experience as a special decree of God's wrath

on account of its sins. Therefore in vers. 7, 8 we stand altogether upon historical ground. The testimony of the inscription is here verified in the contents of the Psalm.
The older

Egypt fell a prey to the sentence of
punishment, that they should gradually die off during the forty
generation that came out of

through the desert; and even Moses and Aaron,
Joshua and Caleb only excepted, were included in this punishment on special grounds, Num. xiv. 26 sqq., Deut. i. 34-39.
This it is over which Moses here laments. God's wrath is here
called *1X and nan
just as the Book of Deuteronomy (in disyears' journey

;

from the other books of the Pentateuch) is fond of
combining these two synonyms (Deut. ix. 19, xxix. 22, 27, cf.
Gen. xxvii. 44 sq.). The breaking forth of the infinitely great

tinction

God

opposition of the holy nature of

away the church
the present
16.

It

is

in the person of its

moment

;

?n?3 as in civ.

against sin has swept

members, even down to
29, cf. i">?ri3, Lev. xxvi.

the consequence of their sins.

signifies sin as the

J15?

perversion of the right standing and conduct
is

veiled in distinction

from manifest

sins,

There

hidden moral, and that sinful, conduct.
regard ^opi! as a defective plural
a radically distinct word,

0?V)

secret sins

God

be called niDpy according to xix. 13.
before
is

Him

D^Jf,

that which

the sum-total of
is

no necessity

to

COPl* signifies youth (from

;

;

;

is

would therefore

sets transgressions

when, because the measure is full and forgiveness
He makes them an object of punishment. *\'&

inadmissible,

(Keri, as in

viii.

7

:

nPiB>,

accent upon the ultima before an
to *l%lb

is

T.33 "find?,

-lis*

4

cf. vi.

riN],

Ixxiv. 6

is light,

and

W)

has the

The

parallel

"tfNO is either a

body of

initial guttural.

sun and moon, or, as in this passage, the circle of
which the light forms. The countenance of God ('n ^s)
is God's nature in its inclination towards the world, and "I1ND
'n ''iD is the doxa of His nature that is turned towards the
world, which penetrates everything that is conformed to God
light, as the

light

as a gracious light

(Num.

bottom everything that
a wrathful

fire.

is

vi.

25), and

opposed to

makes manifest

to the

God and consumes

it

as

PSALM XC.
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After the transitoriness of men has now been
vers. 6 sq. out of the special experience of Israel,

Vers. 9-12.

confirmed in

the fact that this particular experience has

its

ground

in a

divine decree of wrath is more definitely confirmed from the
facts of this experience, which, as vers. 11 sq. complain, unfortunately have clone so little to urge them on to the fear of
God, which is the condition and the beginning of wisdom.

In ver. 9 we distinctly hear the Israel of the desert speaking.
That was a generation that fell a prey to the wrath of God
(irrny "in, Jer.

vii.

rnaj? is

29).

wrath that passes over, breaks

through the bounds of subjectivity.
15) are passed
i.

away

All their days

(cf. ciii.

Deut.

(HJ3, to turn one's self, to turn, e.g.

24) in such wrath,

i.e.

thoroughly pervaded by

They

it.

have spent their years like a sound (runiM^ which has hardly
gone forth before it has passed away, leaving no trace behind
it
the noun signifies a gentle dull sound, whether a murmur
(Job xxxvii. 2) or a groan (Ezek. ii. 10). With DH3 in ver. 10
;

the

sum

stated

is

:

there are comprehended therein seventy

they include, run up to so many.

Hitzig renders

:

the

days wherein (DfU) our years consist are seventy years

;

but

years

;

UTilit? side

by

1

genitival definition,
to.

must be regarded as its more minute
and the accentuation cannot be objected

side with > 0'

Beside the plural

and

DW

the

poetic

plural

niJB'

appears

Deut. xxxii. 7 (and nowhere else in
the Pentateuch). That of which the sum is to be stated stands
first of all as a casus absol.
Luther's rendering
Siebenzig
Jar, wens lioch kompt so sinds acldzig (seventy years, or at the
here,

it

also occurs in

:

furthest eighty years), as

Symmachus

also

meant by

his eV

irapalb^a (in Chrysostom), is confirmed by the Talmudic yin
rima^, " to attain to extreme old age" (B. Moed Jcatan 28a),
and rightly approved of by Hitzig and Olshausen. rni3J sig-

16 full strength, here full measure. Seventy, or
most eighty years, were the average sum of the extreme
term of life to which the generation dying out in the wildernifies in lxxi.

at

D ??"J1 the

ness attained.

LXX.

Dan"! is not equivalent to Dan.

renders to irXelov avrcov, but
verb arn siwnifies to behave

The

importunate entreaty, Prov. vi. 3 of insolent
5, whence 3rn (here ani) violence
impetuosity, and more especially a boastful vaunting apnearance or
coming forward, Job ix. 13, Isa. xxx. 7. The poet means to
violently, e.g. of

treatment, Isa.

iii.

;

:
;
:
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say that everything of which our
appearance, luxury, beauty,
only

light, is after all

and

toil,

and

To

this

clause.

B"n

is

(riches,

when regarded

inasmuch

as

it

outward

in the right

causes us trouble

because without any true intrinsic merit and

J)K,

worth.

?03?,

proud

life is

etc.),

appended the confirmatory
c'Tj, Deut. xxxii. 35
speedily, swiftly (Symmachus, the Quinta, and Jerome). The
verb Ni signifies transire in all the Semitic dialects ; and following
xi.

is

WI,

adverb, from

:

which is applied transitively in Num.
and Schultens correctly render
Following upon the perfect 1\, the

this signification,

31, the Jewish expositors

nam

transit

modus
tion.

tional
6,

second predicate

infin.

velocissime.

consecutivus nayai maintains

retrospective significa-

its

The strengthening of this mood by means of the intenah is more usual with the 1st pers. sing., e.g. Gen. xxxii.

than with the

Ew.

§ 232, g.
the course of

and

1st pers. plur. y as here

The

Gen.

in

xli.

poet glances back from the end of

And

life.

life,

with

proud, appears as an empty burden

of which

all
;

for

it

it

11

life to

had been

passed swiftly by

and we fled away, we were borne away with rapid flight upon
the wings of the past.
Such, experience as this ought to urge one on to the fear of
God but how rarely does this happen and yet the fear of
God is the condition (stipulation) and the beginning of wisdom.
!

;

The verb VTr in ver. 11a, just as it in general denotes not
merely notional but practically living and efficient knowledge,
is here used of a knowledge which makes that which is known
conduce to salvation.
The meaning of ^NTrn is determined
in

accordance with

according to
obj.

:

Thy

this.

The

suffix is

here either gen. subj.

fearfulness (p&}\ as in Ezek.

according to the fear that

is

due

to

i.

18), or gen.

Thee, which in

itself

Ex. xx. 20, Dent. ii. 25) more natural, and
here designates the knowledge which is so rarely found, as
that which is determined by the fear of God, as a truly religious knowledge. Such knowledge Moses supplicates for himis at

self

once

(cf. v. 8,

and for Israel

understand.

1

:

Sam.

to

number our days

xxiii. 17,

where

teach us rightly to

"
!? jn; signifies

he does

shows how
not know it to be otherwise, he is
it to
draws
accentuation,
the
Hitzig, contrary to
!? is meant.
equivalent
"
itself
in
days
is
"
to number our
l^D' rVDD^> ; but
to " hourly to contemplate the fleeting character and brevity
well aware of

it,"

PSALM XC.
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of onr lifetime ;"

and jnjn |? prays for a true qualification for
and one that accords with experience. The future that
follows is well adapted to the call, as frequently aim and result.
this,

But

N'on

not to be taken, with

is

Ewald and

Hitzig, in the

an offering, a meaning this verb
alone (why should it not have been

signification of bringing as

cannot have of

itself

Bottcher also erroneously renders it after the analogy
" that we may bring wisdom into the heart,"
of Prov. ii. 10
which ought to be 3^3. N^n, deriving its meaning from agriculture, signifies " to carry off, obtain, gain, prop, to bring in,"

anpail).

:

viz. into the

the field, and

barn, 2

A wise heart

nsjinn.

Sam.

in a general
is

10,

ix.

way

Hagg.

i.

6

;

gain or profit,

the produce of
is

hence called

the fruit which one reaps or garners in

from such numbering of the days, the gain which one carries
33?
off from so constantly reminding one's self of the end.
nMn is a poetically intensified expression for D3n 3?, just as
N3"ip 3? in Prov. xiv.

30

signifies a

The prayer

Vers. 13-17.

calm easy heart.

for a salutary knowledge, or dis-

cernment, of the appointment of divine wrath

is

now

followed

by the prayer for the return of favour, and the wish that God
would carry out His work of salvation and bless Israel's under-

We

end.
here recognise the well-known
language of prayer of Moses in Ex. xxxii. 12, according to
which >*U1E> is not intended as a prayer for God's return to
Israel, but for the turning away of His anger; and the sigh

takings to that

that is blended with it asks how long
which threatens to blot Israel out, is still

Tiff"7jj

this

being angry,
ons})

to last,

explained according to this same parallel passage:

is

May God

remorse or sorrow (which in this case coincide) concerning
His servants, i.e. concerning the affliction appointed to them.

feel

The naming
xxxii.

of the church by T73J> (as in Dent. ix. 27, cf. Ex.
13 of the patriarchs) reminds one of Deut. xxxii. 36:

concerning

His servants

instead of the Niphal).
is

He

shall feel

The prayer

compassion

(HitJipa.

for the turning of wrath

followed in ver. 14 by the prayer for the turning towards
In tp33 there lies the thought that it has

them of favour.

been night hitherto in
beginning of a

Tnpn

is

new

Israel.

"Morning"

season of favour.

In

is

therefore the

«J?3fc>

(to

a second accusative of the object) is implied the

that Israel whilst

which

thought

under wrath has been hungering after favour;

PSALM XC.
cf.

the adjective

J??if in

The

same

the
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tropical signification in Deut.

by two
moods expressive of intention then will we, or in order that
we may rejoice and be glad'; for futures like these set forth the
intention of attaining something as a result or aim of what has

xxxiii. 23.

supplicatory imperatives are followed
:

been expressed just before:

:

Ew.

Wp^"733

325, a.

§

is

not

governed by the verbs of rejoicing (cxviii. 24), in which case
it would have been UV.na, but is an adverbial definition of time
(cxlv. 2, Jer. xxxv. 8)

We

from

see

ver.

:

within the term of

15 that the season of

The

lasted for a long time.

life

allotted to us.

has already

affliction

duration of the forty years of

wrath, which in the midst of their course seemed to them as an

made the measure of the reviving again that is
The plural T\\a\ instead of
is common only
our Psalm and Deut. xxxii. 7 it is not known elsewhere to

eternity,

is

earnestly sought.
to

''*?'!

;

Biblical

And

Hebrew.

the poetical nfaE> instead of

also occurs elsewhere, appears for the

The meaning
manner

of

which

^rpjij^ in

of a genitive,

first

ni»'

1

is

J?',

which
7.

specialized after the

explained from Deut.

is

,

time in Dent, xxxii.

viii.

2 sqq.,

according to which the forty years' wandering in the wilderness was designed to

At

suffering.

humble

(nfaj?)

and

to

prove Israel through

the close of these forty years Israel stands on

the threshold of the Promised Land.

To

Israel all final hopes

were closely united with the taking possession of this land.
We learn from Gen. ch. xlix. that it is the horizon of Jacob's
prophetic benediction. This Psalm too, in vers. 16, 17, terminates in the prayer for the attainment of this goal.

The

psalmist has begun in ver. 1 his adoration with the majestic

13 he began his prayer with the
and now, where he mentions God
for the third time, he gives to Him the twofold name, so full of

divine

name

,

J"'N

gracious divine

faith,

U'nps , J"W-

repeated 7V
of

Jahve

;

:

it

;

in ver.

name HVV

;

?X used once

salvation

is

alternates with

not Israel's

the

own work, but

therefore comes from above,

it

thrice

work
comes and meets
the

worthy of remark that the noun ?J!B occurs only
in Deuteronomy in the whole Tora, and that here also of the
gracious rule of Jahve, ch. xxxii. 4, cf. xxxiii. 11. The church
calls the work of the Lord U^T ng'jjp in so far as He executes
Israel.

It

is

through them. This expression D^T nbj)p as a designation
of human undertakings runs through the whole of the Book of
it

—

;

GO

;

PSALJI XCI.

Deuteronomy

:

ch.

7, iv.

ii.

xxvii. 15, xxviii. 12, xxx.

28, xi. 7, xiv. 29, xvi. 15, xxiv. 19,

In the work of the Lord the
itself, hence it is called Tin

9.

bright side of His glory unveils
this too is

a word not alien at least to the language of Deute-

ronomy, ch.

xxxiii. 17.

Therein

graciousness and condescension

made manifest

is

—an

expression which

HST and

has borrowed from Moses in Ps. xxvii. 4.

His

David
""IT

are

an urgent request, imperat. obsecrantis as

njiia is

optatives,

'n DJJJ,

the old expositors say.

With

Waw

the same thought is exwl, yea come) a simple,
reminds us of the Book of

—

pressed over again (cf. Isa. Iv. 1,
childlike anadiplosis

which vividly

Deuteronomy, which revolves in thoughts that are ever the same,
and by that very means speaks deeply to the heart. Thus the
Deuteronomic impression of this Psalm accompanies us from
beginning to end, from fW® to DHJ nbjJD. Nor will it now be
merely accidental that the fondness for comparisons, which is
a peculiarity of the
5, xxviii. 29,

Book

of

Deuteronomy

(ch.

49, cf. xxviii. 13, 44, xxix. 17, 18),

i.

is

31, 44,

viii.

found again

in this Psalm.

PSALM

XCI.

TALISMANIC SONG IN TIME OF

WAR AND

PESTILENCE.

First Voice:
1

HE

who

Who

sitteth in the protection of the

Most High,

abideth in the shadow of the Almighty

Second Voice:
2 I say to Jahve

My God

in

:

My

whom

refuge and

my

fortress,

I trust.
First Voice:

3 For

He

shall deliver thee from the snare of the fcwier
from the destroying pestilence.
4 With His feathers shall He defend thee,
And under His wings art thou hidden
A shield and buckler is His truth.

5

Thou

shalt not

For the arrow

be afraid for any nightly terror.
that flieth

by day,

—

;
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6 For the pestilence that walketh in the darkness,

For the
7

A

sickness that wasteth at noon-day.

may

thousand

fall

at

thy side and ten thousand at thy

right hand,

come nigh thee

It shall not

8 Nay, with thine own eyes shalt thou look on
And see the recompense of the wicked.
Second Voice
9 For Thou,

O

Jahve, art

my

refuge

First Voice

The Most High hast thou made thy habitation.
10 The range of misfortune toucheth thee not,

And the plague doth not come nigh thy tent.
11 For His angels hath He given charge over thee,
To keep thee in all thy ways.
12 On their hands shall they bear thee up,
That thou dost not dash thy foot against a stone.
13 Over lions and adders shalt thou walk,
Thou shalt trample lions and dragons under thy feet.
Third (divine) Voice:

14 For he loveth Me, therefore will I deliver him,
I will set him on high, for he knoweth My Name.
15 If he shall call upon Me, I will answer him,
I will be with him in trouble
I will rescue him and bring him to honour.
16 With length of

And

life will

I satisfy him,

cause him to delight himself in

My

salvation.

The primeval song

is followed by an anonymous song
by the LXX. without any warrant tu> Aavih), the
time of whose composition cannot be determined
and it is

(inscribed

;

only placed in this order because the

last verse

accords with

There the revelation of
and here Jahve promises / will
salvation; the "work of Jahve" is His
The two Psalms also have other points

the last verse but one of Ps. xc.

Jahve's work

is

prayed

grant him to see My
realized " salvation."
of contact,

e.g.

in the

liJJO

for,

referred to

:

God

(vid. Symbolce, p. 60).

:
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Psalm, the Invocavit Psalm of the church, which
praises the protecting and rescuing grace which he who believ-

In

this

refuge in

ing])' takes

and

God

experiences in

times of danger

all

meets us

distress,* the relation of ver. 2 to ver. 1

very beginning as a perplexing riddle.
clause complete in itself, then
in ver.

it is

If

we

If

tautological.

2 as a participle (Jerome, dicens) instead of

with Pathach because a construct form

at the

take ver. 1 as a

we take
"iok,

(cf. xciv. 9,

1!?X

ending

cxxxvi.

(5),

then the participial subject would have a participial predicate

He who

"

sitteth is saying,"

which

If

we take

and

"ipx as 1st pers. fut.

subject expressed in advance

I say, then

we stumble

inelegant and also impro-

is

bable, since 11?X in other instances

is

always the 1st pers. fut.
an apposition of the

ver. 1 as

who

as such an one

:

against IjWJV

;

sitteth

.

.

.

of the

this transition

participle to the finite verb, especially without the copula (-'P' ),
1

is

confusing.

If,

however, we go on and read further into the

Psalm, we find that the same

the change of

difficulty as to

person recurs several times later on, just as in the opening.
Olshausen, Hupfeld, and Hitzig get rid of this difficulty by all

But

sorts of conjectures.

the person

a reason for this abrupt change of

that dramatic arrangement recognised even in the

is

Targutn, although awkwardly indicated, which, however, was
first of all clearly discerned by J. D. Michaelis and Maurer.

There
last

are, to wit,

the voice of

two voices that speak (as in Ps.

Jahve comes

cxxi.), and at
His closing utter-

in as a third.

promise, forms, perhaps not unaccidentally, a
Whether the Psalm came also to be executed

ance, rich in

seven-line strophe.
liturgical

in

choirs,

use thus with several voices, perhaps

we cannot

tell

;

but the poet certainly laid

matically, as the translation represents

echoes of earlier models,

it.

In

by three

it

out dra-

spite of the

many

one of the freshest and most
beautiful Psalms, resembling the second part of Isaiah in its
it

is

light-winged, richly coloured, and transparent diction.

* Hence in
elsewhere,

it is

occurrences,

may

i.e.

/.

Shabbath

8, col. 2,

called, together

and Midrash Shocker tob on xci. 1 and
iii., (D^MQ)
pjJUS "VE>, a son°- of

with Ps.

a protective (or talismanic) song in times of dangers that

befall one, just as Sebald

protection of the Most

Heyden's Psalm-song, "

High and resigns himself

" Preservative against the

pestilence.''

to

He who

God,"

is

is

in the

inscribed

.
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concealing One,

God

is

called

and as the shadowing One

;

the

ff'?V,

*[&, the

Faith, however, calls Him by His
covenant name (Heilsnume) PllfV and, with the suffix of appropriation, , HPN (my God).
In connection with ver. I we are
reminded of the expressions of the Book of Job, ch. xxxix. 28,
invincibly almighty One.

concerning the eagle's building its nest in its eyrie. According to the accentuation, ver. 2a ought to be rendered with
Geier, " Dicit

But

:

in

Domino meo

the combination 'n? IDS

guage of address follows
Vers. 3-9a.

tWp;,

in

is

(or Domini) latibulum,
more natural, since the

etc."

lan-

both halves of the verse.

as in Prov. vi. 5, Jer. v. 26,

the

is

form for PipJ or B>'p.^, cxxiv. 7. What is meant
is death, or " he who has the power of death," Heb. ii. 14, cf
2 Tim. ii. 26.
"The snare of the fowler" is a figure for the
peril of one's life, Eccles. ix. 12.
In connection with ver. 4 we
have to call to mind Deut. xxxii. 11 God protects His own as
n "J?X is nom. unitatis, a
an eagle with its large strong wing.
pinion, to "I3N, Isa. xl. 31
and the Hipli. ^ipn from ^30, with
dullest toned

:

;

?

the dative of the object, like the

The

covering, protection.

stem-word,

is

all sides

;

a-na^

H3S,

~key.

nnnb, according to

its

a weapon of defence surrounding the body

therefore not corresponding to the Syriac |2;_k>JB,

a stronghold (^\}°, ^T!?? 1?), but to
translates nax with

NO''!!^,

This

is

| ;

rim a shield.
1

Bvpeos,

is

in times of pestilence, ver.

6,

and

when

NT'Jjj,

which

the truth of the divine

an impregnable defence (a)

ver. 5, against nightly surprises,

The Targum

and rnnb with

WON

points to the round parma.

promises.

in cxl. 8, signifies to afford

that which encompasses anything round about,

and here beside
on

Kal

in war-times,

in the battle

by day

the destroying angel,

;

{I)

who

and destroys the people (Ex. xi. 4), can do no
harm to him who has taken refuge in God, either in the midnight or the noontide hours. The future "fin*, is a more rhythmical and, in the signification to rage (as of disease) and to
passes through

vanish away, a more usual form instead of

?!?)..

The LXX.,

Aquila, and Syminachus erroneously associate the demon name
IE' with "WJ.
It is a metaplastic (as if formed from IIB*) future
for ft^, cf. Prov. xxix.

6, fTP,

Ver. la a hypothetical protasis

and
:

si

Isa. xlii. 4,

p^, frangetur.

cadant ; the preterite would

TSALM
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Ew.

§

XCI. 0-16.

357,

With

b.

PI that

which

will

and exclusively take place is introduced. Burk correctly
Only
renders nullam cum peste rem habebis, nisi ut videas.
a spectator shalt thou be, and that with thine own eyes, being
thyself inaccessible and left to survive, conscious that thou
solely

:

thyself art a living one in contrast with those

who

are dying.

And

thou shalt behold, like Israel on the night of the Passover, the just retribution to which the evil-doers fall a prey.
no?U', recompense, retribution, is a hapaxlegomenon, cf. E P?t?',
,

Ascribing the glory to God, the second voice

Isa. xxxiv. 8.

confirms or

ratifies these

The

Vers. 9&-16.

promises.
first

voice continues this ratification,

and goes on weaving these promises

made

still

further: thou hast

Most High thy dwelling-place (PVO)

the

there shall not

;

The promises rise ever higher and higher,
and sound more glorious. The Pual H3X, prop, to be turned
towards, is equivalent to "to befall one," as in Prow xii. '21
touch thee

.

.

.

\

Aquila well renders: ov fiera^d^aerai 77-/30? ae ica/cla.
^iP'.'Ni'
reminds one of Isa. liv. 14, where 7K follows ; here it is 3, as
in Judg. six. 13.
The angel guardianship which is apportioned to him who trusts in God appears in vers. 11, 12 as a
universal fact, not as a solitary fact and occurring only in

extraordinary

instances.

Hcec

est

vera

miraculorum

ratio,

observes Brentius on this passage, quod semel ant iterum manirevelent ea

feste

The

future.
tco-tyrjs

quce

Deus semper

abscondite operatur.

the suffix has been combined with the full

^JiNtj']

LXX. correctly renders

\l6ov tov TroSa

71730?

crov,

ver.

chus),

God

cf.

not an intransitive

Jer.

xiii.

16.

Ver. 13

^irjiroTe irpocr-

for *|M everywhere else,

therefore surely here too and in Prov.
signification,

12b:

iii.

In

form of the

and

23, has a transitive

(Aquila, Jerome,

Syinma-

what he who

trusts in

tells

has power to do by virtue of this divine succour through

the

medium

18,

8(pei<;

Luke

x.

of angels.

The promise

calls to

mind Mark

xvi.

they shall take up serpents, but still more
Behold, I give you power to tread iirava ocj>eccp

apovcri,

19

:

iraaav Ttjv Bvvafuv tov eydpov. They are
kinds of destructive powers belonging to nature, and particularly to the spirit-world, that are meant.
They are called
kcli crKopTTicop icai eiri

all

lions

and

fierce lions

from the

side of their

open power, which

threatens destruction, and adders and dragons from the side

—

!
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In ver. 13a it is promised
shall walk on over these

God and unharmed
he shall tread them to the ground (cf. Rom.
xvi. 20).
That which the divine voice of promise now says at
the close of the Psalm is, so far as the form is concerned, an
echo taken from Ps. 1. Vers. 15 and 23 of that Psalm sound
monsters, these malignant foes, proud in

;

in ?er. 13&, that

almost word for word the same.

and more
In B.
Taanith 16a it is inferred from this passage that God compassionates the suffering ones whom He is compelled by reason of
His holiness to chasten and prove. The " salvation of Jahve,"

especially Isa.

as In

1.

23,

lxiii. 9,

xlvi.

4,

the full reality of the divine purpose (or counsel)

is

To

of mercy.

Gen.

are to be compared on ver. 156.

glory was the rapturous

live to see the final

thought of the Old Testament hope, and in the apostolic age,

New

of the

Testament hope

also.

PSALM

XOII.

SABBATH THOUGHTS.
2

IT

3

good to give thanks unto Jahve,
harp unto Thy Name, O Most High

is

And

to

To show

forth in the

And Thy

morning Thy loving-kindness,

faithfulness in the nights,

4 Upon a ten-stringed instrument and upon the nabla,
In

skilful playing with the cithern.

5 For

Thou makest me

glad, Jahve, through

Because of the works of
6

How

great are

Very deep
7

A brutish
And

8

Thy
Thy

works, Jahve

came

VOL. IIL

rule,

!

thoughts.

man remains

unconscious,

a fool doth not discern

to pass that they

And Thou

Thy

can I exult.

this.

When the ungodly sprang up as the green
And all the workers of evil flourished,
It

9

are

Thy hands

herb

were absolutely destroyed.
Jahve

art exaltation for ever,

*

—
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fiG

10 For

lo

For

lo

Thine enemies, Jalive
Thine enemies shall perish,

All the workers of evil shall melt away.

11
12

And Thou exaltest, as an antelope, my horn,
I am anointed with refreshing oil.
And mine eye feasteth upon those that lie in
Mine

ears see their desire

up

upon those who

wait for me,

maliciously rose

against me.

13 The righteous shall sprout forth as the palm,
As a cedar on Lebanon shall he grow up.

14 Planted in the house of Jahve,
They shall blossom in the courts of our God.
15 They shall be still vigorous in old age,
Full of sap and green shall they remain,

To make known

16

My

rock,

that

and there

is

Jahve is upright,
no unrighteousness

in

Him.

This Song-Psalm for the Sabbath-day was the SabbathPsalm among the week's Psalms of the post-exilic service
and was sung in the morning at the
(cf. vol. i. pp. 32, 334)
;

drink-offering of the

first

Tamid lamb,

just as at the accom-

panying Sabbath-musaph-offering (Num.
of the song Deut. ch. xxxii. (divided into

and

at the service connected with the

xxviii. 9 sq.) a part

six parts)

Mincha

was sung,

or evening sacri-

one of the three pieces, Ex. xv. 1-10, 11-19, Num. xxi.
17-20 (B. Bosh ha-Shana 31a). 1 Mace. ix. 23 is a reminiscence from Ps. xcii. deviating but little from the'LXX. version, just as 1 Mace. vii. 17 is a quotation taken from Ps.

fice

lxxix.

With

respect to the sabbatical character of the Psalm,

Talmud whether it relates
Sabbath of the Creation (R. Nehemiah, as it is taken
by the Targum) or to the final Sabbath of the world's history
the day that is altogether Sabbath
(R. Akiba
cf. Atha-

it is

a disputed question even in the

to the

:

nasius: alvei eKeivrjv ttjv yevi]aofj,evi]v avdiravcrtv).

;

The

latter

more correct. It praises God, the Creator of the
Ruler of the world, whose rule is pure lovingthe
as
world,
kindness and faithfulness, and calms itself, in the face of the
is

relatively

flourishing condition of the evil-doers, with the prospect of the

PSALM XCI
which

final issue,

I.

2-7.
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will brilliantly vindicate the righteousness of

God, that was at that time imperceptible to superficial observation, and will change the congregation of the righteous into a
flourishing grove of palms and cedars upon holy ground.
In
this prospect Ps. xcii. 12 and Ps. xci. 8 coincide, just as God
is also called " the Most High " at the beginning of these two

But that the tetragrammaton occurs seven times in
both Psalms, as Hengstenberg says, does not turn out to be
Psalms.

Only the Sabbath-Psalm (and not Ps.

correct.

the most sacred

Name

seven times.

takeable strophe-schema too, 6.

The middle

And

xci.) repeats

certainly the unmis-

not without signi-

6. 7. 6. 6, is

Psalm bears the stamp of the
sabbatic number.
It is also worthy of remark that the poet
gains the number seven by means of an anadiplosis in ver. 10.
Such an emphatic climax by means of repetition is common
to our Psalm with xciii. 3, xci v. 3, xcvi. 13.

ficance.

of the,

The Sabbath

Vers. 2-4.

is

the day that

God

has hallowed,

be consecrated to God by our turning away from
the business pursuits of the working days (Isa. lviii. 13 sq.)
and applying ourselves to the praise and adoration of God,

and that

is to

which

is

the most proper, blessed Sabbath employment.

good,

i.e.

for

man,

kindness
for

and

beneficial to the heart, pleasant
is

lix.

17),

is

affliction are

beside 73J (73J)

Loving-

of the morning,

light itself, which breaks through the night
and faithfulness with the nights, for in the

perils of the loneliness of the night

and nights of

blessed.

dawn

designedly connected with the

morning

it is

(xxx. 6,

It

not merely good in the eyes of God, but also good

is

the "

foil

it

is

of

the best companion,

its verification."

equivalent to liOT ?33 in xxxiii.

the ten-stringed harp or lyre.

P^}

is

lifc'j)

2, cxliv.

9

:

the music of stringed

ix. 17), and that, since run in itself is not
word for the rustling (strepitus) of the strings, the
impromptu or phantasia playing (in Amos vi. 5, scornfully,
B"]3), which suits both ix. 17 (where it is appended to the
forte of the interlude) and the construction with Beth instru-

instruments (yid. on
a suitable

menti.

Vers. 5-7.

Statement of the ground of

tion of the praise of

God's

God.

Whilst

?J?a

historical rule (xliv. 2, lxiv. 10,

is

this

commenda-

the usual word for

xc. 16, etc.),

T?

T

WD

:
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denotes the works of the Creator of the world, although not
to the exclusion of those of the Kuler of the world (cxliii. 5).

be able to rejoice over the revelation of God in creation
and the revelation of God in general is a gift from above,

To

which the poet thankfully confesses that he has received. The
Vulgate begins ver. 5 Quia delectasti me, and Dante in his
Purgatorio, xxviii. 80, accordingly calls the Psalm il
Delectasti; a smiling female form, which represents the

Paradise, says, as she gathers flowers, she

is

so

Salmo
life of

happy because,

with the Psalm Delectasti, she takes a delight in the glory of
God's works. The works of God are transcendently great;

human

very deep are His thoughts, which mould

history and

where
where
Man can neither measure
infinite height is ascribed to them).
the greatness of the divine works nor fathom the depth of the
divine thoughts
he who is enlightened, however, perceives the
immeasurableness of the one and the unfathomableness of the
themselves gain form in

(cf. xl.

it

6,

cxxxix. 17

them, and

infinite fulness is ascribed to

sq.,

Isa. lv. 8 sq.,

;

other, whilst a

-il)3"B> , K,

(vid. lxxiii. 22), does

a

man

of animal nature,

not come to the knowledge

absolutely as in xiv. 4), and

-'''P?,

how

ipsum, viz.

not discern flN'mx

ungodly

is

(Rom.

Upon

and

it

<ij(j)

is

xi.

his intellectual
(cf.

is

and

xiii.

spi-

17), id

lasts for

be rendered as historical.

What

The

a time.

infini-

continued in the historic tense,

be supplied in thought before

to

2 Sam.

33).

only a semblance that

construction in ver. 8
also

used

closer examination the prosperity of the

tive

may

brutus

Ni>,

unsearchable are God's judgments and un-

trackable His ways

Vers. 8-10.

1

a blockhead, or one dull in

mind, whose carnal nature outweighs
ritual nature, does

homo
(SIT

nJTH

riNT

CTOBfrr?,

(Saadia

as in

Job

spoken of

is an historical occurrence
beginning, course, and end, has been frequently
repeated even down to the present day, and ever confirmed
And thus, too, in time to come and once finally shall
afresh.

xxvii. 14.

which, in

its

the ungodly

ment

is

succumb

a peremptory, decisive (IV'HJJ) judgis dVj& DilD, by His nature
and
" a height for ever;" i.e. in relation to
the

of destruction.

by His rule

He

creature and

is

all

to

Jahve

that goes on

beyond and above

all

this

here below

He

has a nature

(Jenseitighii), ever the

same and

PSALM
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He is absolutely inaccessible to the God-opposed
one here below who vaunts himself in stupid pride and rebelliously exalts himself as a titan, and only suffers it to last until
the term of his barren blossoming is run out. Thus the present
absolute

;

course of history will and must in fact end in a final victory

—

for lo Thine enemies, Jahve
for lo Thine
of good over evil
nan points as it were with the finger to the
enemies . . .
:

inevitable

end

and the emotional anadiplosis breathes forth a
God as if it were his own. God's

;

zealous love for the cause of

enemies shall perish, all the workers of evil shall be disjointed,
Now they form a compact
scattered, VnBJV (cf. Job iv. 11).
mass, which shall however

intermingling of good and

The

Vers. 11-13.

fall to pieces,

when one day

the

has an end.

evil

hitherto oppressed church then stands

The

forth vindicated and glorious.

futt. consec, as preterites

of the ideal past, pass over further on into the pure expression

The

of future time.

LXX.

to Kepa^

cos fiovoKepcoTO'i

renders

:

kcli

By toW

fiov.

ytywQrjaerau, ( D "J95)

(incorrect for bX~\,

primary form ON"!), fiovoKepcot, is surely to be understood the
oryx, one-horned according to Aristotle and the Talmud (yid.
on xxix. 6, Job xxxix. 9-12). This animal is called in Talmudic CHp (perhaps abbreviated from fiovoKepcoi) the Talmud
also makes use of fc&PK (the gazelle) as synonymous with Dtp.
The primary
(Aramaic definitive or emphatic state NOP)-*
;

passages for figures taken from animal

The horn

life

are

Num.

xxiii. 22,

an emblem of defensive power
grace ; and the fresh, green
time
of
stately
same
the
and at

Deut. xxxiii. 17.

is

an emblem of the pleasant feeling and enthusiasm, joyous
by which the church is then perThe LXX. erroneously takes VTOa as
vaded (Acts iii. 19).

oil

in the prospect of victory,

infin. Piel,

to yrjpd?

fiov,

my

which the Piel cannot have.
fusus

sum

(cf.

Arabic

being grown old, a signification

It is 1st prcet.

balla, to

Kal from

773, per-

be moist, ballah and bullah,

moistness, good health, the freshness of youth), and the ultima-

accentuation, which also occurs in this form of double Ajin

verbs without
mislead.

Waw

convers. (yid.

In the expression

on Job

JJjn }DE>,

instances only of the olive-tree itself

Vid.

xix. 17),

ought not

to

the adjective used in other
is

transferred to the

Lewysohn, Zoologie des Talmud, §§ 146 and 174.

oil,
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which contains the strength of

The

essence.

pressa

ecclesia

is

11-13.

succulent verdure as an

its

The

then triumphans.

eye,

which was wont to look timidly and tearfully upon the persecutors, the ears, upon which even their name and the tidings
of their approach were wont to produce terror, now see their
3 3>OB> (found only
desire upon them as they are blotted out.
here) follows the sense of 3 nxn, cf.
'

in the contemplation of anything.

Jaj, to lose one's self

r

is

form na, )«, or a participle

after the

" those

^
W

who regarded me with

either a substantive

the

in

hostility, those

signification

who

lay in wait

Num.

xxxv. 32, "WD, having removed
themselves to a distance, Jer. xvii. 13, 31»», turned back, Mic.
ii. 8
for this participial form has not only a passive significa-

for me," like DW, fled,

;

(like bio,

tion

circumcised), but sometimes, too, a deponent

perfect signification
here,

may

and

;

in

trin

signify hurried

= in

Num.

xxxii. 17, if

baste.

such passive colouring of the meaning

it

belongs

In *W, however, no
is

conceivable

;

it

is

Grammatica, § 518 coloro die
mi guatavano).
There is no need for regarding the word,
with Bottcher and Olshausen, as distorted from *YY& (the apocopated participle Pilel of the same verb)
one might more

therefore

:

insidiati (Luzatto,

:

;

readily regard

it

as a softening of that

(Ewald, Hitzig).

In ver. 126

the wicked doers

(villains)

word

as to the sound

not to be rendered

upon
up against me. The
placing of the adjective thus before its substantive must (with
the exception of an when used after the manner of a numeral)
be accounted impossible in Hebrew, even in the face of the
passages brought forward by Hitzig, viz. 1 Chron. xxvii. 5,
1 Sam. xxxi. 3;* it is therefore: upon those who as villains
The circumstance that the poet now in ver.
rise up against.
it is

who

:

rise

13 passes from himself to speak of the righteous, is brought
about by the fact that it is the congregation of the righteous
in general,

i.e.

of those

who

regulate their life according to

the divine order of salvation, into whose future he here takes a
When the prosperity [lit. the blossoming] of the unglance.
* In the former passage

and

in the latter riE>p3

£>K"|

|na

is

taken as one notion (chief priest),
is, with Keil, to be

D'SMK (men with the bow)

regarded as an apposition.

PSALM
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XCII. 14-16.

an end, the springing up and growth of the

righteous only then rightly has

its

beginning.

the inflorescence of the date-palm (ion)

The

richness of

from the fact,
that when it has attained its full size, it bears from three to four,
and in some instances even as many as six, hundred pounds
of fruit. And there is no more charming and majestic sight
than the palm of the oasis, this prince among the trees of the
plain, with

its

is

clear

proudly raised diadem of leaves,

attitude

its

peering forth into the distance and gazing full into the face of
the sun,

its

perennial verdure, and

stantly renews itself

from the root

its vital

—a

force,

which con-

picture of life in the

midst of the world of death. The likening of the righteous
to the palm, to the " blessed tree," to this " sister of man," as
the Arabs call

it,

points of comparison in abundance.

offers

Side by side with the palm

is

the cedar, the prince of the trees

Mount Lebanon. The
most natural point of comparison, as iW* (cf. Job viii. 11)
states, is its graceful lofty growth, then in general to Baav ical

of the mountain, and in particular of

6ep/Mov KaX Qpe^fifiov (Theodoret),

i.e.

the intensity of

its

vege-

tative strength, but also the perpetual verdure of its foliage

and the perfume (Hos.
Vers. 14-16.
or

(if it is

The

xiv. 7)
soil

in

which it exhales.
which the righteous are planted

LXX. irecpvTev/jiivot,, but

not rendered with the

with

Greek versions fieTCMp'vTevOivTes) into which they are
transplanted, and where they take root, a planting of the Lord,
for His praise, is His holy Temple, the centre of a family
fellowship with God that is brought about from that point as
There
its starting-point and is unlimited by time and space.
they stand as in sacred ground and air, which impart to them
ever new powers of life they put forth buds (fpan as in Job
xiv. 9) and preserve a verdant freshness and marrowy vitality
(like the olive, lii. 10, Judg. ix. 9) even into their old age (au
the other

;

of a productive force for putting out shoots; vid. with reference
to the root 33, Genesis, S.

635

sq.), cf. Isa. lxv.

22

:

like the

duration of the trees is the duration of my people ; they live
long in unbroken strength, in order, in looking back upon a
life

rich in experiences of divine

acts of

righteousness and

loving-kindness, to confirm the confession which Moses, in

Deut. xxxii.

4, places at the

the expression

is

ty

]"$,

head of

here

it

his great song.

is to nr&'jf

?$.

This

There
'oldtha,

;

:
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softened from 'awlatha— so the

Ken

the aw, au into

Psalm, which also has
the

found

6, is also

Book

of

Job

(like

many
Ps.

Job

in

and

3, lxiv. 7, Isa. lxi. 8),

lviii.

—with a

is

16

v.

transition

(cf. n>5>

from

= n?]y Ps.

certainly original in this

other points of coincidence with

which, however, in ver. 42

cvii.,

transposes nrpjj into '"^V).

PSALM

XCIII.

THE ROYAL THRONE ABOVE THE SEA OP THE PEOPLES.
1

JAHVE

now

King,

is

He

clothed

hath

Himself with

majesty

Jahve hath clothed Himself,
might

He

hath girded Himself with

Therefore the world standeth fast without tottering.
2

Thy throne standeth fast from
From everlasting art Thou.

3

The
The
The

floods
floods

have
have

floods lift

lifted up,

lifted

up

up

of old,

Jahve,
their roaring,

their noise.

4 More than the rumblings of great waters,

Of
Is

5

the glorious, of the breakers of the sea,

Jahve glorious

Thy

in the height.

testimonies are inviolable,

Holiness becometh

Thy

house,

Jahve, unto length of days.
Side by side with those Psalms which behold in anticipawhether it be prophetically or only

tion the Messianic future,

and prophetically, at the same time, as
the kingship of Jahve's Anointed which overcomes and blesses
the world, there are others in which the perfected theocracy
typically, or typically

as such

is

beheld beforehand, not, however, as an appearing
human king, but as the appearing of Jahve

(parusia) of a

;

PSALM XCIIL
Himself, as the kingdom of

God
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manifest in

all

its

glory.

These theocratic Psalms form, together with the christocratic,
two series of prophecy referring to the last time which run
parallel

The one

with one another.

has for

its

goal the

Anointed of Jahve, who rules out of Zion over all peoples
the other, Jahve sitting above the cherubim, to whom the
whole world does homage. The two series, it is true, converge
in the Old Testament, but do not meet ; it is the history that
fulfils these types and prophecies which first of all makes clear
that which flashes forth in the Old Testament only in certain
climaxes of prophecy and of lyric too (vid. on xlv. 1), viz. that
the parusia of the Anointed One and the parusia of Jahve is
one and the same.
Theocracy is an expression coined by Josephus.
In contrast with the monarchical, oligarchical, and democratic form
of government of other nations, he calls the Mosaic form
BeoKparla, but he does so somewhat timidly, cos av rts eliroi
The coining of the
ffiaadfievo? top \6yov [c. Apion. ii. 17].
expression is thankworthy
only one has to free one's self
from the false conception that the theocracy is a particular
constitution.
The alternating forms of government were only
various modes of its adjustment.
The theocracy itself is a
reciprocal relationship between God and men, exalted above
these intermediary forms, which had its first manifest beginning when Jahve became Israel's King (Deut. xxxiii. 5, cf.
Ex. xv. 18), and which will be finally perfected by its breaking
through this national self-limitation when the King of Israel
becomes King of the whole world, that is overcome both out;

wardly and

spiritually.

Hence

the theocracy

is

an object of pre-

and of hope. And the word =]?0 is used with reference
to Jahve not merely of the first beginning of His imperial
dominion, and of the manifestation of the same in facts in
the most prominent points of the redemptive history, but also
diction

of the
glory.

commencement of the imperial dominion in its perfected
"We find the word used in this lofty sense, and in rela-

tion to the last time, e.g. in Isa. xxiv. 23, Hi. 7,

And

and most un-

in this sense nirp

Apoc.
Thus it is
watchword of the theocratic Psalms.
beginning
Psalms
the
in
xlvii.
the
first
of
even
Ps.
but
used
9
with this watchword is Ps. xciii. They are all post-exilic. The

mistakeably in
TJ^D is

xi. 17, xix. 6.

the

;

:
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1, 2.

prominent point from which this eschatological perspective
opens out is the time of the new-born freedom and of the
newly restored state.
Hitzig pertinently says: "This Psalm is already contained
preceding Psalm, which surely comes
This is at once manifest from the
from the same author.
jerking start of the discourse in ver. 3 (cf. xcii. 10), which
resolves the thought into two members, of which the first subin nuce in ver. 9 of the

ttjv rjfieprjv

The LXX. (Codd. Vat. and Sin.)
tov n-pooaPfia.TOV, ore Karai/ciaTM

7B Aavlh.

The

mn\"

sides into the vocative

inscribes
f)

it

Els

:

yij, alvo<; o58i}?

third part of this inscription

The' first part (for which Cod. Alex, erroneously
has tov <ra/3/3aToi/) is corroborated by the Talmudic tradition.
Ps. xciii. was really the Friday Psalm, and that, as is said in
Rosh ha-shana 31a, jn^JJ "]bo\ (Tea) WS^D -IDJB> DB> hv, because

is

worthless.'
:

God

then (on the sixth day) had completed His creative work
and began to reign over them (His creatures); and that ore
KarwKiarai, (al. KaTa>Ki<no) is to be explained in accordance
therewith when the earth had been peopled (with creatures,
:

and more

especially with

Vers.

Sarka as

The

1, 2.

men).

sense of

in xcvii. 1, xcix. 1

^B

(with a beside Zinnor or

beside Dechi*)

is

historical,

and

it

stands in the middle between the present ^bo 'n and the future
vP % n Jahve has entered upon the kingship and now reigns.
'

:

.

He has given up the use of His
omnipotence, has been self-abasement and self-renunciation
now, however, He shows Himself in all His majesty, which rises
aloft above everything; He has put this on like a garment He
Jahve's rule heretofore, since

;

King, and now too shows Himself to the world in the royal
The first BO? has Olewejored; then the accentuation
robe.
is

* It

is

well

known

that this pausal form of the

connection with Zaheph; but

reading DSDl), Lev.

v.

it is

also

23 (^3), Josh.

x.

3d masc. prxt. occurs

found with Rebia in
13 (lay), Lam.

ii.

in

10 (the
17 (ffO\ but
cxii.

;

not in Deut. xix. 19, Zech. i. 6, which passages Kimchi counts up with
them in his grammar MichloT) with Tarcha in Isa. xiv. 27 (yffi), Hos.
;

Amos

vi. 1

(ep D),

with

Munach

iii.

T

Uercha

in 1

in 1

Kings

Sam.
xi.

with Tebir in Lev. v. 18
QjbO and even
17 (DDK*), and according to Abulwalid with

8 (jneO
vii.

;

2 (pT\).

;

;
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XCIII. 3-8.

by means of DecM and "iJNnn Tty together
by means of Athnach. TjJ, as in Ps. xxix., points to the enemies
what is so named is God's invincibly triumphant omnipotence.
tabes 'n tfy? together

}

This
self

He

has put on (Isa.

—a military word

li.

9),

with this

everything in antagonism to

He

has girded

:

with the weapons of His wrathful judgments.
further and fuller description of this "ttWin
lxiii.

Dan.

1 sq., cf.

vii.

9.*

place in connection with the
to the

Him-

Jahve makes war against
Himself, and casts it to the ground

(Isa. viii. 9)

We

find a

ty in Isa. lix. 17,

That which cannot fail to take
coming of this accession of Jahve

kingdom is introduced with fIN. The world, as bein<>- the
kingdom of Jahve, shall stand without tottering in

place of the

opposition to

towards

all

hostile

God and

powers

Hitherto hostility

(xcvi. 10).

principal bulwark, the

its

kingdom of the
all God-

world, have disturbed the equilibrium and threatened

appointed relationships with dissolution

however, when

He

might of His royal government,
the shaken earth (cf. lxxv. 4).
above

all

;

Jahve's interposition,

abundant
immoveableness to

finally brings into effect all the

commotion,

WD

;

it

will secure

His throne stands, exalted

reaches back into the most distant

Jahve is D?W? His being loses itself in the immemorial
and the immeasurable. The throne and nature of Jahve are
not incipient in time, and therefore too are not perishable but

past.

;

;

as without beginning, so also they are endless, infinite in duration.

Vers. 3-5.

All the raging of the world, therefore, will not

God and
The sea with

be able to hinder the progress of the kingdom of

its

breaking through to the glory of victory.

its

final

mighty mass of waters, with the constant unrest of its waves, with
ceaseless pressing against the solid land and foaming against
the rocks, is an emblem of the Gentile world alienated from
and at enmity with God ; and the rivers (floods) are emblems
of worldly kingdoms, as the Nile of the Egyptian (Jer. xlvi.
7 sq.), the Euphrates of the Assyrian (Isa. viii. 7 sq.), or more
exactly, the Tigris, swift as an arrow, of the Assyrian, and the
its

* These passages, together with Ps. xciii. 1, civ. 1, are cited in Cant.
Rabba 26J (cf. Debarim Rabba 291(f), where it is said that the Holy One
calls Israel n?3 (bride) ten times in the Scriptures, and that Israel on the
other hand ten times assigns kingly judicial robes to Him.
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tortuous Euphrates of the Babylonian empire (Isa. xxvii. 1).
rivers, as the poet says whilst he raises a plaintive but
comforted look upwards to Jahve, have lifted up, have lifted
up their murmur, the rivers lift up their roaring. The thought
The
is unfolded in a so-called " parallelism with reservation."

These

perfects affirm

whai has taken

even now as yet

is

place, the future that

taking place.

The

wira^ \ey.

which

^"J. signifies

and a noise, a din. One now in
Jahve is exalted above this
!*? will therefore be the min of compari" by reason of the roar of great waters

a striking against (collisio),
ver.

4

looks for the thought that

roaring of the waves.
son, not of the cause

:

are the breakers of the sea glorious" (Starck, Geier),

—which,

But if JD

com-

to say nothing more,

is

parative, then

impossible to get on with the accentuation

of

cms,

it

is

whether

it

For

(Ben-Naphtali).

a tautological sentence.

is

be with Mercha (Ben-Asher) or Dechi
to render : More than the roar of great

waters are the breakers of the sea glorious (Mendelssohn),
impracticable, since

12

wy\ CO

and we are prohibited from taking D^na^D D'TIK as a

sq.),

parenthesis (KSster) by the fact that
is

is

are nothing less than D 1 (Isa. xvii.

exceeded by

'n

D11D3 "P1X.

it is

just this clause that

DTHK

Consequently

has to be

looked upon as a second attributive to D'D brought in after-

wards, and D*" V }3E'D (the waves of the sea breaking upon the

even only breaking upon one another) as a more
minute designation of these great and magnificent waters
(D'TIK, according to Ex. xv. 10 *), and it should have been
rocks, or

accented

:

D<

^IVO Dnns W21 &G m%Q.
i

Jahve's celestial

majesty towers far above all the noisy majesties here below,
whose waves, though lashed never so high, can still never reach

His throne. He is King of His people, Lord of His church,
which preserves His revelation and worships in His temple.
This revelation, by virtue of His unapproachable, all-overpowering kingship,

*

is

A Talmudic

inviolable

;

His testimonies, which minister

enigmatical utterance of E. Azaria runs

:

JT1B1

to

T1K K3

S

DnnNO DnHN^,

Let the glorious One (Jahve, Ps. xciii. 4, cf.
Isa. x. 34, xxxiii. 21) come and maintain the right of the glorious ones
(Israel, Pfi. xvi. 3) against the glorious ones (the Egyptians, Ex. xv. 10

CTIfcO

according to the construction of the

waves

of the sea, Ps. xciii. 4).

Talmud) iu the

glorious ones (the

!
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kingdom and promise

its

future mani-

Apoc. xix. 9,
holiness becometh His temple (BhpTljWj 3d prcet.

festation in glory, are \070t iucrTol aal aXrjOivoi,

And

xxii. 6.

according to the better attested reading of Heidenheim
and Baer, HIM ; * therefore the feminine of the adjective with

Pilel, or

a more loosened syllable next to the tone, like
that

is

faned, shall ever be vindicated again in
clause, formulated after the

manner

time a petition that Jahve in

all

to thoroughly secure the place

v'aty'rp in xl. 18),

and when

to say, it is inviolable (sacrosanct),

it is

of a prayer,

is

pro-

This

holiness.

its

at the

same

time to come would be pleased

where His honour dwells here

below against profanation.

PSALM

XOIV.

THE CONSOLATION OF PRAYER UNDER THE OPPRESSION
OF TYRANTS.
1

O GOD of vengeance, Jahve,
O God of vengeance, shine forth

2 Lift up Thyself, Judge of earth,
Render recompense unto the haughty I
3 How long shall evil-doers, Jahve,

How long
4 They gush

They
5

Thy
And

6

The

7

And
And
And

shall evil-doers

and

?

over, they speak arrogant things,

boast themselves,

all

the workers of

evil.

people, Jahve, they break in pieces,

they oppress Thine inheritance.
widow and stranger they slay,
they murder the fatherless ;
it : " Jah seeth not,

say as they do
the

God

of

The Masora on

mM,

triumph

Jacob hath no knowledge."

Ps. cxlvii. reckons four ni&«, one ,11X31,

therefore our

niW

pS

is

one of the n'h in

!>31

and one

f\b» ("patM

&D

f

one of the seventeen
(cf. Frensdorf's Ochla we-Ochla, p. 123),
e.g.
•words whose AUph is audible, whilst it is otherwise always quiescent ;
riXSlDS, otherwise DNSiD-

i.e.

!
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ye senseless among the people
And ye fools, when will ye become wise ?
9 He who hath planted the ear, ought He not to hear ?
Or He who formed the eye, ought He not to see ?
10 He who chastiseth the nations, ought He not to reprove,
He who teacheth men knowledge ?
8

Be

sensible,

11 Jahve knoweth the thoughts of

That they are
12 Blessed

And
13

To

is

the

man whom Thou
Thy Law

teachest out of

give

him

men

vanity.

rest

chastenest, Jah,

;

from the days of adversity,

Until the pit be digged for the evil-doer.

14 For Jahve doth not thrust away His people,
And He doth not forsake His inheritance.
15 But right must turn unto righteousness,

And

all

the upright in heart shall follow

it.

Who
Who

would rise up for me against the evil-doers?
would stand up for me against the workers of
17 If Jahve had not been my help,
[iniquity?
My soul would quickly have dwelt in the silence of death.
16

18 If I say

:

My

foot tottereth,

Then, Jahve, thy loving-kindness npholdeth me.
19 In the multitude of my cares within me

Thy

comforts delight

my

soul.

20 Hath the judgment-seat of corruption fellowship with Thee,
Which frameth trouble by decree ?
21 They press in upon the soul of the righteous,
And condemn innocent blood.
22 But Jahve is a fortress for me,
23

And my God is the high rock of my refuge.
He turneth back upon them their iniquity,
And for their wickedness He will destroy them,
Jahve our God will destroy them.
This Psalm, akin to Ps.

xcii.

and

xciii.

by the community

of the anadiplosis, bears the inscription WaXfib'i 00&7? rm Aavlh,
TeTpdBt, crafifidrov in the
It is also a Talmudic tradi-

LXX.

PSALM XCIV.
tion * that

it

was the Wednesday song

aa$$arov

(rerpdSi
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1-3.

= natsa

by a reference

to the fourth

Aavlh, however,

is

in the

Temple

month

The

(Jer. xxxix. 2).

Psalm

It is a post-Davidic

worthless.

liturgy

Athanasius explains

»JP313).

it

t<3
for,

;

comes out of one mould, we still meet throughout
with reminiscences of older Davidic and Asaphic models. The
although

it

enemies against

whom

God

supplicates the appearing of the

it

of righteous retribution are, as follows from a comparison of

who

vers. 5, 8, 10, 12, non-Israelites,

and fear not His vengeance,
however,

call

selves, foolish

and

forth,

ver. 7

despise the

;

God

of Israel

whose barbarous doings,

even among the oppressed people them-

doubts concerning Jahve's omniscient beholding

Accordingly the Psalm

judicial interposition.

Persian age, in which the

Book

is

one of

The

the latest, but not necessarily a Maccabsean Psalin.

later

of Ecclesiastes was written,

could also exhibit circumstances and moods such as these.

The

Vers. 1-3.

first

strophe prays that

God would

at

length put a judicial restraint upon the arrogance of ungodliInstead of

ness.

for

J!?i'"i,

Wain

He

Ges.

J/'Sin

§ 53,

(lxxx. 2), the

that follows.

form of the imperative
was perhaps originally written
of which has been lost owing to the

(a less frequent

rem. 3)

He

The

it

plural

!"iioj7:

signifies

not merely single

instances of taking vengeance (Ezek. xxv. 17,

cf.

supra

(Judg.

xi.

36, 2

Sam.

iv.

The

8).

designation

of

vers. 3, 23, xciii. 1, 3.

and the anadiplosis
NB^n, \{fc Thyself up, arise,

judicial majesty, calls to

mind

similar to nipp? ?N in Jer.

with

xviii.

but also intensively complete revenge or recompense

48),

i>$?

56,

li.

vii. 7.

(cf. ?, xxviii. 4, Isa. lix.

^Vii

yfn

18) as in Joel

is

God
is

is

like

viz. in

construed

iv. 4.

With

CSjj accidentally accord ayavos and KvSei yalmv in the epic poets.

* According to B. Erachin 11a,

at the time of the Chaldsean destruc-

tion of Jerusalem the Levites on their pulpits were singing this 94th Psalm,

and as they came to the words "and He turneth back upon them

their

iniquity" (ver. 23), the enemies pressed into the Temple, so that they were
not able to sing the closing words, " Jahve, onr God, will destroy them."
is a Wednesday, not a Sunday, Psalm (that
however, was a Sunday, mSff ''XXIO), it is replied, it may have
been a lamentation song that had jnst been put into their mouths by tha
circumstances of that time OrPDlSl \rb bsif KDi>lD K"i>K).

To the

scruple that Ps. xciv.

fatal day,
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The second

Vers. 4-7.
the

is

JP3fl (cf.

a tropical phrase used of that kind of speech that

from strong inward impulse and flows forth

results

whom

strophe describes those over

the judgment of God may come.

prays that

first

^tsn)

4-11.

The

abundance.
8) intended

they speak

:

that which

pnif,

The

bridled, insolent (yid. xxxi. 19).

Emiri (

interprets ut

Hebrew

signifies in

from the primary

how

poet himself explains

J^olj a

in rich
(cf. lix.

unrestrained, un-

is

T?Nnn Schultens

Hitlipa.

commander)

here

it is

gerunt

se

;

but "VOX

the top of a tree (vid. on Isa. xvii. 9)

tower

signification to

to speak, prop, efferre

= effari,

whence

aloft,

"issnn, like

"IBW

and

;

too "IOK,

in Isa. lxi. 6,

directly signifies to exalt one's self, to carry one's self high, to

On

strut.

'N?T. cf. Prov. xxii. 22, Isa.

atheistical principle

with their
in

mode

cxviii. 5, 18, is

the so-called

of action, cf. x. 11,

and on

;

The Dagesh

8 exirem.

lix.

their

in closest connection

from the Dag. in the same word in ver. 12,
the Dag. forte conjunct, according to the rule of

distinct

PIJ,

15

iii.

which nOK'l places

pTn

Vers. 8-11.

(vol.

p.

ii.

The

354, note).

now

strophe

third

turns from those

God

bloodthirsty, blasphemous

oppressors of the

whose conduct

the vengeance of Jahvs, to those

among

calls forth

the people themselves,

people of

who have been puzzled about

omniscience and indirectly about the righteousness of
the fact that this vengeance

and

scribed against
also

;

but

0J?3 refers

people

is

whom

They

delayed.

in the sense of lxxiii.

D'?''??

21

is

those oppress and slay.

the planter of the ear

(3>t2Jn,

It is

like JJDE> in

accented ultima, because the prcet.

D^W

supplicated are this

would be too one-sided

the address expressly to a class of

whom

are called

Those hitherto de-

sq.

God's vengeance

this appellation

for them,

and

men among

the

absurd that God,

Lev.

xi. 7,

Kal does not

with an

follow the

rule for the drawing back of the accent called Tinx 31DJ)

the former of the eye (cf.
to hear

xl. 7,

Ex.

the

God by

iv. 11),

and

should not be able

and

God must

to see ; everything that is excellent in the creature,
indeed possess in original, absolute perfection.* The

* The questions are not

:

ought

He

to have

no

ear, etc.

;

tinently observes in opposition to the anthropomorphites,
effickntias dedit.

Jerome permembra tulit,

as

";
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12-15.

poet then points to the extra-Israelitish world and calls God
B^a "ID*, which cannot be made to refer to a warning by means
of the voice of conscience
definition

(Prov.

does

not

any closer
" warning," but " chastening

signify

Taking

ix. 7),

ID* used thus without

;

upon

his stand

among

Job

facts like those in

God

23, the poet assumes the punitive judicial rule of

xii.

the heathen to be an undeniable fact, and presents for

He who

consideration the question, whether

chasteneth nations

cannot and will not also punish the oppressors of His church

Gen.

(cf.

who

xviii. 25),

He who

men knowledge,

teacheth

nevertheless must be the omnipotent One, since

Him?

ledge comes originally from
course of argument close in
penetrative perceiving or

for this

—

— thus

men

He

know-

does the

through

sees

knowing that goes

of a matter) the thoughts of
it is to

Jahve,

11,

ver.

i.e.

all

(JTP of

to the very root

that they are vanity.

Thus

be interpreted, and not for they (men) are vanity
ought to have been nan pan
whereas in the depen:

^

dent clause, when the predicate

is

not intended to be rendered

may
The rendering of

especially prominent, as in ix. 21, the pronominal subject

precede, Isa.

LXX.

the

lxi.

9, Jer. xlvi.

(1 Cor.

vance sunt),

is

iii.

20),

on

therefore correct

of exactness, stands for H3n.
5>3n;

it

through

is

5 (Hitzig).
elcrl
;

men

It is true

themselves are

on this account that He who sees
things sees through their thoughts, but He sees

not, however,

all

through them in their sinful vanity.
Vers. 12-15. The fourth strophe praises the pious

whose good cause God will at length aid
The " blessed" reminds one of xxxiv. 9,
cially of

Job

v. 17, cf.

Prov.

iii.

11

after

all,

sq.

xl. 5,

and more espe-

Here what
sq.,

are

the well-meant dispensations of God.

teaches the sufferer out of His

sq.), in order to procure him rest,

Law

viz.

(cf. e.g.

inward

meant

which are how-

cerning the aim and fruit of purifying and testing

God

sufferer,

in obtaining its right.

are sufferings like those bewailed in vers. 5
ever,

quoniam

/idraioi (Jerome,

nan, with the customary want

Con-

afflictions

Deut.

viii.

5

rest (cf. Jer. xlix.

23 with Isa. xxx. 15), i.e. not to suffer him to be disheartened
and tempted by days of wickedness, i.e. wicked, calamitous
days (Ew. § 287, 6), until (and it will inevitably come to pass)
the pit is finished being dug into which the ungodly falls
headlong (cf. cxii. 7 sq.). fP has the emphatic Dagesh, which
VOL.

III.

«
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but requires an
which might easily become inaudible. The initial Jod of the divine name might
easily lose its consonantal value here in connection with the

properly does not double, and

still

emphatic pronunciation of the

less unite,

letter,

and the Dag. guards against this : cf.
certainty of the issue that is set in prospect
by 15? is then confirmed with , 3. It is impossible that God
can desert His church He cannot do this, because in general
preceding toneless
cxviii. 5, 18.

u*

The

—

must finally come
bbc'o must turn to P}*,

right

His

to

right, or, as

the right that

i.e.

it is

is

here expressed,

now subdued must

length be again strictly maintained and justly administered,
and " after it then all who are upright in heart," i.e. all such will
side with it, joyously greeting that which has been long missed
and yearned after. oasy'D is fundamental right, which is at all

at

times consistent with
stances of the time,

and raised above the casual circum-

itself

and

p^v, like flON in Isa. xlii. 3,

is

right-

eousness (justice), which converts this right into a practical
truth and reality.

Vers. 16-19.

In the

strophe the poet celebrates the

fifth

Lord as his sole, but also trusty and most
solatory help.
The meaning of the question in ver. 16 is,
there is no man who would rise and succour him in the
praise of the

that

con-

with the evil-doers ; ? as in Ex. xiv. 25, Judg. vi. 31,
(without Dnpp or the like) in the sense of contra, as in

flict

and
Iv.

con-

DJ>

19, cf. 2 Chron. xx. 6.

God

has rescued him from death,

nvt

alone
is

is

his help.

He

to be supplied to

alone

w

:

if

had not been, or if He were not
and the apodosis is
then very little would have been wanting, then it would soon
have come to this, that his soul would have taken up its abode,

He

etc.

:

;

cf.

;

on the construction cxix. 92, cxxiv. 1-5, Isa.

i.

9,

and

* If it is correct that, as Aben-Ezra and Parchon testify, the *, as
i,
being compounded of o (a)
was pronounced u [like the u in the
French word pur] by the inhabitants of Palestine, then this Dagexh, in
accordance with its orthophonic function, is the more intelligible in cases
like n> iriDVl aud
TlNIp, cf. Pinsker, Eir.leitung, S. 153, and Geiger,
In lX!f 1D1p, Gen. xix. 14, Ex. xii. 31,
Urschrift, S. 277.
Deut.

+

m

ijjq UDIp,

ii.

24, Tsade

and Samech have

Dagesh for the same reason as the
15 (vid. Heidenheim on that passage), viz.
this

Sin in -nxtS' irPSBTI, Ex. xii.
is a danger in all these cases of slurring
over the sharp
Even Chajug' (vid. Ewald and Dukes' Beitrage, iii. 23) confuses
sibilant.
thiB Dag. orthophonicum with the Dag. forte cnnjunctivum.

because there

:
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20-23.

BJ/03 with the prcet. lxxiii. 2, cxix. 87,

the silence of the grave and of

17,

object to

When

as in xxxvii. 3, Prov.

i"l

J?j?',

he appears

Gen.
nail

the other hand with the fut. lxxxi. 15).

Hades
viii.

12,

as in cxv.

?

here

;

10 (on

xxvi.
is

the

is

it

and frequently.

himself already as one that has fallen,

to

And when

God's mercy holds him up.

thoughts, viz. sad and

are multiplied within him, God's comforts

fearful thoughts,

delight hiin, viz. the encouragement of His word and the
inward utterances of His Spirit. CBjnbj as in cxxxix. 23, is

equivalent to &2>W, from *$&,
(PsycJwlogy, S. 181

;

tr. p.

^p,

c_-vst£>,

The

214).

branch

to split,

plural

WW),

form

off

like

the plural of the imperative in Isa. xxix. 9, has two Pathaclis,

the second of which
of

is

the " independentification" of the Chateph

JW;.
Vers. 20—23.

In the sixth strophe the poet confidently

expects the inevitable divine retribution for which he has earnestly prayed

in the introduction.
Ti^}^ is erroneously accounted by many (and by Gesenius too) as fut. Pudl
T]^}\
^ay "isn^ a vocal contraction together with a giving up of the
reduplication in favour of which no example can be advanced.
"I3IT, with the same regresIt is fut. Kal = I^IT, from "BIT

=

=

=

sion of the modification of the
xliii.

29, Isa. xxx.

vowel*

as in 1Jir

=

from 3hs, Ew.
might be more readily regarded as Poel than

so also in Doro, D3ri3, inflected

^rtasn,

Job

*|jrrj

in

Gen.

19 (Hupfeld), but as in verbs primce gutturalis,

xx. 26), but the

Kal

§

251, d.

as

Pual

It

(like

too already signifies to enter

into fellowship (Gen. xiv. 3, Hos. iv. 17), therefore (similarly
to T}y, v. 5)

it is

num

:

consociabitur tecum.

judginerit-seat, just as the

God

bunal of
majesty).
that ph

is

(in distinction

With

in

* By means of
wnsn, Prov. i.

(i.e.

plots

we

it

tri-

Assuming

and executes) trouble, by making

also appears that

table, 'diiuxtipwot) of the

here the

-,
obtain this meaning for pn PJ?

a similar transposition of the vowel as
22,

is

from ^ji/A^ the throne of His

reference to niin vid. on v. 10.

a divine statute,

which frameth

ND3

Arabic cursi directly denotes the

paDO = J13D1D

is

to he

(lying

assumed
u P on the

Pesach-Haggada has to be explained, which

Joseph Kimchi finds so inexplicable that he regards
that has become traditional.

it

as a clerical error

;

84
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the written divine right into a rightful

misfortune.
xvii. 26,

o-wt??,

title

for unrighteous

means of which the innocent are plunged

conduct, by

Hitzig renders

where, however, 1^'^V

is

intended like

eveicev hucaio-

Olshausen proposes to read

Matt. v. 10.

into

contrary to order, after Prov.

:

VW

(lvi.

4) instead of rriy, just as conversely Aben-Ezra in lvi.
7 reads FliJ\
But T]3, 1W, has the secured signification of
7, lix.

scindere, incidere (cf.

which the

but also Ar^, supra,

<ic>-,

signification invadere can

399), from

i.

easily derived

be

"ma, a breaking in, invasion, an invading host).

(whence

With

refer-

ence to 'pj EH rid. Psychology, S. 243 (tr. p. 286) : because
the blood is the soul, that is said of the blood which applies

The

properly to the person.

subject to

TIM''

are the seat of cor-

ruption (by which a high council consisting of

meant, just as

much

Prophetic certainty
of

God

as 33t5>D

plained from

is

many may

be

and its accomplices.
and 3B»1. The figure

as a princely throne)

expressed in

is

W

Davidic and Korahitic.
Since 3

xviii. 2.

s

t?n

'DTO 1VS

is

ex-

designates the retribution as

a return of guilt incurred in the form of actual punishment,

might be rendered " requite " just as well as " cause to
return;" Envy, however, instead of D'T> (liv. 7) makes the
On D£jn3 Hitzig coridea expressed in vii. 17 more natural.
it

rectly

compares 2 Sam.

an anadiplosis, just as

xiv. 7,
it

iii.

27.

The Psalm

began with one

;

and

closes with

UwN

affirms

that the destruction of the persecutor will follow as surely as

the church

is

able to call

Jahve

its

God.

PSALM XCV.
CALL TO THE WOBSHIP OP GOD AND TO OBEDIENCE TO
HIS WORD.
1

COME,

let us exult

unto Jahve,

Let us make a joyful noise to the Eock of our salvation
2 Let us come before His face with thanksgiving
Let us make a joyful noise unto Him in soncrs I
3 For a great

And

a great

God

is

Jahve,

King above

all

gods

"

!
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whose band are the deep places of the earth,

in

And to whom belong the tops of the mountains
To whom belongeth the sea, and He hath made
And His hands have formed the dry laud.

5

;

it,

6 Come, let us worship and bow down,
Let us kneel before Jahve our Maker

He is our God,
And we are the people

For

7

of His pasture and the flock of His

hand.

To-day

ye will but hearken to His voice

if

8 Harden not your hearts as at Merlbah,

As on

the day of Massah in the wilderness,

When

your fathers tempted Me,
Proved me, although they saw My work.
10 Forty years was I vexed with a generation,
And said " They are a people that do err
9

in their heart."

:

But they knew not My ways,
11 So that I sware in My wrath

:

" Verily they shall not enter into

My

rest

!

This Psalm is related to the preceding by the celebration
Jahve as a " Kock." If it has any definite occasion, it is
at any rate not manifest what that occasion is.
It consists of
a four-line introduction and two groups of ten lines.

of

Jahve

Vers. 1,2.

is

called the

Rock

of our salvation (as

and sure ground.

in lxxxix. 27, cf. xciv. 22) as being its firm

Visiting the house of God, one comes before God's face
"OB,
is

prceoccupare faciem,

is

equivalent to visere (visitare).

The Beth

not confessio peccati, but laudis.

the Beth of accompaniment, as in Mic.

(according to 2 Sam.

xxiii.

1 a

name

vi.

6

;

before

En.i?

;

fnin
Tft\r\

is

that before niipt

for psalms, whilst ibfp

can only be used as a technical expression)

is

the Beth of the

medium.
Vers. 3-76.
confirmation

:

The

He

is

adorableness of

exalted above

all

God

receives a threefold

gods as King, above

all

His people as Shepherd and
Leader. Cfi-'K (gods) here, as in xcvi. 4 sq., xcvii. 7, 9, and
frequently, are the powers of the natural world and of the
things as

Creator, and above

;

86
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world of men, which the Gentiles deify and call kings (as
Moloch (Molech), the deified fire), which, however, all stand

under the lordship of Jahve, who

above

infinitely exalted

is

The
otherwise called god (xcvi. 4, xcvii. 9).
supposition that Dnn nisjjin denotes the pit-works (^eraWa) of
the mountains (Bottcher), is at once improbable, because to all

everything that

appearance

it

is

is

intended to be the antithesis to
derivation from

The

shafts of the earth.

*\y\

v

r3.?~
(*)!?;),

?J?

,

l

!

?> tne

Kapveiv,

not suit niBjnn in Num. xxiii. 22, xxiv. 8, for
" fatigues " and " indef atigableness " are notions that lie very

Koiriav, also does

The

wide apart.

Job

niDJJin f)D3 of

be explained according to this "
that the fatiguing labour of

Dnn

the

in

xxii.

25 might more readily

silver of fatigues,"

mining brings

to light,

i.e.

silver

and

niajTOl

passage before us, with Gussetius, Geier, and

Hengstenberg

cacumina montium quia defatigantur qui eo
summits of the mountains, after

:

ascendunt, prop, ascendings

which mssnri

S]D3,

Job

=

xxii. 25,

also signify " silver of

might

But the LXX., which renders So^a
in the passages in Numbers and ra vtfnj twv opemv in the pasThe verb
sage before us, leads one to a more correct track.
the mountain-heights."

HJJ (12^)} transposed

to stand forth,

niSVin

from

yep (#21),

goes back to the root

*f,

%

tower above, to be high, according to which

= niVSin signifies eminentice,
towerings = summits, or
= high (the highest) perfection (vid. on Job xxii.
i.e.

prominences

In the passage before us

25).

it is

a synonym of the Arabic

^Jo^c, x\Ju^, pars terra eminens (from

mentally

:

names of eminences derived from

the

Jahve

= ya»,

«JL> (after

renders: the teeth of the mountains).
that

^j

prop, instru-

a means of rising above, viz. by climbing), and of

is

the

Owner

(cf. 1

Sam.

ii.

By

which Hitzig

reason of the fact

8), because the Creator

which concerns no one so
nearly as it does Israel, the people, which before other peoples
creation of His miraculously
is Jahve's creation, viz. the
mighty grace, is repeated. In the call or invitation, rnnnc'n
of

all

things, the call to worship,

signifies to stretch one's self

out full length upon the ground,

the proper attitude of adoration

and

;

JTO, to curtsey, to totter

Arabic baraha, starting from the radical signification
to kneel down, in genua (irpo^vv, pronum
procnum)

?H3,

flectere,

vrocumbere, 2

—

Chron.

vi.

13

(cf.

Holemann, Bihelstudien,

i.

PSALM XCV.

135

f.).
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Beside frvjna QV, people of His pasture, iv

the flock formed by His creating hand (Augustine

;s'S is

not

ipse gratia

:

Gen. xxx. 35, the flock under His
and defended by His skilful, powerful
Bb'ttcher renders
flock of His charge
but T in this

sua nos oves

fecit), but, after

protection, the flock led

hand.

:

sense (Jer.

;

only a place, and "flock of His

3) signifies

vi.

place" would be poetry and prose in one figure.

The second

Vers. 7c-ll.
the Masoretic ver.

up

to a

of

God (Heb.

Up

7.

decastich begins in the midst of

to this point the

worshipping appearing before
iv. 7),

ing from out of

;

the voice

it,

hear obediently, ver. 7c cannot be a

to

supply the apodosis

stirs itself

now

resoundSince 2 VOW signifies not

conditioning protasis to what follows.
to

church

God

earnestly admonishing, meets

the sanctuary.

merely to hear, but

its

" then will

:

Hengstenberg wishes
;"
His people

He

bless you,

but EK in other instances too (lxxxi. 9, cxxxix. 19, Prov. xxiv.
11), like 17, has an optative signification, which it certainly has

gained by a suppression of a promissory apodosis, but yet without the genius of the language having any such in mind in

to the present, in

which

the

placed

this call to

The

decisive turning-point.

mind

Di s n

The word

every instance.

first

gives prominence

obedience goes forth, as a

divine voice warningly calls to

self-hardening of Israel, which came to light at

Merlbah, on the day of Massah. What is referred to, as also
in lxxxi. 8, is the tempting of God in the second year of the
Exodus on account of the failing of water in the neighbour-

hood of Horeb,

which

at the place

Massah u- Merlbah (Ex.

xvii.

tinguished the tempting of

1-7)

God

;

is

for this reason called

from which

is

to

be

dis-

in the fortieth year of the

Exodus at Meribah, viz. at the waters of contention near
Kadesh (written fully MS-Metibath Kadesh, or more briefly
Me-Menbah) y Num. xx. 2-13 (cf. on lxxviii. 20). Strictly
ra'HDa signifies nothing but instar Meribas, as in lxxxiii. 10
instar Midianitarum ; but according to the sense, 3 is equivalent to bja, cvi. 32, just as Dto

quum,

cf.

Deut.

xi. 6.

is

On W,

equivalent to ataa.

The meaning

of

^J® Itmaa

is

not they

lii. 7) saw His work; for the reference to the
giving of water out of the rock would give a thought that is

also (pi as in

devoid of purpose here, and the assertion
it

to be understood of the

is

too indefinite for

judgment upon those who tempted

:

00
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God (Hupfeld and

Hitzig).

It

is

therefore

Ew.

rendered: notwithstanding (6>eu?,

§

rather to be

354, a) they had

15) seen His work
(His wondrous guiding and governing), and might therefore
be sure that He would not suffer them to be destroyed. The
""13, for which the
verb tilp coincides with kotSqi, koto?.

(= although, they

LXX.
notion

has

may

had,

cf. DJ iii Isa. xlix.

order that the
rfi yevea eiceivrj, is anarthrous in
be conceived of more qualitatively than relatively

With

with a (whole) generation.

"loin

Jahve

repeated declarations of His vexation

the

calls to

mind

concerning their

which was always inclined towards error which leads to
Just
declarations, however, which bore no fruit.
this ineffectiveness of His indignation had as its result that
C ^, not on but wore, as in Gen. xiii. 16, Deut. xxviii. 27,
verily
51, 2 Kings ix. 37, and frequently) He sware, etc. (DN
not, Ges. § 155, 2, /, with the emphatic future form in un
which follows). It is the oath in Num. xiv. 27 sqq. that is
meant. The older generation died in the desert, and therefore lost the entering into the rest of God, by reason of their
disobedience.
If now, many centuries after Moses, they

heart,

destruction

—

1

=

are invited in the Davidic Psalter to submissive adoration of

" To-day if ye will hearken
call
and with a reference to the warning example

Jahve, with the significant
to

His voice

!"

:

of the fathers, the obedience of faith,

now

as formerly, has

therefore to look forward to the gracious reward of entering
into God's rest,

which the disobedient

Canaan was,

the taking possession of
final

nnuo (Deut.

train of

Hebrews, ch.

iii.,

This

xii. 9).

thought which
iv.,

to

follows

is

at that

lost

Psalm.

A GREETING OF THE COMING KINGDOM OF GOD.

SING

unto Jahve a new song,

Sing unto Jahve,
2 Sing unto Jahve,

all

lands.

bless

and

the Epistle to the

this text of the

PSALM XCVL
1

;

the connection of the wider

the writer of

from

time

therefore, not as yet the

His Name,

Cheerfully proclaim His salvation from day to day.

—
PSALM XCVI.
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3 Declare His glory among the heathen,
His wonders among all peoples.
4 For great
Terrible

5 For

all

is

is

Jahve and worthy

He

above

to be praised exceedingly,

gods.

all

the gods of the peoples are idols,

But Jahve hath made

the heavens.

6 Brightness and splendour are before

Might and beauty

Him,

are in His sanctuary.

O ye races of the peoples,
Give unto Jahve glory and might.
8 Give unto Jahve the honour of His Name,
Take offerings and come into His courts.
9 Worship Jahve in holy attire,
Tremble before Him, all lands.

7 Give unto Jahve,

10 Say among the heathen

:

" Jahve

is

now King,

Therefore the world will stand without tottering,

He

will

govern the peoples

in uprightness."

11 The heavens shall rejoice

12

And

the earth be glad,

The

sea shall roar and

its

fulness.

The field shall exult and all that is therein,
Then shall all the trees of the wood shout for joy—

13 Before Jahve, for

For

He

cometh,

He

cometh to judge the earth
He shall judge the world in righteousness
And the peoples in His faithfulness.

What

Ps. xcv. 3 says

King above
inscribes

it

all

gods"

(1)

q>8r)

is

:

"

A

great

God

is

Jahve, and a great

repeated in Ps. xcvi.

ra AaviS, and

The

LXX.

the chronicler has really

entire in the song which was sung on the
day when the Ark was brought in (1 Ohron. xvi. 23-33) but,
as the coarse seams between vers. 22 and 23, 33 and 34 show,
he there strings together familiar reminiscences of the Psalms

taken

it

up almost

;

(vid.

on Ps.

cv.) as a sort of mosaic, in order approximately to

express the festive

mood and

festive strains of that day.

And

a

90
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Vat. w/coSo/^Tat) fiera rrjv

(2) oVe o oIkos ai/coSofielro (Cod.

By

al-xjxakuaiav.

LXX.

the

this

correctly interprets the

song: and the Psalm corresponds
throughout to the advance which the mind of Israel has
experienced in the Exile concerning its mission in the world.

Psalm

The

a

as

post-exilic

Jahve

fact that the religion of

And

pression.

Psalm

is

is

destined for

mankind

most triumphantly joyous,

large, here receives the

so far as this

at

lyrical ex-

concerned, the key-note of the

is

For

even deutero-Isaianic.

it is

one chief aim of

Isa.

ch. xl.-lxvi. to declare the pinnacle of glory of the Messianic

on

apostolic mission

depth of

to

come much nearer
the pre-exilic

;

is being raised through the
All these post-exilic songs
of the New Testament than

which Israel
Exile.

affliction of the

to the spirit

for the

New

Testament, which

is

the intrinsic

barriers and
Old Testament freed from
being
(im
Werden
into
is in process of coming
the
Testament,
and
the
Exile
was
throughout
Old

character of the

its

limitations,

begriffen)

one of the most important crises in this progressive process.

more Messianic than many in the strict
word Messianic
for the central (gravitating)
point of the Old Testament gospel (Heilsverkundigung) lies not
in the Messiah, but in the appearing (parusia) of Jahve
fact which is explained by the circumstance that the mystery
of the incarnation still lies beyond the Old Testament knowPs. xcvi.-xcviii. are

sense of the

;

—

ledge or perception of salvation.

All

human

intervention in

the matter of salvation accordingly appears as purely

human,
and still more, it preserves a national and therefore outward
and natural impress by virtue of the national limit within
which the revelation of salvation has entered. If the ideal
Davidic king
lie is

who

is

expected even does anything superhuman,

nevertheless only a

his equal,

tion does,

man

— a man of God,

but not the God-man.
it

cast rays of

is

it is

The mystery

true, without

of the incarna-

it comes to actual revelation,
dawning upon prophecy, but the sun itself

true, the nearer

its

remains below the horizon redemption is looked for as Jahve's
act, and " Jahve cometh " is also still the watchword of
:

own

the last prophet (Mai.

The

iii.

1).

Psalm before us are not to
away with five lines
and thereby disorganized the strophic structure ; and one line
five six-line strophes of the

be mistaken.

The

chronicler has done

;

PSALM XCVI.
(ver. 10a)

of the

he has removed from

Psalm

The

position.

its

in the Psalter, too,
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originality

revealed thereby, and the

is

non-independence of the chronicler, who treats the Psalm as an
historian.

Call to the nation of Jahve to sing praise to

Vers. 1-3.
its

God and

times.

The new song assumes

call thereto,

new form

a

is

repeated three

of things,

and the

a present which appeared to be a beginning that

furnished a guarantee of this
viz. of

WB>

to evangelize the heathen.

the recognition of

new

state of things, a

beginning

Jahve throughout the whole world

of nations, and of His accession to the lordship over the whole

The new song

earth.

of salvation

and of

an echo of the approaching revelation

is

and

glory,

this is also the inexhaustible

material of the joyful tidings that go forth from day to day

(Div

Di s D

as in Esth.

DV7S DVD
the

and

same

as in

in Isa.

iii.

Num.
xlii.

10

7,

whereas in the Chronicles

xxx. 15).
ver.

;

2

We

calls to

it

is

read ver. la verbally

mind

Isa.

Iii.

7, lx.

6

ver. 3a, Isa. Ixvi. 19.

Vers. 4-6.

Confirmation of the

Jahve that

is

now become

also cxlv. 3,

is

taken out of

ni^X"^3, every god, 2

xlviii. 2.

Chron. xxxii. 15

here or be omitted (xcv.
gods, of the peoples are

The

clause ver. 4a, as

dTi^K"^
;

3, cf. cxiii. 4).

&vv£

from the glory of

call

manifest.

is

the plural of

the article

may

stand

All the elohim,

i.e.

(from the negative ?N), nothings

and good-for-nothings, unreal and useless. The LXX. renders Bai/Jbovia, as though the expression were Wl® (cf. 1 Cor.
What ver. 5
x. 20), more correctly e'lScaXa in Apoc. ix. 20.
D'Wk
says is wrought out in Isa. ch. xl., xliv., and elsewhere
is a name of idols that occurs nowhere more frequently than in
;

Isaiah.

The sanctuary

(ver. 6) is here the earthly sanctuary.

Prom

Jerusalem, over which the light arises first of all (Isa.
ch. lx.), Jahve's superterrestrial doxa now reveals itself in the
world. "nnr"rtn is the usual pair of words for royal glory.'
The chronicler reads ver. 66 i»p»? nnm tJJ, might and joy are

His place (nnn a late word, like njnif, brotherhood, brotherly
from an old root, Ex. xviii. 9). With the place of
God one might associate the thought of the celestial place of
God transcending space; the chronicler may, however, have

in

affection,

;
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altered lBHpoa into 1BPD2 because

the

in,

Temple (enpon

ITU)

7-11.

when the Ark was brought

was not yet

built.

Call to the families of the peoples to worship
God, the One, living, and glorious God. 13H is repeated three
times here as Ps. xxix., of which the whole strophe is an echo.

Vers. 7-9.

them coming in with the gifts which they
bring with them into the courts of Jahve

Isaiah (ch. lx.) sees
are admonished to
(in

Chron. only

chronicler, the

Yish).

:

LXX.

vy

rn.ina here and in the
Instead of
brings the courts (rmn) in once more

but the dependence of the strophe upon Ps. xxix. furnishes a
guarantee for the " holy attire," similar to the wedding gar-

ment

in the

New Testament

parable.

Instead of V3BD, ver. 9b,

the chronicler has WE&D, just as he also alternates with both

forms, 2 Chron. xxxii.

7, cf.

1 Chron. xix. 18.

Vers. 10, 11. That which is to be said among the peoples
is the joyous evangel of the kingdom of heaven which is now
come and realized. The watchword is " Jahve is King," as in
7.

The

\evcre* for

^]?» is

Isa.

lii.

xciii. 1,

LXX.

correctly renders:

intended historically (Apoc.

6
xi.

ievpio<;

17).

e/3ao-i-

*\K,

as in

introduces that which results from this fact, and there-

fore to a certain extent goes beyond

it.

The world

below,

by war and anarchy, now stands upon foundations that cannot be shaken in time to come, under Jahve's
This is the joyful tidings of the
righteous and gentle sway.
new era which the poet predicts from out of his own times,
when he depicts the joy that will then pervade the whole creation in connection with which it is hardly intentional that ver.
11a and 116 acrostically contain the divine names nln and
hitherto shaken

;

,

in\

This joining of

pearing

is

all

creatures in the joy at Jahve's ap-

a characteristic feature of Isa. ch. xl.-lxii.

cords are already struck in Isa. xxxv. 1 sq.
fulness " as in Isa.
instead of l"inx)
to Hitzig,

who

"

The

These

sea and

its

In the chronicler ver. 10a (nnfcOl
stands between ver. lib and lie,
according
xlii.

10.

—

uses

all

his ingenuity here in

favour of that

other recension of the text, by an oversight of the copyist.

* In the Psalterium

Latinizing axo t£

a

ligno,

^fj'h.a

Veronense with the addition apo xylu, Cod. 156,
in the Latin Psalters (the Vulgate excepted)

;

undoubtedly an addition by an early Christian hand, upon which,
is set by Justin and all the early Latin Fathers.

however, great value

;

PSALM
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Vers. 12, 13.

The

"Wwio

and

•Tjtyn,

;

XCVII.
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chronicler changes v ife> into the prosaic

with the omission of the

b

into

"lJJ'n

psalmist on his part follows the model of Isaiah,

makes the

wood exnlt and clap their hands, ch.
which points into this festive time of

trees of the

The

12, xliv. 23.

TK,

^jj.

who
lv.
all

creatures which begins with Jahve's coming, is as in Isa. xxxv.
5 sq. Instead of "OK", " before," the chronicler has the V)B;>D so
familiar to him, by which the joy is denoted as being occasioned
by Jahve's appearing. The lines ver. 135c sound very much

The chronicler has abridged ver. 13, by hurrying on
mosaic-work portion taken from Ps. cv. The poet at

like ix. 9.

to the

The twojudgment,
after He has judged and sifted, executing punishment, Jahve
will govern in the righteousness of mercy and in faithfulness
the close glances from the ideal past into the future.
fold

K3

is

a participle,

Ew.

§

200.

Being come

to

to the promises.

PSALM

XCVII.

THE BEBAKING THROUGH OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD, THE
JUDGE AND SAVIOUR.
1

JAHVE
Many

is

now King,

the earth shouteth for joy,

islands rejoice.

2 Clouds and darkness are round about

Him,

Righteousness and judgment are the pillars of His throne.

3 Fire goeth before Him
And burnetb. up His enemies round about.

4 His lightnings lighten the world
The earth seeth it, and trembleth because
5 Mountains melt like wax before Jahve,
Before the Lord of the whole earth.
6 The heavens declare His righteousness,

And

all

it.

the peoples see His glory.

7 Confounded are

Who

of

all

those

who

serve graven images,

boast themselves of idols

All the gods cast themselves down to Him.

8 Zion heareth

it

and rejoiceth

thereat,

:
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And

the daughters of

Because of

Thy

XCVII. 1-3.

Judah shout

9 For Thou, Jahve, art the

Thou
10

art highly exalted

Ye who
He who
Out

And

!

Most High over

above

all

all

the earth,

gods.

love Jahve, hate evil

guardeth the souls of His

saints,

hand
sown for the righteous,

of the evil-doer will

of the

11 Light

joy—

for

judgments, Jahve

is

He

rescue them.

for the upright-minded joy.

12 Rejoice, ye righteous, in Jahve,

And

sing praise unto His holy

Name.

This Psalm, too, has the coming of Jahve, who enters
upon Hi3 kingdom through judgment, as its theme, and the
watchword " Jahve is King" as its key-note. The LXX.
inscribes

raro)
is

it

:

worthless

rise, is

ra>

Jerome

;

:

AaviB, ore

quando

17

77}

avrov KaOiararat

The

terra ejus restitute, est.

the time of restoration, from which

;

the post-exilic, for

it is

(jca6i<T-

ra> Aavi.8

takes

it

its

composed, as mosaic-work, out

of the earlier original passages of Davidic and Asaphic Psalms

and of the prophets, more especially of Isaiah, and

is

entirely

an expression of the religious consciousness which resulted

from the Exile.
Vers. 1-3.
literature

10, 12
cf.

;

:

We

have here nothing hut echoes of the older
10-12, li. 5 ; ver. 2a, cf. xviii.

ver. 1, cf. Isa. xlii.

ver.

Isa. xlii.

2b

— lxxxix. 15

ver. 3a, cf.

;

Beginning with the

25.

1.

3, xviii. 9

visible

;

ver.

'6b,

coming of the

kingdom of God in the present, with ^» 'n the poet takes his
stand upon the standpoint of the kingdom which is come.
With it also comes rich material for universal joy. bin is indi11 and frequently,

cative, as in xcvi.

them are

in fact

many

(cf.

Isa.

lii.

n" ?"}
1

15).

are

The

all,

for

all

of

description of

the theophany, for which the way is preparing in ver. 2 also
reminds one of Hab. ch. iii.
God's enshrouding Himself in
darkness bears witness to His judicial earnestness. Because
He comes as Judge, the basis of His royal throne and of

His judgment-seat

is

also called to

mind.

His harbinger

is

;
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fire, which consumes His adversaries on every side, as that
which broke forth out of the pillar of cloud once consumed

the Egyptians.

Vers. 4-6. Again we have nothing but echoes of the older
literature
cf.

Mic.

ver.

:

4

i.

;

4a

xxxv. 2,

cf. Isa.

= lxxvii. 19

ver. 5b, cf.
xl. 5,

describe that which

which

lxxvii.

is

;

Mic.

Hi. 10,

ver. 46, cf. lxxvii. 17
iv.

13

ver.

;

The

lxvi. 18.

=

6a

1.

6

;

ver. 5a,

;

ver. 66,

poet goes on to

future with historical certainty.

19 says of the manifestation of

God

times he transfers to the revelation of

God

in the last time.

The earth sees it, and begins to tremble in consequence
The reading ?nni, according to Hitzig (cf. Ew. § 232, b)
tional,

That

in the earlier

of

it.

tradi-

however, only an error of pointing that has been
the correct reading is the reading of Heidenheim
;

is,

propagated

and Baer, restored according to MSB., ?nni (cf. 1 Sam. xxxi. 3),
J3fi1, Dijni, Enni, and D^W.
The figure of the wax is found
even in lxviii. 3 and Jahve is also called " Lord of the whole
earth" in Zech. iv. 14, vi. 5. The proclamation of the heavens
is an expression of joy, xcvi. 11.
They proclaim the judicial
strictness with which Jahve, in accordance with His promises,
carries out His plan of salvation, the realization of which has

like

;

reached

men

see the glory of God.
Jahve becomes manifest,
everything that is opposed to it will be punished and consumed by
its light.
"Those who serve idols will become conscious of their
delusion with shame and terror, Isa. xlii. 17, Jer. x. 14.
The
superhuman powers (LXX. cvyyeXoi), deified by the heathen,
then bow down to Him who alone is Elohim in absolute per-

goal in the fact that

its

Vers.

sonality.

command

7, 8.

!

When

'10|!!?' !?

is

all

the glory of

not imperative

(LXX.,

Syriac), for as a

would be abrupt and inconsequential, but
the perfect of that which actually takes place.
The quotation
in Heb. i. 6 is taken from Deut. xxxii. 43, LXX.
In ver. 8
(after xlviii. 12) the survey of the poet again comes back to his
own nation. When Zion hears that Jahve has appeared, and all
the world and all the powers bow down to Him, she rejoices
for it is in fact her God whose kingship has come to be acknowledged.
And all the daughter-churches of the Jewish
this clause

land exult together with the mother-church over the salvation

which dawns through judgments.
Ver. 9. This distichic epiphonema

(ver.

9a=lxxxiii. 19;

—
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ver.
still,

added

Psalm there follows
not
hortatory strophe (which was perhaps
10) might close the

cf. xlvii. 3,

however, a
till

XCVI1I.

;

later on).

12a is = xxxii. 11, ver. 12b
same as in xxxvii.
5, and the promise in ver. 10 is the
ver. 11, this
particularly
but as to the rest,
28, xxxiv. 21
to fidelity
admonition
strophe is original. It is an encouraging
Vers. 10-12.

It is true ver.

= xxx.

;

in

an age in which an effeminate spirit of looking longingly
and stedfast ad[lit. ogling] heathenism was rife,

towards

herence to Jahve was threatened with loss of life. Those who
are faithful in their confession, as in the Maccabsean age (AcriBaloi), are called VTpn.
The beautiful figure in ver. 11 is mis-

apprehended by the ancient versions, inasmuch as they read
Jnj does not here signify sown
rnt (cxii. 4) instead of J)lt.
strewn into the earth, but strewn along his life's way, so

=

that he, the righteous one, advances step

by

step in the light.

Hitzig rightly compares KiBvarai, cKiZvwrai^ used of the dawn

and of the sun.

Of

the former Virgil also says,

Et jam prima

novo spargebat lumine terras.

PSALM
GREETING TO HIM

WHO

IS

XCVIII.

BECOME KNOWN

IN RIGHTEOUS-

NESS AND SALVATION.

SING unto Jahve a new song,
For He hath done marvellous things,
His right hand and His holy arm helped Him.
2 Jahve hath made known His salvation,
He hath revealed His righteousness before the eyes of the
1

nations.

3

He remembered

His loving-kindness and His faithfulness

the house of Israel,

All the ends of the earth saw the salvation of our God.

4 Make a joyful noise unto Jahve, all ye lands,
Break forth into rejoicing and play
5 Play unto Jahve with the cithern,
With the cithern and the voice of song.

to

—

!
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6 With trumpets and the sound of the horn,

Make

King Jahve

a joyful noise before the

7 Let the sea roar, and that which

The

who

world, and those

fllleth

it,

dwell therein.

8 Let the rivers clap their hands,
Together let the mountains rejoice
9 Before Jahve, for He cometh to judge the earth
He shall judge the world with righteousness,

And
This

is

the peoples with uprightness.

the only Psalm which

further addition, whence

NDW

inscribed "liBTD without

called in

is

SOIOTD (the orphan Psalm).

De redemtione

it

is

B. Aboda Zara, 2ib,
The Peshlto Syriac inscribes
JEgypto ; the " new song," however,

it

populi ex

not the song of Moses, but the counterpart of

this, cf. Apoc.
There " the Lord reigneth " resounded for the first
time, at the sea ; here the completion of the beginning there
commenced is sung, viz. the final glory of the divine kingdom,
which through judgment breaks through to its full reality.
The beginning and end are taken from Ps. xcvi. Almost all
that lies between is taken from the second part of Isaiah. This
book of consolation for the exiles is become as it were a Castais

xv. 3.

lian spring for the religious lyric.

Vers. 1-3.

What
cf.

Ver. lab we have already read in xcvi.

follows in ver. lc-3

7, lix. 16,

cf.

is

taken from Isa.

The primary

xl. 10.

shows that the Athnach of ver. 2

is

the opposite of hearsay (cf.

from

opp.
?K"iB*
i.

54

a^jU,

.jmJJ,

lii.

10,

passage, Isa.

correctly placed.
one's

own

from the narrative of another person).

rM? depends upon 13W, according

1.

Ixiii. 5,

10,

lii.

^V?

is

observation,

The

to cvi. 45, cf.

dative

Luke

sq.

Vers. 4-6.

The

call in ver.

festation of the mouth,

4 demands some joyful maniin
in many ways

which can be done

;

ver. 5 the union of song

and the music of stringed instruand in ver. 6 the sound of wind
ments, as of the Levites
On ver. 4 cf. Isa. xliv. 23, xlix.
instruments, as of the priests.
;

VOL. IIL

7

— — —
;
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13,

lii.

together with xiv. 7 (inasmuch as U^rn inXB

9,

valent to

Wi'S).

n|")

mot

tip is

found

also in Isa.

is

equi-

3.

li.

an echo of the earlier lanver. lb
xcvi. 11
guage of Psalms and prophets ver. la
*p x
find
(where
we
like xxiv. 1
ver. 8 after Isa. Iv. 12
Vers. 7-9. Here, too,

it

is

all

=

:

;

™

;

instead of the otherwise customary

2 Kings
13,

xi.

12,

is

*|3

J?£FI,

xlvii.

said of the trees of the field)

;

2

;

or

ver. 9

*|?

f^ri,

= xcvi.

In the bringing in of nature to participate in the

cf. 10.

joy of mankind, the clapping rivers

(fti" 1

!??)

are original to this

up high waves, which flow into one
another like clapping hands ;* cf. Hab. iii. 10, where the abyss
of the sea lifts up its hands on high, i.e. causes its waves to

Psalm

the rivers cast

:

run mountain-high.

PSALM XOIX.
SONG OF PRAISE IN HONOUR OF THE THRICE HOLY ONE.
1

JAHVE

reigneth, the peoples tremble

He

upon the cherubim, the earth
Zion is great,

2

Jahve

3

They

shall praise

Holy

is

in

And He

4

5

6

;

sitteth

is

exalted above

Thy

all

tottereth.

the peoples.

great and fearful

name

He.

And

the might of a king who loveth the right
Hast Tnou established in righteousness ;
Right and righteousness hast Thou executed in Jacob.
Exalt ye Jahve our God,
And prostrate yourselves at His footstool
Holy is He.

Moses and Aaron among His priests,
And Samuel among those who call upon His name
They called unto Jahve and He answered them

* Luther renders: "the water-floods exult" (froMockeii); and Eychman'o
Vocabularius predicantium explains plaudere by " to exult (frohlocken)
for joy, to smite the hands'.together prx gaudio ;' cf. Luther's version of
Ezek. xxi. 17.

PSALM XCIX.
1 In a

pillar of cloud

They kept His

And

the law which

forgiving

And

spoke to them

;

testimonies,

He

Thou

8 Jahve our God,

A

He

99
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God

wast

gave them.
hast answered

them

;

Thou unto them,

one taking vengeance of their deeds.

9 Exalt ye Jahve our God,

And

This

is

is

Jahve our God.

the third of the Psalms

hegin with the watchword

which the

first

(vers.

The

'n tyili?

^]?I3 'n.

(xciii., xcvii., xcix.)

and the

which

It falls into three parts, of

1-3) closes with Kin

(vers. 4, 5) with Kin C'^p,

irfps

His holy mountain,

prostrate yourselves at

For holy

third,

— an earthly echo of the

the second

t^fti?,

more

full-toned, with

trisagion of the seraphim.

two Sanctuses are two hexastichs and two hexastichs
form the third, according to the very same law by which the
third and the sixth days of creation each consists of two creative works. This artistic form bears witness against Olshausen
but the clare-obscure
in favour of the integrity of the text
small demands upon
and
expression
makes
no
language
the
of
first

;

;

the reader.

Bengel has seen deepest into the internal character of this
He says, " The 99th Psalm has three parts, in which
the Lord is celebrated as He who is to come, as He who is, and
as He who was, and each part is closed with the ascription of
He is holy." The Psalm is laid out accordingly by
praise
Oettinger, Bnrk, and 0. H. Eieger.
Psalm.

:

Vers. 1-3.

The

three futures express facts of the time to

come, which are the inevitable result of Jahve's kingly dominion bearing sway from heaven, and here below from Zion,
over the world ; they therefore declare what must and will
happen.
is

The

participle insidens cherubis (lxxx. 2, cf. xviii. 11)

a definition of the manner (Olshausen)

enthroned above the cherubim.
formation of the root
not a trembling that

XJ, vv,
is

:

He

BU, like j^,

to bend, nod.

reigns, sitting
is

What

a further
is

meant

is

the absolute opposite of joy, but a

trembling that leads on to salvation.

The Breviarium

in Psal-

100
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4, 5.

which bears the name of Jerome, observes: Terra
quamdiu immota fuerit, sanari non potest ; quando vero mota
In ver. 6a declafuerit et intremuerit, tunc recipiet sanitatem.
One can feel how the hope
ration passes over into invocation.
terium,

Name" (Deut. x. 17) will be uniand therefore that the religion of Israel
become the religion of the world, moves and elates the poet.

that the " great and fearful
versally acknowledged,
will

The

but t«n

E>i1j3,

Name

Kin refers to

vi. 3.

Jahve

The second Sanctus

5.

celebrates

His continuous righteous rule

rity of expositors construe it

:

"

And

might of the king, who loves right

;"

clause on to

nv

hazardous.

Neither can 3HX ESU'O

and

LXX.,

The majo-

(they shall praise) the

but

this joining of the

way

over the refrain that stands in the

And

possessor.

by the

He

Jahve with

in Israel.

T]?p

Tjn
}

is

however, be an

independent clause, since 2HX cannot be said of
its

;

are notions that easily glide over into one another.

Vers. 4,
respect to

ttfljj,

explained from the close connection with the

is

seraphic trisagion in Isa.

His

nm

fact that the expression notwithstanding is not

fy,

but only of

the dividing of the verse at Dnx, adopted

will therefore

not hold good.

attributive clause to "po in the

same

Dns czwo

position as in si. 7

is
;

an

and

with what appertains to it, is the object to FIM13 placed first,
which has the king's throne as its object elsewhere (ix. 8, 2 Sam.
vii. 13, 1 Chron. xvii. 12), just as it here has the might of the
king, which, however, here at the same time in D "iC' » takes
another and permutative object (cf. the permutative subject in
iy,

,

lxxii. 17), as

Hitzig observes

;

or rather, since

,

Dnt^D

is

most

generally used as an adverbial notion, this Dn'j"0 (lviii. 2,
lxxv. 3, ix. 9, and frequently), usually as a definition of the

mode of the judging and reigning, is subordinated and the
might of a king who loves the right, i.e. of one who governs
:

not according to dynastic caprice but moral precepts, hast

Thou

and aim (directed to righteousness and
What is meant is the theocratic kingship, and ver.
equity).
Ac says what Jahve has constantly accomplished by means of
He has thus maintained right and righteousness
this kingship
(cf. e.g. 2 Sam. viii. 15, 1 Chron. xviii. 14, 1 Kings x.
9, Isa.
Out of this manifestation of God's
xvi. 5) among His people.
righteousness, which is more conspicuous, and can be better
established in

spirit

:

estimated, within the nation of the history of redemption than

s
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elsewhere, grows the call to highly exalt
Israel,
1vJ"i,

to

bow

one's self

as in cxxxii. 7,

14

xlv.

and
is

Jahve the God

of

Din?

very low at His footstool.

not a statement of the object (for Isa.

is

of another kind), but (like ?K in other instances) of

the place in which, or of the direction
the irpoo-Kvvqa-i'}

is

Chron.

footstoql (1

to take place.
xxviii. 2, cf.

(cf. vii.

14) in which

The temple is called Jahve'
Lam. ii. 1, Isa. Ix. 13) with

reference to the ark, the capporeth of which corresponds to the

transparent sapphire (Ex. xxiv. 10) and to the crystal-like

firmament of the mercaba (Ezek.

The

Vers. 6-9.

i.

22, cf. 1 Chron. xxviii. 18).

vision of the third Sanctus looks into the

In support of the

history of the olden time prior to the kings.

statement that Jahve

is

Himself in mercy and

God who

a living God, and a

proves

judgment, the poet appeals to three
heroes of the olden time, and the events recorded of them.
The expression certainly sounds as though it had reference to
in

and Hitzig therefore
to the present time
must be explained of the three as heavenly
intercessors, after the manner of Onias and Jeremiah in the
vision 2 Mace. xv. 12-14. But apart from this presupposing an
active manifestation of life on the part of those who have fallen
happily asleep, which is at variance with the ideas of the latest
as well as of the earliest Psalms concerning the other world,
this interpretation founders upon ver. la, according to which
something belonging

believes that

;

it

God with the three " in the pillar of
cloud " ought also to be supposed.
The substantival clauses
a celestial discourse of

ver.

Gab bear sufficient evidence in themselves of being a

retrospect,

by which the futures that follow are stamped

being the expression of the cotemporaneous past.
tribution of

the predicates

to

the three

is

The

as

dis-

well conceived.

mighty man in prayer, for with his hands
uplifted for prayer he obtained the victory for his people over
Amalek (Ex. xvii. 11 sq.), and on another occasion placed himself in the breach, and rescued them from the wrath of God
and from destruction (cvi. 23, Ex. xxxii. 30-32 cf. also Num.
xii. 13 )
and Samuel, it is true, is only a Levite by descent,
but by office in a time of urgent need a priest (cohen), for he

Moses was

also a

;

;

sacrifices

independently in places where, by reason of the ab-

sence of the holy tabernacle with the ark of the covenant,

was not lawful, according to the

letter of

it

the law, to offer
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sacrifices,

and

6-9.

he builds an altar in Kamah, his residence as Judge,
connection with the divine services on the high

has, in

place

(Bama)

much

as the people

there, a

high-priestly position, inas-

more than

do not begin the

sacrificial repasts

before he

But the character of
has blessed the sacrifice (1 Sam. ix. 13).
a mighty man in prayer is outweighed in the case of Moses by
the character of the priest
for he is, so to speak, the proto;

priest of Israel,

which

laid as it

inasmuch as he twice performed priestly
were a foundation for all times to come,

acts
viz.

the sprinkling of the blood at the ratification of the covenant

under Sinai (Ex. ch. xxiv.), and the whole

which was

ritual

a model for the consecrated priesthood, at the consecration of
the priests (Lev. ch.

viii.).

It

was

he, too,

who performed

the

service in the sanctuary prior to the consecration of the priests

:

shew-bread in order, prepared the candlestick, and
burnt incense upon the golden altar (Ex. xl. 22-27). In the

he

set the

case of Samuel, on the other hand, the character of the mediais outweighed by that of the man
mighty in prayer by prayer he obtained Israel the victory of
Ebenezer over the Philistines (1 Sam. vii. 8 sq.), and confirmed his words of warning with the miraculous sign, that at
is calling upon God it would thunder and rain in the midst of
a cloudless season (1 Sam. xii. 16, cf. Sir. xlvi. 16 sq.).
The poet designedly says Moses and Aaron were among
His priests, and Samuel among His praying ones. This third

tor in the religious services
:

1 i

:

twelve-line strophe holds good, not only of the three in particular, but of the twelve-tribe nation of

ones to which they belong.

For

priests

and praying
meant of

ver. la cannot be

the three, since, with the exception of a single instance
xii. 5), it is

with

always Moses only, not Aaron,

whom God

much

negotiates in such a manner.

the whole people, which

less

(Num.

Samuel,

Dn\bs refers to

proved by their interest in the divine
revelation given by the hand of Moses out of the cloudy
pillar (Ex. xxxiii. 7 sq.).
Nor can ver. 6c therefore be understood of the three exclusively, since there is nothing to indicate
the transition from
pated like D^tph, 1

is

them to the people crying (D jop syncoSam. xiv. 33) to Jahve, i.e. as often as they
:

(these priests and praying ones, to

Samuel belong)

cried

s

whom a Moses, Aaron, and
He answered them He

unto Jahve,

revealed Himself to this people

who had such

leaders (choragi)

!

rsALii

in the cloudy pillar, to those

He

law which
Israel

itself

who kept His

A glance

gave them.

those

who

Ver. Ibc

a claim to be answered.

is,

evil,

In ver. 8

with

virtually at least, a rela-

a prayer that

may

is

God

a mirror of the righteousness of

ing grace of God.
three, then rivyJ!

than of the pardon-

If vers. 7, 8 are referred entirely to the

and

D£J, referred to their sins of infirmity,

But

appear to be too strong expressions.

to take the suffix of

BnvvJJ objectively (ea quce in eos sunt moliti Core
with,

are dis-

Him

added the thought that the history
in the time of its redemption out of Egypt, is not

be granted.
of Israel,

shows that in

could pray to

tive clause, declaring the prerequisite of

less

testimonies and the

at ver. 8

and the bad, good and

the good

God answered

tinguished.
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Symmachus

(jcal

e«St«o?

sttI

Tat?

et socii ejus),

eV^ewu? avr&v) and

Kimchi, as the ulciscens in omnes adinventiones eorum of the
Vulgate is interpreted,* is to do violence to it. The reference
to the people explains it all

without any constraint, and even

the flight of prayer that comes in here (cf. Mic.
calling

to

mind

short of the promise,

is

6,

in wrath, as

7.

He

The God

of Israel

Himself unfolds His

Hence the poet

18).

The

which

fell

an earnest admonition for the genera-

tion of the present time.

and

vii.

of the generation of the desert,

calls

upon

holy in love

is

Name

in Ex. xxxiv.

his fellow-countrymen

to

God, whom they may with pride call their own,
i.e. to acknowledge and confess His majesty, and to fall down
and worship at (? cf. ?£, v. 8) the mountain of His holiness,
the place of His choice and of His presence.
exalt this

PSALM

C.

CALL OF ALL THE WORLD TO THE SERVICE OF THE

TRUE GOD.

MAKE

1
a joyful noise unto Jahve,
2 Serve Jahve with gladness,

Come

before

Him

ye lands

with rejoicing.

* Vid. Raemdonck in his David proplxeta
ipsis illatas,

all

utipatuit in Core cet

cet.

1800

:

in.

omnes injuria)

:
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ye that Jahve is God
made us, and His we are,
His people, and the flock of His pasture.

Know

He

hath

4 Come

into

His gates with thanksgiving,

Into His courts with praise.

Give thanks unto Him, bless His name.
5 For Jahve is good,
His mercy is everlasting,
And to generation and generation His faithfulness.
This Psalm closes the series of deutero-Isaianic Psalms,
which began with Ps. xci. There is common to all of them that
mild sublimity, sunny cheerfulness, unsorrowful spiritual character, and New Testament expandedness, which we wonder at
and besides all this,
in the second part of the Book of Isaiah
;

they are also linked together by the figure anadiplosis, and

manifold consonances and accords.

The arrangement,
Isaianic

it is

:

too, at least

from Ps.

xciii.

onwards,

is

parallel with the relation of Isa. ch. xxiv.-xxvii.

to ch. xiii.-xxiii.

Just as the former cycle of prophecies closes

manner of a musical
Psalms celebrating the dominion of God, from
Ps. xciii. onwards, which vividly portray the unfolded glory of
the kingship of Jahve, have Jubilate and Cantate Psalms in

that concerning the nations, after the
finale, so the

succession.

From
the

first,

the fact that this last Jubilate
of the

viz.

first

nious the arrangement

is

entirely the echo of

we

half of Ps. xcv.,

is.

There we find

all

see

how

inge-

the thoughts

which recur here. There it is said in ver. 7, He is our God,
and we are the people of His pasture and the flock of His hand.

And

in ver. 2,

(rnina),

let

This min

Taken

Let us come before His face with thanksgiving

us make a joyful noise unto

found here

is

Him

in the title of the

in songs !

Psalm, mini'

"liDTD.

in the sense of a "

Psalm for thanksgiving," it would
say but little. We may take mir6 in a liturgical sense (with
the Targum, Mendelssohn, Ewald, and Hitzig), like rOB'n Off?,
xcii. 1, in this series, and like "V3tni> in xxxviii. 1, lxx. 1.
What
is

intended

is

not merely the toda of the heart, but the shela-

mim-toda, rnin

rnr, cvii. 22,

cxvi. 17,

which

is

also called ab-

PSALM
salutely

mm

shelamim

in

2 Chron. xxlx. 31.

13,

lvi.

thus called which

is
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presented

is

That kind of
min~!>JJ,

as

i.e.

thankful praise for divine benefits received, more particularly
marvellous protection and deliverance
Vers. 1-3.

H^^'S

are

all

population.

The

call in ver. 1

sounds like

men

lands, or rather all

The

verse, without

first

(yid. Ps. cvii.).

xcviii. 4, lxvi. 1.

belonging to the earth's

any parallelism and in
blowing of the trum-

so far monostichic, is like the signal for a
pets.

Instead of " serve Jahve with gladness (nnotJ>3),"

it is

11, " serve

Jahve with fear (nisnva)." Fear and
exclude
one
another.
Fear becomes the exalted
joy do not
Lord, and the holy gravity of His requirements joy becomes
The summons to
the gracious Lord, and His blessed service.
manifest this joy in a religious, festive manner springs up out of
an all-hopeful, -world-embracing love, and this love is the sponexpressed in

ii.

;

taneous result of living faith in the promise that
the earth shall be blessed in the seed of

prophecies in which this promise

is

all

tribes of

Abraham, and

unfolded,

yn

in the

(as in iv. 4)

Theodoret well interprets Bi avTwv ixadere twv irpay/idrcov.
They are to know from facts of outward and inward experience
that Jahve is God : He hath made us, and not we ourselves.

Thus runs the
rj/u,a<;

zeal

machus

Chethib,

ov% rjfieft

which the

LXX. follows, ovtos iiroirjaev

(as also the Syriac

(like Rashi),

renders avro? eTroirjaev

contrary to
ijyiia?

all

and Vulgate)

;

possibilities of

ovk ovras.

Sym-

but

language,

Even the Midrash

(Bere-

Babba, ch. c. init.) finds in this confession the reverse of the
arrogant words in the mouth of Pharaoh " I myself have made
myself" (Ezek. xxix. 3). The Keri, on the other hand, reads \b*
which the Targum, Jerome, and Saadia follow and render et
Hengstenberg calls this Ken quite unsuitable
ipsius nos sumus.
on the other hand, calls the Chethib an
Hupfeld,
and
bad
;
and
" unspeakable insipidity." But in reality both readings accord
shith

:

:

with the context, and

it

is

clear that they are both in

harmony

* According to the reckoning of the Masora, there are fifteen passages
is written and i^ is read, viz. Ex. xxi. 8,
Lev. xi. 21, xxv. 30, 1 Sam. ii. 3, 2 Sam. xvi. 18, 2 Kings viii. 10, Isa. ix.
2, Ixiii. 9, Ps. c. 3, exxxix. 16, Job xiii. 15 [cf. the .note there], xli. 4, Prov.
in the Old Testament in which

xix. 7, xxvi. 2,

Ezra

iv. 2.

are not reckoned with these.

^

Because doubtful,

Isa. xlix. 5, 1

Chron.

xi.

20

:
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Many

with Scripture.

from the words

when

C. 4, 5.

drawn balsamic consolation
ipsi nos ; e.g. Melancthon

a one has

ipse fecit nos et

disconsolately sorrowful

non

over the body of his son in

Dresden on the 12th July 1559.
But in ipse fecit nos et
ipsius nos sumus there is also a rich mine of comfort and of
admonition, for the Creator is also the Owner, His heart
His creature, and the creature owes itself entirely to
Him, without whom it would not have had a being, and would
not continue in being. Since, however, the parallel passage,
clings to

xcv. 7, favours

ftl

rather than tb\

;

since, further,

N?l is the

easier reading, inasmuch as son leads one to expect that an
antithesis will follow (Hitzig) ; and since the " His people and

the sheep of His pasture " that follows
tinuation of a preceding 13roK

V?)

a more natural con-

is

than that

it

should be attached

as a predicative object to ^bj) over a parenthetical 131138 xbl

the Keri decidedly maintains the preference.
In connection
with both readings, nt^y has a sense related to the history of

redemption, as in 1 Sam.
Isa. xxix. 23, lx. 21, cf.

xii. 6.

people, but as the people of
in the calling of

Vers. 4,

5.

Israel

is

Deut. xxxii.

Jahve's work (nbyD),

6, 15,

not merely as a

God, who were kept

in

view even

Abram.
Therefore shall the

men

of

all

nations enter

with thanksgiving into the gates of His Temple and into tht
courts of His

Temple with

praise (xcvi. 8), in order to join

themselves in worship to His church, which

—

Jahve for the good of the whole earth
this Temple and has it as the place of
grimage of

ment

God

all

is

—a

creation of

congregated about

its worship.
The pilpeoples to the holy mountain is an Old Testa-

dress of the hope for the conversion of all peoples to the

and the close union of all with the people of
His Temple is open to them all. They may enter,
and when they enter they have to look for great things. For
of revelation,

this

God.

the

God

of revelation (Hi. 11,

liv.

8)

is

"good"

(xxv. S, xxxiv.

9), and His loving-kindness and faithfulness endure for ever
--the thought that recurs frequently in the later Hallelujah
and Hodu Psalms and is become a liturgical formula (Jer.

xxxiii. 11).

generosity,

The mercy or loving-kindness of God is the
and His faithfulness the constancy, of His love.

—

;;

;

,

;
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THE VOWS OF A KING.
1

OF

mercy and right

will I sing,

2 I will give heed to the

To Thee, Jahve, will I harp
way of uprightness
When wilt Thou come unto me

?

!

my heart
within my house,

I will walk in the innocence of

3 I

will

not set before mine eyes
a worthless action

The commission

of excesses I hate,

nothing shall cleave to me.

4

A false heart

5

Whoso

secretly slandereth his neighbour,

Whoso

hath a high look and puffed-up heart,

shall

keep far from me,
I will not cherish an evil thing.

him
him

will I destroy

not suffer.

will I

6 Mine eyes are upon the faithful of the land,
that they

Whoso

may

be round about

me

walketh in the way of uprightness,

he shall serve me.
7

He

shall not sit within

my

house

who

He who

speaketh

lies shall

practiseth deceit

not continue

before mine eyes.

8 Every morning will I destroy
all

That

I

may

all

This

is

* Eyring,

the wicked of the earth,

root out of Jahve's city

workers of iniquity.

the "prince's Psalm,"* or as
in his Vita of

it

is

inscribed iu

Ernest the Pious [Duke of Saxe-Gotha, b.

1675], relates that he sent an unfaithful minister a copy of the
101st Psalm, and that it became a proverb in the country, when an official
1601,

d.

had done anything wrong
Psalm to read.

;

He

will certainly soon receive the prince's
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Luther's version, " David's mirror of a monarch."
be any more appropriate motto for it than what

In respect of

Jahve's government in xcix. 4

?

of Ps. xcix., to which Ps.

the finale, Ps.

appended

c. is

ci.

priateness of the words
as in Ps. xxiv.,

xl.,

"too

~rrf?

this

passage

seems to be

The

cix., ex.,

(the position of the

exxxix.)

is

there

said of

an echo out of the heart of David.

as

Can
is

appro-

words

is

corroborated by the

form and contents. Probably the great historical work from
which the chronicler has taken excerpts furnished the postexilic collector

with a further gleaning of Davidic songs, or at
were ascribed to David. The Psalm before us

least songs that

belongs to the time during which the

Ark was

in the house of

Obed-Edom, where David had left it behind through terror at
David said at that time: "How
the misfortune of Uzzah.
shall the Ark of Jahve come to me (the unholy one) ? " 2 Sam.

He

vi. 8.

did not venture to bring the

Holy One within the range

of his

own

Ark

of the Fearful and

house.

In our Psalm,

however, he gives utterance to his determination as king to give
earnest heed to the sanctity of his walk, of his rule, and of his

house

and

;

whom,

this resolve

he brings before Jahve as a vow, to
which the Ark of God

in regard to the rich blessing

Sam. vi. 11 sq.), he longingly sighs:
it (2
This cotemporaneous
Thou come to me ?! "
reference has been recognised by Hammond and Venema.
From the fact that Jahve comes to David, Jerusalem becomes
" the city of Jahve," ver. 8
and to defend the holiness of this
the city of His habitation in all faithfulness, and with all his
might, is the thing to which David here pledges himself.
around

diffuses

"

When

wilt

;

The
Psalm

contents of the

first

verse refer not merely to the

announcement of its theme, but to
graciousness and right, the self-manifesta-

that follows as an

David's whole

life

:

tions united ideally and, for the

king who governs His people,

typically in Jahve, shall be the subject of his song.

the primal source of graciousness and of right,

whom

it

Jahve,

shall be, to

he consecrates his poetic talent, as also his playing upon
1DH is condescension which flows from the principle

the harp.

of free love, and tDBtpp legality which binds itself impartially
and uncapriciously to the rule (norm) of that which is rio-ht

and good.

They

are two

modes

of conduct, mutually temper-

PSALM

God

ing each other, which

Matt,

cf.

23

xxiii.

rqv

:
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requires of every

rov

ku\

icplcnv

man

thoughtfully and with an endeavour to pursue

unto the

ix. 13),

What

less.

tive clause

is

Hitzig renders

when

it

comes

But

ledge.

[11])
is

of that

further said might

it

differently

this

^a

(Ex.

ys&n
i.e.

as in

blame-

now be rendered as a relaBut not until then ?

me.

!

interrogative 'HO in

xviii.

12

TV

Moreover, the relative use of the

Hebrew cannot be

aov

xix.

the expression D'Dn

supported, with

exception, perhaps, of Prov. xxiii. 35.
iroQS)

Sam.

16, 19, 2

its parts,

therefore not used iu a different

is

sense from that in ver. 6.

:

(3

it

perfect,

i.e. as often as it is brought to my knowhad been the meaning, *i?1? would have

an ethical notion, and

interprets

is

I will take up the lot of the just

:

according to both

for,

to

which

me,

to

if

been said instead of
;

way

when Thou comest

:

vi. 8,

and more

Further, he has resolved to give heed,

especially of a king.

Dan.

(Mic.

eXeov),

the

Athanasius correctly

ttjv Trapovcriav, a> BecnroTa, lp,eipop,ai crov

aXka 86? to Tro9ov/j,evov. It is a question of
strong yearning
when wilt Thou come to me ? is the time
near at hand when Thou wilt erect Thy throne near to me ?
If his longing should be fulfilled, David is resolved to, and

t?)s e-rri^>aveCa<s,

:

will then,

behave himself as he further

He

he makes.

sets forth in the

vows

pledges himself to walk within his house,

i.e.

his palace, in the innocence or simplicity of his heart (lxxviii.

72, Prov. xs. 7), without allowing himself to be led

frame of mind which has become

this

his

away from

through grace.

(Deut. xv.

Ex.

9,

x. 10, 1

Sam.

xxix. 10,

worthless or vile matter whatsoever
xviii. 5).

The commission

cf.

nsn Gen.

xlviii.

v. 2), as

signification
lentia

;

:

D, ?3H,

(cf.

{facta)

Zech.

1.

fiB'J? is

:

?J?v3,
infin.

20, Prov. xxi. 3,

D'BD (like D^t? in

11, \n& Prov. xxxi. 4.

the object of

Ewa-ld) signification

Gen. xxxi. 28,

morally

concerning

of excesses he hates

constr. instead of Tft&y as in

Hos.

LXX.), any

(xli. 9, cf.

He

purpose

will not set before his eyes, viz. as a proposition or

has not a personal (Kimchi,

i"lB>J?,

on the other hand
declinantia

xi. 7, vincientid)

(like
;

all

xl. 5),

DHI,

but material

xix.

14, inso-

temptations and in-

citements of this sort he shakes off from himself, so that

nothing of the kind cleaves to him. The confessions in ver. 4
refer to his own inward nature
$g? 3? (not 3rE>'i3J?, Prov.
:

xvir.

20), a false heart that

is

not faithful in

its

intentions

PSALM
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either to

CI.

or to men, shall remain far from

ness (V\ as in xxxiv. 15) he does not wish to

him wickedknow, i.e. does
;

Whoso

not wish to foster and nurture within him.

secretly

him will he destroy it will therefore
be so little possible for any to curry favour with him by uncharitable perfidious tale-bearing, of the wiliness of which
slanders his neighbour,

;

David himself had had abundant experience in his relation to
r
Saul, that it will rather call forth his anger upon him (Prov.
Instead of the regularly pointed

xxx. 10).

OT

the

Ken

$

reads 'wta,

oculo
rn'lGslini, a Poel ($?> lingua petere, like
(vid.
instead
of
with
xxx.
6
petere, elsewhere !T? ?, Prov.
10)
i

on

10,

cix.

lxii.

4) and with

The "lofty

cxiii.).

of eyes,"

the " broad of heart,"

(Prov. xxviii. 25,

am

supplied as in Isa.

i.

On

i.e.

him he cannot endure (/&$,

incapable

of, viz. nsb|7,

which

is

proto be

upon the

faithful of the land,

drawing them into his vicinity. Whoso
the way of uprightness, he shall serve him (ny?, 6epa-

with the view,

walks in

and

13, after Prov. xxx. 21, Jer. xliv. 22).*

the other hand, his eyes rest

Treveiv,

supercilious, haughty,

boastful, puffed up, self-conceited

i.e.

cf. xxi. 4),

perly fut. Hoph. : I

Chirek compaginis (vid. on Ps.

of

viz.,

akin to

*l?y,

SovXeveiv).

He who

practises deceit shall

he who speaks

lies shall have no
more than equivalent to J133) before (under)
his eyes.
Every morning (Q "!i?3? as in Ixxiii. 14, Isa. xxxiii. 2,
Lam. iii. 23, and D "!5??, Job vii. 18), when Jahve shall have
taken up His abode in Jerusalem, will he destroy all evil-doers
CJlEn as in cxix. 119), i.e. incorrigibly wicked ones, wherever
he may meet them upon the earth, in order that all workers of
evil may be rooted out of the royal city, which is now become

not stay within his house

continuance

;

(ifa* is

,

,

the city of Jahve.

* In both instances the Masora writes irilN (plene), but the Talmud,
B. Erachin 156, had lflN before it when it says " Of the slanderer God
says : I and he cannot dweD together in the world, I cannot bear it any
:

longer with him

(ifltf)."
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PRAYER OF A PATIENT SUFFERER FOR HIMSELF AND FOR
THE JERUSALEM THAT LIES IN RUINS.
2

O JAHVE,
And

let

3 Hide not

my

hear

my

prayer,

cry come unto Thee.

Thy face from me

in the

day that I

am in

trouble,

Incline Thine ear unto me,

In the day that I

4 For

my

call

answer

me

speedily.

days are vanished in smoke,

And my

bones are heated through as a hearth.
like
Smitten
a green herb and dried up is my heart,
5
For I have forgotten to eat my bread,
8 Because of

my

loud crying

my

bones cleave to

my

flesh.

am like a pelican of the wilderness,
am become as an owl of the ruins.
Keeping watch I am as a lonely bird on the house-top.
All the day mine enemies reproach me
Those who are mad against me swear by me.

7 I

I

8
9

;

10 For I have eaten ashes like bread,
And mingled my drink with weeping,
11 Because of Thine indignation and Thy raging,
That Thou hast lifted me up and cast me down.
12

My

days are like a lengthened shadow,

And

I myself

am

dried up like the green herb.

13 But Thou, Jahve,

sittest

enthroned for ever,

And Thy remembrance endureth into all generations.
14 Thou wilt arise, have mercy upon Zion,
For it is time to favour her, yea the time is come—
15 For Thy servants cling lovingly to her stones,

16

And

they cry sore over her dust.

And
And

the heathen shall fear the
all

the kings of the earth

Name
Thy

of Jahve,

glory,

—

—
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17 Because Jahve hath rebuilt Zion,
18

He hath appeared in His glory,
He hath turned to the prayer of
And not despised their prayer.

the destitute,

19 It shall be written for the generation to come,
And a people yet to be created shall praise Jah,

20 That

He

hath looked down from His holy height,

From heaven unto earth hath Jahve looked,
21 To hear the sighing of the prisoner,
To set at liberty those who are appointed to death,
22 That they may declare in Zion the Name of Jahve,
23

24

And His praise in Jerusalem,
When the peoples are gathered together,
And the kingdoms, to serve Jahve.

He
He

25 I

my strength in
my days.
take me not away

hath bowed down

the way,

hath shortened

My

said,

God,

my

in the midst of

days
Into

all

generations

Thy

years endure.

26 Of old hast Thou founded the earth,
And the heavens are the work of Thy hands.
27 Those shall perish, but Thou remainest,

They all shall wax old like a garment,
As a vesture dost Thou change them and they change
28 But Thou art the same and Thy years have no end
29 The children of Thy servants shall dwell,
!

And
Ps.

Ps.

cii.

their seed shall continue before

utters the sigh

ci.

:

with the inscription

he pineth

When
:

wilt Thou come to me ? and
Prayer for an afflicted one when

away and poureth forth

prays, Let

my

his complaint before Jahve,

prayer come unto Thee.

just as personally as

strued into a nation.
a national song

;

it

Thee.

It is to be taken, too,

sounds, and the person

The song

the poet

is

of the

^V

is,

not to be con-

is

however certainly

a servant of Jahve,

the calamity that has befallen Jerusalem

and

people, both in outward circumstances

in

of his soul,

*\W

signifies to

and

who

shares

homeless
the very depth
its

pine away, languish, as in

Lxi. 3,

PSALM
Isa. Ivii.

16

and

;

?]se>

irp'tJ'

to

pour out one's thoughts and

complaints, one's anxious care, as in

As

is

the case already with

113

CII. 2-9.

Sam.

1

cxlii. 3, cf.

many

i.

15

sq.

of the preceding Psalms,

the deutero-Isaianic impression accompanies us in connection

Psalm also, even to the end
marked does the echo

with

this

in

the more

it

The

type become.

such as

xxii., Ixix.,

and the further we get

;

of

its

prophetical proto-

poet also allies himself with earlier Psalms,

and

lxxix.,

although himself capable of lofty

which he makes us

poetic flight, in return for

feel

the absence

of any safely progressive unfolding of the thoughts.

The Psalm opens with familiar expressions of
mouth of the praying one

Vers. 2, 3.

prayer, such as rise in the heart and

without his feeling that they are of foreign origin
especially xxxix. 13, xviii. 7, lxxxviii. 3

and on

;

more

cf.

;

3

ver.

:

xxvii.

Thy face from me) lix. 17 (^ IS DV3) xxxi. 3
and frequently (Incline Thine ear unto me) ; lvi. 10 (snpx DIU) ;
9 {Hide not

7

lxix. 18, cxliii.

in»).

C?3J|

Prom

Vers. 4-6.

The reading

onward the Psalm becomes

this point

Concerning the Beth

original.

;

;

I^M,

in

on xxxvii. 20.

vid.

Ben-Jerucham) enriches
the same sense with a word which has scarcely

1|?.

the lexicon in

iD3 (in the Karaite

had any existence.

(Arabic maukid)

"JpiO

nro

other instances, a hearth,

is,

signifies here, as in

as in lxix. 4,

Niphal

:

my

bones are heated through with a fever-heat, as a hearth with
the smouldering

fire

that

used exactly as in Hos.
said to dry
voir, fails.

up when
The verb

is

ix.

the

on

life's

rots' is

it.

naw

The

blood, of which

followed by

jL), in

it is

=

the skin, from

rub, scrape, scratch on the surface),
1

with

b (^S) with p? !

Bottcher,

to

the reser-

On
i.e.

the

to the

accordance with the radical signification,

the surface of the body

iv. 8.

is

is

\0 of dislike.

cleaving of the bones to the flesh from being baked,
skin (Arabic

21)

heart

(cf. VliJP, xciv.

16, cf. Ps. cxxi. 6.

is

draw

used just like
"TiruK bipp

to

"iu>3,

cf.

Job
It

3.

to ver.

brush along,
20,

xix.
is

5.

Lam.

unnecessary,

Continuous

straining of the voice, especially in connection with persevering

prayer arising from inward conflict, does really

make

the body

waste away.
Vers. 7-9.

VOL.

III.

HNj? (construct of

HNpT or

flKjj

from nxp,
8,

vid.
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73), according to the

the night-raven or the

is

CII. 10-12.

little

the pelican, and Di3
<""« obtains the
horned-owl.*

LXX.,

is

signification to be like, equal (cequalem esse),

from the

radical

the
signification to be flat, even, and to spread out flat (as
unclean
both
are
They
Dutch have already recognised).
creatures, which are fond of the loneliness of the desert and

To

ruined places.

such a wilderness, that of the exile, is the
He passes the nights without

poet unwillingly transported.

sleep (1\>f, to watch during the time for sleep), and is there"HM)
fore like a bird sitting lonesome (Tnz, Syriac erroneously
sleeping.
are
beneath
house
the
all
in
whilst
roof
the
upon
in ver. 8 separates that which is come to be from
ground of the "becoming" and the "becoming" itself.
His grief is that his enemies reproach him as one forsaken of
God. ^'l», part. Poal, is one made or become mad, Eccles. ii.
2 my mad ones = those who are mad against me. These swear
by him, inasmuch as they say when they want to curse " God

The Athnach
the

:

:

do unto thee as unto this man," which

be explained accord-

is to

ing to Isa. lxv. 15, Jer. xxix. 22.

Ashes are his bread (cf. Lam. iii. 16), inasmourner, sits in ashes, and has thrown ashes
The inflected 'lijK?
over himself, Job ii. 8, Ezek. xxvii. 30.
Vers. 10-12.

much
all

as he, a

* The

LXX.

as a night-raven

LXX., Saadia
ritan Arabic,

renders

it

:

I

am

like a pelican of the desert, I

upon a ruined place

by Erpenius,

(as also the Arabic version edited

and Abulwalid) renders riNp by

18, Deut. xiv. 17, Isa. xxxiv. 17),

and D13 by

v JJ

+y

am become

In harmony with the

(o/xosHSa).

•

the Sama-

(here and in Lev.

the latter (bum)

xi.

is

an

onomatopoetic name of the owl, and the former (kufc) does not even signify the owl or horned-owl (although the small horned-owl is called
urn kueik in Egypt, and in Africa abu kueik; vid. the dictionaries of

Bocthor and Marcel s.v. chouetie), but the pelican, the "long-necked
water-bird" (Damiri after the lexicon el- Obdb of Hasan ben-Mohammed
The Grseco-Veneta also renders flNp with z-stexuv, the
el-Saghani).

—

Peshito, however, with

[O-O.

Physiologus Syrus (ed. Tychsen,
that

it is

places,

a marsh-bird,

and

is

is

What Ephrem on

Dent. xiv. 17 and the

p. 13,

cf.

pp. 110 sq.) say of

very fond of

its

young

I

HO,

incessantly noisy, likewise points to the pelican, although the
Cf. also Oedmann, Vermischte Sammlungen,

Syrian lexicographers vary.

Heft

3,

Cap.

viz.

ones, dwells in desolate

6.

(Fleischer after a communication from Rbdiger.)
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in Hos.
is

= llpBJ for its principal
ii.

7.

" That

Thou
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CII. 13-18.

form, instead of which

me up and

hast lifted

be understood according to Job xxx. 22.

to

First

has taken away the firm ground from under his

He

aloft

which

Israel,
exile,

has cast him to the ground

removed from

is

feet,

— an emblem of

its

it is '"ipt?

me down"
of all God
then from
the lot of

fatherland and cast into

In that passage the days of
which grows

into a strange land.

i.e.

cast

his life are ^IM 3X3, like a lengthened shadow,

longer and longer until

Another figure follows
plant which dries up.

it
:

is

entirely lost in darkness, cix. 23.

he there becomes

like

an (uprooted)

When the church in its individual members
on a foreign soil, still its God, the unchangeable One,
remains, and therein the promise has the guarantee of its fulfilment.
Faith lays hold upon this guarantee as in Ps. xc. It
becomes clear from ix. 8 and Lam. v. 19 how atwn is to be
understood.
The Name which Jahve makes Himself by selfattestation never falls a prey to the dead past, it is His everliving memorial (13.T, Ex. iii. 15).
Thus, too, will He restore
Jerusalem the limit, or appointed time, to which the promise
Vers. 13-15.

dies off

;

points

is,

as his longing tells the poet,

ing to lxxv. 3, Hab.

ii.

3, is

WO,

now come.

accord-

the juncture, when the redemption

by means of the judgment on the enemies of Israel shall dawn,
fi^n?, from the infinitive jsn, has S, flattened from #, in an
nin seq. ace. signifies to have pleasure
entirely closed syllable.
in anything, to cling to it with delight
and ^n, according to
;

Prov. xiv. 21, affirms a compassionate, tender love of the object.

The

servants of

God

do not feel at home

in

Babylon, but

their

loving yearning lingers over the ruins, the stones and the heaps
of the rubbish (Neb.,

when

iii.

With

Vers. 16-18.
that which

is

34

[iv. 2]), of

WW we

Jerusalem.

are told

what

will take place

expected in ver. 14 comes to pass, and at

same time the fulfilment of that which is longed for is
home upon God Jahve's own honour depends
upon it, since the restoration of Jerusalem will become the
means of the conversion of the world a fundamental thought
of Isa. ch. xl.-lxvi. (cf. more particularly ch. lix. 19, lx. 2),
which is also called to mind in the expression of this strophe.
the

thereby urged

:

—

This prophetic prospect

Jerusalem

will

take

(Isa. xl.

place

1-5) that the restoration of

simultaneously with the glorious

1.

16

PSALM

CII. 19-29.

parusia of Jahve re-echoes here in a lyric form.
states the

ground

of the praise.
ijnyn, from

of the reverence, just as ver.

17,

*3, ver.

20 the ground

people of the Exile are called in ver. 18
be naked homeless, powerless, honourless,

The

TTJ}, to

:

and in the eyes of men, prospectless. The LXX. renders this
word in Jer. xvii. 6 aypwfivpi/ci), and its plural, formed by an
internal change of vowel, "WiV, in Jer. xlviii. 6 ovos a<ypio<;,
which are only particularizations of the primary notion of that
which is stark naked, neglected, wild. Ver. 185 is an echo of
Ps. xxii. 25. In the mirror of this and of other Psalms written
in times of affliction the Israel of the

Exile saw

itself reflected.

The poet goes on advancing motives

Vers. 19-23.

to

Jahve for the fulfilment of his desire, by holding up to Him
what will take place when He shall have restored Zion. The
evangel of God's redemptive deed will be written down for
succeeding generations, and a new, created people, i.e. a people
coming into existence, the church of the future, shall praise
God the Kedeemer for it. iiins "in as in xlviii. 14, Ixxviii. 4.

^33

DV like

"I5h EJ? xxii.

32, perhaps with reference to deutero-

Isaianic passages like Isa.

15

in ver.

;

colouring

is

21 (cf. Isa.
very evident.

upon lxxix. 11.
prison and chains

in

(T'pN),

destruction (nrnnn ^a),

if

On

7, lxi. 1)

And

The

bally

7.

xliii.

xlii.

ver.

21

ver. 20, cf. Isa.

rests still

more

people of the Exile are as

it

ver-

were

and are advancing towards their
does not interpose. Those who

God

have returned home are the subject

3 in ver. 23

to 1QD7.

troduces that which takes place simultaneously
of Israel

lxiii.

the deutero-Isaianic

:

in-

with the release

from servitude is united the conversion of the world.
same connection as in Isa. lx. 4. After

pspi occurs in the

having thus revelled in the glory of the time of redemption the
poet comes back to himself and gives form to his prayer on his

own

behalf.

Vers. 24-29.
of the

way"

—

the

way

(a as in ex. 7)

—not " by means

which one
some attributive minuter definition of the
God hath bowed down his strength (cf. Deut. viii. 2) it

would expect

way

On

(3 as in cv. 18), in connection with

to find

was therefore a troublous, toilsome way which he has been

;

led

together with his people. He has shortened his days, so that
he only drags on wearily, and has only a short distance still
before him before he is entirely overcome.
The Chethib iro
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CII. 24-29.

(LXX. la^vof avrov) may be understood of God's irresistible
might, as in Job xxiii. 6, xxx. 18, but in connection with it
the designation of the object

ductory ION

Job

is

felt to

The

be wanting.

intro-

which announces a definite moulding of the utterance, serves to give prominence to the petition
(cf.

x. 2),

In the expression ^PJJPpX life is conceived of as
a line the length of which accords with nature
to die before
one's time is a being taken up out of this conrse, so that the

that follows.

;

second half of the line

not lived through

is

(lv.

24, Isa. xxxviii.

The

prayer not to sweep him away before his time, the
poet supports not by the eternity of God in itself, but by the
10).

work

of the rejuvenation of the world

of Israel that
to

is

He

an accomplishment, because

The longing

new time

to see this

and of the restoration
He can and will bring
is the ever-living One.
the final ground of the

which

to be looked for,

is

poet's prayer for the prolonging of his life.

God

The

the Creator in ver. 26 reminds one in
n®?} in ver.

13, cf. xliv. 24.

xlviii.

The

divisions of the universe.

27 refers

fact that

its

confession of

form of Isa.
two great
create heaven

to the

God will

and earth anew is a revelation that is indicated even in Isa.
xxxiv. 4, but is first of all expressed more fully and in many
ways in the second part of the Book of Isaiah, viz. li. 6, 16,
Ixv. 17, lxvi. 22.

of the

garment

from the agreement in the figure
1. 9) and in the expression (""?V,
22) that the poet has gained this know-

It is clear
(Isa.

li.

perstare, as in Isa. lxvi.

6, cf.

ledge from the prophet.

He,

i.e.

The

expressive N!n fWK,

unalterably the same One,

is

also taken

Thou

art

from the mouth

of the prophet, Isa. xli. 4,

xliii. 10, xlvi. 4, xlviii. 12
t«n is a
and denotes the identity (sameness) of Jahve (Hofmann, Schrifibeweis, i. 63). In ver. 29 also, in which the prayer
;

predicate,

for a lengthening of life tapers off to a point,
9, lxvi.

22 re-echoed.

And from

we hear

Isa. Ixv.

the fact that in the

mind

of

the poet as of the prophet the post-exilic Jerusalem and the
final

new Jerusalem upon

blend together,

it

is

the

new

earth under a

new heaven

evident that not merely in the time of

Hezekiah or of Manasseh (assuming that Isa. ch. xl.-lxvi. are
by the old Isaiah), but also even in the second half of the Exile,
such a perspectively foreshortened view was possible. When,
moreover, the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews at once
refers vers.

26-28

to Christ, this is justified

by the

fact that

—
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God whom the poet
Jahve who is to come.
the

CIII.

confesses as the unchangeable

PSALM
HYMN
1

*Z

'6

4
5

IN

BLESS, O my soul, Jahve,
And all that is within me, His
Bless, O my soul, Jahve,
forget not

Who

forgiveth

all
all

holy

His benefits
thine iniquity,

and tender
[mercies,

that thy youth renews itself like the eagle.

6 Deeds of righteousness doth Jahve perform,

7

And judgments on behalf of all
He made known His ways unto
To

the children of Israel

8 Merciful and gracious

Slow
9

10

to

is

that are oppressed.

Moses,

His mighty

acts.

Jahve,

anger and plenteous in mercy.

Not always doth He contend,

And not
He doth

for ever doth

He

keep anger.

not deal with us after our sins,

Nor recompense

us after our iniquities.

11 For as the heaven

is high above the earth,
His mercy upon those who fear Him.
12 As far as the east is from the west,
So far doth He remove our transgressions from us.
13 Like as a father pitieth his children,
So Jahve pitieth those who fear Him.
14 For He knoweth our nature,

So mighty

He
15

A
As

is

is

mindful, that

mortal

man

—

ONE.

Name.

Who healeth all thine infirmities,
Who redeemeth thy life from the pit,
Who crowneth thee with loviug-kindness
Who satisfieth thy mouth with good,
So

is

CIII.

HONOUR OF GOD THE AU>COMPASSIONATE

And

One

we

are dust.

his days are as grass,

a flower of the field, so

he flourisheth.

PSALM CM.
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16 If the wind passeth over him, he is not,
And his place knoweth him no more.
17 But the mercy of Jahve is from everlasting to everlasting
upon those who fear Him,
And His righteousness is manifested to children's children,
18

To

those

And

who keep His covenant

are mindful of His statutes to do them.

19 Jahve hath established His throne in the heavens,

And His kingdom

ruleth over

all.

20 Bless Jahve, ye His angels,

Ye

strong heroes doing His word,

Hearkening

to the call of His word.
21 Bless Jahve, all ye His hosts,
His servants doing His pleasure.

22 Bless Jahve, all ye His works,
In all places of His dominion.
Bless,

O my

soul,

Jahve

!

To the " Thou wilt have compassion upon Zion" of cii. 14
appended Ps. ciii., which has this as its substance throughout but in other respects the two Psalms stand in contrast to
one another. The inscription TTP is also found thus by itself
without any further addition even before Psalms of the First
Book (xxvi.-xxviii., xxxv., xxxvii.). It undoubtedly does not
rest merely on conjecture, but upon tradition.
For no internal
grounds which might have given rise to the annotation TH? can
be traced. The form of the language does not favour it. This
pensive song, so powerful in its tone, has an Aramaic colouring
like Ps. cxvi., cxxiv., cxxix.
In the heaping up of Aramaizing
suffix-forms it has its equal only in the story of Elisha, 2 Kings
iv. 1-7, where, moreover, the Keri throughout substitutes the
usual forms, whilst here, where these suffix-forms are intentional ornaments of the expression, the Chethib rightly remains
unaltered.
The forms are 2d sing. fern, echi for ech, and 2c? sing,
The i without the tone which is added
plur. djchi for ajich.
is

;

here

is

just the one with

was
and

^FIK

instead of PlX and

which

^

for

originally the pronunciation

^.

Out

cxvi. 7, 19) these suffix-forms echi

of the Psalter (here

and

ajchi occur only in

:
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Jer.

15,

xi.

1-5.

prophet

in the North-Palestinian history of the

and

Book of Kings.
The groups or strophes

in the

which the Psalm falls are vers.
If we count their lines we

into

1-5, 6-10, 11-14, 15-18, 19-22.

The Coptic

obtain the schema 10. 10. 8. 8. 10.

CTYXOC,

ingly reckons 46

i.e.

version accord-

ailypi.

In the strophe vers. 1-5 the poet calls upon
God's justifying, re-

Vers. 1-5.

his soul to arise to praiseful gratitude for

In such soliloquies

deeming, and renewing grace.

Ego

it

is

the

up with the spirit, the stronger,
man {Psychology, S. 104 sq. tr. p. 126),

that speaks, gathering itself

more manly part

of

;

or even, because the soul as the spiritual

medium

and of the body represents the whole person of
logy, S.

203

;

tr. p.

soul the whole of

its

240), the

own

Ego

of the spirit

man

(Psycho-

rendering objective in the

So here

personality.

in vers.

3-5 the

which is addressed, represents the whole man. The D'^i?
which occurs here is a more choice expression for Q"l>p ( a,.S>0)
the heart, which is called 2~ip «ar' i^o^v, the reins, the liver,

soul,

etc.

;

for according to the scriptural conception (Psychology,

266 tr. p. 313) these organs of the cavities of the breast
and abdomen serve not merely for the bodily life, but also the
S.

;

psycho-spiritual

life.

There

phoram.

is

The summoning ^la is repeated per anaman is so prone to forget

nothing the soul of

as to render thanks that are due,

that are due to

God.

It therefore

and more especially thanks
needs to be expressly aroused

it may not leave the blessing with which God
unacknowledged, and may not forget all His acts
performed (70S
-105) on it (-W5, prjfia fziaov, e.g. in cxxxvii. 8),
which are purely deeds of loving-kindness (benefits). Now

in

order that

blesses

it

=

follow attributive participles, which attach themselves to 'n"DN.
Most prominent stands mercy (loving-kindness), which is the
primal condition and the foundation of all the others, viz. sin-

pardoning mercy. The verbs ni?D and NB"; with a dative of the
object denote the bestowment of that which is expressed by
D^^nn (taken from Deut. xxix. 21, cf.
the verbal notion.
1-611, root ?n, solutum,
1 Chron. xxi. 19, from *6ri
laxum esse)
are not merely bodily diseases, but all kinds of inward and out-

=

ward
nnt5>,

sufferings,
as in

Job

nntfo the

xvii.

14)

;

LXX.

but in

renders

e'«

<pdopa<;

this antithesis to life it is

(from

more
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Just as the soul owes

as in xvi. 10.
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its

name

as a

of Hades,

deliverance from guilt

and death to God, so also does it owe to God that
endowed out of the riches of divine love. The
without any such addition as in v. 13, is " to crown,"

distress

with which

verb

")t?y,

it is

As

cf. viii. 6.

accusative

is

usually the case,

the crown

;

it is

construed with a double

were woven out of lovincrThe Beth of 3it33 in ver. 5 instead
as

is

kindness and compassion.

it

of the accusative (civ. 28) denotes the

which

gum

is

same time that which

at the

renders

ornatus ejus

;

whereas

dies senectutis turn,

:

9 inversely, juventus eorum.

be a name of the soul

"!J?

cannot

itself

^."IJJ

And

other instances,

(Aben-Ezra, Mendelssohn, Philipp-

We,

therefore, with Hitzig,

back upon the sense of the word in xxxii.

LXX.

renders

t<z? encvyova'?

parently starting from
cliadd, the

cheek

:

the

Arabic

Ijii,

primary notion of

tov eixirnfkwvTa ev ayadols

to nourish).

own

person, himself) that

as

were gets

it

its

God

Mic.

16

is

The

poet

it (cf.

parison

"it?33 is,

to the

annual moulting of the eagle.

plumage

The

is

first

=

Arabic

eTnOv/xiav

tells

the soul

(i.e.

his

with good, so that

lxxxi. 11).

(cf. Isa. xl. 31), to

it

The combe referred

renewing of its
an emblem of the renovation of his youth by grace.

predicate to

stands

i.

''1J?

rrjv

based upon a comparison

satisfies it

cheeks full of

as in

where the

9,

avTwv, but here more freely, ap-

gov (whereas Saadia's victum tuum
of the

has

it

since the words are

also, like "1133 in

sohn, Hengstenberg, and others).
fall

the Tar-

in xxxii. 9

:

or "youth," are pure inventions.
,

of satisfaction,

corpus tuum, and in xxxii.
These significations, " old age "

the Peshlto renders

addressed to the soul,

means

satisfies.

^W?

Its

(plural of extension in relation to time)

regularly in the sing. fern.

His range of vision being widened from himin vers. 6-18 describes God's gracious and
fatherly conduct towards sinful and perishing men, and that as
it shines forth from the history of Israel and is known and reVers. 6-10.

self,

the poet

now

cognised in the light of revelation.

What

ver. 6 says

is

a

common-place drawn from the history of Israel. CDSK'p is an
accusative governed by the nbty that is to be borrowed out of
liwi) (so Baer after the Masora).
And because ver. 6 is the
in ver. 7 can
result of an historical retrospect and survey,

^'

:
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happened in the past (cf. xcix. 6 sq.) for
Hengstenberg and Uitzig, that Moses here
represents Israel like Jacob, Isaac, and Joseph in other instances,
It beis without example in the whole Israelitish literature.
His
ways
of
comes clear from ver. 8 in what sense the making
affirm that which

;

the supposition of

The poet has in his mind Moses' prayer
"make known to me now Thy way" (Ex. xxxiii. 13), which
.Tahve fulfilled by passing by him as he stood in the cleft of

known

meant.

is

the rock and

making Himself

visible to

him

as he looked after

Him, amidst the proclamation of His attributes. The ways of
Jahve are therefore in this passage not those in which men are
to walk in accordance with His precepts (xxv. 4), but those
which He Himself follows in the course of His redemptive

The confession drawn from Ex. xxxiv. 6 sq.
become a formula of the Israelitish faith (lxxxvi. 15, cxlv. 8,
Joel ii. 13, Neh. ix. 17, and frequently). In vers. 9 sqq. the
history (Ixvii. 3).
is

fourth attribute pprrsn'l)

is

made

He

is

i.e.

waiting a long time before

not only long

He

when

Q\"}}&

contends,

i.e.

from

the object of further praise.

:]7?> like

He

"D? from 1?3) in anger,

lets

carried to the full extent (lxxviii. 38),

ever

("iBJ,

keep, viz. anger,

to

Amos

both as to matter and words, Jer.

procedure of His righteousness
our

sins,

His anger

is

iii.

i.

He
11

is
;

10

and the futures

is

but
not

not angry for

cf.

the parallel

5, Isa. lvii. 16).

The

regulated not according to

but according to His purpose of mercy.

fects in ver.

loose,

interposes judicially, this too

The

per-

which God has constantly not done,
9 what He continually will not do.

state that

in ver.

The ingenious figures in vers. 11 sq. (cf.
11) illustrate the infinite power and complete

Vers. 11-14.
xxxvi.

6, lvii.

unreservedness of mercy (loving-kindness).

P^rnn has Gaja
have also inw'n and 13Wn, xiv. 1, liii. 2, in exact texts),
in order to render possible the distinct pronunciation of the
guttural in the combination m.
Ver. 13 sounds just as much
(as

like the spirit of the

New

Testament as vers. 11, 12. The rewhich those stand who fear Him is a
filial relationship based upon free reciprocity (Mai. iii. 11).
His Fatherly compassion is (ver. 14) based upon the frailty
and perishableness of man, which are known to God, much the
same as God's promise after the Flood not to decree a like
judgment again (Gen. viii. 21). According to this passage

lationship to

Jahve

in
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and Deut. xxxi. 21, I^V" appears

to be intended of the moral
but according to ver. 146, one is obliged to think rather
of the natural form which man possesses from God the Creator
1

nature

;

0T% Gen.
own

ii.

7) than of the form of heart which he has by his
its groundwork is concerned, by inIn "W, mindful, the passive, according to

choice and, so far as

heritance

7).

(li.

Bottcher's correct apprehension of
after

an action that

and the

mt23, jnT,

the

Book

of

Job

ject-matter recalls

In

like.

Job

vii. 7,

mercy

man

14a reminds one of
and ver. 14& as to sub-

ver.

and other passages

(cf.

Ps. Ixxviii.

and decay of things here below,

still

recalls that book.

Vers. 15-18.
6-8,

cf. Isa. xl.

form

as the sure stay of all God-fearing ones

in the midst of the rise

more strongly

its

ch. xi. 11, xxviii. 23,

;

frailty,

of the divine

expresses a passive state

but the following figurative representation of
with which the poet contrasts the eternal nature

39, lxxxix. 48)

human

it,

completed by the person himself, as in

is

li.

The
12

figure of the grass recalls xc. 5 sq.,

that of the flower,

;

as a mortal being

;

his life's duration

Job
is

xiv. 2.

BfoK

is

likened to that of

and his beauty and glory to a flower of the
whose fullest bloom is also the beginning of its fading.
In ver. 16 13 (the same as in Isa. xl. 7 sq.) refers to man, who
is compared to grass and flowers.
^ is idv with a hypothetical
perfect ; and the wind that scorches up the plants, referred to
man, is an emblem of every form of peril that threatens life
often enough it is really a breath of wind which snaps off a
man's life. The bold designation of vanishing away without
leaving any trace, " and his place knoweth him no more," is
taken from Job vii. 10, cf. ibid. viii. 18, xx. 9. In the midst
a blade of grass,

field,

:

is, however, one strong
an everlasting power, which
those who link themselves with it above the transi-

of this plant-like, frail destiny, there

There

ground of comfort.
raises all

is

and makes them eternal like
mercy of God, which spans itself

toriness involved in nature's laws,
itself.

This power

is

the

all those who fear Him like an eternal heaven.
God's righteousness, which rewards faithful adherence
to His covenant and conscientious fulfilment of His precepts
in accordance with the order of redemption, and shows itself
even to (?) children's children, according to Ex. xx. 6, xxxiv.

above

This

7,

(i>J>)

is

Deut.

vii.

9

:

on into a thousand generations,

i.e.

into infinity.
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He is

His own, for
this

show Himself thus gracious to
the supra-mundane, all-ruling King. With

He

Vers. 19-22.

CIII. 19-22.

is

able to

thought the poet draws on to the close of his song of praise.

The heavens
[2],

is

in opposition to the earth, as in cv. 7, Ec.-les. v. 1

the unchangeable realm above the rise

On

here below.

ver.

1%

and

fall of

things

^>33 refers to

cf. 1 Chron. xxix. 12.

everything created without exception, the universe of created
things.
In connection with the heavens of glory the poet

cannot but

mind the angels. His call to these to join
Jahve has its parallel only in Ps. xxix. and
arises from the consciousness of the church on

call to

in the praise of

It

cxlviii.

earth that

it

stands in living like-minded fellowship with the

angels of God, and that

it (xci.

They

11).

in fact nb insa,

possesses a dignity which rises above

entirely

manner

ing the

:

call of

The

cution.
spirits

life

—an example

the word of God.
of the

are called

CHS?

as the strong to

Their

equalled.

ii.

it

created things, even the angels which are appointed to serve

all

as in Joel iv.

whom

endowed with heroic strength
for

mortals

Jfot?? is

—

in

i.

His word, they

hosts (VN3V), as

14), for there

is

spent

a definition not of the purpose, but

obediendo (as in Gen.

ii.

is

Hear-

3 perjiciendo).

also forthwith

put

into exe-

it

IWE'D shows, are the

gathered around the angels of a higher rank

Heb.

and

an obedient execution of

a hierarchia

celestial

(cf.

13), the innumerable XeorovpyiKa Trvev/xara (civ. 4,

10,

11,

[iii.]

belongs strength un-

Luke

Dan. vii.

From

ccelestis.

the

archangels the poet comes to the myriads of the heavenly
hosts,

they

and from these

may

to all creatures, that they,

be throughout Jahve's wide domain,

wheresoever

may

join in the

song of praise that is to be struck up ; and from this point he
comes back to his own soul, which he modestly includes amone
the creatures mentioned in the third passage.
threefold

A

'?'??

^na now corresponds

as the poet thus

to the threefold =i3na

comes back to

his

own

soul,

;

and inasmuch
his Psalm also

turns back into itself and assumes the form of a converging
circle.

— —
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——

OIV.

HONOUR OF THE GOD OF THE SEVEN DAYS.

O my

soul, Jahve
God, Thou art very great,
In splendour and glory hast Thou clothed Thyself
!

my

Jahve,

;

2 Enwrapping Thyself in light as a garment,

Spreading out the heavens
3

Who
Who
Who

like a tent-cloth,

layeth the beams of His chambers in the waters,

maketh the clouds His chariot,
walketh upon the wings of the wind,

4 Making His messengers out of the winds,
His servants out of flaming
5

He

hath founded the earth upon

That
G

7

8
9

10

fire.

it

may

its pillars,

not totter for ever and ever.

The deep as a garment didst Thou cover over it,
Upon the mountains stood the waters.
At Thy rebuke they fled,
At the voice of Thy thunder they hasted away
The mountains rose, the valleys sank
To the place which Thou hast founded for them.
A bound hast Thou set, they may not pass over,
They may not turn back to cover the earth.

Who

sendeth

forth

springs

the bottoms

in

of

the

valleys,

Between the mountains they take
11 They give drink to

all

The wild asses quench
12 Upon them the birds

their course.

the beasts of the

field,

their thirst.

of the

heaven have their habi-

tation,

From among

the branches they raise their voice.

13

He

14

He causeth grass to grow for the
And herb for the service of man

watereth the mountains out of His chambers

With

the fruit of

Thy works

is

the earth satisfied.
cattle,

—
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To bring

;
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CIV.

forth bread out of the earth,

may make glad the heart of mortal man,
To make his face shining from oil,
And that bread may support the heart of mortal man.
16 The trees of Jahve are satisfied,
The cedars of Lebanon, which He hath planted
17 Where the birds make their nests,
The stork which hath its house upon the cypresses.

15

And

that wine

18 Mountains, the high ones, are for the wild goats,

The

rocks are a refuge for the rock-badgers.

He hath made the moon for a measuring
The sun knoweth its going down.
20 Thou makest darkness, and it is night,
19

Wherein

all

of the times,

the beasts of the forest do move.

21 The young lions roar after their prey,

And

seek from

22 The sun

23

24

God

ariseth,

their food.

they retreat

And
Man
And

lay themselves

How

manifold are

down

in their dens.

goeth forth to his work,
to his labour, until the evening.

Thy

works, Jahve,

With wisdom hast Thou executed them
The earth is full of Thy creatures
25 Yonder sea, great and far extended

altogether.

!

There

it

teems with

life,

innumerable,

Small beasts together with great.

26 There the ships move along,
The leviathan which Thou

hast

formed

to

sport

therein.

27 They

all wait upon Thee,
That Thou mayest give them

their food in its season.
them, they gather it up
Thou openest Thy hand, they are satisfied with good.
29 Thou hidest Thy face, they are troubled
Thou takest back their breath, they expire,

28 Thou givest

And

it

to

return to their dust.

30 Thou sendest forth Thy breath, they are created,

And Thou

renewest the face of the ground.

—
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31 Let the glory of Jahve endure for ever,
Let Jahve rejoice in His works
32 He, who looketh on the earth and it trembleth,
;

He
33 I

toucheth the mountains and they smoke.
unto Jahve as long as I live,

will sing

I will harp unto

34

May my
I,

even I

35 Let the

And

my God

O my

soul,

my

being.

Him,

Jahve.

will rejoice in

from the
no more

sinful disappear

evil-doers be

Bless,

as long as I have

meditation be acceptable to

earth,

Jahve,

Hallelujah.

With
mous Ps.

Bless,

my soul,

civ. also, in

as there in the

Jahve, as Ps.

which God's rule

kingdom

of grace, is

ciii.,

begins this anony-

kingdom of nature,
the theme of praise, and

in the

as there the angels are associated with

it.

The

poet sings the

God-ordained present condition of the world with respect to
the creative beginnings recorded in Gen. i. 1-ii. 3 ; and closes
with the wish that evil may be expelled from this good creation, which so thoroughly and fully reveals God's power, and
wisdom, and goodness. It is a Psalm of nature, but such as
no poet among the Gentiles could have written. The Israelitish

poet stands free and unfettered in the presence of nature

and all things appear to him as brought forth and
by the creative might of the one God, brought into
being and preserved in existence on purpose that He, the selfsufficient One, may impart Himself in free condescending love
as the creatures and orders of the Holy One, in themselves
good and pure, but spotted and disorganized only by the selfcorruption of man in sin and wickedness, which self-corruption
must be turned out in order that the joy of God in His works
and the joy of these works in their Creator may be perfected.
The Psalm is altogether an echo of the heptahemeron (or
Corhistory of the seven days of creation) in Gen. i. 1-ii. 3.
as his object,

sustained

—

responding to the seven days

it

falls

into seven groups, in

which the 1ND aita-ron of Gen. i. 31 is expanded. It is not,
however, so worked out that each single group celebrates the
work of a day of creation the Psalm has the commingling
whole of the finished creation as its standpoint, and is there;
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Nevertheless it begins
any plan.
with the light and closes with an allusion to the divine Sabbath.
When it is considered that ver. 8a is only with violence
accommodated to the context, that ver. 18 is forced in without
any connection and contrary to any plan, and that ver. 32 can
only be made intelligible in that position by means of an artifore not so conformed to

combination of the thoughts, then the supposition of
wrought out by him in his own way, is

ficial

Hitzig, ingeniously

forced upon one, viz. that this glorious

poet-hand into enlarging upon

later

The

Vers. 1-4.

first

hymn

has decoyed some

it.

decastich begins the celebration with

and second days, "nni "lift here is not the
doxa belonging to God wpo wavTo<; tov aliovos (Jude, ver. 25),
but the doxa which He has put on (Job xl. 10) since He
created the world, over against which He stands in kingly
glory, or rather in which He is immanent, and which reflects

work

this
is

of the first

kingly glory in various gradations, yea, to a certain extent

For inasmuch

this glory itself.

as

with this created light

once happened
iv.

in

itself as

God began

He

creation with the creation of light,

the work of

has covered Himself

That which

with a garment.

Amos

connection with the creation may, as in

and frequently, be

13, Isa. xliv. 24, xlv. 7, Jer. x. 12,

ex-

pressed by participles of the present, because the original setting
is

continued in the preservation of the world; and determinate

participles alternate with participles without the article, as in Isa,
xliv.

more

24-28, with no other difference than that the former are
predicative and the latter

more attributive. With ver. 2b
work of the second day the creation
which divides between the waters. God

the poet comes upon the
of the expanse

(jrp"i)

has spread this out

:

(cf. Isa. xl.

22)

like

a tent-cloth

of such light and of such fine transparent

rhymes with

nu'jj.

(Isa. liv. 2),

work

;

nuij here

In those waters which the " expanse' holis
1

aloft over the earth

God

lays the

bers (Vni^Jj, instead of which

we

beams
find

of

His upper cham-

vniijjjD

in

Amos

ix. 6,

from n>pj), ascent, elevation, then an upper story, an upper
chamber, which would be more accurately n>W after the Arabut not as though the waters were the
maic and Arabic)
;

material for them, they are only the place for them, that is
ty.alted above the earth, and are able to be this because to the

PSALM
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One
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even that which
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and that
upper
waters, the clouds, God makes, as the lightning, thunder, and
rain indicate, into His chariot (^l), upon which He rides
along in order to make His power felt below upon the earth
3«"i
judicially (Isa. xix. 1), or in rescuing and blessing men.
(only here) accords in sound with 3V13, xviii. 11. For ver. 3c
also recalls this primary passage, where the wings of the wind
take the place of the cloud-chariot.
In ver. 4 the LXX.
(Heb. i. 7) makes the first substantive into an accusative of
the object, and the second into an accusative of the predicate

which

dense

is

is

The

transparent.

is

fluid

is

solid,

reservoirs of the

:

O

ttoi&sv toi/?

0776X01/9 avTOv irvevfiara Ka\

avTov irvpbs (pXoya.

making the winds
possible so far as

\eiTovpyovs

It is usually translated the reverse

way

:

His angels, etc. This rendering is
the language is concerned (cf. c. 3 Chetliib,
into

Amos

and on the position of the words,
the plural VriT^p

tow

is

iv.

13 with

and

v. 8),

explicable in connection with this render-

ing from the force of the parallelism, and the singular

U>$

from the fact that this word has no plural. Since, however,
HW with two accusatives usually signifies to produce something
out of something, so that the second accusative
sative of the predicate,

which

is

(viz. the

accu-

logically the second, but accord-

ing to the position of the words

may

just as well be the

first,

Ex. xxv. 39, xxx. 25, as the second, Ex. xxxvii. 23, xxxviii. 3,
Gen. ii. 7, 2 Chron. iv. 18-22) denotes the materia ex qua, it
may with equal right at least be interpreted : Who makes His
messengers out of the winds, His servants out of flaming or
consuming (vid. on lvii. 5) fire (t^X, as in Jer. xlviii. 45, masc).
And this may affirm either that God makes use of wind ami
fire

for

special

Schriftbeweis,

i.

missions (cf. cxlviii. 8), or (cf.
f.) that He gives wind and

325

Hofmann,
fire

to

His

angels for the purpose of His operations in the world which
are effected through their agency, as the materials of their out-

ward manifestation, and as it were of their self-embodiment,*
as then in xviii. 11 wind and cherub are both to be associated

* It is a Talmudic view that God really makes the angels out of fire,
B. Chagiga, 14a (cf. Koran, xxxviii. 77) Day by day are the angels of the
service created out of the stream of fire ("Wr "inj), and sing their song
:

of praise

VOL.

and
III.

perish.

9
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together in thought as the vehicle of the divine activity in the
world, and in xxxv. 5 the angel of Jahve represents the energy
of the wind.

In a second decastich the poet speaks of the
and the establishing of the land
The suffix, referring back to px,
standing out of the water.
is intended to say that the earth hanging free in space (Job
Vers. 5-9.

restraining of the lower waters

xxvi. 7) has

its

served even amidst the judgment
since

it

Its eternal stability

internal supports.

comes forth out of

it,

unremoved from

station, as a transformed, glorified earth.

which God covers
it

lay first of all as

vScitos Kal

it is

it

The deep

its

presq.,

former

(Dinn) with

that primordial mass of water in which

were

in

embryo, for

{iSaro? (2 Pet.

St'

is

predicted in Isa. xxiv. 16

iii.

5).

it

WDS

came

into being

e'|f

does not refer to

Job xxviii. 14), because then nvJ? would be
px, and the masculine is to be explained either
(according to the model of 1 Sam. ii. 4a), or by

Dinn (masc. as in
required, but to

by

attraction

a reversion to the masculine

ground-form

the same thing with

as the discourse pro-

Sam.

xvii. 13, nj?yv Ex. xi.
According to ver. 6b, the earth thus overflowed with water was already mountainous the primal formation of the mountains is therefore just as old as the Dinn
mentioned in direct succession to the li"Oi inn. After this, vers.
7-9 describe the subduing of the primordial waters by raisins;
up the dry land and the confining of these waters in basins
surrounded by banks. Terrified by the despotic command of
God, they started asunder, and mountains rose aloft, the dry
land with its heights and its low grounds appeared.
The
rendering that the waters, thrown into wild excitement, rose up
the mountains and descended again (Hengstenberg), does not

ceeds
6, 1)

(cf.

Ezek.

ii.

"fli

2

9).

;

harmonize with the fact that they are represented in ver. 6 as
standing above the mountains.
Accordingly, too, it is not to be
interpreted after cvii. 26 they (the waters) rose mountain-high,
they sunk down like valleys.
The reference of the description
to the coming forth of the dry land on the third day of crea:

nnn

requires that
should be taken as subject to 6j?\
then, too, the nij?f3 are the subject to V7T, as Hilary of
Poictiers renders it in his Genesis, v. 97, etc. : subsidunt valles,
tion

But

and not the waters as subsiding into the valleys. Hupfeld is
correct ; ver. 8a is a parenthesis which affirms that, inasmuch

:
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as the waters retreating laid the solid land bare,

came

valleys as such

forth visibly

Flumina

mountains and
i. 344

Ovid, Metam.

cf.

;

videntur.

suhsidunt, monies exire

Ver. 8 continues with the words DipQ-^J (cf. Gen. i. 9, £ripip-*>K
1HN) the waters retreat to the place which (nj, cf. ver. 26, for
:

Gen. xxxix. 20) God has assigned to them as that which
He hath set a bound (7133, synon. ph,
Prov. viii. 29, Jer. v. 22) for them beyond which they may

"itPK,

should contain them.

not flow forth again to cover the earth, as the primordial waters
of chaos

have done.

Vers. 10-146.

The

third decastich, passing on to the third

day of creation, sings the benefit which the shore-surrounded
waters are to the animal creation and the growth of the plants
out of the earth, which

is irrigated from below and moistened
from above. God, the blessed One, being the principal subject
of the Psalm, the poet (in ver. 10 and further on) is able to go
Who sendeth
on in attributive and predicative participles
:

springs &yn33, into the wadis (not

106 shows,

ver.

is

here a

synonym

OvfUS, as brooks).

:

for saying that, flowing on in the plains,

LXX.

The

*VV

has ev cjxipaygiv.

and there is no need
they grow into rivers.

irvrj

God has also provided for
from men and the wild ass, swift

rTifrn n»n.

far

?ro, as

of n J?p?,

is

all

doubly poetic for

the beasts that roam

as an arrow, difficult to

;

be hunted, and living in troops (N}3 , Arabic ferd, root IS,

move

to

quickly, to whiz, to flee

;

i,

the wild ass, the onager,

Arabic himdr el-wahs, whose home is on the steppes), is made
prominent by way of example. The phrase " to break the
Dn^y, ver. 12a, refers to the BVijyD,
thirst " occurs only here.
.

which are
D^NBJ?

also

still

pointing

needlessly creates a hybrid form in addition to t^NBJJ

D^ap) and

(like

The

the subject in ver. 11a.

B"?J>.

From

the tangled branches by the

springs the poet insensibly reaches the second half of the third

The

day.

vegetable

kingdom

same time reminds

at the

hiin

of the rain which, descending out of the upper chambers of the

heavens, waters the waterless mountain-tops.

(B.

singular) Hitzig understands the rain

which

fertilizes;

God's works

;

and why might not the

(y'W)a, plural)

here

Like the Talmud

Thy work" (y\MD

Tdanith, 10a), by the "fruit of

but rain
fruit

is

as

rather that

be meant which

below (ver. 24),

viz.

the

—
;
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vegetable creations, bear, and from which the earth, i.e.
population, is satisfied, inasmuch as vegetable food springs

its

up

In connection with 3K>S>
the poet is thinking of cultivated plants, more especially wheat
rnhjfc, however, does not signify: for cultivation by man,
as

much

since,

for the beasts as for

according to

not say 3'cyn

and

12)1,

subject, but as in 1

its

correct

Hitzig's
fcOXin?

man ?

remonstrance, they do

has not man, but rather God, as

Chron. xxvi. 30, for

the service (use)

of man.
In the fourth decastich the poet goes further

Vers. 14c-18.

among

the creatures of the field and of the forest.

ject to N'Virr;

ITDVD.

is

The

which twice begins with an
instances, as in Isa.
e.g.

Amos

i.

11,

ii.

xiii.

4), in

infinitive,

is

continued in both

but with a change of subject (cf.
On what is said of
the finite verb.

may compare Eccles. x. 19, Sir. xl.
especially Isaiah, who frequently mentions wine
tative of all the natural sources of joy.
oil

sub-

9,

wine we

|0$p signifies "before

The

clause expressing the purpose,

= brighter

than

20, and

The
oil," is

more

as a represen-

assertion that

an error that

by Bottcher in his Proben and two of his
" Gleanings,"* which imputes to the poet a mention of oil that
is contrary to his purpose in this connection and inappropriate.
Corn, wine, and oil are mentioned as the three chief products
of the vegetable kingdom (Luther, Calvin, Grotius, Dathe, and
Hupfeld), and are assumed under 3E>y in ver. 146, as is also the
case in other instances where distinction would be superfluous,
With oil God makes the countenance
e.g. in Ex. ix. 22.
shining, or bright and cheerful, not by means of anointing,
since it was not the face but the head that was anointed (Matt,
but by the fact of its increasing the savouriness and
vi. 17),

is

rightly combated

—

JWrp is chosen with reference to
In ver. 15c ttnJtpab does not stand after, as in ver. 15a
(where it is "33? with Gaja on account of the distinctive), but
before the verb, because 33? as that which is inward stands in
nutritiveness of the food.

inf..

antithesis to

COS

tion of the earth

which is outside. Since the fertilizaby the rain is the chief subject of the predi-

as that

* Proben, i.e. Specimens of Old Testament interpretation, Leipzig 1833,
and Aehrenlese (Gleanings), referred to in the preface of these volumes

—Ta.
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cation in vers. 13-15, ver. 16

naturally attached to what

is

precedes without arousing critical suspicion.

here the rain

fies is

the rain matures.

That which satiswhich
The "trees of Jahve" are those which
itself,

and

proclaim the

before

all

D{y~"iB>K

refers to these trees, of

others

cypresses (''aria,

not, as in ver. 136, that

root, ~Q,

greatness

of

Creator.

their

which the cedars and then the

They

to cut) are mentioned.

are

places where small and large birds build their nests and lodge,

more

particularly the stork,

VTTrjvwv eicrefiecnaTov

which

(pietaticultriw in Petronius, lv. 6),

family

life,

is

called the

(Babrius, Fab.

%d>a>v

on account of which

as being

as avis pia

on account of its love of
regarded as bringing

i.e.

it is

HTon

xiii.),

also

good fortune to a house.* The care of God for the lodging
of His creatures leads the poet from the trees to the heights of
the mountains and the hiding-places of the rocks, in a manner
that is certainly abrupt and that disturbs the sketch taken from
DVihan

the account of the creation.

(Arabic wail)
of

->1>!

iv. 3,

is

is

an apposition.

?JP

the steinboc, wild-goat, as being an inhabitant

(wa'l, wa'la),

i.e.

the high places of the rocks, as

according to Wetzstein,

tant of the wa'na,

i.e.

is

\V),

Lam.

the ostrich as being an inhabi-

the sterile desert

and

;

}SB>"

is

the rock-

badger, which dwells in the clefts of the rocks (Prov. xxx. 26),

and resembles the marmot

— South Arabic
By

from the African).

(distinct

JjJ,

Hyrax

the Jewish

JSt?

Syriacus
tradition

understands the coney, after which the Peshito here renders it
Npjrp (Djn, cuniculus).
Both animals, the coney and the rockbadger,

may

be meant in Lev.

has four

toes,

Deut. xiv. 7 ; for the sign
wanting in both. The coney

xi. 5,

of the cloven hoof (nj;iDK> ncnsi)

is

and the hyrax has a peculiar formation of hoof,

not cloven, but divided into several parts.

Vers. 19-23.

The

fifth decastich, in

which the poet passes

over from the third to the fourth day, shows that he has the
* In the Merg'

district,

where the stork

where, but cliarnuk on account of
out in front, the
luck.''

women and

is

its bill like

children call

not called leklek as

it is else-

a long horn (^yi-) standing

it

J*vj

»j\,

"bringer of good

Like the ITTDn, the long-legged carrion- vulture (Vultur percnop-

terus) or mountain-stork, optmthapyos, is called
lts-ffro^ysj.

Dm

(a^j) on account

of
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The moon is
order of the days of creation before his mind.
to make the
wishes
poet
mentioned first of all, because the

He describes it
^"WO are points

picture of the day follow that of the night.
in ver. 19 as the calendarial principal star.

and divisions of time (epochs), and the principal measurer of
these for civil and ecclesiastical

life is

the

moon

(cf. Sir. xliii.

knowing when
In ver. 20
lie is to set, is the infallible measurer of the day.
the description, which throughout is drawn in the presence of
7, d7ro

God

aeKrjv^

in

the sun,

His honour, passes over into direct address

W)

(nrn,

a-^fieiov eopTrjs), just as

stand in the hypothetical protasis and in

:

jussives

its

apodosis

It depends upon God's willing only, and it is
and the wakeful life of the wild beasts begins to be
astir.
The young lions then roar after their prey, and flagitaThe infinitive with Lamed is an
turi sunt a Deo cibum suum.
elliptical expression of a conjugatio periphrastica (vid. on Hab.
i. 17), and becomes a varying expression of the future in general

(E\v. § 357, b).

night,

language

in the later

in

approximation to the Aramaic.

roar of the lions and their going forth in quest of prey

asking of

God which He Himself

The
is

an

has implanted in their nature.

"With the rising of the sun the aspect of things becomes very
E'Dt?

different.

feminine here, where the poet drops the

is

The day which dawns

personification (cf. Ps. xix.).

time for man.

rise is the

21-23

mind Job

call to

Vers. 24-30.

Both

as to

creation.

with sun-

style, vers.

xxiv. 5, xxxvii. 8, xxxviii. 40.

Fixing his eye upon the sea with

and great creatures, and the care of
beings, the

matter and

God

for

all

its

small

self-living

poet passes over to the fifth and sixth days of

The

rich contents of this sixth

With

group flow over and

tyrna, xcii. 6) the
wonder at the great number of God's works,
each one at the same time having its adjustment in accordance
with its design, and all, mutually serving one another, coexceed the decastich.

'3"rriB

(not

poet expresses his

operating one with another.

|)3p, which signifies both bringing
and acquiring, has the former meaning here according to
full of creatures, which bear in themselves the
the predicate

forth

:

traces of the

Name

of their Creator (pip).

Beside T?^? howwhich is adopted by Norzi,
Heidenheim, and Baer, represented by the versions (LXX.
Vulgate, and Jerome), by expositors (Rashi
T]W p3p) by the
ever,

we

also find the reading irjp,

:

}

;
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majority of the mss. (according to Norzi) and old printed

which would signify

copies,

the Latin versions
possessions"), but

tjj? /m'cre&i? crov, or

gov (possessione

/cnjcreeiy

is

inferior to the plural KTia-fidraiv aov, as

an accusative of the object to
larly

is

according to

Luther " thy

tua,

i"l$"?.

The

sea

more

a world of moving creatures innumerable

particu-

(lxix. 35).

Djn nr does not properly signify this sea, but that sea,

sea (cf. Ixviii. 9, Isa. xxiii. 13, Josh. ix. 13).

The

yonder

attributes

follow in an appositional relation, the looseness of which admits
of the non-determination (cf.

Ixviii. 28, Jer. ii. 21, Gen. xliii.
and the reverse case above in ver. 18a). n>3N in relation
to ^8 is a nomen unitatis (the single ship).
It is an old word,
which is also Egyptian in the form liani and ana* Leviathan,

14,

in the

Book

of Job, the crocodile,

is

in this passage the

name

Lewysohn, Zoologie des Talmuds, §§ 178-180,
Ewald and Hitzig, with the Jewish tradition, under505).
stand to in ver. 26 according to Job xl. 29 [xli. 5] in order
to play with him, which, however, gives no idea that is worthy
of God.
It may be taken as an alternative word for E)B> (cf.
to in ver. 20, Job xl. 20)
to play therein, viz. in the sea
(Saadia).
In D?3, ver. 27, the range of vision is widened from

of the whale (yid.

:

:

the creatures of the sea to
cf.

the living things of the earth

all

the borrowed passages cxlv. 15

sq., cxlvii. 9.

D?3,

by an
and

obliteration of the suffix, signifies directly "altogether,"

With refer(cf. Job xxxviii. 32) : when it is time for it.
ence to the change of the subject in the principal and in the
inya

infinitival clause, vid.

away,'

and origin of

Ew.
all

338,

§

beings

a.

The

existence, passing

conditioned by God.

is

His

the turning of His countenance

hand provides everything
towards them upholds everything and His breath, the creative
breath, animates and renews all things.
The spirit of life of
;

;

every creature is the disposing of the divine Spirit, which
hovered over the primordial waters and transformed the chaos
into the cosmos.
1

Sam.

xv.

6,

^lDH in ver.

and frequently.

29

is

The

equivalent to ^lpsn, as in

full future

forms accented

* Vide Chabas, Le papyrus magique Harris, p. 246, No. 826: HANI
and the Book of the Dead i. 10, where hani occurs
with the determinative picture of a ship. As to the form ana, vid. Chabas
(i]N), vaisseau, navire,

loc. cil. p.

33.
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on the ultima, from ver. 27 onwards, give emphasis to the
statements.
Job xxxiv. 14 sq. may be compared with ver. 29.
Vers. 31-35. The poet has now come to an end with the
review of the wonders of the creation, and closes in this seventh
group, which is again substantially decastichic, with a sabbatic
meditation, inasmuch as he wishes that the glory of God, which

has put upon His creatures, and which is reflected and
echoed back by them to Him, may continue for ever, and that

He

His works may ever be so constituted that He who was satisfied
at the completion of His six days' work may be able to rejoice

For

them.

in

they cease to give Him pleasure, He can
He did at the time of the Flood, since

if

indeed blot them out as

He

is

always able by a look to put the earth in a tremble, and

by a touch

to set the

mountains on

Amos

the looking, as in

p}™-

fire

v. 8, ix. 6,

°^

t ^ie

resu ^ °f

and «E>jjM of that which

takes place simultaneously with the touching, as in cxliv.

Zech.

ix.

5, cf.

on Hab.

10).

iii.

part, will not suffer there to

The

poet, however,

on

5,

his

be any lack of the glorifying of

Jahve, inasmuch as he makes it his life's work to praise his
God with music and song ("H3 as in lxiii. 5, cf. Bar. iv. 20, iv

Oh

Tat? rifiepais fiov).

that this his quiet

meditation upon the honour of

God may be

and

his

audible

Him

pleasing to

synonymous with by 3it3, but also by "13E>, xvi. 6) Oh
that Jahve may be able to rejoice in him, as he himself will
rejoice in his God
Between " I will rejoice," ver. 34, and
(?y 2-}V

!

!

"

He

shall rejoice," ver. 31, there exists a reciprocal relation,

God and the SabGod in the creature. When the Psalmist wishes that
God may have joy in His works of creation, and seeks on his
part to please God and to have his joy in God, he is also warranted in wishing that those who take pleasure in wickedness,
and instead of giving God joy excite His wrath, may be removed from the earth (lan cf. Num. xiv. 35) for they are
as

between the Sabbath of the creature in

bath of

1

;

.,

contrary to the purpose of the good creation of God, they imperil its continuance, and mar the joy of His creatures.
The
expression

is

not

:

may

sins (D'son, as

it

is

meant

to be read

B. Berachoth, 10a, and as some editions, e.g. Bomberc's of
1521, actually have it), bnt: may sinners, be no more for
there is no other existence of sin than the personal one.
With the words Bless,
my soul, Jahve, the Psalm recurs

in

PSALM
to its introduction,

and

the Hallelujah which

God

—a

call
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to this call

summons

all

upon himself

is

appended

creatures to the praise of

of devotion which occurs nowhere out of the

and within the Psalter is found here for the first
time, and consequently was only coined in the later age.
In
modern printed copies it is sometimes written B' v?£, somePsalter,

times PiJ wn, but in the earlier copies (e.g. Venice 1521,
Wittenberg 1566) mostly as one word rTO?n.* In the majority of MSB. it is also found thus as one word,f and that

always with

pi,

except the

first '"TOfj]

which occurs here at the

end of Ps. civ., which has n raphe in good MSS. and old printed
copies.
This mode of writing is that attested by the Masora
(via". Baer's Psalterium, p. 132).
The Talmud and Midrash
observe this first Hallelujah is connected in a significant
manner with the prospect of the final overthrow of the wicked.
Ben-Pazzi (B. Berachoth 10a) counts 103 nVEHS up
Hallelujah, reckoning Ps. i. and ii. as one KnBhs.

to

this

* More accurately rTO?pl with Chateph, as Jekuthiel ha-Nakdan ex-

Moreover the mode
Masora notes the

pressly demands.
rule, since the

of writing it as one

word

is

the

W^n, occurring only once, in cxxxv.

3,

with DJ?t33 IV? as being the only instance of the kind.
f Yet even in the Talmud (/. Megilla i. 9, So/rim v. 10) it is a matter
of controversy concerning the mode of writing this word, whether it is to
he separate or combined and in B. Pesachim 117a Rab appeals to a Psalter
of the school of Chabibi (i^an '3*1 ^Tl) that he has seen, in which l^n
stood in one line and ,T in the other. In the same place Rab Chasda
appeals to a
3"l *2~l vT) that he has seen, in which the Hallelujah
;

pn

standing between two Psalms, which might be regarded as the close of the

Psalm preceding

it

Psalm following it, was
two (jopis jfXDNa)- In the m^n

or as the beginning of the

written in the middle between the

written as one word, [T is not regarded as strictly the divine name, only
cxviii.
as an addition strengthening the notion of the l??n, as in
b with reference to this, vide Geiger, UrscTirift, S. 275.

numoU

;

"
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THANKSGIVING HYMN IN HONOUR OF GOD "WHO IS
ATTESTED IN THE EARLIEST HISTORY OF ISRAEL.
1

GIVE

Name,

thanks unto Jahve, publish His

Make known among

the peoples His deeds.

Him, harp unto Him,
Speak of all His wondrous works.
Glory ye in His holy Name,
Let the heart of those rejoice who seek Jahve.
Follow after Jahve and His strength,
Seek ye His face evermore.
Remember His wondrous works which He hath done,
His rare deeds and the decisions of His mouth,
O seed of Abraham His servant,
Ye sons of Jacob, His chosen ones.

2 Sing unto

3
4
5

6

is our God,
His judgments go forth over all lands.
8 He remembereth for ever His covenant,
The word which He hath established to a thousand gene-

7 He, Jahve,

rations,

He made with Abraham,
And His oath unto Isaac.
And He hath established it for Jacob

9 "Which

10

For

11 Saying

As
12

:

" Unto thee do I give the land of Canaan

the line of your inheritance."

When
Very

13

as a statute,

Israel as an everlasting covenant,

they were a countable people,
and sojourning therein,

small,

And went

to

and fro from nation

to natioi..

From one kingdom to another people
14 He suffered no man to oppress them,

:

And He reproved kings for their sakes
15 " Touch not Mine anointed ones,
And to My prophets do no harm
1

:

;

PSALM
It)

Then He
Every

17

called

staff of

up a famine over the land,

bread

He

brake.

He

sent before

As

a slave was Joseph sold.

18 They hurt
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them

a

man,

his feet with fetters,

Iron came upon his soul,

19 Until the time that his word came,
The word of Jahve had proved him.
20 The king sent and loosed him,
21

The ruler of the peoples, and let him go
He made him lord of his house,

And
22

ruler over

all

free

,*

his possession,

To bind his princes at his will,
And to make his elders wiser.

23 Thus

Israel

came

to

Egypt,

And Jacob sojourned in the land of Ham.
24 And He made His people fruitful exceedingly,
And made them more powerful than their enemies.

25

He

turned their heart to hate His people,

To

practise

He

sent

cunning on His servants
Moses His servant,
Aaron, whom He had chosen.
27 They performed upon them facts of His
26

;

signs,

And strange things in the land of Ham.
28 He sent darkness and made it dark,
And they rebelled not against His words
29 He turned their waters into blood,
And thus killed their fish.
30 Their land swarmed forth frogs
In the chambers of their kings.
31 He spake, and the gad-fly came,
Gnats in all their border.
32 He gave them as rain hail,
Flaming fire in their land,
33 And He smote down their vines and fig-tree^

34

And brake the trees of their border.
He spake, and the locusts came,
And the grasshopper without number,

;

;
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all the green herb in their land,
devoured the fruit of their ground.

And
And

devoured

He

36 Then
37

CV.

smote

all

the first-born in their land,

The

firstlings of all their strength,

And
And

led

them forth with

silver

and gold,
among His

there was no stumbling one

tribes.

38 Egypt rejoiced at their departure,
For dread of them had fallen upon them.

40

He spread a cloud for a covering,
And fire to lighten the night
They desired, and He brought quails,

41

And satisfied them with the bread of heaven
He opened a rock, and waters gushed out,

39

the steppes as a river.

They flowed through
42 For

He

;

remembered His holy word,

Abraham His

servant

43 And He led forth His people with gladness,
And with exulting His chosen ones
44 And He gave them the lands of the heathen,
And that gained by the labour of the nations
;

herited

they in-

;

45 That they might observe His laws
And keep His instructions.
Hallelujah

!

We

have here another Psalm closing with Hallelujah, which
Such is the name we
opens the series of the Hodu-Vsalms.
give only to Psalms which begin with mn (cv., cvii., cxviii.,
cxxxvi.), just as

we

call

those which begin with

cxi.-cxiii., cxvii., cxxxv., cxlvi.-cl.)
tici.)

The

expression nilinpi

nwn

(cvi.,

Hallelujah-Psa]ms (alleluia-

which frequently occurs in
and Nehemiah, points to these

?!?n?,

the books of Chronicles, Ezra,

two kinds of Psalms, or at least, to their key-notes.
The festival song which David, according to 1 Chron. xvi.
over to Asaph and his brethren for musical execution
handed
7,
at the setting down of the Ark and the opening of divine service

on Zion,

is,

so far as its first part is

concerned (1 Chron.

taken from our Psalm (vers. 1-15), which is then
followed by Ps. xcvi. as a second part, and is closed with Ps.

xvi. 8-22),

PSALM
cvi. 1, 47, 48.
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Hitzig regards the festival song in the chro-

nicler as the original,

and the respective

as " layers or shoots."

"

The

parallels in the

chronicler,"

Psalms

says he, " there

produces with labour, and therefore himself seeking foreign
aid, a

ver.

song for a past that

22 to

ver.

is

23 and from

dead."
ver.

33

But the

transition

from

to ver. 34, so devoid of

connection, the taking over of the verse out of Ps. cvi. refer-

ring to the Babylonian exile into ver. 35, and even of the

doxology of the Fourth Book, regarded as an integral part of
the Psalm, into ver. 36, refute that perversion of the right

which has been attempted in the interest of the MaccaThat festival song in the chronicler, as has been
shown again very recently by Riehm and Kohler, is a compila-

relation,

bsean Psalms.

tion of parts of songs already at hand, arranged for a definite

Starting on the assumption that the Psalms as a

purpose.

whole are Davidic (just as all the Proverbs are Salomonic),
because David called the poetry of the Psalms used in religious
worship into existence, the attempt is made in that festival song
to represent the opening of the worship on Zion at that time in
strains belonging to the Davidic Psalms.

So

far as the subject-matter

itself to

tory of

is

concerned, Ps. cv. attaches

Asaph Psalm Ixxviii., which recapitulates the hisThe recapitulation here, however, is made not
Israel.
the

with any didactic purpose, but with the purpose of forming a
hymn, and does not come down beyond the time of Moses and

Joshua.
us.
it

The

Its source

is

likewise the

Tora

as

it

now

lies

before

poet epitomizes what the Tora narrates, and clothes

in a poetic garb.

Vers. 1-6.
far and wide

Invitation to the praise

among

the peoples

—of

—praise

the

that resounds

God who

has become

manifest wondrously in the deeds and words connected with
the history of the founding of Israel, 'n? rnin, as in xxxiii. 2,
Ixxv. 2, of a praising and thankful confession offered to God ;
'n
it,

name of Jahve, i.e. to call upon
attestation
of God in prayer and
solemn
of an audible,

DEO

SOp, to call with the

hi discourse

(Symmachus,

icrjpvcrcreTe).

The

joy of

heart *

* The Mugrash of nop) with the following Legarme seems here to be
of equal value with Zakep'h, 1 Chron. xvi. 10.
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that

desired

is

mouth and

" strength"
; for it is only His
dangers, and His " face" that lightens
VEPOBBto, as ver. 7 teaches, are God's judicial

darkness.

all

stedfast turning towards Jahve, the

own

salutary result

all

that breaks through

up

the

the condition of a joyous opening of

is

Israel's

condition of

CV. 7-11.

all

which have been executed without any hindrance,
more particularly iu the case of the Egyptians, their Pharaoh,
and their gods. The chronicler has Wa and b»yp. inj, which
is so far unsuitable as one does not know whether nay is to

-nterances,

be referred to " Israel
Israel," the nation

the patriarch, or to the " seed of

"

the

;

latter

In both tests the

Isaianic.

The

Vers. 7-11.

which he encourages

reference would be deutero-

LXX. reads
now

poet

Jahve

Israel.

(ye His servants).

Viajj

begins himself to do that to
is

Israel's

God

whilst

eous rule extends over the whole earth,

His rightHis people

:

experience His inviolable faithfulness to His covenant,

la

in ver.

name

is

praise.

in apposition to

as

a

"iaj

is

fc»n,

(cf.

find instead the future of confident prospect).

/ivrj/Moveva/xev)

:

run'

bears this

matter of course the object of the song of

chronicler has VQT instead

ferent

God who

for the

the perfect of practically pledged certainty

where we

cxi. 5,

The

is

(LXX.

but the object

;

again something
is

dif-

not the demanding

but the promissory side of the covenant, so that consequently
not Israel's remembering but God's that is spoken of. He
remembers His covenant in all time to come, so that exile and
want of independence as a state are only temporary, excepit is

conditions,

tional

njy has

establish, institute, cxi. 9.

a specifying accusative)

13T

is

rra

;

is

its
"til

radical

here, to

signification

fpN? (in which expression

taken from Deut.

And

vii. 9.

in

is

since

the covenant word of promise, it can be continued "it's*
and Hagg. ii. 5 (vid. Kohler thereon) shows that ie\X is
not joined to lnna over ver. 8b. iwatn, however, is a second
object to
tion

is

(since lan with

"iar

out of the question).

xxii.

16) that

seed,

pnfc'.v

26.

To

points to

"iat

is

what

who

It

is

to

it

an apposi-

as

the oath on

meant, which applied to

Moriah (Gen.
Abraham and his

(chronicler PCV!?), as in Amos vii. 9, Jer. xxxiii.
is appended "TDjn ; the suffix, intended as neuter
follows, viz. this, that

hereditary land.
Isruel,

what belongs

as

From Abraham and

Canaan
Isaac

being the father of the twelve

shall

be

we come
is

to

Israel's

Jacob-

the twelve-tribe

e
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nation itself that is coming into existence ; hence the plural
can alternate with the singular in ver. 11. \p3 J*^" n ?? (chronicler, without the nx) is an accusative of the object, and 7?n
Danpn: accusative of the predicate the land of Canaan as the
:

province of your

own

a measuring line

(lxxviii. 55).

hereditary possession measured out with

The

Vers. 12-15.

poet

now

celebrates the divine preser-

vation which

had sway over the small beginnings of

when

the patriarchs proof against

made

harm on

Israel,

wannumber" are such as can be easily counted,
U?nJV]
vid. the confessions in Gen. xxxiv. 30, Deut. xxvi. 5
places the claim upon the hospitality at one time of this people
it

Men

"

derings.

their

of

;

and

at

another time of that people in the connection with

cause and effect.

it

of

number, only such a small
number, signifies, as being virtually an adjective inconsiderable, insignificant, worthless (Prov. x. 20). iia refers to Canaan.
In ver. 13 the way in which the words 'ia and DJJ alternate is
instructive
the former signifies the nation, bound together by
origin,
a common
language, country, and descent the latter
The
the people, bound together by unity of government.*
BJJD3, as a small

:

:

;

apodosis does not begin until ver. 14.

nection with Darii'na

j

It

is

different in con-

n the text of the chronicler, and

in this

passage in the Psalter of the Syriac version, according to which

12 ought

ver.

to be joined to the

tion ruboDDl instead of nafjDDD

rron,

2

of no consequence

any one whomsoever) instead of D^K,

(to

restores the current

Sam.

xvi. 11,

Hos.

iv.

The

preceding group.

is

mode

in

;

,

(cf.

of expression (Eccles. v. 11,

17) instead of one which

N 33ai instead of
,

,

supra
fc033pl

i.

274)

;

is

*

without
inj,

whilst on the other

K'!2J,

hand

substitutes an expression that cannot

be supported for the current one (Gen. xix.
ver.

t^'K?

connection with

support elsewhere, but which follows the model of

Gen. xxxi. 28

varia-

but

9,

Ruth

i.

21).

In

14 the poet has the three histories of the preservation of

For

this reason a king says '8J?, not

"iii

;

and ^3 only occurs twice

with a suffix, which refers to Jahve (cvi. 5, Zeph. ii. 9) for this reason
iij|, frequently side by side with djj, is the nobler word, e.g. in Deut. xxxii.
;

21, Jer.

ii.

11

;

for this reason DJJ

is

frequently added to M3 as a dignitatis

predicate, Ex. xxxiii. 13, Deut. iv. 6

are used antithetically.

;

and for

this reason

Q^i and

'n

at
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the wives of the patriarchs in his mind, viz. of Sarah in Egypt
(Gen. ch. xii.), and of Sarah and of Eebekah both in Philistia

In the second instance
"
God declares the patriarch to be a prophet" (ch. xx. 7). The
one mention has reference to this and the other to Gen. ch.
(ch. xx., xxvi., cf. especially xxvi. 11).

where Abram is set apart to be the father of peoples and
and Sarai to be a princess. They are called DWb>'d (a
passive form) as being God-chosen princes, and D'^u (an intensive active form, from N2J, root 33, to divulge), not as being
inspired ones (Hupfeld), but as being God's spokesmen (cf.
Ex. vii. 1 sq. with iv. 15 sq.), therefore as being the recipients
and mediators of a divine revelation.
" To call up a famine" is also a prose exVers. 16-24.
pression in 2 Kings viii. 1.
To break the staff of bread (i.e. the
staff which bread is to man) is a very old metaphor, Lev. xxvi.
26.
That the selling of Joseph was, providentially regarded,
a " sending before," he himself says in Gen. xlv. 5.
Ps. cii.
24 throws light upon the meaning of 3 n|j). The Keri tyl is
just as much without any occasion to justify it as i^V in Eccles.
iv. 8 (for V^y).
The statement that iron came upon his soul
is intended to say that he had to endure in iron fetters sufferings
that threatened his life. Most expositors take PfO as equivalent

xvii.,

kings,

'HM, but Hitzig rightly takes IB'SJ as an object, following
the Targum
for ?P3 as a name of an iron fetter* can change
its gender, as do, e.g., |1BX as a name of the north wind, and
1133 as a name of the soul.
The imprisonment (so harsh at
the commencement) lasted over ten years, until at last Joseph's
word came to pass, viz. the word concerning his exaltation
to

;

which had been revealed to him in dreams (Gen. xlii. 9).
According to cvii. 20, i"9*l_ appears to be the word of Jahve,
but then one would expect from ver. 19& a more parallel turn

What

of expression.

*

meant

is

Also in ancient Arabic

signifies

Joseph's open-hearted word

(after the

Aramaic t6pa)

directly

an iron fetter (and the large smith's shears for cutting the iron),

whence the
chains.

Jjji

is

verb,

Iron

is

denom.

^jj

called fyna

c.

ace. pers.,

from pa,

to put

any one into iron

to pierce, like the

as being the material of which pointed tools are made.

Arabic Ju.!o-
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visions, and 'f rnON is the revelation of God
conveying His promises, which came to him in the same form,
which had to try, to prove, and to purify him (^ps as in xvii.
3, and frequently), inasmuch as he was not to be raised to
honour without having in a state of deep abasement proved a
faithfulness that wavered not, and a confidence that knew no
despair.
The divine " word" is conceived of as a living effec-

concerning his

The

tual power, as in cxix. 50.

representation of the exalta-

Gen.

xli. 14, with tyft'n?®* and
Gen. xli. 39—41, 44, very closely as to the rest, according to which it^SJa is a collateral definition to "ibfcO (with an
orthophonic Dag.) in the sense of i^V"i3 by his soul, i.e. by
tr. p. 239).
virtue of his will (vid. Psychology, S. 202
In
consequence of this exaltation of Joseph, Jacob-Israel came
then into Egypt, and sojourned there as in a protecting house

begins, according

tion

to

follows

:

;

of shelter (concerning 1U, vid. supra,
(vers. 23, 27) the

ii.

land of Cham, as in

Egypt

203).

lxxviii.

51

is called

according to

;

Plutarch, in the vernacular the black land, from the dark ashy

grey colouring which the deposited

ground.
(Ex.

i.

7,

mud

of the Nile gives to the

There Israel became a powerful, numerous people
Deut. xxvi. 5), greater than their oppressors.

Vers. 25-38.

Narration of the exodus out of Egypt after

the plagues that went forth over that land.
the Egyptians became their " oppressors."

God's work, inasmuch as

He

Ver. 25

tells

how

was indirectly
gave increasing might to His

people, which excited their jealousy.

The

It

craft reached

its

highest pitch in the weakening of the Israelites that was aimed

by

at

male children that were born. 'H^n sigHere, too, as in
the miraculous judgments of the ten plagues do

killing all the

nifies facts, instances, as in lxv. 4, cxlv. 5.

Ps.

lxxviii.,

not stand in exactly historical order.

The

poet begins with

the ninth, which was the most distinct self-representation of
divine wrath, viz. the darkness (Ex. x. 21-29)
shech.

The former word

* Here
it

r6tJJ is

united by

:

slid loch clio-

(p?&) has an orthophonic Gaja by

Makkeph

hurries on, whereas in ver. 28

it

-with the following

has

which the Masora has directed attention

its

own

in the

word, to which

accent, a circumstance to

apophthegm

:

NZ&DT

TlOtJ'

PJTID KaiC'lTI TT&B' prnt (the emissaries of the king are in haste, those
of darkness are tardy) ; vid. Baer, Thorath Emelh, j>. 22.

VOL.
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the final syllable, which warns the reader audibly to utter the

might here be

guttural of the toneless final syllable, which

The Hiph. ywrm

easily slurred over.

cation here,

writing with

as also in Jer.
i

instead of

i

xiii.

may

16

;

has

its

causative signifi-

the contracted

be occasioned by the

mode

Waw

of

con-

Ver. 28b cannot be referred to the Egyptians ; for the
expression would be a mistaken one for the final compliance,
which was wrung from them, and the interrogative way of

vers.

taking

it

nonne rebellarunt,

:

is

forced

:

the cancelling of the t6,

(LXX.

and Syriac), makes the thought halting.
Hitzig proposes not? tfbl
they observed not His words but
this, too, sounds flat and awkward when said of the Egyptians.
The subject will therefore be the same as the subject of «5B>

however

:

;

and of Moses and Aaron, in contrast to the behaviour at M6Meribah (Num. xx. 24, xxvii. 14 ; cf. 1 Kings xiii. 21, 26), it
is said that this time they rebelled not against the words (Ken,
without any ground
the word) of God, but executed the
:

terrible

commands

accurately and willingly.

From

plague the poet in ver. 29 passes over to the
14-25),

red blood

viz. the

The second plague

is

appended

first

the ninth

(Ex.

vii.

to the black darkness.

follows, viz. the frogs (Ex.

vii. 26 [viii. 1]
306 looks as though it were stunted, but
neither has the LXX. read any lK^l 0Vi)> Ex. vii. 28.
In
ver. 31 he next briefly touches upon the fourth plague, viz.
the gad-fly, 3ij), LXX. Kwo/xvia (Ex. viii. 16-28 [20-32], vid.
on Ixxviii. 45), and the third (Ex. viii. 12-15 [16-19]), viz. the
gnats, which are passed over in Ps. Ixxviii.
From the third

-viii.

11

[1 5])

;

ver.

plague the poet in vers. 32, 33 takes a leap over to the seventh,
viz. the hail (Ex. ix. 13-35).
In ver. 32 he has Ex. ix. 24
before his mind, according to which masses of fire descended
with the hail ; and in ver. 33 (as in Ixxviii. 47) he fills in the
details of Ex. ix. 25.
The seventh plague is followed by the
eighth in vers. 34, 35, viz. the locust (Ex. x. 1-20), to which p^
(the grasshopper) is the parallel word here, just as ^pn (the

cricket)
is

is

in Ixxviii. 46.

the same as in civ. 25.

murrain (Ex.
8-12), are

left

The expression of innumerableness
The fifth plague, viz. the pestilence

1-7), and the sixth, viz. pna>, boils (Ex. ix.
unmentioned and the tenth plague closes viz.

ix.

;

the smiting of the first-born (Ex. xi. 1 sqq.), which ver. 36
expresses in the Asaphic language of Ixxviii. 51.
Without
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any mention of the institution of the Passover, the tenth
plague is followed by the departure with the vessels of silver
and gold asked for from the Egyptians (Ex. xii. 35, xi. 2, iii.
The Egyptians were glad to get rid of the people whose
22).
detention threatened them with total destruction (Ex. xii. 33).
The poet here draws from Isa. v. 27, xiv. 31, lxiii. 13, and Ex.

The

xv. 16.

suffix of Vt33B» refers to the chief subject of the

God, according to cxxii. 4, although manienough the reference to Israel is also possible (Num.

assertion, viz. to

festly

xxiv. 2).

Now follows the miraculous guidance

Vers. 39-45.

The

the desert to the taking possession of Canaan.
the cloud

(|JV,

root

]]},

to meet, to present itself to view,

heaven) by day, and becoming like
21),

xiii.

With ^BD? we
against foes,
sun, for

19

xiv.

BHS (Ex.

of a canopy.

is

are not

Ex.

fire

associate

to

their

the idea of a covering

but of a covering from the smiting

sq.,

xl. 19), as in Isa. iv.

5

sq.,

points to the idea

In connection with the sending of the quails

upon, the greater emphasis

laid

is

is

instead of ?NE> 5 the
writes

1

before

and points

it.

vNE'

is

to

be read

having been overlooked

W
1

only momentarily dwelt

on the omnipotence of the

divine goodness which responded to

Ken

by night, was

out of consideration in ver. 39a.

left

the tempting character of the desire

the

whence

the visible outward side of the vault of

the Arabic 'an&n,

guide (Ex.

through

fact that

(like

^nD,

VJJ?)

in

;

and

order to

secure the correct pronunciation, after the analogy of the plural

V— The bread of heaven (lxxviii. 24 sq.) is the
manna. In ver. 41 the giving of water out of the rock at
Rephidim and at Kadesh are brought together the expression
corresponds better to the former instance (Ex. xvii. 6, cf. Num.
xx. 11). wpn refers to the waters, and "ifu for ninnss, lxxviii.
In
16, is, as in xxii. 14, an equation instead of a comparison.
this miraculous escort the patriarchal promise moves on towards
its fulfilment; the holy word of promise, and the stedfast,
proved faith of Abraham these were the two motives. The
termination

.

;

—

second

fix

is,

like the first,

a sign of the object, not a preposi-

tion (LXX., Targum), in connection with which ver. 42b
would be a continuation of ver. 42a, dragging on without any
Joy and exulting are mentioned as the mood of
parallelism.
the redeemed ones with reference to the festive joy displayed
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at the

Ked Sea and

the same

at Sinai.

CVI.

By

ver.

43 one

is

reminded of

descriptions of the antitype in Isaiah, ch. xxxv. 10,

11, lv. 12, just as ver. 41 recalls Isa. xlviii. 21. " The lands
of the heathen" are the territories of the tribes of Canaan.

li.

taj> is

equivalent to

the habitable

14 : the cultivated ground,
Israel
treasures.
accumulated
and the

JW

cities,

in Isa. xlv.

entered upon the inheritance of these peoples in every direction.

As an independent

people upon ground that

is

theirs

by

inheri-

law of their God, was Israel to
exhibit the pattern of a holy nation moulded after the divine
will
and, as the beginning of the Psalm shows, to unite the
peoples to themselves and their God, the God of redemption,
by the proclamation of the redemption which has fallen to their
tance, keeping the revealed

;

own

lot.

PSALM
Israel's unfaithfulness

god's faithfulness

GIVE

from egypt onwards, and

down to the present

Hallelujah
1

Who

time.

!

thanks unto Jahve, for

For His graciousness endureth
2

CVI.

He

is

good,

for ever.

can utter the mighty acts of Jahve,

[Who] make

all His praise to be heard ?
3 Blessed are they who keep the right,
He who doeth righteousness at all times.

4 Eemember me, Jahve,
Visit

me

5 That I too

That I
That I
6

7

at the favouring of Thy people,
Thy help,
may see the prosperity of Thy chosen ones,
may be glad at the gladness of Thy people,
may glory with Thine inheritance.

with

too
too

We have sinned like unto our fathers,
We have committed iniquity, we have done

wickedly.

Our fathers in Egypt heeded not Thy wonders
They remembered not the abundance of Thy loving-kindnesses,

And

were rebellious at the

sea, at the

Eed

Sea.

—
PSALM
8 Yet

He

10

—

;

CVI.

saved them for His Name's sake,

To make His
9

;

strength known.

He rebuked the Red Sea, and it dried up,
And led them through the floods as upon a plain
And He saved them out of the hand of the hater,
And redeemed them out of the hand of the enemy.

The waters covered their oppressors,
Not one of them was left
12 Then they believed His words,
They sang His praise.

11

13 They quickly forgat His works,
They waited not for His counsel.
14 They lusted greedily in the desert,

And

tempted

He

15 Then

And

God

in the wilderness.

gave them their

desire,

sent consumption into their soul.

16 They manifested envy against Moses in the camp,
Against Aaron, the holy one of Jahve
17 The earth opened and swallowed up Dathan,
18

And
And

20

And

covered the band of

Abiram

upon their band,
A flame consumed the evil-doers.
19 They made a calf in Horeb,
fire

seized

Then they worshipped

the molten image,

they bartered their glory

For the

likeness of an ox that eateth grass.

21 They had forgotten

Who

God

their Saviour,

did great deeds in Egypt,

22 Wondrous works in the land of Ham,
Terrible deeds at the

23 Then

He

thought

to

Red

Sea.

exterminate them,

Had

not Moses His chosen one
Stepped into the breach before Him
To calm His wrath, that He should not destroy,

24 They despised the pleasant land,
They believed not His word.
25 They murmured in their tents,

They hearkened not

to the voice of Jahve.
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27

cast

And
And

lifted, up His hand against them
them down in the desert,

He

26 Then

To

CVI.

to disperse their seed
to scatter

them

among

the heathen,

in the lands.

28 They joined themselves unto Baal-Peor,
29

And
And
And

ate the sacrifices for the dead,

by

excited provocation

the plague brake in

their doings

;

among them.

30 Then stood up Phinehas and arranged,
And the plague was stayed.
31 And it was counted unto him for righteousness

Unto

all

generations for ever.

32 Then they excited displeasure at the waters of
And it went ill with Moses for their sakes.

33 For they rebelled against God's
And he erred with his lips.

strife,

Spirit,

34 They did not exterminate the peoples
Which Jahve had said to them
35 But mixed themselves among the heathen,
;

And

learned their works.

36 They served their

And

idols,

they became to them a snare.

37 They sacrificed their sons and their daughters to demons,
And shed innocent blood,

38

The blood

of their sons

Whom they

and

their daughters,

Canaan,
was polluted by blood-guiltiness.
39 They became impure by their works,
And became fornicators by their doings.
40 Then was the wrath of Jahve kindled against His

So

sacrificed to the idols of

that the land

people,

41

And He abhorred His own inheritance.
He gave them over into the hand of the heathen,
And their haters became their oppressors.

42 Their enemies oppressed them,
And they were obliged to bow down under their hand.
43 Many times did He rescue them,

Yet they

Then

rebelled in their self-will—

they perished in their iniquity.

!
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went with them,

it

When He heard their cry of grief.
He remembered for them His covenant,
And

had compassion according

to the

abundance of His

mercies.

46

And He

caused them to be compassionated

In the presence of

47 Save

us,

And

all

who

carried

them

into captivity.

Jahve our God,

bring us together out of the heathen,

Thy holy Name,
Thy praise.
48 Blessed be Jahve the God of Israel from everTo

give thanks unto

And

to glory in

lasting to everlasting,

And let all people say Amen
Hallelujah

!

!

anonymous Psalm begins the series of the strictly
i.e. of those Psalms which have rrn^n for
arsis-like beginning and for their inscription (cvi., cxi.-

With

this

Hallelujah-Psalms,
their
cxiii.,

1

cxvii., cxxxv., cxlvi.-cl.).

Chron. xvi. 8

and in fact

sqq.,

The

chronicler in his cento,

in ch. xvi.

34-36, puts the

and last verses of this Psalm (vers. 1, 47), together with
the Beracha (ver. 48) which closes the Fourth Book of the
Psalms, into the mouth of David, from which it is to be inferred that this Psalm is no more Maccabsean than Ps. xcvi.
and cv. (which see), and that the Psalter was divided into
five books which were marked off by the doxologies even in

first

The Beracha,

the time of the chronicler.

ver. 48,

appears

even at that period to have been read as an integral part of

The Hallelujah Ps.
Asaph Ps. lxxviii., recapi-

the Psalm, according to liturgical usage.
cvi., like

the

Hodu

Ps. cv. and the

tulates the history of the olden times of the Israelitish nation.

But

mode

the purpose and

of these three Psalms.

hymnic

;

and here

in

of the recapitulation differ in each

In Ps.
Ps.

cvi.

lxxviii. it is didactic

penitential.

Psalm, or Psalm of confession, a

Lev.

xvi. 21).

The

"Vft

(from

It

is

;

in Ps. cv.

a penitential

iTninn to confess,

oldest types of such liturgical prayers are

the two formularies at the offering of the first-fruits, Deut. ch.

and Solomon's prayer at the dedication of the Temple,
Kings ch. viii. And to this kind of tephilla, the Vidduj,

xxvi.,
1
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belong, beyond the range of the Psalter, the prayer of Daniel,
ch. ixT (vid. the way in which it is introduced in ver. 4), and
ix. 5-x. 1 [ix. 38]) which eight Levites uttered
of the people at the celebration of the fast-day

the prayer (Neh.
in the

name

It is true Ps. cvi. is distinguished from these prayers of confession in the prose style as

on the twenty-fourth of Tishri.

has three points in common with them
and with the liturgical tephilla in general, viz. (1) the fondness for inflexional rhyming, i.e. for rhyming terminations

being a Psalm

of the

same

;

but

it

suffixes

(2) the heaping

;

(3) the unfolding of the thoughts

in

up

of

synonyms

a continuous line.

and
These
;

three peculiarities are found not only in the liturgical border,

but also in the middle historical portion, which
The law of parallelism is, it is
forms the bulk of the Psalm.
but apart from these distichic wave-like
true, still observed
ridges of the thoughts, it is all one direct, straight-line flow
vers. 1-6, 47,

;

without technical division.

The Psalm

Vers. 1-5.

begins with the liturgical

call,

which was not coined for the first time in the Maccabsean age
(1 Mace. iv. 24), but was already in use in Jeremiah's time
(ch. xxxiii.
%/3770-to?,

The

11).

for

God

His nature as

LXX.

appropriately renders 3io by

called "

good" not so much in respect
of the revelation of His nature.
The fulness
is

this revelation, says ver. 2 (like xl. 6),

is

inexhaustible.

of
of

niTQ2

the manifestations of His all-conquering power which
makes everything subservient to His redemptive purposes (xx.
and n?nn is the glory (praise or celebration) of His self7)

are

;

The proclaiming

attestation in history.

of

man can

the poet

on the part
In ver. 3

of these

never be an exhaustive echo of them.

tells

what

the character of those

is

such manifestations of

God and
;

who

to the assertion of

experience

the blessed-

men he appends the petition in ver. 4, that God
would grant him a share in the experiences of the whole nation
which is the object of these manifestations. 1SV beside Jivo
is a genitive of the object
with the pleasure which Thou
ness of these

:

turnest towards

Thy

people,

i.e.

when Thou again

showest Thyself gracious unto them.
15, and on 3 ntn, Jer. xxix. 32
nfcij?

(at,

on account

of,

not

:

;

On

1£Q

(cf. ver.

cf. viii.

a similar Beth

is

47)

5 lxxx.

that beside

in connection with), xxi. 2, exxii.

;

psalm
God's " inheritance"

1.

His people

is

varied four times, and thereby
into use, as in Zeph.

ii.

makes

12),

;

the

name

them

for

also exceptionally

is

brought

9.

of the vidduj,

Kings

settled expression since 1
ii.

is

<i3

The key-note

Vers. 6-12.
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viii.

47 (Dan.

which

ix. 5,

a

is

cf.

Bar.

heard here in ver. 6 ; Israel is bearing at
its sins, by which it has made itself

itself

time the punishment of

this

In

like its forefathers.

this

needy and helpless condition the

who all along speaks as a member of the assembly, takes
way of the confession of sin, which leads to the forgiveness

poet,

the

of sin and to the removal of the punishment of sin.
1

Kings

viii.

a

self to be,

JfEn,

47, signifies to be, and the Hiph. to prove one's

Job

in ver. 6

DJJ

JJt2n.

is

With

26.

equivalent to ceque ac, as in

ver. 7 the retrospect begins.

Eccles.

ii.

The

Moses and Aaron in Egypt (Ex.
and gave no heed to the prospect of redemption (Ex.
The miraculous judgments which Moses executed (Ex.

16,

ix.

fathers contended with

v. 21),
vi. 9).

20) had no more effect in bringing them to a right
mind, and the abundant tokens of loving-kindness (Isa.

iii.

amidst which
their

God redeemed them made

state of
Ixiii.

so little impression

7)

on

memories that they began to despair and to murmur even
Ked Sea (Ex. xiv. 11 sq.). With bv, ver. lb, alternates 3

at the

(as in

Joel

Ezek.

iv.

8b.

x. 15, "IlU?)

When

;

cf.

the alternation of prepositions in

they behaved thus, Jahve might have

their redemption unaccomplished, but out of

He

nevertheless redeemed them.

pendent upon Ex. ch. xiv.
xxxiv. 21, Isa. xxxiv. 16)

hand, ver. 9&

is

as in the

from Ex.

is

a transposition

xiv. 28.

Ixiii.

13

(cf.

On

(cf.

the other

Wisd.

xix. 9)

prayer for redemption which has a similar

The

ground- colouring.

Vers. 8-11 are closely de-

Ver. 11&

taken out of Isa.

Isa. Ixiii. 7-lxiv. is a

left

unmerited mercy

sea through which they passed

Tora, ^D"^, which seems, according to Ex.

xix. 3, to signify the sea of

is

called,

ii.

3, Isa.

reed or sedge, although the sedge

Red Sea

itself, but only on the marshy
can also signify the sea of sea-weed,
mare algosum, after the Egyptian sippe, wool and sea-weed

does not

grow

in the

places of the coast

(just as

^yo

;

but

it

also signifies

both these).

The word

is

certainly

it is to be referred back to the Egyptian
word sippe (sea-weed) or sSbe (sedge), and is therefore used

Egyptian, whether
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manner of a proper name so that the inference drawn
by Knobel on Ex. xiii. 18 from the absence of the article, that
after the

;

name of a town on the northern point of the gulf, is
groundless.
The miracle at the sea of sedge or sea- weed as
Ex. xiv. 31 tells us
ver. 12 says— also was not without effect.
the

tfiD is

—

that they believed on

Jahve and Moses His

servant,

and the

But they then
song which they sang follows in Ex. ch. xv.
only too quickly added sins of ingratitude.
Vers. 13-23. The first of the principal sins on the other
side of the Ked Sea was the unthankful, impatient, unbelieving
murmuring about their meat and drink, vers. 13-15. For what
13 places foremost was the root of the whole evil, that,
away from faith in God's promise, they forgot the works
of God which had been wrought in confirmation of it, and did
The poet has
not wait for the carrying out of His counsel.

ver.

falling

before his eye the

murmuring

for water on the third day after

the miraculous deliverance (Ex. xv. 22-24) and in

(Ex.

Then

xvii. 2).

the

murmuring

Rephidim
first and

for flesh in the

second years of the exodus which was followed by the sending
of the quails (Ex. ch. xvi. and

Num.

ch. xi.), together with the

wrathful judgment by which the murmuring for the second
time was punished

(Kibroth ha-Tctavah,

This dispensation of wrath the poet

calls |in

Num. xi. 33-35).
(LXX., Vulgate,

and Syriac erroneously irKTjafjLovqv, perhaps |TO, nourishment),
inasmuch as he interprets Num. xi. 33-35 of a wasting disease,
which swept away the people in consequence of eating inordinately of the flesh, and in the expression (cf. lxxviii. 31) he

The "counsel" of God for which
His plan with respect to the time and

closely follows Isa. x. 16.

they would not wait,

manner

of the help,

whence

also

make

firm,

JX^,

e.g.

is

nan, root

i.

d^,

180, f£^~,

i.

a weaker power of

84

j^,

note, signifies prop, to

a knot (cf. on xxxiii. 20), and starting

from

this

(without the intervention of the metaphor moras nectere, as
Schultens thinks) is transferred to a firm bent of mind, and

The epigrammatic

the tension of long expectation.

mm

WUV1

Prov.

(plural of 1WV1, xlv. 12, for

xxiii.

3,

6,

Elias Levita, and
is

taken from

xxiv. 1, the

Baer have

Num.

xi. 4.

which

expression

codices, as also in

Complutensian, Venetian 1521,
without the tonic lengthening)

1NIV1

;.
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poet has

Num.

their

ch. xvi. xvii. in

The rebellious ones were swallowed up by the earth,
and their two hundred and fifty noble, non-Levite partisans
consumed by fire. The fact that the poet does not mention
Ivorah among those who were swallowed up is in perfect
harmony with Num. xvi. 25 sqq., Deut. xi. 6; cf. however
Num. xxvi. 10. The elliptical nnan in ver. 17 is explained
his eye.

Num.

from

The

xvi. 32, xxvi. 10.

third principal sin

The

19-23.

was the worship

of the calf, vers.

poet here glances back at Ex. ch. xxxii., but not

without at the same time having Deut.
for the expression

"

Horeb "

in

is

ix.

8-12

Denteronomic,

in his

mind

Deut.

e.g.

iv.

and frequently. Ver. 20 is also based upon the Book
of Deuteronomy they exchanged their glory, i.e. the God who
15, v. 2,

:

was their distinction before all peoples according to Deut. iv
6-8, x. 21 (cf. also Jer. ii. 11), for the likeness (rwan) of a

;

plough-ox (for this

pre-eminently called

is

lie',

in the dialects

contrary to the prohibition in Deut. iv. 17.
On ver. 21a
" Land of Cham"
the warning in Deut. vi. 12.
Egypt,

lin),

=

cf.

With

as in lxxviii. 51, cv. 23, 27.

sion

becomes again Deuteronomic

God made and

10.

:

23 the expres25, cf Ex. xxxii.

"iDtn in ver.

Deut.

ix.

.

also expressed the resolve to destroy Israel.

Then Moses stepped

into the

gap (before the gap),

as

it

were covered the breach, inasmuch as he placed himself in

it

and exposed
also

Deut.

30 and

his

ix.

own

18

life

sq., x.

i.e.

on the fact, besides Ex. ch. xxxii.,
10, and on the expression, Ezek. xxii.
;

cf.

also Jer. xviii. 20.

Vers. 24-33.

The

fact to

which the poet refers in

ver. 24,

consequence of the report of the spies,
which he brings forward as the fourth principal sin, is narrated

viz. the rebellion

in

Num.

in Jer.

ch.

iii.

xiv.

27; "to
xxxii.

after

40

vii.

The
14.

H?

appellation n,J9?
1S a ' so f° un d
As to- the rest, the expression is

Pentateuchal.
"They despised the land," after
" they murmured in their tents," after Deut. i.
;

31

lift
;

xiv.

19, Zech.

altogether

Num.

xiii.,

in

up the hand"

= to swear, after Ex.

the threat ^sn?, to

Num.

xiv. 29, 32.

The

make them

fall

threat of exile

vi. 8,

Deut.

down, fall away,
is founded upon

the two great threatening chapters, Lev. xxvi., Deut. xxviii. ; cf

more particularly Lev. xxvi. 33 (together with the echoes

in

:
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64 (together with the
Ezek. xx. 23 stands
echoes in Jer. ix. 15, Ezek. xxii. 15, etc.).
and according to
sq.
;
in a not accidental relationship to ver. 26
Ezek.

v. 12, xii. 14, etc.),

that passage, Vsrfo

Now

is

Deut.

xxviii.

an error of the copyist for T???' (Hitzig).

follows in ver.

28-31 the

fifth of the principal sins,

viz. the taking part in the Moabitish worship of Baal.

The

bound or chained), taken from Num. xxv. 3, 5,
points to the prostitution with which Baal Peor, this Moabitish
Priapus, was worshipped. The sacrificial feastings in which,
verb 10V3 (to be

according to

Num.

xxv. 2, they took part, are called eating the
because the idols are dead beings (veicpol,

sacrifices of the dead,

10-18) as opposed to God, the living One. The
ii. 14 correctly interprets: ra toi? etSaiXoi?
The object of "they made angry" is
Te\ea9evTa icpea*

Wisd.

xiii.

catena on Apoc.

omitted

;

the author

is

expression in ver. 296

fond of
is like

chosen with reference to
is

Num.

expressed in ver. 306 after

With

[xvi. 48].

this, cf. vers.

Ex.

xix. 24.

xvii.

13

7

and 32.

The

[xvi. 48].

The

verb "VOV

The

is

result

Num.

??S, to adjust, to

xxv. 8, 18 sq., xvii. 13
judge adjustingly (LXX.,

Vulgate, correctly according to the sense, i^iXdaaro), the poet

thought of the satisfaction due to divine right,
which Phinehas executed with the javelin. This act of zeal
for Jahve, which compensated for Israel's unfaithfulness, was
associates the

accounted unto him for righteousness, by his being rewarded
with the priesthood unto everlasting ages, Num. xxv.
This accounting of a work for righteousness is only
apparently contradictory to Gen. xv. 5 sq. it was indeed an

for

it

10-13.

:

act

which sprang from a constancy in

faith,

and one which

obtained for him the acceptation of a righteous man for the
sake of this upon which it was based, by proving him to be
such.

* In the second section of Aluda zara, on the words of the Mishna
flesh which is intended to be offered first of all to idols is allowed,
but that which comes out of the temple is forbidden, because it is like
sacrifices of the dead," it is observed, fol. 326 : " "Whence, said E. Jehuda

"The

I know that that which is offered to idols
(muj6 rOTlpn
rnr) pollutes like a dead body? From Ps. cvi. 28.
As the dead bodypollutes everything that is under the same roof with it, so also does every-

ben Bethera, do

thing that

is

offered to idols."

cf this pollution to be vain, cf.

The Apostle Paul declares the objectivity
more particularly 1 Cor. x. 28 sq.
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In vers. 32, 33 follows the sixth of the principal sins, viz.
Moses and Aaron at the waters of

the insurrection against
in the fortieth

strife

year, in

connection with which Moses

Land

forfeited the entrance with

them

(Num.

37, xxxii. 51), since he suffered

xx. 11 sq., Deut.

himself to be carried

i.

into the

of

Promise

away by the persevering obstinacy

people against the Spirit of

God

of the

(fTipn mostly providing the

future for HID, as in vers. 7, 43, lxxviii. 17, 40, 56, of obstinacy
against

God; on InrrnK

cf. Isa. lxiii.

words addressed to the people,

Num.

10) into uttering the

xx. 10, in which, as the

smiting of the rock which was twice repeated shows,

is

poet

distinguishes,

does

as

the narrative in

Num.

ex-

The

pressed impatience together with a tinge of unbelief.

ch. xx.,

between the obstinacy of the people and the transgression of
Moses, which

is

at the root of

Num.

there designated, according to that which lay
it,

as unbelief.

The

retrospective reference to

14 needs adjustment accordingly.
the failing
Vers. 34-43. The sins in Canaan
xxvii.

:

to extermi-

nate the idolatrous peoples and sharing in their idolatry.

In
34 the poet appeals to the command, frequently enjoined
upon them from Ex. xxiii. 32 sq. onwards, to extirpate the
inhabitants of Canaan.
Since they did not execute this command (yid. Jndg. ch. i.-iii. 6), that which it was intended to
ver.

prevent came to pass:
(Bfeto),

Ex.

xxiii.

the heathen became to

33, xxxiv. 12, Dent.

married with them, and

fell into

vii.

16.

them a snare

They

inter-

the Canaanitish custom in

which the abominations of heathenism culminate, viz. the
human sacrifice, which Jahve abhorreth (Deut. xii. 31), and
only the demons (D 1^, Dent, xxxii. 17) delight in. Thus then
the land was defiled by blood-guiltiness (^n, Num. xxv. 33,
,

cf. Isa.

and they themselves became unclean
by the whoredom of idolatry. In vers. 40-43
in Neh. ix. 26 sqq.) sketches the alternation of

xxiv. 5, xxvi. 21),

(Ezek. xx. 43)
the poet (as

apostasy, captivity, redemption, and relapse which followed
upon the possession of Canaan, and more especially that which
God's " counsel " was
characterized the period of the judges.
to make Israel free and glorious, but they leaned upon themselves,

following their

perished in their sins.

own intentions (EWf?) wherefore they
The poet uses spD (to sink down, fall

away) instead of the p»3

;

(to

moulder, rot) of the primary pas-
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Lev. xxvi. 39, retained in Ezek. xxiv. 23, xxxiii. 10, which
is no blunder (Hitzig), but a deliberate change.
Vers. 44-46. The poet's range of vision here widens from
the time of the judges to the history of the whole of the sucsage,

down

ceeding age

for the whole history of

to the present;

Israel has essentially the same fundamental character, viz. that
That
Israel's unfaithfulness does not annul God's faithfulness.
Kings
viii.
in
Solomon
1
which
That
verifies itself even now.

50 prays for on behalf of his people when they may be betrayed
hands of the enemy, has been fulfilled in the case of

into the

the dispersion of Israel in

Egypt,

etc.

:

God

On

towards them.
xxix. 32, 1

Sam.

all

countries (cvii. 3), Babylonia,

has turned the hearts of their oppressors
3 n^O, to regard compassionately, cf. Gen.
onb 1S3 belong together, as in cvii. 6,

11.

i.

and frequently, njn is a cry of lamentation, as in 1 Kings viii.
28 in Solomon's prayer at the dedication of the Temple. From
this source comes ver. 6, and also from this source ver. 46, cf.
In Dns'l the draw1 Kings viii. 50 together with Neh. i. 11.
ing back of the tone does not take place, as in Gen. xxiv. 67.
Y1DD beside 3n3 is not pointed by the Keri Wpn, as in v. 8, lxix.
14, but as in

Lam.

32, according to ver. 7, Isa.

iii.

in accordance with the fulness (riches) of

lxiii. 7,

Hon

:

His manifold mercy

The expression in ver. 46 is like Gen.
Although the condition of the poet's fellow-countrythe dispersion may have been tolerable in itself, yet this

or loving-kindness.
xliii.

14.

men

in

involuntary scattering of the
a state of punishment.

may

The

members

be pleased to put an end to

Ver. 47.

Psalm

He

has

is

always

God

this.

now reached the
by the way of

struggles forth,

praise of the faithfulness of

of the nation

poet prays in ver. 47 that

God.

goal, to

which his whole

and the
nantrn (found only here) is
self-accusation

the reflexive of the Piel, to account happy, Eccles. iv. 2, therefore : in order that we may esteem ourselves happy to be able

Thee.
In this reflexive (and also passive) sense
customary in Aramaic and post-biblical Hebrew.
Ver. 48. The closing doxology of the Fourth Book. The
chronicler has V1BM before ver. 47 (which with him differs only

to

praise

rnntJ>n is

very slightly), an indispensable rivet, so to speak, in the fitting
together of cvi. 1 (cvii. 1) and cvi. 47.
The means this
historian,

who

joins passages together like mosaic-work, calls

!
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let
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48.

has also taken over ver. 48

people say

Amen, Hallelujah

Ohron. xxv. 3, 2 Chron. v.
13, and frequently, Ezra iii. 11), into an historical clause: VIDN S \
^p"? '.Fl ! 1?? d ?t r* Hitzig, by regarding the echoes of the

in accordance with his style (cf. 1

1

Psalms in the chronicler as the originals of the corresponding
Psalms in the Psalter, and consequently 1 Ohron. xvi. 36 as the
original of the Beracha placed after our Psalm, reverses the
true relation

;

vid.

Riehm

with reference to this point,

Theolog. Liter at. Blatt, 1866,

No.

30,

and Kohler

in the

in the Luther.

297 ff. The priority of Ps. cvi. is clear
from the fact that ver. 1 gives a liturgical key-note that was in
use even in Jeremiah's time (ch. xxxiii. 11), and that ver. 47
And the
reverts to the tephilla-style of the introit, vers. 4 sq.
priority of ver. 48 as a concluding formula of the Fourth Book

Zeitschrift, 1867, S.

from the fact that it has been fashioned, like that of
Book (lxxii. 18 sq.), under the influence of the
foregoing Psalm. The Hallelujah is an echo of the HallelujahPsalm, just'as there the Jahve Ehhim is an echo of the Elohim-

is

clear

the Second

Psalm.

And

"let

all

the people say

closing thought as in ver. 6 of Ps.

cl.,

closing doxology of the whole Psalter.

gether (Apoc. xix. 4)

is

Amen"
which

is

^Ajjltjv

is

the same

made

into the

aX\rj\ovia to-

a laudatory confirmation.

—

FIFTH BOOK OF THE PSALTER.
Ps.

CVIL-CL.

PSALM

CVII.

AN ADMONITION TO FELLOW-COUNTRYMEN TO RENDER
THANKS ON ACCOUNT OF HAVING GOT THE BETTER
OF CALAMITIES.
1 "

GIVE

thanks unto Jahve, for

He

For His loving-kindness endureth
2 Let the redeemed of Jahve say,

Whom He
o

And

is

good,

for ever,"

hath redeemed out of the hand of oppression

gathered out of the lands,
the east and from the west, from the north and

From

from the

sea.

4 They wandered in the desert in a waste of a way,
They found not a city of habitation.
5 Under hunger and thirst
Their soul fainted in them.
6 Tlien
7

cried unto Jahve in their trouble

tliey

Out of

their distresses

He

—

delivered them,

And led them by a right way
To arrive at a city of habitation.

8 Let them praise to Jahve His loving-Mtidness,
And His wonders to the children of men,
9 That

And

He

hath satisfied the thirsty soul,

filled

the hungry soul with good.

10 Those who dwelt in darkness and the shadow of death,
Being bound in torture and iron,
11 Because they rebelled against the words of God
And derided the counsel of the Most High,
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12

They

their heart
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by

labour,

down, and there was none to help.
13 Then they cried unto Jahve in their trouble
Out of their distresses He saved them ;
14 He led them forth out of darkness and the shadow of death,
And burst their bonds asunder.
15 Let them praise to Jahve His goodness,
fell

—

And His wonders to the children of men,
He hath broken in pieces the brazen
And smitten down the iron bars.

16 That

17

The

foolish,

And

on account of their iniquity, had to

doors

on account of the way of their transgression,
suffer.

18 All food their soul abhorred,

And
19

they drew near to the gates of death.

Tlien they cried unto

Out of

20

He

their trouble

And
And
And

—

saved them.

He sent His word and healed them,
And caused them to escape out of their

pit-falls.

Jahve His goodness,
His wonders to the children of men,

21 Let them praise
22

Jahve in

their distresses

let

to

them sacrifice sacrifices of thanksgiving
His works with a shout of joy.

declare

23 Those who go down to the sea in
Who do business in great waters

ships,

24 These have seen the works of Jahve,
And His wonders in the deep.
25 He spake and raised a stormy wind,

Which forced np its waves on high.
26 They went up towards heaven, they went down into the
[depths,
Their soul was melted in trouble.
27 They whirled and staggered like a drunken man,

And

all

their

wisdom came of

28 Then they cried unto Jahve in
29

itself to

nought.

their trouble,

And out of their distresses He brought them forth.
He changed the storm into a gentle breeze,
And their waves were still.

30 Then were they glad that they were abated,
And He led them to the haven of their desire.
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31 Let them praise
32

33
34

!

:

to

Jahve His goodness,

And His wonders to the children of men,
And let them exalt Him in the congregation
And praise Him in the council of the elders.
He changed rivers
And water-springs

A

of the people,

into a desert

into drought,

fruitful land into a salt-plain,

Because of the wickedness of those who dwelt therein.
35 He changed the desert into a pool of water,
And the dry land into water-springs
36 And made the hungry to dwell there,
;

And

they bnilt a city of habitation.

37 They sowed
38

fields

and planted vineyards,

And obtained profitable fruit.
He blessed them and they multiplied greatly,
And their cattle He made into not a few.

39 Then they became few and were reduced

40
41

By the pressure of misfortune and sorrow
He who poureth contempt on princes
And causeth them to wander ill the pathless

He removed the needy
And made the families

out of the

way

waste

of affliction,

like a flock.

42 The upright see it and rejoice,
And all knavery stoppeth its month.
*

43

*

Whoso is wise let him
And let them consider
With

this

#

observe these thines.
the loving-kindnesses of Jahve

Psalm begins the Fifth Book, the Book D'nain n$N
With Ps. cvi. closed the Fourth Book, or the
the first Psalm of which, Ps. xc, bewailed the

of the Psalter.

Book

-iai»a,

manifestation of God's wrath in the case of the generation of
the desert, and in the presence of the prevailing death took

refuge in

which

God

the eternal and unchangeable One.

Ps.

cvi.,

closes the book, has "if]B3 (vers. 14, 26) as its favourite

word, and makes confession of the sins of Israel on the way
to Canaan.
Now, just as at the beginning of the Book of
Deuteronomy Israel stands on the threshold of the Land of

:
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Promise, after the two tribes and a half have already established themselves on the other side of the Jordan, so at the

beginning of

this Fifth

Book

of the Psalter

we

see Israel re-

There it is the Israel
redeemed out of Egypt, here it is the Israel redeemed out of the
There the lawgiver once more admonishes
lands of the Exile.
stored to the soil of

its

fatherland.

Israel to yield the obedience of love to the

Law

of Jahve, here

upon Israel to show gratitude towards Him,
who has redeemed it from exile and distress and death.
We must not therefore be surprised if Ps. cvi. and cvii. are
closely connected, in spite of the fact that the boundary of the
two Books lies between them. " Ps. cvii. stands in close relathe psalmist calls

tionship to Ps. cvi.

The

similarity of the beginning at once

points back to this Psalm.

Thanks

what was there desired in ver. 47.
which was promised in Ps.
being vouchsafed,

is

The Psalms

a tetralogy.

47

The

praise of the

here presented to

Him

after redemption
is

fully con-

civ.-cvii. really to a certain extent

Ps. civ. derives

its

Lord

in the case of redemption

This observation of Hengstenberg

vouchsafed."
firmed.

cvi.

are here given in ver. 3 for

form

material from the history of

from the preparatory and early history of
from the history of Israel in Egypt, in the
the Land of Promise down to the Exile, and

the creation, Ps. cv.
Israel, Ps. cvi.

desert,

Ps.

and in
from the time of the restoration.

cvii.

is by
Psalms among themselves.
These three anonymous Psalms form a trilogy in the
strictest sense
they are a tripartite whole from the hand of one
author.
The observation is an old one. The Harpffe Davids
mit Teutschen Saiten bespannet (Harp of David strung with
German Strings), a translation of the Psalms which appeared
in Augsburg in the year 1659, begins Ps. cvi. with the words
" For the third time already am I now come, and I make bold
to spread abroad, with grateful acknowledgment, Thy great
kindnesses."
God's wondrous deeds of loving-kindness and

Nevertheless the connection of Ps. civ. with cv.-cvii.

far not so close as that of these three

;

compassion towards Israel from the time of their forefathers

down to the redemption out of Egypt according to the promise,
and giving them possession of Canaan, are the theme of Ps. cv.
The theme of Ps. cvi. is the sinful conduct of Israel from Egypt
onwards during the journey through the desert, and then in the
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by which they brought about the fulfilment
but even there God's mercy
was not suffered to go unattested (ver. 46). The theme of Ps.
who
cvii., finally, is the sacrifice of praise that is due to Him

Land

of Promise,

of the threat of exile (ver. 27)

redeemed them out of
may compare cv. 44,

exile

He

;

and

heathen; cvi. 27, (He threatened)
the heathen

and

to scatter

them in

and

west, out

to cast

~

(™ i

.N)

1

forth their seed

the lands (nisnxa)

He

out of the lands (niYiXO) hath
east

kinds of destruction.

all

gave them the lands

;

and

We
of the

among
cvii. 3,

brought them together, out of

The designed

of north and south.

similarity

of the expression, the internal

connection, and the progression

accordance with a definite plan, are not to be mistaken here.
In other respects, too, these three Psalms are intimately interwoven. In them Egypt is called " the land of Ham " (cv. 23,
in

27, cvi. 22), and Israel " the chosen ones of

They

cvi. 5, cf. 23).

exclamation

(cvi. 2, cvii. 43).

to the hypostatic

Compare
3, cvi. 5,

also

nantyn

There

conception of the

fWV\

cvi. 14, cvii.

cvi'.

Jahve"

(cv. 6, 43,

are fond of the interrogative form of

4

47, jtann cvii.

is

an approach in them

Word
;

p^J, cv 19' cv '- 20).
and the Hithpa. ??nnn cv.
27.
In all three the poet
-

shows himself to be especially familiar with Isa. ch. xl.-lxvi.,
and also with the Book of Job. Ps. cvii. is the fullest in reminiscences taken from both these Books, and in this Psalm
the

movement

of the poet

history that has been

is

more

committed

free without recapitulating

Everything thereand cvii. are a
two Hodu-Psalms, and a Hallelujahto writing.

fore favours the assertion that Ps. cv., cvi.,

"

trefoil "

Psalm

(trifolium),

—

in the middle.

Ps.

cvii.

groups with an

consists of six

The

and an epiphonem, ver. 43.

introit, vers. 1-3,

poet unrolls before the dis-

persion of Israel that has again attained to the possession of
its

native land the pictures of divine deliverances in which

human

and more especially the history of the exiles, is
at the same time stamps the hymn as
for those who were gathered a^ain out
a consolatory Psalm
of the lands of the heathen nevertheless still looked for the
final redemption under the now milder, now more despotic

so rich.

history,

The epiphonem
;

sceptre of the secular power.

Vers. 1-3.

The

introit,

with the

call

upon them

to grateful

FSALM
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The Psalm

praise, is addressed to the returned exiles.

the marks of
it,

viz.

lxiii.

its

" the redeemed of Jahve," taken from Isa.

:

xxxv. 9

4,

carries

deutero-Isaianic character on the very front of

sq.

f?i? as in Isa. lvi. 8,

;

lxii.

and frequently

the north and from the sea," as in Isa. xlix. 12

;

12, cf.

" from

" the sea" (E')

:

here (as perhaps there also), side by side with east, west, and
north,

the south, or rather (since D^

is

an established usus

is

loquendi for the west) the south-west, viz. the southern portion

With

Mediterranean washing the shores of Errypt.

of the

this

the poet associates the thought of the exiles of Egypt, as with

the exiles of the islands,

I'lJJBDl

he

is

i.e.

of Asia

Minor and Europe

newly founded by the release of the Babylonian
induced the scattered fellow-countrymen in
return home.
to

;

therefore writing at a period in which the Jewish state

God

the

of Israel
of the

had

Calling upon the redeemed ones to give thanks

Redeemer

may

exiles

countries to

all

in order that the

work

of the restoration

be gloriously perfected amidst the thanksgiving

redeemed ones, he forthwith formulates the thanks-

giving by putting the language of thanksgiving of the ancient
liturgy (Jer. xxxiii. 11) into their mouth.

again established upon the

had acquired

this again,

strange land, and can

The

liverances.

soil

The

nation,

now

of the fatherland, has, until

it

seen destruction in every form in a

tell

of the most manifold divine de-

call to sacrifice

the sacrifices of thanksgiving

expanded accordingly into several pictures portraying the
dangers of the strange land, which are not so much allegorical,

is

personifying the Exile, as rather exemplificative.

Vers. 4-9.
tells us,

It has actually

that they

wandered

through deserts

likely to

^"^

that ver. 4a ought to
;

to pass, the first strophe

have to succumb to death
to ver. 40 and Isa. xliii. 19, it appears
(Olshausen, Baur, and
be read
The
is thereby lengthened inelegantly.

and wastes, and seemed
from hunger. According
Thenius)

come

in a strange land

but the line

two words, joined by Munach, stand in the construct state, like
DIN toa, Gen. xvi. 12 a waste of a way
eprj/jLoi 6S6s, Acts
viii. 26 (Ewald, Hitzig), which is better suited to the poetical
style than that V/),, as in HMTUe'O, and the like, should be an

=

:

accusative of nearer definition (Hengstenberg).

with
7,

2B>'iD YJJ

the poet,

36, cf. atPioviia,

who

is

fond of

this

In connection

combination (vers.

Lev. xxv. 29), means any

city

whatever

1GS
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which might afford the homeless ones a habitable, hospitable
With the perfects, which describe what has been
reception.
experienced, alternates in ver. 5b the imperfect, which shifts to
which anything comes about their soul in them
enveloped itself (vid. lxi. 3), i.e. was nigh upon extinction.
With the fut. consec. then follows in ver. 6 the fact which gave
the

way

in

:

help, as the imperfect

D^r

Their cry for
was accompanied by their
expressed by the following fut.

their misfortune.

the turn to the change in

implies,

deliverance, the fact of which

is

Those who have experienced such things are
to confess to the Lord, with thanksgiving, His loving-kindness
and His wonderful works to the children of men. It is not to
be rendered His wonders (supply nfc'y itw) towards the chilconsec.

BsnTl.

:

dren of
coincide
ness

men
:

The two

(Luther, Olshausen, and others).

?

their thankful confession of the divine loving-kind-

and wondrous

acts is not to be addressed alone to

Jahve

Himself, but also to men, in order that out of what they have
experienced a wholesome fruit may spring forth for the multi'""ipfW B'M (part. Polel, the e of which is retained as a

tude.

pre-tonic vowel in pause, cf.
§ 188, b)

«Lj>

t°

is,

Ixviii.

26 and on Job xx. 27, Ew.

as in Isa. xxix. 9, the thirsting soul

(from

pit?,

urge forward, of the impulse and drawing of the

emotions, in

Hebrew

The

to desire ardently).

preterites are

here an expression of that which has been experienced, and

become a fact of experience. In
superabundant measure does God uphold the languishing soul
that is in imminent danger of languishing away.
Vers. 10-16.
Others suffered imprisonment and bonds

therefore of that which has

;

but through

Him who had

decreed this

as

punishment for

them, they also again reached the light of freedom. Just as
in the first strophe, here too, as far as nv in ver. 15, is all a
compound subject and in view of this the poet begins with
" Darkness and the shadow of death" (vid. xxiii.
participles.
;

is an Isaianic expression, Isa. ix. 1 (where 'OB" is construed
with 3), xlii. 7 (where 'atf; is construed as here, cf. Gen. iv. 20,
Zech. ii. 11), just as " bound in torture and iron" takes its rise

4)

from Job xxxvi. 8. The old expositors
" torturing iron" (after cv. 18) but it
;

the one as the general term

call it
is

a hendiadys for

more correct

and the other

to take

as the particular

:

;

PSALM
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from which they could not

affliction

break away, and more particularly in iron bonds

(•'J!?,

like the

which
and with respect to ver. 12, Isa. iii. 8,
the double play upon the sound of the words is unmistakeable.
By iiW is meant the plan in accordance with which God
governs, more particularly His final purpose, which lies at the
basis of His leadings of Israel.
Not only had they nullified
this purpose of mercy by defiant resistance (i"™ ?) against
God's commandments C ?.!?!*, Arabic awdmir, dmireli) on their
part, but they had even blasphemed it
YM, Deut. xxxii. 19,
and frequently, or KNJ (prop, to pierce, then to treat roughly),
is an old Mosaic designation of blasphemy, Deut. xxxi. 20,
Num. xiv. 11, 23, xvi. 30. Therefore God thoroughly humbled
them by afflictive labour, and caused them to stumble y^).
But when they were driven to it, and prayed importunately to
Him, He helped them out of their straits. The refrain varies
according to recognised custom. Twice the expression is IpJW),
twice Ipyn once D^X', then twice EUWV, and last of all DSOXV,
which follows here in ver. 14 as an alliteration. The summary
condensation of the deliverance experienced (ver. 16) is moulded
Arabic

firzil,

calls to

mind

an iron

fetter, vid.

on cv. 18).

In

ver. 11,

Isa. v. 19,

1

1

;

;

The

after Isa. xlv. 2.

a large

Exile, too,

may

be regarded as such like

22) ; but the descriptions of the
poet are not pictures, but examples.
jail (vid. e.g. Isa. xlii. 7,

Vers. 17-22.

Others were brought to the brink of the

grave by severe sickness
prayer to

Him who

on account of their
e.g.

Job

;

but when they draw nigh in earnest

appointed that they should suffer thus

sins,

v. 3), like ?23

He became

their Saviour.

(vid. xiv. 1), is also

T^JN

(cf.

an ethical notion,

and not confined to the idea of defective intellect merely. It
one who insanely lives only for the passing hour, and ruins

is

and in short himself and everything
Those who were thus minded, the poet
begins by saying, were obliged to suffer by reason of (in con-

health, calling, family,

belonging to him.

sequence of) their wicked course of life. The cause of their
days of pain and sorrow is placed first by way of emphasis

and because

it

thereby comes

has a meaning that
all

the more easily to

place simultaneously in the past.

26

is

related to the past

WJV

express that which took

The Hithpa.

signifies to suffer willingly or intentionally

in 1
;

Kings

here

:

to

ii.

be

PSALM
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Hengstenobliged to submit to suffering against one's will.
berg, for example, construes it differently : " Fools because of

(more than because of their transand those who because of their iniquities were
But !» beside «inv. has the assumpafflicted— all food," etc.

their

walk

in transgression

'

gression'),

affirmation of the cause of the

tion in its favour of being an

In ver. 18 the poet has the Book of Job (ch.

affliction.

20, 22) before his eye.

And

TeiXev tov Xoyov avTov kol lacraTo avrov<;

(LXX.), no

Old Testament is more vividly recalled
than cv. 19, even more than cxlvii. 18 ; because
of the

19,

it

xxxiii.

in connection with ver. 20, direa-

passage

to one's

mind

here, as in cv.

treats of the intervention of divine acts within the sphere

human

and not of the intervention of divine operaIn the natural
world and in history the word pyj) s God's messenger (cv. 19,
cf. Isa. lv. 10 sq.), and appears here as a mediator of the divine
healing.
Here, as in Job xxxiii. 23 sq., the fundamental fact
of the New Testament is announced, which Theodoret on this
passage expresses in the words
'O 0eo? A6<yo$ ivav6panrr]a-a<;
icai aTToaTaXeLS co? av6 p(airo<; ra TravToBaTra to>v i^in^&w Idaaro
Tpavfiara km, rov<; 8ia(p6apevTa<; dveppwae \oyia/j,ov<;.
The
LXX. goes on to render it ical ippvaaro avToii<; eic twv
BuxpOopaiv avTwv, inasmuch as the translators derive DJWVnB'
from nrpntp (Dan. vi. 5), and this, as 1"IP1E> elsewhere (vid. xvi.
10), from Tint? 8ia<p6eipeiv, which is approved by Hitzig. But
Lam. iv. 20 is against this. From nriB> is formed a noun runts'
of

history,

tions within the sphere of the natural world.
'

:

:

j

(nine') in the signification a

collateral

form of which,

hollow place (Prov. xxviii. 10), the

ivntf (rrnip),

is

inflected like rpjn, plur.

nirwn with a retention of the substantival termination. The
" pits" are the deep afflictions into which they were plunged,
and out of which God caused them to escape.
The suffix of
DXaT'1 avails also for thv\, as in

Gen.

xxvii. 5, xxx. 31, Ps.

cxxxix. 1, Isa. xlvi. 5.

Vers. 23-32.

Others have returned to

tell

of the perils of

Without any allegory (Hengstenberg) it speaks of
those who by reason of their calling traverse (which is expressed
by TV because the surface of the sea lies below the dry land

the sea.

which slopes

towards the coast) the sea in ships (read
and that not as fishermen but
(as Luther has correctly understood the choice of the word)
in
off

boQnijoth without the article),

PSALM
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eddying deep,

works

the

and

they have seen with

i.e.

own eyes what God can do when in His anger He calls
up the powers of nature, and on the other hand when He compassionately orders them back into their bounds.
God's mantheir

date ("IBN^ as in cv. 31, 34) brought

it to pass that a stormy
wind arose (cf. *1&y, xxxiii. 9), and it drove its (the sea's) waves
on high, so that the seafarers at one time were tossed up to the
sky and then hurled down again into deep abysses, and their
-

soul melted

ilJ?

}?,

'

n an ev ^> anxious mood,

i.e.

lost all its firm-

They turned about in a circle (liilT from Mn = ^n) and
reeled after the manner of a drunken man
all their wisdom
swallowed itself up, i.e. consumed itself within itself, came of
ness.

;

nought, just as Ovid, Trist.

itself to

i.

2, says in

with a similar description of a storm at sea

The poet here writes under
But at their importunate

ipsa malis.

xix. 3, cf. 14.

them forth out of

:

connection

ambiguis ars stupet

the influence of Isa,
supplication

He

their distresses (xxv. 17).

God

led

turned the

=

ni?l_ riDOT, 1 Kings xix.
raging storm into a gentle blowing (
CpO construed with ? here has the sense of transporting
12).

(carrying over) into another condition or state, as Apollinaris

renders

:

suffix of

avrlica

Qn

,

.?S

S' els

avprjv irpoTeprjv fiereOrjice GveXkav.

cannot refer to the D

"

,

3'i

The

DV? in ver. 23, which

is

waves " are those with which they had
removed
to battle.
These to their joy became calm ( n fn) and were still
(pne> as in Jonah i. 11), and God guided them eh Xifieva
so far

;

their

0eXi]fiaTo<s

avTav (LXX.).

( jj>-), to

shut in on

«=^, gyravit, in

to

egit), signifies

and

northern word, a fiord.
the stronger word, like

a hapax-legomenon, from j U.

and

all sides

gyrum

therefore a haven,

Tintt,

first

of

all

draw

perhaps a creek, to use a

The verb pnf
B>2J in

to one's self (root

a place enclosed round,

in relation to ntJTi

is

relation to OT\n in the history of

the Flood. Those who have been thus marvellously rescued are
then called upon thankfully to praise God their Deliverer in
the place where the national church assembles, and where the
chiefs of the nation

Temple and

in the

sit

in council

;

therefore, as

it

seems, in the

Forum.*

In exact editions like Norzi, Heidenheim, and Baer's, before vers. 23,
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more groups without the two beautiful and
which the four preceding groups are
is less artistic, and the transitions
structure
interspersed.
The
One might say that these
here and there abrupt and awkward.
two groups are inferior to the rest, much as the speeches of
Elihu are inferior to the rest of the Book of Job. That they
are, however, nevertheless from the hand of the very same poet
is at once seen from the continued dependence upon the Book
Hengstenberg sees in vers. 33-42 "the
of Job and Isaiah.

Now

follow two

impressive refrains with

song with which they exalt the Lord in the assembly of the
people and upon the seat of the elders."
is

altogether different

ing to the preceding
clear to us that vers.

from that which

is

calls to praise.

33

sq. refer to the

But the materia
to

laudis

be expected accord-

Nor

is it

any the more

overthrow of Babylon,

35 sqq. to the happy turn of affairs that took place
simultaneously for Israel ; ver. 35 does not suit Canaan, and
the expressions in vers. 36 sq. would be understood in too low a
and

vers.

No, the poet goes on further to illustrate the helpful
sense.
government of God the just and gracious One, inasmuch as he
has experiences in his mind in connection therewith, of which
the dispersion of Israel in all places can sing and speak.
Vers. 33-38.
Since in ver. 36 the historical narration is
still continued, a meaning relating to the cotemporaneous past
is also retrospectively given to the two correlative OW*.
It now
goes on to tell what those who have now returned have observed
and experienced in their own case. Ver. 33a sounds like Isa.
1. 2b
ver. 335 like Isa. xxxv. la
and ver. 35 takes its rise
from Isa. xli. 185. The juxtaposition of ^VlD and pwsy, since
Deut. viii. 15, belongs to the favourite antithetical alliterations,
n ™?> tnat which is salty (LXX. cf. Sir. xxxix.
e.g. Isa. lxi. 3.
23 5X/JL7]), is, as in Job xxxix. 6, the name for the uncultivated,
;

;

:

A

barren steppe.

ment of

land that has been laid waste for the punish-

inhabitants has very often

been changed into
under the hands of a poor and grateful generation
and very often a land that has hitherto lain
uncultivated and to all appearance absolutely unprofitable has
its

flourishing fruitful fields
;

24, 25, 26, 27, 28, and 40 there stand reversed Nmis (plan pis, in the
language of the Masora nntUD P313), as before Num. x. 85 and between
Their signification is unknown.
x. 36 and xi. 1 (nine in all).

:;

PSALM
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an unexpected
Jeremiah writes, ch. xxix. 5
and plant gardens and eat
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CVII. 39-43.

fertility.
:

The

their fruit,

to

whom

settle

down,

exiles

Build ye houses and

may

frequently have

experienced this divine blessing.

Their industry and their
knowledge also did their part, but looked at in a right light, it
was not their own work but God's work that their settlement
prospered, and that they continually spread themselves wider
and possessed a not small, i.e. (cf. 2 Kings iv. 3) a very large,
stock of cattle.

Vers. 39-43. But it also came to pass that it went ill with
them, inasmuch as their flourishing prosperous condition drew

down upon them
nevertheless

God

the envy of the powerful and tyrannical

put an end to tyranny, and always brought

His people again to honour and strength.
that ver. 39 goes back into the time

when

Hitzig

is

of opinion

things were different

with those who, according to vers. 36-38, had thriven.

The

modus

(yid.

consecutivus

Isa. xxxvii. 5)

tion

from

39a

;

vers.

is

sometimes used thus retrospectively

here, however, the

symmetry

36-38, and the change which

of the continuais

expressed in

comparison with ver. 385, require an actual consecution in that which is narrated.
They became few and came
down, were reduced (nna>", cf. Prov. xiv. 19 to come to ruin,

ver.

in

:

or to be overthrown), a coarctations malitice

et

mceroris.

IVjJ is

the restraint of despotic rule, njn the evil they had to suffer

which consumed their
(instead of Mercha
and Mugrash, vid. Accentuationssystem, xviii. 2). There is no
reason for departing from this interpunction and rendering
" through tyranny, evil, and sorrow."
What is stiff and
awkward in the progress of the description arises from the fact
that ver. 40 is borrowed from Job xii. 21, 24, and that the
poet is not willing to make any change iu these sublime words.
The version shows how we think the relation of the clauses is
to be apprehended.
Whilst He pours out His wrath upon
tyrants in the contempt of men that comes upon them, and
makes them fugitives who lose themselves in the terrible waste,
He raises the needy and those hitherto despised and ill-treated
on high out of the depth of their affliction, and makes families
like a flock, i.e. makes their families so increase, that they come
to have the ajipearance of a merrily gamboling and numerous
under such

life.

nsj)D

restraint,

and

P"} sorrow,

has Tarcha and njn

Munach

;
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flock.
is

made up

CVIII.

back

figure points

tliis

Job

out of

Job

to

God

xxi. 11, sover.

The

xxii. 19, v. 16.

of recognition on the part of

!

of those

who have been

wrongfully oppressed gives joy to the upright, and
(nSlJ),

vid.

insolence

is

makes the
Hosea, ch.

manner
this,

16)
once for

has

xcii.

xiv.

10

bear

i.e.

Psalm

[9], in

it

D3n

and without

''D,

as in

Waw

In ver. 43 the poet
example of

after the

—

he will or let him keep
The transition to the jussive
number is rendered natural by the
wise

is

Hos.

loc. cit. (cf.

apod. Judg.

valent to guisquis sapiens
tions of

roguery
boastful

well in mind.

together with a change of
fact that

away

die

all
its

i.e.

the nota bene expressed after the

Who

:

closed,

put to silence.

all

strains of his

of a question

mouth

its

42

sight of this act

est.

'n

mercy or loving-kindness

Jer.

Prov.

vii. 3,

HDn

ix.

11, Esth. v.

ix. 4,

16),

is

6,

equi-

(^pri) are the manifesta-

which God's ever-enduring

in

mercy unfolds itself in history. He who is wise has a good
memory for and a clear understanding of this.

PSALM

CVIII.

TWO ELOHIMIC FRAGMENTS BROUGHT TOGETHER,
2

CONFIDENT

is

my

I will sing and play

Yea,
3

this shall

Awake
I will

up,

O

my

heart, Elohim,

upon the harp,

glory do.

harp and cithern,

awake the morning dawn

!

4 I will praise Thee among the peoples, Jahve,
And praise Thee upon the harp among the nations.
o

For great beyond the heavens

G

And unto the clouds Thy truth.
Oh show Thyself exalted above the heavens,
And above the whole earth Thy glory

is

Thy mercy, Elohim,
Elohim,

!

7

In order that

Thy beloved may be delivered
Thy right hand and answer me

Save now with

8 Elohim hath promised in His holiness

3
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I shall rejoice, I shall portion out Shechem,

And
9 Mine

measure out the valley of Succoth.
is Gilead, mine Mauasseh,

And Ephraim is the helm
Judah is my sceptre,
Moab is my wash-pot,
Upon Edorn I cast my

LO

11

of

my

head,

shoe,

Over

Philistia I shout for joy.

Who
Who

will

conduct

will

bring

me to the fortified
me to Edom 1

city,

!

12 Hast not Thou, Elohim, cast us off,
And goest not forth, Elohim, with our armies

%

—

Grant us deliverance from the oppressor,
Yea, vain is the help of man.
14 In Elohim shall we obtain the victory,

1

And He
The
is

will tread

Tlix in ver.

down our

oppressors.

4 and the whole contents

a Psalm-song by David, but only because

The

ancient Davidic materials.
rm»i> makes

Two

is

It is inscribed

compiled out of

fact of the absence of the

natural to suppose that

it

it

Psalm

of this

the echo to the llin of the preceding Psalm.

it

is

of later origin.

Davidic Psalm-pieces in the Elohimic style are here, with

trifling variations, just

put together, not soldered together, and

That a poet
two of his own

taken out of their original historical connection.

David would thus compile a

like

songs (Hengstenberg)

Vers. 2-6.

The

This

is

not conceivable.

first

half

of confident

repetition

third out of

is

is

my

taken from Ps.
heart in Ps.

lvii.

lvii.

8-12.
here

is

and in place of it the " my glory" of the exclamation, awake my glory, is taken up to " I will sing and will harp"
He
as a more minute definition of the subject (vid. on iii. 5)

omitted

;

:

will

do

it,

yea, his soul with

Jahve in ver. 4
copul.

is

is

all its

godlike powers shall do

transformed out of the Adonaj

inserted both before ver. 4b

and

;

and

it.

Waw

ver. 6b, contrary to

would be a pleasing
change for "V if ver. 5a followed 5b and the definition of
magnitude did not retrograde instead of heightening. MorePs.

lvii.

i>5?0,

ver.

5a (as in Esth.

iii.

1),

;

!
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over xxxvi.

Jer.

6,

opposition to

ty in

Vers. 7-14.

CIX.

9 (cf. by in

li.

cxiii. 4,

cxlviii.

13) favour

?J?D.

Ps.

lx.

7-14 forms

this

second half.

clause expressing the purpose with t??!??, as in
the following njwin for its principal clause

its

.

The

original, has

upon which

it

depends. Instead of W3jn, which one might have expected, the
expression used here is 'MJjjl. without any interchange of the
of writing and of reading

mode
1JJS0.

here also

;

it

;

many

printed copies have

Baer, following Norzi, correctly has ^J*!.

In-

stead of yi ... V, lx. 9, we here read y . . y, which is less
And instead of Cry aloud concerning me, Plrilistia
soaring.
.

(the plaintive cry of the vanquished),

do

I shout for joy

it

here

is,

Over

(the triumphant cry of the victor)

;

Plrilistia

in accord-

ance with which Hupfeld wishes to take Wiinn in the former
" over (vJ? instead of y^) Philistia is my shouting

as infinitive

for joy"

:

(^"J ? ?
1

1

instead of

Wll^

since the infinitive does

For "rii'D Tj)
more usual form of expression i^'3D "Vy. Ver,
weakened by the omission of the fWK (N?n).

not admit of this pausal form of the imperative).

we have here
12a

is

the

PSALM

CIX.

IMPRECATION UPON THE CUKSER AVHO PKEEERS THE
CURSE TO THE BLESSING.
1

GOD

my

of

praise, be not silent

mouth and a deceitful mouth have they
opened against me,
They have spoken against me with a lying tongue,

2 For a wicked

3

And
And

with animosities have they surrounded

fought against

me

4 For my love they make themselves hostile
Whilst I am all prayer
5 And have requited me with evil for good,

And
6 Set

with hatred for

Thou

And

let

a wicked

my

love.

man over him,

Satan stand at

me

without cause.

his right

hand

to

me,

;

;

PSALM
7 If he

And

is

judged,

let his

let

him come

prayer become
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CIX.

off as a

wicked man,

sin.

8 Let his days be few,

His

office let

another take.

9 Let his children become orphans,
10

And
And
And

his wife a
let his

let

widow,

children wander to and fro begging,

them entreat

far

from

their ruins.

11 Let the creditor surround with snares

And

let

strangers spoil

what

all

that he hath,

his labour hath gained.

12 Let there be no one to continue kindness to him,

And
13 Let

let

no one bestow [anything] upon
be rooted out,

his orphans.

his posterity

In the next generation

let their

name be

blotted out.

14 Let the guilt of his fathers be remembered with Jahve,
And let the sin of his mother not be blotted out,
15 Let them be always before Jahve,

And may He

cut off their

memory from

the earth.

16 Because he hath not remembered to show kindness,

17

And hath persecuted a man wretched and poor,
And terrified of heart, to put him to death.
He hath loved the curse, and it hath come upon him
And he delighted not in blessing, and it remained

far

from him.
18

He clothed himself in cursing
And it pressed like water into
And like oil into his bones.

19 So

let it

become unto him

as his

garment,

his bowels,

as a coat in

which he covereth

himself,

And
20 This

And

as a girdle
is

of those

21 But do

which he continually putteth on.

the reward of mine adversaries from Jahve,

who speak

evil

Thou, Jahve Lord,

concerning
act for

me

my
for

soul.

Thy Name's

sake

Thy loving-kindness
am wretched and poor,

Because
22 For I

And my

heart

is

is

good, deliver

pierced within me.

Thou me

!
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23 As a shadow, when
I

am

scared

away

it

CIX.

lengthened,

am

I gone,

as a locust.

24

My

25

And my flesh is fallen away from fatness.
And I am become a reproach to them,

knees knock together through fasting,

They

see me, they shake their head.

26 Succour me, Jahve
Help me according

my God,
to

may know

Thy

loving-kindness,

that this

27 That they
Thou, Jahve, hast done

Thy

is

hand,

it.

28 They curse, but Thou blessest
They arise and are ashamed, and
;

Thy

servant

is

glad.

29 Mine adversaries shall clothe themselves with reproach,
And envelope themselves as with a mantle with their own
shame.

30 I

will give

And
31 That

To

also

He

help

The
is

in the

thanks greatly unto Jahve with
midst of

many

mouth,

hand of the

placeth Himself at the right

him against the judges

n"iix,

my

I praise Him,

will

poor,

of his soul.

corresponding like an echo to the 1Tin of Ps.

found here

related to Ps. lxix.

in

But Ps.

ver. 30.

cix. is

cvii.,

most closely

Anger concerning the ungodly who requite
who persecute innocence and desire the

love with ingratitude,

curse instead of the blessing, has here reached

The

its

utmost bound.

imprecations are not, however, directed against a multi-

lxix., but their whole current is turned against
one person. Is this Doeg the Edomite, or Cush the Benjamite?
do not know. The marks of Jeremiah's hand, which raised
a doubt about the TfP of Ps. lxix., are wanting here ; and if

tude as in Ps.

We

+he development of the thoughts appears too diffuse and overloaded to be suited to David, and also many expressions (as the
inflected D3?o in ver. 8, the HN23,

which

is

explained by the

Syriac, in ver. 16, and the half-passive bbn in ver. 22) look as

though they belong to the later period of the languao-e, yet we
feel on the other hand the absence of any certain echoes of
older models.

For

in the parallels ver. 6, cf.

vers. 18, 29Z>, cf. Isa. lix. 17,

tionship but the priority that

it

is

is

Zech.

iii.

1,

and

surely not the mutual rela-

doubtful

;

ver. 22,

however, in

PSALM
relation to lv. 5 (cf. ver.

than anywhere
situation.

lv.

5)

is

a variation such as is

else

the refrains).

(e.g. in

that are here poured forth

They

ousness that he

4 with

one and the same poet

also allowable in

The anathemas
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CIX. 1-3.

more extensively

speak in favour of David, or at least of his

by the depth of David's consciby his contemplaThe persecution of David was a sin

are explained

is

the anointed of Jahve, and

tion of himself in Christ.

not only against David himself, but also against the Christ in

him; and because Christ is in David, the outbursts of the Old
Testament wrathful spirit take the prophetic form, so that this
Psalm also, like Ps. xxii. and lxix., is a typically prophetic
Psalm, inasmuch as the utterance of the type concerning himself is carried by the Spirit of prophecy beyond himself, and
thus the apa is raised to the irpo(f>7jTeia iv e'iSei apa? (ChryThese imprecations are not, however, appropriate in
sostom).
the month of the suffering Saviour. It is not the spirit of Zion
but of Sinai which here speaks out of the mouth of David the
;

spirit of Elias,

of the
in

the

which, according to

New Testament.
New Testament

Luke ix.

is

not the spirit

This wrathful

spirit is

overpowered

by the

of love.

spirit

55,

But

these

anathemas are still not on this account so many beatings of the
There is in them a divine energy, as in the blessing and
air.
cursing of every man who is united to God, and more especially
They
of a man whose temper of mind is such as David's.
possess the same power as the prophetical threatenings, and in
this sense they are regarded in the New Testament as fulfilled
To the generation of
in the son of perdition (John xvii. 12).
the time of Jesus they were a deterrent warning not to offend
against the Holy One of God, and this Psalmus Iscluxrioticus
(Acts i. 20) will ever be such a mirror of warning
and persecutors of Christ and His Church.
Vers. 1-5.

A sigh for help

to

the enemies

and complaints of ungrateful

persecutors form the beginning of the Psalm.
"God of my
praise " is equivalent to God, who art my praise, Jer. xvii. 14,

to be praised.

The God whom the Psalmist has hitherto had
now show Himself to him as worthy
Upon this faith he bases the prayer be not

silent (xxviii. 1,

xxxv. 22)

cf.

Deut.

x. 21.

reason to praise will also

:

!

" wicked," a mouth out of
VOL.

III.

A

mouth such as belongs to the
which comes " deceit," have they
12
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opened against him

;

CIX. 6-10.

him a tongue

they have spoken with

,
"?3,
a language, of falsehood.
on
It would be capriof things and utterances as in xxxv. 20.
cious to take the suffix of 'runx in ver. 4 as genit. olject. (love

(accusative, vid.

i

lxiv. 6), i.e.

which they owe me), and in ver. 5 as genit. subject. ; from
21 it may be seen that the love which he has shown to
them is also meant in ver. 4. The assertion that he is "prayer"
is intended to say that he, repudiating all revenge of himself,
xxxviii.

takes refuge in

God

in prayer

and commits

They have loaded him with

hands.

his cause into

evil for

His

good, and hatred

shown to them. Twice he lays emphasis
love which they have requited to him with
its opposite.
Perfects alternate with aorists it is no enmity
of yesterday
the imprecations that follow presuppose an in-

for the love he has

on the fact that

it is

:

;

flexible

obduracy on the side of the enemies.

The writer now turns to one among the many,
and in the angry zealous fervour of despised love calls down
God's judgment upon him.
To call down a higher power,
more particularly for punishment, upon any one is expressed
by by (Tjpsn) IpS, Jer. xv. 3, Lev. xxvi. 16. The tormentor of
Vers. 6-10.

who

innocence shall find a superior executor
before the tribunal (which

hand

this is

what

rest before the

which

damnatus

es

who

him

legis actio

scene in vers. 6b, la

intended in ver. 6a:

is

the place of the accuser,

is

will bring

expressed in Latin by

The judgment

per manus injectionem).

shows that

is

At

the right

in this instance will not

has been pronounced.

He

is

called

not to be understood here after 1 Sam. xxix. 4,
2 Sam. xix. 23 [22], but after Zech. iii. 1, 1 Chron. xxi. 1, if

JDE',

is

not directly of Satan,

still of a superhuman (cf. Num. xxii.
22)
being which opposes him, by appearing before God as his

Karfyap
accuser,
of reus,

for according to ver. la the |ob> is to be thought of
as
and according to lb God as Judge, yen has the sense
and N£ refers to the publication of the sentence. Ver.
;

lb wishes that his prayer,

viz.

that by which he would wish to

avert the divine sentence of condemnation,

not: a missing of the mark,

according

because

it

i.e.

may become nsarh
(Thenius)/^

ineffectual

to the usual signification of the
word: a sin
proceeds from despair, not from true
penitence.'

ver. 8 the incorrigible

one

is

viz.

In
wished an untimely death (D<t3J»

as in one other instance only, Eccles. v.
1)

and the

loss of his

;
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C1X. 11-15.

office.

The

hepo<;.

rnjsa really signifies the office of overseer, oversight,

t^i>

:

eTnaKoirrjv

avrov

\dj3ot,

and the one individual must have held a prominent

office,

position

from

renders

among

Having died

the enemies of the psalmist.

off

he shall leave behind him a
family deeply reduced in circumstances, whose former dwellingthis position before his time,

— he

—

was therefore wealthy
becomes "ruins."
His
wander up and down far from these ruins (IP as e.g.
in Judg. v. 11, Job xxviii. 4) and beg (&T\, like irpoaairelv,
iTraiTetv, Sir. xl. 28 = &nl> B>j33, xxxvii. 25).
Instead of WTI1
the reading ^^Ti) is also found.
A Poel is now and then
formed from the strong verbs also,* in the inflexion of which
the Cholem is sometimes shortened to Kametz chatuph ; vid. the

place

children

sketch, mark out in
26 (Wpasn) and Isa. lxii.
To read the Kametz in
9 (according to the reading VDDHD).
these instances as a, and to regard these forms as resolved Piels,

forms of W>,

to slander, in

outline, Isa. xliv. 13, cf. also

is,

ci. 5, "iNfy to

Job

xx.

in connection with the absence of the Metheg, contrary to

the meaning of the pointing

way

of reading

it,

on purpose

;

correct codices have

to

V&~f}).

guard against

(cf. lxix. 19),

this

which

Baer has adopted.

The

Vers. 11-15.

Piel

properly signifies to catch in

tPjM

snares; here, like the Arabic ^JisJ, II., IV., corresponding to the

Latin obligare (as referring to the creditor's right of claim)
riBO is

the

name

for the creditor as he

ment, gives credit

draw out mercy,
last,

who

is

equivalent to causing

xxxvi. 11, cf. Jer. xxxi. 3.

gives time for pay-

In ver. 12

(vid. Isa. xxiv. 2).

it

IDfi T^'d, to

1n , "int5, ver. 13a,

does not

136 (cf. xxxvii. 38) shows his
not merely eccscindatur, but exscindenda

signify his future, but as ver.
posterity.
sit

JVprip

VT. is

(Ezek. xxx. 16,

p iTn

cf.

Josh.

ii.

:

6),

just as in other instances

corresponds to the active fut. periphrasticum,

12, Isa. xxxvii. 26.

and

to continue

With

reference to

tracted from n 0^.), vid. Ges.

§

riB)

75, rem. 8.

e.g.

Gen. xv.

instead of n®\ (con-

A Jewish

acrostic

* In connection with the strong verb it frequently represents the Piel
which does not occur, as with £>"n, |ts6, DSB*, or even represents the

Piel which, as in the case of unty, is already
fication (JPiel, to root out

;

made use

Poel, to take root).

of in another signi-
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interpretation of the

CIX. 16-20.

runs

W).

shall overtake the family of the

:

"?!] i»f "B^.

ww

This curse
All the

t»}? a-n-coXeia^.

and ancestors shall remain indelible above
before God the Judge, and here below the race, equally guilty,
shall be rooted out even to its memory, i.e. to the last trace
sins of his parents

of

it.

He whom

he persecuted with a thirst for
blood, was, apart from this, a great sufferer, bowed down and
LXX.
poor and 33? n ^, of terrified, confounded heart.
stem-word
is
but
the
compunctum)
KaTavevxrjjxkvov (Jerome,
Vers. 16-20.

;

not SD3 (mj), root -p (vol.
fins,

cause to

to

come

especially in Niph.,

is

i.

425), but nsa, Syriac ]]a, cogn.

The verb, and more
Hebrew by Dan. xi. 30.

near, to meet.

proved to be

Such an one who without anything else is of a terrified heart,
inasmuch as he has been made to feel the wrath of God most
He had
keenly, this man has persecuted with a deadly hatred.

m

experienced kindness (1D0)
of his

memory

a high degree, but he blotted out

that which he

had experienced, not

for an

instant imagining that he too on his part had to exercise 1?n.

The Poel nniD
(Isa.

liii.

anointed.
after the

instead of

ri'Drj

points to the agonizing death

10 tiiD) to which he exposes God's
The fate of the shedder of blood is not expressed

9, cf.

Ezek.

manner

xxviii.

of a wish in vers. 16-18, but in the historical

form, as being the result that followed of inward necessity from
the matter of fact of the course which he

mined upon.

The verb

sia

seq.

suddenly attack any one, as in Isa.

ace.
xli.

had himself

signifies

25.

The

to

deter-

surprise,

three figures

in ver. 18 are climactic: he has clothed himself in cursing,

has drunk

it

in like water

trated even to the

marrow

(Job xv. 16, xxxiv.

7), it

he

has pene-

of his bones, like the oily prepara-

which are rubbed in and penetrate to the bones. In ver.
19 the emphasis rests upon nay^ and upon T'OJJ. The summarizing ver. 20 is the close of a strophe.
'i?V3, an earned reward,
here punishment incurred, is especially frequent in Isa. ch.
xl.-lxvi., e.g. xlix. 4, xl. 10; it also occurs once even in the
Those who answer the loving acts of the
Tora, Lev. xix. 13.
righteous with such malevolence in word and in deed commit a
satanic sin for which there is no forgiveness.
The curse is the
tions

fruit of their

own

choice and deed.

Arnobius

:

Nota ex

arbitrio
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CIX. 21-25.

evenisse ut nollet, propter Iiceresim, quce dich

ad benedictionem,

destinasse

Deum

alios prce-

ad maledictionem.
The thunder and lightning are now

Vers. 21-25.

alios

as

it

were

followed by a shower of tears of deep sorrowful complaint.
Ps. cix. here just as strikingly accords with Ps. lxix., as Ps.
lxix.

does with Ps.

to the

xx'ii.

in the last

name Jahve Adonaj

twofold

(yid.

deep-breathed complaint.

'Hi*

p. 16) corresponds

<WV, deal with me,

succouring me, does not greatly differ from

The

"h

confirmation, ver. 216, runs like lxix.

kindness

is 3it3,

The

strophe but one.

Symbol®,

in 1

Sam.

17

Thy

:

i.e.

xiv. 6.

loving-

absolutely good, the ground of everything that

good and the end of all evil. Hitzig conjectures, as in lxix.
" according to the goodness of Thy lovingkindness;" but this formula is without example: "for Thy

is

17, T>Dn 2it33,

first

good"

is a statement of the motive placed
and corresponding to the "for Thy Name's sake." In

loving-kindness

is

??n,

ver. 22 (a variation of lv. 5)
??n,

as

being verb, denom. from

not b?n,
?bft,

is

traditional

this

;

signifies to be pierced,

and is therefore equivalent to <?in (cf. Luke ii. 35).
The
metaphor of the shadow in ver. 23 is as in cii. 12. When the
day declines, the shadow lengthens, it becomes longer and
longer (Virgil, majoresque cadunt
it

altis

de montibus umbra!),

Thus does

vanishes in the universal darkness.

The

the sufferer pass away.

the

life

till

of

poet intentionally uses the Niph.

*JWrH) it is a power rushing upon
him from without that drives him away thus after the manner
of a shadow into the night.
The locust or grasshopper (apart
'fDpro (another reading is

;

from the plague of the locusts)
less,

inoffensive

xxxix. 20.

little

"TW3, to

is

proverbial as being a defence-

creature that

soon driven away,

is

be shaken out or

off (cf.

Job

Arabic na'ura, a

and empties
where Hitzig wishes to
The fasting in ver. 24 is the
read IW.l dispulsio = dispidsi).
result of the loathing of all food which sets in with deep grief.
j»$» K>n3 signifies to waste away so that there is no more fat
left.*
In ver. 25 ^K is designedly rendered prominent in this
water-wheel that

fills

its

clay-vessels in the river

them out above, and l^n, Zech.

xi. 16,

1

,

:

* The verbal group tyro, "irD,

^^> k=As,

etc.

has the primary signi-

withdrawal and taking away or decrease to deny is the same
as to withdraw from agreement, and he becomes thin from whom the fat
fication of

;
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the form of his affliction he

CIX. 2G-31.

is

the butt of their reproaching,

and they shake their heads doubtfully, looking upon him as
one who is punished of God beyond all hope, and giving him
up for lost. It is to be interpreted thus after lxix. 11 sq.
The cry for help is renewed in the closing
Vers. 26-31.
Psalm
draws to a close very similarly to Ps.
strophe, and the
with
a
joyful
prospect of the end of the affliclxix. and xxii.,
the
hand
of
27
God stands in contrast to acciIn
ver.
tion.
All and each one
dent, the work of men, and his own efforts.
undeniably perceive, when

will

God

at length interposes, that

His hand which here does that which was impossible in the
eyes of men, and that it is His work which has been accomHe blesses him
plished in this affliction and in the issue of it.
it is

whom men

curse

they arise without attaining their object,

:

whereas His servant can rejoice in the end of his affliction.
The futures in ver. 29 are not now again imprecations, but an
expression of believingly confident hope. In correct texts ?\1>D3
The " many" are the " congregation"
has
raphatum.

Mem

{vid. xxii. 23).

In the case of the marvellous deliverance of
church has the pledge of its

this sufferer the congregation or

own
its

deliverance, and a bright mirror of the loving-kindness of

The sum

God.

ver. 31,

where

^3

of the praise and thanksgiving follows in

signifies quod,

and

The

is

therefore allied to the

on

recitativum (cf. xxii. 25).

all

sum up

all

suffering ones in just such a pithy sentence (xxii. 25, lxix.

34).

the comfort that springs

Jahve comes forward

contending for him

three

Good Friday Psalms

from David's

at the right

(cf. ex. 5), to

hand

affliction for

of the poor,

save (him) from those

who

judge (xxxvii. 33), i.e. condemn, his soul. The contrast be^veen this closing thought and vers. 6 sq. is unmistakeable.
At the right hand of the tormentor stands Satan as an accuser,

hand of the tormented one stands God as his
he who delivered him over to human judges is
condemned, and he who was delivered up is " taken away out
at the

right

vindicator

;

of distress and

from judgment"

the judges, in order that, as

8)

by the Judge of

we now hear

in the following

(Isa.

liii.

withdraws, goes away.
Saadia compares on this passage
(ma) riDm
Wiro, a lean cow, Berachoth 32a. In like manner Targum II. renders
Gen. xli. 27 Knt^ro NmiPl, the lean kine.

"

:

:

;

;
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may

'ESucaicodrj

iv

sit

hand

at the right

irveifum,

.

.

.
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iv Bogy

!

(1

King.
Tim,

16.)

iii.
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TO THE PRIEST-KING AT THE EIGHT HAND OF GOD.
1

THE

oracle of

Until I

The
2

make

stool of

Jahve unto

My

" Sit thou at

my Lord

right hand,

thine enemies

thy feet."

The

sceptre of thy might
Will Jahve stretch forth out of Zion
" Rule thou in the midst of thine enemies
:

!

#

3

Thy

people are most willing on thy field-day
In holy festive garments,

Out of the womb of the morning's dawn
Cometh the dew of thy young men.
4 Jahve hath sworn and will not repent
" Thou shalt be a priest for ever
After the manner of Melchizedek."
*

*

The Lord at thy right hand
Dasheth kings in pieces in the day of His wrath,
6 He shall judge among the nations,
It becometh full of corpses.
5

7

He

dasheth in pieces a head upon a broad country

Of

the brook in the

Therefore shall he

way

lift

shall he drink,
up the head on high.

While the Pharisees were gathered together, Jesus asked
them What think ye of Christ ? Whose Son is He ? They
say unto Him David's. He saith unto them
How then doth
David in the spirit call Him Lord, saying " The Lord hath
:

:

:

:
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My

hand until I make
David then calls
Him Lord, how is He his Son ? And no man was able to
answer Him a word, neither durst any one from that day forth

said unto

my Lord

Thine enemies the

question

Him

in

Matt.

right

feet f "

41-46,

xxii.

If

Mark

rests

Davidic, and that

the future Messiah

it

is

xii.

35-37,

Luke

for the Pharisees to

it is left

upon the two premises, which

draw
it

Thy

inference which

The

ex.

is

Thou on

Sit

stool of

further.

So we read
xx. 41-44.

:

are granted, that Ps.

prophetico-Messianic,

i.e.

stands objectively before the

that in

mind

of

For if those who were interrogated had been able to
reply that David does not there speak of the future Messiah,
but puts into the mouth of the people words concerning himDavid.

self,

or,

as

Hofmann

held (ScJiriftbeweis,

has

ii.

now

modified the view he formerly

496-500), concerning the Davidic

1,

king in a general way,* then the question would lack the back-

ground of cogency

argument.

as an

Since, however, the pro-

* Vid. the refutation of this modified view in Kurtz, Zur Theologie der
Psalmen, in the Dorpater Zeitschrift for the year 1861, S. 516.
Von Hofmann now interprets Ps. ex. as proSupplementary Note.
phetico-Messianic.
We are glad to be able to give it in his own words.
" As the utterance of a prophet who speaks the word of God to the person

—

addressed, the Psalm begins,

aud

this it is

then

all

through, even where

it

does not, as in ver. 4, expressly make known to the person addressed what
God swears to him. God intends to finally subdue his foes to him. Until
then, until his

day

of victory

is

come, he shall have a dominion in the

midst of them, the sceptre of which shall be mighty through the succour
His final triumph is, however, pledged to him by the word of
of God.
God, which appoints him, as another Melchizedek, to an eternal priesthood, that excludes the priesthood of Aaron, and by the victory which
God has already given him in the day of His wrath.

" This is a picture of a king on Ziou who still looks forward to that
which in Ps. lxxii. 8 sqq. has already taken place, of a victorious, mighty
king, who however is still ruling in the midst of foes,
therefore of a king

—

now

—

whom God

has given the victory over heathen
Rome, and to whom He will subdue all his enemies when he shall again
meanwhile he is the kingly priest and the
reveal himself in the world
priestly king of the people of God.
The prophet who utters this is David.
He whom he addresses as Lord is the king who is appointed to become
such as Jesus

is,

to

;

lxxii. describes him
it is therefore he of whom God has
spoken according to 2 Sam. xxiii. 3. David beholds him in a moment of
his ruling to which the moment in his own ruling in which we find him

that which Ps.

in 2

Sam.

;

xi. 1 is typically parallel,"

:
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phetico-Messianlc character of the Psalm was acknowledged at
that time (even as the later synagogue, in spite of the dilemma

which

into

Psalm brought

this

in opposition to the church,

it

has never been able entirely to avoid this confession), the

drawn from this Psalm must have been felt
by the Pharisees themselves, that the Messiah, because the Son
of David and Lord at the same time, was of human and at
conclusion to be

same time of superhuman nature

the
in

accordance with Scripture

if

that

;

it

was therefore

who

this Jesus,

represented

Himself to be the predicted Christ, should as such profess to
be the Son of God and of divine nature.

The New Testament
Psalm speaks not of

this

assumes elsewhere that David

also

the Davidic kingship should finally

For

which the promise speaks.

and of His

of the Father,

Acts

34

ii.

to the

and for ever

sq.,

final victory

1 Cor. xv. 25,

Hebrews

Heb.

that of

i.

13, x.

hand

His enemies
13; and the Epistle

(ch. v. 6, vii. 17, 21) bases

all

its

demonstration

by the Melchi-

zedek priesthood of Jesus Christ upon ver. 4.

who

fulfil

in

whom

at the right

over

of the abrogation of the Levitical priesthood

David,

in

ver. 1 is regarded elsewhere

prophecy of the exaltation of Christ

too as a

Him,

himself, but directly of

But

if

even

raised the Levitical priesthood to the pinnacle of

splendour that had never existed before, was a priest after

manner of Melchizedek, it is not intelligible how the priesthood of Jesus Christ after the manner of Melchizedek is
meant to be a proof in favour of the termination of the Levithe

tical

priesthood,

We

will

and

to absolutely preclude

apprehension of the Psalm which

New

Testament Scriptures.

Scriptures,

continuance.

its

not therefore deceive ourselves concerning the

David speaks

is

presented to us in the

According

to the

New

Testament

in Ps. ex. not merely of Christ in

God has directed him to speak of the
Anointed of Jahve in a typical form, but directly and objecAnd
tively in a prophetical represeutation of the Future One.

so far as the Spirit of

would this be impossible ? Certainly there is no other Psalm
in which David distinguishes between himself and the Messiah,
and has the latter before him : the other Messianic Psalms of

David are

reflections of his

himself, reflected images of his

radical,

own

ideal

contemplation of

typical history

;

they con-

tain prophetic elements, because David there too speaks iv
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nvevfiari, but elements that are not solved

by the person of

Nevertheless the last words of David in 2 Sam.

David.

1-7 prove

to us that

we need not be

xxiii.

surprised to find even

Psalm coming from his lips. After the
pertained to David individually had
almost entirely expired in his own eyes and in the eyes of those
about him, he must have been still more strongly conscious of
the distance between what had been realized in himself and
the idea of the Anointed of God, as he lay on his death-bed,
as his sun was going down.
Since, however, all the glory with
which God has favoured him comes up once more before his
soul, he feels himself, to the glory of God, to be " the man
raised up on high, the anointed of the God of Jacob, the
a directly Messianic

splendour of

that

all

sweet singer of Israel," and the instrument of the Spirit of
This he has been, and he, who as such contemplated

Jahve.

now

die

seizes the pillars of the divine promise,

he

himself as the immortal one, must

own

of his

his seed

present,

;

then in dying he

go the ground
and looks as a prophet into the future of
lets

The God of Israel hath

:

Israel spoken

of God

:

"

:

and as

said, to me hath the Rock of
ruler of men, a just one, a ruler in the fear

A

of the morning, when the sun

the light

cloudless morning,

when

after sunshine, after rain

it

riseth,

a

becomes

green out of the earth."
For not little (#'*& to be explained
according to Job ix. 35, cf. Num. xiii. 33, Isa. li. 6) is my
house with God, but an everlasting covenant hath He made with
me, one ordered in all things and sure, for all my salvation and
all

my

of the

—ought

favour
Messiah

He

not to cause

it to

sprout ?

The

idea

notwithstanding be realized, in accordance
with the promise, within his own house. The vision of the
shall

future which passes before his soul is none other than the
picture of the Messiah detached from its subjectivity.
And

why may it not also have been so even in Ps. ex. ?
fact that Ps. ex. has points of connection with cotemporaneous history is notwithstanding the less to be denied, as
if

so there,

The

its

Book leads one to suppose that
cotemporary annalistic connection. The

position in the Fifth

taken out of

its

of these connecting links

is

the bringing of the

it

is

first

Ark home

to

Girded with the linen ephod of the priest, David had
accompanied the Ark up to Zion with signs of rejoicing. There
upon Zion Jahve, whose earthly throne is the Ark, now took

Zion.
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but, spiritually considered, the

matter stood properly thus, that Jahve,

when He

established

Himself upon Zion, granted to David to sit henceforth enthroned at His side. The second connecting link is the victorious termination of the Syro-Ammonitish war, and also of the
Edomitish war that came in between.
The war with the
Ammonites and their allies, the greatest, longest, and most
glorious of David's wars, ended in the second year, when
David himself joined the army, with the conquest of Rabbah.
These two cotemporary connecting links are to be recognised,
but they only furnish the Psalm with the typical ground-colour
for

its

prophetical contents.

this Psalm David looks forth from the height upon
which Jahve lias raised him by the victory over Ammon into
the future of his seed, and there He who carries forward the
work begun by him to the highest pitch is his Lord. Over
against this King of the future, David is not king, but subject.
He calls hiin, as one out of the people, " my Lord." This is

In

'

the situation of the prophetico-kingly poet.

new revelations concerning the
come down from his throne and

He

has received

future of his seed.

He

has

the height of his power, and

up to the Future One. He too sits enthroned on Zion.
He too is victorious from thence. But His fellowship with God

looks

enemy
who as a

the most intimate imaginable, and the last

is

at

His

feet.

And He

is

not merely king,

vides for the salvation of His people,

He

is

is

also laid

priest pro-

an eternal Priest

by virtue of a sworn promise. The Psalm therefore relates to
the history of the future upon a typical ground-work. It is
also explicable why the triumph in the case of Ammon and
the Messianic image have been thus to David's mind disconnected from himself. In the midst of that war comes the
sin of David, which cast a shadow of sorrow over the whole of
Out of
his future life and reduced its typical glory to ashes.
these ashes the phoenix of Messianic prophecy here arises. The
tvpe, come back to the conscious of himself, here lays down his

crown
a

at the feet of the Antitype.

Ps. ex. consists of three sevens, a tetrastich together with
upon one another. The Rebia

tristich following three times

magnum
like

in ver. 2

is

a security for this stichic division, and in

manner the Olewejored by \^n

in ver. 3,

and

in general

;

1S8
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decisively that

for ver. 1 with

take

to

is

opposed by the

It

is

also just the

is

it

2.

sense.

And

makes

inflexions

and 2

vers. 1

+ 3 lines

be thus divided into 4

to

rhyming

its

and

a tetrastich,

it

1,

by the

the interpnnction required

show

CX.

known

itself

;

as

together with ver. 2 as a heptastich

new turn which
same with

the

Psalm takes

in ver. 2.

3

ver. 4 in relation to ver.

these

:

seven stichs stand in just the same organic relation to the

second divine utterance as the preceding seven to the

5-7

also will

lines, of

first

1—4 give twice 4 + 3 lines, vers.
be organized accordingly. There are really seven

And

utterance.

since vers.

which the

fifth,

contrary to the Masoretic division of

the verse, forms with ver. 7 the final tristich.

The Psalm
number
nant.

therefore bears the threefold impress of

seven, which

is

the

Its impress, then, is

number

the

of an oath and of a cove-

Two

thoroughly prophetic.

divine

utterances are introduced, and that not such as are familiar to

us from the history of David and only reproduced here in a
poetic form, as with Ps. lxxxix. and exxxii., but utterances of

which nothing
as

we hear

occurs

is

known from

the history of David, and such

The

divine

name Jaime

designedly

called

Adonaj the
and in

for the first time here.

three

fourth time.

God

times.

The Psalm

is

is

consequently prophetic

;

order to bring the inviolable and mysterious nature even of
contents into comparison with the contemplation of
character,
is

it

its

its

outward

has been organized as a threefold septiad, which

sealed with the thrice recurring tetrasjramma.

Vers. 1, 2. In Ps. xx. and xxi. we see at once in the
openings that what we have before us is the language of the
people concerning their king.
Here tfit6 in ver. 1 does not

favour

and QtO

decidedly against it.
The former does
indeed correct that the subject calls his
e.g. 1 Sam. xxii. 12, although the more exact
form of address is " my lord the king," e.g. 1 Sam. xxiv. 9
this,

not favour it, for
king " my lord,"

is

it is

[8]

but
title

if

of

the people are speaking here,

honour being expressed as if
and why not rather,

of an individual,
or irw'pb ?

BW

what is the object of the
coming from the mouth
as in Ps. xx.

xxi.

'fyb

however, decisive against the supposition
that it is an Israelite who here expresses himself concerning
the relation of his king to Jahve.
For it is absurd to suppose
is,

;
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that an Israelite speaking in the name of the people would
begin in the manner of the prophets with QN3, more particularly since this 'n DNJ placed thus at the

head of the discourse

without any perfectly analogous example (1 Sam. ii. 30, Isa.
i. 24 are only similar)
elsewhere, and is therefore extremely
important.
In general this opening position of DN3 even in
is

;

where other genitives than ni!T follow, is very rare QK?
is found besides, so placed, only in the mouth of Balaam in
Num. xxiv. 3 sq., 15 sq., of David in 2 Sam. xxiii. 1, of Agur
in Prov. xxx. 1, and always (even in Ps. xxxvi. 2) in an oracular
signification.
Moreover, if one from among the people were
cases

;

speaking, the declaration ought to be a retrospective glance at

God. But, first, the history knows nothing
any such divine utterance and secondly, 'n DtO always intro-

a past utterance of
of

;

duces
cited

God as actually speaking, to which even the passage
by Hofmann to the contrary, Num. xiv. 28, forms no

exception.

God

Thus

it

consequently not be a past utterance

will

which the poet glances back here, but one which
David has just now heard iv irvev/jLari (Matt. xxii. 43), and is
of

to

therefore not a declaration of the

but of David concerning Christ.
declaration confirms this.

he

sits

visible

Of

people concerning David,

The unique

character of the

the king of Israel

it is

said that

on the throne of Jahve (1 Chron. xxix. 23), viz. as
representative of the invisible King (1 Chron. xxviii. 5)

Jahve, however,
his place at

commands the person here addressed to take
The right hand of a king is the
honour, 1 Kings ii. 19.* Here the sitting

His right hand.

highest place of
at the right

hand

signifies

not merely an idle honour, but

reception into the fellowship of

God

as regards dignity

and

dominion, exaltation to a participation in God's reigning (/3acriXeveiv, 1 Cor. xv. 25).
Just as Jahve sits enthroned in the
heavens and laughs at the rebels here below, so shall he who is
exalted henceforth share this blessed calm with Him, until He

subdues

all

enemies

limited, universally

to him, and therefore makes him the unacknowledged ruler. IV as in Hos. x. 12,

for ^"IJ? or "itwpi>, does not exclude the time that lies beyond,

* Cf. the custom of the old Arabian kings to have their viceroy (ridf)
sitting at their right hand,

Urn,

p. 220.

Monumenta

antiquiss. hist. Arctium, ed.

Eich-
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Gen. xlix. 10, includes it, and in fact so that
marks the final subjugation of the enemies as a
turning-point with which something else comes about (vid. Acts

but as in
it

at

iii.

any

cxii. 8,

rate

tiin is

21, 1 Cor. xv. 28).

his feet

an accusative of the predicate.

come to lie under his feet (1 Kings v. 17 [3]),
tread upon the necks of the vanquished (Josh. x. 24),

The enemies

shall

so that the resistance that

is

overcome becomes

as

it

were the

dark ground upon which the glory of his victorious rule arises.
For the history of time ends with the triumph of good over
evil,
not, however, with the annihilation of evil, but with its

—

subjugation.

This

is

the issue, inasmuch as absolute omnipo-

on behalf of and through the exalted Christ.
In ver. 2, springing from the utterance of Jahve, follow words
expressing a prophetic prospect. Zion is the imperial abode of

tence

is

effectual

the great future

Ezek. xix. 11-14)

medium

King

(ii.

signifies

6).

T}J>

ntSD

(cf.

Jer.

xlviii.

17,

" the sceptre (as insignia and the

Sam.
Jahve will stretch this sceptre far forth
is mentioned up to which it shall extend,
but passages like Zech. ix. 10 show how the prophets understand such Psalms. In ver. 2b follow the words with which
Jahve accompanies this extension of the dominion of the exalted One.
Jahve will lay all his enemies at his feet, but not
in such a manner that he himself remains idle in the matter.
Thus, then, having come into the midst of the sphere (3^3) of
his enemies, shall he reign, forcing them to submission and
holding them down. We read this rnn in a Messianic connection in Ixxii. 8.
So even in the prophecy of Balaam (Num.
xxiv. 19), where the sceptre (ch. xxiv. 17) is an emblem of the
of exercise) of the authority delegated to thee" (1

10, Mic. v. 3 [4]).
from Zion : no goal
ii.

Messiah Himself.
Vers. 3, 4.
In order that he may rule thus victoriously, it
necessary that there should be a people and an army.
In
accordance with this union of the thoughts which ver. 3a

is

anticipates,

when thou

l^n DV3 siguifies in the day of thy
up thy "power of an army"

callest

arriere ban,

i.e.

(2 Chron. xxvi.

13) to muster and go forth to battle. In this day are the
people of the king willingnesses (nana), i.e. entirely cheerful
readiness ready for any sacrifices, they bring themselves with
;

that they are and have to

meet him. There is no need of
any compulsory, lengthy proclamation calling them out it is
all

:
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no army of mercenaries, but willingly and quickly they present
(^no, Judg. v. 2, 9). The
punctuation, which makes the principal caesura at ^n with
Olewejored, makes the parallelism of l^n and IHVI^ distinctly
prominent. Just as the former does not signify roboris tui, so
themselves from inward impulse

now

too the latter does not, according to Eccles.

iraiSioTryro? <rov (Aquila),

and

not, as

Hofmann

xi. 9,

signify

interprets, the

dew-like freshness of youthful vigour, which the morning of
the great day sheds over the king.

Just as TO3 signifies both
and the exiled ones, so JW1?*, like veoTT)?, juvenilis, juventa,
signifies both the time and age of youth, youthfulness, and

exile

youthful,

young men

(the youth).
Moreover one does
any further declaration concerning

after ver. 3a, look for

nature of the king, but of his people

The young men

his service.

womb

intPO

is

related to

"injj>

tlf

place themselves at

are likened to

descends upon the king out of the
ing-red.*

who

not,

dew which gently
morn^'n the

(uterus) of the

just as

^nn

to

is

;

and yjn appears to be more sharply defined, and
as it were apprehended more massively, in ina'O and "[tfrvs.
The
host of young men is likened to the dew both on account of
its vigorousness and its multitude, which are like the freshness
of the mountain dew and the immense number of its drops,
2 Sam. xvii. 12 (cf. Num. xxiii. 10), and on account of the
silent concealment out of which it wondronsly and suddenly

notion of

"int?

After not having understood
to light, Mic. v. 6 [7].
"thy youth" of the youthfulness of the king, we shall now

comes

also not,

with

armour.

attire of his

* The

Hofmann,

LXX.

renders

it

refer Ehp~n"iri3 to the king, the holy

EH.P

:

rnin

in Taut;

is

the vestment of the priest

haftTpoTWi

tSi/ ayi'mu aov

(belonging to

the preceding clause), ix yaoTpos Kpo iuatyopov iyivvwu. as (Psalt. Veron.
exegennesa se
closely

:

The "Vulgate, following the
se).
sanctorum ; ex utero ante luciferum genui te.

Bamberg, gegennica

;

in splendoribus

Italic

The

Fathers in some cases interpret it of the birth of the Lord at Christmas,
but most of them of His antemundane birth, and accordingly Apollinaris
paraphrases yaarpog x.a.p'xtis fays wpo ktaotyopw avTos irv^yig. In his own
(as in Ixxxvii. 1), in montibns
independent translation Jerome reads
:

mru

Sanctis quasi de vulva orietur tibi ros adolescentix tux, as

Sptam ayi'ois,

— elsewhere, however,

in $6%*i

ayimu.

The

Symmachus

substitution

is

l\>

not

unmeaning, since the ideas of dew and of mountains (exxxviii. 3) are
but it was more important to give prominence to tha
easily united
holiness of the equipment than to that of the place of meeting.
;
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the Levite singers went forth
before the army in "holy attire" in 2 Chron. xx. 21; here,
however, the people without distinction wear holy festive garments.
Thus they surround the divine king as dew that is

performing divine service

for

womb

born out of the

:

of the morning-red.

It

a priestly

is

Apoc.

leads forth to holy battle, just as in

people which he

God upon

xix.

white horses,

14 heavenly armies follow the Logos of
Ka6apov a new generation, wonlight, numerous, fresh, and
heavenly
derful as if born out of
The
of the dawn.
offspring
the
vigorous like the dew-drops,

—

ivBeSv/Mevoi fivaaivov \ev/cbv

thought that
king who

The
a priestly people leads over to ver. 4.
is, as we hear in ver. 4, him-

is

it

leads this priestly people

a priest (cohen).

self

Fleischer, the priest

is

As has been shown by Hupfeld and
one who stands (from jre =

so called as

p3 in an intransitive signification), viz. before God (Deut. x.
8, cf. Ps. exxxiv. 1, Heb. x. 11), like ^ru the spokesman, viz.
To stand before God is the same as to serve Him,
of God.*

The

viz. as priest.

ruler

whom

the

Psalm

celebrates

is

His people within the province of divine worship
character of the people

who

in causal connection with the

priestly character of this their king.

of the promise of

God

the priestly

;

suffer themselves to be led forth to

and victory by him, stands

battle

a priest

God and

intervenes in the reciprocal dealings between

who

He

is

a priest by virtue

confirmed by an oath.

The

oath

is

not

a pledge of the fulfilment of the promise, but also a seal

merely
of the high significance of

One (Num.

ful

ment
the
i

purport.

—

this

God
is

the absolutely truth-

the highest enhance-

is capable (Amos vi. 8).
appoints the person addressed as a priest for ever " after

'n

of the

He

xiii.

its

19) swears

DN: of which prophecy

manner of Melchizedek" in this most solemn manner. The
TnXl is the same ancient connecting vowel as in the WD
the name Melchizedek and it has the tone, which it loses

of

of

;

when,

as in

Lam.

i.

1,

* The Arabic lexicographers explain .jJsl^ by Jtfj-Jl

il^-la-

^s

manages

his affair."

-IDj)

are

^x*u.<j,

synonyms

Jin official

-*l>

wide-

*JL

"he who stands and does anyone's

business

That *\j, Dip, and jXc,

by

of jro in this sense of standing

capacity.

The

a tone-syllable follows.

^{jfo,

side

.-<

and

side with

ready for service and in

.
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meaning rmvpy, "in respect
14,

vii.

viii. 2, is

to, on account of," Eccles. iii. 18,
here specialized to the signification " after the

manner, measure

LXX.

of,"

Karh

The

ttjv td^iv.

priesthood

be united with the kingship in him who rules out of Zion,
just as it was in Melchizedek, king of Salem, and that for ever.
According to De Wette, Ewald, and Hofmann, it is not any
is

to

special

priesthood

that

is

meant

that which was

here, but

bestowed directly with the kingship, consisting in the fact that
the king of Israel,
in

prayer to

by reason of

God and

his office,

them

blessed

commended his people
name of God, and

in the

had the ordering of Jahve's sanctuary and service. Now
true all Israel is a " kingdom of priests " (Ex. xix. 6, cf
Num. xvi. 3, Isa. lxi. 6), and the kingly vocation in Israel must
also
it

is

therefore also be regarded as in

its

this spiritual priesthood, and, if

relationship

is

here defined,

a priestly vocation.

will, this

come

of sacred things, needed not to

solemn promise; and that of

way

one

to

But

princely oversight

David

first

of

all

by

Melchizedek, after which the

incongruous to him

is

;

for the

king of Salem was, according to Oanaanitish custom, which
admitted of the union of the kingship and priesthood, really a
high

priest,

and therefore, regarded from an

of view, united in his

Aaron.

How

Israelitish point

the offices of

David and of
manner

could David be called a priest after the

of Melchizedek, he
priests like

own person

who had no

Melchizedek, and to

claim upon the tithes of the

whom was

denied the authority

to offer sacrifice * inseparable

from the idea of the priesthood
in the Old Testament? (cf. 2 Chron. xxvi. 20.)
If David were
the person addressed, the declaration would stand in antagonism
with the right of Melchizedek as priest recorded in Gen. ch.
xiv.,

which, according to the indisputable representation of the

Hebrews, was equal in compass to the LeviticoAaronic right, and, since "after the manner of" requires a
coincident reciprocal relation, in antagonism to itself also.f
Epistle to the

One might

get on more easily with ver. 4 by referring the

* G. Enjedin the Socinian (died 1597) accordingly, in referring this
Psalm to David, started from the assumption that priestly functions have
been granted exceptionally by God to this king as to no other vid. the
literature of the controversy to which this gave rise in Serpilius, Personalia
;

Davidis, S. 268-274.
t Just so Kurtz,

VOL.

III.

Zur

Theologie der Psalmen,

loc. cit. S.

523.

18

a;
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one of the Maccabgean priest-princes (Hitzig, von
Lengerke, and Olshausen) ; and we should then prefer to the

Psalm

to

the holy stola, 1 Mace. x.
Jannseus who actually
Alexander
21 (so Hitzig formerly), or
reference to Simon,
the
now),
Hitzig
bore the title of king (so
whom the people appointed to "be their governor and high
priest for ever, until there should arise a faithful prophet"
(1 Mace. xiv. 41), after the death of Jonathan his brother
union of the two offices which, although an irregularity, was not

reference to Jonathan

who put on

—

was absolutely illegal. But the priesthood,
which the Maccabseans, however, possessed originally as being
one, however, that

promised to the person addressed here in ver. 4
and even supposing that in ver. 4 the emphasis lay not on a
union of the priesthood with the kingship, but of the kingship
with the priesthood, then the retrospective reference to it in
Zechariah forbids our removing the Psalm to a so much later

priests born, is

Why

period.

should

we not rather be guided

standing of this divine utterance, which

in

our under-

unique in the Old
Testament, by this prophet, whose prophecy in ch. vi. 12 sq. is
the key to it ?
Zechariah removes the fulfilment of the Psalm
out of the

Old Testament

present, with

is

its

blunt separation

between the monarchical and hierarchical dignity, into the
domain of the future, and refers it to Jahve's Branch (nDV)
that

is

to

come.

satisfactorily

He, who

will

build the true temple of God,

unites in his one person the priestly with the

office, which were at that time assigned to Joshua the
high priest and Zerubbabel the prince. Thus this Psalm was

kingly

understood by. the later prophecy; and in what other sense
could the post-Davidic church have appropriated it as a prayer

and hymn, than

in the eschatological Messianic sense?

But
David here hears
that the king of the future exalted at the right hand of God,
and whom he calls his Lord, is at the same time an eternal
this sense is also verified as the original.

And

priest.

because he

priestly royal work,

is

both these his battle

and just on

itself is

a

account his people fighting
with him also wear priestly garments.
Vers. 5-7. Just as in ver. 2 after ver. 1, so now here too
this

after the divine utterance, the poet continues in a reflective
The Lord, says ver. 5, dashes in pieces kings at the

strain.

right

hand

of this priest-king, in the

day when His wrath

is

;
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tfW

kindled

(ii.

The

work of the person addressed is
own work, but the work of Jahve on his behalf and

12, cf. xxi. 10).

is

rightly accented as subject.

fact that the victorious

not his

The

through him, harmonizes with ver. lb.

hand

sitting

of the

Jahve denotes his uniform
participation in His high dignity and dominion. But in the fact
that the Lord, standing at his right hand (cf. the counterpart
in cix. 6), helps him to victory, that unchangeable relationship
is shown in its historical working.
The right hand of the
exalted one is at the same time not inactive (see Num. xxiv.
17, cf. ver. 8), and the Lord does not fail him when he is obliged
The subject to f"!J and to the
to use his arm against his foes.
two Y^a is the Lord as acting through him. "He shall judge
among the peoples " is an eschatological hope, vii. 9, ix. 9, xcvi.
What the result of this judgment of the
10, cf 1 Sam. ii. 10.
peoples is, is stated by the neutrally used verb n!>D with its
accusative ni'U (cf. on the construction lxv. 10, Dent, xxxiv.

exalted one at the right

of

.

9)

:

it

there becomes full of corpses, there

of corpses covering everything.

This

is

there a multitude

the same thought as

is

and wrought out in closely related connection
Like the first JTjo, the second (ver.
Accordingly rnn pN
6c) is also a perfect of the ideal past.
seems to signify the earth or a country (cf narn pK, Ex. iii. 8,
Neh. ix. 35) broad and wide, like nan Dinn the great farstretching deep.
But it might also be understood the "land
in Isa. lxvi. 24,

in Apoc. xix. 17, xviii. 21.

.

of Kabbah," as they say the "land of Jazer" (Num. xxxii. 1),
Goshen " (Josh. x. 41), and the like ; therefore

the " country of

Ammonites, whose chief city is Rabbah. It is
whether nan pN'bj? K"ST is to be taken like
Ke(paKr)v virep irdvra, Eph. i. 22 (Hofmann), or whether ptr^j?
M3T belongs to plD as a designation of the battle-field. The
parallels as to the word and the thing itself, Ixviii. 22, Hab.
iii. 13 sq., speak for 5J>K"> signifying not the chief, but the head
not, however, in a collective sense (LXX., Targum), but the
the land of the

also questionable

head of the Vf} /car ifrxyv {vid. Isa. xi. 4). If this is the case,
and the construction by E>*n is accordingly to be given up,
neither is it now to be rendered : He breaks in pieces a head

upon the land of Kabbah, but upon a great (broad) land ; in
connection with which, however, this designation of the place
of battle takes its rise from the fact that the head of the ruler
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intended, and the choice of the word
may have been determined by an allusion to David's Ammonitish war.
The subject of ver. 7 is now not that arch-fiend, as
he who in the course of history renews his youth, that shall rise

over this great territory

is

up again (as we explained it formerly), but he whom the Psalm,
which is thus rounded off with unity of plan, celebrates. Ver.
la expresses the toil of his battle, and ver. lb the reward of
undertaking the

}3"^5?

toil,

is

therefore equivalent to avrl

->n?p (of
TO?, however, although it might belong to
correctly
drawn
is
cvi.
lxxxiii.
10,
the brook by the wayside,
7),
arduous
way,
the
nrit:»
on
his
shall
he
accentuation
to
by the

tovtov.

:

way

of his mission (cf.

the brook.

He

cii.

24), be satisfied with a drink from

will stand still only for a short time to refresh

himself, and in order then to fight afresh

;

he will unceasingly

pursue his work of victory without giving himself any time for
rest and sojourn, and therefore (as the reward for it) it shall

come
this,

to pass that

he

may

lift

his

head on high

as victor

;

and

understood in a christological sense, harmonizes essentially

with Phil.

ii.

8

sq.,

Heb.

xii. 2,

Apoc.
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alphabetical song in praise of god.
Hallelujah.
8 I WILL give thanks unto Jahve with the whole heart,
3 In the council of the upright aud the conaresation.
2 5 Great are the deeds of Jahve,
1

1 Worthy of being sought after in all their purposes.
3 n Glory and splendour is His work,
1

And

t

A memorial of

His righteousness endureth for ever.
His wonderful works hath He founded,
n Gracious and compassionate is Jahve.
5 U Meat hath He given to those who fear Him,
'
He remembereth His covenant for ever.
[works,

4

He

hath made known to His people the power of His
Giving to them the heritage of the heathen.
7 a The works of His hands are truth and right,
Faithful are all His statutes,
3
8 D Firm for ever and ever,
G 3

b

V Established according to truth,

and

uprio-ht.

—

;
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He
He

9 3
X

hath sent redemption unto His people,
hath pledged His covenant for ever

Holy and reverend is His Name.
The beginning of wisdom is the fear

p

10
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~\

of Jahve,
understanding have all dutiful ones
shall have eternal praise.

E>

A good

n

He

"With Ps. cxi. begins a trilogy of Hallelujah-Psalms.
It
to Ps. ex., because it places the " for ever"

may be appended

4 in broader light in relation to the history of redempby stringing praise upon praise of the deeds of Jahve and
His appointments. It stands in the closest relationship to

of ex.
tion,

of

Ps.

Whilst Ps.

cxii.

the glory, might,

cxi., as

Hitzig correctly says, celebrates

and loving-kindness of Jahve

in the circle of

the " upright," Ps. cxii. celebrates the glory flowing therefrom

and the happiness of the "upright" themselves, of those who
The two Psalms are twin in form as in contents.

fear Jahve.

They

are a mixture of materials taken

gnomical utterances

Each

betical.

two

;

twenty-two

consists of

letters of the

from older Psalms and

both are sententious, and both alpha-

with the twenty-

lines

alphabet at the beginning,* and every line

most part consists of three words. Both songs are only
acrostic lines without any strophic grouping, and
The analogous accentuation
therefore cannot be divided out.
shows how strong is the impression of the close relationship of
this twin pair; and both Psalms also close, in vers. 9 and 10,
for the

chains of

with two verses of three members, being up to this point
divided into verses of two

members.

That which the poet purposes doing
execution from ver. 2 onwards.
cxviii.

14,

is

equivalent to DJJ"]V1.

in ver. 1, he puts into
"TW, according to Ixiv. 7,

According

DiVVan in ver. 2b apparently signifies those
in

them (the works of God); but

xxiv. 7

struct

—

,

form of the plural of

;

in the

warmth of

posts of the letters

it

ver.

10b,

find pleasure

(like

,

npi2>,

Isa.

should be the con-

f a D> that occurs in three instances,

* Bottcher transposes the verses in Ps.
into P3P31

Wpn^xaq

npB>) is less natural than that

to

who

cxi.,

and in

cxii.

5 corrects 73731

his critical zeal he runs against the boundary-

marking the order, without observing

it.
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and there was no need for saying that those who make the
works of God the object of their research are such as interest
We are led to the right meaning by
themselves in them.
11 in comparison with Isa. xliv. 28,
xlvi. 10, cf. liii. 10, where fan signifies God's purpose in
constantly searched into, and
accordance with His counsel
(uhl, root VI, to seek to
research
of
therefore a worthy object

ivsrrW

in 1

Kings

is.

:

know by rubbing, and

in general experimentally, cf.

^j

of

knowledge empirically acquired) according to all their aims,
In ver. 4
i.e. in all phases of that which they have in view.
"Of points to the festival which propagates the remembrance of
the deeds of God in the Mosaic age ; fpo, ver. 5, therefore
points to the food provided for the Exodus, and to the Passover
meal, together with the feast of unleavened bread, this memorial
(liist, Ex. xii. 14) of the exemption in faithfulness to the
covenant which was experienced in Egypt. This Psalm, says
Luther, looks to me as though it had been composed for the

festival

Even from

of Easter.

the time of Theodoret and

Augustine the thought of the Eucharist has been connected
with ver. 5 in the New Testament mind ; and it is not without
good reason that Ps.

cxi.

has become the Psalm of the church

Lord's Supper. In connection with
Tan one is reminded of the Pesach-Haggada. The deed of
redemption which it relates has a power that continues in
operation
for to the church of Jahve is assigned the victory
not only over the peoples of Canaan, but over the whole world.
The power of Jahve's deeds, which He has made known to
His people, and which they tell over again among themselves,
at the celebration of the

;

at giving them the inheritance of the peoples.
The works
His hands are truth and right, for they are the realization
of that which is true and which lasts and verifies itself, and of
that which is right, that triumphantly maintains its ground.

aims
of

His ordinances are
lished, attested, in

C ??.^.
1

(occasionally pointed B'wx;)), estabthemselves and in their results authorizing

a firm confidence in their salutariness (cf xix. 8).
O^'DD supported, stayed, viz. not outwardly, but in themselves, therefore
.

imperturbable

*p»p used of the state of mind, cxii. 8, Isa.
moulded, arranged, viz. on the part of God,
"in truth, and upright;" IB* is accusative of the predicate

xxvi. 3).

(cf.

fMtyjj,

FSALM
(cf. cxix. 37),

IB"^.

If

but without
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being clear why

its

we have understood

4-6

vers.

it is

not pointed

correctly, then nvis

glances back at the deliverance out of Egypt.

Upon

this

followed the ratification of the covenant on Sinai, which

still

remains inviolable down

to

the present time of the poet, and

has the holiness and terribleness of the divine

guarantee of

and

terrible

the

Chohma

ix.

10),

inviolability.

its

for a

—

is the beginning of wisdom
the motto of
Job (ch. xxviii. 28) and Proverbs (ch. i. 1,
the Books of the Chokma.
Ver. 106 goes on in this

in

the fear of God, which manifests

:

in obedience, is to those

who

BHIpa) 3ta b±> (Prov.

practise

xiii.

15,

them

4, cf. 2

iii.

one partakes of everlasting praise.

It

is

itself

(the divine pre-

22), a fine sagacity, praiseworthy discernment
ful)

Name

fear of Jahve, this holy

God,

Proverbs-like strain

cepts,

The

Chron. xxx.

—such

a (duti-

true, in glancing

back to ver. 3b, in?nn seems

to refer to God, but a glance forward to cxii. 3b shows that the praise of him who fears God
is meant.
The old observation therefore holds good : ubi hcec

ode desinit, sequens incipit (Bakius).
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alphabetical song in praise of those "who fear god;

Hallelujah.
1 X

1
2

BLESSED is the man who feareth Jahve,
Who delighteth greatly in His commandments

i

His seed

1

The

shall

become mighty upon

generation of the upright

is

I

earth,

blessed.

3 n Wealth and riches are in his house,

4

I

And

f

There

his righteousness standeth for ever.

ariseth in darkness for the upright a light,

n Gracious and compassionate and righteous.
is he who giveth and lendeth,
In the judgment doth he maintain his cause.

5 D Blessed
II

6 2
?

7 »
3

He

tottereth not for ever,

The

By

righteous

evil tidings

His heart

is

is

had

he

is

in everlasting

remembrance.

not affrighted,

stedfast, confident in

Jahve.

—

;
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firm,

is

it
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doth not fear

V Until he see his desire

upon

his adversaries.

9 s Freely doth he give to the needy,
V His righteousness standeth for ever.

His horn groweth up into honour,
10 1 The wicked seeth it, and is vexed,
C Gnashing his teeth and melting away
P

D The desire of the wicked

The

alphabetical Hallelujah Ps. cxi.,

government of God,
with

in structure

it

whose conduct

now

is

is

which celebrated the

followed by another coinciding

(CTYXOC KB,

i.e. 22 ort^oi, as the
which celebrates the men

correctly counts),

Coptic version

As

shall perish.

ordered after the divine pattern.

in the preceding

theme of that which

Psalm, ver. 1 here also

What

follows.

is

sets forth the

there said in ver. 3

concerning the righteousness of God, ver. 3 here says of the

him who

righteousness of
for ever,
gift of

it

God

God

fears

:

this also standeth fast

indeed the copy of the divine,

is

inasmuch

(xxiv. 5),

the

it is

work and

as God's salutary action

and

behaviour, laid hold of in faith, works a like form of action

and behaviour
to

its

to

it

nature, love.

The promise

Hengstenberg renders
the upright

who

is

man, which,

in

:

4 sounds

is,

according

like Isa. lx. 2.

" There ariseth in the darkness light to

gracious and compassionate and just."

this is impossible as a

(as in cxi. 4, pointing

are a mention of

as ver. 9 says,

in ver.

matter of

back

God

to

style.

Ex. xxxiv.

The

But

three adjectives

6, cf. cxlv. 8, cxvi. 5)

according to His attributes.

pJin

and

Dim never

take the article in Biblical Hebrew, and p ,T!V follows
their example here (cf. on the contrary, Ex. ix. 27).
God

Himself

is

the light which arises in darkness for those

sincere in their dealings with

Him

He

;

is

the

Sun

who

are

of right-

eousness with wings of rays dispensing " grace" and " tender
mercies," Mai. iii. 20 [iv. 2].
The fact that He arises for
those

who

from

ver. 5.

are compassionate as

He

niD being, as in Isa.

is

compassionate,

is

evident

10, Jer. xliv. 17, intended of well-being, prosperity, tf-N 3iD is here equivalent to

WK

ntpx,

which

IJin signifies,

is

iii.

rendered train nuiD in Targumic phrase.

as in xxxvii. 26, 21,

one who charitably dispenses

PSALM
his gifts around.

Ver. 56

is
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not an extension of the picture of

virtue, but, as in cxxvii. 5c, a promissory prospect

hold in integrity (iOSB'ba,

or rather (=BSB>I33) in the cause (cxliii.

frequently), the things which depend

has to do

to sustain,

This

through.

i.e.

is

explanatorily confirmed in ver. 6

as a general thing,

up-

to nourish,

endure, and also to support, maintain,

i.e.

will

upon him, or with which he

for ????, sustinere, signifies to sustain,

;

he

:

6 [7], and frequently),
2, Prov. xxiv. 23, and

lxxii. 2, Isa. ix.

imperturbably

:

i.e.

And when

fast.

carry

he stands,
he dies

he becomes the object of everlasting remembrance, his name

Because he has a cheerful con-

blessed (Prov. x. 7).

is still

science, his heart too

(Jer. xlix. 23)

:

it

suffering itself to
(passive,

not disconcerted by any evil tidings

is

remains

bend

J133,

'ii3

;

"in the sense of a passive

nt33, full of

confidence

state after a

completed

action of the person himself," like 1UJ,

The

in itself and established.

from

Isa. xxvi. 3,

where

is

it

ciii.

14)

;

'H'OD,

stayed

two designations are taken
the church of the last times that
last

Ps. xci. 8 gives us information with reference
to the meaning of VTX3 iiNT 1JJ, as in xciv. 13, of the inevitable

is

spoken

and firm, without

erect, straight

warp

or

of.

;

on this side of which he remains undismayed. 2 Cor.
ix. 9, where Paul makes use of ver. 9 of the Psalm before us
as an encouragement to Christian beneficence, shows how little
the assertion " his righteousness standeth for ever" is opposed
goal,

to the

New

liberally

Testament consciousness.

and

in manifold ways, as in

9c, stands in opposition to

"l?3

Prov.

of
xi.

giving away
24.

Dii, ver.

the egoistical O'Hn in Ixxv. 5 as a

vegetative sprouting up (cxxxii. 17).

confounded, vex himself over

The

evil-doer

must

see

he gnashes his teeth
with the rage of envy and chagrin, and melts away, i.e. loses

this and,

consistency,
as in

Ex.

it

;

becomes unhinged, dies off (D»3, 3d prcet. Nipli.
form of D»J=:Dpj). How often has

xvi. 21, pausal

whom he must now see in honour
The tables are turned this and his ungodly desire in general
come to nought, inasmuch as the opposite is realized.
On
he desired the ruin of him

!

;

nNT, with

its

nipn after

vii. 10.
Concerning
Hupfeld wishes to read

self-evident object, cf. Mic.

the pausal form Djni, vid.
ix. 19,

Prov.

xciii.

x. 28.

1.

In defence of the traditional

reading, Hitzig rightly points to Prov. x.
ver. 28.

24 together with

!
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CXIII.

HALLELUJAH TO HIM WHO KAISETH OUT OF LOW ESTATE.
Hallelujah.
1

PRAISE,

ye servants of Jahve,

Praise the

Name of Jahve
Name of Jahve
!

2 Blessed be the

3

time forth and for evermore

From
From

this

Is the

Name

the rising of the sun unto
of

Jahve

to

its

going down

be praised.

4 Exalted above all peoples is Jahve,
Above the heavens His glory.
5 Who is like Jahve our God,

He who
He who

6

sitteth

enthroned on high,

looketh far below

In heaven and upon earth

%

Who raiseth up the lowly out of the dust,
Who lifteth the poor from the heap of ashes,

7

8

To set him with
With the nobles

9

Who

maketh the barren woman

As a

joyful mother of the sons,

nobles,

of

His people.
to

keep house,

Hallelujah.

With

this

Psalm begins the Hallel, which

three great feasts, at the feast of the

is

recited at the

Dedication (Chanucca)

and at the new moons, and not on New Year's day and the day
of Atonement, because a cheerful song of praise does not harmonize with the mournful solemnity of these days. And they
are recited only in fragments during the last days of the
Passover, for "

my

He, were drowned

Holy One, blessed be
and ought ye to break out into

creatures, saith the
in the sea,

songs of rejoicing?" In the family celebration of the Passover
night it is divided into two parts, the one half, Ps. cxiii., cxiv.,
being sung before the repast, before the emptying of the

Eecond festal cup, and the other half, Ps. cxv.-cxviii., after
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the repast, after the filling of the fourth cup, to which the
vfivrjo-avT£<;

(Matt. xxvi. 30,

Mark

xiv.

26) after the institution

of the Lord's Supper, which was connected with the fourth
festal cup,

may

Paulus Burgensis

refer.

styles Ps. cxiii.-cxviii.

A lleluja Judceorum magnum.

This designation is also frequently
But according to the prevailing custom, Ps.

found elsewhere.
cxiii.-cxviii., and more particularly Ps. cxv.-cxviii., are called
only Hallel, and Ps. cxxxvi., with its " for His mercy endurcth
for ever" repeated twenty-six times, bears the

name

of " the

Great Hallel" (tolin &]).*

A heaping up,
CMrek compaginis
call the

without example elsewhere, of the so-called
is

peculiar to Ps.

connecting vowels

i

and o

remains of old case terminations
genitive

termination

is

;

cxiii.

Gesenius and others

(in proper

names

compared, and with the

Arabic nominative termination.

also w) the

with the former the Arabic

But

latter

the

in opposition to this

it

and o are not attached to
the dependent word (the genitive), but to the governing word.
According to the more probable view of Ewald, § 211, i and o

has been rightly observed, that this

i

which mark the relation of the
and are to be explained from the original oneness
of the Semitic and Indo-Germanic languages.
The i is found most frequently appended to the first member
of the stat. constr., and both to the rnasc, viz. in Deut. xxxiii.
16, Zech. xi. 17 (perhaps twice, vid. Kohler in loc), and to the
Lev. xxvi.
femin., viz. in Gen. xxxi. 39, Ps. ex. 4, Isa. i. 21.
are equivalent connecting vowels
genitive case,

42, Ps. cxvi. 1 hardly belong here.

Then

this i is also fre-

* Vid. the tractate So/rim, xviii. § 2. Apart from the new moons, a
which the recitation of the Hallel xar i^o^u, i.e. Ps. cxiii.-cxviii., is only
according to custom (jnjo), not according to the law, the Hallel was
recited eighteen times a year during the continuance of the Temple (and
iu Palestine even in the present day), viz. once at the Passover, once at

Shabuoth, eight times at Succoth, eight times at Chanucca (the feast of
and now in the Exile twenty-one times, because the
the Dedication)
Passover and Succoth have received two feast-days and Shabuoth one as
an addition, viz. twice at the Passover, twice at Shabuoth, nine times at
Succoth. Instead of Hallel absolutely we also find the appellation " the
Egyptian Hallel" (nxtsn ^n) for Pa. cxiii.-cxviii. The ancient ritual only
;

makes a

distinction

between

Ps. cxxxvi. (see there).

this

(Egyptian) Hallel and the Great Hallel,
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quently found

when

CXIII. 1-3.

member

the second

a preposition, and this preposition

Gen. xlix. 11, Ex. xv. 6, Obad. ver. 3 (Jer.
Hos. x. 11, Lam. i. 1, Ps. cxxiii. 1, and perhaps
9.
Also in the Chethib, Jer. xxii. 23, li. 13, Ezek.
Thirdly, where a word stands between the two notions

being resolved
xlix. 16),

Cant.

i.

xxvii. 3.

of the stat. constr. has

consequently in process of

is

:

that belong together according to the genitival relation, and

the

construct, is consequently really resolved

stat.

Isa. xxii. 16,

Mic.

vii.

14.

many proper names,

great

It

same

the

is

i

both Israelitish,

of God), and Phoenician,

which

e.g.

ci. 5,

found in a

Gamaliel (benefit

Hannibdal

Melchizedek,

e.g.

Ps.

:

is

(the

favour of Baal), and is also added to many Hebrew prepositions, like , n?3 (where the i however can, according to the

TW

(where i can likeIn 'D?^* on the other hand,

context, also be a pronominal suffix),

wise be a suffix),
the

always a

i is

''SO

(poetical).

The tone

suffix.

accordance with rhythmical rule

always accented.

Ver. 8 shows

cular delights in this ancient

i,

of the

(vid.

i

how our

where

only retreats in

ex. 4), otherwise i

it is

Ps.

cxiii.

even affixed to the

an ornament, a thing which occurs nowhere

infinitive as

is

in parti-

else,

so that la'tshn? excites the suspicion of being written in error for
n'B>"ini>.

Among
the

those things which

Psalm gives prominence

nitely exalted

God

One

lowering

forms

its

to

be praised

towards the lowly one.

itself for

It is the lowliness of
the exaltation of the lowly which per-

utmost in the work of redemption.

explicable that

same

make God worthy

to the condescension of the infi-

Thus

it

becomes

Mary

in her Magnificat breaks forth into the
strain with the song of Hannah (1 Sam. ch. ii.) and this

Psalm.
Vers. 1-3.

The

call,

not limited by any addition as in

manner of ciii. 20 sq., extended
given to the whole of the true Israel that corresponds to its election by grace and is faithful to its mission
and its designation by " servants of Jahve "
exxxiv.

1,

or even, after the

over the earth,

is

;

37 cf.
'
xxxiv. 23), or even " servant of Jahve" (exxxvi.
22) has
come into vogue more especially through the second part
of
Isaiah.
This Israel is called upon to praise Jahve
;
(lxix.

praise

and celebration of His Name,

i.e.

for the
of His nature, which

PSALM
is

by means of

disclosed
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manifestation,

its

a principal ele-

is

ment, yea, the proper ground and aim, of the service, and shall
finally become that which fills all time and all space.
^D,

laudatum

(est), is

and

gate),

not differ greatly from laudetur.

dictive interpretation laudabitur

moreover Kohler on Mai.

opening reminds one of xcix.

and

in order to

niiT

1

nations

great, but

is

is

m

12,

is

keep them apart.

Jahve

belongs to ver.

One who

now

is

4£>

The

confirmed.

The

raised above

is

are glorious, but Jahve's glory

incomparable

(cf.

Paseh stands between D'U

2.

not to be explained according to
lvii. 6,

opposed to the context

11).

i.

This praiseworthiness

Vers. 4-6.

(LXX., VulThe pre-

equivalent to alverov, laudabile

this does

it

the heavens

;

exalted above them.

cxlviii.

13

;

the

totality of

It is

but according to

too as predicate.

He

is

the

has set up His throne in the height,

but at the same time directs His gaze deep downwards (expression according to Ges. § 142, rem. 1) in the heavens

upon

earth,

i.e.

Him

are beneath
it

nothing in

escapes His sight, and nothing

remains unnoticed by

which

is

Him

;

on the contrary,

is so

low that

it is

just that

lowly, as the following strophe presents to us in a

series of portraits so to speak, that is the special object of

The

regard.

interrogatory

His

structure of vers. 5, 6 militates against the con-

struction of " in the heavens

iii.

and

the realm of the creatures that

all

"who

is

like

and upon the earth " with the

unto Jahve onr

God?"

after Deut.

24.

The thoughts of vers, la and 8a are transHannah. "1SV, according to 1 Kings
xvi. 2, cf. xiv. 7, is an emblem of lowly estate (Hitzig), and
n'sB'S (from nSB') an emblem of the deepest poverty and desertion
for in Syria and Palestine the man who is shut out
Vers. 7-9.

planted from the song of

;

from

upon the mezbele (the dunghill or heap of
upon the passers-by for alms, and by
night hiding himself in the ashes that have been warmed by
society lies

ashes),

by day

the sun (Job,

ii.

calling

152).

The movement

of the thoughts in ver. 8,

as in ver. 1, follows the model of the epizeuxis.

the song of

Hannah

Together with

the poet has before his eye Hannah's

exaltation out of sorrow and reproach.

He

does not, however,

repeat the words of her song which have reference to this
(1

Sam.

ii.

5),

but clothes his generalization of her experience

—
PSALM CXIV.
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own language. If he intended that rnjJJJ should be understood out of the genitival relation after the form rnDg, whydid he not write rnjjg JVan *ywn % rvan would then be equiva-

in his

the expression for a woman
who is a wife, and therefore housewife, JVan (r6j|3) nw, but yet
not a mother. Such an one has no settled position in the house

rvan rn£j>

lent to nrP3, lxviii. 7.

of the husband, the firm
to her husband.

If

God

her then thoroughly at

member

is

wanting

in

gives her children,

home and

the predicate notion nno"B>

the second

bond

{s

O^n

her relationship

He

thereby makes

rooted-in in her position.

D*?

In

the definiteness attaches to

of the string of words, as in

Gen.

slviii. 19,

30 (cf. the reverse instance in Jer. xxiii. 26, ^33
ii?E>n, those prophesying that which is false), therefore: a mother
The poet brings the matter so vividly before
of the children.
2 Sam.

xii.

him, that he points as
with which

God

it

were with

his finger to the children

blesses her.

PSALM CXIV.
COMMOTION OF NATURE BEFORE GOD THE REDEEMER OCT
OF EGYPT.
1

WHEN Israel went forth out of Egypt,

2

The house of Jacob out of a people of strange language,
Then Judah became His sanctuary,
Israel

His dominion.

The

sea saw it, and fled,
Jordan turned backwards,
4 The mountains skipped like rams,

3

The

hills like

What

young sheep.

O

aileth thee,
sea, that thou fleest ?
Jordan, that thou turnest backwards 1
6 Ye mountains, that ye skip like rams ?

5

O

Ye

hills, like

young sheep

7 Before the face of the

Before the face of the

?

Lord

tremble,

God

of Jacob,

O

earth

PSALM CXIV.
8

Who
The

To
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1-4.

changeth the rock into a pool of water,
flinty

rock into water-springs

!

the side of the general Hallelujah Ps.

historical

one, which

is

cxiii.

comes an

likewise adorned in ver. 8 with the

Cliirek compaginis, and still further with Cholera compaginis,
and is the festival Psalm of the eighth Passover day in the
Jewish ritual. The deeds of God at the time of the Exodus
are here brought together to form a picture in miniature which
There are four tetrastichs,
is as majestic as it is charming.
which pass by with the swiftness of a bird as it were with four
flappings of its wings. The church sings this Psalm in a tonus
peregrinus distinct from the eight Psalm-tones.

Egypt is called Tj6 DV (from T$, cogn. 3$,
Vers. 1-4.
np), because the people spoke a language unintelligible to
The
Israel (lxxxi. 6), and as it were a stammering language.

LXX.,

and just so the Targum, renders

iic

Xaov fiapftdpov

(from the Sanscrit barbaras, just as onomatopoetic as balbus,
cf.

Fleischer in Levy's Chalddisches Worterbuch,

redeemed nation

is

called Tudah,

inasmuch

as

i.

The

420).

God made

it

His

sanctuary (&]?) by setting up His sanctuary (^i?*?, Ex. xv.
17) in the midst of it, for Jerusalem (el-huds) was Benjamitish

Judsean, and from the time of David was accounted directly
as Judsean.
In so far, however, as He made this people His
kingdom (VflWDD, au amplificative plural with Mem paihachaturri), by placing Himself in the relation of King (Deut. xxxiii.
5) to the people of possession which by a revealed law He
established characteristically as His own, it is called Israel.
The predicate takes the form 'nw for peoples together with
country and city are represented as feminine (cf. Jer. viii. 5).
,

The

foundation of that

history of redemption

new beginning

was

in connection

with the

laid amidst majestic wonders, inas-

much

as nature was brought into service, co-operating and
sympathizing in the work (cf. lxxvii. 15 sqq.). The dividing

of the sea opens, and the dividing of the Jordan closes, the
journey through the desert to Canaan. The sea stood aside,

Jordan halted and was dammed up on the north in order that
the redeemed people might pass through.
And in the middle,
between these great wonders of the exodus from Egypt and
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the entrance into Canaan, arises the not less mighty wonder of
the skipping of the mountains like
the giving of the Law
:

rams, of the

hills like ]tter>xa, i.e.

the quaking of Sinai and

and on the figure xxix.

lxviii. 9,

The

Vers. 5-8.

V

xix. 9), depicts

cf . supra

1 8,

6).

when he

poet,

O sea, that thou fleest

lambs (Wisd.

environs (Ex. xix.

its

"What

asks,

aileth thee,

and moves in this olden time
as a cotemporary, or the present and the olden time as it were
hence the answer he himself gives
flow together to his mind
to the question propounded takes the form of a triumphant
mandate. The Lord, the God of Jacob, thus mighty in wondrous works, it is before whom the earth must tremble, ins
.

.

.

lives

;

does not take the article because
,

following 3pg _

(WK)

;

it

is

it

finds its completion in the

the same epizeuxis as in

cxiii. 8,

has the constructive z out of the
genitival relation ; and in i^yc? in this relation we have the
constructive 6, which as a rule occurs only in the genitival
"'sarin

xciv. 3, xcvi. 7, 13.

combination, with the exception of this passage and

Num.

xxiv. 3, 15 (not, however, in Prov.

xiii.

sluggard's, soul "), found only in the

name

psrirvn, which occurs frequently, and

first of all in

The

expression calls to

xvii. 6

;

and

mind

™n (LXX.

*

xx. 11, for

One

it is

is

Gen.

i.

24.

taken from Ex.
is

rugged,

15, poetically for V?D,

viii.

these two histories of the giving of water

usually compares (jw«jjl=-, cTialnalus [the Karaite lexico-

grapher Abraham ben David writes Diaoi>n]

compound from ^Ai-,

to be black -grey,

mingling of the verbal stems
(as Jy*bj-,

to he hard,

and

{J

^t^,

but

to be massive).

this obsolete

j^,

L/JJ

word, as a

to be hard,

whereas b^oSti looks

to be hard,

a detached block of rock,

o^-,

;

and

originally signify a hard black-grey stone,

brown

for wild animals

that which

ttjv aicpoTo/jLov,

abrupt) * stands, according to Deut.

Num.

"NSn

cvii. 35.

"ijn 133,

"his, the

4,

is

may

like

a

and jjJo., to be black-

of the verbal stems

As-,

In Hauran the doors of the house*

and the window-shutters are called LA*, when they consist of a massive
slab of dolerite, probably from their blackish hue.
Perhaps t^PI is the
ancient name for basalt and in connection with the hardness
of this form
of rock, which resembles a mass of cast metal, the breaking
;

springs
21,

1.

is

7.

a great miracle.—Wetzstein.

For other views

vid.

through of
on Isa xlix.

"

:

PSALM cxv.
which the poet points back.

to

The causing
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But why

to these in particular?

of water to gush forth out of the flinty rock

practical proof

is

a

unlimited omnipotence and of the grace

of

which converts death into life.
Let the earth then tremble
before the Lord, the God of Jacob.
It has already trembled
before Him, and before Him let it tremble.
For that which

He

He

has been

still

ever is; and as

He came

once,

He

PSALM CXV.
CALL TO THE GOD OF ISRAEL, THE LIVING GOD, TO
RESCUE THE HONOUR OF HIS NAME.
1

NOT unto us, Jahve,
But unto Thy Name

not unto us,

give glory,

Because of Thy loving-kindness, because of
2 Wherefore shall the heathen say
" Where is now their God 1

3

And

our

God

Whatsoever

is

He

Thy

truth.

in the heavens,

willeth

He

carrieth out.

4 Their gods, however, are silver and
The work of men's hands.
5 They have a mouth and speak not,
They have eyes and see not,
6 They have ears and hear not,
They have a nose and smell not.

gold,

7 Their hands, with which they handle not,

Their

feet,

with which they walk not,

They speak not with their throat.
8 Like unto them do those who make them become,
Every one who trusteth in them.
9 Israel, trust thou in Jahve,

Their help and their shield
10

O

Their help and their shield
11

is

He.

house of Aaron, trust ye in Jahve,

Ye who

Their help and their shield

VOL.

111.

is

He.

fear Jahve, trust in Jahve,
is

He.

will

—
PSALM CXV.
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1,

;

2.

12 Jahve hath been mindful of us, He will bless
He will bless the house of Israel,

13

He
He

will bless the

house of Aaron,
who fear Jahve,

will bless those

small together with the great.

The

14 Jahve

will

add

to

To you and your

you,
children.

15 Blessed be ye of Jahve,
The Creator of heaven and earth.
16 The heavens are heavens for Jahve,

And

the earth hath

He

given to the children of men.

The dead praise not Jah,
Nor all those who go down into the
18 We, however, we will bless Jah
From henceforth and for evermore,

17

silence of death

Hallelujah.

This Psalm, which has scarcely anything in

common

with

Psalm except that the expression " house of
Jacob," cxiv. 1, is here broken up into its several members in
vers. 12 sq., is found joined with it, making one Psalm, in the
LXX., Syriac, Arabic, and ^Ethiopic versions, just as on the
other hand Ps. cxvi. is split up into two.
This arbitrary
arrangement condemns itself.
Nevertheless Kimchi favours
it, and it has found admission into not a few Hebrew manuthe preceding

1

scripts.

It

is

a prayer of Israel for God's aid, probably in the pre-

sence of an expedition against heathen enemies.
middle strophes of the four are of the same compass.
conjecture, that whilst the

Psalm was being sung the

The two
Ewald's
sacrifice

was proceeded with, and that in ver. 12 the voice of a

priest

proclaims the gracious acceptance of the sacrifice, is pleasing.
But the change of voices begins even with ver. 9, as Olshausen
also supposes.

Vers.

It has to do not so much with the honour of
not worthy of the honour (Ezek. xxxvi. 22 sq.)
and has to recognise in its reproach a well-merited chastise-

Israel,

1, 2.

which

is

ment, as with the

honour of

Him who

cannot suffer the

PSALM CXV.
reproaching of His holy
that His

name

name
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He

to continue long.

willeth

In the consciousness of

should be sanctified.

his oneness with this will, the poet bases his petition, in so far

as

it

J$,

same time a

%a/w and

on behalf of
upon two columns.

petition

akrjdeia as

Israel,

it,

although the

thought in ver. 2
17, cf. Ps.

xlii.

moulded

is

4,

LXX.

Mic.

Krrnjj in cxvi. 18,

cf. in

vii.

upon

The second

according to an express note of the Masora, has no

before
'

at the

is

God's

Waw

and Targum insert one.

The

after lxxix. 10, or after Joel

W"n K
s

10.

is

ii.

the same style as

the older language W"?K, fc»"DK, and

the like.

Vers. 3-8.

The

poet, with "

And

our God,"

in the

of Israel opposes the scornful question of the heathen

name

by the

believingly joyous confession of the exaltation of Jahve above
Israel's God is in the heavens, and is therefore
supramundane in nature and life, and the absolutely unlimited
One, who is able to do all things with a freedom that is conditioned only by Himself quod vult, valet (ver. 3b = cxxxv. 6,
Wisd. xii. 18, and frequently). The carved gods (3 -fV, from

the false gods.

:

3Sy, cogn. 3Vn, 3-?^) of the heathen, on the contrary, are dead

images, which are devoid of

all

life,

even of the sensuous

the outward organs of which are imaged upon them.

D^n.

life

cannot

16 that on'T and Qfjv p_ are equivalent
They are either subjects which the Waw

be proved with Eccles.
to Di"6 D'T,

It

v.

apodosis (cf. Gen. xxii. 24, Prov.

xxiii. 24,

prominent, or casus absoluti (Ges.

§

Hab.

5) renders

ii.

145, 2), since both verbs

have the idols themselves as their subjects less on account of
their gender (T and by\ are feminine, but the Hebrew usage of
genders is very free and not carried out uniformly) as in respect
of ver. 7c: with reference to their hands,

etc.

energetic future form, which goes over from

W,

It is said

$&&

is

the

WO into mo, for

once again in ver. 7c that speech

is

wanting

to

them for the other negations only deny life to them, this at the
same time denies all personality. The author might know from
his own experience how little was the distinction made by the
;

heathen worship between the symbol and the thing symbolized.
Accordingly the worship of idols seems to him, as to the later
prophets, to be the extreme of self-stupefaction and of the destruction of

human

consciousness

;

and the

final destiny of the

worshippers of false gods, as he says in ver.

8,

is,

that they

"
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become

9-18.

being deprived of thei*
and existence, they come to nothing, like
This whole section of
nothingnesses (Isa. xliv. 9).

like to their idols, that is to say,

consciousness,

those their

the Psalm

life,

repeated in Ps. cxxxv. (vers.

is

Vers. 9-14.

After

this

6,

15-18).

of Israel

confession

that addresses itself to Israel.

arises a voice

there

The

now

threefold

division into Israel, the house of Aaron, and those who fear
Jahve is the same as in cxviii. 2-4. In Ps. cxxxv. the " house
Those who
of Levi " is further added to the house of Aaron.

fear Jahve,

who

also stand in the last passage, are

proselytes (in the Acts of the Apostles

merely

crefio/jievoi*)

;

any

at

aefio/jLevot,

probably the
tov ©eov, or

are included even

rate these

if

meant to signify the laity, for the notion of
" those who fear Jahve" extends beyond Israel.
The fact that

Israel in ver. 9

is

the threefold refrain of the
20, our help and shield

is

summons

He,

is

to

does not run, as in xxxiii.

be explained from

its

being

an antiphonal song. In so far, however, as the Psalm supplicates God's protection and help in a campaign the declaration
of confident hope, their help

and

be referred to the army that

shield is

is

gone or

He, may, with Hitzig,
is going forth.
It is

the same voice which bids Israel to be of good courage and

announces to the people the well-pleased acceptance of the
sacrifice with the words " Jahve hath been mindful of us
nriJJ, xx.
(""£? n , cf.
7), perhaps simultaneously with the
presentation of the memorial portion (froix) of the meat-offer-

WV

'

ing (xxxviii. 1). The ^a) placed at the head is particularized
threefold, corresponding to the threefold summons.
The
special promise of blessing which is added in ver. 14 is an echo
of Deut.

^ we

Sam.

11, as in 2

i.

xxiv. 3.

take in a consolatory sense

be too isolated here.
the heathen,

God

In

will

15, but

it

The

The

contracted future

for as an optative

spite of all oppression

it would
on the part of

make His people ever more numerous,

more capable of offering
Vers. 15-18.

;

resistance,

and more awe-inspiring.

voice of consolation

is continued in ver.
becomes the voice of hope by being blended with

* The appellation q>opoifwoi does not however occur,
if we do not bring
x. 2 in here
but in Latin inscriptions in Orelli-Hentzen
No. 2523 and
in Auerin the Zeitschrift fur katholische Theologie
1852, S. 80, the proselyte
(rdiyionis Judaicx) is called metuens.
Acts

;
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the newly strengthened believing tone of the congregation.

Jahve

is

here called the Creator of heaven and earth because

the worth and magnitude of His blessing are measured thereby.

He

has reserved the heavens to Himself, but given the earth to

This separation of heaven and earth

men.

racteristic of the post-diluvian history.

is

a fundamental cha-

The throne

of

God

is

and the promise, which is given to the patriarchs
on behalf of all mankind, does not refer to heaven, but to the

in the heavens,

possession of the earth (xxxvii. 22).

The promise

New

limited to this present world, whereas in the
this limitation is

removed and the

K\r)povofiia

is

as yet

Testament

embraces heaven

This Old Testament limitedness finds further ex-

and earth.

where HOW, as in xciv. 17, signifies the
land of Hades. The Old Testament knows nothing of

pression in ver. 17,
silent

a heavenly ecclesia that praises
sisting not

who

God

without intermission, con-

merely of angels, but also of the

spirits of all

men

Nevertheless there are not wanting hints

die in the faith.

that point upwards which were even better understood by the
post-exilic than by the pre-exilic church.
The New Testament
morn began to dawn even upon the post-exilic church. We
must not therefore be astonished to find the tone of vi. 6, xxx.
10, lxxxviii. 11-13, struck up here, although the echo of those

Psalms here is only the dark foil of the confession
which the church makes in ver. 18 concerning its immortality.

earlier

The church
not remain
in

its

of

Jahve

among

existing

as such does not die.

That

members, the psalmist

But

it

also does

may die off
might know from Isa.

the dead, in whatever degree

it

Psalm shows that such
beyond only gradually became
elements of the church's consciousness, and, so to speak, dogmas.

xxvi. 19, xxv. 8.

predictions which light

the close of the

up the

life

PSALM CXVI.
THANKSGIVING SONG OF ONE WHO HAS ESCAPED FROM
DEATH.

LOVE, for Jahve heareth
My cry, my heartfelt supplication.

1 I

2 For

He

hath inclined His ear unto me,

Therefore

will

I

call as

long as I

live.

:
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The

cords of death compassed me,

And

the straitnesses of

Hades came upon me,

Distress and sorrow did I experience.

4 Then upon the name of Jahve did I
Jahve, deliver

my

call

soul.

Jahve and righteous,
a compassionate One.
6 A Guardian of the simple is Jahve
1 was brought low, and He helped me.
5 Gracious

And

our

is

God

;

7

Turn

in,

my

soul,

unto thy

rest,

For Jahve dealeth bountifully with thee.
8 Yea, Thou hast delivered my soul from death,
Mine eyes from tears,
My feet from falling.
9 I will walk before Jahve
In the lands of the living.

10 I believe now, when I must speak
"

Ill
12

I,

I

am

afflicted

have said

to

myself in

" All

men

How

can I repay Jahve

13 The cup of salvation

And

My

my

despair:

are liars."

All His benefits toward

14

:

very greatly."

me?

will I raise,

Name of Jahve.
pay unto Jahve,

proclaim the

vows

I will do

will I
it

in the presence of all

His people.

15 Precious in the eyes of Jahve
Is the death of His saints.
16 Yea, O Jahve, for I am Thy servant,

am Thy servant, the son of Thy haudmaid,
Thou hast loosed my bonds.
17 Unto Thee will I sacrifice a sacrifice of thanksgiving
I

And
18

My

Name of Jahve.
pay unto Jahve,

proclaim the

vows

will I

I will do it in the presence of all His people,
19 In the courts of Jahve's house,
In the midst of thee, O Jerusalem
!

Hallelujah.
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1-4.

have here another anonymous Psalm closing with
It is not a supplicatory song with a hopeful

Hallelujah.

prospect before

it

but a thanksgiving song with

like Ps. cxv.,

a fresh recollection of

some deadly

peril that

has just been got

and is not, like Ps. cxv., from the mouth of the
church, but from the lips of an individual who distinguishes
himself from the church.
It is an individual that has been
the better of

delivered

;

who here

praises the loving-kindness he has expe-

The

rienced in the language of the tenderest affection.

LXX.

has divided this deeply fervent song into two parts, cxvi. 1-9,

10-19, and

made two Hallelujah-Psalms out of it whereas it
and cxv. into one. The four sections or strophes,
;

unites Ps. cxiv.

the beginnings of which correspond to one another (vers. 1 and

and 15), are distinctly separate. The words N-JpN 'n dEfal
In the first instance they are retrospective, but then swell into an always more full-toned vow of
The late period of its composition makes itself
thanksgiving.

10, 5

are repeated three times.

Aramaic colouring of the form
which adopts all kinds of embellishments, but
also in many passages borrowed from the pre-exilic Psalms.
The very opening, and still more so the progress, of the first
strophe reminds one of Ps. xviii., and becomes an important
hint for the exposition of the Psalm.

known not only

in the strong

ox the language,

^

?t"?> " I love (like, am well
pleased) that," like aycnra> on, Thucydides vi. 36, contrary to

Vers. 1-4.

Not only

is

,j

the usage of the language, but the thought, " I love that

Jahve
and inappropriate to the
continuation in ver. 2.
Since vers. 3, 4 have come from xviii.
5-17, 'fun? is to be understood according to TppnK in xviii. 2,
answereth me,"

so that

it

is

also

tame and

flat,

has the following nirp as

grammatically, but logically.

The

its,

poet

is

object, not

fond of

use of the verb without an expressed object,

it

this

is

true

pregnant

cf. N"ipK in ver. 2,

intended to
and 'PUOKn in ver. 10. The Pasek
guard against the blending of the final a with the initial 'a of
yiK (cf. Ixvi. 18, v. 2, in Baer). In ver. lb the accentuation
after JJBB* is

prevents the rendering vocem orationis

by means of Mugrasli.

The

i

42

;

(Vulgate,

LXX.)

of ty? will therefore no

more

§ 211, b) than in

Lev.

be the archaic connecting vowel (Ew.
xxvi.

mew

the poet has varied the genitival construction of xxviii.
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6 to the permutative.

The second

5-9.

O, following close upon the

makes the continuation of the confirmation

" In

my

retrospective.

first,

lxiii. 5,

days"

is,

as in Isa. xxxix. 8,

and frequently, equivalent

Bar.

iv.

"so long

to

n
20, cf. J}2 in

as I live."

"We

which

con-

even here hear the tone of Ps. xviii. (ver. 2),

is

Instead of
tinued in vers. 3, 4 as a freely borrowed passage.
the " bands" (of Hades) there, the expression here is nXD,
angustice, plural of

3 (Bottcher,

De

1VD after the form 3DD

in cxviii. 5,

Lam.

i.

;

inferis, §

423)

;

the straitnesses of

deadly perils which can scarcely be escaped.

Hades

The

are

futures

and NipK, by virtue of the connection, refer to the cotemporaneous past. H3N (viz. n^pa \&bl, i-e. in a suppliant sense)
is written with He instead of Aleph here and in five other
Ni'DN

instances, as the

the

first

Masora observes.

syllable, in

It has its fixed Metlieg in

accordance with which

it

is

to be pro-

nounced anna (like EW3, bdttim), and has an accented ultima
not merely on account of the following nirp = iyis (yid. on iii.
for even where (the Metlieg having
8), but in every instance
been changed into a conjunctive) it is supplied with two different accents, as in Gen. 1. 17, Ex. xxxii. 31, the second
;

indicates the tone-syllable.*

Instead

now

of repeating " and

Jahve answered me," the poet indulges in a laudatory confession
of general truths which have been brought vividly to his mind
by the answering of his prayer that he has experienced.
Vers. 5-9.
With "gracious" and "compassionate" is
here associated, as in cxii. 4, the term "righteous," which
comprehends within itself everything that Jahve asserts concerning Himself in Ex. xxxiv. 6 sq. from the words "and
abundant in goodness and truth " onwards. His love is turned
especially toward the simple

(LXX.

to. v-qiria, cf.

Matt.

xi.

25),

* Kimchi, mistaking the vocation of the Metheg, regards
ri3H (N3N) as
But the Palestinian and the Babylonian systems of pouitin^ coincide in this, that the beseeching ton (njK) is Milra, and the
interrogatory
,-ON Mitel (with only two exceptions in our text, which is fixed according
to the Palestinian Masora, viz. cxxxix. 7, Deut. i. 28, where the following
word begins with Aleph), and these modes of accenting accord with the
origin of the two particles.
Pinsker (Einleitung, S. xiii.) insinuates against
Mitel.

the Palestinian system, that in the cases where
njx has two accents the
pointing was not certain of the correct accentuation, ouly
from a deficient
knowledge of the bearings of the case.

:
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10-14.

need of His protection and give themselves over
as in Prov. ix. 6, is a mode of writing blended
out of Q^rja and D"ns.
The poet also has experienced this
love in a time of impotent need.
ni?' ! is accented on the
ultima here, and not as in cxlii. 7 on the penult. The accentuato

in

D^na,

it.

I,

!

tion

regulated by some phonetic or rhythmical law that has

is

made

not yet been

clear (vid.

on Job

later period of the language,

but

is

xix. 17).*

In

ver. 7

we hear

in the

not alien to the earlier

period, especially in poetry (xlv. 18, cf. lxxxi. 6, 1

47, Isa. hi. 5).

JPaorp is a

became common

resolved Hiphil form, the use of which

Sam.

xvii.

the form of soliloquy which

^t? is
xlii., xliii., ciii.
two other instances. The plural CITOD
complete rest, as it is found only in God and the

has become familiar to us from Ps.

Milra here, as
signifies full,

also in

;

suffix in the

address to the soul

The

btpi

perfect

and

ence,

is

states that

is ajclii

which

for ajich, as in

ciii.

3-5.

a matter of actual experi-

is

corroborated in ver. 8 in retrospective perfects.

we hear
then we see

14 again amplified and if we add
were to the bottom of the origin of
njJOT'jD belongs still more decidedly than
the poet's thoughts.
W&W to the resolved forms which multiply in the later period
of the language.
In ver. 9 the poet declares the result of the
divine deliverance.
The Hithpa. 'H??nK denotes a free and
contented going to and fro
and instead of " the land of the
living," xxvii. 13, the expression here is "the lands (nisix), i.e.
the broad land, of the living."
There he walks forth, with
In

vers. 8, 9

xxvii. 13,

lvi.

as

;

it

;

nothing to hinder his feet or limit his view, in the presence of

Jahve,

i.e.

having his Deliverer from death ever before his

eyes.

Since "G'lK s 3 does not introduce anything

Vers. 10-14.

become an object of belief, TQl&n is absolute here
have faith, just as in Job xxiv. 22, xxix. 24, with SO it signifies " to be without faith, i.e. to despair."
But how does it now
that could
to

proceed?
the apostle

The

LXX.

renders iiriaTevaa, Bob iXaKijcra, which

makes use of

in

2 Cor.

iv.

13, without our being

* The national grammarians, so far as we are acquainted with them,
no explanation. De Balmis believes that these Milra forms ini ?l_,
(

furnish
'Di^Sj

and the

like,

must be regarded as

infinitives,

but at the same time

confirms the difference of views existing on this point
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Luther to render

therefore obliged with

/

:

believe, therefore

Nevertheless

1

might accord-

'O

»3 does not signify Sio.
rendered with
ing to the sense be used for J3j», if it had to be
but
I was very
spake,
"
I
therefore
I believed,
Hengstenberg
connection,
this
suit
not
does
assertion
plagued." But this

speak;

:

much

and has, moreover, no support in the syntax. It might more
" I have believed that I should yet speak,
readily be rendered
more have a deliverance of God to
once
should
i.e. that I
;" but the connection of the parallel members, which
celebrate
:

then only lax,

is

pretation,

"I

is

trust,

opposed

Hitzig's attempted inter-

to this.

when Q3

as in Jer.

1) I should speak:

xii.

" I have henceforth confidence, so
that I shall not suffer myself to be drawn away into the expression of despondency," does not commend itself, since ver.
I

am

106

greatly afflicted,"

i.e.

a complaining, but not therefore as yet a desponding

is

Assuming

assertion of the reality.

11a stand on the same

ver.

that

^JOKn and vnON

line in point of time, it

in

seems that

must be interpreted I had faith, for I spake (was obliged to
speak) but "niK, separated from TODXn by 'O, is opposed to the

it

;

colouring relating to the cotemporaneous past.

Thus

will consequently contain the issue of that which

ver.

i" have gathered up faith and
(have to speak, must speak)
speak
when
I
henceforth,

believe

hitherto experienced:

deeply afflicted

(TO

more particularly
trospect.

He

in captivity,

On

bowed down).

men

23), the result of

my

:

/ said

the

in

is

my

i|rei;crTi??,

men from whom he

/ am

who

£IaxH, those
is

:

be bowed down,
are

manifestly a re-

thoroughly weaned from

despair (taken from xxxi.

down condition All men
Rom. iii. 4). Forsaken by

deeply bowed

are liars (77a? avdpwTros
all

whence

to

the other hand, ver. 11

believes now, for he

putting trust in

^s.,

as in cxix. 67, cf.

10

has been

:

expected succour and help, he ex-

perienced the truth and faithfulness of God.
over this thought, he asks in ver. 12

how he

Striding away

to give thanks
an adverbial accusative for
fiB3, as in Gen. xliv. 16, and the substantive i^OW, in itself a
later formation, has besides the Ghaldaic plural suffix ohi, which
is without example elsewhere in Hebrew.
The poet says in
to

God

for

all

His

benefits,

no

is

is

13 how alone he can and will give thanks to his Deliverer,
by using a figure taken from the Passover (Matt. xxvi. 27),
ver.
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15-19.

the memorial repast in celebration of the redemption out of

The cup of salvation is that which is raised aloft and
drunk amidst thanksgiving for the manifold and abundant
'n DBO tn|3 is the usual expressalvation (rrijfiK> ) experienced,
Egypt.

,

-

solemn and public calling upon and proclamation of
the Name of God.
In ver. 14 this thanksgiving is more
minutely designated as VU wW, which the poet now discharges.
sion for a

A. common and joyous eating and drinking in the presence of
God was associated with the shelamim. N3 (yid. cxv. 2) in the

more animated tone to the word with
Because he is impelled frankly and freely to
give thanks before the whole congregation, so stands beside "UJ,
and "1JJ, moreover, has the intentional ah.
From what he has experienced the poet
Vers. 15-19.
infers that the saints of Jahve are under His most especial
providence. Instead of Tlltsn the poet, who is fond of such
embellishments, chooses the pathetic form iiniBn, and conse-

freest application gives a

which

it

stands.

quently, instead of the genitival construct state (nio), the construction with the

Lamed

of " belonging to."

It

ought properly

to be " soul " or " blood," as in the primary passage lxxii. 14.

But

the observation of Grotius : quce pretiosa sunt, non facile
largimur, applies also to the expression " death."
The death of

His

saints

is

no

God

matter with

trifling

;

He

does not lightly

come about; He does not suffer His own to be
torn away from Him by death.* After this the poet goes on
suffer

it

to

The prayer

beseechingly: anndli Adonaj.
tained in

s

"iDiD7 rinns,

perfect as a precative

—for

is

he

heartfelt

dnndh :

Oh

it

we

remain

still

proud of the fact that he may
With innx he is mindful of

God.,

* The Apostolic
and other words

as

it

so gracious to

The

call

the

xxi. 16,

were

me

—but

in this

as

Thou

poet rejoices in and

himself the servant of

his pious

Constitutions (vi. 30)

of the

Job

find in

wrapped up

lies

hast already proved Thyself to me.
is

not con-

limited to such utterances spoken in

the tone of an exclamation as

remains unexpressed;

itself is

already rescued, and

is

mother

commend

(cf. lxxxvi.

the singing of these

Psalms at the funerals of those who have departed

in the faith (cf. Augusti, Denkwiirdigkeiten, ix. 563).

Emperor Decius, Babylas Bishop
death singing these words.

In the reign of the

of Antioch, full of blessed hope,

met

!
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fies

does not form a feminine, rPDJ?; L>\ signi-

The Hebrew

16).

a maid,

who

not, as such, also

is

of the object, 'HDtob (from

used with nnns

manner, but
xix. 3, Isa.

it

liii.

the Gracious

CXVII.

tf"it?to

'i

jjj:,

a slave.

The

dative

more usual nhpio), is
Aramaic
the older Hebrew (e.g. Job

for the

instead of the accusative after the

does also occur in
11).

One

is

Since such emphasis

The purpose of publicly giving thanks to
now more full-toned here at the close.
is

on the Temple and the congrega-

laid

what is meant is literal thank-offerings in payment of
vows. In ^aina (as in cxxxv. 9) we have in the suffix the
With
ancient and Aramaic i (cf. ver. 7) for the third time.
n3N the poet clings to Jahve, with W-'TUJ to the congregation,
and with 'saina to the holy city. The one thought that fills
his whole soul, and in which the song which breathes forth

tion,

his soul dies

away,

is

Hallelujah.

PSALM

CXVII.

INVITATION TO THE PEOPLES TO COME INTO THE KINGDOM
OF GOD.
1

PRAISE

Jahve,

all

peoples,

Him, all ye nations
For mighty over us is His loving-kindness,
And the truth of Jahve endureth for ever,

Praise
2

!

Hallelujah

The thanksgiving Psalm ending
by

this shortest of all the

the heathen world.

In

its

in Hallelujah is followed
Psalms, a Hallelujah addressed to
very brevity it is one of the grandest

witnesses of the might with which, in the midst of the Old
Testament, the world-wide mission of the religion of revelation

struck against or undermined the national limitation. It is
stamped by the apostle in Rom. xv. 11 as a locus classicus for

the fore-ordained (gnadenrathschlussmassig) participation of the
heathen in the promised salvation of Israel.

Even

this shortest

Psalm has

its

peculiarities in point of

PSALM

language.
to
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(Aramaic NJEN, Arabic ^\)

is

otherwise alien

The Old Testament Hebrew

Old Testament Hebrew.

is

acquainted only with nisx as an appellation of Ismaelitish or
D;i3"?3 are, as in lxxii. 11, 17,

Midianitish tribes.

without distinction, and D'ssrrpa

The

call is

all

all

peoples

nations without exception.

confirmed from the might of the mercy or loving-

kindness of Jahve, which proves

by

its

in

ciii.

intensity

11

;

itself mighty over Israel,
and fulness superabundantly covering ("i?3

cf. vTrepeRepia-crevare,

Rom.

v. 20,

i.e.

as

inrepeTrXeovaa-e,

Tim. i. 14) human sin and infirmity and from His truth,
by virtue of which history on into eternity ends in a verifying
Mercy and truth are the two divine powers
of His promises.
which shall one day be perfectly developed and displayed in
Tstael, and going forth from Israel, shall conquer the world
1

;

PSALM

CXVIII.

FESTIVAL PSALM AT THE DEDICATION OP THE
TEMPLE.
(A t
1

NEW

the setting out.)

GIVE thanks unto Jahve, for He is good,
Yea, His mercy endureth for ever.
Let

Israel say
" Yea, His mercy endureth for ever."
3 Let the house of Aaron say :
" Yea, His mercy endureth for ever."

2

:

4 Let those who fear Jahve say
" Yea, His mercy endureth for

:

(On

ever."

the way.)

Out of straitness I cried unto Jah,
Jah answered me upon a broad plain.
6 Jahve is for me I do not fear,
5

—

What
7 Jahve

men do unto me ?
for me as my help,

can
is

Therefore shall I see

my

desire

upon those who hate me.

———

1
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8 It

better to hide one's self in

is

Than
9 It

to

Jahve

put confidence in men.

better to take refuge in

is

Than
10 Let

CXVIII.

Jahve

put confidence in princes.
the heathen compass me about

to

all

In the name of Jahve will I verily cut them in pieces.
1

1

2

Let them compass me about on all sides
In the name of Jahve will I verily cut them
Let them compass me about like bees

They

in pieces.

are extinguished like a fire of thorns,

In the name of Jahve
13 Thou gavest

me

will

I verily cut them in pieces.

indeed a thrust that I might

fall,

But Jahve hath helped me.
14

My

pride and my song is Jah,
And He became my salvation.

15 The cry of exultation and of salvation resoundeth in the
tents of the righteous

The
16 The
The
17 I

:

hand of Jahve getteth the victory.
right hand of Jahve is highly exalted,
right hand of Jahve getteth the victory.
shall not die, nay I shall live,

And

right

declare the deeds of Jah.

18 Jah hath chastened

me

sore,

But hath not given me over unto
(At
19 Open

to

me

death.

the going in.)

the gates of righteousness,

That I may enter

into them, that I

may give

thanks

to

(Tlwse who receive the festal procession.)

20 This

The

211

is

the gate of Jahve,

righteous

may

enter there.

give thanks unto Thee, for

Thou

hast answered me,

become my salvation.
22 The stone, which the builders despised,
Is become the corner and head stone.
23 From Jahve is this come to pass,
2-1

And

art

It is

marvellous in our eyes.

This

is

Let us

the day which Jahve hath made,
exult and rejoice at it 1

Jah

!

—

!
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25

Jahve, save I beseech Thee,
Jahve, grant I beseech Thee prosperity
26 Blessed be he who cometh in the name of Jahve,
!

We

you from the house of Jahve.
Jahve and hath given us light

bless

27 God

is

Bind the
Even up

festive sacrifice with cords
to the

horns of the altar

(Answer of
28

those

!

who have

My God art Thou, therefore will
My Deity, I will exalt Thee.

arrived?)

I give Thee thanks,

(All together.)

29 Give thanks unto Jahve, for He is good,
Yea, His mercy endureth for ever.

What the close of Ps. cxvii. says of God's truth, viz. that
endureth for ever, the beginning of Ps. cxviii. says of its
sister, His mercy or loving-kindness.
It is the closing Psalm
it

which begins with Ps. cxiii., and the third Hodu
It was Luther's favourite Psalm
his beauteous Conjitemini, which " had helped him out of troubles out
of which neither emperor nor king, nor any other man on
earth, could have helped him."
With the exposition of this
his noblest jewel, his defence and his treasure, he occupied
himself in the solitude of his Patmos.
It is without any doubt a post-exilic song.
Here too Hupfeld sweeps away everything into vague generality; but the
history of the period after the Exile, without any necessity for
our coming down to the Maccabaaan period, as do De Wette
and Hitzig, presents three occasions which might have given
birth to it
viz. (1) The first celebration of the Feast of Taber-

of the Hallel,
(vid.

on Ps.

cv.).

:

;

nacles in the seventh

month of the

first

year of the Return,

when

there was only a plain altar as yet erected on the holy

place,

Ezra

iii.

1-4

(to

be distinguished from a later celebraon a large scale and in exact

tion of the Feast of Tabernacles

So
Temple
So
of the second year, Ezra iii. 8 sqq.
Temple
completed
of
the
The dedication

accordance with the directions of the Law, Neh. ch.

Ewald.
in the

The
second month
(2)

Hengstenberg.

viii.).

laying of the foundation-stone of the

(3)
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in the twelfth

month of

CXVIII.

the sixth year of Darius,

Ezra

vi.

15

sqq.
So Stier. These references to cotemporary history have
The first is favoured
all three more or less in their favour.
more especially by the fact, that at the time of the second
Temple ver. 25 was the festal cry amidst which the altar of
burnt-offering was solemnly compassed on the first six days of

the Feast of Tabernacles once, and on the seventh day seven
times.
This seventh day was called the great Hosanna (Ho-

sanna rabba), and not only the prayers for the Feast of Tabernacles, but even the branches of willow trees (including the
myrtles) which are bound to the palm-branch (lulab), were
The second hiscalled Hosannas (mw'in, Aramaic "oytw).*
torical reference

is

favoured by the fact, that the narrative

And

the

Temple of Jahve, and

the

appears to point directly to our Psalm
Guilders laid the foundation of the
priests were

drawn up

it

says

:

there in official robes with trumpets,

the Levites the descendants

Jahve after

when

the direction

of Asaph with cymbals,

to

and

praise

of David king' of Israel, and they sang

npb

bvrfc*-^ iipn D^ir'a ain

»a

people raised a great shout

niiT ? ??H3,

rnirni

1

^na

;

and

all

the

because the house of Jahve

was founded. But both of these derivations of the Psalm are
opposed by the fact that vers. 19 and 20 assume that the
Temple-building is already finished whereas the unmistake;

able allusions to the events that transpired during the building
of the
tility

Temple,

viz.

the intrigues of the Samaritans, the hos-

of the neighbouring peoples,

Persian kings, favour the third.

and the capriciousness of the

In connection with

this refer-

ence of the Psalm to the post-exilic dedication of the Temple,
vers. 19, 20, too, now present no difficulty.
Ver. 22 is better
presence of the now upreared
Temple-building, than as spoken in the presence of the founand the words " unto the horns of the altar" in
dation-stone
ver. 27, interpreted in many different ways, come into the light

understood as spoken in the

;

of

Ezra

vi.

17.

The Psalm

falls into two divisions.
The first division
1-19) is sung by the festive procession brought up by
the priests and Levites, which is ascending to the Temple with

(vers.

* Vid.

my Talnradic Studies,

Zeitsclm/t, 1855, S. 653-656.

vi.

(Der Hosianna-Ruf), in the Lutherische
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With ver. 19 the procession stands
The second part (vers. 20-27) is sung by
the body of Levites who receive the festive procession.
Then
ver. 28 is the answer of those who have arrived, and ver. 29

the animals for sacrifice.
at the entrance.

the concluding song of

ment

It resembles the

formation.

itself its

thought

This antiphonal arrange-

of them.

by the Talmud

The whole Psalm,

and Midrash.
has of

all

recognised even

is

too,

(23.

Mashal Psalms,

completed sense,

its

Pesachim 119a)

has moreover a peculiar

own

for each verse

scent and hue

one

;

joined to another as branch to branch and flower to

is

flower.

The Hodu-cry

Vers. 1-18.
every one

and

priests,

addressed

is

to

first

and

all

then the whole body of the laity of Israel and the

;

at last (as

9-11) who fear the

God

it

appears) the proselytes (vid. on cxv.

of revelation, are urgently admonished

back for " yea, His mercy endureth for ever,"
In ver. 5, Israel too then begins
the required hypophon.

to echo it

one

man

is

;

to praise the ever-gracious goodness of

God.

nj,

as

the

which might easily become inaudible after ^1^, has an
emphatic Dagesh as in ver. 18a, and i^sn has the orthophonic
stroke beside ">V (the so-called •'i?.?), which points to the correct

Jod

of

word that has Dechi* Instead of 33J? it is
which also occurs in other instances not only
,

tone-syllable of the

here pointed ^JV,

with distinctive, but also (though not uniformly) with conjunctive accents.f

22, xxviii.
xxxii. 1)

:

The

construction

is

a pregnant one (as in

xxii.

1, lxxiv. 7, 2 Sam. xviii. 19, Ezra ii. 62, 2 Chron.
He answered me by removing me to a free space

* Vid. Baer's Thorath Emeth, p. 7 note, and p. 21, end of note 1.
viii. 22 considers the pointing "OJp to be occasioned

t Hitzig on Prov.

by DecU, and in
1

Sam.

as one

xxviii.

fact

^j; in the passage before us has Tarcha, and

15 Munach; but in the passage before us,

word according to the Masora,

Mugrash

;

with iny

and in

1

Sam.

(e.g. in Bill.

xxviii.

yjj;

is

we

read

in

rP3m»3

rather to be accented with

*TT

15 the reading yjjj

Bomberg. 1521).

if

is

Nevertheless

found side by side

^naiS

xvii. 3,

and

inn Job xxx. 19 (according to Kimchi's MicMol, 30a), beside Mercha,
show that the pointing beside conjunctive as beside disjunctive accents
wavers between a and a, although a is properly only justified beside disjunctive accents, and yw also really only occurs in pause.
VOL.

III.

15
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Both

20).
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end with

lines

W

;

nevertheless the reading

by the Masora (vid. Baer's Psalterium, pp.
132 sq.), instead of W 3rn»X It has its advocates even in the
Talmud (5. Pesachim Ilia), and signifies a boundless extent,

ivnrnm

is

attested

degree of comparison, like n^SND in
appears to
Even the
Jer. ii. 31, the deepest darkness.
have read rrurno thus as one word (et? irXarvcrfiov, Symmachus
ek evpvxwpiav). The Targum and Jerome, however, render
?V expressing the highest

LXX.

it

we do

as

;

it is

verse the divine

highly improbable that in one and the same

name

should not be intended to be used in the

same force of meaning. Ps. lvi. (vers. 10 ; 5, 12) echoes in
ver. 6
and in ver. 7 Ps. liv. (ver. 6) is in the mind of the
later poet.
In that passage it is still more clear than in the
passage before us that by the Beth of ^JW Jahve is not meant
;

to be designated as units e multis,

but as a helper who outweighs

The Jewish

the greatest multitude of helpers.

people had

experienced this helpful succour of Jahve in opposition to the

Samaritans and the satraps during the

persecutions of the

Temple

and had

same time learned what
Jahve (for
which 3 npn is the proper word) proves true, and trust in men,
on the contrary, and especially in princes, is deceptive; for
under Pseudo-Smerdis the work, begun under Cyrus, and represented as open to suspicion even in the reign of Cambyses,
was interdicted. But in the reign of Darius it again became
free
Jahve showed that He disposes events and the hearts of
men in favour of His people, so that out of this has grown up
in the minds of His people the confident expectation of a worldsubduing supremacy expressed in ver. 10.
The clauses vers. 10a, 11a, and 12a, expressed in the perfect
form, are intended more hypothetically than as describing facts.
building of the
is

expressed in vers.

7,

;

at the

8 (cf. cxlvi. 3), that trust in

:

The

perfect

is

here set out in relief as a hypothetical tense by

the following future.
of every kind.

Q"

1

D;irb| signifies, as in cxvii. 1, the heathen

"!^ (in the

Aramaic and Arabic with

t)

are

make themselves especially troubleThe suffix of O^ON (from blD = 5>!?D, to

both bees and wasps, which

some

in harvest time.

hew down,

md

also

cut in pieces) is the same as in Ex. xxix. 30, iij 17,
beside a conjunctive accent in Ixxiv. 8.
Yet the

reading D^BK, like

JIVIV

Hab.

ii.

17,

is

here the better supported

:
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Gesenius, Lelirgebaude, S. 177), and

(vid.

it

has been adopted

by Norzi, Heidenheim, and Baer. The *3 is that which states
the ground or reason, and then becomes directly confirmatory
and assuring (cxxviii. 2, 4), which here, after the " in the name
of Jahve " that precedes it, is applied and placed just as in
the oath in 1

Sam.

demonstrated,

"3

And

xiv. 44.

in general, as

(determining) signification, 3 being just as

souud as

tive

1,

f,

and D

E>,

with the Doric

illic,

Redslob has

has not originally a relative, but a positive

(cf.

ifcei,

rr]vei, rrjvoi).

much

The

a demonstra-

Kelvos, ecce,

e'/ceti/o?,

Mc,

notion of compassing

round about is heightened in ver. 11a by the juxtaposition of
two forms of the same verb (Ges. § 67, rem. 10), as in Hos.
iv. 18, Hab. i. 5, Zeph. ii. 1, and frequently.
The figure of
the bees is taken from Deut. i. 44.
The perfect ^JH (cf. Isa.
17) describes their destruction, which takes place instantly

xliii.

The Pual

and unexpectedly.
that

comes upon them

like

a

fire

of

as quickly as

points to the punishing

thorns, the

language of Israel

is

which expires

crackling flame of

has blazed up

it

power

they are extinguished (exstinguuntur)

:

In ver. 13 the

10).

(Iviii.

addressed to the hostile worldly power, as

the antithesis shows.

It thrust, yea thrust (inf. intens.) Israel,
might fall (7Bib with reference to the pointing, vid. on
xl. 15)
but Jahve's help would not suffer it to come to that
pass.
Therefore the song at the Red Sea is revived in the
heart and mouth of Israel.
Ver. 14 (like Isa. xii. 2) is taken
from Ex. xv. 2.
W (in mss. also written MJ?) is a collateral
form of MJJ (Ew. § 255, a), and here signifies the lofty selfconscionsness which is united with the possession of power
Concerning
pride and its expression an exclamation of joy.
*!"}*?! vid. on xvi. 6.
As at that time, the cry of exultation and

that

it

;

;

,

of salvation

(i.e.

of deliverance

nacles of the righteous

—

P'n

WJ? (Num.

:

xxiv.

and of victory)

18),

On

like DniB'

7), since

from

:

victoriosa

D»B>.

(Ew.

§

nanh

itself

Milra, and

is

120, d), from Q?"J

It is not the part.

the rejection of the participial

—they sing

proves

valour,

practises

energetic, gains (maintains) the victory,

therefore an adjective

in the taber-

is

the right hand of Jahve

Mem

Pit

(cf.

Hos.

=
xi.

occurs in connec-

Poal and Pual, but not elsewhere with Pikl (Q?il =
DoilD from DVi). The word yields a simpler sense, too, as adject,
participiale Kal; romemah is only the fuller form for ramd/t,
tion with
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Ex.

xiv. 8 (cf.

ramah,

CXVIII. 19-2S.

It

Isa. xxvi. 11).

not

is

own

its

strength

that avails for Israel's exultation of victory, but the energy of
Being come to the brink of the
the right hand of Jahve.
abyss, Israel

is

become anew sure of

its

immortality through

most severely chastened it (^If) with
the suffix anni as in Gen. xxx. 6, and nj with the emphatic
Dagesh, which neither reduplicates nor connects, cf. ver. 5,
He has
xciv. 12), but still with moderation (Isa. xxvii. 7 sq.).
not suffered Israel to fall a prey to death, but reserved it for

Him.

its

God

has,

it is

true,

mighty deeds of God and
Amidst such celebration of
procession of the dedication of the Temple

high vocation, that

proclaim them to

Jahve the

festive

all

it

may

see the

the world.

has arrived at the enclosure wall of the Temple.
Vers. 19-29.

The

gates of the

Temple

are called gates of

righteousness because they are the entrance to the place of the

mutual intercourse between
with the order of salvation.

God and His church

in

accordance

First the " gates " are spoken of,

and then the one " gate," the principal entrance. Those entering in must be " righteous ones ;" only conformity with the

With

divine loving will gives the right to enter.

reference to

the formation of the conclusion ver. 195, vid. E\v. § 347, I.
In the Temple-building Israel has before it a reflection of that

which, being freed from the punishment

it had had to endure,
become through the mercy of its God. With the exultation of the multitude over the happy beginning of the rebuilding there was mingled, at the laying of the foundation-stone, the
it is

many of the grey-headed priests, Levites, and
heads of the tribes who had also seen the first Temple (Ezra
loud weeping of

iii. 12 sq.).
It was the troublous character of the present
which made them thus swd in spirit the consideration of the
;

depressing circumstances of the time, the incongruity of which
weighed so heavily upon their soul in connection with the
remembrance of the former Temple, that memorably glorious

monument of the royal power of David and Solomon.* And
even further on there towered aloft before Zerubbabel, the
leader of the building, a great mountain
gigantic difficulties
and hindrances arose between the powerlessness of the present
;

* Kurtz, iii combating our interpretation, reduces
the number of th.9
weeping ones to " some few," but the narrative says the very
opposite.
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position of Zerubbabel

and the completion of the buildiug of
true been begun, but was impeded.
This mountain God has made into a plain, and qualified Zerubbabel to bring forth the top and key-stone (ntPinri pan) out of
its past concealment, and thus to complete the building, which
the Temple, which had

is

now

it is

consecrated amidst a loud outburst of incessant shouts

Ver. 22 points back to that disheartened

of joy (Zech. iv. 7).

disdain of the small troublous beginning, which was at

among

the builders (Ezra

iii.

work

10) at the laying of the founda-

and then further at the interruption of the building.
That rejected (disdained) corner-stone is nevertheless become

tion-stone,

CK"i,

!"I3B

the head-stone of the corner (Job xxxviii. 6), which

i.e.

being laid upon the corner, supports and protects the stately
edifice

—an emblem of

the power and dignity to which Israel

has attained in the midst of the peoples out of deep humiliation.

In connection with
tion to Israel

this

we avoid the

only indirect reference of the asserquestion,

—perplexing

in

connection

with the direct reference to the people despised by the heathen,

—how
answers
it

to

be

can the heathen be called "the builders?"
Kurtz
" For the building which the heathen world considers
:

its life's

mission and

the Babel-tower of worldly

its

neither been able nor willing to
this

conjunction of ideas

without historical reality
just as

much
if

make

use of Israel

.

.

."

But

devoid of scriptural support and

is

for the empire of the world has set

;

upon the
upon that of every other people.

value, according to political relations,

incorporation of Israel as

Further,

mission in history to rear, viz.

power and worldly glory, they have

what

beginning of a

is

meant

new

is

Israel's

era that

is

own

despising of the small

dawning,

it

then better ex-

is

plained as in connection with the reference of the declaration
to
iv.

Jesus the Christ in Matt. xxi. 42-44,

11 (vfi IfAwv twv

are the chiefs

and members of Israel

From

1 Pet.

ii.

Christ

is

6,

Rom.

:

ix.

33,

we

itself,

see

xii.

ii.

7,

10

sq.,

Acts

the builders

and not the heathen.

how

this reference to

by means of Isa. xxviii. 16, where
Behold I am He who hath laid in Zion a stone, a

brought about,

Jahve says

Mark

oiKoBofx,ovPT<av), 1 Pet.

viz.

—

stone of trial, a precious corner-stone of well-founded founding
In the light of this Messianic
whoever believeth shall not totter.

prophecy of Isaiah ver. 22 of our Psalm also comes to have a
Messianic meaning, which is warranted by the fact, that the
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of Christ

;

or,

is
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recapitulated and culminates in the history

according to

John

ii.

19-21

(cf.

Zech.

12

vi.

sq.),

more accurately by the fact, that He who in His state of
humiliation is the despised and rejected One is become in His
state of glorification the eternal glorious Temple in which
dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily, and is united
with humanity which has been once for all atoned for. In the
joy of the church at the Temple of the body of Christ which
arose after the three days of burial, the joy which is here
" From with Jahve, i.e.
typically expressed in the words
by the might which dwells with Him, is this come to pass,
wonderful is it become (has it been carried out) in our
still

:

eyes," therefore received

n&6s3,7 like
t

nxnn
t\

He

now

its

fulfilment.

It

is

not nx?3J but

=

"mp
in Gen. xxxiii. 11, nsop
from N"ip
tt
t t
tt in
Deut. xxxi. 29, Jer. xliv. 23, n^ij f rom ^ij, to call, Isa. vii.
14.
We can hear Isa. xxv. 9 sounding through this passage,
as above in vers. 19 sq., Isa. xxvi. 1 sq. The God of Israel has
given this turn, so full of glory for His people, to the history.*
:

is

able

sperity with
i"i3N)

is,

njwin

is

all

as in

/

to plead for

more

every other instance

and pro-

distant salvation

the more fervent confidence.
(yid.

N3N (six times

on cxvi.

4), Milra.

accented regularly on the penult., and draws the

fol-

by means of Dag. forte conj. ; nn^sn
on the other hand is Milra according to the Masora and other
ancient testimonies, and N3 is not dageshed, without Norzi
being able to state any reason for this different accentuation,
After this watchword of prayer of the thanksgiving feast, in
ver. 26 those who receive them bless those who are coming
lowing N3 towards

itself

(K3H with JDecM) in the

name of Jahve, i.e. bid them welcome
His name.
The expression " from the house of Jahve,"
like " from the fountain of Israel" in Ixviii. 27, is equivalent
to, ye who belong to His house and to the church congregated
around it. In the mouth of the people welcoming Jesus as the
Messiah, 'ilaavvd was a " God save the king" (yid. on xx.
10)
they scattered palm branches at the same time, like the lulabs
in

;

at the joyous cry of the

Feast of Tabernacles, and saluted

* The verse, " This is the day which the Lord hath
made,"
according to Chrysostom, an ancient hypophon of the church.
glorious history.

Him

etc.,

It

was,

has a
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with the cry, " Blessed is He who cometh in the name of the
Lord," as being the longed-for guest of the Feast (Matt. xxi. 9).

According

to the Midrash, in ver.

who

thus greet the pilgrims.

salem

Psalm, however,

it is

26 it is the people of JeruIn the original sense of the
the body of Levites and priests above on

who thus receive the congregation that has
The many animals for sacrifice which they brought

the Temple-hill

come

up.

vi. 17.
On the ground of
Jahve has proved Himself to be PK, the absolutely
mighty One, by having granted light to His people, viz. lovingkindness, liberty, and joy, there then issues forth the ejaculation,
" Bind the sacrifice," etc.
The LXX. renders avaT^aaa-Oe
eoprrjv iv tois -irvica^ovcnv, which is reproduced by the Psalterium Romanum : constitute diem solemnem in confrequentationibus, as Eusebius, Theodoret, and Ohrysostom (although
the last waveringly) also interpret it
on the other hand, it is
rendered by the Psalterium Gallicum : in condensis, as Apollinaris and Jerome (in frondosis) also understand it. But much
as Luther's version, which follows the latter interpretation,
" Adorn the feast with green branches even to the horns of the

with them are enumerated in Ezra
the fact that

;

altar," accords
"IDX

with our

German

taste, it is still

untenable

cannot signify to encircle with garlands and the

would
then in

it

be altogether suited to 3H in

this instance

this signification.*

A. Lobwasser renders

correctly, although devoid of taste

:

"

mighty of strength who lighteneth us

it

;

for

nor

Thus

comparatively more

The Lord
all

;

like,

is

great and

fasten your bullocks

horns beside the altar." To the horns ?
So even Hitzig
and others render it. But such a " binding to" is unheard of.
And can "1J? IDS possibly signify to bind on to anything ? And
what would be the object of binding them to the horns of the
to the

altar ?

!

In order that they might not run away ?

!

Hengsten-

berg and von Lengerke at least disconnect the words " unto
the horns of the altar " from any relation to this precautionary
measure, by interpreting

* Synimachus has

:

until

it

(the animal for the festal

felt this, for instead of avaTtiaaah iifiiiv iv roi; xvx.u-

LXX., he renders it, transposing the notions,
cuuHaan h ncajnyvpu wnan/tara.. Ohrysostom interprets this <ns<pct,uw'
(K«t« koX xKaSovs aua^/a-re r$ uetZ, for Montfauoon, who regards this aa
£ov<tw (in condensis) of the

:

the version of the Sexta,

is

in error.

—
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upon the horns of the altar and sacrificed.
No indeed,
then imputed to these words
jn denotes the animals for the feast-offering, and there was so
vast a number of these (according to Ezra be. cit. seven hunsacrifice) is raised

But how much

is

!

dred and twelve) that the whole space of the court of the priests
was full of them, and the binding of them consequently had

horns of the altar. Ainsworth (1627)
"
unto the homes, that is, all the Court
correctly renders
over, untill you come even to the homes of the altar, intending

go on as far as

to

to the

:

boughs." The meaning of the call
and make them ready for
hecatombs
Bring
your
therefore
sacrifice.*
The words " unto (as far as) the horns of the
In ver. 28 (cf. Ex. xv. 2)
altar" have the principal accent.

hereby

many

is

sacrifices or

:

the festal procession replies in accordance with the character of

and then the Psalm closes, in correspondence with
Hodu in which all voices join.

the feast,

its

beginning, with a

PSALM CXIX.
A TWENTY-TWO-FOLD STRING OF APHORISMS BY ONE WHO
PERSECUTED FOR THE SAKE OF HIS FAITH.

IS

Aleph.
1

BLESSED are those whose ways
Who walk in the law of Jahve

are blameless,

!

2 Blessed are those

Who

seek

Him

who keep His

3

They also do no unrighteousness
They walk in His ways.

4

Thou

hast enjoined

To keep them

my

Thy

precepts

diligently.

5

Oh

6

To keep Thy statutes
Then shall I not be ashamed,

that

testimonies,

with the whole heart,

ways were directed
!

When

I have respect unto

Thy commandments.

* In the language of the Jewish ritual Isru-chag is become the name
day which follows the last day of the feast. Ps. csviii.
the customary Psalm for the Isru-chag of all
D^J)1D-

of the after-feast
is

all

;
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7 I will give thanks to Thee with an upright heart,
When I learn the judgments of Thy righteousness,

Thy

8 I will keep

me

Forsake

statutes:

not utterly.
Beth.

9 Wherewithal shall a young

man keep his way
Thy word.

pure

I

If he taketh heed according to

10

With

the whole heart have I sought

Let me
11 In

my

Thee

:

Thy commandments.
treasure up Thy word,

not wander from

heart do I

That I may not sin against Thee.
12 Blessed art Thou, Jahve,
Teach me Thy statutes.
13 With

my

lips

do I recount

All the judgments of

14 In the way of

As

manner

Thy mouth.

testimonies do I rejoice,

of possession.

Thy precepts,
And have respect unto Thy paths.
In Thy statutes do I delight myself,
I will not forget Thy word.

15 I
16

in all

Thy

will

meditate in

Gimel.

17 Deal bountifully with

So

will

I keep

Thy

Thy

servant, that I

may

live,

word.

Thou mine eyes, that I may behold
Wondrous things out of Thy law.

18 Open
19 I

am

a stranger in the earth

:

Hide not Thy commandments from me
20

My

soul

After

is

crushed with longing

Thy judgments

at all times.

21 Thou hast rebuked the proud ;
Cursed are those who do err from Thy commandments.
22 Eemove from me reproach and contempt

For I keep Thy testimonies.
23 Though princes sit and deliberate against me,

Thy

servant doth meditate in

Thy

24 Nevertheless Thy testimonies are

The men

of

my

counsel.

statutes.

my

delight,

: :
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25

My

soul cleaveth unto the dust

Quicken Thou

Teach me Thy
27

Make me
So

28

will

My

according to

Thy

word.

ways, and Thou heardest me:

my

26 I declared

me

statutes.

way of Thy precepts:
Thy wondrous works.

to understand the

I meditate on

soul melteth for heaviness

Thou me according to Thy word.
me the way of lying,
Thy law be gracious unto me.

Strengthen

29 Kemove from

And

with

30 The way of truth I have chosen :
Thy judgments have I set before me.
31 I have given myself up to Thy testimonies:
Jahve, put

me

not to shame.

32 I run the way of

For Thou

Thy commandments,

dost enlarge

my

heart.

He.
33 Teach me, Jahve, the way of Thy statutes,
That I may keep it unto the end.

me understanding, that I may keep Thy instruction,
And observe it with the whole heart.
Make me to walk in the path of Thy commandments

34 Give
35

For

therein do I delight.

36 Incline

And

my

heart unto

Thy

testimonies,

not to covetousness.

37 Turn away mine eyes from beholding vanity;
In Thy way quicken Thou me.

38 Stablish

As

Thy word unto Thy

servant,

makes them fear Thee.
39 Take away my reproach which I fear
For Thy judgments are good.
40 Behold, I long after Thy precepts
Quicken me in Thy righteousness.
that which

Vav.

41

And
Thy

let

Thy

mercies come unto me, Jahve,

salvation, according to

Thy

word,

;

:

—

:
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And

43

And
For

44

him who
Thy word.

I will answer

For I

trust in

And

47

me;

Thy judgments.
Thy law continually,

ever,

I will walk at liberty
I seek

And
And
And

Thy

precepts.

I will speak of
will not

Thy

testimonies before kings,

be ashamed.

I will delight myself in

Which
48

reproaclieth

I will keep

And
For

46
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take not the word of truth utterly out of ray mouth
I hope in

For ever and
45

;

Thy commandments,

I love.

And my

hands

I

will

lift

up unto Thy commandments

[which I love],

And

I will meditate in

Thy

statutes.

Zajin.

49 Remember the word unto Thy servant,
Because Thou hast caused me to hope.
50 This is my comfort in my affliction,
That Thy word hath quickened me.
51 The proud have had me greatly in derision

Thy
Thy judgments

I have not declined from

52 I remembered

And

law.

of old, Jahve,

comforted myself.

53 Indignation hath taken hold upon me because of the wicked,

Who

forsake

Thy

law.

54 Thy statutes are my songs
In the house of my pilgrimage.
55 I have remembered Thy name, Jahve, in the night,
And I have kept Thy law.
56 This is appointed to me,

That I should keep Thy precepts.
Helli.

57 Thou art

my

portion,

Jahve

I have said that I would keep

Thy

words,

58 I entreated Thee with the whole heart

Be

merciful unto

me

according to

Thy

word.

— —

—

:

:

;
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59 I thought on my ways,
And turned my feet unto Thy testimonies.
60 I make haste, and delay not
61

To keep Thy commandments.
The cords of the wicked are round about me

Thy

I do not forget

62

law.

I will rise to give thanks unto Thee
Because of the judgments of Thy righteousness.

At midnight

63 I

am

And

a companion of

all

those

who keep Thy

of those

64 The earth, Jahve,

Teach me Thy

of

is full

who

fear Thee,

precepts.

Thy mercy

statutes.

Teth.

Thy

65 Thou hast dealt well with
Jahve, according unto
66 Teach

For

me good judgment and knowledge,
Thy commandments.

And now
Thou

afflicted

I keep

Thy

I went astray,

word.

and doest good

art good,

Teach me Thy
I will keep

70 Their heart
I delight in

Thy
is

lie

against

me

precepts with the whole heart.

as fat as grease

Thy

71 It was good for

That I might

;

statutes.

69 The proud have forged a

72

servant,

word.

I believe in

67 Before I was
68

Thy

law.

me

learn

that I

Thy

was

afflicted,

statutes.

The law of Thy mouth is better unto me
Than thousands of gold and silver.
Jod.

73 Thy hands have made me and fashioned me
[ments.
Give me understanding, that I may learn Thy command74 Let those who fear Thee be glad when they see me

For I hope in Thy word.
75 I know, Jahve, that righteousness are

And
76 Let

that

Thy

Thou

merciful kindness be for

According

to

Thy

in faithfulness hast afflicted

Thy

promise unto

my

Thy

judgments,

me.

comfort,

servant.

;

:

—
:

:

;

!

;
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77 Let Thy tender mercies come unto me, that I may
For Thy law is my delight.

live

78 Let the proud be ashamed that they dealt falsely with

me

But I meditate on Thy precepts.
79 Let those who fear Thee turn unto me,
And those who know Thy testimonies.
80 Let my heart be sound in Thy statutes,
That I be not ashamed.
Kaph.
81

My

soul fainteth for

Thy

I hope in

82 Mine eyes

fail

When

Thy

salvation

word.
with longing for

Thy

word,

Thou comfort me ?
83 Verily, though I am become like a bottle
Do I not forget Thy statutes.
Saying,

wilt

in the

smoke,

84 Short indeed are the days of Thy servant,
When wilt Thou execute judgment on those who persecute
[me %
85 The proud have digged pits for me,

They who are not after Thy law.
Thy commandments are faithful
They persecute me wrongfully ; help Thou me
87 They had almost consumed me in the land
Yet do I not forsake Thy precepts.

86 All

88 Quicken

So

will

me

after

Thy

loving-kindness,

I keep the testimony of

Thy mouth.

Lamed.
89 For ever, Jahve,

Thy word is settled in heaven.
Thy faithfulness is unto all generations
Thou hast established the earth, and it abideth.
91 They continue this day according to Thy judgments;
For all beings are Thy servants.
90

92 Unless

Thy law had

been

my

delight,

I should then have perished in mine

93 I

will

never forget

Thy

affliction.

precepts

For with them Thou hast quickened me.
94 I

am

Thine, save

For I seek Thy

me

;

precepts.

—

!

:

!

;

:

!

;
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95 If the wicked
I consider

96 To

all

lie in

Thy

wait for

me

to destroy

me—

testimonies.

perfection, as I have seen, there

Yet Thy commandment

without any

is

is

an end,

limits.

Mem.
97

O how love
It

98

my

is

I

Thy

law

meditation

the day.

all

Thy commandments make me
are ever

For they

my

wiser than mine enemies

portion.

99 I have more understanding than

For Thy

testimonies are

my

all

my

teachers;

meditation.

100 I understand more than aged men
For I keep Thy precepts.
101 I refrain my feet from every evil way,
;

That I may keep Thy word.
102 I have not departed from Thy judgments
For Thou hast taught me.
103 How sweet are Thy words unto my taste,
Sweeter than honey

104 From Thy

to

my

mouth

precepts I get understanding

Therefore I hate every false way.

Nun.
105

Thy word

And

is

a

lamp unto

a light unto

my

my

feet,

path.

106 I have sworn, and I will perform it,
That I will keep Thy righteous judgments.
107 I am afflicted very much
Quicken me, Jahve, according unto Thy word
108 Accept the freewill offerings of my mouth, Jahve,
And teach me Thy judgments.
109

My

soul

is

continually in

my

hand

Yet do I not forget Thy law.
110 The wicked have

Yet do
111

Thy

laid a snare for

I not err from

Thy

me

:

precepts.

testimonies have I taken as a heritage for ever

For they

are the rejoicing of

112 I have inclined mine heart
For ever, even unto the end.

my
to

heart.

perform

Thy

statutes

;

—

: :

:

:;
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Samech.

113 I hate the double-minded,
And Thy law do I love.
114 My hiding-place and my shield art Thou:
I hope in Thy word.
115 Depart from me, ye evil-doers
I will keep the commandments of my God.
116 Uphold me according unto Thy word, and I

And

let

me

me

117 Hold Thou

And
118

not be ashamed of

down

hast trodden

Thy

all

Therefore I love

My

flesh

And

I

is

am

Thy

statutes continually.

them

For their intrigue is falsehood.
119 Thou puttest away all the wicked
120

shall live,

hope.

up, and I shall be safe,

I will have respect unto

Thou

my

that err

from Thy
[statutes

;

of the earth like dross

testimonies.

rigid for terror of Thee,

Thy

afraid of

judgments.

Ajin.

121 I have done judgment and righteousness

:

Thou wilt not leave me to mine oppressors.
122 Be surety for Thy servant for good
Let not the proud oppress me.

Thy salvation,
Thy righteousness.
124 Deal with Thy servant according unto Thy
And teach me Thy statutes.
125 Thy servant am I, give me understanding,
That I may know Thy testimonies.
123 Mine eyes

And

126 It

is

fail

for the

for

word

of

mercy,

time to interpose for Jahve

They have made

void

Thy

law.

127 Therefore I love Thy commandments
More than gold, and than fine gold.
128 Therefore I esteem all precepts concerning
I hate every false way.

Phe
129 Wonderful are
Therefore doth

Thy

my

(Pe).

testimonies

soul

keep them.

all

things to
[be right

!
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130 The unfolding of Thy words giveth light
Giving understanding unto the simple.
131 I opened my mouth, and panted
For I long for Thy commandments.
132 Look Thou upon me, and be merciful uuto me,
As is right towards those who love Thy name.
133 Establish my steps by Thy word,
And let not any iniquity have dominion over me.
134 Deliver me from the oppression of man,
;

And

I will keep

135 Make

And

Thy

teach

Thy

precepts.

face to shine

me Thy

upon Thy

servant,

statutes.

136 Mine eyes run down rivers of waters,
Because they keep not Thy law.
Tsade.

137 Eighteous art Thou, Jahve,
And upright are Thy judgments.

138 Thou hast commanded

And
139

My

Thy

testimonies in righteousness,

in very faithfulness.

zeal

consumeth me,

For mine adversaries have forgotten Thy words.
140 Thy word is very pure,

And Thy servant loveth it.
am young and despised
Yet do not I forget Thy precepts.
Thy righteousness is that which is
And Thy law truth.

141 I

142

:

right for ever,

143 Trouble and anguish have taken hold on

me

Yet thy commandments are my delight.
144 Thy testimonies are that which is right for ever
Give me understanding that I may live.
Koph.

—

145 I call with the whole heart answer
Jahve, Thy statutes will I keep
146 When I cry unto Thee, save me,

me

!

And I will keep Thy testimonies
147 Early, even before the dawning of the morning, did
I
'
I hoped in Thy word.
{make supplication

:

;;
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148 Mine eyes anticipate the night-watches,
To meditate on Thy word.
149 Hear my voice according unto Thy loving-kindness
Jahve, quicken me according to Thy judgments.
150 They draw nigh who follow after mischief,
Who are far from Thy law :
151 Thou com est

And

152

all

the nearer,

O

;

Jahve,

Thy commandments are truth.
From Thy testimonies I have known for
all

That Thou hast founded them for

a long time

ever.

Resh.

153 Look upon mine affliction, and deliver
For I do not forget Thy law.
154 Plead my cause and deliver me,
Quicken me according to Thy word.

me

is far from the wicked,
For they seek not Thy statutes.
156 Abundant are Thy tender mercies, Jahve

155 Salvation

Quicken
157

Many

me

are

Thy

according to

my

judgments.

persecutors and mine oppressors;

I decline not from

Thy

testimonies.

158 I beheld the transgressors, and was grieved,
Because they kept not Thy word.
159 Consider that I love Thy precepts
Quicken me, Jahve, according to Thy loving-kindness.
:

160 The sum of

And

Thy word

[for ever.

truth,

is

every one of the judgments of

Thy

righteousness

Sin, Shin.

161 Princes have persecuted

But my heart standeth
162 I rejoice over

As one

Thy

me

in

without a cause,

awe

of

Thy

words.

word,

that findeth great spoil.

163 Pretended faith I hate, and I abhor it
Thy law do I love.
164 Seven times a day do I praise Thee
Because of the judgments of Thy righteousness.
165 Great peace have they who love Thy law,
And nothing causeth them to stumble.
VOL. III.
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166 Jahve, I hope for Thy salvation,
And do Thy commandments.
167

My

soul keepeth

And

Thy

testimonies,

them exceedingly.
168 I keep Thy precepts and Thy testimonies,
For all my ways are before Thee.
I love

Thav (Too).
169 Let my cry come up before Thee, Jahve;
Give me understanding according to Thy word.
170 Let my supplication come up before Thee,
Deliver

171

My

me

according to

That Thou
172

My
For

Thy

promise.

lips shall utter praise,

dost teach

me Thy statutes.
Thy word,

tongue doth speak of
all

Thy commandments

are righteousness.

173 Let Thy hand be a help unto me,
For I have chosen Thy precepts.
174 I have longed for Thy salvation, Jahve,
And Thy law is my delight.
175 Let my soul live and praise Thee,

And

let

Thy judgments

help me.

—

176 If I should go astray as a lost sheep seek
For I do not forget Thy commandments.

Thy

servant,

To the Hodu Ps. cxviii., written in gnome-like, wreathed style,
appended the throughout gnomico-didactic Ps. cxix., consisting
of one hundred and seventy-six Masoretic verses, or regarded in
relation to the strophe, distichs, which according to the twenty-

is

two

letters of the

alphabet fall into twenty-two groups (called

by the old expositors the oySodBe? or octonarii of this Psalmus
literatus s. alphabetites)

;

for each group contains eight verses

each of which begins with the same consecutive
The Latin Psalters (as the Psalterium
letter (8 x 22
176).
Veronense, and originally perhaps all the old Greek Psalters)
(distichs),

=

have the name of the

letter before each group ; the Syriac has
the signs of the letters; and in the Complutensian Bible, as
also elsewhere, a new line hegins with each group.
The Tal-

mud, B. Berachoth, says of this Psalm " it consists of eight
Aleplis" etc. the Masora styles it xm an":: xsSx the Midrash
:

;

;
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on

called

is

it

km

KDi>K STUD,

In our German version

'BK.

"The

C

God ;"

inexhaustible fulness what the

twom

and the Pesikta

Knp'DS

has the appropriate inscription,

AB

Christian's golden

and use of the word of

it
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the praise, love, power,

of

for here

we have

word of God

set forth in

man, and
behave himself in relation to it. The Masora
observes that the Psalm contains only the one verse 122, in
which some reference or other to the word of revelation is not

how

a

man

is

is

to a

to

—

a many-linked chain of
found as in all the 175 others*
synonyms which runs through the whole Psalm. In connection with this ingenious arrangement, so artfully devised and
carried out,

it

may

also not be

merely accidental that the address

Jahve occurs twenty-two times, as Bengel has observed
vicesies

:

bis et

pro numero octonariorum.

All kinds of erroneous views have, however, been put forth

concerning this Psalm. Koster, von Gerlach, Hengstenberg, and

Hupfeld renounce

all

attempts to show that there

is

any accord-

ance whatever with a set plan, and find here a series of maxims
without any internal progression and connection.
at once with the error, that

of

we have

Ewald begins

before us the long prayer

an old experienced teacher. But from vers. 9 sq. it is clear
is a " young man," a fact that is also cor-

that the poet himself

The poet is a young man, who
which is clearly described he is
derided, oppressed, persecuted, and that by those who despise
the divine word (for apostasy encompasses him round about),
and more particularly by a government hostile to the true religion, vers. 23, 46, 161.
He is lying in bonds (ver. 61, cf. 83),

roborated by vers. 99 and 100.
finds himself in a situation

:

expecting death (ver. 109), and recognises in his
is

true,

word
help,

is

God's salutary humbling, and
his

affliction, it

in the midst of

it

God's

comfort and his wisdom, but he also yearns for

and earnestly prays

for

it.

—The whole Psalm

is

a prayer

for stedfastness in the midst of an ungodly, degenerate race,

and

in the midst of great trouble,

which

is

heightened by the

* " In every verse,'' this is the observation of the Masora on ver. 122,
" ver. 122 only excepted, we find one of the ten (pointing to the ten fundamental words or decalogue of the Sinaitic Law) expressions: word,
saying, testimonies, way, judgment, precept, commandment (?ym), law, statute,
truth" (according to another reading, righteousness).
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pain he feels at the prevailing apostasy, and a prayer for

ulti-

group Kaph to an urgent how
of the Psalm is
physiognomy
sharply-defined
long!
If this
recognised, then the internal progression will not fail to be dis-

mate deliverance which

rises in

cerned.
fidelity to

After the poet has praised
(Alepli),

and described

it

the word of

as the virtue of all virtues

young man and

God

which

is

which he devotes himself
(Beth), he prays, in the midst of the scoffing and persecuting
persons that surround him, for the grace of enlightenment

of service to the

to

(Gimel), of strengthening (Daleth), of preservation {He), of

and joyful confession (Vav) ; God's word is all his
thought and pursuit (Zajin), he cleaves to those who fear God
(JTeth), and recognises the salutary element of His humbling
suitable

(Teth), but

is in

need of comfort (Jod) and sighs

:

how long!

mighty word of God he
this is his wisdom in difficult circumstances (Mem)
he has sworn fidelity to it, and maintains his
fidelity as being one who is persecuted (Nun), and abhors and
(Kaph.) Without the
would despair (Lamed)

eternal, sure,

;

;

despises the apostates (Samech).
will not suffer

him

to

He

be crushed (Ajin)

is
;

oppressed, but

He

doings of the ungodly, which wring from him floods of
to prevail over

him (Phi)

God

will not suffer the

— over him, the small

(still

tears,

youthful)

and despised one whom zeal concerning the prevailing godlessness is consuming away (Tsade).
Oh that God would hear
his crying by day and by night (Koph), would revive him
speedily with His helpful pity (Resh)
him, viz., who being persecuted by princes clings fast to Him (Shin), and would seek
him the isolated and so sorely imperilled sheep! (Tav.) This outline does not exhaust the fundamental thoughts of the separate
ogdoades, and they might surely be still more aptly reproduced,
but this is sufficient to show that the Psalm is not wanting in
coherence and progressive movement, and that it is not an
ideal situation and mood, but a situation and mood based upon
public relationships, from which this manifold celebration of

—

the divine word, as a fruit of

its

teaching, has spruno-.

natural to suppose that the composition of the Psalm
falls in those times of the Greek domination in which the
It

is

government was

Jews

hostile, and a large party from among the
themselves, that was friendly towards the government,
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persecuted all decided confessors of the Tora.
Hitzig says,
" It can be safely maintained that the Psalm was written in the

Maccabsean age by a renowned Israelite who was in imprisonment under Gentile authorities." It is at least probable that

work

the plaited

of so long a Psalm, which, in connection with

from beginning to end gives us
mien of a confessor, is
the work of one in prison, who whiled away his time with
this plaiting together of his complaints and his consolatory
all

that

about

is artificial

a glimpse of

it,

the subdued afflicted

thoughts.

The

Vers. 1-8.

Blessed are those

eightfold Aleph.

who

word of God ; the poet wishes to be one
The alphabetical Psalm on the largest scale begins

act according to the
of these.

appropriately, not merely with a simple (cxii. 1), but with a

twofold ashrS.

In

ver.

It refers principally to those integri vice

Perfects, as denoting that which

carried further.

is

(vitce).

3 the description of those who are accounted blessed
is

habitual,

In ver. 4 ibOT ex-

alternate with futures used as presents.

presses the purpose of the enjoining, as in ver. 5 the goal of the

vnx (whence

directing,

of

o

ns

si.

(vid. supra,

On

US*

cf.

vnirt,

428) and
Prov. iv. 26
i.

y

2 Kings v. 3) is compounded
Q]?), and consequently signifies

(LXX.

The

KaTevdwdeirjaav).

then, when I
expanded anew in ver. Qb
namely. " Judgments of Thy righteousness" are the decisions
concerning right and wrong which give expression to and put in
execution the righteousness of God.* ''IP^ refers to Scripture
retrospective tN

in

is

:

comparison with history.
Vers. 9-16.

The

with the word of God, a
poet desires

order to
Ixxiii.

it.

this,

To

13, Prov.

Acting in accordance

eightfold Beth.

young man

walks blamelessly

;

the

and supplicates God's gracious assistance in
purify or cleanse one's
xx. 9) signifies to

way

maintain

it

or walk

pure

(ri|T,

(J\l,

root

cf.
"]T,

* The word " judgments" of our English authorized version is retained
most convenient word it must, however, be borne
in mind that in this Psalm it belongs to the " chain of synonyms," and
does not mean God's acts of judgment, its more usual meaning in the Old
Testament Scriptures, but is used as denned above, and is the equivalent
in the text as being the

here of the

German

Eechte, not Gerichte.

;

—Te.

;

2 46*
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nitere ;*

cJj, to prick, to strike the eye,

or to free

9a

in ver.

;

also signify

it

from

Fleischer in

424) from the spotting of
Ver. 96 is the answer to the question
custodiendo semetipsum, for "lots' can

Levy's Chalddisches Worterhuch,
sin,

vid.

it.

"ibB>? signifies

i.

" to be on one's guard" without 1^33 (Josh. vi. 18).
{e.g. xviii. 31) ^D"? 05? alternates throughout with

The

old classic

17.3'i

;

One

both are intended collectively.

the word in one's heart

when one has

it

said to hide (|SV)

is

continually present

with him, not merely as an outward precept, but as an inward

motive power in opposition to
In ver. 12 the poet makes his
''JViSD in

tion.

ing, as in

ver.

Deut.

13 does not
nilV

vi. 7.

contrary, in ver. 138

is

is

(Job

selfish action

xxiii.

12).

way through adoration to petimean enumeration, but recountthe plural to Wig niiy, on the
;

the plural to

svijjf :

both are used of

God's attestation of Himself and of His will in the word of
?V3 signifies, according to ver. 162, " as over"

revelation.

"

as it were more than (Olshausen)
.'^3), not
would only be troublesome in connection with this interpretation.
With reference to Jin, which has occurred already

(short for ?V

lt:

:

the 3

in xliv. 13, cxii. 3
ease, opulence,

(from

pn,

.-a,,

to

be

light, levem), aisance,

and concrete, goods, property,

Levy's Chald. Wurterb.
traced out in the

i.

423

sq.

word of God

;

vid. Fleischer in

TniT}S, ver. 15, are the paths

these he will studiously keep

in his eye.

The eightfold Gimel. This is his life's aim
under fear of the curse of apostasy ; he will do it
though he suffer persecution on account of it. In ver. 17

Vers. 17-24.

he

will

also

do

:

it

the expression

is

only n^nx as cxviii. 19, not n^nsi as in vers. 77,

116, 144: the apodosis imper. only begins with nnoB'Ni whereas
rvns is the good itself for the bestowment of which the poet
73 in ver. 18a is imper. apoc. Piel for n^, like D3 in
Dan. i. 12. HisOW is the expression for everything supernatural
and mysterious which is incomprehensible to the ordinary
understanding and is left to the perception of faith.
The
Tora beneath the surface of its letter contains an abundance
of such " wondrous things," into which only eyes from which.

prays.

* The word receives the meaning of uik»v

itnd^, from

the signification of outshining

{vid. supra,

ii.

136), like

= overpowering.

Jj

;
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has removed the covering of natural short-sighteduess

hence the prayer in ver. 18. Upon earth we have
;
no abiding resting-place, we sojourn here as in a strange land
(ver. 19, xxxix. 13, 1 Ohron. xxix. 15).
Hence the poet prays
in ver. 19 that God would keep His commandments, these
rules of conduct for the journey of life, in living consciousness
penetrate

Towards

for him.

Dl| (Hiph. in

and here,

this,

Lam.

like the

iii.

according to ver. 20, his longing tends.
16) signifies to crush in pieces, ,Lp-,

Aramaic

D1?,

1

D ]?, to be crushed, broken in

n ?xn? (from 3Nn, vers. 40, 174, a secondary

pieces.

the bias of

!"DX) states

mind

in or at

which the soul

thus overpowered even to being crushed

longing after God's judgments,

viz.

thorough knowledge of them.

In

form of

feels itself

crushing from
more and more

it is

:

after a

21 the

ver.

LXX.

has

probably caught the meaning of the poet better than the pointing has done, inasmuch as

21a

so that ver.

consists of

it

draws iTwcardpaToi,

two words, just

to ver. 216,

and Kamphausen also follows this in his rendering.
as

an attribute

22 (?yo)

hi,

?>,

;

whereas

it

DW'n : cursed (tin

before TniVDD

Instead of

and as an accusative of the predicomes in naturally as a predicate

unpoetical,

is

cate far-fetched

=

X

" roll" (from P«, Josh.

" uncover"

= n?3,

Lam.

ii.

14,

iv.

deteslari), viz.

v. 9), it is

by God.

pointed in ver.

as in ver. 18, reproach being con-

ceived of as a covering or veil (as

(perhaps also

89a
For ^"WIK

like vers. 59a,

22,

e.g.

in lxix. 8), cf. Isa. xxii. 8

if

7V n?i there signifies " to

remove the covering upon anything").
Jer. xxxvi. 25, has the sense of

''S'DS,

D3 in ver. 23a, as in

etiamsi

;

and

D3 in ver

24a the sense of nevertheless, o/aws, Ew. § 354, a. On 3 "I3"1J
(reciprocal), cf. Ezek. xxxiii. 30.
As in a criminal tribunal,
princes

sit

and

deliberate

how they may be

able to render

him

harmless.

Vers. 25-32. The eightfold Daleth. He is in deep trouble,
and prays for consolation and strengthening by means of
God's word, to which he resigns himself.
His soul is fixed
dust (xliv. 26) in connection with such non-recognition
In ver.
and proscription, and is incapable of raising itself.
to the

256 he implores new strength and spirits (n*n as in lxxi.
20, lxxxv. 7) from God, in conformity with and by reason of
His word. He has rehearsed his walk in every detail to God,
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and has not been left without an answer, which has assured
him of His good pleasure may He then be pleased to advance
him ever further and further in the understanding of His word,
nevertheless
in order that, though men are against him, he may
have God on his side, vers. 26, 27. The complaint and request
:

*[Fl refers to the
expressed in ver. 25 are renewed in ver. 28.
soul, which is as it were melting away in the trickling down of
tears ; D»j? is a Piel of Aramaic formation belonging to the later

In vers. 29, 30 the way of lies or of treachery, and
of faithfulness or of perseverance in the truth, stand

language.

way

the

in opposition to one another.
accusative,

inasmuch

is construed with a double
not the rigid notion of a fixed

)in

as 'Tiin has

teaching, but of living empirical instruction.
~i))b

nits',

xvi. 8) signifies to

put

that stands before one's eyes.

God

;

may

or set, viz. as

He

njE>

(short for

a norma normans

cleaves to the testimonies of

Jahve not disappoint the hope which to

him

springs

up out of them, according to the promise, ver. 31. He runs,
i.e. walks vigorously and cheerfully, in the way of God's commandments, for He has widened his heart, by granting and
preserving to the persecuted one the joyfulness of confession

and the confidence of hope.
He further prays for
Vers. 33-40. The eightfold He.
instruction and guidance that he may escape the by-paths of
selfishness

and of disavowal.

The noun

3pV, used also else-

where as an accus. adverb., in the signification ad extremum
njnJTK (with a
(vers. 33 and 112) is peculiar to our poet.
Shebd which takes a colouring in accordance with the principal
form) refers back to
In the petition " give me under"
standing (which occurs six times in this Psalm) f^ri is causative, as in Job xxxii. 8, and frequently in the post-exilic
=]"}.?.•

writings.

V^

(from

Jfifa,

abscindere, as «ep8o? accords in sound

and acquisition by means of the
damage which one does to his neighbour by depreciating his
property, by robbery, deceit, and extortion (1 Sam. viii. 3), and
as a name of a vice, covetousness, and in general selfishness.
K)f is that which is without real, i.e. without divine, contents
with

Ktipe.iv)

signifies gain

or intrinsic worth,

*

— God-opposed

teaching and

Heidenheim and Baer erroneously have

trary to the Masora.

life.

*P"n_3*

^amj with Jod. plural, con-

";
:

PSALM CXIX.
is

a defective plural;

quently.

cf.

Tjpn, ver. 41, IBSIPiM, ver. 43, and fre-

Establishing, in ver. 38,

of the divine
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equivalent to a realizing

is

The

word or promise.

relative clause ION"!]?

"ib>x

not to be referred to 'HfV? according to ver. 85 (where the
expression is different), but to innos : fulfil to Thy servant

is

Thy word

or promise, as that which (quippe quae) aims at

attaining the fear of

Thee and increasing

The reproach which

xl. 4).

the poet fears in ver. 39

the reproach of confessing, but of denying
1

H

LJSK>!2

are not God's judgments

revealed decisions or judgments
it

well with

is

God

men

therein (cf. cxxx. 4,

:

[i.e.

God.

acts of

is not
Accordingly

judgment], but

these are good, inasmuch as

him who keeps thein. He can appeal before
he is set upon the knowledge and experi-

to the fact that

ence of these with longing of heart; and he bases his request
upon the fact that God by virtue of His righteousness, i.e. the
stringency with which He maintains His order of grace, both
as to its promises and its duties, would quicken him, who is at
present as it were dead with sorrow and weariness.
The eightfold Vav. He prays for the grace
Vers. 41-48.
The LXX. renders
of true and fearlessly joyous confession.
crov;
but the Targum
ver. 41a: ical ekdoi eV e/^e to e'Xeds
lxiii.
have
the plural
rightly
(cf.
ver.
Isa.
and Jerome
77,
7)
accordance
with
His proloving-kindness
in
proofs
of
God's
will
obliged
position
that
he
not
be
him
in
the
mises will put
to be

dumb

in the

presence of him

prop, a plucker, cf. t-ijj&-> a

lamb

who

reproaches him (HIP,

=a

plucker of leaves or

but will be able to answer him on the ground of his
The verb rup? which in itself has many
meanings, acquires the signification " to give an answer

grass),

own

experience.

through the word, l^J, that is added (synon. "n't ^pn). Ver.
43 also refers to the duty of confessing God. The meaning
of the prayer is, that God may not suffer him to come to such
a pass that he will be utterly unable to witness for the truth
for language dies

of

it

before God.

for his

hope

is

set

away
The

in the

mouth

of

him who

is

unworthy

writer has no fear of this for himself,

towards God's judgments (j\S&fu?, defective

149 ; in proof of which, compare vers.
156 and 175), his confidence takes its stand upon them. The
futures which follow from vers. 44 to 48 declare that what he

plural, as also in ver.
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would willingly do by the grace of God, and strives to do, h
to walk narna, in a broad space (elsewhere srnisa), therefore
not equivalent to happily,
but courageously and unconstrainedly, without allowing myself
unstraitened, which in this instance

is

be intimidated, and said of inward freedom which makes
In ver. 46 the Vulgate renders Et
itself known outwardly.
to

:

loquelar de (in) testimoniis tuis in conspectu regum et non confimdebar the motto of the Augsburg Confession, to which it

—

was adapted especially in connection with this historical interpretation of the two verbs, which does not correspond to the
original text.
The lifting up of the hands in ver. 48 is an
expression of fervent longing desire, as in connection with
prayer, xxviii. 2,

lxiii.

The second TOnx

l^'x

cxxxiv. 2, cxli. 2,

5,

open

is

rw

2

inadvertent repetition.

or audible meditating that

The

is

to

and frequently.

the suspicion of being an

(synon. 3 run) signifies a

still

absorbed in the object.

God's word is his
and when he burns
with indignation at the apostates, God's word is his solace.
Since in ver. 49 the expression is not T^n but "HI, >t ls n °t to
be interpreted according to xcviii. 3, cvi. 45, but remember
the word addressed to Thy servant, because Thou hast made
me hope (Piel causat. as e.g. '"IE"}, to cause to forget, Gen. xli.
Vers, 49-56.

eightfold

hope and his trust amidst

all

Zajin.

derision

;

:

i.e. hast comforted me by promising me a blessed issue,
and hast directed my expectation thereunto. This is his comfort in his dejected condition, that God's promissory declaration has quickened him and proved its reviving power in his
case.
In ''JW^n (^ir^n), ludificantur, it is implied that the
DHI are just CX?, frivolous persons, libertines, free-thinkers

51),

(Prov. xxi. 24).

(judgments) of

V&5V D, ver. 52, are the valid,
God revealed from the veriest

remembrance

verified decisions

olden times.

In

which determine the lot of a man
according to the relation he holds towards them, the poet found
comfort.
It can be rendered : then I comforted myself
or
according to a later usage of the Eithpa. : I was comforted.
Concerning nawr, cestus, vid. xi. 6, and on the subject-matter,

the

of these,

;

The

life " the house of
man's (cxv. 16), but
he has no abiding resting-place there (1 Chron. xxix.
15), his

vers. 21, 104.

his

pilgrimage;" for

poet calls his earthly

it is

D^iy JV2 (Eccles. xii. 5)

is

true the earth

is

elsewhere (vid. supra, ver. 19, xxxix.

;

PSALM CSIX.
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his "songs,"

which give him

spiritual refreshing, sweeten the hardships of the pilgrimage,

and measure and hasten his steps. The Name o£ God has
been in his mind hitherto, not merely by day, but also by night
and in consequence of this he has kept God's law (mcsyKlj as
five times besides in this Psalm, cf. iii. 6, and to be distinguished
from motPNI, ver. 44). Just this, that he keeps (observat) God's

To

precepts, has fallen to his lot.
allotted (iv. 8), to

him

The

Vers. 57-64.

keep God's word

is

this

others something else

is

one most needful thing.

eightfold Heth.

To

understand and to

bis portion, the object of his incessant pray-

ing and thanksgiving, the highest grace or favour that can come

According to xvi. 5, lxxiii. 26, the words 'n ^n belong
Ver. 576 is an inference drawn from it (? 1D8J as in
Ex. ii. 14, and frequently), and the existing division of the
'33 n?n, as in xlv. 13, is an expression of
verse is verified.

to

him.

together.

caressing, flattering entreaty

His turning

cere).

to the

;

in Latin, caput niulcere (demul-

word

of

God

the poet describes in

59 as a result of a careful trying of his actions. After
that he quickly and cheerfully, ver. 60, determined to keep it
without any long deliberation with flesh and blood, although
The meaning of
the snares of wicked men surround him.
ver.

v3n

is

determined according to ver. 110 : the pointing does not
might have expected between v2n,

distinguish so sharply as one

wBlvas, and v^Cj snares, bonds (yid. xviii. 5 sq.) ; but the plural
nowhere, according to the usage of the language as we now

have
x.

it,

signifies

5 (Bottcher,

midnight
before

(ace. temp, as in

God and

with, he

bands (companies), from the singular in 1 Sam.
Thankfulness urges him to get up at
800).

§

is

to pray.

Job xxxiv. 20) to prostrate himself
Accordingly he is on friendly terms

closely connected with (Prov. xxviii. 24),

all

who

God. Out of the fulness of the loving-kindness of God,
which is nowhere unattested upon earth (ver. 64a = xxxiii. 5),
he implores for himself the inward teaching concerning His
word as the highest and most cherished of mercies.
Vers. 65-72. The eightfold Teth. The good word of the
gracious God is the fountain of all good ; and it is learned in
He reviews his life, and sees in everythe way of lowliness.
befallen
him the good and well-meaning aphas
thing that
fear

pointment of the

God

of salvation in accordance with the plan
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and order of salvation of His word. The form T^y, which is
the form out of pause, is retained in ver. 65a beside Athnach,
although not preceded by Olewejored (cf. xxxv. 19, xlvm. 11,
Clinging believingly to the

Prov. xxx. 21).

commandments

He

God, he is able confidently to pray that
" good discernment" and " knowledge."

of

would teach him
the

D$>B is ethically

capacity of distinguishing between good and evil, and of discovering the latter as it were by touch DJfD 2«3, good discernment, is a coupling of words like 3^ 31D, a happy disposition,
;

God has brought him into this relationship to
His word by humbling him, and thus setting him right out of
rn»K in ver. 676, as in ver. 11, is not
his having gone astray.
God's utterance conveying a promise, but imposing a duty.
cheerfulness.

God

called 3iD as

is

He who

is

graciously disposed towards

man, and 3'tpD as He who acts out this disposition this loving
and gracious God he implores to become his Teacher. In his
fidelity to God's word he does not allow himself to be led astray
by any of the lies which the proud try to impose upon him
to patch to(Bottcher), or better absolutely (cf. Job xiii. 4)
gether over him, making the true nature unrecognisable as it
were by means of false plaster or whitewash (??9> *° smear
over, bedaub, as the Targumic, Talmudic, and Syriac show).
If the heart of these men, who by slander make him into a
caricature of himself, is covered as it were with thick fat (a
figure of insensibility and obduracy, xvii. 10, lxxiii. 7, Isa. vi.
;

:

10,

LXX.

against

all

eTvprnOrj,

Aquila iXnrdvBr], Symmachus

the impressions of the

word

of

other hand, has his delight in the law of

God,

ifj.va\<I>8rj)

he, on the

God (5??W

with

an accusative of the object, not of that which is delighted,
xciv. 19, but of that which delights).
How beneficial has the
school of affliction through which he has attained to this, been

him
The word proceeding from the mouth of God
more precious to him than the greatest earthly riches.

to

!

Vers. 73-80.

The

in order that

he

God

eightfold Jod.

also exalts again according to

may be

His word

;

God

humbles, but

He

for this the poet prays

a consolatory example to the

fearing, to the confusion of his enemies.

now

is

God-

It is impossible that

should forsake man, who is His creature, and deny to him
which makes him truly happy, viz. the understanding and
knowledge of His word. For this spiritual gift the poet prays
that

;:
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ill ver. 73 (cf. on 73a, Deut. xxxii. 6, Job
he wishes in ver. 74 that all who fear God

x. 8, xxxi.

may

15)

and

;

him with
joy an example of the way in which trust in the word of God
is rewarded (cf. xxxiv. 3, xxxv. 27, lxix. 33, cvii. 42, and other
passages).
He knows that God's acts of judgment are pure
righteousness, i.e. are regulated by God's holiness, out of which
they spring, and by the salvation of men, at which they aim
and he knows that God has humbled him i"i:i»K (accus. adverb.
D£3), being faithful in His intentions towards him for
for
see in

™

;

just in the school of affliction that one

it is

first

learns rightly

worth of His word, and comes to feel its power.
though sweetened by an insight into God's salutary
nevertheless always bitter; hence the well-justified

to estimate the

But

trouble,

design,

is

may notwithstanding be
bestowed upon him foi-his consolation, in accordance with the

prayer of ver. 76, that God's mercy

promise which

is

become

his (? as in ver. 49a),

His

servant's,

rw, ver. 78, instead of being construed with the accusative of
the right, or of the cause, that is perverted, is construed with
the accusative of the person

flicted,

Job xix.
The wish

as in

in ver. 61.

according to

lxxiii.

6,

is

ing to the Chethib *jn?l
"h WltJ'J is

Lam.

36.

iii.

Ghajug' reads

expressed in ver. 79

is

of

W
is

in-

as

to be understood

10, Jer. xv. 19, cf. Prov. ix. 4, 16.

instead of , jn^ (which

may

upon whom such perversion

such oppression by means of misrepresentation,

right,

If

favoured by ver. 63), we read accord(cf. ver. 125), then what is meant by

a turning towards

him

for the purpose of learning

knowledge be enriched from his experience. For
himself, however, in ver. 80 he desires unreserved, faultless,
unwavering adherence to God's word, for only thus is he
their

secure against being ignominiously undeceived.

Vers. 81-88.

The

eightfold

according to God's promise

when within a very

little

Kaph.

his

This strengthening

n ?3) now,
(
enemies have compassed his

is his

earnest desire

His soul and eyes languish (n?3 as in lxix. 4,
xix. 27) for God's salvation, that it may be
unto him according to God's word or promise, that this word
may be fulfilled. In ver. 83 '3 is hypothetical, as in xxi. 12
ruin

(i"1

??).

lxxxiv. 3, cf.

Job

and frequently ; here, as perhaps also in xxvii. 10, in the sense
of " although " (Ew. § 362, b). He does not suffer anything to
drive God's

word out

of his mind, although he

is

already become
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The

89-96.

blackened and shrivelled up in the smoke.

custom of the ancients of placing jars with wine over the

make the wine prematurely old, i.e. to mellow
does not yield anything towards the
Kosenmiiller),
it (vid.
understanding of this passage : the skin-bottle that is not in-

smoke

in order to

and the fact that it
is hung up on high
upward ascending smoke is intelligible,
notwithstanding the absence of any mention of the chimney.
The point of comparison, in which we agree for the most part
with Hitzig, is the removal of him who in his dungeon is con-

tended for present use

;

to withstand the

had

drudgery of his persecutors. Hiss in
Our life here below is
ver. 84 is equivalent to " how few."
short, so also is the period within which the divine righteousnirw (instead of which the LXX.
ness can reveal itself,

tinually exposed to the

erroneously reads miTtr),
relative clause, ver. 85b,

pits,

is

lvii. 7.
The
"proud" as being a
there was no necessity for

an old word,

describes the

contradiction to the revealed law

;

for

saying that to dig a pit for others

is

not in accordance with

commandments are an emanation of His
but it is
faithfulness, and therefore too demand faithfulness
just this faithfulness that makes the poet an object of deadly
hatred.
They have already almost destroyed him "in the
this law.

All God's

;

land."
at the

It

generally rendered " on earth

is

beginning of the following octonary

to be an antithesis to

other

;"

hand

it,

nor does

iv toi? ovpavois,

it

Matt.

but " in heaven
too far

is

sound

like

v. 12).

It

one

removed
on the

(cf.

therefore

is

"

:

in

where they think they are the
only ones who have any right there, they have almost destroyed
the land (cf.

lviii. 3, lxxiii. 9),

But he

him, without shaking the constancy of his faith.
in

need of fresh grace

last

in order that

he

may

stands

not, however, at

succumb.
Vers. 89-96.

The

eightfold

Lamed.

Eternal and im-

perishable in the constant verifying of itself

is

the vigorous

and consolatory word of God, to which the poet will ever
It has heaven as its standing-place, and therefore it
cling.
also has the qualities of heaven,
like stability.

and before

all

others, heaven-

Ps. lxxxix. (ver. 3) uses similar language in

reference to God's faithfulness, of which here ver. 90 says that
it endureth into all generations.
The earth hath He creatively
set up,

and

it

standeth., viz. as a practical proof

and as a scene
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97-104.

of His infinite, unchangeable faithfulness.

Heaven and

earth

are not the subjects of ver. 91 (Hupfeld), for only the earth

is

previously mentioned; the reference to the heavens in ver. 89
is

Hitzig and others see the

of a very different character.

Thy judgments, they stand
day ; but the T7.?S which follows requires another

subject in T£StJ>p?
fast

unto

this

meaning

with respect to

:

to be assigned to V1DJJ

ready for service,

Num. xxxv.

either of taking

:

or, since BSB>»^>

lay

is

up

one's place

a current phrase in

12, Josh. xx. 6, Ezek. xliv. 24, of placing one's self

ready to obey (Bb'ttcher). The subject of V1BJJ, as the following
?3H shows, is meant to be thought of in the most general sense (cf.

Job xxxviii. 14) all beings are God's servants (subjects), and
have accordingly to be obedient and humble before His judicial
:

decisions

—

Di s n,

" even to this day," the poet adds, for these judi-

cial decisions are

Joy

Tora.

those which are formulated beforehand in the

in this ever sure, all-conditioning

He who

the poet in his affliction, ver. 92.

word has upheld

has been persecuted

and cast down as it were to death, owes his reviving to it, ver.
93.
From Him whose possession or property he is in faith and
love he also further looks for his salvation, ver. 94.

doers
cf.

lie in

wait for

him

nan, going back to

fication, to

(Mi? in

njj?,

^y,

a hostile sense, as in

Let

evil-

lvi. 7, HJi?,

with the broad primary signi-

be tight, firm, strong) to destroy him, he meditates

He knows

from experience that all
end (inasmuch as, having
reached its height, it changes into its opposite) God's commandment (singular as in Deut. xi. 22), on the contrary, is
exceeding broad (cf. Job xi. 9), unlimited in its duration and
on God's testimonies.

(earthly) perfection (n?? ?) has an
1

;

verification.

Vers. 97-104.
practical

The

eightfold

wisdom which the word

so sweet to him, teaches.

Mem.
of

The

God, on

poet praises the

this

very account

God's precious law, with which he

unceasingly occupies himself, makes him superior in wisdom
6), intelligence, and judgment to his enemies, his
and the aged (Job xii. 20). There were therefore at
that time teachers and elders (irpea^vTepoi,), who (like the
Hellenizing Sadducees) were not far from apostasy in their
laxness, and hostilely persecuted the young and strenuous zealot
The construction of ver. 98a is like Joel i. 20,
for God's law.

(Deut.

iv.

teachers,

:
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and frequently. N-n refers to the commandments
in their unity : he has taken possession of them for ever (cf.
ver. Ilia).
The Mishna (Aboth iv. 1) erroneously interprets
Isa. lix. 12,

from

my

all

teachers do I acquire understanding.

All three

JO

98-100 signify prce (LXX. vwep). In V^b, ver. 101a,
from the mode of writing we see the verb Lamed Aleph passing
over into the verb Lamed He. "^fnta is, as in Prov. iv. 11 (cf.
Ex. iv. 15), a defective mode of writing for WU"l. 1OT, ver.
103a, is not equivalent to SHIM, Job vi. 25 (vid. Job, i. 118, 279),'
in vers.

but

signifies, in

consequence of the dative of the object

''snp,

good (LXX. &>?
D?D, to be smooth
how
yXvKea) therefore surely from )hn
smooth, entering easily (Prov. xxiii. 31), are Thy words (proThe collective singular irncN is
mises) to my palate or taste
that which easily enters, or that

which

tastes

=

;

:

!

construed with a plural of the predicate

(cf.

has no taste for the God-estranged present, but

God's promised future.

taste for

From

Ex.
all

i.

He

10).

the stronger

God's laws he acquires

the capacity for proving the spirits, therefore he hates every

=

ver. 128 J), i.e. all the heterodox tendencies
(
which agree with the spirit of the age.
Vers. 105-112. The eightfold Nun. The word of God is
his constant guide, to which he has entrusted himself for ever.
The way here below is a way through darkness, and leads close
past abysses in this danger of falling and of going astray the
word of God is a lamp to his feet, i.e. to his course, and a light

path of falsehood

:

lamp or torch and his sun
keep God's righteous requirements, he has also set up, i.e. brought to fulfilment, but not
without being bowed down under heavy afflictions in confessing
God; wherefore he prays (as in ver. 25) that God would revive

to his path (Prov. vi. 23)

That which he has sworn,

him

in

;

his

viz. to

accordance with His word, which promises

who keep

The

it.

life to

those

confessions of prayer

coming from the
which he owns his in-

inmost impulse of his whole heart, in
debtedness and gives himself up entirely to God's mercy, he
calls the free-will offerings of his

xix. 15).

these

mouth in ver. 108 (cf. 1. 14,
bases the prayer for a gracious acceptance of
the fact of his being reduced to extremity.
" To

He

upon

have one's soul in one's hand "
peril of one's life, just as

(Judg.

xii.

3,

1

Sam.

is the same as to be in conscious
"to take one's soul into one's hand"

xix. 5, xxviii. 21,

Job

xiii.

14)

is

the
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113-120.

same as to he ready to give one's life for it, to risk one's life.*
Although his life is threatened (ver. 87), yet he does not waver
and depart from God's word ; he has taken and obtained posGod's testimonies for ever (cf. ver. 98) ; they are his
" heritage," for which he willingly gives up everything else, for
session of

they (HBH inexactly for nan)
in his
xix.

12

eternal

:

it is

In ver. 112

inmost soul.

which
it is

bless

and entrance him

not to be interpreted after

the reward (of the carrying out of

is

precepts), but in ver.

33

3j?J? is

Thy

equivalent to IP, and ver. 44

proves that ver. 1126 need not be a thought that

is

complete in

itself.

The

Vers. 113-120.

eightfold Samecli.

His hope

itself to

doubters and apostates.

form of nouns which

CBJ/D. (the

rests

be led astray by

on God's word, without allowing

indi-

cate defects or failings) are those inwardly divided, halting

two opinions

between

homage

(D''3Vp)
)

Kings

1

xviii.

who do

21,

partly to the worship of Jahve, partly to heathenism,

and therefore are trying to combine faith and naturalism. In
contrast to such, the poet's love, faith, and hope are devoted
and to all those who are
entirely to the God of revelation
desirous of drawing him away he addresses in ver. 115 (cf. vi.
He, however, stands in need of
9) an indignant " depart."
;

grace in order to persevere and to conquer.
in vers. 116, 117.

The ah
xli.

of

23.

does not

WW

is

The

\Q in nafe'D is the

the intentional ah (Ew.

The statement of the ground
mean unsuccessful is their
:

For
same
§

228,

this

he prays

as in

p

c), as

in Isa.

Bfa.

of the *??&, vilipendis,
deceit (Hengstenberg,

Olshausen), but falsehood without the consistency of truth
their self-deceptive

and seductive tendency.

Syriac read DJVjnn, " their sentiment

The

LXX.

is

and

;"

but this is an Aramaic
Hebrew, which the old translators
have conjured into the text only on account of an apparent
tautology.
The reading mwn or n3K>n (Aquila, Symmachus,

word that

is

unintelligible in

and Jerome ; LXX. iko^icrdiMrjv, therefore VUtP'ri) instead of
might more readily be justified in ver. 119a ; but the
former gives too narrow a meaning, and the reading rests on a
mistaking of the construction of nwn with an accusative of
ria^n

•

* Cf. B. Taantth 8a " The prayer of a man is not answered
1233 IB'SJ D^bQ) '«• if ne is no * ready to sacrifice his life."
:

VOL.

III.

p OK

17

N^K

'
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the object and of the effect
as are on the earth, dost

:

all

Thou put away

many

of

them

as dross (tnp).

Ac-

the wicked, as

cordingly TEJBSPD in ver. 120 are God's punitive judgments, or
rather (cf. ver. 91) God's laws (judgments) according to which

He

What

judges.

is

meant are sentences of punishment,

as

Lev. ch. xxvi., Deut. ch. xxviii. Of these the poet is afraid,
In
for omnipotence can change words into deeds forthwith.
fear of the God who has attested Himself in Ex. xxxiv. 7 and
elsewhere, his skin shudders and his hair stands on end.
Vers. 121-128. The eightfold Ajin. In the present time

in

of apostasy

In the consciousness of his
behaviour (elsewhere always BBETO pis, here in one

protection and teaching of
cfodly

all the more strictly to
commends himself to the

and persecution he keeps

the direction of the divine word, and

instance

P"IV1

(b?) leave

God.

DStTD) the poet hopes that

him

God

will surely not

to the arbitrary disposal of his oppressors.

This

him above the necessity and duty
hope does not, however,
Jahve
would place Himself between
prayer
that
of constant
him and his enemies. 3iy seq. ace. signifies to stand in any
raise

as furnishing a guarantee, and
Job xvii. 3, Isa. xxxviii. 14 31D?
in my behalf, for
17. Neh. v. 19

one's place

mediator,
Ixxxvi.
tage.

;

:

The

in general as a

similar to ^iDp,

my

real advan-

expression of longing after redemption in ver. 123

sounds like vers. 81

sq.

"

The word

of

Thy

righteousness"

is

from God's " righteousness," and
as surely as He is " righteous" cannot remain unfulfilled.
The one chief petition of the poet, however, to which he comes
back in vers. 124 sq., has reference to the ever deeper knowledge of the word of God
for this knowledge is in itself at
once life and blessedness, and the present calls most urgently
for it.
For the great multitude (which is the subject to ViEri)
practically and fundamentally break God's law ; it is therefore
time to act for Jahve (? njyy as in Gen. xxx. 30, Isa. lxiv. 3
[4], Ezek. xxix. 20), and just in order to this there is need of

the promise which proceeds

;

well-grounded, reliable knowledge.
himself with

all his

love to God's

Therefore the poet attaches

commandments

;

to

him they

are above gold and fine gold (xix. 11), which he might perhaps
gain by a disavowal of them.
Therefore he is as strict as he
possibly can be with God's word, inasmuch as he acknowledges

and observes

all

precepts of

all

things

(p

Hip3"i>a),

i.e.

all
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129-136.

to whatsoever they

avowal and deed to
and every false (lying) tendency, all pseudo-Judaism,
he hates. It is true ver. 126a may be also explained it is
time that Jahve should act, i.e. interpose judicially but this
thought is foreign to the context, and affords no equally close
union for p~5>5? ; moreover it ought then to have been accented
("IE",

:

be right)

to declare both in

;

:

;

nwb

On

nfe>s£ nj>.

fc '"ripB-b, « all

port," cf. Isa. xxix. 11,

Ezek.

The

xliv. 30.

and more

expression

is

commands

as to form,

of every pur-

Num.

viii.

16,

purposely thus heightened

;

and the correction "plpQ-^3 (Ewald, Olshausen, and Hupfeld)
is also superfluous, because the reference of what is said to the

God

of revelation

is

Vers. 129-136.
pression of

self-evident in this connection.

The

The

eightfold Phe.

concerning those

spirit

who

deeper his de-

word

despise the

of

God, the more ardently does he yearn after the light and food
of that word.
The testimonies of God are HiNPB, wonderful
and strange (paradoxical) things, exalted above every-day life
and the common understanding.
In this connection of the
thoughts DfnVJ

not intended of careful observance, but of

is

attentive contemplation that is prolonged until a clear pene-

trating understanding of the matter
disclosure ( n n§, apertio, with

porta) of God's

is

attained.

The

opening,

Tsere in distinction from nriB }

word giveth light, inasmuch as

it

makes the

simple (D^OB as in Prov. xxii. 3) wise or sagacious

;

in con-

assumed that it is God Himself who
unfolds the mysteries of His word to those who are anxious to
learn.
Such an one, anxious to learn, is the poet he pants
with open mouth, viz. for the heavenly fare of such disclosures
("iys like ns lys in Job xxix. 23, cf. Ps. lxxxi. 11).
3tf is a
hapaxlegomenon, just as 3NH is also exclusively peculiar to the
nection with which

it

is

:

Psalm before ns

God cannot

of helping grace
of j-evelation

;

;

is

Love to
The experience
who love the God

both are secondary forms of nas.

indeed remain unresponded

to.

a right belonging to those

love in return for love, salvation in return for

the longing for salvation,

is

their prerogative.

of this reciprocal relation the petitions in vens.

On the ground
133-135 are then

put up, coming back at last to the one chief prayer " teach
me." nnOK, ver. 133, is not merely a " promise" in this instance,
but the declared will of

God

in general.

1}K^>3 refers pre-
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(denying God), into which
For
pressure (PfV).
inward
and
he might fall under outward
law.
On
God's
keep
not
do
who
those
he has round about him
eminently to

all

sin of disavowal

account of these apostates (t6 by as in Isa. liii. 9, equivalent
(T^ as in Lam.
to i6 iWirby) his eyes run down rivers of water
His mood is not that
iii. 48, with an accusative of the object).
of unfeeling self-glorying, but of sorrow like that of Jeremiah,
because of the contempt of Jahve, and the self-destruction of
those

who contemn Him.
The

Vers. 137-144.

eightfold Tsade.

God

rules right-

eously and faithfully according to His word, for which the
poet

is

accordingly zealous, although

predicate

"It2»

in ver.

1376 precedes

young and
its

The

despised.

subject TBBtrp (God's

word and in deed) in the primary form (after the
model of the verbal clause cxxiv. 5), just as in German [and
English] the predicative adjective remains undeclined. The
decisions in

and n^iDX in ver. 138 are not predicative
not the
(Hitzig), to which the former (" as righteousness")
latter however
is not suited, but adverbial accusatives (in
righteousness, in faithfulness), and "li<p according to its position is subordinate to iiJIDNI as a virtual adjective (cf. Isa. xlvii.
the requirements of the revealed law proceed from a dis9)
position towards and mode of dealing with men which is strictly
accusatives

p^¥

—

—

:

determined by His holiness

(p"is), and beyond measure faithand honestly designs the well-being of men ("IND n:iDK).
To see this good law of God despised by his persecutors stirs
the poet up with a zeal, which brings him, from their side, to

fully

the brink of extreme destruction (lxix. 10, cf. nripv, lxxxviii. 17).
God's own utterance is indeed without spot, and therefore not
to

be carped at

xii.

7),

(LXX.

;

it is

therefore

pure, fire-proved, noblest metal (xviii. 31,

he loves

and does

it,

vewrepos, Vulgate adolescentulus)

not, though young
and lightly esteemed,

care for the remonstrances of his proud opponents who are old
and more learned than himself (the organization of ver. 141 is
like ver. 95,

God

and frequently). The righteousness (nfny) of the
becomes eternal righteousness (P"IV) and His

of revelation

;

law remains eternal truth (npx).
attribute

and of the action that

with it;

pis the

name

npnx
is

is

here the

name

of the

conditioned in accordance

of the state that thoroughly accords

with the idea of that which

is

right.

So

too in ver.

144

:

pis

;
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145-160.

are Jahve's testimonies for ever, so that

all

growing

life

of the

The

spirit.

must give

creatures

harmony with that which is
To look ever deeper and deeper into this their
glory to their

absolutely right.

perfection

is

the

poet prays for this vivifying

insight.

The

Vers. 145-152.

eightfold Koph.

Fidelity to God's

word, and deliverance according to His promise, is the purport of
his unceasing prayer.
Even in the morning twilight C|B'?.) he
(

was awake praying. It is not ^f?.?, I anticipated the twilight
nor is ^onp, according to lxxxiv. 14, equivalent to "]TiO"lp, but

J^^l

•

•

•

^P^i?

signify

the resolution of the otherwise customary

is

J)W

TiOlp,

Jonah

iv.

"to go before"

(lxviii.

26),

construction

(with anything)

:

"

Instead of

cried.

inasmuch as D'njp may
and also "to make haste

2,

even early before the morning's dawn I
the Keri (Targum, Syriac, Jerome)

"pm^

more appropriately reads

1"i3"l?

after vers. 74, 81, 114.

But

inasmuch as they
be caught not sleeping by any of

his eyes also anticipated the night-watches,

did not allow themselves to

them

at their

beginning

as in vers. 140,

whether

(cf. t^Nft?,

Lam.

ii.

19).

""HON

is

here,

158, and frequently, the whole word of God,

In ver. 149 IBSBfo^
on ver. 37), according to
ver. 156, although according to ver. 132 the singular (LXX.,
Targum, Jerome) would also be admissible : what is meant is
is

in its

requirements or

a defective plural as in ver.

its

43

promises.
(vid.

God's order of salvation, or His appointments that relate thereto.

The

With

upon him with

the idea of rushing

3ftp , as in lxix. 19, Isa.
T
>1BT is

ing

150 and 151

correlative relation of vers.

by the position of the words.

infamy that

is

2, of

is

at

and with

:

they go forth purpos-

altogether self-verifying truth.

merely temporary recompense.

apostates cannot therefore lead
like

associated

is

hastening to his succour.

the poet has long gained the knowledge

aim

rendered natural

hostile purpose,

branded by the law

but God's law

this,

lviii.

is

Wij? (cf. 3^p )

him

from

it

that

it

And

does not

The sophisms of the
^19\ for ]^J?\,

astray.

nan in ver. 111.

The, eightfold Resh. Because God canare faithful to His word to succumb, he
nii"> is Milra
supplicates His help against his persecutors,
Vers. 153-160.

not suffer those

who

before the initial (half-guttural) Resh, as in

The Lamed

of irnOK?

is

the

Lamed

xliii. 1,

lxxiv. 22.

of reference (with respect
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2G2
to

Thine

utterance),

(="]moto,

Job

xlii.

whether

161-168.

be

reference

the

normative

ver. 58), as in Isa. xi. 3, or causa], xxv. 2, Isa. Iv. 5,

5.

The

^

predicate pirn, like

in ver. 137, stands

Concerning ver.
1565 vid. on ver. 149. At the sight of the faithless he felt a
profound disgust ntDDipnxi, pausal aorist, supply DH3, cxxxix.
21.
It is all the same in the end whether we render "i^N quippe
qui or siquidem.
E>sn in ver. 160 signifies the head-number or
sum. If he reckons up the word of God in its separate parts
and as a whole, truth is the denominator of the whole, truth is
is repeated three times
the sum-total. This supplicatory
it
draws
towards
its end the more
in this group.
The nearer
importunate does the Psalm become.
The eightfold e> (both Shin and Sin *).
Vers. 161-168.
In the midst of persecution God's word was still his fear, his
joy, and his love, the object of his thanksgiving, and the ground
first in

the primary, as yet indefinite form.

;

W

of his hope.

Princes persecute him without adequate cause,

but his heart does not fear before them, but before God's words
(the Keri likes the singular, as in ver. 147), to

be to him the greatest possible
is

evil.

It

is,

associated with heartfelt joy (ver. 111).

deny which would

however, a fear that
It

is

the joy of a

rewarded by rich spoil (Judg. v. 30, Isa. ix. 2
Not merely morning and evening, not merely three times
[3]).
a day (lv. 18), but seven times (JOB* as in Lev. xxvi. 18, Prov.
xxiv. 16), i.e. ever again and again, availing himself of every
prayerful impulse, he gives thanks to God for His word, which
so righteously decides and so correctly guides, is a source of
transcendent peace to all who love it, and beside which one is
not exposed to any danger of stumbling (;W2» LXX. o-kuvhdkov, cf. 1 John ii. 10) without some effectual counter-working.
In ver. 166a he speaks like Jacob in Gen. xlix. 18, and can
speak thus, inasmuch as he has followed earnestly and untirconflict that

is

;

He endeavours to keep God's law
most conscientiously, in proof of which he is able to appeal to
God, the Omniscient One. i™^ is here the Zd prait., whereingly after sanctification.

* Whilst even in the oldest alphabetical Pijutim the Sin perhaps represents the Samech as well, but never the Shin,
alphabetical pieces.

represented.

it is

the reverse in the Biblical

Here Sin and Shin coincide, and Samech

is

specially

PSALM CXIX.
as in lxxxvi.

and

™,

2

it

The

imperat.

is

just as of tns both ins

The

Vers. 169-176.

future of 3[]X

is

both 2nx

and JhsK.

May God

eightfold Tav.

He

this his supplication as
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answer

has heard his praise, and interest

Himself on behalf of His servant, the sheep that

is

exposed to

great danger. The petitions " give me understanding " and
" deliver me " go hand-in-hand, because the poet is one who is

persecuted for the sake of his faith, and

is

just as

much

in

need

of the fortifying of his faith as of deliverance from the outward

upon him.

restraint that is put
nanri,
fies

nan

a fervent and urgent prayer.

is

a

shrill

audible prayer;

TO, prop, to answer,

signi-

in ver. 172 to begin, strike up, attune (as does airoKplveaBai

According to the rule in 1. 23 the poet bases
upon the purpose of thankful praise of God
and of His word.
Knowing how to value rightly what he
possesses, he is warranted in further supplicating and hoping for
the good that he does not as yet possess. The " salvation " for
which he longs (3NFI as in vers. 40, 20) is redemption from the
evil world, in which the life of his own soul is imperilled.
May
then God's judgments (defective plural, as in vers. 43, 149,
which the Syriac only takes as singular) succour him C?W,
not ^"W-)* God's hand, ver. 173, and God's word afford him
succour; the two are involved in one another, the word is the
medium of His hand. After this relationship of the poet to
God's word, which is attested a hundredfold in the Psalm, it
may seem strange that he can say of himself "I3K HB>3 WJ?n and

also sometimes).

his petition for help

;

perhaps the accentuation
to

be determined by

astray

—seek Thou

sheep that

is

is

correct

Isa. liiL 6,

like a lost

lost (cf. D' "!^ as
1

when

it

does not allow

but interprets

sheep

Thy

:

itself

If I have gone

servant.

1?X

nti> is

a

an appellation of the dispersion,

imminent danger of total destruction (cf.
In connection with that interpretation which is followed by the interpunction, ver. 1766 is
his going astray
also more easily connected with what precedes
his home, to which he longs to return when he
is no apostasy
has been betrayed into by-ways, is beside the Lord.
and

Isa. xxvii. 13)

in

xxxi. 13 with Lev. xxvi. 38).

:

;

:
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THE FIFTEEN SONGS OF DEGREES,
OR GRADUAL PSALMS.
CXX.-CXXXIV.

Ps.

These songs are

all

The LXX.,

ni^an ve\

inscribed

ac-

cording to the most natural signification of the word, renders

t&v avaj3a6fj.cov the Italic and Vulgate, canticum graduum
(whence the liturgical term " gradual Psalms"). The meaning
When, however, Theodotion
at the same time remains obscure.
renders acr/j-a tSsv avaf3dcrea>v, Aquila and Symmachus &5S^ el?
To? avafiacreK (as though it were absolutely ni?J)D?, as in cxxi. 1),
The fathers, more particuit looks even like an explanation.
larly Theodoret, and in general the Syrian church, associate
a>Sr]

with

;

the idea of

it

f)

airo Ba/3v\a>vos eirdvoBo^.

Ewald has

Die poetischen
Bilcher des Alien Bundes (1839), and elsewhere, he translated
it " Songs of the Pilgrim caravans" or " of the homeward
marches," and explained these fifteen Psalms as old and new
In

long advocated this view.

his Introduction to

travelling songs of those returning

n?y certainly

is

from the Exile.

The

verb

the usual word for journeying to Palestine out

of the Babylonian low country, as out of the country of the

And

Egyptian Nile Valley.
the Exile

is

the fact that the Return from

called ??3? f?j)Bn in

Ezra

vii.

9

is

enticing.

Some

of these Psalms, as cxxi., cxxiii.— cxxv., cxxix., cxxx., cxxxii.,
cxxxiii.,

are also suited to this situation, or can at least be

adapted to
is

it.

But Ps.

cxx., if

it is

to

be referred to the Exile,

a song that comes out of the midst of

so far as its first half

it

;

Ps. cxxvi. might,

concerned, be a travelling song of those
returning, but according to its second half it is a prayer of
those
Israel,

is

who have returned

for the restoration of the whole of
based upon thanksgiving; and Ps. cxxii. assumes the

existence and frequenting of the

and Ps. cxxxiv. the

full

Temple and

of the holy city,

exercise of the Temple-service.

It is

which in itself only expresses a
journey up, not a journey homewards, is without any closer
definition
and more particularly since, in connection with this
form of the word, the signification of a something (a step, a
also inconvenient that nbjjO,

;
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sun-dial, rising thoughts, Ezek. xi. 5)

as that of an action.

And what

able.

is

"W

D\bjiri

is

at least just as natural

would have been

meant by the plural?

The

at

once palp-

interpretation

of the plural of the different caravans or companies in which

the exiles returned, assumes a usus loquendi with which
altogether unacquainted.

we

a»e

t

Relatively more probable

is

the reference to the pilgrimage-

—

according to a later
journeyings at the three great feasts,
Hebrew expression, the D v3"J BOBf'. This going up to Jerusalem
required by the

Law

So Agellius

also usually called SVJf.

is

(1606), Herder, Eichhorn, Maurer, Hengstenberg, Keil, and

and so now even Ewald

others,

in the

second edition (1866) of

the Introduction to Die Dichter des Alten Bundes, so

Kamp-

hausen, and Reuss in his treatise Chants de PUerinage ou petit
Psautier des Plterins du second temple (in the NouvelU Revue
de ThSologie,

i.

273-311), and Liebusch in the Quedlinburg
" The pilgrim songs in the Fifth Book

Easter Programm, 1866
cedent ; and

But

:

'"^J!*?

in this signification is without pre-

when Hupfeld

says in opposition to this, " the fact

of the Psalter."

noun accidentally does not occur in the Old Testament
does not matter, since here at any rate it is a question of the

that a

interpretation of a later usage of the language,"

we may reply
Hebrew

that neither does the whole range of the post-biblical
exhibit

any trace of

another

way

n*6l?D of

Thenius accordingly

this usage.

of doing justice to the word.

the different stations,

i.e.

He

tries

understands

stages of the journey up,

that are to be found in connection with the festive journeys to

high-lying Jerusalem.

But the

right

name

for "stations"

would be nijJDD or nilO^D ; and besides, the notion borrowed
from the processions to Mount Calvary is without historical
support in the religious observances of Israel. Thus, then, the
needful ground in language and custom for referring this title
of the Psalms to the journeyings up to the feasts is taken from
under us and the consideration that the first three and the
;

last three

songs are suited to the hymn-book of a festal

grimage, and that they

all

pil-

bear in them, as Liebusch has de-

monstrated, the characteristic features of the spiritual national
song,

is

We
proof.

not able to decide the doubtful meaning of
will

now put

According

to

T\\bvo.

the later Jewish interpretation to the

Middoth

ii.

5,

Succa 15J, a semi-circular

2G6

psalm

cxx.-cxxr>.rv.

staircase with fifteen steps led out of the court of the Israeli tisb.

men

down

mrj?)

(bxitJ''

1

and upon these

women

into the court of the

fifteen steps,

which correspond

(D'SW mrp),

to the fifteen

gradual Psalms, the Levites played musical instruments on the
evening of the first day of the Feast of Tabernacles in connection with the joyful celebration of

the water-drawing,* and

above them in the portal (upon the threshold of the NicanorIt
gate or Agrippa-gatef) stood two priests with trumpets.
has been said' that this is a Talmudic fable invented on behalf
of the inscription

out of Ezek.

xl.

This aspersion

is

n^yon

yb>,

and that the

fifteen steps are got

26, 31 by reading the two verses together.
founded on ignorance. For the Talmud does

not say in that passage that the fifteen Psalms have taken their

name from

the fifteen steps

;

does not once say that these

it

were read aloud upon the fifteen steps, but
it only places the fifteen steps on a parallel with the fifteen
Psalms ; and, moreover, interprets the name ni^yon YB> quite
differently, viz. from a legend concerning David and Ahithophel, Succa 53a, Maccoth 11a (differently rendered in the section Chelek of the tractate Sanhedrim, in the Jerusalem Talmud).
This legend to which the Targum inscription relates (vid. Buxtorf, Lex. Talmud, s.v. NDp) is absurd enough, but it has nothing
to do with the fifteen steps.
It is not until a later period that
Jewish expositors say that the fifteen Psalms had their name
from the fifteen steps. J Even Hippolytus must have heard
something similar when he says (p. 190, ed. Lagarde) : irakiv
Te avrov elai Tife? t&v ava^adjjuwv a>hai, tov apidfibv TrevTeicav-

Psalms

Se/ca,

in particular

oaoi

ical

ol ava/3a0fiol tov vaov,

Hilary

relies

esse

:

rd^a

o~e\ovcrai

ras ava-

Kal 0700a) api8/Aa>, upon which

/Sacrei? -jrepie^eaOai iv toj efiSo/Acp

autem in templo gradus quindecim

Itistoria

* Vid. my Geschichte der jiidischen Poesie, S. 193 f.
f It was called the Nicanor-gate in the Temple of Zerubbabel, and the
Agrippa-gate in the Temple of Herod in both of them they ascended to
:

its

threshold

by

fifteen steps

Bauwerke (1861),
% Lyra in his
effigiei

;

vid. TJnruh,

Das

alte

Jerusalem und seine

S. 137, cf. 194.

and Jacob Leonitius in his Hebrew Libellus
(Amsterdam 1650, 4to), even say that the Levites
songs of degrees on each step. Luther has again

Postillas,

templi Salomonis

Bang one of the fifteen

generalized this view; for his rendering

intended to say, cantores harum odarum

"a song

in the higher choir"

stetisse in loco

ia

eminentiori (Bakius).
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nobis locuta est; viz. 15 (7

of the priests into the

Holy

+

8) steps leading out of the court

In

of holies.

this,

then, the allegory

which the interpretation of the church delighted for a long
time seemed naturally at hand, viz., as Otmar Nachtgal explains,
" Song of the steps or ascents, which indicate the spirit of those

in

earthly things to God."
The Furtmaier
Maihingen accordingly inscribes them " Psalm of,
step" {Psalm der ersten staffeln), and so on.
If we

who ascend from
Codex
the

in

first

leave this sensus anagogicus to

the fifteen steps,

then the

itself,

title,

referred to

would indeed not be inappropriate in

itself

Graduate or Gradale in the service of the Eomish Church),
but is of an external character such as we find nowhere else.*
Gesenius has the merit of having first discerned the true
(cf.

meaning of the questioned

inscription,

inasmuch

as first in

1812

(Hallische Lit. Zeitschrift, 1812, Nr. 205), and frequently since
that time, he has taught that the fifteen songs have their

from

their step-like progressive

that consequently the

Western

name,

like

the triolet (roundelay) in

poetry, does not refer to the liturgical usage, but to

the technical structure.

The

correctness of this view has been

duly appraised more particularly by
this

rhythm

rhythms.

name

rhythm of the thoughts, and

.

The

De

Wette, who adduces

among

of steps or degrees, too,

the more

artificial

songs are called Songs of degrees or Gradual

Psalms as being songs that move onward towards a climax, and
that by means of tt\ok^ {iTrnr\oK^) i.e. a taking up again of
the immediately preceding word by way of giving intensity to
the expression and they are placed together on account of this
common characteristic, just like the Michtammim, which bear
The fact, as Liebusch
that name from a similar characteristic.
objects, that there is no trace of txbyo in this figurative signification elsewhere, is of no consequence, since in the inscriptions
of the Psalms in general we become acquainted with a technical
language which (apart from a few echoes in the Chronicles) is
without example elsewhere, in relation to poetical and musical
technology. Neither are we refuted by the fact that this as it
were climbing movement of the thoughts which plants upon a
7

;

* Hitzig, in his Commentary (1865), has attempted a new combinanumber of verses of cxx. and cxxi.
(7 + 8) and their total number, with the steps of the Temple.

tion of these Psalms, in regard to the

!
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preceding word, and thus carries

forward,

itself

not without

is

example even outside the range of these fifteen songs in the
Psalter itself

{e.g. xciii., xcvi.), as

also elsewhere (Isa. xvii.

12

particularly in the song of Deborah,

and more
and that

xxvi. 5 sq.,

sq.,

Judg.

v. 3, 5, 6, etc.),

in the

same manner in the

fifteen

it

is

not always carried out

Psalms.

that the parallelism retires into the

It

is

quite sufficient

background here

as

nowhere

songs that are linked together (even in cxxv.,

else in fifteen

cxxvii., cxxviii., cxxxii.)

;

and the onward course

is

represented

with decided preference as a gradation or advance step by step,
that which follows being based

upon what goes before, and

from that point advancing and ascending

still

higher.

PSALM CXX.
CRT 07 DISTRESS WHEN SURROUNDED BY
CONTENTIOUS MEN.
1

TO
Do

2

O

Jahve

in

my

distress

He answereth me.
deliver my soul from a

I cry, and

Jahve,

From a

lying

shall He give to thee, and what
Thou crafty tongue ?
4 Arrows of a mighty one, sharpened,
Together with coals of broom.

3

lip,

crafty tongue !

What

shall

He

further give
[to thee,

Woe is me that I sojourn in Meshech,
That I dwell beside the tents of Kedar
6 Long enough hath my soul dwelt
5

7

With those who hate peace.
I am peace yet when I speak,
They are for war.
;

This

The

first

song of degrees attaches

writer of Ps. cxix., surrounded on

itself to

all sides

Ps. cxix. 176.

by apostasy and

persecution, compares himself to a sheep that

is

easily lost,

PSALM OXX.
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which the shepherd has to seek and bring home if it is not to
and the writer of Ps. cxx. is also " as a sheep in the
midst of wolves." The period at which he lived is uncertain,
and it is consequently also uncertain whether he had to endure
such endless malignant attacks from foreign barbarians or from
his own worldly-minded fellow-countrymen.
E. Tilling has

perish

;

sought to establish a third possible occasion in his Disquisitio
de ratione inscript.

XV Pss.

grad.

(1765).

He

derives this

and the following songs of degrees from the time immediately
succeeding the Return from the Exile, when the secret and
open hostility of the Samaritans and other neighbouring peoples
(Neh. ii. 10, 19, iv. 1 [7], vi. 1) sought to keep down the rise of
the

young

colony.

Vers. 1-4.

According

to the pointing ''Wl, the poet

appears

which from ver. 2 onwards is the
substance of the whole Psalm, upon the fact of a previous
answering of his prayers. For the petition in ver. 2 manifestly
arises out of his deplorable situation, which is described in vers.

to base his present petition,

Nevertheless there are also other instances in which
might have been expected, where the pointing is ^MJM (iii.
5, Jonah ii. 3), so that consequently ''MJW may, without any
prejudice to the pointing, be taken as a believing expression of

5 sqq.

'JJiri

the result (cf. the future of the consequence in Job
the present cry for help.

'"10"$,

ix. 16) of
according to the original signi-

form of the definition of a state or condition, as
Ixiii. 8, Jonah ii. 10, Hos. viii. 7, and ^ nrnsa
= p""i S3, xviii. 7, is based upon the customary expression
v I?. In ver. 2 follows the petition which the poet sends up
!TO") beside
to Jahve in the certainty of being answered.
pEv, although there is no masc.
(cf. however the Aramaic
'En, ''NEn), is taken as an adjective after the form nnta, rwj?,
which it is also perhaps in Mic. vi. 12. The parallelism would
make Ji£? natural, like n»"i)? jiB'p in Iii. 6 the pointing, which
nevertheless disregarded this, will therefore rest upon tradition.
fication,

in

is

a

3, xliv.

iii.

'
,

27,

:

W

;

The apostrophe
$W?
such
to

is
is

in ver. 3

addressed to the crafty tongue.

is

certainly feminine as a rule

feminine, the

TOT

)1&s6

him who has such a kind

27), and thereby the 1?

is

;

but whilst the tongue as

of the address, as in

Hi. 6, refers

of tongue (cf. Hitzig on Prov.
justified;

xii.

whereas the rendering,

;
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"what

does

bring to thee, and what does

it

it

profit

thee? "

or,

"of what use to thee and what advancement to thee is the
crafty tongue?" is indeed possible so far as concerns the
syntax (Ges. § 147, e), hut is unlikely as being ambiguous and
confusing in expression. It is also to be inferred from the
"
s
correspondence between ?]J
? n|?
v i?Tn ? and the formula
of an oath fpcri' nbl B<r6g *|f>-n'B>»: nb, 1 Sam. iii. 17, xx. 13,
xxv. 22, 2 Sam. iii. 35, Euth i. 17, that God is to be thought
" what will," or rather, in
of as the subject of Jiv and ST D
accordance with the otherwise precative use of the formula and
with the petition that here precedes " what shall He (is He
to) give to thee (jro as in Hos. ix. 14), and what shall He add
*)''

!

I

i

,

>

:

:

to thee,

thou crafty tongue ? "

The

reciprocal relation of ver.

4a to jlv-nD, and of ver. 46 with the superadding OV to fpD'TiD,
shows that ver. 4 is not now a characterizing of the tongue that
continues the apostrophe to

it,

as

Ewald

supposes.

Conse-

quently ver. 4 gives the answer to ver. 3 with the twofold

punishment which Jahve will cause the false tongue to feel.
The question which the poet, sure of the answering of his cry
for help, puts to the false tongue is designed to let the person
addressed hear by a flight of sarcasm what he has to expect.
The evil tongue is a sharp sword (lvii. 5), a pointed arrow (Jer.
7 [8]),

ix.

and

punishment,

like a fire

kindled of hell (Jas.

corresponds to this

its

The "mighty one" (LXX.

(lxiv. 4).
self, as

it is

too,

it

iii.

The

6).

nature and conduct

Suz/aTo?)

is

God Him-

observed in B. Erachin 15& with a reference to
" There is none mighty but the Holy One, blessed

is

13
He." He requites the evil tongue like with like. Arrows
and coals (cxl. 11) appear also in other instances among His
means of punishment.
It, which shot piercing arrows, is
Isa. xlii.

:

is

pierced by the sharpened arrows of an irresistibly mighty
it,

which

set its

the lasting, sure,
coals.

avOpa^i,

to«?

apK€v8ivai<;;
(e.g.

LXX.

The

evil

;

it

in a general

but Drn, Arabic Jj, ratem,

is

sense,

ai/v

rot?

Aquila, following Jewish tradition,

uncommonly frequent
tongue

in a fever of anguish,

renders

ipt]fuicol<;

Vers. 5-7.

One

must endure
and torturingly consuming heat of broom-

neighbour

is

the broom-shrub

in the Belkd).
Since arrows and broom-fire, with which the
requited, even now proceed from the ton true

PSALM CXX.
itself,
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the poet goes on with the deep heaving n^N (only found

here).

"VU

with the accusative of that beside which one so-

The Moschi

journs, as in v. 5, Isa. xxxiii. 14, Judg. v. 17.
('HE'D,

the

name

of which the

LXX.

the signification of long continuance

19

in Isa. Ixvi.

LXX.)

Caspian Seas, and
inhabitants of

it is

Kedar

takes as an appellative in

the reverse instance

cf.

;

dwelt between the Black and the

impossible to dwell

(yid. lxxxiii. 7) at

among them and

the

one and the same time.

Accordingly both these names of peoples are to be understood
emblematically, with Saadia, Calvin, Amyraldus, and others,
of homines similes ejusmodi barbaris

Meshech

is

Magog

reckoned to

in

et

trucidentis nationibus*

Ezek. xxxviii.

2,

and the

Kedarites are possessed by the lust of possession (Gen. xvi. 12)

omnium contra omnes. These rough and quarrelsome characters have surrounded the poet (and his fellowcountrymen, with whom he perhaps comprehends himself) too
long already. n3"i, abundantly (vid. lxv. 10), appears, more
particularly in 2 Chron. xxx. 17 sq., as a later prose word.
The W, which throws the action back upon the subject, gives a

of the bellum

pleasant, lively colouring to the declaration, as in cxxii. 3, cxxiii.

He on his part is peace (cf. Mic. v. 4 [5], Ps. cix. 4, ex. 3),
inasmuch as the love of peace, willingness to be at peace, and
a desire for peace fill his soul
but if he only opens his mouth,
they
abroad
intent on war, their mood
they are for war,
are
and their behaviour become forthwith hostile. Ewald (§ 362, b)
although I speak peace;
construes it (following Saadia) and I
but if *3 (like *W, cxli. 10) might even have this position in the
is not on any account to be supclause, yet ^l cannot.
plied in thought to l?"]^, as Hitzig suggests (after cxxii. 8,
4.

;

:

—

Dw

xxviii. 3,

xxxv. 20).

norpa the Psalm
opens hovers over

*
^C^Di

If

With

closes
it,

;

the shrill dissonance of

and the cry for

earnestly desiring

its

help,

and
it

removal.

the Psalm were a Maccabaean Psalm, one might think

tripsin,

DW

with which

*]B>D,

from

alluded to the Syrians or even to the Jewish apostates with

reference to rO"]J7 ?]B>D,

iici^ica,u6a,t

rna

Uxpofiutrrictn (1

Cor.

vii.

IS).

:

:
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PSALM CXXI.
THE CONSOLATION OF DIVINE PROTECTION.
up mine eyes unto the mountains
come my help?
2 My help cometh from Jahve,
The Creator of heaven and earth.
1 I

LIFT

Whence

3

He

will

shall

not indeed suffer thy foot to totter,

Thy Keeper will not slumher.
4 Behold slumbereth not and sleepeth not
The Keeper of

Israel.

5 Jahve

is

thy Keeper,

Jahve

is

thy shade upon thy right hand

6

By day the sun shall not smite
And the moon in the night.

7

Jahve

He

from

shall keep thee

thee,

all evil,

shall keep thy soul.

8 Jahve shall keep thy going out and thy coming in

From

this time forth

This song of degrees

nbycb and not

rvfojon

is

and for evermore.
the only one that

is

inscribed TtJ>

The LXX., Targum, and Jerome

"m.

Aquila and Symmachus, on
eh ras ai/a/3acret?, as the Midrash Sifri
Song upon the steps, upon which
also mystically interprets it
God leads the righteous up into the other world. Those who
explain n6j)on of the homeward caravans or of the pilgrimages

render

it

as in the other instances

;

the contrary, dhij {aafxa)

:

rightly regard this Tfbyu?, occurring only once, as favouring their

But the Lamed is that of the rule or standard.
The most prominent distinguishing mark of Ps. cxxi. is the
step-like movement of the thoughts
it is formed rri^JH^, after
The view that we have a pilgrim song
the manner of steps.
explanation.

:

is opposed by the beginning, which leads one to infer
a firmly limited range of vision, and therefore a fixed place

before us

of abode and far
tetrastichic

removed from

his native

arrangement of the Psalm

is

mountains.

unmistakeable.

The
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1-4.

Apollinaris renders as meaninglessly as possible:

Vers. 1-4.

ofifiaTa SevSpoKOfiav opicov virepe^erdwaaa
tion of the

in fact is NtfK,

and not

And

''fiNBO.

—with a reproduc-

LXX.

misapprehended ?ipa of the

The

expression

the mountains towards

raises his eyes are not any mountains whatIn Ezekiel the designation of his native land from the
standpoint of the Mesopotamian plain is " the mountains of
His longing gaze is directed towards the district of
Israel."

which the psalmist
soever.

these mountains, they are his kibla,
prayer, as of Daniel's, ch.

my

The

one.

in Josh.

ii.

4,

i.e.

is

the sight-point of his

To

11 [10].

help cometh " (Luther)

rogative even

render " from which

an interan indirect

1'XD is

inadmissible.

where the question

is

poet looks up to the mountains, the mountains of

his native land, the
2),

vi.

holy mountains (cxxxiii.

when he longingly

to this question his

asks

:

whence

longing desire

will

3, lxxxvii. 1,

my

help come

cxxv.
?

and

returns the answer, that

itself

comes from no other quarter than from Jahve, the
heaven and earth, from Him who sits enthroned
behind and upon these mountains, whose helpful power reaches
to the remotest ends and corners of His creation, and with
(Dy) whom is help, i.e. both the willingness and the power to
help, so that therefore help comes from nowhere but from (!*?)
Him alone. In ver. 16 the poet has propounded a question,
and in ver. 2 replies to this question himself. In ver. 3 and
further the answering one goes on speaking to the questioner.
The poet is himself become objective, and his Ego, calm in
God, promises him comfort, by unfolding to him the joyful
The subjective ?N
prospects contained in that hope in Jahve.
expresses a negative in both cases with an emotional rejection
of that which is absolutely impossible.
The poet says to himself
He will,, indeed, surely not abandon thy foot to the tottering (Ditsp, as in lxvi. 9, cf. lv. 23), thy Keeper will surely not
slumber; and then confirms the assertion that this shall not
come to pass by heightening the expression in accordance with
the step-like character of the Psalm Behold the Keeper of
Israel slumbereth not and sleepeth not, i.e. He does not fall into
slumber from weariness, and His life is not an alternate waking
and sleeping. The eyes of His providence are ever open over
his help

Maker

of

:

:

Israel.

Vers. 5-8.
VOL.

III.

That which holds good of " the Keeper
18

of
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Israel" the poet applies believingly to himself, the individual

among God's

people, in ver. 5 after

Jahve is
hand (V&n as in

xxviii. 15.

Gen.

his Keeper, He is his shade upon his right
Judg. xx. 16, 2 Sam. xx. 9, and frequently; the construct

an apposition,

state instead of

= the

of the western

heat.

J&\

•

t_-~jl=r>

tne

s

^e

western side), which protecting him and

him from

the sun's burning

as in cix. 6, ex. 5, with the idea of

an overshadowing

keeping him fresh and
5>J>,

cf. e.g.

cool, covers

out over anything (cf. Num. xiv.
figure
of
shadow
To
the
the
is appended the consolation
9).
H3n of the sun signifies to smite injuriously (Isa.
in ver. 6.
that screens

and spreads

itself

that they wither (cii. 5), and the head
(Jonah iv. 8), so that symptoms of sun-stroke (2 Kings iv. 19,
Judith viii. 2 sq.) appear. The transferring of the word to the
moon is not zeugmatic. Even the moon's rays may become
xlix. 10), plants, so

insupportable,

may

affect the eyes injuriously,

ticularly in the equatorial regions)

From

of the brain.*

and (more par-

produce fatal inflammation

the hurtful influences of nature that are

round about him the promise extends in vers. 7, 8 in every
direction.
Jahve, says the poet to himself, will keep (guard)
thee against all evil, of whatever kind it may be and whencesoever

it

may

threaten

;

He

will

keep thy

soul,

and therefore

both inwardly and outwardly ; He will keep ("lOB'], cf.
on the other hand ~ahp] in ix. 9) thy going out and coming
thy

life

in, i.e. all

thy business and intercourse of

and frequently)

life

(Deut. xxviii.

6,

Chrysostom observes, iv toutois d /S109
a7ra?, iv ela6Soi<; ital e£d8ot?, therefore
everywhere and at all
times ; and that from this time forth even for ever.
In connection with this the thought is natural, that the life of him
who stands under the so universal and unbounded protection
;

for, as

:

of eternal love can suffer

*

no injury.

Many expositors, nevertheless, understand the destructive influence
moon meant here of the nightly cold, which is mentioned elsewhere

of the
in the

also
est
it

:

same

On

brulant.

burns.

Gen. xxxi. 40, Jer. xxxvi. 30. De Sacy
observes
d'un grand froid, comme d'un
grand chaud, quHl
The Arabs also say of snow and of cold as

antithesis,

dit quelquefois

of fire

:

jahrik

——

!
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A

"WELL-WISHING GLANCE BACK AX THE PILGRIMS' CITY.

EEJOICED

in those who said to me
1 I
" Let us go into the house of Jahve !"

2

Our

feet stood

Within thy

:

still

Jerusalem,

gates,

3 Jerusalem, thou that art built up again

As

a city which

is

compact

4 Whither the tribes went
The tribes of Jah

in itself

!

up,

A precept for Israel
To

give thanks unto the

Name

Jahve

of

f

5 For there were set thrones for judgment,

Thrones for the house of David.
6

Wish ye Jerusalem peace

:

May

who

it

7 Peace

be well with those

Prosperity within thy palaces

y For
9

love thee

be within thy walls,

my

brethren and

my

!

friends' sakes

Will I speak peace concerning thee.
of Jahve, our God,

For the sake of the house
Will I seek thy good.

If

by " the mountains" in

Holy Land

cxxi. 1 the

are to be understood,

Song

it is

mountains of the

also clear for

what reason

which begins with
the expression of joy at the pilgrimage to the house of Jahve,
and therefore to the holy mountain, immediately after the prethe collector placed this

ceding song.

By

of degrees,

peace-breathing

(Dlbtt')

however, touches closely upon Ps. cxx.

The

its

contents

it

also,

poet utters aloud

his hearty benedictory salutation to the holy city in

remem-

brance of the delightful time during which he sojourned there
as a visitor at the feast,
in respect of the IVl? the

Davidic Psalm,

it

and enjoyed
Psalm were

would belong

its

inspiring aspect.

If

to be regarded as an old

to the series of those

Psalms of
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the time of the persecution by Absalom, which cast a yearning
look back towards home, the house of

God

(xxiii., xxvi., lv.

and more particularly Ixiii.). But the 7\~b
the LXX., Codd. Alex, and Vat.; and the Cod.

Ixi.,

15,

wanting in
Sinait., which
is

puts this before Ps. cxxiv., el fir) oti /cvpios,
contrary to Codd. Alex, and Vat. Here it is occaThe
sioned by ver. 5, but without any critical discernment.
measures adopted by Jeroboam i. show, moreover, that the

AAA,

has Tfl

k.t.X., also,

pilgrimages to the feasts were customary even in the time of

David and Solomon. The images of calves in Dan and Bethel,
and the changing of the Feast of Tabernacles to another month,
were intended to strengthen the political rupture, by breaking
up the religious unity of the people and weaning them from
visiting Jerusalem.
The poet of the Psalm before us, bowever, lived

much

later.

He

lived, as is

to

be inferred with

Hupfeld from ver. 3, in the time of the post-exilic Jerusalem
which rose again out of its ruins. Thither he had been at one
of the great feasts, and here, still quite full of the inspiring
memory, he looks back towards the holy city for, in spite of
Eeuss, Hupfeld, and Hitzig, vers. 1 sq., so far as the style is
;

concerned, are manifestly a retrospect.

The

Vers. 1-3.
(1

Sam.

ii.

1), just as

much

may

signify

I rejoiced.

Here

^nDt>

preterite
as

:

:

I rejoice

in compari-

it is a retrospect ; for nvj with the participle
has for the most part a retrospective signification, Gen. xxxix.

son with ver. 2a
22, Deut.

might

ix.

22, 24, Judg.

i.

7,

Job

i.

14.

True, Vn nnpy

they have been standing and still stand (as
in x. 14, Isa. lix. 2, xxx. 20) ; but then why was it not more
briefly expressed by liey (xxvi. 12) ?
The
correctly
also signify

:

LXX.

and eo-Torre? r)aav. The poet, now again
on the journey homewards, or having returned home, calls to
mind the joy with which the cry for setting out, " Let us go
up to the house of Jahve !" filled him. When he and the
renders

:

ev<ppdv6r)v

other visitors to the feast had reached the goal of their pilgrimage, their feet came to a stand-still, as Tf spell-bound by
the overpowering, glorious sight.*
Eeviving this memory, he
* So also Veith in

his, in

many

points, beautiful Lectures

gradual Psalms (Vienna 1863), S. 72,

"They

on twelve

arrested their steps, in order
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5.

4,

—

O

Jerusalem,
thou who art built up again true, F133.
:
in itself only signifies " to build," but here, where, if there is

exclaims

nothing to the contrary, a closed sense
line of the verse,

and

to be

is

in the midst of songs

assumed for the
which reflect the

joy and sorrow of the post-exilic restoration period,
the same

meaning

(Gesenius

:

as

in

cii.

Hierosolyma

17,

it

obtains

and frequently
The parallel member,

cxlvii.

restituta).

2,

does not indeed require this sense, but is at least
favourable to it.
Luther's earlier rendering, " as a city which

ver. 3&,

compacted together," was happier than

is

" a city where they shall

come

his later rendering,

together," which requires a

Niph. or Hithpa. instead of the passive.

Ex.
and

xxviti. 7, to
'HIV

be joined together, to be united into a whole

strengthens the idea of that which

perfectly,

and snugly closed up

Kaph

is

(cf. cxxxiii. 1).

;

harmoniously,

The Kaph

of

Jerusalem has risen again
ruined and razed condition, the breaches and gaps

")\y3 is

the so-called

out of

its

are done

"i?n signifies, as in

away with

veritatis

:

(Isa. lviii. 12),

it

stands there as a closely

which house joins on to house. Thus has
the poet seen it, and the recollection fills him with rapture.*
Vers. 4, 5. The imposing character of the impression was
still greatly enhanced by the consideration, that this is the city
where at all times the twelve tribes of God's nation (which
were still distinguished as its elements even after the Exile,
compacted

Rom.

city,

xi. 1,

great feasts.

in

Luke ii. 36, Jas. i. 1) came together at
The use of the B* twice as equivalent

(as in Canticles) appropriate to the

ture-like
is,

manner

as in Eccles.

hand

in ver. 5 is

lxviii. 7).

VV

the three
to "IB>N is

ornamental, happy, minia-

Songs of degrees. In Dtj>E> the BS?
equivalent to nBK>, which on the other

of these
i.

7,

no more than an emphatic

affirms a habit (cf.

extends into the present.

Job

^"iB"? JTfW

i.

is

the definition or destination (Ew. § 300,

D5? (cf. lxxvi. 4,

4) of the past, which
not an accusative of

but an apposition
Lev. xxiii. 14, 21, 31 (Hitzig),
referring to the appointment in Ex. xxiii. 17, xxxiv. 23, Deut.
c),

to the previous clause, as e.g. in

amazement with which the sight of the Temple, the
and the magnificent city filled them."
* In synagogue and church it is become customary to interpret ver. 3
the parallelism of the heavenly and the earthly Jerusalem.

to give time to the
citadel of the king,

of
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xvi. 16.

CXXII. 6-9.

arose thus,

confirmed in ver. 5

is

the city of the one national
sanctuary, was at the same time the city of the Davidic kingship.
The phrase BEK-'oii 3B» is here transferred from the

from the

that Jerusalem,

fact,

judicial persons (cf. xxix.

10 with

in judgment, to the seats (thrones) which are set

stand there for judgment

The Targum

iv. 2).

(cf.

cxxv.

1,

and

Apoc.
Temple, viz.

6povo<; e/eeiTO,

thinking of seats in the

is

Temple

the raised (in the second

resting

the king in the court of the Israelitish

who sit
down and

Isa. xxviii. 6),

ix. 5,

upon

men

pillars)

seat of

near the p^jn tVV,

but VSVivb points to the palace, 1 Kings vii. 7. In the flourishing age of the Davidic kingship this was also the highest court

judgment of the land the king was the chief judge (2 Sam.
Kings iii. 16), and the sons, hrothers, or kinsmen of
In the time of the
the king were his assessors and advisers.
of

;

xv. 2, 1

poet

it

different

is

but the attractiveness of Jerusalem, not

;

only as the city of Jahve, but also as the city of David, remains
the same for

all

times.

When

Vers. 6-9.

the poet thus calls up the picture of his

country's "city of peace" before his mind, the picture of the

glory which
it

it still

ever possesses, and of the greater glory which

had formerly, he spreads out

blessing

it

in

his

hands over

fellow-countrymen round about and in
salutem Hierosolymis.

1347)

;

it

in the distance,

the kindling of his love, and calls upon

for just as

So Gesenius

DW?

all

places

:

all his

apprecamini

correctly {Thesaurus, p.

i? PNE' signifies to

inquire after any

him with the question ?]? EW[!
?KV signifies to find out any one's pro(Jer. xv. 5), so
sperity by asking, to gladly know and gladly see that it is well
with him, and therefore to be animated by the wish that he
may prosper Syriac, 1. kb5>P
directly to salute any one
one's well-being,

and

to greet

:

OW

W

;

for the interrogatory

:

;

Di^EYi

and the well-wishing i{? Dii>E>,
elpfjvri vol (Luke x. 5, John xx. 19 sqq.), have both of them
the same source and meaning.
The reading ^nk commended
by Ewald, is a recollection of Job xii. 6 that is violently hrought
in here.

The

i]b

loving ones are comprehended with the beloved

one, the children with the mother,

a%;

nbe*

forms an alliteration

the emphatic form vbf[ occurs even in other
instances out of pause (e.g. lvii. 2).
In ver. 7 the alliteration of
DVB* and
is again taken up, and both accord with
the name

with

*

'

:
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elegantiam facit, as

Venema

observes, per-

omnium ad nomen Hierosolymce
Both together mark the Song of degrees as such.

petua vocum ad se invicem
alliteratio.

et

Happiness, cries out the poet to the holy city from afar, be
within thy bulwarks, prosperity within thy palaces,

i.e. without
?n, ramparts, circumvallation (from ^n, to sur-

and within.

round, Arabic
written ?'n or

The

14.

J»>, round
and niapnN

t>n),

and love

sake of the brethren

?, to

Deut.

vi. 7,

speak peace

for.

is

For the

the house of God.

he cheerfully resolved to speak peace
xix. 42) concerning (3 "a*!, as in

is

7T/30? elptfvrjv air?}?,

lxxxvii. 3,

and

as the parallel word, as in xlviii.

twofold motive of such an earnest wish for peace

love for the brethren

(ja

whether

about, equally correct

Luke

LXX.
to,

the sake of the house of

irepi

aov;

cf.

Dife Sai/with ^K

Esth. x. 3) Jerusalem, for

lxxxv.

9,

Jahve

will

he

strive after

good

(i.e.

which tends to her well-being) to her (like ? H3i!2 B>j33 in
Neh. ii. 10, cf. DiW trn, Deut. xxiii. 7 [6], Jer. xxix. 7). For
although he is now again far from Jerusalem after the visit
that is over, he still remains united in love to the holy city as
that

being the goal of his longing, and to those

who

dwell there as

Jerusalem is and will remain
Israel as surely as Jahve, who has His house

being his brethren and friends.
the heart of

all

there, is the

God

of all Israel.

PSALM
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UPWARD GLANCE TO THE LOED
1

TO

Thee do

I

lift

up mine

Thou who

IN TIMES OF CONTEMPT.

eyes,

art enthroned in the heavens!

2 Behold, as the eyes of servants

As

the eyes of a

unto the hand of their master,
maid unto the hand
of her mistress

So our

eyes are unto

Jahve our God,

until

3 Be gracious unto

us,

He

he gracious unto us.

Jahve, be gracious unto

for of contempt are

we full

us,

enough.
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our soul

is

the scorn of the haughty,
the contempt of despots.

With

This Psalm is joined to the preceding Psalm by the community of the divine name Jaime our God. Alsted (died 1638)
gives

it

It is
the brief, ingenious inscription oculus sperans.
to Jahve under tyrannical

an upward glance of waiting faith

The

oppression.

fact that this

Psalm appears

in a

rhyming

form, "as scarcely any other piece in the Old Testament"
(Reuss), conies only from those inflexional rhymes which
creep in of themselves in the tephilla style.

Vers.

The

1, 2.

destinies of all

the church, are in the

hand of the

men, and in particular of
sits enthroned in

King who

the unapproachable glory of the heavens and rules over

Judge who

and of the

things,

decides

all

Up

things.

to

all

Him

Him the church, together with
Him "Jahve our God," just as the eyes of

the poet raises his eyes, and to

which he may

call

hand of their lord, the eyes
maid towards the hand of her mistress; for this hand
regulates the whole house, and they wait upon their winks and
Those of Israel are Jahve's
signs with most eager attention.
servants, Israel the church is Jahve's maid.
In His hand lies
At length He will take compassion on His own.
its future.
servants are directed towards the
of a

Therefore

its

longing gaze goes forth towards

He

being wearied, until

With
is

reference to the

their

Lord

is

of

,

3B'»ri
J

vid.

common

lord

;

meant,

will

be conceived of

us in general

as

i

it

it

Him, without

graciously turn

shall

on

cxiii.,

its

distress.

cxiv.

DnyitN

for since in the antitype the sovereign
as plur. excellentice, just

occurs only rarely (Gen. xix. 2, 18, Jer. xxvii. 4)

an actual plural.

Vers. 3, 4. The second strophe takes up the " be gracious
unto us" as it were in echo. It begins with a Kyrie eleison,
which is confirmed in a crescendo manner after the form of
steps.

The church

miny.

y\

is already abundantly satiated with
ignoan abstract " much," and nan (cf. lxv. 10, cxx.
6)
is concrete, "a great measure," like nri, lxii.
3, something
great (vid. Bottcher, Lehrbuch, § 624).
The subjectivizing,
intensive ?D accords with cxx. 6— probably an indication of
is

—

:

PSALM CXX1V.
one and the same author.

Ezek. xxxvi.
strative
tl3n is

The

4.

Tna is
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strengthened by

Jj6, like 13 in

article of i)h\} is retrospectively

demon-

such scorn of the haughty (Ew. § 290, d).
also retrospectively demonstrative
but since a repeti:

full of

;

would have been inelegant, the poet here says D'WK)^ with the Lamed, which serves
as a circumlocution of the genitive.
The Masora reckons this
word among the fifteen " words that are written as one and are
to be read as two."
The Keri runs viz. D 3i' wb, superbis

tion of the article for the fourth time

,

oppressorum (Ci^, part. Kal,

like njto

1

Zeph.

iii.

1,

and

fre-

But apart from the consideration that instead of
from the unknown HX3 it might more readily be pointed
from nK3 (a form of nouns indicating defects, contracted

quently).

^3,

^3,

?

K3), this genitival

inasmuch as
propriate.

word

construction appears to be far-fetched, and,

makes a

The

form

new formation

Talmudic

distinction

poet surely

JVX3 (after the

tional

the

it

among

li'JH,

p'OX, ftby)

but

how

is

or D^sa^.
This
perhaps an inten-

Saadia interprets

of the poet.

1^3?, legio;

the oppressors, inap-

meant Ctf'KW

it

after

could one expect to find such

a Grecized Latin word (Xeyediv) in the Psalter
Dunash benLabrat (about 960) regards DWKJ as a compound word in the
signification of COi^n D'KSH.
In fact the poet may have chosen
the otherwise unused adjectival form Q^sa because it reminds
one of CM*, although it is not a compound word like D^vai. If
the Psalm is a Maccabaeam Psalm, it is natural to find in DWNji"
!

an allusion to the despotic domination of the

BW.

PSALM CXXIV.
THE DELIVEKEE PEOM DEATH IN WATEES AND IN A SNAKE.
1

HAD not Jaime been for us,
Let

2

Israel say

Had not JaJive been for us,
When men rose up against

us

3 Then had they swallowed us up alive,
When their anger was kindled against

4 Then had the waters overwhelmed

The stream had gone

us,

—

over our soul

us—

;

PSALM CXXIV.
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5 Then had gone over our soul

The proudly

swelling waters.

6 Blessed be Jahve,

A

Our
Out

7

who hath not abandoned us

prey to their teeth
soul, like a bird

!

hath

it

escaped

of the snare of the fowlers:

The snare was broken

And we — we
8 Our help

escaped.

Name of Jahve,
heaven and earth.

in the

is

The Creator

of

The statement " the stream had gone over our soul" of
Song of degrees, coincides with the statement "our

this fifth

enough" of the fourth the two Psalms also meet
synonymous new formations O^VNJ and C'MTT, which
also look very much as though they were formed in allusion
The 11T> is wanting in the LXX.,
to cotemporary history.
Codd. Alex, and Vat., here as in Ps. cxxii., and with the exception of the Targum is wanting in general in the ancient versions, and therefore is not so much as established as a point of

soul

is

full

:

in the

It is a Psalm in the manner of the Davidic
which it is closely allied in the metaphors of the
overwhelming waters, xviii. 5, 17 (cf. cxliv. 7), lxix. 2 sq., and
of the little bird; cf. also on
xxvii. 13, on DIN used of
hostile men lvi. 12, on D^n j£a lv. 16, on 'n -]V13 xxviii. 6,

textual criticism.

Psalms,

to

w

This beautiful song makes its modern origin known
by its Aramaizing character, and by the delight, after the
manner of the later poetry, in all kinds of embellishments of
language. The art of the form consists less in strophic sym-

xxxi. 22.

metry than

in this, that in order to take one step forward it
always goes back half a step.
Luther's imitation (1524),
"Were God not with us at this time" (Ware Gott nicht mit
uns diese Zeit), bears the inscription " The true believers' safe-

guard."
Vers. 1-5.

It

Jahve who was for
is

placed

first

(cf.

is

commonly rendered, "If

it had not been
But, notwithstanding the subject that
Gen. xxiii. 13), the e> belongs to the

us."

^

PSALM CXXIV.

Aramaizing Hebrew

since in the

in the

W

V

xxxi. 42)

Aramaic

( c f.

^\

model of the

10

gwod), as

dialectic P.1K, lil, <-Irjcn (PTD, Pli?).

makes use

older language
xliii.

mm

(prop,

ra'si

f (wb) ^, si (prop, o si quod). The W,
Psalm in the Old Testament, instead of tx

w (&w)

In order to begin the apodosis of

42,

on the other hand Gen.

(n)

peculiar to this
follows the

(cf.

signifies

i!jj)
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6-8.

emphatically the

of the confirmatory

'3,

Gen. xxxi.

we have *>N (well rendered by the LXX.
92.
The Lamed of "tib iTH is raphe in both

here

;

apa), as in cxix.

instances, according to the rule discussed above, vol.

When men

ii. 145.
(D"™) rose up against Israel and their anger was

who were

kindled against them, they

feeble in themselves over

against the hostile world would have been swallowed
if

they had not had Jahve for them,

if

up

alive

they had not had

Him

This " swallowing up alive " is said elsewhere
of Hades, which suddenly and forcibly snatches away its

on their

side.

victims, lv. 16, Prov.
is

i.

said of the enemies,

ver.

4 the

12

here, however, as ver. 6 shows, it

;

who

power which

hostile

overflowing stream, as in Isa.

stream or river,
the stream

is

(Num.

Milel

xxxiv. 5)

;

over

rolls
viii.

7

it is first

;

sq.,

of

them

vvyQa,

in—

f)

veoTTjra)

D—

;

is

likened to an

accusative

then, however,

so that <"in—

is

n?n^ a

the Assyrian.

all

nominative, like rM>, nnien^ and the like
fj

In

are represented as wild beasts.

also

it is

(cf.

related to

:

towards

used as a

common Greek

n—

(!"J— ) as

n ^~,

These latest Psalms are
fond of such embellishments by means of adorned forms and
E^i"W is a word which is
Aramaic or Aramaizing words.
to

J— and

(Bottcher,

indeed not unhebraic in
to

Chaldee

;

it is

the

its

615).

§

formation, but

Targum word

is

more indigenous

for D^t in lxxxvi. 14, cxix.

,_
51, 78 (also in liv. 5 for D if), although according to

P^T but

Levy

the

In the passage before us
the Targum renders the king who is like to the proud waters
scholium
(tWiTT "tab) of the sea (Antiochus Epiphanes 1

MSS. do not present

1

.?

P?^!.

:

—A

explains ol vTreptfcpavoi).

With

reference to

1?J?

before a plural

subject, vid. Ges. § 147.

Vers. 6-8.

After the fact of the divine succour has been
it, and in ver.

expressed, in ver. 6 follows the thanksgiving for

7 the joyful shout of the rescued one.

In

ver. 6 the

enemies

:
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are conceived of as beasts of prey on account of their bloodBook of
thirstiness, just as the worldly empires are in the

Daniel; in ver. 7 as "fowlers" on account of their cunning.
According to the punctuation it is not to be rendered : Our
soul is like a bird that is escaped, in which case it would have

been accented maxa WSJ, but

:

our soul (subject with Rebia

magnum) is as a bird (113X3 as in Hos. xi. 11, Prov. xxiii. 32,
Job xiv. 2, instead of the syntactically more usual 113*3) escaped
out of the snare of him who lays snares (W$\ elsewhere B>'ip;,
13E0 (with a beside Rebia) is 3d prcet.
m\>l, a fowler, xci. 3).
we became free. In ver. 8 (cf.
the snare was burst, and we

—

cxxi. 2, cxxxiv. 3) the universal,

help of Israel

viz. the

of the world,

i.e.

in

is

in the

and here pertinent thought,

name

Him who

is

of Jahve, the Creator

manifest as such and

is

continually verifying Himself, forms the epiphonematic close.

Whether

leads to

make

the power of the world seeks to

Jahve like to
its God, but a
its

itself

or to annihilate

it, it

is

the church of

not a disavowal of

faithful confession, stedfast even to death, that

deliverance.

PSALM CXXV.
Israel's
1

2

bulwark against temptation to apostasy.

THEY who

trust in Jahve are as Mount Zion,
Which doth not totter, it standeth fast for ever.
As for Jerusalem mountains are round about her,

—

And Jahve is round about His people
From this time and for evermore.
3 For the sceptre of wickedness shall not rest
Upon the lot of the righteous,

Lest

the righteous stretch out
Their hands unto iniquity.

4

O

show Thyself good, Jahve, unto the good

And

to those

who

are upright in their hearts.

—

!

PSALM CXXV.
5

28

1, 2.

But those who turn aside their crooked paths
Jahve cause them to pass away with the workers
Peace be upon Israel

The

of iniquity.

favourite word Israel furnished the outward occasion

Psalm to the preceding. The situation is
and cxxiv. The people are under foreign
dominion. In this lies the seductive inducement to apostasy.
The pious and the apostate ones are already separated. Those
for annexing this

like that in Ps. cxxiii.

who have remained

Hound

enslaved.

important

still

faithful shall not, however, always remain

about Jerusalem are mountains, but more

Jahve, of rocks the firmest, Jahve encompasses

:

His people.

That this Psalm is one of the latest, appears from the circumstantial expression " the upright in their hearts," instead
of the old one, " the upright of heart," from pxn OJJS instead of
the former

JIK "h]lS,

and

also

from SO

]Va? (beside this passage

occurring only in cxix. 11, 80, Ezek. xix. 9, xxvi. 20, Zecli.
xii. 7) instead of *b nete ]Vnb or if.

Vers.

1,

The

2.

Jahve prove

in

stedfastness which those

who

trust in

the midst of every kind of temptation and

Mount

they believingly cling

He who sits enthroned on
He sits and will sit, that is

future 3t£. signifies

:

Zion, because the

is

to

whom

Zion.

The

God

assault is likened to

to say,

He

Older expositors are of
opinion that the heavenly Zion must be understood on account
of the Chaldsean and the Roman catastrophes ; but these, in
fact, only came upon the buildings on the mountain, not upon
continues to

sit,

the mountain

cf.

ix.

8, cxxii. 5.

and according to its ap1) remained unshaken.
none other than the earthly Jerusalem that

itself,

which

pointed destiny (vid. Mic.

In

ver. 2 also it is

is

meant.

mountains,

The holy

in

iii.

itself

12, iv.

city has a natural

and the holy nation

circumvallation of

that dwells

and worships

therein has a still infinitely higher defence in Jahve, who
encompasses it round (vid. on xxxiv. 8), as perhaps a wall of
fire (Zech. ii. 9 [5]), or an impassably broad and mighty river

21) ; a statement which is also now confirmed, for,
Instead of inferring from the clause ver. 2 that which is

(Isa. xxxiii.
etc*

PSALM CXXV.
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to

be expected with

which

is

p!>,

3-5.

the poet confirms

it

with

by that

'a

surely to be expected.

pressure of the worldly power, which now lies
heavily upon the holy land, will not last for ever ; the duration
of the calamity is exactly proportioned to the power of resis-

Ver.

The

3.

tance of the righteous,

whom God

proves and

by

purifies

calamity, but not without at the same time graciously preserv" The rod of wickedness " is the heathen sceptre,
ing them.
and "the righteous" are the Israelites who hold fast to the

inheritors are these righteous,

— KXtjpovofiia).
and having

John

nw

The

down,

in

xxx. 32).

Isa.

upon or

He

:

(^"113,

Not

KXrjpos

down anywhere,

rest (cf. Isa.

shall let

sceptre of heathen tyranny rest

not suffer that

"lot"

LXX. renders ovk acjnjaei,

on the other hand rvr,

(cf.

called their

is

signifies to alight or settle

alighted, to lean

32, epeivev).

i.

holy land, whose sole entitled

The

religion of their fathers.

xn 2 with
i.e. IT?!

*6

down, cause to come

for a continuance shall

the

God

will

upon the holy

in order that the righteous

may

land,

not at length,

by virtue of the power which pressure and use exercises over
men, also participate in the prevailing ungodly doings. lw
with Beth: to seize upon anything wrongfully, or even only
(as in Job xxviii. 9) to lay one's hand upon anything (frequently
with by).
that

is

As

here in the case of

the same as the locative

Vers. 4,

5.

On

is

iinSj?, in

lxxx. 3 too the form

combined with

a preposition.

the ground of the strong faith in vers. 1

and of the confident hope in ver. 3, the petition now arises
Jahve would speedily bestow the earnestly desired blessinc
of freedom upon the faithful ones, and on the other hand
remove the cowardly [lit. those afraid to confess God] and
those who have fellowship with apostasy, together with the
sq.

that

declared wicked ones, out of the way.
For such is the meanD^itt (in Proverbs alternating with the
ing of vers. 4 sq.
" righteous," ch. ii. 20, the opposite being the " wicked," DW'i,
ch. xiv. 19) are here those who truly believe and rightly act
in

accordance with the good will of God,* or, as the parallel

* The Midrash here calls to mind a Talinudic riddle
There came a
good one (Moses, Ex. ii. 2) and received a good thing (the Tora, Prov. iv.
-2) from the good One (God, Ps. cxlv.
9) for the good ones (Israel, Pa.
:

cxxv. 4).

PSALM CXXVI.

member
article

of the verse explains (where

Q^^ ?
1

God

in the

bottom of

desires to

have

it.

poet supplicates good for them, viz. preservation against

denying

God and

deliverance out of slavery

who bend

contrary,

(

nt2?)

Judg.

v. 6,

no

less

than in

cusative of the object, which

clear

xxx. 11)

them away

—for

(*Iyta

whom

in

no way

correctly

these

turn aside

i.e.

ii.

7,

Prov.

Num. xxii. 23

(Eni?i??i?J'.,

xvii. 23,

more natural than

is

that

extrem., cf.

like

c^JjsI, perire facere

lukewarm and

Siaifkoicds,

rov? 8e

i.e.

the open, manifest sinners,

sly, false

etctc\ivovTa<;

Symmachus

and equivocal ones are

Israel

ei?

t<z?

LXX.

a-Tpayya\ia<; (Aquila

oveoAioT^Ta?, Theodotion StecrTpafifieva)

cnra&t, icvpios fierci, k.t.X.

hand over

the

Job

= perdere)

inferior as a source of danger to the church.

:

an ac-

it is

these he wishes that Jahve would

together with the workers of evil,
to

for those, on the

from the right way

Amos

accusative of the direction, after
xxiii. 11, Isa.

;

their crooked paths,

their paths in a crooked direction
cf.

did not require the

on account of the addition), those who

their heart are uprightly disposed, as

The

287

Finally, the poet, stretching out his

pronouncing the benediction of the
his hopes, prayers, and wishes into the

as

if

gathers up all
one prayer: "Peace be upon Israel."

priest,

He means

"the

Israel

God," Gal. vi. 16. Upon this Israel he calls down peace
from above. Peace is the end of tyranny, hostility, dismemberment, unrest, and terror; peace is freedom and harmony
and unity and security and blessedness.

of

PSALM CXXVI.
THE HARVEST OP JOY AETER THE SOWING OP TEARS.
1

WHEN Jahve brought back the returning ones of Ziou,
We

2 Then laughter

were as those who dream.
our mouth,
And our tongue a shout of joy.
filled

among the heathen :
" Great things hath Jahve done for
3 Great things hath Jahve done for us,
Then

said they

We

became glad.

them"—

—
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Oh

4

:

1-3.

lead back, Jahve, our captive ones,

5 Those

As streams in
who sow with tears,

the south country

!

Shall reap with a shout of joy.

He

6

goeth to and fro amidst weeping,

Bearing the scattering of the seed

He

It is

cometh along with a shout of joy,
Bearing his sheaves.

with this Psalm, which the favourite word Zion con-

nects with the preceding Psalm, exactly as with Ps. lxxxv.,

which

also gives thanks for the restoration of the captive ones

and on the other hand has to comnot entirely removed, and prays
There are expositors indeed who
for a national restoration.
also transfer the grateful retrospect with which this Song of
of Israel on the one hand,

plain of the wrath that

is still

degrees (vers. 1-3), like that Korahitic
begins, into the future

(among the

more consistent than the

Psalm

translators

earlier ones)

(vers. 2-4),

Luther

is

at least

but they do this for

;

reasons which are refuted by Ps. lxxxv., and which are at once
silenced

when brought

face to face with the requirements of

the syntax.

Vers. 1-3.

When

or others where I3"ro

is

passages like Isa.

i.

9,

Gen.

xlvii.

25,

per/, consec, are appealed to in order to

Owns 13^n may signify erimus quasi somniantes,
they are instances that are different in point of syntax. Any
other rendering than that of the LXX. is here impossible, viz.
prove that

Ev tw
<b?

niantes).

on

eTTKTTpeylrai Kvpiov ttjv al^/j.aXcoaiav %ia>v i<^evrjdrj)iev
(D'CPIJS ?
Jerome correctly,

—

Trapaiceic\.r]fj.evoi

It

to render

is,

quasi som-

however, just as erroneous

when Jerome

tunc implebitur risu os nostrum; for it
future after TK has a future signification in passages
:

is

goes

true the

where the
context relates to matters of future history, as in xcvi. 12 Zeph.
iii. 9, but it always has the signification
of the imperfect after
the key-note of the historical past has once been struck, Ex.
xv. 1, Josh. viii. 30, x. 12, 1 Kings xi.
7, xvi. 21, 2 Kings xv.
16,

Job

exiles at

xxxviii.

home

21

;

it is

therefore, tunc implebatur.

again upon

the

soil

of

It

is

their fatherland

here cast back a glance into the happy time

when

the

who

their destiny

4-6.
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God

of Israel disposing the

FSALM CXXVI.
suddenly took another turn, by the

heart of the conqueror of Babylon to set

them

at liberty,

and

send them to their native land in an honourable manner.
T\y& is not equivalent to NIW, nor is there any necessity to
to

read

it

thus (Olshausen, Bottcher, and Hupfeld).

na^

(from

"

2W, like n ^ , 3, ? , P) signifies the return, and then those returning ; it is, certainly, an innovation of this very late poet.
i ,

When

—
by

Jahve brought home the homeward-bound ones of Zion
we were as dreamers. Does he mean
the poet means to say

—

this that

the

long seventy years' term of

affliction

lay

behind us like a vanished dream (Joseph Kimchi), or that the
redemption that broke upon us so suddenly seemed to us at
first

not to be a reality but a beautiful dream

the language favours the latter

:

?

The

tenor of

as those not really passing

—

through such circumstances, but only dreaming. Then the
our mouth was filled with laughter (Job
poet goes on to say
viii. 21) and our tongue with a shout of joy, inasmuch, namely,

—

as the

impression of

the good fortune which contrasted so

strongly with our trouble hitherto, compelled us to open our

mouth wide in order that our joy might break forth
stream, and our jubilant

shouts of joy, which

mood

knew no

matter of our rejoicing.
position at that time

limit because of the inexhaustible

And how

among

in a full

impelled our tongue to utter
awe-inspiring was Israel's

the peoples! and what astonish-

ment the marvellous change of Israel's lot produced upon
Even the heathen confessed that it was Jahve's work,
them
and that He had done great things for them (Joel ii. 20 sq.,
the glorious predictions of Isaiah, as in ch.
1 Sam. xii. 24)
xlv. 14, Hi. 10, and elsewhere, were being fulfilled. The church
on its part seals that confession coming from the mouth of the
This it is that made them so joyful, that God had
heathen.
acknowledged them by such a mighty deed.
But still the work so mightily and graciously
Vers. 4-6.
begun is not completed. Those who up to the present time
have returned, out of whose heart this Psalm is, as it were,
composed, are only like a small vanguard in relation to the
whole nation. Instead of unUB' the Keri here reads vtvif,
from nw, Num. xxi. 29, after the form n'33 in Gen. 1. 4. As
!

—

elsewhere that Jerusalem yearns after her children,
((
thou shalt put them all on
and Jahve solemnly assures her,

we read
VOL.

III.

19
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and gird thyself like a bride" (Isa. xlix. 18), so here
the poet proceeds from the idea that the holy land yearns after
an abundant, reanimating influx of population, as the Negeb
(i.e. the Judsean south country, Gen. xx. 1, and in general the
as jewels

south country lying towards the desert of Sinai) thirsts for the
rain-water streams, which disappear in the summer season and
regularly return in the winter season.

Concerning

water-holding channel," vid. on

16.

converte captivitatem nostram (as

LXX.), we
in

shall not

know what

xviii.

Jerome

If

we

translate

does, following the

to do with the figure, whereas

connection with the rendering reduc captivos nostros

as beautifully

" a

P'SK,

it is

just

adapted to the object as to the governing verb.

If

we have rightly referred negeb not to the land of the Exile but
to the Land of Promise, whose appearance at this time is still
so unlike the promise, we shall now also understand by those
who sow in tears not the exiles, but those who have already
returned home, who are again sowing the old soil of their native
and that with tears, because the ground is so parched
is little hope of the seed springing up.
But this
tearful sowing will be followed by a joyful harvest.
One is
reminded here of the drought and failure of the crops with
which the new colony was visited in the time of Haggai, and
of the coming blessing promised by the prophet with a view
land,

that there

to the

work of the building of the Temple being vigorously

Here, however, the tearful sowing is only
an emblem of the new foundation-laying, which really took

carried forward.

many tears (Ezra iii. 12), amidst sorrowful
and depressed circumstances ; but in its general sense the language of the Psalm coincides with the language of the Preacher
place not without

on the Mount, Matt.

v.

they shall be comforted.

4

:

Blessed are those

The

subject to ver. 6

who mourn,
is

for

the husband-

man, and without a

figure, every member of the ecelesia pressa.
gerundial construction in ver. 6a (as in 2 Sam. iii.
16,
Jer. 1. 4, cf. the more Indo-Germanic style of expression in

The
2

Sam.

xv. 30) depicts the continual passing along,
here the

going to and fro of the sorrowfully pensive man
the undoubted coming and sure appearing of him

who

is

blessed beyond expectation.

jn-tn

^va

The former

bears

;

and

ver. 66

highly

the
}
the handful of seed taken from
'the rest for
casting out (for jnjn ijtsto in Amos ix. 13 signifies
to cast forth

seed-draught,

i.e.

PSALSI CXXVII.

the seed along the furrows)
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the latter his sheaves, the produce
(ns«n), such as puts him to the blush, of his,
as it appeared
to him, forlorn sowing.
As by the sowing we are to under;

stand everything that each individual contributes towards the
up of the kingdom of God, so by the sheaves, the
wholesome fruit which, by God bestowing His blessing upon it

building

beyond our prayer and comprehension, springs up from

it.

PSALM CXXVII.
EVERYTHING DEPENDS UPON THE BLESSING OP GOD.*
1

IF JaJive

build not the house,

They labour

in vain thereon

who

build

it.

If Jahve watch not over the city,
In vain doth he keep awake who watcheth over
2 In vain

And

that ye rise

is it

only

sit

down

up

it.

early

late,

Eating the bread of sorrowful labour
Even so He giveth to His beloved in

sleep.

3 Behold a heritage of Jahve are sons,
reward is the fruit of the womb.

A

4 As arrows

in the

So are sons
5 Blessed

Who

the

When

of a mighty

man,

man

hath his quiver

They

The

is

hand

of the youth.

shall not

full of

them

:

be ashamed,

they speak with enemies in the gate.

inscribed nbpa?

is

only added to this Song of degrees

because there was found in ver. 2 not only an allusion to the

name
xii.

Solomon received from Nathan (2 Sam.
endowed with wisdom and riches
Kings
iii. 5 scjq.).
And to these is
Gibeon (1

Jedidiah, which

25), but also to his being

in the

dream

at

An

Gottes Segen

ist alles

gelegen,

;

PSALM CXXVII.
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1, 1.

for, like
be added the Proverbs-like form of the Psalm;
consists
it
Mashal,
the proverb-song, the extended form of the
reminds
which
double string of proverbs, the expression of
to

still

of a

(D'3W in ver. 2,
one in many ways of the Book of Proverbs
Prov. xxiii. 30
^nKB,
in
as
toilsome efforts, as in Prov. v. 10 ;
youth,
as in Prov.
one's
Dny»n Ma in ver. 4, sons begotten in
in ver. 5,
youth
one's
;
v. 18 ani])) riK'N, a wife married in
are
like the
together
which
and
as in Prov! xxii. 22, xxiv. 7),
Jahve,
blessing
it
The
ch.
x.
22
proverb,
of
unfolding of the
Even
Theodoret
it.
nothing
beside
addeth
mahetli rich, and labour

W?

:

observes, on the natural assumption thaf. ver. 1 points to the

building of the Temple,

how much

better the

Psalm

suits the

time of Zerubbabel and Joshua, when the building of the Temple
was imperilled by the hostile neighbouring peoples ; and in conrelatively small

nection with the

many

especially

number

of those

who had

out of the Exile, a numerous family, and more

home

returned

sons,

must have seemed
from God.

to be a doubly and

poet proves

everything depends

threefoldly precious blessing

Vers.

1,

The

2.

that

upon the blessing of God from examples taken from the Godordained life of the family and of the state. The rearing of
the house which affords us protection, and the stability of the
city in which we securely and peaceably dwell, the acquisition
of possessions that maintain and adorn life, the begetting and
rearing of sons that

may

father as he grows old

—

contribute substantial support to the

all

these are things which depend upon

God

without natural preliminary conditions
being able to guarantee them, well-devised arrangements to
the blessing of

ensure them, unwearied labours to obtain them by force, or
impatient care and murmuring to get them by defiance.

Many

man

a

builds himself a house, but he

carry out the building of

is

not able to

or he dies before he

it,

is

able to

take possession of

it,

or the building fails through unforeseen

misfortunes, or,

it

succeeds, becomes a prey to violent de-

struction

(3

tatf,

Many

:

if

Jonah

a city

if

God Himself do
is

iv.

not build

10, Eccles.

well-ordered,

ii.

it,

they labour thereon

21) in vain

and seems

who

build

to be secured

it.

by wise

precautions against every misfortune, against fire and sudden
but if God Himself do not guard it, it is in vain that

attack

;
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entrusted give themselves no

a word that has only come into frequent use since the literature of the Salomonic age) the duties
sleep

pi?tJ>,

The

of their office with the utmost devotion.

perfect in the

apodosis affirms what has been done on the part of
ineffectual if the former

Many

xxxii. 23.

and delay the

rise

sitting

for that

33$, not

is

seat in order to rest a little, and, as

(Hitzig).

and

Dip

cannot therefore

rnt}'

3e><

;

remain

to

be

cf.

Num.

to their

work,

;

not

i.e.

:

the

but to take a

what follows shows,

stand opposed to one another

mean

man

not done on God's part;

up early in order to get
down as long as possible

down (Hupfeld),

lying

is

:

to eat

the latter

work, in
form an antithesis) cannot be properly compared.
1 Sam. xx. 24 shows
that prior to the incursion of the Grecian custom they did not
take their meals lying or reclining (ava- or KaTa/a-tftevos;), but
favour of which Isa.

sitting.

It

not after

all

is

v.

to

11 (where

vain for you

sitting

"ip.33

and

at one's

^33

—the poet exclaims

to

them

—

bring what you think to be able to acquire

doing you eat only the bread of sorrow,

i.e.

bread that

it

;

is

will

in so

pro-

and trouble (cf. Gen. iii. 17, li3SJ)3) )3, in like
manner, i.e. the same as you are able to procure only by toilsome and anxious efforts, God gives to His beloved (lx. 7, Deut.
cured with

xxxiii.
*ip3,

toil

12) WB*

!"6 ,

p,

:

i.e.
?

"God

German

(= nv$),

3*iy)

self-forgetful

Him

:

in sleep (an adverbial accusative like

without restless self-activity, in a state of

renunciation, and modest, calm

proverb, and a

KvpTos alpei.

surrender to

bestows His gifts during the night," says a

Greek proverb even says:

Bottcher takes

anything further ;" and

p

J3 in the sense of " so

certainly has this

evBovrt

= without

meaning some-

times (yid. introduction to Ps. ex.), but not in this passage,

where, as referring back,

and where what

this

it

stands at the head of the clause,

mimic p would import

lies in

the word

With njn it goes on to refer to a specially
example in support of the maxim that everything depends upon God's blessing. 1B3Q *"1B (Gen. xxx. 2, Deut. vii.
13) beside 3^3 also admits of the including of daughters. It
Just as
is with *I3B> (recalling Gen. xxx. 18) just as with rbni.
Vers. 3-5.

striking

the latter in this passage denotes an inheritance not according
but in accordance with the free-will of the

to hereditary right,

—
PS ALU CXXVII. 3-5.
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former denotes not a reward that is paid out as in
duty bound, but a recompense that is bestowed according to
one's free judgment, and in fact looked for in accordance with
Sons
a promise given, but cannot by any means be demanded.

giver, so the

—

They are especially when
are a blessed gift from above.
3
they are the offspring of a youthful marriage (opp.
Gen. xxxvii. 3, xliv. 20), and accordingly themselves strong
and hearty (Gen. xlix. 3), and at the time that the father is

E^P

,

—

growing old are in the bloom of their years like arrows in
This is a comparison which the cirthe hand of a warrior.
cumstances of his time made natural to the poet, in which the
sword was carried side by side with the trowel, and the work
of national restoration had to be defended step by step against
open enemies, envious neighbours, and false brethren. It was
not sufficient then to have arrows in the quiver one was
obliged to have them not merely at hand, but in the hand
;

(T3), in order to be able to discharge

What

self.

a treasure, in such a time

them and defend one's
when it was needful to

be constantly ready for fighting, defensive or offensive, was
that which youthful sons afforded to the elderly father and
weaker members of the family
Happy is the man the poet

—

!

exclaims

— who has

his quiver,

i.e.

his house, full of

in order to be able to deal out to the enemies as
as

may

he needed.

rounding him
a phalanx not

The

such arrows,

many

arrows

father and such a host of sons sur-

complex notion of the subject) form
If they have to speak
with enemies in the gate i.e. candidly to upbraid them with
their wrong, or to ward off their unjust accusation
they shall
(this is the

be broken through.

to

—

not be ashamed,

not be overawed, disheartened, or disarmed.
Gesenius in his Thesaurus, as Ibn-Jachja has already done,
i.e.

takes 131 here in the signification

"to destroy

;"

but in Gen.

xxxiv. 13 this Piel signifies to deal behind one's back (deceitfully),

and

in 2

Ohron.

xxii.

10

to get rid of

by

This shade of the notion, which proceeds from

assassination.
so,

pone

esse

(vid. xviii. 48, xxviii. 2), does

and the expression lEb;;s6
as being the forum,

nary
false

which

i

s

not suit the passage before us,
favourable to the idea of the gate

mT

arises from taking
in its ordiUnjust judges, malicious accusers, and
witnesses retire shy and faint-hearted before
a family so
signification.

—

!
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read the opposite of this in

the curse of their fathers rests.

PSALM CXXVIII.
THE FAMILY PROSPERITY OP THE GOD-FEARING MAN.

HAPPY

is every one who feareth Jahve,
walketh in His ways.
2 The labour of thy hands shalt thou surely

1

Who

Happy
3 Thy

and

art thou,

it is

wife, like a fruitful vine

is

In the inner part of thy house

Thy

4 Behold,

Who

table.

surely thus

is

the

man

blessed

feareth Jahve.

5 Jahve

bless thee

And see

out of Zion,

thou the prosperity of Jerusalem

All the days of thy

And

she,

;

children are like shoots of olive-trees

Round about thy

6

eat,

well with thee.

see thou

life,

thy children's children

Peace be upon

Israel

appended to Ps. cxxvi. because the
by the redemption out of
exile that they thought they were dreaming, finds its interpretation in the universal truth that God bestows upon him whom.
He loves, in sleep, that which others are not able to acquire by
toiling and moiling day and night
so Ps. cxxviii. follows Ps.
cxxvii. for the same reason as Ps. ii. follows Ps. i.
In both
instances they are Psalms placed together, of which one begins
In other respects Ps.
with ashri and one ends with ashre".
They are recxxviii. and cxxvii. supplement one another.
lated to one another much as the New Testament parables of
That
the treasure in the field and the one pearl are related.
which makes man happy is represented in Ps. cxxvii. as a gift
coming as a blessing, and in Ps. cxxviii. as a reward coming as
a blessing that which is brieflv indicated in the word lai? in
Just as Ps. cxxvii.

fact that Israel

was

is

so surprised

:
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cxxvii. 3 being here
as a gift of

grace

in

1-3.

expanded and unfolded. There it Appears
contrast to the God-estranged self -activity

man, here as a fruit of the ora et Mora. Ewald considers
this and the preceding Psalm to be songs to be sung at table.
of

But they

are ill-suited for this purpose

tions of those

Vers. 1-3.

who

are about to partake of the food provided.

The ^

in ver. 2 signifies neither " for" (Aquila,

"when" (Symmachus,

kottov tS)v rapacav aov oti <f>dyeaai), nor

kottov %eip(ov aov iadlav)

which

is

(cxviii.

for they contain per-

;

and instead of benedic-

sonal mirrorings instead of petitions,

;

it

is

the directly affirmative

10-12, Gen.

The proof in favour
20, xli. 32).
the very usual nny 'S in the apodoses

xviii.

of this asseverating '3

is

of hypothetical protases, or even Tips in

only
sition

'3,

sometimes thus placed after other words in a clause

'a in Isa. vii. 9, 1

Sam.

xiv.

Job

xi. 15,

or also

39: "surely then;" the tran-

from the confirmative to the affirmative signification

evident from ver. 4 of the

Psalm before

To

us.

is

support one's

by one's own labour is a duty which even a Paul did not
wish to avoid (Acts xx. 34), and so it is a great good fortune
(j\? 3iD as in cxix. 71) to eat the produce of the labour of one's

self

own hands (LXX.

tovs Kapirovs tSiv

an original reading, tou? ttovov; to>v
can

make himself

useful to others and

of them, he eats the bread of blessing
is

ttovcov, or

/capiraiv *)
still

connection with this

is

also

which God

sweeter than the bread of charity which

and contented within

is

;

men

according to
for he

gives,

of an amiable

hopeful (rich in hope) family

life.

"

Thy

which

In close

give.

the prosperity of a house that
itself,

who

independent

is

at peace

and tranquil and
!

wife (ins s, found

only here, for T^'x) is as a fruit-producing vine." fins for fliB,
ns, with the Jod of the root retained, like rrata,
from rns

=

Lam.

The figure of the vine is admirably suited to the
a shoot or sprig of the husband, and stands in
need of the man's support as the vine needs a stick or the wall
of a house (pergula).
inn 'rifva does not belong to the figure,
wife,

is

i.

16.

who

is

* The fact that the tuv xap^Zu of the LXX. here, as in Prov. xxxi. 20
is noted by Theodoret and also
by Didy-

intended to refer to the hands

mus

(in Rosenmuller)
xapxoic cpnai mn a* d7ro fiipou; raj %upag (i.e. per
synecdochen partis pro Mo), roviian zZw vpuzTixu* aov Ivuiftsas,
(fiycaxi

TQVi TTOVOVf.

:

—
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CXXIX.

thinks of a vine starting out of

What

the room and climbing up in the open air outside.

is

meant is the angle, corner, or nook (,rJ3-£, in relation to things
and artificial, equivalent to the natural ^l!)? *'«• the background,
the privacy of the house, where the housewife, who is not to be

much out

seen

of doors, leads a quiet

life,

entirely devoted to

The

the happiness of her husband and her family.

children

springing from such a noble vine, planted around the family
table, are like olive shoots or cuttings

1098
839

Thus

/caWi'irais <ne<$>avo<i.

:

cf. in

;

Euripides, Medea,

and Here. Fur.

T&icvmv iv oikois <y\vicepbv ^XdcrTrjfia,

:

fresh as

young layered small

and thus promising are they.
Pointing back to this charming picture of
behold,
family life, the poet goes on to say behold, for thus
olive-trees

Vers. 4-6.

=

:

thus

is

man

the

who

actually blessed

fears Jahve.

''S

confirms

The
by imperatives which

the reality of the matter of fact to which the nan points.

promissory future in ver. 5a

upon the God-fearing

call

is

followed

man

at once to

do that which, in

accordance with the promises, stands before him as certain.
ji'SfD as in exxxiv. 3, xx. 3.
instead of 'pjl ^a gives
T?.?? D
'

1

a designed indefiniteness to the

^

first

member

of the combina-

Every blessing the individual enjoys comes from the
God of salvation, who has taken up His abode in Zion, and is
perfected in participation in the prosperity of the holy city and
tipn.

which it is the centre. A New Testament song would here open up the prospect of the heavenly
of the whole church, of

But

Jerusalem.

the character of limitation to this present

world that is stamped upon the Old Testament does not admit
The promise refers only to a present participation in
of this.
the well-being of Jerusalem (Zech.

viii.

prolonged in one's children's children

down

intercessorily peace

in all places

and

all

upon

;

15) and to long

and

Israel in

life

in this sense calls

all its

members, and

ages.

PSALM CXXIX.
THE END OP THE OPPRESSORS OP
1

ZION.

ENOUGH have they oppressed me from my youth up,
Let

Israel say

—

:

PSALM CXXIX.
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Enough have

2

they oppressed

1,

2.

me from my youth

up,

Nevertheless they have not prevailed against me.

3

Upon my back the ploughers ploughed,
They made long their furrow-strip.

4 Jahve

is righteous
hath cut asunder the cords of the wicked.
5 They must be ashamed and turn back,
All who hate Zion.
:

He

6

They must become

7

Which, ere it shooteth up, withereth
Wherewith the reaper filleth not his hand,

as grass of the house-tops,

Nor he who bindeth sheaves his bosom,
who pass by say

8 Neither do they

The
"

blessing of

We

bless

Jahve be upon you !
the name of Jahve

you in

!

/"

Just as Ps. cxxiv. with the words " let Israel say" was
" peace be upon Israel" so Ps.
followed by Ps. cxxv. with
cxxviii.

with " peace be upon Israel "

with "

let

"

let

Israel

say" but

followed

is

by Ps.

cxxix.

This Ps. cxxix. has not only the

Israel say."

call

also the situation of a deliverance that has

been experienced (cf ver. 4 with cxxiv. 6

sq.), from which point
and confidently forward into the future,
and an Aramaic tinge that is noticeable here and there by the
.

it

looks gratefully back

side of all other classical character of form, in

common

with

Ps. cxxiv.

Vers.

Israel

1, 2.

ranch and sorely

it

is

gratefully to confess that, however

was oppressed,

it

has not succumbed.

still

nzn, together with nzn, has occurred already in lxv.
10, lxii. 3,
and it becomes usual in the post-exilic language, cxx. 6, cxxiii.
4, 2 Chron. xxx. 18 ; Syriac rebath.
The expression " from

my

youth

" glances

back

to the time of the

for the time of the sojourn in

youth (Hos.

ii.

protasis ver. la

17 [15],

xi. 1,

Egyptian bondage

Egypt was the time
Jer.

ii.

2,

Ezek.

;

of Israel's

xxiii. 3).

The

repeated in an interlinked, chain-like conjunction in order to complete the thought ; for ver.
2b is the
is

turning-point, where D3, having reference to the whole negative

PSALM CXXIX.
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clause, signifies " also" in the sense of

" nevertheless," o/*w?

(synon. n^rP33), as in Ezek. xvi. 28, Eccles.
cxix.

24

although they oppressed

:

they not overpowered

me

vi. 7,

me much and

(the construction

is

cf.

above,

have

sore, yet

like

Num.

xiii.

30, and frequently).

Elsewhere

Vers. 3-5.

it

is

said that the enemies have

driven over Israel (lxvi. 12), or have gone over
li.

iv.

23)

here the customary figurative language

;

8 (cf. Hos. x. 13)

dealing

is

its
ftX

back (Isa.
Knn in Job

extended to another figure of hostile

without compassion and without consideration they

:

ill-treated

who were
were arable land, and, without

the stretched-forth back of the people

held in subjection, as though
restraining their ferocity

it

and setting a

limit to their spoiling of

the enslaved people and country, they
(DrMJ)D, according to the

drew their furrow-strip
Keri Dn^lJD) long. But ruiflo does

not signify (as Keil on 1 Sam. xiv. 14
explaining the passage

DW,

(=

more

is

of opinion, although

correctly than Thenius) the furrow

but, like i'Uje^, a strip of arable land which the

~to~l$),

ploughman takes

in hand at one time, at both ends of which
consequently the ploughing team ("l?^) always comes to a stand,

turns round, and ploughs a

new furrow

;

from

HJJ?,

to bend,

turn (vid. Wetzstein's Excursus II. at the end of this volume).
It

is

therefore

:

they drew their furrow-turning long (dative of

the object instead of the accusative with Hiph., as
xxix. 2, cf. with Piel in xxxiv. 4, cxvi. 16,
after the

eous

is

e.g. in Isa.

and Kal

—

verified in the present circumstances

;

—He

hath cut asunder

the cords of the wicked (nnj? as in

ii.

3

suggested by the metaphor in ver. 3,

cf.

Job xxxix. 10

air^ewz?,

lxix. 6,

Aramaic style, although it is not unhebraic). Rightthis is an universal truth, which has been
Jahve

i.e.

PW), with which they held

;

here, however,

it is

;

LXX.

Israel bound.

From

that which has just been experienced Israel derives the hope
that all Zion's haters (a

newly coined name for the enemies of
shame

the religion of Israel) will be obliged to retreat with

and confusion.
Vers. 6-8.

The

poet illustrates the fate that overtakes

them by means of a picture borrowed from Isaiah and worked
up (eh. xxxvii. 27) they become like " grass of the housetops," etc.
^ is a relative to BO' {quod exarescit), and nD"jp,
:
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priusquam,

Hebraized after VF}

is

Dan.

no"ij5-i» in

vi.

11, or

Ezra v. 11. tf>f elsewhere has the signification
" to draw forth" of a sword, shoe, or arrow, which is followed
by the LXX., Theodotion, and the Quinta irpb tov kKcnranrj n»"ij3D in

:

o-Orjvcu,

before

in this sense

it is

plucked.

LXX.

the

adrjvai, of

But

we

side

by

side with the iiccnra-

also find the reading igavOrjaai

Jerome renders

(statim ut) viruerit,

;

and

Symmachus

eKKav\rjaai (to shoot into a stalk), Aquila avWakev, the Sexta

The Targum

eKaTepeucrai (to attain to full solidity).

phrases

f[bs>

in both senses

to shoot

:

up and

to

pluck

off.

para-

The

which Venema interprets antequam
se evaginet vel evaginetur, i.e. antequam e vaginulis suis se evolvat
et succrescat, is also advocated by Parchon, Khnchi, and AbenEzra.
In the same sense von Ortenberg conjectures tl? r]K'.
Since the grass of the house-tops or roofs, if one wishes to pull
former

it

signification, after

up, can be pulled

when

it is

:

up

just as well

green, and since

" to put

The

into ear."

when

it

is

withered as

in favour of the intransi-

itself forth, to

develope, shoot forth

roof-grass withers before

or blossoms, just because

it

the most natural thing to take

we decide

"VXn as the subject to tpe>,
tive signification,

it is

it

has no deep

cannot stand against the heat of the sun.*
the figure of the grass of the house-tops

has put forth ears

root,

and therefore

The
still

poet pursues

further.

The

encompassing lap or bosom (koXtto?) is called elsewhere i??n
(Isa. xlix. 22, Neh. v. 13)
here it is |i'n, like the Arabic hidn
;

(diminutive hodeiii), of the same root with rino, a creek, in cvii.
30.
The enemies of Israel are as grass upon the house-tops,

which

is

not garnered in

germ

;

their life closes with sure destruc-

which they (without any need for any rooting
out) carry within themselves. The observation of Knapp, that,
any Western poet would have left off with ver. 6, is based
upon the error that vers. 7, 8 are an idle embellishment. The
tion, the

of

greeting addressed to the reapers in ver. 8 is taken from life
it is not denied even to heathen reapers.
Similarly Boaz (Ruth
;

* So, too, Geiger in the Deutsche Morgenlandische Zeitsclirift, xiv. 278

whom

f.,

i_eLj (i_cLi) occurs in Saadia and Abu-Said in
the signification '' to be in the first maturity, to blossom,"— a sense
tfrtf
may also have here cf. the Talmudic >sste used of unripe dates that
according to

;

are

still

in blossom.

—
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ii.
4) greets them with " Jahve be with you," and receives
the counter-salutation, " Jahve bless thee."
Here it is the

passers-by

who

out to those

call

who

are harvesting

:

The

Jahve happen to you (D3vX, # as in the Aaronitish blessing), and (since " we bless you in the name of
Jahve" would be a purposeless excess of politeness in the
blessing (A?"]?) of

mouth of the same speakers) receive in their turn the counterWe bless you in the name of Jahve. As a contrast it

salutation

:

follows that there

is

that which they have

before the righteous a garnering in of

sown amidst the exchange of joyful bene-

dictory greetings.

PSALM CXXX.
DE PKOFUNDIS.
1

OUT of the depths do I call unto
O hearken to my voice,

Thee, Jahve.

2 Lord,

Let Thine

To

ears be attentive

the voice of

my

supplication

!

3 If Thou keepest iniquities, Jah
Lord, who can stand ?
!

4 Yet with Thee is the forgiveness,
That Thou mayest be feared.
in Jahve, my
And upon His word

5

/ hope

6

My

soul hopeth,

do I wait.

soul waiteth for the Lord,

More than the night-watchers for the morning,
The night-watchers for the morning.
7 Wait, Israel, for Jahve,
For with Jahve is the mercy,
And abundantly is there with
8

And He
From all

will

redemption.

its iniquities.

* Here and there

Hebrew

Him

redeem Israel

Psalter, Basel

Qybv

is

found as an error of the copyist.

1547 12mo, notes
j

it as

a various reading.

The

;
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Luther, being once asked which were the best Psalins,

Psalmi Paulini ; and when his companions at table
Ps. xxxii.,
pressed him to say which these were, he answered
li., cxxx., and cxliii.
In fact in Ps. cxxx. the condemnability
replied,

:

of the natural man, the freeness of mercy, and the spiritual

nature of redemption are expressed in a manner thoroughly
Pauline. It is the sixth among the seven Psalmi pcenitentiales
(vi., xxxii., xxxviii., li., cii.,

Even

cxxx.,

the chronicler had

cxliii.).

Psalm before bim

this

present classification, which puts

it

near to Ps. cxxxii.

;

in the

for the

independent addition with which he enriches Solomon's prayer

Temple, 2 Chron.

at the dedication of the

out of

piled

passages of Ps.

response, 2 Chron.

The mutual

vii.

40-42,

vi.

cxxx. (ver. 2,

cf.

is

com-

the divine

15) and Ps. cxxxii. (vers. 8, 16, 10).

relation of Ps. cxxx. to Ps. lxxxvi. has been

already noticed there.

The two Psalms

are

first

attempts at

adding a third, Adonajic style to the Jehovic and Elohimic

There Adonaj is repeated seven times, and three
There are also other indications that the
writer of Ps. cxxx. was acquainted with that Ps. lxxxvi. (compare ver. 2a, ^ipa nyaw, with lxxxvi. 6, bipa na^pni
ver. 21,
<jynn bipS>, with lxxxvi'. 6, vfounn 5>ipa ver. 4, nn^ipri ^oy, with
lxxxvi. 5J nbi; ver. 8, Ipnn 'n'oy, with lxxxvi.^, 15, "i?"'^).
Psalm-style.

times in this Psalm.

;

;

The

fact that 2Wp_ (after the

form 7i3w') occurs besides only
dependent passages of the chronicler, aiid 3t?j3 only in
Neh. i. 6, 11, as nn?D besides only in Dan. ix. 9, Neh. ix. 17,
brings our Psalm down into a later period of the language
and moreover Ps. lxxxvi. is not Davidic.

in those

The depths (D^OJJD) are not the depths of the
but the deep outward and inward distress in which the
poet is sunk as in deep waters (lxix. 3, 15).
Out of these
Vers. 1-4.

soul,

God

depths he cries to the

prays

him

Him who

of salvation, and importunately

rules all things and can do all things to grant

a compliant hearing (3

Gen. xxi. 12, xxvii."l3, xxx. 6,
hears indeed even in Himself, as
being the omniscient One, the softest and most secret as well
and other passages).

as the loudest utterance

suum

exsequitur,' ut

j>10K>',

God
;

but, as Hilary observes, fides officium

Dei auditionem

roget, nt qui per naturam
euain audit per orantis precem dignetur audire.
In this sense

PSALM CXXX.
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the poet prays that His ears

form of
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be turned

niatpj?

(duller col-

be in the condition of arrectce aures),
with strained attention, to his loud and urgent petition (xxviii.

lateral

His

2).

If

God

life

ajSJp,

to

hangs upon the thread of the divine compassion.
who can stand before Him?! He

preserves iniquities,

them (J®&) when He puts them down to one (xxxii. 2)
and keeps them in remembrance (Gen. xxxvii. 11), or, as it is
figuratively expressed in Job xiv. 17, sealed up as it were in
custody in order to punish them when the measure is full.
The inevitable consequence of this is the destruction of the
sinner, for nothing can stand against the punitive justice of

preserves

God (Nab. i. 6, Mai. iii. 2, Ezra ix. 15). If God should show
Himself as Jah,* no creature would be able to stand before
Him, who is Adonaj, and can therefore carry out His judicial
will or

He

purpose (Isa.

He

16).

li.

does not, however, act thus.

does not proceed according to the legal stringency of re-

This thought, which

compensative justice.
after the question, but

is

up the pause

fills

not directly expressed,

confirmed

is

which therefore, as in Job xxii. 2, xxxi. 18,
xxxix. 14, Isa. xxviii. 28 (cf. Eccles. v. 6), introduces the opposite.
With the Lord is the willingness to forgive (nrjvDn), n

by the following

"'S,

j

order that

elsewhere

He may be

feared
for

(e.g. lxxix. 9),

the glorifying of His

;

i.e.

forgives, as

His Name's sake

Name.

our salvation, who, putting

He

all

He

will, as

:

it is

He

expressed

seeks therein

the sole

Author of

vain-glorying to shame, causes

mercy instead of justice to take its course with us (cf. li. 6), be
reverenced and gives the sinner occasion, ground, and material
for reverential thanksgiving and praise by bestowing " forgiveness" upon him in the plenitude of absolutely free grace.
Vers. 5-8. Therefore the sinner need not, therefore too
He hopes in Jahve (ace. ohj. as in
the poet will not, despair.
xxv. 5, 21, xl. 2), his soul hopes hoping in and waiting upon
God is the mood of his inmost and of his whole being. He
waits upon God's word, the word of His salvation (cxix. 81),
which, if it penetrates into the soul and cleaves there, calms
;

;

* Eusebius on Ps.
as

fiopCpijv louT^ou

asTrsp xara.lv;

lxviii. (Ixvii.)

T^ajiav xal

h

t£ caftan. There is a similar passage in Vincentius
we introduced into our larger Commentary on the

Ciconia (1567), which

Psalms (1859-60).

5 observes that the Logos is called "la.
T)j? lavrov hornro; auurWhac x.a.1

t«? «XT?»«f
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and by the appropriated consolation of forgiveness
it everything in it and outside

transforms and enlightens for
of

His soul

it.

Him

towards

stedfastly and continually directed
A. Crusius when on his death-bed, with

is tfl*£, i.e.

as Chr.

;

hands and eyes uplifted
soul

is

The meaning

towards God."
in

itself

heaven, joyfully exclaimed : " My
My whole soul is

to

the mercy of Jesus Christ.

full of

from

cxliii. 6,

and

is

of *jns6

becomes

at

once clear

defined moreover, without sup-

plying f"™'^ (Hitzig), according to the following

"iiJ3?.

wards the Lord he

who

expectantly turned, like those

is

The

night-time wait for the morning.
pression "those

gives

who watch

impression

the

of

repetition of the ex-

morning"

for the

Toin the

(cf. Isa. xxi.

protracted, painful

11)

The

waiting.

wrath, in the sphere of which the poet now finds himself, is a
nightly darkness, out of which he wishes to be removed into
the sunny realm of love (Mai.

however, but at the same time

whom

same, and for

way

to salvation.

iii.

all

20

[iv.

Israel,

2])

;

not he alone,

whose need

therefore believing waiting

is

the

is

likewise the

With Jahve, and with Him

exclusively,

with Him, however, also in

all its

fulness, is "i?nn (contrary to

13, without any pausal change in accordance with the
varying of the segolates), the mercy, which removes the guilt
of sin and its consequences, and puts freedom, peace, and joy
lxii.

into the heart.

And

used here, as

Ezek.

demption

in

He

plenteous (fain, an adverbial in/in. absol,
xxi. 20, as

an adjective)

is

with

Him

re-

possesses in the richest

measure the willingness, the power, and the wisdom, which are needed to procure
redemption, which rises up as a wall of partition (Ex. viii. 19)
between destruction and those imperilled. To Him therefore
must the individual, if he will obtain mercy, to Him must His
people, look up hopingly ; and this hope directed to Him shall
not be put to shame He, in the fulness of the might of His
;

i.e.

:

free grace (Isa.

redeem Israel from all its iniquiby forgiving them and removing their unhappy inward
and outward consequences. With this promise (cf. xxv.
22)
xliii.

25), will

ties,

the poet comforts himself.

demption, above

all,

spiritual redemption,

in the

He

means complete and final reNew Testament manner,

genuinely

'

;
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PSALM CXXXI.
CHILD-LIKE RESIGNATION TO GOD.
1

JAHVE, my

heart is not haughty, and mine eyes are not
Neither have I to do with great things
Q 0It y>

And

extraordinary which are beyond me.

down and calmed my soul
weaned beside its mother,
is weaned is my soul beside me.

2 Verily I have smoothed

Like a child that

is

Like the child that

3 Wait, Israel, upon Jahve

From

henceforth and for ever.

Tip because it is like an echo
21 sq.) with which David repelled
the mocking observation of Michal when he danced before the
Ark in a linen ephod, and therefore not in kingly attire, but in
This

little

song

is

Sam.

of the answer (2

inscribed
vi.

common raiment of the priests /
than I now show it, and I appear base

the

:

general David

the model of the state

is

He

expresses here.

esteem myself

did not push himself forward, but suffered

himself to be drawn forth out of seclusion.
possession of the throne violently, but after

him he

He

did not take

Samuel has anointed

and patiently traverses the long, thorny,

willingly

way

still less

mine own eyes. In
of mind which the poet
in

cir-

deep abasement, until he receives from God's
hand that which God's promise had assured to him. The percuitous

secution

of,

by Saul

Hebron, at

first

lasted about ten years,

and

his kingship in

only incipient, seven years and a half.

He

remove Saul and Ishbosheth. He
let Shimei curse.
He left Jerusalem before Absalom. Submission to God's guidance, resignation to His dispensations,
contentment with that which was allotted to him, are the
distinguishing traits of his noble character, which the poet of
this Psalm indirectly holds up to himself and to his cotempoleft it entirely to

God

to

a mirror, viz. to the Israel of the period after the Exile,
which, in connection with small beginnings under difficult
circumstances, had been taught humbly contented and calm
raries as

waiting.

VOL. IIL
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niriib the poet repudiates pride as being the state
with ^J? soytf!> (lo-ramu as in Prov. xxx. 13, and
before Ajin, e.g., also in Gen. xxvi. 10, Isa. xi. 2, in accordance
with which the erroneous placing of the accent in Baer's text
is to be corrected), pride of countenance and bearing ; and

With

''ai'

of his soul

;

with vnjprrK^l, pride of endeavour and mode of action. Pride
has its seat in the heart, in the eyes especially it finds its expression,

and great things are

exercises

itself.

The

its

sphere in which

it

diligently

opposite of " great things" (Jer. xxiii. 3,

not that which is little, mean, but that which is small;
and the opposite of "things too wonderful for me" (Gen. xviii.
14) is not that which is trivial, but that which is attainable.
N?"DK does not open a conditional protasis, for where is the
Nor does it signify
indication of the apodosis to be found?
" but," a meaning it also has not in Gen. xxiv. 38, Ezek. iii. 6.

xlv. 5) is

In these passages

too, as in the passage before us, it is asseve-

from the usual formula of an oath verily
>"W signifies (Isa. xxviii. 25) to level the surface of

rating, being derived

I have, etc.

a

field

by ploughing

IE* with

its

:

up, and has an ethical sense here, like
and $>BJ>. The Poel DOVt is to be un-

it

opposites 3pJ>

derstood according to nvpvi in

He

has levelled or

lxii. 2,

made smooth

and

O'O'n in

Lam.

iii.

his soul, so that humility

26.

is its

and uniform state he has calmed it so that it is silent
and lets God speak and work in it and for it: it
is like an even surface, and like the calm surface of a lake.
Ewald and Hupfeld's rendering: "as a weaned child on its
mother, so my soul, being weaned, lies on me," is refuted
by the consideration that it ought at least to be ^1D33, but
more correctly r6l»J |3 but it is also besides opposed by the
article which is swallowed up in ?P33, according to which it is

entire

and

;

at rest,

;

be rendered : like one weaned beside its mother (here blD33
on account of the determinative collateral definition), like the
weaned one (here .-18M3 because without any collateral definito

tion
also,

:

cf.,

my soul
As

with Hitzig, Deut. xxxii.

because referring back to the
beside

me

2,

and the

(Hitzig, Hengstenberg,

—

like

first $>ioa, cf.

;

moreover,

Hab.

and most

iii.

8), is

expositors).

a weaned child viz. not one that is only just begun to be
weaned, but an actually weaned child (ipa, cognate "IDJ, to
bring to an end, more particularly to bring suckling to an end,
to wean)— lies upon its mother without crying impatiently
and

;

:
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mother's breast, but contented with the fact

its

—

like such a weaned child is his soul
upon him, i.e. in relation to his Ego (which is conceived of
in vy as having the soul upon itself, cf. xlii. 7, Jer. viii. 18
Psychology, S. 151 f., tr. p. 180) his soul, which is by nature
restless and craving, is stilled ; it does not long after earthly
enjoyment and earthly good that God should give these to it,
but it is satisfied in the fellowship of God, it finds full satis-

that

it

has

its

mother

:

Him,

faction in

By

it is

satisfied (satiated) in

Him.

the closing strain, ver. 3, the individual language of the

Psalm comes

to have a reference to the congregation at large.
renounce all self-boasting and all self-activity, and
to wait in lowliness and quietness upon its God from now and
for evermore.
For He resisteth the proud, but giveth gracs
unto the humble.
Israel

is

to

PSALM CXXXII.
PRAYER FOR THE HOUSE OF GOD AND THE HOUSE
OF DAVID.
1

REMEMBER,

Jahve, to

David

All the trouble endured by him,
2

Him who hath sworn unto Jahve,
Hath vowed unto the Mighty One of Jacob

3 "I

will not enter into the tent of

I will not go up to the bed of

my

my

house,

couch

4 I will not give sleep to mine eyes,
Slumber to mine eyelids,
5 Until I find a place for Jahve,
"
dwelling-tent for the Mighty One of Jacob !

A

6 Behold

We
7

it

was,

found

it

we heard

it,

in

Ephv&thah,

in the fields of Ja'ar.

So let us go into His dwelling-tent,
Let us prostrate ourselves before His

Thy rest,
Ark of Thy

8 Arise, Jahve, to

Thou and

the

majesty

!

footstool.

:

:

!
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righteousness,
9 Let T/iy priests clothe themselves with

And Thy

saints shout for joy.

10 For the sake of David Thy servant
Turn not back the face of Thine anointed

David

11 Jahve hath sworn to

In truth that which
"

Of

Do

He

the fruit of thy

will not recall

body

I appoint a possessor of thy throne.

My

covenant
12 If thy children keep
testimony, which I teach
And

My

tbem

Their children also shall for ever
Sit upon thy throne."
13 For Jahve hath chosen Zion,
He hath desired it as an abode for Himself.

14 " This

Her
Her

15

And
And

16

my

is

rest for ever,

I dwell, for 1 have desired it."
provision will I bless abundantly,

Here

will

poor will I satisfy with bread,
her priests will

I clothe

with salvation,

her saints shall shout aloud for joy.

17 There

will

I

make

I will prepare a

a horn to shoot forth for

David,

lamp for mine anointed.

18 His enemies will I clothe with shame,
And upon himself shall his crown blossom.
Ps. cxxxi. designedly precedes Ps. cxxxii.

The former

has

grown out of the memory of an utterance of David when he
brought home the Ark, and the latter begins with the remembrance of David's humbly zealous endeavour to obtain a settled
and worthy abode for the
Ark among His people.
sacred
the
vi.
is

Ark

mouth

is

of

mentioned.

Solomon

God who

sits

It is the only

The

enthroned above the

Psalm

in

chronicler put vers.

at the dedication of the

Temple

which the

8-10

into

(2 Cbron.

41 sq.). After a passage borrowed from Ps. cxxx. 2 which
attached by nny to Solomon's Temple-dedication prayer, he

appends further borrowed passages out of Ps. cxxxii. with

The

by him with

a free

nnjf).

which are annexed
hand and from memory (Jahve Elohim for

variations in these verses of the Psalms,

PSALM CXXXII.
Jahve,

^mb

inna^, njw'n

for

much

just as
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for pis, aitsn sneiy* for

».ni)>

prove that he has altered the Psalm, and not

reversely (as Hitzig persistently maintains), that the psalmist

has borrowed from the Chronicles.
to

be seen

how

memory

the

It

is

even

still

distinctly

of Isa. lv. 3 has influenced the close

of ver. 42 in the chronicler, just as the

memory

of Isa. lv. 2

has perhaps also influenced the close of ver. 41.

The
of

psalmist supplicates the divine favour for the anointed

Jahve for David's

one

is

named

In

sake.

this connection this anointed

neither the high priest, nor Israel, which
(yid.

Hab.

iii.

necessities of his race

David

13), nor

himself,

is

never so

who "

in all the

and people stands before God,"

HengSong of
the new

as

stenberg asserts, in order to be able to assign this
degrees, as others, likewise to the post-exilic time of

Zerubbabel might more readily be understood (Baur),
whom, according to the closing prophecy of the Book of
Haggai, a new period of the Davidic dominion is said to begin.
But even Zerubbabel, the fTTirp nna, could not be called rw'o,
colony.

with

The

Psalm in
mouth of
Solomon. The view that it was composed by Solomon himself
when the Ark of the covenant was removed out of the tentfor this he

was

accordance with

not.
its

chronicler applies the

contents.

It

is

suited to the

temple on Zion into the Temple-building (Amyraldus, De
Wette, Tholuck, and others), is favoured by the relation of the
circumstances, as they are narrated in 2 Chron. v. 5 sqq., to the
desires of the
lxxii. in

Psalm, and a close kinship of the Psalm with Ps.

breadth, repetitions of words, and a laboured forward

and there a somewhat uncertain
belongs to a time in which the
Davidic throne was still standing and the sacred Ark was not
That which, according to 2 Sam.
as yet irrecoverably lost.
ch. vi., vii., David did for the glory of Jahve, and on the other
hand is promised to him by Jahve, is here made by a post-

movement which
advance.

At

all

is

here

events

it

Davidic poet into the foundation of a hopeful intercessory
prayer for the kingship and priesthood of Zion and the church
presided over by both.

The Psalm

consists of four ten-line strophes.

nection with the

first

Only

in con-

could any objection be raised, and the

strophe be looked upon as only consisting of nine
the other strophes decide the question of

its

lines.

measure

;

But

and the
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breaking up of the weighty ver. 1 into two lines follows the
accentuation, which divides

it

into two parts

and places MK by

being DK (according to Accentssystem, xviii. 2, with
Mugrash). Each strophe is adorned once with the name of
itself as

David; and moreover the step-like progress which comes back
to what has been said, and takes up the thread and carries it
forward, cannot

be recognised.

fail to

Vers. 1-5. One is said to remember anything to another
when he requites him something that he has done for him, or
when he does for him what he has promised him. It is the post-

Davidic church which here reminds Jahve of the hereinafter
mentioned promises (of the " mercies of David," 2 Chron. vi.
3) with

which

He

42,

cf. Isa. lv.

By

this verbal substantive of the

trouble which

David had

has responded to David's

Pual

is

meant

all

in order to procure a

for the sanctuary of Jahve.

worthy abode

2 njv signifies to trouble or harass

one's self about anything, afflictari (as frequently in the

of Ecclesiastes)

ni:j?.

the care and

Book

the Pual here denotes the self-imposed trouble,

;

or even that imposed by outward circumstances, such as the
tedious wars, of

and yet never relaxed

long, unsuccessful,

endeavours (1 Kings v. 17 [3]). For he had vowed unto God
that he would give himself absolutely no rest until he had
obtained a fixed abode for Jahve.

What

he said

to

Nathan

an indication of this vowed resolve, which
was now iu a time of triumphant peace, as it seemed, ready for
being carried out, after the first step towards it had already
been taken in the removal of the Ark of the covenant to Zion
(2

Sam.

vii.

(2

Sam.

ch. vi.)

vi.

out of

2)

its

is

;

for 2

Sam.

ch.

vii. is

appended

to 2

Sam.

ch.

chronological order and only on account of the

After the bringing home of the Ark,
which had been long yearned for (cf. ci. 2), and did not take
place without difficulties and terrors, was accomplished, a series

internal connection.

of years again passed over, during which

about with him the thought of erecting

And when

David always

God

carried

a Temple-building.

he had received the tidings through Nathan that he
God a house, but that it should be done by his

should not build

son and successor, he nevertheless did as much towards the
carrying out of the desire of his heart as was possible in connection with this declaration of the will of Jahve.

He

conse-

;
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crated the site of the future Temple, he procured the necessary

means and materials

for the building of

it,

he made

the

all

necessary arrangements for the future Temple-service, he inspirited the people for the gigantic

work

was

of building that

before them, and handed over to his son the model for

it,

as

it

by the chronicler. The divine name
" the mighty One of Jacob " is taken from Gen. xlix. 24, as in

is all

Isa.

related to us in detail

i.

The

24, xlix. 26, lx. 16.

Dagon

Philistines with their

mighty Rock of Jacob when they
took the sacred Ark along with them (1 Sam. ch. v.). With
ON David solemnly declares what he is resolved not to do. The
meaning of the hyperbolically expressed vow in the form of an
oath is that for so long he will not rejoice at his own dwellinghouse, nor give himself up to sleep that is free from anxiety
had been made

to feel this

The

in fine, for so long he will not rest.

and

KHJ> are appositional genitives; Ps. xliv. delights in similar

"W^ (Latin strata meet) is a poetiWith npwn (which is always said

combinations of synonyms.
cal plural, as also is DtaSK'D.

Gen.

of the eyelids,

The

H3E'.

Ex. xv.

2,

ath

$o4?

The

fj,ov

T\Vt)

same

the

and frequently.

syllable before

where.

is

the tone

LXX,

(''nipnp

viii. 16, not
(according to another reading T\W)

xxxi. 40, Prov. vi. 4, Eccles.

of the eyes) alternates
for

genitives after ?HX

as in rrcru in xvi. 6, cf. lx. 13,

This Aramaizing rejection of the
is,

however, without example

adds to ver.

nrwpi), but this

else-

4, kcu avairavcnv toIs Kpordis

a disagreeable overloading

of the verse.

Vers. 6-10.

which

in this

forts itself

In

ver. 6 begins the

Psalm reminds Jahve

with them.

gether inexplicable.
safe starting-points.

language of the church,

of His promises and com-

Olshausen regards

The

this ver. 6 as alto-

interpretation nevertheless has

(1) Since the subject spoken of

some

is

the

founding of a fixed sanctuary, and one worthy of Jahve, the
suffix of ™5>.l?ti' (with Chateph as in Hos. viii. 2, Ew. § 60, a) and
riUKYD refers to the Ark of the covenant, which is fern, also in
other instances (1 Sam. iv. 17, 2 Chron. viii. 11).
(2) The

Ark

up out

by the Israelites
hands of the victors, and
remained, having been again given up by them, for twenty
years in Kirjath-Jearim (1 Sam. vii. 1 sq.), until David removed
it out of this Judsean district to Zion (2 Sam. vi. 2-4; cf.
of the covenant, fetched

of Shiloh

to the battle at Ebenezer, fell into the

;
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i.

4).

What

is

6-10.

then more natural than that

"V^i®

of
a poetical appellation of Kirjath-Jearim (cf. "the field
Zoan " in kxviii. 12) ? Kirjath-Jearim has, as a general thing,

is

very varying names.

It

is

also called Kirjath-ha-jearim in Jer.

Ezra ii. 25, cf. Josh, xviii. 28),
Kirjath-ba'al in Josh. xv. 60, Ba'alah in Josh. xv. 9, 1 Chron.
in
xiii. 6 (cf. Har-ha-la alah, Josh. xv. 11, with Har-Jearim
xxvi.

20 (Kirjath-'arim

in

Josh. xv. 10), and, as it seems, even Ba'aU Jehudah in 2 Sam.
should it not also have been called Ja'ar side by
vi. 2.
side with Kirjath-Jearim, and more especially if the moun-

Why

tainous district, to which the mention of a hill
of Jearim points, was, as the
at the

same time

a

wooded

name " city

district?

of the

and mountain
wood " implies,

We therefore

fall in

with

KiihnoTs (1799) rendering: we found it in the meadows of
Jaar, and with his remark: " Jaar is a shortened name of the
city of Kirjath-Jearim."

The

question

now

further arises as to what Ephrathah

is

This is an ancient name of Bethlehem
but the Ark of the covenant never was in Bethlehem. Accordknew of it in Bethlehem
ingly Hengstenberg interprets, "
(where David had spent his youth) only by hearsay, no one
intended to mean.

We

had seen it we found it in Kirjath-Jearim, yonder in the
wooded environs of the city, where it was as it were buried in
darkness and solitude."
So even Anton Hulsius (1650): Ipse
David loquitur, qui dicit illarn ipsam arcam, de qua quum adhuc
;

Bethlehemi versaretur inaudivisset, postea a se (vel majoribus suis
ipso adhuc minorenni) inventam fuisse in campis Jaar.

the supposition that David's words are continued

But

(1)

here does

way in which they are introduced in
which they cannot possibly extend beyond
the vow that follows.
(2) If the church is speaking, one does
not see why Bethlehem is mentioned in particular as the place
of the hearsay.
(3) We heard it in Ephrathah cannot well
mean anything else than, per antiptosin (as in Gen. i. 4, but
without ''3), we heard that it was in Ephrathah. But the Ark
was before Kirjath-Jearim in Shiloh. The former lay in the
not harmonize with the
ver. 2, according to

Judah close to the western borders of Benjamin, the
the midst of the tribe of Ephraim. Now since VnBK
quite as often means an Ephraimite as it does a Bethlehemite,
tribe of

latter in

it

may be

asked whether Ephrathah

is

not intended of the
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Ephraimitish territory (Kiihnol, Gesenius, Maurer, Tholuck,

The meaning would then be we had heard that
Ark was in Shiloh, but we found it not there, but
Kirjath-Jearim. And we can easily understand why the

and

others).

:

the sacred
in

poet has mentioned the two places just in this way.

according to

its

etymon,

is

Ephrdth,

which are conthe sacred Ark had fallen from

fruitful fields, with

—

wood
more worthy abode, as it were, into the wilderness.
But is it probable, more especially in view of Mic. v. 1, that in
a connection in which the memory of David is the ruling idea,
Ephrathah signifies the land of Ephraim?
No, Ephrathah
trasted the fields of the
its original,

is

name

the

the

of

which Kirjath-Jearim

in

district

lay.

Caleb had, for instance, by Ephrath, his third wife, a son
named Hur (Chur), 1 Ohron. ii. 19. This Hur, the first-born
of Ephrathah,

is

the father of the population of Bethlehem

Shobal, a son of this Hur,

(1 Chron. iv. 4), and

the population of Kirjath-Jearim (1 Chron.

ii.

is

father of

Kirjath-

50).

Jearim is therefore, so to speak, the daughter of Bethlehem.
This was called Ephrathah in ancient times, and this name
of Bethlehem became the name of its district (Mic. v. 1).
Kirjath-Jearim belonged to Caleb-Ephrathah (1 Chron. ii. 24),
as the northern part of this district seems to have been called
in distinction from Negeb-Caleb (1 Sam. xxx. 14).

But

vni33E>D in ver. 7

is

now

neither a designation of the

house of Abinadab in Kirjath-Jearim, for the expression would
be too grand, and in relation to ver. 5 even confusing, nor a
designation of the Salomonic Temple-building, for the expression standing thus

What

is

David

for the

meant

The church

by

itself is

not enough alone to designate

will therefore

Ark when removed

to

Zion (2 Sam.

vii.

2, njh|).

arouses itself to enter this, and to prostrate itself

in adoration towards (yid. xcix. 5) the footstool of Jahve,

i.e.

and to what purpose % The Ark of the covenant is
now to have a place more worthy of it; the n ™9; i.e. the
riTOD ITS, 1 Chron. xxviii. 2, in which David's endeavours
have through Solomon reached their goal, is erected let Jahve
and the Ark of His sovereign power, that may not be touched
(see the examples of its inviolable character in 1 Sam. ch. v.,
Let His
vi., 2 Sam. vi. 6 sq.), now enter this fixed abode
the

Ark

it.

be the tent-temple erected by

;

:

!

priests

who

are to serve

Him there

clothe themselves in " right-
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according to His will and
pleasure; let His saints, who shall there seek and find mercy,
More especially, however, let Jahve for David's
shout for joy
rest
sake, His servant, to whose restless longing this place of
one,
i.e.
anointed
His
of
face
back
the
owes its origin, not turn
eousness,"

in

i.e.

conduct that

is

!

not reject his face which there turns towards

The

attitude of prayer (cf. Ixxxiv. 10).

Him

in the

chronicler has under-

stood ver. 10 as an intercession on behalf of Solomon, and the
situation into

which we are introduced by

vers.

6-8 seems

tG

however, possible that a more recent poet
here, in vers. 7, 8, reproduces words taken from the heart of
the church in Solomon's time, and blends petitions of the church
The subject all through is the
of the present with them.

require this.

It

church, which

is

is,

ever identical although changing in the per-

members. The Israel that brought the sacred Ark
out of Kirjath-Jearim to Zion and accompanied it thence to
the Temple-hill, and now worships in the sanctuary raised by

sons of

its

David's zeal for the glory of Jahve,

prayer for the priests, for

all

is

The

one and the same.

the saints, and more especially

for the reigning king, that then resounded at the dedication of
is continued so long as the history of Israel lasts,
even in a time when Israel has no king, but has all the stronger
longing for the fulfilment of the Messianic promise.

the Temple,

Vers. 11-13.
forth in detail.
object, but

The "for the sake of David" is here
HDS in ver. 11a is not the accusative of

set

the

an adverbial accusative. The first member of the
which has the distinctive Pazer, which is

verse closes with TH?,

preceded by Legarmeh as a sub-distinctive then follows at the
mt^'SO
head of the second member riDN
with Zinnor, then i"i3!3D
V VI
TV
T
with Olewejored and its conjunctive Galgal, which regularly
;

7

precedes after the sub-distinctive Zinnor.

•

The

suffix of

njBQ

which was affirmed by oath, as in Jer. iv. 28.
Lineal descendants of David will Jahve place on the throne

refers to that

(KM/

1

him

as possessors of the throne.

like ''Wfrb in xxi. 4) to

him,

i.e.

so that

they shall follow

David's children shall for
ever (which has been finally fulfilled in Christ) sit NB:6 to him

Job xxxvi. 7). Thus has Jahve promised, and exfrom the sons of David the observance of His
Instead of IT "Thy it is pointed it Tny.
In Hahn's
Tfiy has Mercha in the penult, (cf. the retreat of the

(cf. ix. 5,

pects in return

Law.
edition
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and

in Baer's edition

the

still

better attested reading Mahpacli instead of the counter-tone

Metheg, and Mercha on the ultima.
singular suffix

= ntiT

vi.

8

;

His

tation of

parvum, and
(vid.

tion),

ix.

signifies the revelation of

to

:

IT

My

relative:

is

The

The hypotheses

ver. 12.

;

as an attes-

if Rebia
Mercha ; and according to the interpunction
be rendered " and My self-attestation there"

16), but

history shows,

succession

God

D !'??$ has Mercha mahpach.,

will.

which I teach them.

end of

WW,

'rflj?

would have
on

and

It is not plural with a

59, Ges. § 91, 3), but, as ir
like 'ninn for ^wnn j n

xxviii.

indicates, the singular for

2 Kings

it

Deut.

(cf.

self-attestation (revela-

divine words extend to the

with DK, as the fulfilment in

were conditions of the continuity of the Davidic

not, however,

—because human unfaithfulness does
—of the endlessness of the

not annul the faithfulness of God,

Davidic throne. In ver. 13 the poet states the ground of such
promissory mercy. It is based on the universal mercy of the
WK has He mappic. like
in Deut.
election of Jerusalem.

W

xxii. 29, or

suffix is

the stroke of

Raphe (Ew.

not absolutely necessary.

§

247, d), although the

In the following strophe

the purport of the election of Jerusalem

Jahve's

own

is

also unfolded in

words.

Vers. 14-18.

Shiloh has been rejected (lxxviii. 60), for a
Ark in Bethel (Judg. xx. 27) and

time only was the sacred

Mizpah (Judg. xxi. 5), only somewhat over twenty years was
it sheltered by the
house of Abinadab in Kirjath-Jearim
(1 Sam. vii. 2), only three months by the house of Obed-Edom
but Zion is Jahve's abiding
in Perez-Uzzah (2 Sam. vi. 11)
dwelling-place, His own proper settlement, nn«a (as in Isa.

—

xi. 10, lxvi. 1,

and besides 1 Ohron.

xxviii. 2).

In Zion, His

chosen and beloved dwelling-place, Jahve blesses everything
that belongs to her temporal need (^1^. for finTT, vid. on xxvii.
5, note) ; so that her poor do not suffer want, for divine love
loves the poor most especially.

His second blessing refers to
He will keep up His intermakes the priesthood of Zion a

the priests, for by means of these

course with His people.

He

real institution of salvation

:

He

clothes her priests with salva-

they do not merely bring

it about instrumentally,
but personally possess it, and their whole outward appearance
And to all her saints He
is one which proclaims salvation.

tion, so that

—
psalm cxxsiir.
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gives cause and matter for high

and

lasting joy,

by making

Himself known also to the church, in which He has taken
up His abode, in deeds of mercy (loving-kindness or grace).
There (DP, cxxxiii. 3) in Zion is indeed the kingship of promise,

which cannot

fail of fulfilment.

He

will cause a

horn

lamp, for the house of David,
which David here represents as being its ancestor and the
anointed one of God reigning at that time and all who hostilely
rise up against David in his seed, He will cover with shame as

to shoot forth,

He

will prepare a

;

with a garment (Job

viii.

22),

and the crown consecrated by

promise, which the seed of David wears, shall blossom like an

unfading wreath. The horn is an emblem of defensive might
and victorious dominion, and the lamp ("13, 2 Sam. xxi. 17, cf
fi, 2 Chron. xxi. 7, LXX. \v-^vov) an emblem of brilliant

In view of Ezek. xxix. 21, of the

dignity and joyfnlness.

predictions concerning the
xxiii. 5, xxxiii.

15, Zech.

iii.

Branch (zemach) in Isa. iv. 2, Jer.
8, vi. 12 (cf. Heb. vii. 14), and of

the fifteenth Beracha of the Skemone-Esre (the daily Jewish

prayer consisting of eighteen benedictions)
(zemach) of David
his

horn

rise

Thy

:

"

make

the branch

servant to shoot forth speedily, and

high by virtue of

Thy

salvation,"

—

it is

be doubted that the poet attached a Messianic meaning to
promise.

With

let

hardly to
this

reference to our Psalm, Zacharias, the father

John the Baptist, changes that supplicatory beracha of his
(Luke i. 68-70) into a praiseful one, joyfully anticipating the fulfilment that is at hand in Jesus.

of

nation

PSALM CXXXIII.
PEAISE OF BROTHERLY FELLOWSHIP.

BEHOLD how good it is, and how delightful,
That brethren also dwell together
2 Like the fine oil upon the head,
Flowing gently down upon the beard, the beard of Aaron,
Which flows gently down upon the hem of his garments
3 Like the dew of Hermon, which flows gently down upon the
1

!

mountains of Zion,

For there hath Jahve commanded the
Ljfe, for evermore.

blessing,

;
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Psalm, says Hengstenberg, " David brings

this

to the

consciousness of the church the glory of the fellowship of the
saints, that had so long been wanting, the restoration of which
had begun with the setting up of the Ark in Zion." The Psalm,

in fact, does not speak'of the termination of the dispersion,

of the uniting of the people of

all

but

parts of the land for the

purpose of divine worship in the one place of the sanctuary
and, as in the case of Ps. cxxii.,

its

counterpart, occasions can

be found in the history of David adapted
the construction of
(cf.

cxxxv.

to the "iv£ of the

But the language witnesses against David

inscription.

2,

W

with the participle, as
qui stani),

O'HpilB',

is

unknown

for

;

qui descendit

~i~}}®,

in the usage of

Moreover the inscription Ti"6
and the
is wanting in the LXX. Cod. Vat. and the Targum
Psalm may only have been so inscribed because it entirely
breathes David's spirit, and is as though it had sprung out of
the language prior to the Exile.

;

Jonathan.

his love for

With D3 the assertion passes on from the community of
nature and sentiment which the word " brethren" expresses to
the outward active manifestation and realization that corre-

spond

to

it

:

good and delightful (cxxxv. 3)

it is

when brethren

united by blood and heart also (corresponding to this their
brotherly nature) dwell together

—a

blessed joy which Israel

has enjoyed during the three great Feasts, although only for a
brief period (vid. Ps. cxxii.).

Because the high

the priestly mediatorial office culminates,

is

priest, in

whom

the chief personage

and value of that
by a metaphor taken from
him. 3it3[i lOB* is the oil for anointing described in Ex. xxx.
22-33, which consisted of a mixture of oil and aromatic spices

in the celebration of the feast, the nature
local reunion

strictly

of all expressed

is first

common

forbidden to be used in

Aaron were only sprinkled with

this

The

life.

anointing

oil

sons of

but Aaron

;

was expressly anointed with it, inasmuch as Moses poured it
upon his head hence he is called par excellence " the anointed
;

priest"

(n^BPi jnbn),

" anointed" (D'WDj
like Aaron's,

were

the blood of the

whilst

Num.

iii.

the

also sprinkled

ram

other

priests

only

are

3) in so far as their garments,

with the

oil

of consecration), Lev.

the time of the second Temple, to which

(together with

viii.

12, 30.

the holy

oil

In
of

:
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the office of high
anointing was wanting, the installation into
pontifical robes.
the
in
invested
priest took place by his being

when he calls the high priest as such
in all the fulness of its divine
high-priesthood
Aaron, has the
Two drops of the
his eyes.
before
xxi.
10)
consecration (Lev.
for ever hanging
remained
Haggada,
says
a
anointing,
holy oil of

The

poet, however,

two pearls, as an emblem of atoneIn the act of the anointing itself the
precious oil freely poured out ran gently down upon his beard,
which in accordance with Lev. xxi. 5 was unshortened.

on the beard of Aaron

ment and

like

of peace.

In that part of the Tora which describes the robe of the
high priest, fy® is its hems, iBW '?, or even absolutely ns, the
opening for the head, or the collar, by means of which the
sleeveless

garment was put on, and

broidery, the border

nab' the binding, the

of this collar (vid.

Ex.

em-

xxviii. 32, xxxix.

%

the collar of my shirt). ^ must
18, ^jna
to these passages of the
according
understood
apparently be
nnp
here for D^D, D^O),
(only
appellation
Tora, as also the

23;

Job xxx.

cf.

beginning with Lev. vi. 3, denotes the whole vestment of the
But the
hi oh priest, yet without more exact distinction.

—

=

a word
fimbria)
translates 'S with ^9^ (ora
which is related to SfitpX, agnus, like &a to 6'i's. This &a is used
both of the upper and lower edge of a garment. Accordingly
Apollinaris and the Latin versions understand the eVl tt)v &av

Targum

of the

LXX.

of the

hem

(in

oram

vestimenti)

;

Theodoret,

on the other hand, understands it to mean the upper edging
&av itcdXeaev o tca\ovfiev irepiTpa^Xtov, tovto Se icai o AkvXos
uTOjia ivSvfiaTmv
v&tement,

So

eiprjice.

c* est-a-dire,

sur

le

also

De Sacy

:

sur

le

lord de son

haut de ses habits •pontijicaux.

The

upon the aim of this and the
following figure in ver. 3.
If we compare the two figures, we
find that the point of the comparison is the uniting power of
brotherly feeling, as that which unites in heart and soul those
who are most distant from one another locally, and also brings
them together in outward circumstance. If this is the point
of the comparison, then Aaron's beard and the hem of his
decision of the question depends

garments stand just as diametrically opposed to one another as
dew of Hermon and the mountains of Zion. 'B is not the

the

collar above,

which gives no advance, much less the antithesis
hem at the bottom (cf. riBt^ Ex. xxvi.

of two extremes, but the
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edge of a curtain). It is also clear that Ti 5 K> cannot
now refer to the beard of Aaron, either as flowing down over
the upper border of his robe, or as flowing down upon its hem
4, of the

;

it

must refer

to the

for peaceable love that brings the most

oil,

widely separated together
is also

more appropriate

is

likened to the

oil.

This reference

onward movement
confirmed by ver. 3, where it

to the style of the

of the gradual Psalms, and

is

which takes the place of the oil in the other
metaphor.
"When brethren united in harmonious l° ve a so
meet together in one place, as is the case in Israel at the great
refers to the dew,

'

Feasts,

it is

as

when

the holy, precious chrism, breathing forth

the blended odour of
trickles

down upon

end of his vestment.
also outwardly visible,
one

spirit

many

upon the head of Aaron
and from thence to the extreme
It becomes thoroughly perceptible, and
that Israel, far and near, is pervaded by
spices,

his beard,

and bound together in unity of

This uniting

by the dew

spirit of

brotherly love

spirit.

is

Hermon, which descends

now symbolized

also

upon the
mountains of Zion. " What we read in the 133d Psalm of
the dew of Hermon descending upon the mountains of Zion,"
says Van de Velde in his Travels (Bd. i. S. 97), " is now
become quite clear to me. Here, as I sat at the foot of Hermon, I understood how the water-drops which rose from its
of

in drops

forest-mantled heights, and out of the highest ravines, which
are filled the whole year round with snow, after the sun's rays
have attenuated them aud moistened the atmosphere with them,
descend at evening-time as a heavy dew upon the lower mountains

which

seen

Hermon

lie

round about as
with

its

its

spurs.

One ought

to

have

white-golden crown glistening aloft in

the blue sky, in order to be able rightly to understand the
figure.

Nowhere

in the

is so heavy a dew perHermon." To this dew the
This is as the dew of Hermon of

whole country

ceptible as in the districts near to

poet likens brotherly love.

:

such pristine freshness and thus refreshing, possessing such
pristine power and thus quickening, thus born from above

and in fact like the dew of Hermon which comes
down upon the mountains of Zion a feature in the picture
which is taken from the natural reality for an abundant dew,
when warm days have preceded, might very well be diverted
to Jerusalem by the operation of the cold current of air
(ex. 3),

—

;

!
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We

know,
sweeping down from the north over Hermon.
indeed, from our own experience how far off a cold air coming
from the Alps is perceptible and produces its effects. The
figure of the poet is therefore as true to nature as it is beau-

When

tiful.

bound together in love also meet
when brethren out of the

brethren

together in one place, and in fact

north unite with brethren in the south in Jerusalem, the city

which
the

is

dew

the mother of

of

all,

at the great Feasts, it is as

Mount Hermon, which

when

covered with deep, almost

is

—

upon the bare, unfruitful and theremountains round about
Zion.
In Jerusalem must love and all that is good meet.
For there (G& as in cxxxii. 17) hath Jahve commanded (HJS as
in Lev. xxv. 21, cf. Ps. xlii. 9, Ixviii. 29) the blessing, i.e. there
allotted to the blessing its rendezvous and its place of issue.
nrnarrriN is appositionally explained by Cjn
life is the subeternal snow,* descends

fore longing for such quickening

—

:

and goal

stance

sessions,

the blessing, the possession of

of

the blessing of

blessings.

all

DPiyrriy (cf. xxviii. 9) belong to nix

:

such

The
is

all

pos-

closing words

God's inviolable,

ever-enduring order.

PSALM CXXXIV.
NIGHT-WATCH GREETING AND COUNTER-GREETING.
77ie Call.

BEHOLD, bless ye Jahve, all ye servants of
Who serve in the house of Jahve by night

1

Jahve,

2 Lift up your hands to the sanctuary

A nd
*

A

bless

ye Jahve

Hauranitish

^d^Jl

JU

poem
tir

there blew across to

c

me

|

!

in

Wetzstein'e

UjIc

Xj\j£>

a spark

Lieder-Sammlungen begins:
i^oos. dUjUll,

" Yesterday

from the lofty snow-mountain (the
Hermon)," on which the commentator dictated to him the remark,
that

i,^,

|

the glowing spark,

tain glowing in the

says in everyday

is either the snow-capped
summit of the mounmorning sun or a burning cold breath of
air, for one

life

j^j

jjijl, the

frost

burns

[oirf.

note to cxxi. 6].
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1, 2.

Answer.
out of Zion,

Creator of heaven and earth

!

This Psalm consists of a greeting, vers.
reply thereto.

The

who have

Levites

antiphon

is

greeting

is

and the

2,

1,

addressed to those priests and

the night-watch in the

Temple

and

;

this

purposely placed at the end of the collection of

Songs of degrees in order to take the place of a final beracha.
In this sense Luther styles this Psalm epiphonema superiorum.
It is also in other respects (yid. Symbolce, p. 66) an appropriate
finale.

Vers.
H3H

;

The Psalm

1, 2.

there

it

begins, like

directs attention to

its

predecessor, with

an attractive phenomenon,

here to a duty which springs from the

office.

not the persons frequenting the Temple

who

For

that

it is

are addressed

is

once clear from the fact that the tarrying of these in the
Temple through the night, when such a thing did actually occur
at

(Luke ii. 37), was only an exception.
And then, however,
from the fact that 10J? is the customary word for the service
of the priests and Levites, Deut. x. 8, xviii. 7, 1 Chron. xxiii.
30, 2 Chron. xxix. 11 (cf. on Isa. Ixi. 10, and Ps. ex. 4), which
is

also

continued in the night, 1 Chron.

Targum

ix.

Even

33.

the

refers ver. lb to the Temple-watch.

Temple the matter was arranged

thus.

In the second
After midnight the

chief over the gate-keepers took the keys of the inner

and went with some of the
the Fire Gate (npion

priests

m W).

through the

little

In the inner court

Temple

wicket of

this patrol

divided into two companies, each with a burning torch; one

company turned

west, the other east,

and

so they

compassed the

court to see whether everything was in readiness for the service

At the bakers' chamber, in which the
of the dawning day.
Mincha of the high priest was baked (piran fyy rDB^), they
met with the cry: All is well. In the meanwhile the rest
of the priests also arose, bathed, and put on their garments.
Then they went into the stone chamber (one half of which
was the place of session of the Sanhedrim), where, under the
superintendence of the chief over the drawing of the lots and
VOL. IIL
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3.

stood all the priests in their robes of
priests in the service of the coming
the
of
the functions

whom

of a judge, around
office,

day were assigned

to

them by

(Luke

lot

i.

Accordingly

9).

Tholuck, with Koster, regards vers. 1 sq. and 3 as the antiphon
It
of the Temple-watch going off duty and those coming on.
might also be the call and counter-call with which the watchmen greeted one another when they met. But according to

have rather to be
regarded as a call to devotion and intercession, which the congregation addresses to the priests and Levites entrusted with
It is an error to suppose that
the night-service in the Temple.
equivalent
to "early and late."
If
"in the nights" can be
(iii.,
lxiii.)
Psalms
and
Evening
Morning
the Psalter contains
the general keeping of the Psalm, vers. 1 sq.

Psalms
Psalm ?

why

cxli.),

(iv.,

On

should

it

then not contain a

vigil

very ground Venema's idea too, that ni?\j>zi is
syncopated from nW?na, " with Hallels, i.e. praises," is useless.

Nor

is

there

this

any reason for drawing iv -rat? vv^iv, as the LXX.
what would be more natural, to the ^na that

does, to ver. 2,* or,

opens the Psalm, since

it is

surely not strange that, so long as

the sanctuary was standing, a portion of the servants of

who

to see to

it

God

remain up at night to guard it, and
that nothing was wanting in the preparations for

ministered in

it

had

That

the early service.

to

this ministering

combined with devotional praying
nition in ver. 2.

is

watching should be

the purport of the admo-

Raising suppliant hands (D?"V, negligently

written for D3, T.) towards the
are to bless Jahve.

Most Holy Place (ra

&"}p (according to

ayt,a),

they

B. Sota 39a, the accu-

in holiness, i.e. after washing of hands), in
view of xxviii. 2, v. 8, cxxxviii. 2 (cf. Dh in Hab. iii. 10), has
to be regarded as the accusative of the direction.
sative of definition

:

3.
Calling thus up to the Temple-hill, the church
from above the benedictory counter-greeting Jahve
thee out of Zion (as in cxxviii. 5), the Creator of heaven

Ver.
receives
bless

and earth
of

Num.

:

benediction.
to

24 jebarichja

church as one person, and

this united, unit-like

LXX. adjusts the
Ut6h JV3 nmm 'n

* The

is

It is addressed to the

each individual in

reading

From the time
the ground-form of the priestly

(as in cxv. 15, cxxi. 2, cxxiv. 8).
vi.

church.

shortening of ver. lb arising from this, by

JV33 DnDJjn after cxxxv.

2.

;;

;!
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PSALM CXXXV.
FOUR-VOICED HALLELUJAH TO THE GOD OF ISRAEL, THE
GOD OF GODS.

Hallelujah.
1

PRAISE

ye the

Praise ye,

O ye

Name

of Jahve,

servants of Jahve,

Who stand in the house of Jahve,
In the courts of the house of our God
3 Praise ye Jah, for Jahve is good
Harp unto His Name, for it is lovely
4 For Jacob hath Jah chosen for Himself,
Israel as His possession.
2

;

5 For I

And

know

that

Jahve

our Lord above

6 All that

Jahve

great

is

all

gods.

He

willeth

carrieth out

In heaven and upon earth,
In the seas and in all the depths
7

Who

bringeth the vapours

He maketh

8

up from the end

Who

bringeth forth wind out of His treasuries.

Who

smote the first-born of Egypt

From man down

to the cattle,

9 Sent signs and wonders

Into the midst of thee,

Against Pharaoh and

10

Who
And

O

all

Egypt,
his servants

!

smote great nations
slew mighty kings,

11 Sihon, king of the Amorites,

12

of the earth,

lightnings for the rain,

And Og, king of Bashan,
And all the kingdoms of Canaan
And gave over their land as a heritage,
As a

heritage to Israel His people.

13 Jahve,

Thy

Thy Name endureth

memorial, Jahve, unto

for ever,
all

generations.

—

! ! !

!
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render justice to His people,
repent Himself concerning His servants.

For Jahve

1-4

And

1-4.

will

heathen are silver and gold,
The work of men's hands.
mouth have they and cannot speak,
16
Eyes have they and cannot see,
15 The

idols of the

A

17 Ears have they and cannot hear,

Nor

is

there any breath at

in their mouth.

all

18 Like unto them must they who made them become,
Every one who trusted in them.

O
O
O

19

20

house of Israel, bless ye Jahve
honse of Aaron, bless ye Jahve
house of Levi, bless ye Jahve
fear Jahve, bless Jahve

Ye who

!

21 Blessed be Jahve out of Zion,
Who dwelleth in Jerusalem,
Hallelujah

Ps. cxxxv. is here and there (yid. Tosefotli Pesachim 117a)
taken together with Ps. cxxxiv. as one Psalm. The combining
of Ps. cxv. with cxiv.

is

a misapprehension caused

by the

in-

whereas Ps. cxxxv. and
For
cxxxiv. certainly stand in connection with one another.
the Hallelujah Ps. cxxxv. is, as the mutual relation between
character of Ps. cxv

scriptionless

,

the beginning and close of Ps. cxxxiv. shows, a Psalm-song

expanded out of

this shorter

hymn,

that

is

in part

drawn from

Ps. cxv.
It

is

a

Psalm

in the

mosaic

Even

style.

the Latin poet

when he

Lucilius transfers the figure of mosaic-work to style,
says

:

quam

lepide lexeis compostce ut tesserulce

the case of Ps. cxxxv.

with this kind of
in Ps. xcvii.

and

especially of

takes

style.

xcviii.

not the

first

time that

...

In

we have met

We

have already had a glimpse of it
These Psalms were composed more

deutero-Isaianic

its tesserulce

Vers. 1-4.

it is

omnes

out of the

passages,

whereas Ps. cxxxv.

Law, Prophets, and Psalms.

The beginning

is

taken from cxxxiv. 1

;

ver.

2b

.
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5-7.

and ver. 4 is an echo of Deut.
Jahve to whom the summons is addressed, are not, as in cxxxiv. 1 sq., His official servants in
particular, but according to ver. 2b, where the courts, in the
plural, are allotted to them as their standing-place, and accord-

recalls cxvi.

The

vii. 6.

19

(cf. xcii.

14)

;

servants of

ing to vers. 19, 20, those who fear Him as a body. The threefold Jahve at the beginning is then repeated in Jah (fipw.n, cf
civ. 35), Jahve, and Jah.
The subject of CW '•a is
by no means Jahve (Hupfeld), whom they did not dare to call
WW in the Old Testament, but either the Name, according to
liv. 8 (Luther, Hitzig), or, which is favoured by cxlvii. 1 (cf.

note * to

Prov.

xxii. 18),

Name

the praising of His

(Apollinaris

eVet

:

His Name to praise is a delightful employ,
incumbent on Israel as the people of His choice and

roSe koXov aeiheov)

:

which is
of His possession.
Vers. 5-7.

The

praise itself

now

this strophe

Worthy is He to be
He who hath chosen

praised, for Israel
it

is

God

the

hymn

knows

of gods.

set

that begins

'a

summons

confirms that which warrants the

the riches of the material existing for such a

ia

'S in ver.

begins.

forth the ground of the pleasant duty, and the

out of

of praise.

full well that

The beginning

3, and ver. 7 from Jer. x. 13 (li. 16).
and water are the three kingdoms of created
N'TO. signifies that which is lifted up,
things, as in Ex. xx. 4.
The meaning of
ascended here, as in Jeremiah, a cloud.
Di|VQ is not: He makes lightnings into rain, i.e.
n"B>J? IDS?
tttt -,,
O
D
t:
is

taken from cxv.

Heaven,

earth,

;

7

resolves

them

as

it

were into

either according to Zech. x. 1

rain,
:

He

half of rain, in order that the rain

which

is

unnatural

;

but

produces lightnings in be-

may pour down

in conse-

quence of the thunder and lightning, or poetically He makes
lightnings for the rain, so that the rain is announced (Apolli:

and accompanied by them. Instead of NViD ( c f. lxxviii.
which does not admit of the retreating of the tone,
the expression is N^iE, the ground-form of the part. Hiph. for
naris)

16, cv. 43),

plurals like D'nyriDj D'ppno, Dntyo, perhaps not without being
Ntf'l in Jeremiah, for it is not NViD from
|TBD.
NVD that signifies " producing," but fcOXto
The metaphor of the treasuries is like Job xxxviii. 22. What is intended
is the fulness of divine power, in which lie the grounds of the

influenced by the

=

origin

and the impulses of

all

things in nature.
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Worthy
Vers. 8, 9.
Eedeemer out of Egypt.

-Mi"?

Conqueror of the
is reminded of Deut.

one

W2-)

to

be praised, for

iv.

38,

is

the

23, Josh, xxiii.

vii. 1, ix. 1, xi.

are here not many, but great peoples

D'ia

He

as iu cxvi. 19, cf. cv. 27.

Worthy is He to be praised, for He is the
Land of Promise. In connection with ver. 10

Vers. 10-12.

9.

He

is

8-21.

(cf.

D7"U in

by no means inmight (cf Isa.
powerful
of
but
number,
powerful
tended of a
Book of Deuthe
follows
poet
rest
also,
the
the
to
As
liii. 12).
teronomy viz. ni3^?c bbb as in Deut. iii. 21, and nbn: \m as in
cxxxvi. 17), since the parallel

word Cere^

is

.

:

38 and other passages. It is all Deuteronomic with
the exception of the B>", and the ^ in ver. 11 as the nota accus.
the con(as in cxxxvi. 19 sq., cf. lxix. 6, cxvi. 16, cxxix. 3)

Deut.

iv.

;

struction of syn

just as

is

Aramaizing

The

tory addition).

v. 2, 2

Sam.

iii.

alternating with nan

i~\\}

is,

next to the

kingdoms of Canaan, viz. their
an Amoritish king, Deut. iii. 8.

also referred to the

two kings,

Og

inhabitants.

was

Vers. 13, 14.

also

This

God who

rules so praiseworthily in the

universe and in the history of Israel

is

and for

Ex.
and

15, so ver. 14

ever.

is

the same yesterday, and

13) is taken from
taken from Deut. xxxii. 36, cf. xc. 13,

Just as ver. 13

to-day,

vii.

Job

vers. 30, 31, like vers. 36, 37, are a later explana-

30 (where

iii.

in

on Heb. z. 30, 31 (vol.

ii.

(cf. cii.

191).

For the good of His proved church He ever
proves Himself to be the Living God, whereas idols and idolVers. 15-18.

worshippers are vain

—throughout following cxv. 4—8, but with

some abridgments. Here only the *]« used as a particle recalls
what is said there of the organ of smell (IX) of the idols that
smells not, just as the nn which is here (as in Jer. x. 14) denied
to the idols recalls the rTnn

rendered

denied to them there. It is to be
being of breath, i.e. there is no

also there is not a

:

not a trace thereof, in their mouth. It is different
where V\ px (not px) is meant to be equivalent to the Aramaic rvx t>', num (an) est ; fX is North-Palestinian, and equivalent to the interrogatory DX (after which

breath at
in 1

the

all,

Sam.

xxi. 9,

Targum

renders 1VX

Vers. 19-21.

=i?x).

A call to the praise of Jahve, who

is

exalted

above the gods of the nations, addressed to Israel as a whole
rounds off the Psalm by recurring to its beginning. The threefold call in cxv. 9-11, cxviii. 2-4, is rendered fourfold
here by

—

——

—
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the introduction of the house of the Levites, and the wishing of

a blessing in cxxxiv. 3

is

turned into an ascription of praise.

Zion, whence Jahve's self-attestation, so rich in power and
loving-kindness, is spread abroad, is also to be the place whence

His glorious

attestation

History has realized

by the mouth of men

is

spread abroad.

this.

PSALM CXXXVI.
GIVE THANKS UNTO THE LORD, EOR HE
1

GIVE

thanks unto Jahve, for

He

is

IS

good,

For His goodness endureth
2 Give thanks unto the

God

GOOD.

for ever.

of gods,

For His goodness endureth for ever.
3 Give thanks unto the Lord of lords
For His goodness endureth for
4 To

Him who

alone doeth great wonders,

For His goodness endureth
5

To Him who by wisdom made

6

To Him who

To Him who made

11

for ever.

great lights,

For His goodness endureth
8 The sun for dominion by day,
For His goodness endureth
9 The moon and stars for dominions by night
For His goodness endureth

Him who

for ever.

stretched out the earth above the waters

For His goodness endureth

10 To

for ever.

the heavens,

For His goodness endureth

7

ever.

for ever.

for ever.

for ever.

smote the Egyptians in their first-born,
For His goodness endureth for ever.

And

brought forth Israel out of their midst,
For His goodness endureth for ever.
12 With a strong hand and a stretched-out arm

13

To Him who

For His goodness endureth

for ever.

Red Sea into parts,
For His goodness endureth

for ever.

divided the

——

—

—
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through in the midst of it,
goodness endureth for ever.
His
For
his host in the Red Sea
and
overthrew Pharaoh
For His goodness endureth for ever.

14

And made

15

And

16

To Him who

17

To Him who smote

18

And

Israel to pass

led His people in the desert,

For His goodness endureth for

ever.

great kings,

For His goodness endureth

for ever.

slew glorious kings

For His goodness endureth for

ever.

19 Sihon, king of the Amorites,

For His goodness endureth
20

And Og,

21

And

22

As

for ever.

king of Bashan,

For His goodness endureth

for ever.

gave their land as a heritage,

For His goodness endureth for

ever.

a heritage to Israel His servant

For His goodness endureth
23

Who

24

And redeemed

in

for ever.

our low estate remembered us,

For His goodness endureth

for ever.

us from our adversaries,

For His goodness endureth for
25 Giving bread

For His goodness endureth for
26 Give thanks unto the God of heaven,
For His goodness endureth for

The
followed

cry cxxxv.

by

a

ever.

to all flesh

3,

ever.

ever.

Praise ye Jah, for good is Jalive, is here
last of the collection, with " for His

Hodu, the

goodness endureth for ever" repeated twenty-six times as a
versus intercalaris.
In the liturgical language this Psalm is
called par excellence the great Hallel, for according to its
broadest
compass the great Hallel comprehends Ps. cxx. to cxxxvi. *

* There are three opinions in the Talmud and Midrash
concerning the
compass
ipass of the " Great Hallel," viz. (1) P s cxxxvi.,
(2) Ps. cxxxv. 4-cxxxvi.,
.

(3) Ps. cxx.-cxxxvi.

PSALM CXXXVI.
whilst the Hallel which

is

Down
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1-26.

absolutely so called extends

from

18 the song and countersong organize themselves into hexastichic groups or strophes,
which, however, from ver. 19 (and therefore from the point
where the dependence on Ps. cxxxv., already begun with ver.
Ps.

cxiii.

17,

becomes a borrowing, onwards) pass over into

to cxviii.

to ver.

octastichs.

In Heidenheim's Psalter the Psalm appears (after Norzi) in

two columns

(like

tradition (yid.

Deut. ch.

on Ps.

xviii.)

bat really corresponds to

its

which

xxxii.),

it is

true has neither

nor MSS. precedent in

its

favour,

structure.

Like the preceding Psalm, this Psalm allies itself
Deuteronomy. Vers. 2a and 3a {God of gods
lords) are taken from Deut. x. 17
ver. 12a (with
a strong hand and stretched-out arm) from Deut. iv. 34, v. 15,
and frequently (cf. Jer. xxxii. 21) ver. 16a like Deut. viii. 15
(cf. Jer. ii. 6).
With reference to the Deuteronomic colouring
of vers. 19-22, vid. on cxxxv. 10-12 ; also the expression
" Israel His servant " recalls Deut. xxxii. 36 (cf. cxxxv. 14, xc.
13), and still more Isa. xl.—lxvi., where the comprehension of
Israel under the unity of this notion has its own proper place.
In other respects, too, the Psalm is an echo of earlier model
Vers. 1-9.

Book
and Lord of

to the

of

;

;

passages.

Who

alone doeth great wonders sounds like lxxii. 18

and the adjective "great" that is added to "wonders" shows that the poet found the formula already in existence.
In connection with ver. 5a he has Prov. iii. 19 or Jer.
x. 12 in his mind
™^, like 'i*?31?, is the demiurgic wisdom.
Ver. 6a calls to mind Isa. xlii. 5, xliv. 24 ; the expression is
" above the waters," as in xxiv. 2 " upon the seas," because the
water is partly visible and partly invisible p.$ ^^o (Ex. xx. 4).
(lxxxvi. 10);

;

The

plural Ci.iK, luces, instead of

8, lis

,

lixp),

whether rnix

is

without precedent.

in Isa. xxvi.

12) or herbs (2 Kings

iv.

19

39).

moon on

is

(cf.

Ezek.

xxxii.

a controverted point

The
:

it

plural nfe'ee

is

also rare

here denotes the dominion

the one hand, and (going beyond Gen.
»"M>3, like Di a 3, is the

the stars on the other.
the

It

lumina

signifies lights (cf. nnix, cxxxix.

(occurring only besides in cxiv. 2)
of the

ni"is'D,

second

i.

16) of

member

of

stat. construct.

Vers. 10-26.

Up

to this point

general, the Creator of

all

it

is

God

the absolute in

things, to the celebration of

whose
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praise tliey are

God

summoned; and from

of the history of salvation.

this point

In ver. 13a

onwards the

(instead of

1T3

J?i?3,

dividing of the Eed
lxxviii. 13, Ex. xiv. 21, Neh. is. 11) of the
,
side with D'nna)
by
side
Sea is peculiar; D 1|a (Gen. xv. 17,
cut
up into pieces.
is
that
are the pieces or parts of a thing
With refer27.
xiv.
Ex.
from
"W is a favourite word taken

Pharaoh (Herodotus
the son of SesostrisExodus
the
Pharaoh
of
also, ii.
Kameses Miumun, not Mev6tj>0a<;, as he is properly called, but
ence to the

of the Egyptian ruler

name

Ill, calls the

After the God to whom
22.
been introduced with ? by always
fresh attributes, the ^ before the names of Sihon and of Og is
perplexing.
The words are taken over, as are the six lines of
vet's. 17a-22a in the main, from cxxxv. 10-12, with only a
absolutely $epa>v), vid. on

the praise

is

Ixxiii.

to be ascribed has

In ver. 23 the continued
an end. The connection

slight alteration in the expression.

influence of the construction ? Vrtn

is

at

of $ (cf. cxxxv. 8, 10) therefore has reference to the
preceding " for His goodness endureth for ever." The language

by means

here has the stamp of the latest period.

Lamed

of the object

is

It

is

true 1?J with

used even in the earliest Hebrew, but

only authenticated by Eccles. x.

and p")_3, to break
loose
to rescue (the customary Aramaic word for redemption),
by Lam. v. 8, just as in the closing verse, which recurs to the
beginning, " God of heaven " is a name for God belonging to
PSt?

is

6,

=

the latest literature,

Neh.

i.

4,

ii.

4.

changes suddenly to that which has
recently.

The

attribute in ver.

In ver. 23 the praise
been experienced very

25a (cf. cxlvii. 9, cxlv. 15)
which famine befell tnem

leads one to look back to a time in

together with slavery.

PSALM CXXXVII,
BY THE RIVEES OP BABYLON,
1

BY the rivers
When we

2

Upon

We

of Babylon, there

we

sat

remembered Zion.

the willows in the midst thereof

hung our

citherns.

and wept,

! :

!

!

!

PSALM CXXXVII.
3 For there our oppressors asked of

The words

33l

its

of songs,

And

our tormentors joy
Sing us a song of Zion

4

How

are

Upon

we

to sing Jahve's song3

strange

soil ?

5 If I forget thee,

O

!

Jerusalem,

Let

my

right

6 Let

my

tongue cleave

If I do not

hand become lame

remember

to the roof of

my

mouth,

thee,

If I do not set Jerusalem

Above
7

all

my

joys

Remember, Jahve, the children of

Edom

In the day of Jerusalem,

8

Who

said: Raze, raze

Even

to the foundation

O

it

daughter of Babylon, thou wasted one, blessed
giveth thee thy reward,

Which thou

The

is

Hallelujah Ps. cxxxv. and the

followed by a

he who

hast merited for us

he who taketh and dasheth thy
Against the rock!

9 Blessed

is

little

Hodu

Psalm which glances back

ones

Ps. cxxxvi. are

into the time of the

when such cheerful songs as they once sang to the
accompaniment of the music of the Levites at the worship of
God on Mount Zion were obliged to be silent. It is anonymous.
The inscription Tu> Aavlh (pia) 'Iepepiov found in
codices of the LXX., which is meant to say that it is a Davidic
song coming from the heart of Jeremiah,* is all the more
erroneous as Jeremiah never was one of the Babylonian exiles.
The B», which is repeated three times in vers. 8 sq., correExile,

* Keversely Ellies du Pin (in the preface of his Bibliotlieque des Auteurs
Le Pseaume 136 porte le nam de David et de Jeremie,
quHlfaut apparement entendre ainsi: Pseaume de Jeremie fait a limitation

Ecclesiastiques) says
ce

de David.

:

332
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sponds to the time of the composition of the Psalm which is
It is just the same with the paragogic
its contents.
But in other respects the language is
i in the future in ver. 6.

required by

classic
and the rhythm, at the beginning softly elegiac, then
more and more excited, and abounding in guttural and sibilant
sounds, is so expressive that scarcely any Psalm is so easily impressed on the memory as this, which is so pictorial even in sound.
;

The metre resembles
called caesura

of Isa. xvi. 9,

the elegiac as

appears in the so-

it

schema of the Lamentations and in the cadence
Every
10, which is like the Sapphic strophe.

second line corresponds to the pentameter of the elegiac metre.

Vers. 1-6. Beginning with perfects, the Psalm has the
appearance of being a Psalm not belonging to the Exile, but
written in
seashore,

memory

is

of the Exile.

The bank

of a river, like the

a favourite place of sojourn of those

from the bustle of men into

crief drives forth

whom

deep

The

solitude.

boundary line of the river gives to solitude a safe back the
monotonous splashing of the waves keeps up the dull, melancholy
alternation of thoughts and feelings; and at the same time the
;

sight of the cool, fresh water exercises a soothing influence

the consuming fever within the heart.
are here those

Euphrates with

the Babylonian

of
its

(ch.

3)

i.

is

('

and Daniel

important

empire
and the Tigris, but also the Chaboras
Ulai), on whose lonesome banks Ezekiel
:

(ch.

viii.

2) beheld divine visions.

there, in a strange land, as captives

:

dominion of the power of the world.

And

D3 is

The

under the
purposely

down in the solitude of the
banks weeping immediately came on when the natural

chosen instead of
river's

upon
Babylon
not merely the

rivers of

canals,

(Chebar) and Eulasos

W

The

1

:

with the sitting

;

scenery around contrasted so strongly with that of their native
land, the remembrance of Zion only forced itself upon them all
the

more powerfully, and the pain

home would have

at the isolation

from

their

the freer course where no hostilely observant eyes were present to suppress it. The willow (HSV3V) and

viburnum, those
in

hot low-lying

all

trees

which are associated with

lowlands of Babylonia.
<—>!,

is

flowino- water
indigenous in the richly watered
2iy (nrni?), if ne and the same
with

districts, are

not the willow, least of

all

the weeping- willow, which

is
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called safsdf mustahi in Arabic, " the

bending-down willow,"
but the viburnum with dentate leaves, described by Wetzstein
on Isa. xliv. 4. The Talmud even distinguishes between tsaphtsapha and 'araba, but without our being able to obtain any sure
botanic picture from

it.

The

nanj;,

whose branches belong

to the

constituents of the lulab of the Feast of Tabernacles (Lev. xxiii.

understood of the crack-willow [Salix fragilis], and even
is surely not distinguished with such
botanical precision but that the gharah and willow together with

40),

is

in the passage before us

the weeping-willow (Salix Babylonicd) might be comprehended

On these trees of

under the word n?"W.
in streams the exiles

delight in music
7770-4?,

Sir. xxii.

them, were

ill

hung

the country abounding

their citherns.

The time

to take

was past, for fiovcwca iv -irevdei aicaipo*; Siij6.
Joyous songs, as the word ~C& designates

suited to their situation.

In order to understand the
be taken together.
their lords called

^

in ver. 3, vers. 3

and 4 must

They hung up their citherns for though
upon them to sing in order that they might
;

divert themselves with their national songs, they did not feel

themselves in the

mind

for singing songs as they once resounded

at the divine services of their native land.

The LXX., Tar-

gum, and Syriac take UvW as a synonym of W^W, synonymous
with B jjili and so, in fact, that it signifies not, like ?iB', the
spoiled and captive one, but the spoiler and he who takes others
prisoners.
But there is no Aramaic ??lji iw. It might more
readily be referred back to a Poel Wn (= ?nn) to disappoint,
l|

i

i

-)

,

=

5

deride (Hitzig)

;

but the usage of the language does not favour

this, and a stronger meaning for the word would be welcome.
Either PPin =p?inn j like P?ino 3 cii. 9, signifies the raving one,
i.e.

a bloodthirsty

man

or a tyrant, or

from

woe or a tormentor,

—a

??J,

one who

ejulare,

which
and TWA, which are
According to the
likewise formed with the preformative n.
sense the word ranks itself with an Hiph. Tyi'i, like n?Jfin, nroifl,
with yjrin and TO^ri; in a mainly abstract signification (Dietrich,
Abliandlungen, S. 160 f.). The "H3*j beside W' is used as in
xxxv. 20, lxv. 4, cv. 27, cxlv. 5, viz. partitively, dividing up the
causes the cry of

commends

itself in

view of the words

genitival notion of the species

:

signification

2W\r\

words of songs as being parts

or fragments of the national treasury of song, similar to "VEto a
little

further on, on which Rosenmiiller correctly says

:

sacrum

1-6.
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With the exaliquod carmen ex veteribus illis suis Sionicis.
"
"
song
of Jahve,"
"
ver.
4
pression
song of Zion alternates in
xxv.
Chron.
7, denotes
which, as in 2 Chron. xxix. 27, cf. 1
sacred or liturgical songs, that

is

to say,

Psalm poesy (including the Cantica).
Before ver. 4 we have to imagine

songs belonging to

that they answered the

request of the Babylonians at that time in the language that
follows, or thought thus within themselves when they withdrew
themselves from them. The meaning of the interrogatory exclamation is not that the singing of sacred songs in a foreign

land

(psb

HYin)

is

contrary to the law, for the Psalms con-

tinued to be sung even during the Exile, and were also enriched

by new

But the shir had an end during the Exile, in so
was obliged to retire from publicity into the quiet
of the family worship and of the houses of prayer, in order that
that which is holy might not be profaned and since it was not,
as at home, accompanied by the trumpets of the priests and the
music of the Levites, it became more recitative than singing
properly so called, and therefore could not afford any idea of
ones.

far as that

it

;

the singing of their native land in connection with the worship
of

God on

Zion.

From

the striking contrast between the

present and the former times the people of the Exile had in

come to the knowledge of their sins, in order that they
might get back by the way of penitence and earnest longing to
that which they had lost.
Penitence and home-sickness were
fact to

at that time inseparable; for all those in whom the remembrance of Zion was lost gave themselves over to heathenism
and were excluded from the redemption. The poet, translated

and arming himself against the
temptation to apostasy and the danger of denying God, thereinto the situation of the exiles,

If I forget thee, O Jerusalem, *?& na^'ri.
rEBTi has
been taken as an address to Jahve obliviscaris dexterw meat
{e.g. Wolfgang Dachstein in his song "An Wasserflussen Babylon"), but it is far from natural that Jerusalem and Jahve

fore says

:

:

should be addressed in one clause.
ject

and

n3B»ri transitively

:

Others take

'W as the sub-

obliviscatur dextera mea, scil. artem

psallendi (Aben-Ezra, Kimchi, Pagninus, Grotius, Hengstenberg, and others) ; but this ellipsis is arbitrary, and the interpolation of

^p after TP' (von Orteuberg, following Olshausen)
produces an inelegant cadence.
Others again assign a passive
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sense to ram: oblivioni detur (LXX., Italic, Vulgate, and
Luther), or a half-passive sense, in oblivione sit (Jerome) ; but
the thought : let my right hand be forgotten, is awkward and

tame.

me

Olliviscatur

(Syriac,

Saadia, and the Psalterium

Romanum) comes

nearer to the true meaning.

taken reflexively

obliviscatur sui ipsius, let

:

it

n3B»n

forget

is to

be

itself,

or

service (Amyraldus, Schultens,

Ewald, and Hitzig), which
is equivalent to let it refuse or fail, become lame, become benumbed, much the same as we say of the arms or legs that
its

they " go to sleep," and just as the Arabic {jMj signifies both
to forget

and

become lame

to

ha Harpe correctly
que ma main oublie

renders
aussi

palate

if

Gesenius, Thesaurus, p. 921b).

Jerusalem

sum

my

of

je timiblie jamais,

:

I do not remember thee,

salem above the

! si

mouvement !
Thus there is a cor5 and 6 My tongue shall cleave to

le

respondence between vers.

my

(cf.

:

joy.

if

I do not raise Jeru-

WSJK

has the affixed Chirek,

with which these later Psalms are so fond of adorning themselves.
CNT is apparently used as in cxix. 160 : supra summam
(the

totality) Icetitim

omnem

Icetitiam

above the totality

Coccejus explains,

as

niece,

h.e.

But why not then more simply

meam.

supra
72 7S,

Wih here signifies not tcecpaXaiov, but
Ke(pa\ij
if I do not place Jerusalem upon the summit of my
therefore, if I do not cause Jerusalem
joy, i.e. my highest joy
His spiritual joy over the city of
to be my very highest joy.
%

:

;

God

is

to soar

Vers.

above

all

earthly joys.

The second

7-9.

vengeance upon
prophecy, which

Edom
is

part of the

and Babylon.

We

Psalm supplicates
from Obadiah's

see

Israel

and yet pre-eminently

tion with the destruction of
their malignant, rapacious,

peated imper. Piel W>, from

would be

ViV),

how shameby descent to

taken up again by Jeremiah,

fully the Edomites, that brother -people related

hostile to it, behaved in connecJerusalem by the Chaldseans as

and inhuman
nnj?

(not imper.

helpers.
The reKal from "H5?, which

ought to have been accented on the

however, in both cases accented on the

first syllable,

ult. ; it is,

the pausal

v3 in xxxvii. 20, and also ^BH, Neh. viii. 11) giving rise
same accentuation of the other (in order that two toneThe Pasek also stands
syllables might not come together).
between the two repeated words in order that they may be

njj (cf.

to the

;
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duly separated, and secures, moreover, to the guttural initial
VW its distinct pronunciation (cf. Gen. xxvi. 28,
Num. xxxv. 16). It is to be construed: lay bare, lay bare (as
of the second

nj>3 in Mic. i. 6) in it {Beth of the place), or
{Beth of the object), even to the foundation, i.e
raze it even to the ground, leave not one stone upon another.
From the false brethren the imprecation turns to Babylon, the
The daughter, i.e.
city of the imperial power of the world.

in

Hab.

13, cf.

iii.

in respect of

it

the population, of Babylon

is

addressed as nTflW.

It certainly

seems the most natural to take this epithet as a designation of
its doings which cry for vengeance.
But it cannot in any case
be translated: thou plunderer (Syriac like the Targum: bozuzto;

Symmachus

rj

"Krjffrpk), for Tit?

mean

does not

plunder, but to offer violence and to devastate.

thou devastator

;

in Jer.

and

Therefore:

we have it before
ought to be rnilB'rij like
(with an unchangeable a),

but the word so pointed as

us cannot have this signification
iTiiJa

to rob

iii.

:

7, 10, or rnntS'n

it

corresponding to the Syriac active intensive form dluso, oppressor, godufo, slanderer, and the Arabic likewise active
intensive form Jjsli,
adjective
like

:

ndtur

e.g.

fdshus, a boaster, and also as an

goz fdshus, empty nuts,
(-I1DN3),

•partic. pass.,

and

a field-watcher.
signifies

cf.

tWp^

=

The form

irpovevofievfiivr)

B>ip*,

as

it

a fowler,
stands

is

(Aquila), vastata

(Jerome). It is possible that this may be said in the sense of
vastanda, although in this sense of a part. fut. pass, the participles of the Niphal (e.g. xxii. 32, cii. 19) and of the Pual
(xviii. 4) are more commonly used.
It cannot at any rate
signify vastata in an historical sense, with reference to the
destruction of Babylon by Darius Hystaspes (Hengstenberg)
for ver. 7 only prays that the retribution

may come

:

it

cannot

therefore as yet have been executed; but if
signified the
already devastated one, it must (at least in the main)
have been
executed already. It might be more readily understood as
a
prophetical representation of the executed judgment of
devas-

miwn

tation

;

cative

:

but

this prophetic rendering coincides'with
the imprethe imagination of the Semite when he utters
a curse
sees the future as a realized fact.
" Didst thou see the
smitten
one (madmcb)," i.e. he whom God must smite ?
Thus the Arab
inquires for a person who is detested.
" Pursue him

who

is

337
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i.e. him whom God must allow tliee
They speak thus inasmuch as the imagination at

seized (ilhak el-ma' chudli),"
to seize

!

once anticipates the seizure at the same time with the pursuit.

Just as here both madrub and mdchudh are participles of Kal,
so therefore !TlVl#ri may also have the sense of vastanda (which

must be
Babylon

laid waste
is

It

xlvii. 6.

dren

also,

That which

!).

is

the requital of that which
is

the

which

same penal

is

destiny,

predicted against

that which was to be executed

dren (with reference to

new

has done to Israel, Isa.
comprehending the chilin Isa.

it

vid.

on

viii.

may

generation

xiii.

16-18, as

The young

by the Medes.

?bij?, ??Sv,

to pieces in order that a

then further desired for

it

chil-

3) are to be dashed

not raise up again

the world-wide dominion that has been overthrown, Isa. xiv.

21

It

sq.

is

zeal for

God

that puts such harsh words into the

" That which

mouth

of the poet.

special

good fortune the believing

is

Israel's excellency

Israelite desires to

and

have be-

stowed upon the whole world, but for this very reason he desires
to see the hostility of the present world of nations against the

church of God broken " (Hofmann). On the other hand, it
cannot be denied that the "blessed" of this Psalm is not suited
In the Old
to the mouth of the New Testament church.
Testament the church as yet had the form of a nation, and the
longing for the revelation of divine righteousness clothed

itself

accordingly in a warlike garb.

PSALM CXXXVIII.
THE MEDIATOR AND PEEFECTEE.
1 I

WILL give thanks unto

Before the gods

will I

2 I will worship towards

And

give thanks unto

Thy

Thee with my whole

heart,

harp unto Thee.

Thy holy Temple,
Thy Name because

of

Thy mercy and

truth,

That Thou hast magnified Thy promise above

all

Thy Name.

3 In the day that I called Thou didst answer me,

Thou

didst inspire

vaded
VOL.

III.

my

me

with courage

—a

lofty feeling per-

soul.
22

;

:
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4 All the kings of the earth shall give thanks unto Thee, Jahve,
When they have heard the utterances of Thy mouth
5 And they shall sing of the ways of Jahve,
•

(5

That great is the glory of Jahve
For exalted is Jahve and He seeth the lowly,
And the proud He knoweth well afar off.

7

If I walk in the midst of trouble,

Over the wrath

Thou dost revive me,
mine enemies dost Thou stretch forth

of

Thy hand,
And Thy right hand

saveth me.

me
Thy mercy endureth for
The work of Thy hands Thou

Jahve

8

will perfect for

Jahve,

—

There

will

ever,

wilt not forsake

come a time when the

praise of Jahve,

according to cxxxvii. 3 was obliged to be

dumb

In the

by

side

AaviZ

side with tcD

and Ps.

LXX.

sung by the
Ps. cxxxvii.

also has the inscription 'Iepe/iiov,

'Ayyalov

cxxxviii. has

which

in the presence

of the heathen, will, according to cxxxviii. 5, be

kings of the heathen themselves.

it.

Zajfapiov.

ical

Perhaps these

statements are meant to refer back the existing recension of
the text of the respective Psalms to the prophets

Kohler, Ilaggai, S. 33).
psalmodists added by the

Malachi,
the

it

LXX.
The

Prom

LXX.

was made not

later

(yid.

do not come down beyond

follows that the Psalm-collection in the

mind

of

than in the time of Nehemiah.

speaker in Ps. cxxxviii., to follow the lofty expectation

expressed in ver. 4,

David.

scription,

is

himself a king, and according to the in-

There

is,

however, nothing to favour

being the author; the Psalm

Psalms, composed as
of 2

named

the fact that these names of

Sam.

ch.

vii.

it

(1

is,

in

his

respect of the Davidic

—

were out of the soul of David an echo
Chron. ch. xvii.). The superabundant

promise which made the throne of David and of his seed an
eternal throne is here gratefully glorified.
The Psalm can
at

any

rate be understood, if with

Hengstenberg we suppose

expresses the lofty self-consciousness to which David
was raised after victorious battles, when he humbly ascribed the
that

it

glory to

God and

resolved to build

the tent upon Zion.

Him

a Temple in place of
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2.

Vers. 1, 2
The poet will give thanks to Him, whom he
means without mentioning Him by name, for His mercy, i.e.
His anticipating, condescending love, and for His truth, i.e.
truthfulness and faithfulness, and more definitely for having
magnified His promise ( "y?K) a bove all His Name, i.e. that He
has given a promise which infinitely surpasses everything by
f1

He has hitherto established a name and memorial for
Himself (HDBOb'PV, with o instead of 8, an anomaly that is

which

noted by the Masora,

vid. Baer's Psalterium, p. 133).

If the

promise by the mouth of Nathan (2 Sam. ch. vii.) is meant,
?"13, ?n3, TVpli are rethen we may compare 2 Sam. vii. 21.
peated in that promise and

David

its

to that history,

which

history of salvation.
intelligible

from

is

echo coming from the heart of

W^?

seems like a hint pointing
one of the most important crises in the

so frequently, that this

The

expression DTita

this history.

Ewald

Hi

renders

it

also
:

becomes

" in the pre-

God!" which is surely meant to say: in the holy
(De Wette, Olshausen). But " before God will I sing
praise to Thee (O God!)"— what a jumble!
The LXX.
lenders evavrlov ayyekwv, which is in itself admissible and
sence of
place

full of

meaning,* but without coherence in the context of the
is to be rejected because it is on the whole

Psalm, and also

very questionable whether the Old Testament language uses
DTilw thus, without anything further to define it, in the sense
of '' angels."
It might be more readily rendered " in the presence of the gods," viz. of the gods of the peoples (Hengsten-

but in order to be understood of
such, it would require some
seemingly
gods which are only
addition.
Whereas DTI7X can without any addition denote the
berg, Hupfeld, and Hitzig)

;

magisterial possessors of the dignity that

is

the type of the

from lxxxii. 1 (cf. xlv. 7) in spite of Knobel,
Graf, and Hupfeld; and thus, too (cf. Q'OT 1J3 in cxix. 46), we
understand it here, with Rashi, Aben-Ezra, Kimchi, Flaminius,
Bucer, Clericus, and others. What is meant are "the great
who are in the earth," 2 Sam. vii. 9, with whom David, inasmuch as he became king from being a shepherd, is ranked, and
divine, as follows

* Bellarmine

:

Scio

me psallentem tibi ab
me geram in

et attendi et ideo ita considerate

quo theatro consistam.

angelis, qui tibi assistunt, videri

psallendo, ut qui intelligam, in

;
:
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whom

above

he has been

3-6.

up by the promise of an eternal
earthly "gods" will David praise the
lifted

Before these
they shall hear for their salutary con;
fusion, for their willing rendering of homage, that God hath
made him " the highest with respect to the kings of the earth"

kingship.

God

of the promise

(lxxxix. 28).

There are two things for which the poet gives
He has answered him in the days of trouble
connected with his persecution by Saul and in all distresses
and by raising him to the throne, and granting him victory
Vers. 3-6.

thanks to

God

:

and promising him the everlasting possession of
has filled him with a proud courage, so that
lofty feeling has taken up its abode in his soul, which was
formerly fearful about help. Just as Dm signifies impetuosity,
vehemence, and then also a monster, so 3 rnn signifies both to
break in upon one violently and overpoweringly (Cant. vi. 5
cf. Syriac arlieb, Arabic arhaba. to terrify), and to make any
one courageous, bold, and confident of victory. IV ^a?3 forms
a corollary to the verb that is marked by Mugrash or Dechi
so that in my soul there was t'y, i.e. power, viz. a consciousness
of power (cf. Judg. v. 21).
The thanksgiving, which he, the
king of the promise, offers to God on account of this, will be

upon

victory,

the throne,

He

,,

transmitted to

(WW in
i.e.

all

when they

0^

shall hear

His mouth,
w tn a "ke

the divine n "J9^> anc^ *^ e y sna ^ sm S °^
i
>
in cv. 2 and frequently, 3 ??n in xh'v.
3, 3

3 "UT in lxxxvii.
9,

the kings of the earth

the sense of a fut. exactum) the words of

fW

3 -P3tn in xx. 8, and the like) the ways of the

history of salvation, they shall sing that great

is

God

of the

the glory of

Ver. 6 tells us by what means He has so super-gloriously manifested Himself in His leadings of David.
He has

Jahve.

shown Himself

to be the

Exalted

One who

in

His all-embracing

rule does not leave the lowly (cf. David's confessions in cxxxi.
1, 2 Sam. vi. 22) unnoticed (cxiii. 6), but on the contrary
makes him the especial object of His regard and on the other
hand even from afar (cf. cxxxix. 2) He sees through (VT as in
;

xciv. 11, Jer. xxix. 23) the lofty one

who thinks liimself unobserved and conducts himself as if he were answerable to no
higher being (x. 4). In correct texts mai has Mugrash, and

pm»B

Mercha. The form of the fut.
the analogy of the Hiphil forms

Kal

^

in

STT^ is
Isa.'

formed after
and fre-

xvi. 7,

—
PSALM CXXXVIII.
quently, and S ,

t?).'!

intended to be

all

Job

in

xxiv. 21

probably the word

;

the more emphatic, inasmuch as the

which disappears in

radical,
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7, 8.

W.., is thus in a certain

is

first

measure

restored.*

Vers.
all

7,

mankind

Out

8.

— of

of these experiences

David,

who

has been

—

so

important for

exalted

by passing

through humiliation, there arise for him confident hopes concerning the future. The beginning of this strophe calls xxiii.

4

to

mind.

Though

his

way may

lead through the midst of

heart-oppressing trouble, Jahve will loose these bands of death

and quicken him afresh

(njn as in xxx. 4, lxxi. 20,

may

and

quently).

Though

forth His

hand threateningly and tranquillizingly over

his

enemies

rage,

Jahve

^

wrath, and His right hand will save him.

,

!?1

is

it

In ver. 8

be supposed to be this?) accus. instrumenti
"IBV

is

intended just as in

will carry out, iirireXelp (Phil.

meaning, properly
passage

:

covering

(cf. xiii. 6, cxlii. 8).

i.

lvii.

6)

;

3

and

:

their

the subject

according to cxxxix. 10 and other passages, and not (for
should

fre-

will stretch

why

(yid. lx. 7).

He

the work begun

^a

(according to

its

me) is the same as yV in that
The pledge of this completion is

Jahve's everlasting mercy, which will not rest until the promise
is

become perfect truth and

reality.

Thus, therefore, He
(yid. xc. 16 sq.),

not leave, forsake the works of His hands

will
i.e.,

Hengstenberg correctly explains, everything that He has
hitherto accomplished for David, from his deliverance out of
the hands of Saul down to the bestowment of the promise
He will not let one of His works stand still, and least of all one
nsnn (whence ^n) signifies
that has been so gloriously begun,
to slacken, to leave slack, i.e. leave unearned out, to leave ta
as

* The Greek imperfects with the doable (syllabic and temporal) augment, as iupuv, dvioiyov, are similar. Chajug' also regards the first Jod
in these forms as the preformative and the second as the radical, whereas
Abulwalid, Gramm. ch. xxvi. p. 170, explains the first as a prosthesis and
According to the view of others, e.g. of
the second as the preformative.
Kimchi, jn« might be fut. Hiph. weakened from jniT (yTiTO, which,
apart from the unsuitable meaning, assumes a change of consonants that
the more inadmissible as JJT itself springs from jnv Nor is it to be

is all

supposed that jfl"

is

nowhere written jn«.

modified from

jn"

(Luzzatto, § 197), because

it is

—

——

!

;
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itself,

as in

Neh.

vi. 3.

*?$

expresses a negation with a measure

of inward excitement.

PSALM CXXXIX.
ADORATION OF THE OMNISCIENT AND OMNIPRESENT
ONE.

2

JAHVE, Thou searchest and knowest me
Thou knowest my sitting down and my rising
Thou understandest my thought afar off.

3

My

1

up,

my lying down Thou searchest,
my ways art Thou familiar.
not a word on my tongue

path and

And

with

4 For there

all
is

Lo, Thou, O Jahve, knowest it altogether.
5 Behind and before dost Thou surround me,

And

hast laid

Thy hand upon me.
me is such knowledge,

6 Incomprehensible to

7

It is too high, I have not grown tip to it.
Whither could I go from Thy Spirit,
And whither could I flee from Thy presence 1

8 If I should ascend to heaven, there art

And

if

I should

Thou

make Hades my

Thou

!

;

resting-place, here art

also.

9 If I should raise the wings of the morning,
If I should settle down at the extremity of the sea
also Thy hand would guide me,
And Thy right hand lay hold of me.
And if I should say Let nothing but darkness enwrap me,
And let the light round about me become night

10 There
11

:

12 Even the darkness would not be too dark for Thee,
And the night would be to Thee bright as the day
Darkness and light are alike to Thee.
13 For

Thou

Thou

hast brought forth

didst interweave

me

14 I give Thee thanks that I

in

my reins,
my mother's womb.

am

Wonderful are Thy works,
And my soul knowoth it right

fearfully, wonderfully

well.

made;

!

;

!

;
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bones were not hidden from Thee,

I who was wrought in secret,
Curiously wrought in the depths of the earth.

16

When
And

an embryo Thine eyes saw me,

Thy book were

in

they

all

written

:

Days which were already sketched out,
And for it one among them.
17 And how precions are Thy thoughts unto me, O God,
How mighty is their sum
18 If I would count them, they are more than the sand
!

I awake and I

Oh

am

still

with Thee.

Thou wouldest slay the wicked, Eloah
men of blood-guiltiness, depart from me
20 They who mention Thee craftily,
19

that

And

ye

—

Speak out deceitfully Thine adversaries.
21 Should I not hate those who hate Thee, Jahve,
And be indignant at those who rise up against Thee?
22 With the utmost hatred do I hate them,
They are to me as mine own enemies.
23 Search me, O God, and know my heart,
Prove me and know my thoughts,

24 And

And

see whether there

lead

me

is

in

me any way
way

of pain,

in the everlasting

this Aramaizing Psalm what the preceding Psalm says in
comes to be carried into effect, viz. for Jahve is exalted
and He seeih the lowly, and the proud He hnoweth from afar.
This Psalm has manifold points of contact with its predecessor.
From a theological point of view it is one of the most instructive of the Psalms,' and both as regards its contents and poetic
character in every way worthy of David.
But it is only
inscribed Tf6 because it is composed after the Davidic model,
and is a counterpart to such Psalms as Ps. xix. and to other
For the addition mu»i> neither
Davidic didactic Psalms.
proves its ancient Davidic origin, nor in a general way its

In

ver. 6

origin

:

in

the

period prior

example shows, which was

at

to

the Exile, as Ps. Ixxiv. for

any

rate not

composed prior

to

the time of the Chaldsean catastrophe.

The Psalm

falls

into

three

parts

:

vers.

16-12,

13-18,
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the stropbic arrangement

;

1-7.

The

is riot clear.

celebrates the Omniscient and Omnipresent One.

first

part

The

poet

knows that he is surrounded on all sides by God's knowledge
and His presence; His Spirit is everywhere and cannot be
and His countenance is turned in every direction
avoided
and inevitably, in wrath or in love. In the second part the
;

poet continues this celebration with reference to the origin of
man and in the third part he turns in profound vexation of
;

spirit

towards the enemies of such a God, and supplicates for
In vers. 1 and 4 God is

himself His proving and guidance.

21 again

called JaJive, in ver. 17 El, in ver. 19 Eloah, in ver.

Strongly as this Psalm

Jaime, and in ver. 23 again El.

marked by the depth and pristine freshness of
feeling, the form of its language is still such
precedent in the Davidic age.

Aramaeo-Hebrew idiom

all

as

is

appearance

is

and

without
it

is

the

of the post-exilic period pressed into

The Psalm apparently belongs

the service of poetry.

Psalms which,

To

ideas

its

to those

connection with a thoroughly classical cha-

in

racter of form, bear

marks of the influence which the Aramaic

language of the Babylonian kingdom exerted over the exiles.
This influence affected the popular dialect in the first instance,
but the written language also did not escape

Daniel and Ezra show

;

as the

it,

Books of

and even the poetry of the Psalms

not without traces of this retrograde

movement

is

of the lan-

guage of Israel towards the language of the patriarchal ancestral house.
In the Cod. Alex. Zayapiov is added to the t<G
AavlB ifraXfios, and by a second hand eV tj} Ziauiropa, which
Origen also met with " in some copies."

The Aramaic forms

Vers. 1-7.
a-rra% \e<yo/M. jn

in this

strophe are the

(ground-form ^1) in vers. 2 and 17, endea-

vour, desire, thinking, like TO"! and l^jn in the post-exilic
books, from njn (Njn), cupere, cotfitare ; and the air. \ey. 5>Ti
in ver. 3, equivalent to

an

^ba

infinitive like

in

Y^~}.,

a lying

Job

vii.

down,

if \y:n

19, since Tns'

is

be not rather

undoubtedly

not inflected from rnx, but, as being infinitive, like 'H3JI in
Deut. iv. 21, from rn_K ; and the verb rn_K also, with the" exception of this passage, only occurs in the speeches of Elihu
•'Job xxxiv. 8),

than the

Book

which are almost more strongly Aramaizinp
Job itself. Further, as an Aramaizino- fea-

of

PSALJI CXXXIX. 1-7.

we have

ture

is

marked by Lamed in the
nn», Thou understandest my thinking, as in

the objective relation

expression fj>
cxvi. 16, cxxix.

opening

345

3,

cxxxv. 11, cxxxvi. 19

sq.

The monostichic

Among the
fond of such thematic intro-

after the Davidic style, e.g. xxiii. 16.

prophets, Isaiah in particular

is

we have here in ver. 16. On JHRl instead of
on cv "- 20
the pronominal object stands once
beside the first verb, or even beside the second (2 Kings ix.
The " me" is then expanded
25), instead of twice (Hitzig).
ductions as
^JTJ"- OT'^-

;

:

sitting

down, rising up, walking and lying, are the sum of

human

conditions or states.

life

-

'V ?. is

The

action.

''3'V'-

tne

divine knowledge, as inn} says,

The

the scrutiny of man.

sum of the
sum 0I human

the totality or

man, and

of the spirit and soul of

is

the result of

poet, however, in vers. 2

uses the perfect throughout as a

mood

of that which

is

and 3
practi-

cally existing, because that scrutiny is a scrutiny that is never
unexecuted, and the knowledge is consequently an ever-present
knowledge. pirnD is meant to say that He sees into not merely

the thought that

which

is

fully fashioned

is

n

being evolved.

,

")I

(with Azulai and others) with

from
"it,

and matured, but even that
rnt is combined by Luther

a wreath (from

"HT,

constrin-

inasmuch as he renders whether I walk or lie
down, Thou art round about me {Icli gehe oder lige, so bistu
vmb mich). nit ought to have the same meaning here, if with
Wetzstein one were to compare the Arabic, and more particu-

gere, cingere),

larly

:

Beduin,

,_^,j,

dherrd, to protect; the notion of affording

protection does not accord with this train of thought, which has

what ought therefore to be
which secures its object to the know-

reference to God's omniscience

meant

is

a hedging round

:

ledge, or even a protecting that places

any exchanging, which

* This Verb.
is

tert.

an elegant word

;

»

will

it

in security against

not suffer the object to escape

et t_f is old,

and the

it.*

derivative dhera, protection,

with reference to another derivative, dherwe, a wall of

rock protecting one from the winds, vid. Job, ii. 23, note. The II. form
(Piel) signifies to protect in the widest possible sense, e.g. (in Neshwdn. ii.
3436), " aluJl

*Jj£, he protected the sheep (against heing exchanged)
of wool upon their hacks when they were shorn, by which

by leaving a lock

they might be recognised

among

other sheep."
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The Arabic

know, which

^jjO, to

by no means

be compared

to

;

it is

1-7.

related to

forward, and denotes knowledge that

But we

experimenting.

Hebrew

is

in sound,

to push, urge

\j<2,

^. j,

to

the range of the guaran-

usage, inasmuch as rnT, to winnow,

out that which has been threshed and expose
of the wind, in Arabic likewise

is

gained by testing and

have no need of that

we can remain within

protect, since

teed

also

removed

far

is

^.j (whence

it

i.e.

to spread

to the

current

nntp, midhrd, a

winnowing-fork, like nrn, racht, a winnowing-shovel), gives an
appropriate metaphor. Here it is equivalent to to investigate
and search out to the very bottom LXX., Symmachus, and
Theodotiou, e^v)(yiao-a<s, after which the Italic renders investi:

;

and Jerome eventilasti. p?? ? with the accusative, as in
21 with DV to enter into neighbourly, close, familiar
relationship, or to stand in such relationship, with any one

gasti,

Job

1

xxii.

:

;

cogn.

I3t2>,

^C:.

superficially,
is

God

is

acquainted with

all

our ways not only

but closely and thoroughly, as that to which

He

accustomed.

In

ver.

4

^

this

God

omniscience of

is

illustratively corrobo-

£b has the value of a relative clause, which,
however, takes the form of an independent clause. n?p (pro-

rated with

;

ver.

nounced by Jerome in his letter to Sunnia and Fretela, § 82,
is an Aramaic word that has been already incorpoR?? sigrated in the poetry of the Davidico-Salomonic age.
nifies both all of it and every one.
In ver. 5 Luther has been
misled by the LXX. and Vulgate, which take "IW in the signification formare (whence irviX, forma) ; it signifies, as the
definition " behind and before" shows, to surround, encompass.

MALA)

He holds him surrounded on
and man can do nothing, if God, whose confining
hand he has lying upon him (Job ix. 23), does not allow him
God
all

is

acquainted with man, for

sides,

the requisite freedom of motion.

Instead of ^rijn

(LXX.

r\

gov) the poet purposely says in ver. 6a merely nj>l a
knowledge, so all-penetrating, all-comprehensive as God's know7faj<7i9

:

The Ken

ledge.

reads

ported by the Chethib
there

is

not K^f, but

niobsi,

^S in
^B

but the Chethib

Judg.

xiii.

n^S

is

sup-

18, the Keri of which

(the pausal form of

an adjective ^a,
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With ^BD

the feminine of which would be TOa).

scendence, with

W

7i33tM the unattainableness,

the tran-

and with ^31x-j6

the incomprehensibleness of the fact of the omniscience of
is expressed, and with this, to the mind of the poet, coin-

God

cides God's omnipresence

knowledge

;

for true, not merely phenomenal,

not possible without the immanence of the knowing one in the thing known.
God, however, is omnipresent,
is

things by His Spirit, and revealing

sustaining the

life

Himself either

in love or in wrath,

countenance.

To

of

all

from

flee

this

— what

the poet styles His

omnipresence

(!»,

away from),

and he who is conscious of his guilt would gladly
impossible.
Concerning the first futj, which is here

as the sinner
do, is

accented on the ultima, vid. on cxvi. 4.

The future form P|N, customary in the Aramaic,
be derived just as well from P?D (p?p), by means of the

Vers. 8-12.

may

=

33D^, as from ppj (PDJ),
same mode of assimilation as in 2B)
which latter is certainly only insecurely established by Dan.
pS3H Dan. v. 2), since
vi. 24, "i?Mrij>
c f. npw^, Ezra iv. 22
(
the Nun, as in TOV^b, Dan. iv. 3, can also be, a compensation
;

}

for the resolved doubling (yid. Bernstein in the Lexicon Chres-

tom. Kirschiance, and
is

Levy

lent Nfrx

among them

:

DK with the simple future

s.v. pOi).

followed by cohortatives (yid. on
et si

Ixxiii.

16) with the equiva-

stratum facer em (mihi) infernum

(accusative of the object as in Isa.

passages the wings of the sun (Mai.

lviii.

iii.

20

5), etc.
[iv.

In other

2]) and of the

(xviii. 11) are mentioned, here we have the wings of the
morning's dawn. Pennce aurorce, Eugubinus observes (1548),

wind

velocissimus aurorce

est

therefore to be rendered
in

Ezek.

has,

i.e.

x. 16,

per omnem mundum decursus. It
If I should lift wings (Dl'SJ? #&i
:

and frequently) such

as the

dawn

of the

is

as

morning

could I fly with the swiftness with which the dawn of

the morning spreads itself over the eastern sky, towards the
extreme west and alight there. Heaven and Hades, as being

that which

is

superterrestrial

and

subterrestrial,

and the east and

DJ IVinN is the extreme
Mediterranean
with
the " isles of the Genthe
end of the sea (of
"
nowhere is the hand
follows
the
apodosis
10
:
tiles
In ver.
).

west are set over against one another.

of God, which governs everything, to be escaped, for dextera

Dei ubique
spake," also

est.

"!?&} (not "i»Nl,

Ezek.

xiii.

15), " therefore I

has the value of a hypothetical protasis

:

quodsi
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?$ and
but
;

dixerim.

xxxix. 6 sq.)
to
is

it

^tf'n

13-18.

belong together:

merce tenehrm (vid.

The

signification secured

"SEME* is

obscure.

of eonterere, contundere, in Gen.

followed by the

LXX.

(Vulgate)

The

priate to darkness.

iii.

15,

Job

ix.

17,

KaTcnraTrjo-ei,, is

inhiare,

signification

which

inappro-

which may be

deduced as possible from 1**^, suits relatively better, yet not
thoroughly well (why should it^not have been ^Jf^f). The
signification obvelare, however, which one expects to find, and
after which the Targum, Symmachus, Jerome, Saadia, and
others render it, seems only to be guessed at from the connection, since f\W has not this signification in

and

in

favour of

it

we cannot

any other instance,

appeal either to

tf&)

—whence

which belongs together with 2B»J, DEO, and PSJ— or to f^V,
the root of which is DJ> (•""?}>), or to IJnf, whence Tin*, which does
f\fi,

not signify to cover,

veil,

We

together, to double.

the signification operiat

we must put

but according to

must therefore

t_i*.i, to fold, fold

either assign to ^Slt?^

me without being

a verb of this signification in

able to prove
its

place, viz.

it,

or

V?^

(Ewald) or ^aijP (Bottcher), which latter is the more commendable here, where darkness Q\wn, synon. 713% HIJfD) is the
And if I should say, let nothing but darkness cover
subject
me, and as night (the predicate placed first, as in Amos iv. 13)
:

become about me, i.e. let the light become night
and cover me (^"W?, poetic for 1V3, like
onnn in 2 Sam. ch. xxii.) the darkness would spread abroad
no obscurity (cv. 28) that should extend beyond (|0) Thy
piercing eye and remove me from Thee.
In the word l N too,
the Hiphil signification is not lost the night would give out
light from itself, as if it were the day
for the distinction of
day and night has no conditioning influence upon God, who is
above and superior to all created things (der Uebercreaturliche),

let

the light

that shall surround

,

—

,

,

J

:

;

who
1

is

light in Himself.

Kings

word, but rrfN

The two

a are correlative, as e.g. in
(with a superfluous Jod) is an old
Aramaic XfniN) is a later one.

ro^n

xxii. 4.
(cf.

The fact that man is manifest to God even
very bottom of his nature, and in every place, is now con-

Vers. 13-18.
to the

firmed from the origin of man.
in the

womb was

looked upon

by

The development
the Israelitish

of the greatest mysteries, Eccles. xi. 5;

of the child

Chokma

as one
and here the poet

;
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coming into being as a marvellous work of the
omniscient and omnipresent omnipotence of God.
nji? here
praises this

signifies condere

Job.

xl. 22,

plait,

and

;

S]3D

not

to cover, protect, as in cxl. 8,

:

prop, to cover with network, to hedge in, but

interweave, viz. with bones, sinews, and veins, like

:

to

^C

Job x. 11. The reins are made specially prominent in order
mark them, the seat of the tenderest, most secret emotions, as
the work of Him who trieth the heart and the reins. The Trpoa-

in
to

evxn becomes in ver. 14 the evxapicrria I give thanks unto
Thee that I have wonderfully come into being under fearful
circumstances, i.e. circumstances exciting a shudder, viz. of
:

astonishment

i™ ?,

to

1

(riiN"ii3

as in Ixv. 6).

iv. 4, xvii. 7.

>"6si

(— ^33)

is

the passive

Hitzig regards nn^aa (Thou hast shown

LXX., Syriac, Vulgate, and
Jerome, as the only correct reading ; but the thought which is
thereby gained comes indeed to be expressed in the following
Thyself wonderful), after the

line, ver.

xi.

5)

is

Oi'j)

§

IK'N,

state of

E^S,

Eccles.

being as a sum-total of elements of

without being necessarily a

333, a), attaches

worked

into tautology in connection

(collectively equivalent to

the bones, the skeleton, and, starting from that idea,

more generally the
being.

down

146, which sinks

with this reading.

itself

to the suffix of

in different colours, or also

conjunction (Ew.

W.

Dj^, " to be

embroidered," of the system

and of the variegated colouring of
more particularly of the inward parts

of veins ramifying the body,
its

individual members,

perhaps, however,

more generally with a retrospective conception

of the colours of the outline following the undeveloped begin-

ning, and of the forming of the
in general.*

The

mother's

members and

womb

is

of the organism

here called not merely "in?

iEschylus' Eumenides, 665 iv tncoTOiai vrjhvos Tedpafifiivrj,
and the designation of the place where the foetus is formed as
" a threefold darkness" in the Koran, Sur. xxxix. 8), the e of
(cf.

:

which is retained here in pause (yid. Bottcher, Lehrbuch, § 298),
but by a bolder appellation pN nvrinri, the lowest parts of the
earth, i.e. the interior of the earth (vid. on lxiii. 10) as being
the secret laboratory of the earthly origin, with the same retro-

* In the Talmud the egg of a bird or of a

when the

outlines of the developed

the mole (mold),

when

traces of

embryo are

reptile is called nop/ID,

visible in it

human organization can be

;

and

likewise

discerned in

it.
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of

human body out
when Job says, ch. i. 21 " naked
my mother's womb, and naked shall I return

nt2E>

viz. efc rrjv yfjv ttjv /MrjTepa iravTav, Sir. xl. 1.

spective reference to the first formation of the

of the dust of the earth, as

came I out
thither"

The

—

;

interior of

Hades

:

also called PiNt? |Q3 in

is

Jonah

ii.

3

[2],

Sir. Ii. 5.
According to the view of Scripture the mode of
Adam's creation is repeated in the formation of every man, Job

was the mother's womb of Adam,
Adam comes
forth is the earth out of which it is taken.
(Ver. 16.)
The embryo folded up in the shape of an egg is
here called Dpi, from DP3, to roll or wrap together (cf. glomus, a
ball), in the Talmud said of any kind of unshapen mass (LXX.
aKaripyacTTov, Symmachus anop<^a>TOv) and raw material, e.g.
of the wood or metal that is to be formed into a vessel (Chullin
25a, to which Saadia has already referred).* As to the rest, compare similar retrospective glances into the embryonic state in Job
x. 8-12, 2 Mace. vii. 22 sq. (Psychology, S. 209 ff., tr. pp. 247
sq.).
On the words in libro tuo Bellarmine makes the following correct observation
quia habes apud te exemplaria sive
ideas omnium, quomodo pictor vel sculptor scit ex informi materia
quid futurum sit, quia videt exemplar. The signification of the
future ^roi is regulated by 5N"), and becomes, as relating to the
synchronous past, scribebantur. The days T\T, which were alxxxiii. 6, cf. 4.

The

and the mother's

womb

earth

out of which the child of

:

ready formed, are the subject.
days which had
lent to 'lis"

,

it

first to

would be

the prwform. fut.

is

It

be formed."
to

is

usually rendered
If

¥W

:

" the

could be equiva-

be preferred; but this rejection of

only allowed in the fut. Piel of the verbs

—

e>3^1,
Pe Jod, and that after a Waw convertens, e.g. E'3>1
Nah. i. 4 (cf. Caspari on Obad. ver. ll).f
Accordingly,

assuming the original character of the t&> in a negative signification, it is to be rendered
The days which were (already)
formed, and there was not one among them, i.e. when none
among them had as yet become a reality. The suffix of DPS
:

* Epiphanius, Hxr. xxx. § 31, says the Hebrew yah(rn signifies the
peeled grains of spelt or wheat before they are mixed up and backed, the
still raw (only bruised) flour- grains
a signification that can now no longer

—

be supported by examples.
t But outside the Old Testament

wroDg use

of the

word; vide

my

it also

occurs in the Pual, though as a

Anekdota (1841), S. 372

f.

PSALM CXXXIX.
points to the succeeding
attributive clause

;

non or nondum (Job
xiv.

28)

xxii.

But the

esset.

fi'BJ,

QH3 inx

X?j D !9) remains doubtful,
.

{vid.

1?1

on

c.

Chethib sol (which the

This

be preferred.

meaning: and for

it

exposition

down

Dra inx

any

n\n,

itself

to

171

to

3),

:

and it becomes a question whether
which stands side by side with the

LXX.,

Aquila, Symmachus, Theodo-

Ol, referred to

failed to discern

inasmuch as

it

m\ We

decide in favour of

v]

tol,

which begins

The

of continuation.

this,

make one

because

feel to miss

17 connects

ver.

accentuation has

the reference of D^O to the following

occurs in other instances also,* and
especially in connection with Dps,

gether

(e.g. Isa. xliii.

science that

is

14).

fol-

coil of

days of one's life; and Hitzig does the same, referring

But the precedence

a'D'',

Hupfeld

places Olewejored against "orD\

lows this accentuation, referring D7J back to ^obi as a
the embryos.

not

is

gives the acceptable

one among them (these
make any change in the proposed

does not, as Di"Q "ins

by way

''libi,

(viz. its birth)

and because the
it

as an

vw cam

=

days), without our needing to

this

appended

subordinated to this

the Targum, Syriac, Jerome, and Saadia follow),

tion,

to

vi!P is

unus eorum (Ex.
16) unus inter eos
expression (instead of rvn to ityi or

l

!

the Keri

which

to

sOl is
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it

to

of the relative pronoun
is

devoid of

which directly

all

harshness,

signifies alto-

It is the confession of the

omni-

united with the omnipotence of God, which the

poet here gives utterance to with reference to himself, just as

Jahve says with reference to Jeremiah, Jer. i. 5.
Among
the days which were preformed in the idea of God (cf. on
IIX
Isa. xxii. 11, xxxvii. 26) there was also one, says the poet,
for the embryonic beginning of my life.
The divine knowledge embraces the beginning, development, and completion of
all things (Psychology, S. 37 ff., tr. pp. 46 sqq.).
The knowledge of the thoughts of God which are written in the book of
creation and revelation is the poet's cherished possession, and
they are precious
to ponder over them is his favourite pursuit
1

,

:

to

him,

Vij£ (after xxxvi. 8),

not

:

difficult of

comprehension

(sckwerbegreiflich, Maurer, Olshausen), after Dan.
9 The

Hebrew

poet, says Gesenius (Lehrgebaude, S. 739

ii.

11,

f.),

which

sometimes

pronoun before the thing to which it referred has even been
epoken of. This phenomenon belongs to the Hebrew style generally, vid.
m" Anekdota (1841), S. 382.
uses the
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would surely have been expressed by

19-21.

ipOJJ (xcii. 6),

more

readily:

very weighty (schwergewichtig, Hitzig), but better according to
the prevailing Hebrew usage highly valued (schwergewerthet),
:

"Their sums" are powerful, prodigious (xl. 6), and
cannot be brought to a summa summarum. If he desires to
couut them (Jut. hypothet. as in xci. 7, Job xx. 24), they prove
themselves to be more than the sand with its grains, that is to
He falls asleep over the pondering upon
say, innumerable.
them, wearied out and when he wakes up, he is still with God,
cara.*

;

i.e. still

ever absorbed in the contemplation of the Unsearchable

One, which even the sleep of fatigue could not entirely interEwald explains it somewhat differently: if I am lost in
the stream of thoughts and images, and recover myself from
rupt.

this state of reverie,

am

yet I

still

ever with Thee, without

coming to an end. But it could only perhaps be interpreted
thus if it were VtfTyn or vnitonn.
Hofmann's interpretation
is altogether different
I will count them, the more numerous
than the sand, when I awake and am continually with Thee,
viz. in the other world, after the awaking from the sleep of
death.
This is at once impossible, because Ti^pn cannot here,
according to its position, be a perf. hypotheticum. Also in connection with this interpretation lij) would be an inappropriate
expression for " continually," since the word only has the sense
of the continual duration of an action or a state already existing ; here of one that has not even been closed and broken off
by sleep. He has not done waking and dreaming and wakincr
up, he is carried away by that endless, and yet also endlessly
attractive, pursuit, the most fitting occupation of one who is
awake, and the sweetest (cf. Jer. xxxi. 26) of one who is asleep
and dreaming.
Vers. 19-21. And this God is by many not only not believed in and loved, but even hated and blasphemed!
The
:

;

poet

now

turns towards these enemies of God in profound vexaThe DK, which is conditional in ver.

tion of spirit.

8,

here

is

an optative o si, as in lxxxi. 9, xcv. 7. The expression 5>bpn
iTON reminds one of the Book of Job, for, with the
exception of
our Psalm, this is the only book that uses the verb $ap which
t)
*

It

should be noted that the radical idea of the verb,
schwer), is retained in all these renderings.
Tr.

(German

viz.

being heavy

:
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more Aramaic than Hebrew, and the divine name Eloah
it than anywhere else.
The transition from the optative to the imperative VilD is difficult
it
would have been less so if the Waw copul. had been left out
But we may not
cf. the easier expression in vi. 9, cxix. 115.

is

occurs more frequently in

;

on

account seek to read WiD^ as Olshausen does.

this

thing here

is

remarkable

the whole

in respect to the language,

form

overloaded ^BD, and
cf.

;

VU»

is

Psalm has a

^l? is

Every-

characteristic

the ground-form of the

Book of Job, ch. xxi. 16,
The mode of writing IVitf

also like the

ch. iv. 12, Ps. lxviii. 24.

(instead of which, however, the Babylonian texts had 'IVON' )
1

the same as in 2 Sam. xix. 15,

is

2 Sam. xx. 9 the same

cf. in

melting away of the Aleph into the preceding vowel in connecin 2 Sam. xxii. 40 in connection with "MX, and
20 with PHN. Construed with the accusative of the
person, "IBK here signifies to declare any one, profiteri, a meaning which, we confess, does not occur elsewhere. But ntSTOp
the Targum who swear by Thy name for
(cf ™"!t??, xxiv. 4
wantonness) and the parallel member of the verse, which as it
runs is moulded after Ex. xx. 7, show that it has not to be
read T^W (Quinta: irapeiriKpavdv ae). The form K1SM, with
Aleph otians, is also remarkable it ought at least to have been

tion with
in Isa.

tilN,

xiii.

;

.

:

;

written
?nSm

;

WtM

yet the same

Jer. x. 5, SW3?,

it

Ezek.

the customary
found in the Niphal in
assumes a ground-form nt!0 (xxxii. 1) = NtW,

(cf. fcHBlJ,

mode

xlvii. 8) instead of

of writing

is

judged of according to X13K in Isa. xxviii. 12 [Ges.
Also one feels the absence of the object to
rem.
23, 3,
3].
WSM. It is meant to be supplied according to the decalogue,

and

is

to be

W
§

Ex. xx.

which certainly makes the alteration

7,

"*{OW

(BSttcher,

Olsh.) or T]3f (Hitzig on Isa. xxvi. 13), instead of "piy, natural.

But the

text as

ject to KltW

is

we now have

it

is

also intelligible

:

the ob-

derived from "HOC, and the following T"W

is

an explanation of the subject intended in KltJO that is introduced subsequently. Ps. lxxxix. 52 proves the possibility of this
It is correctly rendered by Aquila olvtLstructure of a clause.
QrjhoL crow,

one who

and Symmachus

is

ol ivavrloi crov.

whence "W, i^xc

teed by

Sam.

1

an enemy, prop.

zealous, a zealot (from "W, or rather "Vy, =Ji£. med.

Je, IfoXovv,

VOl-

i^,

I* 1

xxviii. 16,

= n K?i?),
Dan.

iv.

is

16,

a word that

and

is

guaran-

as being an
23

Ara-
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maism

23, 24.

The form

appropriate to this Psalm.

is

for

DoipJji

away the preformative Mem (cf.
rnpp i n Deut. xxiii. 11 for >"npi?») the suffix is to be
Pasek stands between mrr
understood according to xvii. 7.
and NjB'N in order that the two words may not be read together
BDipnn as in the recent
(cf. Job' xxvii. 13, and above x. 3).
Ps. cxix. 158.
The emphasis in ver. 22& lies on ^; the poet
0*n*f and

DDipriD has cast
D?nae>»,

;

regards the adversaries of

God

takes the place of the adjective

JVpan

own.

as enemies of his

:

extremo (odio) odi

Such

eos.

the relation of the poet to the enemies of God, but without

is

indulging any self-glorying.

He

Vers. 23, 24.
himself,

sees in

and prays God not

them the danger which threatens
him over to the judgment of

to give

The fact

self-delusion, but to lay bare the true state of his soul.

"

Thou

hast searched me," which the beginning of the

confesses,

Psalm

here turned into a petitioning " search me."

is

stead of E^in in ver. 17, the poet here says

D'Bjnfc',

In-

which

sig-

branches (Ezek. xxxi. 5) and branchings of the act of
thinking (thoughts and cares, xciv. 19). The Resh is epen-

nifies

thetic, for the first

form

is

&sy\t> }

thus sets the very ground and

life

13, xx. 2.

The

poet

of his heart, with

all its

out-

Job

iv.

ward manifestations, in the light of the divine omniscience.
And in ver. 24 he prays that God would see whether any
3 :#" T n/!. cleaves to him Q2 as in 1 Sam. xxv. 24), by which is
not meant "a way of idols" (Rosenmuller, Gesenius, and
Maurer), after Isa. xlviii. 5, since an inclination towards, or
even apostasy to, heathenism cannot be an unknown sin nor
;

to

a

man

the writer of

like

this

Psalm

is

heathenism any

TH (Gratz) might more readily he
a more comprehensive notion, and
one more in accordance with this closing petition.
The poet

power of temptation.

J>s:t

admissible, but 3S'V jri

gives this

name

to the

is

way

that leads to the pain, torture, viz.

of the inward

and outward punishments of sin and, on the
other hand, the way along which he wishes to be guided he
calls

D^iy

Tn,

;

the

way

gate, Luther), not the

of endless continuance

way

(LXX., Vul-

of the former times, after Jer. vi.

i6 (Maurer, Olshausen), which thus by itself is ambiguous (as
becomes evident from Job xxii. 15, Jer. xviii. 15)," and also
does

way"

not
is

furnish

the

way

which stands

of

any

God

fast for

direct

The "everlastino-3
way of the righteous

antithesis.

(xxvii. 11), the

ever and shall not "perish"

,

(i.

6).

!

;

!

!
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PSALM CXL.
PRAYER FOR PROTECTION AGAINST WICKED, CRAFTY MEN.
2

DELIVER
From

3

Who

me, Jahve, from wicked men,
man preserve me,

the violent

plot wickedness in the heart,

Daily do they

up wars.

stir

4 They sharpen their tongue like a serpent,
Adder's poison is under their lips. (Sela.)
5 Keep me, Jahve, from the hands of the wicked,

From

Who
6

the violent

man

preserve me,

purpose to thrust aside

my

footsteps

The proud hide snares for me and cords,
They spread nets close hy the path,
They set traps for me. (Sela.)
Jahve

7 I say to

Oh

My God

:

art

Thou,

give ear, Jahve, to the cry of

8 Jahve the

Thou

Lord

coverest

is

my

my supplication.
my salvatiou,

the stronghold of

head in the day of equipment.

9 Grant not, Jahve, the desires of the wicked

Let not

his device prosper, that they

may

not be lifted up.

(Sela.)

10 The head of those who compass

me

about

—

let

them
be cast down upon them,

the trouble

of their lips cover

11 Let burning coals

let

them be

cast into the fire,

Into abysses out of which they

12 Let not the

The man

man

may

never

rise

up

of the tongue be established on the earth,

of violence

—

let

wickedness hunt him in violent

haste

13 I

know

that

Jahve

will

carry through the cause of the

afflicted,

The

right of the poor.

14 Yea, the righteous

The

shall give thanks

upright shall dwell beside

Thy

unto

Thy Name,

countenance.

;
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Psalm is the key to David's
and mood in the presence of his enemies which find
He complains here of serpent-like,
expression in this Psalm.

The

close of the preceding

position

crafty, slanderous adversaries,

who

are preparing themselves

war against him, and with whom he will at length have to
The Psalm, in its form more bold than
fight in open battle.
for

beautiful, justifies

its

1\"6 in so far as

it is

Davidic in thoughts

and may be explained from the circumstances of
the rebellion of Absalom, to which as an outbreak of Ephraimitish jealousy the rebellion of Sheba ben Bichri the Benjamite
The close
Ps. lviii. and lxiv. are very similar.
attached itself.
they
much
alike,
agree
in
the
use of
sounds
Psalms
of all three
rare forms of expression, and their language becomes fearfully
obscure in style and sound where they are directed against the
and

figures,

enemies.

The

Vers. 2-4.

given up, as in

make
that

Ixi.

8,

Ixxviii. 7,

Wti (yid. vol.

i.

277)

3»

exclusively of one person.

is

of the verb

and frequently,

The

the form more full-toned.

Cpon

Xun

assimilation of the

is

relative clause

shows

not intended to be understood

strengthens the notion of that

which is deeply concealed and premeditated.
whether VW signifies to form into troops or

from the fact that ~m

TO

in order to

It

is

doubtful

But

to stir up.

in lvi. 7, lix. 4, Isa. liv. 15, signifies not

congregare but se congregare, it is to be inferred that "iy in the
passage before us, like nna (or n"i3nn in Deut. ii. 9, 24), in Syriac

and Targumic
with

rne',

}~}2,

Hos.

lxiv. 4, lviii. 5.

signifies concitare, to excite (cf. ~\W together

4

xii.

fatal sting like the

tongue of a serpent, and under their

shooting out from thence,
iv.

11).

31BOJ? is

is

^Slc and

V^V), both

lips,

the poison of the adder (cf. Cant,

a ana!; Xejo/j,. not

207), but from Boy,

on

In ver. 4 the Psalm coincides with
their tongue, so that it inflicts a

sq.).

They sharpen

j^,

from

3E>3

(Jesurun, p.

root i^X=- (vid. Fleischer

which have the significations of
bending, turning, and coiling after the manner of a serpent
the Beth is an organic addition modifying the meaning of the
Isa. lix. 5,

of

root.*

* According to the original Lexicons

^^

signifies to

bend

one's self,

to wriggle, to creep sideways like the roots of the vine, in the V.

form to

PSALM CXL.
Vers.

The

5, 6.

parallel with the
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course of this second strophe

The

first.

hitherto, as a comparison of ver. db with

poetically equivalent to Bvfl,
steps

(lvii. 7, lviii.

They

and

DWS

3a shows.

signifies

is

both the foot that

is made by the foot
and here the two senses are undistin-

are called D*Nj( on account of the inordinate

ambition that infatuates them.
life

exactly-

11) and the step that

(lxxxv. 14, cxix. 133),

guishable.

is

perfects describe their conduct

of the hunter (cxli. 9,

The metaphors

cxlii.

taken from the

4) are here brought together

it were into a body of synonyms.
The meaning of ?W®~~li?
becomes explicable from cxlii. 4 ; "ty, at hand, is equivalent to
"immediately beside" (1 Chron. xviii. 17, Neh. xi. 24). Close
by the path along which he has to pass, lie gins ready to spring
together and ensnare him when he appears.
Such is the conduct of his enemies ; he, howVers. 7-9.
ever, prays to his God and gets his weapons from beside Him.
The day of equipment is the day of the crisis when the battle
The perfect nniaD states what will
is fought in full array.
then take place on the part of God He protects the head of
His anointed against the deadly blow. Both ver. 8a and 8b
point to the helmet as being BW tijJD, lx. 9 ; cf. the expression
" the helmet of salvation " in Isa. lix. 17.
Beside ^p, from
the air. \ey. H1SO, there is also the reading \*.1NB, which AbulThe
walid found in his Jerusalem codex (in Saragossa).

as

:

move

an adder (according to the Kamus) and

one's self like

(according to Neshwan)

man

drunken

;

but (_^jLc

to

walk

signifies to

like

a

be intur-

twined, knit or closely united together, said of hairs and of the branches
of trees, in the V. form to fight hand to hand and to get in among the

The root

crowd.

is

apparently expanded into ywiyj by an added Beth

which serves as a notional

speciality, as in <_>»]j-c. the

convex bend of the

steep side of a rock, or in the case of the knee of the hind-legs of animals,

and in <_j J

^i- (in the dialect of the country along the coast of Palestine,

where the tree

in

is plentiful,

Neshwan clmrnuV), the

horn-like curved pod

ty
of the carob-tree (Ceratonia Siliqua), syncopated <_J.^>-, charrub (not

charuV), from ^.s-, cog11
prey,

v

J

xxix. 6],

^

-

,j

J a horn

>

the stork [yid. on civ. 17],

Li-Oo3-

cf

-

<V.^/>-

^jd-

the beak of a bird of

the rhinoceros [yid. on

the unicorn [yid. iHd.~].— Wetzstein.
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regular form would be \\N», and the doubly irregular mdawajji
follows the example of ^na, 'nana, and the like, in a manner

without example elsewhere, ioat for ina!0 is also a
hapaxlegomenon according to Gesenius the principal form is
that

is

;

but surely more correctly DO! (like 3np), which in Aramaic

Dat,

(root

pa,

whence

reportare, Prov.

p??,

13,

iii.

^ij)

35,

viii.

xii.

A

2, xviii. 22,

choice of the words used in this

Psalm

Ixi.

is

projected.

coincides here, as

future '1MT

The

already in ?W®, with Proverbs and Isaiah.
expresses the consequence (cf.

and of por-

reaching forth of the plan

equivalent to the reaching forth of that which

The

V%>).

educere in the sense of

signifies

rigere, cxliv. 13, Isa. lviii. 10.
is

The Hvph.

and here a plan, device.

signifies a bridle,

which the poet

8) against

wishes to guard.

The

Vers. 10-12.

The longer

more

rebels the

more

strophic

symmetry

now

is

at an end.

the poet lingers over the contemplation of the
lofty

and dignified does

language become,

his

and the more
and unmanageable the construction. The Hvph. 3Dn
signifies, causatively, to cause to go round about (Ex. xiii. 18),
and to raise round about (2 Chron. xiv. 6) here, after Josh,
vi. 11, where with an accusative following it signifies to go
round about to make the circuit of anything, as enemies who
surround a city on all sides and seek the most favourable point
'3DD from the participle 3DO. Even when derived
for assault
from the substantive 3Da (Hupfeld), "my surroundings" is
the

particular the choice of the expressions,

difficult

;

:

;

equivalent to ^nia'aD

renders

it

^k

in xxvii. 6.

my

the head of

:

Hitzig, on the other hand,

from 33D, to go round
any one, defame but the Arabic
slanderers,

about, Arabic to

tell tales

l^v.', fut. m, to

abuse, the IV. form (Hiphil) of which more-

over

is

of

;

not used either in the ancient or in the modern language,

has nothing to do with the
to cut off

Hebrew

round about, then

and good name*

The

jL ^

j-kall

any one's honour

fact that the enemies

* The lexicographer Ncshwan says,
l»i£j\

33D, but signifies originally

to clip (injure)

i__-~JI

i.

2796:

JJ\, "sebb

is

who surround

J\ Jj^j
to abuse;

X^\ wl^J
still,

the

1

more

original signification of cutting off is said to lie
at the foundation of this
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the psalmist on every side are just such calumniators, is intimated here in the word to rjafe>. He wishes that the trouble
which the enemies' slanderous lips occasion him may fall back
upon their own head. B»N~i is head in the first and literal sense
according to vii. 17 and i^D^ (with the Jod of the groundform ^3, as in Deut. xxxii. 26, 1 Kings xx. 35
Chethib
taD3'j * after the attractional schema, 2 Sam. ii. 4, Isa. ii. 11,
and frequently cf. on the masculine form, Prov. v. 2, x. 21)
refers back to E>N1, which is meant of the heads of all persons
individually.
In ver. 11 iD D^ (with an indefinite subject of the
,

;

;

)

;

,

i

higher punitive powers, Ges.

137, note), in the signification to

§

cause to descend, has a support in

Bb^ which

fut.

13103,

tion to be

language.

is

lv.

4,

whereas the Niph.

preferred by the Keri, in the significa-

made to descend, is contrary to the usage of the
The air. \ey. niltonp has been combined by Parchon

and others with the Arabic

-«jfc,

which, together with other

significations (to strike, stamp, cast

down, and the

like), also

has the signification to flow (whence e.g. in the Koran, rna
munhamir, flowing water). " Fire " and " water " are emblems
of perils that cannot be escaped, lxvi. 12, and the mention of

by places of flowing
is attested by
the Targum, Symmachus, Jerome, and the quotation in Kimchi:
" first of all they buried them in nnioriD ; when the flesh was
consumed they collected the bones and buried them in coffins."
On Ityip^a cf. Isa. xxvi. 14. Like vers. 10, 11, ver. 12 is also
not to be taken as a general maxim, but as expressing a wish in
fire

is

therefore appropriately succeeded

The

water, pits of water.

signification

"pits"

accordance with the excited tone of this strophe. W> K^N is
not a great talker, i.e. boaster, but an idle talker, i.e. slanderer

(LXX.

avrjp

<y\co<r<rd)Sri<;,

JH DDn E^S

cf. Sir. viii. 4).

According

to the

but what would be the object
is
accents,
violence
as
worse or more malignant?
of
of this designation
the parallel

With Sommer, Olshausen, and

signification."

why

That «_ki

is

;

others,

we

synonymous with

dost thou cut into us?

i.e.

why

take in as the subject

it, e.g.

U.AJ

jja&

dost thou insult our

u^>

honour?—

Wetzstein.
* Which

which

is

is

favoured by Ex. xv. 5, fchasjumu with mfl instead of mo,

otherwise without example.

;

!
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3G0

WW

to

hunt him

;

xxiii. 6.

It

Prov.

cf.

xiii.

CXI

punishment which

let evil, i.e. the

:

13, 14,

21, njn tfrm

would have

to

:

ffNtsn,

arises

out of

evil,

and the opposite in

be accented, according to this our

construction of the words, namo!>

'JW

jn

D»n

B*K.

The

utt.

we do not render, with Hengstenberg, Olshausen,
and others push upon push, with repeated pushes, which, to
say nothing more, is not suited to the figure of hunting, but,
since irn always has the signification of precipitate hastening

\ey. ftbirmb

:

by hastenings, that
Vers. 13, 14.

is

to say,

With

ver.

forced marches.

13 the mood and language now

again become cheerful, the rage has spent

itself

;

therefore the

and tone are now changed, and the Psalm trips along merrily
With reference to njJT' for Tijrv (as in
as it were to the close.
Job xlii. 2), vid. xvi. 2. That which David in ix. 5 confidently
Btyle

expects on his

own

behalf

is

here generalized into the certain

prospect of the triumph of the good cause in the person of
its

representatives at that time oppressed.

expression of

certainty.

=]K,

like "'njnj, is

After seeming abandonment

all

an

God

known to His own, and those whom they
sweep
away
out of the land of the living have an
wanted to
ever sure dwelling-place with His joyful countenance (xvi. 11).

again makes Himself

PSALM CXLI.
EVENING PSALM IN THE TIMES OP ABSALOM.

JAHVE,

I call upon Thee, Oh haste Thee unto me
hearken to my voice, when I call upon Thee
2 Let my prayer be accounted as incense before Thee,
The lifting up of my hands as the evening meat-offering.
1

Oh

Oh

my mouth,
upon the door of my lips.
4 Incline not my heart to an evil matter,
3

set

a watch, Jahve, upon

A protection

To practise knavish things in iniquity
With the lords who rule wickedly,
And let me not taste their dainties.
5 Let a righteous

man

smite

me

lovingly and rebuke

me

!
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Such oil upon the head let not my head refuse,
For still do I meet their wickedness only with prayer.
6 Hurled down upon the sides of the rock are their judges,

And
7

they hear

my

words as welcome.

As when one furroweth and breaketh up
Are our bones sowed

at the gate of

8 For unto Thee, Jahve

Lord

!

the earth,

Hades.

do mine eyes look,

In Thee do I hide, pour not my soul out
9 Keep me from the hands of the snare of those who lay
snares for me,

And

from the traps of those who rule wickedly.

10 Let the wicked

fall into their

/ altogether

Whilst

The four Psalms,
with one another in

own

net,

escape.

cxl., cxli., cxlii.,

many ways

and

cxliii.,

following passages are very similar, viz. cxl.

and

my

within me," so too in

spirit veils itself

" bring

Oh

"

in cxlii. 8,

my

bring

my

the metaphorical "UDD.
cxli.

9

with

cxlii.

;

The

cxlii.

8

;

7 with
cxlii.

where

cxliii.

i"TO

4

cxliii.

;

9

cxl.

;

3 with

he prays

as

cxliii.

11,

takes the place of

Besides these, compare

4 with

" when

cxlii. 4,

soul out of prison," so in

soul out of distress,"

The

cxli. 1, cxlii. 2,

7,

Just as the poet complains in

cxliii. 1.

are interwoven

(Symbolce, pp. 67 sq.).

cxl. 5, 6

cxli. 5, niJTl

;

with

cxl.

14

cxliii. 8.

right understanding of the

Psalm depends upon the

Since it is inscribed
right understanding of the situation.
"11*6, it is presumably a situation corresponding to the history
of David, out of the midst of which the Psalm is composed,
either

by David himself or by some one

else

give expression in Davidic strains to David's

who desired
mood when

to

in

For the gleaning of Davidic Psalms which we
Books of the Psalter is for the most part
derived from historical works in which these Psalms, in some
instances only free reproductions of the feelings of David with
this situation.

find in the last two

respect to old Davidic models, adorned the historic narrative.

The Psalm

before us adorned the history of the time of the

persecution by Absalom.

At

that time

David was driven out

of Jerusalem, and consequently cut off from the sacrificial

worship of

God upon Zion

;

and our Psalm

is

an evening

;
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2.

1,

hymn of one of those troublous days. The ancient church,
even prior to the time of Gregory (Constitutiones Apostolica,
its evening hymn, just as it had
ii. 59), had chosen it for
chosen Ps. lxiii. for its morning hymn. Just as Ps. lxiii. was
called 6 0/30/jM/o? (ibid. viii. 37), so this Psalm, as being the
Vesper Psalm, was called
Vers.

manner

The very beginning

1, 2.

of

6 eViXu^J/ios (ibid. viii. 35).

David than

of Ps. cxli.

Davidic

really

;

me, David always says, haste thee for

The

23, xl. 14.

explained, as in

Thee,
help

who

art

that

T\b

when I

my

far from me, to me.

The

:

is

to be

when I

call

general cry for

Luther has given an excellent rendering

prayer avail to Thee as an offering of incense

my

i.e.

followed in ver. 2 by a petition for the answering of his

is

prayer.

of

after the

(as in iv. 2)

Thee,

3

more

help, xxii. 20, xxxviii.

Wja

added to

call to

lvii.

now

is

is

for instead of haste thee to

my

Let

:

the lifting

;

up

hands, as an evening sacrifice (Mein Gebet musse fur

dir tugen wie ein Reuchopffer,
jisn is the fut.

Abendopffer).

Meine Hende auffheben, ivie ein
Niph. of p3, and signifies pro-

perly to be set up, and to be established, or reflexive
to place
and arrange or prepare one's self, Amos iv. 12 then to con:

;

tinue, e.g.

ci.

7

;

therefore, either let

sistat se, or better

:

let it

acceptance, recognition with

my
is

hands ^nirnnjo.

it

place

stand, continue,

itself, let it

i.e. let

Thee Tpp, and the

lifting

the comparatio decurtata, as in xi. 1 and elsewhere

pleased to regard his prayer

He

It is

:

an

as

But the poet purposely

wishes that

God may

be

smoke or

as

was added to the azcara of the meal-

and gave it, in its ascending perfume, the direction
God,* and that He may be pleased to regard the

offering,

*

of

as sweet-smelling

omits the 3 of the comparison.

upward

up

Expositors say that this in both instances

incense-offering, as an evening mincha.

incense, just as this

appear,

my prayer find

to

not the priestly YDFI rnbp,

incense-offering

upon the golden

i.e.

the daily morning and evening

altar of the holy place,

Ex. xxx.

8,

that

meant (since it is a non-priest who is speaking, according to Hitzig, of
course John Hyrcanus), but rather, as also in Isa. i. 13, the incense of the

is

azcara of the meal-offering which the priest hurnt
the incense (Isa. lxvi. 3)

taken from

it.

was

entirely consumed,

Cvqpn) upon

the altar

and not merely a handful
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3, 4.

of his hands (nxB'D, the construct with the redupli-

cation given up,

from nx&», or even,

nN&D, here not

oblatio,

form

after the

rurio,

from

but according to the phrase D^S3 NKO

Q
xx. 38, 40, cf. Ps. xxviii. 2, and fre[ ?X], elevatio, Judg.
quently) as an evening rnincha, just as it was added to the

evening tamid according to Ex. xxix. 38-42, and concluded
the

work

of the service of the day.*

Vers.

3, 4.

and that
silence,

The prayer now begins

to

be particularized,

in the first instance as a petition for the grace of

mind

calling to

xxxiv. 14.

The

old Davidic passages like xxxix. 2,
David, the betrayed one, requires

situation of

caution in speaking

and the consciousness of having sinned,

;

not indeed against the rebels, but against God,

him thus without

visit

his deserving

who would not
way of any

stood in the

it,

In pone custodiam ori rneo "HDB'
form n \^\ n W, nosy. In ver. 35
7=1 is cwr. Xey. for ro*\
cf. " doors of the mouth" in Mic. vii. 5,
and Trvkai, <tt6/jmto<; in Euripides. i"nS3 might be imper. Kal:
keep I pray, with Dag. dirimens as in Prov. iv. 13. But "1SJ
?? is not in use
and also as the parallel word to F1 'J*?B', which

outspoken self-vindication.
is air.

Xey., after the infinitive
;

;

likewise has the appearance of being imperative,

cable as regards
xlix. 10,

ra

in

prayer for the grace of silence
for the breaking off of

By

"

l

iv.

somebody).

two

all

followed in ver. 4 by a prayer

is

fellowship with the existing rulers.

a flight of irony they are called

E"K 33 )

1, as in

3

(cf.

b^x,

=

the Spanish hidalgos

The

evil

thing (VT

Num.

vii.

13, Deut.

in 1 Chron. xxii. 3 between the

pleased never to incline his heart
9), is forthwith

>"ns: is expli-

by a comparison of iirijp} in Gen.
Deut. xxxiii. 3, and niy [ n l xx iii. 28. The
pointing

its

'

l^"i,

vii.

two

lords, in the sense of

hijos oValgo, sons of

with Pasek between the

1 between the two D, and

^j),

to

which Jahve

may

be

(ppf, fut. apoc. Hiph. as in xxvii.

more particularly designated

:

perpetrare faci-

* The reason of it is this, that the evening rnincha is oftener mentioned
than the morning rnincha (see, however, 2 Kings iii. 20). The whole
burnt-offering of the morning and the meat-offering of the evening
(2 Kings xvi. 15, 1 Kings xviii. 29, 36) are the beginning and close of the
whence, according to the example of the usus
daily principal service
loquendi in Dan. ix. 21, Ezra ix. 4 sq., later on rnincha directly signifies
;

the afternoon or evening.

CXLI. 5-7.
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ni&! of great achievements in
Here,
the sense of infamous deeds, also occurs in xiv. 1, xcix. 8.
accusathe
with
however, we have the Eithpo. ^Vnn, which,
wilfully to make such actions
tive of the object ttbhv, signifies
nora maligne

cum

dominis,

etc.

:

the object of one's acting (cf.

to

^Jlj JU;,

meddle with any

The exmatter, to amuse, entertain one's self with a thing).
pression is made to express disgust as strongly as possible ; this
In the
is fond of glaring colouring in his language.
dependent passage neve eorum vescar cupediis, on? is used poetically for ?3N", and 3 is the partitive Beth, as in Job xxi. 25.
D^Bjuo is another hapaxlegomenon, but as being a designation
poet

of dainties (from DW, to be mild, tender, pleasant),

have been an unusual word.

it

may

not

well-known thing that

It is a

usurpers revel in the cuisine and cellars of those

whom

they

have driven away.

Thus far the Psalm is comparatively easy of
now it becomes difficult, yet not hopelessly so.
David, thoroughly conscious of his sins against God and of his
Vers. 5-7.

exposition

but

;

imperfection as a monarch, says, in opposition to the abuse

now

would gladly accept any
smite in kindness and
reprove me head-oil (i.e. oil upon the head, to which such
reproof is likened) shall my head not refuse."
So we render
it,
following the accents, and not as Hupfeld, Kurtz, and
" if a righteous man smites me, it is love if he
Hitzig do
reproves me, an anointing of the head is it unto me ;" in connection with which the designation of the subject with ton
would be twice wanting, which is more than is admissible.
P^S stands here as an abstract substantive the righteous man,
whoever he may be, in antithesis, namely, to the rebels and to
tl|e people who have joined them.
Amyraldus, Maurer, and
Hengstenberg understand it of God
but it only occurs of
God as an attribute, and never as a direct appellation, 1Dn

which he

is

friendly reproof

:

suffering, that he

"

let a

righteous

—

man

:

;

:

;

as in Jer. xxxi. 3, is equivalent to "iDna,
benigne.
vi.

What

is

meant

is,

as in

1) styles Trvevfia TrpavrnTos.

Job

And

cum

benignitate

=

14, what Paul (Gal.
obn, tundere, is used of

vi.

the strokes of earnest but well-meant reproof, which is called
" the blows of a friend" in Prov. xxvii. 6.
Such reproof
shall

be to him as head-oil

(xxiii. 5, cxxxiii. 2),

which

his

head does
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not despise.

W> written defectively

'3^ 1 Kings

xxi. 29 and frequently

for
;

N^,

like

tWH

(root

^
tii,

in Iv. 16,
'\j,

with

the nasal n, which also expresses the negation in the Indo-Ger-

manic languages) here

signifies to deny, as in xxxiii. 10 to
bring to nought, to destroy. On the other hand, the LXX.
renders /jltj XnravaTco rrjv KefyaKrjv /u,ov, which is also followed

by the Syriac and Jerome, perhaps

become or

to he fat,

Aramaic, and

which

is,

after the

Arabic ^jy, to

however, altogether foreign to the

moreover, only used of fatness of the body,

is,

and in fact of camels. The meaning of the figure is this wellmeant reproof shall be acceptable and spiritually useful to him.
The confirmation '131 1ijT' 3 follows, which is enigmatical both
This lij) is the cipher of a whole
in meaning and expression.
clause, and the following 1 is related to this "liy as the Waw
:

l

that introduces the apodosis, not to
since

as a subordinating quia.

(the matter

still

wickednesses ;

i.e.

which

similar

cf.
1

alive to

is

Zech.

"ins.

his

I

:

is

discernible

taken

if '3 is

me

:

always be in that spiritual state of mind

Mendelssohn's rendering

pray, whilst they practise infamy.

20

He who

mouth

as in 2 Chron. xxiv. 20,

interpret thus

well-meant reproof.

still

viii.

We

is

for it is still so
stands thus), that my prayer is against their
that I use no weapon but that of prayer against

these, therefore let

is

''S,

no progression and connection

IBfc

lij)

God

has prayed

dumb

On

1

11JJ

Kohler), and Prov. xxiv. 27

(vid.

in ver. 3 to set a

in the presence of those

watch upon

who now have

dominion, and seeks to keep himself clear of their sinful doings,

whereas he willingly allows himself to be chastened by the
;
and the more silent he is towards the world (see

righteous

Amos
God.

v. 13),

But

the

more constant is he in his intercourse with
come a time when those who now behave

there will

who have
and on the other hand, the confession
and of the order of the salvation, of God,

as lords shall fall a prey to the revenge of the people

been misled by them
of the salvation,

;

that has hitherto been put to silence, will again be able to
itself freely

As

make

heard, and find a ready hearing.

ver. 6 says, the

new

rulers fall a prey to tht1 indignation

of the people and are thrown
people, having again

come

down the

to their right

precipices, whilst the

mind, obey the words

3G6
of

PSALM

David and

xv.
beneficial (vid. Pi'ov.

them pleasant and

find

WDtJO

26, xvi. 24).

CXLI. 5-7.

to be explained according to 2

is

Kings

The casting of persons down from the rock was not an
unusual mode of execution (2 Chron. xxv. 12). j£"TT are the
ix.

33.

:

expres26) of the rock, after which the
misundersion ix 6fieva irh-pcK of the LXX., which has been
stood by Jerome, is intended to be understood ;* they are therefore
the sides of the rock conceived of as it were as the hands of the

Judg.

sides (cxl. 6,

xi.

body of rock, if we are not rather with Bottcher to compare the
expressions 'TB and T."^5? construed with verbs of abandoning
and casting down, Lam. i. 14, Job xvi. 11, and frequently. In
ver. 7 there follows a further statement of the issue on the side
instar jindentis et secantis terrain
of David and his followers
,

:

(VJ33

with Beth, elsewhere in the hostile signification of irrurnpere)

dispersa sunt ossa nostra ad ostium QSO as in Prov.

Symmachus
TTLadr] ra,

:

oxnrep 7601/570? orav p^crarj

oara

koX a-KaiTToiv iv

17/ndw et?
ttj

arofia a&av

;

viii.

3) orci;

ttjv yrjv, outco? ea/cop-

Quinta

:

«u?

KaXkiep^/wv

Assuming the very extreme,

7$, k.t.X.

a look of hope into the future

:

it is

should his bones and the bones

of his followers be even scattered about the

mouth

of Sheol (cf.

" the dust upon its threshold 'alescufteli" Deutsche Morgenldnd. Zeitschrift, xx. 513), their soul
below, their bones above
it would nevertheless be only as

the Syrian picture of Sheol

:

—

when one

in

ploughing cleaves the earth

there in order that they

up anew,

may

;

i.e.

they do not

continue lying, but that they

lie

may

sown sprouts up out of the upet Sinait. ra o<rra yp-atv, beside
which, however, is found the reading avraiv {Cod. Alex, by a
second hand, and the Syriac, Arabic, and iEthiopic versions),
as Bottcher also, pro ineptissimo utcunque, thinks lyexy must be
read, understanding this, according to 2 Chron. xxv. 12 extrem.,
of the mangled bodies of those cast down from the rock.
We
here discern the hope of a resurrection, if not directly, at least
(cf. Oehler in Herzog's Real-Encyklopadlc, concluding volume,
S. 422) as an emblem of victory in spite of having succumbed.
That which authorizes this interpretation lies in the figure of

rise

turned earth.

as the seed that

LXX.

is

Codd. Vat.

* Beda Pieringer in his Psalterium Romano. Lyra Redditum
(Ratisbonsa
1859) interprets x.a.mro8wu.v ixofAtva. -TrtTpcc; o! xpccraioi xvrZu, absorpti, i.e.
operii sunt loco ad petram pertinente signiferi turpis
consilii eorum.

:
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the husbandman, and in the conditional clause (ver. 8), which
leads to the true point of the comparison
for as a complaint
;

concerning a defeat that had been suffered : " so are our bones
scattered for the mouth of the grave (in order to be swallowed

up by it)," ver. 7, would be alien and
what precedes and what follows.
Vers. 8-10.

If ver. 7

is

isolated with respect to

not merely an expression of the

we now have no need
we may leave it
its most natural confirmatory signification namque.
From this
point the Psalm gradually dies away in strains comparatively
complaint, but at the same time of hope,
to give the

^

the adversative sense of imo, but

easy to be understood and in perfect keeping with the situation.

In connection with ver. 8 one

is

reminded of xxv. 15, xxxi. 2

;

with vers. 9 sq., of vii. 16, lxix. 23, and other passages. In
" pour not out ("iWjl with sharpened vowel instead of "ljjn, Ges.
§ 75,

rem. 8)

in Isa.

liii.

my

12.

soul," rny, Piel} is equivalent to the

na it are as

it

Hiph.

irijfn

were the hands of the seizing

and v W'jj£ is virtually a genitive qui insidias tendunt mihi, since one cannot say na e>pj, ponere laqueum.
D "ib3D, nets, in ver. 10 is another hapaxlegomenon ; the enalthe singular that
lage numeri is as in lxii. 5, Isa. ii. 8, v. 23,
slips in refers what is said of the many to each individual in
and capturing snare

:

;

H

—

particular.

The

occurs only here.

plural niu>pb for CB'P'D, xviii. 6, lxiv. 6, also
1<?_ is

to

be explained

as in iv. 9

:

it is

intended

to express the coincidence of the overthrow of the enemies and

the going forth free of the persecuted one.

With

'aJK irv the

poet gives prominence to his simultaneous, distinct destiny

dum ("W as in Job viii. 21, cf. i. 18) prcetereo h. e.
The inverted position of the '3 in cxviii. 10-12 may be

simul ego
evado.

compared

;

ii. 14, however (where
with Thenius to be read N12N), t ne case [ 3

with cxx. 7 and 2 Kings

instead of KVT&]N

it is

different.

PSALM
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CRT SENT FORTH FROM THE PRISON TO THE
BEST OF FRIENDS.
2

WITH my voice
With my

voice to

Jahve do I cry,
Jahve do I make supplication,

to

—

;
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3 I pour forth before

My
4

trouble do I

When my
Thou

On

CXLII.

Him my

make known

spirit veils itself

complaint,
before

Him.

within me,

my

indeed art acquainted with

way.

the path along which I must go,
they hide a trap for me.

and see,
no friend appeareth for me
All refuge hath failed me,
no one careth for my soul.
6 I cry unto Thee, Jahve,

5

Look

I say

7

to the right

:

Thou

art

my

refuge,

My

portion in the land of the living.

Oh

hearken

my

to

;

cry of woe,

am very weak
me from my persecutors,
for I

Deliver

for they are too strong for me.

8

Oh

lead

my

soul out of imprisonment,
to praise

In me

Thy Name

shall the righteous glory

that

Thou

:

dealest bountifully with me.

Davidic Psalms, which are derived
from the time of the persecution by Saul
A Meditation by David, when
(yid. on Ps. xxxiv.), is inscribed
Of these eight Psalms, Ps. lii.
lie was in the cave, a Prayer.
and liv. also bear the name of Maskil (yid. on Ps. xxxii.) and
in this instance n?3ri (which occurs besides as an inscription
only in xc. 1, cii. 1, Hab. iii. 1) is further added, which looks
like an explanation of the word mashil (not in use out of the
This the

by

last of the eight

their inscriptions

:

;

range of Psalm-poetry). The article of mj)03 as in lvii. 1,
points to the cave of Adullam (1 Sam. ch. xxii.) or the cave of
Engedi (1 Sam. ch. xxiv.), which latter, starting from a narrow
concealed entrance, forms such a labyrinthine maze of passages
(

and vaults that the torches and lines of explorers have not to
the present time been able to reach the extremities of it.
The Psalm does not contain any sure signs of a postDavidic age

;

still

it

appears throughout to be an imitation of

:
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CXLII. 2-6.

by means of vers. 2 sq. (cf.
4) it comes into a relation
which is also noticeable in Ps.

older models, and pre-eminently
Ixxvii.

2 sq.) and ver. 4

(cf. Ixxvii.

of dependence to Ps. Ixxvii.,

cxliii. (cf. ver. 5 with Ixxvii. 12 sq.).
The referring back of the
two Psalms to David comes under one and the same judgment.

The emphasis

Vers. 2-4a.

Forsaken by

'rrps.

He

turns to

Him

in pathetic

word being

parallel

of the

first

two

upon

lines rests

created beings, he confides in Jahve.

all

and importunate prayer (PM, the
and that not merely

}3nnn, as in xxx. 9),

—

inwardly (Ex. xiv. 15), but with his voice (yid. on iii. 5) for
audible prayer reacts soothingly, strengtheningly, and sanctifyingly upon the praying one
he pours out before Him his

—

(n^

trouble which distracts his thoughts
Ixii. 9, Ixiv. 2,

that burdens

know

1 Sain.

and

without

it

distresses
all this

3) within

just this

is

with his

way

him

(vJ?,

on the contrary, when

;

see

^M

xlii.

Jonah

5)

his consolation, that

is

cii. 1, cf.

his spirit ('nn

8 [7], Ps.

ii.

cvii. 5,

^

enshrouded and languishes,

Jahve

is

intimately acquainted

together with the dangers that threaten him at

every step, and therefore also understands

how

to estimate the

and meaning of his complaints. The Waw of nnso
the same as in 1 Kings viii. 36, cf 35.
Instead of saying

title
is

as in

Him everything
though He did not also

Not as

him.

as in cxliii. 4, Ixxvii. 4, cf.
Ixi.

TjaK*

16), he lays open before

i.

(right)

.

then I comfort myself with the fact that,

he at once declares
Supposing this to be

etc.,

the fact with which he comforts himself.

the case, there, is no need for any alteration of the text in order
to get over that

which

is

apparently incongruous in the relation

of ver. 46 to 4a.

Vers. 46-6.

The prayer

of the poet

now becomes

deep-

breathed and excited, inasmuch as he goes more minutely into
the details of his straitened situation.

ever he has to go (cf. on

cxliii. 8),

Everywhere, whitherso-

the snares of craftily calcu»

Even God's all-seeing
who would right faithfully and

lating foes threaten him.

eye will not

discover any one

carefully in-

him. t^an, look is a graphic hybrid form of
and B^n, the usual and the rare imperative form cf N'Qn
1 Sam. xx. 40 (cf. Jer. xvii. 18), and the same modes of writing
the inf. absol. in Judg. i. 28, Amos ix. 8, and the Jut. conv. in
Ezek. xl. 3. "V3D is, as in Ruth ii. 19, cf. 10, one who looks
terest himself in
I23n

VOL.

!

;

III.

24

.
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kindly upon any one, a considerate

B'?

the phrase

(cf.

4.)

T

be
well-wisher and friend.
Such an one, if he had one, would
to
directed
iro^ij? nast or \V&n (xvi. 8), for an open attack is
in
helper
the arms-bearing right side (cix. 6), and there too the

him who

place in order to cover

then

if

(cix.

and the defender or advocate

battle (ex. 5)

God

31) takes his
.But

imperilled (cxxi. 5).

is

looks in that direction,

who

will find him,

He

is

praying to Him, unprotected. Instead of JW one would certainly
have sooner expected -ib'k or <a as the form of introducing the
condition in which he is found; but Hitzig's conjecture, YB\ B'an
nsil, " looking for days and seeing," gives us in the place of this
difficulty a

confusing half-Aramaism in

of D D in Dan.
,

''

>

though I look

appears for

me

sative apodosis

27,

viii.

Neh.

to the right

;

i.

4.

i'P*

= T ?^
1

in the sense

Ewald's rendering

hand and

(""^"ll),

see

" but this use of the inf. absol. with

is

Thus

without example.

is

better:

yet no friend

an adver-

therefore the pointing

appears to have lighted upon the correct idea, inasmuch as
recognises here the current formula nK"N ES?,

The

e.g.

Job xxxv.

it

5,

by a
no true friend, is to
be understood similarly to the language of Paul when he says
in Phil. ii. 20
"I have no man like-minded." All human
love, since sin lias taken possession of humanity, is more or less
selfish, and all fellowship of faith and of love imperfect; and

Lam.

v. 1.

band of

fact that David, although surrounded

loyal subjects, confesses to having

:

there are circumstances in life in which these dark sides

themselves
to

felt

overpoweringly, so that a

be perfectly isolated and turns

who

alone

Jove,

whose love

is

all

is

make

to himself

more urgently to God,
want of some object to

the

able to supply the soul's

unbeclouded, to

man seems

absolutely unselfish, and unchangeable, and

whom

the soul can confide without reserve
whatever burdens it, and who not only honestly desires its good,
but is able also to compass it in spite of every obstacle.
Surrounded by bloodthirsty enemies, and misunderstood, or at least

not thoroughly understood, by his friends, David feels himself

broken

off

of refnge

from
is

for

all

created beings.

him

lost

On

(the expression

this earth
is

like

every kind

Job

xi.

20).

There is no one there who should ask after or care for his soul,
and should right earnestly exert himself for its deliverance.
Thus, then, despairing of all visible things, he cries to the Invisible One. He is his " refuge " (xci.
9) and his " portion " (xvi. 5,

;
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7,

To

the share in a possession that satisfies him.

i.e.

allowed to call

Him

be

Him his God —this it is which suffices him and outFor Jahve is the Living One, and he who
own finds himself thereby " in the land of

weighs everything.
possesses

CXLII.

as his

lii. 7).
He cannot die, he cannot perish.
His request now ascends all the more confident
of being answered, and becomes calm, being well-grounded in

the living "
Vers.

(xxvii. 13,

7, 8.

his feebleness

and the superiority of

mind

his enemies,

and aiming

Name.

In ver. 7 ^{P. calls to
the first confirmation, lxxix. 8, and the second,
1
But this is the only passage in the whole Psalter

at the glorifying of the divine
xvii.

;

xviii. 18.

where the poet designates the "distress"
himself as a prison

in which he finds
Ver. 8b brings the whole congre-

("iSDE).

gation of the righteous in in the praising of the divine

The

poet therefore does not after

alone, as

all

might seem according

it

He

to ver. 5.

of a

is

He

regarding himself as the only righteous person.

member

Name.

find himself so absolutely

community or church whose destiny

is

far
is

from

only a

interwoven

with his own, and which will glory in his deliverance as

own

;

for "

joice with

it

interpreted

LXX.,

if

one

member

is

honoured,

We

" (1 Cor. xii. 26).

WW

all

the

members

its

re-

understand the differently

after this " rejoicing with " (avyxaipei).

The

and Aquila render the righteous wait for me
but to wait is "in? and not l^??.
The modern versions, on
the other hand, almost universally, like Luther after Felix
Syriac,

:

Pratensis, render

me),

in

:

denotes the tender sympathy

upon me.

closely

me

the righteous shall surround

(flock about

connection with which, as Hengstenberg observes,

But

there

him

they feel with
is

:

'3

crowding

no instance of a verb of

sur-

33D, 33b, 1W, 19J>, Ti??) taking 3 the accusative stands with "W??n in Hab. i. 4, and "ifi? in xxii. 13, in the

rounding

(f)QN,

;

signification cingere.

dering

:

Symmachus

(although erroneously ren-

to ovofid crow cTTetyavwcrovTai Swcatot),

Jerome

(in

me

coronabuntur justi), Parchon, Aben-Ezra, Coccejus, and others,
rightly take
or to

crown

WW
(cf.

as a denominative

from ins,

Prov. xiv. 18): on account of

to

put on a crown

me

the righteous

adorn themselves as with crowns, i.e. shall triumph, that
Thou dealest bountifully with me (an echo of xiii. 6). According to passages like lxiv. 11, xl. 17, one might have exshall

pected 13 instead of

*3.

But

the close of Ps. xxii. (vers. 23

!
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sqq.), cf. cxl.

;

CXLIII.

shows that

sq.,

:

U

The

also admissible.

is

destiny and the

own

very fact that David contemplates his
foreordainedly
destiny of his foes in a not merely ideal but
powers that
two
the
of
causal connection with the general end
to the
belongs
world,
the
stand opposed to one another in
characteristic impress of the

Psalms of David that come from

\he time of Saul's persecution.

PSALM

CXLIII.

LONGING AFTER MERCT IN THE MIDST OF DARK
IMPRISONMENT.
1

JAHVE,

my

hear

prayer, oh give ear to

my

supplication

Thy faithfulness answer ine, in Thy righteousness.
And enter not into judgment with Thy servant,
For before Thee no man living is righteous.

In
2

enemy hath persecuted my

3 For the

He
He

soul,

my life to the ground,
made me to lie down in terrible

hath crushed

hath

darkness, like

those for ever dead.

4

And my

5 I

I
I

my

spirit

inward part

6 I stretch forth

My
7

languisheth within me,

my heart is benumbed.
remember the days of old,
meditate upon all Thy doing,
muse upon the work of Thy hands.

In

soul

is

my

hands unto Thee,
unto Thee

as a thirsty land

!

(Sela.)

Answer me speedily, Jahve, my spirit yearneth
Hide not Thy face from me,
I should become like those who go down to the

8 Let

me

For I

hear

Thy

loving-kindness with the

trust in Thee.

Make known

to

me

For unto Thee do
9 Deliver

I

pit.

dawn

of the

[morning,

way

the
lift

me from mine

up

in

my

which I
soul.

enemies, Jahve

I have hidden myself with Thee.

am

to

<r
,
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will,

For Thou art my God ;
Let Thy good Spirit lead me in an even land.
11 For Thy Name's sake, Jahve, quicken me again,
In

Thy

righteousness be pleased to bring

my

soul out of

trouble,

12

And
And

in

Thy

destroy

loving-kindness cut off mine enemies,
all the oppressors of my soul,

For I am Thy

servant.

In some codices of the LXX. this Psalm (as Euthymius
has no inscription at all in others, however,

also bears witness)
it

;

has the inscription

'Afieao-aXcofj, o vto?
Siw/eei).

:

WaX/tos tb Aavelh ore avrbv

iSlwicev

avTov (Cod. Sinait. ore avrov o va tccna-

Perhaps by the same poet

as Ps. cxlii., with

accords in vers. 4, 8, 11 (cf. cxlii. 4, 8), it
offshoot of the Davidic Psalm-poetry, and

is like this

a

which

it

modern

is certainly composed
coming out of the situation of him who was persecuted by
Absalom.
The Psalms of this time of persecution are distinguished from those of the time of the persecution by Saul
by the deep melancholy into which the mourning of the dethroned king was turned by blending with the penitential

as

1

sorrowfulness of one conscious of his

own

On

guilt.

account

of this fundamental feature the church has chosen Ps.
for the last of

its

close of ver. 6 divides the

Vers. 1-6.

The

Psalm

'"IMDN,

cxliii.

Sela at the

into two halves.

poet pleads two motives for the answer-

ing of his prayer which are to be found in

God's

The

seven Psalmi posnitentiales.

God

Himself,

viz.

which He verifies the truth of
His faithfulness to His promises

truthfulness, with

His promises, that is to say,
and His ^i^V, righteousness, not in a recompensative legal
sense, but in an evangelical sense, in accordance with His
counsel, i.e. the strictness and earnestness with which He
maintains the order of salvation established by His holy love,
both against the ungratefully disobedient and against those
;

who

insolently despise

Him.

Having entered

into this order

and within the sphere of it serving Jahve as his
God and Lord, the poet is the servant of Jahve. And because
the conduct of the God of salvation, ruled by this order of
of salvation,

CXLIII. 1-6.
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His "righteousness" according to its fundamental
man who
manifestation, consists in His justifying the sinful
to the
corresponding
has no righteousness that he can show
salvation, or

redivine holiness, but penitently confesses this disorganized^
right
set
be
to
it
for
lationship, and, eager for salvation, longs

again,— because of all this, the poet prays that He would not
also enter into judgment (Daeta ttia as in Job ix. 32, xxii. 4,
xiv. 3) with him, that He therefore would let mercy instead
For, apart from the fact
of justice have its course with him.
that even the holiness of the

good

God's absolute holiness, and that

spirits

far greater in the case of spirit-corporeal

ness as the basis of his origin,

conceived in

sin, so that

begins to live onward,

—

he

must still be very
man, who has earthi-

—yea, according

his life

is

to

li.

7,

man

is

which he
indissolubly interwoven with

sinful

is

does not coincide with

this defect

from the point

at

no living man possesses a righteousness that avails before
God (Job iv. 17, ix. 2, xiv. 3 sq., xv. 14, and frequently).*
With *3 (ver. 3) the poet introduces the ground of his
petition for an answer, and more particularly for the forgiveness
of his guilt.
He is persecuted by deadly foes and is already
sin,

nigh unto death, and that not without transgression of his own,
so that consequently his deliverance

depends upon the forgive" The enemy per-

ness of his sins, and will coincide with this.

secuted

my

soul"

is

from

a variation of language taken

(n>n for C'.n, as in lxxviii. 50,

and frequently

in the

Job, more particularly in the speeches of Elihu).
recalls vii. 6,

but as to the words

lxxxviii. 7).

D?iV

^D (LXX.

it

sounds like

j/e/CjOou?

atd>i/o?)

6

vii.

Book

of

Ver. 3c also

Lam.

iii.

6 (cf.

are either those

for ever dead (the Syriac), after ch\y n3E> in Jer.
iD?iy rpa in

Eccles.

(Jerome), after cbiy

xii.

li. 39, cf.
or those dead time out of mind

5,

Ezek. xxvi. 20.

The genitive conthe former, however, is rendered
more natural by the consideration that ^ti>in glances back to
DJJ

in

struction admits both senses

;

the beginning that seems to have no end
the poet seems to
himself like one who is buried alive for ever.
In consequence
:

* Gerson observes on this point

(yid. Thomasius, Dogmatik, iv.
251) I
which Thou bestowest iu the present life
that righteousness which Thou wilt
put into operation

desire the righteousness of pity,

not the judgment of

in the future life— the righteousness which
justifies the repentant one

•

:
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of this hostility which aims at his destruction, the poet feels
his spirit within him,

(the expression

itself

in his

inward part

(DBtaE>*,

and consequently his inmost life, veil
the same as cxlii. 4, lxxvii. 4) ; and

is

his heart falls into a state of disturbance

a Uithpo. peculiar to the later language), so that

He

it

mind the former days, in
which Jahve was manifestly with him he reflects upon the
great redemptive work of God, with all the deeds of might and
mercy in which it has hitherto been unfolded; he meditates
almost ceases to beat.

calls to

;

upon the doing

(nt?>l»»3,

Ben-Naphtali ™VJ?2) of His hands,

i.e.

the hitherto so wondrously moulded history of himself and of

They

his people.

contrast

are echoes out of lxxvii. 4-7, 12 sq.

which presents

itself .to

The

the Psalmist in connection

with this comparison of his present circumstances with the past
opens his wounds
all

still

He may

and makes

deeper,

He

the more urgent.

his prayer for help

stretches forth his hands to

God

and assist him (yid. Holemann, Bibelstudien, i. 150 f.).
Like a parched land is his soul turned towards Him, language in which we recognise a bending round
Instead of 1? it would be :]?,
of the primary passage lxiii. 2.
n^D
'?^vi')
as
it always is, taken up and
if
(Targum
were not,
that

protect

—

,

l

included in the sequence of the accents.
Vers. 7-12.

In

second half the Psalm seems

this

still

more like a reproduction of the thoughts of earlier' Psalms.
The prayer, " answer me speedily, hide not Thy face from

The expression
like lxix. 18, xxvii. 9, cf. cii. 3.
And the
of languishing longing, ^nvi '"in?3, is like lxxxiv. 3.

me," sounds

apodosis, " else I should

become like those who go down into
word with xxviii. 1, cf. lxxxviii. 5.

the pit," agrees word for

In connection with the words, " cause

me

to hear

Thy

loving-

reminded of the similar
prayer of Moses in xc. 14, and with the confirmatory " for in
Thee do I trust" of xxv. 2, and frequently. With the prayer
that the night of affliction may have an end with the next
morning's dawn, and that God's helping loving-kindness may
make itself felt by him, is joined the prayer that God would
be pleased to grant him to know the way that he has to go in
kindness in the early morning," one

is

order to escape the destruction into which they are anxious to
ensnare him. This last prayer has its type in Ex. xxxiii. 13,

and

in the Psalter in xxv.

4 (cf

.

cxlii.

4)

;

and

its

confirmation

CXLIII. 7-12.
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craving after
type in xxv. 1,
Ixxxvi. 4.
But the words VVM T^N, which are added to the
" deliver me from mine enemies" (lix. 2, xxxi. 16), are

Thee have I

for to

my

up

lifted

soul, viz. in a

salvation and in the confidence of faith, has

its

petition

and

peculiar,

in their expression without example.

LXX.

The

Syriac

on
them
TID3
writing
of
mode
defective
the
which
by
77/30? a-e KaT£<f>vyov,
read YIDJ
is indirectly attested, instead of which the translators
for elsewhere not nDn but DU is
(cf. ^V DW in Isa. x. 3)
The

untranslated.

version leaves

renders

:

;

The Targum renders it ^O'D
reproduced with Kara^vjelv.
pnsS 'n'SO, Thy Logos do I account as (my) Kedeemer (i.e.
regard it as such), as if the Hebrew words were to be ren-

=

'HDIi, Ex.
upon Thee do I reckon or count, WQ3
Luther closely follows the LXX. " to Thee have I
Jerome, however, inasmuch as he renders
fled for refuge."
ad te protectus sum, has pointed WBf (TPM). Hitzig (on the
passage before us and Prov. vii. 20) reads VIM from KD3 =

dered

:

xii. 4.

:

:

sop, to look (" towards

Thee do I

look").

But

the

Hebrew

contains no trace of that verb ; the full moon is called XD3
(HD3), not as being " a sight or vision, species,'' but from its

covered orb

(vol. ii. 394).
V)D3 before us only admits of

The

two interpretations
Thee have I secretly confided it
(Rashi, Aben-Ezra, Kimchi, Coccejus, J. H. Michaelis, J. D.
Michaelis, Rosenmiiller, Gesenius, and De Wette).
Bat such
(1)

Ad

(apud)

texi

te

=

:

to

a constructio prcegnans, in connection with which HD3 would
veer round from the
17) into

xviii.

W^3

Th

(apud)

te

'?,

its

Jer.

(cf. \a nD3, Gen.
and the clause have the meaning of

signification to veil

opposite,

20, xx. 12,

xi.

abscondidi,

scil.

me

is

hardly conceivable.

(2)

Ad

(Saadia, Calvin, Maurer, Ewald,

and Hengstenbeig), in favour of which we decide for it
evident from Gen. xxxviii. 14, Deut. xxii. 12, cf. Jonah iii.
;

is

6,

that nD3 can express the act of covering as an act that is
referred to the person himself who covers, and so can obtain a
reflexive

I

made

sense

meaning.
a hiding

Therefore

=

towards Thee, with Thee have
hidden myself, which according to the
:

Wpn

is equivalent to
(yid. vol. i. 99), as Hupfeld (with
a few mss.) wishes to read; but Abulwalid has already
remarked that the same goal is reached with VIM. Jahve, with

whom

he hides himself,

is

alone able to

make known

to

him

PSALM
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beneficial in the position in

which he is exposed
and is able to teach him

himself,

in

clangers,
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which he finds

temporal and spiritual
to carry out the recognised
to

God (" the will of God, good and well-pleasing and
Rom. xii. 2) and this it is for which he prays to Him

will of

perfect,"

;

10 (I^ST another reading, 1?15n). For Jahve is indeed
his God, who cannot leave him, who is assailed and tempted
without and within, in error ; may His good Spirit then (^rvn
in ver.

;

rniD for
as

Neh.

nrritsn,

ix.

20*) lead him in a level country,

up

said in Isaiah, ch. xxvi. 7, in looking

it is

to

for,'

Jahve, " the

man takes is smoothness Thou
makest the course of the righteous smooth." The geographical
term "rf^O }*1N, Deut. iv. 43, Jer. xlviii. 21, is here applied
spiritually.
Here, too, reminiscences of Psalms already read
meet us everywhere cf. on " to do Thy will," xl. 9 on " for
Thou art my God," xl. 6, and frequently ; on " Thy good
Spirit," li. 14 ; on " a level country," and the whole petition,

path which the righteous

;

:

xxvii.

;

11 (where the expresssion

with v.

9,

4

xxv.

sq.,

unrolls itself in such

is

" a level path"), together

And

xxxi. 4.

the

Psalm

now well-known thoughts

also

furthei

of the Psalms

:

For Thy Name's sake, Jahve (xxv. 11), quicken me again (Ixxi.
20, and frequently) by virtue of Thy righteousness be pleased
to bring my soul out of distress (cxlii. 8, xxv. 17, and frequently)
and by virtue of Thy loving-kindness cut off mine
enemies (liv. 7). As in ver. 1 faithfulness and righteousness,
here loving-kindness (mercy) and righteousness, are coupled
together and that so that mercy is not named beside X^in, nor
;

;

;

righteousness beside IT'Dsn, but the reverse (vid. on ver. 1).
is

impossible that

God

should suffer him

who

It

has hidden him-

self in Him to die and perish, and should suffer his enemies
on the other hand to triumph. Therefore the poet confirms

* Properly, " Thy
apposition

;

as

we can

euch irregularities

Spirit,

a good one," so that raiti

also say naitsn

may

also

nn, a

spirit,

is

an adjectival

the good one, although

be a negligent usage of the language,

like

the

Arabic «_«1^J! lirSW*, the chief mosque, which many grammarians
regard as a construct relationship, others as an
"supply [o^l-*!l between the words)

Hebrew,

vid.

Ewald,

§ 287, a.

;

ellipsis

the former

is

(inasmuch as they

confirmed from the

—

!
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the prayer for the cutting off

enemies and the destruction

(rvettri

p ?£jj,
,

as in xciv. 23) of his
*13K) of the

elsewhere

oppressors of his soul (elsewhere Tf?) with the words

am Thy

:

for

I

servant.

PSALM CXLIV.
TAKING COUEAGE IN GOD BEFORE A DECISIVE COMBAT.
The
1

2

blessed condition of God's people.

BLESSED be Jahve my Rock,
Who traineth my hands for the fight,
My fingers for the war
My loving-kindness and my fortress,
My high tower and my deliverer for me,
My shield and He in whom I hide,
Who subdueth my people under me
!

is man that Thou takest knowledge
The child of mortal man that Thou heedest him
4 As for man, he is like a breath,

3 Jahve, what

of him,

His days are as a shadow that vanisheth awav.
5 Jahve,

bow Thy heavens and come down,

Touch the mountains

that they smoke.

6 Cast forth lightnings to scatter

them
Send forth Thine arrows to destroy them.
7 Send Thy hands from above,
Rescue me and deliver me out of great waters
Out of the hand of the sons of the strange land,
8 Whose mouth speaketh vanity,
And whose right hand is a right hand of falsehood.
;

:

new song will I sing unto Thee
a ten-stringed nabla will I play unto Thee,
giveth salvation unto kings,

9 Elohim, a

Upon
10

Who
Who

rescueth David His servant from the evil
sword
11 Rescue and deliver me out of the hand
of the sons o'f the
strange land,

;

;

;

PSALM CXLIV.

Whose mouth speaketh vanity,
Whose right hand is a right hand
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of falsehood.

12 Because our sons are as high-reared plants in

their youthful

vigour,

Our daughters

as adorned corners after the mode of structure
a
palace
of
13 Our garners full, affording every kind of store
Our sheep bringing forth by thousands, multiplying by tens
of thousands in our pastures

14 Our hine bearing without mishap and without
And no lamentation in our streets.
15 Blessed

is the

people that

Blessed

is the

people whose

who

Praised be Jahve
(vers. 1, 2),

vers. 3, 4.

me

is

in such a case.

God

is

teacheth

the feeble mortal,

May

loss,

Jahve

me

to fight

who am

Jahve then be pleased

!

and conquer

strong only in

time also over the boastful, lying enemies, vers. 5-8
sing

new songs

of thanksgiving unto

victory, vers. 9, 10.

the
is

hand

May He

of the barbarians

the result of our having

Jahve

;

so will I

the bestower of

me

out of

us our prosperity, which

as our

glance at this course of the thought
inscription of the

Him,

be pleased to deliver

who envy

Him,

to grant a victory this

God,

vers.

11-15.

A

commends

the additional
(according to Origen only " in a few

LXX.

and the Targumist's reference of the
to the sword of Goliath (after the
Read 1 Sam. xvii. 47. The Psalm
utterance of David. In one of the old

copies"), 777309 top roXidS,

"

sword" in ver. 10
example of the Midrash).
evil

has grown out of this

histories, just as several of these lie at the

foundation of our

Books of Samuel as sources of information that are still recognisable, it was intended to express the feelings with which
David entered upon the single-handed combat with Goliath
and decided the victory of Israel over the Philistines. At that
time he had already been anointed by Samuel, as both the
narratives which have been worked up together in the First
Book of Samuel assume see 1 Sam. xvi. 13, x. 1. And this
victory was for him a gigantic stride to the throne.
If "^K in ver. 12a is taken as eo quod, so that envy is
:

brought under consideration as a motive for the causeless (NIK ),
1
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lyingly treacherous rising (1^'

1^)

1, 2.

of the neighbouring peoples,

then the passage vers. 12-15 can at any rate be comprehended
But only thus, and not
as a part of the form of the whole.
cannot be intended as a statement of the
otherwise for

im

;

(Jerome, De
aim or purpose in order that they may be
Wette, Hengstenberg, and others), since nothing but illustrative substantival clauses follow ; nor do these clauses admit of
. (Maurer);
an optative sense We, whose sons, may they be
.

:

.

.

.

:

.

and IBW never has an assuring sense (Vaihinger). It is also
evident that we cannot, with Saadia, go back to ver. 9 for the
interpretation of the

"itM*

by means of

is

is

eo

quod

(L>

^J^-

^a-J).

But

hazardous, since envy or

not previously mentioned, and "liW

?&

that junction
ill-will

(n&op)

WW expresses a

fact,

and not an action. If it is further considered that nothing is
wanting in the way of finish to the Psalm if it closes with ver.
11, it becomes all the more doubtful whether vers. 12-15 belonged originally to the Psalm. And yet we cannot discover
any Psalm in its immediate neighbourhood to which this piece
might be attached. It might the most readily, as Hitzig correctly judges, be inserted between vers. 13 and 14 of Ps. cxlvii.
But the rhythm and style differ from this Psalm, and we must
therefore rest satisfied with the fact that a fragment of another
Psalm is here added to Ps. cxliv., which of necessity may be
accounted as an integral part of it but in spite of the fact
that the whole Psalm is built up on a gigantic scale, this was
not its original corner-stone, just as one does not indeed look
;

for

anything further after the refrain, together with the men-

tion of

David

in vers.

10

sq., cf. xviii.

51.

Vers. 1, 2. The whole of this first strophe is an imitation
of David's great song of thanksgiving, Ps. xviii.
Hence the
calling of Jahve
rock," xviii. 3, 47; hence the heaping
up of other appellations in ver. 2a, in which xviii. 3 is echoed

"my

;

but T"!???^ (with Lamed deprived of the Dagesh) follows the
model of 2 Sam. xxii. 2. The naming of Jahve with *iDn is a
bold abbreviation of "iDH \^x in lix. 11, 18, as also in

Jonah

ii.

9 [8] the

tnon.
say an?,

God whom

the idolatrous ones forsake is called
Instead of nmbt? the Davidic Psalms also poetically
l

v 22,
.

cf. lxxviii. 9.

The

expression «

who

traineth
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my

hands for the fight" we have already read in xviii. 35.
last words of the strophe, too, are after xviii. 48
but inrm ( c f . Isa. xlv.
stead of "I3*] s_l this poet says T?" ?, from Tri
1, xli. 2), perhaps under the influence of TnjM in 2 Sam. xxii.

The

;

=

11

In Ps.

48.

48 we however read

xviii.

D'SJf,

and the Masora

has enumerated Ps. cxliv. 2, together with 2 Sam.

Lam.

14, as the three passages in

iii.

which

it is

xxii. 44,

written

W,

Targum, Syriac,
and Jerome (yet not the LXX.) in fact render it. But neither
from the language of the books nor from the popular dialect

whilst one expects D^DJJ (d^dj?

can

'}),

as the

be reasonably expected that they would say

it

an ambiguous connection.

in such

to read D^DV,* or

and

pTOOT

we must

this is possible

duing

there

:

fall in
is,

'isy

Either, therefore,

with the strong expression,

indeed, no necessity for the sub-

be intended of the use of despotic power,

to

for D'BV

we have

it

can also

be intended of God-given power, and of subjugating autho-

David, the anointed one, but not having as yet ascended

rity.

the throne, here gives expression to the hope that Jahve will

him deeds

grant
to

which

of victory

will

compel Israel

to

submit

him, whether willingly or reluctantly.
Vers.

It

3, 4.

evident that ver. 3

is

macy

;

a variation of

viii.

5

properly to count, compute, here rationem habere.

3t?'n,

*3

Instead of

is

VI) in the sense of loving inti-

with the use of other verbs.

followed by the future there are consecutive
is aramaizingly (SMK 13) metamor-

futures here, and B1K~|3

phosed into E>i3$n3.

Ver. 4

is

just such another imitation, like

a miniature of xxxix. 6 sq., 11, cf.

shadow

is

the

same

as in

cii.

Ixii.

of the third stanza with the second

that of the second with the

10.

12, cf. cix. 23.
is still

The figure of the
The connection

more disrupt than

first.

The deeds of God which Ps. xviii. celebrates
made an object of prayer. We see from xviii. 10

Vers. 5-8.
are here
that
ject;

ViJll,

ver. 5a, has

and from

xviii.

Jahve and not the heavens
15 that the

suffix

em

as its sub-

in ver. 6

in both instances to be referred to the enemies.

is

meant

The enemies

are called sons of a foreign country, i.e. barbarians, as in xviii.
45 sq. The fact that Jahve stretches forth His hand out of

* Eashi
*lp lTinn

;

is

acquainted with an otherwise
this Keri is imaginary.

tut

unknown note

of the

Masora

9-15.
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David out of great waters, is taken
the poet has added the interpreand
verbatim from xviii. 17
The
ver. 8a cf. xii. 3, xli. 7.
On
here.
tation to the figure
is the same as
falsehood"
of
hand
"right
of
words
combination
the heavens and rescues
;

in cix. 2.

however,

But our poet, although so great an imitator,
much also that is peculiar to himself. The verb

"to send forth lightning

has,
p"o,

verb nss in the Aramajo-Arabic
which in David always

;" the

signification " to tear out of, rescue,"

only signifies "to tear open, open wide" (one's mouth), xxii. 14,
"
and the combination " the right hand of falsehood
lxvi. 14
;

"the tongue of falsehood" in cix. 2), i.e. the hand raised
The figure of Omnipofor a false oath, are only found here.
"
they smoke," is, as in
mountains
and
tence,
He toucheth the
mountains
that
smoked at the giving
from
the
civ. 32, taken
The mountains, as in Ixviii.
of the Law, Ex. xix. 18, xx. 15.
(like

17

(cf. lxxvi. 5),

which

will

consume them,

at

vow

only needs

and the inward fire,
once makes itself known by the
His

smoke, which ascends from them.
followed by a

God

point to the worldly powers.

to touch these as with the tip of

finger,

The prayer

of thanksgiving for that

for victory

which

is to

is

be be-

stowed.

Vers. 9-11. With the exception of Ps. cviii., which is
composed of two Davidic Elohim-Psalms, the Elohim in ver. 9
of this strophe is the only one in the last two Books of the
Psalter, and is therefore a feeble attempt also to reproduce the
Davidic Elohimic style. The " new song" calls to mind xxxiii.
3, xl. 4; and "iitJ>y baa also recalls xxxiii. 2 (which see).
The

David mentions himself by name in his own song
comes about in imitation of xviii. 51. From the eminence of
thanksgiving the song finally descends again to petition, vers.
fact that

7c,

8 being repeated as a refrain.

The

petition developes itself

afresh out of the attributes of the
these are a pledge of
to

whom

all

victorious

Being invoked (ver. 10), and
its fulfilment.
For how could the God
kings owe their victory (xxxiii. 16, cf.

Kings v. 1, 1 Sam. xvii. 47) possibly suffer His servant David
to succumb to the sword of the enemy
nj?-j nn is the sword
that is engaged in the service of evil.
2

!

Vers. 12-15.

With

reference to the relation of this passage

to the preceding, vid. the introduction,

whether

this is

im

(it is uncertain
a word belonging originally to this piece or
one

;
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added by the person who appended it as a sort of clasp or rivet)
signifies here quoniam, as in Judg. ix. 17, Jer. xvi. 13, and
frequently.
LXX. &v ol viol (nrron ~W?tt) so that the temporal
prosperity of the enemies is pictured here, and in ver. 15 the
spiritual possession of Israel is contrasted with it.
The union
becomes satisfactorily close in connection with this reading, but
;

the reference of the description, so designedly set forth, to the
is

that

altogether

is

In

improbable.

enemies

12-14 we hear a language
without any assignable earlier

vers.

peculiar,

Instead of Wyty we read D*J?t33 elsewhere ; "in their
I^ITD, our garners or treasuries,
to " our sons."

model.

youth " belongs

from a singular

has the words DDK,
it,

TO (apparently from

ltp or

tracted out of iiTO),

is

a hapaxlegomenon

"ivis,

;

rriUBD instead of

genus (vid. Ewald, Lehrbuch, S. 380),

besides only in 2 Chron. xvi. 14,

is

where

a verb ntp, but con-

the older language
it.

In

like

manner

a later word (found

DW

signifies et varia

quidem, Syriac e'nonoje, or directly spices from species); the
older language has PP for this word.

Instead of

TON,

kine,

"princes" in the older language, the older
The plena scriptio ^lNV, in
language says D'BJN in viii. 8.
which the Waw is even inaccurate, corresponds to the later
1B>N in ver. 15, cf. on the
period; and to this corresponds B>
bearing, like the
Also Q^SDD, laden
other hand xxxiii. 12.

which

signifies

=

=

Latin forda from ferre
elsewhere.

JXV

is

(cf. 13J>P in

Job

xxi. 10), is

not found

(contrary to Gen. xxx. 39) treated as a femi-

nine collective, and

^S

(cf. liB* in

Job

xxi.

10) as a nomen

Contrary to the usage of the word, Maurer,
our princes
Koster, Von Lengerke, and Fiirst render it
also, after the mention of
are set up (after Ezra vi. 3)
epicwnum.

:

;

animals of the fold upon the meadows out-of-doors, one does
not expect the mention of princes, but of horned cattle that
are to be found in the

and here, according

rnj elsewhere signifies a corner,

stalls,

to the prevailing view, the corner-pillars

so that the elegant slender daughters are likened to tastefully

sculptured Caryatides

For

(1)

rpl?

—not

to sculptured projections

(Luther).

does not signify a projection, but a corner, an angle,

Arabic hfj, zawta (in the terminology of the stone-mason the
square-stone

— n3S

square), from

,_j.j,

J3N, in the

terminology of the carpenter the

ahdere (cf.

e.g.

the proverb: f%

7 zawdjd
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chabajd, in the corners are treasures).
pillar is better

adapted to the comparison than the overhanging
that other prevailing interpretation

But

projection.

The upstanding

(2)

also

is

doubtful.
The architecture of Syria and Palestine— the
ancient, so far as it can be known to us from its remains, and
exhibits nothing in connection with which one would
the new
be led to think of " corner-pillars." Nor is there any trace of

—

On the other
that signification to be found in the Semitic rvit.
hand, the corners of large rooms in the houses of persons of
position are ornamented with carved work even in the present
day, and since this ornamentation is variegated, it may be
asked whether nutsnp does here signify " sculptured," and not
rather " striped in colours, variegated," which we prefer, since

3Dn (cogn. 2Vp)

nothing more than

signifies

and on the other

side, the signification of

to

hew firewood;*

the Arabic t_^k==-, to

be striped, many-coloured (IV. to become green-striped, of the
coloquintida),

that

is

also secured to the

signification

rendered

:

by Prov.

16.

vii.

our daughters are

verb 2Dn side by side with
It

therefore to be

is

as corners adorned

colours after the architecture of palaces.-f-

varied

in

The words ly^n,

* In every instance where atin (cogn. nvn) occurs, frequently side by
ffD 2tt& (to draw water), it signifies to hew wood for kindling;

side with

wherefore in Arabic, in which the verb has been
firewood (in distinction from

,

A -L

,

wood

lost,

i_^la~^

signifies

for building, timber),

and

but fuel in the widest sense, e.g. in villages where wood
scarce, cow-dung (vid. Job, i. 377, note), and the hemp-stalk, or stalk

not merely
is

i

this,

of the maize, in the desert the iL* >,
;

i.e.

camel-dung (which blazes up with

a blue flame), and the perennial steppe-plant or

c-^k*., i_-*k=J
tree),

signifies lopped,

pruned, robbed of

women

of a settlement (styled

tcJslyssM) with their small hatchet

girls

its

In relation to

branches (of a

and i_^,L>U- <—»;=- a pruning war, which devastates a country,

just as the wood-gathering

with

its root.

tall

plants bare in a few days.

who

cjLLU.,

(^ka^)

t Corners with variegated carved

In the villages of the Merg' the

work

or

lay a district covered

dry cow-dung upon the pastures are
called
nus-—Wetzstein.

collect the
ntata'n

C^LIjUsII

little

c^Uu

are found even in the present

—
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bring forth by thousands, and 3:no (denominative from

n

??1)> which surpasses it, multiplied by tens of thousands, are
freely formed.
Concerning ntan, meadows, vid. on Job xviii.

17.

P.S, in

a martial sense a defeat, clades,

e.g. in Judg.
any violent misfortune whatever, as murrain,
which causes a breach, and nNW any head of cattle which goes
off by a single misfortune.
The lamentation in the streets is

xxi. 15, is here

intended as in Jer. xiv. 2.

naSB' is also found in Cant. v. 9
nor does the poet, however, hesitate to blend this E> with the
tetragraramaton into one word.
The Jod is not dageshed (cf.

cxxiii. 2),

because

Gen.

14.

xviii.

Blessed

is

it

to

the people that

is

be read ^NtJ*,

Luther takes
is

cf. nirPD

=

""i'lND

in

15a and 15& as contrasts
in such a case, But blessed is the
ver.

:

God

people whose

thesis intended,

by the second.

is the Lord.
There is, however, no antibut only an exceeding of the first declaration

For

to be allowed to call the

every blessing comes his God,

God from whom

more than the
abundance of material blessing. The pinnacle of Israel's
good fortune consists in being, by the election of grace, the
is

still

infinitely

richest

people of the
day

in

Lord

Damascus

(xxxii. 12).

in every reception-room (the so-called

£cU)

of respect-

Lane, Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians, Introduction].
An architectural ornament composed with much good taste
and laborious art out of wood carvings, and glittering with gold and
brilliant colours, covers the upper part of the corners, of which a ha a may
have as many as sixteen, since three wings frequently abut upon the hit
This decoration, which
el-bahara, i.e. the square with its marble basin.
has a most pleasing effect to the eye, is a great advantage to saloons from
able houses

[cf.

two to three storeys high, and

is

evidently designed to get rid of the darker

corners above on the ceiling, comes
of the

room

down from

the ceiling in the corners

for the length of six to nine feet, gradually

as it descends.

becoming narrower

It is the broadest above, so that it there also covers the

ends of the horizontal corners formed by the walls and the ceiling. If this
crowning of the corners, the technical designation of which, if I remember
rightly, is <jjj Jill, hornia,

might be said to go back into

Biblical antiquity,

a simile to mark the beauty, gorgeous
Perhaps, too, because they are not
dress, and rich adornment of women.
only modest and chaste (cf. Arabic mesturdt, a veiled woman, in opposition
to memshushdt, one shone on by the sun), but also, like the children of respectable families, hidden from the eyes of strangers for the Arabic proverb quoted above says, " treasures are hidden in the corners," and the
the Psalmist would have used

it

as

;

superscription of a letter addressed to a lady of position runs " May it
Wetzstein.,
kiss the hand of the protected lady and of the hidden jewel."
:
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PSALM OXLV.
HYMN
1

N I

IN PEAISE OF

I will bless

2 3 Every day

And
3

1

will

Great

6

1

7

T

Tby Name

for ever and ever.
to be praised,
worthy
Jahve, and greatly

is

greatness

4 T One generation
5 n

ever.

I bless Thee,

I will glorify

And His
And

my God O King,
Thy Name for ever and

Thee,

will extol

And

THE AUi-BOUNTIFlIL KING.

is

unsearchable.

Thy
Thy mighty deeds.
honour of Thy majesty

to another praiseth

works,

they declare

On the glorious
And on Thy wondrous works will I meditate.
And they shall speak forth thy mightily terrible deeds,
And Thy mighty acts will I declare.
The praise of Thy great goodness shall they abundantly
utter,

And

Thy

sing aloud of

righteousness.

8 n Gracious and full of compassion

is

Jahve,

Long-suffering and great in goodness.
9 D

Good

is

Jahve unto

all,

And His tender mercies are over all His works,
10
All Thy works praise Thee, Jahve,
And Thy saints do bless Thee.
1
3 They talk of the glory of Thy kingship,
And confess Thy might
12
To make known to the sons of men His mighty acts,
And the stately glory of His kingship.
13 d Thy kingship is a kingship for all ages,
And Thy dominion endureth into all generations.
^

*?

14 D Jahve upholdeth
15 V

3

who fall,
who are bowed down.

those

raiseth

up

all

The

eyes of

all

wait upon Thee,

And Thou
16

all

And

those

them their food in due season;
Thou openest out Thine abundance,

And

givest

satisfiest

every living thing with delight.

;

!
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17 X Jahve

And

18 P Jahve

To
19

~\

20

65*

all

is

all His ways,
His works.

righteous in
all

nigh unto

who

those

all

upon

call

Him

who

upon Him,

call

in truth

He fulfilleth the desire of those who fear Him,
And He heareth their cry and delivereth them.
Jahve preserveth

And
21 n Let

all

With

those

who

He

Him,

love

destroy.

then speak the praise of Jahve,

let all flesh bless

His holy

Name

for ever

and ever

Ps. cxliv. the collection draws doxologically towards

This Psalm, which begins in the form of the beracha
followed by another in which benedicam (vers. 1, 2)

its close.

TH3),

all

the wicked doth

my mouth

And

('n

is

gracious in

is

and benedicat (ver. 21) is the favourite word. It is the only
Psalm that bears the title flpfVl, whose plural D^nri is become
the collective name of the Psalms. In B. Berachoth Ab it is
" Every one who repeats the
distinguished by the apophthegm
times
day
may
be
sure that he is a child of
three
a
Tftb n^nn
And why ? Not merely
the world to come (san Dpiyn p)."
:

because this Psalm, as the

Gemara

says, jva tf?$2 NTIN,

follows the course of the alphabet (for Ps. cxix.
alphabetical,

because

it

and that

in

is

i.e.

in fact also

an eightfold degree), and not merely

celebrates God's care for all creatures (for this the

Great Hallel also does, Ps. cxxxvi. 25), but because it unites
both these prominent qualities in itself (<mn nu JVNT DWb).
In fact, Ps. cxlv. 16 is a celebration of the goodness of God
which embraces every living thing, with which only cxxxvi.

and not cxi. 5, can be compared. Valde sententiosus hie
Psalmus est, says Bakius and do we not find in this Psalm
our favourite Benedicite and Oculi omnium which our children
It is the ancient church's Psalm for the
repeat before a meal ?
noon-day repast (vid. Armknecht, Die heilige Psalmodie, 1855,
ver. 15 was also used at the holy communion, hence
S. 54)
Chrysostom says it contains ra p^fiara ravra, airep ol fiefiw}-

25,

;

;

fievoi

(7i;wws

inroyjraXXovcri

ets ere eKiri^ovaiv

koI

Kara crToiveiov,
The Psalm
rceiTai.
tich has the ordinal

crii

T^^omer

observes Theodoret,
is

Ol

6<f>6a\fiol tvolvtwv

BiBco<s Ti)V Tpcxjyqv clvtS)v

distichic,

letter;

iv ev/catpia.

/ecu ovto<> 6 v/ivo$ crvy-

and every

first line

but the distich

Nun

of the disis

wanting.

:

1-7.
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The Talmud {he. cit.) is of opinion that it is because the fatal
rim (Amos v. 2), which David, going on at once with 'n "piD
hand,
D^SiirW, skips over, begins with Nun. On the other
that
the
think
Grotius,
like
Ewald, Vaihinger, and Sommer,
Aquila,
not
(but
LXX.
The
been
lost.
iVim-strophe has
Symmachus, Theodotion, nor Jerome

in his translation after

the original text) gives such a strophe, perhaps out of a MS.
(like the Dublin Cod. Kenuicot, 142) in which it was supplied

(ptu as in cxi. 7) Kvpio<; iv (waai) rots Xoyoi? avrov
oatof iv iraai rot? 6/37015 avrov (according with ver. 17, with

IIi<j7o<;
<cai

Hitzig

the change only of two words of this distich).

of

is

opinion that the original iVim-strophe has been welded into Ps.

but only his clairvoyant-like historical discernment

cxli.;

to

amalgamate

ver. 6 of this

Psalm with our Ps.

is

able

We are

cxlv.

contented to see in the omission of the iVwn-strophe an example
of that freedom with which the
to

handle

this

Old Testament poets are wont

kind of forms.

Likewise there

no reason

is

apparent for the fact that Jeremiah has chosen in ch.

and

of the Lamentations to

iv.

make

the P<?-strophe three times, whilst in ch.

Vers. 1-7.

The

strains with

We

familiar Psalm-strains.

ii.,

iii.,

the Ajin-stroiphe follow

which

it

i.

precedes

hymn

this

it.

opens are

are reminded of xxx. 2, and the

likewise alphabetical song of praise

The plena

^vN

scriptio

"the King"

called

in cxliii.

and thanksgiving xxxiv.
10 is repeated here. God

as in xx. 10, xcviii. 6.

The language

2.
is

of

address " my God the King," which sounds harsh in comparison
with the otherwise usual " my King and my God " (v. 3, lxxxiv.
4), purposely calls
in the

God

with unrelated generality, that

most absolute manner, the King.

If the poet

a king, the occasion for this appellation of

natural and the signification all the
in the

and

mouth of any other person

God by

calls

at the

who

in

the more
But even
Whosoever

is all

more pertinent.

it is

to say

himself

significant.

name acknowledges His royal prerogative,
same time does homage to Him and binds himself to
such a

and
Himself

allegiance

God

is

is

;

Boh.

But how

God's

Name for

just this confessory act of exalting Him
the absolutely lofty One that is here called
can the poet express the purpose of praising

it is
is

ever ?

his inmost nature,

Because the praise of

God

is

a meed of

he has a perfect right to forget his

own

PSALM CXLV.
mortality

King.

when engaged upon

this devotion to the ever-living

Clinging adoringly to the Eternal One, he must seein

to himself to
life after

of
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God

be eternal

death,

if

there

is

Himself, after the praise of the

which

origin)

it is

and

;

affords

a practical proof for a

just this ardent desire of the soul,

it

God

of

wrought

its life (lit. its

The

the highest, noblest delight.

idea

of the silent Hades, which forces itself forward elsewhere, as in
vi. 6,

where the mind of the poet is beclouded by sin, is here
inasmuch as here the mind of the poet is the

entirely removed,

undimmed mirror

Therefore ver. 2 also

of the divine glory.

does not concede the possibility of any interruption of the
praise

the poet will daily

:

(lxviii.

20) bless God, be they days

of prosperity or of sorrow, uninterruptedly in

all

eternity will

There is no
he glorify His Name ( n ??p? as in lxix. 31).
worthier and more exhaustless object of praise (ver. 3)
Jahve
is great, and greatly to be praised (??["?, taken from xlviii. 2, as
in xcvi. 4, cf. xviii. 4), and of His "greatness" (cf. 1 Chron.
xxix. 11, where this attribute precedes all others) there is no
searching out, i.e. it is so abysmally deep that no searching can
:

It has, howits bottom (as in Isa. xl. 28, Job xi. 7 sq.).
been revealed, and is being revealed continually, and is for
one generation pro
this very reason thus celebrated in ver. 4
pagates to the next the growing praise of the works that He has

reach
ever,

:

wrought out (WWVD ntyV), and men are able to relate all manner
of proofs of His victorious power which prevails over everything,
and makes everything subject to itself (rnus as in xx. 7, and frequently). This historically manifest and traditional divine doxa
and the facts C7.3T as in cv. 27) of the divine wonders the poet
will devoutly consider.

as this

on

its

"IIl!

part does to

stands in attributive relation to 1133,

Tip

:

Thy

brilliantly glorious (kingly)

majesty (cf. Jer. xxii. 18, Dan. xi. 21). The poet does not say
ON D3, nor may we insert it, either here in ver. 5, or in ver. 6,
where the same sequence of thoughts recurs, more briefly expressed.

The emphasis

(WJ> as in lxxviii. 4,

and in

lies

on the objects.

Isa. xlii. 25,

where

it

The mightiness
signifies violence)

from mouth to mouth ("^K with
and His mighty acts (n i?7?,
according to the Keri
magnalia, as in 1 Chron. xvii. 19, 21)
(which is determined by the suffix of '"ijn.S ?*? ; cf however, 2
Sam. xxii. 23, 2 Kings iii. 3, x. 26, and frequently) His great-

of His terrible acts shall pass

a substantival object as in

xl.

11),

—

1

.,

:
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make the matter of his narawe-inspiring majesty of
the
alone
rating.' It is, however, nob
the greatness (an used
also
but
history,
God which is revealed in
ness (nVi3)— will he also on his part

as a substantive as in xxxi. 20, Isa. Ixiii. 7, xxi. 7,
in xxxii. 10, lxxxix. 51 is

manner

after the

whereas

D'3"i

an adjective placed before the noun
measure, of
i.e. the abundant

of a numeral),

His goodness and His righteousness, i.e. His acting in inviolable
correspondence with His counsel and order of salvation. The

memory

of the transcendent goodness of

God

the object of

is

universal, overflowing acknowledgment, and the righteousness
of God is the object of universal exultation (}p. with the accusative as in

16,

li.

lix.

self-attestation of

After the poet has sung the glorious
according to both its sides, the fiery and

17).

God

the light sides, he lingers by the light side, the front side of the

Name

Jahve unfolded in Ex. xxxiv. 6.
This memorable utterance of Jahve concerning Himself the writer of Ps. ciii., which is of kindred import,
of

Vers. 8-13.

also interweaves into his celebration of the revelation of divine

Instead of "ID"" 3 ! the expression here, however,

love in ver. 8.
is

Ipn

ivrui

'Ity.

(Ken, as

The

in

real will of

Nah.

God

i.

3, cf. lxxxix. 29,

with Makkeph

tends towards favour, which gladly

giving stoops to give (P^n), and towards compassion, which interests itself

(Dim).

on behalf of the sinner for his help and comfort
is only the background of His nature, which He

Wrath

long waiting (0?SN T}$) lets loose
great mercy. For His goodness
embraces, as ver. 9 says, all ; His tender mercies are over all
His works, they hover over and encompass all His creatures.

reluctantly

and only

against those

after

who spurn His

all His works praise Him
they are all together
loud-speaking witnesses of that sympathetic all-embracing love
of His, which excludes no one who does not exclude himself;

Therefore, too,

and His
as in 1

:

who live

saints,

Kings

xviii.

in God's love, bless

44)

:

their

claration ("ON' ) of the glory of
1

Him

(naiana'!

written

mouth overflows with the dethe kingdom of this loving God,

("aT) of the sovereign power with which He
maintains and extends this kingdom.
This confession they
make their employ, in order that the knowledge of the mightv
acts of God and the glorious majesty of His kingdom may at
and

in speaking

length become the general possession of mankind. When the
poet in ver. 12 sets forth the purpose of the proclamation, ha

PSALM CXLV. U-21.
God's kingdom

drops the form of address.
seons,

and His dominion

continually in

a kingdom of

is

all

manifested without exception and

is

periods or generations

all

391

("i'"'}

"liV/Oa as in xlv.

18, Esth. ix. 28, a pleonastic strengthening of the expression
"Til

"hz xc. 1).

It

}

is

the eternal circumference of the history

its eternal substance, which more
and more unfolds and achieves itself in the succession of the
periods that mark its course.
For that all things in heaven
and on earth shall be gathered up together (avaieefydkauoa-aadai, Eph. i. 10) in the all-embracing kingdom of God in
His Christ, is the goal of all history, and therefore the substance
With ver. 13 (cf. Dan.
of history which is working itself out.
iii.
33 [iv. 3], iv. 31 [34], according to Hitzig the primary

of time, but at the same time

passages) another paragraph

The

Vers. 14-21.
of the gracious

King.

brought to a

is

close.

now celebrates in detail the deeds
The words with ? are pure datives, cf.

poet

He

the accusative expression in cxlvi. 8.

port which holds fast the falling ones

in person is the sup(

D V^, here not the

midst of falling (Nicephorus

fallen ones, see xxviii. 1) in the

:

ware fit] KaTcnreaeiv), and
the stay by which those who are bowed together raise themselves.
He is the Provider for all beings, the Father of the
/xeWovTW;

toi)? Karair€(7€iv

whom

house, to

eSpaiol,

in the great house of the world the eyes (^J?

Ew.

with the second & toneless,

§

100, b) of

all

beings,

endowed

with reason and irrational, are directed with calm confidence
(Matt.
season.

26), and who
The language

vi.

gives

them

of civ. 27

their food in

ceeds here, too, as there in ver. 28 (cf. Sir.

His hand, which

is

ever

full,

much

doves in his court does, and gives
is

good, which

fulness to

all

is

as a

|iS"i,

xl.

14).

man who

pleasure,

in

its, i.e.

very similar, and

is

i.e.

it

He

due
pro-

opens

feeds the
that

which

the fulfilling of their desire, in sufficient

living things (and therefore those in need of

life).
Thus it is to be interpreted,
23 (after which here in the LXX.
the reading varies between euSo/a'a? and elXoryias), cf. Acts xiv.

support for the body and the

according to Deut.

17, ifiinifKaiv
is

xxxiii.

rpo(f>rj<;

Kai

ev<f>pocrvvri?

to?

icaphLa<; f/fiav.

Jpaipn

construed with a dative and accusative of the object instead

of with two accusatives of the object (Ges. § 139. 1, 2).

usage of the language

is

The

unacquainted with jim as an adverb

in the sense of " willingly " (Hitzig), which would rather be

PSALM CXLV.
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In all the ways that Jahve takes in His historical rule
" righteous," i.e. He keeps strictly to the rule (norm) of
His holy love ; and in all His works which He accomplishes in
the course of history He is merciful p^n), i.e. He practises

pim.
He is

for during the present time of mercy
the primary essence of His active manifestation is free preremains at a
True,
venting mercy, condescending love.

mercy ppn,

see xii. 2)

;

He

distance from the hypocrites, just as their heart remains far
from Him (Isa. xxix. 13) ; but as for the rest, with impartial
equality

Him

He

nigh

is

(3i")£

as in xxxiv. 19) to all

noN3, in firmness, certainty, truth,

comes from

i.e.

who

call

upon

so that the prayer

and is holy fervour (cf. Isa. x. 20,
meant is true and real prayer in opposition
to the ve/cpbv epyov, as is also meant in the main in John iv.
23 sq. To such true praying ones Jahve is present, viz. in
mercy (for in respect of His power He is everywhere) He
makes the desire of those who fear Him a reality, their will
being also His; and He grants them the salvation (aayrqp&i)
prayed for. Those who are called in ver. 19 those who fear
Him, are called in ver. 20 those who love Him. Fear and

xlviii. 1).

their heart

What

is

;

God

love of
is

belong inseparably together

an unfree,

servile disposition,

faced familiarity

:

;

for fear without love

and love without

fear, bold-

the one dishonours the all-gracious One, and

But all who love and fear Him
and on the other hand exterminates all wanton
sinners.
Having reached the Tav, the hymn of praise, which
has traversed all the elements of the language, is at an end.
the other the all-exalted One.

He

preserves,

The poet does not, however, close without saying that praising
God shall be his everlasting employment Q^ '"G^ with Olewejored, the

Mahpach

or rather Jethib sign of

sents the Makkeph),

which above repreand without wishing that all flesh, i.e. all

men, who are aap^

/col alfia,

Name

to

all eternity.

The

D"1J "ltfa,

may

bless God's holy

realizatiou of this wish is the final

It will then have reached ver. 43 of the great
Deut. ch. xxxii.— Jahve one and His Name one (Zech.

goal of history.

song

in

xiv. 9), Israel praising

iirep eXeou?

God

(Rom. xv. 8

sq.).

iirkp aki)6eta<},

and the Gentiles

—

—

—

!
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PSALM CXLVI.
hallelujah to god the one teue helper.
Hallelujah.
1

PRAISE, O my

soul,

Jahve!

2 I will praise Jahve as long as I
I will harp unto

my God

live,

as long as I

have any being.

3 Trust not in princes,

In the son of man, who is not capable of help
4 If his breath goeth forth, he returneth to his clod
In that day his devices perish.
5

Happy
Whose

is

he whose help

is

God

the

of Jacob,

Jahve his God,
6 The Creator of heaven and earth,
Of the sea and all that is therein
confidence

Who keepeth

is

in

truth for ever,

7 Obtaining judgment for the oppressed,

Giving bread to the hungry.

Jahve

looseth those

who

are bound,

8 Jahve maketh the blind to see,

Jahve raiseth up those who are bowed down,
Jahve loveth the righteous,
9 Jahve preserveth the strangers,
He helpeth up the orphan and widow,

And the way of the wicked He turneth down.
10 Jahve reigneth as King for ever,
Thy God, O Zion, unto all generations
Hallelujah.

The
Psalms.

Psalter

This

now draws
first

to

a close with five Hallelujah

closing Hallelujah has

coincidence with the foregoing alphabetical

many points of
hymn (compare

rbbna in ver. 2 with cxlv. 2 f">3B> in ver. 5 with cxlv. 15
t-;i--:
11
who giveth bread to the hungry " in ver. 7 with cxlv. 15 sq.
" who maketh the blind to see " in ver. 8 with cxlv. 14
;
'

"Jahve

\

•

reigneth, etc.," in ver. 10 with cxlv. 13)

— the

same

PSALM CXLVI. 1-1
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cxlvi.range of thought betrays one author. In the LXX. Ps.
cxlyviz.
Psalms,
four
cxlviii. (according to its enumeration
inscription
the
have
two)
cxlviii., Ps. cxlvii. being split up into
'AWijXoma. 'Ayyaiov kcu Za apiov, which is repeated four

X

These Psalms appear to have formed a separate Hallel,
which is referred back to these prophets, in the old liturgy
Later on they became, together with
of the second Temple.
integral
part of the daily morning prayer, and
an
cl.,
cxlix.,
Ps.
in fact of the men 'plDS, i.e. of the mosaic-work of Psalms
times.

and other poetical pieces that was incorporated in the morning
prayer, and are called even in Shabbath 1186 Hallel* but
expressly distinguished from the Hallel to be recited at the
Passover and other feasts, which is called "the Egyptian Hallel."
In distinction from this, Krochmal calls these five Psalms the

Greek Hallel. But there is nothing to oblige us to come down
The agreement
beyond the time of Ezra and Nehemiah.
between 1 Mace. ii. 63 (earpeifrev eh tov "xpvv avrov, ical 6
SiaXoyuTfibs avrov aircoXero) and ver. 4 of our Psalm, which
Hitzig has turned to good account, does not decide anything
concerning the age of the Psalm, but only shows that it was in
existence at the time of the author of the First
cabees,
proof.

—a point

Book

of

Mac-

which we were not in need of any
But there was just as much ground for dissuading
in favour of

against putting confidence in princes in the time of the Persians as in that of the Grecian domination.

Vers. 1-4.

Instead of " bless," as in

ciii. 1,

civ. 1, the poet

Psalm says " praise." When he attunes his soul to the
praise of God, he puts himself personally into this mood of
mind, and therefore goes on to say " I will praise." He will,
of this

however, not only praise

but

"Jia (vie!,

on

lxiii.

God

in the

5), filling

song which he

up

beginning,

is

his life with

or , "iij>3
yet-being," with the suffix of the noun, whereas
'Slip with the verbal suffix is " I still am "), so
that his continued
(prop. " in

life is also

mind

my

a constant continued praising, viz. (and this

of the poet here, even at the

of the

it,

God and King who,

as

commencement

in the

Psalm)
being the Almighty, Eternal, and

* Rashi, however, understands only Ps.
in that passage.

is

cxlviii.

and

cl.

of the

by

rmn

'plDD
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unchangeably Faithful One, is the true ground of confidence.
The warning against putting trust in princes calls to mind
8

cxviii.

The

sq.

The

who has no help
be understood according to lx. 13.
shows that the poet by the expression

clause

that he could afford,
following inKHIK?

:

the son of man,

to

is

combines the thoughts of Gen.

D"1N*|2

ii.

7

and

19.

iii.

If his

breath goes forth, he says, basing the untrustworthiness and

Adam

feebleness of the son of

Adam

of the son of
to his earth,

LXX.
On

63.

is

first beginning
which the el<s ttjv

the earth of his

i.e.

exact expression

the

upon the inevitable

D*iaj)"/«,

after

exchanged for

ei<s

;

exxxix. 8-10, 18

cf.

cf.

the

yrjv

Ew.

;

first

and for ever

The

at an end.

In that day,

§ 357, b.

Man's help

is

(this is the last of the twenty-five

contrary,

15) as
vid.

rests

who

Him

has the

in

on xxxv.

whom

2),

on Jahve,

—

he,

whom

God
is

of

man

are

art. \ey. ruriB>jJ describes

bhese with the collateral notion of subtleness

Vers. 5-7a.

ii.

future clause to

the inevitable day of death, the projects or plans of
at once

more

avrov of

rbv j(pvv avrov in 1 Mace.

the hypothetical relation of the

the second,

final destiny

taken out of the ground, then he returns

no

and magnitude.

avail

;

blessed

is

he

^B'N of the Psalter), on the

of Jacob (7N&? like

his succour

(i"1 !}*?

'"WW

in cxliv.

with Beth essentia,

whose confidence ("laB' as in
he can by faith call his God.

cxix.

Men

116)
often

are not able to give help although they might be willing to do

He, however, is the Almighty, the Creator of the heavens,
the earth, and the sea, and of all living things that fill these
Men easily change their mind and do
three (cf. Neh. ix. 6).
not keep their word He, however, is He who keepeth truth or
faithfulness, inasmuch as He unchangeably adheres to the fulnK)N "TOW is in form equivalent subfilling of His promises.
And that which He is
stantially to "iDn -idb> and hnan -ik>B\
able to do as being the Almighty, and cannot as being the
Truthful, One leave undone, is also really His mode of active
so

:

:

manifestation

made

evident in practical proofs:

He

obtains

right for the oppressed, gives bread to the hungry, and conse-

quently proves Himself to be the succour of those who suffer
wrong without doing wrong, and as the provider for those who
With
look for their daily bread from His gracious hand.
"lOfr'n,

the only determinate participle, the faithfulness of

His promises

is

made

especially prominent.

God
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The

Vers. 75-10.

Each

together.

expression

beginning with Jahve belong

five lines

consists of three words,

is

which

i^ ?

as brief as possible,

1

the yoke and chains to the person himself

npa

is

self.

in the

of the lines in the

measure

also the favourite

The

C.YLVI. 7-10, CXLVII.

is

Book

main

is

of Job.

transferred from

who

bound, and

is

transferred from the eyes of the blind to the person himThe five lines celebrate the God of the five-divisioned

Tora, which furnishes abundant examples for these celebrations, and is directed with most considerate tenderness towards

The orphan

the strangers, orphans, and widows in particular.

He

recover, strengthen

(with reference to Tlty see xx. 9, xxxi. 12).

Valde gratus mihi

and the widow, says the
est hie

sixth line, doth

Psalmus, Bakius observes, ob Trifolium illud Dei

venas, Pupillos,

:

Ad-

Viduas, versu uno luculentissime depictum, id

et

quod in toto Psalterio nullibi fit. Whilst Jahve, however, makes
the manifold sorrows of His saints to have a blessed issue, He
bends (W') the way of the wicked, so that it leads into error

and ends in the abyss (i. 6). This judicial manifestation of
Jahve has only one line devoted to it. For He rules in love
and in wrath, but delights most of all to rule in love. Jahve
however, the

is,

kingdom

God

also the

is

The

of Zion.

guarantee for

pletion, for the victory of love.

eternal duration of His
its

future glorious com-

Hallelujah

!

PSALM CXLVII.
hallelujah to the sustainer oe all things, the
restorer of jerusalem
Hallelujah,

1

For
For
2

3

The
The

it is

good

it is

lovely,

buiLder

to celebrate

up

comely

is

God in song,
hymn of praise.

our
a

of Jerusalem

outcasts of Israel

He

is

Jahve,

gathereth together

He healeth the broken in heart,
And bindeth up their wounds
;

4 Telling the number of the

He
5

stars,

them all by names.
our Lord and rich in strength,
To His understanding there is no number.
calleth

Great

is

;

—

8

;

;

——
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6 Jahve helpeth up the

He

,

afflicted,

casteth the wicked

down

to the

ground.

7 Sing unto Jahve a thanksgiving song,

Play unto our God upon the cithern
Who covereth the heaven with clouds,
!

8

Who prepareth rain for the earth,
Who maketh the mountains shoot forth
9 Giving to the beast

its

grass

food,

To the young ravens which call.
10 Not in the strength of the horse doth

He

delight,

Not in the legs of a man doth He take pleasure
11 Jahve hath pleasure in those who fear Him,
In those who hope in His mercy.
12 Celebrate,

O

Jerusalem, Jahve,

Thy God, O Zion
13 For He hath made the bolts
Praise

14
15

He
He
He

!

of thy gates fast,

hath blessed thy children in the midst of theeit is

who

giveth thy border peace,

satisfieth thee

Who

with the fat of wheat

sendeth forth His

commandment

His word runneth very swiftly
16 Who- giveth snow
17

He
He

to the earth,

;

like wool,

scattereth hoar-frost like ashes,

casteth

down His

ice like morsels

Before His cold, who can stand

%

I

19

He sendeth forth His word and causeth everything to melt
He causeth His wind to blow, forthwith the waters flow.
He made known His word unto Jacob,

20

He

1

His statutes and His judgments unto Israel.
hath not dealt so with any nation
And as for His judgments they do not know them,

—

;

Hallelujah.
It is the tone of the restoration-period of Ezra and Nehemiah that meets us sounding forth out of this and the two
following Psalms, even more distinctly and recognisably than
out of the nearly related preceding Psalm (cf. ver. 6 with
In Ps. cxlvii. thanksgiving is rendered to God for
cxlvi. 9).

PSALM GXLVI1.
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the restoration of Jerusalem, which

is

now once more

a city

the restoration of the
with walls and gates in Ps.
of
national independence ; and in Ps. cxlix. for the restoration
cxlviii. for

;

the capacity of

joyously and triumphantly defending themand so igno-

selves to the people so long rendered defenceless

miniously enslaved.

In the seventh year of Artachshasta (Artaxerxes I. Longimanus) Ezra the priest entered Jerusalem, after a journey of
five months, with about two thousand exiles, mostly out of the
In the twentieth year of
families of the Levites (458 B.C.).
this same clement king, that is to say, thirteen years later
(445 B.C.), came Nehemiah, his cup-bearer, in the capacity of
Whilst Ezra did everya Tirshdtha (vid. Isaiah, vol. i. 2).
thing for introducing the Mosaic Law again into the mind and
commonwealth of the nation, Nehemiah furthered the building
of the city, and more particularly of the walls and gates.
We
hear from his own mouth, in ch. ii.-vii. of the Book that is
extracted from his memoirs, how indefatigably and cautiously
Ch. xii. 27-45 is closely
he laboured to accomplish this work.
connected with these notes of Nehemiah's own hand. After
having been again in the meanwhile in Susa, and there neutralized the slanderous reports that had reached the court of
Persia, he appointed, at his second stay in Jerusalem, a feast in

The Levite musicians, who had settled
down for the most part round about Jerusalem, were summoned to appear in Jerusalem. Then the priests and Levites

dedication of the walls.

were purified

;

and they purified the people, the gates, and the
dead (as we must with Herzfeld picture

walls, the bones of the
this to ourselves)

city

being taken out of

and buried before the

according to the

city

;

all the tombs within the
and then came that sprinkling,

Law, with the sacred

which is said (Para iii.
Ezra for the first time
Judah, the priests, and
west of the city in two

lye of the red heifer,

5) to have been introduced again by
after the Exile.
Next the princes of

Levite musicians were placed in the
great choirs (n'lin *) and processions

* The word has been so understood by Menahem, Juda ben
Koreish
ind Abulwalid whereas Herzfeld is thinking of hecatombs for a thankoffering, which might have formed the beginning of both festive
pro;

cessions.

:
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The one

festal choir,

of the princes, and

among the

which was led by the one half
which Ezra went on
in front, marched round the right half of the city, and the
other round the left, whilst the people looked down from the
walls and towers.
The two processions met on the east side of
the city and drew up in the Temple, where the festive sacrifices
were offered amidst music and shouts of joy.
(nbpnrj).

The

priests of

supposition that Ps. cxlvii.-cl. were

dedication of the walls under

be supported

but as regards Ps.

;

sung

all

at this

Nehemiah (Hengstenberg) cannot
the composition of

cxlvii.,

which in the time of Nehemiah is acknowledged by the
most diverse parties (Keil, Ewald, Dillmann, Zunz), the
reference to the Feast of the Dedication of the walls

The Psalm

probable.

falls

very

is

into two parts, vers. 1-11, 12-20,

which exhibit a progression both in respect of the building
of the walls (vers. 2, 13), and in respect of the circumstances of the weather, from which the poet takes occasion
to sing

the

praise

double Psalm, the

God'

of

first

(vers.

8

16-18).

sq.,

posed, as Hitzig suggests, on the appearing of the
rain,

and the second

winter,

when

It

part of which seems to have been

is

a

com-

November

in the midst of the rainy part of

the

the mild spring breezes and a thaw were already

in prospect.

The

Vers. 1-6.

Hallelujah, as in cxxxv. 3,

based upon

is

the fact, that to sing of our God, or to celebrate our

God

in

song (1ST with an accusative of the object, as in xxx. 13, and
frequently), is a discharge of duty that reacts healthfully and

upon ourselves: "comely

beneficially

is

a

hymn

of

praise"

(taken from xxxiii. 1), both in respect of the worthiness of
God to be praised, and of the gratitude that is due to Him.

Instead of

or

"ii?r

"IB]?,

the expression

xcii. 2,

of the injin. Piel, which at least can

still

is

nier, a

form

be proved to be

by nnDp in Lev. xxvi. 18. The two '3 are co-ordiand ?''J'3"' 3 no more refers to God here than in cxxxv. 3,
as Hitzig supposes when he alters ver. 1 so that it reads
" Praise ye Jah because He is good, play unto our God

possible

I

nate,

1

He

because
to

God

;

is

but

spirit of the

lovely."

Ps.

D^JH said of

xcii.

God

is

_,
2 shows that 3iD 3 can refer

contrary to the custom and

Old Testament, whereas

3113

and D'W are

also in
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a subject that

cxxxiii. 1 neuter predicates of

set forth in the

is

infinitive form.
In ver. 2 the praise begins, and at the same
Jahve is the
time the confirmation of the delightful duty.
builder up of Jerusalem, He brings together (D33 as in Ezekiel,
the later word for *1DK and V?i?) the outcasts of Israel (as in Isa.
xi. 12, lvi. 8)
the building of Jerusalem is therefore intended
of the rebuilding up, and to the dispersion of Israel corresponds the holy city laid in ruins. Jahve healeth the heartbroken, as He has shown in the case of the exiles, and bindeth
up their pains (xvi. 4), i.e. smarting wounds N3"J, which is
here followed by tran, also takes to itself a dative object in
other instances, both in an active and (Isa. vi. 10) an imper;

;

sonal application

bnt for 3?

;

2? ^at'J, xxxiv. 19, Isa.

v ,3{ <'
?.

the older language says

The connection

lxi. 1.

of the thoughts,

which the poet now brings to the stars, becomes clear from the
primary passage, Isa. xl. 26, cf. 27. To be acquainted with
human woe and to relieve it is an easy and small matter to

Him who

allots

number

a

merable (Gen. xv.

His creative power in
yet a

number known

to the stars, that are to

man

innu-

who has called them into being by
whatever number He has pleased, and
i.e.

5),

to

Him

(pip, the part, prces.,

which occurs

frequently in descriptions of the Creator), and calls to them
all

names,

names them

i.e.

by names which are the exwhich is well known to Him, the

all

pression of their true nature,

Creator.
What Isaiah says (ch. xl. 26) with the words,
" because of the greatness of might, and as being strong in
power,''

and

(ver. 28)

" His understanding

is

unsearchable,"

is

here asserted in ver. 5 (cf. cxlv. 3)
great is our Lord, and
capable of much (as in Job xxxvii. 23, nb NW), and to His
:

understanding there

no number,

in its depth

and fulness
a comfort for the
church as it traverses its ways, that are often so labyrinthine
Its Lord is the Omniscient as
and entangled
well as the
it

is

i.e.

cannot be defined by any number.

What

!

Almighty One.

Its history, like the universe,

is

a

work of

God's infinitely profound and rich understanding.
It is a
mirror of gracious love and righteous anger.
The patient
sufferers

(VW) He

'

strengthens ("nij>D as i n CX \ Y U 9 )

lent sinners (BW"!), on the other hand,

earth

(YW%

cf.

ground those who

Isa. xxvi.

5),

He

casting

.

ma

evo .

i

down to
deep down to
casts

exalt themselves to the skies.

the

the

PSALM
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7 the song takes a new

ver.

up or sing

The object
medium of it (cf.

in

flight.

Num.

honour of any one,

of the action
e.g.

Job

is

conceived of

The

xvi. 4).

parti-

ciples in vers. 8 sq. are attributive clauses that are attached in

a free manner to

UWiO.

fan signifies to prepare, procure, a&

—

Job xxxviii. 41 a passage which the psalmist has had
mind in connection with ver. 9. ITPV?, as being the

e.g. in

in his

is construed with a double accusa" making mountains (whither human agriculture does not

causative of a verb, crescendi,
tive

:

reach) to bring forth grass;" and the advance to the thought
that

God gives to the cattle the bread that they need is occasioned

He

by the "

causeth grass to grow for the cattle " of the model
passage civ. 14, just as the only hinting W]P\ IBW, which is
said of the

by
in

young

of the raven (which are forsaken

their mothers very early),

Job

loc. cit.

The verb

N"J£,

and

W&\

explained from

is

Kpd^eiv (cf. Kpa>%ecv),

cast off

'S"-

,

?5

is still

^If.

more

expressive for the cry of the raven, Kopa^, Sanscrit kdrava, than
that

JftB'

;

Kopdrreiv and icopaicevecrdcu signify directly to implore

incessantly, without taking

any

Towards Him, the

refusal.

beings, are the ravens croaking for

gracious Sustainer of

all

their food pointed (cf.

Luke

xii.

24, " Consider the ravens"),

just like the earth that thirsts for rain.

He is the all-condition-

know

that which the irrational

ing One.

Man, who

is

able to

creature unconsciously acknowledges,

is

in the feeling of his

dependence to trust in Him and not in himself. In all those
things to which the God-estranged self-confidence of man so
readily clings, God has no delight (KBIT, pausal form like ^n*)

and no pleasure, neither

in the strength of the horse,

rider imagines himself invincible, and,

if

he

is

whose

obliged to

flee,

man, upon
firm that he cannot be thrown

that he cannot be overtaken, nor in the legs of a

which he imagines himself so
down, and which, when he is pursued,

him

far

knee

enough away

to the foot,

into safety,

from

jU,

will

pity,

presumptively carry

jLj,

is

the leg from the

root ^j^, to drive, urge forward,

more

particularly to urge on to a gallop (like crus, according to

Pott,

from the

root car, to go).

What

is

meant here

is,

not that

the strength of the horse and muscular power are of no avail

when God
VOL.

III.

wills to destroy a

man

(xxxiii.

16

sq.,

Amos
28

ii.

14,
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sq.),

12-20.

horse
has no pleasure in the warrior's
with
a
who fear Him, i.e.

God

and in athletic strength. Those
the
knowledge of the impotency of all power possessed by
dependthemselves
creature in itself, and in humble trust feel
these are they in whom He takes
ent upon His omnipotence
pleasure (ny; with the accusative), those who, renouncing all
carnal defiance and self-confident self-working, hope in His

—

mercy.
Vers. 12-20.

Jerusalem) of

on the

soil

salem.

In the

LXX. this strophe is a Psalm

The

itself.

of the land of promise assembled

The

(Lauda

goes forth to the church again

call

round about Jeru-

holy city has again risen out of

its

ruins

;

it

now

once more has gates which can stand open in the broad daylight, and can be closed and bolted when the darkness comes on
for the security of the municipality that is only just growing

power (Neh. vii. 1-4). The blessing of God again rests
upon the children of the sacred metropolis. Its territory, which
has experienced all the sufferings of war, and formerly resounded
with the tumult of arms and cries of woe and destruction, God
has now, from being an arena of conflict, made into peace (the
accusative of the effect, and therefore different from Isa. lx.
and since the land can now again be cultivated in peace,
17)

into

;

the ancient promise (Ixxxi. 17)

His people,

The God
is He who

if

is

fulfilled, that

they would only obey

of Israel

sends His

is

Him, with

God would

the almighty Governor of nature.

fiat (ii"nos

after the

feed

the fat of wheat.

manner

It

of the "U?N J 1

of the history of creation, cf. xxxiii. 9) earthwards

accusative of the direction).

on

cvii.

20), '"nnip-lj^

i.e.

it

The word

is

(H?, the
His messenger (vid.

runs as swiftly as possible,

viz. in

order to execute the errand on which it is sent.
He it is who
sends down snow-flakes like flocks of wool, so that the fields are
covered with snow as with a white-woollen warming covering.*

He

scatters hoar-frost ("risa from "iM, to cover over) about
like
ashes, so that trees, roofs, etc., are crusted over with the
fine
frozen dew or mist as though they were powdered

with ashes

that the

wind had blown about.

Another time

He

casts

His

* Bochart in his Hierozoicon on this passage compares
an observation of
Eustathiuson Dionysius Periegetes: T fo
6va ipiZhg Hup d<rre(a ol
ff*x« /c J
S

w

sku7\ovv.

PSALM
ice * (1n"ip

down

m_P)

;

or according to another reading, irnpT

from

like morsels, fragments, O'flM, viz. as hail-stones, or

The

as sleet.

formed

from rnp
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question

Nah.

:

before His cold

—who can stand

?

is

comes to pass
that God sends forth His word and causes them (snow, hoarfrost, and ice) to melt away
He makes His thawing wind
blow, waters flow i.e. as soon as the one comes about, the other
also takes place forthwith.
This God now, who rules all things
as in

i.

6, cf.

cxxx. 3.

It further

:

;

by His word and moulds

God

all

things according to His

will, is

the

of the revelation pertaining to the history of salvation,

which

is

come

to Israel,

the place of honour

and

which Israel takes

as the bearer of

among the

nations, Deut. iv. 7 sq., 32-34.

and not T3H, he is thinking not only of
the T6ra, but also of prophecy as the continuous self-attestation of God, the Lawgiver.
The Ken, ^"lyi, occasioned by the
Since the poet says

"VjlO

plurals of the parallel

member

of the verse, gives an unlimited

We must keep to fayi, with the LXX., Aquila,

indistinct idea.

The word, which
gone forth as a word
of salvation to Israel, and, unfolding itself in statutes and judgments, has raised Israel to a legal state founded upon a positive

Theodotion, the Quinta, Sexta, and Jerome.
is

the

medium

divine law or

of God's cosmical rule,

judgment such

The Hallelujah

as

is

no Gentile nation

possesses.

does not exult over the fact that these other

nations are not acquainted with any such positive divine law,

but

(cf.

Deut.

iv.

7 sq.,

Baruch

iv.

4) over the fact that Israel

put into possession of such a law. It
elsewhere that this possession of Israel

is

means of making

salvation a

common

is

frequently attested

is

only meant to be a

property of the world at

large.

PSALM CXLVIII.
HALLELUJAH OP ALL HEAVENLY AND EARTHLY BEINGS.
Hallelujah.
1

*

LXX.

replies

:

ye Jahve from the heavens,

Praise ye

Him

in the heights.

Vulgate) xpiaTaKKov, i.e. ice, from the root xpv, to
(Jerome glaciem). Quid est crystallum ? asks Augustine,
Nix est glacie durataper multos annos ita ut a sole vel igne acile
(Italic,

freeze, to congeal

and

PEAISE

dusolvi nonpossit.

—

;
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Praise ye Him,

;

;

:
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His angels,

all

Him, all His host.
3 Praise ye Him, sun and moon,
Praise ye
Praise

4 Praise

Him all ye stars of light.
Him ye heavens of heavens,

And

ye waters that are above the heavens.
5 Let them praise the Name of Jahve,
For He commanded and they were created,
6

And He
He gave

7 Praise ye

set

there for ever and ever

them

a law, and not one transgresseth

Jahve from the

Sea-monsters and

all

it.

earth,

deeps

;

snow and vapour,
Stormy wind fulfilling His word

8 Fire and
9

Ye

hail,

mountains and

Fruit-trees and

10

Ye

all

all hills,

cedars

wild beasts and

all cattle,

Creeping things and winged birds ;
11 Kings of the earth and all tribes,
Princes and all judges of the earth
12

Young men and also maidens,
Old men together with youths

13 Let them praise the

Name

of Jahve,

For His Name is highly exalted, He alone,
His glory is above earth and heaven.
14 And He hath raised a horn for His people,
For a praise for all His saints,
For the children of Israel, for the people near unto

Him

Hallelujah.

After the Psalmist in the foregoing Hallelujah
has made
the gracious self-attestation of Jahve in the case of
the people
of revelation, in connection with the general
government of the
almighty and all-benevolent One in the world, the
theme of his
praise, he calls upon all creatures in heaven
and

more

on earth, and

especially

mankind

of

peoples and classes and races and
ages, to join in concert in praise of the Name
of Jahve, and that
on the ground of the might and honour which
He
all

has'bestowed

upon His people,

i.e.

has bestowed upon them once
more

now

—
PSALM
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when they

are gathered together again out of exile and Jerusalem has risen again out of the ruins of its overthrow. The

hymn

which has been

of the three in the fiery furnace,

polated in ch.

iii.

Book

of the

most part an imitation of
liturgy this

Psalm has

twenty Psalmi

of Daniel in the

this

Psalm.

and

alleluiatici,

In the language of the

name

the special

inter-

LXX., is for the

of

Laudes among the

the three Psalms cxlviii.-cl.

all

which close the Psalter are called alvoi, Syriac shabchuh (praise
ye Him).
In this Psalm the loftiest consciousness of faith is united
with the grandest contemplation of the world. The church
appears here as the choir-leader of the universe.
It knows
that its experiences have a central and universal significance for
the whole life of creation that the loving-kindness which has
fallen to its lot is worthy to excite joy among all beings in
heaven and on earth. And it calls not only upon everything
in heaven and on earth that stands in fellowship of thought,
of word, and of freedom with it to praise God, but also the
sun, moon, and stars, water, earth, fire, and air, mountains, trees,
and beasts, yea even such natural phenomena as hail, snow, and
;

mist.

How is this to be explained ? The easiest way of

ing

to say that

is

it

is

a figure of speech (Hupfeld)

Does the

explanation explains nothing.

;

explain-

but this

invitation in the exuber-

ance of feeling, without any clearness of conception, here overstep
the boundary of that which is possible? Or does the poet, when

he

calls

upon

these lifeless and unconscious things to praise

mean thatweare to praise God on
as Theodoret says, /cat rod

their behalf

Qeov rrjv

TrdvTcov avT(p "jfkeiceiv ttjv vfivajBtavl
its

aofylav tcarafiavOaveiv

Or

God,

a(f>opav et? ravra,
ical

Sia

does the " praise ye " in

reference to these things of nature proceed on the assump-

tion that they praise

God, and

God when

they redound to the praise of

find its justification in the fact that the

human

enters into this matter of fact which relates to things, and

void of any

will,

angels and

men?

The

and

call to praise

tures,

seizes

it

and drags

will

de-

into the concert of

All these explanations are unsatisfactory.

proceeds rather from the wish that

by becoming

after their

tion of the divine glory,

may

own manner an

all

crea-

echo and reflec-

participate in the joy at the glory

which God has bestowed upon His people
ation.

it

is

This wish, however, after

after their deep humili-

all rests

upon the great

truth,

PSALM
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is
suffering to glory which the church
by
but
traversing, has not only the glorifying of God in itself,
means of this glorifying, the glorifying of God in all creatures

that the

and by

way through

all

creatures, too, as

its final

aim, and that these, finally

transformed (glorified) in the likeness of transformed (glorified)
humanity, will become the bright mirror of the divine doxa

and an embodied hymn of a thousand voices. The calls also
in Isa. xliv. 23, xlix. 13, cf. lii. 9, and the descriptions in Isa.
xxxv. 1 sq., xli. 19, lv. 12 sq., proceed from the view to which
Paul gives clear expression from the stand-point of the New
Testament in Rom.
Vers. 1-6.

viii.

The

call

18 sqq.
does not rise step by step from below

upwards, but begins forthwith from above in the highest and

The

outermost spheres of .creation.
others, the praise

is

to

resound

is

in the heights, viz. the heights of

xxxi. 2).
origin

:

The

|D

might,

it

ye of the heavens,

is
i.e.

place whence, before

the heavens

;

heaven (Job

it is

to

all

resound

xvi. 19, xxv. 2,

true, also denote the birth or

ye

celestial

27), but the parallel D'oVros renders the

beings

(cf. lxviii.

immediate construc-

more natural. Vers. 2-4 tell who are to praise
Jahve there first of all, all His angels, the messengers of the
Ruler of the world all His host, i.e. angels and stars, for iX3V
tion with w.i]
:

—

{Km as in

(Chethib) or VN3X

host

armed with

light

—

which

21) is the name of the heavenly
God Tsebaoth commands (yid. on

ciii.

Gen. ii. 1), a name including both stars {e.g. in Deut. iv. 19)
and angels {e.g. in Josh. v. 14 sq., 1 Kings xxii. 19); angels
and stars are also united in the Scriptures in other instances
{e.g. Job xxxviii. 7).
When the psalmist calls upon these
beings of light to praise Jahve, he does not merely express his
delight in that which they do under any circumstances (Heng-

stenberg), but comprehends the heavenly world with the earthly,
the church above with the church here below {vid. on
Ps. xxix.
ciii.), and gives a special turn to the
praise of the former',
making it into an echo of the praise of the latter, and blending

both harmoniously together.

The heavens

of heavens are, as

Kings viii. 27, Sir. xvi. 18, and frequently,
beyond the heavens of the earth which
were

in Deut. x. 14, 1

those which

lie

created on the fourth day, therefore they are
the outermost
and highest spheres
The waters which are above the heavens

PSALM
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Hupfeld, " a product of the fancy, like the
upper heavens and the whole of the inhabitants of heaven."
But if in general the other world is not a notion to which there
is no corresponding entity, this notion may also have things for
its substance which lie beyond our knowledge of nature.
The
Scriptures, from the first page to the last, acknowledge the existence of celestial waters, to which the rain-waters stand in the
relation as it were of a finger-post pointing upwards (see Gen.
are, according to

i.

All these beings belonging to the superterrestrial world

7).

Name

are to praise the
it

is

by whose

God

the

of Israel,

9*) the heavens and
He has set them, which

their host are created (xxxiii. 6).

all

He,

of Jahve, for

fiat (rns, like "l!?K in xxxiii.

did not previously exist, up

pWj!

as

e.g.

in

Neh.

vi.

7,

the

causative to 1DJ? in xxxiii. 9, cf. cxix. 91), and that for ever

and ever

(cxi. 8), i.e. in order for ever to maintain the position
whole of creation which He has assigned to them. He
hath given a law (ph) by which its distinctive characteristic is
stamped upon each of these heavenly beings, and a fixed hound

in the

nature and activity of each in its mutual relation
and not one transgresses (the individualizing singular)
this law given to it.
Thus ">3JTl tib) is to be understood, according to Job xiv. 5, cf. Jer. v. 22, Job xxxviii. 10, Ps. civ. 9.
Hitzig makes the Creator Himself the subject but then the
poet would have at least been obliged to say IB? |Wp n and
moreover it may be clearly seen from Jer. xxxi. 36, xxxiii. 20,
is

set to the

to all,

;

,

how

the thought that

God

inviolably keeps the orders of nature

check is expressed Beoirpeircos.
Jer. v. 22, by way of
example, shows that the law itself is not, with Ewald, Maurer,
and others, following the LXX., Syriac, Italic, Jerome, and
Kimchi, to be made the subject a law hath He given, and it
in

:

passes not

away (an imperishable

ph, "13V always signifies

Vers. 7-14.
in the second

belonging to

it

The

In combination with
one).
"to pass over, transgress."

call to

group of

the praise of Jahve

now

Here

too pNrrjD, like

intended of the place whence the praise

resound, and not according to x. 18 of earthly beings.

the

turned,

and everything

in the widest extent.

O^DB'n'IDj ver. 1, is

is

verses, to the earth

* The interpolated parallel member, xiro;
LXX. is taken over from that passage.

The

is

to

call

eJVe xal iyivviSwKV, here in
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instance to the sea-monsters or dragons
(lxxiv. 13), i.e., as Pindar (Nem. iii. 23 sq.) expresses it, Ofjpav
(ntofiri)
ev TreXdyei inrepoxovs, and to the surging mass of waters
is

addressed in the

first

Then

above and within the earth.

phenomena

to four

of

nature, coming down from heaven and ascending heavenwards,
which are so arranged in ver. 8a, after the model of the chiasmus (crosswise position), that fire and smoke pi t2 ''i?), more
especially of the mountains (Ex. xix. 18), hail
in reciprocal relation

;

and

to

the storm-wind

and snow stand

n "$? ™"i } an ap(

positional construction, as in cvii. 25), which, beside a

freeness

and untractableness, performs God's word.

said of this last applies also to the fire, etc.

mena
ciii.

of nature are messengers

20.

When

and servants of God,

the poet wishes that they all

is

these pheno-

all

;

seeming

What

may

civ. 4, cf.

join in con-

God, he exbecome destructive powers
punishment, and only has before his mind

cert with the rest of the creatures to the praise of

cepts the fact that they frequently

executing judicial
their

(more especially

to the inhabitant of Palestine, to

the opportunity of seeing hail, snow, and ice

whom

was more rare

than with us, imposing) grandeur and their relatedness to the
whole of creation, which is destined to glorify God and to be
itself glorified.

He

next passes over to the mountains towering
all the heights of earth ; to the fruit-

towards the skies and to
trees,

and

to the cedars, the

kings

among

the trees of the forest;

which are called njnn because they represent the most active and powerful life in the animal world, and
to the wild beasts,

all quadrupeds, which, more particularly the four-footed
domestic animals, are called nnna to the creeping things (bDi)

to

;

which cleave to the ground as they move alono-; and to the
birds, which are named with the descriptive epithet
winged
(S)» lias as in Deut. iv.
17, cf. Gen. vii. 14, Ezek. xxxix.
17,

instead of *]»

W,

Gen.

i.

21).

And

just as the call in Ps.

finds its centre of gravity, so to speak, at last in the soul
of
it is addressed finally to humanity, and
that,

so here

ciii.

man,

because

mankind

lives in nations and is comprehended
under the law
of a state commonwealth, in the first instance
to its heads :
the kings of the earth, i.e. those who rule over
the earth by
countries, to the princes and all who have the

administration

of justice and are possessed of supreme
power
then to men of both sexes and of every ao-e.

on the earth
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7-14.

All the beings mentioned from ver. 1 onwards are to praise
the

Name

Jahve

of

alone (Isa.

;

for

11, Ps.

ii.

His Name,

Ixxii.

18)

is

Him, not even from

reaches up to

He

God

of this

Name)

no name

His glory (His glorious
and heaven (vid. viii. 2).

afar

self-attestation) extends over earth
"3,

(the

33KO, so high that
;

without our being able and obliged to decide which, intro-

duces the matter and the ground of the praise

;

that the desire of the poet comprehends in t>7n\

mentioned

and the
all

fact

the beings

seen from his saying " earth and heaven," as he

is

men-

glances back from the nearer things mentioned to those
tioned farther off (cf. Gen.

ii.

In ver. 14 the statement of

4).

the object and of the ground of the praise

motive from which the

The

continued.

is

call to all creatures to

Hallelujah pro-

new mercy which God

has shown towards His
ground of the Hallelujah which is to
sound forth ; for the church of God on earth is the centralpoint of the universe, the aim of the history of the world, and
the glorifying of this church is the turning-point for the transceeds, viz. the

people,

is

also the final

It is not to be rendered

formation of the world.

exalted the horn of His people, any

more than

is

hath

17

The horn

I will make the horn of David to shoot forth.

both instances

He

:

in cxxxii.

:

in

one such as the person named does not already

is given him (different from lxxxix. 18, 25,
and frequently). The Israel of the Exile had lost its
horn, i.e. its comeliness and its defensive and offensive power.
God has now given it a horn again, and that a high one, i.e.

possess, but

which

xcii. 11,

has helped Israel to attain again an independence
nations that

commands

respect.

In Ps.

among

cxxxii.,

the

where the

an object of the promise, we might directly understand
Branch (Zemach). Here, where the poet speaks out
of his own present age, this is at least not the meaning which
What now follows is an apposihe associates with the words.
DTT.
toj6
has
He
raised up a horn for His people
tion to
ftp

horn

is

by

the

it

:

—

praise

et'<?

(we say

eiraivov) to all

:

to the praise of

His

who stand near Him. Others,
a second object, but we cannot
i3ij? Dy,

the people of His near

(Koster), as

;

cf.

New

the

Testament

saints, the children of Israel, the people

Jerusalem

is

as

Hengstenberg, take "?nn

say n?nn D'nn.

=

Israel

is

as

called

of His nearness or vicinity

called in Eccles.

viii.

10

PiliJ

Dipa
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It might also be said,
instead of vhp DipO (Evv. § 287, a, b).
according to Lev.' x. 3, VOip DV, the nation of those who are
near to Him (as the Targum renders it). In both instances 0V
is

the governing noun,

as, too,

surely 13|

is

in

"AW

"133,

Zech.

abstract
xiii. 7, which need not signify, by going back to the
fellowship,
but
primary signification of rcoy, a man of my near
man,
nearest
can also signify a man of my neighbour, i.e. my

Ew.

above on cxliii. 10, lxxviii. 49).
As a rule, the principal form of DJ? is pointed 2V and it is all
the more unnecessary, with Olshausen and Hupfeld, to take
It might, with
the construction as adjectival for 'b 3np Dy.
according to

loc. cit. (cf.

;

Hitzig after Aben-Ezra, be more readily regarded as apposi-

We

His near, i.e. standing near to Him).
have here an example of the genitival subordination, which is
very extensive in Hebrew, instead of an appositional co-ordinational (to a people,

tion

may

:

populo propinqui

propinquus
to

sui, in

connection with which propinqui

be referred back to propinquutn

Him).

(literally

Thus

is

:

= propinquitas, but also to

a people of the kind of one that

Israel styled in

Deut.

which

in this

iv. 7.

is

near

In the con-

name, the nation of
comes forward in this
Psalm as the leader (choragus) of all creatures, and strikes up
a Hallelujah that is to be followed by heaven and earth.
sciousness of the dignity

the

God

lies

of the history of salvation

PSALM CXLTX.
HALLELUJAH TO THE GOD OF VICTORY OF HIS
PEOPLE.

Hallelujah.

SING

unto Jahve a new sony,
His praise in the congregation of the saints.
2 Let Israel rejoice in its Maker,
Let the children of Zion be joyful in their Kin<y
3 Let them praise His Name with dance
1

With timbrel and cithern let them play nnto
4 For Jahve taketh pleasure in His people,
He adorneth the humble with salvation.

Him

—
PSALM CXLIX.
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5 Let the saints exult in glory,

Let them shout aloud upon

their beds.

6

Hymns of God fill their throats,
And a two-edged sword is in their

7

To

execute vengeance

among

Punishments among the peoples
8

9

hand,

the nations,
;

To bind their kings with chains
And their nobles with iron fetters,
To execute upon them the written judgment
It is glory for all

His

saints,

Hallelujah.

This Psalm is also explained, as we have already seen on
cxlvii., from the time of the restoration under Ezra and
The new song to which it summons has the
Nehemiah.

Ps.

supreme power which
nations for

its

Israel has attained over the world of

substance.

As

in cxlviii. 14 the fact that

Jahve

VTDrr?3p '"Wn, so
here in cxlix. 9 the fact that Israel takes vengeance upon the
The writer of
nations and their rulers is called VVDrrpap Yin.

has raised up a horn for His people

the two Psalms
opinion that

it is

is

is

called

one and the same.

The

fathers

are of

the wars and victories of the Maccabees that

But the Psalm is sufficiently
from the newly strengthened national self-consciousThe stand-point is somewhere
ness of the period after Cyrus.
are here prophetically spoken of.
explicable

about the stand-point of the

Book

of Esther.

The New Tes-

church cannot pray as the Old Testament
Under the illusion that it might
national church here prays.
be used as a prayer without any spiritual transmutation, Ps.

tament

spiritual

has become the watchword of the most horrible errors.
was by means of this Psalm that Caspar Scloppius in his
Classicum Belli Saeri, which, as Bakius says, is written not

cxlix.

It

with ink, but with blood, inflamed the

Roman

Catholic princes

War. And in the Protestant
stirred
up the War of the Peasants
Miinzer
Thomas
Church
see
Psalm.
We
that the Christian cannot
this
means
of
by
his
without disavowing the
directly
own
Psalm
a
make such
to the Thirty Years' religious

apostolic warning, " the
(2 Cor.

x.

4).

weapons of our warfare are not carnal
Christian must therefore trans-

The praying

;
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1-5.

Covepose the letter of this Psalm into the spirit of the New
the
ascertain
to
has
nant ; the Christian expositor, however,

meaning of this 'portion of the Scriptures of the Old
Testament in its relation to cotemporary history.

literal

A

which the church is renewing its
youth and drawing nearer to the form it is finally to assume,
Such a new
also of inward necessity puts forth new songs.
era has now dawned for the church of the saints, the Israel
that has remained faithful to its God and the faith of its
Vers. 1-5.

period, in

The Creator of Israel (VW, plural, with
Job xxxv. 10, ^VD in Isa. liv. 5,

fathers.

suffix, like 'bty in

Job

xl.

256,

b,

19
Ges.

according to Hupfeld

;

§

93, 9, singular; but aj,

King

of Zion, that

He

aio,

ajicJt,

He

shown that

really plural suffixes) has

server and the

and Hitzig,

the plural
cf.
cf.

i'ti>J?

Ew.

§

are always

also Israel's

is

in

Pre-

cannot leave the children

of Zion for any length of time under foreign dominion, and
lias

heard the sighing of the exiles (Isa.

is to

celebrate

Him, whose

Name

now

His wrath

The

is

only like a swiftly passing

CW

is,

in

comparison with

moment

futures that follow state that which

present time.

anew out of its
For (as the

expressly stated) Jahve

is

takes a pleasure in His people

His mercy

God and King

and cithern.

occasion, hitherto only hinted at,
;

its

shines forth

history, with festive dance, timbrel,

19, xxvi. 13).

Ixiii.

Therefore the church newly appropriated by

as frequently,

is

(Isa. liv. 7 sq.).

going on at the

a designation of the

which has hitherto, amidst patient endurance of
suffering, waited for God's own act of redemption.
He now
ecclesia pressa,

adorns them with WE*, help against and victory over the hosworld ; now the saints, hitherto enslaved and contemned,
exult 1to33, in honour, or on account of the honour which

tile

them before the world and is anew bestowed upon
which is more probable in connection
with the boldness of the expression, of the state and mood*)
they shout for joy upon their beds, upon which they
have

vindicates

them

(3 of the reason, or,

hitherto poured forth their

Hos.

vii.

14),

complaints over the present

(cf.

and ardently longed for a better future (Isa

* Such, too (with pomp, not "with an army"),
Soguj in 1 Mace. x. 60, xiv. i, 5, vid.

Grimm

in loc.

is

the

meaning

of

«<™

PSALM CXLIX.
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for the

bed

is
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the place of soliloquy

ana the

(iv. 5),

tears shed there (vi. 7) are turned into shouts of joy in the case

of Israel.

Vers. 6-9.

The glance

is

The

here directed to the future.

people of the present have again, in their God, attained to a
lofty self-consciousness, the consciousness of their destiny, viz.
to

subjugate the whole world of nations to the

God

of Israel.

In the presence of the re-exaltation which they have experienced
their throat

is full

plural of D^i"

1

,

or,

of words

and songs exalting Jahve

according to another reading,

(niEpii,

Dpi"), lvi.

17),

God, the rightful Lord of all the heathen
(lxxxii. 8), they hold in their hand a many-mouthed, i.e. manyedged sword (yid. supra, p. 28), in order to take the field on
behalf of the true religion, as the Maccabees actually did, not
long after rat? fiev ^epcnv cvya>vi£6fievoi, reus Be KapSlan 77/305
tov Qeov ev)(6fx,evoi (2 Mace. sv. 27).
The meaning of ver. 9a
becomes a different one, according as we take this line as coordinate or subordinate to what goes before.
Subordinated, it
would imply the execution of a penal jurisdiction over those
whom they carried away, and 3in3 would refer to prescriptive
facts such as are recorded in Num. xxxi. 8, 1 Sam. xv. 32 sq.
(Hitzig).
But it would become the religious lyric poet least
entertain
such an unconditional prospect of the exeof all to
conquered
worldly rulers. There is just as little
cution of the
thinking
of
the judgment of extermination proground for
nounced upon the nations of Canaan, which was pronounced
If ver. 9a is taken as
npon them for an especial reason.
co-ordinate, the "written judgment" (Recht) consists in the
complete carrying out of the subjugation ; and this is comand

as servants of this

:

mended by the
however, in

The

perfectly valid parallel, Isa. xlv. 14.

poet,

connection with the expression "written," has

neither this nor that passage of Scripture in his mind, but the

Law and of prophecy in general, that all
become God's and His Christ's. Subjugation

testimony of the

kingdoms

shall

(and certainly not without bloodshed)
for the execution of which

is

the scriptural ESIpD

Jahve makes use

of His

Because the God who thus vindicates Himself
this

who

subjugation of the world
are in love devoted to

is

"Hn, splendour

Him.

also the glorifying of Israel.

The

is

own

nation.

Israel's

and

God,

glory, to all

glorifying of

Jahve

is

414
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THE FINAL HALLELUJAH.
1

2

Praise
Praise
Praise
Praise

Hallelujah,
ye God in His sanctuary,
Him in His strong firmament
Him in His mighty acts,
Him according to the abundance of Hi8
!

greatness
3 Praise

Praise
4 Praise
5

6

Praise
Praise
Praise

Him
Him
Him
Him
Him
Him

!

with the sound of horns,
with harp and cithern
with timbrel and dance,
with strings and shalm
with clear cymbals,
with clashing cymbals
!

!

!

Let everything that hath breath praise Jah,
Hallelujah.
The

Jahve "with dance and with timbrel" in
put forth here anew in ver. 4, but with the introduction of all the instruments
and is addressed not merely to
Israel, but to every individual soul.
cxlix.

3

call to praise

is

;

Vers. 1-5.

The Synagogue reckons up

attributes according to

Ex. xxxiv. 6

sq.

thirteen divine
(finp rnb>y c6t?) to

which, according to an observation of Kimchi, correspond the
f this Psalm.
It is, however, more probable that
in the mind of the poet the tenfold l&ri encompassed by
Halle-

thirteen ??n

lujahs

is significative ; for ten is the number
of rounding off,
completeness, exclusiveness, and of the extreme of exhaustible-

ness.

The

local definitions in ver. 1 are related attributively
to

God, and designate that which is heavenly, belonging to the
other world, as an object of praise.
iBHj3 (the possible local
meaning of which is proved by the trip and V&li>. Enp of
the
Tabernacle and of the Temple) is in this passage' the
heavenly
and iW 5>"i?"i is the firmament spread out by God's
???!
omnipotence and testifying of God's omnipotence (lxviii.
;

35), not

PSALM
according to

its

CL.

front side, which

is

415

6.

turned towards the earth,

but according to the reverse or inner side, which is turned
towards the celestial world, and which marks it off from the

The

and fourth h&Flu give as the object
at the same time the ground of the
praise the tokens of His nni3J i.e. of His all-subduing strength,
and the plenitude of His greatness (pis
^13), i.e. His absoThe fifth and sixth hala lu bring into
lute, infinite greatness.

earthly world.

third

of the praise that which

is

:

;

=

the concert in praise of

which came
metallic

iTJ-f'xn

God

the ram's horn,

the

isit5>,

name

of

be improperly used as the name also of the

to

(vid.

on lxxxi. 4), and the two kinds of stringed

instruments (vid. xxxiii. 2), viz. the nabla (i.e. the harp and
lyre) and the kinnor (the cithern), the ^raKrijpi.ov and the

KiOdpa

The seventh

(icivvpa).

hdl"lu invites to the festive

dance, of which the chief instrumental accompaniment

is

the

(Arabic duff, Spanish adufe, derived from the Moorish) or
a
tambourine. The eighth hal lu brings on the stringed instru-

f|n

ments

in their widest

compass, D^o

(cf. xlv. 9)

from

menin, and the shepherd's pipe, 2Jy (with the

=

2W)

!»,

Syriac

Gimel raphe

and the ninth and tenth, the two kinds of castanets
form of D^^Sf, singular «&), viz. the smaller
clear-sounding, and the larger deeper-toned, more noisy kinds
;

(??&*> construct

(cf.

kv/jl^oXov ahakatpv, 1 Cor.

form
from

=

of yo$?

J"?t5>,

like

"iriD

in

xiii.

Deut.

1),

as

W?g

xxvii. 15,

^

(pausal

and frequently,

= inp)

and nyvin "tof$>x are, with Schultens, Pfeifer,
Burk, Koster, and others, to be distinguished.
irip

Ver.

6.

The

call to praise

has thus far been addressed to

persons not mentioned by name, but, as the names of instru-

ments thus heaped up show, to

Israel especially.

generalized to " the totality of breath,"
are endowed by God with the breath of
all

now
who

the beings
(D^n HOBO), i.e. to

i.e. all

life

It is

mankind.

With

this

risen as it

Having
Psalm it hovers
the end, where, as Gregory of
the disunion and disorder caused

full-toned Finale the Psalter closes.

were by

five steps, in this closing

over the blissful summit of

Nyssa says, all creatures, after
by sin have been removed, are harmoniously united for one choral
dance (ek n'tav ^ppouTaaiav), and the chorus of mankind concerting with the angel chorus are become one cymbal of divine
praise, and the final song of victory shall salute God, the

416
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triumphant Conqueror (toi -rpoiraiovya)-, with shouts of joy.
is now no need for any special closing beracha.
This
whole closing Psalm is such. Nor is there any need even of

There
an

Amen

cludes

it

(cvi. 48. cf. 1

within

itself

Chron. xvi. 36).

and exceeds

it.

The Hallelujah

in-

EXCUKSUS BY

I.

—CONCERNING im,
On

Saadia Gaon

explains

G.

J.

WETZSTEIN.

THE NAME OP A BIRD.

Ps. lxxxiv. 4 (p. 4).

*ii*n

by the Arabic

correctness of which has been doubted.
fectly correct; for in Syria
is

word

to

is

is,

a word the

however, per-

and Palestine the common sparrow

whence the nomen

called i_£;j^> duri,

<L •. J,

It

unitatis 4j,.J.

The

be traced back to^J, the plural of j\j, the "farmsignifies properly " that which is found or dwells

yard one," and

in the farm-yards;" thus the

ijjjd

<U

U

Kamus

(s.v.j\S) cites the phrase

(used of a desolated locality), " there

that dwells in farm-yards therein," where
living soul."

synonyms

In

this

phrase

,_gj\<i, j\>,4,

and

it is

jy<S,

is

we should

exchanged

no being

say:

"no

at pleasure for the

which are likewise denomina-

tives oi j\0.

The word dun

is

a thoroughly characteristic appellation

which inhabits the villages in immense flocks,
where the standing corn and the corn lying on the threshingfloors in the open fields feed it for one half of the year, whilst
for the sparrow,

it

finds its food

during the other half in the courts of the

It builds

houses.

its

nest in

the walls

by digging out the

mortar between the air-dried bricks. These holes are stopped
up once a year, because they injure the walls ; and the birds
that are then taken out always furnish an abundant repast, the
only one of the kind, moreover, in the year, for no one takes
the trouble to

make

a sport of shooting sparrows.

another question, whether the deror, also, really
This would be impossible if the
corresponds to the duri?
It

VOL.

is

III.

2'

'
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sippdr,

which

xxvi. 2, as

is

G.

J.

WETZSTEIN.— It

Prov.
connected with deror in Ps. lxxxiv. 4 and
conis
Saadia
supposed, signifies the sparrow.
then
niDV
is
But
"lis? differently.

is

sequently obliged to interpret
the sparrow ?
to

Is

possible for a

it

designate almost

particular species ?

from which

all

Its

word which the Bible uses

kinds of birds to be the

name

comparison with the Arabic

of a

j*suas.,

certainly differs only dialectically, does not supfor this word is a collective name for

it

port that supposition

;

the whole bulk of the small chirping and singing birds, side

by

which the separate species must also have
fact that in Syria one rarely sees and hears anything of any other 'osfur than the sparrow, arises from the fact
side with

its

special

The

name.

that the sparrow has multiplied so excessively there, whilst the
land, that has been deprived of
birds of prey,
if

is

woods and

its

very poor in singing birds of

is

all

overrun with
kinds.

But

the sippor corresponds to the 'osfur in this sense, then the

The swallow, which one usually
own name and the wood-pigeon, which others

deror might well be the dun.
thinks of, has

its

;

suppose to be the deror, does not suit Prov. xxvi. 2.

The etymology of
the sparrow,

it

more natural

will

the word deror

is

to regard the

If

obscure.

be a so-called primitive

;

it signifies

at least

it is

then

Syro-Arabic duri as a deror that

has been corrupted by a later supposition of a

more transparent

etymology, than to regard derdr as a defectively written and
hence erroneously pointed Wwd form (perhaps like T13) from
the root

"in.

II.— CONCERNING THE SIGNIFICATION OP THE WORD
IN ITS APPLICATION TO AGRICULTURE.
On

TnE

Ps. oxxix. 3 (p. 299),

word

roi{»,

of.

on Ps.

Arabic i'U^,

lxv.

11 (vol.

ii.

njJfD

p. 230).

signifies a strip of arable

land

which the ploughman takes in hand at one time, at both ends
of which consequently the ploughing-team always
comes to a
stand, turns round, and begins a new furrow.
The length of
the ma'ndh is of course the same as the length
of the
Since the ordinary ox of Palestine

is

furrows.
smaller and weaker than

;

EXCURSUS BY

WETZSTEIN.

G.

J.

—
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ours, and easily becomes tired under the yoke, which presses
heavily on the nape of its neck and confines its neck, they are
obliged to give it time to recover its strength by frequent rest-

ing.

This always takes place at the termination of a furrow,

when

the peasant raises the unwieldy plough out of the earth,

and turns

it

over,

earth with the jdbut

when he
n! 3 ^, a
(
>

is

obliged to clear off the moist

small iron shovel at the lower end

of the oxen-stick or goad) and to hammer the loosened wedges
and rings tight again, during which time the team is able to
recover itself by resting.
Hence, too, they do not make the
furrows a great length. If the field is under two hundred feet
long, it forms only one mandh ; but when in level districts the
long parcels of ground (sihdm from the singular Dn|>) of the

separate peasant farmers of a village frequently extend to the
distance of a mile and a halfy the

ploughman

divide his parcel of ground into several ,Jl*^

which

ploughed by

is

The

itself.

is

(

compelled to

n "?£)> eacn of

furrows, that

is

to say,

cannot be made breadthwise, because the small plots are mostly
far too narrow, and because the fields of his neighbours on
,

would be injured by it
for the boundaries of the fields (liudud from the singular in)
are not formed, as with us, by rows, i.e. by broad strips of green
sward, but only by isolated heaps of stones, of which two larger
ones lie between every two fields, and are called amdmi (from
the singular nj?K, " mother ridge, i.e. main ridge "), and a
number of smaller ones called kddkir (from the singular "I1P1?P_).
Moreover cross-ploughing would be rendered difficult by these
boundary stones, and the plough would often be seriously
either side that

might be already

tilled

In my collection of Hauranitish peasants' proverbs
and maxims the following is to be found " One ox is as much
use to thee as two, and the shortness of the mandh as much
injured.

:

as its

length"

(

jU^JI J^L ^s. (jJoJju^

,y

^,jy

^

cXj-**j

on which I have recorded the following original interIf it does not make any difference to the produce of
pretation
la-aii),

:

mandh be greater or less, but in connecthe ploughing oxen are exhausted even
former
tion with the
whereas in connection with the latter
work,
day's
after half a
the whole day, it is more profitable to
work
for
fit
remain
they

the field whether the

the peasant to

make

his

mandh

as short as practicable.

;
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The word
said that

it is

J. G.

WETZSTEIN

—

II.

ruyD only occurs besides in 1 Sam. xiv. 14, where
Jonathan with his armour-bearer, in connection

with an attack upon one of the posts of the enemy, slew twenty
men, and that within the short space of about half a n:ya, i.e.
not during a long pursuit and by degrees, but in a brief hot
In the passage in
battle on an arena of about a hundred paces.
the

Psalm the back

into several long

disturbing

is

conceived of as a

To

myo.

field

which

our taste the plural

is

is

divided

certainly

the comparison of the back to one long-extended

;

rujro, which may indeed have a hundred furrows, is simpler,
and the impression produced by it more forcible ; hence the
Keir supposes the singular fWJJO, which must be regarded as
an Aramaizing collateral form of the singular royD, for the

difference

in

forms

like

S'lA^c,

cu-juLi^c in connection with

Liiuz^,

Lamed

AjJul*,

lie stems

is

ijol,^,

and

for the most

part only idiomatic.

According

to its derivation, njj>D (with local

haps the portion of a

from

njJ?,

to

work

;

Mem)

is

per-

taken in hand by the ploughman,
or with reference to the two ends, within
field

the limit of which the ploughing

is

done, the furrow-turning,

from ?W, to turn; or a tract or space of a certain
length, from my, to strive after, to seek to attain, whence the
arpo(prj,

well-known Arabic word
is

.-J.*^ (masculine of '"WO), that

striven after, the desired object, then specially that

aimed

at

by the language, the

The Arabic

drift (the

meaning and

which

which

is

sense).

sVkx^, together with the greater part of the

agrarian terminology,

is not found in the original
lexicons,
was not regarded as purely Arabic, but as belonging
to the Nabatsean and Syrian dialects.
The terms must therefore still be collected among the peasants.
I found a good

because

it

many

in the ili^'-country, where I had my country
estate
but the most interesting were in the Hauran, where,
too^
i'U.*^ still

belongs to the living lan<niao-e.

—
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So complete a Critical and Exegetical Apparatus on the Old Testament is
not elsewhere to be found in the English language, and at the present time,
when the study of the Old Testament is more widely extended than perhaps
ever before, it is believed this offer will be duly appreciated.
is one of great importance to the hiblical scholar, and aa regards its general
leaves little or nothing to be desired.' Edinburgh Review.
have often expressed our opinion of Dr. Delitzsch'a great merits as a commentator,
and, in particular, of his portion of the admirahle Commentary on the Old Testament,
written hy himself and Dr. Keil, that we need only now congratulate our readers on the
completion of the entire work.' Church Bells.
'.The authors are among the most accomplished of living Hebraists, and Dolitzsch is,
in addition, a man of fine historical imagination, and of clear spiritual vision.' Baptist
'

This series

execution,
'

it

We

Magazine.

A more important contribution than this series of commentaries has, we think, never
been presented to English theological students.' Rock.
'
Very high merit, for thorough Hebrew scholarship, and for keen critical sagacity,
No scholar will willingly dispense
belongs to these Old Testament Commentaries.
with them.' British Quarterly Review.
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By Bishop MONRAD.
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—Ijondoti Quarterly Review.
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One

of the richest devotional

books that
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By
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same Author.
8vo, price 7s.
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THE MIRACLES OF OUR LORD,
IN RELATION TO MODERN CRITICISM.

'

This work vindicates in a vigorous and scholarly style the sound view of miracles

against the sceptical assaults of the time.' Princeton Review.
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modern theological controversy.' Wesleyan Methodist Magazine.
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ministers for
homiletical use.' Neue Evangelisclie Kircjien-Zeitung.
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TRANSLATED, REVISED, AND ENLARGED
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BUSSEY PROFESSOR OF

D.D.,

NEW TESTAMENT

CRITICISM AND INTERPRETATION IN THE
DIVINITY SCHOOL OF HARVARD UNIVERSITY.

EXTRACT FROM PREFACE.

TOWARDS

the close of the year 1862, the " Arnoldische Buchhandlung "
in Leipzig published the First Part of a Greek-Latin Lexicon of the
New Testament, prepared, upon the basis of the " Clavis Novi Testamenti
Philologica " of C. G. Wilke (second edition, 2 vols. 1851), by Professor
C. L.
Wilibald Gkimm of Jena. In his Prospectus Professor Grimm announced it
as his purpose not only (in accordance with the improvements in classical lexicography embodied in the Paris edition of Stephen's Thesaurus and in the fifth
edition of Passow's Dictionary edited by Rost and his coadjutors) to exhibit the
historical growth of a word's significations, and accordingly in selecting his

vouchers for New Testament usage to show at what time and in what class of
writers a given word became current, but also duly to notice the usage of the
Septuagint and of the- Old Testament Apocrypha, and especially to produce a
Lexicon which should correspond to the present condition of textual criticism,
of exegesis, and of biblical theology.
He devoted more than seven years to his
task.
The successive Parts of his work received, as they appeared, the outspoken commendation of scholars diverging as widely in their views as Hupfeld
and Hengstenberg and since its completion in 1868 it has been generally
acknowledged to be by far the best Lexicon of the New Testament extant.'
;

I regard it ae a work of the greatest importance. ... It seems to me a work ehowing the most patient diligence, and the most carefully arranged collection of useful and
helpful references.' The Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol.
' The use of
Professor Grimm'e book for years has convinced me that it is not only
unquestionably the best among existing New Testament Lexicons, but that, apart from
all comparisons, it ie a work of the highest intrinsic merit, and one which is admirably
adapted to initiate a learner into an acquaintance with the lauguage of the New Testament. It ought to be regarded ae one of the first and most necessary requisites for the
study of the New Testament, and consequently for the study of theology in general.'
Professor Emil Schurer.
' This is indeed a nohle volume, and
satisfies in these days of advancing scholarship
a very great want.
It ie certainly unequalled in its lexicography, and invaluable in its
literary perfectnees. ... It should, will, must make for itself a place in the library of
all those students who want to be thoroughly furnished for the work of underetanding,
expounding, and applying the Word of God.' Evangelical Magazine.
' Undoubtedly the
best of ite kind. Beautifully printed and well translated, with
some corrections and improvements of the original, it will be prized by students of the
s.
Christian S cripture
thenceum.
'
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FELLOW, TUTOR, AND DIVINITY LECTURER OF TRINITY COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE
LATE HULSEAN LECTURER.
'Mr. Stanton's book answers a real want, and will be indispensable to students of the
origin of Christianity. We hope that Mr. Stanton will be able to continue hie labours
in that most obscure and most important period, of hie competency to deal with which
he has given such good proof in this book.' Guardian.
'We welcome this book as a valuable addition to the literature of a most important
.. The book is remarkable for the clearness of ite style. Mr. Stanton is never
subject.
obscure from beginning to end, and we think that no reader of average attainmente will
be able to put the book down without having learnt much from his lucid and scholarly
;

.

Ecclesiastical Gazette.

exposition.'
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ready, Second Division, in Three Vols., 8vo, price 10s.

6rf.

each,

HISTORY OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE IN THE
TIME OF OUR LORD.
By Dr. EMIL SCHURER,
PROFESSOR OF THEOLOGY IN THE UNIVERSITY OF GLESSEN.
TRANSLATED FROM THE SECOND EDITION (Revised throughout, and
greatly enlarged) of HISTORY OF THE
TESTAMENT TIME.'
The First Division, which will prohahly be in a single volume, is undergoing revieiou
by the Author. (The Second Division is complete in itself.)

NEW

'

Under Professor Schilrer's guidance, we are enabled to a large extent to construct a
social and political framework for the Gospel History, and to set it in such a light as to
see new evidences of the truthfulness of that history and of its contemporaneousness.
The length of our notice shows our estimate of the value of his work.' English
'

.

.

Churchman.

'We

gladly welcome the publication of this most valuable work.' Dublin Review.
'Most heartily do we commend thie work as au invaluable aid in the intelligent study
New Testament.' Nonconformist.
'Ae a handbook for the study of the New Testament, the work is invaluahle and
unique.' British Quart erly Review.
of the
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his relation to the World.
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By ELIZABETH HAMILTON and
'

The English public have now before them
Germany by toe generation just past. The

E. E.

CONSTANCE JONES.

the greatest philosophic

work produced

in
translation comee at an opportune time,
for the circumstances of English thought, just at the present moment, are peculiarly
those with which Lotze attempted to deal wheu he wrote bis " Microcosmus," a quarter
of a century ago. .
.
Few philosophic books of the century are so attractive both in
style and matter.' Athenceum.
.

These are indeed two masterly volumes, vigorous in intellectual power, and translated with rare ability.
.
This work will douhtless find a place on the shelves of all
the foremost thinkers and students of modern times.' Evangelical Magazine.
' Lotze ia the ablest, the most
brilliant, and most renowned of the German philosophers
of to-day. .
He has rendered invaluable and splendid service to Christian thinkers,
and has given them a work which cannot fail to equip them for the sturdiest intellectual
conflicts and to ensure tbeir victory.' Baptist Magazine.
' The reputation of Lotze both as a
scientist and a philosopher, no less than the merits
of the work itself, will not fail to secure the attention of thoughtful readers.' Scotsman.
* The translation of Lotze's Microcosmus is the
most important of recent events in our
philosophical literature. . . . The discussion is carried on on the hasis of an almost
encyclopaedic knowledge, and with the profoundest and suhtlest critical insight.
know of no other work containing so much of speculative suggestion, of keen criticism,
and of sober judgment on these topics.' Andover Review.
'
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Vols., 8vo, price 21s.,

NATURE AND THE

BIBLE:

LECTURES ON THE MOSAIC HISTORY OF CREATION IN ITS
RELATION TO NATURAL SCIENCE.
By Dr. FR. H. REUSCH.
EEVISED AND COREECTED BY THE AUTHOR
TRANSLATED from the Fourth Edition by KATHLEEN LYTTELTON.
'
Other champions much more competent and learned than myself might have been
placed in the field ; I will only name one of the most recent, Dr. Eeusoh, author of
" Nature and the Bible.'"— The Eight Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
'
The work, we need hardly say, is of profound and perennial interest, and it can
scarcely he too highly commended as.in many respects, a very successful attempt to settle
one of the most perplexing questions of the day. It is impossible to read it without
obtaining larger views of theology, and more accurate opinions respecting its relations
to science, and no one will rise from its perusal without feeling a deep sense of gratitude
to its author.'- Scottish Review.
'
This graceful and accurate translation of Dr. Eeusch's well-known treatise on the
identity of the doctrines of the Bible and the revelations of Nature is a valuable addition
Whitehall Review.
to English literature.'
'
"We owe to Dr. Eeusch, a Catholic theologian, one of the most valuable treatises on
fine
the relation of Eeligion and Natural Science that has appeared for many years. Its
all sound
impartial tone, its absolute freedom from passion, its glow of sympathy with
readers
who
are
surprise
all
likely
to
science, and its liberality of religious views, are
unacquainted with the fact that, whatever may he the errors of the Eomish Church, its
more enlightened members are, as a rule, free from that idolatry of the letter of ScripLiterary World.
ture which is one of the most dangerous faults of ultra-Protestantism.'—
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In point of comprehensiveness, and in presenting
and the latest discoveries. Each division covers a separate and distinct epoch, and is complete in
'

Dr. Schaff's "History of the Christian

tical History that

itself

'No student, and indeed no critic, can with fairness overlook a work like the present,
written with such evident candour, and, at the same time, with so thorough a knowledge
of the eources of early Christian history.' Scotsman.
'In no other
readers find ao
'

A work
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am
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acquainted will atndents and general
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By PHILIP SCHAFF,

D.D., LL.D.,

PROFESSOR IN UNION THEOLOOICAL SEMINARY, NEW YORK.
'

The

best

work on

the Didaehe which has yet appeared.'

Churchman.

'Dr. Schaff's "Oldest Church Manual "is by a long way the ablest, most complete,
and in every way valuable edition of the recently-discovered " Teaching of the Apostles "
Dr. Schaff's Prolegomena will hencewhich has been or is likely to be published.
have nothing but praise for this most
forth he regarded as indispensable.
scholarly and valuable edition of the Didaehe. We ought to add that it is enriched by
a striking portrait of Bryennios and mauy other useful illustrations.' Baptist Magazine.
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As

a comprehensive work of reference, within a moderate compass, we know
nothing at all equal to it in the large department which it deals with.' Church Bells.
' The work will remain as a wonderful monument of industry, learning, and skill.
It
will be indispensable to the student of specifically Protestant theology ; nor, indeed, do
we think that any scholar, whatever be his especial line of thought or study, would
find it superfluous on his shelves.' Literary Churchman,

We commend this work with a touch

of enthusiasm, for we have often wanted such
It embraces in its range of writers all the leading authors of Europe on
A student may deny himself many other volumes to secure
ecclesiastical questions.
this, for it is certain to take a prominent and permanent place in our literature.'
'

ourselves.

Evangelical Magazine.

His new Encyclo'Dr. Schaff's name is a guarantee for valuable and thorough work.
paedia (based on Herjiog) will be one of the most useful works of the day. It will prove
all
religious
knowledge.
No
in
the
country
authority
on
man
is so well fitted
standard
a
to perfect such a work as this distinguished and exact scholar.' Howard Crosby, D.D.,
LL.D., ex-Chancellor of the University, New York.
' This work will prove of great service to many ; it supplies a distinct want in our
theological literature, and it is sure to meet with welcome from readers who wish a
Sopular book of reference on points of historical, biographical, and theological interest.
[any of the articles give facts which may be sought far and wide, and in vain in our
encyclopaedias.
Scotsman.
'

Those who

possess the latest edition of Herzog will still find this work by no means
superfluous. . . . Strange to say, the condensing process seems to have improved the
hope that no minister's library will long remain without a
original articles. . . .
copy of this work.' Daily Review.
«

We

'For fulness, comprehensiveness, and accuracy,
Wm. . Tayior, D.D.
Biblical Encyclopedias.'

it will

take the

first

place
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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

HE

|

is

volume which
the

first

is

here presented to English readers

of three which will contain the Solomonic

They form

writings.

the last section of the " Keil and

Delitzsch" series of Commentaries on the Books of the

Old Testament Scriptures.

The remaining volume on

the Pro-

verbs, as well as that on Ecclesiastes and the Canticles, which

has also been

prepared by Delitzsch, and

publication in

Germany,

will

is

now

be issued with as

in course of

little

delay as

possible.

In

this translation

I have endeavoured accurately to reproduce

the original, so as to bring the student as
direct contact with the learned

],

as possible into

Any

commentator himself.

planatory notes or words I have thought
in square brackets [

much

it

right to

ex-

add are enclosed

so as to be easily distinguishable.

The

Arabic and Syriac words occurring in the original have been, with
very few exceptions, printed in English characters.

In their

vocalization I have followed the system of Forbes in his Arabic

Grammar,

so that the student will be readily able to restore the

When

original.

nothing depends on the inflection of these words,

the consonants only are printed.
It might appear superfluous in

the great work which

is

me

commendation of

to speak in

now drawing

to a close

;

but a translator,

since he has necessarily been in close fellowship with the author,

may be

expected to be in a position to offer an opinion on the

character of the work oh which he has been engaged

sure that

all

my

collalorateurs will concur with

me

in

;

and I

am

speaking of

the volumes which form this commentary as monuments of deep
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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

and careful research into the meaning of the sacred Scriptures.

Whether or not we can in all cases accept the conclusions reached
by the respected authors, no one can fail to see how elaborate and
minute the investigation has been.
fruits of life-long

study of the Old Testament.

who have won

exegetes

These volumes are the

for themselves

Their authors are

an honoured place

foremost rank for their profound acquaintance with the

and

cognate languages.

its

With a

ripest

in the

Hebrew

scholarship of rare compass

and accuracy, they combine a reverent sympathy with the sacred
Scriptures,

The

and a believing appreciation of

satisfaction I

spending so
is

its

saving truths.

have had in the study of

many of my

this

work, and in

leisure hours in rendering it into English,

greatly heightened by the reflection, that I have been enabled in

this

way

to contribute to the

number

The

reach of the English student.

of exegetical works within

exegetical study of God's word,

which appears to be increasingly drawing the attention of theologians,

and which has been so greatly stimulated by the Transla-

tions issued

by the

most beneficial

publishers of this work, cannot fail to have the

results.

The

minister of the gospel will find such

study his best and truest preparation for his weighty duties as an

expounder of Scripture,

if

prosecuted in the

recognition of the truth, that " bene orasse

Thus

is

spirit

est

he led step by step into a thorough and

of a devout

bene studuisse."

full

understanding

of the words and varying forms of expression used by those " holy

men

of old,

who spake

as they

were moved by the Holy Ghost."

Daevel, October 1874.
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HE

of

preparation

Commentary on the

this

Mishle,

which was begun in 1869 (not without previous preparation),

and twice interrupted by providential events,

extended into the winter of 1872.

There

is

now want-

ing to the completion of the Commentary on the Old Testament,

undertaken by Dr. Keil and myself, only the Commentary on the
Canticles and Ecclesiastes, which will form the concluding volume.

In the preparation of

Commentary on the Proverbs, I am

this

my

indebted in varied ways to

friends Fleischer and Wetzstein.

In the year 1836, Fleischer entered on

his duties as Professor at

Leipzig by delivering a course of lectures on the Book of the

Proverbs of Solomon.

I was one of his hearers, and

fortunate as to be able from his

am now

so

own MS. (begun 13th May, com-

pleted 9th September 1836) to introduce this beloved teacher into

the

number of

interpreters of the

Book

of Proverbs.

The

assist-

ance contributed by Wetzstein begins at chapter xxx., and consists
in remarks on Miihlau's

(1869), which

The

friend placed at

my

disposal.

exegetical apparatus has in the course of this

far beyond the

list

of the Caraite

given at pp. 50, 51.

Ahron

Koslow (Eupatoria)
of Dr.

work on the Proverbs of Agur and Lemuel

my Dorpat

b.

Immanuel [born

at

Joseph (1294), which was printed at

in 1835,

Hermann Lotze

and had lent

to

me from

Among

Rabhinica, I

the library

Commentary by the Roman poet
Borne about 1265], who was intimately assothe

ciated with Dante, printed at Naples in 1487,
to a us.

work extended

I obtained the Commentary

and equal

in value

the interpreters comprehended in the Biblia

made use

also of the

Commentary

of the Spanish

9
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Menachem

b.

Amsterdam

Bibelwerk, and

Salomo Melri (1447), which first appeared in the
came under my notice in a more handy

edition (Fiirth, 1844)

from the

companion in study, Baer.

library of

To him

my

I owe,

dear friend and

among many

things, the comparison of several MSS., particularly of

from Arabia by Jacob Sappir, which has come

other

one brought

into his possession.

In making use of the Grcecus Venetua, I was not confined
to Villoison's edition (1784).

The

Venice) of this translation one of

only existing MS. (found in

my young

friends,

von Gebhardt,

has compared with the greatest care with Villoison's printed edition,
in

which he has found many

We

false readings

have to expect from him a

critical,

and many omissions.

complete edition of this

singular translation, which, both as regards the knowledge

author displays of the

Hebrew language and

its

Greek

his skill in the

language, remains as yet an unsolved mystery.

The Index x

(to the

words etymologically explained in

this

Com-

mentary) has been prepared by Dr. Hermann Strack, who, by his
recently-published Prolegomena ad Vetus Testamentum Hebraieum,

has shown himself to be a Hebraist of rare attainments.

Bacon, in his work

De

Augmentis Scientiarum

(viii. 2),

9

speaks of Solomon's proverbs as an unparalleled collection.
it

rightly

May

be granted me, by the help of God, to promote in some degree

the understanding of this incomparable Book, as to

language, and

its

its

history, its

practical lessons

Leipzig, ZOih October 187S>.

1

Will be given with vol. ii.
[In hoc genere autem nihil invenitur, quod ullo modo comparandum sit
cum aphorismis illis, quos edidit rex Salomon ; de quo testator Scriptura cor
illifuisse instar arenx maris : sicut enim arena? maris univereas orbis oras cir*

cumdant, ita et sapientia ejus omnia humana, non minus quam divina, complexa
In aphorismis vero illis, prater alia majis theologica, reperies liquido
est.
baud pauca prsecepta et monita civilia pratstantissima, ex profundis quidem
sapientise penetralibus scaturientia, atque in amplissimum varietatis c&mpum
excurrentiaj
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THE BOOK OF PROVERBS.
INTRODUCTION.
JHE Book

of Proverbs bears the external

title

wb

"•??,

from the words with which it commences. It is one of the three books which are distinguished from the other twenty-one by a peculiar
system of accentuation, the best exposition of which that has yet
1
been given is that by S. Baer, as set forth in my larger Psalmencommentar? The memorial word for these three books, viz. Job,
which

it

derives

Mishle (Proverbs), and Tehillim (Psalms), is nCK, formed from
the first letter of the first word of each book, or, following the

Talmudic and Masoretic arrangement of the books, DWl.

Having in view the superscription nbOB' veto, with which the
book commences, the ancients regarded it as wholly the composiThe circumstance that it contains only 800
tion of Solomon.
verses, while according to 1 Kings v. 12 (iv. 32) Solomon spake
3000 proverbs, R. Samuel bar-Nachmani explains by remarking
that each separate verse may be divided into two or three allegories
or apothegms {e.g. xxv. 12), not to mention other more arbitrary modes of reconciling the discrepancy.* The opinion also of
R. Jonathan, that Solomon first composed the Canticles, then the
Proverbs, and last of all Ecclesiastes, inasmuch as the first cor4
responds with the spring-time of youth, the second with the wis-

1

of Hebrew Accentuation, Prose and

Cf. Outlines

Poetical,

by Rev. A. B.

Davidson, D.D., Professor of Hebrew, Free Church College, Edinburgh, 1861,
based on Baer's Torath Emeth, Rodelheim 1872.
*

Vol.

ii.,

ed. of 1860, pp. 477-511.

* Pesikta, ed.

915 verses
*

Buber (1868), Sib, 85a.

in the

Book

Schir-ha-Schirim Rahba,

VOL.

I.

Instead of 800, the Masora reckons

of Proverbs.

c

i.

f. 4a.

A
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THE BOOK OF PBOVEKBS.

2

dom of manhood, and

the third with the disappointment of old

founded on the supposition of the unity of the book and
of its Solomonic authorship.
At the present day also there are some, such as Stier, who
regard the Book of Proverbs from first to last as the work of
Solomon, just as Klauss (1832) and Bandegger (1841) have ventured to affirm that all the Psalms without exception were composed by David. But since historical criticism has been applied
to Biblical subjects, that blind submission to mistaken tradition
appears as scarcely worthy of being mentioned. The Book of
Proverbs presents itself as composed of various parts, different
from each other in character and in the period to which they
belong.
Under the hands of the critical analysts it resolves itself
into a mixed market of the most manifold intellectual productions
age,

is

of proverbial poetry, belonging to at least three different epochs.
1. The external plan of the Book of Proverbs, and its own testimony as to its origin. The internal superscription of the book, which
recommends it, after the manner of later Oriental books, on account

—

of

importance and the general

its

from

Among

ver. 1 to ver. 6.

utility of its contents,

extends

the moderns this has been acknow-

ledged by Lowenstein and Maurer;

Bertheau, and Keil have added to

it,

for ver. 7, which Ewald,
forms a new commencement
The book is described as

book itself.
" The Proverbs of Solomon," and then there is annexed the statement of its object. That object, as summarily set forth in ver. 2,

to the beginning of the

is practical,

intellectual.

moral

and that in a twofold way : partly moral, and partly
The former is described in vers. 3-5. It presents

edification,

moral sentiments for acceptance, not merely to

help the unwise to attain to wisdom, but also to assist the wise.

The

It seeks

latter object is set forth in ver. 6.

to strengthen

and

mind

discipline the

In other words,

thoughtful discourses generally.

the moral ends which proverbial poetry aims

time to

make

familiar with

it,

by

its

contents

to the understanding of

so that

at,

it

seeks to gain

and

at the

same

the reader, in these

proverbs of Solomon, or by means of them as of a key, learns to

understand such like apothegms in general.
title

Thus

interpreted, the

of the book does not say that the book contains proverbs of

other wise

men

contradict

itself.

besides those of
It

is

Solomon

;

if it

did

so, it

wonld

possible that the book contains proverbs
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INTBODBCTIOH.
other than those of Solomon, possible that the author of the
of the book added such to

it

himself,

but the

title

title

presents to

view only the Proverbs of Solomon. If i. 7 begins the book, then
after reading the title we cannot think otherwise than that here
begin the Solomonic proverbs. If we read farther, the contents
and the form of the discourses which follow do not contradict this
opinion ; for both are worthy of Solomon.
So much the more
astonished are we, therefore, when at x. 1 we meet with a new
superscription, nb6e> vt^D, from which point on to xxii. 16 there is
a long succession of proverbs of quite a different tone and form
short maxims, Mashals proper while in the preceding section of
the book we find fewer proverbs than monitory discourses.
What
now must be our opinion when we look back from this second
superscription to the part i. 7-ix., which immediately follows the

—

Are i. 7-ix., in the sense of the book, not the
of the book!
" Proverbs of Solomon " ?
From the title of the book, which
declares them to be so, we must judge that they are.
Or are they
" Proverbs of Solomon" ? In this case the new superscription (x. 1),
" The Proverbs of Solomon," appears altogether incomprehensible.
title

And

yet only one of these two things

therefore, there

must be a

false

is possible : on the one side,
appearance of contradiction, which

on a closer investigation disappears.
it is

supposed that the tenor of the

with that of the section x. 1-xxii.
that of

i.

6,

But on which
title,

i.

side is it?

If

1-6, does not accord

but that

it

7-ix. (with the breadth of expression in

accords well with
i.

7-ix.,

it

several favourite words not elsewhere occurring in the

has also

Book

of

Proverbs ; among these, n»i», subtilty, and nete, discretion, i. 4),
then Ewald's view is probable, that i.-ix. is an original whole written
at once, and that the author had no other intention than to give it
as an introduction to the larger Solomonic

ginning at

x. 1.

But

it is

Book

of Proverbs be-

also possible that the author of the title

has adopted the style of the section

i.

7-ix.

Bertheau,

who has

propounded this view, and at the same time has rejected, in opposition to Ewald, the idea of the unity of the section, adopts this
conclusion, that in

i.

8-ix. there lies before us a collection of the

admonitions of different authors of proverbial poetry, partly original
introductions to larger collections of proverbs, which the author

of the title gathers together in .order that he may give a comprehensive introduction to the larger collection contained in x. 1-xxii.
16.

But such an

origin of the section as

Bertheau thus imagines
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by no means natural

object

is,

;

BOOK OF TROVERES.

it is

according to the

more probable that the author, whose

title

of the book, to give the proverbs of

Solomon, introduces these by a long introduction of his own, than
that, instead of beginning with Solomon's proverbs, he first presents long extracts of a different kind

from

collections of proverbs.

If the author, as Bertheau thinks, expresses indeed, in the words
title, the intention of presenting, along with the " Proverbs
of Solomon," also the " words of the wise," then he could not have

of the

set about his work more incorrectly and self- contradictorily than if
he had begun the whole, which bears the superscription u Proverbs
of Solomon " (which must be regarded as presenting the proverbs
of Solomon as a key to the words of the wise generally), with
the " words of the wise." But besides the opinion of Ewald, which
in itself, apart from internal grounds, is more natural and probable
than that of Bertheau, there is yet the possibility of another. Keil,
following H. A. Hahu, is of opinion, that in the sense of the author
of the title, the section i.-ix. is Solomonic as well as x.-xxii., but that
he has repeated the superscription " Proverbs of Solomon" before
the latter section, because from that point onward proverbs follow
which bear in a special measure the characters of the Mashal
(Havernick's Einl. iii. 428). The same phenomenon appears in
the book of Isaiah, where, after the general title, there follows an
introductory address, and then in ii. I the general title is repeated
in a shorter form.

That

this analogy,

however,

is

here inappli-

cable, the further discussion of the subject will show.

The

introductory section i. 7-ix., and the larger section x.-xxii.
which contains uniform brief Solomonic apothegms, are followed by a third section, xxii. 17-xxiv. 22. Hitzig, indeed, reckons
x.-xxiv. 22 as the second section, but with xxii. 17 there commences an altogether different style, and a much freer manner in
the form of the proverb ; and the introduction to this new collection of proverbs, which reminds us of the general title, places it
beyond a doubt that the collector does not at all intend to set forth
16,

It may indeed be possible that, as
410) maintains, the collector, inasmuch as he begins with
the words, " Incline thine ear and hear words of the wise," names
his own proverbs generally as " words of the wise," especially since
he adds, " and apply thine heart to my knowledge ;" but this sup-

these proverbs as Solomonic.

Keil

(iii.

position

xxiv.

23

is
ff.,

contradicted by the superscription of a fourth section,

which

follows.

This short section, an appendix to the
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IHTKODUCTION.
tliird,

bears the superscription, " These things also are B*D3np."

If Keil thinks here also to set aside the idea that the following
proverbs, in the sense of this superscription, have as their authors

" the wise," he does unnecessary violence to himself. The ^ is
;
and if the following proverbs are composed by the E^n, " the wise," then they are not the production
of the one Mn, " wise man," Solomon, but they are " the words
of the wise " in contradistinction to " the Proverbs of Solomon."
here that of authorship

The Proverbs

of

Solomon begin again

first,

this

16)

;

fifth portion of the

book has a superscrip-

which, like that of the preceding

appendix, commences

extends to xxix.
tion,

and

x. 1-xxii.

at xxv. 1

second large section (corresponding to the

This

" Also (D3) these are proverbs of Solomon which the men of
Hezekiah king of Judah collected." The meaning of the word
*yn?n is not doubtful. It signifies, like the Arameo-Arabic fiw,
thus

:

remove from their place, and denotes that the men of Hezekiah
removed from the place where they found them the following
proverbs, and placed them together in a separate collection. The
words have thus been understood by the Greek translator. From
to

the supplementary words at aZidxpiToi (such as exclude
it is

all

Suucpuris)

seen that the translator had a feeling of the important literary

historical significance of that superscription,

which reminds us of the

labours of the poetical grammarians appointed
older works, such as those of Hesiod.

by Pisistratus

to edit

The Jewish interpreters, simply

following the Talmud, suppose that the " also" (D?) belongs to the
whole superscription, inclusive of the relative sentence, and that it
thus bears witness to the editing of the foregoing proverbs also by
Hezekiah and his companions ;* which is altogether improbable, for
then, if such were the meaning of the words, " which the men of
Hezekiah," etc., they ought to have stood after i. 1. The superscription xxv. 1 thus

much rather

distinguishes the following collec-

made under Hezekiah.
appendices followed the " Proverbs of Solomon," x. 1-xxii.

tion from that going before, as having been

As two

16, so also two appendices the Hezekiah-gleanings of Solomonic

The former two appendices, however, originate in genefrom the " wise," the latter more definitely name the authors
the first, xxx., is by " Agur the son of Jakeh ;" the second, xxxi.
proverbs.
ral

1
Vid. B. Bathra, 15a. From the fact that Isaiah outlived Hezekiah it is there
concluded that the Uczckinh-collegium also continued after Hezekiah's death.

Cf. Fiirst

on the Canon of the 0. T. 1868,

p.

78 f.
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by a " King Lemuel." In so far the superscriptions are clear.
The names of the authors, elsewhere unknown, point to a foreign
1-9,

country

two

;

and to

this corresponds the peculiar complexion of these

series of proverbs.

10 ff.

lection, xxxi.

As a

follows,

third appendix to the Hezekiah-cola complete alphabetical proverbial poem

which describes the praiseworthy

We

qualities of

divides itself into the following parts
i.

to

in

a virtuous woman.
Book of Proverbs

are thus led to the conclusion that the

1-6,

by which the question

which
which

it

originally belongs

it is

:

—

is raised,

The
how far

(1)

of the book,

title

the book extends

(2) the hortatory discourses,

;

i.

7-ix.,

a question whether the Solomonic proverbs must be

regarded as beginning with these, or whether they are only the
introduction thereto, composed

author of the

title

by a

of the book

;

different author, perhaps the

(3) the first great collection of

Solomonic proverbs, x.-xxii. 16 ; (4) the
first collection, " The words of the wise,"

first

appendix to

xxii.

17-xxiv. 22

;

this

(5)

the second appendix, supplement of the words of some wise men,
xxiv.

23

ff.

;

which the u

(6) the second great collection of Solomonic proverbs,

men

of Hezekiah" collected, xxv.-xxix.

(7) the

;

first

appendix to this second collection, the words of Agur the son
of Jakeh, xxx. ; (8) the second appendix, the words of King

Lemuel, xxxi. 1-9 ; (9) third appendix, the acrostic ode, xxxi.
10 ff. These nine parts are comprehended under three groups
the introductory hortatory discourses with the general

title

at their

head, and the two great collections of Solomonic proverbs with

two appendices.

In prosecuting our further investigations,
book first from the point
of view of the manifold forms of their proverbs, then of their
style, and thirdly of their type of doctrine.
From each of these

their

we

shall consider the several parts of the

three subjects of investigation

we may expect elucidations regarding

the origin of these proverbs and of their collections.
2. Tlie several parts of the Book of Proverbs with respect to the
manifold forms of the proverbs. If the Book of Proverbs were a
collection of popular sayings, we should find in it a multitude of
proverbs of one line each, as e.g., " Wickedness proceedeth from

—

the wicked" (1

the

first

the line "
is

Sam.

xxiv. 13)

;

but

we

To

At

seek for such in vain.

glance, xxiv. 236 appears to be a proverb of one line

have respect of persons in judgment

is

;

but

not good,"

only the introductory line of a proverb which consists of several
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Ewald

24 f.

ver.

lines,

is

right in regarding as inadmissible a

comparison of the collections of Arabic proverbs by Abu-Obeida,
Meidani, and others, who gathered together and expounded the
current popular proverbs, with the

Book

of Proverbs.

Ali's

Hun-

dred Proverbs are, however, more worthy of being compared with

Like

it.

of his

these, Solomon's proverbs are, as a whole, the production

own

make the

spirit,

and only mediately of the popular

number

largeness of the

To

spirit.

of these proverbs a matter of

Eichhorn maintained that even a god-

doubt were inconsiderate.

genius scarcely attains to so great a number of pointed

like

But

proverbs and ingenious thoughts.

if

proverbs over his forty years' reign, then
for each year

;

we distribute Solomon's
we have scarcely twenty

and one must agree with the conclusion,

composition of so

many

that the

proverbs even of the highest ingenuity

is

no impossible problem for a "godlike genius." When,
it is related that Solomon wrote 3000 proverbs, Ewald, in his
History of Israel, does not find the number too great, and Bertheau
accordingly,

does not regard

it

as impossible that the collection of the " Proverbs

The
Solomon" has the one man Solomon as their author.
number of the proverbs thus cannot determine us to regard them
as having for the most part originated among the people, and the
of

form

in

which they appear leads

to

an opposite conclusion.

It

is,

indeed, probable that popular proverbs are partly wrought into
1

these proverbs, and

many

after the popular proverbs

of their forms of expression are moulded
;

but as they thus

The
of the

simplest form

Hebrew

is,

lie

before us, they are,

Mashal poetry.

as a whole, the production of the technical

according to the fundamental peculiarity

verse, the distich.

The relation

of the two lines to

each other is very manifold.
The second line may repeat the
thought of the first, only in a somewhat altered form, in order to
express this thought as clearly and exhaustively as possible.
call

such proverbs synonymous distichs

;

as

e.g. xi.

25

We

:

A soul of blessing is made fat,
And he that watereth others is himself watered.

Or

the second line contains the other side of the contrast to the

statement of the

first

;

the truth spoken in the

the second by means of the presentation of

such proverbs
1

and

antithetic distichs

;

as

e.g. x.

its

first is

explained in

contrary.

We call

1

Isaac Euchel (t 1804), in his Commentary on the Proverbs, regards xiv. 4o
xvii. la 6 as such popular proverbs.
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A wise son maketh his father glad,
And

a foolish son

Similar forms, x. 16,

is his

mother's grief.

Elsewhere, as

xii. 5.

xviii. 14,

xx. 24, the

form of a question. Sometimes it is
two different truths that are expressed in the two lines and the
authorization of their union lies only in a certain relationship, and
the ground of this union in the circumstance that two lines are the
antithesis clothes itself in the

;

minimum

of the technical proverb

syntlietic distichs

;

18

e.g. x.

A cloak of hatred are lying lips,
And

Not

he that spreadeth slander

at all infrequently

is

one line does not

a fooL
suffice to

bring out the

thought intended, the begun expression of which is only completed in the second. These we call integral (eingedankige) distichs
as e.g. xi. 31 (cf. 1 Pet. iv. 18) :
The righteous shall be recompensed on the earth
How much more the ungodly and the sinner
I

To

these distichs also belong

all

those in which the thought

stated in the first receives in the second,

reason, or proof,

or perfecting
also

a

fifth

it

;

or.

by a sentence presenting a

purpose, or consequence, a definition completing

e.g. xiii.

1
14, xvi. 10, xix. 20, xxii. 28.

Bat there

is

form, which corresponds most to the original character

Mashal : the proverb explaining its ethical object by a resemblance from the region of the natural and every-day life, the
of the

irapafidkri proper.

The form

of this parabolic proverb

veiy

is

manifold, according as the poet himself expressly compares the

two subjects, or only places them near each other
hearer or reader
1

Such

may

complete the comparison.

in order that the

The

proverb

is

integral distichs are also xv. 3, xvi. 7, 10, xvii. 13, 15, xviii 9, 13,

xix. 26, 27, xx. 7, 8, 10, 11, 20, 21, xxi. 4, 13, 16, 21, 23, 24, 30, xxii. 4, 11,

xxiv. 8, 26, xxvi. 16, xxvii. 14, xxviii. 8, 9, 17, 24, xxix. 1, 5, 12, 14.

In xiv.

27, xv. 24, xvii. 23, xix. 27, the second line consists of one sentence with ^

the infin.

;

with <g; with

DK

'3, xviii. 2, xxiii 17.

7, xix. 7ab, 10, xx. 27,

The former or the

The two

lines,

as

xi

81, xv. 11, xvii.

form a conclusion a minori ad mojus, or the

reverse.

grammatical relation in xxiii 1, 2,
29, xxiv. 10, xxvi. 12, xxix. 20, with hypoth.

latter clauses stand in

f.,

xxvii. 22, xxix. 21 (cf. xxii.

perf.,

and xxvi. 26 with hypoth.

15

and

in xvi. 12, 26, xxi. 25, xxii. 9, xxvii. 1, xxix. 19, of one sentence

fut.)

;

in the logical relation of reason

and

consequence, xvii. 14, xx. 2, 4 ; in comparative relation, xii. 9, etc These
examples show that the two lines, not merely in the more recent, but also
in the old Solomonic Mashal, do not always consist of

two

parallel
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least poetic

when the

likeness

by a verb ;

as xxvii.

15

9

between the two subjects is expressed
however, ver. 16 belongs) :

(to which,

A continual dropping in a rainy day
And

The
is

a contentious

woman

are alike.

usual form of expression, neither unpoetic nor properly poetic,

the introduction of the comparison by 3 [as], and of the simili-

tude in the second clause by

1? [so]

as x.

;

26

As

vinegar to the teeth, and as smoke to the eyes,
So is the sluggard to them who give him a commission.

This complete verbal statement of the relation of likeness
also

be abbreviated by the omission of the

As a dog

13

may

as xxv. 13, xxvi. 11

;

returning to his vomit

A fool returning to his folly.

We call
The

the parabolic proverbs of these three forms comparisons.

last,

the abbreviated form of the comparative proverb, forms

the transition to another kind of parabolic proverb, which

we

will

in contradistinction to the comparative, the emblematic, in

call,

which the contrast and its emblem are loosely placed together
without any nearer expression of the similitude ; as e.g. xxvi. 20,
This takes place either by means of the copuxxvii. 17, 18, 20.
lative VaVf X, as xxv. 25
Cold water to a thirsty soul,

And good news from a far

Or

country. 1

; in which case the second line is as the subunder the figure or double figure painted in the first; e.g.
xxv. 11 f., xi. 22 :

without the Vav

scription

A gold ring in a swine's snout
A fair woman and without understanding.
These ground-forms of two
of several lines.

lines can,

Since the distich

is

form of the technical proverb,

priate

sufficient for expressing the

however, expand into forms

the peculiar and most approso,

when two

lines are not

thought intended, the multiplication to

1 This so-called Vav adsequationis, which appears here for the first time in the
Proverbs as the connection between the figure and the thing itself without a
verbal predicate (cf., on the other hand, Job v. 7, xii. 11, xiv. 11 f.), is, like the

Vav,

of comparison, only

x,

a species of that Vav of association which

Waw alam'ayat,

Waw

is called

in Arab.

Waw alajani'a,

xlii.

and since usage attributes to it the verbal power of secum habere, it is
Vid. examples in Freytag's Ardbum Proverbia,

5)

;

or

or

aVasatsaliab (yid. at Isa.

construed with the accus.

among the recent

proverbs beginning with the letter

cJ

(k).
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most natural.
In the tetrastich the
two is as manifold as is the
relation of the second line to the first in the distich.
There is,
however, no suitable example of four-lined stanzas in antithetic
relation. But we meet with synonymous tetrastichs, e.g. xxiii. 15 f.,
xxiv. 3 f., 28 f. ; synthetic, xxx. 5 f ; integral, xxx. 17 f., especially
of the form in which the last two lines constitute a proof passage
beginning with '?, xxii. 22 f ., or IB, xxii. 24 f., or without exponents,
xxii. 26 f. ; comparative without expressing the comparison, xxv.
16 f. (cf., on the other hand, xxvi. 18 f., where the number of lines
is questionable), and also the emblematical, xxv. 4 f.
four, six, or eight lines

relation of the last

two

is

to the first

.

Take away the dross from the silver,
And there shall come forth a vessel for the goldsmith
Take away the wicked from before the king,

And

his throne shall be established in righteousness.

Proportionally the most frequently occurring are tetrastichs, the

second half of which forms a proof clause commencing with *?
or IB. Among the less frequent are the six-lined, presenting (xxiii.

one and the same thought in manifold aspects,
Among all the rest which are found in
the collection, xxiii. 12-14, 19-21, 26-28, xxx. 15 f., xxx. 29-31,
the first two lines form a prologue introductory to the substance
1-3, xxiv. 11

f.)

with proofs interspersed.

of the proverb

;

as

e.g. xxiii.

12-14

let instruction enter into thine heart,

And

apply thine ears to the words of knowledge.
Withhold not correction from the child
For if thou beatest him with the rod he dies not.
Thou shalt beat him with the rod,
And deliver his soul from hell.

—

Similarly formed, yet
xxiii.

more expanded,

is

the eight-lined stanza,

22-28
Hearken unto thy father that begat thee,
And despise not thy mother when she is old.
Buy the truth and sell it not
Wisdom, and virtue, and understanding.
The father of a righteous man greatly rejoices,

And

he that begetteth a wise child hath joy of him.
shall be glad,

Thy father and thy mother

And

she that bare thee shall rejoice.

The Mashal proverb here inclines to the Mashal ode; for this
octastich may be regarded as a short Mashal song,
like the alpha-

—
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betical

Mashal psalm

which

xxxvii.,

consists of almost

pure tetra-

stichs.

We

have now seen how the distich form multiplies itself into
forms consisting of four, six, and eight lines ; but it also unfolds
itself, as if in one-sided multiplication, into forms of three, five,
and seven lines. Tristichs arise when the thought of the first line
repeated (xxvii. 22) in the second according to the synonymous
scheme, or when the thought of the second line. i3 expressed by

is

contrast in the third (xxii. 29, xxviii. 10) according to the antithetic scheme, or

when

thought expressed in one or two

to the

added its proof. The parabolic
scheme is here represented when the object described is unfolded
in two lines, as in the comparison xxv. 13, or when its nature is
portrayed by two figures in two lines, as in the emblematic proverb xxv. 20
lines (xxv. 8, xxvii. 10) there is

To take

off clothing in cold

weather,

Vinegar upon nitre,
And he that singeth songs to a heavy heart.

In the few instances of pentastichs which are found, the
three lines usually unfold the reason of the thought of the

two :

xxiii.

4

f.,

xxv. 6 f ., xxx. 32

exception, where the

1?

f.

;

to this xxiv.

last
first

13 forms an

before the last three lines introduces the

expansion of the figure in the

first

two.

As an

instance

we

quote

xxv. 6 f.
Seek not to display thyself in the presence of the king,
And stand not in the place of the great.
For better that it be said unto thee, " Come up hither,"
Than that they humble thee in the presence of the prince,
While thine eyes have raised themselves.

Of

heptastichs I

viz. xxiii.

know

of only one example in the collection,

6-8

Eat not the bread of the

And

jealous,

lust not after his dainties

;

For he is like one who calculates with himself :—
" Eat and drink," saith he to thee,

And

his heart is not with thee.

Thy morsel which thou

And thou

From

this

hast eaten must thou vomit up,

hast wasted thy pleasant words.

heptastich,

which one

will

scarcely take for a brief

Mashal ode according to the compound strophe-scheme, we see
that the proverb of two lines can expand itself to the dimensions
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of seven and eight lines.

Beyond

these limits the whole proverb

and after the manner of Ps.
and especially xxxvii., it becomes a Mashal ode. Of
this class of Mashal odes are, besides the prologue, xxii. 17-21,
that of the drunkard, xxiii. 29-35 ; that of the slothful man, xxiv.
30-34 the exhortation to industry, xxvii. 23-27 ; the prayer for
a moderate portion between poverty and riches, xxx. 7—9 ; the
mirror for princes, xxxi. 2-9 ; and the praise of the excellent
wife, xxxi. 10 ff.
It is singular that this ode furnishes the only
example of the alphabetical acrostic in the whole collection. Even

ceases to be ?tPO in the proper sense

;

xxv., xxxiv.,

;

a single trace of original alphabetical sequence afterwards broken
There cannot also be discovered, in the
Mashal songs referred to, anything like a completed strophe-

up cannot be found.

scheme; even

in xxxi.

10 ff. the

distichs are

broken by

tristiclis

intermingled with them.

In the whole of the

first part,

i.

7-ix., the prevailing

of the extended flow of the Mashal song

;

form

is

that

but one in vain seeks

There is not here so firm a grouping of the lines
on the supposition of its belonging to the Solomonic era, this is
indeed to be expected. The rhetorical form here outweighs the
purely poetical. This first part of the Proverbs consists of the
following fifteen Mashal strains : (1) i. 7-19, (2) 20 ff., (3) ii.,
(4) iii. 1-18, (5) 19-26, (6) 27 ff., (7) iv. 1-v. 6, (8) 7 ff., (9) vi.
1-5, (10) 6-11, (11) 12-19, (12) 20 ff., (13) vii., (14) viii., (15)
ix.
In iii. and ix. there are found a few Mashal odes of two lines
and of four lines which may be regarded as independent Mashals,
and may adapt themselves to the schemes employed ; other brief
complete parts are only waves in the flow of the larger discourses,
or are altogether formless, or more than octastichs. The octastich vi.
16-19 makes the proportionally greatest impression of an independent inwoven Mashal. It is the only proverb in which symbolical
numbers are used which occurs in the collection from i. to xxix.
for strophes.

There are six things which Jahve hateth,
seven are an abhorrence to His soul

And

Haughty

eyes,

a lying tongue,

And bands that shed

innocent blood
heart that deviseth the thoughts of
Feet that hastily run to wickedness,

An

One

evil,

that uttereth lies as a false witness,

And he who soweth

Such numerical proverbs

to

strife

between brethren.

which the name

<TJD

has been given
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by

Jewish writers (see

later

199, 202) are found in xxx.

24-28
liarity,

(cf. Sir.

my

der jud. Poesie, pp.
the exception of xxx. 7-9,

Gesch.

With

xxv. 1, 2), the numerical proverb has this pecu-

found also in most of the numerical proverbs of Sirach

(Sir. xxiii. 16, xxv. 7, xxvi. 5, 28), that the
first parallel line is in

On the other
Book

the second (cf.

Job

number named in the
by one.

v. 9) increased

hand, the form of the Priamel 1

is

used neither in the

Proverbs such as xx. 10
(" Diverse weights, diverse measures an abomination to Jahve are
they both") and xx. 12 (" The hearing ear, the seeing eye Jahve
of Proverbs nor in that of Sirach.

—

—

hath created them both "), to be distinguished from xvii. 3, xxvii.
21, and the like, where the necessary unity, and from xxvii. 3,
where the necessary resemblance, of the predicate is wanting, are
xxv.
where the
—a
and the
Perdepth, and the heart of kings— are unsearchable

only a weak approach to the Priamel,
three subjects form the preamble ("
earth for

stronger,

The heaven

3,

for height,

").

haps xxx. 11-14 is a greater mutilated Priamel. Here four subjects
form the preamble, but there is wanting the conclusion containing
the common predicate. This, we believe, exhausts the forms of the

Mashal

in the collection.

of the

Mashal

chain,

It

i.e.

now only remains

to

make mention

the ranging together in a series of

proverbs of a similar character, such as the chain of proverbs

regarding the
bearer,

fool, xxvi.

1-12, the sluggard, xxvi. 13-16, the tale-

xxvi. 20-22, the malicious, xxvi.

23-28

—but

this

form

belongs more to the technics of the Mashal collection than to that
of the Mashal poetry.

We now turn to

the separate parts of the book, to examine more
forms of their proverbs, and gather materials for a critical
judgment regarding the origin of the proverbs which they contain.
closely the

Not

to anticipate,

arrangement of the

we

take up in order the separate parts of the

collection.

Since, then,

in the introductory psedagogic part,

and deep contents, there

is

i.

it

cannot be denied that

7-ix., notwithstanding its rich

exceedingly

little

of the technical

of the Mashal, as well as generally of technical form at
part, as already

all.

form
This

shown, consists not of proper Mashals, but of fifteen

Mashal odes, or rather, perhaps, Mashal discourses, didactic poems of
the Mashal kind. In the flow of these discourses separate Mashals
intermingle, which may either be regarded as independent, or, as
1 [From
prmambulum, designating a peculiar kind of epigram found
German poetry of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.]
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i.

32, iv. 18

of chap.

iv.

f.,

can easily be so understood. In the Mashal chains
ix. we meet with proverbs that are synonymous

and

(ix. 7, 10), antithetic
(iii.

29, 30),

35, ix. 8), integral, or of one thought

(iii.

and synthetic

lines variously disposed

(i.

7,

iii.

5, 7), of

9

f.,

11

f.,

(iii.

31

two lines and of four
33 f.) ; but the para-

f.,

met with, separate proverbs such as iii.
and keeping out of view the
octastich numerical proverb, vi. 16—19, the thoughts which form
the unity of separate groups are so widely expanded that the
measure of the Mashal proper is far exceeded. The character of
bolic

scheme

27

are altogether without form,

f.

is

not at

all

whole part is not concentrating, but unfolding. Even the intermingling proverbs of two lines possess the same character. They
are for the most part more like dissolved drops than gold coins with
this

sharp outline and firm impress

as

;

e.g. ix.

7

:

He that correcteth the mocker getteth to himself shame
And he that rebuketh the sinner his dishonour.

The few
iii.

9

more compact, more
they allow greater space for the expression ; e.g.

that consist of four lines are closer,

finished, because
f.

Honour Jahve With thy wealth,

And with the first-fruits of all thine income
And thy barns shall be filled with plenty,
And thy

vate shall overflow with must.

But beyond the four lines the author knows no limits of artistic
harmony ; the discourse flows on till it has wholly or provisionally
exhausted the subject ; it pauses not till it reaches the end of its
course, and then, taking breath, it starts anew.
We cannot, moreover, deny that there is beauty in this new springing forth of the
stream of the discourse with

its

fresh transparent waves

;

but

it is

a peculiar beauty of the rhetorically decomposed, dissolved Mashal,

going forth, as

it

were, from

its

confinement, and breathing

its

fagrance far and wide.

The fifteen discourses, in which the Teacher appears twelve times
and Wisdom three times, are neither of a symmetrically chiselled
form nor of internally fashioned coherence, but yet are a garland
of songs having internal unity, with a well-arranged manifoldness

of contents.

It

is

true that Bertheau recognises here neither unity

of the contents nor unity of the formal character

Old Testament portion of

like extent,

and

at the

;
but there is no
same time of more

systematic internal unity, and which bears throughout a like formal
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Bcrtheau thinks that he has discovered in
form ; and certainly there are

impress, than this.

certain passages a greater art in the

But this is a mere
Mashal ode consists of groups of 1, 2, and
10 verses, the second of 8 and 6 verses, the third of 10 and 12, the
fourth of 10 and 8, the fifth of 2 and 6, etc.—each group forming
a complete sense. The 10 verses are met with six times, and if iv.
1-9 from the Peshito, and -iv. 20-27 from the LXX., are included,
eight times, without our regarding these decades as strophes, and
without our being able to draw any conclusion regarding a particular author of these decade portions. In i. 20-33, Bertheau finds

several sections which consist of just ten verses.

accident

for the

;

first

indeed, along with the regular structure of verses, an exact artistic

formation of strophes (3 times 4 verses with an echo of 2). But
he counts instead of the stichs the Masoretic verses, and these are

not the true formal parts of the strophe.

We now come to the second

part of the collection, whose supercan in no respect be strange to us, since the
collection of proverbs here commencing, compared with i. 7-ix.,
may with special right bear the name Mishle. The 375 proverbs
which are classed together in this part, x.-xxii. 16, without any
scription nbpt? veto

comprehensive plan, but only according to their more or fewer

common

conspicuous

characteristics (Bertheau, p. xii), consist all

and every one of distichs ; for each Masoretic verse falls naturally
into two stichs, and nowhere (not even xix. 19) does such a distich
proverb stand in necessary connection with one that precedes or
that follows

The

;

is

in itself a small perfected

7

is

only an apparent exception.

distich with the disfigured

The
The

LXX.
second

and finished whole.
In reality it is a

each

tristich xix.

remains of a distich that has been

lost.

has here two distichs which are wanting in our text.
is

that which

is

found in our

text,

but only in a muti-

lated form
i ToXAat k*xovoiu» rtTiiaiovpyiT xuxtur,

[He that does much harm
Of ii iptiigti "k&ywi

[And he

Perhaps the

oil

perfects mischief,]

aaStiaireti.

that uses provoking words shall not escape.]

false rendering of

D»n jno
onoK s|Tid

yrvbttfr
:

The

tba* t6

is rewarded with evil,
pursues after rumours does not escape.

friend of every one

He who
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But not only are all these proverbs distichs, they have also, not
indeed without exception, but in by far the greatest number, a
common character in that they are antithetic. Distichs of predominating antithetic character stand here together.
Along with
all other schemes are, it is true, represented : the synonymous,

these
xi. 7,

25, 30,

xii.

14, 28, xiv. 19, etc.

;

the integral, or of one thought,

xiv. 7, xv. 3, etc., particularly in proverbs with the comparative JD,
xii. 9,

xxi.

and with the

xv. 16, 17, xvi. 8, 19, xvii. 10, xxi. 19, xxii. 1,

ascending "3 IK [much more],

27

;

the synthetic, x. 18,

xi.

31, xv. 11, xvii. 7, xix. 7, 10,

xi. 29, xiv. 17, xix.

13

;

the parabolic,

the most feebly represented, for the only specimens of
xi.

22

;

besides which I

know not what

it are x. 26,
other Bertheau could quote.

We shall further see that in another portion of

the book the para-

bolic proverbs are just as closely placed together as are the antithetic.

Here almost

universally the two

members of the proverbs

stand together in technical parallelism as thesis and antithesis

;

synonymous proverbs the two members are the parallel
rays of one thought; in the synthetic two monostichs occur in
also in the

loose external connection to suffice for the parallelism as a funda-

mental law of the technical proverb. But also in these proverbs in
which a proper parallelism is not found, both members being needed
to form a complete sentence, verse and members are so built up,
according to Bertheau' s self-confirmatory opinion, that in regard

and the number of words they are like verses with
members.
To this long course of distichs which profess to be the Mishle of
Solomon, there follows a course, xxii. 17-xxiv. 22, of " words of
the wise," prefaced by the introduction xxii. 17-21, which undeniably is of the same nature as the greater introduction, i. 7-ix.,
and of which we are reminded by the form of address preserved
throughout in these " words of the wise." These " words of the
wise " comprehend all the forms of the Mashal, from those of two
lines in xxii. 28, xxiii. 9, xxiv. 7, 8, 9, 10, to the Mashal song xxiii.
29-35.
Between these limits are the tetrastichs, which are the
most popular form, xxii. 22 f., 24 f., 26 f., xxiii. 10 f., 15 f ., 17 f .,
pentastichs, xxiii. 4f.,
xxiv. 1 f., 3f., 5f., 15 f., 17 f., 19 f., 21 f.,
xxiv. 13 f., and hexastichs, xxiii. 1-3, 12-14, 19-21, 26-28, xxiv.
11 f.
of tristichs, heptastichs, and octastichs are at least found
one specimen of each, xxii. 29, xxiii. 6-8, xxiii. 22-25. Bertheau
to extent

parallel

—

;

—

maintains that there

is

a difference between the structure of these
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number of

proverbs and that of the preceding, for he counts the

the words which constitute a verse in the case of the latter and of
the former

but such a proceeding

;

is

unwarrantable, for the re-

markably long Masoretic verse xxiv. 12 contains eighteen words
and the poet is not to be made accountable for such an arrangement,
for in his mind xxiv. 11 f. forms a hexastich, and indeed a very
elegant one. Not the words of the Masoretic verse, but the sticks
are to be counted. Reckoning according to the sticks, I can discover no difference between these proverbs and the preceding. In
the preceding ones also the number of the words in the stichs
extends from two to five, the number two being here, however,
proportionally more frequently found (e.g. xxiv. 46, xxiv. 8a, 106)
a circumstance which has its reason in this, that the symmetry of
the

members

is

much

often very

disturbed, there being frequently

no trace whatever of parallelism. To the first appendix to the
" Proverbs of Solomon " there follows a second, xxiv. 23 ff., with
the superscription, " These things also to the wise," which contains
a hexastich, xxiv. 236-25, a distich, ver. 26, a
tetrastich, ver. 28 f., and a Mashal ode, ver. 30

—the

last in

tristich, ver. 27,
ff.,

a

on the sluggard

the form of an experience of the poet like Ps. xxxvii.

The moral which he

has drawn from this recorded observatwo verses such as we have already found at
vi. 10 f
These two appendices are, as is evident from their commencement as well as from their conclusion, in closest relation to

35 f.

tion is expressed in
.

the introduction,

7-ix.

i.

There now follows in xxv.-xxix. the second great

collection of

" Proverbs of Solomon," " copied out," as the superscription mentions, by the direction of King Hezekiah.
It falls, apparently, into
two parts for as xxiv. 30 ff., a Mashal hymn, stands at the end
;

of the two appendices, so the Mashal

hymn

23

xxvii.

ff.

must be

regarded as forming the division between the two halves of this
It is very sharply distinguished

collection.

beginning with chap.

x.

The

from the

collection

extent of the stichs and the greater

or less observance of the parallelism furnish no distinguishing

mark, but there are others worthy of notice.

In the

the proverbs are exclusively in the form of distichs
also

some

tristichs,

stichs, xxv.

4

f.,

9

pentastichs, xxv. 6

The kind

;

first collection

here

we have

xxv. 8, 13, 20, xxvii. 10, 22, xxviii. 10, tetra-

21

f.,
f.,

f.,

f., 24 f., xxvii.
15 f., and
Mashal hymn already referred to.
not essentially different from that in

xxvi. 18

besides the

of arrangement

is

B
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first collection

some chains or
20-22.
is

this,

A

it is

;

PBOV.ERBS.

equally devoid of plan, yet there are here

strings of related proverbs, xxvi. 1-12,

13-16,

second essential distinction between the two collections

that while in the

prevailing element, here

first
is

it

the antithetic proverb forms the

the parabolic, and especially the

emblematic; in xxv.-xxvii. are sentences almost wholly of this

We say almost,

character.

kind exclusively

is

for to place together proverbs of this

not the plan of the collector.

proverbs of the other schemes, fewer synonymous,
thetic

,

and the

There are

also

than anti-

etc.,

collection begins in very varied quodlibet

:

xxv. 2,

an antithetic proverb; xxv. 3, a priamel with three subjects; xxv. 4f.,
an emblematic tetrastich ; xxv. 6 f., a pentastich xxv. 8, a tristicli
xxv. 9 f., a tetrastich, with the negative JD ; xxv. 11, an emblematic
distich (" Golden apples in silver caskets
a word spoken in a fitting
;

—

way ").

The

found especially in xxviii. and
xxix.: the first and the last proverb of the whole collection, xxv. 2,
xxix. 27, are antithetic; but between these two the comparative
and the figurative proverbs are so prevalent, that this collection
antithetic proverbs are

appears like a variegated picture-book with explanatory notes written

In extent

underneath.

it

is

much

smaller than the foregoing.

I

reckon 126 proverbs in 137 Masoretic verses.

The second
appendices, the

collection of
first

Solomon's proverbs has also several

of which, xxx., according to the inscription,

by an otherwise unknown author, Agur the son of Jakeh.

poem

of this appendix presents in a thoughtful

ablen'ess of

God.

This

is

way

The

is

first

the unsearch-

followed by certain peculiar pieces, such

as a tetrastich regarding the purity of God's word, xxx. 5

f.;

a prayer

for a moderate position between riches and poverty, vers. 7-9

; a
10 ; a priamel without the conclusion,
vers. 11-14 ; the insatiable four (a Middd), ver. 15 f. ; a tetrastich
regarding the disobedient son, ver. 17 ; the incomprehensible four,
vers. 18-20
the intolerable four, vers. 21-23 ; the diminutive but
prudent four, vers. 24-28 ; the excellent four, vers. 29-31 ; a pentaTwo other supplestich recommending prudent silence, ver. 32 f.
ments form the conclusion of the whole book : the counsel of
Lemuel's mother to her royal son, xxxi. 2-9, and the praise of the
virtuous woman in the form of an alphabetical acrostic, xxxi. 10 ff.
After we have acquainted ourselves with the manifold forms of
the technical proverbs and their distribution in the several parts of

distich against slander, ver.

;

the collection, the question arises,

What

conclusions regarding the
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origin of these several parts
in

We connect with

them ?

may be drawn from

these forms found

this the conception of

Ewald, who sees

represented in the several parts of the collection the chief points of

The u Proverbs

the history of proverbial poetry.
x.

of Solomon,"

him to be the oldest collection, which
and the most ancient kind of proverbial

1-xxii. 16, appear to

represents the simplest

Their distinguishing characteristics are the symmetrical
verse, complete in itself, containing in itself a fully
intelligible meaning, and the quick contrast of thesis and antithesis.

poetry.

two-membered

The

form of the technical proverb, according

oldest

to Ewald,

is,

according to our terminology, the antithetic distich, such as pre-

dominates in x. 1-xxii. 16.

we

Along with

these antithetic distichs

Ewald

so considers

to be the original

fundamental

find here also others of a different kind.

the contrast of the two

members

law of the technical proverb, that to him these other kinds of
distichs represent the diminution of the inner force of the twoineinbered verse, the already begun decay of the art in its oldest
limits and laws, and the transition to a new method.
In the
" Proverbs of Solomon," xxv.-xxix., of the later collection, that
rigorous formation of the verse appears already in full relaxation

and

dissolution

:

the contrast of the sense of the

here only exceptionally

;

members appears

the art turns from the crowded fulness and

strength of the representation more to the adorning of the thought

by means of strong and striking

and forms of expression, to
life ; and
deprived of the breath of a vigor-

figures

elegant painting of certain moral conditions and forms of

the more the technical proverb

ous poetic

spirit, so

much

is

the nearer does

it

approach to the vulgar

symmetry of the two members
disappears, less by the abridgment of one of them, than by the too
great extension and amplification of the two-membered proverb
into longer admonitions to a moral life, and descriptions relating
thereto.
So the proverbial poetry passes essentially into a different
form and manner. " While it loses in regard to internal vigorous
brevity and strength, it seeks to gain again by means of connected
instructive exposition, by copious description and detailed representation ; breaking up its boldly delineated, strong, and yet simply
proverb

;

the full and complete

beautiful form,

it rises

to oratorical display, to attractive eloquence,

in which, indeed, though the properly poetical and the

artistic

gradually disappears, yet the warmth and easy comprehension are
increased."

In chap,

i.-ix.,

the introduction of the older collection,
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and xxii. 17-xxiv., of the first half of the supplement to the older collection (xxv.-xxix. is the second half), supplied by a later writer, the
great change is completed, the growth of which the later collection
of the u Proverbs of Solomon," particularly in xxv.-xxix., reveals.
The symmetry of the two members of the verse is here completely
destroyed ; the separate proverb appears almost only as an exception
the proverbial poetry has passed into admonition and discourse, and
has become in many respects lighter, and more flexible, and flowing,
and comprehensible. " It is true that on the side of this later form
of proverbial poetry there is not mere loss. While it always loses
the excellent pointed brevity, the inner fulness and strength of the
old proverbs, it gains in warmth, impressiveness, intelligibility the
wisdom which at first strives only to make its existence and its
contents in endless manifoldness known, reaches this point at last,
that having become clear and certain, it now also turns itself
In the later additions, chap.
earnestly and urgently to men."
xxx. xxxi., appended altogether externally, the proverbial poetry
has already disappeared, and given place to elegant descriptions of
;

While the

separate moral truths.

ground, the whole aim

is

creative passes into the back-

now toward

surprising expansion and

new

artistic representation.

This view of the progressive development of the course of prois one of the chief grounds for the determination of
Ewald's judgment regarding the parts that are Solomonic and those
verbial poetry

that are not Solomonic in the collection.

In

x. 1-xxii.

16 he does

not regard the whole as Solomon's, as immediately and in their
present form composed by Solomon

;

but the breath of the Solo-

monic spirit enlivens and pervades all that has been added by other
and later poets. But most of the proverbs of the later collection
(xxv.-xxix.) are not much older than the time of Hezekiah ; yet
there are in it some that are Solomonic, and of the period next to
Solomon. The collection stretches backward with its arms, in part
indeed, as the superscription, the " Proverbs of Solomon," shows,
to the time of Solomon.
On the other hand, in the introduction,
i.— ix., and in the first half of the appendix (xxii. 17-xxiv.), there
is not found a single proverb of the time of Solomon ;
both
portions belong to two poets of the seventh century B.C., a new
era, in which the didactic poets added to the older Solomonic collection longer pieces of their

own

pieces, xxx. 1-14, 15-33, xxxi. 1-9,

composition.

10 ff., are of a

The four
still
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they cannot belong to an earlier period than the end of the seventh
or the beginning of the sixth century B.C.

We

recognise the penetration, the sensibility, the depth of

thought indicated by
of the book

;

tory proof.

this opinion of

yet for the most part
If

we grant

Ewald's regarding the origin

it is

not supported by satisfac-

that he has on the whole rightly con-

strued the history of proverbial poetry, nevertheless the conclusion
that proverbs which bear in themselves the marks of the oldest
proverbial poetry belong to the Solomonic era, and that the others

belong to a period more nearly or more remotely subsequent to

it,

In this case much that is found in Sirach's
Book of Proverbs must be Solomonic ; and the t|DN "brf® of Isaac
Satanow,1 the contemporary of Moses Mendelssohn, as well as
many other proverbs in the collection pan ffa, and in the poetical
works of other Jewish poets belonging to the middle ages or to
later times, might be dated back perhaps a thousand years. Along
with the general course of development the individuality of the
poet is also to be taken into account ; an ancient poet can, along
with the formally completed, produce the imperfect, which appears
to belong to a period of art that has degenerated, and a modern
poet can emulate antiquity with the greatest accuracy. But Ewald's
construction of the progress of the development of proverbial
poetry is also in part arbitrary. That the two-membered verse is the
oldest form of the technical proverb we shall not dispute, but that
it is the two-membered antithetic verse is a supposition that cannot
be proved ; and that Solomon wrote only antithetic distichs is an
absurd assertion, to which Keil justly replies, that the adhering to
only one form and structure is a sign of poverty, of mental narrowness and one-sidedness. There are also other kinds of parallelism,
which are not less beautiful and vigorous than the antithetic, and
also other forms of proverbs besides the distich in which the thought,
which can in no way be restrained within two lines, must necessarily divide itself into the branches of a greater nnmber of lines.
Thus I must agree with Keil in the opinion, that Ewald's assertion
that in the Hezekiah-collection the strong form of the technical
proverb is in full dissolution, contains an exaggeration. If the
is

very fallacious.

1

[Isaac Ha-Levi

was born at Satanow (whence

1732, died at Berlin 1802.
collections of

Delitzsch

Zur

his name), in Russian Poland,

Besides other works, he was the author of several

gnomes and apothegms in imitation of the Proverbs.
Gesch. der Jud.

Pome,

Vid.

p. 115.]
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only two (z. 26, xi. 22)
would be altogether foolish to denythat these two, because they were figurative proverbs, were Solomonic, or to affirm that he was the author of only these two, so it
is self-evident that the Hezekiah-collection, which is principally a
collection of figurative proverbs, must contain many proverbs in
which a different kind of parallelism prevails, which has the ap-

first

collection, x. 1-xxii. 16, contains

figurative proverbs, while

it

pearance of a looser connection.

who had an open

Is

it

not probable that Solomon,

penetrating eye for the greatest and the smallest

objects of nature, composed

many such

proverbs ?

And

is e.g.

the proverb xxvi. 23,
Dross of silver spread over a potsherd—

Burning

lips

and a wicked

heart,

and vigorous, and worthy of Solomon than any antiIf Ewald imagines that the 3000 proverbs which
Solomon wrote were all constructed according to this one model, we
are much rather convinced that Solomon's proverbial poetry, which
found the distich and the tetrastich as forms of proverbs already in
use, would not only unfold within the limits of the distich the most
varied manifoldness of thought and form, but would also within the
limits of the Mashal generally, run through the whole scale from
the distich up to octastichs and more extensive forms. But while
we cannot accept Ewald's criteria which he applies to the two
collections, x. 1-xxii. 16 and xxv.-xxix., yet his delineation of the
form and kind of proverbial poetry occurring in i.-ix., xxii. 17 ff.,

less beautiful,

thetic distich 1

excellent, as is also his conclusion, that these portions belong to
a new and more recent period of proverbial poetry. Since in xxii.
17-21 manifestly a new course of " Words of the Wise " by a poet

is

later

than Solomon

that he, or, as

duces in

i.

is

introduced,

Ewald

it is

possible, yea, not improbable,

somewhat older poet, introSolomon" following, from x. 1

thinks, another

7-ix. the u Proverbs of

onward.

But

if

etc., it is

Solomon composed not only
strange that in the

exclusively distichs

;

and

if

but

also tristichs,

first collection, x.-xxii.

16, there are

distichs,

he constructed not only contrasted

proverbs, but equally figurative proverbs,

the

first

collection

it is

as strange that iu

the figurative proverbs are almost entirely

wanting, while in the second collection, xxv.-xxix., on the contrary,

they prevail.
plained

if

This remarkable phenomenon may be partly exthat not merely the second collection,

we could suppose
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.

but both of them, were arranged by the " men of Hezekiah," and
that the whole collection of the Solomonic proverbs was divided
by them into two collections according to their form. But leaving
out of view other objections, one would in that case have expected in
the

first collection

the proportionally great

number of the

antithetic

which stand in the second. If we regard both collections
as originally one whole, then there can be no rational ground for its
being divided in this particular way either by the original collector
or by a later enlarger of the collection. We have therefore to
regard the two portions as the work of two different authors. The
second is by the " men of Hezekiah ;" the first cannot be bySolomon himself, since the number of proverbs composed, and
probably also written out by Solomon, amounted to 3000 besides,
if Solomon was the author of the collection, there would be visible
on it the stamp of his wisdom in its plan and order : it is thus the
work of another author, who is certainly different from the author
of the introductory Mashal poems, i. 7-ix. For if the author of
the title of the book were not at the same time the author of the
introduction, he must have taken it from some other place ; thus it
is inconceivable how he could give the title " Proverbs of Solomon,"
If
etc., i. 1-6, to poems which were not composed by Solomon.
i. 7-ix. is not by Solomon, then these Mashal poems are explicable
only as the work of the author of the title of the book, and as an
introduction to the " Proverbs of Solomon," beginning x. 1. It
must be one and the same author who edited the " Proverbs of
Solomon" x. 1-xxii. 16, prefixed i. 7-ix. as an introduction to
them, and appended to them the " Words of the Wise," xxii. 17-

distichs

;

22 ; the second collector then appended to this book a supplement of the " Words of the Wise," xxiv. 23 ff., and then the
Hezekiah-collection of Solomonic proverbs, xxv.-xxix. ; perhaps
also, in order that the book might be brought to a close in the same
form in which it was commenced, he added 1 the non-Solomonic

xxiv.

We

poem xxx. f.
do not, however, maintain that the
book has this origin, but only this, that on the supposition of the
non-Solomonic origin of i. 7-ix. it cannot well have any other
origin.
But the question arises again, and more emphatically,
How was it possible that the first collector left as gleanings to
proverbial

1

Zockler takes xxiv. 28

tion.

This

is justifiable,

as a second appendix to the first principal collecbat the second superscription rather suggests two

ff.

collectors.
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the second so great a number of distichs, almost

all

parabolical,

more than two-lined proverbs of Solomon f One
can scarcely find the reason of this singular phenomenon in anything else than in the judgment of the author of the first collection
as the determining motive of his selection. For when we think also
on the sources and origin of the two collections, the second always
presupposes the first, and that which is singular in the author's
thus restricting himself can only have its ground in the freedom
which he allowed to his subjectivity.
Before we more closely examine the style and the teaching of
the book, and the conclusions thence arising, another phenomenon
and

besides, all

way

claims our attention, which perhaps throws light on the

in

which the several collections originated ; but, at all events, it may
not now any longer remain out of view, when we are in the act of
forming a judgment on this point.
The

3.

repetitions in the

Book of Proverbs.

—-We find

not only

but also within the limits
of one and the same part, proverbs which wholly or in part are
in the different parts of the collection,

Before we can come to

repeated in the same or in similar words.
a judgment,

We

fact.

we must

begin with "

for this collection

and

it

xiv.

is

The Proverbs

of Solomon," x.-xxii. 16

;

in relation to xxv.-xxix. certainly the earlier,

especially with respect to the

is

demands an explanation.

this fact
find,

take cognizance as closely as possible of this

In

Solomonic proverbs that

we

this earlier collection

(1) whole proverbs repeated in exactly the same words:
12
xvi. 25
(2) proverbs slightly changed in their form

=

;

of expression
xix. 5

= xix.

—=

x. 1

:

xv. 20, xiv.

9, xx. 10

= xx.

20 = xix.

23, xxi. 9

4,

= xxi.

19

xvi.
;

= xxi.

2

— (3)

almost identical in form, but somewhat different in sense

14= xiv.

xi. 4, xiii.

the same

the same

:

x.

:

x.

27

;

—

:

x.

2

=

(4) proverbs the first lines of which are
11 ; (5) proverbs with their second lines

= xviii.
6 = x. 11,

15

2,

proverbs

—

x.

8

= x.

10, xv.

proverbs with one line almost the same:

xi.

33

= xviii.

13=xx.

12

19, xi.

;

—

=

=

=

(6)

21=xvi.

14
xiii. 2, xiv. 31 =xvii. 5, xvi, 18
xviii. 12, xix. 12
comp. also xvi. 28 with xvii. 9, xix. 25 with xxi. 11. In comparing these proverbs, one will perceive that for the most part the
external or internal resemblance of the surrounding has prompted
the collector to place the one proverb in this place and the other in
that place (not always indeed for what reason e.g. could determine
5, xii.

xx. 2

;

;
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the position of xvi. 25 and xix.

verb standing earlier

5, 9,

1 cannot say)

;

then that the pro-

generally, to all appearance, also the earlier

is

is mostly a synonymous distich,
which generally farther extends antithetically one line of the first
cf. xviii. 11 with x. 15, xx. 10, 23 with xi. 1, xx. 19 with xi. 13,
xvi. 5 with xi. 21, xx. 2 with xix. 12, also xvii. 5 with xiv. 31,
where from an antithetic proverb a synthetic one is formed ; bnt
here also there are exceptions, as xiii. 2 compared with.xii. 14, and
xv. 33 with xviii. 12, where the same line is in the first case connected with a synonymous, and in the second witli an antithetic

formed, for the second of the pair

proverb; but here also the contrast

is

so loose, that the earlier-

occurring proverb has the appearance of priority.

We now direct our attention

to the second collection, xxv.-xxix.

When we

compare the proverbs found here with one another, we
see among them a disproportionately smaller number of repetitions
than in the other collection
in almost similar terms,

;

only a single entire proverb

but in an altered sense, xxix. 20

is

repeated

= xxvi. 12

but proverbs such as xxviii. 12, 28, xxix. 2, notwithstanding the partial
resemblance, are equally original. On the other hand, in this second
collection

we

numerous

find

proverbs from the

first

:

Whole

proverbs perfectly identical

(leaving out of view insignificant variations)
xxvi.

22 = xviii.

8, xxvii.

and portions of

repetitions of proverbs

— (1)

12 = xxii.

3,

xxvii.

:

xxv. 24

13 = xx.

= xxi.
16;

9,

—(2)

proverbs identical in meaning, with somewhat changed expression
xxvi. 13

— xxii. 13, xxvi. 15 = xix. 24, xxviii. 6= xix. 1,

= xxii. 2; — (3)

proverbs with one line
21 =xvii. 3, xxix. 22
xv. 18 ; cf.
also xxvii. 15 with xix. 13.
When we compare these proverbs with
one another, we are uncertain as to many of them which has the
priority, as e.g. xxvii. 21
xvii. 3, xxix. 22 — xv. 18
but in the case
of others there is no doubt that the Hezekiah-collection contains the
original form of the proverb which is found in the other collecxii.

11, xxix. 13

:

=

19
the same

xxviii.

and one

line different

:

=

xxvii.

=

;

tion, as xxvi. 13, xxviii. 6, 19, xxix. 13, xxvii. 15, in relation to

In the other portions of this book also we find such
met with in these two collections of Solomonic
proverbs. In i. 7-ix. we have ii. 16, a little changed, repeated in
vii. 5, and iii. 15 in viii. 11 ; ix. 10a
i. 7a is a case not worthy
of being mentioned, and it were inappropriate here to refer to ix.
In the first appendix of " the Words of the Wise," xxii.
4, 16.
their parallels.

repetitions as are

=

17-xxiv. 22, single lines often repeat themselves in another, con-
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fcd

nection

;

xxiv. 13

3 and
23 and

cf. xxiii.
f.,

xxii.

6, xxiii.

10 and

xxiii. 11, xxiii.

such cases the one proverb

is

xxii. 28, xxiii.

17 and xxiv.

f. and
That in

17

1.

often the pattern of the other,

is

placed

beyond a doubt by the relation of xxiv. 19 to Ps. xxxvii. 1 ; cf.
If here there are proverbs like
also xxiv. 20 with Ps. xxxvii. 38.
those of Solomon in their expression, the presumption is that the
priority belongs to the latter, as xxiii. 27 cf. xxii. 14, xxiv. 5 f
cf xi. 14, xxiv. 19 f. cf. xiii. 9, in which latter case the justice
of the presumption is palpable. Within the second appendix of
" the Words of the Wise," xxiv. 23 ff., no repetitions are to be
expected on account of its shortness; yet is xxiv. 23 repeated
from the Solomonic Mashal xxviii. 21, and as xxiv. 33 f. are
literally the same as vi. 10 f., the priority is presumably on the
side of the author of i. 7-ix., at least of the Mashal in the form
The supplements xxx. and xxxi.
in which he communicates it.
afford nothing that is worth mention as bearing on our present
1
inquiry, and we may therefore now turn to the question, What
insight into the origin of these proverbs and their collection do the
observations

From

made

afford ?

the numerous repetitions of proverbs and portions of

proverbs of the

first collection

of the " Proverbs of

Solomon"

in

the Hezekiah-collection, as well as from another reason stated at

the end of the foregoing section of our inquiry,
the two collections were

they had not both " the

by

different authors

men

;

we conclude

that

in other words, that

of Hezekiah" for their authors.

It

true that the repetitions in themselves do not prove anything

is

against the oneness of their authorship
several collections,
1

and even within

;

for there are withiu the

i.-ix. (cf. vi.

20 with

Quite the same phenomenon, Fleischer remarks, presents

i.

8, viii.

itsojf in

the dif-

ferent collections of proverbs ascribed to the Caliph Ali,

and the same thought

in one collection is

where frequently one
repeated in manifold forms in a second,

As a general principle this is to be
borne in mind, that the East transmits unchanged, with scrupulous exactness,
only religious writings regarded as holy and divine, and therefore these
Proverbs have been transmitted unchanged only since they became a distinct
part of the canon ; before that time it happened to them, as to all in the East
that is exposed to the arbitrariness of the changing spirit and the intercourse of
life, that one and the same original text has been modified by one speaker
and writer after another. Thus of the famous poetical works of the East, such
e.g. as Firdusi's Schah-Nameh [Book of the Kings'] and Sadi's Garden of
Roses, not one MS. copy agrees with another.
here in a shorter, there in a longer form.
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10

f.

with

HI.

14

f.),

many

repetitions, notwithstanding the oneness of

Bat

their authorship.

if

two

collections of proverbs are in so

various ways different in their character, as x. 1-xxii. 16

and

xxv.-xxix., then the previous probability rises almost to a certainty

by such repetitions. From the form, for the most part anomalous, in
which the Hezekiah-collection presents the proverbs and portions of
proverbs which are found also in the first collection, and from their

we further conclude that a the men of
"
Hezekiah did not borrow from the first collection, but formed it
being otherwise independent,

from other sources. But since one does not understand why " the
men of Hezekiah" should have omitted so great a number of
genuine Solomonic proverbs which remain, after deducting the
proportionally few that have been repeated (for this omission is
not to be explained by saying that they selected those that were
appropriate and wholesome for their time), we are further justified
in the conclusion that the other collection was known to them as one
current in their time. Their object was, indeed, not to supplement
they rather regarded their undertaking as
a similar people's book, which they wished to place side by side
this older collection;

with that collection without making

it

superfluous.

of the selection in the two collections has
sion in the difference of the intention.
(x. 1)

its

The

The difference

whole directing occafirst collection

begins

.

with the proverb

A wise son maketh glad his father,
And

a foolish son

is

the grief of his mother

the second (xxv. 2) with the proverb
It is the glory of

And

God to

conceal a thing,

the glory of kings to search out

a matter.

The one collection is a book for youth, to whom it is dedicated in
the extended introduction, i. 7-ix. the second is a people's book
suited to the time of Hezekiah (" Solomon's Wisdom in Hezekiali's
;

named it), and therefore it takes its start
from the duties of the child, but from those of
the two collections everything does not stand in

days," as Stier has
not, like the

the king.

first,

If in

conscious relation to these different objects, yet the collectors at
least have,

from the commencement

to the close (cf. xxii.

15 with

xxix. 26), these objects before their eyes.

As

to the time at

first collection was made, the above
some materials for forming a judgof proverbs which it contains present to us

which the

considerations also afford us

ment.

Several pairs
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essentially the

same sayings

in older

and more recent forms.

Keil

regards the proverbs also that appear less original as old-Solomonic,

and remarks that one and the same poet does not always give
expression to the same thoughts with the same pregnant brevity
and excellence, and affirms that changes and reproductions of
separate proverbs may proceed even from Solomon himself. This
is possible ; but if we consider that even Davidic psalms have been
imitated, and that in the rt Words of the Wise" Solomonic proverbs
are imitated,

—moreover,

that proverbs especially are subject to

changes, and invite to imitation and transformation,

—we

shall find

Rather we would suppose, that between the
publication of the 3000 proverbs of Solomon and the preparation
of the collection x.-xxii. 16 a considerable time elapsed, during
which the old-Solomonic Mashal had in the mouths of the people
and of poets acquired a multitude of accretions, and that the collector had without hesitation gathered together such indirect
Solomonic proverbs with those that were directly Solomonic. But
did not then the 3000 Solomonic proverbs afford to him scope
enough ? We must answer this question in the negative ; for if
that vast number of Solomonic proverbs was equal in moral-religious worth to those that have been preserved to us, then neither
the many repetitions within the first collection nor the proportional
poverty of the second can be explained. The u men of Hezekiah"
made their collection of Solomonic proverbs nearly 300 years after
Solomon's time ; but there is no reason to suppose that the old book
Much
of the Proverbs of Solomon had disappeared at that time.
rather we may with probability conclude, from the subjects to
which several proverbs of these collections extend (husbandry, war,
court life, etc.), and from Solomon's love for the manifold forms
of natural and of social life, that his 3000 proverbs would not have
it to

be improbable.

afforded

much

greater treasures than these before us.

But

if

the

was made at a time in which the old-Solomonic
proverbs had been already considerably multiplied by new combinations, accretions, and imitations, then probably a more suitable
time for their origination could not be than that of Jehoshaphat,
which was more related to the time of Solomon than to that
first

collection

of David.

The

personality of Jehoshaphat, inclined toward the

promotion of the public worship of God, the edification of the
people, the administration of justice ; the dominion of the house of

David recognised and venerated far and wide among neighbouring
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:

the tendencies of that time towards intercourse with dis-

;

tant regions; the deep peace which followed the subjugation of

the confederated nations,

—

all

these are features which stamped

the time of Jehoshaphat as a copy of that of Solomon.
are to expect in

it

the fostering care of the Chokma.

Hence we

If the author

of the introduction and editor of the older book of Proverbs lived
after

Solomon and before Hezekiah, then the circumstances of

the case most suitably determine his time as at the beginning of
the reign of Jehoshaphat, some seventy years after Solomon's death.
If in i.-ix.
streets

it is

frequently said that wisdom was seen openly in the

and ways,

this agrees with

2 Chron. xvii. 7-9, where

it is

said

by Jehoshaphat (compare
went forth into the towns of Judah with the

that princes, priests, and Levites, sent out

the Carolingian missi),

book of the law in their hands as teachers of the people, and with
2 Chron. xix. 4, where it is stated that Jehoshaphat himself " went
out through the people from Beer-sheba to Mount Ephraim, and

We

brought them back unto the Lord God of their fathers."
have an evidence of the fondness for allegorical forms of address
at that time in 2 Kings xiv. 8-11 (2 Chron. xxv. 17-21), which is
so far favourable to the idea that the allegorizing author of i.-ix.

belonged to that epoch of history.

This also agrees with the time of Jehoshaphat, that in the

first col-

kingdom appears in its bright side, adorned with righteousness (xiv. 35, xvi. 10, 12, 13, xx. 8), wisdom (xx. 26), grace and truth
(xx. 28), love to the good (xxii. 11), divine guidance (xxi. 1), and in
the height of power (xvi. 14, 15, xix. 12) while in the second collec-

lection the

;

tion,

the
its

which immediately begins with a

kingdom
dark

side,

tyranny

is

series of the king's sayings,

seen almost only (with exception of xxix. 14) on

and

is

represented under the destructive dominion of

(xxyiii. 15, 16, xxix. 2),

of oppressive taxation (xxix. 4),

of the Camarilla (xxv. 5, xxix. 12), and of multiplied authorities
(xxviii. 2). Elster is right when he remarks, that in x.-xxii. 16 the

kingdom

in

its

actual state corresponds to its ideal,

against the abuse of royal power lies remote.

and the warning

If these proverbs

more distinguishably than those in xxv.-xxix. bear the physiognomy of the time of David and Solomon, so, on the other hand,
the time of Jehoshaphat, the son and successor of Asa, is favourable to their collection

;

while in the time of Hezekiah, the son

and successor of Ahaz, and father and predecessor of Manasseh,
in which, through the sin of Ahaz, negotiations with the world-
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kingdom began, that cloudy aspect of the kingdom which is borne
by the second supplement, xxiv. 23-25, was brought near.
Thus between Solomon and Hezekiah, and probably under
Jehoshaphat, the older Book of Proverbs contained in i.-xxiv. 22
first appeared.
The "Proverbs of Solomon," x. 1-xxii. 16, which

formed the principal part, the very kernel of it, were enclosed on the
one side, at their commencement, by the lengthened introduction
i. 7—ix., in which the collector announces himself as a highly gifted
teacher and as the instrument of the Spirit of revelation, and on the
other side are shut in at their close by u the Words of the Wise,"
17-xxiv. 34. The author, indeed, does not announce i. 6 such
a supplement of u the Words of the Wise ;" but after these words

xxii.

he leads us to expect it. The introduc17-21 sounds like an echo of the
larger introduction, and corresponds to the smaller compass of the
supplement. The work bears on the whole the stamp of a unity
for even in the last proverb with which it closes (xxiv. 21 f.,
" My son, fear thou Jahve and the king," etc.), there still sounds
the same key-note which the author had struck at the commencement.
later collector, belonging to the time subsequent to
Hezekiah, enlarged the work by the addition of the Hezekiahportion, and by a short supplement of " the Words of the Wise,"
which he introduces, according to the law of analogy, after xxii.

in the title of the book,

tion to the supplement xxii.

A

The harmony of the superscriptions xxiv. 23, xxv.
favours at least the supposition that these supplements are the

17-xxiv. 22.
1,

work of one hand.
Wise,"

xxii.

The circumstance

that " the

Words

of the

17-xxiv. 22, in two of their maxims refer to the older

Solomonic proverbs, but, on the contrary, that *' the
Words of the Wise," xxiv. 23 ff., refer in xxiv. 23 to the Heze-

collection of

kiah-collection,

and

in xxiv.

33

f.

to the introduction

i.

7-ix.,

strengthens the supposition that with xxiv. 23 a second half of the

book, added by another hand, begins.

There

is

no reason for not

attributing the appendix xxx.-xxxi. to this second collector; perhaps

remarked above, to render by means of it the
Book of Proverbs uniform with that of
the older book. Like the older collection of " Proverbs of Solomon," so also now the Hezekiah-collection has " Proverbs of the
Wise " on the right and on the left, and the king of proverbial
poetry stands in the midst of a worthy retinue. The second collector distinguishes himself from the first by this, that he never
he

seeks, as already

conclusion of the extended
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professes himself to be a proverbial poet.

poem of the "

proverbial

virtuous

It

woman,"

is

possible that the

xxxi.

10 ff., may be

his work, but there is nothing to substantiate this opinion.

After this digression, into which we have been led by the repefound in the book, we now return, conformably to our plan,
to examine it from the point of view of the forms of its language
and of its doctrinal contents, and to inquire whether the results
titions

hitherto attained are confirmed, and perhaps more fully determined,

by

this further investigation.

Tlie Book of the Proverbs on tlie side of its manifoldness of
and form of instruction. We commence our inquiry with the
relation in which x.-xxii. 16 and xxv.-xxix. stand to each other with

4.

—

style

reference to their forms of language.

If the primary stock of both

of these sections belongs indeed to the old time of Solomon, then they

must bear

we

essentially the

Here

same verbal stamp upon them.

of course keep out of view the proverbs that are wholly or
If the expression J03"^*in (the chambers of the

partially identical.

body)

is

in the first collection a favourite figure (xviii. 8, xx. 27, 30),

by Solomon

coined perhaps

himself, the fact that this figure

is

also

found in xxvi. 22 is not to be taken into account, since in xxvi. 22
the proverb xviii. 8 is repeated. Now it cannot at all be denied,
first collection certain expressions are met with which
one might expect to meet again in the Hezekiah-collection, and
which, notwithstanding, are not to be found in it. Ewald gives

that in the

a

of such expressions, in order to show that the old-Solo-

list

monic

dialect occurs, with

tion.

But

his catalogue,

few exceptions, only

when

That many of these expressions occur
i.

1-ix. proves,

it

(health), xii. 18,

xxix. 1
xxviii.
fijjr

20.

;

19

is

xiii.

true,

in the first collec-

closely inspected, is unsatisfactory.

nothing

also in the introduction

against

*nn (he pursueth), xi. 19,
; in? (a tattler), xvi. 28,

k? (not go unpunished),

xi.

xii.

increased, e.g.

:

to the

jnw

two

20, 22

21, xvi. 5, xvii. 5, also in xxviii.

These expressions thus supply an argument

common

«#">»

11, xv. 9, xix. 7, also in

xviii. 8, also in xxvi.

the linguistic oneness of the two collections.
pressions

But

him.

17, xiv. 30, xv. 4, xvi. 24, occurs also in

collections

for,

not against,

The

of ex-

list

might be considerably

(are unruly), xxix. 18,

Kal

xiii.

18, xv.

VK (he that hastens), xix. 2, xxi. 5, xxviii. 20, xxix. 19
(of contentions), xxi. 9 (xxv. 24), xxi. 19, xxiii. 29, xxvi. 21,
;
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If it may be regarded as a striking fact that the figures
of speech D^n "ripo (a fountain of life), x. 11, xiii. 14, xiv. 27,
xvi.

22, and D*n

j"g

also the expressions

( a tree

nnno

xviii. 7, x. 29, xxi. 15,

9; I?? (perverteth),

5,

of

life),

30,

xi.

n^
xiii.

(he uttereth),

12, xv. 4, as

xiii.

(destruction), x. 14, 15,

xiii. 3, xiv.

6, xix. 3, xxi. 12, xxii.

(perverseness), xi. 3, xv. 4, are only to be

12,

found in the

and not in that by the " men of Hezekiah,"

lection,

28,

17, xiv. 5, 25, xix.

xii.

and

*|?3

first col-

it is

not a

decisive evidence against the oneness of the origin of the proverbs

both collections. The fact also, properly brought forward by
Ewald, that proverbs which begin with
(there is),
e.g. xi. 24,
''
There is that scattereth, and yet increaseth still," are exclusively
found in the first collection, need not perplex us ; it is one peculiar
kind of proverbs which the author of this collection has by preference gathered together, as he has also omitted all parabolic
proverbs except these two, x. 26, xi. 22. If proverbs beginning
with b* are found only in the first, so on the other hand the parabolic Van and the proverbial perfect, reporting as it were an experience (cf. in the second collection, besides xxvi. 13, xxvii. 12,
1
xxix. 13, also xxviii. 1, xxix. 9), for which Doderlein has invented
in

&

the expression aoristus gnomicus* are

—

common

to both sentences.

Another remark of Ewald's (Jahrb. xi. 28), that extended proverbs
with t^K are exclusively found in the Hezekiah-collection (xxix.
9, 3, xxv. 18, 28), is not fully established ; in xvi. 27-29 three
proverbs with B*K are found together, and in xx. 6 as well as in
xxix. 9 tP'K occurs twice in one proverb.
Bather it strikes us that
the article, not merely the punctatorially syncopated, but that expressed by n, occurs only twice in the

first collection, in

xx.

1,

xxi.

31 ; oftener in the second, xxvi. 14, 18, xxvii. 19, 20, 22. Since,
however, the first does not wholly omit the article, this also cannot
determine us to reject the linguistic unity of the second collection with the

But

first,

at least according to their

primary stock.

what of the linguistic unity of i. 1-ix. with both of these,
maintained by Keil ? It is true, and merits all consideration, that
a unity of language and of conception between i. 1-ix. and x.xxii. 16 which far exceeds the degree of unity between x.-xxii. 16
and xxv.-xxix. may be proved. The introduction is bound with the
also

1

Reden

*

A similar thing is found

u. AufsStze,

ii.

S16.

among German

proverbs,

e.g. ;

Wer

nicht mitsass,

auch nicht mitass (Whoso sat not, ate not).
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(gathereth), vi. 8, x. 5

">JK

the night, deep darkness),
xxiii.

30

;

2, xvi.

i.

^DK

14;

xxiv.

18,

standing),

16

learning),

i.

xix. 5, 9

ti?J

;

v. 9,

32,

vi.

vii.

xii.

7,

(perverted),

iii.

23

(deliverance, xxix. 1)

;

niM

t6 (shall not be unpunished),

(strengthened,

i.e.

18, xi. 30,

the face),

xiii.

vii.

4;

12, xv.

33

6,

ii.
;

;

iii.

(under19, xxi.

3? l?n (lacking

B'i'rg (contention), vi.

plucked up),

(are

WS

11;

xvii.

xii. 18,' xiii.

22,

iv.

of

11 ; nj? *|D^ (will increase
tyw (uttereth), vi. 19, xiv. 5,

32, xiv. 2

KB-iD (health),

;

;

i.e.

J"HrjK (the end), v. 4,

;

fijon (understanding),

;

5, ix. 9, xvi. 21,

14, 19, x. 12

iii.

(fierce),

(the middle,

tfBfyt

;

20

xx.

vii. 9,

rnr (an adulteress), v. 3, xxii. 14, xxiii.

understanding),

nj»!

manner by the same use of such ex-

in the closest

first collection

pressions as

83

29

;

24

xvi.

xv. 25

29, xi. 21, xvi. 5

vi.

13, xxi.
3"]J?

17,

22,

ii.

Wn

;

(tree of life),

D'Jrt yj>

(becometh surety) and

J?i?n

26 ; DVIB
xxiii. 3 ; Hij

(striketh hands) occurring together, vi. 1, xvii. 18, xxii.

and DWil (simplicity, folly), i. 22, 32,
(to wink with the eyes), vi. 13, x. 10

;

14, xi. 11

ffPtri (the beginning),

;

understanding),
21, x.

ii.

30 ;

|*"ra

(evil words),
iii.

1

;

iii.

ii.

15

7, xvii.

14

;

3iD

73fe>

(good

;

28 ; rrrifl (instruction), i. 8,
14; frown (counsel), iii. 21, viii. 14, xviii.

12, vi. 14, x. 31, xvi.

1, iv. 2, vii. 2, xiii.

nwann

ix. 6,

HJiJ (a city), viii. 3, ix. 3,

HK"y3B*. (shall dwell in the land),
(sendeth forth strife), vi. 14, xvi. 28 ; Dtaann

4, xiii.

nW

i.

viii. 5,

(prudent measures),

i.

5,

xx. 18, xxiv. 6

;

—and these

are not the only points of contact between the two portions which

an attentive reader will meet with.

This relation of i. 1-ix. 18 to
16 is a strong proof of the internal unity of that portion,
which Bertheau has called in question. But are we therefore to

x.-xxii.

conclude, with Keil, that the introduction

time of Solomon than x.-xxii. 16

but we do not yet reach

it.

1

is

not less of the old

Such a conclusion

For with these

lies

near,

points of contact there

are not a few expressions exclusively peculiar to the introduction

the expressions 'TBtD sing, (counsel),

;

no"iy (prudence),

i. 4, iii. 21
n^pp (an enigma, obscure maxim), i. 6 ; •'jW*? (a
path of life), ii. 9, iv.' 11, 26 ; rfoyo, ii. 15, 18, v. 6, 21 ; Jte*K (the
apple of the eye), vii. 2, 9; nVJ)| (the throat), i. 9, iii. 3, 22;
the verbs nriK (cometh), i. 27, DgS (make level or plain), iv. 26,
v. 6, 21, and nob (deviate), iv. 15, vii. 25. Peculiar to this section
is the heaping together of synonyms in close connection, as " congregation" and " assembly," v. 14, " lovely hind" and a pleasant
i.

4, viii. 5,

roe," v.

VOL.

19
I.

12

;

;

;

cf. v. 11, vi. 7, vii. 9, viii. 13, 31.

This usage

is,

O
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however, only a feature in the characteristic style of this section
altogether different from that of x. 1-xxii. 16, as well as
that of xxv.-xxix., of

its

from

disjointed diffuse form, delighting in

abounding in synonymous parallelism, even to a repetisame words (cf. e.g. vi. 2), which, since the linguistic
and the poetic forms are here inseparable, we have already spoken
of in the second part of our introductory dissertation. This fundamental diversity in the whole condition of the section, notwithstanding those numerous points of resemblance, demand's for
i. 1-ix. an altogether different author from Solomon, and one who

repetitions,

tion of the

more recent. If we hold by this view, then these points of
resemblance between the sections find the most satisfactory explais

The

(i. 1-ix.) has formed
an altogether slavish imitator, on the Solomonic proverbs. And why, then, are his parallels confined almost
exclusively to the section x. 1-xxii. 16, and do not extend to xxv.xxix. I Because he edited the former and not the latter, and took
pleasure particularly in the proverbs which he placed together,
Not only are expressions of this section, formed by
x. 1-xxii. 16.
himself, echoed in his poetry, but the latter are for the most part
formed out of germs supplied by the former. One may regard xix.

nation.

gifted author of the introduction

his style, without being

27, cf. xxvii. 11, as the

and

germ of the admonitory addresses

xiv. 1 as the occasion of

foolish

woman,

ix.

to the son,

the allegory of the wise and the

Generally, the poetry of this writer has

its

hidden roots in the older writings. Who does not hear, to mention
only one thing, in i. 7-ix. an echo of the old pot? (hear), Dent.
vi. 4-9, cf. xi. 18-21 ?
The whole poetry of this writer savours

Book of Deuteronomy. The admonitory addresses i. 7-ix.
Book of Proverbs what Deuteronomy is to the Pentateuch.
As Deuteronomy seeks to bring home and seal upon the heart of
of the

are to the

the people the rnin of the Mosaic law, so do they the rnta of the

Solomonic proverbs.

We

now

further inquire whether, in the style of the two supple-

ments, xxii. 17-xxiv. 22 and xxiv. 23 ff.,

Book of Proverbs

it is

proved that the former

by the author of the general
introduction, and that the latter was added by a different author at
the same time with the Hezekiah-collection. Bertheau places both
concludes the

edited

supplements together, and attributes the introduction to them,
17-21, to the author of the general introduction,

i.

7-ix.

xxii.

From

the fact that in ver. 19 of this lesser introduction (" I have taught
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thee, iwtrsis, even thee") the

15 ("^"CU

as in xxiii.

xxii. 18, also

pronoun

rap, cf. xxiii.

as emphatically repeated

is

14, 19),

and that D'W (sweet),
xxiii. 8, xxiv. 4, 1 see

occurs in the following proverbs,

no ground for denying

to the author of the larger general intro-

it

duction, since, according to Bertheau's

form of the whole

own

just observation, the

an influence
on the introduction of the collector with more justice from tfB'W,
xxii. 20 [only in Keri], as the title of honour given to the collection of proverbs, compared with OT^i, viii. 6, may we argue
linguistic

collection of proverbs has
;

for the identity of the authorship of both introductions.

As

little

can the contemporaneousness of the two supplements be shown
from the use of the pronoun, xxiv. 32, the a? TVV (animum ad-

and Wi\

vertere, xxiv. 32),

verbal points of contact,
too

much

(shall

if

be delight) xxiv. 25, for these

they proved anything, would prove

not only the contemporaneousness of the two sup-

:

plements, but also the identity of their authorship

what the superscription

case one does not see

1

D"

also of the wise men), separating them, means.

33 f. are from
first

supplement

3? ipn D"1N (a

with

vi.

xxii. 14,

10

f.,

but in this
n ?¥"D| (these

Moreover, xxiv.

and nearer than the comparison of the

the comparison of QJQ' with

lies

man

;

?^?

ii.

10, ix. 17,

lacking understanding) with xvii. 18, vroyr

— points

of contact which,

if

an explanatory reason

may

be accounted for from the circumstance that to
the author or authors of the proverbs xxiv. 23 ff. the Book of
is

needed,

Proverbs

i.

easily

1-xxiv. 22

also the

imitation

may have been

points

perfectly familiar.

of contact of xxii.

be explained; for not merely the

From
may

17-xxiv. 22

lesser introduction, the

proverbs themselves also in part strikingly agree with the prevailing

language of
xxiii. 19,

i.

with

several others.

Book

1-ix.
iv.

:

14

But

;

cf .

T^

if,

according to

1#K (go straight forward in the way),
nioan (wisdom), xxiv. 7, with i. 20, ix. 1; and
i.

7,

we

conceive of the older

of Proverbs as accompanied with, rather than as without

,
,
(words of wise men), then from the similarity of the
!)3
two superscriptions xxiv. 23, xxv. 1, it is probable that the more
recent half of the canonical book begins with xxiv. 23, and we
cannot therefore determine to regard xxiv. 23 ff. also as a component part of the older Book of Proverbs; particularly since
xxiv. 236 is like xxviii. 21a, and the author of the introduction can
scarcely have twice taken into his book the two verses xxiv. 33 f .,
which moreover seem to stand in their original connection at vi. 10 f.

B,P?n

i
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The supplements

to the Hezekiah-collection, xxx.f., are of so

it will occur to no one (leaving out of view
such expressions as D'B^p njn, knowledge of the Holy, xxx. 3, cf.

peculiar a form, that

10) to ascribe them to one of the authors of the preceding
content ourselves here with a reference to Muhlau's

ix.

We

proverbs.

work,

Be

Proverbiorum quoe dicuntur Aguri

et

Lemuelis origine

atque indole, 1869, where the Aramaic-Arabic colouring of this
in all probability foreign section

is

closely investigated.

Having thus abundantly proved
verbs bearing the inscription
stock, truly old-Solomonic,

imitations

;

that,

that the two groups of pro-

v&o

are, as to their primary
though not without an admixture of
nb?t!>

on the contrary, the introduction,

as the ffosn 'lat, xxii. 17-xxiv. and xxx.

i.

7-ix., as well

are not at all old-

f.,

Solomonic, but belong to the editor of the older

Book

of Proverbs,

which reaches down to xxiv. 22, so that thus the present book of
the poetry of Solomon contains united with it the poems of the
older editor, and besides of other poets, partly unknown Israelites,
and partly two foreigners particularly named, Agur and Lemuel we
now turn our attention to the Doctbinal Contents of the work,
and ask whether a manifoldness in the type of instruction is noticeable in it, and whether there is perceptible in this manifoldness
a progressive development. It may be possible that the Proverbs
of Solomon, the Words of the Wise, and the Proverbial poetry
;

of the editor, as they represent three eras, so also represent three
different stages in the

the

Words

of the

development of proverbial poetry.

Wise

xxii.

However,

17-xxiv. are so internally related to

the Proverbs of Solomon, that even the sharpest eye will discover

them not more than the evening twilight of the vanishing Solomonic Mashal. There thus remain on the one side only the Proverbs of Solomon with their echo in the Words of the Wise, on
the other the Proverbial Poems of the editor and these present
themselves as monuments of two sharply defined epochs in the
in

;

progressive development of the Mashal.

The common fundamental character of the book in all its parts
when we call it a Book of Wisdom. Indeed, with
the Church Fathers not only the Book of Sirach and the Solomonic
Apocrypha, but also this Book of Proverbs bears this title, which
seems also to have been in use among the Jews, since Melito of
is

rightly defined

Sardes adds to the
since, moreover,

title

" Proverbs of Solomon,"

Eusebius (H. E.

iv.

17

koL

%o(f>ia

;

22) affirms, that not only Hege-
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sippus and Irenaeus, but the whole of the ancients, called the

Proverbs of Solomon Ilavdperos Xocpla.1
observation that

it

is

called

It is also worthy of
by Dionysius of Alexandria f) ao^fi

/Sj'/SXo?, and by Gregory of Nazianzum 17 TrcuBaryeoyitcri <ro<f>la.
These names not only express praise of the book, but they also
denote at the same time the circle of human intellectual activity
from which it emanated. As the books of prophecy are a product

Book

is a product of the nran,
apprehend the objective ao<f>ia, and
thus of <f>iXoao(pia, or the siudium sapiential. It has emanated
from the love of wisdom, to incite to the love of wisdom, and to

of the nt«33, so the
ffo(j>la,

human

the

of the Proverbs

effort to

—

put into the possession of that which is the object of love for this
end it was written.
need not hesitate, in view of Col. ii. 8,
to call the Book of Proverbs a " philosophical " treatise, since the

We

name <pi\oao<l>ia is altogether noble
human knowledge as over against the

origin of the
relativity of

:

expresses the

it

absoluteness of

the divine knowledge, and the possibility of an endlessly progressive

advancement of the human toward the

divine.

ideas of a dialectic development of thought

a

system did not primarily appertain to

scientific

was not present

for this

The

fructification

it

—the occasion

to the Israelitish people

through the Japhetic

characteristic

and of the formation of

spirit to

:

it

required

produce philosophers

such as Philo, Maimonides, and Spinoza. But philosophy is everywhere present when the natural, moral, positive, is made the object
of a meditation which seeks to apprehend its last ground, its legitimate coherence, its true essence and aim. In this view C. B.
Michaelis, in his Adnotationes uberiores in Hagiographa, passes

from the exposition of the Psalms to that of the Proverbs with the
words, "

From

David's

closet,

consecrated to prayer,

we now

pass

into Solomon's school of wisdom, to admire the greatest of philo-

sophers in the son of the greatest of theologians."
1

This

a

name [meaning " wisdom, including all virtue "], there are many
common in Palestine. The Jerusalem Talmud, in a passage

things to show, was

quoted by Krochmal, Kerem Chemed,

and riD3n.

(Ecclesiastes)

according to

v. 79, divides the

canon into rnwi, DS133,

Baba bathra, 146, calls Mishle (Proverbs) and Koheleth
flDan nDD. The Book of Koheleth is called (6. Megilla, 7 a),

Rashi, in

its contents, riD^B> *?& V1D3P1.

The Song bears in the Syriac

version (the Peshito) the inscription chekmetho dechekmotho.
3 " In hoc genere," says Lord Bacon, De Augmentis Scientiarum, viii. 2,
" nihil invenitur, quod ullo modo comparandum sit cum aphorismis illis, quos
edidit rex Salomon, de quo testatur Scriptura, cor illi fuiase instar arena} maris.
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When we give the name <f>i\o<7o<j>(a to the tendency of mind to
which the Book of Proverbs belongs, we do not merely use a current
scientific word, but there is an actual internal relation of the Book
of Proverbs to that which is the essence of philosophy, which
Scripture recognises (Acts xvii. 27, cf. Rom. i. 19 f.) as existing
within the domain of heathendom, and which stamps it as a natural
product of the human spirit, which never can be wanting where a
human being or a people rises to higher self-consciousness, and
begins to reflect on the immediate self-consciousness and its operations in their changing relation to the phenomena of the external
world. The mysteries of the world without him and of the world
and
within him give man no rest, he must seek to solve them
whenever he does that, he philosophizes, i.e. he strives after a knowledge of the nature of things, and of the laws which govern them
in the world of phenomena and of events ; on which account also
Josephus, referring to Solomon's knowledge of nature, says {Ant.
;

tovtwp tpvaiv

ovBk irapfjkOev avege-

viii. 2.

5), ovSe/tlap

Taorov

o\V

27. 1

earn quae est in conditione (jerlaei) sapientiam

:

rfp>tyi\<jev

iv traaaif i^iXoao^tjaev.

Cf. Irenseus, Cont. Her.

Dei

iv.

e.rponebat

•physiologice.

The historical books show us how much the age of Solomon
favoured philosophical inquiries by its prosperity and peace, its
and manifold commercial intercourse with foreign nations,
of vision extending to Tarshish and Ophir, and also how
Solomon himself attained to an unequalled elevation in the extent
of his human and secular knowledge. We also read of some of the
wise men in 1 Kings v. 11, cf. Ps. lxxxviii. Ixxxix., who adorned
the court of the wisest of kings ; and the Ptste, which became,
through his influence, a special branch of Jewish literature, is
the peculiar poetic form of the ntMn. Therefore in the Book of
Proverbs we find the name D'tpan njn (words of the wise) used
active

its circle

for

DwD

(proverbs)

;

and by a careful consideration of all the
is made of the D*??!?., one will convince

proverbs in which mention

Sicut enim arenas maris univereas orbis oras circumdant, ita et sapientia eju3
omnia humana non minus quam divina complexa est. In aphorismis vero illis
prater alia magis theologica reperies liquido haud pauca prsecepta et monita
civilia prtestantissima, ex profundis quidem sapient;'* penetralibus scaturientia
atque in amplissimum varietatis campum excurrentia." Accordingly, in the
same work Bacon calls the Proverbs of Solomon " insignes parabolas s. apho-

rismos de divina atque morali philosophia."
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himself that this

name has not merely a common ethical
name of those who made wisdom, i.e.

begins to be the

sense, but

the

know-

ledge of things in the depths of their essence, their special lifework,

and who connected themselves together in oneness of sentiment and
fellowship into a particular circle within the community. To this
conclusion we are conducted by such proverbs as xiii. 20
He that walketh with wise men becomes wise,
And whoever has intercourse with fools is destroyed
XV.

12—
The scorner love th not that one reprove him
To wise men he goeth not
;

which prevails in the Book of Proverbs,
between Y2 (mocker) and MH (wise), in which we see that, at
the same time with the striving after wisdom, scepticism also,
which we call free thought, obtained a great ascendency in Israel.
Mockery of religion, rejection of God in principle and practice,
a casting away of all fear of Jahve, and in general of all SeiaiBaifwvla, were in Israel phenomena which had already marked the
times of David.
One may see from the Psalms that the community of the Davidic era is to be by no means regarded as furnishing a pattern of religious life : that there were in it D^a (Gentile
nations) which were in no way externally inferior to them, and that
But it is natural to expect
it did not want for rejecters of God.
that in the Solomonic era, which was more than any other exposed
to the dangers of sensuality and worldliness, and of religious indifference and free-thinking latitudinarianism, the number of the
D'V? increased, and that scepticism and mockery became more inThe Solomonic era appears to have first coined the
tensified.
name of Y?. for those men who despised that which was holy,
and in doing so laid claim to wisdom (xiv. 6), who caused contention and bitterness when they spake, and carefully avoided the
society of the D'oan, because they thought themselves above their

and by the

contrast,

For in the psalms of the Davidic time the
commonly used for them (it occurs in the Proverbs
only in xvii. 21, with the general meaning of low fellow, Germ.
Babe), and the name Yl is never met with except once, in Ps. i. 1,
admonitions (xv. 12).

word

?33 is

which belongs

to the post-Davidic era.

One

of the Solomonic pro-

verbs (xxi. 24) furnishes a definite idea of this newly formed word

An inflated arrogant man they
One who

call

a scorner (yh),

acts in the superfluity of haughtiness.
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By
is

the self-sufficiency of his ungodly thoughts and actions he

distinguished from the

may

who

(simple),

'JIB

nition of the

means and

Holy

in opposition to

the

Sk

instruction

name

his non-recog-

from the 7D|

(foolish, wicked),

the 3? "JWJ (the void of understanding),
forgetfulness of

only misled, and

by

a better knowledge and better

opportunities, he is distinguished

ish, stupid), xvii. 16,

and

is

therefore be reclaimed, xiz. 25, xxi. 11;

vi.

32,

who

(fool-

22,

7, vii.

i.

and

despise truth

from want of understanding, narrowness, and
This
God, but not from perverse principle.

specially coined, the definition of it given

similarly defining proverb xxiv. 8),

and

(cf.

also the

in general the rich

and

manifold kinds of wisdom
30; ntetD, v. 2 ; ntaann, i. 5,

fine technical proverbs in relation to the

(W3,
xii.

in

5

xvi.
;

16

the

wisdom

instruct, x.
vi.

1D»,

;

i.

fJJB*OT first

(Hi??,

21

;

i.

5

;

8

;

xxi.

Chokma,

of instruction

etc.),

23 ; "Tin, to tend a flock, to
xv. 12 ; rtfeteJ rig?, to win souls,

rnin, iv. 2, vi.

^|bn, xxii.

25, xi. 30), of the wise

rroio,

nfottn,

coined by the

6

;

rcrin,

men

themselves (0?n,

xii.

a reprover, preacher of repentance, xxv. 12,

15;

etc.),

tf3J,

x. 13;

and of the

different classes of men (among whom also ^nsjt ffiK^ one who steps
backwards [retrograder], xxviii. 23) all this shows that noan was
at that time not merely the designation of an ethical quality, but
also the designation of a science rooted in the fear of God to which
many noble men in Israel then addicted themselves. Jeremiah
places (xviii. 18) the Dan along with the ljJ3 (priest) and ^3}
(prophet); and if Ezek. (vii. 26) uses tgj (old man) instead of
D ? n > y et D7 reference to Job xii. 12 this may be understood. In
his " Dissertation on the popular and intellectual freedom of Israel
from the time of the great prophets to the first destruction of
Jerusalem" {JahrbUcher, i. 96 f.), Ewald says, u One can scarcely

—

how high the attainment was which was reached
wisdom (philosophy) in the first centuries after
David, and one too much overlooks the mighty influence it exerted
on the entire development of the national life of Israel. The more
closely those centuries are inquired into, the more are we astonished
at the vast power which wisdom so early exerted on all sides as the
sufficiently conceive

in the pursuit after

common

object of pursuit of

openly manifested

many men among

itself in special circles

the people.

age after Solomon, which was peculiarly favourable to
inquisitive scholars gathered

It first

of the people, while in the
it,

eagerly

around individual masters, until ever

increasing schools were formed.

But

its

influence gradually pene-
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trated

all

the other pursuits of the people, and operated on the most

We are in entire sympathy
advanced by Ewald, although we must

diverse departments of authorship."

with this historical view

first

frequently oppose the carrying of

and the national history of

it

out in

details.

The

literature

Israel are certainly not understood if

one

does not take into consideration, along with the n Kl33 (prophecy), the
influential

development of the nosn as a special aim and subject of

intellectual activity in Israel.

And how was
To

denote

its

—

Chokma conditioned to what was it directed ?
and aim in one word, it was universalistic,
Emanating from the fear or the religion of Jahve

this

condition

or humanistic.

^>

n
the way of the Lord, x. 29), but seeking to comprehend
(
the spirit in the letter, the essence in the forms of the national life,
its effort

as such.
spiritual
(DJ>

jna*

was directed towards the general truth affecting mankind
While prophecy, which is recognised by the Chokma as a
power indispensable to a healthful development of a people
tftn pt<3,

xxix. 18),

is

of service to the historical process into

which divine truth enters to work out its results in Israel, and from
thence outward among mankind, the Chokma seeks to look into the
very essence of this truth through the robe of its historical and
national manifestation, and then to comprehend those general ideas
in which could already be discovered the fitness of the religion of
Jahve for becoming the world-religion. From this aim towards the
ideal in the historical, towards the everlasting same amid changes,
the human (I intentionally use this word) in the Israelitish, the
universal religion in the Jahve-religion (Jahvetum), and the universal morality in the

Law,

all

the peculiarities of the

Book

of

Proverbs are explained, as well as of the long, broad stream of the
literature of the Chokma, beginning with Solomon, which, when the
Palestinian Judaism assumed the rugged, exclusive, proud national

character of Pharisaism, developed

itself in Alexandrinism.
BerProverbs there are no warnings given
against the worship of idols, which from the time of the kings
gained more and more prevalence among the Israelitish people.
" How is it to be explained," he asks (Spr. p. xlii.), " if the

theau

is

amazed that

in the

proverbs, in part at least, originated during the centuries of conflict

between idolatry and the religion of Jahve, and if they were collected at a time in which this conflict reached its climax and stirred
all

ranks of the people

—

this conflict against the

immorality of the

Phoenician-Babylonian religion of nature, which must often have
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same region of the moral contemplation of the world
over which this book moves? !" The explanation lies in this, that

led into the

Chokma took its stand-point in a height and depth in which it
had the mingling waves of international life and culture under it
and above it, without being internally moved thereby. It naturally
did not approve of heathenism, it rather looked upon the fear of
Jahve as the beginning of wisdom, and the seeking after Jahve as
implying the possession of all knowledge (xxviii. 5, cf 1 John ii. 20)
the

.

but

it

passed over the struggle of prophecy against heathendom,

confined itself to

its

own function,

viz. to raise

ral religious-moral truth in the Jahve-religion,

name

?Kitp? in

the Proverbs, even the

18 with

name

xxviii. 7, xiii. 14,

prayer and good works are placed above

—

practical obedience to the teaching of

The Proverbs

On

WD,

also of the fountain of life),

ment, leans; on

many

rnin has a

much more

and similar passages)

sacrifice, xv. 8, xxi. 3, 27,

wisdom above all, xxviii. 9.
Gen. i. and ii., the

human

race before nations took

book of Genesis, to

the figure of the tree of life (perhaps

found nowhere

else in the

Old Testa-

leans also the contrast, deeply pervading the

it

Proverbs, between
is

for

look for the

this primitive record in the

speak only of the nbpt?

that which

them

we

refer with special interest to

beginnings of the world and of the
their origin.

to use

than that of the law written at Sinai

flexible idea attached to it
(cf. xxviii. 4, xxix.

and

In vain do

the ennobling of the Israelites as men.

it

the treasures of gene-

life

(immortality,

above and that which

28) and death, or between
beneath (xv. 24) ; on it also

xii.
is

what is said in xx. 27 of the
(Der Weise tin Konig, 1849,
p. 240) has observed, accounts for the fact that tiiix occurs by far
most frequently in the Book of Job and in the Solomonic writings.
All these phenomena are explained from the general human
universal aim of the Chokma.
When James (iii. 17) says that the " wisdom that is from above
"

other expressions, such,

spirit

is first

of man."

This

e.g.,

as

also, as Stier

pure, then peaceable, gentle, easy to be entreated, full of

mercy and good

fruits,

without partiality, and without hypocrisy,"

words most excellently designate the nature and the contents of
the discourse of wisdom in the Solomonic proverbs, and one is
almost inclined to think that the apostolic brother of the Lord,
his

when he

delineates wisdom, has before his eyes the

Book

of the

Proverbs, which raises to purity by the most impressive admonitions.

Next

to its admonitions to purity are those especially to
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peacefulness, to gentle resignation (xiv. 30), quietness of mind
(xiv. 33) and humility (xi. 2, xv. 33, xvi. 5, 18), to mercy (even

toward beasts,

10), to firmness

xii.

and

sincerity of conviction, to

the furtherance of one's neighbour by means of wise discourse and

What

kind help.

ence to the law
love

is at

is

done

in the

Book of Deuteronomy with

As

the bottom of

and the love of men

its

refer-

Deuteronomy, so here,
admonitions, the love of God to men,

continued here.

is

in

to one another in their diverse relations (xii. 2,

fi^

xv. 9) ; the conception of

gives

way

to that of charity, of alms-

= eXerjuoavvr)).

Forgiving, suffering love (x. 12),
love which does good even to enemies (xxv. 21 f.), rejoices not over
the misfortune that befalls an enemy (xxiv. 17 f.), retaliates not
giving (Sucaioavvri

(xxiv.

28

f .),

but commits

all to

God

(xx. 22),

—love

in its

forms, as that of husband and wife, of children, of friends,

manifold

—

is

here

New

Testament distinctness and with deepest
feeling.
Living in the fear of God (xxviii. 14), the Omniscient
(xv. 3, 11, xvi. 2, xxi. 2, xxiv. 11 f.), to whom as the final Cause
all is referred (xx. 12, 24, xiv. 31, xxii. 2), and whose universal
plan all must subserve (xvi. 4, xix. 21, xxi. 30), and on the other
these are the hinges on which all the
side active pure love to man
teachings of wisdom in the Proverbs turn. Frederick Schlegel, in

recommended with

—

the fourteenth of his Lectures on the History of Literature, distinguishes, not without deep truth, between the historico-prophetic

books of the Old Testament, or books of the history of redemption,
and the Book of Job, the Psalms, and the Solomonic writings, as

books of aspiration, corresponding to the

triple

chord of

charity as the three stages of the inner spiritual

of

Job

is

designed to support faith amid

forth and exhibit hope

amid the

trials

;

life.

faith, hope,

The Book

the Psalms breathe

conflicts of earth's longings

;

the

Solomonic writings reveal to us the mystery of the divine love, and
the Proverbs that wisdom which grows out of and is itself eternal
love.

When Schlegel

Old Covenant,
lion as the

in the

same lecture says that the books of the

for the most part, stand under the signature of the

element of the power of

will

and

spirited conflict

glow-

but that in the inmost hidden kernel and heart
of the sacred book the Christian figure of the lamb rises up out
of the veil of this lion strength, this may specially be said of the
Book of Proverbs, for here that same heavenly wisdom preaches,

ing in divine

fire,

which, when manifested in person, spake in the Sermon on the
Mount, New Testament love in the midst of the Old Testament.
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It

is

said that in the times before Christ there

was a tendency to

apocryphize not only the Song of Solomon and Ecclesiastes, but
also the

Book of Proverbs, and

that for the

first

time the

men

of

the Great Synagogue established their canonicity on the ground of
their spiritual import

according to

b.

;

they became perplexed about the Proverbs,

Sabbath, 305, on account of such self-contradictory

proverbs as xxvi. 4, 5, and according to Aboth de-Rabbi Nathan,
c. 1, on account of such secular portions as that of the wanton

woman,

Bat

vii.

there is

that self-contradiction
racter of

from

its

is

the book and

no need to

its

;

The

woman, and

theopneustic cha-

claim to canonicity show themselves

integral relation to the

redemption

allegorize this

easily explained.

Old Testament preparation

but keeping out of view the book as a whole,

for
it is

self-evident that the conception of a practical proverb such as

4 and of a prophecy such as Isa. vii. 14 are very different
phenomena of the spiritual life, and that in general the operation of

xiv.

the Divine Spirit in a proverb

is different from that in a prophecy.
have hitherto noted the character of the instruction set
forth in the Proverbs according to the marks common to them in
all their parts, but in such a way that we have taken our proofs
only from the "Proverbs of Solomon" and the "Words of the

We

Wise," with the exclusion of the introductory proverbial poems of
the older editor. If we compare the two together, it cannot be
denied that in the type of the instruction contained in the
the Chokma, of which the book

latter,

an emanation and which it has as
its aim (noan njn?, i. 2), stands before us in proportionally much
more distinctly defined comprehension and form; we have the
same relation before us whose adumbration is the relation of the
instruction of wisdom in the Avesta and in the later Minochired
(Spiegel, Parsi-Grammatik, p. 182 ff.).
The Chokma appears also
in the " Proverbs of Solomon " as a being existing in and for itself,
which is opposed to ambiguous subjective thought (xxviii. 26);
but here there is attributed to it an objectivity even to an apparent
personality : it goes forth preaching, and places before all men life
and death for an eternally decisive choice, it distributes the spirit
to those who do not resist (i. 23), it receives and answers prayer
(i. 28).
The speculation regarding the Chokma is here with
reference to Job xxviii. (cf Prov. ii. 4, iii. 14 f ., viii. 11, 19), and
particularly to xxviii. 27, where a demiurgic function is assigned
to wisdom, carried back to its source in eternity: it is the
is

.
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medium by which

the world was created,

the creation of the world with

God

iii.

19

;

it

was before

as from everlasting, His son of

Him in His work of creation,
remained as His delight, rejoicing
always before Him, and particularly on the earth among the sons
of men, viii. 30 f. Staudenmaier (Lehre von der Idee, p. 37) is
certainly not on the wrong course, when under this rejoicing of
wisdom before God he understands the development of the ideas
or life-thoughts intimately bound up in it the world-idea. This
development is the delight of God, because it represents to the
divine contemplation the contents of wisdom, or of the world-idea
founded in the divine understanding, in all its activities and inner
harmonies; it is a calm delight, because the divine idea unites
with the fresh and ever young impulse of life, the purity, goodroyal dignity,
viii.

27-30

;

22-26 ;

viii.

it

was with

after the creation

it

—

and

ness, innocence,

holiness of life, because its spirit

clear, simple, childlike, in itself peaceful,

and

experienced especially on the earth

this delight is

among whom wisdom has

sons of men,
divine idea,

it is

in all in so far as it

is

is light,

harmonious, and happy

its

delight;

among

the

for, as

the

the inmost life-thought, the

on the earth of men in whom it comes
comes forth into the light
of the clear day.
Staudenmaier has done the great service of
having worthily estimated the rich and deep fulness of this biblical
theologumenon of wisdom, and of having pointed out in it the
foundation-stone of a sacred metaphysics and a means of protection
against pantheism in all its forms.
We see that in the time of the
editor of the older Book of Proverbs the wisdom of the schools in its
soul of each being, but
to its self-conception,

it is

and

self-conscious

its pursuit, the divine wisdom living
and forming the background of all things,
a height of speculation on which it has planted a banner

devotion to the chosen object of

and moving in
rises to

all

nature,

showing the right way to

latest times.

Ewald

rightly points to the

statements in the introduction to the Proverbs regarding wisdom

mark

wisdom in Israel
power learned to apprehend itself in
its own purest height, after it had become as perfect, and at the
same time also as self-conscious, as it could at all become in ancient

as a distinct

for they

of the once great power of

show us how

this

Israel.

Many

other appearances also

mark the advanced type

struction contained in the introduction.
p. xvii. f.), that

i.

6-ix.

of in-

Hitzig's view (Spriiche,

18 are the part of the whole

collection
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which was
trary, the

on

earliest written, confutes itself

all sides

views of Bleek in his Introduction

to the

on the con-

;

Old Testament,

thrown out in a sketchy manner and as if by a diviner, surprisingly
agree with our own results, which have been laboriously reached
and are here amply established. The advanced type of instruction in the introduction, i.-ix., appears

that

we

there find the allegory, which

Old Testament

among
up

other things in this,

to this place occurs in

literature only in scattered little pictures built

up

where without
any contradiction IWM n^K [a simple woman, v. 13] is an alleThe technical language of the Chokma has exgorical person.
tended itself on many sides and been refined (we mention these
synonyms noan, njn, fwa, nD"iy} PiB», npiD, njE'W) ; and the seven
pillars in the house of wisdom, even though it be inadmissible to
think of them as the seven liberal arts, yet point to a division into
seven parts of which the poet was conscious to himself.
The
common address, V? [my son], which is not the address of the
into independent poetic forms, particularly in ix.,

:

father to the son, but of the teacher to the scholar, countenances
the supposition that there were at that time D'??n \n, i.e. scholars of

the wise men, just as there were " sons of the prophets " (B'K?>),

" And when

and probably

also schools of

how wisdom

spake aloud to the people in

wisdom.

salem, in the high places of the city

does not one feel

and

all

it is

described

the streets of Jeru-

in every favourable place,

that such sublime descriptions could not be

wisdom were regarded by the people as
men truly displayed a great
must answer this question of Ewald's in

possible unless at that time

one of the

first

powers, and the wise

public activity?"

We

the affirmative.

Bruch, in his Weisheitslehre der Hebraer, 1851, was the first to
attention to the Chokma or humanism as a pecnliai
intellectual tendency in Israel; but he is mistaken in placing
it in an indifferent and even hostile relation to the national law
call special

and the national

cultus,

which he compares to the

Christian philosophy to orthodox theology.

zUge der alttestamentl.

Weisheit,

which

relation of

Oehler, in his Grund-

treats

more

especially of

Book of Job, judges more correctly
cf. also his comprehensive article, Pddagogik des A. T.in Schmid's
Pddagogischer Encyclopddie, pp. 653—695 (partic. 677-683).
the doctrinal teachings of the

5.

Tlie

Alexandrian Translation of the Book of Proverbs.
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Book of Proverbs is the
Hebrew text. One half of the
the Hebrew text) are placed in it

highest interest for the history of the
relation

of the

proverbs of

LXX.

Agur

to the

(xxx. of

and the other half after xxiv. 34 ; and the proverbs
of King Lemuel (xxxi. 1-9 of the Hebrew text) are placed after
the proverbs of Agur, while the acrostic proverbial poem of the
That
virtuous woman is in its place at the end of the book.
transposition reminds us of the transpositions in Jeremiah, and
rests in the one place as well as in the other on a misunderstandafter xxiv. 22,

The

ing of the true contents.

translator has set aside the

new

and has not marked the new
beginning, xxii. 17 ; he has expunged the new superscription,
xxiv. 23, and has done the same to the superscription, " The words
of Agur " (xxx. 1), in two awkward explanations (Xoyov <f>vKaa^
aofievos and tov? ifioix; \070v? <f>o^6r}ri), and the superscription,
superscription, x. 1, as unsuitable,

"The words

of

Lemuel"

(xxxi. 1), in

elprivTcu xnro &eov), so that the

one similar

proverbs of

(oi i/iol Xoyi

Agur and

of

Lemuel

are without hesitation joined with those of Solomon, whereby

yet remains a mystery

why

the proverbs beginning with

it

"The

words of Agur" have been divided into two parts. Hitzig explains it from a confounding of the columns in which, two being
on each page, the Hebrew MS. which lay before the translator
was written, and in which the proverbs of Agur and of Lemuel
(names which tradition understood symbolically of Solomon) were
already ranked in order before ch. xxv. But besides these, there
are also many other singular things connected with this Greek
translation interesting in themselves and of great critical worth.
That it omits i. 16 may arise from this, that this verse was not
found in the original MS., and was introduced from Isa. lix. 7 ; but
there are wanting also proverbs such as xxi. 5, for which no reason
can be assigned. But the additions are disproportionately more
numerous. Frequently we find a line added to the distich, such
as in i. 18, or an entire distich added, as iii. 15 ; or of two lines of the
Hebrew verse, each is formed into a separate distich, as i. 7, xi. 16
or we meet with longer interpolations, extending far beyond
this measure, as that added to iv. 27.
Many of these proverbs
are easily re-translated into the Hebrew, as that added to iv. 27,
consisting of four lines
ro;v

irr<

tmyo *m

»a
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ynfavo

But many of them also sound
Greek e.g. the lines appended

as

d^d* Kin

if

they had been originally

xiii. 15 ; the distich, vi.
14; and the formless trian, xxv.
The value of these enlargements is very diverse; not a few
;

11; the imperfect
10.

to ix. 10,

tristich, xxii.

of these proverbs are truly thoughtful, such as the addition to

13—

xii.

He who is of mild countenance findeth mercy
He who is litigious crushes souls
and singularly bold in imagery, as the addition to ix. 12
He who supports himself by lies hunts after (njn) the wind,
He catches at fluttering birds
For he forsakes the ways of his own vineyard.
And wanders away from the paths of his own field,
And roams through arid steppes and a thirsty land,
And gathers with his hand withered heath.

The Hebrew

text lying

before the Alexandrian translators had

certainly not all these additions, yet in
xi. 16, it is

LXX.

the

indeed a question whether
;

many

it is

passages, such as

not to be improved from

and in other passages, where,

if

one reads the Greek,

Hebrew words naturally take their place, whether these are not
at least old Hebrew marginal notes and interpolations which the
translation preserves.
But this version itself has had its gradual
historical development.
The text, the Kowr\ (communis), proceeds
from the Hexaplar text edited by Origen, which received from him
many and diverse revisions; and in the times before Christ, perhaps
(as Hitz. supposes), down to the second century after Christ, the
the

translation itself, not being regarded as complete,

gress of growth, for not unfrequently

two

was

in the pro-

different translations of

one and the same proverb stand together, as xiv. 22, xxix. 25
(where also the Peshito follows the LXX. after which it translates),
or also interpenetrate one another, as xxii. 8, 9.

These doubled

translations are of historical importance both in relation to the

and to the interpretation of it. Along with the Books of
Samuel and Jeremiah, there is no book in regard to which the

text

LXX.
we

text
1

can be of higher significance than the Book of Proverbs

shall seek in the course of
1

as adopted

our exposition duly to estimate the

by Bertheau (1847) and Hitzig (1858)

in their

Cf. also J. Gottlob Jager's Observaliones in Proverbiorum Salomonis

Ver-

sionem Alexandrinam, 1788; de Lagarde's Anmerkungen zur griech. Uebersetzung
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commentaries, and by Evrald in his Jalirb.

xi. (1861) and his
The historical importance of the
commentary (2d ed. 1867).
Egyptian text-recension is heightened by this circumstance, that
the old Syrian translator of the Solomonic writings had before
him not only the original text, bat also the LXX. ; for the current
opinion, that the Peshito, as distinguished from the Syro-Hexaplar
version, sprang solely from the original text with the assistance of
the Targum, is more and more shown to be erroneous. In the Book
of Proverbs the relation of the Peshito and Targnm is even the
reverse ; the Targum of the Proverbs, making use of the Peshito,

restores the Masoretic text,

—the points of contact with the LXX.

showing themselves here and there, are brought about 1 by the
Peshito. But that Jerome, in his translation of the Vulgate according to the Hebrcea Veritas, sometimes follows the LXX. in opposition to the original text, is to be explained with Hitzig from the fact
that he based his work on an existing Latin translation made from
the LXX. Hence it comes that the two distichs added in the
LXX. to iv. 27 remain in his work, and that instead of the one
In abundanti (after the phrase 3^3
disticb, xv. 6, we have two :

maxima

instead of JVa of the Masoretic text) juslitia virtus

autem impiorum eradicabuntur.

eogitationes

Domus

n
( '3)

est,

justi

plurima fortitude, et in fructibus impii conturbatio; for Jerome has
adopted the two translations of the LXX., correcting the second
2
according to the original text.

M. Heidenheim's Zur Textkritik der Proverbien, in his
German and English Theological Criticism and InvestiNo. vni. (1865), and ix., xi. (1866). The text of the LXX. (cf.

der Proverbien, 1863

;

Quarterly Journal for
gation,

Angelo Mai's

Classici Auctores,

irapoifiia,; is peculiar,

The

t.

ix.)

used by Procopius in his

"Eppwiu

and here and there comes near to the Hebrew

tit

scholion of Evagrius in the 2#oA/« si; rait wapoifiiett of Origen, edited

Tischendorf in his Notitia, 1860, from a us. of Patmos, shows

how

tu;

original.

by

soon eveu

the Hexaplar text became ambiguous.
1

Cf Dathe,
.

De ratione

consensus Versionis Syriacm el Chaldaicx Proverbiorum

Salomonis (1764), edited by Bosenmuller in his Opuscula.
Treatise on the Language of the Targum to the Proverbs and
Syriac, in Merx's Archiv,

the

to the
66-93, labours in vain to give the priority to that of
is written from the Peshito, and here and there ap-

:

;

the language

the original.
' The Ethiopic translation, also,
whole, dependent on the

verbs
xxxi.

(irccpoi,ulus),

in the

its relation

ii.

Targnm the Targum

proaches the Hebrew text

Maybaum,

LXX.,

for

is,

with few differences, the Syriac of

is

in particular points, as well as

it

divides the

L-xxiv., and instructions

Book

on the

of Proverbs into pro-

(vatihiiati)

of Solomon, xxv.-

Vid. Dillmann in Ewald's Jahrb. v. 147, 150.

VOL.

I.

D
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The fragments

of the translations of Aquila,

dotion, etc., contained in

Greek and Syrian

Symmachus, Theosources,

have been

more perfectly than conld have been done by
Montfaucon, by Fried. Field, in his work Origenis flaraplorum qua
supersunt, etc. (Oxonii, 1867, 4).
Of special interest is the more
recent translation of the original text, existing only in a MS. laid up
recently collected,

in the Library of St.

Mark

[at Venice], executed in bold language,

and newly invented words, by an unknown author, and
belonging to an age which has not yet been determined (Gracus
rich in rare

Venetus)

rum,

:

cf.

d'Ansse de Villoison's nova versio Gi'ceca Proverbio-

1784 ; and
Ge. Dahler, 1786.

Ecclesiastis, Cantici Canticorum, etc., Argentorati,

also the Animadversiones thereto of Jo,

The literature of the interpretation of the Book of Proverbs is
found in Keil's Einleituug in das A. T. (1859), p. 346 f. [Manual
oj Historico- Critical Introduction to the Old Testament, translated
by Professor Douglas, D.D., Free Church College, Glasgow.
Edinburgh:

T.& T.Clark.

Vol.

i.

p.

468

f.].

of the older linguistic works on this book

is

The most important
the commentary of

Albert Schultens (Lugduni Batavorum, 1748, 4), whose service to
the cause of Semitic philology and O. T. exegesis Mtihlau has

brought to remembrance in the Lutheran ZeiUchrift, 1870, 1;
Vogel'8 abstract {Hake, 1769), prefaced by Semler, does not altogether compensate for the original work.
From the school of
Schultens, and also from that of Schroder, originate the

Anmer-

kungen by Alb. Jac. Arnoldi, maternal grandson of Schultens, a
Latin edition of which was published (Lugduni Bat. 1783) by

Henr. Alb. Schultens, the grandson of Schultens by his son.
Among the commentaries of English interpreters, that in Latin
by Thomas Cartwright (Amstelredami, 1663, 4), along with the
Exposition of the Book of Proverbs by Charles Bridges (4th ed.,
London, 1859), hold an honourable place. The Critical Remarks
on the Books of Job, Proverbs, etc., by D. Durell (Oxford, 1772, 4),
also merit attention. Of more recent commentaries, since Keil gave
Iiis list of the literature of the subject, have been published those of
Elster (1858) aud of Zockler (1867), forming a part of the theologico-homiletical Bibelwerk edited by J. P. Lange. Chaps, xxv.xxix. Bud. Stier has specially interpreted in two works entitled Der
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WeUe ein Kunig ["The Wise Man a King"], and Salomonis Weisheit
Wisdom in the Days of Hezekiah "],

in Hiskiastagen [" Solomon's

1849

;

and chapters xxx. xxxi.

Weisheit ["

of the

new

The

Politics of

in

a work entitled Die Politik der
1850, Part hi. (1865)

Wisdom "],

exegetico-critical Aehrenlese [" Gleanings"] of Fried.

Bottcher, edited by Mtihlau, furnishes 39 pages of remarks on

Leop. Dukes, author of the Rabbinical Blumenlese
["Anthology "], 1844, and the Sehri/tzur rabbinisclien Spruchkunde,
1851, has published (1841) a commentary to the Proverbs in
Cahen's French Bibelwerk. There also is furnished a list of Jewish
interpreters down to the appearance of L. H. Loewenstein's Commentary (1838), which contains valuable contributions to the
critical confirmation of the Masoretic text, in which Heidenheim's
MS. remains, and also the Codex of 1294 mentioned in my preface
to Baer's edition of the Psalter, and in the Specimen Lectionum
Among Malbim's
of Baer's edition of Genesis, are made use of.
best works are, after his Commentary on Isaiah, that on the
Mishle (Warsaw, 1867). [Vide Preface.]

the Proverbs.
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THE OLDER BOOK OF PROVERBS.
I.-XXIV.

SUPERSCRIPTION AND MOTTO,

[HE

1.

1-7.

the Synagogue name, of the whole
Proverbs is
(Mishle), the word with
which it commences. Origen (Euseb. H. E. vi. 25)
uses the name MiaXcbO, i.e. WE'D, which occurs in the
external

title, i.e.

wD

collection of

Talmud and Midrash

as the designation of the book,

In a similar way, the names given

tents.

from

its

to the Psalter, a'pnn

con-

and

ni^nn, are interchanged.

This external
viewed as to

its

followed

title is

It reaches from

to itself.

by one which the Book of Proverbs,

gradual formation, and
i.

1 to ver. 6,

first

the older portion, gives

and names not only the con-

and the author of the book, but also commends it in regard to the
which it is capable of rendering. It contains " Proverbs of
Solomon, the son of David, king of Israel." The books of the HN123
and noan, including the Canticles, thus give their own titles ; among
the historical books, that of the memoirs of Nehemiah is the only
has the accent Dechi, to separate 1 it from
one that does so.
complex
genitive
the following
which it governs, and TVpto". h?0 is

tents

service

wb

it belongs to ntw, not to
fundamental idea of the word b^Oj we refer to the
derivation given in the Gesch. der jud. Poesie, p. 196, from ?vfo,
Aram. ?no, root S>n, Sanskr. tul (whence tula, balance, similarity),

made

the second hemistich, because

Tn.'

As

Lat.
1

to the

tollere ;

the comparison of the Arab, matlial leads to the same

Norzi has erroneously accented

*?t!>Q

with the accent Munach.

besides the Masoretic majusculum, like the 3,
of the Law, the Canticles, and Chronicles.
3 If it

had belonged to

thus: t>fcOE» -Ad

IffB

\p,

The D is
and k at the commencement

TT\, then the sentence

would have been accented

nD$>i? 'fytin-

62
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" bate

conclusion.

signifies, not, as

S3

2.

Schultens and others after him

from 7&Q in the
primary signification premere, premente manu tractate ; for the corresponding Arab, verb mathal does not at all bear that meaning,
affirm, effigies

ad similitudinem

alius rei expressa,

but signifies to stand, to present oneself, hence to be like, properly
to put oneself forth as something, to represent it; and in the Hebr.
?J? to stand on or over something, with
Arab, ham with b, rem administravit [yid.

also to rule, properly with

?

to hold it erect, like

Thus e.g., Gen. xxiv. 2, it is said of Eliezer:
who
ruled over all that he (Abraham) had (Luther:
ty®lt
was a prince over all his goods). Thus TBto, figurative discourse

Jesaia, p. 691].
^""
l

^"^9?

which represents that which is real, similitude ; hence then parable
or shorter apothegm, proverb, in so far as they express primarily
something special, but which as a general symbol is then applied to
everything else of a like kind, and in so far stands figuratively. An
example is found in 1 Sam. x. 11 f. It is incorrect to conclude
from this meaning of the word that such memorial sayings or proverbs usually contained comparisons, or were clothed in figurative
language ; for that is the case in by far the fewest number of instances: the oldest have by far the simplest and most special
interpretations "

(Fleischer).
Hence Mashal, according to its
fundamental idea, is that which stands with something
makes
something stand forth
representing.
This something that represents may be a thing or a person ; as e.g. one may say Job is a
Mashal, i.e. a representant, similitude, type of Israel (vide the work
entitled D»nn yv, by Ahron b. Elia, c. 90, p. 143) ; and, like Arab.

=

=

quite as generally as is

its

—

?B>0, cf . /&&, Job xli. 25), is used
etymological cogn. instar (instate). But

mathal (more commonly mithl

Hebr. Mashal always denotes representing discourse with the
marks of the figurative and concise, e.g. the section which
presents (Hab. ii. 6) him to whom it refers as a warning example,
but particularly, as there defined, the gnome, the apothegm or maxim,

in

additional

in so far as this represents general truths in sharply outlined little

pictures.

Ver.

2.

Now

follows the statement of the object which these

proverbs subserve ; and

first,

in general,

To become acquainted with wisdom and
To understand intelligent discourses.

They

instruction,

seek on the one side to initiate the reader in wisdom and

instruction,

and on the other to guide him

to the understanding
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of intelligent discourses, for they themselves contain such discourses

a deep penetrating judgment, and they sharpen
who engages his attention with them. 1
As Schultens has already rightly determined the fundamental
meaning of JHJ, frequently compared with the Sanskr. vid, to know
(whence by gunating,* vSda, knowledge), after the Arab, icad'a, as
deponere, penes se condere, so he also rightly explains noan by

in

which there

is

the understanding of him

means properly (from 0?n, Arab, hakm, R. hk vide
under Ps. x, 8, to be firm, closed) compactness, and then, like
nrvKvo-ny;, ability, worldly wisdom, prudence, and in the higher
aoliditas ; it

}

general sense, the knowledge of things in the essence of their

Along with wisdom

being and in the reality of their existence.
stands the moral "1MB, properly discipline,

i.e.

moral instruction, and

from id* =
properly adstrictio or constrictio ; for the D of the
noun signifies both id quod or aliquid quod (o,Tt) and quod in the
conjunctional sense (on), and thus forms both a concrete (like
iDto = ">?Kb, fetter, chain) and an abstract idea. The first general
object of the Proverbs is njtt, the reception into oneself of wisdom
and moral edification by means of education and training; the
second is to comprehend utterances of intelligence, i.e. such as
proceed from intelligence and give expression to it (cf. HON ^OK,
xxii. 21). f?, Kal, to be distinguished (whence T?, between, eonstr.
in conformity with this, self-government, self-guidance,
ID}, cogn. "1DK,

of

r.l>

space between, interval), signifies in Hiph. to distinguish,

to understand

;

nra

is,

according to the sense, the n. actionis

of this Hiph., and signifies the understanding as the capability
effective in the possession of the right criteria of distinguishing

between the true and the false, the good and the bad (1 Kings
iii. 9), the wholesome and the pernicious.
Vers. 3-5. In the following, 2a is expanded in vers. 3-5, then
25 in ver. 6. First the immediate object
8 To attain intelligent instruction,
Righteousness, and justice, and integrity
4 To impart to the inexperienced prudence,
To the young man knowledge and discretion

5 Let the wise

And
1

rule
1

the

man

man

hear and gain learning,

of understanding take to himself rules of conduct.

is rightly pointed by Lowenstein with Dechi after Cod. 1294; vide 13x9
njr6
- -T
by which the verse is divided, Toraih Emeth, p. 51, § 12.
[Guna = a rule in Sanskrit grammar regulating the modification of vowels.]
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With

njn, denoting the reception into oneself, acquiring, is inter-

changed (cf. ii. 1) nnp, its synonym, used of intellectual reception
and appropriation, which, contemplated from the point of view of
the relation between the teacher and the learner, is the correlative of run, irapaZiZovaiy

But

tradere (ix. 9).

IMD

?3tW?

is

that

which proceeds from chohna and tniuar when they are blended
together : discipline of wisdom, discipline training to wisdom ; i.e.
such morality and good conduct as rest not on external inheritance,
training, imitation, and custom, but is bound up with the intelligent knowledge of the Why and the Wherefore. fe^n, as xxi. 16,
is inf. absol.

used substantively

(cf. Bglpn,

keeping quiet,

Isa. xxxii.

17) of »fe> (whence »??, intellectus), to entwine, involve ; for the
thinking through a subject is represented as an interweaving,
complicating, configuring of the thoughts (the syllogism

is

in like

manner represented as '3?W, Aram. TfaD, a bunch of grapes), (with
which also »D, a fool, and ^son, to act foolishly, are connected, from
the confusion of the thoughts, the entangling of the conceptions
cf.

Arab,

'akl, to

understand, and ?i$°). The series of synonyms
which are not well fitted to be the

(cf . xxiii. 23) following in 3b,

immediate object to nng?, present themselves as the unfolding of
the contents of the ioiWl ">?*8, as meaning that namely which is

With the frequently occurring
dutiful and right and honest.
two conceptions DBB7M pTC (ii. 9), (or with the order reversed as
in Ps. cxix. 121) is interchanged ^Tft BBtpD (or with the order
also reversed, xxi. 3).
The remark of Heidenheim, that in PTC the
conception of the justum, and in njnv that of the cequum prevails,

suggested by the circumstance that not

is

i?Tf

but

nj?Ty signifies

2) in the sense of liberality, and then of almsgiving (ihei}fio<rvvrj); but PTC also frequently signifies a way of

SucatoawT)

(cf. x.

thought and action which is regulated not by the letter of the law
and by talio, but by love (cf. Isa. xli. 2, xlii. 6). Tsedek and tsdakah
have almost the relation to one another of integrity and justice
which practically brings the former into exercise. BBBi? (from
BB^, to make straight, to adjust, cf. B3t5>, Arab, sabita, to be smooth)
the right

is

and the righteousness in which

subjectively considered, the right mind.

from

"I?*),

to be straight, even)

is

1

it

realizes itself, here

CH^t? (defect, for D^B*D,

plur. tantum

;

for

its sing. "K5*D

1

According to Malbim, QBtPD is the fixed objective right, ply the righteousness which does not at once decide according to the letter of the law, but always
according to the matter and the person.

\
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^V) the

form "fafti (in the same ethical sense, e.g.
means thus a way of thought and of conduct that is straight, i.e. according to what is right, true, i.e.
without concealment, honest, i.e. true to duty and faithful to one's
form

(after the

Mai.

ii.

used

6)

is

4.

This verse presents another aspect of the object to be
: it seeks
to impart prudence to the simple.

:

it

word.

Yer.

served by this book

The form DWIB 1

(in which, as in

ffii,

in this mongrel form in which

is,

made up

18, xxvii. 12),

ix. 6, xiv.

plene, D^re, xxii. 3)

and

the

it is

plur. remains unwritten)

*

written (cf.

of DTIB

B'RTis (vii. 7).

(i.

vii. 7, viii. 5,

22, 32, once written

These two forms with

»

and the transition of * into K are interchanged in the plur. of
such nouns as 'flB, segolate form, " from nna (cogn. nrjB), to be
open, properly the open-hearted, i.e. one whose heart stands open
to every influence from another, the harmless, good-natured,
vox media among the Hebrews commonly (though not always, cf.
e.g. Ps. cxvi. 6) in malam partem: the foolish, silly, one who
allows himself to be easily persuaded or led astray, like similar
words in other languages
Lat. simplex, Gr. ex/qdrfl, Fr. nalo
Arab, fatyn, always, however, in a good sense: a high and nobleminded man, not made as yet mistrustful and depressed by sad

—

—

experiences, therefore juvenis ingenuut, vir animi generosi" (Fl.).

The O^B,

not of firm and constant mind, have need of ncnjf;

therefore the saying xiv. 15, cf.

5, xix. 25.

viii.

The noun HDiy

(a fern, segolate form like noan) means here calliditas in a good
sense, while the corresponding Arab, 'aram (to be distinguished

from the verb 'aram, D"1J>, to peel, to make bare, nu&are) is used only
in a bad sense, of malevolent, deceptive conduct.
In the parallel
member the word *i}H is used, generally (collectively) understood,
of the immaturity which must first obtain intellectual and moral
clearness and firmness such an one is in need of peritia et sollertia,
;

as Fleischer well renders

it

for njn

;

and nBtD (from Dot, according to

its

is

experimental knowledge,

primary

signification, to press

together, comprimere; then, referred to mental concentration

:

to

think) signifies in the sing., sensu bono, the capability of compre-

hending the right purposes, of seizing the right measures, of projecting the right plans.

Ver.
1

5.

In

this verse the infinitives of

like D'K&V, Ps.
*

civ.

t t:

vers. 22, 32, the

12, D'KSVSV 1 Chron.
t
•

mute N

is

:

the object pass into indexii. 8,

cf. Michlol,

196a.

*

wanting.
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«.

That JWC* cannot
pendent sentences for the sake of variety.
mean audiet, but audiat, is shown by is. 9; but 10*] is' jussive
(with the tone thrown back before ng? ; cf . x. 9, and xvi. 21, 23
where the tone is not thrown back, as also 2 Sam. xxiv. 3) with
the consecutive Vav

he

.

.

.

(1)

(= Arab.

in order that he.

or,

,_j,

/) :

him

let

Whoever

hear, thus will

wise

is

is

invited to

hear these proverbs in order to add learning (doctrinarri) to that

which he already

possesses, according to the principle derived

experience,

Matt.

retains its

means

ix. 9,

—

xiii.

12.

The segolate

(as also noa, ye*, fiDX,

reception,

^D,

from

which in pausa
0^, and others),

np?,

pTX,

and concretely what one takes into himself with

and mind ; therefore learning (&Sa^ with the object of
the d7ro8o^i)), as Deut. xxxii. 2 (parallel fT}DK, as iv. 2 frjln), and

his ear

then learning that has passed into the possession of the receiver,
knowledge, science (Isa. xxix. 24, parall. "J'?). Schultens com
pares the Arab. lakah, used of the fructification of the female

palm by the flower-dust of the male. The part. tf3J -(the fin. of
which is found only once, Isa. x. 13) is the passive or the reone
flexive of the Hiph. T??, to explain, to make to understand
who is caused to understand or who lets himself be informed, and
thus an intelligent person that is one who may gain iwann by
means of these proverbs. This word, found only in the plur.
(probably connected with «h, shipmaster, properly one who has
to do with the
Y?n, ship's ropes, particularly handles the sails,
LXX. Kvfiepvriaiv), signifies guidance, management, skill to direct
anything (Job xxxii. 7, of God's skill which directs the clouds),
and in the plur. conception, the taking measures, designs, in a good
sense, or also (as in xii. 5) in a bad sense ; here it means guiding
thoughts, regulating principles, judicious rules and maxims, as xi.
:

—

14, prudent rules of government, xx. 18, xxiv. 6 of stratagems. Fl.
compares the Arab, tedbir (guidance, from "O^, to lead cattle), with
its plur. teddbir, and the Syr. duboro, direction, management, etc.
Ver. 6. The mediate object of these proverbs, as stated in ver. 2b,

now expanded, for again it is introduced in the infinitive conThe reader shall learn in these proverbs, or by means
of them as of a key, to understand such like apothegms generally
is

struction

:

—

(as xxii. 17

ff.)

:

To understand proverb and symbol,
The words of wise men and their enigmas.
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In the Gesch. der jtid. Poesie, p. 200 f., the derivation of the notra
rnrop is traced from y^, primarily to shine, Sanskr. las, frequently
with the meanings ludere and lueere

; but the Arab, brings near
" rvsho, from Arab, root las, flexit, torsit,

another primary meaning.

thus properly oratio detorta, obliqua, non aperta ; hence
properly qui verbis obliquis utitur : as Hiph.

verba detorta retorquere,

i.e.

fW,

n?,

to interpret, to explain" (Fl.).

root ideas found in nvn, to be sharp, pointed

mocker,

to scoff, but also

(*"},

Of

the

perhaps related

to the Sanskr. katu, sharp of taste, but not to acutus),

and

to

1^

harmonizing with the at present
mysterious catena), the preference is given to the latter already,
Ps. lxxviii. 2. u The Arab, had, to revolve, to turn (whence hid,
bend, turn aside 1), thence rn*n, orpofy, cunning, intrigue, as also
be twisted

(cf. TJtt, "UK,

enigma, dark saying, perplexe dictum" (Fl.) The comparison made
by Schultens with the Arab, hidt as the name of the knot on the

horn of the wild-goat shows the sensible fundamental conception.

In
it

literature rtTn is the

post-biblical

poetry (with

iwn

of poetical prose).

enigma proper, and •"po

The

Grcec. Venet. translates

pryropeiav.

Ver.

7.

The

title

of the book

is

followed by

its

motto, symbol,

device

The fear of Jahve

Wisdom and

The

first

is

the beginning of knowledge

discipline is despised

by

;

fools.

hemistich expresses the highest principle of the Israelitish

Chokma, as it is found also in ix. 10 (cf. xv. 33), Job xxviii. 28, and
in Ps. cxi. 10 (whence the LXX. has interpolated here two lines),
rvwo combines in itself, as ap%tf, the ideas of initium (accordingly
J. H. Michaelis : initium cognitionis, a quo quisquis recte philosophari cupit auspicium facere debet) and principium, i.e. the basis,
thus the root (cf. Mic. i. 13 with Job xix. 28). 1 Wisdom comes

from God, and whoever fears
DiiT ntrv

is

reverential

since designedly nin»

is

Him

receives

and

also

Jas.

i.

5

f.).

One God,
who gave His law unto

used, and not D\T>K(n), to the

the Creator and Governor of the world,
Israel,

it (cf.

subordination to the All-directing, and

beyond Israel

left

not His holy will unattested

the reverse side of the fear of Jahve as the Most Holy One is
in ntbfe>, viii. 13 (post-biblical KDn DNT).
The inverted placing
1
In Sirach i. 14, 16, the Syr. has both times sriD3ri B*T ; but in the
second instance, where the Greek translation has irKnafiopq totpict(, DD3PI" JDt?

(after Ps. xvi. 11)

may have

existed in the original text.
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9.

of the words 76 imports that the wisdom and discipline which

one obtains in the way of the fear of
D<>

»•«•

r:$>

Sk,

the hard, thick, stupid;

God

is

only despised by the

see regarding the root-word

der Prophet Jesaia, p. 424, and
Schultens rightly compares ira^et?, crassi pro
has the tone on the penult., and thus comes from

coalescere, cohcerere, incrassari,

at Ps. lxxiii. 4.

stupidU. 1

na
is

;

'T3

the 3d pr. of nra would be «a or

wa.

The

perf. (cf. ver.

29)

to be interpreted after the Lat. oderunt (Ges. § 126).

FIRST INTRODUCTORY

MA8HAL DISCOURSE,

I.

8-19.

WARNING AGAINST FELLOWSHIP WITH THOSE WHO SIN AGAINST
THEIR NEIGHBOUR'S LIFE AND PROPERTY.
Vers. 8,

Book
;

is

designed to subserve, and the fundamental

based, he shows for whom he has intended
he has particularly the rising generation in his eye

principle
it

After the author has indicated the object which his

9.

of Proverbs

on which

8 Hear,

it is

my son,

thy father's instruction,
teaching of thy mother
9 For these are a fair crown to thy head,
And jewels to thy neck.

And refuse not the

"My son," says the teacher of wisdom to the scholar whom he has,
or imagines that he has, before him, addressing
friend.

The N. T.

representation of birth into a

him as a

new

fatherly

spiritual life,

1 Cor. iv. 15, Philem. 10, Gal. iv. 19, lies outside the circle of

the O. T. representation

by

;

the teacher feels himself as a father

Father and
mother are the beloved parents of those who are addressed. When
the Talmud understands ?3K of God, *BK of the people (ilQK),
that is not the grammatico-historic meaning, but the practical
interpretation and exposition, after the manner of the Midrash.
The same admonition (with "to, keep, instead of ycip, hear, and
rmp, command, instead of ">D*D, instruction) is repeated in vi.
virtue of his benevolent, guardian, tender love.

20, and what

is

said of

the parents in one passage

1

Malbim's explanation

is

singular

:

the sceptics, from

is

The

divided into two synonymous parallel passages.

^K,

in

x.

1

stricter

perhaps

!

This

also is Heidenheim's view.
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musar, which expresses the idea of sensible, means of instruction
(discipline), (xiii. 24, xxii. 15, xxiii.

13

f.), is

suitably attributed to

the father, and the torah to the mother, only administered by the

word

;

Wisdom also always
*1MD (my mutar).

(my

says vnfol

torah),

and only once,

10,

viii.

Ver.

which

9. 0?,

is

also used in the neut. ilia, e.g.

Job

xxii.

and the maternal teaching.
These, obediently received and followed, are the fairest ornament
of the child, rw, from nj^, to wind, to roll, Arab, latoy (from 1?,
whence also bb = vy, as *m, to boil up, = WW), means winding,
twisted ornament, and especially wreath
a crown of gracefulness
24, refers here to the paternal discipline

;

equivalent to a graceful crown, a corolla gratiosa, as Schultens

is

translates it

crown.1

cf. iv. 9,

;

according to which,

Wisdom

bestows such a

Judg. viii. 26) are necklaces, jewels for
the neck ; denom. of the Arab, 'unek, and Aram. PPV, the neck
(perhaps from P?y = py>, to oppress, of heavy burdens ; cf avyfiv,
nhfis is, like fauces, the throat by which one swallows
the neck),
(Arab, g'arg'ara, tag'arg'ara), a plur. extensive (Bottcher, § 695),
and is better fitted than tf"i| to indicate the external throat
Ezekiel, however, uses (xvi. 11) garon, as our poet (Hi. 3, 22,
(or ^PJS,

O'pJJJ

.

vi.

9
21) uses garg'roth, to represent the front neck.
Ver. 10. The general counsel of ver. 9 is here followed by a

more

special

warning

My son,

sinners entice thee

if

Consent thou not.

The ^l' (my

son)

C'Xtsn signifies

wicked.
to

is

to

'fiB

;

The

emphatically repeated.

whom

"IPS {Pi, of nns, to

make a

njjiB

men

sin has

open)

is

become a

intensive

form

habit, thus vicious,

not denom., to

make or wish

the meaning, to entice (harmonizing with

obtains from the root-meaning of the Kal, for

it is

ireffleiv),

related to

(januam) to patere: to open, to make accessible,
namely to persuasion. The warning 10b is as brief
a call of alarm back from the abyss. In the form K3h

as pandere

it

susceptible,

as possible

(from fUK, to agree
1

to, to

be willing, see Wetstein on Job,

p.

349)

In jn TCP toe jn has the conjunctive accent shahheleth, on account- of

which the Pesiq accent ( ) is omitted. This small shahheleth occurs only eight
See Toraik Emeth, p. 86.
2
The writing varies greatly. Here and at vi. 21 we have *|n'"i3"U?; atiii. 8,
>

times.

irrtirirh?
*

;

iu>

22, fprnsn^).

Thus according

The accent Pazer over the ya has the

to the

Masora and correct

texts.

force of Athnach.
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the preformative K

wanting, as in ViDh, 2 Sam. xix. 14,

is

cxxxix. 20, Ges. § 68, 2, and instead of n3h
vocalized not KSfo (cf .

xi.

(= n3tfn,
Aram.

25), but after the

1

cf.

Ps.

Kings xx. 8)

8311 (cf . Vi'.)

;

is

see

Gen. xxvi. 29, and Comment, on Isaiah, p. 648 ; Gosen. § 75, 17.
Vers. 11-14. Of the n imber of wicked men who gain associates to their palliation and strengthening, they are adduced as an
example whom covetousness leads to murder.
11 If they say, " Go with us, we will lurk for blood,
Lie in wait for the innocent without cause
12 Like the pit we will swallow them alive
And in perfect soundness like them that go down to the grave.
IS

We find all manner of precious treasure,

Fill our houses with spoil.
14 Thou shalt cast thy lot amongst
We all have only one purse."

us,

Ver. 11. The verb 31N signifies nectere, to bind fast (from
31, close, compact), (see under Isa. xxv. 11), and particularly (but
so that it bears in itself

object without ellipse) intidias nectere

its

—

" Either elliptically
for BTWBW (Jewish interp.), or, as the parallelism and the usage of
the language of this book rather recommend, per synecd. for : for a
man, with particular reference to his blood to be poured out (cf. our
a youth, with the undersaying ' ein junges Blut,' a young blood
lying conception of the blood giving colour to the body as shining
through it, or giving to it life and strength), as Ps. xciv. 21." As
in post-biblical Heb. 0TV"ife>3 (or inverted, alpa ical cap%, Heb. ii.
14), used of men as such, is not so used in the O. T., yet tn, like
Regarding

insidiari.

Fleischer remarks

0*1?

:

=

CB3,

is

sometimes used synecdochically for the person, but never

with reference to the blood as an essentially constituent part of
corporealness, but always with reference to violent putting to death,

which separates the blood from the body
Psychologie, p. 242).
is

Here CTO

interchanged, Mic. vii. 2

The

verb JBV

D'tppto, ne,

is

neh

:

let

is

(cf.

explained by

my

System der

bib.

BW, with which

it

us lurk for blood (to be poured out).

never, like JOB (to conceal), connected with Dy?Cj,

—thus none of these words

is

here to be supplied; the

idea of gaining over one expressed in the organic root

*)¥

(whence

nsv, diducendo obducere) has passed over into that of restraining
oneself, watching, lurking,

hence

IBS (cog.

Aram.

|t?3)

in the sense

of speculari, insidiari, interchanges with PlBx (to spy), (cf. Ps.
x. 8, lvi. 7

with xxxvii. 32).

The

adv.

M"

(an old accus. from
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C2

properly means in a gracious manner, as a free gift (tmpedv,

jn)

gratia

=

and accordingly, without reward,

gratiii),

cause, which frequently
effectu qui noceat,

i.e.

= without guilt

but

enemies without a cause,

him nothing whom God

*f>) f

LXX.,
of 1

(lie

Syr., Rashi,

Sam.

1

xix. 5, xxv.

of the accents

is

also

without

never signifies sine

We

have thus
« innocent in vain " (as D3n 'Tk,

Lam.

iii.

52)

his innocence helps

:

protects not against us notwithstanding

his innocence (Schultens, Bertheau, Elster,

Dan with the verb

it

with impunity (Lowenst.).

either to connect together Mil

my

;

and others)

;

or connect

in wait for), for which Hitzig, after the

Ralbag, Immanuel, rightly decides in view

31

;

cf . also

Job

is. 1 7,

where the succession

the same (Tarclia transmuted from Mugrash).

Frequently there are combined together in this Eun (cf. Isa.
14 f.), that which the author thinks, and that which those
he introduces as speaking think.
Ver. 12.

The

first

clause of this verse Hitzig translates

the pit (swallows) that which lives."

This

is

xxviii.

whom
:

" as

untenable, because

3 with the force of a substantive (as instar, likeness)

is regarded
a preposition, but not a conjunction (see at Ps. xxxviii. 14 f .).
D*n (the living) is connected with B$3?, and is the accus. of the

as

state

(

JU-, according

marians) in which they

to the terminology of the
will,

Arab, gram-

with impunity, swallow them up like

the pit (the insatiable, xxvii. 20, xxx. 16), namely, while these
1

their sacrifices are in the state of life's freshness,

— without doubt,

" the

like Ps. lv. 16, Ixiii. 10, cxxiv. 3, in fact

expression an allusion to the fate of the

living,"

and in

company of Korah, Num.

If this is the meaning of Q"n, then twon as the
word means integros not in an ethical sense, in which it
would be a synonym of 'pa of ver. lift (cf. xxix. 10 with Ps. xix. 14),
but in a physical sense ( Grose. Venet. kcu reXelow;; Parchon as Rashi,
uvbv\ D'Kna, vid. Bottcher, De Inferis, § 293).
This physical
sense is claimed for Din, Job xxi. 23, for on probably, Ps. lxxiii. 4,
and why should not D'Dn, used in the law regarding sacrifices (e.g.
Ex. xii. 5, " without blemish ") of the faultlessness of the victim,
xvi. 30, 33.

parallel

1 [Rashi,
i.e. Rabbi Salomo Isaaki, of Troyes, died A.D. 1105.
Ralbag, i.e.
Rabbi Levi ben Gerehon, usually referred to by Christian writers as Master Leo
de Bannolis, or Gersonides, a native of Banolas near Gerona, died about 1342.}
a Only in
this sense is the existing accentuation of this verse (cf. the Targ.)
to be justified.
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11-14.

"IB>K (Isa. i.

In the midst

6) ?

of complete external health they will devour them like those that

go down to the grave

Ps. xxviii. 1, lxxxviii. 5, with Isa.

(cf.

under whose feet the earth is suddenly
19),
opened, so that, without leaving any trace behind, they sink into
the grave and into Hades. The connection of the finite with the
xiv.

like those

i.e.

accus. of place, Ps. lv. 16, lies at the foundation of the genitive
connection "fa Tji^ (with the tone thrown back) : those that go
"

l

down

to the grave.

Vers. 13, 14.1

To

their invitation, bearing in itself its

own con-

demnation, they add as a lure the splendid self-enriching treasures

which in equal and just fellowship with them they may have the
Jin (from pn, levem, then facilem esse, Stre
a son aise) means aisance, convenience, opulence, and con-

prospect of sharing.
aisi,

cretely that

by which

life is

made

money and
423 f.). With

agreeable, thus

possessions (Fleischer in Levy's Chald. WSrterbuch,

i.

this Jin with remarkable frequency in the Mishle 1j£ (from ti£,
Arab, wakar, grave esse) is connected in direct contrast, according
to its primary signification ; cf. xii. 27, xxiv. 4 : heavy treasures
which make life light. Yet it must not be maintained that, as
Schultens has remarked, this oxymoron is intended, nor also that
KXD has here its
it is only consciously present in the language.

primitive appropriate signification of attaining, as Isa. x. 14 of

5w

reaching.

iw,

(from

7?f, to

*\&, Arab, salab,

draw from, draw

Comm. on

out,

from h&t

447) is that which is
drawn away from the enemy, exuviae, and then the booty and
tO&3, to fill with anything, make
spoil taken in war generally.
full, governs a double accusative, as the Kal (to become full of
anything) governs only one.
In ver. 14 v the invitation shows
cf.

how

the prospect

in conceiving

common

to

is

what

is

be

realized.

here meant.

purse exclude one another!

by

Isa. p.

Interpreters have difficulty

Do

not a share by lot and a
Will they truly, in the dis-

have equal portions at length, equally
Or is it meant that, apart from the
portion of the booty which falls to every one by lot, they have a
common purse which, when their business is ebbing, must supply
the wants of the company, and on which the new companion can
maintain himself beforehand f Or does it mean only that they will
tribution of the booty

much

1

lot,

in their money-bags f

Here, in ver. 14, "j^iy

second syllable

;

vid.

is

to be written with

Torath Emeth, p. 20.

Munach (not Metheg)

Accentuationssystem,

vii.

in the

§ 2.
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be as mutually helpful to one another, according to the principle
tA t&v <j)l\<ov fcoivd (amicorum omnia communia), as if they had
only one purse? The meaning is perfectly simple. The oneness of the purse consists in this, that the booty which each of

them

gets, belongs not

together,

who

and

wholly or chiefly to him, but to the whole

disposed of by lot

is

;

so that, as far as possible, he

participated not at all in the affair in obtaining

it,

may

yet

draw the greatest prize. This view harmonizes the relation between
146 and 14a. The common Semitic 0*3 is even used at the present
day in Syria and elsewhere as the name of the Exchange ('• Borse ")
(plur. akjds)
here it is the purse (" Kasse ") (xpTifidrov Soxetop,
Procop.), which is made up of the profits of the business. This
;

merely in gold, but is here thought of in regard
The apparent contradiction between distriand having a common purse disappears when the

profit consists not

to its worth in gold.

buting by

lot

distribution

by

lot

of the

common

property

retaining of a stock-capital, or reserve fund,

Ver. 15. After the
a warning
is

is

men

confirmed by a threefold reason
!

so made, that the

not excluded.

are described against whose enticements

given forth, the warning

My son

is

is

go not

Keep back thy

emphatically repeated, and

:

in the

foot

is

way with them.

from

their path.

If ^"13 (in the way), taken alone, cannot be equivalent to *!££ 71*13
(in one way), so is DnK (with them) to be regarded as its determination.

1

Foot (not

members come
bring about

which

is

feet), as eye, hand, etc., is used where the
under consideration than what they unitedly
26 f.). n?,r^, from 3T0, signifies properly that

less

(iv.

raised, especially the (raised) footstep.

Ver. 16. Theirs* argument to enforce the warning:
For their feet run to the evil,

And hasten
That

why

this is their object they
is it

to shed blood.

make no

secret (ver. 11

ff.)

;

but

that such an object as this should furnish no ground of

warning against them, especially as on this beginning the stamp
of that which is morally blamable is here impressed with JTv ?
1

The Arab, grammarians regard
them the

takhsys; that DF1K has with

butive

;

this

as half determination,

force of

a

and

call it

virtually co-ordinated attri-

while, according to the Arab, gram., it is also possible that "fi*I3,

" in

one way," is equivalent to on the common way, for in the indetermination
sometimes there lies the conception not merely of altad, but of weahad.
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17.

movement of the thoughts is quite after the
manner of this poet ; and that ver. 16 is in his style, vi. 18 shows.
The want of this distich (16i = Bom. iii. 15) in LXX. B. K.
weighs heavier certainly than the presence of it in LXX. A.
Besides, this circular

(Procop., Syro-Hexap.), since the translation

but

is

transferred from Isa.

lix.

later period, it is supplied in the

of an addition

Lagarde)

cf.

;

made

to the

7

;

LXX.,

;

if

yet

Coram, on Isaiah, xl.-lxvi.

but in Ezek.

xvii.

i>

not independent,

it

Isa. lix.

case (cf at Ps. xl. 15) the punctuation

is

time, at a

7 (Hitzig,

always pointed

*|3t5? is

is

first

has the appearance

D the aspiration
and in this

as well as

17 ^t^a

.

is

for the

Hebr. text from

thus; for, as a regular rule, after
disappears

bat

also found,

thus inconsequent.

Ver. 17. The second argument in support of the warning.
For in vain

the net spread oat

is

In the eyes of

The

all (the

interpretation consperswn est

winged)

rete,

birds.

namely, with corn as a

which was put into circulation by Rashi, is inadmissible ; for
(Hiph. of ntt) can mean to strew, can rnr mean to
The object is always that which is scattered (gestreut), not
spread.
that which is spread (bestreut). Thus, expansum est rete, but not
from "ITD, eatendere, from which rnitD1 in this form cannot be derived (it would in that case be JTWB), but from rnf, pass, of rnt, to
scatter, spread out.
Tiie alluring net, when it is shaken out and
But if this is done
spread, is, as it were, scattered, ventilatur.
incautiously before the eyes of the birds to be caught, they forthwith fly away. The principal stress lies on the *?.'ja (before the
bait,

as little as

W

eyes) as the reason of the Dan (in vain), according to the saying of

Ovid, Quce nimis apparent

retia, vital avis.

tudinis lying near, according to J.

himself and by most others.

H.

The

Michaelis,

applieatio similiis

missed even by

If the poet wished to say that they

on their work of blood with such open boldness, that he
must be more than a simpleton who would allow himself to be
caught by them, that would be an unsuitable ground of warning
for would there not be equally great need for warning against
fellowship with them, if they had begun their enticement with
more cunning, and reckoned on greater success ? Hitzig, Ewald,
Zockler, and others, therefore interpret Mn, not in the sense of
carried

1

The

hs.

Masora remarks

iDm

Vih,

and hence

mfD

is

written defectively

in the Erfurt, 1, 2, 3, Frank/. 1294, in the edition of Norzi and elsewhere.

VOL.
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in vain,

inasmuch as they do not

themselves be caught; but

let

vain, for they see not the net, bat only the scattered corn.

in

:

But

according to the preceding, AKniJ (the net) leads us to think only
either of the net of the malicious designs, or the net of the alluring

Thus, as Ziegler has noticed, the warned ought to
:
Go not with them,

deceptions.

make

application of the similitude to himself

for their intention

is

bad

go not with them, for

;

away from the net which

spread out before

is

if

the bird flees

it,

thou wilt not

by their gross
the furnished with the wing (wings in

surely be so blind as suffer thyself to be ensnared

enticements.

1J3 ???

Eccles. x. 20)

Ver.

The

"18.

co-ordinated

:

??? forms the idea of property (lord).

;

causal conj. 'S (for)

and there now

;

in

vers.

16 and 17 are

follows, introduced

by the

conj.

i

(" and "), a third reason for the warning

And

they

lie

The warning

of ver. 16

duct of the enticer

;

own blood,
own lives.

in wait for their

They lay snares for
is

their

founded on the immorality of the con-

that of 17 on the audaciousness of the seduc-

and now on the self-destruction which the robber and
murderer bring upon themselves : they wish to murder others, but,

tion as such,

murder themselves. The expression
were : They lay snares, as they

as the result shows, they only
is

shaped after ver. 11, as

if it

themselves say, for the blood of others

own blood

;

but

it is

in reality for

but not, as
Instead
of DDT>, there might be used DiTDT> after Mic. vii. 2 ; but DPDJ?
would signify ipsis (post-biblical, VOffc), while Dfl^Wp leaves un-

their

they certainly

:

lie in wait,

they add, for the innocent, but for their

as they say

own

;

lives (Fl.).

:
animis iptorum ; for if the O. T.
language seeks to express ipse in any other way than by the personal pronoun spoken emphatically, this is done by the addition of

obliterated the idea of the life

CM

(Isa.

liii.

Dftt

11).

has another subject

17

Ver. 19.

An

this

Ps.

account necessary, because ver.

lxiii.

10).

epiphonema

Such

is

the lot of

It takes

This language

was on
(cf.

is

away the

formed

all

who

life

indulge in covetonsness

after

Job

viii.

Here, as there, in

13.

the word rtfrns, the ideas of action and issue,
its result,

are

all

combined.

off,

off

and takes

to himself

manner of

life

and

J^a signifies properly that which

a piece, fragment broken

cut

;

of its owner.

— booty,

off,

is

then that which one breaks

gain,

particularly unjust gain
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is

he who

i>?3 is
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20.

greedy or covetous.

is

V¥3, covetousness, irXeovetjla (see Isa.

17).

lvii.

away

says of three other things that they take

iv. 11,

we

understanding (rows), so here
or covetousness, that

away the

to take

life,

takes

1

Kings

the

3?,

are taught regarding unjust gain

away

it

The subject
As Hosea,

B>W, the life (^rvjpj) (Btej

nj57,

V?ya denotes

xix. 10, Ps. xxxi. 14).

not the possessor of unjust gain, but as an inward conception, like
t]K 792, xxii.

24, cf. xxiii. 2, xxiv. 8, Eccles. x. 11,

covetousness

is

V7^3

thought of as sing.

is

according to

The

the property.

iii.

xxii.

cf.

;

27, xvi. 22, Eccles.

23,

Ps. xxxiv. 23

8, this

viii.

probable, although the usage without the suffix

and not

^J*? (of plur. intens.

him of whom
show that

sing. B*w does not

is

is

but

;

nevertheless

always JW3 PV3,

0^3).

SECOND INTRODUCTORY" MASHAL DISCOURSE,

I.

20-33.

DISCOURSE OF WISDOM TO HEB DESPISEBS.
After the teacher of wisdom has warned his disciples against the
sin, whose beastly demoniacal nature

allurements of self-destroying

culminates in murder and robbery, he introduces
saying
calls

how by

enticing promises

Wisdom

herself

and deterring threatenings she

Wisdom

the simple and the perverse to repentance.

is

here

But this personification
presupposes, that to the poet wisdom is more than a property and
quality of human subjectivity : she is to him as a divine power,
existing independently, to submit to which is the happiness of men,
personified,

and

i.e.

to reject

represented as a person.

which

is

their destruction.

appearance of wisdom, as

it is

And

also to the public

here represented, there must be

present objective reality, without which the power of conviction

The author must think on
human organs (as 2 Chron.

departs from the figure.

historical

biographical facts, on

xvii.

Wisd.

vii.

27), through which, without words and in words,

delivers such addresses.
it

But the

a

call to

repentance, going forth to

which, divested of

all

to its invisible divine

and
cf.

Wisdom

figure cannot be so historical that

sustains only the relation to a definite time,

it is

7-9,

the accidents of

its

all

and not

to all

time and to

all

time

;

places,

externality, he here refers

background, when he begins

in these
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20 Wisdom cries, sounding loudly in the streets,
She causes her voice to be heard in the chief streets.
21 Over the places of greatest tumult she calleth
In the porches of the gates, in the city, she speaketh forth her words.

Ver. 20. Looking to its form and vocalization, ntoan may be an
Aramaizing abstract formation (Qesen. ; E\v. 165, c; Olsh. 219, b)
for although the forms rrtnR and ni?a are of a different origin, vet
in nteP and W?Mn such abstract formations lie before us. The termination uth is here, by the passing over of the « into the less
obscure but more intensive o (cf. inj in the beginning and middle
at the end of the word), raised to 6th, and
of the word, and titj
thereby is brought near to the fem. plur. (cf. nioan, xiv. 1, sapientia,
as our plur. of the neut. sapiens, n ?? n.)> approaching to the abstract.
;

W

On

the other hand, that fiton

(for nj'in
7, is plur.,

by

is sing,

of abstract signification,

is

not

being joined to the plur. of the predicate
here, as at viii. 3, is scarcely plur. ; and if niD&n } xxiv.

decisively denoted

nton

its

as the numerical plur.

sciences or departments of knowledge)

may

refer to the different

but perhaps by this, that it
interchanges with rfsan, Ps. xlix. 4, cf. Prov. xi. 12, xxviii. 16,
and that an abstract formation from neon (fem. of Mh, Din),
which besides is not concrete, was unnecessary. Still less is ninan
;

= n»3n

a singular, which has it in view to change nran into a
proper name, for proof of which Hitzig refers to rtoinn, Ps. lxxviii.

15

;

not

the singular ending 6th without an abstract signification does
exist.

After that Dietrich,

in his

Abhandl. 1846, has shown

that the origin of the plur. proceeds not from separate calculation,

but from comprehension,1 and that particularly also names denoting

which multiply the connot externally but internally, there is no longer any
justifiable doubt that rtoan signifies the all-comprehending, absointellectual strength are frequently plur.,

ception

lute, or, as Bottcher, § 689, expresses

it, the full personal wisdom.
Since such intensive plurals are sometimes united with the plur. of
the predicate, as e.g. the monotheistically interpreted Elohim, Gen.
xxxv. 7 (see I. «.), so nahn may be plur. On the other hand, the

idea that

it

is

a forma mixta of |TH (from

\yf)

and

xxxix. 23) or nfin, the final sound in ah opposes.
ever, be the emphatic form of the

3d fem.

sing, of }3T

It
;

(Job
may, hownrifl

for, that

the

1

In the Indo-Germanic languages the s of the plur. also probably proceeds
from the prep, sa (sam) = av». See Schleicher, Compend. der vergl. Gram.
§ 247.
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21, 22.

Hebr. has such an emphatic form, corresponding to the Arab, taktuis shown by these three examples (keeping out of view the
suspicion of a corruption of the text, Olsh. p. 452), Judg. v. 26,
Job xvii. 16, Isa. xxviii. 3 ; cf. njrwn, Obad. 13 (see Caspari, l.c.) f
banna,

-

an example of the 2d masc. sing, of this formation. I? } (with njn)
is a word imitative of sound (Sckattteort), used to denote " a clear-

who

sounding, shrill voice (thence the Arab, rannan, of a speaker

sound of a string
;
or chord of a bow, or the clear tinkle of the arrow in the quiver,
and of the metal that has been struck" (Fl.). The meaning
of Titan"! is covered by platece (Luke xiv. 21), wide places ; and
prt, which elsewhere may mean that which is without, before the
gates of the city and courts, here means the u open air," in contrathen the clear

has a clear, piercing voice)

shrill

distinction to the inside of the houses.

Ver. 21. ninph (plur. of

the ground-form of

'ota,

= non^ " they who are making noise ;"
used (Isa.
E^ifl

is

crowded noisy

xxii. 2) as a substantive,

JiDln,

for the epithet

is

from

streets or places.

the place from which on several sides streets go forth

ras el-ain, the place where the well breaks forth

place from which the stream divides itself
tributively as little as at

(which also

viii.

2.

fine, if

the sing,

is

meant

distinguished from

Four times the poet

says that

Wisdom

before the few

who

there are

cf.

dis-

1V&

Wisdom

forth preaching, and four times that she preaches publicly

used in five places implies that

:

ras en-nahr, the

opening of the gate, the

signifies cleft, breach), is the

entrance by the gate.

;

;

W

poetically

;

preaches not in the

met with, but in the

city,

goes

the

which

vya

field,

is full

of people.

Ver. 22.

The poet has now reached

that part of his introduction

where he makes use of the very words uttered by Wisdom

Three

How

long, ye simple, will ye love simplicity,

And
And

scorners delight in scorning,

classes of

fools hate

men are

:

knowledge ?

here addressed

:

the 0TIB ? the simple, who,

being accessible to seduction, are only too susceptible of evil ; the D , 26,
mockers,

i.e.

free-thinkers (from p?, Arab. lus,flectere, torquere, pro-

perly qui verbis obliquis utitur)

and stupid (from

;

and the By, M,

fools, i.e.

the

men-

?D3,

Arab, kasal, to be thick, coarse,
indolent). The address to these passes immediately over into a declaration regarding them ; cf. the same enallage, i. 27 f. 'no !)? has
tally imbecile

the accent Mahpach, on account of the Paseh following ; vid. Torath
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Emeth,

whom

Intentionally,

p. 26.

Wisdom

addresses only the DVIB, to

Between the

f utt.,

express the continuing love and hatred, stands the perf.

'*"pn,

which
which
expresses that in which the mockers found pleasure, that which was
the object of their love, tan? is the so-called dat. ethicus, which reflexively refers to that which is said to be the will and pleasure of
the subject ; as we say, " I am fond of this and that." The form
ttnw^ Abulwaltd, Parchon, and Eimchi regard as Piel; but
*3ij$]
instead of unKn would be a recompensation of the virtual
she expects to find soonest access.

,
!

doubling, defacing the character of the Piel.
as a defectively written PaiSl (in Syr.), but
this conjugation exists in

Hebr.

;

much

Kal form with P^gn without

possible

Schultens regards
it

rather

is

it

not proved that

UQKn

is

the only

the pause, regularly formed

from *3EJgn (yid. Ewald, § 193, a).
The division by the accent
Mercha-Mahpaeh of the two words TIB «n«n is equal in value to the
connecting of them by Makkeph ; vid. Baer's Psalterinm. p. x. In
codd., and also in correct texts, unsn is written with the accent
Galgal on the first syllable, as the servant of the Mercha-Mahpaeh.
The Gaja is incorrectly here and there placed under the Fj.
Ver. 23. To the call to thoughtfulness which lies in the complaint
" How long!" there follows the entreaty
Turn ye at my reproof
Behold I would pour out my Spirit upon you,
I would make you to know my words.
!

23a

is

not a clause expressive of a wish, which with the particle
is wanting, would be J0~O*E>n, or
1 and xxvii. 23 would be U*E>n 3^e>. The nan,

expressive of a wish, which

according to

xxiii.

introducing the principal clause, stamps 23a as the conditional
clause

the relation of the expressions

;

24. ttttMJ 1
MBFi,

but to

my

at

is

not equivalent to

*t

reproof,

34), but

it is

my

under

reverlamini
i.e.

but

reproof.
:

wain? a

in consequence of

With

is

:

it

Job xx.
would require

as Isa. xxvi. 10,

convertamini, which

a construct™ prcegnans

(LXX., Symni.)
1

;

si

does not therefore
(Hitzig, after

mean

Num.

xvi.

turning and placing yourselves

nnain there

is

supposed an eXey^o?

bringing proof, conviction, punishment.

If

In the Hagiographa everywhere written pkne, with exception of Job

xvii. 10.
1

the

The Metheg belongs to the r\, under which it should be placed (and not to
as the commencing sound of the second syllable before the tone$>),

syllable

;

cf.

ver. 25.
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24-27.

they, leaving their hitherto accustomed way, permit themselves to

be warned against their wickedness, then would Wisdom cause her
words to flow forth to them, i.e. would without reserve disclose and
communicate to them her spirit, cause them to know (namely by
experience) her words. JPan (from JOJ, E. 33 vid. Genesis, p. 635)
is a common figurative word, expressive of the free pouring forth
of thoughts and words, for the mouth is conceived of as a fountain
(cf. xviii. 4 with Matt. xii. 34), and the prjait (vid. LXX.) as
;

pevaK

;

only here

it

has the Spirit as object, but parallel with

thus the Spirit as the active power of the words, which,
Spirit expresses Himself in them, are irvevfia ko.1

The

Wisdom

addresses of

in the

upon the discourses of the Lord

Book

?g>j/,

John

13/],

if

the

vi.

63.

of Proverbs touch closely

in the Logos-Gospel.

Wisdom
men

appears here as the fountain of the words of salvation for

;

and these words of salvation are related to her, just as the X070*
to the divine X0709 expressing Himself therein.
Vers. 24-27.

The

address of

Wisdom now

takes another course.

Between vers. 23 and 24 there is a pause, as between Isa. i. 20 and
21. In vain Wisdom expects that her complaints and enticements
will

Therefore she turns her

be heard.

call to

repentance into a

discourse announcing judgment.

24 Because

I

have

called,

my

and ye refused

man regarded;
ye have rejected all my counsel,
to my reproof have not yielded
26 Therefore will I also laugh at your calamity,
Will mock when your terror cometh
27 When like a storm your terror cometh,
And your destruction sweeps on like a whirlwind;
When distress and anguish cometh upon you.
Stretched out

25

hand, and no

And
And

Commencing with

JJP

(which, like l?o, from n:» ? to oppose, denotes

the intention, but more the fundamental reason or the cause than, as
jpop,

the motive or object), the clause, connected with ^"DS, ego vicis-

sim, turns to the conclusion.

are connected

by

As here

^""Ji? $*. ( as tne

word of Jahve)

'?K"D? to the expression of the talio in Isa. lxvi. 4,
i. 19 f.
The construction
quoniam quum vocarem renuistis

so also ]KD, with its contrast H3K, Isa.

quoniam vocavi

et

renuistis for

(cf. Isa. xii. 1) is the

common

diffuse (zerstreute) Semitic, the para-

tactic instead of the periodizing style.

The

stretching out of the

hand is, like the "spreading out" in Isa. lxv. 2, significant of striving
Regarding
to beckon to the wandering, and to bring them near.
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^'P ?,

make

viz. tyN, to

1

the ear

stiff

(E. Cp), arrigere, incorrectly

explained by Schultens, after the Arab, kashab, polire, by aurem
purgare, vid. Isaiah^ p. 257, note.

Ver. 25. JHB is synonymous with 8PDJ, i. 8 ; cf. iv. 15 Vjns, turn
Gesenius has inaccurately interpreted the phrase
it.
jna
of the shaving off of the hair, instead of the letting it fly loose, jna

wn

from

means

to loosen

(

=to

lift

up, syn.

?D!?), to release, to set free

combines the meanings of loosening and making empty, or at

which

is

intrans., to

be set

free, therefore to

occupation or business
i.e.

;

with

have accomplished

to

it,

^
to

1*JP,

have done with

ance,

i.

in itself the

30 (with

p),

meanings of consent,
ii.

4

"PK,

1

3

is

it

10,

is

is

right.

principal

not to be understood

calamitas opprimens, obruens (from *HR

t&

you

rn?,

and compli-

The

that of the state or time, not of the object.

oppress), see at Ps. xxxi. 12.

Thus:

(Fl.).

to set
i.

it,

(cf. Jer. xx. 7).

Vers. 26, 27. pnb>} as xxxi. 25 shows,

with 3

be free from

and, as here, of acceptance.

clause begins like an echo of Ps.

means,

my counsel (TO? as

all

what I always would advise

lie.), i.e.

n3N combines

latter

be or to become free from

of an object, to

since ye have dismissed (misstim fecistis)

from

The

conveyed in Arab, by c J and i J.

it

;

liberty,

= jT,

Regarding

to burden, to

related to nnK* as arriving to

are addressed are in the condition of carnal security,

— for
— but

that which, in the midst of this, will frighten and alarm them.

The

approaching ; D^l ?1

those

who

™

not tnat ^or

wnich

they are in terror,

=

nw, as njtn, mjrt after
pointed thus, HJKtr (from iNf
na*n)
narot,
the form
;
the Keri substitutes for this infinitive name
the usual particip. fiste* (where then the Vav is TIV, " superfluous "),
Chethib JWXf

is

crashing (fern, of
crash

;

regarding

then a crash and an overthrow with a
root-meaning (to be waste, and then to sound

AKfe'),

its

hollow), see under Ps. xxxv. 8.

AMD (from *PD = HBD), sweeping
The infinitive construction of

forth as a (see x. 25) whirlwind.

27a is continued in 276 in the finite. " This syntactical and logical
attraction, by virtue of which a modus or tempus passes by 1 or by
the mere parallel arrangement (as ii. 2) from one to another,
attracted into the signification and nature of the latter, is peculiar
to the Hebr.
If there follows a new clause or section of a clause
where the discourse takes, as it were, a new departure, that attraction ceases, and the original form of expression is resumed
cf i.
here
future
returned
to,
as
where
after
the
accent
Athnach
the
is
22,
;
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28-31.

The

in 27c the infinitive construction is restored" (Ft).

rating words njWi rny, cf. Isa. xxx. 6, Zeph.

i.

allite-

15, are related to

each other as narrowness and distress (Hitzig) ; the Mashal

is

fond

1
of the stave-rhyme.

Vers. 28-31.
tinues

—

Then

—

this

distress shall teach

28 Then

They

sublime preacher in the streets con-

them

to

pray

on me, and I will not answer;
early seek after me, and not find me

shall they call
shall

29 Because that they hated knowledge,
And did not choose the fear of Jahve.
80 They have not yielded to my counsel,
Despised all my reproof
81 Therefore shall they eat of the fruit of their way,
And satiate themselves with their own counsels.
full emphatic forms, V^Pj they shall call on me,
*?f™*,
they shall seek me, and 'MNXD',, they shall find me, the suffix V may

In the

be joined to the old plur. ending un (Gesenius, Olshausen, Bottcher);
but open forms like vj5- ?'> He wu l bless him, , ?£J2D , , He will
honour me (from ,f]??,.)j and the like, rather favour the conclusion
!

:

that

3 is

epenthetic (Ew.

§

250, 6).

a

The

address here takes the

form of declaration: Stultos nunc indignos censet ulteriori alloquio
(Mich.). It is that laughter and scorn, ver. 26, which here sounds
forth from the address of the Judge regarding the incorrigible. "ine>
is denom. of "inE*, to go out and to seek with the morning twilight,
as also ^ga, Ps. xxvii. 5, perhaps to appear early, and usually (Arab.)
bakar (I. II. IV.), to rise early, to be zealous (Lane : u He hastened
to

do or accomplish, or attain the thing needed ").

Hitzig, erroneously regards vers. 29,

With

&?*^.,

"and they

are continued
after 'S.nnn,
1

Zockler, with

30 as the antecedent

shall eat," the futt.

to ver. 31.

announcing judgment
46-48. The conclusion

from ver. 28; cf. Deut. xxviii.
" therefore because," or as usually expressed (except

Jul. Ley, in his

work on the Metrical Forms of Hebrew

Poetry, 1866, has

Lagarde
communicated to me (8th Sept. 1846) his view of the stave-rhyme in the Book
of Proverbs, with the remark, " Only the Hebr. technical poetry is preserved to
us in the 0. T. records; but in such traces as are found of the stave-rhyme, there
are seen the echoes of the poetry of the people, or notes passing over from it."
1 In the Codd.
yjtop' is written in this case the Metheg indicates the tone

taken too little notice of these frequently occurring alliteration staves

;

;

Emeth, p. 7 note, p. 21 note; and Accentssystem, ii. § 1, note.
In 'M'-ine* the Rebia is to be placed over the "). In the Silluk-\roii »JJKXD' it

syllable: vid. Torath

appears undoubtedly that the form

is

to be spoken as Milel,

i.e.

with tone on

the penult.
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iv. 37, cf. Gen. iv. 25), iBfc rmn (avff &v), is otherwise characterized, Deut. xxii. 29, 2 Chron. xxi. 12 ; and besides,

here and Deut.

nt?K

nnn stands

after (e.g. 1

Sam.

xxvi. 21

;

2 Kings

xxii.

xxix. 19) oftener than before the principal clause,

">na

17 Jer.
combines
;

meanings of eligere and diligere (FL). The construcbe inclining towards) follows that of the analogous
7 yof (to hear). Each one eats of the fruit of his way
good fruit
" The JO,
of good ways (Isa. iii. 10), and evil fruit of evil ways.
316, introduces the object from which, as a whole, that which one
eats, and with which he is satisfied, is taken as a part, or the object
from which, as from a fountain, satisfaction flows forth" (Fl.). In
correct texts, va^M has the accent Dechi, and at the same time
Munach as its servant. Kegarding the laws of punctuation, according to which DjVrtijrtaw (with Munach on the tone-syllable, Tareha
on the antepenult, and Metheg before the Chatepli-PathacK) is to be
written, see Baer's Torath Emeth, p. 11, Accentssystem, iv. § 4.
Norzi accents the word incorrectly with JRebia Mugrash. With
l
the exception of Prov. xxii. 22, the pluralet rrtXJJto has always the
meaning of ungodly counsels.
in itself the

tion of 7 naij (to

—

The

Vers. 32, 33.

discourse

now summarily brought

is

to a

close

82 For the perverseness of the simple slays them,

And

the security of fools destroys them.

S3 But whoever hearkeneth to me dwells secure,
And is at rest from fear of evil.

Of

the two interpretations of a«?, a turning towards (with ?M and
the like, conversion) or a turning away (with ^"Kt? or 'V?, desertion), in

former)

nawo
is

expressed

nw

joined,

the latter (as in the post-Bib.

is

;

fiaw'n, repentance, the

God are conmay also denote

apostasy from wisdom and from

here carnalis securitas; but the word

the external and the internal peace of the righteous, as

$%?¥, Job

xxi. 23, as

of

W, is taken in

the

Masora

(Ewald,

§

a superlative

bonam

et

is

1JN?>,

whence

formed by the insertion of the 7

malam partem.

}JKB> is,

according to

3d perf. Pilel
be quiet: he has attained

(also in Jer. xxx. 10, xlvi. 27, xlviii. 11),

120, a), from the unused

to full quietness,

and enjoys such.

|Kt?,

The

to

construction with JO follows

the analogy of \Q fWPl (to give rest from), IP DgB> (to rest from), and
the like. The negative interpretation of tp, sine ullo pavore mall
1

[A

plur. denoting unify in the circumstances,

tions of time

and a

similarity in the rela-

and space.]
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II.

may be

unnecessary; also Job xxi. 9

by "peace from

terror," especially since

DW

is

ex-

derived

from the root \&, extrahere. njn ina, " fear of evil," one may perhaps distinguish from JT> ins as the genitive of combination.

THIRD INTRODUCTORY MASHAL DISCOURSE,

II.

EARNEST STRIVING AFTER WISDOM AS THE WAT TO THE FEAR OP
GOD AND TO VIRTUE.

The admonition so far has almost wholly consisted of warning
and threatening. The teacher, directing back to the discipline of
the paternal home, warns against fellowship in the bloody deeds
of the covetous, which issue in self-murder ; and Wisdom holds up
before her despisers the mirror of the punishment which awaits
them. Now the admonition becomes positive. The teacher describes separately the blessings of the endeavour after wisdom
the endeavour after wisdom, which God rewards with the gift of
wisdom, leads to religious and moral knowledge, and this guards
men on the way of life from all evil. The teacher accordingly
interweaves conditions and promises:
1

My son,

if thou receivest my words,
And keenest my commandments by

2 So that thou

thee

unto wisdom,
Turnest thine heart to understanding ;
5 Yea, if thou callest after knowledge,
To understanding directest thy voice
4 If thou seekest her as silver,

And

inclinest thine ear

searchest for her as for treasures

6 Then shalt thou understand the fear of Jalive,
And find the knowledge of God.
6 For Jahve giveth wisdom
From His mouth cometh knowledge and understanding.
7 He preserves for the upright promotion ;
A shield for such as walk in innocence.
8 For He protects the paths of justice,

And guards the way

The

first

D8, with that which

terpreted as an exclamation,

of His saints.
it

introduce?, vers. 1, 2,

"O

that!"

optative, as Ps. lxxxi. 9, csxxix. 19.

TK

{0

si),

.

.

.

'3,

is

to

be in-

and then as an
vers. 3-5, with
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tlie

inserted connecting clauses,

Bat

then."

would then be confirmatory, a for
one and the same

since this poet loves to unfold

thought in ever new forms, one has perhaps to begin the conditional
premisses with ver. 1, and to regard DK *3 as a new commencement. Hitzig takes this DK '3 in the sense of imo : " much more
e.g. by curious inquiry, not merely perDK would then preserve its
come to thee."
conditional meaning ; and '3, as in Job xxxi. 18, Ps. cxxx. 4, since
it implies an intentional negative, would receive the meaning of
imo. But the sentences ranged together with DK are too closely
'3
related in meaning to admit such a negative between them.

thou goest to meet her,

if

mittest her quietly to

will thus

u for

be confirmatory, not mediately, but immediately ;

= yes" of confirmation of

it is

the

the preceding conditions, and takes

them up again (Ewald, § 356 b, cf. 330 b) after the form of the
The IBS, which in i. 11, 18 is
conditional clause was given up.
the synonym of HBS, gpeculari, presents itself here, 16, la, as the
synonym of ICO, whence E^bBl?, synon. of D,?,BV> recondite; the
group of sounds, «|V, DX, DD (cf. also «p, in Arab, da/an, whence
dafynat, treasure), express shades of the root representation of

The

pressing together.

(Gr. Venet.
*|3TK,

<us

inf.

qiepowro),

is

^iW,

of the conclusion

thine ear, for 2<wpn properly

means

to stiffen (not to purge,

as Schultens, nor to sharpen, as Gesenius thinks); cf.

With neon

x. 17.

that which

is

incline

%

followed by the accus. of the object

are interchanged

W3, which

under Ps.

properly

distinguished or separated, and nj'3n, which

means
means

the distinguishing, separating, appellations of the capacity of dis-

tinguishing in definite cases and in general

;

but

it

does not repre-

sent this as a faculty of the soul, but as a divine power which

communicates

itself as

the gift of

God

(cliarisma).

an old npn ta 1 (read not so,
but thus), &K '3 (if thou callest understanding mother), which supposes the phrase DK '3 (LXX.) as traditional. If DN were intended
(according to which the Targ. in the Bibl. rabbinica, but not in
Norzi's text, translates), then 36 would correspond ; vid. vii. 4, cf.
Job xvii. 14. Thus : Yea, if thou callest for understanding, i.e.
Vers. 3-8. Instead of DK '3 there

callest

K

:

i?3 is,

her to thee

(xviii. 6), invitest

is

her to thee

with the exception of the imper.

(e.g.

(ix.

15).

The P

of

Wi??), always with-

Ver. 4b belongs to the ideas in the Book of Job
found in these introductory discourses, cf. Job iii. 21, as at ver.

out the Dagesh.
1

Regarding this formula, see Strack's Prolegomena, pp. 66-70.
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Job

14,

Hi.

22 (Ewald, SprUche,

is

thus in

its

frsn

p. 49).

proceeds, as Dfin shows, from the primary

(fe'an),

meaning of a

scrutari,

and
In the

ditch,

root-idea related to IBH (to dig, search out).

5 the 'n HKT, as Ps. xix. 10, is the fear of
ought to be, thus the reverence which is due to Him,
'n and ®<P% are interthe worshipping of Him as revealed,
changed as O^hj) and 'n at ix. 10. njn is knowledge proceeding
from practice and experience, and thus not merely cognition
(Kenntnii), but knowledge (Erkenntnis). The thoughts revolve in

principal clause of ver.

Jahve

as

it

He who strives after wisdom earnestly
way fellowship with God ; for just as He
gives wisdom, it is nowhere else than with Him, and it never comes
from any other source than from Him. It comes (ver. 6) VBO
a circle only apparently.

and

really, reaches in this

(LXX.

erroneously I'JBD),

medium

of His word,

i.e. it is communicated through the
Job xxii. 22, or also (for X070? and irvevpM
lie here undistinguished from one another) it is His breath (Book
of Wisdom vii. 25 arfus rtfr tov &eov o"wa/ieo>? icai airoppout t>}5
tov iravTOKpdropoi oo^s etkucpivys) ; the inspiration (n»B9) of the
Almighty (according to Job xxxii. 8) gives men understanding.
In ver. 7a, whether IBM (Chethib) or }B£ {Keri) is read, the mean:

ing

is

the same.

The former

fact, as rJTol/iacev,

1 Cor.

ii.

9,

is

the expression of the completed

and

rightly preferred

is

by

LXX.

one reluctantly misses the copula (since the thought
D lt?, ? should be written with
is new in comparison with ver. 6).
v
the accent Declii. The Chokma-word (besides in Proverbs and

and

Syr., for

,

i

Job, found only in Mic. vi. 9 and Isa. xxviii. 29) nnwn is a Hipliil
formation (with the passing over of 6 into ti, as in nnn) from ntfin

names

=

and njwi*)
(Arab.) wasy and dsy, to
Hiph. of nt£ nen, to stand, and thus means
furtherance, i.e. the power or the gift to further, and concretely
that which furthers and profits, particularly true wisdom and true
1
The derivation from B* (viii. 21) is to be rejected, because
fortune.
" the formation would be wholly without analogy, so much the more
because the * of this word does not represent the place of the \ as
(whence the

pr.

re-establish, to advance,

1

1

was formerly

neH»

=

in error in regarding the

word as a Hophal formation, and

the primary signification of being in a state of realized
existence, of reality, in contradistinction to appearance only.
The objection of
J. D. Michaelis, Supplem. p. 1167, Noti placent in Unguis ejtismodi etyma metain

assigning to

it

physial, etc., does not apply here, since the

Chukma, bat

all

word

is

a new one coined by the

the shades of meaning are naturally derived from the funda-
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the derivation of

=

ne*}

without any difficulty

A.

and the Syr.

seen from the Arab. ,j«jj

is

V"

(Fl.);

1

and

be smooth (Hitzig), passes over
7JK',
into another system of roots.*
In the
to

passage under consideration (ver. 7), wan signifies advancement
The parallel passage la clothes
in the sense of true prosperity.
the form of an apposition

itself in

Dh

to cover) for

|33,

walk

Wh,

:

(He) a

shield (JJO, «• inttr. of

pilgrims of innocence (Fl.),

t.«.

such as

way

in the

(the object-accus., as vi. 12, for which in x. 9 3)
Dfa is whole, full submission, moral faultlessness,

of innocence.

which chooses God with the whole heart, seeks good without exiVpp, 8a, is
ception : a similar thought is found in Ps. lxxxiv. 12.
such an inf. of consequence as ywp\}> (ver. 2), and here, as there,
The u paths of justice" are understood
is continued in the finite.
with reference to those who enter them and keep in them
11

way

the

of His saints " C*W|, he

who

;

parallel,

cherishes IDn, earnest

inward love to God), for that

OT (Isa. xxxiii.

nijnv

Tareha

tive

to

is

Vers. 9-11.
to the

is 'just nj?TC"rnS{ (xii. 28) : they are
Instead of the Mugrash, the conjunc-

15).

be given to 733V

With

the TK repeated, the promises encouraging

endeavour after wisdom take a new departure
9 Then shalt thou understand righteousness, and justice,
And uprightness ; every way of good.
10 For wisdom will enter into thine heart,

And knowledge

will

do good to thy

soul

11 Discretion will keep watch over thee,

Understanding will keep thee.

mental signification " furtherance " (cf. Seneca, Deus stator stabilitorque est).
" iMhT), from Arab, fay and wasy, to further by word and deed, to assist by
counsel and act, to render help, whence the meanings auxilium, salus, and
orudens consilium, sapientia, easily follow ;
i}i\*J
1

— He
'

furthers thee,

The Arab,

same

y^

signification as
^«.

supposes an (jw'

by the Arabs

as

who

cf. Ali's

Arab, proverb, j-« cJLc'j
{

does not trouble himself about thee.'

(almost only in the negative (j»^J
B* with which the Aram. JVK (W8)
a*

=&

*^), of the
pre-

is associated,

=

(jw')> to be founded, to found, and is rightly regarded
(
an old segolate noun in which the verbal force was compre-

hended.
2

The Arab.

,_<~^

and

ij[}~»

are confounded in

common usage

(Wetstein,

d

Deutsch. Morgeiil. Zeitschr. xxii. 19), but the roots
and \& are different
tn and K>K, on the contrary, are modifications of one root.
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9-11.

[righteousness,

D^tf**?

rightness],

i. 3.
Seb. Schmid is
omnis
via
bonum
wrong in his rendering, et
qua
aditur erit tibi
plana, which in comparison with Isa. xxvi. 7 would be feebly

BBtfD [judgment], and

expressed.

J.

H.

P"]* [rectitude], vid.

Michaelis rightly interprets
the fourth

ceptions as object -accusatives;

asyndeton

Ps.

(cf.

viii.

denique orbitam boni

would be genitive

;

of that which

is

(vid. xvii. 2).

round

these four con-

the summarizing

7) breaking off the enumeration

Jerome, bonam : in

chariot rolls along; in

is

all
is

is

the

way

omnem

:

however, 3iO
in which the

there are united the root-conceptions

bill

(?i)

?3jn?

this case,

and

rolling

(j?i).

Whether

'3,

ver. 10,

the argumentative " because " (according to the versions and

most interpreters) or " for " (" denn," J. H. Michaelis, Ewald, and
That with '3 "for" the subject would
others), is a question.
precede the verb, as at vers. 6, 21, and i. 32 (Hitzig), determines
nothing, as ver. 18 shows. On the one hand, the opinion that '3 =
" because " is opposed by the analogy of the *3, ver. 6, following
tK, ver. 5 ; the inequality between vers. 5-8 and ver. 9 ff. if the
new commencement, ver. 9, at once gives place to another, ver. 10;
the relationship of the subject ideas in vers. 10, 11, which makes
ver. 11 unsuitable to be a conclusion from ver. 10. On the contrary,
the promise not only of intellectual, but at the same time also of
practical, insight into the right and the good, according to their
whole compass and in their manifoldness, can be established or
explained quite well as we thus read vers. 10, 11 : For wisdom will
enter (namely, to make it a dwelling-place, xiv. 33 ; cf. John xiv.
23) into thine heart, and knowledge will do good to thy soul
(namely, by the enjoyment which arises from the possession of
knowledge, and the rest which its certainty yields). njR, yv&o-is,
is elsewhere fern. (Ps. cxxxix. 6), but here, as at viii. 10, xiv. 6, in
the sense of to yv&vai, is masc. In ver. 11 the contents of the
pan TK (ver. 9) are further explained. ?? 10B>, of watching (for Job
xvi. 16 is to be interpreted differently), is used only by our poet
(here and at vi. 22). Discretion, i.e. the capacity of well-considered action, will hold watch over thee, take thee under pro-

=

tection

;

rules to

understanding,

make

to choose the right

fiSTOn, as in Ps.

stem

letter is

i.e.

the capacity in the case of opposing

the right choice, and in the matter of extremes

medium,

lxi.

will

8, cxl. 2, 5,

be bestowed upon thee.
Deut. xxxiii. 9, etc., the

not assimilated, in order that the word

In
first

may have
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fuller

eye.

sound; the writing

na—

for *|—

is

meant

to

affect the

1

Vers. 12-15.

As

in vers. 10, 11, the

understand," ver. 5) is expanded, so
is separately placed in view
12 To deliver thee from an

IK (" then shalt thou

way,

the

To walk
14

evil

TM

the watching, preserving,

man who speaks falsehood
(From those) who forsake the ways of honesty

From
13

now

in

ways of darkness,

Who rejoice

to accomplish evil,

Delight in malignant falsehood

15 They are crooked

in their paths,

And

perverse in their ways.

That JH TJTn is not
evident from 31B"K^

genitival, via mali,

"pi, xvi. 29.

but adjectival, via mala, is
the evil way, i.e. conduct,

From

stands opposed to the false words represented in the person of the

from both kinds of contagium wisdom delivers. Dbann
(like the similarly formed nfeinn, occurring only as plur.) means
misrepresentations, viz. of the good and the true, and that for the

deceiver

;

purpose of deceiving

(xvii. 20), fallacies, i.e. intrigues

in conduct,

and deceit in words. Fl. compares Arab, ifk, a lie, and
affak, a liar.
I?* 5?'^ has Munach, the constant servant of Dechi,
instead of Metheg, according to rule {Accents»ystem, vii. § 2). &2tgn
•ind lies

(ver. 13) is

we have

connected with the collective E*K

in the translation separated

it

into

a

(cf.

Judg.

ix.

55)

;

relative clause with

the abstract present. The vocalization of the article fluctuates,
yet the expression D'atyn, like ver. 17 rotjjn, is the better estab-

(Michhl 535) ; tM$n is one of the three words which retain
their Metheg, and yet add to it a Munach in the tone-syllable
(vid. the two others, Job xxii. 4, xxxix. 26).
To the " ways of
honesty" (Geradheit) (cf. the adj. expression, Jer. xxxi. 9), which
does not shun to come to the light, stand opposed the " ways of
darkness," the epya tov oxotovs, Rom. xiii. 12, which designedly
conceal themselves from God (Isa. xxix. 15) and men (Job xxiv.

lished

15, xxxviii. 13, 15).

Ver. 14. In

this verse

the regimen of the

JO,

12J,

is

to

be

lost
the description now goes on independently.
Whoever does not shrink back from evil, but gives himself up to
deceit, who finally is at home in it as in his own proper life-element,

regarded as

1

;

For the right succession of the accents here, see Turath Emeth,

Acccntuationssystem,

xviii.

p. 49, § 5

§ S.
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and

rejoices, yea, delights in that

$1

16-19.

which he ought

The

thing destructive and to be rejected*

to

neut. JH

shun as someis

frequently

24, XV. 26, xxviiu 5 ; cf. 3i0, xxiv. 25,
which here, since rtoann are those who in themselves are bad, does

an attributive

genit., vi.

not separate, but heightens
sed pessimce
"t??**

(o"rtve<i),

:

ver.

15,

Fleischer, Bertheauj

non simplices aut vulgares,
H. Michaelis).
With
brought to a conclusion.

perversitates

ex omni parte

et

this

vitiosoe

part

and others

(J.

is

interpret DiTn'ms, as the accus.

of the nearer definition, as aicoKtbs rbv vovv, ra<; Trpafets; but

should

it

be an accus., then would

W|?

we

expect, in this position of

8 ; Prov. X. 9, cf. ix. 15). 0"B» j3» is the
rn«,
TOM carries in
like TVJ, admits of both genders.
pred. ; for
Dn
it its subject
x*% like the Arab. Fd, Vdh, is a weaker form of
;
fb} Jlectere, inclinare, intrans. reeedere : they are turned aside,

the words,

(Isa. lix.

inclined out of the

way

to the right

and

left in their

walk (3 as

xvii. 20).

Vers. 16-19.
tection

With

the resumption of 1<>T?h the watchful proits possessors is further specified

which wisdom affords to

in these verses

16 To save thee from the strange woman,
From the stranger who useth smooth words
17 Who forsakes the companion of her youth,
And forgets the covenant of her God
18 For she sinks down to death together with her house,
And to the shadow of Hades her paths
19 All they who go to her return not again,
And reach not the paths of life

The

subject here continued is the fourfold wisdom

named

in vers.

which may also be equivalent to alius
populi, but of a much wider compass
him who does not belong to
10, 11.

i{ signifies alienus,

a certain class

(e.g.

—

the non-priestly or the laity), the person or

thing not belonging to me, or also some other than I designate

on
anywhere divests itself of
the essential mark of a strange foreign origin. While thus rnt ni&t
is the non-married wife, nnpj designates her as non-Israelitish.

the other hand,

*T3J,

;

peregrinus, scarcely

was partly sanctioned in the cultus of the Midianites,
and thus was
regarded as nothing less than customary. In Israel, on the contrary,
the law (Deut. xxiii. 18 f.) forbade it under a penalty, and therefore
it was chiefly practised by foreign women (xxiii. 27, and cf. the
VOL. I.
F

Prostitution

Syrians, and other nations neighbouring to Israel,
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—

an inveterate vice, which spread itself
from the latter days of Solomon, along with general
ungodliness, and excusing itself under the polygamy sanctioned
by the law, brought ruin on the state. The Chokma contends
against this, and throughout presents monogamy as alone corresponding to the institution and the idea of the relation. Designating marriage as the " covenant of God," it condemns not only
exception,

10),

ii.

particularly

adulterous but. generally promiscuous intercourse of the sexes,

because unhallowed and thus unjustifiable, and likewise arbitrary

Regarding the ancient ceremonies connected with the
we are not specially informed but from
ver. 17, Mai. ii. 14 (Ewald, Bertheau, Hitzig, but not Kohler), it
appears that the celebration of marriage was a religious act, and
that they who were joined together in marriage called God to
witness and ratify the vows they took upon themselves. The perf.
in the attributive clause njj'pnn 0^9^. proceeds on the routine
acquired in cajoling and dissembling: who has smoothed her
words, i.e. learned to entice by flattering words (Fl.).
divorce.

celebration of marriage

;

.

Vers. 17-19. *p?K, as here used, has nothing to do with the

phylarch-name, similar in sound, which

is a denom. of *|?K ; but it
comes immediately from 1?*, to accustom oneself to a person or

cause, to be familiar therewith (while the Aram. *|?S, fff* to learn,
Pa. to teach), and thus means, as the synon. of jn, the companion

or familiar associate (vid. Schultens).

Parallels such as Jer.

iii.

4

suggested to the old interpreters the allegorical explanation of the
as the

adulteress

Ver. 18a the

personification of the apostasy or of heresy.

LXX.

translate

:

eOero yap trapa ru> Oavdrtp rov

she (the dissolute wife) has placed her house beside
death (the abyss of death). This nntf [iffero] is perhaps the
original, for the text as it lies before us is doubtful, though, rightly
oIkov avtfys

:

The

understood, admissible.
ject,

but IP3

is

accentuation marks

iW3

as the sub-

elsewhere always masc, and does not, like the rarer

rns, ver. 15, admit in usage a double gender; also,

if

the fern,

usage were here introduced (Bertheau, Hitzig), then the predicate,

even though
with rule,

fin'S

nz>,

(W, Arab,

of
1

as

were regarded as fem., might
e.g. Isa.

sdkh, to

In Talmudic Heb.

ii.

17.

nne>

is,

go down, to sink ;

IWW

(Aramean) has

be, in conformity

as in Ps. xliv. 26,

this

meaning
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20-22.

(Joseph Kimchi) does not recommend
nnt?

and

nrrc*

itself on this account, that
mean, according to usage, to stoop or to bend down ;

and to interpret (Ralbag, n^&p'n) nriP transitively is inadmissible.
For that reason Aben Ezra interprets nn*3 as in apposition : to
death, to

its

house; but then the poet in that case should say PiNBOK,

not a house. On the other hand, we cannot perceive
an accus. of the nearer definition (J. H. Michaelis, Fl.)
the expression would here, as 15a, be refined without purpose.
for death

is

in ruva

Bottcher has recognised DTPS as permutative, the personal subject
fur she sinks down to death, her house, i.e. she herself, together
with all that belongs to her ; cf. the permutative of the subject,

comm.

and the more particular
Regarding B'tt&~i, shadows
of the under-world (from nan, synon. n?n, weakened, or to become
powerless), a word common to the Solomonic writings, vid. Comment, on Isaiah, p. 206. What ver. 186 says of the person of the
adulteress, ver. 19 says of those who live with her iVra, her housen'K3, " those entering in to her," is equivalent to
companions.

Job xxix.

3, Isa. xxix.

23

(vid.

statement of the object, Ex.

iV7tt D'tta

•

ii.

l.c),

6, etc.

the participle of verbs eundi

accusative object of the finite as gen. in

veniendi takes the

et

st.

constr^ as

e.g. i.

12,

Gen. xxiii. 18, ix. 10 (cf. Jer. x. 20). The !»«*, with the
tone on the ult., is a protestation : there is no return for those who
practise fornication, 1 and they do not reach the paths of life from
which they have so widely strayed.3
Vers. 20-22. With W?\ there commences a new section, co-ordiii.

7,

nating

itself

with the

;

*lj>

yr6 («to deliver thee") of vers. 12, 16,

unfolding that which wisdom accomplishes as a preserver and guide
20 So that thou walkest in the good way,

And keepest the right
21 For the upright

And

paths.

shall inhabit the land,

the innocent shall remain in

22 But the godless are cut

And the
1

Ono

is

off

it.

out of the land,

faithless are rooted

out of it.

here reminded of the expression in the jEneid,

vi.

127-129

Revocare gradum superasque evadere ad auras,

Hoc

opes, hoc labor est.

See also an impure but dreadful Talmudic story about a dissolute Rabbi,
b.

Aboda
*

zara, 17a.

In correct texts WE*-jfo has the Makkeph.
Accentuationssystem, xx. § 2.

Vid. Torath Emeth, p. 41
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Wisdom

—thus the connection—

not fall under the seductions of
that thou

.

.

.

the intention

jyOf

(from ]V&

will

keep

tliee,

man

or of

woman ;

so tliat thou

slialt

keep, in order

= n 3??, tendency, purpose) refers to
To

and object of the protecting wisdom.

the two

negative designations of design there follows, as the third and
a positive one.

general ethical sense
IDS?,

:

the good {Guten, not Gutigen, the kind).

with the object of the way,

mean

last,

DV?io (contrast to D'JH) xiv. 19) is here used in a

may

in another connection also

to keep oneself from, eavere ab (Ps. xvii. 4)

carefully to keep in

The promise

it.

the Mashal Ps. xxxvii. 9, 11, 22

cf.

;

of ver. 21

means

;

here

is

the same as in

Prov. x. 30.

HJ*

it

is

Canaan,

God promised to the patriarchs, and in which He
Israel, whom He had brought out of Egypt; not the earth,

or the land which

planted

N. T.

as Matt. v. 5, according to the extended, unlimited
vision.

VW (Milel)

is

cults benejirmis irroborabunt in terra.

yoke (whence

signifies to

circle of

erroneously explained by Schultens

W,

The verb "W, Arab,

:

funu

watar,

a cord, rope), then intrans. to be

stretched out in length, to be hanging over (vid. Fleischer

on Job
and after which the
here renders inroXeubOfoovrat, and Jerome permanebunt.

xxx. 11)

LXX.

;

whence "W,

residue, Zeph.

ii.

9,

In 226 the old translators render V\B\ as the fut. of the pass. rilM,
Deut. xxviii. 63 ; but in this case it would be 'npv. The form
<riD>, pointed tfiD^, might be the Niph. of nno, but nrjD can neither be
taken as one with npj, of the same meaning, nor with Hitzig is it to
be vocalized VX& (Hoph. of riM) nor, with Bottcher (§ 1100, p.
453), is *np* to be regarded as a veritable fut. Niph. Vie* is, as at
xv. 25, Ps. lii. 7, active: evellant; and this, with the subj. remaining indefinite (for which J. H. Michaelis refers to Hos. xii. 9), is
equivalent to evellen.tur. This indefinite " they " or " one" ("mon"),
Fleischer remarks, can even be used of God, as here and Job vii.
a thing which is common in Persian, where e.g. the expression
3,
rendered hominem ex pulvere fecerunt is used instead of the fuller
form, which would be rendered homo a Deo ex pulvere factus est.
onjia bears (as *W3 proves) the primary meaning of concealed, i.e.
malicious (treacherous and rapacious, Isa. xxxiii. 1), and then
1
faithless men.
;

—

1

Similar

is

the relation in Arab, of labbasa to libds (vhJ?)

a thing unknown by covering

it

;

whence

telbts,

;

it

means to make

deceit, mulebbis, a falsifier.
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1-4,

FOURTH INTRODUCTORY iMASHAL DISCOURSE,

III. 1-18.

EXHORTATION TO LOVE AND FAITHFULNESS, AND SELF-SACRIFICING DEVOTION TO GOD, AS THE TRUE WISDOM.
The

foregoing Mashal discourse seeks to guard youth against

ruinous companionship

this points

;

out to them more particularly

God and man, which

the relation toward

alone can

make them

truly happy, vers. 1-4.
1

My son,
And

forget not

let thine

2 For length

And peace,

my doctrine,
my commandments

heart keep

of days,
-will

and years of

life,

they add to thee.

8 Let not kindness and truth forsake thee
Bind them about thy neck,
Write them on the tablet of thy heart,
4 And obtain favour and true prudence
In the eyes of God and of men.

The admonition takes a new departure, vnta and 'rtVD refer
to the following new discourse and laws of conduct.
Here, in the
midst of the discourse, we have *tiP and not "ft?' the non-assimilated form is found only in the conclusion, e.g. ii. 11, v. 2.
The
;

plur. iB'Di' (ver. 2) for njSDta (they will bring, add) refers to the

doctrine and the precepts

;

the fern, construction in

Hebrew

the synallage has
is

its

ground

in this, that

not applicable in such a case

the vulgar Arab, also has set aside the forms jaktubna, tahtubna.

" Extension of days"

is continuance of duration, stretching itself
out according to the promise, Ex. xx. 12 ; and " years of life" (ix.
11) are years namely, many of them of a life which is life in

—

—

EPn has here the pregnant signification vita vitalis, #tb? /Skuto? (Fl.).
(R. *?&) is pure well-being,
free from all that disturbs peace or satisfaction, internal and exter-

the full sense of the word.

Dw

nal contentment.

Ver. 3.
tli at

With

this verse the doctrine begins

3a does not continue the promise of

stringere, afficere)

is,

;

(not t6) shows

*>K

ver. 2.

"ion

(R. on,

according to the prevailing usage of the lan-

it may be of God toward men, or of men
men toward one another a loving disposition, of

guage, well-affectedness,

toward God, or of

the same meaning as the

(from

ruott),

—

N. T. ayamj

(yid.

e$. Hos.

vi. 6).

noK

continuance, a standing to one's promises, and not
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falsifying just expectations

related sense of fides

and

;

thus

fidelitas.

ir£m?, in the interThese two states of mind and

fidelity,

of conduct are here contemplated as moral powers (Ps.

lxi. 8, xliii.

3), which are of excellent service, and bring precious gain ; and ib
shows that their ramification on the side of God and of men, the
religious and the moral, remains radically inseparable.
The suffix
D— does not refer to the doctrine and the precepts, but to these
two cardinal virtues. If the disciple is admonished to bind them
about his neck (vid. i. 9, cf. iii. 22), so here reference is made, not
to ornament, nor yet to protection against evil influences by means
1
of them, as by an amulet (for which proofs are wanting), but to
the signet which was wont to be constantly carried (Gen. xxxviii. 18,
cf. Cant. viii. 6) on a string around the neck.
The parallel member
3c confirms this ; Zb and 3c together put us in mind of the Tephillim (phylacteries), Ex. xiii. 16, Deut. vi. 8, xi. 18, in which what is
here a figure is presented in external form, but as the real figure
of that which is required in the inward parts. TO (from TO, Arab.
Vah, to begin to shine, e.g. of a shooting star, gleaming sword ; vid.
Wetzstein, Deutsch. morgenl. Zeitzschr. xxii. 151 f.) signifies the
tablet prepared for writing by means of polish ; to write love and
fidelity on the tablet of the heart, is to impress deeply on the heart
the duty of both virtues, so that one will be impelled to them from
within outward (Jer. xxxi. 33).

Ver. 4.
as

iv. 4,

To

the admonitory imper. there follows here a second,

xx. 13,

Amos

v. 4,

2 Chron. xx. 20, instead of which also
the counsellor wishes, with the good
;

the perf. consec. might stand

advises, at the same time to present its good results.
Sam. xxv. 3) the appearance, for the Arab, shakl means

which he

to

?•$? is (1

forma, as uniting or binding the lineaments or contours into one
figure, iryrjiia, according to which 3iD ?3b may be interpreted of
the pleasing and advantageous impression which the well-built
external appearance of a

man

makes, as an image of that which

his internal excellence produces

;

thus, favourable view, friendly

judgment, good reputation (Ewald, Hitzig, Zockler).

But every-

where else (xiii. 15 ; Ps. cxi. 10 2 Chron. xxx. 22) this phrase
means good, i.e. fine, well-becoming insight, or prudence ; and foa>
;

1

Fleischer

is

here reminded of the giraffe in the Jardin des Plantes, the head

was adorned by its Arabic keeper with strings and jewels, the object
of which was to turn aside the 'ain (the bad, mischievous look) from the precious

of which
beast.
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".

has in the language of the Mhhle no other meaning than Intellect.ua, which proceeds from,, the inwardly forming activity of the

He

God and man, to whom
he obtains refined prudence, to
whom it is on both sides adjudicated. It is unnecessary, with
Ewald and Hitzig, to assign the two objects to God and men. In
the eyes of both at the same time, he who carries love and faithfulness in his heart appears as one to whom |n and 3iD ?3B> must
be adjudicated.
Vers. 5-8. Were u kindness and truth" (ver. 3) understood only
in relation to men, then the following admonition would not be
interposed, since it proceeds from that going before, if there the
quality of kindness and truth, not only towards man, but also
towards God, is commended
mind.

obtains favour in the eyes of

favour on both sides

is

shown

;

5 Trust in Jahve with thy whole heart,
And lean not on thine own understanding.
6 In all thy ways acknowledge Hini»
And He will make plain thy paths.
7 Be not wise in thine own eyes
Fear Jahve, and depart from evil.
8 Health will then come to thy navel,
And refreshing to thy bones.
;

From God alone comes true
right way to the right ends.

He

prosperity, true help.

He knows what

able to free us from that which does us

knows the

He

benefits us.

harm

:

therefore

it is

is

our

duty and our safety to place our confidence wholly in Him, and to
own judgment. The verb ntpa, Arab, bath, has
the root-meaning expandere, whence perhaps, by a more direct way
than that noted under Ps. iv. 6, it acquires the meaning con/idere,
to lean with the whole body on something, in order to rest upon it,
trust not to our

strengthened by
Ital. riposarsi

if

?J>,

one lean wholly

sopra alcuno,

—

like

—Fr.

JJKfrl

se reposer sur quelqifun;
with 5K, to lean on anything,

by it ; with ??, to support oneself on anything
same in form as WKfc>, Num. xi. 12) is not fully

so as to be supported
(Fl.).

Vijn (the

represented by u acknowledge

Him ;"

as in 1 Chron. xxviii. 9

not a mere theoretic acknowledgment that

is

it is

meant, but earnest

penetrating cognizance, engaging the whole man. The practicemystical wjn, in and of itself full of significance, according to O.

and N. T. usage,

is

the central seat of

whole heart

is

yet strengthened by toto corde.

all spiritual

soul-strength

;

to love

to concentrate the whole inner life

The heart is
God with the
on the
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God

contemplation of God, and the ready observance of His will.

show regard to Him, by making plain their path
before them, i.e. by leading them directly to the right end, removing all hindrances out of their way. I'niriN has Cholem in the first
requites such as

syllable (yid.
is

Kimchi's Lex.).1

equivalent to ne

tibi

"

Be

own eyes
H. Michaelis

not wise in thine

sapient videare

as J.

; for,

remarks, eonfidere Deo est sapere, sibi vero ae suae sapientice, desipere.
u Fear God and depart from evil" is the twofold representation of

Chokma writings Prov. xvi.
Job xxviii. 28 cf. i. 2.
expression is KBn RT.

the evaefieia, or practical piety, in the
6,

:

the Mashal psalm xxxiv. 10, 15, and

For JHD

^D, the post-biblical

Ver. 8. The subject to TOi

(it shall

be)

is

just this religious-

moral conduct. The conjectural reading T)j?3? (Clericus), T$?
TjSB? (Ewald, Hitzig), to thy flesh or body, is unnecessary ; the

=

LXX.

and Syr. so

which is
Arab, sarr, to be fast,
to bind fast, properly, the umbilical cord (which the Arabs call surr,
whence the denom. sarra, to cut off the umbilical cord of the newborn); thus the navel, the origin of which coincides with the
independent individual existence of the new-born, and is as the
firm centre (cf. Arab, saryr, foundation, basis, Job, p. 487) of the
existence of the body. The system of punctuation does not, as a
rule, permit the doubling of n, probably on account of the prevailing half guttural, i.e. the uvular utterance of this sound by the
here, and "^ at Ezek. xvi. 4, belong to the
men of Tiberias.2
exceptions ; cf. the expanded duplication in T!!**» Cant. vii. 3, to
which a chief form "PW is as little to be assumed as is a Tin to
translating, generalize the expression,

not according to their taste.

Ttf,

from

tib>,

1w

The

'Tin.

o7r. 7ey/). rWRB"», healing, has here, as KB"iD, iv. 22, xvi.
nann,
Ezek. xlvii. 12, not the meaning of restoration from
24, and
sickness, but the raising up of enfeebled strength, or the confirm
ing of that which exists ; the navel comes into view as the middle

point of the vis

the abstract

vitalis.

^pK* is

Kal formation

a Piel formation, corresponding to

rnK3"i; the

Arab. ^iL-, used

(to give to drink), also jJLj (cf.
1

transit.

-»d

...»

Pu. Job

xxi.

24) and ,JL>\, like

st. constr. ii. 19, and with the grave stiff, ii. 15, S instead of o is in
but Ben-Asher's TirnK, Job xiii. 27, cf. xxxiii. 11, is an inconsistency.

In the

order

;

* See my work, Physiologic a. Musik in ihrer Bedeutung fiir Grammatikbesonders die hebriiische, pp. 11-18.
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the Hebr.

f^efri (JSiph.

of

to drink)

Hije*,

89

III. 9, 10.

;

the infin.

,X*

means,

to

the obliterating of the proper signification, distribution, benefac-

showing friendship, but in the passage before us is to be
explained after Job xxi. 24 (the marrow of his bones is well
watered ; Arnheim fall of sap) and xv. 30. Bertheau and Hitzig
erroneously regard ver. 8 as the conclusion to ver. 7, for they
but had the poet wished to be so
interpret Tftttsn as the subject
WR. Much rather the subject
should
have
written
understood, he
is devotion withdrawn from the evil one and turned to God, which
tion,

—

;

externally proves itself

by the dedication

to

Him of

earthly pos-

sessions.

Ver. 9 Honour Jahve with thy wealth,
And with the first-fruits of all thine increase

10 Then

shall

And thy
It

may

thy barns be

filled

with plenty,

vats overflow with must.

Chokma, being separated from the
commends the giving of tithes. But in the

surprise us that the

ceremonial law, here

the consciousness of the duty of giving tithes

first place,

than the Mosaic law, Gen.

xxviii.

22

;

is

older

in this case, the giving of

tithes is here a general ethical expression.

l&? and ~&Vp do not

occur in the Book of Proverbs; in the post-biblical phraseology
the tithes are called Pihan p?n, the portion of the Most High.
133, as the Arab, wakkra, to

make heavy, then

to regard

and deal

with as weighty and solemn (ppp. ?&i?, to regard and treat as light,
Arab, hdn, to be light).
]in, properly lightness in the
from 7?i?
sense of aisance, opulency, forms with 133 an oxymoron (foe Jovam

=

gravem de levitate tua), but one aimed at by the author neither at
i. 13 nor here,
tf? (in Ijtao and 'TO, ver. 9) is in both cases partitive, as in the law of the Levitical tenths, Lev. xxvii. 30, and of
the Challa (heave-offering of dough), Num. xv. 21, where also
JVPtn (in Heb.

Num.

xviii.

vii. 4, cucpodlvta) occurs in a similar sense, cf.
12 (in the law of the Theruma or wave-offering of

the priests), as also nttttn in the law of the second tenths, Deut.
xiv. 22, cf.

Num.

Ver. 10. With

\

xviii.

30

(in the

law of the tenths of the

satisfaction, is equivalent to fulness,

richly satisfied

govern
to

;

B^Tn

also is

making

satisfied,

for

and

infe>,

that, too,

such an accusative, as verbs of

H?, to break through, especially to
be or become overflowingly full (Job i. 10).
it,

priests).

apodosis imperative the conclusion begins.

filling

overflow, signifies

DDK (from DDK,
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Chald. JDK, Syr. dsan,

same meaning
18, recondere),

German

to.

lay

up

in granaries) is the granary, of the

= jpn, Isa. xxiii.

as the Arab, dkhzan (from khazan

whence the Spanish magazen, the French and

tnagazin.

3j£

(from

3i£,

Arab, wakab, to be hollow)

is

the vat or tab into which the must flows from the wine-press (na

or T^S), \&kko<s or vttoXijwoj>.

Cf. the same admonition and promise
iii. 10-12.

in the prophetic statement of Mai.

Vers. 11, 12. The contrast here follows. As God should not
be forgotten in days of prosperity, so one should not suffer himself
to be estranged from Him by days of adversity.
11 The school of Jahve, my son, despise thou not,
Nor loathe thou His correction

12 For Jahve correcteth him whom He loveth.
And that as a father his«on whom he loveth
Vid. the original passage

Job

more

Job

v.

17

f.

There

is

not for the

Book

which expresses
its fundamental thought, that there is a being chastened and tried
by suffering which has as its motive the love of God, and which
does not exclude sonship. 1 One may say that ver. 11 expresses
the problem of the Book of Job, and ver. 12 its solution, "iwd,
watSela, we have translated "school," for "iB , ircuSevew, means in
Ahndung [punishment] or R&ge
reality to take one into school.
[reproof] is the German word which most corresponds to the Hebr.
nroin or nrotn.
3 y\p (whence here the prohibitive J*!"? with ?N)

of

a

suitable motto than this tetrastich,

-,

means

to experience loathing (disgust) at anything, or aversion

The LXX. (cited Heb. xii. 5f.),
nor be faint-hearted, which joins in to the general
thought, that we should not be frightened away from God, or let
ourselves be estranged from Him by the attitude of anger in which
He appears in His determination to inflict suffering. In 12a the
accentuation leaves it undefined whether njrP as subject belongs to
(vexation) toward anything.

fm)hh ixXvov,

the relative or to the principal clause

;

the traditional succession of

by Ben Bileam, is nin» anjo ns?K DK 'a, fortius
passage belongs to the few in which more than three servants
(viz. Mahpach, Mercka, and three Munachs) go before the Ath-

accents, certified also

nach*
1

*

The

further peculiarity

is

here to be observed, that

Here Procop. rightly distinguishes between wxihu* and

nt<,

Ti/taptec.

Torath Emeth, p. 19 ; Accentualionssystem, vi. § 6 ; the differences
between Ben-Asher and Ben-Naphtali in the Appendixes to Biblia Rabbinica
Vid.

Daehselt's Biblia Accentuate,

and Pinner's Prospectus,

p.

91 (Odessa, 1815).
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although without the Makkeph, retains

126

in Ps. xlvii. 5, lx. 2.

is to

91

13-15.

its Segol,

besides here only

be interpreted thus

u and (that) as a father the son,

whom

(cf. ix.

The

he loves."

1

5b)

is

i

ex-

3 (Gesenius, § 155, la), and iwv
(which one may supplement by intt or to) is a defining clause
having the force of a clause with nrtt. The translation, et ut pater

Sam.

planatory, as 1

qui filio bene

ctipit, is

xxviii.

and accentually

syntactically (cf. Isa. xl. 11)

but translating " and as a father he
holds his son dear," or with Hitzig (after Jer. xxxi. 10, a passage
not quite syntactically the same), " and holds him dear, as a father
(vid.

l$b) not

less admissible,

his son " (which Zockler without syntactical authority prefers

account of the 2d modus,

cf. e.g.

Ps.

li.

18), does not

right parallel clause, since the giving of correction

is

on
seem a

the chief

and the love only the accompanying consideration (xiii. 24).
According to our interpretation, rfcri' is to be carried forward in
the mind from 12a. The LXX. find the parallel word in 3«a%
for they translate fiaarvyoi Be irdma vlav, bv irapaBe^erai, and
point,

thus have read

or 3»cn.

3K3*.

Vers. 13-15. Such submission to God, the All-wise, the Alldirecting,

who

such wisdom

is

loves us with fatherly affection,

above

is

wisdom, and

all treasures.

is the man who has found wisdom,
And the man who has gained understanding

18 Blessed

14 For better

is

her acquisition than the acquisition of

silver,

And her

gain than fine gold.
15 More precious is she than corals
And all thy jewels do not equal her value.

The

imperfect p?', which as the Hiph. of

meaning

plB, exire,

has the general

educere, interchanges with the perfect NMJ.

either a delivering up,

This bring-

ing forth

is

Isa.

10, Ps. cxl. 9, cxliv. 13 (cf. PW, Arab, nafak, to give

Iviii.

out, to

pay

xii.

xviii.

2,

i.e.

giving out or presenting,

out), or a fetching out, getting out, receiving,

22.

Thus 13a reminds one

viii.

35,

of the parable of the

and 136 of that of the goodly pearl for which
the pearl parted with all that he had.
Here also is declared the promise of him who trades with a
merchant for the possession of wisdom ; for i^np and inp (both,
as Isa. xxiii. 3, 18, xlv. 15, from inp, the latter after the forms
jnt, jjtM, without our needing to assume a second primary form,
inp) go back to the root-word "trip, to trade, go about as a trader,
treasure in the

the e/iiropot

field,

who sought
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with the fundamental meaning ipiropeveaffai

(LXX.)

;

and

also

not wanting here, for at all events the
meaning "pearls" has blended itself with B'i'JB, which is a favourite
the mention of the pearls

is

Mashal poetry, though it be not the original meaning
In 146 *|M is surpassed by yvin (besides in the
Proverbs, found only in this meaning in Ps. lxviii. 14), which
properly means ore found in a mine, from pn, to cut in, to dig
up, and hence the poetic name of gold, perhaps of gold dug out
Hitzig regards xpvaos as
as distinguished from molten gold.
identical with it ; bat this word (Sanskr. without the ending Mr,
Zend, tor) is derived from ghar, to glitter (vid. Curtius). Finsnn
we have translated " gain," for it does not mean the profit which
wisdom brings, the tribute which it yields, but the gain, the possession of wisdom herself.
Ver. 15. As regards 0T? B > for which the KetMb has B^iB, the
following things are in favour of the fundamental meaning
"corals," viz.: (1.) The name itself, which corresponds with the

word

in the

of the word.

Arab, ^i; this word, proceeding from the root-idea of shooting
forth, particularly after the

and

manner of

plants,

means the branch

that raises or multiplies itself branch-like or twig-like

all

(Fleischer).

(2.)

The

redness attributed to the DW3B,

Lam.

iv. 7,

snow and
The meaning of the word may, how-

in contradistinction to the pure whiteness attributed to

milk

(vid. at

Job

xxviii. 18).

have become generalized

ever,

to

it

in the

lay so

(LXX, in he. \lSwv
the meaning u pearls," given

in practice

iroXvreK&v, Grcec. Venet. XtfltSiW)

;

Job-Targum by Rashi, and

much

the nearer as one

by Bochart,

particularly

may have wrought

also corals

and precious stones, such as the carbuncle, sardius, and sapphire,
into the form of pearls.
fTJ^, in consequence of the retrogression
of the tone, has Munach on the penult., and that as an exception, as
has been remarked by the Masora, since in substantives and proper
names terminating in n— the "W1K JIM, i.e. the receding of the tone,
does not elsewhere appear, e.g. K'ji PIB*, Gen. xii. 14, KV? rna,
Cant.

vi. 9,

KV} rnv, Jer. xxx. 7.

"

PBrt is first abstr.,

clined to something, lust, will, pleasure in
concr.,

anything in which one has pleasure, what

precious

;

cf. (_<$£> (j*J^J>

(Fleischer).

nie>

hence iuoij

a being in-

anything, then

Sjl^",

is

precious

also

beautiful,

stones

with 3 means to be an equivalent (purchase-price,
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exchange) for anything ; the most natural construction in Arab, as
well as in Hebr. is that with p, to be the equivalent of a thing (vid.
at Job xxxiii. 27) ; the 3 is the Beth pretii, as if one said in Arab.
biabi anta thou art in the estimate of my father, I give it for thee.
One distinctly perceives in vers. 14, 15, the echo of Job xxviii.
This tetrastich occurs again with a slight variation at viii. 10, 11.
The Talmud and the Midrash accent it so, that in the former the
expression is D'VBrriw, and in the latter l^Bn-fal, and they explain
the latter of precious stones and pearls

Vers. 16-18. That wisdom

is

(

nvi>noi

maiD D'JSK ).

of such incomparable value

is

here confirmed
16 Length of days is in her right hand
In her left, riches and honour.
17 Her ways are pleasant ways,
And all her paths are peace.
18 A tree of life is she to those that lay hold upon her,
And he who always holdeth her fast is blessed.

As

in the right

hand of Jahve, according

sures for evermore, so

Wisdom

days," viz. of the days of

life,

and honour

to Ps. xvi. 11, are pleaholds in her right hand " length of

thus

life,

the blessing of blessings

good things which,
Wisdom, and
thus wisely, elevate the happiness of life in the right hand is the
chief good, in the left the irpoaQr\m\, Matt. vi. 33. Didymus
Per
eapientice dextram divinarum rerum cognitio, ex qua immortalitatis
vita oritur, sigrtificatur ; per sinistram autem rerum humanarum
notitia, ex qua gloria opumque abundantia naseitur.
The LXX.,
as between 15a and 156, so also here after ver. 16, interpolate two
lines : " From her mouth proceedeth righteousness ; justice and
mercy she bears upon her tongue,"—perhaps translated from the
Hebr., but certainly added by a reader.
Ver. 17. Dyb", 3"i^ are ways on which one obtains what is agreeable to the inner and the outer man, and which it does good to
enjoy. The parallel
is not a genitive to TfCPT\i to be supplied ;

in

her

it

is true,

riches

left,

do not condition

(viii.

life,

18), the two

but, received from

—

:

Dw

the paths of

Wisdom

are themselves

0W, for

she brings well-being

and deep inward satisfaction (peace). In regard to n ? n?>
via eminent, elata, Schultens is right (vid. under i. 15) j 1 fTOtaW
has Munach, and instead of the Metlieg, Tarcha, vid. under i. Sib.
on

1

,

all sides

The root

is

not an, to grope, but fU; whence Arab, natt, to bubble up,

nata, to raise oneself, to swell up, etc.
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The
is,

figure of the tree of life the fruit of

as xi. 30, xv.

4

(cf. xiii. 12),

Rev.

of paradise in the Book of Genesis.

Lignum

vitce

ii.

The

crux Chrisli, accommodates

through Matt.

Luke

xi. 19,

xi.

which brings immortality,
7, taken from the history
old ecclesiastical saying,

itself

in a certain measure,

49, with this passage of the

Book of

3 P'tnn means to fasten upon anything, more fully
expressed in Gen. xxi. 18, to bind the hand firm with anything,

Proverbs.
to seize

it

They who

firmly.

give themselves to

Wisdom, come

to

whose fruit contains and communicates strength of life, and whoever always keeps fast hold of
Wisdom is blessed, i.e. to be pronounced happy (Ps.xli. 3, vid. undef
Ps. cxxxvii. 8). The predicate iBteo, blessed, refers to each one of
experience that she

the fTOCft, those

who

is

a tree of

hold her,

life

cf. xxvii. 16,

Num. xxi v. 9.

so-called distributive singular of the predicate,

particularly in those cases
ciple (vid.

where the

which

is

It

is

the

freely used

plur. of the subject is a parti-

under ver. 35).

FIFTH INTRODUCTORY MASHAL DISCOURSE,

III.

19-26.

THE WOBLD-CBEATIVE WISDOM AS MEDIATBIX OF DIVINE
PROTECTION.

O

guard against seducers

(i. 8 ff.) ; listen to the warning
20 ff.) ; seek after Wisdom : she is the way to
God, comes from God, and teaches thee to shun the wicked way
and to walk in the way that is good (ii.) ; thou shalt obtain her if,

son,

voice of

Wisdom

(i.

renouncing self-confidence, thou givest thyself unreservedly to God
(iii. 1-18)
these are the four steps, so far, of this introductory

—

irapatveais.

Each

discourse contributes its

own

to present vividly

and impressively what Wisdom is and what she procures, her nature
and her blessings. From her hand come all good gifts of God to
men. She is the tree of life. Her place between God and men is
thus that of a mediatrix.
Vers. 19, 20. This place of a mediatrix the speaker here now
continues she had from the beginning.
God's world-creating
work was mediated by her

—

—

19 Jahve hath by wisdom founded the earth,
Established the heavens by understanding.
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III. 19, 20.

20 By His knowledge the water-floods broke

And

the iky dropped

forth,

down dew.

That wisdom is meant by which God planned the world-idea, and
now also wrought it out the wisdom in which God conceived the
world ere it was framed, and by which also He gave external
realization to His thoughts ; the wisdom which is indeed an attribute of God and a characteristic of His actions, since she is a
property of His nature, and His nature attests itself in her, but
not less, as appears, not from this group of tetrastichs, but from
all that has hitherto been said, and from the personal testimony,
viii. 22 ff., of which it is the praludium, she goes forth as a divine
power to which God has given to have life in herself. Considered
apart from the connection of these discourses, this group of verses,
;

as little as Jer. x. 2, Ps. civ. 24, determines regarding the attribu-

the Jerusalem Targum, I., when it translates,
;
revvra by Kornna (Knornna), combineis viii. 22 with such

tive interpretation

Gen.

1,

i.

W.

passages as this before us.

properly

signifies, like

gives to a fact the firm basis of

(Arab, hdn, cogn.
restore

;

division,

jna, see

here equivalent

Ver. 20. It
i.e.

is

(here with the tone thrown back)

the Arab, wasad, to lay fast, to found, for one
its

on Isaiah,

to, to

The parallel

existence.
p.

691)

Pil. of pa

signifies to set up, to

give existence.

incorrect to understand 20a, with the Targ., of

separating the water under the firmament from the

water above the firmament;

breaking forth, Gen.

vii.

Vi?33 is

11, Ex.

spoken of water, especially of

its

xiv. 21, cf. Ps. lxxiv. 15, properly

itself out, i.e. welling forth from the bowels of the earth
means, without distinguishing the primordial waters and the later

dividing
it

water-floods confined within their banks (cf.
civ. 6-8),

cesses of cultivation

O*n=non,

Job

xxxviii.

the overflowing of the earth for the purpose of

and the

irrigation of the land,

8

f .,

rnttfnn

Ps.
pro-

its

(from

to groan, to roar) are chiefly the internal water stores

of the earth, Gen. xlix. 25, Ps. xxxiii. 7.

But while 20a

is

to be

understood of the waters under the firmament, 206 is to be interpreted of those above. D^nt? (from pric?, Arab, shah, comminuere,
attenuare) properly designates the uppermost stratum of air thinly

and

and wide, and then poetically the
Another name, Q Bvij?,
comes from *T]£, which is transposed from *Rn (here used in 206),
Arab, r'af, to drop, to run. The ?tp added on the object accusative
represents synecdochically all the waters coming down from heaven
finely stretching itself far

,

clouds of heaven (vid. under Ps. lxxvii. 18).
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and fructifying the earth. This watering proceeds from above
(isjrn) ; on the contrary, the endowing of the surface of the earth
with great and small rivers is a fundamental fact in creation
(W33).

From

Vers. 21-22.

this

eminence, in which the work of creation

now deduced, since the writer
always expresses himself only with an ethical intention regarding

presents wisdom, exhortations are

the nature of wisdom

My

son, may they not depart from thine eyes
Preserve thoughtfulness and consideration,

21

22 And they

And
If

we make
The

thy soul

the synonyms of wisdom which are in 215 the subject

per prolepsin
clash.

will be life to

graoe to thy neck.

to

«W>K

(Hitzig and Zockler), then 19-20 and 21-22

subjects are wisdom, understanding, knowledge, which

Him become the possession of those
Regarding rb, obliquari, dfflectere, see

belong to God, and shall from

who make them

their aim.

under ii. 15, cf. iv. 21 ; regarding njB'n (here defective after the
Masora, as rightly in Yened. 1515, 1521, and Nissel, 1662), see at
ii. 7;
for ro&n, see at iii. 26.
The LXX. (cf. Heb. ii. 1)

^

translate

without distinctness of reference

{•trapapvy<i), let it
it

not flow past,

i.e.

let it

:

vie

(ii/

irapappvrj<t

not be unobserved, hold

always before thee ; the Targ. with the Syr. render ?W to, ne

w"?K.

In 22a the synallage generis
Regarding ftW)i, see at i. 9. By
wisdom the soul gains life, divinely true and blessed, and the
external appearance of the man grace, which makes him pleasing
and gains for him affection.
Vers. 23-26. But more than this, wisdom makes its possessor in
the words were

vilescat, as if
is

continued :

all situations

W)

for

WWII.

of life confident in

God

23 Then shalt thou go thy way with confidence,
And thy foot shall not stumble.
24 When thou liest down, thou art not afraid,
But thou layest thyself down and hast sweet sleep.
25 Thou needest not be afraid of sudden alarm,
Nor for the storm of the wicked when it breaketh forth.
26 For Jahve will be thy confidence
And keep thy foot from the snare.

The

nt?3P (cf .

our " bei guter Laune "

= in good

cheer), with 7 of

the condition, is of the same meaning as the conditional adverbial
Ver. 23b the
translate 6 8k
accusative nua, x . 9, i. 33.

LXX.
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ov

7roi5? <rov

fir)

irpcKneoyjrri,

make the person the
here also we retain more

they

since for the intrans. of

while,

on the contrary,

subject (ftrprore

at Ps. xci.

irpoaxci-fyrfi

tov

12

k.t.X.)

;

surety the subject from 23a, especially

*)?}

(to smite, to push) a Hithpa. *|3?nn

is

24 there is the echo of Job xi. 18, and
246 is altogether the same as Job v. 24 b:
in ver. 25 of Job v. 21.
«t decubueris,' suavis erit.
et decumbes et mavis erit somnus turn
The hypothetic perf., according to the sense, is both there and at
Job xi. 18 (cf. Jer. xx. 9) oxytoned as perf. congee. Similar examples
are vi. 22, Gen. xxxiii. 13, 1 Sam. xxv. 31, cf. Ewald, § 357a. nr)jj
(of sleep as Jer. xxxi. 26) is from y$f, which in Hebr. is used of
used Jer.

xiii.

16.

In

ver.

=

pleasing impressions, as the Arab, 'uriba of a lively, free disposition.

somnus (nom.

nje>,

actionis

preserved in the Arab,

from

I?'),

lidat, vid.

inflexion with nje*, annua.

with the ground-form sina

Job, p. 284, note), agrees in

?K, ver. 25a, denies, like Ps. exxi. 3,

with emphasis: be afraid only not

= thou hast altogether nothing to

tanquam
quicquam vel in suspicionem veniat in mentemve
cogitando admittatur. in? here means terror, as i. 26 f., the terrific

fear.

Sohultens rightly says

abominationis,

object

;

tie

:

Sitbest species prokibitionis et

tale

DKFlB (with the accus.

om)

is

the virtual genitive, as xxvi. 2

Din (with accus. am).
Regarding riK'e*, see under i. 27. The
O'Wsn
genitive
may be, after Ps. xxxvii. 17, the genit. subjecti, but

who chooses the wisdom of God as
no ground to fear punishment as transgressors
have reason to fear it ; the n«y is meant which wisdom threatens
against transgressors, i. 27. He needs have no fear of it, for
wisdom is a gift of God, and binds him who receives it to the
giver : Jahve becomes and is henceforth his confidence. Regarding 3 essentice, which expresses the closest connection of the subject
with the predicate which it introduces, see under Ps. xxxv. 2. As
here, so also at Ex. xviii. 4, Ps. cxviii. 7, cxlvi. 5, the predicate is a
noun with a pronominal suffix. •'Da is, as at Ps. lxxviii. 7, Job
xxxi. 24, cognate to ntpoD and HJ1>B, the object and ground of confidence.
That the word in other connections may mean also foolhardiness, Ps. xlix. 14, and folly, Eccles. vii. 25 (cf. regarding
T'ps, which in Arab, as betid denotes the dull, in Hebr. fools, see
under i. 22), it follows that it proceeds from the fundamental con-

still it lies

nearer to say that he

his guiding star has

1

According to Malbim,

mpR is the

expectation of good, and ^D3. confidence

in the presence of evil.

VOL.

I.

Q
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S3

ception of fulness of flesh and of fat, whence arise the conceptions
of dulness and slothfulness, as well as of confidence, whether confidence in self or in

207 f.).
1&, to catch

"i?!? is

p.

God

(see Schultens l.c,

and Wiinsche's Eosea,

taking, catching, as in a net or trap or pit, from

IV. to hold fast)
which Arab, lak connects itself with nak,
13, to strike, to assail (whence aLlakdat, the assault against the
enemy, Deutsch. Morgenl. Zeitsch. xxii. 140), is foreign to the Hebr.
Kegarding the p of la^D, Fleischer remarks : " The 19 after verbs
(cf . Arab, hhida, to fasten, III.

another root-meaning, in

of guarding, preserving, like not!'

means holds or

and

"(S3,

properly expresses that

seeks to hold a person or thing back

one by
from something, like the Lat. de/endere, tueri aliquem ab hostibus, a
those

periculo."

l

SIXTH INTRODUCTORY MA8HAL DISCOURSE,

III.

27-85.

EXHORTATION TO BENEVOLENCE AND RECTITUDE.

The promise in which it terminates, designates the close of the fifth
The sixth differs from it in this, that, like none of the
preceding, it adds proverb to proverb. The first series recommends

discourse.

love to one's neighbour,

and the second warns against fellowship

with the uncharitable.

is

Vers. 27, 28.

The

recommended,

is

first illustration

of neighbourly love which

readiness to serve

1 Hitzig rejects iii. 22-26 as a later interpolation.
And why? Because iii.,
which he regards as a complete discourse, consists of twice ten verses beginning
with »J3. In addition to this symmetry other reasons easily reveal themselves to

But the discourses contained in chap. i.-ix. do not all begin
with >32 (vid. i. 20) ; and when it stands in the beginning of the discourse, it is
not always the first word (vid. i. 8) ; and when it occurs as the first word or in
the first line, it does not always commence a new discourse (vid. i. 15 in the
middle of the first, iii. 11 in the middle of the fourth); and, moreover, the Hebr.
poetry and oratory does not reckon according to verses terminated by Soph
Pasuk, which are always accented distichs, but they in reality frequently consist

his penetration.

The rejected verses are in nothing unlike those that
of three or more lines.
remain, and which are undisputed they show the same structure of stichs, consisting for the most part of three, but sometimes also only of two words (cf.
;

225 with L 96, 105), the same breadth in the course
same accord with Job and Deuteronomy.

iii.

of the thoughts,
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III. 27, 28.

27 Refuse no manner of good to him to whom it is due
When it is in thy power to do it.
28 Say not to tby neighbour, " Go, and come again,
To-morrow I will give it," whilst yet thou hast it.

Regarding the intensive plur. V?V3 with a sing, meaning, see
under i. 19. The form of expression without the suffix is not v£3
but 3to ?J>3 ; and this denotes here, not him who does good (^3 as
Arab, dhw or saliab), but him to whom the good deed is done (cf.
xvii. 8), t.e. as here, him who is worthy of it (^>JD as Arab, dhl),
him who is the man for it (Jewish interp.: lS >ito KVTC» 'D). We
must refuse nothing good (nothing either legally or morally good)
to

him who has a

we

are in a condition to do

Gen.

right to

it

(t?

him

J»D as

Job

xxii. 7, xxxi. 16),

1

if

The

phrase HJ ?§(&,
belonging to (prac-

this good.

and frequently, signifies : it is
power of my hand, i.e. I have the power and the means
of doing it.
As *W signifies the haughty, insolent, but may be also
used in the neuter of insolent conduct (vid. Ps. xix. 14), so ?K
xxxi. 29,

ticable) the

but also (although only in this phrase) strength.
T£, because elsewhere the hand always
follows 7VO in the singular. But it rejects the plur. Tin? (ver. 28)
because the address following is directed to one person. Neither of
signifies the strong,

The Keri

rejects the plur.

these emendations was necessary.

The usage

of the language per-

mits exceptions, notwithstanding the usus tyrannus, and the plur.

yyh may

be interpreted distributively : to thy fellows, it may be
one or that one. Hitzig also regards yyb as a singular ; but
the mas. of rpjn, the ground-form of which is certainly raj, is njn,
this

or shorter, jn.
go,

aw)

n? does

and come again,

seek

it

once more.8

ait?,

not

to

The

1

mean

come
of

:

forth

!

go home again

!

but

again, to return to something, to

?IFIK

Bh

is,

as 296, the conditional

" To-morrow shall I give " is
sit penes te, so. guod ei des.
less a promise than a delay and putting off, because it is difficult
for him to alienate himself from him who makes the request. This

guum

1

Accentuate 31D IttOTrta, not 31B"1?3DTI"Sk.

The doubling of the Male-

and, on the contrary, the separating of 31B from V7J730
by the Dechi (the separating accent subordinate to AthnacK) is proper. It is
Iceph is purposeless,

thus in the best MSS.
* Thus also (Arab.) raf is used in Thaalebfs Confidential Companion, p. 24,
line 3, of Flugel's ed.
Admission was prevented to one Haschmid, then angry
he sought it once more ; he was again rejected, then he sought it not again
(Arab, flm yraj 1 ), but says, etc.
Fliigel has misunderstood the passage.
Fleischer explains raf, with reference to Prov. iii. 28, by revenir a la charge.
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holding fast by one's

own

unamiable selfishness ; this putting off
duty is a sin of omission ov yap olSas,

is

in the fulfilment of one's

LXX.

as the

Ver. 29.

adds, rl ri^ereu

ivtovaa.

r\

A second illustration

of neighbourly love

is

harmless-

ness:
Devise not evil against thy neighbour,

While he dwelleth securely by

The verb Vh^

thee.

yapaoaeu), signifies to cut into, and

}

used of the

is

faber ferrarius as well as of the tignarius {Isaiah, p. 463), who
with a cutting instrument (B^n, Gen. iv. 22) works with metal or
wood, and from his profession is called Enn. But the word means

commonly to plough,

as

and Enn

to cut with the plough,

i.e.

used also of a ploughman, and, without any addition to

it, it

is

always

has this meaning. It is then a question whether the metaphorical
phrase n^i cnn signifies to fabricate evil, cf. dolorum faber, mendaeia procudere, yjrevB&v xal airar&v rhcrtov, and the
<f>peal

fivaaoSofievew (Fleischer

The

(Rashi, Ewald, etc.).

Gnecus

by

Venet.

Targ., Syriac, and

rexralvetv.

The

Homeric

;

icaica

plough

others), or to

without deciding the point, by moliri

3S5TI,

ings

and most

Jerome

LXX.

but the

evil

translate

and

correctness of these render-

not supported by Ezek. xxi. 36, where tvn&D HShn are not
who cause destruction

is

such as fabricate destruction, but, smiths
also B*nno, 1
all

Sam. xxiii.

9,

proves nothing, and probably does not at

appertain to ehn incidere (Keil), but to fchn

On

of dolose moliri.

the one hand,

it is

silere,

in the sense

from Job

to be observed

Hos. x. 13, cf. Ps. cxxix. 3, that the meaning arare malum
might connect itself with njn t!hn ; and the proverb of Sirach vii.

iv. 8,

12,

fitj

aporpia

Therefore in

-tyevBos hr'

dSe\fp£ aov, places this beyond a doubt.

this phrase, if

one keeps before him a clear perception

of the figure, at one time the idea of fabricating, at another that
of ploughing,

is

presented before us.

former.

Bbttcher, to

sit

together with, after Ps.
It

together, whether as sitting,

1

To

is

means
Job ii.

i.

1, xxvi.

4 f ., need

aC^-WW.

not

in general a continued being

13, or as dwelling,

Judg.

who

take advantage of the regardlessness of him

Accentuate riD3^

Mugrash

usage of the language

is

be a matter of dispute.
II.1

The

more in favour of the latter than of the
Whether MN 3B* means to dwell together with, or as

in the case before us

It is thus in correct texts;

transformed, according to the Accentuationssystem,

rriii.
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to us his confidence is unamiable.

who

resigns himself to

Ver. 30.

it

101

30-32.

Love

is

doubly owing to him

because he believes in

A third illustration

it.

of the same principle

is

peaceable-

ness
Contend not with a man without a cause,
When he has inflicted no evil upon thee.

Instead of 3*nn, or as the Keri has amended

it

a^R, the abbreviated

or 3?n would be more correct after ?K ; SO or 3''"' (from
form
an, to be compact) means to fall upon one another, to come to
hand-blows, to contend.
Contending and quarrelling with a
man, whoever he may be, without sufficient reason, ought to be
abandoned ; but there exists no such reason if he has done me no
harm which.I have to reproach him with, njn aM with the accus.
or dat. of the person signifies to bring evil upon any one, malum
3TFI

'

inferre, or also re/erre (Schultens), for ?"?| (cogn.

execute, to complete, accomplish,
requital, both of

—both of the

i"?"")

initiative

signifies to

and of the

the anticipative and of the recompensing action

here in the former of these senses.
Vers. 31, 32. These exhortations to neighbourly love in the
form of warning against whatever is opposed to it, are followed by
the warning against fellowship with the loveless
81 Be not envious toward the man of violence,
And have no pleasure in all his ways.
82 For an abhorrence to Jahve is the perverse,
But with the upright is His secret.

The

lie in Mi? (derived by SchulMp,
inseparable from each
Arab,
intensius
rubere)
hand,
tens from
rupn
(icTyarj), brings the
which
for
reads
The
LXX.,
Wpn
other.
envy into 316, as if the words here were innrr?w, as in Ps. xxxvii.

1,

conceptions of jealousy and envy

LXX.

has /iH) irapa^ijXov, here firjB^ gfyXwcn??).
7 (there the
is no reason for correcting our text in accordance with this

There

(substituting ">nnn for "inan as Hitzig does), because

WT733 would

be too vague an expression for the object of the envy, while
"lnarrfo altogether agrees with it ; and the contrary remark, that
7*33 ins is fundamentally no iru, fails, since (1) "irn frequently expresses pleasure in anything without the idea of choice, and (2)
" have not pleasure in all his ways " is in the Hebrew style equiva-

"in any one of his ways;" Ewald, § 3236. He who does
" violence to the law" (Zeph. iii. 4) becomes thereby, according to
the common course of the world, a person who is feared, whose autho-

lent to
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power, and resources are increased, but one must not therefore
envy him, nor on any side take pleasure in his conduct, which in
all respects is to be reprobated ; for the ti?3, injlexus, tortuotus (vid.
ii. 15), who swerves from the right way and goes in a crooked
false way, is an object of Jahve's abhorrence, while, on the contrary,
the just, who with a right mind walks in the right way, is Jahve's
an echo of Ps. xxv. 14. *rtD (R. ID, to be firm, compressed)
HiD
means properly the being pressed together, or sitting together (cf.
the Arab, wisdd, toisadt, a cushion, divan, corresponding in form
to the Hebr. Ito !) for the purpose of private communication and
conversation OPJ ?), and then partly the confidential intercourse,

rity,

—

1

1

Job xxix. 4), partly the private communication, the
(Amos iii. 7). LXX., ev Be St/totot? [ov] <rvve8ptd%ei. Those
who are out of the way, who prefer to the simplicity of right-doing
all manner of crooked ways, are contrary to God, and He may have
as here (cf.
secret

nothing to do with them ; but the right-minded He makes partakers
of His most intimate intercourse, He deals with them as His friends.

Ver. 33.

The

of envy, has as

reverse side the curse

The curse

And the

Arab,

(cf.

Jahve

of

is

in the house of the godless,

dwelling of the just

rriND (a curse), like

"OK

from being worthy

prosperity of the godless, far

its

He

blesseth.

n?pp (a highway, from

liarr, detestari,

??p), is

formed from

abhorrere, a word-imitation of an in-

The

terjection used in disagreeable experiences).

curse

is

not

merely a deprivation of external goods which render life happy,
and the blessing is not merely the fulness of external possessions
the central-point of the curse lies in continuous disquiet of con-

and that of the blessing

science,

God

is

in the

happy consciousness that

with us, in soul-rest and peace which

The poetic TO (from

and goodness of God.

certain of the grace

is

?1U

dit aliquo) signifies the place of settlement,

= Arab, nwy, teten-

and may be a word

borrowed from a nomad life, since it denotes specially the pastureground; cf. xxiv. 15 (Fleischer). While the curse of God rests in
the house of the wicked (vid. Kohler on Zech. v. 4), He blesses,

on the contrary, the dwelling-place of the righteous. The LXX.
and Jerome read ^13, but *£?' is more agreeable, since God continues to be the subject.
Yer. 34. His relation to men is determined by their relation to
:

,

Him.
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CHAP. 11L 34

As fof the

scorners,

He scorneth

But to the lowly He giveth

Most

them,

grace.

He

"If the scorner

interpreters render the verse thus:

(even He, in return) scorneth, so He (on the other hand) giveth
grace to the lowly." For the sequence of the words in the consequence, in which the precedence of the verb
xii. 5,

we

is

usual,

are referred to xxiii. 18, cf. xxiv. 14-; but

e.g.

Lev.

why had

the

poet placed the two facts in the relation of condition and conse-

The one

quence?

fact

is

not the consequence but the reverse of

the other, and accordingly they are opposed to each other in coordinated passages, Ps.

xviii.

26

The Vav

f.

in such antitheses has

generally the meaning of " and on the other hand,"
20, while the

LXX.,

Targ., Syriac, and

e.g. Job viii.
Jerome altogether pass

if it did not exist.
Ziegler translates : " Truly the
;
scorneth " but an affirmative DN does not exist, the

over the DK as

He

scorner

!

asseveration after the

manner of an oath

negative.

is

Bertheau's

expedient would be more acceptable, by which he makes the whole
of ver. 34 the protasis to ver. 35

;

but

independent parallel passages

Thus 34a and 346

gards the scorners,

He

scorneth.

i.e.

The

!»

if

D X?7"DN
,

;

His conduct

were intended, another
are two

if this

subject would not enter into ver. 35.

is

is

the protasis : if as re-

directed to the scorners, so

denotes relation, and in this elliptical usage

like the b of superscription, e.g. Jer. xxiii. 9.

tan

is

is

the emphatic

He

on the contrary, and in a decisive way (Ewald, § 314a&).
r? there might have been used 0X7| (for J"?!?, where
it occurs as a governing word, has the accusative, xix. 28, Ps.
cxix. 51), but we do not miss the object : if it relates to scorners
(thus also Lowenstein translates), so it is He in return who
avrof

:

Instead of

The LXX. renders it: icvpio<: {nreprjtpdvots avjirdaaerai,
St&Wt y&pw ; cf. Jas. iv. 6, 1 Pet. v. 5. wn is used
a name of God (Deutsch. Morgenl. Zeitschr. xvi. 400), on which

scorneth.

rairetvoK hk
as

A

it is rendered like TW by icvpun.
inrepqipavos (appearing
above others, i.e. overbearing) is the r?.} according to the definition

account

xxi. 24.

The

expression of the talio

the ground-form

who bends

l?y,

himself,

is

generalized in avrirda-

For D"JP the Ken has D'Ug : wy (from

cerai (resists them).

Arab,

i.e.

roy,

'anatc) is the lowly {rmreivoi), or

he

the gentle and humble, the patient, and

the passive '$, he who is bowed down, the suffering ; but the limits
of the conception are moveable, since in \)Jf is presupposed the
possession of fruit-virtues gained in the school of affliction.
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Ver. 35. This group of the proverbs of wisdom
closes

now

suitably

with the fundamental contrast between the wise and fools

:

The wise shall inherit honour,
Bat fools carry away shame.

O^Ka as the object, then we can scarcely interpret the
shame sweeps fools away (Umbreit, Zockler, Bertheau),
for Onn [Hiph. of on] signifies (Isa. lvii. 14, Ezek. xxi. 31) " to
raise up anything high and far," not u to sweep away."
Prefer-

If

we

take

clause

able

is

:

the rendering

:

tows

8'

a<f>pova? infol ari/ila (Grceo. Venet.,

and similarly Jerome), i.e. only to it do they owe their celebrity as
warning examples (Ewald), to which Oetinger compares "whose
glory is in their shame," PhiL iii. 19 j 1 but |i?|J is the contrary of
1ta| (glory, Hab. ii. 16), and therefore is as much an object conception as

is

the latter, 35a.

If

it is

the object, then

if

we

take

D^o

=

B^OD (Hos. iv. 7),
from "ID after the form of p., Neh. xiii. 21
it might be rendered : Yet fools exchange shame (Lowenstein).
But "WD, like the Arab, mrr, transire, means properly to pass over
or to wander over ; it is intransitive, and only in Hiph. signifies
D'TB thus will be the participle of Onn ; the
actively to exchange.
plur. taken distributively (fools
whoever is only always a fool) is
connected with the singular of the predicate. This change in the
number is here, however, more difficult than at iii. 18, and in other
places, where the plur. of the part, permits the resolution into a
relative clause with quicungue, and more difficult than at xxviii. 1,
where the sing, of the predicate is introduced by attraction;
wherefore B^o may be an error in transcribing for D'Dno or
'one (Bottcher). J. H. Michaelis (after the Targ. and Syr.) lias
properly rendered the clause " stulti tollunt ignominiam tanquam
portionem euam," adding "quce derivato nomine norm dicitur."
C"\n signifies, in the language of the sacrificial worship and of
worship generally, to lift off from anything the best portion, the
legitimate portion due to God and the priesthood (vid. at iii. 9) ;
for which reason Rashi glosses Dno by b B*1BD, and Ralbag by
"b rrajD.
See xiv. 29. Honour is that which the wise inherit, it
falls to them unsought as a possession, but fools receive shame as
the offal (viz. of their foolish conduct). The fut. and part, are sig-

=

:

nificantly interchanged.

The

life

of the wise ends in glory, but

Jona Gerundi renders it otherwise " But shame raises the fools high ;" i.e.
only the infamous, he who has no sense of honour, makes much advancement
1

:

out of fools.

..:...
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IV. 1-4.

.

fruit of their

conduct

shame and ever*

is

more shame.

SEVENTH INTRODUCTORY MASHAL DISCOURSE,

IV.-Y. 6.

BEOOLUBCTION8 OF HIS FATHERS HOUSE.

The means

wisdom
and warnings, and

are not yet exhansted by which the teacher of

seeks to procure acceptance for his admonitions
to give

He

them emphasis.

has introduced the importance of his

person in order that he might gain the heart of the disciple, and

has presented as speaker, instead of himself, the revered person of

Wisdom

herself,

who

seeks to win,

by means of warnings and

promises, the souls of men.

Chap. iv. 1-4. He now confirms and explains the command to
duty which he has placed at the beginning of the whole (i. 8).
This he does by his own example, for he relates from the history
of his

own

youth, to the circle of disciples by

whom

he sees himself

surrounded, what good doctrine his parents had taught

garding the way of

1 Hear, ye sons, the instruction of

And attend that ye may

D'Ja in the address

a

father,

finds another application

my mother.

comes here into the place of

used, externally denotes that

father.

:

m

mean the father
who is a

*?3,

hitherto

in the progress of these discourses

the poet himself

is

so addressed

Intentionally he does not say Da'as (cf.

himself,

re-

gain understanding

2 For I give to you good doctrine,
Forsake not my direction 1
S For I was a son to my father,
A tender and only (son) in the sight of
4 And he instructed me, and said to me
" Let thine heart hold fast my words
Observe my commandments and live 1

That

him

life

of each individual

among

father in his relation to

and as he manifests towards them fatherly

by

his

8) : he does not
those addressed, but
i.

them

as his disciples

love, so also

he can lay

claim to paternal authority over them. njn? is rightly vocalized,
not njnp. The words do not give the object of attention, but the
design, the aim.

The combination

of ideas in

nra

njtt (cf.
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which appears to us singular, loses its strangeness when we remember that Djn means, according to its etymon, deposition or reception
Regarding ng?, apprehension, recepinto the conscience and life.
WW is the perf., which denotes
tion, lesson
doctrine, vid. i. 5.
as fixed and finished what is just now being done, Gesenius,
3ty is here synonym of WM, i. 8, and the contrary of
§ 126, 4.

=

IDE'",

The

xxviii. 4.

relative

factum in the perfect, designating

the circumstances under which the event happened, regularly precedes the chief factum S Y?\

;

see under

Gen.

i.

2

Superficially

f.

understood, the expression 3a would be a platitude

;

the author

means that the natural legal relation was also confirming itself as a
moral one. It was a relation of many-sided love, according to 3a
he was esteemed of his mother 'JW, used of the reflex in the
judgment, Gen. x. 9, and of loving care, Gen. xvii. 18, means
this
as a tender child, and therefore tenderly to be protected (T!
ns Gen. xxxiii. 13), and as an only child, whether he were so in
reality, or was only loved as if he were so.
THJ (Aq., Sym.,
Theod., fwvoyanj'i) may with reference to number also mean unice
dilectus (LXX. ayairmfievos); cf. Gen. xxii. 2, iyn* (where the

—

—

LXX.

translate rbv aryainjTov,

before them).
1

variant.

which

is

*isb is

without therefore having 1?T.
all the versions ; V>3? is not a

maintained by

The instruction of the father begins with the jussive,
pointed 1 "^on* to distinguish it from "*lblV on account of

The LXX. has incorrectly ipeiBerm, as if the word were ^D'
Symmachus has correctly /care^ero*. The imper. tvn is, as vii. 2,

the ff.

Gen. xx. 7, more than HWil ; the teacher seeks, along with the
means, at the same time their object : Observe my commandments,
The Syriac, however, adds
and so become a partaker of life!
TJ'j? lit^sa *rnirn

[and

clause borrowed from

Vers. 5, 6.

The

my

instruction as the apple of thine eye], a

vii. 2.

exhortation of the father

now

6 Get wisdom, get understanding
Forget not and turn not from the words of
1

In some editions 133?

is

noted as Kerf to

i^sb,

specializes itself

my mouth.

but erroneously and contrary

which affirms that there are two passages
in which we ought to read not '}£)?, but »J3^, viz. Ps. Ixxx. 3 and Prov. iv. 3.
8
The writing of "TpJV with the grave Metheg (Gaja) and Kamets-Chatuph
to the express evidence of the Masora,

(8)

is

that of

Ben Asher

;

on the other hand, ^Jb^) , with Cholem (6) and the
vid. Michlol 21a (under the verbal

permanent Metheg is that of Ben Naphtali
form 25). § 30.

;
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IV. 7-9.

6 Forsake her not, bo shall she preserve thee
Love her, so shall she keep thee.

Wisdom and

understanding are (5a) thought of as ohjects of

merchandise

(cf.

Matt.

xiii.

xxiii.

23, Hi. 14), like the one pearl of great
•

and the words of fatherly

instruction (56),
accordingly, as offering this precious possession, or helping to the

price,

46,

it.
One cannot indeed say correctly tT'ys^o ri3t5>rr?K,
but 'B-noK ibBb ravrrb* (Ps. cii. 5) ; and in this sense raefcrfe

acquisition of

goes before, or also the accus. object, which in rDtwrta the author
has in his mind, may, since he continues with ttrr7$,

now

not

any longer find expression as such. That the *B"noK are the
means of acquiring wisdom is shown in ver. 6, where this continues
to be the primary idea.

The

verse, consisting of only four words,

ought to be divided by Mugrash

#1
,

the Vav

(i)

in both halves of

the verse introduces the apodosis imperativi (cf .
the apodosis prohibitivi,

wisdom, ver.

5,

iii.

21

f .).

The

e.g. iii.

9

f.,

and

actual representation of

becomes in ver. 6 personal.

Vers. 7-9. Referring to ver. 5, the father further explains that
wisdom begins with the striving after it, and that this striving is
itself its

fundamental beginning

7 The beginning of wisdom

And

with

[urn, at

is

" Get wisdom,"

the price of]

all

thou hast gotten get understanding.

8 Esteem her, so shall she lift thee up
She will bring thee honour if thou dost embrace
9 She
She

her.

put on thine head a graceful garland,
will bestow upon thee a glorious diadem.
will

In the motto of the book, i. 7, the author would say that the fear
of Jahve is that from which all wisdom takes its origin, njrv) nttv
(t. 7) is the subject, and as such it stands foremost.
Here he
means to say what the beginning of wisdom consists in. ^9?? n, ^ N »
is the subject, and stands forth as such.
The predicate may also
ntaj3), after xvi. 16.
be read nDarrnii? (
The beginning of wisdom is (consists in) the getting of wisdom; but the imperative
•up, which also Aq., Sym., Theod. (*t»}o-<m), Jerome, Syr., Targ.
express (the LXX. leaves ver. 7 untranslated), is supported by 76.
Hitzig, after Mercier, De Dieu, and Doderlein, translates the verse

=

1

According to correct readings in codd. and older

also indeed Rebia

editions, <j"iDETI1 has

Mugrash, and nans, Mercha (with Zinnorith)

;

vid.

Toralh

Emeth, p. 47, § 6; Accentuationssystem, xviii. § 1, 2; and regarding the Zinnorith, see Liber Psalmorum Hebraicus by S. Baer, p. xii.
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thus

u the highest thing

:

wisdom

is

;

get wisdom," which Zb'ckler

but the reasons which determine him to this rendering are subtleties: if the author had wished himself to be so
understood, he ought at least to have written the words ran"? rMS^n.
approves of

But

;

riDsn JVWfi is

be expected from
is to say that the
beginning of wisdom consists in the proposition noan rop (cf. the

a genitive of

relation, as is to

the relativity of the idea 1*?^, and his intention
similar formula, Eccles.

philosophorum,

it

xii.

13)

contains all that

Therefore the Greek

ing wise.

this proposition is truly the lapit

;

is

necessary in order to becom-

aotf>la called itself

Book of Wisdom

modestly

<f>i\o-

aX^eardri)
which conproposition
is
expressed
iraiSela? imdv/ila.
In 76 the
3
helping
wisdom.
The
denotes
price:
tains the specificum
to
give all for wisdom (Matt. xiii. 46, 44) ; no price is too high, no
for upxh

tro<pla;

sacrifice too great for

Ver. 8.

the

avri)<}

has, vi. 18,

fj

it.

The meaning

of the air. yeyp. ?9fl?

is

determined by

BDh in the parallel clause ; ??D signifies to raise, exalt, as a way or
dam by heaping up ; the Pilpel, here tropical to value or estimate
:

highly.

Bottcher interprets well: hold

(as a purchaser) always higher,

LXX.
vallate

it

make offer

high in price, raise
for

it

upon

it

The

offer.

(approved by Bertheau), trepv^apaicwaov ainr/v, circumit, i.e. surround it with a wall (nj?b)
a strange and here

—

unsuitable figure.

Hold

high, says the author, and so

it

it

will

reward 1 thee with a high place, and (with chiastic transposition of
3
the performance and the consequence) she will honour thee if
(idv) thou lovingly embracest her. pan is used of embracing in
the pressure of tender love, as in the Canticles ii. 6, viii. 3 ; the
Piel

is

related

to

the

Kal

as amplexari to amplecti.

Wisdom

and makes a man's appearance pleasant, causing him to be reverenced when he approaches.
Regarding lOTVp, vid. i. 9. MP, to deliver up (Gen. xiv. 20), to
give up (Hos. xi. 8), is connected in the free poetic manner with
two accusatives, instead of with an accus. and dat. LXX. has
virepaairurri, but one does not defend himself (as with a shield) by
exalts her admirers, honours her lovers,

a wreath or crown.
1

LSwenstein has rightly "ponDl)
.

*
lies

We

/

*

t

vid.

my preface to Baer's

read "Tiaan, not ^"13371 (Hahn) or *H33n (Lowenstein) ; the tone

on the penult., and the tone-syllable has the point

xssii.

7

Genesis, p. vii.

*

;

vid.

Tsere, as in

SpM, Deut.

Michlol 666.
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IV. 10-17.

Vers. 10-12. There is no reason for the supposition that the
warning which his father gave to the poet now passes over into
warnings given by the poet himself (Hitzig) ; the admonition of
the father thus far refers only in general to the endeavour after
wisdom, and we are led to expect that the good doctrines whicli
the father communicates to the son as a viaticum will be further
expanded, and become more and more specific when they take a

new

departure.
10 Hearken,

my

son,

and receive my sayings,

yean of life be increased to thee.
11 In the way of wisdom have I taught thee,
So

shall the

Guided thee in the paths of
12

rectitude.

When thou goest, thy step shall not be straitened
And if thou runnest, thou shalt not stumble.

Regarding ng

(of nj>?) of appropriating reception

in tuccum et sanguinem, vid.

merely of the duration of

i.

life,

3

;

regarding D'?n

and taking up
nfat?,,

but of the enjoyment of

regarding Payo (n?jyD), path (track),

ii.

years not

2
9; regarding the 3 of
life, iii.

department and subject of instruction, Ps. xxv. 8.
from WH, 2o ; they refer to
rules of life given at an earliep period, which are summarily repeated in this address. The way of wisdom is that which leads to
wisdom (Job xxviii. 23) ; the paths of rectitude, such as trace out
the way which is in accordance with the rule of the. good and the
right.
If the youth holds to this direction, he will not go on in
darkness or uncertainty with anxious footsteps ; and if in youthful
fervour he flies along his course, he will not stumble on any unforeseen obstacle and fall. "W is as a metaplastic f ut. to *n? or
"WV, to be narrow, to straiten, formed as if from "W.
The Targ.
1
after Aruch, *|mK pwr\ (6, thou shalt not need to bind together
(conttringere) or to hedge up thy way.
Vers. 13-17. The exhortations attracting by means of promises,
rnin, of the

The

perfects, ver. 11, are different

now become warnings

fitted to

alarm

13 Hold fast to instruction, let her not go;
Keep her, for she is thy life.
14 Into the path of the wicked enter not,
And walk not in the way of the evil.

1

[R.

Jechiel, a.d. 1106, who is usually styled by the Jewish
Auctor Aruch, author of a Talmudical Lexicon.]

Nathan ben

writers Tpiy

^3,
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15 Avoid it, enter not into it;
Turn from it and pass away.
16 For they cannot sleep unless they do

evil,

And

they are deprived of sleep unless they bring others to ruin.
17 For they eat the bread of wickedness,
And they drink the wine of violence.

Elsewhere
cation,

TOO means

3

i.

also self-discipline, or moral religions edu-

here discipline,

;

i.e.

parental educative counsel.

the segolated fut. apoc. Hiph. (indie. ^BTH)
imper. Hiph.

Aben Ezra

•Tjn

from

Itarp.

as the

1MB

(vid.

is

Dagesh, after the form WRfl, Gen.
is here used in the fem.

thy

life,

1
t'.e.

the

life

of thy

i.e.

:

life.

on the root-idea of yen under Ps.

wicked,

(not Piel, as

(elsewhere always masc.)

synonym of the name of wisdom

for she

Kal

thinks) with Dagesh dirimens; cf. the verbal substan-

tive rnitJj Ps. cxli. 3, with similar
xlix. 10.

tarp, cf. the

the imper.

<jyt3 is

*T3? is

from

keep her (instruction),
In ver. 14 the godless

i.

1) and the habitually

the vicious, stand in parallelism

;

ttfa

and

iBfc are re-

lated as entering and going on, ingressus and progressus.

verb tew

signifies, like "i?*, to

The

be straight, even, fortunate, whence

law = Arab, yusdr, happiness, and

to step straight out, ix. 6, of

which meanings

"iBte is

causative, xxiii.

19 (elsewhere causative of the meaning, to be

partly the intensive, as here, partly the

happy, Gen. xxx. 13). The meaning progredi is not mediated by
a supplementary V^Y*; the derivative "HE'S ("WK), a step, shows
that

it is

derived immediately from the root-idea of a

straight line.
vestigia

Still less justifiable is

movement

in a

the rendering by Schultens, ne

imprimas in via tnalorum ; for the Arab, dththr is denom. of
the primitive verb roots of which, athr, "ins="i? N, are lost.
i

ithr, TTIK,

Ver. 15.

On

,f1

S^f, avoid it (the way), (opp. tnK,

Job

xvii.

9

Ps. xvii. 5), see under i. 25. <*&&, elsewhere (as the Arab.
shatt, to be without measure, insolent) used tn malam partem, has

*|OJJ,

VPjns (expressed in
fundamental meaning, to go aside.
dessus, in Ital. by di sopra) denotes : so that thou
i?? means in both cases transire, but
comest not to stand on it.
the second instance, " to go beyond (farther) " (cf. 2 Sam. xv. 22,
and under Hab. i. 11), coincides with " to escape, evadere."

here

its

French by de

Ver. 16. In the reason here given the perf.
1

Punctuate K'n '3

;

may

stand in the con-

the Zinnoriih represents the place of the Makkeph, vid.

Torath Emeth, p. '9.
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ditional clauses as well as in Virgil's

mortuus

esses

;

but the

Et

si

non aliqua

nocuisses,

Eccles. v. 11, denotes that they

fut., as in

and the Cyan) cannot

Ill'

and are deprived of their
evil and bringing others
into miseiy ; the interruption of this coarse of conduct, which has
become to them like a second nature, would be as the interruption
of their diet, which makes them ill. Fbr the Kal WBO», which
here must have the meaning of the person sinning (cf. ver. 19),
and would be feeble if used of the confirmed transgressors, the
Keri rightly substitutes the Hiphil W^!, which occurs also 2 Chron.
xxv. 8, there without an object, in the meaning to cause to fall, as
(the

B'JTJ

sleep, unless

sleep,

they are continually doing

the contrast of "!$ (to help).

Ver. 17.

The second

*?

introduces the reason of their bodily

welfare being conditioned by evil-doing.

If the poet

meant : they

on bread which consists in wickedness, i.e. on wickedness as
their bread, then in the parallel sentence he should have used the
word Dpn ; the genitives are meant of the means of acquisition
they live on unrighteous gain, on bread and wine which they
procure by wickedness and by all manner of violence or injustice.
On the etymon of DDPI (Arab, hamas, durum, asperwn, vehementem
esse), vid. Schultens ; the plur. D'pon belongs to a more recent
epoch (vid. under 2 Sam. xxii. 49 and Ps. xviii. 49). The change
in the tense represents the idea that they having eaten such bread,
set forth such wine, and therewith wash it down.
Vers. 18, 19. The two ways that lie for bis choice before the
youth, are distinguished from one another as light is from darklive

ness:
18

And

the path of the just

is like

the brightness of the morning light,

Which shines more and more till the perfect day.
19 The way of the wicked is deep darkness,
They know not at what they stumble.

The Hebr.

style is

logical relations,

wont

to conceal in its

but the Vav of 18a

Vav

may

(1)

diverse kinds of

suitably stand before

19a, where the discontinuance of this contrast of the two
is

unsuitable.

The

displacing of a Vav from

its

ways

right position

is

not indeed without example (see under Ps. xvi. 3) ; but since
ver. 19 joins itself more easily than ver. 18 to ver. 17 without
missing a particle, thus
to

it is

more probable that the two

be transposed, than that the

jrrn (ver.

18).

1

of

Sinning, says ver.

rnitt (ver.

16,'

17)

is

verses are

to be prefixed to

has become to the godless as
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it ; they must
and not otherwise do

a second nature, so tbat they cannot sleep without
continually be sinning, adds ver. 17, for thus

With

they gain for themselves their daily bread.
fearful self-perversion to

and a condition of
godless

is

n^KS,1

life,

reference to this

which wickedness has become a necessity

the poet further says that the

way

of the

as deep darkness, as the entire absence of light

cannot be otherwise than that they fall, but they do not at all
fall, for they do not at all know wickedness
as such, and have no apprehension of the punishment which from

it

know whereat they

an inward necessity
path of the just

brings along with

it

is in

it

;

on the contrary, the

—the

constantly increasing light

light of

knowledge, and the light of true happiness which is given 9 in and
with knowledge. On TO? tid. under Isa. ii. 22 ; it is ^BOD, <tkovSaXav, that

is

meant, stumbling against which (cf. Lev. xxvi. 37)
wi,* used elsewhere than in the Bible,
fall,

they stumble to their

means the morning star (Venus), (Sirach 1. 4, Syr.) when used
in the Bible it means the early dawn, the light of the rising sun,
the morning light, 2 Sam. xxiii. 4, Isa. lxii. 1, which announces
itself in the morning twilight, Dan. vi. 20.
The light of this
morning sunshine is "riK} *|?n, going and shining, i.e. becoming
ever brighter. In the connection of "nKl SjMn it might be a question
;

1

In good HSS. and printed copies the 3 has the Palhach, as Kimchi states the

rule in
1

MkhloWn:

rUlS

nfatO

fa,

WIS D'33N3

Hitzig inverts the order of vers. 18

and

19-,

fa.

and connects the

13 of 16a

immediately with ver. 19 (for the way of the wicked . . .).
He moreover
regards vers. 16, 17 as an interpolation, and explains ver. 16 as a gloss transforming the text of ver. 19. " That the wicked commit wickedness," says
Hitzig, "is indeed certain (1 Sam. xxiv. 14), and the warning of ver. 15
ought not to derive its motive from thefr energy in sinning." But the warning
against the way of the wicked is founded not on their energy in sinning, but on
their bondage to sin
their sleep, their food and drink their life both when
they sleep and when they wake is conditioned by sin and is penetrated by
sin.
This foundation of the warning furnishes what is needed, and is in
nothing open to objection. And that in vers. 16 and 19 \yy i6 and yTP t&,

—

:

—

and *fa>3\ nfau and nfaxs seem to be alike, does not prove that ver.
"t*
T"-:t
j
T;J16 originated as a parallel text from ver. 19 in the one verse as in the other

\?\W2>
•

—

the thoughts are original.
3

Bottcher, under

2 Sam.

against, conquering (cf.
(cf. jQj,

Ezek. xviL 10,

xxiii. 4,

explains

mJ

of the brightness striking

DM, Spi) the clouds but ferire or percutere lies nearer
riM, Ps. cxxi. 6, and the Arab, darb, used of strong
;

sensible impressions), as Silks, tv. S29, says of the light: percussit famine

campos.
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20-21

regarded as gerundive (Gen.

whether nta

is

participle (2

Sam.

viii.

5), or

3,

as

xvi. 5, Jer. xli. 6), or as a participial adjective

(Gen. xxvi. 13, Judg.
contrary,

iv. 24) ; in the connection of "rtKJ w|J, on the
unquestionably the gerundive: the partic. denoting

it is

the progress joins itself either with the partic, Jon.

the participial adjective, 2 Sam.

iii.

1,

2 Chron.

11, or with

i.

xvii. 12,

or with

another adjective formation, 2 Sam. xv. 12, Esth. ix. 4 (where
TilJl after Hjl of other places appears to be intended as an adjective,
not after 2 Sam. v. 10 as gerundive).

Sam.

Thus

as also

"rittt,

(Ges. § 72, 1) ; cf. Dte, Zech. x. 5, Dip, 2 Kings xvi. 7.
quite corresponds to the Greek to aradrjpbv t»j? VM*pa<;,
fieatjfifipla (as

one also says to aradtjpbv

j\$Jl\ <UjIS

and

*

*^

£*)U.

-rffi

The

j>v/cto?),

figure

rived from the balance (cf. Lucan's Pharsalia,
dine

1

26, will be participial after the form B^3, being ashamed

ii.

Arabic

aittl,

summo

Stat

librata

fi

araBijpa

and

to the

probably de-

is

lib.

" Di»n fai

9

:

quxtm car-

before and after midday the

dies):

tongue on the balance of the day bends to the left and to the
right, but at the point of midday it stands directly in the midst"
(Fleischer).
It is the midday time that is meant, when the clearness of day has reached its fullest intensity,
the point between
increasing and decreasing, when, as we are wont to say, the
sun stands in the zenith (
Arab. eatnt, the point of support,

—

=

i.e.

the vertex).

Besides

Mark

iv.

28, there

is

no

biblical pas-

sage which presents like these two a figure of gradual develop-

ment.

The

progress of blissful knowledge

is compared to that
midday height, having
becomes a knowing of all in God, xxviii. 5,

of the clearness of the day

reached to which
1

John

ii.

reaches

its

20.

Vers. 20-22.
parture

it

till it

The

paternal admonition

now

takes a

new

de-

:

20

Mr son, attend

my words,
my sayings.

onto

Incline thine ear to

21 Let them not depart from thine eyes
Keep them in the midst of thine heart.
22 For they are life to all who get possession of them,
And health to their whole body.

Regarding the Hiph. r?n (for Tvn), ver. 21, formed after the
Chaldee manner like fk , 0'? ?, ?&}, vid. Gesenius, § 72, 9; Ewald,
§ 114, c, gives to it the meaning of " to mock/' for he interchanges
VOL. I.
H
1

1

—
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it

with )*v?> instead of the meaning to take away, ejUcere ut recedat

(cf.

under

15).

ii.

may

This supposed causative meaning

= may

it

has also

22) not remove them
from thine eyes ; the object is (ver. 20) the words of the paternal
admonition, Hitzig, indeed, observes that <( the accusative is not

here :

supplied

;

they

one

under

(vid.

" but with greater right

(fiit. JEfiph.

of vh)

same, and the

and

W>

it is

Kal

(fut.

ii.

be remarked that vty

to

of id.) are not one and the

less so as VJt} is not, like r? ?, intrinsically transi1

Here and there V?J occurs, but the masoretical and grammatical authorities (e.g. Kimchi) demand w?.. The plur. vyvsfcb

tive.

is

continued, 226, in the sing., for that which

each one of the

many

(iii.

18, 28, 35).

two

active conception, like our "Jinden," to find

its

it

;

is

said refers to

fundamentally an

means

= ut " of

to attain, to

the a is
the action or of the a what " of

KB'io means, according

produce, to procure, etc.

understood of the " that

*8

as

performance, either health or the means of health

nutS"!,

iii.

8,

here, like

;

not with the underlying conception of sickness, but

of the fluctuations connected with the bodily life of

make needful not only a

continual strengthening of

it,

Nothing preserves

man, which
but also

its

and body
in a healthier state than when we always keep before our eyes and
carry in our hearts the good doctrines ; they give to us true guidance
on the way of life : " Godliness has the promise of this life, and
1 Tim. iv. 8.
of that which is to come."
being again and again restored.

Vers. 23-27. After
becomes special

soul

this general preface the exhortation

now

23 Above all other things that are to be guarded, keep thy heart,
For out from it life has its issues.
24 Put away from thee perverseness of mouth,
And waywardness of lips put far from thee.

25 Thine eyes should look

straight forward,

And thine eyelids look straight to the end
26 Make even the path of thy feet,
And let all thy ways be correct.
27 Turn not aside to the right and to the
Remove thy foot from evil.

Although

"idbt? in

itself

and

before thee.

left

in this connection

may mean

object to be watchfully avoided (cavendi) (vid. under

the

206)
thus the usage of the language lying before us applies it, yet
only as denoting the place of watching or the object observandi
so that

it is

ii.

not to be thus explained, with Raschi and others: before
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IV. 23-27.

all from which one has to protect himself (ab omni re cavenda),
guard thine heart ; but : before all that one has to guard (prce omni
re custodienda), guard it as the most precious of possessions committed to thy trust. The heart, which according to its etymon
denotes that which is substantial (Kernhafte) in man (cf. Arab.
lubb, the kernel of the nut or almond), comes here into view not
as the physical, but as the intellectual, and specially the ethical

centrum.

The

Vet. 24.

from which

rffcOfin

are the point of a thing,

If thus the author says that the D ,, n

thence.

e.g.

of a boundary,

goes forth, and the linear course proceeding from

it

1
the heart, he therewith implies that the

rritwfri

life

go out from

has not only

fountain in the heart, but also that the direction which

determined by the heart.

its

takes

it

Physically considered, the heart

is

is

the

and rules; the
and pours it forth
the chief vessel of the physically self-subsisting blood-life from
which it goes forth, and into which it disembogues (Syst. der bib.

receptacle for the blood, in which the soul lives

pitcher at the blood-fountain which draws

Psycliol. p. 232).

What

of corporeal vitality,
soul-life.

The

soul-centre of

and

activity,

is

is

it

said of the heart in the lower sense

true in the higher sense of the intellectual

Scripture names the heart also as the intellectual

man,
its

in its concrete, central unity, its

ethical

determination on all

dynamic
All the

sides.

and of soul life concentrate there, and
again unfold themselves from thence; all that is implied in the
Hellenic and Hellenistic words vow, X0709, aweiBrjaK, 6vji6t, lies
in the word icapSla
and all whereby "i&a (the body) and WM (the
spirit, anima) are affected comes in 3? into the light of consciousradiations of corporeal

;

ness (Id. p. 251).

The

heart

is

the instrument of the thinking,

willing, perceiving life of the spirit; it is the seat of the

of

self,

knowledge

of the knowledge of God, of the knowledge of our relation

God, and also of the law of God impressed on our moral nature;
the workshop of our individual spiritual and ethical form of
life brought about by self-activity,
the life in its higher and in
its lower sense goes out from it, and receives from it the impulse
of the direction which it takes ; and how earnestly, therefore, must
we feel ourselves admonished, how sacredly bound to preserve the
heart in purity (Ps. lxxiii. 1), so that from this spring of life may
to

it is

—

1

The

correct form here

is

UBD-, 3,

with the Makkeph to

<3«
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go forth not mere seeming
life

God

well-pleasing to

this careful

and a caricature of

life

life, but a true
have to carry into execution

How we

!

guarding of the heart,

is

shown

Mouth and

golden rules which follow.

in ver.

24 and the

are meant (ver. 24)

lips

as instruments of speech, and not of its utterance, but of the speech
nw'jjy, distorsio, refers to the mouth
going forth from them.
(vi. 12), when what it speaks is disfiguring and deforming, thus
falsehood as the contrast of truth and love (ii. 12); and to the lips

when

r»P,

that which they speak turns aside

the right to side-ways and by-ways.
abstracta, as well of verbs

verbs

V'jf

like

from the true and

Since the Kametz of such

nim, Ezek.

xxxii. 5,

as of

Isa. xlv. 13, TWtn, Isa. xxviii. 18, is elsewhere

n"!> like Iivj,

treated as unalterable, there lies in this twb either an inconsistency

of punctuation, or

it is

ized like t\Q,&=n>2&,

presupposed that the form rwp was vocal-

Num.

xxi. 29.

Ver. 25. Another rule commends gathering together (concentration) in opposition to dissipation.

It

is

also

regarded worthy of consideration, as Ben-Sira,
trepi^Ketrov iv pv/uu? iroXean

ftij

—

even externally

ix. 5,

expresses

it

purposeless, curious staring

about operates upon the soul, always decentralizing and easily
defiling

But

it.

the rule does not exhaust

with reference to external self-discipline ;

it

itself in this

meaning

counsels also straight-

forward, unswerving directness toward a fixed goal (and what else

can

this

before

which

be in such a connection than that which wisdom places
without the turning aside of the eye toward that
profitless and forbidden, and in this inward sense it falls

man ?),
is

in with the

demand

for a single, not squinting eye, Matt. vi. 22,

where Bengel explains arfkows by simplex
caelum, in

Deum,

holding fast with the look, and
to

be in

sight,

et

bonus, intentus in

(R. *p) means properly fixing, or

nai

unice.

"H3 (as

the Arab, najad, to be clear,

shows) the rising up which makes the object stand

conspicuous before the eyes; both denote here that which
straight before us,
out.

The naming

and presents

itself to

of the D'ByBJf (from

lies

the eye looking straight
1J?sy, to flutter,

to

move

tremblingly), which belongs not to the seeing apparatus of the

eye but to

its

protection,

is

introduced by the poetical parallelism

word the twinkling, in their movement follow the direction of the seeing eye. On the form vib^
(fut. Hiph. of 1&, to be straight), defective according to the Masora,
with the Jod audible, cf. Hos. vii. 12, 1 Chron. xii. 2, and under
for the eyelids, including in this
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IV. 23-27.

Gen. Tiil. 17 ; the softened form "Wtoj does not occur,
only "Wfri or "veto.
Ver. 26.

The understanding of

interpretation of D?B, which

nor " measure

this rule is

we

find

dependent on the right
off " (Ewald)

means neither " weigh

DJ9 has once, Ps. Iviii. 3,
weigh out, as the denom. of D7B, a level, a steelyard; 1 everywhere else it means to make even, to make level, to
open a road: vid. under Isa. xxvi. 7, xl. 12. The admonition
thus refers not to the careful consideration which measures the
way leading to the goal which one wishes to reach, but to the
preparation of the way by the removal of that which prevents
unhindered progress and makes the way insecure. The same
meaning appears if Dps, of cognate meaning with J?fl, denoted
first to level, and then to make straight with the level (Fleischer).
must remove all that can become a moral hindrance or a dangerous obstacle in our life-course, in order that we may make
right steps with our feet, as the LXX. (Heb. xii. 13) translate.
266 is only another expression for this thought, frvi pn (2 Chron.
xxvii. 6) means to give a direction to his way ; a right way, which
keeps in and facilitates the keeping in the straight direction, is
accordingly called )13J Trrj; and "let all thy ways be right" (cf.
Ps. cxix. 5, LXX. mTevdwdelrjaav) will thus mean: see to it
that all the ways which thou goest lead straight to the end.
Ver. 27. In closest connection with the preceding, 27a cautions
against by-ways and indirect courses, and 27b continues it in the
briefest moral expression, which is here JHt? \fl I? instead of "WD
JHO, iii. 7, for the figure is derived from the way.
The LXX. has
other four lines after this verse (27), which we have endeavoured
to retranslate into the Hebrew (Introd. p. 47).
They are by no
means genuine ; for while in 27a right and left are equivalent to
by-ways, here the right and left side are distinguished as that of
truth and its contrary; and while there [in LXX.] the opBa.?
rpo^ta? iroietv is required of man, here it is promised as the
operation of God, which is no contradiction, but in this similarity
the

meaning

off " (Hitzig, Zockler).

to

We

1

!?

of expression betrays poverty of style.

genuineness of the
ver. 26,

and

is

Hebrew

related to

it,

ver. 27.

Hitzig disputes also the

But it continues explanatorily

yet not as a gloss, and in the general

1
The Arabic word teflis, said to be of the same signification (a balance), and
which is given in the most recent editions of Gesenius' Lexicon, has been
already shown under Job xxxvii. 16 to be a word devoid of all evidence.
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26 and 27a there comes a word, certainly not unwelcome, such as 276, which impresses the moral stamp on these
relation of

thoughts.

That with

ver.

27 the admonition of

his father,

which the poet,

placing himself back into the period of his youth, reproduces,

not yet concluded, the resumption of the address
evident

;

'33, v. 1,

while on the other hand the address C33 in v. 7 shows

that at that point there

is

advance made from the recollections of

his father's house to conclusions therefrom, for the circle of

men by whom
in v.

7

ff.

the poet conceives himself to be surrounded.

all

young
That

a subject of the warning with which the seventh address

closes is retained

of

is

makes

and further prosecuted, does not

in the connection

these addresses contradict the opinion that with v. 7 a

address begins.

But

new

the opinion that the warning against adultery

does not agree (Zockler) with the designation Tl, iv. 3, given to
him to whom it is addressed, is refuted by 1 Chron. xxii. 5, 2

Chron. xiii. 7.
Chap. v. 1-6. Here a fourth rule of
given, iv. 24, 25, 26-27
1

My son,
And

attend onto

And

follows the three already

my wisdom,

incline thine ear to

2 To observe

life

my

prudence,

discretion,

that thy lips preserve knowledge.

8 For the lips of the adulteress distil honey,
And smoother than oil is her mouth
4 But her end is bitter like wormwood,
Sharper than a two-edged sword.
6 Her feet go down to death,
Her steps cleave to Hades.
6 She is far removed from entering the way of
Her steps wander without her observing it

Wisdom and understanding
earnestly seek after them.

It

object

years' experience
is

who
who here
the way of

increase with the age of those
is

the father of the youth

requests a willing ear to his wisdom of

many

life,

and observation.

continued in the finitum, as in

gained in
In ver. 2 the

life,

ii.

2, 8.

inf.

of the

ntoTD (vid. on

its

etymon under i. 4) are plans, projects, designs, for the most part
in a bad sense, intrigues and artifices (vid. xxiv. 8), but also used
of well-considered resolutions toward what is good, and hence of
the purposes of God, Jer. xxiii. 20. This noble sense of the word
DBTD, with

its plur., is

peculiar to the introductory portion (i.-ix.)
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V. 1-6L

of the Book of Proverbs, The plur. means here^ and at viii. 12
(placing itself with nioan and rtoan, trie?, p. 68) the reflection and
deliberation

and

which

is

the presupposition of well-considered action,

thus not otherwise than at six. 8, and everywhere so
meant, where it has that which is obligatory as its object: the
"lbs? is

youth

summoned

is

to careful

observation and persevering ex-

emplification of the quidquid agas, prudenter agas et rerpice fingm.

In 2b the Rebia Mugrash forbids the genitive connection of the
two words TnBB> njrn ; we translate : et ut scientiam labia tua tueantur.
Lips which preserve knowledge are such as permit nothing
to escape from them (Ps. xvii. 36) which proceeds not from the
knowledge of God, and in Him of that which is good and right,
and aims at the working out of this knowledge trie?. Kohler on
Mai. ii. 7. T^Bfc' (from nab, Arab, shafat, edge, lip, properly that
against which one rubs, and that which rubs itself) is fern., but
the usage of the language presents the word in two genders (cf 3a
with xxvi. 23). Regarding the pausal nto* for vfir;, vid. under iii.
The lips which distil the honey of enticement stand
1, ii. 11.
opposite to the lips which distil knowledge the object of the ad;

.

;

monition

is

to furnish a protection against the honey-lips.

who belongs to another, or who
whom she gives herself or who goes

Ver. 3. rnr denotes the wife
does not belong to him to
after her

(trio", ii.

16).

She appears here

as the betrayer of youth.

The

poet paints the love and amiableness which she feigns with
colours from the Canticles, iv. 11, cf. v. 16. nab denotes the honey

from the combs (D^flt), thus the purest and
is not *)«, which means to shake, vibrate,
and only mediately (when the object is a fluid) to scatter, sprinkle,
but, as Schultens has observed, a verb nw
Arab, nafat, to bubble,
to spring up, nafath, to blow, to spit out, to pour out.
Parchon
places the word rightly under nM (while Kimchi places it under tpj
after the form T\m) f and explains it by mron >o D'KtfTi can ro^n
piDn D*np (the words KWn tin should have been used) : the honey
which flows from the cells before they are broken (the so-called
virgin honey).
The mouth, tn Arab, kink (from ^I?n, Arab.
flowing of
sweetest

;

itself

its

root-word

=

=

hanak, imbuere,

e.g.,

after the

manner of Beduins, the mouth

of the

newly-born infant with date-honey), comes into view here, as at
viii. 7, etc., as the instrument of speech : smoother than oil (cf.
Ps. Iv. 22), it shows itself when it gives forth amiable, gentle,
impressive words (ii. 16, vi. 24); also our " schmeicheln " (
to

=
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equivalent to to make smooth and fair ; in the
language of weavers it means to smooth the warp.
Vers. 4, 5. In verse 4 the reverse of the sweet and smooth
flatter, caress) is

is placed opposite to the attraction of the seducer, by
whose influence the inconsiderate permits himself to be carried

external

away : her end,

i.e.

the last that

is

experienced of her, the final

consequence of intercourse with her

wormwood, sharp

xxiii.

(cf.

32),

is

bitter as

The O. T. language

as a two-edged sword.

regards bitterness and poison as related both in meaning and in
reality

the word

;

Arab, the curse.

LXX.,
rrt'B

fW? (Aq.
ni»B

a^n

difrlvdiov

is

= wormwood)

translated

by Jerome

means

in

after the

means double-edged, and 'iti 3nn
means
a
double-edged
sword. Here the plur.
16)

gladius bleep*; but ni'B'B

(Judg.

iii.

meaning, like f/^09 •/rcikwrrofiov,
had three or four edges (Fl.). The

will thus poetically strengthen the

that which devours, as

if it

end in which the disguised seduction terminates is bitter as the
bitterest, and cutting as that which cuts the most : self-condemnation and a feeling of divine anger, anguish of heart, and destructive
judgment. The feet of the adulteress go downward to death. In
Hebr. this descendentes ad mortem is expressed by the genitive of
; JTJD is the genitive, as in "fa Tpt '• 12 ; elsewhere the
author uses ?R n^l^> vii. 27, ii. 18. Death, njo (so named from
the stretching of the corpse after the stiffness of death), denotes

connection

the condition of departure from this side as a punishment, with

which

In ->iKB> (sinking,
under
Isa.
v.
^5>,
14), lie the ideas
of the grave as a place of corruption, and of the under-world as
abyss,

is

associated the idea of divine wrath.

from

?NB>,

R.

j(aKap, vid.

the place of incorporeal shadow-life.
is

equivalent

to,

similar to this
this

way

Ver.
5b as

leads straight forward to the

6. If

its

is

we

Her

steps hold fast to

Hades

they strive after Hades and go straight to it
the Arab, expression, hdhd dldrb yakhdh dly dlbld:

town

(Fl.).

try to connect the clause beginning with |B with

principal sentence

:

she goes straight to the abyss, so that

by no means does she ever tread the way of life (thus e.g. Schultens),
or better, with 66: never more to walk in the way of life, her
paths fluctuate hither and thither (as Gr. Venet. and Kamphausen
in Bunsen's Bibelwerk, after Bertheau and Ewald, translate) ; then
in the former case more than in the latter the difference of the
subject opposes itself, and in the latter, in addition, the jnn to, only
disturbing in this negative clause. Also by the arrangement of
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v. l-e.

But with Jewish
Malbim, etc.) to interpret
D^sn, after the Talmud (b. MoSd katan 9a) and Midrash, as an
address is impracticable; the warning: do not weigh the path
for we
of life, affords no meaning suitable to this connection
must, with Cartwright and J. H. Michaelis, regard 6a as the
antecedent to 6b tie forte semitam vita ad sequendum eligas, teper
varios deceptionum mceandros abripit ut non noveris, ubi locorum sis

the words, 6a appears as an independent thought.
expositors (Rashi, Aben-Ezra, Ralbag,

—

:

but then the continuation of the address is to be expected in 6b.
No, the subject to D?sn is the adulteress, and JB is an intensified
vb.
Thus the LXX., Jerome, Syr., Targ., Luther, Geier, Nolde,

and among Jewish

Heidenheim, who first broke with
Talmud and the Midrash, for he
interpreted 6a as a negative clause spoken in the tone of a question.
But JB is not suitable for a question, but for a call. Accordingly,
Bottcher explains : viam vitoe ne ilia eomplanare studeat ! (D?3 in
the meaning complanando operam dare). But the adulteress as such,
and the striving to come to the way of life, stand in contradiction
an effort to return must be meant, which, because the power of
sin over her is too great, fails ; but the words do not denote that,
they affirm the direct contrary, viz. that it does not happen to the
adulteress ever to walk in the way of life.
As in the warning the
independent }B may be equivalent to cave ne (Job xxxii. 13), so also
in the declaration it may be equivalent to absit ut, for }B (from
flJB, after the forms |3= Arab, banj, Y9.
Arab, 'ay) means turning
away, removal. Thus : Far from taking the course of the way of
life (which has life as its goal and reward)
for D?S, to open, to
open a road (Ps. lxxviii. 50), has here the meaning of the open
road itself much rather do her steps wilfully stagger (Jer. xiv.
10) hither and thither, they go without order and without aim, at
one time hither, at another time thither, without her observing it
i.e. without her being concerned at this, that she thereby runs into
the danger of falling headlong into the yawning abyss. The unconsciousness which the clause inn (6 expresses, has as its object
interpreters

the tradition sanctioned by the

=

—

—

not the falling (Ps. xxxv. 8), of which there is here nothing directly
said, but just this staggering, vacillation, the danger of which she
does not watch against,
preceding;

it is

ty has Mercha under the y with Zinnorith

Milra [an oxytone] (Michlol 1116); the punctuation
form without evident reason:

varies in the accentuation of the
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Olsli. § 233, p.

The

285.

Malbim) here,

also

old Jewish interpreters (and recently

as also at

ii.

16,

by the

rnj [strange

woman]

understand heresy (mans), or the philosophy that is hostile to
revelation ; the ancient Christian interpreters understood by it
folly (Origen), or sensuality (Procopius), or heresy

or false doctrine (Polychronios).

(Olympiodorus),

The LXX., which

translates,

by rfc a<f>poawr^ oi 7rd&?, looks toward this allegorical
interpretation.
But this is unnecessary, and it is proved to be
false from v. 15-20, where the rnr is contrasted with the married
ver. 5, mfen

wife.

EIGHTH INTRODUCTORY MASHAL DISCOURSE,

V. 7-28.

WARNING AGAINST ADULTERY/ AND COMMENDATION OF
MARRIAGE.

With

v. 1-6,

which

seventh discourse

20 commences

like iv.

three times repeated in similar connections,

it

once more, the

The

brought to a conclusion.

is

iv.

address 'a?

10, 20, v. 1.

is

There

no reason for breaking off the fatherly admonition (introduced
with the words, " And he said to me," iv. 4), which was addressed

is

to the author in the period of his youth, earlier than here,

where

the author again resumes the D'aa WDt? with which he had begun

That

1) this seventh narrative address.

(iv.

after the father has

ceased speaking he does not express himself in a rounded manner,

may

be taken as a sign that toward the end he had become more
and more unmindful of the rdle of the reporter, if this D'aa nnjri
following, with which he realizes for his circle of hearers the
admonition which had been in part addressed to himself, does not
prove the contrary.
Vers. 7-11. The eighth discourse springs out of the conclusion
of the seventh, and connects itself by

with

and
its

that

it

its

it

appears as

its

contents included in

relative independence.

its reflective

m$0 so closely

but the

new beginning

continuation

it,

;

referring only to social

The

life,

secures

poet derives the warning against

intercourse with the adulteress from the preceding discourse,

grounds

it

and

on the destructive consequences.

7 And now, ye

And depart

sons, hearken nnto

me,

not from the words of

my month.
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7-1L

8 Hold thy path far from her neighbourhood,
And come not to the door of her house
9 That thou mayest not give the freshness of thy youth to another,
Nor thy years to the cruel one
10 That strangers may not sate themselves with thy possessions,
And the fruit of thy toils come into the house of a stranger,
!

And thou groanest at the end,
When thy flesh and thy body are consumed.

11

Neither here nor in the further stages of this discourse

is

there any

reference to the criminal punishment inflicted on the adulterer,

Lev. xx. 10, consisted in death, according to
viii. 5, in stoning, and according to a later
Ewald finds in ver. 14 a
traditional law, in strangulation (P^).
play on this punishment of adultery prescribed by law, and reads
from ver. 9 f. that the adulterer who is caught by the injured
husband was reduced to the state of a slave, and was usually
deprived of his manhood. But that any one should find pleasure
•which, according to

Ezek.

xvi. 40, cf.

John

making the destroyer of his wife his slave is a far-fetched idea,
and neither the law nor the history of Israel contains any evidence
for this punishment by slavery or the mutilation of the adulterer, for
which Ewald refers to Grimm's Deutsche Rechtsaltertumer. The
figure which is here sketched by the poet is very different.
He
who goes into the net of the wanton woman loses his health and
his goods.
She stands not alone, but has her party with her, who
wholly plunder the simpleton who goes into her trap. Nowhere is
there any reference to the husband of the adulteress. The poet
does not at all think on a married woman. And the word chosen
directs our attention rather to a foreigner than to an Israelitish
woman, although the author may look upon harlotry as such as
heathenish rather than Israelitish, and designate it accordingly.
in

The

party of those

their relations

and

who being

gain,

who make

prostitutes of themselves consists of

their older favourites, the

the resources of the befooled youth (Fl.).

with

nnjTjj

for

companions of their

in league with her exhaust the life-strength and

it is

This discourse begins

connected by this concluding application

(cf. vii.

24) with the preceding.
Vers. 8, 9. In verse 8, one must think on snch as make a gain
7SO, Schultens remarks, with reference to

of their impurity.

Ezek.

xxiii. 18,

crebrum in rescisso omni commercio:

V? denotes the

departure, and ?V the nearness, from which one must remove himself
to a distance.

Regarding lin

(ver. 9),

which primarily,

like
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PracJd (bracht from breehen =to break) [pomp, magnificence],

mean fulness of sound, and then fulness of splendour,
Job xxxix. 20 here there is a reference to the freshness

appears to
see under

;

or the bloom of youth, as well as the years, against the sacrifice of

which the warning

is

addressed

—

in a pregnant sense they are the

Along

fairest years, the years of youthful fulness of strength.

with t/nnf the eingulare-tantum

*!£>&? (vid.

Jer.

1.

42) has a collective

sense; regarding the root-meaning, vid. under Isa.

the adj.

relat.

of

">J3K

after the

form

3J3K,

which

xiii. 9.

is

It is

formed not

but from an unknown verb ITS. The ancients referred
it to death and the devil ; but the ntDK belongs to the covetous
society, which impels ever anew to sin, which is their profit, him

from

who

it *|K,

has once fallen into

they are the people

it,

who

and thus brings bodily ruin upon him

stand far aloof from this their

sacrifice,

and among them are barbarous, rude, inexorably cruel monsters
(Unmenschen) (Grcectts Venetus, T<p d.7rav0pdyir<p) who rest not till
their victim is laid prostrate on the ground and ruined both bodily
and financially.
Ver. 10. This other side of the ruin ver. 10 presents as an image
}

For

of terror.

but

rib

Tin refers to the person in his stately appearance,

to his possessions in

money and

goods; for this word, as well

as in the strikingly similar passage Hos.

vii.

9, is

used as the

rn (Gen. xxxiv. 29, etc.), in the sense of abilitj',
This meaning is probably mediated by means of a metoestate.
nymy, as Gen. iv. 12, Job xxxi. 39, where the idea of the capability
synonym

of

of producing

is

passed over into that of the produce conformable

gain resulting therefrom.

work-power passes over into that of the
VjMJjn (and thy toils) is not, like ins,

the accusative governed

by

disturbs the parallelism,

and the statement in the passage besides

to

it

;

so here the idea of

W3fc^

;

the carrying over of this verb

does not accord therewith, which, interpreted as a virtual predicate, presents

labores tux in

106 as an independent prohibitive clause

domo

:

neve sint

peregrini, not peregrina ; at least *?33 according

always personal, so that '"WJ rp?
Zeph.
i. 8, is to be explained after
(cf. Lam.
naa ehnta,
naj yy, Judg. xix. 12. 3X? (from 3Vy, Arab, 'asab, to bind fast,
to the usage of the language

is

v. 2), like

to tie together^ then to

work

make

(x. 22), and that which

the Ital.

i

is

effort, iroietv, laborare) is difficult

obtained by

it

;

Fleischer compares

miei mdori, and the French mes tueun.

Ver. 11. The

fut. V»3B»

and the ViT needed

to complete
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12-11

continued in ver. 11 in the consec. per/.

Dn^ elsewhere

of the

hollow roaring of the sea, Isa. v. 30, the growling of the lion,
xxviii. 15, here, as also Ezek. xxiv. 23, of the hollow groaning of
men ; a word which echoes the natural sound, like an, non. The

LXX.,
i.e.

with the versions derived from

RDfW

it,

has

ical neTa/ieXrjfftfoy,

(the Niph. DfU, to experience the sorrow of repentance,

—

an echo-word which imitates the sound of deep breathing)
happy quid pro quo, as if one interchanged the Arab. naJiam,
fremere, anhelare, and nadam, pomitere. That wherein the end
consists to which the deluded youth is brought, and the sorrowful
sound of despair extorted from him, is stated in 116 : his flesh is
consumed away, for sensuality and vexation have worked together
to undermine his health.
The author here connects together two
synonyms to strengthen the conception, as if one said : All thy tears
and thy weeping help thee nothing (Fl.) ; he loves this heaping
together of synonyms, as we have shown at p. 33.
When the
blood-relation of any one is called S~fof "WW, Lev. xviii. 6, xxv. 49,
these two synonyms show themselves in subordination, as here in
also

close relation.

"IMS'

appears to be closely connected with cnne?,

muscles and sinews, and with

"ife>,

denote the flesh with respect to
the bones (Mic.

iii.

2), as

"ife'S

the umbilical cord, and thus to

its

muscular nature adhering to
it with respect to its tangible

denotes

outside clothed with skin (yid. under Isaiah, p. 418).

Vers. 12-14.

how

The

poet

now

tells

those

whom

he warns to hear

the voluptuary, looking back on. his life-course, passes sentence

against
himself.
o
12
13

14

The

And thou sayest, " Why have I then hated correction,
And my heart despised instruction
And I have not listened to the voice of my teachers,
Nor lent mine ear to my instructors ?
I had almost fallen into every vice
In the midst of the assembly and the congregation

question 12a (here

the combination of two

more an exclamation than a question) is
How has it become possible for me ?
:

How could it ever come to
Kyf falat hadhd
faint,

and

in

it that .
Thus also one says in Arab.
The regimen of ip& in 126 is becoming
disappeared. The Kal }*w (as i. 30, xv. 5)
.

.

(Fl.).

136 has

signifies to despise; the Piel intensively, to

(R. p, pungere).
Ver. 13. 3 W?&

!

signifies to cleave to

contemn and reject

anything in hearing, as
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3 ntn

is

do so in seeing

to

with the classic

usual phrase for u hearken
tjyna

Ver. 14.

wanted but a

;

? V/Q&

yet more closely corresponds

iiraicoveiv, obedire, e.g.

Ps. Ixxxi. 9; ?ip3

V&&

is

the

!

with the perf. following

is

equivalent to

:

it

Gen.
xxvi. 10.
It is now for the most part thus explained : it wanted but
a little, and led astray by that wicked companionship I would have
been drawn away into crime, for which I would then have been
subjected to open punishment (Fl.). Ewald understands Jn directly
of punishment in its extreme form, stoning ; and Hitzig explains
]n~73 by " the totality of evil," in so far as the disgraceful death of
the criminal comprehends in it all other evils that are less. Bat
little

that this or that should happen,

jn"?33 means, either, into every

wickedness

;

and since

evil,

e.g.

misfortune, or into every

jn, in contradistinction to zh (Hitzig

com-

pares Ezek. xxxvi. 5), is a conception of a species, then the meaning
is equivalent to in omni genere mali.
The reference to the death-

punishment of the adulteress is excluded thereby, though it cannot
be denied that it might be thought of at the same time, if he who
too late comes to consider his ways were distinctly designated in

But

the preceding statements as an adulterer.

a question whether jn"?33
its

consequence.

2 Sam.

xvi. 8,

is

meant of the

The usage
Ex.

is

vii.

first

case

23, Ps. x. 6, but not less

morally bad,

cf.

Ex.

xxxii.

22 (where

W) (for which in

John v. 19) ; and
one expected ^BJ, I fell into, vid.

Keil rightly compares with 1
the

it is on the whole
which follows sin as

of the language permits this, cf.

v. 19, 1 Ghron.

the reference to that which

evil

xiii.

17, xvii. 20,

even more favourable to the latter reference. Also
14)
n 7??) ''?1? ^ n (cf. on the heaping together of synonyms under 116),
|
this paraphrase of the palam ae publice, with its tfria (cf . Ps. cxi. 1,
2 Chron. xx. 14), looks rather to a heightening of the moral selfxxviii.

is

He found himself in all wickedness, living

and moving
and thereby giving offence
to it, for he took part in the external worship and in the practices
of the congregation, branding himself thereby as a hypocrite.
That by the one name the congregation is meant in its civil aspect,
and by the other in its ecclesiastical aspect, is not to be supposed
accusation.

therein in the midst of the congregation,

:

in the congregation of the people of the revealed law, the political

and the religious sides are not so distinguished. It is called without
distinction ?nj? and fn? (from *ij£).
Bather we would say that irtp
is the whole ecchsia, and my the whole of its representatives
but
;
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name

bears sometimes the one

21) and sometimes the other (Deut. xxxi. 30, cf. 28)
the placing of them together serves thus only to strengthen the

(Ex.

xii. 3, cf.

—

conception.

The commendation

Vers. 15-17.

form of an

of true conjugal love in the

invitation to a participation in

it,

is

now

presented

along with the warning against non-conjugal intercourse, height-

ened by a reference to

its evil

consequences.

15 Drink water from thine own cistern,
And flowing streams from thine own fountain.
16 Shall thy streams flow abroad,
The water-brooks in the streets 1
17 Let them belong to thyself alone,
And not to strangers with thee.

One

drinks water to quench his thirst

;

here drinking

is

a figure

of the satisfaction of conjugal love, of which Paul says, 1 Cor.

here, in

and

vii.

comes into view
conformity with the prevailing character of the O. T., only

9, tcpetaaov eari ya/irjaai,

fj

irvpovadai,

this

as a created inborn natural impulse, without reference to the
it by sin, which also within the sphere of married life
makes government, moderation, and restraint a duty. Warning

poisoning of

against this degeneracy of the natural impulse to the -n-ddoi
eiridvfila? authorized within divinely prescribed limits,

calls the

wife of any one to eavrov atcevo?

here the wife,
(•tfa)

The

1

who

is his

by covenant

(ii.

(cf.

17),

and " fountain" ("Wa) of the husband to

1 Pet.
is

the apostle
iii.

7).

So

"
called " cistern

whom

she

is

married.

figure corresponds to the sexual nature of the wife, the expres-

sion for

which

is

nags

;

but Isa.

figure, for according to

brought out of

it

it

Ii.

1 holds to the natural side of the

the wife

is

into the light of day.

pit, and the children are
Aben-Ezra on Lev. xi. 36

a

in and 1K3 : the former catches the
from within. In the former, as Rashi in
4 remarks, there are D'DJtoD D'D, in the latter D"n D'D.

rightly distinguishes between
rain, the latter wells out

Erubin

The

ii.

IJebrew observes this distinction less closely (vid.
Kimchi's Book of Boots), but the biblical throughout ; so far the
Keri, Jer. vi. 7, rightly changes 113 into the form i'.?, corresponding
post-biblical

to the Arab. byar.

which
1

3vri,

The

Jer.

LXX.

ii.

Therefore 113
13,

and 183 the

is

the cistern, for the

making of

well, for the formation of

translate <tvi su» dyyttup,

i.e.

fl*"ii30 (vid.

which

Lagarde).
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Gen. xxi. 30, and ma, xxvi. 25, are the respective words usually
The poet shows that he
employed (vid. Malbim, Sifra 1176).
also is aware of this distinction, for he calls the water which one
drinks from the "113 by the name D'D, but on the other hand that
out of the "IK3 by the name DyrtJ, running waters, fluenta ; by this
we are at once reminded of Cant. iv. 15, cf. 12. The 113 offers
only stagnant water (according to the Sohar, the no has no water
of its own, but only that which is received into it), although coming
down into it from above; but the "IK3 has living water, which
wells up out of its interior (ItaD, 156, intentionally for the mere
jo), and is fresh as the streams from Lebanon (?T1, properly labi,

nsn,

run down,

to

cf. <tK, placide ire,

and generally ire; JU,

loco cedere,

glide back, deglutire, of the gourmand).
Jj, IV., to cause to
a valuable possession a well of water is for nomads the

desinere;

What

makes evident, and a cistern is one of the
most valuable possessions belonging to every well-furnished house.

history of the patriarchs

The

figure of the cistern is here surpassed

by that of the fountain,

but both refer to the seeking and finding satisfaction

the

(cf.

opposite passage, xxiii. 27) with the wife, and that, as the expressive
possessive suffixes denote, with his legitimate wife.

Ver. 16. Here

we meet with two
As

a similar relation of progression.
its

other synonyms standing in
ni>

denotes the fountain as to

means water flowing above on
course increases and divides itself into

point of outflow, so j)yo (n. loci)

the surface, which in
several courses

its

such a brook

is called, with reference to the water
from the point of outflow, or to the way in which it
divides, 3?B (from S?B, Job xxxviii. 25), Arab, fahj (as also the
Ethiop.) or falj, which is explained by nakar saghayr (Fl.).1
cannot in this double figure think of any reference to the generative power in the sperma ; similar figures are the waters of Judah,
Isa. xlviii. 1, and the waters of Israel flowing forth as if from a
bucket, Num. xxiv. 7, where lint is the parallel word to DMD, cf. also
the proper name 3KlD (from to
'to from •"!}», diffluere), aqua h.e.
semen patris, and «£>, Deut. xxviii. 30, =Arab. sajal (whence sajl
'^i, situla), which is set aside by the Keri.
Many interpreters

dividing

;

itself

We

=

=

1

The

latter idea (vid. tinder Ps.

brook as dividing channels for
signifies,

i.

8) lies nearer, after Job xxxviii. 25 : the
or as divided into such; fali (Jalaj)

itself,

according to the representation Isa.

light (as breaking forth

from a

lviii. 8,

also like fajr, the

morning-

cleft).
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15-17.

have by rnnn and rtarna been here led into the error of pressing
into the text the exhortation not to waste the creative power in
sinful lust.

LXX.

The

translates

WSJ by inrepeicxeicrda

but

;

Origen, and also Clemens Alexandrinus, used the phrase fir/ vvepeKxeurOa, which is found in the Complut., Aid., and several codd.,

and

regarded by Lagarde, as also Cappellus, as original: the

is

three Gottingen theologians (Ewald, Bertheau, and Elster) accord-

make

ingly

the emendation WEP'PK.

was not added

till

a

later period

;

But

that

p,ij

of the

the Syro-Hexapl. authorizes, was vrrepeK^elaBa without
also in the version of Aquila, Buuncopnr^iafftoaav without

Field).

The Hebrew

LXX.

the original expression, which
fir),

fit)

as

(vid.

Clericus, and
i>x.
Kamphausen, avoid this remedy, for they
verse interrogatively an expedient which is for
text also does not need

recently Hitzig, Zockler,

—

understand this
the most part and also here unavailing ; for why should not the
author have written W&' DN ? Schultens rightly remarks : nee
negationi nee interrogation ullus hie locus, for (with Fleischer

von Hofmann, Sckriftbeweis,

ii.

2,

and

402) he regards ver. 16 as a

tunc exundabunt ; so that he strengthens the summons
by the promise of numerous descendants from unviomarriage. But to be so understood, the author ought to have

conclusion

:

of ver. 15
lated

TttF\.
So, according to the text, IVO' as jussive continues
the imper. nnt? (15a), and the full meaning according to the

written

connection

power

is this

:

that within the marriage relation the generative

shall act freely

and unrestrained,

pn and

rfarn denote

20) the space free from houses, and the ways and places which
lead towards and stretch between them ; pn (from pn, Arab, kliass,
(i.

to split, seorsim ponere) is

one thinks of that which

a very relative conception, according as
without as the contrast of the house,

is

Here pn is the contrast of the person,
and thus that which is anywhere without it, whereto the exercise of
its manly power shall extend.
The two figurative expressions are
the description of the liberoflumine, and the contrast, that restriction
of self which the marriage relation, according to 1 Cor. vii. 3-5,
condemns.
Ver. 17. That such matters as these are thought of, is manifest
from this verse. As JTit comprehends with the cause (sperma) the
the city, or the country.

effect (posterity), so, in ver. 16,

with the

connected the idea of the beginnings of

effutio roboris virilis is

life.

For the subjects of
These in their

17 are the effuriona eeminis named in ver. 16.
VOL. I.

ver.

1
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may belong

to thee alone, viz. to thee alone
thy separateness) within thy married relation,
not, as thou hast fellowship with other women, to different family
effects (ver.

17)

(Tj?f> properly in

Aben-Ezra

circles,

rightly regards as the subject, for he glosses

Dnebn D^an one* n^Bn, and Immanuel well explains T^W
by 1^ 1DTW. The child born out of wedlock belongs not to the

thus

:

knows not to whom it belongs ; its father must for
deny it before the world. Thus, as Grotius
In pw the
sere ubi prolem metas.
is continued.

father alone, he

the sake of his honour

remarks :
It

is

ibi

W

not thus used adverbially for

lya8 for

F (FL), but

it

carries in

it

k!>,

as in the old classic Arabic

the force of a verb, so that

according to rule, in the sense of vn t6l

Vers. 18-20.

conjugal love.

=

V?l» »6i,

continues

W,

it.

With ver 18 is introduced anew the praise of
These three verses, 18-21, have the same course

of thought as 15-17.
18 Let thy fountain be blessed,
And rejoice in the wife of thy youth.
19 The lovely hind and the graceful gazelle
May her bosom always charm thee
In her love mayest thou delight thyself evermore.
20 But why wilt thou be fascinated with a stranger,
And embrace the bosom of a foreign woman ?

Like "itt and ito, "iip» is also a figure of the wife; the root-word is
"np, from ip, "D, the meanings of which, to dig and make round,
come together in the primary conception of the round digging out
or boring out, not 'flp=T!i?, the Hiph. of which means (Jer. vi. 7)
to well out cold (water).

meant

(cf. "ripD

creation

It

of the female

(LXX.,

wished for by him

f)

is

is

the fountain of the birth that

ftpjt, e.g.,

is

Lev. xx. 18), not the pro-

viz. <f>\hfr youl/iif) ; the blessing
the blessing of children, which sjvo so much
arj <f>\e\fr,

the more distinctly denotes

if ^3, Arab, barak, means to spread
and sp.? thus to cause a spreading out. The JO, 186, explains
itself from the idea of drawing (water), given with the figure of a
fountain ; the word news found in certain codices is, on the contrary,
prosaic (FL).
Whilst JO rtDfe* is found elsewhere (Eccles. ii. 20,
2 Chron. xx. 27) as meaning almost the same as 3 not? ; the former
means rejoicing from some place, the latter in something. In the
genitive connection, " wife of thy youth" (cf. ii. 17), both of these
thy youthful wife, and she who was chosen by
significations lie
thee in thy youth, according as we refer the suffix to the whole

out,

:

idea or only to the second

member

of the chain of words.
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V. 18-20.

theme courts love for

subject, 19a, set forth as a

to be loved, for she presents herself as lovely.

may

the female of the stag, which

weapon-power of

derive

horns, and >"W (from

its

Arab.

?}P,

TO'S

name >S from

its

is

the

vfal, to climb),

that of the wild-goat (?JP); and thus properly, not the gazelle, which
is

called

S

SS on account of

elegance, but the chamois.

its

These

animals are commonly used in Semitic poetry as figures of female
beauty on account of the delicate beauty of their limbs and their
sprightly black eyes.

D'ariK signifies

interchanged in this erotic meaning

The

the predicate follows the subject.
if

always sensual love, and

the word were nnn, and the Syr. as

As

rightly translates rlrdoi avrrfc.

18) with DHfa.

(vii.

is

In 196

Grcec. Venet. translates as

if it

t/t0o?

were JVm, but Aquila
is

derived (vid. Curtius,

Grieeh. Etymologie, Nr. 307) from dhd, to suck (causative, with arm,
to put to sucking), so *n,
thadjein),

Wy\

is

from

chosen

equivalent

:

nne>,

Arab,

may

she

which besides in

LXX.

In 19c

it

Arab, thady (commonly in dual
after which also the verb

*lfl,

tlidy, rigare,

plentifully give thee to drink

Aram. *yi
thee with love. D*n also

to, refresh or (what the

fascinate 1 thee, satisfy

The

1&}

this place is

found only

;

figuratively

precisely
is

an

means)

erotic word,

in Ezekiel (xxiii. 3, 8, 21).

obliterates the strong sensual colouring of this line.

changes njtfn into

r»E>n, tro\\o<rrb<s

perhaps also

ear),

because the former appeared to be too sensual.

Moses ha-Darshan

(in Rashi) proposes to explain

^su, to cover, to

cast over, to

it

after the Arab,

come over anything

with something):

devoted to her in love.

Hebrew Divan

(III.

=

And Immanuel

to

pDJJ,

engage thyself with her

love,

employ oneself
i.e. be always

himself, the author of a

expatiating with unparalleled freedom in erotic

representations, remarks, while

fascination of love

:

he rightly understands

HMt? wefea

li>'B« ipefa

monn

husband's continual caressing of the wife an error.
side-glance lies here at a distance from the poet.

But

He

of a morally permissible love-ecstasy, or rather, since
that which

is

1

is

from the way, therefore
Many

calls the

this

moral

speaks here

Ten

excludes

extraordinary, of an intensity of love connected with

the feeling of superabundant happiness,
err

ruswi of the

tmp, he

editions have here

-i»3

ruts'

figuratively, with

;

but

this Dagesh,

properly signifies to

3 of a matter,

which

is

like

contrary to rule,

to be effaced.
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by

delirare ea, to be wholly captivated

in his

own power, can no longer

for the intoxication of love

Ver. 20.
able cause,

The answer
The 3

mislead thee.

of

one

Why ¥

in this verse

rnn

as 196

is,

is

and

:

no reasoncan

Isa. xxviii. 7, that of

pn

betrayed into intoxication,

(thus, according to the Masora, four times in the

means an

is

sensuality, only flagitious blindness

the object through which one

properly

no longer

is

—the usual word

and of wine, xx. 1 (FL).

to the

—only beastly

her, so that

restrain himself

O. T. for pn)

incision or deepening, as _3r (from .S , eohibere),
-

the front of the body, the part between the arms or the female
xl. 11 (with the swelling part of the
which the Arabs call jayb), and the lap ; P?n (as
iv. 8), to embrace, corresponds here more closely with the former of
these meanings ; also elsewhere the wife of any one is called 1p'n DBtt
or ipro matpn, as she who rests on his breast. The ancients, also
J. H. Michaelis, interpret vers. 15-20 allegorically, but without
thereby removing sensual traces from the elevated N. T. conscious-

breasts, thus the

bosom, Isa.

clothing, sinus vestis,

ness of pollution, striving against

cum

Sapientia conjugium would

that is fleshly; for the eastum

all
still

be always represented under
Besides, though

the figure of husband and wife dwelling together.

mt might

be, as the contrast of neon, the personified lust of the

world and of the

woman composed
married

flesh,

yet 19a

of flesh

and

is

certainly not the ircon, but

blood.

not in a figurative sense, but in

life,

signedly describes

it

a

Thus the poet means the

—he de-

its reality

thus attractively and purely, because

it

bears

in itself the preservative against promiscuous fleshly lust.

Vers. 21-23. That the intercourse of the sexes out of the married
relationship

is

the

commencement

of the ruin of a fool

is

now

proved.
21 For the ways of every one are before the eyes of Jahve,

And all his paths He marketh out.
22 His own sins lay hold of him, the evil-doer,
And in the bands of his sins is he held fast.
23 He dies for the want of correction,
And in the fulness of his folly he staggers to ruin.
It is unnecessary to interpret

straight before Jahve's eyes

predicate: the

ther

man

or

;

n3i
it

as an

may be

adverbial

accusative

the nominative of the

ways of man (for B^K is here an individual, wheare an object (properly, fixing) of the eyes

woman)
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With

thought would suitably connect itself
amussim
examinat ; but D?B, as the denom.
et omnet
ad
Dps,
lviii.
Ps.
is
not
connected
with all the places where the
of
3,
verb is united with the obj. of the way, and Ps. lxxviii. 50 shows
that it has there the meaning to break through, to open a way
(from bs, to split, cf. Talmudic &9M3, opened, accessible, from b6b,
of Jahve.

this the

orbitas ejus

-

» \<*, perfodere,fodiendo viam, aditum

of the

way

is

here not, as at Isa. xxvi.

sibi aperire).

7,

The opening

conceived of as the setting

way of him who walks, bnt generally
way possible : man can take no step in

aside of the hindrances in the

making walking in the
any direction without God ; and that not only does not exempt him
from moral responsibility, but the consciousness of this is rather
for the first time rightly quickened by the consciousness of being
encompassed on every side by the knowledge and the power of
God. The dissuasion of ver. 20 is thus in ver. 21 grounded in the
fact, that man at every stage and step of his journey is observed and
encompassed by God it is impossible for him to escape from the
knowledge of God or from dependence on Him. Thus opening all
the paths of man, He has also appointed to the way of sin the
punishment with which it corrects itself : " his sins lay hold of him,

as

:

the evil-doer."

The

suffix

V—

does not refer to E*K

where every one without exception and without
meant, but

as the explanatory permutative

Ex.

the apposition by

ii.

21,
is

the obj. following, the evil-doer, namely,

it relates to

to the scheme,

f ver.

distinction

6

;

this, that

annexed

the latter

is

"him"

to the

the permutative

is

according

distinguished from

a forethought explanation

which heightens the understanding of the subject, while the former
is an explanation afterwards brought in which guards against a
misunderstanding. The same construction, xiv. 136, belonging to
the syntaxis ornata in the old Hebrew, has become common in the
Aramaic and in the modern Hebrew. Instead of
(ver. 22),

W37

the poet uses poetically i^|r.

emphatic ground-form

;

t'"i3f',

the interposed

but

is

3

may

epenthetic

if

belong to the

one compares

toi? (R. 3f>), Num. xxiii. 13 (cf. p. 73).
The tomn
governed by v3n, laquei (v3n, tormina), is either gen. exeg. : bands
which consist in his sin, or gen. subj. : bands which his sin unites,
or better, gen. possess. : bands which his sin brings with it. By
these bands he will be held fast, and so will die : he (tan referring
to the person described) will die in insubordination (Symm. oV

forms such as
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uiraiZevctav), or better, since

want of correction.
from ver. 20, there
is

T& and an are placed in contrast

With the
is

<"«B* (ver.

in

:

236), repeated purposely

connected the idea of the overthrow which

certain to overtake the infatuated

man.

In ver. 20 the sense

of moral error began already to connect itself with this verb.

nfJ{*

is

name

the right

connected with

?ttt,

of unrestrained lust of the flesh,

rfas

is

draw together, to
Dummheit (stupidity) and

the belly ; bwt, Arab,

condense, to thicken {Isaiah, p. 424).

dl, to

the Old-Norse dumba, darkness, are in their roots related to each

Also in the Semitic the words for blackness and darkness

other.

are derived from roots meaning condensation.

made

thick, darkened,

and become

Stt

is

the mind

crude matter.

like

NINTH INTRODUCTORY MASHAL DISCOURSE,

VI. 1-5.

WASHING AGAINST INCONSIDERATE SURETYSHIP.
The author

does not return to the subject of chastity

twelfth discourse,

vi.

till

tlie

Between the eighth and the twelfth
moral proverbs are introduced, which are

20 S.

three other groups of

neither connected with one another nor with the eight discourses

which precede them.
hausen, hold

vi.

Must we

therefore, with Hitzig

introduced from some other place!
for

and Kamp-

1-5, 6-11, 12-19, to be an interpolation here

synonyms and words

We

find here the fondness

similar in sound peculiar to the author of

and meet with the same interchange of
and
figurative expressions, vi. 18, cf. iii. 29
25,
(Enn), word-formations, vi. 10 (P^n), cf. iii. 8 ("*?&), ideas, vi. 12,
cf. iv. 28 (ns msppy), vi. 14, cf. ii. 12, 14 (nwann), and constructions,
vi. 12 (nB Twpy inn), cf. ii. 7 (on vbri); like delineations of character, vi. 186, cf. i. 16, and threatenings, vi. 15, cf. i. 26 f., iii. 25
as
many marks of identity of the authorship as could be expected.
And what had moved the interpolators to introduce the three
groups of proverbs, vi. 1-5, 6-11, 12-19, just here? In vain
does Hitzig seek to extract from chap. v. certain words and ideas
common to it with chap. vi. which shall make it clear that the
groups of proverbs in question are here an interpolation the points
the introduction,

words,

vi. 2, 3, 5,

vi. 4, cf. iv.

—

;

of contrast are not prominent.

If

now

the poet has already in
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27
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VI. 1-5.

ff.,

connected together

strange

if

at vi. 1,

he breaks

off to

a

where besides the

new

'33

denotes the

manner

all

of rules of life without any close or visible connection,

it

new

is

not

section,

subject out of the fulness of his matter

and the connection wanting between vi. 1 and v. 23, as
between iii. 27 and iii. 26, does not therefore warrant

well as
critical

suspicion.

The author warns against suretyship ; or rather, he
made himself surety, he should as quickly

Vers. 1-5.

advises that if one has

as possible withdraw from the snare.
1

2
8

4
5

The

My sod, if thou hast become surety for thy neighbour,
Hast given thy hand for another
Thou art entangled in the words of thy mouth,
Ensnared in the words of thy mouth.
Do this then, my son, and free thyself
For thou hast come under the power of thy neighbourGo, instantly entreat and importune thy neighbour.
Give no sleep to thine eyes,
And no slumber to thine eyelids
Tear thyself free like a gazelle from his hand,
And as a bird from the hand of the fowler.
is, whether
f after 3"J» introduces him for
one becomes surety. Elsewhere 3"iy (R. a*i,
neetere, to twist close and compact) with the

chief question here

whom

or with

whence

whom

3"}K,

also

accusative of the person

represent
xliv.

33

deposit

Job

it

to

as a pledge, Jer. xxx. 21,

xvii. 3)

is

means

become surety

as a surety, xi. 15, xx.

16

any one,
Gen. xliii.

for

(xxvii. 13),

to
9,

(as with the accusative of the matter, to pledge anything, to

xvii. 18,

and

him

;

Neh.

v. 3,

=D

,

B',

and to become surety with any one

by 'JW

3"W.

The

thus questionable.

Arab, watfa,
is

expressed,

phrase ? 3"iy is not elsewhere met with,
If we look to ver. 3, the jn ( n ?T!) men-

tioned there cannot possibly be the creditor with

whom

one has

become surety, for so impetuous and urgent an application to him
would be both purposeless and unbecoming. But if he is meant
for whom one has become surety, then certainly ^TO is also to be
understood of the same person, and ? is thus dat. commodi; similar
to this is the Targumic ?? "™ 3")?» suretyship for any one, xvii. 18,
xxii. 26.
But is the IT, 16, distinguished from ijn, the stranger
with whom one has become surety? The parallels xi. 15, xx. 16,
where "it denotes the person whom one represents, show that in both
lines one and the same person is meant ; "it is in the Proverbs
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equivalent to

each different from

"in*?,

v. 17, xxvii. 2,

—

tlie

person in

tlie

discourse,

thus, like Ijn, denotes not the friend, but generally

him to whom one stands

in

any kind of

even a very ex-

relation,

ternal one, in a word, the fellow-creatnres or neighbours, xxiv.
(cf.

28

the Arab, sahbk and karynk, which are used as vaguely and
It is further a question, whether we have to explain
thou hast given thine hand to another^ or for another. Here

superficially).

lb

if

:

we

also

are without evidence from the usage of the language; for

the phrase 1?

hand

or merely

Vi>R,

where

in suretyship

it

Vi?H,

addition, xvii. 18, xxii. 26, xi.

appears the same
to

appears to be used of striking the

elsewhere occurs without any further

15

;

however, Job

to strike into the

:

him the hand-stroke.

From

this

xvii. 3,

hand of any one,

i.e.

T?

W?ru

to give

passage Hitzig concludes that

the surety gave the hand-stroke, without doubt in the presence of
witnesses,

first

of

all

of the creditor, to the debtor, as a sign that

he stood for him. But this idea is unnatural, and the " without
doubt" melts into air. He on whose hand the stroke falls is always
the person to whom one gives suretyship, and confirms it by the
hand-stroke. Job also, Z.c, means to say who else but Thou,
Lord, could give to me a pledge, viz. of my innocence? If now
the "if, ver. lb, is, as we have shown, not the creditor, 1 but the
debtor, then is the ? the dot. commodi, as la, and the two lines perfectly correspond. Vi?JJ properly means to drive, to strike with a resounding noise, cogn. with the Arab. waFa, which may be regarded
as its intrant. (Fl.); then particularly to strike the hand or with the
hand. He to whom this hand-pledge is given for another remains
new question arises, whether in ver. 6, where
here undesignated.
B'Efo (illaqueari) and *>??? (comprehendi) follow each other as Isa.

O

:

A

viii.

15, cf. Jer.

1.

24, the hypothetical antecedent

is

continued or

We

agree with Schultens, Ziegler, and Fleischer against the
continuance of the DN. The repetition of the T? ^OKB (cf. ii. 14)

not.

serves rightly to strengthen the representation of the thought: thou,

thou thyself and no other, hast then ensnared thyself in the net
but this strengthening of the expression would greatly lose in force
x

A translation by R.

Joseph Joel of Fulda, 1787, whose autograph MS. Baer
" My son, if thou hast become
surety for thy friend, and hast given the hand to another, then thou art bound
by thy word, held by thy promise. Yet do what I say to thee, my son: Be at
pains as soon as thou canst to get free, otherwise tliou art in the power of thy
friend; shun no trouble, be urgent with thy friend."
possesses, renders the passage not badly thus

:

—
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if ver.

2

is

the conclusion, and thus as the principal proposition,
its full

regarded as
appears in

it

strength.

Ver.

3.

conclusion

The new commencement needs no particle denoting a
the *tf3K, making the summons emphatic (cf. 2 Kings
;

10, frequently in interrogative clauses), connects

x.

enough,

neut., refers to

fit*!,

what

follows.

closely

it

The \ before ??|n is
Be so good as tell me,

say,

we say in familiar language
me; while no Frenchman would
Faites^noi le (ce) plaisir et venez avec moi (Fl.).1 The clause

nxa

*3 * is

explanatory, as

or do

me

:

the favour to come with

not to be translated

hand of thy neighbour ; for this

On

in case thou art fallen into the

:

is

represented (vers.

1,

2) as having

no longer
him in his hand; for if the debtor does
not pay, he holds the surety, and in this way many an honourable
man has lost house and goods, Sirach xxix. 18, cf. viii. 13 ; and the
debtor has him, the surety, in his hand ; for the performance which
is due, for which the suretyship avails, depends on his conscientiousness.
The latter is here meant : thou hast made thy freedom and
thy possessions dependent on the will of thy neighbour for whom
already in fact happened.

two

sides the surety is

sui juris: the creditor has

—

thou art the surety.

The clause introduced with

'3

gives the reason

from hi, K. 5% hw, to draw
out or off) ; it is a parenthetical sentence.
The meaning of Dinriri
is certain.
The verb DBT (E'B'J, DB">) signifies to stamp on, calcare,
s
conculcare; the Kamus explains rafas by rakad balarjal.
The
Hithpa. might, it is true, mean to conduct oneself in a trampling
manner, to tread roughly, as K3Jnn, and the medial Niph. N33, to
conduct oneself speaking (in an impassioned manner); but Ps. lxviii.
31 and the analogy of Dpianri favour the meaning to throw oneself in a stamping manner, le. violently, to the ground, to trantple
upon oneself, i.e. let oneself be trampled upon, to place oneself in
the attitude of most earnest humble prayer. Thus the Grcee. Venet.
for the call to set himself free

(7S3!}

1

For the right succession of the accents here (three serviles before the Pazer),
Torath Eineth, p. 30 ; Accentualionssystem, xii. § 4. According to BenNaphtali, Mercha is to be given to the riNJ.
vid.

3
The Zinnorith before the Mahpach in these words represents at the same
time the Makkeph. Bat Ben-Naphtali differs here from Ben-Asher, for he
adopts the Makkeph, and rejects the Zinnorith ; vid. Torath Erneth, p. 16, and
my Psalmencomm. Bd. ii. (1860), p. 460, note 2.

*

[El-Feyrooz&b4dee'g Ramus, a native Arabic Lexicon

Lex. Bk.

i.

;

vid.

Lane's Arab.

pt. 1, p. xvii.]
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Rashi (" humble thyself like to the threshold which is
trampled and trode upon "), Aben-Ezra, Immanuel (" humble thyiraTr]8r]Ti,

H. Michaelis, and
more controverted. The
Talmudic-Midrash explanation (b. Joma, 87a ; Bathra, 1736, and
take with thee in great numbers thy friends (3-7]
elsewhere)
n
is discredited by this, that it has along with it the expla«n^)>
nation of DBinn by (T) DB "inn, solve palmam (matins), i.e. pay
what thou canst. Also with the meaning to rule (Parchon, Imma-

self

under the

soles of his feet ")

others: conoulcandum te prcebe.

;

so Cocceius, J.
3fTW

is

:

=

nuel), which

am

besides has not, nothing is to be done.

meaning of 3 3rri is to rush upon one boisterously, Isa.
arn means in general to be violently excited (Arab, rahiba,
afraid), and thus to meet one, here with the accusative :
right

impetuously thy neighbour (viz. that he

fulfil

The
iii.

5.

to be
assail

his engagement).

Accordingly, with a choice of words more or less suitable, the

LXX.

by wapol-we, Symm., Theodotion by irapop/itjaov, the
Ghcec. Venet. by evuryyaov, the Syr. (which the Targumist copies)
by na (solieita), and Kimchi glosses by : lay an arrest upon him with
pacifying words. The Talmud explains T^l as plur.; 1 but the plur.,
which was permissible in iii. 28, is here wholly inadmissible : it is
translates

thus the plena scriptio for 1^> with the retaining of the third radical
of the ground-form of the root-word ("jn
lectionis, to

LXX.,

the pause; cf. xxiv. 34.
it

=

"HTJ),

or

y,1

^x

*

as nwter

from that which is without
Syr., Jerome, etc., rightly translate

distinguish the pausal-form

in the sing.

The immediateness

lying in v. (cf. viraye, Matt,

24) is now expressed as a duty, ver. 4 f. One must not sleep and
slumber (an expression quite like Ps. cxxxii. 4), not give himself
v.

quietness and rest,

the other has released

till

the performance of that for which he

is

him from

surety.

his bail

by

One must

set

himself free as a gazelle or as a bird, being caught, seeks to disentangle

Ver.

itself

5.

by

its strength and art.
;"
not to be translated u immediately

calling forth all

The naked

*>JD

is

word is rabbinical, not biblical. The
Jerome and the Grcec. Venet.) translate

for in this sense the

versions

(with exception of

as

if

the

word were net? [out of the snare]. Bertheau prefers this reading,
It
and Bottcher holds
[a hunter] to have fallen out after *PD.
for a bird-catcher is not at
is not a parallelism with reservation

W

;

1

There is here no distinction between the KetMb and the Kert. The Masora
remarks, " This is the only passage in the Book of Proverbs where the word is
written with

Yod

Q>) ;" it

thus recognises only the undisputed
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CHAP. VL 6-8.
the same time a gazelle-hunter.
lias
it

The

author, if he has so written,

conceived of TO, as at 1 Kings xx. 42, as absolute, and connected

with ?X3n

:

tear thyself free like the gazelle

which thou hast fallen (Hitzig); according
should be accentuated thus : TD *3V3 ten.
zaby,
"riBX,

is

from the hand into

to which, the section
>3V

Aram.

the gazelle (Arab. ghazdV), so called from

the bird, from

its

whistling (lBV, Arab, safar, R.

safdrat, the whistling of a bird), Arab, safar,
called tfp; (from

«% R.

&Pr

,

after the

form

fej,

cog.

elegance

fft,

cf.

Arab.

whistler (witli

The

prosthesis, 'asafwar, warbler, Psalm, p. 794).

»3B Arab.

its

bird-catcher

tflp,

is

Isa. xxix. 21,

Ti» (fem. nnto), or wpj ; one would
(vid. under Isa. i. 17),
Jer. v. 26 the word is vocalized D'bHp*..

V?), after the form

think that the Kametz, after the form kdtwl

must here be

fixed,

but in

TENTH INTRODUCTORY MASHAL DISCOURSE,

VI. 6-11.

CALL TO THE SLUGGARD TO AWAKE.

H. Michaelis) ad debitorem potius
prima ad fidejussorem.
But this connection is a
subtle invention. These brief proverbial discourses, each of which
forms a completed whole, have scarcely been a priori destined for
this introduction to the Salomonic Book of Proverbs edited by the
author but he places them in it and that he so arranges them
Altera parwnesis (remarks J.
sicut

directa,

;

;

that this section regarding sluggards follows that regarding sureties,

may have been

occasioned by accidental points of contact of the

one with the other (cf $,6a, with 36; rtiiW . rriDUPi, ver. 10, with
ver. 4), which may also further determine the course in which the
.

.

proverbs follow each other.

Vers. 6-8.

As Elihu (Job

xxxv. 11) says that

God

has set the

beasts as our teachers, so he sends the sluggard to the school of the

ant (Ameise), so named (in Germ.) from
6 Go to the

its

industry (Emsigkeit)

:

ant, sluggard

Consider her ways, and be wise
7 She that hath no judge,

1

Director, and ruler
8 She prepareth in summer her food,
Has gathered in harvest her store.
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The Deeld written mostly under the
The thought, Go to the ant, sluggard

=1?

separates the inseparable.

permits no other distinction
but the Deehi of n?D3~?K ip is changed into
1

than in the vocative ;

Munach 1 on account of the nature

of the Athnachr-word, which
two syllables without the counter-tone. The ant has
for its Hebrew-Arabic name n?lM, from the R. D) (Isaiah, p. 687),
which is first used of the sound, which expresses the idea of the
low, dull, secret,
thus of its active and yet unperceived motion
its Aramaic name in the Peshito, |'^» n«, and in the Targ.
KJDtJ'DlB' (also Arab, sumsum, simsim, of little red ants), designates
it after its quick activity, its busy running hither and thither (yid.
Fleischer in Levy's Chald. Wdrterb. ii. 578). She is a model of
unwearied and well-planned labour. From the plur. 5*57: *' ' 8 t0
be concluded that the author observed their art in gathering in and
laying up in store, carrying burdens, building their houses, and the
like (yid. the passages in the Talmud and Midrash in the Hamburg
Real-Encyclopadie fUr Bibel und Talmud, 1868, p. 83 f.). To the
ant the sluggard (tW, Aram, and Arab, tay, with the fundamental
idea of weight and dulness) is sent, to learn from her to be
ashamed, and to be taught wisdom.
Ver. 7. This relative clause describes the subject of ver. 8 more
fully: it is like a clause with *3 03, quamquam? The community of
consists of only

—

ants exhibits a peculiar class of workers
bees,

The

three offices here

named

and executive powers; for
the ending
IDE',

but

;

it is

not, like that of

composed of grades terminating in the queen-bee as the head.

Arab,

in,

vid.

tatr, to

represent the highest judiciary, police,
r¥i?

(from

Jesurun, p. 215

draw

s.)

to distinguish, with

nvjj,
is

lines, to write) is

the judge

;

"iBfe*

(from

the overseer (in war the

director, controller), or, as Saalschiitz indicates the province of the

8chotrim both in cities and in the camp, the office of police
(vid. Isaiah, p. 691), the

;

?B*D

governors of the whole state organism

subordinated to the schoftim and the schotrim.

The

Syr.,

and the

Targ. slavishly following it, translate pxp by toxn (harvest), for
they interchange this word with TVp.
Ver.

by
1

this,

8.

In

that

this verse the

change of the time cannot be occasioned

TPT and

are distinguished as the earlier and the

t'VP,

Cod. 1294 accentuates ntai"ta "A; and that, according to Ben-Asher's
jT

j"

rule, is correct.
2
Ver. 7 is commonly halved by Bebia; but for the correct accentuation,
Torath Emeth, p. 48, § 8.
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VI. 9-11.

for T.P. (= Arab, kayt, from kdt, to be
;
glowing hot, cf. Arab, kghyyt of the glow of the mid-day heat)
is the late summer, when the heat rises to the highest degree ; but
the son of the Shunammite succumbed to the sun-stroke in the time
of harvest (2 Kings iv. 18 f.). Lowenstein judiciously remarks
that T?$ refers to immediate want, rnis to that which is future
or, better, the former shows them engaged in persevering industry
during the summer glow, the latter as at the end of the harvest,
and engaged in the bringing home of the winter stores. The words
of the procuring of food in summer are again used by Agur, Prov.
xxz. 25 ; and the Aramaic fable of the ant and the grassliopper, 1
which is also found among those of JEsop and of Syntipas, serves
as an illustration of this whole verse.
The LXX. has, after the
" Go to the ant," a proverb of five lines, % iropevdijri irpbf ttjv
/xeXuraav.
Hitzig regards it as of Greek origin ; and certainly, as
Lagarde has shown, it contains idiomatic Greek expressions which
would not occur to a translator from the Hebrew. In any case,
however, it is an interpolation which disfigures the Hebrew text
later period of the year

by overlading

it.

Vers. 9-11. After the poet has admonished the sluggard to
take the ant as an example, he seeks also to rouse him out of
his sleepiness

and indolence
9

How long,
When

sluggard, wilt thou

wilt thou rise

up from thy

lie

?

sleep ?

A little sleep, a little slumber,
A little folding of the hands to rest

10 "

!

11 So comes like a strong robber thy poverty,
And thy want as an armed man.

Vers. 9, 10. The awakening cry, ver. 9, is not of the kind that
Paul could have it in his mind, Eph. v. 14. TiV has, as the vocative, Paseh after it, and is, on account of the Patek, in correct
The words,
editions accentuated not with Munach, but Mercha.
ver. 10, are not

an ironical

call (sleep

only yet a

little

while, but

in truth a long while), but per mimesin the reply of the sluggard

with which he turns away the unwelcome disturber.
with BJ?D sound like self-delusion : yet a
fold the hands,

i.e.

to cross

little,

them over the

the bosom, denotes also, Eccles.

iv. 5,

but a

The

breast, or put

the idler.

plurals
!

To

them

into

sufficient

P^tn, complicatio

1

Vid. Goldberg's Cho/es Matmonim, Berlin 1845 ; and Landsberger's Berlin
Graduation Thesis, Fabulx aliquot Aramtex, 1816, p. 28.
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(cf. in

Livy, compressis quodaiunt manibus itdere; and Lucan,

compressas tenuisse manus),

formed

is

like ^p®,

iii.

ii.

292,

and the

8,

inf.

and ?&&, xvi. 19. The per/, consec. connects
itself with the words heard from the month of the sluggard, which
are as a hypothetical antecedent thereto : if thou so sayest, and

a?^

like

"iprtj

x. 21,

always again sayest, then this

is

the consequence, that suddenly

and inevitably poverty and want come upon thee. That ff^yo
denotes the grassator, i.e. vagabond (Arab, davnear, one who
wanders much about), or the robber or foe (like the Arab, 'aduww,
properly transgressor Jinium), is not justified by the usage of the
language ; *|£? signifies, 2 Sam. xii. 4, the traveller, and T$no is
one who rides quickly forward, not directly a tca/cbs 6Bocir6po<s

(LXX.).
Ver. 11.

The

point of comparison, 11a,

is

the unforeseen, as in

quick march or assault (Bottcher), and 116 the hostile and
trievable surprise

no good in

his

;

for a

man

armour : he

irre-

in armour, as Hitzig remarks, brings

assails the

opponent, and he

who is with-

out defence yields to him without the possibility of withstanding

him.

The

Bpo/iev<s

not.

LXX. translate

= ntr'OD, Job

vii. 6,

JJD

B^tO by mairep ayadb? Spo/iev?

LXX., Aq.), for what

reason

(cf.

we know

After ver. 11 they interpose two other lines: w but if thou
come to thee as a fountain, but want

art assiduous, thy harvest will

Also this " bad runner"
go away &<nrep /ca/cos Spo/ievs."
let go ; for Lagarde's retranslation, JbJ B*K3 (Pro "pDriCT,
The four lines, vers. 10, 11, are reno one can understand.
peated in the appendix of Words of the Wise, xxiv. 33 f. and if
this appendix originated in the time of Hezekiah, they may have
been taken therefrom~by the poet, the editor of the older Book of
I^T"? is there used (so comes forProverbs. Instead of
ward thy poverty, i.e. again and again, but certainly moving forward); and instead of "pDriD, "ponD i s written, as also here, ver. 6,
for inJBto is found the variant TMXfO with Jod as mater lectionis of
will

we must

;

fe,

the pausal Segol.

ELEVENTH INTRODUCTORY MASHAL DISCOURSE,

VI. 12-19.

WARNING AGAINST DECEIT AND MALICE.
There follows now a third

brief series of instructions,
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VI. 12-15.

a conclusion with a deterring prospect similar to the fore-

to

going.

A -worthless man,

a wicked man,
he who practiseth falsehood with his mouth
13 Who winketh with his eyes, scrapeth with his foot,
Pointeth with his fingers.
14 Malice ia in his heart,
12

Is

He
He

deviseth evil at all times,

spreadeth

strife.

15 Therefore suddenly his destruction shall come,
Suddenly shall he be destroyed, and there is no remedy.
It

is

a question, what

Thus much

ver. 12.

the subject and what the predicate in

is

is

clear, that

upon him who

is

here described

according to his deceitful conduct the sentence of condemnation
shall fall.
is

He who

is

so described

without doubt predicate.

is

thus subject, and ?}£?3 D"iK

But does the complex

subject begin

Thus e.g. Hitzig " A worthless man is the wicked
with 1JN
..."
who
But the interchange of Dig and B"N is a sign of
man
t^K t

:

since PvKn e^s

by

*|?nn.

and

126 belonged attributively to ps b^k, then
it ought at least to have been continued
The general moral categories, 12a, are thus predicates,

parallel relation

;

is

if

not used,

was indeed besides probable ; the copious division of the subject
demands also in point of style a more developed predicate, xvi.
27 is simpler in plan, and also logically different.
There the
expression is, as is usual, wn. e*K.
Since ps D1K is not possible,
the author uses instead W>3. This word, composed of ^a and ?JP
(from ?J£, ??}, to be useful, to be good for), so fully serves as one
as

word, that

it

even takes the

article,

1

Sam. xxv.

25.

It denotes

worthlessness, generally in a chain of words in the genitive, bat
also the worthless,

Job

xxxiv. 18

;

and

it is

to be so taken here,

and never governs a genitive.
thus
virtual
adjective
(as
nequam in homo nequam);
is
a
?S^2
the connection is like that of J>Eh DTK, xi. 7, and elsewhere, although
more appositional than this pure attributive. Synonymous with
W>3 is P„s (from an, to breathe), wickedness, i.e. want of all moral
character. Thus worthless and wicked is he who practises deceit
with his mouth (cf. iv. 24), i.e. who makes language the means of
untruthfulness and uncharitableness. na TW$i) is meant in a moral
sense, but without excluding that distortion of the mouth which
belongs to the mimicry of the malicious. It is the accus. of the
object ; for i|?n is also bound in a moral sense with the accusative
for ClVi does not

form a

constructivus,

I
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of that which one practises,

i.e.

dealing with, exercises himself in,

7, xxviii. 18, Isa. xxxiii. 15.

ii.

Ver. 13. WJ® }^]1p is translated according to the sense : who
winks (nictat) with his eyes ; but that is not the proper meaning of
the word, for "pp is used not only of the eyes, x. 10 (cf. xvi. 30,
qui oculos morsicat or eonnivet), Ps. xxxv. 19, but also of the

Thus Lowenstein's

xvi. 30.

The

incorrect.

is

verb

f*\p

explanation

unites in

ment (Arab, tmkrad,
kars, pincer,

—

bahhyn

It

,joJ>,

means

with a blunt instru-

—the

Arab.

to pince, to nip, as

he cuts

with the knife

—hence frequently, to nip together

the eyes, pro-

alarsasat,

wink (" zwiekern" frequent, of " zwicken"
action of the deceiver,

the eyes

who

to nip)

him from banter-

ing and mocking, belying and deceiving a third person (Fl.)

"

with

thereby gives the sign to

others that they help or at least do not hinder

Ali's proverb,

lips,

the eves,

off

e.g. /cars

the leaden seal,
vincially: to

pincers).

who opens up

the meanings of ,js/, to

it

pinch off with a sharp implement, and

:

cf.

;

O God, pardon to us the culpable winking with the

eye (ramzat)," and Fleischer's notes thereon, the Proverbs of Ali,
p.

100 f.
That the words which

i.e.

follow,

V»i3 »18, are meant of

discourse,

the giving of signs, with the feet, and, so to say, significant oratio

pedestris

(LXX., Aben-Ezra,

Bertheau, Hitzig, and others),

is

very

improbable, since the usage of language has set apart the Piel

?>"?

meaning loqui, and \h\ti admits another suitable signification,
for <vto means in Talmudic frieare, eonfricare,
e.g. Ttbbo i&iDn, he
who grinds the parched ears of corn (b. Beza 12b Ma'seroth, iv. 5),
after which Syr., Targ., Dan (stamping), Aq. rplfi&v, Symm.
irpooTpifiav, Jerome, (qui) terit pede, and Rashi v\Vtxfc> (grinding,
scratching) ; it means one who scrapes with his feet, draws them
backwards and forwards on the ground in order thereby to give a
for the

—

;

—

sign to others

synonym of
perly to
1

;

Arab. J^>, levem et agilemesse, which as the
connected with
of the way, signifies pro-

also the

c j*>\

is

move the

^

feet quickly hither

and

1

thither (Fl.)-

^^P

The root-idea of the Arab, mall is unquietness of motion the Arab, noun
glow with ite flickering light and burning glowing ashes,
;

mallt signifies the

inner agitation, external haste ; Arab, malil (??D)
also
(joid.

:

<s

the feverish patient, but

one quickly hastening away, and generally an impatient or hasty person
Wetstein in Baudissin in his Job. Tischendorficmus,

vii. 6).
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12-15;

its primary signification (jprojicere,
monstrare), connected with VnV|VK3 ;
braehium or digilum
another expression for this scornful, malicious BaiervKoSeiieveiv is
yass rbw, Isa. lviii. 9.

appears here, in accordance with

=

sc.

Ver. 14. In this verse

is

continued the description of the subject,

only once returning to the partieip. The clauses are arranged
independently, but logically according to the complex conception
of the subject.

ntoBnfl are just the knaveries,

i.e.

the malicious

wickedness which comes to light in word and deportment as

ri1B>pj>

Regarding the double figure of the smithy and of agriculture
underlying Ehn, mackinari, vid. at iii. 29, and regarding the omission of the van to tsnh, a t Ps. vii. 10
The phrase trcno riW (as
ver. 19, xvi. 28), to let loose disputes, so that they break forth,
reminds us rather of the unfettering of the winds by JEolus than
na.

ef the casting in of the apple of discord.

Km

Instead of

DTO

the

has D'?^?;

on the other hand, D'??? remains uncorrected
vi. 19, x. 12.
The form D ?)"H? occurs once, xviii. 18, and its
conslr. ^"jD once, xix. 13.
Everywhere else the text has DWlO,
for which the Keri has WJTO, xviii. 19, xxi. 9, 19, xxiii. 29, xxv.
24, xxvi. 21, xxvii. 15. The forms t^O and fJO are also recognised
the former stands alone without any analogous example ; the latter
is compared at least with *rc», Arab, masdd (Psalmen, p. 163, 3).
Probably these two forms are warranted by Gen. xxv. 2, cf. xxxvii.
28, 36, where £"JD and J"io occur as the names of two sons of
Abraham by Keturah. But the national name B*£*n? is no reason
for the seven times laying aside of the regular form BWD, i.e. O^TD,
which is the plur. of tf*>0 after the forms D<"riKO, ontyD, although
,

tWVTO, after the forms BHPOO, D'pWD,

is also

found.

A

Ver. 15. With the 14th verse the description terminates.
worthless and a wicked person is he who does such things. The
the characteristic out of which the conclusion

is drawn
come upon him, etc. Regarding
I'N, the root-meaning of which is illustrated by Amos ii. 13, vid. at
Osnsi is an old accus. of an absol. NHB, of the same meaning
i. 26.

point

lies in

therefore his ruin will suddenly

as yna, used as an adverbial accus., both originating in the root-idea

of splitting, opening, breaking out and breaking forth.
is

made by means of a

" Shall be

quick movement hither and thither ; and so also

is

speak-

ing, for the instrument of speech, particularly the tongue, is set in motion.

Only the meaning prtecidere, cireumcidere, does not connect itself with that rootidea: $>d in this signification appears to be a trSance of I'D, stringere.

VOL.

I.

K
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broken to pieces " (as a

brittle potter's vessel, Ps.

ii.

9, Isa. xxx. 14,

a frequent figure for the destruction (~9&) of an
army (cf Arab, dnksar dljysh), of a city or a state, a man. fW

Jer. xxix. 11)

is

.

continues the "OB* as xxix. 1

it were no means
Without the Vav this
K !"!9 T$ would be a clause conceived of accusatively, and thus
adverbially : without any healing.

of recovery for his shattered

:

there shall be as

members

(Fl.).

Vers. 16-19. What now follows is not a separate section (Hitzig),
but the corroborative continuation of that which precedes. The
last word (D^IO, strife) before the threatening of punishment, 146,
is

The thought

that no vice is a greater
than the (in fact satanical) striving to set men

also here the last.

abomination to

God

at variance who love one another, clothes itself in the form of the
numerical proverb which we have already considered, pp. 12, 13.
From that place we transfer the translation of this example of a

Midda:

—

16 There are six things which Jahre hateth,
And seven are an abhorrence to His soul:
17 Haughty eyes, a lying tongue,
And hands that shed innocent blood
18 An heart that deviseth the thoughts of evil,
Feet that hastily run to wickedness,
19 One that uttereth lies as a false witness,
And he who soweth strife between brethren.

The

sense

is not,

that the six things are hateful to God,

and the

seventh an abomination to Him besides (Lowenstein) ; the Middaform in Amos i. 3—ii- 6, and in the proverb in Job v. 19, shows
that the seven are to be

numbered

separately,

and the seventh

is

We

hated by God.
are not to
translate : sex hcecce odit, for nan, nan (Dn, jn) points backwards and
hitherwards, but not, as n?S, forwards to that immediately following;
the non plus ultra of all that

in that case the

is

rbtt W&, or more correctly nbttn Bte>.
explanation, " These six things (viz. vers. 12-15)

words would be

But also Hitzig's
Jahve hateth," is

impossible ; for (which is also against that ficecce)
the substantive pronoun non, run (nonn, runn) is never, like the

Chald.

!te? (to?),

employed as an accus.

always (except where

it is

it is

in the sense of

^nm,

jnnK,

the virtual gen. connected with a

preposition) only the nom., whether of the subject or of the predi-

and where

cate

;

Isa.

Ii.

it is

the nom. of the predicate, as Deut. xx. 15,

19, substantival clauses precede in

which run (non) repre-
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VI. 16 19.

correctly, in

which the

logical

copula resulting from the connection of the clause itself remains
Accordingly, 'n tufe> is a relative clause, and is
unexpressed.
therefore so accentuated here, as at xxx. 15 and elsewhere

Deus

(sunt) ea quce

odit, et

sex

:

septem (sunt) dbominatio animce ejus.

Regarding the statement that the soul of God hates anything, vid.
roajnn, an error in the writing occasioned by the
at Isa. i. 14.
numeral (vid. xxvi. 25), is properly corrected by the Keri; the
poet had certainly the singular in view, as iii. 32, xi. 1, when he

The

wrote najnn.

first

three characteristics are related to each

other as mental, verbal, actual, denoted by the

body by means of which these

characteristics

virtues are taken all together as a
is its

mentis

body (organism), and meekness

Therefore there stands above

head.
elatce

members of the
come to light. The

all,

tumor, which expresses itself in

as the sin of sins, the

datum (grande)

super-

cilium : nton D^g, the feature of the On, haughty (cf . Ps. xviii.

with 2 Sam.

Job

xxii. 28), is

the opposite of the feature of the DyjJ

28
ne>,

29 ; r.V is in the O. T. almost always (vid. Cant. iv. 9)
and adjectives of course form no dual. The second of these
characteristics is the lying tongue, and the third the murderous
*i?J~D^ is innocent blood as distinguished from *l?|n at, the
hands.
xxii.

fern.,

blood of the innocent, Deut. xix. 13.1

Ver. 18.

The

fourth characteristic

a deceitful heart.

is

29, and on £8, ver. 12.
with haste to evil ; njn? as JTv in Isa.

vid. ver. 14,

i.

The

iii.

The

and 18i.

16, as here, 176

lix. 7,

fifth

On

Bhn,

feet running

:

echoing the distisch

connection fvi>

"ino,

propere

cucurrit (contrast p "*ns), is equivalent to ">#? JH.

" A speaker of lies, a tongue of falsehood,"
is hateful to God.
It is one subject which is thus doubly characMG) are fictions, and "ipt? is the disfiguring (deformatio)
terized.
Ver. 19. The sixth

They

of the actual facts.

connection.

The

:

are purposely placed together in this

derivations of these

synonyms are obscure

Fiirst gives to the former the root-idea of spinning (properly knot-

ting together), and to the latter that of painting.
1

The writing

Q*i

0*373 is

introduced

follows the Masoretic rule, vid. Kimchi, Micklol 2055,

and

Heidenheim under Deut. xix. 10, where in printed editions of the text (also in
Norzi'B) the irregular form <pj at is found. Besides, the Metheg is to be given
to -q*i, so that one

one

may

not read

it

may

not read

it

dom, as

e.g.

DIKD'B'B', Gen.

vii.

11, that

-w.
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1

It would also be verbally permissible to interpret
I? »n the sense of "ipe* JWiy, like xxv. 18, as in apposition to

to support npB*.
"^j?

DMD; but

in the nearest parallel, xiv. 15, the idea

said of the

*ipE> "iy

that he breathes out

is

personal, for

it

In that place there
can be no doubt that the clause is a verbal one, and rrcj finitum, viz.
Hiph. of rnB. This Hiph. signifies elsewhere also tufflare, xx. 8,
afflare, Ps. x. 5, Ezek. xxi. 36, perflare, Cant. iv. 16, anhelare
(desiderare), Ps. xii. 6, Hab. ii. 3, but with 0"SO efflare, a synonym
to tan, as yan and *pt?n, which has (cf. xii. 17) no secondary meaning in nse, but is mostly connected with Bats, not without reference
to the fact that that which is false is without reality and is nothing
more than mil tan. But what kind of a form is iw, where it
is not, as xiv. 5, the predicate of a verbal clause, but in connection
with D'M, as here and at xiv. 25, xix. 5, 9 (once with rmDN, xii. 17),
is the subject of a substantival clause ?
That which lies nearest is
to regard it as a noun formed from the fut. Hiph. Such formations
we indeed meet only among proper names, such as ftP, P?*, D p*
however, at least the one n. appell. 3 £ (an adversary) is found,
which may be formed from the Hiph. as well as from the Kal.
But should not the constr. of fW after the form ST be fW f One
does not escape from this consideration by deriving tVB\ after the
forms JMJ, Wp, VT, E^B*), and the like, from a secondary verb fiB', the
existence of which is confirmed by Jer. iv. 31, and from which also
nBJ, Ps. xxvii. 12, appears to be derived, although it may be reduced
also, after the form 3V (with 3*)'), to n'an. But in this case also one
expects as a connecting form fW like Tl*, as in reality PB[ from HBJ
(cf. ta*j, ^fc, from ta«, TOfc*). 'Shall it now be assumed that the
Kamctz is treated as fixed ? This were contrary to rule, since it is
13

lies.

t

,

,-

not naturally long.

But

Thus the connection

is

not that of the genitive.

were a substantive formed with the preformative of the
second modus like Bip?? [1 Sam. xvii. 40], or were it a participial
intensive form of active signification such as tttU, then the verbal
force remaining in it is opposed to the usage of the language.
There remains nothing further, therefore, than to regard rpfi* as an
attributive put in the place of a noun : one who breathes out ; and
there is a homogeneous example of this, for in any other way we
cannot explain H'?^, Eccles. i. 18. In 196 the numeral proverb
if PI'S'

reaches
1

title

its

point.

The

chief of all that

God

hates

is

he who takes

Isaak Albo thus distinguishes these synonyms in his dogmatic, bearing the

onpj> 1BD,

ii-

27.
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VI. 20-22.

men who

a fiendish delight in setting at variance
related.

Thus

this brief proverbial

coming back again

to

stand nearly

discourse rounds itself off,

lib as a refrain.

TWELFTH INTRODUCTORY" MASHAL DISCOURSE,
WARNING AGAINST ADULTEBY, BT REFERENCE TO

VI. 20 ff.

ITS

FEARFUL

CONSEQUENCES.
After these three smaller sections, the teacher of wisdom returns
here to the theme of the eighth:

Warning

whose power and prevalence among men

against sins of the flesh,
so immeasurably great,

is

that their terrible consequences cannot sufficiently be held

up before

them, particularly before youth.
20 Keep,

And

my son,

the

commancbwnt

reject not the instruction of

of thy father,

thy mother.

21 Bind them to thy heart evermore,
Fasten them about thy neck.

The

suff. -e~m refers to

njXD

and

STita

;

the good doctrine (cf.

the masc. stands, as

is

usual

3) pointed out by

vii.

{e.g.

i.

16, v. 2), instead

Regarding the figure, reminding us of the Tefillin
and of Amuletes for perpetual representation, vid. under iii. 3.
Similarly of persons, Cant. viii. 6. The verb *MV (only here and
Job xxxi. 36) signifies to bend, particularly to bend aside (Arab.
'ind, bending off, going aside; accus. as adv., aside, apud), and to
bend up, to wind about, circumpUcare.
Yer. 22. The representation of the good doctrine is now personified, and becomes identified with it.
of the fern.

When thou walkest, it will guide thee
When thou liest down, it will keep watch over thee
And when thou wakest, it will talk with thee.

The

subject

tion of

is

wisdom

the doctrine of wisdom, with which the representaherself

is

identified.

The

futures are not expressive

of a wish or of an admonition, but of a promise

the form of the
shows this. Thus, and in the same succession as in
the schema Deut. vi. 7, cf. xi. 19, are the three circumstances of
the outward life distinguished : going, lying down, and rising up.
The punctuation "P*11™?, found here and there, is Ben-Naphtali's
;

third clause
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Ben-Asher and

variant;

also the Textvus ree. reject tlie

Metheg in

this case, vid. Baer's Metheg-Setzung, § 28.

The verb nn^ with

Hiph. in a strengthened

more frequently found

JfaJ-signification, is

in the Psalms than in the Proverbs

;

the Arab.

shows that

Uj

properly signifies to direct (dirigere), to give direction, to

a

"ibb>

definite direction,

already

ii.

11

repetition of

this

;

with

to take into protection,

it

move in
we had

author has favourite forms of expression, in the

which he takes

is associated.

?V,

its

nhPjjrn

is,

delight.

With

lying down, sleeping

as Ps. cxxxix. 18, the hypoth. per/., accord-

ing to Ewald, § 357a: et ut expergefaetus es, ilia te compellabit.
Bertheau incorrectly : she will make thee thoughtful. But apart
from the fact that there is no evidence of the existence of this Hiph.

language of the Bible, the personification demands a clearer
rpb (rnfe') signifies mental speech and audible speech (Gen.
1
xxiv. 63, poet., in the Talmudic a common word); with 3, speaking
concerning something (falulari de), Ps. lxix. 13 ; with the accus.,
that which is said of a thing, Ps. cxlv. 5, or the address, briefly

in the

figure,

=

? pO): when thou
for f n^, Job xii. 8 (as fet? with accus. iv. 9
art awake, wisdom will forthwith enter into conversation with thee,

and

fill

thy thoughts with right matter, and give to thy hands the

right direction and consecration.

Ver. 23. Since in K'n the idea of wisdom and of wholesome
lie in one another, the author can proceed with proof

doctrine

For a lamp
lex lux)

And a way

is

the commandment, and instruction a light (Jerome, et

;

of

life,

disciplinary reproofs.

That mwi has here not the

positive, specifically Israelitish sense,

but the generalized sense of instruction in conformity with truth
regarding the will of God and the duty of man, vid. p. 42. This
instruction mediated by man, but of divine origin, is "riK, light, which

man who
which directs men

enlightens the
njXD,

forbids that which
is "U,

is

submits to it; and the commandment,
in every case to

wrong (including the

do what

a lamp which, kindled at that light, enlightens

of ignorance with reference to

human conduct and

right,

and

Lev; iv.

2),

is

prohibition
all

its

the darkness

consequences.

The conjecture thrown out by 'Wetstein, that (Arab.) shykh is equivalent to
iri^O (ITDD), speaker, is untenable, since the verb sliakh, to be old, a so-called
munsarif, i.e. conjugated throughout, is used in all forms, and thus is certainly
1

the root of shykh.
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24-23.

and particular,
Lowenstein accentuates incorrectly rnlrn
tin instead of TiN rrrtm. (as the Cod. 1294 and the 3 Erfurt Codd.);
vid. on the retrogression of the tone, not existing here, under iii. 15.
tin

TJ are

related to each other as general

primary and derivative.

gen. two denotes the object or character of the admonition :
not disciplinary in the external sense of the word, but rather moral,
having in view discipline in the sense of education, i.e. moral
edification and elevation.
Such corrections are D Hjn srrn, the way

The

to true life, direction

how

to obtain

it.

Yer. 24. The section thus closes
To keep thee from the

From

woman,

vile

the flattery of the strange tongue.

Regarding the genitive connection in nefe, a woman of a wicked
character, vid. under ii. 14 ; and regarding the adjectival connection TJTQ2 fie6, under ver. 17 ; the strange tongue is the tongue
(JiB*?)

of the strange (foreign)

smooth words

(ii.

16).

woman

{vid. p. 81), alluring

Ewald, Bertheau

:

with

from her of a smooth

tongue, the stranger, as Symm., Theod., airb \ecoy\wcr<rov fei^s
but Jlp/in is a substantive (Gen. xxvii. 16), and as a fem. adject,
np?n is to be regarded as
form is without an example. Rather

W?

the

first

member and rVDJ

as the second of the

former constitutes one idea, and

J1B9

on

this

at.

the

constr., for

account remains un-

22, Isa. xxviii. 1; but (1) this syntactical
yet problematical, vid. Friedr. Philippi, Wesen und

abbreviated ; cf. Ps.

lxviii.

phenomenon is
Ursprung dea St. Conatr. p. 17 ; and
anomaly is here unnecessary.

(2) the supposition of such

an

The procemium of these twelve proverbial discourses is now at an
Wisdom herself begins striking the note of the Decalogue

end.

:

25 Long not for her beauty in thy heart,
And let her not catch thee with her eyelids
26 Because for a harlot one cometh down to a piece of bread,
And a man's wife lieth in wait for a precious soul.
;

The warning 25a

is

in the spirit of the

" thou

shalt not covet,"

Ex. xx. 17, and the «> tj} tcapSla avrov, Matt. v. 28, of the Preacher
on the Mount. The Talmudic proverb rrvajm lB>p rrvap nvnrt

(Joma 29a) means only

that the imagination of the sinful act

exhausts the body even more than the act

itself.

The warning,

" let her not catch thee with her eyelids," refers to her (the adulIn the reason
teress's) coquettish ogling and amorous winking.
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added, beginning with "1V3

Gen.

xlix. 5],

(thus

it is

to

be punctuated), there

is

Gesen. § 113; the idea of rait
"OS [=T3*;3, R. "o, to round, vid. at

ntff nete,

the appositional connection

goes over into 266.

'3

"0$

is a small round piece of
baked in Italy (pagnotta) and in the East

properly a circle of bread,

bread, such as

is still

(Arab, kurs), here an expression for the smallest piece" (Fl.).
"W3 {constr. of "W3), as Job

ii.

4, Isa. xxxii. 14,

is

used in the

and with T? there is connected the idea of the
coming down to this low point. Ewald, Bertheau explain after
the LXX., Ttfir) yhp wopvqs tcn\ koX hoi Sprov, ywr) SI dvBp&u
sense of farep, pro,

Ttp,la<!

^rt^A?

But nothing

ar/pevei.

is

said here of price (re-

synonymous, not antithetic: he is doubly
threatened with loss who enters upon such a course. The adulterer squanders his means (xxix. 3) to impoverishment (vid. the
mention of a loaf of bread in the description of poverty 1 Sam.
ii. 36), and a man's wife (but at the same time seeking converse
with another) makes a prey of a precious soul ; for whoever consents to adulterous converse with her, loses not perhaps his means,
but certainly freedom, purity, dignity of soul, yea, his own person.
"NX comprehends
as tfTV, fisher's town [Zidon], Arab, tydd, hunter
and fisher, show all kinds of hunting, but in Hebr. is used only
of the hunting of wild beasts. The root-meaning (cf. nj"TV) is to
ward); the parallelism

is

—
—

spy, to seize.

Vers. 27-29.

which the

The moral

sin of adultery

necessity of ruinous consequences

draws after

it, is

illustrated

by examples

of natural cause and effect necessarily connected
27 Can one take

And

fire

in his

bosom

not be burned ?
28 Or can any one walk over burning coals
And his feet not be burned ?
29 So he that goeth to his neighbour's wife,
No one remains unpunished that toucheth her.
his clothes

We would say

:
Can any one, without being, etc.
Semitic " extended (paratactic) 1 construction."

the conjunctive Shalsheleth.

nnn

the former

;

The

signifies to seize

first

is the
B^K has

and draw forth

a brand or coal with the fire-tongs or shovel (nnno, the instrument
for this); cf. Arab, khdt, according to Lane, " he seized or snatched
1
[The w*pttT*xTixis xpwoi denotes the imperfect tense, because
extended to the future.]
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Ver. 28.

xl.

is

used)

The

ohm

De

11, the bosom.

(from

is

introduced with DM of the double
the form one, but for which n?ra

?na, after

gahka&m (Gesen.

the regular modification of

is

fern.

Kohler,

(vid.

A second example of destructive consequences naturally

following a certain course
question,

Kal, as rorr

is

p'n (properly indentation) is here

Tetragrammate, 1867, p. 10).
not the lap, but, as Isa.

153

VI. 80, 81.

TOT

is

followed here (cf. on the other hand

i.

§ 27, 2).

16) by the

rhythmically full-sounding form na^an (retaining the distinction
of gender), from n}3, Arab, kwy, to burn so that a brand-mark
('?, Isa. iii.

24, cauterium) remains.

Ver. 29. The instruction contained in these examples here
follows : to eh irvp Kal eh ywatxa ifMrecreiv Xaov tnrdp^ei (Pythagoras in Maximi Eclog. c. 39). ?$ Nia is here, as the second in
Ps. li. 1, a euphemism, and 3 JMJ, to come in contact with,
means, as /K MJ, to touch, Gen. xx. 6. He who goes in to his
neighbour's wife shall not do so with impunity ('i?'). Since both
expressions denote fleshly nearness and contact, so
is

it is

evident he

not guiltless.

Vers. 30, 31. The thief and the adulterer are now placed in
comparison with one another, in such a way that adultery is supposed to be a yet greater crime.
80 One does not treat the thief scornfully if he
To satisfy his craving when he is hungry
31 Being seized, he may restore sevenfold,
Give up the whole wealth of his house.

steals

;

For the most part 30a
does not pass
b

explained

even when

:

a

But

this

for

;

by 316,

let

cf.

the thief pass,"

Cant.

viii.

76,

the case, one

Ewald remarks
overlooking, whence

" nearest "

devised wholly in favour of this passage

7

this is

bagatelle.

nearest signification of

its

follows that of contemning.

" they do not thus
1,

is

over in the thief as

na stands here in

first
is

it

;

—the

is set

and 34a,

aside

cf.

signification

interpretation,

by Cant.

Cant.

viii.

6a,

viii.
it is

proved that from ver. 30 on, reminiscences from the Canticles,

which belong to the

literature of the

the Mashal language of the author.

Chokma,

find their

way

into

Hitzig's correct supposition,

that ? R3 always signifies positive contemning, does not necessitate

the interrogative interpretation : " Does not one despise the thief
if . .
? "
Thus to be understood, the author ought to have written
.

'3 t|X

or

'3 03.

Michaelis rightly

:

furtum

licet

merito

pro in/ami
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in republica Iiabetur, (amen si

brosum
throat

Regarding

est.

cum

K>B3

adulterio comparator, minus pron the sense of appetite, and even

J

and stomach, vid. Psychologies p. 204. A second is, that the
he is seized (but we regard NVOJ1 not as the hypotlt. per/.,

thief, if

bat as the part, deprehensus), may make compensation for his
crime. The fut. a&' thus to be understood as the potential lies
near from this, that a sevenfold compensation of the thing stolen
t

knows only of a twofold,
8 (cf. SaalThis excess over that which the
8chiitz, Mos. Eecht, p. 554 ff.).
law rendered necessary leads into the region of free-will : he (the
thief, by which we are now only to think of him whom bitter

is

unheard of in the

Israelitish

law;

it

fourfold, fivefold restoration, Ex. xxi. 37, xxii. 1-3,

necessity has

made

superabundantly

suck)

he

;

may make compensation

may

sevenfold,

i.e.

give up the whole possessions (vid. on

at i. 13) of his house, so as not merely to satisfy the law, but to
appease him against whom he has done wrong, and again to gain for

fin

himself an honoured name.

One

What is

said in vers.

man who

does not contemn a

30 and 31

is

per-

a thief through
poverty, he is pitied; while the adulterer goes to ruin underallcircumstances of contempt and scorn. And : theft may be made good, and
fectly just.

that abundantly; but adultery

Vers. 32, 33. Here there

is

and

its

is

consequences are irreparable.

a contrast stated to ver. 30

82 He who commits adultery (adulterant mulierem)

is

beside himself,

A self- destroyer—who does this.

83

*l«3,

He gains stripes and disgrace,
And his reproach is never quenched.

which primarily seems to mean excedere, to indulge in excess,

as also in the Decalogue, cf. Lev. xx. 10, transitive

is,

ywauca.

Regarding being mad

(lierzlos

to ruin his position

and

A self-murderer

his prosperity in life

that he touches the wife of another.

inextinguishable dishonouring of oneself .

It

:

o fiot^evoiv

heartless)

i^W TPnwn

(excors, vecors), vid. Psychologie, p. 254.

goes to ruin with wilful perversity.

=

i.e.

—who does
is

is

= amens
he who

he intends

it,

viz. this,

the worst and most

Singularly Behaji:

who

with reference to Deut. xxi. 12, Eccles. iv.
would
equivalent to 7B3, Karapyeu/, which is
be
where
n&tf
17,
1
J?M refers to the corporal punishment inuntrue and impossible.
annihilates

it

(his soul),

1

Behaji ought rather to have referred to Zeph. iii 19, Ezek. vii. 27, xxii.
but there rtK rtiPJ? means agere cum allquo, as we say mit jemandem
abrechnen (to settle accounts with any one).

14

;

:
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VI. 84, 86.

on the adulterer by the husband (Dent. xvii. 8, sxi. 5); Hitzig,
which were given to the
thief according to the law, but these would be called fi|0 (ntao).
The punctuation JWiJpM is to be exchanged for $>$ JU J (LowenNXD has a more active signification
stein and other good editors).
than our "finden " (to find) : eonsequitur, Tvyxdvei.
flicted

who

rejects ver. 32, refers it to the stripes

Vers. 34, 35. One who has been stolen from
but not the injured husband.
84 For jealousy

is

is

the fury of a husband,

And he spareth not in the day of vengeance.
85 He regardeth not any ransom,
And is not contented though thou offerest to him gifts

The

be appeased,

to

connection marks

nwp

as the subject

intercourse with another's wife.

Jealousy

;

ever so great.

it respects carnal
not usually non, the
but "VJrnon (constr. as

for

is

glow of anger (from Dn» as rue* from I?*)),
nil?), the glow of a man's anger, who with the putting forth of
}

all

his

manly strength

123,

here significant for B"K, with the fundamental idea of strength,

will seek satisfaction to his

firmness; cf. Arab, jabr, to

make

fast, to

wounded honour.

put right again some-

thing broken in pieces, particularly a broken vessel, hence Algebra,
properly the operation by which an incomplete magnitude
pleted (Fl.).

25

as ver.

The

"fe^!,

and with Makkeph)

definite reference to the

cuckold.

When

is

com-

following ?blT~t6l (with the orthophonic Dagesh,

man whom

is

connected with 133, with

the faithless guest has

made a

the day comes in which the adultery brought to

demands and admits of vengeance, then, wounded in his right
and in his honour, he knows no mercy ; he pays no regard to any
atonement or recompense by which the adulterer seeks to appease
him and induce him not to inflict the punishment that is due : he
does not consent, even though thou makest ever so great the gift
whereby thou thinkest to gain him. The phrase D^B KEO, irpoamirov

light

\a/iftaveiv, signifies elsewhere to receive the countenance,

appearance and the impression of a man,
favourably ; here it is used of the IBS,
covering,

i.e.

i.e.
i.e.

to let

it

i.e.

the

impress one

the means by which

non-punishment, pardon of the crime, impunity of

the guilty, is obtained. Regarding FDK, to consent to, vid. at i. 10.
iny, Aram, inie', is a gift, particularly bribery. That the language

may

again finally assume the form of an address,

rounds

it

beautifully

itself off.
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THIRTEENTH INTRODUCTORY MASHAL DISCOURE, VIL

WARNING AGAINST ADULTERY BT THE REPRESENTATION OF ITS
ABHORRENT AND DETESTABLE NATURE AS SEEN IN AN
EXAMPLE.
The

and

fearful desolation which adultery,

in general the sin of

uncleanness, occasions in the life of the individual

who

is

guilty of

as well as in society, does not suffer the author of this discourse,

it,

directed to youth, to

abandon

which he has already

his theme,

treated of under different aspects.

He

takes up his warning once

by an example he himself had witnessed of
one who fell a sacrifice to this sin, and gives it a very impressive
conclusion, ver. 24 ff.
more, strengthens

The

it

introduction

first

counsels in general to a true appreciation

of these well-considered life-rules of wisdom.
1

My son,
And

keep

my

words,

up my commandments with thee.
commandments, and thou shalt lire

treasure

2 Keep

my

And my instruction as the apple
S Wind them about thy fingers,

of thine eye.

Write them on the tablet of thy heart

LXX.

The

has after ver. 1 another distich

Regarding

the connection.

own

}BX, vid. at ii.

1

;

;

but

it

^HK

refers, as there,

here disturbs

character, and that subjectively.

Regardwhich must here be translated according to its
sense as a conclusion, because it comes in between the objects
governed by ~tof} vid. at iv. 4. There rnm is punctuated with Silluk;
to the sphere of one's

ing the imper.

njffl,

here, according to

Kimchi (Michlol 125a), with Segol-Athnach,

Cod. Erfurt. 2 and 3, and in the editions of Athias
and Clodius, so that the word belongs to the class runto pirns (with
rwii, as in the

short instead of long vowel
this is to

which
ing

is

looks into
is

6on,

(iv.

accent)

Arab, insdn el-ain, the

it

named from

little

being reflected from

On ver.

like.
1

no reason for

unchanged.

man

Regard-

of the eye,

i.e.

the miniature portrait of him
it,

vid. at

here diminutive, like Syr. aehuno,

and the

:

4) the Tsere (6 from aj)

characteristic of the imper. remains

fj?n tft^N,

apple of the eye,

6n

by the pausal

be perceived, especially as

Ps. xvii. 8

3, vid. at vi. 21,

;

the ending

brother, b'runo,

little

iii.

3.

The

little

T *?W fosn

[p^BJI) prayer-filets, phylacteries.']
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4, 5.

were wound seven times round the left arm and seven times round
the middle finger. The writing on the table of the heart may be
1
regarded as referring to Deut. vi. 9 (the Mezuzoth).
subject-matter of this earnest warning are the

The

Vers. 4, 5.

admonitions of the teacher of wisdom, and through
herself,

who

in contrast to the world

and

its

him

of

Wisdom

lust is the worthiest

object of love, and deserves to be loved with the purest, sincerest
love:

4 Say

And

to wisdom:
call

" Thou

art

my sister !"

understanding " Friend;"

5 That they may keep thee from the strange woman,

From

The

the stranger

childlike, sisterly,

who

useth smooth words*

and friendly relationship serves

also to pic-

ture forth and designate the intimate confidential relationship to

natures and things which are not flesh and blood.
the poor

is

called

If in Arabic

the brother of poverty, the trustworthy the

brother of trustworthiness, and abu, urn (0$), acku, ueht, are used
in manifold ways as the expression for the interchangeable relation

between two ideas ; so (as also, notwithstanding Ewald, § 2736, in
many Hebr. proper names) that has there become national, which
here, as at Job xvii. 14, xxx. 29, mediated by the connection of the
thoughts, only

first

appears as a poetic venture.

The

figurative

4 not merely lead us to think of wisdom as a personal
existence of a higher order, but by this representation it is itself
brought so near, that QK easily substitutes itself, ii. 3, in the place
'fins of Solomon's address to the bride brought home is
of OK.
While
in its connection compared with Book of Wisdom viii. 2.
the 6th of nintjt by no means arises from abstr. uth, but achoth is
derived from achajath, into (as Ruth ii. 1, cf. njniD, Hi. 2), here by
Mugrash into, properly means acquaintance, and then the person
known, but not in the superficial sense in which this word and the
Arab, ma'arfat are used {e.g. in the Arabic phrase quoted by
words of

ver.

Fleischer, kanna

ashaab sarna m'aaraf

—nous

dtions

amis, nous

en sommes plus que de simples connaissances), but in the sense of
familiar, confidential alliance.
its

The

infin.

T£v?

does not need for

explanation some intermediate thought to be introduced

:

quod

eo conducet tibi ut (Mich.), but connects itself immediately as the

purpose
1

:

[=the

bind wisdom to thyself and thyself to wisdom thus
door-post*, afterwards used

by the Jews

to denote the passages of

Scripture written on the door-posts.]
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closely that thou
vid.

ii.

16

;

maycst therewith guard

this verse repeats itself

thyself.

As

for the rest,

here with the variation of one

word.

How

necessary

it is

for the youth to guard himself

of wisdom against the enticements of the wanton

author

now shows by

a reference to his

own

hy the help
woman, the

observation.

6 For through the window of my house,
From behind the lattice I looked out

7 Then saw
Discerned

among the simple ones,
among the young people, a youth devoid

I

of

understanding.
'3 refers

indeed to the immediately following clause, yet

opens up the whole following exemplification.
with ver. 5 would be closer

were said:

The

it

actually

connection

instead of the extended Semitic

if

nam quum

.
.
. prospieerem
vidi, etc.
??n,
bore
through)
is
properly
(from
to
a
place
where
the
fl?n
wall is bored through. 3JB>K (from 3Jt5>
Arab, shaniba, to be

construction

it

=

agreeable, cool, fresh)
lattice for

the window-lattice or lattice-window,

drawing down and raising up, which keeps

of the sun.

off the

i.e.

rays

make oneself long in order
up or out the neck and the head, xapahoicetv,

*$&) signifies primarily to

to see, to stretch

Arab,

is

atall, atal'a,

and tatalVa of

things, imminere, to overtop, to

Arab, askafoi the ostrich, long and bent, with
respect to the neck stretching it up, sakaf, abstr. crooked length.
And "i?3 is thus used, as in Arab, duna, but not Vad, is used : so

project, to jut in; cf.

placed, that one in relation to the other obstructs the avenue to

another person or thing

window,

i.e.

:

" I looked forth from behind the

lattice-

with respect to the persons or things in the room,

standing before the lattice-window, and thus looking out into the

open air" (Fleischer).

That

it

was

far

in

the night, as

we

learn at ver. 9, does not contradict this looking out; for apart

from the moon, and especially the lighting of the streets, there
were star-lit nights, and to see what the narrator saw there was
no night of Egyptian darkness. But because it was night 6a is
not to be translated I looked about among those devoid of experience (thus e.g. Lowenstein) but he saw among these, observed
among the youths, who thus late amused themselves without, a
young man whose want of understanding was manifest from
what further happened. Bertheau: that I might see, is syntactically impossible.
The meaning of 8}$} is not determined by the
:

;
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9.

stands under the operation

characterizing the

historic

aorist.

Regarding 'OB, vid. at i. 4. caa is the masc. of nfaa, Arab, bendt
D'jaa has in correct texts, according to
in the meaning maiden.
the rules of the accents, the 2 raphatum.1
Now follows, whither he saw the young fop [Laffen] then go
in the darkness.

8 Going up and down the

And he

street near her corner,

way to her house,
9 In the twilight, when the day declined,
In the midst of the night and deep darkness.
-walked along the

We may interpret "VJV as appos.: juvenem amentern,
as the predicate a ecus.: vidi juvenem

may

so express himself in

.

ambulantem, or
ambulantem; for that one
e.g. Isa. vi. 1, Dan. viii. 7),

. .

Hebrew (cf.
The passing over

Hitzig unwarrantably denies.

of the part, into

and that of the inf. i. 27, ii. 8. pv&,
Arab, suk (dimin. suweika, to separate, from sikkat, street, alley),
still means, as in former times, a broad street, a principal street, as
well as an open place, a market-place where business is transacted,
or according to its etymon where cattle are driven for sale. On
the street he went backwards and forwards, yet so that he kept
near to her corner (i.e. of the woman whom he waited for), i.e. he
never withdrew himself far from the corner of her house, and
always again returned to it. The corner is named, because from
that place he could always cast a look over the front of the house
to see whether she whom he waited for showed herself. Regarding
n|B for JVI3B, vid. at Ps. xxvii. 5 : a primary form |B has never been
7XK (from ?¥K, Arab.
in use; D'SB, Zech. xiv. 10, is plur. of fUB.
wasl, to bind) is, as a substantive, the side (as the place where one
thing connects itself with another), and thus as a preposition it
means (like juxta from jungere) beside, Ital. allato. TJ'll is the
object, accus., for thus are construed verbs eundi (e.g. Hab. iii. 12,

the finite, 8b,

is like

ii.

14, 17,

:

Num.

xxx. 17,

cf. xxi. 22).

Ver. 9. The designations of time give the impression of progress
to a climax ; for Hitzig unwarrantably denies that Hf? means the
twilight; the Talmud, Berachoth 3b, correctly distinguishes *m
'DK'J

two twilights, the evening and the morning twilight.
But
is not limited to this narrow sense, and does not need this,

the idea
1

Regarding the Targ. of

vii. 6, 7, vid.

Perles, Etymologische Studien, 1871,

p. 9.
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since the root-word

1W

24) permits the extension

(vid. at Isa. zl.

of the idea to the whole of the cool half (evening and night) of
the entire day

cf.

;

the parallel of the adulterer

who

veils himself

by the darkness of the night and by a mask on his countenance,
Job zxiv. 15 with Jer. xiii. 16. However, the first group of
synonyms,

2m «JW3 (with

DV;

the Cod. Frank/. 1294, to be thus

punctuated), as against the second, appears to denote an earlier
period of the second half of the day

DV 3h}Q (after Judg.

ziz. 9), the

;

for if one reads, with Hitzig,

meaning remains the same as

3^S3, viz. advesperascente die (Jerome), for 3ny

=

Arab.
gharab, means to go away, and particularly to go under, of the sun,
and thus to become evening. He saw the youth in the twilight,
with

tfC

day had declined (teeickiicev, Luke xxiv. 29), going backwards and forwards ; and when the darkness of night had reached
its middle, or its highest point, he was still in his lurking-place.
as the

rbf> tfe^K, apple of the

eye of the night,

is,

like the Pers. dili scheb,

heart of the night, the poetic designation of the middle of the
night.

Gusset incorrectly

:

erepuseulum in quo tieut in oeuli pupilla

est nigredo sublustris et quasi

as elsewhere

2%

mistura lucis ac tenebrarum.

night was specially suitable, since the apple of the eye

part in the white of the eye (Hitzig).

according to the accus., in pupilla noctis

and

this

peta

is,

particularly the middle; the application to the

It

is

is

the black

to be translated

et caligine

(not caliginis)

;

was probably the meaning of the poet, for a 3 is obviously

to be supplied to fJBW.
Finally, the

rewarded

:

young man devoid of understanding

like

10 And,

meets
lo,

sees his waiting

like.

a woman coining to meet him,

In the attire of an harlot and of subtle heart.

11 Boisterous is she, and ungovernable;
Her feet have no rest in her own house.
12 At one time before her door, at another in the street,
And again at every corner she places herself on the watch.

u Ver. 12 (Hitzig) expresses what

is

wont

to be, instead of a single

event, ver. 11, viz. the custom of a street harlot.

spoken of

is

not such an one

;

lurking

is

But she who

is

not applicable to her (cf.

Job xxxi. 9), and, ver. 11, it is not meant that she is thus inclined."
But Hitzig's rendering of ver. 11, " she was boisterous ... in her
house her feet had no

M2V

is

used.

Thus

KTO nor
and 12 the poet gives a charac-

rest," is inaccurate, since neither

in vers. 11
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of the woman, introduced by nan} into the frame of his picture,

which goes beyond that which then presented itself to his eyes. We
must with ver. 12 reject also ver. 11 ; and even that would not be
a radical improvement, since that characteristic lying behind the
evident, that which was then evident begins with 3? rnXM (and
must thus suppose that the woman was not
subtle in heart).

We

He describes her
rw" Hitzig regards as equivalent to JV}B>,
Because rrt? does not mean " to
similitude (from nit?), and why?
lay against," but " to place." But Ex. xxxiii. 4 shows the contrary,
and justifies the meaning attire, which the word also has in Ps.

unknown
first

to the observer here describing her.

as she then appeared,

Metri less suitably compares 2 Kings

lxxiii. 6.

ix.

30, but rightly

explains Jlpn (dressing, ornament), and remarks that TVt? elliptical is
equivalent to JV^a. It is not the nominative (Bertheau), but the

How Hitzig
accusative, as rwan, Ps. cxliv. 12, Ewald, § 279d.
reaches the translation of 3^ JTOOI by " and an arrow in her heart
1

one can only understand by reading his comof the language, iv. 23, he remarks, among

(et saucia

corde

mentary.

The usage

),

As if a
phrase like 3? "HO could be used both sensu bono and sensu malo !

other things, would stamp her as a virtuous person.

One can guard his heart when he protects it carefully against
moral danger, or also when he purposely conceals that which is in
it.
The part. "WO signifies, Isa. i. 8, besieged (blockaded), Ezek.
xvi. 12, protected, guarded,

Ewald,

hidden.

and

Isa. xlviii. 6, lxv. 4, concealed,

§ 1876, refers these three significations in the

two passages in Isaiah and in the passage before us to "TO, Niph.
"rto (as ?ij); but (1) one would then more surely take "i«t (cf.
?itM, D H ?33) as the verbal stem ; (2) one reaches the idea of the
concealed (the hidden) easier from that of the preserved than
from that of the confined. As one says in Lat. homo occultus,
tectua, abstrusus, in

woman

3?

mw,

the sense of icpvtylvov;, so

not so

much

it is

said of that

in the sense of retenta cor, k.e. quae

quad in cords haberet non pandebat, Fr. retenue (Coca), as in the
sense of custodita cor, quae intentianem cordis mentemque suam collidenovit premere (Mich.)
she is of a hidden mind, of a concealed
nature; for she feigns fidelity to her husband and flatters her
paramours as her only beloved, while in truth she loves none, and
:

each qf them is to her only a means to an end, viz. to the indulgence of her worldly sensual desire. For, as the author further
1 Virgil's JEneid, iv. 1.

VOL.

1.

t,
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JG2
describes her, she

= 'oh, as

njoh (fern, of neh

is

I.

21, Isa. xxit. 2),

impetuous, because full of

tumulluosa, externally as internally

intermingling lust and deceit (ppp. i}ot5^*o?, 1 Pet. Hi. 4, 1 Tim.
ii. 11), and tvrto, self-willed, not minding the law of
duty, of

modesty (from "HD, Arab, tharr, pervicacem, malum
esse).
She is the very opposite of the noiseless activity and the
gentle modesty of a true house-wife, rude, stubborn, and also
discretion, or of

vagrant like a beast in

ii.

5), far

Bofimv

1

—

xii. 1),

iv. 14) : in domo ipsius
thus not oucovpo? or olxovfyyoi (Tit.

season (Hos.

its

residere nequetint pedes ejus

;

removed from the genuine woman-like etato ?i<nrxpv jiepeiv
a radt, as they call such a one in Arab. (Wiinsche on Hos.

or as she

is

Aram, toa

called in

JlpBJ.

how she conducts herself when she
no common street-walker who is designated

Ver. 12. This verse shows

wanders abroad.

It is

(no " Husterin," Arab, kahbt, after which also the female demonname (Arab.) se'ald is explained), but that licentious married wife,

who, no better than such a strumpet when she wanders abroad,
hunts after lovers.
The alternating DJfB (properly a stroke)
Fleischer compares with the Arab, synonyms, marrt, a going over,

going back, una

karrt, a

volta,

una

Jiata,

une fois (Orelli, Synon.

der Zeit und Ewigkeit, p. 51).
Regarding prt, vid. at v. 16:
it is the free space without, before the house-door, or also before
the gate of the city
in

;

the parallelism speaks here and at

i.

20 more

favour of the former signification.
Ver. 13. After this digression the poet returns to the subject,

and further describes the event as observed by himself.

And she laid hold on him and kissed him
Put on a bold brow and said to him.

The verb
the dat.

:

p?fo is

here, after

osculum fixit

its

primary

Thus

ei.

also

signification,

Gen.

xxvii.

connected with

26

is

construed,

and the Dagesh in ft is, as there, Dag. forte conj., after the law for
which the national grammarians have coined the technical name
pTno TIK (veniens e longinquo, " coming out of the distance," i.e.
the attraction of a word following by one accented on the penult.).

The

penult.-accenting of njJKO

is

the consequence of the retrogres-

which here, where the word from the
had the penult, only with Metheg, and thus with half .a tone,

sion of the-accent ("OnK J1D3),
first

brings with

it

the dageshing of the
1

"b

following, as the original

Eurip. Herac.
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VII. 14, 18.

penultima-accenting of n IJ*!nni does of the 13 which follows

the reading

to

by Lowenstein

is

it,

for

contrary to the laws of punctuation

1
of the Textus receptua under consideration here.

As 13 and 1?
have received the doubling Dagesh, so on the other hand, according
to Ewald, § 1936, it has disappeared from ntjjn (written with
Raphe according to Kimchi, Michlol 145a).
And as npEO has
the tone thrown back, so the proper pausal "lOtfni is accented on
the ult., but without attracting the 1^ following by dageshing, which
is the case only when the first of the two words terminates in the
sound of d (&h). V3B tJOT is said of one who shows firmness or
hardness of countenance (Arab, slabt alwajh), i.e. one who shows
shamelessness, or, as we say, an iron forehead (Fl.).
She laid hold on him and kissed him, both of which actions were
shameless, and then, assuming the passivity and modesty befitting
the woman, and disregarding morality and the law, she said to the
youth
14 " To bring peace-offerings was binding upon me,
To-day have I redeemed my vows.
15 Therefore am I come out to meet thee,
To seek thy face, and have found thee."

We have

translated

Owe*

,r)3T

principle that D?B> (sing, only

" peace-offerings," proceeding on the

Amos

v. 22,

and on the Phoenician

altar at Marseilles) denotes contracting friendship with one
Dptf, to

in view

(from

hold friendly relationship), and then the gifts having this
;

for the idea of this kind of offering

is

the attestation and

confirmation of communion with God. But in view of the derivatives £Mb?B> and Dw, it is perhaps more appropriate to combine
D7K*

with

dV,

to discharge perfectly,

payment-offering, or with v.
directly thank-offering

;

and to

Hofmann, a

translate it thank-

due-offering,

where not

for the proper eucharistic offering, which

the expression of thanks on a particular occasion, is removed
from the species of the Shelamim by the addition of the words
n"i^n~7jf (Lev. vii. 12-25).
The characteristic of the Shelamim is
the division of the flesh of the sacrifice between Jahve and His
priests on the one side, and the person (or persons) bringing it on
the other side: only one part of the flesh of the sacrifice was
Jahve's, consumed by fire (Lev. Hi. 16) ; the priests received one
part ; those who brought the offering received back another part
is

1

Vid. Baer's Turalh Emeth, p. 29 sq.,

and Psalmen-Commentar under
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as

were from the

it

altar of

God, that they might eat

So here the

joy along with their household.

it

with holy

adulteress says that

there was binding upon her, in consequence of a

vow she had

taken, the duty of presenting peace-offerings, or offerings that
were due; to-day (she reckons the day in the sense of the dies

from night to night) she has performed her duties, and the
have yielded much to her that she might therewith regale
him, her true lover ; for with t?vj? she means to say that even the
prospect of the gay festival which she can prepare for him moved her
thus to meet him. This address of the woman affords us a glimpse
into the history of the customs of those times. The Shelamim meals
1
Secularization
degenerated in the same manner as our Kirmten.
lies doubly near to merrymaking when the law sanctions this, and
Regarding ">n^, a
it can conceal itself behind the mask of piety.
more exact word for e*i?3, vid. at i. 28. To seek the countenance of
civilis

TO

one

*D7B?

is

equivalent to to seek his person, himself, but yet not without

reference to the wished-for look [aspectux] of the person.

Thus she found him, and described

to

him the enjoyment which

awaited him in eating and drinking, then in the pleasures of
love.

16 " My bed have I spread with cushions,
Variegated coverlets, Egyptian linen
17 I have sprinkled my couch
With myrrh, aloes, and cinnamon.

18 Come then, we will intoxicate ourselves with lore

till

the morning,

And will satisfy ourselves in love."

The noun fen?, from
fies

feny,

=

Arab,

generally the wooden frame

;

'crash, cedificare, fabricari} signi-

thus not so

as the erected bed-place (cf. Arab.

'ar«A,

much

the bed within

throne,

and

'arysh,

This bedstead she had richly and beautifully cushioned,
might be soft and agreeable. 1?*}, from 31, signifies to lay

arbour).
that

it

on or apply closely, thus either vincire (whence the name of the
necklace, Gen. xli. 42) or sternere (different from "IB"}, Job xvii.
13, which acquires the meaning sternere from the root-meaning to
raise up from under, sublevare), whence D'™!?')?, cushions, pillows,
Bottcher punctuates D^anD incorrectly ; the 3 remains
stragulce.
aspirated, and the connection of the syllables is looser than in f1 f") ?,
The ntoon beginning the second half-verse is
Ewald, § 88d.
in no case an adjective to D HWD, in every case only appos., proJ

1

[Kirvue= anniversary

of the dedication of a church, village fete."]
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18-18.

bably an independent conception ; not derived from 3Bn (cogn.
avn), to hew wood (whence Arab, hatab, fire-wood), according to
which Kimclii, and with him the Grose. Venet. (irepij-worot?), understands

of the carefully polished bed-poles or bed-boards, but

it

from awn = Arab,
under Ps. cxliv.
(striped,

khateba, to be streaked, of diverse colours (yid.
12),

whence the Syriac

checkered) garment.

rnachtabto,

a figured

Hitzig finds the idea of coloured

or variegated here unsuitable, but without justice

for the pleasant-

;

augmented not only by its softness, but also by the
impression which its costliness makes on the eye. The following
°r!-fP PBK stands in an appositional relation to niattn, as when one
says in Arabic iaub-un dibdg'-un, a garment brocade
of brocade.
pBS (after the Syr. for flBtjj, as flBK) signifies in the Targum the

ness of a bed

is

=

cord

(e.g.

Jer. xxxviii. 6), like the Arab, tunub, Syr.

tunob ; the root

is )D,

(e.g. Isa. liv. 2)
not in the sense of to bind, to wind (Dietr .),

but in the sense of to stretch ; the thread or cord
the extension in regard to length, and

fittK is

is

named from

thus thread-work,

whether in weaving or spinning. 1 The fame of Egyptian manufactures is still expressed in the Spanish aelabtea, fine linen cloth,
which is equivalent to the modern Arabic el-kobtije (kibtije) ; they
had there particularly also an intimate acquaintance with the dye
stuffs found in the plants and fossils of the country (Klemm's
CullurgeschicJite, v. 308-310).
Vers. 17, 18. These verses remind us of expressions in the
Canticles.
There, at iv. 14, are found the three names for spicery
as here, and one sees that D^HK no are not to be connected genitively

there are three things, accented as in the title-verse

:

The myrrh, lb (Balsamodendron myrrha),
incense,

to the

species of the

Palestine not less than with us

;

i.

3.

belongs, like the frank-

Amyris, which

is

an exotic

in

the aromatic quality in them does

not arise from the flowers or leaves, so that Cant. i. 13 leads us
to think of a bunch of myrrh, but from the resin oozing through
the bark (Gummi myrrha or merely myrrJia), consisting of bright
glossy red or
°rf7?|

golden-yellow grains more or

(used by Balaam,

name

xxiv. 6)

is

less

transparent.

the Semitic Old-Indian

of the aloe, agaru or aguru ; the aromatic quality

wood of the Aquilaria
1

Num.

is

in the

agallocha, especially its root (agallochurn or

Hence perhaps the Greek Hon, which Fick in

his Vergl. WSrterbuch con-

nects with the Arab, verb-root vadh, to bind, wind, clothe, bat not without

making

thereto interrogation marks.
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lignum aloes) dried in the earth, in more modern use and commerce the inspissated juice of its leaves. Jtojp is Kiwdfuo/iov (like
1
lb, a Semitic word that had come to the Greeks through the
Phoenicians), the cinnamon, i.e. the inner rind of the Lauras cinnamomum. The myrrh is native to Arabia ; the aloe, as its name
denotes, is Indian ; the cinnamon in like manner came through
Indian travellers from the east coast of Africa and Ceylon (TaproAll these three spices are drngs, i.e. are dry apothecaries'
but we are not on that account to conclude that she perfumed (Hitzig) her bed with spices, viz. burnt in a censer, an
operation which, according to Cant. iii. 6, would rather be desigbane).

wares

;

,

The verb

*)« (only here as Kal) signifies to lift
under Ps. xlviii. 13), and transitively to raise and
swing hither and thither (=*P?Q) ; here with a double accusative,
to besprinkle anything out of a vessel moved hither and thither.
According to this sense, we must think of the three aromas as
essences in the state of solution ; cf. Ex. xxx. 22-33, Esth. ii. 12.
Hitzig's question, " Who would sprinkle bed-sheets with perfumed
and thus impure water! " betrays little knowledge of the means by
which even at the present day clean linen is made fragrant. The

nated

oneself

J?")??.

up

(vid.

expression DniT Pin sounds like D*in "OB*, Cant. v. 1, although
there QTft

probably the voc, and not, as here, the accus.

is

the Kal of nn, v. 19, and

The

;

ni"j is

drink something copiously in

signifies to

form D?y

found besides only
in Job xx. 18, xxxix. 13 ; the Hiihpa. signifies to enjoy oneself
greatly, perhaps (since the Hithpa. is sometimes used reciprocally, vid. under Gen. ii. 25) with the idea of reciprocity (Targ.
We read bo°habim with Chateph-KameU after Ben"•Dp "'(?).
Asher (vid. Kimchi's Lex.) ; the punctuation D'onss is that of
Ben-Naphtali.
The adulteress now deprives the youth of all fear ; the circumfull draughts.

verbal

stances under which her invitation

for

is

}?J> is

given are as favourable as

possible.

19 " For the man is not at home,
He has gone on a long journey.
1

Myrrh has

its

name

"lb

from the bitterness of

be a secondary formation from

cinnamon, cannella, Fr.
for cinnamomum.

cannelle.

rijp,

whence

ri3p>

its taste,

reed

;

and D3p appears to
the names of the

cf.

(xtnnufttt) is only a shorter form
19 (42), uses both forms indiscrimi-

Cinnamum

Pliny, Hist. Nat.

xii.

nately.
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20 He has taken the purse with him
He will not return home till the day of the

moon."

full

It is true that the article stands in B^Kfl, Arab, alm'ar-fat,
to define the

word

:

whom

the man, to

here

icar' 'i-oxnv

i.e.

serves

and alone

reference can be made, viz. the husband of the adulteress (Fl.)

but on the other side

it is

characteristic that she does not say 'B*K

Gen. xxix. 32), but ignores the relation of love and duty
in which she is placed to him, and speaks of him as one standing
at a distance from her (Aben-Ezra). Erroneously Vogel reads fP33
after the Targ. instead of tiV33. We say in Ilebr. W33 WH, il n'est
pas chez soi, as we say VP3 np?, U a pris avec soi (cf. Jer. xxxviii.
(as e.g.

i^rno Hitzig seeks to connect with the verb, which, after

10).

Isa. xvii. 13, xxii. 3, is possible
off,

for the Hebr.

;

pWiD (prneo),

far

has frequently the meaning from afar, for the measure of

length is determined not from the point of departure outward, but
from the end, as e.g. Homer, 77. ii. 456 eicaBev Be re <paiverai
avytf, from afar the gleam is seen, i.e. shines hither from the distance.
Similarly we say in French, il vient du ooti du nord, he
comes from the north, as well as il va du cote du nord, he goes
northwards. Bat as we do not say: he has gone on a journey far
off, but : on a distant journey, so here pimo is virtually an adj.
(vid. under Isa. v. 26) equivalent to njrim (Num. ix. 10) : a
journey which is distant = such as from it he has a long way back.
Michaelis has well remarked here : ut timorem ei penitus adimat,
:

per gradus incedit. He has undertaken a journey to a
remote point, but yet more : he has taken money with him, has

veluti

thus business to detain him

mined the

and

;

still

distant time of his return.

:

he has even deter-

*|D3n-"rtTSf

(thus to be written

further

after Ben-Asher, vid. Baer's Torath Emeth, p. 41)

is

the purse

(from vra, to bind together), not one of many, but that which
own. The terminus precedes 205 to emphasize the lateness

on

KM

under Ps.

Kimchi and

lxxxi. 4.

others,

reckon, and regard

it

who

is
;

his
vid.

Grcec. Venet. if fmepa-rov iccupov, after

derive KD3 (noa) from the root D3, to

as denoting only a definite time.

But

the two

passages require a special idea; and the Syr. kSso, which in 1 Kings
xii.

32, 2 Chron.

vii.

10, designates the time

from the 15th day

of the month, shows that the word denotes not, according to the

Talmud, the new moon
disk begins to cover

when

it is

covered,

(or the

itself, i.e.

i.e.

filled

;

new
to

fill

year's day),

when the moon's

(nDon*), but the full moon,

so that thus the time of the night-
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scene here described

is

not that of the last quarter of the

(Ewald), in which

it

rises at

moon

(Hitzig),

when

the

midnight, but that of the

night

is

without moonlight.

moon
new
Since

the derivation of the word from KD3 (DD3), to cover, gives the
satisfactory idea of the covering or filling of the moon's disk,

we

do not seek after any other ; Dietrich fixes on the root-idea of
roundness, and Hitzig of vision (KDS
POD, Td& ; vid., on the conThe 7 is that of time at which, in
trary, under Ps. cxliii. 9).
which, about which, anything is done ; it is more indefinite than 3
would be. He will not return for some fourteen days.

=

The

result

:

21 She beguiled him by the fulness of her talking,
By the smoothness of her lips she drew him away.

Here

First she brought

a climax.

is

him

to yield,

overcoming

the resistance of his mind to the last point (cf. 1 Kings

then drove him,

or, as

we

the. right path or conduct (cf.

(= Virion)

as the chief

xi.

3)

;

him wholly away, viz. from
Deut. xiii. 6, 11). With Vi»n

say, hurried

factum,

the past imperf.

is

interchanged,

Regarding rig?, see above, p. 56. Here is the rhetoric of
sin (Zockler) ; and perhaps the np7 of 20a has suggested this antiphrastic nj?? to the author (Hitzig), as P?n (the inverted np?, formed
like PBK', which is the abstr. of ?BtP as that is of p?n) and *3n*nn are
216.

reciprocally conditioned, for the idea of the slippery (Ps. lxxiii. 18)

connects

What

itself

with p?n.

followed

:

22 So he goes after her at once
As an ox which goeth to the slaughter-house,
And as one bereft of reason to the restraint of
23 As a bird hastens to the net,
Without knowing that his life is at stake
Till the arrow pierces his liver.

The

part.

t|?in

fetters,

(thus to be accentuated according to the rule in

Baer's Torath Emeth, p. 25, with Mercha to the tone-syllable and
Mahpaeh to the preceding open syllable) preserves the idea of the
fool's
all

going after her.

Dkns (suddenly)

at once resolves to betake himself

fixes the point,

when he

to the rendezvous in the

house of the adulteress, now a tceirfadek, as the LXX. translates,
i.e., as we say, a simpleton who has gone on the lime-twig.
He
follows her as an

ox goes

to the slaughter-house, unconscious that
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22, 28.

going thither to be slaughtered

;

the

LXX. ungrammatically

destroying the attributive clause : Sxnrep Si /Sow? eirl <r<j>ayi]v
ar/erat.
The difficulties in D3JD* (thus punctuated, after Kimchi,

with a double Segol, and not D3JJ31, as is frequently the case) multiply, and it is not to be reconciled with the traditional text. The ox
; and accordingly
and Targ. find in D3JJ a dog (to which from
Sk they also pick out i>JK, a stag), Jerome a lamb (et quasi agnus
&23), Kashi a venomous serpent (perhaps after %«?), Lo wenstein and Malbim a rattlesnake (/*?& tf™ after Day) ; but all this
is mere conjecture.
Symmachus* aKiprcov (hrl Zeopwv a<pposv) is

appears to require another beast as a side-piece

the

LXX.,

Syr.,

without support, and, like the favourite rendering of Schelling,
sicut taliens in

vinculum cervus

(?^K), is unsuitable

et

on account of

The noun Day, plur. D^pay,
an anklet as a female ornament (whence ver. 16
the denom. Day, to make a tinkling of the anklets). In itself the
word only means the fetter, compes, from Day, Arab, 'akas, 'alcash,
eontraliere, constringere (vid. Fleischer under Isa. lix. 5) ; and that
it can also be used of any kind of means of checking free movement, the Arab, 'ikds, as the name of a cord with which the camel
the unsemitic position of the words.
signifies, Isa.

is

made

fast

iii.

18,

by the head and

tion the interpretation

is

:

forefeet, shows.

et velut

pedicd

(

With

this significa-

= D3JQ31) implicatus ad

castigationem stulti, he follows her as if (bound) with a fetter to the
punishment of the fool, i.e. of himself (Michaelis, Fleischer, and
others).
Otherwise Luther, who first translated u in a fetter,"
but afterwards (supplying p, not 3) " and as if to fetters, where
:

one corrects

fools."

But the

ellipsis is harsh,

and the parallelism

leads us to expect a living being in the place of Day.

Now since,

according to Gesenius, Day, fetter, can be equivalent to a fettered

one neither at Isa. xvii. 5, xxi. 17, nor Prov. xxiii. 28 (according to
which Day must at least have an active personal signification), we
transpose the nouns of the clause and write Day 1D1D"?K 7°)tig\, he
follows her as a fool (Psychol, p. 292) to correction (restraint)
with fetters ; or if 71K is to be understood not so much physically
as morally, and refers to self-destroying conduct (Ps. cvii. 7) : as a
madman, t.«. a criminal, to chains. The one figure denotes the
fate into which he rushes, like a beast devoid of reason, as the loss
of life ; and the other denotes the fate to which he permits himself to

be led by that woman, like a criminal by the

officer,

as

the loss of freedom and of honour.
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Ver. 23.

The

confusion into which the text has fallen

con-

is

For the figure of the deadly arrow connects
neither with that of the ox which goes to the slaughter-house,

tinued in this verse.
itself

nor with that of the madman who is put in chains : the former is
not killed by being shot ; and with the latter, the object is to render

him

harmless, not to put

converts

^""iK

him to death. The LXX. therefore
and connects the shooting with an

into b"X, a stag,

arrow with this : % »? e\a<po<} Tofjev/um ireirTujym? €t? to fprap.
But we need no encroachment on the text itself, only a correct
placing of its members. The three thoughts, ver. 23, reach a
right conclusion and issne, if with na"?K "tiBX inoa (here Mercha-

mahpach) a new departure

is

begun with a comparison

:

he follows

her with eager desires, like as a bird hastens to the snare (vid.
regarding na, a snare, and B$D, a noose, under Isa.

What

then follows

is

a continuation of 22a.

whose way

The

viii.

subject

is

15).

again

compared to that of an ox going to the
and of a fool ; and he knows not
(non novit, as iv. 19, ix. 18, and according to the sense, non curat,
iii. 6, v. 6) that it is done at the risk of his life (tek?3 as 1 Kings
ii. 23, Num. xvii. 3), that his life is the price with which this
kind of love is bought (Wfl, neut., as not merely Eccles. ii. 1 and
the like, but also e.g. Lev. x. 3, Esth. ix 1)
that does not concern
him till ("J? = "itfte IV or '3 "IJ?) the arrow breaks or pierces through
(n?9 as job. xvi. 13) his liver, i.e. till he receives the death-wound,
from which, if not immediately, yet at length he certainly dies.
Elsewhere the part of the body struck with a deadly wound is
called the reins or loins (Job, etc.), or the gall-bladder (Job xx.
25) here the liver, which is called "133, Arab, kebid, perhaps as the
organ in which sorrowful and painful affections make themselves
felt (cf. JEschylus, Agatn. 801 : Brjyfia \vtttjs i<f>' fprap irpoaucche youth,

is

slaughter, of a culprit in chains,

—

;

veircu), especially the latter,

because the passion of sensual love,

according to the idea of the ancients, reflected

He who
he

is

is

itself in

love-sick has jecur uleerosum (Horace, Od.

diseased in his liver (Psychol, p. 268).

But

i.

the liver.
25» 15)

the arrow

is

not

here the arrow of love which makes love-sick, but the arrow of
death,

which

slays

him who

is

ensnared in sinful love.

The

be-

fooled youth continues the disreputable relation into which he

has entered

upon

till

his body,

it

terminates in adultery and in lingering disease

remorse in his soul, and dishonour to his name,

speedily ending in inevitable ruin both spiritually

and temporally.
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VII. 24-27.

as at v. 7, the author

now

brings his

narrative to a close, adding the exhortation deduced from it:

24

And now, ye children, give ear unto me,
And observe the words of my month

25 Let not thine heart

And

The verb

flBfe>

incline to her ways,

stray not in her paths.

(whence

jest, like jst, iv. 15,

author uses also of departure from a wicked

with long 8 from

way

(iv.

15)

;

i) tlie

but here,

where the portraiture of a faithless wife (a flDto) is presented, the
word used in the law of jealousj', Num. v., for the trespass of an
E*X ne>K

specially appropriate.

is

nt3fe>

is

interchanged with

fTOT

wander not on her paths, which would be the
consequence of straying on them. Theodotion : xal /m? ir\avr]6r}<:
Iv aTpairoh ainrfr, with teat, as also Syr., Targ., and Jerome.
The Masora reckons this verse to the 25 which have i>x at the
beginning and btft at the middle of each clause (vid. Baer in the
Gen.

(cf.

xxi. 14)

:

Luth. Zeitschrift, 1865, p. 587) ; the text of Norzi has therefore
correctly ?W, which is found also in good MSS. (e.gr. the Erfurt,

2 and

3).

The admonition, having its motive
now founded on the emphatic finale:

Vers. 26, 27.

goes before,

is

26 For many are the

And many
27

A

slain

whom

she hath caused to

in that

which

fall,

are her slain.

multiplicity of

ways

to hell is her house,

Going down to the chambers of death.

" for many slain has she laid low " (Syr., Targ.,
Jerome, Luther) is also syntactically possible; for D^st can be

The

translation

its substantive after the manner of the demonstraand numerals (e.g. Neh. ix. 28, cf. inK, Cant. iv. 9), and the
accentuation which requires two servants (the usual two Munachs)
to the Athnach appears indeed thus to construe it.
It is otherwise
if W2"\ here meant magni (thus e.g. Ralbag, and recently Bertheau),
and not multi ; but D'3i and D^vg stand elsewhere in connection

placed before
tives

many and numerous, Ps.
xxxv. 18, Joel i|. 2, Mic. iv. 3. " Her slain " are those slain by
her ; the part. pass, is connected with the genitive of the actor, e.g.
with each other in the signification

ix.

18

;

cf.

(Arab.) hatyl dlmhalbt, of one

whom

love kills (Fl.).

In 27a, rWa is not equivalent to
nivaa after viii. 2, also not elliptical and equivalent to !W3 '3"n
the former is unnecessary, the latter is in no case established by Ps.

With

ver.

27

cf.

ii.

18, ix. 18.
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xlv. 7,

Ezra

x. 13,

nor by Dent.

viii.

15, 2

Kings

xxiii.

17

(see,

on

the other hand, Fhilippi's Status Conttructtu, pp. 87-93). Rightly
Hitzig has : her house forms a multiplicity of ways to hell, in so
far as adultery leads

by a

diversity of

ways to

Similarly the

hell.

Job

subject and the predicate vary in number, xvi. 25, Ps. ex. 3,
xxvi. 13,

he

Dan.

may go in

ix.

this

and frequently. If one is once in her house,
or in that way, but surely his path is to destruc23,

many steps to hell, such as lead down (fn, fern.
masc. Isa. xxx. 21) to the extreme depths of death
its remotest regions
(cf . Job ix. 9, " chambers of the south "
veiling themselves in the invisible) ; for Tin (Arab, kliiddr) is the

tion

:

it

consists of

Isa. xxxvii. 34,

=

part of the tent or the house removed farthest back, and the most
private (Fl.).

These

%& 'go?,

«»"'?'!", cf.

the conception of DJ^i, which

is

ix.

18, approach to

afterwards distinguished from

FOURTEENTH INTRODUCTORY MASHAL DISCOURSE,

VIII.

A DISCOURSE OF WISDOM CONCERNING HER EXCELLENCE AND

HER

GIFTS.

The author has now almost exhausted the ethical material for
Solomonic Book of Proverbs he works it
;

in this introduction to the

into a memorial for youth, so that

it is

time to think of concluding

the circle by bending back the end to the beginning.
the beginning,

Wisdom

i.

20

ff.,

herself as speaking.

There, her

Heaven

in the

but a

;

here, the daughter

highways inviting to come to her,

to the adulteress lurking in the streets,
sonification,

woman

as in

own testimony is delivered

in contrast to the alluring voice of the deceiver

of

For

so also here in the end, he introduces

who

is

is

the contrast

indeed not a per-

of flesh and blood, but yet at the same

time as the incarnate airdrt} of worldly

He

lust.

Wisdom, whose person is indeed not so
but who is nevertheless as real, coming near
way, and seeking to win them by her gifts.
to her

places opposite

sensibly perceptible,
to

men

1

Doth not Wisdom

2

And Understanding cause ber voice to be heard?
On the top of the high places in the way,

in a

human

discourse,

In the midst of the way, she has placed

herself.
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CHAP. VIIL 1-8.

As

n.3n

8 By the

side of the gates, at the exit of the city,

At the

entrance to the doors, she calleth aloud.

points to that which

sideration of

it

(cf. xiv.

is

22)

matter of

;

fact, so

t6n

calls to

a con-

the question before the reader

is

20 ff. With roan, ruion is
interchanged, as e.g. ii. 1-6 ; such names of wisdom are related to
its principal name almost as DTita, p'Sy, and the like, to mn\
In
describing the scene, the author, as usual, heaps up synonyms which
touch one another without coming together.
Ver. 2. By D'Dno Hitzig understands the summit of a mountain,
and therefore regards this verse as an interpolation ; but the " high
doubly

justified with reference to

i.

places " are to be understood of the high-lying parts of the city.

There, on the

way which

vjj= 1*, old and

leads

up and down, she takes her stand.

poetic for ??, signifies here

"hard by,

close to,"

properly, so that something stands forward over the edge of a thing,
or, as it

were, passes over

Bertheau, with

LXX.,

its

borders (Fl.).

The

r»»3,

Hitzig, as

Targ., Jerome, interpret prepositionally as

a strengthening of r? (in the midst) ; but where it once, Ezek. i. 27,
occurs in this sense, it is fully written ? TV?. Here it is the aeeus.
loci
is

of the substantive; "house of the ascent" (Syr. bith urchotlio)

the place where several ways meet, the uniting point, as

Tnn DN

(Ezek. xxi. 26), the point of departure, exit ; the former the crossway, as the latter the separating way. Thus Immanuel : the place
of the frequented streets

(more

;

Metri

the place of the ramification

:

correctly, the concentration) of the ways,

more than HDj? (she raises herself) and
means that she plants herself there.
Ver. 3. In this verse Bertheau
designations of place

:

on

gate.

T7, at the hand,

y

the town,

B>, of

mouth,

is

is

nnin signifies

rnoj? (she goes thither)

finds,

;

it

not inappropriately, the

on that side, and within the
equivalent to at the side, as Ps. cxl. 6.

this side,

the same as nnsp,

ix.

14, of the house

:

at the

where they go out and
in. There are several of these ways for leaving and entering a city,
and on this account B'lTTiB KtoD are connected : generally where one
goes out and in through one of the gates (doors). Ktao, fully
represented by the French avenue, the space or way which leads to
anything (FL). There she raises her voice, which sounds out far
and wide; vid. concerning nj'in (Grcec. Venet. incorrectly, after
i.e.

at the entrance of the city, thus

Rashi, a\a7uL£ov<ri), at

i.

20.
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Now

The exordium summons general

begins the discourse.

attention to

it

with the emphasis of

4 " To you, ye men,

is

And my call is to the

its

absolute truth:

my discourse

addressed,

men

children of

I

5 Apprehend,
ye simple ones, what wisdom
And, ye fools, what understanding is.
6 Hear, for I will speak princely things,
And the opening of my lips is upright.
7 For my mouth uttereth truth,
And a wicked thing is an abomination to

my mouth are in

8 The utterances of
There

is

is;

my lips.

rectitude,

nothing crooked or perverse in them.

9 To the men of understanding they are all to the point,
And plain to those who have attained knowledge."

Hitzig rejects this section, 4-12, as he does several others in

and

Elihu,

But

as spurious.

ix.,

if this

not according to every one's

is

The terminology

the poet.

the translation of

it is

is

as of the varying developit is

altogether after the

one that

is

strange to us

that which

is given above
be so bad as to bring discredit on the poet.

therefore difficult

strives at least not to

The

yet in respect of the

taste,

and thought, as well
ment of certain fundamental thoughts,
circle of conception

manner of

viii„

preamble, which reminds us of

;

tautology and flatness of ver. 4 disappears

when one under-

stands D^tjt and D"JK »3a like the Attic avSpe? and avdpanroi ; vid.

under

Isa.

ii.

9,

3 (where

liii.

W&X,

as here

and Ps.

cxli. 4, is

Ps. xlix. 3, iv. 3). Wisdom turns herself
with her discourses to high and low, to persons of standing and to

equivalent to B*K

the proletariat.

»J3,

The

verbal clause 4a interchanges with a

clause 4b, as frequently a preposition with

its

noun

completes the whole predicate of a semistich (Fl.).
Ver. 5. Eegarding n B"]N, calliditas, in a good sense, vid. at

OWB,

regarding

those

who

in

whom

with

is

;

brought to bear upon them, vid.
intellectually heavy, dull persons

the flesh burdens the mind, vid. at

flDlJJ,

remains

for the heart (according to

fast, like

its

i.

22.

3?

is

parallel

Semitic etymon, that which

a kernel, the central-point)

standing of which

=

4

4 ; and regarding Dy ?!, the
1

i.

i.

8a)

are easily susceptible of good or bad,

according to the influence that
also

noun

{e.g. ver.

is

used for the under-

the seat (Psychol, p. 249), or heartedness
intelligence (cf. ai»~iDn, vi. 32= avow or a\oyo$).
take rimy
it is

and D? as objective,
and in which they

We

we have translated that which is in both,
Thus r??> wu 'ch is a favourite word
consist.

as

:
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VIII. 4-9.

with this author, has both times the simple transitive meaning
of the gain of understanding into the nature and worth of both
and we neither need to interpret the second U'an in the double

meaning, " to bring to understanding," nor, with Hitzig,
change it into ^an 1 [direct, i.e. applicate].,
Ver. 6. That to which Wisdom invites, her discourse makes

transitive

to

DT». Hitzig interprets this word
by eonspicua, manifest truths, which the Grcec. Venet. understands
to be ivavria, after Kimchi's interpretation: truths which one makes
an aim and object (TO) on account of their worth. Fiirst, however,
says that TM, from TO, Arab, najad, means to be elevated, exalted,
and thereby visible (whence also Tan, to bring to light, to bring
forward); and that by tSTSi, as the plur. of this TM, is to be underpracticable, for she speaks of

stood princeps in the sense of principalia, or prcestantia

(LXX.

aepvd; Theodot. i/ye/iovi/ed ; Jerome, de rebus magnis) (cf. vo/ioi
fiaai>uic6<} of the law of love, which surpasses the other laws, as kings
do their subjects), which is supported by the similar expression,

But that we do not need to interpret D'TH as abstr., like
and as the ace. adverb. : in noble ways, because in that case
it ought to be rnTJJ (Berth.), is shown by xxii. 20, and also xvi. 13
" The opening
cf. on this neuter use of the masc, Ewald, § 172a.
of my lips (i.e. this, that they open themselves, not : that which
they disclose, lay open) is upright " is to be regarded as metonymia
antecedent pro conseq.: that which I announce is .
.; or also as
a poetic attribution, which attributes to a subject that which is
produced by it (cf. iii. 176) my discourse bearing itself right,
xxii. 20.

&"}*t®,

.

:

brings to light (VI.).

xxiii.

16, cf. 31,

is

parallel

both in the

words and the subject ; Bntj^o, that which is in accordance with
fact and with rectitude, uprightness (vid. at i. 3), is a word common to the introduction (i.-ix.), and to the first appendix to the
first series of Solomonic Proverbs (xxii. 17-xxiv. 22), with the
Canticles.
In Cant. v. 16 also, as here (cf . v. 3, Job vi. 30), the
word palate [Gaumen\ is used as the organ of speech.
Ver. 7. *3 continues the reason (begun in ver. 6) for the
Hearken! (cf. i. 15-17, iv. 16 f.); so that this second reason is
co-ordinated with the first (FL). Kegarding fiDS, vid. at iii. 3
nan, here of the palate (cf. Ps. xkxvii. 30), as in xv. 28 of the
heart, has not hitherto occurred. It signifies quiet inward meditation, as well as also (but only poetically) discourses going forth from
.

.

'

Vid. the Heir. Zeitschrifl, pj>nn, 1856, p. 112.
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at Ps.

it (vid.

The

2).

i.

contrary of truth,

—a

wickedness in words and principles,

moral truth,

i.e.

segolate,

Segol also in pausa, with the single exception of Eccles.

The ?

Vers. 8, 9.
quality with

an

of PTC3

action,

is

i. e.

Vth,

iii.

its

16.

that of the close connection of a

or matter, which forms with a substantive

adverbia as well as virtual adjectiva, as here
jjuncta

is

which retains

vera) sunt omnia dicta oris

met

eum

:

(Fl.)

;

rectiludine (eon-

the a of the

it is

distinctive attribute (Hitzig), certainly related to the

a essentia

26, according to which Schultens, and Bertheau explain),
which is connected with the abstract conception (e.g. Ps. xxxiii. 4),
(iii.

but also admits the article designating the gender
xxix. 4).

which
K%!>

it

(cf.

twisted,

(vid. at

Ps.

The

opposite of PJX (here in the sense of veracitas,
means in Arab.) is B%tn ?nfi3, dolosum ae perversum.

Gesen. § 84, 9)
i.e.

is

that which

parodied or caricatured.

Belated to

ing from a somewhat different idea,
of threads, cords, ropes, and the like,

them over and

into

it

in

and

violently bent

is

estranged from the truth, which

so to speak,

is,

meaning, but proceed?rjB, used primarily

is br\B3.

means

to twist

one another, whence T^B, a

them, to twine

line or string

made

of several intertwisted threads (cf. iboi, a wick of a candle or

lamp)

;

Niph., to be twisted, specifically luctari, of the twisting of

the limbs, and figuratively to bend and twist oneself, like the
crafty (yersutus) liars and deceivers, of words

and thoughts which

do not directly go forth, but by the crafty twistings of truth and

There is nothing of deception or
wisdom ; much rather they are all B'rfM,
straight out from her (cf. Isa. lvii. 2), going directly out, and
without circumlocution directed to the right end for the intelligent,
the knowing (cf. Neh. x. 29) ; and 0*1^,, straight or even, giving
no occasion to stumble, removing the danger of erring for those
.who have obtained knowledge, i.e. of good and evil, and thus the
ability of distinguishing between them (Gesen. § 134, 1),
briefly,
rectitude, opp.

"IB",

\Qi (Fl.).

error in the utterances of

—

for those

who know how

to estimate them.

Her self-commendation

is

continued in the resumed address

10 " Receive my instruction, and not silver,
And knowledge rather than choice goldl
11 For wisdom is better than corals,
And all precious jewels do not equal her.
12 I, Wisdom, inhabit prudence,
And the knowledge of right counsels is attainable by me."
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Instead of *|D3-*6l influenced by Vip ,
supplied

;

besides, with

17

VIII. 10-12.

is

HD3"i»Kl

most Codd. and older

with

editions,

Vipri to

we

be

are to

with the erasure of the Makkeph. " Such
negations and prohibitions," Fleischer remarks, " are to be understood comparatively: instead of acquiring silver, rather acquire
accentuate 'JDUp

wisdom.

Vjt>

Similar

is

the old Arabic

Jj&\

tj JJi\,

the

fire,

and not

Also among the modern Arabic proverbs collected
!
by Burckhardt, many have this form, e.g. No. 34, alhajamat balafae
wala alhajat alanat, Better to let oneself be cut with the axe than
to beg for the favour of another " 106 is to be translated, with
Jerome, Kimchi, and others: and knowledge is more precious than
fine gold (**n3J, neut.: cmro pretiotius); and in view of xvi. 16, this
construction appears to be intended. But Fleischer has quite
the disgrace

correctly affirmed that this assertatory clause

is

unsuitably placed as

a parallel clause over against the preceding imperative clause, and,

what is yet more important, that then ver. 11 would repeat idem per
idem in a tautological manner. We therefore, after the Aramaic and
Greek translators, take iri33 *|D3 together here as well as at ver. 19,
inasmuch as we carry forward the inp: et scientiam prce auro lectissimo, which is also according to the accentuation. Equally pregnant
is the p in P" ? ? of the passage iii. 14, 15, which is here varied.
iii.
15 as a justification of this
Ver. 12 follows ver. 11
estimating of wisdom above all else in worth. Begarding
with
Gaja, vid. the rule which the accentuation of this word in the three
so-called metrical books follows in Merx' Archiv, 1868, p. 203 (cf.
Baer's Torath Emeth, p. 40). We translate : ego sapientia incolo
1

1

=

sollertiam, for the verb |3i?

object,

ii.

is

W

construed with the accuastive of the

21, x. 30, Ps. xxxvii.

3, Gen. xxvL 2, Ps. lxix. 37.

3

(cf. 1U,

Ps. v. 5), as well as with
inhabits prudence, has

Wisdom

down, as it were, and taken up her residence in it, is at
whole sphere, and rules it. Bertheau not unsuitably
compares ohc&v with fiovo? «%<w, 1 Tim. vi. 16. Begarding DtoTD,
vid. i. 4, v. 2.
It denotes well-considered, carefully thought out
designs, plans, conclusions, and W[ is here the knowledge that is
so potent. This intellectual power is nothing beyond wisdom, it is
in her possession on every occasion she strives after it not in vain,
her knowledge is defined according to her wish. Wisdom describes
herself here personally with regard to that which she bestows on
settled

home

in its

;

men who
VOL.

I.

receive her.

U
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Far remote

the idea that 13a

is

With

(Lowenstein, Bertheau).

is

dependent on K?&K (I acquire)
new series of

this verse begins a

thoughts raising themselves on the basis of the fundamental clause

Wisdom

13a.

says

what she

hates,

and why she hates

it

13 " The fear of Jahve is to hate evil
Pride and arrogancy, and an evil way

And a

deceitful

mouth, do

I hate."

God is the beginning of wisdom (ix. 10, i. 7), then
wisdom, personally considered, stands before all else that is to be said
of her in a relation of homage or reverence toward God corresponding

If the fear of

God on the part of man ; and if, as the premiss 13a
God has as its reverse side the hatred of evil,
then there arises what Wisdom says in 'O^b (I hate) of herself.
Instead of the n. actionis R&ty (hatred), formed in the same way

to the fear of

shows, the fear of

article, becomes a substantive, the
author uses, in order that he might designate the predicate as such

with ns"|j which, admitting the

which

(Hitzig), rather the n. actionis

rifctot?,

but

n&b as

is

Judg.

not used substantively
viii. 1, is

;

is

indeed also a noun,

nt6o, Jer. xxix. 10.

n^">i?,

equivalent to HKbb like Atf^, the becoming dry,

np\, the being able

;

cf.

(Arab.) shanat, hating, maldt, well-being,

which Wisdom hates is now partiJahve hates. The virtue of
all virtues is humility; therefore Wisdom hates, above all, selfexaltation in all its forms.
The paronomasia tfNJ] fWtl (pride and
haughtiness) expresses the idea in the whole of its contents and
compass (cf. Isa. xv. 6, iii. 1, and above at i. 27). HKS (from n«|,
the nominal form), that which is lofty
pride, stands with tfw, as
Job iv. 10, TOi, that which is high arrogance. There follows the
viam mali, representing the sins of walk, i.e. of conduct, and os
fallax (yid. at ii. 12), the sins of the mouth. Hitzig rightly rejects
the interpunctuation jn, and prefers JH. In consequence of this

karat, reading (Fl.).

The

evil

cularized as, vi. 16-19, the evil which

=

=

DecM

(Tiphcha

init.),

nbartn *M have in Codd.

and good

editions

the servants Asia and Illuj (vid. Baer's Torath Emeth, p. 11);
Aben-Ezra and Moses Kimchi consider the Asia erroneously as

and explain "TO by et os — axioma meum, but Asia is
conjunctive, and has after it the n raphatum.
After Wisdom has said what she hates, and thus what she is not,
she now says what she is, has, and promises:
disjunctive,
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VIII. 14-18.

counsel find promotion

am understanding, mine is strength.
By me kings reign,
And rulers govern justly.
By me princes rule, and nobles—'
I

15
16

All judges of the earth."

Whoever

Wisdom

must himself possess

gives anything

it;

in this sense

claims for herself counsel, promotion (in the sense of

which is essentially and truly good
and energy (vid. Eccles. vii. 19). But
she does not merely possess nya this is much rather her peculiar
nature, and is one with her. That ver. 14 is formed after Job xii.
13, 16 (Hitzig) is possible, without there following thence any
argument against its genuineness. And if ver. 15 f., and Isa.
offering and containing that
vid.

concerning njB^n,

ii.

7),

;

xxxii. 1, x. 1, stand in intentional reciprocal relation,

priority is

on the side of the author of the Proverbs.

then the

The connec-

tion gives to the laconic expression its intended comprehensiveness.

It

is

not meant that

Wisdom

has the highest places in the state to

makes men capable of holding and discharging

give, but that she

the duties of these.

Yer. 15b. Here we are led to think of legislation, but the usage
of the language determines for the Po. Pi?H only the significations

of commanding, decreeing, or judging ;

P"TC is

the object, accus.,

the opposite of jwpgijn (decrees of unrighteousness), Isa. x. 1.
is

a poetic word, from in

= Arab,

JTh

razuna, to be heavy, weighty,

then to be firm, incapable of being shaken, figuratively of majestic
repose, dignity (cf .

J3j and

speech and action snch as

We

Ver. 16a.

may

"^33) in the whole external habitus, in

befits

one invested with power

(Fl.).

not explain the second clause of this verse

ad ingemta impelluntur quicunque terra imperant, for a^J is adj.
without such a verbal sense. But besides, rani is not pred., for
which it is not adapted, because, with the obscuring of its ethical

et

signification

(from

2*13,

to impel inwardly, viz. to noble conduct,

particularly to liberality),

it

also denotes those

who

are noble only

with reference to birth, and not to disposition (Isa. xxxii. 8). Thus
is a fourth synonym for the highly exalted, and pK ""BSE^a is

WYn
the

summary

placing together of

all

kinds of dignity; for

BSt5>

unites

in itself references to government, administration of justice, and
rule.

i>3 is

used,

and not

fel

—a so-called

asyndeton summalivum.
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Instead of fJN (LXX.) there is found also the word PW (Syr.,
Targ., Jerome, Grose. VeneL, adopted by Norzi after Codd. and

But

from the conclusion
text, and gives a
summary which does not accord with that which is summed up

Neapol. 1487).

this word, if not derived

of the preceding verse, is not needed

(D'afe, D'jn,

D'nfe',

OfSni)

;

by the

besides, the Scripture elsewhere calls

God

Himself fTO BBW> (Ps. ix. 5 ; Jer.
reading 1 of most of the editions, which

xi.

20).

is also

The

Masoretic

found in the Cod.

Hillel ('XWl TBD*), merits the preference.

The discourse of Wisdom makes a fresh departure, as at
tells how, to those who love her, she repays this love

ver.

13

the

17 " I love them that love me,
And they that seek me early find me.
18 Riches and honour are with me,
Durable riches and righteousness.
19 Better is my fruit than pure and fine gold,
And my revenue (better) than choice silver.

20 In the way of righteousness do

I

walk,

In the midst of the paths of justice.
31 To give an inheritance to them that love

And

me

I fill their treasuries."

rr»3nit
earn amant redamo), Gesenins,
(ego hoe qui
me), but
Lehrgeb. § 196, 5, regards as a possible synallage (earn
one would rather think that it ought to be read (nw =) 'n Wk.

The Chethtb

=

ancients all have the reading 'ink. 3?K (=3™?, with the
change of the 48 into 6, and the compression of the radical K ; cf.
iDfe, K3h, i. 10) is the form of the fat. Kal, which is inflected «!)«?,
Regarding *intf (the Grcec. Venet. well : oi opdpl^ovrh poi) f
i. 22.
vid. i. 28, where the same epenthet. fut. form is found.

The

Ver. 18. In this verse part of iii. 16 is repeated, after which 'nt*
meant of possession (mecum and penes me). Regarding Jin, vid.
i. 13 ; instead of the adjective "HJJ there, we have here pnp.
The
verb pny signifies promoveri, to move forwards, whence are derived
the meanings old (cf. atas provecta, advanced age), venerable for
age, and noble, free (cf. PWJf, Isa. xxviii. 9, and Arab, 'atyk, manuis

1 If

the Masoretes had read pji

'QfiG?,

then would they have added the

remark rih ("it does not further occur"), and inserted the expression in their
Register of Expressions, which occurs but once, Masora Jinalis, p. 62.
1 [One
of the most ancient and celebrated Codd. of the Heb. Scriptures,
called Hillel from the name of the man who wrote it. Vid. Stack's Prolegomena,
It was written about a.d. 600.]
p. 112
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Used

like the

Arab,

'dtak,

P^V (Isa. xxiii. 18)
pny used of possessions

of clothing,

expresses the idea of venerable for age,

and goods,
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X7-21.

denotes such goods as increase

during long possession as an inheritance from father to son, and
remain firm, and are not for the first time gained, but only need
to be inherited, opes perennes et firmce (Schultens,

however,

less

Oesenius'

may

be also explained (which is,
probable with the form pJ$) of the idea of the vener-

Thesaur., Fleischer), although

it

n^"jv is
from opes superbce (Jerome), splendid opulence.
here also a good which is distributed, but properly the distributing
goodness itself, as the Arab, eadakat, influenced by the later use of
iXerjfioawr)), denotes all that which
the Hebrew npTO (BucauMTvvt)
God of His goodness causes to flow to men, or which men bestow
upon men (FL). Righteousness is partly a recompensative goodness, which rewards, according to the law of requital, like with
like ; partly communicative, which, according to the law of love
without merit, and even in opposition to it, bestows all that is good,
and above all, itself ; but giving itself to man, it assimilates him to
itself (vid. Ps. xxiv. 7), so that he becomes pHS, and is regarded as
such before God and men, ver. 19.
The fruit and product of wisdom (the former a figure taken
from the trees, iii. 18 ; the latter from the Bowing of seed, iii. 9)
With JVC> viii. 10, iii. 14,
is the gain and profit which it yields.
IS is here named as the place of fine gold, briefly for NMD ant, solid

able

=

from the place of ore which contains it, or genefrom T]B, violently to separate metals from base
Karn, g°W which has stood the fire-test,
mixtures ; Targ.
obrussa, of the crucible, Greek 8j3pv£ov, Pers. ebriz, Arab, ibriz.
In the last clause of this verse, as also in 106, "ira? is to be interpreted as pred. to ,J?K«n, but the balance of the meaning demands
as a side-piece to the TDD1 pnno (19a) something more than the
mere 1D3. In 20 f. the reciprocal love is placed as the answer of
love under the point of view of the requiting righteousness. But
recompensative and communicative righteousness are here combined, where therefore the subject is the requital of worthy pure
love and loving conduct, like with like.
Such love requires reciprocal love, not merely cordial love, but that which expresses

gold, gold separated

rally separated gold,

m^K

itself

outwardly.

Vers. 20, 21. In this sense,

Wisdom

says that she acts strictly

according to justice and rectitude, and adds (21) wherein this her
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conduct manifests

and

action

;

on no

side.

tf J13

The

itself.

Piel 1?n expresses firm, constant

means that she turns from this
is distinguished from iwuna, as

rTXXO

line of

conduct

ut possidendam

from possidendam tribuendo ; the former denotes the
its nature and manner ; both
we
translate
Regarding the origin of B^,
combine if
ita ut . . }
vid. at ii. 7 ; it denotes the being founded, thus substantia, and
appears here, like the word in mediaeval Latin and Romanic (Ital.
sustanza, Span, subslaneia), and like ovata and virap%i<: (ra inrdpyovrd) in classic Greek, to denote possessions and goods. But since
this use of the word does not elsewhere occur (therefore Hitzig
explains &'
'b &*, I have it [= presto est]), and here, where
tribuam

direction of the activity, the latter

=

Wisdom

speaks, B* connects itself in thought with njB'OT, it will at

we also are wont to call not every
kind of property, but only landed property, real possession), such

least denote real possession (as

possession as has real worth,

exchange and

price,

and that not according

to

commercial

but according to sound judgment, which ap-

a higher than the common worldly standard of worth.
The
Pasek between 'ans and B* is designed to separate the two Jods
from each other, and has, as a consequence, for *?ntt ?vor6 the
plies

accentuation with Tarcha and Mercha (vid. Accentssystem,

Torath Emeth, p. 17, § 3).
with the finite, 21b, is as i. 27,

The

cf.

Wisdom

Ver. 22.

takes

2,

ii.

now

a

vi. §

and quite usual.

new

departure, in establishing

As

her right to be heard, and to be obeyed and loved by men.
the Divine

King

in Ps.

ii.

4

carrying forward of the inf.

opposes to His adversaries the self-

"I will speak concerning a decree! Jahve said unto
Thou art my Son this day have I begotten Thee ;" so
Wisdom here unfolds her divine patent of nobility she originates
with God before all creatures, and is the object of God's love and
testimony:

me

;

:

:

joy, as she also has the object of her love

and

especially

among

the sons of

" Jahve brought

As the foremost

The
Ps.
1

to

me forth

of His

and joy on God's

earth,

men
as the beginning of His way,

works from of old."

*??i? (with Kametz by Dechi ; vid. under
by verbs of creating (LXX. exriae, Syr.

old translators render
cxviii.

5) partly

Biesenthaf combines the etymologically obscure

flow into, so that

Jj»njfl

with $ru

:

to

make

^nj denotes inheritance in contradistinction to acquisition

while r6nj, in contradistinction to fiBn\ denotes the inheritance rather of

many

than of the individual.
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22,

pardy by verbs of acquiring (Aquila, Symmachus,

Theodotion, Venet. eVnjo-aTO ; Jerome, possedit)

Wisdom appears

;

also as created, certainly not without reference to this passage,
Sir.

4, irporepa

i.

avrrjv

;

xxiv. 8, 6

irdmcav e/cnoTCU

/crlcrix; fie.

In the

<ro(f>ia;

i.

9,

avrb<s eKrurev

christological controversy this

word gained a dogmatic signification, for they proceeded generally
on the identity of aocf>la tnroaraTiKij (sapientia substantialis) with
the hypostasis of the Son of God. The Arians used the eicriae fie
as a proof of their doctrine of the filius non genitus, sed foetus,

i.e.

of His existence before the world began indeed, but yet not from

on the contrary, the orthoand understood it of the
co-eternal existence of the Son with the Father, and agreed with

eternity, but originating in time

dox preferred the
the e/crure of the

;

while,

translation iier^aaro,

LXX. by referring it not to the actual existence,

but to the position, place of the Son (Athanasius Deus me creavit
regem or caput operum suorum ; Cyrill. non condidit secundum
substantiam, sed constituit me totius universi principium et fundainentum). But (1) Wisdom is not God, but is God's ; she has
personal existence in the Logos of the N. T., but is not herself the
:

:

Logos ; she is the world-idea, which, once projected, is objective to
God, not as a dead form, but as a living spiritual image ; she is
the archetype of the world, which, originating from God, stands
before God, the world of the idea which forms the medium between
the Godhead and the world of actual existence, the communicated
spiritual power in the origination and the completion of the world
This wisdom the poet here personifies
as God designed it to be.
he does not speak of the personal Logos, but the further progress of
the revelation points to her actual personification in the Logos.
And (2) since to her the poet attributes an existence preceding the
creation of the world, he thereby declares her to be eternal, for to
be before the world is to be before time. For if he places her at
the head of the creatures, as the first of them, so therewith he does
not seek to make her a creature of this world having its commencement in time ; he connects her origination with the origination of
the creature only on this account, because that a priori refers and
tends to the latter ; the power which was before heaven and earth
were, and which operated at the creation of the earth and of the
heavens, cannot certainly fall under the category of the creatures
around and above us. Therefore (3) the translation with e/criaev
has nothing against it, but it is different from the xt/oy? of the
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heavens and the earth, and the poet has intentionally written not
^tna, bat TWp. Certainly rup, Arab, knd, like all the words used
of creating, refers to one root-idea : that of forging (vid. nnder
Gen. iv. 22), as ton does to that of cutting (vid. under Gen« i. 1) ;
but the mark of a commencement in time does not affix itself to rup
in the same way as it does to tro, which always expresses the
divine production of that which has not hitherto existed.

prehends in

it

rup com-

the meanings to create, and to create something for

and to prepare
something for oneself, comparare, as ktI&iv and icraaBai, both
from hid, to build, the former expressed by ftruere, and the latter

oneself, to prepare, parare (e.g. Ps. cxxxix. 13),

by

In the '33PT then, there are the ideas, both that
wisdom, and that He made Himself to possess it;
not certainly, however, as a man makes himself to possess wisdom
from without, iv. 7. But the idea of the bringing forth is here
sibi ttruere.

,

God produced

the nearest demanded by the connection.
to Wi

For

i2TO ttvhfft

is

not

Jerome also
reads : Ita enim scriptum est : adonai OANANI bkesith bercho
(Ep. cxl. ad Cyprian.) ; but it is, as Job xl. 19 shows, the second
accusative of the object (LXX., Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion).
But if God made wisdom as the beginning of His way, i.e. of His
creative efficiency (cf. Bev. iii. 14 and Col. i. 15), the making is

equivalent

JVB'tra (Syr., Targ., Luther), as

not to be thought of as acquiring, but as a bringing forth, reveal-

ing this creative efficiency of God, having it in view ; and this is
also confirmed by the Vl&in (genita sum; cf. Gen. iv. 1, WJp,
genui) following. Accordingly, V?yDD tnj) (foremost of His works)
has to be regarded as a parallel second object, accusative.

All the

old translators interpret Dip as a preposition [before], but the

usage of the language before us does not recognise it as such ; this
would be an Aramaism, for D"]pT!, Dan. vii. 7, frequently Bip,."!?
(Syr., Targ.), is so used.

But

as Bnj> signifies previous existence

and then in time (vid. Orelli, Zeil imd Ewigkeit, p. 76),
so it may be used of the object in which the previous existence
appears, thus (after Sir. i. 4) irporepav rwv epyav adrov (Hitzig).
in space,

:

Ver. 23.

A designation

of the

When I

(Isa. xlviii. 8, cf. xl. 21), is further

expressed

" From everlasting -was I set up,
From the beginning, from the foundations of the

That
vid. at

TO
Ps.

ii.

cannot be translated: I was anointed
6.

first

by

WD

unfolded

But the translation

also

:

earth."

= consecrated,

I was woven
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VIII. 21-26.

commend itself,

iSido-fyv), does
for D?l (Ps. cxxxix. 15), used of the embryo, lies

=

far from the metaphorical sense in which

Arab, nasaj, texere,
11?$
would here be translated of the origin of a person, and even of such a
being as

spiritual

Wisdom

WjDb, as the

;

LXX.

reads (ide/ieKuoae

not once used of such. Rightly Aqnila, KaTeardOijv ; Symmachus, irpoKe^ei'pKT/uu; Jerome, ordinate sum. Literally, but

fie), is

which

unintelligibly, the Gr. VeneL tce^y/tai, according to
i. 1

0) Bottcher

:

I was poured forth

ledging that this figure
at

all likely

idols, to

is

(cf. Sir.

= formed, but himself acknow-

not suitable to personification

;

nor

is it

that the author applied the word, used in this sense of

the origin of

Wisdom. The fact is,

that

1]?$,

used as seldom

of the anointing or consecration of kings as tpD, passes over, like

and MP (J'ltn), from the meaning of
pouring out to that of placing and appointing j the mediating idea
appears to be that of the pouring forth of the metal, since "pDJ, Dan.
xi. 8, like HM, signifies a molten image.
The Jewish interpreters
quite correctly remark, in comparing it with the princely name T??

P* (PW), P«

(P**9*

»

pillar),

[cf. Ps. Ixxxiii. 12] (although without etymological insight), that a
placing in princely dignity is meant. Of the three synonyms of

ceternitaa

distance,

a parte
B>tf">o

ante,

two

points backwards into the infinite

into the beginning of the world,

rj^-Wi?? not

into

the times which precede the origin of the earth, but into the oldest

times of

its

gradual arising

;

this

Wp

it is

impossible to render, in

conformity with the Hebr. use of language
plur. of time, Bottcher, § 697.

that the origin and greatness of

The
Wisdom

:

it

is

an extensive

JO repeated does not

mean

are contemporaneous with

the foundation of the world; but that when the world was founded,

she was already an actual existence.

This her existence before the world began

is

now

set forth in

yet more explicit statements
24 " When there were

as yet no floods was I brought forth,
were no fountains which abounded with water
25 Foi before the mountains were settled,
Before the hills was I brought forth,
26 While as yet He had not made land and plains,

When

And

The

as yet there

the

description

By rrioinjji

sum

of the dust of the earth."

is poetical,

and

affords

some room for imagination.

are not intended the unrestrained primeval waters, but,

as also Hi. 20, the inner waters, treasures of the earth

;

and conse-
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niW,

quently by
after

Job xxxviii.

not the fountains of the sea on this earth (Ewald,
16), but the springs or places of springs (for $"?

is

Gen. xvi* 7), by means
of which the internal waters of the earth communicate themselves
tfD-^SM
to the earth above (cf. Gen. vii. 11 with xlix. 25).
a well as an eye of the earth ;

n. loci to H?,

(abounding with water)
notwithstanding

The Masora

its

is

vid.

a descriptive epWieton to nfa$o, which,
construed as masc.

fern, plur., is

(cf. v. 16).

does not distinguish the thrice-occurring H323 ac-

form as written (Isa. xxiii. 8, 9). The form *333?
would demand Metheg) is to be rejected ; it is
everywhere to be written *3?M (Ewald, § 2145) with Pathach, with
Dagesh following ; vid. Kimchi, Michlol 616. Kimchi adds the
gloss D'3") D'D M'WD, which the Gr. Venet., in accordance with the
meaning of ~\23) elsewhere, renders by irqyals BeBo^aafih/cov vBdrmv
(as also Bottcher: the most honoured = the most lordly); but
Meiri, Immanuel, and others rightly judge that the adjective is
here to be understood after Gen. xiii. 2, Job xiv. 21 (but in this
latter passage "133 does not mean " to be numerous ") : loaded
endowed in rich measure.

cording to

its

(which, like

O'fiS,

=

Ver. 25. Instead of JV®, in (yet) non-existence (24), we have
here ono f a subst. which signifies cutting off from that which
already exists (vid. at Gen.

ii.

5),

and then as a

nondum

particle

or antequam, with 3 always antequam, and in ver. 26 *"??, so long

not yet (this also originally a substantive from rnjf, in the sense of
With Watpn (were settled) (as Job xxxviii. 6, from JHD,

progress).

to impress into or
is

asked

:

wherein

as the Caraite

of the sea

Gen.

i.

f

Ahron

Not indeed
b.

:

infigere) the question

in the depths of the earth, but

Joseph answers, twi VpOp ^K,

in the

for oat of the waters they rise up, Ps. civ.

;

8

bottom
(cf. at

9).

Ver. 26. rrtmm
terra

upon anything, imptimere,

cum

pK

campis, or

is

either, connecting the

pK

whole with

its

part

gains by this connection the meaning

of land covered with buildings, while rovin the expanse of unfield outside the towns and villages (cf.
Arab, barrytt) (Fl.), vid. Job v. 10, xviii. 17 (where we have
translated " in the steppe far and wide ") ; and regarding the
fundamental idea, vid. above at v. 16. Synonymous with pK, as
contrast to Drain, is ?3n, which like 7W (produce, wealth) comes
from ??*, and thus denotes the earth as fruit-bearing (as nBlK

occupied land, or the free
13,

properly denotes the humus as the covering of earth).
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Vllt. 27.

nfiBP BWi, "the heaps of the

clods of the fertile arable land lying as if scattered on the

plains."

Hitzig also translates

do not deny that

nviajJ

" the

:

may mean

gathered together, as Job

first

clods of the earth."

clods of earth,

xxviii. 6, 3fW nhsy,

But

We

pieces of earth

i.e.

gold ore,

i.e.

pieces

Heb.
together
and
if
we
read
;
rriiBy, plur. of the collective ">BP (dust as a mass), which comes as
from a n. unitatis ^BJj, and tftfi, which, among its meanings in
poetiy as well as in prose, has also that of the sum, i.e. the chief
amount or the total amount (cf. the Arab, rds dirndl, the capital, to
icefyahatov), then the two words in their mutual relation yield the
Sense of the sum of the several parts of the dust, as of the atoms
of dust (Cocceius ; Schultens, summam pulverum orbit habitabilis)
and Fleischer rightly remarks that other interpretations, as ab initio
of earth or ore containing gold.

language has the nouns

for clods of earth the

and nB"J?8

3J"i

;

pulveris orbis, prcecipua quceque orbis terrarum, caput orbis terrarum
(i.e.

according to Bashi, the

first

man

;

according to Umbreit,

generally), leave the choice of the plur. nviBy unintelligible.

fore these creatures originated,

Wisdom

man
Be-

was, as she herself says,

and emphatically repeats, already born ; V??^
is the passive of
the Pilel ?Wn, which means to whirl, to twist oneself, to bring
forth with sorrow (Aquila,

Theodotion, wSipJOtiv

;

Groec.

Venet.

24a, ireirXaa/Mii, 256, mSlvnfiai), then but poet, generally to beget,
to bring forth (xxv. 23, xxvi. 10).

Yer. 27. But not only did her existence precede the laying of
the foundation of the world

;

she was also actively taking part in

the creative work

" When He prepared the heavens,

When He

measured out a

I

was

circle for

there,

the mirror of the multitude of waters."

Again a sentence clothed with two designations
adv. of place DE>

thumm,

is

of time.

The

used, chiefly poetically, for TK, eo tempore (Arab.

tkamm, eo loco) ; but here it has the
which includes that of time : Wisdom was
there when God created the world, and had then already long
in contradistinction to

signification of place,

before that
xlviii.

come

into existence, like as the servant of Jahve, Isa.

16, with just such a '?K

Dt?,

says that

He

is

there from the

time that the history of nations received a new direction, beginning
with Cyrus.
direction.

T?? signifies to give a firm position or a definite
xxviii. 27 of Wisdom, whom the Creator

Thus Job

places before Himself as a pattern (ideal)

;

here, as Jer. x. 12, Ps.
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Ixv. 7, of the setting up, restoring

throughout the whole world.

In

the parallel member, iv\ corresponding to O)ov, appears necessarily
to designate the circle or the vault of the heavens

(Job xxii. 14),
which, according to the idea of the Hebrews, as in Homer, rests as
a half-globe on the outermost ends of the disc of the earth surrounded with water, and thus lies on the waters. Vid. Hupfeld

under Ps. xxir.

This idea of the ocean girdling the earth is
its being sanctioned by it.
The

2.

introduced into the O. T. without

LXX.

(*ai ore acfmp^e top eavrov Qpovov b? avifuuv) appears to
understand Dinn of the waters above; but DVtn never has this
meaning, tP (Job ix. 8, xxxvi. 80) might rather be interpreted of the

The

ocean of the heavens.
before us

to

is

passage in accordance with which this

be expounded

the surface of the waters,

bounds to their region.
tions of the two words

:

is

i.«.

Job xxvi. 10 :

describing over

He

has set a limit for

them a

circle setting

So here, with the exchange of the funcwhen He marked out a circle over the

surface of the multitude of waters, viz. to appoint a fixed region
("Ji? 1?,

Gen.

i.

10) for them, Le. the seas, fountains, rivers, in which
ppn signifies

the waters under the heavens spread over the earth,

measure off, to consign, and directly
done by means of firm impressions of the
graver's tools.
But here this verb is without the Dagesh, to distinguish between the infinitive and the substantive ^pn (his statute

incidere, figere, to prescribe, to

to

mark

or limit)

out,

;

which

is

a monosyllable follows, yet there
after the rule that

is

words terminating in o in

ultima accentuation

(e.g.

?K

tefets,

finally decides for the explanation

abysso,

and although
no throwing back of the tone,

for correct texts have Ijjna (Michlol 147a);

when He marked out

Num.
:

this case

maintain their

xxiv. 23).

quum

Fleischer also

delinearet eireulum super

the region of the sea as with the circle.

In 28, 29, these two features of the figure of the creation of the
world return (the beginning of the firmament, and the embank-

ment of
makes a

the under waters)

;

hence

we

see that the discourse here

fresh start with a new theme
28 " When He made firm tlie ether above,

29

When He restrained the fountains of the waters
When He set to the sea its bounds,
That the waters should not pass their

When He

limits

settled the pillars of the earth

80 Then was I with Him as director of the work,
And was delighted day by day,
Rejoic'ng always before Him,
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VIII. 88-31.

81 Rejoicing in His' earth,
And having my delight in the children of men."

We

have, with Symmachus, translated D'pnt? (from

shak, to grind, to

make

by aWipa,

thin)

hanging clouds are called

strata of air above the

Arab.

pro*,

for so the fine transparent

—a poetic name of

The making

firm P3$ is not to be understood
locally, but internally of the spreading out of the firmament over

the firmament

1?]?}.

the earth settled for continuance (an expression such as Ps.
23). In 286 the Masora notices the plur. nfa'V instead of
nfrg with jv!> as unicum (cf. Michlol 191a) ; the transition of the
Ixxviii.

sound

is

The

as in JV?a from galajta.

inf.

tftjj

appears on the

first

LXX.

and the
Targ., the Grcec. Venet. and Luther (da tr festiget die BrUnnen
der tieffen = when He makes firm the fountains of the deep) have
rendered it. Elster accordingly believes that this signification must
be maintained, because 3 here introduces creative activity, and in
look to require a transitive signification, as the

probably the transitive use of HV, as the Arab, 'azz shows
But the
set His ft against the WW D'D (Isa. xliiL 16).

itself is

He

when

absence of the subject

where
late
if

as

is in

when the fountains

:

favour of the opinion that here, as every-

else, it is intransitive;

only

we may

not, with Hitzig, trans-

of the flood raged wildly

;

but, since 286,

not a creative efficiency, must yet express a creative work, either

Ewald, with reference to nyo,

fortress

or better as Fleischer, with reference to

when they became firm,
: when they broke
Whether the suff. of fan,
:

D'Bf tMD

forth with power, with strong fulness.

29a, refers back to the sea or to Jahve, is decided after the parallel
VB.

If this

word

equivalent to

is

its

coast (cf. Ps. civ. 9), then

both suffixes refer to the sea ; but the coast of the sea, or of a river,
is called nab, not na, which only means ostium (mouth), not ora.

Also Isa. xix. 7 will require to be translated : by the mouth of
the Nile ; and that 'B, Ps. cxxxiii. 2, may denote the under edge,
arises

from

below,

i.e.

and VB

is

is

to

a coat has a mouth above as well as
open. Thus both suff. are to be referred to God,
The clause
be determined after Job xxiii. 12.

this,

that

beginning with tVDI corresponds in periodizing discourse to a
clause with vt, Ewald, § 338.
plene, as ver. 27, fan?
i

the same form, only written

Iptfia is

= fara = fap'ra.

1

One might regard it as modified from ippm

modified from i-ny or >iSn, Gen.
T-||

T

xlix. 26,

;

from

but that

n*E>, Ps. xcii. 12, is

is by
mn,
"II-

no means
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Ver. 30. In this sentence, subordinating to
tions of time, the principal question

Hofmaun's

is

these designa-

itself

as to the

meaning of

|i»K.

i. 97) "continually" {inf.
a judicious idea, and JDK, to endure,
remains indeed in JlDtjj (stability); but in this sense, which JDtu
represents, it is not otherwise used.
Also KTUD'HO (believing, trusting) of the Targ. (Grac. Venet. irUrrvt, as if the word used were pox)

dbsol. in

interpretation (Schriftbew.

an adverbial sense)

is linguistically

Aram. haimSn.

inadmissible

One

is

;

the Hebr. r?$J corresponds to the

of these two only

either opifex or alumnus.

The

is

possible

:

tfotj

means

meaning alumnus (Aquila, tiBtjvov-

Metri and Malbim, 7KH PTD flDK, h> t$ ic6\ir<p tov Qeov)
would derive the word from JON, to support, make firm, take care of;
the form ought to have a passive sense (Symm. Theod. eaTrjpiyfievtf), as TViJ, twined, pressed, strong, great, and be pointed IpJ
(with a moveable a, different from the- form *ft3, fton, Isa. i. 17);
and JiDN, in the meaning nursling, foster-child, favourite (Schultens,
Euchel, Elster, and others, also Bashi and Kimchi, who all find in
pott the meaning of education, ^Tj), would place itself with pDK,
fostered, Lam. iv. 5, |t?fc, fosterer, rook, foster-mother.
This is
the meaning of the word according to the connection, for Wisdom
appears further on as the child of God; as such she had her joy
before Him; and particularly God's earth, where she rejoiced with
the sons of men, was the scene of her mirth. But on this very

pew)

;

account, because this

is

further said,

should be interpreted otherwise.

Wisdom

we

And

also lose nothing if pot*

it is

otherwise to be inter-

(viii. 22), and 'n?7\n,
which is twice used (viii. 24, 25), God's own child ; but the designation pDK would make Him to be the )t?k of Wisdom
and the child
which an JOS bears, Num. xi. 12, and fosters, Esth. ii. 7, is not
his own.
Hence it follows that pox in this signification would be
an &ira% Xeyo/ievov on the other hand, it really occurs elsewhere,
This sense,
Jer. Hi. 15 (vid. Hitzig l.c), in the sense of opifex.
which recommends itself to Ewald, Hitzig, Bertheau, and Zockler,

preted, for

is,

in consequence of 'Mp

;

;

lies also at

the foundation of the apfio&uaa of the

LXX.,

topno

of the Syr., the cuncta componens of Jerome, and the designation
of

Wisdom as 17 rmv iravrav Te^wrt? of the Book of Wisdom vii.
The workmaster is called JtoK, for which, Cant. vii. 2, JDS, or

21.

Aram, and Mishn. }DHt ; not, perhaps, as be
one entrusts with something in whom one confides or may
confide in a work (yid. Fleischer, loc.), but from }OK, to be firm, as

rather ]QX (ommdn),

whom
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CHAP. VIII 28-8L

one who
has the

is

strong in bis

name

art, as

perhaps also the right hand, which

PP' as being the artifex

among the members.

The

word occurs also as an adjective in the sense of "experienced,
skilful," and does not form a fern, according to the use of the word
in this case before us, only because handicraft (nuout) belongs to

men, and not to women ; also in the Greek, Srifiiovpyos, in the
sense of rh fh)fio<rta (el<s to Zrjfwaiov) epya£o/iei>os, has no fern.
and in Lat., artifex is used as a substantive (e.g. in Pliny artifex
:

omnium

natura), like an adj. of double gender.

thus altoread pDK and not futos (after

;

the word by the

also

tress] (Hitzig), for it is

intended to be said that she took up the

place of a workmaster with

formances of a B^n
of

Wisdom

is

is

we
we would make a mistake if we translated
German "Werkmeisterin" [work-mistress, direc-

gether according to rule that
the form <Htta)

It

Him, whereby

[artificer] are

here very suitable

thought
;

chiefly the artistic per-

of.

This self-designation

for after she has said that she

was brought forth by God before the world was, and that she was
present when it was created, this fiDK now answers the question as
to what God had in view when He gave to Wisdom her separate
existence, and in what capacity she assisted in the creation of the
world : it was she who transferred the creative thoughts originally
existing in the creative will of God, and set in motion by His
creative order, from their ideal into their real effectiveness, and,
as

were, artistically carried out the delineations of the several

it

;
she was the mediating cause, the demiurgic power
which the divine creative activity made use of, as is said, iii. 19,
" Jahve has by Wisdom founded the earth," and as the Jerusalem
Targ. Gen. i. 1, in connection with Frov. viii. 22, translates
«
NjnK
nn
wov
Koavu.
-:
»-: n>-ti ma
*r :t:
t:

creatures

But

—

:

now

—

the question

does the further unfolding of the
thoughts here agree with this interpretation of ptDK t That we may
not misunderstand what follows, we must first of all represent to
this is

poK meant the foster-child, Wisdom could not yet,
what follows, be thought of as a little child (Num. xi. 12), for
that would be an idea without any meaning ; to rejoice [spielen
play] is certainly quite in accordance with youth, as 2 Sam. ii. 14
shows (where 'jb^ pnfe> is said of the sportive combat of youthful
ourselves, that if

in

=

warriors before the captain), not exclusively
then,

and

we must guard

little

children.

against interpreting D'JWJJB', with the

Syr., in the sense of VJRB^jtf,

— an

interpretation

So,

LXX.

which the
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Targ., Jerome, the Grcec. Venet., and Luther have happily avoided
for mention

is

not

made

here of what

Wisdom

is

;

for Jahve, bat of

what she is in herself. The expression is to be judged after Ps.
cix. 4 (cf. Gen. xii. 2), where Hitzig rightly translates, "I am
wholly prayer;" but Bottcher, in a way characteristic of his mode
of interpretation, prefers, "I am ointment" (vid. Neue Aehrenlese,
No. 1222). The delight is meant which this mediating participajoy in the work in
tion in God's creating work imparted to her
which she was engaged. The pluralet. DWetas? is to be understood

—

here, not after Jer. xxxi. 20, bnt after Isa. xi. 8, Ps. cxix. 70,

where its root-word, the Pilpel VVH& (proceeding from the primary
meaning of caressing, demukere), signifies intransitively: to have his
delight somewhere or in anything, to delight oneself,
a synonym

—

to the idea of play (cf.

for play

ment

is

Aram. N^f, Ethpe. to play, Ethpa. to chatter);

in contrast to work,

an occupation which has enjoy-

But the work, i.e.

the occupation, which aims to do

in view.

something useful, can also become a play if it costs no strenuous
effort, or if the effort which it costs passes wholly into the background in presence of the pleasure which it yields. Thus Wisdom
daily,

i.e.

during the whole course of creation, went forth in pure

which she translated into fact the
noise in the sight of God, whose
was
a
joyful
creative thoughts
obeyed
with
childlike
devotion; cf. 2 Sam. vi. 21,
commands she
and
before the ark of the
calls
his
dancing
leaping
where David
prtb.
'n
preference,
her
delight was in the
But
by
covenant a
\)p?
world, which 1*3 illustrated from the Persian Minokhired, which
personifies Wisdom, and, among other things, says of her : " The
delight

;

and the

activity with

creation of the earth, and its mingling with water, the springing up
and the growth of the trees, all the different colours, the odour, the
all that is chiefly
taste, and that which is pleasing in everything
l
She also there
the endowment and the performance of Wisdom."
says that she was before all celestial and earthly beings, the first
with Ormuzd, and that all that is celestial and earthly arose and
But the earth was the dearest
also remains in existence by her.
object of her delight in the whole world ; to help in establishing it
(iii. 19) was her joyful occupation ; to fashion it, and to provide it
with the multiplicity of existences designed for it, was the most
For the earth is the abode
pleasant part of her creative activity.
of man, and the heart-pleasure of Wisdom was with (VIK, prep.)

—

1 Vid.

Spiegel's

Grammatik der Parsisprache,

p. 162, cf. 182.
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VIII. 81, 82.

with them she found her high enjoyment,

;

these were her peculiar and dearest sphere of activity.

Yer. 31. Since the statements of Wisdom, as to her participation
brought to a close, in

in the creation of the world, are at this point

this verse there is set forth the intimate relation into

which she

thus entered to the earth and to mankind, and which she has continued to sustain to the present day. She turned her love to the
earth for the sake of man, and to man not merely as a corporeal, but

whom she can disclose her heart,
he receives her, she can bring back to God (Book of
Wisdom vii. 27). There are not here express references to Gen.
In CC Di' (day for day, as Gen. xxxix. 10, cf. Esth. ii. 4,
i. or ii.
Dft DV) we have not to think of the six days of creation.
But
inasmuch as the whole description goes down to D}N '33 as its
central-point, it denotes that creation came to its close and its goal
in man. The connection of J*3? ??n is as Job xxxvii. 12, where
for r^s is wholly, as TO)?, n p"]0, and the like, an original

especially as a spiritual being, to

and whom,

if

WW

accusative.

Ver. 32. After that Wisdom has shown in vers. 22-31 how
worthy her fellowship is of being an object of desire from her
mediating place between God and the world, she begins with this
verse (as

vii.

24, v. 7) the hortatory (jpar&netische) concluding part

of her discourse:

"And now, ye sons, hearken onto me,
And salvation to those -who keep my ways!"

The LXX. omits ver. 33, and obviates the disturbing element
of ^BW, 326, arising from its \, by a transposition of the stichs.
But

this niftft is the

organic connection
well expresses

proof

is

it,

same as the koX

lies hid,

in the

connected by

\

fiaicdpios,

mere sequence

;

xi.

6

;

the

the clause containing the

with that for which proof

instead of subordinating itself to
clause has already been

Matt.

as Schleiermacher (Hermeneutik, p. 73)

it

met with

with

in

iii.

*?.

is

to be assigned,

Such an exclamatory

13 ; there DIN follows as

the governed genitive, here a complete sentence (instead of the
usual participial construction,
§ 123, 3,

Anm.

WT

Tplp) forms this genitive,

Gesem

1.

The summons

32a, and

its

reason 326, are repeated in these

verses which follow
83 " Hear instruction, and be wise,
And withdraw not.

VOL.

I.

N
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84 Blessed is the man who hears me,
Watching daily at my gates,
Waiting at the posts of my doors 1
85 For whosoever findeth me has found life,
And has obtained favour from Jahve ;
86 And whosoever misseth me doeth wrong to himself
All they

The

imper.

ffffl,

the Chethib,

cf.

ynerriw which
fyvr^K, "IWD
(ne

who hate me

33a

*D3n5,

missam

is

love death."

be judged after

sapite), is to

(et

20

xiii.

;

one sees

this

iv. 4,

from the words

follow, to which, after xv. 32, as at iv. 13, to
to

be placed as object: and throw not to the winds

facialis ; vid. regarding JDB at

25), viz. instruction

i.

(disciplinam).

Ver. 34. The

^B>'K

here following V>oe>

related to

is

it

as assign-

ing a motive, like the ^BW (ver. 326) following WDB* ; according to
the Masora, we have to write pspj* with Mercha, and on the first

Gaja

syllable
i.

1).

ipy?

Torath Emeth, pp. 26, 29; cf. under Ps.
watch, not in the sense of ad vigilandum,

(vid. Baer's

signifies to

but vigilando, as Isa. v. 22, xxx. 1 ; Ewald, § 380J. In contradistinction to "VJ>n and Ti?!?, which denote watching as the consequence
signifies watching
of wakefulness or an interruption of sleep,

"^

as a condition,

and that as one which a person willingly maintains

(Psychol, p. 275), the intentional watching (cf. Arab, shakidha, to
fix

penetrating eyes upon anything), with ?V of the place and object

and aim

(Jer. v. 6; cf.

(fores, as Titoh,

Jer.

i.

fyn, Job

£>y

viii.

6).

The

plurals rrirta

18, mcenid) and Q'nns are amplifying plurs.

of extension, suggesting the idea of a palace or temple; nftto (postes
porta, in quibus cardines ejus moventur, from
thither)

is

intended to indicate that he to

nt,

to

move

hither

whom the discourse

and

refers

holds himself in closest nearness to the entrance, that he might not

miss the

moment when

it is

presents herself to view.
of a court

:

Wisdom

or high patroness

;

cf.

is

"

opened, or

The

figure

when she who
is

dwells there

derived from the service

honoured by her

disciples, as

a queen

Samachschari's Golden Necklaces, Pr. 35

is the man who knocks only at God's door, and
departs not a nail's breadth from God's threshold " (Fl.).

Blessed

who

Ver. 35. This verse gives the reason for pronouncing those
The Chethib is D'jn *>$fo >NSto '3, but

happy who honour Wisdom.

the passing over into the sing. 356 is harsh and objectionable ; the
Keri rightly regards the second 'NXD as a mistaken repetition of the
(ver.
first, and substitutes D"n too <KSb 'a, with which the

wm
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IX.

Regarding

'NVb, for which, less

accurately, 'KVb (only with the Dechi without Metheg)

is

written, vid. Accentuationssystem,

out

exchanged with nxd,

vii. § 2.

P'B?, to get

generally

= reach,

13 (v id. there); according to its etymon, it
is connected with ft?, of him from or by whom one has reached
anything ; here, as xii. 2, xviii. 22, God's favour, favorem a Java
Hi.

impetravit.

Ver. 36. ^tph may,

me

it is

true,

mean u my sinning one=he who sins

y^ B*?i? 5 hut
beyond a doubt that Kttn stands here
in its oldest signification : to miss something after which one runs
(xix. 2), seeks (Job v. 24), at which one shoots (Hiph. Judg. xx. 16),
etc., id non attingere quod petitur, Arab, dklita, to miss, opposite to
against

(y

Nt?h)," as *?i> is frequently equivalent to

the contrast of

^vb

dsab, to hit (Fl.).

places

it

Just because

it

is

the idea of missing, which,

and

guilt (of fault,

mistake, false step, a Fehls } Fehlert, Fehltritta"),

KBn can stand

ethically applied, passes over into that of sin

not only with the accusative of the subject in regard to which one
errs,

one

Lev.

v, 16,

but also with the accusative of the subject which

forfeits, i.e. misses

not only

i^'s?

and

loses, xx. 2, cf.

DXb, xv. 32 (anirnam suam

Hab.

10; so that
but also
synonymous with
ii.

nihili facit),

xx. 2 (anirnam suam pessumdat), is
DOh (animal sua h. e. sibi ipsi injuriam faeit). Whoever
misses Wisdom by taking some other way than that which leads to
her, acts suicidally : all they who wilfully hate (PUT) wisdom love
death, for wisdom is the tree of life, iii. 18 ; wisdom and life are
one, 35a, as the Incarnate Wisdom saith, John viii. 51, "If a man
keep my sayings, he shall never see death."
In the Logos,

ie>DJ Nttin,
tefel

Wisdom

has her self-existence; in

Him she

has her personification,

her justification, and her truth.

FIFTEENTH INTRODUCTORY/ MASHAL DISCOURSE,

IX.

A DOUBLE INVITATION THAT OP WISDOM, AND THAT OF HEB
:

RIVAL, FOLLY.

The preceding discourse pronounces those happy who, having
taken their stand at the portal of Wisdom, wait for her appearance
and her

invitation.

There

is

thus a house of

Wisdom

as there
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house of God, Ps. lxxxiv. 11 ; and if now the discourse is of a house
of Wisdom, and of an invitation to a banquet therein (like that in
the parable, Matt, xxii., of the invitation to the marriage feast of
the king's son),

it is

not given without preparation

:

Wisdom bath

1

Hewn

builded for herself an house,
out her seven pillars

2 Hath slaughtered her beasts, mingled her wine
Hath also spread her table ;
3 Hath sent out her maidens ; she waiteth

On the highest points of the
Regarding rtoan,

vid. at

i.

It is a plur. excelkntice,

20.

variety of the plur. extentivug.
plural unity,

it

Deus) with the
that

Wisdom

city.

Because

it is

which

is

a

the expression of a

stands connected (as for the most part also B*r6«,
sing, of the predicate.

The

perfects enumerate all

has done to prepare for her invitation.

If

we had a

parable before us, the perf. would have run into the historical fw'ni;
it is, as the topn shows, an allegorical picture of the arrangement and carrying out of a present reality. Instead of JV3 it? nroa

but

there

is

ATM

nnja, for the house

sented as hers, and 16

is

already in

be translated

is to

:

origin repre-

its

hewn out her

she has

seven pillars (Hitzig); more correctly : her pillars, viz. seven (after
the scheme njn on?"!, Gen. xxxvii. 2); but the construction is closer,
njnt?

is,

altogether like Ex. xxv. 37, the accusative of the second

object, or of the predicate after the species of verba, with the idea

to

make something, turn

into something,

which take to themselves

a double accusative, Gesen. § 139^ 2 : excidit columnas mas ita ut
septem essent. Since the figure is allegorical, we may not dispense

number seven by the remark, " No
emphasis lies in the number " (Bertheau). First, we must contemplate architecturally the house with seven pillars " They are,"
with the interpretation of the

:

as Hitzig rightly remarks, " the pillars of the frtWQ (porch) [vid.

Bachmann under Judg.
where

3t?n is

iii.

23,

and Wetstein under Ps.

cxliv. 12,

used of the cutting out and hewing of wood, as

3?n of the cutting out and hewing of stone] in the inner court,
which bore up the gallery of the first (and second) floors : four of
these in the corners and three in the middle of three sides

the midst of these the
area]."

way

But we cannot agree with Hitzig

the seven pillars of

viii.

;

through

led into the court of the house-floor [the

and

ix.,

in maintaining that, with

the author looks back to the

seven chapters (Arab, dbwab, gates) of this book

;

we
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members of
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1-8.

this Introduction to'the'Book of

Proverbs ; and to call the sections of a book " gates, D^W," is a late
Arabico-Jewish custom, of which there is found no trace whatever
in the

O. T.

To

regard them

Prose Writings, translated by
seven liberal arts (moan }ue>)

also,

with Heidenheim

(cf.

Dante's

Streckfuss, p. 77), as representing the
is

impracticable

;

for this division of

(Grammar,
and Quadrivium (Music, Arithmetic,

the artes liberates into seven, consisting of the Trioium
Rhetoric, and Dialectics)

Geometry, and Astronomy), is not to be looked for within the old
and besides, these were the sciences of this
world which were so divided but wisdom, to which the discourse
here refers, is wholly a religious-moral subject.
The Midrash
thinks of the seven heavens (D*JPjn n}Dt?), or the seven climates or
parts of the earth (rmnK niDE>), as represented by them ; but both
references require artificial combinations, and have, as also the reference to the seven church-eras (Vitringa and Ohr. Ben. Michaelis),
this against them, that they are rendered probable neither from
these introductory proverbial discourses, nor generally from the
O. T. writings. The patristic and middle-age reference to the seven
sacraments of the church passes sentence against itself ; but the
old interpretation is on the right path, when it suggests that the
Israelitish territory,

;

seven pillars are the seven gifts of the Holy Ghost.

The

seven-

foldness of the manifestation of the Spirit, already brought near

by the seven lamps of the sacred candelabra (the •"nfab), is established by Isa. xi. 2 (vid. I.e.); and that Wisdom is the possessor and
dispenser of the Spirit she herself

testifies,

i.

23.

Her

Spirit is the

" Spirit of wisdom;" but at the same time, since, born of God, she
is mediatrix between God and the world, also the "Spirit of Jahve."
He is the " spirit of understanding," the " spirit of counsel,"

and the "spirit of might" (Isa. xi. 2); for she says, viii. 14,
" Counsel is mine, and reflection ; I am understanding, I have
strength."
He is also the "spirit of knowledge," and the "spirit
of the fear of the Lord " (Isa. xi. 2) ; for fear and the knowledge
of Jahve are, according to ix. 14, the beginning of wisdom, and
essentially wisdom itself.
Ver. 2. If thus the house of Wisdom is the place of her fellowship with those who honour her, the system of arrangements made
by her, so as to disclose and communicate to her disciples the
fulness of her strength and her gifts, then it is appropriate to
understand by the seven pillars the seven virtues of hex nature
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communicating themselves (apocalyptically expressed, the brrk
which bear up and adorn the dwelling which she
establishes among men.
Flesh and wine are figures of the
nourishment for the mind and the heart which is found with
wisdom, and, without asking what the flesh and the wine specially
mean, are figures of the manifold enjoyment which makes at
once strong and happy. The segolate n. verbale nao, which vii.
22 denoted the slaughtering or the being slaughtered, signifies
here, in the concrete sense, the slaughtered ox ; Michaelis rightly
remarks that mo, in contradistinction to rat, is the usual word for
Regarding tl I??, vid. under Isa.
mactatio extrasaerifieialis.
v. 22 ; it is not meant of the mingling of wine with sweet scents
and spices, but with water (warm or cold), and signifies simply to
make the wine palatable (as tcepawvvcu, temperare) ; the LXX.
iicipao-ev ek Kpcrrijpa, Kparjp is the name of the vessel in which
the mixing takes place; they drank not a/cparov, but ice/cepaeThe frequently occurring phrase
fiipov a/cparov, Rev. xiv. 10.
irvev/iara),

V?$

TW

prepare the table (from

signifies to

lw,

properly the

unrolled and outspread leather cover), viz. by the placing out of
the dishes (vid. regarding

Ver.
invite

^O^-

The verb

3.

^JO?, ver# 18

;

the

LXX.

fitf,

tn|?>

(cf.

under Gen.

when a
1 Sam.

;

ix.

who

means

to

13, etc.), are the guests.

translates tow? eavr^t SovXovs,

here the disciples are meant

Wisdom

xxii. 9).

feast is spoken of,

but certainly

already are in the service of

but that those who are invited to

Wisdom

are thought

of as feminine, arises from the tasteful execution of the picture.

The

invitation goes forth to be

in her servants
city.

Wisdom

Instead of B>th3,

known

to

all

far

and wide,

so that

takes her stand in the high places of the
viii. 2, i.

21, there

is

used here the expres-

We must distinguish the Semitic ( = ganf), wings,
from tpJ =1M to cover, and
(= gaff or ganf), the bark, which

sion 'BjTJV.

*|?

derived either from

is

*|J

>

*|?3

or

*|?3,

i~iAs»-, convexus,

incurvus

et

ex-

trinseeus gibber fidt, hence originally any surface bent outwards or
become crooked (cf. the roots cap, caf, 2i tp tp 3p, etc.), here the
summit of a height (Fl.); thus not super alis (after the analogy of

•mepvyiov, after Suidas

we

= dicpanqpiov), but super dorsis (as in Lat.

say dorsum montis, and also

Now

vice).

follows the street-sermon

of

Wisdom

inviting

to

her

banquet:
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4 "

Who is simple ?

let

him come

Whoso wanteth understanding,
6 " Come, eat of my bread,

And
6

hither !"

to

him she

•

•

saith:

drink of the wine which I have mingled

Cease, ye simple, and live,

And walk straight on in

The
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IX. 4-6.

the

way of understanding."

Munach, not with Makhpli, it is to
vid. Baer's Torath Emeth, p. 40),
quia est imperitus, is, as Ps. xxv. 12, only a more animated expression for quisquis est. The retiring into the background of the
nhjtt (servants), and the immediate appearance of Wisdom herself,
together with the interruption, as was to be expected, of her conMD (thus with

Vffi

question

be written here and at

ver.

nected discourses by the

\P

16

;

"idk, are signs that the pure execution

of the allegorical representation

by the

here at an end.

is

Hitzig seeks,

rejection of vers. 4, 5, 7-10, to bring in a logical sequence

but these interpolations which he cuts out are yet far more inconceivable than the proverbial discourses in the mouth of Wisdom,
abandoning the figure of a banquet, which besides are wholly

That Folly invites to her,
same words as are used by Wisdom, ver. 4, is not

in the spirit of the author of this book.
ver. 16, in the

both address themselves to the simple

on Tja at i. 4)
and those devoid of understanding (as the youth, vii. 7), and seek
strange

;

to bring to their side those

who

(vid.

are accessible to evil as to good,

and do not fully distinguish between them, which the emulating
The fourth verse points partly backdevertat hue of both imports.
wards, and partly forwards ; 4a has its introduction in the tnpn of
ver.

3; on the contrary, 46

follows.

ditioned

without

The

is

itself

setting forth of the

by the form of 4a ; the

the introduction of what

nom. absolutus aifiPO

is

con-

'O (cf. 4a) is continued (in 4&)

needing to be supplied : exeors (= si quis est exeors)
because syntactically subordinating itself to the
It is a nominal clause, whose virtual predicate (the devoid
its

dicit ei (not dixit,

topn).

of understanding

thus and thus addressed by her)

is in ver. 16.
the address shows that the simple (inexperienced) and the devoid of understanding are regarded as

Ver.

5.

essentially

The

is

plur. of

one and the same

nn$ proceeds

class of

men.

The 3

after orb

and

neither from the idea of eating into (hewing into)

anything, nor from the eating with anything,

i.e. inasmuch as one
nor of pampering oneself with anything (as 3 n&n);
Michaelis at last makes a right decision (cf. Lev. xxii. 11, Judg.

makes use of

it,
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Job

16,

municationem

and particularly 3 OH?, Pa. cxli. 4)
parlicipationem in re fruenda denotat ; the

xxi. 25,
et

:

com-

LXX.

(jxvyere rwv e/mv aprmv.
The attributive ^DD stands with backward reference briefly for VPflDD. That Wisdom, ver. 2, offers
flesh and wine, but here presents bread and wine, is no contradiction, which would lead us, with Hitzig, critically to reject vers. 4
and 5 as spurious ; on? is the most common, all-comprehensive

name

for.

Bertheau suitably compares Jahve's in-

nourishment.

vitation, Isa lv. 1,

and that of Jesus, John

vi.

35.

Ver. 6. That B'KHB is a plur. with abstract signification (according to which the four Greek and the two Aramaean translations
render

it

the Grcec. Venet., however, renders rob? wprtou?)

;

is

impro-

bable; the author forms the abstr. ver. 13 otherwise, and the expression here

For DWiB

would be doubtful.

as the object-accus.

:

leave the simple,

is

i.e.

here to be rendered
forsake this class of

men (Ahron

b. Joseph; Umbreit, Z6ckle"r) ; or also, which we prefer
always a singular thought that the " simple " should
leave the " simple "), as the vocative, and so that tttj> means not

(since

it

is

absolutely "leave off"

thought of

is

(Hitzig), but so

to be taken

from

simple (Immanuel and others

;

Q'KriB

:

that the object to be

give up, leave

off, viz.

the

on the contrary, Rashi, Melri, and

Ewald, Bertheau, decide in favour of D'tWlB as n. abstr.).
Regarding Vffl, for etvivetis, vid. itf. 4. The LXX., paraphrasing
"1EW is related to "MS'tjj ("B#K) as
"va eU rbv alwva fiaaCKevcnjTe.

others, as

srvj to

W^

i

the Piel, not in

trans, sense (Isa.

straight out

i.

17,

iii.

its

intrans. (vid. iv. 14)

and forwards connects

arity of the ViB

is

but in

its

12, etc.), shows that the idea of going
itself

The

therewith.

peculi-

just the absence of character.

In what now follows the discourse of

Wisdom is continued; wherei.e. those who have not

fore she directs her invitation to the simple,

yet decided, and are perhaps susceptible of that which

is

better

7 "

He who correcteth a scorner draweth upon himself insult
And he who communicateth instruction to a scorner, it is a dishonour
to him.

8 Instruct not a scorner, lest he hate thee
Give instruction to the wise, so he will love thee.
9 Give to the wise, and he becomes yet wiser
Give knowledge to the upright, and he gains in knowledge."

Zockler thinks that herewith the reason for the summons to the
" simple " to forsake the fellowship of men of their own sort, is
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ix. 7-9,

Ahron b. Joseph : D'KDBn p wan) ; bat
remark that, under the term u simple," mockers and wicked persons are comprehended as belonging to the same category, confounds
two sharply distinguished classes of men.
n? is the freethinker
who mocks at religion and virtue (vid. i. 22), and VKh the godless
assigned (he explains 6a as

his

who shuns

restraint

impulse to

by God and gives himself up

The

evil.

to the unbridled

course of thought in ver. 7 and onwards

shows why Wisdom, turning from the wise, who already are hers,
directs herself only to the simple, and those who are devoid of
understanding she must pass over the }? and P^h, because she
can there hope for no receptivity for her invitation ; she would,
contrary to Matt. vii. 6, " give that which is holy to the dogs, and
:

cast her pearls before swine."

"*pj, -rratBeveiv

(with the prevailing

and punishment), and H'ain,
iX&fteiv, are interchangeable conceptions, Ps. xciv. 10 the ? is
here exponent of the object (to bring an accusation against any
one), as ver. 8, xv. 12 (otherwise as Isa. ii. 4, xi. 4, where it is the
dat. eommodi : to bring unrighteousness to light, in favour of the
idea of the bitter lesson of reproof

;

injured).

fv

""P*

is

pointed with

Mahpach of the penultima, and

The Pasek, placed in some
thus with the tone thrown back.
He
editions between the two words, is masoretically inaccurate.
who reads

the moral to the mocker brings disgrace to himself

Similar to the

incorrigible replies to the goodwill with insult.

;

v

the
npp

is Dno tollit=reportat, iii. 35, iv. 27.
In 7b too is by no
means the object governed by rrafoM : and he who shows to the
godless his fault (Meiri, Arama, Lowenstein : 1D» = iDTO'iw, and

here,

thus also the Grcec. Venet. fia/iov eavr$,
1D10 is parallel

But

with jbp.

to rig? as to the object, parallel jbp
for, to
Sb DID.

scil.

XapfiaveC)

:

maculam

sibimet

toil,

is,

acquirit

he so understood, the author ought at least to have written

Much

rather ICID

is

here, as at Deut. xxxii. 5, appos., thus

pred. (Hitzig), without needing anything to be supplied
it

plainly

;

1D1D does not also subordinate itself

viz. this proceeding,

(Targ.), opprobrio ipsi

est.

which

is

equivalent to

Wv

his blot

:

Sin KD1D

Zockler not incorrectly compares Ps.

cxv. 7 and Eccles. v. 16, but the expression (macula ejua
lies

here less remote from our form of expression.

Whoever correcteth

= ipsi)

In other words
-

the mockers has only to expect hatred (nain ?N

with the tone thrown back, according to rule ; cf ., on the contrary,

Judg.

xviii.

25), but on the other hand, love from the wise.
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Ver.

8.

perativi)

The

may

that he

\

TPW\

in

that of consequence (apodosis im-

is

so he will love thee (as also

:

Ewald now

only of the consequence, not of something

more

so

much

is

confirmed habenti dabitur, Matt.

Ver.
jn

the

9.

it

bears fruit with the wise.

If anything

is to

xiii.

less

12, xxv. 29.

be supplied to

jn, it is

tradere, irapaZiZovai, is of itself correlat. of

,

an object kept
than nothing,
Thus the proverb

else, as

The exhortation influences the mocker

in view.

translates), not

love thee (Syr., Targ.), for the author speaks here

ng? (iv. 2)

rvph,

;

but

accipere (post-

=

Gal. i. 9. f JPTW
to communiknowledge,
follows
the
analogy of p rMW, to impart
cate
run,
instruction, nrovi.
Kegarding the jussive form *)Din in the apod,
imper., vid. Gesen. § 128, 2.
Observe in this verse the interchange of Dan and pnv ! Wisdom is not merely an intellectual
bibl. «i?), iraptiKafifiaveiv, e.g.

power,

it is

a moral quality ; in this is founded her receptivity of
embracing of every opportunity for self-improve-

instruction, her

ment. She is humble ; for, without self-will and self-sufficiency,
she makes God's will her highest and absolutely binding rule
(iii.

7).

These words naturally follow
10 " The beginning of wisdom is the fear of Jahve,
And the knowledge of the Holy One is understanding."

This

is

Ohokma, which stands (i. 7)
Book of Proverbs. The LXX.
and n?nn here, by apxV' Gusset dis-

the highest principle of the

as a motto at the beginning of the

translate IVtwo there

(i.

7),

synonyms as pars optima and primus actus
but the former denotes the fear of God as that which stands in the
uppermost place, to which all that Wisdom accomplishes subordinates itself; the latter as that which begins wisdom, that which it
tinguishes the two

proposes to itself in
D'iiijK,

as here

E^lp,

course.

its

With

Abhandlungen, pp. 12, 45), as xxx.
God, the " Holy, holy, holy " (Isa.
lutely Holy.

3,

Sanctis

interchanged,

Josh. xxiv. 9, Hos.

vi. 3), i.e.

ii.

Him who

xii. 1,
is

propria

5,

est.

:

eognitio

qua

of

abso-

Michaelis inaccurately, following the ancients,

understood not this non-numerical plur.
et

rorv is

as the internally multiplicative plur. (Dietrich,

who

sanetos facit

The

lively practical operative

njn, parallel with riKT, is meant of
knowledge, which subordinates itself to

God as the normative but unapproachable pattern.
Yer. 11. The singular reason for this proverb of Wisdom is now

this All-holy

given:
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will

thy days become many,

years of thy
:
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IX. 12.

life will

" and years of

be increased."
life will

increase to thee

;

is always and everywhere (e.g. also Job xxxviii. 11) transitive.
In the similar passage, iii. 2, law had as its subject the doctrine
of Wisdom ; here nnan and rwa it is not practicable to interpret as
the expression
subj., since 11a Wisdom is the subject discoursing
follows the scheme, dicunt eos = dicuntur, as e.g. Job vii. 3 ; Gesen.
a concealing of the operative cause, which lies near, where,
§ 137
as ii. 22, the discourse is of severe judgment, thus: they (viz. the
heavenly Powers) will grant to thee years of life (D^n in a pregnant sense, as iii. 2) in rich measure, so that constantly one span
comes after another. But in what connection of consequence does
this stand with the contents of the proverb, ver. 10 ?
The ancients
say that the clause with <3 refers back to ver. 5 f.
The vers. 7-10

1'piT

—

—

(according also to Fl.) are, as

it

Hitzig rejects

were, parenthetic.

these verses as an interpolation, but the connection of ver. 11 with

" steps forward on the
way of knowledge, for by me shall thy days become many ;" and if,
as Hitzig supposes, ver. 12 is undoubtedly genuine, whose connection with ver. 11 is in no way obvious, then also will the difficulty of
the connection of vers. 7-10 with the preceding and the succeeding be no decisive mark of the want of genuineness of this course
of thought. We have seen how the progress of ver. 6 to 7 is
5

f . retains also

something that

is

unsuitable

:

mediated : the invitation of Wisdom goes forth to the receptive,
with the exclusion of the irrecoverable. And ver. 11 is related to
ver. 10, as the proof of the cause

God

with which

Wisdom

from the

effect.

It

begins, the knowledge of

is

the fear of

God

in which
above all it consists, for by it is fulfilled the promise of life which
is given to the fear of God, x. 27, xiv. 27, xix. 23, cf. Deut. iv.
40, and to humility, which is bound up with it, x. 17.
Ver. 12. This wisdom, resting on the fear of God, is itself a

blessing to the wise

" If thou

art wise, thou art wise for thyself

And if thou

The LXX., with

mockest, thou alone shalt bear

it."

the Syr., mangle the thought of 12a, for they

translate : if thou art wise for thyself, so also thou wilt be wise for

thy neighbour.

The

dat.

commodi

l|7

means that

sonal advantage of the wise to be wise.

The

it is

for the per-

contrast expressed
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by Job

2

xxii.

f.

not profitable to God, but to thyself (Hitzig),

:

scarcely intended, although, so far as the accentuation
it

is

To

equivalent

to, to

xxiii.

own

The

the nearest.

§ 126, 1.

35.

viz.

atone for

Job

Also 12b

profit to

$V?j

peri.

bear anything,

man

;

is

it,

is

antithetic,

the hypothetical; Gesen.

anything sinful (Nipn or

fiP),

is

Num. ix. 13, Ezek.
scarcely aimed at. Wisdom is its

a contrast

libertinism

is

is

xxxiv. 2, cf.

is its

whenever he prefers to be wise, or

own

to be

Man

disgrace.

decides,

a mocker of religion and

own weal and woe. With this nota bene
Wisdom closes.
now brings before us another figure, for he personifies

of virtue, regarding his
the discourse of

The

poet

Folly working in opposition to Wisdom, and gives her a feminine

name, as the contrast

to

Wisdom

required,

and thereby

to indicate

that the seduction, as the 13th proverbial discourse (chap, vii.) has

shown, appears especially in the form of degraded womanhood

woman Folly [Frau Thorheil"] conducts herself boisterously*
Wantonness, and not knowing anything at all
14 And hath seated herself at the door of her house,
Oa a seat high up in the city,
15 To call to those who walk in the way,

13 The

Who go
The

straight

connection of

on

their path.

W*ra new

is genitival,

as in in nt?K, vi. 24, specifying,

under
is

Isa.

sensual,

i.

8).

njota [boisterous]

is

resistance of the

mind by

is

not,

jwna

(vid.

pred., as vii. 11: her object

and therefore her appearance

coming the

and the genitive

but appositional, as in

excites passionately, over-

In 13b it is
wantonThis abstract wnB, derived from Via, must be
ness personified.
vocalized asW]WR; Hitzig thinks it is written with a on account
of the following u sound, but this formation always ends in ijjutfi,
not ajjuth. But as from ntn as well |Wn
tfnn as tftn is formed,
so from nna as well wis like rntn, or runs like Twbf rnjn, as
JWIB (instead of which rn»na is preferred) can be formed ; Kimchi
rightly (Miehlol 181a) presents the word under the form nfym.
With fc» (xiv. 7) poetic, and stronger than t6], the designation of
the subject is continued ; the words ns n^T-^ii (thus with Mercha
further said

who and how she

is.

boisterousness.

wna

she

is

called as

=

and without Makkeph following, rijn* is to be written, after
Codd. and old editions) have the value of an adjective : and not
knowing anything at all (no=rl, as Num. xxiii. 3, Job xiii. 13,
aud here in the negative clause, as in prose fWKD), %.e. devoid of
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IX. 16, 17.

not recog-

translates explanatorily:

LXX. substitutes

she knows not
nt»3, apthe
Hitzig,
supposes
word
shame, which, according to
nising WjOB, the good

proved of by him

;

and the

:

but neio means always pudefactio, not pudor.
would be equivalent to, to let no shaming from
without influence one; for shamelessness the poet would have made
use of the expression n^a njPT^?31. In naejn the declaration re-

To know no

;

riD^O

garding the subject beginning with rVDOT

continued

is

:

Folly also

has a house in which works of folly are carried on, and has set herself down by the door (nnc? as TO, viii. 3) of this house ; she sits
there KB?"vj?. Most interpreters here think on a throne (LXX.
iiri Sfypov, used especially of the sella curulis) ; and Zockler, as
Umbreit, Hitzig, and others, connecting genitiv. therewith ''DiD
rnj?, changes in lib the scene, for he removes the " high throne of

the city " from the door of the house to some place elsewhere.

But
of

the sitting

is

Wisdom on

and going on the part

in contrast to the standing

the streets preaching (Evagrius well renders

:

t'n

KD3 and house-door are named along
with each other, the former is a seat before the latter, and the
accentuation rightly separates by Mugraih KD3 from mpWD.
" According to the accents and the meaning, nip wis is the ace.
loci: on the high places of the city, as viii. 2f." (Fl.)
They are

molU ignavaque

sella)

;

and

if

the high points of the city, to which, as Wisdom, ver. 3, viii. 2, so
also Folly, her rival (wherefore Eccles. x. 6 does not appertain

She

to this place), invites followers to herself.

door to
editions,

sits

before her

^o£? (with Munach, as in Cod. 1294 and old
without the Makkeph), those who go along the way

call 1JTI

(genitive connection with the supposition of the accusative construction, transire viam, as

pointed with

Ben-Asher's rule;
their path,
lvii. 2).

i.e.

The

ii.

7), to call (invite) .D^iBftsn

D raphatum and Gaja going

vid. Methegsetz. § 20), those

who go

(to

be

before, according to

who make

straight

them (cf Isa.
schemes amans Dei and

straight on, directly before

participial construction (the

amans Deum), as well as that of the verb top (first with the dat.
and then with the accus.), interchange.
The woman, who in her own person serves as a sign to her
house, addresses those who pass by in their innocence (&?$, 2
Sam. xv. 11):
16 "

Whoso is

And if any

simple, let

one

is

him turn

in hither

!

devoid of understanding, she saith to him
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17 " Stolen waters taste sweet,

And

the bread of secrecy

is

pleasant"

good and its contrary
and
Folly with the other.
Wisdom is
offers
Wisdom
3^>""iDn
a
vacuum
to
which may perhaps
And as the
so
is
this
vacuum
right
contents,
welcome to Folly,
be filled with the
no
resistance.
In
this
it
meets
there
sense,
ver. 16 is like
because
addition
of
a
connecting
and
4
(excepting
the
of
a
concluding i
ver.
the
word
dicit
ei)
is
the
same
in both, but
si
quia
excors,
turn
et
;
the meaning, according to the two speakers, is different. That to
which they both invite is the pleasure of her fellowship, under the
symbol of eating and drinking ; in the one case it is intellectual
and spiritual enjoyment, in the other sensual. That Wisdom offers
(ix. 5) bread and wine, and Folly water and bread, has its reason
in this, that the particular pleasure to which the latter invites is of
'Jia (folly,

simplicity) has a side accessible to

connected with the one

side,

own or out of another
15-20) the symbol of intercourse in married life,
or of intercourse between the unmarried, particularly of adulterous
Q,
D
intercourse.
J^? !£ (correct texts have it thus, without the
Mdkkeph) is sexual intercourse which is stolen from him who has a
right thereto, thus carnal intercouse with B^K JTCfe ; and D^JID Onb
a sensual kind ; for to drink water out of his
fountain

(Hi.

is

fleshly lust, which, because

it is

contrary to the law, must seek

(cf.

furtum, secret love intrigue) concealment (D*V)D, extensive plur.,
as 0'ij»?!>&; Bottcher, § 694). Just such pleasure, after which one
wipes his mouth as

who

if

he had done nothing (xxx. 20), is for men
Job xx. 12) and pleasant; the

are without wisdom sweet (pnD,

prohibition of

it

gives to such pleasure attraction,

and the secrecy

adds seasoning; and just such enjoyments the frt^DS, personified
carnality, offers.
But woe to him who, befooled, enters her house

He

goes within
18

How near

he knows not that the dead are there;
In the depths of Hades, her guests.

to one another the house of the adulteress

are, so that

stated in

And

a man passes through the one into the

ii.

18, vii. 28.

introduction to the

Book

and Hades

other, is already

Here, in the concluding words of the
of Proverbs, addressed to youth, and for

the most part containing warnings against sinful pleasures,. these
the company assembled in
:
the house of lewdness consists of B'KBT, i.e. (cf. p. 83) the old,
worn-out, who are only in appearance living, who have gone down

two further declarations are advanced
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18.

of the shadowy existence of the

kingdom of

her slaughtered
ones) are in the depths of Hades (not in the valleys, as Umbreit,
Lowenstein, and Ewald translate, but in the depths, Aquila,
Symmachus, Theodotion, brl -rot? fiaQecrt; for 'go? is not only plur.

the dead; her (ni^D3) invited ones

(cf. vii. 26,

to P»J?, but also per metaplasmum to PBty, xxv. 3, as ^ON to "icit),
thus in rCPitm ?1s^ (Deut. xxxii. 22) ; they have forsaken the fellow-

and of the love of God, and have sunk into the
The house of infamy into which Folly allures
does not only lead to hell, it is hell itself ; and they who permit
themselves to be thus befooled are like wandering corpses, and
already on this side of death are in the realm of wrath and of the

ship of the life

deepest destruction.

curse.

1

FIRST COLLECTION OF SOLOMONIC PROVERBS, X.-XXII.

The

superscription, nb?e> ifPO, here

reached that which the

title

Proverbs which under
tion,

i.

7-ix., the

shows that now we have

of the book,

Here we have the commencement of

16.

i.

1-6, presented to view.

that collection of Solomonic

this title forms, together with the introduc-

Older Book of Proverbs.

disproportionately long.

It

is

The

introduction

is

the manner of the editor to extend

himself in length and breadth ; and besides, an educational zeal in
behalf of youth, and his aim, which was without doubt to put them

on their guard against certain prevailing moral evils of his time,
make him thus persuasive ; and if he detains his readers so long
from the proper Solomonic Proverbs, yet this might be excused
from the circumstance, that though his introduction does not
strictly consist of Proverbs of Solomon, yet it consists of proverbs
after the manner of Solomon, i.e. of proverbs which, as to their
contents and form, take their structure from the pattern of those
of Solomonic authorship.
In this introduction, i.-ix., there are larger sections of interconnected thoughts having one common aim. Even in vi. 1-19 there
are manifestly three proverbial discourses distinguished from one
another, shorter indeed, yet containing one fundamental thought.
1

The LXX. has

ver. 12, of which

considerable additions introduced after ver. 18, as also after

we

shall elsewhere speak.
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Such proverbs

as are primarily designed to form one completed
whole of themselves, are not here to be met with. On the
contrary, the Solomonic collection which now follows consists of
pure distichs, for the most part antithetical, but at the same time
little

we have
Accordingly the exposition must from
this point onward renounce reproduced combinations of thought.

going over

The

the forms of the technical proverb, as

all

already shown

;

eta*,

p. 16.

succession of proverbs here is nevertheless not one that is
it is more than a happy
same character stand together; the

purely accidental or without thought;

when

accident

three of the

collector has connected together proverb with proverb according

to certain

that

common

And

characteristics (Bertheau).

the mass separates

:

itself into

yet more than

groups, not merely succeeding

one another, but because a certain connection of ideas connects
together a number of proverbs, in such a way that the succession
is broken, and a new point of departure is arrived at (Hitzig).
There is no comprehensive plan, such as Oetinger in his summary
view of

its

contents supposes; the progressive unfolding follows

no systematic scheme, but continuously
editor,

whom we

But

wells forth.

that the

take also to be the arranger of the contents of the

book, did not throw them together by good chance, but in placing

them together was guided by
verb here shows, for
this book,

which

is

1

it is

certain reasons, the very first pro-

chosen in conformity with the design of

specially dedicated to

youth

A wise son maketh glad his father

A foolish son is bis mother's grief.
One

sees here quite distinctly (cf.

Hos.

xiii.

13) that D?n (from

Don, properly to be thick, stout, solid, as itvkv6<;

marily a practical and ethical conception.

=

ao<f>6<i)

is pri-

Similar proverbs are

found further on, but consisting of synonymous

parallel

members,

in which either the father both times represents the parents, as
xvii. 21, xxiii. 24,

named

in different

xv. 20, where

20a

or father and mother are separated, each being

members, as

= la of

xvii. 25, xxiii. 25,

the above proverb.

say, with Hitzig, that this contrast

and particularly

It

incorrect to

is

draws the division after

synonymous

it

:

the

and is there less
liable to be misunderstood then in the antithetic.
Thus, from this
proverb before us, it might be concluded that grief on account of
a befooled son going astray in bypaths, and not coming to the right
way, falls principally on the mother, as (Sir. iii. 9) is often the
division lies nearer in the

distichs,
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2, 8.

idea of the parents

is

in this

way

only separated, and the two members stand in snppletive interchangeable relationship, n&fe^ is the middle of the clause, and
row,
is the usual form in connection ; ns?* is the pausal form.

from

renn

pred. lb

(w), has pass,

is like

oversharpening

iii.

is

it,

as

viii. 6, x.

17,

dividing,

"The

rnfri, act. 6.

i.e.

14

f.; cf. e.g.

expression of the

Arab, dlastaksa furkat,

become or lead

effects it [inquiries

to separation] (cf. our proverb, Allzuscharf macht schartig

much

sharpening makes full of notches)

;

= too

Burckhardt, SprHchw.

Nr. 337 "(Fl.).
Ver. 2. There follows now a series of proverbs which place possessions and goods under a moral-religious point of view
Treasures of wickedness bring no profit

But righteousness

delivers

from death.

The LXX. and Aqnila translate avo/towi (aaefieis;).
with the accus.

by

is possible, Isa. lvii.

12, but rihyiK

£\Srtn

(to profit)

one does not use

a genitive designating it more closely. But
Symmachus, fails ; for the
question still remains, to whom ? Kightly Syr., Jerome, Theodotion, and the Quinta : acrefielas, cf. iv. 17, Mic. iv. 10 ; Luke xvi.
Treasures to which wickedness cleaves
9, fxafuova? riji aSuclas.
profit not, viz. him who has collected them through wickedness.
On the contrary, righteousness saves from death (26 = xi. 4b,
where the parallelism makes it clear that death as a judgment is
meant). In Deut. xxiv. 13 it had been already said that compassionate love is " righteousness before the Lord," the cardinal virtue
itself

also

;

it

Ky^l

requires

°f tne Targ., irapavo/uov of

life.
Faith (Hab. ii. 4) is its soul, and love
Therefore Zuuuoavirq and iteij/wavvr) are interchangeable

of the righteousness of
its life.

ideas ;

that

it

and

it

ought not to be an objection against the Apocrypha

repeats the above proverb, eXevfioavvr) ex davdrov pverai,

Tob. iv. 10, xii. 9, Sir. iii. 30, xxix. 12, for Dan. iv. 24 also says
the very same thing, and the thought is biblical, in so far as the
giving of alms is understood to be not a dead work, but (Ps.
cxii. 9) the life-activity of one who fears God, and of a mind
believing in Him and resting in His word.
Ver. 3. Another proverb, the members of which stand iu
chiastic relation to those of the preceding

Jahve does not

suffer the soul of the righteous to

But the craving

The thought
VOL.

I.

is

of the godless

the same as

xiii.

He

25.

hunger;

disappointeth.

There, as also at

vi.

30, the

O
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soul is spoken of as the faculty of desire,

ment, for the lowest form of the

life

and that

of the soul

is

after nourish-

the impulse to

LXX.

The parallel njn, in which
and Ar.
erroneously find the meaning of njn, life, the Syr. Targ. the

self-preservation.

meaning of

possession,

Jin,

m«

being related to

means the

(Berth.);

it is

desire,

without however

the Arab, hawan, from mn,

Arab, haway, which, from the fundamental meaning yalvav, hiare,
to gape, yawn, signifies not only unrestrained driving along, and
crashing overthrow (cf. xi. 6, xix. 13), but also the breaking forth,
ferri in aliquid, whence mn, Arab, hawan, violent desire, in Hebr.
generally (here and Ps. Hi. 9, Mic. vii. 3) of desire without limits

and without
caprices)

;

restraint

(cf.

the plur. dJiawd, arbitrary actions,

the meanings deduced from this important verbal stem

which also mrj mn, accidere, and then esse, at least after the
Arabic conception of speech, is an offshoot) are given by Fleischer
under Job xxxvii. 6, and after Fleischer by Eth6, Schlafgemach der
Phantasie, ii. p. 6f. The verb KiJJ signifies to push in the most manifold shades, here to push forth, repellere, as 2 Kings iv. 27 (cf. Arab.
hadliaf, to push off
to discharge)
the fut. is invariably tftm, Hke
(of

=

God

n3ir.

;

gives satisfaction to the soul of the righteous, viz. in

The

granting blessings.

desire of the wicked

He

does not suffer to

may

appear for a long time as if that which
was aimed at was realized, but in the end God pushes it back, so

be accomplished
that

it

;

it

remains at a distance, because contrary to Him.

D'jrcn

mm, some

Qn^,

but, in opposition to all

Instead of

Bragadin 1615) have mm
decided testimony, only through a

editions (Plantin 1566,

mistaken reference to

xi. 6.

Ver. 4. There follow two proverbs which say
and another succeeds

He becomes

how one man

fails

poor who bears a sluggish hand
of the diligent maketh rich.

But the hand

These three proverbs, xix. 15, xii. 24, 27, are similar. From the last
two it is seen that nn?"i is a subst., as also from Ps. cxx. 2 f.
C1?^ W?i from a crafty tongue) that it is an adject., and from
Lev. xiv. 15 f. (where *|? is fern.) that it may be at the same time
an adject, here also. The masc. is ''t?'}, like ^0 to nnc, but neither
of these occur " the fundamental idea is that of throwing oneself
down lazily, when one with unbent muscles holds himself no longer
erect and stretched, Arab, taramy" (Fl.).
The translation : deceitful balances (Lowenstein after Rashi), is contrary to biblical usage,
;
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which knows nothing of cp in
cp

is

here regarded as

egestatem operetta eat

But vvn

fern.,

is

used adjectively.

.

14,

is

is

called &*}, B"3, &*?}

also written

(Bertheau)

.

since

if

we read ntJty, not n'ety.
(LXX., Syr., Targ.),

on the contrary,

;

But

Mishnic meaning.

cannot be the subject (Jerome,

manus remUsa),

or OTK"],

.

it

also is not suitable as the subject

for poverty

xii.

this

then

211

&,

Since

now

B*J,

plur. D'Kn

the adject. Bn, 1 Sam.

BW, it may be translated: Poor is he who
much rather expect the statement of that

but we

;

Bte"},
which happens to such an one, thus : Poor will he be
.
.
3 prcet.=&}, Ps. xxxiv. 11, with the same (grammatically incorrect) full writing as BNj?, Hos. x. 14.
In the conception of the
.

subject,

the

nw*p,

manner

after Jer. xlviii. 10,

is

interpreted as the accus. of

(Berth.: whoever works with sluggish hand); but since

nw

nbj? (in another sense indeed

mon

phrase, Ps.

is a comrPOTfp be regarded as the
object : qui agit manum remissam, whoever carries or moves such
a hand (Hitzig). In 46 working is placed opposite to bearing: the
diligent hand makes rich, ditat or divilias parit; but not for itself
(Gesen. and others: becomes rich), but for him who bears it. The
diligent man is called )Vin, from Hn, to sharpen, for, as in offu?, aeer,
sharpness is transferred to energy ; the form is the same as P?n,
smooth (for the a is unchangeable, because recompensative), a
kindred form to ?iBj5 like yton, and Arab, faul as fashawsh, a
lii.

:

to practise cunning)

4, ci. 7, so also will

boaster, wind-bag, either of active (as psn) or (as pbn, pin,

"rosjf,

70?*) of passive signification.

Yer.

5.

There

now added a proverb

is

which, thus standing at

the beginning of the collection, and connecting itself with ver. 1,

stamps on

it

He that

the character of a book for youth

summer is a wise son
sunk in sleep in the time of harvest

gathereth in

But he that

is

is

a son that

causeth shame.

Von Hofmann
C*2»

)3,

(Sckriftb.

ii.

2.

403) rightly interprets /*3^0

Hitzig as predicate, for in nominal clauses the rule
the predicate before the subject

;

and

the subject, so

we

summer time

sentence, xix. 26,

misguided son

is

is

to place

and since an accurate expression

of the inverted relation would both times require

in

|3

with Cocceius and others, as the subject, and not with

here abide by the usual syntax

:

RW

referring to

he that gathers

Also the relation of the members of the
. .
a parallel from which it is evident that the
called B*ao as causing shame, although in B"3n

is

.

is
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the idea to put to

and

shame (=to act so that others are ashamed)

to act shamefully (disgracefully), as

in ^afcri the ideas to

have insight and to act intelligently, lie into one another (cf. xiv.
35) ; the root-meaning of ^afcTi is determined after fes?, which

from

»fe*,

complicate, designates the intellect as the faculty of

intellectual configuration.

fall

together, for

time of the YXp

pp (from
;

vid.

y\?

under Gen.

i.e.

Pi?

= tli, to be glowing hot)
viii.

To

22.

thoughtful ingathering, ~0K, for a future store

opposed deep sleep,

from
and "Wfi?

Pta, properly disturbari, proceeds

a similar conception as the Lat. confundi (pitdore).

is

just the

the activity of a

(vid. vi. 7),

stands

BTU

the state of one sunk in idleness.

means, as Schultens has already shown, somno penitus obrui, omni
sensu obstructo

conclude

;

et

oppilato quasi,

from DTJ,

to

fill,

to shut up, to

the derivation (which has been adopted since Gesenius)

from the Arab, word having the same sound,

»dj, stridere, to shrill,

remote in the Niph., and
also contradicts the usage of the word, according to which it designates a state in which all free activity is bound, and all reference

to rattle (but not stertere, to snore), lies

to the external world

is

interrupted

;

cf. '"iOT"in, xix. 15, of dulness,

apathy, somnolency in the train of slothfulness.

The

LXX.

has

here one distich more than the Hebr. text.

Ver. 6. There now follow two proverbs regarding the blessings
and the curses which come to men, and which flow forth from them.
Here, however, as throughout, we take each proverb by itself, that
it might not appear as if we had a tetrastich before us.
The first
of these two antithetic distichs is
Blessings (come) on the head of the just

But

violence covereth the

mouth

of the godless.

Blessings are, without being distinguished, bestowed as well as

prayed for from above. Regarding the undistinguished uses of t?N"6
(of a recompense of reward), B&13 (of penal recompense), and
B>tfv?y (especially of punishment), vid.

we

under Gen.

xlix. 26.

If

understand, with Ewald, Bertheau, Elster, Zockler, and others,

cf. x. 18 : the mouth of the
wicked covers (hides under a mask) violence, inasmuch as he
speaks words of blessing while thoughts of malediction lurk
behind them (Ps. lxii. 5), then we renounce the sharpness of the

the two lines after ver. 11, xix. 28,

contrast.

object

:

On

the contrary,

it is

preserved

the violence that has gone out from

if
it

we

interpret

covereth the
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CHAP.

back upon

his foal

mouth; or as Fleischer

(and Oetinger almost the same) paraphrases

it

the deeds of vio*

:

lence that have gone forth from them are given back to them in
curses and maledictions, so that going back they stop, as

mouth, they bring them to silence ; for

their

were,

it

unnecessary to

it is

^B (cf. e$. Ps. lxix. 8), since in ntona 60
meant blessings of thankful acknowledgment
on the part of men, and the giving prominence to the mouth of the
wicked from which nothing good proceeds is well accounted for.
take

synecdochically for

''B

are perhaps chiefly

The

do not hinder us thus to explain, since parts of proBook of Proverbs often show a

parallels

verbs repeating themselves in the

change of the meaning
»"

(better

,

D3 , ),

is

!

Don

(yid. p.

24

Hitzig's conjecture, nos*

f.).

unnecessary ; for elsewhere

we

read, as here, that

(violence), jure ialionis, covers, HD3J, the wicked,

Hab.

ii.

17, or

that he, using "violence," therewith covers the whole of his external

appearance,

i.e.

gives to

it

the branded impress of the unrighteous-

ness he has done (yid. Kohler under Mai.

Ver.

7.

Thus, as ver. 6 says how

the wicked in this

life,

it

ii. 1

6).

goes with the righteous and

how

so this verse tells

it

fares with

them

after death

The memory of the righteous remains

And the name

The

in blessings,

of the godless rots.

tradition regarding the writing of T3T with five ("Df) or six

doubtful (yid. Heidenheim in his ed. of the Penta-

points

(*13J)

teuch,

Meor Enajim, under Ex.

is

printed copies have here "OT.

xvii. 14)
Instead of

;

the Cod. 1294 and old

WW, T£fr might be used

\

the phrase rxrd> rrn (opp. fwijy l^n, often used by Jeremiah),
subordinate to the substantival clause, paraphrases the passive, for
it expresses a growing to something, and thus the entrance into a
state of endurance.

The remembrance

after his death, for

he

PD"in?

pn?

beloved

continue

"or,

the

of the righteous endures

thought of with thankfulness

the usual appendix to the

man who
;

is

name

(^t"r

=

of an honoured,

has died), because his works, rich in blessing,

name

of the godless, on the contrary, far from con-

tinuing fresh and green (Ps.

Ixii. 17) after his departure, becomes
corrupt (apt, from pi, to be or to become thin, to dissolve in fine

parts, tabescere), like a

Talmud

explains

name, so that we
gests

itself,

it

call

that his

worm-eaten decayed tree

thus,

Joma 386:

no one

after their

name becomes

(Isa. xl. 20).

The

foulness comes over their

name.

corrupt, as

Also the idea sugit

were, with his
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the Mishna, at least Ohahth

;

ii.

1, uses

3|J"J

of the dust of

corruption.

Ver. 8. There follows now a series of proverbs in which reference
mouth and their contrary prevails:

to sins of the

He that

is

wise in heart receives precepts

But he that

A

3?" D

is

of a foolish

month comes

to ruin.

one whose heart is B?n, xxiii. 15 ; in a
word, a ftoj, a person of understanding or judgment, xvi. 21. Such
an one does not make his own knowledge the ne plus ultra, nor does
he make his own will the noli me tangere; but he takes commands,
i.e. instructions directing or prohibiting, to which he willingly subordinates himself as the outflow of a higher knowledge and will, and
by which he sets bounds and limits to himself. But a fool of the
lips, i.e. a braggart blunderer, one pleasing himself with vain talk
(xiv. 23), falls prostrate, for he thinks that he knows all things
better, and will take no pattern ; but while he boasts himself from
on high, suddenly all at once for he offends against the fundamental principle of common life and of morality he comes to lie
low down on the ground. The Syr. and Targ. translate B3^ by,
he is caught (Bertheau, ensnared) Aquila, Vulgate, Luther, Sapij?0> wise-hearted, is

—

—

;

a-erai,

he

is slain

any support

;

Symmachus,

fiaaaviaBqa-erai,

in the usage of the language

;

known to

but
us.

all

without

Theodotion,

he is confounded, is not tenable Joseph Kimchi, who
David Kimchi, under Hos. iv. 14, appeals in support of this
meaning (twriB*, similarly Parchon b&QTf) to the Arabic, seems
The demonstrable meanings of the
to think on iltibds, confusion.

<\>vpqaercu,

;

after

:

verb B3? are the following :

1.

To occasion trouble. Thus

Mechilta,

under Ex. xvii. 14, imB3?, one has imposed upon him trouble
Sifri, under Num. xi. 1, UB2?ro, we are tired, according to which
Rashi he fatigues himself, but which fits neither to the subj. nor
The same may be said
to the contrast, which is to be supposed.
of the meaning of the Syr. . fc*"»N to drive on, to press, which
without doubt accords with the former meaning of the word in the
language of the Midrash. 2. In Arab, labat (R. lab, vid. Wunsche's
Hob. p. 172), to throw any one down to the earth, so that he falls
with his whole body his whole length ; the passive B3?j, to be thus
thrown down by another, or to throw oneself thus down, figuratively of one who falls hoplessly into evil and destruction (Fl.).
The Arabic verb is also used of the springing run of the animal
ridden on (to gallop), and of the being lame (to hop), according to
:

i
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'

9.

'which in the Lex. the explanations, he hurries, or he wavers hither

and thither, are offered by Kimchi (Grcee. Venet. ifKavrfd^aeraC).
But the former of these explanations, corruit (=in ealamitatem ruit),
placed much nearer by the Arabic, is confirmed by the LXX.
xnroo-KekiaOqo-ercu, and by the BerSshith rabba, c. 52, where 02? is
used in the sense to be ruined (= $>EOJ).
sive into the active

:

Hitzig changes the pas-

" he throws the offered np? scornfully to the

ground," but the contrast does not require

gant boasting

lies

The wanton,

this.

arro-

already in the designation of the subj. D«n&& inx

and the sequel involves, as a consequence, the contrasted consequence of ready reception of the limitations and guidance of his

own

will

Ver.

by a higher.
The form of

9.

He

this verse is like the eighth,

full

:

that walieth in innocence walketh securely

Bat he that goeth

The

word for word

in secret

ways

is

known.

form of Dtaa does not, as Hitzig supposes, stand

in causal

connection with the Dechi, for the consonant text lying before us
is

at least

ii.

7,

For Dh

500 years older than the accentuation.

there

is

here Dtaa

$1

=

such an one

Din

!rm

i>n

V3TI

;

so

VSn

BT?J?D

?]?h

at

denotes,

Expressed in the
language of the N. T., DW is the property of the airhov? or
dicipaios, for the fundamental idea of fulness is here referred to
after

ii.

15,

full submission,

D»e>j?y

full integrity.

afiepl/ivm), for there is

"iB'K.

Such an one goes noa (Aquila,

nothing designedly concealed by him, of

which he has reason to fear that it will come to the light whoever, on the contrary, makes his ways crooked, i.e. turns into
crooked ways, is perceived, or, as we might also explain it (vid.
under Gen. iv. 15) : if one (qui = si quis) makes his ways crooked,
;

—

then it is known nothing, however, stands opposed to the reference
of }HV to the person : he is finally known, i.e. unmasked (LXX.

Jerome, yvuaOija-eTai, manifestus fiet). Usually it is explained
he is knowing, clever, with the remark that JHU is here the passive
of JPTin (Gesen., Ewald, Hitzig) ; Hiph. to give to feel ; Niph. to
become to feel, properly to be made to know (Luth. : made wise)
but the passive of the Hiph. is the Soph. Such a Niph. in which
the causative (not simply transitive) signification of the Hiph.
would be applied passively is without example (vid. Ewald, § 133a)
the meaning of Jer. xxxi. 19 also is : after I have become known,
i.e.

been made manifest, uncovered, drawn into the

light.
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Ver. 10. This verse contains another proverb, similarly formed,

8
He that winketh with the eye caoseth
And a foolish mouth oomea to rain.

parallel with the half of ver.

Kegarding the winking or nipping,

i.e.

tremble

the repeated nipping of

the eyes (cf . nictare, frequent, of nicgre), as the conduct of the
malicious or malignant, which aims at the derision or injury of

him

whom

to

it refers, vid.

under

with 3 of the means of the action

vi.
;

13 ; there

pp was

connected

here, as Ps. xxxv. 19, cf. Prov.

xvi. 30, it is connected with the object accus.

He who

so does

produces trouble (heart-sorrow, xv. 13), whether it be that he who
is the butt of this mockery marks it, or that he is the victim of
secretly concerted injury

10, but as xxix. 15,

;

in*,

Lev.

is

not here used impersonally, as

xiii.

xix. 28, xxiv. 20, in the sense of the

106 forms a striking contrast to 10a, according to the text

cause.

of the

cf.

LXX.

:

6

Se"

£keyx<ov fierb irappn\aia^ elpqwiroieZ.

The

by the Hebrew text,
which certainly is older than this its correction, which Ewald
and Lagarde unsuccessfully attempt to translate into Hebrew.
Targ., however, abides, contrary to the Syr.,

The
who

mouth, here understood in conformity with 10a, is one
random, without examination and deliberation, and
thus suddenly stumbles and falls over, so that he comes to lie on
the ground, to his own disgrace and injury.
Ver. 11. Another proverb, similar to the half of ver. 6:
foolish

talks at

A fountain of life is the mouth of the righteous
But the mouth
If

of the godless hideth violence.

we understand 116 wholly as 66 :

os

improborum

obteget violentia,

then the meaning of 11a would be, that that which the righteous
speaks tends to his own welfare (FL). But since the words spoken

means of communication and of intercourse, one has to think
up in one, and flowing forth to another ;
and the meaning of 116 has to accommodate itself to the preceding
half proverb, whereby it cannot be mistaken that DDn (violence),
which was 66 subj., bears here, by the contrast, the stamp of the
obj. ; for the possibility of manifold windings and turnings is a
characteristic of the Mashal.
In the Psalms and Prophets it is
are the

of the water as welling

God who is called D*n lipD, Ps. xxxvi. 10, Jer. ii. 13, xvii. 13
the proverbial poetry plants the figure on ethical ground, and
understands by
accrue to

its

it

a living power, from which wholesome effects

possessor, xiv. 27,

and go forth from him
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12, 13.

the month of the righteous is here called a founbecause that which he speaks, and as he speaks it,

life,

morally strengthening, intellectually elevating, and inwardly

quickening in

on the hearers; while, on the contrary,

its effect

the mouth of the godless covereth wrong (vioientiam),

i.e.

conceals

with deceitful words the intention, directed not to that which is
best, but to the disadvantage and ruin of his neighbours ; so that
words which in the one case bring to light a ground of life and of
love,

and make

it effectual,

in the other case serve for a covering

to an immoral, malevolent background.

Ver. 12. Another proverb of the different effects of hatred and
of love

Hate

stirreth

And love

up

strife,

covereth

all transgressions.

WD,

Regarding B*?7?> f°r which the Keri elsewhere substitutes
Hatred of one's neighbour, which is of itself
vid. under vi. 14.
an evil, has further this bad effect, that it calls forth hatred, and
thus stirreth up

man
little

strife,

Job

feuds, factions, for

it

incites

man

against

8) ; on the contrary, love covers not merely
errors, but also greater sins of every kind (D'ytPB ?!). viz.

(cf. "n$f,

iii.

by pardoning them, concealing them, excusing them, if possible,
with mitigating circumstances, or restraining them before they are
James, however, gives it,
from the eyes of
a holy God; for it forgives them to the erring brother, and turns
him from the error of his way. The LXX. improperly translate
warna? Se roix; fiij faXoveiicovvTas xekoirrei <f>t\la; but Peter
(1 Pet. iv. 8) as well as James, but none of the Greek versions : r\
ayaTTT) xaXvyJrei ir\fj0ot apapri&v.
The Romish Church makes
executed.

All this

lies

in the covering.

v. 20, another rendering

:

love covers them, viz.

use of this passage as a proof for the introduction of the fides
viz. caritate, in justification, which is condemned in the

formata,

Apology of the Augsburg Confession ; and, indeed, the multitudo
peccatorum is not meant of the sins of him who cherishes love, but
Sin stirs up hatred in men in their
one another; but love covers the already existing sins,
and smooths the disturbances occasioned by them.
Ver. 13. There follow now two other proverbs on the use and

of the sins of the neighbour.
relation to

abuse of speech

On the lips of tbe man of understanding wisdom
And the rod for the back of the fool.

is

found
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With Lowenstein, Ilitzig, and others, it is inadmissible to regard Bash
as second subject to *0«n. The mouth itself, or the word x>f the
mouth,

may be called

a rod,

viz.

a rod of correction (Isa.

xi.

4); but

wisdom and such a rod are found on the lips of the wise would
be a combination and a figure in bad taste. Thus 136 is a clause by
;"
itself, as Luther renders it : " but a rod belongs to the fool's back
and this will express a contrast to 13a, that while wisdom is to be
sought for on the lips of the man of understanding (cf. Mai. ii. 7),
a man devbid of understanding, on the contrary, gives himself to
snch hollow and corrupt talk, that in order to educate him to something better, if possible, the rod must be applied to his back for,
according to the Talmudic proverb : that which a wise man gains
by a hint, a fool only obtains by a club. The rod is called B3t£
from B3t?, to be smooth, to go straight down (as the hair of the
head) ; and the back % from ntt, to be rounded, i.e. concave or

that

;

convex.

men store up knowledge
Bat the mouth of the fool is threatening

Yer. 14 Wise

destruction.

Ewald, Bertheau, Hitzig, Oetinger : " The mouth of the fool
blunders out, and is as the sudden falling in of a house which one
cannot escape from." But since nnriD is a favourite Mishle-vrord
to denote the effect and issue of that which is dangerous and destructive, so the sense is perhaps further to be extended: the mouth
of the fool is for himself (xiii. 3) and others a near, i.e. an always
threatening and unexpectedly occurring calamity; unexpectedly,
because suddenly he blunders out with his inconsiderate shamebringing talk, so that such a fool's mouth is to every one a prwtens
periculum. As to UB-P, it is worthy of remark that in the Beduin,
ijht, fut.

if

signifies to

be

still,

to be thoughtful, to be absorbed in

According to Codd. and
be written instead of VlK S W; vid.

oneself (yid. Wetstein on Job, p. 281).
editions, in this correct,

"*£>' is

to

the law concerning the Makheph in the three poetical books,
Baer's Torath Emeth, p. 40.
pair of proverbs regarding possession and gain.

A

Yer. 15. Regarding possession:
The rich man's wealth is his strong city
The destruction of the poor is their poverty.

The first line=xviii.
which

is

internal,

11.

One may render the idea according to that

and according

to that

proverb remains in both cases true.

which

is

external ; and the

As fy may mean, of itself alone,
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power, as means of protection, or a bulwark (Ps.

viii.

3), or the con-

sciousness of power, high feeling, pride (Judg. v. 21)

may

;

so

fotf

rrij»

be rendered as an object of self-confidence, and nrino, on the

contrary, as an object of terror (Jer.

whom

his estate (vid.

on

fin,

xlviii.

p. 63) affords

39) : the rich man, to
a sure reserve and an

abundant source of help, can appear confident and go forth eneron the contrary, the poor van is timid and bashful, and
is easily dejected and discouraged.
Thus e.g. Oetinger and Hitzig.
But the objective interpretation is allowable, and lies also much
nearer : the rich man stands thus independent, changes and adversities cannot so easily overthrow him, he is also raised above
many hazards and temptations; on the contrary, the poor man
is overthrown by little misfortunes, and his despairing endeavours
to save himself, when they fail, ruin him completely, and perhaps make him at the same time a moral outlaw. It is quite an
experienced fact which this proverb expresses, but one from which
getically;

is easily derived :
(1) That it is not only
commanded, that man make the firm establishing
of his external life-position the aim of his endeavour ; (2) That
one ought to treat with forbearance the humble man; and if he
always sinks deeper and deeper, one ought not to judge him with
unmerciful harshness and in proud self-exaltation.
Ver. 16. Regarding gain

the double doctrine
advised, but also

The gain of the righteous tendeth
The income of the godless to sin.
Intentionally, that

Lev.

xix. 13), as

to life

which the righteous receives

is

called n?VB (as

a reward of his labour ; that which the godless

receives is called fiNian, as income which does not need to be the

reward of labour, and especially of his own immediate labour.
And with Q'W, ns»n? runs parallel, from the supposition that sin
carries the

germ

of death in

itself.

to the righteous to establish his

The reward of his labour serves
i.e. to make sure his life-

life,

position, and to elevate his life-happiness. On the contrary, the
income of the godless serves only to ruin his life; for, made thereby
full and confident, he adds sin to sin, whose wages is death.
Hitzig translates : for expiation, i.e. to lose it again as atonement
for past sins ; but if Q"n and nsBn are contrasted with each other,
then riKtsn is death-bringing sin (viii. 35 f.).
The group of proverbs now following bring again to view the
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good and bad

effects

of

human

speech.

The

seventeenth verse

introduces the transition
is a war to life when one gives heed to correction
And whoever disregards instruction runs into error.

Ver. 17 There

m«

Instead of D'jn mfc (v. 6), there is here D ,,r£
; and then this
proverb falls into rank with ver. 16, which contains the same word
The accentuation denotes rnit as subst. ; for Tik [way,
D wr6.
road]

= rnk [a wayfarer,

Lev.

part, of rriK] would, as VOW,

Fs. xciv. 9, have the tone on the ultima.

)>t?l,

It

is

xi. 7,

necessary

neither to change the tone, nor, with Ewald, to interpret rnw as

"
pro concrete, like *|?fj, for the expression " wanderer to life
has no support in the Mishle. Michaelis has given the right interThe
pretation : ota ad vitam est si quis custodial disciplinam.
abstr.

syntactical contents, however, are different, as e.g. 1

where the

participle has the force of

Sam.

ii.

a hypothetical clause

;

13,
for

" a way to life is he who observes correction," is
equivalent to : he is on the way to life who . . ; a variety of the
manner of expression : " the porch was twenty cubits," 2 Chron.

the expression

iii.

:

4, particularly

adapted to the figurative language of proverbial

poetry, as if the poet said

:

See there one observant of correction

that (viz. the ">b^ pot?, to watch] representing itself in this

>

"iBfe>)

way

to life. "iWD and nroin are related to each other as
and IXey^o? ; ajjj [3JP, to leave, forsake] is equivalent to
"ide' \n?a.
nynD would be unsuitable as a contrast in the causative
sense : who guides wrong, according to which Bertheau understands 17a, that only he who observes correction can guide others
to life.
We expect to hear what injuries he who thinks to raise
himself above all reproach brings on himself. Hitzig, in his Commentary (1858), for this reason places the Hiihpa. njWD (rather
is

the

ircu&ela

write njfno) in the place of the Hiph.

miah (1866),

xlii.

;

but in the Comm. on Jere" To err, not as an
:

20, he rightly remarks

involuntary condition, but as an arbitrary proceeding,
expressed by the

Hiph"

In

like

manner Tpin, JTW

is

suitably

(to touch),

P'CH ? (to go to a distance), denote the active conduct of a being
endowed with reason ; Ewald, § 122, c. Jewish interpreters gloss
njmo by supplying teto ; but it signifies only as inwardly transitive,
1

to accomplish the action of the
Ver. 18

The LXX.,

nijfln.

He that hideth hatred is a mouth of falsehood
And he that spreadeth slander is a fool.

Kd\vTTTOvo-tv lyQpav ysCka Si/caia, which
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and which has given occasion to Hitzig to make a remarkable
He who conceals hatred, close lips," which no one
understands without Hitzig's comment, to this his conjecture).
But (1) to hide hatred (cf. ver. 11, xxvi. 24) is something altogether
different from to cover sin (ver. 12, xvii. 9), or generally to keep
anything secret with discretion (x. 13) ; and (2) that Bixaia is a
corrupt reading for ahiica (as Grabe supposes, and Symmachus
translates) or B6\ia (as Lagarde supposes, and indeed is found in
Codd.). Michaelis well remarks: odium tectum est dolosi, manifers,

conjecture ("

Whoever

festo sycophantia stullorum.

behind his words

"

is

l

conceals hateful feelings

^^D^> * mouth of falsehood

(cf.

the

mouth

one does not need to supply B"K, but much
rather has hence to conclude that a false man is simply so named,
There is a second moral judgment,
as is proved by Ps. cxx. 3.
of the fool, ver. 14)

;

he who spreadeth slander (KVta, according to the Masoretic
who divulges it, the correlate to wan, to bring to, Gen.
xxxvii. 2) is a Thor [fool, stupid, dull], ?*p3 (not a Narr [fool,
godless person], 7*wt) ; for such slandering can generally bring no
advantage ; it injures the reputation of him to whom the na*T, t'.«.
the secret report, the slander, refers ; it sows discord, has incalculable consequences, and finally brings guilt on the tale-bearer
185

.*

writing: he

himself.
Ver. 19 In a multitude of words transgression

But he who

restrains his lips

is

not wanting

shows wisdom.

We

do not, with Bertheau, understand 19a : by many words a
what it is ; the contrast 196 requires a more general condemnation of the multitude of words, and
?in not only means to cease from doing (to leave off), and to cease
from being (to take away), but also not at all to do (to intermit,
Ezek. iii. 11 ; Zech. xi. 12), and not at all to be (to fail, to be
absent), thus : ubi verborum est abundantia turn deest peccatum
(FL). Michaelis suitably compares TroXvXoyla iroXKct a<f>dX/MiTa
$X,ev by Stobaus, and «on t03O On21 nmon fa in the tractate Aboth
V&B is not here, as
i. 17, wherewith Bashi explains the proverb.
transgression does not cease to be

elsewhere,
falling

e.g.

Ps. xix. 14, with special reference to the sin of

away from favour,

apostasy, but, like the post-biblical '*TO9,

generally with reference to every kind of violation

dirumpere) of moral restraint

;

here, as

(jffi>B

== jf^i

Jansen remarks, peccatum

sive mendacii, sive detraclionis, give alterius indiscretce lasionis, sive
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1% it is

In

vanitatis, sive denique verbi otiosi.

more appropriate to

regard 7"3^o as the present of the internal transitive (intelligenter
agit)

than to interpret

it

in the attributive sense (intelligent).

Ver. 20 Choice silver

is

the tongue of the righteous

But the heart of the godless

Choice

silver

tures.

Like

the heart,

as

is,

is little

19, cf. 10, pare, freed

viii.

worth.

from

all

base mix-

pure and noble, is whatever the righteous speaks
the manner of thought and feeling, of the godless is,

it,

i.e.

on the contrary, like little instar nihili, i.e. of little or no worth,
Arab, yasway kdlyla (Fl.). LXX. the heart of the godless
iicXetyei, i.e. DVD*, at first arrogant and full of lofty plans, it
becomes always the more dejected, discouraged, empty. But 20a
The Targ.
leads us to expect some designation of its worth.
(according to which the Peshito is to be corrected; vid. Levy's
W&rterbuch, ii. 26) : the heart of the godless is Knno (from nru),
:

refuse, dross.

The

other

Greek

versions accord with the text

before us.
Ver. 21 The lipe of the righteous edify many
But fools die through want of understanding.

The

LXX.

21a

translate

.*

the

bib].

of the righteous iirkrarai
nJT) is, like the post-

lips

nm 1jn\

which would at least require
DJ"iB (vid. the Hebr. Rdmerbrief,

vtytjKa,

N. T.

olxoSofteiv

:

to afford spiritual

p. 97), another figure for the

nourishment and strengthen-

which Fleischer compares the ecclesiastical expressions
means leader, Jer. x. 21, as

ing, to

pastor, ovile ecclesice, les ouailles; njft

well as teacher, Eccles.

xii.

11, for

it

idea of leading, partly of feeding.

contains partly the prevailing

WV

stands for nryin, as ver.

In 2 16, Bertheau incorrectly explains, as Euchel and

32, v. 2.

stulti complures per demenlem unum moriunlur ; the fool
in his own folly, and needs not to be first drawn
enough
has truly
"ion is not here the connective form of
into
destruction.
by others
ion (Jewish interpreters : for that reason, that he is such an one),

Michaelis

:

which denotes, as a concluded idea,
3TH,
3?t?,
like
xxi.
vi. 10, and ?Pf, xvi. 19, infin.
but
penuria,
4,
they die by want of understanding (cf. v. 23) ; this amentia is the
cause of their death, for it leads fools to meet destruction without
their observing it (Hos. iv. 6).
nor of

"ran (Hitzig, Zockler),

Three proverbs which say that good comes from above, and
a second nature to the

man

is

of understanding
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22, 28.

—

Ver. 22 Jahve's blessing it maketh rich
And labour addeth nothing thereto

Like 24a, K'n limits the predicate to this and no other subject: " all
depends on God's blessing." Here is the first half of the ora et

The proverb

labora.

is

a compendium of Fs. cxxvii. 1, 2.

22b

is

to be understood, according to ver. 2 of this Solomonic psalm, not

God

that

adds to His blessing no sorrow, much rather with the
same time a joyful, peaceful mind (LXX.,

possession grants at the

and others), which
would require the word nvJf ; but that trouble, labour, i.e. strenuous
self-endeavours, add not (anything) to it, t'.e. that it does not
associate itself with the blessing (which, as the Jewish interpreters
Targ., Syriac, Jerome, Aben-Ezra, Michaelis,

rightly remark,

is,

according to

its

nature, riBDin, as the curse

we supply quidquam,

is

complement to Fitsy [along with it] : nothing is added thereto, which
goes along with that which the blessing of God grants, and completes it.
Thus correctly Kashi, Luther, Ziegler, Ewald, Hitzig,
jViDn) as the causa efficiens, or if

Zockler.

Older

rect.
ncj?

The now current
editions, as

accentuation, PJBy

(yid.

33]; e|D^ (CT, is

incor-

Venice 1525, 1615, Basel 1618, have

ysy t\wmb\, the transformation of

has double Segol

as the

3W

*|DVt&.

Kimchi's Lex.), and f\W

is

Besides, ayj>

written, according

to the Masora, in the first syllable plene, in the last defective,
Ver. 23 lake sport to a fool is the commission of a crime
And wisdom to a man of understanding.

Otherwise Lowenstein

:

to a fool the carrying out of

to the man of understanding,

sport

;

from

DOT, to press together,

on the contrary,

a plan

is

as wisdom.

mentally to think, as Job

as

TOT,

xvii. 11,

and

according to Gesenius, also Prov. xxi. 27, xxiv. 9. But TOT has
the prevailing signification of an outrage against morality, a sin of
unchastity ; and especially the phrase TOT n&y
in

Ezekiel not otherwise used, so that

render
ttrrvajr

all

is

in Judg. xx. 6 and

the old interpreters

it here by patrare scelm; only the Targum has the equivocal
lap ; the Syriac, however, '{A* •
yO^. Sinful conduct

Q

appears to the

fool,

who

places himself above the solemnity of the

moral law, as sport ; and wisdom, on the contrary, (appears as sport)
would not venture on this accepto a man of understanding.
tation of tfnfcD if pnto were not attributed, viii. 30 f ., to wisdom

We

itself.

This alternate relationship recommends

termination of tos™, which

is

itself

by the

inde-

not favourable to the interpretation
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ted sapientiam

autem

est viro

The

less sinning

him

joy,

;

it is

Jerome has

in contrast to

principles.

wicked conduct,

This to the

as easy as sporting, just as to the fool

is

sapientia

it :

subjects of the antithesis chiastically

combine within the Terse : noan,
acting in accordance with moral
understanding

or as

eolit vir intelligent,

prudentia.

for he follows in this an inner impulse,

the element in which he feels himself

is

of

shame-

is

it

man

brings to

satisfied.

Ver. 24 That of which the godless is afraid cometh upon him.
And what the righteous desires is granted to him.

The

formation of the clause 24a

the subject-idea has there

of which Gen.
before us

it

ix.

its

is

like the similar proverb,

66 furnishes the

first

stands at the beginning, and

cally repeated with IPn.

xL 276 ;

expression in the genitival annexum,

example ; in
is,

this passage

as in ver. 22, emphati-

TMJD, properly the turning oneself away,

hence shrinking back in terror ; here, as Isa. lxvi.

4, of the object

of

In 246
from }W (whence VW$), after the form

fear, parallel to niton, wishing, of the object of the wish.

Ewald renders jn'. as adj.
ni?s, and translates : yet to the righteous desire is always green.
But whether \R\ is probably formed from |JV, and not from jro, is a
where wishing and giving (fulfilPjP, and certainly the
supplying of 'n is as little appropriate here as at xiii. 21. Also a
"one gives" is scarcely intended (according to which the Targ.,
Syr., and Jerome translate passively), in which case the Jewish
interpreters are wont to explain jfV, toil, JTnjn ; for if the poet
thought of jrp with a personal subject, why did he not rescue it
from the dimness of such vague generality? Thus, then, pV is, with
question in

xii.

12, but not here,

ling) are naturally correlate.

Hitzig corrects

Bottcher, to be interpreted as impersonal, like
10,

and perhaps

also

Gen.

righteous wish, that there

is, i.e. it

xiii.

10,

Job

xxxvii.

28 (Ewald, § 295a) : what the
becomes actual, is fulfilled. In

and exclusively to think of the destiny
which the godless are afraid (Heb. x. 27), and toward which the

this

at

we have not

xxxviii.

directly

desire of the righteous goes forth

which

is

realized in this world

e.g. sickness,

:

;

but the clause has also truth
which they greatly fear,

just that

bankruptcy, the loss of reputation, comes upon the

godless; on the contrary, that which the righteous wish realizes
itself,

because their wish, in

its

intention,

and kind, and content,

harmony with the order of the moral world.
There now follows a series of proverbs, broken by only one

stands in

similar proverb,

dis-

on the immoveable continuance of the righteous
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X. 25, 26.

it is no more with the wicked
a building firm for ever.

the storm sweeps past,

But the

righteous

is

How ver.

25 is connected with ver. 24 is shown in the Book of
15 (the hope of the wicked like chaff which the wind
The Aram., Jerome, and Grose. Venet. interpret 3 of
pursues).
comparison, so that the destruction of the godless is compared in
suddenness and rapidity to the rushing past of a storm ; but then nn
ought to have been used instead of HMD and instead of !ttsn pro
with the t apodosis, a disturbing element in such a comparison,
would have been used VBh tprv, or at least £? Vtsn. The thought

Wisdom

v.

;

no other than that of Job xxi. 18: the storm, which is called hbid,
from C]1D, to rush forth, is meant, as sweeping forth, and 3 the
temporal, as Ex. xi. 4 (LXX. vapatropevofievr)<s KarcuytSos), with
is

member of a temporal
a figure of God-decreed calamities,
as war and pestilence, under which the godless sink, while the
righteous endure them; cf. with 25a, i. 27, Isa. xxviii. 18; and
apod, following, like

1

sentence, Isa. x. 25.

with 25i,
since

iii.

a^V

25,

Hab.

e.g.,

after a similar

new

ii.

is

4, Ps. xci.

u An

everlasting foundation,"

understood as looking forwards, not as at Isa.

is

lviii.

12,

a foundation capable of being shaken by nothing,
and synecdoch. generally a building. The proverb reminds us of
backwards,

is

Sermon on the Mount, and

the close of the

finds the final confirma-

tion of its truth in this, that the death of the godless is a penal

thrusting of them away, but the death of the righteous a lifting

them up

to their

home.

The

righteous also often enough perish in

times of war and of pestilence; but the proverb, as

it is

interpreted,

even although not so as the poet, viewing it from his
narrow O. T. standpoint, understood it ; for the righteous, let him
die when and how he may, is preserved, while the godless perishes.
Ver. 26. This proverb stands out of connection with the series
verifies itself,

As vinegar
So

A

is

and as smoke to the eyes,
them who give him a commission.

to the teeth,

the sluggard to

parabolic proverb

(vid.

p. 9), priamel-like

in

formation

its

Here and there D)??? is found with Mugrash, but in
texts it has Rebia-magnum ; the verse is divided into two by

(p. 13).

correct

Athnach, whose subordinate distributive
liebia-magnum.

Smoke makes

{Aeeentssystem, xi. § 1)
itself disagreeably perceptible to
is

the sense of smell, and particularly to the eyes, which

smart so that they overflow with tears
it

as amarus, and Horace lacrimosus.

VOL.

I.

;

it

causes to

wherefore Virgil speaks of

pan (from y»n,

to be sour,

P
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harsh) signifies properly that which
after the

LXX. 6/u}>a%

f

is sour, as acetum, #£o? ; here,
the unripe grapes, but which are called ">D3

under Job xv. 33), by which the Syr., here following
translates, and which also in the Talmud, Demai i. 1,
fen,
named
after a doubtful meaning (vid. Aruch, and on the
is
other side Rashi), thus: vinegar, which the word commonly means,
and which also accords with the object of the comparison, especially
if one thinks of the sharp vinegar-wine of the south, which has an
effect on the teeth denoted by the Hebr. verb nm, as the effect of
smoke is by nro (Fl.). The plur. vrpb? is that of the category, like

("iDa) (vid.

the

LXX.,

xxii. 21,

at least

xxv. 13

the parallel W*lK of the latter passage does not

;

make it necessary

to regard

make him
is

and

restrained, of biting,

From

like this, as a plur. excellentice

do it
and for that which they have

their agent,

for them,

it,

They who send a sluggard, i.e. who
to their own sorrow ; his slothf ulness

(Bertheau, Hitzig, Ewald).

in view, of dull,

i.e.

slow

sensibly injurious operation.

i.e.

this point the proverbs fall into the series

connecting

themselves with ver. 25:
Ver. 27 The fear of Jahve multiplies the days of life;
But the years of the godless are shortened.

This parable, like ver. 25, also corresponds with the O. T. standpoint, having in view the present life.
The present-life history
confirms

it,

for vice destroys

which makes

men

But

principle of longevity.

die early, for

God

of the evil], Isa.
(Ps. xliv. 23, cf.

body and

life

carries

lvii.

them away njnn

If.; or

lx. 6),

iii.

is

truly the right

if

*3BD [from the face

they are martyrs for the truth

the verification of the above proverb in
iv.

7

ff .)

into eternity, in

which

of the pious continues for ever, while that of the godless

loses itself
cf.

and the fear of God,

;

otherwise also the pious often enough

such cases moves forward (Wisd.
the

soul

contented and satisfied in God,

2,

with his death in the state of everlasting death, ix. 11,
Instead of '"'JTfi?,?> JVTCpn was to be ex-

resembles 27a.

pected; but the flexion does not distinguish the transitive
kasara) and intransitive

"ivj?

(Arab, kasura) as

Ver. 28 The expectation of the righteous

And the hope of the godless
r&rrtn as well as nipn

it

">XiJ

(Arab.

ought.

is gladness,

comes to nothing,

proceed on the fundamental idea of a strained

upon something, the same fundamental idea
which in another view gives the meaning of strength (^n, Arab.
hay I; kuwwat, kawiyy, cf. ?% Arab. jdl,plectere, and 5>i"i|, strong and
earnest looking back
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89.

28a denotes nothing more than
which is
equivalent to, it is that in its issue, in gaudium desinit. Hitzig's
remark that n?mn is the chief idea for hope and fear, is not confirmed by the usage of the language ; it always signifies joyful,
not anxious, expectation; cf. the interchange of the same two
synonyms xiii. 7, and n}M?, Ps. cxii. 10, instead of rrtpn (here
and Job viii. 13). While the expectation of the one terminates
in the joy of the fulfilment, the hope of the other (13K, E. 13, to
separate) perishes, i.e. comes to nothing.
strenglli).
it is

substantival clause

gladness (cf.

iii.

17, all their steps are gladness), but

Ver. 29 Jahve's way is a bulwark to the righteous
But ruin to those that do evil

Of the two meanings which ftio (ftBti) has a stronghold from TW,
and asylum (= Arab, m'adz) from W, the contrast here demands the
former, 'n sjrn and 'n nsrv, understood objectively, are the two
O. T. names of true religion. It means, then, the way which the
God of revelation directs men to walk in (Ps. cxliii. 8), the way of
His precepts, Ps. cxix. 27, His way of salvation, Ps. lxvii. 3 (4)
in the N. T. f) oSo? tow Qeov, Matt. xxii. 16, Acts xviii. 25 f.; cf. ?
0009 simply, Acts ix. 2, xxiv. 14. This way of Jahve is a fortress,
bulwark, defence for innocence, or more precisely, a disposition
wholly, t.e. unreservedly and without concealment, directed toward
God and that which is good. All the old interpreters, also Luther,
:

but not the Grcec Venet, translate as if the expression were OFt? ;
but the punctuation has preferred the abstr. pro concrete, perhaps
because the personal

on the contrary, Dh

fin

is

integro vice (vita), are

nowhere

else occurs with

any such

frequently connected with 3, 3,

by no means

to

^.

prefix

*pn DT&,

be connected in one con-

ception (Ziegler, Umbr., Elster), for then the poet ought to have

"prorb mfp XitO. 296 cannot be intrepreted as a thought by
and ruin (vid. regarding ™?no, ruina, and subjectively consternatio, ver. 16) comes to those who do evil; but the thought,
much more comprehensive, that religion, which is for the righteous
a strong protection and safe retreat, will be an overthrow to those
who delight only in wickedness (vid. on J1S, p. 143), is confirmed by
the similarly formed distich, xxi. 15. Also almost all the Jewish
interpreters, from Eashi to Malbim, find here expressed the operation of the divine revelation set over against the conduct of men,
essentially the same as when the Tora or the Chokma present to
men for their choice life and death; or the gospel of salvation,
written
itself

:
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according to 2 Cor.

ii.

15,

is

to

one the savour of

another the savour of death unto death.
Yer. 30 The righteous is never moved
But the godless abide not in the

Love

of

home

is

an impulse and emotion natural

life

onto

life,

to

land.

to

man ; but to no

none was exile
and banishment from fatherland so dreadful a thought, as it was
people was fatherland so greatly delighted
to the people of Israel.

Expatriation

is

in, to

the worst of

all

evils

with which the prophets threatened individuals and the people,

Amos

vii. 17, cf. Isa. xxii. 17 f. ; and the history of Israel in their
which
was a punishment of their national apostasy, confirms
exile,
proverb
and explains its form; cf. ii. 21 f., Ps. xxxvii. 29.
this
73 is, like ix. 13, the emphatic No of the more elevated style
BiDJ, the opposite of Jtaj, xii. 3 ; and t?B* signifies to dwell, both
inchoative : to come to dwell, and consecutive : to continue to
In
dwell (e.g. Isa. lvii. 15, of God who inhabiteth eternity).
general, die proverb means that the righteous fearlessly maintains
the position he takes ; while, on the contrary, all they who have
But often
no hold on God lose also their outward position.
enough this saying is fulfilled in this, that they, in order that they
may escape disgrace, became wanderers and fugitives, and are

compelled to conceal themselves among strangers.
Yer. 31. For the third time the favourite theme already handled
in three appendixes

is

taken up

The mouth of the righteous bringeth forth wisdom,
And the tongue of falsehood shall be rooted up.

Regarding the

biblical

comparison of thoughts with branches, and

my Psychol, p. 181; and
weaker Sit), to swell up and to
spring up (to well, grow, etc.), vid. what is said in the Comm. on
Genesis on »P3J, and in Isaiah on 31K. We use the word 30 of
that which sprouts or grows, and 33i of that which causes that
something sprout; but also SO may, after the manner of verbs

of words with flowers and fruits, vid.

regarding the root 33 (with

of being full

(iii.

its

10), of flowing (Gesen. § 138, 1,

Anm.

2), take

the object accus. of that from which anything sprouts (xxiv. 31),
or which sprouting, it raises up and brings forth (cf. Isa. lvii. 19).

The mouth

of the righteous sprouts, brings forth (in Ps. xxxvii. 30,

without a figure,

fianj,

i.e.

utters) wisdom,

which in

all relations

knows how to find out that which is truly good, and suitable for
the end intended, and happily to unriddle difficult complications.
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K. 32,

conception of wisdom, in

itself practical

= solid, firm), here gains such contents

tongue

—whose

character and fruit

is

complications (yid. regarding rfa^nn,
follows as regards the

for ever with that

its

ii.

mouth of the

wholesome

D3fl, to

contrast

:

be
the

which has its
and thus increasethis rooted up, whence

falsehood,

12)

—

righteous, that

it

continues

fruit.

Ver. 32 The lips of the righteous

But the month

(from

by the

intentional perversions of fact,

delight in

it

229

1.

know what

of the godless is

is

acceptable

mere falsehood.

Hitzig, instead of pini, reads PP32 ; the cmo<rr6%ei [they distil or send

LXX. does

this, for it is probably only a
found in several MSS. The Grcec.
Venet., which translates iroi/iavovai, makes use of a MS. which it
sometimes misreads.
The text does not stand in need of any emendations, but rather of a corrected relation between the clauses, for
the relation of 31a with 326, and of 32a with 316, strongly commends
itself (Hitzig) ; in that case the explanation lies near : the lips of
the righteous find what is acceptable, viz. to God. But this thought
in the Mashal language is otherwise expressed (xii. 2 and paral.)
and also 32a and 326 fit each other as contrasts, if by ]bn, as xi.
27, xiv. 9, is to be understood that which is acceptable in its
widest generality, equally then in relation to God and man. It is
a question whether pyT means that they have knowledge of it (as
one e.g. says "isp JTP, to understand writing, i.e. the reading of it),
or that they think thereupon (cf. xxvii. 23). Fundamentally the
two ideas, according to the Hebrew conception of the words, lie in
each other; for the central conception, perceiving, is biblically
equivalent to a delighted searching into or going towards the
object.
Thus: the lips of the righteous think of that which is

forth] of the

not favour

corruption of hriaraTtu, which

is

acceptable (fin, cogn. to jn, gracefulness ; go/us, Col. iv. 6) ; while
the mouth of the godless is mere falsehood, which God (the

wisdom of God) hates, and from which discord on all sides arises.
We might transfer pjrv to 326; but this line, interpreted as a
clause by itself, is stronger and more pointed (Fl.)
The next three proverbs treat of honesty, discretion, and innocence or dove-like simplicity
xi. 1

The very same
in xx.

23

;

an abomination to Jahve
His delight.

Deceitful balances are

But a

full

weight

is

is found
condemnation of false

proverb, with slightly varied expression,

and other such

like proverbs, in
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and

in approbation of true balances, are found, xx. 10, xvi. 11

found at
an expression we

similar predicates, but connected with other subjects, are
xii.

"An

22, xv. 8.

abomination to Jahve"

is

have already twice met with in the introduction, iii. 32, vi. 16,
cf. viii. 7; najrtn is, like njrtn, a participial noun, in which the
active conception of abhorring is transferred to the action accomplished,
ftn is in post-biblical Hebr. the designation of the
arbitrium and the voluntas ; but here WS"| signifies not that which
God wishes, but that which He delights in having. " ncno (here
for the

first

time in Proverbs), from

nD"j,

the Piel of which means

(xxvi. 19) aliquem dolo et fraude petere.

J3K, like

sanakh, Arab, sajat, a stone for weight

reference to

and

;

the Pers. eanak,

finally,

without any

root signification, like Zech. v. 8, mfiiyn )3K,

its

leaden weight, as

when we say

a

a horseshoe of gold, a chess-man

:

of ivory."

Ver. 2.

Now follows the

Solomonic " Pride goeth before a

fall."

There cometh arrogance, bo also cometh shame
But with the humble is wisdom.

Interpreted according to the Hebr.

immediately also comes the

latter.

causal connection of the two

is

confirmed by

many

events,

is

gnomici

following,

is

(yid. p.

32)

;

the former has come, so
general truth as to the

represented in the form of a single
;

the preterites are like the Greek

and the

perf.,

with the fut. eonsec.

the expression of the immediate and almost simul-

taneous consequence (vid, at Hab.
after the

if

The

conceived of historically ; the fact,

occurrence as a warning example
aoristi

:

form |W, from

*vr,

iii.

10)

:

has haughtiness

(tf"W

to boil, to run over) appeared, then

immediately also disgrace appeared, in which the arrogant behaviour

overwhelmed. The harmony of the sound of the Hebr. jViJ and
cannot be reproduced in German [nor in English] ; Hitzig
and Ewald try to do so, but such a quid pro quo as " Kommt Unis

JviJ

glimpf kommt an ilm Schimpf" [there comes arrogance, there comes
to him disgrace] is not a translation, but a distortion of the text.
If, now, the antithesis says that with the humble is wisdom, wisdom
is meant which avoids such disgrace as arrogance draws along with
it
for the JMV thinks not more highly of himself than he ought to
;

think (R. p, subsidere, demitti, Deutsch. Morgenl. Zeitsch. xxv. 185).
Ver. 3 The integrity of the upright guideth them ;
But the perverseness of the ungodly destroyeth them.

To

the upright, D*??*,

who keep

the line of rectitude without turn-
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8.

ing aside therefrom into devious paths (Ps. cxxv. 4 f.), stand opposed (as at ii. 21 f.) the ungodly (faithless), onia, who conceal

(from *U3, to cover, whence *M3 s= TODS) malicious thoughts and
mission, is

verb

=

And the contrast of

plans.

*)?p,

*feo (vid.

TOn, integrity
unreserved loving suba word peculiar to the Solomonic Mashal, with its
Hitzig explains it by the Arab, saraf, to
p. 32).

step out, to tread over

;

and Ewald by

lafat, to turn, to

turn about

(" treacherous, false step"), both of which are improbable.

meaning

tens compares salaf in the

regarding such secondary formations with

<f>eiv; cf.

Hupfeld on Ps.
rendering

is

(Menahem
rmj/,

smear (R.

to

v. 7),

and

ntttD,

wavering

B>

;

It has against

Parchon

:

it

Schul-

&, akei-

preceding,

But

translates here, lubricitas.

scarcely admissible.

:

s\b,

this

lexical tradition

t)W, falsifying

;

Kimchi

misrepresentation, according to which the Gtobc. Venet. ctko-

The
Targum has *)?D in the
wrong way (oveoXtow, crrpefikovv),

Xton;?), as well as the methodical comparison of the words.

Syriac has not this verbal stem, but the

meaning

to distort, to turn the

Prov. x. 10, and Esth. vi. 10, where, in the second Targum, PIDIB
tlpriDK means " his mouth was crooked."
With justice, therefore,

Gesenius in his Thesaurus has decided in favour of the fundamental idea pervertere, from which also the Peshito and Saadia
proceed ; for in Ex. xxiii. 8 they translate (Syr.) mhapSk (it, the

and (Arab.) tazyf (= *UP?> it falsifies).
4 remarks, " *)?D, from ^D, to stir up, to turn

gift of bribery, perverts)

Fl. also,

who

at xv.

over, so that the lowermost becomes the uppermost," gives the pre-

ference to this primary idea, in view of the Arab, salaf, invertere

terram conserendi causa.
cedere,

which

is

It

is

moreover confirmed by

pervertere modified to prcevertere.

salaf, prce-

But how does

mean perversio (Theod. inroo-KeTua/ios), in the sense of the
overthrow prepared for thy neighbour!
The parallels demand
the sense of a condition peculiar to the word and conduct of
t)?D

the godless (treacherous), xxii. 12 (cf.

Ex.

xxiii. 8), xix. 3,

thus

but this as contrary to truth and recti" perverseness," as we have translated it, for we

perversitas, perversity;

tude (opp. fu^j),

understand by
ness.

it

While the

want of rectitude (dishonesty) and untruthfulsincerity of the upright conducts them, and, so

to say, forms their salvus conductus,

danger of erring and of

which guards tbem against the

hostile assault, the perverseness of the

treacherons destroys them; for the disfiguring of truth avenges
itself

against them, and they experience the reverse of the proverb.
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" das Ehrlieh

The

am
(B^)

l&ngsten" (honesty endures the longest).

wfihrt

the Keri has
;
Regarding *T1B*
(whence *W), which, from its root-signification of making close and
fast, denotes violence and destruction, vid. under Gen. xvii.
Three proverbs in praise of nprt :
Chethib Dien

is

an error of transcription

= OTW'j,

the proper correction, OTB*

Jer. v. 6.

Ver. 4 Possessions are of no profit in the day of wrath

But righteousness

That which

is

new

delivereth

from death.

and goods

here, is only that possessions

(vid. re-

garding ]in, p. 63) are destitute of all value in the day of the (teXKowra
0/7717 ; for n"ttj? D ^, the day of wrath breaking through the limits (of

same meaning as in the prophets; and

long-suffering), has the

such prophetic words as Isa. x. 3, Zeph. i. 18, and, almost in the
same words, Ezek. vii. 19, are altogether similar to this proverb.
The LXX., which translates ev f)fi£p* ivaymytj^, harmonizes in
expression with Sir. v. 8, cf.
10,

ii.

by hraycayq (providence,

2.

Theodotion translates TK, xxvii.

fate).

Ver. 5 The righteousness of the blameless smootheth his way,
And by his own wickedness doth the wicked fall.

With

the D'on (cf. i. 12), formed after the passive, more than with
BR, is connected the idea of the perfected, but more in the negative

The

sense of moral spotlessness than of moral perfection.

tude of a

man who

recti-

seeks to keep his conscience and his character

pure, maketh smooth

("IB*,

as

iii.

6,

not of the straightness of the

but of the surface, evenness) his life's path, so that he can
pursue his aim without stumbling and hindrance, and swerving
from the direct way ; while, on the contrary, the godless comes to
ruin by his godlessness that by which he seeks to forward his
interests, and to make a way for himself, becomes his destruction.
line,

—

Ver. 6 The rectitude of the upright savoth them,

And

The

in their

integrity of those

own

covetousness are the faithless taken.

who go straight forward and straight through,

without permitting themselves to turn aside on crooked ways, dethem from the snares which are laid for them, the dangers

livers

they encounter ; while, on the contrary, the

mask

faithless,

though they

their intentions ever so cunningly, are ensnared in their

passionate covetousness

and are caught and

:

the

lost.

stumbling against anything
Ps. v. 10.

The form

mask

is

removed, they are convicted,

Regarding

rnn, abyss,

= covetousness, vid.

overthrow, also

at x. 3,

and under

of the expression 66 follows the scheme, " in
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7.

God created He man," Gen. ix. 6. The subject is
be taken from, the genitive, as is marked by the accentuation,
for it gives Mugrash to the n;na* } as if it were the principal form,
the Image of
to

for njru*.

Three proverbs regarding destruction and salvation
Ver. 7

When a godless man dies, his hope eometh to nought,
And the expectation of those who stand in fulness of strength
is

destroyed.

We

have already remarked in the Introduction that DTK is a
word of the Chokma, and the terminological distinction
of different classes and properties of men (vid. pp. 40, 42) ; we
read, vi, 12, ??v3 D'JK, and here, as also Job xx. 29, xxvii. 13,
»Bn ona, cf. xxi. 29, inn «{*«, but generally only Vf\ is used.
favourite

A

godless

man,

to

whom

earthly possessions and pleasure and honour

are the highest good, and to

that he

whom no means

are too base, in order

may

appease this his threefold passion, rocks himself in
unbounded and measureless hopes ; but with his death, his hope,

i.e. all

that he hoped for, comes to nought.

TeXetmjawro?

avSpb<s Zucalau ovk

verse of that which

is

SWvrai

The

LXX.

i\irk, which

translate

is

the con-

here said, 7a: the hope of the righteous

distich in

beyond the grave. The LXX. further
xav^fta (JwlTO) t&v aae/S&v oWvrai; but the
the Hebr. text is not an antithetic one, and whether

may

signify the wicked (thus also the Syr., Targ., Venet.,

expects

its

fulfilment

translate, to Si

.D'Jtot

and Luther),

if

we regard

the plur. of an adj.

it

as a brachyology for D'iiK

form

,

b>3K,

or as

Jacob in
tfK,
Kimchi), or wickedness (Zockler, with Hitzig, " the wicked expectation"), is very questionable. Yet more improbable js Malbim's
(with Kashi's) rendering of this DOttt, after Gen. xlix. 3, Ps. Ixxviii.
51, and the Targ. on Job xviii. 12) of the children of the deceased
after the

children gignuntur ex robore

virili,

3ia (Elazar b.

but are not themselves the robur

But while D'Sttt is nowhere the plur. of J1S in its ethical signification, it certainly means in Ps. lxxviii. 51, as the plur. of Jix,
manly strength, and in Isa. xl. 26, 29 the fulness of strength
generally, and once, in Hos. ix. 4, as plur. of |W in its physical
signification, derived from its root-meaning anhelitui (Gen. xxxv.
18, cf. Hab. iii. 7), deep sorrow (a heightening of the J1K, Deut.
xx vi. 14). This latter signification has also been adopted : Jerome,
expectatio solieitorum ; Bertheau, " the expectation of the sorrowvirile.

ing;" Ewald, "continuance of sorrow;" but the meaning of
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one must question the transwhat its import is. Therefore we adhere to the other rendering, " fulness of strength," and interpret D'JIK as the opposite of

in this connection is so obscure, that
lators

D*31K r«, Isa. xl. 29, for it signifies,

per metonymiatn abttraetipro
;
and we gain the meaning

concr., those

who

that there

a sudden end to the expectation of those

is

full strength,

mous

lines

are full of strength

who are in
The two synony-

and build their prospects thereon.

complete themselves, in so far as

D'JMt

gains by yen OIK

the associated idea of self-confidence, and the second strengthens
the thought of the

first

by

from
most part in

the transition of the expression

n?mm

the fut. to the preterite (Fl.).

has, for the

recent impressions, the Mugrash ; the correct accentuation, accord-

ing to codices and old impressions,

is D'ilK

n?mm

(vid. Baer's

Torath

Etneth, p. 10, § 4).
"Ver.

8 The righteous

And the

The

is

delivered from trouble,

godless comes in his stead.

succession of the tenses gives the

periodizing, we say : while the one
trary, falls before the

is

same meaning as when,
on the con'

delivered, the other,

\bm

same danger.

(yid.

under

Isa. lviii.

11)

followed by the historical tense, the expression of the principal fact,
is

the perfect.

manner

The

made

statement here

of a parable in the form of history.

clothes itself after the
It

is

true there are not

wanting experiences of an opposite kind (from that here
because divine justice manifests
lude, but not perfectly

and

itself in this

finally

;

stated),

world only as a pre-

but the poet considers

this,

that

upon the godless, which the righteous
with the help of God escapes; and this he realizes as a moral
motive. In itself vrinn may also have only the meaning of the exchange of places, but the LXX. translate avr avrov, and thus
as a rule destruction falls

in the sense of representation the proverb appears to be understood
in

connection with xxi. 18 (cf. the prophetico-historical appli-

cation, Isa.

xliii.

4).

The

idea of atonement has, however,

no

application here, for the essence of atonement consists in the
offering

up

of an innocent one in the

force lies in the offering

up of

self

;

room

of the guilty,

the meaning

is

and

its

only, that if

the divinely-ordained linking together of cause and effect in the

realms of nature and of history brings with it evil, this brings to
the godless destruction, while it opens the way of deliverance for
the righteous, so that the godless becomes for the righteous the
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9, 10.

say in a figure of similar import, the lightning

conductor.
Ver. 9 The wicked with bis mouth prepareth destruction for his neighbour;

But by knowledge the righteous are delivered from

The

LXX. translate, h>

ala6r)<n<} Be

it.

oto/mot* aaefi&v irarfU (ntr>?) ttoKItcu^

BucaioK ct/ooo?

There

(irfor).

is

no reason for changing

(with Hitzig and Ewald) the test, which in the form in which
is

here translated was before

all

other translators

(Aq.,

it

Sym-

machus, Theodotion, Syr., Targ., Jerome).
The accentuation,
which separates the two instrumental statements by greater disjunctives from that which follows, is correct. The " three " Greek
versions [viz. of Aquila, Theodotion, and Symmachus] translate
*ipn by v7ro*/3tTij9, which it means in the modern idiom ; but in the
ancient Hebr. it signifies, him who is resolved upon evil, as in Arab.
hanyf} him who is resolved upon that which is right: he who
turns aside to evil enters on a path far removed from that which
In rrne* one is reminded (without any etymological
is right.
reason) of nntf (pit), and so in «£nj of Drfovrnsto (Ps. cvii. 20) or
a similar word ; but rijna contains the reference, in this connection
not easy to be mistaken, to the hostile purposes of the wicked
masked by the words of the mouth, which are seen through by
the righteous by virtue of knowledge which makes them acquainted
with men. This penetrating look is their means of deliverance.
Three proverbs follow relating to the nature of city and national
life, and between them two against mockery and backbiting
Ver. 10 In the prosperity of the righteous the city rejoiceth
And if the wicked come to ruin, there is jubilation.

The 3

of 3^B3 denotes the ground but not the object, as elsewhere,
but the cause of the rejoicing, like the 3, 106, and in the similar

proverb, xxix. 2, cf. xxviii. 12.

If

the city has cause for joy, because

community ; and
is

if

it

goes well with the righteous,

it is

for the advantage of the

the wicked (godless) come to an end, then there

jubilation (substantival clause for fw), for although they are

honoured in their lifetime, yet men breathe freer when the city is
delivered from the tyranny and oppression which they exercised,
and from the evil example which they gave. Such proverbs, in
which the city (civitas) represents the state, the ttoXi? the iroXiTeui,
may, as Ewald thinks, be of earlier date than the days of an Asa
or Jehoshaphat ; for " from the days of Moses and Joshua to the
days of David and Solomon, Israel was a great nation, divided
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indeed into

many

covenant, whose
alone."

We

brandies and sections, bat bound together

life

by

did not at all revolve around one great city

value such critical judgments according to great
but confess not to understand why nnj?

historical points of view,

must

just be the chief city

and may not be any

city,

and how on

the whole a language which had not as yet framed tha conception

when it would describe the community individually and as a whole, could speak otherwise than
of city and people.
of the state (post-bibl. TOno),

Ver. 11

By the blessing

of the upright a city is exalted,

But by the mouth of the godless

This verse

is

related, in the

way

it is

broken down.

of confirming

it,

to ver. 10.

The

LXX.,

which omits ver. 4, here omits 106 and 11a, and combines
10a and 116 into one proverb (vid. Lagarde). The meaning is
clear: "by the benedictions and pious prayers of the upright a
city rises always to a higher eminence and prosperity ; while, on
the contrary, the deceitful, arrogant, blasphemous talk of the
godless brings ruin to it " (Fl.).
The nearest contrast to " by the
blessing of the upright " would be " by the cursing of the wicked,"
but not in the sense of the poet, who means to say that the city

by the blessing of the upright, and on the contrary,
men are exalted, then by their words (whose blessing
rnjj> (= rnp) occurs
is no better than their curse) it comes to ruin.
only four times in Proverbs, and in Job xxix. 7.
Ver. 12. There now follow two proverbs which refer to the

raises itself

when

godless

intercourse of private

life.

He who mocketh
But the

his neighbour is devoid of understanding;

intelligent

man remaineth

silent,

a proverb similarly beginning with Wjnp T3 ; xiii. 13 is
another beginning with "lar' T3. From this one sees that ^ na (cf.
xiv.

21

is

? nra, Isa. xxxvii.

one's presence

;

22) does not mean a speaking contemptuously in
from vi. 30, that contemptuous treatment,

as also

which expresses itself not in mockery but in insult, is thus named
so that we do not possess a German [nor an English] expression
which completely covers it. Whoever in a derisive or insulting
manner, whether it be publicly or privately, degrades his neighbour, is unwise (37~npn as pred., like vi. 32) ; an intelligent man,
on the contrary, keeps silent, keeps his judgment to himself,
abstains from arrogant criticisms, for he knows that he is not
infallible, that he is not acquainted with the heart, and he pos-
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11

13,

self-knowledge to raise himself above his neighbour

as a judge, and thinks that contemptuous rejection, unamiable,
reckless condemnation, does
evil

on

Ver. IS

The

no good, but on the contrary does

all sides.

He who goeth

about tattling revealeth secrets

But be who

of a faithful spirit eoncealeth a matter.

is

form of ?3"i), from his going
Ezek. xxii. 9, are men given to tattling, backbiters ; iw ^?n (cf Lev. xix. 16), one of the tattlers or
backbiters goes, a divulger of the matter, a tell-tale. It is of such
an one that the proverb speaks, that he reveals the secret (liD,
properly the being close together for the purpose of private intercourse, then that intercourse itself, vid. at Ps. xxv. 14) ; one has
thus to be on bis guard against confiding in him. On the contrary,
a nvrjoio, firmiia (fidus) spiritu, properly one who is established,
or reflexively one who proves himself firm and true (vid. at Gen.
xv. 6), conceals a matter, keeps it back from the knowledge and
power of another.
Zockler rightly concludes, in opposition to
tattler is called

hither

and

thither.

7~>"J

(intensive

?'3? Witi,

.

Vw

Hitzig, from the parallelism that the

"|5>vi

subject; the

is

arrangement going before also shows that this is the "groundword " (Ewald) ; in xx. 19a the relation is reversed the revealer
:

of secrets

is

rightly

named

(cf. Sir. xxvii. 16,

o airoKoKvirrav

ftwmjpia, *.tX).

Where there is no direction a people fall
But where there is no want of counsellors there is safety.
There it means rules of selfRegarding Jwann, vid. at i. 5.
government ; here, rules for the government of the people, or, since
the pluralet. denotes a multiplicity in unity, circumspect icv/3epvi)<rR.
Ver. 14

With

lib, xxiv. 66 (where direction in war, as here in peace,

spoken

of,

and the meaning of the word

ingly) agrees

;

remarking, " we

cf. also xv. 226.

who have

is

specializes itself accord-

Hitzig

criticises

the longest resorted to

the proverb,

many counsellors,

as a consequence of the superabundance have learned to say,

Too many cooks spoil the broth,'
But the truth of the clause 145
*

and,

'

He who

asks long,

errs.'

modern times more fully
illustrated in the region of ecclesiastical and political affairs ; and
in general it is found to be true that it is better with a people
when they are governed according to the laws and conclusions
which have resulted from the careful deliberation of many competent and authorized men, than when their fate is entrusted
is

in
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unconditionally to one or to a few.

The

proverb,

acknowledged, refers not to counsellors such as in
as in Isa.

i.

it

Isa.

must be
iii.

3,

but

26.

Ver. 15. There follow now two proverbs regarding kindness
which brings injury and which brings honour
It fares ill, nothing but ill, with one who is surety for another
But he who hateth suretyship remaineth in quietness.

More

closely to the original

:

It goes

ill

with him ; for the proverb

composed as if the writer had before his eyes a definite person,
whom one assails when he for whom he became security has not
kept within the limits of the performance that was due. Regarding 3yt with the accus. of the person : to represent one as a surety
for him, and IT as denoting the other (the stranger), vid. at vi. 1.
The meaning of Jtf"!I ^1 is seen from xx. 16a. #">* is, like xiii. 20,
the fut. Niph. of W\, or of ?n
W\, after the forms **&, niJJ
in
has, like nny, Hab. iii. 9, the same
(Olsh. § 265«). The added
function as the inf. abaol. (intensivus) ; but as the infin. form
in could only be inf. constr. after the form I?', Jer. v. 26, the
infinitive absol. must be Jfri : thus in is an accus., or what is the
same, an adverbial adj.: he is badly treated (maltreated) in a
bad way, for one holds him to his words and, when he cannot or
will not accomplish that which is due in the room of him for
whom he is bail, arrests him. He, on the contrary, who hates
D'yjrtn has good rest.
The persons of such as become surety by
striking the hands cannot be meant, but perhaps people thus
becoming surety by a hand-stroke, such sureties, and thus such
suretyship, he cannot suffer ; DWpW approaches an abstract [" striking hands," instead of "those who strike hands"] in connection
with this N?.t?, expressing only a strong impossibility, as Dy?n,
Zech. ii. 7, 14, means uniting together in the sense of com-

is

=

—

bination.
Ver. 16

A gracious woman retaineth honour,
And strong men

The

LXX.

had

ID

iyetpei av&pl Bogav,

sake of the added

The proverb

woman

r\m

—

this

line,

who

retain riches.

^n r\m)

avSpi

is

in view: 71^ e^opto-To?
an interpolation inserted for the

Bpovo? hi an/iCas •ywi) /uaovaa Slicaia.

thus expanded

(gratiosa) brings

while one

(not

is

honour

:
an amiable
husband, gives him relief,

on both sides true
to her

hates the right (that which

graceful vessel (opp.

"to "§?} Isa* x*"'

good, gentle)

is a diswhich
disfigures
the
23),
is
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17.

household, makes the family unloved, and lowers

commencing
is

But

it.

the

by which 166 is raised to an independent distich,
so much the more imperfect : nrXovrov OKvrjpol ivBeeti ytvovrai ;
line,

for that the negligent (idle) bring

wont in Swabia

it

to call such truisms,

not to riches, is, as tbey are
a JBinsenwahrheit. But it is

important that the translation of 166, oi Be dvSpeiot ipeiSovrai
ir\ovT<p (the Syr. has " knowledge " for riches), presupposes the

DWm (cf. x. 4, LXX.), and

phrase
•vtfy is

If

as unhistorical.

the Hebr.

we now

is

is to

take the one proverb as

it

it.

The meaning of

(Symm.

avdif-ertu oofij?)

better agree with this predicate, and (2)

T03 *pn

is

it

woman

re-

for (1) ^n "]Dn would
is evident from xxix. 23

;

not to be understood in the sense of firmiter tenere, but

in the inchoative sense of consequi honorem,

avSpl of the

that ttDrv

be regarded
is found in

this otherwise difficult

missed by Lowenstein and Zockler : a gracious

taineth honour

that

it this,

ODB^

"IB>P3

then the repetition of the ion in the two lines excites

text,

a prejudice in favour of

ion

along with

so rendered as if the words were

LXX.

It

whence

also the eyelpei

true that xxxi. 30 states that " grace (1?)
depends on the fear of God ; but here the

is

nothing," and that all
poet thinks on " grace " along with the fear of God, or he thinks
is

on them as not separated from each other ; and since it is doubly
which is moreover besides this true, that a wife of gracious
outward appearance and demeanour obtains honour, her company
true,

is

sought, she finds her

way

into the best society, they praise her

attractive, pleasant appearance,

a wife participates to
confirms
xlix 25)

it,
;

and that the husband

some extent

in this honour.

that the BT")?> strong

and

this statement

also of such
Experience also

men, obtain riches

regarding the

DW

contrast to 16a, as a like statement regarding the

for the

TDV (from H?> to place

in.

consists in terrorism or violence,

wife, this axevoi aaOevlinepov,

makes yet

better conquests

:

fits

DWn,

terror, Ps. x. 18),

is

(cf. Isa.

better as a
diligent,

whose power

the most direct contrast of a

who by heart-winning

attraction

she thereby obtains a higher good,

honour, while the former gains only riches, for " a name " (viz.
a good one) "is better than great riches," xxii. 1. If we read

viz.

DWin, this thoughtful contrast is lost.
Three proverbs regarding benevolence
Ver. 17 The benevolent man doeth good to hia own soul,
And the violent man brings trouble on his own flesh.

Many

interpreters reverse the relation of subject

and predicate
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(Targ. only in 17 J, after the phrase T31DTI, for which the Syr. has
only 13101)

qui sibi ipsi benefacit,

:

benignus prcesumitur,

suam male

vero camera

But

this

quum

is

quidem erga
a se ipsa

caritas ordinata

alios

quoque

incipiat ; qui

habet, est crudelis erga alios (Michaelis).

cannot be established

;

for certainly

it

occurs that who-

ever does good to himself does good also to others, and that whoever
is

hard against himself also judges and treats others harshly ; bat in

number of cases the fact is this, that he who
deny
anything
to himself is in relation to others an egoist,
does not
"
this
benevolent
man;" and, on the contrary, that he
is not a
and
by

far the greatest

who

denies to himself lawful enjoyments

in relation to others

is

capable of self-denial and self-sacrifice, and thus is the contrast of
a " violent man." The word of Sirach, xiv. 5, o irovt)po9 iavrfi
rlva ayaffbs ecrai, to which Bertheau appeals, alludes to the
niggard, and
ViK2>, is

it is

true indeed that this ViKB> "Dy, but not every "DP
Thus the " benevolent man " and the " violent

a niggard.

man "

will be the two subject conceptions, and as it is said of the
benevolent (ion as e.g. Hos. vi. 6, of a more restricted sense, as

Isa. lvii. 1) that

he does good

(7t?S,

viz. 3itJ, zxxi. 12), so

of the

violent (unmerciful) (1!?$ as xii. 20, Jer. vi. 23, 1. 42) that he
brings evil on his own flesh
avrov aw/m) ; for ViKB> as

(LXX.

a parallel word to

fete?

(cf. p.

195)

signifies

not blood-relations

(Symm., Jerome, Luther, and Grotius), but it has here, as at
Mic. Hi. 2, its nearest signification, from which it then comes to
signify those who are of our flesh and blood.
But for that reason
the meaning of the poet cannot be that given by Elster : " he

who

exercises benevolence toward others creates within himself a

determination which penetrates his whole being with generous

and

fruitful

warmth,

deprives the heart of
life."

as

on the other hand the feeling of hatred

him who

cherishes

it

If this were meant, then soul and

would stand in

parallelism.

of the true fountain of

spirit,

not soul and flesh,

The weal and woe

refers thus to the

divine retribution which requites the Conduct of a

neighbours, according to

its

man toward

his

character, with reward or punishment

(Hitzig, Zockler).

Ver. 18.

Man

consists of

benevolence brings

its

body and

soul.

reward, and hatred

its

In regard to both,
punishment.

The godless acquires deceptive gain
But he that soweth righteousness, a true reward.

Jerome makes 186 an independent

clause, for

he

translates it as
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19.

the word were written jnf?*; the Syr. and Targ. also, as
intptt (his fidelity is

But according

his reward).

if V"Ofe>

to the text as

it

stands, n^j? extends its regimen to both parts of the verse; to

make
as

is

Gen.

here equivalent

to, to

work

xxxi. 1, Jer. xvii. 11, etc.

out, to acquire, irepnroieladai,

The

labour of the godless has

and what he acquires by his labour is
therefore "delusive gain,"
it is no blessing, it profits him not
(k. 2), and it brings him no advantage (x. 16).
He, on the contrary, acquires truth, t.e. a truly profitable and enduring reward,
who sows right-doing, or better : good-doing, by which we also, as
selfishness as its motive,

—

the biblical moral in npTX, think principally of well-doing, unselfish

and self-sacrificing love.
Hos. x. 12 speaks of sowing
which has only njTTC as the norm ; and how nprt is understood is
seen from the parallel use of 1DPI [piety]. The "true reward" is
just the harvest by which the sowing of the good seed of noble
activity

benevolent actions

is

rewarded.

Yer. 19 Genuine righteousness reaches to life,
And he who pursues evil does it to his death.

LXX. translate vto? o7«c<uo?, and the Syrian follows this
unwarrantable quid pro quo; the Bible uses the phrase ffojrp
and the like, but not njrrcrp.
The Grose. Venet. (translating
The

ovTta) deprives the distich of its supposed independence.
The
Targ. renders I? with the following l as correlates, sic . . . uti
but p in comparative proverbs stands naturally in the second, and

Without doubt p is here a
have a personal sense, according to the
parallel *nnw, on which account Elster explains it: he who is
firm, stedfast in righteousness, and Zockler : he who holds fast
to righteousness; but p cannot mean "holding fast," nor does
not in the

noun.

$30;

place (vid. p. 10).

first

It appears to

—"fast" does not

meaning of the word,
genuine ; thus Ewald
better : " he who is of genuine righteousness," but " genuine in (of)
righteousness" is a tautological connection of ideas.
Therefore

it

means upright, and

we must

regard

p

at all agree with the

in the ethical sense

as a substantival neuter, but neither the rectum

of Gocceius nor the

firmum of Schultens

expressed suitable thought.

2 Kings

vii.

31

f

Or

The word

is

p

furnishes a naturally

a substantive in the sense of

denotes the pedestal, the

pillar,

the

standing-place ; but what can the basis refer to here (Euchel)

f

Bather read "aim" (Oetinger)or "direction" (Lowenstein); butp
does not take its meaning from the Hiph. pan. One might almost
TOL. L
Q
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assume that the C/toA/na-language makes p, taUter, a substantive,
and has begun to use it in the sense of qualitas (like the post-bibl.
nu'K), so that

tendeth to

to

it is

be explained

But must we

life.

:

the quality of righteousness

lose ourselves in conjectures or in

modifications of the text (Hitzig, D|3, as a banner), in order to

gain a meaning from the word, which already has a meaning?

We

(Num.

and 15 ntt?}?, to do
means standing = conThe contrast is £P", 2 Kings vii. 9,
sisting, stedfast, right, recte.
which is also once used as a substantive, Isa. xvi. 6 : the unrighteousness of his words.
So here p is used as a substantive
say

J? "a?, to

right (Eccles.

speak right

viii.

10)

;

in both cases

xxvii. 7),
I?

connected in the genitive, but not so that
holding, retaining of righteousness, but

its

it

denotes the right

right quality,

—"WOK

it, t.«., as we understand it : genuinegenuine showing of righteousness, which is not mere
appearance without reality.
That 0^3 denotes such people as
seek to appear not otherwise than what they truly are, is in favour
of this interpretation. Such genuine righteousness as follows the

np*iV"W, as Rashi explains

ness, or

impulse of the heart, and out of the fulness of the heart does
good, has

life

as

its

pursues
self
«TT>

and

evil,

he does

:

it

is life

The

;

;

finds in it

to his death, or if

the subject:

Love

an inwardly happy and
on the other hand, he who wilfully
satisfaction, brings death upon him-

result (xix. 23),

externally a prosperous life

it

we make (which is also possible)
Thus in other words:

tends to his death.

hatred destroys

life.

following proverbs are especially directed, as connected

with this p, against the contradiction of the external appearance
and of the masked internal nature.
Ver. 20

An abomination to Jahve are the crookedly dishonest of heart,
And they who are of honest walk are His delight.

We read,

ii. 15, viii. 8, S?i3? (the form of the transgressions) ; but
where the " crookedness " is transferred to the heart, we require another word, which renders the idea of falseness, the contrary
of directness, lying in it, without any mixture of the fundamental

here,

conception Jlexuosus or tortuosus.

1QJ

,D, on

are not only those

and blameless, but, in
conformity with the contrast, those whose manner of conduct
proceeds from a disposition that is pure, free from deception
and concealment. Jerome, el voluntas ejus in its qui simpliciter
But the word is not 'OWD; they. [the upright] are
ambulant.
whose walk

is

externally without offence
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XI. 21.

1) [delight]

:

He

regards them, and only

them, with satisfaction.
Ver. 21 Assuredly [the hand to it] the wicked remaiueth not unpunished,
But the seed of the righteous is delivered.

The

LXX.

%eipl

x

€

fy

a<i

render here, as xvi. 5, where the *lv T repeats itself,
fyfi<ib*>v «oY/c«i>?, which is not to be understood, as

Evagrius supposes, of one that can be bribed, but only of a violent
person ; the Syr. and Targ. have the same reference ; but the
subject is certainly in, and a governing word, as Kb>3 (2 Sam. xx,
21), is wanting, to say nothing of the fact that the phrase " one

hand against the other " would require the words to be T3 T.
Jerome and the Grcec. Venet, without our being able, however, to
The translation of the other Greek versions is
see their meaning.
not given. The Jewish interpreters offer nothing that is worthy,
as e.g. Immanuel and Meiri explain it by " immediately," which
in the modern Hebr. would require *>JD, and besides is not here
The Midrash connects with 21a the earnest warning
suitable.
that he who sins with the one hand and with the other does good,
is nevertheless not free from punishment.
Schultens has an explanation to give to the words which is worthy of examination
hand to hand, i.e. after the manner of an inheritance per posteros
(Ex. xx. 5), resting his opinion on this, that Arab, yad (cf. T,
used among other significations in that of authorizing
an inheritance. Gesenius follows him, but only urging the idea
of the sequence of time (cf. Pers. dest bedest, hand to hand
continuing after one another), and interprets T3 T as Fleischer
does
ab estate in cetatem non (i.«. nullo unquam tempore futuro)
erit impunis scelestus, sed posteri justorum salvi erunt.
According
to Bottcher, "hand to hand" is equivalent to from one hand
to another, and this corresponds to the thought expressed in

Isa. Ivi. 5) is

=

:

Plutarch's de sera numinis vindicta:
last.

We may refer in vindication

if

not immediately, yet at

of this to the fact that, as the

Arab, lexicographers say, yad, used of the course of time, means
the extension (madd) of time, and then a period of time. But for
the idea expressed by nanquam, or neutiquam, or tandem aliquando,
the language supplied to the poet a multitude of forms, and we
do not see why he should have selected just this expression with
its primary meaning alternatim not properly agreeing with the
connection.

Therefore we prefer with Ewald

formula of confirmation derived from the

to

regard

common

T?

T

as a

speech of the
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hand

:

[I pledge

hand

to

(? as in "TV,

guarantee

it,

it]

Job

xvii. 3),

i.e.

hand for

the

(Bertheau, Hitzig, Elster, Zockler).

21a assures by the pledge of the hand, and as it were lays
it, that the wicked shall not go unpunished, then the
genitive in D^V JHT is not that of dependence by origin, but, as

But

if

a wager to

Isa. Ixv. 23,

Ps. xxiv. 6,

i.

mt

4, the genitive of apposition, for

exit. 2,

here, as nil,

denotes a oneness of like origin and of like

KJM

kind, but with a preponderance of the latter.

is

the

3d

which by the preceding fut. retains the reference to the
future: the merited punishment comes on the wicked, but the
generation of the righteous escapes the judgment. JF) has the i
dagheshed (Michlol 63b) according to the rule of the pTfl, according
to which the consonant first sounded after a word terminating in
an accented a or & is doubled, which is here, as at xv. 1, done with
then.

pret.,

A

Ver. 22

golden ring in a swine's snout,

A fair woman and without delicacy.
This
first

is

the

instance of an emblematical proverb in which the

first

and second

lines are related to

The

import, vid. p. 9.

&<nrep

.

.

.

ovras

proverbial form.

it

each other as figure and

LXX. translates

rhythmically, but

by

its
its

destroys the character of this picture-book

The

nose-ring, DO, generally attached to the

and hanging down over the mouth (vid. Lane's Manners,
female
ornament that has been in use since the time of
etc.) is a
patriarchs
(Gen.
xxiv. 47).
If one supposes such a ring in a
the
swine's snout, then in such a thing he has the emblem of a wife in
whom beauty and the want of culture are placed together in
D?B is taste carried over into the intellectual
direct contrast.

right nostril

region, the capability of forming a judgment,
particularly the capability of discovering that

Job

which

xii.
is

20, and

right

and

adapted to the end in view, 1 Sam. xxv. 33 (of Abigail), here in
accordance with the figure of a beast with which the ideas of
uncleanness, shamelessness, and rudeness are associated, a

the noble, the

same time

fine,

mind for

the fitting, that which in the higher and at the

intellectual

and

ethical sense

rn? (alienata) denotes the want of

accompanying idea of

we

call tact (fine feeling)

this capacity, not without the

self-guilt.

Ver. 23 The desire of the righteous

is

nothing but good,
is presumption.

The expectation of the godless

This

is

usually explained with Fleischer: If the righteous wish for
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XI. 24.

anything, their wish reaches to no other than a fortunate issue

but

the godless hope for anything, then there

if

end as their

them

is to

in the

good they hoped for, but wrath (x. 28,
However, that rnay is at once to be understood thus,
cf. xi. 4).
as in may OV, and that the phrase is to be rendered : the hope of
the godless is God's wrath, is donbtful. But may denotes also
want of moderation, and particularly in the form of presumption,
xxi. 24, Isa. xvi. 6 ; and thus we gain the thought that the desire of
the righteous is directed only to that which is good, and thus to
an object that is attainable because well-pleasing to God, while on
the contrary the hope of the godless consists only in the suggestions
of their presumption, and thus is vain self-deceit.
The punctuaportion, not the

is contrary to
rule ; correct texts have msn
Dechi stands before Athnach only if the Athnach-wotd
has two syllables ( Toralh Emeth, p. 43 ; Accentssystem, xviii. § 4).

tion D^pHV nisn
Q'jjnx, for

Three proverbs regarding giving which is not loss but gain.
is one who giveth bounteously, and he increaseth still more
And (there is) one who withholdeth what is due, only to his loss.

Yer. 24 There

The
the

first

of the proverbs with E* (there

first collection (vid. p.

32).

is),

;

which are peculiar

The meaning

is,

to

that the posses-

sions of the liberal giver do not decrease but increase,

and

that,

on

the contrary, the possessions of the niggardly do not increase but
IJBD is not to be understood after Ps. cxii. 9. Instead
decrease.
of

*rtl>

Ipfal

the three Erfurt codd. have

*|Dttl

(with retrogression of

the tone ?), which Hitzig approves of ; but the traditional phrase

which refers
of

him who

In the

(et

characteristic of the other, ">B"0 is

comparatively
after

qui augetur insuper) t|DU1 not to the possession

scattereth, but to himself, is finer in the expression:

*|feflj

is

:

commonly

interpreted

plus cequo (Cocceius) or justo (Schelling).

to be regarded as governed

by

it,

and

"IB*'

But

jp

denotes not

competence, riches, as Arab, yusr (Bertheau, Zockler), also not
beneficence (Midrash, npnvn jo), but duty, upright-

uprightness

Job

=

where it denotes that which is advantageous
which befits him he who holds back, namely
himself, from that which is due to himself, and thus should permit
to himself, such an one profits nothing at all by this a<f>eiSta
(176, Col. ii. 23), but it tends only to loss to him, only to the
lessening of that which he possesses.
shall meet with this
("riDnp?) "rfDPip? ?]K xiv. 23, and frequently again
it is a common
Mashal formula (cf. koI roatp fiaXKov varepelrai, Sir. xi. 11). The
ness, as

to

man,

xxxiii. 23,

as here that

:

We

—
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cause of the strange phenomenon that the liberal gains and the
niggardly loses

not here expressed, but the following proverb

is

gives the explanation of
Yer. 25

And be

[soul of blessing] is

tbat watereth others

A synonymous distich
whom
whom

it

A liberal soul

made

fat,

also watered.

A soul

(vid. p. 7).

blessings go out to others,

who

he comes into fellowship

<W3

;

is

is

of blessing is one from
even a blessing to all with

denotes also particularly the

Sam. xxv. 27, *n)3 denotes, if the Arab, is right,
which derives it from the fundamental idea u to spread out :" to
cause to increase and prosper by means of word and deed. The
blessing which goes out from such a soul comes back again to
gifts of love, 1

itself

:

|B^n (as

xiii.

4, xxviii. 25),

made

it is

fat,

gains thereby sap

and strength in fulness ; the Pual refers to the ordinance of God
xxii. 9 is kindred in meaning to this anima benefica pinguefiet.
In 25J KTf' is the Aramaic form of writing, but without the
Aramaic vocalization (cf. i. 10 N?*!, Isa. xxi. 12 KTM). Perhaps
the N makes it noticeable that here a different word from fni',
morning rain, is used ; however, Symm. translates irpmlvos, and
the Grcec. Venet. (Kimchi following it) vero?. As a rule, we do not
derive trfC from JTV, of which it would be the Hophal ( = rnv, as
jntaj Lev. iv. 23, =JWi) (Ewald, § 131 f.); for the idea conspergitur, which the Ho. of the Hiph. TV/t Hos. vi. 3, expresses, is, as
correlate to n™?, as a parallel word to fl^O, one not of equal force.
Jerome was guided by correct feeling, for he translates : et qui
inebriat ipse quoque inebriabitur.
The stem-word is certainly nvi,
whether it is with Hitzig to be punctuated KWssnnj, or with
Fleischer we are to regard toi* as derived per metathesin from
nyv, as for Arab, dray (to cause to see) is used * the vulgar Arab.
drway (in the Syr. Arab.) and dwray (in the Egypt. Arab.). We
1

,

prefer the latter, for the passing of rn£ (from nyv) into

according to rule, vid. at
Ver. 26

is

blessing

is

1

it

is

21.

corn, him the people curse
on the head of him that selleth it.

directed against the corn-usurer, whose covetous-

ness and deceitful conduct
whilst

1

Whoso withholdeth
But

This proverb

xxiii.

rni' is

is

described

Amos

there said that they cannot wait

till

viii.

4-8.

But

the burdensome

Hitzig's comparison of raivad, finem respicere, as transposed

from xcaray

is

incorrect; the former verb, which signifies to consider, thus appears to be
original.
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on account of the sacred
days come to an end, the figure here is of a different aspect of
their character : they hold back their stores of corn in the times of
interruption of their usurious conduct

on receiving yet higher prices for it.
is thrashed grain, cf. Arab.
burr, wheat, and nakky of the cleaning of the grain by the separation from it of the tares, etc. (Fl.) ; the word has Kametz, according to the Masora, as always in pause and in the history of Joseph.
JOb has Munach on the syllable preceding the last, on which the
tone is thrown back, and Metheg with the Tsere as the sign of a
pause, as i. 10 JW& (vid. p. 67). T3Bfe, qui annonam vendit, is
denom. of "Of, properly that which is crushed, therefore grain
(Fl.). tnpM?, which we would understand in the Proph. of nations,

scarcity, for they speculate

13 (from

"na, to purify, to be pure)

are here, as at xxiv. 24, the individuals of the people.

The

rcn?

on the head of the charitable is the thanks of his fellowcitizens, along with all good wishes.
That self-sacrificing endeavour after the good of others finds its
reward in the thought encircling the following proverbs.
Ver. 27 He that striveth after good, seeketh that which is pleasing
And he that searcheth after evil, it shall find him.
which

falls

Here we have together three synonyms of seeking E'jjia (R. pa,
which has the general meaning qucerere, from the root:

findere),

idea of penetrating and pressing forwards; Bn'H (R. vi, terere),
which from the root-idea of trying (proving) corresponds to the
Lat. studere ; and "V}B> (whence here ">nfe> instead of "inpo, as "0\

^HD), which means mane, and thus sedulo qucerere (vid.
From 276, where by nyn is meant evil which one prepares for another, there arises for 2iD the idea of good thoughts
and actions with reference to others. He who applies himself to
such, seeks therewith that which is pleasing, i.e. that which pleases
or does good to others. If that which is pleasing to God were
meant, then this would have been said (cf. xii. 2) ; the idea here
is similar to x. 32, and the word iPga? is used, and not kvd'., because
reference is not made to a fact in the moral government of the
world, but a description is given of one who is zealously intent
upon good, and thus of a noble man. Such an one always asks
himself (cf. Matt. vii. 12) : what will, in the given case, be wellpleasing to the neighbour, what will tend to his true satisfaction ?
Regarding the punctuation here, "in't?, vid. at ver. 26. The subject
to tiKian, which, x. 24, stands as the fundamental idea, here follows

instead of
at

i.

28).
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from the governed

"JH,

which may be the gen. (Pa.

xxxviii.

13)

as well as the accus.
Ver. 28

He that trusteth in his riches shall fall,
And the righteous shall flourish like the

green

leaf.

fWM

( c ^ f°r tne
punctuation JWai, x. 26) are singular, but are understood if one
observes that in 28a a withered tree, and in 286 a tree with leaves

^B) (plene after the Masora) as well as the figure

ever green, hovers before the imagination of the poet (cf. Ps.
Jer. xvii. 8).

The proud

riches appears to himself to

ruin (^Q' as

xi. 5,

i.

man, who on the ground of
be free from danger, goes on to

rich

and frequently

in the

Book

3,

his
his

of Proverbs), while

on the contrary the righteous continues to flourish like the leaf
they thus resemble the trees which perennially continue to flourish
anew.
Regarding n?y as originally collective (Symm. OaKKoi}),
vid. at Isa. i. 30, and regarding rns (R. IB, to break), here of the
continual breaking forth of fresh-growing leaf-buds, vid. at Isa.
xi. 1.

The

apostolic

word names

morphosis of believers, 2 Cor.

ii.

this continual

growth the meta-

LXX.

The

18.

has read

nbj/Di

and he who raiseth up the righteous.
29 He that troubleth his own household shall inherit the wind,
And a fool becomes servant to the wise in heart

(approved by Hitzig)
Ver.

Jerome

:

well translates

:

domum

qui eonturbat

suam, for

13JJ closely

corresponds to the Lat. turbare ; but with what reference
troubling or disturbing here

meant?

doubly, and refers

deceit,

it

contrary of avarice

;

once to
the

LXX., by
who

The

and the second time
6

p.rj

is

the

Syr. translates 29a
to the

ovfiireptcpepofievas;

to,

own not unsociably, or without affability, and thus not tyrannically.
But "OV
"nxE* xi. 17, is he who does not grudge to his own body that which
eavrov

is

otiap,

understands one

necessary; /tiffi

"13& is

acts towards his

applied to Elijah, 1

Kings xviii. 17, on
; and at xv. 27

account of whose prayer there was a want of rain
it is

the covetous

who

accordingly, in the

is

spoken of as irva

man who " troubles

a niggard and sordid person (Hitzig) in
give to his own, particularly to his

food and of necessary recreation.

own

The proverb has,
own house " (Luth.),
view, one who does not
"DjJ.

his

servants, a sufficiency of

Far from

raising himself

household arrangements, he shall only inherit wind
the Syr. translates,
obtain, as

iii.

7W,

(????,

by

his

not as

in the general signification to inherit, to

35, xxviii. 10, etc.),

i.e.

he goes always farther and
all pleasure and love

farther back (for he deprives his servants of
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XI. 30, 31.

for their

work

end the

reality of his possession dissolves into nothing.

conduct

is

in seeking the prosperity of his house),

not only loveless, but also foolish

regarding

(vid.

house,

V)ti at

and generally

the servant

is

is

i.

and a

;

till

in the

Such

foolish person

no influence as the master of a
: "and
him who is wise of heart." Thus the

7) has

unable to maintain his independence

a fool to

the LXX. of x. 5), Syr., Targ., Jerome, Grcec.
Luth. construe the sentence. The explanation, et tervua
stuki cordato (sc. addicitur), i.e. even the domestics of the covetous
fool are at last partakers in the wise beneficence (Fl.), places 296
in an unnecessary connection with 29a, omits the verb, which is

LXX.

(cf. also

Venet.,

here scarcely superfluous, and

is

not demanded by the accentuation

(cf. e.g. xix. 22b).

Ver. 30 The fruit of the righteous is a tree of
And the wise man winneth Bonis.

life,

LXX.

The

translate, ix Kapirov hucatoawrp; <f>verai BivBpov £b»j?
Hitzig takes thence the word pji ; but this translation discredits
itself

The

by the unnatural

reversal of the relation of fruit

fruit of the righteous is here not the

brings to him, as Isa.

iii,

good which

and

tree.

his conduct

10, Jer. xxxii. 19, but his activity itself

proceeding from an internal impulse.

"We need to supplement ^B
at x. 17 ; for the meaning

This

of the proverb

a tree of life.
T]N [a traveller]

fruit is

[fruit] as little here as
is,

that the fruit of the

a tree of life (vid.
words and actions exert a
quickening, refreshing, happy influence upon them. By this means
the wise (righteousness and wisdom come together according to
the saying of the Chokma, i. 7a) becomes a winner of souls (npb as
vi. 25, but taken in bonam partem), or, as expressed in the N. T.
(Matt. iv. 19), a fisher of men, for he gains them not only for
himself, but also for the service of wisdom and righteousness.
righteous,

p. 32),

his external influence, itself is

i.e.

namely /or

others, since his

Ver. 81 Lo, the righteous findeth on earth his reward;

How much more the

The

godless and the sinner

particles *? *|N signify properly, interrogatively

said that

.

.

.; it

[nedurn] (Fl.).

already in bibl.

ft is

a conditional particle

;

it

Shall

it

yet be

opens, as here, the antecedent of a gra-

ad majus introduced by
(run) with ipw following, Gen.

Job xv. 15 f., xxv. 5 f.,
2 Sam. xii. 18. xiii.

datio a minori

»3 f|K,

cf. ft

xliv. 8,

13 presents

:

German " geschweige derm"
Hebr. in the way of becoming

corresponds to the

itself as

the nearest parallel to 0?^, where

it

means, to
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be rewarded.
i.e.,

It

is

a vocabulum

ariceps,

and denotes

full requital,

according to the reference, either righteous reward or righteous

punishment. If 30a is understood of reward, and 30b of punishment, then the force of the argument in the conclusion consists in

no claim to a recompense,
never so perfect as not to be mingled
with sin (Eccles. vii. 20 ; Ps. cxliii. 2) ; while, on the contrary, the
repression of the wicked, who, as JWn as to his intention, and KBin

this,

that the righteous can put forth

because his well-doing

is

as to his conduct, actually denies his dependence

manded by

But

divine holiness.

since in the relation of

God

the conclusion

to the righteous

on God,

is

de-

not stringent,

is

His dispensation of

grace and faithfulness to promises also come into view, and thus
in both cases Dpb* appears to require the same interpretation : if

much more
how much less

the righteous does not remain unrevenged, so

shall

not

the godless and the sinner remain

shall

the

.

.

.,

or

Thus

godless and the sinner remain so.

Qew 6
Luther, and among the

the Grcee. Venet.,

tt) 73 airoTiffqaerat ; thus also
moderns Lowenstein and Elster. Of the proverb so understood

Surato? h>

the

LXX. version, el

ko.1

6 fiev

SUaun

fioki? (fiojt<:) cm^ercu, 6 acreftr)?

a/utpTQ>\o? irov <j>aveirai (cf. 1 Pet. iv. 18) ;

may

be a free

translation, for in the d^b* there certainly lies, according to the

Also cb& has the principal tone, not pN3.
even on this side (on earth), lies beyond the sphere
of the O. T. consciousness. The earth is here the world of man.
Three proverbs on knowledge, the favour of God, firmness and
sense,

a V&V

1

,

The thought

BJ>03.
:

the means thereto.
xii.

It

is difficult

that

is

1

He loveth correction who loveth knowledge,
And he hateth instruction who is without reason.

in such cases to say

intended.

The sequence

Semitic substantival clause

is

which

is

the relation of the ideas

of words which

lies

nearest in the

that in which the predicate

is

placed

but the subject may, if it is to be made prominent, stand at
the head of the sentence. Here, lb, the placing of the subject in
advance recommends itself : one who hates instruction is devoid of
first

;

we have no reason in la to invert- the order of
together, we take the conceptions placed first
in both cases as the predicates. Thus : he who loves knowledge
shows and proves that he does so by this, that he willingly puts
himself in the place of a learner and devoid of reason is he who
with aversion rejects reproof, which is designed to guard him from
reason.

But

since

the words as they

lie

;
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2, 8.

future mistakes and false steps. Regarding the punctuation sriijt
njn (with Mercha on the ante-penult, and the mojw-sign on the
'

26

penult.), vid. at xi.

f., i.

In 16 the Munaeh in nnain

19.

is

transformed from Mugrash (Accentssystem, xviii. § 2), as in xv. 106.
ip? (cf. xxx. 2) is a being who is stupid as the brute cattle p'?3,

from

">?a,

to graze, cattle of all kinds; Arab, b'ayr, the beast /car'

homo brutus

compared to a ntpna (Ps.
and is
Arab, behymt, from bahym, " shut
"
(spec,
dabb,
bear
thwr,
an
ox hamdr, an ass) (Fl.).
up
a
Ver. 2 A good man obtaineth favour with Jahve,
But the man of wicked devices He condemns.
the camel)

ef., i.e.

as a

;

;

He who

is

an nteto

xxiv. 8 (cf. p. 39)

etymon,

p. 56),

;

is

17, cf. Ps. xxxvii. 7)

tt^K (xiv.

he

:

is

a

man

The meaning

who

contrives evil

of the subject-conception

defined according to this, although in itself also

God

for 31D, used of

(e.g.

Ps.

defined in

is

of devices (vid. regarding the

namely, that are wicked, one

against his neighbour.
3io

is

called

xlix. 21, lxxiii. 22),

lxxiii. 1,

Ixxxvi. 5)

clear,

it is

and of men

(xiii.

22, xiv. 14), denotes the good (bonus) in the sense of the benevo-

lent (benignus)

the Scripture truths, that

;

the essence of goodness and

conformed
component

is

to reason, that they

parts of the

God

is

love, that love is

the fulfilling of the law, are so

human

stamp themselves as immediate
consciousness.

A

31D

is

thus a

man who acts according to the ruling motive of self-sacrificing love
en p'SP, educit — adipiscitur, at iii. 13)
and shows Himself kind to him, while on
condemns the wicked intriguer. Hitzig trans-

such an one obtains
the favour of God,
the contrary
lates

:

He

(vid.

He

is

the former of intrigues

is

punishable (as the Syr.

:

is

con-

demned; Targ.: his contrivance is shattered to pieces); but to
become a JNtn = reus S'?nn does not denote, but either to practise
JK?n, Job xxxiv. 12, or to set forth as JH5n=to condemn, Isa. 1. 9.

Taken

in the former signification (Jerome, impie agii), a declara-

tion

made which

is

is

not needed, since the moral badness already

: thus ]Pt?v will be used also of
In proof that the poet did not need to say B^KTiNl,
Zockler rightly points to x. 6, Job xxii. 29.
Ver. 8 A man does not stand by wickedness,

lies in

the reference of the subject

Jahve.

But the root

In

J??n

of the righteous remains

unmoved.

there lies the idea of want of inward stay (vid. at Ps.

i.

1); in

which has no stay in God and
His law, there can be expected no external endurance, no solidity.

a

manner of thought and

of conduct
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The

righteous, on the contrary, have their root in God ; nothing
can tear them from the ground in which, they are rooted, they are as
trees which no storm outroots.
The very same thought is clothed
in other words in x. 25, and another statement regarding the root
of the righteous is found at xii. 12.
now place together vers. 4-12. One proverb concerning

We

the house-wife forms the beginning of this group, and four re-

garding the management of the house and business form the
conclusion.
Yer. 4

A good [fo-ave] wife is the crown of her husband,
But as

As

xi.

rottenness in his bones

is

one that causeth shame.

= xa'/"?)> * na'

16 says of

rote, the pleasant wife (tH
J{?
honour, so this proverb of b^n ne>K,

obtaineth

=

(Tn
apery,
honour : she

is

(1 Thess.

19),

ii.

she

that

virtus),

raises

her husband to

for his self-consciousness

and

is

also to

before the world (cf. xxxi. 23).

sne

the good wife

<rrecf)avo<;

higher

«at/%J7<rew<?

him such a crown of honour

On

the contrary, a ne^ap, conregarding the double meaning of
this Mishle word, which only here occurs in the fem., at x. 5), is to

ducting herself shamefully

(cf.

her husband instar cartel in ossibus.
the caries and the worm-hole (cf. Job

wood).

Like

3£"J (3?J, x.
xli.

19,

tf3jyi

7) denotes both
\V,

worm-eaten

as the caries slowly but continuously increases,

till

body which the bone bears and the whole
to ruin ; so an unhappy marriage gnaws at

at last the part of the
life

of the

man

the marrow of
pursuit,

falls
life, it

destroys the happiness of

undermines the

life

life,

disturbs the

of the husband.

Ver. 6 The thoughts of the righteous are justice,
The counsels of the godless are deceit.

They

are so, that is, in their contents and their aim.
righteous are ascribed ntoSPna, namely, simple and clear

To
;

the

to the

godless, JWann, carefully thought out, prudently thought

through
schemes and measures (regarding the word and the idea, vid.
p. 57), but on that very account not simple, because with a
tendency ; for the righteous have an objective rule, namely, that
which is right in the sight of God and of men, but the godless
have only a selfish purpose, which they seek to attain by deceiving,

and

at the cost of, their neighbour.

Ver. 6

The word of the godless is to lie in wait for the blood
But the mouth of the upright delivereth them.
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7.

have tfyeh *nan, but the right sequence of the accents
(in Cod. 1294 and elsewhere) is DWi
the logical relation in
this transformation, which is only rhythmically conditioned, remains
The vocalization wavers between "S'JN, which would
the same.
be imper., and "3"iN, which is infin., like~iDK, xxv. 7, ~ty}., xxi. 11,
However one punctuates it, th« infin. is in"'?¥» Gen. iii. 11.
tended in any case, in which the expression always remains
sketchy enough : the words of the godless are lying in wait for
blood, i.e. they are calculated to bring others to this, into the
danger of their lives, e.g. before the tribunal by false charges
and false witness. OT is the accus. of the object; for instead
editions

nn

of cn? 2~\H
is

(i.

11), to lurk for blood,

•

a shorter expression, tn 31S,
l
of a?V might appear, after

used (Ewald, § 282a). The suffix
refer back to the B^B* ; but the thought that their mouth

xi. 6a, to

saves the upright, that they thus
the danger,

is

know

to speak themselves out of

less appropriate (yid.,

on the contrary, njnn,

mouth of the upright delivereth
are threatened by the godless, as

9) than the thought that the

xi.

from danger
is

by far

those whose lives

rightly explained

subject or object

the connection,

is

e.g.

by Ewald, Bertheau, Elster. The personal
Mashal style often to be evolved from

in the

xiv. 26, xix. 23.

Ver. 7 The godless are overturned and are no more,

Bat the house

of the righteous stands.

Bertheau and Zockler explain : The wicked turn about, then are
they no more; i.e. as we say : it is over with them " in the turning
The noun in the inf. absol. may certainly be the
of a hand."
subject, like xvii. 12, as well as the object (Ewald, § 328c), and
^I?n may be used of the turning about of oneself, Ps. lxxviii. 9,
2 Kings v. 26, 2 Chron. ix. 12. That explanation also may claim
for itself that "\an nowhere occurs with a personal object, if we
except one questionable passage, Isa. i. 7. But here the interpre-

D^eh as the object lies near the contrast of TYO, and
moreover the interpretation of the IBfl, not in the sense of arpe<f>e<r0at (LXX.), but of Karao-Tpifaiv (Syr., Targ., Jerome, Grcec.
tation of the

Venet.,

Luther),

lies

near the contrast of 1bJ£.

The

inf.

absol.

thus leaves the power from which the catastrophe proceeds indefinite, as the pass. ttSj£
1

would

also leave

it,

and the

act de-

Elias Levita, in his note to the root ?1B in Kimchi's WSrterbucJi, reads D^'i'H,

and so

also

do 6 codd. in Kennicot.

But

riB is masculine.
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signedly presented in a vague

manner

consequences therewith, as xxv. 4

to connect with

f ., as if to

say

\

the certain

there comes only

:

from some quarter an unparalleled overthrow which overwhelms
the godless ; thus no rising up again is to be thought on, it is all
over with them ; while, on the contrary, the house of the righteous
withstands the storm which sweeps away the godless.
Ver. 8 According to the measure of bis intelligence is a man praised,
And whoever is of a perverse mind is despised.
Everywhere

in the Miskle

itself

fob

»B$>

5>3b>

has no other meaning than inteU

which is given to a man measures
(punctuate iJoferw, according to Toratk Emeth, p.

The

lectut (vid. p. 87).

praise

41, Accentssystem, xx. § 1), i.e. according to the measure (so 'sb
is used in the oldest form of the language) of his intelligence, or
as we

may also say, of his culture; for in these proverbs, which make
God the highest principle, 5>3B> means also understanding

the fear of

of moral excellence, not merely the intellectual superiority of

natural gifts.
tions,

but

it

7g>} is

does not

here a relative conception of manifold grada-

mean renown

in general, but

good renown.
the
;

Parallel with TOi?, 3? refers to the understanding (rows)

rendering of Lowenstein, "
(synon. of ?JJW and

nijtt

who

B>i??,

is

of false heart,"

is

defective.

but nowhere else interchanging with

means here a vero et recto detortus et aversus (Fl.). Such a man
who has not a good understanding, nor any certain rule of judgment, falls under contempt (Grcec. Venet. t$ ovrmry et? (ivaasyfiov,

it)

nw), i.e. he defames himjudgment of men, of things and their relations,
account in no position rightly to make use of them.

after the false reading of mn» instead of
self

by

and

is

his crooked

on

this

Yer. 9 Better

is

he who

is

lowly and has a servant,

Than he that makes himself mighty and

This proverb,
its

like xv. 17,

quiet excellences.

is

without bread.

commends the middle rank of life with
1 Sam. xviii. 23), from f?i?, cog-

n?j3j (like

nate with ??£, Syr. 'kly, to despise, properly
habere (whence |v|?, scorn, disgrace), here of a

levi

pendere, levem

man who

lives in

a

and does not seek to raise himself up. Many of
the ancients (LXX., Symmachns, Jerome, Syr., Bashi, Luther,
Schultens) explain v "I3V1 by, and is a servant to himself, serves
himself but in that case the words would have been ^B?p 13jn
V? "nty wou ld be more
(Syr. ne-'w B^eto'!), or rather Kin 1iajn.
appropriate, as thus pointed by Ziegler, Ewald, and Hitzig. But
if one adheres to the traditional reading, and interprets this, as it

humble

position

;
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xii. 10.

servm (Targ., Grcee. Venet.), then that
" the first necessity of

supplies a better contrast to Dn? iDnij for

an

oriental in only

moderate circumstances

the case with the Greeks and

who

a slave, just as was

is

A

(Fl.).

man

of lowly-

however, not so poor that he cannot support a slave,
better than one who boasts himself and is yet a beggar (2 Sam.

rank,
is

Romans"

is,

The Hithpa. often expresses a striving to be, or to
29).
wish to appear to be, what the adj. corresponding to the verb
states, e.g. •'Jinn, "itfynn ; like the Greek middles, e£ea6cu, a£eadai,

iii.

cf.

Dsnnn and vo^l^eo-dai. So here, where with Fleischer we have
who makes himself mighty, for 133, gravem esse, is

translated:

etymologically also the contrast of nbp.

26

:

The

Kpeiaamv ipya%opevo? xal tteptaaevav iv

aprmv (according

teal airopcov

proverb, Sirach x.

iracriv,

Sofjatyfievo?

rj

to the text of Fritzsche), is a half

remodelling, half translation of this before us.
Yer. 10 The righteous

knows how

his cattle feel,

And the compassion of the

The

explanation

(FL),

fails,

:

the righteous taketh care for the

10a

for

is

be taken with Ex.

to

also the state of one's soul, the

but

W

godless is cruel.

xxiii.

frame of mind, the

of his beast
B>M signifies

life

9

;

state of feeling

has, as in the related proverb, xxvii. 23, the

meaning of

careful cognizance or investigation, in conformity with which one

If the Tord includes in the law of the Sabbath (Ex. xx. 10,

acts.

12) useful beasts and cattle, which are here especially meant,
and secures to them the reward of their labour (Deut. xxv. 4); if it

xxiii.

forbids the mutilation, and generally the giving of unnecessary
pain, to beasts

;

if it

enjoins those

dam

escape (Deut. xxii. 6

nom

vta njn, and as the

of the

Book

f.),

who

take a bird's nest to

let

the

—these are the prefigurations of that

God of

the Tord thus appears at the close

of Jonah, this wonderful apology (defensio) of the

all-

embracing compassion, the God also of the world-history in this
sympathy for the beasts of the earth as the type of the righteous.
In 10b most interpreters find an oxymoron : the compassion of
the godless

is

compassionless, the direct opposite of compassion;

i.e.

he possesses either altogether no compassion, or he shows such as in
its principle, its expression, and in its effects is the opposite of what
it ought to be (Fl.).
Bertheau believes that in the sing, of the predicate *TOK he is justified in translating
the compassion of the
wicked is a tyranny. And as one may speak of a loveless love, i.e.
of a love which in its principle is nothing else than selfishness, so
:
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also of a compassionless compassion,

Bach as consists only in gestnre

and speech, without truth of feeling and of active

how such
which

really

is

merciful

But

among

LXX.

is

may be difficult to show.
sprang from this thought: the most

cruel, is possible, it

Hitzig's conjecture,

The

results.

a compassionless compassion toward the cattle, and one
'prrt,

sinners are cruel

—the sinner

right in the rendering,

The noun

ret

is

as such not Dirn.

Bk avkarfxya.

t&v

means here not compassion,
but, as in Gen. xliii. 30 (LXX. evrepa or eyxara) and 1 Kings
iii. 26 (LXX.
fitfrpa), has the meaning the bowels (properly
tender parts, cf. Arab, rakhuma, to be soft, tender, with rhm), and
thus the interior of the body, in which deep emotions, and especially
strong sympathy, are wont to be reflected (cf. Hos. x. 8). The
singular of the predicate nja« arises here from the unity of the
subject-conception : the inwards, as Jer. 1. 12, from the reference
of the expression to each individual of the many.
Ver. 11 He that tilleth his own ground is satisfied with bread,
And he that followeth after rain pursuits is devoid of understanding.
a<re/3&v aveXerj/Aova.

Yet more complete
xxviii.

19

is

D'OH")

the antithetic parallelism in the doublette,

(cf. also Sir. xx. 27a).

The proverb recommends the

cultivation of the field as the surest

means of supporting oneself

honestly and abundantly, in contrast to the grasping after vain,
i.e.

unrighteous means of subsistence, windy speculations, and the

like (Fl.).

Oi^jyn

are here not persons (Bertheau), but things

without solidity and value
icevd),

(LXX.

fidraia; Aquila, Theodotion,

and, in conformity with the contrast, not real business.

Elsewhere also the mas. plur. discharges the function of a neut.
vid. DTM, principalia, viii. 6, and D*!l, Ps.
xix. 14
one of the many examples of the imperfect use of the

noun of multitude,

—

gender in Hebr.; the speaker has in Wpn, vana et inania, not D'BOK
(Judg. ix. 4), but O^iaT (Deut. xxxii. 47) in view. The LXX.
erroneously at xxviii. 19, and

Symmachus and Jerome

at both

places understand D'pn of slothfulness.
Ver. 12 The godless lusteth after the spoil of evil-doers
But the root of the righteous shoots forth.

same time an explanation, and agrees with
by unrighteous gain like the wicked
(iv. 14) to enrich himself, namely, as must be understood from the
antithetic members of the parallelism, in vain, without thereby
making progress and gaining anything certain. The preterite, as
This translation

Fleischer's

is

at the

"the godless

strives
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is.

places the general true proposition as a separate

In 126 RV stands
from experience.
quod radix edere eolet, sobolem
stirpis, ramorum, etc., as in the Arab, natan and dnatan are
specially used without an obj. of the spontaneousness of an odour.''
*11XD (from 11Y, to spy, to hunt) is elsewhere the instrument of the
hunt (a net), here the object and end of it. If the words had been
&V} ^,SJ?, then we would explain after D'JH *?&&?, Ps. lxxviii. 49
(yid. coram, on), and JH TOW, vi. 24; but in the difference of
number, D^jn will not be the qualitative but the subjective personal
Ewald, who understands
genitive capturam qualem mali eaptant.
D'an, 116, of good-for-nothing-fellows, interprets D'JTi here, on the
contrary, as neuter (§ 1726) the desire of the wicked is an evil
The
net, i.e. wherein he catches all manner of evil for himself.
LXX. has here two proverbs, in which "TOO occurs in the plur.
and in the sense of oxvprn/utra ; 126 of the Hebr. text is rendered
at 8k p%ai t&v evaefitov iv hypiwiuio-i, which Schleusner explains
immolw erunt. The Hebr. text can gain nothing from this variation.
principle derived

historic

pregnantly

slliptically or

edet, scil.

:

:

:

That the

LXX.

read ?JVK D'pnx ehen

is

not probable, since they

nowhere thus translate \TCH. But Eeiske and Ziegler have, like
Ewald and Hitzig, combined \F\\ of this proverb with jn* from jrm
(Arab. wdtin),firmum, perennem esse. Hitzig translates the distich,
after emending the text of 12a by the help of the LXX. and the
Arab. : the refuge of the wicked is crumbling clay, but the root of
the righteous endures (|fl| from )rp). Bottcher also reads non instead
of ion, and translates (vid. p. 192, 1. 11) : the refuge of the wicked
is miry clay, but the root of the righteous holdeth fast (in* = Arab.
watin).
But this derivation of a verb JD' is not necessary. The
Grcec. Venet.

evident.
tens.

rightly, pl£a Bk Zucalav o»<ret.

Kashi reads nen

The

root giveth,

forth that which

is

is

The

}n^ ^to tone no.

equivalent to,

lies in its

endures (Targ. D$nj)

torn

nature.

it is

So

obj. is selfalso Schul-

productive in bringing

That the

otherwise expressed,

root of the righteous
xii. 3.

Proverbs regarding injurious and beneficial words, wise hearing

and prudent

silence.

Yer. 13 In the transgression of the lips there

The righteous escapeth from

The

consecutive modus

(WW)

is

lies

a dangerous snare

trouble.

here of greater weight than

e.g.

where the connection follows without it (*taj!) from the
idea of the change of place.
The translation : but the rightVOL. I.
B
at xi. 8,
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eous

.

restores tWl (K5H),

.

.

and ignores the syllogistic

relation of the

members of the proverb, which shows itself here (cf. the contrary,
Ewald displaces this relation,
xi. 9) to a certain degree by WW.
for he paraphrases : " any one may easily come into great danger
by means of inconsiderate words ; yet it is to be hoped that the
righteous may escape, for he will guard himself against evil from
the beginning."

He

is

right here in interpreting rnx

as the designation of danger into which one
transgressions of his lips, but " inconsiderate

One must

DTiDb J^a.

is

tPpio

and V}

betrayed by the

words" are

than

less

not be misled into connecting with V^a the

idea of missing, or a false step, from the circumstance that Vi?a

means a

step

;

both verbs have,

it is

true, the

common R.

the fundamental idea of placing apart or separating, but

with

E>a
]ft?a

has

=

placing apart of the legs), but
nothing to do with V&B (step
denotes (as Arab, fusmok fisk, from the primary meaning diruptio,
diremtio) a sinning, breaking through
to

God (cf. e.g. xxviii. 24),

Such a

and breaking off the relation

or even the restraints of morality (x. 19).

and runs even among the
but rather nx»n (xx. 9). Ac-

sinning, which fastens itself to,

righteous,

would not be called

JHPD,

mean that sinful words bring into
extreme danger every one who indulges in them a danger which
he can with difficulty escape; and that thus the righteous, who
guards himself against sinful words, escapes from the distress (cf.
with the expression, Eccles. vii. 18) into which one is thereby
betrayed, in is the descriptive and expressive epithet to B'pio (cf.
Eccles. ix. 12) : a bad false trap, a malicious snare, for b>pid is the
snare which closes together and catches the bird by the feet. This
cording to this the proverb will

proverb

is

repeated at xxix.

—

6, peculiarly

The

remodelled.

LXX.

has after ver. 13 another distich:

He who is of mild countenance findeth mercy;
He who is litigious oppresseth souls.
(mcsfas,

or rather, more in accordance with the

Hebrew

original

oppresseth himself, W"a:.)
Ver. 14

From

the fruit -which the

satisfied

And what

The proverb

mouth

of the

man

bringeth forth

is

he

with good,

the hands of the

man

accomplish returns back to him.

finds its final verification in the last

judgment

(cf.

37), but it is also illustrated in the present life. If the
mouth of a man bringeth forth fruit, namely, the fruit of wholesome doctrine, of right guidance, of comforting exhortation, of

Matt.

xii.

—
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13.

peace-bringing consolation for others,

—

this fruit is also to his

advantage, he richly enjoys the good which flows out of his

own
own
The

mouth, the blessing he bestows is also a blessing for himself.
also is the case with the actions of a man.
That which is
done, or the service which is rendered by his hands, comes back to
him as a reward or as a punishment. 7*03 signifies primarily accomplishment, execution, and is a twofold, double-sided conception : a
rendering of good or evil, and merit on the side of men (whether
merited reward or merited punishment), as well as recompense, requital on the side of God.
The first line is repeated, somewhat
altered, at xiii. 2, xviii. 20.
The whole proverb is prophetically
,

same

3^

iii. 10 f.
has Jahve as the subject,
The Ken
"
or rather the subject remains undefined, and " one requites him

echoed in Isa.

equivalent to

:

more expressive

;

is

is requited to him.
The Chethib seems to us
but this use of the active with the undefined subit

much in the Mishle style
21) as the development of the subject of the clause from
a foregoing genitive.

ject, instead of the passive, is certainly as
(cf. xiii.

Ver. 15 The

way

of the fool is right in his

But the wise

Other proverbs,

man

own

eyes,

listeneth to counsel.

like xvi. 2, say that generally the

judgment of a

regarding his character does not go beyond a narrow subjec-

but there are objective criteria according to which a man
;
can prove whether the way in which he walks is right ; but the
fool knows no other standard than, his own opinion, and however
clearly and truly one may warn him that the way which he has
tivity

chosen

the

is

persists;

1

wrong way and

while a wise

not to be willing to
careful he

may

man

leads to a false end, yet he obstinately

is

listen to

not so wise in his

own

eyes

(iii.

7) as

well-meant counsel, because, however

be regarding his conduct, yet he does not regard

his

own judgment

try

it

so unerring as not to be inclined ever anew to
and let it stand the test. Ewald has falsely construed : yet
whoever hears counsel is wise. In consequence of the contrast,
tW and D3n are the subject ideas, and with nyjJp yofeh is brought

forward that which
fool, the

is

in contrast to the self-complacency of the

conduct of the wise man.

1 Vid. kindred proverbs by Carl Schulze, Die Jilbl. SpriclncSrter der deutschen
Sprache (1860), p. 50, and M. C. Wahl's Das Spriehwort in der heb.-aram.

Literatur, u.s.w. (1871), p. 81.
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Ver. 16. The relations of the subject and the predicate are the
as in the preceding verse.
The fool makes known his vexation on the same day [at once] ,

same

On

the contrary, the prudent

Very frequently

man

hideth the offence.

in these proverbs the first line is only defined

the adducing of the second, or the second holds
of the

first.

three things

:

itself in

by

the light

A

post-bibl. proverb says that

by

his Dtt (his behaviour in drinking), his D'3 (his

man

a

known by

is

conduct in money transactions), and his DJD (his conduct under
deep inward excitement).
So here : he is a fool who, if some injury

is

done to him, immediately shows his vexation in a passionate
while, on the contrary, the prudent man maintains silence

manner ;

as to the dishonour that

is

done to him, and represses his displea-

sure, so as not to increase his vexation to his
less retaliation

and

may

may

is inflicted

is

always of

evil,

be justifiable or unjustifiable.

whether the injury which
Regarding D^, callidus,

56; Schultens' comparison of the Greek yeyvpva<r/ievo<s

only a conceit in want of better knowledge.

HMO,

here and at ver. 23) with

Ewald,

170a.

t)i»3

delay, immediately,

and is
166

vid.

Passion-

injury.

appear to be necessary for the protection of truth, but

passionate self-defence

vid. p.

own

in certain cases be a duty of self-preservation,

§

With another

object,

as

is

Regarding npb (only

inW (only

xi.

27) with

"in?*?,

=

on the self-same day without
well translated by the LXX. avdrjfiepov.

signifies

repeated in 23a.

is

Most of the remaining parables of this section refer to the right
use and the abuse of the tongue.
Ver. 17 He that breathes the love of truth, utters that which is right
But a lying tongue,

deceit.

=

This verse is similar in meaning to xiv. 5 (where 5b
vi. 19a)
the second line of the distich
xiv. 25b.
Everywhere else *?£)

=

MB stand together, only here rw

is joined to ^SOK ; vid. regarding
JVV forming an attributive clause, and then employed as an
adjective, but with distinct verbal force, at vi. 19.
Viewed superficially, the proverb appears tautological ; it is not so, however, but

this

places in causal connection the internal character of

utterances

:

whoever breathes

men and

their

nn&tt, truth or conscientiousness (the

flOX, vid. at Ps. xii. 2), i.e. lets the voice of this be
heard in his utterances, such an one speaks PJV, i.e. uprightness,
integrity, that which is correct, right (Isa. xiv. 19, cf. xli. 26), in

property of the

relation to truth in general,

and

to the present case in particular
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XII. 18.

he who, against better knowledge and the

consciousness of untruth, confirms by his testimony (from
revertere, to

"toy,

say again and again), therewith gives utterance to his

impure character, his wicked intention, proceeding from delight in
doing evil or from self-interest, and diverted towards the injury
of his neighbour. As ruiOK and runo correspond as statements of
the contents of the utterances, so pTi and D'ipt? as statements of
n»"]D is obj. accus. of the "W (from Tan, to
their motive and aim.
TM,
bring to light, cf.
visibility) to be supplied, not the pred. nom.
dolorum structor, as Fleischer poetically finds.
Ver. 18 There

is

that babbleth like the thrusts of a sword,

But the tongue

The second
verb

(cf. xi.

of the wise is healing.

24) of the proverbs beginning with b£.

nt?3 (N?3), peculiar to the Hebr.,

generally

means u

The

which in the modern Hebr.

(HMD in the grammar the proLXX., Syr., and Targ. trans-

to speak out "

:

nunciation) (according to which the
late it

by idk), means

in biblical Hebr., especially with reference

by an oath (Lev.

to the binding of oneself

mittit)

:

v. 4),

and

to

solemn

(Num. xxx.

7, 9, according to which Jerome, proto utter incautiously in words, to speak without thought

protestations

and at random, referred erroneously by Gesenius to the R. D3, to
be hollow, probably a word imitative of the sound, like the Greek
ftaTraplfceiv, to stammer, and fiarroXoyeiv, to babble, which the
lexicographers refer to a talkative person of the name of Burros,
as our " salbadern" [
to talk foolishly] owes its origin to one
Jenaer Bader on the Saal. Theod. and the Grcec. Venet. give the

=

3^n nVijjHDS stands loco accusativi,

false reading ntsis (ireiroidwi).

the 3 being regarded as a noun

We

confossionum gladii (Fl.).
his loquacity neither

by

:

(effutiens verba)

qua

sunt instar

man, who bridles
nor moderates it by indulgent

also call such a

reflection

reference to his fellow-men, a Schwertmaul (sword-mouth) or a

=

Schandmaul (a mouth of shame slanderer), and say that he has a
like a sword.
But on the other hand, the tongue of the
wise, which is in itself pure gentleness and a comfort to others,
since, far from wounding, rather, by means of comforting, supporting, directing exhortation, exercises a soothing and calming
influence.
Regarding KB !, whence N|")0, Dietrich in Gesenius'
Lex. is right. The root-meaning of the verb $&~\ (cognate nsn, to
be loose, Hiph. to let go, Hitlipa. xviii. 9, to show oneself slothful)
is, as the Arab, kindred word rafd, rafa, raf, raw/ (rdf) shows,
tongue

1
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whence

that of stilling, softening, soothing,

meaning of

arises the

healing (for which the Arab, has tabb and 'alkh)

the meaning to

;

mend, which the Arab, ra/d and rafa have, does not stand
Job xiii. 4, but

repair, to

in a prior relation to to heal, as might appear from
is

a specializing of the general idea of rejicere lying in mitigare,

— TjTr^rpia,

1

from aieiofuu,
and
which means equally to
meanings of mitigating and of healing are involved, it is plain that
KBiD, as it means healing (the remedy) and at the same time (cf.
Oepaireia, Rev. xxii. 2) the preservation of health, iv. 22, vi. 15,
xvi. 24, xxix. 1, so also may mean mildness (here and xv. 4), tranEccles. x. 4, calm patience in contrast to violent
quillity (xiv. 30
refreshing
(xiii. 17).
Oetinger and Hitzig translate
and
passion),
"healing
our
translation,
(the means of healing),"
"medicine;"
here
essentially
different
from
it.
is not
just as the patcher is called aKearpia

Since thus in NQT the

to heal.

still

;

Ver. 19 The lip of truth endures for ever,

But the lying tongue only while

None

Venet. also,
€0)9

which follows Kimchi's

pr)%em,

till

I

split (shatter)

nearer the correct rendering
yj"?

I

wink with the

of the old translators understood the phrase

with

He parag.

phrase by

until I

:

= Arab,

it

first

Ahron b. Joseph
make a yn, and

raf, which

explanation,

(the tongue).

when he

is

is

5

the

incorrect

Abulwalid

is

noun

=

Dims

takes

eye.

,

iiV ?"!^r*1JT!

as a

better in rendering the

quite correct if

yn (from

used of the swinging of the balance)
is taken in the sense of a twinkling of the eye (Schultens:
vibramen) ; cf. Orelli's Die hebr. Synonyme der Zeit und Ewigkeit,

yvi

is

27 f., where the synonyms for a twinkling of the eye, a moment,
*ljf (properly progress) has in this phrase the
meaning, while, so long as, and the cohortative signifies, in contradistinction to yjiK, which may also denote an unwilling movement

p.

are placed together.

of the eyelids, a

movement proceeding from a

free determination,

serving for the measurement of a short space of time, Ewald,
§

228a.

(when I

nyriK, Jer. xlix. 19,
.

.

.)

in the

1.

44, where

same sense

Ewald

"3

takes njTJlK

as njpr«r"JK here,

which

is

more

appropriate than the explanation of Hitzig, who regards »3 as
opening the principal clause, and attaches to yvnn the quite too
pregnant signification " to need (for an action) only a moment."
The lip of truth, i.e. the lip which speaketh truth, endures for ever
1

Whether

relation to

it,

^mu, explained
we

neither

by Curtius nor by

Flick, stands in

leave out of view.
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20.

just the enduring)

;

but the tongue of

only for a moment, or a wink of the eye, for

it

is

soon convicted, and with disgrace brings to silence; for a post-bibl.
Aram, proverb says: 'KiJ vh tripP 'Kjj NBK^p, the truth endures,
the

endures not (Schabbath 104a), and a

lie

B £fl

& P$

"
1

i?^i?>

the

lie

has no feet (on which

it

Hebrew proverb
can stand).1

is in the heart of him who deviseth
But those who devise peace cause joy.

Ter. 20 Deceit

evil,

Regarding the figure of forging, fabricating (LXX., Aquila,
Symmachus, and Theodotion, reicTalveiv), or of ploughing, which
underlies the phrase T) Bnn, moliri malum, vid. at iii. 29. That
deceit

is

in the heart of

correctly punctuated

the in Bhn
first place,

is

e.g.

him who deviseth
by Norzi) appears

evil (in 'BnrraPS, as is

to be

a platitude, for

But

as such directed against a neighbour.

20a in

itself

says that the evil which a

man

in the

hatches

against another always issues in a fraudulent, malicious deception
of the same ; and in the second place, it says, when taken in connection with 206, where n no?> is the parallel word to "TO")i?, that

with the deception he always at the same time prepares for him

The contrast to m nrin is tibf ?lrt } and thus denotes
not those who give counsel to contending parties to conclude peace,
,

sorrow.

,

but such as devise peace, viz. in reference to the neighbour, for
YV means not merely to impart counsel, but also mentally to
devise, to resolve upon, to decree, 2 Chron. xxv. 16, Isa. xxxii. 7 f.
cf. hy XT, Jer. xlix. 30.
Hitzig and Zockler give to ohff the
general idea of welfare (that which is salutary), and interpret the
nnei? as the inner joy of the good conscience.
Certainly ubt&
(11. ?t?, extrahere, in the sense of deliverance from trouble) means
not only peace as to the external relationship of men with each
other, but also both internal and external welfare.
Thus it is
here meant of external welfare; Hitzig rightly compares Jer.
xxix. 11 with Nahum i. 11 to the contrast between Dl^ and jn.
But as noio is not self-deception, but the deception of another, so
also nnoi5> is not the joy of those

who

devise the device in their

hearts for the deception of others, but the joy they procure for
others.

Thoughts of peace for

one's neighbour are always thoughts

of procuring joy for him, as thoughts of evil are thoughts of deceit,

and thus of procuring sorrow
viated expression for
1

*W

for him.

Thus

W^i

is

an abbre-

2hs\.

Vid. Duke's Rablin. Blumenlese (1844), p. 231.
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Ver. 21

evil befalls the righteous,

Bat the godless
Hitzig translates

word

"sorrow," and Zockler "injury;" but the

1JK

and although

signifies evil as ethical wickedness,

used of any misfortune in general
it

are full of evil.

denotes especially such sorrow as

sin, xxii. 8,

Job

ment, Hab.

iii.

iv. 8, Isa. lix. 4,

7,

Jer.

iv.

is

or such as brings after

That

15.

it

may be

^f"J3, opp. T?^?) ; thus
the harvest and product of

.(as in

it is

it

punish-

meant the
for the moral

also here thus

makes evident. The godless are full of evil,
which is their life-element brings out of itself all kinds of
evil ; on the contrary, no kind of evil, such as sin brings forth and
produces, falls upon the righteous. God, as giving form to human
fortune (Ex. xxi. 13), remains in the background (cf. Ps. xci. 10
with v. 1 f.) ; vid. regarding rUK, the weaker power of njjj, to go
against, to meet, to march against, Fleischer, Levy's Chald. Wbrtcontrast

evil

buch, 572.
Ver. 22 Lying lips are an abhorrence to Jahve,

And they that deal truly

The frame

of the distich

(D^DK

nfety,

translates 6

agrees with that

commonly

Ver. 23

In 23a

ver.

166

xxvi. 2)

Isa.

cf.

is

sponds with 23a,

n J ,D £

is probity as the
inward thoughts.
The
he irot&v 7r&rra?, had in view CJIDK nK>p

is like xi. 1,

harmony between the words and

LXX., which

are His delight.

;

20.

the

the text of all other translations

received.

A prudent man conceals knowledge,
And a heart-fool proclaims imbecility.

repeated, only a

little

for, as is there said,

changed

;

also

16a corre-

the fool knows not

how

to

keep his anger to himself, as here, that a heart-fool (cf. the lying
mouth, 22a) proclaims (trumpets forth), or as xiii. 16 says, displays
folly without referring to himself the si lacuisses.

To

this

forward

charalatan blustering, which intends to preach wisdom and yet

proclaims in the world mere folly,

thereby makes

itself

i.e.

nonsense and imbecility, and

troublesome, and only to be laughed at and

despised, stands in contrast the relation of the oviy d"tk,
callidus,

who

bringing

it forth

possesses knowledge, but keeps

it

to himself

an occasion presents itself for setting it forth
at the right time, and to the right man.
The

till

at the right place,

right motive also regulates such silence as well as modesty.
this

But

under the point of view of prudence.
take verses 24-28 together as a group.
In these verses

proverb places

We

homo

without

it
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the subject

is

the means of rising (in the world), and the two ways,

the one of which leads to error, and the other to

life.

Ver. 24 The hand of the diligent attains to dominion,

But

In

x.

4 nnsn was

slothf ulnesa will

T

tributary.

but to 1? standing beside

adj.,

regarded as adj. to

become

here

it ;

it is

to

(sluggish hand) supplied from 24a, but

be

may

be equally regarded as a subst. (slothfulness) (yid. at ver. 27).
Regarding |V n> ""^ Pr 211. DD signifies tribute and service, i.e.
tributary service rendered to a master.
It

the experience of to-day, as

is still

that slothfulness (indolence) brings
if

In xi. 296 "13V stands for it.
it was of Solomon's time,

down

to a state of servitude,

not even deeper, but that vigorous activity raises to dominion or

to the position of a master,

i.e.

to independence, wealth, respect,

and power.
man boweth
And a friendly word maketh it glad.

Ver. 25 Trouble in the heart of a

The twofold anomaly

that njsn

fern, renders the text doubtful,

which introduce another
not improve

it

;

j

is

down,

construed as masc. and 33 as

but the

subject,

Theodotion's

s

it

LXX.,

Syr.,

X0705

(3W?

<f>ofiepb<;

preferable,

who

Targum,

W

?),

do

translates pepiftva

But the
Gen. xlix. 6, so also may 3? be
used as fem., for one thereby thinks on t?M ; the plur. T\\s? (ni337),
according to which in Ezek. xvi. 30 we find the sing, nap, may also
conform to this. And rone* as pred. to PUtn follows the scheme

iv xapBla avSpbs Kartaxei airov, and thus reads VMi&l.

rhyme

ii.

is

thereby

lost.

As

1133,

106, perhaps not without attractional co-operation after the

scheme DTin nnaj rvsrp, 1 Sam. ii. 4. nrrefy from nnE>, occurs only
3iO "WJ designates in
here; but ntwi, from runt?, occurs only twice.
the book .of Joshua and in Kings (1 Kings viii. 56) the divine
promise ; here it is of the same meaning as 1 Kings xii. 7 : an
appeasing word. Who has not in himself had this experience, how
such a word of friendly encouragement from a sympathizing heart
cheers the sorrowful soul, and,

if

only for a time, changes

its

sorrow

into the joy of confidence and of hope!
Ver. 2G The righteous looketh after his pastures,
But the way of the godless leadeth them into error.

In 26a no acceptable meaning is to be gained from the
mode of vocalization. Most of the ancients translate

traditional

W

to "»n\ as

it

occurs in post-bib. Hebr.,

altogether peculiar love.

e.g.

as part.

rniv nan, prevailing,

Thus the Targum, anan

jo at?
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Kimehi) ; on the other hand, Aqufla, active t
(making the neighbour rich), which the
meaning of the Kal as well as the form "W oppose ; Lnther, " The
righteous man is better than his neighbour," according to which
Fleischer also explains, " Probably "W from inj, vXeovd^etv, has
the meaning of ir\iov ex<ov, rrXeoveicrwp, he gains more honour,
ve/repirrevrai (after

irepivaevtov tov irXijaiop

respect, riches, etc., than the other, viz. the unrighteous."

more

satisfactory

Ahron

Joseph

b.

:

Yet

not the nobility and the

name, but this, that he is righteous, raises a man above others.
In this sense we would approve of the prcestantior atiero Justus, if
only the two parts of the proverb were not by such a rendering
wholly isolated from one another. Thus in* is to be treated as the
f ut. of iw. The Syr. understands it of right counsel ; and in like

manner Schultens explains

it,

guidance, and the moderns

guidance generally.

Ewald

style avoids the placing of

a

with Cocceius, of intelligent, skilful

(e.g.

Gesenius) for the most part of

rather seeks (because the proverbf ut. verb at the

W

commencement of the

as a noun in the sense
10]) to interpret
of director, but his justification of the fixed a is unfounded.
And

proverb [hut

cf. xvii.

generally this sense of the

The verb

word

exposed to

is

"wm signifies, after its root, to

many

objections.

go about, " to make to go

about," but

is, however, not equivalent to, to lead
(wherefore
Bottcher too ingeniously derives "W t=TJW from "inN=lB'K) ; and

wherefore this strange word, since the Book of Proverbs

is

so rich

The Hiph. Tnn signifies to
synonyms of leading and guiding
send to spy, Judg. i. 23, and in this sense the poet ought to have
said Vjjrv "UV : the righteous spies out (the way) for his neighbour,
he serves him, as the Targum-Talmud would say, as "W?, Thus
connected with the obj. accus. the explanation would certainly be
the righteous searches out his neighbour (Lowenstein), he has
intercourse with men, according to the maxim, " Trau schau wem."
But why not Wjn, but Wjno, which occurs only once, xix. 7, in the
Mishle, and then for an evident reason ? Therefore, with Doderlein,
Dathe, J. D. Michaelis, Ziegler, and Hitzig, we prefer to read VJHD;
it is at least not necessary, with Hitzig, to change *W into inj,
since the Hipkil may have the force of the intens. of the Kal, but
"W without the jussive signification is a poetic licence for "iw.
That "Wl can quite well be used of the exploring of the pasture, the
Thus altered, 26a falls into an
deriv. "W, Job xxxix. 18, shows.
in

I

appropriately contrasted relation to 266.

The way
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leads

them

into error

the course of

;

267

27.

which they have given

life to

themselves up has such a power over them that they cannot set
themselves free from

and

it,

leads the enslaved into destruction

it

the righteous, on the contrary,

is

free with respect to the

:

way which

he takes and the place where he stays ; his view (regard) is directed
to his true advancement, and he looketh after his pasture, i.e.
examines and discovers, where for him right pasture, i.e. the
advancement of his outer and inner life, is to be found. With
wjnp there is a combination of the thought of this verse with the
following, whose catch-word is ^T5f, his prey.
Ver. 27 The slothful pursues not his prey

But a precious

The LXX.,

possession of a

;

man

is

and Jerome render

Syr., Targ.,

diligence.

the sense of

sftfp in

obtaining or catching, but the verbal stem yin nowhere has this

meaning.
*»??,

When

Fleischer remarks,

^n,

probably like

air. \ey.,

properly to entangle in a noose, a net, he supports his opinion

by reference to D^n, which signifies lattice-windows, properly,
woven or knitted like a net. But *Qn, whence this D'ann, appears
to be equivalent to the Arab, kliarh, Jissura, so that the plur. gives

the idea of a manifoldly divided

The Jewish
Juda

b.

lexicographers

Koreish)

all

aim

at

(lattice-like, trellis-formed)

(= Arab,

ing of the Aram. *nn, to singe, to roast
l'oasteth

not his prey, whether (as Fiirst presents

lazy to hunt for
it

it

(Berth.), or because

not for enjoyment (Ewald).

used only of singeing,

e.g.

window.

(Menahem, Abulwalid, Parchon, also
that which is in accord with the mean-

But to

hark)
it)

when he has

roast

is rfcf,

the hair, and roasting,

:

the slothful

because he

is

too

he prepares
not "p"l, which is
it

e.g.

ears of corn,

but not of the roasting of flesh, for which reason Joseph Kimchi
(vid. Kimchi's Lex.) understands WV of wild fowls, and prp of the
singeing of the tips of the wings, so that they cannot fly away,
according to which the Venet. translates ov fievet .
q 6ijpa avrov.
.

.

Thus

the Arab, must often help to a right interpretation of the ait.

Xey.

Schultens

is

right:

ciere, excilare, Kivelv

Kiveiv Tt)v Brjpav.

Verbum

generatim,

The

et

liarak, yin,

apud Arabes

est

mover e,

speciatim excitare prcedam e cubili,

Lat. agitare, used of the frightening up and

driving forth of wild beasts, corresponds with the idea here, as

used by Ovid, Metam.

x.

Aut pronos lepores aut celsum
Aut agitat damas.

Thus

Tin* together with

e.g.

538, of Diana

WV

in

cornua cervux

gains the meaning of hunting, and
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W|

generally of catching the prey.
ness,

and thus without

contrasted clause
stein),

(Syr.),

is

here incarnate slothful-

That in the

ellipse equivalent to n'Dl t^tt.

pnn does not mean

ottoto/u©)?,

decreed (Lciwen-

nor gold (Targ., Jerome, Venet.), nor that which is excellent
is manifest from this contrast as well as from x. 4, xii. 24.

The

clause has from

it.

The

LXX.

its

sequence of words something striking about

placed the words in a different order: kttj/ui Be

But

(p?n in the sense of Arab, kkdlas).

rlfiiov dvrjp Ka6apb<s

two others have been tried : pin D1K fin
np', the possession of an industrious man is precious, and DTK ip* fin
pin, a precious possession is that (supply fin) of an industrious man.
But the traditional arrangement of the words gives a better meaning
than these modifications. It is not, however, to be explained, with
Ewald and Bertheau : a precious treasure of a man is one who is
industrious, for why should the industrious man be thought of as
a worker for another and not for himself ? Another explanation
advanced by Kimchi : a valuable possession to men is industry, has
besides this transposition,

the twofold advantage that

it is

according to the existing sequence

But can

of the words, and presents a more intelligible thought.

pin have

the meaning of

reads pin, to
for

we have

be expected
is

make

nwin

haste (to be industrious).

Targum

is

"ibt5>

Hitzig

unnecessary,

for

ip^

is

to

man is it that, or when, he
W'li,
The accentuation fluc-

a precious possession of a

Y™

briefly for P"»n

tuates between IP* Dltrprn (so

explanation,

This

here a case similar to x. 17, where
:

industrious,

the

(the being industrious) ?

translates,
is

to

and

e.g.

Cod. 1294), according to which
which, according to our

"lp* ffltrprrij

be preferred.

Ver. 28 In the path of righteousness

And

the

way

of its path

is

is life,

immortality.

All the old versions to the Venet. give "?K instead of

~?*j>, and are
from WTO ifVn a
eh ddvarov, in which they are

therefore under the necessity of extracting

meaning corresponding
followed by Hitzig

(naw)

:

to this,

" a devious way leadeth to death."

But

a'JTJ

and generally way and street (vid. at i. 15),
not " devious way," which is expressed, Judg. v. 6, by ni7p?py JWTiK.
And that 7K is anywhere punctuated thus in the sense of ?K is
previously improbable, because the Babylonian system of punctuation distinguishes the negative ?K with a short Pathach, and the
prepositional 7K (Arab, ild) with a short Chirek, from each other
signifies step,
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28.

the punctuation 2 Sam.

;

xiii.

16,

no support to the opinion that here «? is vocalized
thus in the sense of ?K, and it is not to be thus corrected. Nothing
is more natural than that the Chokma in its constant contrast
between life and death makes a beginning of expressing the idea
of the affavaola (vid. p. 42), which Aquila erroneously read from
the rrtD'^K, Ps. xlviii. 15. It has been objected that for the formation of such negative substantives and noun-adjectives vb (e.g.
?N"t6, DJTOT) and not ->N is used ; but that ?K also may be in close
There ?t?"?N is
connection with a noun, 2 Sam. i. 13 shows.
?0
?K,
according to which it may also be explained
equivalent to
in the passage before us, with Luther and all the older interpreters,
who accepted 7K in its negative signification : and on (the 3 governing) the way ... is no death. The negative 7K frequently stands
as an intensifying of the objective vb but why should the Chokma,
which has already shown itself bold in the coining of new words,

jer.

li.

3, gives

W

;

not apply

name ?y£

itself to
is

the formation of the idea of immortality?

the result of a

certain that ?K

is

much

here not equivalent to ?K; the Masora

right in affirming that

nyro

is

:

the idol

greater linguistic boldness.

Se

written with

is

It is

therefore

raphatum pro map-

and in the Lex.), cf. 1 Sam.
Thus: the way of their step is

picato (vid. Kimchi, Michlol 31a,

xx. 20, vid. Bottcher, § 418.

much

immortality, or
also denotes the

rather, since

TO

going to a distance

haviour, the proceeding, the walk, etc.

over and passing through) of their

is

:

not a fixed idea, but
the journey), the be-

(i.e.

the walking (the stepping

way

is

synonyms of the way, the Hebrew style
them with picturesque expressions ; but

immortality.

Rich in

delights in connecting

TO

always means the

which divides into mmK or nana (Job vi. 18,
Jer. xviii. 5), and consists of such (Isa. iii. 16). The distich is
synonymous : on the path of righteousness (accentuate npix rntp)
is life meeting him who walks in it, and giving itself to him as a
possession, and the walking in its path is immortality (cf. iii. 17,
x. 28) ; so that to go in it and to be immortal, i.e. to be delivered
from death, to be exalted above it, is one and the same thing. If
we compare with this, xiv. 326, it is obvious that the Chokma
begins (vid. Psychol, p. 410) to break through the limits of this
present life, and to announce a life beyond the reach of death.

way

in general,

The proverb

xii.

28

is

so sublime, so weighty, that

it

manifestly
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forms a period and conclusion. This is confirmed from the following proverb, which begins like x. 1 (cf. 5), and anew stamps the
collection as intended for youth
xiii.

A wise son is his father's correction

1

But a scorner

The LXX., which

whence

vrrriKoo<; trarpi,

that they read

the

listens

not to rebuke.

Syr. follows, translate Tibs iravovpybs
it

is

not to be concluded with Lagarde

in the sense of a Ni. tolerativum ; they correctly

"i?fa

understood the text according to the Jewish rule of interpretation,
" that which is wanting is to be supplied from the context." The

Targ. had already supplied VOB* from lb, and is herein followed by
Hitzig, as also by Glassius in the Phiblogia sacra.
But such an

Hebr.

ellipse is in the

style without

an example, and would be com-

prehensible only in passionate, hasty discourse, but in a language

which the representation Jilius sapiens disciplinam patris audit
numbers among the anomalies is not in general possible, and has
not even its parallel in Tacitus, Ann. xiii. 56 deesse nobis terra,
in qua vivamus in qua moriemur, non potest, because here the primary idea, which the one expression confirms, the other denies, and
besides no particle, such as the \ of this passage before us, stands

in

:

—

Bottcher therefore maintains the falling out of
the verb, and writes T?J before |3 ; but one says not "WlD pa, but
Should not the clause, as it thus
1D1D ycsr, i. 8, iv. 1, xix. 27.

between them.

But 1WD can

stands, give a sense complete in itself I

Schultens and Ewald, be taken as part. Hoph. of

up by

his father, for the

as part.

Hoph. of

"WD.

hardly, with

"W one
:

usage of the language knows

Thus, as Jerome and the

brought

"iDID

only

Venet. translate

a wise son is the correction of his father, i.e. the product of the
same, as also Fleischer explains, u Attribution of the cause, the
ground, as elsewhere of the effect." But we call that which one

has trained (vegetable or animal) his Zucht (=iraihela in the sense of
iralSevfia).

To

the wise son (x. 1)

who

is

indebted to the

at? "1D1D

mocker at religion
and virtue, who has no ear for frjpa, strong and stern words
which awaken in him a wholesome fear (cf. xvii. 10, Jude 23 : iv
(iv. 1),

stands opposed the Jv (vid.

i.

22), the

<f>6/3a>).

Ver. 2

the fruit of the mouth of a man he himself enjoys good
But the delight of the godless is violence.

From

man with a fruit-bringing
2a — xii. 14a, where V?^, for ?3*$\
mouth, himself enjoys also the blessing of his fruit-producing

A
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a.

his food '(cf. jS/w/ta, John iv. 34) is the good action in
;
words, which in themselves are deeds, and are followed by deeds
this good action affords enjoyment not merely to others, but also

speech

Ewald and Berthean

to himself.

Fleischer

:

&]&

turns back upon themselves; they must eat
consequences."

borum

and "

itself,

but never simply (but

contrary,

t^BJ

means

desire, Ps. xxvii.

also, i.e.

it

12

;

cf.

bear

like x. 6

to eat violence "

drink (xxvi. 6) violence (injury)."
of the soul, of which elsewhere

also does

wish to do to others

The thought would then be

obleget violentia,

2b ; so

attract iotP to

" the violence which the

:

its evil

os impro-

parallel to

is

" to

But wherefore then the naming

it is

said that

Luke

xii.

it

hungers or

19) that

also appetitus, xxiii. 2,

it

eats ?

satiates

On

the

and particularly wicked

here, as Ps. xxxv. 25, the object of this desire

Regarding DHJ3, vid. above, p. 85. There are
such as do injury in a cunning deceitful manner to their neighbour
While the former (the righteous) distrito their own advantage.
butes to his neighbour from the inner impulse without having
such a result in view, yet according to God's direction he derives
enjoyment himself therefrom : the desire of the latter goes to Don,
aSiicla, and thus to the enjoyment of good unrighteously and
(Psychol, p. 202).

violently seized.
Ver. 3

3a

is

He tbat gu&rdeth his mouth keepeth his soul
He that openeth wide his lips, to him it is destruction.

extended in xxi. 23 to a

distich.

Mouth and

soul stand in

the most immediate
whoever guards his
soul
;
thus
continuous
expression
of
the
and
rendering of the
excellent
his
soul
(the
Venet.,
with
keeps
mouth

closest interchangeable relation, for speech

is

synonym, 6 vqp&v to <rr6jia iavrov tpvKdo-o-ei Trp> -^vyifv iavrov),
for he watches that no sinful vain thoughts rise up in his soul and
come forth in words, and because he thus keeps his soul, i.e. himself,
safe from the destructive consequences of the sins of the tongue.
On the contrary, he who opens wide his lips, i.e. cannot hold his
mouth (LXX. o Be irpoireri)<f yetkeatv), but expresses unexamined
and unconsidered whatever comes into his mind and gives delight,
he

is

destruction to himself (supply tan), or to

(supply

him

it is

destruction

both interpretations are possible, the parallelism,
brings nearer the former, and the parallel xviii. 7 brings nearer
the latter. p&B means to spread (Schultens : diducere cum ruptura
vel

JltfT)

;

ad rupturam

usque), here the lips, Pih. Ezek. xvi. 25, the legs,

Arab, fashkh, farshkli ;

vid.

regarding the R.

B'D,

to extend, to
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spread out, Fleischer in the supplements to the A. L. Z. 1843,
Regarding the Mishle word "WTO, vid. under x. 14.
col. 116.

Ver. 4. The three proverbs (1-3) which refer to hearing and
now followed by a fourth whicii, like vers. 2 and 3,

speaking are

speaks of the

t?EU.

The soul of the sluggard desires, yet has not
But the soul of the industrious is richly satisfied.
that the o in »» tote? is the cholera eompaginis, Bottcher,
meets with the right answer that this would be the onlyexample of a vocal casus in the whole of gnomic poetry ; but when

The view
§ 835,

on his own part (Neue Aehrenlese,
accus. of the nearer definition

§

1305) he regards wtei as the

(=WW3), he

proceeds inadvertently

on the view that the first word of the proverb is ™.*tfl9, while we
7X9 iB»B3
read wt?no, and wfeJ is thus the nom. of the subject.
means u his (the sluggard's) soul " (for hun occurs as explanatory
permutative briefly for ^SP EfcJ), as nnb ?VB\PD means " its branches
One might, it is true, add
(i.e. of the fruitful tree)," Isa. xvii. 6.
n to the following word here, as at xiv. 13 but the similar expression appertaining to the syntax ornata occurs also 2 Sam. xxii. 33,
Ps. lxxi. 7, and elsewhere, where this is impracticable.
Melri
appropriately compares the scheme Ex. ii. 6, she saw him, viz. the
;

boy.

With

reference to the T?) here violently (cf. xxviii. 1) introit is an adverb altogether like

duced, Bottcher rightly remarks, that

necquidquam, xiv.

6, xx. 4,

Ps.

Ixviii.

21, etc., thus: appetit nec-

46 shows the meaning of the
desire that has not, for there |Bhri occurs, a favourite strong Mishle
word (xi. 25, xxviii. 25, etc.) for abundant satisfaction (the LXX.

quidquam anirna

ejus, scilicet pigri.

here, as at xxviii. 25, iv iiri/teXeuf, sc. eaovrat, instead of which,

Montfaucon supposed irt/teWo, which is, however, a word not
authenticated).
The slothful wishes and dreams of prosperity and
abundance (cf. xxi. 25 f., a parallel which the Syr. has here in
view), but his desire remains unsatisfied, since the object

gained but only
that richly,

Ver.

5.

lost

what the

Two

not

is

by doing nothing ; the industrious gain, and
slothful wishes for, but in vain.

proverbs of the character of the righteous and of

the effect of righteousness

A deceitful thing the righteous hateth
But the

With

"13'j

godless disgraceth and putteth to shame.

in the sphere of an intelligible generality (as here of

falsehood, or Ps.

xli.

9 of worthlessness) a concrete event
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in the following plur.

a general fact

is

separated

individual instances and circumstances (vid. at Ps. lxv. 4)

in means not only the word in which the soul reveals itself,
hut also any fact in which an inner principle or a general fact or
a whole comes forth to view. The righteous hateth all that bears
in it the character of a falsehood (punctuate "HJB*-OT with Gaja,
cf. xii. 19), but the godless . . . Should we now, with Bertheau,
Hitzig, and others, translate " acteth basely and shamefully " ? It

for

is

true that both Biphs.

may be

regarded as transitive, but this

expression gives no right contrast to 5a, and

We

is pointless.

5 that &"3D, like •"3^, has also a causative signification : to put to shame, i.e. bring shame upon others, and that
xix. 26, where "Vanoi e"3D are connected, this causative significa-

have seen at

x.

tion lies nearer than the intrinsically transitive.

Thus

also here be meant, that while the righteous hateth all that

it

will

is

false

by falsehood, the godless on the contrary loves
But it is a question whether WXll
to disgrace and
B^a
derived
is to be
from
{tfa, and thus is of the same meaning
&*?';
t^Nun,
Isa.
xxx.
which
there signifles pudefactum esse,
as
5,
tP'tuh,
and
is
thus
derived
from a Bfr = g>ta, vid. 2 Sam.
is pointed
£"K3ri
occurs
also
as
Hiph.
of t?Ka, and means tranxix. 6.
But
sitively to make of an evil savour, Gen. xxxiv. 30, cf. Ex. v. 21,
as well as intransitively to come into evil savour, 1 Sam. xxvii. 12.
In this sense of putidum faciens, bringing into evil savour, £*K3'
occurs here as at xix. 26, suitably along with T&rv ; xix. 26 is the
putidum facere by evil report (slander), into which the foolish son
brings his parents, here by his own evil report, thus to be thought
of as brought about by means of slander. The old translators here
fall into error ; Luther renders both Hiphils reflexively ; only the
Venet. (after Kimchi) is right : o£a><ro (from an 6£ovv as trans, to
o£etp) Kai arifiuxrei,, he makes to be of ill odour and dishonours.
or that

is

tainted

to

put to shame.

=

Ver. 6 Righteousness protecteth an upright walk,

And

The

godlessness bringeth sinners to destruction.

double thought

is

closely like that of xi. 5, but is peculiarly

there, n^TX and n^n are
God, which consists of a
ruling influence over man's conduct and a determination of h\&
walk.
But instead of naming the persons of the !]£! ^'cn and

and almost enigmatically expressed.
meant of a twofold inner relation

As

to

D'KBPj as the objects of this influence, the proverb uses the abstract

expression, but with personal reference,

VOL.

I.

^'0^

and

HtJBPj,

and

8
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designates in twd words the connection of this twofold character

What

with the principles of their conduct.
t)?Din

is

meant by

">vn

and

proceeds from the contrasted relationship of the two (cf.
1V3 signifies observare,

xxii. 12).

which

is

not suitable here, bat

and in Gesen.
" to turn upside down,"
pervertere (as xi. 3, Ex. xxiii. 8), as in the sense of " to overthrow,"
evertere (as e.g. xxi. 12), forms a fitting contrast.
He who walks
forth with an unfeigned and untroubled pure mind stands under
the shield and the protection of righteousness (cf. with this prosopopoeia Ps. xxv. 21), from which such a walk proceeds, and at the
same time under the protection of God, to whom righteousness
appertains, is well-pleasing; but he who in his conduct permits
himself to be determined by sin, godlessness (cf. Zech. v. 8) from
which such a love for sin springs forth, brings to destruction ; iu
other words : God, from whom the yen, those of a perverse disposition, tear themselves away, makes the sin their snare by virtue of
the inner connection established by Him between the Piyeh and
the destruction (Isa. ix. 17).
In the LXX. this 6th verse was
originally wanting
the translation in the version of Aquila, in
the Complut. and elsewhere, which the Syr. follows, falsely makes
also tueri (rTjpetv), to

which

much

Tkesawtnts), not so

*!??

(vid,

at

xi. 3,

in the sense of

;

riKtsn

the subj.

Ver.

There
There

A

:

Two

7.

is
is

rov<s Be «<re/3«? <f>avXovi iroiei d/xapria.

proverbs of riches and poverty

one who maketh himself rich and hath nothing
who represented himself poor amid great riches.

another

sentence which includes in

expresses.

:

To

the Hithpa.

the judgment which

itself

">33Tiri

(to

make

xii.

9

oneself of importance)

make one-

there are associated here two others, in the

meaning

self something, without anything after

thus to place oneself

so or so, Ewald, § 124a.
self-intelligible

To

the clauses with

\

there

to

is

supplied

a

V.

Ver. 8

A ransom for a man's life are his riches
But the poor heareth no

Bertheau

it,

falls into error

threatening.

when he understands

rrjW of

the contrast points to threatening with the loss of

wealth of the rich before the judgment

is

warning;

life.

The

not here to be thought

permits, or rather ordains (Ex. xxi. 29

Torn only in a single case
f.), ransom from the punish-

ment of

all

of; for apart from

Num.

this,

that

death, and declares

xxxv. 31

f.

it

the

in

other cases inadmissible,

(one might indeed think of an administration of
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justice not strictly in accordance with the Mosaic law, or altogether

accessible to bribery), 86 does not accord therewith, since the poor

in such cases would fare

as speaking

on waylayers as those introduced

e.g.

The poor has no room

11—14.

i.

because one would lay hold on his

ill,

But one may think

person.

will threateningly point their

to fear that such

swords against his breast, for there

nothing to be got from him : he has nothing, one sees

he

known

is

as such.

and he has

But the

rich

is

to congratulate himself if

it

in

is

him and

a valuable prize for them,

he

permitted to escape

is

Also in the times of war and commotion it may
be seen that riches endanger the life of their possessor, and that in
fortunate cases they are given as a ransom for his life, while his
poverty places the poor man in safety. To JWB' k? Hitzig fittingly
with his

life.

compares Job

iii.

18, xxxix. 7

:

he does not hear, he has no need

remem-

Michaelis, Umbreit, Lib'wenstein (who calls to

to hear.

brance the state of things under despotic governments, especially
in the East) also explain 86 correctly ; and Fleischer remarks

pauper minus

hostiles

syntactic refinement

:

non audit, i.e. non minatur ei hostis. Ewald's
" Yet he became poor who never heard an

harmony with

accusation," presents a thought not in

The

three following proverbs in vers.

9-11 have

8a.
at least this in

common,

that the two concluding words of each correspond with
one another almost rhythmically.
Ver. 9 The light of the righteous burnetii joyously,

And the lamp

The

of the godless goeth out.

second line =xxiv. 206,

xviii.

5

f.,

DWH TiK

gether, and there

divine

"tfx

xx. 20.

cf.

and lyr

In the Book of Job

17) stand tospoken of (xxix. 3) a divine "W as well as a
which enlightens the righteous ; however, one must say
lirv

vi. 3,

as derived

deliberately calls the Tord tin,

from

it

and separated,

signedly calls the righteous Tts, viz. DY !! TtK
1

and the godless

(cf. xxi.

is

that the poet, as he,

commandment,

V$>y i"U

>}, viz.

pfo

"u,

*u,

(iv. 18, cf.

To

nofe*

Meidani,

is

-I1N,

D'jynx

2 Pet.

Ben-Naphtali's

is 'S

~(\t<

19),

The

authentic

without Makkeph.

475; Kimchi also the " laughing,

Talmud

;

i.e.

amply measured

for the light laughs

when

brightly shines, and increases rather than decreases; in Arab,
it

de-r

Hitzig compares the " laughing tongue of the taper" of
iii.

span, pniB' nato," of the

has in

i.

—the former imparts the sunny day-

light, the latter the light of tapers set in darkness.

punctuation

and the

so also here

it

samuha

the idea of joy directly related to that of liberality.
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LXX. translates

nofe* incorrectly

following ver. 9, the

first line

by

and has a distich
Sokuu (n y?~\ B*3?)
from Ps. xxxvii. 216.

Ziairavros,

of which

is

yfrv%al

irXav&vrai iv afiaprlais, and the second line

is

Ver. 10 Nothing comes by pride bat contention

But wisdom

The

is

with those

who

receive counsel.

restrictive PI (only) does not, according to the sense,

jViB (by pride), but to nito, vid. under Ps. xxxii. 6 and

= there

belong to

Job

ii.

10.

under x. 24. Bertheau's " one causes " is not
exact, for "one" [man] is the most general personal subject, but
}rv is in such cases to be regarded as impersonal : by pride is
always a something which causes nothing but quarrel and strife,
Line second is a variant to xi. 2ft.
for the root of pride is egoism.
Betclieidenheit (modesty) is in our old [German] language exactly

Of

\n)

is,

vid.

equivalent to Klugheit (prudence).

But here

the

D^jfttx

elsewhere reciprocal

YVto

although the reciprocal

more

are

exactly designated as permitting themselves to be advised

;

the

has here once a tolerative signification,
is

also allowable

:

with such as recipro-

and thus without positiveness supplement
each his own knowledge by means of that of another.
Most interpreters regard 10J as a substantival clause, but why should not
}rp be carried forward?
With such as permit themselves to be
advised, or are not too proud to sustain with others the relation
of giving and receiving, there is wisdom, since instead of hatred
comes wisdom the peaceful fruit resulting from an interchange
cally advise themselves,

—

of views.

by means of fraud always becomes less
But he that increaseth it by labour gains always more.

Ver. 11 Wealth

We

punctuate ?ano"jin (with Makkeph, as in Ven. 1521, Antw.
1582, Frank.-on-the-dder 1595, Gen. 1618, Leyden 1662), not
tano pn (as other editions, and e.g. also Lb'wenstein) ; for the meaning

is

not that the wealth becomes less by tan (Targ., but not the

Syr.), or that

it is less

than tan (Uinbreit), but tano-pn

is

one idea

wealth proceeding from tan ; but tan, properly a breath (Theod.
airo ar/tov or aT/t/So?), then appearance without reality (Aquila,
dirb /laTaiorrjroi), covers itself here
»'.«.

call swindle,

by morally unrestrained fraudulent and deceitful speculation in

contrast to solid and real gain.
fierh, avo/j,ia$
1

by that which we

[A fragment

(LXX.),
of an

The

translations: hricnrovSatypevii

tnrepairovSa^ofiitnj

anonymous

(Symmachus, Quinta 1 ),

translation, so called

from the place

it

in Origen's Hexapla.}
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the phrase ?3TO

festinata (Jerome), do not necessarily suppose

= ?n30, xx. 21 Keri,

which comes ianD is obtained in a
windy (unsubstantial) manner and as if by storm, of which the
proverb holds good : " so gewonnen so zerronnen " (= quickly come,
bino needs neither to be changed into that unquickly go).
?3TO
hebraic
(Hitzig) nor into the cognate bnba (Ewald), but
yet inferior to bznn in the content of its idea. The contrast of one
who by fraud and deception quickly arrives at wealth is one who
brings

it

for wealth

together in his hand,

often as he can bear

it in his

iirl j(eip6\ (Venet.), i.e.

hand and bring

it

always as

forth (Ewald,

Bertheau, Elster, and Lagarde), or according to the measure of the

(which means " according to external ability "),
so that by,' which is applied to the formation of adverbs, e.g. Ps.
xxxi. 24 (Hitzig),
by both explanations "fhy has the meaning of
hand, Kark

xe?P a

"gradually,"
BVD,

T3

—

—

is

used as in the post-bib. Hebr.

T

by

T by=oyo

Schabbatk 156a (vid. Aruch under by) (distinguish from
with thought, intentionally, Berachoth 52b).
There is

e.g.

=

word having more significations than T.
Connected
means at one time side or place, at another mediation
or direction ; that which is characteristic here is the omission of
the pronoun (frfy, VT"^!)- The LXX. translates T by with the
unrestrained freedom which it allows to itself by fier' evaej3eias,
and has following ir\i}dwd^aerat another line, Sixatot ol/crelpei
scarcely a

with

by, it

koI Kiypa (from Ps. xxxvii. 26).

The

figures of paradise in vers.

12 and 14 require us to take

along with them the intermediate verse (13).
Ver. 12 Deferred waiting maketh the heart sick,

And a
Singularly the

LXX.

tree of life is a wish accomplished.

K.peta<ra>v epapxp/ievo? f3or)6Giv tcapZiq, fol-

lowed by the Syr. (which the Targ. transcribes 1 ) Better is he
who begins to help than he who remains in hesitating expectation,
by which r6nn is doubled, and is derived once from ^mn, to wait,
and the second time from bnn, to begin. If the LXX., with its
:

imitators, deteriorates to

and

inviolable,

easily understood

extended

(cf.

!

clear, beautiful,

in the case of those

^JBfo signifies also, Isa. xviii. 2,

xiii.

22,

and

post-bib.

That the Targum of the Proverbs
Nbldeke in Merx' Archie, Bd.

text, vid.

it

|W

^D,

not

to be widely

Arab, meshak), here in the sense of time, as

to prolong, Isa.
1

such a degree proverbs so

what may one expect from

T\VVi,

the course of time.

is

a Jewish elaboration of the Peshito

ii.

pp. 246-49.
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Regarding renin, vid. at x. 28, where as xi. 27 n?pn, here fnsa?, as
also Ps. lxxviii. 29 of the object of the wish, and with Kin in the
sense of being fulfilled (cf. Josh. xxi. 43), as there with tf3n in the
sense of accomplishing or performing. Extended waiting makes

the heart sick, causes heart-woe (fwjB, part. fern. Hiph. of ton, to

be slack, feeble, sick; R.

?n, to loosen, to

make

loose);

on the con-

a wish that has been fulfilled is a tree of life (cf. p. 32), of a
quickening and strengthening influence, like that tree of paradise
trary,

which was destined to renew and extend the
Ver. 18 "Whoever despiseth the word

And

The word

here said

nated

of man.

life

in bonds to

he that feareth the commandment

is

it,

rewarded.

thought of as ordering, and thus in the sense of the

is

commandment,
is

is

e.g.

1

Sam.

xvii. 19,

Dan.

ix.

23, 25.

That which

man

has subordi-

always true where the will of a

is

itself to

the authoritative will of a superior, but principally

the proverb has in view the word of God, the HJSQ
the expression of the divine
secondary, with the

Regarding

mm,

will,

which

(vi.

ijj.

as

the general record of the divine will.

W3 of contemptuous, despiteful

^

/cot'

3) appears as the

opposition, vid. at vi.

Joel (vid. p. 136, note) records the prevailing tradition, for he translates: "Whoever despises advice rushes into
30, cf.

xi.

12.

whoever holds the commandment in honour is peris to be understood neither of perfection nor
of peace (LXX. and Jerome), but means compensabitur (here not
in the sense of punishment, but of reward), we know from xi. 31.
The translation also of w P3IT; by " he rushes into destruction "
(LXX. KaTa<j>0apqa-eTai, which the Syr.-Hexap. repeats ; Luther,
destruction

"he

;

But

fect."

that DpE*

destroys himself;" the Venet. olyyaeral

ol,

periet sibi) fails,

for one does not see what should have determined the poet to
choose just this word, and, instead of the ambiguous dat. ethicus, not

rather to say

fates

?an%

be connected with tan

Arab,

So

also this

= Arab,

73^

is

not with Gesenius to

kkabl, corrumpere, but with b3D

=

Whoever places himself contemptua word which binds him to obedience will neverthe-

liabl, ligare, obligate.

ously against

not be free from that word, but is under pledge until he
redeem the pledge by the performance of the obedience refused,
or till that higher will enforce payment of the debt withheld by
less

visiting with punishment.

25

;

Jerome came near the

right interpre-

futurum obligat ; Abulwalld refers to Ex. xxii.
and Paichon, Rashi, and others paraphrase fhv iSKWp jatPD,

tation

:

ipse 8e in

:
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XIII. 14, 16.

by mortgage.

Schultens has, with the correct

not to the contemner, but to the word, well estab-

lished and illustrated this explanation : he is pledged by the word,
Arab, marhioan (rahyn), viz. pigneratus pcence (Livius, xxix. 36).

Ewald

he is pledged to it ; and Hitzig gives
" A ?khn [a pledge, cf . xx. 16] is handed
over to the offended law with the fwan [the bad conduct] by the
despiser himself, which lapses when he has exhausted the forbearThe LXX. has
ance, so that the punishment is inflicted."
another proverb following ver. 13 regarding vlbs B6\u><t and
oIkst/)? cro<f>6<;
the Syr. has adopted it Jerome has here the protranslates correctly

the right explanation

:

:

;

;

verb of the animce dolosce

{vid. at ver. 9).

Yer. 14 The doctrine of the wise

To escape the snares

An integral

distich, vid. p.

14a, x. 11 says,

The

"a

man

is

a fountain of

8 of the Introduction.

fountain of

life is

the

Essentially like

mouth of the

figure of the fountain of life with the teleological

b of the end and consequence of the action)

The common

life,

of death.

is

righteous."

'VFl

"nDi>

(the

repeated xiv. 27.

non-biblical figure of the laquei mortis leads also

to the idea of death as twpj [a fowler], Ps. xci. 3.

If

it

is

not

here a mere formula for the dangers of death (Hitzig), then the
proverb is designed to state that the life which springs from the
doctrine of the wise man as from a fountain of health, for the disciple

who

strength, to

will receive

know where

it,

communicates to him knowledge and
lie, and to hasten

the snares of destruction

with vigorous steps away when they threaten to entangle him.
Four proverbs follow, whose connection appears to have been
occasioned
i>tsn

. . .

by the sound of

their

words fow

.

.

.

fa,

njra

.

. .

jm,

ty'n).

Ver. 15 Fine prudence produceth favour

But the way of the malicious is uncultivated.
Regarding 2to fat5> (thus to be punctuated, without Makheph with
Munach, after Codd. and old editions), vid. p. 84 ; for the most
part it corresponds with that which in a deep* ethical sense we call
Regarding ]n\ vid. at x. 10 : it is not used here, as
fine culture.
there, impersonally, but has a personal subject : he brings forth,
causes.
Fine culture, which shows men how to take the right side
and in all circumstances to strike the right key, exercises a kindly
heart-winning influence, not merely, as would be expressed by
ID

*$?\ to the benefit of

its

possessor,

but, as

is

expressed
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such as removes generally a partition wall and brings men
one another. The J1VK [perennis], touching it both for
the eye and the ear, forms the contrast to \n \rc. This word, an

I? W.y

closer to

=

from jiv ^Jj, denotes that which stretches itself
and that with reference to time : that which remains the same
during the course of time. " That which does not change in time,
continuing the same, according to its nature, strong, firm, and thus
JITK becomes the designation of the enduring and the solid, whose
quality remains always the same." Thus Orelli, Die hebr. Synonyme

elative formation
far,

der Zeit u. Ewigkeit, 1871.

denotes the

way

But

of the DHJ3

that in the passage before us

it

as "endlessly going forward," the

explanation of Orelli, after Bottcher (Collectanea, p. 135), is withdrawn by the latter in the new Aehrenlese (where he reads JJVK an,
" constant strife"). And |TVK i>ru (Deut. xxi. 4) does not mean

" a brook, the existence of which

is not dependent on the weather
and the season of the year," at least not in accordance with the
traditional meaning which is given Sota ix. 5 (cf. the Gemara),
but a stony valley for the Mishna says : ncp 1VOET53 JTVK, i.e. p'K is
here, according to its verbal meaning, equivalent to ncp (hard).
;

We are of

the opinion that here, in the midst of the discussion of

the law of the n&rw rbiy (the ritual for the atonement of a murder

unknown hand), the same meaning of the JJVK is
which is to be adopted in the passage before us. Maimuni 1
(in Sota and Hilchoth Rozeach ix. 2) indeed, with the Mishna and
Gemara, thinks the meaning of a u strong rushing w&dy " to be
compatible ; but ne>p is a word which more naturally denotes the
property of the ground than of a river, and the description, Deut.
xxi. 4 : in a JTVX bin, in which there is no tillage and sowing,
demands for ^ru here the idea of the valley, and not primarily that
of the valley-brook.
According to this tradition, the Targum
places a KB^ in the Peshito translation of 156, and the Venet.
translates, after Kimchi, 0805 oe avrapr&v (of avraprrp from
amalpeip) hjyypi. The fundamental idea of remaining like itself,

perpetrated by an
certified

continuing, passes over into the idea of the firm, the hard, so that
}JVK is

a word that interchanges with j6d,

Num. xxiv. 21, and

serves

as a figurative designation of the rocky mountains, Jer. xlix. 19,

and the rocky framework of the earth, Mic. vi. 2. Thus the
meaning of hardness (irerpmSe<{, Matt. xiii. 5) connects itself with
1 [=R. Moses b. Maimun=Bambam, so called by the Jews from the initial
letters of his

name=Maimonides,

d. 1204.]
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the word, and at the same time, according to Deut. xxi. 4, of
the uncultivable and the uncultivated. The way of the QV?jk, the
treacherous (vid. p. 84),

with men,

is stiff,

i.e.

manner in which they transact
and repulsive ; they follow

the

as hard as stone,

sympathy with the condition of their neighbour; they are without the tenderness which
is connected with fine culture ; they remain destitute of feeling in
things which, as we say, would soften a stone. It is unnecessary
to give a catalogue of the different meanings of this pTK, such as
vorago (Jerome), a standing bog (Umbreit), an ever trodden way
selfish views,

never placing themselves

in

(Bertheau), etc.; Schultens offers, as frequently, the relatively best
at via perfidorum pertinacissime tensum
strain,

but to extend.

the interpolation
"Vet.

LXX.

The

;

but

JJV

to Bk yv&vai vo/xov hiavoUvt

:

16 Every prudent

But a

man

fool spreadeth

does not

mean

to

has between 15a and 156
icrrlv dyadifc,

acteth with understanding

abroad

folly.

Hitzig reads, with the Syr. (but not the Targ.) and Jerome,

f>3

but contrary to the Hebr. syntax. The "73 is not feeble
and useless, but means that he always acts n]H3, mit Bedaeht [with
judgment] (opp. njn 'joa, ineonsulto, Dent. iv. 42, xix. 4), while on

(omnia

agit),

23 and xv. 2 serve

to

Bedachtigkeit [judgment]

is

the contrary the fool displays folly,
explain both

members of the

verse.

xii.

knowledge directed to a definite practical end, a clear thought
concentrated on a definite point.
**"}•?* he calls out, and V^l, he
just

sputters out, are parallels to fena%

Arab, tawy, intra animum

Fleischer

rolled together, cf. Schiller's

:

fens,

expandit (opp.

a cloth or paper folded or

cohibuit), as

—

1

" He spreads out brightly and
The enveloped life."

splendidly

There lies in the word something derisive : as the merchant unrolls
and spreads out his wares in order to commend them, so the fool
does with his foolery, which he had enveloped, i.e. bad the greatest
interest to keep concealed within himself
he is puffed up there-

—

with.
Ver. 17

A

godless messenger falls into trouble

But a

The

faithful

messenger

is

a cordial.

which the translations also give (except
Jerome, nuntim impii, and leaving out of view the LXX., which
traditional

1

["

text,

Er

breitet es heifer

Dot

und gldmend am,

zusammengewiclelte Leben."'}
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makes of
senger),

with

1? a history of a foolhardy king and a wise mes^]$7D, but 1*OD • the Masora places the word along
Gen. xlviii. 16. And hv is likewise testified to by all

ver.

lias

1t*7Dn,

not

translators; they all read

it

as Kal, as the traditional text punctuates

Luther alone departs from this and translates the HipL : " a
godless messenger bringeth misfortune."
Indeed, this conj. »!
presses itself forward; and even though one read »', the sense
intended by viitue of the parallelism could be no other than that
a godless messenger, because no blessing rests on his godlessness,
stumbles into disaster, and draws him who gave the commission
along with him. The connection Vth *|K7D is like jwn trot, xi. 7
it

;

(cf.

the fern, of this adj., Ezek.

iii.

18).

Instead of JH3

xvii. 20, xxviii. 14, parallels (cf. also xi. 5)

is

n %}2,

which the punctuators

may have had

in view in giving the preference to Kal.
With
from ?)$?, R. "{?, to make to go to send, is interchanged
"V?, from 1W, to turn, whence to journey (cf. Arab, gar, to become,
to be, as the vulg. "to be to Dresden
to journey" is used).
The
connection 0*3*0* TV (cf. the more simple JOK3 "Mf, xxv. 13) is

=

"\vha,

=

like xiv. 15, D'SIDK ly

extent of the idea.

;

the pluralet.

Regarding

strength, refreshment,

via", iv.

means faithfulness in the full
means of healing, here of

KB"]?, the

22,

xii.

18.

Ver. 18 Poverty and shame (to him) who rejecteth correction
Bat he who regardeth reproof is honoured.

We

are neither to supply B"K before ImJ) B*n (or more correctly,
pro coiicr., as HJDT, xii. 27), nor p before jnu>, as Gesenius

abstr.

(Ldirgeb. § 227a) does ; nor has the part. JTrtS the value of a
hypothetical clause like xviii. 13, Job xii. 18, although it may

changed into such without destroying the meaning
but " poverty and shame is he who is without
;
correction," is equivalent to, poverty and shame is the conclusion

certainly be

(Ewald, Hitzig)

or lot of

him who

is

without correction

;

it is left

to the hearer to

find out the reference of the predicate to the subject in the sense

of the quality, the consequence, or the lot (cf.
xiv.

35).

1

Regarding jna,

e.g. x.

The Latin
disciplinam.
He who

vid. p. 73.

17,

xiii. 1,

expression

is : qui detrectat
rejects the
admonition and correction of his parents, his pastor, or his friend,
and refuses every counsel to duty as a burdensome moralizing, such

corresponding

an one must at

last

gather wisdom by means of injury if he

is

at

Vid. regarding the strong demand which the Hebr. style makes on hearer
and reader, my Gesck. der jiidischen Poesie (1863), p. 189.
1
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he grows poorer in consequence of missing the right rule
of life, and has in addition thereto to he subject to disgrace through
wise

•11

his

:

own

On

fault.

deserve reproof,

the contrary, to him

hut who

who has

willingly receives

it,

the disgrace to

and gives

it

effect,

the disgrace becomes an honour, for not to reject reproof shows
self-knowledge, humility, and good-will

;
and these properties in
to
and have the effect
judgment
of
others
bring
men
honour,
the
of raising them in their position in life and in their calling.
Two pairs of proverbs regarding fools and wise men, ranged
together by catchwords.

Ver. 19 Quickened desire

And

it is

is

sweet to the

an abomination

soul,

to fools to avoid evO.

A synthetic distich (vid. p. 8), the first line of which, viewed by itself,
is

only a feebler expression of that which

is essentially

has just arisen and

is

= ruvn TC'K),

said in 126, for njrn rriKn
niKTi,

not the desire that

not yet appeased (Umbreit, Hitzig, Zockler),

which when expressed by a
(

is

of the same meaning as n«3

same verb would be rrtfl
appeased (Jerome, Luther,

part, of the

but the desire that

is

fevofiivrj, i.e. after Kimchi : in the fulfilling of
on the contrary, the Syr., Targ. render the phrase njw
of becoming desire). The Niph. »*pro denotes not the passing into
a state of being, but the being carried out into historical reality,
e.g. Ezek. xxi. 12, xxxix. 8, where it is connected with n«3; it is
always the expression of the completed fact to which there is a
looking back, e.g. Judg. xx. 3 ; and this sense of the Niph. stands
so fast, that it even means to be done, finished (brought to an end),
1
The sentence,
to be out, to be done with anything, e.g. Dan. ii. I.
that fulfilled desire does good to the soul, appears commonplace
(Hitzig) ; but it is comprehensive enough on the ground of Heb.
xi. to cheer even a dying person, and conceals the ethically significant truth that the blessedness of vision is measured by the degree

also Venet.

past desire

e<f>eai<{

;

of the longing of faith.

But the

application of the clause in

its

We have said, p. 215, that a Niph. in which the peculiar causative meaning of the Uiph. would be rendered passively is without example ; we must
here with nvu add, that the Niph. of intransitive verbs denotes the entrance
1

into the condition expressed

ing to our

way

by the Kal, and may certainly be

regarded, accord-

of thinking, as passive of the Hiphil (Gesen. § 51, 2).

But the

old language shows no mrtn to which irru (Arab. &inhaway, in Mutenebbi)

stood as passive

;

formed from the

in the Arab, also the seventh form, rightly regarded,
first, vid.

is

always

Fleischer's Beitrttge, u.s.w., in the Sitzwigs-Bericht.

d. Sachs. GettlUchaft d. Wist. 1868, p.

172

f.
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pairing with 196 acquires another aspect.

the desire of the soul

is

pleasant in

its

On this account, because

fulfilment, fools abhor the

renouncing of evil, for their desire is directed to that which is
morally worthless and blameworthy, and the endeavour, which they

and constantly adhere to, is to reach the attainment of this
This subordinate proposition of the conclusion is unexThe pairing of the two lines of the proverb may have
pressed.
been occasioned by the resemblance in sound of rojnn and n}^.
"iid is n. actionig, like xvi. 17, cf. 6.
Besides, it is to be observed
Folly
that the proverb speaks of fools and not of the godless.
is that which causes that men do not break free from evil, for it is
the deceit of sinful lust which binds them fast thereto.
closely
desire.

Ver. 20 Whoever goes with wise men, becomes wise

And whoever

has intercourse with

fools,

becomes base.

Regarding the significance of this proverb in the history of the
religion and worship of Israel, vid. p. 39.
We have translated
20a after the Ken; the translation according to the Chetliib is : "go
with wise men and become wise " (cf viii. 33), not Tpn, for the
connection of the (meant imperatively) infin. absoL with an imper.
(meant conclusively) is not tenable ; but *I i?n is an imper. form
established by wpn, Jer. li. 50 (cf. ?]ipn=r07, Num. xxii. 14), and
appears to have been used with such shades of conception as here
of intercourse and companionship for ?!•>. Regarding jrt"V., vid. at
there it meant malo ajficietur, here it means malm (pejor)
xi. 15
The Venet. (contrary to Kimchi, who explains by frangetur)
fiet.
rightly has KcucaBrjaerai.
There is here a play upon words ; njn
means to tend (a flock), also in general to be considerate about
anything (xv. 14, Isa. xliv. 20), to take care of anything with the
.

;

accusative of the person (xxviii. 7, xxix. 3), to hold intercourse

with any one

:

he who by preference seeks the society of

himself becomes such (Jerome, similis
expresses,

ejficietur),

a

he comes always morally lower down.

panion leads his associate into

fools,

or rather, as

yw

A wicked com-

hell."

Yer. 21 Evil pursueth sinners,

And

To

*nrvi

heels, cf.

sense.

the righteous

is

repaid with good.

of the punishment which follows after sinners at their

Nah.

To

i.

8.

Greek

art gives

wings to Nemesis in this

translate 216, with Lowenstein,

rewards them,"

is

" The

untenable, for 310, the good

appears personified, only 310, goodness, Ps.

pious, the

{e.g. xi.

xxiii. 6,
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22.

LXX. tow $e Siieaiovs

KaraK^erai (?&) ayaOa. Still
meant personally, as the Venet. ret S£ SUata airohdxrei
jtfyqeros, which probably means: righteous conduct will a good
one, viz. God, reward. 3113 is an attribute of God, but never the
name of God. So the verb 09?*, after the manner of verbs of
educating and leading (703, n&p, *73P), is connected with a double
accusative.
The Syr., Targum, and Jerome translate passively,
and so also do we ; for while we must think of God in the retribnet,
yet the proverb does not name Him any more than at xii. 14, cf.
z. 24 ; it is designedly constructed, placing Him in the background,
with vague generality : the righteous will one, will they, reward
with good this expression, with the most general personal subject,
almost coincides with one altogether passive.
which the

less is 3to

—

man leaveth behind him for his children's children,
And the wealth of the sinner is laid up for the just.
As a commencing word, 31D signifies in the Mishle for the most part
bonum (prce) ; but here, as at xii. 2, cf. xxii. 9, xiv. 4, it signifies
Ver. 22 The good

As

bonus.

O. T.

is

the expression that

equivalent to the

in his relation to others

the good
cate

all

man

good

is

[der GUlige],
is

God

N. T. that

is

310 (Ps. xxv. 8, etc.) of the

He

is aydirt),

so that

determined by unselfish love
i.e.

the

man who

is

willing to

man who
is

310 for

communi-

truly good, because the essence of njnx, righteous-

Such an one

no loss by his liberality,
which a dispenser of blessings
is at the same time also a recipient of blessings, he has only gain,
so that he makes his children's children to inherit, i.e. leaves behind
him an inheritance extending even to his grandchildren (vid. regarding ''run, p. 182 ; here trans, as containing its object in itself,
as at Deut. xxxii. 8: to make to inherit, to place in possession
of an inheritance).
The sinner, on the contrary (KOin sing, to

ness of

life, is

love.

suffers

but, according to the law, xi. 25, by

D'Ktsn, dfiaprmKoi), loses his wealth, it is already destined to pass

who is worthy of it, and makes use (cf. Job
which he possesses in accordance with the will

over to the righteous
xxvii. 17) of that

and appointment of God

— a revelation of justice appertaining

to

time, the exceptions to which the old limited doctrine of requital

takes no notice of.
opes, facilitates), that

^n, strength, then like our u VermOgen"

by means of which one

stances to accomplish

much

(Fl.)

;

is

(cf.

placed in circum-

cf . regarding the fundamental

idea contorquere, compingere, p. 226, also regarding
condensare, then condere, p. 61.

}DV,

properly
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Connected with ver. 22 there now follow two proverbs regarding
sustenance, with one intervening regarding education.
Ycr. 23

The poor man's

And many

fresh land gives food in abundance,

are destroyed

The Targ. and Theodotion

has "31 with short Kametz, as xx.
33i).

The rendering

:

iniquity.

6,

field

but the Masora

8 (cf. Kimchi under
ager pauperum, makes the

Eccles.

multitudo cibi est

produce the property of the
field (novate

by

(/*eya?) translate 31,
i.

(-=frugum fertilis).

or novalis, viz. ager), from

"TO,

to

make

"TO is

the

properly to raise up, viz. by grubbing and freeing of stones

But why,

new

As

new

arable, fruitful
(?i?D).

no answer could
be given to this question, he changes T3 into 3'3, and finds in 23a
the description of a rentier, " a great man who consumes the income
of his capital." But how much more intelligible is the new field
of the poor man than these capitals (DHfttl) with their per cents
A new field represents to us severe labour, and as belonging
(3'l) !
to a poor man, a moderate field, of which it is here said, that notwithstanding its freshly broken up fallow, it yet yields a rich produce, viz. by virtue of the divine blessing, for the proverb supposes
the ora et labora. Begarding D'EW = DTi, vid. at x. 4. Jerome's
translation, patrum (properly, heads), follows a false Jewish tradiIn the antithesis, 236, one is tempted to interpret B* in the
tion.
sense of viii. 21 [substance, wealth], as Schultens, opulentia ipsa
raditur guum non est moderamen, and Euchel that which is essentially good, badly managed, goes to ruin.
But K?. and tfa at the
beginning of a proverb, or of a line of a proverb, in every case
means est qui. That a wealthy person is meant, the contrast shows.
nspj, which denotes anything taken away or gathered up, has the
same meaning here as at 1 Sam. xxvii. 1 : est qui (Fl. quod, but the
asks Hitzig, just the

field?

if

:

parallel does not

demand this)

abripiatur,

i.e.

quasi turbine auferalur

etperdatur; the word reminds us of n&iD, whirlwind, but in

itself it

means only something smooth and altogether carried off. The 3 is
here as at Gen. xix. 15 ; elsewhere BBtPD t6a means with injustice
(properly, not-right), xvi. 8, Jer. xxii. 13, Ezek. xxii.
is

29

;

here

it

While the
nourished from

not the 3 of the means, but of the mediate cause.

(industrious

and God-fearing) poor man

is

richly

many a one who has incomunrighteousness down to a state

the piece of ground which he cultivates,

parably more than he comes by his
of beggary, or even lower: he
this his honour, his freedom,

is

not only in poverty, but along with

and the very

life

of his person perish.
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XIII. 24, 25.

He that spareth his rod hateth his son,
And he who loveth him visits him early with

The pedagogic
xxix. 15.
The

rale of

God,

iii.

correction.

12, avails also for men, xxiii. 13

f.,

rod represents here the means of punishment, the

He who spareth

patria potestas.

or avoideth this, and

who

does this

even from love, has yet no true right love for his son; he who loveth

him

correcteth

(cf. Sir.

him

With

early.

eVt/teXw? vcuSevei of the

1, iv8e\6)(rf<rei /iaVrtyas) the thought

xxx.

is

LXX.

in general

indicated, but the expression is not explained.
Many erroneously
regard the suffix of ^n?> as referring to the object immediately fol-

lowing (de Dieu, Ewald, Bertheau, Zdckler)
trary, rightly remarks, that in this case

22

to be, after v.

necessity, takes

(cf.

in?

Ex.

ii.

;

Hitzig, on the con-

we should expect the words

He himself,

6), "lDiarrriK.

without any

in the sense of the Arab, skkar, compescere.

(Schriftbew. ii. 2. 402) is right in saying that " "inB> is
connected with a double accusative as elsewhere tt$> occurs ; and

Hof mann

the meaning

is,

that one ought

much more

to anticipate correction

"W

than restrain it where it is necessary."
means to go out early
to anything (vid. p. 73), according to which a Greek rendering is
opdplfa ( Venet. opdpiel) avrw iraiBetav matured ei castigationem =s
mature eum castigat (Fl.).
does not denote the early morning
of the day (as Rashi, anpJ?), but the morning of life (as Euchel,
VD» irtB'a). " The earlier the fruit, the better the training."

W

:

A

father

who

truly wishes well to his son keeps

strict discipline,

to give

him while he

is

him betimes under

yet capable of being

influenced the right direction, and to allow no errors to root themselves in him ; but he who is indulgent toward his child when he
ought to be strict, acts as if he really wished his ruin.
Ver. 25 The righteous has to eat to the satisfying of his soul;
Bat the body of the godless most suffer want.

=

Jerome

translates nonn freely by insaturabilie (he has want
has
never enough), but in that case we would have expected "von iDnn
also in 25a yab^ij? would have been used.
have thus before
us no commendation of temperance and moderation in contrast to

We

gluttony, but a statement regarding the diversity of fortune of the

righteous and the godless
x. 3.

y?t?

different
p.

265

f.

is

— another

way

a segolate form, thus an

of clothing the idea of

infin.

formation, formally

from the similar Jft&, iii. 10. Regarding 1^3, vid. Psychol.
" Bauch" [belly], for it denotes
;
it is a nobler word than

not the external arch, but, like xoiXJa (R. 03, concavus), the inner
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body, here like

xviii.

20, as that which receives the

nourishment

sueeum et $anguinem. That God richly nourishes
the righteous, and on the contrary brings the godless to want and
misery, is indeed a rule with many exceptions, but understood in
the light of the N. T., it has deep inward everlasting truth.

and changes

it t;»

Chap. xiv. The division of chapters here corresponds to a new
commencement made in ver. 1. This proverb reminds us of the
allegorical conclusion of the Introduction,

have suggested

older, to

it

and appears, since

The

(vid. p. 34).

three proverbs

it is

1-3

form a beautiful trifolium: wise mangement, God-fearing conduct,
and wise silence, with their threefold contraries.
Ver. 1 The wisdom of the

And

Were

it

B&)

woman

folly teareth it

buildeth her house,

down with

its

own

hands.

niDJn, after. Judg. v. 29, cf. Isa. xix. 11, then the

: the wise among women, each of them buildeth
her house. But why then not just no ? n n&K, as 2 Sam. xiv. 2,
The Syr., Targum, and Jerome write sapiens
cf. Ex. xxxv. 25?
mulier.
And if the whole class must be spoken of, why again
immediately the individualizing in nnja? The LXX. obliterates

meaning would be

.

that

by

its a>Kooo/M7<rai'.

And

does not

trasted proverb (lb) lead us to conclude

rmN

[f°Hy] in the con-

on a similar abstract in la ?

The translators conceal this, for they translate rb\K personally.
Thus also the Venet. and Luther; rpiK is, says Kimchi, an adj.
But the linguistic usage does not point Sk with
like rrn?, easea.
v*1tt to any 7W
It is true that a fem. of 7Wt does not occur there
"
is, however, also no place in which n?1K may certainly present
itself as such.
Thus also niDSD must be an abstr. ; we have
shown at i. 20 how niMn as neut. plur., might have an abstr.
meaning. But since it is not to be perceived why the poet should
express himself so singularly, the punctuation moan is to be under"

."

.i

.

v!

.

"

;

.

}

stood as proceeding from a false supposition, and

mean, as at
before us).

ix.

is

to be read

1 (especially since this passage rests on the one

Fleischer says

:

**

to build the house

is

figuratively

equivalent to, to regulate well the affairs of a house, and to keep

them in a good condition ; the contrary, to tear down the house, is
the same contrast as the Arab, 'amdrat dlbyt and kJiarab albyt.
Thus e.g. in Burckhardt's SprUchw. 217, harrt mbrtbylhd 'amdrat,
a good

woman

(ein braves

Weib) has patience (with her husband),

and thereby she builds up her house

(at the

same time an example

of the use of the preterite in like general sentences for individual-
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t,

also No. 430 of the same work : 'amdrat dlbyt tola hhardbt,
;
becoming to build the house, not to destroy it \ cf. in the
Tliousand and One Nights, where a woman who had compelled her
husband to separate from her says : ana ally 'amalt hadhd barwhy
wdkhrnt byty bnfsy. Burckhardt there makes the remark : 'amdrat
dlbyt denotes the family placed in good circumstances
father,
mother, and children all living together happily and peacefully."
This conditional relation of the wife to the house expresses itself
in her being named as house-wife (cf. Hausehre [= honour of a
house] used by Luther, Ps. lxviii. 13), to which the Talmudic WjW
(— uxor mea) answers ; the wife is noted for this, and hence is called
ivan np'jr, the root and foundation of the house; vid. Buxtorf s Lex.
col. 301.
In truth, the oneness of the house is more dependent on
the mother than on the father. A wise mother can, if her husband
be dead or neglectful of his duty, always keep the house together
but if the house-wife has neither understanding nor good-will for

izing)

it

is

—

her calling, then the best will of the house-father cannot hinder
the dissolution of the house, prudence and patience only conceal

—

and mitigate the process of dissolution folly, viz. of the housebecomes more and more, according to the degree in
which this is a caricature of her calling, the ruin of the house.
wife, always

He walketh in his uprightness who feareth Jahve,
And perverse in his ways is he that despiseth Him.

Ver. 2

That which

syntactically lies nearest

the ideas standing in the

shows

itself,

first

and whereby

or stands in a relation to

it

is

also that

which

is

intended;

Wherein it
a man fears God,

place are the predicates.
is

recognised, that

Him

of indifference instead of one of

fear and reverence, shall be declared

:

the former walketh in his

which animates
no higher rule than
his own lust, which drives him sometimes hither and sometimes
thither,
fifja -fan (cf. ^n IB*, Mic. ii. 7) is of kindred meaning
with tena n^inj xxviii. 6 (tf n? T&n, x. 9), and frtw l^n, Isa. lvii. 2.
The connection of V3TI n?3 follows the scheme of 2 Kings xviii.
37, and not 2 Sam. xv. 32, Ewald, § 288c. If the second word,
which particularizes the idea of the first, has the reflexive suff. as

uprightness,

him

i.e.

so far as the consciousness of duty

prescribes; the latter in his conduct follows

here, then the accusative connection, or, as

ii.

15, the prepositional,

more usual than the genitive. Regarding vh, Jlectere, inelinare
(a word common to the author of i.-ix.), vid. at ii. 15.
With
VOL. I.
T
is
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without doubt refers to God,

^nria, cf.

1

Sam.

for Vina

is

the word that stands in parallel contrast to

ii.

30 ; the

suffix

mouth of the fool is a switch of pride
But the lips of the wise preserve them.

Ver. 3 In the

The noun

lO%

'n

;

(Aram. "I^ , Arab, kkitr), which besides here
xi. 1, meaning properly a brandishing (from
">t?n = Arab, khatr, to brandish, to move up and down or hither
and thither, whence alklitt&r, the brandisher, poet, the spear),
concretely, the young elastic twig, the switch, i.e. the slender
Luther translates, "fools speak tyrannically,"
flexible shoot.
which is the briefer rendering of his earlier translation, " in the
mouth of the fool is the sceptre of pride " but although the Targum uses K")Bin of the king's sceptre and also of the prince's staff,
In
yet here for this the usual Hebr. &3t? were to be expected.
"»Bn

occurs only at Isa.

;

view of

is, that pride which has its roots
grows up to his mouth. But yet it is

Isa. xi. 1, the nearest idea

in the heart of the fool,

why

not thus explained

the representation of this proceeding from

within stops with *M3n (cf.

xi.

30).

The

and similarly the other Greek versions)

ifipem

fia/c-nipia
is

either

meant

(LXX.,

as the rod

own pride (as e.g. Abulwalid, and, among the
moderns, Bertheau and Zockler) or as chastisement for others (Syr.,
Targum : the staff of reviling). Hitzig is in favour of the former
of correction of his

and thinks himself warranted in translating : a rod for his
back ; but while roa is found for row, we do not (cf. under Job
idea,

xli.

7

:

a pride are the,

But

back.

meant

in general

"ion as the

means of

Rightly Fleischer : "
sword,

etc.) find
it is

to

correction,

The tongue

is

if

the

13,

the poet

he would have written

had

frlW3.

often compared to a staff, a

far as their effects are ascribed to

lusion of greatness

is

conceptions.

i.

characteristic of the fool, the

not the 703 [stupid, dull]
if

for nu, the body, or

it ; we have
16 passes over into plastic
Self-exaltation (R. W, to strive to be above) to the de-

etc., in so

here the figure which in Rev.
reality."

row

be assumed, that

With such

Sk

[godless],

—Hitzig altogether confounds these two

self-exaltation, in

which the mind, morally

not pathologically diseased, says, like Nineveh and Babylon in

am alone, and there is no one with me, there is
always united the scourge of pride and of disgrace; and the

the prophets, I

meaning of 36 may now be that the

who

lips

of the wise protect those

are exposed to this injury (Ewald), or that they protect the

wise themselves against such assaults (thus most interpreters).
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8.

much more remote than

this reference of the eos to others lies

and that the protection of the wise against injury inflicted
on them by words is due to their own lips is unsatisfactory, as in
this case, instead of Bewahrung [custodia], we would rather expect
VertJieidigung [defensio], Ddmpfung [damping, extinguishing], Niederduckung [stooping down, accommodating oneself to circumstances].
But also it cannot be meant that the lips of the wise
preserve them from the pride of fools, for the thought that the
at

xii.

6

;

mouth preserves the wise from the sins of the mouth is without
meaning and truth (cf. the contrary, xiii. 3). Therefore Arama
interprets the verb as jussive

thou keep,

i.e.

the lips

:

take to heart.

And

= words of the wise mayest

the Venet. translates

aofywv fyvkatjeis avrd, which perhaps means

:

:

j^ettaj

Be

the lips of the wise

mayest thou consider, and that not as a prayer, which is foreign to
the gnome, but as an address to the hearer, which e.g. xx. 19 shows
to be admissible.
But although in a certain degree of similar conTherefore it appears to us more protents, yet 3a and 3b clash.
bable that the subject of Bb is the nosn contained in D'Dan; in vi.
22 wisdom is also the subject to "p?y 1QBTI without its being
named. Thus : while hurtful pride grows up to the throat of the
fool, that, viz. wisdom, keeps the lips of the wise, so that no word
of self-reflection, especially none that can wound a neighbour,
escapes from them. The form D'2'BK'fi is much more peculiar than
iBiac*, Ex. xviii. 26, and *}«}£, Ruth ii. 8, for the latter are obscured forms of Xtia& and ^W], while on the contrary the former
1
arises from Dnetfn.
If, according to the usual interpretation, we

make
<ro<f>a>v

the subject, then the construction follows the rule,

Tisfe'

Gesen.

§ 146, 2.

The

LXX.

<pv\daaei avrovs.

an error

The

in transcription for

transfers

it

into

Greek :

%etX»7 Be

probable conjecture, that D'nDB'n

Wopn = ens

"Wblpn

(this is

is

found

also in Luzzatto's Gramm. § 776; and Hitzig adduces as other
examples of such transpositions of the 1 Jer. ii. 25, xvii. 23, Job
xxvi. 12, and Josh ii. 4, UBXTO for pBXTn), we do not acknowledge,
because it makes the lips the subject with an exclusiveness the
justification of
1

which

is

doubtful to us.

Vid. regarding these forms with

He

Michhl 20ab.

this is the case also in

Livjath Chen

9

;

forms with u are

a remarkable manner with

and particularly Heilenheim,
Meor Enajim, under Ex. xviii. 26.

ii.

teuch entitled

5 instead of the simple Sheva, Eimchi,

also remarks that these three

all

Milra

^tttBB*. vid. Michlol 21

in his edition of the
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Ver. 4. The switch and the preserving, ver.

may have given

3,

occasion to the collector, amid the store of proverbs before him,

now

to present the agricultural figure

Without oxen the crib is empty
Bat rich increase is by the strength

This

is

of the plough-ox.

a commendation of the breeding of

cattle,

bat standing

here certainly not merely as useful knowledge, but as an admoni-

manner, and with thankful

tion to the treatment in a careful, gentle

recompense of the ox
to help

him

in his labour,

God

has subjected to

man

generally, in so far as

one

10), which

(xii.

and more

seeks to gain an object, to the considerate adoption of the right

means

for gaining

B'WK (from

it.

1?!*,

to cling to) are the cattle

giving themselves willingly to the service of
to D^iJ?).

*tf e>

("rin,

men

Arab, thwr), Ved. sthuras,

is

(poet, equivalent

the Aryan-Semitic

=

The noun M3K ( W3K like pt3K, pDK)
of the plough-ox.
denotes the fodder-trough, from D3K, to feed, and thus perhaps as

name
to

and may thus also dewhere the corn for the provender or
preserved W3KO, Jer. 1. 26, at least has this

root-meaning related to

its

<f>drpr] (jrurvrj),

signate the receptacle for grain

feeding of the cattle

is

—

wider signification of the granary ; but there exists no reason to
depart here from the nearest signification of the word : if a hus-

bandman is not thoughtful about the care and support of the cattle
by which he is assisted in his labour, then the crib is empty he

—

has nothing to heap up
nothing,

">3

(in

pause

;

he needs not only fodder, but has

"13),

sponds with our baar [bare]

The

scure.

3, 46, is that

of the plough-ox there
(rri&83n,

inverted

and 3

clean (synon.

= bloss

'i?},

[nudus].

also

26), corre-

Its derivation is ob-

of the mediating cause

:

by the strength

a fulness of grain gathered into the barn
from Kl3, to gather in, anything gathered in). ~3"l is the
"13.

is

if also accidental is

Striking

in ver. 4.

This

is

gives two proverbs, the

ginning with

N,

Ver. 5

the frequency of the K

5, where the collector
commences with a word be-

continued in Ver.

first

of which

and the second with one beginning with 3

A faithful witness does not speak untruth
But a lying witness breathes out

The

cf. at xi.

falsehoods.

p

B>p3
and sequence of the accents is f!D3n
(p with Tsere and the servile Mahpach, nwn with Munach, because
the following A </macA-word has not two syllables before the tone).
Different is
1}>, so in 56 "ii$ 1? is the subject.
As in 5a
subject
of
the relation
and predicate in the second line of the
right vocalization

M
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6, 7.

With 5a

cf.

tW»K

breathes out), vid. at

Ver. 6 In vain the scorner seeketh wisdom
Bat to the man of understanding knowledge

The

general sentence

form.
?iJJ

is

light.

Regarding

is

1*6*1,

here neut. for

The

frivolous

concrete,

composed

man,

whom

X, xiii.

17

;

is

easy.

common historical
xiii. 4.
The participle

something which makes
to

,

in the

necquidquam, vid. at

n?j?3,

"i

vi. 19, xii. 17.

truth

is

itself

easy or

not a matter of con-

science, and who recognises no authority, not even the Supreme,
never reaches to truth notwithstanding all his searching, it remains
veiled to him and far remote ; but to the man of understanding,
who knows that the fear of God and not estrangement from God

—

knowledge is an easy matter he enters on the right
he brings the right receptivity, brings to bear on
the clear eye, and there is fulfilled to him the saying, " To him

leads to truth,

way
it

to this end,

that hath

it is

given."

Three proverbs regarding fools
Ver. 7 Go from the presence of a foolish man,
And surely thou hast not known lips of knowledge
surely hast not brought into experience that he possesses lips
which express experimental knowledge, or: surely thou must confess
on reflection that no prudent word has come forth from his mouth.
If lb were intended to assign a motive, then the expression would
be jn*T» *? or jnn-pM (Isa. xliv. 9), according to which Aquila
i.e.

and Theodotion translate, koI ov fit) <yv&}. *H3 is the sphere of
vision, and "USD denotes either away from the sphere of vision, as
e.g. Isa. i. 16, or, inasmuch as fl? is used as in ?}?D, nnno, and the
like : at a certain distance from the sphere of vision, but so that
one keeps the object in sight, Gen. xxi. 16. f *U3 denotes, as the
inverted expression Deut. xxviii. 66 shows, over against any one,
so that he has the object visibly before him, and f "USD, Judg. xx.
34, from the neighbourhood of a place where one has it in view.
So also here : go away from the vis-a-vis {vis = visits) of the foolish
man, if thou hast to do with such au one whence, lb, follows what
he who has gone away must on looking back say to himself. ta
;

(with the pret. as

e.g.

Isa. xxxiii.

23) expresses a negative with

Nolde and others, also Fleischer, interpret lb relatively:
et in quo non cognoveris labia scientice.
If V£"??' were the expression used, then it would be explained after ix. 13, for the idea of
the foolish man is extended
and of such an one as absolutely
emphasis.

:
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knows not how
such an one in

WV-?:»

anything prudent But in
must be indicated by the added

to speak

relative clause intended

whom

. . .

Besides, in this case

*s?\

ta i

(vid. Ps.

the

and of

xxxv. 15)

would have been nearer than ??'. The LXX. has modified this
proverb, and yet has brought out nothing that is correct ; not only
the Syr., but also Hitzig follows it, when he translates, " The foolish
man hath everything before him, but lips of knowledge are a
receptacle of knowledge" (fijn 73^). It racks one's brains to find
out the meaning of the first part here, and, as Bottcher rightly
says, who can be satisfied with the " lips of knowledge " as the
"receptacle of knowledge"!
Ver. 8 The wisdom of the prudent

And

The

the folly of fools

is

to observe bis way,

is deceit.

is that of self-deceit, according to which the
and Jerome render the word error (" IrrsaV). But
nD"|0 is nowhere else used of self-deception, and moreover is not
the suitable word for such an idea, since the conception of the dolus
malus is constantly associated with it. Thus the contrast will be
this: the wisdom of the prudent shows itself in this, that he considers

nearest idea

LXX.,

Syr.,

his conduct (r?? as vii. 7, cf. Ps. v. 2), i.e. regulates it carefully,
examining and considering (xiii. 16) it according to right and duty
and that on the contrary the folly of fools shows itself in this, that
they aim at the malevolent deception of their neighbour, and try
all kinds of secret ways for the gaining of this end.
The former
is wisdom, because from the good only good comes
the latter is
folly or madness, because deception, however long it may sneak in
;

darkness, yet at last comes to light,
effects

upon him from

Ver. 9

We

may

whom

it

and

recoils in its destructive

proceeds.

The sacrificial offering of fools mocketh ;
But between upright men there is good understanding.

not give to the Hiph. T?D any meaning which

it nowhere
come to an agreement by mediaSo we may not make By'lK the subject (Targ.,

has, as, to excuse (Kimchi), or to
tion (Schultens).

Symmachus, Jerome, Luther, " fools make sport with sin "), for
one is persuaded that D'Sn is equivalent to D^Wn p ins fe
(Immanuel, Metri, and others), which would be more admissible if
we had pto (vid. iii. 35), or if pi» did not immediately follow (vid.
xxviii. 1).

Aquila and Theodotion rightly interpret the relation of

the component parts of the sentence:

and

this translation of

O^K

a<f>pova<; j{\£vu^ei TfXrjfifieXeta;

also is correct if

we

take irkq/ipeKeui in
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10.

the sense of a Qvaia, irepi irXrifi/ieKeiai (Sir.

Judseo-Hellenic actually uses
idea of sacrificial offering

work,

it falls

is

it

vii.

31), in which the

The

(vid. Schleusner's Lex.).

that of expiation

:

it

a penitential

is

under the prevailing point of view of an ecclesiastical
satisfaetio in a church-disciplinary sense ; the for-

punishment, a

giveness of sins

is

conditioned by this, (1) that the sinner either

abundantly makes good by restitution the injury inflicted on another,
or in some other way bears temporal punishment for it, and (2) that

he willingly presents the sacrifices of rams or of sheep, the value of
which the priest has to determine in its relation to the offence (by
a tax-scale from 2 shekels upwards). The Tord gives accurately
the offences which are thus to be atoned for. Here, with reference
to 9A, there particularly comes into view the offence against property
(Lev. v. 20 ff.) and against female honour (Lev. xix. 20-22).
Fools fall from one offence into another, which they have to atone

by the presentation of sacrificial offerings; the sacrificial offering
mocketh them ()"^n with accus.-object, as xix. 28, Ps. cxix. 51), for
it equally derides them on account of the self-inflicted loss, and on
account of the efforts with which they must make good the effects
of their frivolity and madness ; while on the contrary, among men
of upright character, Jfon, a relation of mutual favour, prevails,
which does not permit that the one give to the other an indemnity,
and apply the Asham- [DE>K = trespass-offering] Tord. Symmachus
for

rightly

:

ical

avdjieaov ei)6emv evooxia.

this proverb also.

But

the

Hitzig, with the Syr., follows

LXX.
and

it

The tents of the foolish are in punishment overthrown
The house of the upright is well-pleasing [wolgeftUU].

confuses

translates

[verfcUli]

;

= not

rhymed] in spite of the
rhyme? These 'hnvt [tents] extracted from D^tt*, and this rva
[house] formed out of pa, are nothing but an aimless and tasteless

Is not this extravagant [ungereimt

flourish.

Four proverbs of joy and sorrow
Ver. 10

in the present

The heart knoweth the trouble of

And no

and the future

its soul,

stranger can intermeddle with its joy.

JW

a? seems to point out JW as an adjective
(Lowenstein : a feeling heart), after 1 Kings iii. 9, or genit. (of
a feeling heart) ; but Cod. 1294 and the Jemen Cod., and others,
as well as the editions of Jablonsky and Michaelis, have 3? with
Jlebia, so that this is by itself to be taken as the subject (cf. the
accentuation xv. 5a and under at 16a). nw has the 1 with Dagesh,

The

accentuation
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and consequently the short Kametz (Miehhl 636), like *£)B? ill. 8,
Judg. vi. 28, and on the contrary TW3, Ezek. xvi. 4 ; it
is the fem. of mOr — morr, from "V^D, adstringere, amarum esse. Regarding 3?, in contradistinction to Btej, vii. Psychol, p. 251. " All

cf. ntpjs,

meant by the Hellenic and Hellenistic vovs, \oyo?, ervpeicomprehended in icapSia, and all by which the "1B>3
and VS3 are affected comes in 37 into the light of consciousness."
The firjst half of the proverb is clear : the heart, and only it, i.e.
the man in the centre of his individuality, knows what brings
bitterness to his soul, i.e. what troubles him in the sphere of his
natural life and of the nearest life-circle surrounding him. It thus
treats of life experiences which are. of too complex a nature to be
capable of being fully represented to others, and, as we are wont to
say, of so delicate a nature that we shrink from uncovering them
and making them known to others, and which on this account
must be kept shut up in our own hearts, because no man is so near

that

is

8r)<n<i, dvft6<;, is

we have the deand the courage to pour out our hearts to him from their very
depths. Yet the saying, " Every one knows where the shoe pinches
him" (1 Kings viii. 38), stands nearer to this proverb here this
expression receives a psychological, yet a sharper and a deeper expression, for the knowledge of that which grieves the soul is attri-

to us, or has so fully gained our confidence, that
sire

;

buted to the heart, in which, as the innermost of the soul-corporeal
life, it reflects itself and becomes the matter-of-fact of the reflex
consciousness in which it must shut itself up, but also for the most
part without external expression.
prohibitive, then this

case ?K instead of K?

we now

If

would
to be expected)

interpret 3"iVJV~i6 as

stand (with this exception, that in this

is

in opposition, certainly not

15, "Rejoice with them
"
Distributed
joy is doubled joy,
that do rejoice," and to the saying,
;
distributed sorrow is half sorrow " and an admonition to leave man
alone with his joy, instead of urging him to distribute it, does not
run parallel with 10a. Therefore we interpret the fut. as potentialis.
As there is a soul-sorrow of the man whose experience is
merely a matter of the heart, so there is also a soul-joy with which
no other (yid. regarding it, p. 135, and cf. here particularly Job
xix. 27) intermeddleth (3 anjmn like Ps. cvi. 35), in which no other
can intermeddle, because his experience, as e.g. of blessed spiritual

intended, to the exhortation, Horn.

xii.

affection or of benevolent feeling, is purely of a personal nature,

and admits of no participation

(cf.

on

iicptr^e,

Matt.
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ia

of no communication to others.

Elster well observes

this thought, that the innermost feelings of

a

man

"

:

By

are never fully

imparted to another man, never perfectly cover themselves with
the feelings of another, yea, cannot at
another, the worth
personality

is

and the

made

all

be fully understood by

conspicuous, not one of which

of a species, but each has

its

countless individuals possesses.

the significance, that

it

human

significance of each separate
is

the example

own peculiarity, which no one of
At the same time the proverb has

shows the impossibility of a perfect fellow-

among men, because one never wholly understands another.
Thereby it is indicated that no human fellowship can give true
ship

salvation, but only the fellowship with

God, whose love and wisdom

human
Thus also Dachsel (but he interprets 106 admoni" Each man is a little world in himself, which God only

are capable of shining through the most secret sanctuary of
personality."
torily)

:

and understands.
His sorrow appertaining
and his joy, another is never able fully to
himself. Yea, the most sorrowful of all experiences,

fully sees through
to his innermost

transfer to

life,

the most inward of

any

all joys,

we

possess altogether alone, without

to participate with us."
Ver. 11

The house of the -wicked is overthrown
But the tent of the upright flourishes.

In the cogn. proverb,

xii. 7,

line 2 begins with JV3),

apparently firmly-founded house

is

but here the

assigned to the godless, and on

the contrary the tent, easily destroyed, and not set up under the
delusion of lasting for ever,

is

While

assigned to the righteous.

swept away without leaving a trace behind (Isa. xiv.
23), the latter has blossoms and shoots (n*i&n as inwardly transitive, like Job xiv. 9, Ps. xcii. 14) ; the household of such remains
'not only preserved in the same state, but in a prosperous, happy
manner it goes forward and upward.
the former

is

Ver. 12 There

is

a way that seemeth right to one,

But the end

This

is literally

thereof are the

repeated in xvi. 25.

as a phantom, for

it arises

ways of death.

The

Tightness is present only
wholly from a terrible self-deception

man judges falsely and goes astray when, without
God and His word, he follows only his own opinions.

the

way

of estrangement from God, of fleshly security

vice, in

to

;

regard to
It

the

is

the

way of

which the blinded thinks to spend his, life, to set himself
his purposes; but the end thereof (T^™*? with neut.

fulfil
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fern. : the end of this intention, that in which it issues) are the
ways of death. He who thus deceives himself regarding his course
of life, sees himself at last arrived at a point from which every way
which now further remains to him leads only down to death. The
self-delusion of one ends in death by the sentence of the judge,

that of another in self-murder; of one in loathsome disease, of

another in a slow decay under the agony of conscience, or in sorrow
over a henceforth dishonoured and distracted

life.

Ver. IS Even in the midst of laughter the heart experiences sadness

And to

it,

joy, the

end

is

sorrow.

Every human heart carries the feeling of disquiet and of separafrom its true home, and of the nothingness, the transitoriness
of all that is earthly; and in addition to this, there is many a
secret sorrow in every one which grows out of his own corporeal
and spiritual life, and from his relation to other men ; and this
sorrow, which is from infancy onward the lot of the human heart,
and which more and more deepens and diversifies itself in the course
of life, makes itself perceptible even in the midst of laughter,
in spite of the mirth and merriment, without being able to be suppressed or expelled from the soul, returning always the more
intensely, the more violently we may have for a time kept it under
and sunk it in unconsciousness. Euchel cites here the words of
the poet, according to which 13a is literally true
" No, man is not made for joy

tion

Why weep

his eyes

when

in heart

From the fact that sorrow is the fundamental

he laughs ? " *

condition of humanity,

and forms the background of laughter, it follows, 136, that in
general it is not good for man to give himself up to joy, viz.
sensual (worldly), for to it, joy, the end (the issue) is sorrow. That
is true also of the final end, which according to that saying, (uncdpun ol KKalovres vw on yeTuurere, changes laughter into weeping,
and weeping into laughter. The correction nnofevi rnrw (Hitzig)
presses upon the MisJde style an article in such cases rejected, and
removes a form of expression of the Hebr. syntaxis ornata, which
here, as at Isa. xvii. 6, is easily obviated, but which is warranted
by a multitude of other examples, vid. at xiii. 4 (also v. 22), and
cf. Philippi's

Status Const, p. 14

f .,

who

as here nnofc>,7 after the Arab.,7 as accus.
1

" Nein, der Mensch

ist

regards the second word,

But

in cases like 'tu&
-I

cur Freude nicht gemaeht,

Darura weint sein Aug' wenn er herzlich lacut."
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14.

"i^, although not in cases such as Ezra

ii.

62, the accus. rendering
1

demand

it.
In the old
and the Arab, does not at all
Hebr. this solutio of the st. constr. belongs to the elegances of
the language; it is the precursor of the vulgar post-bibl. SW^nK
nrob'-TB'.
That the Hebr. may also retain a gen. where more or
fewer parts of a sentence intervene between it and its governing
word, is shown by such examples as Isa. xlviii. 9, xlix. 7, Ixi. 1?
There follows a series of proverbs which treat of the wicked and

is

tenable,

the good, and of the relation between the foolish and the wise
Ver. 14

We

first

He that is of a perverse heart is satisfied
And a good man from himself.

3?

determine the subject conception.

aside tjj? ieap8ia<; or rfy xapSiav)
Jtoj,

with his

turned away,

viz.

is

it

from God, Ps.
;

1)0,

«D (one turning

one whose heart

is

perverted,

The Book of Proname of dross (rece-

xliv. 19.

verbs contains besides of this verb only the

daned) derived from

own ways

separated,

passive as -no, Isa. xlix. 21, 3U?, Mic.

drawn away,
ii.

is

such a half

8, etc. (Olsh. §

245a).

Regarding 3to t^K, vid. at xii. 2, cf. xiii. 22 : a man is so called
whose manner of thought and of action has as its impulse and
motive self-sacrificing love. When it is said of the former that
he is satisfied with his own ways, viz. those which with heart
turned away from God he enters upon, the meaning is not that
they give him peace or bring satisfaction to him (Lowenstein),
but we see from i. 31, xviii. 20, that this is meant recompensatively : he gets, enjoys the reward of his wandering in estrangement from God. It is now without doubt seen that 14J expresses
that wherein the benevolent
1

man

finds his reward.

We will there-

Regarding the supplying (ibddl) of a foregoing genitive or accus. pronoun

of the third person by a definite or indefinite following, in the same case as the

94 ss., where, as exhave seen him, the Zeid ; marartu bihi

substantive, Samachschart speaks in the Mu/assal, p.

amples, are found

:

raeituliu Zeidan, I

Zeidin, I have gone over with him, the Zeid

sara/tu wugtihaha awwalihd, in
;
Vid. regarding
the flight I smote the heads of the same, their front rank.
this anticipation of the definite idea by an indefinite, with explanations of it,
Fleischer's Makkari, Addition* et Corrections, p. xL col. 2, and Dieterici's Mutanabbi, p. 341*,

L

13.

1

These examples moreover do not exceed that which is possible in the Arab.,
vid. regarding this omission of the muddf, where this is supplied from the preceding before a genitive, Samachschari's Mu/assal, p. 34, 1. 8-13. Perhaps
^\orf? Obad. ver. 7, of thy bread = the (men) of thy bread, is an example of
the same thing.
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Num. xvi. 26, 2 Sam. xix. 10) :
away from him, or the good man

fore not explain (after iv. 15, cf.

man

the good

turns himself

him

stands over

(as

Jerome,

Venet., after Eccles. v. 7)

—

;

The

dering gives no contrast, or at least a halting one.

this

ren-

of lvPP

jo

must be parallel with that of MTiD. From the LXX., airb Se
t&v iiavo7}(i6.r(ov ovtov, the Syr. rightly from the fruit (religiousness) of his soul; the Targ. : from his fruit.
Buxtorf, against
Cappellus, has already perceived that here no other phrase but
the explanation of xb$o by ex to quod penes se eat lies at the foundation.
We could, after vii. 14, also explain : from that which he
:

perceives as his obligation (duty)

;

yet that other explanation lies

proportionally nearer, but yet not so that
blackslider of
this

14a

:

in

it

(his fate) the

contrast also halts, the thought

Book

is

we

refer the suffix to the

good man

of Proverbs (for xxix. 166 does not justify

totally different

a connection of thought V7VO

shown by

is satisfied,

not in the
is

it)

spirit
;

and in

used in the

for

of the

how

Book of

but generally the Scripture does
has, as in 14a, also in 146, the
recompensative sense, according to the fundamental principle, o iav
ffwetpy avdpanro? tovto kcu, depUrei (Gal. vi. 7).
The suffix refers
Proverbs,

not use

is

xxiv.

176

of such satisfaction,

jnfc>

;

it

^w

(Psychol, p. 152).
back to the subject, as we say : v? 'nvi, ty
of
also
considerations
an
opposite
kind
suggest
themselves.
But

Everywhere

else

byo refers not to that which a

himself, but that which he carries without

;

and

man

has within

also that lyyp

can

be used in the sense of vtyfo, no evidence can be adduced : it
must be admitted to be possible, since the writer of the Chronicles
Is vbyD thus used sub(2 Chron. i. 4) ventures to use P?!?-?.

by his leaves (Aben Ezra and others) ? If one com28 with Ps. i. 3, this explanation is not absurd ; but why

stantively

pares

xi.

:

then did not the poet rather use
result, that VPyci,

an error of

although

transcription.

it

^BD ? We come

finally to

the

admits a connected interpretation,

But the
D7? and

correction

is

is

not V?VDl (Elster)

D7??, deeds, are words which do
nor WSJ?* (Cappellus), for
not exist; nor is it V^?BDi (Bertheauj nor vfoaoi (Ewald), but
VjjjraiM

(which Cappellus regarded, but erroneously, as the

phrase)

;

for (1) throughout almost the

LXX.

whole O. T., from Judg.

ii.

19 to Zech. i. 18, C3T1 and B'M>VD are interchangeable words, and
indeed almost an inseparable pair, cf. particularly Jer. xvii. 10 ; and
(2) when Isaiah (iii. 10) says, &J# tUV^va *ycna aiT3 pnx ViDK,
this almost

sounds like a prophetical paraphrase of the second line
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15, 10.

this

emendation gains a more

1
rhythmical sound and a more suitable compass.

Ver. 15 The simple believeth every word
But the prudent takes heed to his step.

We

do not

translate,

correlates, Ps. cvi. 24,

" every thing," for " word " and faith are

and 'HB

is

the non-self-dependent

who

lets

himself be easily persuaded by the talk of another (vid. p. 56) : he
believes every word without proving it$ whether it is well-meant,

whether it is salutary and useful, so that he is
any firm principle, and without any judgment
of his own, driven about hither and thither ; the prudent, on the
other hand, considers and marks his step, that he may not take a false
step or go astray, he proves his way (8a), he takes no step without

whether

true,

it is

thus, without having

thought and consideration (r? or T?? with *?, to consider or reflect
upon anything, Ps. Ixxiii. 17, cf. xxxiii. 15) he makes sure steps

—

with his feet (H'eb. xii. 13), without permitting himself to waver
and sway by every wind of doctrine (Eph. iv. 14).
Ver. 16 The wise feareth and departeth from evil

But the

Our

editions

with

its

must be

have

adjective

Dan

:

Most

dicate.

is

;

fool loseth his wits

and

ST with Munach, as if

is

KTJ

regardless.

D3n were a substantive

but Cod. 1294 has Dsn with Eebia, and thus it
is its complex pre-

the subject, and what follows

interpreters translate

166

:

the fool

is

over-confident

Luther but a fool
a daring, presumptuous manner. But

(Zockler), or the fool rushes on (Hitzig), as also

rushes wildly through,
na^nri denotes

i.e.

in

everywhere nothing else than to

:

fall into

extreme

anger, to become heated beyond measure, xxvi. 17 (cf. xx. 2),
Deut. iii; 26, etc. Thus 16a and 166 are fully contrasted. What
is

said of the wise will

xxxvii.

27

Q'rr?Kil is

:

the wise

be judged after Job

man has

i.

fear, viz. fear of

1, cf.

Ps. xxxiv. 15,

God, or

rather, since

not directly to be supplied, that careful, thoughtful,

mistrusting reserve which flows from the reverential

self-

awe of God

;

the fool, on the contrary, can neither rule nor bridle his affections,

and without any just occasion falls into passionate excitement.
But on the other side lie is self-confident, regardless, secure ; while
the wise man avoids the evil, i.e. carefully goes out of its way, and
in N. T. phraseology " works out his own salvation with fear and
trembling."
1
As here an ^ too few
14 (D"^) one too many.

is

written, so at Isa. zzzii. 1 (Q^ifcOl)

and Ps.
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Ver. 17. This verse, as

explanatory of

if

najfflD,

connects

itself

with this interpretation of the contrasts, corresponding to the general
usua loqueiidi, and particularly to the Miahle style.

One who

And

a

quick to anger worketh

is

man

of intrigues

is

folly,

hated.

He understands flETD K*!t in a
good sense, and accordingly corrects the text, substituting for to&%
K3$r, ( x?.?',.)> f° r he translates : but the man of consideration bears
(properly smooths, viz. his soul). On the other hand it is also to be
remarked, that n»T» B"K, when it occurs, is not to be understood
necessarily in a good sense, since MDTD is used just like TYlDTD, at one
time in a good and at another in a bad sense, and that we willingly
miss the " most complete sense " thus arising, since the proverb,
as it stands in the Masoretic text, is good Hebrew, and needs only
to be rightly understood to let nothing be missed in completeness.
Evrald finds here no right contrast.

The

contrast, as

proposes \s&

:

circumspect),

Ewald

the

seeks here to represent

man of

we have

against the ofjvdvfiw

in ver. 29,

(*|N

it

(also Hitzig,

who

consideration remains quiet; Syr. ramys,

where the

fjuuep60v/ju>i

stands over

or DJBK of the breathing of anger through

i. 18
xal ol del Spifiela %o\a irorl pivl
Here the contrast is different : to the man who is quick
to anger, who suddenly gives expression to his anger and displeasure,

the nose, cf. Theocritus,

:

KadrjTai).

stands opposed the

against those with

man of intrigues, who contrives secret vengeance
whom he is angry. Such a deceitful man, who

contrives evil with calculating forethought and executes

it

in cold

blood (cf Ps. xxxvii. 7), is hated ; while on the contrary the noisy
lets himself rush forward to inconsiderate, mad actions, but is not
.

hated on that account
himself, or

the
in

life
its

is

;

but

if in his folly

he injures or disgraces

derided, or if he even does injury to the

body and

of another, and afterwards with terror sees the evil done

true light, then he

is

an object of compassion. Theodotion
Jerome: vir versutus

rightly: (av^p Se) Siafiovki&v fiiarjdtfaeTai, and

odiosus est (not the Venet. avijp fiSeXvy/tcbv, for this signification has

only

<"iEt,

and that

in the sing.);

Targum, and Symmachus

on the contrary, the

LXX.,

incorrectly understand roetD E"K in

Syr.,

bonam

partem.
Yet. 18 The simple have obtained folly as an inheritance

But the prudent put on knowledge as a crown.
a parallel word to vfn, Viny (after the Masora defective), also
in the sense of Arab, dkthar, mulliplicare, abundare (from Arab.

As
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iathura, to be much, perhaps

would be appropriate, but

ing),
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19.

the other hand, inappropriate

it is

is

a word properly Arabic.

On

the meaning of the Heb.-Aram.

"W3, to wait (properly waiting to surround, to go round any one, cf.

manere aliquem or aliquod), according to which Aquila, ava/ievovaiv,
and Jerome, expectabunt. Also T^an, to encompass in the sense of
to embrace (LXX. Kpar^vovaiv), does not suffice, since in the
Certainly
relation to "6™ one expects an idea surpassing this.
a heightening of the idea in this, that the Iliph. in contradistinction to Wu would denote an object of desire spontaneously

there

is

sought

for.

of the idea

But far
when we

K&apK, Babyl.

T*tD,

stronger and more pointed is the heightening
take nrD» as the denom. of ">TQ (Gr. leirapvi,

Thus

cudur, cf. "Wis, a rounding, sphcera).

The

eartyavro
DB*n bv "iroa njnn ID'te*), the Targ., Jerome, Luther
(but not the Syr., which translates iWu by u to inherit," but nrU'
by ftepiovvTcu, which the LXX. has for iWtt). The bibl. language
lias also (Ps. cxlii. 8) "vron in the denom. signification of to place
a crown, and that on oneself ; the non-bibl. has VJOD (like the bibl.
TCJJO) in the sense of distributor of crowns,3 and is fond of the
metaphor njnn ITD, crown of knowledge. With those not selfdependent (yid. regarding the plur. form of WS, p. 56), who are
Theodotion, oTe<f>6qarovrai.
(after

Kimchi

Venet. better actively,

:

swayed by the first influence, the issue is, without their willing it,
that they become habitual fools : folly is their possession, i.e. their
property.
The prudent, on the contrary, as ver. 15 designates
them, have thoughtfully to ponder their step to gain knowledge
as a crown (cf. TB^p, to gain riches, fTJs?, 11J, to gain flowers,
Gesen. § 53, 2). Knowledge is to them not merely an inheritance,
but a possession won, and as such remains with them a high and
as it were a kingly ornament.
Ver. 19 The wicked must

And

The

good, viz. that which

ciple,

always at

fest love to

last

bow

before the good,

the godless stand at the doors of the righteous.
is

truly good, which has love as

holds the supremacy.

its

prin-

The good men who mani-

men which flows from love to God, come finally forward,
who for a long time played the part of lords,

so that the wicked,
1

According to rale the Hebr.

E>

becomes in Arab. lZj, as in Aram,

fl

bnt kthar might be from ktar, an old verb rarely found, which derivata with
the idea of encircling (wall) and of rounding (bunch) point to.
* Vid. Wissenschafl, Kunst, Judenthum (1838), p. 210.
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bow themselves

Willingly or unwillingly before them, and often
comes about that godless men fall down from their
prosperity and their places of honour so low, that they post them-

enough

it

selves at the entrance of the stately dwelling of the righteous
(xiii.

22), waiting for his going out

sion of presenting to

him a

or seeking an occa-

in,

The poor man Lazarus

to be bestowed (Ps. xxxvii. 25).

Luke

vvXSjva of the rich man,

and

supplication, or also as expecting gifts
irpb? top

xvi. 20, shows, indeed, that this is

not always the case on this side of the grave, wp has, according
to the Masora (cf. Kimchi's Worterbuch under tint?), the ultima
accented; the accentuation of the form

wp

wavers between the

Gesen. 68, Anm. 10.
The substantival clause 196 is easily changed into a verbal clause
they come (Syr.), appear, stand (incorrectly the Targ. : they are

and the penult.

ttlt.

Olsh. p. 482

cf.

f.,

judged in the gates of the righteous).
Three proverbs on the hatred of men
Ver. 20 The poor

is hated even by his neighbour
Bat of those who love the rich there are many.

This

is

the old history daily repeating

Among

itself.

all

people

is

the saying and the complaint
Donee eris felix multos numerabis amicos,
Tempora sifuerint nubilia solus eris. 1

The Book
It

is

of Proverbs also speaks of this lamentable phenomenon.

a part of the dark side of

human

nature,

and one should take

may not regard
many friends as all genuine, and when he becomes poor, he
may not be surprised by the dissolution of earlier friendship, but
may value so much the higher exceptions to the rule. The con-

notice of

it,

so that

when

it

goes well with him, he

his

nection of the passive with p of the subject (cf. xiii. 13), as in the
Greek with the dative, is pure Semitic ; sometimes it stands with
IP,

the

but in the sense of

West

tujf., is

aito,

Cant.

iii.

10, before the

jonWnce of

led to its being used in the sense of into (Ges. § 143, 2)

hated (Cod. 1294

:

*»jf.),

;

connects with the hatred which is

directed against the poor also the indifference which

makes him

without sympathy, for one feels himself troubled by

him and

ashamed.
Yer. 21

One

Whoever dcapiseth his neighbour committeth sin
But whoever hath compassion on the suffering blessings on him

should regard every

—

human
1

being, especially such as

God has

Ovid, Trist. I 8.
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22.

placed near to him, as a being having the same origin, as created
in the

image of God, and of the same

lofty destination,

neighbour (write

his

"73

and should

He who despiseth

consider himself as nnder obligation to love him.

with Metheg, and vid. regarding the

constr. with dat. object, vi. 30, cf. xi. 12,

xiii.

13) sins in this

he raises himself proudly and unwarrantably above
him ; that the honour and love he shows to him he measures not
by the rule of duty and of necessity, but according to that which
is pleasing to himself ; and in that he refuses to him that which
according to the ordinance of God he owes him. In ver. 216 the
Chethib O^Jj and the Keri TCJ (vid. at Ps. ix. 13) interchange in
an inexplicable way ; ^V is the bowed down (cf. Arab, ma'nuww,
particularly of the prisoner, from 'ana, f ut. ya'mc, to bow, bend), UJ?
(Arab, 'anin, with the art. dlniy, from the intrans. 'aniya, to be
bowed down) the patient bearer who in the school of suffering has
learned humility and meekness. One does not see why the Keri
respect, that

here exchanges that passive idea for this ethical one, especially

proving himself to be $no (compassionate) (for which
elsewhere the part. Kal $n, xiv. 31, xix. 17, xxviii. 8), one must
since, in

be determined only by the needy condition of his neighbour, and
not by his (the neighbour's) moral worthiness, the want of which

ought to make him twofold more an object of our compassion.
All the old translators, from the LXX. to the Venet. and Luther,
on this account adopt the Chethib.
Ver. 22. The proverb terminating (ver. 21) with ^}B>N (cf. xvi.
20) is now followed by one not less singularly formed, commencing
with »6n (cf. viii. 1).
Will they not go astray who devise evil,
And are not mercy and truth to those who devise good ?

The

plougher and the artisan ; but on
account to read with Hitzig both times 'cnn, i.e. machinatores,
nothing less than advisable, since there is connected with this
part, tjnh signifies both the

this
is

metaphorical

v>~±n,

as

we have shown

at

reason for changing with Hitzig, against
VTil

:

not go

Just so
all

ill

24).

VOL.1.

But

if lyiV

vbn

is

little is

there any

old translators,

with them . . . ; the f ut.
not to be touched ; the perf. \gn (e.g. Ps.

will it

17) is
note that those who contrive
the contrary that they will
xii.

29, not only the idea of

iii.

fabricating, but also that of ploughing.

Vlty,

into

MffV

(cf. Isa. lxiii.

lviii.

4) would de-

way of

on
26 with Job
the expression of the result which shall
evil are in the

error, the f ut.

fall into error (cf. xii.

u
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certainly come to such, then 226 stands as a contrast adapted thereto:

and are not, on the contrary, mercy and truth those who contrive
that which is good, i.e. (for that which befalls them, as xiii. 18a, cf.
xiv. 356, is made their attribute) are they not an object of mercy
and truth, viz. on the part of God and of men, for the effort which
proceeds from love and is directed to the showing forth of good
is rewarded by this, that God and men are merciful to such and
maintain truth to them, stand in truth to them for ODK^ iDn is
;

to be understood here, as at
clusively,

but of both together

God nor

3, neither of

iii.
:

the wicked

who

of

men

ex-

contrive evil lose

themselves on the way to destruction, but grace and truth are the
lot of those

who aim

what

at

good, guarded and guided

is

by

which, they reach by a blessed way a glorious end.

There now follows a considerable

series of proverbs (vers.

23-31)

which, with a single exception (ver. 24), have all this in common,
that one or two key-words in them begin with D.
Ver. 28 Id

Here the key-words are
xi. 24),

labour there

all

Bat

is

idle talk leadetb

"into

which begin with

D.

and

gain,

only to

"itorto

avjf is

loss.

(parallel xxi. 5, cf.

labour,

with

and that earnest and

If one toils on honestly, then there
something which stands forth above the

unwearied, as at x. 22.

always results from

it

its result and product, vid. at Job xxx. 11, where it
shown how "W, from the primary meaning to be stretched out
long, acquires the meaning of that which hangs over, shoots over,
copiousness, and gain.
By the word of the lips, on the contrary,
i.e. purposeless and inoperative talk (Dinsb "lyi as Isa. xxxvi. 5,
cf. Job xi. 2), nothing is gained, but on the contrary there is only
loss, for by it one only robs both himself and others of time, and
wastes strength, which might have been turned to better purpose,

endeavour as
is

to say nothing of the injury that is thereby

haps also he morally injures, or at

least

done to his soul

;

per-

discomposes and wearies

others.
is a crown to the wise when they are rich
But the folly of fools remains folly.

Ver. 24 It

From

xii.

Thus

it is

4, 31, xvii. 6,

we

see that

D'MH

the riches of the wise of which

crown or an ornament to them.

LXX.,

More than

Hitzig

we

^3FV*

For then the meaning would

read, after the

rnojj is the predicate.

it is

said that they are
this is said, if

a

with

DB"W, their prudence, instead of
be, that the wise
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But yet
more appropriately u riches" are called the crown of a wise man
when they come to his wisdom ; for it is truly thus that riches,
other crown than that which they have in their prudence.

far

when they

are possessed along with wisdom, contribute not a

to heighten its influence

little

and power, and not merely because they

adorn in their appearance like a crown, or, as we say, surround
as with a golden frame, but because they afford a variety of means

and occasions for self-manifestation which are denied to the poor.
this interpretation of 24a, 246 comes oat also into the light,
without our requiring to correct the first "Sk, or to render it in an

By

The

unusual sense.

LXX.

and Syr.

translate the first n?is

know

by

—

(by a circumlocution), the Targ. by gloria, fame we
Schnltens in his Com. renders
not how they reach this.

Biarpifirj

crassa opulentia elumbium crassities, but in his Aniinadversiones he

combines the

first

Gesen. approves

r6ix with the Arab, awwale, precedence, which

But although

of.

the

meaning

to

be thick

(properly coaleseere) appertains to the verbal stem b\X as well as

meaning to be before (Arab, dl, dwila, wdl), yet the Hebr. rraK
always and everywhere means only folly,1 from the fundamental

the

Hitzig's riTiN (which denotes the conse-

idea crassities (thickness).

quence with which the fool invests himself) we do not accept, because

word

this

is

Hitzig's

own invention.

Bather

JVl? is to

the crown with which fools adorn themselves

sentence

:

Jerome,

Venet.,

the folly of fools

is

But the

connection with 24a,

it

little

as xvi. 22b,

denotes that while

adorned and raised up by riches, folly on the other hand

remains, even

when connected with

riches,

always the same, with-

out being either thereby veiled or removed,
fool,

be expected:

folly.

(and remains) folly (Symmachus,

Luther), needs the emendation as

for, interpreted in

wisdom

is

is

when he

is rich,

—on the contrary, the

exhibits his follies always

C. B. Michaelis compares Lucian's simia

est

more and more.

simia etiamsi aurea

gestet insignia.

Vcr. 25

A witness of troth delivereth souls
Bat he who breathes out

lies is

nothing but deception.

When men, in consequence of false suspicions or of false accusations,

m

danger of their lives (j\\vt)2
is the designation in the
language of the law of a criminal process), then a tongue

fall into

later
1

Ewald's derivation of ?*IK from

than Heidenheim's from <tir

:

one

pK=pst, null, vain, is not much better
who says " perhaps " = a sceptic, vid.

p. 59, nott.
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which, pressed by conscientiousness and not deterred by cowardice,

them. But a false tongue, which as
D'SD
(after the Masora at this place
a
HDJ
5b)
defective), i.e. is one who breathes out lies (vid. regarding
at vi. 19), is mere deception (LXX., without reading nano

will utter the truth, saves

such

nM
nw

(vid.

is

[as Hitzig does]

:

In

ooXtos).

17 n»"JD

xii.

is

to be interpreted as

the object, accus. of T3' carried forward, but here to carry forward
P'VD

(

Arama, Lowenstein)

is

—for to deliver deceit =
—

impracticable

not expressed in the Hebr. noiD is, as possibly also
16 (LXX. oo\<09), without B^M or *1? being supplied, the pred.

the deceiver
xii.

is

:
such an one is deception (in bad Latin,
he who utters forth lies against better knowledge

of the substantival clause
dolositaa), for

must have a malevolent,

deceitful purpose.

Ver. 26 In the fear of Jahve lies a strong ground of confidence,

And

The

so-called

the children of such an one hare a refuge.

3 essentia stands here, as at Fs.

xxvi. 4, before the subject idea
exists, i.e. it is

does not

mean

and proves

inheritance which
in

God, who

is

else subjective,

itself,

that the fear of

rely (Hitzig), but that
is

it

has

the clause

;

:

19, Isa.

lxviii. 5, lv.

in the fear of

God

as a strong ground of confidence,

God

is

something in which one can
Jer. xvii. 7, and here) an

(xxii. 19,

enduring, unwavering, and not disappointing

the object of fear

which

is

;

for

it is

not faith, nor anything

the rock that bears us, but this

object which faith lays hold of (cf. Isa. xxviii. 16).

Rock
Is

is

the

now

the

W3?i to be referred, with Ewald and ZSckler, to 'n T It is possible,
as we have discussed at Gen. vi. 1 f. ; but in view of parallels such
as xx. 7,

it is

not probable.

He who

fears

God

entails in the

Abrahamic way (Gen. xviii. 19) the fear of God on his children,
and in this precious paternal inheritance they have a nono (not
n ?nj?> and therefore to be written with Masoretic exactness fBHO),
a fortress or place of protection, a refuge in every time of need
(cf.

Ps. Ixxi. 5-7).

be understood from
interpreters), which

Accordingly, wain refers back to the
'n

T1KT3

we

(LXX., Luther, and

'n

we grant

Ixxiii.

KT, to

the Jewish

find not so doubtful as to regard

account the explanation after Fs.
necessary, although

all

on this

15, cf. Deut. xiv. 1, as

that such an introduction of the

T. generalization and deepening of the idea of sonship

is

expected from the Chokma.
Ver. 27 The fear of Jahve is a fountain of
To escape the snares of death.

life,
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28, 29.

which makes him who carries in himself
avr$) this welling life, penetrating and strong
of will to escape the snares (write after the Masora 'PffeO defective)
which death lays, and which bring to an end in death a repetition
of xiii. 4 with changed subject.

There springs up a
(cf.

John

life

iv. 14, ev

—

Ver. 28 In the multitude of the people lies the king's honour
And when the population diminishes, it is the downfall of his glory.

or the ornament (yid. regarding Tin, tumere, ampliari,
the root-word of Tin and HTin at Isa. Ixiii. 1) of a king con-

The honour

that he rules over a great people, and that they in-

sists in this,

on the other hand, it is the ruin of princely
number and in wealth. ReDBK3 signifies prepositionally u withat x. 14.

crease and prosper ;

when

greatness

garding

the people decline in

"firiDj trad,

out" (properly, by non-existence), e.g. xxvi. 20, or adverbially
" groundless " (properly, for nothing), Isa. lii. 4 ; here it is to be
understood after its contrast ~3T3 in the non-existence, but which
is here equivalent to in the ruin (cf. DBK, the form of which in
conjunction is DBK, Gen. xlvii. 15), lies the misfortune, decay, ruin
:

The

of the princedom.

oVpootov.

LXX.

iv Be ixhetyet "kaov avvrptfir)

Certainly tfn (from |P, Arab, razuna, to be powerful)

to be interpreted personally, whether it be after the form TiJ3
with a fixed, or after the form B^PJ with a changeable Kametz; but
it may also be an abstract like
(= Arab, seldm), and this we
is

w

prefer, because in the personal signification

We have not

)f>, viii.

15, xxxi. 4, is

consumption
Kimchi, irevla?) ; the choice of the word also
is not determined by an intended amphibology (Hitzig), for this
would be meaningless.
used.

here to think of

tffi

(from

rin)^

(the Vetiet. against

Yer. 29

He

that

is

slow to anger

But he that

is easily

D^BK ttik (constr. of iftK)

outbreak of anger,
out long

rich in understanding

he who puts

anger long, viz. the
in, but shuts it
""
ftpaSu? ew opyqv, Jas. i. 19) ; and nv1 1 ??,
and temper, viz. as regards anger (for nvi
is

T"!£!?> six. 11, i.e. lets it

(fia/cp66vfio<!

he who in

is

excited carries off folly.

his spirit

off

not come

=

denotes also the breathing out and snorting, Isa. xxv. 4, xxxiii. 11),
is short, i.e. (since shortness of time is meant) is rash and suddenly

quick to anger, prceceps in tram, 17a) breaks out with it, not
oXfyo^u^os (but here ofv#v/M>?), as the LXX. translate 17a. The

(cf.

former,

who knows how

to control his affections,

shows himself
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herein as "great in understanding" (cf. 2 Sam. xxiii. 20), or as a
" man of great understanding " (Lat. multut prudentid) ; the contrary

he who

is

WW

by

actively

by

suffers himself to be impelled

hasty, inconsiderate

into

B ^?.

which

action,

Does

is

mean

this

his affections

more

here expressed

that he bears folly to the

view (Luther, Umbreit, Bertheau, Elster, and others) ?
that idea the Mishle style has other expressions,

But

for

xiii.

16,

23,

xii.

Or does it mean that he makes folly high, i.e.
shows himself highly foolish (LXX., Syr., Targum, Fleischer, and
others) ?
But that would be expressed rather by TTOn or ninn.
xv. 2, cf. xiv. 17.

Or

he heightens

is it

folly

that the angry ebullition
foolish nature of such

who

lets

itself

is

an one

?

But

the

is

when he

by no means

But not

says, \pbr(? ne>nBD,

Ewald

as

before his feet on his
sense of Lev.
;

:

he

(to

i.e.

vi. 8, i.e.

up

lifts

path

life's

which

;

he carries

it is to

folly,

bat

which he did in

The only

be explained,

which

as

lies

:

off folly, receives

his rage

is

also Fleischer

it

is iii.

were

he takes off folly, in the

when he

for as to others, so also to himself,

blood, that

Rashi

also in himself a fool.

appropriate parallel according to which

folly

man,

not suitable, for the choleric

is

gives the preference) aufert pro portione sua stultitiam.

35.

remark

a gradual heightening of the

the evenness of his disposition be interrupted by a breaking

forth of anger,
right

(Lowenstein, Hitzig)

a portion of

returns to

must appear as

calm

and

folly

madness.

A quiet heart is the life of the body,

Ycr. SO

But covetousness
Heart, soul,
the heart

is

flesh, is

is

rottenness iu the bones.

the O. T. trichotomy, Ps. Ixxxiv.

3, xvi. 9 ;
where all the rays of
concentrate, and whence they again

the innermost region of the

the bodily and the soul-life

unfold themselves.

The

state of the heart,

spiritual, soul-inwardness of

p. 262.

Thus

is

life.

of the central,

i.e.

the man, exerts therefore on

a constraining influence on the bodily
heart the surrounding

life,

life,

all

sides

in the relation to the

Regarding N3"i» 37,
which in

styled the quiet heart,

vid. at xii.
its

18,

symmetrical

harmony is like a calm and clear water-mirror, neither interrupted
by the affections, nor broken through or secretly stirred by passion.

By

the close connection in which the corporeal

life

of

to the moral-religious determination of his intellectual

ately his soul-life
essentially

one

—

this threefold life is as that of

— the body has in such quiet of

man

stands

and medi-

one personality,

spirit
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of preserving the life winch furthers the well-being, and co-operates

calming of all its disquietude; on the contrary, passion,
whether it rage or move itself in stillness, is like the disease in the
bones (xii. 4), which works onward till it breaks asunder the frame-

to the

of the body, and with it the life of the body. The plur.
0*1^3 occurs only here ; Bottcher, § 695, says that it denotes the

work

whole body ; but
its

and

functions,

:

the body,

i.e.

the bodily

in the entire manifoldness of

translates bodies, but

"it5>3

the animated matter

human

also does not denote the half, D'lBO is the

">k>2

surrogate of an abstr.

;

signifies

life in
its

the totality of

Ewald

relations.

not the body, but

its

material,

rather cf. the Arab, dbshdr, u corporeal,

nature," but which (leaving out of view that this plur.

belongs to a later period of the language) has the parallelism

Regarding nwp (jealousy,

zeal, envy, anger) Schulinflammans cestuque indignation.™ fervidus.
from KJ£, Arab, kand, to be high red.
Ver. 81 He who oppresseth the poor reproacheth his Maker

against

it.

tens

right

is

:

affeetus

And whosoever is merciful to
Line

first is

it is

an honour to

Mm.

repeated in xvii. 5a somewhat varied, and the relation

of the idea in 316

is

predicate and tf'-K

$n

Venet.,

the poor,

as xix. 17a, according to

which ft??W

is

the

the subject (Symmachus, Targ., Jerome,

Luther), not the reverse (Syr.) ;

Ijiin

is

thus not the 3 per. Po.

(LXX.), but the part. Kal (for which 216 has the part. Po. l?np).
The predicates V^D TO (yid. regarding the perf. Gesen. § 126, 3)
and V733D1 follow one another after the scheme of the Chiasmus.
pWV has Idunach on the first syllable, on which the tone is thrown
back, and on the second the mDJ?n sign (vid. Torath Emeth, p. 21),
as e.g. ">t?te, xvii. 14, and 3jik, xvii. 19.
The showing of forbearance and kindness to the poor arising from a common relation to
one Creator, and from respect towards a personality bearing the
image of God, is a conception quite in the spirit of the Chokma,
which, as in the Jahve religion it becomes the universal religion,
so in the national law it becomes the human (vid. p. 41). Thus
also Job xxxi. 15, cf. iii. 9 of the Epistle of James, which in many
respects has its roots in the Book of Proverbs.
Matt. xxv. 40 is a
New Testament side-piece to 316.
Ver. 32. This verse also contains a key-word beginning with D,
but pairs acrostically with the proverb following

When

misfortune befalls him, the godless

But the righteous remains hopeful

is

overthrown

in his death.
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When

the subject

is njrt

connected with Vth (the godless), then

may be understood of evil thought and action
as of the experience of evil (e.g.
Syr., Targ., Jerome,

and

xiii.

(Eccles.

The

21).

vii.

it

15) as well

LXX. (and also the

Venet.) prefers the former,

but for the sake

of producing an exact parallelism changes frrioa [in his death] into
tona [in his uprightness], reversing also the relation of the subject

and the predicate : o Si nreiroidits rjj iavrov oaiorriTt (the Syr. : in
Targ. : when he dies) oYxatov. But no
this, that he has no sin
word
commends
Scripture
in so contradictory a manner self-righteousness, for the verb nan never denotes self-confidence, and with
the exception of two passages (Judg. ix. 15, Isa. xxx. 2), where it is
connected with «3, is everywhere the exclusive (vid. Ps. cxviii. 8 f.)
designation of confidence resting itself in God, even without the
The parallelism leads us to trans'TO, as here and at Fs. xvii. 7.
late injru, not on account of his wickedness, but with Luther, in
;

conformity with

Jeremiah

1J1103, in his

misfortune,

the deep darkness they are driven on (Nipk. of
xxiv.

16 contains an exactly parallel thought

Ewald incorrectly

Thus

befall him.

i.e. if it

12) says of the sins of his people

(xxiii.

WW n?BK3, in
nm = nm), and
:

the godless stumble

:

wicked
overthrown—for what purpose then the pronoun ? The verb nm
frequently means, without any addition, u to stumble over heaps,"

njra, into calamity.

:

in his calamity the

is

e.g.

Ps. xxxv. 5, xxxvi. 13.

The

godless in his calamity

thrown, or he fears in the evils which befall
the final ruin

;

Thus

suitable for
tality

and

a time in which, as yet,
in the resurrection.

God

still

men had

in

whom he

—and

con-

is

not

not faith in immor-

Yet though there was no such

the pious in death put their confidence in

of life and of salvation

—for in Jahve

for ancient Israel the beginning, middle,
salvation

God

comforted, viz. in

is

understood, Hitzig thinks that the proverb

revelation then,

Jahve, the

over-

is

the intimations of

on the contrary, the righteous in his death, even in

the midst of extremity,
fides.

him

1

there

was

and end of the work of

believing that they were going

home

to

Him, com-

mitting their spirit into His hands (Ps. xxxi. 6), they fell asleep,
though without any explicit knowledge, yet not without the hope
of eternal

life.

Job

also

of those estranged from

was not only an
1

Vid.

p. 410,

knew

that (xxvii. 8

God and

of those

ff.)

who

between the death
feared

God

external, but a deep essential distinction

my Bibl.-prophet.

;

there

and now

Theol. (1845), p. 268, cf. Bill. Psychologie (1861),

and Ptalmen (1867),

p.

62 f., and elsewhere.
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88, 34.

the Cliokma opens np a glimpse into the eternity heavenwards,
xv. 24,

and has formed,

rnD~i>K, for

28, the expressive

xii.

sun through the night of the Sheol.
Ver. 33 Wisdom rests in the heart of the man
But in the heart of

Most

(and after

and Theodotion,

fools it

know not what

interpreters

LXX.

The

and

distinctive

word

immortality, which breaks like a ray from the morning

it

insert ov

maketh

to

make

of understanding

itself

known.

of the second line here.

the Syr.), and as

it

appears, also Aquila

the Targ. improves the Peshito, for

;

inserts IWWf (so that xii. 23, xiii. 16,

and xv. 2 are

it

And

related).

Abulwaltd explains: in the heart of fools it is lost; Euchel: it
but these are imaginary interpretations resting on a
reels about
misunderstanding of the passages, in which yv means to come to
;

and JTlin to give to feel (to punish, correct). Kimchi rightly
adheres to the one ascertained meaning of the words, according to
feel,

which the Venet. piaov Bk a<f>povmv yvaxrdtfaerai. So also the translation of Jerome: et indoctos quosque (quoque) erudiet, is formed, for
he understands the " and is manifest among fools " (Luther) not
merely, as C. B. Michael is, after the saying : opposite jitxta seposita
magis eluceseunt, but of a becoming manifest, which is salutary to
these.

Certainly

if,

and

if 3"ip3

DDSD

3ip3 does not
fool.

3^3

as here and

but

is

can mean among

= in the

circle of, xv.

31

interchanged with 3^3,
the subject spoken of, as 1 Kings iii. 28, then

e.g.

Jer. xxxi. 31, 31P3

mean among

According to

this,

is

(in the midst of),

the

Talmud

the current proverb (Mezia 85J)

but in the heart of the
by comparison with

rightly,

mp E*p B*p WJ»

KTODN, a
In
the heart of the understanding wisdom rests, i.e. remains silent and
still, for the understanding feels himself personally happy in its
possession, endeavours always the more to deepen it, and lets it
operate within ; on the contrary, wisdom in the heart of the fools
makes itself manifest they are not able to keep to themselves the
wisdom which they imagine they possess, or the portion of wisdom
which is in reality theirs ; but they think, as it is said in Persius
/Scire tuum nihil est nisi scire hoe te sciat alter.
They discredit and
waste their little portion of wisdom (instead of thinking on its
increase) by obtrusive ostentatious babbling.
Two proverbs follow regarding the state and its ruler
:

stater in a flaggon cries Kith, Kish,

i.e.

makes much

clatter.

:

Ver. 34 Righteousness exalteth a nation,

And sin

is

a disgrace to the people.
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The H«br. language

is richer in synonyms of "the people" than
(formed
like the non-bibl. *to, water, and ^3,
fo
the German.
f}|,
to
extend
itself from within outward ; cf.
corporealness, from
'M,
V)
is,
according
ix- 3,
x. 13,
to the usus log., like natio the
H

people, as a mass swollen

(from

DOJJ, to

up from a common

origin,

and

DV,

28a

bind), the people as a confederation held together

by a common law

0*6 (from OK?, to unite, bind together)

;

is

the

mass (multitude) of the people, and is interchanged sometimes
with *U, Gen. xxv. 23, and sometimes with oy, ver. 28. In this
proverb, D'BN? stands indeed intentionally in the plur., but not

with the plur. of which

Djfa,

too easily connects itself.

even Israel

*ti,

the idea of the non-Israelitish nations,

The

proverb means

under

all

nations without

4) not excluded. History
everywhere confirms the principle, that not the numerical, nor the

distinction,

(cf.

Isa.

i.

warlike, nor the political, nor yet the intellectual

and the so-called

a nation, and deterfuture as one of progress but this is its

civilized greatness, is the true greatness of

mines the condition of

its

;

and international life,
•ijJ'TV, i.e. conduct directed by the will of God, according to the
norm of moral rectitude, rules and prevails. Righteousness, good
manners, and piety are the things which secure to a nation a place
of honour, while, on the contrary, FlKtpn, s ' n > v z * prevailing, and
more favoured and fostered than contended against in the contrue greatness, that in

its private,

public,

'

sciousness of the moral problem of the state,

is

a disgrace to the

them before God, and also before men who
do not judge superficially or perversely, and also actually brings
them down. OOfa, to raise up, is to be understood after Isa. i. 2,
cf. xxiii. 4, and is to be punctuated OpVw, with Munach of the
penult., and the movrr-sign with the Tsere of the last syllable.
people,

i.e. it

lowers

Ben-Naphtali punctuates thus : Dpfafl. In 346 all the artifices of
interpretation (from Nachmani to Schultens) are to be rejected,
which interpret *lDn as the Venet. (eXeos Be Xa£>v dfiaprta) in its
predominant Hebrew signification. It has here, as at Lev. xx. 17
(but not Job

vi. 14),

the signification of the Syr.chesdko, opprobrium;

among Jewish interby Chanan'el and Rashbam. That this IDn
the Mishle style, is seen from the fact that ion,

the Targ. *WDn, or more frequently KTlDn, as
preters, is recognised
is

not foreign to

xxv. 10, is used in the sense of the Syr. chasedh.
The synon. Syr.
chasam, invidere, obtrectare, shows that these verbal stems are

formed from the R. on,

stringere, to strike.

Already
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measure perceived how ipn, Syr. cliasadh, Arab. Jiasada, may
acquire the meaning of violent love, and by the mediation of the
jealousy which is connected with violent love, the signification of
grudging, and thus of reproach and of envy; yet this is more manifest if one thinks of the root-signification stringere, in the meaning
of loving, as referred to the subject, in the meanings of disgrace
and envy, as from the subject directed to others. Ewald (§ 51c)
compares ?DH and ipn^ Ethiop. chasra, in the sense of carpere, and
on the other side npn in the sense of " to join ; " but SlDf! does not
mean to join (yid. Ps. ii. 12), and instead of carpere, the idea more
closely connected with the root

is

that of stringere, cf . stringere folia

ex arboribus (Caesar), and stringere (to diminish, to squander, strip)

rem

ingluvie (Horace, Sat.

The

2. 8).

i.

LXX. has here read ">pn

(xxviii. 22), diminution, decay, instead of *ipn

(shame)

;

the quid

pro quo is not bad, the Syr. accepts it, and the miseros facit of
Jerome, and Lather's verderben (destruction) corresponds with
this phrase better than with the common traditional reading which

Symmachus

rightly renders

by

SveiBoi.

Ver. 85 The king's favour

And his wrath
Regarding the contrasts

The

is

visits

the base.

and E^p,

''Sfe'P

substantival clause 35a

towards a prudent servant,

may mean

vid. at x.

:

5 ; cf. xii. 4.
the king's favour has

imparted

to, an intelligent servant
more favourable to the latter
rendering. In 356 the gender of the verb is determined by attraction after the pred., as is the case also at Gen. xxxi. 8, Job xv. 31,
Ewald, § 317c. And " his wrath" is equivalent to is the object
of it, cf. 226, xiii. 18, and in general, p. 282. The syntactical character of the clause does not permit the supplying of ? from 35a.
Luther's translation proceeds only apparently from this erroneous

(possesses)

.

.

.,

as well as

:

it is

the arrangement of the words

is

supposition.

Chap. xv. 1-6. We take these verses together as forming a
group which begins with a proverb regarding the good and evil
which flows from the tongue, and closes with a proverb regarding
the treasure in which blessing is found, and that in which no
blessing

is

found.
Ver. 1

A soft answer turneth away wrath,
And

In the second

line,

a bitter word stirreth up anger.

the

common word

breathing with the nostrils, xiv. 17)

is

for anger (*$,

from the

purposely placed, but in
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that which denotes anger in the highest degree (Hon

first,

from

Arab, hamiya, to glow, like rw from 1?*) : a mild,
gentle word turns away the heat of anger (excandescentiam), pats it
back, cf. xxv. 15.
The Dagesh in Wi follows the rale of the

OIT, cogn. Don,

pTfi,

i.e.

word terminating with the
rn- with the following word (Michlol 634).

of the close connection of a

accented

n— n—

The same

is

the meaning of the Latin proverb
Frangitur ira gravit

Quando

est rttpontio tuavis.

The 3$P?*| produces the contrary effect. This
not mean an angry word (Ewald), for 3W is not

expression does
to be

compared

with the Arab, gkadab, anger (Umbreit), but with Arab. 'adb f

"m is meant in the
(LXX. \imr)po<;,

cutting, wounding, paining (Hitzig), so that 3nt^O

sense of Ps. lxxviii.

Theod.

iroviKot),

40

:

a word which causes pain

not after the meaning, a word provoking to anger

(Gesenius), bat certainly after

" makes anger
(e.g. Isa.

ix.

The

x. 4.

arise."

11), so,

LXX.

As one

its

effect,

for a

says of anger

on the other hand,

has a third

3B>,

njj>,

wounding word

« it tarns

"

"it rises up," Eccles.

anroWvai xal

line, opyr)

itself

<f>povl/iov$,

which the Syr. forms into a distich by the repetition of xiv. 32b,
the untenableness of which is at once seen.
Ver. 2. The Tr/jajJnj? <ro<£i'a? (Jas. iii. 13) commended in ver. 1
is

here continued

The tongue of the wise showeth great knowledge,
And the mouth of fools poureth forth folly.
As ju ycpn, Isa. xxiii. 16, means to strike the harp well, and
Tab awi, xxx. 29, to go along merrily, so nyi a'BVi, to know in a
masterly manner, and here, where the subject is the tongue, which
has only an instrumental reference to knowledge
great knowledge (cf. 7a).

In 26 the

cuppovwv avayyeWei koko.

From

read
in

rrijn

xiii.

as 286,

and prefers

this

16, xiv. 28, xxvi. 11, TWJR

LXX.

:

to bring to light

translate

oto/m 8k

this Hitzig concludes that

phrase

by

;

tcaxlav, for

they interpreted

the unintelligible word by combination with Tvj?, and in

by

apcus, for they thought they

they

but they also translated

had before them

TtbtA

xii.

23

(from n ?K).

Ver. 3 The eyes of Jahve are in every place,

Observing the evil and the good.

The

connection of the dual

OVf

with the plur. of the adjective,

which does not admit of a dual, is like vi. 17, cf. 18. But the
first line is a sentence by itself, to which the second line gives a
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showing how the eyes of God are everywhere (cf. 2 Chron. xvi. 9, after Zech. iv. 10) abroad over the
whole earth, viz. beholding with penetrating look the evil and the
good (noy, to hold to, to observe, cf. CTrt^SXiiroin-e?, Sir. xxiii. 19),
i.e. examining men whether they are good or evil, and keeping
them closely before His eyes, so that nothing escapes him. This
universal inspection, this omniscience of God, has an alarming but
The proverb seeks first to warn, therefore
also a comforting side.
closer determination, as

it

speaks

first

of the evil.

Ver. 4 Gentleness of the tongue is a tree of

But

Regarding
latter

KB"]D,

word we

pjtf.

at

xii.

life

wounding to the

spirit

18, and regarding

*|?D,

falseness in it is a

derive with Fleischer from

f{70,

at xi.

3; this

to subvert, over-

throw, but not in the sense of " violence, atperitat, in as far as
violent speech
(

is

Venet. Xofottj?),

like

a stormy sea," but of perversity, perversitas

as the contrast to truthfulness, rectitude, kind-

Gentleness characterizes the tongue

ness.

when

all

that

it

says to

be instruction or correction, or warning
or consolation, it says in a manner without rudeness, violence, or
obtrusiveness, by which it finds the easiest and surest acceptance,
because he feels the goodwill, the hearty sympathy, the humility
a neighbour, whether

of

him who

is

it

conscious of his

own

imperfection.

Such gentleness

whose fruits preserve life, heal the sick, and raise
up the bowed down. Accordingly, nra -op js to be understood
of the effect which goes forth from perversity or falseness of the
tongue upon others. Fleischer translates: asperitas autem in ea
anirnum vulnerat, and remarks, " rtTO T3#, abslr. pro concrete. The
is

a tree of

life,

and the n. verbale "OS? derived from it, may, in order
meaning tropical, govern the prep. 3, as the Arab.
kaser baklby, he has broken my heart (opp. Arab, jabar baklaby),
verb

"Ol?,

to render the

cf. V3D3, xxi. 29, vid.

De

Glossis ffabichtianis, p. 18

rnn "UK*, Isa. lxv. 14."

;

yet

it

also

21, and the corresponding gen.
In any case, the breaking (deep wounding)

occurs with the accus., Ps.

lxix.

not meant in regard to his own spirit, but to that of the neighbour.
Rightly Luther : but a lying (tongue) makes heart-sorrow (elseis

where, a false one troubles the cheerful) ; Euchel : a false tongue is
soul-wounding ; and the translation of the year 1844 : falsehood
is

Only for curiosity's sake are two other
4a and 4b mentioned : the means of safety to the
the tree of life, i.e. the Tora (Erachin 15 J) ; and : per-

a breach into the heart.

intepretations of

tongue

is
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versity suffers destruction by a breath of wind, after the proverb,
vraw* KWD'p mi mi row u && io, a breath of wind breaks a man
who is puffed up * (which Meiri presents for choice, vid. also Eashi,

who understands mi

of the storm of judgment).

The

LXX. trans-

a different text : 6 Be ffwnjp&v ainrjv irki}cdricer<u
irpeufitiTos ; but the TO" JQE* here supposed cannot mean " to be
Otherwise the
full of spirit," but rather " to eat full of wind."

lates, in 46,

1

Syr. and Tart;.

and he who eateth of

own

(Heb.
thought
point of language, but one against which we do not give
:

1nep few),

V3fe»

correct in

—an attempt

up the Masoretic
Ver. 5

his

fruit is satisfied

to give to the phrase jafc* a

text.

A fool despiseth his father's correction
But he that regardeth

reproof

We may with equal correctness translate

is

:

prudent.

he acts prudently (after

We prefer,

1 Sam. xxiii. 22) ; and, he is prudent (after xix. 25).
with Jerome, Venet., and Luther, the latter, against the

LXX.,

and Targ., because, without a doubt, the 0"j£ is so thought of
the contrast is more favourable to the former.
at xix. 25
It is
true that he who regardeth reproof is not only prudent, but also
that he is prudent by means of observing it. With line first cf. i.
7 and i. 30, and with line second, xii. 1. Luther translates : the
fool calumniates
but of the meanings of abuse (properly
pungere) and scorn, the second is perhaps here to be preferred.
Syr.,

:

.

.

. ;

Ver. 6 The house of the righteous

is

a great treasure-chamber

But through the gain of the wicked comes

trouble.

The constrast shows that jph does not here mean force or might
(LXX., Syr., Targ., Jerome, and Venet), which generally this
derivative

of

the verb fpn never means, but store, fulness of

possession, prosperity

goods enough), in

(Luther

:

in the house of the righteous are

24) placing itself, not with
the Arab, hasuna, to be firm, fastened (Aram. ^m»>, Ipn), but
this sense (cf. xxvii.

with Arab, kliazan, to deposit, to lay up in granaries, whence our
" Magazin" JDh may indeed, like ?'H, have the meaning of riches,

and

|pn does actually

the Aphel

JDnst, to

mean, in the Jewish-Aram., to possess, and
but the constant
;

take into possession (Kparelv)

use of the noun |Dh in the sense of
laying up,
xxiii. 18,
1

e.g.

store,

with the kindred idea of

Jer. xx. 5, and of the Niph. ipra, which means, Isa.

with "W^J, " to be magazined," gives countenance to the

Vid. Duke's liabbinisclie Blumenlese, p. 176,

where the rendering

is

some-

what different
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idea that }Dh goes back to the primary conception, reeondere, and
is to be distinguished from tfDn, pon, and other derivatives after

the fundamental conception.

We

may

not interpret JVa, with

Fleischer, Bertheau, and Zockler, as accus.: in the house (cf. rra,
viii.

2),

nor prepositionally as chez

righteous

is

a

= casa;

but: "the house of the

great store," equivalent to, the place of such.

the contrary, destruction comes by the gain of the wicked.
impossible that rri3JM can have the house as the subject
stein), for nj? is

everywhere mas.

by Kimchi and the

On
It is

(Lowen-

Therefore Abulwalfd, followed

Venet. (oXeBpoi),

interprets tTOVi as subst.,

form of the Mishnic n9v??> a P°°l> cf- ny3CB> peremptorily
decided, decreed ; and if we do not extinguish the 3 of DKOroi
after the

(the

LXX.

according to the second translation of this doubly-

and Targ.), there remains then nothing

translated distich, Syr.,

further than to regard n*D]» either as subst. neut. overturned

overthrow

(cf.

such

part,

nouns as

"

'TJ?'

,

, ,

=

,D > but particularly
?J'

=

napjj 2 Chron. x. 15), or as impers. neut. pass

: it is overthrown
'TW?, Ps. I. 3 : it is stormed = a storm
rages.
The gain of the wicked has overthrow as its consequence,
for the greed of gain, which does not shrink from unrighteous,
deceitful gain, destroys his house, 1*1*3 "Oj^ ver. 27 (vid. regarding
Far from enriching the house, such gain is the cause
13V, xi. 29).

there

is

an overthrow,

of nothing but ruin.

like

The LXX.,

in its first version of this distich,

and in 6£,
pen nfosrn* (and together with the fruit the godless is rooted
out, ohoppi^ot etc yrji airoXovwai) ; for, as Lagarde has observed,
it confounds "DP with "lpy (to root, privativ : to root up).
Vers. 7-17. A second series which begins with a proverb of the
power of human speech, and closes with proverbs of the advantages
and disadvantages of wealth.
reads, in 6a, PTC lto"|3 (4p ir\eoj;afov<rj7 Succuoavprj),
"13JO

.

Ver. 7 The lips of the wise spread knowledge
But the direction is wanting to the heart of fools.

It is impossible that !3"t6 can be a second object, accus. dependent

on

W

VW,

(dispergunt, not

translates)

:

xx.

28 ; <pv\daaovat,

but the heart of fools

is

as

Symmachus

unrighteous (error or false-

hood) (Hitzig after Isa. xvi. 6) ; for then why were the lips of
the wise and the heart of the fools mentioned ?
p~t6 also does
not mean ovx ovto>? (an old Greek anonymous translation, Jerome,
Venet., Luther)
the heart of the fool is quite different
from the heart of the wise man, which spreads abroad knowledge

Targ.,

:
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(Zockler), for

it is

not heart and heart, but lip and heart, that are

placed opposite to each other.

and yet

Better the

LXX.

at xi. 19, that

p

as a participial adj.

continuing, or also standing erect

owe a<r$aXcfr,

We

better the Syr. lo kinin (not right, sure).

have seen,

means standing

= right,

i.e.

= being,

rightly directed, or

having the right direction ; njriy'|3 means there conducting oneself rightly, and thus genuine rectitude.
What, after 7a, is more
appropriate than to say of the heart of the fool, that it wants the
receptivity for knowledge which the lips of the wise scatter abroad?

The

heart of the fool

is

not right,

it

has not the right direction,

crooked and perverse, has no mind for wisdom
proceeds from the wise, therefore, finds with

him

;

is

and that which

neither estimation

nor acceptance.
Ver. 8 The sacrifice of the godless

ia

Bat the prayer of the upright

Although the same

is

said of their sacrifice,

an abhorrence to Jahve
is His delight.

true of the prayer of the godless that

and of the

is

here

sacrifice of the righteous that is

9, and cf Ps. iv. 6 with Ps.
by accident that here (line first = xxi. 27)
the sacrifice is ascribed to the godless and the prayer to the
upright. The sacrifice, as a material and legally-required performance, is much more related to dead works than prayer freely completing itself in the word, the most direct expression of the personality, which, although not commanded by the law, because natural
to men, as such is yet the soul of all sacrifices ; and the Chokma,
like the Psalms and Prophets, in view of the ceremonial service
which had become formal and dead in the opus operation, is to such
a degree penetrated by the knowledge of the incongruity of the
offering up of animals and of plants, with the object in view, that

here said of their prayer (vid. xxviii.

.

xxvii. 6), yet it is not

"
a proverb like " the sacrifice of the righteous is pleasing to God
never anywhere occurs ; and if it did occur without being expressly and unavoidably referred to the legal sacrifice, it would

have to be understood rather after Ps.

li.

18

f.

than Ps.

rather after 1 Sam. xv. 22 than after Ps. lxvi. 13-15.

when

it is

distinguished from nSy,

only in part coming to the
sacrificial feast, is

here the

means

(cf. vii.

li.

fUT,

20

f.,

which,

14) the sacrifice

most part applied to a
name for the bloody, and,

altar, for the

common

per synecdochen, generally the legally-appointed sacrifice, consisting in external offering. The pv~6, Lev. i. 3, used in the Tora of
sacrifices, is here, as at Ps. xix. 15, transferred to prayer.
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fundamental idea of the proverb is, that sacrifices well-pleasing to
God, prayers acceptable to God (that are heard, xv. 29), depend
on the relations in which the heart and life of the man stand to

God.
Ver.

9.

Another proverb with the key-word rnjrin
abomination to Jahve is the way of the godless
Bat He loveth him who searchetb after righteousness.

An

The manner and

rule of life

is

1T1D

called the way.

is

the

heightening of *(f\ ?xi. 21, and can be used independently in
bonam, as well as in malam partem (xi. 19, cf. xiii. 21). Regard-

ing the form 3njo, vid. Fleischer in Deutsch. Morgenl. Zeitsch. xv.
382.
Ver. 10 Sharp correction

Whoever hateth

The way,

thus absolute,

forsaking of which

is

is

for

him who forsaketh the way

the God-pleasing right

is visited

;

instruction shall die.

way

(ii.

13), the

with the punishment of death, because

And that which comes
it is that which leadeth unto life (x. 17).
upon them who leave it is called in TO*3, castigatio dura, as much
as to say that whoever does not welcome instruction, whoever rejects it, must at last receive it against his will in the form of peremptory punishment. The sharp correction (cf. Isa. xxviii. 28,
196) is just the death under which he falls who accepts of no instruction (v. 23), temporal death, but that as a token of wrath

which

it is

not for the righteous (xiv. 32).

Ver. 11 The underworld [Sheol] and the abyss are before Jahve

But how much more the hearts

A syllogism, a minori

ad

of the children of

1

IN (LXX. irw? otr)(i icai,
ItoN has a meaning analogous

to that of Taprapos (cf. raprapovv, 2 Pet.

into the raprapos), which denotes the
hrwxf

or

Winn

'e>')
}

;

!

tnajus, with *3

Venet. /rnXXov ofiv), like xii. 32.

(Winn

men

and

ii.

throw down

4, to

lowest region of

also in general,

Hades.

Hades

If p"UK and

HID are connected, Job xxxvii. 22, and if pi3N is the parallel word
to lap, Ps. lxxxviii. 12, or also to b>\X&, as in the passage similar to
this proverb,
1

Job

xxvi. 6 (cf. xxxviii. 17)

In Rabbin, this concluding form

is called

against one another), and J*i (judgment,
sion),

xur

has JSBrfe)

more),

JJ.

(all

p*i fa'N,

speaks for

it

"OH

that

^p

(fl

it is

" She61

"iDfn

viz.

hp

is

(light

naked before
and heavy over

from premisses, thus conclu-

the latter form of the language
so), riQ3) ?1B3 finN"^ (so much the

Instead of the biblical '3

or also

:

minori

t|N,

ad majiu

= quanto magis);

vid.

the

Hebr. Riimerbrief, p. 14.

VOL.

1.

X
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;

Him, and Abaddon has no covering "
name of the underworld, including the

since jYias

grave,

i.e.

is

the general

the inner place

of the earth which receives the body of the dead, as the

But where,

kingdom

and
and pi3K stand together, they are related to each
and raprapoi or afivaaos, Rev. ix. 11 : jVUK is the

of the dead, lying deeper, does the soul.

as here

at xxvii. 10, TlKe*

other, as oSijs

lowest hell, the place of deepest descent, of uttermost destruction.

The

conclusion which

is

drawn

in the proverb proceeds

from

the

nothing more
separated, and by a wide distance, from God, than the depth, and
especially the undermost depth, of the realm of the dead.
If now
God has this region in its whole compass wide open before Him,

supposition that in the region of creation there

is

and thoroughly cognisable by Him (133, ace. adv. : in
from *UJ, eminere, compicuurn esse), for He is also present
then much more will the hearts
in the underworld, Ps. exxxix. 8,
of the children of men be open, the inward thoughts of men living
and acting on the earth being known already from their expressions.
Man sees through man, and also himself, never perfectly;
but the Lord can try the heart and prove the reins, Jer. xvii. 10.
What that means this proverb gives us to understand, for it places

if it is visible

—

conspectu,

—

over against the hearts of

men

nothing

than the depths of the

less

underworld in eternity.
Ver. 12

The

inf. alsol.,

The scorner liketh not that one reprove him,
To wise men he will not go.

abruptly denoting the action,

the object, as here (cf.

subject (xxv. 27,

Job

Job

ix.

vi.

25).

18, Isa.

xlii.

Thus

may

take the place of

24), as well as of the

rvs\n is (ix. 7) construed

Regarding the probable conclusion which presents itself from passages such as xv. 12 and xiii. 20, as to the
study of wisdom in Israel, vid. p. 39.
Instead of ?&, we read,
xiii. 20 (cf. xxii. 24), "HK ; for "DK ro£ means to have intercourse
with one, to go a journey with one (Mai. ii. 6, cf. Gen. v. 24,
but not 2 Sam. xv. 22, where we are to translate with Keil),
according to which the LXX. has here fiera 8e ao$>S>v ov%
o/uKqaei. The mocker of religion and of virtue shuns the circle
of the wise, for he loves not to have his treatment of that which is

with the dat. obj.

holy reproved, nor to be convicted of his sin against truth
prefers the society where his frivolity

;

he

finds approbation and a

response.
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18, 14.

countenance cheerful
is broken.

in sorrow of the heart the spirit

expression of the countenance, as well as the spiritual habitus

of a man,

is

A

conditioned by the state of the heart.

joyful

which means friendly, but
here happy-looking = cheerful (for 310 is the most general designation of that which makes an impression which is pleasant to
the senses or to the mind) ; on the contrary, with sorrow of
heart (raary, constr. of rn*?, x 10, as r)NBPi = riNtsn, from HKisri)
there is connected a stricken, broken, downcast heart the spiritual
functions of the man are paralyzed; self-confidence, without which
energetic action is impossible, is shattered ; he appears discouraged,
whereby nvi is thought of as the power of self-consciousness and
of self-determination, but 3?, as our " Gemut" [animus], as the

heart maketh the countenance 21D,

.

;

oneness of thinking and willing, and thus as the seat of determination,

which decides the

intellectual -corporeal life-expression of the

man, or without being able
itself to

meant

them.

The 3

to

be wholly restrained, communicates

of rOXjni

is,

as xv. 16

f.,

xvi. 8, xvii. 1,

in the force of being together or along with, so that rrn

fiNM do not need to be taken separate from each other as subject

and predicate : the sense of the noun-clause is in the 3, as e.g. also
vii. 23 (it is about his life, i.e. it concerns his life).
Elsewhere the
crushed spirit, like the broken heart, is equivalent to the heart
despairing in itself and prepared for grace.
The heart with a
more clouded mien may be well, for sorrow has in it a healing
power (Eccles. vii. 3). But here the matter is the general psychological truth, that the corporeal and spiritual life of man has its
regulator in the heart, and that the condition of the heart leaves
its stamp on the appearance and on the activity of the man.
The
translation of the rttoa nn by " oppressed breath " (Umbreit,
Hitzig) is impossible ; the breath cannot be spoken of as broken.
Ver. 14 The heart of the understanding seeketh after knowledge,
.

Luther

And the mouth

of fools practiseth folly.

interprets njn as metaphor, for to govern, but with such

it is metaphor, for to be urgently circumspect
about anything (vid. xiii. 20), like Arab, rdy and r'dyt, intentional,
No right translation can be
careful, concern about anything.
made of the Chetkib ^B, which Schultens, Hitzig, Ewald, and

ethical conceptions

Zockler prefer ; the predicate can go before the
Semitic rule in the

fern,

of the sing., 2

Sam.

\3B,

x. 9, cf.

after the

Job

xvi. 16j
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Chethib, but cannot follow in the masc. of the sing.

besides, the

;

operations of his look and aspect are ascribed to his face, but not

much more

spiritual functions as here,
spirit

speaking through

Ti.e heart

it.

to the
is

mouth,

to the

i.e.

within a man, and the

mouth without ; and while the former

gives and takes, the latter is
where a synonymous distich
is formed from the antithetic distich, the ear, as hearing, is mentioned along with the heart as appropriating. tfaj is not an adj.,
but is gen., like pnv, 28a (opp. '»). D3H, xvi. 23. The <f>ikoao<f>ia

In

always only giving out.

of the understanding
fools.

xviii. 15,

placed over against the /Mopaikoyia of the

is

LXX. translates xapSia

The

10, xapSla avSpbt al<rdr)TUcq)
lenistic turn loq. for njn, of

;

it

6p0r) ifrret ata-drja-iv (cf. xiv.

uses this

word

after the Hel-

experimental knowledge.

Yer. 15 All the days of the afflicted are evil

But he who is

of a joyful heart hath

a perpetual

feast.

Regarding *?V (the afflicted), vid. 21 J. They are so called on whom
a misfortune, or several of them, press externally or internally.
If such an one is surrounded by ever so many blessings, yet is his
life day by day a sad one, because with each new day the feeling
of his woe which oppresses him renews itself ; whoever, on the contrary, is of joyful heart (gen. connection as xi. 13,
(his life) is always a feast, a

one

also pointed,

:

xii.

8),

such an

•TOBfo, as it

may

is

TT?'?
(the

And

be

Ton thus adv., for it is never adj. the
for Ton nw).
Hitzig (and also Zockler)
days) of one who is of a joyful heart are

but now? and

post-bib. usage

renders 15J

banquet (not

;

Others supply li> (cf. xxvii. 7i), but our rendering does not
that.
have here again an example of that attribution
(Arab, isndd) in which that which is attributed (musnad) is a condition (Jial) of a logical subject (the musnad ilShi), and thus he
who speaks has this, not in itself, but in the sense of the condition
1

.

.

We

need

the inwardly cheerful

an one
of a

is

man

is

feasts evermore,

like a continual festival.
is

The

i.e.

the condition of such

true

and

real happiness

thus defined, not by external things, but by the state of

the heart, in which, in spite of the apparently prosperous condition,

a secret sorrow
sorrowful state,

may gnaw, and which, in spite of an externally
may be at peace, and be joyfully confident in

God.
Vcr. 16 Better

is little

Than great

The 3

in both cases the

with the fear of Jahve,

store

LXX.

and trouble therewith.
rightly renders
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1&

X7,

jiDWD (elsewhere of wild, confused disorder, extreme discord) is
meant of store and treasure, Ps. xxxix. 7 shows: it is restless,
covetous care and trouble, as the contrast of the quietness and

contentment proceeding from the fear of God, the noisy, wild,
stormy running and hunting about of the slave of mammon.
Theodotion translates the word here, as Aquila and Symmachus
by words which correspond (<f>wye&aiva
<f>dyaiva or
ax,opraaia) with the Syr. KHUJP, greed or insatiability.

=

elsewhere,

Ver. 17 Better a dish of cabbage, and love with

Than a

With 13

is

it,

fatted ox together with hatred.

here interchanged

DC?,

which, used both of things and of

Both have the
Dag. forte conj., cf. to the contrary, Deut. xxx. 20, Mic. i. 11,
Deut. xi. 22 ; the punctuation varies, if the first of the two words

means

persons,

is

be there along with something.

to

The dish (portion) is called frnw,
a n. actionis ending in n—
and other Greek versions render by fewoyio?,

LXX.

which the

entertainment, and thus understand

it

of that which

is set

before

the Arab, drrakh (to date, to deter-

a guest, perhaps rightly

so, for

mine), to which

compared by Gesenius and Dietrich, is
name of the moon. Love

is

it

equivalent to warrh, a denom. of the

and hatred

are, according to circumstances, the disposition of the

host, or of the participant, the spirit of the family

Cum
Ne

dat oluscula mensa minuscula pace quietd,

pete grandia lautaque

prandia

lite

repleta.

Two

proverbs of two different classes of men, each second line of
which terminates with a catchword having a similar sound ("PN1,

mto).

A passionate man

Ver. 18

And
xxviii.

25a and

The

proverb.
fflD rns,

R.

"ij,

one

who

is

stirreth

np

strife,

slow to anger allayeth contention.

xxix. 22a are variations of the first line of this
Pih. nna occurs only these three times in the phrase

to grind, thus to strike, to irritate, cogn. to (but of

different root from) the verb "nty, to excite, x. 12,

and

a

lirjn, to set

Regarding Hon, vid. xv. 1 ; we
;"
"
hot-head
man a
but the biblical conception nowhere
(except in the Book of Daniel) places the head in connection with
spiritual-psychical events (Psychologie, p. 254).
Regarding ^N

on

call

fire,

xxvi. 21, cf. npe^ vi. 14.

such a

D'BK, vid. xiv.

29

;

proverb, and after
ttjv

it

LXX.

(which contains a translation of

this

of a variation) translates fuuep6dv/ju><; Se

icai

the

fxeXKovaav Karavrpavvet,

i.e.

(as the Syr. render

it)

he suppresses
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the strife in
true

:

origin, so that

its

who

that he

is

it

But both are

does not break out.

slow to anger,

who does

not thus easily permit

himself to become angry, allayeth the strife which one enters into
is drawn, and that he prevents the
he places over against provoking, injurious conduct,

with him, or into which he
strife, for

patient gentleness ("BID, Eccles. x. 4).
Ver. 19

The way of the slothful is as hedged with thorns;
But the path of the righteous is pared.

Hitzig misses the contrast between 7XP (slothful) and D*1B^ (upright),

and instead of the

slothful reads

the slothful

The

"IE*1

?

but the slothful

is

contrast

The way

common

of such an one

But

the tyrannical.

is

then

indeed not that of contradiction,

man who fails
own special

one who does not act uprightly, a

to fulfil the duty of labour
calling.

1

l" "}?,

is

to

man, and of

his

pin ro^03, like a fencing with

is

thorns (from pin, R. in, to be pointed, sharp, distinguished from

Arab, hadk, to surround, and in the meaning to fix with the look,
denom. of kliadaht, the apple of the eye), so that he goes not forwards, and sees hindrances and difficulties everywhere, which
frighten him back, excusing his shunning his work, his -remissness
of will, and his doing nothing

who

;

on the contrary, the path of those

wait truly and honestly on their calling, and prosecute their

aim, is raised up like a skilfully made street, so that unhindered
and quickly they go forward ("/vD, R. i>D, aggerare, cf. Jer. xyiii. 15
with Isa. xlix. 11, and iv. 8, ?D?p, which was still in use in the

common language of

Palestine in the second cent., JRosch hatchana,

266.).

This collection of Solomonic proverbs began,

x. 1,

with a pro-

command-

verb having reference to the observance of the fourth

ment, 1 and a second chief section, xiii. 1, began in the same way.
Here a proverb of the same kind designates the beginning of a
third chief section.

That the

was aware of

editor

the homogeneity of the proverbs, xv. 19,
conclusion of the
first in this

new

first

and second

section, vers.

sections.

20-23,

in

We

shown by
form the

place together

first (x.

1)

is

continued.

A wise son maketh a glad father,
And

1

this is

28, which

which (with the exception

of ver. 25) the noB* [maketh glad] of the
Ver. 20

xii.

a fool of a

man

despiseth his mother.

[The fifth commandment of the Westminster Shorter Catechism

is

named

as the fourth in Luther's catechism.]
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first

xxi. 20)

is

= x. 1.

gen. connection of D'JN

^pa (here and

at

not superlative [the most foolish of men], but like

K"ia

a man of the wild ass kind
who is the exemplar of such a

sort

Gen.

xvi.

former : a

man

D*1K,

The
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21, 22.

among men.

12

;

the latter

:

of the fool kind,

;

Piety acting in willing subordination

is

the

wisdom, and

the contrary exceeding folly.
is joy to him that is devoid of understanding
But a man of understanding goeth straight forward.

Ver. 21 Folly

Regarding 3?~i?n, vid. at vi. 32 (cf. Kbib, which in the Samaritan
means " dearly beloved," in Syr. " courageous," in Arab, and
Aethiop. cordatus) ; njwn E*K, x. 23, and *it£, with the accus. of
6 (but not xi. 5, where the going
In consequence of the contrast, the
meaning of 21a is different from that of x. 23, according to which
Here n^K is folly and
sin is to the fool as the sport of a child.
buffoonery, drawing aside in every kind of way from the direct
path of that which is good, and especially from the path of one's
duty.
This gives joy to the fool ; he is thereby drawn away from
the earnest and faithful performance of the duties of his calling,
and thus wastes time and strength while, on the contrary, a man
of understanding, who perceives and rejects the vanity and unworthiness of such trifling and such nonsense, keeps the straight
direction of his going, i.e. without being drawn aside or kept back,
goes straight forward, i.e. true to duty, prosecutes the end of his

the way, here of the going,
itself is

iii.

not the subject).

;

calling,

xxx. 29, Mic.

raj? is accus., like

Ver. 22

A

vi. 8.

breaking of plans where no counsel

is

But where many counsellors are they come to

On

the other side

it is

pass.

also true according to the proverbs,

" so

viel

Sinne" \guot homines, tot sententia], and " viel Rath
ist Unrath" [ne quid nimis~\, and the like.
But it cannot become
a rule of morals not to accept of counsel that we may not go
Kijpfe so viel

and remains a rule of morals : not
heart (head), and not obstinately
to carry out one's own will, and not in the darkness of wisdom to
regard one's own plans as unimproveable, and not needing to be
examined ; but to listen to the counsel of intelligent and honest
friends, and, especially where weighty matters are in hand, not
astray

;

on the contrary,

stubbornly to follow one's

it

is

own

own person, but the common good, not to listen
merely to one counsellor, but to many. Not merely the organism
of the modern state, but also of old the Mosaic arrangement of
affecting one's
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the Israelitish community, with

representative organization, its

its

courts and councils, rested on the acknowledged justice and import-

ance of the saying uttered in xi. 14, and here generalized, l?n,
utfin. abs. Hiph. of "Via, to break, with the accus. following,
stands here, like

come

tf BH, xii. 7,

instead of the finite

to a fracture (failure), irrita fiunt consilia.

the thoughts

:

(=*rtD^, cf.

*tfD

Ps.
2) means properly the being brought close together
for the purpose of secret communication and counsel (cf. Arab.
sdwada, to press close together = to walk with one privately).

"iDlJ,

ii.

The LXX.:

hiaaKehd^ovrai, Xoyia/iol /*^ ovtog <n>/*/8ov-

Dlpn has, after Jer.

\lov.

LXX.

aweSput,

their plans are unexecuted, oi fiy ti/i&vt*s

Symmachus,

literally

iv.

14,

li.

The

29, rfiifrvo as subject.

perverting ana

[by a multitude] into 3^>a [ip
KapSuu<i]), the Syr., and Targ. introduce nvy (six. 21) as subject.
(besides

Ver. 23

A man has joy by the right answer of his mouth
And a word

If

we

translate rnjjp only

of self-complaisance
19), of

how

fair is it

but

it is

as a praise

used of true correspondence (xxix.

reply (Job xxxii. 3, 5), of appropriate answer (cf. 28a,
happened to one in his reply to hit the nail on its

fit

xvi. 1).

;

in its season,

by " answer," then 23a sounds

It has

head, and he has joy from that (a nntpb after 3 not?,

e.g. xxiii.

A

and with right ; for the reply does not always succeed.
like this, which, according to circumstances, stops the

24),
reply

mouth or

bringeth a kiss (xxiv. 26), is a fortunate throw, is a gift from
above.
The synonymous parallel line measures that which is
appropriate, not to that which

general point of view as to
"1JP) is

its

from a

to be answered, but

is

seasonableness

IW

;

(

=

ffij?

from

here u the ethically right, becoming time, determined by the

laws of wisdom (moral)" (vid. Orelli, Synonyma der Zeit u. Ewigkeit,
p. 48), cf.

With

Matrix (translated by Luther "in

ateTiD, cf. xvi. 16

in itself well-conditioned

;

both ideas

and

lie in it

successful,

and

:

its

time"), xxv. 11.

that such a

also that

it is

word

is

welcome,

agreeable, and of beneficial influence.

Four proverbs

of fundamentally different doctrines

Ver. 24 The man of understanding goeth upwards on a way of
To depart from hell beneath.

The way

of life

is

one, v. 6, Ps. xvi. 11 (where, notwithstanding

the want of the article, the idea
in itself

is

logically determined),

forming a plurality of nimK,

the translation,

is

life,

equivalent to a

ii.

19.

"

way which

A way of
is

although
life," in

a way of
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26.

">VW, upwards (as Eccles. iii. 21, where, in the doubtful question
whether the spirit of a man at his death goes upwards, there yet lies
the knowledge of the alternative), belongs, as the parallel HtSD Ptat^D
shows, to Q'jn rnk as virtual adj. : a way of life which leads upwards.

And the

? of ?*?fcw

is

that of possession, but not as of quiet posses-

sion (such belongs to him),

= he

has a journey
1

but as personal

makes a journey,

Kings xviii. 27; for "WD

JVC?

is

v Trw, he
on a journey,

activity, as in

finds himself

not merely, as "W^,

xiii.

14, xiv. 27,

and consequence, but of the subjective
object, i.e. the intention, and thus supposes an activity corresponding
to this intention.
The O. T. reveals heaven, i.e. the state of the
the expression of the end

revelation of

the

way

God

downwards

men

in glory, yet not as the abode of saved

of the dying leads, according to the
into Sheol

O. T.

representation,

but the translations of Enoch and Elijah

;

are facts which, establishing the possibility of an exception, break

through the dark monotony of that representation, and, as among
the Greeks the mysteries encouraged ffiv<nepa<t

the

Chokma

and begins

to

^Xirt'oa?, so in Israel

appears pointing the possessor of wisdom upwards,

shed light on the darkness of Sheol by the new great

thoughts of a

life

(Ptychologie, p.

of immortality, thus of a fwi? alwvux;

407

ff.),

now for the first

(xii. 28)
time becoming prominent,

The

but only as a foreboding and an enigma.

way

idea of the Shedl

a change : the gathering place of all the living
on this side begins to be the place of punishment for the godless
(vii. 27, ix. 18) ; the way leading upwards, et's rf)v £eor)P, and that
leading downwards, et? ttjv airwXecav (Matt. vii. 13 f.), come into
opens the

for

direct contrast.
Ver. 25 The house of the proud Jahve rooteth out,

And He

The power unnamed
njiT

3£

I

is

riD'.

established the landmark of the widow.

in *nB»,

ii.

22

(cf. xiv. 11a), is

named

here

(thus to be pointed with Merelia and Patek following).

the abbreviated f ut. form which the elevated style,

xxxii. 8, uses also as indie,

—a

e.g.

syntactical circumstance

Deut.
which

renders Hitzig's correction 3JW superfluous. It is the border of
the land-possession of the widows, removed by the D'NJ (LXX.
vj3piaT&v), that is here meant.
The possession of land in Israel

was secured by severe punishment

"landmark" (Deut. xix. 14,
(xxii. 28 ; Job xxiv. 2) as well as
the

inflicted

xxvii.

on him who removed
and the Chokma

17),

the prophets

(«.</.

Hos.
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inculcate the inviolability of the borders of the possession, as the

guardian of which Jahve here Himself appears.
Ver 26 An abomination to Jahve are evil thoughts
But gracious words are to Him pure.

Not

personally (Luther: the plans of the wicked) but neutrally

is

JH

and in JH ne>K, vi. 24 (cf Pers. merdi niku,
man of good good man), vid. Friedr. Philippi's Statu* Constr.
Thoughts which are of a bad kind and of a bad tendency,
p. 121.
particularly (what the parallel member brings near) of a bad disposition and design against others, are an abomination to God;
but, on the contrary, pure, viz. in His eyes, which cannot look
npon iniquity (Hab. i. 13), are the DJjb^DK, words of compassion
and of friendship toward men, which are (after 26a) the expreshere meant as at

ii.

14,

.

=

sion of such thoughts, thus sincere, benevolent words, the influence

him to whom they refer is deSymmachus, Theodotion, and the

of which on the soul and body of

The

scribed, xvi. 24.

Syr., Targ.,

Venet. recognise in D^intM the pred., while,

on the contrary, the

LXX.,

Jerome, and Luther (who finally decided fpr the translation, " but the pure speak comfortably ") regard it as subject.
But that would be an attribution which exceeds the measure of
possibility, and for which D^ofc or
must be used; also the
parallelism requires that BTinB correspond with 'n rnjnn.
Hence
also the reference of Dentil to the judgment of God, which is
determined after the motive of pure untainted law; that which
proceeds from such, that and that only, is pure, pure in His sight,

^^

and thus

also

pure in

itself.

Ver. 27 Whoever does service to [servif] avarice trouble th his

But he that hateth

Regarding J«3 jraa, vid. at i. 19, and regarding
where it is subject, but here object. ; xxviii. 166
276.

JlfaFio

are here gifts in the sense of Eccles.

vert judgment, and cause respect of persons.
this point

own house;

gifts shall live.

in»3 13V, xi. 29,
is

a variation of
which per-

vii. 7,

The

LXX.

from

mingles together a series of proverbs with those of the

following chapter.

Two

proverbs regarding the righteous and the wicked

Ter. 28 The heart of the righteous considereth how to answer right,
And the mouth of the godless poureth forth eviL

Instead of nfoj£, the
irlonis

bend

;

Jerome

oneself)

;

LXX.

(Syr. and Targ.) imagines *itae«,

but

falsely, obedientiam (from ruy, to
Melri thinks on njjPj wormwood, for the heart of

translates,
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29, 80.

the misery and the vanity of this

itself

Hitzig corrects this verse as he does the three pre-

ceding: the heart of the righteous thinks on rriW, a plur. of verb

HW,
as

The

which, except in this correction, does not exist.

it

stands,

proverb,

in fineness of expression and sharpness of the

is,

contrast, raised above such manglings.

Instead of the righteous,

the wise might be named, and instead of the godless, fools (cf. 26)
but the poet places the proverb here under the point of view of

duty to neighbours. It is the characteristic of the righteous that
he does not give the reins to his tongue but as Luther has translated : the heart of the righteous considers [tichlet from dictare,
frequently to speak, here carefully to think over] what is to be
answered, or rather, since hiJJjWiD is not used, he thinks thereupon
to answer rightly, for that the word nuy is used in this pregnant
sense is seen from 23a. The godless, on the contrary, are just as
rash with their mouth as the righteous are of a thoughtful heart
their mouth sputters forth (effutit) evil, for they do not first lay to
heart the question what may be right and just in the case that has
;

arisen.
Ter. 29 Jahve

is far

from the godless

But the prayer

Line second is a

God

variation of 8b.

non

as Folychronius remarks,

is

He

far

heareth.

from the

godless, viz.

spatii intercapedine, sed sentential

—

His gracious presence Dnp yhn}
has withdrawn Himself from them, Hos. x. 6, so that if they

diversitate

He

of the righteous

;

more

correctly: as to

pray, their prayer reaches not to

Him.

The prayer of

the righteous,

on the contrary, He hears, He is graciously near to them, they
have access to Him, He listens to their petitions ; and if they are
not always fulfilled according to their word, yet they are not
without an answer (Ps. cxlv. 18).
Two proverbs regarding the eye and the ear
Ver. 80 The light of the eye rejoiceth the heart,
And a good message maketh the bones fat.

Hitzig corrects also here

BWy

:

eyes, viz. after long desire

;

and certainly

only that which the eyes see
eyes do see.

But

is it

{$a><rrrip) t

It

is

wy ntOD

(Isa. xi. 3),

but also

seen with the
can mean not
this,

that the

true what Hitzig says in justification of his

correction, that "I1KO never

lamp

ntno, that which

is

means

but
cannot mean

light, or ray, or brightness,

true, indeed, that D'a'yriKD

a cheerful sight (Luther) in an objective sense

(LXX.
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a verdant garden or a stream flowing through
a landscape (Rashi), for that would be BV» TKD riK")D, and " brightness which the eyes see" (Berthean); the genitive connection
6<f>6a\fio<i icaka), as

certainly does not

presenting

mean : the

11KD

is

not the light from without

the eyes, but, like D^J> fix (Ps. xxxviii. 11)
and similar expressions, the light of the eye itself [bright or joyous
itself to

But 11KD does not mean alone

the body of light, but also the
Ex. xxxv. 14 and elsewhere, not only that which (S, t*)
gives light, but also this, that (6Vt) light arises and is present, so
that we might translate it here as, at Ps. xc. 8, either the brightness, or that which gives light.
But the clear brightness of one's
own eye cannot be meant, for then that were as much as to say
that it is the effect, not that it is the cause, of a happy heart, but
the brightness of the eyes of others that meet us. That this
gladdens the heart of him who has a sight of it is evident, without
any interchanging relation of the joy-beaming countenance, for it
is indeed heart-gladdening to a man, to whom selfishness has not
made the %alpeiv /iera- ytupbvrav impossible, to see a countenance
eyes].

illumination,

But in connection with xvi. 15, it lies nearer
on a love-beaming countenance, a countenance on which
joyful love to us mirrors itself, and which reflects itself in our
heart, communicating this sense of gladness.
The ancient Jewish
right joyful in truth.
to think

interpreters understand

Wy

"I1KD of

the enlightening of the eye of

the mind, according to which Euchel translates

" clear

:

intelli-

but Rashi has remarked that that is not the explanation
of the words, but the Midrash.
That, in line second of this
gence

;"

synonymous

not mean alloquium humanum
nor a good report which one hears of himself, but a good
message, is confirmed by xxv. 25 ; rWDB* as neut. part. pass, may
distich, nato njnDS? does

(Fl.),

mean

that which

stamps
to

it

which

Jtfn,

Ver. 31

An

33, idid niroin

xi.

25,

xiii.

4.

ear which heareth the doctrine of life

Keeps
vi.

itself

means

in the circle of the wise.

instructions aiming at discipline, so

here CVJ nnain means instructions which have
i.e.

as showing

for D*n,

Wac^

richly to satisfy, or to refresh, a favourite

expression in the Mishle, vid. at

As,

njftB*,

LXX.

Regarding

4>wrft'

heard, but the comparison of

is

as an abstract formation like ^pNf, n^| (^r*1 ?)? according
the
translates it by atcoq (in this passage by

is

a

how one may attain unto true
fancy.
Is now the meaning

life
life

;

this,
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82, 33.

which willingly hears and receives such doctrine of life will come
among the wise, i.e. that such an one (for $* is synecdoche
partis pro persona, as Job xxix. 11) will have his residence among
wise men, as being one of them, inter eos sedem firmam liabebit
Usque annumerabitur (Fl.) ? By such a rendering, one is surprised
to dwell

the synecdoche, as well as at the circum-

at the harshness of

stantiality of the expression (cf.

xiii.

20, 0?rP).

On

the contrary,

this corresponds with the thought that one who willingly permits
to be said to him what he must do and suffer in order that he may
be a partaker of life, on this account remains most gladly in the
circle of the wise, and there has his appropriate place. The " pass-

ing the night"

cogn. 7v, Syr. Targ. ma, Arab, bat)

(ty,

frequently elsewhere the designation of prolonged stay,
21.

3"]pa is

23, where

it

it

had

is

also

Isa.

i.

in xiv.

meant " in the heart." In the LXX. this proverb is
other Greek translations have ow? aicovov eXey^ot/?

The

wanting.
£<ur)?

here different in signification from that

e.g.

iv /Uo-<p

<ro<f>&v

Similarly the Syr., Targ.,

avKurd^o-erai.

Jerome, Venet., and Luther, admitting both renderings, but, since
they render in the

(Midrash

Two

fut.,

bringing nearer the idea of prediction

D'oan T\y&2 Serb n31?) than of description of character.
proverbs with the catchword "<WD
:

Ver. 82

He

that ref useth correction lightly values his soul

But he that heareth reproof getteth understanding.

Regarding "»WD jrtf B, vid. xiii. 18, cf. i. 25, and tefea DKto, viii. 36.
more than the later expression toxy, self; it is
equivalent to Vjn (Job ix. 21), for the B>£» is the bond of union
between the intellectual and the corporeal life. The despising of

it?M contains

the soul

then the neglecting, endangering, exposing of the

is

in a word,
this distich

it is
:

"

suicide (106).

xix.

8a

is

He who gains understanding

ing to which the

LXX. 'translate

life

a variation derived from
loves his soul," accord-

here aryair$

tyxrfflv

avrov.

3?

the Midrash explains by a?a rtiWUft? noan j but the correct view is,
that 37 is not thought of as a formal power, but as operative and
carried into effect in conformity with

its

destination.

Ver. S3 The fear of Jahve is a discipline to wisdom,
And before honour is humility.

We

may

The

fear of

regard

'n

Jwrv (the fear of Jahve) also as pred. here.

an educational maxim, and the end of educabut the phrase may also be the subject, and
by such a rendering Luther's parallelism lies nearer : " The fear

tion of the

Jahve

is

Chokma

;
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of the

Lord

is

discipline to

tinually exercised

humility
-'3^'l

1

,

is

and

the right

wisdom ; " the fear of God,

tried, is the right school of

way to honour.

Similar

is

con-

viz.

wisdom, and

the connection ">WD

discipline binds understanding to itself as its consequence,

12, " Pride comes before the
comes to honour, he must previously
suffer," renders ^S) rather than nujr.
But the Syr. reverses the
idea : the honour of the humble goeth before him, as also one of
i.

3.

fall."

Line second repeats
Luther's "

And

itself, xviii.

ere one

the anonymous Greek versions

:

irpotropewrcu Bk raireivoK Soffa.

But the Sofa comes, as the above proverb expresses it,
The way to the height lies through the depth, the depth

afterwards.

of humility

under the hand of God, and, as nuy expresses, of self-humiliation.
Four proverbs of God, the disposer of all things
Chap.

xvi. 1

Man's are the counsels of the heart
But the answer of the tongue cometh from Jahve.

Gesen., Ewald, and Bertheau incorrectly understand 16 of hearing,
i.e.

of a favourable response to

what the tongue wishes

not of wishes, and the gen. after ruyo (answer)

is,

;

la speaks

as at xv. 23,

Mic

and also here, by virtue of the parallelism, the gen. subjecti
xv. 23 leads to the right sense, according to which a good answer
is joy to him to whom it refers : it does not always happen to one to
find the fitting and effective expression for that which he has in his
mind; it is, as this cog. proverb expresses it, a gift from above (hoBrjffercu, Matt. x. 19).
But now, since n:$D neither means answering,
nor yet in general an expression (Euchel) or report (Lowenstein),
and the meaning of the word at 4a is not here in question, one has
to think of him whom the proverb has in view as one who has to
iii.

7,

give a reason, to give information, or generally
a/ielfieadcu, is not confined to the interchange of

—

since roy, like

words

problem, and that such an one as requires reflection.

—to solve a

The scheme

(project, premeditation) which he in his heart contrives, is here
described as ajpanyp, from Tiy, to arrange, to place together, meta-

phorically of the reflection,

putting a matter in order.
in one direction,

and

i.e.

the consideration analyzing

These

reflections,

and

seeking at one time

at another in another, the solution of the

question, the unfolding of the problem, are the business of

men

;

but the answer which finally the tongue gives, and which here,
in conformity with the pregnant sense of ruyo (vid. at xv. 23, 28),
will be regarded as right, appropriate, effective, thus generally the
satisfying reply to the

demand placed before him,

is
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2.

a matter of experience which the preacher, the public speaker, the

author, and every

a weighty,

man

difficult

to

whom

theme, can

his calling or circumstances present

attest.

As

the thoughts pursue one

another in the mind, attempts are made, and again abandoned
state of the heart is

But when,

finally,

somewhat

;

the

like that of chaos before the creation.

the right thought and the right utterance for

are found, that which

is

covered, but as a gift

we regard

;

found appears to
it

us,

not as

it

if self-dis-

with the feeling that a higher

power has influenced our thoughts and imaginings the confession
by us, tj ucavoTtyi 17/xwi/ ix tov OeoC (2 Cor. iii. 5), in so far as we
believe in a living God, is inevitable.
;

Ver.

2'

Every way of a man is pore in his own eyes
But a weigher of the spirits is Jahve.

Variations of this verse are xxi. 2, where

the root-meaning: pricking in the eyes,

"12*
i.e.

for

*!!

(according to

shining clear, then

without spot, pure, vid. Fleischer in Levy's Chald. Worterbuch,

:

i.

424), rtia? for nhrvn, and TJ?"^3 for TjT^j whereupon here without
synallage (for isa means the totality), the singular of the pred.
follows, as Isa. lxiv. 10,

Ezek. xxxi. 15.

xiv. 12, where, instead of the subj. 'J'ja,

For
is

the rest, cf. with 2a,
used ^S?, and with 2b,

where God is described by hia? jafo. The verb l?n is a
secondary formation from pa (vid. Hupfeld on Ps. v. 7), like
|i?n from Arab, tyakn (to be fast, sure), the former through the
xxiv. 12,

medium of
fjn means

the reflex. Ijiann, the latter of the reflex. Arab, ditkn

a rule), to measure off, to
weigh, here not to bring into a condition right according to rule
(Theodotion, i$pd£cov, stabiliem, Syr. Targ. Ignp, Venet. tcarapto regulate (from regula,

Luther, "but the Lord maketh the heart sure"), but to
measure or weigh, and therefore to estimate rightly, to know accuTt'get

;

rately (Jerome, tpirituum ponderator est Dominus).

The judgment

man

regarding the cause of life, which it is good for him to
enter upon, lies exposed to great and subtle self-deception ; but
of a

God

has the measure and weight,

i.e.

the

means of proving, so

to value the spirits according to their true moral worth

;

as

his investi-

iv. 12), his judgment
on the knowledge of the true state of the matter, and excludes
all deception, so that thus a man can escape the danger of delusion
by no other means than by placing his way, i.e. his external and
internal life, in the light of the word of God, and desiring for

gation goes to the root (cf. */>m/eo?, Heb.
rests

himself the all-penetrating test of the Searcher of hearts (Ps.
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cxxxix.

23

and the self-knowledge corresponding

f.),

to the result

of this test
Ver. 3 Roll on Jahve thy workB,

So thy thoughts

is

shall prosper.

LXX. ; their absence
compensated for by three others, but only externally, not accord-

The

proverhs vers. 1-3 are wanting in the

ing to their worth.

Instead of

b\,

the Syr., Targ., and

Jerome

with which the ?J>, Ps. xxxvii. 5, cf. lv. 23, interchanging with ?M (here and at Ps. xxii. 9), does not agree ; rightly

read

.?,

revela,

Theodotion, kvXutov

erri tcvpiov,

The works

Lord thy works."

and Luther, "commend to the

are here, not those that are executed,

xxiii. 16, but those to be executed, as Ps. xc. 17, where Ris,
here the active to Ui3M, which at iv. 26 as jussive meant to be

Ex.

1 of the consequence in the apodosis imperabe brought about, and to have continuance, or briefly: to
stand (cf. xii. 3) as the contrast of disappointment or ruin.

placed right, here with
tivi: to

We

should roll on

God

on account of

their weight

nothing

is

difficulties

all

matters which, as obligations, burden us, and

and

difficulty

too heavy or too hard for

and

cause us great anxiety, for

Him who

can overcome

all

dissolve all perplexities; then will our thoughts, viz.

those about the future of our duty and our life-course, be happy,

nothing will remain entangled and be a failure, but will be accomplished, and the end and aim be realized.
Ver.

4 Jahve hath made everything

And

also the

for its contemplated end

wicked for the day of eviL

Everywhere else ruyo means answer ( Venet. irpb? diroKpuriv ainov),
which is not suitable here, especially with the absoluteness of the bb;
the Syr. and Targ. translate, obedientibus ei, which the words do not
warrant; but also propter semet ipsum (Jerome, Theodotion, Luther)
give to 46 no right parallelism, and, besides, would demand ^V^? or
iroj|o?.
The punctuation ^£1??, which is an anomaly (cf. WTJ333,
Isa. xxiv. 2, and U^ya, Ezra x. 14), shows (Ewald) that here we
have, not the prepositional !?»?, but ^ with the subst. nsjjD, which
in derivation and meaning is one with the form 1VO abbreviated
from it (cf. ?$"?> "*1>B), similar in meaning to the Arab, ma'anyn,
aim, intention, object, and end, and mind, from 'atay, to place
opposite to oneself a matter, to
prefers ™.i^??, but

make

it

the object of effort.

Hitzig

why

not rather '^J^P, for the proverb is not
intended to express that all that God has made serve a purpose

(by which one

is

reminded of the arguments for the existence of
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5.

which are often prosecuted too

far),

but that

all is

made by God

Him,

that the world of things and of events stands under the law

for

of a plan, which has in

its

purpose,

God

its

the wickedness of free agents

made

subordinate to

such, but

He

it.

made

has

God

i.e.

a purpose premeditated

by

ground and its end, and that also
comprehended in this plan, and

is

has not indeed

the being which

made the wicked

as

capable of wickedness,
viz. in view of the " day of adversity"
is

and which has decided for it,
(Eccles. vii. 14), which God will cause to come upon him, thus
making His holiness manifest in the merited punishment, and thus
also making wickedness the means of manifesting His glory.
It is
the same thought which is expressed in Ex. ix. 16 with reference
to Pharaoh. A prcedestinalio ad malum, and that in the supralapsarian sense, cannot be here taught, for this horrible dogma (Jiorribile
guidon decretum, fateor, says Calvin himself) makes God the author
of evil, and a ruler according to His sovereign caprice, and thus
What Paul, Rom. ix., with
destroys all pure conceptions of God.
reference to Ex. ix. 16, wishes to say is this, that it was not Pharaoh's
conduct that determined the will of God, but that the will of
God is always the antecedens : nothing happens to God through the
obstinacy and rebellion of man which determines Him to an action
not already embraced in the eternal plan, but also such an one
must against his will be subservient to the display of God's glory.
The apostle adds ver. 22, and shows that he recognised the factor
of human self-determination, but also as one comprehended in
God's plan. The free actions of men create no situation by which
God would be surprised and compelled to something which was not
originally intended by Himself.
That is what the above proverb
says: the wicked also has his place in God's order of the world.

Whoever

must serve God

frustrates the designs of grace

evSeigoffffai rrjv opyrjv Kal <yvmplaai, to

hvvarov ainov (Rom.

Here follow three proverbs of divine punishment,
siihnung] and reconciliatio [Versohnung].
Ver. 5

An abomination
The hand

for

it

to Jahve

is

every one

who

is

in this,
ix.

22).

expiatio [Ver-

haughty

[assuredly] he remains not unpunished.

Proverbs thus commencing we already had at xv. 9, 26. MS is a
metaplastic connecting form of nba ; on the contrary, H33, 1 Sam.
xvi. 7, Ps.

ciii.

underlying

PI33

but

Pea.

vol.

11,
is

In bb,
I

means being high,

not
xi.

AM

21a

is

(as

as nail, height ; the form
Gesen. and Olshausen write it),

repeated.

The

translators are per-

Y
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plexed in their rendering of "iv T.

non

(i.e.

nullo

Yer. 6

Fleischer

unquam tempore futurd) impunis

ah

cetate in cetatem

erit.

By love and truth is iniquity expiated,
And through the fear of Jahve one escapes from

there conies (as the effect of

literally,

:

it)

evil

the escaping of evil ("nD,

n. actionis, as xiii. 19), or rather, since the evil here

view as to
evil.

God

comes into

consequences (xiv. 27, xv. 24), .this, that one escapes
By JlOKl "ton are here meant, not the x<api$ teal a\ij6eia of
(Bertheau), hut, like xx. 28, Isa. xxxix. 8, love and faithfulits

ness in the relation of

men

The 3

to one another.

Or

that of the mediating cause.

is it

said neither

is

both times

by what means

how he may attain
from evil, but much rather wherein the true reverence for Jahve, and wherein the right expiation of sin, consist ?
Thus von Hofmann, Schriftbew. i. 595. But the 3 of IDTO is not
different from that of riNta, Isa. xxvii. 9. It is true that the article
of justification is falsified if good works enter as causa meritoria

one

may

attain the expiation of his sins, nor

to the escaping

into the act of justification, but

that the fides qua justificat

is

we

of the evangelical school teach

indeed inoperative, but not the fides

qua

justificat, and we cannot expect of the O. T. that it should
everywhere distinguish with Pauline precision what even James
will not or cannot distinguish.
As the law of sacrifice designates

the victim united with the blood in the most definite manner, but
sometimes also the whole transaction in the offering of sacrifice even
to the priestly feast as serving ">B?f, Lev. x. 17, so it also happens
in the general region of ethics
tion

is

points,

:

the objective ground of reconcilia-

the decree of God, to which the blood in the typical offering

and man

is

a partaker of this reconciliation,

in penitence and in faith, the offered

ceptance would be a self-deception,

if

when he accepts,

mercy of God but this acit meant that the blotting out
;

of the guilt of sin could be obtained in the

way

of imputation

it out
and therefore the Scriptures also
ascribe to good works a share in the expiation of sin in a wider
sense namely, as the proofs of thankful (Luke vii. 47) and compassionate love (yid. at x. 2), as this proverb of love and truth, herein
according with the words of the prophets, as Hos. vi. 6, Mic. vi.
6-8.
He who is conscious of this, that he is a sinner, deeply
guilty before God, who cannot stand before Him if He did not
deal with him in mercy instead of justice, according to the pur-

without the immediate following thereupon of a blotting of

in the

way

of sanctification

;

—
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pose of His grace, cannot trust to this mercy

if

he

is

not zealous,

and truth and
in view of the fifth petition of the Lord's Prayer, and of the
parable of the unmerciful steward rightly understood, it may be
said that the love which covers the sins, x. 12, of a neighbour, has,
in his relations to his fellow-men, to practise love

our own

in regard to

sins,

;

a covering or atoning influence, for

That

"blessed are the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy."

" love and troth " are meant of virtues practised from religious
motives, Qb shows for, according to this line, by the fear of Jahve
;

one escapes

The

evil.

and a

revelation,

fear of

Jahve

subjection to the

is

God

of

falling in with the revealed plan of salvation.

Ver. 7 If Jahve has pleasure in the -ways of a man,

He

reconciles even his enemies to

him

By??

is here the causative of the transitive, Josh. x.
about that they conclude peace with him. If
God has pleasure in the ways of a man, i.e. in the designs which
he prosecutes, and in the means which he employs, he shows, by

properly (for
1)

:

He

brings

it

the great consequences which flow from his endeavours, that, even

God

as his enemies also acknowledge,

xxvi. 27

9

f .),

f.),

abandon their

if it is

hostile position,

his

and become

his

God makes Himself known,

manifest that

ings on a man, there

arms

with him

is

Gen.
Sam. xix.
friends.
For
(e.g.

so that they, vanquished in heart (e.g. 2

lies in this

bestowing bless-

a power of conviction which dis-

most bitter opponents, excepting only those who have in
hardened themselves.

selfishness

Five proverbs of the king, together with three of righteousness
and conduct

in action
•

Ver. 8 Better

Than

The

is

a

little

with righteousness,

rich revenues with unrighteousness.

cogn. proverb xv. 16 commences similarly.

multitude or greatness of income, vid. xiv. 4

The

profits not."

possessor of

it

is

:

Of

nitwan

3*1,

" unrighteous wealth

not truly happy, for sin

which troubles the heart (conscience), and because
it affords is troubled by the curses of those
who are injured, and by the sighs of the oppressed. Above all
other gains rises rj ev<re/3eia /ter' avrapKelai (1 Tim. vi. 6).

cleaves to

it,

the enjoyment which

Ver. 9 The heart of

But Jahve

Similar to this
Unlet"

is

the

[=our "man

man

deviseth his

way

;

directeth his steps.

German proverb
proposes,

God

:

"

Der Menseh

disposes

"J,

denkt, Gott

and the Arabic
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=

aid ("^jn man) judebbir wallah jnhaddir ; Latin, homo proDens disponil; for, as Hitzig rightly remarks, 9b means,
not that God maketh his steps firm (Venet^ Luther, Umbreit,
Bertheau, Elster), bnt that He gives direction to him (Jerome,
Man deliberates here and there (?&r\, intens. of 3tPn, to
dirigere).
calculate, reflect) how he will begin and carry on this or that; bat
his short-sightedness leaves much out of view which God sees;
his calculation does not comprehend many contingencies which
God disposes of and man cannot foresee. The result and issue are
thus of God, and the best is, that in all his deliberations one should
give himself up without self-confidence and arrogance to the
guidance of God, that one should do his duty and leave the rest,
with humility and confidence, to God.

el-

ponit,

Yer. 10 Oracular decision (belongeth) to the lipe of the king
In the judgment his mouth should not err.

The

noun clause DDj?, as subject, thus needs a disand that is here, after the rule of the sequence of
accents, and manuscript authority (yid. Torath Emeth, p. 49), not
Mehuppach legarme, as in our printed copies, but Dechi (DD£ ).
Jerome's translation : Divinatio in labiit regis, injudicio non errabit
os ejus, and yet more Luther's : " his mouth fails not in judgment," makes it appear as if the proverb meant that the king, in
his official duties, was infallible ; and Hitzig (Zockler agreeing),
first

line is a

;

tinctive accent,

y

indeed, finds

here expressed the infallibility of the theocratic

king, and that as an actual testimony to be believed, not only
'

" the king can do no
wrong." But while this political fiction is not strange even to the
Israelitish law, according to which the king could not be brought
before the judgment, that testimony is only a pure imagination.
as a

mere

For

as

political fiction, like the phrase,

N. T. teaches that the Pope, as the legitimate
cum ex cathedra docet, so little does
the O. T. that the theocratic king, who indeed was the legitimate
vicarius Dei, was infallible in judicio ferendo.
Yet Ewald maintains that the proverb teaches that the word of the king, when on
the seat of justice, is an infallible oracle; but it dates from the first
bright period of the strong uncorrupted kingdom in Israel. One
may not forget, says Dachsel also, with von Gerlach, that these
little

as the

vicarius of Christ,

is infallible,

proverbs belong to the time of Solomon, before

throne sons of David
fare

ill

who

it

had given to the

did evil before the Lord.

for the truth of the proverb

Then

it

— the course of history
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falsify

But

it.

in fact this

was never maintained

in Israel.

Of

the idolizing flattering language in which, at the present day,
rulers in the East are addressed, not a trace is

The

found in the 0. T.

kings were restrained by objective law and the recognised

David showed, not merely to those who
were about him, but also to the people at large, so many human
weaknesses, that he certainly appeared by no means infallible ; and
Solomon distinguished himself, it is true, by rare kingly wisdom,
but when he surrounded himself with the glory of an oriental
potentate, and when Rehoboam began to assume the tone of a
despot, there arose an unhallowed breach between the theocratic
kingdom and the greatest portion of the people. The proverb, as
Hitzig translates and expounds it : "a divine utterance rests on
the lips of the king ; in giving judgment his mouth deceives not,"
The choice of the
is both historically and dogmatically impossible.
word 0D[> (from Dpi?, R. Dp Cp, to make fast, to take an oath, to
confirm by an oath, incantare, vid. at Isa. iii. 2), which does not mean
prediction (Luther), but speaking the truth, shows that 10a expresses, not what falls from the lips of the king in itself, but according to the judgment of the people the people are wont to regard
the utterances of the king as oracular, as they shouted in the circus
at Caesarea of King Agrippa, designating his words as deov <f>a>vr)
xal ovk avdpunrwv (Acts xii. 22).
Hence 106 supplies an earnest
warning to the king, viz. that his mouth should not offend against
righteousness, nor withhold it.
TV®) t6 is meant as warning
(Umbreit, Bertheau), like ton to, xxii. 24, and 2 in ??D is here,
as always, that of the object at least this is more probable than
that i>yD stands without object, which is possible, and that 3 desigrights of the people.

:

;

nates the situation.
Ver. 11 The scale and balances of a right kind arc Jahve'a
His work are the weights of the bag.

Regarding D?B,
even), vid.

iv.

statera,

26;

form of the balance

;

a level or steelyard (from D?B, to

make

(from |tK, to weigh), libra, is another
the shop-balance furnished with two scales.

D'Jrtfo
:

and D'S, which at
14 properly means the money-bag, money-purse (cf. vii. 20), is
here, as at Mic. vi. 11, the bag in which the merchant carries the

'nt* are here the stones that serve for weights,
i.

weights.
tion,

is

The

genit. B3KT? belongs also to D?B, which, in our edi-

pointed with the disjunctive Mehuppach legarme,

accented in Cod. 1294

(vid.

is

rightly

Torath Emeth, p. 50) with the con-
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116 shows, is not like W^?, the
11a says that the balance thus, or
thus constructed, which weighs accurately and justly, is Jahve's, or
His arrangement, and the object of His inspection, and 116, that
all the weight-stones of the bag, and generally the means of
weighing and measuring, rest upon divine ordinance, that in the
transaction and conduct of men honesty and certainty might rule.
This is the declared will of God, the lawgiver; for among the few
direct determinations of His law with reference to trade this stands
prominent, that just weights and just measures shall be used, Lev.
xix. 36, Deut. xxv. 13-16. The expression of the poet here frames
itself after this law ; yet 'n is not exclusively the God of positive

junctive Mehuppach.

word with the

OSBTS, as

principal tone

;

revelation, but, as agriculture in Isa. xxviii. 29, cf. Sirach vii. 15,

so here the invention of normative and normal
cial intercouse is referred to the direction

and

means of commerGod.

institution of

is an abomination to kings to commit wickedness,
For by righteousness the throne is established.

Ver. 12 It

As 106
10a, so

by the

uttered a warning to the king, grounded on the fact of

12a indirectly contains a warning, which
fact 126.

righteousness

It

(]i3 ,
i

a fact that the throne

is

as expressive of a rule, like

expressive of an event)

;

on

this account it is

is
t? ,n ,

is

by

Isa. xvi. 5, as

an abomination to

kings immediately or mediately to commit wickedness,
themselves in despotic self-will above the law.

confirmed

established

i.e.

to place

Such wicked con-

duct shall be, and ought to be, an abhorrence to them, because

they

know

that they thereby endanger the stability of their throne.

generally the case, but especially was

it so in Israel, where
where the king as well as
the people were placed under God's law ; where the existence of
the community was based on the understood equality of right; and
the word of the people, as well as the word of the prophets, was
Another condition of the stability of the throne is, after
free.
xxv. 5, the removal of godless men from nearness to the king.
Eehoboam lost the greater part of his kingdom by this, that he
listened to the counsel of the young men who were hated by the

This

is

the royal power was never absolutistic

;

people.

Ver. 13. History

is

fall of

such warning examples, and there-

fore this proverb continues to hold up the mirror to princes.
Well-pleasing to kings are righteous lips,
And whoever speaketb uprightly is loved.
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14.

ayaira, individ. plur., instead of the plur. of

on the contrary, Jerome and Luther give to the
sing, the most general subject (one lives), in which case it must be
;

distinctly said, that that preference of the

king for the people who

speak out the truth, and just what they think, is shared in by
every one. PTC, as the property of the ,r)SB>, accords with the
Arab, %idk, truth as the property of the lasdn (the tongue or
D , ")K^, from "It5», means recta, as 0*???, principalia, viii. 6,
speech).

and

D^,

it^l,

Ps. cxi. 8

inania, xii. 11.

but

;

D*]^, Dan.

is rather,

xi.

10,

So

neut.

neut.

with Hitzig and Eiehm, to be read

What the proverb says cannot be meant of all kings, for
even the house of David had murderers of prophets, like Manasseh
and Joiakim ; but in general it is nevertheless true that noble
candour, united with true loyalty and pure love to the king and

"it}"}.

the people,

mean

with kings more highly prized than

is

seeking only

its

own advantage, and

for a time prevail, yet, at

flattery,

though this (flattery) may
duty, and respect for truth,

that,

last, fidelity to

gain the victory.
Yer. 14 The wrath of the king

is like

messengers of death;

But a wise man appeaseth him.

The

clause

:

the wrath of the king

is

many messengers

of death,

can be regarded as the attribution of the effect, but it falls under
the point of view of likeness, instead of comparison : if the king
is angry, it is as if a troop of messengers or angels of death went
forth to visit with death

him against whom the anger

the plur. serves for the strengthening of the figure

:

is

kindled

not one mes-

senger of death, but at the same time several, the wrinkled brow,
the flaming eye, the threatening voice of the king sends forth

he against whom the wrath of the king has
a wise man, or one near the king who knows
that hfrpi avtpos Sucaioffwijv &eov ov Karepyd^erai (Jas. i. 20), he
will seek to discover the means (and not without success) to cover
or to propitiate, i.e. to mitigate and appease, the king's anger.
The Scripture never uses "W3, so that God is the object {expiare
Deum), because, as is shown in the Comm. zum Hebr&erbrief, that
were to say, contrary to the decorum divinum, that God's holiness
or wrath is covered, or its energy bound, by the offering up of
sacrifices or of things in which there is no inherent virtue of
atonement, and which are made the means of reconciliation only
by the accommodative arrangement of God. On the contrary,
(Fleischer).

But

thus broken forth

if

is
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is

= reconciling

used here and at Gen. xxxii. 21 of covering

(propitiating) the wrath of a

man.

Ver. 15 In the light on the king's countenance there

And his favour is
Hitzig regards
tively

*?B

"riK,

°??% xv. 30
life,

;

iv. 18), but one says substan24, etc., and in a similar sense "tin?

as the inf. (cf.

"riK

Job

light

is life,

as a cloud of the latter rains.

xxix.

the condition of

is

wherefore D^nn

"tin,

to a fresh, joyous life

;

Ps.

lvi.

14,

life,

Job

and the exhilaration of

xxxiii. 30, is equivalent

in the light of the king's

countenance

is

means that life goes forth from the cheerful approbation of
the king, which shows itself in his face, viz. in the showing of
favour, which cheers the heart and beautifies the life. To speak

life,

of liberality as a shower

is

so

common

to the Semitic, that

Arab, the general name of nadnd, rain.
BHp?D (cf.

Job

156 conforms

has in

xxix. 23) is the latter rain, which, falling about the

spring equinox, brings to maturity the barley-harvest
trary, nniD

it

itself to this.

(rrji»)

is

;

on the con-

the early rain, which comes at the time of

ploughing and sowing

the former is thus the harvest rain, and the
Like a cloud which discharges the rain that
mollifies the earth and refreshes the growing corn, is the king's
favour. The noun 3V, thus in the st. constr., retains its Kametz.
Michlol 1916. This proverb is the contrast to ver. 14. xx. 2 has
In xix. 12 the figures of
also the anger of the king as its theme.
the darkness and the light stand together as parts of one proverb.
The proverbs relating to the king are now at an end. Yer. 10
contains a direct warning for the king ver. 12 an indirect warning,
as a conclusion arising from 126 (cf. xx. 28, where W. is not to be
translated tueantur ; the proverb has, however, the value of a nota
Yer. 13 in like manner presents an indirect warning, less
bene).
to the king than to those who have intercourse with him (cf. xxv.
5), and vers. 14 and 15 show what power of good and evil, of wrath
and of blessing, is given to a king, whence so much the greater
responsibility arises to him, but, at the same time also, the duty of
all to repress the lust to evil that may be in him, and to awaken
and foster in him the desire for good.
Five proverbs regarding wisdom, righteousness, humility, and
trust in God, forming, as it were, a succession of steps, for
humility is the virtue of virtues, and trust in God the condition
Three of these proverbs have the word 310 in
of all salvation.
;

latter the spring rain.

;

common.
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Ver. 16 To gain wisdom, how much better is it than gold :
And to attain understanding to be preferred to silver.

Commendation of the striving after wisdom (understanding) with
all wisdom begins, for one gains an intellectual possesA similar
sion not by inheritance, bat by acquisition, iv. 7.
" parallel-comparative clause " (Fl.), with the interchange of ato

which

and
is

more so is xxi. 3, where ">TOJ, as here,
10 and elsewhere, adj.), and ne^|,

in3?, is xxii. 1, but yet

neut. pred. (not, as at

viii.

such an anomalous form of the inf. constr. as here nij3, Gesen. § 75,
Anm. 2 ; in both instances it could also be regarded as the inf.
(cf. xxv. 27) (Lelirgebaude, § 109, Anm. 2) ; yet the
language uses, as in the case before us, the form npj only with the
force of an abl. of the gerund, as ttPJJ occurs Gen. xxxi. 38 ; the
inf. of verbs n"i> as nom. (as here), genit. (Gen. 1. 20), and accus.

absol.

always either rtva or n?3. The meaning is not that to
gain wisdom is more valuable than gold, but that the gaining of
wisdom exceeds the gaining of gold and silver, the common com(Ps.

ci. 3), is

paratio decurtata (cf.
iii.

Job

xxviii.

Regarding

18).

JY>n, vid.

at

14.
Yer. 17 The path of the righteous is the avoiding of evil,
And he preserveth his soul who giveth heed to his war.

The meaning

of n ?<?D, occurring only here in the Proverbs,

learned from xv. 19.

The

is

to

attribution denotes that wherein the

be

way

they take consists, or by which

it is formed ; it is one, a straight
and an open way, i.e. unimpeded, leading them on, because they
avoid the evil which entices them aside to the right and the left.

Whoever then

gives heed to his way, preserveth his soul (">?#

on the contrary xxv. 5, snbj.), that it suffer not
under death, for jno ~nD and niD H^ptDD "MD, xiv. 27,
are essentially the same. Instead of this distich, the LXX. has

Ic'm, as xiii. 3,

injury and

fall

three distichs

;

the thoughts presented in the four superfluous

lines are all already expressed in the

Hitzig find in this addition of the

one

Ewald and

distich.

LXX. a component

part of the

original text.
Ver. 18 Pride goeth before destruction,
And haughtiness cometh before a fall.

The

contrast

is

HUP TQ3

':eh,

" haughtiness comes before a
"OB'

antithetic distich.

of the person.

A

xv.

fall

33, according to which the

" in

xviii.

22

is

means the fracture of the

Latin proverb says,

expanded into the
limbs, destruction

"Magna

cadunt, infiata
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1
Here being dashed in pieces and
overthrown correspond. 13B* means neither bursting (Hitzig) nor
|fab (like tfni93, rhar, etc.), from 7&3 or
shipwreck (Ewald).

crqxtnt, tumefacta premunlur."

7E03, to totter,and hence, as a consequence, to come to ruin,is a aired;.

This proverb, which stands in the very centre of the
is followed by another in praise of humility.

Xey.

Book

of Proverbs,

Ver. 19 Better in humility to dwell

Than to

divide spoil

among

among

sufferers,

the proud.

The form

?BE> is here not adj. as xxix. 23 (from ?§&, like IDP^ vi.
from ">?"), but inf. (like Eccles. xii. 14, and "iDn, defectio,
x. 21).
There existed here also, no proper reason for changing D^Jg
(Chethib) into D*13JJ ; Hitzig is right in saying that '3V may also be
taken in the sense of UJ? [the idea " sufferer " is that which mediates], and that here the inward fact of humility and the outward
of dividing spoil, stand opposed to one another. It is better to live
lowly, i.e. with a mind devoid of earthly pride (Demut [humility]
comes from dBo with the deep e, diu, servant), among men who
have experience of the vanity of earthly joys, than, intoxicated with
pride, to enjoy oneself amid worldly wealth and greatness (cf. Isa.

32,

ix. 2).

He that giveth heed to the word will find prosperity
And he that trusteth in Jahve, blessed is he
The " word " here is the word tear' if., the divine word, for ? ?fe'0
"DT^y is the contrast of "OT^ T3, xiii. 13a, cf. Neh. viii. 13. aio
is meant, as in xvii. 20, cf. xiii. 21, Ps. xxiii. 6; to give heed
But at last all
to God's word is the way to true prosperity.
depends on this, that one stand in personal fellowship with
God by means of faith, which here, as at xxviii. 25, xxix. 25, is
designated after its specific mark as fiducia.
The Mashal conclusion V^fX occurs, besides here, only at xiv. 21, xxix. 18.
Four proverbs of wisdom with eloquence
Ver. 20

,

Ver. 21 The wise in heart

Elsewhere
ing,

i.e.

(i.

5,

cance, but of so
1

An

prudent,

erudition in the ethicc-practical sense, for sweetness of the

lips (dulcedo orationis

much

of Cicero)

is,

tebir

as to learning, without signifi-

the greater value for teaching ; for grace of

expression of similar meaning

up) comes
vL315ff.
rise

is called

And grace of the lips increaseth learning.
ix. 9) nj57 PpDIfi means more than to gain learn-

(breaking

is "V3T)

= destruction)

;

JOYI

cf.

'"irtX

= after Darga

(to

Zunz, in Geiger's Zeitschrijl,
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22, 23.

particularly if

exposition,

it

be not merely

according to the saying pectus

rhetorical, but,

disertos facit,

coming out of the heart, is full of mind, it imparts force to the
Whoever is wise of heart,
instruction, and makes it acceptable.
the N. T. vow or irvevfia), is called,
i.e. of mind or spirit (p?.
and is truly, tf33 [learned, intelligent] (Fleischer compares to this
to be and
the expression frequent in Isaiah, "to be named "
appear to be, the Arab, dvtay lah) ; but there is a gift which highly

=

=

increases the worth of this understanding or intelligence, for

makes

good to

it

and that is grace of the lips.
On the lips (x. 13) of the intelligent wisdom is found ; but the
form also, and the whole manner and way in which he gives
expression to this wisdom, is pleasing, proceeding from a deep and
tender feeling for the suitable and the beneficial, and thus he produces effects so much the more surely, and beneficently, and richly.
it

fruitful of

others,

A fountain of life is understanding to its possessor

Ver. 22

But the

correction of fools is folly.

Oetinger, Bertheau, and others erroneously understand

1WD

when

fools

the education which fools bestow upon others;
the subject spoken of, 1D1D

stowed on them,

mean

vii.

22,

i.

7

is

always the education which

is

be-

Also "IMD does not

cf v. 23, xv. 5.

;

is

of

(Symmachus,
ewoia; Jerome, doetrina): that which fools gain from education,
from training, is folly, for "iDID is the contrast to D^n "ripD, and
has thus the meaning of correction or chastisement, xv. 10, Jer.
here

education, discipline, in the moral sense

And

xxx. 14.

that the fruits of understanding (xii. 8, cf. 31D

$>3E>,

by D*n "UpD (vid. x. 11) will
themselves, is shown not only by the

fine culture, xiii. 15) represented

accrue to the intelligent
contrast,

but also by the expression

vrasditorum
(the

eo,

of those

(=to

Scaturigo

:

those)

LXX. well, to« KetcrnfiMvoii).

vitce est intellectus

who are endowed therewith
The man of understanding

has in this intellectual possession a fountain of strength, a source
of guidance, and a counsel which make his life secure, deepen,

and adorn

it

;

while, on the contrary, folly punishes itself by folly

the form, xiv. 24), for the fool, when he does not come
to himself (Ps. cvii. 17-22), recklessly destroys his own prosperity.
(cf. to

Ver. 28 The heart of the wise maketh his

And

learning mounteth

Regarding rtfon as causative
gence, vid. at Gen.

iii.

6.

:

to

up

to his

mouth

wise,

lips.

put into the possession of
in the heart produceth

Wisdom

intelliintelli-
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gent discourse, and, as the parallel

mounteth up

to the lips,

member

expresses

the learning which the

i.e.

it,

learning

man

taketh

communicate it to others,
for the contents of the learning, and the ability to communicate it,
are measured by the wisdom of the heart of him who possesses it.
into his lips (xxii. 18

;

cf . Ps. xvi. 4) to

One

can also interpret t^Din as extens. increasing : the heart of the
i.e. spreads abroad learning, but then WBfc'a (Ps.
cxix. 13) would have been more suitable; vnttorby calls up the idea
wise increaseth,

of learning as hovering on the

lips,

meaning of the

for vpDin, the

and thus brings so much nearer,
its worth and im-

exaltation of

pression.
Ver. 24

A honeycomb are pleasant words,
Sweet to the

soul,

and healing to the bones.

honey flowing from the

spv, the comb or cell
otherwise designated, Ps. xix. 11. plnD, with KB")D (yid.
p. 132), is neut. Djfir^CK are, according to xv. 26, words which love
suggests, and which breathe love.
Such words are sweet to the

Honeycomb,
(favw),

i.e.

is

and bring strength and healing to his bones
NEDD is not only that which restores soundness, but
that which preserves and advances it (cf. Oepaireia, Kev.

soul of the hearer,
(xv. 30); for
also

xxii. 2).

A group of six
and

five relate to

proverbs follows, four of which begin with B^K,
the utterances of the mouth.

Ver. 25 There is a way which appears as right to a
But the end thereof are the ways of death.

man

;

This verse =xiv. 12.
Ver. 26 The hunger of the labourer laboureth for him,
For he is urged on by his mouth.

The
it,

:
the soul of him who inflicts woe itself suffers
mouth destruction comes to him ; the Targ. brings

Syr. translates

and from

his

this translation nearer the original text (KB]3, humiliation, instead of

N^3S, destruction)
ating, however.

laborare)
difficulty,

;

Luther

translates thus also, violently abbrevi-

But Poy (from

7QV, Arab, 'amila, to exert oneself,
means, like laboriosus, labouring as well as enduring

but not, as irovSm two, causing difficulty, or (Euchel)
difficulty.
And labour and the mouth stand to-

occupied with

man

mouth may have some10 ; Btoj, however, gains in this connection the meaning of •^f%^ ope/crucy, and that of desire after

gether, denoting that

what

to eat (cf. 2 Thess.

nourishment,

labours that the

iii.

vid. at vi. 30, x. 3).

*)?« also joins itself to this circle
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KM

to 133, incurvare,

:

urge (Jerome, compulit), properly (related
constrain, necessitate), to bow down
The Aramaeo-Arab. signification, to saddle

PIB3, to

by means of a burden.
(Schultens

imposuit

clitellas
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27, 28.

The

suum),

ei os

is

a secondary denom.

Kimchi:
Thus: the need of nourishment on the part of the labourer works for him {dat. eommodi like
Isa. xl. 20), i.e. helps him to labour, for (not if, eav, as Rashi and
others) it presses upon him ; his mouth, which will have something
(vid. at

Job

xxxiii. 7).

Venet. well renders it after

1

hrel Kvjrrei eir avrov to arofta ainov.

:

to eat, urges him.

has in this way connected toThe curse in sudore vidtus tui comedes
The proverb has in view this reverse

God who

It is

gether working and eating.
partem, conceals a blessing.

arrangement of God.

side of the blessing in the
Ver. 27

A worthless man diggeth evil
And on

Regarding

his lips

is,

as it were, scorching

or to bore out, vid. at Gen. xlix.

5,

for others a pit," xxvi. 27, Ps.

16, etc.

to, to

the
a

vii.

1.

5

seek to prepare such for others,

plains as a

form

mark of

fire,

similar to

fire (the

ro#? ;

healed

fire.

and regarding rna,

?y??3 B*N, vid. vi. 12,

as

:

to dig evil

it

means, Lev.

Efc, Isa. iv. 5, etc);

which also

1"1B> is

stronger power, like eomburere to adurere).

a worthless man,

i.e.

a

man whose

virb tSji yeivvT)? (Jas.
Ver. 28

iii.

xiii.

23,

yet so
it

much

(from 3TC,

perhaps related as a

The meaning

is

clear

and conduct are the
uses words which, like an

disposition

and piety,
and burns ; his tongue

direct contrast of usefulness

iron glowing hot, scorches

equivalent

carbuncle), here as an adj. of

the hotter, and scorching everything that comes near to
to be scorched, cogn. 3}e>, to

is

rnnv Kimchi rightly ex-

a subst.

mark of a

although not flaming (nan?

to dig round,
here the figure, " to dig

;

is

^\oyi^op,ev7]

6).

A man of falsehood scattereth strife,

And a backbiter separateth confidential friends.
Regarding ntoann (wd) Vftji, vid. ii. 12, and fno rfafi, vi. 14
the thought of 28b is found at vi. 19. ljf]3 (with } minusculum,
which occurs thrice with the terminal Nun) is a Niplial formation
from \1"), to murmur (cf. Vti, from "W), and denotes the whisperer,
viz. the backbiter, tyiffvpos, Sir. v.

Arab, nyrj

is

abbreviated from

it,

14, TfriOvpurnyiy susurro; the

a verbal stem of

norgo, an axe, Arab, naurag, a threshing-sledge

proved.
dotion

Aquila

is

3"i3

= into)

(cf.

Aram.

cannot be

by TovOpvarq*}, and TheoRegarding
JTj?, yoyyvfciv.

right in translating

by 7077W05, from

\r\,

Niph.
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i^K, confidential friend, vid. p. 82 ; the sing., as xviii. 9, is used in
view of the mutual relationship, and T^SO proceeds on the separation of the one, and, at the same time, of the other from it. Luther,
in translating by " a slanderer makes princes disagree," is in error,
for

fpfex, <j>v\apxo<s, is

Ver. 29

not a generic word for prince.

A man of violence enticeth his neighbour,
And leadeth him

Cf. Gen.

ment

to

The

iv. 8.

war which

is

not good.

not moral enticement, but enticewhich facilitates to the violent man
violent purpose (misdemeanour, robbery,

subject

some place or

in a
is

situation

the carrying out of his

Don (here with B*X at iii. 31) is the injustice
of club-law, the conduct of him who puts his superior power in
godless rudeness in the place of God, Hab. i. 11, cf. Job xii. 6.
extortion, murder).

A way not

good " (cf. Ps. xxxvi. 5) is the contradictory contrast
one altogether evil and destructive.
good
way
of the
"

:

Ver. SO

A

shutteth his eyes to devise falsehood
biteth his lips bringeth evil to pass.

The air. Xey. nsy is connected with
15 (Arab, transp. ghamd), comprimere, formed from

physiognomical Caveto.

DVV, Isa. xxxiii.

Regarding

it.

is

He who
He who

pp

of lips or eyes, vid. p. 144; the biting of the lips

the action of the deceitful, and denotes scorn, malice, knavery.

The

perf. denotes that he who is seen doing this has some evil as
good as accomplished, for he is inwardly ready for it ; Hitzig suitably compares 1 Sam. xx. 7, 33. Our editions (also Lowenstein)
have n?3, but the Masora (vid. Mas. Jinalis, p. 1) numbers the word
among those which terminate in K, and always writes K?3.

We

now take together a
ginning with ^cy.
Ver. 31

series of proverbs, xvi. 31-xvii. 5, be-

A bright diadem is a hoary head,
In the way of righteousness

it is

found-

diadem, this beautiful crown

(iv. 8), which silver
him who has it as the result of his advanced age (xx. 29),
for " thou shalt rise up before the hoary head," Lev. xix. 32 ; and
the contrast of an early death is to die in a good old age, Gen. xv.
15, etc., but a long life is on one side a self-consequence, and on
another the promised reward of a course of conduct regulated by
God's will, God's law, and by the rule of love to God and love to
From the N. T. standpoint that is also so far
one's neighbour.
true, as in all the world there is no better established means of

namely,
hair

is

this bright

to

prolonging

life

than the avoidance of

evil

;

but the clause corre-
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82, 83.

ponding

to the O. T. standpoint, that evil punishes itself by a
premature death, and that good is rewarded by long life, has indeed
many exceptions arising from the facts of experience against it, for
we see even the godless in their life of sin attaining to an advanced

and in view of the veiled future it appears only as a onesided truth, so that the words, Wisd. iv. 9, " discretion is to man
old age,

the right grey hairs, and an unstained

life is

the right old age,"

which is mediated by life experiences, such as Isa. lvii. 1 f., stand
opposed to the above proverb as its reversed side. That old Solomonic proverb is, however, true, for it is not. subverted ; and, in
contrast to self-destroying vice and wickedness ; calling forth the
judgment of God, it is and remains true, that whoever would reach
an honoured old age, attains to it in the way of a righteous life
and conduct.
Yer. 82 Better one slow to anger than* a hero in war
And whoever is master of his spirit, than he

Regarding D*BX

t]^K, vid. xiv.

29,

The comparison

the contrast.

is

who taketh a city.
where WVWi? was the parallel of
true as regards persons, with re-

ference to the performances expressed, and (since warlike courage

and moral

self-control

may be

perly those in which the

3113

united in one person) they are pro-

determines the moral estimate.

In

Pirke Aboth iv. 1, the question, "Who is the hero?" is answered
by, " he who overcomes his desire," with reference to this proverb,
for that which
is

true of

is

here said of the ruling over the passion of anger

all affections

and

passions.

" Yet he who reigns within himself, and rules
Passions, desires, and fears, is more a king
Which every wise and virtuous man attains."

On

the other side, the comparison

is

l

suggested

Break your head, not so sore
Break your will that is more.'

—

Ver. 83

The Tora knows

One casts the lot into the lap
But all its decision cometh from Jahve.
only in one instance an ordeal (a judgment of

God) as a right means of proof, Num. v. 12-31. The lot is nowhere ordained by it, but its use is supported by a custom running
parallel with the Mosaic law ; it was used not only in private life,
1

Milton's Paradise Regained,

•" Zerbrieh

ii.

466-8.

den Kopfdir nicht so sehr

Zerbrich den WilUn

—das

ist

mehr."—Matth. Claudius.
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but also in manifold ways within the domain of public justice, as well
as for the detection of the guilty, Josh. vii.

14 f., 1 Sam. xiv. 40-42.

18 says the same thing of the lot that is
said in the Epistle to the Hebrews, vi. 16, of the oath.
The above
proverb also explains the lot for an ordeal, for it is God who

So

that the proverb

directs

and orders

xviii.

it

that

it fall

out thus and not otherwise.

A

particular sanction of the use of the lot does not lie in this, but

it

where the lot is cast, all the decision that results
from it is determined by God. That is in all cases true; but
whether the challenging of the divine decision in such a way be
right in this or that case is a question, and in no case would one,
on the contrary, venture to make the person of the transgressor
discoverable by lot, and let it decide regarding human life.
But
antiquity judged this matter differently, as e.g. the Book of Jonah
(chap, i.) shows ; it was a practice, animated by faith, in God's
government of the world, which, if it did not observe the boundary
between faith and superstition, yet stood high above the unbelief
of the " Enlightenment." Like the Greek *oX,7ro?, p'fl (from pin,
Arab, hak, khak, to encompass, to stretch out) means, as it is
commonly taken, gremium as well as sinus, but the latter meaning
is the more sure ; and thus also here it is not the lap as the middle
of the body, so that one ought to think on him who casts the lot

is

only

said, that

as seated, but also not the lap of the garment, but, like vi. 27, cf.
Isa. xl. 11, the swelling, loose, external part of the clothing cover-

ing the bosom (the breast), where the lot covered by

by means of shaking and changing, and whence

it is

thrown
drawn out.

it is

=

construction of the passive ?wn (from Su
Arab. tall, to
throw along) with the object, accus. follows the old scheme, Gen.
iv. 18, and has its reason in this, that the Semitic passive, formed
by the change of vowels, has not wholly given up the governing

The

BBB'D signifies here decision as by the

force of the active.

and Thummim,

A

xvii. 1.

Num.

Urim

but which was no lot-apparatus,
comparative proverb with 3W, pairing with xvi. 32
xxvii. 21,

Better a dry piece of bread, and quietness therewith,

Than a house

full of slain beasts

with unquietness.

Similar to this in form and contents are xv. 16

rcnn

TIB is

a piece of bread (DD, fem., as

drink (Theodotion,

icaff

eavrov,

i.e.

xxiii.

nothing with

10, a meat-offering without the pouring out of
sacrificial gifts (Hitzig), but, as

f.

and

xvi. 8.

8) without savoury

Lev. vii.
Cn?' are not

it), cf.

oil.

always, slain animals,
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t
it is

the old

name

of the

Ex. xviii. 12, xxiv. 5 ; Prov. vii. 14), part of which only
were offered on the altar, and part presented as a banquet; and
(cf.

raj (in contradist. to roc, ix. 2, Gen. xliii. 16) denotes generally
any kind of consecrated festival in connection with the worship of
God, 1 Sam. xx. 29 ; cf. Gen. xxxi. 54. " Festivals of hatred " are

with hatred, vbo is part, with object.-accus. ; in general
K?o forms a constructive, K?D occurs only once (Jer. vi. 11), and
*$?? not at all. We have already, vii. 14, remarked on the degenerating of the shelamim feasts ; from this proverb it is to be concluded
that the merriment and the excitement bordering on intoxication
(cf. with Hitzig, 1 Sam. i. 13 and 3), such as frequently at the
Kirmsen merry-makings (yid. p. 164), brought quarrels and strife,
so that the poor who ate his dry bread in quiet peace could look on
all this noise and tumult without envy.
festivals

Ver. 2

A prudent servant shall rule over the degenerate son
And he

divides the inheritance

among

the brethren.

Regarding the contrasts of T$PQ and £"30, vid. at x. 5, xiv. 35.
The printed editions present etarjaa in genit. connection : a son
of the scandalous class, which

is admissible (yid. p. 79 and p. 330);
but Cod. 1294 and Cod. Jaman,1 Erf. No. 2, 3, write tsta? {23 (with
Tsere and Munach), and that is perhaps right, after x. 5, xvii. 25.

The

futures have here also a f ut. signification

:

they say to what

manumissus
a conscientious, unselfish tutor, he will not enrich himself by property which
belongs to another; and thus, though not without provision, he is
yet without an inheritance. And yet the supplanting of the degenerate is brought about by this, that he loses his inheritance, and the
intelligent servant steps into his place.
Has one then to suppose
that the master of the house makes his servant a co-heir with his
own children, and at the same time names him as his executor 1
That were a bad anachronism. The idea of the Siadrfier) was, at
the time when this proverb was coined, one unknown Israelitish
it will

come.

Grotius remarks, with reference to this

tutor filiis relinquetur ; p?rp tutorio officio.

But if he

:

is

—

knows only the intestate right of inheritance, regulated
by lineal and gradual succession. Then, if one thinks of the degenerate son, that he is disowned by the father, but that the intelliantiquity

gent servant is not rewarded during the

life

of his master for his true

1

The Cod. brought by Sappir from Jemen (yid. p. 295), of which there
account in the preface to the edition of Isaiah by Baer and me.

VOL.

I.

is

an

Z
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and that, after the death of the master, to such a degree
he possesses the esteem and confidence of the family, that he it is
services,

who

divides the inheritance

them of

place amongst

among

the brethren,

occupies the

i.e.

distributor of the inheritance, not

portion of the inheritance, for P?n has not the double

:

takes a

meaning of

; it means to divide, and may, with 3, mean
"to give a part of anything" (Job xxxix. 17); but, with the
accus., nothing else than to distribute, e.g. Josh, xviii. 2, where it
is to be translated : " whose inheritance had not yet been distributed
Jerome, hcereditatem dividet ; and thus
(not yet given to them)."
all translators, from the LXX. to Luther.

the Lat. participare

The

Yer. 3

And

An

fining-pot for silver,

a trier of hearts

emblematical proverb

is

and the furnace for gold

Jahve.

(yid. p. 9),

which means that Jahve

is

for the heart what the smelting-pot (from liy, to change, particularly to melt, to refine) is for silver, and what the smelting fur-

nace (TO, from

Jahve

113,

R.

13, to round,

is

for the heart, viz. a trier

here as at Ps.

vii.

20)

xxii.

is

for gold, that

to grind, to try

by grinding,

10) of their nature and their contents, for which,

of the proof of metals,
the word

Ex.

(|rt3,

(cf. fins,

is

elsewhere (xvi. 2, xxi. 2, xxiv. 12) used
vi. 7) ISfy weigher, or

the essay-master, Jer.

Chron. xxviii. 9). Wherever the subject spoken
God, the searcher of hearts, the plur. niap, once niaap, is used ;
the form D'?3? occurs only in the status conjunctiva with the suffix.
In xxvii. 21 there follow the two figures, with which there is
formed a priamel (yid. p. 13), as at xxvi. 3, another tertium com-

enta, searcher (1

of

is

parationis.

A profligate person giveth heed to perverse lips

Ver. 4

Falsehood listeneth to a destructive tongue.

The meaning,
to

at all events, is, that whoever gives ear with delight
words which are morally reprobate, and aimed at the destruction

of neighbours, thereby characterizes himself as a profligate.

JHD

is

not describe the in? (the profligate hearkens

.

him who does

we say

fligate

Though

probably not pred. but subj., yet so that what follows does

.

.

.

).

this as

a JHD (a profligate,

or, as

JHOj for jn?, is warranted

by

.

but stamps

),

.

:

only a pro-

Isa. ix. 16,

where

JHD (not JHD, according to which the Venet. here translates a-nrb
kukov) is testified to not only by correct codd. and editions, but
also

by the Masora

stiffen, or, as

(cf.

we say,

Michlol 1166).

n^i?? (from

to prick, viz. the ear)

is

ntfjJ,

R.

t?p,

to

generally united with p
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8.

at xxix. 12, Jer. vi. 19, also with fy.

$J,

the absolute contrast of a pious and philanthropic

is

from njn, not in the sense of eagerness, as x. 3, xi. 6,
but of yawning depth, abyss, catastrophe (vid. at Ps. v. 10), is
equivalent to entire destruction
the two genitives denote the property of the lips and the tongue (labium nequam, lingua perniciosd),
on the side of that which it instrumentally aims at (cf. Ps. xxxvi.
;

rrtn

}

—

4, Hi. 4)

practising mischief, destructive plans,

:

the second line

is

as Luther, after Jerome, "

mouths, and a

ijj?'

beginning

generally regarded as the subj. parallel with jno,

false

man

A wicked

man

gives heed to wicked

scandalous tongues."

listens willingly to

It is possible that ipE> denotes incarnate falsehood, as njm,

xii. 27,
incarnate slothfulness, cf. none, xiv. 25, and perhaps also xii. 17 ;
PTCj'Ps. lviii. 2, n»wi, Mic. xi 9; ?pop "W, Isa. xxvi. 13, etc., where,

without supplying t^K C^N), the property stands instead of the
person possessing that property.
to

The clause, that falsehood listeneth
who listens to it characterizes

a deceitful tongue, means that he

himself thereby, according to the proverb, simile simili gaudet, as a

But only

liar.

as

a liar?

The punctuation

sents jnp

by DeeM as

pfD as

governing word, and

its

The

intended ?

than Isa.

before us, which repre-

subj., or also pred., takes ft? "IK? as obj.

why

should not that be the view

representation of the obj.

xxii. 2, viii. 22,

and that

with

?}>

is

an inversion

less

bold

here should not be so closely

near by this, that
Jewish interpreters,
taking ipe? as obj., try some other meaning of pro than auscultans; but neither fit, to approach, nor ft, to arm (Venet. ip-evtios

connected with the verb of hearing, as 4a
7jf

y&\>>} is

elsewhere found, but not

©VXt'fet), gives a

to pTSD.

As

lies

/$? fJtCT.

meaning suitable to this place,
Job xxxii. 11, is contracted

n$t*,

n*?£, if the character of the part, shall

fto

is

equivalent

into ftK, so

must

be preserved, become fW,

mediated by fro.
Yer. 5

Line

He that mocketh
He that rejoiceth

first is

the poor reproachetk his Maker
over calamity remains not unpunished.

a variation of xiv. 31a.

God

is,

the creator of the poor as well as of the rich.

and

as poor,

is

xxii. 2,

The poor, as

a man,

the work of God, the creator and governor of

things ; thus, he

him

according to

who mocketh

into existence,

general, compassion

the poor, mocketh

Him who

all

called

and appointed him his lowly place. But in
and pity, and not joy Q not?, commonly
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with

f,

of the person,

iiriytupacaKla),

from

TIK, to

whom
Job

e.g.

Obad.

formula for

ver. 12, the usual

appropriate in the presence of misfortune (TK,

is

be heavily burdened), for such joy, even if he on
fell were our enemy, is a peccatum mortale,

the misfortune

There

29 f.

xxxi.

is

indeed a hallowed joy at the actual

;
but this would
were not united with deep sorrow over
those who, accessible to no warning, have despised grace, and, by
adding sin to sin, have provoked God's anger.
Ver. 6. With this verse this series of proverbs closes as it
began

revelation in history of the divine righteousness

not be a hallowed joy

if it

A diadem of the old are children's children,
And

the glory of children are their parents.

Children are a blessing from

God

(Ps. cxxvii., cxxviii.)

;

thus,

a

family circle consisting of children and grandchildren (including
is as a crown of glory surrounding the greyand again, children have glory and honour in
their parents, for to have a man of an honoured name, or of a
blessed memory, as a father, is the most effective commendation,
and has for the son, even though he is unlike his father, always
important and beneficial consequences. In 66 a fact of experience
is expressed, from which has proceeded the rank of inherited nobility

great-grandchildren)
haired patriarch

;

—

one may abnegate his social rights, but yet
and remains a part of the moral order of the world.

recognised

among men

he himself

is

LXX. has a

The

distich after ver. 4 [the Vatican text places it
" The whole world of wealth belongs to the faithful,
but to the unfaithful not even an obolus." Lagarde supposes that
oKo<s 6 ko<t/io<: t&v j(prjfidrci>v is a translation of "UV nyBE>, instead of

after ver. 6]

"in' nBS5>,

:

But

7a.

this ingenious conjecture does

regarding of this distich as a variation of ver.

The
by the

not amount to the

7.

proverbs following, 7-10, appear to be united acrostically
succession of the letters

t? (tr, e>)

and

n.

Ver. 7 It does not become a fool to speak loftily,
How much less do lying lips a noble

As

at Isa. xxxii.

other

;

the latter

man who

is

»J and

3*13 are placed opposite to

much

for the

one an-

the nobly magnanimous man, the former the

lofty words,

his vulgarity so
"!$£,

f.,

thinks foolishly and acts profligately,

become to use
(not

5

who

the more repulsive (cf. Job

word belongs

whom

it

does not

thereby makes the impression of
to those

ii.

10).

which retain
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8.

is neither elevated (soaring) (Ewald) nor
Jungius in Oetinger : lingua dieax ac sermonem
ultra quam decorum verbis extendere solita), rather imperative
(Bertheau), better presumptuous (Hitzig) words, properly words of
superfluity, i.e. of superabundant self-consciousness and high pretension (cf. the transitive bearing of the Arab, watr with vfipl&iv,
from inrip, Aryan vpar, Job, p. 363). Rightly Meiri, mtO nst?
rmfcn.
It produces a disagreeable impression, when a man of
vulgar mind and of rude conduct, instead of keeping himself in
retirement, makes himself of importance, and weighty in a shameless, impudent manner (cf Ps. xii. 9, where ni?T, vilitas, in a moral

or

in pausa)

Segol,

diffuse (Jo. Ernst

.

sense); but yet

one

more repulsive

is

when a man in whom
mind, in accordance with

the contrast,

justified in expecting nobility of

is

and calling, degrades himself by uttering deceitful
Regarding the *3 *|K, concluding a minori ad majus, we
have already spoken at xi. 31, xv. 11. R. Ismael, in Bereschith
JRabba, at xliv. 8, reckons ten such conclusions a minori ad majus
his life-position

words.

in the Scriptures, but there are just as
right accentuation

from 3VW",3

*|K,

(e.g. in

Cod. 1294)

is

many

The

guanto magis.

here a'w^a

according to Accentuatwnssystem,

Ver. 8 The gift of bribery appears a jewel to

its

*|K,

transformed

xviii. 2.

receiver

Whitherso'er he turneth himself he acteth prudently.

How

is shown by 1 Sam. xiv. 47, cf. Josh,
prudenter rem agit, has accordingly in
both sentences the person meant by 1vV3 as subject, not the
gift (Hitzig), of which ^3^, " it maketh prosperous," is not said,
i.

7

;

8b

is

to be understood

the quoque se

vertit,

for ysbi) means, used only of persons, prudent,

and therefore suchim who has to give
(Luther) he presses through with it whithersoever he turns. But
the making of VPJHi the subj. does not accord with this : this means

Such

cessful, fortunate conduct.

is

said of

:

[gift] to one who has to give, appears to open doors and hearts,
Thus vfcjo,
not merely as a golden key, it is truly such to him.
as at iii. 27, will be meant of him to whom the present is brought,

or to

whom

a claim thereto

is

given.

But

int?

means here not the

gift of seasonable liberality (Zockler), but, as always, the gift of
bribery,-

i.e.

a gift by which one seeks to purchase for himself

23) preference on the part of a judge, or to mitigate the
displeasure of a high lord (xxi. 14) ; here (for one does not let it
(xvii.

depend merely on the faithfulness of another

to his duty)
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The

that by winch one seeks to secure an advantage to himself.

The gift of bribery, to
proverb expresses a fact of experience.
which, as to a well-known approved means, *infe>ii refers, appears
to

him who

receives

and accepts

it

(Targ.) as a stone of pleasant-

a charming, precious stone, a jewel

ness,

gaudium)

(Juwtl from joie=

determines and impels him to apply

it

;

standing, in order that he

may

all his

reach the goal for which

under-

be
he at first regarded as difficult, yea, impossible,
that he now prudently carries out, and brings to a successful conclusion, wherever he turns himself, overcoming the seemingly insurit

shall

What

his reward.

mountable hindrances ; for the enticement of the gift lifts him, as with
a charm, above himself, for covetousness is a characteristic feature
of human nature -pecunia obediunt omnia (Eccles. x. 19, Yulg.).
Ver. 9

He covereth transgressions who seeketh alter love,
And he who always brings back a matter separateth

The pred. stands

first in

friends.

the simple clause with the order of the words

That pt?B HD3D is also to be interpreted here as pred.
shown by x. 12, according to which love covereth all
transgressions.
We write JWtarriKlD with Dag. forte conjunctivum
of D (as of 3 in Ezek. xviii. 6), and Gaja with the Sheva, according
to the Meth.-Setzung, § 37 ; the punctuation VE'B n B?& also occurs.

not inverted.
(cf.

19a)

What

is

the expression " to seek love " here means,

with Hitzig, after Zeph.

ii.

3, 1

Cor. xiv.

1.

It

is

in

is to be judged,
no case equivalent

to seek to gain the love of another, rather to seek to preserve the love

of

men

towards one another, but

but after x. 12

:

he seeks

it is

to

to prove love

be understood not after 96,
who does not strike on the

great bell when his neighbour has sinned however grievously against
him, does not in a scandal-loving manner make much ado about
it, and takes care not thereby to widen the breach between men
who stand near to one another, but endeavours by a reconciling,
soothing, rectifying influence, to mitigate the evil, instead of

He, on the contrary, who repeats the matter

making

with
3 of the obj., to come back with something, as xxvi. 11), i^. turns
always back again to the unpleasant occurrence (Theodotion, Seu-

it

worse.

rep&p ip Xoy<p

;

Symmachus, Sevrep&v Xoyov,

(nJB>

as Sir. vii. 14, xix. 7),

he purposely fosters the strife, the
disharmony, ill-will, and estrangement which the offence produced
while the noble man, who has love for his motive and his aim, by
prudent silence contributes to bring the offence and the division
which it occasioned into forgetfulness.
divides friends (vid. xvi. 28), for
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Yer. 10 One reproof maketh more impression on a wise
Than if one reckoned a hundred to the fool

One

of the few proverbs which begin with a future, vid.
It expresses

p. 265.

wise
bibl.

man

man

(l*

31?, viii.

what influence there

9)

;

nnya

is

26,

the reproof expressed by the post-

as the lowest grade of disciplinary punishment, ad-

'*l$'t3,

The

monitio, connected with warning.

reading of the
vlfiov) for

xii.

in one reproof with a

is

they

form nnn

verbal

the

is

LXX. and Syr. (owrpt/Set aireiKt) tcapSlav
read po J? mjtt nnn, derived from nnn, and

<ppo-

thus

nnn (from Hiph. nnn); thus Luther: reproof alarms more the intelligent, but nnn with 3 of the obj. is not Hebr. on the contrary,
;

the reading of the

LXX.

is

in accordance with the usage of the

is suitable.
It is, however, first to be seen
whether the traditional text stands in need of this correction. As
fut. Niph. nnn, apart from the nit accent, to be expected, gives
no meaning. Also if one derives it from nnn, to snatch away, to
take away, it gives no appropriate thought; besides, nnn is construed with the object, accus., and the fut. Apoc, in itself strange
here, must be pointed either nnn or nnn (after
(Bottcher,

language, and, besides,

W)

Thus nrn, as
be fut. Kal of nnj=nn^, ps
Kimchi). With this derivation,
Lehrb.

p.

ii.

413).

.

at

Job

xxi. 13, Jer. xxi. 13, will

3 (Theodotion, Targ.,

xxxviii.
also,

nnn

is

to

be expected ; the

reference in the HandwOrterbuch to Gesen. Lehrgeb&ude,

Anm.

1,

§

51, 1,

where, in an extremely inadequate way, the retrogression

of the tone (tinx 31M)
this place

;

spoken

is

of, is altogether inappropriate to

and Bottcher's explanation of the

intended expressiveness isungrammatical

;

but

ult.

tone from an
not nnn,

why should

from nm, with its first syllable originating from contraction, and
thus having the tone, be Milel as well as Milra, especially here,
where it stands at the head of the sentence? With a connected
with it, nru means : to descend into anything, to penetrate ; Hitzig
appropriately compares altius in pectus deseendit of Sallust, Jtig. 11.
Jerome rightly, according to the sense plus proflcit, and the Venet.
avet (read wet) wrreikri t£ awlovri. In 106 n|D (cf. Deut. xxv. 3
2 Cor. xi. 24) is to be supplied to n«D, not DV?yD (an hundred
times, which may be denoted correctly by n«0 as well as n«D,
:

Eccles.

viii.

sign does as

12).

much

With

the wise (says a Talmudic proverb) a

as with the fool a stick does.

Adagia sacra (1601),

cites

Curtius

guoqne virga regUur, ignavus

tie

(vii.

calcari

4)

:

Zehner, in his

Nobilis equus

umbra

quidem concitari potest.
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Five proverbs of dangerous
guard

men

against

whom

one has to be on

bis

The

Ver. 11

It
to

rebellions seeketh only after evil,

And a cruel messenger is sent out against him.
It lies nearest
is a question what is subj. and what obj. in 11a.
look on *iO as subj., and this word (from rntp, atringere, to

make

exacting against any, to oppose,

oneself

appropriate thereto

That

crete

it is

seek after evil
of idea

Thus

it

occurs also at Ezek.

ii.

avrirelvetv)

is

7 as abslr. pro con-

truly subj. appears from this, that Jn trga, to

(cf. xxix.

much more

1JK will

;

10; 1 Kings xx. 7,

natural than

*"}? t^jj>3

be logically connected with

a connection

etc.), is

[to seek after rebellion]].
JTJ,

and the reading

^O

tjk

be preferred to the reading ^O"^^ ; %>* (corresponding to the
Arab, dinnama) belongs to those particles which are placed before
the clause, without referring to the immediately following part of

will

much more regarded as affecting the
whole sentence (vid. xiii. 10) : the rebellious strives after nothing
but only evil. Thus, as neut. obj. jn is rendered by the Syr., Targ.,
Venet, and Luther ; on the contrary, the older Greek translators
and Jerome regard jn as the personal subject. If now, in reference
to rebellion, the discourse is of a *")J3K "H™?, we are not, with Hitzig,
the sentence, for they are

to think of the

demon

of wild passions unfettered in the person

is a style of thought and of expression
modern, not biblical ; but the old unpoetic yet simply true
remark remains: Loquendi formula inde petita quod regis aut
summi magistratus minister rebelli supplicium nundat infligitque.

of the rebellious, for that
that

is

Man as a messenger, and the
not natures.
being as messenger, are both called INTO. Therefore one
may not understand max *)N?B, with the LXX., Jerome, and
Luther, directly and exclusively of an angel of punishment.
If
one thinks of Jahve as the Person against whom the rebellion is
made, then the idea of a heavenly messenger lies near, according

-]vbo is n. officii,

spiritual

49; but the proverb is so meant, that it is
an earthly king sends out against a rebellious
multitude a messenger with an unlimited commission, or an officer
against a single man dangerous to the state, with strict directions
V}T3K we had already at xii. 10 ; the
to arrest him at all hazards.
The fut. does
root t?n t?p> means, to be dry, hard, without feeling.
not denote what may be done (Bertheau, Zockler), which is contrary to the parallelism, the order of the words, and the style of
to Ps. xxxv.

5

f.,

not the less true

lxxviii.

if
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12, 13.

the relation of the clause

not,

is

Ewald interprets it, " scarcely does the sedition seek out evil
when an inexorable messenger is sent." Although this explanation
is held by Ewald as " unimprovable," yet it is incorrect, because
as

in this sense

"j|*S

by the

demands,

e.g.

Gen.

The

infin. intensivus).

such as Bottcher has interpreted

xxvii. 3, the perf. (strengthened

relation of the clause
it

a wicked

:

man

is,

tries

also,

not

only scorn

though a stem messenger is sent against him, but not because such
a messenger is called nt3K, against "whom this " trying of scorn
helps nothing, so that it is not worth being spoken of; besides,
*w or IwD would have been used if this relation had been
intended.
We have in 11a and 115, as also e.g. at xxvi. 24,
xxviii. 1, two clauses standing in internal reciprocal relation, but
syntactically simply co-ordinated;

the force

lies in

that a

this,

messenger who recognises no mitigating circumstances, and
no pardon, is sent out against such an one.

offers

Ver. 12 Meet a bear robbed of one of her whelps,
Only not a fool in his folly.

The name of

the bear, as that of the cow, Job xxi. 10, Ps. cxliv. 14,
when used in reference to sexual

preserves its masculine form, even

relationship (Ewald, § 1745); the ursa catulis orbata

a raging

How the

beast.

meet], here as

e.g.

finite (peeurraty

is

proverbially

abstract expression of the action tPbB [to

Ps. xvii. 5, with the subj. following, must sound as

may

always meet), follows from

?W = B>3D}-?W

(non

autem occurred). B*foa has on the last syllable Mehuppach, and Zinnorith on the preceding open syllable (according to the rule, Accentfrfasa, in the state of his folly, i.e. when he is
system, vi. § 5a*).1
in a paroxysm of his anger, corresponds with the conditional nounadjective fei?, for folly morbidly heightened is madness (cf. Hos.
xi.

7; Psychol, p. 291
Ver. 13

f.).

He that returneth evil for good,
From his house evil shall not depart.

If ingratitude appertains to the sinful manifestations of ignoble
selfishness,

how much more

recompenses
requite,

iii.

B*Dn, the

may
1

a

evil for

good

30, xxxi. 12

Ken

reads

sinful

;

still is

("M?©, as 1

D9E*, to

;

won

!

black ingratitude, which

Sam. xxv.

21, syn. ?03, to

reimburse, xx. 22).

Instead of

but that this verb, with a middle vowel,

be '"y as well as l"y , Ps.

lv.

2 shows.

In the Torath Emeth, p. 18, the word

closed syllable with Cholem can auffer

is

irregularly represented as

Mild—

no retrogression of the tone.
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Ter. 14

As one

letteth oat

water

is

Bat cease thou from such

The meaning
and

of this verb

:

comes to showing

it

means

teeth.

to break forth

to break forth, to let

The LXX.,

dimittit ; Venet. atpuk).

.

certain

Arab, fatr, to bring forth from a cleft, to
go free (Theodotion, avoXuttv ; Jerome,

transitively, like

make

">t?B is

the beginning of a strife

strife ere it

SiSaxTi, thinks

on the

Chronicles

make

:

to

since

it

translates

by efyvtrttw

which occurs in the
but here tPD note (vid.

juristic signification,

free, or to declare so

;

regarding the Metheg at xiv. 31, p. 311) is, as Luther translates,
one who tears away the dam from the waters. And JfTO TWin is
not accus. dependent on

be supplied (Hitzig: he unfetters
; but the part
is used as at x. 17 : one who unfetters the water is the beginning
This is an
of strife, m, he is thus related to it as when one . . .
addition to the free use of the part, in the language of the Mishna,
where one would expect the infin., e.g. jnto ( = JpT3), if one sows,
TT03 ( jiTja), of wantonness. It is thus unnecessary, with Ewald,
a water-outbreak
to interpret *1D1B as neut., which lets water go
"iDIB is meant personally ; it represents one who breaks through a
water-dam, withdraws the restraint of the water, opens a sluice,
and then emblematically the proverb says : thus conditioned is the
beginning of a strife. Then follows the warning to let go such strife
(ann, with the article used in the more elevated style, not without
emphasis), to break from it, to separate it from oneself ere it reach a
dangerous height. This is expressed by y&ft? '?.??, a verb occurring
only here and at xviii. 1, xx. 3, always in the Hithpa. The Targum
(misunderstood by Gesenius after Buxtorf ; vid. to the contrary,
Levy, under the word TO II.) translates it at xviii. 1, xx. 3, as the
Syr., by "to mock," also Aquila, who has at xx. 3, e^vfipurdrjaercu,
and the LXX. at xviii. 1, iiroveiSiaro<; earai, and Jerome, who has
water

who

"lBia,

the beginning of

to

strife, viz. unfetters)

=

=

this in all the three passages, render the Hithpa.m this sense, passively.

In this passage before us, the Targ., as Hitzig gives it, translates,
" before it heats itself," but that is an error occasioned by Buxtorf
vid.

on the contrary, Levy, under the word

lation,

for

]hl, to

glow, to

trvfiirXeicerai

Nidda

viii. 2.

1

(kv/mo?); this trans-

Elsewhere the

by mynn, and, according to
Vid.

who

appeals

LXX., at xx. 3,

(where Jerome, with the amalgamation of the two

significations, miscentur conlumeliis)

1

NJ")£

however, has a representative in Haja Gaon,

this,

;

Kimchi and others

gloss

it

the Venet. translates, irpo rov

Simon Naacher's Dcr Goon Haja

u. seine geist. Thiitig. p. 15.
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14.

avp^yBrjvac (rijv epiv); Luther, "before thou art mingled therein."
insultare, excandescere,
all these explanations of the word
and commisceri, are etymologically inadmissible. Bertheau's and
Zockler's " roll itself forth " is connected at least with a meaning
rightly belonging to the R. hi. But the Arab, shows, that not the
meaning volvere, but that of retegere is to be adopted. Aruch1 for
Nidda viii. 2 refers to the Arab., where a wound is designated

But

:

were, when the
(Maimuni glosses
were uncrusted), and blood again comes forth.

as DT N'Sinpi JP§n? swa',
crust of that which

the word by

tfrpftrb,

as breaking up, as

i.e.

nearly healed

is

is

broken

it

off

The meaning ret-egere requires here, however, another distinction.
The explanation mentioned there by Aruch: before the strife
becomes public to thee', i.e. approaches thee, is not sufficient. The
verbal stem jbi

is

the stronger power of r&j, and

means laying bare;

but here, not as there, in the Mishna of a wound covered with a
The Arab. jat means to quarrel with another, properly to
crust.
show him the teeth, the PoSl or the tendency-stem from jalta, to
have the mouth standing open, so that one shows his teeth; and the
Syr. glas, with

its

and

offshoots

mouth

of ringi, opening the

derivatives, has also this

to show,

i.e.

to

make bare

meaning

the teeth.

Schultens has established this explanation of the words, and

Gesenius further establishes it in the Thesaurus, according to
which Fleischer also remarks, u yhi, of showing the teeth, the
exposing of the teeth by the wide opening of the mouth, as

happens in

But y~M does not agree with

bitter quarrels."

Hitzig's translation, "before

modern

as in ver. 11

its

teeth,"

this.
is

as

the passion of the unfettered demon, and

is

Fleischer's prius vero

the strife shows

quam

escacerbetur rixa renders the Ilithpa.

a sense unnecessarily generalized for xviii. 1 and xx. 3. The
accentuation, which separates y?iivb from ^"in by Rebia Mugrash,
in

is

correct.

One may

translate, as Schultens,

antequam denies

strin-

gantur, or, since the Hithpa. has sometimes a reciprocal signification,
e.g.

Gen.

xlii. 1,

Ps.

xli.

8

:

ere one reciprocally shows his teeth.

Hitzig unjustly takes exception to the inversion
should not the object precede, as at Hos.

with emphasis at the end?
occurs at Eccles.

The same

xii.

tsntM

a^n.

Why

15, the KnDJ, placed

inversion for

a

like reason

v. 6.

1 [Vid.
p.

109, note.]
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Ter. 15

The

He that aequitteth the guilty and condeuuieth the righteous
An abomination to Jahve are they both.

proverb

against the partisan judge

is

who

is

open to bribery,

like xxiv. 24, cf. Isa. v. 23, where, with reference to such, the

announcement of punishment

is

emphatically made.

JK-n

and

P*W, in a forensic sense, are equivalent to aont (reus) and insons.
B? (cf. the

Arab, jmy'na, altogether, but particularly the Pers.

ham

and the Turkish dkhy standing wholly thus in the numeral) is here,
as at Gen. xxvii. 45, equivalent to VJIV, Jer. xlvi. 12 (in its unions
— united). Whoever pronounces sentence of justification on the
guilty, appears as if he must be judged more mildly than he who
condemns the guiltless, but both the one and the other alike are an
abhorrence to God.
We take vers. 16-21 together. This group begins with a proverb of the heartless, and ends with one of the perverse-hearted
and between these there are not wanting noticeable points of contact between the proverbs that follow one another.
Ver. 16

Why the ready money in the hand of the

fool

To get wisdom when he has yet no heart?

The

question

money when

.

is

made

.

t

.

Is

question, the reason of

pointed by
it

to obtain

which

is

nt,

thus not:

wisdom ?

why

—the whole

founded in fK

the ready
is

33j (thus to

but one
be ac-

1
The fool, perhaps, even makes
cented with Mugrash going before).
some endeavours, for he goes to the school of the wise, to follow

out their admonitions, fiMn

and it costs him someno purpose, for he has no heart. By this
it is not meant that knowledge, for which he pays his honorarium,
remains, it may be, in his head, but goes not to his heart, and thus
becomes an unfruitful theory ; but the heart is equivalent to the
understanding (yid. p. 174), in the sense in which the heart appears
as the previous condition to the attainment of wisdom (xviii. 15),
and as something to be gained before all (xv. 32), viz. understanding,
as the fitting intellectual and practical habitus to the reception, the
thing

1

If

(iv. 7),

we

but

ruj? (iv. 5, etc.),

all to

write -J?\ with Makkeph, then

we have

to accentuate p|D3n fltipb

with Tarcha Munach, because the Silluk word in this writing has not two
This sequence of accents is found in the Codd. Ven.
syllables before the tone.
1521, 1615, Basel 1619, while most editions have
false.

But according to

mss.

we have

ptra^ nMfl

3^1 without

riUpS>,

Makkeph, and that

which
is

is

right

according to the Makkeph rules of the metrical Accentuationssyttem ; vid. Torath

Emeth, p. 40.
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17.

appropriation, and realization of wisdom, the ability rightly to com-

prehend the fulness of the communicated knowledge, and to adopt
it as an independent possession, that which the Greek called vow,
as in that " golden proverb " of Democrates : iroXKol TroXvfiadie?
vovv otix e'xpvffif or as in Luke xxiv. 25, where it is said that the
Lord opened top vovv of His disciples to understand the Scriptures.
In the LXX. a distich follows ver. 16, which is made up of 196
and 206, and contains a varied translation of these two lines.
Ver. 17

Brother

is

At

all

times the right friend shows himself loving

And as a brother is he born for adversity.
more than friend, he stands to one nearer than a

does, Ps. xxxv.

14 ; but the

into a spiritual,

moral brotherhood,

relation of

of friend that sounds dearer than
are, according to

friend

may deepen

itself

24, and there is no name
Sam.
i. 26.
2
17a and 17b

xviii.

'ntt,

this, related to

a friend

each other climactically.

The

Of no other is it said that
friend meant in 17a
fiv~?33,
makes
his
love
manifest
;
and also the article
i.e.
he loves
gives
to
the
word
Snn
only
here
more
body,
but stamps it as
not
in
friend
who
corresponds
:
the
to
the
idea
of such an
an ideal-word
1
" (Ewald),
"
Hiph.,
the
of
the
in
sense
to
associate
The inf.
one.
is

a true friend.

cannot therefore be ?nn, because

from

njn.

Thus

H

is

not derived from Vjn, but

there exists no contrast between 17a and lib,

so that the love of a friend

is

thought

of, in contradistinction to

that of a brother, as without permanency (Fl.) ; but lib means that
the true friend shows himself in the time of need, and that thus

the friendship becomes closer, like that between brothers.

The

statements do not refer to two kinds of friends ; this is seen from
the circumstance that nx has not the article, as jnn ha3. It is not
the subj. but pred., as D1K, Job

born again as a man.

xi.

12

:

sooner

The meaning of TV}

is

a wild ass born or

there, as at Ps. lxxxvii.

5 f., borders on the notion of regmerari; here the idea is not essenmuch less, for by the saying that the friend is born in the time
of need, as a brother, is meant that he then for the first time shows
himself as a friend, he receives the right status or baptism of such
an one, and is, as it were, born into personal brotherly relationship
to the sorely-tried friend. The translation comprobatur (Jerome)
and erfunden [is found out] (Luther) obliterates the peculiar and

tially

1
The Arab, grammarians say that the article in this case stands, Vastfr&g\
khi&tuu dljnas, as an exhaustive expression of all essential properties of the

genus,

»'.«.

to express the full ideal realization of the idea in that which
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thus intentional expression, for l?u
passing into the light

have not their

is

not at

—the two passages

parallel.

STW

is

all

a metaphor used for
and in Job

in Proverbs

not equivalent to rnya (cf. Ps. ix.

10, x. 1), for the interchange of the prep, in 17a

But

be without any apparent reason.

:

as

impossible, for
after T7U and
f
always designates that for which the birth is an advantage, not

a brother he
*y?^

and 176 would then

Hitzig's translation also

is

born of adversity,

that from which

Thus

proceeds.

it

is

be that of the purpose

? will

—not indeed to

suffer (Job v. 7) on
and to help to bear it.
Rightly Fleischer : frater autem ad cerumnam (se. levandam et removendam) nascitur. The LXX. gives this sense to the h ah'e\<poi
Bk iv avar/iaus yjpriaipm taiwaav, rovro yelp yapiv yevv&vrai.
Ver. 18 A man void of understanding is he who striketh hands,

for the purpose of the need,

account of

it,

but to bear

in sympathy,

it

:

Who
Cf.

vi.

becometh surety with

his neighbour.

1-5, where the warning against suretyship

given at large,

is

and the reasons for it are adduced. It is incorrect to translate
(Gesen., Hitzig, and others) wjn 'JBp, with the LXX., Jerome,
the Syr., Targ., and Luther, "for his neighbour;" to become
surety for any one is ? 3"W, vi. 1, or, with the object, accus., xi.
15, another suitable prep, is ipa ; but *2B^ never means pro (inrip),
for at 1 Sam. i. 16 it means " to the person," and 2 Sam. iii. 31,
"before Abner's corpse (bier)."
with

whom

in of

him who gives

the suretyship

bail supposes that

much

bail, so

Vijn

thus here the person

is

entered into

is

;

he can be called the

the more as the reception of the

both are well known to each other.

Fleischer rightly translates

:

apud alterum

(se.

Here

also

ereditorem pro de-

bitore).

Vet. 19

He loveth gin -who loveth strife
He who maketh high his doors seeketh

A synthetic distich

(yid. p. 10).

destruction.

Bottcher finds the reason of the

pairing of these two lines in the relationship between a

a door

(cf.

Mic.

vii. 5,

VB

,

J

??).

mouth and

Hitzig goes further, and sup-

poses that 196 figuratively expresses what boastfulness brings upon

Against Geier, Schultens, and others, who understand
itself.
Inns directly of the mouth, he rightly remarks that na rPSJri j s not
heard of, and that HB ^tin would be used instead. But the two
lines

harmonize, without this interchangeable reference of os and

ostium.

Zanksucht [quarrelsomeness] and Prunksucht [ostenta-

tion] are related as the

symptoms of

selfishness.

But both bear
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20,

He who

their sentence in themselves.

3^7

2t

has pleasure in quarrelling

has pleasure in evil, for he commits himself to the way of great
sinning, and draws others along with him ; and he who cannot
have the door of his house high enough and splendid enough, prepares thereby for himself, against his will, the destruction of his

An

Hebrew proverb

pDon' p33 pDlJ/n 5>3, cedifiBoth parts of this
verse refer to one and the same individual, for the insanum cedificandi studium goes only too often hand in hand with unjust and
house.

old

says,

candi nimis studiosus ad mendicitatem redigitur.

heartless litigation.

He that is of a false heart findeth no good
And he that goeth astray with his tongue falleth

Ver. 20

Regarding
is he who

In the parallel member, Wt&a

airtrgy, vid. xi. 20.

twists or winds (vid. at

ii.

The phrase

connecting form before a word with a prep.)

Masora designates the word,

possible, but the
^IBfUl,

pointed with Pathack, Lev.

thus requires
is

IJjnJl,

as

is

here 31D, also neut., as

The

first

xiii.

28

(2)

;

xiii.

21, cf. xvi. 20,

keynote as x.

mencing a part ;

The

V?

is

xvii.

there, x.

first closes,

Yer. 21

It

In

1.

We

(yid.

The
and

W

as

it

Book

of Proverbs

;

begins, with a proverb of the fool.

He that begetteth a
And the father of a

fool, it is

to his sorrow

fool hath

no

joy.

before

"!•*,

1, cf. xiv. 13),

in mcerorem sibi genuit k.

:

videtur genuisse ut sibi mcerorem erearet)
l!>

Wi

in, xiii. 17.

regarding this passive formation, at x.

to interpret

as unicum,

contrast of

21 it resounds once more, here com1, beginning the second group of pro-

as at Isa. lxvi. 3, n ?#» (Fl.

it

(the

in contradistinction

admissible to supply ViJ^ developing itself from

njwp

tjsnai

syntactically

(3) xv. 20-xvii. 20) are now
recognise it as striking the same

1-xv. 19

followed by the fourth part.

is

16, with

three parts of the old Solomonic

( (1) x. 1-xii.

verbs.

xiii.

found in Oodd.

also

Tjanj

12) with his tongue, going

about concealing and falsifying the truth.

to

into eviL

e.

ideo

but not less admissible is
ruw!> as a noun-clause corresponding to the
;

ribb)"^! (thus to be written with Malckeph): it brings grief to him.
According as one understands this as an expectation, or as a con-

sequence,
genuit.

IT*,

With

as at xxiii. 24,
?3J,

here and at ver.

changed.

is

rendered either qui gignit or qui

seldom occurring in the Book of Proverbs (only
7), «*l?3,

occurring not unfrequently,

is

inter-

Schultens rightly defines the latter etymological ly:
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marcidus

h. e. qui

ad

vilce tpiri-

and the former : elumbis et mollitie segfractut, the intellecually heavy and sluggish (cf. Arab.

kasal, laziness

;

;

kasldn, the lazy).1

Ver. 22

A joyful heart bringeth
And

The

omnem

virtutem, pietatem, vigorem

tualis medullitus emarcuit

nitieve

BOOK OF PROVERBS.

a broken

good recovery

spirit drieth the

bones.

and the condition
to this life, even
to its outermost circumference; the spirit is the power of selfconsciousness which, according as it is lifted up or broken, also
lifts up or breaks down the condition of the body (Psychol, p.
199), vid. the similar contrasted phrases lyob a? and niKM tyn } xv.
The air. \ey. nnj (here and there in Codd. incorrectly
13.
,
written nn n) has nothing to do with the Arab, jihat, which does
not mean sight, but direction, and is formed from wjah (whence
wajah, sight), like rn}|, congregation, from ijn P?J)- ^ ne Syr.,
Targ. (perhaps also Symmachus : ayadwet rfKLiclav ; Jerome
celatem floridam faeit ; Luther : makes the life lustig [cheerful]
translate it by body ; but for this ni3 (n>ia) is used, and that is a
word of an entirely different root from nna. To what verb this
refers is shown by Hos. v. 13 : "rtt» D2D rW'K"?], and healed not
for you her ulcerous wound, "tilt? is the compress, i.e. the bandage
closing up the ulcer, then also the ulcer-wound itself ; and nra is
the contrary of n?jj, e.g. Jer. viii. 22 ; it means the removing of the
bandage and the healing of the wound. This is confirmed by the
Syr. glw, which in like manner is construed with min, and means
to be delivered from something (vid. Bernstein's Lex. Syr. to
heart

is

the centre of the individual

and the tone of the heart communicates

Kirsch's

The

Chrestomaihie).

life,

itself

Aethiop. quadriliteral gdhgeh, to

hinder, to cause to cease, corresponds to the causative Syr. agahish.

means to be in the condition of abatement, mitiand nn| (as synonym of fins, Neh. iii. 19, with
which Parchon combines it), levamen, levatio, in the sense of bodily
healing (LXX. eve/crew irotel; Venet., after Kimchi, ayaOvvel

Accordingly

fins

gation, healing;

1

Noldeke's assertion (Art. Orion in Schenkel's Bibel-Lexicon") that the Arab.

kasal corresponds to the Hebr.

hp3 proceeds from the twofold

that the meaning to be lazy underlies the meaning
in Geaenius' Heb. WSrterbucK),

Arab. ,i.

Dietrich

and that the Hebr. D must correspond with the

The former supposition

is untenable,

NED and kurtt, nBD and sifr, J3DD and
Jjpn is unknown in the Arab.
e-g-

supposition,

.to totter (vid. also

the latter

miskin).

is

far

The verb
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23, 24.

3't^n (cf. xv. 2) denotes, to bring

good im-

Schultens com-

provement, to advance powerfully the recovery.
pares the Arab, jahy, nitescere, disserenari, as Menahem has done
HM, but this word is one of the few words which are explained
D}3 (here and at
exclusively from the Syriac (and JEthiop.).
xxv. 15)

is

the

word interchanging with

DXP, xv. 30, xvi. 24.

Ver. 23 Bribery from the bosom the godless receiveth,
To pervert the ways of justice.

Regarding

in'tr, vid. xvii.

The

8.

clause containing the purpose,

or administrative post.
the clothing.

From

idea of this word, as well as the

demand

The bosom, pn

for the PBn a high judicial
(p'n),

the bosom, pno, where

is,

as xvi. 23, that of

was kept concealed,

it

is brought forth, and is given into the bosom, pna, xxi.
him whose favour is to be obtained an event taking place
under four eyes, which purposely withdraws itself from the obserSince this is done to give to the
vation of any third person.

the gift

—

14, of

course of justice a direction contrary to rectitude, the giver of the
bribe has not right on his side

;

and, under the circumstances, the

favourable decision which he purchases

may be

at once the

un-

righteous sentence of a P'HV, accusing him, or accused by him,
xviii. 5.

Ver. 24

Many

The understanding has his attention toward wisdom
But the eyes of a fool are on the end of the earth.

interpreters explain, as

Euchel

" The understanding finds wisdom everywhere
The eyes of the fool seek it at the end of the world."

Ewald

refers to Deut. xxx.

thought.

But although

11-14

as

an unfolding of the same

may

be said of the fool (vid. on the
contrary, xv. 14) that he seeks wisdom, only not at the right place,
it

mocker that he seeks wisdom but in vain, yet
here the order of the words, as well as the expression, lead us to
another thought : before the eyes of the understanding (*3BTiK, as
as at xiv. 6, of the

Sam. ii. 11, and frequently in the phrase ntro
Sam. i. 22) wisdom lies as his aim, his object, the
end after which he strives ; on the contrary, the eyes of the fool,
without keeping that one necessary thing in view, wander in alia
omnia, and roam about what is far off, without having any fixed
object.
The fool is everywhere with his thoughts, except where
he ought to be. Leaving out of view that which lies nearest, he
Gen.

xxxiii. 18, 1

'n 'JBTiK, e.g. 1

loses himself in aliena.

vol.

I.

The understanding

has an ever present

2 *
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theme

in

wisdom, which arrests his attention, and on which he con-

centrates himself; hut the fool flutters about fantastically

thing to another, and that which

is

to

him

from one

precisely of least import-

ance interests him the most.

The

and closes iu the
26 stands by itself without

series of proverbs, ver. 25-xviii. 2, begins

same way

as the preceding,

and

only"-ver.

apparent connection.

Ver. 25. This verse begins connecting

A

grief to his father

And a

bitter

woe

is

itself

with ver. 21

a foolish son,

for her that bare him.

air. \e<y. 1BD is formed from "HD (to be bitter, properly harsh),
D3» from DM. The Syr. and Targ. change the subst. into participles
some codd. also have ")DD (after the forms ?nD, apt?, ")?»,

The
as

;

O?), but as may be expected in 25a, D*y30. The dat. obj. instead
of the accus. may be possible; the verse immediately following
furnishes a sufficient example of this.
Ver. 26 Also to inflict punishment on the righteous is not good
This, that one overthrows the noble on account of his rectitude.

Does the

M

[also] refer to

separated ? or

is it

tacitly

a connection from which the proverb is
supposed that there are many kinds of

men in the world, and that one from among them is
brought forward f or is it meant, that to lay upon the righteous a
pecuniary punishment is also not good ? None of all these. The

worthless

proverb must have a meaning complete in

itself; and if pecuniary
punishment and corporeal punishment were regarded as opposed to
one another, 266 would then have begun with *3 *|K (quanto magis
perctitere ingenuos). Here it is with DJ as at xx. 11, and as with SJN
at 11a, and PI at xiii. 10 according to the sense, it belongs not to
the word next following, but to P*}J>? ; and K>JJf (whence inf. B^3^, as
xxi. 11, with the a" in y, cf. also 12K, xi. 10, for lbs) means here not
specially to inflict a pecuniary fine, but generally to punish, for, as
in mulctare, the meaning is generalized, elsewhere with the accus.,
:

Deut.

The

xxii. 19,

ruler

is

here to give to any one to undergo punishment.

the servant of God,

who has

to preserve rectitude,

eh

trpdavomi (Rom. xiii. 14).
It is not good
when he makes his power to punish to be felt by the innocent as
well as by the guilty.
In 266, instead of flis?, the proverb is continued with rrisn?
3to~t6, which is to be supplied, takes the inf. alone when it precedes, and the inf. with ? when it follows, xviii. 5, xxviii. 21,
opyi)v tg> to kclkov
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9 (but

xxi.

by

nten

cf. xxi. 19).

is

the usual word for punishment

scourging, Deut. xxv. 1-3, cf. 2 Cor.

Babb.

Sepeiv,

rfal?, strokes,

S71

27.

or nippo from

N. T.

24,

xi.

njjp,

ftaoTvyovv,

vapulare, to receive

M^U

are here those noble in disposition. The idea of 3H3
between generosus in an outward and in a moral sense,
wherefore "IK/*"??, or rather l^vJJ, is added; for the old editions,
correct mss., and e.g. also Soncin. 1488, present vl> (tn'cf. Norzi).
stripes,

fluctuates

Hitzig incorrectly explains
xi.

24)

fiarot

;

''

this,

against what

also Ps. xciv. 20, pn~vj| does not

(Symmachus), but eVl

irpoaTarffuiTi

is

mean

due "

tcard,

(LXX. and

(IB'',

as

irpoarwy-

Theod.), on

Thus 'Vfi-'by means

the ground of right =prcetextu juris (Vatabl.).

here neither against nor beyond what is due, but: on the ground of
honourable conduct, making this (of course mistakenly) a lawful
title to

punishment ; Aquila, inl
Besides, for

Si/caio&vw)?.

nearest

Num.

?J>

eidvTTjri, cf. Matt. v. 10, eveieev
after nan, the causal signification lies

xxii. 32, cf. Isa.

If the power of punishment

i.

is

(no"i>y, on account of anything).
abused to the punishing of the

5

righteous, yea, even to the corporeal chastisement of the noble,
their straight,

i.e.

open conduct,

conscientious, firm,

is

—

and

made a

it is perversion of the idea of
is not good
and an iniquity which challenges the penal rectitude of the
Most High (Eccles. v. 7 [8]).

crime against them, that

justice,

He that keepeth his words to himself hath knowledge,
And the cool of temper is a man of understanding.

Ver. 27

The

first line

here

is

(here and at Dan.

i.

The phrase

a variation of x. 196.
4)

means

to possess

knowledge

rijrt

JTP

(novisse);

more frequently it is n^a jn», e.g. iv. 1, where JTV has the inchoative
In 276 the Keri is rnvijJ*, Jerome translates

sense of noscere.
it

pretiosi spiritus, the Vend. t//«o? to irvevfia.

Bashi glosses

np'

by VUD (thus to be read after codd.),
most interpreters remark that the spirit here comes

here, as at 1

Sam.

retentus spirilu

;

iii.

1,

into view as expressing itself in words.

It

13

scarcely correct to

say that D^?^ "1P| could designate one who is sparing in hi3 words,
but nrnp_» is, according to the fundamental conception of the

verb
it is

*ipj,

gravis spiritu (Schultens), of a dignified, composed spirit

a quiet seriousness proceeding from high conscientiousness,

and maintaining
word.

But

itself in self-control,

tion of character,

"ip_

which

is

designated by this

'^ presents almost the same descripfrom "npT (of the same root as np») means

the Chetkib

n^"1

to be firm, immoveable, tcaprepbv chat, hence to be congealed,
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frozen, cold (cf. frigns with rigere, rigor), figuratively to

blooded, passionless, quiet, composed (Fl.)

= refreshing,

(Arab, kurrat

'ain), cooling

Whether we

read ip* or ip, in

any case

;

cf. post-bibl.

avdifrvi;i<i

we

(Acts

be .cold-

Wl
iii.

JYlp
1

20).

are not to translate

rarus spiritu, which, apart from the impossibility of the expression,

makes 21b almost a tautological repetition of the thought of 27a.
The first line recommends bridling of the tongue, in contrast to
inconsiderate and untimely talk ; the second line recommends coldness,

i.e.

equanimity of

spirit, in

contrast to passionate heat.

Ver. 28 continues the same theme, the value of silence
fool, when he keeps silence, is counted wise
he shutteth his mouth, discreet.

Even a

When

The

subj. as well as the pied, of the first line avail for the second.

Ct?K, obturare, occludere, usually

ferred to the mouth.

Arab, khrs, mutum

of closing the ear,

is

here trans-

The Hiph. B^nn means mvtum

agere (cf.

from Bnn^ which, like kcb^o?, passes from
the meaning surdus to that of mutus (FL).
The words of Job
xiii. 5, and also those of Alexander
si tacuisses sapiens mansisses,
are applicable to fools. An Arab, proverb says, " silence is the
covering of the stupid." In the epigrammatical hexameter,
esse),

:

««f

til ciircttiivTOi

Qpomftarxroi

itrri

etairuu,

the word o-mir&v has the very same syntactical position as these

two

participles.

8

1 "
He has made my eye glowing" (askhn, cf. pncD is in Arab, equivalent to
" he has deeply troubled me." The eye of the benevolent is band, and in the
Semitic manner of expression, with deep psychological significance, it is said
that the tears of sorrow are hot, but those of joy cold.

4 Cf. C. Schulze's

Die

bibl.

SprichwSrter (1860), p. 60
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Davidson (Prof.)—The Epistle to the Hebrews, 2s. 6d.
Dods (Marcus, D.D.)— The Post- Exilian Prophets, 2s.
The Book of Genesis. 2s.
Douglas (Principal) The Book of Joshua, Is. 6d.
The Book of Judges, Is. 3d.
Henderson (Archibald, M.A.) Palestine, with Maps. Tlie map* are by
Captain Conder, R.E., of the Paltsthie Expliration Fund. Price 2s. 6d.
Lindsay (Prof.)— The Gospel of St. Mark, 2s. 6d.
The Reformation, 2s.
The Acts of the Apostles, Part I., Ch. J.-XII., Is. 6d.
MacGregor (Prof.) The Epistle to the Galatians, Is. 6d.

—

—

—

Macpherson (John, M.A.)— Presbyterianism, Is. Cd.
The Westminster Confession of Faith, 2s.
Murphy (Prof.)—The Books of Chronicles, Is. 6d.
Scrymgeouu (Wm.)— Lessons on the Life of Christ, 2s.
Stalker (James, M.A.)—The Life of Christ, Is. 6d.
The Life of St. Paul, Is. 6d.
Smith (George, LL.D.)

—A Short History of
—

6d.

Missions, 2s. 6d.

Walker (Norman L., M.A.) Scottish Church History, Is. 6d.
Whyte (Alexander, D.D.)—The Shorter Catechism, 2s. 6d.
Bible-Class Primers. Paper covers, 6d. each; free by post,
doth. 8d. each free by post, 94

7d.

In

;

—

Croskery (Prof.) Joshua and the Conquest.
Given (Prof.)—The Kings of Judab.
Gloag, (Paton J.. D.D.)— Life of Paul.
Iverach (James, M.A.)— Life of Moses.
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continued.

— Life of Peter.
Smith (H. W., D.D.)— Outlines of Early Church History.
Thomson (Peter, M.A.) — Life of David.
Walker (W., M.A.)—The Kings of
Winterbotham (Ratker, M.A.) —Life and Reign of Solomon.
Withebow (Prof.) — The History of the Reformation.
Salmond

(Prof.)

Israel.

the New Testament. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
Easy and Complete Hebrew Course 8vo.

Bleek's Introduction to

Bowman
Part

Briggs

M.A.)

(T.,

I., 7s.

6d.

;

Part

Study:

by Rev.

Preface

History.

II., 10s. 6d.

Biblical

(Prof.)

Prof.

Its

and

Methods,

Principles,

Bruce, D.D., Glasgow.

Post 8vo,

7s.

6d.

(David, D.D.)
Christ's Second Coming: Will it be Pre?
Seventh Edition, crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.
Bruce (A. B., D.D.) The Training of the Twelve ; or, Exposition
of Passages in the Gospels exhibiting the Twelve Disciples of Jesus tinder
Third Edition, 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Discipline for the Apostleship.
The Humiliation of Christ, in its Physical, Ethical, and
Second Edition, 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Official Aspects.

Brown

Millennial

The Doctrine of Justification. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
On Comfort in Affliction. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.
On Improvement of Affliction. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6&
Bungener (Felix) Rome and the Council in the Nineteenth
Buchanan (Professor)

Century.

Crown 8vo,

5s.

Institutes of the Christian Religion.

Calvin's

Henry Beveridge.
Calvini

Institutio

Two

Two

Translated

by

vols. 8vo, 14s.

Christianse

Beligionis.

Curavit

A.

Tholuck.

vols. 8vo, Subscription price, 14s.

Candlish (Prof. J. S., D.D.)—The Kingdom of God, Biblically and
Historically Considered. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Caspari (C. E.)
Chronological and Geographical Introduction to the Life of Christ. 8vo, 9s.
Caspers (A.)— The Footsteps of Christ. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6&
"Cave (Prof.) The Scriptural Doctrine of Sacrifice. 8vo, 12s.
Christlieb (Dr.)— Modern Doubt and Christian Belief. Apologetic

—A

|

Lectures addressed to Earnest Seekers after Truth.

Cotterill

— Peregrinus

Peregrini, the

Modern

Two

8vo, 10s. 6d.

into De Morte
Clement to the Corinthians, etc. 8vo, 12s.
Clement's Epistles to Virgins, etc. 8 vo, 5s.

Proteus:

Investigation

Epistles of

Criticism

:

Biblico-Theological Lexicon of New Testament Greek. Third Edition, demy 4to, 25s.
Crippen (Bev. T. G.) A Popular Introduction to the History

Cremer (Professor)

—

of Christian Doctrine. 8vo, 9s.
Cunningham (Principal) Historical

Theology.

A

Review of the

Principal Doctrinal Discussions in the Christian Church since the' Apostolic
Age. Second Edition, Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Discussions on ChtJrch Principles.
The Levitical Priests.

Curtiss (Dr. S. L)
•

Criticism of the Pentateuch.

Dabney

(B.

L.,

D.D.)

Crown' 8vo,

8vo, 10s. 6d.

A Contribution

to the

5s.

The Sensualistic Philosophy of the

Nineteenth Century Considered.

Crown

8vo, 6s.

Lectures on Systematic and Polemic Theology. 8vo, 16s.
Davidson (Professor) An Introductory Hebrew Grammar. With
Progressive Kxi-rcisiw in

Kiii'lintr mill

Writing.

Seventh bditiou, 8vo,
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A System of Biblical Psychology.

8vo, 12s.

Commentary on Job. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
Commentary on Psalms. Three vols. 8vo, 31b. 6cL
On the Proverbs of Solomon. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
On the Sono of Solomon and Ecclesiastes. 8vo, 10s.
Old Testament History of Redemption. Cr. 8vo, 4s.
Commentary on Isaiah. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

On the
Doedes (Dr.

J.)

6d.
6d.

Epistle to the
Two
—Manual
of Hermeneutics for the New Testa-

Hebrews.

ment. Crown 8vo, 3s.
Ddllinger (Dr.) Hippolytus

and Callistus ;

in the First Half of the Third Century.

vols. 8vo, 21s.

or,

The Roman Church

8vo, 9s.

Dorner (Professor) History of the Development of the Doctrine
of the Person of Christ. Five vols. 8vo, £2, 12s. 6d.
System of Christian Doctrine. Four vols. 8vo, £2, 2s.
Eadie (Professor) Commentaries on St. Paul's Epistles to the
Galatianb, Ephesians, Philii'pians, Colossians. New and Revised Ediby Rev. William Young, M.A. Four vols. 8vo, 10s. 6d. each.
Ebrard (Dr. J. H. A.) The Gospel History:
Compendium ot
Critical Investigations in support of the Four Gospels.
8vo, 10s. 6d.
Commentary on the Epistles of St. John. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Elliott
On the Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures. 8vo, 6s.
tions, Edited

A

Biblical Interpretation of the

Ernesti
vols.

8s.

New

Testament.

Two

—

(Heinrich) Syntax of the Hebrew Language of the Old
Testament. 8vo, 8s. 6d.
Revelation: Its Nature and Record.
Translated by
Prof. T. Goadbt.
8vo, 10s. 6d.
Fairbairn (Principal) Typology of Scripture, viewed in connection

Ewald

with the series of Divine Dispensations.

Sixth Edition,

Two

vols. 8vo, 21s.

The Revelation of Law in Scripture, 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Ezekiel and the Book of his Prophecy. 4thEd.,8vo, 10s. 6d.
Prophecy Viewed in its Distinctive Nature, its Special
Functions, and Proper Interpretations.

Second Edition, 8vo,

10s. 6d.

New

Testament Hermeneutical Manual. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
The Pastoral Epistles. The Greek Text and Translation.
With

and Dissertations. 8vo, 7s. 6d.
Treatise on the Office and Duties of

Introduction, Expository Notes,

Pastoral Theology

:

A

the Christian Pastor. With a Memoir of the Author. Crown 8vo, 6s.
Forbes (Prof.)— Symmetrical Structure of Scripture. 8vo, 8s.

6d.

Analytical Commentary on the Romans. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Gebhardt (H.) The Doctrine of the Apocalypse, and its Relation
to the Doctrine of the Gospel and Epistles of John. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Commentary on the Pentateuch. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Gieseler (Dr. J. C. L.)
Compendium of Ecclesiastical History.
Four vols. 8vo, £2, 2s.
Oifford (Canon)
Voices of the Prophets. Crown 8vo, 5s.
Given (Rev. Prof. J. J.) The Truths of Scripture in connection
with Revelation, Inspiration, and the Canon. 8vo, 9s.
Glasgow (Prof. ) Apocalypse Translated and Expounded. 8vo, 1 is.
Gloag (Paton J., D.D.)
Critical and Exegetical Commentary
ox the Acts of the Apostles. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
The Messianic Prophecies. Crown 8vo, price 7s. 6d.

Gerlach

—A

—A
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J., D.D.)
Introduction to the Pauline Epistles. 8vo,12s.
EXEGETICAL STUDIES. Crown 8vO, 5s.
Godet (Prof.)—Commentary on St. Luke's Gospel. Two vols. 8vo, 213.
Commentary on St. John's Gospel. Three vols. 8vo, 31s. 6d.
Commentary on St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans. Two

Gloag (P.

vols. 8vo, 21s.

Lectures in Defence of the Christian Faith. Cr. 8vo, 6s.
The Parables of Jesus. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Gotthold's Emblems; or, Invisible Things Understood by Things
Goebel (Siegfried)

that abb Made.

Crown

8vo, 6s.

or, The Biblical Cosmogony in the
Light of Modern Science. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 6s. 6d.
Hagenbach (Dr.
E) History of Doctrines. Edited, with large
additions from various sources. Three vols. 8vo, 31s. 6d.

Guyot (Arnold, LL.D.)

Creation;

K

History of the Eeformation in Germany and SwitzerTWO

land CHIEFLY.

Vols. 8vO, 21g.

Newman, LL.B.)

Hall (Eev.

Meditation.

The

Lord's Prayer:

A

Practical

8vo, 10s. 6d.

Harless (Br. C. A.) System of Christian Ethics. 8vo, 10s. 6cL
"^Harris (Eev. S., D.D.) The Philosophical Basis of Theism. 8vo, 1 2s.
Haupt (Erich)—The First Epistle of St. John. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Havernick (H. A. Ch.) Introduction to Old Testament.
10s. 6d.

Heard (Eev.

J.

R, M.A.)—The Tripartite Nature of

—

Man—Spirit,

Soul, and Body applied to Illustrate and Explain the Doctrine of Original
With
Sin, the New Birth, the Disembodied State, and the Spiritual Body.
an Appendix on the Fatherhood of God. Fifth Edition, crown 8vo, 6s.
The Old and
Theology. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Hefele (Bishop)
Vol.

I.,

—A

New

History of the Councils of the Church.

to a.d. 325

;

Vol. II., a.d. 326 to 429.
Vol. III., A.D. 431 to the
8vo, 12s. each.

close of the Council of Chalcedon, 451.

Commentary on Psalms. 3 vols. 8vo, 33a.
Commentary on the Book of Ecclesiastes. Treatises on

Hengstenberg (Professor)

the Song of Solomon, Job, and on Isaiah,

etc.

8vo, 9s.

The Prophecies of Ezekiel Elucidated.

8vo, 10s. 6d.

Dissertations on the Genuineness of Danlel, and the
Integrity of Zechakiah.

8vo, 12s.

History of the Kingdom of God under the Old TestaTwo

ment.

vols. 8vo, 21s.

Christology of the Old Testament. Four vols. 8vo, £2, 2s.
On the Gospel of St. John. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
Hermes Trismegistus Theological and Philosophical Works.
Translated from the original Greek by J. D. Chambers, M.A.

8vo, 6s.

Encyclopaedia or Dictionary of Biblical, Historical,
Doctrinal, and Practical Theology. Based on tlie Iieal-Encyklopadie

Herzog

of Herzog,

Plitt,

and Hauck.

Edited by Professor Schaff, D.D.

In Three

vols., price 24s. each.

Hutchison (John, D.D.) Commentary on Thessalonians. 8vo, 9s.
Janet (Paul) Final Causes. By Paul Janet, Member of the InTranslated from the French.
Second Edition, demy 8vo, 12s.
stitute.
The Theory of Morals. Translated from the latest French

—

Demy 8vo, 10s. Od.
Philosophical Essays.

Edition.

—Jouffroy
Kant

Fcap. 8vo,

—Opuscula Theologica

Junii (Francisci)

The Metaphysic of

Ethics.

Selecta.

Crown

5s.

4to, vellum, 16s.

8vo, 6s.
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Keil (Prof.)— Commentary on the Pentateuch.

3 vols. 8vo, 31s. 6d.

Commentary on the Books of Joshua, Judges, and Ruth.
8vo, 10s. 6d.

Commentary on the Books of Samuel. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Commentary on the Books of Kings. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Commentary on the Books of Chronicles. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Commentary on Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Commentary on Jeremiah. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
Commentary on Ezekiel. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
Commentary on Daniel. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
On the Books of the Minor Prophets. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Manual of Historico - Critical Introduction

to

the

Canonical Scriptures of the Old Testament. Two vols. 8vo, 21a.
Keymer (Rev. N., M.A.) Notes on Genesis. Crown 8vo, Is. 6d.
Killen (Prof.) The Old Catholic Church ; or, The History, Doc8vo, 9s.
trine, Worship, and Polity of the Christians, traced to a.d. 755.
Konig (Dr. F. E.) The Chief Principles of Ancient Israel's
Belioion (against the Euenen School).
In the Prete.
Ermnmacher (Dr. F. W.) The Suffering Saviour ; or, Meditations
on the Last Days of the Sufferings of Christ. Eighth Edit. crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.
David, the King of Israel
Portrait drawn from Bible
History and the Book of Psalms. Second Edition, crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.
,

:

Autobiography.

Crown

A

8vo, 6s.

Handbook of Church History. Two vols. 8vo, 15s.
History of the Old Covenant. Three vols. 8vo, 31s. 6d.
Ladd (Prof. G-. T.) The Doctrine of Sacred Scripture
A

Kurtz
'

(Prof.)

—

:

Critical, Historical,

and Dogmatic Inquiry into the Origin and Nature of the

Old and New Testaments.
(Prof.)
The Bible

Lange

D.D.)

(J. P.,

Two

1600 pp., 28s.

vols. 8vo,

Doctrine of Man. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
The Life of Our Lord Jesus Christ. Edited,

Laidlaw

with additional Notes, by

Marcus Dods, D.D.

Second Edition, in Four

vols. 8va, Subscription price 28s.

Commentaries on the Old and

New Testaments.

Edited

by Philip Schaff, D.D. Old Testament, 14 vols. New Testament, 10
vols.
Apocrypha, 1 vol. Subscription price, nett, 15s. each.
;

;

On the Gospels of
vols. 8vo, 31s. 6d.

—

St.

Matthew and

St.

Mark.

Three

,

On the Gospel of

St.

On the Gospel of

St.

Luke.
John.

Two vols.
Two vols.

8vo, 18s.
8vo, 21s.
Life of Jesus. Cr. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Lehmann (Pastor) Scenes from the
Lewis (Tayler, LL.D.) The Six Days of Creation. Cr. 8vo, 7s. 6d.
Lisco (F. G.) Parables of Jesus Explained. Fcap. 8vo, 5s.
Lotze (Professor) Microcosmos. In preparation.
Luthardt, Kahnis, and Bruckner The Church. Crown 8vo, 5s.
Lutbardt (Prof.) St. John the Author of the Fourth Gospel. 9s.
St. John's Gospel Described and Explained according
to its Peculiar Character.

Apologetic
Edition),
Edition).

M'Cosh (Dr.

Three

Lectures

vols. 8vo, 31s. 6d.

on

the

Edition), Moral
Three vols, crown 8vo, 6s. each.

Saving {Fourth

Jas.)

(Historical).

Philosophic Series.

Fundamental

(Sixth

Truths of Christianity {Third

Part I. (Didactic).

Itened in Bi-Monthly Number*.

Part

II.

Price 2s. each.
j
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Introduction to the Pentateuch. Two vols.

Macdonald (Eev. D.)
8vo, 21s.

The Creation and
Mfcauchlan

(T., D.D.,

Fall.

8vo, 12s.

LLJ).)—The Early Scottish Church.

the Middle of the Twelfth Century.

To

8vo, 10s. 6<L

Mair (A., D.D.) Studies in the Christian Evdjences. Cr. 8vo, 6s.
Martensen (Bishop) Christian Dogmatics
Compendium of the

A

:

Doctrines of Christianity.

8to, 10s. 6d.

Christian Ethics. ("General Ethics.) 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Christian Ethics. (Individual Ethics.) 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Christian Ethics. (Social Ethics.) 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Matheson (Geo., D.D.) Growth of the Spirit of Christianity, from
the First Century to the Dawn of the Lutheran Era. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
Aids to the Study of German Theology. 3rd Edition, 4s. 64
Meyer (Dr.)
Critical and Exegetical Commentary on St.
Matthew's Gospel. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
On Mark and Luke. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
On St. John's Gospel. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
On Acts of the Apostles. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
On the Epistle to the Komans. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
On Corinthians. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
On Galatians. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
On Ephesians and Philemon. One vol. 8vo, 10s. 64
On Phdld?pians and Colossians. One voL 8vo, 10s. 64
On ThessaloniaNS. (Dr. Limemann.) One vol. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

—

%
'

The Pastoral Epistles. (Dr. Huther.) 8vo, 10s. 64
The Epistle to the Hebrews. (Dr. Liinemann.) 8vo, 10s. 6d.
St. James' and St. John's Epistles. (Huther.) 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Peter and Jude. (Dr. Huther.)
Hichie (Charles, MA.) Bible Words
and Illustrated. 18mo, Is.
Monrad

(Dr. D. 6.)

One

The World of Prayer

to Personal Beligion.

Crown

vol. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

and Phrases, Explained
;

or,

Prayer in relation

8vo, 4s. 6d.

Scripture Testimony to the Holy Spirit. 9s.
(J., D.D.)
Exposition of the First Epistle of John. 8vo, 9s.
idler (Dr. Julius)
The Christian Doctrine of Sin. An entirely
New Translation from the Fifth German Edition. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
Murphy (Professor) Commentary on the Psalms. 8vo, 12s.
A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Exodus. 9s.
Naville (Ernest)— The Problem of Evil. Crown 8vo, 4s. 64
TheChrist. Translated by Eev. T. J.Despr^s. Cr.8vo,4s.6d.
Modern Physics: Studies Historical and Philosophical.
Translated by Rev. Henry Downton, M.A. Crown 8vo, 5s.
Nicoll (W. B., M.A.)—The Incarnate Saviour: A Life of Jesus

•Morgan
|

M

Christ.

Neander

Crown

8vo, 6s.

General History of the Christian Religion and

(Dr.)

Church. Nine vols. 8vo, £3, 7s. 6d.
2 vols. 8vo, 21s.
Oehler (Prof.) Theology of the Old Testament.
Words of Life for
Oosterzee (Dr. Van) The Year of Salvation.
Every Day. A Book of Household Devotion. Two vols. 8rov 7s. 6d. each.
Biblical Study.
Crown 8vo, 6s.
Moses
:

A
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Biblical

Olshausen (Dr. H.)

Four vols. 8vo, £2,

Acts.

Commentary on the Gospels and

2s.

One vol 8vo,
Corinthians. One vol

Eomans.

Cheaper Edition, four
10s. 6d.
8vo, 9s.

crown 8vo,

vols,

24s.

Philippians, Titus, and First Timothy. Onevol.8vo, 10s. 6d.
Old Testament Prophecy regarding the Consummation

Orelli

op the Kingdom

of. God.
In the Press.
(Dr. John)
Works. Best and only Complete Edition. Edited
by Rev. Dr. Goold. Twenty-four vols. 8vo, Subscription, price, £4, 4s.
The Hebrews may be had separately, in Seven vols., £2, 2s. nett.
Pfailippi (F. A.)
Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans. From
the Third Improved Edition, by Rev. Professor Banks. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
Piper (Dr. Ferdinand) Lives of the Leaders of the Church

Owen

'

'

Universal. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.
Popular Commentary on the New Testament. Edited by Philip
Schaff, D.D. With Illustrations and Maps. Vol. I. The Synoptical
Gospels. Vol. II. St. John's Gospel, and the Acts of the Apostles.
Vol. III. Romans to Philemon. VoL IV.
Hebrews to Revelation.
In Four vols, imperial 8vo, 18s. each.

Pressensg (Edward de) The Redeemer Discourses.
Rabiger (Prof.) Encyclop.edia of Theology. Vol.

Crown

:

I.,

—

8vo, 6s.
8vo, 10s. 6d.

(Principal)
Delivery and Development of Christian
Doctrine. (The Fifth Series of the Cunningham Ijeetwres.) 8vo, 10s. 6d.
iusch (Professor)
Bible and Nature In preparation.
Reuss (Professor) History of the Sacred Scriptures of the
Testament. 640 pp. 8vo, 16s.
Riehm (Dr. E.) Messianic Prophecy : Its Origin, Historical Character, and Relation to New Testament Fulfilment.
Crown 8vb, 5s.

Rainy

New

Ritter (Carl)

The Comparative Geography of Palestine and the

Sinaitic Peninsula.

Four

vols. 8vo, 32s.

Robinson (Rev. S., D.D.) Discourses on Redemption. 8vo, 7s. 6d.
Robinson (Edward, D.D.) Greek and English Lexicon of the

New Testament.
Saisset

8vo, 9s.

Sermons for the Christian Year.

Rothe (Professor)

Manual of Modern Pantheism.

Sartorius (Dr. E.)
Schaff (Professor)

Two

Cr. 8vo, Gs.

vols. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Doctrine of Divine Love. 8vo, 10s. Gd.
History of the Christian Church.
(New

Edition, thoroughly Revised

and Enlarged.

Apostolic Christianity, a.d.

1-100.

In

Two

Divisions.

Ex. 8vo, 21s.

Ante-Nicene Christianity,

a.d. 100-325.

In

Two Divisions.

a.d. 325-600.

In

Two Divisions.

Ex. 8vo, 21s.

Post-Nicene Christianity,
Ex. 8vo, 21s.

The Middle Ages
Ex. 8vo, 21s.

(to Gregory, VII.)

In

Two

Divisions.

ji

Theology of the New Testament. 8vo, 10s. Gd.
History of theNewTestamentTimes. i« preparation.
M.A., D.D.) Principles of New Testament Quotation

Schmid's Biblical

>8»hiirer(Prof.)

"

Scott (Jas.,
Established and Applied to Biblical Criticism. Cr. 8vo, 2nd Edit., 4s.
Shedd (W., D.D.)—History of Christian Doctrine
Two vols.
8vo, 21s.

Sermons to the Natural Man.
Sermons to the Spiritual Man.

8vo, 7s. 6d.
8vo, 7s. Gd.
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The Doctrine of the Atonement as Taught

by Christ Himsklt.

Second Edition, 8vo,

10s. 6d.

On the Doctrine of the Holy

(Ninth Series of
Spirit.
Cunningham Lectures.) 8vo, 9s.
Smith (Professor Thos., D.D.) Mediaeval Missions. Cr. 8vo, 4s. 6d.
Stalker (Rev. Jas., M.A.) The Life of Jesus Christ. New Edition,
in larger Type.
Crown 8vo, 8s. 6d.
The Life of St. Paul. New Edition, in larger Type. Crown
8vo, 3s. 6d,

The Miracles of Our Lord

Steinmeyer (Dr. F. L.)
their relation to

Modern

:

Examined in

8vo, 7s. 6d.

Criticism.

The HrsTORY of the Passion and Resurrection of our
Loud, considered in the Light of Modern Criticism. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
Stevenson (Mrs.) The Symbolic Parables : The Predictions of the
Apocalypse riewed in relation to the General Truths of Scripture. Crown 8vo, 5s.
Steward (Eev. G.) Mediatorial Sovereignty : The Mystery of Christ
and the Revelation of the Old and New Testaments. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

The Argument of the Epistle to the Hebrews.
Posthumous "Work.
Stier (Dr. Rudolph)

A

8to, 10s. 6d.

On the Words of the Lord

Eight

Jesus.

Separate volumes may be had, price 10s. 6d.
In order to bring this valuable Work more within the reach of all Classes, both
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usual abbreviations of words and phrases are adopted

throughout

JliDVWj

work, and will readily be understood by the

The mark

reader.

stroke

this

like

an

xxix.

complens

=

4;

etc.,

of

acute

abbreviation in

accent

after

and in Hebrew
as

e.g.

at xxx.

4.]

a

Hebrew words

letter,

sentences,

as

e.g.

'lJI

for

is

'11?

"iBiJl

a
for
et

THE BOOK OF PROVERBS,
FIRST COLLECTION OF SOLOMONIC PROVERBS.—
CHAP. X.-XXII. 16. (Continued.)

[HAP.

now

xviii. 1. This series of proverbs

turns from

the fool to the separatist

The

The

reflexive

own

separatist seeieth after his

Against

all

that

is beneficial

TIM has here

pleasure

he showeth

meaning

the same

binical "nasfrnp Kna, to separate oneself

;

his teeth.

as the

Kab-

from the congregation,

5; TIM denotes a man who separates himself, for he
own counsel, Arab, mnfrd (mtfrrd) brdyk, or jkys
alinlihl (seorsum ab aliis secedens).
Instead of nisn?, Hitzio-,
after Jerome, adopts the emendation njKhp, "after an occa-

Aboth

ii.

follows his

sion " (a pretext), and by T1W thinks of one pushed aside, who,
thrown into opposition, seeks to avenge himself. But his translation

of lb, " against

all that is fortunate he gnasheth his
shows how much the proverb is opposed to this interpretation.
TJM denotes one who willingly (Judg. iv. 11), and,
indeed, obstinately withdraws himself.
The construction of

teeth,"

K'i??!

with

? (also

Job

x. 6) is

explained by

giving prominence to the object, would set

this,
it

that the poet,

forward

:

a plea-

sure (nisn, as Arab, hawan, unstable and causeless direction of
the

mind

else,

to something, pleasure, freak, caprice),

he goes after

who has

and nothing

separated himself (Fl.)

of the separatist goes out after a pleasure,

i.e.

;

the effort

the enjoyment

instead of seeking to conform himself
law and ordinance of the community, he seeks to carry
out a separate view, and to accomplish some darling plan

and

realization of such

;

to the

libidinem

VOL.

II.

sectatur

sui

cerebri

homo.

With

this

lb

A

accords.

THE BOOK OF PKOVEKBS.
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nw

(vld.

at

ii.

Regarding

profits.

7)

is

concretely that

the room of the

subjectivity in

which furthers and

Thus putting

itann, „id. at xvii. 14.

common

his

weal, he shows his

in fanatical opposition against all that is
useful and profitable in the principles and aims, the praxis of

teeth, places himself

community from which he separates himself. The figure
the polemic of the schismatic and the sectary
against the existing state of things, is for the most part measure-

the
is

true to nature

and

less

:

hostile.

Ver. 2 The fool hath no delight in understanding
But only that his heart may reveal itself therein.

The
from

verb H?? forms the f ut ''??' as wel1 as ^'7- first the latter
f?n, with the primary meaning, to bow, to bend down
-

>

;

then both forms as intransitive, to bend oneself to something,
njori is here the
to be inclined to something, Arab. hf. (FI.).

which consists in the understanding of one's own
and of that which is necessary to meet it. The
inclination of the fool goes not out after such intelligence, but
intelligence

deficiency,

("DX
i.e.

'a

;

_,
according to Ben-Naphtali, &N 3) only that his heart,

which he thinks that he already possesses,
show itself publicly. He thinks thereby to
his true greatness, and to render a weighty

the understanding

may

reveal

itself,

show himself

in

This loquacity of the fool, proceeding
from self-satisfaction, without self-knowledge, has already, xii.
23, and often, been reprimanded.
The group beginning with ver. 3 terminates in two proverbs (vers. 6 and 7), related to the concluding verse of the
service to the world.

foregoing
Ver. 3

If

a godless

And
J.

D.

man

cometh, then cometh also contempt

together with disgrace, shame.

Michaelis, and the most

modern

of

critics,

read JJBn

then, contempt etc., are to be thought of as the consequences

that follow godlessness
fulness,

i.e.

;

for that

disgraceful conduct,

means disgrace

as

an

is

\r>\>

T

means (Hitzig) disgrace-

destitute of proof;

experience.

(lisp

always

But not only does the

Masoretic text punctuate Vfl, but also all the old translators,
the Greek, Aramaic, and Latin, have done so. And is it on
this account,

a person?

because a coming naturally seems to be spoken of
corneal, then cometh shame," xi. 2,

The "pride

CHAP. XVIII.

was

3

4.

in their recollection not less firmly, perhaps, than in ours.

They read

Vfn, because TO does not fittingly designate the

that which godlessness effects, but perhaps the

first of

that which proceeds from
opinion, that the proverb

company

Therefore

it.

names the

we adhere

first

of

the

to

fiends which appear in the

of the godless wherever he goes, viz.

con-

first IU,

tempt (Ps. xxxi. 19), which places itself haughtily above all
due subordination, and reverence, and forbearance ; and then,
with the disgrace [turpitudo], Jlpp? which attaches itself to those
who meddle with him (Isa. xxii. 18), there is united the shame,
ns"]n (Ps. xxxix. 9), which he has to suffer from him who has
only always expected something better from him. Fleischer
understands all the three words in the passive sense, and remarks,
''
nsin )l?p"DJ>, a more artificial expression for nsirn jbp, in the
Turkish quite common for the copula wdw, e.g. swylh tbrjik,
But
earth and water, 'wrtylh dr, the man and the woman."
then the expression would be tautological ; we understand
tU and nDin of that which the godless does to others by his
words, and jl$>p of that which he does to them by his conduct.
By this interpretation, DJ? is more than the representative of
the copula.
Ver. 4

Deep waters

are the

A bubbling brook,
Earlier,

we added

to

words from a man's mouth,

a fountain of wisdom.

hominis the supplement

sc. sapientis,

but

then an unnecessary word would be used, and that which is
necessary omitted. Rather it might be said that t^K is meant
in an ideal sense

;

but thus meant, B^K, like

133,

denotes the

man, but not man as he ought to be, or the man of
honour ; and besides, a man may be a man of honour without
there being said of him what this proverb expresses. Ewald
comes nearer the case when he translates, " deep waters are the
heart-words of many." Heart-words what an unbiblical exvaliant

—

pression

!

The LXX., which

not read J?
" of many "

nn,
is

translates X070? ev icapBla, has

but J?2 ~ai (as xx.

5,

~J?2

nsjf).

But

that

certainly not a right translation, yet right in so

xii. 14) is thought of as made prominent: the
proverb expresses, in accordance with the form of narrative
proverbs which present an example, what occurs in actual life,

far as t^N (as at

and

is

observed.

Three

different things are said of the

words

4

THE BOOK OF PROVERBS.

they are deep waters, for their meaning
penedoes not lie on the surface, but can be perceived only by
speaks;
who
him
of
aims
trating into the secret motives and
they are a bubbling brook, which freshly and powerfully gushes

from a man's mouth

forth to

him who

:

feels this flow of words,

there never fails an always

for in this brook

of living water

new gush

;

it is

a

fountain or well of wisdom, from which wisdom flows forth, and
whence wisdom is to be drawn. Hitzig supposes that the distich
is

antithetic; D'jpBV DVD, or

rather

VVQW?

"waters of the

V.,

deep," are cistern waters ; on the contrary, " a welling brook is a
But pOV means deep, not deepened, and
fountain of wisdom."
deep water is the contrast of shallow water ; a cistern also may

be deep
it

(cf. xxii. 14),

but deep water

be in the ocean or in a ditch.

cistern, for thereby

it

is

4b

such as

is

deep, whether

also does not suggest a

would be indicated that the

description,

C^N^D "OT, is not here continued; the "fountain of wisdom" does
not form a proper parallel or an antithesis to this subject, since
this much rather would require the placing in contrast of deep
,

and shallow, of exhausted (drained out) and perennial. And
who would thus
the fountain is a brook, the well a stream
express himself
We have thus neither an antithetic nor a
synonymous (LXX. after the phrase avairrjS&v, Jerome, Venet.,
Luth.), but an integral distich (yid. vol. i. p. 8) before us and
this leads us to consider what depths of thought, what riches of
contents, what power of spiritual and moral advancement, may
lie in the words of a man.
:

—

!

;

Ver. 5 To favour the person of the godless

And

As

ver.

form

is

4 has one

is

not good,

to oppress the righteous in judgment.

subject, so ver. 5 has

the same as xvii. 26.

one predicate.

'Ja riNb> (cf. xxiv.

The

23), irpoaco-

iroXip^ia, accepiio persona, is this, that one accepts the 'OS, i.e. the
personal appearance of any one {ij-paawirov Xa/Afidvei), i.e. regards
it as acceptable, respectable, agreeable, which is a thine in itself

not wrong

;

who ought to determine according
and the law, it becomes sinful partiality.

but in a judge

to the facts of the case

a forensic sense, with the accus. of the person, may be
regarded in a twofold way : either as a turning aside P1D Isa.
x. 2, from following and attaining unto the right, or as an
oppressing, for the phrase BBtp'p ntsrt [to pervert justice] (cf.
nitsn, in

CHAP. XVIII.
xvii.

23)

pression

is

6-8.

who

transferred to the person

= perversion

of the law

;

5

and

experiences the op-

perhaps always

this idea

underlies the expression, wherever, as e.g. Mai. iii. 5, no addition
brings with it the other.
Under xvii. 15 is a fuller explanation

of 3iir$6.
Ver. 6 The lips of the fool engage in

And

We
to
it

may

mouth

his

the

lips

of the fool cause strife, for 3 Ni3
;

come with anything,

e.g.

Ps. lxvi. 13,

translate

:

(to bring forward), as also

says ^cnri Ki3

We

to

:

prefer this

Fleischer.

means

*N3*

The

{ingerunt

intrant

for ™N2Pi, a

which the fool

he himself carries

LXX.

:

his bold

equivalent to bring

strife ; as one
be engaged in bloodshed, 1 Sam. xxv. 26.

of a "self-deception

stripes

is

they engage in

:

se),

mouth

by

the language" (Fl.), the ap-

of

it

and

Schultens

may have

calleth for (? tnpr , like

for

off,

with

synallage generis, to which,

parent masculine ending of such duals,
as

strife,

calleth for stripes.

comes a

verbis

contributed.

ii.

3) are such

The

ad verb era.

calleth for death (top" nio nia'nn VB)
1

codd. and old editions, the Mem raphatum as
29 the sing, is thus tibm, like 5*iJ»» to v5>J»», for
dagessatum is to be expected in the inflected DPD ?, by

JlippiiCT has, in

:

also at xix.

Mem

the

;

1

the passing over of the 6 into H.
Ver. 7 The mouth of the fool

And his

As

ver. 6 corresponds to xvii.

this ver.
3.

xiii.

7 corresponds to
Instead of ^02

ing to Torath Emeth,

is

to

him

destruction,

lips are a snare to his soul.

'a

p. 40,

27 of the foregoing

xvii. 28.
is

Regarding

group, so

i?"nnn!0, vid.

to be written 7 D3" , S, accord,

Cod. 1294, and old

editions.

A pair of proverbs regarding the flatterer and the

slothful

Ver. 8 The words of the flatterer are as dainty morsels,

And

they glide down into the innermost parts.

An

"analogy, with an epexegesis in the second member" (Fl.),
which is repeated in xxvi. 22.
Ewald, Bertheau, Hitzig, and
interpret DH1 as introducing a conthey
give to CDnprjp all kinds of unand in this sense

others, are constrained
trast,

.to

warrantable meanings.

Ewald

cogn. 3r6), and offers next

:

translates

Oh. B. Michaelis, Bertheau, and others:
nnp)

;

Hitzig

:

like soft

:

as

burning (Dr6,

as whispering (on?, cogn. Djn, Dru)

airs (DH?,

;

as sporting (Dni>, cogn.

cogn. Arab, hillam, flaccus,

THE BOOK OF PROVERBS.
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The

All these interpretations are without support.

laxus).

word Dl ? has none of

all

1

these significations;

means, as

it

But Bottcher's explanathe Arab, laliima warrants, deglutire.
tion also : " as swallowed down, because spoken with reserve,"
from the supposed syntactically fine
is
an antithetic " dennoch"
,%
In that case the poet would have written D 1^ DH1

proceeds, like those others,

yet false
[f.amenj.

Kim,

(cf.

xxiii. 3).

supposition,

that 86

the beginning

as

But

of

a

conditional clause,

iii.

29,

Kim, Dm, with the finite following, introduces

neither here nor at Deut. xxxiii. 3, Judg. xx. 34, Ps. xcv. 10,
cf.

Gen.

xliii.

23, a conditional

clause.

Thus 8b

continues

by one standing on the same line and thus
we do not need to invent a meaning for corwiM, which
the clause 8a

;

forms a contrast

The

innermost parts.

to the penetrating into the

relation of the parts

of the proverb

is

rightly given

by

Luther
The words

And

He

of the slanderer are stripes,
they go through the heart of one.

from D?n (Rashi and others);
they are called, 66, niDPnD.
This interpretation of the word has always more support than
that of Symmachus
&>? atcepaioi
Jerome
quasi simplicia ;
Aquila, xxvi. 22 yorjTiicoi which last, as also that of Oapellus,
Clericus, and Schultens
quasi numine quodam afflata. seems to
support itself on the Arab, dhm iv. inspirare. But in reality
dhm does not mean afflare; it means deglutire, and nothing else.
The Jewish lexicographers offer nothing worth considering;
Kimchi's D^ppn, according to which the Venet. translates /xaX6aKi^6(ievoi, is fanciful
for the Talm. D?n, striking
hitting,
suitable, standing well, furnishes no transition to "smooth"
and "soft." Immanuel compares dhm = jtai and Schultens,
who is followed by Gesenins and others, has already, with
perfect correctness, explained
tanquam quae avidissime iiiglutiantur.
Thus also Fleischer: things which off er themselves
to be eagerly gulped down, or which let themselves be thus
swallowed.
But in this way can one be truly just to the
Hithpa. ? The Arab, dlthm (stronger form, dltkm, according
to which van Dyk translates mthl ukam hlwt, like sweet
morsels) means to swallow into oneself, which is not here approinterprets arp as transposed

but stripes cannot be called D^DrpriD

:

—

;

:

:

;

:

=

;

;

:

CHAP. XVIII.
priate.

The

Hitlipa. will thus

7

9.

have here a passive signification
Regarding |(n? from W],
the words of the flatterer, and is
:

things which are greedily swallowed.
DH1 refers to

vid. at xvi. 28.

emphatic, equivalent to ceque ilia, etiam ilia, or ilh, ipsa, TT is
here connected with the obj. accus. (cf. i. 12) instead of with
?N, vii. 27.

root-word

is

''Tin, penetralia, we had already at vii. 27; the
(Arab.) khdr, to seclude, to conceal, different from

hdr, demittere, and hhhr (cogn.
is

~itn),

to finish, circumire.

lying there, which mediate not only the
also that of the mind,
sonality.

in
it

lt?3

the inner part of the body with reference to the organs

its

LXX.

The

in general,

life

of the body, but

the internal part of the per-

does not translate this proverb, but has

stead six. 15, in a different version, however, from that

gives there

away from

;

the Syr. and the Targ. have thereby been

drawn

the Hebr. text.

Ver. 9

He
Is

The

—

Hitlipa.

also who showeth himself slothful in his business,
a brother to him who proceedeth to destroy.

nsnnn

signifies here, as at xxiv. 10, to

self slack, lazy, negligent.

'TJtop

show one-

properly a commission for

is

another, as a king has a messenger, ambassador, commissioner
here, any business, whether an undertaking in
commission from another, or a matter one engages in for himHe who shows himself slack therein, produces in his
self.

to execute it;

way,

viz.

who

does

called, or

by negligence, destruction, as truly as the DTjE'D ?jn,
Thus one is named, who is
directly by his conduct.

it

who has

his

own

delight in

it,

to destroy or overthrow.

Ilitzig
sua opera dissipantis.
Jerome, incorrectly limiting
In the variation, xxviii. 24&, the
well compares Matt. xii. 30.
destroyer is called TlWD t^N, the connection of the words
being adject. on the contrary, the connection of TVTWO ?J>3 is
genit. (cf. xxii. 24, xxiii. 2, etc.), for nW'D as frequently means
:

;

that which destroys

= destruction.

Von Hofmann

(Schriftbew.

'» E*N of the street robber, 'a !>jn of the
2, 403) understands
captain of robbers; but the designation for the latter must
ii.

Kings xi. 24 he is called by the name 1B>
word in the proverb here is more original
than at xxviii. 24. There "On [companion] is used, here nx
[brother], a general Semitic name of him who, or of that which,
Fleischer comis in any way related to another, cf. Job xxx. 29.
be

'D ~W,

Tiia.

though at

The form

1

of the
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pares the Arab, proverb

:

dlslibht cikht alkhtydt, scepticism is the

sister of sin.

proverbs, of the fortress of faith, and of the fortress

Two

of presumption:
Ver. 10

A strong tower is the

name

The righteous runneth into

The name

of

Jahve

of
it,

Jahve:

and

is

high.

the Eevelation of God, and the

is

of Revelation Himself, the creative

and

God

historical Revelation,

and who is always continually revealing Himself; His name
is His nature representing itself, and therefore capable of being
described and named, before all the Tetragramm, as the Anagramm of the overruling and inworking historical being of God,
as the Chiffre of His free and all-powerful government in grace
This name,
and truth, as the self-naming of God the Saviour.
which is afterwards interwoven in the name Jesus, is tir^M
(Ps.

Ixi. 4),

its

walls,

a strong high tower bidding defiance to every hostile

Into this the righteous runneth, to hide himself behind

assault.

and

is

thus lifted (perf. consec.) high above
?x

(cf. 332"., xxix. 25).

anything,

"
1

J"

1

nieans,

Job

all

ace, to invest, blockade anything, 3

)TI, seq.

danger

xv. 26, to run against
)TI, to

hasten within; Hitzig's conjecture, DVV [riseth
of Y^l, is a freak.
3 J"n
as Ps. xxvii. 5, xxxi. 21.

is

speedily 3 N13,

up high], instead
the idea the same

Ver. 11 The possession of the righteous

And
Line

is

= x. 15a.

like a

is his strong
high wall in his imagination.

fort,

from nab, Chald. sod (whence after
Megilla 14a,
she who looks), R. ~\V, cogn. it, to pierce, to
fix, means the image as a medal, and thus also intellectually
image (conception, and particularly the imagination) of the
first

rPSB'a

naD',,

heart (Ps.

Ixxiii. 7), here the fancy, conceit ; Fleischer compares (Arab.) tswwr, to imagine something to oneself, French

se Jigurer.

Translators from the

think on nab ("pD), to entertain

LXX.

to

Luther incorrectly

only the Venet.

is correct in the
rendering: ip <$>apTaaia avTOv; better than Kirnchi, who, after
Ezra viii. 12, thinks on the chamber where the riches delighted

in are treasured,

;

and where he fancies himself in the midst of
surrounded by an inaccessible wall.

his treasures as if

We place together vers. 12-19, in which the figure of
fortress returns

a secure

CHAP. XVIII.

Ver. 12. This proverb
rich

man who

is

trusts in his

9

12-14.

connected with the preceding of the

mammon.

Before destruction the heart of man
And humility goeth before honour.

Line

first is

is

haughty;

a variation of xvi. 18a, and line second

is

similar

to xv. 336.
Ver. 13 If one giveth an answer before he heareth,

him

It is to

The

and shame.

as folly

what it does at xiii. 18,
where it is pred. of a simple
here, along with what appertains to it in

part, stands here differently from

where

it is

sentence

subj.,
it

;

and

also

is

at xvii. 14,

accordance with the Semitic idiom, subj. to 136 (one who

answers ...

whom

one to

is

this

.

.

;

.)

but, in accordance with

becomes a hypothetical antecedent (cf. vol. i. p. 282).
without addition; but the
For "to' answer" one also uses
T
original full expression is "i^J ypn, reddere verbum, referre dictum
our idiom,

it

WH

'

•

(cf.

"91 n JV>

one

may

J er x^' v
-

with which, the reply
.

ing:

it

avails to

20, absol. in the cogn., xv. 28a);

him

is

made,

(ducitur

son

ft

im

comprehends the mean-

as well as

ei),

it

In Agricola's Fiinfhundert Spriichen

(est ei).

Wer

given thus:
torhait

-

not understand of the word to which, but of the word

vnd wirdt

antwortet
ze

ehe er

schanden

horet,

reaches to
this

is

der zaiget an sein

who answers

[he

him

proverb
before

he

and it is to him a shame]. But that
would require the word to be VftZ>, pudefiet ; (V NTI) ns>3 means
" n^pa,
that it becomes to him a ground of merited disgrace.
properly wounding, i.e. shame (like atteinte a sonhonneur), from
hears shows his

folly,

tab (cogn. B?n), to strike,

wound"

hit,

warns against such rash talking,

(Fl.).

Sirach

(xi. 8)

as well as against the rudeness

of interrupting others.
Ver. 14 The spirit of a

But a broken

man

beareth his sickness

spirit,

-who can bear

it ?

The breath of the Creator imparting life to man is spoken of
as spiritus spirans, nn (0"n nn), and as spiritus spiratus,
E>W

(!"Pn

c'aa)

;

the spirit (animus)

is

(anima) the secondary principle of

nn

is

accounted for thus: when

and thus
principle,

it is

the primary, and the soul
the double gender of
thought of as the primary,

life

;

in a certain degree (vid. Psychol, p. 103
it

is

mas, (Gen.

vi.

3; Ps.

li.

ff.)

12, etc.).

manly
Here the

the
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change of gender

is

in tlie highest

degree characteristic, and Wi*
16a:

also is intentionally used (cf. 1 Sara.xxvi. 15) instead of D"JK,

the courageous spirit of a

man which

sustains or endures (/??'?,

prehendere ; Luther, "who knows how to
contain himself in his sufferings;" cf. Ps. li. 12, "may the free
Spirit hold me") the sickness \_Sieclithum\ (we understand here
" siecJi" in the old meaning
sick) with self-control, is generis

K.

bl, comjyreliendere,

=

maseulini

;

while, on the contrary, the HN33 nvi (as xv. 13,xvii. 22),

brought down from

its

manliness and superiority to disheartened

feminino (cf. Ps. li. 12 with ver. 19).
Arab, proverb, thbdt dhfs balghdha
alrwh balghnd, the soul has firmness by nourishment, the

passivity, is genere

Fleischer compares the
tlibdt

by music. 1 The question njKfe^ *0
the salt becomes tasteless, wherewith

like

spirit

is

if

shall

Mark

ix.

50

one season it?

no seasoning for the spice that has become insipid.
which is destined to bear the life and fortune
of the person, if it is cast down by sufferings, there is no one
to lift it up and sustain it.
But is not God the Most High
the lifter up and the bearer of the human spirit that has been
crushed and broken ? The answer is, that the manly spirit,

There

is

And

for the spirit

14a,

is

represented as strong in

not drawing from
do.

that

God

God

;

the discouraged, 14b, as

the strength and support he ought to

But passages such as Isa. lxvi. 2 do not bring it near
we think of the nX23 rm as alienated from God. The

spirit is NtM, the

bearer of the personal and natural

life

with

its

and experiences. If the spirit is borne
down to powerless and helpless passivity, then within the sphere
of the human personality there is no other sustaining power

functions, activities,

that can supply

its

place.

Ver. 15 The heart of a man of understanding gaineth knowledge,
And the ear of the wise seeketh after knowledge.

may be

]i33

pHS

n!>,

it

xv. 28, and Dan DP, xvi. 23,

pretation
1

an adj., but we translate it here as
corresponds with the parallelism; cf.

also interpreted as

at xiv. 33, because thus

is

The gaining

excluded.

of

where the adject, interwisdom is, after xvii. 16,

In the Arab, language, influenced by philosophy,

vitalis,

and i^ii the anima

lationis antiques

,

Arab,

libri

rationalis, are inverted

;

vid.

-7-

;j,

the anima

Baudissin's Trans-

Jobi qum supersunt (1870), p. 34.
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16, 17.

referred to the heart

:

ceiving

necessary, and just such an one possesses

above

it is

all

a heart vigorous in embracing and re-

]"Q:, which knows how to value the worth and usefulness
such knowledge.
The wise, who are already in possession of such knowledge, are yet at the same time constantly

the
of

striving to increase this knowledge

eagerly asking where

when

it is

the opportunity

is

to

given of NSO, obtaining

Ver. 16 The gift of a

And

That

Vj'O

may

their ear seeks knowledge,

:

be found, and attentively listening

man maketh room

it.

for him,

bringeth him before the great.

signify intellectual endowments, Hitzig supposes,

but without any proof for such an opinion. Intellectual ability
as the means of advancement is otherwise designated, xxii. 29.
But Hitzig is right in this, that one mistakes the meaning of
the proverb if he interprets ]riO in the sense of "infe> (vid. at
xvii. 8)
JJID is an indifferent idea, and the proverb means that
:

a

man makes

by

this, that

avails,

free space, a free path for himself,

by a

gift, i.e.

he shows himself to be agreeable, pleasing where

not niggardly but

As

liberal.

Mit dem Hut

Kommt man

it

it

Hand

in der

durchs

a proverb expresses

game Land

[with hat in hand one goes through the whole land], so it
said here that such liberality brings before the great, i.e.

is

not

:

introductions to them

furnishes with

place of honour near the great,
(cf. ^Sp, xxii.

29;

US, Ps. cxiii. 8).

but helps to a

;

those in a lofty position

i.e.

It

is

an important part of

by right liberality, i.e. by liberal giving
where duty demands it, and prudence commends it, one does not
practical wisdom, that

man

over

the difficulties of limited, narrow circumstances, gains for

him

lose but gains, does not descend but rises

affection,
is,

and helps him up from step

in a singular

Ver. 17

He

way

that

(cf. ™PID,

is first

;

it

helps a

to step.

The a

of jn»

rono), treated as unchangeable.

in his controversy

is

right

But there cometh another and searcheth him thoroughly

an exhortation to be cautious in a lawsuit, and not to justify
without more ado him who first brings forward his cause, and
supports

it

by reasons,

since, if the

search into the reasons of the

first,

second party afterwards

they show themselves un-
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tana fim-\n are to be taken together ; the words are
ne>K
qui prior cum causa sua
equivalent to ntfB>N"U una
lic'ton may, however,
venit, i.e. earn ad judicem de/ert (Fl.).
tenable.

W

:

also of itself alone be qui prior venit;

WO

and

will be taken

with pns: Justus qui prior venit in causa sua (esse videtur). The
Instead of
accentuation rightly leaves the relation undecided.
Na> (Na;) the Keri has «ai, as

it

the fut. into the perf. with

1

elsewhere, at one time, changes
(e.g.

at another time, the perf. with

1

But

sible, as

11, xx. 4, the fut.

'ijn
lb,
is

is

here,

other

the

and,

;

where the perf. consec. is not so admisought to remain unchanged.

Isa. v. 29).
vi.

xx. 4, Jer. vi. 21)

into the f ut. (e.g. Ps. x. 10,

part,

synon. with

"nan

p

?l>a,

Sanhedrin

where the pTVa^ Dints (admonition for the court of justice)
derived from Deut. i. 16, to hear the accused at the same

time with the accuser, that nothing of the latter

This proverb

beforehand.

The

just such

is

maybe

an audiatur

adopted
et

altera

brought fairly into the
light by the hearing of the altera pars: then comes the other

jiars.

status controversion is only

and examines him (the first) to the very bottom. 1i?n elsewhere with the accus. of the thing, e.g. a i, thoroughly to search
;

,

into a strife,

Job

xxix. 16,

here, as at xxviii. 11, connected

is

to examine or lay bare any
one thoroughly; here, so that the misrepresentations of the state
of the matter might come out to view alone with the reasons

with the accus. of the person

:

assigned by the accuser.
Ver. 18 The lot allayetk contentions,

And
i.e.

erects a partition

separateth.

wall

Kings

(f3 THDn, as at 2

ii.

between the mighty,

—

between them
those contending
11, cf. Arab, frk byn) ; D'raVJ? are

not opponents who maintain their cause with weighty arguments
(ntev, Isa. xli. 21), qui argumentis pollent (vid. Easlii), for
then must the truth appear in the pro

et

contra

;

but mighty

the lot did not afford a seasonable means
of reconciliation, would make good their demands by blows and

opponents, who,

if

by the sword (FL). Here it is the lot which, as the judgof God, brings about peace, instead of the ultima ratio of

ment

physical force.
to

The proverb

the Hebrews,

vi.

Kegarding D^no and

refers to the lot

what the Epistle
the oath, vid. at xvi. 33.
altered forms, vid. vol. i. p. 145,

16, refers
its

to
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19.

A brother toward whom it has been acted

Ver. 19

more than a strong tower

perfidiously resists

;

And contentions are like the bar of a palace.
Luther rightly regarded the word J?B>U, according to which
the LXX., Vulg., and Syr. translated frater qui adjuvatur a
fratre, as an incorrect reading; one would rather expect
JW1D nx, " a brother who stands by," as Luther earlier translated
and besides, $)K>'iJ does not properly mean adjuvari, but
His translation
salvari.
;

Ein

verletzt

Und Zanck

Bruder

denn einefeste Slad,
am Palast

hell herler

hell herler,

denn

rigel

wounded resisteth more than a strong city, and
more than bolts in the palacej, is one of his
most happy renderings. J3H)THj?p in itself only means inrep
brother

[a

resisteth

strife

iroKiv h-)(vpav (Venet.)

be supplied
The Niph.

is

7,

up against me

but Codd.

;

ta

scil.

:

in

mala fide

eum

we have above
the former

;

offensus)

= in

Cod. jaman.) and old

(also Baer's

translated, gives
:

the latter

;

break

break

to

off,

nx of the

ysy'SJ

nx

is

free,

obvious

;

nx

and

still

less

is

the same as that of

is

perfide actum

:

nx is, after
word y&£ means
of him on whom

J?K'B is

?J?

to

be thought of as

incorrect

is

a reciprocum.
xvi. 28.

''inx

:

nx

is

who

not col-

The relation of
The Targum (improv-

J?B>'S3

IW,

ing the Peshito) translates

;

the translation, " brothers

break with one another " (Gesen.),
lective,

2 or

with

That the

the action terminates.

an

frater perfidiose

quern perfide actum.

xvii. 17, a friend in the highest sense of the

to

it

Q,|

impersonal attributive clause

est,

If one reads Vwp?, then

= i3 y2'S3, like the frequently
ones = vV
P£, those that rise

up

rising

editions have J^'M, which, as

tractaCus (Fl.

:

treated falsely

my

> '0p

the noun-adjective (cf. Isa. x. 10) to
Nin ty or Xin nt^f) (Kimchi).
TJJ

occurs only here.

JfB'aj

means one who
occurring

;

be understood to

is to

|» ''WnpT

xnx, which does not

a brother who renounces (Hitzig), but who is treated
That is correct ; on the
wickedly on the part of, his brother.
." proceeds
contrary, Ewald's "a brother resists more than

mean

:

.

which

from a meaning of

JfCS

gives, with Schultens,

an untenable

1

Among

Niph.

;

and

has not;

it
1

reflexive

.

and Bertheau
meaning to the

the whole Heb. synon. for sinning, there exists no reflexivo
also the Arab,

the sense of fool,

is

found.

fsk has no ethical

signification.

$>3DJ only, in
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Niph. (which as denom. might mean "covered with crime,"
Venet. 7r\r]/j,^e\r]deis:), and, moreover, one that is too weak, for
Hitzig
he translates, " a brother is more obstinate than . ."
but
that
fettered
it
tnx,
hold
;
VVB
sin
to
to
shut
corrects
up
.

=

not correct Heb. It ought to be "IX$|, BD3, or nivi. In 19a
the force of the substantival clause lies in the |» (more than,
in the
more difficult to be gained), and in
i.e. harder

is

=

1%

where they are interchanged. The parallelstrifes and lawsuits between those who
ism is synonymous
had been friends form as insurmountable a hindrance to their

3

cf.

;

Mic.

vii. 4,

:

reconciliation, are as

difficult to

be raised, as the great bars
point of comparison is not

The

at the gate of a castle (Fl.).

only the weight of the cross-beam (from rro, crosswise, across,

go across the

to

field),

but also the shutting up of the access.

Strife forms a partition wall between such as once stood near

much

each other, and so

With

thicker the closer they once stood.

ver. 19, the series of proverbs

of the flatterer closes.

The catchword

which began with that
nx, which occurred at

commencement, %, is repeated at its close, and serves also as
landmark of the group following 20-24. The proverb of the
breach of friendship and of contentions is followed by one of
its

a

the reaction of the use of the tongue on the
Ver. 20 Of the fruit which a man's

By

He

the revenue of his lips

mouth bringeth

is

he

man
is

himself.

his heart satisfied;

filled.

measure of the consequences not merely
xiii. 2), but of whatever he has spoken.
This is an oxymoron like Matt. xv. 11, that not that which goeth
into the mouth, but that which cometh out of it, defileth a man.
As at John iv. 34 the conduct of a man, so here his words are
called his fip&fia.
Not merely the conduct (i. 31, Isa. iii. 10),
but also the words are frnit-bringing and not only do others
will taste in rich

of the good

(xii.

14, cf.

;

the fruit of the words as of the actions of a man,
whether they be good or bad, but above all he himself does
so, both in this life and in that which is to come.
taste of

Ver. 21 Death and

life

And whoever

The hand,
hand is
and Ps.

are in the

loveth

power of the tongue

it shall

eat its fruit.

common

a metaphor for power, that as here a
attributed to the tongue, so e.g. Isa. xlvii. 14 to the
flame
"V, is

xlix.

16

so

to

Hades.

Death and

life is

the great alternative

CHAP. XVIII.
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22.

man.

pTaced, Dent. xxx. 15, before

According as he

uses his tongue, he falls under the power of death or attains to

All interpreters attribute, 216, n^Q^l to the tongue: qui

life.

earn (linguam)
etc.)

fructu

amant vescentur

But

ejus.

obscure expression.

He

loves to babble.

Euchel

who

it, i.e.

takes care of

(-'?&''',

''to love the

The

tongue"

is

iii.

18, 35,

a strange and

loves the tongue, says Hitzig,
:

he who guards

who

LXX.

carefully, or

it

who
:

he

applies himself to right discourse.

Combining both, Zockler: who
Ka/cokoycov.

distrib. sing., as

uses-

it

much,

as

euAoydw or

translates, ol Be KpaTovvre? auTJ}?,

i.e.

but tnx means prehendere and tenere, not cohibere, and the
tongue kept in restraint brings forth indeed no bad fruit, but it
O'.tn^;

brings no fruit at

perhaps like

viii.

Why

all.

thus?

Does the

suffix of nuntci,

17, ChetMb, refer to wisdom, which,

it is

true,

everywhere before the poet's mind?
At xiv. 3 we ventured to make noan the subject of 36.. Then 216
would be as a miniature of viii. 17-21. Or is iTOn&0 a mutilais

not named, but which

tion of
its

iiin;

snxi

:

lies

and he who loves Jahve (Ps.

xcvii. 10)

enjoys

(the tongue's) fruit?
Ver. 22

Whoso hath found a

And

As

wife hath found a good thing,
hath obtained favour from Jahve.

reminds us of viii. 17, so here not only 226, but
wife is such
22a harmonizes with viii. 35 (cf. xii. 2).
as she ought to be, as ver. 14, e»K, a man is such as he ought to
be ; the LXX., Syr., Targ., and Vulgate supply bonam, but
irons!, 216,

A

also

" gnomic brevity and force disdains such enervating adjectives,
and cautious limitations of the idea" (Fl.). Besides, roiD nB'N
in old Hebr. would mean a well-favoured rather than a gooddispositioned wife, which later idea is otherwise expressed,
xix. 14, xxxi. 10.
The Veriet. rightly has ywawna, and Luther
ein

Ehefraw, for

it is

a married

woman

that

meant.

is

The

On

per/, liypotheticum, Gesen. § 126, Anm. 1.
the other hand, Eccles. vii. 26, "I found, ^N NVi», more bitter
first

NSD

is"

than death the woman,"

etc.

;

wherefore,

when

one married a wife, the question was wont to

in Palestine

be asked: KXD

has he married happily (after NV» of the book of Pro1
verbs) or unhappily (after NX1D of Ecclesiastes) (Jebamoth 636)?
NS1D

1

IK,

Cf Tendlau's Spriclworter u. Redensarten deuLsch-jUdischer Vorzeit (1860),
.

p. 235,
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LXX.

The

adds a distich to ver. 22, "

He

away

that putteth

a

good wife putteth away happiness; and he that keepeth an
He who constructed this
adulteress, is foolish and ungodly."
proverb [added by the LXX.] has been guided by K¥D to
N'SiD (Ezra x. 3)
elsewhere iicfiaWeiv (yvvaiKa), Gal. iv. 30,
;

Sir. xxviii. 15, is the translation of BH3.

the half of that distich, and

other hand, vers. 23, 24, and' xix.

LXX.

The

translation

of Theodotion

(vicl.

The

Syr. has adopted

Jerome the whole

which

is

1,

of

On

it.

the

wanting in the
some Oodd. is that

2, are

found in

Lagarde).

Ver. 23 The poor uttereth suppliant entreaties

And

The

the rich answereth rudenesses.

oriental proverbial poetry furnishes

many

It delights in the description of the contrast

man and

poor

the proud and avaricious rich

Samachschari's Goldene Hakbander, No. 58.
se imploravit

move
ty

man

;

vid.

e.g.

fi^ynn, according

meaning, refers to the Hithpa. tfinriri, misericordiam alicvjus
" barmen" i.e. to seek to
; cf the old vulgar

to its

pro

parallels to this.

between a suppliant

.

Erbarmen [compassion] (D'sm). niw, dura, from
(synon. nvfy, hard, fast, of bodies, and figuratively of an unothers to

bending, hard, haughty disposition, and thence of words of such
Both nouns are accus. of the object, as Job
a nature (Fl.).
xl.

27,

Qyynn with the

parallel TftT\.

The proverb

fact of experience as a consolation to the poor to

man

expresses a

whom,

if a

insults him,

nothing unusual occurs, and as a warning
to the rich that he may not permit himself to be divested of

rich

A hard wedge to a hard clod; but
whoever, as the Scripture saith, grindeth the poor by hard
stubborn-hearted conduct, and grindeth his bashful face (Isa.
humanity by mammon.

iii.

the

15), challenges unmerciful

merciful,

only they shall

judgment against himself;
obtain

mercy, avrol

for

i\e7]0jj-

aovrat (Matt. v. 7).
Ver. 24

A man

of

many

friends cometh oft a loser
a friend more faithful than a brother.
;

But there

is

Jerome translates the commencing word by vir, but the Syr.
Targ. by rVN, which is adopted by Hitzig, Bottcher, and others.
But will a German poet use in one line " itzt" [same as jetzt —
now], and in the next "jetzt"? and could the Hebrew poet
prefer to

&

its

rarer,

and here especially not altogether unam-
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24.

We

biguous form t^X

(cf. to the contrary, Eccles. vii. 15)?
write B'V, because the Masora comprehends this passage, with

PTOD \ i.e. as the
where one ought to expect $>, and is thus exposed to the
danger of falling into error in writing and reading but erroneously t^t* is found in all these three places in the Masora magna
of the Venetian Bible of 1526; elsewhere the Masora has the
defectiva scriptio with like meaning only in those two other
passages. While B' S = tJ^ or properly E*, with equal possibility
1
as t^N, and it makes no material difference in the meaning of
24a whether we explain there are friends who serve to bring
one to loss or a man of many friends comes to loss, the
Sara. xiv. 19, Mic. vi. 10, as the E»

2

three,

;

,,

>

:

—

:

inf.

with

used in substantival clauses as the expression of

? is

the most manifold relations, Gesen.
i.

17), here in both cases

to

which

it

friends.

man

true that B^K (like ?y?)

is

many

thus have

;

is

friends

named

;

a

Ps.

man

his friends

is

toO ercupevcracrOai

;

almost always con-

a

:

man

people

whom, because he has nc
the rule that one knows a man
to

Theodotion translates avriperaipucLv

Jerome

and- thus also the Syr., Targ., and

among the moderns,

That OTiinn

xxii. 24.

8,

many

but as one says Dt6n b^n

Hitzig) VSprin as reflexive in the

sense of to cherish social intercourse; but this reflexive
is

10, lxv. 14, according to

either Hithpa. of

which the

Jft"i,

is

to exult,

n ^nn,

Ps.

lx.

Venet. translates (contrary

Kimchi) ware d\dXa^ew. such an one can

to

of

not applicable, a so-called every-man's-friend,

or all-the-world's-friend.

render (and

xcii.

:

man,

Hab.

1 (cf. at

e.g.

may one also say Cjn E^K
the common language of the

and decided character,

definite

by

Anm.

belongs to God, so

belongs to

may

132,

friends, or with the

nected only with genitives of things
a

§

denotes the end, as

many

hastens with

It

it

exult,

but which

not true, since, according to 24J, a true friend outweighs the
many; or it is Hithpa. of MH> to De wicked, sinful (Fl.: sibi peris

niciem paraturus est); or, which
19, of

JJJH,

to

become

we prefer, warranted by

brittle (Bottcher

and others)

Isa. xxiv.

—which not

only gives a good sense, but also a similar alliteration with D\tn,
as

iii.

29,

xiii.

20.

In contradistinction

to JH,

which

is

a general,

One sees from this interchange how softly the was uttered; cf. Wellhausen's Text der Eb. Samuel (1871) (Preface). Kimchi remarks that we
say {)bpK for ^'apa, because we would otherwise confound it with 5>bj??i

1

VOL.

II.

B
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175), a familiar
parallel memcalled, in the antithetical

and, according to the usage of the language
idea, the true friend

is

and after xvii. 17, nXD
misfortune. To have such an one

ber, anfc (xxvii. 6);

true in

(e.g.

pa-j,
is

one who remains

better than to have

from the contrast,
of the so-called friends; and, as appears
there comes
friend,
to him who is so fortunate as to have one such
explanaright
the
given
Immanuel has
„ blessing and safety.
a

many

tion

"A man

:

est

many

sets himself to gain

friends comes

squanders his means,
to be a loser plfd? ™°), for he
And Schultens At
others."
of
impoverished in favour

finally

and

who

:

is

Barum

amicus agglutinates prce fratre.

insinuatur, ac provide

intimam

Mam

et

carum

esse genus

amicitiam, quce conglutinet

compingatgue corda, non per multos spargendam, sed circumspecte
etferme cum uno tantum ineundam. Thus closes this group of
proverbs with the praise of friendship deepened into spiritual
brotherhood, as the preceding, ver. 19, with a warning against
the destruction of such a relation by a breach of trust not to be

made good
Chap.
lent to

again.

Can

plur. DT?., xviii. 24,

is

emphatic and equivaa proverb which
the group comes

The group 1-4 closes with
catchword. The first proverb of

D'jn.

contains this

by

The

xix.

VriDB' into

contact with xviii. 20, the

first

proverb of the

preceding group.
Ver. 1 Better a poor

man walking

Than one with perverse

The

contrast, xxviii. 6,

is

much

in Lis innocence,

lips,

clearer.

and so a

But

fool.

to correct this pro-

verb in conformity with that, as Hitzig does, is unwarrantable.
The Syr., indeed, translates here as there; but the Ohald.

Heb. text, which Theodotion,
him the Syro-Hexapl., renders by virep crTpe/3Xo%etXov
But does la form a contrast to lb ? Fleischer re-

assimilates this translation to the

and

after

aifipova.

marks
in lb

:

"

From

the contrast

must be thought of

early the ideas of a rich

are connected together."

Job

xxxi. 24, of one

it

appears that he

as "Wj> " [rich];

man and

who

is

designated

and Ewald, "Thus

of a fool, or a despiserof God,

Saadia understands T'Da [a

who makes

riches his ?D3

fool], after

[confidence!.

Euchel accordingly translates: the false man, although he builds
himself greatly up, viz. ou his riches.
But i^Da designates the
intellectually slothful, in whom the flesh overweighs the
mind.
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2

And

the representation of the rich, which, for 15 certainly arises
out of la, does not amalgamate with ^D3, but with vnsB» E^fpiT.

Aramais on the right track,
torts his mouth (cf. vol. i. p.
pliant a rude refusal.
lips

for he translates: the rich

who

dis-

143), for he gives to the poor sup-

Better Zockler: a proud

and haughty demeanour.

man of perverse

If one with haughty, scornful

opposed to the poor, then it is manifestly one not poor
raise himself above the poor, and haughtily looks

lips is

who thinks to
down on him.

And if it is said that, in spite of this proud
demeanour, he is a fool, then this presents the figure of one
proud of his wealth, who, in spite of his emptiness and nequitia,
imagines that he possesses a greatness of knowledge, culture,
and worth corresponding to the greatness of his riches. How
much better is a poor man than such an one who walketh (yid.
on Dh, vol. i. p. 79) in his innocence and simplicity, with his pure
mind wholly devoted to God and to that which is good
his
poverty keeps him in humility which is capable of no malicious
conduct and this pious blameless life is of more worth than the
There is in contrast
pride of wisdom of the distinguished fool.
to JWjpy a simplicity, aifkorris, of high moral worth; but. on the
other side, there is also a simplicity which is worthless. This is
the connecting thought which introduces the next verse.
!

—

;

Ver. 2 The not-knowing of the soul is also not good,
And he who hasteneth with the legs after it goeth astray.

Fleischer renders

and of

itself

t^sj as

the subj. and DiD"&6 as neut. pred.

sensual desire

is

not good, but yet more so

:

in

if it

without foresight and reflection. With this explanation the
Hitzig, in conformity
words must be otherwise accentuated.
if desire is without reflecwith the accentuation, before us
But where E>3J denotes detion, it is also without success.
sire or sensuality, it is always shown by the connection, as e.g.
is

:

xxiii.

2

;

here njn, referring to the soul as knowing

cxxxix. 14), excludes this meaning.

But

V/Qi

is

(cf.

Ps.

certainly gen.

Luzzatto's "self-knowledge" is untenable, for this
Meiri rightly glosses E>Si fijn by
would require WB3 Jljn
After this Zockler puts Hitzig's translation right in the
??$?.
following manner where there is no consideration of the soul,
But that also is incorrect, for it would
there is no prosperity.
subjecti;

;

:

require SIBT'N

;

31ETK?

is

always pred., not a substantival clause.
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Thus

np"N»

the proverb states that K 33
;

is

not good, and that

the subject to 31KTK? is
is equivalent to K 33 njn-*<!>3 ni-n (for
or also: nj)TS?3
infinitive)
frequently, as e.g. xvii. 26, xviii. 5, an
;

;

E>'S3 is

soul

;

the sense of the not-knowing of the
syntactically inadmissible, but the
was
for to say nffrvb

noun

a virtual

in

this is used
is njrrt^a, not njn ^3 (^33), because
Da which
The
unexpectedly.
or
unintentionally
sense
the
in
begins the proverb is difficult. If we lay the principal accent

expression

above on "not good," then the placing

in the translation given

a hyperlalon similar to that in xvii. 26, xx. 11; cf.
if the soul is with?]«, xvii. 11; PI, xiii. 10, as if the words were:
out knowledge, then also (eo ipso) it is destitute of anything

of DJ first

is

But if we lay the principal accent on the "also," then
meaning of the poet is, that ignorance of the soul is, like

good.
the

many

other things, not good

that account maintaining

1

;

or (which

we

prefer without on

the original connection of ver. 1 and

one side the pride of wisdom, so on the
In this case DJ belongs more to
other ignorance is not good.
predicate,
but in reality to the whole senthe
the subject than to

ver. 2), that as on the

tence at the beginning of which
legs (Y$, as xxviii. 20)

body

it

means now

stands.

To

hasten with the

in this connection to set the

without direction and guidance pro-

in violent agitation,

He who
ceeding from the knowledge possessed by the soul.
thus hastens after it without being intellectually or morally
clear as to the goal
fails (vid. viii. 36,

and the way, makes a false step, goes
where Ntph is the contrast to ^sb).

Ver. 3 The foolishness of a

And
Regarding

f\bD,

astray,

,

his heart is

vid.

man

overturneth his way,

angry against Jahve.

at xi. 3

;

also the

Arab,

signification

"to go before" proceeds from the root conception pervertere, for
first

a letting precede, or preceding

(e.g. of the paying before the
which is paid for salaf, a pre-numbering, and
advanced money), consisting in the reversal of the

delivery of that

then also:

:

1
The old interpreters and also the hest Jewish interpreters mar the
understanding and interpretation of the text, on the one side, by distinguishing between a nearest and a deeper meaning of Scripture (r6}3 TYl and
on the other by this, that they suppose an inward connection
"iflM "pi)
of all the proverbs, and expend useless ingenuity in searching after theconnection. The former is the method especially adopted by
Immanuel
and Meiri, the latter has most of all been used by Arama.
;

CHAP. XIX.

natural order,

is

The way

meant.

man

walking

:

course

but although he

;

the folly of a

ruin, yet the ill-humour

heart turns
correct

itself

against

God

diTiarai)

:

21

4, 5.

here the

is

overturns,

i.e.

way

of

life,

himself the fabricator of his

is

the

destroys, his life's-

own

cestuare, vid. at Ps. xi. 6) of his

(^\V\,

(LXX. essentially

God, and he blames

instead of himself, viz. his

own madness,

whereby he has turned the grace of God into lasciviousness,
cast to the winds the instruction which lay in His providences,
and frustrated the will of God desiring his good. A beautiful
paraphrase of this parable is found at Sir. xv. 11-20; cf.

Lam.

39.

iii.

'

Ver. 4 Wealth bringeth

But the reduced

The very same

Jin,

friends

;

though otherwise expressed, we had

contrast,

Regarding

xiv. 20.

many

—his friend separateth himself.

vid. vol.

i.

p. 63.

7]

is

at

the tottering, or he

who has no resources,
no means. The accentuation gives Mugrash to the
word (according to which the Targ. translates), for it is not the
subject of "n3''. the reduced is separated (pass. Niph.) by his
misfortunes, or must separate himself (reflex. Niph.) from his

who

has fallen into a tottering condition,

possesses

:

friend (Vijno, as Eccles.
virtual

pred. *ns ,

_

iv. 4, prce socio suo);

Wjno

the reduced

:

ver. 7) separates himself,

Semitic substantival clause) he

;

we make

but subject of the
friend (WjriD, as

(according to the nature of the

i.e.

such (of such a fate) that his

is

friend sets himself free, whereby 13SD

obvious

—his

*HM means one who

may be

omitted as

separates himself, xviii.

1.

self-

If

7] the subject of the separator, then the initiative of

the separation from the friend

is

not expressed.

and 9 we have the introductory proverb of two
groups, the former of which, in its close as well as its beginning, cannot be mistaken.
In

vers. 5

A lying witness remaineth

Ver. 5

And he who
Regarding
witness at

rpBJ, vid. vol.
vi.

i.

breathes out

p.

19, xiv. 5, 25.

the last of which

is at xvii. 5.

not unpunished

lies

;

eseapeth not.

148: as here we read it of false
npj; K? occurs four times before,

The

LXX.

elsewhere translates

DMT3 WE* by imcaieiv ^revhrj, to kindle lies but here by d Se
iyxaXav aSl/cus, and at ver. 9 by o? 8' av ^iKavay jcaiciav, both
;
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of
times changing only because ^ei-S?;? goes before, and instead
TJrevhrj,

the choice of a different rendering

Ver. 6

Many

stroke the cheeks of the noble

commended

itself.

;

And the mass of friends belongeth to him who gives.
The phrase 'bs ^3 nfen signifies to stroke the face of any one,
from the fundamental meaning of the verb npn, to rub, to
stroke, Arab, khala, with which the Heb., meaning to be sick,

weak

(viribus attritum esse),

perly Icevem

et

and the Arabic to be sweet (proesse, or palatum demulcere,
:

politum, glabrum

asperum esse ad gustum), are connected
(Fl.).
The object of such insinuating, humble suing for favour
y~i}
(from 3*13, instigare), the noble, he who is easily incited
is the
to noble actions, particularly to noble-mindedness in bestowing
leniter stringer e, contrast

and in doing good, or who feels himself naturally impelled
and spontaneously practises those things cf. the Arab.
hrym, nobilis and liberalis (Fl.), and at Job xxi. 28; parall. C^X
j™, a man who gives willingly, as nan C^H, xv. 18, one who is

gifts

thereto,

;

Many

easily kindled into anger.

(&3.~\,

as

Job

xi.

19) stroke

the face of the liberal (Lat. caput mulcent or demulcent); and

him who

to

_

gives willingly and richly belongs jnn 73, the mass

(the totality) of good friends, cf. xv.

17

;

there the

art.

of jnn,

according to the manner of expression of the Arab, grammarians, stood for " the exhaustion of the characteristic properties of the

genus"

:

the friend

(the idea) of such an one; here
sion of the individuals of the

friend.

why

who corresponds

to the nature
stands for " the comprehen-

genus

;" all that is

Ewald and Hitzig

It lies near with

(and every one
but

it

to

only always
read jn rf^oi

=

is friend
£o, as Jer.viii. 10, etc.);'
.) (rf»
could not jnrrio be used as well as DINrrb, perhaps
.

.

with the sarcastic appearance which the above translation seeks
to express ?

The

LXX.

had inn bl in view, which it
whereby the Syr. and the
but jno is not one and the same with
also

incorrectly translates tto? Be d

tea/cos,

Targ. are led into error ;
lip, vid. xviii. 6.
On the contrary, there certainly lies before
us in ver. 7 a mutilated text.
The tristich is, as we have
shown, vol. i. p. 15, open to suspicion; and the
violence which
its interpretation needs in order to comprehend
it, as a formal
part of 7ab, places
it

that 7c

is

LXX.

it beyond a doubt, and the
the remainder of a distich, the half of

confirms

which

is lost.
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7.

confine our attention to these two

first

lines,

All the brethren of the poor hate him

How much

more do

his friends

;

withdraw themselves from him ?

Regarding '3 t\8, quanto magis, vid. at xi. 31, xv. 11, xvii. 7.
In a similar connection xiv. 20 spake of hatred, i.e. the cooling
The brethren
of love, and the manifesting of this coldness.
who thus show themselves here, unlike the friend who has
become a brother, according to xvii. 17, are brothers-german,
?3 has Mercha, and is
including kindred by blood relation.
thus without the Makkeph, as at Ps. xxxv. 10 (vid. the Masora
in Baer's Liber Psalmorum, 1861, p. 133).
Kimchi (Michlol
205a), Norzi, and others think that cal (with am yap) is to be
is a verb.
read as at Isa. xl. 12, where ?21
But that is incor/r:
rect.
The case is the same as with J"IK, iii. 12 Ps. xlvii. 5,
lx. 2.
As here g"with Mercha remains, so o with Mercha in
that which is exceptional is this, that
that twice occurring 721
1

;

;

the accentuated
as ?3 with the

5>3 is

written thus twice, not as the usual bb, but

Makkeph.

The ground

of the exception

lies,

as

with other peculiarities, in the special character of metrical
accentuation

and

—

;

the Mercha represents the place of the Makkeph,

thus remains in the unchanged force of a Kametz-

Chatuph.

The

is

the suffix ehu

;

thus, like jnn, 6&,

meant

the sense of kind), which

is

that the Masoretic form here

The Masora adds

to

it

is

collectively, or better

words, 1 Sam. xxx. 26; Job

is

stamp WinD as the defecalways sing., and the sing,

plur. *p[n does not

tively written plur.

:

generally (in

the linguistic usage of these two

xlii.

is

10.

But it is worthy

of notice

not Wjno, but ^njnDj with Sheva.

the remark

1

IT ;,

and accordingly the word

thus written with Sheva by Kimchi (Miclilol 202a and Lex.

under the word njn), in Codd., and older editions. The Venet.,
But
translating by a-rrb tov (ptkov avrov, has not noticed that.

Does the punctuation lnjnD mean that the word is here
from T$, maleficus ? Thus understood, it does not
harmonize with the line of thought. From this it is much more

how %

to be derived

seen that the punctuation of the inflected JHD, amicus, fluctuates.
This word jno is a formation so difficult of comprehension, that
one might almost, with Olshausen, § 210; Bottcher, § 794;

and Lagarde, regard the o as the

partitive

p,

like the

French
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Med. 560 : Trivia ^eiAyet to? rt? eOTroSaw
Ewald
something
of friend, a piece of friend, while
</>jX,o?) or
from
abbreviated
is
jno
that
possible
regard
it
as
others
and
1
njnp. The punctuation, since it treats the Tsere in injriD, 46 and
des amis (cf. Eurip.
:

;

elsewhere, as unchangeable, and here in injno as changeable,
affords proof that in it also the manner of the formation of the

word was incomprehensible.
Ver. 7c Seeking after words which, are vain.

If

now this

line belongs to this proverb,

of the poor, and

nt?rrt6, or narriS> (yid.

then

^1P must

be used

regarding the 15 Keris,

V

for lib, at Ps. c. 3), must be the attributively nearer designation of
the D'HDN.
The meaning of the Keri would be he (the poor
:

man) hunts
ing to them

after

mere words, which

—are for a portion
which

principal matter, that

unexpressed, and the

ri 9[?"i<'

—but no actions correspondThis

to him.
is

is

doubtful, for the

not a portion to him, remains

him they belong] affords only the
by the D'lDK the
This service is not in the same way

[to

service of guarding one against understanding

proper words of the poor.

by nen iO [they are not]; but

afforded

this expression charac-

words as vain, so that it is to be interpreted according to such parallels as Hos. xii. 2 words which ar§ not, i.e.
which have nothing in reality corresponding to them, verba
terizes the

:

the empty assurances and promises of his brethren
and friends (Fl.). The old translators all 2 read t6, and the
Syr. and Targ. translate not badly T^E* N? i?0; Symmachus,

nihili, i.e.

,

:

The

pijcrecriv dvvTrdpKTOi'i.

n^n

Ezefc. xxi. 32, cf. Isa. xv. 6;

Jer. v. 12, norrto CnDN,

But how can

(vain).

nothing, and

now

s6,

and tan

t6,

not to be rejected

is

i.e.

to nothing,

he

is

not

Job

vi.

:

N7
21,

= has no reality,

may thus mean words which

are nothing

whom

everything

it

be said of the poor

forsakes, that one dismisses
is

expression

sometimes means to come to

him with words behind which

there

he pursues such words? The
former supposes always a sympathy, though it be a feigned one,
1

also that

p. 266, we have acknowledged injriD, from jno, friend, only
but at xix. 4 we have also found amicus ejus more probable
than ab amico sno (=injTI JO).
2
Lagarde erroneously calls Theodotion's pfatu oix. uinu a
translation of
the Keri; oix is, however, nb, and instead of airu the
expression

In vol.

for xix. 7

which

i.

;

ccirun

is

the translation of HDH,

is

also found.

CHAP. XIX.

which

^s:^

excluded by

is

draw themselves]

and the

;

[they hate him] and 'pnv [with'

spoken of the poor, would
purposed endeavour goes not out after

be unnatural, for his

empty

25

8.

latter,

So 7 c

but after real assistance.

talk,

words which (are) nothing, although in
only of necessity

critical suspicion, yet

proverb

regarding

the

The former

toi? etBoaiv avrrjv

connected with this

The LXX., however,

poor.

not merely one, but even four
following 76.

is

pursuing after

:

not falling under

itself

lines,

of these distichs

is

"Evvoia

:

ar/a6rj

avr\p Be <f>povifios evptfaei avrrjv

iiyyiei,

has

and thus two proverbs
it is

;

translated from the Hebr. {evvoia dyady, v. 2=nifcSfp), but

has a meaning complete in

itself,

and thus has nothing

The second

with the fragment 7c.

distich

is

'0 iroWa

:

to

it

do

icaico-

iroiwv Te\ecriovp<yei xaxlav, o? 8e epeOi&t, X07011? ov crcodijcreTai.

This os ce

ipedi^et, X07011?

D'HCK (7c)

X070U?

;

eiriecro-c.

of the

Homer

(II.

cho- nh (cf.

only a conjectural

5

iv.

The concluding

Heb.

without doubt, a translation of tfiin

who pursueth

Complut.), not, he
words, as

is,

probably a corruption of X07W? (thus the

is

words, ov

LXX.

who

words, but he

incites

by

uses the expression ipedi^efiev

f.)

are a repetition

crwOrjcreTai,,

xix. 5 with xxviii. 26), perhaps

emendation of the unintelligible nan nb.

Thus we have before us

in that

iroXXa

tcaicoTrocdiv, kt.t.X.,

the

from the Heb. text ; but it is difficult to restore it to
the Heb.
We have attempted it, vol. i. p. 15. Supposing that
the LXX. had before them nan $b, then the proverb is
line lost

" He that hath many friends is rewarded with
Hunting after words which are nothing

evil,

;

many

since this his courting the friendship of as

i.e.

is

as possible

a hunting after words which have nothing after

come

Ver. 8

or,

them and

to nothing.

more

He that getteth understanding loveth his soul,
And he that values reasonableness will acquire good

closely, since this

xvi. 20, xvii.

20

acquires good (

:

so

it

= NVDp

would be the

happens, or
rPn)

;

the

inf.

it

translation of

comes

with b

iitD

NVa;,

to this, that

is

he

here, as at xviii.

24, the expression of a fut. periphrasticum, as in the Lat. conKegarding 3? n:p|} vid. xv. 32, and nMlji "iab>,
secutums est.
vol.

i.

p.

119.

That the deportment

of

men

is

either care for

THE BOOK OF PEOVEEBS.
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the soul, or the contrary of that,
the

Book

is

a thought which runs through

of Proverbs.

The group
closes in the

of proverbs (vers. 9-16)

same way

now

following begins and

as the preceding.

A lying witness doth not remain unpunished,

Ver. 9

And one who breathes out lies perisheth,
or goeth to ruin, for "HS (E. "n, to divide, separate)

signifies to

lose oneself in the place of the separated, the dead (Arab, in
In ver. 5, instead of this avoXeirai (LXX.), the
the infinite).

negative ov atoBtjaeTai is used, or as the
accurately renders it, ov Zia^ev^erat,.
Ver. 10

Luxury beeometh not

How much

less

xvii. 7 begins.

'S

^

a fool

non

decet, cf. the adj. xxvi. 1)

rises here, as at ver. 7,

a minori admajus:

how much more is it unbecoming = how much
The contrast in the last case is, however, more
"

expression harsher.

by

it

yet more foolish

;

there more

a servant to rule over princes.

also with H1SJ &O (3 p. Pil.

Tims

LXX.

A fool

less is it seemly.

rugged, and the
cannot bear luxury : he becomes

one who was previously a humble

slave,

but who has attained by good fortune a place of prominence and
power, from being something good, becomes at once something

bad: an insolent

Agur, xxx. 22 f., describes
and the author

sceleratus'' (Fl.).

such a homo novus as an unbearable calamity
of the

Book

;

of Ecclesiastes, written in the time of the Persian

domination, speaks, x.
iav OIK6T17? ap^rjTai,

7,

The

of such.

fieff

LXX.

translates, ical

Swaareveu/, rendering the

vftpecos

phrase cn^f by fieO' v^pew;, but
Dnira before them.

all

other

translators

had

The discretion of a man maketh him long-suffering
And it is a glory for him to be forbearing toward transgression.
The Syr., Targum, Aquila, and Theodotion translate 12X y\xr\
by fiaKpodvfiia, and thus read rfi^n but Rashi, Kimchi, and
others remark that Tl^n is here only another vocalization for
Tpsn, which is impossible. ^The Venet. also translates:
Nous

Ver. 11

•

avOpcoTrov

fiTjicvvel

tod 6vfiov eavrov

avTOv: the discretion

by,

;

the correct

(intellectus or intelligentia

word would
;

be

vid. regarding

iii. 4) of a man extends his anger, i.e.
brings it about that
continues long before it breaks out (vid. xiv. 29).
One does
uot stumble at the perf. in view of ver. 7, xviii. 8 xvi
26 nd

it

CHAP. XIX.
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12, 13.

is more
In the synonymous parallel member, ifi"!^?ri points
to man as such
it is an honour to him to pass by k transgression
(particularly that which affects himself), to let it go aside, i.e.
to forbear revenge or punishment (cf. Arab, tjdwz 'aly)
thus

the like

in the proverbial style the fut. or the particip.

;

common.

:

;

(Rom.

also the divine irdpe<ri<s
vii.

18; and

in

Amos

vii.

8, viii.

divine remission or passing by,

And
1 is

i.e.

unavenging of

A murmuring as of a lion

Ver. 12

Line

25) is designated by Mic.
2, "uy stands absol. for the

iii.

dew on

as

plants

is

is his

sin.

the wrath of the king,
favour.

a variation of xx. 2a; line 2a of xvi. 15 b.

*)?? is

not

the being irritated against another, but generally ill-humour,

bad humour

fretfulness,

;

the

murmuring

mind expresses

state of

this

itself

lion which, growling, prepares

prey

(vid. Isa. v. 29, cf.

Amos

the beneficial effect of the

and

iii.

is

Opposed

everything

lives, as

herbs of the

king

may

"Ver.

In the former case

field.

to the

ing

(cf.

all

are afraid

(LXX. to

in the latter,

;

the
the

it.

Arab,

itself

tirad,

Line 2a

at xvii. 4, cf. x. 3.

The dropping

from tarad

forth, stroke

is

assault)

in., hostile

when

= constantly,

it

or

Lightning-flashes are called (Jer

Berachoth, p. 114, Sliitomir's ed.) pilD, opp. J'p'DDD,

do not follow in intervals, but constantly flash
mjflon,

expanded,

is

Tib, properly strik-

(drop) after stroke

with unbroken continuity.

44a;

stands

a continual dropping are the contentions of a wife.

Hin, vid.

xxvii. 15, into a distich.

pours

a
its

A foolish son is destruction for his father,
And

Regarding

f]Vt

when the refreshing dew falls upon
The proverb presents a fact, but that

mirror himself in

13

upon

of the pleasure, the delight,

the satisfaction, the disposition which shows kindness

i\apov avTov).

which

to that of

sets itself to fall

4).

|i¥"i, i.e.

or growling in

compared

weeping eyes, nisSl, dropping

eyes always flowing, are distinguished.

An

;

and
eyes,

when they

b.

Beclwroth

and nmiD,

old interpreter (vid.

R. Ascher in Pesachim n. No. 21) explains Tib s|!n by: " which
An Arab proverb which
drops, and drops, and always drops."
I once heard from Wetzstein, says that there are three things
dltakk (= dldhalf), the
which make our house intolerable
:

trickling through of rain

and ullakk, bu^s.

;

dlnakk, the contention of the wife

28
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Ver. 14 House and riches are a paternal inheritance,

But from Jahve eometh a prudent

House and

men

may

happv, one

There

is

not

T'SB'D)

to

characterize a

God's gracious

is

a more suitable

husband happy.

wife.

themselves do not make

in

receive according to the law of inherit-

ance; but a prudent wife

am named

which

riches (opulentia),

gift,

22.

xviii.

word than ITOB'O

of

(fern,

making her
property which says: "I

wife as a divine gift,

73K' (?3B>n)

is

the

modesty, which wears the crown of

virtues."

all

1

Ver. 15 Slothfulness sinketh into deep sleep,

Regarding
befall, to

And an idle soul must hunger.
and its root-word till, v ^~

nmnn

make

to get,

the obj. D-|Nrrh>,

is

viz. PVjm,

j

at x

^S?,

5.

-

be understood after Gen.

to
s

naturally to be supplied.

iii.

to

21

;

In 15b

the fut. denotes that which will certainly happen, the inevi-

In both of

table.

members the proverb

its

is

perfectly clear

Hitzig, however, corrects 15a, and brings out of
ing, " slothfulness gives tasteless herbs to eat."

it

the mean-

The

LXX.

has two translations of this proverb, here and at xviii. 8. That
it should translate IVOn by av&poyvvos was necessary, as Lagarde
remarks, for the exposition of the " works of a Hebrew Sotades."

But the Hebrew

literature never sunk to such works, wallowing
mire of sensuality, and avSpoyuvQ ; is not at all thus enigmatical; the Greek word was also used of an effeminate man, a

in the

1

man devoid of manliness, a weakling, and was, as the
shows, more current in the Alexandrine Greek than elsewhere.

LXX.

Ver. 16

He
He

that keepeth the

commandment keepeth

his soul

•

that taketh no heed to his ways dies.

As

at vi. 23, cf. Eccles. viii. 5, niyp is here the commandment
of God, and thus obligatory, which directs man in every case
to do that which is right, and warns him against that which is

And 1OT

wrong.

nria

Codd. and old

as in

(according to the Masora with Tsere,
not Win) is the antithesis of

editions,

to-H ivb, xvi. 17.

To

regard

no consideration,

it

as worth

despise one's

whether one should enter upon
1

LXX.
(i<id. my

The

often

idiom of the

translates

:

wapa

&

own way
as

this

is

equivalent

way

or

that.

for shakl

means

Hitzio's

xvptov &pft6^erai yvvy dvloi.

Jesurun) the Arab, usus loquendi makes
itself

LXX.,

u.py.ifyiv.

to, to

no question of conscience

Here as

felt in

the

CHAP. XIX.

reading,

"itte,

17,

"lie that scattereth

29

18.

his

ways,"

lets liimself

be

drawn by the manifold objects of sensuality sometimes in one
direction and sometimes in another, is supported by Jer. iii. 13,
according to which it must be "U?*? the conj. is not in the style
;

of the

Book of Proverbs, and

which

is

besides

is

The LXX.,

superfluous.

fond of a quidpro qiw—\t makes,

13£>,

a courtesan offer-

vowed of the wages of sin of the quarrelas the Heb. text: 6 Karcuppovaiv tcov
eavTov o8a)v aTrokefoai.
Thus after the Ken JW, as also the
Targ., Syro-Hexap., and Luther; on the contrary, the Syr.,
he will become
Jerome, the Venet. adopt the Chethib IW
dead, i.e. dies no natural death.
The Keri is more in the spirit

ing a sacrifice she had

some woman

—has

here,

:

and

Book

style of the

of Proverbs (xv. 10, xxiii. 13, x. 21).

we take together.
making a pause at ver.

Vers. 17-21. These verses

no other reason
ver.

22

as an

But we have

is

than that

21,

analogous to ver. 17, and thus presents

itself to

us

initial verse.

Ver. 17

As

for

He lendeth to Jahve who is compassionate
And his bounty He requites to him.

at xiv. 31, pin

of the

word

syllable,

is

is

^TiNl,

on which the tone

the second.

The

part. Kal.

l^n (as

The Roman

accipere,

and

Masoretically exact form

Mercha on the first
thrown back, and the mojjn on

xx. 14) with
is

legal phrase, mutui datione contrahitur

obligatio, serves to explain the

mutuo

to the lowly,

ivbn,

construction, Ex. xxii. 24,

fundamental conception of

"With 176

cf.

}

mutuum dare (vid. xxii. 7). The
" to make any one bound as a debtor,

obligare," lies at the foundation of the genitive connection 'n

(not nita).

ni?

xii.

14,

where the subject

of

TOO

i^

(Keri) remains in the background. i% (not lkfl) is here his
work done in the sense of good exhibited. " Love," Hedinger
once said, " is an imperishable capital, which always bears
interest."

And

the Archbishop

Walther

:

nam Deo

dat qui dat

Dr. Jonas, as Dachsel
" Who knows when
relates, once gave to a poor man, and said,
God restores it !" There Luther interposed : "As if God had
!
This answer of Luther
not long ago given it beforehand "
inopibus, ipse

Deus

est in pauperiibus.

meets the abuse of this beautiful proverb by the covetous.
Ver. 18. This proverb brings to view once more the pedagogic character of this Older Book of Proverbs
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Correct thy sod, for yet there is hope;
But go not too far to kill him.

^

That
xiv. 7

meant

is

Jer. xxxi. 16

;

seen from Job xi. 18,
the usual expression for

relatively, as at xi. 15,
f.

nijpri

;

E>y3

is

is

show obstinacy, and manifest a
bad disposition, yet there is hope in the training of the youth of
being able to break his self-will, .and to wean him from his bad
etenim spes

Though

est.

a son

therefore his education should be carried forward
with rigorous exactness, but in such a way that wisdom and love
disposition

;

ad eum interficien(animum ne indueas). IK'33 is not the
case the word would have been l^tOT (2

regulate the measure and limits of correction

dum animam

ne

subject, for in that

Kings
is

xiv. 10).

equivalent

The

:

tollas

It

to, to

is

the object:

To

raise the soul to

direct his desire to

something

to take delight in

it,

it.

teacher should not seek correction as the object, but only

means

as the

he who has a desire after

;

to put the child to

it,

death in the case of his guilt, changes correction into revenge,
permits himself to be driven by passion from the proper end of

and

correction,

be pushed beyond

to

eh Be vftpiv, for
Immanuel glosses.

translates freely

njDN 1D1D as

also the Venet. translate

ger (for he translates

Euchel

:

let

:

won

limits.

its

{5/3/m?

is

The

LXX.

unrestrained abuse,

Besides, all the ancients and

as the inf. of

fi"!pn.

But Oetin-

not thy soul to his cry, for which

lift

not his complaining

move thy compassion)

follows

the derivation from non suggested by Kimchi, Meiri, and Im-

manuel, and preferred by Kalbag, so that
rvaa

irvori after

the form

But leaving out of view
not lamentari, and that ItJ'QJ HV1 means

that non

equivalent to ifVDn.

is

means strepere,
not desire,

xxiii.

13 points out

Ver. 19. Another proverb with SCO

A man
For

if

thou layest hold of

The LXX.,
non

iaj

(

Syr.,

non

as

it,

:

punishment
hindering it, thou makest
suffer

and Targ. translate

it

only worse.

words were
Theodotion, the Venet., and
Jerome's impatiens is colourless.
as if the

byi, xxix. 22).

Luther render the

The

wrath must

of excessive

attention,

to us a better interpretation.

Ken

-

5na

;

no appropriate meaning.
The Arab.
jaril means lapidosus (whence 5nfo, cf. Aram. NDS =
i|W},i 0?
a nd
Chethib

b~\i

gives

)

Sclmltens

which

is

translates

accordingly aspere scruposus iracundice

altogether after the

manner

of his

own heavy

style.

CHAP. XIX.

Evvald translates
grandis

but the

;

31

20.

derived from the

7}i as

Arab

jazyl, largus,

possibility of the passing over of T into

as

T,

maintained by Ewald and also by Hitzig, or the reverse, is
physiologically undemonstrable, and is confirmed by no example

Rather

worthy of mention.

had an

?*13

adj.

it

may be

possible that the

Heb.

or ?]3 in the sense of stony, gravel-like, hard as

tow rather than gravel would be appropriate to DDn.
Hitzig corrects riDD ?D'a ''who acts in anger;" but he says

gravel, but

;

DW

non

recompense anger, Isa. lis. 18; DDn btoi is without
This correction, however, is incomparably more
support.
feasible than Bottcher's, "moderate inheritance hears expiation;"
HOT = nKDn must mean not only thick [curdled] milk, but also
moderation, and BSttcher finds this " sound." From all these
to

}

an error in transcription ; the Keri
a man is thus designated whose
into a high degree of passionate anger

instances one sees that bil

non~7ia rightly improves
peculiarity

it is

(rMl?

Dan.

i.e.

norij

to fall
xi.

44)

is

it,

such an one has to bear

:

money

for the injury suffered, as e.g. he

woman

another pushes against a

Ex.

falls her,

xxi. 22.

If

tM'y,

a fine,

pay compensation or smart-

to compensate, for he has to

who

in

strife

with

with child, so that injury be-

we compare this passage with 2 Sam.
meaning of taking away of

xiv. 6, there appears for 7*XR the

the object (whether a person or a thing) against which the

Therewith the meaning of
Wn, once is not
enough, hut much rather must be repeated, and yet is without
effect; but that one only increases and heightens the DDfl thereby.
passionate hothead directs himself.

t)DiPi

"rtJJl

accords.

The meaning

is

v

not that,

such a violent person the punishwhich he obstinately runs much more advisable is it
violent opposition only makes the
to let him rage till he ceases
evil the greater.
With EK '3, " derm wenn " [for then], cf. ii. 3,
It is in vain to seek to spare

ment

into

;

;

"ja wenn" [yea

if],

and with "lij)1 in the conclusion, Job xiv. 7 (a
more appropriate than Ps. cxxxix. 18).

parallelism syntactically

Ver. 20 Hearten to counsel, and receive instruction,
That thou mayest become wise afterwards.

Tlie rule of morals,

xii.

15b, receives here the parsenetic tone

the introduction i.-ix. Lowenstein
finally become wise. But IfViriKa
mayest
thou
translates
that
" [posthac] than to " end"
our
hinfort
rather
to
corresponds

which

is

the keynote of
:
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He

[finally].

licit,"

to

whom

the warning

is

directed

must

ffm

[beginning] of
break with the self-willed, undisciplined
his life, and for the future (top iiriKonrw iv aapicl j^pdvov, 1
Pet.

iv.

Ver. 21

life is

Many

lies,

Job

viii. 7.

are the thoughts in a man's heart;

as at Isa.

(His plan of the world

comes into actual

contrast between the

relative

the same as at

But Jahve's
In Dlpn

The

2) become wise.

two periods of

fact,

counsel, that stands.

xl.

8,

both

that the counsel of

:

God

and of salvation) is accomplished and
and that it continues. This counsel is

the true reality elevated above the checkered manifoldness of

human
works

purposes, aims, and subjectivities, which penetrates and

itself

The

out in history.

thoughts of a

man

thus gain

unity, substance, endurance, only in so far as he subjects him-

and makes

self to this counsel,

his

thoughts and actions con-

formable and subordinate to this counsel.
Ver. 22.

The

series

regarding the poor

A

makes a new departure with a proverb

(cf. ver.

17)

man's delight

And

is

:

his henefieence

better is a poor

man

than a

;

liar.

The right interpretation will be that which presses upon ri'xn
no strange meaning, and which places the two parts of the verse
in an inner mutual relation ethically right.
In any case it lies
nearer to interpret niNn, in relation to man, actively than pasthat which makes man worthy of desire (Eashi), adorns
and distinguishes him (Kimchi, Aben-Ezra); or, that which is
desired by man, is above all things sought for (Luzzatto); and,
in like manner, the Heb. meaning for npn lies nearer than the
sively

:

Aram.

(vid. xiv.

34): the pleasure of a

man

is

his disgrace (Eal-

Thus Bertheau's translation the desire of a man is his
cliaritas, must mean that which brings to a man true joy is to act
amiably. But is that, thus generally expressed, true? And if this
were the thought, how much more correctly and distinctly would
bag).

:

:

IDPi niti>j? nn.s6 nnw c f. xx j.
15)
Hi tz g } s
(
reminded by riDn of the Pharisee who thanks God that
he is not as other men ; the word ought to have been IDn to
remove every trace of self-satisfaction. Hitzig therefore proposes from the LXX. and the Vulgate the text-correction
njmn», and translates, " from the revenue of a man
is his kin4
it

be expressed by

rightly

\

;

CHAP. XIX.

and Ewald, who

gift;"

a

man

is

(love) distributed

is

with riNan, "the gain of

satisfied

is

The

his pious love."

33

23.

latter is

more

judicious

:

IDn

;

but

in reality gain (according to ver. 17)

226 corresponds rather with the former: "better is he who
from want does not give nKian, than he who could give and
says he has nothing."
But was there then need for that Kapir6<i

LXX. %

of the
lying,

If a poor

— for B"K with Bn

is

a

man
man

is

of

better than a lord given to

means and

position,

i.e.

a

man who would give willingly, but has nothing, than that
man who will not give, and therefore lies, saying that he has
nothing then 22a means that the will of a man (cf niND, xi.
poor

;

.

his doing

good

23)

is

soul

and very essence.

philanthropy of a

(vid.

regarding IDn, at

iii.

3),

i.e. is

Euchel, who accordingly translates

man

:

its

the

consists properly in his goodwill, rightly

compares the Rabbinical proverb, iai>3l D'JJttnn into nmion inx
Jliarw, i.e. one may give more or less, it all depends on the
intention, the disposition.
Ver. 23 The fear of Jahve tendeth to life
Satisfied, one spendeth the night, not visited by

The

first line is

How

a variation of xiv. 27a.

thus reacheth to

life, i.e.

helps to a

life

that

evil.

the fear of
is

God

enduring, free

from care and happy, 236 says the promises are fulfilled to
the God-fearing, Deut. xi. 15 and Lev. xxvi. 6; he does not go
hungry to bed, and needs fear no awakening in terror out of
With explic, 23a is explained.
his soft slumber (iii. 24).
yif fr means to spend the night (the long night) hungry,
as OViy yb. Job xxiv. 7, to pass the night in nakedness (cold).
11533, of visitation of punishment, we read also at Isa. xxix. 6,
and instead of ina, as it might be according to this passage, we
have here the accus. of the manner placing the meaning of the
All
Nipli. beyond a doubt (cf. xi. 15, JH, in an evil manner).
the
conon
Heb.
is
good
and
matter,
the
is in harmony with
:

1

1

;

trary, Hitzig's ingenuity introduces, instead of J?3tfl, an unheard
One of the Greeks
of word, j™i, " and he stretches himself."

excellently translates
K07ri7?

n-ovypa's.

:

koX ifnrXrjffdeK aiiKt,a8rjaerai avev eiri<rinstead of jn, <yz/wo-t?,

The LXX., which

translates thus, JH, discredits itself.

says of

its

VOL.

II.

translation

— varies

The Midrash— Lagarde

in colour like

an

opal.

In other

34
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words,

own

handles the text like wax, and forms it according to
Midrash with its " read not so, but so."

it

its

taste, like the

Ter. 24 The slothful hath thrust his hand into the dish

He

bringeth

it

;

not again to his mouth.

repeated in a different form, xxvi. 15. The
figure appears, thus understood, an hyperbole, on which account
the
understand by nrftx the bosom or lap, koXttov; Aquila
and Symmachus understand by it the arm-pit, /iacr^aX^i/ or

This proverb

is

LXX.

by pTl (Kimchi) or
But the domestic
figure, 2 Kings xxi. 13, places before us a dish which, when it
1
is empty, is wiped and turned upside down; and that the slothful
when he eats appears too slothful to bring his hand, e.g. with
and the Jewish interpreters

IjloXtjv;

p)bnn jnp, the

gloss

it

fenditura) of the shirt.

slit (Ital.

the rice or the piece of bread he has taken out of the dish, again
to his

mouth,

true to nature

is

:

The

almost sleeps when he eats.

we say

of such a

f ut. after

that which

after the former thing,

scarcely

difficulty

is not done
and only with

meaning of " yet
once "

=ne

.

.

.

done

;

ii>

quidem,

lies

.

i.e.

D3

that which

may

is

have the

way

required at least the

xxiii. 3.

prudent
of understanding, he gaineth knowledge

that

is

is

syntactically inexact

the scorner, so the simple becomes prudent

is

.

.

here nearer Deut.

And if one reprove the man
Hitzig translates in a

1

that he

not," as at Ps. cxxix. 2; but the sense of " not

Ver. 25 The soorner thou smitest, and the simple

by

man

the perf . here denotes

word

DiJPl

:

fut.

;

and

:

smite

that would have
fut.

connected

many modes of expression for the simultaneous,
by me at Hab. iii. 10. The meaning of the proverb

one of

discussed

has a complete commentary at xxi. 11, where its two parts are
otherwise expressed with perfect identity of thought.
In
regard to the Y?, with whom denunciation and threatening bear

no

fruit (xiii. 1, xv. 12),

and perhaps even produce the conthere remains nothing

trary effect to that intended (ix. 7),
1

While nnav, *ahfat, in the sense of dish,

nrfcf, neither mlali (to be

good

for),

is

etymologically clear, for

nor salakh (to be deaf, mangy),

offers

an appropriate verbal meaning. The Arab, zuluh (large dishes) stands
under zalah (to taste, of the tasting of food), but is scarcely a derivative
from it. Only r6s, which in the meaning of good for, proceeding from
the idea of penetrating through, has retained the root-meaning
of
furnishes for nrfe and n^ni^V a root-word in some measure
useful.

cleft
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24.

than to vindicate the injured truths by means of the

else

private justice of corporal punishment.

Such words, if spoken
man, in the right spirit, at the right time, may
him with wholesome terrors; but even though he is not

to the right

affect

made

better thereby, yet the simple,

who

listens to the

mockeries

of such not without injury, will thereby become prudent (gain
D'nyn

= hkhj?, prudence,

as at xv. 5),

i.e.

either arrive at the

knowledge that the mockery of religion is wicked, or guard
himself against incurring the same repressive measures. In
25b roini is neither inf. (Umbreit), which after xxi. 115 must
be nairni, nor impr. (Targ., Ewald), which according to rule is
roin,

but the hypothetic perf. (Syr.) with the most general

subject (Merc, Hitzig)
obj. as ix. 7, xv. 2)

:

man

if

one impart instruction to the

(dat.

of understanding (vid. xvi. 21), then

he acquires knowledge, i.e. gains an insight into the nature
and value of that which one wishes to bring him to the know
ledge of (njn jun, as xxix. 7

cf. viii.

;

That which

5).

th\>

deterring lesson of exemplary punishment approximately effects

with the wavering,

in the case of the

is,

man

of understanding,

perfectly attained by an instructive word.

"We have now reached the close of the third chief section of
Book of Proverbs. All the three sections begin with

the older

Dan

J3,

x. 1, xiii. 1, xv. 20.

this collection of

The

Introduction,

i.-ix.,

dedicates

Solomonic proverbs to youth, and the three

beginnings accordingly relate to the relative duties of a son to
are now no longer far from the
his father and mother.

We

end, for xxii. 17 resumes the tone of the Introduction.
third principal part

would be disproportionately large

extended from xv. 1 to

xxii.

15.

mencement

if

it

But there does not again

occur a proverb beginning with the words " son of man."

can therefore scarcely go wrong

The
if

we

of a fourth principal part.

We

take xix. 26 as the com-

The Masora

divides the

whole MisJde into eight sedarim, which exhibit so little knowledge of the true division, that the parashas (sections) x. 1,
xxii.
1

17 do not at

all

The 915 verses of the

find their right place.
Mislrfe,

sedarim, beginning as follows

xxv. IS, xxviii. 16.

:

i.

1

The

according to the Masora,

MSS.,

fall

how-

into eight

1, v. 18, ix. 12, xiv. 4, xviii. 10, xxii. 22,
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Hagiograph was also anciently
divided into parashas, which were designated partly by spaces
between the lines (sethumoth) and partly by breaks in the lines
ever, contain evidences that this

1

In Baer's Cod. Jamanensis, after vi. 19, there
such a
is the letter S written on the margin as the mark of
commences
a newindeed
break.
With vi. 20 (vid. I.e.) there
besides,
But,
we
discourses.
part of the introductory Mashal
2
division
and
the
with
coincidences
with
only seldom meet
grouping which have commended themselves to us. In the MS.
(phethucoth).

of the Grwcus

Venetus, xix. 11, 16,

letters coloured red

A

but

;

why

and 19 have

only these verses,

is

their initial

not manifest.

comparison of the series of proverbs distinguished by such
with the Cod. Jaman. and Cod. n. of the Leipzig City

initials

Library, makes

it

more than probable that it gives a traditional
which may perhaps yet be discovered by

division of the Mishle,

a comparison of mss.

3

But

this

much

literary reconstruction of the Mishle,

is

clear, that a historico-

and of

several parts,

its

can derive no help from this comparison.

With

xix.

26 there thus begins the fourth principal part

the Solomonic collection of proverbs introduced by

He

The

that doeth violence to his father and chaseth his mother,

a son that bringeth shame and disgrace.

Is

right

name

is

given in the second line to him

described in the

is

of

i.-ix.

first.

T\ip

means properly

who

to

acts as

barricade

[obstruere], and then in general to do violence to, here to ruin
one both as to life and property. The part., which has the force
of an attributive clause, is continued in the finite : qui matrem
:

fugat

;

this is the rule of the

Heb.

style,

which

is

not faXo/ie-

to%o?, Gescn. § 134, Anm. 2.
Kegarding tt'^D, vid. at x. 5;
regarding the placing together of "VBnni C"2n, vid. xiii. 5, where
for cyuri, to make shame, to be scandalous, the word C'^an,

which
used.
1

is

radically different,

The

meaning to bring

putting to shame

is

in

ty'ia

into

bad odour,

is

(kindred with Arab.

Vid. the Prefatio to the Masoretico-Critical Edition of Isaiah
;
Leipzig, 1872.

by Baer

and myself
2

v.

There are spaces within the lines after i.
11, 15, 19 (here » Q), 35,

7, 9, 33,

ii.
22, iii 18 35,
21, 31, 35,'ix. 18, xvii.
22, 33, xxvi. 21 xxviii 10

17, 23, vi. 4,

25, xviii. 9, xxii.

viii.

19, 27, xxiii. 14, xxiv.
16, xxix. 17, 27, xxx. 6, 9, 14, 17, 20, 23, 28, 33, xxxi.
*

Vid. Gebhardt's

Prokgomma

to his

new

9.

edition of the Versio
Veneia
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27, 28.

lath) thought of as disturbatio (cf. aviyxycrii) (cf. atPs.
in "isn

as opertio (cf.

(khfr)

Cicero's

Cluent.

20

:

vi. 11),

infamia

et

dedecore opertus), not, as I formerly thought, with Fiirst, as

reddening, blushing (vid. Ps. xxxiv. 6).
Putting to shame
would in this connection be too weak a meaning for "I'SHD.

The

psedagogic stamp which ver. 26 impresses on this fourth

principal part

now

made yet

is

further distinct in the verse that

follows.
Ver. 27 Cease,

my

son, to hear instruction,

To depart from the words

Oetinger correctly

make no

:

cease

other use of

it

wisdom and afterwards
says, as

" bloody irony

of knowledge.

from hearing

instruction if thou wilt

than to depart,

to

misuse

;"

but

it.

it is

etc., i.e.

cease to learn

The proverb

is,

as

a warning against the self-deception of which Jas.
speaks, against heightening one's

the case of that servant

Luke

Ewald

a dissuasive from hypocrisy,
i.

22-24

own condemnation, which

who knows

his lord's will

is

and does it
doing some-

Tin, in the meaning to leave off
more frequently construed with ? seq. infin.
than with \D (cf. e.g. Gen. xi. 8 with 1 Kings xv. 21); but if
we mean the omission of a thing which has not yet been begun,

not,

xii.

thing further,

47.
is

then the construction

is

with

?,

Num.

ix.

Instead of

13.

might have been also used ni-iB>pD (omit rather . .
than . .), and niJip \Va> would be more distinct ; but as the proverb is expressed, HUB'? is not to be mistaken as the subord.
infin. of purpose.
The LXX., Syr., Targ., and Jerome do
Luther, after the example of older
violence to the proverb.
interpreters : instruction, that which leads away from prudent
niaBv, there

.

.

learning; but musar always means either discipline weaning

from

evil,

or education leading to good.

Ver. 28

A worthless witness scoffeth at right
And

The Mosaic law

the

mouth

does not

of the godless swalloweth

know

up

mischief.

the oath of witnesses

adjuring of witnesses to speak the truth, Lev.

iv.

;

but the

1, places a
The BStpD,

statement almost in the rank of perjury.
which legally and morally binds witnesses, is just their duty

false

to

matter in accordance with truth, and without deceitbut a worthless witness (vid.
ful and malicious reservation
regarding ^3, vi. 12) despiseth what is right (r?* with accus.state the

;
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obj. like xiv. 9),

i.e.

Under 2SJ

scornfully disregards this duty.

devour, but in
Hitzig remarks that jfa only in Kal means to
he reads
therefore
annihilate
Piel, on the contrary, to absorb

=

;

[justice] instead of P.N [mischief]:
and Syr.
is right, properly,
the mouth of the wicked murders that which

with the

LXX.

H

m

interchanges with
But
swallows down his feeling of right.
connected idea
the
without
jta in the sense of swallowing only,
[duration]
of a
continuance
the
of 'annihilation ; cf. J&M for
iv. 20 with Job vii. 29 ; and one
any alteration of the text after
without
286
can thus understand
well as with the text altered
as
12-15,
xx.
cf.
Job xv. 16 ;
that one makes px the subso
means
no
by
iii.
12,
after Isa.

=

gulp

ject

:

for a

moment, Num.

mischief swallows up,

wicked (Rashi); for when
connected, the mouth

which

is

swallows,

swallowed
i.e.

is

i.e.

destroys,

the

mouth

of

"mouth" and "to swallow"

the

stand

naturally that which swallows, not that

(cf.

the mouth of the fool
Thus 28b means that wickedness,

Eccles. x. 12

destroys, him).

:

morally perverse, is a delicious morsel for the
month of the godless, which he eagerly devours ; to practise evil
" [a true enjoyment].
is for him, as we say, " ein wahrer Genuss
that which

i.e.

is

Ver. 29 Judgments are prepared for scorners,
And stripes for the backs of fools.

COBB* never means punishment which a court of justice inflicts,
is always used of the judgments of God, even although they

but

are inflicted

by human instrumentality

the singular, which nowhere occurs,

=

(vid.

2 Chron. xxiv. 24)

the segolate n.

is

act. t3BB>

Hitzig's remark: "the
2 Chron. xx. 9, plur. CtaiS?.
judgment may, after ver. 25, consist in stripes," is misleading
Dise>,

the stroke, nian, there
is

is

such as when,

e.g.,

a stroke on the ear

who despises that which is holy, which, under
circumstances, may be salutary but it does not fall under

applied to one

the

;

the category of shephuthim, nor properly under that of

The former are providential
itself, or God in history, visits

niopriD.

chastisements with which history
the despiser of religion

;

the latter

are strokes which are laid on the backs of fools
instructing them, in order,

if possible, to

by one who is
bring them to thought

and understanding.
p3J, here inflected as Niph. is used, as
Job xv. 23, as meaning to be placed in readiness, and thus to be
surely imminent.
Regarding mahalUmoth, vid. at xviii. 6.
}
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Chap. xx.

1.

This proverb warns against the debauchery

with which free-thinking

Wine

is

And no

The
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1, 2.

one who

with

article stands

intimately associated.

is

a mocker,

mead

is

boisterous

overtaken thereby

wise.

is

Ewald maintains

]?_.

that in x.-xxii. 6

the article occurs only here and at xxi. 31, and that

LXX.

as the

The article is found, e.g., at
the personification of " wine " requires
rect.

to "OE>

shows how

little

it is

here,

Both statements are incorxix. 6, xviii. 18, 17, and here

shows, not original.

it;

poetry delights in

but that
it

;

it

it is

wanting

stands once for

The

effects of wine and mead ("I3K> from "Utp, to stop,
become stupid) are attributed to these liquors themselves
Wine is a mocker, because he who is intoxias their property.
cated with it readily scoffs at that which is holy
mead is

twice.

obstruct,

;

boisterous (cf. n^pin,

vii.

11), because he

who

is

inebriated in

madness breaks through the limits of morality
and propriety.
He is unwise who, through wine and the like,
i.e. overpowered by it (cf. 2 Sam. xiii. 28), staggers, i.e. he gives
himself up to wine to such a degree that he is no longer master
of himself. At v. 19 we read, 3 fW, of the intoxication of love

his dissolute

here, as at Isa. xxviii. 7, of the intoxication of wine,

i.e.

of

the passionate slavish desire of wine or for wine.

The word

" Erpicht "

bound

a

[avidissimus],

thing, corresponds

at

being indissolubly

i.e.

in

least

Fleischer compares the French

:

some degree

to

to

the idea.

Strefou de quelque chose.

Isa.

however, shows that one has to think on actual staggering, being overtaken in wine.
xxviii. 7,

Ver. 2

A roaring as of a lion is the terror of the king
And

Line

he that provoketh him forfeiteth his

The

life.

which a king
spreads around (H??, gen. subjecti., as, e.g., at Job ix. 34 and
generally) is like the growling of a lion which threatens danger.
The thought here suggested is that it is dangerous to arouse a
Thus iiajffiD does not mean he who is angry at him
lion.
first

is

a variation of xix. 12.

terror

:

(Venet.

:

ypkov/jLevo'; ai-rm),

Syr., Targ.,

who provokes him (LXX.,
*i?l?nn signifies, as we saw at

but he

Jerome, Luther).

be in a state of excessive displeasure, extreme anger.
Here the meaning must be he who puts him into a state of

xiv. 16, to

:

anger

(LXX.,

6 irapo^vvcov av-rov, in other versions with the
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addition of kcA hryivyvC/tepot,

But can mitharvo have

him^UiOTD).

towards

meaning?
Kings vm.

this

gnnri (1
transitive stems, e.g.

That the Hithpa" oi

familiarly

who conducts himself

with the accus. of
59) and iBPiB'n (Mic. vi. 16), is construed
Ewald's Gramrn.
(cf.
that which any one performs for himself
Hithpa. of the
the
can
Arab. § 180), is not unusual ; but
" express with
passion,
a
into
"lay,
signifies to fall

which

intrans.

" (Ewald,
the accusative the passion of another excited thereby
conjecture,
Hitzig's
and
this;
for
evidence
There is no
§ 282a)?
i-ovri? (Tiphel of the

Targ.

i^n =

rnajJ), is

thus not without

But one might suppose that laV"?, as the reflexive
of a Piel or HipJiil which meant to be put into a state of
anger, may mean to draw forth the anger of any one, as in
Arab., the vnith form {Hithpa.) of hadr, to be present, with the
accus. as reflexive of the ivth form, may mean: sibi aliquid
Not so difficult is NBn with the accus. of that
prcesens sistere.
occasion.

which

missing, vid.

is

Ver. 3 It

is

36 and Hab.

viii.

an honour

to

But every fool slioweth

Or

better

does not
this sort,

:

whoever

lie

on

is

;

On

to be peaceable, or, as

from
strife

The

strife.
;

but

may be

phrase

(the

annihilation
iflati*

strife

i.e.

every single one of

but that whoever

is

only

strife.

}

translated

:

to desist

from

word would be pointed rot?, which
from rOE* means, 2 Sam. xxiii. 7,

in this case the

Hitzig prefers; for rDE>

19,

from

Regarding V?3nn
the contrary, it is an honour to a
it is here expressed, to remain far

always a fool finds pleasure in such

man

far

a fool quisquis amens, for the emphasis

contends to the uttermost

vid. xvii. 14, xviii. 1.

10.

his teeth.

that every fool,

this,

ii.

a man to remain

does not

termination

of existence)

mean

keeping holy day

to be

;

also
;

Ex.

xxi.

but to be

home, in a state of incapability for work. Rightly
")p 3B*, like Arab, k'ad son, to remain sitting
quiet, and thus to hold oneself removed from any kind of

sitting, viz. at

Fleischer:

activity."

only breaks
does not at
Ver. 4

Many

He who
off strife
all

is

prudent, and cares for his honour, not

when it

enter into

it,

threatens to

become

passionate, but

keeps himself far removed from

it.

At the beginning of the harvest the sluggard plougheth not
And so when he cometh to the reaping-tiuie there is nothing.
•

translators

(Symmachus, Jerome, Luther) and

inter-
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4.

preters (e.g. Rashi, Zockler) explain: propter frigus
is,

according to

its

verbal import, not a synon. of

but spn

;

and

"ip

= the time of gathering (synon. *pl?K)

but means gathering

7

Pl"]n,

carpere,

off of

1

as harvest, the

the fruit

n|V,

from

time of the Kafnri&w, the plucking

but the harvest

is the beginning of the old
Eastern agricultural year, for in Palestine and Syria the time of
ploughing and sowing with the harvest or early rains (TIC
'T^j
;

=

Neh. vii. 24; Ezra ii. 18) followed the

from October

The JP is thus not that of cause but of time.
it may mean the beginning of an event and

to December.

Thus

fruit harvest

rendered,

onwards (e.g. 1 Sam. xxx. 25), as well as its termination and
onwards (Lev. xxvii. 17) here of the harvest and its ingathering and onwards.
In 4Z>, the Chethib and Keri vary as at
xviii. 17.
The fut. ?N^ would denote what stands before the
sluggard the per/. <W1 places him in the midst of this, and
:

;

besides has this in
theticum,

The

it

favour, that, interpreted as per/, hypo-

its

makes the absence of an object

CheUiib, ?£B>1,

beg in harvest

—

well remarks

Why in

:

more

tenable.

he will

;

vain

?

Amid

the joy of harvest people

and the right time for begging comes

Hitzig conjecturally arrives at the translation

later.

''

A pannier the

sluggard provideth not
Seeketh to borrow in harvest, and nothing cometh of

it."

leaving out of view the " pannier," the meaning " to obtain

something as a loan," which 7K& from the connection
is

:

vain (Jerome, Luther), to which Hitzig

in

dispense most liberally

But

to ?KE>

not to be read after Ps. cix. 10

is

here altogether imaginary.

indolent owner of land,

and sowing

tilling

who

Let one imagine

may bear,

to himself

an

does not trouble himself about the

of his fields at the right time

and with

who do only as much as
such an one asks, when now the harvest-

diligence, but leaves this to his people,
is

commanded them

:

time has come, about the ingathering

;

but he receives the

answer, that the land has lain unploughed, because he had not

commanded

it

to be ploughed.

he asks in vain
plains

*nn» by n^nnn

he asks

JOt r\bnr\0,

at harvest time,
1

Wheu

he asks, there is nothing,
Meiri rightly exand ib by: "so then, when
find nothing;" on the other

(PSJ, as at xiv. 6,

he will

xiii. 4).

Vid. Fleischer in Levy's Chald. Worterbuch,

i.

426.
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and Aram, think on tpn, carpere conviciis, as
^n».
also in Codd. here and there is found the meaningless
water
deep
is
Ver. 5 The purpose in the heart of a man
But a man of understanding draweth it out.
" Still waters are deep." Like such deep waters (xviii. 4) is
that which a man hath secretly (Isa. xxix. 15) planned in his

LXX.

Land, the

;

heart.

He

leads those

keeps

who

it

secret, conceals

seek to draw

out

it

;

it

carefully, craftily mis-

man

but the

of DMan,

i.e.

one who possesses the right criteria for distinguishing between
good and bad, true and false, and at the same time has the
capacity to look through

men and

things,

draws out (the

Venet.

well, avek^ei) the secret nvy, for he penetrates to the bottom of

Such an one does not deceive himself with
to estimate their conduct according to its
how
knows
men, he
and if the purpose is one that
last underlying motive and aim
the deep water.

;

is

pernicious to him, he meets

it

in the process of realization.

"What is here said is applicable not only to the subtle statesman
and the general, but also to the pragmatical historiaii and the
expositor, as, e.g., of a poem such as the book of Job, the idea
of which

a pearl at the bottom of deep water.

lies like

man who is gracious to him
test, who findeth such an one ?
a messenger in whom there

Ver. 6 Almost every one meeteth a

But a man who standeth the

As

D'JIDK "PVj xiii. 17, signifies

confidence, and

DVJIDK IV, xiv. 5, a witness

D^ON

truthful, so

and maintains

t^N

is

a

who

man who remains

is

is

altogether

true to himself,

Such an one it is not
easy to find
but patrons who make promises and awaken expectations, finally to leave in the lurch him who depends on
them of such there are many. This contrast would proceed
from 6a also, if we took a~ji> in the sense of to call, to call or
fidelity

toward others.

;

—

cry out with ostentation

multi homines sunt quorum suam
quisque humanitatem proclctmat (Schelling, Fleischer, Ewald,
Zockler, and also, e.g., Meiri).
But Vnpri b»k is certainly to be
interpreted after
translates:

many

xi.

a

:

17, Isa.

lvii. 1.

man one names

Eecognising this/Hitzig
his dear friend;

but in
point of style this would be as unsuitable as possible.
Must
N"]^ then mean vocat?
more appropriate parallel word to

A

NSO

tO|3

= rnjj,

according to which, with Oetinger, Heidenheim, Euchel, and Lowenstein, we explain the greater
part of
is

:

CHAP. XX,
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7.

men meet one who shows himself to them (to this or that man)
as IDn b^k, a man well-affectioned and benevolent; but it is
rare to find one who in his affection and its fruits proves himself to be true, and actually performs that which w as hoped for
T

from him. Luther translates, with the Syr. and Targ. after
Jerome Viel Mensclien werden From gerhilmbt [many men are
:

"1DH t}»K

LXX.

a compassionate

but

;

man

if

;

man.

almost the same in

all

plentiful

these interpretations

fidelity, rare

;

the image of God,
Ver. 7

therefore

;

1DI"!,

and readings

:

love

of the right kind, after

joined to flON.

is

He who

X"Ji? -

something precious but it costs trouble
The fundamental thought remains

is

to find out a true

is

,

were equivalent to SOif., then
ought to have been used instead of TiDn B"K. The
read TDn S^N ipi D1X 3"i, man is something great, and

reputed pious]

in his innocence walketh as one upright,

Blessed are his children after him

We

may

subject

(Van Dyk,

rendered,

second

not take the

it

line,

first line

Elster)

as a separate clause with P^V, as

predicate

or

does not appropriately

fall

(Targ.)

;

for,

thus

in as parallel to the

because containing nothing of promise, and the

second line would then strike in at least not so unconnectedly
x. 9, xiv. 25).
We have before us a subwhich the first line is the complex subject.
But Jerome, the Venet., and Luther erroneously the just man
walking in his innocence; this placing first of the adj. is in
opposition to the Hebr. syntax. We must, if the whole is to be
interpreted as nom., regard pHX as permutative
one walking
(cf.

on the contrary,

stantival clause, of

:

:

in his innocence, a righteous one.

the accus. of the
in apposition: as
ii.

7.

manner

manner
one righteous; cf. Job

Thus Hitzig

and Evvald

But, without doubt, tsedek

;

in the

is

of one righteous, or

26 with Mic.
two passages,
To walk in his

xxxi.

rightly also refers to these

also refers to Xxii. 11, xxiv. 15.

innocence as a righteous man,

is

equivalent to always to do that

which is right, without laying claim to any distinction or making
any boast on that account for thereby one only follows the
impulse and the direction of his heart, which shows itself and
;

not otherwise than in unreserved devotion to

can show

itself

God and

to that

which

is

good.

The

children after

not the children after his death (Gen. xxiv. 67)

;

him are

but, according
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Job xxi. 21, those who follow his example,
and thus those who come after him for already in the life-

to Dent. iv. 40, cf.

;

time of such an one, the benediction begins to have

ment

its fulfil-

in his children.

following group begins with a royal proverb, which
Two proverbs, of the
expresses what a king does with his eyes.

The

seeing eye and the necessary opening of the eyes, close
Ver. 8

it.

A king sitting on the seat of justice,
Scattereth asunder

Excellently the Venet. iwl 6povov

all evil

oYkt??,

with his eyes.

H""??

for

is

name

the

of the seat of rectitude (the tribunal), as the " throne of grace,"

Heb.

iv.

17,

is

the

name

the seat of the judge

pVKD3

is

is

the contrast of

which the decision that

of the capporeth as the seat of

rriin

is

in

here as at ver. 26

melek

but the

;

is

;

:

conformity with what

Jer. v. 28). goes forth, and where

e.g.,

there need for

LXX. hits the

it is

meaning for

it,

mind

dignoscit, with the eyes of the
it

has

eventilasti,

it lies

all

iirl

that

subjectively from that which

Hitzig by a comparison of Ps.

xi. 4,

in

As

little

understands such

is

is

mind

By
:

he

the

sifts,

evil, i.e. distin-

not evil?

cxxxix. 3 (where

Thus
Jerome

Scarcely correctly, for

the Vulg. investigasti).

nearer to think on the eyes

right (cf.,

Bpovov.

pi: oTav fiacriXeix; Swcaio?
" eyes " are we then to understand those of the

to

is

sought.

a characterizing adj. to

/cadlcrr)

guishes

mercy

on the other hand,
ND3, Ps. xciv. 20
the seat from

merely called ND3

the king's head (vid. xvi. 15)

to winnow (to sift) means to separate the good
and the bad, but first mediately: to exclude the bad; finally,
ver. 26 leads to the conclusion that iTiTO is to be understood, not
of a subjective, but of an actual scattering, or separating, or

in that case

:

driving away.

Thus

the penetrating, fear-inspiring eyes of the

king are meant, as Immanuel explains
nt03

$>D3 DITiX 1T301.

dering of JH"?3

is

But

incorrect

;

understood as neut. like

whom
5),

its

v. 14.

meant

of the driving

object a plur. (cf. 26a).

Col-ra

Before the look of a kin" to

belongs to execute righteousness and justice (Isa. xvi.
evil stands ; criminal acts and devices seen through,

nothing

and so
all

it

VJ3D DrrnaD WJ? n"fcTQ

for mezareh,

asunder of persons, requires as
is

:

in this explanation the personal ren-

also

judged by these eyes, are broken up and scattered to

the winds, along with the danger that thereby threatened

CHAP. XX.
the community.

It
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10.

command

the

is

9,

:

" put

away

the evil"

6 [5]), which the king carries into effect by the
powerful influence of his look. With col-ra there is connected

(Deut.

xiii.

the thought that in the presence of the heavenly
is

wholly free from

Who

Ver. 9

I

It

it

I have made
from my sins ?

can say

am pure

my heart

clean,

the same thought that Solomon expresses in his prayer at

the consecration of the temple, 1 Kings

man who
is

King no one

sin.

sinneth not.

To

equivalent to to empty

effort after holiness, of all

regarding

flat,

viii.

46

there

:

cleanse his heart (as Ps.

is

lxxiii.

no

13),

by self-examination and earnest
impure motives and inclinations vid.
it,

;

to be piercing, shining brightly, cloudlessly pure,

Fleischer in Levy's Chald.

Wsrterbuch,

i.

424.

The

conse-

and the consequence of
D? ni3T, i.e. of the purifying of the heart, the being pure from
sinful conduct
I have become pure from my sins, i.e. from
such as I might fall into by not resisting temptations the

quence of

Hi3T

is,

becoming pure

;

:

;

understood as actual, but as potential,

suffix is not

No

xviii. 24.

one can boast of

this, for

like Ps.

man's knowledge of

himself and of his sins remains always limited (Jer. xvii. 9 f.
Ps. xix. 13) and sin is so deeply rooted in his nature (Job
;

xiv. 4, xv. 14-16), that the

remains of a sinful tendency always

still

conceal themselves in the folds of his heart, sinful thoughts

still

cross his soul, sinful inclinations

still

sometimes by their

natural force overcome the moral resistance that opposes them,

and

even his best actions.
This proverb passes sentence of condemnation

stains of all kinds

Ver.

10.

still

defile

against gross sins in action and

life.

Diverse stones, diverse measures
abomination to Jahve are they both.

An
The

stones are, as at xi. 1, xvi. 11, those used as weights.

Stone

and stone, ephah and ephah, means that they are of diverse
kinds, one large and one small (the LXX., in which the
sequence of the proverbs from ver. 10 is different, has peya koi
one may be able deceitfully to substitute the
one for the other. n^K (from HSN, to bake) may originally
have been used to designate such a quantity of meal as supplied
a family of moderate wants ; it corresponds to the lath (Ezek.

/ufcpov), so that
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measure for

xlv. 11) as a

cally instead of

all

fluids,

and stands here synecdochie.g., the cor, of which

the measures, including,

the ephah was a tenth part, and the seah, which was a third
106
part of it.
xvii. 5, an echo of Lev. xix. 36 ; Dent. xxv.

=

Just and equal measure is the demand of a holy God;
the contrary is to Him an abhorrence.
13-16.

Even a child maketh himself known by his conduct,
Whether his disposition be pure and whether it be right.
may be here understood after the use of ^3?, to play,

Ver. 11

feo

If

pass the time with anything, then D3 refers thereto

to

by

his

play

(Ewald).

synon.

with

njM,

But granting

had occasioned the

(vid. Fleischer on Isa.

bhyti

that

iii.

PPiJJD

choice of

4), yet this

even

:

[children],

the

word

word never means

anything else than work, an undertaking of something, and
accomplishing it ; wherefore Bottcher proposes
for

™B,

bvy'D
is

may have meant

play, in contradistinction to b?W2.

but conjectural.

possible,

Thus gam

is

This

not taken along with

That the child also makes himself known by his
an awkward thought for if in anything else, in these
he must show what one has to expect from him. Thus gam is
after the syntactical method spoken of at xvii. 26, xix. 2, to be
Uamalalav.
actions,

is

;

referred to

order

it is

(also the child,

"ij»

even the

child),

referred to the whole clause.

although in

The verb

"133 is,

this

from

fundamental thought, to perceive, observe from an evavrioto know, and to know as strange, to disown (vid.
under Isa. iii. 9) the Hitlipa. elsewhere signifies, like (Arab.)

its

crrjfiov

:

;

make oneself unknowable, but here to make oneself knowable
Symmachus, eTrtr/vajpLaOrjaeTai, Tenet. «jV(o<jQr\a-erai.
Or does the proverb mean even the child dissembles
tankkar, to

;

:

in his actions (Oetinger) ?

statement

which, thus

Certainly not, for that would be a
generally made, is not justified by

We must then interpret 11 b as a direct qnestion,
though it has the form of an indirect one: he gives himself to
be known, viz. whether his disposition be pure and ri^ht. That
one may recognise his actions in the conduct of any one, is a
experience.

may recognise his conduct in these is not
therefore referred by Hitzig to God'as the
Creator, and he interprets it in the sense of the Arab.
Tcliulk,
platitude; also that one

much

better.

being created

Wb

is

= natura. We also

in this

way

explain lanv Ps.

CHAP. XX.

ciii.

14, as referable to

Isa.

i.

God

the "VP

;

and that pool occurs,

e.g.

31, not merely in the sense of action, but also in that of

performance or structure,

But one would think

favourable to this interpretation.

is

if thus used in the sense of
nature of man, would have more frequently occurred.

the

everywhere

It
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12.

that poal,

means

else

And

or work.

action

thus

it

is

perhaps also here used to denote action, but regarded as
habitual conduct, and according to the root-meaning, moral

The N. T. word

disposition.

such passages as Gal. vi.
understood with reference

to the future

for in that case one does not see

more

of the

intelligible

our (Germ.) proverb

why

phrase I^S

Was

:

epyov approaches this idea in

116 is
(Luther and others)

It is less probable that

4.

ein

;

the poet did not

make use

nw

It is like

~im

1»

Haken werden

laid [what means to become a hook bends

DK.

will kriimmt sich

early]

itself

;

or

Dornchen werden will spitzt sick bei Zeiten 1 [what
means to become a thorn sharpens itself early], and to the
Aram, jm rvatspe p>13 psn = that which will become a gourd
shows itself in the bud, Berachoth 48a.

Was

ein

Ver. 12 The hearing ear and the seeing eye
Jahve hath created them both.

Lowenstein, like the

enough

LXX.

:

the ear hears and the eye sees

10 and xvii. 15.
and that is its sensus
simplex ; but besides, this fact may be seen from many points of
view, and it has many consequences, none of which is to be
rejected as contrary to the meaning: (1.) It lies nearest to
draw the conclusion, via eminentwe which is drawn in Ps. xciv.
is

it

In

itself

to refer to the contrary to ver.

the proverb affirms a

fact,

)

God

9.

is

thus the All-hearing and the All-seeing, from

which, on the one

3

;

side,

the consolation arises that everything

seen stands under His protection and government, xv.
and on the other side, the warning, Aboth ii. 1 : " Know

that

what

is

is

above thee

thy conduct

is

;

a Seeing eye and a Hearing ear, and

marked

in

His book."

(2.)

With

connected the sense arising out of the combination in Ps.

man ought

all

this also is
xl.

7

:

then to use the ear and the eye in conformity with

the design which they are intended to subserve, according to
1

A

similar comparison

Blumenlese, p. 126.

from Bereschiih RaVba,

vid.

Duke's Rabbin.
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is not
the purpose of the Creator (Hitzig compares xvi. 4) ; it
to the
but
natural,
the
to
reference
first applicable to man with
to that
blind
and
deaf
himself
make
he
shall
life
not
moral
:

but he ought also not
his duty to hear and to see
hear and to see with pleasure that from which he should
turn away (Isa. xxxiii. 15),— in all his hearing and seeing he is

which

is

it

;

to

(3.) One
responsible to the Creator of the ear and the eye.
may thus interpret " hearing " and "seeing" as commendable

from comparison of xvi. 11 an
ear that truly hears (the word of God and the lessons of
Wisdom) and an eye that truly sees (the works of God) are a
gift of the Creator, and are (Arab.) HUM, are to be held as
properties, as Fleischer suggests

:

high and precious. Thus the proverb, like a polished gem,
may be turned now in one direction and now in another ; it
is to be regarded as a many-sided fact.
Ver. 13 Love not sleep, lest thou become poor

Open thine

"What

comprehended

is

eyes,

and have enough to

in the first

The

line here

eat.

is

presented in

Niph. of BTi, to become poor (cf.
x. 4), is formed metaplastically from tsnj, xxiii. 21, xxx. 9, as at
1 Sam. ii. 7
Hitzig compares (Arab.) ryth, which, however,
means to loiter or delay, not to come back or down. The R. CD
detail in vi. 9-11.

fut.

;

be slack without support (cf. 7*)), or to desire
Arab, fkyr, properly hiscens, R. pa, as in npa, to
open widely, which here follows).
Regarding the second

signifies either to
(cf.

ii^N,

imper. 13b, vid.

iii.

4

:

has the force of a consequence, Las

it

deine augen icacker sein, So loirstu brots gnug liaben (Luth.) [Let

thine eyes be open, so shalt thou have bread enough]. With
these two proverbs of the eyes, the group beginning with ver.

8 rounds

The

itself off.

following group has

departure at ver. 20, and
of ways.

its

is

natural limit at the

new

Ver. 14 "Bad, bad!" saith the buyer
;
And going his way, he boasteth then.

Luther otherwise

:

" Bad, bad

But when

!" saith

it is

point of

internally connected in a diversity

one if he hath it
gone, then he boasteth of it

CHAP. XX.

This rendering has
of the Latin poet

many
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15.

Geier

supporters.

" Omne bonum prxsens minus

est,

the words

cites

sperata videntur J/a^na.''

Scliultens quotes the proverbs to irapbv ftapv

and Prwsentia
Luther he refers li> ^TSO to the present posses(Arab.) zdl, to cease, to be lost), and
sion ($>TX, as 1 Sam. ix. 7
translates
at dilapsum sibi turn demum pro splendido celebrat.
But by this the Hithpa. does not receive its full meaning and
to extract from nMpn the idea to which "b S>TX1 refers, if not
unnecessary, is certainly worthless.
Hakkoneh may also certainly mean the possessor, but the possessor by acquisition
(LXX. and the Venet. 6 KTcbfievos) for the most part it
signifies the possessor by purchase, the buyer (Jerome, emptor),
laudato, for with

=

:

:

;

;

Ezek. iv. 12. It is customary
;
buyer to undervalue that which he seeks to purchase, so

as correlate of "13b, Isa. xxiv. 2

for the

as to obtain

it

as cheaply as possible

he has bought that which

is

;

afterwards he boasts that

That

good, and yet so cheap.

is

but the proverb indirectly warns

an every-day experience;

and shows that one should not be
and deceived thereby. The subject to v 7?N1 is thus
the buyer bin with )b denotes, more definitely even than li> "|^n,
going from thence, sen aller. Syntactically, the punctuation

against conventional lying,
startled

;

V

7TK1 [and he takes himself off] (perf. hypoth., Ewald, 357a)
would have been near (Jerome r et cum recesserit); but yet it is

not necessary, with Hitzig, thus to correct
say

to

making himself

:

off,

The

it.

poet means

We

he then boasts.

cannot in

German

place the " alsdann " [then] as the T& here, and as

also, e.g.

at 1

Sam.

xx. 12

;

but Theodotion, in good Greek

Kai TTopevdei ; Tore Kav^o-eTai.
1

We

may

write

Merclia on the antepenult, on which the accent
cf.

i^.in,

six. 17,

but not

\)>

y for

is

i? ?tfcl

with

thrown back,

the rule for Dagesh does not here,

with the retrogression of the tone, come into application, as, e.g.,
in 'Drfe biK, Ps. xli. 10i
Singularly the Syr. and Targ. do
not read jn

LXX.,

but JTO jn„ and couple
14-19 are wanting^

JTi,

vers.

Ver. 15 There

is

indeed gold, and

But a precious

ver.

many

15 with

pearls

14..

In the

;-

treasure are lips full of knowledge.

In order to find a connection between

this

proverb and that

which precedes, we need only be reminded of the parable of
VOL.

II.

D
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who sought goodly pearls, Matt. xiii. 45 f.
to a climax: there is gold, and there are
rises
proverb
The
pearls in abundance, the one of which has always a higher
value than the other; but intelligent lips are above all such

the merchantman

—

j ewe ] s
they are a precious treasure, which gold and all pearls
cannot equal. In a similar manner the N. T. places the one
So might njn (chokma)
pearl above the many goodly pearls.
be called the pearl above all pearls (iii. 15, viii. 11) ; but the
lips as the organ of knowledge are fittingly compared with a

precious vessel, a vessel of

and

more precious substance than gold

pearls are.

Ver. 16 Take from
another

And

him the garment,

for strangers take

The same proverb

xxvii. 13,

here interchanges with

it

him

where

for

as

he hath become surety for

a pledge.

np_,

with the usual aphseresis,

the fuller form HP?, which

is

also

found at Ezek. xxxvii. 16. To this imperative wan is parallel
take him as a pledge (Theodotion, Jerome, the Vend, and
Luther) ; it is not a substantive his pledge (Targ.), which
would require the word in«n (fen) nor is it to be read with
but it is imperative, not
the Syr. W^an, one pledges him
however of the Piel, which would be W?3n, and would mean
"destroy him;" but, as Aben Ezra rightly, the imperative of
Kaloi 5?n to take as a pledge, Ex. xxii. 25, for W7an without
:

;

;

}

any example indeed except
first line is clear

another

:

^n,

Ps.

ix.

14;

cf.

(cf. xi. 15),

who has

left

him

lxxx. 16.

The

become good

for

in the lurch, so that

he

take his garment, for he has

must now become wise by experience. The second line also is
intelligible if we read, according to the Clietlnb, DnriJ (Jerome,
the Venet.), not D>"iaj, as Schultens incorrectly points it, and if
we interpret this plur. like fi'31, Gen. xxi. 7, with Hitzig following Luther, as plur. of the category : take him as a pledge, hold
fast by his person, so as not to suffer injury from strange people
for whom he has become surety.
But the Keri requires nnM
(according to which Theodotion and the Syr., and, more distinctly still than these, the Targ. translates), and thus, indeed,
it stands written, xxvii. 13, without the Keri, thus Bathra 1736
reads and writes also here. Either nj"D3 is a strange woman,
a prostitute, a maitresse for whom the unwise has made himself

CHAP. XX.
surety, or

it

neut. for aliena

is
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17, 18.

(LXX.

res

aWorpia), a matter not properly belonging

We regard

person.

26

mean avri, but

vi.

people"

here equivalent to for the sake

is

it

13, to,

this

unwise

D'naj in this passage as original.

cides with

:

xxvii.
to

does not

of,

inrep

;

" for strange

on account of strange

people (%apiv twv dWoTpiaiv, as the Venet. translates
Ver. 17 Sweet to a

Yet at

" Bread of deceit "
desire of a

man

is

man

last his

is

it).

the hread of deceit

mouth

not deceit

coin-

1]12

is full

of gravel.

as that after

itself,

which the

goes forth, and that for which he has a relish

but that which is not gained
(thus, e.g., Immanuel and Hitzig)
by labour, and is not merited. Possession (vid. iv. 17) or
Dn?,
enjoyment (ix. 17) obtained by deceit is thus called, as
but for him who has a relish for it, it
xxiii. 3, denotes bread
Such bread of lies is sweet to a man,
is connected with deceit.
him
without effort, but in the end not
has
come
to
because it
only will he have nothing to eat, but his tongue, teeth, and
mouth will be injured by small stones i.e. in the end he will
have nothing, and there will remain to him only evil (Fleischer).
Or it changes itself (Job xx. 14) at last into gravel, of which
his month is filled full, as we might say, "it lies at last in his
;

WD

;

;

:

^sn

the Arab, hatny, gravel (Hitzig, grien

stomach

like lead."

= gries,

coarse sand, grit), R. yn, scindere.

hajar, a stone,
e.g.

is

is

Similarly in Arab.

used as the image of disappointed expectations,

the adulterer finds a stone,

i.e.

experiences disappointment.

Ver. 18 Plans are established by counsel,
And with prudent government make war.

From

the conception of a thought, practically influencing the
own life and the life of the community, to its

formation of our

accomplishment there is always a long way which does not lead
end unless one goes forward with counsel and strength
The
combined, and considers all means and eventualities.
Niph. of \Q means, in a passive sense to be accomplished or
to the

:

realized (Ps. cxli. 2).

war

The

18a

clause

as well as for times of peace
skill

;

war

(vid.

is
is

true for times of

disastrous, unless

regarding nfenn,

it

5).
directed with strategic
Grotius compares the proverb, Tvasfiai ifKeov /cparovcriv r) o-9evo?
In xxiv. 6, the necessity of counsel is also referred
yetpav.
Ewald would read [the infin.] r»e>Ij, or
to the case of war.
is

j.
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Pltry

But
management it is that one carries on war.
Because to him the challenge to carry on war appears

with

:

why?

But the
be contrary to the spirit of proverbial poetry.
if thou hast to
author of the proverb does certainly mean
carry on war, carry it on with the skill of a general ; and the

to

:

imper.

by

protected

is

xxiv. 6 against that iufin., which

is,

besides, stylistically incongruous.
Vcr. 19

He that goeth out gossiping revealeth a secret
And with the babbler have nothing to do.
(like Hitzig)

Luther otherwise

Be not complicated with him who

And

revealeth a secret,

with the slanderer, and with the false (better

:

loquacious) mouth,

and the warning apply to the threefold description,
which Kimchi also, and Immanuel, and others at

so that ?

a rendering

But

least suggest.

in connection

with

xi.

13, the

first

line

has the force of a judicium, which includes the warning to
entrust nothing to a babbler which ou«ht to be kept silent.

found in Codd. and old Edd., with Munach on
is thrown back, and Dagesli
to D, after the rule of the pim (Gesen. § 20, 2a), altogether
like 3P njip xv. 32.
196 the Venet. translates after the first
meaning of the word by Kimchi, t&5 aTraTaiaivi rot? ^etXeai,
to him who slanders and befools, for it thus improves Theodotion's ra> cLTraTuvTc Ta %et'Xi; ainov.
But nnb means, Job v. 2,
cf. Hos. vii. 11,
not him who befools another, but him who is

Write 11B

'"via

as

the penultima, on which the tone

—

—

by another (Aben Ezra: D^riK lninQiB'),
with which vnab> here does not agree. But now he who is
befooled,

is

slandered,

easily befooled

is

ceptible), patois

;

called nnb, as being

and

if this particip. is

open to influence

(sus-

used, as here, transitively,

and, on account of the object
sibly

be equivalent

noticed
(cf.

is

fWBri,

against

Gen.

ix.

as synon. to P&?3,

to

vnB55> standing near cannot posnnSD, the usage of the language also just

then it means patefaciens or dilatans
27, Targ. iRBX^lirnn), and places itself

it,

xiii. 3 ; thus one is called who does not
mouth, who cannot hold his mouth, who always idly
babbles, and is therefore, because he can keep nothing
to himself, a dangerous companion.
The Complut. rightly translates:
/j,eTa TfK<nvvQVTO<s Ta eavrov fii] fii^d^ri %ei'\7?.

close his
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20.

The following group begins, for once more the aim of this
Book of Proverbs becomes prominent, with an inculcation

older

of the fourth 1
Ver. 20

commandment.
He that curseth his
His light

The

is

father and his mother,
extinguished in midnight darkness.

condemns such an one
But the proverb does not mean this sentence against

divine law, Ex. xxi. 17, Lev. xx. 9,

to death.

the criminal, which

may

only seldom be carried into execution,

but the fearful end which, because of the righteousness of
ruling in history, terminates the

Of

(xxx. 17).
light

is

the godless,

extinguished,

brightened,

i.e.

it

xiii. 9,

has already been said that their

there

made happy and

who acts wickedly

(??i?, It. ?p,

is

suddenly an end to

embellished their

levem

esse,

16), even to the cursing of his father

synon.

life

nji??,

and mother,

moonless night), not

:

he

;

all

that

but he

Deut. xxvii.

will see

surrounded by midnight darkness (Syminachus,

self

God

of such an unnatural son

life

him-

o-KOTOfirjvr],

will see himself in the greatest need,

forsaken by divine protection (Fleischer), for Jansen rightly

Lux

et

:

lucerna in scripturis et vitce claritatem et posteritatem et

prosperitatem significat.

The

apple of the eye,

li^'K, of

dark-

which forms the centre or centralization
of darkness. The Syr. renders it correctly by bohtlio, pupil [of
the eye], but the Targ. retains the fltPN of the Ken, and renders
it in Aram, by pHX, which Bashi regards as an infin,, Parchon
but it may be also an infin.
as a particip. after the form "ifHV
substantive after the form 1W, and is certainly nothing else than
the abbreviated and vocally obscured pS^X. For the Talni.
JB'N, to be hard, furnishes no suitable idea; and the same holds
true of tyWR, times, Lev. xv. 25 of the Jerusalem Targ.
while the same abbreviation and the same passing over of o into
u represents this as the inflected lityx (= n ?>). There is also
no evidence for a verb t^'K, to be black, dark the author of
ness (vid.

vii.

9), is that

;

;

Aruch
to the

interprets Wl^K, Bereschith Rabba, c. 33, with reference

passage before us, of a dark bathing apartment, but only

and pt^K is there quoted as the Targ. of ?!?, Gen.
which the text lying before us does not ratify. Ishon
means the little man (in the eye), and neither the blackness
tentatively,

xix. 8,

1

i.e.

The

fifth according to the

arrangement

of the

Westminster Con-
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(Buxtorf and others) nor the point of strength, the central
point (Levy) of the eye. 1

An

Ver. 21

Its

inheritance which in the beginning
end will not be blessed.

is

obtained in haste,

may, after Zech. xi. 8, cf. Syr. ]L-k>^D,
but that affords here no sense
rather it might be interpreted after the Arab, bajila, to be
avaricious, " gotten by avarice, niggardliness," with which,

The

partic. ^ri3D

mean "

nauseans,

detested,"

;

chronic disease, njityjaa agrees.

rpnhp [hastened]

perfectly

On

agrees,

avarice

since

however, neither <w\\, inheritance, nor,

is

a

the contrary, the Keri

both

linguistically

(vid.

22 cf. xiii. 11) and
the words following ver. 20 fully harmonize with the idea of an
inheritance, into the possession of which one is put before it is
rightly due to him
for a son such as that, the parents may live
too long, and so he violently deprives them of the possession
(cf. xix. 26)
but on such a possession there rests no blessing.
xxviii.

actually; for, as Hitzig remarks,

;

;

;

Since the Piel

may mean

mean hastened

= speedy,

may
made in
Keri; the Aram,

ii.

9, so ?i^pp

14, as well as

it

Jerome,

like

viii.

All the old interpreters adopt the
well by ^i™?, from 3rnDD, overturned

haste.

render

to hasten, Esth.

Esth.

hcereditas

and Luther,

;

ad quam festinatur.

Ver. 22 Say not

Hope

:

I will

avenge the

in Jahve, so will

He

evil

help thee.

Men ought always to act toward their neighbours according to the law of love, and not according to the jus talionis,
xxiv. 29 ; they ought not only, by requiting good with evil
13

(xvi.

requital,

not
13)

evil
;

;

Ps. vii. 5a, xxxv. 12), not to transgress this law of
but they ought to surpass it, by also recompensing
with evil (vid. regarding EiW, and synon. to xvii.

and that

is

injustice suffered,

what the proverb means, for 22b supposes
which might stir up a spirit of revenge.

does not, however, say that men ought to commit the
taking of vengeance to God; but, in the sense
of Eom. xii.
17-19, 1 Pet. iii. 9, that, renouncing all dependence on self,
they ought to commit their deliverance out of the
distress into
It

which they have

God;

fallen,

for the promise
1

is

and

their vindication, into the

not that

He will

hands of
avenge them but that

Vid. Fleischer in Levy's Chold. Worterbuch,

i.

419.
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jussive

23,
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(write yvfa, according to

42, with Gaja as rnojjn, with the

§

J?

to secure

distinct utterance to the final guttural) states as a consequence,
like, e.g.,

Hitzig)

2 Kings v. 10, what will then happen (Jerome, Luther,
one lets God rule (Gesen. § 128, 2c) ; equally pos-

if

sible, syntactically,

(LXX., Ewald)
more

the rendering

accordance with the

in

round

is

it

:

that

He may

help thee

but, regarded as a promise, the words are

;

spirit of the

proverb, and

they

more expressively.

off

Ver. 23

An

abomination to Jahve are two kinds of weights
deceitful balances are not good.

And

A variant

to ver. 10, xi. 1.

5, xix. 3) is

The

conceived of as neut.

pred. 3iD~i6 (xvii. 26, xviii.
;

they are not good,

much

rather bad and pernicious, for the deceiver succeeds only in

appearance

;

in reality he fails.

Ver. 24

The

steps of a

And

Line

first is

man

man depend on Jahve

—how can he understand

his way ?
from Ps. xxxvii. 23, but there, where the clause has

a

meaning is that it is the gracious
God, by virtue of which a man takes certain steps
with his feet, while here we have before us a variation of the
proverb u derMensch denkt, Gott lenkt" [= man proposes, God

the verbal predicate UJ13, the
assistance of

disposes], xvi. 9, Jer. x. 23; for

23, denotes
cause.

Man

God
is

in

ID,

as at 2

Sam.

iii.

37, Ps. cxviii.

general as conditioning, as the ultimate

indeed free to turn himself hither or thither, to

decide on this course of conduct or on that, and
responsible for

it

but the relations co-operating

;

is

therefore

in all his steps

as the possible and defining conditions are God's contrivance
and guidance, and the consequences which are connected with
his steps and flow therefrom, lie beyond the power of man,

every one of his steps

is

a link of a chain, neither the beginning

nor the end of which he can see; while, on the other hand,

God's knowledge comprehends the beginning, middle, and end,
and the wisdom of God ruling in the sphere of history, makes
all human activity, the free action of man, subservient to his
world-plan.
The question, which has a negative answer, is
applicable to man
what, i.e. how shall he understand his way?
:

HD

x. 26, Job ix. 2, xix. 28, accus., and fluctubetween the functions of a governed accusative What

is like, e.g.,

ates

Ex.

:
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does he understand
little,

how

.

.

.

even not, for

(Job
it is

xi.

8) and an adv.: how,

i.e.

how

so

the nD of the negative question which

md a word of negation. The way of a man
This he understands in the present life only
relatively, the true unravelling of it remains for the future.

has become

in

(Arab.)

is his life's-course.

Ver. 25 It

is

And

Two
The

a snare to a
first

after

man

to cry out hastily " holy

vows to

"
;

investigate.

other interpretations of the first line have been proposed.

snare of a

man

devours,

i.e.

destroys the holy; but then

must be an expression of an action, instead of an
The same is
expression of an endurance, which is impossible.
DIN

B'piD

against the explanation

true
i.e.

:

up the holy, which

consumes, eats

man

the snare of a

devours,

withdrawn
devotare sanctos, and

as

such

is

Jerome with his
from common use.
Luther with his das Heilige lestern [to calumniate the holy],
give to 3W = WZ a meaning which loses itself in the arbitrary.
Accordingly, nothing is to be done with the meaning /caraBut 1I?T will be the abbreviated
Trierai (Aqnila, the Venet.).
fut. of yb (from J^), or Vv\ (vty, Job vi. 3 = (Arab.) laghd
and En'P (after Hitzig consecration,
temere loqui (proloqui)
which is contrary to usage) is like Kopfiav, Mark vii. 11, the
exclamation to which one suddenly gives utterance, thereby
meaning that this or that among his possessions henceforth no
longer belongs to him, but is consecrated to God, and thus
ought to be delivered up to the temple.
Such a sudden vow
and halting deference to the oath that has been uttered is a
snare to a man, for he comes to know that he has injured
himself by the alienation of his property, which he has vowed
beyond that which was due from him, or that the fulfilling of
his vow is connected with difficulties, and perhaps also to others,
with regard to whom its disposal was not permitted to him, is of
evil consequences, or it may be he is overcome by repentance
and is constrained to break his oath. The LXX. hits the
true meaning of the proverb with rare success: Ilayh ai/Spl
;

tw^ii ti tuiv
d'nii

yiperai.
1i53,

as

means

IBtcov
is

2 Kings

:

ayidaai, fiera Se

plur. of the category
xvi.

15, Arab,

to
(cf.

ev%aa8ai fieravoelv
IQb Chethib), and

bakr, examinare,

inquirere,

subject to investigation, viz. whether he oucrht to
observe, and might observe, a vow such as this, or whether he
to
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26, 27.

might not and ought not rather to renounce it (Fleischer).
syntactically, 25a is so difficult, that Bertheau, with
Hitzig, punctuates
but this substantive must be formed
from a verb p' (cf. Hab. iii. 13), and this would mean, after
(Arab.) wala, " to long eagerly for," which is not suitable
here.
The punctuation shows p' as the 3d. fut. What interpreters here say of the doubled accent of the word arises from
ignorance: the correct punctuation is JrV, with Gaja to V, to give
the final guttural more force in utterance. The poet appears to
place in the foreground: " a snare for a man," as a rubrum; and

Viewed

P

1

.

;

1

"
then continuing the description, he cries out suddenly " holy
!

and

after the vow, he proceeds to deliberate

rightly

Hab.

i.

post vota inquisiturus

:

est (in ea)

upon

= 1i5?p

Fleischer

it.

nvp

;

vid. at

17, which passage Hitzig also compares as syntactically

very closely related.
Ver. 26

A wise king winnoweth the godless,
And

A variant to xx.

8,

of the winnowing.

bringeth over them the wheel.

but here with the following out of the figure

For

J2iK

with rn|D

rnjD, the

scription

is,

without doubt, the

27

f.; and thus with
winnowing fork, rnj» is to be thought of vid. a deof them along with that of the winnowing shovel, nrn,

wheel of the threshing-cart, n?3JJ,

Isa. xxviii.

;

in Wetzstein's

Excursus to

Isa., p.

707

ff.

We are

not to think

of the punishment of the wheel, which occurs only as a terrible

custom of war (e.g. Amos i. 3). It is only meant that a wise king,
by sharp and vigorous procedure, separates the godless, and
immediately visits them with merited punishment, as he who
works with the winnowing shovel gives the chaff to the wind.
Most ancient interpreters think on JB1K (from |SK, vertere) in
t/ooVo? (thus also Lowenstein, he
its metaphorical meaning
deals with them according to merit), or the wheel of fortune,
:

with reference to the constellations; thus, misfortune (ImArama, Oetinger, and others are, however,
mannel, Meiri).

on the right track.

With a proverb of a light that was extinguished,
began the group the proverb of God's light, which here
we take as the beginning of a new group.
;

Ver. 27

A candle of Jahve
Searching through

is

the soul of man,

all

the chambers of the heart.

ver.

20

follows,
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selfIf the O. T. language has a separate word to denote the
conscious personal human spirit in contradistinction to the
spirit of a beast, this word, according to the usage of the

language, as Reuchlin, in an appendix to Aben Ezra, remarks,
breathed imis npao ; it is so called as the principle of life

God

mediately by

into the

Indeed, that which

be said of the

The

(vid. at

Gen.

human

ii.

7, vii. 22).

would not
here said of the
"
self-conmystery
of
the
of a beast : it is

is

spirit

sciousness which

body

here

is

spirit

figuratively represented" (Elster).

word CM, for this is
man, bnt the medium of

proverb intentionally does not use the

not the power of self-consciousness in
bodily

life

D"n (nn)
is in

;

is

error

it is

related secondarily to n»C3 (mi), while riDtM

used, D"n

CM

is

an expression unheard

when he understands by noBO here

tradistinction to the spirit,

and

like the

is

Hitzig

in support of this appeals to an

Kazwmi

expression in the Cosmography of
dl-nefs)

of.

the soul in con-

" the soul (Arab.

:

lamp which moves about

of the house ;" here also en-nefs

is

in the

chambers

the self-conscious

spirit, for

the Arab, and post-bibl. Heb. terminology influenced by philo-

sophy reverses the biblical usage, and calls the rational soul CM,
and, on the contrary, the animal soul nec'i, nil (Psycliologie, p.
154). CSh is the particip. of CSn, Zeph. i. 12, without distinguishing the

Kal and

rafMela KotXta?, vid. at
the body (R.

ti3,

to

Regarding

Piel.

xviii.

8

:

|t?3

ttJl-nin,

LXX.

denotes the inner part of

be deepened), and generally of the per-

sonality; cf. Arab, bdtn dlrwh, the interior of the spirit, and
xxii. 18,

Jahve,

"A

according to which Fleischer explains:
candle of
a means bestowed on man by God Himself to search

i.e.

out the secrets deeply hid in the
candle which God has kindled in

spirit of

man

of illumination, which goes forth from

man

himself

nature of
it

makes

— the

spirit

comprehends

another."

But

the

has as the nearest sphere
it,

all

the condition of the
that belongs to the

man
it

in the unity of self-consciousness, but yet more
the object of reflection ; it penetrates, searching it

through, and seeks to take it up into its knowledge, and recognises the problem proposed to it, to rule it by its
power. The

proverb

is

thus to be ethically understood

:

the spirit

is

that

which penetrates that which is within, even into its many secret
corners and folds, with its self-testing and self-knowinc
lMit
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28, 29.

—

it is, after Matt. vi. 22, the inner light, the inner eye.
Man
becomes known to himself according to his moral as well as

"for what man
knoweth the things of a man, save the spirit of man which
is in him?" says Paul, 1 Cor. ii. 11.
With reference to this
his natural condition in the light of the spirit

;

Solomonic proverb, the seven - branched candlestick is an
ancient symbol of the soul, e.g. on the Jewish sepulchral monuments of the Roman via Portuensis.
Our texts present the
phrase njn* "U; but the Talm. Pesachim lb, 8a, the Pesikta in
part

8,

the Midrash Othijoth de-Rabbi Ahiba, under the letter

Alphasi
this

(1*""i)

in Pesachim,

phrase the

Targum

translates,

other old versions render by the word

and thus had

mil*

i,

and after
while the Syr. and the

and others, read

B^rfpN

"Lord"

-|j

;

(Venet. wrarij's),

before them.

Ver. 28 Love and truth guard the king

And

he supports his throne by love.

We

have not in the German [nor in the Eng.] language a
couple of words that completely cover n^N) ion when they
are used of God, we translate them by grace and truth \_Gnade
;

12 (W!P)

when of men, by love and
and when of the two-sided divine
Love and truth are the
forces, by kindness and truth, iii. 3.
two good spirits that guard the king. If it is elsewhere
said that the king's throne is supported " with judgment and
with justice," Isa. ix. 6 [7] here, on the other side, we see that
the exercise of government must have love as its centre he
but, as the
has not only to act on the line of right, pin n TlB
u.

Wahrheii], Ps.

xl.

truth \Liebe u. Treue~\, xvi. 6

;

;

;

;

' ;

later proverb says, in

conduct.
sense

we

is

such a way, that within this circle his

determined by the central motive of love.

give the king not only the

title

In

this

of Grossmdchtigster

[most high and mighty], but also that of " Allergnddigster"
[most gracious], for the king can and ought to exercise grace
before other

men; the

virtue of condescension establishes his

throne more than the might of greatness.
Ver. 29

The ornament

And

of

young men

the honour of the old

Youth has the name "wra

is their

grey

strength

hairs.

from "nna, chosen), of the
whence Mishn. nnaa, mannnjM) into which he enters from

(different

maturity (E. "im, cogn. 133, "03,
hood, in contradistinction to

is

60
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and the old man is called ipt (Arab.
Schultens says, a mento pendulo, from the hanging

the bloom of boyhood
dhikn, as

;

list,
(Arab.) dhakan, chin, beard on the chin). To stand in
the fulness of fresh unwasted strength is to youth, as such, an
ornament (nnNQn, cf.iDKQ, blooming colour of the countenance);

chin

on the contrary, to the old
the duties of his

office,

man who

or as

it

has spent his strength in

said at xvi. 31, " in the

is

of righteousness," grey hairs (n:w, from

3E>,

way

Axab.shdb, canescere)

give an honourable appearance (Tjn, from Tin, turgidum,

amplum

esse, vid. at Isa. Ixiii. 1).

Ver. 30 Cuttiug

wounds

cleanse

away

evil,

And reach the inner parts of the body.
The two words for wounds in line first stand in the st.
rrran (from i?n, to be bound around with stripes, to be
is

properly the streak, the stripe

W#

(from VVS, to cleave,

The

but

is

tear open),

striped)

here heightened by

beyond the idea

of

tearing open the flesh, cuts tearing into the
pred. is after the Keri prion; but this substantive,

the stripe-wound
flesh.

split,

;

conslr.

:

Book

found

in the

of the

women

where it signifies the
harem (according to which,

of Esther,

for the

purification
e.g.,

Ahron

B. Joseph explains tab na< NinB> WW&> prion 1D3), is syntactically
hard, and scarcely original.
For if we explain with Kimchi:
wounds of deep incision find their cleansing (cure) by evil, i.e.

by means which bring suffering (according
the

Venet.

/ueo\(»7re?

to which, probably

ev kcucS), then
tpnon, with the pronoun pointing back, one would have expected.
But the interpretation of JH3, of severe means of cure, is con-

strained

jn of

Xdfiyjrova-iv

that which lies nearest, however,

;

evil.

translate

rpavfj.aro'i

:

But
Vilices

if,

is to understand
with this understanding of the word, we

phigarum sunt

(Fleischer), one does not see

why

lustratio quce adhibetur

mah

and not rather gen. jn,
is used.
But if we read after the Chetliib P^on, then all is
syntactically correct; for (1.) that the word
Vl4\, or njpnon, is
not used, is in accordance with a well-known rule, Gesen.
§
146, 3; and (2.) that p^on is connected, not directly with an
1TQ,

accus. obj., but with 3, has its analogy in 2 nyrtn,
J er . xlii. 2,
? ^f'7, Job xxxi. 12, and the like, and besides has its special ground in the metaphorical character
of the cleansing

Thus,

e.g.,

one uses Syr. }i^| of external misleading
but with
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30.

of moral misleading (Ewald, § 217, 2); and Arab.

erecting a building
of a memorial

d\Ji>\

of

but with c_> of the intellectual erection

;

(monument).

It

the so-called Bd-almojdz;

is

The verb P]D means in
"to take away" (a metaph. of abstergere; cf. Arab.
marak, to wipe off *) and that meaning is adopted, Scliabbath
33a, for the interpretations of this proverb
stripes and wounds
a preparedness for evil carries away, and sorrow in the innermost
part of the body, which is explained by jpvn (a disease appearing in diverse forms; cf. " Drachenschuss" as the name of an

vid.

de Sacy's direst. Arab.

397.

i.

Talin. also,

;

:

animal disease)
this

;

but granting that the biblical

meaning, the 3 remains unaccountable

n ^?K

lOVJJ,

excess),

p"i»

for

;

>TJ3J)3.

providences wash

We

have thus

away

all

to abide

inflicts,

bing

of

evil, i.e.

now be possible
tinued

:

human

but those which

deep-cutting wounds,
off

first at least,

rubs

it,

i.e.

of

by the primary
:

"

afflictive

But

the transgressions of a man."

the proverb before us means,

God

bear

for to prepare oneself for a transgression (sin

and not

meaning, and to compare the proverb, Berachoth ha

flicts:

may

we say pin

not the wounds which

educational energy in-

stern discipline, leads to the rub-

washes

it,

cleanses

that in 30& the subject idea

is

it

away.

It

may

permutatively con-

etverbera penetralium corporis (thus the Venet.: irXiyycu

ro)v Ta/Meicov tov ya<7Tpo<;),

quorum

i.e.

vis

ad iniimos

corporis

animi recessus penetrat (Fleischer). But that is encumbered,
and ItKPTin (cf. ver. 27, xviii. 8), as referring to the depths
et

to

which stern corporal discipline penetrates, has not its full
niSCT is either aparticip.: and that as touching (jerientes)

force.

the inner chambers of the body, or JOS"'-™!

immediately, the second object of
strokes (rub off, cleanse,

make pure)

and the Targ. also supply
place
Syr.:

:

3,

pnon

is

with the

to be supplied

the innermost part.

Ta/uela, kojXmss.

Luther

LXX.

restrain evil with severe punishment,
with hard strokes which one feels.

One must

'

Vid. Dozy's Lettre a

Jerome

M.

and

hits the sense at least, for

he translates

And

or

and

but erroneously, as designating

in secretioribus ventris, relatively better the

ek

3,
:

Fleischer (1871), p. 198.
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Chap.

xxi. 1.

The group,

preceding one,

like the

now

closes

with a proverb of the king.

A king's heart in
He

turneth

Jahve's hand

whithersoever

it

is

He

like brooks of water

will.

Brook and canal (the Quinta vSpaywyoi) are both called J?|,
Job xx. 17, Arab, falaj (from Jr a to divide, according
to which Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion, hutpeae^; Venet.
Jakut has the explanation of
Biavo/xar, Jerome, divisiones)
" falaj is the name given to flowing water, particuthe word
larly the brook from a spring, and every canal which is led
from a spring out over flat ground." Such brooks of water are
the heart of a king, i.e. it is compared to such, in Jahve's hand.
:

or J^B,

,

;

:

The second line contains
gives to

it

the point of comparison

the direction ('IB?, causat. of nB3,

toward whatever

He

He inclines
Num.

it,

xxi. 15)

(J^n denotes willing, as a bending and

will

Rightly Hitzig finds

inclining, viz. of the will; vid. at xviii. 2).
it

:

not accidental that just the expression "brooks of water"

is

chosen as the figure for tractableness and subjection to govern-

ment.
In Isa. xxxii. 2, the princes of Judah are compared to
" rivers of water in a dry place " with reference to the exhaustion of the land during the oppression of the Assyrian invasion

the proverb has specially in view evidences of kindness

ceeding from the heart, as at xvi. 15 the favour of the king

compared

to clouds of latter rain

ficent showers,

But

and

emptying themselves

at xix. 12 to the

dew

the speciality of the comparison

;

pr;>is

in bene-

refreshing the plants.

here

is, that the heart
of the king, however highly exalted above his subjects, and

so

removed from their knowledge he may be, has yet One
it by whom it is moved by hidden influences, e.g. the

above

for man is indeed free, yet he acts
under the influence of divinely-directed circumstances and
divine operations; and though, he reject the guidance of God,
yet from his conduct nothing results which the Omniscient,
who is surprised by nothing, does not make subservient to His

prayer of the oppressed

will in the

;

world-plan of redemption.

Rightly the Midrash

:

God

gives to the world good or bad kings, according as He
seeks to bless it or to visit it with punishment; all decisions

that go forth from the king's

mouth come

nbnnais,

i.e.

in their
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2-4.

first commencement and their last reason they come from the
Holy One.
The next group extends from ver. 2 to ver. 8, where it closes

as it began.

way

Ver. 2 Every

of a

But a weigher

A

proverb similar

ninn for
hearts,

as

to xvi. 2

God

rnsb).

He

is

man

is

right in his

is

own

eyes

of hearts is Jahve.

(where "Oil for

also,

xvii.

3,

:]"]%

a

called

here called a weigher,

"ill

for

trier,

"it£,

of

Jrfa,

The proverb

\Sh.

indirectly admonishes us of the duty of constant self-examina-

objective norm of the revealed will of
God, and warns us against the self-complacency of the fool, of
whom xii. 15 says (as Trimberg in " Senner") u all fools live
in the pleasant feeling that their life is the best," and against
the self-deception which walks in the way of death and dreams

tion, according to the

:

of walking in the

way

of

12

life, xiv.

(xvi. 25).

Ver. 3 To practise justice and right

Hath with Jahve the pre-eminence above

sacrifice.

We

have already (vol. i. p. 42) shown how greatly this depreciation of the works of the ceremonial cultus, as compared
with the duties of moral obedience, is in the spirit of the

Chokma

;

e.g.

Hos.

Isa.

ix.

cf. also at

Prophecy

xv. 8.

Gen. xviii.
more commonly

from the

xx. 8b with

19, Ps. xxxiii. 5, elsewhere JOSK'Dl prx, and yet
nplSI BBBT3) does not denote legal rigour, but

the practising of the justwn
et

(cf.

(sequence of words

DStJ'Dl fij^X

8) the practising of

as at

cequum

also gives its testimony,

according to which also here

vi. 7,

bonum, thus in

et

much

cequum, or

rather the

foundation conduct proceeding

its

The

principle of love.

occurs three times (here and at Gen.

(like nip, xvi.

inf. nE>J?
1.

20; Ps.

3); once

ci.

16)

"itfV is

written (Gen. xxxi. 18), as also in the infix, absol. the form ntW

and V&3 interchange
irtfB>J>

(Ex.

xviii.

Ver.

4t

18)

(vid.

Norzi at Jer.

Loftiness of eyes

The husbandry
If

"13,

in

xxii.

once

;

Wtfjj for

and swelling of heart

of the godless is sin.

the sense of light, gives a satisfactory meaning, then

one might appeal

to 1

Kings

xi.

36

(cf.

2 Sam. xxi. 17), where

appears to signify lamp, in which meaning
xxii.

4)

occurs in the status conjunctus.

29) written

"fi

(like i^D); or since "i^

it

=

is
"ij

"VJ

once (2 Sam.
(ground-form,
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naioir, lightening) is as yet certainly established neither in the

Heb. nor

might punctuate

Syr., one

"i?.

instead of "0, according

to which the Greeks, Aram., and Luther, with Jerome, translate.
But of the lamp of the godless we read at xiii. 9 and elsewhere,

We

that it goeth out.
must here understand by ii the brilliant
prosperity (Bertheau and others) of the wicked, or their " proud

flaming and flaring like a bright light " (Zockler), which
contrary to the use of the metaphor as found elsewhere,

spirit
is

which does not extend to a prosperous condition. We must
then try another meaning for "0 but not that of yoke, for this
is not Heb., but Aram .-Arab., and the interpretation thence
derived by Lagarde " Haughtiness and pride
but the godless
;

:

for

all

;

that bear their yoke, viz. sin," seeks in vain to hide

behind the " for

all

that " the breaking asunder of the two lines

In Heb.

*0

means

which lightens (burning)
fire, and Ti, xiii.
23, from "M, to plough up (Targ. 1 Sam. viii. 12, "op/ =
B*"in?) the fresh land, i.e. the breaking up of the fallow land
according to which the Venet. as Kimchi
vkwyM a<Te{2S>v
apapTia, which as Ewald and Elster explain: " where a disposiof the verse.

= lamp,

that

the shining (that which burns)

*iu,

=

:

tion of wicked haughtiness, of unbridled pride, prevails, there

be the

will also sin

first-fruit

the field turned up for the

But why

fruits of sin."

We

in general ?

on the
first

field of action

;

"0, novate,

time, denotes here the

just the first-fruits,

and not the

first-

fruit

are better to abide by the field itself, which

here styled "0, not rne> (or as once in Jer. xxxix. 10, 3^); because with this word, more even than with rnE', is connected the
idea of agricultural work, of arable land gained by the di<rgin"
is

up or the breaking up of one or more years' fallow ground (cf.
ii.
1, "V3, Arab, sikdk, opp. "lia, Arab, bur, Menachoth 85a,
ni-MD nnb, a fresh broken-up field, Erachin 296, "0, opp. T3n,

Pea

to let lie fallow), so that

the

fields,

and

life

like

Hos.

of the godless.

of life

Prov.

29.

iii.

infin. like ipq,
Dirt,

"0

may mean

or past like

x

.

i.e.

the cultivation of

the whole conduct

"U is

here ethically metaph., but not
it means a new moral combut like Ehn, arare, Job iv. 8, Hos. x. 13
;
;
nrn is not adj. like xxviii. 25, Ps.
ci. 5, but
21; and accordingly also nil is not adj.' like

x. 12, Jer. iv. 3,

mencement
cf.

DW}

and generally the husbandry,

jid,

but

where

infin. like Isa. x. 12.

And

riNtsn is the
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6.

5,

pred. of the complex subject, which consists of 0^3/ Dl"i, at
haughty looking down with the eyes, 3?"3rn, breadth of heart,
i.e.

D^Bh

excess of self-consciousness, and

summativum

13

taken as an asyn-

and making oneself large of
heart, in short, the whole husbandry of the godless, or the whole
of the field cultivated by them, with all that grows thereon, is
deton

:

pride of look,

sin.

Ver. 5 The striving of the diligent

And

hastening

all

and agreeably

or in other words,

is

only to advantage.

[excessive haste] only to loss

to the

Heb. construction

The thoughts of the industrious are (reach) only to gain,
every one who hastens it (this his hastening) is only to

—

And

At

Vid. at xvii. 21.
diligent," here

x. 4,

Luther

translates " the

" the plans of an expert [endelielmi]"

actively striving (xxii. 29, endelich
J*N,

hastening overmuch,

well

but he

:

who

is

= T™)

to the

i.e.

of one

end.

The

Luther
Everywhere

contrasted with the diligent

altogether too precipitant.

is

103s.

hand of the

;

Proverbs yx has a closer definition with it, wherefore
Hitzig reads "i?fc, which must mean
he who collects together
else in the

:

along with pin is perfectly distinct. The thought is
the same as our " Eile mit Weile " [=festina lente], and Goethe's

but

J*K

Wie das Gestirn dhne Hast,
Aber dhne Rast
DreTie sichjeder

Um
" Like the

stars,

carry about his

die eigne Last.

without haste but without

own burden,"

The fundamental meaning

him.
(Ex.

v.

13), here

While on the

of

rest, let

every one

viz. of his calling that lies

impatient

of

fitf is

to throng, to

upon
urge

and inconsiderate rashness.

side of the diligent there

is

nothing but gain, such

work
and thoroughness. In the Book
of Proverbs, the contrasts "gain " and "loss" frequently occur,
xi. 24, xiv. 23, xxii. 16
profit (the increase of capital by
haste brings only loss
will

want

;

over-exertion does injury, and the

care, circumspection,

:

commercial

interest), opp. loss (of capital, or of part thereof), as

terms.
Ver. 6 The gaining of treasures by a lying tongue
Is a fleeting breath of such as seek death.

One may,
VOL.

II.

at

any

rate, after the free

manner

of gnomic resemi5
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" and " such
blances and comparisons, regard " fleeting breath
"
is fleeting
gain
such
:
predicates
as two separated
as seek death

Beitrage

who gain are seeking death (Caspari's
But it is also syntactically admissible

breath, so those

zu

Jes. p. 53).

to inter-

pret the words rendered "seekers of death " as gen.; for such
interruptions of the

st.

constr., as

here by

VJ

[fleeting], fre-

1 Chron.

ix. 13
such interruption, may be thought
1
But the text is unsettled.
of as gen., is seen from the Arab.
Symmachus, Syr., Targ., the Venet., and Luther render the
but the LXX. and Jerome read ''g'piD
phrase 'ti'paD [seekers]
vi.
[snares] (cf. 1 Tim,
9); this word Rashi also had before

quently occur,

and that an

Isa. xxviii.

e.g.

13

1, xxxii.

;

idea, in spite of

;

him

Kennicott found

Norzi), and

(vid.

for he translates

it,

snares of death

Ewald and Hitzig go

;

:

in several Codd.

it

...

Bertheau prefers

is

fleeting breath,

further, for, after the

LXX.,

^piD'JS f\T\ ?an
they change the whole proverb into
But Buokbi of the
C^ioa), with byh in the first line.
LXX. is an incorrect rendering of spj, which the smuggling in
of the iirl (TraylSa ; Oavarov) drew after it, without our con:

HID

1

eluding therefrom that ^plD-^N, or ^'pID? (Lagarde), lay before
the translators

;

on the contrary, the word which (Cappellus)

lay before them,

compared

to

its

14, xiv. 27)

xxxi. 1

certainly deserves

is first,

in view of

a fleeting (^1^, as Isa.

to

be preferred

him who has

xlii.

2)

breath

(cf.

;

lxviii. 3),

;

for in

Dent.

viii.

?JJ3

to

gotten

and then, in view of the inheritance
consequences, is compared to the snares of death

smoke, Ps.

and

"C'plD,

the possession

'ti'paD:

it,

e.g.

itself
(xiii.

(here equivalent to DitW, acquisitio, Gen.

17) He together the ideas of

cures and of the thing that

is

him who

procured or effected

pro-

(vid. at

xx, 11).
Ver. 7 The violence of the godless teareth them away,
For they have refused to do what is right.

The

destruction which they prepare for others teareth or
draggeth them away to destruction, by which wicked conduct

brings

punishment on

executioner
1

(cf.

i.

19)

;

itself;

their

own conduct

for refusing to practise

Vid. Friedr. Philippi's Status constructs, p. 17,

Anm.

is

what
3

;

and

its
is

cf.

own
right,
there-

with such constructions as (Arab,) marCu fadlal almahtaji, i.e.
a refuser
of the needy, his beoencence^=one who denies to the needy his
benencence.
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8.

they have pronounced judgment against themselves, and fallen
under condemnation. Rightly Jerome, detrahent, with Aquila,

KaTacrjrdaei=fgurrem

LXX.

the

trary,

dwell, to live as

a guest

tion to the usas log.

from 1W,

Hab.

(as

i.

incorrectly,

and the

;

15), from "PS

eiri^evcoQ-qaeTa^
Venet., as

on the confrom 113, to

;

Luther, in opposi-

SeSi^erai (fut. of SeSiWecr&u, to terrify),

:

which

remains intrans., with the
The Syr. and the Targ.
freely: robbery (Targ. ^2"], perhaps in the sense of usury)
will seize them, viz. in the way of punishment.
In Arab.
to dread, fear,

also

accus. following, Deut. xxxii. 27.

jarr (jariyratn) means directly to commit a crime

not, as

;

Schultens explains, admittere crimen posnam trahens, but attrahere (arripere), like (Arab.) jany (jinayatn), contrahere crimen
for there the crime

is

thought of

as violent usurpation,

here as

wicked accumulation.
Ver. 8 Winding

But

is

the

the pure

way

of a

man

—his conduct

laden with guilt

is right.

Rightly the accentuation places together " the

and" winding"

as subject,

''

But, on the other hand, the accentuation

1JJ

Munach

as a second pred.

is

;

but

hapax leg.,
mawzwr, crimine

adj. to t^K.

As

onustus,

charge oneself with a crime.

interpreters have, indeed, no apprehension of this
;

the

us of Ps.

LXX. obtain from the proverb

xviii.

conclusion

Jerome
but,

:

he

is

if

interprets

The

ancient

meaning before

a thought reminding

27, in which vazar does not at

Syr. and Targ. translate as

it

^S^Bri (synon.

which is equivalent
from wazira, crimen com-

so also vazar,

to (Arab.)

them

scarcely correct

a transformed Mugrash), for

phpris, 7pb\>V) is a

mittere, properly to

had wished

way" (quoad
the phrase ^sn

is

1JJ is

man "

one crooked in his

viam), he would have contented himself with

(the second

of a

as predicate: if the poet

to say (Schultens, Bertheau)

TO}.

way

all

appear

;

a barbarian (nuchrojo)

also sets aside the syntax

:

syntactically admissible, the

;

Luther: he

is

crooked

perversa via viri aliena
Venet.

and Kimchi,

Fleischer here even

Arab., for he translates
qui autem sancte

:

vivit, is

Tortuosa

est

as the

Jewish interpreters generally, SiaaTpocjxordTT) oSbs avhpbs
aXkoKoros.

the

the vav of vazar introduces the

teal

renounces the help of the
est via viri

recte facit

;

criminibus onusti,

but he adds thereto the

remark that " vazar thus explained, with Cappellus, Schultens,
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and Gesenius, would, it is true, corresponding to the Arab.
wazar, have first the abstract meaning of a verbal noun from
wazira;

1

the old explanation

tuosa est via viri

when
this

the 'viri'

to

is

therefore perhaps better: tor-

is

(scil.

et deftectens

be taken

a recta linea, thus devia est),
sense of 'many,

in the general

and that one;' the closer definition

from the

reflected

is

signifies
as an
second clause." But (1)
"ID,
degenerated,
expect
peregrinus ; one ought thus rather to
corrupt, although that also does not rightly accord; (2) the
verbal noun also, e.g. 'all, passes over into a subst. and adj.
•nl

the

of

(3)

;

wasyr, as
as

13V,

"itj,

Mn is

after
to

with which

adj. signification, is related to (Arab.)

its

hakym,
has

it

an"} to

in

of similar meaning, and

rahyb

common

;

its

of the same form

it is

bondage of

m

sin, the

ban

directed

is

the pure in

laden with guilt (guilty)

cur

of the designation

"jri

;

of the guilt of sin

by the

Schultens

policy.

;

is

root
*|T1

but the pure needs no
he does not stand under the pressure of the

liabet cur vacillet,

(Hitzig)

The

kinds of crooked ways

straightforward,

cunning

In 8b,

ethical signification.

its

heart and of a good conscience.
stealthy ways,

from a

derivation

rightly accented as subj. of the complex pred.

strikes out all

number and

of

distinction

(the latter without

signification

gender)

adj.

it

:

titubet,

will

conduct

his

;

is

God, and not by

of

Integer vitw scelerisque purus non

The

cur sese contorqueat.

[and the pure]

may

choice

be occasioned by

nil

the expression 8b reminds us of xx. 11.

The group now following extends to ver. 18, where a new
one begins with a variation of its initial verse.
Ver. 9 Better to

sit

on the piimaele

of a

house -roof,

Than a contentious wife and a house

We

have neither

contentious

a

Luther), nor

meaning

is,

:

wife

in

common.

supplement the second

to
.

.

.

line

than with

:

(Symmachus, Theodotion, Jerome,

than that one have a contentious

.

.

;

.

but the

that sitting on the roof-top better befits one, does'

better than a quarrelsome wife

the Targ. and Venet.),

i.e.

in a

and a common house

common house;

necting together of the wife and the house by vav
1

The n. act formed from toazara
forms would correspond to the Heb.
redeth, r'dah, Gen. xlvi. 3).

is icazr,

wizi; wizat.

vezer, vezer,

(rightly

for the con-'
a Semitic

is

These three

aud zereth

(z'rah

cf.
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10.

hendiadys, a juxtaposition of two ideas which onr language

would place in a

relation of subordination (Fleischer).

hendiadys would, indeed, be scarcely possible

This

the idea of the*

if

married wife were attached to nt?»X; for that such an one has
with her husband a " house of companionship, i.e. a common

But may it not with equal right be
is self-evident.
understood of the imperious positive mother-in-law of a widower,

house,"

a splenetic shrewish aunt, a sickly female neighbour disputing

with

all

A man

the world, and the like?

must

escape from her

;

but a

man may

live together

must then
be constrained by circum-

with his wife in so far as he does not divorce
also

her

;

lie

and
and in spite
that he would rather, in

stances to live in a house with a quarrelsome mother-in-law,

such an one may, even during the

make

of her affection,

of his wife,

life

his life so bitter

order that he might have rest, sit on the pinnacle or ridge of a
nsa is the battlement (Zeph. i. 16) of the roof, the
house-roof,

edge of the roof, or
without danger, and

its
is

summit

he who

;

sits

there does so not

exposed to the storm, but that in con-

with the alternative is even to be preferred; he sits alone.
Regarding the CIietMb tWino, Kert DTO, vid. at vi. 14; and
cf. the figures of the "continual dropping" for the continual

trast

scolding of such a wife, embittering the life of her husband,
xix. 13.
Ver. 10 The soul of the godless hath

its desire after evil

His neighbour findeth no mercy iu his eyes.

The interchange of perf. and fut. cannot be without intention.
Lowenstein renders the former as perf. hypotheticum if the
soul of the wicked desires anything evil
but the V&~1 wishes
evil not merely now and then, but that is in general his nature
and tendency. The perf. expresses that which is actually the
:

.

case

:

the soul of the wicked has

.

.

;

desire directed (write

its

nms

with Munack, after Codd. and old Ed., not with Makkepli) toward
evil,

who

fut. expresses that

stands near him

Hoph. of

10,

i^n,

is

which proceeds from

not spared.

]<?

is,

this

:

he

as at Isa. xxvi.

toward
vrja added?

to incline, viz. oneself, compassionately

bend
dees not mean,

any
It

and the

one, or to

judgment, nor, as

But

to him.

what sense

in

is

as frequently, e.g. ver. 2, according to his

at xx.

vi.

8,

understood after the phrase

,

3

,

V3

13
\n

:

with his eyes, but

WO;

his

is to be
neighbour finds no
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in his eyes, so that in these

mercy

within him expresses

itself

:

words the sympathy ruling

" his eyes will not spare his friends,"

vid. Isa. xiii. 18.
Ver. 11

When the scorner is punished,
And when insight is imparted

the simple
to a wise

is

made

wise

man, he receives

knowledge.

The thought

the same as at xix. 25.

is

The mocker

at religion

punishment avails him nothing, but
yet it is not lost for as a warning example it teaches the simple,
who might otherwise be easily drawn into the same frivolity.
On the other hard, the wise man needs no punishment, but
and virtue

is

incorrigible,
;

only strengthening and furtherance
parted to him, he embraces

it,

makes

accessible to better insight, he gains

De

:

it

if

" instruction "

his

own njH;

is

for,

im-

being

more and more knowledge.

make " the simple "
man prospers, he (the

Dieu, Bertheau, and Zockler

the sub-

116: and if a wise
simple)
But p J'??''?, used thus impersonally, is ungains knowledge.
heard of ; wherefore Hitzig erases the ? before D2n if a wise

ject also in

:

man

has prosperity.

But ^nETl

prosperity, but only mediately

does not properly
:

mean

to act with insight,

to

have

and on that

The thought that the simple, on the one
by the merited punishment of the mocker ; on the other,
by the intelligent prosperous conduct of the wise, comes to
account with success.
side,

may indeed be entertained, but the tradiform of the proverb does not need any correction, b'ac'n
may be used not only transitively : to gain insight, Gen. iii. 6,
Ps. ii. 10, and elsewhere, but also causatively : to make intelli-

reflection, to reason,

tional

gent, with the
offer,

accus. following, xvi. 23, Ps. xxxii. 8, or: to
present insight, as here with the dat.-obj. following (cf.

xvii. 26).

Instead of "BOM, the Kametz of which

and good Edd. have,

^EVU

the subject to

is false,

Codd.

-

making " the wise "
(and accordingly "the scorner" would

rightly,

SWJ>a.

Hitzig,

=

be the subject in 11a), as a correct consequence reads tMJ>a
^V? 3 For us, with that first correction, this second one' also
-

fails.

" Both

Fleischer remarks, " are to be
for the Semitic infin., even of transitive form,
has no designation of gender, time, and person, is an ininfinitivi constr.,"

taken passively
as

it

;

determinate modus, even in regard to the generis verbi (Act. and
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12.

proverb with u-beliasUl there

is

connected

the one that follows, beginning with maskil.

A

Ver. 12

One marketh the house of the godless
hurleth the godless to destruction.

righteous

He

we understand by the word P^S a righteous man, then 12a
would introduce the warning which he gives, and the unexpressed subject of 12b must be God (TJmbreit). But after
such an introitus, I1W ought not to be wanting. If in 12a " the

If

righteous

man "

is the subject, then it presents itself as such
second parallel part. But the thought that the

also for the

when he takes notice of the house of the godless,
shows attention which of itself hurls the godless into destruction
(Lowenstein), would require the sing. $N5n in the conclusion ;
righteous,

also,

instead of *!??» the fut.

besides, the judicial

^D

(yid.

P

1?P'!

would have been found

regarding this word at

;

and

xi. 8, xix.

would not be a suitable word for this confirmation in evil.
Thus by p'HX the proverb means God, and s^DO has, as at xxii.
" A righteous One"
12, Job xii. 19, this word as its subject.
refers to the All-righteous, who is called, Job xxxiv. 17, "the Alljnst One," and by Eashi, under the passage before us, ~7& ip'HS
0?il>.
Only do not translate with Bertheau and Zockler The
Righteous One (All-righteous), for (1) this would require P^sri,
and (2) p'HXn is never by itself used as an attributive designaRightly, Fleischer and Ewald
a Righteous One,
tion of God.
viz. God.
It is the indetermination which seeks to present
a Righteous One, and
the idea of the great and dreadful
2
^aBTl with !>y, xvi. 20, or ^N, Ps.
such a Righteous One!
x!i. 2, Neh. viii. 13, here with ?, signifies to give attention to
The two participles stand
anything, to look attentively on it.
3)

:

:

:

1

same

animum

advertit

.

The Arab. National Grammarians, it

is

in the

line

:

.

.

true,

evertit.

Hitzig changes

view the matter otherwise.

katlu zydn, the putting to death of Zeid, is used in the sense of
Zeid's becoming dead, according to their view the fcCl (the gen. subjecti) is

When

Since now 'amrn
full expression would be katlu 'amrnzaydna.
omitted, zaydn has in the gen. form taken the place of the f&H, but this
Without thus going round
gen. is the representative of the ace. objecti.

omitted; the
is

about,
2

we say

:

it is

The Arabs call
under Ps. ii. 12.

the gen.

objecti.

this indetermination alnkrt

Ml'zym

walltJiwyl.

Vid.
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Vfl rpj^into
proverb as

and makes

in'?!',

it lies

before us

is

J>?n the subject of

far

more

125; but the

intelligible.

He that stoppeth his ear at the cry of the poorHe also calls and is not heard.
Only the merciful find mercy, Matt. v. 7 the unmerciful rich
man, who has no ear for the cry of the <H, i.e. of him who is
without support and means of subsistence, thus of one who is
needing support, will also remain unheard when he himself, in
Ver. 13

;

the time of need, calls upon

God

Cf. the parable of

for help.

the unmerciful servant of the merciful king, Matt, xviii. 23
1» in IpJji?, as Isa. xxiii. 15,

Gen.

13, xxvii. 1

iv.

;

no

ff.

preposi-

[German] language [nor English] expresses, as
meaning as this \Q
which, after a verb of shutting up such as DDK (cf. xvii.

tion of our

Fleischer here remarks, such a fulness of
does, to

28), the Arab,
so that

^c would

correspond,

my

e.g. a'

'w dltryk

Ver. 14

A

gift in secret

away anger

turneth

blind,

;

And a bribe into the bosom violent wrath.
Hitzig reads with Symmachus, the Targ., and Jerome,
translates: " extinguishes anger ;" but
;

turning over,

of a vessel, Sanliedrin 77a, which,

e.g.

for the

to a candle or a fire,

Talm. Heb. naa

may mean

its

riaa^,

and

does not follow that

it

they did read nay

done

:

he does not see the way.

signifies to cover

extinction.

when it
But nsa

by
is

of

the post-bibl. Heb. also means to bend, and thence to force
out (Aram. NS3, 'as), according to which Kimchi hesitates

whether

to explain

down anger.

:

The

overturns
Venet.

= smothers,

follows

tcaysif-u (for Villoison's KcCkvtyei rests

ms.).

But

there

is

or

:

bends

= forces

the

latter

on a

false reading of the

signification:

yet possible another derivation from the

primary signification, curvare, flectere, vertere, according to
which the LXX. translates avarpmei, for which airoTpeirei
would be yet better: naa, to bend away, to turn off, apuelv,
arcere, altogether like the Arab, (compared by Schultens)
kfd,
and kfy, apicelv, to prevent, whence, e.g., ikftni hada: hold that
away from me, or spare me that (Fleischer) ; with the words
:

hafxka sharran (Lat. defendaris semper a malo) princes were
anciently saluted ; kfy signifies " to suffice," because
is
there,

where there

translate

:

Donum

is

a keeping

off of

clam acceptum

enough
Accordingly we
iram, which also the

want.

avertit

CHAP. XXI.
Syr. meant by mephadka (P}??).
snpplied to 146, which the

but he

who

15,
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16.

This verb

LXX. has

naturally to be

is

recognised

(it

translates:

spares gifts, excites violent anger).

inb', vid. at xvii.

8

Regarding
and regarding pna, at xvii. 23. Also here
Arab, jayb, 'ubb, 3h, denotes the bosom of

;

?1 (Pf^P! !]), like
the garment ; on the contrary, (A.rab.)
1

hijr, hidn, txh, is

more

used of that of the body, or that formed by the drawing together
of the body (e.g. of the arm in carrying a child).
present

A

meant which one brings with him concealed in
perhaps 136 called to mind the judge that took
is

bosom
Ex.

;

gifts,

8 (Hitzig).

xxiii.

Ver. 15 It

is

And

To

his

a joy to the just to do justice,
a terror for them that work iniquity.

act according to the

death

;

injustice has

law of rectitude

become

to

is

their heart strives against rectitude of

and

conduct

unto

to these as

them a second
;

nature, so that
it

also enters so

economy, that they are
afraid of ruining themselves thereby.
So we believe, with
Hitzig, Elster, Zockler, and Luther, this must be explained in

little

into tbeir plan of

life,

their

accordance with our interpretation of
others supplement the second parallel

£K vyb? nnno

|1K

pjffli

;

x.

29.

Fleischer and

member from

others render 156 as

the

first

an independent

ruin falls on those who act wickedly.
Bat that
hard and scarcely possible ; but in general nnnD, as
contrasted correlate to nrw, can scarcely have the pure objec-

sentence

:

ellipsis is

tive sense of ruin or destruction.

in the heart.

Eight-doing

is

It

must mean a revolution

to the righteous a pleasure (cf. x.

; and for those who have JIK, and are devoid of moral worth,
and thus simply immoral as to the aim and sphere of their
when
conduct, right-doing is something which alarms them
they act in conformity with what is right, they do so after an external impulse only against their will, as if it were death to them.

23)

:

Ver. 16

A man who wanders from the way of understanding,
Shall dwell in the assembly of the dead.

Regarding ?3^n, vid. i. 3 and regarding E^En, ii. 18. The
verb no means to repose, to take rest, Job iii. 13, and to dwell
anywhere, xiv. 33 ; but originally like (Arab.) nakh and hadd,
and
to lay oneself down anywhere, and there to come to rest
;

;

that

is

the idea which

is

here connected with nuj, for the figura-
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1W is formed after the designation
forsaking the way of understand:
he
who,
16a
of the subject,
at length comes to the assembly
error,
the
way
of
in
walks
ing,
of the dead ; for every motion has an end, and every journey
a goal, whether it be one that is self-appointed or which is
tive description of *Utf or

Here also it is intimated that the way of
the soul which loves wisdom and follows her goes in another
hades and death,
direction than earthwards down into hades
and
it is true that
punishments,
its background appear here as
appointed for him.

;

may

as such one
Ver. 17

escape them.

He who loveth pleasure becometh a man of want;
He who loveth wine and oil doth not become rich.

In Arab, samh denotes the joyful action of the "cheerful
in Heb. the joyful affection
giver," 2 Cor. ix. 7
Jerome
farah, pleasure, delight, festival of joy.
;

here, like

;

:

qui

diligit

For feasting is specially thought of, where wine was
drunk, and oil and other fragrant essences were poured (cf.
xxvii. 9
Amos vi. 6) on the head and the clothes. He who
loves such festivals, and is commonly found there, becomes a
man of want, or suffers want (cf. Judg. xii. 2, y~\ t^K, a man of
strife); such an one does not become rich p^pn, like x. 4,=
ne>jJ, Jer. xvii. 11)
he does not advance, and thus' goes
epulas.

;

-itjij;

;

backwards.
Ver. 18 The godless becometh a ransom for the righteous

And

;

the faithless cometh into the place of the upright

is the same as at xi. 8.
An example of this is,
same world - commotion which brought the nations
round Babylon for its destruction, pnt an end to Israel's exile

The thought
that the

:

Cyrus, the instrument in God's hands for inflicting punishment

many heathen nations, was Israel's liberator, Isa. xliii. 3.
Another example is in the exchange of places by Haman and
Mordecai, to which Rashi refers. 133 is equivalent to \vrpov,
ransom; but it properly signifies price of atonement, and generally, means of reconciliation, which covers or atones for the
guilt of any one
the poll-tax and "oblations" also, Ex. xxx.
15 f., Num. xxxi. 50, are placed under this point of view, as

on

;

blotting out guilt
faction,

it

makes

:

if

its

the righteousness of

demand

righteous go free; or, as

God

against the godless,

obtains

satis-

and lets the
the substantival clause 186 expresses,
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19, 20.

the faithless steps into the place of the upright, for the wrath
passes

by the

vid.

22.

and

upon the former.

keeps faith

Regarding "1313,
1^, he is designated, who
neither with God nor man, and with evil intention

enters on

deceitful ways,

ii.

latter

Thus,

falls

in contrast to the

— the

the

faithless,

malicious,

the

assassin.

With

Ver. 19.
collector

this verse, a doublet to ver. 9

makes a new addition

;

in ver.

(xxv. 24), the

29 he reaches a proverb

which resembles the closing proverb of the preceding group, in
its placing in contrast the JJEh and "IE"
;

It is better to

dwell in a waste land,

Than a contentious wife and

The

vexation.

corner of the roof, Hitzig remarks, has been

made use

of,

and the author must look further out for a lonely seat. But
this is as piquant as it is devoid of thought
for have both pro;

verbs the same author, and

time

?

Here

also

breviation for
nt^'K,

Wn

DJ?

were they coined

unnecessary to regard

is

it

so,

if

rDtpD.

as the accus.-obj., is

Hitzig

governed

supplies

but

;

it is

at the

flE'VlD

p& by
}

same

as an ab-

which

not to be supplied,

for the proverb places as opposite to one another dwelling in a

waste land (read nancrjnNa ruB>,with Codd. and correct Ed.) and
a contentious wife (Chethib, EWilD ; Keri, DWD) and vexation,

and says the former
vexation]

is

not,

For DJD1 [and
and generally
but dependent on

better than the latter.

is

as translated

by the

ancients,

received, a second governed genitive to nt2>K,
follows " contentious woman " (cf. 9b) : better that than a

J»,

quarrelsome wife, and at the same time vexation.
Ver. 20 Precious treasure and

And

The

a fool of a

oil are in

man squanders

the dwelling of the wise

;

it.

wise spares, the fool squanders; and

if

the latter enters on

the inheritance which the former with trouble and care collected,
it is

The combination JOts/} "IDTO "Wit* [desirable
has something inconciunate, wherefore the ac-

soon devoured.

treasure and

oil]

by Mehuppach Legarmeh; but it
is precious, and
oil," since it is punctuated "WiK, and not "Wte; and besides, in that
Thus by 1S1X
case a^enc would have been used instead of *l°™.
*l»ru, a desirable and splendid capital in gold and things of
value (fsa. xxiii. 18; Ps. xix. 11); and by jots', mentioned by
centuation places

is

"llrtK

by

itself

not to be translated " a treasure of that which
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of example, stores in kitchen and cellar are to be thought
of, which serve him who lives luxuriously, and afford noble
hospitality,— a fool of a man (EHK ^?3, as at xv. 20), who finds

way

devours

this,

it,

quickly goes through

i.e.

tabula rasa of

it

26, and Prov.

^3, Isa.
'
The
28.

xxviii. 4,

cf.

;

xix.

of

suffix

it,

makes,

with

in short, a

2 Sam. xx.
refers back to

J>;>a,

^^

the main idea, or distributively also both to the treasure

"IS1K as

and the

oil.

The

LXX.

{6r)aavpo<;

e7Ti,0vfi,7]To<;)

avaTravaerai

C3n HEQ pB", according to which Hitzig
corrects ; but the fool, he who swallows down " the precious
treasure with a wise mouth," is a being we can scarcely conceive
His taste is not at all bad ; why then a fool % Is it perof.
i-rrl

<TTO[iaTO<; aotpov, i.e.

haps because he takes more

The

reading of the
Ver. 21

He

LXX.

xxi.

than he can at one time digest?

corrected

life,

righteousness, and honour.

are to render lorn n^ny

3 and Hcs.

principle

of

by 206.

that followeth after righteousness and kindness

Will obtain

How we

in
is

vi.

7

:

is

seen from the connection of

conduct proceeding from the
compassionate love, which is the

tsedakah

self-denying

is

vi. 8
and hgsed is conduct proceeding
from sympathy, which, placing itself in the room of another,
perceives what will benefit him, and sets about doing it (cf.
to him who is inwardly melted [disheartened]
e.g. Job vi. 14
ipn is due from his neighbour).
The reward which one

essence of the law, Mic.

;

:

who

strives thus to act obtains,

1i33.

Honour and

life

is

designated 216 by B^n and

stand together, xxii. 4,

when

"ie>j;

pre-

and here n^ns stands between, which, viii. 18, Ps. xxiv. 5,
is thought of as that which is distributed as a gift of heaven,
Isa. xlv. 8, which has glory in its train, Isa. lviii. 8
as Paul
cedes,

;

also says,

"

Whom He

justified,

them

He

The

also glorified."

LXX.

has omitted tsedakah, because it can easily appear as
erroneously repeated from 21a. But in reality there are three

good things which are promised to those who are zealous in the
works of love a prosperous life, enduring righteousness, true
honour. Life as it proceeds from God, the Living One, righteousness as it avails the righteous and those doing rio-hteously
before God, honour or glory (Ps. xxix. 3) as it is
given (Ps.
lxxxiv. 12) by the God of glory.
Cf. with npns n-Ti, x.
and
:

2,

with npis, especially Jas.

ii.

13,

KaraKavxarat

e'Xeo?

Kplaews.

CHAP. XXI.
Ver. 22

A
14

Eccles. ix.

man

wise

And

is

;

fortress in

side-piece to

a

mighty
which they trusted.

scaleth a city of the

down the

casteth

f.

77

22-24.

according to which a

this,

man, although poor, may become the deliverer of a
city besieged by a great army, and destitute of the means of
n?J>, seq. ace, means to climb up, Joel ii. 7
defence.
here, of
single wise

;

the scaling of a fortified town, viz.

makes

Isa. xxvi. 1

it -ft 1\!>,

by the

designated

Jer. xlviii. 13 with

The

2b.

because of

its

its

armour

TV is

The
Job

suff.,

that

which

of protection, which

genit. nnt33D, as the object

their confidence.

Anm.

:

fortress.

its

is

and ground of

vocalization nncatp, for mibtaclicha (cf.

follows the rule Gesen. § 27,

xviii. 14),

as in nayiN? Isa. xxiii. 17,

mappik, Michlol 30Z>;

is

lightened,

regarding the various

vid.

grounds of these formes rapliatai pro mappicatis, Bottcher, § 41S.
If a city is defended by ever so many valiant men, the wise

man knows the point where it may be overcome, and knows
how to organize the assault so as to destroy the proud fortress.
Deut. xx. 20.
With Ti'Che brings to ruin, cf. nwr\
*1J>,

Ver. 23

He

that guardeth his

Keepeth
xiii.

3 resembles

this.

his soul

He

mouth and

from

his tongue,

troubles.

who

guardeth his mouth

speak when he does better to be silent

does not

and he guardeth his
tongue who says no more than is right and fitting.
The
troubles comprehend both external and internal evils, hurtful
incidents and (b>m) 33$> nri¥, Ps. xxv. 17, xxxi. 8, i.e. distress of
;

conscience, self-accusation, sorrow on account of the irreparable
evil

which one occasions.
Ver. 24

A proud and arrogant man is
One who

We

called

mocker

(free-spirit)

;

acteth in superfluity of haughtiness.

have thus translated

way an

(vol.

i.

p. 39): the proverb defines

from the time of Solomon.:
is an old word; but as
with us in the west since the last century, the names of freethinkers and esprits forts (cf. Isa. xlvi. 12) have become current
for such as subject the faith of the Church to destructive
almost in a formal

idea current

V? (properly, the distorter, vid.

criticism, so

i.

7)

then they were called D'W,

who mockingly,

(Isa. xxviii.

9)

;

as

men

and prophecy
and the above proverb gives the meaning of

of full age, set themselves above revealed religion
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name, for it describes in Lis moral character such a man.
call one "it, haughty, and "ViT It, i.e. destroying himself, and thus thoughtlessly haughty, who Ji"tt n 1?^? acts in
superfluity or arrogance (vid. at xi. 23) of haughtiness ; for not
only does he inwardly raise himself above all that is worthy of
tills

Thus we

recognition as true, of faith as certain, of respect as holy

but

;

acting as well as judging frivolously, he shows reverence for

nothing, scornfully passing sentence against everything.

Abul-

walid (vid. Gesen. Thes.) takes 1\T in the sense of obstinate
for he compares the Arab, jahr (jahar), which

constancy, stubbornness.

(vid.

at

all its

Hab.

5,

is

equivalent to

in

and derivations has the sense of pride
compare the Ara.b.istai7iara,lo be insane

offshoots

then rather
'akUi,

ii.

But

the Targ. and Talm.
Levy's Cliald. Worterb. under TIT) *irV in

lijdj,

mens

to

ejus alienata est),

perhaps also

to hajjir,

we have

;

(

= dlialib

mutahawwir,

who by
Rom. xii.

being overthrown, prceceps, so that Trv denotes one
virepippoveiv

is

carried beyond

one who is altogether
(Targ. NHnD), by which
at

Hab.

5, is its

ii.

all

o-axppovelv (vid.

mad from

iw

synonym

pride.

(Targ. "ViT)
;

this

word

is

3),

The Syr. madocho
rendered here and
combines in itself

also

the ideas foolhardy, and of one acting in a presumptuous,

way

his

mad

a word, of one who is arrogant. Schultens is in the
right way ; but when he translates by tumidus mole cava ruens,
;

in

he

puts, as it is his custom to do, too much into the word
tumidus, puffed up, presents an idea which, etymologically at
least, dues not lie in it.
The Venet. : a/cpaTrjs 8pacrv<; fia>p,o\6xo<;

TQvvojxa

oi,

person we

which may be translated

:

call a fool \liomo ineptus], is

an untractable reckless
not bad.

Ver. 25 The desire of the slothful killeth him
For his hands refuse to be active.

The

desire of the

^,

him

But

indeed.

Hitzig remarks, goes out

first after meat
takes this direction, as hunger, it kills
in this case it is not the desire that kills

and drink; and when

it

him, but the impossibility of satisfying it.
The meaning is
simply the inordinate desire after rest and pleasure
kills the
slothful
for this always seeking only enjoyment
and idleness
brings him at last to ruin,
nixn mea ns here, as in Kibroth
:

;

ha-tava,

Num.

The proverb

is

xi.

34,

inordinate longing after enjoyments.

connected by almost

all

interpreters (also Evvald,
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26, 27.

Bertheau, Hitzig, Elster, Zockler) as a tetrastich with ver. 25
lie

(the slothful) always eagerly desires, but the righteous giveth

But

and spareth not.

who

is

it designates one
might be used particularly of the inxv. 19), yet would there be wanting in 26a ]'}<},

dustrious (cf.

xx. 4, necessary for the formation of the contrast

xiii. 4, cf.

Book

(2) this older

only

(1) although P^Vj since

to duty,

faithful

of Proverbs consists of pure disticlis

LXX.

from the

only apparently
Ver. 26

;

the

appears as the consequence of a mutilation

tristich, xix. 7,

Thus

the pretended tetrastich before us

is

sucli.

One always desireth eagerly
But the righteous giveth and holdeth not
;

back.

Otherwise Fleischer: per totum diem avet avidus, i.e. avarus
but that in njKn njKiin the verb is connected with its inner

Num.

xi. 4; it is the mode of expression
Greek syntax schema etymologicum, and
is also possible without an adj. joined to the obj., as in
the vftpiv d'vPpiZei*} (Eurip. Here. fur. 706), the Arab, marahu
miryatn: he had a strife with him. Euchel impossibly: necessities
will continually be appeased, which would have required fiwnn

obj. is manifest

which
which

from

called in the

is

The

or

rnstfia.

its

special

explanation also cannot be

demand,

:

each day presents

mean each day, but the
Thus we render mwin with the

for Di s n"?3 does not

whole day, i.e. continually.
most general subject (in which case the national grammarians
supply rnwisn) continually one longs longing, i.e. there are
:

demands,

the righteous

unceasingly
pref.

is

wishes, importunate petitions

solicitations,

(cf.

Isa. xiv. 6, Iviii.

explained, which

following

though one,

:

Ver. 27 The

first

31, xv. 11

= xv.
;

but

still

is

1) as one asks.

Thus the

related hypothetically to the fut.

etc.

an abomination
brought for evil

sacrifice of the godless is

How much
Line

;

not embarrassed in his generosity, he gives as

is

8a.

regarding

more

if it is

Regarding the
ntj>t,

I

syllogistic V? IN, vid. xii.

crime, particularly the sin of lewd-

ness (from DOT, to press together, to collect the thoughts upon
something, to contrive, cf. raffinement de la voluptS), at x. 23.
nrata

is

too vaguely rendered

in the

LXX.

by irapovo/im,

falsely by Jerome, ex scelere (cf. ef aSUov, Sir. xxxi. 18, with
Mai. i. 13). The 2 is not meant, as at Ezek. xxii. 11, of the
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for that the condition of life of the yvh is not
not to be supposed. It is as Hitzig, rightly, that

way and manner
a pure one,
of price

is

;

for a transgression,

:

reminded, that

maid had

i.e.

to

atone for

sensualists

;

one

is

hereby

ascham [trespass-offering], Lev.

to present an

But frequently enough would

20-22.

it

intercourse with a betrothed bond-

he who had

it

xix.

occur that rich

brought trespass-offerings, and other offerings,

in

order thereby to recompense for their transgressions, and to
purchase for themselves the connivance of God for their dissolute

life.

are to

God

offerings of the godless, the proverb means,

Such

a twofold and a threefold abomination

;

for in this

case not only does the godless fail in respect of repentance and

a desire after salvation, which are the conditions of
acceptable to God, but he makes

God

all sacrifices

directly a minister of

sin.

Ver. 28

A

false witness shall perish

But he who heareth

The

LXX.

shall

always speak truth.

28& by avrjp Be <pv\a<7o-6fievo<; XaX^aei.
Cappellus supposes that they read 1V^ for PIMP, which, however, cannot mean " taking care."
Hitzig further imagines
nob for yDE>, and brings out the meaning: "the man that
translate

But where in all the world
means, " to guard, preserve;"
and to reach the meaning of "to deliver," a clause must be
added with IP, as inp. When one who speaks lies (O'M *W),

rejoiceth to deliver shall speak."

does

~>X3

mean "to

deliver"?

and a man who hears

It

and with the orthophonic
is one who fancifully or
malevolently falsifies the fact, and the latter is one who before
he speaks hears in order that he may say nothing that he has
not surely heard. As VO& 3?, 1 Kings iii. 9, means an obedient
heart, so here S?pit? B"N means a man who attentively hears,
carefully proves.
Such an one will speak nvpb, i.e. not according to the truth, and not: for victory (Aquila, Symmachus,
(J?pi# B"N, plene,

Dagesh), are contrasted, the former

:

Theodotion,
for the

Heb.

el? vl/cos), i.e. so

that accomplishes

it

(Oetinger)

nV3 has neither that Arab, nor this Arain. signi-

but, with the transference of the root meaning of
;
radiating or streaming over, to time, continuous existence (vid.
fication

Orelli,

Synonyma

der Zeit

und Ewigkeit,

will speak for continuance,

i.e.

either

:

pp. 95-97), thus: he
without ever requiring
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29.

be silent, or, which we prefer: so that what he says stands;
on the contrary, he who testifies mere fictions, i.e. avers that

to

they are truth,

comes

destroyed (28a

is

groundlessness and falsity;

no

= xix.

2b, cf. 5)

to nothing, since his testimonies

on which

feet

D^JI

for

can stand,

it

are

he himself

pK

"ipe>",

to

nothing sooner or

li>

comes

it

:

referred to their

the

lie

has

later.

Ver. 29. Another proverb with &"K

A godless man
But one that

The

Chethib has

J'3J

;

is

:

showeth boldness in his mien
upright he proveth his way.

—

but that the upright directeth,

dirigit, his

2 Ohron. xxvii. 6),
is not a good contrast to the boldness of the godless ; the Ken,
STP\ pan deserves the preference.
Aquila, Symmachus, the

way,

gives to

i.e.

the right direction

it

(cf.

?

Syr., Targ.,
suitable

Luther
ever

is

if

and

Venet.

adhere to the Chethib, which would be

be translated, with Jerome, by corrigit

could

it

also reads the verb with 3,

pious, his

Keri (awiet)

will stand)

but as

and the Keri i3"H

of life in general

;

:

if it

— only the

as for the rest, the ancients

;

Chethib "Pari

way

were

LXX.

P3!

waver between the

the former refers to

the latter (as at

(who-

render the

manner

31 and elsewhere) to

iii.

the conduct in separate cases; thus the one

is

just as appro-

In the circumstantial designation t^N
we have the stamp of the distinction of different

priate as the other.
J?BH (cf. xi. 7)

classes of

men

peculiar to the

Book

of Proverbs.

firm, defiant) had, vii. 13, D'OS as accus.

;

W\) (to

the 3 here

is

make

not that

used in metaphoristic expressions instead of the accus. obj.,

which we have spoken of at xv. 4, xx. 30, but that of the
means ; for the face is thought of, not as the object of the action,
but, after Gesen. § 138. 1, as the means of its accomplishment
the godless

makes (shows)

no admonition, with

his

firmness,

countenance

i.e.
;

defiance, accessibility to

but the upright considers,

P? (fan) means a perceiving of
an understanding of its
constituent parts and essential marks ; it denotes knowing an
event analytically, as f^bn, as well as synthetically (cf. Arab.
i.e.

proves (xiv. 8), his way.

the object in

its

specific peculiarity,

thus used as the expression of a perception, which
apprehends the object not merely immediately, but closely
shakl),

and

is

examines into

VOL.

II.

its

circumstances.

F
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If we further seek for the boundaries, the proverbs regarding the rich and the poor, xxii. 2, 7, 16, present themselves as
such, and this the more surely as xxii. 16 is without contradiction the terminus.

Thus we take

first

together xsi. 30-

xxii. 2.

No -wisdom and no understanding,
And no counsel is there against Jahve.
The expression might also be n ''jSP; but the predominating sense
would then be, that no wisdom appears to God as such, that He
values none as such. With. "1W the proverb is more objective
Ver. 30

there

no wisdom which, compared with His, can be regarded
iii. 19), none which can boast itself against

is

as such (cf. 1 Cor.

Him,

or can at

iii.

37)

of

man

Him

avail against

all

whence

;

follows (as

it

Job

God

consists in the fear of

Dan. x. 12 Neh.
28) that the wisdom
the Alone-wise, or, which is
("US?, as

Immanuel

the same thing, the All-wise.

;

xxviii.

interprets nosri of

theology, rijun of worldly science, nvv of politics

used of the knowledge of truth,
continues
vid.

at

i.

;

nJUD of

criticism,

2, viii. 14,

i.e.

and

from which

but n»3n is
which truly is and
of system and method

nsj)

latter passage the

substituted here !TiUJ instead of n:i3D.
translates 7r/3o? tov aae/3i],

i.e.

;

of that

for that

LXX.

Instead of

which

'n

is

'n

"lli

has

tab

it

against

Jahve.
Ver. 31 The horse

is

harnessed for the day of battle
is the victory,

But with Jahve

Him to give the victory or not, for the
a vain means of victory, Isa. xxxiii. 17
the battle is

i.e. it

remains with

horse

is

;

the Lord's, 1

Sam.

i.e. it

depends on

Him how

the

and king and people who have taken up arms
defence of their rights have thus to trust nothing in the

battle shall issue
in

xvii. 47,

;

multitude of their war-horses (DID, horses, including their riders),
and generally in their preparations for the battle, but in the
Lord (cf. Ps. xx. 8, and, on the contrary, Isa. xxxi. 1). The

LXX.

translates

njiwn by

victory, nasr, proceeding
in the text

;

njntSTi

(from

fj

J?B»,

^oijdeia, as if the

Arab, name of
fundamental meaning, stood
Arab. ws\ to be wide, to have free

from

this

space for motion) signifies properly prosperity, as the
contrast
of distress, oppression, slavery, and victory (cf. e.g.
Ps. cxliv.
10, and njw;, 1 Sam. xiv. 45).
The post-bibl. Heb. uses iwj
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2.

(IliiM) for victory
but the O. T. Heb. has no word more fully
covering this idea than nj>lB>n (nywi)}
;

Chap.

A good name has the preference above great riches
For more than silver and gold is grace.

xxii. 1

The proverb

constructed chiastically; the

commencing word
and the concluding word 310, are the parallel
predicates; rightly, none of the old translators have been mis"'O?? ( c f-

XX1

is

3),

-

led to take together liu

after the analogy of 31D

jn,

i>3B», iii.

14,

DB» also does

15.

not need DID for nearer determination
the more modern idiom uses aia DE7, 2 the more ancient uses
xiii.

Dtf alone

Eccles.

(e.gi.

LXX.)

here

vii. 1), in

for being well

;

the sense of ovo/ia /caXov (thus

known (renowned)

is

equivalent

name, and the contrary to being nameless (Job xxx. 8)
to make oneself a name, is equivalent to build a monument in
honour of oneself; possibly the derivation of the word from
to a

n»B>, to

be high, prominent, known, may have contributed to
meaning of the word sensu eximio, for DE> has the same
root word as DW".
Luther translates QB> by Das Geriicht
[rumour, fame], in the same pregnant sense even to the present
clay, renom, rertommie, riputazione, and the like, are thus used.
this

;

The

|n

parallel

grace, which

the consequence

demeanour

grace and favour (being beloved)

signifies

brings favour

{e.g.

of

Esth.

a
ii.

(xi.

graceful

16) ; and favour, which is
appearance, courtesy, and

15).

Ter. 2 The rich and the poor meet together

The creator

From

this, that

totality of their individuals,
is

His

will

of

them

God made them
it

all is

all,

i.e.

Jahve.

rich and poor in the

follows that the meeting together

and His ordinance they shall in life push one against
what other purpose than that this relation;

another, and for
1

In the old High German, the word for war

the issue

is

is urlag (urlac), fate, because
the divine determination, and not (as in " der Nibelunge Not"),

this not is the correlate to n]?lK>n, victory
corresponds most to the French guerre, which is not of Romanic,
but of German origin the Werre, i.e. the Gewirre [complication, con-

as binding, confining, restraint

;

;

norvD

:

fusion], for Qrfa signifies to press against one another, to be
close conflict
2

e.g.

crown
crown

Aboth

;

cf.

iv.

:

and the crown
a good name, excels them all.

of the priesthood,
of

engaged in

the Homeric xhouo: of the turmoil of battle.
17 there are three crowns the crown of the Tora, the
:

of royalty

;

hut 210 DK"

"irlO,

the
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ship of mutual intercourse should be a school of virtue: the poor
shall not envy the rich (iii. 31), and the rich shall not despise

who has the same Grod and Father as himself (xiv. 31,
Job xxxi. 15) they shall remain conscious of this, that

the poor,
xvii. 5

;

;

the intermingling of the diversities of station is for this end,
that the lowly should serve the exalted, and the exalted should
xxix. 13

serve the lowly,

but particularly for the
warning.

The group

is

a variation
in

rich, lies

;

there also for both,

the

proverb a solemn

of proverbs beginning here terminates at ver. 7,

where, like the preceding,

it

closes with a proverb of the rich

and the poor.
Ver. 3 The prudent seeth the evil, and hideth himself
But the simple go forward, and suffer injury.

This proverb repeats

itself

with insignificant variations, xxvii.

The Ken "inpil makes it more conformable to the words
The Chethib is not to be read "ihp^., for this Kal is
there used.
inusit., but "incn, or much rather "WB'l, since it is intended to be
said what immediate consequence on the part of a prudent man
he sees,
arises from his perceiving an evil standing before him
12.

;

e.g.,

the approaching overthrow of a decaying house, or in a

and betimes betakes himself to
on the contrary, go blindly forthe threatening danger, and must bear the punish-

sudden storm the fearful
a place of safety

ward
ment

into

flood,

the simple,

;

of their carelessness.

The

fut.

consec. 3<z denotes the

hiding of oneself as that which immediately follows from the

being observant; the two per/. 3b, on the other hand, with or
without

ment

1,

denote the going forward and meeting with punish-

as occurring

contemporaneously

(cf.

Ps.

xlviii.

6,

and

regarding these diverse forms of construction, at Hab. iii. 10).
" The interchange of the sing, and plur. gives us to understand
that several or

man

" (Hitzig).

many

simple ones are found for one prudent

The Niph.

of

punished by pecuniary fine (Ex.

Bfoy

signifies properly

to be

22) (cf. the post-bibl. D3P,
Ol\), to threaten punishment, which appears to have arisen from
censere, to estimate, to lay on taxes)
here it has the general
xxi.

;

meaning

of being punished, viz. of the self-punishment of

of foresight.

want
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Is riches,

As
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ps
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4.

is

the fear of Jahve,

and honour, and

life.

understood of the two virtues, meekand righteousness, so here the three Gottingen divines
(Ewald, Bertheau, and Elster),as also Dunasch, see in'n riKT rw
an asyndeton ; the poet would then have omitted vav, because
.

5, is

ness

instead of the copulative connection he preferred the appositional (Schultens

Jehovos) or

prcemium mansueludinis quae

:

est reverentia

the permutative (the reward of humility

accurately expressed

:

the fear of God).

It is in

;

more

favour of this

interpretation that the verse following (ver. 5) also shows an
asyndeton.
Luther otherwise: where one abides in the fear of

Lord ; and Oetinger the reward of humility, endurance,
calmness in the fear of the Lord, is
.; Fleischer also interprets

the

:

.

'n

ns"^ as xxi. 4,

nxun

the nearer definition.
tion

But then

the reward of humility

:

.

(lucerna impiorum vitiosa), as the accus. of
is

is

the nearest-lying construc-

the fear of God, as

all

old

4a (e.g. Symmachus, vcrrepov TrpavTrjTos
$6/3o? Kvpiov), a thought so incomprehensible, that one must
adopt one or other of these expedients % On the one side, we
interpreters understand

may

indeed say that the fear of

God

brings humility with

it

comformable to experience
that the fear of God is a consequence of humility ; for actually
to subordinate oneself to God, and to give honour to Him alone,
one must have broken his self-will, and come to the knowledge
and one
of himself in his dependence, nothingness, and sin
consequence by which humility is rewarded, may be called the
fear of God, because it is the root of all wisdom, or as is here
said (cf. iii. 16, viii. 18), because riches, and honour, and life
Thus 4a is a concluded sentence, which in
are in its train.
4b is so continued, that from 4a the predicate is to be conbut, on the other hand,

it

is

just as

;

tinued

:

the reward of humility

is

the fear of

God

;

it is

at the

Hitzig conjectures 'n riixi, the beholding
same time riches
Jahve but the visio Dei (beatified) is not a dogmatic idea thus
expressed in the O. T. 3ptf denotes what follows a thing, from
for 3gJ> (Arab, 'akib) is
3p3?, to tread on the heels (Fleischer)
the heels, as the incurvation of the foot and 3$>, the conse.

.

.

;

;

;

quence
v.

(cf.

denom.

Arab,

3j?J>,

'akb, ^uJcb, posteritas), is

to tread

on the

mediated through the

heels, to follow

on the heels

(cf.
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denominatives, such as Arab, batn, zahr, 'an,

ffl,

to strike the

body, the back, the eye).
Ver. 5 Thorns, snares, are on the

He

way

of the crooked

him keep

that guardeth his soul, let

far

from them.

6SS crrpefiXov. The
meaning of D^V (plur. of IV, or n3¥, the same as B^V) and
D'ns (from ns, Arab, fah), stands fast, though it be not etymologically verified; the placing together of these two words (the
Rightly the

LXX. obliterating the asyndeton
the scheme rrv

EW, Hab.

iv

TrayiSes

Venet. aicavdai

t/h^3o\o? kcu irayiBesf) follows

:

11.

iii.

The

^?'^pV (perverse of

heart, crooked, xvii. 20, xi. 20) drives his crooked

corresponding to his habit of mind, which

is

winding way,

the contrast and

on, snares

way in which there
who enter therewhich unexpectedly bring them down and hold

them

as prisoners; the

the perversion of that which

fast

a

just,

is

are thorns which entangle and

wound

those

hedge of thorns, xv. 19, was a
way of the wicked themselves.

figure of the hindrances in the

The

thorn and snares here are a figure of the hindrances and
dangers which go forth from the deceitful and the false in the
way of others, of those who keep their souls, i.e. who outwardly

and morally take heed
subj.),

who

will

to their life (xvi.

17,

xiii. 3,

pred. here

keep, or are disposed to keep, themselves from

these thorns, these snares into which the deceitful and per-

verse-hearted seek to entice them.
Ver. 6 Give to the child instruction conformably to His way
So he will not, when he becomes old, depart from it.

The

first

instruction

child, should be
bibl.

'•eb

^V,

and ^3) of

;

meant which, communicated to the
measure (Gen. xliii. 7 = post-

is

after the

his

way,

i.e.

not

of his calling, which he

:

must by and by enter upon (Bertheau, Zockler), which i3"H of
itself cannot mean
also not
of the way which he must keep
;

in

during

(Elster)

;

:

life

{Kidduschin 30a)

but

:

1J» is the child's

of the nature

way, as

e.g.

;

nor

:

of his individual nature

of the child as such, for

derek col-haarets,

Gen.

^H

xix. 31,

the general custom of the land; derek Mitsrdyim, Isa. x.
24,
the way (the manner of acting) of the Egyptians.
The instruction of youth, the education of youth,

ought

to be

conformed to

the nature of youth; the matter of instruction, the
manner of
instruction, ought to regulate itself according
to the sta^e of
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7.

and its peculiarities ; the method ought to be arranged
according to the degree of development which the mental and

life,

bodily

(= ^C);

The verb

of the youth has arrived at.

life

nominative like

3j?y,

ver.

4

;

in the Arab, to put date syrup into the

suckling

we may compare with
Quo semel est imbuta

so that

;

5)?n is

a de-

signifies to affect the taste, t|H

it

it

mouth

of the

the saying of Horace,

recens servabit odorem
In the post-bibl. Heb. 'jpan denotes that which in
the language of the Church is called catechizatio; ("ijttf>) 13D
fun is the usual title of the catechisms. It is the fundamental
and first requisite of all educational instruction which the pro-

[Ep.

i.

69]

2,

:

Testa din.

verb formulates, a suitable motto for the lesson-books of peda-

gogues and catechists.

narso

[from

it]

refers to that training of

youth, in conformity with his nature, which becomes a second
nature, that which

imprinted, inbred, becomes accustomed.

is

wanting in the LXX. ; where it exists in MSS. of
the LXX., it is supplied from Theodotion ; the Complut. translates independently from the Heb. text.

Ver. 6

is

Ver. 7

" This

A rich man will rule

over the poor,

And

subject to the

is

the course of the world.

is

in 7a, there are

rule

the borrower

many

As

lends.

; and in the Orient the
hands of one" (Hitzig).
The fut.
and must happen, and the substantival

poor for one rich

generally in the

is

how

denotes

it

will

clause lb, which as such
tlidbdt, i.e.

is

an expression of continuance (Arab.

of the remaining and continuing), denotes that con-

tracting of debt brings naturally with

dependence,
olligat,

man who

regards the sing, and plur.

np, properly he

and ™>K,

as xix.

17

it

who binds

(vid. I.e.), qui

a slavish relation of

himself to one se

ei

alterum (mutui datione)

from ni?, Arab. Iwy, to wind, turn, twist round (cog. root
whence with Fleischer is also to be derived the Aram. HIP,
"into connection;" so ?K, properly "pushing against," refers
obligat,
laff),

(= rOl), contiguum esse. n )J® && is
way of lending, although not
directly in a professional manner.
The pred. precedes its subject according to rule.
Luther rightly translates and he who

to the radically related

one

who

n?K

puts himself in the

:

the lender's servant, whence the pnn on the proper

borrows

is

names

" Borghart [= the borrower]

:

servant."

is

Lehnhart's [= lender's]
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following extends to the end of this first
proverb
collection of Solomon's proverbs ; it closes also with a

The group now

of the poor and the rich.

He that soweth iniquity shall reap calamity
And the rod of his fury shall vanish away.
"Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap" (Gal.
Ver. 8

7)

he that soweth good reapeth good, xi. 18
reapeth evil, Job iv. 8 cf. Hos. x. 12 f.

;

evil

;

nim

contrast of

or

">C"

(e.g.

Ps. cxxv.

vi.

he that soweth

;

!w is the

3, cvii. 42),

direct

proceeding

from the idea that the good is right, i.e. straight, rectum; the
evil, that which departs from the straight line, and is crooked.
Regarding fltj, which means both perversity of mind and conduct,
That which the poet
as well as destiny, calamity, vid. xii. 21.
~i7iv
shown
in
means
by
is
particularly
8b, viz. unsympathizing
tyranny, cruel misconduct toward a neighbour. ^"J?J? EDS? is
the rod which he who soweth iniquity makes another to feel in
The saying, that an end will be to this rod of his
his anger.
fury, agrees with that which is said of the despot's sceptre, Isa.
Rightly Fleischer:

xiv. 5f.; Ps. cxxv. 3.

ejus consumetur h. e.facultas

evanescet.

but

is

baculus insolentice

alios insolenter tractandi

Hitzig's objection, that a rod does not vanish away,

broken,

brandished

qua pollet

;

is

answered by this, that the rod is thought of as
one uses n?3 of anything which has an end,

besides,

Other interpreters understand " the rod of his
fury" of the rod of God's anger, which will strike the 7JJ? and
HP^, as at Ezek. v. 13 Dan. xii. 7 " and the rod of His punishment will surely come " (Ewald, and similarly Schultens,
Euchel, Umbreit). This thought also hovers before the LXX.:
irXrjjrjv &e epyav avrov (1IVUJ7) <rvvTe\ecrei ("??.)•
But if the rod
of punishment which is appointed for the unrighteous be meant,
then we would have expected rhl\ Taken in the future, the nib
e.g. Isa. xvi. 4.

:

;

of the DIB'

is

not

its cortfectio

termination or annihilation
to

;

in the sense of completion, but

and

besides,

it

lies

take the suffix of vroy subjectively (Isa. xiv. 6

than objectively.

The
Anopa

LXX.

faupo!/

x.a.1

{AocraiOTYiToc 2s

The

xvi. 6)

has, after ver. 8, a distich
SoV)7J Ei/Xoys? o

spyuy avrov

its

nearer after 8a

:—

hog,

avvTS'hktjsi.

a variant translation of 9a (cf.
xxi. 17), the second (lrmj? NltTi) is a similar rendering
of 86.
first line (2

Cor.

ix.

7)

is
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Ver. 9

is

friendly

is

9,
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10.

blessed

;

Because he giveth of his bread to the poor.

The thought

the same as at

is

xxii. 22,

6,

bibl. also ])V "i¥), is

25.

])V

of the

n -£

PJ?.

is

word, with

of PJ? VX
the envious, evil-eyed, ungracious (postone who looks kindly, is good-hearted, and as

called

Such

(thus to be

first

i.e.

IXapbs S0T775, shows himself benevolent.

kindness

2iD

1294 and Jaman), the contrast

correct Oodd., also
xxiii.

xi.

Munach

written without Makkeph, with

in

a friend

is

Such gentleness and

Mishna naio

the

{Aboth

|)j?

ii.

13), or

blessed, for he has also himself scattered

blessings (cf. WJTQ3, xi. 25, xxi. 13); he has, as

said, lookino-

is

back from the blessing that has happened to him, given of
bread (Luther, as the

[=

LXX.,

of his bread]) to the poor

of self-denying love, Isa.

his

with partitive genitive: seines brots
;

cf. the

The

viii.

unfolding of this blessing

LXX. has also here another

distich
N/«>jy xal T/jWijv TrepiTroiUTc&t 6 "hoipA %ov£,

Tin

The

fiiiiTOi -<i/v^p

dfctipeiTXi toiu xsurnyAvav.

appears a variant translation of xix. 6b, and the
19&, according to which selfishness, in contrast to

first line

second of

i.

liberality, is the subject to

be thought of.

Ewald

translates the

second line

And
But

he (who distributes

KeKTTjfiivo^

= ?V?

gifts)

recipient of anything as a gift,

because of the

conquers the soul of the recipients.

(E 1 -'?'?) signifies

the

who cannot

possessor, not the
also be here

meant

fj,ivTot.

Ver. 10 Chase

away the

scorner,

and contention goeth

out,

And strife and reproach rest.
If in a company, a circle of friends, a society (LXX. eicfiaXe
itc crvveBpiov), a wicked man is found who (vid. the definition
of Y2, xxi. 24) treats religious questions without respect, moral
questions in a frivolous way, serious things jestingly, and in
his scornful spirit, his passion for witticism, his love of anecdote,

showing reverence, veneration,
and respect, there will arise ceaseless contentions and conflicts.
Such a man one ought to chase away; then there will immediately go forth along with him dispeace (li" ?), there will then
be rest from strife and disgrace, viz. of the strife which such
a one draws forth, and the disgrace which it brings on the
places himself above the duty of

1
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\bp is commonly
society, and continually prepares for it.
understood of the injury, abuse, which others have to suffer
from the scoffer, or also (thus Fleischer, Hitzig) of the opprobria
But Jll>p is not so used
of the contentious against one another.
it

means always

something that happens, an experiThe praise of one who is the direct con-

disgrace, as

ence, vid. at xviii. 3.
trast of a

}*5>

is

Ver. 11

celebrated in the next verse.

He

that loveth heart-purity,
is grace of lips, the king

Whose

Thus

with Hitzic,

it

with a pure heart,

is

— we

is

his friend.

be translated not

to

may

:

who

he

loveth

interpret 37~iint3 syntactically in

pur us corde (Ralbag, Ewald,

the sense of puritate cordis or

which follows 3ns and is its supplement has to stand where possible as the accus. of the object;
thus not qui amat puritatem cordis, gratiosa erunt labia ejus
after

7), for that

xx.

:

(de Dieu, Geier, Schultens, C. B. Michaelis, Fleischer), for

between heart-purity and graciousness of speech there exists a
moral relation, but yet no necessary connection of sequence;
he who loves purity of heart, and grace on his lips
(Aben Ezra, Schelling, Bertheau), for " to love the grace of
one's own lips" is an awkward expression, which sonnds more
also not

:

self-complacency than a praiseworthy en-

reprehensible

like

Excellently Luther

deavour after gracious speech.

:

" He who has a true heart and amiable speech,
The king is his friend."

3?"iWQ

is

not adjectival, but substantival

;

~"int? is

thus not the

mas. line, as Job xvii. 10, but of the segolate
or (since the ground-form of n??, 1 Sam. xvi. 7, may be

constr. of the
"inbj

aha as well as H3b) of the neut. line, like trip, Ps. xlvi. 5, lxv.

5
'>

that which

:

,

??f

1"

is

pure, the being pure

(gracefulness of his lips)

is

= purity

(Schultens).

the second subject with the

force of a relative clause, although not exactly thus thought of,
but: one loving heart-purity, gracefulness on his lips
the

—

king

is

his friend.

friend," after the

A

Ewald

scheme

xiii.

counsellor and associate

otherwise

4

who

;

:

" he will be the king's

but here unnecessarily refined.

governed by a pure intention,
and connects therewith a gentle and amiable manner of speech
and conversation, attaches the king to himself; the king is the
is

1

"J? ?. (J>"9,

the friend of such an one, and he also

is

" the friend

CHAP. XXII.
of the king," 1

Kings

same

in

after

2na the name of

idea as xvi. 13.

admit of this addition.

iv. 5.

an interpretation which

him and boast

Solomonic proverb, the

It is a

The LXX., Syr., and Targ. introduce
God; but 11& does not syntactically
But it is worth while to take notice of
by Jewish

proposed

is

the friend of such an one
in
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12.

is

a king,

i.e.

The thought

of him.

is

interpreters

he can royally rejoice
beautiful; but, as the

comparison of other proverbs speaking of the king shows,

is

not intended.
Ver. 12 The eyes of Jahve preserve knowledge

The

So He frustrateth the words of the false.
phrase " to preserve knowledge " is found at v. 2

the sense of to keep, retain
it

;

cannot possibly be said that the eyes of
rule of knowledge,

by the

predicate

is

On

in the sense of watching,

expected,

cf.

God keep
is,

as

for

;

themselves
;

this

used of God,

the other hand, after " to preserve,"

guarding a concrete object

We need not

Isa. xxvi. 3.

there, in

and thus preserve knowledge

not in accord with the eyes, and

even inappropriate.

;

here, of protecting, guarding

thus with

is

to be

Ewald supply

the ancients are right that fiJH, knowledge, stands metonymically for B^s (Melri), or ikon (Aben Ezra), or njn »jnv

jni"

1

;

(Arama); Schnltens rightly: Cognitio

veritatis ac virtutis practica

ad homines earn colentes ac prcestantes. Where knowledge of the true and the good exists, there does it stand under
the protection of God.
12& shows how that is meant, for there
the perf. is continued in the second consec. modus (fut. consec.)

fertur

:

there

is

thus protection against the assaults of enemies

who oppose

the knowledge which they hate, and seek to triumph over

it,

and to suppress it by their crooked policy. But God stands
on the side of knowledge and protects it, and consequently
makes vain the words (the outspoken resolutions) of the deceitful.
Regarding tpp fyo), vid. xi. 3 and xix. 3. The meaning of
"'l?'! Is ? is here essentially different from that in Ex. xxiii. 8,
Deut. xvi. 19: he perverteth their words, for he giveth them a
1

bearing that

is

false,

mjn [wickedness]

i.e.

not leading to the end.

Hitzig reads

which Zockler is inclined to favour
God keeps the evil which is done in His eyes, and hinders its
success ; but " to observe wickedness " is an ambiguous, untenable expression ; the only passage that can be quoted in favour
for njn,

:
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of this " to observe "

down without

Job

is

variation,

is

vii.

much

The word

20.

njn, lianded

rather justified.

A lion is without,
be slain in the midst of the streets."

Ver. 13 The sluggard saith, "
I shall

There, as here, the perf. IDS has
The
the meaning of an abstract present, Gesen. § 126. 3.
activity of the industrious has its nearest sphere at home ; but

Otherwise rendered, xxvi. 13.

here a work

is

supposed which requires

him

to

go forth (Ps.

pn

Therefore

civ. 3) into the field (Prov. xxiv. 27).

stands

wide signification, which here denotes the open
a
country outside the city, where the sluggard fears to meet a
lion, as in the streets, i.e. the rows of houses forming them, to
meet a D-P (nop), i.e. a murder from motives of robbery or

word

first,

revenge.
radkh,

of

This strong word, properly to destroy, crush, Arab.
intentionally chosen

is

there

:

is

designed to be set forth

the ridiculous hyperbolical pretence which the sluggard seeks
for his slothfulness (Fleischer).
Luther right well " I might
:

1

be murdered on the streets.'
But there
absence of v)N [perhaps] and of |3 [lest].
a passage of the moralists

nmajn

:

i>VJ>n

is

intentionally the

Metri here quotes

TIBIOO (prophesying)

belongs to the evidences of the sluggard; and Euchel, the proverb D'fcOJriD D^vyn (the sluggard's prophecy), i.e. the sluggard
acts like a prophet, that he

A

Ver. 14

deep pit

He

The

first

that

is

is

may
the

palliate his slothfulness.

month of a strange woman
God falleth therein.

cnrsed of

appears in a different form as a synonymous

line

LXX.

The
translate arofia irapavo/iov without certainly indicating which word they here read, whether ]H
distich, xxiii. 27.

(iv. 14),

or yen (xxix. 12), or ?ta

in support of nil} (vid.

ii.

16)

;

(iii.

32).

nijf (harlots)

Js

xxiii.

not necessary thus to read with Ewald.
this strange woman or depraved Israelitess
(Hiroj) nrntr,

otherwise

njjojr,

27

is

adduced

are meant, and

The mouth
is

it

of

a deep ditch

27a, where also occurs
namely, a snare-pit into which he is enticed by her
wanton words the man who stands in fellowship with God is
n^DJJ

as

xxiii.

*),

;

1

The text to Immanuel's Comment. (Naples 1487) has in
both instances
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this syren voice

15,

but the
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16.

EWT,

'n

i.e.

he

who

is

an

object of the divine EOT (Venet. Ke^oXafievo'i t&) ovtcott}), indignation, punishing evil with evil, falls into the pit, yielding to

the seduction and the ruin.

Schultens explains 'n D1JJI by, is
despumat indignabundus ; but the meaning despumat is
not substantiated ; DJJT, cf. Arab, zaghm, is probably a word
which by its sound denoted anger as a hollow roaring, and like
in quern

LXX.

The

pealing thunder.

has, after ver. 14, three tedious

moralizing lines.
Ver. 15 Polly is bound to the heart of a child;
The rod of correction driveth it forth.

Folly,

pleasure in stupid tricks,

i.e.

behaviour,

is

sport,

silly

and

foolish

the portion of children as such; their heart

yet childish, and folly

is

bound up

driveth forth this childish, foolish

in

it.

Education

is

as

first

nature (for, as Menander

says

and

it

effects this

when

it is

nnindulgently severe

(vid. xxiii. 13) removeth rfas

from the

:

the "IDIO

heart, for

it

B3ti>

imparts

and makes wise (xxix. 15). The LXX. is right in
rendering 16a: avoia ifffprTat, (from i^dirreiv) Kaphias viov
but the Syr. has " here mangled the LXX., and in haste has
read avoia i^iTrrarat : folly makes the understanding of the

intelligence

away" (Lagarde).

child fly

Ver. 16 Whosoever oppresseth the lowly,

Whosoever giveth to the

It is before all clear that nta"ir6

and

it is

gain to him

rich, it is only loss.

lIDno?, are contrasted words,

and lionoi', as at xxi. 5, "irto^
and form the conclusions to

5

the participles used, with the force of hypothetical antecedents.

Jerome recognises
divitias

this

:

qui calumniatur panperem, ut augeat

suas, dabit ipse ditiori et egebit.

"WJ? thinks

on

heathen

Euchel, referring pE'V and

men

103,

So Eashi, who by
Proportionally

potentates.

better

not to one person, but to two

he who oppresses the poor to enrich himself,
toward the rich, falls under want. The antithetic
the antithesis manifestly
distich thus becomes an integral one,
be said also against
may
intended is not brought out. This
classes of

and

is

:

liberal

Bertheau,

—

who

too ingeniously explains

:

He who

poor to enrich himself gives to a rich man,

i.e.

oppresses the

to himself, the
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enriched, only to want,

suggests the explanation
to

only to lose again that which he
is on the right track, for he
he who oppresses the poor, does it

i.e.

Kalbag

gained unrighteously.

:

he thereby impels him to a more energetic
he who gives to the rich man does it
strength
because the rich man does not thank him for it,

his gain, for

exercise of his

own

to his

and

still

loss,

;

continues to look

the poor, then

down on him.

But

if

one refers

i!>

to

lies nearer to interpret TiDriD? IK of the rich

it

he who gives presents

to the rich

much

only thereby promotes his

more robs him of activity
him is only swallowed up
Thus Hitzig
in the whirlpool of his extravagance (Zockler).
also explains, who remarks, under 17a: " Oppression produces
reaction, awakens energy, and thus God on the whole overrules events" (Ex. i. 12).
Similarly also Ewald, who thinks
on a mercenary, unrighteous rich man God finally lifts up

sleepy indolence, and so
(Elster)

;

for that

the

which one gives

to

:

man

man

always becoming
on the contrary, is " punished for all his wickedness
only more and more."
But with all these explanations there
is too much read between the lines.
Since "ilDnoi }« (xi. 24,
the

oppressed

poor

;

the

rich

richer,

1

xxi. 5) refers
will

it

back

to the subject

be here; and the

the Syr. auget

:

himself to mere

loss, so also

LXX., Symmachus, Jerome

malum suum)

are right

when they

(cf. also

also refer

li>,

We

not to the poor man, but to the oppressor of the poor.
explain
he who extorts from the poor enriches himself thereby but he who gives to the rich has nothing, and less than
:

;

nothing, thereby

himself by

—

many

at least, 17a, the

he robs himself, has no thanks, only brings
lower and lower down. In the first case

gifts

result corresponds to the intention; but iu

this latter case, 176,

one gains only bitter disappointment.
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APPENDIX TO THE FIRST COLLECTION OF SOLOMONIC
PRO VERBS.—XXII. 17-XXIV. 22.

FIRST

The

last group of distiches, beginning with x. 1, closed at
16 with a proverb of the poor and the rich, as that before

xxii.

the

is

In

last, vid. at xxii. 7.

xxii.

17

ff.,

the law of the distich

interrupted, and the tone of the introductory Mashals
again perceptible.
Here begins an appendix to the older

form

is

Book

of Proverbs, introduced

by these Mashals.

Vid. regarding

the style and proverbial form of this introduction, at paces 4

and 16 of

vol.

Words

these

i.

17-21, forming the introduction to this appendix, are

xxii.

Wise

of the

:

Ver. 17 Incline thine ear and hear the words of the wise,

And

direct thine heart to

my knowledge

thou keep them in thine heart
Let them abide together on thy lips.
19 That thy trust may be placed in Jahve,
I have taught thee to-day, even thee
20 Have not I written unto thee choice proverbs,
18 For

it is

pleasant

if

Containing counsels and knowledge,
make thee to know the rule of the words of truth,
That thou mightest bring back words which are truth to them
that send thee?

21 To

From
not "

not an

The

x. 1 to xxii.

The Words

16 are the "Proverbs of Solomon," and

Wise;" thus

of the

the above irapaivecri'i

is

epilogue, but a prologue to the following proverbs.

perfects Tfljnin

and ^3^3

verbial discourses, but to the

not to the Solomonic proappendix following them ; the

refer,

commends the worth and intention of this appendix,
and uses perfects because it was written after the forming of the

preface

collection.

The author

of this preface (vid. pp. 23, 36, vol.

i.)

no other than the author of i.-ix. The BH (with Mehuppach,
The
after Thorath Emeth, p. 27) reminds us of iv. 20, v. 1.
is

phrase 3?

IVB',

animum

with

BJfi is

common

Ps. cxxxv. 3, cxlvii.
subject

:

this that

advertere } occurs again in the second

0\W

appendix, xxiv. 32.

is

repeated at

xxiii. 8, xxiv.

in the preface, i.-ix.
1, its

subject in

itself.

4

;

but D3M

E^"13 contains,
^TOfT* 3

is

as at

not this

thou preservest them, which would have re-

quired rather the infin. tr\ny (Ps. cxxxiii. 1) or

tnwb; but

it
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supposes the case in which appears that which is amiable and
if thou preservest them in thy heart, i.e. makest

praiseworthy

:

them thoughtfully become thy mental

D—

refers to the "Words of the

WlK for the author
is"

The

possession.

Wise, and mediately

designates his practical

wisdom

suffix

also to

which

Tljn,

laid down in the following proverbs, which, although not

composed by him, are yet penetrated by his subjectivity. Eegarding |03, which, from meaning the inner parts of the body,
is transferred to the inner parts of the mind, vid. under xx. 27.
The clause 186, if not dependent on ^, would begin with
133)1.
The absence of the copula and the antecedence of the
verb bring the optative rendering nearer.
syntactical relation of v. 2,
fin.

The

fut.

where the

Niph. US*, which,

placed, rightly directed, here

continuance, stabilem

may

:

is

the

continued in the

meant

to

be rightly

to stand erect, to have

In ver. 19, the fact of instruction

esse.

precedes the statement of

27,

iv.

means

Different

infin. is

its

object,

which

is,

that the disciple

place his confidence in Jahve, for he does that which

according to His

will,

and

is

subject to His rule.

is

*|nii3p, in

Codd. and correct editions with Patliach (yid. Michlol 1846)
is as virtually doubled
vid. under xxi. 22.
In 196 the

the n

;

. r

accentuation DVn TTlsnin

is

contrary to the syntax; Codd. and

old editions have rightly DVn "pnjnin, for nnN~t|K
§

121.

xxiii.

3,

15

;

is,

after Gesen.

an emphatic repetition of the "thee;" 1^, like D3,
1 Kings xxi. 19. Hitzig knows of no contrast which

emphasis.
But the prominence thus effected is not
always of the nature of contrast (cf. Zech. vii. 5, have ye truly
fasted to me, i.e. to serve me thereby), here it is strong individualizing the te etiam te is equivalent to, thee as others, and

justifies the

;

Also that, as Hitzig remarks, there does
not appear any reason for the emphasizing of " to-day," is inthee in particular.
correct: Qi s n

is

of the

same

signification as at Ps. xcv. 7

reader of the following proverbs shall

remember

;

later,

the

not

merely in general, that he once on a time read them, but that
he to-day, that he on this definite day, received the lessons of

wisdom contained therein, and then, from that time forth,
became responsible for his obedience or his disobedience.
In 20a the Chethib D1B^E> denotes no definite date besides,
;
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word occurs only always along with ?ion (?iorjN). Umbreit,
Ewald, Bertheau, however, accept this " formerly (lately)," and
this

suppose that the author here refers to a "

Book for Youths,"
composed at an earlier period, without one seeing what this reference, which had a meaning only for his contemporaries, here
denotes.
The LXX. reads MFD, and finds in 20a, contrary
to the syntax and the usus log., the exhortation that he who is
addressed ought to write these good doctrines thrice (rpicrcrGyi)
on the tablet of his heart; the Syr. and Targ. suppose the
author to say that he wrote them three times; Jerome, that he
wrote them threefold

—both without

cannot be

threefold

equivalent

any

to

visible

meaning, since
(Luther)

manchfeltiglich

Ken

&&?&, which
without doubt is the authentic word, is interpreted in many unacceptable ways
Rashi and Elia Wilna, following a Midrash

[= several

Also the

times, in various ways].

;

Law, the Prophets,
Arama, on those which are referable to
Malbim (as if here the author of the

explanation, think on the lessons of the

and the Hagiographa
three classes of youth

;

;

whole Book of Proverbs, from

i.

to xxxi., spake),

on the supposed

three chief parts of the Mislile; Dachsel better, on

same author
compares Eccles. iv. 12, and

as this appendix.

the product of the

translates

triplici

i.-ix.,

as

Schultens
filo

nexa.

Kimchi, Meiri, and others, are right, who gloss tFVi'bv? by CiaT
ffTJSi, and compare D^T'Ji, viii. 6
accordingly the Veneta, with
the happy quid pro quo, by rpia-fiiyia-Ta. The LXX. translates
;

the military B'vE'
obscure,
in the

and

is

by TpidTaT^; but

Etymohgicum) by Regii

tenebant,

this

Greek word

is

itself

explained by Hesychius (as well as by Suidas, and

which

is

satellites

certainly false.

qui ternas hastas rnanu

Another Greek,

whom An-

under Ex. xv. 4, that Tpio-Ta.Tr}>; was the
name given to the warriors who fought from a chariot, every
three of whom had one war-chariot among them; and this appears, according to Ex. xiv. 7, xv. 4, to be really the primary
gellius quotes, says,

meaning.

pi^tr

as

In the period of David we meet with the word
the

name

nearest the king.

of the heroes (the

"The

Gibbonm) who stood

shalish-mea form the

elite

troops that

whose head stood two triads of heroes,
Jashobeam at the head of the first trias, and thus of the
slialis7i-men generally ; Abishai at the head of the second trias,
stood highest in rank, at

—

vol.

ii.

a
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who
11

to that first trias,

The name

ff.).

D^^n

the shalish-men, but yet

among

held an honourable place

reached not

2 Sara,

xxiii.

8

(Apoc. 2 Sam.

ff . (

=1

Ohron. xi.
Wtfn, and

xxiii. 8,

W$f

Chron. xxvii. 6, incorrectly
?) occurs here with
reference to the threefold division of this principal host and
in regard to the use of the word in the time of Pharaoh, as
ver. 13, 1

;

well as in the time of the kings,

it

may be granted

that shalish

and then generally a high
denoted the Three-man
here
has the same relation to
military officer; so that &vbf
{triumvir),

The name

D'TJJ, viii. 6, as ducalia to principalia.

of the chief

men (members of the chief troop) is transferred to the chief
proverbs, as, Jas. ii. 8, that law which stands as a king at the
head of all the others is called the " royal law " or, as Plato
;

names the chief powers of the soul, fiept) r/yejioves. As in this
Platonic word-form, so shalishim here, like negidim there, is
understood neut., cf. under viii. 6, and D i?'H, xii. 11 ^~]f), xvi.
,

;

The

3 of ntejto (occurring at

31 also) Fleischer rightly
explains as the 3 of uniting or accompanying: chief proverbs
which contain good counsels and solid knowledge.
13.

i.

In the statement of the object in ver. 21, we interpret that
which follows ^Jr"?'"1 ? not permutat. ut te docerem recta, verba
vera (Fleischer)
but ®fp (ground-form to B£'p, Ps. lx. 6) is the
:

;

bearer of the threefold idea

verborum

veritatis.

The

:

rectitudinem, or, better, regulam

(Arab.) verb hasita means to be straight,

(synon. pn, to be hard, tight, proportionately
and the name hist denotes not only the right conduct,
the right measure (quantitas justa), but also the balance, and
thus the rule or the norm. In 216, n»K D V TON (as e.g. Zech. i.
inflexible

stiff,

direct)

13

;

nos

;

vid. Philippi, Status Constr. p.
;

86

f.) is

equivalent to 'TOX

the author has this second time intentionally chosen the

appositional relation of connection

:

words which are truth

idea of truth presents itself in this form of expression

prominently.

Impossible, because contrary to the usus

the translation

:

ut respondeas verba vera Us qui

ad

te

;

the

more

log., is

mittunt

(Schultens, Fleischer), because rb&, with the accus. following,

never means "

to

send any one."

n?K> stand in correlation to

to

:

he who

lets

himself be

must be supposed to be in circumstances to bring
those that sent him out to learn, doctrines which are

instructed

home,

Without doubt y&n and

each other
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22, 23.

and thus

to approve himself.
The subject spoken of
not a right answer or a true report brought back to one

giving a commission

and

;

beyond the purpose and power
means whereby

it lies

of the following proverbs to afford a universal

persons sent out are

made skilful. The &rb&
who send him who is

the parents or guardians

[senders] are here
to he instructed to

the school of the teacher of wisdom (Hitzig).
Yet it appears
strange that he who is the learner is just here not addressed as
" my son," which would go to the support of the expression,

" to send to school," which is elsewhere unused in Old Hebrew,
and the WSJ* of another are elsewhere called those who make

him

mandator,

their

x. 26, xxv.

13

;

2 Sam. xxiv. 13.

ference to the parents would also be excluded

if,

The

re-

with Norzi

1(w? were to be read instead of sprpvr? (the
and most editions). Therefore the phrase Iv^K'r',
preferred by Ewald, recommends itself, according to

and other

editors,

Venet. 1521,

which is
which the LXX. translates, rot? Trpo/3aWo/i,evoi<i <roi, which
1
the Syro-Hexap. renders by amniK "]b pinsn |urf)>, i.e. to those
who lay problems before thee (yid. Lagarde). The teacher of
wisdom seeks to qualify hiin who reads the following proverbs,
and permits himself to be influenced by them, to give the
right answer to those who question him and go to him for
counsel, and thus to become himself a teacher of wisdom.
After these ten lines of preliminary exhortation, there now
begins the collection of the " AVords of the Wise" thus intro-

A tetrastich

duced.

which, in

its

contents, connects itself with

the last proverb of the Solomonic collection, xxii. 16, forms the

commencement

of this collection

Ver. 22

Bob not

And

:

the lowly because he

is

lowly

;

oppress not the humble iu the gate.

23 For Jahve will conduct their cause,

And

Though

it

may

rob their spoilers of

bring gain, as said

life.

xxii. 16a, to

oppress the

i'l,

the lowly or humble, yet at last the oppressor comes to ruin.

The
1

poet here warns against robbing the lowly because he

The Syr.

n. fern,

awclida (KlfflX, Ps. xlix.

Heb. DTPI, from (Syr.)

on and retain the Arab,
and making fast.

to lay hold
as seizing

achcl,

inn =

;

tns, Neh.
aklidhat

5,

Targ.)

vii. 3,

is

equivalent to

to shut up, properly,

means magic, incantation

;
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is

power of defence, and not to be
and against doing injustice to the ^y, the bowed down,

lowly, and thus without

feared

;

and therefore incapable of resisting in the gate, i.e. in the court
These poor men have not indeed high human
of justice.
Jahve
patrons, but One in heaven to undertake their cause
3nj,
(B3n
xxiii.
will
as
at
i.e.
will conduct their cause
10),
:

undertake their vindication, and be their avenger. tS3l_ (na*)),
(cf. PP/J, (Arab.) dakk), signifies to crush

Aram, and Arab, dakk
anything so that

it

becomes broad and

oppress, synon. pKty (Fleischer).

flat,

The verb jnp

figuratively to
has, in Ohald.

and Syr., the signification to stick, to fix (according to which
Aquila here translates tcaOijXovv, to nail; Jerome, configere)
and as root-word to nysp, the signification to be arched, like
(Arab.) kab', to be humpbacked ; both significations are here

The connection here

unsuitable.

requires the

meaning

to rob

and for Mai. iii. 8 also, this same meaning is to be adopted,
robbery and taking from one by force (Parchon, Kimchi), not
to deceive (Kohler, Keil), although it might have the sense of
robbing by withholding or refraining from doing that which is
due, thus of a sacrilege committed by omission or deception.
The Talm. does not know the verb jnp in this meaning; but it
is variously found as a dialectic word for bli?
Schultens' etymological explanation, capitium injicere (after (Arab.) kab', to

draw back and conceal the head),

is

not satisfactory.

The

con-

struction, with the double accus., follows the analogy of inan
K>S3 and the like, Gesen. § 139. 2.
Eegarding the sing. ES3,
even where several are spoken of, vid. under i. 19.

Another
1

tetrastich follows

Thus Rosch ha-schana 2Gb

Levi came once to N.N. There a man came
Levi kuew not what he would say,
[jap.
and went into the Madrash-house to ask. One answered him: He is a

to meet him, and cried out

:

n^B

robber (£n) said that one to thee for it is said in the Scriptures (Mai. iii.
8), " Will a man rob God ? " etc. (vid. Wissenschaft Kunst Judentlium, p.
In the Midrasb, am -mity, to Ps. lvii., R. Levi says that
243).
jn*p nnN
is used in the sense of ^ bm nnx.
And in the Midrash Tanchuma, P.
norm, R- Levi answers the question, " What is the meaning
;

•>*?

Mai.

iii.

8

?"—It

is

an Arabic expression.

say to another ij^jy

nnN no,

An

Arabiau,

when he

of jnp,
wishes to

says instead of it, vtfQip nriN
Perhaps
no.
the R. 3p coincides in several groups of
lano-uao-ea
(also the Turkish kb) with the Lat. capere.

JDpis cogn. to

pp;
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24, 25.

Vcr. 24 Have no intercourse with an angry man,
And with a furious man go thou not
25 Lest thou adopt his ways,

And

The

bring destruction upon thy soul.

Judg. xiv. 20, signifies
companion (njn, jn)

Piel njn,

as a friend or
xviii. 24), to

to

;

jnrifi"?K

sounds like ynVR'b$ Isa.

angry man is called ^N
2, and the mischievous
19 and

xli.

}

10, with Pathach of the closed syllable

i.

or choose any one

take to oneself (for oneself) any one as a friend,

or to converse with one

h>3 at

make

the Hithpa. nynnn (cf. at

;

as the covetous

?JJ3,

man

man

rriBTO 7JJ3, xxiv.

nion

xviii. 9.

from the apocope.

B>>* is

8

;

Bte;)

7JJ3,

The
xxiii.

regarding

vid.

related superlat. to t^K

and signifies a hot-head of the
Nian t6 is meant as warning (cf. xvi. 10b).
highest degree.
nt< N13, or DV N13 Ps. xxvi. 4, to come along with one, is equivalent to go into fellowship or companionship with one, which
is expressed by HN "pn, xiii. 20, as 3 NU means, Josh, xxiii. 7,
nsn, xv. 18

xxix.

(cf.

22),

}

12, to enter into

This n« K13

is

communion with

one, venire in consuetudinem.

not a trace of a more recent period of the

Also I^Wn, discas, cannot be an equivalent for it
Heb. poetry has at all times made use of Aramaisms as
^N, Aram. *)??, r\?\ Arab, dlifa, signifies to be enelegancies.

language.

trusted with anything

and

= to learn

one (whence

w,

;

the bibl.

manner of

w^

is

17) ; this *)?£ is
only used at a later

ii.

TlirnN are the

period in the sense of teacher.
20, etc.), or

^s^to teach, Job xv. 15,
become confidential with

companion, confidant,

never a Heb. prose word

(ii.

(Piel

in Elihu's speeches), or also to

ways, the conduct

19) which any one enters

life (i.

out, thus manners as well as lot, condition.
In the phrase " to bring destruction," Tlpb is used as in our
phrase Schaden nehmen [to suffer injury] the ancient language

upon and follows

;

also represented the forced

being laid hold on,
is

e.g.

Job

entrance of one into a state as a
xviii.

20, cf. Isa.

xiii.

8

not merely equivalent to danger (Ewald, falsely

takest not

danger for thy

soul), but

sin itself is a snare (xxix. 6)

;

to

is

;

:

here B>>1D
that thou

equivalent to destruction,

bring a snare for oneself

is

Whosoever comes
furious man, easily ac-

equivalent to suffer from being ensnared.
into a near relation with a passionate,

commodates himself

to his

manners, and, hurried forward by
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him and

like

to outbreaks of anger,

him

not ridit before God, falls

is

A

third distich follows
Ver. 26 Be not

Among
27

If

which does that which

into ruinous complications.

:

among those who strike hands,
those who become surety for loans.

thou hast nothing to pay,
shall he take away thy bed from under thee

Why

To

strike

hands

is

equivalent

to, to

?

be responsible to anyone for

another, to stake one's goods and honour for him, vi. 1, xi. 15,
in a word, my, seq. ace, to pledge oneself for him
xvii. 18,

—

(Gen.

xliii.

9), or for

by him, HKtJ'D, Deut.
of the person and accus. of the

the loan received

xxiv. 10 (from nt^n, with 3,

The proverb
to lend something to one on interest).
warns against being one of such sureties (write D'Oiya with
Cod. 1294, and old impressions such as the Venice, 1521),
against acting as they do for why wouldest thou come to this,
that when thou canst not pay (^w, to render a full equivalent
thing

:

;

reckoning, and, generally, to pay,

vi.

—

31),

1

he (the creditor)

away thy bed from under thee? for, as xx. 16
improvident suretyships are wont to be punished.

take

A
^S

fourth proverb

—a

distich

— beginning

says, thus

with the warning

:

Ver. 28

Remove not the perpetual landmark
Which thy aucestors have set up.

28a=xxiii. 10a.
Regarding the inviolability of boundaries
D?il? P133 denotes " the
established by the law, vid. at xv. 25.
boundary mark set up from ancient times, the removal of

which were a double transgression, because it is rendered sacred
by its antiquity " (Orelli, p. 76). JD3=J1D signifies to remove
"IPX has the meanback, Ilipli. to shove back, to move away.
ing of (optov) o, n, quippe quod. Instead of nhj?, the Mishna
reads, Pea v. 6, D^iy, which in the Jerusalem Gemara one Rabbi
understands of those brought up out of Egypt, another of the
1

After Ben-Asher, the pointing

Ben-Naphtali prefers
3) and 81.

$ ps~DK;

is

vid.

^-ptrDN
my Genesis

;

while, on the contrary,

(1869), pp. 74 (under

any bearing on the sense, Ben-Asher points
with Tarcha, Ben-Naphtali with Mercha.
So, without

i.

rreh
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1-3.

poor; for "to rise " (in the world)

is a euphemism (Tim ])vb) for
" (be reduced in circumstances). 1

"to come down

After these four proverbs beginning with bn, a
begins with the following tristich

man who is expert
may he stand
Not stand before obscure men

Ver. 29 Seest thou a

Before kings

i.e.,

new

series

:

in his calling

;

he Can enter into the service of kings, and needs not to
mean men he is entitled to claim the

=

enter into the service of

with

>VN"i,

hypolhelicum

perf.

is

12

IVtn, in xxvi.

official post.

highest

= xxix. 20, interchanging

(cf.

10, xxv.

xxiv.

16):

si

might begin with '2 5H expresses further what he who sees will have occasion to observe.
Rightly Luther: Siliestu einen Man endelicli (yid. at xxi. 5)
in seinem gescheffl, u.s.w. [= seest thou a man expert in his
videris

conclusion which

the

;

I^D

business, etc.].

who

skilful in

is

all

the three chief dialects one

but also by means of intellectual mastery of

artistic ability,
\JS? 2S^nn, to

denotes in

a matter not merely by virtue of external
it.

enter on the situation of a servant before any one

^

1W, 1 Sam. xvi. 21, 1 Kings x. 8.
Job' i. 6, ii. 1.
Along with the pausal form 33W, there is also found in Codd.
the form apv (the ground-form to 3X 1V, whence that pausal
form is lengthened), which Ben-Bileam defends, for he reckons
CSKTI, in
this word among " the pathachized pausal forms."

cf.

<

contrast to
late the

1

E' ??*?,

Heb.

S

Jer. xxxix. 10,

are the obscuri

and ji^N by
where dhnn

2 Kings xxiv. 14, xxv.

synonym
usus

in Ps. x.

loq. into

The

= ignobiles.

spl^n

and

The Targ. transKimchi compares

^tJ»n.

Dj>n is translated
T,
n3i>n (p&n) is

12).

by Kjaw'n

(cf.

the old Heb.

poet seems here to transfer the

Aram.

the Heb.

Ver. 29, which speaks of a high position near the king,

by a hexastich referring
the smooth ground of the king's court,
xxiii. 1 When thou sittest to eat with a ruler,

appropriately followed
ness of

Consider well

whom

thou hast before thee.

And

put thy knife to thy throat
If thou art a man of good appetite.
3 Be not lustful after his dainties,
Because it is deceitful food.

2

1

As an

analogical example,

"liilJ

^D, seeing

is

to the slippeii-

clearly

=

blind.
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The

$>

of Din??

invited

Dn

?.

is

by him

that of end

to his table;

h*§.i Dn K to eat,

ad cibum capiendum, thus as one
in prose the expression would be

:

poet.,

is

The

17, ix. 5.

iv.

fut.

pan

clothes the admonition in the form of a wish or counsel ; the
inf.ii. intens. P3 makes it urgent: consider well him whom thou

hast before thee, viz. that he

who can

not thine equal, but one higher,

is

With ROW

destroy thee as well as be useful to thee.

begun by pan is continued. Zockler
and Dachsel, after Ewald and Hitzig, translate incorrectly: thou
puttest
., the per/, consec. after an imperf., or, which is the
same thing, a fut. meant optatively {e.g. Lev. xix. 18 with SO,
and also ver. 34 without fO) continues the exhortation to be
the jussive construction

.

.

;

thus understood, the author ought to have used the expression

and not p3B> nDB>l. Rightly Luther: " and put a knife
" wilt thou preserve thy life,"
to thy throat," but continuing
herein caught in the same mistake of the idea with Jerome,
the Syr., and Targ., to which t5>S3 here separates itself, pat?
ripb» p3E»

:

(P2D) (Arab, with the assimilated asikkin, plur. setdMn, whence
sekukini, cutler)

in

Aram,

pret

Ipa

designates a knife (R. fif

$p, from

Isa. ix. 10).

w,

to devour,

is

~[0,

infinitively in the sense of (Arab.)

longest for (from
(cf.

;

the word

only the cheek, while Lagarde seeks

signifies

The verb yb

to stick, vid. at

the throat

wta)

;

but that would

to inter-

bwlwak,

make 2b

if

thou

a tautology.

Arab, tat, to pant for) shows for the sub-

same primary meaning as glutus from glutire, which
was then transferred from the inner organ of swallowing
(Kimchi, nylon m, Parchon
titwi, cesophagus) to the ex" Put a knife to thy throat, is a proverbial expression,
ternal.
stantive the

:

like

our: the knife stands

at his throat; the poet

means

to say:

restrain thy too eager desire

by means of the strongest threatening of danger— threaten as it were death to it" (Fleischer).
In BfeJ m, PS3 means, as at xiii. 2, desire, and that desire of
eating, as at vi. 30.
Rightly Rashi if thou art greedy with
:

hunger,

thou art a glutton

xxxiv. (xxxi.) 12, " If
a great table, then open not widely thy throat
(Qdpvryya), and say not
There is certainly much on it " The

thou

if

;

cf. Sir.

sittest at

:

!

knife thus denotes the restraining and moderating
of too

o-

od

an appetite.

In 3a the punctuation fluctuates

between

ttjnn

(Michlol
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5.

found in Cod. 1294, the Erfurt
it is also to be written at
ver. 6 and xxiv. 1 ; WW, 1 Chron. xi. 17 and Ps. xlv. 12, Codd.
and older Edd. {e.g. Complut. 1517, Ven. 1515, 1521) write
nteyipa, from DJ7U, signifies savoury dishes,
with Pathach.
dainties, like (Arab.) dhwdkt, from dhdk (to taste, to relish) ; cf.
sapores, from sapere, in the proverb: the tit- bits of the king burn
the latter

;

is

2 and 3, the Cod. Jaman., and thus

the lips (yid. Fleischer, All's

With Kim

104).
it is,

begins, as at

Hundred

iii.

Proverbs,

etc.,

pp. 71,

29, a conditioning clause: since

indeed, the bread of deceit (the connection like DUp'iy, xxi.

it were, deceives him who eats it, i.e. aphim the lasting favour of princes, and often
enough herein deceives him j cf. the proverb by Burckhardt
and Meidani whoever eats of the sultan's soup burns his lips,

28), food which, as

pears to secure for

:

even though

it

may be after a

must come near

length of time (Fleischer).

of the proverb, as to a fire

nor too remote, so that he

One

meaning

to a king, says Calovius, hitting the

not too near, lest he be burned

:

may be warmed

therewith.

All the forms of proverbs run through these appended pro-

There now follows a pentastich

verbs.

Ver. 4

Do not

trouble thyself to

Cease from such, thine
it

maketh

itself,

The middle

and it is gone?
maketh itself wings,
toward the heavens.

fly after it,

assuredly

Like an eagle which fleeth

it

according to xxx. 8, is the best he who
20, hasteth) to become rich, placeth

state,

troubleth himself

rich

own wisdom.

5 Wilt thou let thine eyes

For

become

:

:

(cf. xxviii.

before himself a false, deceitful aim.

W

is

essentially one with

(Arab.) waji'a, to experience sorrow, dolere, and then
like Trovelv

and

Kafj,veiv, to

become

signifies,

weary or

or to be wearied, to

and moil (Fleischer). The nj" ? (cf. iii.
5) is just wisdom, prudence directed towards becoming rich;
for striving of itself alone does not accomplish it, unless wisdom

trouble oneself, to

is

connected with

means
and, as

1

toil

it,

which

is

not very particular in finding out

moral relations ; but is so much the more crafty,
we say, speculative. Rightly Aquila, the Venet., Jerome,

in their

and Luther: take not pains to become rich. On the contrary,
the LXX. reads ~PW}\k WTi bx } stretch not thyself (if thou art
poor) after a rich man ; and the Syr. and Targ. TBtyn? Van *?x
}
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draw not near

to the rich

of the expression

man

but, apart

;

and the construction

from the uncertainty
and

in both cases, poetry,

proverbial poetry too, does not prefer the article
it

;

it

never uses

without emphasis, especially as here must be the case with

it

These translators thought that '131 13, ver. 5, presupposed a subject expressed in ver. 4 hut the subject is not "WW,
not elided.

;

but the iBty [riches] contained in "WJjC
[in "

maketh wings,"

1

The

''-

self-intelligible

which trouble has
been taken, about which there has been speculation. That is a
deceitful possession
for what has been gained by many years
of labour and search, often passes away suddenly, is lost in a
moment. To let the eyes fly after anything, is equivalent to,
it

it

etc.]

is

that about

;

to direct a (flying) look

toward the same, and

toward

it

wilt thou let thine eyes rove

:

gone ? i.e., wilt thou expose thyself to
the fate of seeing that which was gained with trouble and craft
torn suddenly away from thee?
Otherwise Luther, after

Jerome

it is

Let not thine eyes fly after that which thou canst
but apart from the circumstance that liU'Sl 13 cannot
possibly be understood in the sense of ad opes quas non poles
habere (that would have required urx "iE>ta), in this sense after
the analogy of (?) *?k tfaa nbo, the end aimed at would have been
denoted by "b and not by 13. Better Immanuel, after Eashi if
thou doublest, i.e. shuttest (by means of the two eyelids) thine
eyes upon it, it is gone, i.e. has vanished during the night; but
f|W, duplicare, is Aram, and not Heb.
Rather the explanation is
:

not have

;

:

with Chajug, after Isa.
thine eyes,

i.e.

viii.

22 f.

:

if

thou veilest (darkenest)

yieldest thyself over to carelessness; but the

noun nsvDy shows

that

eyiy,

spoken of the eyes, is intended to
Hitzig too artificially (altering

signify to fly (to rove, flutter).

the expression to ~>Vyrb)
eyes toward

him

:

if

thou faintest, art weary with the

(the rich patron), he

is gone,— which cannot
be adopted, because the form of a question does not accord
with it. Nor would it accord if urw were thought of as a
" dost thou let thy look fly toward it ? "it is gone ;"
conclusion
:

what can this question imply ? The of ujw shows that
this word is a component part of the question
it is a qnestibn
Ua nahar, i.e. in rejection of the subject of the question wilt
for

1

;

:

thou cast thy look upon it, and
ence instant loss of that which

it is
is

gone?

thou experigained by labour and acquired
i.e.,

wilt
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5.

Job vii. 8. '"1 TM, " thou directest
me I am no more." We had in xii. 19 another
designating [viz. till I wink again] an instant. The

artifice ?

thine eyes to

mode

4,

of

cf .

13,

:

Chethlb 'Ul «)Wnn

syntactically correct (cf. xv. 22, xx. 30),

is

and might remain.
The Keri is mostly falsely accentuated
*|\Wjn, doubly incorrectly
for (1) the tone never retreats from a
;

shut syllable terminating in i, e.g. Par6, Isa. xl. 20
ran?,
1 Chron. i. 4
P3K, Job xxiii: 8
and (2) there is, moreover,
;

;

;

wanting here any legitimate occasion for the retrogression of
the tone

thus

;

much

rather the form

>1'W (with Meliuppach

and Zinnorith of the preceding open syllable) is to
it is given by Opitz, Jablonsky, Michaelis, and

of the last,

be adopted, as
Reineecius.

The

subject of 5b

wings and

away,

flee

is,

rich patron flees away,

Nah.
Nineveh
at

iii.

16,

a

is

—

as of 5a, riches.
That riches take
more natural expression than that the
a quaint figure, appropriate however

where the multitude of craftsmen

flee

out of

swarm of locusts, nb>J? has frequently the sense
of acquirere, Gen. xii. 5, with 1?, sibi acquirere, 1 Sam.
xv. 1
1 Kings i. 15
Hitzig compares Silins Ital. xvi. 351: sed
turn, sibi fecerat alas.
The inf. intensivus strengthens the asserlike a

;

;

tion

:

it

will certainly thus

happen.

In 5c all unnecessary discussion regarding the Chethib ^JJl is
the Masora here
to be avoided, for this Chethib does not exist
knows only of a simple Chethib and Keri, viz. ^Wl (read W*),
not of a double one (^"Vl), and the word is not among those
which have in the middle a \ which is to be read like 1.
The
manuscripts (e.g. also the Bragadin. 1615) have Wi, and the
Keri *fl]P it is one of the ten words registered in the Masora, at
is to be read instead of the written l.
the beginning of which a
Most of the ancients translate with the amalgamation of the
Keri and the Chethib : and he (the rich man, or better the
riches) flees heavenwards (Syr., Aquila, Symmachus, TheoAfter the Keri the Venet.
dotion, Jerome, and Luther).
;

;

,

:

renders

:

a>?

aero? irT^aerai

Rightly the Targ.
ing to which also
lated "

am

:

like
it

Iiimmel "

is

toi<;

olpavoii

(viz.

o Tfkoxno<;).

an eagle which flies to heaven (accordaccentuated), only it is not to be trans-

[to

heaven], but " gen

Himmel " [towards
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heaven]:

MW

parallels to

is

the accusative of direction

—the

eagle

flies

Bochart, in the Hierozoicon, has collected many-

heavenward.

this

comparison,

among which

is

the figure in

Lucian's Timon, where Pluto, the god of wealth, comes to one

limping and with difficulty; but going away, outstrips in speed
the flight of

all

viroarpefyei et?

accordingly

birds.

reads

iajii'p

withdraws from thee to
not oIkos tov

The

tov oIkov

LXX.

JTD? 3B»l ;
his

translates wairep aerov

tov TrpoeaTT] kotos airov.

own

zeal

Hitzig

and he (the rich patron)

But

steep residence.

oucdit

avTOv to be heaven, as the residence
of Him who administers wealth, i.e. who gives and again takes
it away according to His free-will ?
it poecrrr] koto's

There now follows a proverb with unequally measured
perhaps a heptastich

lines,

:

Vcr. 6 Eat not the bread of the jealous,

And

let

not thyself lust after his dainties

who calculates with himself, so is he :
" Eat and drink," saith he to thee
But his heart is not with thee.
8 Thy morsel which thou hast enjoyed wilt thou cast up,
And hast lost thy pleasant words.
7 For as one

;

As ]"y 310, xxii. 9, benignns oculo, denotes the pleasantness and
joy of social friendship; so here (cf. Deut. xv. 9; Matt. xv. 15)
VV in, malignus oculo, the envy and selfishness of egoism seeking to have and retain

all

for

itself.

LXX.

The

dvBpl

fiaa-Kavq), for the look of the evil eye, jn py, x J ;, 3 tiyy (cattivo
occhio), refers to enchantment; cf. fiaaicaiveiv, fascinare, to
-

bewitch, to enchant, in

modern Greek, to envy, Arab, 'an, to
were, whence ma'jun, main, hit by the piercing look
of the envious eye, invidia, as Apuleius says, letali plaga percuseye, as

it

Regarding INHPi with Pathach, vid. the parallel
7a is difficult. The LXX. and Syr. read
[hair].
The Targ. renders Ken t«nn, and thus reads
[fool], and
sus (Fleischer).
line 3a.

W "W

thus brings together the soui of the envious person and a
high
which promises much, but conceals only deception behind
(Ralbag). Joseph ha-Nakdan reads 1 "IJ>B> with sin; and Eashi
retaining the scldn, compares the " sour fio- s "
J er xxix. 17.
portal,

.

In an appendix to Ochla We-OMa, in the University
Library at Halle
he reads -\y&, but with nj^3 [doubtful] added.
»

CHAP. XXIII.

According

to this,

lovelessness)
like spectre

more

Luther

translates

he inwardly;

is

:

like a ghost (a

for, as it

hovered before him.

"Vyfe*

in conformity with the text

animam abhorret
own appetite) sic

appears in

the goat-

quemadmodum suam

:

ipsius

to the benefit of his

The thought

(erga alios multo magis).

ille

monster of

IJ'B',

Schnltens better, because

he does nothing

as

(i.e.

109

6-8.

is

Hitzig for once here follows Ewald ;
he does not, however, translate : " like as if his soul were
appropriate, but forced.

is it ;"

divided, so

he

;"

but: "as one

but the verb

and

division,

"W,

is

is

divided in his soul, so

inferred from

"W,

as foreign to the extra-bibl. usus loq. as

is

The verb

the bibl.

who

to divide,

"W signifies

to

weigh or consider,

is

gate

=

it is

to

to value,

These meanings Hitzig unites together in similiignorat, perhaps
et conjectoris cestimat quod
meaning thereby that he conjecturally supposes that as it is
with him, so it is with others
he dissembles, and thinks that
Thus also Jansen explains.
The
others dissemble also.

to estimate.

:

tudinem arioli

:

thought

The

is

01 ovTQii icrriv

as

and does not cover itself by the text.
a>? yap efierprjcrev ev ^rv^jj
Venet. also
(perhaps he measures to others as penurionsly

far-fetched,

translation of the

:

:

not elucidate the

to himself), does

text,

Most moderns (Bertheau, Zockler, Dachsel,
in his soul, so is

before thee).

but obscures

etc.)

:

it.

as he reckons

he (not as he seeks to appear for a moment

Thus

also Fleischer

:

quemadmodum

reputat

apud

non ut loquitur), with the remark that *)5?S2> (whence
"V1W, measure, market value, Arab, si'r), to measure, to tax so
as to determine the price, to reckon ; and then like atWl, ingeneral, to think, and thus also Meiri with the neut. rendering

-se, ita est (sc.

of ita

The
Nlfl

est.

But why

this circumlocution

in the

poet ought in that case just to have written

p

VnSK>3, for he

is

not as he speaks with his mouth.

adapted to the portrait that
is

he,

is

i.e.

'3

for like one calculat-

drawn

;

he

like

is

SO

If one

we have the thought

read 1JW (Sjmmachus, elicd&v), then
ing by himself, so

expression ?
I3"i IDS

one who estimates

we nse the ex
he reckons the value of every piece in thy mouth.
However, with this understanding the punctuation also of ~\yw
with himself the value of an object; for which

pression

:

as finite

may be

as if

retained and explained after Isa. xxvi. 18

he reckoned in his soul, so

is

he; but

:

for

in this the perf. is
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1

inappropriate; by the particip. one reaches the same end by
True, he says to thee eat and drink (Song
a smoother way.
but his heart is not
v. lb), he invites thee with courtly words
:

;

with thee (?l, like xxiv. 23) he only puts on the appearance
of joy if thou partakest abundantly, but there lurks behind the
mask of liberal hospitality the grudging niggardly calculator,
:

who

poisons thy every bite, every draught, by his calculating,
look.
Such a feast cannot possibly do good to the

grudging

guest: thy meal

KDrr? DiS, to divide

aliment,

is

from nrjS;

(1"I3,

and distribute

cf.

icXav

tw

bread, whence

aprov,

D3"i3

Aram.

to receive

derived) which thou hast eaten thou wilt spue out,

vomit from disgust that thou hast eaten such food, so
IJjiS
that that which has been partaken of does thee no good.
2
has he deceived thee (with his
is also derived from nriQ
wilt

i.e.

:

courtly words), but with this

W?^ which,

as the

denotes, stands in an attributive relation to

Makkeph

IDE),

rightly

does not agree,

nax'pn i s Hiph. of Kip, as transitive
to make vomiting ; in
The fair words
Arab, the fut. Kal of ka terminates in i.
which the guest, as the perf. consec. expresses, has lavished, are
the words of praise and thanks in which he recognises the
liberality of the host appearing so hospitable.
Regarding the
:

penult, accenting of the perf. consec.
viol,

under Ps.

xxvii.

by Mugrasch,

as xxx. 9,

Pinsker (Babyl.-Hebr. Punktations-

1.

syslem } p. 134) conjectures that the line 8b originally formed
the concluding line of the following proverb.

LXX.

of the

(which erroneously expresses

But
nnc'l)

at the time
it

certainly

stood as in our text.

Ver.

9.

Another case

in

which good words are

Speak not to the ears of a foal,
For he will despise the wisdom
1

"We

may write

mn

'JS

:

of

lost

thy words.

the Mehuppaeh (JeLhib) sign of the Olewejored

standing between the two words represents also the place of the Makkeph;
rid. Thoraih Emeth, p. 20.
2

Iinmanuel makes so

much

of having recognised the verb in this

ins

(and has he persuaded thee), that in the concluding part of his Divaa
(entitled Macliberoth Immanuel), which is an imitation of Dante's Divina
Commedia, he praises himself on this account in the paradise of Kin"
Solomon, who is enraptured by this explanation, and swears that he never

meant that word otherwise.

CHAP. XXIII.
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Ill

10-12.

speak in the ears of any one, does not mean to whisper

him, but so to speak that

now

have

it is

distinctly perceived.

•''DS

as

to

we

is the intellectually heavy and dull,
and tardus; Arab, balyd, clumsy, intellectually
immoveable (cf. bid, the place where one places himself firmly
down, which one makes his point of gravity). The heart of
such an one is covered over (Ps. cxix. 70), as with grease,
against all impressions of better knowledge
he has for the
knowledge which the words spoken design to impart to him, no
susceptibility, no mind, but only contempt.
The construction
? T13 has been frequently met with from vi. 30.
The following proverb forms a new whole from component
parts of xxii. 28 and xxii. 22 f.

often explained,

like pinguis

;

Remove

Ver. 10

And

not ancient landmarks

11 For their Saviour

He
3 t^3 separates

;

into the fields of orphans enter thou not.
is

a mighty one

will conduct their cause against thee.

itself

here to the meaning of injuste invadere

et

occupare; French, empiSter sur son voisin, advance not into the

ground belonging to thy neighbour (Fleischer). If orphans
also no goel among their kindred (Aquila, Symmachus,
Theodotion, ary^jcrTev?) to redeem by purchase (Lev. xxv. 25)

have

their inheritance that has passed over into the possession of

mighty Saviour, Eethem that which they have lost,
viz. God (Jer. 1. 34),
who will adopt their cause against any
one who has unjustly taken from them.
another, they have another, and that a

demptor,

who

will restore to

—

The

following proverb warrants us to pause

opens up, as a compendious echo of
of proverbs of
Ver. 12

wisdom

We

may, according

human medium,

as

we

accent in "IMS? the divine origin or

tuum

(Fleischer).

This general ad-

directed to old and young, to those

educated as well as to those
educator

to instruction,

translate, offer disciplines (Schultens), or

adhibe ad disciplinam cor
is

for it

thine ear to the utterances of knowledge.

the

monition

here,

17-21, a new series

:

Apply thine heart

And

xxii.

who

who

are educated.

are to be

First to the
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Ver. 13 Withhold not correction from the child
For thou will beat him with the rod, and ho will not die.
;

14 Thou beatest him with the rod,
And with it deliverest his soul from

The

hell.

by word and

exhortation, 13a, presupposes that education

deed

duty devolving on the father and the teacher with

a

is

regard to the child.

any case the

*3 is in

In 13b,

mean

relative con-

he not fall
under death (destruction), as Luther also would have it, after
Deut. xix. 21, for this thought certainly follows ver. 14 ; nor
after xix. 18
so may the stroke not be one whereof he dies,
for then the author ought to have written wrp»rr?K
but: he

The

junction.

conclusion does not

:

so will

:

;

not die of

will

needest not fear

means

that he

child, saves

him

he has deserved
medicine will be beneficial

only strike

the bitter

;

The

not deadly.
14,

it, i.e.

if

nrix standing before the

who

it,

thou

to him,

double clause, ver.

administers corporal chastisement to the

spiritually

;

general, but to death falling

for SlNH> does not refer to death in

upon a man before

his time, and

in his sins, vid. xv. 24, cf. viii. 26.

The

following proverb

passes

from the educator

to the

pupil
Ver. 15

16

My son, if thine heart becometh wise,
My heart also in return will rejoice
And my reins will exult
If

Wisdom

is

lips

speak right things.

A true Arab, proverb

says,

" The

how

wise knows
a fool

thy

inborn in no one.

the fool feels, for he himself was also once
'" and folly is bound up in the heart of
a child, accord-

;

which must be driven out by severe discipline.
shows that these "words of
the wise" are penetrated by the subjectivity of an author; the
author means if thy heart becomes wise, so will mine in

ing to

xxii. 15,

15b, as

many

return,

i.e.

others, cf. xxii. 196,

:

corresponding

The thought

to it

of the heart in ver.

(cf.

Da,

Gen. xx.

15 repeats

reference to the utterance of the mouth.
1

The second part

6), rejoice.

itself in ver. 16,

with

Eegardinc Dnt^D,

" But a fool knows
not how a wiseman." I heard this many years
ago, from the mouth of the American missionary
Schaufler in Con-

man

feels,

of the saying

is,

for he has never been a wise

stantinople.
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17, 18.

Regarding the "reins," niv3 (perhnps from rfe, to
xix. 21), with which the tender and inmost
affections are connected, vid. Psychologie, p. 268 f.
The poet now shows how one attains unto wisdom the
vid.

5.

i.

Job

languish,

—

beginning of wisdom

is

God

the fear of

:

Ver. 17 Let not thine heart strive after sinners,

But after the fear of Jahve all the day.
18 Truly there is a future,
And thy hope shall not come to naught.

The LXX., Jerome, the

VeneL, and Luther, and the Arab, inlib as an independent clause "but be daily
That is not a substantival clause (cf.
in the fear of the Lord."
xxii. 7), nor can it he an interjectional clause, but it may be
an elliptical clause (Fleischer from the prohibitive N2pD"^N is

terpreters, render

:

:

to

be taken for the second parallel

at the

nvi ?

foundation of

all

verbs)

;

but

member
why had

the

v. subst.

lying

the author omitted

Besides, one uses the expressions, to act (nEty), and to

God, but not the expression to be
God. Thus ntm, like CNDrn, i s dependent on Kj)p_PT^N and Jerome, who translates Non asmuletur
cor tuum peccatores, sed in limore Domini esto tola die, ought to
have continued sed limorem Domini tola die ; for, as one may
say in Latin
cemulari virtutes, as well as wmulari aliquem, so
also in Heb. 3 N3P, of the envying of those persons whose

walk

(l^n) in the fear of

(rrn) in the fear of
;

:

:

:

fortune excites to dissatisfaction, because one has not the same,

and might yet have
tion for a thing in

it, iii. 31, xxiv. 1, 19, as well as of emulawhich one might not stand behind others

envy much rather the fear of God, i.e. let
moved with eager desire after it when its appearance
is presented to thee.
There is no O. T. parallel for this, but
the Syr. tan and the Greek ^r/Xorvirow are used in this double
sense.
Thus Hitzig rightly, and, among the moderns, Malbini;
with Aben Ezra, it is necessary to take nNT3 for nsi'' tS»K3, this
envy not

sinners,

thyself be

proverb

itself

declares the fear of

God

to

be of

all

things the

most worthy of being coveted.

Umbreit, Elster, Zoekler, and others interpret the ^3
as assigning a reason, and the QK as conditioning: for when the
end (the hour of the righteous judgment) has come ; Bertheau
better, because more suitable to the E^'and the Winst
when an
In

ver. 18,

:

VOL.

II.

II
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end (an end adjusting the contradictious of the present time)
comes, as no doubt it will come, then thy hope will not be destroyed ; but, on the other hand, the succession of words in the
conclusion (vid. at iii. 34) opposes this; also one does not see
why the author does not say directly nnnx K>» V, but expresses
himself thus conditionally.

LXX.

with the

is

it

rather there

happy there

is

is

.), is

.

.

DX

is

riiipwn, that

meant

hypothetically, then,

had

aoi,

eicyova,

we

Ewald's

fallen out.

yet a future (Dachsel : much rather be
also impossible for the preceding clause
;

positive, not negative.

mean

If

iav 'yap Tr\pri ar)<i avra ecrTal

should supply after

much

1

Lam.

The

particles

OX

"Q,

connected thus,

or also relatively

:
that if
32)
negative
clause
they
have
After
the
a
(e.g. Jer. xxvi. 15).
meaning of " unless," which is acquired by means of an ellipsis;
:

for

e.g. Isa. lv.

(e.g.

if

10,

iii.

;

turns not back thither, unless

it

it

has watered

returns back not before then, not unless this is
This " unless" is, however, used like the Lat. nisi, also

the earth
clone).

(it

e.g. Gen. xxviii. 17,
hence the expression
DX 'a, after the negation going before, acquires the meaning of
" but," e.g. \lb : let not thy heart be covetous after sinners, for
thou canst always be zealous for the fear of God, i.e. much
rather for this, but for this.
This pleonasm of DX sometimes
occurs where ^ is not used confirmatively, but affirmatively:
the "certainly if" forms the transition, eg. 1 Kings xx. 6 (vid.
Keil's Conim. I.e.), whose "if" is not seldom omitted, so that
DX ^ has only the meaning of an affirmative " certainly," not

without the conditioning clause following,
hie locus

non

est nisi

" truly no," which

domus Dei.

And

may

also have, 1 Sam. xxv. 34, but "truly
used Judg. xv. 7 ; 2 Sam. xv. 21 (where
DX is omitted by the Kurt); 2 Kings v. 20; Jer. li. 14; and thus
it is also meant here, 18a, notwithstanding that DX
in its

yes."

Thus DX

it

'3 is

^

more usual s-ignification, " besides only, but, nisi," precedes, as
at 1 Sam. x.\i. 6, cf. 5.
The objection by Hitzig, that with
" certainly there is a future," vers. 18 and 17
this explanation
:

are at variance, falls to the ground, if one reflects on the Heb.
idiom, in which the affirmative signification of 'D is interpene1

The form -qk

This use of the

not contradict the connection of the two particlea
general, except in these three
instances Gen,
Neh. ii. 2.

*3 does

Mdkkeph

is

:

xv. 4

s

Num. xxxv. 38

;
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nnns used

by the confirmative,

trated

here (xxiv. 14),

thus pregnantly, as

the glorious final issue

is

human

designates the end into which

the word in itself

;

life issues (cf.

Ps. xxxvii.

end crowning the preceding course. Jeremiah
(xxix. 11) in this sense connects nipni ITnnK [end and expectation].
And what is here denied of the rvpfy the hope (not as
certain Jewish interpreters dream, the thread of life) of him
who zealously strives after the fear of God, is affirmed, at Ps.
xxxvii. 38, of the godless
the latter have no continuance, but
37

f.)

;

here, the

:

the former have such as

Among

is

the fulfilling of his hope.

which flow from the fear of God, temperance is made prominent, and the warning against excess is
introduced by the general exhortation to wisdom
the virtues

Ver. 19

Hear thou,

my

son,

and become

wise,

And direct thy heart straight forward on the way.
20 And be not among wine-drinkers,
And among those who devour flesh
21 For the drunkard and glutton become poor,

And

The

sleepiness clotheth in rags.

nnSj connected with VQp, imports that the speaker has to

do with the hearer altogether by himself, and that the latter

may make
xxxiii.

33

;

many who do not hear (cf. Job
Regarding "it^X, to make to go straight
the Kal,ix. 6, and also the Piel, iv. 14, mean

an exception to the
Jer.

out, vid. at iv.

ii.

14

;

31).

go straight on, and, generally, to go. The way merely, is the
one that is right in contrast to the many byways.
Fleischer
" the way sensu eximio, as the Oriental mystics called the way
to

to

perfection merely (Arab.)

dlatryh

;

and him who walked

therein, dlsdhh, the walker or wanderer.'"

3

,,

nri~?K, as at xxii.

26, the "
style.

Words of the Wise," are to be compared in point of
The degenerate and perverse son is more clearly de-

These two characteristics
20a and 206. N3D means to drink
(whence S3b, drink = wine, Isa. i. 22) wine or other intoxicating drinks Arab, sabd, vinurn potandi causa emere. To the
1^T here added, "IKO in the parallel member corresponds, which
scribed,

Deut. xxi. 20, as N?bl

^iT.

the poet distributes between

;

1

Eashi reads *]J?

ym (walk),

in

the

become wise), and so Heidenheim found
equivalent to

nya

"]")"n, is. 6.

way
it

of thy heart (which has

in an old MS.

;

but "]TU

is
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not the fleshly body of the gluttons themselves,
but the prepared flesh which they consume at their luxurious
incorrectly as to the word, but not conbanquets. The

consequently

is

LXX.

trary to the sense, " be
after picknieks
ayopaa-/x,o2<;)"

Aram.

h

whereby

7?\

translated in the sense of the

is

"PPT

J3T (Lacfarde).

denotes, intransitively, to be

little

Jer. xv. 19), transitively to value
and as such to squander, to lavish prodigally ; thus : qui

valued (whence
little,

no wine-bibber, and stretch not thyself
and buying in of flesh (icpeuv re

(<nytj8o\ats),

prodigi sunt

bi?it,

opp.

carnis

sibi

">i£,

Su>

;

dat.

is

Gesenius, Fleischer, Umbreit, and
carnis sum,

who

shows that

flesh

not their

own flesh

:

Otherwise

qui prodigi sunt

own body but the parallelism
meant wherewith they feed themselves,

destroy their
is

commodi.

Ewald

(iob

like i»^~n»n, Ps. lviii. 5), which,

"lfca,

its

health, they squander.

20

(cf.

;

PP1T also,

i.e.

in phrase used in Deut. xxi.

with Hitzig the formula (pdyos

teal oIvottott]^,

Matt.

xi.

19), denotes not the dissolute person, as the sensualist, iropvo/C07TO? (LXX.), but the (TVfi^oKoK6iro<; (Aquila, Symmachus,
Theodotion), /epea>/3opo? (Venet.), 1D2 PPT (Onkelos), Le. flesh-

eater,

ravenous person, glutton, in which sense

it

is

rendered

by the Syr. and Targ., by D1DS (D^K), i.e. a<xa>TO?.
Regarding the metaplastic fut. Niph. 6TW (LXX. TPra^evret),
here,

nOT

vid. at xx. 13, cf. xi. 25.

rvm)

is

(after the

drowsiness, lethargy, long sleeping,

form of ntwa, run,
which necessarily

follows a life of riot and revelry.
to a bit of bread (xxi. 17)

;

Such a slothful person comes
and the disinclination and unfitness

for work, resulting from night revelry, brings

it about that at
he must clothe himself in miserable rags. The rags are
called jnr> and pa/cos, from the rending (tearing), Arab, rut? at,
from the patching, mending. Lagarde, more at large, treats of

last

this

word here used

for rags.

The parainesis
tion.

but

begins anew, and the division is open to quesVers. 22-24 can of themselves be independent distichs

this is not the case

tion of the address

The author

with ver. 25, which, in the resumpin expression, leans

of this appendix

24 (although here
is

and

noticeable, cf.

may have met

also his style, as

236 with

form which he has given

i.

2),

to thein.

back on

ver. 22.

with vers. 23 and

conformed

to that of

i.

9,

but vers. 22 and 25 are the

CHAP. XXIII. 22-25.

Thus 22-25

are a whole
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:—

Ver. 22 Hearken to thy father, to him -who hath begotten thee,
And despise not thy mother when she has grown old.

Buy the truth, and sell it not,
Wisdom and discipline and understanding.
24 The father of a righteous man rejoieeth greatly;
(And) he that is the father of a wise man he will
23

—

rejoice.

25 Let thy father and thy mother be glad

And

The

her that bare thee exult.

ostastich begins with

a call to childlike obedience, for

any one, is equivalent to, to obey him, e.g.
p
Ps. lxxxi. 9, 14 (cf. " hearken to his voice," Ps. xcv. 7).
n
*QTis a relative clause (cf. Dent, xxxii. 18, without nt or "^'N),
according to which it is rightly accentuated (cf. on the contrary,
5!»£>,

to listen to

.t

Ps. lxxviii. 54).
neve contemne

cum

22/;,

strictly taken, is

senuerit tnatrem

not to be translated

tuam (Fleischer), but cum

senuerit mater tua, for the logical object to

MrrPX

is

attracted

There now follows the exhortation
comprehending all, and formed after iv. 7, to buy wisdom, i.e.
to shun no expense, no effort, no privation, in order to attain to
the possession of wisdom
and not to sell it, i.e. not to place it
over against any earthly possession, worldly gain, sensual enjoyment not to let it be taken away by any intimidation,
argued away by false reasoning, or prevailed against by enticements into the way of vice, and not to become unfaithful to it
by swimming with the great stream (Ex. xxiii. 2) for truth,
npx, is that which endures and proves itself in all spheres, the
moral as well as the intellectual. In 236, in like manner as
as subj. of njp? (Hitzig).

;

;

;

i.

3, xxii. 4, a

there

threefold object

is

given to

njjp

instead of

are three properties which are peculiar to

three powers which handle

it

:

'""J^n

is

ing into the essence of things; "IWD

knowledge

naif.

truth,

the

solid, press-

is moral culture; and
n^a the central faculty of proving and distinguishing (vid. i.
3-5). Now ver. 24 says what consequences are for the parents
when the son, according to the exhortation of 23, makes truth
Because in nox the
his aim, to which all is subordinated.
ideas of practical and theoretical truth are inter-connected. P^S
and D3n are also here parallel to one another. The Chethib of
24a is ?W ?i3, which Schultens finds tenable in view of (Arab.)
Heb. to turn oneself for joy)
jal, f ut. jajulu (to turn round
;
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but the Heb. usus

Keri corrects.

log.

knows elsewhere only ?'V ?% as the
misled by the Chethib, translates

The LXX.,

Ka\o><; eKTpecfiei (incorrect eKTpv<f>tfcrei),

noe^l

i.e.

In 245,

??}) s?&.

of the nature of a pred. of the conclusion (cf. Gen.

is

sentence were : has one begotten
but the
21) he has joy of him
Keri effaces this Vav apodosis, and assigns it to "w as Vav
copul.
an unnecessary mingling of the syntactically possible,
xxii.

24; Ps. cxv.

a wise

7), as if the

man, then

(cf.

xvii.

;

—

more emphatic expression. This proverbial whole now rounds
the Optative here
itself off in ver. 25 by a reference to ver. 22,
corresponding to the Impr. and Prolnb. there let thy father
and thy mother rejoice (LXX. evcfrpavecrdco), and let her that
bare thee exult (here where it is possible the Optat. form Wi)).
Vers. 26—28. This hexastich warns against unchastity.
What, in i.-ix., extended discourses and representations exhi-

—

:

bited to the youth

is

here repeated in miniature pictures.

the teacher of wisdom, but by
Ver. 26 Give me,

my

him Wisdom

herself,

who

It

is

speaks:

son, thine heart

And

let

And

multiplieth the faithless

my ways.
27 For the harlot is a deep ditch,
And the strange woman a narrow pit.
28 Yea, she lieth in wait like a robber,
thine eyes delight in

among men

We

have retained Luther's beautiful rendering of ver. 26, 1 in
which this proverb, as a warning word of heavenly wisdom and

become dear to us. It follows, as Svmmaehus and the Venet., the Chethib njvnn (for iWTnn, like Ex.
ii. 16
Job v. 12), the stylistic appropriateness of which proceeds from xvi. 7, as on the other hand the Keri nj-iirn (cf.
1 Sam. xiv. 27) is supported by xxii. 12, cf. v. 2.
But the
of divine love, has

;

correction
tionate,

of

is

hence

unnecessary, and the Chethib sounds more affecit is with right defended by Hitzig.
The ways

wisdom are ways of

correction,

and particularly of

thus placed over against " the ways of the harlot,"

chastity,

24 if.
Accordingly the exhortation, ver. 26, verifies itself ; warning, by
ver. 27, cf. xxii. 14, where nj30j> was written, here as
at Job xii.
22, with the long vowel nijiDj? (npiojn.
rra itca interchanges
1

The Tight punctuation

editions:

Ven. 1615

;

of

26a

Basel 1619

;

is

jzb ija-njn, as

andfiii'

it is

vii.

found in the

those of Norzi and Michaelis.
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2G-28.

and means, not the fountain of sorrow (Lowenbut the narrow pit. "IN3 is fern, gen., xxvi. 21 f., and

nplDJJ nniB',

with

stein),

"W means narrow, like itroit (old French,

estreit),

The figure has, after xxii. 14, the mouth of
Whoever is enticed by her syren voice falls

from

strictus.

the harlot in view.

into a deep ditch,
narrow mouth, into which one can more easily
Ver. 28 says that it is the artifice of
enter than escape from.
the harlot which' draws a man into such depth of wickedness

into a pit with a

and

With

guilt.

^N, which, as at

Judg.

v. 29,

belongs not to

ton but to the whole sentence, the picture of terror

The verb
means

*inn

to snatch

away, then

which in

it

(whence Arab,
away.

If

liataf,

take ^nn as abstr.

we

would here stand

itself

is

improbable

necessary, since, as ^?B,

completed.

is

:

a snatching

who

and

un-

means the

the street robber, latro

i.e.

also

show, such abstracta can

"DJ?, ^]?n, etc.

snatches away,

(PJQ) £"!*,

elliptically for tyin

(yid. vii. 22, D2J?)

pass immediately into concreta, so that ^nn thus

person

death)

death, natural

(cf.

^n,

by Kimchi as cogn.).
kliataf,
In 28b, ffDin cannot mean abripit (as LXX., Theodotion, and
Jerome suppose), for which the word H3DP1 (fi'DNR) would have
been used. 1 But this verbal idea does not harmonize with the
connection spDin means, as always, addit (auget), and that here
The same thing may be said of
in the sense of mulliplicat.
(Arab.)

Ps. x.

9, rightly explained

;

D^Jin as

Hitzig's objection, "spDin,

said (xi. 15) of D'Jlpin.

is

to multiply, with the accusative of the person, is not at all

used,"
less,

is

or

:

set aside

by

But we may

xix. 4.

remains a question whether
Eccles.

translate

the breach of faith she increases.

viii. 9, cf.

2 Sam.

0^3

xxiii. 3,

or whether, as frequently

E^a,

dependent on

is

:

the faithit

always

Qiliia,

as

on the verb of ruling (Hitzig),
e.g.

Ps. lxxviii. 60,

inter homines (thus most interpreters).

faithlessness of manifold kinds

:

Yet

it

it

means

Uncleanness leads to

makes not only the husband

unfaithful to his wife, but also the son to his parents, the
scholar to his teacher

and

pastor, the servant (cf. the case of

The adulteress, inasmuch as
now one and now another into her net, increases the

Potiphar's wife) to his master.
she entices
1

The Targ.

translates 286 (here free

in the Syro-Palestinian idiom
less sons.

by

tyyff

from the influence of the Peshito)

N J3X
S

"INX1, i.e.

she seizes thought-
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number

above

all,

not

D'HJia,

but

are faithless towards

who

of those

not,

faithless

towards

has

PpDin,

God

?

complement

its

But

men.

We

are they

are of opinion that

in D1K2,

and needs

it

among men, she makes
common in human society.

the adulteress increases the faithless
faithlessness

manifold kinds

of

According to this, also, it is accentuated ; Dnjl31 is placed as
object by Mugrasch, and DINS is connected by Mercha with
ppoin.

Vers. 29-35.
to that of

The author

drunkenness

sin of uncleanness

;

The

himself by intoxication.
passes

from the

and to wallow with delight in the mire of senman, created in the image of God, must first brutalize

excites fleshly lust
suality, a

passes

they are nearly related, for drunkenness

;

beyond the

Mashal'va. the

limits of the distich,

Ver. 29 "Whose

is

Whose

woe?

is

number

of

its lines

and becomes a Mashal

ode.

grief ?

"Whose are contentions, whose trouble, whose wounds
without cause ?
Whose is dimness of eyes ?
SO Theirs, who sit late at the wine,
Who turn in to taste mixed wine.

31 Look not on the wine as it sparkltth red,
As it showeth iis gleam in tlie cup,
Glideth down with ease.
82 The end of it is that it biteth like a serpent,

And

stingeth like a basilisk.

33 Thine eyes

And
34 And
And

shall see strange things,

thine heart shall speak perverse things

;

thou art as one lying in the heart o£ the sea,
as one lying on the top of a mast.
35 " They have scourged me it pained me not
They have beaten
I perceived it not.
When shall I have wakened ficm sleep?

—

me—

Thus on

The

I

go, I leturn to

1
repeated "c) asks

the answer follows in

it

again."

who then has to experience
ver. 30.
With ^x, the i^N

all

that;

occurring

only here accords;

it is not a substantive fiom nix (whence
form of phi, in the sense of cgestas; but, like
the former ['is], an interjection of sorrow (Venet. tU at,
TLi/t <jxv).
Regarding BWO (Chetlub D^ilD), v (d. at vi. 14.

|V3R) after the

1

We punctuate

of his

Pis

^,

opponent Ben Naphtali

for that
is

|

is

Ben Asher's punctuation, while

^-^d?.

Vid. Thurath Emeth, p. 33.

that
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CHAP. XXIII. 20-35.

at vi. 22) meditation and speech, here sorrowful thought and sorrowful complaint (1 Sam. i. 16; Ps.
(Tb* signifies (yid.

lv.

18

cf . run, JUri^ e.g. over the exhausted purse, the neglected

;

work, the anticipated reproaches, the diminishing strength. In
the connection Dan D\snfa (cf. Ps. xxxv. 19) the accus. adv.
Din (French gratuitement) represents the place of an adjective:
strokes

which one receives without being in the situation from
duty to expect them, strokes for nothing and

necessity, or
in

return for nothing

(Oetinger).

D^'JJ

(Fleischer),

rMMn

is

wounds

for

a long while

the darkening (clouding) of the

and transferred to the sensaGen. xlix. 12 Ps. x. 8) ; the
copper-nose of the drunkard is not under consideration
the
word does not refer to the reddening, but the dimming of the
eyes, and of the power of vision.
The answer, ver. 30, begins,
in conformity with the form of the question, with ? (write
^"lO^'?;?, with Gaja to b, according to Metheg-Setzung, § 20,
Michlol 466) pain, and woe, and contention they have who
eyes,

from

??n, to be firm, closed,

tion of light

to

:

be dark

(yid. at

;

;

:

tarry late at the wine (cf. Isa. v. 11),

who

enter (viz. into the
"

4, the house of revelry) " to search
mingled drink (yid. at ix. 2; Isa. v. 22). Hitzig: " they test

wine-house, Eccles.

ii.

the mixing, as to the relation of the wine to the water, whether
it

is

correct."

mockery

:

But

lipn?

they are heroes,

is

like ^"liaa,

viz.

searchers, such, namely, as seek to

or also

:

The

examine

thoroughly and carefully taste

evil

Isa. v.

heroes in

it

22,

drinking
into the

;

meant

in

they are

mixed wine,

(Fleischer).

consequences of drunkenness are

now

registered.

That one may not fall under this common sin, the poet, ver. 31,
warns against the attraction which the wine presents to the
sight and to the sense of taste: one must not permit himself to be
caught as a prisoner by this enticement, but must maintain his
freedom against it. E^Nnrij to make, i.e. to show oneself red, is
almost equivalent to B^n and more than this, it presents the
wine as itself co-operating and active by its red play of colours
Regarding the antiptosis (antiphonesis) Look
(Fleischer).
vid. at Gen. i. 3
yet here, where
not on the wine that is
.,
n&n means not merely " to see," but (i to look at," the case is
somewhat different. In 31&, one for the most part assumes
;

:

.

that

i^J?

signifies the

.

eye of the wine,

;

i.e.

the pearls which play
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on the surface of the wine (Fleischer).
translation, after
in the cup, does

On

little.

the

And, indeed,

Hitzig's

Num. xi. 7 when it presents its appearance
not commend itself, because it expresses too
other hand, it is saying too much when
:

Bottcher maintains that py never denotes the mere appearance,
but always the shining aspect of the object. But used of wine,
appears to denote not merely aspect as such, but

pj>

W

its

gleam,

would be the word used,
which
but shining glance, by which particularly the bright glance, as
out of deep darkness, of the Syro-Palestinian wine is thought
of, which is for the most part prepared from red (bine) grapes,
and because very rich in sugar, is thick almost like syrup.
Jerome translates WJJ well (cum splenduerit in vitro) color ejus.
But one need not think of a glass; Bottcher has rightly said
that one might perceive the glittering appearance also in a
glance

;

not

its

pearls, for

:

metal or earthen vessel
is

if

one looked into

an error of transcription

this, that

From

D^aa

fits

;

the Midrash

the wine merchant,

it.

The ChetMb

D'aa

makes the remark on

and Di33 the wine

drinker.

the pleasure of the eye, 31c passes over to the pleasures

of the taste

:

the expression

(that, or, as it)
is

goeth

like Eccles. vii. 10.

down smoothly (Luther)
Instead of

"]^n (like

jdry,

commonly used of pleasant
Dn^Dp with b, the norm D^it^Da. with

of fluidity) there stands here I^Tinn,

going; and instead of

2 of the manner; directness
jnsr);

down

it

is

here easiness, facility (Arab.

goes as on a straight, even

the throat.

way unhindered and

easily

1

Ver. 32 shows how it issues with the wine, viz. with those
who immoderately enjoy it. Is in^nx [its end] here the subject, as at v. 4?
We must in that case interpret
and

^

and Targ. translate the latter,
and Ewald both.
The issue which it brings with it is like the
serpent which bites, etc., aud there is nothing syntactically
opposed to this (cf. e.g. Ps. xvii. 12) ; the future, in contrat^"!?!

as attributives, as the Syr.

distinction to the participle,

intimations of facts.

would not express properties, but

But the end of the wine

serpent, but like the bite of a serpent.
1

is

The wine

not like a
itself,

and

The English version is, " when it rnoveth itself aright," whieh one has
perceived in the phenomenon of the tears of the wine, or of the movement
in the glass.

Vtd.

Ausland, 1869, p. 72.
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consequences,
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29-35.

in

and of

Wins may

In accordance with the matter,

a serpent.

itself like

be interpreted, with

Hitzig (after Jerome, in novissimo), as ace. adverb.

= WHIM,

But why did not the author more distinctly
write this word 'till
The syntactic relation is like xxix. 21:
after
the
manner
of a substantival clause, the subject
Winx is

Jer. xvii.

to that

which follows as

a serpent
.

11.

it

biteth

its

= this,

virtual predicate

that

:

"

its

end

is

like

:

Re-

biteth like a serpent."

it

garding ^V??, serpens regulus (after Schultens, from yas

=

(Arab.) saf, to breathe out glowing, scorching), vid. at Isa.

vii.

The

8.

K^an Schultens

Hipli.

of the liver,

here understands of the division

and Hitzig, after the

LXX.,

Vulgate, and Venet.,

both after the Arab, farth. But E^ian,
Syr. afrfe, also signifies, from the root-idea of dividing and

of squirting the poison

;

Rashi and Kimchi gloss,
whence the Aram. Eha an ox-goad, with which the ancients
connect Ens (of the spur), the name for a rider, eques, and also
a horse (cf. on the contrary, Fleischer in Levy, W. B. ii. 574)
a serpent's bite and a serpent's sting (Lat. morsus, ictus, Varro
cum pepugerit colubrd) are connected together by the ancients. 1
The excited condition of the drunkard is now described.

splitting, to sting, poindre, pointer, as

;

:

First,

ver.

33

describes

to madness.

excited

It

the
is

activity of

his imagination as

untenable to interpret

niiT

here

with Rashi, Aben Ezra, and others, and to translate with
Luther: " so shall thine eyes look after other women " (circumspicient mulieres impudicas, Fleischer, for the
ceive, to look

meaning

to per-

about for something, to seek something with the

For

eyes, referring to Gen.xli. 33).

of mulieres impudicce only

from

its

ni"iT

acquires the

meaning

surrounding, but here the

parallel nisann (perverse things) directs to the neut. aliena (cf.

xv. 28,

nty")),

(Ralbag,

but not merely in the sense of unreal things

but
strange, i.e. abnormal, thus bizarre,
mad, dreadful things.
An old Heb. parable compares the
changing circumstances which wine produces with the man1

Metri),

:

However, we will not conceal

know Eiiian

it,

that the post-bibl. Hcb. does not

in the sense of to prick, sting (the Midrash explains the passage

r6 fUVD PD E"ia' i-e- it cuts off life) and the Nestorian Knanishu
whom I asked regarding aphrish, knew only of the meanings
" to separate " and " to point out," but not " to sting."

by

'

D'

l

i

of Superghan,

1

,

;

•
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lion, the swine,

ner of the lamb, the

monkey ; here

the

juggles

and phantoms of the imagination are meant, which in the
view and fancy of the drunken man hunt one another like
monkey capers. Moreover, the state of the drunken man is
one that is separated from the reality of a life of sobriety and
thou act like one who
the safety of a life of moderation, 34a
:

lies in

the heart of the sea.

Thus

to lie in the heart,

midst, of the sea as a ship goes therein, xxx. 19,

there one must swim; but

swimming

is

is

i.e.

the

impossible;

not lying, and

to

think

on a situation like that of Jonah, i. 5, one must think also of the
ship; but 32ti> does not necessarily mean " to sleep," and, besides,
the sleep of a passenger in the cabin on the high sea is of itself

no dangerous matter.

Rightly Hitzig

:

in

the depth of the

— the drunken

man, or the man overcome
by wine (Isa. xxviii. 7), is like one who has sunk down into
the midst of the sea; and thus drowned, or in danger of beinosea (cf.

Jonah

drowned, he

ii.

is

in

4)

a condition of intellectual confusion, which

finally passes over into perfect unconsciousness, cut off

from the
which passes over him like one dead, and in this condition he has made a bed for himself, as 32b" denotes.
With
373, t^N'-ia stands in complete contrast
he is like one who lies
73n, after the forms 13^ the', is the
on the top of the mast.
sail-yard fastened by ropes, 0v3n (Isa. xxxiii. 23).
To lay onetrue

life

:

self

down on

the sail-yard happens thus to no one, and

it is no
one can quarter him
who is on the ridge of the roof, in the 'Alija, because no one is
able to lie down there, so little can he in the bower \_Hastkorb]
him who is here spoken of (Bottcher). The poet says, but
only by way of comparison, how critical the situation of the
drunkard is he compares him to one who lies on the highest

place for such a purpose; but as

little

as

;

and

exposed to the danger of being every moment
for the rocking of the ship is the greater
in proportion to the height of the sail-yard.
The drunkard is,
indeed, thus often exposed to the peril of his life; for an accident of itself not great, or a stroke, may suddenly put an end
sail-yard,

is

thrown into the sea

;

to his life.

Ver. 35. The poet represents the drunken man as now speaking to himself. He has been well cudgelled; but
because insensible, he has not felt it, and he plac&s
himself now where he will
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2.

Far from being made temperate
by the strokes inflicted on him, he rejoices in the prospect,
when he has awaked out of his sleep, of beginning again the
life of drunkenness and revelry which has become a pleasleep out his intoxication.

npn means not only to be sick, but gene-

sant custom to him.

become, affected painfully

rally to be, or to

where vn

not the 3d

is

pi.

mas. of

cf.

;

but of

P'n,

i"6n.

Jer. v.

v*-8 'no are,

it is

true, a cry of longing of a different kind

job

The

sleeping

vii. 4.

the constraint of nature

man

3,

The words
from

cannot forbear from yielding to
no longer master of himself, he

he is
becomes giddy, everything goes round about with him, but he
thinks with himself : Oh that I were again awake
and so little
has his appetite been appeased by his sufferings, that when he
is again awakened, he will begin where he left off yesterday,
:

!

when he could drink no more.

'HD is here, after Nolde,
and Hitzig, the relative quando (quum); but the bibl.
gives no authority for this.
In that case we would have

Fleischer,

usus

loq.

,

expected

nis^n instead of Pi??-

animated than the
(1

Sam.

ii.

the wine

:

relat., so

3) than

W$&

also

^DIS.

As
The

iriD s more
more animated

the interrog.

'SB'i??*?

^DIK

is

i

suffix of uc'pax refers to

which has become so

raised up, he will seek that

dear and so necessary to him.

After this divergence (in vers. 29-35) from the usual form of
the proverb, there
xsiv. 1

now

is

Envy not

a return to the tetrastich
evil

men,

And

desire not to

And

their lips speak mischief.

have intercourse with them.
2 For their heart thinketh of violence,

The warning, not
xxiii. 17, xxiv.

to

envy the godless,

19, but

these passages.

is

differently

Regarding

wnn

is

also

found

constructed

at

in

with Pathach, vid. at

iii.

31,

each of
xxiii. 3.

n

*H '5?:^ ( c f- *H> xxviii. 5) are the wicked, i.e. such as cleave to
evil, and to whom evil clings.
The warning is grounded in this,

that

whoever have intercourse with such men, make themselves
in greater sins and evil
for their heart broodeth

partners
(write

"W

:

'a,

Munach DecM)

destruction, murder,

only here and at xxi.

where DOT, here

(cf.

and the
7,

violence,
like.

cf. *1W", xix.

Hab.

i.

i.e.

With

robbery, plunder,
is? (in

26) connects

the

Mishle

itself else-

3) ?OV, labor, mokstia, viz. those
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who

prepare

it

for others

crafty, un-

by means of slanderous,

charitable talk.

Vers.
is

against fellowship with the godless

The warning

3, 4.

followed by the praise of wisdom, which

is

rooted in the fear

of God.

By wisdom is the house builded,
And by understanding is it established.
And by knowledge shall the chambers be

Ver. 3
4

With

all

manner

filled

and pleasant goods.

of precious

meant by the " building of the house " is explained at
It is wisdom, viz. that which originates from God,
which is rooted in fellowship with Him, by which every household, be it great or small, prospers and attains to a successful
and flourishing state \i)3, as parallel word to H33 (iii. 19 Hab.

What

xiv.

is

1.

;

;

ii.

12),

Num.
to

related to

is

xxi. 17)

gain

it

means

perpetuity,

as statuere to extruere; the Hilhpal (as at
to
to

keep oneself

become

in a state of continuance,

That wps* by

established.

Athnach has not passed over into the pausal ^7^\, arises from
this, that the Athnach, by the poetical system of accents, has
only the force of the prose accent Sakef; the clause completes
itself

only by 46

found, and

it

the pausal form on that account also

;

is

produce any pausal effect
expression in ver. 4

storerooms

(LXX.

18, xxiii. 8,

Vers.

is

5, 6.

is

(vid.

like

i.

not

at Ps. xlv.
1

3,

iii.

6).

The form

of

But the ° '}'™j of
and D\W, like xxii.
,

10.

as Isa. xxvi. 20, ra/iiela),

peculiar to this collection.

The

wisdom is continued
and gives the victory

praise of

blessings in the time of peace,

A

is

discontinued, because the Athnach does not

:

it

brings

in war.

man is full of strength
a man of understanding showeth great power.
6 For with wise counsel shalt thou carry on successful war;
And safety is where counsellors are not wanting.

Ver. 5

wise

;

And

The a

of ttoi (thus with Patliach in old impressions, Cod. 1294,
Cod. Jaman., and elsewhere with the Masoretic note j6d! TCT)
introduces, as that of nin p s XS X- ^ t h e property in which a
person or thing appears; the article (cf. EPurjn, ii. 13 Gesen.
,

;

§ 35,

2a)

translates

is

that of gender.

by

Isa. xl. 26).

;

The

parallel ro }*dno

virep /cparaibv Itrxyi

But

after

5a

it

lies

—

nb

a Greek

TEND (Job

ix. 4;
nearer that the poet means
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7.

wisdom

lies in

itself

superiority to physical force (xxi. 22)

;

(Eccle?.

the

vii.

LXX.,

19),

Syr.,

and Targ. also, it is true, translate 5a as if TUft (prce potente)
were the words used, nb pax means to strengthen the strength,
and that is (Nah. ii. 2) equivalent to, to collect the strength

The

146.

nii'Jjn

reason

The

thee.

show strong

is

for with prudent counsel the

;

14, to

ii.

gathered from xx. 186 and
The 1? here added, Hitzig is determined to read

(superior) strength.
xi.

Amos

here and at

(to take courage),

war

shall

be carried out by

construction of the passive with 7 of the subject

is

1

20) as well as in Aram., and n^y
frequently means, in a pregnant sense: to complete, to carry
out, to bring to an end; but the phrase nonta n&y means always

Heb.

correct in

(vid. at xiv.

and nothing further.

to carry on war,
as in ? On?), to

wage war

Instead of 3~Q, the

14.

/jbeyaXov for ro J'DSO,

(to

%> is the dat. commod.,

contend) for any one,

LXX.

reads

Di>3

;

e.g.

Ex.

xiv.

regarding yecopyiov

without doubt a corrupt reading, vid.

Laiiarde.
Till

now

(vid. vol.

in this

that wisdom
follows that

appendix

17);

p.

i.

now

we have found

several of

them

only two distichs

From

follow.

this,

a power which accomplishes great things,

is

it is

of high value,

though to the

fool

it

appears

it

all

too costly.
Ver. 7

Wisdom seems to the fool to b& an ornamental commodity
He openeth not his mouth in the gate.

;

Most interpreters take riiDiO for Tito"} (written as at 1 Chron.
cf. Zech. xiv. 10; t&n, Prov. x. 4; DKjJ, Hos. x. 14),
vi. 58
and translate, as Jerome and Luther " Wisdom is to the fool
too high;" the way to wisdom is to him too long and too
steep, the price too costly, and not to be afforded.
Certainly
this thought does not lie far distant from what the poet would
say but why does he say Tltosn, and not n»3n ?
This JTiDan is
;

:

;

not a numerical plur., so as to be translated with the Venet.
fierecopoi ra~ a(f>povi

shows

but, as

;

struction,

which
ledge

is
is

1

i.

is

20,

iiricrTrjfiai

;

it is

:

a plur., as Ps. xlix. 4

evident from the personification and the con-

one inwardly multiplying and heightening,

related to
to

al

n»3n as science or the contents of knowThat this plur. comes here into view

knowledge.

Vid. Noldeke's Neusyrische Grain, p. 219,

Anm., and

p. 416.
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as in i.-ix. (vid. vol.

i.

p. 34), is definitely

accounted for

in

wisdom was to be dewisdom; here, to be
symphony with niOSl, whose plnr.

these chapters by the circumstance that
signated, which is the mediatrix of all

designated in intentional

ending 6th
ThusVilfisn

which

shall

be for that very reason, however, inalienable.

will

be the name of a costly foreign bijouterie,
in the Book of Job, where the unfathom-

mentioned

is

wisdom is celebrated ; vid. Job
where we have recorded what we had to say at the
time regarding this word. But what is now the meaning of
the saying that wisdom is to the fool a pearl or precious coral ?
ableness and inestimableness of

xxvii. 18,

Joel Bril explains

:

"

The

fool uses the sciences like a precious

ornament, but he knows not how to utter a word
This is to be rejected, because DIDSI is not so usual

stone, only for

publicly."

a trinket or ornament as to serve as an expression of this
thought.

The

third of the comparison lies in the rarity, costli-

ness, unattainableness; the fool despises

wisdom, because the
all kinds which are

expenditure of strength and the sacrifices of

necessary to put one into the possession of wisdom deter him
is also the sense which the expression
and probably for the sake of this double
meaning the poet chose just this word, and not D'O'OD, B"3J, or
any other name, for articles of ornament (Hitzig).
The Syr.
has incorrectly interpreted this play upon words
sapientia
ahjecta stulto; and the Targumist
the fool grumbles (DjnriD)
1
against wisdom.
He may also find the grapes to be sotir because they hang too high for him here it is only said that

from

it

This

(Rashi).

has when

metn = niO"i

;

:

:

;

wisdom remains at a distance from him because he cannot soar
up to its attainment for that very reason he does not open
his mouth in the gate, where the council and the representatives
of the people have their seats
he has not the knowledge neces;

:

sary for being associated in counselling, and thus must keep
silent

;

Ver.

and

this is

indeed the most prudent thing he can do.

From wisdom, which

is a moral good, the following
proverb passes over to a kind of ao^ia 8at(iovim8i)<:

8.

He

We
1

This explanation

with wisdom.

is

that meditateth to do evil,
call

such an one an intriguer.

more correct than Levy's: he

lifts

himself np (boasts)

CHAP. XXIV.
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9.

explanation and definition like xxi. 24

21 from

like xvi.

mischief] in

xii.

(cf. vol.

i.

p. 40),

Instead of rtDip-^3 [lord of
the expression is '» t^N (cf. at xxii. 24).

2,

|OJ.

Begarding rn»JD in its usual sense, vid. v. 2. Such definitions
have of course no lexicographical, but only a moral aim. That
which is here given is designed to warn one against gaining for
himself this ambiguous title of a refined (cunning, versutus)
man ; one is so named whose schemes and endeavours are
directed to the doing of evil.
One may also inversely find the
turning-point of the warning in 8b " he who projects deceitful
:

punishment in this,
under public condemnation as a worthless in-

plans against the welfare of others, finds his
that he falls

But main

triguer" (Elster).

is

2

a pr]\ia fiecrov, vid. v.

;

the

thus equivocal, and the turning-point lies in the bringing out of his kernel: jnn? SB'nn =i meditating to do evil,
title is

Ver. 9. This proverb
with ver. 7

i»lK

;

is

8, and by
and the mocker over against

connected by not with ver.

places the fool

it

one another.
The undertaking

And an
Since
also

it is

"sin"

certain that for
is

to be

of folly is sin

abomination to

%

men

is

the scorner.

the subject

is

" the scorner," so

The

regarded as the subject of 9a.

special

meaning jlagitium, as xxi. 27, nDT will then not have here, but
it derives it from the root-idea " to contrive, imagine," and
signifies first

only the collection and forthputting of the thoughts

towards a definite end (Job

xvii. 11), particularly the refined
preparation, the contrivance of a sinful act.
In a similar way

we speak

But

of a sinful beginning or undertaking.

regards sin

or in

in itself,

its

consequences,

it

is

if

one

always a

contrivance or desire of folly {gen. subjeoti), or: one that bears

on

itself (gen. qualitatis)

the character of folly

and destroys the relation of
Socrates in Plato says,
(the

mocker

man

;

for

it

disturbs

God and man, and rests, as
calculation.
And the mocker
to

on a false
and virtue)

at religion

is

D"JN? nnyin.

The form

word
Job
p,
and frequently. But why does not the poet
say directly D*1X rnjJin ?
Perhaps to leave room for the double
sense, that the mocker is not only an abomination to men, viz.
to the better disposed
but also, for he makes others err as to
of combination stands here before a

xviii. 2,

witli

as at

xxiv. 5,

;

VOL.

II.

I
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and draws them into

their faith,
to

them a cause

his frivolous thoughts,

of abomination,

such thoughts as are an abomination before
Ver.

10.

The

last

visible connection

these

of

becomes

of such conduct and of

i.e.

God

(xv. 9, 26).

four distichs stands without

:

Hast thou shown thyself slack in the day of adversity,
Then b thy strength small.
perf. 10« is the hypothetic, vid. at xxii. 29.
If a man
shows himself remiss (xviii. 9), i.e. changeable, timorous, incapable of resisting in times of difficulty, then shall he draw

The

therefrom the conclusion which

is expressed in 10b.
Rightly
Luther, with intentional generalization, " he is not strong who
is

But the address makes the proverb an
him who shows himself

not firm in need."

admonition, which speaks to

earnest

weak

judgment which he has

the

to

pronounce on himself.

And

the paronomasia rnx and "IS may be rendered, where possible, " if thy strength becomes, as it were, pressed together and

bowed down by the difficulty just when it ought to show itself
(viz. 1? ^rnW), then it is limited, thou art a weakling."
Thus
Fleischer accordingly, translating

Job

si segnis

fueris die angustice,

Klemm (klamm) ist dein Mut" [ = strait is
And why? Of m [strength], he remarks, one

11, inn, "

vii.

thy courage].

can say

:

Hitzig, on the contrary, corrects after

angustce sunt vires tuw.

i>Bb [it is

weak] (Ps. xxxi. 11), but scarcely IV [strait,
is exact, and only the region of its energy

straitened]; for force

may

required

;

if

itself

the confinement (limitation)

stream, Isa.

But

To this we answer, that certainly of
we cannot nse the word ro in the sense here

be wide or narrow.

strength in

lix.

the strength

is

other hand

its

view of

expression

its

may rather

be, as with a

19, the increasing (heightening) of its intensity.

in itself anything definite, then on the

expression
is

is

something

that

which

is

linear,

and the force

here called fi,

extending widely, not expanding, not inaccessible.

which narrow
because

Now,
here

is

limits are applied.

it is little

again,

A

little

"re is

is

all to

limited,

also in its expression.

we meet with proverbs of

a hexastich

strength

in

not

i.e.

several lines.

The

first

:

Ver. 11 Deliver them that are taken to death,
And them that are tottering to destruction, oh stop them

CHAP. XXIV.
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It

not so

is

knew not
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11, 12.

of

it

indeed,"

who

of hearts,

sees through

And He that observeth thy soul, He knoweth
And requiteth man according to his work.
DS

If
is

interpreted as a particle of adjuration, then ^BTIPtdk

is

equivalent to

with Isa.

on

it

it,

it,

I adjure thee, forbear not (cf.

:

lviii. 1), viz.

(LXX.,

xiii.

25
all

But

Jerome).

Syr.,

Neh.

that which thou hast to do, venture

the parallelism requires us

to take together J"Vl? D H ttD (such as with tottering steps are led

forth

destruction)

to

as n]D7 Cnjpp (such as

as object along with TiBTirrDN,. as

from

death, cf. Ex. xiv. 11) as object to ?xn, in which

(eripere

.

ne cesses, which

.

.

to

the old

all

interpreters have recognised the imper., but none

well

away

their condition are carried

the infin.

contrary to Heb. idiom, both in

is

the position of the words and in the construction).

not to be interpreted as an interrogative

;

for,

DN

also is

thus expressed, an

ought rather to have for the converse the meaning

retinetis

thou shalt indeed not do
cannot be conditional

si

:

others), for the fut. after

Thus DN

is,

like V,

and

prohibere poteris (Michaelis

DS has never the sense of a

:

And DN

(cf. e.g. Isa. xxix. 16.)

it!

potential.

understood in the sense of vtinam, as

it is

used not merely according to later custom (Hitzig), but from
ancient times (cf. e.g. Ex. xxxii. 32 with Gen. xxiii. 13).

(reminding 1 us of the same formula of the Rabbinical

"iDtfrr*3

writings) introduces an objection, excuse, evasion, which

by N?n

introducing " so say I on the contrary,"

;

Deut.

reply, vid.

sonally

(LXX.

vii.

17

nr

f.

rovrop)

;

we

will not

for, since ver.

them, the neut. rendering (Syr., Targ.,
nearer,

lies

usus

log.

;

and

nr,

hoc, after JJT,

vid. at Ps. lvi. 10.

is

have

is

met

of itself a

to interpret per-

11 speaks of several of
Venet.,

also in

But the

it is

Luther)

in itself

conformity with the

neut. nt does not refer

moral obligation expressed in ver. 11 ; to save human
life when it is possible to do so, can be unknown to no one,
wherefore Jerome (as if the words of the text were «T 7tO px
to the

nr)

:

vires

non suppetunt.

nr refers to

to the tribunal; only thus

is

not know,
1

Vid.

my

viz.

men

are led
1

which was to be expected, into MJTP
certainly did

the fact that

explained the change of VISIT ,
:

the objection

that matters

is,

that one

had come

hebraischen Romerbrief, p. 14

f.

to

an
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extremity with them, and that a short process will be made
with them. To this excuse, with pretended ignorance, the reply

God

of the omniscient

makes the excuse

stands opposed, and suggests to

to consider

hearts (yid. at xvi. 2),

He

in thy heart,

and

Job

LXX.

vii.

20

;

He

lias
ical

:

sees

It

is

not so

through

it,

:

him who

the Searcher of

viz.

what goes on

thy soul under His inspection
6 irXaa-a^

;

which Hitzig

IS'I,

("IXJ,

as

prefers,

must be interpreted in the sense of to
guard, preserve Luther rightly) He knows, viz., how it is with
thy mind He looks through it, He knows (cf. for both, Ps.
cxxxix. 1-4), and renders to man according to his conduct,
for he thinks that 1VJ

;

;

,

He judges according to the
which the conduct springs.
It is
to be observed that ver. 11 speaks of one condemned to death
generally, and not expressly of one innocently condemned, and
makes no distinction between one condemned in war and in
peace.
One sees from this that the Chokma generally has no
pleasure in this, that men are put to death by men, not even
when it is done legally as punishment for a crime. For, on the
one side, it is true that the punishment of the murderer by
death is a law proceeding from the nature of the divine holiness and the inviolability of the divine ordinance, and the worth
of man as formed in the image of God, and that the magistrate
which, without being deceived,
state

of the heart, out of

who disowns
his

office;

this

but,

law as a law, disowns the divine foundation of

on the other

side,

it

is

just

as

true

that

thousands and thousands of innocent persons, or at least persons
not worthy of death, have fallen a sacrifice to the abuse or the
false application of this

law

;

and that along with the principle

of recompensative righteousness, there

is

a principle of grace

which rules in the kingdom of God, and is represented in the
O. T. by prophecy and the Chokma. It is, moreover, a notice-

God did not visit with the punishment of death
murderer, the murderer of the innocent Abel, his
brother, but let the principle of grace so far prevail instead of
able fact, that

the

first

that of law, that
of blood.

But

He

even protected his

life

against any avenger

after that the moral ruin of the

human

race

had reached that height which brought the Delude over the
earth, there was promulgated to the post-diluvians the word of
the law, Gen.

ix. 6,

sanctioning this inviolable right of putting
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to death
itself

by the hand of

justice.
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12.

The conduct

of

thus according to the aspect of the times.

God

regulates

In the Mosaic

law the greatness of guilt was estimated not externally (cf.
Num. xxxv. 31), but internally, a very flexible limitation in its
practical bearings. And that under certain circumstances grace
might have the precedence of justice, the parable having in
view the pardon of Absalom (2 Sam. xiv.) shows. But a word
from God, like Ezek. xviii. 23, raises grace to a principle, and
the word with which Jesus (Johnviii.ll) dismisses the adulteress
is altogether an expression of
this purpose of grace passing
beyond the purpose of justice. In the later Jewish commonwealth, criminal justice was subordinated to the principle of
predominating compassion
practical effect was given to the
consideration of the value of human life during the trial, and
even after the sentence was pronounced, and during a long
time no sentence of death was passed by the Sanhedrim. But
Jesus, who was Himself the innocent victim of a fanatical
legal murder, adjudged, it is true, the supremacy to the sword
but He preached and practised love, which publishes grace for
justice.
He was Himself incarnate Love, offering Himself for
sinners, the Mercy which Jahve proclaims by Ezek. xviii. 23.
;

;

The

so-called Christian

manifest opposition

[" Civitas Dei "] is indeed in
But Augustine declares himself,

state

to this.

on the supposition that the principle of grace must penetrate
new era, in all its conditions, that began with Christianity,
for the suspension of punishment by death, especially because
the heathen magistrates had abused the instrument of death,
which, according to divine right, they had control over, to the
destruction of Christians; and Ambrosius went so far as to
impress it as a duty on a Christian judge who had pronounced
the sentence of death, to exclude himself from the Holy Supper.
the

The
gone

magisterial control over life and death
to

had

at

that time

the extreme height of bloody violence, and thus in a

Therefore Jansen changes
certain degree it destroyed itself.
the proverb (ver. 11) with the words of Ambrosius into the

admonition

:

Quando indulgentia non

cessione, eripe gratia tu

scriptione indulgentice.

nocet publico, eripe inter-

sacerdos, aut tu imperator eripe sub-

When

Samuel Romilly's

Bill to abolish

the punishment of death for a theft amounting to the

sum

of
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passed the English House of Commons, it was
thrown out by a majority in the House of Lords. Among
those who voted against the Bill were one archbishop and

five shillings

poet here in the Proverbs is of a different
the law of Sinai appoints the punishment of

Our

five bishops.

mind.

Even

The Mosaic code

death only for man-stealing.

ever,

Christian

the above, a true

like

which condemns

is

incompar-

In expressions, how-

ably milder than even yet the Carolina.

spirit

rules the spirit

of justice, and calls forth

all blood-thirstiness

but also against

to a crusade not only against the inquisition,

such unmerciful, cruel executions even as they prevailed in
Prussia in tlie name of law in the reign of Friedrich Wilhelm I.,
the Inexorable.

The proverb now following
But in both

Vers. 13, 14.

relation with the preceding.

made with two
cipal thought

lines,

which contain,

Ver. 13

My

son, eat honey, for

And honeycomb

is

commencement

a

is

in the former, the prin-

in this here, its reason

;

stands in no obvious

:

good,
sweet to thy taste.
it is

14 So apprehend wisdom for thy soul
"When thou hast found it, there is a future,
And thy hope is not destroyed.
its nearest fundamental thought, 21D, Arab, tejjib, means'
which smells and tastes well honey (B'? !, from B'3'n, to be

After
that

!

;

thick, consistent) has, besides, according to the old idea (e.g. in

the Koran), healing virtue, as in general bitterness

is

viewed

as

a property of the poisonous, and sweetness that of the wholenail

some,

is

second accus. dependent on "»?$, for honey and

honeycomb were then

spoken of

nsj, to pour, to flow out)

flowing of

itself

is

different

as

;

(from

TlBi

the purest honey (virgin-honey),

out of the comb.

With

right the accentuation

takes 136 as independent, the substantival clause containing
the reason, "for it is good :" honeycomb is sweet to thy taste,
i.e.

applying

itself to it

with the impression of sweetness

atNeh. ii. 5 Ps. xvi. 6 (Hitzig).
In the J? of 14a, it is manifest that

;

h>, as

;

its

own

into the mind,

to, to

receive

iv. 1,

and frequently), according

it

i.

2,

13

ver.

To apprehend wisdom,

sake.

is

Eccles.
to

is

not spoken for

elsewhere equivalent
i.

17

(cf.

which Bottcher

nM

njn,

also here
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explains

But p unfolds

learn to understand wisdom.

:

even
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15, 16.

itself in

honey has for the body, so wisdom has for the
soul, beneficent wholesome effects,
noan njn is thus not absolute, but is meant in relation to these effects.
Rightly
146c

:

as

Fleischer: talem reputa;
(esse)

tageous to

Ewald

(talem) scito sapientiam

sic

:

know, recognise wisdom as something advanthy soul, and worthy of commendation. Incor-

animce

tuce,

"

rectly Hitzig explains nKi'KTDX,

the opportunity presents

if

Apart from this, that in such a case the words would
rather have been NVOn '^ to find wisdom is always equivalent
to, to obtain it, to make it one's own, iii. 13, viii. 35
cf. ii. 5,
njn 1 stands for njn, after the form nil ruts' (after
viii. 9.

itself."

;

;

Bottcher, § 396, not without the influence of the following
commencing sound), cf. the similar transitions of
into

—

—

placed together at Ps. xx. 4 ; the form njn is also found, but
njn is the form in the Cod. Hilleli, 2 as confirmed by Moses

Comm., and by David Kimchi, Michlol 1016. With
(LXX., Jerome, Targ., Luther, Rashi,
Ewald, and others). In itself, {J
(cf. Gen. xlvii. 6) might

Kimchi
vty

in

begins the apodosis

i,

l

also continue the conditional clause

inveneris (earn) et

Zockler), has this against

it,

but the explanation,

;

ad postremum ventum

erit

si

(Fleischer, Bertheau,

that IVinK a" does not

mean

:

the

end comes, but there is an end, xxiii. 18 cf. xix. 18 here:
there is an end for thee, viz. an issue that is a blessed reward.
The promise is the same as at xxiii. 18. In our own language
we speak of the hope of one being cut off ( Arab.) jaz'a, to be
cut off, is equivalent to, to give oneself up to despair.
:

;

;

;

Ver. 15 Lie not in wait, oh wicked man, against the dwelling of the
righteous

Assault not his resting-place.
fall and rise again,
But the wicked are overthrown when calamity falls on them.

16 For seven times doth the righteous

The 3nN

[lying in wait]

and

TnB> [practising violence], against

which the warning is here given, are not directed, as at i. 11,
xix. 26, immediately against the person, but against the dwell1

Write njH with

(TUrath
2

Vid.

lllvj after the

preceding Legarmeh, like 125, mil

Em'eth, p. 28).

Stack's Prolegomena

critica in V. T. (1872), p. 19.
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and resting-place ("3"}, e.g. Jer, 1. 6, as also ni3, iii. 33)
of the righteous, who, on his part, does injustice and wrong to
no one; the warning is against coveting his house, Ex. xx. 17,
and driving him by cunning and violence out of it. Instead
of J)Bn, Symmachus and Jerome have incorrectly read JJBH, and
ing- place

from

misunderstanding have here introduced a sense withmany interpreters (Lowenstein, Ewald,

this

out sense into ver. 15

;

and Zockler) translate with Luther appositionally : as a
wicked man, i.e. u with mischievous intent," like one stealthily
Elster,

lurking for the opportunity of taking possession of the dwelling of another, as
is

if this

could be done with a good intent

the vocative (Syr., Targ., Venet.

do-e^e'?),

:

and

:

JJBh

this address

f.) sharpens the warning, for it names him who
manner by the right name. The reason, 16a, sounds
an echo of Job v. 19. V^p signifies, as at Ps. cxix. 164,

Ps. lxxv. 5

(cf.

acts in this
like

seven times;

cf.

nKD, xvii. 10.

Ej?1

(not D£l)

is

perf. consec, as

and he rises afterwards (notwithstanding),
but the transgressors come to ruin njns if a misfortune befall
them (cf. xiv. 32), they stumble and fall, and rise no more.
Vers. 17, 18. Warning against a vindictive disposition, and
''HI,

e.g.

Gen.

22

iii.

:

;

joy over

its

satisfaction.

Ver. 17

At

the

And

fall of

thine

18 That Jahve see

And He

The

Chethib,

might be

enemy

rejoice not,

at his overthrow let not thine heart be glad

and

;

be displeasing to Him,
turns away His anger from Him.

which

it

not,

in itself,

tolerable, has

it

as the

176 against

preters adhere to the

Ken ^ix

syllable, as in the like

Ken,

1

(with

Sam.

plur. of category, T??iK,
it:
i

with right,

from

xxiv. 5).

e in

all

inter-

doubled close

^31% for ii'E'Srqi,

the syncope usual in the inf. Niph. and Eiph., which in
Niph. occurs only once with the initial guttural (as *lt?J)2) or
jni is not adj. here as at 1 Sam. xxv.
half guttural (ntaT>).
3,

is

but perf. with the force of a fut. (Symmachus : koX /at? apeay
evanuov avrov). The proverb extends the duty of love even to
an enemy; for it requires that we do good to him and not evil,
and warns against rejoicing when evil befalls him.
Hitzig,
indeed, supposes that the noble morality which
ver. 17
in 186.

is

limited to a moderate extent

is

expressed in

by the motive assigned

Certainly the poet means to say that

God

could easily
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CHAP. XXIV. 19-22.

give a gracious turn for the better, as to the punishment of the
wicked, to the decree of his anger against his enemy; but his

meaning
others,

is

not

ought

this,

that one, from joy at the misfortune of

from interrupting the process of the deit go on to its end
but much
rather, that one ought to abstain from this joy, so as not to
experience the manifestation of God's displeasure thereat, by
His granting grace to him against whom we rejoice to see
God's anger go forth. 1
to desist

struction of his enemy, and let

Vers. 19, 20.

Warning

;

against envying the godless for their

external prosperity

Be not enraged on aceount

Envy

not the godless

20 For the wicked men

The

of evil-doers,

;

shall

light of the godless

have no future,
extinguished.

is

Ver. 19 is a variation of Ps. xxxvii. 1 ; cf. also iii. 21 (where
with V3TTP33 following the traditional iron is more appropriate

than innn, which Hupfeld would here insert), "innn is fut.
apoc. of '"nnrjii, to be heated (to be indignant), distinguished

from the Tiphel

|"Q™!!,

The ground and

to be jealous.

occasion

of being enraged, and on the other side, of jealousy or envy,
is

the prosperity of the godless, Ps.

This anger

at the

lxxiii. 3; cf. Jer. xii. 1.
apparently unrighteous division of fortune,

which the godless rejoice, rest on
and looks not on to
in the expression 'nx V>\ 146 (cf.

this jealousy at the success in

short-sightedness, which regards the present,

^^nx, merely

the end.

as

Ps. xxxvii. 37), always denotes the happy, glorious issue indemnifying for past sufferings. Such an issue the wicked man

has not

his light burns brightly on this side, but

;

one day

it is

In 20b is repeated xiii. 9 cf. xx. 20.
warning against rebellious thoughts against
Vers. 21, 22.
God and the king :

extinguished.

;

A

My

son,

And

honour Jahve and the king,

involve not thyself with those

who

are otherwise disposed

;

22 For suddenly their calamity ariseth,
And the end of their years, who knoweth it?
1
This proverb, according to Aboth iv. 24, was the motto of that Samuel
with the surname [Dpn, who formulated D^'Cn 71313 (the interpolation in
the Scbeinone-Esre prayer directed against the schismatics) he thus distinguished between private enemies and the enemies of the truth.
:
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The

verb

proceeding from the primary idea of folding

rutf,

(complicare] 'duplicare), signifies transitively to do

twice, to

repeat, xvii. 9, xxvi. 11, according to

which Kimchi here inap-

and

intransitively, to change,

propriately thinks on relapsing
to be different, Esth.

the

word

fools

".t?^,

;

i.

7,

;

The

8.

iii.

but the

Syr. and Targ. translate

(toya)

Kal

™F

occurs, indeed, in

the Syr., but not in the Heb., in the meaning alienata est (mens
and besides, this meaning, alieni, is not appropriate here.
ejus)
;

A

with

few, however,

Saadia

Deutsch-Morgenlandische

(cf.

Zeitschr. xxi. 616), the dualists (Manichees), understand

dogmatic sense

;

wm must

but then

be denom. of

it

WW,

in a

while

Either WiW means those who
it is its root-word.
novarum rerum studiosi, which is, however,
change, novantes
exposed to this objection, that tlrj Heb. r.yj, in the transitive
or it means, acsense to change, does not elsewhere occur
sentientes (C. B.
diversos
diversum
cording to the usus loq.,

much more

=

;

=

Michaelis and others), and that with reference to 21a:

onoon

DWD

(Ahron

nrp-m (Melri, Immanuel), or nD3nn 3H3D

DniSDl
b.

Joseph).

Thus they
men)

particular class of
aries,

who

are called (for

it is

a

common name

of a

dissidents, oppositionists, or revolution-

recognise neither the

monarchy

of Jahve, the

King

of kings, nor that of the earthly king, which perhaps Jerome

here means by the word detractoribus (=^detractatoribus). The
Venet. incorrectly, <rvv toi? fiiaovcri, i.e. D , WiB'.
With 3 at
xiv. 10, 2?jt?nn

meant

to

mix oneself up with something, here

with Dy, to mix oneself with some one,

i.e.

to

make common

cause with him.

The

reason assigned in ver. 22

as reject

is,

that although such persons

by thought and action human and divine law may

for

a long time escape punishment, yet suddenly merited ruin falls

on them.

TK

is,

according to

oppressive misfortune, vid.

power (Hos.

i.

its

primary

27.

signification, weighty,

In MpJ

it

is

thought of

as

or the rising up of God as Judge
14)
(e.g. Isa. xxxiii. 10) is transferred to the means of executing
TB (= T|3 of TB or YD, Arab, fad, fut. jafudu or
judgment.
hostile

x.

;

power of lad, cogn. ~\2x) is destruction (Arab.
word occurs, besides here, only thrice in the
Book of Job. But to what does BnviB' refer? Certainly not to
Jahve and the king (LXX., Schultens, Umbreit,and Bertheau),

jafidu, a stronger

feid,fid, death)

;

this

.
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21, 22.

man under one

TB as
God and

doubtful to interpret the genit. after

designating the subject, but improper to comprehend
cipher.

Rather

it

may

refer to two, of

whom

one class refuse to God, the other to the king, the honour that
but in the foreis due (Jerome, Luther, and at last Zockler)
;

going, two are not distinguished, and the want of reverence for

God, and for the magistrates appointed by Him,

is

usually

met

with, because standing in interchangeable relationship, in one

and the same persons.

some misprint then in this
of those who show themword?
Q'TP.^j
D^itP'
towards
(altercatores)
God and the king. In
selves as
view of BfTO^ Ex. xxxii. 25, this brevity of expression must be
regarded as possible. But if this were the meaning of the
word, then it ought to have stood in the first member (TK
No other conjecture presents
drrw), and not in the second.
itself.
Thus Dn^E? is perhaps to be referred to the D^it?, and
join thyself not with the
those who engage with them
opposers
for suddenly misfortune will come upon them, and
the destruction of both (of themselves and their partisans),
who knows it ? But that also is not satisfactory, for after the
address D^w" was to have been expected, 22&. Nothing remains,
therefore, but to understand 0<?}p, with the Syr. and Targ., as at
Job xxxvi. 11 the proverb falls into rhythms DNHS and "PB,
Doits' and Qn'W.
But " the end of their year " is not equivalent
to the hour of their death (Hitzig), because for .this QTB (cf.
Arab, feid and fid, death) was necessary but to the expiring,
the vanishing, the passing by of the year during which they
have succeeded in maintaining their ground and playing a part.
There will commence a time which no one knows beforehand
when all is over with them. In this sense, "who knoweth,"
with its object, is equivalent to "suddenly ariseth," with its
subject.
In the LXX., after xxiv. 22, there follow one
distich of the relations of man to the word of God as deciding

Ewald suggests

Is there

*'•&

:

;

;

;

one distich of fidelity as a duty towards the king,
and the duty of the king, and one pentastich or hexastich of
the power of the tongue and of the anger of the king.
The
Heb. text knows nothing of these three proverbs. Ewald has,
Jahrb. xi. 18 f., attempted to translate them into Heb., and is
of opinion that they are worthy of being regarded as original
their fate,
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component parts of i.-xxix., and that they ought certainly to
have come in after xxiv. 22. We doubt this originality, but
Then follows in the
recognise their translation from the Heb.
LXX. the series of Proverbs, xxx. 1-14, which in the Heb.
text bear the superscription of

second half of the "

"the Words

of

Agur;"

the

Agur," together with the " Words
xxiv.
34 of the Heb. text.
of Lemuel," stand after
The
state of the matter is this, that in the copy from which the

Words

of

Alexandrines translated the Appendix xxx.-xxxi. 9, stood half
of it, after the " Words of the Wise " [which extend from
17 to xxiv. 22], and half after the supplement headed
" these also are from wise men " [xxiv. 23-34], so that only the

xxii.

matron

proverbial ode in praise of the excellent

[xxxi. 10]

remains as an appendix to the Book of Hezekiah' s

collection,

xxv._xxix.

SECOND SUPPLEMENT TO THE FIRST SOLOMONIC
COLLECTION.—XXIV. 23-34.
,
There now follows a brief appendix to the older Book of Proverbs, bearing the superscription, 23a, " These also are from wise
men,"

i.e.

also the proverbs here

The

men.

following originate from wise

old translators (with the exception of Luther) have

not understood this superscription

and interpret the

auctoris,

b as

(proverbs) I speak to wise

Targ., Jerome, Venet.).
is

like that of the

and other
this

facts

;

they mistake the Lamed

that of

also

these
Syr.,

The formation

Hezekiah

address

men, sapientibus (LXX.,

of the superscription

collection, xxv. 1,

we have concluded

:

(vid. vol.

i.

and from

this

pp. 26, 27) that

second supplement originated from the same source as
Book of Proverbs, by the append-

the extension of the older

ing of the more recent, and

its

appendices.

The

linguistic

complexion of the proverbs here and there resembles' that
of the first appendix (cf. 296 with 12a", and
DJ>y, 25a, with
0^3, xxii. 18, xxiii. 8, xxiv. 4) ; but, on the other hand, 236
refers back to xxviii. 21 of the Hezekiah collection,
and in ver.

33

f.

is

repeated

vi.

10

f.

This appendix thus acknowledges

CHAP. XXIV. 23-25,
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secondary character

same
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the poet in minute details stands in the
Solomonic Mashal as that in which in

relation to the

;

general he stands to the author of the Introduction, i.-ix.

23b is not
proved ; it

a proverb,

in itself

the

is

already (vol.

of a hexastich (yid. vol.

first line

The

Vers. 23Z»-25.

we have

i.

That
i.

p. 6)

p. 16).

curse of partiality and the blessing of

impartiality
Respect of persons in judgment is by no means good :
He that saith to the guilty, " Thou art in the right,"

24

Him

the people curse, nations detest.

who rightly decide, it is well,
And upon them cometh blessing with good.

25 But to them

Partiality

is

either called

Ens

JINK', xviii. 5,

respect to the person,

for the partisan looks with pleasure

on the ^Q, the countenance,

appearance, personality of one, by

way

of preference

;

or ~">3n

CJE, as here and at xxviii. 21, for he places one person before
latter expression is

xx. 11)

means

to

we

say, has a regard to him; the
Deut. i. 17, xvi. 19. "V3n (yid.
regard sharply, whether from interest in the

another in his sight,

object, or because

or, as

found

it

is

in

strange.

?3

Heidenheim regards

as

weaker than tib but the reverse is the case (yid. vol. i. p. 204),
as is seen from the derivation of this negative (= balj, from
n?3, to melt, to decay)
thus it does not occur anywhere else
than here with the pred. adj. The two supplements delight in
;

;

The thesis 23& is now confirmed
24 and 25, from the consequences of this partiality
and its opposite
He that saith (nofc, with Mehvppach
Legarmeh from the last syllable, as rightly by Athias, Nissel,
this 73, xxii. 29, xxiii. 7, 35.

in vers.

:

thou
vid. Thorath Eineth, p. 32) to the guilty
he who sets the guilty free (for V®"} and P^V have
here the forensic sense of the post-bibl. 3»n and 'ST), him they
curse, etc. ; cf. the shorter proverb, xvii. 15, according to which

and Michaelis,
art right,

:

i.e.

a partial, unjust judge
agj (DSpJ here

is

an abomination to God.

Regarding

and atxi. 26, Schultens, under Jobiii. 8,

is

right;

the word signifies figere, and hence to distinguish and make
prominent by distinguishing as well as by branding ; cf. deji-

Regarding 05?J, vid.
avb, which both
bind and combine) are plur. of categ.: not merely

gere, to curse, properly, to pierce through.
at xxii. 14.

mean

to

Q'W and W&yb (from nvv and
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merely families, curse such an unrighteous
judge and abhor him, but the whole people in all conditions
and ranks of society for even though such an unjust judge
individuals, not

;

bring himself and his favourites to external honour, yet among
no people is conscience so blunted, that he who absolves the
crime and ennobles the miscarriage of justice shall escape the

On

vox populi.
ix.

the contrary,

it

goes well

17, but here with neut. indef. subj. as

frequently) with those

who

like

(pV?.,

2W\ Gen.

xii.

ii.

10,

13,

and

place the right, and particularly the

is he who mediates the right, Job
and particularly who proves, censures, punishes the
wrong, ix. 7, and in the character of a judge as here, Amos

wrong, fully

ix.

v.

to

view

n'3io

;

33,

10

;

The

Isa. xxix. 21.

genitive connection 2toT)3"i2

not

is

1

altogether of the same signification as 3itsn p ;, wine of a good
sort, Song vii. 10, and JH TIE'S, a woman of a bad kind, vi. 24,
for every blessing

is

of a good kind

;

the gen. 31D thus, as at

Ps. xxi. 4, denotes the contents of the blessing

" with

spiritual blessings," in

all

blessing

is

;

cf. Epli.

i.

3,

which the manifoldness of the

presupposed.

Ver. 26. Then follows a distich with the watchword B'Hb?

He

kisseth the lips

Who

The LXX.,
who, or

for the

who

of those

:

end giveth a right answer.

and Targ. translate

Syr.,

.

.

.

;

one kisseth the

:

but such a meaning

lips

violently

is

W

forced into the word (in that case the expression would have
or W^WO DTiac).
been 3^0
Equally impossible is Theodotion's ^eiKeai

Niph.

Nor

is

KaTa(fn\ridria€Tai, for
lips kiss

it:

him who

.

Pty\
.

.

cannot be the fat.
(Eashi)

for, to he

;

thus understood, the word ought to have been

^va ?.

naturally to be taken as the subj.,

it

meaning

:

he

who

and thus

kisseth the lips giveth

1

2*b>d

is

supplies the

an excellent answer,

him whom the answer concerns (Jerome, Venet.,
But Hitzig ingeniously, " the words reach from the
Luther).
lips of the speaker to the ears of the hearer, and thus he kisses
his ear with his lips."
But since to kiss the ear is not a custom,
viz. the lips of

not even with the Florentines, then a welcome answer, if its
impression is to be compared to a kiss, is compared to a kiss on
the lips.
Hitzig himself translates he commends himself with
:

the lips

who

.

.

.

;

but ptM

may mean

to join oneself,

Gen.

CHAP. XXIV.

xli.

40, as kissing

not

mean

is

equivalent to

.

.

. ;

joining of the lips

Rather the explanation

intrans. to cringe.

joins the lips together

tlie
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27.

brings the idea of kissing,

;

from the primary idea

certainly,

but ptw, with

labra labris jungere, far

This prevails against Schultens' armatus
pB>J,

does

he who

for he, viz. before reflecting, closed

(suggested by Melri)

his lips together

it

;

:

est (erit) labia,

DTISK>,

nearer.

besides

of connecting (laying

together) (vid. Ps. lxxviii. 9), to equip (arm) oneself therewith ;
but the meaning arising from thence : with the lips he arms

...

himself

Labra

direct nonsense.

is

osculatur

(i.e.

Fleischer

is

essentially right,

quasi osculum oblatum reddif) qui congrua

Only the question has nothing to do with a kiss
he who asks receives a satisfactory answer, an enlighten-

respondet.

but

if

;

he received a kiss.
The
under cnbi D "i:n, " words of
merited denunciation," according to which the Syr. translates.
Words are meant which are corresponding to the matter and the
circumstances, and suitable for the end (cf. viii. 9).
Such
words are like as if the lips of the inquirer received a kiss from
ing counsel, he experiences

Midrash

as if

it

incorrectly remarks

,

the lips of the answerer.

Ver. 27. Warning against the establishing of a household

where the previous conditions are wanting
Set in order thy work without,
And make it ready for thyself beforehand in the
After that then mayest thou build thine house.

The interchange

of

pn? and

Chron.

field-labour, 1

rnfra

xxvii. 26,

is

fields,

shows that by Tj&n TQvbo
meant, pan, used of ar-

rangement, procuring, here with rosoo, signifies the setting in
In the
order of the work, viz. the cultivation of the field.
parallel

missible

member,
:

make

iTlflJ?,

carrying also

preparations

(LXX.,

its

object, in itself

Syr.)

;

is

ad-

but the punctua-

on the other hand, Jerome and Luther
•"niffj mnj>1) is not worthy of
being contended against set it (the work) in the fields in
readiness, i.e. on the one hand set forward the present necessary work, and on the other hand prepare for that which next
do completely and circumspectly what thy
follows ; thus
tion rfWJ? (Targ., Venet.;

translate as

the words were

if

:

:

calling as

a

husbandman

requires of thee,

—then

mayest thou

go to the building and building up of thy house (yid. at ver.

3,

1
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which not only the building and setting in order of
a convenient dwelling, but also the bringing home of a housewife and the whole setting up of a household belongs ; prosperity
at home is conditioned by this— one fulfils his duty without in

xiv. 1), to

the fields actively and faithfully.

One

begins at the wrong

end when he begins with the building of his house, which is
much rather the result and goal of an intelligent discharge of

The per/., with 1
duty within the .sphere of one's calling.
after a date, such as ins', DJ)D liy, and the like, when things
that will or should be done are spoken of, has the fut. signification of a per/, consec, Gen. iii. 5; Ex. xvi. 6 f ., xvii. 4;
Ewald,

§

344&.

Ver. 28.

Warning

against unnecessary witnessing

to

the

disadvantage of another:
Never be a causeless witness against thy neighbour
shouldest thou use deceit with thy lips ?

;

Aud

The phrase wrr"1 ?

does not

mean

a witness

who appears

against

neighbour without knowledge of the facts of the case, but
one who has no substantial reason for his giving of testimony
D3n means groundless, with reference to the occasion and

his

motive,

iii.

30, xxiii. 29, xxvi. 2.

false witnesses

(LXX.,

Syr.,

Other designations stood for
Rightly Jerome, the

Targ.).

Venet, and Luther, without, however, rendering the gen. connection

Dsmy,

as

it

might have been by the adj.

In 28b, Chajug derives n'fiDrn from nna, to break iu pieces,
to crumble; for he remarks it might stand, with the passing over
of 6 into i, for ninsni [and thou wilt whisper]. But the ancients

had no acquaintance with the laws of sound, and therefore
with naive arbitrariness regarded all as possible and Bottcher,
;

indeed, maintains that the Hlphil of nriD
as ninon

;

may

but the former of these forms with

be JVnsn as well
i

could only be

metaplastically possible, and would be n^nsn (vid. Hitzig under

Jer.

xi.

20).

And what

can this Hiph. of nriD mean

%

"

To

(Chajug) is an unheard of expression
and the meanings, to throw out crumbs, viz. crumbs
of words (Bottcher), or to speak with a broken, subdued voice
(Hitzig), are extracted from the rare Arab, fatdfit (fatafit), for
which the lexicographers note the meaning of a secret, moaning
crumble

"

one's

neighbours

;

sound.

When we

see HTiani standing along with TnaB'3, then

CHAP. XXIV.
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29.

we are led to think of nna [to open], xx. 19 Ps.
But we stumble at the interroe. n, which nowhere
appears connected with 1. Ewald therefore purposes to

before

else

all

;

36.

lxxiii.

read JVnan [ an d will open wide] (LXX. firjBe ifkarvvov)
" that thou usest treachery with thy lips " but from nnan, to
make wide open, Gen. ix. 27, " to use treachery " is, only for
;

the flight of imagination, not too wide a distance.
On rn, et
num., one need not stumble ; Kvni, 2 Sam. xv. 35, shows that
the connection of a question by means of 1 is not inadmissible

Ewald himself

takes notice that in the Arab, the connection of

the interrogatives

and

\

with j and t_j

Jjj,

and thus he reaches the explanation
thy

lips,

mony

pollute

i.e.

by

deceit,

This

against others?

by

is

:

wilt

is

common

quite

1
-,

thou befool then by

wanton

inconsiderate,

testi-

the right explanation, which

Ewald

hesitates about only from the fact that the interroc. n
comes in between the 1 consec. and its per/., a thing which is
elsewhere unheard of. But this difficulty is removed by the

syntactic observation, that

the per/, after interrogatives has

often the modal colouring of a conj. or optative,
interrog. pronoun,

Gen.

terrogative particle, as here

where

num

it

to

is

e.g.

after the

and after the in2 Kings xx. 9, iveritne,

xxi. 7, quis dixerit,

be supplied

and

at

(yid. at Isa. xxxviii. 8).

persuaseris (deceperis) labiis

tuis,

Thus

:

et

and shouldest thou prac-

slander with thy lips, for thou bringest thy neighbour,
without need, by thy uncalled for rashness, into disrepute?

tise

" It

a question, dUnakar

is

(cf. xxiii. 5), for

which

(not
\

u,\

usual Arab, interrogative
how, thou wouldest ? one
then permits the inquirer to draw the negative answer " No, I
in the

:

:

will not

do

" (Fleischer).

it

Ver. 29. The following proverb
ject with the foregoing

bour without necessity

:

;

not,

1

We

man

VOL.

II.

;

we

its

sub-

neigh-

to me, so I

do to him

according to his conduct."

use the forms awa, aba, athumm, for

to the copula

evil to his

evil

" As he hath done

I requite the

connected as to

even evil which has been done to one

must not be requited with
Say

is

one ought not to do

we suppose

the interrogative

also say fahad, vid. Mu/axial, p. 941.

K
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On

ground of public

the

justice, the

talio

nearest form of punishment, Lev. xxiv. 19

f.

certainly the

is
;

but even here

the Sinaitic law does not remain in the retortion of the injury

according to

external form

its

(it

manner

in a certain

is

prac-

done to the person and to
property), but places in its stead an atonement measured and
limited after a higher point of view.
On pure moral grounds,
the jus talionis ("as thou to me, so I to thee") has certainly
ticable only with regard to injury

no validity. Here he to whom injustice is done ought to
commit his case to God, xx. 22, and to oppose to evil, not evil
but good he ought not to set himself up as a judge, nor to act
;

as

one standing on a war-footing with his neighbour (Judg. xv.

11); but to take God as his example, who treats the sinner, if
only he seeks it, not in the way of justice, but of grace (Ex.

The

xxxiv. 6f.).

reminds of xxiv. 12.

expression 296

In-

used here, where the speaker points to
a definite person, the phrase K'w.
Jerome, the Venet., and
stead of Q"^?, there

Luther
thus,

translate

C'^

(Ps.

A Mashal

is

to

:

Ixii.

each one, as

if

word were

the

ode of the slothful, in the form of a record of ex-

periences, concludes this second supplement (yid. vol.

man I came
a man devoid

Ver. 30 The field of a slothful

And

the vineyard of

81 And, lo
Its face

And
82 But
I

vocalized

13).

1

saw

was wholly

filled

was covered with

17):

of understanding.

up with thorns

nettles

p.

;

;

wall of stones was. broken down.

its
I

it

i.

past,

looked and directed
it,

my

attention to

and took instruction from

it

it

A little sleep, a little slumber,
A little folding of the hands to rest.

33 "

34 Then cometh thy poverty apace,
And thy want as an armed man.''

The

line 296 with wxb is followed by one with vhx.
The
form of the narrative in which this warning against drowsy
slothfulness is clothed, is like Ps. xxxvii. 35 f.
The distinguishing of different classes of men by b»k and D1K (cf. xxiv.

20)

is

the

first

common
parallel

in proverbial

member,

poetry.

retains its

"fl'UJJ,

at the close of

Pathach unchanged.

The

description: and, lo! (Ham, with Paser, after Thorath Emeth,
p. 34, Anm. 2) it was .
.
refers to the vineyard, for wnss Til
.

CHAP. XXIV.
(its

stone wall, like Isa.

Num.

xxii.

24,

Isa.

20, "its idols of silver")

ii.

v.

5,
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30-34.

the fencing in

like

is,

the vineyard.

of

)?3 njV, totus excreverat (in carduos), refers to this as subject,

Ausonius: apex

cf. in
is

Heb. construction

vitibus assurgit; the

as Isa. v. 6, xxxiv. 13

;

Gesen.

of D , Jle'tpp does not occur

§

133,

Anm.

1,

The

2.

sing.

means properly the
weed which one tears up to cast it aside, for (Arab.) himash is
matter dug out of the ground. 1 The ancients interpret it by
urticce; and ?Vin, plur. Q'Vin (as from inn), R. in, to burn, ap-

tf2>Sj?

pears, indeed, to be the

name

perhaps

;

it

of the nettle; the botanical

name

(Arab.) khullar (beans, pease, at least a leguminous plant)

from

its

sound not Arab., and thus

sounds like Ps. lxxx. 11
the words

(cf. ^>3,

as this passage

is

lies

remote.

Ps. lxxii. 20)

of the

Psalm

2

The Pual

is

*D3

the position of

;

the Syr., Targ.,

;

Jerome, and the Venet. render the construction actively, as if
the word were 1B3.
In ver. 32, Hitzig proposes to read fliriKJ and I stopped
:

(stood
also at

And

still)
ii.

for

but tnx

;

is

trans., not

only at Eccles.

A

what purpose the change?

looking at a

thine;,

after
xlii.

9,

'"itn.Ni, is,

as

but
still.

contemplating and

with which the turning and standing near

here connected, manifestly includes a standing

is

vii.

15: to hold anything fast; not: to hold oneself

commonly

18), the expression

after D'3n (e.g.

still

Job xxxv.

;

flW,

5, cf. Isa.

of a lingering looking at an object

after the attention has been directed to
sions, *33K ntnai are incorrectly

it.

In modern impres-

accentuated; the old editions

have rightly ninKl with R?bia; for not *33X 'fctt, but JTS'K 'OiK
In viii. 17, this prominence of the personal
are connected.
pronoun serves for the expression of reciprocity elsewhere, as
e.g. Gen. xxi. 24, 2 Kings vi. 3, and particularly, frequently in
;

Hosea, this circumstantiality does not make the subject prominent, but the action
that

he

J? rVB>

is,

rightly

makes

;

here the suitable extension denotes
his

comments

at

(Hitzig).

leisure

as at xxii. 17, the turning of attention

and

reflection

;

This is particularly the name of what lies round about on the ground in
the Bedouin tents, and which one takes up from thence (from kamesh,
cogn. pop }Op, ramasser, cf. the journal TJBn, 1871, p. 287J) in modern
1

;

Ar?b., linen and matter of all kinds; vid. Bocthor, under linge and
2 Perhaps 6'xvpa., vid. Lagarde's Gesamm. Abhandl. p. 59.

e'tuffe.
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elsewhere

IMD

npb } to receive a moral,

viii.

10, Jer.

vii.

28,

is

here equivalent to, to abstract, deduce one from a fact, to take
In vers. 33 and 34 there is a reto oneself a lesson from it.
petition of vi. 9, 10.

Thus, as

ver.

33 expresses, the sluggard

the neglected piece of ground belongs, and
speaks
of the
Instead of
ver. 34 places before him the result.
original passage [vi. 9, 10], here j&nnp, of the coming of
to

whom

^P?

and instead of 'spbrip^ here
inbnpi (the Cod. Jaman. has it without the *), which might be
the plene written pausal form of the sing. (yid. at vi. 3, cf. vi.
poverty like an avenging Nemesis

11), but

wants

;

is

more surely regarded

;

as the

plur.

:

thy

or

deficits,

for to thee at one time this, and at another time that,

and finally all things will be wanting. Regarding the variants
l^so and "W (with N in the original passage, here in the
borrowed passage with *), vid. at x. 4. jJ» f^KS is translated
the
in the LXX. by wcnrep a<ya9o<; Spo//.eu? (vid. at vi. 11)
Syr. and Targ. make from it a NTOB K^33, tabellarius, a lettercarrier, coming with the speed of a courier.
1

"}.

;

SECOND COLLECTION OP SOLOMONIC PROVERBS.—
XXV.-XXIX.
The

older Solomonic Book of Proverbs, with its introduction,
and its two supplements, (1) xxii. 17-xxiv. 22, (2) xxiv.
23-34, is now followed by a more modern Solomonic Book of
Proverbs, a second extensive series of no^sr ^D, which the

i.

9,

collector has introduced with the superscription

:

xxv. 1 These also are proverbs of Solomon,

Which

the

men

of Hezekiah the king of

Judah have

collected.

Hezekiah, in his concern for the preservation of the national
"
literature, is the Jewish Pisistratos, and the " men of Hezekiah
are like the collectors of the

poems of Homer, who were em-

ployed by Pisistratos for that purpose.

and

in

mann

Cod. 1294, and

in the editions of

n?S"D3

is

the subject,

Bomberg 1515, Hart-

1595, Nissel, Jablonsky, Michaelis, has Dechi. This
that of the second supplement, xxiv. 23.
The form

title is like

of the

name

njpjn,

abbreviated

from

insprir

(W'prn),

is

not
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2.

favourable to the derivation of the
al

/li&wto?

ahiaicpLTot,

'E^skiov,

<p£\.oi

LXX.

The

themselves.

for

translates

to snatch

riD3,

from the

Amai

collectors

al iraiEetai HdXco-

iii.

17),

a?

i^eypd^avro

which Aquila

has

a?

fierripav

(cf. Jas.

P ,rWn signifies, like

'E^eKiov, Jerome, transtulerunt.

nsah,

title
:

away,

another place; in later Heb.

to
:

take away, to

to transcribe

ot

avSpes

(Arab.)

transfer

from

from one book into

another, to translate from one language into another

:

to take

from another place and place together; the Whence? remains
undetermined: according to the anachronistic rendering of the
Midrash DfiMJO, i.e. from the Apocrypha according to Hitzig,
from the mouths of the people more correctly Euchel and
others
from their scattered condition, partly oral, partly
;

;

:

in Deutsch - Morgenl.
p^rijjn, Zunz,
and regarding the whole title, vol. i. pp.
regarding the forms of proverbs in this second collection,
regarding their relation to the first, and their end
p. 17

written.

regarding

Vid.

Zeitsch. xxv. 147
5,

6

vol.

;

i.

f.,

;

and aim,
verbs

vol.

a

is

pp.

i.

Book

The

25, 26.

and

for Youth,

this

first

Collection

of Pro-

second a Book for the

People.
Ver. 2. It
it

is

characteristic of the purpose of the

begins with proverbs of the king
It is the glory of

And

That which
in itself,

:

to conceal a thing

;

the glory of the king to search out a matter.

is

the glory of

God and

the glory of the king

and that by which they acquire glory, stand here

The

contrasted.

matter,

God

book that

i.e.

glory of

to place before

God consists in this, to conceal a
men mystery upon mystery, in which

they become conscious of the limitation and insufficiency of
their knowledge, so that they are constrained to acknowledge,
Deut, xxix. 28, that " secret things belong unto the Lord our

God." There are many things that are hidden and are known
only to God, and we must be contented with that which He
1
The honour of kings, on
sees it good to make known to us.
the contrary,
(xi. 14),
iii.

and

as pilots have to steer the ship of the state
supreme judges to administer justice (1 Kings

who
as

matter,
9), consists in this, to search out a

i.e.

Cf von Lasaulx, Philosophie der Gescliichte, p. 128
love to conceal the beginning of things."
1

.

f.

:

to place in the

" God and Nature
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light things that are problematical
in

and subjects

of controversy,

conformity with their high position, with surpassing

intelli-

gence, and, in conformity with their responsibility, with con-

The' thought that

scientious zeal.
veil

Himself

in secrecy (Isa. Iv.

it

15;

is

cf. 1

God

the glory of

Kings

viii.

to

and

12),

of the king, on the contrary, not to surround himself with an

impenetrable nimbus, and
ness,

—

to

withdraw into inaccessible remote-

thought does not, immediately at

this

proverb, which refers that which

concealment of certain things, seeks
is

lie

in the

contrary,

its

Also that God, by the

not to the person, but to a matter.
research,

least,

concealed, and

is

to excite to activity

human

not said in this proverb; for 2b does not speak of

the honour of wise men, but of kings

thus does not refer to that which
the honour of

God

at the

is

same time

;

the searching out, 26,

veiled

by God.

But

the honour of the king as well as the welfare of his people,

be thought

human

of,

the proverb states that

God and

welfare in very different ways,

true state

is

to

the king promote

— God,

by concealing

that which sets limits to the knowledge of man, that he

be uplifted

since

men, and

as the welfare of

may

not

and the king, by research, which brings out the
of the matter, and thereby guards the political and
;

social condition against

threatening danger, secret injuries, and

the ban of offences unatoned

for.
This proverb, regarding
the difference between that which constitutes the honour of
God and of the king, is followed by one which refers to that in

which the honour of both

is alike.

Ver. 3 The heavens in height, and the earth in depth,
And the heart of kings are unsearchable.

This

is

lulum

a proverb in the priainel-fonn, vid. p. 13.
consists of three subjects to

The praeamwhich the predicate ">i?n pK

[=no searching out] is common.
"As it is impossible to
search through the heavens and through the earth, so it is also
impossible to search the hearts of common men (like the earth),
and the hearts of kings (like the heavens) " (Fleischer). The
meaning, however,

is simple.
Three unsearchable things are
the heavens, with reference to their height,
stretching into the impenetrable distance ; the earth, in respect
to its depth, reaching down into the immeasurable abyss
and
;

placed together

the heart of

:

kings— it

is

this third

thing which the proverb

CHAP. XXV.
particularly aims at

—which

4,

151

5.

and especially with

in themselves,

that which goes on in their depths, are impenetrable and un-

The proverb

searchable.

is

a warning against the delusion of

being flattered by the favour of the king, which may, before
one thinks of it, be withdrawn or changed even into the contrary; and a counsel to one to take heed to his words and acts,

and

to see to

that he

it

is

influenced by higher motives than by

the fallacious calculation of the impression on the view and
disposition of the king.

of the reference, as

but like Isa. xxvi. 19,
only in the st. constr.

now

There
tetrastich

The

e.g. at

2

b in

both cases

Ohron.

ix. 22.

Ixv. 17, for H.N1,

follows

the expression

is

pNJ,

not=p«ni,

which generally occurs

an emblematic

(vid.

vol.

i.

10)

p.

:

away the dross from silver,
So there is ready a vessel for the goldsmith
5 Take away the wicked from the king,

Ver. 4 Take

And

his throne is established

by

righteousness.

fan (cf. the inf. Poal fan, Isa. Iix. 13) is regarded by
Schultens as showing a ground-form OT ; but there is also
found e.g. voy, whose ground-form is ^V the verb njn R. jn

The form

;

(whence Arab,
2 Sam. xx. 13

hajr, discedere), cf.

=

Syr. dwagy,

cf.

abstain from), signifies to separate,

fl£

;

(whence

run,

semovit,

Arab, dwjay, to withhold, to
withdraw; here, of the sepathe dross

regarding the

ration of the

DT?, the

plena
goldsmith

Ausg. des Jesaia, under i. 22) ; the
designated by the word t\?i, from ff^, to turn,

seriptio,
is

Baer's

refuse,

i.e.

(vid.

krit.

change, as he who changes the as yet drossy metal by means of
smelting, or by purification in water, into that which is pure.
In 5a mn is, as at Isa. xxvii. 8, transferred to a process of moral

what kind of persons are to be removed from the
Here
is shown by Isa. i. 22, 23.
Isa. I.e.) the emblem or figure of ver. 4 is followed

purification

;

neighbourhood of the king
also (as at

in ver. 5

by

both verses

its
is

moral antitype aimed at. The punctuation of
In ver. 4, s«n
wonderfully fine and excellent.

KS.5 ; this
not pointed $)>% but as the consecutive modus
process
of art
well-known
part of the proverb refers to a

first

is

dross

and

is

so

separated from

a vessel

:

the

the silver (inf. absol., as xii. 7, xv. 22),

(utensil) proceeds

from the goldsmith, for he
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manufactures pure

silver

;

tlie ? is

here similarly used as the

designation of the subject in the passive,
ver. 5,

on the contrary,

but the word

Ji3?1

(13>1) is

xiii. 13, xiv. 20.
In
not the punctuation used,

pointed indicatively ]^\\; this second part of

is

the proverb expresses a moral

the imperative, Gesen.

§

demand

(inf. absol. in

the sense of

131, 4& like xvii. 12, or an optative or

concessive conjunction): let the godless be removed, :pO

'OBp,

not from the neighbourhood of the king, for which the
words are "pE VJ??? ; also not those standing before the king,

i.e.

i.e.

neighbourhood (Ewald, Bertheau)

in his closest

;

but since,

in the absolute, njn,

no t an act of another in the interest of the
king, but of the king himself, is thought of : let the godless be

removed from before the king, i.e. because he administers justice
(Hitzig), or more generally: because after that Psalm (ci.),
which is the " mirror of princes," he does not suffer him to come
into his presence.
P"]-??

(xvi. 12)

;

Accordingly, the punctuation

because such righteousness

is

meant

is

P1S3, not

as separates

Jffih from it and itself from him, as Isa. xvi. 5 (yid. Hitzig),
where the punctuation of ipn? denotes that favour towards
Moab seeking protection. There now follows a second proverb with "pD, as the one just explained was a second with
a warning against arrogance before kings and nobles.
D'ata

the

:

Ver. 6 Display not thyself before the king,

And approach not to the place of the great.
7 For better that one say to thee, " Come up hither,"
Than that they humble thee before a prince,
Whom thioe eyes had seen.

The

D7/13 are those, like xviii. 16, who by virtue of their
descent and their office occupy a lofty place of honour in the
court and in the state. 3HJ (yid. under viii. 16) is the noble in

and the nobleman by birth, a general designation
which comprehends the king and the princes. The Hithpa.
Tinriii s like the reflex forms xii. 9, xiii.
7, for it signifies to
disposition

;

conduct oneself as "OTn

one highly distinguished.
it

r ~nrn {yid.
"1DJ>

xx. 29), to play the part of
has, 6b, its nearest signification :

denotes, not like 33H, standing

still,

but approaching

The
wisdom, Luke

to,

e.g.

reason given in ver. 7 harmonizes with the rule
of
xiv. 10 f. : better is the sayino- to thee i.e. that
one say to thee (Ewald, § 304&), nan <n^ so the Olewejored is

Jer.

vii. 2.

(
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8-10.

to be placed), irpoaavd^r]9i dvcorepov (thus in

one humble thee aH3

"ps^,

not

:

Luke), than that

because of a prince (Hitzig),

nowhere means either pro (xvii. 18) or propter, but
before a prince, so that thou must yield to him (cf. xiv. 19),
before him whom thine eyes had seen, so that thou art not

for 'OS?

excused

thou takest up the place appropriate to him.

if

interpreters

are

at a loss to explain

" which thine eyes must see," and Schultens
tui.

Most
Luther

relative.

this

:

ut videant oculi

Michaelis, syntactically admissible: quern videre gestiverunt

oculi tui, viz. to

the request
Fleischer

:

come near

to

him, according to Bertheau, with

that he receives

before the king by

some high

whom

Otherwise

office.

thou and thine are seen,

much the more felt is the humiliation when it comes upon
one after he has pressed so far forward that he can be perceived
by the king. But 3H3 is not specially the king, but any distinguished personage whose place he who has pressed forward
has taken up, and from which he must now withdraw when the

so

right possessor of

never used

comes and

it

lays claim to his place.

Elsewhere

without emphasis.

in poetry

"IB>N

it

is

is

equi-

valent to ovTova, quippe quern, here equivalent to ovirep, quern

Thine eyes have seen him

quidem.

in the

company, and thou

canst say to thyself, this place belongs to him, according to his

rank, and not to thee,

— the humiliation which thou endurest

thus well deserved, because, with eyes to

The LXX.,

Symmachus (who

Syr.,

is

thou wert so blind.

see,

reads 8a,

a'l?, eis

7rXij0o?),

and Jerome, refer the words "

whom

the proverb following

does not appropriately belong to

;

but

"IK>N

thine eyes

" to

had seen

the beginning of a proverb, and on the supposition that the

word yrP

generally adopted, except by

is

Symmachus, they

also heterogeneous to the following proverb

Ver. 8

Go not
That

forth hastily to

it

may

are

:

strife,

not be said, "

What

wilt thou do in the

end

thereof,

When now

thy neighbour bringeth disgrace upon thee

9 Art thou striving with thy neighhour

But

disclose not the secret of another

10 That he

And

Whether an

who

heareth

thine evil
1
in a "^

it

may

?

?

"

strive with him,

;

not despise thee,

name depart no more.

is infin.,

as at

Judg.

xxi. 22, or sabst., as at
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2 Chron. xix. 8,

not decided

is

As

harmonize.

little

may

it

ad litigandum and ad

:

litem

be said whether in N>'R"?^ [go not

going out to the gate (court of justice), or to the place
where he is to be met who is to be called to account, is to be
thought of in no respect is the sense metaphorical let not
thyself transgress the bounds of moderation, ne te lat'sse pas emporter; yb fcW is correlate to 31"^ Ni3, Judg. xxi. 22. The use of
Euchel and Lowenstein regard it as
13 in 8b is unprecedented.
forth], a

:

;

but njs does not signify this,
it (test it)
Dn
does not show the possibility of an
and the interjectional
The conj. JS is the concertainly
not [S (JS).
imper. Kal |3, and
necting form of an original subst. (=panj), which signifies a
turning away. It is mostly connected with the future, according to which Nolde, Oetinger, Ewald, and Bertheau explain no
In itself, it may,
indefinite, something, viz. unbecoming.
perhaps, be possible that no ;a was used in the sense of ne quid

an imper.

(Venet.

:

reflect

firj-n-ore

upon

n)

something bad,"

;

is

;

but "to do something," for "to commit
improbable ; also in that case we would

expect the words to be thus

Sam.

interrogative, as at 1
sion

is

not to

brachylogical

:

no

jnn

much

;a.

Thus no

will

be an

and the expres-

that thou comest not into the situation

:

know what thou oughtest

mt5>J& no), or

nb>yn

xx. 10 {vid. Keil),

to

do (Rasbi

:

jnn vb

,

Ti>

Nan

|a

rather anakoluth.; for instead of saying

shunning this unusual &6 JB, adopts
:
that it may not be said at the
end thereof (viz. of the strife) what wilt thou do 1 (Umbreit,
Stier, Elster, Hitzig, and Zockler.)
This extreme perplexity
would occur if thy neighbour (with whom thou disputest
so eagerly and unjustly) put thee to shame, so that thou
standest confounded (D^a, properly to hurt, French blesser).
If now the summons 9a follows this warning against going out

TmtqfarfiD

&6'|B, the poet,

at once the interrogative

form

:

for the purpose of strife

fight out thy conflict with thy neigh:
bour, then 13n, set forth with emphasis, denotes not such a
strife as one is surprised into, but that into which one is drawn,

and the tuam

in

causam tuam

is

accented

in so far as

95

localizes

the strife to the personal relation of the two, and warns ao-ainst
the drawing in of an "ins, i.e. in this case, of a third person
and expose not the secret of another «H"ta (after Michhl
:

130a, and Ben-Bileam,

who places

the

word under the a"D3 pnna»
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is

vocalized with Pathach on

in correct texts).

One ought

as material of proof
to

him by

as

i,
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11.

Cod. 1294, and elsewhere

is

not to bring forward in a dispute,

and means of

acquittal, secrets entrusted

another, or secrets which one

knows regarding

the

and conduct of another; for such faithlessness and
gossiping affix a stigma on him who avails himself of them, in
position

the public estimation, ver. 10

blame thee

("lBrir=

Aram.

;

who

that he

hears

it

may

not

IBn, vid. under xiv. 34), and the evil

report concerning thee continue without recall.

nunquam

Fleischer

:

ne

hominum
propagari, with the remark, " in nai, which properly means a
stealthy creeping on of the rumour, and in at!> lies a (Arab.)
infamia tua non recedat

tarshyh"

i.e.

i. e.

desinat per ora

the two ideas stand in an interchangeable relation

with a play upon the words

:

the evil rumour, once put in cir-

culation, will not again retrace its steps

;

but, on the contrary,

as Virgil says
Mobilitate viget viresque acquirit eundo.

In

fact,

every other can sooner rehabilitate himself in the public

estimation than he

who

is

regarded as a prattler,

who can keep

no secret, or as one so devoid of character that he makes public
what he ought to keep silent, if he can make any use of it in
his own interest.
In regard to such an one, the words are continually applicable, hie niger est, hunc he, Romane, caveto, xx. 19.
The LXX. has, instead of ~\T\T\) 10b, read "jrnnei, and translated it with the addition of a long appendix

:

"

They

quarrel,

and
Kindness and friendship deliver, let these preserve thee, that
thou mayest not become one meriting reproaches (Jerome ne
exprobrabilis fias), but guard thy ways, eucrwaXXaKTaj?."
hostilities will not cease, but will be to thee like death.

:

The

first

emblematical distich of this collection

now

follows:

Ver. 11 Golden apples in silver salvers.

A word spoken according to its circumstances.

^

and the Targ. laM
and that which is represented are not placed in so appropriate a relation as by "Cn ,i:n
the wonderfully penetrating expression of the text, which is

The

Syr. and

Jerome

vocalize "i:n

"0'"i,

;

both are admissible, but the figure

rendered by the traditional nikkud, agrees here with the often
The defective
occurring ~Ch (= ^"VP), also its passive iWi.
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writing
prefer

is like, e.g.,

"iifl

= "if? ?

plur. ''man,

1

noa, Ps.

not used, arises

is

and gives no authority to
That ^a*!, corresponding to the
from this, that nan is here mani-

cxii. 7,

(Bottcher).

word without connection, but a sentence of motive,
For VJaN-pjf, the meaning of
contents, and aim united.
toya presents itself from xv. 23, according to which, among the
old interpreters, Symmachus, Jerome, and Luther render " at

festly not a

its

Abulwalid compared the Arab, diffan (dibban,

time."

'iffan,

shown

whence

'aly 'iffanihi, justo tempore),

in his Synon. der Zeitbegriffe, p.

also

which, as Orelli has

21

f.,

comes from the

(from within) going out, time as consisting
of individual moments, the one of which drives on the other,
roots

af ab,

to drive

and thus denotes time as a course of succession.
hesitate as to the prep.

?J>,

for D'oaN would,

One may

not

like niny, denote the

circumstances, the relations of the time, and rV would, as e.g. in
"PJ? and VnavPy, have the meaning of koto,. But the form
V3DN, which like VOSn, Lev. xvi. 12, sounds dualistic, appears to

oppose

this.

Hitzig supposes that D^SX

as a circle, with reference to the

may

designate the time

two arches projecting

in oppo-

but uniting themselves together; but the circle
describes runs out from one point, and, moreover,

site directions,

which tinre
the Arab, names for time dfaf,
change with diffan, show that

difaf,
this

and the

like,

which

inter-

does not proceed from the

Ewald and others take for VJSN the
meaning of wheels (the Tenet., after Ivimchi, eVi tcov rpo^wv
avTrjs), whereby the form is to be interpreted as dual of I?S =
ISiN, " a word driven on its wheels,"
so Ewald explains
as the
idea of circular motion.

—

:

potter quickly and neatly forms a vessel on his wheels, thus a

and quickly framed word. But iai signifies to drive cattle
to cause words to follow one another (cf. Arab.
and to speak
flow of words), but not to drive
sydi, pressing on
to fashion
fit

=

=

=

in that artisan sense.

Otherwise Bottcher,

" a word

fitly

spoken, a pair of wheels perfect in their motion," to which he
compares the common people " in their jesting," and adduces all

kinds of heterogeneous things partly already rejected by Orelli
(e.g.

the

dation).

Homeric eWpoxdoV, which is certainly no commenBut "jesting" is not appropriate here; for what man

conceives of

human

speech as a carriage, one only sometimes
to a sledge, or says of him that he

compares that of a babbler
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11.

1
shoves the cart into the mud.

is

a dual

It

?

may

Is it then thus decided that Vjas
be also like VV? N, the plur. especially in the

adverbial expression before us, which readily carried the abbreit (vid. Gesen. Lehrgebr. § 134, Anm. 17).
On this
supposition, Orelli interprets |BK from |2N, to turn, in the sense

viation with

of turning about, circumstances, and reminds of this, that in the

Heb. this word is used as indefinitely as Tj0O7ro?, e.g.
quodammodo (vid. Reland's Analecta Habbinica, 172o,
This late Talm. usage of the word can, indeed, signify
p. 126).
nothing as to the bibl. word
but that C?BN, abbreviated
D^ex, can mean circumstances, is warranted by the synon.

post.-bibl.
riD (D1S3,

;

Aquila and Theodotion appear

niliN.
it,

for their eVt appo^ovcnv avrw,

the colourless oi/tco? of the
stances,

accordance

in

LXX.,

therewith.

to have thus understood
which they substitute for
signifies
under the circum:

So

Orelli

thus

rightly

defines: "D'OSN denote the dhwdl, circumstances and conditions,
as they form themselves in each turning of time, and those
which are ascribed to "OT by the suffix are those to which it is
proper, and to which it fits in.
Consequently a word is commended which is spoken whenever the precise time arrives to
which it is adapted, a word which is thus spoken at its time as

well as at

which

is

its

Dyk, fay mahllah), and the grace
Aben Ezra's explanation, D'OB

place (van

thereby heightened."

d"lN"in, in the

of
by

approved way, follows the opinion of Abulwalld

and Parchon, that ViSN is equivalent to V:S (cf. aly wajhihi, sua
which is only so far true, that both words are derived
from E. JD, to turn. In the figure, it is questionable whether
by 3nj nisri apples of gold, or gold-coloured apples, are meant
(Luther: as pomegranates and citrons); thus oranges are
ratione),

,

J

meant, as at Zech.
f|D3,

iv.

12.

3HJH denotes golden

besides, signifies a metallic substance,

oil.

under the necessity of thinking of apples of gold
brazen pomegranates.

But (1)

Since

one appears to be
;

cf.

the

apples of gold of natural size

and massiveness are obviously too great

to

that such artistic productions are meant

;

make

it

probable

(2) the material of

1
It is something different when the weaver's beam, minwal in Arab., is
metaph. for kind and manner they are 'aly minwal wahad, is equivalent to
they are of a like calibre, Arab, kalib, which is derived from x,Khixwt
:

(xa7.o3-o'S<o»),

a shoemaker's

last.
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emblem
emblem

the
the

usually not of less value than that of which

is

(Fleischer)

paring words with flowers and

fruits, x.

31,

14,

xii.

it is

com-

(3) the Scriptures are fond of

;

xiii.

2,

and to the essence of the word which is rooted in the
and buds and grows up to maturity through the mouth

xviii. 20,
spirit,

and the

the comparison with natural fruits corresponds

lips,

any case than with artificial. Thns, then, we interpret
" golden apples " as the poetic name for oranges, aurea mala,

better in

name

which with reference to or (gold) was
French name orange, as our pomeranze is
riVSB'D is the plur. of JVSC'a,
equivalent to pornum aurantium.
already explained, xviii. 11
the word is connected neither
with 'HptJ', to twist, wreathe (Ewald, with most Jewish interx
preters ), nor with nab", to pierce, infigere (Redslob, vid. under
Ps. lxxiii. 7)
it signifies medal or ornament, from ilSC*, to
behold (cf. •tOB', 0ea = Oiafia, Isa. ii. 6), here a vessel which is
the Indian

changed

of

into the

;

;

In general the Venet. rightly, iv

a delight to the eyes.

Symmachusand Theodotion, more

fiaaiv apyvpov;

in

with the fundamental idea, iv Trepi^kemoi'; apyipov

and Targ.

specially

:

in vessels of

Hi, to draw, to extend)
opfiiaicq)

;

the Syr.

embossed work City, from

yet more specially the

LXX.,

iv

aaphiov, on a chain of cornelian stone, for which, per-

haps, eV

<f>opfiiaicq>

the original

is

;

fiop(pa>-

accordance

translates

by

(Jager) apyvplov,

pjr\ka

leclis argenteis,

ypvaov iv

a little silver basket,

oYo-koi? apyv<f>iov.

93,

c.

Jerome

:

in

have fallen into the error of taking aco
Hitzig here emends a self-made a,ira% ~Ke.y.

appears

for a3B»B, lectus.

in

Aquila, after Bereschith raliba

phrase.

to

Luther's "golden apples in silver baskets"

be preferred. 2
A piece of sculpture which represents frnit by golden little disks
or points within groups of leaves is not meant,
for the proverb
does not speak of such pretty little apples,
but golden oranges

—

are meant.
1

On

to

is

—

A word in accordance with the circumstances which

this proceeds also the beautiful interpretation

preface to

More Nebuchim : Maskiyyoth

by Maimurji

in the

sont des ciselures re'ticulaires, etc.,

according to Munk's translation from the Arab, text, vid. Kohut's Pers.
Pentateuch- Uebers. (1871), p. 356.
Accordingly Jewish interpreters
Elia Wilna) understand under VJDX the four kiuds of writing
tX'D,
:

C'lVI,
2

and tid, whieh are comprehended under the memorial word DTlD.
Goethe's, vid. Biichmaun's Gefliiaelte Worte

A favourite expression of

1G88.

(e.g.

TID1
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occasion

it, is

like

silver salvers or

another figure

on

golden oranges which are handed round

cant;

Such

silver waiters.

we might

the situation into which

it

The comparison

frame.
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12.

word

a

say, like a well-executed picture,

appropriately

with fruit

is,

fits

in

as adopting

is,

and

like its elegant

is

however, more

signifi-

designates the right word as a delightful gift, in a
which heightens its impression and its influences.
it

way

Ver. 12. Another proverb continues the commendation of
the effective word; for it represents, in emblem, the inter-

changeable relation of speaker and hearer

A
A

:

golden earring and an ornament of fine gold
wise preacher to an ear that heareth
;

former two ornaments form a beautiful ensemble, so
the latter two, the wise preacher of morality and an attentive
ear, form a harmonious whole
*?$, down upon, is explained by
Dent, xxxii. 2. DW, at xi. 12, standing along with ejND, meant
i.e.,

as the

:

a ring for the nose but here, as elsewhere, it means an earring (LXX., Jerome, Venet.), translated by the Syr. and Targ.
by NBHp, because it serves as a talisman.
ring for the nose 1
;

A

cannot also be here thought

emblem

of the attentive ear

of,
:

because this ornament

is

an

willingly accepted chastisement

an ear-ornament to him who hears (Stier).
which consists in rightly
dividing the word of truth, 2 Tim. ii. 15, is as an ornament for
the neck or the breast vH (= Arab, khaly, fern, flvn = Mlyt),
or instruction

But the

is

gift of the wise preacher,

of fine gold (203, jewel, then particularly precious gold, from
003, Arab, fcatam, recondere). 2

The

Venet. well

:

koo-jiio?

airvpo-

1 Vid.
Geiger's Zeitschrift, 1872, pp. 45-48, where it is endeavoured to
be shown that DM, as an earring, is rejected from the later biblical literature, because it had become " an object used in the worship of idols," and
that the word was used only of a ring for the nose as a permissible ornameut, while ^jy was used for the earring. But that does not apply to

the Solomonic era
ring for the nose,

;

is

for that, in the passage under review,

only a supposition of Geiger's, because

DH
it

signifies a

accords with

bis construction of history.
2 Hitzig compares Arab, kumet ; but this means bayard, as Lagarde remarks, the Greek xoputllo;; and if by DJlD gold foxes (gold money) are to be
thought of, yet they have nothing whatever to do with bayards (red-brown
horses) cf Boehmer, de colorum nominibus equinorum, in his Roman. Stud.
;

Heft

2,

.

1872, p. 285.
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Xpvaov

(fine gold)

on the contrary (perhaps in want of another

;

is translated, by the LXX. and Syr., by
by the Targ., by emerald and by Jerome, by mar1
garitum.
It looks well when two stand together, the one of
whom has golden earrings, and the other wears a yet more
such a beautiful mutual relationship
precious golden necklace

name

for gold),

sardine

Dm

;

;

—

is

formed by a wise speaker and a hearer who

listens to his

admonitions.

Ver. 13. The following comparative tristich refers to faithful
service rendered

by words

:

Like the coolness of snow on a harvest day
Is a faithful messenger to them that send him
He refresheth the soul of his master.

The

coolness (nax from

of a fall of snow,

in

snow

to be cool) of

J3V, J3V,

which

is

not that

the time of harvest would be a

calamity, but of drink cooled with snow, which was brought
from Lebanon or elsewhere, from the clefts of the rocks the
peasants of Damascus store up the winter's snow in a cleft of
the mountains, and convey it in the warm months to Damascus
and the coast towns.
Such a refreshment is a faithful
messenger (yid. regarding "VV, xiii. 17, here following "VVJ3 as
a kind of echo) to them that send hiin (yid. regarding this plur.
he refreshes, namely (l explicativum, as
at x. 26, cf. xxii. 21)
;

;

e.g.

Ezek.

xviii. 19,

11, different

etenim filius, like the

from the

1

1

et

quidem, Mai.

i.

of conditional clause xxiii. 3), the soul

of his master; for the answer which he brines to his master
refreshes him, as does a drink of snow-cooled water on a hot

harvest day.

Ver. 14. This proverb relates to the word which promises

much, but remains unaccomplished

:

Clouds and wind, and yet no rain
A man who boasteth with a false gift.

Incorrectly the
in the

LXX.

and Targ. refer the predicate contained

concluding word of the

first line to all

the three subjects

;

and equally incorrectly Hitzig, with Heidenheim, interprets
ipts> nnn, of a gift that has been received of which one boasts,
1 Another
Greek translates whum? xpvaq. This sriVsw*? is a philological
mystery, the solution of which has been attempted by Bochart, Letronne,

and

Field.
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although

in reality of

it is

mise a gift

is

not at

bread which, as

no value, because by a lying pro-

But as D'ara Dni', xxiii. 3,
who eats it, so "ipB> nriD

obtained.

all
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15.

were, deceives him

it

is

is

a gift which amounts to a

lie, i.e. a deceitful pretence.
Rightly
promissa non complens. In the Arab.
which Fleischer compares, the figure 14a and its counter-

Jerome
salid,

:

vir gloriosus et

part 145 are amalgamated, for this word signifies both a boaster

and a cloud, which is, as it were, boastful, which thunders
much, but rains only sparsely or not at all. Similar is the
Arab, khullab, clouds which send forth lightning, and which
thunder, but yet give no rain we say to one, magno promissor
;

thou art (Arab.) kabarakn khullabin, i.e. as Lane trans" Thou art only like lightning with which is no rain."
lates it
Schultens refers to this proverbial Arabic, fulraen nubis inhiatu

:

:

Liberality

fecundce.
25.

xi.

saying
es

is

called (Arab.) nadnay, as a watering, cf.

The proverb belongs to this circle of figures.
of the German peasants, " Wenn es sich wolket,

regnen " [when

it

is

It

is

a

so will

cloudy, then there will be rain]

;

but

according to another saying, "nicht alle Wolken regnen" [it is
" There are clouds and
not every cloud that yields rain],

wind without rain."
Three proverbs follow, which have

this in

common,

that they

exhort to moderation

By forbearance is a judge won over,
And a gentle tongue breaketh the bone.

Ver. 15

T"ipT

(vid. vi.

7)

does not denote any kind of distinguished

person, but a judge or a person occupying a high official posi-

And

tion.

rina does not here

but, like Jer. xx.
able to one
ness,

;

7, to

mean,

to talk over or delude;

persuade, to win over, to

for D]3K TpK (vid. xiv. 29)

is

make

not breaking out into wrath, which finally

who has become
disgrace, is one who

favour-

dispassionate calm-

makes

it

manifest that he

the object of accusation,

suspicion, or of

nevertheless has right on

his side; for indecent, boisterous passion injures

even a just

cause; while, on the contrary, a quiet, composed, thoughtful
behaviour, which is not embarrassed by injustice, either experienced or threatened, in the end secures a decision in our
favour.

" Patience overcomes "

gentle tongue (cf.

VOL.

II.

^,

xv. 1)

is

is

an old saying.

The

soft,

the opposite of a passionate,

L
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sharp, coarse one, which only the more increases the resistance
which it seeks to overcome. " Patience," says a German proverb, " breaks iron

= Dsy,

(ona

which

another says, " Patience is stronger than
a gentle tongue breaketh the bone
:

it softens and breaks to pieces that
Sudden anger makes the evil still worse

as at xvii. 22),

hardest.

is

"

;

So here

a diamond."

on the contrary, operates convincingly cutting,
immoderate language, embitters and drives away gentle words,
on the contrary, persuade, if not immediately, yet by this, that
long-suffering,

;

;

they remain as

it

were unchangeable.
way of showing self-control:

Ver. 16. Another

Hast thou found honey? eat thy enough,
Lest thou be surfeited with it, and vomit it up.

Honey

is

pleasant, salutary,

and thus

xxiv. 13, but ne quid nimis.

ai/Tov KaX fieKvro<i to irKeov earl j(pKrj )

immoderately

is

as bitter as gall

honges sueze erdriuzet sd

mans

;

be eaten sparingly,
unwholesome, 27a:

to

Too much

is

i.e.

or, as

even honey enjoyed

Freidank says

des

:

ze viel geniuzet [the sweetness of

honey offends when one partakes too much of it]. Eat if thou
hast found any in the forest or the mountains, ^[, thy enough

(LXX.
appeases

to Ikovov
thine

the Venet. to apicovv

;

appetite,

croi),

as

i.e.

that thou mayest not

much

become

as

sur-

and vomit it out (iHNpni with Tsere, and K quiesc, as
Sam. xiv. 10; vid. Michlol 116a, and Parchon under Nip).
Fleischer, Ewald, Hitzig, and others, place vers. 16 and 17
together, so as to form an emblematic tetrastich
but he who

feited
at 2

;

he who willingly enjoys,
and in 17, he to whom it is given to enjoy without his will;
and is not, then, ver. 16 a sentence complete in itself in meaning? That it is not to be understood in a purely dietetic
is

surfeited

is

certainly, in ver.

16,

sense (although thus interpreted
is

it is a rule not to be despised),
can suffer injury from the noblest of
he overload his stomach therewith, so in the sphere

As one

self-evident.

food

if

of science, instruction, edification, there

loading of the

mind

;

we ought

to

is an injurious overmeasure what we receive by

our spiritual want, the right distribution of enjoyment and
and the degree of our ability to change it in succum et

labour,

sanguinem,

an

—

evil to us.

else

it

at last

awakens

in us dislike,

and becomes
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17, 18.

Ver. 17. This proverb is of a kindred character to the fore" If thy comrade eats honey," says an Arabic proverb

going.

quoted by Hitzig, " do not lick

honey

But the emblem

up."

it all

of

not continued in this verse

is

Make

rare thy foot in thy neighbour's house,
Lest he be satiated with thee, and hate thee.

To make

one's foot rare or dear

equivalent to
includes

in

n?3;

1\?)~j

to enter

itself

it

the

from a neighbour's house

seldom, and not too frequently
of keeping at a distance

idea

Symmachus, wroaTetkov; and another:

and

crov),

:

t?

has the sense of the Arab,

parative, as at Isa,

xiii.

12

'an,

regard thy

:

and

visit

The

house of a neighbour (Heidenheim).

significant as to the relation of friend to friend,

may

love

be turned into hatred by too

too great fondness.

whom we

But

*|Sn is

much

is

"ij?1n

(Targ.

(pi/xaa-ov iroSa

is

not the com-

dearer than the

proverb also

is

whose reciprocal
intercourse

and

including a friend, any one with

stand in any kind of intercourse.

seeks to be of esteem," says a

;

German

"Let him who

proverb, "

come seldom

;"

and that may be said with reference to him whom his heart
draws to another, and also to him who would be of use to another
by drawing him out of the false way and guiding on the right

—a

showing of esteem, a confirming of love by visiting,
degenerate into forwardness which appears as
burdensome servility, as indiscreet self-enjoyment nor into a

path,

should

not

;

restless impetuosity,

which seeks

at

once

by force

to gain

which one should allow gradually to ripen.
Vers. 18-22. This group of proverbs has the word
of them, connecting

them

together.

The

JJ"]

in

that

each

of the group

first

represents a false tongue
Ver. 18

An

emblematic,

verb
is

A hammer, and a sword,
A man that beareth false

;

the

for 18a

is

or, as

and a sharp arrow
witness against his neighbour.

we might

also say,

an iconological pro-

a quodlibet of instruments of murder, and 18£>

subscription under

murder accomplish,

is

it

done

:

him

bears false witness against

that which these

to his

weapons of

neighbour by a

—he ruins

man who

his estate, takes

away

he murders him, at one time more
at one time
grossly, at another time with more refinement
slowly, at another time more quickly. r?? } from pa, is equivahis honour,

but yet more

:

;
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from

lent to J'BO, and fBO

f?3

;

the Syr. and Targ. have instead
the word KJH B on which Hitzig

Njma (Kjna) from JHB

= 3JV2

builds a conjecture,

an error of transcription

is

;

,

Lagarde

(yid.

and Levy). The expression, 185, is from the decalogue, Ex.
It is for the most part translated the
xx. 16; Deut. v. 17.
same here as there he who speaks against his neighbour as a
But rightly the LXX., Jerome, the VeneL,
false witness.
and Luther false testimony. As *?$ signifies both that which
:

:

=

=

God, so IV signifies
power, and Him who is mighty
mighty
both him who bears testimony and the testimony that is borne,
properly that which repeats itself and thereby strengthens itself

is

we say *1JJ
the judge who asks,
accordingly

unasked)

n:jf,

—

(Jerome, pro

rujj,

is,

Deut. xxxi. 21, i.e. as evidence
prep. 3 with this TO has

A worthless tooth
Trust in a faithless

i"!jn

for

how

(with

Mercha on the antepenult),

certainly not a subst.

in 1

which

«"i,

Bottch.

;

§

Gen.

Isa. xxix. 19,

njn here (about the tone

:

strange such a designation of a worthless tooth

indeed mas.
as

;

which Dechi does not decide, thus without doubt
tooth of breaking (Gesen.)

syllable of
is

3

and an unsteady foot
man in the day of need.

takes the place of an inf. absol.

Milra)

xii.

however, open to question.

Ver. 19

The form

viz. to

The

testimonio).

always the meaning of contra, also at 1 Sam.
xxx. 33

—

or generally to offer testimony (even

as well as 1J&

;

to give testimony in reply,

is

650.

Sam.

xiv. 5,

but

it

!

can also be used as

)K> is

fern.,

for the most part fem., also occurs as mas.,

Bottcher, in the

new

Aehrenlese, and in the

Lehrbuch, takes njn as fem. of an adj. JH, after the form ^h
but bh is not an adj., and does not form a fem., although it

means not merely profanity, but that which is profane ; this is
Aram, ^n; for NJjfon, Esth. ii. 9, Targ., is a
female name mistaken by Buxtorf.
Are we then to read njn,
true also of the

LXX.?— an

unimportant change.

We

interpret the traditional njn, with Fleischer, as derived

from

with Hitzig, after the
npjjri,

from

tive sense.
it

as also,

part. .KaZ.

J?jrt"i,

breaking to pieces (crumbling), in an intransi-

The form rnw is also difficult. Bottcher regards
e.g. Aben Ezra after the example of Gecatilia as

= rnjrlo, " only

combination of the two

on account of the pausal tone and the
with u instead of d." But

letters j)0
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20.

this vocal change, with its reasons,
is

is merely imaginary.
the part. Pual, with the preformative » struck out,

fYiJftn

Ewald

169c?.
The objection that the part. Pual should be "WED, after
the form "ipD, does not prove anything to the contrary for
rnjfe cannot be the fem. so as not to coincide with the fem. of
;

the part. Kal.,

cf.

besides to the long u the form without the

ix. 12 = Of^a (Arn.heim, Gramm. p.
rvWO •'ll is a leg that has become tottering, trembling.
He who in a time of need makes a faithless man his ground of
confidence, is like one who seeks to bite with a broken tooth,
and which he finally crushes, and one who supports himself
on a shaking leg, and thus stumbles and falls. The gen. con-

Dagesh &V?J\

Eccles.

139).

nection "UH PID3D signifies either the

ground of confidence

consisting in a faithless man, or the confidence placed in one

who

is

But, after the Masora, we are to read here,

faithless.

which Michlol 184a also confirms, and
found in the Venice 1525, Basel 1619, and in
This nD3D is constr. according to Kimchi, notwithNorzi.
standing the Kamelz ; as also ?\>®v, Ezra viii. 30 (after AbulIn this passage before us, ntpan
walid, Kimchi, and Norzi).
*WQ may signify a deceitful ground of confidence (cf. Hab. ii.
5), but the two other passages present a geiiit. connection of
the words.
We must thus suppose that the of P1D2D and
PpBfo, in these three passages, is regarded as fixed, like the d of
as at Ps. lxv. 6, ntaao,
as

it

also

is

—

the form (Arab.) mif'dl.

The above

proverb, which connects

jW,

is

itself

with ver. 18, not

which is assonant with
catchword
jn
the
followed by another with

only by the sound jn, but also by

]tt>,

:

Ver. 20

He

that layeth aside his coat on a day of frost, vinegar on
nitre,

And
Is not

he

who welcomes with

songs a dejected heart.

this intelligible, sensible, ingenious?

things are wrong.

The

first is

as

wrong

All these three

as the second,

and

the third, which the proverb has in view, is morally wrong,
for one oucht to weep with those that weep, Eom. xii. 15 ; he,

on the contrary, who laughs among those who weep, is, on the
most favourable judgment, a fool. That which is wrong in
20a, according to Bottcher in the Aehrenlese, 1849, consists in
As if
this, that one in severe cold puts on a fine garment.
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there were not garments which are at the same time beautiful,
and keep warm ! In the new Aehrenlese he prefers the reading

But that surely he might well
enough do, if the one were warmer than the other! Is it then
impossible that nnyjo, in the connection, means transire faciens
= removens? The Kal rnjJ, transiit, occurs at Job xxviii. 8.
So also, in the poetic style, rnjin might be used in the sense of
the Aram. ^VK. Sightly Aquila, Symmachus, irepiaipwv the
nrip

:

one changes his coat.

if

;

Venet.

afaipovpevos

better,

(Mid.).

.""? is

an overcoat or

mantle, so called from covering, as CT3? (R. nb, to fasten, fix),
the garment lying next the body, vid. at Ps. xxii. 19. Thus,

upper clothing on a frosty day, so it is
pour vinegar on nitre ; carbonic acid nitre,
whether it be mineral (which may be here thought of) or
vegetable, is dissolved in water, and serves diverse purposes {vid.
under Isa. i. 25) but if one pours vinegar on it, it is destroyed.
as

it is

foolish to lay off

foolish

also

to

;

jrra!?

1
is,

23 and elsewhere, a heart morally bad, here
one inclined to that which is evil; for
the contrast of fU'j? ]}\p } and always the consequence
at xxvi.

a heart badly disposed,
Vb>

"it? is

of a disposition joyfully excited; the inconsistency lies in this,
that one thinks to cheer a sorrowful heart

the singing has an object, and

is

not

by merry

much more

singing,

if

the reckless

expression of an animated pleasure in view of the sad condition
?V "VB> signifies, as at

of another.

any one,

to address

particularly

^V,

him

Hos.

ii.

neither the partitive, ix.

instrumental

;

Job

xxxiii.

27, to sing to

in singing; cf. ?V i^n, Jer. vi. 10,

and

16 Isa. xl. 2. The 3 of V-}V2 is
5, nor the transitive, xx. 30, but the

for, as e.g. at

;

Ex.

vii.

20, the obj. of the action

is

thought of as its means (Gesen. § 138, Anm. 3*)
one sings
" with songs," for definite songs underlie his singing.
The
;

LXX.,

which the Syr., Targ., and Jerome more or
formed from this proverb one quite different:

follow, has

less

"As

hurtful to a wound, so an injury to the body

makes
and the worm in
wood, so the sorrow of a man injures his heart." The wisdom
of this pair of proverbs is not worth much, and after all inquiry
little or nothing conies of it.
The Targ. at least preserves the
vinegar

is

the heart sorrowful

1

;

as the

The writing wavers between

moth in

jrv^

clothes,

SjJ (cf.

i«rDjj bv)

^d

jn dWjJ.
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as

:
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21, 22.

he who pours vinegar (Syr. chalo) on nitre

Peshito, however, and here and there also the

jathro (arrow-string) instead of nethro (nitre).
this,

and changes the

He

hebraic, the

the

Hitzig adopts

:

that meeteth archers with arrow on the string,

Is like

The Hebrew

tristich into the distich

;

Targum, has

him who singeth songs with a

sad heart.

of this proverb of Hitzig's ("irp"?y

meaning dark

as

an

oracle,

and

'T!P

its

^~P)

is

un-

moral contents

nil.

Ver. 21 If thine

And

if

enemy hunger, feed him with bread
thirst, give him water to drink.

he

Ver. 22 For thereby thou heapest burning coals on his head,

And Jahve

The

will

reeompense

translation of this proverb

Paul

cites

therefrom

of 22a, the

Pom.

LXX.,

xii.

it

to thee.

by the

20.

LXX.

The

is

without fault

participial construction

rightly estimating

it,

thus renders

:

for,

The expression,
thou shalt heap coals on his head.
" thou shalt heap " (a-apevcreii), is also appropriate ; for nnn
certainly means first only to fetch or bring fire (vid. vi. 27)
doing

this,

but here, by virtue of the constructio prcegnans with bv, to fetch,
and hence to heap up, to pile upon. Burning pain, as commonly observed, is the figure of burning shame, on account of
But
undeserved kindness shown by an enemy (Fleischer).
how burning coals heaped on the head can denote burning
shame, is not to be perceived, for the latter is a burning on the
cheeks ; wherefore Hitzig and Rosenmuller explain : thou wilt
thus bring on him the greatest pain, and appease thy vengeance, while at the same time Jahve will reward thy generosity.
Now we say, indeed, that he who rewards evil with good takes
the noblest revenge ; but if this doing of good proceed from a
revengeful aim, and is intended sensibly to humble an adversary,
then it loses all its moral worth, and is changed into selfish,

—

malicious wickedness.
this ignoble sense ?

Must the proverb then be understood in
The Scriptures elsewhere say that guilt
laid on the head of any one when he is

and punishment are
made to experience and

to bear them.

therefore explain after Ps. cxl.

morally

Ohrysostom and others

10 and

similar passages, but

falsified,

and ver. 22 accords
avenging of oneself,

thereby the proverb

is

with ver. 21, which

counsels not to the
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The burning of coals
evil with good.
consequence;
wholesome
painful
but
head
must
be
a
on
the
laid
it is a figure of self-accusing repentance (Augustine, Zbckler),
but

to the requital of

for the producing of which the showing of good to an

enemy

is

That God rewards such magnanimity may
not be the special motive but this view might contribute to it,
for otherwise such promises of God as Isa. lviii. 8-12 were
without moral right. The proverb also requires one to show
himself gentle and liberal toward a needy enemy, and present
a noble

motive.

;

a twofold reason for this

brought home
is

reward

it

;

;

that thereby his injustice

is

God

and, secondly, that thus

such practical love toward an enemy, and

well-pleased in

will

first,

:

to his conscience

— by such

conduct, apart from the performance

of a law grounded in our moral nature, one advances the

happiness of his neighbour and his own.

The next group
Ver. 23

The

north

darkening

is

of proverbs extends from ver. 23 to ver. 28.
Wind from the north produceth rain
And a secret tongue a troubled countenance.
;

called

|iB¥,

itself for

from

|BX, to

Persian apdkJitara, as (so

it

from the firmament
more easily, like the old

conceal,

a longer time, and

appears) the starless,

and, like

aquilo, the north wind, as bringing

forward the black clouds.
But properly the "fathers of rain" are, in Syria, the west
and the south-west and so little can J1SX here mean the pure
north wind, that Jerome, who knew from his own experi;

ence the changes of weather in Palestine, helps himself, after

Symmachus
difficulty

preters

:

(StaXvei

ventus

^po^v), with

a quid pro quo out of the

aquilo dissipat pluvias;

the Jewish

(Aben Ezra, Joseph Kimchi, and Meiri)

plain, for they

connect together !&inn, in the meaning

with the unintelligible
perhaps like

inter-

also thus ex-

£6<j)os

iWn

But

(far be it!).

(Deutsch. Morgenl.

]ia¥

Zeitsch. xxi.

may

J)3»n,

also,

600

f.),

standing not without connection therewith, denote the northwest; and probably the proverb emphasized the northern
direction of the compass, because, according to the intention of
the similitude, he seeks to designate such rain as is associated
with raw, icy-cold weather, as the north wind (xxvii. 16,

LXX.,

Sir. xliii.

20) brings along with

the winds are gen. fern.,

e.g. Isa. xliii. 6.

it.
The names of
^inn (Aquila, o&Mvei;
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24-26.

has in Codd., e.g. the Jaman., the tone on
and with Tsere Melheg (Thorath Emeth, p. 21)
serving as rnoyn.
So also the Arab, nataj is used of the wind,

cf. viii. 24, coSivqOrjv)

the penult,

as helping the birth of the rain-clouds.

Manifestly D

countenances manifesting extreme displeasure
xxiv. 24), are
D'OS, as e.g.

compared

John

ii.

to rain.

6, in

With

,

D'OS,

?!tfB

(yid. the

Kal

OVJ,

justice Hitzig renders

the plur. sense; because, for the in-

fluence which the tongue slandering in secret (Ps.

ci.

5) has

on

the slandered, the "sorrowful countenance" would not be so

which it exercises on the
mutual relationships of men: the secret babbler, the confidential
communication throwing suspicion, now on this one and now on

characteristic as for the influence

that one, behind their backs, excites

men

against one another,

shows to another a countenance
displeasure and suspicion express themselves.

so that one

Ver. 24 Better to

sit

on the top

which deep

of a roof,

Than a quarrelsome woman and a house

A

in

in

common.

repetition of xxi. 9.
Ver. 25 Fresh water to a thirsty soul

And good news from

a far country.

i. p. 9
we have a
good news at xv. 30.
Fresh cold water is called at Jer. xviii. 14 cnp DV? vid. regarding "ip_, xviii. 27. " *]$, cogn. *]J£ and tpy, properly to become

Vid. regarding the

form of

this proverb, vol.

;

similar proverb regarding the influence of

;

darkened, therefore figuratively like (Arab.) gushiya 'alyh, to
become faint, to become feeble unto death, of the darkness

which spreads

itself

over the eyes " (Fleischer).

This proverb, with the figure of " fresh water,"
lowed by one with the figure of a "fountain ":
Ver. 26

is

now

fol-

A troubled fountain and a ruined spring
A righteous man yielding to a godless man.

DD one thinks of a yielding in conseThus e.g. Fleischer as a troubled
ruined spring is a misfortune for the people who drink out
of it, or draw from it, so is it a misfortune for the surrounding
of the righteous, when he is driven from his dwelling or his
And it is true the rightpossession by an unrighteous man.

For the most

part, in

quence of being forced.

:

:

eous can be compared to a well (fDE, well-spring, from
well, as

an eye of the earth, and

11pD, fountain,

from

lip,

?V,

R.

a

np,
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13, to

round

which
vii.

2

to dig out), with reference to the blessing

out,

flows from

surroundings

to its

it

But the words " yielding

38).

Kings

or Josh.

x. 4,

godless,"

may

vii.

(cf.

x.

11 and John

to " (contrast " stood before,"

12), in the phrase "yielding to the

be understood of a spontaneous as well as of a

and yielding, as the expression
Psalm DiDX"p3 \non movehor, Ps. x. 6] affirms the certainty
of being neither inwardly nor outwardly ever moved or shaken.
The righteous shall stand fast and strong in God without fearing the godless (Isa. li. 12 f .), unmoveable and firm as a brazen
constrained, forced, wavering

in the

wall (Jer.

i.

17

f.).

If,

however, he

and from the fear of man, or the
a false love of

he becomes
xxxiv. 18

peace he yields before

it,

man, or from
and so gives way, then

—

fountain (^?"J, cogn. Den, Ezek.
Jerome fons turbatus pede), a ruined

25

;

:

spring; his character, hitherto pure,

own

wearied with resistance,

like to a troubled

Isa. xli.

;

is

desire to please

is

now corrupted by

his

and now far from being a blessing to others, his
wavering is a cause of sorrow to the righteous, and an offence
to the weak
he is useful no longer, but only injurious.
Rightly Lagarde " The verse, one of the most profound of
the whole book, does not speak of the misfortune, but of the
fall of the righteous, whose sin compromises the holy cause
which he serves, 2 Sam. xii. 14." Thus also e.g. Lowenstein,
guilt,

—

:

with reference to the proverb Sanhedrin 92&

danger

let

not a

man disown

his honour.

:

also in the time of

Bachja, in his Ethics,

referring to this figure, 26a, thinks of the possibility of restoration

:

the righteous wavers only for the

comes right

(rfojn

But

BUIDDd).

moment, but

at last

this interpretation of

he

the

figure destroys the point of the proverb.

Ver. 27. This verse, as
stood.

The

avrSiv Bo^a

Venet.

it

stands,

translates

but what

275

is

scarcely to be under-

literally

:

epevvd re 86!;a?

the reference of this 0133 ?
Euchel
and others refer it to men, for they translate : " to set a limit
to the glory of man is true glory;" but the "glory of man"
;

is

is denoted by the phrase D1K 133, not by D"133 ; and, besides,
ipn does not mean measure and limit.
Oetinn-er explains:
" To eat too much honey is not good ; whereas the searching

after their glory, viz. of

which are likened

pleasant

to honey, is glory,

and praiseworthy things,
cannot be too much done,
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27.

and

is never without utility and honour;" but how can ttp3
be of the same meaning as *1B»N nnmn iha or B'a'na D^tPiMn—
such an abbreviation of the expression is impossible. Schultens,

according to Rashi

vestigatio gravitatis

:

the searching out of their difficulty
(since

YQ3 nowhere occurs

pondere oppressura)

but Vitringa,

in

is

eorum

in this sense of gravitas molesta ac

investigaiio prwstantice

:

est gravitas, i.e.

a trouble; better Vitringa

eorum

est gloriosa

;

order to gain a connection to 27a, needs to

introduce etiamsi, and in both explanations the reference of the
D"p3 is imaginary, and it by no means lies near, since the
Scripture uses the word 1U3 of God, and His kingdom and
name, but never of His law or His revelation. This also is an
argument against Bertheau, who translates the searching out
of their glory (viz. of the divine law and revelation) is a burden,
:

a strenuous occupation of the mind, since

mean searching
expressed, since

and

out,

TD3

is

denotes,

it

is

true, here

multitude, but never a burden (as

Jerome

"ipn

does not in itself

equivocally, even

"tt^)»

unintelligibly,

and

there, a great

The thought which

27b qui scrutator est majestatis opprimetur a
and connects itself synonym, with 27a; but
such a thought is unwarranted, for he disregards the suff. of
d'lha, and renders 1133 in the sense of difficulty (oppression).
Or should it perhaps be vocalized Oih'3 (Syr., Targ., Theodotion,
finds in

:

gloria, is judicious,

SeSofjao-fieva,

= ni"l332) ?

Thus

in the sense of honores
difficultates (difficilia)

;

vocalized,

Umbreit renders

it

Elster and Zockler in the sense of

;

but this

plur., neither the biblical, nor,

know, the post-bibl. usage of the word has ever
adopted.
However, the sense of the proverb which Elster and
Zockler gain is certainly that which is aimed at. We accordso far as I

ingly translate

:

To surfeit oneself in eating honey is not good,
But as an inquirer to enter on what is difficult

We

read

DIM

&"p3.

instead of

is

honour.

This change commends

itself

far more than "ri23? 133 (npm), according to which Gesenius

for

*i|?n

— impossible,

nimium stadium honoris est sine lionore
does not signify nimium stadium, in the sense

explains

:

not stndy

it.

of striving,

one strives after honour, but does
Hitzig and Ewald, after the example of J. D.

but only that of inquiry

:

Michaelis, Arnoldi, and Ziegler, betake themselves therefore to

]
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the Arabic

;

Ewald

unchanged:

explains, for he leaves the text

despise their honour (that is, of men) is honour (true, real
honour) ; " Hitzig, for he changes the text like Gesenius : " To

"

To

honour is more than honour," with the ingenious
remark To obtain an order [insigne ordinis] is an honour, but
not to wear it then for the first time is its bouquet. Nowhere
any trace either in Hebrew or in Aramaic is to be found of the
verb ipn, to despise (to be despised), and so it must here remain
1
Nor have we any need of it. The change
without example.
The proverb is an antithetic
of 0123 into 0133 is enough.
&
despise

:

t

• ••

:

distich

y

:

27a warns against inordinate longing

;

after enjoyments,

Instead of niann

tTTn, if honey in
276 praises earnest labour.
have
been nann U>21
would
words
the
the mass were intended,

(Eccles. v. 11
iv.

9)

mnn

;

1

;

Kings

object (cf. Jer.

ix. 4),

n. actionis,

much

In 276 Luther also partly

" and he

who

it

ought

its

to

:

inverted

make much'

is not good (cf. ver.
on the correct rendering:

therein

hits

searches into difficult things, to

which

cult," for

?3N

B'ti

asBottcher has discerned

of the eating of honey, to do
16).

and

nnnn (Amos

trb-i

10), or at least

x.

can only be a

to be said

:

him

to

him
it

it is

as Cp/

is
1-

D'iss, viz. D'121, signifies difficult things,

?.,

too

diffi-

an honour.

xii.

11, vain

means difficult to be
understood or comprehended (although more modern lexicons
say this), 2 but always only burdensome and heavy, gravis, not
EH23 are also things of which the ipn, i.e. the fundadiffic.ilis.
mental searching into them (xviii. 17, xxv. 2 f .), costs an earnest
things.

effort,

The Heb.

T33, however, never

which perhaps, according

to the first impression, appears

to surpass the available strength (cf.

oneself in eating honey

ing into

difficult

it

:

not good

subjects

honey, but an honour.
translates

is

is

There

Ex.

xviii. 18).

To

overdo

on the contrary, the searchnothing less than an eating of

is

;

here a paronomasia.

explorare gravia grave est

;

Fleischer

but we render grave

1 The Hebrew meaning investigare, and the equivalent Arabic hakr, contemners (fionttmtui esse), are derivations from the primary meaning (R.
pn): to go down from above firmly on anything, and thus to press in (to

cut in), or also to press downward.
Cf. Sir. iii. 20 f. with Ben-Sira's Heb. text in my Gesch. der jiid. Poesie,
20A (vers. 30-32) nowhere does this adj. 122 appear here in this
warning against meditating over the transcendental.
2

p.

;
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I.

not in the sense of molestiam creat, but gravitatem parit
respect, honour).

=

(weight

Ver. 28. This verse, counselling restraint as to the spirit, is
connected with the foregoing, which counsels to self-control as
to enjoyment

A city broken through, now without walls
A man without self-control over his spirit.

A

" city broken

down "

one whose wall

is

whether

broken

in the former case also the city

;

is

" broken," 2 Chron.

has met with breaches (C^iS), or

xxxii. 5,

it

is

is

wholly

incapable of being

defended, and it is all one as if it had no wall.
like a man " who hath no control over his own

Such a

city is

spirit " (for the

accentuation of the Heb. words here, vid. Thorath Emeth,
i.e. qui animuni
non potest (Fleischer TSJ?, E. "IS, to press toAs such a
gether, to oppress, and thereby to hold back).
city can be plundered and laid waste without trouble, so a man
who knows not to hold in check his desires and affections is in

cnjus spirituinulla colribitio (Schultens),

p. 10)

:

suum

cohibere

:

constant danger of blindly following the impulse of his unbridled sensuality, and of being hurried forward to outbreaks of
passion,

and thus of bringing unhappiness upon himself.

are sensual passions

drunkenness), intellectual

(e.g.

(e.g.

There
ambi-

mingled (e.g. revenge) ; but in all of these a false ego
which,
instead of being held down by the true and better
rules,
supremacy. 1 Therefore the expression
unbounded
rises
to
ego,
tion),

used

is

not it^p, but irpfv

in the spirit
diversities

it

;

desire has

selfishness (Psychol, p.

is

its

seat in the soul, but

grows into passion, which in the root of
199)

;

all its

self-control is accord-

ingly the ruling of the spirit, i.e. the restraining (keeping
down) of the false enslaved ego-life by the true and free, and

powerful in

God

Himself.

There now follows a group of eleven proverbs cf
only the first of the group has after it a proverb of
contents, but of similar form

xxvi. 1.

the fool
different

;

:

As snow

in summer, and rain in harvest

So honour
If there

is

snow

in

high

contrary to nature; and
1

befltteth not a fool.

summer
if

there

is

(Y)P_,

to be glowing hot),

rain in harvest,

Vid. Drbal's Empirische rsyclwlogie, § 137.

it is

it is

(accord-
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ing to

what

tlie

is

alternations of the weather in Palestine) contrary to

usually the case, and

of the fruits of the field.

is

Even

a hindrance to the ingathering

(as according to xix. 10,

and respect, or a place
honour will only injure him

so a fool

of honour, are incongruous things

luxury)

;

he will make unjust use of

;

and draw false conclusions from it; it
niNJ (=
folly, and only increase it.

M, Ps.

xciii.

5 (plur. Visa)

;

fittU,

him

will strengthen
,

1X3) is

xix. 10,

it,

in his

the adj. to the Pil.

and

njsu, xvii. 7, are

and fem. of the adj., according to which, that which
is said under xix. 10 is to be corrected.
Symmachus and
Theodotion have translated ovk e-irpetyev, and have therefore
read rnto.
The root word is nw (as nnv to rnne>)=™, to
also masc.

aim

at

Ver.

something
2.

(yid.

This verse

Hupfeld under Ps. xxiii. 2).
formed quite in the same way

is

as the

preceding

As the sparrow

swallow in
cometh not.

in its fluttering, as the

So the curse that

is

groundless

:

it

its flying,

This passage is one of those fifteen (vid. under Ps. c. 3) in
which the tib of the text is changed by the Ken into \b the
Talm., Midrash, and Sohar refer this i$> partly to him who utters
;

the curse himself, against

whom

also,

if

he

inconsiderate cursing becomes an accusation

him who

is

a judge, sucL

by God

;

partly to

cursed, for they read

from the proverb that the
curse of a private person also (omn, ISicott]?) is not wont to
fall to the ground, and that therefore one ought to be on his
guard against giving any occasion for it (vid. Norzi). But
Aben Ezra supposes that n!> and ii> interchange, as much as to
is

say that the undeserved curse falls on him
does not fall ($6) on him who is cursed.

who curses, and
The figures in la

(i5>)

harmonize only with

t6, according to which the LXX., the
and Luther (against Jerome) translate, for
the principal matter, that the sparrow and the swallow, although

Syr., Targ., VeneU,

home again to their nest (Ralbag),
view in the comparison by 1^. This
emphasizes the fluttering and flying, and is intended to affirm

flying out (xxvii. 8), return

would be

left

out of

that a groundless curse is a TW3 rns, aimless, i.e. a thing
hoveling in the air, that it fails and does not take effect. Most
interpreters explain the two Lameds as declaring the destination:
ut passer (sc. natus est)

ad vagandum,

as the sparrow, through.
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xxv. 3

it

is

evident that the
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3, 4.

.

.

.

Lamed

reference or the point of comparison

:

But from

(Fleischer).

in both cases declares the
as the sparrow in respect

The names

to its fluttering about, etc.

of the two birds are,
dreams without a meaning but
the Romanic exposition explains rightly liBS by passereau, and
liTj by hirondelle, for "ilSX (Arab, 'usfuwr), twitterer, designates

according to

Aben Ezra,

like

;

at least preferably the sparrow,
flight shooting straight out, as

and "ilTl the swallow, from its
were radiating (yid. under Ps.

it

lxxxiv. 4) ; the name of the sparrow, duri (found in courtyards), which Wetstein, after Saadia, compares to im, is ety-

mologically different. 1

Regarding Djsn, vid. under xxiv. 28.
Rightly the accentuation separates the words rendered, " so the
curse undeserved"

Kimchi, Michlol 796, n?? i^),from

after

(n??i?,

:

those which follow

hovering in the

X3J1 N? is

;

air is a

Ver. 3

explication

groundless curse

like e.g. Josh. xxi. 43).

like ver. 1, the series

the

—

it

this proverb, which
returns to the " fool."

A whip for the horse,
And

thus

:

does not come (sn,

After

now

p

of

a bridle for the
a rod for the back of fools.

formed

is

ass,

J. D. Michaelis supposes that the order should be reversed:
a bridle for the horse, a whip for tbe ass

but Arnoldi has

;

here discovered the figure of speech merismus (cf. x. 1) and
Hitzig, in the manner of the division, the rhythmical reason of
;

n&) DPI DB» for Dm ns DtJ>) whip and
bridle belong to both, for one whips a horse (Neh. iii. 2) and
also bridles him one bridles an ass (Ps. xxxii. 9) and also whips
him (Num. xxii. 28 f.). As whip and bridle are both serviceable and necessary, so also serviceable and necessary is a rod,

the combination

1

(cf.

'

:

;

D^pa

ub, x. 13, six. 29.
Ver. 4

Answer not the fool according to his folly,
Lest thou thyself also become like unto him.

After, or according to his folly,

is

here equivalent to recognising

the foolish supposition and the foolish object of his question,
and thereupon considering it, as if, e.g., he asked why the
io-norant

man was

ledge, or

how one may

1

It is true that the

-im, "house-birds,"

happier than the

man who had much know-

acquire the art of

Gemara

making gold

;

for " a

to Negaim, xiv. 1, explains the Mishnic
from in, to dwell.

for it derives

im

ana*
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can ask more than ten wise

fool

men can

answer."

He who

and thus sanctions
them, places himself on an equality with the fool, and easily
himself becomes one.
The proverb that follows affirms aprecognises such questions as

justifiable,

parently the direct contrary:
Ver. 5 Answer the fool according to his folly,

Lest he regard himself as wise.
' ,| ??

""
l

(with Makkeph, and Gaja, and Chatef

1

?Jf.

v

1

)

here stands

opposed to ^D3 jyrr^N.
The Gospel of John, e.g. v. 31, cf. viii.
2
The sic
31, is rich in such apparently contradictory sayings.
et non here lying before us is easily explained
after, or ac;

cording to his folly,
to his folly

work with
in a

way

decidedly and firmly rejecting

:

it

second time equivalent

this

is

it,

to,

as

due

is

making

short

(returning a sharp answer), and promptly replying

make him ashamed.

fitted, if possible, to

Thus one

helps hiin, perhaps, to self-knowledge; while, in the contrary

The Talmud,

one gives assistance to his self-importance.

case,

Schabbath 30J, solves the contradiction by referring ver. 4
worldly things, and ver. 5 to religious things
especially in the latter case, the

the fool, and toward the truth.

;

and

it is

to

true that,

answer is itself a duty toward
Otherwise the Midrash one
:

ought not to answer when one knows the fool as such, and to
answer when he does not so know him for in the first instance
;

the wise

man would

latter case

dishonour himself by the answer, in the

he would give

to

him who

asks the importance ap-

pertaining to a superior.
Ver. 6

He

cutteth off the feet, he drinketh injury,

Who

He

cutteth

neck,

il

off,

transacteth business

i.e.

his

own

se casse le cou; Lat.

feet,

by a

fool.

we

as

say

:

he breaks

his

frangere brachium, cms, cozam

He thinks to supplement his own
by those of the messenger, but in reality he cuts them
not only is the commission not carried out, but it is

frangere navem (Fleischer).

two

legs

off

for

;

even badly carried
1

Thus

after

out, so that instead of

Ben Asher

p'DS i"0y with Munach,

;

vid.

being refreshed

while, on the contrary,

Ben Naphtali

(xiii.

writes

Thorath Emeth, p. 41.

Vid. my dissertation on three little-observed passages in the Gospel of
John, and their practical lessons, in the Euang. hth. Kirchenzeitunq 1869
Nos. 37, 38.
2

'

'
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7.

17, xxv. 13) by the quick, faithful execution of it, he has to
swallow nothing but damage cf. Job xxxiv. 7, where, how;

ever, drinking scorn

is

meant of another (LXX.), not

similar figures x. 26.

So T3 lw,

to accomplish

the mediation of another, cf. Ex.

iv.

own

his

on the contrary, DDn here refers to injury suffered (as if
iD»n, for the suff. of Don is for the most part objective)

it

were

cf.

;

the

anything by

13; with "OT (Dmi),

The reading nsfjJD (Jerome, Luther, claudus)
is unnecessary
since, as we saw, njfjJO includes it in the sibi.
The Syr. reads, after the LXX. (the original text of which
2 Sara. xv. 36.

;

was Sk tup

ttoBoiv eavToO), Wi??, for

he

errs, as also does the

Targumist, in thinking that nspD can be used for fSpD
but
Hitzig adopts this reading, and renders : " from the end of the
;

legs he swallows injury who sends messages by a fool."
The
end of the legs are the feet, and the feet are those of the

The

foolish messenger.

proverb in this form does not want in

wisdom which Hitzig

boldness, but the

finds in

it

certainly

is

1

not mother-wit.
Bottcher,.on his part, also with >"tXijD, renders
."
" from the end of his feet he drinks in that which is bitter

:

.

— that

also

is

too artificial, and

explanation of
his

its

discoverer.

messenger becomes himself

own

unintelligible without the

is

But
like

.

that he

who makes

unto one who cuts

a fool
off his

legs, is a figure altogether excellent.

Ver. 7 The hanging down of the legs of a lame
And a proverb in a fool's mouth.

With

man

reference to the obscure lyn, the following views have

been maintained

:

an imperative.
of which is here
as

— (1) The form
Thus

the

as

punctuated appears directly

LXX. translate,

the original text

KvXKav (conj. Lagarde's) Kal
Trapoifiiav etc arofuiTos a<f>povtov which the Syr. (with its
imitator, the Targ.) has rendered positively: "If thou canst
give the power of (sound) going to the lame, then wilt thou
Since
also receive (prudent) words from the mouth of a fool."
softening
the
of
the
many
as
regarded
by
Kimchi, ^1 has been
translates
iirdpare
which
the
Venet.
to
according
Imp. Piel l^l,
:

acj>eXov iropeiav

}

:

1

The

Venet. translates nn"B>

tion of a fool)

and as such
Hebrew.

VOL.

II.

is

—oue

of the

by

many

not confined in

his

clsov;,

s6 nBB' (the post-bibl. designa-

indications that this translator

is

a Jew,

knowledge of language only to the

M

bibl.
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%a>Xov

Kvtjfias

away

take

always
and Bertheau and Zockler explain
from the lame, since they are in reality
:

;

legs

his

useless to him, just as a proverb
useless,

— something

But why

in

mouth of the
might be never

the

that without loss

did not the poet write W"!", or

71, to carry away, to dispense with,

like %

won,

is

fool

is

there."

or ^np ? or the

Syriac (Targ. Jer.

under Deut. xxxii. 50), but not Hebrew. And how meanlame man would withstand a
is this expression
surgeon (as he would a murderer) who would amputate his
legs; for lame legs are certainly better than none, especially

I.,

ingless

A

!

is a great distinction between a lame man (DDS,
from nDS, luxare; cf. (Arab.) fasah, laxare, vid. Schultens) who
halts or goes on crutches (2 Sam. iii. 29), and one who is
maimed (paralytic), who needs to be carried. It comes to this,
that by this rendering of la one must, as a consequence, with

since there

LXX.,

the

mouth

"

regard

D^'tJ'

parallel to

after xx.

is,

tear a proverb

how

it

a proverb] as object, accus.
but " to draw a proverb from one's

;

something quite different from to
besides which, one cannot see
Rather one would prefer: attollite

5,

away from him,

be caught.

to

is

?fw [and

[legs]

crura claudi (ut incedat,

it.

man who

the

this,

But the explanation

with

lame

mouth

promovebitis) but the
and 76 does not connect

et nihil

nDSD does not accord with

:

;

" take

legs

when

there

is

the " leg-taking-away," which can
(2)

Symmachus

none,"

is

of

itself

from a

has none, at least none to use, and a proverb

of fools,

frogs' legs.

away the

tf?

in

shattered against

only be used perhaps of

translates

:

itjiXnrov KvqpM, anro

XuXov; and Chajug explains VT\ as 3 fret. Kal, to which
Kimchi adds the remark, that he appears to have found vn,
which indeed is noted by Norzi and J. H. Michaelis as a
But the Masoretic reading is V^n, and this, after
variant.
Gesenius and Bottcher (who in this, without any reason, sees
an Ephraimitic form of uttering the word), is a softened variaOnly it is a pity that this softening, while it
tion from iH
is

supported by alius

= aKkos, folium = (pvWov, faillir =fallere

Hebrew or Semitic example
Therefore
Ewald
finds, " all things con(3)
sidered," that it is best to read V^l, " the legs are too
loose for
the lame man to use them."
But, with Dietrich, we cannot
and the

like,

has yet not a single

in its favour.
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nor in the more appropriate translation

:

" the

lame hang down loose," to say nothing of the clearly
" high are the legs of the lame (one higher than

the other)," and that because this form V?l for Vpa also occurs

without pause, Ps.

lvii. 2,

lxxiii.

although thus, as at Ps. xxxvi.

2, cxxii.

6, Isa. xxi.

9, lxviii. 32, at

12

;

but

the beginning of

a clause, yet always only in connection, never at the beginning
of an address.
(4) It has also been attempted to interpret VTi
as abstr., e.g. Euclid: " he learns

from a cripple to dance, who
from the mouth of a fool." D^e> VTi
up of the legs = springing and dancing.

seeks to learn proverbs

must mean the lifting
Accordingly Luther translates

" As dancing to a cripple,
So does it become a fool to speak of wisdom."

The thought

is agreeable, and according to fact; but these
words do not mean dancing, but much rather, as the Arabic
shows (yid. Schultens at xx. 5, and on the passage before us),

a limping,

waddling walk,

that

like

of

ducks,

after

the

bucket dangling to and fro.
And Vtt,
For
after the form 13?», would be an unheard-of Aramaism.
^ne>,
w,
xxx.
forms such as
swimming, and
security, Ps.
7, on

manner of a

well

-

which 0. B. Michaelis and others rest, cannot be compared,
from sachw, salw, while in Vfl the u
ending must be, and besides the Aramaic VTi must in st constr.
since they are modified

.

Since none of these explanations are grammatically
v?^r
\?*i gives a parallel member
satisfactory, and besides Vth
be

nvp'i.

=

=

which is heterogeneous and not conformable to the nature of
after the forms "'WV, ^pe>
an emblematical proverb, we read
(cf. plan, vi. 10, xxiv. 33), and this signifies loose, hanging

^

n^n, to hang at length and loosely down, or transihang, particularly of the hanging down at length of
the bucket-rope, and of the bucket itself, to draw water from
is similar to that of Job xxviii. 4, only that
the well.
The

down, from

tively

:

to

p

here the connecting of the hanging down, and of that from
which it hangs down, is clear. Were we to express the purely

nominally expressed emblematical proverb in the form of a
comparative one, it would thus stand as Fleischer translates it
ut laxa et flaccida dependent (torpent) crura a claudo, sic sententia in ore stultorum (sc. torpet h.

e.

inutilis est).

The

fool

caa
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make

as little

use of an intelligent proverb, or moral

(dictum sententiosum), as a lame

word, which in
claudicat)

nor

;

foot.

maxim

can of his feet

;

the

of thought, and excellent, becomes

itself is full

and

halting, lame,

man

loose in his

mouth (Schultens

:

deformiter

and applied by him, neither hand
Strangely, yet without missing the point, Jerome
has, as spoken

it

:

quomodo pulcras frustra habet clauius tibias, sic indecens est in
ore stultorum parabola.
The lame man possibly has limbs that
appear sound but when he seeks to walk, they fail to do him
service,
so a Ion-mot comes forth awkwardly when the fool
;

—

seeks to

make use

of

Hitzig's conjecture

it.

the legs on the part of a lame

man

.

.

.,

:

as leaping of

Bottcher has already

shown sufficient reasons for rejecting; leaping on the part of
any one, for the leaping of any one, were a court style familiar
to no poet.
Ver.

This proverb presents to us a

8.

new

difficulty.

As one
So

is

binds a stone in a sling,
he who giveth honour to a

fool.

m

is warranted by tradition, and is
accordance
with the actual facts.
sling is elsewhere called J^i? but that
nesno also in the passage before us signifies a sling (from
M"i, to throw with stones
to stone or to throw stones
to
sling, cf. Targ. Esth. v. 14 Dan, of David's slinging stones

This translation

A

;

=

against Goliath),

is

=

supported by the

LXX.,

Syr.,

and Targ. on

the one side, and the Jewish Glossists on the other (Rashi
fronde, Ital. frombola). Rightly the
renders 1TO3 as a
verb: ws airoSeo-fievei ; on the contrary, the Syr. and Targ.

LXX.

regard

it

as a substantive

as a piece of stone

im

as a
; but
one would put into a
sling to use as a weapon, but a grain, and thus a little piece,
2 Sam. xvii. 13 ; cf. Amos ix. 9. Erroneously Ewald : " if
one binds to the sling the stone which he yet seeks to throw
then all his throwing and aiming are in vain ; so it is in vain
to give to a fool honour which does not reach him."
If one

substantive does not

:

mean a

seeks to sling a stone, he

piece, as

must lay the

lapis missilis so in the

remains firm there, and goes forth only by the
strong force of the slinging ; this fitting in (of the stone), so
that it does not of itself fall out, is expressed by 3 "ns (cf.
sling that

it
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xxx. 4 ; Job xxvi. 8). The giving is compared to the binding,
the stones to the honour, and the sling to the fool : the fool is
related to the honour which one confers on him, as the stone to

the sling in which one lays
of honour.

—

it
the giving of hononr is a slinging
Otherwise (after Kimchi) the Venet. w? avvSeafibi

Xidov ev \i6dhi, y

i.e.

as Fleischer translates

gemmarum plenam in acervum lapidum
Ralbag, Ahron b. Josef, and others, and

:

ut qui

conjicit.

crumenam
Thus also

lastly Zb'ckler.

The

form of an address, and n»5"iD (from D?^,
accumulare, congerere, vid. under Ps. lxvii. 28) might certainly
mean the heaping of stones. But J3K is not used in the sense of

figure

is

in the

n 1\?. !?? (precious stone) ; also one does not see why one precious
stone is not enough as the figure of honour, and a whole heap is

named

;

but in the third place,

Jllfa

|3

requires for

Therefore Jerome translates:

signification.

"111S3 a

sicut

verbal

qui mittit

lapidem in acervum Mercurii ; in this the echo of his Jewish

Midrash thus explains literally every one who
is like one who throws a stone on a heap
of stones consecrated to Mercury. Around the Hermes (ep/xai),
i.e. pillars with the head of Mercury (statuce mercuriales or
viales), were heaps of stones (l/tyta/ce?), to which the passer-by
was wont to throw a stone ; it was a mark of honour, and
served at the same time to improve the way, whose patron was
It is self-evident that this Grseco-Roman
Mercurius (D'blpiD).
teacher, for the

:

gives honour to a fool

custom to which the Talm. make frequent reference, cannot be
Luther
supposed to have existed in the times of Solomon.
translates independently, and apparently rendering into German
that in acervum Mercurii : that is as if one threw a precious
stone on the " Babenstein" i.e. the heap of stones raised at the
foot of the gallows.

This heap of stones is more natural and
Solomon than the heap of stones dedi-

suitable to the times of

cated to Mercury,

if,

like Gussetius,

one understands

But

PiDJnD of

against this

a heap of stones, supra corpus lapidatum.
and similar interpretations it is enough to remark that "ima
Had such a meaning been
cannot signify sicut qui mittit.
TJ^na or ybwps. Still
have
been
intended, the word would
Aben Ezra, and
Kimchi,
Joseph
different is the rendering of
stone
in a piece of
a
wraps
up
one
as
when
finally Lowenstein
:

purple

stuff.

But

lep.K, purple, has

nothing to do with the verb
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Dan

as the

it is,

;

supposition

of

Aramaic

t)Jnt?

shows, a

compound word

;

the

nono thus proceeds from a false
And Hitzig's combination of nono

a denom.

etymological supposition.

with (Arab.) munjam, handle and beam of a balance (he translates
as a stone on the beam of a balance, i.e. lies on it), is
:

nothing but refined ingenuity, since we have no need

at all of

such an Arab, word for a satisfactory clearing up of n»:n».
Bottcher translates
abide by the rendering of the sling.
a sling that scatters ; perhaps HDJID in reality denotes such a

We

:

honour,

many stones at once. Let that, however, be
who confers a title of honour, a place of
and the like, on a fool, is like one who lays a stone in a

sling,

a true and intelligibly formed thought: the fool

sling as throws
as

may

it

is

:

that he

the honour no honour

which

;

is

conferred on him

is

Ver. 9

is

not capable of maintaining

it

makes
;

that

uselessly wasted.

A thorn
And

i.e., if

he

goeth into the hand of a drunkard,
a proverb in a fool's mouth
;

a proverb falls into a fool's

entered into the hand of a drunken

mouth,

man

;

it

as if a thorn

is

-the one

is

as danger-

ous as the other, for fools misuse such a proverb, which, rightly
used, instructs and improves, only to the
of another, as a drunken

man makes use of

which he has possession of for coarse

weapon

The LXX.,

of his strife.

interpret

Bottcher

~>7J>

in

wounding and grieving
the pointed instrument

raillery,

the sense of shooting up,

also, after xxiv.

thorn which has shot up

and

Syr. (Targ.

i.e.

31 and other passages,

may be one

as a

?),

welcome

and Jerome
of growing;

insists that the

that has not

grown

to per-

and therefore not dangerous.
But thorns grow not in
the hand of any one
and one also does not perceive why the
poet should speak of it as growing in the hand of a drunken
man, which the use of the hand with it would only make worse.
We have here''T3 HPJ?, i.e. it has come into my hand, commonly
used in the Mislina, which is used where anything, according to
fection,

;

intention, falls into one's hands, as well as

dentally and unsought for,

e.g.

where it comes acciNazir 23a, nu niSj)^ piaroB' <D

ITO r6jn T?n ibn, he who designs to obtain swine's
and (accidentally) obtains lamb's flesh. Thus rightly
Heidenheim, Lbwenstein, and the Venet.: aicavQa avefir) ei?
nta

-it}»3

flesh
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Hin signifies a thorn bush,

%e2/)a fiedvovTos.

Song

2 Kings

xiv. 9,

1

2, but where not the thorns of the
and indeed no rose at all, is meant.
Luther thinks of the
rose with the thorn when he explains: "When a drunkard carries
and brandishes in his hand a thorn bush, he scratches more with
it than allows the roses to be smelled
so a fool with the
Scriptures, or a right saying, often does more harm than good."
This paraphrase of Luther's interprets T3 npj) more correctly
than his translation does ; on the other hand, the latter more
correctly is satisfied with a thorn twig (as a thorn twig which
pierces into the hand of a drunken man)
the roses are, however,
assumed contrary to the text. This holds good also against
Wessely's explanation : " the Mashal is like a rose not without

as well as a thorn,

ii.

rose,

—

;

thorns, but in the

when

rose, as

his effort

roses

mouth

a drunken

of a fool

man

is

like a thorn

nothing but being pierced by thorns."

to be rejected, because at the time

is

without a

seeks to pluck roses and gains

when

The
this

by

idea of

proverb

The proverb
was formed there were no roses in Palestine.
certainly means that a right Mashal, i.e. an ingenious excellent
maxim, is something more and better than a nin (the prick as of
the Jewish thorn, Zizyplms vulgaris, or the Christus-thom, the
but in the mouth of a fool such a maxim
Ziz. spina Christi)
becomes only a useless and a hurtful thing for the fool so makes
use of it, that he only embarrasses others and recklessly does
injury to them.
The LXX. translates PB»» by SovXeta, and
;

;

Aram, by KIIVW

the

;

not apparent; but the
Hitzig, at the

how

the latter reached this " folly "

LXX. vocalized

same time changing

?f'o,

is

according to which

lis?' into

fO&, translates

" thorns shoot up by the hand of the hireling, and tyranny by

mouth of

the

account, he

is

something in
all

with his

fools."

Although a hired labourer,

yet,

on this

not devoid of conscience; thus 9a so corrected has
its

favour

:

own hand; but

one ought, as far as possible, to do
the thought in 9b is far-fetched, and

Hitzig explains that want of judgment in the state councils

if

creates despotism, so, on the other hand, xxiv. 7 says that the fool
cannot give counsel in the gate, and therefore he holds his mouth.
1

The

splitting

door

;

plur. DTTin, 1
;

Sam.

xiii. 6,

in Damascus, chocJia

signifies

means a

little

vid. AVetstein's JS'ordaralien, p. 23.

not thorn hushes, but rockgate in the wing of a large
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Ver. 10. All that we have hitherto read is surpassed in obby this proverb, which is here connected because of the

scurity

We

resemblance of "Ot^ to -iDB\
differently only one

(all

the flesh

^ef/tafeTat iraaa crapt; afypbvwv

suffers

fools

eWrao-i? avrwv, which

much), crvvrpi^qcrerai

Hebrew

in

is

7^3

An

the hirer of the fool pass away.

iroWa

translates

of

thus, vocalizing

forth from itself all

But the reward and

LXX.

it

word

Much bringeth

The

translate

-ictt

<yap

tj

:

?3 iforo

2-1

unfortunate attempt so to rectify the words that some

meaning might be extracted from them.
translation has been adopted

The

first line

of this

by the Syr. and Targ., omitting

which the self-condemnation of this deciphering
means elsewhere, humanity, not the whole body
of each individual) ; but they translate the second line as if the
words were
only the

73, in

lies (for ~iba 73

DJ
i.e.,

and the drunken man

into D <

"I3J>,

Dnp22,

as

-135}

sails

Amos

")W\
over the sea (D'Hny

vi.

12,

is

is

separated

to be separated into

but what does that mean? Does it mean that to a
DJ 1|733)
drunkard (but lisB*, the drunken man, and not N3D, the
drunkard, is used) nothing remains but to wander over the
sea ? or that the drunken man lets his imagination wander
away over the sea, while he neglects the obligation that lies
upon him 1
Symmachus and Theodotion, with the Midrash
(Rashi) and Saadia (Kimchi), take n3'c in 10&="iJD (like Isa.
xix. 10, 13K> = embankment, cf. pSD, Kelim, xxiii.
5) ; the
former translates by Kal
<$>paa-<ra>v a(ppova e/xdipdcrcret, ra?
opyas ai/TOV, the latter by koI <f>i/jL&v afypova (pifiol yoXou?,
;

yielding to the imagination that DH3J?, like
plur. of

'l^???,

anger.

Jerome punctuates 3T

may be the
xxv. 8 21 and

Ttf-Dy,

as,

"DC5> both times =
Judicium determined causas, et qui imponit
stulto silentium iras mitigat ; but 3"J does not mean judicium
nor 771HD determinat, nor 73 causas.
As Gussetius so also
Ralbag (in the first of his three explanations), Meiri Elia

interprets, as

"iJb,

Symmachus and Theodotion,

translating

:
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Wilna interpret the proverb as a declaration regarding quarrelsome persons he causeth woe to all, and hireth fools, hireth
:

transgressors, for his companions; but in that case we must
read 3n for 31 ; -vi^D, bringing woe, would be either the Po. of
7?n, to bore

through, or Pilel of Tfl

(as with pangs)
to the

O. T. usus

favour

;

"13B>1

f>3"&iriD as the

and truly

and

tenance

is

falsely cited in its

repeated remains inexplicable.

name

of God, the creator of all

Others take

men and

He

:

The Lord

is

e.g.

Ps.

the creator

gives to fools and to transgressors their mainE3

,

"i3j?
J

to hire,

transgressors,

is

Mishnic, not

bibl.

;

and

The proverb
Matt. v. 45 (He

but not to supply with food.

thus incapable of presenting a thought like

maketh His sun
translate:

things

two words, for

usual designation for divine production,

but

;

~OW means
is

3 (xxvii. 12)

distress

there should have been at least 3T t^N,

Accordingly Kimchi explains

xc. 2.
all,

is

3"l

to put into

= sinners, is contrary

this is the nearest impression of these

??in is the

of

log., xxii,

besides, for

and why

(f>in),

but ^"^V, transgressors

;

to rise

on the

"The Lord

and on the good). Others
all, and takes fools, tabes

evil

creator of

is

His service." Thus rendered, the proverb is offenwherefore Rashi, Moses Kimchi, Arama, and others

idlers, into

sive

;

regard the Mashal as in the mouth of

and thus they

fools,

take vers. 9 and 10 together as a tetrastich.

Certainly this

second collection of proverbs contains also tetrastiches

;

but vers.

9 and 10 cannot be regarded as together forming a tetrastich,
because 3T (which is valid against Kimchi also) cannot mean

God

Lord
word

the

least the

3"i,

:

3"in

Lord,

is

unheard of

must be used

for

in bibl.

God.

The

Heb., and at
Venet.

on

this

account does not follow Kimchi, but translates, "Ap%eov irXaTret
irdvra,

/cal

fuaOovrai

koX

fia>pov

(ought to have been irapa^dra?)

man

be

?

Perhaps the

tilia (in

Rashi)

things

but

who

;

if

:

Venet.

is

he hires a

to

Trapafta.Tr)';

be understood, after Gecaall mariner of

fool, it is as if

But

as

man performs

a great (rich)

pass along the way.

fjuadovrat,

but who could this cunning

;

that

sense of to execute, to perform,

is

&n

he hired the
is

first

best

used in the general

without example, and im-

a ruler brings grief, i.e.
Also the explanation
severe oppression, upon all (Abulwalid, Immanuel, Aben Ezra,
who, in his smaller grammar, explains 31 = 3"i after Isa. xlix. 9

probable.

:
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C. B. Micliaelis: dolore
itself; for &n, whether
through), or from
birth),

is

^Tl,

omnes), does not

afficit

be from »n,

it

Ps. xxix. 9

;

recommend
9

li.

(to bore

on the pangs of

(to bring

word for hnrting

too strong a

Isa.

also the clause, thus

Translated as by
"the prominent persons destroy all; they keep fools
in pay, and favour vagabonds,"
it sounds as if it had been
On the other hand,
picked up in an assembly of democrats.
the proverb, as translated by Luther
generally understood,

Euchel

fortunately untrue.

is

:

—

A

good master maketh a thing right
hireth a bungler, by him

But he who
is

it is

spoiled,

The second line is here
we abide closer by

worthy of the Book of Proverbs.

freely rendered, but

it is

also appropriate, if

the words of the text, in this connection.

Fleischer

:

Magister

omnia (i.e. bene perficit qucecunque ei
committuntur) qui aulem stultum eonducit, conducit transeuntes
(i.e. idem facit ac si homines ignotos et forte transeuntes ad opus
{artifex peritus) efingit
;

gravius

and

et difficilius

others,

who

TvxpvTas, the

Thus

conduceret).

as

all,

But we

first best.

object to this thought, because
signifies

a master; and the

that rendering, ac

encounter

And

si.

also Gesenius, Bottcher,

Gecatilia above, explain CHDJ?, roiis
are reluctantly constrained to
3"i

nowhere

in bibl.

Hebrew

of the second "O^l cannot bear

1

if

we

leave

it

out,

we

nevertheless

a difficulty in ?7in,

which cannot be used of human

Many Christian

interpreters (Cocceius, Schultens,

production.

Schelling, Ewald, Bertheau, Stier, Zockler) give to St a

ing which is found in no Jewish interpreter,
from 33T (33-1), Gen. xlix. 23 (and perhaps Ps.
the plur. of which, &2-\ }

mean-

viz. Sagittarius,
xviii. 15), after

found at Job xvi.
13, Jer. 1. 29, but in a connection which removes all doubt
from the meaning of the word. Here also 3"i may be more
closely defined by ??no
but how then does the proverb stand ?
the forms

">?, "lb',

is

;

" an archer

and

who wounds

hires passers-by "

alike.

But

the

everything, and he

(Ewald

archer

:

who

street-runners),

piercing everything

hires a fool,
i.e.

they are

a comic
Hercules furens, then, in order to discover the resemblance
between the three, there is need of a portion of ingenuity, such
as

is

if

only particularly assigned to the favoured.

is

But

it is

also
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against the form and the usage of the word to interpret W~Q])

simply of vogues and vagabonds.

supposed that

3"i

able

to

"

relation

Several interpreters have
and 73 must stand in a certain interchangeeach other.
Thus, e.g., Ahron b. Josef

Much makes amazement

a fool.

.

But

."

.

smuggled

in.

late line first;

this

to all, but especially one who hires
" especially" (before all) is an expression

Agreeing with Umbreit and Hitzig, we transbut in translating line second, we follow our

own method
Much
where there

i.e.,

is

bringeth

all

out of

much, then one has

begins right, to undertake everything.

it

in his power, if he

it

T\ has by bb the defini-

many men, Ex.
pecuniary and facultative

tion of a neuter, so as to designate not only
xix. 21,

much

but also

sense (cf. the subst.

much which

ability in a

Isa. lxiii. 7; Ps. cxlv.

3"i,

bringeth forth

all

out of

7);

and of the
by itself,

itself, effects all

with equal right might be used, as xxv. 23, of the north

;?in

wind.

The

antithesis

But the reward (read

106 takes
l3tJ«i)

this

form

:

and the master (who

hires

him

for

wages) of the fool pass away,
i.e.

perish

;

B^V,

stubble, Jer.

xiii.

fool gains passes

as if "i?V,

24

;

is

used of chaff, Isa. xxix. 5

of shadow, Ps. cxliv. 4.

away, for he squanders

it

;

;

of

That which the
and he who took

him into his service for wages is ruined along with him, for his
work is only pernicious, not useful. Although he who possesses much, and has great ability, may be able to effect everything of himself, yet that is not the case when he makes use of
the assistance therein of foolish men, who not only do not
accomplish anything, but, on the contrary, destroy everything,
and are only ruinous to him who, with good intention, associates
them with himself in his work. That the word must be more
accurately
~QW)

is

*I3K>1,

instead of i^tPl, one

perfectly unambiguous, and

Ver. 11.

The

series of

is

may

not object, since

manifestly the object.

proverbs regarding fools

is

continued

:

Like a dog which returneth to his vomit,
Is a fool who cometh again with his folly.
2B> is like ntftf, particip.

ought

;

only

if

the punctuation

" which returneth to his vomit "

to

were 3^33,

be taken

as

a
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under Ps. xxxviii. 14). Regarding bv as
designating the terminus quo with verbs of motions, vid. Kohler
under Mai! iii. 24. On N?. = «?, cf. xxiii. 8. Luther rightly :
wairep
as a dog devours again his vomit. The LXX. translate
reference
in
the
efierov
;
kvcov orav e-rre\6ri em tod eavrov

relative clause (vid.

:

2 Pet.

22

ii.

not from the

:

kvcov 'cmcnpe-ty-m

LXX.

LXX.,

1

Even

if

To devour

merely accidental.
the dog.

the

;

but with the

citation,

so, it is

the

to

e-rrl

Venet. is

i^epafxa,

iSt-ov

thus

is

not connected with this N. T.
its accordance with it is not

again

vomit

its

manner

is

common

with

of fools to return again

word and in deed to their past folly (vid. regarding my
with 2 of the object, xvii. 9) ; as an Aram, popular saying has
2
He
it: the fool always falls back upon his foolish conduct.
must needs do so, for folly has become to him a second nature

in

but

this "

upon him.

must " ceases when once a divine light shines forth
The LXX. has after ver. 11 a distich which is

literally the

same

as Sir. iv. 21.

own eyes?

man who is wise in his
hath more hope than he.

Ver. 12 Seest thou a

The

fool

Regarding the perf.
second

is

I

ypotheticum

^1,

valent to the Mishnic
of a sinner,

who

*3.-M?

ini^pZus

13SD, prce eo,

quam ei.

As

so the putting right of a fool,

who

is

equi-

is

the conversion

does not regard himself as righteous,

be expected than that of a self-righteous man (Matt.

to

Line

vid. at xxii. 29.

repeated, xxix. 20, unchanged.

more

is

12

f .),

is

not

ix.

conscious that he

wise (cf. xxiv. 7), is more likely to be effected than that of one
deeming himself wise for the greatest hindrance to any turning toward that which is better lies in the delusion that he does
3
Thus far the group of proverbs regarding fools.
not need it.
There follows now a group of proverbs regarding the
;

slothful
"Ver.

13 The Blothful Baith there is a lion without,
lion in the midst of the streets

A

1

Vid. Schulze's

2

Vid. AYahl's

Die

;

bibl.

Sprichworter derdeutschen Spraclie p. 71

Das Sprichwort der heb.-aram.

Rabbin. Blumenlese, p. 9.
3 The
Targurn has 12J after Codd.

Literatur, p. 147

W2» 3Q n^q n pg ( =

expedit, convenit, melius est), it is far better circumstanced
fool

han regarding him.

•

f.

Duke's

Syr. pekach,

regarding the

Vid. Geiger's Zeitsclir. vi.
(1868), p. 154.

CHAP. XXVI.

cf.

the original of this proverb,

prjB'j

is

not the jackal

xxii. 13.

PJfiK',

name

?nE> is the bibl.

;
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14-16.

to say

nothing of

for the lion,

the more general expression for ^jpa, Isa. v. 25

:

by

f?

is

the streets

he thinks of the rows of houses that form them.
Ver. 14 The door turneth on

And

its

hinges,

the sluggard on his bed.

The comparison is clear. The door turns itself on its hinges,
on which it hangs, in and out, without passing beyond the
narrow space of its motion so is the fool on his bed, where
he turns himself from the one side to the other. He is called
b"iV, because he is fast glued to the place where he is (Arab.
'azila), and cannot be free (contrast of the active, cf. Arab.
But the door offers itself as a
hafyf, moving nimbly, agilis).
comparison, because the diligent goes out by it to begin his
work without (xxiv. 27 Ps. civ. 23), while the sluggard rolls
himself about on his bed. The hook, the hinge, on which the
1
door is moved, called TTf, from "iw, to turn, has thus the name
;

;

of

lisri.

Ver. 15 The slothful has thrust his hand into the dish,
It is

A
by

hard for him to bring

variation of xix.

naw^

24

the

;

f ut.

it

back to his mouth again.

nmw

there, is here explained

nxb.

Ver. 16 The sluggard

wise in his

is

own

eyes,

More than seven men who give an

excellent answer.

Between slothfulness and conceit there exists no inward necesThe proverb means that the sluggard
sary mutual relation.
than seven, who all together
he thinks
answer well at any examination : much labour
with himself only injures the health, blunts men for life and
its joys, leads only to over-exertion ; for the most prudent is, as
as such regards himself as wiser

—

—

a general rule, crack-brained.
to

speak]

ttivh in

1

belongs to the

Syr.

is

not he

The Arab, verb

who

is

like

style

of

thinking;

slow to speak, but he

tay

who has a

to turn, like the Persian verbs
our " werden " [togrow, turn], accords with

signifies radically:

kashatn and kardydan, and
vertere (Fleischer).

Bottcher's " maulfaule " [slow

German
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faltering tongue.

1

Seven

number

the

is

of manifoldness in

completed unfolding (ix. 1). Meiri thinks, after Ezra vii. 14,
on the council of seven of the Asiatic ruler. But seven is a

round number of
ing

Regard-

plurality, ver. 25, xxiv. 16, vi. 31.

vid. at xi. 22.

DJJL?,

A series

of proverbs which

recommend the

love of peace, for

they present caricatures of the opposite

He

Ver. 17

seizeth

Who
According

is

by the ears a dog passing by,
by a strife which concerns him not.

excited

to the accentuation in

translated with Fleischer:

the text, the proverb

Qualis

est

Since he

(eique temere se immiscet).

is

been used

(xiv. 10),

might have
according to which the Syr. translates;

substantiates the originality of 13VHD (vid. xiv. 16,

^ffV

On

xx. 2).

connection

the two

For

participles,

;

this also,

renders

itself,

not dangerous, but

Therefore

The dog

to the dog.

falls into

a

feeling

Wherefore the conjecture of Euchel and
that

thereby becomes more distinct.
is

not

the sense of being angry, but contrary

"13V in

Abramsohn commends

a strange dog.

why

The Targumist,

for he stands to this object.

the usus loq.

the ear

perplexing;

is

certainly not meant, that falling into a

it is

he passes by; but that passing by, he

passion

to

the other hand, the placing together, without any
of

nn'y ?

passion

cautioned against un-

pa ^VHD

warranted interference, the expression

navnai

to be

qui forte transiens ira abripitur propter rixam alienam

talis est

but

is

qui prehendit aures canis,

13'y

belongs to

To

3$>3

seize one's

—the figure

own dog by

not advisable to do this with
belongs as a necessary attribute

it is

~\2]>

accidentally passing

by corresponds

the strife to which one stands in no relation (i^"s6

y\

to

vid.

regarding the Makkepli, Baer's Genesis, p. 85, not. 9). Whoever is excited to passion about a strife that does not belong to
him, is like one who lays hold by the ears (the LXX. arbitrarily

by the

—

a dog that is passing by
to the one or to the
happens right when he brings evil upon himself thereby.
Vers. 18, 19. These verses form a tetrastich

other

tail) of

it

:

Ver. 18

As a man who

And
1

The Aram.

sponds not to

ta]> is the

'atal,

but to

casteth brands,

arrows, and death

Hebr. <?w, as
'azal.

;

xau = nsj); but

in

Arab, corre-

CHAP. XXVI.
19 So

is

And

The

man who
:

I

deceiveth his neighbour,

make

only

sport.

old translations of rprpriD are very diverse.

rendered
Syr.

the

saith

191

19.

:

it

by

icaiccyr}9i,£6/Aevos

the vainglorious

;

;

Symmachus

the Targ.

:

:

Aquila has

7reipa>fievoi

nnnD (from

fiD?),

;

the

a suc-

(spiritually)
Jerome : noxius (injurious for which
secret).
Luther
There is thus no traditional translation.
Kimchi explains the word by IttriB'n (Venet. e£e<7T<us); Aben
Ezra by PlBriB'n (from nOB>), to behave thoughtlessly, foolishly
but both erroneously, confounding with it Piw, Gen. xlvii. 13,
which is formed from nn? and not from RHP, and is related to
nN? according to which r6r6riD would designate him who exerts
himself (Kasbi, MTlDn), or who is worn out (Saadia who does
not know what to do, and in weariness passes his time). The
root Ftlj? (Fi?, whence the reflex form !??>"vnn, like RDnonn from
rinBj no) leads to another primary idea.
The root FP presents

cessor

;

;

:

3

:

}

in (Arab.) dliha \vid. Fleischer in the

Comm. zur

Genesis, p.

and taliha, formed from the 8th form of this verb
the fundamental meaning of internal and external

57), vialiha,
(aittalah),

unrest; these verbs are used of the effect of fear (shrinking

back from

fear), .and, generally, the

want of self-command

the Syr. otlahlah, to be terrified, obstupescere, confirms this
itself with the B,. ph.
Accordhe who shoots every possible death-bringing arrow, is
thought of as one who is beside himself, one who is of confused
mind, in which sense the passive forms of (Arab.) dlah and

primary conception, connecting

ingly,

talah are actually used.

Schultens' reference to (Arab.) Idh

which n?n?nD3 must mean sicut ludicram
micationem exercens (Bottcher one who exerts himself ; Malbim
one who scoffs, from PHii), is to be rejected, because
rbrbna must be the direct opposite of POM and Ewald's commicare, according to

:

:

;

parison of (Arab.)

wdh and

akhkh, to be entangled, distorted,

Idh, to be veiled, confounds together heterogeneous words.
Eegarding CJpT (from pit), burning arrows, ui'd. under Isa. 1. 11.
Death stands third, not as comprehensive (that which is deadly
The 15
of every kind), but as a climax (yea, even death itself).

of the principal

sentence, correlate to 3 of the

contiguous

but the laws of the
clause, has the Makkeph in our editions
t^K
Munach),
as it occurs
}3
(with
require
metrical Makkeph
;
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A

Cod. 1294.

in

e.g.

man who

his malice

gives vent to

against his neighbour, and then says

:

seest

thou not that
I have only a joke
.

.

.

Arab, did), i.e. I am only jesting,
with thee: he exhibits himself as being mad, who in blind rage
scatters about him deadly arrows.
There now follow proverbs regarding the nirgdn, the slanderer
(vid. regarding the formation and import of this word at xvi.
(K?n, like

28):
Ver. 20

Where the wood

And where no

Wood,

faileth,

the

goeth out

fire

tale-bearer, discord

cometh to

as material for building or for burning,

the plur. of

its

product, D'vy.

Since DDX

is

silence.
is

called, with

the absolute end of

a thing, and thus expresses its no longer existing,

more appropriate

to

the tale-bearer, of
xxii.

10 says

of the

wood (Fleischer

whom

:

it

was

the proverb says the same thing as

mocker.
wood to
up strife.

Ver. 21 Black coal to burning coal, and

And

so

consumtis lignis) than to

a contentious

man

to stir

fire

Venet. translates Dna by icapficov, and n?n§ by avQpa%; the
former (from Dns, Arab, fahuma, to be deep black) is coal in
itself
the latter (from ?nj, jaham, to set on fire, and intrans.
to burn), coal in a glowing state (e.g. xxv. 22 Ezek. i. 13).

The

;

;

Black coal
the

fire,

is

suited to glowing coal, to nourish

to sustain it;

and

a contentious

serves this purpose, to kindle

and

up

strife,

the Pilpel in"in, to heat, i.e. to

—

coal,

is

;

and wood

to

suited for and

"nn signifies to be hot,

make hot

wood, and the contentious
they are a means to an end.
three

man

it

man

—

or hotter.

The

are alike, in that

Ver. 22 The words of the tale-bearer are like dainty morsels

And

A

they glide down into the innermost parts.

repetition of xviii. 8.

The proverbs next following treat of a cognate theme,
hypocrisy (the art of dissembling), which, under a shining
1
\_gleissen~\ exterior, conceals hatred and destruction
:

Ver. 23 Dross of silver spread over an earthen vessel
Lips glowing with love and a base heart.
1
Vid. regarding gleisen (to give a deceitful appearance) and gleissen (to
throw a dazzling appearance), Schmitthenncr-'Weigand's Deutsches Wor-

terbuch.
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24, 25.

silver is the so-called glatte

(French,

litharge), a

com-

bination of lead and oxygen, which, in the old process of pro-

ducing

silver,

silver litharge

foam).

It is

;

was separated (Luther: silberschaum, i.e. the
Lat. spuma argenti, having the appearance of

is

used to glaze over potter's ware, which here

still

(Greek, icepapoi)

is

briefly called

better in appearance than the

of the earthenware

is

for EH.n ^3
mere potsherd.
fc'in

called vnrrby nsv, which

any kind of covering (nay, E.

t)V,

a less costly material with that

contains the figure, and 236

its

;

for the vessel

The

is

glossing

applicable to

spread or layout broad) of

to

which

more

is

subscription

precious.

23a

in 3<5 Cp?"7 Q ]']??'.

:

!

Thus, with the taking away of the Mdkkeph after Codd., to be
punctuated : burning lips, and therewith a base heart burning,
;

that

with the

is,

fire

of love (Meiri,

ptJTin E>'n),

while yet the

assurances of friendship, sealed by ardent kisses, serve only to

The LXX. translate D'pH [burnand thus have read cp^Pi [smooth], which Hitzig
without reason prefers
burning lips (Jerome, incorrectly
tumentia ; Luther, after Deut. xxxii. 33, non
Gifftiger mund
a poisonous mouth) are just flattering, and at the same time
hypocritical l lips. Regarding DV)DB> as masc, vid. vol. i. p. 119;
mask

a far different heart.

ing] by Xela,

;

=

:

in 3? means, at xxv. 20, animus mcestus
figure

is

gloss as silver,

Both are

glitter,

here, inimicus.

The

:

forth the silver glance
silver.

;

one may regard a vessel with the silver
and it is still earthen ; and that also which gives

excellent

the heart

is

not

silver,

suitable to the

is

false

but only the refuse of

comparison

:

the lips only

(Heidenheim).

Vers. 24 and 25 form a tetrastich.
Ver. 24

With

And
25

1

his lips the hater dissembleth,

in his heart he

museth

deceit.

he maketh his voice agreeahle, helieve him not,
For seven abominations are in his heart.
If

Schultens explains the labia fiagrantia hy volubiliter prompta et dtserta.
sees from the Arab, dhalnka, to he loose, lightly and easily moved

But one

(pid. in Fleischer's

Beitragen zur arab. Sprachkunde the explanation of the

designation of the liquid expressed with the point of the tongue

by

dlial-

de Sacy's Grammar), and dalk, to draw out (of the
sword from its scabhard), to rinse (of water), that the meaning of the
Heb. p^"\, to hum, from E. {n, refers to the idea of the flickering, tonguekiytt, at

i.

26, 27

movement
VOL. II.

like

;

cf.

of the flame.

H
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give to
All the old translators (also the Venet. and Luther)
but the Niph. as well as
nasi the meaning, to become known
the Hithpa. {vid. at xx. 11 ; Gen. xlvii. 7) unites with this
;

meaning also the meaning to make oneself known to make
oneself unknown, unrecognisable = (Arab.) tanakkr, e.g. by
1
means of clothing, or by a changed expression of countenance.
The contrast demands here this latter signification labiis suis
:

:

alium se simulat osor, intus in pectore autem reconditum habet

dolum (Fleischer). This rendering of ncno rve* is more
than Hitzig's ("in his breast) he prepares treachery;"

nmD

correct
for

W

be rendered after nivj> rvt!>, Ps. xiii. 3 (vid. Hupfeld's
and also our comm. on this passage), not after Jer. ix. 7 for
one says D^'piD rw, to place snares, 3ns rvt^ to lay an ambush,
is

to

;

If such a
like, but not to place or to lay deceit.
dissembler makes his voice agreeable (Piel of #n only here, for

and the

as it

is

punctuated, KaV), trust not

him (r^Nn, with 3:

to

put firm trust in anything,
i.e. a whole

the form Ps.
thyself to

ix.

Genesis, p.

vid.

14

312

is,

2

)

for seven abominations,

;

host of abominable thoughts and designs, are in his heart

he

;

one may express it, after Matt. xii. 45, possessed inwardly
The LXX. makes a history of 24a: an
of seven devils.
enemy who, under complaints, makes all possible allowances,
is, if

but

in his heart

true,

but

it

TacraLveTcu SoXou?.

Ver. 26 Hatred

may

conceal

Its 'wickedness shall

history

is

only too

itself behind deceit
be exposed in the assembly.

Proverbs which begin with the
1

The

has no place in the text.

fut. are rarely to

be found,

it is

Vid. de Goeje's Fragmenta Hist. Arab.

133, primarily to fix

one's attention,

The verb
ii. (1871), p. 94.
sharply to contemplate anything,

derived the meanings of knowing and of not knowing, disof the origin of these contrasted meanings, in
Gesenius-Dietrich's Lexicon, is essentially correct; but the Arab, nakar

whence

owning.

is

The account

there referred to means, not sharpness of mind, from nakar

=

T3n> but

from the negative signification prevailing in the Arab, alone, a property by
which one makes himself worthy of being disowned craftiness, cunning,
and then also in bonam partem : sagacity.
2
The fundamental idea of firmness in pasn is always in the subject, not
the object.
The Arabic interpreters remark that aman with 6 expresses
recognition, and with I submission (vid. Lane's Lexicon under aman) but
in Hebr. pnxn with 1 fiducia fidei, with \> atsensus Jidei; the relation is
:

•

thus not altogether the same.

CHAP. XXVI,
true

yet, as

;

we have

seen,

with in the collection.

xii.

This

195

26.

26, they are sometimes to be

is

met

one of the few that are of such

LXX. and others translate 6 Kpvirwhich gives for injn a more appropriate reference, does
not require us to agree with Hitzig in reading nobn (xii. 16,
the two clauses rendered fut. stand in the same syntactical
23),
a character; for that the
tcov,

—

Job

relation, as e.g.
}lNt{>»3

by

xx. 24.

with Hitzig

less

Still

Bhh, especially since

flN

Heb. words which
formative syllable)
to

it is

doubtful whether the

floated before those translators (the

have been fallen upon.

compared only

can the rendering of
induce us to read

LXX.,

by the

crvvlcrTrjcn B6\ov,

is

fMWfi (beginning

certainly a

jiTnipt?,

Judg.

word of rare formation, to be
23 but since the nearest-

iii.

;

lying formation &*$? signifies usury (from

cording to which
is

LXX.)

and ending with a

Symmachus, Bia

NB'D, to credit)

(ac-

\rffifiara, to desire gain), it

obvious that the language preferred this double formation

for the

may

meaning deceiving,

illusion,

or,

exactly

fraud.

:

It

under Ps.
nsE', to be confused, waste, as this is done
xxiii. 18), to Ki&y
by Parchon, Kimchi (Venet. iv iprj/xla), Ralbag, and others;
also

be possible to refer

it,

like rritWEto (yid.

=

\\XVQ, in this sense of deepest concealment, certainly says not a
little as

the contrast of

?Jij3

[an assembly], but fi&&\ [a desert]
;
he might

stood ready for the poet to be used in this sense
also

have expressed himself as Job xxx.

word

selection of this rare

is

The

3, xxxviii. 27.

better explained

if

it

denotes the

—

superlative of deceit,
a course of conduct maliciously directed
toward the deception of a neighbour. That is also the impression which the

word has made on Jerome (fraudulenter),

the Targ. (NflD-HB^ in grinding), Luther (to do injury), and

according to which

it

has already been explained,

e.g.

by 0. B.

Michaelis and Oetinger (" with dissembled, deceitful nature").

The punctuation

of nD3D, Codd. and editions present in three

Buxtorf in his Concordance (also Fiirst), and
the Basel Biblia Ealbinica, have the form riDan ; but this is a
mistake.
Either r)D3n (Niph.) or nMn (Hithpa., with the same
different forms.

D as in D32H, Lev. xiii. 55 133?,
Kimchi, in his Worterbueh, gives nEQPi,
surer contrast of pKron
which is certainly better supported.
and £>np3 remains in our interpretation only we translate not
assimilation of the prefonnative

Deut.

xxi. 8)

is

;

to be read;

A

;
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" hatred seeks to conceal

as

Ewald

in

deceitful work.

nwbj

:

for hatred

Also we refer

by hypocrisy," but

itself

not to psu'toa, but to

irijn,

thought of in connection with its personal
266 that hatred is meant which

is

We see from

representative.

not only broods over

evil,

Such hatred may conceal

but also carries it into execution.
cunningly-contrived decep-

itself in

wickedness of the hater in the end comes out from
behind the mask with the light of publicity.

tion, yet the

Ver. 27

He who diggeth a pit falleth therein
And he that rolleth up a stone, upon

The thought
its

found

its

it rolleth

expression everywhere

forms of proverbial sayings

here receives, 27a has
is

himself

back.

that destruction prepared for others recoils

contriver, has

in divers

;

its

the form which

in

;

upon

among men

oldest original in Ps.

vii.

16,

repeated here and in Eccles. x. 8, and Sir. xxvii. 26.

garding rnb,

y tombera

fosse,

The second

H3 here has the sense of

vid. at xvi. 27.

ipsam; expressed
;

in

French, the proverb

in Italian

line of this

Hupfeld and Riehm on

:

is

proverb accords with Ps.
this passage).

the rolling, as a rolling upwards

;

cf.

It

is

(vid.

fidWav

Sir. xxvii. 25, 6

it

it

on

his

xviii. 13.

bruiseth

Targ., and Syr. render
;

essa.

natural to think of

Ver. 28 The lying tongue hateth those whom
And a flattering mouth causeth ruin.

The LXX., Jerome, the

in earn

17

vii.

\Wov ets {njro? eVt Ke(paXr]v avrov fiaXKei, i.e. throws
own head. |3K 7731 is to be syntactically judged of like

the sense of non amat veritatem

it

Ee-

celui qui creuse la

:

cava la fossa, cadera in

cJii

it

whence

mi

oaty in

they appear by Y21 to have

thought of the Aram. SOan, that which is pure ; and thus they
gain nothing else but an undeniable plain thought.
Many
Jewish interpreters gloss 1TP310, also after the Aram. mi
mio but the Aram. *31 does not mean pure in the sense of
being right, therefore Elia Wilna understands him who desires
:

:

=

;

to justify himself,

and

thus does not lead

this violent derivation

to the

end.

tongue hates those who punish
conterentes

= castigantes

from the Aram,

Luther, translating
it,"

ipsam; but

:

" a false

explains, as also Gesenius,
"i\l

signifies

according

to

the usage of the language before us, " bruised "
(vid. Ps. ix.
10), not : bruising ; and the thought that the liar hates him who
listens to him, leads ad absurdum; but that he
does not love him

CHAP. XXVI.

who

bruises (punishes) him,

another form of ten

work (naw'n

*1JJB>

is
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28.

Kimclii sees in V|n

self-evident.

and Meiri, Jona Gerundi

;

= The

gates

accordingly render V3n in the sense of

tongue hates

—

as

also that for V3"T }

supposable

Lowenstein translates

by the omission

in his ethical

Kepentance), and others,

of

of

1,

1JJ)

— the

^T

(Viy)

the lying

:

humble

[pious]

= '3t may be read,

;

is

but this does not harmonize with the second half
which lists' |itJ? must be the subject,

;

of the proverb, according to

and V3T X1W' must express some kind of evil which proceeds
from such a tongue. Ewald " the lying tongue hates its
1

:

master (OT)," but that
style

not in accordance with the Heb.
the word in that case should have been W3.
Hitzig

;

is

countenances this T01N, with the remark that the
here personified

him who has

it

tongue is
but personified, the tongue certainly means
(Ps. cxx. 3).
Bottcher's conjecture i^T H)U>\,
;

" confounds their talk,"

is certainly a curiosity.
Spoken of
the sea, those words would mean, " it changes its surge."
But

then at

is it

all

necessary to uncover

first

Bashi, Arama, and others refer V|n to

Thus
(not

also perhaps the Venet.,

Icedit contritosque facit.
:

content perosos

:

quos falsitate ac mendacio

Hitzig objects that

sibi.

1

(D' ??*?).

which translates rovs iimpi,fLfLov<;
C. B. Michaelis Lingua falsi-

iiriTeTpLfjLfiivov<;) airf)?.

:

tatis odio habet contritos suos, h. e. eos

say

the meaning of 28a?

DWsffMI?

And

which account Fleischer remarks

it is

more correct

certainly this lay nearer,
:

in

28a there

is

to

on

to be sup-

homo qui
ad calumnias abutitur content eos quos odit. The poet
makes job* the main conception, because it does not come
to him so readily to say that the lying tongue bruises those
against whom it is directed, as that it is hatred, which is
active in this.
To say this was by no means superfluous. There
are men who find pleasure in repeating and magnifying scandalously that which is depreciatory and disadvantageous to their
posed a poetic transposition of the ideas (Hypallage)

:

lingua

neighbour unsubstantiated, without being at

any particular

ill-will

all

or personal enmity against

conscious of

him

;

but this

proverb says that such untruthful tongue-thrashing proceeds
always from a transgression of the commandment, " Thou shalt
not hate thy brother," Lev. xix. 17, and not merely from the

want of

love,

but from a state of mind which

is

the direct
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Ewald

opposite of love (vid. x. 18).

finds it incongruous that

28a speaks of that which others have to suffer from the lying
tongue, whereas the whole connection of this proverb requires
that the tongue should here be regarded as bringing ruin upon
its owner himself.
But of the destruction which the wicked

many

tongue prepares for others
13,

proverbs also speak,

e.g. xii.

nin j1k6; and 286 does not mention that the

cf. xvii. 4,

smooth tongue (written pjrrnsi

-with Makkepli) brings injury upon
which must be otherwise expressed cf. xiv. 32),
but that it brings injury and ruin on those who have pleasure in
its flatteries (nip?n, Ps. xii. 3; Isa. xxx. 10), and are befooled
thereby
os hlandiloquum (hlanditiis dolum tegens) ad casum
itself (an idea

;

:

impellit, sc. alios (Fleischer).

In the group 1-6 of

xxvii.

form a

The

pair.

first

this

pair

chapter every two proverbs
against unseemly

directed

is

boasting
Ver. 1 Boast not thyself of to-morrow,

For thou knowest not what a day bringeth

The

3 of

Di\ji is like, e.g.

One

of boasting.

forth.

that in xxv. 14, the 3 of

when he

boasts of to-morrow

the ground

boasts of that

which he will then do and experience. This boasting is foolish
and presumptuous (Luke xii. 20), for the future is God's ; not
a moment of the future is iu our own power, we know not what
a day, this present day or to-morrow (Jas. iv. 13), will bring
forth, i.e. (cf. Zeph. ii. 2) will disclose, and cannot therefore
order anything beforehand regarding

is

to be written

form.

And

;

the

instead

Instead of inrp&

it.

(with Kametz and Mugrash), inrrt6 (thus

e.g.

the Cod.

Masora knows nothing
of

we

Jaman)

of that pausal

~b\ nn with
has the tone thrown back on the
penult, and consequently a shortened ult. ; the Masora reckons
this word among the twenty-five words with only one Tsere.

Zinnorith.

"l£

before

Di

Di' l^."" 1 ?,

write

Ver. 2 Let another praise thee, and not thine
stranger, and not thine own lips.

A

The
one

Di'1

11

own mouth

is with T?, as in (Arab.) ghyra
fyh, bound into
compact idea: that which is not thine own mouth

negative *6

(Fleischer), " not thine

own

lips,"

be interpreted as corresponding to

on the other hand,
it,

like niD-ta

xjj.

not to

is

£8

•

since

CHAP. XXVII.

after the

w?n;

prohibitive ?X,

[praise

thee]

supplies

easily

properly the stranger, as having come from a dis-

It is

itself.
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3.

he who comes from an unknown country, and is
(vid. under xxvi. 24) ; the idea of both words,
however, passes from advena and alienigena to alius.
There is

tance,

and

'naj

unknown

himself

certainly in rare cases a praising of oneself,

because

it

is

demanded

offered strongly against one's will, will be

but

(x. 13);
it is
it

which

authorized

is

(2 Cor. xi. 18), which, because

improper

in general it is

to

;

is

applaud oneself, because

a vain looking at oneself in a glass;

places others in the shade

it

measured by truth

it is

indecent, because

imprudent, because

it

of no

is

use to us, but only injures, for propria laus sordet, and as

Stobaus says, ovSev outco?

aicovo-fia

<f>opTiicov a>?

a friend's praise

The second

avrov

6 icaff

Compare the German proverb, " Eigenldb
Freundes Lob Jdnkt, fremdes Lob klingt " [= self-praise
eiraivos.

stinkt,

stinks,

lame, a stranger's praise sounds].

is

pair of proverbs designates

two kinds of violent

passion as unbearable
Ver. 3 The heaviness of a stone, the weight of sand

A fool's wrath

We

do not translate

:

is

Gravis

heavier than both.
est

petra

et

onerosa arena, so that

the substantives stand for strengthening the idea, instead of the

corresponding adjective (Fleischer, as the

Targum); the two
(cf.

pairs of

LXX.,

words stand, as 4a,

on the contrary, xxxi. 30), and

it is

Jerome, Syr.,

in genit. relation

as if the poet said

represent to thyself the heaviness of a stone and the weight of
sand, and thou shalt find that the wrath of a fool
thereto

is

still

heavier, viz. for

him who has

compared

to bear

it

;

thus

heavier, not for the fool himself (Hitzig, Zockler, Dachsel), but

for others against

whom

his anger goes forth.

A

Jewish pro-

Tendlau, No. 901) says, that one knows a man by
his wine-glass (d«), his purse (D'o), and his anger (DJD), viz.
how he deports himself in the tumult ; and another says that
one reads what is in a man 1DJJ3 QV3, when he is in an illhumour. Thus also DJ/3 is to be here understood the fool in
a state of angry, wrathful excitement is so far not master of
verb

(vid.

:

himself that the worst
hatred,

is

to be feared; he sulks and shows

and rages without being appeased

;

no one can calculate
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what he may attempt, his behaviour is unendurable.
as

it

number

appears, as to the

of

Sand,

Pin,

1

grains innumerable, so as

its

immeasurable, Job vi. 3 ; Sir. xxii. 13.
?03 the Venet. translates, with strict regard to the etymology, by

mass

to its

(in weight)

ap/j,a.

Ver. 4

The madness

And

and the overflowing

of anger,

who keeps

before jealousy

his place

of

wrath—

!

words 4a stand in connection ; fWlBX
(for which the Cod. Jaman has incorrectly nvntaN) is the connecting form; vid. regarding '")J2S, v. 9. Let one imagine the
blind, relentless rage of extreme excitement and irritation, a

Here

also the

two

pairs of

l

which bears everything
paroxysms of wrath do not usually
continue long, and it is possible to appease them ; but jealousy
is a passion that not only rages, but reckons calmly ; it incesboiling over of anger like a water-flood,

down along with

it

—these

when

santly ferments through the mind, and

it

breaks forth, he

Fleischer generalizes
perishes irretrievably who is its object.
this idea : " enmity proceeding from hatred, envy, or jealousy,
it is difficult

or altogether impossible to withstand, since

into operation all means, both secretly

and openly,

it

puts

to injure the

But after vi. 34 f ., cf. Song viii. 8, there is particularly
meant the passion of scorned, mortified, deceived love, viz. in
the relation of husband and wife.
The third pair of proverbs passes over from this special love
between husband and wife to that subsisting between friends

enemy."

Ver. 5 Better

Than

An

is

open accusation

secret love.

^^P

integral distich
nas Munach, and instead of the
second Metheg Tarcha, after Thorath Emeth, p. 11. Zockler,
with Hitzig, incorrectly : better than love which, from false
;

indulgence, keeps

when he ought
phrase rnnDO

concealed from his neighbour his faults,

to tell

nariK, not

him of them.
rnnDO.

That would require the

Dachsel, in order to accommo-

date the text to this meaning, remarks

concealed love
love,
1

—love

;

but

it

is

much

:
concealed censure is
rather the neglected duty of

without mutual discipline

is

weak, faint-hearted,

by the name pin (^Pl)-, to change, whirl, particularly to
form sand-wreaths, whence (Arab.) al-Habil, the region of movino- sand'
vid.

Sand

is

called

Wetzstein's Kord-arabien, p. 56.

CHAP. XXVII.
and,

if

it

remark in a friend what

not too blind to

is

worthy of blame,

is

without conscience

The meaning

;
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6.

is

altogether too forbearing, and essentially

but

it is

not " hidden and concealed love."

of the proverb

is

different:

courageously and sternly corrected

it

better to be

is

— on

account of some fault
committed by any one, whether he be a foe or a friend, than
to be the object of a love which may exist indeed in the heart,

—

but which
are

fails to

men who

their friendship
their love

torrent

make

itself

manifest in outward act.

which

but when

;

it

is

necessary for them to prove

be self-denying and generous, they are like a

to

is

dry when one expects to drink water from

(Job vi. 15). Such "secret"
rnnw, but rnnpp, love confined
which,

There

continually assure us of the reality and depth of

when

it

love, or, since the

word

is

it

not

to the heart alone, is like a fire

burns secretly, neither lightens nor warms

;

and before such a friend, any one who frankly and freely tells
the truth has by far the preference, for although he may pain
while the former deceives us, for he
us, yet he does us good
;

leaves us in the lurch

when

it

necessary to love us, not

is

merely in word and with the tongue, but in deed and in truth

John

(1

iii.

Kightly Fleischer

18).

amicitice tectce,

Prcestat correptio aperta

:

nulla re probatce.

i.e.

wounds of a friend,
overloaded [plentiful] the kisses of an enemy.

Ver. 6 Faithful are the

And

The

contrast to D^OS?., true,

i.e.

honourable and good (with the

transference of the character of the person to his act), would

be fraudulenta (Jerome), or nttBfU, i.e. false (Ealbag) ; Ewald
1
seeks this idea from iny, to stumble, make a false step;

from iny
gain from; but
Hitzig,

= (Arab.) dadhr,

whence dddhir,

(1) the comparison does not

usually the Arab.

Od

corresponds

to

lie

the Heb.

perfidus, to

near, since
E>,

and the

Arab, j to the Heb. t; (2) the Heb. "iny has already three
meanings, and it is not advisable to load it with yet another

meaning assumed for this passage, and elsewhere not found.
(a) to smoke, Aram. iBj;,
three meanings are the following

The
1

Thus

:

also

Schultens in the Animadoersiones, which later he fancied
meaning nidorosa, and thence
-inj>, nidor, from the

was derived from
viruhnta.
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ift'J, vapour, Ezek. viii. 11, according
to which the
translates
: the kisses
Kimchi's
and
Parchon's
Lex.,
with
Vend.,
of an enemy avvcofii^Xavrai, i.e. are fog ; (b) to sacrifice, to

whence

worship, Arab, atar

with Grabe,

it is

;

according to which Aquila

:

i/ceTi/ca (as,

probably to be read for eicouaia of the

LXX.);

and agreeably to the Niph., but too artificially, Arama obtained by entreaties — constrained
(c) to heap up, whence
:

;

Ezek. xxxv. 13,

HipJi.

"I'ntji,

which

Raslii, Meiri, Gesenius, Fleischer,

cf.

Jer. xxxiii.

6,

according to

Bertheau, and most

whose Aram, form is *iny, for IBTJ is
properly a heap of goods or treasures. 1
This third meaning
gives to the kisses of an enemy a natural adjective
they are
too abundant, so much the more plentiful to veil over the
hatred, like the kisses by means of which Judas betrayed his
Lord, not merely denoted by <pi\elv, but by Kaia^>0^m>, Matt,
explain, cogn. with "WV,

:

xxvi. 49.

This, then,

is

the contrast, that the strokes inflicted

by one who truly loves us, although they tear into our flesh
(VVa, from Jft'S, to split, to tear open), yet are faithful (cf. Ps.
cxli. 5)
on the contrary, the enemy covers over with kisses
him to whom he wishes all evil. Thus also nnnjw forms an
;

indirect contrast to D'JDKJ.

In 7-10 there
the internal.

there

is

is

weaving of the external with
two proverbs, in each of which

also visible a

First, there are

repeated a word terminating with

Ver. 7

A

satisfied soul treadeth

And

a hungry soul

—everything

It is unnecessary to read t«n- (Hitzig)

tread with the feet"

That

satiety

j.

honeycomb under foot
bitter is (to it) sweet.
;

Dian

is

stronger

;

" to

the extreme degree of scornful despite.
and hunger are applicable to the soul, vid. under
is

adverb W, relative to the nomin. absol, like
" Hunger is the best cook," acxiii. 18.
cording to a German proverb ; the Hebrew proverb is so formed

In

x. 3.

xxviii.

7,

that

is

it

lb, the

but not

easily transferred to the sphere of the soul.

Let the

man whom God

has richly satisfied with good things guard
himself against ingratitude towards the Giver, and against an

undervaluing of the gifts received and if they are spiritual
blessings, let him guard himself against
self-satisfaction and
;

1

Vid. regarding this word,

xxiv. 665, 668.

Scblottmsan in Deutsch.-Mortjenl Zeitschrifl
J
J

'
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self-contentment, which

17
There
iii.

is

in worldly

life,

but which

is

changing of

is a constant hunger and thirst.
even the most pleasing, a dis-

dissatisfaction

awakening disgust

nothing else than the decay of

life,

As

a

man

that waiidereth from his home.

not a flying out that is meant, from which at any
is possible, but an unwilling taking to flight

orav airo^evwOfj

:

for Tlii

*)U',

than the

a bird that wandereth from her nest,
is

a return

8&

life,

into death.

So
is

and

;

a satiety which supposes itself to he full of

life

Ver. 8

in truth, the worst poverty, Rev.

God

things,

and a

satisfaction felt,

in spiritual

It

is,

for life without

;
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8.

;

Venet.

:

irXavovfievov

.

.

.

(LXX.

Trkavovjievos)

xvi. 2, cf. Jer. iv. 25, birds that

Isa.

moment
;

have been

xxi. 15 f., designates the fugitive
cf.
and
above, xxvi. 2, where "IW designates
Vi, Gen. iv. 14,
Otherwise Fleischer " warning against
aimless roving about.
unnecessary roaming about, in journeyings and wanderings far
from home: as a bird far from its nest is easily wounded,
caught, or killed, so, on such excursions, one easily comes to
One may think of a journey in the East.
injury and want.
The Arabs say, in one of their proverbs dlsafar ka(at man
dlklyym (= journeying is a part of the pains of hell)." But TO

frightened

;

and

"Hi,

;

"151

:

:

here

is

not to be understood in the sense of a libere vagari.

Rightly 0. B. Michaelis

:

qui vagatur extorris

et

exul a loco suo

This proverb mediately
recommends the love of one's fatherland, i.e. " love to the land
in which our father has his home ; on which our paternal
sc.

natali vel habitationis ordinance.

which we have spent the years of our
life
from which
we have derived our bodily and intellectual nourishment; and
in which home we recognise bone of our bone and flesh of our
1
flesh."
But next it says, that to be in a strange land must be
mansion stands

;

in

childhood, so significant a part of one's whole

;

an unhappiness, because a man never feels better than at
home, as the bird in its nest. We say Heimat [home] this
beautiful word becomes the German language, which has also
coined the expressive idea of Heimweh [longing for home] ; the
:

1

Gustave Baur's

Encyklopadie.

article

—

" Vaterlandsliebe," in Schmid's Padagogischer
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Heb.

home, the word *01p» and of
The Heb. Tvaf correword ijns or TiDIK.

uses, to express the idea of

fatherland, the
*

sponds

to the

German

Elend, but

;

= Ellend, elilenti, of

another

land, strange.

The two
jn,

following proverbs have in

and treat of the value of friendship

common

the catchword

:

Ver. 9 Oil and frankincense rejoice the heart

And

the sweet discourse of a friend from a counselling of soul.

Regarding the perfuming with dry aromas, and sprinkling with
liquid aromas, as a mark of honour towards guests, and as a
1

The

from vol. ii. p. 191 f. of
den Psalter, to which Delitzsch refers the

translators transfer to this place a note

the author's larger Comm.

— "The

ii.

modern High German adj. elend, middle High German
High German alilandi, elilendi, or elilenti, is composed of ali
aud land. The adj. ali occurs only in old High German in composition.
In the Gothic it is found as an independent adj., in the sense of alius and
aXX^f (yid. Ulfilas, Gal. v. 10). The primary meaning of elilenti is consequently of auother country, foreign.
In glosses aud translations it is
rendered by the Lat. words peregrinus, exul, advena, also captious. In
these meauings it occurs very frequently. In the old High German translation of Ammonius, Diatessaron, sive Harmonies in quatuor Evangelica,
the word proselytism, occurring in Matt, xxiii. 15, is rendered by elilantan.
To the adj. the old High German subst. corresponds. This has the
meaning exilium, transmigratio, captivitas. The connection in elilenti or
elilenies, used adverbially, is rendered by the Lat. peregre.
In the middle
High German, however, the proper signification of both words greatly predominates. But as, in the old High German, the idea of miser is often at
the same time comprehended in the proper signification
he who is miserable through banishment, imprisonment, or through sojourning in a strange
laud thus, in several places of the middle High German, this derived idea
begins to separate itself from the fundamental conception, so that ellende
comes in general to be called miser. In the new High German this derived
conception is almost alone maintained. Yet here also, in certain connec-

reader:

ellende, old

:

:

;

tions, there are

found traces of the original idea,

Very

for to banish.

early also the

word came

e.g.

Ms

Elend

schicken

to be used, in a spiritual

sense, to denote our present abode, in contrast to paradise or the
heavenly
kingdom.
Thus, e.g. in one of Luther's hymns, when we
prav to the
Holy Ghost:
.

.

.

" Das

er

Weun
[That

vns behiite, an vnserm ende,
wir heim farn aus diesem elende."

He guard us to our eud
go home from this world.]

When we

— Rud. von Raumeb.
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means of promoting joyful

The

xxi. 17.
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9.

social fellowship, vid. at vii.

pred. neb", comprehends frankincense or

oil

16

f.,

as the

two sides of one and the same thing the LXX. introduces,
from Ps. civ. 15, also wine.
It also reads nji priD1 as one
;

word, njnjsniM

:

Kajapprfivvrai Se inrb

av/jt/TTTai/jidTcov ifrvyi],

which Hitzig regards as original for he translates, understanding HV3/D after Ps. xiii. 3, " but the soul is torn by cares."
;

But why njnpDD,

this

now connected with
one gain by
trast to

this

9a which

Hithpa. without example, for fjnpj

p

in the sense of itro

!

Alexandrian wisdom [of the
is

altogether incongruous?

dering accords far better with 9a

:

|_

and

And what

does

LXX.] — a

con-

Doderlein's ren-

" but the sweetness of a

But although this rendering
by " fragrant wood " is found in Gesen. Lex.,

friend surpasses fragrant wood."
of the

word

[

n ??]

it must be rejected
for the
wood as the contents of trees, the word for
aromatic wood must be O'ltV and if the poet had not intention-

from one edition to another, yet

word

;

signifies

;

he ought to have written DB>3 ^SJ?, since
$BJ, with the exception of Isa. iii. 20, where it is beyond doubt,
nowhere means fragrance. If we read nsy and t!>B3 together,
aimed

ally

at dubiety,

then we

may

Ps.

3

xiii.

;

suppose that the latter designates the soul, as at

and the former, counsel (from the verb }T).

But

what does the suffix of Wjn refer 1 One may almost conjecture that the words originally were Wjn JWO B>2J priDl, and
to

the sweetness of the soul

(i.e.

a sweet relish for

it,

cf. ver.

7

and xvi. 24) consists in the counsel of a friend, according to
which Jerome translates et bonis amici consiliis anima dulcoratur. By this transposition Wjn refers back to E>BJ for if nephesh
denote a person or a living being, it can be construed ad sensum
But the words may remain in
as masc, e.g. Num. xxxi. 28.
It is possible
the order in which they are transmitted to us.
that injn is (Bottcher refers to Job xii. 4) of the same meaning
as jnn (the friend of one = the friend), as fc) denotes directly
iW, the half iW, the right time. Recognising
the whole
:

;

;

this,
i.e.

;

Cocceius, Umbreit, Stier, and Zockler explain

:

sweetness,

the sweet encouragement (P™3, in the sense of " sweetness

(grace) of the lips," xvi. 21) of a friend,

own

is

better than one's

counsel, than prudence seeking to help oneself,

merely to one's own resources; thus

also

Eashi

:

and trusting
better than
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what

one's

own

one's

own

person (oneself)

contrast

in

mean

(1) C E3 cannot
:

another person;

to

Thus

supply a correct antithesis to 9a.

this does not

and (2)

But

soul advises him.

not express the preference, but the origin. Accordingly
Ewald, e.g., explains the sweetness of a friend whom one has
JO will

:

i.e. from such counsel as
drawn from a deep,- full soul. But no proof can be brought
from the usage of the language that M'TO can be so meant

proceedeth from the counsel of soul,
is

these words, after the analogy of

its

perfume

(viii.

14

;

Accordingly, with Bertheau,

ability to advise.

common

J?~nti&> as the

mean ability to
Joh xii. 13), i.e.

njn, xix. 2,

K>2J

give counsel as a quality of the soul

predicate for 9a and 96

rejoice the heart,

we

explain

ointment and

;

and (the Syr., Targ., well

even

:

so)

the sweet exhortation of a friend, from a soul capable of renalso, this and this, more than that fragrance.
formed in the same way as xxvi. 9, 14. In
explanation mjn is well referred back to 3?
and (more

dering counsel

This proverb
this

;

is

:

than) the sweet advice of his friend.
But not so that injn is
equivalent to 3?n JTi, for one does not thus speak but the con;

struction

is

as

when we

say, in the

German language

:

Nichts

Herzen woler als wenn sein Freund es mitfiihlend
[nothing does more good to a heart than when a friend

thut einem
trostet

sympathizingly comforts

Dein Freund

lebt

;

or

:

Zage

Herz!
[Be not dismayed,
and will soon show

nicht, tief belrubtes

dir bald sick zeigen

thy friend lives,
In such cases the word " Herz" [heart] does

deeply-troubled heart

himself to thee].

it]

und wird
!

not designate a distinct part of the person, but, synecdochically,
it

denotes the whole person.

Ver. 10. Another proverb, consisting of three
mendation of friendship:
Thine

And

own

com-

friend and the friend of thy father forsake not,

into thy brother's house

Better

is

go not in the day of thy misfortune
a near neighbour than a far-off brother.

In our editions
that

lines, in

IJTi. is

the accent

is

incorrectly pointed with Pasek after

Asia Legarmeh

;

the Pasek

is

it

so

after the

example of older editions, with Norzi, to be cancelled so that
only the conjunctive Asia remains; "thine own and the friend
of thy father" denotes the family friend, like some family
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11.

heirloom, descending from father to son.
friend one must certainly not give up.
the second
st.

njm

Such an

into jrn, but njni (which, after the

Ewald,

constr., retains its segol,

§

2 lie)

old tried

The Keri changes
Masora

in

also admissible, for

is

a form of comparison (Hitzig) this njn is not, but the fuller
form of the abbreviated J", from njn, to take care of, to tend,
to pasture

—an

Such a proved

a participial.

give up, and in the time of

supposed that, as

xviii.

like the cogn.

'.in)

%\j

friend one ought certainly not to

heavy

him and not

one should go to
this

(—

infinitive formation

24

regarding

trial (vid,

to a brother's house

says, there

is

"PK,

—

it

i.

26)

is

by

a degree of friend-

which in regard to attachment stands above
mere fraternal relationship, and it is true blood-rela-

ship (cf. xvii. 17)
that of

tionship,

;

viewed in

itself,

stands as a relationship of affection

on natural grounds below friendship, which
life

friendship of soul

heart-friend
at the

The

But does

on moral grounds.

?

same time

cannot

?

and

its

my

a relationship of

brother be at the same time

not friendship

is

is

blood-relationship exclude

all

roots in the spirit

the firmer

and

in

when

it

my
has

natural grounds

I

poet seems to have said this, for in 10c, probably a popular

saying (cf. "Besser Nachbar an der

Wand ah Bruder uber Land"

[Better a neighbour by one's side than a brother abroad]), he
gives to his advice a foundation, and at the
tion

which modifies

its

ruggedness.

same time a

But Dachsel

limita-

places (like

meanings which the words do
them of inward nearness and
remoteness; and Zockler reads between the lines, for he remarks,
a " near neighbour " is one who is near to the oppressed to
counsel and help them, and a "distant brother" is one who
with an unamiable disposition remains far from the oppressed.
The state of the matter is simple. If one has a tried friend in
Schultens)

in

3i"i£

and

pirn

not contain, for he interprets

neighbourly nearness, so in the time of
consolation

and

help,

he must go

distress,

to this friend,

when he needs
and not

first

to

the house of a brother dwelling at a distance, for the former
certainly does for us

may

what the

latter

probably

may and

probably

not do for us.

Ver. 11. This proverb has, in
tristich,

the form of an address:

common with

the preceding
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Become
That

I

wise,

may

son, and make my heart rejoice,
an answer to my accusers.

my

give

"be wise" (Luther), we translate "become wise"
(LXX. Cronos jivov); for he who is addressed might indeed be
wise, tliongh not at present so, so that his father is made to
listen to such deeply wounding words as these, "Cursed be he
The
who begat, and who educated this man" (Malbim).

Better than

cohortative clause 116 (cf. Ps. cxix. 42) has the force of a clause
with a purpose (Gesen. § cxxviii. 1) : ut Jiabeam quod its qui me
convicientur regerere possim

Hezekiah

;

does not occur anywhere in the

it

collection except here.

Mn.

Ver. 12. DDJ? appears to lean on
The prudent man

The simple pass

= xxii.
'^J!,?.

;

its

349a, calls

The

on, suffer injury.

WW

where D^nai for ffKna, incai for "WW, and
the three asyndeta make the proverb clumsy,
3,

counted out
§

seeth the misfortune, hideth himself

seven words separately to the hearer.

for

as if

it

Ewald,

a " Steinschrift " [an inscription on a stone].

it

and yet more without, Vav,

perfects united in pairs with,

1
express the coincidence as to time.

Ver. 13. Dnj? alliterates with my.
Take from him the garment,

And
=- xx.

for

he hath become surety for'another,
him under bonds.

for the sake of a strange matter put

n '1?J

16, vid. there.

aXKoTpia

;

Jerome, pro

we

alienis),

interpret neut.

occurs that one becomes surety for a strange

Theodotion,

nrepl ffewjs),

(LXX.

to

although certainly the case

woman

by whose enticements and

(Aquila,

flatteries

he

The second Munach is at xxii. 3, as well as here, according to the rule
4 of the Accentuationssystem, the transformation of the Dechi, and preserves its value of interpunction ; the Legarmeh of Wig is, however, a
1

xviii.

I

<

disjunctive of less force than Dechi, so that thus the sequence of the accents

denotes that njn PIK1 DIIJ? is a clause related to "iriDJl as a hypothetical
antecedent if the prudent sees the calamity, then he hides himself from it.
:

This syntactic relation

tenable at xxii.

is

3,

but not here atxxvii. 12.

Here,

at least, Dnj) would be better with Rebia, to which the following Dechi

would subordinate
or also, prudent

is

itself.

The prudent

he who sees the

junctives before Athnach, the

first,

the second, retains either Legarmeh
cix.

14) or Relia

(xii.

2

;

seeth the evil, concealeth himself

evil,

hides himself.

according as
{e.g.

Ps.

i.

it is

5,

For of two

dis-

greater or less than

lxxxvi. 12, Ixxxviii. 14,

Ps. xxv. 2, lxix. 9, cxlvi. 5).
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14, 15.

taken, and who afterwards leaves him in the lurch with the
debts for which he had become security, to show her costly

is

favour to another.

Ver. 14. This proverb, passing over the three immediately
itself with vers. 9 and 10.
It is directed
against cringing, noisy complimenting:

intervening, connects

He who
It

The

blesseth his neighbour with a loud voice, rising early
morning,
is reckoned as a curse to him.
first line

is

in the

intentionally very heavy, in order to portray

maker

the empressement of the

of compliments

:

he

calls

out to

another his good wishes with a loud voice, so as to make the
impression of deep veneration, of deeply
in

felt

favour thereby, and to

gain

reality to

greater acts of kindness

;

thankfulness, but

commend

himself to

he sets himself to meet him, having

;
cf. Jer. xliv. 4 with xxv. 4)
early in the morning, to offer his captatio benevolenlice as speedily

risen

up

(D , 3B'n j adverbial inf. abs.

as possible

;

but this salutation of good wishes, the affected zeal

in presenting which
is

reckoned

to

him

is

a sign of a selfish, calculating, servile soul,

as n??p, viz. before

God and

every one

who

can judge correctly of human nature, also before him who is
complimented in so ostentatious and troublesome a manner, the
Others understand the
true design of which is thus seen.
proverb after the example of BeracJioth 14a, that one ought to
salute no one till he has said his morning's prayer, because

honour is due before all to God (the Book of Wisdom, x. 28)
and others after Erachin 16a, according to which one is meant
who was invited as a guest of a generous lord, and was liberally
entertained, and who now on the public streets blesses him, i.e.
such blessing is a curse to
praises him for his nobility of mind
;

—

him whom

it

concerns, because this trumpeting of his praise

brings upon him a troublesome, importunate crowd. But plainly
'Ul ?ip3 lays the chief emphasis on the

the particularity of
servility

plients

manifested; and one
besieging

matutini, each of

the

doors

whom

of

calls

mind the

to

their

patrons,

sought to be the

first in

case of the

those

clientes

the salutatio of

wealthy patron.
Ver. 15. This proverb passes from the complimentarius to

his distinguished

opposite, a shrewish wife:

VOL.

II.

°

its
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A

continual dropping in a rainy day
a contentious woman are alike.

And

Thus we have already

translated (vol.

i.

p. 9),

when
we began

where,

treating of the manifold forms of parabolic proverbs,

but at the same time remarked that

with

this

vers.

15 and 16 are connected, forming a tetrastich, which

least poetic,

is

certainly the case according to the text here lying before us.

In verse 15,

xix.

complete verse.
given.

135 is expanded into a distich, and made a
Regarding "nto *]?% vid. the explanation there

The noun

which the Syr. translates by

"^"Up,

but the Targumist retains, because

it

is

in

common

]-,

,.

m

use in the

Heb. (Bereschith rabba, c. 1) and the Jewish Aramaic,
signifies violent rain, after the Jewish interpreters, because then
the people remain shut up in their houses
more correctly, perhaps, from the unbroken continuousness and thickness (cf. the
Arab, insajara, to go behind each other in close column) with
which the rain pours down. Regarding D^ilD, Keri DTO, vid.
vi. 14 ; the genit. connection of '» r)B>K we had already at xxi.
9.
The form nwBO is doubtful. If accented, with Lbwenstein and others, as Milra, then we would have a Nithkatal
post.-bibl.

;

—

us, as at Num. i. 47, or a Hothkatal
a passive
form of the Kal, the existence of which, however, is not fully
established.
Rather this word is to be regarded
as nintw
o
it(Nithpa. as Deut. xxi. 8 Ezek. xxiii. 48) without the dagesh,
and lengthened the form of the word HintS^ as found in the

before

:

•

;

;

Cod. Jaman., aims
lished, e.g.

But

at this.

by Cod. 1294,

Evvald, § 132c), regards

the form HWE'J

js

better estab-

Kimchi^Mc/iW 131a (cf.
form without the dagesh, made

as Milel.
it

as a

up of the Niph. and Hithpa., leaving the penultima toning unexplained.
Bertheau regards it as a voluntative let us compare
:

(as njWB' J, Isa. xli. 23)

but as he himself says, the reflexive
form does not accord with this sense. Hitzig has adopted the
;

right explanation (cf. Olshausen, § 275, and Bottcher,

who, however, registers

it

at

§

1072,

random as an Ephraimitism).

HWJ

a Niphal, with a transposition of consonants for nriWJ, since
7\mvi passes over into njriB>j.
Such is now the genus in

is

arrangement
inaccurate.

the
the Milra form would be as masc. syntactically
"The finite following the subjects is regulated hy
;
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2

Sam.

number

22, xx.

iii.

20

of that which

Ps.

;
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16.

6

lv.

;

Job

next before

is

xix.

it,

as at

15 " (Hitzig).

Ver. 16. This verse stands in close connection with
it speaks of the contentious woman:

tlie

pre-

= quicunque

earn

ceding, for

He that restraineth her restraineth the
And oil meeteth his right hand.

The

connection of the plur. subject

cohibet, with a sing, predicate, is not to

wind,

rPJB'S

be disputed

18
but can pi gain from the meaning of
preserving, laying up, also the meanings of keeping, of confining, and shutting up ?
for these meanings we have &^3

and

xxviii. 16, Chelhib)

(vicl. iii.

;

—

and

"nv } xxx. 4).
In 166 it lies nearer to see in
frO] the object of the clause (oil meeteth his right hand)
"ivy

(cf.

than the subject (his right hand meeteth
of pD directs to "V
11

gender indifferent)

to

generally masc.

Ezek. xv. 66

(e.g.

(cf.

it

:

Song

fern.,

is
i.

3).

;

while on the contrary

There

is

right hand)
is
is

with his right

oil

with Hitzig, as a second subject (he meets

or,

;

!G>B> is

no reason for regard-

ing wqi as an adverbial accus. (he meets

hand),

for the gender
where '"MM is as

oil),

cf. 6a,

oil,

his

the latter, in the order of the words lying before us,

We

all possible.
suppose that Kipl, as at Gen. xlix. 1,
equivalent to nn^ (Ewald, § 116c), for the explanation oleum

not at

ejus prceconem

dexterce

agit

explain, but only darkens
(Fleischer),

is

;

(Oocceius,

Schiiltens)

and oleum dexterd sua

does not

legit, i.e.colligit

based on an untenable use of the word.

As one

may

say of person to person, T!£, occurrit tibi, Num. xxv. 18,
so also K^P* (^IPI), of a thing that meets a man or one of his
members; and if we compare nKip? and 'Hi?, then for 166 the

meaning

woman

is

possible:

like oil that

is

oil

meets his right hand; the quarrelsome
in the hand, which struggles

cannot be held

against that which holds it, for it always glides out of the hand.
also Luther : " and seeks to hold oil with his band," as if

Thus

he read YW.- 1° fact, this word was more commonly used as
the expression of untenableness than the colourless and singular

word Nnp

1

",

which, besides,

is

so ambiguous, that none of the old

any other Kip than that which signifies
The Jewish interpreters also adhere to

translators has thought on

" to
this

call,"

" to name."

nearest lying snp, and,

Targ., Aquila,

moreover, explain, as the Syr.,

Symmachus, Jerome, and the

Venet.,

W

JOB*,
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according to the accentuation as genit. connected, e.g. Raslii
of purificalie calls for oil to his right hand, viz. as the means

from leprosy, Lev. viii. 14 [xiv. 16]; and Aben Ezra:
even when he calls for oil to his right hand, i.e. would move
them to silence with the precious anointing oil. Perhaps ver.
16 was originally an independent proverb as follows :
tion

nn )bx (in
&op uw

i.e.,

':sv

pm

He who layeth up riches in store layeth up the wind,
And he nameth them the fat of his right hand
he sees in them that which makes his right hand

Isa. x.

at Isa.

fat

and

cf. V3DB>'»3,
Ps. cix. 24, opp. Zech. xi. 17
Phcenican
of health,
the
god
16, and regarding 'Eafiovv,
lix. 10), and yet it is only the wind, i.e. something that

strong (jaw, as at

;

worthless and transient, which he stored up (!?¥, as at xiii. 22,
and in WB??, Obad. ver. 6). Jin is used as it frequently occurs
in the Book of Proverbs, e.g. xi. 4, and the whole proverb
is

expresses by another figure the
that

JIBS

yiy (the south),

without

same

The

as xviii. 11.

fact

(nn), xxv. 23, and as a contrast thereto in the compass

its

hovered before the poet,

may

not have been

influence on the choice of the words and expression

here.

Ver. 17. This proverb expresses the influence arising from
the intercourse of
Iron

is

man

with

man

:

sharpened hy iron,

And a man may sharpen the appearance of another.
Masora reads liv, Ewald remarks, it interprets the
word as denoting "at the same time," and the further meaning of
the proverb must then accord therewith. Accordingly he translates " iron together with iron
and one together with the face
of another "
But then the prep. 3 or DJ> is wanting after the
second "lrV for "irr is, in spite of Ewald, § 217A, never a prep.
and the "face," 176, would be a perplexing superfluity.

When

the

:

!

!

—

—

Hitzig already replies, but without doing
ditional

homage

to the tra-

text-punctuation, that such a violence to the use of

language, and such a darkening of the thought, is not at all to
be accented.
He suggests four ways of interpreting in : (1)
the adverb 1*}\, united, properly (taken accusat.) union
(2)
11

;

Ps. lxxxvi. 11, imper. of the Piel

"in^ unite

;

(3)

"HIT,

Job

W

iii.

6,

CHAP. XXVII.
jussive of the

Kal

rnn, gavdeat; and (4) as Kiinchi, in Micldol

126a, jussive of the

Mic.

iv.

11.

Job

tnx,

JWij

we take

in

"JIT

Kal rnn (=Tin)

Gen.
!>rpi,

xxiii. 9.

If

213

17.

acuere, after the

form

xxxii. 8, etc. in p. irp, after the

Kings

2

irp with ?na, then

i.

it is

tnn,

form

2 (= vbn£, 2 Chron. xvi. 12).
a priori to be supposed that

the idea of sharpening lies; in the Arab, iron

is

simply-

hadyda = 'ftin that which is sharpened, sharp; and a
current Arab, proverb says alhadyd balhadyd yuflah =ferrum
called

>

:

But

ferro diffinditur (vid. Freytag under the word falah).
the traditional text-punctuation

maintained

It

?

may be

easily

is

thus understood to be rightly

changed

in

conformity with the

meaning, but not so that with Bottcher we read "ini and in. !,
the fut. Kal of Tin: "iron sharpeneth itself on iron, and a
man sharpeneth himself over against his neighbour" for ya
1

—

after a verb to be understood actively, has to be regarded as the

—

changed into TJ (fiit. Hip/i. of "nn)
and
into "1JT or 1JT (/jjf. iSpA. of Tin, after the form ^nx,
incipiam, Deut. ii. 25, or ?ns, profanabo, Ezek. xxxix. 7; Num.
xxx. 3). The passive rendering of the idea 17a and the active of
171 thus more distinctly appear, and the unsuitable jussive forms
are set aside ferrum ferro exacuitur, et homo exacuitfaciem amici
object

but since

1<1\ is

?

"in;

:

sui (Jerome, Targ., the

As

?JM

of the

may
Kal

Venet.).

But

that

not necessary.

is

be the fut. of the Hiph. (he brought up) as well as
(he went up), so irp may be regarded as fut. Kal,

and "W as fut. Hiph.
Hiph. : aciem exhibet,
but the jussive

is

Fleischer prefers to render in' also as
like

WJ?!, divitias acquirit, and the like

transitive (inwardly transitive)

Hiph.

may

It

indeed be said

that the two jussives appear to be used, according to
licence, with the force of indicatives (cf.

repetition

opposes

;

not favourable to this supposition of an in-

it.

Thus we

under

explain

:

xii.

iron

poetic

26), but the

is

sharpened

word] by iron (3 of the
means, not of the object, which was rather to be expected in
[c/ewettt,

Luther uses

this appropriate

176 after xx. 30), and a man whets ya, the appearance, the
deportment, the nature, and manner of the conduct of his
neighbour.

with

man

The proverb
operate in the

requires that the intercourse of

way

of sharpening the

man

manner and

forming the habits and character; that one help another to
culture and polish of manner, rub off his ruggedness, round

214
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one has to make use of iron when lie sharpens
and seeks to make it bright. The jussive form is the
uratorical form of the expression of that which is done, but also
of that which is to be done.
The following three proverbs are connected with 17 in their
his corners, as

iron

form

similarity of

:

Ver. 18 Whosoever watcheth the fig-tree will enjoy its fruit
And he that hath regard to his master attaineth to honour.

The

member

first

is,

plating the second

as in ver. 17, only the

means of contem-

as faithful care of the tree has fruit for a

;

reward, so faithful regard for one's master, honour
as at Isa. xxvii. 3, IBi? as at

valid in the case of

The

fig-tree

ing

iv. 10, etc.

any kind of master up

presented

appropriate figure

Hos.

itself,

as

;

— the

to the

">V3 is

used

proverb

Lord

is

of lords.

Heidenheim remarks,

as an

because in the course of several years' train-

;

its fruit, which the language of the Mishna
pa, unripe, Snu, half ripe, and 5»S, fully

brings forth

it

distinguishes

To

ripe.

as

the

fruit in

first

line

corresponds honour in the

second, which the faithful and attentive servant attains unto
first

on the part of his master, and then also from society in

general.
Ver. 19

Thus

modo
is

it is

So

also the heart of

with water, face correspondeth to face,
man to man.

the traditional text

tion that D?tM

lated

As

as in

:

is to be translated ; for on the supposimust be used for O^S, yet it might not be transwaters face corresponds to face (Jerome quo:

in aquis resplendent vultus respicientium), because

3 (instar)

always only a prep, and never conj. subordinating to

whole sentence

itself

a

under Ps. xxxviii. 14).
But whether
0)1??, "like water," may be an abridgment of a sentence: "like
as it is with water," is a question, and the translation of the
LXX. (Syr., Targ., Arab.), Scnrep oi% ofioia irpoawira irpoaw77-oi?,

(vid.

k.t.X., appears,

according to Bottcher's ingenious conjec-

have supposed D'Dn icsa, from which the LXX. derived
PN3, sicut non -pares.
The thought is beautiful : as in the
water-mirror each one beholds his own face (Luther : der
Scheme
the shadow), so out of the heart of another each sees
ture, to

E^

=

his

own

heart,

ings of his

i.e.

own

he finds

in

another the dispositions and feel-

heart (Fleischer)— the face finds in water

its
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29.

and the heart of a man finds

reflection,

are 6fioio-7ra6d$, and

is

it

in

man

its

echo

;

men

a fortunate thing that their heart

is

capable of the same sympathetic feelings, so that one can pour
into the heart of another that which fills and moves his own

and can there find agreement with it, and are-echo. The
is extensive
one corresponds to another, one

heart,

expression with ?

:

adapted to the other, turns to the other,
so that the thought may be rendered in manifold ways ; the
divinely-ordained mutual relationship is always the ground-

belongs to another,

is

This is wholly obliterated by Hitzig's conjecture
» what a mole on the face is to the face, that is man's

thought.
tti»3,

heart to man,"

i.e. the heart is the dark spot in man, his partie
But the Scripture nowhere speaks of the human
heart after this manner, at least the Book of Proverbs, in which
2 ? frequently means directly the understanding.
Far more
intelligible and consistent is the conjecture of Mendel Stern, to
which Abrahamsohn drew my attention B^B? CJsn D)D3 like
water (viz. flowing water), which directs its course always forward, thus (is turned) the heart of man to man. This con-

Jionteuse.

1

:

jecture removes the syntactic harshness of the

and

first

member

by a beautiful
and excellent figure the natural impulse moving man to man.
It appears, however, to us, in view of the LXX., more probable
without changing the

D*G)3

that

is

letters,

abbreviated

illustrates

from the

original

D'DD

(cf.

~\Wii2

xxiv. 29).

The

common

following proverb has, in

with the preceding,

the catchword Ulan, and the emphatic repetition of the
expression

same

:

Ver. 20 The under-world and hell are not satisfied,
And the eyes of man are not satisfied.

A Ken
and

jrUNI

is

here erroneously noted by Lowenstein, Stuart,
to nM3K1 is here Y^Nl, which secures

The Ken

others.

the right utterance of the ending, and

many

MSB.

the ending
(e.g.

either
1

rii&W,
i

or

(e.g.
|i

is

LXX.
n—

The

Cod. Jaman).

common
(e.g.

in

the

2o\ojj.(i>v

"»),

In Gesen. Lex. this

ni2H

rr?B>)

§

altogether wanting 1 in

from
and places

stripping off of the

names

and

Olsh.

is

of persons
;

215,7.

we

J

write at pleasure

rni* (to*) of the

stands to the present day under ni3K.
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nature of a proper name, is already found in its full form IfaaK
at xv. 11, along with i'iXB'; the two synonyms are, as was there
shown, not wholly alike in the idea they present, as the under-

world and realm of death, but are related to each other almost
1
the same as Hades and Gehenna jnas is what is called in the
;

Jonathan-Targum NrUK

rpa, the place of destruction, i.e of the

The proverb

second death (NJ^n xniD).

on the one

side,

and the eyes of

remark

nothing

fills

cf.

:

Hades and Hell

places

the other, on the same

To

insatiableness.

line in respect of their

the

man on

this Fleischer

adds

the Arab. aTayn Ta tamVaha all'a altrab,

the eyes of

man but

a strikingly beautiful expression

!

the open eyes, then they are full

dust of the grave

at last the

If the dust of the grave

—fearful

irony

fills

The eye

!

is

instrument of seeing, and consequently in so far as it
always looks out farther and farther, it is the instrument and
the

the representation of
is

satisfied, is

But

first

human

equivalent to:

The

eyes of

contemplating that which

mand
15,

covetousness

"the desire of the eye," 1 John

proper sense.

is

more

"...

men

is

difficult to

The eye

covetousness.

human

ii.

16,

is

is

is

filled,

appeased.

meant

in the

are not satisfied in looking and

attractive

and new, and no com-

be fulfilled than that in Isa. xxxiii.

that shutteth his eyes from seeing evil."

There

is

therefore no more inexhaustible means, impice speculationis, than

the desire of the eyes.

There follow here two proverbs which have

in

common

with

each other the figures of the crucible and the mortar
Ver. 21 The crucible for silver and the furnace for gold,
And a man according to the measure of his praise
i.e.,

silver

and gold one values according

smelting crucible and the smelting furnace

to the result of the

but a man, according to the measure of public opinion, which presupposes that
which is said in xii. 8, " according to the measure of his wisdom

man

PPHD

not a pyfia

;

fiea-ov like our Leumund
which denotes fame down
to evil Lob [fame], which is only Lob [praise] per antiphrasiiu
Evvald otherwise " according to the measure of his crloryino ;"
or Hitzig better " according to the measure with which he
praises himself," with the remark: "!&no is not the act the
1
ViJ. Frankel, Zu dem Targum der Propheten (1872), p. 25.
is

a

praised."

[renown], but

it is

:

:

is

a graduated idea
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2?.

glorifying of self, but the object of the glorying (cf. P1D30,
jnn),

i.e.

that in which he places his glory."

" one

thing further:

generally wont to praise in

Thus

things."

with

tion

xii.

the proverb

8

seems

it

him by

recognises

Eottcher some-

that which he

is

himself and others, persons and

be understood

to

is

but

;

connec-

in

us more probable that

to

i>SriD

is

thought of as going forth from others, and not as from himself.
In line first, xvii. 3a is repeated ; the second line there
is

conformable to the

first,

according to which

it

should be here

man is for him what the crucible and
metal.
The LXX., Syr., Targ., Jerome,

said that the praise of a

the furnace

is

for

w,

and the

Venet.

cinnity.

Luther accordingly

read

"?.]*?

A man is tried by the
As

mouth

silver in the crucible

Others even think to interpret

and
est

and thereby obtain more con-

translates

of his praise,

and gold in the furnace.

man

so they vocalize the words.

praises

as the subject examining,

Thus

catinus argento etfornax auro, talis

so that

:

sit

Fleischer

e.g;

homo on a quo

Qualis

:

lavdatur,

" mouth of his praise " is equivalent to the man who
him with his mouth. But where, as here, the language

relates to relative worth, the supposition for

w,

that

it

denotes,

fro ratione, is tenable. And that the mouth of him
praises is a smelting crucible for him who is praised, or

as at

xii. 8,

who

mouth of him who
would be a wonderful comparison. The LXX. has
here also an additional distich which has no place in the Heb.
that the praised shall be a crucible for the

praises,

text.

Ver. 22

Though thou bruise a

fool in a mortar

among

grit with a

pestle,

Yet would not

his folly depart from him.

According to the best accredited accentuations, BJirorrDN

l ia s

and t^3S3 has Pazer, not Rebia, which would separate
more than the Dechi, and disturb the sequence of the thoughts.
llluj.

The

first line is

Athnach
'B3,

and

is

long

Dechi of

this again

;

the chief disjunctive in the sphere of the

'in, this

disjoins

more than

the Pazer of

more than the Legarmeh of yiKfrnK.
i

The

n of TiSin does not belong to the stem of the word (Hitzig),
but is the article ; rriai (from spi, to shake, to break according
;
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from
which

to Schultens,

riS-i,

form

is

li^jp,

to crumble, to cut in pieces, after the

improbable) are bruised grains of corn

(peeled grain, grit), here they receive this

being bruised

in the act of

pounded or bruised),
twv vrTicravcov.1 In v?3 (thus to be written
435, not vj>3, as Heidenheim writes it without

(grains of corn in the act of being

<rofxeva>v

and the

name

rightly Aquila and Theodotion, iv fiicra ifnTTicr-

:

Venet. fiecrov

after Miclilol

any authority) also the article is contained. E'flSD is the vessel,
and the 2 of "byi is Beth instrumenti ; vl> (of lifting up for the
purpose of bruising) is the club, pestle (Luther: stempfel =
pounder) in the Mishna, Beza i. 5, this word denotes a pounder
;

The proverb

for the cutting out of flesh.

interprets itself

become to the fool as a second nature, and he is not
to be delivered from it by the sternest discipline, the severest
means that may be tried ; it is not indeed his substance (Hitzig),
folly has

but an inalienable accident of his substance.
Vers. 23-27.

An exhortation to rural industry, and particularly

tending of cattle for breeding, forms the conclusion of the foregoing series of proverbs, in which we cannot
always discern an intentional grouping. It is one of the Mashalto the careful

odes spoken of vol.

i.

p. 12.

It consists of 11

=4-j-

7 lines.

Ver. 23 Give heed to the look of thy small cattle,

Be considerate about the herds.
24 For prosperity continues not for ever
And does the diadem continue from generation to generation?
25 (But) the hay is gone, and the after-growth appears,
And the grass of the mountains is gathered
26 Lambs serve to clothe thee,
;

:

27

And goats are the price of a field.
And there is plenty of goats' milk for thy nourishment,
And for the nourishment of thy house,
And subsistence for thy maidens.

The beginning

directs to the fut., as

With

proverbs, vid. xxvi. 26.

i>1\ to

strengthened by the

inf. intensivus, is

means

to

at xxiv.

32

regarding anything.

and goats.

is

Whether E vy?l>|?

The LXX. translates h ftka
and mediately the Targum.
1

not

common

in these

take knowledge, which

interchanged^

consider well,
)NS

is

rVtJ>

is

which

but here, to be careful
little cattle, thus sheep

the small or

(here and at Isa. xvii. 2) contains the
avtti&piov,

and has thereby misled the Syr.

CHAP. XXVII.
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called

herds, that

is

is,

(Gesen.
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23-27.

35. 2 A), and, since the herds are

§

not probable; thus

:

direct thy attention to the

to this, that thou hast herds.

*?& is

the external

which the sheep present
thus their condition as seen externally. In ver. 24 I formerly
side in general

regarded

"i.TJ

;

here, the appearance

as a

synonym

of W, to be understood of the produce

meadow, and

of wool, or, with Hitzig, of the shearing of the

thus the produce of the meadow.

word

is

stood,
store,

of the

untenable, and ver. 25 provides for ver. 24, thus under-

no natural continuation of thought.
fulness of

already been
royal,

But this interpretation

possessions, property,

shown under xv. 6

;

but

"iH

That tph signifies a
and abundance, has
is

always the mark of

and generally of princely dignity, and here denotes, per

meton. signipro re signata, that dignity

24a the interrogative

itself.

With the

negative

246 is interchanged as at
DN1, of an oath
.] ob
xl. 9, with the implied negative answer
(" and truly not," as at Isa. lxii. 8), presents the same thought,
expression in

in

;

but with a passionate colouring here unnecessary. Kightly
Fleischer : " ready money, moveable property, and on the other

hand the highest positions of honour, are far more
away from a man, and secure to him far less of quiet

easily torn

prosperity,

than husbandry, viewed particularly with respect to the rearing
of cattle."

In other words

:

the possession of treasures and

of a lofty place of power and of honour has not in
security of everlasting duration

;

itself

the

but rural economy, and par-

and clothing.
the Keri
"rill "iili> substitutes the more usual form.
If ver. 25 was an
independent whole (Hitzig: grass vanishes and fresh green
appears, etc.), then the meaning here and onward would be
that in the sphere of husbandry it is otherwise than is said in
ver. 24
there that which is consumed renews itself, and there
is an enlarging circulation.
But this contrast to ver. 24 must
ticularly the rearing of cattle, gives security for food

The

Chethib "in "in?

is

found,

e.g.

at Ex.

iii.

15

;

:

be expressed and formed unambiguously.
rather this, that ver. 23

confirms

it,

and 25

ff.

commends
discuss

The

connection

the rearing of cattle, ver.

what

real advantages, not

dent on the accidents of public and social

life, it

is

24

depen-

brings.

I rejoice to agree with Fleischer in the opinion that the perfects of ver.

25 form a complex hypothetical antecedent to ver.
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26

Quum

:

recentes

gramen (sc. vetus) et apparuerint hevlas
pabula montium, agni vestitui tuo

evanverit

collecta fuerint

et

pretium agri

(inservieni) et

(sc.

a

te

emendi) erunt

hirci,

i.e.

then

wilt thou nourish thy herds of sheep and goats with the grass
on thy fields, and with the dried gathered hay; and these will

and partly by the money

yield for thee, partly immediately

derived therefrom (viz. from the valuable goats not needed for
the flocks),

under

all

that

n?3, that it

is

needful for thy

means

to

the place, evacuer la forteresse)
or

also remarks,

empty

void,

(viz. to quit

hence to leave one's fatherland

home, to wander abroad; thus, rhetorically and
"Vxn (from
to disappear.

of things and possessions

green)
grass)
is

;

He

life.

make a place

;

N^

hay, and

is

:

poetically
">xn, to

be

the after-growing second crop (after-

meadow capable of being mowed a second time
D^n niafeV (with Dag. dirimens, as e.g. ^V,
The time
32) are the herbage of the mountains.

thus a

thought

of.

Deut. xxxii.

when one proceeds
designate

25 cannot intend

to sheep-shearing, ver.

to

an interesting rural harvest scene,

sets before us

it

;

where, after a plentiful ingathering of hay, one sees the meadows
again overspread with

new

grass (Ewald)

shearing of sheep takes place in the

warm

season of the year

general to say, that

bage
cvi.
filled

is

is

when

grown up, and

the hay

all sides

halyb, with halab)
2?n, milk.

^

by
is

May, when the
poet means in
mown and now the her-

is

of

from the mountains (Ps.

also the fodder

with plenty, the husbandman

but with us the

;

The

just at hand.

20) has been gathered home,

future on

month

when thus the barns
is

are

guaranteed against the
2?n (from 3?n, Arab.

his stock of cattle.

the usual metaplastic connecting form of

(from

%

from *n), generally connected
with the genitive of the person or thing, for which anything is
sufficient (e.g. xxv. 16, ^l, to which Fleischer compares Arab.
like .'n

kasbuha, tassuha kifayiiha), has here the genitive of the thinf
of which, or in which, one has enough.
The complex subject-

conception

is

limited

by Eehia, and the governing 'H has the
D W is a word of two

subordinated disjunctive Legarmeh.

N

In D^m the influence
§ 107, Id.
of the p still continues ; one does not need to supply it meanwhile, since all that maintains and nourishes life can be called
D"n (vita
victus), e.g. iii. 22.
The
translates *|rra by
genders (epicoenum), Gesen.

=

LXX.

CHAP. XXVIII.
BepaTTovTcov,

<ra)v

Hexap.) the

and omits

last line

as

attending to the cattle
milkers

—are

(as also the Sjr., but not the Syro-

now

— by

superfluous

but that the maids

;

whom we

particularly think of

especially mentioned, intentionally presents

well-ordered household,

figure of a
activity
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1.

(Job

xl. 29).

This Mashal-ode, commending the rearing of

The

boundary.

the

of varied life and

full

series of

cattle,

is

a

proverbs beginning with the next

is not, however, a commencement, like that at xxii. 17
and Hitzig's supposition, that xxviii. 1-16 and xxii. 17 ff. have
one and the same author, stands on a false foundation. The
second proverb of the twenty-eighth chapter shows directly that
this new series of proverbs is subordinated to the aim of the
Hezekiah-collection beginning with xxv., and thus has to be
regarded as an original component part of it. The traces of
the post-exilian period which Hitzig discovers in xxviii. 1-16

chapter

are not sufficient to

xxviii.

remove the

origin of the proverbs so far

We

the times of Hezekiah.

down from

1-11, together; for

\>so

and

"\T2\

take the

first

group,

pervading these eleven

proverbs, gives to them, as a whole, a peculiar colouring

new

12 presents

ver. 2,

which ver. 1 precedes as a prelude.

xxviii. 1

We

itself

as a

and

;

beginning, going back to

xxviii.

The godless flee without any one pursuing them
But the righteous are bold like a lion.

;

would misinterpret the sequence of the accents if we supit denoted JJBn as obj. ; it by no means takes ^vpsi

posed that

as a parenthesis,
(cf. e.g. Isa. xvi.

belongs thus to

jreh

&b)

l
;

*M

as collective sing,

comprehensive or

in lb, riD^, as

dis-

tributive (individualizing) singular, follows the plur. subject.

One

cannot, because the

word

is

vocalized

T'MS and not T S||
|

)

regard ^csn , as an attributive clause thereto (Ewald, like Jerome,
quasi leo eonjidens) ; but the article, denoting the idea of kind,
does not certainly always follow 3.

We

say, indifferently, "HNS

In itself,
or nxs, tfab or torfe, and always nnxa, not nnxa.
undisconfident,
is
he
absolutely
:
used
be
may
nt33'
indeed,

mayed, of the
1

lion as well as of the leviathan,

The Targum of

rb pDTi i6\

;

xxviii.

la

is,

Job

in Bereschith rahba,

that lying before us

is

formed

c.

xl. 23.

84,

after the Peshito.

K^Bh

But
plJJ
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any addition for the righteous, and 1D3
each other as predicates, in accordance

suitable thus without

it is

and noJ' correspond

to

with the parallelism the accentuation is also here correct. The
perf. 1D3 denotes that which is uncaused, and yet follows : the
godless flee, pursued by the terrible images that arise in their
;

own wicked consciences, even when no external danger threatens.
The fut. noa* denotes that which continually happens the
:

righteous remains, even where external danger really threatens,
bold and courageous, after the
lion,

manner

safety through

Him.
now

follows a royal proverb, whose key-note

Ver. 2. There

the same as that struck at xxv.

is

of a young, vigorous

because feeling himself strong in God, and assured of his

country

falls into

2,

which

how
many

states

the ovk, ayaOov of the rule of the

a

Through the wickedness of a land the rulers become many
through a man of wisdom, of knowledge, authority continues.

And

If the text presented JK'Sii as Hitzig corrects, then

one might

think of a political revolt, according to the usage of the word,
1

Kings

xii.

19, etc.

;

but the word

is

l^B?, 1 and VVB (from

the breaking through of limits fixed by God,
apostasy, irreligion, e.g. Mic. i. 5.
But that many rulers for a

JK^B,

dirumpere)

is

land arise from such a cause, shows a glance into the Book of

Hosea,

e.g. vii.

(sursum)

;

16

:

" They return, but not to the Most High

they are become like a deceitful

bow

;

their princes

;

by the sword " and viii. 4 : " They set up
kings, but not by me; they have made princes, and I knew it
The history of the kingdom of Israel shows that a land
not."
which apostatizes from revealed religion becomes at once the
victim of party spirit, and a subject of contention to many
would-be rulers, whether the fate of the king whom it has
rejected be merited or not.
But what is now the contrast
which 26 brings forward % The translation by Bertheau and
" but through intelligent, prudent
also by Zockler is impossible
men, he (the prince) continueth long." For 2a does not mean
a frequent changing of the throne, which in itself may not be
a punishment for the sins of the people, but the appearance
at the same time of many pretenders to the throne, as was the
shall

then

fall

:

1

Thus to be written with Gaja here and at xsix.

Metheg-Setzung, § 42.

6, after

the rule of

CHAP. XXVIII.

kingdom of

case in the

during the interregnum after

Israel

Rome

the death of Jeroboam n., or in
tyrants;

must thus

T!*?,!

xii.

homines; but

EH^a may

also

23, xvii. 18, xxi. 16, always denotes one

lation also

changes the

But

translatable.
intelligent,

t?

it

right or genuine)

status

;

quo (Fleischer

continuance, and that in a full sense

is

upright and right),

carried on in the land.

government),"

depends would be
is here a substantive, and just
may be a substantive has been

Without doubt t?
That it
There
already shown at xi. 19.

is

7,

and that trans-

(in the

on which

this subject-conception.

that which

28,

it

slurred over.

here, not the

xi.

altogether disregards as unequally impossible is BSttcher's : " among

for then the subject-conception

is

;

xxiii.

e.g.

"then" introducing

into a "so,"

prudent people, one continues

perly that which

"many" who

mean,

with adjective following,

D"]K,

the concluding clause, which

and

at the time of the thirty

refer to one of these

usurp for a time the throne.
inter

223

2.

:

:

i.e.

it

denoted integrity (pro-

and accordingly it means
idem rerum status), but
the jurisdiction (properly
this,

that right continues

Similarly Heidenheim, for he

p by pNH pD and Umbreit, who, however, unwarned
by the accent, subordinates thisp [in the sense of "right"] to

glosses

;

Zockler, with Bertheau, finds a difficulty in

jn' as its object.

But

the asyndeton JH S p3D.
together as a formula

and

style of the

xxix. 7

1

Book

A

show.

;

these words also, Neh. x. 29, stand
and that this formula is in the spirit

of Proverbs, passages such as xix. 25,

practical

man, and one who

time furnished with thorough knowledge,

and prudence and knowledge of
worth are meant.

What

religious

a single

is

is

at the

same

thus spoken of,

moral character and

man may do under

certain

22 ; Eccles. ix. 15. Here one
has to think of a man of understanding and spirit at the helm
of the State, perhaps as the nearest counsellor of the king. By
means of such an one, right continues long (we do not need to
supply niW after " continues long"). If, on the one side, the
circumstances

is

shown

in xxi.

State falls asunder by the evil conduct of the inhabitants of the
1
The three connected -words J)T |'3D D1N31 have, in Lbwenstein, the
accents Mercha, Mercha, Mugrash ; but the Venetian, 1515, 20, Athias, v. d.

Hooght, and Hahn, have rightly Tarcha, Mercha, Mugrash,
is Ben-Naphtali's manner.

Mtrchas

— to place

two
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hand a single man who unites in himself
sound understanding and higher knowledge, for a long time

land, on the other

holds

it

Ver.

together.

A proverb

3.

of a tyrant here connects itself with that

of usurpers

A poor man and an oppressor of the lowly
A sweeping rain without bringing bread.
Thus

it is

to be translated according to

the accents.

otherwise, but also in conformity with the accents
vir

pauper

abripiens

poor

et

et

panem non

man and an

robs

habent,

i.e.

the relation between a

is the same as that
and a people robbed
other words
a prince or poten-

oppressor of the needy

away with

all

thereby of their sustenance

who

Fleischer

Quales sunt

oppressor miserorum, tales sunt pluvia omnia secum

qui

between a rain carrying
tate

:

:

in

it

:

the poor of their possessions is like a pouring

rain which floods the fruitful fields

the sentence would then

—the

separate

correspond with

each

members
other

of

after

But the comparison would be
the scheme of the chiasmus.
faulty, for En "OS and orb ps fall together, and then the
one which has only that which

good

in rain, for

it

is

A

" sweeping rain "

is

bad, and not that which

is

explanation would be idem per idem.

only destroys instead of promoting the growth

and as the Arab, according to a proverb compared
;
by Hitzig, says of an unjust sultan, that he is a stream without
water, so an oppressor of the helpless is appropriately compared
to a rain which floods the land and brings no bread.
But then
the words, " a poor man and an oppressor of the lowly," must
designate one person, and in that case the Heb. words must be

of the corn

accentuated, D"h

pro en -03 ( c f. xxix. 4a). For, that
oppressor of the helpless deports himself toward the poor
like a

sweeping rain which brings no bread,

intended to be here used, since this

is

is

the

man

a saying not

altogether too obvious,

man

has nothing to hope for from such an exwould be appropriate if 3a
referred to an oppressive master
for one who belongs to a

that the poor
tortioner.

But

the comparison

;

any way subordinated to him, has before
all to expect from him that which is good, as a requital for his
services, and as a proof of his master's condescending sympathy.
master, or

who

is

in

CHAP. XXVIII.

may

This

master.

poor

"a poor man and an oppressor of the
be two properties united in the person of one

asked whether

It is thus

lowly "

official

is

certainly possible, for he

poverishing fheir provinces

from his

master

give

this

Roman

What

?

any oppressive

ruler,

LXX.

xxviii. 15)
or a herediregain what he has lost by extorting

definite

and what does

;

mean

at all

be primarily a

enriched themselves by im;

But KH (poor)

and workmen.

relatives

to

who

(cf.

who seeks to

tary proprietor,

sufficient

may

or an upstart (Zockler), such as were the

proconsuls and procurators,

it
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3.

not

is

feature to the figure of the

this feature in the figure of the

the comparison 3b says

is

master

appropriate to

and one does not think of an oppressor of

the poor as himself poor

he

;

shattered possessions, but he

may

find himself in the midst of

not poor

is

much

;

rather the op-

pressor

and the poor

other.

Therefore we hold, with Hitzig, that eh of the text

are, as e.g. at xxix. 13, contrasted with eacli
is

to

be read rosh, whether we have to change it into tptf-i, or to suppose
that the Jewish transcriber has here for once slipped into the
Phoenician writing of the word; 1 we do not interpret, with
Hitzig, KW1

in the sense 6f dv0pcoTro<; 8vvdaTr]s, Sir.

"133

man

=" ''?3)

viii. 1,

Judg.
and oppresses the helpless. This rendering is probable,
because Bh 13a, a poor man, is a combination of words without

but explain

a

:

(or master

1

is

the head (cf.

e.g.

xi. 8),

the Book of Proverbs does not once use the expresKH £"X, but always simply V>1 (e.g. xxviii. 6, xxix. 13) ; and
13a is compatible with D3n and the like, but not with eh.
If
a parallel

;

sion

we stumble
that

at the isolated position of e>so,

in a certain measure covered by

it is

n3J,

who

D*ln, as

one placed

in a

among

his subordinates.

think of the

aae{3eiai<}

as

if

is

we should
D^T

the tMTi, also as

;

consider

for one has to

the

two

of these

high station who numbers poor people

The

LXX.

translates

the words of the text were

avSpelos

J>t?n "ii33

(cf.

iv

the

interchange of "133 and "1133 in both texts of Ps. xviii. 26), but
what the LXX. read must have been ?W'-]r6 113? (Isa. v. 22)
and what can 1133 here mean ?
The statement here made
;

a "133, a man of
a high lord, a " wicked ruler," xxviii. 15.

refers to the ruinous conduct of

or

"V3:i,

1

p.

The Phcen. writes

133

;

VOL.

cf.

t}H

(i.e.

gn, rus)

;

vid.

standing,

On

Gesen. Thes. under tJ'NT

II.

the

Schroder's Phonizische Gram.

P
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contrary, what kind of rain the rule of an ideal governor

compared

Ps.

to,

Ver. 4 They

Ixxii.

who

1-8

is

tells.

forsake the law praise the godless

But they who keep the law become angry with them,
viz. the godless, for VV~l is to

ver.

They who

1.

God

revealed word of
trary,

against

by

who

be thought of collectively, as at

praise the godless

away from

turn

the

(Ps. lxxiii. 11-15); those, on the con-

word (xxix. 18) are aroused
regarding mi, xv. 18), they are deeply moved
conduct, they cannot remain silent and let their

their

true to God's

are

them

(vid.

wickedness go unpunished
expressing

;

mann

passing over

itself,

zeal (excitement) always

is

into actions (syn.

"i!iJ?n?,

Job

xvii. 8).

Ver.

5.

A

similar antithetic distich

:

Wicked men understand not what is right
But they who seek Jahve understand all.

Regarding the gen. expression Vytf'iK, vid. under ii. 14. He
who makes wickedness his element, falls into the confusion of
the moral conception
but he whose end is the one living God,
gains from that, in every situation of life, even amid the greatest
difficulties, the knowledge of
that which is morally right.
Similarly the Apostle John (1 John ii. 20) "ye have an unction
from the Holy One, and ye know all things" (oiBare iravra):
i.e., ye need to
seek that knowledge which ye require, and
which ye long after, not without yourselves, but in the new
divine foundation of your personal life; from thence all that
ye need for the growth of your spiritual life, and for the turning away from you of hostile influences, will come into youi
;

:

consciences.
character,

its
is

It

is

a potential

knowledge, all-comprehensive

and obviously a human

relative

here meant.

Ver.

6.

What

is

stated in this proverb

the preceding, with which

(=

tSWl), J>ch, jn,

it is

is

a conclusion from

also externally connected, for

Bh

and now Eh, follow each other:

Better a poor

man who walketh

in his innocence

Than a double-going deceiver who

A

in

knowledge, that

variation of xix.

1.

is rich,

thereby.

Stainjessness, integritas

vital, as a consequence of unreserved devotion to God, gives to a man with
poverty a higher worth and nobility than riches connected with

CHAP. XXVIII.
falsehood
xviii. 21),

another.

7,
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8.

which "halts between two opinions" (1 Kings
and appears to go one way, while in reality it goes
The two ways
(cf. Sir. ii. 12, oval afiapTaXa

DW

em

Bvo rplfiow;) are, as ver. lb, not ways
going aside to the right or to the left of the right way, but
.

iiriftaivovTi

.

.

way which the
way which he pretends

deceiver truly walks in, and the good

the evil

to

walk

in

(Fleischer); the two ways

of action placed over against one another,

by one of which

he masks the other.
Ver. 7

He who

keepeth instruction

But he that

is

is

a wise sou

a companion of profligates bringeth his father

into shame.

We

have translated

min

4 by " law ;" here it includes
way of life, nnin nsi3

at ver.

the father's instruction regarding the right

according
pred.

;

to the nearest lying syntax, has to be taken as

Dv?.iT

means and destroy
njn signifies, as frequently

are such as squander their

their health, vid.

under

20

xxiii.

f.

from the idea of

(cf. xxix.
3) pasturing, or properly of
Dv3^
tendingj to take care of, and to have fellowship with.

[shall

put to shame] denotes both that he himself does dis-

grace to him, and that he brings disgrace to him on the part
of others.

Ver.

8.

mencing

This verse continues a series of proverbs (com-

in ver. 7)

He who

beginning with a participle

increaseth his wealth

Gathereth

it

for one

who

is

by

interest

and

:

usury,

benevolent toward the lowly.

Wealth increased by covetous plundering of a neighbour
does not remain with him who has scraped it together in so
relentless a manner, and without considering his own advantage

;

but

merciful

it

goes finally into the possession of one

towards

manner that

is

the

poor,

pleasing to

The Keri, which

and thus

God

drops the second

it

(cf. xiii.
2,

is

22,

who

bestowed

Job

xxii.

in

16

is

a
f.).

appears to wish to mitigate

the sharpness of the distinction of the second idea supposed
in

its

repetition.

But Lev. xxv. 35-37, where an

Israelite is

forbidden to take usury and interest from his brother, the
two are distinguished and Fleischer rightly remarks that there
;

"]V>:

means usury or

or interest taken in

interest taken in

kind

;

i.e.,

money, and

rv:nr)

usury

of that which one has received
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in loan, such

as grain, or

has received.

In other words

for the capital that

is

oil, etc.,
:

he gives back more than he

~[m

is

the

and rMno,

lent,

name

of the interest

or, as it is

here called

M-in, the more, the addition thereto, the increase (Luther
This meaning of gain by means of lending on invbersatz).
terest remains in ~\m but rpnn, according to the later usus log.,
;

gain by means of commerce, thus business-profit, vid.
Baba Mezia, v. 1. Instead of imp, more recent texts have the
Kal 1 W>'3i?\ t?in^> also is, as xiv. 31, xix. 17, part. Kal, not inf.
signifies

largiendum pauperibus (Merc, Ewald, Bertheau), for
there the person of him who presents the gift is undefined but
just this, that it is another and better-disposed, for whom,
without having it in view, the collector gathers his stores, is the

Pod

ad,

:

;

very point of the thought.

He who

Ver. 9

Even

away

turneth

his prayer is

his ear not to

Of. xv. 8 and the argument 1

Sam.

Not only

xv. 22.

such an one does, but also the

which

hear of the law,

an abomination.

the evil

apparent good

abomination, an abomination to God, and eo ipso also in
morally hollow and corrupt

;

for

it is

an

is

itself

not truth and sincerity, for
is not present

the whole soul, the whole will of the suppliant,

not that for which he gives himself out in his prayer, and
does not earnestly seek that which he presents and expresses a

he

is

wish for in prayer.

A

Ver. 10.

In the

tristich

beginning with

a participle

He who misleads
He shall fall into

the upright into au evil way,

But the innoceut

shall inherit that

first case,

his

xxvi. 27

is

own

pit

fulfilled

:

which

is

good.

the deceiver

who

leads

astray falls himself into the destruction which he prepared for
others,

whether he misleads them into

sin,

and thus mediately

prepares destruction for them, or that he does this immediately
1

If,

H. Michaelis, remarks, the word were Ben-Asher's
would be thus rightly punctuated by Clodius and the

as Hitzig, after J.

l3V2p , then

i

)

jiioderns.

it

Kimchi, in the WSrterbuch under }op, adduces this word as

Ben-Asher's.

But the Masora knows nothing

of it.
It marks yvap' Jer.
and thus supposes for the passage before us
found iu srss., and is also marked on the margin

xxxi. 10, with rpb as unicum,

WVSpN which

certainly

with Tv? as unicum.

is

1

,
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by enticing them into
understood of the
experience of

danger; for JH

this or that

way
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11.

'HT!?

may be

of wicked conduct, as well as of the

of being betrayed, robbed, or even

evil,

dered.

That those who

itself in

the latter case

are misled are called

:

B''"]t•'

,

.,

mur-

explains

that they are such as he ought to

show respect towards, and such as deserved better treatment,
heightens the measure of his guilt. If we understand being
morally led astray, yet may we not with Hitzig here find the
" theory " which removes the punishment from the just and lays
it

The

on the wicked.

first

clause

8

xi.

is

not here applicable.

The

pages of the Scripture teach that the deceiver does not by

any means escape punishment

but certainly the deceiver of the

;

upright does not gain his object, for his diabolical joy at the
destruction of such an one

is

God

vain, because

again helps

him with the right way, but casts the deceiver so much the
deeper down. As the idea of JD "pi has a twofold direction,
so the connections of the

for iniw'a, for

both from

nnt2>,

(pious),

ireneo

is

genitival (via mali) as

not incorrectly written

occurs (only here) with ninE> as

rvntJ'

to bend, to sink

" he

third, opposite to

may be

words

well as adjectival (via mala).

who

Hip under

cf.

;

iv.

its

24.

warrant

In

line

misleads," stand " the innocent

who, far from seeking to entice others into the evil
bring them to ruin, are unreservedly and honestly

way and

devoted to

good

(cf.

God and

iii.

35)

;

to that

which

is

good

;

these shall inherit

even the consciousness of having made no

man unhappy makes them happy
relations there falls to

them the

;

but even

possession of

in their external
all

good, which

is

the divinely ordained reward of the good.
Ver. 11

A rich man
But

a poor

deems himself wise

man

;

that hath understanding searcheth him out,

or, as we have translated, xviii. 17, goes to the bottom of him,
whereby is probably thought of the case that he seeks to use
him as a means to an ignoble end. The rich man appears in
his own eyes to be a wise man, i.e. in his self-delusion he thinks
that he is so; but if he has anything to do with a poor man
who has intelligence, then he is seen through by him. Wisdom
is a gift not depending on any earthly possession.
We take vers. 12-20 together. A proverb regarding riches
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closes this group, as also the foregoing

mencement

11a

first line

lx. 8),
is

form and

closed,

is

and

of this distich

parallel with xxix. 2

is

who have the upper hand, then rnNDH,

increased

or as Fleischer,

;

;

= festival

much

i.e.

adornment,

:

for.

cf. xi. 10a,
e.g.

Ps.

bright prosperity,

by comparison of the Arab, yawm

alazynt (day of ornament
festival

com-

its

in its contents to ver. 2

the righteous rejoice, viz. as conquerors (cf.

when

:

related in

When righteous men triumph, the glory is great
And when the godless rise, the people are searched

Ver. 12

The

is

day), explains: so

one puts on

there

is

festival clothes,

signum

pro re signata : thus all appears festal and joyous, for pronan is adj.
sperity and happiness then show themselves forth,

and pred. of the substantival clause
attribute

:

" then

is

;

Hitzig regards

there great glory

;

it

as the

" this supposition

is

and under Ps. lxxxix. 51), but here it is
purely arbitrary. 28a is parallel with 126 : if the godless
arise, attain to power and prominence, these men are spied out,
i.e. as we say, after Zeph. i. 12, they are searched for as with
DTK E>fi!V is to be understood after Obadiah, ver. 6,
lamps.
cf. ii. 4
men are searched out, i.e. are plundered (in which
sense Heidenheim regards ban as here a transposition from
possible (vid.

vii.

26,

:

flBTl), or,

with reference to the secret police of despotism

are subjected to an espionage.

28a : the people

let

But a

better gloss

is

:

D"1X

they
"NIB'.

themselves be sought for, they keep them-

selves concealed in the inside of their houses, they venture not

out into the streets and public places (Fleischer), for mistrust

and suspicion oppress them

all

;

one regards

his

person and

property nowhere safer than within the four walls of his house
the lively, noisy, variegated life which elsewhere rules without,
is

as

if it

Ver. 13

were dead.

He

that denieth his sin shall not prosper

But he that acknowledged and forsaketh

it shall

obtain mercy.

Thus is this proverb translated by Luther, and thus it lives
the mouth of the Christian people.
He who falsely disowns,
with self-deception excuses,

in

or

he does not altogether justify his
sins, which are discernible as rj\yB»B, has no success; he remains,
after Ps. xxxii., in his conscience and life burdened with a secret
ban ; but he who acknowledges (the LXX. has i^yovfievm
if

CHAP. XXIII.
instead of e'lfojUoXoYov^evo?, as

it
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14-16.

ought to be) and forsakes (for

the remissio does not follow the confessio,

accompaniment of nova
Hos.

there

if

not the

is

mercy (nnT,

will find

as

In close connection therewith stands the thought
has to work out his salvation "with fear and trem-

xiv. 4).

man

that

obediential)

bling" (Phil.

ii.

12).

Ver. 14 Well is it with the man who feareth always
But he that is stiff-necked shall fall into mischief.
;

The

Piel "ina occurs elsewhere only at Isa.

men

used of the fear and dread of

;

here

it

13,

Ii.

where

it

is

denotes the anxious

concern with which one has to guard against the danger of

coming upon

evil

his soul.

Aben Ezra makes God

the object

but rather we are to regard sin as the object, for while the truly
pious is one that " fears God," he is at the same time one that
" feareth evil."
The antithesis extends beyond the nearest
lying contrast of fleshly security

who hardens

or less one

1

word of God, against the sons of God

the

same time more

this is at the

;

or steels his heart (13? ^i? ?), viz. against

against the affectionate concern of others about his soul,

such rushes on to his

own

destruction (njn?

This general ethical proverb

is

now

and
and as

in his heart,

1

Pis'
as at xvii. 20).
followed by one concern.,

ing the king
Ver. 15

A roaring lion

and a ravening bear

la a foolish ruler over a

sources of help,

by

poor people,

a people without riches and possessions, without lasting

i.e.

— a people brought low by the events of war and

calamities.

like

To

such a people a tyrant

a ravenous monster.

The

o? Tvpavvel 7n-w%6? &v, as if

place

from

between
wolf

ver. 3.

But

LXX.

is

a twofold terror,

translate JJBn

?t2>i»

Eh had been transferred

by

to this

their translation of JIKh, xxix. 7, wavers

and tttm^o?, and of the bear they make a
dialectical sn.
PPJt2> designates a bear as lingering

aaefiris

3Kt,

and thither, impelled by extreme hunger
pity, to drive, which is said of
from pptf>
nimble running, as well as of urging impulses (cf. under Gen.
about, running hither
(Venet. eiriovcra),

iii.

=

16), viz. hunger.
Ver. 16. Another proverb of the king:
prince devoid of understanding and rich in oppression

He

thai hateth unrighteous gain contimieth long.
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The

old interpreters from the

LXX. interpret

nipBtyD nil as

pred. (as also Fleischer: princeps qui intellig entice habet parum
idem oppressionis exercet multum) ; but why did not the author

use the word Kin or Kirn instead of this ambiguous inconvenient
Hitzig regards the first term as a nominative absolute,
1?

which does not assume a suffix in the second line. But examples
such as 27a, xxvii. lb, are altogether of a different sort; there
occurs a reference that is in reality latent, and only finds not
expression
the clause following the nominative is related to it
;

as

natural predicate, hut here 15b

its

an independent clause

is

standing outside of any syntactical relation to 15a.
the form of a
also

it

The

is

mere

Heidenheim

lies

before us a proverb not in

declaration, but of a

warning address, and thus

has acknowledged that here there

understood by Ewald, Bertheau, Elster, and Zb'ckler.

accentuation seems to proceed on the same supposition.

Book of Proverbs where 1^3, of the
supreme ruler of the people, and where the plur. niimrij occur

It

is

the only passage in the

it

is

not therefore at

thing strange in

its

all

strange

the form of an address to

why

not also one at least to the king

I say
will

the proverb also has some-

if

Often enough, proverbs are in
a son, and generally to their reader

formation.

:

Oh

sometimes weep long.

the prince

It

1

thou reckless, merry fellow

who

is

are necessary for

devoid of
a

!

a proverb as when

is

he who laughs much

Thus here the address is directed to
all wisdom and intelligence, which

prince

;

but on

account the more

this

earnest in exhortation to say to him that only one

who

hates

defrauding the people attains an old age thus that a prince
who plunders the people wantonly shortens his life as a man,
and his position as a ruler (cf. omv} xxiv. 22). The Ken
K?V has the tone thrown back on the penult., as the Cliethib
;

Wti> would also have

it,

vid.

under

i.

'Ki'fcA,

cf.

plur. subj. to a sing. pred.

is

viii.

A confirmation of

19.

9.

The

as at xxvii. 16.

relation of a

Eegarding

JJS3,

proverb directing itself
13-19, the woe pronounced
this

to princes is found in Jer. xxii.
upon Jehoiakim. And a glance at the woe pronounced in Hab.
ii. 12, shows how easily ver. 17 presents itself
in connection.
Ver. 17 A man burdened with the guilt of blood upon his soul
Fleeth to the pit

Luther

translates

:

"A

;

let

man

no one detain him.
that doeth violence to the blood
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17.

he bad read the word p&V. Lovvenstein permay mean " having oppressed," and
CSto?, having clothed, in the Mishna ""Wti, aia"!,

as if

suades himself that p£V
for this refers to

; but none of all these cases are of the
same nature, for always the conduct designated is interpreted as
a suffering of that which is done, e.g. the drawing on, as a being

Lat. coenatus, juratus

clothed

Aben

valid also against

Ezra,

oppressing after the forms "Ms,

is

who

supposes that

"Hit?, pat',

dwelling, that which has just been said

equivalent to "UN,

Ps. cxxxvii.

cf.

regarding

equivalent to

8, is

in the sense

no such part. pass, as
a condition back upon the subject.
This

throws the action as
is

Of PW,

the riding, as a being ridden, etc.

;

of the oppression of another, there

for of
is

true

under xxx.

it

"n'E>, is

settled

=

"MX

is

that

;

means

PB'J?

flat?,

and that ^1®,

1,

Kimchi

not true.

adds,

under the name of his father (Joseph Kimchi), also taint?, Jer.
BniE'; but that "slaughtered" can be equivalent to
ix. 7
Some MSS. have the word PW,
slaughtering is impossible.
"
which is not inadmissible, but not in the sense of " accused

=

(Lovvenstein), but
to

:

persecuted, exposed to

and

hostilely,

treat

war ;

post-bibl. generally to

nnin 'nana

for pvfy signifies
aspire after or

E. e>y (whence Piel contrectare, cf. Isa. xxiii. 2, according to which pety appears to be
an intensifying of this TWSl). However, there is no ground for
1
as not original, nor in the sense of "hard
regarding p^V
pressed " for it is not used of avenging persecution, but
inwardly pressed, for Isa. xxxviii. 14 nj3B>JJ also signifies the

pursue anything,

e.g.

piDjJ,

;

anguish of a guilty conscience. Whoever is inwardly bowed
down by the blood of a man whom he has murdered, betakes
himself to a ceaseless flight to escape the avenger of blood, the

punishment of his
and finds no rest,
Eastern,

i.e.

guilt,
till

and

his

own inward torment

at last the grave

the Babylonian,

mode

and death accomplishes the only
murderer.

mean
a

sjian
1

The

"I31D

;

he

flees

of writing 13) receives him,
possible propitiation of

that one should not lay hold on the fugitive

does not

;

according to the
the

exhortation, " let no one detain him," does not

mean

Bottcber supposes

thing

("lia

;

but, since

merely to hold fast, but to hold right, that

much

rather

pEiy

= p$jJD;

also,

xxv. 11,

ian =

hut that does not follow from the de/ectiva scriptio, nor from any-

else.
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one should not afford him any support, any refuge, any covering
or security against the vengeance which pursues him ; that one
should not rescue him from the arm of justice, and thereby
invade and disturb the public administration of justice, which
rests on moral foundations ; on the other side, the Book of Proverbs, xxiv. 11
life

whenever

us cannot thus
to the

f.,

it is

has uttered

exhortation to save a

its

The proverb

possible to do so.

mean anything

than that no one should give

else

murderer, as such, any assistance

Grace cannot come

;

that no one should

make himself a

save him clandestinely, and thereby
of his sin.

human

lying before

partaker

into the place of justice

till

Human

sympathy, human
forbearance, under the false title of grace, do not stand in contrast to this justice.
must, however, render la^ODrv^K not
directly as an admonition against that which is immoral; it mav
justice has

been fully recognised.

We

which is impossible only let no
one support him, let no one seek to deliver him from the unrest
which drives him from place to place. This is, however, in
vain; he is unceasingly driven about to fulfil his lot.
But the
also be a declaration of that

translation
a

:

:

nemine turn sustinente (Fleischer),

is

inadmissible

mere declaration of a fact without any subjective colouring

never bx

is

seq. fut.

He who walieth blamelessly is helped,
And he who is perverse in a double way suddenly perisheth.
The LXX. translate D^Bfi by St/ca/w? (as the accusative of
manner), Aquila and Theodotion by reXeto? but it may also
Ver. 18

;

be translated TeXeiov or TekeioTrjTa, as the object accus. of
ii.

7.

Instead of

D^i t%,

ver. 6, there

is

here

DW t^W

obliquely directed in a double way, or reflex bending himself.
At ver. 6 we have interpreted the dual O'O'n rightly, thus

Mn«3 cannot

back to one of these two ways ; besides, ^"H
if not a solecism.
nn«3 signifies like
the Aram. Nina, either all at once (for which the Mish. 1*111X3,
as fern,

is

refer

an anomaly,

Aram. tana),

or once

(

= nrjK

DJJB3),

and

it

signifies in

the

passage before us, not: once, aliguando, as Nolde, with Flacius
explains, but
all at once, i.e. as Geier explains
:
penitus sic
:

ut pluribus casibus porro non sit opus.
" Procubuit mnriens
1

et

humum

jEneid,

xi.

Schultens compares

semel ore mnmordit."

418.

l

•
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Rightly Fleischer
Ver. 19

On

quent

To

repente totus eoncidet.

He who cultivateth his land is satisfied with bread,
And he that graspeth after vanities is satisfied with

A variation
trast.

:
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19-21.

The

of xii. 11.
K>n (here

B'N'i, cf.

and

poverty.

pred. here corresponds to

its

con-

of the more fre-

at xxxi. 7), instead

x. 4.

proverb of the cultivation of the land as the sure
source of support, the next following stands related, its contents being cognate
this

A

Ver. 20

strong, upright

man

But he that hastens

D'MBK t^K, xx.

6,

to

is

enriched with blessings

become

ni^BX

as well as

rich remains not unpunished.

'X,

denotes a

man

bonce fidei;

but the former expression refers the description to a constancy

and certainty in the relations of favour and of friendship, here
walk and conduct the plur. refers
Hi3"i3
to the all-sidedness and the ceaselessness of the activity.
is related, as at x. 6
the idea comprehends blessings on the
side of God and of man, thus benedictio rei and benedictio voti.

to rectitude or integrity in

;

:

On

the contrary, he who, without being careful as to the

means,

but

is

also

in haste to

is

become

rich,

remains not only unblessed,

not guiltless, and thus not without punishment; also

this HjM* X? (e.g. vi. 29), frequently

met

in the Mishle,

is,

like

two ideas, for generally the bibl. mode of
conception and language comprehends in one, sin, guilt, and

D1313, the union of

punishment.

With

a proverb, in the

first

half of which

is

repeated the

beginning of the second appendix, xxiv. 23, a new group com-

mences

:

Ver. 21 Respect of persons

And
Line

—the

first

is

not good

for a morsel of bread a

mau may become

refers to the administration of justice,

special generalized

—

to social life generally.

a transgressor.

and

line

second

The " morsel

example of a bribe by means of which the favour
Hitzig
is purchased, is too low a conception.
well i " even a trifle, a morsel of bread (1 Sam. ii. 36), may,
as it awakens favour and dislike within us, thus in general call
forth in the will an inclination tending to draw one aside from
of bread," as

of the judge

the line of strict rectitude."

Geier compares A. Gellius' Noct.
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Att. i. 15, where Oato says of the Tribune Coelius: Fruslo
panis conduct potest vel ut taceat vel ut loquatur.

man of an evil eye hasteneth after riches,
And knoweth not that want shall come upon him.

Ver. 22 The

Hitzig renders
subject

pr6

;

i>naj

but

'131

man

t^K [the

of an evil eye] as appos. of the
phrase would have been py jn B*«
pj? jn (xxiii.
6) is the jealous,

in that case the

(cf.

xxix.

e.g.

1).

same time covetous man.
man consumes himself

envious, grudgkig, and at the
certainly possible that

humour without

an envious

quietness, as Hitzig objects

;

It

in

is

ill-

but as a rule

connected with envy a passionate endeavour to raise
oneself to an equal height of prosperity with the one who is
there

is

the object of envy

and

;

men

motive, makes

this zeal,

proceeding from an impure

blind to the fact that thereby they do not

advance, but rather degrade themselves, for no blessing can

on

rest

it

7H33, the expression of a fact

;

;

not master of himself (vid. under Ps.

xx. 21).

has

pret.

the word signifies prceceps

(qui prceceps fertur), with the root-idea of one
is

The

has.

it

the part. ?? 33 , the expression of

an habitual characteristic action

who

God

discontentedness loses, with that which

;

assigned to us, deservedly also that which

The phrase wavers between

who

ii.

5,

unbridled,

is

and above

Prn? (Kimchi, under

at

i>na;

and Norzi, after Oodd. and old editions) and ?[H3 (thus, e.g.,
Cod. Jamaii) only at Ps. xxx. 8 7T\yi stands unquestioned.
"iDn [want] is recognised by Symmachus, Syr., and Jerome.
;

To

this, as

the authentic reading, cf.

Bereschith Rabba,

c.

58, to

Gen.

its

ingenious rendering in

The

xxiii. 14.

LXX.

reads,

from 22b, that a Ton, iXerjfiav, will finally seize the same
riches, according to which Hitzig reads *lpn, disgrace, shame
xxv. 10).

(cf.

He

Ver. 23

that reproveth a

man who

Findeth more thanks than the
It

is

is

going backwards,

flatterer.

^nN; the Talmud,

impossible that aj can be the suffix of

Tamid 28a,

refers

it

to

(Solomon's) example or
Josef, Venet., J.

God

;

but that

it

signifies

precedence (Aben

H. Michaelis),

:

after

Ezra, Ahron

—

my
b.

untenable
such a name
given by the teacher here to himself is altogether aimless.
Others translate, with Jerome : Qui corripit hominem gratiam
postea inveniet

is

apud eum magis, quam

Me

qui per lingua blandi-
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menta

decipit, for

give to 'nK the

they partly purpose to read

meaning

'Hns,

of postea.

notable example of an adverb.
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23.

i?"*}!™) partly to

Ewald

Hitzig seeks

to

says,

is

a

correct this

30 f., but where, with Keil, Tins* is to be
where '"inx is to erased and at Deut. ii.
This ^riK may
30, where the traditional text is accountable.
be formed like ']K and 'no but if it had existed, it would not
be a a7ra|f Xey. The accentuation also, in the passage before
us, does not recognise it
but it takes '"ins and DIN together, and
howotherwise than that it appears, as Ibn-Jachja in his Grammar,
and Immanuel 1 have recognised it, to be a noun terminating in
It is a formation, like '3S?, 1 Kings vi. 10 (cf. Olshausen's
aj.
Lelirb. p. 428 f.), of the same termination as '^B>, '3n, and in
The variant '^nx,
the later Aram.-Heb. '3t, and the like.
noticed by Heidenheim, confirms it; and the distinction between different classes of men (yid. vol. i. p. 39) which prevails
adv. as at

read

;

at Josh.

iii.

ii.

7,

;

;

;

Book
manner

in the

of Proverbs favours

the

of

Jeremiah

(vii.

it.

24)

wards, and not E'???, forwards.
opp. ]1u6

p"6riD,

retrograder

is

:

A 'inx
a

ffis

man who

Not

is

is

defined, after

directed back-

the renegade

—

does not lead to so strong a conception

thus called in

German

runs backwards] or Euckwendige [one

:

for rTOlO,

— but the

•Eilckldafige [one

who

who

turns backwards],'

turns away from the good, the right, and the true, and
always departs the farther away from them (Immanuel going
backwards in his nature or his moral relations). This centri-

who

:

fugal direction, leading to

estrangement from the

fear

of

Jahve, or, what is the same thing, from the religion of revelation, would lead to entire ruin if unreserved and fearless
denunciation did not interpose and seek to restrain it; and

he who speaks 2 so truly, openly, and earnestly home to the
conscience of one

who

is

on the downward course, gains for
whom he has directed

himself thereby, on the part of him
aright,

and on the part of all who are well disposed, better
also, on the part of God, a better reward, James

thanks (and
1

Abulwalid (Rikma,

epithet,

by

'"JiriN

p.

69) also rightly explains

-nm,

as a characterizing

(turned backwards).

Lowenstein writes raiO, after Metheg-Setzung, § 43, not incorrectly;
for the following word^ although toned on the first syllable, begins with
guttural having the same sound.
2
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19

v.

than he who, speaking to him, smooths his tongue

f.)

him who is rich, or in a high position, only that which
Laudat adulator, sed non est verus amator. The
is agreeable.
second half of the verse consists, as often (Ps. lxxiii. 8 ; Job
to say to

xxxiii. 1

Thorath Emeth, p. 51), of only two words, with

cf.

;

Merclia Silluk.
Ver. 24

He who

robbeth his father and mother, and saith
wrong,
Is a companion of the destroyer.

The second

line

is

related to xviii.

perditionis there found,

there

no

Instead of domvn.ua

2b.

here

is

It is

:

vir perdena

JVriE'D B"l*,

word thus denotes a man who destroys, not
from revenge, but from lust, and for the sake of the life of
men, and that which is valuable for men thus the spoiler, the
incendiary, etc.
Instead of nx there, here we have "OH in the
(perditor)

;

the

;

same sense.
what belongs
sin,

1

He who
to

robs his parents,

i.e.

because he will at last come to inherit

with xix. 26),

is

takes to himself

them, and regards his doing so as no particular
to be likened to

a

man who

it

(cf. xx.

all

21

allows himself in

offences against the life and property of his neighbour for
what the deed of such a son wants in external violence, it
makes up in its wickedness, because it is a rude violation of
the tenderest and holiest demands of duty.
all

;

Ver. 25 The covetous stirreth up strife

But he that trusteth

in

Jahve

;

is

richly comforted.

Line first is a variation of xv. 18a ; E?2?~3rn is not to be interchanged with 3?"3rn_, xxi. 4.
He is of a wide heart who
haughtily puffs himself up, of a wide soul (cf. with Schultens
1B>33,

of the opening

up

Tmn

of the throat, or of revenge, Isa. v. 14;

Hab. ii. 5) who is insatiably covetous ; for 3^ is the spiritual,
and e>33 the natural, heart of man, according to which the
widening of the heart is the overstraining of self-consciousness,
and the widening of the soul the overstraining of passion.
Rightly the LXX., according to its original text cw^o-to?
:

avrjp

Kivel (thus

with Hitzig for Kpivei) veUrj.

is

a variation of xvi. 20, xxix. 25.

is

he who trusts in
1

Accentuate yc'a

old editions.

God
;\x

(no

31,

Over against

Line second
the insatiable

with Gaja to the vocal, concluding

loio without Makkeph, as

in

Codd. 1294 and
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26, 27.

word accented on the

and

first syllable,

beginning with a guttural cf. '£, xxix. 2; 'si, xxix. 18), that
will bestow upon him what is necessary and good for him.
One thus contented is easily satisfied (compare with the word
;

He

25,

xi.

xiii.

4,

and with the matter,

x. 3, xiii. 24), is externally
while that other, never contented, has no peace, and creates dispeace around him.

as well as internally appeased;

The

following proverb assumes the nt33 of the foregoing
Ver. 26

He

that trusteth in his

But he that walketh

From

in

own

heart

wisdom

is

:

a fool

shall escape.

the promise in the second line, Hitzig concludes that a

is meant, but when by itself 2$> never bears
meaning. He who trusteth in his own heart is not merely
one who is guided solely " by his own. inconsiderate, defiant

courageous heart
this

The

impulse to act" (Zockler).

The

false subjectivity.

man by

of which, as of

heart

proverb

is

directed against a

that fabricator of thoughts,

is

nature, nothing good can be said, Gen.

But wisdom

is a gift from above, and consists
knowledge of that which is objectively true, that which is
normatively godlike. n ??n3 i]?n is he who so walks that he has

21.

vi. 5, viii.

in the

a secure authority, and has not then for the first
when he requires to walk, need to consider, to reckon, to
experiment. Thus walking in the way of wisdom, he escapes
in

wisdom

time,

dangers to which one

own

fidence in his

is

who walks in foolish conchangeful feelings, thoughts,

exposed

heart and

its

One who

imaginations, delusions.

confidence in one's

own heart

is

such a person

wisdom meant
Ver. 27

in

26b

He that giveth

is

first

noun,

is

line the

pronoun

but

ix.

22

f .,

there defined at ver. 23.

to the poor suffereth

But he that covereth

In the

;

takes also a hundred other forms.

Essentially similar to this proverb are the words of Jer.
for the

who

thoughtlessly boasts,

vainly dreams of victory before the time,

his eyes

i?,

no want

meeteth

many

curses.

referring back to the subject

to be supplied, as at xxvii. 7 rO.

He who

gives to

the poor has no want (liDno), for God's blessing reimburses
1

We

take the opportunity of remarking that the tendency to form to-

gether certain proverbs after one catchword
of proverbs
heit

;

vid.

(1870), p. 12.

is

found also

in

German books

Paul, Ueber die urspr. Anord. von Freidanks Bescheiden-
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him

what

richly for

lie

He, on the other hand, who

bestows.

veils (ptya, cf. the Hithpa., Isa. lviii. 7) his eyes so as not to see

the misery which calls forth compassion, or as

if

the misery which has a claim on his compassion

;

rich in curses,

he did not see
he

(becomes)

is

laden witli the curses of those whose wants

i.e. is

he cared not for curses which, because they are deserved,
change by virtue of a divine requital (yid. Sir. iv. 5f. ; Tob.
rnMp
iv. 7) into all kinds of misfortunes (opp. nto^-rt, 20a).
;

is

constructed after the form rnjo, rnj?D from "HN.

The following proverb resembles the beginnings
The proverbs xxviii. 28, xxix. 1, 2, 3, form a

12.

which the

.square grasp, in

first

and

xxviii. 2,

beautiful

and the second and

third,

fourth, correspond to one another.

When the godless rise up, men hide themselves
And when they perish, the righteous increase.

Ver. 28

Line

first

who

Since they

a variation of 12b.

is

hide them-

merely called men, people, the meaning of WT is
probably not this, that the righteous then from all sides come out
into the foreground (Hitzig), but that they prosper, multiply,
selves are

and increase as do plants, when the worms, caterpillars, and
Lowenstein glosses WT by

the like are destroyed (Fleischer)
liny,

they become great

style,

Job

xxxiii. 12,

;

= powerful, but

which

of masters and of those in authority,

derived from

not from

33"i,

D3"i.

as

perhaps

Gen.

also

righteous, which
accession to
xxix. 1.

its

gains in

A general
A man

'in,

;

fMS"!, are

J3"i,

increase

all

to be under-

is

become great =

to increase,

10) of the congregation of the

xxi.

numbers;

3"i,

The

stood of the prosperous growth (to

would be Elihu's
use
the names

that

common

not in

is

the

overthrow of the godless an

xxix. 2,

cf.

and especially 16.

ethical proverb here follows

often corrected

who hardeneth

:

his neck,

Shall suddenly go to ruin without remedy.

Line second

= vi.

15b.

The

connection nirnin

the nearest impression on a reader of the
that they

by what
xxix. 10,

N must make

Book

of Proverbs
a censurer (reprehender), but which is set aside
follows, for the genit. after K>'N i s , xvi. 29 xxvi. 21

mean
xiii.

20, the designation of that

the subject treated.
xxiii. 4,

-,

t>

And

since r.iroin

which proceeds from
p s xxxvii. 15 Job
,

denotes counter evidence, and generally rejoinders thus

XXIX
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2.

in the first line a reasoner is designated

and nothing be shown

to hiin,

Thus

every one.
tary

the
?pJ7

Fleischer: vir qui correptus contradicit

e.g.

But this

cervicem obdurat.

who lets nothing be said
him, but contradicts all and

to

et

interpolated correptus gives involun-

testimony of this, that the nearest lying impression of
B*N suffers a change by spy ntypD ; if we read fiB'pn (J?)
with 'in, the latter then designates the correptio, over

'in

against which

Luther), and

is

placed obstinate boldness (Syr., Targ. Jerome,
y

shows itself thus to be gen. objecti, and we have
compare the gen. connection of b»n, as at xviii. 23, xxi. 17,
or rather at 1 Kings xx. 42 and Jer. xv. 10.
But it is unneces'in

to

sary, with Hitzig, to limit 'in to divine infliction of

punishment,
and after Hos. v. 9, Isa. xxxvii. 3, to read niruin [punishment],
which occurs, Ps. cxh'x. 7, in the sense of punishment inflicted
by man. 1 Besides, we must think first not of actual punishment,
but of chastening, reproving words

spoken the reproving words

;

and the man

to

whom

are

one whose conduct merits more

is

and more severe censure, and continually receives correction
from those who are concerned for his welfare. Hitzig regards
the

line as a conditional clause:"

first

ment stiff-necked?"

.

.

.

This

is

spy nsypo could have such force

But why then
spy

a

man

of punishment,

Only
he

if

.

.

.

did not the author rather write the words sini

Why

nty'pD ?

:

"Is a man of punish-

syntactically impossible.

then could not rpy nc'pD be a co-ordinated

further description of the

man

?

Cf.

e.g.

Ex.

xvii. 21.

The

door of penitence, to which earnest, well-meant admonition calls
a man, does not always remain open.
persistence in sin
to all

and

He who

with stiff-necked

in self-delusion sets himself in opposition

endeavours to save his soul, shall one day suddenly, and

without the prospect and possibility of restoration

become a wreck.

xix. 11),

The general

ethical

Audi doctrinam

proverb

is

si

(cf.

visvitare

here followed by one

Jer.

rmnam.
that

is

political

Ver. 2

When the righteous increase, the people rejoice
And when a godless man ruleth, the people mourn.

Begarding

'l?

nilpa (Aquila rightly, ev too -jrXrjSvvai Sucaiow,))

vid. at xxviii. 28.
1

Vid.

If the righteous

form the majority, or are

Zunz, " Regarding the Idea and the Use of ToMeclia," in SteinTamil, 1S71, p. 70 f.

echneider's Heb. Bibliagraphia, entitled

VOL.

II.

Q
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numbers that they are the party that give the tone, that
form the predominant power among the people (Fleischer, cum

in such

incrementa capiunt justi), then the condition of the people is a
happy one, and their voice joyful (xi. 10) ; if, on the contrary,

man

a godless

made

are

" There

to sigh (DJ>

is

rule, the people

with the Gap, according to rule).
why DJ> should be

rittO,

reason," as Hitzig remarks, "

and then without, the

with,

placed

first

case

denotes the people as those

it

men

or (after xxviii. 1) godless

In the

article."

among whom

there

first

such

is

an increase of the righteous ; in the second case, the article is
wanting, because it is not generally used in poetry ; and, besides,
its absence makes the second line consist of nine syllables, like
This political proverb is now followed by one of
the first.
general ethics
Ver. 3

A man who loveth wisdom delighteth his
And

who keepeth company with

he

father

harlots spendeth his

substance.

Line

first is

a variation of x. 1.

3i}X"^'K has, according to rule,

man, without distinction of age,
from childhood (Gen. iv. 1) up to ripe old age (Isa. lxvi. 13)
love and dutiful relation towards father and mother never cease.
Line second reminds of xxviii. 7 (cf. xiii. 20).
B^N

the Metheg, cf. 9a.

A

is

series of six proverbs follows,

beginning with a proverb

of

the king
Ver. 4

A king by righteousness bringeth the land to a good condition
But a man

The Hiph.
comes
to

T'ipjtfl

of taxes bringeth

signifies to

is

(Ps. xxviii. 5), cf. Dnnj,
'in tt»K

is

make

and stand

down.
it

so that a person or matter

Kings xv. 4) D"W,
the contrary of building up and extending

to stand erect

tear down,

it

fast (e.g. 1

pp. Dn, of the state,

meant the king, or a man of

questionable whether as a

;

man

of gifts,

this

i.e.

xi.

kind

one

;

who

By

11.

but

it

is

lets gifts

be made to him (Grotius, Fleischer, Ewald, Bertheau, Zockler),
or as a man of taxes, i.e. who imposes them (Midrash, Aben
Ezra, Ealbag, Eosenmiiller, Hitzig).
possible, for 'in

means tax

Both interpretations

(lifting, raising

= dedicating),

will offerings, as well as gifts that are obligatory

by

the laws of nature.

are

free-

and required

Since the word, in the only other place
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6, 6.

where

it occurs, Ezek. xlv. 13-16, is used of the relation of the
people to the prince, and denotes a legally-imposed tax, so it

appears also here, in passing over from the religious sphere to
the secular, to be meant of taxes, and that according to

its

fundamental conception of gifts, i.e. such taxes as are given on
account of anything, such as the produce of the soil, manufactures, heritages.
Thus also is to be understood Aquila's and
Theodotion's avrjp aipaipefidTcov, and the rendering also of the
man on the throne, covetous of such gifts,
Venet. ipdvwv.

A

brings the land to ruin by exacting contributions:

on

contrary, a king helps the land to

and an

good

a

position,

the

enduring prosperity, by the exercise of right, and that in appointing a well-proportioned and
Ver. 5

fit

measure of taxation.

A man who flattereth
Spreadeth a net for

his neighbour

his steps.

Fleischer, as

Bertheau

but in the

there does not lie in itself a hostile tendency, an

?J?

intention to do injury

and what

is

:

;

vir qui alterum blanditiis circumvenit

it

interchanges with ?N, Ps. xxxvi.

3,

expressed in line second happens also, without any

intention on the part of the flatterer

:

the

web

of the flatterer

neighbour becomes, if he is caught thereby,
a net for him in which he is entangled to his own destruction
(Hitzig).
Pv.nn signifies also, without any external object,
to utter that which is
xxviii. 23, ii. 16, as internally transitive
VW1, for which
smooth, i.e. flattering. VDJJ3 is, as Ps. lvii. 7
before. the eyes of a

:

=

it is

the usual Phoenician word.
Ver. 6 In the transgression of the wicked

But the righteous

Thus the

first line is to

of the accents,

second

Munach

man

rejoiceth \_jabeii]

and

lies
is

a snare

glad.

be translated according to the sequence

Mahpach, Munach, Munach, Athnach, for the
is

the transformation of Dechi; jn E^K thus,

go together, although the connection is
But there is also this
not, like this, genitival, but adjectival.
Munach, Athnach,
Munach,
Dechi,
sequence of the accents,
&J"N.
this, Ewald transjn
to
According
and
which separates
like

J^pEOK, xxviii.

5,

"in the transgression of one lies an evil snare;" but in
word ought to have been in E>pl», as at xii. 13
for although the numeral D'ai sometimes precedes its substanlates:

that case the

tive,

yet no other adjective ever does;

passages such as Isa.
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xxviii.

21 and

x.

must be
evil is

:

30 do not show the possibility of this position
this sequence of accents the explanation

In

of the words.
in the

wickedness of a

man

is

the snare laid therein (Bottcher)

author did not write

B>'pl»

JTi

would

the evil of a snare,

i.e.

why

the

but a reason

;

also not

be seen there, and

thus we must abide by the accentuation JH B»K.
also

may

fall,

yet he

The

righteous

again raised by means of repentance

is

and pardon but in the wickedness of a bad man lies a snare
which having once fallen, he cannot again release himself
from it, xxiv. 16. In the second line, the form p"P, for fV, is
defended by the same metaplastic forms as "TCt!^, Ps. xci. 6
and also that the order of the words is not
H"iJ, Isa. xlii. 4
Luther frewet
Ijpl noti^ (LXX. iv %apa icai iv ev^pocrvvrj
sich vnd hat wonne [rejoices and has pleasure]), is supported by
the same sequence of ideas, Zech. ii. 14, cf. Jer. xxxi. 7 the
the Freude
Jubeln is the momentary outburst of gladness
;

into

;

:

;

:

;

[gladness], however,

is

a continuous feeling of happiness.

To

the question as to what the righteous rejoiceth over [jubelt] and
is

glad [freuet] because of, the answer

happy

is

not

:

because of his

from danger (Zockler), but: because of the
prosperity which his virtue procures for him (Fleischer).
But
the contrast between the first and second lines is not clear and
strong.
One misses the expression of the object or ground of
the joy.
Cocceius introduces into the second line a si lapsus
fuerit.

release

Schultens translates, Justus vel succumbens triwnphabit,

after the Arab, ran f. o., which, however, does not mean succumhere, but subigere (vid. under Ps. lxxviii. 65).
Hitzig compares

Arab, raym f.

i.,

discedere, relinquere,

and translates: " but

righteous passeth through and rejoiceth."
to read nnbl

nxT, h e sees

devices, however,

stand

it

(what

in

the

Bottcher

is

the

inclined

?) and rejoiceth.
All these
background compared with

Pinsker's proposal {Babylon.-Heb. Punktaiionssystem, p. 156)
" Oq the footsteps of the wicked man lie snares,

But the righteous runneth and

he runneth joyfully

is

glad,"

(like the sun, Ps. xix. 6)

on the divinelyappointed way (Ps. cxix. 132), on which he knows himself
threatened by no danger.
The change of ]}V&2 into yvs>2 has
i.e.

xii.

13 against

xviii. 10, as

it;

but flT

may

be regarded, after

the original from which

|W

is

corrupted.

iv.

12,

cf.
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Ver. 7 The righteous knoweth the cause of the poor,
But the godless understandeth no knowledge.

The

righteous knoweth and recogniseth the righteous claims of

people of low estate,
particular cases

i.e.

what

is

due

to

them

as

men, and in

but the godless has no knowledge from which

;

may go forth (cf. as to the expression, xix. 25).
The proverb begins like xii. 10, which commends the just
man's compassion to his cattle this commends his sympathy
with those who are often treated as cattle, and worse even
than cattle. The LXX. translates lb twice the second time
such recognition

;

:

reading eh instead of

vtsn, it

Men of

Ver. 8

makes nonsense of

it.

derision set the city in an uproar,

But wise men

allay anger.

shows what we are to understand by Jis£ 'B'JX
men to whom nothing is holy, and who despise all authority.
The Hiphil VPB* does not signify irretiunt, from nriQ ( Venet.
jraytStovcn, after Kimchi, Aben Ezra, and others), but sufflant,
from ma (Rashi UT^') they stir up or excite the city, i.e. its
inhabitants, so that they begin to burn as with flames, i.e. by
the dissolution of the bonds of mutual respect and of piety, by
the letting loose of passion, they disturb the peace and excite
the classes of the community and individuals against each
xxviii.

Isa.

:

:

:

but the wise bring

it

that has broken forth, or

is

other

;

The anger

allayed.

is

not that of God, as

Jerome and Luther, and as

The Aram,
Ver. 9

man

three

it

is

rendered by

freely translated might

mean.

1

If

a wise

man

has to contend with a

[the fool] rageth

the old translators,

" as

lrVB'

err in regard to UTS' in passages such as vi. ]9.

He

Among

about that the breathings of anger
in the act of breaking forth, are

fool,

and laugheth, and hath no

rest.

Jerome and Luther take the " wise

subject even of the second line, and that in

members:

vir sapiens si

cum

all

its

stulto contenderit, sive iras-

Thus Schultens, C. B.
and
also Fleischer: " The
Umbreit,
Ewald,
Elster,
Michaelis,
xxi.
correlative,
as
at
Ex.
doubled Vav is
16, Lev. v. 3, and
catur sive rideat, non inveniet requiem.

expresses the perfect sameness in respect of the effect, here of

the want of effect.
fool,

If the wise

becomes angry, or

never bring

it

jests,

he

man, when he disputes with a
will have no rest, i.e. he will

to pass that the fool shall cease to reply

;

he yields
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the right to him, and thus makes

But the angry

strife."

alternating therewith,

affirming his right

passion,

are not

and

;

it

possible for

him

to

end the

the bursts of laughter

and

appropriate

the wise are heard nrua, the nra pan [and there

no

is

rest] will

So

cause us to think of the fool as the logical subject.
correctly, but in other respects inappropriately, the

Wvq

a-cxpos Kpivel

(after the expression

nK), avrjp Be (jbaOXo? (which ^ik

KarayeXarcu

The

ical

b»'k

ov KaTairTrjaa-ei (as

syntactical relation

Ewald

DJ>,

LXX.

if

DSEO

in

But we read

It marks, like 1

the situation from which there
if

a wise

it

the

designates 9a as a conditional clause, and

corresponds therewith.

:

K71). 1

9a were

for

Hitzig remarks that the Lat. viro sapiente disceptante cum

cpnsec.

of

op«/L%c(i.evo<;

the words were Dff
if

far

avrjp

DV, instead

i.e.

does not mean)

would be simpler

vocalized as a hypothetical perfect.
past U3B0.

man

wise

the

to

since, after Eccles. ix. 17, the words of

man

Sam.

ii.

13,

Job

slullo
i.

l(j,

a departure then with perf.
in the right is in contact with a fool, he
is

and laughs, and keeps not quiet (supply V as at
there is no keeping quiet, there is
27), or (without 1?)

starts up,
xxviii.

no

:

The

rest.

wise

man

figure

is

in

accordance with experience.

has any controversy with a fool, which

is

If a

to be decided

by reasonable and moral arguments, then he becomes boisterous
and laughs, and shows himself incapable of quietly listening to
his opponent, and of appreciating his arguments.
We now group together vers. 10-14. Of these, vers. 10
and 11 are alike in respect of the tense used vers. 12-14
have in common the pronoun pointing back to the first
member.
;

Ver. 10

The

Men
And

of

blood hate the guiltless
they attempt the

the upright

;

life of

such

nearest lying translation of the second line would certainly

the upright seek his soul (that of the guiltless).
In accordance with the contrasted lsub», the Aram, understand the
seeking of earnest benevolent seeking, but disregarding the tr'aJ

be

:

According to this the Targum nann» *6) (he remains obstinate),
according to which the TSrifiO N$1 (he 'does' not lose his
wits) of the
Peshito is perhaps to be corrected.
The distribution of the subjects is
1

obscure.
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10.

(eVt^Tijo-ouo-i),

Jerome

(qitcenint),

and

understand the sentence and Rashi remarks
that the phrase is here nan J1B7, for he rests
but mistrusting
himself, refers to 1 Sam.xxi. 23. Ahron b. Josef glosses to enter
also

;

;

:

Thus, on account of the contrast,

into friendship with him.

most moderns, interpreting the phrase sensu bono,
6 shows, correct

xii.

;

but the usus

rendering, which can rest only on Ps.

the poet does not say
loq. requires,

^'M?.

''fc'SJ

vHn

loq.

also "Fleischer

The thought

probi autem vitam ejus conservare student.

is,

as

protests against this

cxlii. 5,

where, however,

pK, but, as here also the usus

There are only three

possible explanations

which Aben Ezra enumerates (1) they seek his, the bloody
man's, soul, i.e. they attempt his life, to take vengeance against
:

him, according to the meaning of the expressions as generally
elsewhere used,

e.g. at

Ps.

lxiii.

(LXX.

10

;

(2) they revenge his, the

which has fallen a
which elsewhere only Cn ^3 and B*Tj
tP!M, Gen. ix. 5, occur.
This second meaning also is thus not
in accordance with the usage of the words, and against both

guiltless man's, life

victim, after the

meanings

it is

meaning

i/c^T-qaova-t.v),

in

to be said that

it is

not in the

spirit of

the

Book

of Proverbs to think of the DntJ* [the upright, righteous] as

There thus

executors of the sentences of the penal judicature.

—

2

they (the bloody

remains the interpretation (3) : the upright
men) seek the soul of such an one. The transition from the plur.
to the sing, is individualizing, and thus the arrangement of the

words is like Gen. xlvii. 21 : " And the people (as regards them),
This last
he removed them to the cities," Gesen. § 145. 2.
explanation recommends itself by the consideration that DH and

Unvh are cognate as to the ideas they represent,

W

—

let

one

call to

On [perfect and upright, e.g.
mind the common expression
Job i. 1, 8, ii. 3],— that the same persons are meant thereby,
and it is rendered necessary by this, that the thought, " bloody
hate the guiltless," is incomplete ; for the same thing may
be said of the godless in general. One expects to hear
that just against the guiltless, i.e. men walking in their inno-

men

also

1

The Targum translates DD,

yuaan, turning to
2

For

tiiSiii li

i.

auvxiovniti (will

stood after Jer. xlv.

guiltlessness,

and the

Tenet,

(j^mowi)

22.

bring away ?) riv ipvxw

5, lies linguistically

yet further

off.

airra>,

under-
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cence, the bloody-mindedness of such

and 106 says the same thing;
contrast to the point aimed

this

men

Lutz

at.

is

specially directed,

second clause
is

first

brings the

right in seeking to

confute Hitzig, but he does so on striking grounds.
"Ver.

That inn

11 All his wrath the fool poureth out;
But the wise man husheth it up in the background.
is

not meant here of his spirit (Luther) in the sense
e.g. Fleischer) the contrast

of qucecunque in mente habet (thus

shows, for njna^ does not signify cohibet, for which

(LXX.

Ta/ueverai) would be the proper word

:

nn

here used of passionate emotion, such as at xvi. 31

;

thus

^1

33a'^ ,

is

not

Isa. xxv. 4,

not here equivalent to Arab, sdbbah, alveiv
and Heidenheim), which does not supply an
admissible sense, but is equivalent to Arab, sabbakh, to quiet
(Ahron b. Josef: ptOSDp KaTcnraveiv), the former going back
naa>

xxxiii. 11.

(Imman.,

is

Venet.,

=

to the root-idea of

extending (amplificare), the latter to that of

going to a distance, putting away: sabbakh, procul recessit, distitit,
hence nac», Ps. lxxxix. 10, and here properly to drive off into
the background, synon. ^tt'n (Fleischer).
But "linsa (only here
with a) is ambiguous. One might with Kashi explain : but the
wise

man finally,

kcltottiv

loose

;

i.e.,

if

wise

it lies still

man

Venet.

appeaseth the anger which the fool

lets

the latter gives vent to his anger, the former

appeases, subdues, mitigates

But

(Symmachus, e-rr iayjnaiv;

or afterwards

= Karoiriade),

it

(cf. ro'-iHNa, "iinx?, Isa. xlii. 23).

nearer to refer the antithesis to the anger of the

himself; he does not give to

it

unbridled course, but

Thus Syr. and
Targ. reading WJJP3, the former, besides niy&W (reputat earn),
so also Aben Ezra
in the heart as the background of the
organ of speech. Others explain: in the background, afterhusheth

it

in the background, viz. in his heart.

:

ward, retrorsum,

e.g.

Nolde, but to which compescit would be

more appropriate than sedat. Hitzig's objection, that in other
cases the expression would be ia]pa, is answered by this, that
with Tinsa the idea of pressing back (of liriK) is connected.

The

order of the words also

cessit [cordis).

is

in

favour of the meaning in

Tree dilatio mentis pacatio (according to

proverb).
Ver. 12

A

ruler

who

listens to deceitful words,

All his servants arc godless.

re-

an old

CHAP. XXIX.
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13.

are fo because they deceive him, and they

become

so

;

for

instead of saying the truth which the ruler does not wish to

by

hear, they seek to gain his favour

deceitful flatteries, mis-

Audiat rex qawprw-

representations, exaggerations, falsehoods.

He does

cijiit lex.

not do

the saying

this, as

is,

sicut rex ita grex

proverb of Solomon.

(Sir. x. 2), in the sense of this

man and the usurer meet together
Jahve Hghteneth the eyes of both.

Ver. 13 The poor

A

which the proverb

variation of xxii. 2, according to

understood in both of
of Bn,

is

rightly supposed in

man

out here a

is

to be

That ^33PI B»N is the contrast
Temura 166 ; but Rashi, who brings

its parts.

man

of moderate learning, and Saadia, a

of a

moderate condition (thus also the Targ. RJ5SD &033, after Buxtorf, homo mediocris fortunes), err by connecting the word with

LXX.

The

s|W.

Bavetarov

ical

xpeaxpetXeTov

(aAA^'Aots

avveXdovTwv), which would be more correct inverted, for

D^an

man who makes

a

is

oppressive

taxes,

c'ik

high previous

payments of interest; the verbal stem ^3n, Arab, tak, is a
secondary to Ii. wak, which has the meanings of pressing together, and pressing firm (whence also the middle is named;
the middle point of the
cf. Arab, samym dlaklab, the solid

=

heart).

with

t]n,

the plur.

D'oan, scarcely in

toko?; the designation

interest,

reproach

(Syr.

(Hitzig).

ajjlictor),

Luther

:

D^SD B"K

and a

itself

includes in

rentier

it

denotes

a sensible

cannot be so called

Reiche [rich men], with the marginal note

:

V

" who can practise usury as they then generally all do
Therefore Lowenstein understands the second line after 1 Sam. ii. 7 :

God

enlighteneth their eyes by raising the lowly and humbling

But

the proud.

this line, after xxii. 2b,

only means that the

poor as well as the rich owe the light of

life

the creator and ruler of all things,

—a

fact

45)

— an

xiii. 4) to God,
which has also its
moral side
both are conditioned by Him, stand under His
control, and have to give to Him an account; or otherwise
rendered: God maketh His sun to rise on the low and the high,

(Ps.

:

the evil

and the good

full of typical
1

YND

has,

(cf.

Matt.

moral motive.

v.

all-embracing love

1

by Lowenstein, Mehuppach Legarmeh, but

incorrectly, since

Legarmeh two conjunctives cannot occur. Also Norzi with Mehuppach Mercha is irregular, since Ben-Asher recognises only two examples of
after
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Ver. 14

n^S3, as at

A king who judgeth the poor with truth,
His throne shall stand for ever.

Isa. xvi. 5

(synon. roiDN3,

Dntwa,

Tit^Da)', is equi-

valent to fidelity to duty, or a complete, full accomplishment of
his duty as a ruler with reference to the dispensing of justice; in
other words

:

after the

norm

of actual fact, and of the law, and

of his duty proceeding from both together.

=]?»

has in Codd.,

Jaman., and in the Venetian 1517, 21, rightly Eebia. In
that which follows, n»60 DDie> are more closely related than n»K3
Dvl, for of two conjunctives standing together the first always

e.g.

connects more than the second.

D'iri

riDXl DQ1K>

"]ta

is

truest representation of the logical grammatical relation.

the

Ta

146 compare the proverb of the king, xvi. 12, xxv. 5.
proverb with 02^, ver. 15, is placed next one with DBltt>,
but it begins a group of proverbs regarding discipline in the

A

among

house and

the people:

Ver. 15 The rod and reproof give wisdom
But an undisciplined son is a shame to his mother.
;

15 also commends as salutary,
by means of words, which must
accompany bodily discipline, and without them is also necessary
the construction of the first line follows in number and gender
the scheme xxvii. 9, Zech. vii. 7; Ewald, §339c. In the second
line the mother is named, whose tender love often degenerates
With 02W

[a rod],

nroin refers to

which

xxii.

discipline

into a fond indulgence; such a darling, such a mother's son,
Our " ausgelassen," by
becomes a disgrace to his mother.
which Hitzig translates n?E lO is used of joyfulness unbridled
and without self-restraint, and is in the passage before us too
n?B> is used of animals pasturing at liberty,
feeble a word
wandering in freedom (Job xxxix. 5; Isa. xvi. 2) rDB>D "lju is
i

J

;

;

accordingly a child

punishment, one

who

is

kept in by no restraint and no

left to himself,

and thus undisciplined (Luther,

Gesenius, Fleischer, and others).
"Ver.

16

When

the godless increase, wickedness increaseth

But the righteous

shall see their fall.

which this TND does not belong vid. Thorath
That the pemltima toning ii^B in several editions is false

this double accentuation to

Emeth,

p. 12.

scarcely needs to be remarked.

on the

ult.,

;

Jablonski rightly points with ilehuppach

and Zinnorith on the preceding open

syllable.
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The

LXX.

translation

is
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17, 18.

not bad:

7roA\<w ovroov

aa-efiSiv

iroKKal <ycvovTai dfiapriai (vid. regarding nan, V er.
2, xxviii. 28);
but in the main it is only a Binsenwahrheit, as they say
in

Swabia,

i.e. a trivial saying.
The proverb means, that if
a people the party of the godless increases in number,
and at the same time in power, wickedness, i.e. a falling away

among

into sins of thought

When

prevails.

and conduct, and therewith wickedness,
and the destruction of morals thus

irreligion

increase, the righteous are troubled;

godless carries the

judgment

but the conduct of the

and the righteous shall
with joy perceive, in the righteous retribution of God, that the

man

godless

will

This proverb

is

in itself,

be cast down from his power and influence.
motto to Ps. xii.

like a

Ver. 17 Correct thy son, and he will give thee delight,
And afford pleasure to thy soul.

The

LXX.

well translates yvy\ by koI dvairavaei, ere; 1 Cron
denotes rest properly, a breathing again, avd^vfa ; and then,
with an obliteration of the idea of restraint so far, generally
(like the

Arab, arah, compared by Fleischer) to afford pleasure
The post.-bibl. language uses for this the words
and says of the pious that he makes rvn nru to his

or delight.

nn

riTO,

and of God, that He grants the same
;
them that fear Him, Berach. 295; in the morning prayer of

Creator, Berachoth 17a
to

the heavenly spirits, that they hallow their Creator nil nma
(with inward delight).
Write with Codd. (also Jaman.) and
older editions
suffix of this

IHW,

not ^i"}.;

Hiphil form

is

for,

except in verbs

not dageshed,

e.g.

n"*?,

the

V?®*, 1 Kings

C^W

Kings xxii. 16 and Ps. 1. 8.
the LXX.
Sam. i. 24 (D'onjTDJJ, /nera, k6ct/u,oij), also
here, of ornament
but the word signifies dainty dishes
here,
high spiritual enjoyment.
As in vers. 15 and 16 a transition
was made from the house to the people, so there now follows
ii.

2(5

;

cf. also 1

understands, after 2

—

;

the proverb of the discipline of children,

a proverb of the

education of the people:
Ver. 18 Without a revelation a people becomes ungovernable

But he that keepeth the
1

Their translation of vers.

and mutilated form,
eiy avion a.

law,

happy

is

;

he.

17 and 18 here is found, in a marred
At that place the words are »al
17.

after xxviii.

the book or proverbs.
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Regarding the importance of

Chohna

relation of the

this

proverb for estimating the

to prophecy, vid. vol.

i.

p. 41.

|itn

i

s>

according to the sense, equivalent to HXU3, the prophetic revelation in itself, and as the contents of that which is proclaimed.

Without

proceeding from spiritual experi,
unrestrained (inB vid. regarding the punctua-

spiritual preaching,

ence, a people

is

-,

and regarding the fundamental meaning, at
becomes JHB, disorderly, Ex. xxxii. 25 wildvnd loust,

tion at xxviii. 25,

25)

i.

as

it

;

;

Luther

translates.

But

in the

second

line,

according to the

unity of the antithesis, the words are spoken of the people, not
It is therefore not to be explained, with Hitzig:
but whoever, in such a time, nevertheless holds to the law, it is

of individuals.

well with him

Without doubt

!

this

proverb was coined at a time

when

the preaching of the prophets was in vogue ; and therefore this, " but whoever, notwithstanding," is untenable ; such
a thought at that time could not at all arise

rnin
is

Book

in the

is

;

and besides

this,

of Proverbs a moveable conception, which

covered at least by the law in contradistinction to prophecy.

Tijra denotes divine teaching, the

word

of

God

whether that

;

of the Sinaitic or that of the prophetic law (2 Chron. xv. 3,
e.g. Isa.

While, on the one hand, a people

10).

i.

lute condition

when

is in

cf.

a disso-

the voice of the preacher, speaking from

divine revelation, and enlightening their actions and sufferings

by God's word, is silent amongst them (Ps. lxxiv. 9, cf. Amos
viii. 12)
on the other hand, that same people are to be praised
as happy when they show due reverence and fidelity to the
word of God, both as written and as preached. That the
word of God is preached among a people belongs to their condition of life
and they are only truly happy when they
earnestly and willingly subordinate themselves to the word of
God which they possess and have the opportunity of hearing.
;

;

™'N

(defective for ifinc'N)

is the older, and here the poetic
kindred form to VntfN, xiv. 21, xvi. 20. From the discipline
of the people this series of proverbs again returns to the dis-

,r

cipline of

home:

Ver. 19 With words a servant will not let himself be bettered-

For he understandeth them, but couformeth not thereto.

The Niph.

"iDfa

becomes a so-called

tolerative, for

with the idea of happening that of reaching

its

it

connects

object: to

CHAP. XXIX.

become truly bettered (taught
himself

to let

253

20.

wisdom, corrected), and thus

in

With mere words

be bettered.

this is not
reached; the unreasonable servant needs, in order to be set

more radical means of deliverance.
This assertion demands confirmation therefore is the view of von Hofmann

right, a

;

404) improbable, that 196 has in view a
better-disposed servant: supposing that he is intelligent, in
which case he is admonished without cause, then the words
(Schriflbew.

are also lost

any

reply.

ii.

2.

he will let them pass over him in silence without
This attempted explanation is occasioned by this,

:

that fUJJD can signify nothing else than a response in words.
this were correct, then without doubt
its fundamental
meaning would correspond with *3
for one explains, with
Lowenstein, "for he perceives it, and may not answer," i.e.

If

;

that a reply cut off frustrates the moral impression.

this,

also

for he understands

:

but

it,

silentium conjigit (Schultens)

;

But why should not

(Rashi).

is

silent,

and thus

it is

njJJD pNI itself

Or

in prcefractum se

with the ancients

be the expression

want of any consequences? royo cannot certainly mean
1
humiliation
(Meiri, after Ex. x. 3, ny:3n), but why as an
answer in words and not also a response by act (Stuart a
practical answer) ?
Thus the LXX. iav yap koI vorjar), aXX'
ov% viraicovo-eTcu, according to which Luther for although he
at once understands it, he does not yet take it to himself.
That njJJB may mean obedience, the Aram, so understood, also
at xvi. 4.
It denoted a reply in the most comprehensive
meaning of the word, vid. at xvi. 1. The thought, besides, is
the same as if one were to explain: for he understands it, and
or
he understands it, but that
is silent, i.e. lets thee speak
which he perceives finds no practical echo.
of this

:

:

;

:

man hasty in his words?
The fool hath more hope than he.

Ver. 20 Seest thou a

Cf. xxvi. 12.

Such an one has blocked up against himself the

path to wisdom, which to the fool,

open

;

the former

be made.
the fool

is

is

to the ingenuous, stands

may

yet

In this passage the contrast is yet more precise, for
thought of as the dull, which is the proper meaning

The Syr. and Targ. also think on
knows that he receives no strokes."
1

i.e.

perfect, of the latter something

njy, for they translate:

"for ha
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There is more hope for the fool
than for him, although he may be no fool in himself, who over" The irpoTrerrj'i iv Adyw avrov
throws himself by his words.
of ^?3, vid. under xvii. 24.

(Sir. ix. 18) lias, in the existing case, already overleaped the

thought

;

^D3 has

the

it still

before him, and comes at length,

perhaps with his slow conception, to

it

" (Hitzig)

;

for the ass,

according to the fable, comes at last farther than the greyhound. Hence, in words as well as in acts, the proverb holds
Every word, as
good, u Eile mit Weile"
festina lente].
[

=

matured by being thought out, and
thought over.
From this proverb, which finds its practical
application to the affairs of a house, and particularly also to the
relation to domestics, the group returns to the subject of instruction, which is its ground-tone.
well as act, can only be

Ver. 21 If one pampers his servant from youth up,

He will finally reach the place of a child.
no answer to the question as to the meaning of
piD.
On the other hand, for P3S, the meaning to fondle,
delicatius enutrire, is perfectly warranted by the Aram, and
Arab. The Talmud, Succa 52b, resorts to the alphabet m"BN
How the Targ. comes to
in order to reach a meaning for )1JD.
translate the word by HEOD (outrooted) is not clear; the rendering of Jerome postea sentiet eum contumacem, is perhaps
mediated by the earai 70771/07*69 of Symmachus, who com-

The

LXX. had

:

bines |U with

LXX.,

(Schriftbeiv.

We

p?,

ii.

2.

The 66vvr)6rjaeTai
Hofmann has sought to

Niph. yoyyv^etv.

with the Syr., von

404), for he derives

must then punctuate

)i3Q

;

|i:D

= |iruo

but perhaps the

of the
justify

from

LXX.

nro.

derived

=

the word from fe?
l"N», whether they pronounced it Jia» (cf.
rnbNS) or fao. To follow them is not wise, for the
rnbo

=

formation of the word

is

precarious

speaker of this proverb, to

whom

;

one does not see what the
the language presented a

synonyms for the idea of complaint, meant by
Linguistically these meanings are
impossible of Jerome, dominus = ri3?p» (Ahron b. Josef, Meiri,
and others); or: the oppressed = nno, from nr (Johlson) or:

fulness of

using this peculiar word.
:

;

one who

is

sick

= njiD

(Euchel).

And

[unthankful], derived from the Arabic,

(Arab.) maituican does not

Ewald's " undankbar"
is

mean one who

a

mere fancy,

is

since

unthankful, but,

CHAP. XXIX.
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21.

on the contrary, one who upbraids good deeds shown. 1
ancients

verb

are in

Ps.

|U,

who

the right track,

= P? = |3

17

lxxii.

;

the

explain

The

]UD after

the

Venet., herein following

Kimchi, also adopts the nominal form, for it translates (but
without perceptible meaning) •yovcocrc?. Luther's translation is
fortunate
"

If

a servant is tenderly treated from youth up,
will accordingly become a Junker [squire]."

He

The
son

ideas represented in

Solomon

{e.g.

:

he

modern Jewish

will at last

master (Zunz), are here united.

translations

:

that of a

be the son) and that of a

But how the

idea of a son (from

the verb pj), at the same time that of a master, may arise, is not
to be perceived in the same way as with Junker and the Spanish
infante

and hidalgo; rather with

of the son

(little

The

be connected.

The verb

:

meanings of luxuriant growth, numerous
the fish has from this the Aram, name of JO, like
from nn, which also means luxuriant, exuberant

;

2H,

From this is derived P?, which
component part of a kindred, as

designates the offspring as a
well as

naming
Wette) may

ironical

state of the matter appears as follows

increase (vid. at Ps. lxxii. 17).

local,

as the

p2 has the

propagation
the Heb.

]UD,

son), the idea of a weakling (de

1120,

which, according as the »

means either

this,

that

it

is

sprouts

interpreted infin. or

up

luxuriantly, the

abundant growth, or also the place of luxuriant sprouting,
wanton growing, abundant and quick multiplication thus the
The subject in HW might be the
place of hatching, spawning.
however, to take him who
nearer,
fondled one ; but it lies
:

fondles as the subject, as in 21a.
for lrvinsa, or, as
1

In Jakrb.

xi. p,

we
10

in vins< is either adv. accus.

preferred at xxiii. 32,
f.

Ewald compares,

it

is

the subj. in-

in an expressive way, the

and mannani, one
according to which pjD could certainly designate " a man
despising scornfully his own benefactors, or an unthankful man." But this
verbal stem is peculiarly Ethiop., and is certainly not once found in Arab.
Ethiopic

who

is

manndna

despised

(Piet) to scorn

;

menun, a reprobate

;

;

For minnat (which Ewald compares) denotes benefaction, and the duty
on one thereby, the dependence thereby produced. The verb (Arab.)
minn (= no) signifies to divide and particularly, partly to confer benelaid

;

faction, partly to attribute benefaction, reckon to, enumerate,

to bring out the sense of obligation.
this verbal

stem for pJD-

Thus nothing

is

and thereby

to be derived

from
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after

troducing,

manner

the

following sentence as

of

a

clause, the
" one has fondled

substantival

virtual predicate

its

:

from his youth up, and his (that of the one who
end is he will become a place of increase." The
master of the house is thought of along with his house and
the servant as one who, having become a man, presents his
his servant

fondles)

:

;

master with 1V3

'T?',

who

are spoilt scapegraces, as he himself

become by the pampering of

has

used

in the

language of the people,

There was

his master.
pJ for 1?,

in the sense in

which we name a degenerate son a " Schones Fruchtchen
and POD is a place (house) where many
[pretty little fruit]
CWi are and a man (master of a house) who has many of
them is one whose family has increased over his head. One
reaches the same meaning if P3D is rendered more immediately
;

;

as the place or state of growing, increasing, luxuriating.

sense

is

in

any case

:

he

will

The

not be able, in the end, any more

defend himself against the crowd which grows up to him
this his darling, but will be merely a passive part of it.

to

from

The

following group begins with a proverb which rhymes by

pie, with p:o of the foregoing,
this

Hezekiah

and extends on

to the

end

of

collection

A man of anger stirreth up strife
And a passionate man aboundetb in trangression.
t^K and
a variation of xv. 18a and xxviii. 2aa.

Ver. 22

Line-

first is

?JQ as here, but in

the reverse order

means anger, not the

nose, viz. the

at

xxii.

expanded

24.

1

^N here

nostrils (Schultens).

,

In

J?B»s"3 i

the

irate

governed genitive

is,

after xiv.

29, xxviii. 16, xx. 27, the

Hitzig construes

it in the sense of 3") j>E>a,
Ps. xix. 2, with rnv, but one does not say J^S fna and that
which is true of D'an, that, after the manner of a numeral, it
;

;

can precede

its

substantive (vid. under Ps.
Xi.

cannot be said of

one who heaps up
with greater guilt

Much

many wicked

vii.

26, Ixxxix. 51),

(great) in wickedness
actions,

(cf. JJK'a, ver. 16).

denotes

and burdens himself

The wrathful man

stir-

reth up (vid. under xv. 18) strife, for he breaks through the
mutual relations of men, which rest on mutual esteem and
1

For

f)X-C' , N

(Lowenstein after Norzi)

(Thoraih Emeth, p. 19),

C)K

t^K-

Thus

is

to be -written, with Baer

also in Cod.

Jaman.

CHAP. XXIX.
love,

and by means

angry

he makes enemies
he thinks that he has reason for being

of his passionate conduct

whom

of those against

that on account of which he

;

257

23, 24.

is

angry can be

settled

without producing such hostility, but passion impels liim on,

and misrepresents the matter

The

them asunder.

ma

dreaming,

LXX.

it

;

embitters hearts, and tears

has, instead of 31,

igcapv^ev, of

(xvi. 27).

Ver. 23 passes from anger to haughtiness

A

man's pride will bring him low

But the lowly

Thus we
with

xi.

translate "li32

^nn

(Lat. honorem obtinet) in accord

rnv;>3K> with xvi. 19, where,

and

16,

attaineth to honour.

however,

The haughty man

not adj. as here, but inf.

??'f

is

obscures the

this, that he boasts immeasurably of
and aspires yet more after it the lowly man, on the other
hand, obtains honour without his seeking it, honour before God
and before men, which would be of no worth were it not conThe LXX. rovs Be
nected with the honour before God.
Tcnrewofypovas epeiBei Bo^y iciipios. This icvpws is indeed not
Why the
contrary to the sense, but it is opposed to the style.
and
contents
regards
the
as
follow
is,
24th verse should now
22-27
vers.
observes
that
one
but
to
say
the expression, hard

honour which he has by

;

it,

:

;

follow each other, beginning with the successive letters of the

alphabet K

(a),

Ver. 24

3,

He
He

n, n,

"i,

n

(n).

that taketh part with a thief hateth himself
heareth the oath and confesseth not.

Hitzig renders the first member as the pred. of the second :
" he who does not bring to light such sins as require an atonement (Lev. v. 1 ff.), but shares the secret of them with the

not better than one who is a partner with a thief, who
The construction of the verse, he remarks,
hateth himself."
by any interpreter. It is not, however,
understood
is not
sinner,

is

cross,— for, understood as Hitzig thinks it ought to be,
have expressed the subject by tin yDE>

so

the author should
T-P

sin,— but

form require

who

is
it.

simple as the order of the words and the verbal

The

oath

is,

after

Lev.

adjures the partner of the thief by

but he conceals

VOL.

II.

it,

and burdens

v. 1, that of

God

the judge

to tell the truth

his soul with a crime

;

worthy of

K
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death, for

from

becomes

a concealer he

in addition a perjured

man.
Ver. 25 Fear of

man

But he that

bringeth a snare with
trusteth in

Jahve

it

advanced.

is

sounds strange, Hitzig remarks, that here in the Book of an

It

Oriental author one should be warned against the fear of man.
It

enough, in reply to

is

point to Isa.

this, to

the two translations in the

LXX.

One

12 f.

li.

of

Jerome and Luther)

(cf.

has found this "strange" thought not so strange as not to

render

it,

and that

in the

gnomic

aorist

D"1N

be able

mean

to

not so that D1S

men,

to frighten

of

God

;

is

cf.

Sam.

as in 1

3'S

;

enemy

lage generis

n

'

!
l

J"}C

and

as at xii.

is

infinitival

(trembling)

DTr?N

rmn

is

it,

25a:

Deut.

To

ohjecti).
cf.
is

it

such a nom.

= notf"),

means

rmn, a trembling

ins, the fear occasioned by the

vid. at xviii.

occasioned

15

;

=

the synal-

at least strange with fem.

actionis,

LXX.

25, can also

ii.
if)',

x. 10, xiii.

nouns, xvi. 16, xxv. 14

garding 33t^ (for which the
ev<f>pav8r]aeTcu

xiv. 15.

(gen.

brings as a consequence with

Perhaps

(cowardice)?

this connection, after

fear of the

iufinit.

man

alcr^yv-

should not rnin

the gen. ohjecti, but so that D1X

Ps. lxiv. 2

enemy, although

mean

the fear of

<po/37] Sevres ical

:

And why

OevTes avOpanrovs vweaKeXiaGriaav.

1

Ps.lxxiii. 28; but

;

Ewald,

10.

238a.

§

acoOijaeTcu,

and

He who

is

Re-

LXX.

2

put into

by a danger with which men threaten him, so as to do
from the fear of man what is wrong, and to conceal the truth,
falls thereby into a snare laid by himself
it does not help him
that by this means he has delivered himself from the danger,
for he brands himself as a coward, and sins against God, and
falls into an agony of conscience (reproach and anguish of
heart) which is yet worse to bear than the evil wherewith he
was threatened. It is only confidence in God that truly saves.
The fear of man plunges him into yet greater suffering than
that from which he would escape
confidence in God, on the
other hand, lifts a man internally, and at last externally, above
a terror

—

;

all his

troubles.

Ver. 26.
exists

A similar

gen. connection to that between D1X rvnrt

between c'^-bsc'd

Many

:

seek the countenance of the ruler

Yet from Jahve Cometh the judgment

of

men.

CHAP. XXIX.

Line first is a variation of xix.
near to interpret B^N as gen. obj.

259

27.

6a, cf. 1
:

Kings

x.

24.

It lies

the judgment regarding any

the estimating of the man, the decision regarding hiin

one,

i.e.

and

it is

also possible, for

"
l

l?SE'D Ps. xvii. 2,
)

may

;

be understood

judgment which I have, as well as of the judgment pronounced regarding ire (cf. Lam. iii. 59).
But the usage
of the

appears to think of the genit. after

tDBK'n

the right to which the poor have a claim

passage before us

which

always as subjective,

33, of the decision which the lot brings,

e.g. xvi.

is

K' , X"DDE'b

means the

;

xxxvi. 6,

right of a

man,

as that

proper or fitting to him, the judgment of a man, as

(LXX.

that to which as appropriate he has a claim

Whether

avhpl).

Job

so that thus in the

to BIkcuov

way

the genit. be rendered in the one

or the

meaning remains the same it is not the ruler who
finally decides the fate and determines the worth of a man, as
they appear to think who with eye-service court his favour and
fawn upon him.
other, the

Ver. 27

In

An abomination to a righteous man is a villanous man
And an abomination to the godless is he who walketh uprightly.
;

the other proverbs which begin with ratify

all

follows as genit., here n ,

nirT

1

?W

God.

of

:

B^S!

is

;

ix,

The

of his

God

is
;

men
with

its

<1J?

is

the direct contrast to

who

boldly does

on the other hand, the godless sees in the man that
1

of

20,

like that

opposed to morality and to honour, an adversary

walketh uprightly (TIT" ^":? as at
and the condemnation of himself.

With

;

righteous sees in the villanous man,

that which

e.g. xi.

is

an abhorrence to them, not as a man,

but just as of such a character
"itT.

whose judgment

'

l

i?'

-^ s -

xxxvn 14)
-

his adversary,

doubled n the Book of Proverbs, prepared by the
Hezekiah, comes to an end. It closes, in accordance
intention announced at the beginning, with a proverb
this

concerning the king, and a proverb of the great moral contrasts
which are found in all circles of society up to the very throne
itself.
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FIRST APPENDIX TO THE SECOND SOLOMONIC COLLECTION

OF PROVERBS.— CHAP. XXX.

The

this first appendix,

title of

before us, is
" The words of

This

title

Agur

the son of Jakeh, the utterance."

of the following collection of proverbs

by Olewejored; and
Rebia,

according to the text lying

Nt?!?n,

is

limited

separated from the author's name by

interpreted as a second inscription, standing on one

is

line with

The

as particularizing that first.

^1,

old synagogue

on the ground of the general title i. 1, regarded
the whole Book of Proverbs as the work of Solomon, interpreted the words, " Agur the son of Jakeh," as an allegorical
designation of Solomon, who appropriated the words of the
tradition which,

Tora to the king, Deut. xvii. 17, and again rejected them, for
he said God is with me, and I shall not do it (viz. take many
wives, without thereby suffering injury), Schemoth rabba, c. 6.
:

The
is

translation of

Jerome

:

the echo of this Jewish

pose that

if

"

Verba congregantis
interpretation.

filii

Vomentls,

One would

sup-

Agur" were Solomon's name, " Jakeh" must

that of

David

renders

p

;

be

but another interpretation in Midrash Mislde

(" sou ") as the designation of the bearer of a quality,

=

"Un) his loins for
and sees in "Agur" one who girded ("UN
wisdom; and in "son of Jakeh" one free from sin (?3D ''pi
tw NDn). In the Middle Ages this mode of interpretation, which
is historically and linguistically absurd, first began to prevail
for then the view was expressed by several (Aben Ezra, and
Meiri the Spaniard) that Agur ben Jakeh was a wise man of
the time of Solomon. That of Solomon's time, they thence conclude (blind to xxv. 1) that Solomon collected together these
proverbs of the otherwise unknown wise man. In truth, the age
of the man must remain undecided
and at all events, the time
of Hezekiah is the fixed period from which, where possible, it
is to be sought.
The name " Agur" means the gathered (vi. 8,
x. 5), or, after the predominant meaning of the Arab, ajar, the
;

bribed, mercede conductum; also the collector (cf. t^PJ, fowler)
or the word might mean, perhaps, industrious in collecting (cf.
'alivak,

attached

to,

and other examples

in

Miililau,

p.

36).
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Regarding
Arab, ibn,

|a

= binj

vid.

(usual in !«"(?), and

Genesis,

The noun

transparent.
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finiV,

its

relation to the

The name Jakeh

555.

p.

is

xxx. 17, Gen. xlix. 10,

more
means

the obedient, from the verb Pij^ ; but, formed from this verbal
stem, the form of the word would be ftp.) (not np_J).
The form
fli£ is the participial adj. from
HJ3J, like riBJ from naj ; and the

Arab, wakay, corresponding

to this

God

one's guard, particularly before

rijr, viii.
;

iitakay, to

the usual

word

be on

for piety

regarded as evXdfieia.
Miihlau (p. 37) rightly sees in the
proper names Eltekeh [Josh. xix. 44] and Eltekon [Josh. xv.
59] the secondary verbal stem rij?n, which, like e.g. nin (nxri),
a NFi, ^D?, nas originated from the reflexive, which in these proper

names, supposing that h$ is subj., means to take under protection ; not
to give heed = cavere.
All these meanings are
closely connected.
In all these three forms Ri5J, nj?j, n^ri
the verb is a synonym of 10E'; so that H|5J denotes 1 the pious,
:

—

either as taking care,

evXafitf';,

or as keeping,

which is commanded by God.
consequence of the accentuation,

—

i.e.

observing,

viz. that

In

N'ron

designation of this string of proverbs, and

But
viz.

that

is

absolutely impossible.

is

is

the

second

parallel with Tai.

Kto (from

NBO, to

raise,

the voice, to begin to express) denotes the utterance, and

according to the usage of the words before

message of

God

us, the divine utter-

prophet and
announced by him, for the most part, if not always (vid. at
Isa. xiii. 1), the message of God as the avenger.
Accordingly
Jewish interpreters {e.g. Mt-iri and Arama) remark that two
designates what follows, as "SM3J "Ol, i.e. an utterance of the
But, on the other hand, what follows begins
prophetic spirit.
with the confession of human weakness and short-sightedness
ance,

the

and, moreover,

we

revealed to the

read proverbs not of a divine but altogether

According to the Lex. 'Gezeri (from the Mesopotamian town of 'Geziret
ibn 'Amr), the word wakihon is, in the Mesopotamian language, " the overseer of the house in which is the cross of the Christians " and accordingly,
in Muhammed's letter to the Christians of Negran, after they became subject
to him, " a monk shall not be removed from his monastery, nor a presbyter from his presbyterate, (wakalitah) wala watah wakahyttaV (this
The verbal
will be the correct phrase), " nor an overseer from his office."
stem wak-ah (j\\y<) is, as it appears, Northern Semitic the South Arabian
1

;

;

texicographer

Neshwan ignores

it

(Wetzstein in Miihlau).
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of a

human and

even of a decaying spiritual stamp, besides

distinguished from the Solomonic proverbs by this, that the
of the poet, which remains in the background,

/

here comes to

This N^D of prophetic utterances does not at all
the front.
harmonize with the following string of proverbs. It does not
so harmonize on this account, because one theme does not run
through these proverhs which the sing. NB>» requires.
to this, that

HVD never occurs by

itself in

It

comes

the sense of a divine, a

solemn utterance, without having some more clearly defining
addition, though it should be only a demonstrative njn (Isa. xiv.

But what author, whether poet or prophet, would give to
work the title of Nt2>», which in itself means everything, and
thus nothing
And now the utterance what can the article
This question has remained unanswered
at all mean here ?
Ewald also sees himself constrained to
by every interpreter.
he does it by reading together Nbon
clothe the naked word
DSM, and translating the "sublime saying which he spoke." But
apart from the consideration that Jer. xxiii. 31 proves nothing
for the use of this use of DNJ, the form (lajn) ONJ is supported
by 2 Sam. xxiii. 1 (cf. ver. 5 with 2 Sam. xxii. 31) and besides,
the omission of the "i£'N, and in addition of the relative pronoun
(iax:), would be an inaccuracy not at all to be expected on the
brow of this gnomology (vid. Hitzig). If we leave the alto28).

his

—

:

!

;

;

gether unsuspected 0X3 undisturbed, as>on will be a nearer definition of the name of the author.
The Midrash has a right

Hamassa and Agur ben Jakeh,
who took upon himmost blessed. The Grcecus Venetus comes

suspicion, for it takes together

and explains
self the yoke
nearer what
'Icucewi tov

"Lemuel

:

of

Agur

of the
is

the son of Jakeh,

correct, for

(the) king,"

it

We

Macruov.
is

translates

:

\6yot,

'Ayovpov views

where ^70 PN1D?,
impossibility, and thus, ac-

connect xxxi.

a linguistic

1,

cording to the accentuation lying before us, N'B>? ^D also are
to be connected together
thus it appears that NE>D must be the
name of a country and a people. It was Hitzig who first made
;

this

as

Columbus-egg
he recognised

to stand.
in-

ttba ~{?n

But

this

5>K1»{>

a

is

the case only so far

Lemuel, the king of

this Massa also in xxx.
Das Konigreich Massa [the kingdom

Massa, and recognised
sertation

:

Zeller's Tlieolog. Jahrbb. 1844,

and

his

Comm.),

1 (vid. his dis-

of Massa], in
viz.

the Israel-
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itisli

Massa named

with

Dumah

=

in Gen. xxv. 14 (
1 Chron. i. 30) along
and Tema. But he proceeds in a hair-splitting

way, and with ingenious hypothesis, without any valid foundation.
That this Dumah is the Dumat el-jendel (cf. under Isa.
xxi. 11) lying in the north of Nejed, near the southern frontiers of Syria, the name and the founding of which is referred
by the Arabians to Dum the son of Ishmael, must be regarded
as possible, and consequently Massa is certainly to be sought
in Northern Arabia.
But if, on the ground of 1 Chron. iv.

42

f.,

he finds there a Simeonitic kingdom, and finds

its

origin

Simeon originally belonging to the ten
tribes, and thus coming from the north settled in the south of
Judah, and from thence in the days of Hezekiah, fleeing before
the Assyrians, were driven farther and farther in a south-east
direction towards Northern Arabia ; on the contrary, it has been
shown by Graf {The Tribe of Simeon, a contribution to the
history of Israel, 1866) that Simeon never settled in the north
of the Holy Land, and according to existing evidences extended their settlement from Negeb partly into the Idumean
highlands, but not into the highlands of North Arabia. Hitzig
thinks that there are found traces of the Massa of Agur and
Lemuel in the Jewish town 1 of DND^D, of Benjamin of Tudela,
lying three days' journey from Chebar, and in the proper name
(Arab.) Malsa (smooth), which is given to a rock between Tema
and Wady el-Kora (yid. Kosegarten's Chrestom. p. 143) but

in this, that the tribe of

;

need scarcely be shown. By
means of more cautious combinations Miihlau has placed the
residence of Agur and Lemuel in the Hauran mountain range,

how notched his

ingenuity here

near which there

is

a

Dumah,

is

likewise a

Timd; and in the name of

the town Mismije, lying in the Leja,is probably found the

which

is

named along with Massa, Gen.

Mishma

xxv. 14; and from this

that is related in 1 Chron. v. 9 f., 18-22, of warlike expeditions
on the part of the tribes lying on the east of the Jordan against
2
the Hagarenes and their allies Jetur, Nephish, and Nodab, it
1
Cf. Blau's Arab, im sechsten Jahrh. in the Deutsch. Morgl. Zeits. xxxiii.
590, and also p. 573 of the same, regarding a family of proselytes among

the Jews in Taima.
2 Miihlau combines Nodal with Nudebe to the south-east of Bosra
Blau (Deut. Morg. Zeit. xxv. 566), with the N«/3S«?o/ of Eupolemos named
along with the N«/3«t«?o(. The Kamus has Nadab as the name of a tribe.
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with certainty concluded that in the Hauran, and in the wilderness which stretches behind the Euphrates towards it, Israelitish
tribes have had their abode, whose territory had been early seized
by the trans-Jordanic tribes, and was held " until the captivity,"

is

1

Chron.

v. 22, i.e. till

nation of time

is

the Assyrian deportation.

This desig-

almost as unfavourable to Miihlau's theory of

a Massa in the Hauran, inhabited by Israelitish tribes from the
other side, as the expression "to Mount Seir " (1 Chron. iv. 42) is

North Arabian Massa inhabited by Simeonites. We
undecided whether Dumah and Temd, which the
Toledoth of Ismael name in the neighbourhood of Massa, are
the east Hauran districts now existing; or as Blau (Deut. Morgl.
Zeit. xxv. 539), with Hitzig, supposes, North Arabian districts
1
" Be it as it may, the contents
(cf. Genesis, p. 377, 4th ed.).
and the language of this difficult piece almost necessarily point
Ziegler's
to a region bordering on the Syro-Arabian waste.
view (Neue Uebers. der Denkspruche Salome's, 1791, p. 29),
that Lemuel was probably an emir of an Arabian tribe in the
east of Jordan, and that a wise Hebrew translated those proverbs of the emir into Hebrew, is certainly untenable, but does
not depart so far from the end as may appear at the first
glance" (Miihlau). 2 If the text-punctuation lying before us
to Hitzig's

must leave

rests

it

on the false supposition that Massa, xxx.

1, xxxi. 1, is

a

name,

and not a proper name, then certainly the
question arises whether Nb*D should not be used instead of Kfeo,
much more Nlw, which is suggested as possible in the article

generic

"Spriiche,"

in

Herzog's Encycl. xiv. 694.

Were

&WD, Gen.

x. 30,

the region Mearjvq, on the northern border of the Persian Gulf,

Apamea

might be said in favour of this,
of Benjamin of Tudela
prove the existence of an old Jewish occupation of North Arabia,
but without anything being heard of a NOT, the Talmud
bears testimony 3 to a Jewish occupation of Mesene, and particularly of Apamea; and by the mother of Lemuel, the king
in -which

lay,

that as the histories of

then

it

Muhammed and

1
Dozy (Israeliten in Mecca, p. 89 f.) connects Massa with Manstih, a
pretended old name of Mecca.
2 These German quotations with the
name of Miihlau are taken from the
additions to his book, which he placed at my disposal.
3

Vid. Neubauer's

La Geograplde du Talmud,

pp. 325, 329, 382.
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writings,

may think 1 of Helena, celebrated in Jewish
queen of Adiabene, the mother of Monabaz and

Izates.

But the

of MesJia, one

Mesha

identity of the

nations with Mecnjvrj

is

of the catalogue of

uncertain, and the Jewish population of

that place dates at least from the time of the Sassanides to the

We

period of the Babylonian exile.

therefore hold

by the

Ishmaelite Massa, whether North Arabian or Hauranian

;

but

we by no means subscribe Miihlau's non possumus non negare,
Agurum et Lemuelem proselytos e paganis, non Israelitas fuisse.
The religion of the tribes descended from Abraham, so far as it
had not degenerated, was not to be regarded as idolatrous. It
was the religion which exists to the present day among the great
Ishmaelite tribes of the Syrian desert as the true tradition of
their fathers

gion)

;

under the name of Din Ibrahim (Abraham's reliwe have noted in the Com-

which, as from Wetzstein,

(p. 387 and elsewhere), continues along with
Mosaism among the nomadic tribes of the wilderness ; which

mentary on Job

shortly before the appearance of Christianity in the country

beyond the Jordan, produced doctrines coming into contact
which at that very time,

with the teachings of the gospel
according to historic evidences

;

Me'j&sini's chronicles of

{e.g.

the Kdbe), was dominant even in the towns of Hijiaz; and in
the second century after Christ, was for the

first

time during

the repeated migration of the South Arabians again oppressed

by Greek

idolatry, and was confined to the wilderness ; which
gave the mightiest impulse to the rise of Islam, and furnished
its best component part ; and which towards the end of the
last century, in the country of Neged, pressed to a reform of

Islam, and

had

except xxx. 5

as

f.,

nothing which

a result the Wahabite doctrine.

the proverbs of

may

Even

we

contain

not be conceived from a non-Israelitish

standpoint on which the author of the
himself.

If

Agur and Lemuel

xxx. 5

f. is

When

not there

(cf.

Book
Job

of

vi.

Job placed
10, xxiii. 12)

iv. 2, xiii. 1, and
ver. 5 of the
which
2 Sam. xxii. 31
Ps. xviii. 31 (from
change
of mni into
proverbs of Agur is derived, with the
ni'N), Agur certainly appears as one intimately acquainted with
the revealed religion of Israel, and with their literature. But

without parallels.

one compares Deut.

=

1

Derenbourg's Essai sur

Vllist. et la Ge'og.

de la Palestine,

i.

p. 224.
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must we take the two Massites therefore, with Hitzig, Miihlau,
and Zockler, as born Israelites ? Since the Bible history knows
no Israelitisli king outside of the Holy Land, we regard it as
more probable that King Lemuel and his countryman Agur were
Ishmaelites who had raised themselves above the religion of

Abraham, and recognised the religion of Israel as its completion.
If we now return to the words of xxx. la, Hitzig makes

Agur Lemuel's brother, for he vocalizes Nt5>D rin^"J3 1UK, i.e.
Agur the son of her whom Massa obeys. Eipa and Bjorck
of

Sweden, and Stuart of America, adopt

supposing that
is

obeyed,

as of

its

besides,

)3,

as the representative of

virtual genitive,

it is

is

view.

But

such an attribntive clause,

elsewhere without example; and

unadvisable to explain

which speaks for

this

connected with the accusative of him who

pij£ is

away the proper name

There are two other

itself.

nj£,

possibilities of

comprehending Nfsn, without the change, or with the change
of a single letter.
Wetzstein, on xxxi. 1, has said regarding
Miihlau's translation " King of Massa " "I would more
:

cautiously translate,
tion

is

'

King

of the Massans,' since this interpreta-

unobjectionable; while, on the contrary, this

Massa, nor urbs Massa.

It

Massa were not pure nomads,

is

not terra

true that the inhabitants of

is

after xxx.

and

xxxi., but pro-

bably, like the other tribes of Israel, they were half nomads,

who

possessed no great land as exclusive property, and whose

chief place did not perhaps bear their

name.

then have been as rare in ancient times as

The

it is in

latter

may

the present

Neither the Sammar, the Harb, the Mimtefik, nor other
nomads whom I know in the southern parts of the Syrian
desert, have any place which bears their name.
So also, it
appears, the people of Uz (pj>), which we were constrained to
think of as a dominant, firmly-settled race, since it had so great
a husbandman as Job, possessed no pj> JV"]i?.
Only in certain
cases, where a tribe resided for many centuries in and around
day.

half

a place, does the
attached to

it.

name

of this tribe appear to have remained

Thus from now

Dumahns,' or DDW

Siinj>,

tjy,

the city of

<

the low-country of the

Dumahns,'

as also from
the city of the Temans,' gradually there arose (probably not till the decline and fall of this tribe) a city of Dumah,

HWF\ rni?,

a haven of

<

<

Mdian, and

the like, so that the primary

meaning

of

CHAP. XXX.
the

name came

to be lost."

of an Ishmaelite tribe
similar
(yid.
it is

name given
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1.

It is clear that,

Nfe>0
?

from the existence

there does not necessarily follow a

The

to a region.

Kfren

conj. N|>I3D, for

Herzog's Encycl. xiv. 702), has this against it, that although
good Heb., it directly leads to this conclusion (e.g. 2 Sam.

Less objectionable is Bun29, cf. 1 Kings xvii. 1).
and Bottcher's '•NE'Bn. But perhaps KB>on may also have
the same signification
far rather at least this than that which
Malbim, after K'ron TOT, 1 Oliron. xv. 27, introduced with the
LXX. dp^av tcqv giScqv: "We ought then to compare 2 Sam.
xxiii. 20,

sen's

;

nn, a connection in which, after the analogy
connections
of such Arabic
as kaysu 'aylana, Kais of the tribe
xxiii..

24, Dn? ITa

of 'Allan (Ibn Coteiba, 13 and 83), or
the tribe of Tay,

Ma'nu Tayyin, Ma'n of
Ma'n belonging to this tribe, as dismen and families of this name (SchoL

i.e.

tinguished from other

Hamasw

thought of as genit." 1 (Miihlau).
That Dl"6 1V2 (instead of *l?n?n TVa) is easily changed, with
Thenius and Wellhausen, after 1 Chron. xi. 26, into on? JvaD,

and in

144. 3), DD? IV3

itself it is

is

not altogether homogeneous, because without

it may be supposed that instead of KSMQ, on
account of the appellat. of the proper name (the lifting up,

Yet

the article.

the word NB>Dn might be also employed.

elatio),
<"ip'

l

"P» along with 113N, forms, as

does not at
pression

is

explained

:

all

2

destroy

The words

since

the regulating force of lias, the ex-

after the Arabic usus

certainly,

And

were, one compositum, and

it

of

Agur

log.,

to be thus

the son of Jakeh, of the tribe

(the conntry) of Massa.

The second
rendered

line of this verse, as

is

it

punctuated,

is

to be

:

The saying

of the

man to

Ithiel, to Ithiel

and UchaJ,

Athias and van der Hooght, the incorrect
form P3X1 has become current. J. H. Michaelis has the right
form of the word ^Nl.. Thus, with 3 raphatum, it is to be
not Ukkal

;

for, since

read after the Masora, for

it

adds to

this

word the remark

TV?

In 'Ml Dyn, Jer. viii. 5, 'b>Vi* is thought of as genit., although it maybe also nom., after the scheme of apposition instead of annexion. That it
is genit., cf. Philippi's St. Const, pp. 192-195.
1

2

We

Tajjiln,

say, in Arab., without
i.e.

the Ali son of

cf. ,1osh. iii.

11

;

any anomaly,

Muhammed,

Isa. xxviii. 1, Ixiii.

e.g.

Aliju-bnu-MuTiammadin

of the tribe (from the tribe) of

11

;

and Deut.

iii.

13.

Tay
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cni, and counts

among

it

written defectively without,

forty-eight words sometimes

the

1

(yid. this list in the Masorafinalis,

only remarks the absence of the
where
no dagesh follows the vocal,
letter lengthening the word
3
has
no
dagesh, as it is also found in
the
supposes
that
it thus
the
Raphe. ?SWK? is doubly
with
written
(also
Jaman.)
Codd.
21b, Col. 4)

accentuated

and

;

since

it

the Tarcha represents the Metheg, after the rule
The b after EN3 is, in the sense of the
p. 11.

;

Thorath Emeih,

punctuation, the same dat. as in

apparent right in him

and Uchal must

who

TW,

Ps. ex.

1,

and has an

asks inn '3 in the 4th verse.

Ithiel

an old opinion, sons, or disciples, or
contemporaries, of Agur. Thus, e.g., Gesenius, in his Lex.
be, after

under 'NWN, where as yet his reference to Neh. xi. 7 is wanting.
ta'JVN is rendered by Jefet and other Karaites, " there is a
God " = *?$ 7VN but it is perhaps equivalent to *?$ '!?«, " God
;

me;"

with

is

(P3X)

as for

the form 'JVX

'FIN,

is

nowhere occurs as a proper name; but

also found.

«K

in the region of

proper names, everything, or almost everything,

is

possible.

1

2-4 the 132?, i.e. as
the word appears to him, the rich, haughty mocker, who has
worn out his life, speaks; and in 5-14 the " Mitmirgott"
[= God with me], or, more fully, " Mitmirgott-sobinichstark"
\_— God with me, so am I strong], i.e. the pious, humble man

Ewald

sees in

16-14 a dialogue

:

in vers.

answers.

"

and

poetical also that this discourse of

it

is

The

whole," he remarks, "

is

nothing but poetical

mockery

is

called

an elevated strain."
But (1) "D? is a harmless word ; and in
"U5n DX3, Num. xxiv. 3, 15, 2 Sam. xxiii. 1, it is a solemn,
earnest one

;

(2) a proper

name, consisting of two clauses conit be an actual or a symbolical

nected by Vav, no matter whether

name,

is

not capable of being authenticated

recognises in

sou of

'Ul

;
Ewald, § 2746,
Vyl?, 1 Chron. xxv. 4, the naming, not of one

Heman, but

of two

and

it would be a very forced,
one half of the name in one
line, and then, as if constrained to take a new breath, gave the
other half of it in a second line.
But, on the other hand, that
^rVN and ioN are the names of two different persons, to whom
;

(3)

inferior poetry if the poet placed

the address of the
1

man

is

directed,

is

attested

Vid. TVetzstein's Inschriften aus den Trachonen

(1864), p. 386

f.

by the

in this

und dem Hauranqebirqe

chap. xxs.
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i.

case aimless, anadiphsis, the here unpoetical parallelism with
reservation.
The repetition, as Fleischer remarks, of the

name

which may rank with Uchal,

Ithtel,

of Agur, has probably

reason only in

as the son or disciple

that one placed a
second more extended phrase simply along with the shorter. The
case is different; but Fleischer's supposition, that the poet himself

its

this,

is correct.
We must not strike out
two P&W&6; but the supposed proper names must

cannot have thus written,

either of the

be changed as to their vocalization into a declaratory clause.
principal argument lies in ver. 2, beginning with 'ii : this

A
'3

clause which

supposes a

Miihlau maintains that

means

'a, in

of aposiopesis, proceeds

it

established

;

with right,

for,

the affirmative sense, which, by

from the confirmative, may open

the conclusion and enter as confirmatory into the middle of the
discourse

(e.g. Isa. xxxii.

13), but cannot stand abruptly at the

commencement of a discourse (cf. under Isa. xv. 1 and vii. 9).
But if we now ask how it is to be vocalized, there comes at the
same time into" the sphere of investigation the striking phrase
"Dan DXJ.
This phrase all the Greek interpreters attest by their
rendering, TaSe \eyet, 6 avrjp (Venet.
is

to

<f>rjcrlv

avrjp); besides, this

be brought forward from the wilderness of the old

at-

tempts at a translation, that the feeling of the translators strives
against the recognition in ?3N1 of a second personal

Peshito omits
731X1

(I

it

;

may do

the Targ. translates
it)

;

it,

name

the

:

after the Midrash,

as Theodotion, ical Swyo-ofuu, which

probably also meant by the

by
is

(from crvvievai, to be
acquainted with) of the Venet. ; the LXX. with ical Travo/j.ai
and Aquila, ical reXeaov (both from the verb rra). As an objection to i3jn DtU is this, that it is so bald without being
followed, as at Num. xxiv. 3, 15, 2 Sam. xxiii. 1, with the
Luther was determined
attributive description of the man.
ical crvvrjcro/j,ai

;

thereby to translate

why

could not

(^r^) f

:

discourse of the

7KWS? be

man

Leithiel

.

.

a proper-name connection like

Interpreted in the sense of " I

am

.

And

Wsb*

troubled con-

might be a symbolical name of the <pi\6cro(f)o<;,
as of one who strives after the knowledge of divine things with
But (1) n^>, with the accus. obj., is not
all his strength.
cerning God,"

established,

it

and one

is

rather inclined to think of a

rWn^ii, after Ps. Ixxxiv. 3; (2) moreover,

^VPN^

name such

as

cannot be at one
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time a personal name, and at another time a declarative sentence
one must both times transform it into ?N TV'S?; but ?K has to be

—

is done by J. D. Michaelis,
Bunsen, Zockler, and others, thus : I have wearied
The nakedness of "Ojn is accordingly not
myself, O God . .
covered by the first Leithiel. Miihlau, in his work, seeks to introduce KtfOn changed into N'B>BD " The man from Massa," and
1
"proverb (confession)
prefers to interpret najn generically:

taken as a vocative, not as accus., as
Ilitzig,

.

!

:

man (i.e. the man must confess) I have wearied my."
Nothing else in reality remains. The
God
article may also be retrospective
the man just now named,
But why was not
whose " words" are announced, viz. Agur.

of the

:

self,

!

.

.

:

the expression tux DXi then used

Because

?

"the (previously named) man."

to say:

it

On

not poetical

is

the other hand,

what follows applies so that one may understand, under n3Jn,
any man you choose.
There are certainly among men more
than too many who inquire not after God (Ps. xiv. 2 f.). But
there are also not wanting those who feel sorrowfully the
distance between them and God.
Agur introduces such a man

own

as speaking, for he generalizes his

experience.

2 (vid. under this passsge) shows that a proper

With

necessarily follow DNJ.

what the man has

God

to confess

—

viz. a

heart and the solemnly earnest are connected.
generalizes his

not disturb

must

does not

Agur then introduces
man earnestly devoted to

-ojn Dto

DNi the ideas of that which comes from the

for with

;

Ps. xxxvi.

name

own

If

Agur

so far

experience, the passionate anadiplosis does

After long contemplation of the man, he
have troubled myself, O God
I have

this.

finally confess: I

O

!

God!

That the trouble was directed
toward God is perhaps denoted by the alliteration of Ti'K? with
?N.
But what now, further ? ^3N1 is read as bt51,
i>3Nl, bsi,
t
t \it
troubled myself,

ft

.

.

.

-..

and

l

•'

- -:it7

has also been read as ?3SJ. The reading
?3N1 no one advocates; this that follows says the direct con'$$))

'???},

it

trary, et potui (pollui).

Geiger (Urschrift,

reading 73 W, for he renders
1

it

p. 61) supports the

interrogatively

:

" I wearied my-

man as he ought to be, but the
(the article, as the Arabic grammarians say, " not
for the exhaustion of the characteristic marks of the genus "
but for the
expression of " the quality mahlje of the genus ").
Thus,

man

viz.,

that -ojn denotes, not the

as he usually

is

CHAP. XXX.
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.

vain about God, I weaned myself in vain about God;
should I be able to do it? " But since one may twist any

self in

why

affirmative clause in this way,

and from

a yes

make

a no, one

should only, in cases of extreme necessity, consent to such a question in the absence of an interrogative word. BSttcher's i>N WK«>,

I have wearied myself out in vain,

is not Hebrew.
But at any
might be ^"ta, if only the Vav did not
stand between the words
If one might transpose the letters,
then we might gain ?3K N71, according to which the LXX.

rate the expression

!

ov hvvrjao^ai.
At all events, this despairing as to
the consequence of further trouble, " I shall be able to do

translates

:

nothing (shall bring

(and I

shall

— become

faint), for

which, besides, HPONl

8 with Job xxxiii. 21).
One expects,
the expression of that which is the consequence of

should be used (cf.
after TVtfb,

would be better than ioxi

to nothing),"

it

withdraw

xxii.

earnest and long-continued endeavour.

become

reads «NJ, and I have

dull

—

Accordingly Hitzig

suitable to the sense, but

unsatisfactory on this account, because ??3, in the sense of the

Arab,

foreign to the

hall, hebescere, is

Heb. usus

loq.

Thus

73X1

be a fid. consec. of TO. J. D. Michaelis, and finally
Bottcher, read it asfut. consec. Piel «K1 or «X1 (yid. regarding
this form in pause under xxv. 9), " and I have made an end ;
will

but

is

it

when

not appropriate to the inquirer here complaining,

dissatisfaction with

We

had determined him

his results

abandon his research, and

to

himself be no more troubled.

let

therefore prefer to read with Dahler, and, finally, with

Miihlau and Zockler,

?5*?J,

and I have withdrawn. The form
is, in the unchangeable-

understood by Hitzig as a pausal form
ness of

its

vocals, as accordant with rule as those of in'

17, which lengthen the
if

— of their

Hitzig objects that too

does not depart,

much

we answer,

speaks here has completed

™

first

is said,

that

itself

if

,

xxvii.

And

for one of such meditation

the inquiry of the

by the longing

his soul (Ps. lxxxiv. 3, cxliii. 7), he

1

syllables in pause.

might

man who

of his spirit

and

also say of himself,

An inquiry proceeding not merely
or 73NJ.
from intellectual, but, before all, from practical necessity, is
meant the doubled Wok means that he applied thereto the
whole strength of his inner and his outer man and ?3K1, that
in person,

—

;

he nevertheless did not reach his end, but wearied himself in
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By

vain.

accents

its

this

explanation which

required; but 16

is

we give

Vers. 2, 3.

The

*3

now

no change of

:

dm

ba Vfib -nan

of the long zealous search

to la,

be written

lias to

following confirms the fruitlessness
:

I am without reason for a man,
And a man's understanding I have not.
3 And I have not learned -wisdom,
That I may possess the knowledge of the All-Holy.
He who cannot come to any fixed state of consecration, inasmuch as he is always driven more and more back from the
goal he aims at, thereby brings guilt upon himself as a sinner
so great, that every other man stands above him, and he is
deep under them all. So here Agur finds the reason why in

For

divine things he has failed to attain unto satisfying intelligence,

common

not in the ignorance and inability
appears to himself as not a

and he misses

beast,

man
E^KD

man

at

all,

to all

but as an

—

lie

in himself the understanding which a

The

properly might have and ought to have.
is

men

irrational

t?

of

not the partitive, like Isa. xliv. 11, not the usual com-

parative
than any one (Bottcher), which ought to be expressed
by C"tO30, but it is the negative, as Isa. lii. 14; Fleischer:
rudior ego sum quam ut homo appeller, or
brut as ego, hominis
non similis. Regarding "TO, vid. under sii. I. 2 Ver. 3 now
says that he went into no school of wisdom, and for that reason
in his wrestling after knowledge could attain to nothing, be:

:

cause the necessary conditions to this were wanting to him.

But then

Why

the question arises:

this complaint

1

?

He

must

go to school in order to obtain, according to the word
" To him who hath is given," that for which he strove.

first

Thus vn»?

refers to learning in the midst of wrestling

The Munach

;

but

the transformation of Mugrash, and this sequence of
accents
Tarcha, Munach, Silluk remains the same, whether we regard
7H as the accusative or as the vocative.
1

is

—

2

According

to the Arab,

-pjn

is

not a beast as grazing, but as dropping

stercus (ba'r, camel's or sheep's droppings)

to the E. -13, Muhlan rightly
gives the meaniDgs of separating, whence are derived the meanings of
grazing as well as of removing (cleansing) (cf Pers. thak karadn, to make
;

.

clean

=

to

make

clean house, tabula rasa).
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4.

spiritually understood, signifies the acquiring of a kennens

or konnens [knowledge = ability] : he has not
out from the deep point of his condition of know-

[knowledge]

brought

it

ledge to

make wisdom

own,

his

so that he

himself knowledge of the all-holy

God

the kernel and the star of true wisdom).
this

would be synchronistic, nesciebam,

On

the same line.
itself to

cannot adjudge to

(for this

knowledge

the contrary, the positive JHK subordinates

THD^fcOl, as the Arab,

fad

lama, in the sense of (ltd)

ut scirem scientiam Sanctissimi, thus of a conclusion, like
i.

19, a clause

CEHp

Ver. 4

name

of

God

Lam.
347a.

in a superlative sense,

Who hath ascended to the heavens and descended ?
Who hath grasped the wind in his fists ?
Who hath bound up the waters in a garment ?
Who hath set right all the ends of the earth ?

first

is

his naine,

and what

question here,

'til

^,

his son's
is

name,

limited

if

thou knowest ?

by Pazer

has Metheg in the third syllable before the tone.
question

§

Arab, el-kuddus.

What

The

expressive of the intention, Ewald,

as at ix. 10, the

is,

like the

is

we read 36 PN tib,
with wrfi standing on
If

is

at least shut off

by Pazer,

;

nw'"."i7j>

The second

but, contrary to the rule,

that Pazer does not repeat itself in

a verse

;

Cod. Erfurt.

v

and several older
with Rebia.

editions,

So much

perly not the two

fists,

into a ball, pug?ius

—

have for yoam more correctly ViBm

for the interpunction.
for the

is

2,

*

fist

— that

called I'UX

is,

C^sn are pro-

the hand gathered

on the contrary,
palm of the hand, vola

while,

;

jsh (in all the three dialects) denotes the

(yid. Lev. xvi. 12) ; yet here the hands are represented after
they have seized the thing as shut, and thus certainly as fists.
The dual points to the dualism of the streams of air produced

by the disturbance of the equilibrium he who rules this movement has, as it were, the north or east wind in one fist, and the
south or west wind in the other, to let it forth according to his
pleasure from this prison (Isa. xxiv. 22). The third question
the n?Dfc> (from blib, comprehenis explained by Job xxvi. 8
;

;

dere)

is

a figure of the clouds which contain the upper waters,

" All the ends of
as Job xxxviii. 37, the bottles of heaven.
the earth " are as at five other places, e.g. Ps. xxii. 28, the most
distant,

VOL.

most remote parts of the earth
II.

;

the setting up of

S

all
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these most remote boundaries (margines) of the earth is equivalent to the making fast and forming the limits to which the

earth extends (Ps. lxxiv. 17), the determining of the compass of
JHn '3 is in symphony
the earth and the form of its figures.

with Job xxxviii.
is

there,

5, of. 18.

The

question

when Jahve brings home

human weakness and

ignorance.

is

No

:

But there are here two

pos-

Either

it

aims

man, but a Being highly exalted above

name?]

creatures, so that the question tocrno [what his

at
all

refers

name of this Being. Or the question is primarily meant
men What man has the ability ? if there is one, then name

to the

of

it

Job

sible significations of the fourfold question.

the answer

here formed as

to the consciousness of

—

:

him

In both

!

cases rbv 'a

not meant, after xxiv. 28, in the

is

modal sense, quis ascendent, but

as the following

the nearest indicative sense, quis

ascendit.

TW requires, in

But the

choice

between these two possible interpretations is very difficult. The
Who has gone to heaven and (as a
first question is historical
consequence, then) come down from it again ? It lies nearest
:

thus to interpret

according to the consecutio temporum.

it

interpretation,

this

and

By

representation of the going up

this

before the descending again, the interrogator does not appear
to think of
is

God, but in contrast to himself,

to

whom

the divine

man of whom the contrary is
a man who can comprehend and

transcendent, of some other

true.

Is there at

all,

he

asks,

penetrate by his power and his knowledge the heavens and

the earth, the air and the water,

i.e.

the nature and the inner

condition of the visible and invisible world, the quantity and

extent of the elements, and the like?

Name

to

me

this

thou knowest one, by his name, and designate him to

by

his family

—I would turn

have hitherto striven

to

him

in vain to find.

man,

if

me exactly

from him what I
But there is no such an

to learn

as I feel myself limited in my knowledge, so there
any man who can claim limitless konnen and kennen
[ability and knowledge].
Thus casually Aben Ezra explains,
and also Bashi, Arama, and others, but without holding fast to

one.
is

Thus

not at

:

all

this in its purity; for in the interpretation of the question
hath ascended? " the reference to Moses is

after

"Who

mixed up with it,
the Midrash and Sohar (Parasha, i»np"»l, to Ex. xxxv.
1),
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Among

difficulties introduced.

the moderns, this explanation, according to which all aims at
the answer, " there is no man to whom this appertains," has

And, indeed,

no exponent worth naming.
is

as favourable as

the quis ascendit in coslos ac rursus descendit, so unfavour-

able

the

is

quis

constituit

omnes terminos

question appears not as implying that

terrce,

asks after the

it

for

has accomplished this; but the thought, according to
pearance, underlies

this

man who
all

ap-

that such an one must be a being without

it,

is made.
One will then
judge D?y and TVI after Gen. xxviii. 12 the ascending
and descending are compared to our German " auf und nieder"

an equal, after whose name inquiry

have

to

;

[up and down], for which

und

auf,"

and

is

presence in both regions
xviii. 10,

we do not

use the phrase " nieder

the expression of free, expanded, unrestrained
;

perhaps, since

TH

is historical,

as Ps.

the speaker has the traditional origin of the creation

in mind, according to

which the earth arose into being

earlier

than the starry heavens above.

Thus the four questions refer (as e.g. also Isa. xl. 12) to Him
who has done and who does all that, to Him who is not Himbe comprehended as His works are, and as He shows
Himself in the greatness and wonderfulness of these, must be
If the inhabitant of
exalted above them all, and mysterious.
the earth looks up to the blue heavens streaming in the golden
self to

sunlight, or sown with the stars of night; if he considers the
interchange of the seasons, and feels the sudden rising of the

wind

;

if

he sees the upper waters clothed in fleecy clouds, and
them floating over him; if he lets his

yet held fast within

all around him to the ends of the earth,
up upon nothing in the open world-space (Job xxvi. 7)
the conclusion comes to him that he has before him in the
whole the work of an everywhere present Being, of an all-wise
omnipotent Worker it is the Being whom he has just named
as i>K, the absolute Power, and as the &Wi\>, exalted above all

eye sweep the horizon

built

—

created beings, with their troubles and limitations; but this knowledge gained via eausalitatis, via eminentice, and via negationis,
spirit, and does not bring him so near to
him a personal necessity, so that if he can

does not satisfy yet his

Being as is to
some measure answer the fourfold

this

in

<D,

yet there always
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presses

upon him the question

name which

IBtrriD,

what is his name,
Being above all

dissolves the secret of this

i.e.

the

beings,

and unfolds the mystery of the wonder above all wonders. That
but
this Being must be a person the fourfold 'O presupposes
;

the question, "

What

his

is

name?

" expresses the longing to

know the name of this supernatural personality, not any kind of
name which is given to him by men, but the name which covers
him, which

is

personal immediate expression
further question, " And what the name of

the appropriate

of his being.

The

his son?" denotes, according to Hitzig, that the inquirer strives

one may have of a human
But he would not have ventured this question if he did
not suppose that God was not a monas [unity] who was without
after an adequate knowledge, such as

being.

manifoldness in Himself.
rot? reicvot,?

avrov

(1J3),

The

LXX.

translates

:

57

tl ovo/ia

perhaps not without the influence of the

old synagogue reference testified to in the Midrash and Sohar
of

U3

Also

in

God's first-born

to Israel,

opposed to the

;

but this interpretation

spirit of this riTTl (intricate

is

speech, enigma).

general the interrogator cannot seek to

know what man

stands in this relation of a son to the Creator of

all

things, for

would be an ethical question which does not accord with this
metaphysical one. Geier has combined this wa-Q'i'TID'i with viii.
and that the interrogator, if he meant the nDan, ought to have
that

used the phrase ina'DB'Tioi^ says nothing against

whether

in li»N, viii. 30,

it

means

this, for also

foster-child or artifex, work-

master, the feminine determination disappears.

Not Ewald

alone finds here the idea of the Logos, as the first-born Son of

God, revealing

itself,

on which at a later time the Palestinian

doctrine of rnrrn NiC'D imprinted itself in

Alexandria; 1 but

D. Michaelis felt himself constrained to recognise
N. T. doctrine of the Son of God announcing itself from

also J.

here

the

afar.

And why might

not this be possible ?
The Rig- Veda contains
two similar questions, x. 81, 4 : " Which was the primeval forest,
or what the tree from which one framed the heavens and the
earth ?
Surely, ye wise men, ye ought in your souls to make
inquiry whereon he stood when he raised the wind!"
And i.
164, 4: " Who has seen the first-born?
Where was the life,
the blood, the soul of the world
1

?

Who

Vid. Apologelik (1869), p.

came

432 ff.

thither to ask
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1

Jewish interpreters

also

interpret 133 of the causa media of the creation of the world.

Arama,

in his

work pnv mpy,

are to understand the

sect, xvi.,

suggests that by 133

primordial element, as the

we

Sankhya-

philosophy understands by the first-born there in the Rig, the
the primeval material.

R. Levi b. Gerson (Ralbag)
explains 133 as meaning the
cause caused by the supreme cause, in other words the prin-

Prakrili,

i.e.

comes nearer

when he

to the truth

:

We

cipium principiatum of the creation of the world.

say

:

the

meant the demiurgic might which went forth from God,
and which waited on the Son of God as a servant in the creation
of the world the same might which in chap. viii. is called
Wisdom, and is described as God's beloved Son. But with the
name after which inquiry is made, the relation is as with the
" more excellent name than the angels," Heb. i. 4. 2 It is mani-

inquirer

;

festly not the

of the

J3

;

name

since the inquiry

|3,

but the same

since this

made

is

the case also with the

is

does not harmonize, according to

name

gender, with the form of the question, the
it is

the

name which belongs

to the first

after the

name

its

name

nD3n, or,

grammatical

13T

(11?''!?)

;

but

and only-begotten Son

of God, not merely according to creative analogies, but accord-

The inquirer would know God, the
and His Son, the mediator in the creation

ing to His true being.
creator of the world,

of the world, according to their natures.

If thou knowest, says

essential names
The
them to me
But who can name them
nature of the Godhead is hidden, as from the inquirer, so from
every one else. On this side of eternity it is beyond the reach

he, turning himself to

of both are,

of

man,

tell

his equal,

what the

!

!

human knowledge.
The solemn confession introduced by

DN3

is

now

closed.

1
The
Cited by Lyra in Beweis des Glaubens Jahrg. 1869, p. 230.
second of these passages is thus translated by Wilson (Rig-Veda-Sanliitd,
London, 1854, vol.ii. p. 127) "Who has seen the primeval (being) at the
time of his being born ? What is that endowed with substance -which the
unsubstantial sustains?
From earth are the breath and blood, but where
:

is

the soul ?

Who may repair to the

sage to ask this ?

"

It is the heavenly whole name of the highly
One, the Bhiaon DB>, nomen explicitum, which here on this side has
entered into no human heart, and can be uttered by no human tongue, the
2

The Comm. there remarks

:

<exalted

wofta

o oi/Sf<j

oihu

s<

(ty 6 ccvto;,

Rev. xix. 12.
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Ewald

sees herein the discourse of a sceptical

mocker

at religion;

and Elster, the discourse of a meditating doubter
answer ought then

and
one thus speaking
on, the

follow,

to

which

in ver.

;

5,

given to

is

from the standpoint of faith
God, and the challenge to subordinate his
own speculative thinking to the authority of the word of God.
But this interpretation of the statement depends on the symbolical rendering of the supposed personal names
and
^3X, and, besides, the dialogue is indicated by nothing
the beginning of the answer ought to have been marked, like the
beginning of that to which it is a reply.
The confession,
:

his withdrawal

in the revelation of

Ws
;

15-4,

man who

not that of a

is

does not find himself in the

right condition, but such as one

must renounce

:

God (Job si. 7-9)
man (Sir. xviii.

essence of

who

man

the thought of a

is

thirsting after

even the ways of

;

God

does not penetrate to the

God

remain

3 Kom. xi. 33) ; the Godhead
remains, for our thought, in immeasurable height and depth;
inscrutable to

and though a
dogmatic

relative

thesis,

Deum

;

knowledge of God is possible, yet the
quidem cognoscimus, sed non compre-

hendimus, i.e. non perfecte cognoscimus quia est infinitwf even
over against the positive revelation, remains unchanged. Thus

nothing

wanting

is

make 1-4

to

a complete

follows does not belong to that section

of

as

whole

;

and what

an organic

part

it.

Ver. 5 Every

word

A shield is

of

He

Eloah

is

pure

for those -who hide themselves in Him.

Add thou not to His -words,
Lest He convict thee and thou becomest a

6

Although the

tetrastich

is

connected to the foregoing

liar.

an independent proverb, yet

N um
e

[utterance, ver. i].

it

is

The

—

more limited a man is in his knowledge of God, viz. in that
which presents itself to him lumine natures, so much the more
thankful must he be that God has revealed Himself in history,
and so much the more firmly has he to hold fast by the pure

—

word

of the diviue revelation.

yer. 5 to Ps. xviii. 31 (2
iv. 2,

there

is

and recorded
1

Sam.

In the dependent relation

xxii. 31),

and of ver. 6

of

to Deut.

no doubt the self-testimony of God given to Israel,
in the book of the T6ra, is here meant.
moN-b

Vid. Luthardt's

Kompendlum der Dogmatil;,

§ 27.
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6.

5,

be judged after iraaa ypa(f»], 2 Tim. iii. 16, not : every
God, wherever promulgated, but every declara-

to

declaration of

within

tion

passage

:

revelation

the

[Ps. xviii. 31]

lying before

has not

i>3

The primary

us.

here,

but, instead of

it,

and instead of RvS mos it has run' 'os his change
of the name of Jahve is also not favourable to the opinion that
e
um, viz. that it is the answer thereto.
ver. 5 f is a part of the
cp'nn

737,

;

N

.

The proverb in this contains traces of the Book of Job, with
e
which in many respects that
um harmonizes in the Book
v
of Job, iWK (with n?') is the prevailing name of God whereas
in the Book of Proverbs it occurs only in the passage before

N

;

;

Miihlau, p. 41, notes

us.

to turn, to

change)

is

it

as

an Arabism.

11X (Arab, saraf,

the usual word for the changing process

by separating:
Regarding npn, to hide oneself, vid. under Ps. ii. 12 God is a
shield for those who make Him, as revealed in His word, their
The part, non occurs, according to the Masora, three
refuge.

of smelting

*P"iV signifies solid,

;

God's word

is,

pure,

i.e.

purified

without exception, like pure, massive gold.
:

times written defectively,

—

xiv.

32

;

2 Sam. xxii. 31

;

Neh.

i.

be written CDinp ; the proverbs of Agur and Lemuel have frequently the plena scriptio
7

in the passage before us

;

it is

to

of the part. act. Kal, as well as of the fut. Kal,

Book
In

Job

Miihlau, p. 65).
6a, after Aben Ezra's Moznajim 2b

of

heim's

edition),

and Zachoth 53a

other witnesses (vid. Norzi),
written,

—the

common

to the

(vid.

t

(cf.

sp (the

f)

(Wb

of Heiden-

Lipmann's

ed.),

with dagesJi)

and

to be

is

—

Cod. Jarnan. and others defect, without 1, not
^ipipi (Ex. x. 28) is yet further abbreviated in

tStf; for, since
this
(

=

1
way, it necessarily loses the aspiration of the tenuis, as in AT*
rTT*).
The words of God are the announcements of His holy

measured by His wisdom ; they are then to be accepted as
He who adds anyare, and to be recognised and obeyed.
thing to them, either by an overstraining of them or by repressing them, will not escape the righteous judgment of God: God
will,

they

will convict
1

is

him

of falsifying His

That both Shevas in

Ed. by Dukes-Ewald.

(T^iri, Ps.

1.

21

;

only

Kimchi, MicTihl 155 a b, who
That the word should be read tespe'al is the

tosp are quiesc, vid.

finally decided as to this.

opinion of Chajug in

word

nun

'D (regarding the quiesc. letters), p. 6 of the
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—

viz. by the
here with 3 of the obj.), and expose him as a liar
such,
and make
as
falsifier
the
dispensations which unmask

manifest the falsehood of his doctrines as dangerous to souls
and destructive to society. An example of this is found in the

kingdom

human

of Israel, in the destruction of

which the curse of the
up by Jeroboam, had

institution of its state religion, set

Also the Jewish traditional law, although in
the carrying over of the law into the
praxis of private and public life, falls under the Deuteron. prowhich the poet here repeats, so far as it claimed for
hibition,

no

share.

little

itself

necessary for

—

—

itself

the same divine authority as that of the written law, and

so far as

hindered obedience to the law

it

— and

—by the straining-at-

Or, to adduce an
example of an addition more dogmatic than legal, what a
fearful impulse was given to fleshly security by that overstraining of the promises in Gen. xvii., which were connected
a-gnat policy

was

hostile to piety.

with circumcision by the tradition, " the circumcised come not

by the overstraining of the prerogative attributed
by Paul, Rom. ix. 4 f., to his people according to the Scriptures,
in the principle, " All Israelites have a part in the future
Regarding the accentuation of the perf. consec. after
world "

into hell," or

!

at Ps. xxviii.

JS, vid.

pausa

(cf. vers.

1.

The penultima accent

is

always in

9 and 10).

In what now follows, the key-note struck in ver. 1 is conThere follows a prayer to be kept in the truth, and
to be preserved in the middle state, between poverty and riches.
tinued.

is a Mashal-ode, vid. vol. i. p. 12.
" vanity and lies keep far from me," it

It

warning of

By
is

the first prayer,

connected with the

ver. 6.

Two

Ver. 7

things I entreat from Thee,

Kefuse them not to

me

before I die.

keep far away from me
Poverty and riches gire me not
Cause me to eat the bread which is allotted to me,

8 Vanity and

9 Lest in

lies

satiety I deny,

And say Who is Jahve ?
And lest, in becoming poor, I steal,
And profane the name of my God.
:

We begin

with the settlement and explanation of the traditional
monosyllable like N]»> receives, if Legarmeh,

punctuation.

A
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7-9.

always Mehuppach Legarmeli, while, on the contrary, the polyWipN has Asia Legarmeli.
*5>-|nn-ta, with double

syllable

Makkeph and with Gaja

in the third syllable before the tone

(after the Metheg-Setzung, § 28),

is

Naphtali prefers the punctuation

\>

p. 79, note 3).

Also Wfe'sflB has

and on the antepenultima Gaja

The

per/, consec.

S

Ben-Asher's

(cf.

(vid.

PW^S\ has on the

;

whereas Ben-

|nn ~?X (vid. Baer's Genesis,

nnf;ja, xxx i. 5) Makkeph,
Thorath Emeth, p. 32).

ult.

the disjunctive Zinnor

(Sarka), which always stands over the final letter; but that the
ult. is also to

which

is

be accented,

is

shown by the counter-tone Metheg,

first syllable.
Also WONI has in
Cod. 1294, the correct ultima toning of a

to be given to the

correct Codd.,
per/, consec.

;

e.g.

Kimchi

in the Michlol 6b, as well as

Aben Ezra

r

Grammars, quotes only ^B'sni 'JjnjJl as toned on
That 'JjpJJI cannot be otherwise toned on account
of the pausal accent, lias been already remarked under Qb ; the

in both of his

the penult.

word, besides, belongs to the sp"x3

JTina,

i.e.

to those

which pre-

serve their Path ach unlengthened by one of the greater disjunctives; the

Athnach has certainly

in the three so-called metrical

books only the disjunctive form of the Zakeph of the prose
books.

As
first

So much

as to the

form of the

text.

to its artistic form, this prayer presents itself to us as the

of the numerical proverbs,

under the "Words" of Agur, who

delighted in this form of proverb.

The numerical

proverb

is

a brief discourse, having a didactic end complete in itself, which
by means of numerals gives prominence to that which it seeks
There are two kinds of these. The more
to bring forward.
simple form places in the first place only one numeral, which is
the
the sum of that which is to be brought forth separately
numerical proverb of one cipher to this class belong, keeping
:

;

out of view the above prayer, which if it did not commence a
series of numerical proverbs does not deserve this technical name
on account of the low ciphers : vers. 24-28, with the cipher 4
Sir. xxv.

prayer are

1 and 2, with the cipher 3.

Job

xiii.

20

f.,

Isa.

li.

Similar to the above

19; but these are not numeri-

cal proverbs, for they are not proverbs.

kind of numerical proverb has two ciphers
numerical proverb

we

call

The more
:

artistic

the two-ciphered

the sharpened (pointed) proverb.
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such two -ciphered numerical

Of

A<*ur contain four, and the whole
ing

16-19,

vi.

five

—

this

"words"

the

proverbs

Book

of

of Proverbs, reckon-

ascending numerical character belongs

to the popular saying, 2 Kings ix. 32, Job xxxiii. 29, Isa.
xvi. 6, and is found bearing the stamp of the artistic distich

of Proverbs, Ps. lxii. 12, Job xxxiii. 14,
and particularly Amos i. 3-ii. 6. According
scheme, the introduction of Agur's prayer should be

outside of the

5

xl.

;

to this

Job

Book

v. 19,

max Dnua yso

Wpn'i'N

tw?V''

could take this form, for the prayer expresses two retwofold
quests, but dwells exclusively on the second.

and

it

A

God, these two things he wishes to be
for of these he stands in need,
assured of on this side of death
so as to be able when he dies to look back on the life he has

request he presents to

;

The
him vanity

spent, without the reproaches of an accusing conscience.

thing he asks

first

is

that

God would keep

far from

and lying words. «1» (= KW, from Kit? = nst?, to be waste, after
the form HID) is either that which is confused, worthless, untrue,
which comes to us from without (e.g. Job xxxi. 5), or dissoluteness, hollowness, untruthfulness of disposition (e.g. Ps. xxvi. 4)

not to be decided whether the suppliant

it is

;

influenced by

is

the conception thus from within or from without, since 313*12"!
[a

word of falsehood]

a falsehood can

may

intrude

be said by himself as well as to him,

itself

upon him.

It

almost more

is

probable that by

Kit? he thought of the misleading power of
God-estranged, idolatrous thought and action ; and by 3T3""iXl,

of lying words, with which he might be brought into sympathy,

and by which he might ruin himself and others. The second
petition is that God would give him neither poverty (&'K~>, vid.
x. 4) nor riches, but grant him for his sustenance only the
bread of the portion destined for him.
f|~|D,

to grind, viz.

anything, as

f|""B,

present a fixed

Gem
1

xlvii.

The

The Hiph.

the bread with the teeth)

with which, xxxi. 15, ph
piece, a definite

jnj

fp.!?!"

means
is

(from

to

give

parallel

portion of sustenance,

22, the portion assigned as nourishment; cf.

Venet. translates, according to Villoison,

has, according to Gebhardt, fytyov.

6ip-tyov

pe

;

:

1

to

ph,

Joh

but the MS.

chap. xxs.

14

xxiii.

ingly,
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10.

the decree determined regarding me.
AccordOTp does not mean the bread appropriately measured

''isn,

""isn

me

out for

(like

apro?

eTTiovcno';,

that which

is

required for

oiala, subsistence), but the bread appropriate for me, deter-

mined for me according to the divine plan. Fleischer compares
(Arab.) ratab and marsaum, which both in a similar way desig-

And why does he wish to
Because in both extremes lie moral
dangers : in riches, the temptation to deny God (which 'fta £TQ
signifies, in the later Heb. "ijjya "133, to deny the fundamental
truth; cf. (Arab.) hafar, unbelieving), whom one flowing in
superabundance forgets, and of whom one in his self-indulgence desires to know nothing (Job xxi. 14^16, xxii. 16 f.) ; in

nate a fixed sustentation portion.

be neither poor nor rich

?

is to steal and to blaspheme the name
God, viz. by murmuring and disputing, or even by words of
blasphemy for one who is in despair directs the outbreaks of
his anger against God (Isa. viii. 21), and curses Him as the
cause of His misfortune (Rev. xvi. 11, 21). The question of

poverty, the temptation
of

;

Vp, the LXX. improperly change into
Regarding Bnfa, to grow poor, or rather,
since only the fut. Niph. occurs in this sense, regarding B^V,

godless haughtiness,
PINT

'D, tc's fte

niiT

1

opa.

vid. at xx. 13.

That the author here, by blaspheming (grasping at) the name
of God, especially thinks on that which the Tora calls " cursing
God," and particularly " blaspheming the name of the
Lord," Lev. xxiv. 15, 16, is to be concluded from the two
following proverbs, which begin with the catchword ?bp
(?.?£)

Ver. 10 Calumniate not a servant with his master,
Lest he curse thee, and thou must atone for

Incorrectly

master

;

Ewald

:

and Hitzig

master."

It

is

it.

entice not a servant to slander against his
:

"

Make

not a servant

true that the

Poel

l^i?

tattle

regarding his

(to pierce

with the

tongue, lingua petere) occurs twice in the sense of to calumniate;
but that fv?'} means nothing else, is attested by the post.-bibl.

Hebrew ; the proverb regarding schismatics (ET ?? n?1?) in the
Jewish Schemone-Esre (prayer of the eighteen benedictions) began
Also
with D'wW'l, "and to the calumniators" (delatoribus).
1

in the
to

Arab, dlsana

make a

ad alterum,
That the word also

signifies pertulit verba alieujus

babbler, rapporteur (Fleischer).
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here is not to be otherwise interpreted, is to be concluded from
Sightly Symmachus, /xr)
bs with the causative rendering.
and according to the
Sta/3aX?7? ; Theodotion, fir) ^aTaXaX^cr???
;

sense also, Jerome, ne accuses
(give not him)

;

the

Venet.

Karafir]vva-r]<;

/ir)

on the contrary, Luther, verrate nicht [betray

not], renders pc^n with the

LXX., Syr. in

°?P$ and the Arab, dslam

the sense of the Aram.

One

(tradere, prodere).

should not

5) a servant with his master, and in that
the character of slander (JPii W?) when one puts suspicion

secretly accuse (Ps.
lies

;

ci.

upon him, or exaggerates the actual facts, and generallymakes the
person suspected
one thereby makes a man, whose lot in itself
is not a happy one, at length and perhaps for ever unhappy,
and thereby he brings a curse on himself. But it is no matter

—

of indifference to be the object of the curse of a
lias

man whom

unrighteously and unjustly overwhelmed in misery

a curse

is

not without

invoke the righteous

its

influence, for

retribution of

it

:

one

such

does not fruitlessly

God, and thus one has

sorrowfully to atone for the wanton sins

of the tongue {yewould be without pause).
There now follows a Priamel, 1 the first line of which is, by 7?p\

aschdmta, for ve-aschamtd as

it is

connected with the "p^V of the preceding distich
Ver. 11

A generation
And

12

A

doth not bless their mother

generation pure in their

And
13

A

own

eyes,

yet not washed from tbeir filthiness;
generation how haughty their eyes,

And
14

:

that curseth their father,

—

their eyelids

A generation

lift

themselves up

-whose teeth are swords

and

their

jaw teeth

knives

To devour

the poor from the earth

and the needy from

the midst of men.

Ewald

O

translates
generation
but that would have required
the word, 13a, "fan (Jer. ii. 31), and one would have expected
:

!

1
[Cf. vol. i. p. 13.
The name (from preeanibulum) given to a peculiar
form of popular gnomic poetry which prevailed in Germany from the 12th

(e.g.

the Meistersinger or Minstrel Sparvogel) to the 16th ceutury, but

especially cultivated during the 14th

and 15th centuries.

was

Its peculiarity

consisted in this, that after a series of antecedents or subjects,
a brieflyexpressed consequent or predicate was introduced as the
epigrammatic point
applicable to all these anteeedeuts together.
Fid.

Erscheuburg's Denk-

tnulern altdeutscher Dichtkunst,

Bremen 1799.]
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11-14.

have found something mentioned which the generation ad;
but it is not so. But if " O
generation !" should be equivalent to " O regarding the generato

dressed were to take heed to

ought to have introduced the sentence. And if
Luther There is a generation, etc., then B?.
supplied, which might drop out, but could not be omitted.

tion

we
is

!

then

"

'in

translate, with

LXX.

The

:

inserts

The

need

Venet. does not

tot irwrkpa avrov

words

word

after 'iieyovov the

renders what follows as pred.

kclkov,

—a simple expedient, but

and then
worthless.

this expedient, for it renders t/evea

^Xa<T<jyt}fj,^crei

;

but then the order of the

11a would have been VOK &P' in and in 12a, after
the manner of a subst. clause, KW vrjn "IWD in, one sees distinctly, from 13 and 14, that what follows nil is to be understood, not as a pred., but as an attributive clause.
As little can

we

in

;

interpret ver. 14, with Lowenstein, as pred. of the three

"

;
a generation whose teeth are swords " that would
have required the words Kin "in but ver. 14 is not at
all a judgment valid for all the three subjects.
The Targ.
and Jerome translate correctly, as we above 1 but by this

subj.,

it is

at least

;

rendering there are four subjects in the preamble, and the
whole appears, since the common pred. is wanting, as a mutilated Priamel.

Perhaps the author meant to say it is such
;
or such is an abomination
:

a generation that encompasses us
to

Jahve

who

;

for "in

a Gesamtheit

is

:

= totality,

generation of

men

bound together by contemporary existence, or homogeneity, or by both, but always a totality so that these verses,
11-14, might describe quatuor detestabilia genera hominum (C.
B. Michaelis), and yet one generatio, which divide among
are

;

themselves these four vices, of blackest ingratitude, loathsome
self-righteousness, arrogant presumption,

Similar

ousness.

is

and unmerciful covet-

the description given in the

Mishna Sota

of the character of the age in which the Messiah ap-

ix. 14,

like the

" The appearance of this age," thus it concludes, " is
appearance of a dog ; a son is not ashamed before his

father

to

peared.

;

whom

heaven!"

in
1
2

2

will

The

we then

look for help

?

undutifulness of a child

To

our Father

is

here placed

The Syr. begins 11a as if <in were to be supplied.
Cf. also Ali b. Abi T&leb's dark description, beginning with hadha

alzman (this age), Zur

allg.

Char, der arab. Poesfc (1870), p. 54 i
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To

first.

curse one's parents

of the same force as

litoten,

Ex.

after

is,

xx. 10, a crime worthy of death

;

" not

here, per

The second

[to curse].

??i?

xxi. 17, cf. Prov.

to bless," is

charac-

wicked blindness as to one's judgment of
himself.
The LXX. coarsely, but not bad irjv 8' ei-oBov
Of such darkness one says sordes suas
avrov ovk airkwtyev.

teristic, ver.

12,

is

:

:

patat olere cinnama.

)*rn

is

not the abbreviated part. (Stuart),

Ex. iii. 2, but the finite, as e.g. Hos. i. 6.
In 13a the attributive clause forms itself, so as to express
the astonishing height of arrogance, into an exclamation a
as e.g.

:

how

generation,

lofty are their eyes (cf. e.g. vi. 17, niOT D^J?)

to which, as usual,

brow

it

simply added

is

themselves up

brce) lift

in

;

:

an expression of haughtiness
(superbum) supercilium.
as

The

fourth characteristic

and

his eyelids (jpalpe-

Lat., the lifting

is

up of the eye-

described by elatum

is

insatiable covetousness,

which

does not spare even the poor, and preys upon them, the help-

and the defenceless

less

The

Ps. xiv. 4.

:

they devour them as one eats bread,

teeth, as the instruments of eating, are

pared to swords and knives, as at Ps.

With

arrows.

Jonah

i.

V3E' there is

lvii.

4

to spears

interchanged, as at

6, VrtypriD (not 'no, as

Job

Norzi writes, contrary

comand

xxix. 17,

to Metheg-

Setzung, § 37, according to which Gaja, with the servant going
before,

from

is

l>n?,

inadmissible), transposed

from

The

to strike, pierce, bite.

vn'ynPD, Ps.

lviii.

7,

designation of place,

from the earth " (which also, in pausa, is not modified
r^P), and D^P, " from the midst of men," do not belong
those who belong to the earth, to mankind (yid.
to the obj.
Ps. x. 18), for thus interpreted they would be useless; but to
the word of action from the earth, out from the midst of men
away, so that they disappear from thence (Amos viii. 4). By
means of fine but cobweb combinations, Hitzig finds Amalek
r?.?Pj "

into

:

:

in

this

fourfold

like Ps. xiv.,

proverb.

But

it

is

a portrait of the times,

and certainly without any national stamp.

With the characteristic of insatiableness it closes and there
follows an apophthegma de quatuor insaiiabilibus once ideo comparantur cum sanguisuga (C. B. Michaelis).
translate the
text here as it lies before us :

We
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15, 16.

Ver. 15 The 'Aluka hath two daughters Give
Three of these are never satisfied
:

!

Four say not Enough
16 The under-world and the closing of the
The earth is not satisfied with water
And the fire saith not Enough
:

!

:

We

Give!

!

begin with Masoretic externalities.

Beth minuscidum; probably
form in the original mss.,

womb

The

2 in 3fi

first

is

had accidentally this diminutive
to which the Midrash (cf. Seplier
Taghin ed. Barges, 1866, p. 47) has added absurd conceits.
This first 3p| has Pasek after it, which in this case is servant
it

1

to the Olewejored

Emeth,

which of

an,

going before, according to the rule Tliorath
Mehuppach. The second

p. 24, here, as at Ps. lxxxv. 9,
itself

alone

in Hutter, as in the

is

the representative of Olewejored, has

Cod. Erfnrt

2, and Cod. 2 of the Leipzig
Public Library, the pansal punctuation an (cf. nj3 } 1 Sam. xxi.

10), but

which

is

Instead of n»N"s6

not sufficiently attested.

156, Ties t&, and instead of 'T^K"^, 166, rn»K *6" are

written

Tliorath
0)13,

the Zinnorith removes

;

Emeth, p.

9,

to be
the Makkeph, according to
'

Accentuationssystem,

Instead of

iv. § 2.

16a, only Jablonski, as Miihlau remarks, has 0?S; but in-

correctly, since
(vid. Tliorath

Athnaeh, after Olewejored, has no pausal force
All that is without any weight
p. 37).

Emeth,

But the punctuation affords
Rabbenu
Tam (vid. Tosaphoth to Aboda zara Via, and Erubin 19a),
which has been lately advocated by Lowenstein. That view
as to the import of the words.

some

is,

little

service for the setting aside of a view of

that 'Aluka

is

the

name

of

a wise man, not Solomon's,

because the Pesikta does not reckon this

name
Gemara, numbered among
Solomon, nor yet a

Ixxii.

1,

*V\*b

not, in the

and nfiiw, Ps.

provided with Asia Legarmeli.

possible, for the

the names of

it is

the names of Gehinnom.

IHiWjD would be a superscription, like
1,

among

of hell, because

Asia Legarmeli,

But

at Ps. xxvi. 1

Thus
xxvi.,

this is not

and

the transformation of Olewejored, inadmissible on the

lxxii. 1, is
first

word

but no Olewejored
can follow such an Asia Legarmeli, which has the force of an
of the verse {Accentuationssystem, xix. § 1)

;

Olewejored, as after this npl^>, which the accentuation then does

not regard as the author's

name given

as a superscription.
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n^y

Js not the name of a person, and generally not a proper
name, but a generic name of certain traditional signification.
" One must drink no water " says the Gemara Aboda zara

—

—

12b "out of a river or pond, nor (immediately) with his
mouth, nor by means of his hand he who, nevertheless, does
it, his blood comes on his own head, because of the danger.
What danger? n|3W riJ3D," i.e. the danger of swallowing a
leech.
The Aram, also designates a leech by NiWJJ (cf. e.g.
Targ. Ps. xii. 9 : hence the godless walk about like the leech,
;

which sucks the blood of men), and the Arab, by 'alak (n. unit,
a.s the word is also rendered here by the Aram. andArab.
translators.
Accordingly, all the Greeks render it by fiSeWrj
Jerome, by sanguisuga (Rashi, sangsue)
also Luther's Eigel

^alakat),

;

;

not the Igel erinaceus [hedgehog], but the Egel,

is

now
njWJ!

designate
is

it,

i.e.,

we

as

the Blutegel [leech], or (less correctly) Blutigel.

the fern, of the adj.

Pw,

attached

to,

which meaning,

to-

gether with the whole verbal stem, the Arab, has preserved (yid.
Miihlau's Mittheilung des Art. 'aluka aus dem Kamus, p. 42). 1
But if, now, the 'Aluka is the leech, 2 which are then its two
daughters, to which

is

here given the

name an

and which

3ii,

the same time have this cry of desire in their mouths?

at

Grotius

and others understand, by the two daughters of the leech,
its tongue ; more correctly
the double-

the two branches of

membered

overlip of

:

its

the greedy cry, " Give
cipiuntur ut hirudinis

!

Give

filice,

sobolerh impense diligat.
bolical interpretations of

C. B. Michaelis thinks that

sucker.
!

"

is

personified

:

quas ex se gignat

voces

istce

et velut

con-

mater

But since this does not satisfy, sym'Aluka have been resorted to. The

Talmud, Aboda zara 17a, regards
this sense

it

is

it as a name of hell.
In
used in the language of the Pijut (synagogue

1

Nbldeke has remarked, with reference to Miihlau's Monograpliie, that
found in Syr. (Geopon.
xiii. 9, xli. 26), and that generally the stem
p^>jj, to cleave, to adhere, is
more common in Aram, than one would suppose.
But this however
common in Arab., is by no means so in Syr. and one may affirm that,
among other Arabisms found in the Proverbs of Agur, the word 'Aluka
has decidedly an Arab, sound.
2
In Sanscrit the leech is called galaukas (masc.) or
galavka (fem.) i.e.
the inhabitant of the water (from gala, water, and
okas, dwelling). Ewald
'aluka, in the sense of tenacious (tenax), is also

;

regards this as a transformation of the Semitic name.

CHAP. XXX.
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If 'Alula

is hell,

then fancy

finding an answer to the question,

The Talmud

TWO
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15, 16.

lias

What

the widest

room

for

are the two daughters ?

supposes that niEh (the worldly domination) and

The Church-fathers also, understanding by 'Aluka the power of the devil, expatiated in such
interpretations.
Of the same character are Calmet's interpre(heresy) are meant.

tation, that sanguisuga is a figure of the

mala

cupiditas,

The

twin-daughters are avaritia and ambitio.

and

its

truth lying in

is this, that here there must be some kind of symbol.
the poet meant, by the two daughters of the 'Aluka, two

these

all

But

if

beings or things which be does not name, then he kept the
best of his symbol to himself.
And could he use 'Aluka, this

common name

for the leech, without further intimation, in

kind of symbolical sense?

The most

modern

of

any

interpreters

do nothing to promote the understanding of the word, for
they suppose that 'Aluka, from

its

nearest signification, denotes

a demoniacal spirit of the character of a vampire, like the

Dakini of the Indians, which nourish themselves on
flesh

human

the ghouls of the Arabs and Persians, which inhabit

;

and killand eat men, particularly wanderers in the
which it is to be remarked, that (Arab.)
indeed a name for a demon, and that al'aluwak, accord-

tiraveyards,

desert; in regard to

'awluk

is

ing to the

Kamns,

is

Thus

used in the sense of alghwal.

Dathe, Doderlein, Ziegler, Umbreit; thus also Hitzig, Ewald,

and

Miihlau, while he concurs in this understanding

others.

of the word,

and now

throwing open the question, Which,

then, are the two daughters of the demoness 'Alicka? finds

no
and therefore accepts of the
view of Ewald, since 15S-16, taken by themselves, form a fully
completed whole, that the line 'ui np'hv'p is the beginning of a
numerical proverb, the end of which is wanting. We acknownot possibly aimed at by the
ledge, because of the obscurity
author himself in which the two daughters remain, the fragmentary characters of the proverb of the 'Aluka; Stuart also
does this, for he regards it as brought out of a connection in
answer to

it

in the proverb itself,

—

—

which
1

it

was

So says

e.g.

intelligible,

—hut we believe that the

Salomo ha-Babli,

(beginning s£n "1W pS)

:

a Zulath of the

in

\hv '5H? ! ?
1

1

I"1 !?"

1

'

tlle

y

first

line

II.

wbw

Clianukka-Sabbats

lDurn like the flames of

hell.

VOL.

'ui

T
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For the proverb
an original formal part of this proverb.
forming, according to Miililau's judgment, a whole rounded

is

off:

mm«n
:

xb run

pn i-ids vb

Dm

contains a

wb&
jm«

ivyi bixv

wo

njna> $b

:pn

max

s6

ps
dw

mark which makes the original combination of these
Always where the third is exceeded by

five lines improbable.

the fourth, the step from the third to the fourth
21, JOIN nrmi
the connecting Vav: ver. 18,

WW;

We

therefore conclude that

mencement

'lii

&6

ima

Four things say not Enough
The under- world and the closing
:

is

29, njmsi.

the original com-

This proverb

of independent proverb.

taken by

is
;

is

!

of the

womb

unfruitful

[i.e.

womb]
The earth

And

not satisfied with water,

is

the fire says not

Enough

:

a tetrastich more acceptable and appropriate than the Arab,
iii. p. 61, No. 347): "three things
by three the womb, and wood by fire, and
the earth by rain " and, on the other hand, it is remarkable to

proverb (Frey tag, Provv.
are not satisfied

:

;

find

1
thus clothed in the Indian language, as given in the

it

Hitopadesa
i.

153

(p.

(ed. of

67 of Lassen's

Kosegarten)

ed.),

and

in

Pantschatantra,

:

naynis trpjati kdsTitlandnnapogandn maliodadltih

ndntakah sarvabliutanan na punsun vdmalocanah.
Fire

is

not sated with wood, nor the ocean with the streams,
all the living, nor the beautiful-eyed with men.

Nor death with

As

in the

proverb of

Agur

the

4

falls into

2

+ 2,

so also in this

Indian sloka. In both, fire and the realm of death (dntakais death
as the personified

"end-maker") correspond; and

1

as there the

That not only natural productions, but also ideas and literary producwere conveyed from the Indians to the
Semites, and from the Semites to the Iudiaus, on the great highways by sea
and land, is a fact abundantly verified. There is not in this, however any
means of determining the situation of Massa.

tions (words, proverbs, knowledge),
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15, 16.

and. the earth, so here feminarium cupiditas

pN

parallelizing of

Job

cxxxix. 15,
xlviii. 1);

21

i.

that of

Dm

and

(cf. also

?mw and

<

Prov.

b>k is to

and the ocean.

after passages such as Ps.

is

v.

Num.

16;

1

be judged of

xxiv. 7

;

Isa.

after passages

such as Deut. xxxii. 22, Isa.
itself in jin

rounds

Regarding

itself
)in,

lvi. 24.
That jin DDK s6 repeats
now, as we render the proverb indepen-

K$> is

much more

dently,
it

mDN

satisfactory than

for the

off,

vid.

13.

i.

if

it

began with

end returns

From

jin,

to

be

'Ul

mb&

:

the beginning.

into

light,

signifies

it

which renders life
lt
light or easy.
Used accusatively, and as an exclamation, it is
equivalent to plenty! enough!
It is used in the same sense
in the North African Arab, brrakat (spreading out, fulness).
Wetzstein remarks that in Damascus lalidn, i.e. hitherto, is used
in the sense of hajah, enough
and that, accordingly, we may
living lightly

;

ease, superabundance, in that

;

attempt to explain

of our [Heb.] language in the sense of
haddali, i.e. here the end of it "
(Miihlau.)
jin

hawn
But what do we now make of the two remaining

(Arab.)

!

proverb of the 'Aluka
lines

a fragment.

is

The proverb also
Ewald completes it,
?

lines of the

in this division of

two

for to the one line, of

which, according to his view, the fragment consists, he adds two
The bloodsucker has two daughters, " Hither! hither

"
!

Three saying, " Hither, hither, hither the blood,
The blood of the wicked child."

A proverb
as if

of this kind

may stand

the 0. T. alone

in

quoted from Grimm's Mahrclien, and

:

it

sounds

a side-piece to

is

Cannot the mutilation of
way without any selfmade addition ? If this is the case, that in vers. 15 and 16, which
now form one proverb, there are two melted together, only the
fkst of which lies before us in a confused form, then this
phenomenon is explained by supposing that the proverb of the
'Aluka originally stood in this form
Zappert's altdeutsch. Sehlummerliede.

the proverb be rectified in a less violent

:

The 'Aluka has two daughters Give give
The under-world and the closing of the womb
!

:

There are three that are never

Thus completed,
1

at

The

;

satisfied.

this tristich presents itself as the original side-

parallelizing of

by the poet.

!

Dm and

$>1NB>,

BeracTiotl 15&,

is

not directly aimed
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One might
regarded
be
as the
tisty
daughters of the 'Aluka, which Hitzig and also Zockler have
recognised, then there exists no reason for dividing the one
piece of the lost tetrastich, beginning with jqik.

suppose that

and

if

proverb into two.
for

sary,

this

ii"J?

Yet the taking

reason,

expands, the 'Aluka
the above tristich

Dm

is

it is

have

of

to

them

as separate

is

neces-

because in the fourth, into which

it

But

in

altogether left out of account.

taken into account, as was

to

be expected,

mother with her children. This, that sheol (piNB' is for
Drn, which is fem.,
the most part fern.), and the womb (orn
Jer. xx. 17) to which conception is denied, are called, on account
of their greediness, the daughters of the' Aluka, is to be understood in the same way as when a mountain height is called,
as the

=

Isa.

v. 1,

a horn of the son

of

oil.

la the Arab., which

is

inexhaustibly rich in snch figurative names, a man is called
" a son of the clay (limi) ;" a thief, " a son of the night ; " a
nettle, " the

daughter of fire." The under-world and a closed
have the 'Aluka nature they are insatiable, like the
leech.
It is unnecessary to interpret, as Zockler at last doe?,

womb

;

'Aluka as the name of a female
" daughters," as her companions. It
of this view that fijwj)?
of a proper name.

But

is

demon,

without the

is it

and

the

may be adduced
article, after

the manner

really without the article?

a doubtful case we had before us at xxvii. 23.

Tfbb,

in favour

As

Such

yet only

§ 394, has entered on this difficulty of punctuation.
compare Gen. xxix. 27, rnhjQ 1 Kings xii. 32, vbmb 1
Chron. xiii. 7, ™i>3 and consequently also Ps. cxlvi. 7, D'iWP

Bottcher,

We

;

;

;

thus the assimilating force of the Chateph appears here to have
changed the syntactically required b and 3 into b and 3. But
also supposing that Hjwj;

i n PijWj)!? is treated as a proper name,
explained from the circumstance that the leech is not
meant here in the natural history sense of the word, but as

this

is

embodied greediness, and is made a person, one individual
Also the symbol of the two daughters is opposed to the

being.

The

mythological character of the 'Aluka.
occurs only here and at Dan.

vii.

Heb. only with the intentional

imper.

2i],

from nn%

17 (=15), and in the

n—

bibl.

and in inflection forms.
The insatiableness of sheol (xxvii. 20a) is described by Isaiah,
v. 14 ; and Kachel, Gen. xxx. 1, with her " Give
me children,"
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17.

an example of the greediness of the " closed-up womb
(Gen. xx. 18). The womb of a childless wife is meant, which,

is

because she would have children, the mtptice never satisfy; or
also of one who, because she does not fear to become pregnant,
invites to her many men, and always burns anew with lust.
" 111 Arab, 'aluivak means not only one fast bound to her

husband, but, according to Wetzstein, in the whole of Syria

and Palestine, the

prostitute, as well as the /clvaiBoi,, are called

'ulak (plur. 'alwak), because they obtrude themselves

and hold
In the third line, the three:
and the shut womb, are summarized tria sunt

fast to their victim" (Miihlau).

the leech, hell,

:

Thus

quae non satiantur.

it is

to be translated with Fleischer,

not with Miihlau and others, tria hcec non satiantur. " These
three " is expressed in Heb. by rhy&f, Ex. xxi. 11, or TVthw
n?S(n), 2 Sam. xxi. 22
nan (which, besides, does not signify
;

hcec,

in

but

ilia) is here,

taken correctly, the pred., and represents

general the verb of

being (Isa.

li.

19), vid.

at

vi.

16.

Zockler finds the point of the proverb in the greediness of the

womb, and is of opinion that the poet purposely
somewhat concealed this point, and gave to his proverb thereby
the enhanced attraction of the ingenious.
But the tetrastich
'U1 WIN shows that hell, which is compared to fire, and the unfruitful womb, to which the parched and thirsty earth is compared, were placed by the poet on one and the same line
it is
otherwise with vers. 18—20, but where that point is nothing less
unfruitful

;

than concealed.

The proverb

'

of the

'

Aluka

is

the

first

of the

proverbs

founded on the figure of an animal among the "words" of

Agur»

It is

now

Ver. 17

followed by another of a similar character

An eye that mocketh at his father,
And despiseth obedience to his mother
The ravens of the brook shall pluck
the young eagles shall eat it.

it

out,

And

" an eye," and not " eyes," are spoken of here, this is
accounted for by the consideration that the duality of the
organ falls back against the unity of the mental activity and
If

mental expression which
haughtiness reveals itself
is

it

serves (cf. Psychol, p. 234).

As

(ver. 13) in the action of the eyes, so

the eye also the mirror of humble subordination, and also of
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scorn which refuses reverence and subjection to
As in German the verbs [verspotten,
mother.
and
father

malicious

spotten, hohnen, hohnsprecheri] signifying to

mock

at or scorn

W

[to
be used with the accus., genit, or dat., so also
deride] and na [to despise] may be connected at pleasure with

may

Ben-Chajiin,

either an accusative object or a dative object.

Athias, van der Hooght, and
Michaelis, Lowenstein, JJ&n
iV^F},

;

others write

'

is

Jj£n,

Jablonski,

;

Miililau, with Norzi, accurately,

with Munach, like Tlian, Ps. lxv. 5

Asiier

iVm

the writing of Beu-

;

with Gaja, Chateph, and Munach.

The

punctua-

The word nnpp {e.g. Cod.
tion of nnp^ is more fluctuating.
the Dag. dirimens in p
view,
for
Jaman.) may remain out of
But
xlix.
Gen.
10, cf. Ps. xlv. 10.
stands here as firmly as at
with
guies.
Yod
write
to
unify
whether
one
has
it is a question
(regarding this form of writing, preferred by Ben-Naphthe Psalmen- Coram, under Ps. xlv. 10,

tali,

in

both Edd.;

and
Baer's Genesis, p. 84, note 2
§
Heidenheim's Pentateuch, with the text-crit. Comm. of Jekuthiel

Gramm.

Luzzatto's

193

;

;

ha-Nakdans, under Gen. xlvii. 17, xlix. 10), as it is found in
Kimchi, Michlol 45a, and under np<, and as also Norzi requires,
or nn|3^ (as e.g. Cod. Erfurt 1), which appears to be the form
2
adopted by Ben-Asher, for it is attested as such by Jekuthiel
under -Gen. xlix. 10, and also expressly as such by an old
Lowenstein translates,
Masora-Cod. of the Erfurt Library.
" the weakness of the mother."

Thus

after Kashi,

who

refers

the word tonnp, to draw together, and explains it, Gen. xlix. 10,
" collection " but in the passage before us, understands it of
;

the wrinkles on the countenance of the aged mother.

mani (Eamban) goes

still

Nach-

further, giving to the word, at Gen.

everywhere the meaning of weakness and frailty.
also, and Gersuni (Ealbag), do not go beyond the
meaning of a drawing together ; and the LXX., with the

xlix.

10,

Aben Ezra

1

The Gaja has

its

reason in the Zinnor that follows, and the

the syllable beginning with a moveable Sheva

;

jjj^ro

Munach

with Scheva

iti

quiesc.

must, according to rule, receive Mercha, vid. Thorath Emeth, p. 26.
2 Kimchi is here no authority, for he contradicts himself
regarding such
word-forms. Thus, regarding rbb\ Jer. xxv. 36, in Michlol 876, and

under

^>i.

The form

also

wavers between rnrva and ]rilV2, Eccles.

The Cod. Jaman. has here the Jod always

quiesc.

ii.

IS.

chap,

Aram., who

xxx
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18-20.

translate the word by senectus, have also nnj5 in
become dull, infirm .(certainly not the JEthiopic
e
leh ka, to become old, weak through old age).
But Kimchi,
whom the Venet. and Luther 1 follow, is informed by Abulall

the sense of to

walid, skilled in the Arab., of a better

Ps.

cxli.

3)

under la).

now

If

it

is

and the

like

human

nnp_
(

r

nrtp/;,

cf. rnJB,

IBO™'?.? eat

eye

it

:

is

it,

rtJ£
?

said of such a haughty, insolent eye,

that the ravens of the brook (cf. 1
out,

:

the Arab, wakhat, obedience (yid. above

is

Kings

xvii. 4) will

pluck

it

they, the eagle's children, the unchild-

only the description of the fate that

is

before such an one, to die a violent death, and to become a prey

heaven (cf. e.g. Jer. xvi. 3 f., and Passow's Lex.
and if this threatening is not always thus literally
fulfilled, yet one has not on that account to render the future
optatively, with Hitzig; this is a false conclusion, from a too

to the fowls of

under

/copal;)

;

literal interpretation, for

stood after

spirit, viz.

its

the threatening

is

only to be under-

that a fearful and a dishonourable

come to such an one. Instead of nvij3 as Miihlau
reads from the Leipzig Cod., nrip'', with Mercha (Athias and
Nissel have it with Tarcha), is to be read, for a word between
Olewejored and Athnaeh must always contain a conjunctive
end

,

will

J

accent (Thorath EmetJi, p. 51
?ri3"' aij)
i

written,

;

Accentuationssystem,

xviii. § 9).

and instead of it i>rn "Qij? is
for the reason given above under ver. 16 ( D !l?).
is

also irregular,

The following

to

be

proverb, again a numerical proverb, begins

with the eagle, mentioned in the last line of the foregoing
Ver. 18 Three things

And
19 The

lie

beyond me,

four I understand not

way

of the eagle in the heavens,

The way of a serpent over a rock,
The way of a ship on the high sea,
And the way of a man with a maid.
20 Thus is the way of the adulterous woman
She eateth and wipeth her mouth, and saith
I have done no iniquity.
:

1

Jerome

translates, et qui despicit

separates itself to

him here the

resting on a false combination with

(Miihlau),

was not yet granted

partum matris

suss.

signification expectatio,

mp.

to him.

To think

:

To partus there
Gen.

xlix.

10,

of pareo, parui, paritum
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ijbo tt6pi,

as relative clause, like

niachus, Theodotion rightly

:

lob (where Aquila, Sym-

rpca Be iariv a ov

irkr](j6r)(7erai,),

On the other hand, yriK {rea-aapa, for
is joined to nsn n^Vto 18a, ny3"iN, reWapa?) has to be
conforming
which the Keri,
The introduction of four things
known is in expressions like Job xlii. 3 cf. Ps.
The turning-point lies in the fourth to that point

interpreted as object, accus.

that are not
cxxxix. 6.

;

;

the other three expressions gravitate, which have not an object

The

but are only as folie to the fourth.

in themselves,

articles

wanting after "ltj'an they would be only the marks of the
cf. under xxix. 2. And
gender, and are therefore unnecessary
while D^OB'a, in the heavens, and 0'"3?? in the sea, are the
expressions used, "fl¥ vJJ is used for on the rock, because here
" on " is not at the same time " in," " within," as the eagle
:

;

}

For this same reason
and the ship the waves.
the expression, " the way of a man ncjvya," is not to be undercleaves the air

stood of

love

unsought, suddenly taking possession of and

man

toward this or that maid, so that the principal
thought of the proverb may be compared to the saying, " marriages are made in heaven;" but, asm Kidduschin2b, with refer-

captivating a

ence

to this passage, is said coitus via appellator.

But

to copula carnalis.

not reach to this

?

The

3 refers

what respect did his understanding
" Wonderful," thus Hitzig explains as the
in

best interpreter of this opinion elsewhere (cf. Psychol, p. 115)

propounded, " appeared

to him the flying, and that how a large
and thus heavy bird could raise itself so high in the air (Job
xxxix. 27)
then how, over the smooth rock, which offers no
;

hold, the serpent pushes itself along

;

finally,

how

the ship on

the trackless waves, which

present nothing to the eye as a

guide, nevertheless finds

way.

its

These three things have

at

common, that they leave no trace of their
pathway behind them. But of the fourth way that cannot be
the same time this in

for the trace is left on the substrat,

which the man =]?],
becomes manifest, possibly as pregnancy, keeping out of
view that the nvhv may yet be rtaro. That which is wonderful
said

;

and

it

is

consequently only the coition

incomprehensible consequences."
tation

carry in

itself

its

own

itself, its

mystical act and

its

But

does not this interprerefutation?
To the three

wonderful ways which leave no traces behind them, there
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cannot be compared a fourth, the consequences of which are
not only not trackless, but, on the contrary, become manifest as
proceeding from the act in an incomprehensible way. The
point of comparison is either the wonderfulness of the event or
the tracklessness of its consequences.
But now " the way of a

man nhro "

is

altogether inappropriate to designate the wonder-

human

ful event of the origin of a

differently the

8-12

from Job

x.

"way

man

of a

Chokma
;

How

being.

altogether

expresses itself on this matter

seen

is

That
coition, which

Eccles. xi. 5 (cf. Psychol, p. 210).

with a maid" denotes only the act of

physiologically differs in nothing from that of the lower animals,

and which in

itself, in

the externality of

accomplishment,

its

the poet cannot possibly call something transcendent.

And why

word nD$>jn, and not rather '"131533 [with a female]
I1W3 pd] t For this reason, because he meant the act of

did he use the
or

not as a physiological event, but as a historical occur-

coition,

rence, as

takes place particularly in youth as the goal of love,

it

not always reached in the divinely-appointed way.
of comparison hence

Now

tracelessness of the carnal intercourse.

why the way
and

still

of the serpent

"lis

was

*by

in his eye

more in sand, the trace of the

perhaps be

point

also

clear

among

grass,

it is
:

would

serpent's path

but not on a hard stone, over which

visible,

And

The

not the secret of conception, but the

is

why

has

it

D^a^a [in the
heart of the sea J
while the ship is still in sight from the land,
one knows the track it follows ; but who can in the heart of the
sea, i.e. on the high sea, say that here or there a ship has ploughed
glided.

it is

clear

it is

said of the ship

:

the water, since the water-furrows have long ago disappeared

Looking

to

passed there

over

it

to the

;

;

to

the rock, that a serpent has

maid, that a

this will

view

;

fact

man

way

only the outward appearance

= the

it

investigation, although

might appear on nearer

not always guide to a certain conclusion,

against the sixth [

cealed

its

has had carnal intercourse with her.

concealment (Kashi) being in

others

wound

to the high sea, that a ship has been steered through

That the

?

the heavens, one cannot say that an eagle has

is

spoken

this case

seventh]

is

not kept in

of, the intentional

added thereto.

commandment remain

Sins
con-

are distinguished from

from human knowledge, and
by this, that they shun human cognition

(as the

proverb
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says: nvnj^ DISTili'SK px, there is for sins of the flesh no iiriunchastity can mask itself, the marks of chastity are
too7tos)

—

perceives that

nip

Eye

(hb

this

side the proverb gains

J^, Aboth ii. 1)
Yet it is not maintained that
man with a maid " refers exclusively to external

deceitful, here only the All-seeing

which

" the way of a
intercourse ; hut

is

done.

altogether on

Regarding HOTj; (from D?J?, pubes esse et
ccnundi cvpidus, not from tbv, to conceal, and not, as Schultens
derives it, from chv, signare, to seal) as distinguished from
rfona, vid. under Isa. vii. 14.
The mark of maidenhood belongs
to nnbl! not in the same way as to r6ira (cf. Gen. xxiv. 43
with 16), but only the marks of puberty and youth; the wife i"iE>K
Ralbag's gloss
(viz. t^N 1"IB>'n) cannot as such be called ftthy.
rfojn STit? ntby is incorrect, and in Arama's explanation (Akeda,
Abschn. 9) the time is not to be determined when the sexual
love of the husband to his wife flames out, ought to have been 1"ni
inu'Na E^x.
One has therefore to suppose that ver. 20 explains
what is meant by " the way of a man with a maid " by a strong
example (for " the adulterous woman " can mean only an old

ethical significance.

:

adulteress), there not inclusive, for the tracklessness of sins of

the flesh in their consequences.

This 20th verse does not appear
of the numerical proverb, but

If

we assume

the

.

.

.

that

15

is

to have been an original part
an appendix thereto (Hitzig).

points forwards

(Fleischer), then

:

thus as follows

we should hold

is it

this verse as

with

an

in-

dependent cognate proverb; but where is there a proverb
(except xi. 19) that begins with 15 ?
p, which may mean
eodem modo (for one does not say E3 [3) as well as eo modo,
here points backwards in the former sense. Instead of nnnci
rPB (not QiQ

for the attraction of that which follows, brought
;
about by the retrogression of the tone of the first word, requires
dageshing, Thorath Emeth, p. 30) the LXX. has merely a7rowtyafi.ivT), i.e.

as

Immanuel
who

explains: novj; nnapp, abstergens semet

ipsam, with Grotius,

to tergens os simm adds the remark:
aepvoXoyia (lionesta elocutio). But eating is just a figure, like
the " secret bread," ix. 17, and the wiping of the mouth belongs
to this figure.
This appendix, with its p, confirms it, that the

intention of the four

consequences.

ways

refers to the tracklessness of the

CHAP.
It

is

now

not at

all

XXX
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necessary to rack one's brains over the

grounds or the reasons of the arrangement of the following
proverb (vid. Hitzig).
There are, up to this point, two
numerical proverbs which begin with &nv, ver. 7, and wrf, ver.
15 ; after the cipher 2 there then, ver. 18, followed the cipher
3, which is now here continued
Ver. 21

Under three things doth the eaxth tremble,

And

under.four can it not stand
22 Under a servant when he becomes king,
And a profligate when he has bread enough
23 Under an unloved woman when she is married,
And a maid-servant when she becomes heiress to her
:

;

mistress.

We

cannot say here that the 4

+

3
1 ; bnt the four
one another.
J*^ is here
without pausal change, although the Athnach here, as at ver.
24, where the modification of sound occurs, divides the verse
into two ; J^WD, 14& (cf. Ps. xxxv. 2), remains, on the other
hand, correctly unchanged. The "earth" stands here, as frefalls into

consists of four ones standing beside

quently, instead of the inhabitants of the earth.

when one

of the four persons

free space for acting

;

named above

it feels itself

oppressed as by an insuffer-

able burden (an expression similar to

rangement of society
the air, as

is

shattered

were, settles over

it

It trembles

conies and gains

;

Amos

—

the ar10)
an oppressive closeness of

all

vii.

The

minds.

already designated, xix. 10, as improper

:

;

under a

first

case

slave,

is

when

he comes to reign (quum rex fii) ; for suppose that such an one
has reached the place of government, not by the murder of the
king and by the robbery of the crown, but, as

is possible in an
monarchy, by means of the dominant party of the
people, he will, as a rule, seek to indemnify himself in his
present highness for his former lowliness, and in the measure

elective

of his rule

and

show himself unable

to rise above his servile habits,

The

to pass out of the limited circle of his earlier state.

second case

whose conduct

— anb-yzty

this

is

is

(cf.

:

a ?3|, one whose mind

profligate,

—in

Meiheg-Setzung,

short, a

to the expression xxviii. 19, Jer. xliv.

living without care

low

§ 28), i.e.

17)

is

man

perverted and
(vid. xvii. 17),

has enough to eat
;

(cf.

for this undeserved

and without want makes him only

so

much
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the

more arrogant, and troublesome, and dangerous.

nsyfe*, in

the second case,

that, as in

as

is

The

not thought of as a spouse, and

supposed polygamy, Gen. xxix. 31, Deut. xxi. 15-17,
who again comes to favour and

fallen into disfavour, but

honour (Dathe, Kosenmuller) ; for she can be nKUB* without
her own fault, and as such she is yet no HBTJ ; and it is not
to be perceived why the re-assumption of such an one should
Sightly Hitzig, and, after his example,
shatter social order.
Zbckler an unmarried lady, an old spinster, is meant, whom no
one desired because she had nothing attractive, and was "only
If such an one, as
repulsive (cf. Grimm, under Sir. vii. 265).
?jnn ^ says, at length, however, finds her husband and enters
into the married relation, then she carries her head so much
:

the higher

;

for she gives vent to ill-humour, strengthened by

then she richly re;
and happily married companions for their
depreciation of her, among whom she had to suffer, as able to
find no one who would love her.
In the last case it is asked
whether ti'lT'"' ? is meant of inheriting as an heiress (Aquila,
long restraint, against her subordinates
quites her earlier

1

Symmachus, Theodotion,

the Targ., Jerome, the

Venet.,

and

Luther), or supplanting (Euchel, Gesenius, Hitzig), i.e. an
entering into the inheritance of the dead, or an entering into
the place of a living mistress.
the person,

Gen. xv.

Since

3, 4, signifies to

Bn^, with the accus. of
be the heir of one, and

only with the accus. of peoples and lands signifies, "to take

by supplanting," the former is to be
preferred; the
(Syr.), orav iK^dXrj, appear to have read
BH3rr '3.
This una would certainly be, after Gen. xxi. 10, a
into possession (to seize)

LXX.

,

piece of the world turned upside
as heiress, into the inheritance,

down but also the entering,
makes the maid-servant the
;

reverse of that which she

danger that the

heiress,

was before, and brings with it the
notwithstanding her want of culture

and dignity, demean heiself also as heiress of the rank.
Although the old Israelitish law knew only intestate succession
an inheritance, yet there also the case might arise, that where
there were no natural or legal heirs, the bequest of a wife of
rank passed over to her servants and nurses.
to

Vers. 24-28. Another proverb with the cipher 4,

terminating

in

ps

its first line

CHAP. XXX.
Ver. 24 Four are the

little
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things of the earth,

— wise
—
And yet they prepare in summer their food
Conies — a people not mighty,
And

yet they are quick of wit
25 The ants a people not strong,

26

And yet set their dwelling on the rocks
No king have the locusts,
And yet they go forth in rank and file, all

;

;

27

28 The

lizard

And yet

By

of

them together

;

thou canst catch with the hands,

it is

in the king's palaces.

the disjunctive accent, nja"iK, in spite of the following word

toned on the beginning, retains

by the conjunctive

its

ufriwza-toning,

which does not elsewhere occur with
tion jnN-ijQp i s not superlat. (for

could reckon the

18a; but here,

accent, the tone retrogrades to the penult.,

among

D'OBtr, conies,

word.

this

The connec-

impossible that the author

it is

the smallest of beasts),

hut, as in the expression jnK-^iaM, the

LXX.,

In 246, the
see in D the comparative:
Isa. xxiii. 8.

in

tro<jxoTepa

connection of words

this

reckoning

among

the wise)

the

Ve.net. aecrocfjicrfieva)

like

?Bhp

wit, wise,

PE'3,

Ex.

honoured of the earth,
Jerome, and Luther
twv o-ocj>a>v (t^pano), but

Syr.,

could only be partitive (wise,

it

the part. Pual tvosno (Theodotion,

;

was in use after Ps.

xii. 9,

boiled well

cunning, prudent

(cf.

;

thus

Ps. lxiv.

lviii. 6,

and

signified,

D^ana

7, a

D'Dan, taught
planned plan
a

=

cunningly wrought out plan
Isa. xxviii. 16, and Vitringa
thereto: grounded
firm, grounding), Ewald, § 313c.
The
;

=

reckoning moves in the contrasts of littleness to power, and of
The unfolding of the njmx [four]
greatness to prudence.
begins with the DyHiin [the ants] and
ceptions with apposit. joined

;

,

D' J)3B>

tion of the subject, cannot be a declaration.
consec. as the expression, not of a causal,

connection, vid. Ewald,

§

[conies], subject con-

2Ga, at least in the indetermina-

342, la.

The

Regarding the fat.
but of a contrasted

ants are called

DJ>,

and

they deserve this name, for they truly form communities with
well-ordered economy; but, besides, the ancients took delight in
1
speaking of the various classes of animals as peoples and states.
That which is said, 256, as also vi. 8, is not to be understood of

stores laid

up

for the winter.

most part in winter
1

;

For the

ants are torpid for the

but certainly the summer

Vid. Walter von der Vogeltceide, edited

is

by Lachmann,

their
p.

8 f.

time
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when

for labour,

the labourers gather together food, and feed
way the helpless. JBB>, translated arbitrarily

in a truly motherly

by iylvoi, in the LXX. by xotpoypi/XTuot, by
and Targ. here and at Ps. civ. by DJH and by
Jerome by lepusculus (cf. XayiSiov), both of which names, here
to be understood after a prevailing Jewish opinion, denote the
in the

Venet.

the Syr.

Caninichen

1

kaninchen

[rabbit],

(Luther), Latin cuniculus (Kovifckos), is not the
nor the marmot, ^otpoypi/XTuo? (0. B.

Michaelis, Ziegler, and others)

but

IBS' is

which

the wahr,

in

this is called in

;

South Arab,

is

Arab, yarbuw

1

;

called thufun, or

the klippdachs (liyrax syriacus), like the

rather tJtafan,

viz.

marmot, which

lives in societies

and dwells in the

clefts of the

Kedron, the Dead Sea, and at Sinai (yid.
Knobel on Lev. xi. 5; cf. Brehm's Thierleben, ii.p. 721 ff., the
The klippdachs are a
Illustrirte Zeitwig, 1868, Nr. 1290).
weak little people, and yet with their weakness they unite the

mountains,

e.g.

at the

wisdom that they establish themselves among the rocks. The
ants show their wisdom in the organization of labour, here in
the arranging of inaccessible dwellings.

Ver. 27. Thirdly, the locusts belong to the class of the wise
folk: these have no king, but notwithstanding that, there

little
is

not wanting to them guidance; by the power and foresight of

one sovereign

will

they inarch out as a body, fvn, dividing,

themselves, not the booty (Schultens)

thus

;

:

viz.

dividing them-

from ysft, to divide, to
two (cogn. nvn, e.g. Gen. xxxii. 7) or more parts
Miihlau, p. 59-64, has thoroughly investigated this whole wide
range of roots. What this Y?h denotes is described in Joel ii. 7:
selves into companies, ordine dispositce,
into

fall

" Like mighty

men

they hunt

;

like

men

of

war they climb

the

they march forward every one on his appointed way,
and change not their paths." Jerome narrates from his own

walls

;

observation

:

tanto

ordine

this passage before us

:

e.v

dispositione jubentis

dip' evos

(LXX.

at

KekevafiaTos evraKTw;) volitant,

ut instar tessei'ulamm, quce in pavimentis artijicis figuntur tnanu,
1

The kanincheri as well as the klippdachs [cliff-badgers]

Lev.
it is

may be meant,
5 (Deut. xiv. 7) neither of these belong to the bisulca, nor yet,
true, to the ruminants, though to the ancients (as was the ease also
xi.

;

with hares) they seemed to do.
regarded as unclean.

The klippdach

is still,

in

Egypt and

Syria,

CHAP.

suum locum

teneant

transverso decllnent

XXX

ne puneto quidem

et
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28.

et

ut ita

Aben Ezra and

ad alterum.

dicam ungue
others find in

fin the idea of gathering together in a body, and in troops,
according to which also the Syr., Targ., Jerome, and Luther
•translate

Kirachi and Meiri gloss

;

understand
trees,

it

of the cutting

off, i.e.

}»Vn

by imn and mi3, and

the eating up, of plants and

which the Venet. renders by i/cre^vovaa.

Ver. 28. In this verse the expression wavers in a way that is
with difficulty determinable between rp»0fc> and 1VK>»B\ The

Edd. of Opitz Jablonski and Van der Hooght have 'ok>, but the
most, from the Venetian 1521 to Nissel, have 'DE> (vid Miihlau,
The Codd. also differ as to the reading of the word
p. 69).
thus the Codd. Erfurt 2 and 3 have 'D5S>, but Cod. 1294 has
;

Isaak Tschelebi

'OB\

regarding words with
prefer

'DS?,

and

so also

and Moses Algazi, in their writings
and B> (Constant. 1723 and 1799),
do Mordecai Nathan in his Concordance
e>

(1563-4), David de Pomis (1587), and Norzi. An important
evidence is the writing JVDDD, Schabbath lib, but it is as little
decisive as fry? [coat of mail], used

by Jeremiah [xlvi. 4], is
But what kind of a

decisive against the older expression $*)&.

beast

is

meant here

is

The swallow

a question.

set aside, as the Venet. translates

(%e\t,$c!)v)

is

after

at once to be
Kimchi, who

explains after Abulwalid, but not without including himself,
that the

Heb. word for (Arab.) hhuttaf (which

given to the swallow from
to

Haja's testimony,

swallow

;

which

is

also the

its

much

is still

the

name

quickness of motion), according

name

rather n'^D? a

Arab. (Freytag,

ii.

p.

for the

368) and the

modern Syriac confirm ; besides, in old Heb. it has the name
of DID or D'D (from Arab, shask, to fly confusedly hither and
thither).
In like manner the ape (Aben Ezra, Meiri, Immanuel) is to be set aside, for this is called t[)\> (Indian kapi,
1
kap, kamp, to move inconstantly and quickly up and down),
and appears here admissible only on the ground that from
E>3nn D^V3 they read that the beast had a resemblance to man.
There remains now only the lizard (LXX. Jerome) and the
spider (Luther) to be considered.

The Talmud,

Schabbath lib,

reckons five instances in which fear of the weaker pursues the
stronger : one of these instances is -itwn *?y 1T:UD W«, another
1

Vid. A.

Weber's

Indisclie Studien,

i.

pp. 217, 313.
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swallow, thus Rashi explains, creeps
and hinders it from spreading
eagle
under the wings of the
(araigne) creeps into the
spider
the
its
flight
and
;
them out in
by JVCDD

3-ipjjn

The

ncx.

ear of the scorpion

or also

;

1036, where

it

is

and that over the

:

A second

the scorpion's sting.

time the word occurs, Sanliedrin

King Amon

said of

altar

a bruised spider applied heals

came

that he burnt the T6ra,

a lY'DDt? (here with

explains of the spider (a spider's web).

Talmud

that in these two places of the

E>),

which Rashi

But Aruch

testifies

the explanation

is

and (Ital.) lucSrta (lizard).
Lev. xi. 30, where pixd!? (also

divided between ragnatelo (spider)

For

the latter, he

refers to

explained by Rashi by lizard) in the Jerus. Targ.

is

rendered

l

B* and E> or D).
and Jerome, it may be regarded as a confirmed tradition thatrTODB> means not the spider,
for which the name tJ"33y is coined, but the lizard, and par-

(the writing here also varies between

by sri'DDC

Accordingly, and after the

LXX.

ticularly the stellion (spotted lizard).

used

as a

it

word

still

Thus

the later language

living (plur. rii'DOD, Si/re,

under Deut.

The Arab, also confirms this name as applicable
2
" To this day in Syria and in the Desert it is
lizard.

xxxiii. 19).

to the

called samawiyyat, probably not

— nn»E'

)

from poison, but from samawah
is found only in the

the wilderness, because the beast

stony heaps of the Kfiarab" (Miihlau after Wetzstein).
derivation

is

correct, then rVD»c"

Heb. expression

;

is

to

be regarded as an

If this
original

but the lizard's name, samm, which, without

doubt, designates the animal as poisonous (cf Dp, samam, samm,
vapour, poisonous breath, poison), favours Schultens' view
.

JVDDC

=

(Arab.) samamyyat, afflatu interficiens, or generally
In the expression E>snn CH^3 Schultens, Gesenius,
Ewald, Hitzig, Geier, and others, understand DT of the two
" the lizard feels (or seizes) with its two
fore-feet of the lizard
venenosa.

,

1

:

:

hands;" but granting that DHi is used of the fifteen feet of the
stellio, or of the climbing feet of any other animal (LXX. icaka1

The Samaritan

lates the latter
(cf.

has, Lev. xi. SO, rV»OB> for np3X,

word by NnpON, which

Geiger's Ursclirift, p. 68

f.)

for

rPEDC

is
;

and the

Syr. trans-

used in the passage before us
omakto (Targ. akmetlm) appears

there to mean, not a spider, but a lizard.
2

Perhaps also the modern Greek, aaptaptrfo;
which Grotius compares.

fs/S/oy),

(vap.ii.pfio;,

traftiu-

CHAP. XXX.

/3am?9

= a<Ti<d\aficbTr)<;),

that in line

yet

it

is
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29-31.

opposed by

this explanation,

of this fourth distich an expression regarding

first

the smallness or the weakness of the beast

is

to be expected, as

and 27a. And since, besides, e>2n with TO or tpa
always means " to catch" or " seize" (Ezek. xxi. 16, xxix. 7

at 25a, 26a,

;

Jer. xxxviii. 23), so the sense according to that explanation
the lizard thou canst catch with the hand, and yet

it is

is

:

in kings'

which one can grasp with his
hand, and yet it knows how to gain an entrance into palaces,
by which in its nimbleness and cunning this is to be thought of,
that it can scale the walls even to the summit (Aristoph. Nubes

palaces,

To

170).
itself

a

i.e. it is

by

((WSrin)

^5™ w

read

that in

this,

why

also

;

'

more animated

the suff. pointing back

the intensive of B>Dn

cf. Isa. vii.

;

recommends

tn Miihlau, after Bottcher,

^snn one misses

Besides, the

comprehended.
lies

beast,

little

address
25,

Niari.

is

used,

is

not rightly

makes the expression
In the

LXX.

as

it

before us, the two explanations spoken of are mingled

together

(= ao-Ka\a/3a>Tr)<;) %epow

Kdha@d}Tr)<;

/cal

:

epuhofievo 1;

This ewaXcoTO? aw (Symmachus, %epaw
In tfco V^n, "£» is not
eWa/ijSavd/ievo?) hits the sense of 28a.
the genit. of possession, as at Ps. xlv. 9, but of description
/ecu

ewa\a)To? ujv

(Hitzig), as at

.

.

.

Amos

vii.

13.

Vers. 29-31. Another numerical proverb with

cipher

the

4= 3+1:
Three things are of stately walk,
AdcI four of stately goirig
30 The lion, the hero among beasts,
And that turneth back before nothing
:

31 The swift-loined, also the goat
And a king with whom is the calling out of the host.

Kecardinir
"WX

is

y&n

with

inf.

following (the segolated n. actionis

of equal force with an inf.), vid. under xv. 2.

relation of the

members

of the sentence in 30a

is like

1

The

that in

which there, as here, is conIt
appears
to us as relative.
which
tinued in a verbal clause
a
name
for
wh,
the
as
that
remarked
deserves to be here
25a and 26a

1

:

subj.

In 29a, after Norzi,

this is required
xxxiii. 33,

VOL.

and
II.

by the

and

apposit.,

U^D,
little

and in 296,

'Otp'O,

is

to be written,

and

xxv. 31, the great, to Ezek.

Masora to 1 Sam.
Masora to the passage before

also the Erfurt little

U

us.
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only here and at Job

lion, occurs

11, and in the description

iv.

Arab, it is layth, Aram.
Arameo-Arab. dialect of this language
the LXX. and Syr. translate it "the young lion ;" the Venet.
nonaa has the article only to
excellently, by the epic Xfc.
denote the genus, viz. of the beasts, and particularly the fourof the Sinai wilderness, Isa. xxx. 6
to the

and belongs

rv6,

What

footed beasts.

Job

in

;

xxxix. 22)

;

is

306

said in

(cf.

with the expression,

The two

described in Isa. xxx. 4.

is

by

beasts which distinguish themselves

other

their stately going are

But we are not in the condition of
Book of Proverbs, who needed only to hear
the designation Q'JHIO Tnt at once to know what beast was meant.
Certainly Tnt as the name for a beast, is not altogether unknown in the post-bibl. Heb. " In the days of Eabbi Chija
(the great teacher who came from Babylon to the Academy of

in

31a only

briefly

named.

the readers of this

?

Sepphoris), as

is

narrated in Bereschith rabba,

sect.

65, a zarzir

was brought to him with the
question whether it were eatable. Go, said he, place it on the
roof
Then came an Egyptian raven and lighted down beside

flew to the land of Israel, and

it

!

See, said Chija,

it.

the ravens, which

is

it is

unclean, for

stance there arose the proverb

because
schane,

it

belongs to his

Halacha 3

to assist his zarzir,

:

own

:

it

belongs to the genus of

From this circumThe raven goes to the zarzir

unclean (Lev.

xi.

15).

x

Also the Jer. Rosch ha"It is the manner of the world that one seeks
and another his zarzir, to obtain the victory ;"
tribe."

and Midrash Echa v. 1, according to which it is the custom of
the world, that one who has a large and a little zarzir in his
house, is wont to treat the little one sparingly, so that in the case
of the large one being killed, he might not need to

According

to this, the zarzir is a

the proverb Bereschith rabba,

c.

buy

another.

pugnacious animal, which
75, confirms

:

also

two zarzir do

not sleep on one board

and one makes use of his for contests
;
According to this, the -iTT is a bird, and that

like cock-fights.

of the species of the raven
starling,
1

which

is

after Eashi, the Stourneau, the
;
confirmed by the Arab, zurzur (vulvar Arab.

This " like draws to like " in the form

the zarzir,

it

Chullin 65a,

belongs just to

Baba Kamma

its

926.

Xprichworter, u.s.w., Nr. 577.

"not in vain goes the raven to
came to be often employed,
Plantavitius has it, Tendlau more at large,

own

:

tribe,''
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common name

the

of
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starlings

(cf.

Syr.

zarzizo,

under zrz of Castelli).
But for the passage before us,
we cannot regard this as important, for why is the starling
fully

named

D^riD

already remarked

"iliT ?

To

question

this

Kimchi

he knows no answer for

that

has

Only,
perhaps, the grave magpie (corvus pica), strutting with upraised tail, might be called succinctus lumbos, if D'orie can at
all be used here of a bird.
At the earliest, this might possibly
be used of a cock, which the later Heb. named directly "i?-!,
because of its manly demeanour ; most old translators so understand it. The LXX. translates, omitting the loins, by aXe/crap
ilvirepuirarSiv 0rj\eicu<s eii-vjru^os, according to which the Syr.
and Targ. : like the cock which struts about proudly among
the hens ; J Aquila and Theodotion
aXe/crap (aXe/CTpvav)
dXetcTtap octc^ijos ; Jerome
the Quinta
gallus sucvcotov
it.

:

:

:

;

Sarsar (not

cinctus lumbos.

sirsir, as

Hitzig vocalizes)

in

is

Arab, a name for a cock, from sarsara, to crow, an onomatopoeia.
But the Heb. TnT, as the name of a bird, signifies, as
the

Talmud

proves on the ground of that history, not a cock,

but a bird of the raven order, whether a starling, a crow, or a
inagpie.
And if this name of a corvinus is formed from the
onomatopceia

DWD,

"HIT,

the weaker form of that (Arab.) sarsar, then

which, for TDT, requires the verbal root nr, to girdle,

is

and how strangely would the three
animals be mingled together, if between Cv and B^n, the two
If, as is to be exfour-footed animals, a bird were placed
not wholly appropriate

;

!

pected,
loins

=

the

" Lendenumgiirtete"

twno

[the one

with 0. B. Michaelis and Ziegler, after Ludolfs
1

Regarding the Targum Text,

expression TTHTDT

(who

is

girded,

vid.

about the

girded

TTit] be a four-footed animal, then

it

2

lies

near,

example, to

Levy under S03N and

and shows himself as such)

The

">31T-

is

not un-

suitable.
2
Ludolf gave, in his Hist. JEtMop. i. 10, and Commentarius, p. 150, only
a description of the Zecora, -without combining therewith -pI"IT l> ut vid.
"A
Joh. Dietr. Winckler's Theol. u. Philol. Abliand. i. (1755) p. 33 ff.
nearer explanation of what is to be understood by rjijria "WIT, Prov. xxx.
31, along with a statement from a hitherto unpublished correspondence
;

:

hetween the learned philologists Hiob Ludolf and Matthai Leydecker, a
With Ludolf, Joh. Simonis also, in the
Reformed preacher in Batavia."
Arcanum Formarum (1735), p. 687 sq., decides in favour of the zebra.
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think of the zebra, the South African wild ass. But this
animal lay beyond the sphere of the author's observation, and

perhaps also of his knowledge, and at the same time of that of
the Israelitish readers of this Book of Proverbs and the dark;

on a white ground, by which the zebra is
distinguished, extend not merely to its limbs, but over the
whole body, and particularly over the front of the body. It
would be more tenable to think of the leopard, with its black
round spots, or the tiger, with dark stripes but the name Tnt
D'oriD scarcely refers to the colour of the hair, since one has to
understand it after the Aram. i=Wf]n PT = WHO D3B>, 1 Kings
xviii. 46, or IWj "1TN, Job xxxviii. 3, and thus of an activity,
i.e. strength and swiftness, depending on the condition of the
loins.
Those who, with Kimchi, think that the lf?3 [leopard]

brown

cross stripes

;

thus named, ground their view, not on

is

rings or stripes round

But

VJDD3.

its legs,

this beast

but on

has certainly

this,
its

this,

that

that

definite

name

fundamental supposition entering into every attempt
planation

is

name

proper

this,

that

D^no

"iTi?,

as well as vrb

it

has

it pini D'jriD

and

of a beast, not a descriptive attribute.

;

pT

but a

at an exty'T),

is

the

Therefore

the opinion of Rosse, which Bochart has skilfully established
in the Hierozoicon, does

suggests,

about the

loins,"

around and on the

in

not

recommend

itself, for he only
name, "the girded
the proper sense of straps and clasps

for choice, to

understand

the

loins (thus e.g. Gesenius, Fleischer, Hitzig),

or of strength, in the sense of the Arab, habuick, the firmly-

bound

= compact,

or

samm

alslab, the girded

loin

(thus

e.q.

Muntinghe).
Schultens connects together both references:
Utrumque jungas licet.
That the by-name fits the horse,
particularly the war-horse,

is undeniable ; one would have to
with Miihlau, to the slender structure, the thin flanks,
which are reckoned among the requisites of a beautiful horse. 1

refer

But

it,

if

succinctus lumbos were a

by-name of

a horse,

why

did

not the author at once say cyno TTiT DID ?
"We shall give the
preference to the opinion, according to which the expression
" girt about the loins "
" with strong loins," or " with slender

=

limbs,"
x

is

not the by-name, but the proper

name

of the animal.

Ahlwardt, Chalef ejahmar's Qasside (1859), and the
interpreta'
tion of the description of the horse eonuiiicd therein,
p. 201 ff.
_

Vid.

CIIAP.

XXX.

809

29-31.

This may be said of the hunting-hound, leorier (according to
which the Venet. 7 incorrectly translating D^DO
Xaytpoicvcov
:

1

which Kimchi ranks in the first place. Luther, by
translation, Ein Wind = Windhund [greyhound], of good

tyoiwv),
his

limbs, has given the right direction to this opinion.

Melanchhim ; and,

thon, Lavater, Mercier, Geier, and others, follow

among

the moderns, so also do Ewald and Bottcher (also
Bertheau and Stuart), which latter supposes that before TT1T
CariD there originally stood 3^>3, which afterwards disappeared.
But why should the greyhound not at once be called "WI
D^na ? We call the smaller variety of this dog the Windspiel
[greyhound] and by this name we think on a hound, without
;

saying

Windspielhund.

excellently

:

The name cono Tnt (Symmachus

•irepie<r<f)i'y/jt.evo$,

not

•7repieacfipa'yi<r/j,evo<;, rrjv oatfivv,

strongly bound in the limbs)

i.e.

us this almost restless,

nimble limbs..

The

verbal stem

press together, to knit together

bind firmly together,

is

fitted at

once to suggest to

slender animal, with

whence

11J,

high, thin,

its

(Arab.) zarr, signifies to

the reduplicative form

;
"> ,

*i.nt,

to

firmly bound together, re-

T"1T,

ferred to the limbs as designating a natural property (Ewald,
§

158a)

:

2
of straight and easily-moveable legs.

The hunting-

hound (saldki or saluki, i.e. coming from Seleucia) is celebrated
3
The
by the Arab, poets as much as the hunting-horse.
name 373, though not superfluous, the author ought certainly
to have avoided, because it does not sound well in the Heb.
collocation of words.

and that not the ram (Jerome,
which bears this
name, as Schultens has already recognised, from its pushing, as
the two names
it is also called "WJ?, as paratus ad pugnam ;
There now follows

Luther), which

is

B^.rj,

a goat,

called ?\8, but the he-goat,

appear to be only provincially different
is

the old he-goat, as shaggy

;

and "PSV

Schultens supposes, with twisted,

as
1

Thus reads Schleusner, Opusc.

nam
2

adj.

the

solebant equos

The Aram, nt

Crit. p. 318,

commandment

also

on the contrary,

perhaps denotes

it,

curled hair (tortipilus).
and

refers it to the horse

quihusdam nolare et quasi sigillare.
shortened from inT, as Spa from "1313

firjuris

is

fnj signifies nimble, swift, eager,

8 Vid.

i.e.

"Vy'f ,

;

e.g.

i

tlle P&rticip.

Pesachim 4a: "the zealous obey

— as soon as possible hasten to

Ahlwardt, Chalef elahmar's Qasside,

p.

fulfil it."

205

f.
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la Arab, tays denotes the he-gnat as well as the roebuck and
The LXX. (the Syr.
the gazelle, and that at full growth.
emended
after
the Syr.) is certainly
which
is
be
to
Targ.,
and
ko.1 Tpdyos qyov/ievos
right, for it understands the leading goat
The text, however, has not trni, but t^O IN, ^
amoXiov.
:

rpdyo'i (Aquila, Theodotion, Quinta,

and the

Venet.).

Bottcher

astonished that Hitzig did not take hold of this is, and conjectures C^rriNfi, which should mean a " gazelle-goat " (Miihlau:
is

But it is too bold to introduce here iNn (sin), which
named in the O. T., and tywiNr) for *«J iNH is not

dorcas mas).
is

only twice

Heb.

and besides, the setting aside of IN has a harsh
consequence, which bears evidence to the appearance that lxn and B"n are two different animals.
And is
the IN then so objectionable %
More wonderful still must Song
ii. 9 appear to ns.
If the author enumerated the four of stately
going on his fingers, he would certainly have said tf'Vil. By
IN he communicates to the hearer, setting before him another
the

style;

asyndeton for

how

figure,

its

there in the

Song Sulamith's fancy passed from

one object to another.

To

the lion, the king of the animal world, the king

SW

Dlpta

This Dlp^N Hitzig regards as mutilated from
a-rba (which was both written and pronounced as D'p^N by the
Jews, so as to conceal the true sound of the name of God),
corresponds.

which
["

A

untenable, for this reason, that this religious conclusion

is

king with

whom God

is

"] accords

badly with the secular

character of this proverb.
Geiger (Urschrift, p. 62 ff.) trans" and King Alkimos corresponding to it (the lustful and
lates
:

daring goat) "

—

he makes the harmless proverb into a ludibrium
from the time of the Maccabeo-Syrian war. The LXX., which
the Syr. and Targ. follow, translates /cal fiaatXevs &r)fir}yopa>v
iv e6vei

;

it

appears to have changed

(standing with

Quinta

:

people

his

/cal fiaa.

avaaTa<;

(o?

dvearr})

Ziegler and Bottcher also, reading
transposition, get

mp'^N

1DJ)

Dipbx into lop

and haranguing them),
isj)

iv ra>

and

^

i>N

like

Dp
the

~ka& avrov.

without any

which the former translates
" a king with the presence of his people ;" the latter, "
a kinc
with the setting up of his people,"— not accordant
with the
thought, for the king should be brought forward
as ro!> n'D'D.
For the same reason, Kimchi's explanation is not suitable
a
i»J»

itai,

:
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king with whom is no resistance, i.e. against whom no one can
rank himself (thus e.g. also Immanuel) ; or more specialty, but
not better
who has no successor of his race (according to
which the Venet. aSiaSe/cros £vv iavrar).
Rather this expla:

nation

commends

whom)

is

no

a king with

itself:

whom

(i.e.

war

in

Thus Jerome and Luther

resistance.

whom no

:

witli

against

one dare place himself thus Rashi, Aben Ezra,
Ralbag (i»)> noipn JW)* Ahron b. Josef (Dip = avTivTaati),
Arama, and others thus also Schultens, Fleischer (adversus
quern nemo consistere audel), Ewald, Bertheau, Elster, Stuart,
and others. Bat this connection of ?N with the infin. is not
Heb. and if the Cholcma, xii. 28, has coined the expression
;

;

;

rviD"7N for the

idea of " immortality," then certainly

it

does not

express the idea of resistlessness by so bold a quasi compositum.

But
?X,

this

boldness

which

is

is also

there mitigated, for

W

is

not here practicable with Dip, which

supplied after
is

not a subst.

Arabum, and Castellus
in the Lex. Heptaglotton (not Castellio, as the word is printed
by Zbckler), have recognised in Dlp^X the Arab, dlkawm;

like HID.

Pocock

in the Spec, historice

LXX.

the honour of this recognition, for
Schultens gives the
he regards their translation as a paraphrase of o Srjytto? /ler
ai/Tov.
Bertheau thinks that it ought to be in Arab, leawmuhu,

but icy U\\h#
the

summons

= dlkawhu incHahu perfectly correct, dlkawhu
or the Heerbann = arriere-ban ? in North Africa

is

is

they speak in their language in the same sense of the Gums. This
explanation of DIp^K, from the Arab. Dachselt (rex cum satellitio
suo), Diedrichs in his Arab.-Syr. Spicilegium (1111), Urabreit,

Gesenius, and Vaihinger, have recognised, and Miihlau has

anew confirmed
that

if

it at

length.

Agur wrote on Arab,

Hitzig, on the contrary, remarks
territory,

we could be contented

with the Arab, appellative, but not with the article, which in
words like B^33^N and D^O^K is no longer of force as an art., but
think that it is
is an integ. component part of the word.

We

with n)pbx exactly as with other words descriptive of lordship,
and the many similar that have passed over into the Spanish
1
Wetzstein's Ausgewahlte Insclriften, p. 355 : " The word katem signifies
people, not in the sense of populus, but in the sense of the Heh. D'p

(Job xxiv. 17)
oue."

=

mukawim

abrajul,

he who breaks with or against any

Incorrect in Gesenius-Dietrich's Heb. Worterbuch.
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lano-uace

the

;

word

is

taken over alons; with the

article, with-

out requiring the Heb. listener to take the art. as such, although

he certainly felt it better than we do, when we say " das Alkoran" [the Alcoran], " das Alcohol," and the like. Blau also,
in his Gesch. der Arab. Substantiv-Determ.? regards it as certain
that Agur borrowed this Oipta from the idiom of the Arabians,

among whom he lived, and heard it constantly spoken. By
explanation we first reach a correspondence between what

this

announced

is

such

as

is

in lines first

and second and

certainly not " comely in going

A kins

line sixth.

;"

he can

throne, and especially as Brj/ji^yopuv will he

sit

upon

his

xii.

21)

(Acts

sit

But the majesty

and not stand.

of his going shows itself
head of those who have risen up at his
Then he is for the army what the VV\ [hegoat] is for the flock.
The IK, preferred to 1, draws close
together the E>TI and the king (cf. e.g. Isa. xiv. 9).
Vers. 32, 33. Another proverb, the last of Agur's " Words "
which exhorts to thoughtful, discreet demeanour, here follows

when he marches
summons to war.

at the

the proverb of self-conscious, grave deportment:
If

thou art foolish in that thou exaltest thyself,

—

Or

in devising,
put thy hand to thy mouth
33 For the pressure on milk bringeth forth butter,
And pressure on the nose bringeth forth blood,
And pressure on sensibility bringeth forth altercation.

Lowenstein translates

ver.

!

32

:

Art thou despicable, it is by boasting
Art thou prudent, then hold thy hand on thy mouth.
;

But

if

DDT denotes reflection and deliberation, then ^23, as

opposite, denotes unreflecting, foolish conduct.

[by boasting]

happens by
ing)

;

Declri,

by

is

Then

not to be regarded as a consequent (thus it
up or it is connected with boast-

lifting thyself

;

this construction also,

not with Tarclia.

:

rta'DN must be accented with

Otherwise Euchel

:

Hast thou become offensive through pride,
Or seems it so to thee, lay thy hand to thy mouth.

—

1

539

In the " Alt-arab.
f.

its

NiMriria

Sprachstudien," Deutsch. Morgenl. Zcitschr.
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probable

;

appropriate,

is

1
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32, S3.

but Pibj for r&33

is

more than im-

thus absolutely taken in an ethical connection,

73J,

is

certainly related to
7D3, J e r. x. 8, to ^M.
The prevail73J, as
ing mode of explanation is adopted by Fleischer: si stulta

arrogantia elatus fueris

quid durius {in alios) mente conthou arrogantly, and with
offensive words, wilt strive with others, then keep thyself back,
and say not what thou hast in thy mind. But while HSJO and
niata denote intrigues, xiv. 17, as well as plans and consideraceperis,

manum

tions, DOT

ori

et si

impone;

has never by

itself

i.e., if

alone the sense of meditari mala

at Ps. xxxvii. 12, also with 7 of the object at

devices aim.
is

Then

... OK

for OKI

(Arab, an

the supposition of a correlative relation, as

18, Eccles. xi. 3,

by which

at the

thought of as a contrast to PP3J.

same time

.

;

which the evil
.
wan) there
.

1

e.g.

Kings

xx.

niBJ is obviously

This contrast excludes 2 for

m»J not only the sense of mala moliri (thus e.g. also Miihlau),
but also the sense of the Arab, samm, superbire (Schultens).
Hitzig has the right determination of the relation of the

mem-

and the ideas if thou art irrational in
ebullition of temper and in thought
thy hand to thy mouth
But NOTnn has neither here nor elsewhere the meaning of
"
13 V''?'! (to be out of oneself with anger) ; it signifies everywhere
to elevate or exalt oneself, i.e. rightly or wrongly to make much
of oneself.
There are cases where a man, who raises himself
above others, appears as a fool, and indeed acts foolishly but
there are also other cases, when the despised has a reason and an
bers of the sentence

:

—

!

,

;

object for vindicating his superiority, his repute, his just claim

:

when, as we say, he places himself in his right position, and
assumes importance ; the poet here recommends, to the one as
well as to the other, silence.

The

rule that silence

is

gold has

held valid as a rule.
Luther
and others interpret the perfecta as looking back " hast thou beits

exceptions, but here also

it is

:

1

Yet the Talmud, Nidda 27a, derives another moral
it interprets DDT in the sense of DOT = DDn,

verb, for

to shut up, but rbli

DX

in the sense of "

if

rule

from

this pro-

to tie up, to bridle,

thou hast made thyself

despicable," as Lowenstein has done.
2

The Arab,

signification, to

signification, to hold erect

the head of a camel

—

by means

become proud,

viz.

the head,

is

a nuance of the primary

—as when

of the halter (Arab,

the rider draws up

zamam).
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come a fool and ascender! too high and intended evil, then lay thy
hand on thy mouth." But the reason in ver. 33 does not accord
with this rendering, for when that has been done, the occasion
but the proverb designs to warn
for hatred is already given
against the stirring up of hatred by the reclaiming of personal
;

The

pretensions.
at

Deut.

present

perfecta, therefore, are to

xxxii. 29,

Job

or better, as at

;

be interpreted

as

15, as the expression of the abstract

ix.

Job

ix.

16, as the expression of the

thou wouldest have acted foolishly, since thou
walkest proudly, or if thou hadst (before) thought of it (Aquila,
Theodotion icai iav ivvor]6fj<;) the hand on thy mouth, i.e.

fut.

exactum:

if

—

:

let it alone,

be silent rather (expression as

xi.

24

;

Judg.

xviii.

19; Job xl. 4). The Venet. best: elirep i/Mopava,'; iv tw etraipeaBai ical direp eKcr/foco, %elp t&5 arofian. When we have
now interpreted KtMnn, not of the rising up of anger, we do not
also,

with Hitzig, interpret the dual of the two snorting noses

double anger, that of him who provokes to anger, and
him who is made angry, but D'SK denotes the two nostrils
one and the same person, and, figuratively, snorting or anger.

viz. of the

—

that of
of

Pressure against the nose
eo-t?) /ivKTrjpos

is

designated siK'^D, £icfwty)cns {iicjrlwith Metheg, with the long tone,

f)N"}"iyi,

(write

after Metlieg-Setzung,

§

11, 9,

MX

12), and

]"?,

Ov/xov (Theodotion), with reference to the proper
D'BN, pressure to anger,

The

of anger.

i.e.

eKfiv&cn*;

meaning

of

up and strengthening
himself up comes into

to the stirring

nose of him

who

raises

view, in so far as, with such self-estimation, sneering, snuffling

scorn

(fivjCTTip^etv)

Nii'jno is

easily

not here spoken

connects

itself

;

but this view of

of.

SECOND APPENDIX TO THE SECOND SOLOMONIC COLLECTION
OF PROVERBS.—XXXI. 1-9.
Superscription
Ver. 1

:

Words of Lemuel the king,
The utterance wherewith his mother warned him.

Such would be the superscription
text as

it

lies

if

the interpunction of the

before us were correct.

But

it

is

not possibly
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1.

For, notwithstanding the assurance of Ewald, 5 2776.
it would be here used, remains an

right.

"pD 7N1D?, nevertheless, as

Certainly under circumstances an indeterminate

impossibility.

apposition can follow a proper name.
^ft) jna rvnriO

or "icp |VO

That on coins we read

nothing strange

is

;

use the words " Nero, emperor," and that

the article shows

that the case

is

in this case

we

we

also

altogether omit

singular:

the

apposition

wavers between the force of a generic and of a proper name.
similar case is the naming of the proper name with the

A

general specification of the class to which this or that one bearing

name belongs

the

in

e.g. 1 Kings iv. 2-6, or
Damascus, a town," or " Tel Hum,
here we have the indefinite article,

of persons, as

lists

in such expressions as, e.g., "

a castle," and the like

because the apposition

;

a simple declaration of the class. 1

is

But

would the expression, " The poem of Oscar, a king," be proper
Proportionally more so than " Oscar,
as the title of a book ?
king;" but also that form of indeterminate apposition

with a king with

to the usus log., especially

not a generic name, but a

is

that

"Lemuel"

is

rather than

ita('-i)

king," here in the
a double

Jeremiah.

so

;

title

we would

"fan 5>*M»i>.

is

contrary

apposition

We

of honour.

a symbolical name, like

Jareb," Hos. v. 13, x. 6
i>N1»^>

name

whom the
"Jareb"

in

assume

"King

expect the phrase to be
The phrase " Lemuel,

of this section of the book, sounds like

name, after the manner of :]?» "p3> in the book of
In the Greek version also the phrase Ae/xovikov

/3ao-tXew? (Venet.)

is

having joined to the

not used as syntactically correct without
a dependent genitive such as twv

/3acrt\e(»9

Apdfiwv, while none of the old translators, except Jerome, take
the words "j^d ^KID^ together in the sense of Lamuelis regis.
1

Thus

NtfD ^l? are to be taken together, with Hitzig, Bertheau,

Zockler, Miihlau, and Dachsel, against
KB'lo,

1

whether

Thus

it is

it

Ewald and Kamphausen

be a name of a tribe or a country, or of both

also with the

examples of indeterminate

gentilicia,

which

1

valid for -{?n {>Klo{> (for he translates ba^D ? symbolically,
which, however, syntactically makes no difference): "As analogous to
'
Lemuel, a king,' one may adduce ' Jeroboam, son of Nebat, an Ephra-

Riehm makes

thite,' 1

Kings

'Wp,

Ps.

xi.

vii. 1,

;
26, instead of the usual form ' the Bphrathite ' " and
for
p; on the contrary, |ru, 1 Kings iv. 5, does

wn

not belong to the'subject, but

is

the pred.
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same time,

at the

on

itself

the region ruled over by

is

name throws back

this proper

"|i>o,

the phrase

the king of Massa "

name by

proper

this

is

to

(vid.

Lemuel, and

the determination which

be translated

under xxx.

Ae/A/jiodv,

:

1).

Words

"

of

since

has

it

in

Lemuel

If Aquila renders

Symmachus by

'

Theo-

Ia/juovrj^,

dotion by Pefiovrj\, the same arbitrariness prevails with refer-

ence

to

the

and terminal sound of the word, as in the

initial

case of the words

'

A^fta/cov/A, Bee\£e/3ov\, BeXiap.

name

sounds like the

i>8«o$>

xlvi. 10, written in
1

?Ki' also

of Simeon's first-born,

Num. xxvi. 12 and

appears, 1 Chron.

iv.

1 Chron.

iv.

The name
'WD^ Gen.
24 as PNMM

;

Simeonite name, which

35, as a

Hitzig adduces in favour of his view that xbD was a North
Arab. Simeonite colony. The interchange of the names taiD"

and

S>KV3J is intelligible if it is

NO') designates the sworn

= DN3)

Mishnic

CO

1

supposed that

^XID'"

™) =

(from

(sworn to) of God, and ^XIDJ (from

God

the expressed (addressed) of

reference of lC and 1D3 to verbal stems

;

here the

but a
found only in the Arab., and with significations inus.
But there are two other derivations of the name (1) The verb
(Arab.) loadla signifies to hasten (with the infin. of the onoma-

verb

is

at least possible,

i"!D? is

:

top. verbs waniyal, like rahyal,

cially that

which

walking, because motion, espe-

tumultuous, proceeds with a noise), whence

is

which one flees, retreat. Hence <WD? or
be assumed as the ground-form,
might be formed from «-Nto 7X, God is a refuge, with the rejection of the s.
This is the opinion of Fleischer, which Miihlau
adopts and has established, p. 38-41
for he shows that the
initial N is not only often rejected where it is without the sup-

mcnonil, the place to
PNiop,

which

is in

this case to

;

port of a full vocal,

«m = urrjK,

e.g.

Mali

— ilalali

that this aphaeresis not seldom also occurs

has a

full vocal, e.g.

1T^

lalisa =. dl-lahsd (the

=

name

(Deus), but

where the

W, lahmaru = dllahmaru

of a town); cf. also

Blau

initial

{ruber),

in Deulsch.

Morgenl. Zeitschr. xxv. 580.
But this view is thus acceptable
and tenable; a derivation which spares us by a like certainty
the supposition of such an abbreviation established only by the
-irj&, Ad^pos, might well desire the preference.
(2) Fleischer himself suggests another derivation : " The si mi-

late Palestinian

1

In the Midrash KoUleih to

Solomon)

is

explained

:

he

who

i. 1, the name Lemuel
(as a
has spoken to God in his heart.

name

of

chap. xxxi.

name

fication of the
also in ver.

4

form PKto?

is

it is

second
§

2nd).1

consecratus, io^

poetic for

But

fication of his

that "

is

in both cases

first

derivation

an obscuration of

Lemuel" may be

shown by " Lael," Num.

is

It

the u

;

as

*?,

The

Masora."

certainly not less favourable to that

.

way

Deo

to be vocalized twtoj> after the

than to this second
the original

is
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2.

explained in this

iii.

24 (Olshausen,

King Lemuel, and a verihe himself by whom we reeeive

a beautiful sign for

is

name, that

it is

the admonition with whieh his mother in her care counselled

him when he attained

to independent

W=

nects itself with nai, after

of the

is accu's.

wrto,

manner

to

government.

we have connected
wrnEF

"l^K con-

kb>d with "]ta;

cf. Wtari, vii. 21,

;

it

with

xxxi. 12
wherewith (with which words) she earnestly
and impressively admonished him.
The Syr. translates
words of Muel, as if h were that of the author. " Others as
inconsistently
words to Lemuel they are words which he
himself ought to earry in his mouth as received from his
:

—

:

mother" (Fleischer).
The name " Massa,"

if it here means effatum, would be promore appropriate for these " Words" of Lemuel
than for the " Words " of Agur, for the maternal counsels form
an inwardly connected compact whole. They begin with a
question which maternal love puts to itself with regard to the
beloved son whom she would advise :

portionally

my son ? and what the son of my womb ?
And what, son of my vows ?
repeated no is completed by HEW (cf. Kohler under

Ver. 2 What,

!

The
Mai.

thrice
ii.

15),

and that so that the question

of exciting attention
as ruler,

and

:

Consider well,

listen attentively to

my

is

put for the purpose

my son,

what thou

wilt do

counsel (Fleischer).

But

HD would be only affeetation if thus
interpreted
the underlying thought must be of a subjective
nature: what shall I say, la'lS (yid. under Isa. xxxviii. 15), what
The question, which is at the same time a
advise thee to do ?
call, is like a deep sigh from the heart of the mother concerned
for the welfare of her son, who would say to him what is beneHe
ficial, and say it in words which strike and remain fixed.
the passionate repetition of
;

1

Simonis has also compared ^Ethiopic proper names, such as

Zaiasus. Zamikael, Zamariam.

ZaJerestos,
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is

indeed her dear son, the son

whom

the son for

God

and

;

as

whom

he was given her by God, so to His care she com-

The name "Lemuel

mits him.

she carries in her heart,

with vows of thanksgiving she prayed to
"

is,

as

we

interpret

like the

it,

anagram of the fulfilment of the vows of his mother. Via bears
the Aramaic shade in the Arameo-Arab. colouring of these
rf}2 is common in the Aram., and
proverbs from Massa
particularly in the Talmudic, but it can scarcely be adduced in
;

support of

lowing

;

HOT belongs to the 24,

ina.

vid. the

Masora

Ex.

to

We

Norzi at Deut. xxi.w 23.

'ID,

xxxii. 1,

with n or y not

and

its

fol-

correction by

do not write "QT1D1

Makkeph and with Metlieg, exclude one another.
Ver. 3. The first admonition is a warning against

;

no, with

effeminat-

ing sensuality
Give not thy strength to women,

Nor thy ways

to

them that destroy

kings.

The

punctuation ninpp sees in this form a syncopated inf.
ninonp (vid. at xxiv. 17), according to which we are
Hiph.

=

to translate

viasque tuas ad perdendos reges (ne dirige), by

:

which, as Fleischer formulates the twofold possibility,
either be said

:

it

may

direct not thy effort to this result, to destroy

neighbouring kings,

—

by wars of invasion

viz.

(properly, to

wipe them away from the table of existence, as the Arabs say),
or do not that by which kings are overthrown ; i.e., with

—

:

special reference to

Lemuel,

thereby be brought to ruin.

act not so that thou thyself

But

rapacious, and covetous propensity to
Venet. after

Kimchi

:

must

the warning against vengeful,

war (thus Jerome,

so the

cnrofxarTew /Sao-tXea?, C. B. Michaelis,

and earlier, Gesenius) does not stand well as parallel wkh the
warning against giving his bodily and mental strength to
women, i.e. expending it on them.
But another explanation
direct not thy ways to the destruction of kings, i.e.
toward that which destroys kings (Elster)
or, as Luther
translates
go not in the way wherein kings destroy themselves,
puts into the words a sense which the author cannot
have had in view; for the individualizing expression would
then be generalized in the most ambiguous way.
Thus roriB^
:

;

:

—

p?D

will be a

name for women,
Targum pita

translation of the

:

parallel to D'E^.

So far the
reap, jiliubus (n'npNp?) regum,

CHAP. XXXI
lies

under a right supposition.

But the designation is not thus
Schultens explains eatapultis regum after Ezek. xxvi.

general.

9

;

SL9

3.

inasmuch

but,

siege to the

he takes

as

translates

regum, for he regards nina as the plur. of

which he translates by

who

this as a figure of those

men, he

hearts of

a particip. noun,

niTTi,

The connecting form

deletor.

lay

expugnatricibus

:

of the

might certainly be rririD (cf. tp, from
ntO), but pta nnnb ought to be changed into 'W1 '»?
for one
'33, Isa. xxiv.
will not appeal to anomalies, such as '»?, xvi. 4
'»?, Lam. i. li)
2
or 'Ul 'nn, 1 Kings xiv. 24, to save the
Pathach of mncp, which, as we saw, proceeds from an alto-

fern. plur. of

this nriD

,

;

;

;

;

But

gether different understanding of the word.

be changed into

if

'a? is to

must go further, since for
nn» not an active but a conditional meaning is to be assumed,
and we must write nintop, in favour of which Fleischer as well
Gesenius decides

as

then one

'a?,

quon reges perdunt,

ne committe consilia factaque tua Us

et

:

regum

pestibus.

Ewald

also

favours the

change ninbp, for he renders nnD as a denom. of nb, marrow
those who enfeeble kings, in which Kainphausen follows him.

:

Miihlau goes further
enfeeble, to

the

he gives the privative signification, to
makhakha (cf. Herzog's Meal-

;

<~ino

Piel

Worterb. xiv. 712), which

ninODP

;

priately,

is

=

much more

Us quce vires enervant regum.
with Noldeke, adhere to ninb?,

probable, and proposes

But we can approdeletricibus (perditrici

by this change the parallelism is satisfied and that
nn» may be used, with immediate reference to men, of entire
and total destruction, is sufficiently established by such passages
as Gen. vi. 7, Judg. xxi. 17, if any proof is at all needed for
it.
Eegarding the LXX. and those misled by it, who, by pta
bus), for

and

DVsi>D,

;

4a, think on the

Aram,

r?^?, ftovXal, vid. Miihlau,

But the Syr. has an idea worthy of the discourse, who
p. 53.
translates epulis regum without our needing, with Miihlau, to
Perhaps that is
charge him with dreaming of on? in mnoi».
1

true

;

but perhaps by mn»b he thought of nino^ (from no, the
do not direct thy ways to rich food
adj. of nno)

particip.

:

(morsels), such as kings love
1

Also Hitzig's Bllnzlerinnen

courtesans]

and Bottcher's

and can have.

[women who

Streichlerinnen

there rejected, as they deserve

to'

be.

By

this reading,

ogle or leer

[caressers,

viz.

=

seductive

of kings] ara
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3b would mediate the transition

4

to ver.

;

refers to the immorality, the unseemliness,

word

large harem, only in one brief

much
much

rather

his

(3a),

one finds leisure for

to a banquet, for

himself

ways

a king,

is

But

be regarded as a sign of delicacy.

the more badly does T?]"^ accord with nine?.

one goes

who

may

it

and that the mother
and the dangers of a
cannot seem strange,

it

but of one

;

not said that he should not direct

is

it

so

Certainly

But

to a king's dainties.

conduct of the king, the warning

is,

if

mnb?

refers to the whole

that he should not regulate

conduct in dependence on the love and the government of
women. But whoever will place himself amid the revelry of
lust, is wont to intoxicate himself with ardent spirits; and he
his

who

danger of giving reins to the
now follows a warning
o against
o
drunkenness, not unmediated by the reading ninb? ;
is

thus intoxicated,

is

Hence

beast within him.

in

there

t

Ver. 4 It

is

Not
Not

not for kings,

for rulers to ask for intoxicating drink

5 Lest he drink,

And

The

and forget what

pervert the right of

usual translation of 4a

Miihlau)

;

but in

is

at times only

of

all,

Lemuel,

for kings to drink wine,

this

an

?K

ov,

is

:

all

is

;

prescribed,

the children of want.

non decet reges ... (as

e.g. also

not rightly rendered, which indeed
spoken with close interest, but yet first
is

especially in such paraenetic connection as here,

dissuasive
after 2

But now

fi-q.

nine' wzbiib ab

Chron. xxvi. 18, Mic.

part of kings,

it

iii.

does not become

be turned into a dissuasive form

1, signifies:

them
:

let it

it

is

or rtfipb a>Jxh

to drink,

it

is

a

ab,

not the

which may also

not be the part of kings

them not have any business therewith, as if it betheir calling
according to which Fleischer renders:

to drink, let

longed to

;

Absit a regibus, Lemuel, absit a regibus potare vinum.
The
clearer expression bamb, instead of bmnb, is, after Bottcher,
occasioned by this, that the name is here in the vocative per;

haps rather by

meaning of the name consecrated
to God, belonging to God, must be placed in
contrast to the
descending to low, sensual lust. Both times we write Vlbd? b$
with the orthophonic Dagesh 1 in the b following
b, and' with\

this, that

Vid. Luth. Zeitschrift,

which, with Ben-Asher,

the

:

1863, p. 413.
It is the rule, according to
to be written pj-ja

it is
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i, 5.

out the recompensative Dagesh, the want of which is in a certain
measure covered by the Metheg (vid. Norzi). Regarding the
(cf. nip, xvi. 16), vid. Gesen. § 75, Anm. 2
;
and regarding the sequence of accents here necessary, D^W? 'K
-,lr
'•AT
f ( not Mercha, Dechi, Athnaoh, for Deehi would be here
contrary to rule), vid. TJiorath Emeth, p. 22 § 6, p. 43 § 7.
In 4J nothing is to be gained from the Chethib IX. There is

inf. conslr. ine>

not a substantive

have

form

But
tion

IX, desire, the constr. of which would here
be read, not ix (Umbreit, Gesenius), but IK, after the
(Maurer) and why did the author not write "lSt? nixn ?

to
lp

;

the particle IX does not here also
for if

;

"iae>

others), then

it

with the connec-

fall in

ix connect itself with
J" (Hitzig,

Ewald, and
would drag disagreeably, and we would have

here a spiritless classification of things unadvisable for kins;s.
Bottcher therefore sees in this IX the remains of the obliterated N13D

a corrector must then have transformed the XI

;

which remained into

But

IX.

before one ventures on such

must be

conjectures, the Kert 'X [where ?]

abbreviated

J'K

would mean

tainly not, because 13E' fX IMri"ffl

D^m

or rulers (vid. regarding

which

But
Not W, but

inconsistent.

is

but into

""N,

Is

tried.

'N.

r*?

at

Cer-

and the princes,
have
no mead,
15),

viii.

:

does not abbreviate

'N, is in

the

it

(Herzog's Real- Worterbuch, xiv. 712)1

itself into

Heb., as well as in Ethiop.,

word with which negative adjectives such as ""pj 'X, not
Job xxii. 30, and in later Heb. also, negative sen-

the

innocent,

such

tences,

it-'SK *K

as

Therefore Miihlau vocalizes
this

word for

mead, or

there

:

that possible ?

is

not

mead

1

!

is

iv.

inadmissible,

9)

;

The author

jix,

^

not, like the Ethiop.
of the

Comm.

pjypt

1 Sam. xxi. 9 ?

itf

The

^

word

for the third

signifies either

not

,

X truly so unsuit-

intoxicating drink to

always means only ubi
aitS, also

abbreviated from

Geiger and
But why not

c. 6,

;ix-

traditional expression

(e.g.

But the

quomodo.

may to the D«n mx,

is

:

afford, for the passage

Ken

how came

since

others would read ix, because

from

then, the

Indeed, to explain:

able?

Gen.

Is,

"OW

and both

;

formed. 1

are

and thinks that the author used

is

before us, no meaning.

rulers

""N,

not possible,

so as not to repeat this

i>X,

But how

time.

is

it

:

is

'X

;

and Elias

Levita in the Tishbi, as also Baer in the Siddur Abodath Jisrael, are right
in defending it against that innovation.

VOL.

II.

X
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question ubi temetum, as a question of desire, fits the connection, whether the sentence means : non deoet principibus dicere

(Ahron

Josef

b.

supplies TiDS'ty) ubi

temetum, or: absit a

from our
nothing to be sup-

principibus qucerere ubi temetum (Fleischer), which,

view of 4a, we prefer.
plied

;

There

is

in reality

but as 4a says that the drinking of wine ought not to

characterize kings, so Ab, that

"Where

is

mead?"

this

(i.e.

1
eager inquiry after mead) ought not to characterize rulers.
not? ver. 5 says. That the prince, being a slave to

Why

drink,

may

not forget the Pi?™?,

and has become

ph, thus that

i.e.

that which has been

which

is

made

may

lawfully right, and

not alter the righteous cause of the miserable,

who cry

against

i.e. may not handle falsely the facts of the
and give judgment contrary to them.
PI **$ (Aquila,

their oppressors,
case,

Theodotion, Quinta, aXXoiovv KpLeiv)
to BStpb

non (rw).

to oppression

and

ViJPJia are

suffering.

is

elsewhere equivalent

who are,
This mode of
those

as

it

were, born

expression

is

a

Semitism (Fleischer), but it here heightens the impression of
the Arab, colouring. In 73 (Venet. wvtivovv) it is indicated
that, not merely with reference to individual poor men, but in
general to the whole class of the poorer people, suffering
humanity, sympathy and a regard for truth on the part of a

Wine

prince given to sensuality are easily thrown aside.
better suited for those

helped over which,

is

who

is

are in a condition to be timeously

a refreshment to them.

Ver. 6 Give strong drink to him that

is

perishing,

And

wine to those whose soul is in bitter woe
7 Let him drink and forget his poverty,
And let him think of his misery no more.

;

The preparation of a potion for malefactors who were condemned to death was, on the ground of these words of the
proverb, cared for by noble women in Jerusalem (rmp< D'tM
D^BTPacO, Sanhedrin 43a ; Jesus rejected it, because He wished,
without becoming insensible to His sorrow, to pass away from
the earthly
1

(as

life

freely

and in

full consciousness,

Mark

xv. 23.

The translation of Jerome, quia nullum sccretum est vli regnal elrietas
if the words were -ot? 's «n rvb), corresponds to
the proverb DMJ
:

KV' J",
same thing

when

"!1D

:

if

the wiDe goes in the secret comes out or, which
one adds ;« (= 70), mo (= 70) comes out.
;

is

the
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8, 9.

The

transition from the plur. to the sing, of the subject is in
ver. 7 less violent than in ver. 5, since in ver. 6 singular and
plur. already interchange.
"We write latpjin with the counter-

I^a

tone Metheg and Mercha.

who

xxxi. 19, one

designates, as at

goes to meet destruction

:

it

Job

xxix. 13,

combines the

present signification interiens, the fut. signif. interiturus, and
B'W no (those whose minds
lost).

the perf. perditus (hopelessly
are filled with sorrow)
iii.

is also supported from the Book of Job,
20, cf. xxi. 25, the language and thought and mode of writing

of which notably rests on the Proverbs of Agur and Lemuel
(oid. Miihlau, pp. 64^66). The Venet. ro« iriKpoh (not ^vxpoh)
C'n (poverty) is not, however, found there, but
T7)v tyvxriv.
only in the Book of Proverbs, in which this word-stem is more
at home than elsewhere.
Wine rejoices the heart of man, Ps.
civ.

and

15,

at

the same time raises

it

for the time above

oppression and want, and out of anxious sorrow, wherefore

it is

soonest granted to them, and in sympathizing love ought to be

presented to them by

wished

whom

this its beneficent influence

The ruined man

for.

perplexed his burden of sorrow

from

in danger

to be

;

the king, on the contrary,

is

what the law required
those who need help, to whom

this cause of forgetting

at his hands, viz. in relation to

especially his

is

forgets his poverty, the deeply

duty

as a ruler refers.

Ver. 8 Open thy mouth for the dumb,

For the right of
9

all

the children of leaving

Open thy mouth, judge

And

do right

righteously,

to the poor

and needy.

He is called dumb who suffers the infirmity of dumbness, as "iyj
and riBB, Job xxix. 15, is he who suffers the infirmity of blind;
at the same time, he
who, on account of his youth, or on account of his ignorance,
or from fear, cannot speak before the tribunal for himself

ness or lameness, not here figuratively

With

(Fleischer).
(ioyiXdXfp

;

Aquila,

after Gebhardt,

as

1

e.g.

Kings

p the dot. commodi (LXX. after Lagarde,
Symmachus, Theodotion, aXd\a> the Venet.

/3ffl/Sp)

xix. 3, 2

;

^K, of the object

Kings

vii. 7,

aimed

at,

interchanges,

DB'Sr^x, for the preserva-

tion of their life, or for the sake of their life, for

that

it

infin.

introduces the object so purely as here.

it is

And

seldom
that

an

such as fp?n should stand as a subst. occurs proportionally
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seldomer
artic,

Heb.

in

Num.

iv.

same way

in the

(Isa.

12

4

iv.

Ps. xxii. 7

;

Ps. Ixvi. 9) than

;

it

as ^jr"?.?, 56, belongs to the

of this proverb, but without

with n of the

cf.

;

Arab, complexion
to refer to the

being necessary

its

*|Wj -32

does in Arab.

meaning of these two words. Hitzig
explains after khalf, to come after, which further means « to
have the disadvantage," in which Zockler follows him but this
verb in Arab, does not mean varepeiv (yaTepeicrdai), we must
explain " sons of him that remains behind," i.e. such as come
Muhlau goes
not forward, but remain behind (an) others.

Arab, in order to

the

fix

;

and

further,

and Vaihinger those
is ranked next
representative
a use of the word

explains, with Schultens

:

destitute of defence, after (Arab.) khalafahu he
to

—

him, and has become his

foreign to the

Heb.

Still less

is

the rendering of Gesenius

=

" children of inheritance "
children left behind,
and Luther, " for the cause of

justified,

after khallafa, to leave behind

;

are left behind," by the phrase (Arab.) kJiallfany 'an
he has placed me behind his help, denied it to me, for
the Kal of the verb cannot mean to abandon, to leave. And
that t^bn '33 means the opposers of the truth, or of the poor, or
all

who

'awnili,

the litigious person, the quarrelsome,

is

perfectly inadmissible,

since the Kal f["bn cannot be equivalent to (Arab.) khilaf, the
inf. of the 3d conj., and besides, the gen. after pi always

whom

denotes those in whose favour, not those against

passed

the

;

change,"

We

lies.

also valid

against

Ealbag's

it is

"sons of

who

say things different from what they think
" sons of changing," viz. the truth into
must abide by the meaning of the Heb. *|?n, " to

i.e.

and Ahron

latter is

b. Josef's

follow after,

to

change places, pass away."

Accordingly,

Fleischer understands by ^vn, the going away, the dying, viz.
of parents, and translates

:

eorum qui parentibus

In another way Bashi reaches the same sense
prived of their helper.
that

we make

ey6n.
ii.

those

who

But

the connection

:

F|i>n

orbati sunt.

orphans de-32

requires

are intended themselves the subject of

Bightly Ewald, Bertheau, Kamphausen, compare Isa.
5f., this with questionable right), and under-

18 (and Ps. xc.

stand

by the sons

whose proper

of disappearance those

whose inherited lot,
(Symmachus:
omnium filiorum qui per-

fate, is to disappear, to die, to perish

wdvTcev vlwv airoi^oiievav

;

Jerome

:

chap. xxxi.
Iranseunt).

It is not

men
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10.

in general as children of frailty that

meant (Kimchi, Meiri, Immanuel, Enchel, and others),
after which the Venet. rtSv vloiv rov fiera^aXKeiv (i.e. those
who must exchange this life for another), but such as are on
are

the brink of the abyss.
P?V3, but
justice,

is

i.e.

(TO h, p^-DSB' is not equivalent to
the accus. of the object, as at Zech. viii. 16, decide
so that justice is the result of thy judicial act ; cf.

Knobel on Deut. i. 16. pi is imper., do right to the miserable
and the poor; cf. Ps. liv. 3 with Jer. xxii. 16, v. 28. That is
a.

sort, who directs his high function as a judge,
be an advocate [procurator] for the helpless of his

king of a right

so as to

people.

THIRD APPENDIX TO THE SECOND COLLECTION OF
SOLOMONIC PROVERBS.—XXXI. 10 ff.

The admonitions

of a faithful mother are followed by words

in praise of a virtuous wife
all

the prcedicamenta,

Hebrew

alphabet.

i.e.

The

;

all

the poet praises them through
the

twenty-two

letters

of the

artificialness of the order, says Hitzig,

proves that the section belongs to a proportionally late age.

But

if,

as he himself allows, even a Davidic psalm, viz. Ps.

constructed acrostically, then from

ix.-x., is

this, that

acrostic design is not so purely carried out as

ode,

it is

there the

here in this

no substantial proof can be drawn for the more recent
Yet we do not deny that it belongs to an

origin of the latter.
earlier

time than the earliest of the era of Hezekiah.
If Hitzig
back to the times subsequent to Alexander on account

carries it

of the scriptio plena, without distinctive accents, vers. 17, 25,

it

on the other hand, to be remarked that it has the scriptio
plena in common with the " utterance from Massa," which he
places forward in the times of Hezekiah, without being influis,

enced to such clear vision by writings such as
12)8,

xxxi.

6,

QiJtn,

xxxi. 4.

llta',

xxx. 22,

Besides, the plene written

T1J7,

which has its parallel in
"riy, Ps. Ixxxiv. 6, is in its form altogether dependent on the
Munach, which was added some thousand years after.
ver. 25,

is

incorrect,

and

tij?3,

ver. 17,
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LXX.

In the
the

Book

forms the concluding section of

this section

of Proverbs.

But

it

varies

from the Heb. text

in

The very same
that the 3 (arofia) goes before the y (layyv).
sequence of letters is found in the Heb. text of Ps. xxxiv. and

Lam.

ii. iii.

and

iv.

has interpreted allegorically the matron

Stier

here

com-

understands thereby the Holy Ghost in His
regenerating and sanctifying influence, as the Midrash does the

He

mended.

Tora; Ambrosins, Augustine, and others, the Church; Immanuel, the soul in covenant with God, thirsting after the truth.
As if it were not an invaluable part of Biblical moral instruction
which

here presented to us

is

Such a woman's mirror

!

is

no-

where else found. The housewife
to be
the poet shows how she governs and increases the wealth
of the house, and thereby also advances the position of her
husband in the common estimation, and he refers all these, her
virtues and her prudence, to the fear of God as their root (Von
Hofmaun's Schriftbeweis, ii. 2. 404 f.).
One of the most
beautiful expositions of this section is that of Luis de Leon, La
perfecta casada (Salamanca, 1582), which has been revived in
1
a very attractive way by Wilkens.
A wife, such as she ought to be, is a rare treasure, a good
is

depicted here as she ought

;

excelling

earthly possession

all

Ver. 10

X

who findeth her
She stands far above pearls in worth.

In the connection <n
is

:

A virtuous woman,
riE'K

and the

like,

the idea of bodily vigour

spiritualized to that of capacity, ability,

and

is

generalized

in virtus the corresponding transition from manliness, and in the
originally

Romanic " Bravheit," valour

we have

translated as at

woman,"

is

xii.

4,

to ability, is completed ;
but also Luther, " a virtuous

Tugend (virtue) has with Tucldigkeit
same root-word, and according to our linguistic

suitable, since

[ability] the

[German] usage designates the property

of moral goodness

propriety, while for those of former times,

of the tugend (tugent) of a

woman, the word combined with

the idea of fine manners (cf.

it

nio bj?,
1

xiii.

15).

The

and

when they spoke

)n,

question NXD<

A

x i. 16) and culture (cf.
»p, qu i s inveniat, which,

C. A. Wilkens' Fray Luis de Leon.
biography from the History of
the Spanish Inquisition and Church of the 16th cent.
(1866), pp. 322-327.

chap. xxxi.
Eccles.

from the supposition

24, proceeds

yii.
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ii.

of the impos-

of finding, conveys here only the idea of the difficulty of

sibility

In ancient Jerusalem, when one was married, they were
nxid IN KVO, i.e. has he found 1 thus as is said at

finding.

wont

to ask

Prov.

xviii.

:

22, or at Eccles.

vii.

A virtuous woman

26.

not found by every one, she

[braves

found by comparatively
few. In 106 there is given to the thought which underlies the
question a synonymous expression. Ewald, Elster, and Zockler
incorrectly render the V by "although" or "and yet." Fleischer
Weiti]

is

rightly

if not in form yet in sense, runs
13n designates the price for which such a

the second clause,

:

parallel to the first.

woman

is

is sold,

and thus

is

purchasable, not without reference

the Orient a wife

to this, that in

is

obtained by means of "inb.

"OB, synon. "Vno, for which a wife of the right kind

placed further,

is pin"},

i.e. is

more

pearls (rod. regarding " pearls" at

difficult to
iii.

15),

i.e.

than the price for

The poet thereby means to say

such precious things.

gained,

is

be obtained, than
that such

is a more precious possession than all earthly things
which are precious, and that he who finds such an one has to

a wife

speak of his rare fortune.
Ver. 11

2 The heart

And
If

we interpret tyf

,

The
of her

reason for this

is

now

given

:

husband doth trust her,

he shall not fail of gain.

after Eccles. ix. 8, as subject, then

we miss

thus be object., and the husband subj. to "lEirP &: nee
lucro carebit, as e.g. Fleischer translates it, with the remark that
bbti denotes properly the spoil which one takes from an enemy,

ft; it will

but then
of

all

also, like

kinds

(cf.

the Arab, danymat, can

mean

Eodiger in Gesenius'

Thes).

profit

and gain

Thus

also in

=

to come into possession, the reference to war
our "iriegen"
Hitzig understands by W>B>, the continual prosperity
disappears.
a
of the man on account of his fortunate possession of such

wife

WW
is

;

is

but in that case the poet should have said 7?W
gain, not the feeling that

here

meant the gain,
of bringing in

means
husband (Pika) can be

is

profit,

nnofc'

;

for

therewith connected.

There

which the housewife

is

(cf. Ps. lxviii. 13).

The

the

heart of her

at rest, it can rest on her whom it loves
perhaps a calling which, though
calling,
his
after
goes
weighty and honourable, brings in little or nothing; but the

—he

together,
wife keeps the family possessions scrupulously

and
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them by her laborious and prudent management, so that
there is not wanting to him gain, which he properly did not
acquire, but which the confidence he is justified in reposing in
She is to him a perpetual spring
his wife alone brings to him.
increases

of nothing but good.
Ver. 12

Luther

or, as

J

She doeth good to him, and not
All the days of her life

translates

"

Sie

evil,

:

thutjm

vnd kein

liebs

leids."

[She does him good, and no harm.]

She

is

her

life

from ever doing him

far

long

;

her love

is

evil,

she does him only good

not dependent on freaks,

deep moral grounds, and hence derives

The

poet

To
now

Ver. 13

The

verb

*l

rests

power and

all

on

purity,

accomplish, to
VirDDji,
form
cf. ^nD*, lb.
assimilated
the not

which remain ever the same.
perform.

its

it

describes

how

?03 signifies to

she disposes of things

She careth for wool and flax,
And worketh these with her hands' pleasure.

tyvi proceeds, as the

Arab, shows, 1 from the primary

meaning terere ; but to translate with reference thereto tractat
lanam et linum (LXX., Schultens, Dathe, Rosenmiiller,
Fleischer), is inadmissible.
The Heb. BhT does not mean the
external working at or manufacturing of a thing; but it
means, even when it refers to this, the intention of the mind
purposely directed thereto. Thus wool and flax come into view
as the material of work which she cares to bring in
and B'Jffi?
signifies the work itself, following the creation of the need of
work.
Hitzig translates the second line
she works at the
:

;

:

business of her hands.

Certainly 3 after

sphere of activity, Ex. xxxi. 4

;

1

Kings

nb>Jf

may

v. 30, etc.

;

denote the

but

if r?[?

—

had here the weakened signification business, irpay/ia, which
it gains in the same way as we say business, affair, of any object
of care,
the scarcely established meaning presents itself, that
she shows herself active in that which she has made the business
of her hands. How much more beautiful, on the contrary, is the

—

thought

:

she

is

active with her hands' pleasure

Schultens rightly explains, inclinatio flexa

aud pulchre manibus
1

The inquirer

is

et

!

J'SPI

propensa in

diligentissimis attribuitur lubentia

is,

as

aliquid,

cum

there called (Arab.) dams, as libros tercns.

ob-
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lectatione et

per oblectationem

accus., signifies often

:

sese
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14, 15.

animans.

Hfety,

without obj.

to accomplish, e.g. Ps. xxii.

32

;

here

it

stands, in a sense, complete in itself,

and without object, accus.,
as when it means " handeln" [agere], xiii. 16, and particularly
to act in the service of God
to offer sacrifice, Ex. x. 25 ; it
means here, and at Euth ii. 19, Hag. ii. 4, to be active, as

=

at Isa. xix.

ro^sa

to be effective

15,

or nna&6i? E>yrn

;

bOTl

is

equivalent to B^ril

under x. 4).
And pleasure and
love for the work, pan, can be attributed to the hands with the
same right as at Ps. lxxviii. 72, discretion. The disposition
(

c f.

which animates a man, especially his inner relation to the work
devolving upon him, communicates itself to his hands, which,
according as he has joy or aversion in regard to his work, will
be nimble or clumsy. The Syr. translates " and her hands
:

are active after the pleasure of her heart;" bnt faro is not
equivalent to PlVSns ; also Tana, j n the sense of con amove

(Bottcher),

The

not used.

is

following proverb praises the

extent of her housewifely transactions
Ver. 14

(LXX.

She

is

nate,

and thus

n She

is like the ships of the merchant
Bringeth her food from afar.

iyevero) like

to

be read

merchant ships

koSnijotli), i.e.

(ni s 3N3,

indetermi-

she has the art of such

away and bring wares from a distance, are equipped,
so the
and managed by an enterprising spirit

ships as sail

sent

out,

;

prudent, calculating look of the brave wife, directed towards
the care

and the advancement of her house, goes out beyond

the nearest circle

;

she descries also distant opportunities of

advantageous purchase and profitable exchange, and brings in
from a distance what is necessary for the supply of her house,
or,

mediately, what yields this supply (POT? ?* Cod. Jaman.
under Isa. x. 6), for she finds that source of gain
1

prn»!D, cf.

With this diligence in her duties she is
who is not awakened till the sun is up but

she has espied.
a long sleeper,

Ver. 15

1

She

riseth

And
And

The fut.

not

;

up while

it is

yet night,

giveth food to her house,

the fixed portion to her maidens.

eonsec. express, if not a logical sequence of connection,

yet a close inner binding together of the separate features of
Early, ere the morning dawns,
the character here described.
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such a housewife rises up, because she places care for her
house above her own comfort ; or rather, because this care is to
her a satisfaction and a joy. Since now the poet means without doubt to say that she is up before the other inmates of the
house, especially before the children, though not before the

maids

:

we have

the house,

not,

jriW,

in

to

think that the inmates of

the morning night-watch, stand round about

all in

and that each receives from her a portion for the approaching day but that she herself, early, whilst yet the most
her,

;

are asleep, gives out or prepares the necessary portions of food
for the day (cf. JW, Isa.

119

liii.

9).

portion decreed, vid. at xxx. 8.

the
1

(p)"

appointed
"On)

;

labour

Regarding *n9, food, from

with the teeth), and regarding ph, a

(to tear in pieces, viz.

(pensum),

It

is

true that ph also

and thus the

but the parallelism brings

it

day's

means
work

nearer to explain after

done by Gesenius and Hitzig after Ex. v. 14.
This industry, a pattern for the whole house, this punctuxxx. 8, as

ality in the

is

—

—

management

of household matters, secures to her

success in the extension of her household wealth
Ver. 16

The

t

:

She seeketh a field and getteth possession of it
Of the fruit of her hands she planteth a vineyard.

which she considereth, towards which her wish and
is perhaps not one beyond those which
she already possesses, but one which has hitherto been wanting
to her family; for the poet has, after ver. 23, an inhabitant of
a town in his eye,
a woman whose husband is not a landlord,
field

her effort are directed,

—

but has a business in the

city.

The

perf. n 9^I precedes

and

gives circumstantiality to the chief factum expressed by nnjsril.
" n$h is the general expression
Regarding DOT, vid. xxi. 27.
for purchasing, as jnj, 2ib, for selling.
Thus the Aram, and
Arab, ins, while, (Arab.) akhadh w'ta, Turk, alisch werisch
(from elmek, to take, and wirmeh, to give viz. sdtun, in the

—

way

Lat. venum), post.-bibl. jntM Nfr» or "rape} n]3lp,
denotes giving and taking
business in general " (Fleischer).
of selling

;

=

In 166 the Chethib

is,

Ewald and Bertheau, to be read J?t33,
be made dependent on nnpni, as parallel
with

and, with Hitzig, to
" of her hands' fruit (she gaineth) a planting of vines."
:
But a planting of vines would be expressed by D"D JJDD (Mic.
obj.

i.

6)

;

and the

Ken

nj?t»

is

more

acceptable.

The

perf.

as a
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17-19.

fundamental verbal form, is here the expression of the abstract
she plants a vineyard, for she purchases vines from
:

present

the profit of her industry (Isa.
this

vii.

augmented household wealth
Ver. 17

n She

Strength

is as

We

the 2 of njn

poet has

he continues

:

girdeth her loins -with strength,

And moveth

xciii. 1).

The

23, cf. v. 2).

in his eye, for

vigorously her arms.

the girdle which she wraps around her body (Ps.
write Jijn rnjn ; both words have Munach, and
aspirated.
Thus girded with strength, out of
strength she makes firm or steels her arms (cf.

is

this fulness of

The produce of the field and vineyard extend
beyond the necessity of her house ; thus a great portion is
brought to sale, and the gain thence arising stimulates the
industry and the diligence of the unwearied woman.
Ps. lxxxix. 22).
far

Ver. 18

t3

She perceiveth that her gain is good ;
her light goeth not out at night.

And

The

perf.

and

fut. are related to each other as antecedent

and

consequent, so that 18a can also be rendered as an hypothetical

She comes to find (taste) how profitable her
by the experience resulting from the sale of its prothe corn, the grapes, and the wine are found to be good,

antecedent.

industry

duct

:

is

and thus her gain (cf. iii. 14) is better, this opened new
of nourishment productive.
This spurs on her active industry to redoubled effort,
times, when she is not fully occupied by the oversight
fields and vineyard, she has another employment over
her light goes not out
ii.

till

far in the night.

i"P|?3 is,

night,

is

it

Ver. 19

i

to

is

mentioned

which she gives attention

which

Lam.

What
in

till

the

in the next verse.

She putteth her hand

And

and at
of her

as at

,
19, a needless Keri for the poetic ? .?3 (Isa. xvi. 3).

other business

source

to the rock \Spinnroclcen]

;

her fingers lay hold on the spindle.

work of spinning, and performs it with
Job xxviii. 9) signifies to take
up an object of work, and ^?£, with obj. accus. (cf. Amos i. 5),
the handling of the instrument of work necessary thereto. D)S3
denotes the hands when the subject is skilful, successful work
we accordingly say D'sa JW, not D'T JM'; cf. vers. 13 and 16,
She

applies herself to the

skill.

The phrase 3

"P <jj>p n ?^,
(
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Ps. lxxviii. 72.

What ^3 means

shown by the Arab,

is

falakat,

which, as distinguished from mighzal, i.e. fuseau (Lat./usws),
is explained by bout arrondi et conique au bas du fuseau, thus
the -whorl, i.e. the ring or knob fastened on the spindle below,

which gives it its necessary weight and regulates its movement, Lat. verticellus, post-bibl. n^3 (which Bartenora glosses
by the Ital. fusajuolo) or nniay, e.g. Kelim ix. 6, r)N jfat? V?Q
muxn, a spindle which holds the whorl hidden (vid. Aruch
under KO, iii.).
But the word then also signifies per synectoto, the spindle, i.e. the cylindrical wood on
which the thread winds itself when spinning (cf. 2 Sam. iii. 29,
where it means the staff on which the infirm leans) ; Homer
gives to Helen and the goddesses golden spindles (xpvaTJkd-

dochen partis pro

Accordingly

KaToi).

it

not probable that

is

the whorl, as Kimclii explains the word

one

spindle
to

"pa

by the name

calls

above

("1^3)

that

verteil, viz.

arpaicTos, spindle.

;

and Jerome
able)

;

3 also denotes

"Wa

is

which one

that which

fixes

on the

cr(p6vBvXo<;,

whorl, and

old interpreters have not recog.

mco denotes a thing belonging
the LXX., Aquila, Symmachns,

nised that

apparatus

The

,

"iiB''

spinning (moo)," according

to regulate the

which the Venet. renders Tit^O by

by

:

"

to

the

spinning

Theodotion, Syr.,

see therein an ethical idea (from IB'S, to

be capable,

but Luther, not misled thereby, translates with unusual

excellence

She stretches her hand to the rock,

And

He

her fingers grasp the spindle.

has in this no predecessors, except only the Targumists,

whose SOtpJO
rock.

(yid.

Levy) appears

also to denote the spinning-

The Syriac and Talmudic

Gesenius-Dietrich,

is

tM3,

which

compared by

is

another word, and denotes, not the rock,

but the spindle. Immanuel also, who explains "^3 as the
i.e. the spindle, understands (as perhaps also Parchon) by
the rock.

And why

should not the rock (wocken

the stock to which the tuft of

flax,

be upright as a

correctly as

"W3D,

i.e.

= distaff),

hemp, or wool

the purpose of being spun, Lat. colus, not be
"lEO, to

$>ry»,

-)1B"3

named

is

i.e.

fixed for

"lit^S,

from

upright in height, or perhaps more
as that which prepares or makes fit the flax
stick,

for spinning 1

Also in

meanings of the

close

0% Jer.

xxix. 26, there are united the

and the confining dungeon, and

r6B>*

=

ji^t?
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20.

1

the place which yields rest. The spinning-wheel is a
invention of the 16th century, but the rock standing
on the ground, or held also in the hands, the spindle and the
signifies

German

whorl, are more ancient. 2
relation, for

it

is

With

the spindle "]m stands in

fit

twirled between the fingers, as Catullus says

of Fate:
Libratum

tereti

versabat pollice fusum. 3

That which impels the housewife

to this labour is not selfishness,
not a narrow-hearted limitation of her care to the circle of what
is

her own, but love, which reaches out far beyond this circle
Ver. 20 3 She holdeth out her hand to the unfortunate,
And stretcheth forth her hands to the needy.

With WS3,

195, is connected the idea of artistic skilfulness
with HB?, here that of offering for counsel (vid. at Isa. ii. 6)

;

with sympathy and readiness to help, she presents herself to
those

who

are oppressed

alliance, as if

ever I can

by the misfortunes of

for an

life as if

saying: place confidence in me, I shall do what-

—there

thou hast

my

hand!

Hitzig erroneously

thinks of the open hand with a gift lying in

he named, for «p in
1

itself is

it : this ought to
nothing else than the half-opened

Otherwise, but improbably, Schultens : colus a

in orbem, circumnecti in globum.

In

t|?a,

-it>b

=

katr kathr, necti

whence *ps, he rightly

finds the

primary meaning of circumvolutio sive gyratio.
2
A view of the ancient art of spinning is afforded by the figures of the
12th Dynasty (according to Lepsius, 2380-2167 B.C.) in the burial chamber
of Beni Hassan (270 kilometres above Bulak, on the right bank of the Nile).
M. J. Heury, in his work L'Egypte Pharaonique (Paris 1846), Bd. 2,
p. 431, mentions that there are figures there which represent " toutes les
le fdage jusqu au tissage."
Then he
Lexfuseaux dont se servent les fileuses sont exactement semblables
aux ndtres, et on voit meme ces fileuses imprimer le mouvement. de rotation a
ces fuseaux, en enfroissant le bout inferieur entre lew main et lew cuisse.
3 In the " marriage of Peleus and Thetis," Catullus describes the work of
" Their hands are ceaselessly active at their never-ending work
the Fates

operations de la fabrication des tissus depuis

continues

:

:

;

while the left holds the rock, surrounded with a soft fleece, the right
assiduously draws the thread and forms it with raised fingers then it
;

swiftly turns the spindle, with the

away

in whirling circles."

Then

thumb

stretched down, and swings

it

follows the refrain of the song of the

Fates:
Currite ducentes subtegmina, currite, fitsi.

(After

Heutzbmg's

Translation.)
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Here Hitzig
206 we are not to think of alms.
hands,
that he
her
of
both
him
rightly : she stretches out to
he
may.
whichever
She
or
them,
might grasp them, both of
does not throw to him merely a gift from a distance, but above
Also

Land.

in

she gives to him to experience her

all

xvi. 49).

Here, as

at 19a, nn?B> is

warm sympathy

(cf.

•

Ezek.

punctuated (with Dagesh) as

The punctuation supposes that the author both times not
This one verse
unintentionally made use of the intensive form.
Piel.

(20) is complete in itself as a description of character ; and
the author has done well in choosing such strong expressions,
for, without this sympathy with misery and poverty, she, so
good and trustworthy and industrious, might indeed be pleasing
One could almost wish that
to her husband, but not to God.
been
given
to this one feature in the
expansion
had
greater
But the poet goes on to describe her fruitful activity
picture.

in the nearest sphere of her calling
Ver. 21 p She

is

:

not afraid of the snow for her house
is clothed in scarlet.

;

For her whole house

A

snow in the rainy season of winter is not rare in
Hauran, and neighbouring countries, and is
sometimes accompanied with freezing cold. 1
She sees approaching the cold time of the year without any fear for her
house, even though the season bring intense cold ; for her whole
fall

of

Palestine, the

house,

The

i.e.

the whole of the

connection

2 Sam. xv. 32
clear,

is

;

Ezek.

Tf, from ruB>, to shine, glance
with or without nj;?in the name of

is

Kermes worm, crimson or

be distinguished from
rfon, the blue.

family, are B^E* Kb?.

ix. 2, 3.

or high red, and

the colour of the

members of her

accusatival ( Venet. ivBe$v(iivo$ ipvOpa), as at

&)f

such VW (bright red)

scarlet,

perhaps to

the red-purple shell colour, and
are clothing or material coloured with
J03"iS,

(vid. at Isa.

i.

18).

The

explanation of

word by dibapha is inadmissible, because the doubled
colouring, wherever it is mentioned, always refers to the purple,
particularly that of Tyre {dibapha Tyria), not to the scarlet.2

the

But why does the poet name

scarlet-coloured clothin»?

On

a fall of snow in Jerusalem, the journal Saat auf
Heft 3 and in the Hauran Coram, to Job xxxviii. 22.
Vid. Bliimaer's Die geiverhliche Thatiykeit der Volker
den klassischen
Allerlhums (18G9), p. 21 f.
1

Vid. regarding

Hoffnung Jahrg.

3,

;
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22.

account of the contrast to the white snow, says Hitzig, he
clothes the family in crimson.
But this contrast would be a
meaningless freak. Rather it is to be supposed that there is
ascribed to the red material a power of retaining the heat, as
there is to the white that of keeping off the heat ; but evidences
this are wanting.
Therefore Rosenmiiller, Vaihinger,
and BSttcher approve of the translation duplicibus (Jerome,
Luther) [= with double clothing], because they read, with the

for

LXX., Q]W?

But, with right, the Syr., Targ. abide by

The

Kfrtlj, scarlet.

scarlet

clothing

is

of

wool, which as

such preserves warmth, and, as high-coloured, appears at the
same time dignified (2 Sam. i. 24). From the protecting, and
at the same time ornamental clothing of the family, the poet
proceeds to speak of the bed-places, and of the attire of the
housewife

She prepareth for herself pillows
Linen and purple is her raiment.

Ver. 22

Regarding Cj3"iD (with 3 raphatum),
mattresses

or

pillows

vid.

at

vii.

Theodotion,

(Aquila,

16.

Thus,

TrepiaTptbfiaTa

;

=

Jerome, stragulatam vestem ; Luther, Decke
coverlets) to
make the bed soft and to adorn it (Kimchi niDDn bv ni3v,
according to which Venet. leoo-fiia) ; Symmachus designates it
:

as afijun-dTTov;,

i.e.

TaTnyres (tapetce, tapetia, carpets), which are

hairy (shaggy) on both sides. 2
Sterol? j(\alva<;, lined

it

By
her

FipTiriB'y it is

own

bed, but that she herself

WW

attire.

W),

it

makes out of

brings over

D'JtP.

not meant that she prepares such pillows for

house) prepares them.
cogn.

LXX.

Only the

overcoats, for

But she

(i.e.

for the

wants of her

also clothes herself in costly

(an Egyptian word, not, as Heb., derived from

to be white) is the old

name

tw,

for linen, according to

which the Aram, translates it by pa, the Greek by /3wro-o?, vid.
Genesis, pp. 470, 557, to which the remark is to be added, that
"The

LXX.

aW,

hm/H; xKa!va.s, and hrings
reads together D'HTID
hushand remains without care for the memhers of the

into vers. 21 (her

family

if it

does not snow

the husband,

who

xiori£<i,

as

it is

to

be read for xt<»'&) an & 22
much kept in the hack-

appears to the translator too

ground.
2

Vid IiUmhroso, Recherches

Lagides (Turin, 1870), p.

Ill

sur VEconomie politique de I'Egypie sous
;

des

tapis de laine

pourpres, laineux des deux cotes (dfiQirctmi).

les

de premiere qualite,
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the linen [Byssus], according to a prevailing probability, was
Luther translates tw,
not a fine cotton cloth, but linen cloth.
here and elsewhere, by weisse Seide [white silk]

(cr-qpucov, i.e.

from the land of the Xnpe<;, Rev. xviii. 12) but the silk is first
mentioned by Ezekiel under the name of '•B'O and the ancients
call the country where silk -stuff (bombycina) was woven,
;

;

|»3"]K (Aram. Jl?"is, derived by Benfey,
uniformly Assyria.
with great improbability, from the rare Sanscrit word rdga-

vant, red-coloured

variegated colour)

much

;

rather from

red purple

is

=

D3"i

Di?"i,

as stuff of

the most valuable purple

;

garments were brought from Tyre and Sidon.
Now, first, the description turns back to the husband, of the
woman who is commended, mentioned in the introduction :
Ver. 23

Such

a wife

3

is,

Well known in the gates is her husband,
Where he sitteth among the elders of the land.

according to

xii. 4,

!w3

rntpv,

—she

advances

the estimation and the respect in which her husband

He

has,

in

is

held.

the gates 'Where the affairs of the city are de-

name; for there he
who are chosen into the

liberated upon, a well-known, reputable
sits,

along with the elders of the land,

council of the city as the chief place of the land, and has a

weighty voice among them.

(LXX.

The

phrase wavers between

JH13

ekvaxnai) and JH13. The
old Venetian edd. have in this place (like the Cod. Jaman.),

and

irep t'/3Xe7n-o? ^iverai

at Ps. ix. 17,

vi. 10, JH13,

and

JT]13

and that

;

is

;

Venet.

on the contrary, Ps.
correct

;

Ps. lxxvi. 2 (in the Biblia rabb.),

at

lxxvi. 2, Eccles.

for the Masora, at this place
is

disfigured.

description, following the order of the letters,

now

The

directs at-

tention to the profitable labour of the housewife
Ver. 24 d She prepareth body-linen and selleth it,
And girdles doth she give to the Phoenicians.

It

is

a

question

whether

pp

signifies

Sindhu, the land of India (vid. at Isa.

iii.

<tiv8u)v,

23)

;

cloth

from

the Arab, sadn

(sadl), to cause to hang down, to descend (for the purpose of
covering or veiling), offers an appropriate verbal root. In the
Talmud, pD is the sleeping linen, the curtain, the embroidered

cloth,

but particularly a light sinock-frock, as

summer

costume,

which was worn on the bare body (cf. Mark xiv. 51 f.).
Kimchi explains the word by night-shirt the Edictum Diode;

ciur. xxxi.

ham,

xvni.

16,

names aivhoves
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25.

Koirapiai,

the

as

Papyrus

Louvre, odovia iyKoi^rpia and the connection in the Edict
shows that linen attire (i K \ivov) is meant, although— as with
W, so also with
with the ancients and the moderns,
sometimes linen and sometimes cotton is spoken of without any
;

pD—

JEthicus speaks of costly girdles, Cosmogr. 84,
Jerusalem baltea regalia . . ex Hierosolyma

distinction.

as fabricated at

:

.

Jerusalem and Scythopolis were in

allata;

later

times the

chief places in Palestine for the art of weaving.

In Galilee
also, where excellent flax grew, the art of weaving was carried
on and the odovcu, which, according to Clemens Alex. Pcedag.
ii. 10, p. 239, were exported iK
79? 'Efipaluv, are at least in
;

their material certainly synon. with crivSove?.

syn. TJD,

pp.

reason

interpret

to

syn. KBO

r\\b,

*?J|33

=

njj?,

here,

v id. at 16a.

Regarding jriJ,
There is no

with the obliteration of

ethnographical meaning, in the general sense of

merchant
thus, as

;

an

for purple, 22b,
article of

is

the

"inb, trader,

a Phoenician manufacture, and

exchange, can be transferred

session of the industrious wife.

The

description

is

to the pos-

now more

inward
Ver. 25

Strength and honour

j;

is

her clothing

Thus she laugheth at the future day.

She

is

clothed with

TjJ,

strength,

i.e.

power over the changes of

temporal circumstances, which easily shatter and bring to ruin
a household resting on less solid
Tin, glory,

i.e.

foundations

elevation above that which

is

;

clothed

low,

little,

with

com-

mon, a state in which they remain who propose to themselves
no high aim after which they strive with all their might in
other words, her raiment is just pride, true dignity, with which
she looks confidently into the future, and is armed against all
:

sorrow and care.

The

connection of ideas, Tim

tjJ

(defectively

on the contrary, at Ps. Ixxxiv. 6, Masora, and only there
written plene, and with Munacli), instead of the frequent "Jin
Tim, occurs only here. The expression 25b is like Job xxxix.
7, wherefore Hitzig rightly compares Job xxiv. 14 to 25a.
Jiins UV, distinguished from rpnx, and incorrectly interpreted
(Rashi) of the day of death, is, as at Isa. xxx. 8, the future,
here that which one at a later period may enter upon.
Y
VOL. II.
written,
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The next

verse presents one of the most beautiful features in

the portrait

Q She

Ver. 26

And

The

3 of iioana

is,

openetli her

mouth

as also at Ps.

wisdom,
on her tongue.

-with

amiable instruction

is

xlix. 5, Ixxviii.

2, that of

means when she speaks, then it is wisdom pressing itself
from her heart outward, by means of which she breaks the
:

mouth. With ?J?, in the expression 266, elsewhere nnn interchanges under the tongue, Ps. x. 7, one has
that which is ready to be spoken out, and on the tongue, Ps.
Iprrrnin
xv. 3, that which is in the act of being spoken out.
silence of her

:

a genitive connection after the manner of torath nOK Mai.

is

ii.

;

The

6.

gen.

the object (thus

e.g.

Lev.

^?, the gen. of
Fleischer's instilulio ad humanitatem), but

not, as at

is

tdrath

vi. 2, in

i

1

the gen. of property, but not so that TDD denotes grace (Sym-

machus,

i>o/uo?

eirtyapi?

;

Theodotion,

vop,o<;

yaptros:),

meaning there is no example except
and since IDn in the O. T. is the very same as
for

this

which

love,

xx. 31,

1

it is

and not

|n

xl.

in the

6

N. T.,
Kinas

the fulfilling of the law, Hos. vi. 6, cf. 1
supposed that the poet, since he writes ion mifi

is

mm, means

without which her

high

because

Isa.

sentiment,

to

designate

by ipn

love for her husband,

would be no

virtues,

this

property

her industry,

viz. unselfish,

her

sympa-

gentle love.
Instruction which bears on itself the
stamp of such amiability, and is also gracious, i.e. awakening love, because going forth from love (according to which
Luther, translating holdselige Lere
pleasing instructions, thus
thizing,

=

understands
(i.

8), in

it)

— such

her mouth.

instruction she carries, as house-mother

Accordingly the

LXX.

translate (vid.

Lagarde regarding the mistakes of this text before us) deafiol
i\er)fioo-vvr)<;,
and Jerome lea; dementia.
"ipn is related to
rnqN as grace to love ; it denotes love showing itself in kindness and gracefulness, particularly condescending love, proceeding from a compassionate sympathy with the sufferings and
wants of men.
1

nan

Such graceful instruction she communicates

Iaimanuel remarks that Torath
rD13K>,

Gesetz

=

i.e.

whieh

statute.

is

non probably refers to the Tora, aud
wholly love, which goes forth in lore
to the
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27.

now

to this and now to that member of her household, for
nothing that goes on in her house escapes her observation.
Ver. 27 x She looketh well to the ways of her house,
And eateth not the bread of idleness.

Although there exists an inner relation between 27a and ver.
26, yet 27a is scarcely to be thought of (Hitzig) as appos. to
the suffix in FDiC ?.

Participles with or without determination
occur iu descriptions frequently as predicates of the subject
standing in the discourse of the same force as abstr. present
1

declarations, e.g. Isa. xl. 22 f., Ps. civ. 13 f.
n^S is connected
with the accus. of the object of the intended warning, like
xv. 3, and is compared according to the form with n'O'n, vii. 11.

n ?YL! signifies elsewhere things necessary for a journey,
vi.

19,

Hab.

and

the plur. magnificus

in

it

Job

denotes show (pompa),

but originally the walk, conduct, Nah.

ii. b'; and
and goings, but not these
separately, but in general, the modi procedendi (LXX. 8iaThe Chethib has JTO^n, probably an error in writing,
rpiftai).
but possibly also the plnr. of napri, thus found in the post.-bibl.
Heb. (after the form nip"]S), custom, viz. appointed traditional

iii.

6

:

= comings

here in the plur. walks

1

Aram. SO ?? {emph. Nrppn)

law, but also like the

common

Hitzig estimates

practice.

this

;

usage, manner,

Chethib,

understood

Talmudically, as removing the section into a late period

Talmudical signification

not at

but

;

appropriate (Hitzig
translates, with an incorrect rendering of itqis, " for she sees
this

after the ordering

of

is

the house "),

KSpHj e.g. Targ. Prov. xvi. 9, in

the walk or the

manner and way

the

all

and besides the Aram.
first

of going,

the Keri essentially the same signification.

schawet wie

her house].

only

line, signifies

and this gives with
Luther well Sie
:

jrem Hause zugeht [=she looks how
Her eyes are turned everywhere she

es in

;

it

goes in

is

one

at

time here, at another there, to look after all with her own eyes
she does not suffer the day's work, according to the instructions
given, to be left undone, while she folds her

own hands on her

but she works, keeping an oversight on
does not eat the bread of idleness (rni>5?J= rpyy,

bosom

;

bread well

deserved, for

iadureo, 2 Thess.

iii.

10.

el

tr

ov

6i\et

and

all sides,

xix. 15),

ep^d^eaOai,

but

/xijSe
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Now
woman

begins the finale of this song in praise of the virtuous
:

Ver. 28 p Her sons rise up and bless her,
Her husband (risetk up) and praiseth her.

The
Her

Piel 1E S
!

such a connection

in

children rise

up

(Dip,

denom. of

is

(^B'N).

"1E>'K

like e.g. Jer. xxvi. 17,

but here,

perhaps, with the associated idea of reverential honour) and bless
her, that she has on her part brought the house

and them

to

such prosperity, such a position of respect, and to a state where
(nDn) reigns, and her husband rises

love

up and

sings her

praise.
Ver. 29

We
3"i,

" Many are the daughters who have done bravely,
But thou hast surpassed them all together."

~\

have already often remarked,

not indeed in

precede, after the

its

sing.,

manner

last

but in

time under xxix.

its

plur.

CJn and

of a numeral, as attribute

syntactical licence, xxviii. 12,

6, that

Dial, can
;

but

this

by no means appears, and needs

be assumed as little here as at viii. 26, although there is
no reason that can be adduced against it. ?'H nt2>y signifies
to

here not the gaining of riches (the

LXX.,

Syr., Targ., Jerome,

Luther, Gesenius, Bottcher, and others), which here, where the

encomium comes to its height, would give to it a mercenary
mammon-worship note it indeed has this signification only
when connected with ? of the person Sibi opes acquirere, Deut.
vi.

17

;

Ezek.

reference

to

activity, in

xxviii.

?;n riB'N

—
4 — but

women than D'tM many
who have unfolded ability,
:

above them

bravery, energy, and, as the

demands, moral

accordance with

which the Venet. translates it.
sages, Gen. xxx. 13, Song vi.

self

:

:

all, i.e.

activity,

capacity for

one's calling, ttoi&v apeTqv, by

niJ2
9, a

is,

more

as in the

primary pas-

delicate, finer

name

of

daughters there have always been

but thou my spouse hast raised thythou art excellent and incomparable.

Instead of IVpy, there

is to be written, after Chajug, Aben Ezra
(Zachoth 7a), and Jekuthiel under Gen. xvi. 11, JVpy; the
Spanish Nakdanim thus distinguish the forms n&JSO thou hast
found, and nNSD, she has found,
n&p, for ]W, Gen. xlii. 36.

What now follows is not a continuation of the husband's words
ef praise (Ewakl, Elster, Lowenstein), but an epiphonema aucloris

CHAP. XXXI.

(Schultens)
referring

it

the poet confirms the praise of the husband by

;

to the general

Ver. 30

341

30, 31.

Grace

E>

A

is

ground of

reason

its

:

and beauty, vanity

deceit;

wife that feareth Jahve, she shall be praised.

Grace is deceit, because he who estimates the works of a wife
merely by the loveliness of her external appearance, is deceived
by it; and beauty is vanity, vanitas, because it is nothing that
remains, nothing that
material things

—

is real,

but

subject to the law of

is

The

transitoriness.

true value of a wife

all
is

measured only by that which is enduring, according to the
moral background of its external appearance according to the
piety which makes itself manifest when the beauty of bodily
form has faded away, in a beauty which is attractive. 1 nKV
;

Makkeph following) 2

(with

here the connective form of riN'V
'Vnnn is here manifestly (xxvii. 2)

is

The Hithpa.

(fern, of tfV).

not reflexive, but representative of the passive
the frequently occurring

??!?*?,

=

laudatus

(cf. xii. 8,

and

laudandus), nowhere

In itself the fut.
worthy of praise, but
Let her be praised) is recom-

occurring except in the passage before us.

may

also

mean

:

she will be praised

the jussive rendering (Luther

mended by the verse which

:

follows

=

is

:

n Give to her of the fruit of her hands
And let her works praise her in the gates
of her hands is the good which, by her conduct, she

Ver. 31

The

fruit

has brought to maturity,

— the

blessing which she has secured

for others, but, according to the promise (Isa.

secured for her

own enjoyment.

The

iii.

first line

10), has also

proceeds on the

idea that, on account of this blessing, she herself shall rejoice.
§ 37} is not equivalent
for in that case, inhonour because of
such e.g. as 7V
another
preposition
stead of the ambiguous JO,
«n,
cannot
be equiitself,
and
so
of
would have been used;

(with Gaja, after Metlieg-Setzung,

Pib-WPi

to give to her

.

.

.

;

—

—

1 Vid. the application of ver. 30 in Taanith 266: " Young man," say
the maidens, " lift up thine eyes aud behold that which thou choosest for
Direct thine eyes not to beauty (y\i), direct thine eyes to the
thyself
family (nriBB'D) ; pleasantness is a deception, etc."
!

2

The writing

Norzi,

-riSO'

1

is

that of

Ben

Asher, riX"V that of

from a misunderstanding, claims TINT; (with Gaja)

manner

of writing.

Ben Naphtali
as

Ben Asher's
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valent to

^n

Judg.

40.

xi.

would read, after
^sp an
Ps. lxviii. 35, Deut. xxxii.

(sing tlie praise of), as Ziegler
It

must stand with

1133, or instead of

is to be thought of, as at
the giving,
necessity of the case brings with it,
which
the
3,
Immanuel is
as a return in the echo of the song of praise.
right in explaining rfc-un by non rb •bam or 11331 1DH nnj? iby,
The IP, as is not otherwise to be expected,
cf. Ps. xxviii. 4.
give to her something of the fruit of her
after i:n is partitive

accus. obj.

—

:

hands,

i.e.

recompense

it

to her, render

it

thankfully, by which

not exclusively a requital in the form of honourable recogni-

but yet this specially,

tion,

praise

is

is

her works themselves.

to

be thought

In the gates,

of.

i.e.

Her

best

in the place

where the representatives of the people come together, and
where the people are assembled, her works praise her and the
;

poet desires that this

may

be right worthily done, full of cer-

and that they honour themselves who
woman, which carry in
own commendation.

tainty that she merits

it,

seek to praise the works of such a

themselves their

NOTE.
The Proverbs peculiar

to the

Alexandrine Translation.

In the LXX. there are not a few proverbs which are not
found in the Heb. text, or, as we may express it, are peculiar
to the Egyptian Text Recension, as distinguished from the
Palestinean. The number is not so great as they appear to
be on a superficial examination ; for many of these apparently
independent proverbs are duplicate translations. In many places

there follows the

Greek

translation, e.g. at

translation of the

14, 27,

Heb. proverbs another

15, iv. 10, vi. 256, x. 5,
xi. 16, xiv. 22, xv. 6, xvi. 26, xxiii. 31, xxix. 76, 25, xxxi. 29a.
i.

ii.

2,

iii.

These duplicate translations are found sometimes at different
places, e.g. xvii. 206 is duplicate to xvii. 16d; xix. 15 is duplicate to xviii. 8
xxii. 2cd
xix. 66, i. 196 ; xxix. 17 is
duplicate to xxviii. lied; or, according to the enumeration of
the verses as it lies before us, not within the compass
of one
verse to which they belong xxii. 8, 9 is a duplicate
transla-

=

;

:
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tion of ver. 8J

and 9a of the Heb. text; xxiv. 23, xxx. 1, n.
duplicate translation of xxx. 1 ; and xxxi. 26,
276, of xxxi. 26
of the Heb. text. 1
Everywhere, here, along with the translated proverb of our

Heb. text, there is not an independent one.
Also one has to be on his guard against seeing independent
proverbs where the translator only, at his own will, modified
one of the Heb. proverbs lying before us, as e.g. at x. 10,
xiii.

23,

xix.

he here and there
ii. 16 f., v. 5, ix.

as

7,

exegesis influence him,

tory clauses,
this,

19,

ii.

oftener, as at

18, v. 3,

iii.

ix.

12

lets

;

his

Alexandrine

and adds explana-

6,

seldom fortunate in

18, 22, 28, ix. 12, xxviii. 10, showing by
these interpolations his want of knowledge.
There are also,
i.

the translation, here and there passages introduced from
some other part of Scripture, e.g. : i. lab = Ps. cxi. 10, LXX.
iii. 22cd
iii. 8
iii. 28c
xxvii. lb, xiii. 5c, from Ps. cxii. 5,
in

'

=

cf. xxxvii.

=

;

21

xvi. 1

=

;
fieyas k.t.X.)
Sir. iii. 18
xxvi.
lied
Sir. iv. 21.
free reminiscence, such as xvi. 17, may
speak a certain independence, but not those borrowed passages.

(oer&>

;

A

=

Keeping out of view all this only apparent independence,
we place together the independent proverbs contained in the
LXX., and, along with them, we present a translation of them
into Heb.
Such a translation has already been partly attempted by Ewald, Hitzig, and Lagarde perhaps we have
been here and there more fortunate in our rendering.
It is
;

certainly doubtful whether the translator

verbs existing in Heb.

Greek.

Many

But the rendering

of

of

found

means useless.
It is of essential importance
judgment regarding the original language*2
1

One must suppose that here

placed alongside of the

LXX.
of the

But

in

originally

is by no
forming a

translations of other Greeks, -which were

in Origen's Hexapla, were taken

up

into the

not confirmed these duplicates were component parts
which Origen and the Syriae translators found already

this

LXX.,

LXX.

these pro-

all

them appear to be
them into Hebrew

is

:

existing.
2

These the translator has not printed, because, however interesting it
to the student of the Hebrew language as such, to compare
Delitzseh's renderings into Hebrew with the Greek original, as placed before
him, they may be here omitted, inasmuch as all that is of importance on
[

may be

the subject, in an exegetical point of view, has been already embodied in
the Commentary.]
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There are a few grains of wheat, and, on the other hand,

much chaff, in these proverbs that are peculiar to the LXX.
They are not, in the most remote way, fit to supply the place of
the many proverbs of our Heb. text which are wanting in the
LXX. One must also here be cautious in examining them.
Thus,

e.g., xvii.

19 stands

as a

proverb of only one line

As

true defects,

second forms a part of ver. 16.
noticed the following proverbs and parts of proverbs:
25b,

vii.

1, 2,

viii.

326, 33,

xi.

Zb, 4,

10b,

xviii.

15, xxi. 5, xxii. 6, xxiii. 23, xxv. 20a.

8,

;

the

we have
i.

16,

23, 24, xix.

All these pro-

verbs and parts of proverbs of the Heb. text are wanting in
the

LXX.

It

is

difficult to solve the

mystery of

this

Alexandrine trans-

and to keep separate from each other the Text Recension
which the translator had before him, the transformations and
corrections which, of his own authority, he made on the
corruptions which the text of the translation, as it came from
the first translator and the later revisers of it, has suffered in
the course of time.
They appear in Egypt to have heen as
lation,

arbitrary as incompetent in

The

handling the sacred Scriptures.

separating from each other of the proverbs of

Agur and

Lemuel, xxx.-xxxi. 9, has its side-piece in the separation of
Jeremiah's procemiums of the prophecies concerning the people,
Jer. xxv.
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THE TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.
HE

volume now

offered to students of the Bible completes

the Keil and Delitzsch series of Commentaries on the

Old Testament.
itself exclusively to

class of readers,

Like the

students and the more scholarly

theological

and will he certain

them, whether they

may

earlier volumes, it addresses

to find

a cordial welcome among

be able to agree or not with the con-

clusions of the learned author.

In an Appendix to the German edition there are added three

But as the commentary is in

by Wetzstein.

brief Dissertations

itself

complete without these, they have been omitted with Dr. Delitzsch's
concurrence.
import.

I content myself by merely indicating here their

In the

;iEnn n?B,

Song

pomegranate

first,

iv.

= the

Wetzstein aims at showing that the words

vi

3,

Dudaim

is

about the time of the

Eitz)

Song

vii.

of a

In the

13, is not the

mandr. autwmnalis, which

the case with most of the Palestinian
first

The passage, rfr

November.

plant,

vernalis of botanists, but the

begins to bud and blossom, as
flora,

(Spalt,

inner surface of a sliced pomegranate.

second, he argues that the

mandragora

signify the slice

7,

.

.

.

winter rains in the month of
'nn,

he accordingly translates

"Already the mandragora apples give forth their fragrance,"
are

because

already ripe;

fragrant.

In the

third,

translation of '3KH

.

.

.

it

is

on Eccles.
ftnn

by

"

only the ripe apples
xii. 5,

And

The

first

two of these

i.e.

are

he seeks to establish the

the almond tree flourisheth,

and the locusts creep forth, and the wretched
dissolution."

that

clauses,

life

is

brought to

he holds, denote the
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VI

season of the year [the beginning of the meteorological spring.

The

seven days from 25th February to 3d March are called the eijam
the (seven death-) days for old people] in which that

el-'agaiz,

i.e.

which

said in the third (the death of the old

is

The Translator cannot send

forth this

man) takes

place.

volume without expressing

his deep obligation to Dr. Delitzsch for his kindness in forwarding

various important corrections and additions which have been incor-

porated in the translation, as well as for other valuable suggestions

with reference to it
almost regarded

as

This English edition

a second

edition

of

may

consequently be

the work.

It

is

not

unlikely that in a work containing such a multiplicity of details,

and involving so many minute points of

may
no

be found

;

but

it is

criticism,

several errata

believed that the scholarly reader will have

difficulty in inserting the necessary corrections.

The Translator

has done his best to verify the references, and to present a faithful rendering

of

the original, and in such a

the author to express himself in his

own way,

form as to allow
so far as the idiom

of our language would permit.

Darvel,

May 1877.
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ABBKEVIATIONS.
The

abbreviations and technical forma

been retained.

common

These require no explanation.

to such critical works as this have

The colon

the original, to introduce a translation or a quotation.
following abbreviations have been used
F.

=

(:)

has been used, as in

In the text-criticisms, the

:

Cod. Francofurtensis of 1294, described

by

Delitzsch in his Preface to

Baer's edition of the Psalter of 1861 and 1874.

H.

=

Cod. Heideriheimii, a MS.

J.

=

Cod. Jamanensis, which was brought from South Arabia by Jacob Sappir,

and passed into Baer's possession.

Vid. Delitzsch'a Preface to Baer's

edition of Isaiah, 1872.

P.

=

Cod. Petropolitanus of the year 1010,

now

in St. Petersburg.

Vid. Pinner's

Prospectus, pp. 81-88.

D.

= A

E\

E»,

parchment ms. of the Song placed at Delitzsch's disposal by Baer.

E 3 E 4 = The four
,

Erfurt Manuscripts.
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THE SONG AND ECCLESIASTES.

INTKODUCTION" TO THE SONG OF SONGS.
|

HE

Song

is

Whatever

the most obscure book of the Old Testament.
principle of interpretation

there always remains a

and just such

And

solve the mystery.

as, if

number

one

may

adopt,

of inexplicable passages,

we understood them, would help

to

yet the interpretation of a book presupposes

from the beginning that the interpreter has mastered the idea of the
whole.
It has thus become an ungrateful task ; for however successful the interpreter may be in the separate parts, yet he will be
thanked for his work only when the conception as a whole which
he has decided upon is approved of.
But why such a minne-song in the canon ?
It is a love-poem.
This question gave rise in the first century, in the Jewish schools, to
doubts as to the canonicity of the book. Yet they firmly maintained it ; for they presupposed that it was a spiritual and not a
secular love-poem.

paraphrases

They

interpreted

it

allegorically.

The Targum
Exodus

as a picture of the history of Israel from the

it

coming of the Messiah. The bride is the congregation of Israel
and her breasts, to quote one example, are interpreted of the Messiah
"
But " Solomon
in His lowliness and the Messiah in His glory.
And all
is an anthropomorphic representation of Jahve Himself.
the instances of the occurrence of the name, with one exception,
are therefore regarded as an indirect allegorical designation of the
God of peace (vid. Norzi under i. 1). And because of its apparently
erotic, but in truth mysterious contents, it was a Jewish saying, as
Origen and Jerome mention, that the Song should not be studied by
any one till he was thirty years of age (nisi quis atatem sacerdotalis
to the

mviiisterii,

id

est,

tricesimwin,

annum

impleverU).

to the traditional Targ. interpretation,

out of Egypt,

it

it

Because, according

begins with the departure

forms a part of the liturgy for the eighth day of

A

SONG.
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2
the Passover.

The

five

Megilloths are arranged in the calendar
1

according to their liturgical use.

In the church this synagogal allegorizing received a new turn.

They saw represented in the Song the mutual love of Christ and
His church, and it thus became a mine of sacred mysticism in
which men have dug to the present day. Thus Origen explains it
Bernhard of Clairvaux died (1153) after he
had delivered eighty-six sermons on it, and had only reached the end
2
of the second chapter; and his disciple Gilbert Porretanus carried
in twelve volumes.

forward the interpretation in forty-eight sermons only to

v. 1 0,

when

he died. Perluigi de Palestrina gained by his twenty-nine motettoes
on the Song (1584) the honoured name of Principe delta Musica.
In modern times this allegorico-mystical interpretation is represented
in the department of exegesis (Hengst.), sermon (F. W. Krummacher),
and poetry (Gustav Jahn), as well as of music (Neukomm's duet
Er und sie), and even of painting (Ludw. von Maydell).
If the Song is to be understood allegorically, then Shulamith is
the personification of the congregation of Israel, and mediately of the
church.
All other interpretations fall below this.
Hug (1813)
understands by the " beloved " the kingdom of the ten tribes longing
after a reunion with the house of David
and Heinr. Aug. Hahn
Ludw. Noack (1869) has even
(1852), the Japhetic heathendom.
changed and modified the readings of the Heb. text, that he might
;

find therein the ballads of a Tirh&ka romance,

a series of pictures

i.e.

of the events occurring between Samaria and her Aethiopian lover

702, 691, and 690. These are the
Only one other interpretation recommends itself. Solomon's charisma and aim was the Chokma. The
Peshito places over the Song the superscription twioam noan.
Is
Tirhaka, of the years

(b.c.)

aberrations of individuals.

Shulamith, then, the personification of wisdom, like Dante's Beatrice
Bosenmiiller (1830)

we ought then

is

?

the most recent representative of this view

have in Dante's Convito the key to the allegorical
there sings sweet songs of love of his mistress
Philosophy.
But there is nothing in the description here to show
The one expression, " Thou shalt teach
that Shulamith is Wisdom.
me " (viii. 2), warns us against attempting to put Wisdom in the
interpretation.

to

He

place of the church, as a reversal of the facts of the case.
1
The Song was read on the 8th day of the Passover Ruth, on the second
Shabuoth [Pentecost] ; Lamentations, on the 9th Ab Ecclesiastes, on the 3d Suocoth [Tabernacles] ; Esther, between the 11th and 16th Adar [feast of Purim].
2
Vid. Fernbacher's Die Reden des. h Bernhard tiber das Hohelied, prefaced by
;

;

Delitzsch.

Leipzig 1862.
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But
remains

if

one understands the church to be meant, there yet
Who are the sixty queens and
that is inexplicable.

much

the eighty concubines
(iii.

7)

(vi.

8)

?

And why

The synagogal and church

?

are the heroes just sixty

interpretation, in spite of

two

thousand years' labour, has yet brought to light no sure results,
but only numberless absurdities, especially where the Song describes
the lovers according to their members from head to foot and from
foot to head.
But notwithstanding all this, it is certain that the
"great mystery" (Eph.
respect

it

32) mirrors

v.

itself in

the Song.

In this

resembles the love of Joseph and Zuleikha, often sung by

the Arabian poets, which
of the love of

is

God toward

regarded by the mystics

1

as a figure

the soul longing for union with Him.

Shulamith is a historic personage ; not the daughter of Pharaoh, as
has been often maintained since the days of Theodore of Mopsuestia
(died 429) and Abulfaraj (died 1286), but a country maiden of
humble rank, who, by her beauty and by the purity of her soul,

Solomon with a love for her which drew him away from the
wantonness of polygamy, and made for him the primitive idea of
marriage, as it is described in Gen. iii. 23 ff., a self-experienced
reality.
This experience he here sings, idealizing it after the manner
of a poet i.e., removing the husk of that which is accidental, he goes
back to its kernel and its essential nature. We have before us six
dramatic figures, each in two divisions, which represent from within
the growth of this delightful relation to its conclusion This sunny
glimpse of paradisaical love which Solomon experienced, again became
darkened by the insatiableness of passion but the Song of Songs has
perpetuated it, and whilst all other songs of Solomon have disappeared, the providence of God has preserved this one, the crown of
them all It is a protest against polygamy, although only in the
measure one might expect from the Mosaic standpoint For the Tdra
filled

;

;

recognises, indeed, in its primitive history

monogamy

as the original

form (Matt. xix. 4-6) but in its legislation, giving up the attempt to
abolish polygamy, it is satisfied with its limitation (Deut. xvii. 1 7).
The Song celebrates paradisaical, but yet only natural love
(minne).
It stands, however, in the canon of the church, because
Solomon is a type of Him of whom it can be said, " a greater than
Solomon is here " (Matt. xii. 1 2). Eeferred to Him the antitype, the
earthly contents receive a heavenly import and glorification.
W©
see therein the mystery of the love of Christ and His* church
shadowed forth, not, however, allegorically, but typically. The allegory has to coincide throughout with that which is represented ; but
1
Vid. Hammer -Purgstall's Das Jwhe Lied der Lube der Araber, 1854.
;
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the type

is

always only a type sublractis subtrahendis, and is exceedIn this sense Jul Sturm (1854) has

ingly aurpassed by the antitype.

paraphrased the Song under the
(the typical

and the

title

antitypical).

of " Zwei Rosen " (two roses)

When my monograph on

the

Song appeared (1851), a notice of it in Colani's Revue de Theologie
(1852) began with the frivolous remark: " Ce ri est pas la premiere
reverie de ce genre sur le lime en question ; plut a Dim que ce fiit la
derniere;" and Hitzig (1855) judged that "such a work might properly have remained unprinted
it represents nothing but a perverse
inconsiderate literature which has no conception of scientific judgment and industry." But this work (long since out of print and
now rare) was the fruit of many years of study. The commentary
-

;

here given

is based on it, but does not put it out of date.
It broke
with the allegorizing interpretation, the untenableness of which

appears against his will in Hengstenberg's commentary (1853); it
broke also with the theory which regards the poem as a history of
Solomon's unsuccessful seductive efforts to gain the Shulamite's
affections,

a theory which Hitzig (1855) tries to exempt from the

by

arbitrarily increasing the

of speakers and actors in the plot.

I certainly succeeded in

necessity of doing violence to the text

number

finding the right key to the interpretation of this work.
Zockler has
book 1 as presenting " the only correct interpretation
recognised

my

design and contents."

Kingsbury, author of the notes on the
Song in The Speaker's Commentary, has expressed the same judgment.
Poets such as Stadelmann (Das Hohelied, ein dramatisches Gedicht =
The Song of Songs a dramatic poem, 1870) and J. Koch, late pastor
of St. Mary's in Parchim (djed 1873), have recognised in their
beautiful German paraphrases my interpretation as natural and in
conformity with the text and for twenty years I have constantly
more and more seen that the solution suggested by me is the right
and only satisfactory one.
Shulamith is not Pharaoh's daughter. The range of her thoughts
is not that of a king's daughter, but of a rustic maiden ; she is a
stranger among the daughters of Jerusalem, not because she comes
from a foreign land, but because she is from the country she is
dark-complexioned, not from the sun of her more southern home, but
from the open sunshine to which she has been exposed as the keeper
in body and soul she is born to be a princess, but in
of a vineyard
reality she is Dut the daughter of a humble family in a remote part
of Galilee ; hence the child-like simplicity and the rural character
of her thoughts, her joy in the open fields, and her longing after the

of

its

:

;

;

;

['

Das Hohelied

untersucht u. ausg.

Leipzig 1851.]
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Solomon appears here in loving
he had not found among a

quiet life of her village home.

fellowship with a

woman

5

such

as

thousand (Eccles. vii. 28) and although in social rank far heneath
him, he raises her to an equality with himself. That which attached
;

her to him

is

not her personal beauty alone, but her beauty animated

and heightened by nobility of

She

soul.

is

a pattern of simple

devotedness, naive simplicity, unaffected modesty, moral purity, and

frank prudence,

—

a lily of the

could claim to be in
of Songs unless

we

field,

all his glory.

perceive that

it

more beautifully adorned than he
"We cannot understand the Song
presents before us not only Shu-

which make her
and noblest in woman. Her words
and her silence, her doing and suffering, her enjoyment and selfdenial, her conduct as betrothed, as a bride, and as a wife, her
behaviour towards her mother, her younger sister, and her brothers,

lamith's external attractions, but also all the virtues

the ideal of all that

is

gentlest

the impression of a beautiful soul in a .body formed as
were from the dust of flowers.
Solomon raises this child to the
rank of queen, and becomes beside this queen as a child. The simple
one teaches the wise man simplicity the humble draws the king
down to her level the pure accustoms the impetuous to selfFollowing her, he willingly exchanges the bustle and the
restraint.
outward splendour of court life for rural simplicity, wanders gladly
over mountain and meadow if he has only her with her he is content
The erotic external side of the poem has
to live in a lowly cottage.
We have here no " song of loves "
thus an ethical background.
The
(Ezek. xxxiii. 32) having reference to sensual gratification.

all this gives
it

;

;

;

rabbinical proverb is right

would

when

it

utters its threat against

him who

even a single verse of it, as a piece of secular
The Song transfigures natural but holy love. Whatever

treat this Song, or

literature.

1

in the sphere of the divinely-ordered marriage relation

the happiest, firmest bond uniting two souls together,

is

makes love
presented to

" The Song," says Herder, " is written as
Adam's song Thou art my second self Thou art
mine own echoes in it in speech and interchanging song from end
The place of the book in the canon does not need any
td end."
further justification; that its reception was favoured also by the
supposition that it represented the intercourse between Jahve and

us here in living pictures.
if

in Paradise.

:

!

!

the congregation of Israel,
established.

the book
1

is

The

may

be conjectured indeed, but

not an allegory,

not

is

would have been false for
and Solomon is by no means an Alle-

supposition, however,

Cf. Tosefta Sanhedrin xii., SanJiedrin

iii.a,

;

and the commencement of the

tract Kalla.
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gorumenon of God. But the congregation is truly a bride (Jer. ii. 2;
Isa. lxii. 5), and Solomon a type of the Prince of peace (Isa. ix. 5
Luke xL 31), and marriage a mystery, viz. as a pattern of the loving
relation of God and His Christ to the church (Eph. v. 32).
The
Song has consequently not only a historico-ethical, but also a typicomystical meaning. But one must be on his guard against introducing
again the allegorical interpretation as Soltz (1850) has done, under
;

the misleading

title of

The typical

the typical interpretation.

inter-

pretation proceeds on the idea that the type and the antitype do not

exactly coincide

;

the mystical, that the heavenly stamps itself in the

earthly, but is yet at the

same time immeasurably

Besides, the historico-ethical interpretation

is to

different

But because Solomon

proper business of the interpreter.

from

it.

be regarded as the
is

a type

(vaticinium reale) of the spiritual David in his glory, and earthly love

a shadow of the heavenly, and the Song a part of sacred history and of
canonical Scripture,

we

will not

omit here and there to indicate that the

love subsisting between Christ and His church shadows itself forth in

it.

But the prevailing view which Jacobi (1771) established, and
whicli has predominated since Umbreit (1820) and Ewald (1826),
According to them, the Song celebrates the
is different from ours.
The beloved of
victory of the chaste passion of conjugal love.
Shulamith is a shepherd, and Solomon acts toward her a part like
that of Don Juan with Anna, or of Faust with Gretchen. Therefore,
of course, his authorship is excluded, although Anton (1773), the
second oldest representative of this so-called shepherd hypothesis,
supposes that Solomon at a later period of his

life

recognised his

and now here magnanimously praises the fidelity of Shulamith,
who had spurned his enticements away from her; and a Jewish
interpreter, B. Hollander (1871), following Hezel (1780), supposes
that Solomon represents himself as an enticer, only to exhibit the ideal

folly,

of female virtue as triumphing over the greatest seduction.

Similarly

Godet (1867),1 who, resting on Ewald, sees here a very complicated mystery presented by Solomon himself, and pointing far beyond
him Solomon, the earthly Messiah Shulamith, the true Israel the
shepherd, Jahve, and as Jahve who is about to come, the heavenly
Solomon ; the little sisters, heathenism it is the old allegory, able
for everything, only with changed names and a different division of
the parts which here comes in again by the back-door of the
sed uction-history ?
also

;

:

;

—

No. 22-24 of the Berne Kirchenfreund.
The Jewish interpreter Malbim (1850)
accepts also this seduction-history : Solomon = the sensual impulse ; Shulamith =
1

*

Vid. Jahrg.

And

i.

in this Godet stands not alone.
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Thus

an end to the overIn one point, however, at least, it has aided
Herder saw in the Song a
in the understanding of the Song.
collection of Solomonic songs of love, which he translated (1778),
But Goethe,
as the oldest and the most beautiful, from the Orient.
who in the Westdst. Divan (1819) praises the Song as the most
this seduction-history has not put

ingenious allegorizing.

divine of all love-songs, recognised, after the appearance of TJmhreit's
Comm., the unity also of the " inexplicably mysterious."

We

are not conscious of

any prejudice which makes it impossible
which TJmbreit and

do justice to the interpretation to

for us to

Ewald gave

currency.

It abundantly accounts for the reception of

the book into the canon, for so interpreted

And

and aim.

has a moral motive

it

the personality of Solomon has certainly not merely

a bright side, which is typical, but also a dark side, which is
pregnant with dark issues for his kingdom ; it may perhaps be
possible that in the Song the latter, and not the former, is brought

Then, indeed, the inscription would rest on an error ; for
that in this case also the Solomonic authorship could be maintained,
to view.

is

interest, mounts up
But the truth goes beyond the tradi-

an idea which, in the traditional-apologetical

to a faith in the impossible.

tion

;

the inscription would then indicate a traditional interpretation

evident from the book itself, does not correspond with
meaning and aim. " It is clear to every unprejudiced
mind," says Gustav Baur,1 " that in ii. 10-15, iv. 8-15, a different
person speaks from the royal wooer; for (1) Solomon only says,
'my friend' [i. 15, etc.] while, on the other hand, the shepherd
heaps up flattering words of warmest love (2) Solomon praises only

which, as

is

its original

;

;

woman
warm love,

the personal beauty of the
the enchanting look, the

beloved

;

—

;

the shepherd, the sweet voice,
the incorruptible chastity of his

in short, the former reveals the eye

of the king ; the latter, the heart of a

We

divine flame of true love."

such as

iv.

13 are

the twin gazelles

and the sensuousness

man who

is

animated by the

only ask, meanwhile, whether words

sensuous than iv. 5, and whether the image of
not more suitable in the mouth of the shepherd

less
is

than the comparison of the attractions of Shulamith with the exotic
plants of Solomon's garden

?

"

In three passages," says Godet, " lies

open the slender thread which Ewald's penetrating eye discovered
under the flowers and leaves which adorn the poem ' The king has
brought me into his palace ' (i. 4) ; 'I knew not how my heart has
:

the spirit-soul

=

; the little sister
the natural soul
heavenly Friend, the Shepherd of the universe.
1

;

and Shulamith's beloved

=

the

LUeralurb. der Darmsl. Kirchenzeitung, 1851, pp. 114-146, and 1854, No. 11.
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me to the chariots of a princely people (vi. 12); 'I was a
and have found peace before his eyes' (viii. 10)." The same
critic also finds in several passages an apparent contrariety between
Solomon and the shepherd. "Observe," says he, " e.g. i. 12, 13,
where the shepherd whom Shulamith calls her spikenard, and comis placed over against the
pares to a bunch of flowers on her breast
king, who sits on his divan ; or vii. 9 f., where, suddenly interrupting
the king, she diverts the words which he speaks concerning herself
or viii. 7, where, leaning on the arm of her beloved,
to her beloved
she expresses her disregard for riches, with which Solomon had

brought

'

wall,

—

—

;

sought to purchase her love."
the shepherd, not at

all

But spikenard

the figure of a

is

man and
;

not the figure of
she

who

is

praised

2) cannot say (vi. 12) that, enticed by
curiosity to see the royal train, she was taken prisoner, and now

as a "prince's daughter"

(vii.

among the daughters

of Jerusalem
than he with
can
be
no
other
12)
whom she now finds herself in her parents' home. The course of the
exposition will show that the shepherd who is distinguished from

finds herself, against her will,

and he

whom

Solomon

is

she addresses

(viii.

nothing else than a shadow cast by the person of

Solomon.

The Song is a dramatic pastoral. The ancients saw in it a
carmen bucolicum mimicum. Laurentius Petraus, in his Heb.-Danish
Paraphrase (1640), calls it carmen bucolicum, afwifiatov (Bpafiarikov) ; George Wachter (1722), an "opera divided into scenic parts."
a pastoral poem from this, that Shulamith is a shepherdess, that she thinks of Solomon as a shepherd,
and that Solomon condescends to occupy the sphere of life and of
thought of the shepherdess.
It is not properly an idyll, nor yet properly a drama.
Not an idyll, because the life-image which such a
miniature drawn from life
such, e.g., as the Adon. of Theocritus
presents to us
unfolds itself within a brief time without interruption ; in the Song, on the other hand, not merely are the places
and persons interchanged, but also the times. The whole, however, does not fall into little detached pictures
but there runs
through this wreath of figures a love-relation, which embodies itself
externally and internally before our eyes, and attains the end of its
desire, and shows itself on the summit of this end as one that is not
merely sensuous, but moral.
The Song is certainly not a theatrical
piece •} the separate pieces would necessarily have been longer if the
It acquires the character of

—

—

;

1

" Shulamith," says E. F. Friedrich (1855 and 1866), "is the oldest theatrical
Ewald and Bottcher, who find not fewer than twelve persons
mentioned in it, think that it was represented on an actual stage. Then, indeed, it

piece in existence."
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But

poet had had in view the changes of theatrical scenery.
all

events the theatre is not a Semitic institution, but

at

of Indo-

is

Jewish poetry attempted the drama only
began in Alexandrinism 1 to emulate Greece.
Griitz' (1871)

Tersian Greek origin.
after it

polemic against the dramatists
in the

Book of Job,

tion from the lyric

is

But yet we

so far justified.

so in the Song, the

drama

and narrative form of poetry,

see, as

in process of formaas it has developed

among the Greeks from the lyric, and among the Indians from the
epic.
In the Book of Job the colloquies are all narrative.
In the

my

i
this is never the case
for the one expression, " answered
beloved, and said to me " (ii 1 0), is not to be compared with, " and

Song

Job answered and said

:

" the former expression indicates a monologue.
in the " Daughters of Jerusalem " (i. 5, etc.) we have already

And

The ancient Greek

something like the chorus of the Greek drama.

mss. bear involuntary testimony to this dramatic character of the

Song.

There are several of them which prefix to the separate

addresses the names of the persons speaking, as

And

17

vv/ufyrj,

6

vvfi^w?

the Aethiopic translation makes five separate pieces, probably,

as the Cod. Sinait. shows, after the

example of the LXX., which

appear as divisions into Acts.

The whole falls into the following six Acts
(1.) The mutual affection of the lovers, i. 2—ii. 7, with the conclusion, " I adjure you, ye daughters of Jerusalem."
The
mutual seeking and finding of the lovers, ii. 8-iii. 5, with
(2.)
the conclusion, " I adjure you, ye daughters of Jerusalem."
(3.) The fetching of the bride, and the marriage, iii. 6-v. 1,
? " and ending with,
beginning with, " Who is tins
" Drink and be drunken, beloved."
(4.) Love scorned, but won again, v. 2-vi. 9.
(5.) Shulamith the attractively fair but humble princess, vi. 10?
viii. 4, beginning with, " Who is this
" and ending
:

.

.

.

.

.

.

with, " I adjure you, ye daughters of Jerusalem."

—

would be the oldest drama older than Thespis and Kalidasa. For the Sakuntala and
the drama Der Kaufmann urtd die Bajadere belong to the first century of our era.
1 Vid. my Prolegomena
to Luzzatto's TJJ injD (Heb Paraphrase of the Pastors
fido of Guarini), 1837, pp. 24-32.
* Similar is the relation between

Homer, where the speakers are introduced
with narrative, and our national epics, the Nibelungen and Gudrun which become
dramatic when the action and the feeling rise to a higher elevation : the words of
the different persons follow each other without introduction, so that here the
manner of the singer had to become dramatic.
8 Vid.

Repert.

far

bibl.

u.

morgenl. Lit.

viii.

(1781), p. 180.

The Archiman-

drite Porphyrios describes such a MS. in bis (Russian) Reisewerk (1856).
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The

of the covenant of love in Shulamith'a
?
5-14, beginning with, " Who is this
Zockler reckons only five acts, for he comprehends v. 2-viii. 4
in one
but he himself confesses its disproportionate length and
the reasons which determine him are invalid for the analogy of the
Book of Job, which, besides, including the prologue and the epilogue,
falls into seven formal parts, can prove nothing
and the question,
" Who is this ? " vi. 10, which he interprets as a continuation of the
encomium in vi 9, is rather to be regarded, like iii. 8, viii. 5,
as a question with reference to her who is approaching, and as
introducing a new act for the supposition that vi. 9 requires to be
(6.)

ratification

home,

viii

.

.

.

;

;

;

;

;

by a statement of what was included in the

further explained
"

blessing "

" praising " is

and the

unwarranted, since these are ideas

requiring no supplement to explain them (Gen. xxx.

13

Ps. xli 3,

;

and the poet, if he had wished to explain the praise as
to its contents, would have done this otherwise (cf. Prov. xxxi. 28 f.)
than in a way so fitted to mislead. Eightly, Thrupp (1862) regards
cvii.

vi.

32),

10

He

as the chorus of the daughters of Jerusalem.

divides as

follows: (1) the Anticipation,! 2-ii. 7; (2) the Awaiting, ii

5

iii.

viii.

Espousal and

(3) the

;

Absence,

v.

2-8;

Eesults,

its

(5) the Presence, v. 9-viii.

new formal

part

1

(4) the

;

Triumph,
But how can v. 9

(6) Love's

4;

5-12, with the Conclusion, viii 13, 14.

begin a

6- v.

iii.

8-

It is certainly the reply to Shulamith's.

?

adjuration of the daughters of Jerusalem, and not at all the com-

mencement of a new

much

scene,

less of a

new

act.

In our division into six parts, the separate acts, for the most
part necessarily, and in every case without any violence, divide
themselves into two scenes each, thus
:

Act
„

I.

II.

„ III.

i

„

8—iii.

5.

6-v. 1.

iii.

„ IV. v.

Scene

2-ii. 7.

ii.

2-vi

9.

V. vi 10-viii. 4.

„ VI.

The

first

but

it

viii.

1.

i.

2-8.

„

ii

„

iii.

8
6

„

„

vi.

„

viii.

2.

„

ff.

v. 2-vi. 3.

5-14.

Scene

ff.

10-vii. 6.

5-7.

i.

9—ii.

iii.

7.

1-5.

„

iv.

1-v. 1.

4-9.

„

vi.

„

vii 7-viii. 4.

„

viii

8-14.

(1851) extended to i. 17,
Solomon is absent,
but with i 9 he begins to converse with Shulamith, and the chorus
Kingsbury in his translation
is silent
the scene has thus changed.
(1871) rightly places over i 9 the superscription, "The Entrance of
scene of the

first

reaqhes only to i 8

act I formerly
;

for

up

to this point

—

the King."

The change

of scenery is not regulated in accordance with stage
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decoration, for the

Song

is

not a theatrical piece.

1

The

act is

first

played both in the dining-room and in the wine-room appertaining
to the

women

of the royal palace.

again at home.

In the third

act,

In the second

act,

Shulamith

is

which represents the marriage,

the bride makes her entrance into Jerusalem from the wilderness,

and what we further then hear occurs during the marriage festival.
The locality of the fourth act is Jerusalem, without being more particularly defined.
That of the fifth act is the park of Etam, and
then Solomon's country house there.
And in the sixth act we see
the newly - married pair first in the way to Shulem, and then

In the first half of the dramatic
an equality with Solomon in the second
half, Solomon descends to an equality with Shulamith.
At the
close of the first, Shulamith is at home in the king's palace
at the
close of the second, Solomon is at home with her in her Galilean
home.

in Shulamith's parental home.
pictures,

Shulamith

rises to

;

;

In our monograph on the Song (1851),
proved that it distinctly bears evidences of

The
and

familiarity with nature, the fulness

we
its

believe

we have

Solomonic

and extent of

its

origin.

geographical

artistic references, the mention made of so many exotic plants
and foreign things, particularly of such objects of luxury as the
Egyptian horses, point to such an authorship
in common with
Ps. lxxii, it has the multiplicity of images taken from plants with
the Book of Job, the dramatic form with the Proverbs, manifold
allusions to Genesis.
If not the production of Solomon, it must at
least have been written near his time, since the author of Prov. i.-ix.,
the introduction to the older Book of Proverbs, for the origin of which
there is no better defined period than that of Jehoshaphat (909—883
B.c), and the author or authors of the supplement (Prov. xxii. 1 7;

;

;

an acquaintance with the Song. Ewald also, and
Solomon is the author because it is
directed against him, yet see in it a product of the most flourishing
state of the language and of the people ; they ascribe it to a poet of
the northern kingdom about 950 B.C.
Modern Jewish criticism
surpasses, however, on the field of 0. T. history, the anachronisms of
the Tubingen school.
As Zunz has recently (Deut. Morgenl. Zeitsch.
xxiv. 22), reveal

Hitzig, although denying that

Ephr. Epstein, surgeon in Cincinnati, in a review of Von Gratz' Comm. in
Song quite in our sense, " a dramatic poem, though
not a complete scenic drama." But the bridal procession in the third act is uot tf
this character
he sees in it a return from a hunting expedition.
1

Hie

Israelite (1872), calls the

—
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show that the Book of Leviticus was written about
a thousand years after Moses, that there never was a prophet Ezekiel,
that the dates of this book are fictitious, etc. so Gratz attempts
xxvii.) sought to

;

to prove that the

Song in

its

Graecising language and Greek cus-

1
toms and symbols bears evidences of the Syro-Macedonian age;
that the poet was acquainted with the idylls of Theocritus and
the Greek erotic poets, and, so far as his Israelitish standpoint
admitted, imitates them; and that he placed an ideal picture of
pure Jewish love over against the immorality of the Alexandrine
court and its Hellenistic partisans, particularly of Joseph b. Tobia,
the collector of taxes in the time of Ptolemy Euergetes (247221 B.C.), a picture in which " the Shepherd," 2 now grown into
a fixed idea, renders welcome service, in contrast to Solomon, in

—

whom

One

the poet glances at the court of Alexandria.

is

thus

reminded of Kirschbaum (1833), who hears in Ezek. xxxiii. 5 an
echo of Cicero's dixi et salvairi animam, and in the Song ii 17, a
reference to the Bethar of Barcochba.
We do not deny the penetration which this chief of Jewish historians has expended on the
establishment of his hypothesis ; but the same penetration may prove
that the Babylon.-Assyr. " syllabaries " of the time of Asurbanipal

(667—626) belong

to the

Greek

era,

because there occurs therein

the word azamillav (knife), and this is the Greek afilXt)

;

or that the

author of Prov. L-ix. alludes in viL 23 to Eros and his quivers, and
in ix. 1 betrays a knowledge of the seven artes

liberates.

Parallels

Song are found wherever sensuous love is sung, also in the
Pastoralia of Longus, without the least dependence of one author
upon another.
And if such a relation is found between Theocritus
and the Song, then it might rather be concluded that he became
8
acquainted with it in Alexandria from Jewish literates, than that the
author of the Song has imitated Greek models, as Immanuel Bomi,
the Arabians and Dante besides, it is not at all the Song lying before
us which Gratz expounds, but the Song modified by violent corrections of all kinds, and fitted to the supposed tendency.
Thus he
changes (i. 3) TJ9F (thine unguent) into TDtfa, and pnin jot? (ointment
Shulamith says this of her beautiful
poured forth) into pnon *pK>.
shepherd, and what follows (i. 4) the damsels say to him ; he changes
to the

;

—

1

So also, on

s

Epstein, in true American style, calls

Ant. Theod. Hartmann in Winer's Zdtschr. 1820.
him " the bogus shepherd."
8 Vid. my
Gesch. der jud. Puesie, p. 205 ff. Not as Joh. Gott. Lessing (Eclogae
regis Salomonis, 1777), the brother of Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, supposes
through the LXX. translation ; for the Song was among the books latest in being
linguistic grounds,

•

translated.
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Mefo

into U3E>o,

mentions

it

wan

into us'an,

and then remarks: "Shulamith

as to the praise of her beloved, that the damsels, attracted

and say to him, ' Draw us, we will run
though the king brought us into his chambers, we would
His too conrejoice only with thee, and prefer thee to the king.' "
fident conjectural criticism presents us with imaginary words, such
with unfortunate specimens of style, such
as (iii 10) D'??? (ebony)
daughter of Aminadab;"
as (vi 10), "Thou hast made me weak,
and with unheard-of renderings, such as (viii. 5), " There where thy
mother has wounded thee;" for he supposes that Shulamith is

by

his beauty, love him,

after thee

;

;

chastised

by her mother because of her

love.

not written by Solomon, nor yet does

it

This Song is certainly
from the Syro-

date

Macedonian time, but was invented in Breslau in the 19th century
of our era

(1871) has placed yet farther down than the Song the
which he has also found Graecisms the
tyrannical king therein censured is, as he maintains, Herod the
Great, and the last three verses (xii. 12-14) are not so much the
epilogue of the book as that of the Hagiographa which closes with
it.
Certainly, if this was first formed by the decision of the conference in Jerusalem about 65, and of the synod in Jabne about 90,
and the reception of the Books of Ecclesiastes and the Song was
earned not without controversy, then it lies near to regard these
two books as the most recent, originating not long before. But the
fact is this
We learn from Jud-ajim iii. 5, iv. 6, ef. Edvjoth v. 3,
that in the decade before the destruction of Jerusalem the saying
was current among the disciples of Hillel and Shammai, that "all
Holy Scriptures (KethuUm) pollute the hands -," 1 but that the question
whether Ecclesiastes is included was answered in the negative by the
of
school of Shammai, and in the affirmative by the school of Hillel
the Song nothing is here said
But we learn further, that several
decades later the Song also was comprehended in this controversy along
with Ecclesiastes and in an assembly of seventy-two doctors of the
law in Jabne, that decree, " all Holy Scriptures {Kethubim) pollute
B. Akiba
the hands," was extended to Ecclesiastes and the Song.
Griitz

Book

of Ecclesiastes, in

;

:

—

;

1 Vid.
for the explanation of this, my essay, " Das Hohelied verunreinigt die
Hande," in the Luth. Zeitsck. 1854. [The Tora and the Theruma-iood, as being
both reckoned holy, were usually placed together in the temple. It was discovered
that the sacred books were thereby axposed to damage bv mice*, and hence, to
prevent tneir being brought any longer into contact with tne Theruma, tne Rabbins
decided that they were henceforth to be regarded as unclean, and they gave forth
the decree, " All Holy Scriptures pollute the hand." This decree was applicable
only to holy or inxpired books.
Vid. Ginsburg on the Song, p. 8, note.}
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some one

else) asserted, in opposition to those

canonicity of the Song, "
is

No day

who doubted

the

in the whole history of the world

much worth as that in which the Song of Songs was given
KethuUm are holy, but the Song of Songs is most holy."

so

for all the

From

draws the conclusion that the Hagiographa was
first time about 65, and that its canon
was finally fixed so as to include Ecclesiastes and the Song, not till
about 90
but this conclusion rests on the false supposition that
" Holy Scriptures " {Kethubim) is to be understood exclusive of the
Hagiographa, which is just as erroneous as that Sephdrim designates
the prophets, with the exclusion of the Hagiographa. Holy Kethubim
is a general designation, without distinction, of all the canonical
books, e.g. Bathra i. 6, and Sepharim in like manner, with the
exception only of the Tora, MegUla i. 8, iii. 1, Shabbalh 1156.
And
it rests on a misapprehension of the question discussed
the question
was not whether Ecclesiastes and the Song should be admitted, but
whether they had been justly admitted, and whether the same
sacred character should be ascribed to them as to the other holy
writings; for in Bathra 146-1 5a (without a parallel in the Palest.
Talmud) the enriching of the canon by the addition of the Books of
this Gratz

received as canonical for the

;

:

Isaiah, Proverbs,

the

Song, and Ecclesiastes,

HezekLah-Colkgium (Prov.

xxi.

5),

and thus

is

is

ascribed to the

dated back in the

That Philo does not
five Megilloth. But
Josephus (G. Ap. 1, § 8 cf. Euseb. If. E. iii. 10), since he enumerates
five books of the Mosaic law, thirteen books of prophetic history
and prediction, and four books of a hymno-ethical character, certainly means by these four the Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and
the Song, which in the Alexandrine canon stand thus connected.
His work, Cont. Apion, was not indeed written till about 100 A.D.
but Josephus there speaks of a fact which had existed for centuries.
The Song and Ecclesiastes formed part of the sacred books among
the Hellenists as well as among the Palestinian Jews of the first
period before the rise of the great synagogue.
cite the

Song proves nothing; he

cites

none of the

;

but, as those Talmud notices show, not without
The Old Testament canon, as well as that of the New

Christian century
opposition.

;

Testament, had then also

its

Antilegomena.

These books were opposed

not because of their late origin, but because their contents apparently
militated against the truth of revelation

of revealed religion.
lasting,

and the

spiritual nature

Similar doubts, though not so strong and

were also uttered with reference to Proverbs, Esther, and

Ezekiel.

The

history of the exposition of this book

is

given in detail by
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1

Christian D. Ginsburg in The Song of Songs, London 185 V ; and by
Zockler in "'The Song," forming part of Lange's Bibelwerk, 1868,

and supplemented by an account of the English interpretations and
translations in the Anglo -American translation of this work by
Green.

Zunz, in the preface to Rebenstein's (Bernstein's) Lied der

1834, has given an historical account of the Jewish expositors.
Steinschneider's Taton (Heb. Bibliograph. 1869, p. 110 ff.)
presents a yet fuller account of the Jewish commentaries.
The
Lieder,

Munich royal library contains a considerable number of these, e.g.
by Moses b. Tibbon, Shemariah, Immanuel Eomi, Moses Calais (who
embraced Christianity). Our commentary presents various new contributions to the history of the interpretation of this book.

other book of Scripture has been so
spiritualizing,

and an

much

abused,

by an

No

unscientific

over-scientific unspiritual treatment, as this has.

Luther says, at the close of his exposition Quodsi erro, veniarn,
meretur primus labor, nam aliorum cogitationes longe plus absurditatis
Itabent.
To inventory the maculatur of these absurdities is a repulsive undertaking, and, in the main, a useless labour, from which we
:

absolve ourselves.
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EXPOSITION OF THE SONG OF SONGS.

[HE

of the book at once denotes that

title

whole, and

the

is

work of one

it is

author.

—

a connected
The
i. 1.

Ch.

Song of Songs, composed by Solomon.
The genitival
connection, " Song of Songs," cannot here signify the
Song consisting of a number of songs, any more than calling the
Bible "The Book of books" leads us to think of the 24
27
canonical books of which it consists.
Nor can it mean " one oi
Solomon's songs;" the title, as it here stands, would then be the
paraphrase of 'v *?& "W?, chosen for the purpose of avoiding the

+

but " one of the songs " must rather have beef
It has already been rightly explained in
" the most praiseworthy, most excellent, most highly-

redoubled genitives

expressed by *y&?
the Midrash
treasured

1

;

"N?.

among the

songs."

The connection

is

superL according

tc

appqra app^rwv of Sophocles), and signifies that song
which, as such, surpasses the songs one and all of them ; as " servant
of servants," Gen. ix. 25, denotes a servant who is such mon
than all servants together.
The plur. of the second word is for this
the sense

(cf.

superL sense indispensable

(vid. Dietrich's

Abliand. zur heir.

Gramm

p. 12), but the article is not necessary it is regularly wanting when
the complex idea takes the place of the predicate, Gen. ix. 25, Ex
:

member of a genitival connection of words
19; but it is also wanting in other places, as Ezek. xvL 7
and Eccles. L 2, xii. 8, where the indeterminate plur. denotes not
totality, but an unlimited number
here it was necessary, becaust
a definite Song that, namely, lying before us must be designated
as the paragon of songs.
The relative clause, "asher lishlomd," does
not refer to the single word " Songs " (Gr. Venet. rwv tow), as it would
if the expression were 'tfoD "VE*, but to the whole idea of " the Song of
Songs."
A relative clause of similar formation and reference occurs
at 1 Kings iv. 2
"These are the princes, asher lo, which belonged
xxix. 37, or of the inner
Jer.

iii.

;

—

—

:

1

Vid. Fiirst's

Der Kanon

des A. T. (1868), p. 86.

B

SONG.
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They who deny the Solomonic authorship
him (Solomon)."
Song
explain
The
of Songs which concerns or refers to
usually
to

:

Solomon, and point in favour of
e'ort

XaX., which, however,

is

interpretation to

this

only a latent

genit., for

LXX.

B. o

which LXX. A.

Lamed may indeed

t$ SaX.

introduce the reference of a writing,
but if the writing is more closely designated as
a " Song," " Psalm," and the like, then Lamed with the name of a
person foil is always the Lamed auctoris ; in this case the idea of
reference to, as e.g. at Isa. i. 1, cf. 1 Kings v. '13, is unequivocally
as at Jer. xxiii 9

by

expressed

we have
and

;

We

by.

here, or as

which
melodrama

shall find that the dramatized history

we might

also say, the fable of the

altogether correspond with the traits of character, the

its dress,

favourite turns, the sphere of vision, and the otherwise well-known
style of authorship peculiar to

We may even

Solomon.

that the superscription was written

suppose

by

by the author, and thus

Solomon himself. For in the superscription of the Proverbs he is
surnamed " son of David, king of Israel," and similarly in Ecclesi-

But he who

astes.

On

bably himself.

entitles

him merely

himself, is not favoured

by the

" is

most proby the author

Solomon
title

is

fact that instead of the

used in the book, the fuller form aslier

else

"

the other hand, that the

employed.

is

e>,

eveiy where

There

the

is

same reason for this as for the fact that Jeremiah in his prophecies
always uses asher, but in the Lamentations interchanges e> with
aslier.
This original demonstrative C» is old-Canaanitish, as tho
Phoenician CX, arrested half-way toward the form asher, shows. 1
In
the Book of Kings

it

appears as a North Palest, provincialism, to tho

prose of the pre-exilian literature

the pre-exilian shir and kinah

it

also

(cf.

is

*

but

29) make use

of it

otherwise foreign

Job

xix.

;

as an ornament.

In the post-exilian literature it occurs in poetry
and in prose (1 Chron. v. 20, xxvii. 27) in
Ecclesiastes it is already a component part of the rabbinism in full
growth.
In a pre-exilian book-title B> in place of asher is thus not
On the other hand, in the Song itself it is no sign
to be expected
The history of
of a post- exilian composition, as Gratz supposes.
the language and literature refutes this.
(Ps. cxxii. 3, etc.)

From

1

7" ; S.

this

it is

Fleischer,

(Arab.)

ithr,

supposed that

We do

there

God

is

in

it

aslier is

on the contrary, sees

a pronom. root-cluster equivalent to
an original substantive athar =

in aslier

Assyr. asar, track, place, as

" The man where (wo
*

;

when the vulgar expression

is used,

instead of welchcr) has said."

not take into view here Gen.
the pronominal

fc',

vi. 3.

If

C3!?3

as in the old proper

is

then to be read, then

name Mishael (who

is

is V).
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2.

FIEST ACT.
THE MUTUAL AFFECTION OF THE LOVEItS.— Cuap.
FIK3T SCEXE OF THE ACT,
Tlie first act of the melodrama,

tionship in the glow of the

first love,

the words of Shulamith.
throughout in the singular.

Ewald

speak.

I.

we

7.

which presents the loving

now opens,

i.

5, 6, are

rela-

evidently

Here one person speaks of herself
But in vers. 2-4 one and several togethei

also attributes

after thee, so will

2-IL

2-8.

vers.

2-4

to Shulamith, as

spoken by her concerning her shepherd and to him.

me

I.

She

words

says, "

run," for she wishes to be brought

Draw

by him

But how can the praise, "an ointment
thy name," an expression which reminds us of what,
said of Solomon, 1 Kings v. 11 [1 Kings iv. 31], " and his fame

out of Solomon's court.

poured forth
is

—

is

—

was in

How

all nations round about,"
be applicable to the shepherd ?
could Shulamith say to the shepherd, " virgins love thee," ani

including herself with others, say to
rejoice in thee "

him

on which Ewald remarks
her back from speaking of herself alone.
psychology of love aiming at marriage
?

also,

!

will exult

and

as if something kept

How

this contradicts the

This love

No

docs not draw in rivals by head and ears.
the daughters of Jerusalem,

"we

it is

:

;

is jealous, ai.d

in vers.

2-4

it

.is

whom

Shulamith addresses in ver. 5,
who speak. The one who is praised is Solomon. The ladies of the
palace are at table (vid. under ver. 12), and Solomon, after whom
she who is placed amid this splendour which is strange to hsr
asks longingly (ver.

7), is

not

now

The two pentastichal

present.

strophes, vers. 2-4, are a scholion, the table song of the ladies

;

the

solo in both cases passes over into a chorus.

Ver.

From

2.

these words with

which

as a solo the first strophe

begins
Let

Mm kiss me with kisses of his mouth,

we

at once perceive that she who here speaks is only one of many
among whom Solomon's kisses are distributed for min is partitive,
as e.g. Ex. xvi. 27 (cf. Jer. xlviii. 32 and Isa. xvl 9), with the under;

lying phrase njWM P&3,osculumosculari=jigere,jungcre,dare. Nashak

properly means to join to each other and to join together, particular] y

mouth

to mouth.

W>B

is

the parallel form of VB, and

is

found in

prose as well as in poetry; it is here preferred for the sake of
the rhythm
Bbttcher prefers, with Hitzig, 'JgB^ (" let him give me
to drink ")

;

but " to give to drink with kisses "

is

an expression

unsupported.
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In

line 2 the expression changes into

Fur better

Instead of " thy love," the

is

an address:

thy love than wine.

LXX.

render " thy breasts," for they had

before them the word written defectively as in the traditional text,
and read Tfi. Even granting that the dual oyrt or B*w could be used
1
in the sense of the Greek fieurroi (Eev. i. 13), of the breasts of a man
(for which Isa. xxxii. 12, Targ., furnishes no sufficient authority)
yet
in the mouth of a woman it were unseemly, and also is itself absurd
as the language of praise.
But, on the other hand, that ^"n is not
the true reading (" for more lovely
thus he says to me are," etc.),
K. Ismael rightly says, in reply to K. Akiba, Aboda zara 29b, and refers
Eightly
to T^f following (ver. 3), which requires the mas. for "pi.
;

—

the Gr. Venet. ol aol epayres, for
to ar/dirri,

Minne

to Liebe.

wm

—

is related to

n ?iji*, almost as epw<s

It is a plur. like B«n, which, although

a pluraletantum, is yet connected with the plur. of the pred.

vn

The

an abbreviated reduplicative stem (Ewald, §118.1);
the root n appears to signify " to move by thrusts or pushes " (vid.
under Ps. xlii. 5) of a fluid, " to cause to boil up," to which the word
Tn, a kitchen-pot, is referred. 2 It is the very same verbal stem from
which T^j (David), the beloved, and the name of the foundress of
Carthage, n'fn (= fCt"f) Minna, is derived.
The adj. iov appears here
and at 3a twice in its nearest primary meaning, denoting that which
is pleasant to the taste and (thus particularly in Arab.) to the smell.
This comparison suaves prae vino, as well as that which in line
3 of the pentastich, ver. 3,
To the smell thy ointments are sweet,
fjhows that when this song is sung wine is presented and perfumes
are sprinkled but the love of the host is, for those who sing, more
verbal stem

is

;

;

excellent than all

It is maintained that

emitted, and not smell.

rn

signifies

fragrance

Hence Hengst., Hahn, Holem., and Zock.

Now the words can cerKings x. 23, mean " sweet
in (of) smell ;" but in such cases the word with Lamed of reference
naturally stands after that to which it gives the nearer reference, not
as here before it Therefore Hengst. ad odorem unguentorem tuorum
quod attinet bonus est, but such giving prominence to the subject and
explain

:

in odour thy ointments are sweet.

tainly, after Josh. xxii. 10,

Job xxxii

4, 1

:

•

*

•with

Vid.

my Handsch.

Funde, Heft 2 (1862).

Yet it is a question whether Tt, to love, and *n, the breast (Arab, lhadtj,
a verb thadiyi, to be thoroughly wet), are not after their nearest origin such

feeling, caressing, prattling, as the Arab, dad, sport (also dadad, the
only Arab, word which consists of the same three letters) ; cf. Fr. dada, hobby-

words of
horse.
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a.

xv. 2 0) exclude

one another ; the

accentuation correctly places mi> out of the gen. connection.

Certainly

and the Hipli,
be also used in the

this word, like the Arab, ryli, elsewhere signifies odor,

rnn

(arah) odorari; but

why

should not

m

nn means the
sense of smell, and also in Germ. " riechen " means to emit fragrance

sense of odoratus, since in the post-bibl. Heb. rrnn
as well as to perceive fragrance

Lamed

?

We

explain after Gen.

ii.

where

9,

introduces the sense of sight, as here the sense of smell.

word would have
wanting also at Gen. ii. 9 (cf. iii. 6), and
was not necessary, especially in poetry, which has the same relation
to the art. as to asher, which, wherever practicable, is omitted.
Zockl. and others reply that in such a case the

been rm?

;

but the

Thus in

By " thy

line

art. is

4
An

ointment poured forth

is

thy name.

by which the palace
was perfumed but the fragrance of which, as line 4 says, is surfit? (name) and \of (fragrance)
passed by the fragrance of his nama
form a paranomasia by which the comparison is brought nearer Eccles.
vii. 1.
Both words are elsewhere mas. ; but sooner than Dl*J, so
frequently and universally mas. (although its plur. is niDtr, but cf.
ribs), ps? may be used as fem., although a parallel example is
wanting (cf. d'v&sh, mOr, n&phgth, kgmah, and the like, which are
Ewald therefore translates p"iin JOB' as a proper
constantly mas.).
name " sweet Salbenduft " [Fragrance of Ointment]; and Bottcher
ointments," line 3, spices are meant,
;

:

turtilc a subst. in the sense of " sprinkling " [Sj?reng-0d]; but
a name like " Rosenoel " [oil of roses] would be more appropriately
formed, and a subst. form pfin is, in Heb. at least, unexampled (for

sees in

neither

row nor

?3Wi, in

the

name

Tubal-Cain,

is parallel).

imagines "a province in Palestine where excellent
called

Turak; " Turkish "

Roseno~l

recommends

itself,

Fiirst

was

oil

got,"

on the contrary,

by the fact of its actual existence. Certainly less is hazarded
when we regard shSmgn, as here treated exceptionally, as fem. thus,
not ut unguentum nomen tuum effunditur, which, besides, is unsuitbut unable, since one does not empty out or pour out a name
;

:

:

•

guentum quod effunditur (Hengst., Hahn, and others), an ointment
which is taken out of its depository and is sprinkled far and wide
The harsh expression P"J*B P& is intentionally avoided
is thy name.
the old Heb. language

is

not <-StXo/i€To^o? (fond of participles)

besides, pilD sounds badly with pno, to

haps, also,
of the

PW P&

is

rub

off,

to

wash away.

;

;

and,

Per-

intentionally avoided, because of the collision

weak sounds n and /.

The name Shim

is

derived from the

verb 8kama, to be high, prominent, remarkable*, whence also the
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heavens

for the

(lines 2, 3),

and

(rid.
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under Ps.

this glory (line 4),

of general love, line 5, ver. 36

viii. 2).

make him,

That attractive charm
the praised, an object

:

Therefore virgins love thee.

This "therefore" reminds us of Ps. xlv.

from DTP

(Arab.), ghalima.pvbescere, are

niD?j| (sing. Isa. vii 14),

maidens growing to maturity.

form l^nK, with transitive signification, indicates a
perf. is not to be translated dilexerunt, but is to be
judged of according to Gesen. § 126. 3 they have acquired love to
thee (= love thee), as the ^yd-trtfa-dv <re of the Greek translators is
The singers themselves are the evidence of the
to be understood.

The

intrans.

The

pathos.

:

existence of this love.

With these words the first pentastich of the table-song
The mystical interpretation regards it as a song of

nates.

and of loving

termipraise

which is sung to Christ the King, the fairest
The
of the children of men, by the church which is His own.
Targum, in line first, thinks of the " mouth to mouth " [Num. xii. 8]
in the intercourse of Moses with God.
Evidence of divine love is
the post-bibl. Heb. calls the
also elsewhere thought of as a kiss
gentlest death the death np'wto, i.e. by which God takes away the
affection

:

soul with a kiss.

The second

pentastich also begins with a solo

Ver. 4

Draw me,

bo will

we run

after thee.

All recent interpreters (except Bottcher)
"

Draw me

fully

after thee, so

Tralie nos post te et

:

we

translate, like

Luther,

Thus also the Targ., but doubtcurremus post viam bonitatis tuae. But the
run."

accentuation which gives Tiphcha to 'fD requires the punctuation to
be that adopted by the Peshito and the Vulg., and according to which

the passage

Quinta)

:

is

construed by the Greeks (except, perhaps, by the

Draw me,

so will we, following thee, run (vid. Dachselt,

Biblia Accentuata, p.

plement

:

983

&).

self ; the corresponding (Arab.)

snmque

In

reality, this

word needs no com-

of itself it already means, one drawing towards, or to him-

masak

prehendere prehen-

signifies,

lenere ; the root is CD, palpare, contrectare.

It occurs also

elsewhere, in a spiritual connection, as the expression of the gentle

drawing of love towards

John

vi.

44,

xii.

32.

itself (Hos. xi. 4 ; Jer. xxxi. 3) ; cf. eXieveiv,
If one connects " after thee " with " draw me,"

then the expression seems to denote that a certain violence
to bring the one

nected with "

who

we will

is

drawn from her place

;

but

is

needed

if it is

con-

run," then it defines the desire to run expressed

by the cohortative, more nearly than a willing obedience or following.
The whole chorus, continuing the solo, confesses that there needs
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4.

only an indication of his wish, a direction given, to make those
here speak eager followers of him whom they celehrate.

In what follows,

this interchange of the solo

who

and the unisono

ia

repeated:
Ver. 46 If the king has brought

So

-will

we

exult

and

me into

his chambers,

rejoice in thee.

We will praise thy love more than wine
Uprightly have they loved thee.

The

cohortative ny" ? (we will run)
1

was the apodosis imperativi; the
" Suppose that

cohortatives here are the apodosis per/ecti hypothetic.
this has happened," is oftener expressed

by the

perf. (Ps. lvii

V
Prov. xxii. 29, xxv. 16) ; " suppose that this happens," by the fut.
B'Tjn are the interiora domus; the
(Job xx. 24; Ewald, § 3 7b).

root

word hhad&r, as the Arab. Jchadar shows,

self back, to

hide

;

the KhSdSr of the tent

is

signifies to

draw one-

the back part, shut

ofi

Those who are singing are not at
present in this innermost chamber. But if the king brings one of them
in (win, from Nia, introire, with ace. loci), then they all say we will
rejoice and be glad in thee.
The cohortatives are better translated by
the fut. than by the conjunctive (exultemus) ; they express as frequently not what they then desire to do, but what they then are about
to do, from inward impulse, with heart delight. The sequence of ideas,
" exult" and " rejoice," is not a climax descendens, but, as Ps. cxviii. 24,
etc., an advance from the external to the internal,
from jubilation
which can be feigned, to joy of heart which gives it truth ; for npb>
according to its root signification to be smoothed, unwrinkled, to
means to be of a joyful, bright, complaisant disposition ;
be glad
and ''|, cogn. ^n, to turn (wind) oneself, to revolve, means conduct

by a curtain from the

front space.

—

—

—

—

1

:

—

The prep. 3 in verbs of rejoicing, denotes the
on account of which, and in which, one has joy. Then, if

betokening delight.
object

admitted into the closest neighbourhood of the king, they will praise
">?T denotes to fix, viz. in the memory
his love more than wine.
Jlvph.

:

to bring to remembrance, frequently in the

thus directly equivalent to

celebrate, e.g.

way of praise, and

Ps. xlv.

18.

The wine

represents the gifts of the king, in contradistinction to his person.

That in inward love he gives himself to them, excels in their esteem
all else he gives.
For, as the closing line expresses, " uprightly they
love thee,"
viz. they love thee, i.e. from a right heart, which seeks
nothing besides, and nothing with thee and a right mind, which is
pleased with thee, and with nothing but thee.
Heiligstedt, Zbcklei,
and others translate with right they love thee. But the pluralet.

—

;

:

1

Vid. Friedr. Delitzsch's Indo-german.-sem. Sludien (1878), p. 09
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24
ong*D (from ~w*Q,

which the sing, "ftth? occurs) is an ethical conception (Prov. i. 3), and signifies, not: the right of the motive, but:
Ps.
the lightness of the word, thought, and act (Prov. xxiii. 1 6
Hengst,
xvii. 2, lviii. 2)
thus, not jure, but rede, sincere, candide.
Thrupp, and others falsely render this word, like the LXX., Aquil.,
Symm., Theod., Targ., Jerome, Venet., and Luther, as subject: rectitudes [abstr. for concr.]
those who have rectitude, the upright.
Hengstenberg's assertion, that the word never occurs as an adv., is
set aside by a glance at Ps. lviii. 2, lxxv. 3 ; and, on the other hand,
there is no passage in which it is used as abstr. pro concr.
It is
here, as elsewhere, an adv. ace. for which the word Dnj^oa might
also be used.
The second pentastich closes similarly with the first, which
ended with " love thee." "What is there said of this king, that the
virgins love him, is here more generalized; for diligunt te is
equivalent to diligeris (cf. viii. 1, 7).
With these words the tablesong ends. It is erotic, and yet so chaste and delicate, it is sensuous,
and yet so ethical, that here, on the threshold, we are at once
surrounded as by a mystical cloudy brightness. But how is it to be
explained that Solomon, who says (Prov. xxvii. 2), " Let another
praise thee, and not thine own mouth," begins this his Song of Songs
with a song in praise of himself?
It is explained from this, that
here he celebrates an incident belonging to the happy beginning of
his reign ; and for him so far fallen into the past, although not to
be forgotten, that what he was and what he now is are almost as
two separate persons.
for

;

;

:

:

=

—

After this choral song, Shulamith,

who

has listened to the

examined by their inquisitive glances as
3 strange guest not of equal rank with them, now speaks
Ver. 5 Black am I, yet comely, ye daughters of Jerusalem,
As the tents of Kedar, as the hangings of Solomon.
•angers not without being

From this, that she addresses the ladies of the palace as " daughters of
vbmv, a du.fradus; like P.SJ? for frW, 2 Chron.

.Jerusalem" (Kerl
xiii.

1 9), it is to be concluded that she, although

came from a different
Lower Galilee; and

now

in Jerusalem,

She is, as will afterwards appear, from
it may be remarked, in the interest of the
mystical interpretation, that the church, and particularly her first
congregations, according to the prophecy (Isa. viii. 23), was also
Galilean, for Nazareth and Capernaum are their original seats ;
and
if Shulamith is a poetico-mystical Mashal or emblem, then she represents the synagogue one day to enter into the fellowship of Solomon
i.e. of the son of David, and the daughters of Jerusalem, i.e. the

—

place.

—
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5.

Tet we

congregation already believing on the Messiah.

which Solomon

selves to the nearest sense, in

relates

confine our-

a self-experience.

Shulamith, the lightly esteemed, cannot boast that she

is so

ruddy

countenance as they who have just sung how pleasant it
is to be beloved by this king; but yet she is not so devoid of
beauty as not to venture to love and hope to be loved " Black am

and

fair of

:

These words express humility without abjectness.
She calls herself " black," although she is not so dark and unchangehas
The verb
ably black as an " Ethiopian " (Jer. xiii. 23).
I,

yet comely."

^f

the general primary idea of growing dark, and signifies not necessarily
soot-blackness (modern Arab, shuhwar, soot), but blackness more or less

deep, as yy&, the
grey,

shows

name

of the morning twilight, or rather the morning

for (Arab.) sahar

;

from (Arab.)

1

denotes the

latter,

as distinguished

fajr, the morning twilight {vid. under Isa. xiv. 12,

She speaks of herself as a Beduin who appears to
and calls 2 the inhabitants of the
town (Arab.) hawaryyat {cute Candidas). The Vav we have translated "yet" ("yet comely")
it connects the opposite, which exists
*}W,
along with the blackness, njsj is the fem. of the adj. niw =

xlvii.

11).

herself as (Arab.) sawda, black,

W=

;

formed by means of the doubling of the third stemletter of fisj = 1S3, 'N3 (to bend forward, to aim
to be corresponding
to the aim, conformable, becoming, beautiful), eg. like IJin, to be full
of sap, green.
Both comparisons run parallel to nigra et bella ; she
compares on the one hand the tents of Kedar, and on the other the
tapestry of Solomon, i>ntf signifies originally, in general, the dwellingplace, as fP3 the place where one spends the night
these two
words interchange olid is the house of the nomad, and bdifh is the
">1\> (with the Tsere, probably from
tent of him who is settled.
(Arab.) kadar, to have ability, be powerful, thought of after the
Heb. manner, as Theodoret explains and Symm. also translates:

which

is also

;

;

:

<r/eoTa<r/to?,

from (Heb.) Kadar, atrwm

(Cedraei in his Hist. Nat. v. 1 1),

name

of a tribe of
Pliny speaks of
but which disappeared at the era

North. Arab. Ishmaelites (Gen. xxv.

esse) is

13)

the

whom

the Karaite Jefeth uses for it the word (Arab.)
;
Karysh, for he substitutes the powerful Arab tribe from which

of the rise of Islam

Muhammed

sprung, and rightly remarks

:

"

She compares the colour

of her skin to the blackness of the hair tents of the Koreishites,"
After an improbable etymology of the Arab., from sahar, to turn, to depart*
of the night " (Lane).
Magic appears also to be called sihar,
nigromantia (Mediaev. from nekromantia), the black art.
1

M

" the departure
1

The houri (damsel of paradise)

is

thus called hawaryyt, adj.

from the black pupil of the eye in the centre of the white

relat.

from Tiawra,

eyeball.
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"

even to the present day the Beduin calls his tent his " hair-house
{bit wabar, or, according to a more modern expression, hit sar, "^ n'3)
for the tents are covered with cloth made of the hair of goats, which
On the one hand, darkare there mostly black-coloured or grey.
coloured as the tents of the Kedarenes, she

may

on the other

yet,

hand, compare herself to the beautiful appearance of the

By

word we

rrtjPV

of

have to think of a pleasure-tent
or pavilion for the king; pavilion (softened from Lat papilio)
Tins Heb.
is a pleasure-tent spread out like the flying butterfly.
word could certainly also mean curtains for separating a chamber
but in the tabernacle and the temple the curtains separating the
Most Holy from the Holy Place were not so designated, but are
called nans and 'npo j and as with the tabernacle, so always elsewhere, rtjpv (from
to tremble, to move hither and thither) is
r
the name of the cloths or tapestry which formed the sides of the tent
(Isa. liv. 2); of the tent coverings, which were named in parall.
with the tents themselves as the clothing of their framework (Hab.
Such tent hangings will thus
iii. V; Jer. iv. 20, x. 20, xlix. 29).
also be here meant precious, as those described Ex. xxvi. and xxxvi,
and as those which formed the tabernacle on Zion (2 Sam. vii. cf.
Those made in
1 Chron. xvii. 1) before the erection of the temple.
Egypt * were particularly prized in ancient times.
Shulamith now explains, to those who were looking upon her
with inquisitive wonder, how it is that she is swarthy
Vcr. 6a Look not on me because I am black,
Solomon.

this

W

will

,

;

;

Because the sun has scorched me.

If the words were *? (nrjon) lsnrr?S, then the

But

look not at me, stare not at me.
following,

'a)

the second
.

.

.

with

e> is

to be interpreted as co-ordin.

(elsewhere

e>

means : Begard me not that I am blackish

that), or assigning

prefer,

meaning would be

"ON-in"?*?,

(subnigra)

with the

a reason, and that objectively

(that

(for).

We

with Bottch., the former, because in the latter case

have had EwrtE>.
distinction to

"tin?',

The quinqueliterum rnrnnp
is black here and

that which

altogether black.

This form, as descriptive of colour,

but since

means id quod passim

it

also

passim, as distinguished from raro,

instead of diminishing, as in

it

est,

if

we would

signifies, in

there,
is

;

first

contra-

and thus not
diminutive

the accent

lies

;

on

can be also taken as increasing

"1B , D , , ^]S2Sn.

The LXX.

trans. Trape{Z\etye

:

(Symm. irapavefiXetye) /ie 6
me.
But why only askance
The look
that is too little.
1

ij\io$
?

is

:

the sun has looked askance on

The Venet.

better

:

KoretSe

fie

;

but

thought of as scorching ; wherefore

Vid. Wetzstein's Isaiah (18G9), p. 698.
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6.

me

over and over.

and Theodotion

;

Bl?C'

signifies

:

ireptiaSpvl-i

here not adspicere

In this word itself (cogn.
9, xli. 10) so much as adurere.
Arab, sadaf, whence asdaf, black ; cf. W* and ?Rrt, Job xvii. 1),
the looking is thought of as a scorching ; for the rays of the eye,
(Job

*l"!E'

iii.

;

when they
focus.

dawn, so
itself as

fix

upon anything, gather themselves,

as

were, into a

it

Besides, as the Scriptures ascribe twinkling to the morning
it

ascribes eyes to the sun (2

the eye of the heavens.

1

Shulamith as regarding the sun as fem.
old Germ, is fem., in Heb. and

lady the sun, she, as

it

Sam.

The poet

Aram,

Its

xii.

11),

which

name

in Arab, and

My

most part mas.
has produced on her

for the

were, says,

is

delicately represents

this

swarthiness.

She now says how
66

it

has happened that she

is

thus sunburnt

My

mother's sons were angry with me,
Appointed me as keeper of the vineyards

Mine own vineyard have

not kept.

I

If " mother's sons " is the parallel for " brothers " ('nK), then the

expressions are of the same import,

e.g.

Gen. xxvii. 29

;

but

if

the

two expressions stand in apposition, as Deut. xiii. 7 [6], then the
"
idea of the natural brother is sharpened but when " mother's sons
stands thus by itself alone, then, after Lev. xviii 9, it means the
relationship by one of the parents alone, as " father's wife " in the
language of the 0. T. and also 1 Cor. v. 5 is the designation of a
step-mother.
Nowhere is mention made of Shulamith's father, but
and she is
always, as here, only of her mother, iii. 4, viii. 2, vi. 9
;

;

named without being introduced as speaking. One is led to
suppose that Shulamith's own father was dead, and that her mother
had been married again the sons by the second marriage were they
who ruled in the house of their mother. These brothers of Shulaonly

;

mith appear towards the end of the melodrama as rigorous guardians
of their youthful sister ; one will thus have to suppose that their
zeal for the spotless honour of their sister and the family proceeded from an endeavour to accustom the fickle or dreaming child
The
to useful activity, but not without step-brotherly harshness.
form viru, Ewald, § 193c, and Olsh. p. 593, derive from Tin, the
Mph. of which is either in: or in: (= Tin?), Gesen. § 68, An. 5 but
the plur. of this in? should, according to rule, have been viro (cf. how;

1

According to the Indian idea, it is the eye of Varuna ; the eye (also after
tiKioiiiioTctTdit ru» ntpl r*e etlotietii ipyiumi) is regarded as taken from the
sun, and when men die returning to the sun (Muir in the Asiatic Journal, 1865,
Plato :

p. 204, S. 809).
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ever,

wo, profanantur, Ezek.

from Tin everywhere

vii.

24)

;

and what

is

more

decisive, this

from that
used of the hurning of
rriro) can be another form for
vwj is shown, e.q., by the interchange of Vintt and 'ins the form
viro, like Wo, Amos vi. 6, resisted the bringing together of the n and
the half guttural ">.
NsMra (here as Isa. xll 11, xlv. 24) means,
according to the original, mid. signif. of the Niph., to burn inwardly,
"in?

else expresses a different passion

of anger; Bottch. § 1060 (2, 379).
anger ; and that Vina (from rnnj =

Tin

is

•

dva<f>\eyeadai

=

Shulamith's address consists intention-

6py%e<r0ai.

ally of clauses with perfects placed together
artlessness,

not

=

nivb, as

rrjpetv

she speaks with childlike

a book, '?1D^1
But that she uses nntDi (from
Gen. xxxvii. 11 with Luke ii. 51), and

would have been used instead of
1D3, R. "ID

:

" like a book;" in the language of

and not

cf.

;

Targ.

'?Dfe>.

they were wont to say in Judea, after Prov. xxvii. 1 8, and

tower for the protection of the flocks by the
of " the tower of the ndtsrlm " [the watchmen], 2 Kings xvii. 9,

after the designation of the

name

shows that the maid is a Galilean, whose manner of speech is Aramaizand if we may so say, platt-Heb. (= Low Heb.), like the Lower
Saxon plattdeutsch. Of the three forms of the particip. niBi, nnofa,
rnoiJ, we here read the middle one, used subst. (Ewald, § 1886), but
ing,

The

retaining the long S (ground-form, ndtir).

plur. 'snvix does not

necessarily imply that she had several vineyards to keep, it is the
categ. plur.

with the

art.

keeper of a vineyard.
garden,

is

designating the genus

that which she calls

personal possession

is

(vid. Fr. Philippi's

w

,

0'i3, i.e.

doubly expressed ;

a nearer denning apposition

me

;

custodiens vineas is a

But what kind of vineyard, or

my

:

better, vine-

meam ipsius vineam ? The
shSlli is related to

carml as

vineyard, that which belongs to

Status constr. pp. 112-116).

"Without doubt

the figure refers to herself given in charge to be cared for
self

own

:

vine-gardens she had kept, but her
person, she

had not kept.

own

vine-garden,

Does she indicate thereby

connection with Solomon, she has lost herself, with

and has?
explain

way

Thus

why

she

1851

in
is

all

by
i.e.

her-

her

that, in

that she is

I thought; but she certainly seeks to

so sunburnt.

She intends in

this figurative

keeper of a vineyard she neither could
In this connection c&rml,
keep nor sought to keep her own person.
which by no means = the colourless memet ipsam, is to be taken as
to say, that as the

the figure of the person in

its

external appearance, and that of it3

fresh-blooming attractive appearance which directly accords with ona,
since from the stem- word b~}3 (Arab.), karuma, the idea of that which
is

noble and distinguished

planting of vines (for

D"i3,

is

connected with this designation of the
cf. Jcarmat, of a single vine-

(Arab.) harm,
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7.

the soil in which the vines are planted,

as rather the vines themselves)
i.e.

i.

:

her hSrSm

her stately attractive appearance.

If

is

her (Arab.) karamat,

we must

interpret

'

this

mystically then, supposing that Shulamith is the congregation of
Israel

moved

step-brothers

at

some future time with love

we think

of the teachers,

who

to Christ, then

by the

after the death of the

fathers threw around the congregation the fetters of their

human

ordinances, and converted fidelity to the law into a system of hireling

Among the allegorists,
service, in which all its beauty disappeared.
Hengstenberg here presents the extreme of an interpretation opposed
to what is true and fine.
These words (vers. 5-6) are addressed to the ladies of the palace,
who look upon her with wonder.
That which now follows is
addressed to her beloved:
Ver. 7

tell

me, thou

Where

whom my soul loveth

causest thou

For why should

I

it

(thy flock) to

:

lie

where feedest thou?
at noon ?

down

appear as oue veiled
companions

Among the flocks of thy

The country damsel has no idea of the occupation of a king.
simplicity goes not beyond the calling of a shepherd as of the
and the highest. She thinks of the shepherd of the people
shepherd of sheep.
a tending of sheep

;

Her
fairest

as the

Moreover, Scripture also describes governing as
and the Messiah, of whom Solomon is a type, is

Good Shepherd. If now we had
Solomon as present from the beginning of the scene,
then here in ver. 7 would Shulamith say that she would gladly be
alone with him, far away from so many who are looking on her with
open eyes and, indeed, in some country place where alone she feels at
home. The entreaty "
tell me" appears certainly to require (cf. Gen.
specially represented as the future

to conceive of

;

xxxvii. 19) the presence of one to

whom she

addresses herself.

But,

on the other hand, the entreaty only asks that he should let hep
know where he is ; she longs to know where his occupation detains
him, that she may go out and seek him.
Her request is thus directed
thou
toward the absent one, as is proved by ver. 8. The vocat., "
whom my soul loveth," is connected with nrix, which lies hid in nTjn
(" inform thou").
It is a circumlocution for " beloved " (cf. Neb.
The
xiii. 26), or "the dearly beloved of my soul" (cf. Jer. xii. 7).
entreating request, indica quaeso mihi vM paseis, reminds one of
Gen. xxxvii 1 6, where, however, vhi is expressed by nb^K, while
nb'S, is
here by na'K, which in this sense is wir. Xey.
For vM
otherwise denoted only by nb*s O^s), 2 Kings vi. 13, and usually
n!¥, North Palest., by Hosea *ns.
This na-N elsewhere means quo*

=
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and

tnodo,
satire)

;

T*

the key-word of the Kina, as

is

the Song uses for it, in

is

8

of the Mashal

(thfl

common with the Book of Esther, fiM'K.

In themselves nb and 03, which with '£ preceding, are stamped as
interrog. in a sense analogous to hie, ecce, iceivos, and the like
the
local, temporal, polite sense rests only on a conventional usus loq.,
She wishes to know where he feeds, viz. his flock,
Bottch. § 530.
where he causes it (viz. his flock) to lie down at mid-day. The verb
Y?] (R 3t, with the root signif. of condensation) is the proper word
for the lying down of a four-footed animal
complicate pedibus procumbere (cubare) Hiph. of the shepherd, who causes the flock to lie
;

-.

;

down

;

the Arab, rah' a

The time

is

the

name

encampment

for the

of shepherds.

encamping is the mid-day, which as the time of the
double-light, i.e. the most intense light in its ascending and descend"
1
ing, is called D Ti\^.
9??', occurring only here, signifies nam cur, but
for

,

is

according to the sense

vii.

of

23)

Job

;

= ut

we, like

"SP

no?, without Bag. forte euphon.,

vii.

is,

iC'X,

Dan.

20, always milra, while with the Dag.

a rule, only

when

10

i.

(cf.

Ezra

with the single exception
it is

mild, and as

the following word begins with j,n"« carries for-

ward the tone to the ult. Shulamith wishes to know the place
where her beloved feeds and rests his flock, that she might not wander
about among the flocks of his companions seeking and asking for
But what does <"M?Vf mean ? It is at all events the part. act.
him.
fem. of '?V which is here treated after the manner of the strong verb,
the kindred form to the equally possible fety (from 'dtaja) and njcty.
As for the meaning, instar errdbundae (Syr., Symm., Jerome, Venet.,
Luther) recommends itself; but noy must then, unless we wish
directly to adopt the reading n $bf (Bottch.), have been transposed
from nyo (nj?n), which must have been assumed if ntsjf, in the usual
sense of velare (cf. *)??), did not afford an appropriate signification.
Indeed, velans, viz.

one

who

is

weak

sese,

action, not passivity.

LXX., perhaps,
(Eashi)

;

But

«!>?

or after Gen. xxxviii.

herself

whom

can denote one

it

in this sense

herself up, because

make

cannot denote one

consciousness veils,

or fainting (Gesen. Lex), for the part. act. expresses

by such

known

who

irepifiaKkoixewj),

14

(cf.

Martial, ix. 32) one

affected apparent

;

who

muffles

modesty she wishes to

as a Hierodoule or harlot.

significations is not appropriate

covers herself (the

because she mourns

The former of these
mourning does not

for to appear as

offend the sense of honour in a virtuous maiden, but to create the

appearance of an immodest

woman

is to

her intolerable

;

and

if

she bears in herself the image of an only beloved, she shrinks in
horror from such a base appearance, not only as a debasing of herself,

but also as a desecration of this sanctuary in her heart.
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Mm whom her

soul loveth to tell

she might be able directly to reach him, without feeling

wounded

in the consciousness of her maidenhood and of the

exclusiveness of her love.
of her only beloved

supposed that the companions

It is thereby

among the shepherds might not

to her is holy with a holy reserve,

—

which

treat that

a thought to which Hattendorff

has given delicate expression in his exposition of the Song, 1867.
it would be difficult to understand this
But he is not present, as is manifest from this, that
not answered by him, but by the daughters of Jerusalem.

If Solomon were present,
entreating

she

is

call.

women,

Ver. 8 If thou knowest not, thou fairest of

Go after the footprints of the flock,
And feed thy kids beside the shepherds'

tents.

nBjn, standing in the address or call, is in the voc. ; the art. was
the one
indispensable, because " the beautiful one among women "

=

distinguished for beauty

among them, and thus

meaning, superlative

Judg.

Luke

i.

28

;

Ewald,

idea: integrum,

cf.

;

§

completum

portioned fulness and

vi.

15,

Amos ii.

The verb

313c.

esse,

is,

according to the

16, with Judg.

nej refers to the

v.

24

;

fundamental

beauty consists in well-pro-

for

harmony of the members.

That the ladies of

may arise from this, that one often
a man, whom one has found not beauti-

the court are excited to speak thus

judges altogether otherwise of
ful,

and his countenance becomes

as soon as he begins to speak,

And

intellectually animated.

did not, in Shulamith's countenance,

the strange external swarthiness borrow a brightness from the inner
light

which irradiated her

expression to her longing

gave so deep and pure an
But the instruction which her childlike,

features, as she
?

almost childish, naivete deserved, the daughters of Jerusalem do not
feel disposed to give her.

supplied,

non

sapere,

e.g.

jn* k!> signifies, often

5

Vs. lxxxii.

;

Job

viii.

without the
9.

The

obj.

n? sub-

joined guards against this inclusive sense, in which the phrase here

would be
•viii

offensive.

This dat. ethicus

14), used twice here in ver.

(vid.

ii.

10, 11, 13, 17,

iv. 6,

8 and generally in the Song,

which is said on the will of the subject, and thereby
an agreeable cordial turn, here one bearing the colour of
a gentle reproof: if thou knowest not to thee,
i.c. if thou, in thy
reflects that

gives to

it

simplicity and retirement, knowest it not, viz. that he

thinkest thou must seek for at a distance

Solomon has

to tend not sheep

from the royal

is

—now,

but people,

whom

thou

near to thee, and that
then, so go forth,

and remain, although chosen to royal honours,
as a shepherdess beside thine own sheep and kids.
One misappiehends the answer if he supposes that they in reality point out the
viz.

city,
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way

to

Shulamith by which she might reach her object

;

on the

contrary, they answer her ironically, and, entering into her confusion

of mind, tell her that if she cannot apprehend the position of

Solomon, she may just remain what she is.
3i$ (Arab, 'akib), from
3 i?V, to be convex, arched, is the heel ; to go in the heels (the reading
fluctuates between the form, with and without Dag. dirimens in P)

=

of one
to press hard after him, to follow him immediately.
That
they assign to her not goats or kids of goats, but kids, rfiyj, is an involuntary fine delicate thought with which the appearance of the

But that they name

elegant, beautiful shepherdess inspires them.
kids, not sheep,

may

from

arise

this,

that the kid

is

a near-lying

emblem: cf. Gen. xxxviii. 17, where it has been fittingly remarked that the young he-goat was the proper courtesan-offering in
erotic

the worship of Aphrodite (Movers' PhOnizier,
said

:

680).

It is as if they

If thou canst not distinguish between a king

and shepherds,

I.

—

remain
thou understandest not how to value the fortune
which has placed thee in Jerusalem in the royal palace.

then indulge thy love-thoughts beside the shepherds' tents,
a country maiden

if

SECOND SCENE OF THE FIRST ACT, L 9-IL

7.

Solomon, while he was absent during the first scene, is now preIt is generally acknowledged that the words which follow
were spoken by him
sent.

Ver. 9

To a horse

Do

in the chariot of

compare

I

thee,

my

Pharaoh

love.

10 Beautiful are thy cheeks in the chains,
Thy neck in the necklaces.
11 Golden chains will we make for thee,

With points

of silver.

now, Shulamith was alone with the ladies of the palace in the
Solomon now comes from the banquet-hall oi

Till

banqueting-chamber.
the

men

have

(ver. 1 2)

;

and

to think of the

to

ii.

women

7, to

which

this scene extends,

of the palace as

still

not hearing what Solomon says to Shulamith.
"

my

""JH (

n

:

rrjn

love " she is not yet his bride,

H)> to guard, care

for,

tend, ethically

:

the same way as '"nw the mas. is
whence the fem. rtiyah (Judg. xi 3 7 ;
;

with reference to the ground-form.

'"ijn

(

He

addresses her,

(female friend), from

to delight in

particularly, to take pleasure in intercourse

we

present, although

with one,

= ra'j),

is

something
formed in

abbreviated

¥).,

Chethib), as well as r&'ah, also

At

once, in the first words used
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9-11.

—

by Solomon, one recognises a Philip, i.e. a man fond of horses, an
important feature in the character of the sage (vid. Sur. 38 of the
Koran), and that, one fond of Egyptian horses : Solomon carried on

—

an extensive importation of horses from Egypt and other countries
(2 Chron. ix. 28); he possessed 1400 war-chariots and 12,000
horsemen (1 Kings x. 2 6) the number of stalls of horses for his
Horace (Ode
chariots was still greater (1 Kings v. 6) [iv. 26].
iii. 11) compares a young sprightly maiden to a nimble and timid
equa trima; Anacreon (60) addresses such an one: "thou Thracian
filly;" and Theocritus says (Idyl xviii. 30, 31)
;

" As towers the cypress mid the garden's bloom,
As in the chariot proud Thessalian steed,
Thus graceful rose-complexioned Helen moves."

But how

it

could occur to the author of the Song to begin the praise

of the beauty of a shepherdess

Pharaoh's chariot,

is

by saying

that she

is like

a horse in

explained only by the supposition that the poet

Solomon, who, as a keen hippologue, had an open eye for the
beauty of the horse.
Egyptian horses were then esteemed as afterwards the Arabian were. Moreover, the horse was not native to
Egypt, but was probably first imported thither by the Hyksos : the

is

Egyptian name of the horse, and particularly of the mare,
mut, and of the chariot, markibuta, are Semitic.

1

fWD

ses-t, ses-

here not
Susah does not denote a
;
horse, but is used collectively " while he adds, " Shulamith is compared to the whole Egyptian cavalry, and is therefore an ideal
person."
The former statement is untrue, and the latter is absurd.
Sus means equus, and susa may, indeed, collectively denote the stud
(cf. Josh. xix. 5 with 1 Chron. iv. 31), but obviously it first denotes
the equa.
But is it to be rendered, with the LXX. and the Venet.,
" to my horse " ? Certainly not
for the chariots of Pharaoh are
just the chariots of Egypt, not of the king of Israel.
The Chirek in
which this word terminates is the Ch. compag., which also frequently
occurs where, as here and Gen. xlix. 11, the second member of the
word-chain is furnished with a prep. (vid. under Ps. cxiii.). This i
is an old genitival ending, which, as such, has disappeared from the
language it is almost always accented as the suff.
Thus also here,
where the Mctheg shows that the accent rests on the ult. The plur.
':??"!, occurring only here, is the amplificative poetic, and denotes
nan is the trans, of nOT, which combines the meanstate equipage,
ings aequum and aequalem esse.
Although not allegorizing, yet, that
equitatus (Jerome), as Hengst. maintains

:

is

"

;

;

1

Eber's Aegypien u. die B. Hose's, Bd.

1864,

p.

26

SONG.

I.

pp. 221

f.

226

;

cf.

Aeg. Zeitschr

f.

C
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we may not overlook the
mark

that Shulamith

j

udiciousness of the comparison,

we must

re-

certainly a " daughter of Israel "
;

a daughter
of the people who increased in Egypt, and, set free from the bondage
of Pharaoh, became the bride of Jahve, and were brought by the
law as a covenant into a marriage relation to Him.
The transition to ver. 10 is mediated by the effect of the comparison; for the head -frame of the horse's bridle, and the poitral,
were then certainly, just as now, adorned with silken tassels, fringes,
and other ornaments of silver (vid. Lane's Modern Egypt, I. 149).
is

Jerome, absurdly, after the

The name

LXX.:

pulchrae sunt genae tuae sicut

redupl. turtur, is a pure onomawhich has nothing to do with "Wi, whence "WJ, to go round
and turtle-dove's cheeks
what
about, or to move in a circle
absurdity
Birds have no cheeks ; and on the sides of its neck the
turtle-dove has black and white variegated feathers, which also
D'nin are the
furnishes no comparison for the colour of the cheeks.
round ornaments which hang down in front on both sides of the
head-band, or are also inwoven in the braids of hair in the forehead;
nn, circumire, signifies also to form a circle or a row in Aram, it thus
denotes, e.g., the hem of a garment and the border round the eye.
In viw (vid. at 5a) the Aleph is silent, as in ">b^, ??&. DWn are
turturis.

of the turtle,

"ifr,

topoeia,

—

;

!

;

strings of pearls as a necklace

;

for the necklace (Arab. Tcharaz) con-

sists

of one or more, for the most part, of three rows of pearls.

verb

nn

to bore through and to string together

signifies,

;

e.g.

The
in the

Talm., fish which one strings on a rod or line, in order to bring

them

In Heb. and Aram, the secondary sense of stringing
predominates, so that to string pearls is expressed by nn, and to
bore through pearls, by mp; in Arab., the primary meaning of
piercing through, e.g. michraz, a shoemaker's awL
After ver. 11, one has to represent to himself Shulamith's
adorning as very simple and modest for Solomon seeks to make her
glad with the thought of a continued residence at the royal court by
Gold and silver were
the promise of costly and elegant ornaments.
to the market.

;

modes of representation, that in the
nub het, or white gold.
Gold derived
its name of snr from its splendour, after the witty Arab, word zahdb,
silver is called ips, from *|?2,
to go away, as an unstable possession
seindere, dbscindere, a piece of metal as broken off from the motherstone, like the Arab, dhukrat, as set free from the lump by means of
so closely connected in ancient

old Aegypt. silver

was

called

;

the pickaxe

(cf.

at Ps. xix. 11, lxxxiv. 3).

The name

has here, not without the influence of the rhythm
article designating the species

;

of

silver

(cf. viii. 9),

the Song frequently uses
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1

commonly

generally in using the art. not so sparing as poetry

is.

o? makes prominent the points of silver as something particular, but
not separate.
In new, Solomon includes himself among the other

women

inhabitants, especially the

in the words of

God

of the palace

for the plur. majest.

;

of Himself (frequently in the Koran), or persons

of rank of themselves (general in the vulgar Arab.),

They would make

the 0. T.

provided with

(i.e.

.

.

.;

cf.

—which was a

over them,

is

unknown

for her golden globules or

in

knobs with

Ps. lxxxix. 14) points of silver sprinkled
powerful enticement for a plain country

damsel.

Now

Shulamith addresses Solomon, who is
might be expected that the first word will either

for the first time

before her.

It

express the joy that she

now

sees

him

face to face, or the longing

which she had hitherto cherished to see him

again.

The verse

following accords with this expectation
Yer. 12 While the king

My nard has

&

is

at his table,

yielded

its

fragrance.

with fut foil., usually means usque eo, iintil this
and that shall happen, ii. 7, 17; with the perf. foil., until some.hing happened, iii. 4.
The idea connected with "until" may,
however, be so interpreted that there comes into view not the
"i?

or

"Kf'x "W,

:

end of the period as such, but the whole length of the
here in the subst. clause following, which in
expression of continuance, donee

out asher, with the part.

Ex. xxxiii. 22

;

Jonah

foil.

iv.

2

;

= dum (erat)

So

period.

already an

so also ny alone, with-

18), and the
2 Kings ix. 22)

(Job
cf.

;

itself is

infin.

i.

;

(Judg.

iii.

26

;

seldomer with the

1

The art. denoting the idea of species in the second member of the st. const.
standing in the sing, without a determining reference to the first, occurs in i. 13,
" a bundle of (von) myrrh ; " i. 14, " a cluster of (von) the cyprus-flower ;" iv. 8,
" a thread of (von)

;
scarlet,'' " a piece of pomegranate " v. 13, "a bed of balm
(but otherwise, vi. 2) ; vii. 9, " clusters of the vine ; " vii. 8, " a bowl of round;
ness " (which has this property) ; vii. 10, " wine (of the quality) of goodness

cf. viii. 2,

"wine the (=of the)

species to which the
pi.

:

ii.
;

goats "

first

9, 17, viii. 14,
iv. 2,

"a

spicing."

undefined

member

st.

const, belongs, stands in

" like a young one of the hinds "
;

Also,

iv. 1. vi. 5,

the

" a herd of

" vi. 6, " a flock of lambs," i.e. consisting
when the second member states the place where

flock of shorn sheep

of individuals of this kind.

where the defined

It also, in cases

of the

;

a thing originates or is found, the first often remains indeterminate, as one of that
which is there found, ora part of that which comes from thence il'l, " a meadowsaffron of Sharon," " a lily of the valleys " iii. 9, " the wood of Lebanon." The
following are doubtful: iv. 4, "a thousand bucklers;" and vii. 5, "a tower of
ivory, " less so vii. 1, "tho dance of Mahanaim." The following are examples of
a different kind: Gen. xvt. 7. "a well of water;" Deut. xxii. 19, "a damsel of
Israel ;" Ps. cxiii. \), " a mother cf children ;" cf. Gen. xxi. 28.
:

;
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fin. foil.,
viii.

21

once with the

is easily

perf. folL (1

Sam.

10

according to which Gen. xlix.

once (for Job

xiv. 19),

explained otherwise) with the

fut. foil. (Ps. cxli.

also is explained

10,

by Baur and

without *3 IJJ in this sense of limited duration : " so long
i3DD is the inflected 3DD, which, like
being anywhere proved).
the post-bibL " apo, signifies the circuit of the table ; for a?D signifies
others, but

as,"

also, after 1

Sam.

xvi.

LXX.

11 (the

rightly, after the sense ov

KaraK\i6&fiep), to seat themselves around the
it is to

be remarked that not

till

table,

fii]

from which

the Greek-Koman period was the

Persian custom of reclining at table introduced, but in earlier times
Piecf. Ps. cxxviii. 3).
;
1 Kings xiii. 20
and eating are to be viewed as separate from each other, Amos
vL 4 ; 3?i?, " three and three they recline at table," is in matter as
in language mishnic (Berachoth 426; cf. Sanhedrin ii. 4, of the
king: if he reclines at table, the T6ra must be opposite him).
Thus While {usque eo, so long as), says Shulamith, the king was

they sat (1 Sam. xx. 5

;

clining

:

at his table,

my

nard gave forth

its fragrance.

an Indian word: naladd, i.e. yielding fragrance, Pers.
Yl?.
nard (ndrd), Old Arab, nardtn (n&rdtn), is the aromatic oil of an
is

Indian plant Valeriana, called Nardostachys 'Gatdmdnsi (hair-tress
Interpreters are wont to represent Shulamith as having a stalk
Hitzig thinks of the nard with which she who
of nard in her hand.
speaking
has
besprinkled
herself, and he can do this because he
is
regards the speaker as one of the court ladies.
But that Shulamith
besprinkled
herself
little
has
with nard, is as
to be thought of as
nard).

that she has in her

hand a

ancients said, an ear of nard

sprig of nard (spica nardi), or, as the
;

she comes from a region where no
1

nard grows, and nard -oil is for a country maiden \mattainable.
Horace promises Virgil a eadus (= 9 gallons) of the best wine for a
small onyx-box full of nard; and Judas estimated at 300 denarii
(about £8, 10s.) the genuine nard (how frequently nard was
adulterated

we

learn from Pliny) which

Mary

of Bethany poured

from an alabaster box on the head of Jesus, so that the whole house
was filled with the odour of the ointment (Mark xiv. 5 ; John xii. 2).
There, in Bethany, the love which is willing to sacrifice all expressed
itself in the nard ; here, the nard is a figure of the happiness of love,
and its fragrance a figure of the longing of love. It is only in the
language of flowers that Shulamith makes precious perfume a figure
of the love which she bears in the recess of her heart, and which, so
1

in Northern and Eastern India ; the hairy part of the
Vid, Lassen's Indische
above the root yields the perfume.
Allerlhumskunde, I. 338 f., III. 41 f.

The nard plant grows

litem immediately
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I. 13, 14.

itself

out and, as

it

were, cast

She
14) in words of longing.
has longed for the king, and has sought to draw him towards her,
forth its fragrance

as she gives

him

(cf. ii.

vii.

to understand.

Ver. 13

He

is

continually in her mind.

A bundle of myrrh is my beloved to me,
Which

14

lieth

between

my breasts.

A bunch of cypress-flowers is my beloved to me,
From

Most

13,

the vine-gardens of Engedi.

interpreters, ignoring the lessons of botany, explain

13a

of

a

bunch of myrrh ; but whence could Shulamith obtain this ?
Myrrh, lb (T]0, to move oneself in a horizontal direction hither and
thither, or gradually to advance ; of a fluid, to flow over the plain
belongs, like the frankincense, to the amyrids, which are also
s
and that which is aromatic iu the Balsamoexotics in Palestine
dendron myrrha are the leaves and flowers, but the resin (Gummi
myrrhae, or merely myrrha) cannot be tied in a bunch.
Thus
the myrrh here can be understood in no other way than as at

little

%

;

v.

5

;

in general

"ri"W,

according to Hitzig's correct remark, properly

denotes not what one binds up together, but what one ties up
little bag.
It is not supposed that she carried such
bag with her (cf. Isa. iii. 20), or a box of frankincense
(Luth. musk-apple) ; but she compares her beloved to a myrrhrepository, which day and night departs not from her bosom, and
penetrates her inwardly with its heart-strengthening aroma.
So

thus sacculus, a

a

little

constantly does she think of him, and so delightful is it for her to

dare to think of

The 14th

him

as her beloved.

verse presents the

cluster or the cypress-flowers,

same thought.

*i|b is

the cypress-

Kwrpo? (according to lurst, from "iB3=

be whitish, from the colour of the yellow-white flowers),
which botanists call Zawsonia, and in the East AlhenmZ; its leaves
yield the orange colour with which the Moslem women stain* their
hands and feet. ''2f$ (from ??'f, to interweave) denotes that which
is woven, tresses, or a cluster or garland of their flowers. Here also we

lay, to

1

In Arab, ^jju

= JD3,

to give

an odour, has the

specific signification, to give

odour (mintin, foetidus), which led an Arab, interpreter to understand the
expression, " my nard has yielded, etc.," of the stupifying savour which compels
Solomon to go away (Mittheilung, Goldziher's)
" Vid. Schlotmann in the Stud. u. Krit. (1867), p. 217.
8 They
came from Arabia and India the better Arabian was adulterated with
Indian myrrh.
* Vid. the literature of this subject in Defremery's notice of Dozy-Eogelmann's
work in the Eevue Critique, III. 2 (1868), p. 408.

an

ill

;
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have not to suppose that Shulamith carried a bunch of flowers in her
imagination she places herself in the vine-gardens which Solomon
had planted on the hill-terraces of Engedi lying on the west of the
Dead Sea (Eccles. ii. 4), and chooses a cluster of flowers of the
cypress growing in that tropical climate, and says that her beloved
is to her internally what such a cluster of cypress-flowers would be
to her externally.
To be able to call him her beloved is her
ornament ; and to think of him refreshes her like the most fragrant
;

flowers.

In
so

this ardour of loving devotion, she

much

Ver. 15 Lo, thou art

fair,

Lo, thou art fair

This

is

gazelle,

(Hab.

must appear

to the king

the more beautiful.

a

my love.

;

thine eyes are doves.

so-called comparatio decurtata, as

to

i.e.

19);

iii.

which the swiftness of the

we say

:

gazelle's

feet like the
feet belongs

but instead of "like doves," for the comparison

to equalization, the expression is directly, " doves."

mounts up

If

the pupil of the eye were compared with the feathers of the dove

eye with the lively motion hither
and thither of the dove (Heiligst.), then the eulogium would stand
out of connection with what Shulamith has just said. But it stands
in reference to it if her eyes are called doves ; and so the likeness
to doves' eyes is attributed to them, because purity and gentleness,
longing and simplicity, express themselves therein.
The dove is,
like the myrtle, rose, and apple, an attribute of the goddess of love,
and a figure of that which is truly womanly wherefore now (the
Arab, name of a dove), Columbina, and the like names of women,
columba and columhari, are words of fondness and caressing. Shulamith gives back to Solomon his eulogium, and rejoices in the
prospect of spending her life in fellowship with him.
(Hitz.), or the sprightliness of the

;

Ver. 16 Behold, thou art comely,

my beloved;

yea, charming;

Yea, our couch is luxuriously green.
17 The beams of our house are cedars,
Our wainscot of cypresses.

16 were not the echo of her heart to Solomon, but if she therewith meant some other one, then the poet should at least not have
If ver.

Hitzig remarks, that up to " my beloved " the
used Ijn, but nan.
words appear as those of mutual politeness that therefore D'W
(charming) is added at once to distinguish her beloved from the

—

But if a man and a woman are
and she says l^ that is as certainly an
interchange of address as that one and one are two and not three.
king,

who

together,

is to

her insufferable.

and he says

t)3n
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Ko

praises licr beauty; but

beautiful,

yea charming : she

89

16, 17.

in her eyes it

is

who

is

which

is

rather he

rejoices beforehand in that

Where else could her conjugal happiness find its
home but among her own rural scenes ? The city with its noisy
assigned to her.

display does not please her ; and she knows, indeed, that her beloved
is

Therefore she
a king, but she thinks of him as a shepherd.
homestead ; cedar tops will

praises the fresh green of their future

form the roof of the house in which they dwell, and cypresses

The

wainscot
xxii.

bed, and particularly the bridal-bower (D.

—but not merely

153),

cf.

;

Z.

the bed in which one sleeps, but also

—

(Amos vi. 4), has the name &W,
the " network of goats' hair " (1 Sam.

the cushion for rest, the divan

from EDy, to cover over

its

M.

13) and the Ktovrntretov of Holofernes (Judith x. 21, xiii. 9),
(whence our kanapee = canopy), a bed covered over for protection

xix.

against the

Ka>v<o7re<;,

accented on the

the gnats.

ult., is

I?jn,

whence here the

fern.

adj.

not a word of colour, but signifies to be

and to extend far and wide, as lentus in lenti saliccs ; we
have no word such as this which combines in itself the ideas of
softness and juicy freshness, of bending and elasticity, of looseness,
and thus of overhanging ramification (as in the case of the weeping willow).
The beams are called nVij?, from «"nj? to meet, to
Ut^rn
lay crosswise, to hold together (cf. contingere and contignare).
(after another reading, rn, from ^TH, with Kametz immutable, or a
virtual Dag.) is North Palest. = 'rn (Kerl), for in place of O'tpnn, troughs
(Ex. ii. 1 6), the Samarit. has D'om (cf. sahar and sahhar, eircumire,
zaliar and zahhar, whence the Syr. name of scarlet) ; here the word,
if it is not defect, plur. (Heiligst.), is used as collect, sing, of the
hollows or panels of a wainscoted ceiling, like (frdrvcu, whence the
extensible,

(

LXX. ^MTvmiuna (Symm.

^anxao-et?), and like lacunae, whence
which Jerome has here laquearia, which equally
denotes the wainscot ceiling
Abulwalid glosses the word rightly
by anno, gutters (from ttrn, to run) only this and ol SidSpopoi of
the Gr. Venet. is not an architectural expression, like DHavn, which
is still found in the Talm. (vid. Buxtorf's Lex.).
To suppose a
transposition from Utjnn, from B'ln, to turn, to carve (Ew. Heiligst.
Hitz.), is accordingly not necessary.
As the n in DTiiia belongs to
1
the North Palest. (Galilean) form of speech, so also n for n in this
word
an exchange of the gutturals was characteristic of the

laeunaria, for

;

:

Galilean idiom
'

Pliny,

//.

name

Talm. citations by Frankel, Einl. in

N. xxiv. 102,

Juniperus sabina.
as the

(vid.

Wetstein

d. jerus.

Talm.

name of the savin-tree
the name of Beirut from ni"l3,

ed. Jan., notes brathy as the
is

inclined to derive

of the sweet pine, the tree peculiar to the Syrian landscape,
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1870, 7 b).
king,

Well knowing that a mere hut was not

suitable for the

Shulamith's fancy converts one of the magnificent nature-

temples of the North Palest forest-solitudes into a house where,

Because

once together, they will live each for the other.
house, although not large

The mystical

lattenu.

by

art,

she styles

it

by the

it is

a large

poet. plur.

interpretation here finds in Isa. lx.

13 a

favourable support.

What Shulamith now
and

further says confirms

what had just been

City and palace with their splendour please her not

said.

field

she delights in

in the quietness of rural
Ch.

ii.

she

;

is

;

forest

a tender flower that has grown up

life.

1 I

am

a meadow-flower of Sharon,

A lily of the valleys.

We

do not render

:

" the wild-flower," " the lily," ... for she seeks

to represent herself not as the one, but only as one of this class

;

by means of the article sometimes belongs exclusively to the second number of the genit. word-chain,
'n "|t6o may
equally (vid. at i. 11, Hitz. on Ps. cxiii. 9, and my Comm. on Gen. ix.
20) mean " an angel " or " the angel of Jahve ;" and '& 'm " a virgin,"

the definiteness

or " the virgin of Israel " (the personification of the people).
lilittvatstseleth

(perhaps from hhivtsel, a denom. quadril. from

For

Igtsgl, to

form bulbs or bulbous knolls) the Syr. Pesh. (Isa. xxxv. 1) uses
cJiammljotho, the meadow-saffron, colchicum autumnale; it is the
flesh-coloured flower with leafless stem, which, when the grass is

mown, decks

in thousands the fields of

warmer

regions.

They

films ante patrem, because the blossoms appear before the
leaves and the seed-capsules, which develope themselves at the close
call it

of winter under the ground.

Shulamith compares herself to such a

common flower, and that to one in Sharon, i.e. in the
known by that name. Sharon is per aphaer. derived from
The most celebrated plain of this name is that situated on the

simple and
region
;iic^.

Mediterranean coast between Joppa and Caesarea

but there is also
and according to Eusebius
and Jerome, there is also another district of this name between Tabor
and the Lake of Tiberias,1 which is the one here intended, because
Shulamith is a Galilean she calls herself a flower from the neighAquila translates " A rosebud of Sharon
bourhood of Nazareth.
but n3BnE>' (designedly here the fem. form of the name, which is also
a trans-Jordanic Sharon, 1 Chron.

v. 1 6

;

;

:

;

:

growing on the sandy hills, prevents the town from being filled with flying sand.
The cypress is now called (Arab.) sanawbar; regarding its old names, and their
signification in the figurative language of love, vid. under Isa. xli. 19.
cf. Neubauer, Geographic da Talm. p. 47.
Vid. Lagarde, Onomastica, p. 296
1

;
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2.

name of a woman) does not mean the Eose which was brought
1
at a later period from Armenia and Persia, as it appears, and cultivated in the East (India) and West (Palestine, Egypt, Europe).
It
the

nowhere mentioned in the canonical Scriptures, but is first found
in Sir. xxiv. 14, xxxix. 13, L 8 ; Wisd. ii. 8 ; and Esth. i 6, LXX.
Since all the rosaceae are five-leaved, and all the liliaceae are sixleaved, one might suppose, with Aben Ezra, that the name sosan
(susan) is connected with the numeral &&, and points to the number
is

wont to represent to himself the
But they are not only red, or rather violet,

of leaves, especially since one is

Eastern

but also white

The

:

the Moorish-Spanish azucena denotes the white lily*

W

root- word will thus, however,

and

E*?*,

white marble.

" I shall
Q, i?

as red.

lilies

be the same as that of
; byssus,
The comparison reminds us of Hos. xiv. 6 [5],

be as the dew unto Israel : he shall grow as the

lily."

She thinks
?^p are deep valleys lying between mountains.
humbly of herself ; for before the greatness of the king she appears
!

diminutive, and before the comeliness of the king her
disappears

—but he

up her comparison of

takes

herself,

own beauty
and gives

it

a notable turn.
Ver. 2

By

D'ninn are not

As a

lily

So

my

is

among thorns,
love among the

daughters.

meant the thorns of the plant

has no thorns, and the thorns of the rose

are,

itself,

for the lily

moreover, called kotsim,

and not hhohhim ;3 besides, ben (among) contradicts that idea, since
the thorns are on the plant itself, and it is not among them
thus the hhohhim are not the thorns of the flower-stem, but the
thorn-plants that are around,

the allegorical answer of

nin designates the thorn-bush,

King Josiah

to

Amaziah, 2 Kings

e.g.

in

xiv. 9.

Simplicity, innocence, gentleness, are the characteristics in which

Shulamith surpasses

all nfaa,

i.e.

all

women

(vid. vi. 9), as

the lily of

"

Although thorns
he sees her quiet life, he finds her

the valley surpasses the thorn-bushes around

it.

surround her, yet can he see her ;
But continuing this reciprocal rivalry in the praise of
mutual love, she says
beautiful."

1

Vid. Ewald, Jahrbuch, IV. p. 71

;

cf.

Wiistemann, Die Rose,

etc.,

1854.

* Vid. Fleischer, Sitxungs-Berichten d. Sachs. Gesell. d. Wissensch. 1888, p. 805.

Among the

rich flora

on the descent of the Hauran range, Wetstein saw

(Iteise-

148) a dark- violet magnificent lily (susan) as large as his fist. We note
here Riickert's " Bright lily 1 The flowers worship God in the garden : thou art
the priest of the house."
s An Aramaic proverb : " from thorns sprouts the rose " (i.e. bad fathers
have
bericht, p.

often pious children), in Heb.

is 'fifty

N'VID ftp

;

vid.

Jaltul Samuel, §
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Ver. 8a

Aa an
So

The

it

from

apple-tree

its

of which, wan, is formed from HBi, and

fragrant flower and fruit,

fruit trees, in Shulamith's view.

uneven)

is

shade

But the
;

*>JP

(from

">JP,

is

as the king

among

to be rough, rugged,

the wilderness and the forest, where are also found trees

bearing fruit, which, however,
able.

among the trees of the wood,

my beloved among the sons.

name

apple-tree, the

denominates

is

is for

the most part sour and unpalat-

apple-tree unites delicious fruit along with a grateful

and just such a noble

tree is the object of her love.

86 Under his shadow it delighted me to
And his fruit is sweet to my taste.

In concupivi

et

sit

;

;

consedi the principal verb completes itself

co-ordinating of a verb instead of an adv. or

Esth. viii 7

down

Ewald,

§

285.

inf.

However, concupivi

by the
21

as

Isa. xlii.

et

consedi is yet

;

more than concupivi

considere, for thereby she not only says that she
found delight in sitting down, but at the same time also in sitting

down

in the shadow of this tree.

The

Piel "ran, occurring only here,

The shadow is a
a figure of enjoyment
denoted by *jn= ijan, from ^I?n, to chew, or

expresses the intensity of the wish and longing.
figure of protection afforded,

The taste is
and that which

obtained.

also inibuere ;

and the

is

sweet

fruit

is called pino,

ing connected with an agreeable relish.

The urns

from the smackhas neglected

loq.

this image, true to nature, 'of physical circumstances in words, especi-

ally where, as here, they are transferred to the experience of the
soul-life.

The

perception

(ato-0r]ri,K6v)

becomes then a figure of the soul's power of
a man's fruit are his words and works, in
which his inward nature expresses itself; and this fruit is sweet to
those on whom that in which the peculiar nature of the man reveals
itself makes a happy, pleasing impression.
But not only does the
person of the king afford to Shulamith so great delight, he entertains
her also with what can and must give her enjoyment
Ver. 4 He has brought me into the wine-house,
And his banner over me is love.
After

we have

taste

;

seen the ladies of the palace at the feast, in which

till now absent, has entered
banqueting-chamber (Arab, meglis), by pjn n '# we are not to
understand the vineyard, which would be called beth hdggephanim or
beth ha'dnavim, as in Acts i. 12, Pesh. the Mount of Olives, beth
zaite}
He has introduced her to the place where he royally enterWell knowing that she, the poor and sunburnt
tains his friends.

wine

is

presented, and after Solomon,

the

' In Heb. jw does not denote the vine as a plant, as the Aethiop. wain, whence
asada wain, wine-court = vineyard, which Ewald compares ; Dillmann, however,
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II. 6.

maiden, does not properly belong to such a place, and would rather

away from it, he relieves her from her fear and bashful ness,
he covers her with his fear-inspiring, awful, and thus surely protecting, banner ; and this banner, which he waves over her, and
under which she is well concealed, is "love." ?W (from 5n, to
escape
for

cover) is the

name

of the covering of the shaft or standard,

the piece of cloth fastened to a shaft.

i.e.

pannus,

Like a pennon, the love of

the king hovers over her; and so powerful, so surpassing,

is

the delight

of this love which pervades and transports her, that she cries out
Vcr. 5 Support me with grape-cakes,
Refresh me with apples

For

I

am

sick with love.

She makes use of the intensive form as one in a high degree in
need of the reanimating of her almost sinking life ^?? is the intens.
and
of ?lDp, to prop up, support, or, as here, to under-prop, uphold
1B"», the intens. of "i?"} (R ep), to raise up from beneath (vid. at Prov.
vii 16), to furnish firm ground and support.
The apple is the
Greek attribute of Aphrodite, and is the symbol of love ; but here
it is only a means of refreshing ; and if thoughts of love are con:

;

nected with the apple-tree

Shulamith's rural home.
citrons

;

3, viii.

5),

that

explained from

is

but these must needs have been more closely denoted, as at

Prov. xxv. 11,

TO,

(ii.

Bottcher understands quinces; Epstein,

by some addition to the
make firm) are (cf. Isa.

rfB^E'R (from

expression.

to establish,

xvi.

7

;

Hos.

iil 1)

grapes

from D^BX, dried grapes (cf.
together), and ttXokoC?,
(Arab,
dabbule,
mass
pressed
fig-cakes
a
•V?'!),
cake is among the gifts
placenta, from the pressed-out form.
(2 Sam. vl 19) which David distributed to the people on the
occasion of the bringing up of the ark ; date-cakes, e.g. at the
monastery at Sinai, are to the present day gifts for the refreshment
of travellers.
If Shulamith's cry was to be understood literally, one
might, with Noack, doubt the correctness of the text for " lovesickness, even in the age of passion and sentimentality, was not
to be cured with roses and apples."
But (1) sentimentality, i.e.
susceptibility, does not belong merely to the Eomantic, but also to
pressed together like cakes

;

different

A

;

Antiquity, especially in the Orient, as

e.g.

is

shown by the symptoms

of sympathy with which the prophets were affected

when

uttering

judgment let one read such outbreaks of sorrow
as Isa. xxi. 3, which, if one is disposed to scorn, may be derided as
hysterical fits.
Moreover, the Indian, Persian, and Arabic erotic
their threatenings of

ineptly cites

Heb.

pn

JV3

;

" vine-arbour," and South-Germ, "fczmerte"
is

the house in which wine

is

=

vinea camcrata; in

drunk.
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(vid.

man
is

the

e.g.

Romance

Siret 'Antar) is as sentimental as the Ger-

(2) The subject of the passage here
not the curing of love-sickness, but bodily refreshment the cry

has at any time been.

:

may be made

of Shulamith, that she

agitation of her physical

life,

which

capable of bearing the deep
the consequence, not of her

is

(3) The cry is not addressed
(although this is grammatically possible, since '?UD D is, according to
*nk ruasD) to the daughters of Jerusalem, who would in that
rule,

love-sickness, but of her love-happiness.

=

case have been

named, but to some other person

being taken not in a literal sense.

its

came

to the help of Shulamith, sick

;

and

this points to

(4) It presupposes that one

and reduced to weakness, with

grapes and apple-scent to revive her fainting

The

spirit.

call of

Shulamith thus means hasten to me with that which will revive
and refresh me, for I am sick with love. This love-sickness has also
:

been experienced in the spiritual sphere. St. Ephrem was once so
overcome by such a joy that he cried out : " Lord, withdraw Thine
hand a little, for my heart is too weak to receive so great joy."
And J. R. Hedinger (f 1704) was on his deathbed overpowered
with such a stream of heavenly delight that he cried " Oh, how
Oh, how sweet is Thy love, my Jesus
good is the Lord
Oh, what
I am not worthy of it, my Lord
a sweetness
Let me alone let
:

!

!

!

!

me alone

!

"

As

the spiritual joy of love, so

longing of love consume the body
lxxxiv. 3)

;

there have been

(cf.

Job

men who have

longing desire after the Lord and eternity.

;

may

also the spiritual

xix.

27

;

ps. lxiii. 2,

actually sunk under a
It

is

the state of love-

ecstasy in which Shulamith calls for refreshment, because she

The

is

contrast between her, the poor

and unworthy,
and the king, who appears to her as an ideal of beauty and majesty,
who raises her up to himself, was such as to threaten her life. Unlooked for, extraordinary fortune, has already killed many.
Fear,
producing lameness and even death, is a phenomenon common in the
afraid of sinking.

Orient.

1

If Pharaoh's daughter, if the

Queen

of Sheba, finds herselt

in the presence of Solomon, the feeling of social equality prevents all

alarm.
1

But Shulamith is dazzled by the splendour, and

" Ro'b

(ajri,

disconcerted;

thus in Damascus), or ra'b (thus in the Hauran and

Beduins), is a state of the soul which with us

is

among the

found only in a lower degree,

The icahm, i.e.
but which among the Arabians is psychologically noteworthy.
the idea of the greatness and irresistibility of a danger or a misfortune, overpowers
the Arabian ; all power of body and of soul suddenly so departs from him, that
he falls down helpless and defenceless. Thus, on the 8th July 1860, in a fewhours, about 6000 Christian men were put to death in Damascus, without one
That the ro'b
lifting his hand in defence, or uttering one word of supplication.
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II. C, 7.

it happens to her in type as it happened to the seer of Patmos.
who, in presence of the ascended Lord, fell at His feet as one dead,
Rev. L 17.
If beauty is combined with dignity, it has always, for

and

gentle and not perverted natures, something that awakens veneration

and tremor ; but

if the power of love be superadded, then it has, as
a consequence, that combination of awe and inward delight, the
psychological appearance of which Sappho, in the four strophes
which begin with " $alveral fiot ktjvo? Itros; dediaiv e/tfiev mv^p" has

manner so true to nature. We may thus, without
modern sentimentality into antiquity, suppose that
Shulamith sank down in a paroxysm caused by the rivalry between
the words of love and of praise, and thus thanking him,—for
Solomon supports and bears her up, she exclaims
described in a

carrying back

—

under my head,
his right hand doth embrace me.

Vcr. 6 His left band

And

With

is

hand he supports her head that had fallen backwards,
and with his right he embraces her [herzet], as Luther rightly renders
it (as he also renders the name Habakkuk by " der Herzer " = the
embracer) ; for p?ri signifies properly to enfold, to embrace but
then generally, to embrace lovingly, to fondle, of that gentle stroking
with the hand elsewhere denoted by Wn, mulcere. The situation
his left

;

here

is like

that at Gen. xxix. 1 3,

xlviii. 1

;

where, connected with

meant of loving arms stretched out to embrace. If
this sympathetic, gentle embracing exercises a soothing influence on
her, overcome by the power of her emotions; so love mutually
kindled now celebrates the first hour of delighted enjoyment, and
the happy Shulamith calls to those who are witnesses of her joy
the

dat., it is

Ver. 7 I adjure you, ye daughters of Jerusalem,

By

the gazelles or the hinds of the

field,

That ye arouse not and disturb not love
Till

she pleases.

It is permitted to the Israelites to swear, Vseh, only

by God (Gen.

but to adjure, V^Bfy by that which is not God, is also
admissible, although this example before us is perhaps the only
xxi.

23)

;

Arabia, European and native physicians have assured me; and I mycan confirm the fact. Since it frequently produces a stiffening of the limbs,
with chronic lameness, every kind of paralysis is called rob, and every paralytic mafub.
It is treated medically by applying the ' terror-cup ' Qdset er-ro'b),
covered over with sentences engraved on it, and hung round with twenty bells
kills in

self

and

since,

among

stronger and

the Arabians, the influence of the psychical on the physical

more immediate than with

sometimes positive results."

us, the

sympathetic cure

may have

is

there

Wetstdn.
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direct one in Scripture.

Acts

Kri'SO,

with the

'3V

(=

fem. nja? (Aram.

'2V, dialect. '30),

36), plur. tsebaim or tsebajim, fem. tsabaolh (according
of K3V), softened from tsebajoth, is the name for the

ix.

pi.

from the elegance of its form and movements. ni?)K is the
connecting form of nwjs, whose consonantal Yod in the Assyr. and
Syr. is softened to the diphthong ailuv, aild; the gen. "of the
field," as not distinguishing but describing, belongs to both of the
animals, therefore also the first is without the article.
1K (after the
etymon corresponding to the Lat. vel) proceeds, leaving out of view

gazelle,

the repetition of this so-called Slumber-Song
also

ii.

9),

(hi.

5

;

cf. viii.

4, as

from the endeavour to give to the adjuration the greatest

impression; the expression

is

varied, for the representations

from image to image, and the one, wherever

flit

possible, is surpassed

by the other (vid. at Prov. xxx. 31). Under this verse Hengst.
remarks " The bride would not adjure by the hinds, much more
would she adjure by the stags." He supposes that Solomon is here
the speaker; but a more worthless proof for this could not be
thought of.
On the contrary, the adjuration by the gazelles, etc.,
shows that the speaker here is one whose home is the field and
:

v/ood

;

thus also not the poet (Hitz.) nor the queen-mother (Bottch.),

neither of

whom

is

that

are

most lovely and

Zockler, with

The adjuration is
by the animals

ever introduced as speaking.

that love should not be disturbed, and therefore

whom

free,

it is

which roam through the

fields.

in this one point Gratz agrees, finds here, after

the example of Bottch. and Hitz., the earnest warning against

wantonly exciting love in themselves (cf. Lat. irritamenta veneris,
God Himself awakens it, and heart finds itself
in sympathy with heart. But the circumstances in which Shulamith
The adjuration
is placed ill accord with such a general moralizing.
is repeated, ill. 5, viii. 4, and wherever Shulamith finds herself near
irritata voluptas) till

her beloved, as she is here in his arms. What lies nearer, then,
than that she should guard against a disturbance of this loveecstasy,

which

is

like a slumber penetrated

Instead of W'T'K, TW?, and

^J*

1

,

by

delightful dreams

?

should be more exactly the words

jam, nflgn, and fH"ptyri ; but the gram, distinction of the genera is
We meet also with the very same
in Heb. not perfectly developed.
ttynallage generis, without this adjuration formula, at v. 8, vii. 1,
iv. 2, vi. 8, etc. ; it is also elsewhere frequent ; but in the Song it
perhaps belongs to the foil of the vulgar given to the highly poetic.
Thus also in the vulgar Arab, the fem. forms jaktulna, taktulna, corresponding to

<"i3pbpn,

are fallen out of use.

With

Tj?n, expergefacere,

there is connected the idea of an interruption of sleep
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II.

further,

placing in the full activity of awakened
is,
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8, 9.

of arousing out of sleep,
life.

1

The one adjuration
sweet dream the

that love should not be awakened out of

its

;

be disturbed from its being absorbed in
The Pasek between Wjm and the word following has, as at
itself.
Lev. x. 6, the design of keeping the two Vavs distinct, that in
reading they might not run together; it is the Pasek which, as
Ben Asher says, serves "to secure to a letter its independence
n ?L|^!? is not abstr. pro
against the similar one standing next it."
concreto, but love itself in its giving and receiving.
Thus closes the
second scene of the first act Shulamith lies like one helpless in
the arms of Solomon but in him to expire is her life ; to have lost
herself in him, and in him to find herself again, is her happiness.
other, that it should not

:

;

SECOND

ACT.

THE MUTUAL SEEKING AND FINDING OF THE LOVERS.—
Chap.

II.

$-111. 5.

FIRST SCENE OE THE SECOND ACT,

With

ii.

summons

The

8 the second act begins.

5) closes

(iii.

as

it,

it

did the

II.

8-17.

so-called slumber-song

act; and also the refrain-like

first

mountains leaves no doubt regarding the
The locality is no longer the royal city.
Shulamith, with her love-sickness, is once more at home in the house
which she inhabits along with her own friends, of whom she has
already (i. 6) named her brothers.
This house stands alone among
the rocks, and deep in the mountain range ; around are the vineyards which the family have planted, and the hill-pastures on which
they feed their flocks.
She longingly looks out here for her distant
to hasten to the

close of the first scene.

lover.
Ver.

my beloved lo, there he comes
Springs over the mountains,

8 Hark,

Bounds over the

The

!

hills.

well explained by Lewisohn in his
" The Jt^rrriS TJTD is satisfied that
the sleeper wakes, and it is left to him fully to overcome the influence of sleep
the vn$)D. however, arouses him at once from sleepiness, and awakes him to such
1

distinction

between these words

Investigaliones Linguae (Wilna, 1840), p. 21

u degree that he

is

is
:

secured against falling asleep again."
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My beloved

9

is like

Or a young one

a gazelle,

of the harts.

Lo, there he stands behind our wall I
He looks through the windows,
Glances through the lattices.

The word

in the expression "fn

5>lp,

Tip, is

to be understood of

the call of the approaching lover (Bottch.), or only of the sound of
his footsteps (Hitz.)

beloved

!),

it is

;

our "Jwrch" ["hear!"].
sharpens

it,

22.

Aram.

Vid. under Gen.

fSi?,

rsp,

= en

f» after n?n

10.

iv.

83

ce.

same as

thought of as

is

from the accenting of the fem. nsa,

ip| is the usual

word

e.g.

Jer.

for springing; the parallel r?PT (Pfi?),

properly contrahere (cogn.

signifies

my

interjectional clause (sound of

as the demonst. ce in ecce

partic, as is evident
x.

an

in which kol becomes an interjection almost the

p?ij,

whence

Kametz, the drawing together of the mouth, more accurately, of the

draw the body together, to
In the same manner, at the present day,
both in the city and in the Beduin Arab, kamaz, for which also
famaz, is used of the springing of a gazelle, which consists in a
muscles of the
it for

tossing

up of the

similarly,

particularly to

lips),

a spring.

prepare

362)

Zeitung, xxii.

:

wahu jegmiz gamazdt

with the springing of a gazelle.
The figure used in ver. 8
gazelle,

'Antar says

legs stretched out perpendicularly.

M.
away

as Shulamith here of the swift -footed schebub {D.

which

continued in ver. 9.

is

thus designated after

is

d-gazdl, it leaps

its

Arab,

name

*3V is the

ghazal,

which

has reached us probably through the Moorish-Spanish gazela (dis">SV is the
tinct from " ghasele," after the Pers. ghazal, love-poem).

young

hart, like

the Arab, ghv/ar (ghafar), the young chamois,

probably from the covering of young hair

may be

;

whence

also the

young

Eegarding the effect of \R passing from
The meaning would be
one figure to another, vid. under ii. 7a.
plainer were ver. 9a joined to ver. 8, for the figures illustrate
quick-footed speed (2 Sam. ii. 18 ; 1 Chron. xii. 8 ; cf. Ps. xviii. 34
with Hab. iii. 19 and Isa. xxxv. 6). In ver. 96 he comes with the

lion

called "PES.

speed of the gazelle, and his eyes seek for the unforgotten one.
?na (from Jna, compingere, condensate ; whence, e.g., Arab, mukattal,
pressed together, rounded, ramassi ; vid. regarding E. TO at Ps.
Aram. fy?>3 (Josh. ii. 15; Targ. word for *vp), is meant

lxxxvii. 6),

of the wall of the house

Shulamith

is

from

it),

:

it.

her beloved, standing behind the

house (Tympe ad latus aversum
and looks through the windows,
at one

wall, stands without, before the
parietis, viz. out

not of the wall surrounding

itself,

within, in the house

:
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It 10.

—

time through this one, at another through that one, that he might
have here two verbs from
see her and feast his eyes on her.
rnacfy from IW,
the fulness of Heb. synon. for one idea of seeing,

We

occurring only three times in the O.
roots JC, TC,

pe>,

T., refers,

in respect of the

to the idea of piercing or splitting (whence also

be furious, properly pierced, percitum esse ; cf. oestrus, sting
= madness, Arab, transferred to hardiness = madness),
and means fixing by reflection and meditation ; wherefore nrac'n in
post-bibL Heb. is the name for Divine Providence. TVO, elsewhere to
twinkle and to bloom, appears only here in the sense of seeing, and
that of the quick darting forward of the glance of the eye, as Mick
[glance] and blitz [lightning] (blic) are one word; "he saw," says
Goethe in Werther, " the glance of the powder " ( Weigand). 1 The
plurs. fenestras and transennae are to be understood also as synechdoche totius pro parte, which is the same as the plur. of categ. ; but
with equal correctness we conceive of him as changing his standing
|i?n is the window, as an opening in the wall, from ??n, perplace.
B^H we combine most certainly (vid. Prov. xii. 27) with
forare.
Vif, to

of a gadfly

(Arab.) khark, fismra, so that the idea presents itself of the

window

broken through the wall, or as itself broken through ; for the window
in the country there consists for the most part of a pierced wooden
frame of a transparent nature,
not (as one would erroneously con-

—

from the most significant name of a window naab, now
schubbdhe, from m&, to twist, to lattice, to close after the manner of
our Venetian blinds) of rods or boards laid crosswise. PV? accords
with the looking out through the pierced places of such a window,
clude,

for the glances of his eye are like the penetrating rays of light.

When now

Shulamith continues

Ver. 10a

My

beloved answered and said to me,

Arise,

the words show that this

my

love,

first

my fair one,

scene

i3

and go forth

not immediately dramatic,

but only mediately ; for Shulamith speaks in monologue, though in a
dramatic manner narrating an event which occurred between the

commencement

of their love-relation

does not relate

it

1

In this sense

proof that the

the old Heb.

:

and her home-bringing.* She
and thus it is not one. Solomon

to look sharply toward, is

Song

still

as a dream,

is

of very recent date

;

pvn

(Talm.)

—for

bat this word belongs,

Grfitz alone a

like

VlDDt to

preserved in the Talm.

Grata misinterprets this in order by the supplement of similar ones. to make
poem a chain of narrative which Shulamith declaims to the daughters of
Jerusalem. Thereby it certainly ceases to be dramatic, but so much more tedious
does it become by these interposed expressions, " I said," " he said," " the sons of
'

the whole

my mother said."
80NG.

D
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again once more passes, perhaps on a hunting expedition into the
its rains, which made them
and after long waiting, Shulamith at length
again sees him, and he invites her to enjoy with him the spring
signifies, like airoKplveadat, not always to answer to
season.
the words of another, hut also to speak on the occasion of a person
appearing before one it is different from ruy, the same in sound,
which signifies to sing, properly to sing through the nose, and has
the root-meaning of replying (of the same root as \V3, clouds, as that
which meets us when we look up toward the heavens) ; but taking
speech in hand in consequence of an impression received is equivalent to an answer. With 'Dip he calls upon her to raise herself from
her stupor, and with =I< , ??1, French va-t-en, to follow him.

northern mountains after the winter with
inaccessible, is over

;

W

;

Ver. 11 For, lo

!

the winter

is past,

The rain is over, is gone.
12 The flowers appear in the land;
The time of song has come,
And the voice of the turtle makes

itself heard in ocr land.
13 The fig-tree spices her green figs,
And the vines stand in bloom, they diffuse fragrance ;—

Rise up,

The winter
as

my

love,

my fair

one,

and go forth

perhaps from a verb nriD (of the same root
without any example, since niD, Gen. xlix. 1 1, is cer-

is called in?,

*inD, DriD,

tainly not derived from a verb niD), to conceal, to veil, as the time of

being overcast with clouds, for in the East winter is the rainy season
(Arab.) shataa is also used in the sense of rain itself {vid. D. M.

and in the present day in Jerusalem, in the
name is used for rain but shataa
The word vrip, which the Kert substitutes, only means
(not metar).
that one must not read tap, but inp with long a ; in the same way
Wy, humble, from njV, to be bowed down, and
a quail, from n^,
Eain is here, however, especially
to be fat, are formed and written.
mentioned it is called gSshSm, from gashdm, to be thick, massy (cf.
With "W, to pass by, there is interchanged
revivlm, of density).
*|?n, which, like (Arab.) khalaf, means properly to press on, and then
generally to move to another place, and thus to remove from the
In v Tpn, -with the dot. ethicus, which
place hitherto occupied.
throws back the action on the subject, the winter rain is thought of
as a person who has passed by. 1*?, with the noun-ending dn, is the
same as \osi, and signifies the flower, as the latter the flower-month,
flordal ; in the use of the word, JS3 is related to K?. and >"i!??, probably
In hSzzamir the idea of the song of
as little flower is to flower.
The
birds (Arab, gharad) appears, and this is not to be given up.
Zeitsch. xx.

618)

;

language of the people, no other

W,

:
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11-18.

Jerome, and the Venet. translate tempus

putationis: the time of the pruning of vines, which indeed corresponds
(cf. lor, to prune the vine, and 'TJDTD, a pruningand to similar names, such as ^DK [ingathering of fruit], but
supplies no reason for her being invited out into the open fields, and
is on this account improbable, because the poet further on speaks
"U?T (Tat) is an onomatopoeia, which for
for the first time of vines.
the most part denotes song and music why should t*dt thus not be

to the iisus loq.

knife),

able to denote singing, like
the singing of

men

itiot,

—but

;

not, at least not in this passage,

(Hengst.), for they are not silent in winter

the singing of birds, which

;

but

and as a
1
characteristic feature, is added to this lovely picture of spring ? Thus
there is also suitably added the mention of the turtle-dove, which
is a bird of passage (vid. Jer. viii. 7), and therefore a messenger of
spring.
Vofi is 3d pret. it makes itself heard.
The description of spring is finished by a reference to the fig-tree
and the vine, the standing attributes of a prosperous and peaceful
JB (from MS, and thus
homestead, 1 Kings v. 5 ; 2 Kings xviii. 31.
named, not from their hardness, but their delicacy) are the little fruits
of the fig-tree which now, when the harvest-rains are over, and the
spring commences with the equinox of Nisan, already begin to assume
a red colour ; the verb tMn does not mean " to grow into a bulb," as
Bottch. imagines
it has only the two meanings, condire (condin,
post-bibl. syn. of ??"3) and rubeszere.
From its colour, wheat has the
name nan = ntMn and here also the idea of colour has the preference,
for becoming fragrant does not occur in spring,
in the history of the
is

truly a sign of the spring,

:

;

;

—

cursing of the fig-tree at the time of the Passover,
says, " for the time of figs

was not

yet."

In

fig-trees,

Mark

by

this

(xi.

1 3)

time the

its colour, and the vines are TiDD,
bloom (LXX. Kvirpi^ovaai cf. vii. 13,
KvrrpuT/ios:)
it is a clause such as Ex. ix. 31, and to which " they
diffuse fragrance" (ver. 13) is parallel.
This word TTOD is usually
regarded as a compound word, consisting of DD, scent, and Tin, bright-

green of the fruit-formation changes
blossom,

i.e.

are in a state of

:

—

= blossom (vid. Gesen. Thes) it is undeniable that there are
such compound formations, e.g. IJKpB', from n?B> and J*?B> ; tJ^Bpn, from
2
(Arab.) hams, to be hard, and hcds, to be dark-brown.
But the
ness

1

;

It is true that besides in this

passage zamar, of the singing of birds, is not
shrill cry of the ostrich, and par-

demonstrable, the Arab, zamar is only used of the
ticularly the female ostrich.
s

In like manner as (Arab.) karbsh, corrugare, is formed of karb, to string, and.
and another extension of karsh is kurnash, wrinkles,
;

karsh, to "wrinkle, combined

and mularnash, wrinkled.

" One day,"

said Wetrtein to

me, "

I
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traditional reading "HDD (not "Hi? )

is

unfavourable to this view

;

the

middle a accordingly, as in OT, presents itself as an ante-tone vowel
(Ewald, § 154a), and the stem- word appears as a quadril. which may
be the expansion of

">!!?,

to range,

Symm.

asunder, unfolding.

put in order in the sense of placing
by olvdvOi), and the

renders the word

Talm. idiom shows that not only the green five-leaved blossoms of
the vine were so named, but also the fruit-buds and the first shoots
of the grapes.
Here, as the words "they diffuse fragrance" (as
at

14 of the mandrakes) show, the vine-blossom is meant which
At the
the vineyard with an incomparably delicate fragrance.

vii.

fills

close of the invitation to enjoy the spring, the call " Rise up," etc.,

with which

it

The Chethib *J?, if not an error in
by the Keri, is to be read '?? (cf. Syr. bechi,
thee, but with occult i)
a North Palestinism

began, is repeated.

writing, justly set aside

in thee, I'votechi, to

—

^, like 2 Kings iv. 2, where the Keri, has substituted the usual
form (vid. under Ps. ciii. introd.) for this very dialectic form, which
for

is

there undoubtedly original.

Ver. 14. Solomon further relates

how he drew her

to himself

out of her retirement

My dove in the

clefts of the rock,
In the hiding-place of the cliff
Let me see thy countenance,
Let me hear thy voice

For thy voice
"

Dove

" (for

which

is

sweet and thy countenance comely.

Castellio, columbula, like vulticulum, voculam) is

a name of endearment which Shulamith shares with the church of
The wood-pigeon builds
God, Ps. lxxiv. 19 ; cf. lvi. 1 ; Hos. vii. 11.
its nest in the clefts of the rocks and other steep rocky places, Jer.
1

That Shulamith is thus here named, shows that, far
removed from intercourse with the world, her home was among the
(Arab.)
mountains.
'"D, from Wf, or also «n, requires a verb run

xlviii.

28.

=

origin of the word karnasa, to wrinkle, and he replied that it was derived
from a sheep's stomach that had lain over night, i.e. the stomach of a slaughtered
sheep that bad lain over night, by which its smooth surface shrinks together and
becomes wrinkled. In fact, we say of a wrinkled countenance that it is mathal
al.karash albayt." With right TVetstein gathers from this curious fact how difficult
it is to ascertain by purely etymological considerations the view which guided the
Semites in this or that designation. Samdor is also a strange word on the one

Arab the

;

side it is connected with sadr, of the veiling of the eyes, as the effect of terror

and on the other with samd, of stretching oneself straight out. , E. Meier takes
*ni3D as the name of the vine-blossom, as changed from "IDDD, bristling. Just as
unlikely as that 1DD is cogn. to IDn, Jesurun, p. 221.
- T

1

Wetstein's Reisebericht, p. 182

" T
:

"

If the Syrian

wood-pigeon does not find
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ic

as a Himyar. lexicographer defines

into the mountains after the nature of a defile

ideas of inaccessibility

;

with

and remoteness are connected

;

it, is

with

a cleft

only the

")«,

J&D, those

of a secure hiding-place, and, indeed, a convenient, pleasant residence,

nrno is

the stairs here the rocky stairs, as the two chalk-cliffs on the
Eugen, which sink perpendicularly to the sea, are called " Stiibbenkammer," a corruption of the Slavonic Stupnykamen, i.e. the Stair" Let me see," said he, as he called upon her with enticing
Bock.
words, " thy countenance " and adds this as a reason, " for thy
countenance is lovely."
The word T£")9, thus pointed, is sing. the
Jod otians is the third root letter of
retained only for the sake
of the eye.
It is incorrect to conclude from ashrSch, in Eccles.
x. 1 7, that the ech may be also the plur. suff., which it can as little
be as Shu in Prov. xxix. 1 8 ; in both cases the sing. SshSr has substituted itself for ashrS.
But, inversely, mdraich cannot be sing.
for the sing, is simply marSch.
Also mttrav, Job xli. 1, is not sing.
the sing, is marShu, Job iv. 16 ; Song v. 15.
On the other hand,
the determination of such forms as ^"lD, DJVtnD, is difficult these
;

;

;

^

:

forms

may be

is just

sing, as

such a non-numer. plur.

tensive plur., as Bottcher calls

and the

In the passage before
as D'?3.
But while panlm

well as plur.

totality of its parts,

it

:

the countenance, in

marlm, like mardth,

term, Ex. xL 2 (vid. Dietrich's Abhand. p. 19),
plur.

:

the countenance, on the side of

its

is

its

us, D'H"]?
is

an ex-

extension

vision, a stately

an amplificative

fulness of beauty

and

its

overpowering impression.

There now follows a cantiuncula.
and, singing, salutes her beloved.
spring.

Shulamith comes forward,

Their love shall celebrate a

Thus she wishes everything removed,

new

or rendered harmless,

that would. disturb the peace of this love
Yer. 15 Catch us the foxes, the little foxes,
The spoilers of the -vineyards
For our vineyards are in bloom

16

My beloved is mine, and I am his
Who feeds [his flock] among the lilies.

If the king is now, on this visit of the beloved, engaged in hunting,
the call : " Catch us," etc., if it is directed at all to any definite

who follow him. But this is a vinewith Shulamith's experience as the keeper

persons, is addressed to those
dresser's ditty, in accord

pigeon-tower, trtpmtptav*, it builds its nest in the hollows of rocky precipices, or
in the walls of deep and wide fountains."
See also his Nord-arabien, p. 68

"

A

number of

scarcely accessible mountains in Arabia are called alhutnat,

a

rock-nest."
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The

of a vineyard, which, in a figure, aims at her love-relation.

vineyards, beautiful with fragrant blossom, point to her covenant of

love

;

and the

which might destroy these united
and little enemies and adverse cirgnaw and destroy love in the blossom,

foxes, the little foxes,

vineyards, point to all the great

cumstances which threaten to

DyVB' comprehends both foxes and jackals, which " destroy or injure the vineyards ; because, by their holes and passages which they form in the
ground, loosening the soil, so that the growth and prosperity of the
This word is from 7J|B> (R. 5>B>), to go
vine suffers injury " (Hitzig).
down, or into the depth. The little foxes are perhaps the jackals,
which are called tdnnlm, from their extended form, and in height are
seldom more than fifteen inches. The word "jackal * has nothing to
do with ?VW, but is the Persian-Turkish shagJtal, which comes from the
Sanscr. ergdla, the howler (R. hrag, like kap-dla, the skull R. kap, to
be arched). Moreover, the mention of the foxes naturally follows 1 4a,
for they are at home among rocky ravines.
Hitzig supposes Shulawait, ye rascals
But tnx,
mith to address the foxes hold for us
Aram, inx, does not signify to wait, but to seize or lay hold of
ere it has reached the ripeness of full enjoyment.

;

=

:

!

(synon. *»?, Judg. xv. 4), as the lion its prey, Isa. v. 29.
plur.

of address is explained from

made

being

its

And

the

to the king's

who could and would give help. Fox-hunting is
and has been from old times, a sport of rich landowners and
that the smaller landowners also sought to free themselves from
them by means of snares or otherwise, is a matter of course, they
are proverbially as destroyers, Neh. iii. 35 [iv. 3], and therefore

retinue, or to all
still,

;

—

a figure of the false prophets, Ezek.
instead of

poetry

is

V^C

*!??™?.

The

not fond of the

xiii.

'en? 'ano are here

4.

articles are generally omitted,

article,

where, as here

(cf.

because

on the other

i. 6), the thoughts and language permit it ; and the fivefold
an intentional mere verborum sonus. The clause T!»D '"jai is an
explanatory one, as appears from the Vav and the subj. preceding, as
TTOD maintains here also, in
well as from the want of a finitum.

hand,

im

is

pausa, the sharpening of the final syllable, as

The 16th verse

is

pentast. song, celebrates her love-relation

into ver. 15, is continued in ver. 16,

address her beloved.

He

Deut. xxviii. 42.

;

Shulamith, in the

for the praise of it extends

and not

till

ver.

17 doe8 she

Luther translates

My beloved is mine,

and

He feeds

among the

[his flock]

has here abo changed the "

for of the

'sn,

connected with the 15th.

two queens among the

lilies

I

am his
roses.

" of the Vulgate into " roses

flowers,

;

he gave the preference to the
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he rightly does not translate nTfi\},
who feeds
in the mid. after the pascitur inter lilia of the Vulgate
himself, i.e. pleases himself ; for njn has this meaning only when
the object expressly follows, and it is evident that 'iBfa cannot possibly be this object, after Gen. xxxvii. 2, the object is thus to ^e
And which ? Without doubt, gregem ; and if Heiligst^
supplied.
popular and

common rose

besides,

;

:

—

with the advocates of the shepherd-hypothesis, understands this

among the lilies, of feeding on a flowery
meadow, nothing can be said against it. But at vi. 2 f., where this
saying of Shulamith is repeated, she says that her beloved 0*113
feeds and gathers lilies.
On this the literal interpretation of the qui
pascit (gregem) inter lilia is wrecked ; for a shepherd, such as the
shepherd-hypothesis supposes, were he to feed his flock in a garden,
would be nothing better than a thief; such shepherds, also, do

feeding (of the flock)

not concern themselves with the plucking of flowers, but spend theii
It is Solomon, the king, of whom
Shulamith speaks. She represents him to herself as a shepherd ; but
in such a manner that, at the same time, she describes his actions
in language which rises above ordinary shepherd-life, and, so to
speak, idealizes.
She, who was herself a shepherdess, knows from
her own circle of thought nothing more lovely or more honourable
to conceive and to say of him, than that he is a shepherd who feeds

time in knitting stockings.

among

lilies.

The

locality

his

nature,

correspond to
Lilies, the

and the surroundings of his daily work
which is altogether beauty and love.

emblem

lofty elevation

(king) wanders,

pretation and

of unapproachable highness, awe-inspiring purity,
above what is common, bloom where the lily-like

whom

mode

the Lily names her own.
The mystic interof speaking takes " lilies " as the figurative name

of holy souls, and a lily-stalk as the symbol of the
tion.

Mary, who

is

life

of regenera-

celebrated in song as the rosa mystica, is rightly

represented in ancient pictures with a lily in her hand on the occafor if the people of God are called by
Jewish poets " a people of lilies," she is, within this lily-community,
this communio sanctorum, the lily without a parallel
Shulamith now further relates, in a dramatic, lively manner,
what she said to her beloved after she had saluted him in a song

sion of the Annunciation

;

Ver. 17 Till the day cools and the Bhadows

Turn

;

make

haste,

my

flee

away,

beloved,

Like a gazelle or a young one of the hinds
craggy mountains.

On the

With
is

the

done

;

perf.,

&

TJ> (cf.

with the

as

fut., till

"VI, Gen. xxiv. 33) signifies, till something
something will be done. Thus till the
:
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evening come3

—

and, therefore, before

Most

it

comes

—may he do what she

te, with the
supplement ad me ; according to which Jerome, Castell., and others
translate by revertere.
But Ps. lxxi. 21 does not warrant this rendering and if Shulamith has her beloved before her, then by 3D she
can only point him away from herself; the paralL viii. 14 has rna
instead of 3D, which consequently means, " turn thyself from here
away."
Eather we may suppose, as I explained in 1851, that she
holds him in her embrace, as she says, and, inseparable from him, will
wander with him upon the mountains. But neither that ad me nor
this mecum should have been here (cf. on the contrary viii. 14) unexpressed. We hold by what is written. Solomon surprises Shulamith,
and invites her to enjoy with him the spring-time not alone, because he is on a hunting expedition, and
as denoted by " catch us"
(ver. 1 5)
with a retinue of followers.
She knows that the king has
not now time to wander at leisure with her and therefore she asks
him to set forward his work for the day, and to make haste on the
mountains till " the day cools and the shadows flee." Then she will
expect him back then in the evening she will spend the time with
him as he promised her. The verb n* 3 with the guttural letter Hheth
and the labial Pe, signifies spirare, here of being able to be breathed,
i.e. cool, like the expression 'n tyn Gen. iii. 8 (where the guttural Hheth
The shadows flee away, when they become
is connected with Bssh).
longer and longer, as if on a flight, when they stretch out (Ps. cix. 23,
Till that takes place
cil 1 2) and gradually disappear.
or, as we say,
will be done
he shall hasten with the swiftness of a gazelle on the
mountains, and that on the mountains of separation, i.e. the riven
mountains, which thus present hindrances, but which he, the " swift as
the gazelle " (vid. ii. 9), easily overcomes.
Rightly, Bochart montes
scissionis, ita dicti propter, pwxjwv? et %dap,aTa.
Also, Luther's
" Scheideberge " are " mountains with peaks, from one of which to the
other one must spring."
We must not here think of Bithron
(2 Sara. ii. 29), for that is a mountain ravine on the east of Jordan
nor of Bar-Cochba's *W3 (Kirschbaum, Landau), because this mountain (whether it be sought for to the south of Jerusalem or to the
north of Antipatris) ought properly to be named "WV3 (vid. Aruch).
It is worthy of observation, that in an Assyrian list of the names of
animals, along with sabi (gazelle) and apparw (the young of the
gazelle or of the hind), the name bitru occurs, perhaps the name of
the rupicapra.
At the close of the song, the expression " mountain
of spices " occurs instead of " mountain of separation," as here.
There no more hindrances to be overcome lie in view, the rock-cliffs

requires of him.

interpreters explain 3D, verte

;

;

—

—

;

;

,

y

—

—

:
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1, 8.

have become fragrant flowers. The request here made by Shulamith
breathes self-denying humility, patient modesty, inward joy in
the joy of her beloved. She will not claim him for herself till he
has accomplished his work. But when he associates with her in the
evening, as with the Emmaus disciples, she will rejoice if he
becomes her guide through the new-born world of spring. The
whole scene permits, yea, moves us to think of this, that the Lord
already even now visits the church which loves Him, and reveals
Himself to her; but that not till the evening of the world is His
varousia to be expected.

SECOND SCENE OF THE SECOND ACT,

in. 1-5.

In the first scene, Shulamith relates what externally happened to
her one day when the evening approached.
In this second scene,
she now relates what she inwardly experienced when the night
came.
She does not indeed say that she dreamed it ; but that it
is

a dream

is

seen from

this,

that that which is related cannot be

But

represented as an external reality.

it

at once appears as an

occurrence that took place during sleep.
Chap.

1

iii.

On my bed

in the nights

whom my soul

I

sought him

I

sought him, and found him not.

loveth

to say that she sought him beside herself on her
could that be of the modest one, whose homedescribed in the next act
she could and might miss

She does not mean
couch; for
bringing

how

is first

—

him

there neither waking nor sleeping.

Job

xxxiii. 15.

The commencement

is like

She was at night on her couch, when a painful

the beloved of her soul appeared to have forsaken her, to have withdrawn from her ; she had lost the feeling of
HOT is neither here
his nearness, and was not able to recover it.
nor at iii. 8 necessarily the categ. plur. The meaning may also be,
that this pain, arising from a sense of being forgotten, always returned
longing seized her

:

upon her

she became distrustful of his
for several nights through
but the more she apprehended that she was no longer loved,
the more ardent became her longing, and she arose to seek for him
fidelity

:

;

who had

disappeared.
Vcr. 2 So I will

arise,

then, and go about the city,

The markets, and the streets
T will seek him whom my soul loveth !—
I sought him, and found him not.
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How

could this night-search, with

all the strength of love, be conwith the modesty of a maiden ? It is thus a dream which
she relates.
And if the beloved of her soul were a shepherd, would

sistent

she seek

some

him

village

and not rather without, in the field or in,
is Solomon ; and in

in the city,

No

?

;

the beloved of her soul

mounThe resolution expressed by "I will
not introduced by " then I said," or any similar

the dream, Jerusalem, his city, is transported close to the
tains of her native home.
arise, then," is

the scene consists of a monologue which

phrase:

represents that which is experienced.

Pathaeh of
(

'ottl,

Q,

vid. Baer's Genesis, p. 7.

= shark), as O^N? of "W = shavr)
(

;

the plur. of p\W

i?Jf is

the root- word

pit?

on, to follow after continuously;

signifies to press

dramatically

Eegarding the second Chatef(Arab, sluik)

(Arab.)

suwak

designates perhaps, originally, the place to "which one drives cattle

sawak designates the place to
drink (Wetzst.).
The form nirpaK is
without the DagTiesh, as are all the forms of this verb except the
imper. ; the semi-guttural nature of the Koph has something opposfor sale, as in the desert; (Arab.)

which one drives

cattle for

ing the simple Sheva.

Shulamith now relates what she further experienced when, imby love-sorrow, she wandered through the city
Ver. 8 The watchmen who go about in the city found me

pelled

my soul loveth ? "

" Have ye seen him whom

Here

wanting before the question such a
" and I asked them, saying : " the monologue relates

also (as in ver. 2) there is

phrase

as,

an outward experience, then the

If she described

dramatically.

question would be a foolish one

the watchmen,

who make

;

for

how

could she suppose that

their rounds in the city (Epstein, against

Gratz, points for the antiquity of the order to Ps. exxvii. 1
lxii.

6

But

if

cf.

;

xxi.

she relates a dream,

it is

imagination rise higher than reflection.

a dream,

also,

;

Isa.

any knowledge of her beloved
to be remembered that feeling and

1 1), could have

It is in the very nature of

that things thus quickly follow one another without

by night, she found
a happy combination of circumstances formed in the dreaming soul; an occurrence without
probable external reality, although not without deep inner truth:
fixed lineaments.

in the streets

This

also,

him whom

that having gone out

she sought,

is

Ver. 4 Scarcely had I passed from them,

When

I

found him

whom my

soul loveth.

him and did not let him go
Until I brought him into the house of my mothei,
And into the chamber of her that gave me birth.
I seized
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III. 3.

it was as a little
would he paululum transit;
with it, paululum fuit quod transit, without any other distinction
than that in the latter case the paululum is more emphatic Since

that I passed, etc.

standing for a sentence:

Without

V, it

W

Shulamith relates something experienced earlier,
is not fitly
by teneo, but by tenui ; and *3B"]N (W, not by et non
dimittam eum, but, as the neg. of UBiNJ, et dimisi turn, not merely
et non dimittebam eum, but et non dimisi eum.
In Gen. xxxii. 27
,?
[26], we read the cogn. |w, vyhich signifies, to let go ( let me go"),
as nanrt, to let loose, to let free.
It is all the same whether we
translate, with the subjective colouring, donee introduxerim, or, with
rendered

—

the objective, donee introduxi; in either case the meaning

she held

him

fast till she

is

that

brought him, by gentle violence, into her

With JV2 there is the more definite parallel Tin,
which properly signifies (vid. under i. 4), recessus, penetrate ; with "©X,
the seldom occurring (only, besides, at Hos. ii. 7) nyln, part. f. Kal
of Trm t to conceive, be pregnant, which poetically, with the accus.,
may mean parturire or parere. In Jacob's blessing, Gen. xlix. 26,
mother's house.

as the text lies before us, his parents are called *iin ; just as in
Arab, ummdni, properly "
two mothers," may be used for "

my

my

;

parents " in the Lat. also, parentis

means

father

and mother zeug-

matically taken together.

The

closing words of

the

monologue are addressed to the

daughters of Jerusalem.
Vcr. 5 I adjure yon,
ye daughters of Jerusalem,
By the gazelles or the hinds of the field,

That ye awake not and disturb not love
Till

she pleases.

We

are thus obliged apparently to think of the daughters of Jerusalem as being present during the relation of the dream.
But since
Shulamith in the following Act is for the first time represented as
brought from her home to Jerusalem, it is more probable that she
represented her experience to herself in secret, without any auditors,
and feasting on the visions of the dream, which brought her beloved
so near, that she had him by herself alone and exclusively, that she
fell into such a love -ecstasy as ii. 7 ; and pointing to the distant
Jerusalem, deprecates all disturbance of this ecstasy, which in itself
is like a slumber pervaded by pleasant dreams.
In two monologues
dramatically constructed, the poet has presented to us a view of the
thoughts and feelings by which the inner life of the maiden was

moved in the near prospect of becoming a bride and being married.
Whoever reads the Song in the sense in which it is incor-
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porated with the canon, and that, too, in the historical sense fulfilled in
the

N". T.,

will not be able to read the

two scenes from Shulamith's

experience without finding therein a mirror of the intercourse of
the soul with

God

in Christ, and cherishing thoughts such,

are expressed in the ancient

e.g.,

as

hymn

Quando tandem ven'et, meus amort
Propera de Libano, dulcis amort
Clamat, amat sponsula : Veni, Jam,
Dulcis veni Jesut

THIED

ACT.

THE BRINGING OF THE BRIDE AND THE MARRIAGE.
Chap.

FIRST SCENE OF

III.

6-V.

I.

THE THIED ACT,

HI. C-1L

In this third Act the longing of the loving one after her beloved
appeased.
The first scene 1 represents her home-bringing
into the royal city.
gorgeous procession which marches towards
Jerusalem attracts the attention of the inhabitants of the city.
is finally

A

Ver. 6

Who is this coming up
like

from the wilderness

smoke,

pillars of

Perfumed with myrrh and frankincense,
With all aromatics of the merchants?
It is possible that ntft

and

n?'y

may be

connected

xxxiv. 7 (this poor man, properly, this, a poor man),

W

;

is

nt, Ps.
but
not analogous,

ought to be <wn n«r. Thus zoth will either be closely connected
with *», and make the question sharper and more animated, as is
that in Gen. xii. 1 8, or it will be the subject which then, as in Isa.
it

Job xxxviii. 2, cf. below vii. 5b, Jonah iv. 17, Amos ix. 12,
more closely written with indeterminate participles, according to
which it is rightly accented. But we do not translate with Heiligst.
lxiii. 1,

is

hoc quod adscendit, for ml asks after a person, ma after a
and only per attract, does ml stand for ma in Gen. xxxiii. 8 ;
Judg. xiii. 1 7 ; Mic. i. 5 also not quis est hoc ( Vaih), for zoth after
mi has a personal sense, thus quis (quaenam) haec est. That it is

quid

est

thing,

;

:

1

Vid. Schlottmann in the Stud. u. Kritiken, 1867, pp. 209-243.

Rejecting the
dramatic arrangement of this section, he interprets it throughout as a song of the
chorus of the daughters of Jerusalem, which is already contradicted by 106.
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being brought forward those

who ask know, even

yet too far off to be seen by them, because they recog-

is

That the
company comes up from the wilderness, it may be through the
wilderness which separates Jerusalem from Jericho, is in accordance
with the fact that a maiden from Galilee is being brought up, and
nise in the festal gorgeous procession a marriage party.

that the procession has taken the

way through

the Jordan valley

but the scene has also a typical colouring ; for the wilderness is, since the time of the Mosaic deliverance out of Egypt,
an emblem of the transition from a state of bondage to freedom,
(Gh6r)

;

from humiliation to glory

The pomp

lxviii. 5).

(vid.

is like

under

Isa.

xl.

3

;

Hos.

i.

16

Columns

censer of frankincense is swung.

of

smoke from the

burning incense mark the line of the procession before and
nviD'n (ton) here

from
with

">?),

and

Job

at

Ps.

;

that of a procession before which the

iii.

(vid.

Norzi) is formed, as

it

after.

appears,

to strive upwards, a kindred form to 1DK

xvii.

6,

Ps. xciv.

4

;

cf. Isa. lxi. 6
;
the verb ion, whence the date-palm

a secondary formation, like 2xn to H3K.
on the contrary, »n? n ) is not elsewhere
to be supported ; Schlottm. sees in it niian, from niDlji but such an
expansion of the word for Dag. dirimens is scarcely to be supposed.
This naming of the pillars of smoke is poet., as Jonah iii 3 cf. " a
pillar of smoke," Judg. xx. 40.
She who approaches comes from the
wilderness, brought up to Jerusalem, placed on an elevation, " like
receives the

name

">»n, is

Certainly this form fTO ?
1

(cf.

;

;

pillars of

smoke,"

i.e.

not herself likened thereto, as Schlottm. sup-

must be interpreted (with the tertium comp. of the slender,
precious, and lovely), but encompassed and perfumed by such.
For
her whom the procession brings this lavishing of spices is meant it
is she who is incensed or perfumed with myrrh and frankincense.
Schlottm. maintains that JT^d cannot mean anything else than " perfumed," and therefore he reads rnbjpD (as Aq. dnb Ov/iidpaTos, and
Jerome). But the word mehuttereth does not certainly stand alone,
but with the genit. foil. and thus as " rent in their clothes," 2 Sam.
xiii. 31, signifies not such as are themselves rent, but those whose
poses

it

;

;

clothes are rent (Ewald, § 288&, compare also de Sacy, II. § 321), so
'\X\ 'opD can also mean those for whom (for whose honour) this incense

who are thus fumigated with it. lb, myrrh, (Arab.)
above under i. 13), stands also in Ex. xxx. 23 and Ps.
xlv. 9 at the head of the perfumes
it came from Arabia, as did also
frankincense lecSna, Arab. luMn (later referred to benzoin) ; both
is

expended, and

murr

(vid.

;

of the names are Semitic, and the circumstance that the T&ra required
myrrh as a component part of the holy oil, Ex. xxx. 23, and frank-
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incense as a component part of the holy incense, Ex. xxx. 34, points
to Arabia as the source whence they were obtained.
To these two
(cf. Gen. vL 20, ix. 2) as an
»vi denotes the travelling spice merchants (traders in
n iJ?N, which is related to p3K as
aromatics), and traders generally,
powder to dust (cf. abacus, a reckoning-table, so named from the
sand by means of which arithmetical numbers were reckoned), is the
name designating single drugs (i.e. dry wares cf. the Arab, elixir

principal spices there is added S>3Q
et

cetera.

=

frpov).

;

The

description of the palanquin

attributes to

now

following, one

easily

another voice from the midst of the inhabitants of

Jerusalem.
Ver. 7 Lo! Solomon's palanquin,

Threescore heroes are around

it,

Of the heroes of Israel,
8 All of them armed with the sword, expert
Each with his sword on his thigh,

in war.

Against fear in the nights.

Since

1^"]?^,

9a, is not

by

lead us fully to determine

itself a word clearly intelligible, so as to
what is here meant by "BO as distinguished

from it, we must let the connection determine. We have before us
a figure of that which is called in the post-bibl. Heb. <"63 npjan (the
bringing-home of the bride).
The bridegroom either betook himself
to her parents' house and fetched his bride thence, which appears to
be the idea lying at the foundation of Ps. xlv., if, as we believe, the
ivory-palaces are those of the king of Israel's house or she was
brought to him in festal procession, and he went forth to meet her,
1 Mace. ix. 39
the prevailing custom, on which the parable of the
1
ten virgins (Matt, xxv.) is founded.
Here the bride comes from a
great distance and the difference in rank between the Galilean maid
and the king brings this result, that he does not himself go and fetch
her, but that she is brought to him.
She comes, not as in old times
Eebecca did, riding on a camel, but is carried in a mitta, which is
surrounded by an escort for protection and as a mark of honour.
Her way certainly led through the wilderness, where it was necessary,
by a safe convoy, to provide against the possibility (min in mippahad,
cf. Isa. iv. 6, xxv. 4) of being attacked by robbers
whereas it would
be more difficult to understand why the marriage-bed in the palace
of the king of peace (1 Chron. xxii. 9) should be surrounded by such
;

—

;

;

1 Weigand explains the German word Braut (bride) after the Sanscr. pratidha,
" she who is brought in a carriage ; " but this particip. signifies nothing more
than (aelate) proeecla.
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him with

royal honours,

is

seen in the lavish

expenditure of spices, the smoke and fragrance of which signalized

—

from afar the approach of the procession, the mitta, which- is now
described, can be no other than that in which, sitting or reclining,
or half sitting, half reclining, she is placed, who is brought to him
Thus mitta (from natha, to stretch onein such a cloud of incense.
self out), which elsewhere is also used of a bier, 2 Sam. iii. 2 1 (like
the Talm. Dnpsfeny), will here signify a portable bed, a sitting
cushion hung round with curtains after the manner of the Indian
palanquin, and such as is found on the Turkish caiques or the

The appositional nearer

Venetian gondolas.

belonged to Solomon "

(vid.

under

6b),

i.

definition

shows that

it

'$f, " which
was a royal

palanquin, not one belonging to one of the nobles of the people.

The

bearers are

unnamed

persons, regarding

whom

nothing

is said

the sixty heroes form only the guard for safety and for honour

The

(sauvegarde), or the escorte or convoie.

(the

sixty are the tenth part

of the royal body-guard, 1 Sam. xxvii 2, xxx. 9, etc.

4lite)

If

(Schlottm.).

be asked,

it

unsuitably reply: The
of Israel multiplied

by

Why

just

number 60
5,

60

the fraction of 10

we may

?

as at

is here,
;

perhaps not

vi. 8,

number
60 distin-

the

so that thus

guished warriors form the half of the escort of a king of Israel.
31? \?™j properly means, held fast by the sword so that it does not
let

them

free,

which, according to the sense

in the use of the sword]
•jravroiepaTap

by

"

;

he who

= holding fast [= practised

the Syr. translation of the Apoc. renders
is

held by

all," i.e.

holding

it (cf.

Ewald,

§ 14:9d)}

Another voice now describes the splendour of the bed of
which Solomon prepared in honour of Shulamith
Yer. 9

A bed of state bath King Solomon made for
Of the wood

10

state

himself

of Lebanon.

hath he made of silver,
support of gold, its cushion of purple
Its interior is adorned from love
Its pillars

Its

By

The sound

the daughters of Jerusalem.

and the description, led the
LXX., Venet., and perhaps also others) to
render l^BK by ^opelov, litter, palanquin (Vulg. ferculum).
The
appiryon here described has a silver pedestal and a purple cushion
as we read in Athenaeus v. 13 (II. p. 31"7,ed. Schweigh.) that the

Greek

of the word, the connection

translators (the

—

1

This deponent use of the part. pass,
Sprache der Mishna, § 16. 5.

is

common

in the

Mishna

;

vid. Geiger's

I.efa-buch zur
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philosopher and tyrant Athenion showed himself " on a silver-legged

with purple coverlet; " and the same author,

<popelov,

v.

5

(II. p.

253),

on the occasion of a festal procession hy Antiochus
Epiphanes, behind 200 women who sprinkled ointments from golden
urns came 80 women, sitting in pomp on golden-legged, and 500 on
also says, that

—

silver-legged, tpopeia

(Suidas

litter

:

name

this is the proper

of bearers (Mart. VI.

77

:

phorum, Cicero's

Verr. v.

town

number

10).

II.

81) or otcrdxpopop

The Mishna, Sota

ix.

(pcfo-

14, uses

" in the last

war (that of
was decreed that a bride should not pass through the

appiryon in the sense
it

women' s-

six Cappadocians and, ix. 2, eight Syrians),

was called egdcpopov (hexaphorum, Mart.

Hadrian)

for the costly

<popehv yuvauceiov), which, according to the

of phoreion

:

in an appiryon [on account of the danger], but our Eabbis
;
it later [for modesty's sake] " as here, " to be carried in

sanctioned

an appiryon," so in Greek,

irpotivai (KaTaarelx&v) «>

the Midrash also, Bamidbar rabba

c.

In

<fx>pelq>.

12, and elsewhere, appiryon of

this passage before us is taken in all sorts of allegorical significa-

most of which the identity of the word with

tions, in

supposed, which
xlix.

is also

22, Targ., and

is

there written

l^B

(after

(popeiov is

Aruch),

cf.

Isa.

once interchanged with p'^SNB, papilio (pavilion),

But a Greek word in the Song is in itself so improbEwald describes this derivation of the word as a frivolous
much the more improbable, as <popeiop as the name of a

pleasure-tent.
able, that

jest

;

so

litter (lectica)

occurs

first

in such authors (of the

and the

and

Kocvrjf)

as Plutarch,

with greater right,
it may be supposed that it is originally a Semitic word, which the
Greek language adopted at the time when the Oriental and GraecoEoman customs began to be amalgamated. Hence, if mittd, la,
means a portable bed, as is evident from this, that it appears as
then appiryon cannot also
the means of transport with an escort,
mean a litter; the description, moreover, does not accord with a
Polybius, Herodian,

like,

—

therefore,

—

We

do not read of rings and carrying-poles, but, on the
might be
Schlottm., however, takes mittd and appiryon as
expected, of feet.
different names for a portable bed ; but the words, " an appiryon
has Bang Solomon made," etc., certainly indicate that he who thus
speaks has not the appiryon before him, and also that this was
something different from the mittd. While Schlottm. is inclined to
take appiryon, in the sense of a litter, as a word borrowed from the
Greek (but in the time of the first king ?), Gesen. in his Thes. seeks
to derive it, thus understood, from fins, cito ferri, currere ; but this
litter.

contrary, of pillars (as those of a tent-bed) instead, and, as

signification of the verb is imaginary.

We

expect here, in accord-
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name of the bridal couch
and on the supposition that appiryon, Sota 12a, as in the Mishna,
means the litter (Aruch) of the bride, Arab, maziffat, and not torus
nuptialis (Buxt.), then there is a possibility that appiryon is a more
dignified word for 'ergs, i. 17, yet sufficient thereby to show that
tP"H3 is the usual Talm. name of the marriage-bed {e.g. Mezia 23b,
where it stands, per meton., for concubitus), which is wittily explained
by rp{>y pail patf (Kethuboth 10b, and elsewhere). The Targ. has
for it the form P/j*B (yid. Levy).
It thus designates a bed with a
canopy (a tent-bed), I)eut. xxxii. 50, Jerus; so that the ideas of the
bed of state and the palanquin (cf. rf?3, canopy, and D'Min n^3,
bridal-bed, Succa 11a) touch one another.
In general, xnia (p"i1B), as
is also the case with appiryon, must have been originally a common
designation of certain household furniture with a common characteristic
for the Syr. parautha, plur. parjevatha (Wiseman's Horae,
or
also parha (Castell), signifies a cradle.
It is then to be
p. 255),
inquired, whether this word is referable to a root-word which gives a
common characteristic with manifold applications. But the Heb. <^%
from the K. "©, signifies to split,1 to tear asunder, to break forth, to
bring fruit, to be fruitful, and nothing further. Para has nowhere the
signification to run, as already remarked
only in the Palest.-Aram,
tfiB is found in this meaning (vid. Buxt.).
The Arab, farr does not
ance with the progress of the scene, the

;

;

signify to run, but to flee

= to

properly (like our " ausreissen "

;

tear

break open by flight the rank in which one stands
(as otherwise turned by horse-dealers: to open wide the horse's mouth).
But, moreover, we do not thus reach the common characteristic which
out, to

we
we

break

out), to

we may

are in search of; for if

say of the

cannot say that of a bed or a cradle,

species vehiculi muliebris, also

litter that it runs,

does not help us

;

for the verb farfar,

to vacillate, to shake, is its appropriate root- word.
results shall
signifies to

we compare

yet

The Arab, farfdr,

etc.

the Arab, fary, which, in

2

With
Kal and

better
Hipli.,

break open, to cut out (couper, tattler une itoffe), and also,
to bring forth something strange, something not yet

figuratively,

existing (gafry alfaryya, according to the Arab. Lex.

'amalh,

fy
1

2

= yaty

bal'ajdb

he accomplishes something wonderful); the primary

Vid. Friedr. Delitzsch's Indogerman.-semit. Sludien, p. 72.

The Turkish K&mus says

of farfar: "it

is

like the camel-litter (Jiaudej), destined merely for

name from rocking

to

and

fro.

So farfdr,

the

name

women."

of a vehicle (merkeb),

This also derives

for farfara is to the present

its

day

the usual word for agiter, secoucr Us ailes; farfarah, for legerete ; furfur, for
butterfly (cf Ital. farfa!la) generally, the ideas of that which is light and of no
.

value

e.g.

SOXG.

;

— connect themselves with the root far in several derivatives.

a babbler

H
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meaning in Conj. viii. is evidently yftarra Tcidban, to cut out lies,
to meditate and to express that which is calumnious (a similar
metaphor to khar'a, findere, viii. fingere, to cut out something in the
:

imagination

we do

;

With

French, inventer, imaginer).

not immediately reach

KJ")*3,

$*]&&

;

this fary, however,

for fary, as well as

fara

(farw), are used only of cutting to pieces, cutting out, sewing

together of leather and other materials

(cf.

Arab, farwat, fur ; farra,

but not of cutting and preparing wood.
But why should
not the Semitic language have used rna, vns, also, in the sense of
1
the verb K"ia, which signifies to cut and hew, in the sense of forming
(cf. Pih. *T!?, sculpere, Ezek, xxi 24), as in the Arab, bara and bary,
according to Lane, mean, " be formed or fashioned by cutting (a
writing-reed, stick, bow), shaped out, or pared,"
in other words
Why should mo, used in the Arab, of the cutting of leather, not be
used, in the Heb. and Aram., of the preparing of wood, and thus of
As fat^n signifies a machine,
the fashioning of a bed or carriage ?
furrier),

—

:

ffp signifies timber-work,
by Aleph prosthet, a product of the carpenter's art, a bed of state. The Aleph prosth. would
indeed favour the supposition that appiryon is a foreign word for
and that the work of an

engineer, so

carpenter-work, and, lengthened especially

;

the Semitic language frequently forms words after this manner,
; NTjiDK, a stater.*
But apart from such words
oddly sounding in accord with KapraKKot as appiryon
with fopeiov, TC3K and •"'IQJDS are examples of genuine Heb. words

e.g.

KB*«DK, a magician

as

', P"|?K,

with such a prosthesis, i.e. an Aleph added at the beginning of the
word not a formative Aleph, as in 3T3K and the like, rj?K, palace,
Dan. xL 45, is, for its closer amalgamation by means of Dag., at
least an analogous example ; for thus it stands related to the Syr.
;

opadna, as, e.g. (Syr.), oparsons, net, Ewald, § 163c, to the JewishAram. WD-iBN or KJD-13N ; cf. also DhBK, " finally," in relation to the

We

8
Pehlv. DViBK (Spiegel's Ziteratur der Parsen, p. 356).
think
we have thus proved that tf^BK is a Heb. word, which, coming from

the verb nna, to cut right, to make, frame, signifies * a bed, and that,
as

Ewald
1

also renders, a

bed of

state.

TVe are now taught by

Vid. Friedr. Delitzsch's Indogerm.-sem. Stud. p. 50.

the Assyr. that as

p

goes back to rua, so

13

(Assyr. nibru) to

bring forth.
* Vid. Merx's Gramm. Syr. p. 115.
8
N'TiSK, quoted by Gesen. in his The*., SanJiedrin 1095,

is

ma = N"Q, to
not applicable

contracted from tPIIB'IK (on the bed).
4 This derivation explains how it comes that appiryon can mean,
in the Karaite
Heb., a bird-cage or aviary, vid. GotUober's
have left out
'o, p. 208.

here ;

it is

We

mp2

of view the phrase Ttb

"DDJ p'IBK, which,

in

common

use,

means
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R. en, to

lift

from beneath,

LXX. avwcKnov

head of the bed ;

sublevare,

name

torium, which, according to Isidore, is the Lat. vulgar

head and

the fidchra, the reclining (of the

then

Jerome, reclina-

;

for

foot) of the bedstead.

Schlottmann here involuntarily bears testimony that appiryon may
be understood of a bed of state as well as of a litter of

at least
state

;

for

he remarks

:

"

The four

sides of the

adorned with carved work, ivory, metal, or

bed were generally
the case of

also, as in

most of the Oriental divans, with drapery." " Nee mihi
Propertius, ii. 10, 11, "fvlcro lectus stematur eburno."
fulcrum is not of ivory, but of gold.
33"JD (from 3y), to

Aethiop. adipisci)
lying upon

it,

is

upon anything; Arab.

lie

II.

that which one takes possession

the cushion,

e.g.

tunc," says

•

Here the
componere;
sitting or

of,

of a saddle (Lev. xv. 9)

;

here, the

10) arranged on an elevated frame,
serving both as a seat and as a couch.
Red purple is called
]»?")«, probably from OT) = Dp"}, as material of variegated colour.
By
divan

Lane, Mod. Egypt,

(yid.

the interior

ijin

I.

of the bed, is probably

meant a covering which lay

above this cushion.
^f\, to arrange together, to combine (whence
n
pavement;
Arab,
rusafat, a paved way), is here meant like
?P-»
aropevwfii, aropvv/Mi, crrprnvvvfii,

whence arpw/ia.

And

'fjK

WFJ

is

not equivalent to 'ijj* *|Wi (after the construction 1 Kings xxii. 10
Ezek. ix. 2), inlaid with love, but is the adv. accus. of the manner

"love"

up

hhesed, Ps. cxli. 5) denotes the motive

(cf.

:

laid out or

made

bed from love on the part of the daughters of Jerusalem,
i.e. the ladies of the palace
these from love to the king have procured a costly tapestry or tapestries, which they have spread over
the purple cushion.
Thus rightly Vaihinger in his Comm., and
Schlottmann finds this interpretaM.eTZ,Archiv. Bd. II. 111-114.
tion of p "stiff and hard;" but although p in the pass, is not
used like the Greek into, yet it can be used like omb (Ewald,
sec. 2956) and if there be no actual example of this, yet we point
to Ps. xlv. in illustration of the custom of presenting gifts to a
newly - married pair. He himself understands runs personally,
as do also Ewald, Heiligst, Bottcher ; " the voice of the people,"
says Ewald, " knows that the finest ornament with which the inas a

—

;

to him homage (of approbation or thanks). It occurs first, as uttered by the Sassanidean king, Shabur I., Mezia 119a, extr. ; and already Rapoport, in his Erech
Millin, 1852, p. 183, has recognised this word appiryon as Pers.
It is the Old
Pers. qfrina or afrivana (from/ri, to love), which signifies blessing or benediction
(vid. Justi's Handb. d. Zendsprache, p. 51).
Rashi is right in glossing it by jn
13^ (the testimony of our favour).
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from among the
some one of the court ladies who
•was raised, from the king's peculiar love to her, to the rank of a
The speaker thus ingeniously names this newest
queen-consort.
favourite ' a love,' and at the same time designates her as the onlj
thing with which this elegant structure, all adorned on the outside
visible interior of the couch is adorned, is a love

daughters of Jerusalem,

adorned

is

ie.

Kelatively

within."

with a love

Bottcher:

better

But even though mnx,

like amor
and amoves, might be used of the beloved one herself, yet t\Vtr\ does
not harmonize with this, seeing we cannot speak of being paved or
Schlottm. in vain refers for the personal
tapestried with persons.
signification of TOnK to ii. 7, where it means love and nothing else,
and seeks to bring it into accord with spin for he remarks, " as the

(beloved one), prae

filiis

Sierus.

;

work

stone in mosaic

fills

the place destined for

it,

so the bride the

which is intended for just one person filling
not more comical, without intending to be so, than

interior of the litter,

But

it."

Juvenal's

is this
(i.

1.

32

s.):

Causidici nova

Plena ipso

cum

veniat lectica Matkonis

....

But Schlottm. agrees with us in this, that the marriage which is
here being prepared for was the consummation of the happiness of
Solomon and Shulamith, not of another woman, and not the consummation of Solomon's assault on the fidelity of Shulamith, who
hates him to whom she now must belong, loving only one, the shepherd
for whom she is said to sigh (i. 4a), that he would come and take her
" This triumphal procession," says Eocke, 1 " was for her a
away.
mourning procession, the royal litter a bier her heart died within
Touching, if it were
her with longing for her beloved shepherd."
Nowhere do we see her up to this point resisting much
only true
rather she is happy in her love. The shepherd-hypothesis cannot com;

;

!

prehend this marriage procession without introducing incongruous
and imaginary things it is a poem of the time of Gellert. Solomon
the seducer, and Shulamith the heroine of virtue, are figures as from
Gellert's Swedish Countess; they are moral commonplaces personified, but not real human beings.
In the litter sits Shulamith,
and the appiryon waits for her. Solomon rejoices that now the
reciprocal love-bond is to find its conclusion
and what Shulamith,
who is brought from a lowly to so lofty a station, experiences, we
shall hear her describe in the sequel
;

;

1

East

Das
;

Hohelied, Erstlingsdrama, u.s.w. [The Song, a Primitive

or,

Family Sins and Lore's Devotion.

A Moral

Drama from the

Mirror for the Betrothed

and Married], 1851.
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III. 11.

women

who now shows

goes forth to the

of Jerusalem collectively, to behold

himself to the object of his love and to

the jubilant crowd, as the festal procession approaches.

Come

Ver. 11

out, ye daughters of Zion,

and sea

King Solomon with the crown
With which his mother crowned him
On the day of his espousal,

And

on the day of the gladness of his heart.

The women of the

court, as distinguished from the Galilean maiden,
;
are called " daughters of Jerusalem " here, generally, the women of
InZion or Jerusalem (Lam. v. 11) are called " daughters of Zion."

stead of ruKV (since the verb

Lamed Aleph

treated after the

is

manner

1
defect, njtjv, is

nJ'^V, and that
3
used for the sake of assonance with nvsni; else-

where

we have shown

of verbs

Lamed He,

also, as

cf.

Jer.

L 20

;

Ezek.

at Isa. xxii. 13,

an unusual form

It is seen from

used for the sake of the sound.

is

xxiii. 49),

the

Sota

14) that the old custom for the bridegroom to wear a "crown"
was abolished in consequence of the awful war with Vespasian.
(ix.

Itightly Epstein, against
xxviii.

1, Ps.

ciii.

(with the crown)

the

ait.,

Gratz, shows

4, that
is,

men

from Job xxxi. 36, Isa.
rnaj;a
crowned themselves.
best authorities, without

according to the

and does not require
nann

also

it,

since it

is

determined by the

relat.

the marriage (the word also used in the
post.-bibl. Heb., and interchanging with nsn, properly wfi<f>a>v, Matt.
clause following,

ix.

is

15), from the verb inn, which, proceeding from the root-idea of
;
K. nn, whence inn, win,

cutting into (Arab, khatn, to circumcise

"^n), denotes the pressing into, or going into, another family

;

|nn is

who enters into such a relation of affinity, and inn the father of
her who is taken away, who also on his part is related to the
he

husband* Here also the seduction fable is shattered. The marriage
with Shulamith takes place with the joyful consent of the queen"
mother. In order to set aside this fatal circumstance, the " crown

H

1 Without
with
the Jod after Aleph in the older ed. Thus also in J and
the note 1DITI Tfb [= nonnisi h. I. el defective] agreeing with the MS. Masora
Parna. Thus also Kimchi, Michlol 1086.
2 The Resh
has in H Chatef-Pathach, with MetJieg preceding. This, according

to Ben-Asher's rule,

is

correct (cf. Ps. xxviii 9,

'-fl).

In the punctuation of the

Aleph with Tsere or Segol the Codd. vary, according to the different views of
the punctuation. J has Segol ; D H, Tsere, which latter also Kimchi, Michlol
109a.
8

L. Geiger (Ursprang der Sprache, 1869, p. 88) erroneously finds in R. nil
etc.) the meaning of binding.
The (Arab.) noun Khatan means first a

(Cnn,
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referred

when Solomon was married

back to the time

Pharaoh's daughter.

Cogitandus

est

Salomo, says Heiligst., qui

to

cum

ShUamitha pompa sollemni Hierosolyma redit, eadem corona nuptiali
ornatus, qua quum filiam regis Aegyptiorum uxorem duxeret ornatus
But was he then so poor or niggardly as to require to bring
erat.
forth this old crown ? and so basely regardless of his legitimate wife,
of equal rank with himself, as to wound her by placing this crown on
his head in honour of a rival

No

?

;

at the time

love-history occurred, Pharaoh's daughter

when

this youthful

was not yet married.

The

mention of his mother points us to the commencement of his reign.
His head is not adorned with a crown which had already been
worn, but with a fresh garland which his mother wreathed around
the head of her youthful son. The men have already welcomed the
procession from afar but the king in his wedding attire has special
attractions for the women
they are here called upon to observe
the moment when the happy pair welcome one another.
;

—

SECOND SCENE OF THE THIED ACT,

IV. 1-V. 1.

This scene contains a conversation between Solomon and his
beloved,

whom

he at

nearer to her, bride.

calls friend, and then, drawing always
The place of the conversation is, as v. 1

first

shows, the marriage halL

what Solomon says
poet has overheard

That the guests there assembled hear

to Shulamith, one need not suppose
it

from the loving

He

Shulamith appear to the king.
with her eyes.
Chap.

iv.

la Lo, thou art

fair,

my

pair.

but the

praises her beauty, beginning

friend 1 yes, thou art fair!

Thine eyes are dores behind thy

The

;

Fairer than ever does

veil.

Gr. Venet. translates, after Kimchi, " looking out from behind,

thy hair flowing down from thy head like a mane." Thus also
Schultens, capillus plexus; and Hengst., who compares ir\ey/ia,
1 Tim. ii. 9, and e/iirkoKij rpix&v, 1 Pet. iii. 3, passages which do
not accord with the case of Shulamith ; but neither DOV, w,, nor
Jj signifies to plait

;

the latter

is

used of the hair

abundant, and ready for the shears.

when

it is

too

To understand the hair as

married man, and then any relation on the side of the wife (Lane) ; the fundamental idea must be the same as that of Khatn, circumcidere (cf. Ex. iv. 25), viz
that of penetrating, which Jinn, percelkre, and flfU, descendere (cf. e.g. ferrum
descendit

hand

alte in corpus, in

Livy, and Prov. xvii. 1), also exhibit.
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t

denoted here, is, moreover, inadmissible, inasmuch as 1JQD cannot be
used of the eyes in relation to the braids of hair hanging before them.
Symm. rightly translates nev by tcaXv^/xa [veil] (in the Song the
LXX. erroneously renders by o-tcwr^o-eo)? [behind thy silence]),
Isa. xlvii. 2.

The verb

samm,

DOS, (Arab.)

massive, impenetrable; whence

e.g.

to

make

firm, solid,

(Arab.) simam, a stopper,

(Arab.) alsamma, a plaid in which one veils himself,

and

when he wraps

it

around him.1 The veil is so called, as that which closely hides the
In the Aram. B»¥, Palp. B-f»X, means directly to veil, as e.g.
face.
Bereshith rabba c. 45, extr., of a matron whom the king lets pass
Shulamith is thus veiled. As
before him it is said, pmd noso^.
the Roman bride wore the velum flammeum, so also the Jewish
bride was deeply veiled; cf. Gen. xxiv. 65, where Rebecca veiled
*1J>3, constr. 1J?3, a segolate
a prep, in the sense of pone, as
Ewald, sec. 21 7m, supposes, contrary to
in Arab, in that of post.
the Arab., the fundamental idea of covering (cogn. *U3) ; but that
which surrounds is thought of as separating, and at the same
time as covering, the thing which it encompasses. From behind her
veil, which covered her face (vid. Bachmann, under Judg. iii. 23),
her eyes gleam out, which, without needing to be supplemented by
TJ?, are compared, as to their colour, motion, and lustre, to a pair of

herself (Lat. nvirit) before her betrothed.

noun, which denotes separation,

is

doves.

From

the eyes the praise passes to the hair.
Ver. 16

Thy hair is like a flock of goats
Which repose downwards on Mount

Gilead.

The hair of the bride's head was uncovered. We know from later
times that she wore in it a wreath of myrtles and roses, or also a
' golden
city " (am h& TJ?), ie. an ornament which emblematically

To

represented Jerusalem.
gruous,

we must know

most part white
dark coloured, as
Arab.
1

j_/Jj»-,

Regarding

see that this comparison is not incon-

that sheep in Syria and Palestine are for the

but goats, for the most part, black, or at least

;

e.g.

which

the brown gedi

signifies, to rest

this verbal

stem and

Mamri?

upon ; and

its derivatives, see

The verb
is

&?3 is the

distinguished from

Ethels Schlafgemack der

Phantasie, pp. 102-105.
3

Burns, the Scottish poet, thinking that goats are white, transfers the OOm-

parison from the hair to the teeth
"

Her teeth are like a flock of sheep,
With fleeces newly washen clean,
That slowly mount the rising steep
And she's twa glancin', sparklin' een."
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him who has
down the latter, of one who first stands and then
1
The nejd bears also the namejals, as the high land
sits down.
raising itself, and like a dome sitting above the rest of the land.
One has to think of the goats as having lain down, and thus with

the synon. jue in this, that the former is used of
previously lain

;

the upper parts of their bodies as raised up.
as in

yTO

A

ip, Isa. xl. 15.

|t?

flock of goats

in

">["?

is

used almost

encamped on a moun-

tain (rising up, to one looking

from a distance, as in a steep slope,
and almost perpendicularly), and as if hanging down lengthwise on
Solomon
its sides, presents a lovely view adorning the landscape.
likens to this the appearance of the locks of his beloved, which hang
down over her shoulders. She was till now a shepherdess, therefore
a second rural image follows
Ver. 2

Thy teeth are like a flock of shorn sheep
Which come up from the washing
All bearing twins,

And

The verb 3V£
synon. of

is,

a bereaved one

With shorn

TT3.

is

not

among them.

as the Arab, shows, in the sense of tondere oves, the
(not to be shorn) sheep, the teeth in

regard to their smoothness, and with washed sheep in regard to their

—

whiteness, are compared

as a rule the sheep of Palestine are white;

number, in which in pairs they correspond to
one another, the one above to the one below, like twin births in
which there is no break. The parallel passage, vi 6, omits the
in respect of their full

That some days after the
shearing the sheep were bathed, is evident from Columella vii. 4.
Eegarding the incorrect exchange of mas. with fem. forms, vid. under
ii. 7.
The part. Hiph. nto'sno (cf. SiSu/taTo/eo?, Theocr. i. 25) refers
to the mothers, none of which has lost a twin of the pair she had
borne.
In " which come up from the washing," there is perhaps
thought of, at the same time with the whiteness, the saliva dewtium.
The moisture of the saliva, which heightens the glance of the teeth,
is frequently mentioned in the love-songs of Mutenebbi, Hariri, and
Deschami.
And that the saliva of a clean and sound man is not
offensive, is seen from this, that the Lord healed a blind man by
means of His spittle.

point of comparison of the smoothness.

The mouth

is

next praised

:

Ver. 3a Like a thread of crimson thy

And
1

mouth

thy

K'ad cannot be used of one who

from beneath to above
down), from above to beneath.
direction

;

lips,

is lovely.

sits

on the bed farash; in jalas

lies

the

in k'ad (properly, to heap together, to cower
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from red -purple, tfMiK, "W? (properly, shining,
glistening
for this form has an active signification, like N?J, as well
s
signifies the kermes or
fully, 2& njjTin
as a passive, like ^V)
worm-colour the Jcarmese, the red juice of the cochineal. T*?V?
(tpa"tD) is translated hy the LXX. " thy speech " Jerome, eloquium;
and the Venet. " thy dialogue " but that would be expressed, though
"
13"! ? is here the name of the mouth, the
by a air. "Key., by 7!P 31.
naming of which one expects ; the preform, is the mem instrumenti:
the mouth, as the instrument of speech, as the organ by which the
The poet
soul expresses itself in word and in manner of speech.
needed for T? a fuller, more select word ; just as in Syria the nose
is not called anf, but minchdr (from nachara, to blow, to breathe
distinguished
;

—

—

;

;

;

!

hard).

Praise of her temples.
Ver. 86 Like a piece of pomegranate thy temples

Behind thy veiL

n^i

is

the thin piece of the skull on both sides of the eyes

mostly in the

plur.,

tempora ; German,

schldfe,

from

;

Lat.,

schlaff, loose,

weak = PI. The figure points to that soft mixing of
which makes the colouring of the so-called carnation one of
the most difficult accomplishments in the art of painting. The half
of a cut pomegranate (Jer. /ragmen mali punici) is not meant after
its outer side, as Zockler supposes, for he gives to the noun rdkha,
contrary to Judg. iv. 21, v. 26, the meaning of cheek, a meaning
which it has not, but after its inner side, which presents 1 a red
mixed and tempered with the ruby colour, a figure so much the
more appropriate, since the ground-colour of Shulamith's countenance
2
is a subdued white.
Up to this point the figures are borrowed from
slack,

i.e.

colours

—

the circle of vision of a shepherdess.
Now the king derives them
from the sphere of his own experience as the ruler of a kingdom.
She who has eyes like doves is in form like a born queen.
Yer. 4 Like the tower of David thy neck,
Built in terraces

Thereon a thousand shields bang,
All the armour of heroes.

1 The interior of a pomegranate is divided by tough,
leather-like •white or
yellow skins, and the divisions are filled with little berries, in form and size like
those of the grape, in the juicy inside of which little, properly, seed-corns, are

found. The berries are dark red, or also pale red.
to the mixing of these two colours.
*

The Moslem

cleft into

erotic poets

The above comparison points

compare the division of the

lips to the dividing

a pomegranate.
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The tower of David
Mic.

In

iii.

as it appears, " the tower of the flock,"

from which David surveyed the flock of his people.

4,

iv.

Neh

is,

25

f.

it is called

the " tower which lieth out from the

high house," i.e. not the palace, but a government house
on Zion, which served as a court of justice. But what is the
meaning of the artr. Xey. n1'B?n ? Gratz translates for a prospect
but the Greek t^Xgoto?, of which he regards 'bn as the Heb. abstr.,
king's
built

:

a word so rare that its introduction into the Semitic language is
on that account improbable. Hengst. translates built for hanging
swords and he sees in the word a compound of ?n (from n?n, with
= shadj, t&, 2 Sam. vi. 7, are
which forms such as T = jadj,
compared) and ni'B but this latter word signifies, not swords, but
edges of the (double-edged) sword wherefore Kimchi (interpreting ?n
as the constr. of ->!}, as 'K, in «W2f3, is of if) explains an erection of
sharp-cornered stones and, moreover, the Heb. language knows no
such nmm. eomp. appellativa : the names of the frog, JT! B?, and the
bat, *|Vbjj (cf. the Beth in (Arab.) sa'lab, fox, with the added Pe), are not
such and also tsalmaveth, the shadow of death, is at a later period,
1
as such from the original tsalmuth (cf.
for th first time, restamped
Gesen. obtains the same meanings for
Arab, zalumat = tenebrae).
from
he explains *>n$> by exiticUibus (sc. armis), from an adj.
is

:

;

^

;

;

:

;

;

;

w,

Arab,

*|?n

tali/a, to perish,

the

inf.

of which, talqf, is at the present

day a word synon. with halah (to perish) ; (Arab.) matlaf (place of
going down) is, like fCB*, a poetic name of the wilderness.
The
explanation

is

acceptable but hazardous, since neither the Heb. nor

the Aram, shows a trace of this verb

;

and

it is

thus to be given up,

can be referred to a verbal stem to be found in the Heb. and
Aram. This is done in Ewald's explanation, to which also Bottcher

if 'ebh

and Bodig. give the preference
viz.,

that

many hundreds

(Arab.) verb

aff,

to

:

built for close (crowded) troops (so,

or thousands find

wrap together

room

therein)

;

the

(opp. TUishar, to unfold), is used of

(Jiff, plur. lufuf), and
would be traced to a
verb HE? synon. therewith, after the form njHJj?.
But if 'b{ti were
meant of troops, then they would be denoted as the garrison found
therein, and it would not be merely said that the tower was built for
such for the point of comparison would then be, the imposing look
of the neck, overpowering by the force of the impression proceeding
from within. But now, in the Aram., and relatively in the Talm.
Heb., not only *|B^ and tfb occur, but also H B? (Af. ^k), and that in

the packing together of multitudes of troops
also of warlike hand-to-hand conflicts

;

'B^n

;

1

Cf. regarding such double

words belonging to the more modern Semitic

language, Jesurun, pp. 232-236.
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the sense of enclosure, i.e. of joining together, the one working into the
other,

in the Targ.

e.g.

:

of the curtain of the tabernacle QtK? rva, place

of the joining together = rmn or l^ano of the Heb.

Talm.

of the roofs of

:

two houses (Bathra 6a,

we interpret the Lamed not
norm, may signify, " in ranks together."

Accordingly

but of the

and by Meier, Mr.

;

also suppose that
itself,

'thn

*

as also the Venet.

;

pinnacles

fl|3,

is

'B7n is the

:

and their

).

The Lamed has
nw, to turn,

and Aq. and Jerome
component parts of the building

pinnacles or parapets (rrraXfet?, propug:

But the name

ets eird\^ei<: yikias.

and to place the one, as

for

T\wqw-t while, on the contrary,

points,

more appropriate name

terraces

for

Thus

it

which, connected

to build towers like

were, above the other,

The comparison

Babylonian custom.*

1

" in turns " (cf

:

together, rise the one above the other.
terraces,

and in the

" in gradation ; "

refers to

for they understand

nacula)

by Doderl.

;

the joining

of the definition,

'sbrb, if

already been thus rendered
to wind)

text)

NfiBi?,

lies in this,

was a

that Shulamith's

neck was surrounded with ornaments so that it did not appear as a
uniform whole, but as composed of terraces. That the neck is
represented as hung round with ornaments, the remaining portion of
the description shows.
}3D signifies a shield, as that which protects, like clupeus
perhaps connected with KaXvnreiv and B^, from a?f

(clypeus),

= (Arab.)

a hard impenetrable armour.

The

word, which comprehends, with

fiD,

shalita, as

common

more

latter is here the

the round shield

;

also

which covers the whole body ; and other forms
e)?K, " the thousand shields," has the indicative, if

nj¥, the oval shield,

of shields.

not

(vid.

J?Bn

under

ill)

the generic article.

appositional , C?E' ?b

mean all shields of (von) heroes, which it would
were prefixed to col and omitted before gibborim, or if
were used but it means : all the shields of heroes, as

not intended to

'?? is

The

:

if the article

D?3,

iii.

8,

;

The article is also here significant.
Solomon made, according to 1 Kings x. 16 f., 200 golden targets
and 300 golden shields, which he put in the house of the forest of
Lebanon.
These golden shields Pharaoh Shishak took away with
him, and Eehoboam replaced them by " shields of brass," which the
guards bore when they accompanied the king on his going into the
temple (1 Kings xiv. 26-28; cf. 2 Chron. xii. 9-11); these
the accentuation also indicates.

1 The Arab, la/a, vi., proceeding from the same root-idea, signifies to briDg in
something again, to bring in again, to seek to make good again.
1

Vid.

*

Vid. Oppert's Grundzilge der Assyr.

also Lagarde's

Onomastica, p. 202:

@»XirwS

Kunst (1872),

iiiia.%n

(read

i.{)

«

p. 11.
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" shields of David,"

i.e. shields belonging to the king's house, were
given to the captains of the guard on the occasion of the raising of

Joash to the throne, 2 Kings

xi.

10;

cf.

2 Chron.

xxiii. 9.

these brazen shields, as well as of those of gold, it is
said

up

how and where they were
is also

hung
Such a display of the
will perhaps have to

kept, nowhere that they were

outside on a tower, the tower of David.

golden shields

Of

expressly

very improbable.

We

suppose that 4J describes the tower of David, not as

actually was,

it

but as one has to represent it to himself, that it might be a figure
of Shulamith's neck
This is compared to the terraced tower of
if one thinks of it as hung round by a thousand shields
which the heroes bore, those heroes, namely, who formed the king's
body-guard.
300 golden
Thus it is not strange that to the 200
shields are here added yet 500 more; the body-guard, reckoned in
companies of 100 each, 2 Kings xL 4, is estimated as consisting of
1000 men. The description, moreover, corresponds with ancient
custom.
The words are "lyj? 'otj, not ta WJ ; the outer wall of the
tower is thought of as decorated with shields hung upon it.
That
shields were thus hung round on tower-walls, Ezekiel shows in his
prophecy regarding Tyre, xxvii. 11; cf. 1 Mace. iv. 5 7, and supra
/oris Capitolinae aedis, Pliny, Hist. Nat. xxxv. 3
and although we
express the presumption that Solomon's imagination represented
David's tower as more gorgeous than it actually was, yet we must
confess that we are not sufficiently acquainted with Solomon's
buildings to be able to pass judgment on this.
These manifold
inexplicable references of the Song to the unfolded splendour of
Solomon's reign, are favourable to the Solomonic authorship of the

David,

+

;

This grandiose picture of the distinguished beauty of the

book.

neck, and the heightening of this beauty by the ornament of chains,
is

now

followed by a beautiful figure, which again goes back to the

use of the language of shepherds, and terminates the description
Ver. 5

Thy two breasts are
Twins of a gazelle,
Which

feed

among

like

two fawns,

lilies.

which denotes
but two paired by nature or by
art, exists only in the principal form ; ^Tlf, as soon as inflected, is
unrecognisable, therefore here, where the pair as such is praised, the
The breasts are compared to a twin pair of young
word
is used.
of
their equality and youthful freshness, and the
gazelles in respect

The

dual, originating in the inner differ, of the plur.,

in Heb. not

two things of any

sort,

W

bosom on which they raise themselves is compared
covered with lilies, on which the twin-pair of young
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IV. 6.

image the praise of the attractions of the
If one counts the lips and the mouth as
a part of the hody, which they surely are, there are seven things
this tender lovely

chosen one

is interrupted.

here praised, as Hengst. rightly counts (the eyes, the hair, teeth,
mouth, temples, neck, breasts) ; and Hahn speaks with right of the
sevenfold beauty of the bride.

Shulamith replies to these words of praise
and the shadows flee,
go forth to the mountain of myrrh

Ver. 6 Until tbe day cools
I will

And

to the hill of frankincense.

who suppose

All those interpreters

these to be a continuation of

Solomon's words, lose themselves in absurdities.

Most of them

understand the mountain of myrrh and the hill of frankincense of
Shulamith's attractions, praised in ver. 5, or of her beauty as a
whole ; but the figures would be grotesque (cf. on the other hand
13), and ?N

y spx

comes that the idea of
with li> ~(?n (Gen. xii. 1
Ex. xviii. 27), or that it yet preponderates therein (Gen. xxii. 2;
Jer. v. 5), and that, for "h lbs in the passage before us in reference
to ii. 10, 11, the supposition holds that it will correspond with the
v.

prosaic, wherefore it

betaking oneself away connects

itself

French je vi'en irai. With right Louis de Leon sees in the mountain
of myrrh and the hill of frankincense names of shady and fragrant
places but he supposes that Solomon says he wishes to go thither
to enjoy a siesta, and that he invites Shulamith thither.
But we
read nothing of this invitation and that a bridegroom should sleep
a part of his marriage-day is yet more unnatural than that, e.g., Wilh.
Budiius, the French philologist, spent a part of the same at work in
his study. That not Solomon but Shulamith speaks here is manifest
in the beginning, "until the day," etc., which at ii 17 are also
Shulamith's words.
Anton (1773) rightly remarks, "Shulamith
;

;

says this to set herself free."
herself free

?

It is

But why does she seek

to

make

answered, that she longs to be forth from

Solomon's too ardent eulogies ; she says that, as soon as it is dark,
she will escape to the blooming aromatic fields of her native home,
where she hopes to meet with her beloved shepherd. Thus, e.g.,
Ginsburg (1868).
But do myrrh and frankincense grow in North
?
Ginsburg rests on Floras' Epitome Eerum Bom. iii. 6,
where Pompey the Great is said to have passed over Lebanon and
by Damascus "per tiemora ilia odorata, per thuris et balsami sylvas."
But by these thuris et lalsami sylvae could be meant only the
gardens of Damascus for neither myrrh nor frankincense is indigenous to North Palestine, or generally to any part of Palestine.

Palestine

;
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Friedrich'(1866) therefore places Shulamith's home at Engedi, and
supposes that she here once more looks from the window and dotes

on the mountain of myrrh and the hill of frankincense, " where, at
the approach of twilight, she was wont to look out for her betrothed
But Shulamith, as her name already denotes, is not
shepherd."
from the south, hut is a Galilean, and her betrothed shepherd is
That myrrh and frankincense were planted in the
from Utopia
gardens of Engedi is possible, although (i 14) mention is made only
But here places in the neighbourhood of
of the Al-ltenna there.
the royal palace must be meant for the myrrh tree, the gum of
which, prized as an aroma, is the Arab. Balsamodendron Myrrha,
and the frankincense tree, the resin of which is used for incense, is,
The Boswellia serrata, 1
like the myrrh tree, an Arab, amyrid.
!

;

indigenous to the East Indies, furnishes the best frankincense
Israelites

bought

it

from Sheba

(Isa. lx.

tree as well as the frankincense tree

as they are in our

own

6

;

Jer.

vi 20).

;

the

The myrrh

were thus exotics in Palestine,

who had

country ; but Solomon,

intercourse

with Arabia and India by his own mercantile fleet, procured them
The modest Shulamith shuns the
for his own garden (Eccles. ii. 5).
loving words of praise

;

for she requests that she

may be permitted to

betake herself to the lonely places planted with myrrh and frankincense near the king's palace, where she thinks to tarry in a frame
of

mind

befitting this

day

till

the approaching darkness calls her

day which suggests
a day in which she enters into the covenant of
her God with Solomon (Prov. ii. 17). Without wishing to allegorize,
we may yet not omit to observe, that the mountain of myrrh and
the hill of frankincense put us in mind of the temple, where incense,
composed of myrrh, frankincense, and other spices, ascended up
">ten "V? is
before God every morning and evening (Ex. xxx. 34 ff.).
back to the king.

to her this

^

It is the importance of the

"£>K,

perhaps a not unintentional accord to nnitsn in (2 Chron. iii. 1), the
mountain where God appeared ; at all events, " mountain of myrrh "
" hill of frankincense "

are appropriate names for places of
devout meditation, where one holds fellowship with God.
This childlike modest disposition makes her yet more lovely in
He breaks out in these words
the eyes of the king.

and

Ver. 7 Thou art altogether

And do

fair,

my love,

blemish in thee.

In vers.
1-5 he has praised her external beauty ; but in vcr. 6 her soul has
disclosed itself the fame of her spotless beauty is there extended to
Certainly he means, no blemish either of soul or body.

:

Lassen's Ind. Alterthumskunde,

I.

334.
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IV. 8.

And

her soul no less than to her external appearance.

as to her

longing after freedom from the tumult and bustle of court

life,

he

thus promises to her
Ver. 8 With

me from

Lebanon,

With me from Lebanon

my bride,

come
Amana,
From the top of Shenir and Hermon,
From dens of lions,
shalt thou

;

Shalt look from the top of

From mountains
Zockl. interprets

^K

of leopards.

in the sense of vK, and ^ra in the sense of
" he announces to her in over:

journeying to this definite place

flowing fulness of expression, that from this time forth, instead of

the lonely mountainous regions, and the dangerous caves and dens,
she shall inhabit with him the royal palace."

Thus also Kingsbury.
however plausible, cannot be supported.
For (1) such an idea ought to be expressed either by 'an ^N or by
•Otrn
'an, instead of 'an >m
(2) Shulamith is not from Lebanon,
nor from the Anti-Libanus, which looks toward Damascus (3) this
would be no answer to Shulamith's longing for lonely quietness.
We therefore hold by our explanation given in 1851. He seeks
her to go with him up the steep heights of Lebanon, and to descend
with him from thence ; for while ascending the mountain one has
no view before him, but when descending he has the whole panorama
of the surrounding region lying at his feet
Thus 't5>n is not to be
understood as at Isa. lvii. 9, where it has the meaning of wAgroihas,
but, as at Num. xxiii. 9, it means spedabis.
With 'it? the idea of
prospect lies nearer than that of descending besides, the meaning

But the

interpretation,

W

;

;

;

spectare is secondary, for

tw

signifies first " to go, proceed, journey,"

and then " going to view, to go in order to view." Sir in Arab,
means " the scene," and sir etmek in Turkish, " to contemplate " (cf.
Arab, tamashy, to walk, then, to contemplate).
Lebanon is the name
of the Alpine range which lies in the N.-W. of the Holy Land,
and stretches above 20 (German) miles from the. Leontes (Nahr elKasmte) northwards to the Eleutheros (Nalir el-Kebir). The other
three names here found refer to the Anti-Libanus separated from
the Lebanon by the Coelo-Syrian valley, and stretching from the
Banias northwards to the plain of Hamath.

Amana

denotes that range of the Anti-Libanus from which the

Amana issue, one of the two rivers which the
Syrian captain (2 Kings v. 12) named as better than all the waters
of Israel. These are the Amana and Pharpar, i.e. the Baradd and
springs of the river

A'wadsh ;

to the

union of the Barada, (called by the Greeks Chry'
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80
sorrhoas,

i.e.

"golden stream") with the FeiilsJie, the environs of
their ghuwdat, their paradisaical beauty.

Damascus owe

Sermon (from

0~\n t to

cut off;

the steep projection of a mountain)

cf.

is

Arab, kharom and mdkhrim,
the most southern peak of the

Anti-Libanus chain, the lofty mountains (about 10,000 feet above
the level of the sea) which form the north-eastern border of

and from which the springs of the Jordan take their rise.
Another section of the Anti-Libanus range is called Senir, not
Shenir.
The name, in all the three places where it occurs (Deut.
1 Chron. v. 23), is, in accordance with tradition, to be
iii.
9
written with Sin.
The Onkelos Targum writes pnD the Jerusalem
paraphrases, ^TS nDDT niid (the mountain whose fruits become
the Midrash
putrid, viz. on account of their superabundance)
explains otherwise
"wn OS? tone (the mountain which resists
being broken up by the plough),
everywhere the writing of the
word with the letter Sin is supposed. According to Deut. iii. 9,
this was the Amorite name of Hermon.
The expression then denotes
that the Amorites called Hermon i.e. the Anti-Libanus range, for
they gave the name of a part to the whole range
by the name
Palestine,

;

;

;

:

—

—

Senir; Abulfeda uses jJjuj as the

name

of the part to the north of

Damascus, with which the statement of Schwarz (Das
p.

33) agrees, that the

Damascus
Q, "!??

is

Hermon

Zand,

called Senir.

panthers, to the present

)

h.

(Anti-Libanus) to the north-west of

day inhabit the

clefts

and

defiles

of the Lebanon, and of the Anti-Libanus running parallel to it;

whereas lions have

now

of the Mediterranean.

altogether disappeared from the countries
In Solomon's time they were to be met with

in the lurking-places of the Jordan valley, and yet

more frequently

in the remote districts of the northern Alpine chains.

From the
him

heights of these Alps Solomon says Shulamith shall alone with

look

down from where

the lions and panthers dwell.

beasts of prey, and yet inaccessible

by them,

Near these

shall she enjoy the

prospect of the extensive pleasant land which was subject to the
sceptre of

him who held her

safe

on these

cliffs,

and accompanied

her over these giddy heights. If " mountain of myrrh," so also " the
Amana,
top of Amana" is not without subordinate reference.

from the primary idea of firmness and verification,
and the faithful covenant as it is established
between God and the congregation, for He betrothes it to Himself
rmsta ("in faithfulness"), Hos. ii. 22 [20]; the congregation of
which the apostle (Eph. v. 27) says the same as is here said by

proceeding
signifies

fidelity
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9.

Solomon of Shulamith. Here for the first time he calls her n?3,
not "rh?; for that, according to the usus loq., would mean "my
Accordingly,

daughter-in-law."

it

appears that the idea of " daughter-

the primary, and that of "bride" the secondary one.
n?a, which is = n?' 3 , as n?n, a cake, is = n^n, that which is pierced

in-law"

is

through

(cf. rrtW>3,

being espoused;

Jer.

ii.

2),

appears to

mean 1

(cf. what was said regarding TO ? under iii. lib) her who is comprehended with the family into which, leaving her parents' house,
she enters not her who is embraced
crowned with a garland
1

=

;

Arab. jKi, to be garlanded

(cf.

a wreath), or her

who

is

Welti, garlanding

;

brought to completion

;

(cf.

Syr.

iklil,

WWo,

the verb, Ezek.

has reached the goal of her womanly calling.
4, 11),
Besides, n??, like " Braut " in the older German (e.g. Gudrun), means

xxvii.

i.e.

not only her

who

is

betrothed, but also her

who

has been lately

married.

All that the king calls

won

his heart,

now can

she

his,

and with his heart himself and

Ver. 9 Thou hast taken

my heart, my

call hers

;

for she

has

all that is his.

sister-bride

Thou hast taken my heart with one
With a little chain of thy necklace.

of thy glances,

The Piel 33? may mean to make courageous, and it actually has this
meaning in the Aram., wherefore the Syr. retains the word Symm.
renders it by e0dpawd<; fie.
But is it becoming in a man who is no
coward, especially in a king, to say that the love he cherishes gives
him heart, i.e. courage ? It might be becoming, perhaps, in a warrior
who is inspired by the thought of his beloved, whose respect and
admiration he seeks to gain, to dare the uttermost. But Solomon is
2
no Antar, no wandering knight.
Besides, the first effect of love is
;

different

the

first

:

it

influences those

whom

instance, but as disarming

but love in

its

beginning, which

governs, not as encouraging, in

it

them love responded to encourages,
;

is

would thus more naturally render

the subject here, overpowers.
:

" thou hast unhearted

" to unheart," according to the Semitic

conception of the heart {Psychol,
1

p.

;

We
but

and generally the ancient

254), does not so

L. Geiger's Ursprung d. Sprach. p. 227

me ;"

much mean

to

cf . 88.

A

specimen of Bbttcher's interpretation : " What is more natural than to
suppose that the keeper of a vineyard showed herself with half of her head and
neck exposed at the half-opened window to her shepherd on his first attempt to
set her free, when he cried, ' my dove in the clefts of the rocks,' etc., and animated
him thereby to this present bold deliverance of her from the midst of robbers? "
We pity the Shulamitess, that she put her trust in this moonshiny coward.
*

9

SONG.
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captivate the heart, as rather to deprive of understanding or of judg-

ment

(cf.

Hos.

iv.

11).

Such denomin.

Pi. of

names

of corporeal

mem-

bers signify not merely taking away, but also wounding, and generally

any violent affection of it, as 3|T, Dna, Ewald, § 120c; accordingly the
LXX., Venet., and Jerome: iKapBuoads fie, vulnerasti cor meum.
The meaning is the same for " thou hast wounded my heart " =
" thou hast subdued my heart " (cf. Ps. xlv. 66).
With one of her
glances, with a little chain of her necklace, she has overcome him
The Kert changes
as with a powerful charm veni, visa sum, viei.
"into into nnxa certainly t)J> is mostly fem. (e.g. Judg. xvi. 28), but
not only the non-bibL usus loq., which eg. prefers nin or JH £jf, of a
:

;

malignant bewitching look,

but also the bibL

(vid.

Zech.

iii.

9,

10) treats the word as of double gender.
PJg and D'jhw are
related to each other as a part is to the whole.
With the subst.
ending 6n, the designation of an ornament designed for the neck is
formed from "WW, the neck ; cf. $yw, the " round tires like the
iv.

moon"

18 ff. PJJ> (connected with
(Aram. K£i>jW) of this necklace.
In the words PJg inK, tm is used instead of "inx, occurring also out
of genit. connection (Gen. xlviii. 22
2 Sam. xvii. 22), and the
arrangement (vid. under Ps. lxxxix. 51) follows the analogy of the
pure numerals as Q^J
it appears to be transferred from the
vulgar language to that used in books, where, besides the passage
before us, it occurs only in Dan. viii. 13. That a glance of the eye
may pierce the heart, experience shows but how can a little chain
of a necklace do this ?
That also is intelligible. As beauty becomes
unlike itself when the attire shows want of taste, so by means of
tasteful clothing, which does not need to be splendid, but may even
be of the simplest kind, it becomes mighty. Hence the charming
attractive power of the impression one makes communicates itself to
all that he wears, as, eg., the woman with the issue of blood touched
with joyful hope the hem of Jesus' garment for he who loves feels
the soul of that which is loved in all that stands connected thereP3j)

of the women's toilet, Isa.

iii.

pny, cervix) is a separate chain

;

w

;

;

;

is, as it were, consecrated and charmed by the beloved
and operates so much the more powerfully if it adorns it,
because as an ornament of that which is beautiful, it appears so
much the more beautiful In the preceding verse, Solomon has for
the first time addressed Shulamith by the title " bride."
Here with
heightened cordiality he calls her " sister-bride."
In this change in
the address the progress ofthe story is mirrored.
Why he does not
say ??? (my bride), has already been explained, under 8a, from the
derivation of the word.
Solomon's mother might
call Shulamith
*o

with, all that
object,

,J
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IV. 10-12.

callaihi, but he gives to the relation of affinity into which Shulamith
has entered a reference to himself individually, for he says ihhothi
calla (my sister-bride)
she who as calls, of his mother is to her a
:

kind of daughter,

is

as

in relation to himself, as

calls,

were, his

it

sister.

<

He

proceeds

Ver. 10

still

further to praise her attractions.

How fair is thy love, my sister-bride
How much better thy love than wine
And the fragrance of thy unguents than all spices
Thy lips drop honey, my bride
1

11

1

;

Honey and milk

And

are under tby tongue

the fragrance of thy garments

is like

the fragrance of

Lebanon.

Regarding the connection of the pluralet. Dvtf with the plur. of the
The pred.
praises her love in its manifestapred., vid. at i. 2b.
!

i

W

tions
its

according to

impression on the sight

experience on nearer intercourse.

of impression
is

its

is

As

attributed to the eyes

;

Ob, according to
same power

in ver. 9 the

and

to the necklace, so here

intermingled praise of the beauty of her person with praise of

the fragrance, the odour of the clothing of the bride

speaks out not only by her
for

him

lips,

in her spices, which he deems

odours, because he inhales, as
no:,

from 1W,

it

for her soul

more fragrant than

all other

were, her soul along with them.

under Prov.

v.

3,

virgin honey, aiconov {acetum, Pliny, xi. 1 5),

i.e.

ebullire (vid.

;

she breathes forth odours also

also

Schultens), is

that which of itself

combs (D" ?'*). Honey drops from the lips which he
kisses ; milk and honey are under the tongue which whispers to him
words of pure and inward joy cf. the contrary, Ps. cxl. 4. The last
rnp7fe> is <WW (from TOb, complicare,
line is an echo of Gen xxvii. 27.
nat?? from •&??).
rfoy,
n^V
complecti) transposed (cf.
from
As Jacob's
raiment had for his old father the fragrance of a field which God
had blessed, so for Solomon the garments of the faultless and pure
one, fresh from the woods and mountains of the north, gave forth a
heart-strengthening savour like the fragrance of Lebanon (Hos. iv. 7),
viz. of its fragrant herbs and trees, chiefly of the balsamic odour of
flows from the

1

;

the apples of the cedar.

The praise

is

sensuous, but

Ver. 12

it

?!

(elsewhere

bubbling forth

(cf.

Amos

>"i?a),

v.

»'•'•

658) denotes the garden from, its
2*31?), the waves
24); and T,??, the place, as it were an eye

H (according to rule masc. Bottch.
enclosure ;

has a moral consecration.

A garden locked is my sister-bride
A spring locked, a fountain sealed.
§

the fountain (synon.
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of the earth, from which a fountain gushes forth.

Luther distinguishes

gan and gal ; on the contrary, all the old translators
(even the Venet.) render as if the word in both cases were gan. The
Pasek between gan and n&'ul, and between gal and na'ul, is designed
to separate the two Nuns, as e.g. at 2 Chron. ii. 9, Neb., ii. 2, the two

rightly between

Mems;

it is the orthophonic Pasek, already described under ii
which secures the independence of two similar or organically

Whether the

lated sounds.

7,

re-

sealed fountain (fons signatus) alludes

which Solomon had built for the upper city
1
To a locked garden
and the temple place, we do not now inquire.
and spring no one has access but the rightful owner, and a sealed
fountain is shut against all impurity.
Thus she is closed against
the world, and inaccessible to all that would disturb her pure heart,
a
All the more beautiful and the
or desecrate her pure person.
greater is the fulness of the flowers and fruits which bloom and
ripen in the garden of this life, closed against the world and its lust.
to a definite fountain

What

Ver. 13

sprouts forth for thee

With most

is

a park of pomegranates,

excellent fruits

Cypress flowers with nards
14 Nard and crocus calamus and cinnamon,
;

With all kinds of incense trees
Myrrh and aloes,
With all the chief aromatics.

;

down to ver. 1 5 inclusive is TXkf (." what
" thy plants "), as a figurative designation,
"
borrowed from plants, of all the " phenomena and life utterances

The common subject
sprouts for thee "

to all

=

" If I only knew here," says Eocke,
(Bottch.) of her personality.
" how to disclose the meaning, certainly all these flowers and fruits,
in the figurative language of the Orient, in the flower-language of

had their beautiful interpretation." In the old German poetry,
phrase bluomen brechen [to break flowers] was equivalent to
the flowers and fruits named are figures of all that
to enjoy love
Most of the plants here named are
the amaia offers to the amator.
exotics DT]B (heaping around, circumvallation, enclosing) is a garden
love,

also, the

;

;

or park, especially with foreign ornamental and fragrant plants
old Persian word, the explanation of which, after Spiegel,
in our exposition of the Song,
diz,

a heap), has

Zendsprache,
1

180).

irepl,

and

—an

given

<Mz,

R.

property (Justi's Handb. der

DV?JO *}B (from *U», which corresponds to

Vid. Zschocke in the TUbinger Quartalschri/l, 1867, 8.

* Seal,

vid.

p.

1851 (from pairi =

now become common

first

DTriri)

pen- mvhr,

is

used directly in the sense of maiden-like behaviour

Pedes' etymol. Studien (1871), p. 67.
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IV. 13, 14.

praise, honour, excellence

;

vid.

Volck under Deut.

xxxiii 13) are fructus laudum, or lautitiarum, excellent precious

which in the more modern language are simply called
Dnjo (Shabbath 127&, DHJB ws, all kinds of fine fruits) ; cf. Syr]
Regarding "iB'a, vid. under i. 14 regarding "ib,
magdo, dried fruit.
under i. 13 also regarding TO, under i. 12. The long vowel of
fruits,

;

;

TO

corresponds to the Pers. form nard, but near to which

nard, Indian nalada (fragrance-giving)
accent,

;

the I

and can therefore disappear in the

is

For DTU, Gratz

plur.

reads 0*7^, roses, because the poet would .not have

The conjecture

twice.

poem
under

by

to be Solomonic,
ii.

1),

and

is also

thus only the long

named nard

but for us, who believe the
inconsistent with the history of roses (vid.

is beautiful,

is

also unnecessary.

The description moves forward

steps rhythmically.

Dana

the crocus stativus, the genuine Indian safran, the dried

is

flower-eyes of which yield the safran used as a colour, as an aromatic, and also as medicine

;

safran

is

an Arab, word, and means

yellow root and yellow colouring matter.

The name Dana,
kuhhuma.

Pers.

n:^
a reed (from njpT R. jp, to rise up, viewed intrans.),1 viz. sweet reed,
acorus calamus, which with us now grows wild in marshes, but is

karkam, Arab, karhum,

is

radically Indian, Sanscr.

,

indigenous to the Orient.

the laurus cinnamomum, a tree indigenous to the east

{tosp is

coast of Africa and Ceylon,
is

and found

later also

on the Antilles.

It

of the family of the laurineae, the inner bark of which, peeled off

and rolled together, is the cinnamon-bark (cannella, French cannelle)
Aram. t<onp as also the Greek Ktwd/itofiov and xlwafiov, Lat. (e.g. in the
12th book of Pliny) cinnamomum and cinnamum, are interchanged,
from D?i5, probably a secondary formation from njij (bike M, whenee
noa, from K3), to which also ]Sdqj_d, vrroarao-t?, and the Talm.Targ. DM? IMP., an oath (cf. D$), go back, so that thus the name
which was brought to the west by the Phoenicians denoted not the
tree, but the reed-like form of the rolled dried bark.
As " nards "
refer to varieties of the nard, perhaps to the Indian and the Jamanic
spoken of by Strabo and others, so " all kinds of incense trees
refers definitely to Indo-Arab. varieties of the incense tree and its
fragrant resin it has its name from the white and transparent seeds
of this its resin (cf. Arab, lubdn, incense and benzoin, the resin of
>

;

1 In this general sense
of " reed " (Syn. arundo) the word is also found in the
Gr. and Lat. : xatvai (*«»«/), reed-mats, *<mo», ««va^o>, a wicker basket, carina,
ranistrvtn, without any reference to an Indo - Germ, verbal stem, and without
acquiring the specific signification of an aromatic plant.
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the storax tree, roa?)

the Greek Xlfiavo?, Xt/3aiwT09

;

frankincense, from 6va>),
niPiiK

or

DyHK (which already

Balaam, Num. xxiv.
is

6,

(Lat.

thus,

a word derived from the Phoenicians.

is

in a remarkable

way was used by

elsewhere only since the time of Solomon)

name of the aloe, agaru or aguru / that
wood of the aloe-tree (alo&cylon agallochum),

the Semitized old Indian

which

is

aromatic

is

the

particularly its dried root (agallochum or lignum aloSs, l-vXaXoi), accord-

ing to which the Targ. here ptf6x ^D3K, after the phrase in Aruch)
mouldered in the earth, which chiefly came from farther India.1
DV, as everywhere, connects things contained together or in any way
united (v. 1
cf. i. 11, as Ps. lxxxvii. 4
cf. 1 Sam. xvi. 12).
The
,m
concluding phrase 'ill y73 OV, cum praestantissimis quibusque aromatibus, is a poet, et cetera.
Wih, with the gen. of the object whose
value is estimated, denotes what is of meilleure qualiU ; or, as the
:

;

;

Talm. says, what

is NBi>K, akfya, i.e. number one.
Ezekiel, xxvii 22,
in a similar sense, says, " with chief (wtfS) of all spices."

The panegyric returns now once more
Ver. 15

A

And

The

to the figure of a fountain.

garden-fountain, a well of living water,
torrents from Lebanon.

12 was the collecting and sealing up
and its outward activity. A fountain in
gardens (CM, categ. pL) is put to service for the benefit of the beds of
plants round about, and it has in these gardens, as it were, its proper
sphere of influence.
well of living water is one in which that
which it distributes springs up from within, so that it is indeed
given to it, but not without at the same time being its own true
tertium compar. in ver.

;

here, it is the inner life

A

?W is related, according to the Semitic usus loq., to ?!!*, as
property.
" niedergehen " (to go down) to " weggehen " (to go away) (vid. Prov.
v.

15); similarly related are (Arab.)

sar, to go,

and

sal (in

which

1 Vid. Lassen's Ind. Alterihumsk. I.
S84 f. Furrer, in Schenkel's Bib. Lex.,
understands nvflN of the liliaceae, indigenous to Palestine as to Arabia, which is
also called aloe. But the drastic purgative which the succulent leaves of this
plant yield is not aromatic, and the verb ?ns " to glisten," whence he seeks to
derive the name of this aloe, is not proved. Cf. besides, the Petersburg Lex. under
aguru (" not difficult"), according to which is this name of the amyris agallocha,

and the aquilaria agallocha, but of no Uliaceae. The name Adlerholz (" eagle") rests on a misunderstanding of the name of the Agila tree.
It is called
" Paradiesholz," because it must have been one of the paradise trees (vid.

wood

ii. 8).
Dioskorides says of this wood Svftt&Ttti duri
the Song therefore places it along with myrrh and frankincense. That
which is common to the lily-aloe and the wood-aloe, is the bitter taste of the juice
The Arab, name of the aloe,
of the former and of the resinous wood of the latter.
The proverbs : amarru min es-sabir, bitterer
fabir, is also given to the lily-aloe.

Bereshith rabba under Gen.

*ificc>iuTov

:

;

than the aloe, and es-sabr sabir, patience

is

the aloe, refer to the aloe-juice.
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IV. IS.

for lam, to express the softness of the

whence syl (stl), impetuous stream, rushing water,
kindred in meaning to D?$.
Streams which come from Lehanon
have a rapid descent, and (so far as they do not arise in the snow
liquid), to flow,

region) the water

not only fresh, hut clear as crystal.

is

All these

would be insipid but understood
ethically, they are exceedingly appropriate, and are easily interpreted,
so that the conjecture is natural, that on the supposition of the
spiritual interpretation of the Song, Jesus has this saying in His
figures understood sensuously

;

mind when He says

that streams of living water shall flow " out of
the belly " of the believer, John vii. 38.

The

king's praise is for

But

a response.

as she

is,

Shulamith proof of his love, which seeks
she thinks herself yet unworthy of him;

her modesty says to her that she needs preparation for him, preparation by that blowing which is the breath of God in the natural

and in the

spiritual

world

Ver. 16 Awake, thou North (wind), and come, thou South 1

my garden, cause its spices
my beloved come into his garden,

Blow through
Let

And

The names

flow-

to

eat the fruits which are precious to him.

and south, denoting not only the regions

of the north

of the heavens, but also the winds blowing from these regions, are
of the fem. gender, Isa.

not mentioned

connected with
bring3 cold

blow,

it

is

till

The

xliii. 6.

the idea of that which

;

east wind, D^i?, is purposely
is

ice is

hot,

and adverse is
The north wind
if the south wind
and heat, coolness and

destructive

under Job xxvii. 21).
formed, Sir. xliii. 20 and

it (vid.

;

Luke

xii.

55.

If cold

sultriness, interchange at the proper time,

And

if

tion

and at another from

then growth

is

promoted.

the wind blow through a garden at one time from this direc-

— not so violently as when

that,

it

shakes

the trees of the forest, but softly and yet as powerfully as a garden

—

it,
then all the fragrance of the garden rises in waves, and
becomes like a sea of incense.
The garden itself then blows, i.e.

can bear
it

emits odours

;

for (HB

=

the Arab. fakh,fah, ctfawh,

odours, fragrant plants) as in Dfvj rm, Gen.
lies

iii.

8,

pi.

afwdh, sweet

the idea under-

when it is evening the day itself blows, i.e.
the causative wen, connected with the object-accus.

the expression, that

becomes

cool,

of the garden, means to

make

the garden breezy and fragrant,

bto

were from the
plants, flow out, being carried forth by the waves of air.
Shulamith
wishes that in her all that is worthy of love should be fully realized.
What had to be done for Esther (Esth. ii 12) before she could be

is

here used of the odours which, set free as

it
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brought in to the king, Shulamith calls on the winds to accomplish

which are, as it were, the breath of the life of all nature,
and as such, of the life-spirit, which is the sustaining background

for her,

of all created things.

and

whom

If she

is

thus prepared for

him who

loves her,

she loves, he shall come into his garden and enjoy the

With words

precious fruit belonging to him.

of such gentle tender-

ness, childlike purity, she gives herself to her beloved.

She gives herself to him, and he has accepted
and enjoyment.

her,

and now

celebrates the delight of possession
Chap.

am come into my garden, my sister-bride
Have plucked my myrrh with my balsam
Hare eaten my honeycomb with my honey ;
Have drunk my wine with my milk
Eat, drink, and be drunken, ye friends

v. 1 I

If the exclamation of Solomon, la, is immediately connected with
iv. 1 6, then we must suppose that, influenced
which the ardour of love and humility express
themselves, he thus in triumph exclaims, after he has embraced her
But the exclamation
in his arms as his own inalienable possession.
denotes more than this.
It supposes a union of love, such as is the
conclusion of marriage following the betrothal, the God-ordained aim of
sexual love within the limits fixed by morality. The poetic expression

the words of Shulamith,

by these words,

w

in

Viks points to the tk k13, used of the entrance of a

man

into the

woman's chamber, to which the expression (Arab.) dakkal biha (he
went in with her), used of the introduction into the bride's chamber,
is compared.
The road by which Solomon reached this full and
entire possession was not short, and especially for his longing it was
He now triumphs in the final enjoyment which
a lengthened one.
A pleasant enjoyment which is
his ardent desire had found.
reached in the way and within the limits of the divine order, and
which therefore leaves no bitter fruits of self-reproach, is pleasant
even in the retrospect His words, beginning with " I am come into

my

garden," breathe this pleasure in the retrospect.

Ginsburg and

"I am coming," which would require the
words to have been N3 ^k (PS })The series of perfects beginning
with »rua cannot be meant otherwise than retrospectively.
The
others render incorrectly,

1

"garden" is Shulamith herself, iv. 12, in the fulness of her personal
and spiritual attractions, iv. 16 cf. 'Dis, i. 6. He may call her " my
sister-bride " the garden is then his by virtue of divine and human
right, he has obtained possession of this garden, he has broken its
;

;

costly rare flowers.

rnK (in the Mishna dialect the word used of plucking figs)
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L

to pluck; the Aethiop. trans, ararku karhi, I have plucked

the Aethiop. has arara instead of simply

and only balsam

name

'pba

is

myrrh

;

for

here Dt?a de-

While ti&2, with its plur. b'sdmim, denotes fragrance in gene-

flected.
ral,

ms.

of the

specially, basarn

balsam-tree (the

which, according to Forskal,

is

=

(Arab.) bashdm is the proper

Mecca balsam), amyris opobalsamum,
indigenous in the central mountain

Jemen (S. Arabia) it is also called (Arab.) lalsaman; the
word found its way in this enlarged form into the West, and then reregion of

;

turned in the forms

itoopa, jtoppBteN, KDD"]att (Syr.

afrusomo), into the

Balsam and other spices were brought in abundance to King
Solomon as a present by the Queen of Sheba, 1 Kings x. 10 the
celebrated balsam plantations of Jericho (vid. Winer's ReaU W.), which
continued to be productive till the Eoman period, might owe their
origin to the friendly relations which Solomon sustained to the south
Arab, princess. Instead of the Indian aloe, iv. 14, the Jamanic
balsam is here connected with myrrh as a figure of Shulamith's
The plucking, eating, and drinking are only interchangeexcellences.
able figurative descriptions of the enjoyment of love.
" Honey and milk," says Solomon, iv. 1 1, " is under thy tongue."
"V>! is like nnjr, 1 Sam. xiv. 27, the comb (favus) or cells containing
the honey,
a designation which has perhaps been borrowed from
1
porous lava.
With honey and milk " under the tongue " wine is connected, to which, and that of the noblest kind, vii. 10, Shulamith's
Wine and milk together are olvoyaXa, which
palate is compared.
Solomon and his Song
Chloe presents to Daphnis (Longus, i. 23).
here hover on the pinnacle of full enjoyment; but if one understands

East.

;

—

his figurative language as

delight of

satisfaction

to the countenance of

it

interprets itself, it here also expresses that

which the author of Ps. xix. 6 a transfers
the rising sun, in words of a chaste purity

which sexual love never abandons, in so far as it is connected with
esteem for a beloved wife, and with the preservation of mutual personal dignity.
For this very reason the words of Solomon, la,
cannot be thought of as spoken to the guests.
Between iv. 16 and
night
intervenes.
la
the
bridal
The
words
used
in la are Solov.
mon's morning salutation to her who has now wholly become his
own. The call addressed to the guests at the feast is given forth
on the second day of the marriage, which, according to ancient
custom, Gen. xxix. 28, Judg. xiv. 12, was wont to be celebrated
for seven days, Tob. xi. 18.
The dramatical character of the Song
leads to this result, that the pauses are passed over, the scenes are

quickly changed, and the times appear to be continuous.
1

Vid. Wetstein in the Zeitsch. filr allgem. Erdkunde, 1859, p. 123.
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B^i

Hengst. thinks always designates " love" (IAebe) ;
thus, after Prov. vii. 28, also here: Eat, friends, drink and intoxicate

The

plur.

yourselves in love.

meaning

but not as directed
yet not

'Si -oe»,

liquor after

the Venet.

But the summons, inebriamini amorHws, has a
by the guests to the married pair,
to the guests.
And while we may say OTp m,

regarded as directed

if

:

it.

for shakar has always only the accus. of a spirituous

Therefore none of the old translators (except only

peOvaOiyre epmaiv) understood dodim, notwithstanding

Song it means love, in another than a personal
and 'n are here the plur. of the elsewhere parallels
in and "ita, e.g. v. 16&, according to which also (cf. on the contrary,
iv. 166) they are accentuated.
Those who are assembled are, as sympathizing friends, to participate in the pleasures of the feast. The Song
of Songs has here reached its climax.
A Paul would not hesitate,
after Eph v. 31 f., to extend the mystical interpretation even to this.
Of the antitype of the marriage pair it is said " For the marriage
of the Lamb is come, and His wife hath made herself ready " (Rev.
xix. 7)
and of the antitype of the marriage guests " Blessed are they
which are called unto the marriage supper of the Lamb" (Eev.
that elsewhere in the

sense

D»jn

;

:

;

:

xix. 9).

FOTJETH ACT.
LOVE DISDAINED BUT WON AGAIN.—Chap.

V.

FIRST SCENE OF THE FOURTH ACT, T. 2-VI.

2-VL

9.

8.

In this fourth Act we are not now carried back to the time when
Solomon's relation to Shulamith was first being formed. We are not
placed here amid the scenes of their first love, but of those of their
married

life,

and of

not without

their original ardour of affection maintaining

This is evident from the circumstance that
two Acts the beloved is addressed by the title Wjn (my
1
friend, beloved), and that the third Act rises to -the title ffa (bride)
and rbz Vint* (my sister-bride) in the fourth Act, on the other hand,
along with the title ra'yaihi, we hear no longer calla, nor ahhothi

itself

in the

trial.

first

;

1 Among the Slovaos
a bride is called malducha, " virgin-bride," before she has
a cap placed on her head and after that, nevesta, "bride-spouse." In England,
bride does not designate the betrothed as such, bat the betrothed when near her
;

marriage.
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2.

of address which contributes to

and give it a mystical backhave here presented to us pictures from the life of
Shulamith,
the lovers after their marriage has been solemnized.
having reached the goal of her longing, has a dream like that which she
had (iii 1-4) before she reached that goal. But the dreams, however

heighten the relation, to idealize

it,

We

ground.

show

they resemble each other, are yet also

different, as their issues

in the former, she seeks him, and

having found him holds him

fast

here, she seeks

;

him and

finds

related belongs to the dream-life in ch.
it

was inconceivable

him not. That that which is
iii., was seen from the fact that

as happening in real life

;

here that which

is

related is expressly declared in the introductory words as having

occurred in a dream.

my heart keeps waking
my beloved is knocking
Open to me, my sister, my love,
My dove, my perfect one
For my head is filled with dew,
My locks (are) full of the drops of the night.

Ver. 2 I sleep, bat

Hearken

!

;

The

partic. subst. clauses, 2a, indicate

the circumstances under which

that which is related in 2b occurred.
hist,

prose pa"W would be used

;

In the principal sentence

in

here, in the dramatic vivacity of the

description, is found in its stead the interject, vocem = ausculta
with the gen. foil, and a word designating 8 state or condition added,
thought of as accus. according to the Semitic syntax (like Gen. iv.
10 Jer. x. 22 ; cf. 1 Kings xiv. 6). To sleep while the heart wakes
signifies to dream, for sleep and distinct consciousness cannot be coexistent the movements of thought either remain in obscurity or
"ijf = 'awir is formed from "iyr, to be awake
are projected as dreams,
;

;

1
There is scarcely any other example of the husband calling his spouse " sister "
than that found in Estb. v. 9 (Apocr.), where Abasuerus says to Esther " What
:

is it,

12

:

Esther ?

" From

I

am thy brother."

this

more analogous are the words of Tob. vii.
time forth thou art her brother, and she is thy sister ;" but here

the relation of affinity blends

Still

itself

with the marriage relationship.

frequently denotes a lover, in contrast to uxor.

But here

in the

In Lat. soror

Song dhhothi

calla

comes in the place of callathi, which is ambiguous (" my daughter-in-law ").
' pDil [is knocking] is not an attribute to the determinate i"ri*t [my beloved]

which

but a designation of state or condition, and thus ace., as the
" hear my beloved in the condition of one knocking."
it
On the other hand, pan *m signifies " a beloved one knocking." But " hear a
beloved one knocking " would also be expressed ace. In classical language, the
it

follows,

Beirut translation renders

:

if the subst. to which it belongs is indeterminate,
" at the gate stood a beloved one knocking."

designation of state,

before

it, e.g.
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Aryan gar, of like' import in ypijyopelp,
as 1? = mawith from JliD.
The & has

(in its root cogn. to the
iyeipeiv), in

way

the same

here the conj. sense of " dieweil
12,

vi.

The n

15.

viii.

dag.,

" (because),

like asher in Eccles.

which occurs several times elsewhere

(vid. under Prov. iii. 8, xiv. 10), is one of the inconsistencies of the
system of punctuation, which in other instances does not double the

i ; perhaps a relic of the Babylonian idiom, which

was herein more

accordant with the lingual nature of the n than the Tiberian, which
treated

it

as a semi-guttural.

abscidit, follows in the

the sense of branch, from
is

TOP, a lock of hair, from

Y\>

formation of the idea, the analog)' of
">¥£,

removed without injury

conveniently for removal;

desecuit

TR,

one so names a part which

;

to the whole,

cf.

=

f^\>, in

and which presents

itself

the oath sworn by Egyptian women, la-

by the life of my separated," i.e. " of my locks" (Lane,
The word still survives in the Talmud dialect. Of
a beautiful young man who proposed to become a Nazarite, Nedarim 9a says the same as the Jer. Horajoth iii. 4 of a man who was a
prostitute in Eome his locks were arranged in separate masses, like
heap upon heap in Bereshith rabba c. lxv., under Gen. xxvii. 11, Y$,
curly-haired, is placed over against rnp, bald-headed, and the Syr. also
has kausoto as the designation of locks of hair,
a word used by the
Feshito as the rendering of the Heb. rrtxip, as the Syro-Hexap. Job
hajdt muksusi, "

Egypt,

etc., I.

38).

:

;

—

xvi. 1 2, the

Greek

?D,

Kofitj.

from

??t3

( JJ,»

to moisten, viz. the

to squirt, viz. blood), is in Arabic drizzling rain, in

drops of the night

,

(

,
9 P V fr°
r

m D ?7> '°

ground

Heb. dew ; the

sprinkle, to drizzle)

1

are just

drops of dew, for the precipitation of the damp air assumes this
Shulamith
form in nights which are not so cold as to become frosty.

He comes a
thus dreams that her beloved seeks admission to her.
In the most tender words he entreats for
long way and at night.
that which he expects without delay.

He

addresses her, "

my

one of equal rank with himself, and familiar as a sister
with a brother ; " my love " ('ifl), as one freely chosen by him to
intimate fellowship ; " my dove," as beloved and prized by him on
sister," as

account of her purity, simplicity, and loveliness.

The meaning of

According to the primary idea : to break that which is solid or fluid into little
CD^Dl means also broken pieces. To this root appertains also
the Arab, rashh, to trickle through, to sweat through, II. to moisten {e.g. the
mouth of a suckling with milk), and the Aethiop. raseha, to be stained. Drops
scattered with a sprinkling brush the Arabs call rashahat in the mystical writings,
rashahat el-uns (dew-drops of intimacy) is the designation of sporadic gracious
1

pieces, wherefore

;

glances of the deity.
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V. 8.

the fourth designation used by him, Tien,

is

shown by the Arab,

torn

one devoted " = a servant,
and mutajjam, desperately in love with one. In addressing her
T.cn, he thus designates this love as wholly undivided, devoting
itself without evasion and without reserve.
But on this occasion
to be " wholly devoted,"

trim, "

whence

this love did not approve itself, at least not at once.
Ver. 3 I have pot off

How
I

my

put

hare washed

How
She now

shall I

dress,

it

on again?

my feet,

shall I defile

them again ?

rufta is the ^weav worn next the
from the Arab, fotlun, cotton, whence
French colon, calico = cotton-stuff).
She had already washed her
feet, from which it is supposed that she had throughout the day
walked barefooted, how (n??'*?, how ? both times with the tone on
1
the penult.; cf. HTK, where ? i. 7) should she again put on her dress,
lies

body, from

unclothed in bed.

jro,

linen

(diff.

—

which she had already put
soil

off

(Q?3BK relating to the
;

had been washed clean

?

and

fern,

? why should she
?MBK) again her feet, that

laid aside (B^a)

yjn, for

Shulamith

is

here brought back to the

customs as well as to the home of her earlier rural

life

;

but although

she should thus have been enabled to reach a deeper and more lively

who stoops

consciousness of the grace of the king,

to an equality with

she does not meet his love with an equal requital.

her, yet

She

is

unwilling for his sake to put herself to trouble, or to do that which
It cannot be thought that such an interview
and yet what she here dreamed had not only
inward reality, but also full reality. For in a dream, that which is
natural to us or that which belongs to our very constitution becomes
manifest, and much that is kept down during our waking hours by
the power of the will, by a sense of propriety, and by the activities
of life, comes to light during sleep for fancy then stirs up the
ground of our nature and brings it forth in dreams, and thus
is

disagreeable to her.

actually took place

;

;

exposes us to ourselves in such a

way

as oftentimes,

when we

waken, to make us ashamed and alarmed.
Thus it was with
Shulamith.
In the dream it was inwardly manifest that she had
1

That

it

has the tone on the penult., like rD3,

the paragog. nature of n.

The

tone, however,

e.g., v. 9, is

when the

in conformity with

following

word

in close

connection begins with g, goes to the ult., Esth. vii. 6. That this does not occur
in '^K '3*K is explained from the circumstance that the word has the disjunctive
Ti/cha.

But why not in

't3K 'yti?

I think it is for

the sake of the rhythm.

Pinsker, Einl. p. 184, seeks to change the accentuation in order that the penult.
accent might be on the second 3<K, hut that is not necessary. Cf. Ps. czxzvii. 7.
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Ler

lost

rejected

She

first love.

relates it

with sorrow

him with these unworthy deceitful

;

for scarcely

pretences

when

had she

she comes

to herself again.

My

Yer. 4

beloved stretched his hand through the opening,
heart was moved for him.

And my
"nn,

1

from the verb

whence
e.g.

the

also TV},

i.

"Wl,

in the sense of to break through (B. in,

10, and Bin, Arab, kharam, part, broken through,

of a lattice-window), signifies foramen, a hole, also caverna (whence
of the Troglodytes, ^n,

name

and the Hauran,

loophole in the door above (like khawkht, the

T]p), here the

door for the

little

admission of individuals in the street or house-door).
properly

mean a window, but a

It does not

part of the door pierced through at

"nnrr|p is
the upper part of the lock of the door (the door-bolt).
"
understood from the standpoint of one who is within
by the open;

ing from without to within," thus " through the opening
his

hand through the door-opening

;"

stretching

as if to open the door, if possible,

by

the pressing back of the lock from within, he shows how greatly he
And she was again very deeply moved when
longed after Shulamith.
she perceived this longing, which she had so coldly responded to
the interior of her body, with the organs which, after the bibl. idea,
are the seat of the tenderest emotions, or rather, in

which thej

both such as are agreeable and such as are soran expression of deep sympathy so
rowful, groaned within her,
common, that " the sounding of the bowels," Isa. lxiii. 15, an expresreflect themselves,

—

and that anthropopathically of God Himself, is a direct
sympathy or inner participation. The phrase here
Both forms
wavers between ivV and yP (thus, e.g. Nissel, 1662).
sion used,

designation of

are admissible.

It is true

'dldi, libbi 'aldi, for

we

say elsewhere only naphshi

the Ego distinguishes itself from

151

its

'aldi,

ruhi

substance
a"

medi 'aldi, instead of hi ( 1.??),
would, however, be also explained from this, that the bowels are
But the old transmeant, not anatomically, but as psychical organs.
lators (LXX., Targ, Syr., Jerome, Venet.) rendered vbil, which rests
on later MS. authority (vid. Norzi and de Eossi), and is also more
appropriate her bowels are stirred, viz. over him, i.e. on account of
(cf.

System

d. bibl. Psychologic, p.

f.);

:

him (Alkabez

:

vnajn).

As

she will

now open

wardly more ashamed, as he has come so

make her

to him, she is in-

full of love

and longing to

glad.

1 Cf. the Arab, ghawr (ghdr), as a sinking of the earth, and khatcr (Jchdr), as a
breaking through, and, as it were, a piercing. The mouth of' a river is also called
khor, because there th,e sea breaks into the river.
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Ver. 5 I arose to open to

06

6, 6.

my

beloved,

And my hands dropped with myrrh,
And my fingers with liquid myrrh,
On the handle of the bolt.

The personal

pron. *}$ stands without emphasis before the verb

which already contains

it;

the

delights in such particularity.

prophet's work, is

common

language of the people

The Book

of Hosea, the Ephraimite

marked by such a

style.

the parallel clause goes beyond the simple mOr, is

with which
myrrh flowing over,

l?5> ">to,

that which breaks through the bark of the
myrrha, or which flows out if an incision is
made in it ; myrrha stacte, of which Pliny (xii. 35) says cut nulla
praefertur, otherwise "rtfi ">b, from IT), to gush out, to pour itself
forth in rich jets.
He has come perfumed as if for a festival, and
the costly ointment which he brought with him has dropped on
the handles of the bolts (?W3D, keeping locked, after the form
vhsTQ, drawing on), viz. the inner bolt, which he wished to with-

dropping out of

itself, i.e.

balsamodendron

:

draw.

A classical parallel is found in Lucretius,
" At

iv.

1171

lacrimans exclusus amator limina saepe

Floribus

et sertis operit

Unguit amaractno

postesque superbos

"...

Bottch. here puts to Hitzig the question, "

peasant of Engedi, bring with him

oil of

Did the shepherd, the
myrrh ?" Eejecting this

reasonable explanation, he supposes that the Shulamitess,

still

in

Solomon's care, on rising up quickly dipped her hand in the oil of
She thus had it near
myrrh, that she might refresh her beloved.

The right answer
her before her bed, as a sick person her decoction.
was, that the visitant by night is not that imaginary personage, but
She had dreamed that he stood before her door and
But finding no response, he again in a moment withdrew, when it was proved that Shulamith did not requite his love
and come forth to meet it in its fulness as she ought.

it is

Solomon.

knocked.

Ver. 6 I opened to my beloved
And my beloved had withdrawn, was gone

My soul departed when
I
I

he spake
sought him, and found him not
called him, and be answered me not.

the disciples at Emmaus, when the Lord had vanished from the
midst of them, said to one another Did not our heart burn within
us when He spake with us ? so Shulamith says that when he spake,
«.e. sought admission to her, she was filled with alarm, and almost
terrified to death
Love-ecstasy (iwrrivai, as contrast to yevkodu

As

:
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eV eavrp) is not to be here understood, for in such a state she would
have flown to meet him; but a sinking of the soul, such as is
described by Terence (And. I. 5. 16)
:

" Oratio haee me miseram exanimavit metu."

The voice of her beloved struck her heart

;

but in the consciousness

that she had estranged herself from him, she could not openly meet

him and

offer

empty

But now she

excuses.

recognises

it

with

sorrow that she had not replied to the deep impression of his loving

and seeing him disappear without finding him, she calls after
him whom she had slighted, but he answers her not. The words
" My soul departed when he spake," are the reason why she now
sought him and called upon him, and they are not a supplementary
words

;

remark (Zockl.) nor is there need for the correction of the text
which should mean (my soul departed) when he turned his
back (Ewald), or, behind him (Hitz., Bottch.), from "Of = (Arab.)
the Heb. has the word fTt, the
dabara, tergum vertere, praeterire,
hinder part, and as it appears, "•a'n, to act from behind (treacherously)
and destroy, 2 Chron. xxii. 10 ; cf. under Gen. xxxiv. 1 3, but not the
KaX ia,J, in that Arab, signification. The meaning of pon has been
hit upon by Aquila (eicXivev), Symmachus (airovevaai), and Jerome
;

iiira,

:

—

(declinaveraf)

;

it signifies

to turn aside, to take a different direction,

as the Hithpa. Jer. xxxi.
turnings, bendings,

vii. 2.

22 to turn oneself away; cf. D'pV3n
p?n and P?K (cf. Gen. xxxii. 25), Aethiop.
:

(

hakafa, Amhar. akafa (reminding us of n?3, Hiph. Tip?), are usually
compared ; all of these, however, signify to " encompass ;" but P?n

does not denote a moving in a circle after something, but a half
circular

motion away from something; so that in the Arab, the

prevailing reference to fools, ahamk, does not appear to proceed from

the idea of closeness, but of the oblique direction, pushed sideways.

Turning himself away, he proceeded farther. In vain she sought him
she called without receiving any answer.
is the correct pausal
But something worse than even
form of tyy, vid. under Ps. cxviii. 5.
this seeking and calling in vain happened to her.

W

watchmen who go about in the city found me,
They beat me, wounded me
My upper garment took away from me,
The watchmen of the walls.

Ver. 7 The

She sought her beloved, not " in the midbar " (open field), nor " in
the kepharim " (villages), but Yjn, " in the city,"
a circumstance
which is fatal to the shepherd-hypothesis here, as in the other dream.
There in the city she is found by the watchmen who patrol the city.

—
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and have their proper posts on the walls to watch those who
approach the city and depart from it (cf. Isa. lxii. 6).
These rough,
regardless men, her story returns at the close like a palindrome to

—

—

who judge only according to that which is
and have neither an eye nor a heart for the sorrow of a
loving soul, struck (nan, from n?}, to pierce, hit, strike) and wounded
(PXB, R. y&, to divide, to inflict wounds in the flesh) the royal spouse
as a common woman, and so treated her, that, in order to escape
being made a prisoner, she was constrained to leave her upper robe
in their hands (Gen. xxxix. 12).
This upper robe, not the veil
which at iv. 1, 3 we found was called tsamma, is called TTJ. Aben
Ezra compares with it the Arab, ridd, a plaid-like over-garment,
which was thrown over the shoulders and veiled the upper parts of
the body.
But the words have not the same derivation. The ridd
has its name from its reaching downward,
probably from the circumstance that, originally, it hung down to the feet, so that one could
tread on it but the (Heb.) r'did (in Syr. the dalmatica of the deacons),
from TTi, Eiph., 1 Kings vi 32, Targ., Talm., Syr., Tri, to make
broad and thin, as expansum, i.e. a thin and light upper robe,
viz. over the cuttongth, 3a.
The LXX. suitably translates it here
and at Gen. xxiv. 65 (hatstsdiph, from tsa'aph, to lay together, to
those previously named,
external,

—

;

fold, to

make double

dress.

A

modern

or many-fold)

who

painter,

by

depurrpov, a

summer

over-

represents Shulamith as stripped

naked by the watchmen, follows his own sensual taste, without
being able to distinguish between tunica and pallium ; for neither
Luther, who renders by schleier (veil), nor Jerome, who has pallium
(cf. the saying of Plautus: tunica propior pallia est), gives any countenance to such a freak of imagination. The city watchmen tore
from off her the upper garment, without knowing and without caring
to know what might be the motive and the aim of this her nocturnal
walk.

All this Shulamith dreamed; but the painful feeling of repentance, of separation and misapprehension, which the dream

behind, entered as deeply into her soul

as

if

it

left

had been an

Therefore she besought the daughters

actual external experience.

of Jerusalem
Vcr. 8 I adjure you, ye daughters of Jerusalem,
If

ye find

What

" That

That DM
song.

is

my beloved,

shall
I

ye then say to him?

am sick of love."

here not to be interpreted as the negative particle of

O
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adjuration (Bottch.), as at

ii.

7,

5, at

iii.

once appears from the

absurdity arising from such an interpretation.

lowing " I adjure you," can also begin (Num.
DK,

which

is

followed by its conclusion.

v.

The or. directa, fol19 f.) with the usual

Instead of " that ye say to

him I am sick of love," she asks the question What shall ye say
him ? and adds the answer quod aegra sum amort, or, as Jerome
:

to

:

rightly renders, in conformity with the root-idea of r6n

langueo ; while, on the other hand, the
aydirt)'} e<ya> elpt, as if

proposed, with
is

its

LXX.

:

on

The question

the word were l??n, from ??n.

answer, inculcates in a naive manner that which

to be said, as one examines beforehand a child

something.

quia amore

:

rerpa/Uvri (saucia)

She turns

who has

to order

to the daughters of Jerusalem, because she

can presuppose in them, in contrast with those cruel watchmen, a
sympathy with her love-sorrow, on the ground of their having had

They were

similar experiences.

also witnesses of the origin of this

covenant of love, and graced the marriage festival by their sympa-

When,

thetic love.
Ver. 9

What
Thou

What

therefore, they

is

put to her the question

thy beloved before another (beloved),

fairest of

women ?

thy beloved before another (beloved),
That thou dost adjure us thus ?
is

the question thus asked cannot proceed from ignorance ;

it can only
have the object of giving them the opportunity of hearing from Shulainith's own mouth and heart her laudatory description of him, whom
they also loved, although they were not deemed worthy to stand so
near to him as she did who was thus questioned. Bottch. and Ewald,
sees. 325a, 326a, interpret the fl? in "rill? partitively: quid amati
quod hominis) amatus tuus; but then the words would
(as in Cicero
have been yvn "iffD'TO, if such a phrase were admissible for ivmo
certainly of itself alone means quid amati, what kind of a beloved.
Thus the 1? is the comparative (prae amato), and Tfa the sing., representing the idea of species or kind D ,"rii?, here easily misunderstood,
:

;

;

is

purposely avoided.

The use

of the form unjatpn for OTiJDBfi is

one of the many instances of the disregard of the generic distinction
occurring in this Song, which purposely, after the manner of the
vulgar language, ignores pedantic regularity.

Hereupon Shulamith describes to them who ask what her beloved
He is the fairest of men. Everything that is glorious in the
kingdom of nature, and, so far as her look extends, everything in

is.

the sphere of

art,

she appropriates, so as to present a picture of

his external appearance.

Whatever

is

precious, lovely,
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combined in the living beauty of his person.1

all

She

first

praises

the mingling of colours in the countenance of her beloved,
Ver. 10

My beloved is dazzlingly

white and ruddy,

Distinguished above ten thousand.

The verbal

root TO has the primary idea of purity,

i.e.

freedom from

disturbance and muddiness, which, in the stems springing from

and in their manifold

uses,

it,

transferred to undisturbed health

is

stomach
and sunny brightness of the heavens, to dazzling whiteness (nnv, Lam. iv. 7 ; cf.
inv), and then to parched dryness, resulting from the intense and
continued rays of the sun ns is here adj. from nnv, Lam. iv. 7,
bearing almost the same relation to ?3? as Xafiirpo<; to Xcw/co?, cogn.
OfiK, K. Dl, to condense, is properly dark-red, called by
with lucere.
the Turks kuju kirmesi (from lcuju, thick, close, dark), by the French
rouge fond, of the same root as 0% the name for blood, or a thick
and dark fluid. White, and indeed a dazzling white, is the colour
of his flesh, and redness, deep redness, the colour of his blood tinging
his flesh.
Whiteness among all the race-colours is the one which
best accords with the dignity of man ; pure delicate whiteness is
(Arab, sahh,

and

cf.

baria, of smoothness of the skin), a temperate

clear head, but particularly to the clearness

;

among the Caucasian

races a

of hereditary nobility

;

nobles of Jerusalem

mark of high

wherefore, Lam.

is

rank, of superior training,

iv. 7,

the appearance of the

likened in whiteness to snow and milk, in

redness to corals; and Homer,

141, says of Menelaus that he
tinges ivory with
purple colour."
In this mingling of white and red, this fulness of
The old
life and beauty, he is <W, distinguished above myriads.
translators render dagul by " chosen " (Aquila, Symm., Syr., Jerome,
77. iv.

appeared stained with gore, " as

Luther), the
"

bannered "

LXX. by
{degel,

e'/cX€Xo^t<7-/*6i/05, e

ii.

distinguished, as that

pennon.

rmn,

4), as the

which

is

cohorte selectus ;

Venet.

:

furnished with a

degel,

With

an inconceivable number, Kashi rightly
Since the " ten thousand " are here thought

7.

compar. magis quam, but, as at Gen.

1

thus

i.e.

a banner, a

Gratz takes dagul as the Greek <wyt«G>To? (noted).

min

not in the same manner as D^IJl, the particle

prae,

but it means

aeffij/xauo/ievot,

as a designation of

compares Ezek. xvi
of,

when some woman

making conspicuous

Hengstenberg finds in

author, and

is

the person

(cf.

iii.

Virgil,

14, Judg.

Aen.

v.

v.

is

24, Isa.

is

lii.

14,

435, prae omnibus

on the supposition that Solomon
here described, incomprehensible self-praise.

this eulogium,

who

not the

is

the

But
the mouth

he does not certainly say all this immediately of himself, but puts it into
of Shulamith, whose love he gained.
But love idealizes ; she sees him whom she
loves, not as others see him,
she sees him in her own transforming light.

—
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After this praise of the bright blooming countenance, which

unum).

in general distinguished the personal appearance of her beloved, so
far as it
tion,

was

directly visible, there

now

follows a detailed descrip-

beginning with his head.
Ver. 11 His head
His locks

is

precious fine gold,

hill

upon

hill,

Black as the raven.

The word-connection

nation of the very finest pure gold
is

only here, serves as a desigDns (hiding, then that which

TB DT13, occurring
;

for

hidden), from Dro, E. ro (vid. concerning the words appertaining to

under Ps. lxxxvii. 6), is the name of fine gold, which was
guarded as a jewel (cf. Prov. xxv. 12), and TB (with long a) is pure gold
freed from inferior metals, from TTB, to set free, and generally violently
to free (cf. zahav muphaz, 1 Kings x. 1 8, with zahav tahor, 2 Chron.
The Targ. to the Hagiog. translate TB by Kjn? K (e.g. Ps.
ix. 17).
this root,

cxix. 127), or

rr?? R

(eg-

Ps- xix. 11), ofipvtpv,

i.e.

gold which has

stood the fire-proof (pbrussa) of the cupel or the crucible.

matically regarded, the word-connection kethem paz

is

Gram-

not genit., like

kethcm ophir, but appositional, like naarah Vthulah, Deut. xxii. 28,
The point of comparison is the
z*vahim sh'lamim, Ex. xxiv. 5, etc.

imposing nobility of the fine form and noble carriage of his head.
In the description of the locks of his hair the LXX. render D'Wti by
ikdrai, Jerome by sicxd elatae palmarum, like the young twigs, the
young shoots of the palm. Ewald regards it as a harder parall.
form of Of??!, Isa. xviii. 1 5, vine-branches and Hitzig compares the
Thousand and One Nights, iii. 180, where the loose hair of a maiden
The possibility of this
is likened to twisted clusters of grapes.
meaning is indisputable, although (Arab.) taltalat, a drinking-vessel
;

made

of the inner bark of palm-branches, is named, not from taltalah,

as the

name

of the palm-branch, but from taltala, to shake down,

The palm-branch, or the vine-branch, would be
pendulum esse, to hang loosely and with a wavering motion, the freq. of rwi, pendere.
The Syr. also think on r6n,
for it translates " spread out," i.e. waving downward ; and the Venet.,
which translates by airauop^ixara. The point of comparison would
be the freshness and flexibility of the abundant long hair of the head,
viz.

in the throat.

named from

stfya,

One may think
when he shakes his head, moves heaven and earth.
this, we have the fact
(1) That the language has

in contrast to motionless close-lying smoothness.
of Jupiter, who,

But, as against

:

other names for palm-branches and vine-branches

Song

;

the former are

(2) That ffWan, immediately
referred to the hair, but not in the sense of " hanging locks " (Bottch.),
called in the

vii. 9,

sansinnim.
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use in the post-bibL Heb. (vid. under v. 2V) ; the Targ.
fW! P^l, cumuli cumuli, thinks D^niTi = T?1? P? !
Menachoth 296. A hill is called ?n, (Arab.) tall, from tyn, prosternere,
is still in

also, in translating

1

1

.

throw along, as of earth thrown out, sand, or rubbish and ?JD??,
form ?$)>?, in use probably only in the plur., is a hilly country
which rises like steps, or presents an undulating appearance. Seen
from his neck upwards, his hair forms in undulating lines, hill upon
hill.
In colour, these locks of hair are black as a raven, which bears
the Semitic name y$V from its blackness (^V), but in India is called
kdrava from its croaking.
The raven-blackness of the hair contrasts
with the whiteness and redness of the countenance, which shines
The eyes are
forth as from a dark ground, from a black border.
next described.
to

;

after the

Ver. 12 His eyes like doves by the -water-brooks,
Bathing in milk, stones beautifully set

The eyes in

(cf. vy/jor??? r&v o/j/taTwi/,
and in the movement of their
pupils, are like doves which sip at the water-brooks, and move to
and fro beside them. p"Btf, from pBX, continere, is a watercourse, and
then also the water itself flowing in it (vid. under Ps. xviii. 16), as
(Arab.) wadin, a valley, and then the river flowing in the valley,
bahr, the sea-basin (properly the cleft), and then also the sea itself.
The pred. " bathing " refers to the eyes (cf. iv. 9), not to the doves,
if this figure is continued.
The pupils of the eyes, thus compared
with doves, seem as if bathing in milk, in that they swim, as it were,
But it is a question whether the figure
in the white in the eye.
of the doves is continued also in niOD~;>JJ nfac*
It would be the
case if milleth meant " fulness of water," as it is understood, after
the example of the LXX., also by Aquila (e/c^vo-et?), Jerome (fluenta
plenissima), and the Arab, (piscinas aqua refertas); among the moderns,
by Dopke, Gesen., Hengst., and others. But this pred. would then
bring nothing new to 12a; and although in the Syr. derivatives

their glancing moistness

in Plutarch, of a languishing look),

from ]Vj-> signify flood and high waters, yet the form milleth does not
seem, especially without D??, to be capable of bearing this signification.

Luther's translation also, although in substance correct

:

vnd

stehen in der fulle (and stand in fulness) (milleth, like
Syr.,

ir\i)pwae<o i of the
i

Gr. Venet.,

still

nhid^ of the
defended by Hitz.), yet

does not bring out the full force of milleth, which, after the analogy
of KD3, nMn, appears to have a concrete signification

which is seen
from a comparison of Ex. xxv. 7, xxvii. 17, 20, xxxix. 13. There
fiN^D and D'NfO signify not the border with precious stones, but, as
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rightly maintained

by

expression

:

Keil, against Knobel, their filling in,

i.e.

their

Accordingly, milleth will be a synon. technical

bordering, setting.

the description, passing from the figure of the dove, says

on

further of the eyes, that they are firm

(in) their

setting

;

*?V

ia

which it
Hitzig has, on the contrary, objected that n&OD and
is contained
DWD denote filling up, and thus that milleth cannot be a filling up,
But as in the Talm. Wivus signifies
and still less the place thereof.
not only fulness, but also stuffed fowls or pies, and as irX^poy/ui in
its manifold aspects is used not only of that with which anything is
filled, but also of that which is filled (e.g. of a ship that is manned,
and Eph. i. 23 of the church in which Christ, as in His body, is immanent), thus also milleth, like the German " Fassung" may be used
of a ring-casket (funda or polo) in which the precious stone is put.
That the eyes are like a precious stone in its casket, does not merely
suitable, for the precious stone is laid within the casket in

—

signify that they

one

who

fills

is sick,

—

for the bulbus of the eye in every
but that they are not sunk like the eyes of one
which fall back on their supporting edges in the orbita,
fill

the orbita,

the sockets,

—

and that they appear
wide and open eyelids.

and large as they press forward from
The cheeks are next described.

full

Yer. 13a His cheeks like a bed of sweet herbs,
Towers of spicy plants.

A

flower-bed

is

called

Wig, from *w,

to be oblique, inclined.

His

cheeks are like such a soft raised bed, and the impression their
appearance makes is like the fragrance which flows from such a bed
planted with sweet-scented flowers.

Mig'daloth are the tower-like

or pyramidal mounds, and merkahhim are the plants used in spicery.

The point of comparison here is thus the soft elevation; perhaps
with reference to the mingling of colours, but the word chosen
(merkahhim) rather refers to the lovely, attractive, heart-refreshing
character of the impression. The Venet., keeping close to the existing
text ai <nar/6ves airov «»9 trpainh. tov apwp,aro<;, irvpyot apco/iatut/x&p (thus (not apafianar&p) according to Gebhardt's just conjecBut is the punctuation here correct? The sing. runjD ia
ture).
:

explained from

this,

that the bed is presented as sloping from

downward on two

its

but the height would then
be the nose dividing the face, and the plur. would thus be more
suitable
and the LXX., Symm., and other ancient translators have,
But still less is the phrase migd'loth merkahin fact, read nSnjO.
him to be comprehended ; for a tower, however diminutive it may
be, is not a proper figure for a soft elevation, nor even a gradua tower always
ated flowery walk, or a terraced flowery hill,
height

parallel sides

;

;

—
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13, 14.

however round one may conceive i^ too much the idea of
Therefore the expres-

a natural chubbiness, or of a diseased tumour.

by the LXX., <f>vov<rcu fivpetyucd, i.e. 'fio TO^JD, commends
itself.
Thus also Jerome skut areolae aromatum consitae a pigmentariis, and the Targ. (which refers Byw allegorically to the 'TO of the
law, and merkahhim to the refinements of the Halacha) : " like the
rows of a garden of aromatic plants which produce (gignentes) deep,
sion used

:

penetrating sciences, even as a (magnificent) garden, aromatic plants."
ninjo, we do not refer migadloth, as Hitzig, who
Since we read

TOW

retains TUnjO, to the cheeks, although their

members

other

the ear, hand, foot),

but to the beds of spices

we
7*3

cultivating plants
v.

name, like that of the

may be

fem. (Bottch. § 649),
but in this carrying forward of the figure
find, as he does, a reference to the beard and down on the cheeks.
is used of suffering the hair to grow, Num. vL 5, as well as of
(e.g.

;

and

;

it

is

a similar figure when Pindar, Nem.
man to the fine woolly

11, compares the milk-hair of a young

down

In merkahhim

of the expanding vine-leaves (vid. Passow).

there scarcely lies anything further than that this flos juventae on the
blooming cheeks gives the impression of the young shoots of aromatic
plants

;

at all events, the merkahhim, even although

we

feature in the figure to the fragrance of the unguents

refer this

on the beard,

which m'gadloth is not approbut fragrant plants, so that in the first instance the growth of
the beard is in view with the impression of its natural beauty.
are not the perfumes themselves, to

priate,

Ver. 186 His lips

lilies,

Dropping with liquid myrrh.

red lilies (vid. under ii. 1), unless the point of comparimerely loveliness associated with dignity. She thinks of the
lips as speaking.
All that comes forth from them, the breath in
itself, and the breath formed into words, is ">?V "tio, most precious
myrrh, viz. such as of itself wells forth from the bark of the balsamodendron. 15V, the running over of the eyes (cf. myrrha in
Lilies, viz.

son

is

lacrimis, the

most highly esteemed

sort, as

distinguished from

in grants), with which Dillmann combines the Aethiop.

myrrh, karbi

(vid.

under

myrrha

name

for

v. 5).

Ver. 14a His hands golden cylinders,
Filled in with stones of Tarahish.

The

figure, according to

Gesen., Heb. Worterbueh,

and

literally also

from the closed hand, and the stained nails are
compared to precious stones. Both statements are incorrect ; for (1)
although it is true that then Israelitish women, as at the present day
Egyptian and Arabian women, stained their eyes with stibium (vid.

Heilgst., is derived
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under

Isa. liv. 11),

yet

is

it

nowhere shown that they, and

parti-

cularly men, stained the nails of their feet and their toes with the

orange-yellow of the Alhenna (Lane's Egypt,
the word used
that are

meant

I.

33-35); and

(2)

not VB3, but VT ; it is thus the outstretched hands
and only these, not the closed fist, could be compared

is
;

to " lilies," for 7?| signifies not a ring (Cocc,

Dopke,

Bottch., etc.),

6), from 7?3,
which properly means not kvkKovv (Venet., after Gebhardt k&cvkTwThe hands thus are meant in respect of the
fUvai), but KvXivSeip.
fingers, which on account of their noble and fine form, their full,
round, fleshy mould, are compared to bars of gold formed like rollers,

but that which

up, a roller, cylinder (Esth.

is rolled

i.

:

garnished (Nyhan, like *&?, Ex. xxviii. 17) with stones of Tarshish,

which the nails are likened. The transparent horn-plates of the
with the lunula, the white segment of a circle at their roots, are
certainly, when they are beautiful, an ornament to the hand, and,

to

nails,

without our needing to think of their being stained, are worthily
Tarshish is not the onyx, which
compared to the gold-yellow topaz.
from its likeness to the finger-nail, but
derives its Heb. name
the "Xpv(ToKi,6(yi, by which the word in this passage before us is
translated by the Quinta and the Sexta, and elsewhere also by the
LXX. and Aquila. But the chrysolite is the precious stone which
is now called the topaz.
It receives the name Tarshish from Spain,
Pliny, xxxviii. 42, describes it as
the place where it was found.

D^

Bredow erroneously

aureo fulgore tralucens.

amber.
electron,

There

is

interprets Tarshish of

a kind of chrysolite, indeed, which

because in colorem

is called chrys-

The comparison

electri declinans.

nails to such a precious stone (Luther, influenced

of the

by the consonance,

and apparently warranted by the plena hyacinthis of the Vulg., has
substituted golden rings, vol Turkissen, whose blue-green colour is
not suitable here), in spite of Hengst.,
to nature as it is tender

and

who

pleasing.

finds it insipid, is as true

The

description

now

pro-

ceeds from the uncovered to the covered parts of his body, the

whiteness of which

is

compared to ivory and marble.

Ver. 146 His body an ivory work of art,

Covered with sapphires.

The
fies

but

plur. B'JJO

or D^jo, from

njtt?

or

'jn? (vid.

under Ps.

xl. 9), signi-

properly the tender parts, and that the inward parts of the body,
is

which

Dan. ii. 32, and the |oa,
properly signifies the inner part of the body,

here, like the Chald. H>»,

vii.

also

icoiKla,

transferred to the

body in

how Shulamith should

its

outward appearance.

in such a

manner

the most part covered with clothing,

it is

3,

To the question
which is for

praise that

not only to be answered
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V. 15.

speaks hy her mouth, but also that

the bride or the beloved, but the wife,

it is

not

whom

he represents as thus
fiefy (from the peculiar Hebraeo-Chald. and Targ. TWy,
speaking.
which, after Jer. v. 28, like khalak, creare, appears to proceed from
the fundamental idea of smoothing) designates an artistic figure.

was Solomon's throne, made of '$, the teeth of
1
1 Kings x. 18.
Here Solomon's own person,
without reference to a definite admired work of art, is praised as
like it in regard
being like an artistic figure made of ivory,
When,
to its glancing smoothness and its fine symmetrical form.
now, this work of art is described as covered with sapphires
Such a

figure

elephants, ivory,

—

(na^yo, referred

to

n^,

as apparently gramni., or as ideal,

fern.),

a sapphire-coloured robe is not meant (Hitzig, Ginsburg) ; for f^y,
which only means to disguise, would not at all be used of such a
robe (Gen. xxxviii. 14 ; cf. xxiv. 65), nor would the one uniform
colour of the robe be designated

by sapphires in the

The

plur.

choice

(elsewhere used of veiling) indicates a covering
shading the pure white, and in connection with D ,T?P, thought of

of the verb

*{?y

by a soft blue. For
Semit. word, like the Chald. ~f&0; cf. regarding

as accus., a moderating of the bright glance
"VBD (a genuine
"ibd

=

"IBS?,

under Ps.

xvi. 6) is the sky-blue sapphire

(Ex

xxiv. 10),

including the Lasurstein (lapis lazuli), sprinkled with golden, or
rather with gold-like glistening points of pyrites, from which, with the
I

omitted, sky-blue is called azur (azure) (vid. under Job xxviii. 6).
of art formed of ivory is quite covered over with sapphires

The work
fixed in

it.

That which

is

here compared

is

nothing else than the

branching blue veins under the white skin.
Yer. 15a His legs white marble columns,
Set on bases of fine gold.

If the beauty of the living

must be represented, not by

colours,

in figurative language, this cannot otherwise be done than

but

by the

and things in general for the compariand the comparison must more or less come short, because dead
soulless matter does not reach to a just and full representation of
the living.
Thus here, also, the description of the lower extremity,
which reaches from the thighs and the legs down to the feet, of which
2
last, in the words of an anatomist, it may be said that " they form
the pedestal for the bony pillars of the legs."
The comparison is
thus in accordance with fact ; the Oli'iB' (from pw = (Arab.) sak, to
selection of minerals, plants,
son,

1

Ivory

is fully

designated by the

name

D\arUE'> La*- d> ur> fr°

Aegypto-Indian ibha, elephant.
Hyrtl's Lehrbuch der Anat. des Menschen,

m

the Aegypt.

ebu, the
2

sec. 156.
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: the movers forward), in the structure of the human frame, take
in reality the place of " pillars," and the feet the place of " pedes-

drive

tals,"

as in the tabernacle the

wooden

pillars rested

in which they were fastened, Ex. xxvi.
fidelity to nature, the

Not only

symbol

without

is it

life

;

is inferior

it is

18

f.

on small supports
But in point of

to a rigid Egyptian figure.

not even capable of expressing the

which belongs to the living. On the other hand,
symbol; for although it is in conformity with
nature that the legs are compared to pillars of white (according to
= &w, 1 Chron. xxix. 2
Aquila and Theod., Parian) marble,
curvilinear shape

it

loses

itself in

—W

(material for the building of the temple), Talm.

verbal root as

Vfotf,

name

the

of the white

lily,

K"}0")»,

—

of the

same

the comparison of

is yet purely symbolical.
Gold is a
which is sublime and noble, and with white marble
represents greatness combined with purity. He who is here praised
The comparisons are thus so grand
is not a shepherd, but a king.

the feet to bases of fine gold
figure of that

because the beauty of the beloved
kingly dignity.

is

in itself heightened

by

his

1

Ver. 15. His aspect like Lebanon,
Distinguished as the cedars.

"a young man " (from "ins = in, to be
matured, as at Ps. lxxxix. 20); but in that case we should have
expected the word HK3 instead of DTj^i?Luther, with all other
translators, rightly renders " chosen as the cedars."
His look, i.e.

By

"una the Chald. thinks of

his appearance as a whole, is awe-inspiring, majestic, like Lebanon,

the king of mountains

;

he (the praised one)

a rare aspect, rising high above the
those kings

among

trees,

is

chosen,

common man,

i.e.

presents

like the cedars,

which as special witnesses of creative

omnipotence are called " cedars of God," Ps. Ixxx. 11 [10]. "wna,
electus, everywhere else an attribute of persons, does not here refer
but to him whose the look is ; and what it means in
union with the cedars is seen from Jer. xxii 7 ; cf. Isa. xxxvii. 24.
Here also it is seen (what besides is manifest), that the fairest of the
to the look,

children of

men

is

a king.

from elevation of rank to
1

In conclusion, the description returns

loveliness.

Dillmann proposes the question, the answer to -which he desiderates in Ewald,

the maiden could be so fluent in speaking of the new glories of the Solomonic
era (plants and productions of art). Bottcher answers, that she had learned to know
these whilst detained at court, and that the whole description has this ground-

how

thought, that she possessed in her beloved

all

the splendour which the

women of the

harem value and enjoy. But already the first words of the description, " white
and ruddy," exclude the sunburnt shepherd. To refer the gold, in the figurative
description of the uncovered parts of the body, to this bronze colour
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1.

Ver. 16a His palate is sweets [sweetnesses],
And he is altogether precious [lovelinesses].

The

palate,

frequently

*jn, is

named

as the organ of speech,

Job

vi.

30, xxxi. 30, Prov. v. 3, viii. 7 ; and it is also here used in this
The meaning, "the mouth for kissing," which Bottch.
sense.

(=hink, Arab, hanak) is the inner
with the uvula underneath the
Partly with reference to his words, his lips have been
chin.
already praised, 136; but there the fragrance of his breath came
into consideration, his breath both in itself and as serving for the
formation of articulate words.
But the naming of the palate can

gives to the word,
palate

is fanciful; i\n

and the region of the

throat,

point to nothing else than his words.

With

this the description

comes to a conclusion; for, from the speech, the most distinct
and immediate expression of the personality, advance is made
finally to the praise of the person.
The pluraliatant. O'iWBD and
n *7?5? designate what they mention in richest fulness.
His palate,
i.e. that which he speaks and the manner in which he speaks it, is
true sweetness (cf. Prov. xvi. 21
Ps. lv. 15), and his whole being
true loveliness.
With justifiable pride Shulamith next says
;

Ter. 166 This

Ye

my beloved and this my friend,

is

daughters of Jerusalem

The emphatically repeated
one is "
"that is"
.

.

.) ;

..

for

" this" is here pred.

on the other hand,

it is subj. at

(Luth.

Ex.

iii

" such an
15 (Luth.

:

.).

The daughters
mith

!

Chap.

now offer to seek along with
who had turned away and was gone.

of Jerusalem

her beloved,
vi. 1.

Shula-

Whither has thy beloved gone,

Thou

fairest of

women ?

Whither has thy beloved turned,
That we may seek him with thee ?

The longing remains with her even

after she has wakened, as the
In the morning she goes forth and meets
with the daughters of Jerusalem. They cause Shulamith to describe
her friend, and they ask whither he has gone.
They wish to know
the direction in which he disappeared from her, the way which he
had piobably taken (run, E. }S, to drive, to urge forward, to turn
from one to another), that with her they might go to seek him (Vav
The answer
of the consequence or tne object, as at Ps. lxxxiu. 17).
she gives proceeds on a conclusion which she draws from the

after effect of her dream.

inclination of her beloved.
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My beloved

has gone down into the garden,
To the beds of sweet herbs,
To feed in the gardens

Yer. 2

And gather

He

lilies.

she means to say, there to be found where he
most to tarry. He will have gone down viz. from the
palace (vi. 11 ; cf. 1 Kings xx. 43 and Esth. vii. 7)
into his garden,
to the fragrant beds, there to feed in his garden and gather lilies
(cf. Old Germ, "to collect rSsen") ; he is fond of gardens and flowers
Shulamith expresses this in her shepherd-dialect, as when Jesus
Flowersays of His Father (John xv. 1), " He is the husbandman."
beds are the feeding place (vid. regarding rAvf? under ii. 16) of her
beloved.
Solomon certainly took great delight in gardens and
is certainly,

—
—

delights

parks, Eccles.

ii.

But

5.

this historical fact is here idealized

;

the

natural flora which Solomon delighted in with intelligent interest
presents itself as a figure of a higher Loveliness which was therein
as it were typically manifest (cf. Eev. vii. 1 7, where the " Lamb,"
" feeding,"

and

" fountains of water," are applied as anagogics,

heavenward-pointing types).

hended why

it is lilies

Otherwise

that are named.

it

i.e.

be comprewere supposed

not to

is

Even

if it

were Solomon's favourite flowers, we must
assume that his taste was determined by something more than by
form and colour. The words of Shulamith give us to understand
that the inclination and the favourite resort of her friend corresponded to his nature, which is altogether thoughtfulness and depth
of feeling (cf. under Ps. xcii. 5, the reference to Dante the beautiful
to

be implied that

lilies

:

women who

gather flowers representing the paradisaical

life)

;

lilies,

emblems of unapproachable grandeur, purity inspiring reverence,
high elevation above that which is common, bloom there wherever
the

the lily-like one wanders,

With

whom the

lily of

the valley calls her own.

the words
Yer. 8 I

am my beloved's, and my beloved

Who

feeds

among

the

is

mine,

lilies,

Shulamith farther proceeds, followed by the daughters of Jerusalem, to
seek her friend lost through her own fault. She always says, not ^N,
but *Tfa and *jn ; for love, although a passion common to mind and
in this Song of Songs viewed as

body,

is

from

its basis

in the animal nature.

much

as possible apart

Also, that the description

hovers between that of the clothed and the unclothed, gives to

it an
Nakedness is
But at the cross nakedness appears transported from the

ideality favourable to the mystical interpretation.
nviy.

sphere of sense to that of the supersensuous.
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4.

8EC0NP SCENE OF THE FOURTH ACT,

VI. *-9.

4 Solomon's address is resumed, and a new scene opens.
Shulamith had found him again, and she who is beautiful in herself
appears now so much the more beautiful, when the joy of seeing him

With

ver.

again irradiates her whole being.
Ver. 4 Beautiful art thou,

Comely

my friend,

as Tirzah,

as Jerusalem,

Terrible as a battle-array.

we hear the voice of the king. The
highest
ornament of his kingdom serve him as
which
are
the
cities
the measure of her beauty, which is designated according to the root
conceptions by •"!?), after the quality of completeness; by niw, after the
quality of that which is well-becoming, pleasing.
It is concluded,
from the prominence given to Tirzah, that the Song was not composed
till after the division of the kingdom, and that its author was an
inhabitant of the northern kingdom for Tirzah was the first royal
city of this kingdom till the time of Omri, the founder of Samaria.
But since, at all events, it is Solomon who here speaks, so great an
historical judgment ought surely to be ascribed to a later poet who has
imagined himself in the exact position of Solomon, that he would
In

the praise of her beauty

;

not represent the king of the undivided Israel as speaking like a

king of the separate kingdom of
Tirzah has another reason.

Israel.

The prominence given

to

Tirzah was discovered by Eobinson on

1852, in which Van de Velde accompanied him,
on a height in the mountain range to the north of Nablus, under the
name Tulluzah. Brocardus and Breydenbach had already pointed
out a village called Thersa to the east of Samaria.
This form of
the name corresponds to the Heb. better than that Arab. Tulluzah
but the place is suitable, and if Tulluzah lies high and beautiful in a
region of olive trees, then it still justifies its ancient name, which
means pleasantness or sweetness. But it cannot be sweetness on
account of which Tirzah is named before Jerusalem, for in the eye
of the Israelites Jerusalem was " the perfection of beauty " (Ps. 1. 2
Lam. ii. 15).
That there is gradation from Tirzah to Jerusalem
(Hengst.) cannot be said ; for fjto (decora) and rtB' (pulchra) would
be reversed if a climax were intended.
The reason of it is rather
this, that Shulamith is from the higher region, and is not a daughter
of Jerusalem, and that therefore a beautiful city situated in the north
toward Sunem must serve as a comparison of her beauty.
That
Shulamith is both beautiful and terrible (nePK from B'f*) is no conhis second journey,

;
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tradiction

:

she

is terrible

their banners unfurled

(cf.

power of the impression

in the irresistible

of her personality, terrible as nidgaloth,

the

Kal

i.e.

of this

as troops going forth with
v.

We

denom., Ps. xx. 6).

do not need to supply nfaqo, which is sometimes fern., Ps. xxv. 3,
Gen. xxxii 9, although the attribute would here be appropriate,
Num. ii. 3, cf. x. 5 still less niN3¥, which occurs in the sense of
military service, Isa. xL 2, and a war-expedition, Dan. viii. 12, but
;

not in the sense of war-host, as

neut,

is

meant of bannered

Much

fern.

hosts,

War -hosts

those that are marching.

standards, go forth confident of victory.

appearance, although she

Solomon

is

is

rather nidgaloth, thus

asrfrnR (not

'"}£),

Isa.

xxi 13, of

with their banners, their
Such is Shulamith's whole

unconscious of

completely vanquished by her.

it

—a

veni, vidi, vici.

But seeking

to maintain

himself in freedom over against her, he cries out to her
Ver. 5a Turn

away

thine eyes from me,

For overpoweringly they

assail

me.

they make me proud;
but although 2>7pn t after Ps. cxxxviii. 3, may be thus used, yet that
would be an effect produced by the eyes, which certainly would suggest
the very opposite of the request to turn them away.
The verb 3fn

Dopke translates, ferocire mefaciunt ; Hengst

means

to be impetuous,

the Hiph.

is

and to press impetuously against any one

the intens. of this trans, signification of the Kal

overpoweringly against one, to infuse

LXX.

:

by

:

to press

terror, terrorem incutere.

The

which is also used of the effect
of terror (" to make to start up "), and the Syr. by a/red, to put to
flight, because arheb signifies to put in fear, as also arhab = khawwaj,
terre/acere; but here the meaning of the verb corresponds more with
translates it

avairrepovv,

the sense of i~--&j, to be placed in the state of
terror.

ro'b,

i.e.

of paralyzing

If she directed her large, clear, penetrating eyes to him, he

his own their glance is unbearable by him.
This peculiar
form the praise of her eyes here assumes ; but then the description
proceeds as at iv. lb, ii. 3b.
The words used there in praise of her

must sink

hair,

:

her teeth, and her cheeks, are here repeated.
Thy hair is like a flock of goats
Which repose downwards on Gilead.
6 Thy teeth like a flock of lambs
Which come up from the washing,
All of them bearing twins,
And a bereaved one is not among them.

Ver. 55

7 Like a piece of pomegranate thy temples
Behind thy veil.
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repetition is literal, but yet not without change in the expres-

—

there,

«

">ra?,

here,

/SO"!?

;

there, 'Vj3n } tonsarum, here,

agnarum (Symm., Venet. t&v apvdSav)

;

?rn } in

for

signification, is like the Arab, rachil, ricM, riehleh, the

its

'(Tin,

proper

female lamb,

Solomon here
repeats to Shulamith what he had said to another donna chosen for
marriage, and that the flattery becomes insipid by repetition to
Shulamith, as well as also to the reader. But the romance which
he finds in the Song is not this itself, but his own palimpsest, in

and

particularly the ewe.

Hitzig

imagines

that

The repetition has a morally
Shulamith appears to Solomon
yet more beautiful than on the day when she was brought to him
His love is still the same, unchanged and this both
as his bride.
she and the reader or hearer must conclude from these words of
There is no one among
praise, repeated now as they were then.
the ladies of the court whom he prefers to her, these must themselves acknowledge her superiority.
the style of Lucian's transformed

ass.

better reason, and not one so subtle.

;

—

Ver. 8 There are sixty queens,

And eighty concubines,
And virgins without number.
is my dove, my perfect one,—
The only one of her mother,
The choice one of her that bare her.
The daughters saw her and called her blessed,
Queens and concubines, and they extolled her.

9 One

Even

here, where, if anywhere, notice of the difference of gender

be expected, nsn stands instead of the more accurate »un (e.g.
The number of the women of Solomon's court, 1 Kings
2).
xL 3, is far greater (700 wives and 300 concubines); and those
who deny the Solomonic authorship of the Song regard the poet, in

was

to

Gen. vi

this particular, as

holding as

we

more

historical

than the historian.

On

do the Solomonic authorship of the book,

we

our part,
conclude

from these low numbers that the Song celebrates a love-relation of
Solomon's at the commencement of his reign his luxury had not
then reached the enormous height to which he, the same Solomon,
looks back, and which he designates, Eccles. ii. 8, as vanitas vanitatum.
At any rate, the number of 60 ntojD, i.e. legitimate wives of equal rank
with himself, is yet high enough; for, according to 2 Chron. xi 21,
Eehoboam had 18 wives and 60 concubines. The 60 occurred before,
If it be a round number, as sometimes, although rarely,
at ill. 7.
sexaginta is thus used (Hitzig), it may be reduced only to 51, but
twSa
not further, especially here, where 80 stands along with it.
:

($%$)>

Crr.

irdWal;, iraXkaKi] (Lat. pdlex), which in the form
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(xnjjpa)

came back from the Greek

whence

a word as yet
be compared to

to the Aramaic, is

According to the formation,

unexplained.

may

it

harem bears the (Arab.)
which access is denied.
An ending in is (&) is known to the Assyr., but only as an adverbial
ending, which, as 'istinis = top, alone, solus, shows is connected with
These two nouns appear as thus requiring to be
the pron. su.
referred to quadrilitera, with the annexed B> perhaps e>:6b, in the
CT?"jn

}

from

D"in,

name haram,

to cut off;

also the

or the separated gynaeconitis, to

;

sense of to break into splinters, from

3?B, to

as dividing itself in its channels, has the

divide (whence a brook,

name

of 3?B), points to the

polygamous relation as a breaking up of the marriage of one so
that a concubine has the name pillgggsh, as a representant of poly;

gamy

in contrast to

In the

first line

perfect one)

;

monogamy.
of ver. 9 nns

is subj. (one,

who

in the second line, on the contrary,

unica, is she of her mother).

is
it

my
is

dove,

my

pred. (one,

That Shulamith was her mother's

only child does not, however, follow from this ; nriK, unica, is equivalent to unice dilecta, as TIT, Prov. iv. 3, is equivalent to unice
The parall. rna has its nearest
dilectus (cf. Keil's Zeeh. xiv. 7).

(LXX., Syr., Jerome), not pura (Venet.)
the
fundamental idea of cutting and separating divides itself into the
The Aorists, 9b, are the only ones
ideas of choosing and purifying.
they denote that Shulamith's look had, on the part of
in this book
the women, this immediate result, that they willingly assigned to
signification electa

;

;

—

her the good fortune of being preferred to them all, that to her the
was due. The words, as also at Prov. xxxi. 28, are an echo of

prize

Gen. xxx. 1 3,

—the

books of the Chokma delight in references to
Here, in vers. 8, 9, the

Genesis, the book of pre-Israelitish origin.

between our typical and the allegorical interpretation
The latter is bound to explain what the 60 and
the 80 mean, and how the wives, concubines, and "virgins" of the
harem are to be distinguished from each other but what till now has
been attempted in this matter has, by reason of its very absurdity or
But the typical
folly, become an easy subject of wanton mockery.
interpretation regards the 60 and the 80, and the unreckoned
distinction

is correctly seen.

;

—

number, as what their names denote, viz. favourites, concubines,
and serving-maids. But to see an allegory of heavenly things in
a kind of thing which the Book of Genesis
such a herd of women
is a
dates from the degradation of marriage in the line of Cain
The fact is, that by a violation
profanation of that which is holy.
of the law of God (Deut. xvii. 17), Solomon brings a cloud over the
typical representation, which is not at all to be thought of in con-

—

—
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10,

nection with the Antitype.

Solomon, as Jul. Sturm rightly remarks,
not to be considered by himself, but only in his relation to
Shulamith.
In Christ, on the contrary, is no imperfection; sin
remains in the congregation.
In the Song, the bride is purer than

is

the bridegroom; but in the fulfilling of the Song this relation
reversed : the bridegroom is purer than the bride.

is

FIFTH ACT.
SHULAMITH, THE ATTRACTIVELY FAIR BUT HUMBLE PRINCESS.—
Chap. VI. 10-VIII.

FIRST SCENE OF

4.

THE FIFTH ACT, VL 10-VH.

6.

The fourth Act, notwithstanding little disturbances, gives a clear
view of the unchanging love of the newly-married pair. This fifth
shows how Shulamith, although raised to a royal throne, yet remains,
in her childlike disposition and fondness for nature, a lily of the
valley.
The first scene places us in the midst of the royal gardens.
Shulamith comes to view from its recesses, and goes to the daughters
of Jerusalem, who, overpowered by the beauty of her heavenly
appearance, cry out
Ver. 10

Who is this that looketh forth

the morning-red,

like

Beautiful as the moon, pare as the son,
Terrible as a battle-host?

The

question, "

Who

is

this

?

" is the

same

as at

6.

iii.

There,

it

refers to her who was brought to the king ; here, it refers to her
who moves in that which is his as her own. There, the " this " is

followed by n?V appositionally

and thus more

;

here,

by 'fm [looking

closely connected with it

thus apposit. predicates follow.

;

The verb

whence the Hiph.

forth] determ.,

but then indeterm., and
*|i?f

signifies to

VP^

bend

for-

and Niph.
under Ps. xiv. 2).
The LXX. here translates it by e/acvTrrowa, the Venet. by irapcucvirrovaa, both of which signify to look toward something with the
head inclined forward. The point of comparison is, the rising up
from the background Shulamith breaks through the shades of the
garden-grove like the moming-red, the morning dawn or, also she
comes nearer and nearer, as the morning-red rises behind the mounward, to overhang

;

out, since in doing so one

bends forward

*|i?B>?,

to look

(vid.

:

;

SONG.

:

U
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tains, and"

The Venet.

then nils always the more widely the whole horizon.
translates
eoafyopos ; but the morning star is not inr,

w

but ""[??n|, Isa. xiv. 12; shahhar, properly, the morning - dawn,
means, in Heb., not only this, like the Arab, shahar, but rather, like
the Arab. /a/r, the morning-red, £.«. the red tinge of the morning
mist.
From the morning-red the description proceeds to the moon,
It is
yet visible in the morning sky, before the sun has risen.
usually called rrv, as being yellow ; but here it is called n$3?, as
being white as also the sun, which here is spoken of as having risen
(Judg. v. 31), is designated not by the word &of, as the unwearied

—

;

(Ps. xix. 66, 6a), but,

on account of the intensity of

its

warming

These, in the language of poetry,

light (Ps. xix. 76), is called ntsn.

names of the moon and the sun, because already the
two other names had disappeared from
common use ; but with these, definite attributive ideas are immediately connected.
Shulamith appears like the morning-red, which
breaks through the darkness beautiful, like the silver moon, which
are favourite

primitive meaning of the

;

majesty shines in the heavens (Job xxxi. 26); pure
regarding 13, "ivia in this signification
smooth, bright, pure,

in soft
(vid.

still

:

with the Aram.
K^f?, mid-day brightness) is the purest of the pure, imposing as
war-hosts with their standards (vid. vi 46).
The answer of her
who was drawing near, to this exclamation, sounds homely and

under

Isa. xlix. 2) as

the sun, whose light

(cf. "rtno

childlike
Ver. 11

To the nut garden I went down
To look at the shrubs of the valley,
To see whether the vine sprouted,
The pomegranates budded.

knew it not that my soul lifted me up
To the royal chariots of my people, a noble

Ver. 12 I

(one).

In her loneliness she is happy she finds her delight in quietly
moving about in the vegetable world the vine and the pomegranate,
;

;

Her

brought from her home, are her favourites.
Solomon, which

fills

—

her soul

people, the royal chariots of a noble (one),

who

soul

—

viz.

love for

raised her to the royal chariots of her

knew

where she

sits

beside

but she also knew it
not for what she had become without any cause of her own, that she
is without self-elation and without disavowal of her origin.
These
the king,

drives the chariot

;

she

this,

and feelings, which we think we derive
from these two verses without reading between the lines and without
refining.
I went down, she says, viz. from the royal palace, cf. vi. 2.
Then, further, she speaks of a valley ; and the whole sounds rural, so
are Shulamith's thoughts
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that

we are led to think of Etam as the

(vid.

Judg. xv. 8

men

in the flower of their age,
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scene. This Etam, romantically
Josephus (Antt. viii. 7. 3) credibly
" In the royal stables," he says,
informs us, Solomon's Belvedere.
" so great was the regard for beauty and swiftness, that nowhere else
could horses of greater beauty or greater fleetness be found.
All
had to acknowledge that the appearance of the king's horses was
wonderfully pleasing, and that their swiftness was incomparable.
Their riders also served as an ornament to them.
They were young
f.)

situated, was, as

and were distinguished by their
and by their clothing, which was
of Tyrian purple.
They every day sprinkled their hair with dust
of gold, so that their whole head sparkled when the sun shone upon
it.
In such array, armed and bearing bows, they formed a bodyguard around the king, who was wont, clothed in a white garment,
to go out of the city in the morning, and even to drive his chariot.
These morning excursions were usually to a certain place which
was about sixty stadia from Jerusalem, and which was called Etam
gardens and brooks made it as pleasant as it was fruitful."
This
Etam, from whence (the DffJ p{? *) a watercourse, the ruins of which
lofty stature

and their flowing

hair,

;

still visible, supplied the temple with water, has been identified
by Eobinson with a village called Artas (by Lumley called Urtas),
about a mile and a half to the south of Bethlehem.
At the upper
end of the winding valley, at a considerable height above the bottom,
are three old Solomonic pools,
large, oblong basins of considerable
compass placed one behind the other in terraces. Almost at an equal
height with the highest pool, at a distance of several hundred steps
there is a strong fountain, which is carefully built over, and to which

are

—

there is a descent

by means

of stairs inside the building.

By it prin-

were the pools, which are just large reservoirs, fed, and the
water was conducted by a subterranean conduit into the upper pool.
Riding along the way close to the aqueduct, which stills exists, one
sees even at the present day the valley below clothed in rich vegetation ; and it is easy to understand that here there may have been
rich gardens and pleasure-grounds (Moritz Luttke's MittheUung).
A
more suitable place for this first scene of the fifth Act cannot be
thought of and what Josephus relates serves remarkably to illustrate not only the description of ver. 11, but also that of ver. 12.
tfatf is the walnut, i.e. the Italian nut tree
(Juglans regia Z.),
originally brought from Persia
the Persian name is Iceuz, Aethiop.
guz, Arab. Syr. gauz (gSz), in Heb. with K prosth., like the Armen.
tiJK rua is a garden, the peculiar ornament of which is the
engiis.
cipally

;

;

1

According to Sebachim 545, one of the highest points of the Holy Land.
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life

fragrant and shady

walnut tree;

twfag 133

would not be a nut

garden, but a garden of nuts, for the plur. signifies, Mishn. nuces
(viz.

jvglandes=Jovi$ glandes, Pliny, xvii 136,

V^,

ed. Jan.), as

in contradistinction to fUKn, a fig tree, only the Midrash uses

figs,

elsewhere not occurring, of a

ntiJK here,

going

down was

The

tree.

object of her

one, viz. to observe the state of the vegetation

;

but

was manifold, as expressed in the manifold statements which
follow Wpj.
The first object was the nut garden. Then her intention was to observe the young shoots in the valley, which one has
to think of as traversed by a river or brook for ?n3, like Wady,
signifies both a valley and a valley-brook.
The nut garden might
lie in the valley, for the walnut tree is fond of a moderately cool,
damp soil (Joseph. Bell. iii. 10. 8). But the '3K are the young shoots
with which the banks of a brook and the damp valley are usually
adorned in the spring-time. 3N, shoot, in the Heb. of budding and
growth, in Aram, of the fruit-formation, comes from E. 3K, the
weaker power of 33, which signifies to expand and spread from
within outward, and particularly to sprout up and to well forth.

it

;

3 nto signifies here, as at Gen. xxxiv.

1,

something, looking to be fixed upon

to sink

was

it,

attentively to observe

down

into

it.

A

whether the vine had broken out, or
had budded (this is the meaning of rns, breaking out, to send forth,
1
whether the pomegranate trees had gained flowers
B. ID, to break),
or flower-buds *orj, not as Gesen. in his Thes. and Heb. Lex. states, the
Hiph. of y», which would be Wjn, but from T& instead of W3?, with

further object

to observe

—

the same omission oiDagesh, after the forms vien, ynn,

p

cf.

Prov.

vii.

13,

bloom (whence Nisan as the name of the flowermonth, as Ab the m»me of the fruit-month). 2 Why the pomegranate
tree (Punica granatum Z.), which derives this its Latin name from

R.

D3, to glance,

its fruit

being

rummdn,
with

it,

full of grains, bears

yet unexplained

is

;

the Semitic

that they are uncertain whether

however,

not proved to exist)

is

name

the Arabians are so
is to

ramm

of

ite*>,

little

or

(Arab.)

acquainted

raman

(which,

be regarded as the root-word.

The question goes along with that regarding the origin and significa3
tion of Rimmon, the name of the Syrian god, which appears to denote
" sublimity " and
;

name from
1

it is

possible that the pomegranate tree has its

god as being consecrated

to him.

4

Vid. Fried. Delitzscb, Indo-Germ. Sem. Studien, p. 72.

1 Cf.
1

this

An

my

Jesurun, p. 149.

is called Rim-Sin; rammu is common in proper names, as
Ab-rammu.
4 The name scarcely harmonizes with
n&1 worm, although the pomegranate

old Chald. king
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VI. 11, tt.

amid

that,

her quiet delight in

this

she had almost forgotten the position
"•njnj tw may, according to the
to which she had been elevated,

contemplating vegetable

connection in which

life,

it is

xxi. 26, as well as " I

used, mean, " I

knew

know

not," Gen. iy. ,9,

not," Gen. xxviii 16, Prov. xxiii. 35';

here the latter (LXX., Aquila, Jerome, Venet., Luther), for the expression runs parallel to 'flTV, and

circumstantiating

it.

is

The connection

•

related to it as verifying or

»B>M

'"p

vb,

whether we take the

My

soul knew it not)
knew not myself (after Job ix. 21),
is objectionable, because it robs the following V??^ of its subject,
and makes the course of thought inappropriate.
The accusative,

word

"'B'SJ

as perniut. of the subject (Luther

:

or as the accus. of the object: I

without doubt, hits on what is right, since it gives the Bebia, corresponding to our colon, to '?T ; for that which follows with 'ofc> ''B'B? is
just

what she acknowledges not

to

have known or considered

For

the meaning cannot be that her soul had placed or brought her in

an unconscious way,

knew

not," as

tence,

and that

i.e.

involuntarily or unexpectedly,

etc.,

for " I

such a declaration never forms the principal sentence,
but, according to the nature of the case, always a subordinate sen-

Job ix. 5, or
Thus " I knew

either as a conditional clause with Vav,

as a relative clause, Isa. xlvii

11

;

cf.

Ps. xlix. 21.

not" will be followed by what she was unconscious of;

it

follows in

oratio directa instead of dbliqua, as also elsewhere after jrv,

'?, else-

where introducing the object of knowledge, is omitted, Ps. ix. 21
Amos v. 12. But if it remains unknown to her, if it has escaped
her consciousness that her soul placed her, etc., then najoJishi is
here her own self, and that on the side of desire (Job xxiii 13
Deut. xii 1 5) ; thus, in contrast to external constraint, her own most

inward impulse, the leading of her heart
following this, she has
been placed on the height on which she now finds herself, without
being always mindful of it.
It would certainly now be most natural
to regard nlasno, after the usual constr. of the verb Dtt? with the

double accus.,

Gen. xxviii 22, Isa. L 2, Ps. xxxix. 9, as pred.
I knew not, thus
fie o^fiara), as e.g. Hengst.
soul brought me (i.e. brought me at unawares) to the chariots
e.g.

accus. (Venet. effero

my
of my

:

people, who are noble.
But what does this mean ? He adds
" Shulamith stands in the place of the war-chariots of
:

the remark

her people as their powerful protector, or by the heroic spirit
But apart from the syntactically false rendering

residing in her."
of 'run* vb,

and the unwarrantable

allegorizing, this interpretation

from worm-holes the worm which pierces
OJWTl) fin, Shablath90a.
suffers

;

it

bears the strange
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•wrecks itself on this, that "chariots" in themselves are not for

and thus without something

protection,

further, especially in this

designation by the word ni33"i», and not by 33T (2 Kings vL

2 Kings

cf.

ii.

12,

xiii.

14), are not war-chariots.

It
be the accus. of the object of motion.
e.g., by Ewald (sec. 281<£)
My soul brought
:

The shepherd-hypothesis

etc.

Hollander translates

mith.

:

is

'"MD

17;

will thus

thus understood,

me

to the chariots,

finds here the seduction of Shula-

" I perceived it not

;

suddenly,

was placed in the

scarcely be said unconsciously, I

it

can

state-chariots

Amminadab." But the Masora expressly remarks that y"a , ej? are
1
Hitzig
if forming one, but as two words, f $>D pn.
proportionally better, thus: without any apprehension of such a
coincidence, she saw herself carried to the chariots of her noble
of

not to be read as

people,

Any

as Gesen. in his

i.e.

Thes.

:

other explanation, says Hitzig,

inter currus comitatus principis.
is

not possible, since the accus.

'3i» in itself signifies only in the direction whither, or in the neigh-

bourhood whence. And certainly it is generally used of the aim
or object toward which one directs himself or strives, e.g. Isa.
xxxvii. 23.
KodSsh, " toward the sanctuary," Ps. cxxxiv. 2 ; cf.
toward the gate," Isa. xxii. 7. But the accus. mdrom can
on high," Isa. xxii. 16, the accus. hashshdmaim "in the
heavens," 1 Kings viii. 32 and as hishlic hdiorah is used, Ex. i. 22,
of being cast into the Nile, and shalahh hddrPts of being sent into
the land, Num. xiii. 27, thus may also sim mSrkdvdh be used for sim
VmBrkdvah, 1 Sam. viii. 1 1, according to which the Syr. (b'mercabto)
and the Quinta (et? apfiara) translate on the contrary, Symm. and
Jerome destroy the meaning by adopting the reading 'jn??' (my soul
placed me in confusion). The plur. marJtfvoth is thus meant amplifi.,
like riches, i. 9, and battinu, i. 1 7.
As regards the subject, 2 Sam.
xv. 1 is to be compared it is the king's chariot that is meant
yoked, according to i. 9, with Egypt, horses.
It is a question
whether nadiv is related adject, to ammi : my people, a noble
(people),
a connection which gives prominence to the attribute
appositionally, Gen. xxxvii 2
Ezek. xxxiv. 12,
Ps. cxliii. 10
or
permutat., so that the first gen. is exchanged for one defining more
closely
to the royal chariot of my people, a prince.
The latter
has the preference, not merely because (leaving out of view the
proper name Amminadab) wherever Dy and yu are used together
Jiashshu'ra, "

also

mean

"

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

:

1

SHJ-'BJJ, thus in

by Makkeph.

On

DF

:

'ay, without the accent

the contrary,

P

and connected with 3*13

has 3*iyit3y as one word, as also the Masora

parva has here noted rbo Tin. Onr Masora, however, notes
and thus Rashi and Aben Ezra testify.
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who stand prominent above the people,
Num. xxi. 18, Ps. xlvii 10, cxiii. 8, but because this T13 and
anrna evidently stand in interchangeable relation.
Yet, even
though we take 2FQ and nay together, the thought remains the same.
Shulamith is not one who is abducted, but, as we read at iii. 6 ff.,
one who is honourably brought home and she here expressly says
that no kind of external force but her own loving soul raised her to
they are meant of those

;

the royal chariots of her people and their king.

That she gives to

the fact of her elevation just this expression, arises from the circumstance that she places her joy in the loneliness of nature, in contrast
to her driving along in a splendid chariot.

Designating the chariot

that of her noble people, or that of her people, and, indeed, of a
prince, she sees in both cases in

Solomon the concentration and

climax of the people's glory.

Encouraged by Shulamith's unassuming answer, the daughters
now give utterance to an entreaty which their astonishment at her beauty suggests to them.
Chap. vii. 1 Come back, come back,
Shulamith
Come back, come back, that we may look upon thee
of Jerusalem

1

now

(vi. 1
The
ff.) on the way from the garden to the palace.
come back " entreats her earnestly, yea, with tears, to return
thither with them once more, and for this purpose, that they might
find delight in looking upon her
for 3 nrn signifies to sink oneself

She

is

fourfold "

;

on
Shulamith is addressed by name.
But '*#?? cannot be a pure proper name, for the art. is vocat., as e.g.
'it nan, «
daughter of Jerusalem !"
Pure proper names like
nebf} are so determ. in themselves that they exclude the article
only such as are at the same time also nouns, like iY]! and P^f, are

into a thing, looking at

Here

a thing.

it,

to delight (feast) one's eyes in looking

for the first time

susceptible of the article, particularly also of the vocat., Ps. cxiv. 5

but

cf.

Thus 'Wn

Zech. xi. 1 with Isa. x. 34.

a proper

name

as a

few exceptions,

name

viz.

of

will be not so

of descent, as generally nouns in

number,

ordinal

*yv\,

,

i

JD , , etc.)

much

(with a
are

all

!

gentilicia.

The LXX. render

but another form

for

'lE>n

TVWMfn

i

by

i.e.

Sowafuni, and this is indeed
she who is from Sunem.
Thus
f)

was designated the exceedingly beautiful Abishag, 1 Kings i. 3,
Elisha's excellent and pious hostess, 2 Kings iv. 8 ff.
Sunem was
in the tribe of Issachar (Josh. xix. 18), near to Little Hermon, from
which it was separated by a valley, to the south-east of Carmel.
This lower Galilean Sunem, which lies south from Nain, south-east
also

from Nazareth, south-west from Tabor,
bius in his Onomasticon says regarding

is also

it

:

called Shulem.

Hovfifo

(I.

Euse-

HovXij/i) ickqpov
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'Ia<rd%ap.
it

tcd\

Sunem in

:

vvv

k.tX,

£<tt\ xtofti) Sov\r)fi

tribu Issaehar.

i.e.

as

Jerome

translates

usqvt hodie vicus ostenditur nomine

et

Sidem in quinto miliario montis Thabor contra australem plagam.
This place is found at the present day under the name of Suwlam
(Solam), at the west end of Jebel ed-Duhi (Little Hermon), not far
from the great plain (Jisre'el, now Zer'in), which forms a convenient
way of communication between Jordan and the sea-coast, but is yet
so hidden in the mountain range that the Talmud is silent concernHere was the home
ing this Sulem, as it is concerning Nazareth.

The ancients

of the Shulamitess of the Song.

by

elprjvevowra, or

by

iancvXevfievT) (vid.

interpret the

former after Aquila and the Quinta, the latter after
Targum has the interpretation : 'n D)> nruiota nuwn

But the form of the name

name

Lagarde's Onomasticd), the

Symm.
(vid.

The

Eashi).

(the Syr. writes NTinw'B') is opposed to

these allegorical interpretations.

Bather

poet purposely used, not 'mrn, but

'Vitfn,

it is to

be assumed that the

to assimilate her

name

to

Solomon and that it has the parallel meaning of one devoted
to Solomon, and thus, as it were, of a passively-applied JVDi^ =
2aXa>pi}, is the more probable, as the daughters of Jerusalem would
scarcely venture thus to address her who was raised to the rank of a
princess unless this name accorded with that of Solomoa
Not conscious of the greatness of her beauty, Shulamith asks,
16 a What do you see in Shulamith ?
She is not aware that anything particular is to be seen in her but
the daughters of Jerusalem are of a different opinion, and answer this
childlike, modest, but so much the more touching question,
that of

;

;

16

/3

As the dance

of

Mahanaim

1

Mahanaim.
town (now Mahneh) in
the tribe of Gad, north of Jabbok, where Ishbosheth resided for two
years, and where David was hospitably entertained on his flight
from Absalom (Luthr. " the dance to Mahanaim "), then we must
suppose in this trans-Jordanic town such a popular festival as was
kept in Shiloh, Judg. xxi. 19, and we may compare Alel-Meholah

They would thus

see in her something like the dance of

If this be here the

name

of the Levitical

:

[= meadow of dancing], the name of Elisha's birth-place (cf. also
Herod, i. 1 6 " To dance the dance of the Arcadian town of Tegea ").
But the Song delights in retrospective references to Genesis (cf.
iv. 1 1&, vii. 1 1).
At xxxii. 3, however, by Mahanaim 1 is meant the
double encampment of angels who protected Jacob's two companies
:

1

Bottcher explains

D'ono

Mahanaim as a plur.

the plur. termination ajim

is

;

but the plur. of rUDD

is

DUDD

limited to D'D and D'DtP.
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The town of Mahanai'm derives its name from this
The word, as the name of a town, is always
vision of Jacob's.
without the article and here, where it has the article, it is to be
understood appellatively.
The old translators, in rendering by " the
"
dances of the camps (Syr., Jerome, choros eastrorum, Venet. Olatxov
<rrparoTreB<ov), by which it remains uncertain whether a war-dance
or a parade is meant, overlook the dual, and by exchanging Dyno
(xxxii.

8).

;

with nfano, they obtain a figure which in this connection is incongruous and obscure.
But, in truth, the figure is an angelic one.
The daughters of Jerusalem wish to see Shulamith dance, and they
designate that as an angelic sight.
MahavMm became in the postbibL dialect a name directly for angels. The dance of angels is only
a step beyond the responsive song of the seraphim, Isa. vi. Engelkoere [angel-choir] and " heavenly host " are associated in the old
German poetry.1 The following description is undeniably that (let
one only read how Hitzig in vain seeks to resist this interpretation)
of one dancing.
In this, according to biblical representation and
ancient custom, there

is

The women of the

nothing repulsive.

ransomed people, with Miriam at their head, danced, as did also

women who

David's victory over Goliath (Ex
David himself danced (2 Sam. vi.)
before the ark of the covenant.
Joy and dancing are, according to
Old Testament conception, inseparable (Eccles. iii. 4) ; and joy not
only as the happy feeling of youthful life, but also spiritual holy
joy (Ps. lxxxvii. 7). The dance which the ladies of the court here
desire to see, falls under the point of view of a play of rival individual artistes reciprocally acting for the sake of amusement.
The
the

20

xv.

celebrated

1 Sam. xviii. 66).

;

play also

is

capable of moral nobility, if

it

is

enacted within the

limits of propriety, at the right time, in the right manner,
if

the natural joyfulness, penetrated by intelligence,

is

and

consecrated

spiritual aim.
Thus Shulamith, when she dances, does not
then become a Gaditanian (Martial, xiv. 203) or an Alma (the name
given in Anterior Asia to those women who go about making it their

by a

business to dance mimic and partly lascivious dances) nor does she
become a Bajadere (Isa. xxiii. 15 f.),8 as also Miriam, Ex. xv. 20,
;

Jephthah's daughter, Judg.
1

Vid. Wallher von der

*

;

The Indian mythology goes
but also of the drama, to

original of the dance,

1874, p. 106.
the Arab, 'ualmah (one skilled, vie. in dancing and jonglerie), and
the Fortug. softening of baladera, a dancer, from balare (Jballare),

vid. Getting. Anzeigen,

Alma

Bajadere

34, the " daughters of Shiloh," Judg.

Vogelweide, 173. 28.

and transfers not only the

farther,

heaven

xi.

is

is

inediaev. Lat.,

and then Romanic

:

to

more

in a circle, to dance.
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xxL 21, and the women of Jerusalem, 1 Sam. xviii. 6, did not dishonour themselves by dancing ; the dancing of virgins is even a
feature of the times after the restoration, Jer. xxxi. 13.

But

that

Shulamith actually danced in compliance with the earnest entreaty
of the daughters of Jerusalem, is seen from the following description
of her attractions, which begins with her feet and the vibration of
her thighs.

After throwing aside her upper garments, so that she had only
the light clothing of a shepherdess or vinedresser, Shulamith danced
to

and

and displayed

fro before the daughters of Jerusalem,

Her

all

her

previously (v. 3) naked, or as
yet only shod with sandals, she sets forth with the deportment of a
attractions before them.

feet,

prince's daughter.

How beautiful

Ver. 2a

are thy steps in the shoes,

O

prince's daughter

1

2H3,

which signifies noble in disposition, and then noble
The noun
by birth and rank (cf. the reverse relation of the meanings in
generosus), is in the latter sense synon. and parallel to yTO and
~ti? ; Shulamith is here called a prince's daughter because she was
raised to the rank of which Hannah, 1 Sam. ii. 8, cf. Ps. cxiii. 8,
Her beauty, from
speaks, and to which she herself, vi. 12, points.
the

libero

poet.

now appears in native
D»s (from M®, pulsare, as in nunc pede

associated with unaffected dignity,

first

princely grace

and majesty.

—

pulsanda tellus) signifies step and foot, in the latter sense the
Heb. and the vulgar Phoen. word for »"i here the meanings pes
;

and passus

(Fr. pas, dance-step) flow into

the spectators

now

The

each other.

praise of

turns from the feet of the dancer to her thighs

Ver. 26 The vibration of thy thighs like ornamental chains,

The work

of

an

artist's

hands.

viewed from the spine and the lower part of
from the upper part of the legs upwards,
and the breast downwards (the lumbar region), thus seen on the
Here the manifold twistings and
front and sidewise, D^n or d;3T.
windings of the upper part of the body by means of the thigh-joint
such movements of a circular kind are called O'p'Bn,
are meant

The double-sided

thighs,

the back, are called D??no

;

;

from pen,

v. 6.

(gazelles) of »3X

Cft&n is the plur. of

= 2<%.

The

sing,

^n

^n

= (Arab.)

(or

n£n.=

holy, as O'lOX

(Arab.) hulyafi)

a female ornament, consisting of gold, silver, or precious
stones, and that (according to the connection, Prov. xxv. 2 ; Hos.
ii. 15) for the neck or the breast as a whole ; the plur. 'bn, occurring
signifies

only here,

is

therefore chosen because the bendings of the loins, full

and beauty, are compared to the free swingings to and fro of such
an ornament, and thus to a connected ornament of chains ; for 'on
of life
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—

are not the beauty-curves of the thighs at rest,

the connection here

movement

In accordance with the united idea of 'S>rt, the
appos. is not 1?}jp, but (according to the Palestin.) nfc>jjD (LXX., Targ.,
Syr., Venet.).
The artist is called |DN (pmmdri) (the forms 1BK and
JON are also found), Syr. avmon, Jewish- Aram, flaw be has, as the
master of stability, a name like P?', the right hand the hand, and
1
especially the right band, is the artifex among the members.
The
eulogists pass from the loins to the middle part of the body.
In
dancing, especially in the Oriental style of dancing, which is the
mimic representation of animated feeling, the breast and the body
are raised, and the forms of the body appear through the clothing.
requires

;

:

Ver. 8

Thy navel

is

a well-rounded basin

Let not mixed wine be wanting to
Tby body is a heap of wheat,
Set round with lilies.

it

"

In interpreting these words, Hitzig proceeds as if a " voluptuary
were here speaking. He therefore changes TT$ into VPJ?, "thy
pudenda."
But (1) it is no voluptuary who speaks here, and particularly not a man, but women who speak
certainly, above all, it is
the poet, who would not, however, be so inconsiderate as to put into
the mouths of women immodest words which he could use if he
wished to represent the king as speaking.
Moreover (2) ~w?
(Arab.) surr, secret (that which is secret ; in Arab, especially referred
2
to the pudenda, both of man and woman), is a word that is foreign
to the Heb. language, which has for " Geheimnis " [secret] the corresponding word TiD (yid. under Ps. ii. 2, xxv. 14), after the rootsignification of its verbal stem (viz. to be firm, pressed together)
and (3) the reference preferred by Dopke, Magnus, Hahn, and
others, also without any change of punctuation
of '~W? to the interfeminium mulieris, is here excluded by the circumstance that the
attractions of a woman dancing, as they unfold themselves, are here
described.
Like the Arab, surr, *>fc> ( = shurr), from "i"}?', to bind
fast, denotes properly the umbilical cord, Ezek. xvi. 4, and then the
umbilical scar.
Thus, Prov. iii. 8, where most recent critics prefer,
for *nw$>, to read, but without any proper reason, \Vr> = T^y?, " to
thy flesh," the navel comes there into view as the centre of the
body,
which it always is with new-born infants, and is almost so
with grown-up persons in respect of the length of the body,
and
as, indeed, the centre, whence the pleasurable feeling of health
diffuses its rays of heat.
This middle and prominent point of the
;

=

—

—

—

1

*

—

Vid. RyssePs Die Syn. d.
Vid. Tebrizi, in

my

work

Wahren

a.

Guten

in d. Sem. Spr. (1873), p. 12.

entitled Jud.-Arab. Poesien, u.s.w. (1874), p. 24.
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abdomen snows

in one lightly clad and dancing

itself

breathes deeply, even through the clothing

when

she

and because the navel
commonly forms a little funnel-like hollow (Bottch. in the form
almost of a whirling hollow in the water, as one may see in nude
antique statues), therefore the daughters of Jerusalem compare
Shulamith's navel to a " basin of roundness," i.e. which has this
general property, and thus belongs to the class of things that are
round. J3K does not mean a Becker (a cup), but a Beclwn, (basin),
pelvis ; properly a washing basin, ijjanah (from JJ8 = ajan, to full,
to wash = D32) then a sprinkling basin, Ex. xxiv. 6 and generally
a basin, Isa. xxii 24 here, a mixing basin, in which wine was
mingled with a proportion of water to render it palatable (Kparrip,
from Kepawwai, temperare), according to the Talm. with two-thirds
of water. In this sense this passage is interpreted allegorically, Sanito is not
hedrin 14&, 37a, and elsewhere (vid. Aruch under iro).
spiced wine, which is otherwise designated (viii. 2), but, as Hitzig
rightly explains, mixed wine, i.e. mixed with water or snow {vid.
under Isa. v. 22). Jto is not borrowed from the Greek phryeip
(Gratz), but is a word native to all the three chief Semitic dialects,
the weaker form of *!?!?, which may have the meaning of " to pour in;"
but not merely " to pour in," but, at the same time, " to mix " (vid.
under Isa. v. 22 Prov. ix. 2). inp, with ||N, represents the circular
form (from ">?? = irip), corresponding to the navel ring ; Kimchi
thinks that the moon must be understood (cf. |iw, lunula) : a moonT
like round basin according to which the Venet., also in Gr., choosing
an excellent name for the moon, translates: pdvnarpov t»js exdji^.
But " moon-basin " would be an insufficient expression for it Ewald
supposes that it is the name of a flower, without, however, establishing
The " basin of roundness " is the centre of the body
this opinion.
a little depressed and that which the clause, " may not mixed wine
be lacking," expresses, as their wish for her, is soundness of health,
for which no more appropriate and delicate figure can be given than
hot wine tempered with fresh water.
The comparison in Zb is the same as that of B. Johanan's of
beauty, Mezta 84a : " He who would gain an idea of beauty should
take a silver cup, fill it with pomegranate flowers, and encircle its rim
1
To the present day, winnowed and sifted
with a garland of roses."
;

:

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

corn

is

piled

up in

great heaps of symmetrical half-spherical form,

See my Gesch. d. Jiid. Poesie, p. 80 f. Hoch (the German Solomon) reminds
as of the Jewish marriage custom of throwing over the newly-married pair the
contents of a vessel wreathed with flowers, and filled with wheat or corn (with
money underneath), accompanied with the cry, :q-a V1B [be fruitful and multiply],
J
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which are then frequently stuck over with things that move in the
wind, for the purpose of protecting them against birds.
"The
appearance of such heaps of wheat," says Wetstein (Isa. p. 710),
" which one may see in long parallel rows on the thrashing-floors of

and the comparison of the
Such a corn3,
heap is to the present day called siiblah, while 'aramdh is a heap of
thrashed corn that has not yet been winnowed here, with ro??.}|, is
to be connected the idea of a subbah, i.e. of a heap of wheat not only
thrashed and winnowed, but also sifted (riddled)
MD, enclosed,
a village,
Song, vii.

is

very pleasing to a peasant

;

every Arabian will regard as beautiful."

;

fenced about (whence the post-bibl.

J^ip,

a fence),

is

a

part. pass, sucli

The comparison refers to
appearance of the roundness, but, at the same time,

as j^B, scattered (yid. under Ps. xcii 12).

the beautiful

also to the flesh-colour shining through the dress

;

for fancy sees

more than the eyes, and concludes regarding that which is veiled
from that which is visible. A wheat-colour was, according to the
Moslem Sunna, the tint of the first created man. Wheat-yellow
and lily-white is a subdued white, and denotes at once purity and
health; by irv/>o? [wheat] one thinks of irvp heaped up wheat
developes a remarkable heat, a fact for which Biesenthal refers to

—

In accordance with the progress of the descripnow spoken of:
Ver. 4 Thy two breasts are like two fawns,

Plutarch's Quaest.

tion, the breasts are

Twins
iv.

5

is

among

of

a

gazelle.

repeated, but with the omission of the attribute, " feeding

have already been applied to another
we have here 'PJjn (ta&me), the former
after the ground-form tidm, the latter after the ground-form to'm (cf.
$KS, Neh. xiii 29, from &?
ka).
Ver. 5o Thy neck like an ivory tower

figure.

lilies,"

since lilies

Instead of

^W)

there,

=

The

article in ffi!

but, as at vii 5

may be

and

that designating species (vid. under

iv. 4, it

ill);

appears to be also here a definite tower

which the comparison has in view: one covered externally with
ivory tablets, a tower well known to all in and around Jerusalem,
and visible far and wide, especially when the sun shone on it ; had
it been otherwise, as in the case of the comparison following, the
So slender,
locality would have been more definitely mentioned.
so dazzlingly white, so imposing, and so captivating to the eye did
Shulamith's neck appear.
These and the following figures would
be open to the objection of being without any occasion, and monstrous, if they referred to an ordinary beauty but they refer to
Solomon's spouse, they apply to a queen, and therefore are derived
;
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from that which

most splendid in the kingdom over which, along
and in this they have the justification of

is

with him, she rules

;

their grandeur.
Ver. 56

* Thine eyes pools in Heshbon,
At the gate of the populous (city).

Heshbon, formerly belonging to the Amorites, but at this time to the

kingdom of Solomon, lay about 5^ hours to the east of the northern
Dead Sea, on an extensive, undulating, fruitful, high
table-land, with a far-reaching prospect
Below the town, now existing only in heaps of ruins, a brook, which here takes it rise, flows
westward, and streams towards the Gh6r as the Nahr Hesbdn.
It
joins the Jordan not far above its entrance into the Dead Sea.
The
situation of the town was richly watered.
There still exists a huge
reservoir of excellent masonry in the valley, about half a mile from
the foot of the hill on which the town stood. The comparison here
supposes two such pools, but which are not necessarily together,
point of the

though both are before the gate,

i.e.

near by, outside the town.

Since ~*W, except at Isa. xiv. 31, is fern., D'ayna, in the sense of
DP 'nan, Lam. i. 1 (cf. for the non-determin. of the adj., Ezek xxi.
25),

is

to be referred to the town, not to the gate (Hitz.)

;

Blau's

1

conjectural reading, bath-'dkroMim, does not recommend itself, because the craggy heights of the " ascent of Akrabbim" (Num. xxxiv. 4

which obliquely cross * the Gh&r to the south of the
Dead Sea, and from remote times formed the southern boundary of
the kingdom of the Amorites (Judg. i. 36), were too far off, and too
seldom visited, to give its name to a gate of Heshbon. But generally
Josh. xv. 3),

the crowds of

men

at the gate

here nothing to the purpose
is

for the figure of the

and the topography of the gate

are.

the splendour of the town, however,

;

famed

cisterns like

a golden border,

nana

(from Tl}, to spread out, vid. Genesis, p. 98 ; Fleischer in Levy,
I. 4206) denotes a skilfully built round or square pool.
The com8
parison of the eyes to a pool means, as Wetstein remarks, " either

thus glistening like a water-mirror, or thus lovely in appearance, for
the Arabian

knows no

greater pleasure than to look

Both are perhaps

rippling water."

ing glance of the moist eyes
*'

and the

<

Ovid,

(cf.

upon

clear,

gently

be taken together ; the mirror-

De Arte Am.

ii.

722

Adspides oculos tremulo fulgore micantes,
Ut sol a liquida saepe re/ulget aqua"),

spell of the

*

to

charm holding

In Merx' Archiv.

III.

fast the gaze of the beholder.

855.

Vid. Robinson's Phys. Geogr. p. 51.

• Ztitschr. filr allgem.

Erdkunde, 1859,

p.

157 f.
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Thy nose like the tower of Lebanon,
Which looks towards Damascus.

This comparison also places us in the midst of the architectural
and artistic splendours of the Solomonic reign. A definite town is
here meant ; the art. determines it, and the part, following apposi"
tionally without the art., with the expression " towards Damascus
liaa?*? desigit more nearly (vid. under iii. 6), describes it.
"
the
whole
Alpine
range
mountains
in
the
north of
here
of
nates

defining

the land of Israel " (Furrer)
of Damascus

("JB, accus.,

;

for a tower

which looks in the direction

as 'JBTM, 1 Sam. xxii. 4) is to be thought

of as standing on one of the eastern spurs of Hermon, or on the top
of

Amana

(iv. 8),

whence the Amana (Barada) takes

its rise,

whether

as a watch-tower (2 Sam. viii. 6), or only as a look-out from which
might be enjoyed the paradisaical prospect. The nose gives to the
face especially its physiognomical expression, and conditions its

beauty.

Its

comparison to a tower on a lofty height

is

occasioned

without being blunt or flat, formed
by
brow
downward,
without bending to the
line
from
the
a straight
(Hitzig),
left
a
mark
of
symmetrical
beauty combined with
right or
the fact that Shulamith's nose,

After the praise of the nose

awe-inspiring dignity.
to think of Carmel

anf

d-jebel ("

Ver. 6a

We

say that the head

we

18), for

it

was natural

Carmel is a promontory, and as such
of
the mountain-range ").
nose
;

» Thy head upon

is

" on the

think of a

man

man "

is called

thee as Carmel.

(2

Kings

vi.

31

;

Judith xiv.

ideally as the central unity of the

members forming the external appearance

of his body.

Shulamith's

head ruled her form, surpassing all in beauty and majesty, as Carmel
with its noble and pleasing appearance ruled the land and sea
at its feet.
From the summit of Carmel, clothed with trees (Amos
ix. 3 ; 1 Kings xviii. 42), a transition is made to the hair on the
head, which the Moslem poets are fond of comparing to long leaves, as
vine leaves and palm branches ; as, on the other hand, the thick leafy
wood is called {vid. under Isa. vii. 20) comata silva (cf. Oudendorp's
Apuleii Metam. p. 744).
Gratz, proceeding on the supposition of the
existence of Persian words in the Song, regards bo-\2 as the name of
a colour but (1) crimson is designated in the Heb.-Pers. not te"Q,
but ?*0"0, instead of ytr njfon (vid. under Isa. i. 18 Prov. xxxi. 21)
(2) if the hair of the head (if ^ja might be directly understood of
this) may indeed be compared to the glistening of purple, not, however, to the glistening of carmese or scarlet, then red and not black
hair must be meant
But it is not the locks of hair, but the hair in
;

;

;
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locks that

is

From

meant.

hair of the head

this the eulogiura finally passes to the

itself.

Ver. 6a

/3

The flowing hair of thy head
A king fettered by locks.

like

purple—

i*?"]? (carmese), and
upon jorjt? (purple) but one would rather think
that Garmd itself would immediately lead him to purple, for near
this promontory is the principal place where purple shell-fish are
found (Seetzen's Beisen, IV. 277 f.). <ty[ (from??*!, to dangle, to hang
loose, Job xxviii 4, Arab, tadladal) is res pendula, and particularly
coma pendula. Hengst. remarks that the " purple " has caused much
trouble to those who understand by nin the hair of the head.
He
himself, with Gussetius, understands by it the temples, tempus
capitis; but the word njjn is used (iv. 3) for " temples," and " purple-

Hitzig supposes that 'xro reminded the poet of

that thus he hit

;

hanging down could occasion trouble only to those who
to distinguish purple from carmese.
Red purple,
(Assyr. argamannu, Aram., Arab, Pers., with departure from

like " hair

know not how
|03"]K

the primary meaning of the word, tj?!^)> which derives this name
DgT, material of variegated colour, is dark -red, and
from DJi
almost glistening black, as Pliny says (Hist. Nat. ix. 135) Zaus ei
(the Tyrian purple) summa in colore sanguinis concreti, nigricans
adspectu idemque suspectu (seen from the side) refulgens, unde et Homero
purpureus dicitur sanguis.
The purple hair of Nisus does not play
a part in myth alone, but beautiful shining dark black hair is elsewhere also called purple, e.g. irvp<f>vpeo<{ irXoKa/tos in Lucian,
iropipvpat j£<uTot
Anacreon.
With the words " like purple," the
description closes ; and to this the last characteristic distinguishing
Shulamith there is added the exclamation: "A king fettered by
locks !"
For O'tpiTi, from D?i, to run, flow, is also a name of flowing

=

:

m

locks, not the ear-locks (Hitz.),

i.e.

long ringlets flowing

down

in front

North Palest, form B'rn (Chethib),
a water-trough, canalis.
The locks of one beloved are frequently
called in erotic poetry " the fetters " by which the lover is held fast,
for " love wove her net in alluring ringlets " (Deshami in Joseph and
Zuleika)} Goethe in his Westdst. Divan presents as a bold yet mode" There are more than fifty hooks in each lock of thy
rate example
hair " and, on the other hand, one offensively extravagant, when it is
said of a Sultan " In the bonds of thy locks lies fastened the neck of
"kdk signifies also in Arab, frequently one enslaved by
the enemy."
the same word

(i.

1 7) signifies in

its

:

;

:

1
Compare from the same poet " Alas thy braided hair, a heart is in every curl,
and a dilemma in every ring " (JDeut. Morg. Zeit. xxiv. 581).
:

!
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7.

equivalent to her lover.1

The mention of the king
which follows,
The scene and situation are

love

:

now

leads from the imagery of a dance to the scene

is

where we again hear the king's

now

voice.

We

are transferred from the garden to
the palace, where the two, without the presence of any spectators,

manifestly changed.

carry on the following dialogue.

SECOND SCENE OF THE FIFTH ACT,

7-Vm.

VII.

It is the fundamental thought forming the motive

Song which now expresses
Ver. 7

itself in

How beautiful
love,

among

is

and aim of the

the words of Solomon.
and how charming,

art thou,

delights

1

which

It is a truth of all-embracing application

There

4.

nothing more admirable than love,

i.e.

is

here expressed.

the uniting or mingling

together of two lives, the one of which gives itself to the other, and

so finds the complement of itself ; nor than this self-devotion, which
is at

the same time self-enrichment.

All this

of which Walther v. d. Vogelweide says

wunne

" [love is

:

the joy of two hearts], and

"

is

true of earthly love,

minne

it is

ist

zweier herzen

true also of heavenly

love; the former surpasses all earthly delights (also such as are purely
ii. 8), and the latter is, as the apostle expresses
himself in his spiritual " Song of Songs," 1 Cor. xiii. 13, in relation

sensuous, Eccles.

to faith

and hope, " greater than

for it is their sacred, eternal aim.

and in

ijHpjfl

these," greater than both of them,

In JVBJ

it is

indicated that the ideal,

that the eudaemonistic feature of the

its satisfaction

in love.

The LXX.,

human

soul attains

obliterating this so true

and

beautiful a promotion of love above all other joys, translate iv Tat?

t/w$<ks aov (in the enjoyment which thou impartest).

The

Syr.,

Jerome, and others also rob the Song of this its point of light and of
elevation, by reading rnnst (0 beloved !) instead of n ?i!)N.
The words
then declare (yet contrary to the spirit of the Hebrew language,

which knows neither naWK. nor
iv. 10 ; while, according

TOK

as vocat.)

what we already

form of the text,
they are the prelude of the love-song, to love as such, which is continued in viii. 6 f.
When Solomon now looks on the wife of his youth, she stands
before him like a palm tree with its splendid leaf-branches, which
the Arabians call ucht insdn (the sisters of men)
and like a vine
read at

to the traditional

;

1

BONO.

Satnachshari, Mufaxsal, p.

&
I
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which climbs up on the wall of the house, and therefore

emblem

an

is

of the housewife, Ps. cxxviii. 3.
Ver. 8

Thy

stature

is like

And thy breasts
9

the palm tree;

clusters.

thought : I will climb the palm,
Grasp its branches
And thy breasts shall be to me

I

As clusters of the vine,
And the breath of thy nose
10a *

And thy

like applet,

palate like the best wine.

Shulamith stands before him.
As he surveys her from head to
he finds her stature like the stature of a slender, tall date-palm,

foot,

and her breasts

like the clusters of sweet fruit, into which, in

That

season, its blossoms are ripened.

?jnDlp

(thy stature)

due

not
thought of as height apart from the person, but as along with the
person

is

Ezek. xiii 18), scarcely needs to be remarked.
The
its name, tamdr, from its slender stem rising upwards

(cf.

palm derives
(vid.

under

Isa. xvii. 9, lxi. 6).

Phoenix dactylifera, which

which

is

is

This

name

is specially

given to the

indigenous from Egypt to India, and

principally cultivated (vid. under Gen. xiv. 7), the female

flowers of which, set in panicles, develope into large clusters of juicy
fruit.
These dark-brown or golden-yellow clusters, which
crown the summit of the stem and impart a wonderful beauty to

sweet

the appearance of the palm, especially when seen in the evening
twilight, are here called TWbtPS (connecting form at Deut. xxxii 32),
as

by the Arabians

nnCT

signifies

'ithkal, plur. 'ithakyl (botri

aequata

est

= aegua est ;

The

dadylorum).

for rtOT, E. D1, means, to

perf.

make

become plain, smooth, even. The perf. stPp&, on the other
hand, will be meant retrospectively. As an expression of that which he
just now purposed to do, it would be useless and thus to notify with
emphasis anything beforehand is unnatural and contrary to good taste
and custom. But looking back, he can say that in view of this august
or to

;

attractive beauty the one thought rilled him, to secure possession of
her and of the enjoyment which she promised ; as one climbs (fw with
3, as Ps. xxiv. 3) a palm tree and seizes (tnt«, fut. tnfc, and fnKK with

Job

1

11) its branches (D'????, so called, as it appears,
after the feather-like pointed leaves proceeding from the mid-rib on
both sides), in order to break off the fulness of the sweet fruit under
3, as at

its leaves.

Moslem
1

and

xxiii.

As

the cypress (sarwat), so also the palm

is

with the

poets the figure of a loved one, and with the mystics, of

Also that |D3D
thither,

is

perhaps equivalent to tafo

6&,

brhri), to

God

wave hither

comes here to view.

* Vid. Hafiz, ed. Brockhaus, II. p. 46.
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and accordingly the idea of possession is here particularly intended,
srvrpi denotes what he then thought and aimed at.
Instead of
"iDfia, 9a, the punctuation "icna is undoubtedly to be preferred.
The
figure of the palm tree terminates with the words, " will grasp its
branches."
It was adequate in relation to stature, but less so in
relation to the breasts
for dates are of a long oval form, and have
a stony kernel Therefore the figure departs from the date clusters
to that of grape clusters, which are more appropriate, as they
swell and become round and elastic the more they ripen.
The
breath of the nose, which is called *|K, from breathing hard, is that
of the air breathed, going in and out through it for, as a rule, a
man breathes through his nostrils with closed mouth. Apples present themselves the more naturally for comparison, that the apple
has the name rasn (from rtBi, after the form ^paon), from the fragrance
which it exhales.
aisn p* is wine of the good kind, i.e. the best, as in ne^ Prov.
vi. 24, a woman of a bad kind, i.e. a bad woman; the neut thought
;

;

of as adject is both times the gen. of the attribute, as at Prov. xxiv. 25
it is the gen. of the substratum.
The punctuation 3ten p;a (Hitz.) is
also possible

;

it gives,

however, the

By

poetical expression.

common

the comparison one

instead of the delicate

may

think of the ex-

and oscula per longas jungere
we have rightly understood iv. 11,

pressions, jungere salivas oris (Lucret.)

pressa moras

(Ovid).

But

if

mentioned much rather with reference to the
words of love which she whispers in his ears when embracing her.
Only thus is the further continuance of the comparison to be explained, and that it is Shulamith herself who continues it
The dramatic structure of the Song becomes here more strongly
manifest than elsewhere before.
Shulamith interrupts the king, and
continues his words as if echoing them, but again breaks oft
Ver. 10a /3 6 Which goes down for my beloved smoothly,
v.

16, the palate

is

Which makes

the lips of sleepers move.

The LXX. had here tH? in the
a spurious reading.
as if from ver. 11.

text.

It

Hitzig suggests that

Ewald

might notwithstanding be
it is

erroneously repeated,

137) did that before,
Heiligstedt, as usual, following him.
But, as Ewald afterwards
objected, the line would then be " too short, and not corresponding
to that which follows."
But how shall "Tpb now connect itself with
Solomon's words ? Ginsburg explains " Her voice is not merely
compared to wine, because it is sweet to everybody, but to such
wine as would be sweet to a friend, and on that account is more
valuable and pleasant"
But that furnishes a thought digressing ets
also (ffohesl. p.

:
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aKKo yevof and besides, Ewald rightly remarks that Shulamith always
uses the word nn of her beloved, and that the king never uses it in a
similar sense. He contends, however, against the idea that Shulamith
here interrupts Solomon for he replies to me {Jahrb. IV. 75) "Such
interruptions we certainly very frequently find in our ill-formed and
dislocated plays in the Song, however, not a solitary example of
this is found, and one ought to hesitate in imagining such a thing."
;

;

:

;

He

the reading

prefers

*xcb, with

B^Tf

[beloved

ones],

although possibly

abbreviated after the popular style of speech from im,

i,

may

be the same word. But is this Ydodim not a useless addition ?
wine good to the taste of friends merely and does it
linger longer in the palate of those not beloved than of those loving ?
Is excellent

And

is

;

the circumstance that Shulamith interrupts the king, and

carries forward his words, not that

the Greek drama, as

e.g.

which frequently

Eurip. Phocnissae, v.

608

?

also occurs in

The text

as

stands before us requires an interchange of the speakers, and

it

nothing prevents the supposition of such an interchange.

The Lamed

idea Hengstenberg for once agrees with us.

In

this

in I'dodi

is

meant in the same sense as when the bride drinks to the bridegroom, using the expression I'dodi.
The Lamed in VN&rb is that
of the defining norm, as the Beth in

the accompanying circumstance

:

''Da,

Prov. xxiii. 31,

is

that of

that which tastes badly sticks in

down directly and
But what does the phrase 'til 'BE? aan mean ? The LXX.
translate by ucavov/ievoi y(ei\eori fiov koX oBovariv, " accommodating
itself (Sym. irpoaTidejtevos) to my lips and teeth." Similarly Jerome
(omitting at least the false /uw), labiisque et dmtibus illius ad ruminandum, in which na^t, rumor, for nan, seems to have led him to
the palate, but that which tastes pleasantly glides

smoothly.

Equally contrary to the text with Luther's translation

ruminare.
"

which
;

my friend goes smoothly down, and speaks
rendering which supposes MB* (as also the

to

year " a

of O'JB* (good
besides,

wine which, as

disregards

Vias?.

The

it

:

of the previous

Venet.) instead

were, tells of former years), and,

translation:

"which comes

at un-

awares upon the lips of the sleepers," accords with the language
But that gives no meaning, as if one understood
(Heiligst, Hitz.).

by

Otit^, as

Gesen. and Ewald do, una in eodem toro cubantes; but

word ought to have been W?z&. Since, besides,
such a thing is known as sleeping through drink or speaking in
sleep, but not of drinking in sleep, our earlier translation approves
itself: which causes the lips of sleepers to speak.
This interpreta-

in this case the

tion is also supported

Moid Katan,

iii.

by a proverb in the Talm. Jehamoih 9 7a,

7, etc, which, with reference to the passage
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It

world adduces the saying of a

or nr&rrri), napa rnaan vrnnfib.

But

an error inherited from Buxtorf, that roaan means there loquuntur,
and, accordingly, that 3an of this passage before us means loqui

it is

at, *|B,

means

It rather

faciens.

'(vid.

Aruch),

bullire, stillare,

Syn. c?m), since, as that proverb

signifies,

manure

(cogn.

the deceased ex-

periences an after-taste of his saying, and this experience expresses
itself in

the smack of the lips

= aaVio,

Po.

thus

;

and

aafa,

whether

it

be part. Kal or

brought into the condition of the overflowing,

:

of, and which
The meaning " to speak " is,

the after-experience of drink that has been partaken
returns again, as

it

were, ruminando.

in spite of Parchon and
fievos, follows),

Kimchi (whom the

foreign to the verb

;

Venet., with its $#6770-

for nan also

means, not discourse,

but sneaking, and particularly sneaking calumny, and, generally,

fama

The calumniator

repens.

We

Heb. TOT.

passage before

Gemara

now

us, that

contained

is

leave

it

is called in Arab, dabub, as in
undecided whether in aan, of this

special

idea

connected with

but the roots ai and

;

at

it

in

the

are certainly cogn.,

they have the fundamental idea of a soft, noiseless movement generally, and modify this according as they are referred to that which
solid or fluid.
Consequently
(whence the bear has the name

is

33*1,

as

it

aM), is also

means in

lente incedere

capable of being inter-

preted leniter se movere, and trans, leniter movere, according to which
the Syr. here translates, quod commovet labia

absurd bringing in of the teeth
Targ. allegorizes,

Gemara

and whatever

is

from the

mea

et

denies meos (this

LXX. and

Aq.), and the
meaning of the
(vid. Levy under

also in general is the

as far as it exchanges niaavi for

iwrm

Besides, the translations qui commovet and qui loqui facit fall
^O" .).
together according to the sense.
For when it is said of generous
1

wine, that

it

makes the

lips of sleepers

move, a movement is meant
But generous wine is a

expressing itself in the sleeper speaking.

figure of the love-responses of the beloved, sipped in, as it were,

with pleasing

which hover still around the sleepers in
them with hallucinations.
impossible that *vpb in ver. 10 has any other reference than
satisfaction,

delightful dreams,
It is
it

and

has in ver. 11, where
Ver. 11

After the words " I
is

fill

mine"

of

it is

without doubt Shulamith

am my beloved's,
And to me goeth forth

am my beloved's," we

vi. 3, cf.

who

speaks.

I

ii.

bis desire.

miss the " and

my beloved

16, which perhaps had dropped out

The

second line here refers back to Gen. iii. 16, for here, as there, njwn,
from pe>, to impel, move, is the impulse of love as a natural power.
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When
one

a wife

side,

is

the object of such passion,

it is

side, if the

and, on the other

;

in its high commendations, becomes

love,

on the

possible that,

she feels herself very fortunate therein

excessive,

when she perceives that in her love-relation she is
the observed of many eyes, troubled. It is these mingled feelings
which move Shulamith when she continues the praise so richly
oppressed, and

lavished on her in words which

denote what she might be to the

king, but immediately breaks off in order that, as the following

verse

now

for the

shows, she might use this superabundance of his love

purpose of setting forth her request, and thus of leading

into another path

her simple, child-like disposition longs for the

;

quietness and plainness of rural
of city and court

life,

away from the

bustle

and display

life.

Ver. 12 Up,

my lover we will go into

Lodge

;

the country,

in the Tillages.

Hitzig here begins a new scene, to which he gives the superscription
"Shulamith making haste to return home with her lover." The

advocate of the shepherd-hypothesis thinks that the faithful Shulamith, after hearing Solomon's panegyric, shakes her head and says
"I

as

am my

near triumph

and

To him she calls, " Come, my beloved ;" for,
make this conceivable the golden confidence of her

beloved's."

Ewald seeks

to

lifts

:

her in spirit forthwith above

all that is actual

;

only to him

may

she speak

all
;

that

and as

is

if

present

she were

half here and half already there, in the midst of her rural home along

with him, she says, " Let us go out into the fields," etc.
In fact,
is nothing more incredible than this Shulamitess, whose dialogue

there

with Solomon consists of Solomon's addresses, and of answers which
are directed, not to Solomon, but in a monologue to her shepherd

and nothing more cowardly and more shadowy than

this lover,

goes about in the moonlight seeking his beloved shepherdess

who

whom

he has lost, glancing here and there through the lattices of the
windows and again disappearing. How much more justifiable is the
drama of the Song by the French Jesuit G. F. Menestrier (born in
Sion 1631, died 1705), who, in his two little works on the opera
and the ballet, speaks of Solomon as the creator of the opera, and
regards the Song as a shepherd-play, in which his love-relation to
the daughter of the king of Egypt is set forth under the allegorical
1
For Shulamith
figures of the love of a shepherd and a shepherdess
is thought of as a nj>n [shepherdess], i 8, and she thinks of Solomon
I

1 Vid. Eugene Despria in the Revue politique et litteraire 1878.
The idea was
not new. This also was the sentiment of Fray Lois de Leon ; vid. his Biographic
by Wilkens (1866), p. 209.
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VII. 18, 14.

as a n]h [shepherd].

She remains so in her inclination even after
The solitude and glory of
external nature are dearer to her than the hustle and splendour of
Hence her pressing out of the city to the
the city and the court.
her elevation to the rank of a queen.

country,

ffitfn

the country).

unused form

local,

is

without external designation, like rus

the Syr. dimin. ka/runo, a

pointed

(to

D^M (here and at 1 Chron. xxvii 25) is plur. of thi
1M (const. "IBS, Josh, xviii. 24) or 1M, Arab, kafar (cf.
1 Sam.

">Bb,

vi.

little

town), instead of which

18, of that

name

it

is

once

of a district of level

country with which a multitude of later Palest, names of places,
such as Diru ib^ are connected. Ewald, indeed, understands k'pJmriw,
as at

iv.

But yet

13

we

:

will lodge

among

the fragrant Al-henna bushes.

'B|? cannot be equivalent to D^BSfi

nnn ; and since

J? (pro-

bably changed from ?v) and CFSVfri, 13a, stand together, we must
suppose that they wished to find a bed in the henna bushes; which,

were conceivable, would be too gipsy-like, even for a pair of
(vid. Job xxx. 7).
No. Shulamith's words express a wish for a journey into the country they
will there be in freedom, and at night find shelter ('B33, as 1 Chron.
xxvii. 25 and Neh. vi. 2, where also the plur. is similarly used),
if it

lovers of the rank of shepherds

:

now

in this and

now in that country place.

Spoken to the supposed

shepherd, that would be comical, for a shepherd does not wander

from village to village; and that, returning to their home, they
wished to turn aside into villages and spend the night there, cannot
But spoken of a shepherdess, or rather a vineat all be the meaning.
dresser, who has been raised to the rank of queen, it accords with
her relation to Solomon, they are married,
as well as with the
inexpressible impulse of her heart after her earlier homely country-

—

—

life.

lily

The former

vine-dresser, the child of the Galilean hills, the

of the valley, speaks in the verses following.
Ter. 13 In the morning

we

will start for the vineyards,

See whether the vine

is

in bloom,

Whether the vine-blossoms have opened,
The pomegranates budded
There will I give thee my love.
14 The mandrakes breathe a pleasant odour,
And over our doors are all kinds of excellent

New, also old,
Which, my beloved,

As the

rising

up

I

fruits,

have kept for thee.

early follows the tarrying over night, the de-

scription of that which is longed for moves forward.
As Bfofn ia
denom. of Mt?, an d properly signifies only to shoulder, i.e. to rise, make
oneself ready, when early going forth needs to be designated it has
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yet this word may
'"$ 'sfi='-Q ? ^31 '38M,
an abbreviation of the expression which is also found in hist, prose,
Gen xix. 27 cf. 2 Bangs xix. 9. They wished in the morning,
when the life of nature can best be observed, and its growth and
progress and striving upwards best contemplated, to see whether the
vine had opened, i.e. unfolded (thus, vi 11), whether the vine-blossom
(vid. at ii 13) had expanded (LXX. rjvffr/aev o *v7rpar/M>?), whether
the pomegranate had its flowers or flower-buds (wan, as at vi 11)
rune is here, as at Isa. xlviii 8, lx. 11, used as internally transitive
l
to accomplish or to undergo the opening, as also (Arab.) fattah
is
The
used of the blooming of flowers, for (Arab.) tafttah (to unfold).
vineyards, inasmuch as she does not say '^ons, are not alone those
of her family, but generally those of her home, but of her home &>*•
these are the object of her desire, which in this pleasant journey with

generally

"ii£ia (cf.

also be wanting, 1

Josh.

vi

1 5) along with it

Sam.

ix.

26, xvii 16.

;

l

;

;

;

her beloved she at once in imagination reaches, flying, as

it

were,

There, in undisturbed quietness, and in

over the intermediate space.

a lovely region consecrating love, will she give herself to him in the
entire fulness of her love.
By HM she means the evidences of her
love (vid. under iv. 10, i 2), which she will there grant to him as
thankful responses to his own.
in

the

month

Ijjar,

Thus she speaks in the

corresponding to our

spring-time,

Wonnemond

(pleasure-

month, May), and seeks to give emphasis to her promise by this,
that she directs him to the fragrant " mandragoras," and to the
precious fruits of all kinds which she has kept for him on the shelf
in her native home.

*w

form w), love's flower, is the mandragora officiwith whitish green flowers and yellow apples of the size
of nutmegs, belonging to the Solanaceae its fruits and roots are
used as an aphrodisiac, therefore this plant was called by the Arabs
(after the

nalis, L.,

;

aid al-saFm, the servant of love, postilion d'amour ; the son of Leah
found such mandrakes (LXX. Gen. xxx 14, pfjXa fiavSpayopwv) at
the time of the vintage, which falls in the month of Ijjar they have
In Jerusalem mandrakes are rare
a strong but pleasant odour.
but so much the more abundantly are they found growing wild in
;

Galilee, whither

DH3D (from

Shulamith

is

transported in

Kegarding the

spirit.

"HO, occurring in the sing, exclusively in the blessing of

Moses, Deut. xxxiii), which in the Old Testament

From

" over our doors,"

is

down

peculiar to the

to " I

have kept

Song, vid.

iv.

13, 16.

for thee,"

is,

according to the LXX., Syr., Jerome, and others, one

sentence, which in itself
1

is

not inadmissible

;

for the object can precede

Vid. Fleischer, Makkari, 1868, p. 271.
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chap. vin. l

iii. 3i, and can stand as the subject between the place
mentioned and the verb, Isa. xxxii. 13a, also as the object, 2 Chron.
xxxi. 6, which, as in the passage before us, may be interpunctuated
with Athnach for the sake of emphasis ; in the bibL Chald. this
But such
inverted sequence of the words is natural, e.g. Dan. ii. 1 lb.
in
the
style
of
the
Song,
and
long-winded
sentence
is
at
least
not
a

its verb,

one does not rightly see why just " over our doors " has the
place in

I therefore formerly translated

it.

"

it

first

as did Luther, dividing

and over our doors are all kinds of precious fruits I
this departure from the traditional division of

it into parts

:

have," etc.

But with

;

the verse nothing

is

gained

;

for the "

keeping " (laying up) refers

naturally to the fruits of the preceding year, and in the

can by no means refer to

first

fruits of this year, especially as

instance

Shulamith,

according to the structure of the poem, has not visited her parental

and now for the first
the
barley
harvest and the wheat
between
time, in the early summer,
Therefore the exthither
in
her
longing.
harvest, is carried away
"
is
to be taken by
pression,
my beloved, I have kept for thee,"
(Bottrh.),
but is to be
itself, but not as an independent sentence
this,
with
rendered, with Ewald, as a relative clause ; and
Hitz., is to
&}&
be referred to
(old).
Col refers to the many sorts of precious
fruits which, after the time of their ingathering, are divided into
"new and old" (Matt. xiii. 52). The plur. "our doors," which as
amplif. poet, would not be appropriate here, supposes several
entrances into her parents' home and since " I have kept " refers to
a particular preserving of choice fruits, al does not (Hitzig) refer to
a floor, such as the floor above the family dwelling or above the
barn, but to the shelf above the inner doors, a board placed over
them, 6n which certain things are wont to be laid past for some
particular object.
She speaks to the king like a child ; for although
highly elevated, she yet remains, without self-elation, a child.
If Solomon now complies with her request, yields to her invitation, then she will again see her parental home, where, in the days
of her first love, she laid up for him that which was most precious,
that she might thereby give him joy.
Since she thus places herself
with her whole soul back again in her home and amid its associations, the wish expressed in these words that follow rises up within
her in the childlike purity of her love

home

since her home-bringing in marriage,

;

Chap.

viii.

1

that thou wert like a brother to me,

Who sucked my

mother's breasts

found thee without, I would
They also could not despise me.
If 1

kiss thee;
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I

would lead thee, bring thee into

Thou wonldest

instruct

my mother's house ;

me

I would give thee to drink spiced wine,
The must of my pomegranates.

not her brother, who, with her, hung upon the same
but she wishes, carried away in her dream into
;
the reality of that she wished for, that she had him as her
brother, or rather, since she says, not ns, but ns3 (with 3, which

Solomon

is

mother's breast

here has not, as at Ps. xxxv. 14, the meauing of tanquam, but of
instar, as at Job xxiv. 14), that she had in him what a brother is
to a sister.
kiss

him

In that

case,

if

she found

him

without, she would

(hypoth. fut. in the protasis, and fut. without

Job

Vav

in the

—

24; Hos. viii 12; Ps. cxxxix. 18) she
could do this without putting any restraint on herself for the sake
of propriety (cf. the kiss of the wanton harlot, Prov. vii 13), and
also (0?) without needing to fear that they who saw it would treat
The close
it scornfully (? W, as in the reminiscence, Prov. vi. 30).
union which lies in the sisterly relationship thus appeared to her to
apodosis, as at

xx.

be higher than the near connection established by the marriage
and her childlike feeling deceived her not: the sis-

relationship,

terly relationship is certainly purer, firmer,

more enduring than that

of marriage, so far as this does not deepen itself into an equality

and attain to friendship, yea, brotherhood (Prov.
That Shulamith thus feels herself happy in the
thought that Solomon was to her as a brother, shows, in a characteristic manner, that " the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye, and
the pride of life," were foreign to her. If he were her brother, she
would take him by the hand,1 and bring him into her mother's house,
and he would then, under the eye of their common mother, become
The LXX adds,
her teacher, and she would become his scholar.
after the words " into my mother's house," the phrase, xal e« rafieiov
In the same manner also the Syr.,
•rip avKkafiovaw /*e, cf. hi. 4.
which has not read the words StSafet? fie following, which are found
Eegarding the word tflammfdlne (thou
in some Codd. of the LXX.
wouldest instruct me) as incongruous, Hitzig asks "What should he
then teach her ? He refers it to her mother " who would teach me,"
namely, from her own earlier experience, how I might do everything
" Were the meaning," he adds, " he should do it,
rightly for him.
then also it is she who ought to be represented as led home by him
with the

sisterly,

xvii. 1 7), within.

:

:

1

Ben-Asher punctuates ^JfMK-

contrary, punctuates ^prutt-

Thus

also P. rightly.

Ben-Naphtali, on the

Cf. Genesis (1869), p. 85, note 8.
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i, s.

by the bridegroom." But, correctly, Jerome,
" Thou wouldest (shouldest) instruct me
" I would conduct thee,
also the Targ.
King Messiah, and bring
Thee iuto the house of my sanctuary and Thou wouldest teach me
(W l^rn) to fear God and to walk in His ways." Not her mother,
but Solomon, is in possession of the wisdom which she covets and
if he were her brother, as she wishes, then she would constrain him
to devote himself to her as her teacher.
The view, favoured by Leo
Hebraeus {Dialog, de amore, c. III.), John Pordage (Metaphysik,
III. 617 ff.), and Kosenmiiller, and which commends itself, after the

into his house, the bride

the Venet., and Luther

;

:

:

;

;

analogy of the Gitagovinda, Boethius, and Dante, and appears also
to

show

itself in

the Syr.

ix. 2,

and

"riD^n

;

viii 3,

the fact

ii.

is

title

wisdom

that Shulamith is

of the book, " "Wisdom of the Wise,"

personified

6 with Prov.

(cf.

iv. 8),

rather the reverse

:

also

viii.

2 with Prov.

shatters itself against this

Solomon
1

—

is

wisdom in

person,

Shulamith wishes to
participate in Solomon's wisdom.
"What a deep view the " Thou
wouldest teach me " affords into Shulamith's heart
She knew how
much she yet came short of being to him all that a wife should be.
But in Jerusalem the bustle of court life and the burden of his

and Shulamith

is

the wisdom-loving soul,

for

!

him to devote himself to her but in
he were once there, he would instruct her, and
she would requite him with her spiced wine and with the juice of

regal duties did not permit

her mother's house,

;

if

=

njyin j^ vinum conditura, is appos.
the pomegranates,
genitiv.
n P" in r.1, vinum conditurae (apa/ian-Try} in Dioscorides and Pliny),

like '1*

VI,

upon words.

IpfK

xxii.

27, etc, vid. Philippi's

carries forward ^IPjfK in a beautiful play

D'Dy designates the juice as pressed out

'BV corresponds to the
is

vm, 1 Kings

Ps. vi. 5, Jt6

Stat. Const, p. 86.

Heb.

unnecessary to render

:

the Chald.

*T3% used of treading the grapes.

^fei.

as apoc. plur., like

'SO,

Ps. xlv.

It

9

(Ewald, § 17 7a); rimmoni is the name she gives to the pomegranate trees belonging to her,
for it is true that this word,

—

rimmon, can be used in a collective sense (Deut. viii 8); but
the connection with the possessive sufif. excludes this ; or by 'asis
rimmoni she means the pomegranate must (cf. potrq<;
vinum e
punicis, in Dioscorides and Pliny) belonging to her.
Pomegranates
are not to be thought of as an erotic symbol * they are named as
"0 Ali," says a proverb of
something beautiful and precious.

=

;

1

Cf.

my Das Hohelied unter.

* Vid.

Faiths, vol.

I.

u. ausg.

(1851), pp. 65-78.

and Inman in bis smutty book, Ancient
1868, according to which the pomegranate is an emblem of " a full

Porphyrins, de Abstin.

iv.

16,

womb."
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Surma, "eat eagerly only pomegranates (Pers. andr), for their grains
are from Paradise."

*

Eesigning herself

now dreamily

to the idea that

Solomon

her

is

whom she may freely and openly kiss, and her teacher
besides, with whom she may sit in confidential intercourse under her
brother,

if closely embraced by him, and
from a distance to the daughters of Jerusalem not to disturb
this her happy enjoyment

mother's eye, she feels herself as
calls

Ver. 3 His left hand

And
4

is

tinder

my head,

his right doth embrace

me

adjure you, ye daughters of Jerusalem,

I

That ye awake not and disturb not love
Till she please

Instead of

" underneath," there is here, as usual,

? rinn,

Instead of OK

•

.

•

nnn

(cf.

56).

OKI in the adjuration, there is here the equivalent

f)D, which in the Arab, md becomes
Job xxxi. 1, on the way toward this
change of meaning.
The per capreas vel per cervas agri is wanting,
perhaps because the natural side of love is here broken, and the !/s»?
strives up into aydiri).
The daughters of Jerusalem must not break
in upon this holy love-festival, but leave it to its own course.

no

.

.

.

noi

;

the interrogative

negat., appears here, as

at

SIXTH ACT.
THE RATIFICATION OF THE COVENANT OF LOVE IN SHULAMITH'S
NATIVE HOME.—Chap. VIII. 5-14.
FIRST SCENE OF THE SIXTH ACT,

VIII. 5-7.

Shulamith's longing wish attains its satisfaction. Arm in arm with
Solomon, she comes forth and walks with him on her native ground.

Sunem

(Sulem), at the west end of Little

lay something

more than 1^ hour*

Hermon

('Gebel ed-Duhi),

to the north of Jezreel (Zera'in),

a mountain, viz. on a N.-W. spur of
Between the two lay the valley of Jezreel in the " great
plain," which was called, 2 Chron. xxxv. 22, Zech. xii. 11, "the
valley of Megiddo" [Esdraelon], now Merj ibn 'Amir
an extensive

which

also lay at the foot of

Gilboa.

—

level plain, which, seen
1

from the south Galilean

Vid. Fleischer's Catal. Codd. Lips. p.

» Vid.

hills in the spring-

42&

" Jisreel" in Sohenkel's Bib. Lex.
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encompassed by gently sloping

will have to suppose that the loving pair

from the town of

Jezreel, the highest point of which afforded a wide,
pleasant prospect, wandered on foot through the " valley of Jezreel,"

which is here called "mo,
They bend their way toward
lying in the valley, from which the dark sloping
Hermon rise up suddenly. Here in this valley

a beautiful, well-watered,

fruitful valley,

as being uncultivated pasture land.

the

little village

sides

are

of Little

the countrymen

(populares)

yet un-

of these wanderers, as

recognised from a distance, into whose

mouth the poet puts

these

words:
Yer. 5a

Who is this coming up out of the wilderness,
Leaning on her beloved ?

The third Act, iii. 6, began with a similar question to that with
which the sixth here commences. The former closed the description
of the growth of the love-relation, the latter closes that of the con-

summated

LXX.

love-relation.
Instead of "out of the wilderness," the
the translator
has " clothed in white " (KeXevKavdur/iepr])
;

has gathered rnjnriD from the illegible consonants of his MS. before

him.

On

pi^oftept]

the contrary, he translates npB"inD correctly

(Symm.

eTepetSo/xei't),

iiri,

by

en-itm)-

wearily sup-

while Jerome renders it unsuitably by
.),
interchanging the word with njMBTio.
But PBin?,

porting herself on
deliciis affluens,

Venet. KeKfiijKvia

.

.

common

to the Heb. with the Arab, and Aethiop., signifies to
support oneself, from pB], sublevare (French, soulager), Arab, ra/aka,

ra/uka, to be helpful, serviceable, compliant,

viii.

irta/aka, to support

oneself on the elbow, or (with the elbow) on a pillow
fellow-traveller,

ru/ka, a

company

(cf.

rafik,

of fellow-travellers, from the

primary idea of mutually supporting or being helpful to each other)
Aethiop. ra/aka, to encamp for the purpose of taking food, dvatcXiveadat (cf. John xiii. 23).
That Shulamith leant on her beloved,
arose not merely from her weariness, with the view of supplementing
her own weakness from his fulness of strength, but also from the
ardour of the love which gives to the happy and proud Solomon,
raised above all fears, the feeling of his having her in absolute

The road brings the loving couple near

possession

tree over against Shulamith's parental

to the apple

home, which had been the

witness of the beginning of their love.
Yer. 66 Under the apple tree I waked thy love
There thy mother travailed with thee

There travailed she that bare thee.

The words,

"

under the apple tree I waked thee,"

VT^V, might
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regarded as those of Shulamith to Solomon

here, under this apple
where Solomon met with her, she won his first love ; for the
words cannot mean that she wakened him from sleep under the
apple tree, since i$9 has nowhere the meaning of Ti?? and "Vyn here
given to it by Hitzig, hut only that of " to stir, to stir up, to
arouse ;" and only when sleep or a sleepy condition is the suhject,
does it mean " to shake out of sleep, to rouse up " (vid. under ii. 7).
But it is impossible that " there " can be used by Shulamith even
in the sense of the shepherd hypothesis
for the pair of lovers do
not wander to the parental home of the lover, but of his beloved.
We must then here altogether change the punctuation of the text,
and throughout restore the fern, suffix forms as those originally
1
*jrn£ (cf.
Isa. xlvii. 10), in which
used W^ty ^»
?, and
'\f,
we follow the example of the Syr. The allegorizing interpreters
also meet only with trouble in regarding the words as those of
Shulamith to Solomon. If mann were an emblem of the Mount of
Olives, which, being wonderfully divided, gives back Israel's dead
(Targ.), or an emblem of Sinai (Eashi), in both cases the words are
more appropriately regarded as spoken to Shulamith than by her.
Aben-Ezra correctly reads them as the words of Shulamith to
Solomon, for he thinks on prayers, which are like golden apples in
silver bowls
Hahn, for he understands by the apple tree, Canaan,
where with sorrow his people brought him forth as their king
Hengstenberg, rising up to a remote-lying comparison, says, " the
mother of the heavenly Solomon is at the same time the mother of
Shulamith."
Hoelemann thinks on Sur. xix. 32 £, according to
which 'Isa, Miriam's son, was born under a palm tree ; but he is not
able to answer the question, What now is the meaning here of the
apple tree as Solomon's birthplace ?
If it were indeed to be interpreted allegorically, then by the apple tree we would rather understand the " tree of knowledge " of Paradise, of which Aquila, followed
by Jerome, with his iieei Bie^ddpr), appears to think, a view which
2
recently Godet approves of ; there Shulamith, i.e. poor humanity,
:

tree,

;

^?

:

1

;

—

1

Tjri^an, penult, accented,

and Lamed with Pathach in P.

This

is certainly

Michlol 38o adduces merely vrph" of the verse as having Kametz, on

right.

:

itt;

account of the pause, and had thus in view 'an, with the Pathach under Lamed.

But P. has

pnnB

also

'?>,

'a (viz. here

with Pathach under Daleth, and so also has H, with the remark

and

Jer. xxii. 26).

The Biblia Babbinica 1526 and 1615 have

same pointing, Pathach under Daleth. In the printed list of words having
Pathach in pause, this word is certainly not found. But it is found in the MS. list

also the

of the Ochla veochla, at Halle.
1

Others,

e.g.

Bruno von Asti (t 1128) and the Waldensian Exposition, edited
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awakened the compassionate love of the heavenly Solomon, who
then gave her, as a pledge of this love, the Protevangelium, and in
the neighbourhood of this apple tree, i.e. on the ground and soil
of humanity fallen, but yet destined to be saved, Shulamith's
mother,

pre-Christian

the

i.e.

Saviour from

itself,

who

0.

church, brought forth the

T.

in love raised Shulamith from the depths to

But the Song of Songs does not anywhere set before
it by an allegorizing process such far-

regal honour.

us the task of extracting from

If the masc. suff. is changed into the fern., we
have a conversation perfectly corresponding to the situation. Solomon
reminds Shulamith by that memorable apple tree of the time when
he kindled within her the fire of first love ; "?$& elsewhere signifies
energy (Ps. lxxx. 3), or passion (Prov. x. 12), put into a state of
violent commotion; connected with the accus. of the person, it signifies, Zech. ix. 13, excited in a warlike manner; here, placed in a
state of pleasant excitemeut of love that has not yet attained its

fetched thoughts.

Of how many

object.

references to contrasted affections the reflex.

'vnn is capable, is seen from
also v>to

"With

way

Job

xvii. 8, xxxi.

29

;

why

not thus

?

nets'

Solomon's words are continued, but not in such a

what follows

also took place under the apple tree. For
Shulamith is not the child of Beduins, who in that case might even
have been born under an apple tree.
Among the Beduins, a maiden
accidentally born at the watering-place (menhil), on the way (rahtt),
in the dew (tall) or snow (thelg), is called from that circumstance
MunShU, RvMla, Talla, or Thelga} The birthplace of her love is

as that

not also the birthplace of her
tree to

which

way, the parental
lates well

means

:

way
home

their

lying near

iicei wSlvrjcre <re

eoncipere,

and

As mann

life.

points to the apple

led them, so net? points to the

its Pi.,

17

by

/«?«;/>

habbada,

(Hitzig).

<rov,

is

end of their

The LXX.

trans-

for while the Arab, habida

the usual word for gravidam

facere, ?3n in the passage before us certainly appears to

2
be a denom.

in the Zeit.fur hist. Theol. 1861 : malum = crux dominica.
Th. Harms
(1870) quotes ii. 3, and remarks : The church brings forth her children under the
apple tree, Christ. Into such absurdities, in violation of the meaning of the words,
do the allegorizing interpreters wander.

by Herzog

1

*

Vid. Wetstein's Inschriflen (1864), p. 886.
habilat, she has conceived, and is in consequence pregnant, accords

The Arab,

in the latter sense with hamilat, she bears,

i.e. is

pregnant, without, however, being,

For hamal signifies to cany habal, on
the contrary, to comprehend and to receive (whence also the cord, figuratively, the
tie of love, liaison, as enclosing, embracing, is called habl, ^3n), and like the Lat.
as Hitzig thinks, of a cognate root with

it.

;

eoncipere and suscipere, is used not only in asexual, but also in an ethical sense, to
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in

Pi.

the sense of " to bring forth

The LXX. further translates
which the ae is inserted, and

:

is

with sorrow " (fn?n van).

m&lvrjve

ixei

<re

thus, as also

f\

re/covad

by the

Syr.,

ae,

in

Jerome,

^^

and Venet., translated, with the obliteration of the finite
as if
^r. But not merely is the name of the mother
intentionally changed, it is also carried forward from the labour, eniti,
to the completed act of birth
After Solomon has thus called to remembrance the commencement of their love-relation, which receives again a special consecration by the reference to Shulamith's parental home, and to her
mother, Shulamith answers with a request to preserve for her this love.
the reading were

Ver. 6 Place

As a

me

as a signet-ring on thy heart,

signet-ring on thine

For strong as death

is

arm

love

I

;

Inexorable as hell is jealousy
Its flames are flames of fire,

A flame of Jah.
7 Mighty waters are unable
To quench such love,

And
If

a

rivers

cannot overflow

man would

it.

give

All the wealth of bis house for love,—

He would

only be contemned.

which is called Drriri (nnn, to impress), was carried
on the breast, Gen. xxxviii. 18, or also, as that
which is called njfiiD denotes (from V?0, to sink into), on the hand,
Jer. xxii. 24, cf. Gen. xli. 42, Esth. iii. 12, but not on the arm,
like a bracelet, 2 Sam. L 10 ; and since it is certainly permissible to
say " hand " for " finger," but not " arm " for " hand," so we may
not refer " on thine arm " to the figure of the signet-ring, as if
Shulamith had said, as the poet might also introduce her as saying
Make me like a signet-ring (ODina) on thy breast make me like a
The words,
signet-ring " on thy hand," or " on thy right hand."
" set me on thy heart," and " (set me) on thine arm," must thus
also, without regard to "as a signet-ring," express independent
thoughts, although '?&& is chosen {vid. Hag. ii. 23) instead of
^njj, in view of the comparison. 1
Thus, with right, Hitzig finds the

The

signet-ring,

either

by a

string

;

conceive anger, to take up and cherish sorrow.

The Assyr.

habal, corresponding to

the Heb. p, is explained from this Arab, frabl, concipere. On the supposition
that the Heb. had a word, pan, of the same meaning as the Arab, habl, then
?an might mean concipiendo generare; but the Heb. sentence lying before us leads
to the interpretation eniti.
1

Of the copy of the Tora, which was to be the king's vade-mecum,
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thought therein expressed

me

in thine arms."

which

But

:

VIII. 6,

" Press

it

is

the

me
first

in the form llTir^V, and not

is

to embracing, since the subject
thing, but of person

and person.

as a jewel, which one does not
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7.

close to thy breast, enclose

request,

T^f^

and not the second,

(Wb), which

refers

not the relation of person and

is

The

signet-ring

comes into view

separate from himself; and the

would bear her thus inalienably
on his heart (Ex. xxviii. 29)
the meaning of the second, that he would take her thus inseparably
as a signet-ring on his arm (cf. Hos. xi. 3 " I have taught Ephraim
also to go, taking them by their arms "), so that she might lie always
on his heart, and have him always at her side (cf. Ps. ex. 5) she
wishes to be united and bound to him indissolubly in the affection
of love and in the community of life's experience.
The reason for the double request following '?, abstracted from
the individual case, rises to the universality of the fact realized by
experience, which specializes itself herein, and celebrates the praise
request

first

is to this effect,

that he

(the art. is that of the specific idea)

:

:

of love
"

my

;

for,

assigning a reason for her " set me," she does not say,

love," nor "

thy love," but n ?!}f?, " love "

(as also in the address

She means love undivided, unfeigned, entire, and not
transient, but enduring
thus true and genuine love, such as is real,
what the word denotes, which exhausts the conception corresponding
at

vii. V).

;

to the idea of love.

n ??i?, which

is

here parallel to " love,"

asserting its possession

is

and right of property

;

the jealousy of love

the reaction of love

against any diminution of its possession, against any reserve in its
response, the " self-vindication of angry love." x
Love is a passion,
i.e.

a

human

" jealousy."
ex amore

et

laeditur res
fiK'i?

powerful and lasting, as

it comes to light in
by Dav. Chytraus, est affectus mixtus
ira, cum videlicet amans aliqitid irascitur Mi, a quo
amata, wherefore here the adjectives nj# (strong) and

affection,

Zelus, as defined

(hard, inexorable, firm,

severe)

are

respectively assigned

to

"love" and "jealousy," as at Gen. xlix. 7 to "anger" and "wrath."
It is much more remarkable that the energy of love, which, so to
say, is the life of life, is compared to the energy of death and Hades
with at least equal right njDO and PteBto might be used, for love
scorns both, outlasts both, triumphs over both (Pom. viii. 38 f.
1 Cor. xv. 54 f.).
But the text does not speak of surpassing, but of
equality ; not of love and jealousy that they surpass death and Hades
;

Sanhedrin 215; jmt3 rblTft JPOp PD3 rUTIK HEW, but also there the amulet
thought of not as fastened to the finger, but as wound round the arm.
1 Vid. my
Prolegomena to Weber's Vom Zone Gottes (1862), p. 85 as.

SONG.

i

K
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it.
The point of comparison in both cases
ty, powerful, designates the
from the predicates,
person who, being assailed, cannot be overcome (Num. xiii. 28), and,
assailing, cannot be withstood (Judg. xiv. 18).
Death is obviously

but that they are equal to
is

to be obtained

thought of as the assailer
hold

its

(Jer. ix. 20), against

which nothing can

ground, from which nothing can escape, to whose sceptre all

Love is like it in
upon men with irresistible force (Bbttcher
Death assails must die, whom Love assails must love ")

must

finally yield (vid. Ps. xlix.).

also seizes

:

she has once assailed him, she rests not

under her power

she kills him, as

;

it

till

she has

this, that it

"

He whom

and when
him wholly

;

were, in regard to everything

nfi>, hard (opposed to 1J1,
2 Sam. iii. 39), otcAsj/jo?, designates one on whom no impression is
made, who will not yield (Ps. xlviii. 4, xix. 4), or one whom stern
fate has made inwardly stubborn and obtuse (1 Sam. i. 15).
Here

else that is not the object of his love.

the point of comparison
b»®, to ask

(vid.

under

is inflexibility

Isa. v. 14), is

;

for Sheol, thought of with

the God-ordained messenger of

wrath,

who

inexorably gathers in all that are on the earth, and holds

them

fast

when once they

are

swallowed up by him.

So the

jealousy of love wholly takes possession of the beloved object not

only in

but also in safe keeping ; she holds her possession
be taken from her (Wisd. ii. 1), and burns
relentlessly and inexorably against any one who does injury to her
arrest,

firmly, that it cannot

possession (Prov. vi

34

words, " set me,"

to be

etc.,

f.).

But when Shulamith wishes, in the
bound to the heart and to the arm of

Solomon, has she in the clause assigning a reason the love in view

with which she loves, or that with which she is loved ?
Certainly
not the one to the exclusion of the other but as certainly, first of
all, the love with which she wishes to fill, and believes that she
does fill, her beloved.
If this is so, then with " for strong as death
;

is love,"

she gives herself up to this love on the condition that

it

confesses itself willing to live only for her, and to be as if dead for
all others ; and with " inexorable as hell is jealousy," in such a

manner that she takes shelter in the jealousy of this love against
the occurrence of any fit of infidelity, since she consents therein to
be wholly and completely absorbed by it
To ntop, which proceeds from the primary idea of a red glow,
there is

connected the

further description of this

love

to

the

sheltering and protecting power of which she gives herself up
" its flames, ^BEn, are flames of fire " its sparkling is the sparkling
;

of

fire.

make

The verb

short steps

;

tjsn signifies, in Syr.

and Arab.,

to creep along, to

in Heb. and Chald., to sparkle, to flame, which
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is referred

n»n

probahly non.-cogn.

Masora on the contrary,

he exchanges ^KH with the

others render
fire.

translates, after

ai 6p/ial avrov opfial irvpivot

:

avdpaice<;, for
•

denote the bright glancings of
;

Symmachus

to impetuosity.

the Samar. (which Hitzig approves of)

the Venet., after Kimchi,
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VIII. 6, 7.

it

all

with words which

'SBh (so here, according to the

at Ps. lxxvi 4,

^Kn) are effulgurations

;

the

pred. says that these are not only of a bright shining, but of a fiery
nature, which, as they proceed from

they set on

fire

and kindle. 1

flashes of lightning

;

fire,

Love, in

in short,

it is

its

so also

produce

fire,

for

flashings up, is like fiery

iTrOjw,2

which

is

thus to be

written as one word with n raphatum, according to the Masora

but in this form of the word IV is also the name of God, and more
than a meaningless superlative strengthening of the idea.
As nan?
is formed from the Kal 3rb, to flame (E. 3^, to lick, like Ol6, R. d$>,
to twist), so is n ?!$?', from the Shafel s^, to cause to flame ; this
active

stem

is

frequently found, especially in the Aram., and has in

the Assyr. almost wholly supplanted the A/el (vid. Schrader in Deut.

xxvL 275). rorr?e> is thus related primarily to rarb, as infiammatio to (Ger.) Flamme; Tf thus presents itself the more naturally
to be interpreted as gen. subjecti.
Love of a right kind is a flame
not kindled and inflamed by man (Job xx. 26), but by God-^-the
divinely-influenced free inclination of two souls to each other, and
at the same time, as is now further said, 7a, 7&, a situation supporting all adversities and assaults, and a pure persoual relation conditioned by nothing material.
It is a fire -flame which mighty
1
(D
waters
cf. DM3?, wild, Isa.
?"], great and many, as at Hab. iii. 15
xliii. 16) cannot extinguish, and streams cannot overflow it (cf. Ps.
lxix. 3, cxxiv. 4) or sweep it away (cf. Job xiv. 1 9 ; Isa. xxviii.
Morg.

Zeit.

;

1 7).

Hitzig adopts the latter signification, but the figure of the

makes the former more natural

;

fire

no heaping up of adverse circum-

stances can extinguish true love, as

many

waters extinguish elemental

1

The Phoen. Inscriptions, Citens. xxxviL, xxxviii., show a name for God, »BEn
or merely f)Bn, which appears to correspond to Zevi Ktpavnof on the Inscriptions of Larnax {vid. Vogue's Melanges Arche'ologiques, p. 19).
»BBn are thus not
the arrows themselves (Gratz), but these are, as it were, lightnings from His bow
J*rt,

(Ps. lxxvi. 4).
1
Thus in the Biblia Rabbinica and P. H. with the note p'BD vb\ Kinni>D.
Thus by Ben-Asher, who follows the Masora. Cf. Liber Psalmorum Hebr. atqne
Lat. p. 155, under Ps. cxviii. 5 and Kimchi, Wbrterb., under SbK and 3r6t?. RanNaphtali, on the other hand, reads as two words, jv rur6B>.
[Except in this
;

word, the recensions of Ben-Asher and Ben-Naphtali
vocalibus et accentibus."
Strack's Prolegomena, p. 28.]

differ

only " de punctis
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no earthly power can suppress

;

by the strength

it

as streams drench all they sweep over in their flow

Jah

Nor can

Num.

levem

;

1 Cor.

any attempt to buy it would be
The expression is like Prov. vi. 30 f.

bought

this love be

xxil 1 8

esse),

vid. at

the flame of

inextinguishable.

is

scorned and counted madness.
cf.

of Its assault,

—

;

Kegarding

xiii. 3.

convenience, and that by which

Prov.

i.

13.

fin

(from pn, (Arab.) han,

life is

made

comfortable,

According to the shepherd-hypothesis, here occurs

the expression of the peculiar point of the story of the intercourse

between Solomon and Shulamith
her love

But of

is

offers

ing ver. 12,
love.

;

she scorns the offers of Solomon

not to be bought, and

we
it

is

read nothing beyond

already belongs to another.

it
i.

11, where, as in the follow-

manifest that Shulamith

Hitzig also remarks under

the fragrance of her nard

is

i.

12:

is

in reality excited in

"When

the speaker says

connected with the presence of the king,

she means that only then does she smell the fragrance of nard,

i.e.

only his presence awakens in her heart pleasant sensations or sweet

Shulamith manifestly thus speaks, also emphasizing vi.
Solomon but Hitzig adds
" These words, i 1 2, are certainly spoken by a court lady."
But the
Song knows only a chorus of the " Daughters of Jerusalem " that
court lady is only a phantom, by means of which Hitzig's ingenuity
seeks to prop up the shepherd-hypothesis, the weakness of which
As we understand the Song, ver. 7
his penetration has discerned.
refers to the love with which Shulamith loves, as decidedly as 6& to
Nothing in all the world is able
the love with which she is loved
it is love to his person, not
to separate her from loving the king
love called forth by a desire for riches which he disposes of, not
even by the splendour of the position which awaited her, but free,
responsive love with which she answered free love making its
approach to her.
The poet here represents Shulamith herself as
expressing the idea of love embodied in her.
That apple tree, where
he awaked first love in her, is a witness of the renewal of their
mutual covenant of love and it is significant that only here, just
directly here, where the idea of the whole is expressed more fully,
and in a richer manner than at vii. 7, is God denoted by His
name, and that by His name as revealed in the history of redempHitzig, Ewald, Olshausen, Bbttcher, expand this concluding
tion
word, for the sake of rhythmic symmetry, to BJ nbnpt? iWpRg? [its
but a similar conclusion is found at Ps.
flames are flames of Jah]
xxiv. 6, xlviii 7, and elsewhere.
" I would almost close the book," says Herder in his Lied der
feelings."

1 2, the spontaneousness of her relation to

;

—

;

;

;
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VIII. 8.

Lieder (Song of Songs), 1778, " with this divine seal

It is even as

good as closed, for what follows appears only as an appended echo."
Daniel Sanders (1845) closes it with ver. 7, places ver. 12 after
Anthologists,
i. 6, and cuts off vers. 8-11, 13, 14 as not original.
like Dbpke and Magnus, who treat the Song as the Fragrnentists do
the Pentateuch, find here their confused medley sanctioned.
Umbreit also, 1820, although as for the rest recognising the Song as a
compact whole, explains viii. 8—12, 13, 14 as a fragment, not
belonging to the work itself. Hoelemann, however, in his Krone des
Hohenliedes [Crown of the Song], 1856 (thus he names the "conis here represented, not
but further also in vers. 8-12, the essence of true
what it is, and how it is won and then in viii. 1 3 f. he hears
love
We see in ver.
the Song come to an end in pure idyllic tones.

cluding Act," viii 5-14), believes that there

only in vers.

—

8

fif.

6, 7,

;

the continuation of the love story practically idealized and set

no inner necessity for this
which has happened and
although in all history divine reason and moral ideas realize themselves, yet the material by means of which this is done consists of
accidental circumstances and free actions passing thereby into reciprocal action.
But ver. 8 ff. is the actual continuance of the story
on to the completed conclusion, not a mere appendix, which might
For after
be wanting without anything being thereby missed.
the poet has set before us the loving pair as they wander arm in
arm through the green pasture-land between Jezreel and Sunem till
they reach the environs of the parental home, which reminds them
of the commencement of their love relations, he cannot represent
them as there turning back, but must present to us still a glimpse
After that
of what transpired on the occasion of their visit there.
there
is
yet
wanting
first Act of the concluding scene,
a second, to
which the first points.
forth

in

dramatic figures.

continuance.

There

is

It shapes itself after that

;

SECOND SCENE OF THE FIFTH ACT, TIH

The

8-14.

locality of this scene is Shulamith's parental

she herself

who

home.

It is

speaks in these words

Ver. 8

We have a sister,

a

little

one,

And she has no breasts
What shall we do with our

sister

In the day when she will be sued for?

Between

vers.

8 and 7

is

a blank.

The

figure of the wanderers
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followed

The

by the

figure of the visitors.

But who speaks here

?

interchange of the scene permits that Shulamith conclude the

one scene and begin the other, as in the first Act; or also that
at the same time with the change of scene there is an interchange
But if Shulamith speaks, all
of persons, as e.g. in the third Act.
her words are not by any means included in what is said from Ver. 8
Since, without doubt, she also speaks in ver. 11 f., this
to ver. 10.
whole second figure consists of Shulamith's words, as does also the
But there Shulamith's address
second of the second Act, iii 1-5.
presents itself as the narrative of an experience, and the narrative
dramatically framed in itself is thoroughly penetrated by the I of the
speaker but here, as e.g. Ewald, Heiligst., and Bottch. explain, she
would begin with a dialogue with her brothers referable to herself,
one that had formerly taken place that little sister, Ewald remarks
under ver. 10, stands here now grown up; she took notice of that
severe word formerly spoken by her brothers, and can now joyfully
before all exclaim, taking up the same flowery language, that she is
But that a monologue should begin with a dialogue
a wall, etc.
without any introduction, is an impossibility in this case the poet
ought not to have left the expression, " of old my mother's sons
It is true, at
said," to be supplemented by the reader or hearer.
iii.
2, v. 3, we have a former address introduced without any
formal indication of the fact but it is the address of the narrator
herself.
With ver. 8 there will thus begin a colloquy arising out
That in this conversation ver. 8 apperof present circumstances.
;

—

;

;

This harsh entweder oder (aut

tains to the brothers, is evident.

.

.

.

aut)

not appropriate as coming from Shulamith's mouth; it is her
brothers alone, as Hoelemann rightly remarks, who utter these words,

is

as might have been expected from
ver.

8 belong also to them

Hitzig,

and the one

may

?

them

There

in view of

may

i.

But does

6.

be two of them, says

in ver. 9 reply to the question of the

other in ver. 8 ; Shulamith, who has heard their conversation, suddenly interposes with ver. 10.
But the transition from the first to

the second scene

is

more

easily explained if

Shulamith proposes the

This is not set aside by Hitzig's
question of ver. 8 for consideration.
questions " Has she to determine in regard to her sister ? and has
:

she

now

for the first

time come to do nothing in haste

?

"

For (1)

the dramatic figures of the Song follow each other chronologically,

but not without blanks and the poet does not at all require us to
regard ver. 8 as Shulamith's first words after her entrance into her
parental home; (2) but it is altogether seeming for Shulamith, who has
;

now become

independent, and

who has been

raised so high, to
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out this question of loving care for her

Besides, from the

sister.

commences the representation of a present

fact that with ver. 8 there

occurrence, it is proved that the sister

here spoken of is not
were Shulamith herself, the words of
vers. 8, 9 would look back to what had previously taken place,
which, as we have shown, is impossible.
Or does vL 9 require that
we should think of Shulamith as having no sister ? Certainly not, for
so understood, these words would be purposeless.
The " only one,"
then, does not mean the only one numerically, but, as at Prov. iv. 3,
"
it is emphatic (Hitzig)
she is called by Solomon the " only one
of her mother in this sense, that she had not one her equal.
"
Thus it is Shulamith who here speaks, and she is not the " sister
.," spoken in the family
referred to.
The words, " we have a sister
circle, whether regarded as uttered by Shulamith or not, have something strange in them, for one member of a family does not need
thus to speak to another.
We expect With regard to our sister,
who is as yet little and not of full age, the question arises, What
will be done when she has grown to maturity to guard her innocence ?
Thus the expression would have stood, but the poet separates it into
little symmetrical sentences
for poetry presents facts in a different
style from prose.
Hoelem. has on this remarked that the words are
not to be translated we have a little sister, which the order of the
words 'w 'j? rririK would presuppose, Gen. xl. 20 cf. 2 Sam. iv. 4,
xii. 2 £ ; Isa. xxvi. 1, xxxiii. 21.
"Little" is not immediately connected with "sister," but follows it as an apposition; and this
appositional description lays the ground for the question We may
be now without concern but when she is grown up and will be
" Little " refers to age, as at 2 Kings v. 2
courted, what then ?
cf. Gen. xliv. 20.
The description of the child in the words, "she
has no breasts," has neither in itself nor particularly for Oriental
feeling anything indecent in it (cf. mammae sororiarunt, Ezek.

Shulamith

If

herself.

it

;

.

.

:

;

:

;

:

;

xvi. 7).

The

i>

following fbjjrriD is here not thus purely the dot.

some one), but indiff. dat.
but no is, according to the connection,
as at Gen. xxvii. 37, 1 Sam. x. 2, Isa. v. 4, equivalent to: What
conducing to her advantage ?
Instead of Di'3, the form Di'f lay
commodi, as

(what shall

e.g.

Isa. lxiv.

we do

for her

syntactically nearer
xii. 3,

(cf.

3

(to act for

;

?)

Ex.

understood demonst.

vi.
:

28); the

that day

art.

when

in Di>?

is,

as at Eccles.

she will be spoken for

3 after "if'! may have
under Ps. lxxxvii. 3) thus the general
signification of " concerning," 1 Sam. xix. 3, is modified in the sense
of courting a wife, 1 Sam. xxv. 39.
The brothers now take speech
i.e.

will attract the attention of a suitor.

manifold significations

(vid.

;
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in hand, and answer Sliulamith's question as to

be done for the future safety of their
comes that she shall be sought for
Ver. 9

If

what

sister

little

will

when

have to

the time

she be a wall,

We will build upon her a pinnacle of silver;
And

if

she be a door,

We will block her up
The brothers

with a board of cedar-wood.

are the nearest guardians and counsellors of the sister,

and, particularly in the matter of marriage, have the precedence even

and mother, Gen. xxiv. 50, 55, xxxiv. 6-8. They
suppose two cases which stand in contrast to each other, and anof the father

nounce their purpose with reference to each case. Hoelem. here
affects a synonymous instead of the antithetic parallelism
for he
maintains that DK (DKi)
DN nowhere denotes a contrast, but, like
But examples such as Deut.
sive
sive, essential indifference.
;

.

.

.

.

3

xviii.

•

(sive

bovem, sive ovem) are not applicable here;

for this

DK
DK, denoting essential equality, never begins the antecedents of two principal sentences, but always stands in the component
parts of one principal sentence. Wherever Dan ... DK commences two
correl.

. •

.

parallel conditional clauses, the parallelism is always, according to

the contents of these clauses, either synonymous, Gen. xxxi. 50,
Amos ix. 2-4, Eccles. xi. 3 (where the first OKI signifies ac si, and

Num.

29

Job xxxvi. 11 f. Isa.
haman, Modern
Syr. chamo, to preserve, protect) and rfo (from 7n, to hang loose, of
doors, Prov. xxvi. 14, which move hither and thither on their hinges)
is obvious.
A wall stands firm and withstands every assault if it
serves its purpose (which is here presupposed, where it is used as a
A door, on the contrary, is movefigure of firmness of character).
the
present
closed (nin is intentionally
able and though it be for
nns,
xix.
vid. Gen.
used, and not
6), yet it is so formed that it can
again.
A
maiden
inaccessible
to seduction is like a wall,
be opened
accessible
to
it
like
door.
In the apodosis, 9a, the
and one
is
a
renders
DTO
€7ro\|?«9
correctly
by
Jerome,
LXX.
by propugnacida.
FfVQ.
to
read
The
verb
"no,
is
not
necessary
cogn. in, signiBut it
whence
tirah
Arab,
dudr),
surround,
a
round
encampment,
fies to
(
and,
generally,
a
habitation,
Ps.
lxix.
xxv.
16,
Gen.
25 and then
whence
"WB,
row
range
together,
a
rank,
(cf.
Arab,
thur and
also, to
the second

i.

19

f.

sive),

The

or antithetic,

xvi.

f.

;

;

contrast between noin (from "on, Arab,

;

;

=

;

daur, which, in the manifoldness of their meanings, are parallel with

the French tour), or also tirah, which, Ezek. xlvi. 23 (vid. Keil),
denotes the row or layer of masonry, in the passage before us, a

—

row

of battlements (Ew.), or a

crown of the wall

(Hitz.),
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ments as a wreath on the summit of a wall. Is she a wall,
does she firmly and successfully withstand all immoral approaches
then they will adorn this wall with silver pinnacles

(cf. Isa. liv.

i.e.

?

12),

upon her the high honour which is due to her maidenly
purity and firmness silver is the symbol of holiness, as gold is the
symbol of nobility. In the apodosis 96, ?J? "WX is not otherwise meant
than when used in a military sense of enclosing by means of besieging,
but, like Isa. xxix. 3, with the obj.-accus., of that which is pressed
against that which is to be excluded "lis here means, forcibly to
press against, as "UD, Gen. ii. 21, to unite by closing up.
i.e.

will bestow

;

;

n«

(TO is

a board or plank

of a ship's side) of cedar

(cf.

wood

Ezek. xxvii. 5, of the double planks
Zeph. ii. 14, nn«, cedar wainscot).

(cf.

Cedar wood comes here into view not on account of the beautiful polish
which it takes on, but merely because of its hardness and durability.
Is she a door,

i.e.

accessible to seduction

?

they will enclose this door

•

around with a cedar plank, i.e. watch her in such a manner that no
seducer or lover will be able to approach her.
By this morally stern
but faithful answer, Shulamith is carried back to the period of her own
maidenhood, when her brothers, with good intention, dealt severely
with her.
Looking back to this time, she could joyfully confess
Ver. 10 I was a wall,

And my
Then

I

breasts like towers

became

in his eyes

Like one who findeth peace.

In the language of prose, the statement would be Your conduct is
good and wise, as my own example shows of me also ye thus faithfully took care
and that I met this your solicitude with strenuous
self-preservation, has become, to my joy and yours, the happiness of
my life. That in this connection not "OK noin, but noin *jk has to be
used, is clear she compares herself with her sister, and the praise
she takes to herself she takes to the honour of her brothers.
The
comparison of her breasts to towers is suggested by the comparison
of her person to a wall Kleuker rightly remarks that here the comparison is not of thing with thing, but of relation with relation the
breasts were those of her person, as the towers were of the wall,
which, by virtue of the power of defence which they conceal within
themselves, never permit the enemy, whose attention they attract, to
approach them.
The two substantival clauses, murus et libera mea
instar turrium, have not naturally a retrospective signification, as
they would in a historical connection (vid. under Gen. ii. 10); but
they become retrospective by the following "then I became," like
:

;

;

:

;

:

Deut. xxvi. 5, by the historical tense following, where, however,
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to be remarked that the expression, having in itself no relation to

is

time,

which

is

incapable of being expressed in German, mentions the

way that excludes the present, but as including it.
She was a wall, and her breasts like the towers, i.e. all seductions
rebounded from her, and ventured not near her awe-inspiring attractions
then (W, temporal, but at the same time consequent thereupon, and for this reason, as at Ps. xl. 8, Jer. xxii. 15, etc.) she
became in his (Solomon's) eyes as one who findeth peace. According
he deemed it good to
to the shepherd-hypothesis, she says here
forbear any further attempts, and to let me remain in peace (Ewald,
Hitz., and others).
But how is that possible ? WSa tfkf two is a
past not in a

;

;

:

of the frequently occurring 'J'W ft KXD, which is used
woman gaining the affections of a man, Esth. ii 17,

variation

especially of a

Deut. xxiv. 1, Jer. xxxi. 2
I

was in

his eyes as one

cumstantial expression

and the expression here used, " thus
more cir" then I found (?nwo ?K) in his eyes

;

for,

findeth peace," is only the

which doubtless means more than

peace,"

he

f.

who

me

left

further unmolested

means inward agreement,

;

Bb&

:

I brought

in this

it to this,

case, as

syn.

confidence, friendship, as at Ps.

that

of

xli. 1

jn,
;

means, as in the salutation of peace and in a hundred other
And why should she use ob& instead of
cases, a positive good.
jn, but that she might form a play upon the name which she imthere

it

mediately, 11a, thereafter utters, <Kb&, which signifies, 1
9, "

Chron.

The man of peace."

That Shulamith had found shalom
(peace) with Sh'lomoh (Solomon), cannot be intended to mean that
uninjured she escaped from him, but that she had entered into a
The
relation to him which seemed to her a state of blessed peace.
xxii

delicate description, " in his eyes," is designed to indicate that she

appeared to him in the time of her youthful discipline as one
finding peace.
The 3 is 3 veritatis, i.e. the comparison of the fact

with

its idea, Isa.

xxix. 2, or of the individual with the general and

common, Isa. xiii. 6 Ezek. xxvi 10 Zech. xiv. 3. Here the
meaning is, that Shulamith appeared to him corresponding to the
idea of one finding peace, and thus as worthy to find peace with
;

him.

One

" finding peace " is one

;

who

gains the heart of a man, so

that he enters into a relation of esteem and affection for her.

This

generalization of the idea also opposes the notion of a history of
riKXiD is from the ground-form matsiat, the parallel form
Sam. xviii. 22.
Solomon has won her, not by persuasion
or violence
but because she coidd be no other man's, he entered
with her into the marriage covenant of peace (cf. Prov. ii 17 with

seduction.

to nswio, 2

;

Isa. liv. 10).
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It now lies near, at least rather so than remote, that Shulamith,
thinking of her brothers, presents her request before her royal

husband
Ver. 11 Solomon had a vineyard in Baal-hamon

;

He committed the

vineyard to the keepers,
That each should bring for its fruit
A thousand in silver.
12 I myself disposed of my own vineyard
The thousand is thine, Solomon,

And two hundred for the keepers of its fruit
'?? njn 0">? are to be

The words
xxi. 1, and

'm ens, 1 Kings
Solomon had a vineyard " (cf.
1 Sam. ix. 2; 2 Sam vi. 23, xii. 2
2 Kings i 17; 1 Chron.
xxiii. 17, xxvi. 10), not "Solomon has a vineyard," which would
have required the words 'y? 0">3, with the omission of nvi.
I
formerly explained, as also Bottcher a vineyard became his, thus at
present is his possession and thus explaining, one could suppose
that it fell to him, on his taking possession of his government, as a
component part of his domain but although in itself b rroi can
mean, " this or that has become one's own " (e.g. Lev. xxi. 3), as well
as " it became his own," yet here the historical sense is necessarily
connected by rpn with the fro foil Solomon has had , he has
given; and since Solomon, after possessing the vineyard, would
probably also preserve it, Hitzig draws from this the conclusion,

TT?

.

.

.,

Isa.

v.

translated after

1, "

;

:

;

;

:

.

.,

that the poet thereby betrays the fact that he lived after the time of

But these are

Solomon.

certainly words

which he puts into Shula-

mith's mouth, and he cannot at least have forgotten that the heroine
of his drama is a contemporary of Solomon and supposing that he
had forgotten this for a moment, he must have at least once read
over what he had written, and could not have been so blind as to
have allowed this fWi which had escaped him to stand. We must
thus assume that he did not in reality retain the vineyard, which,
;

he possessed it, he also " probably " retained,
whether he gave it away, or exchanged it, or sold it, we know not
but the poet might suppose that Shulamith knew it, since it refers
For lion h?3, LXX.
to a piece of land lying not far from her home.
BeeXa/Mov, is certainly the same as that mentioned in Judith viii. 3,
according to which Judith's husband died from sunstroke in Bethulia,
and was buried beside his fathers "between Bothaim and Balamon" 1
as Hitzig supposes,

1

Baal-Meon (now Main) lying half an hour to the
Meon (now Main) on this [the west]
Vid. art. "Maon," by Kleuker in
Jordan, Nabal's Maon, near to Carmel.

This

is

certainly not the

south of Heshbon
side of

if

;

there is also, however, a

Schenkel's Bill. Lex.
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(probably,

as the sound of

the word denotes, Belmcn, or, more

iv. 4, with which
Kleuker in Schenkel's Bibl. Lex., de Bruyn in his Karte, and others,
interchange it ; and |ten, Josh. xix. 28, lying in the tribe of Asher).
This Balamon lay not far from Dothan, and thus not far from

accurately, Belmain, as it is also called in Judith

Esdrdelon; for Dothan lay
of Jezreel,

where

it

(cf. Judith iii. 10) south of the plain
has been discovered, under the name of Tell

lies embosomed in the
The ancients, since Aquila, Symm., Targ., Syr.,
and Jerome, make the name of the place Baal-hamon subservient to

Dotan, in the midst of a smaller plain which
hills of

the south.

1

their allegorizing interpretation,
like fancies

;

e.g.

but only by the aid of soap-bubble-

Hengst. makes Baal-hamon designate the world

nothrim [keepers], the nations; the 1000 pieces in
compi-ehended in the ten commandments.

the duties

silver,

Hamon

is

there under-

The place may, indeed, have its name
from the multitude of its inhabitants, or from an annual market
held there, or otherwise from revelry and riot; for, according to
8
Hitzig, there is no ground for co-ordinating it with names such as
Baal-Gad and Baal-Zephon, in which Baal is the general, and what
stood of a large, noisy crowd.

name of God. Amon, the Sun-God, specially
Egyptian Thebes, has the bibl. name itoK, with
which, after the sound of the word, accords the name of a place lying,
follows the special

worshipped in

according to Jer. Denial

The

Tyrus, but not

1, in the region of

ii.

jion.

Amon

Ra, which would direct rather to
Baalbec, the Coele-Syrian Heliupolis, is improbable because the poet
reference to the Egypt.

;

would certainly not have introduced into his poem the name of the
place where the vineyard lay, if this name did not call forth an idea
corresponding to the connection.
The Shulamitess, now become
Solomon's, in order to support the request she makes to the king,
relates an incident of no historical value in itself of the near-lying
Sunem (Sulem), situated not far from Baal-hamon to the north, on
the farther side of the plain of Jezreel.
She belongs to a family
whose inheritance consisted in vineyards, and she herself had acted
in the capacity of the keeper of a vineyard,

i.

6,

—

so

much

the less

wondered at that she takes an interest in the
vineyard of Baal-hamon, which Solomon had let out to keepers on
the condition that they should pay to him for its fruit-harvest the
therefore

is it

to be

sum of 1000 shekels of
Anm. 2, to be supplied),
1

silver {shekel
to}, since

Vid. Robinson's Physical Geogr.

of

is,

according to Ges. § 120. 4,
interpreted nvt retro-

we have
the

Holy Land,

p.

113

;

Morrison's

Recovery of Jerusalem (1871), p. 468, etc.
* Cf . also Schwarz' Das heilige Land, p. 87.
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might also indeed be rendered imperfect, as equivalent

to afferebat, or, according to Ewald, § 136c, afferre solebat; but since fro

= «fe'SoTo,

Matt. xxi. 33, denotes a gift laying the recipients under
an obligation, K3J is used in the sense of N3J ("iB'K) \Vd> however,
jpoi> is not to be supplied (Symm. ivey/qj), but K3J in itself signifies
afferre debebat (he ought to bring), like 'JP, Dan. i 5, they should
stand (wait upon), Ewald, § l'd6g. Certainly DntM does not mean
tenants, but watchers,
the post-bibl. language has "on, to lease, ^ip,
to take on lease, "i«n, rent, e.g. Mczla ix. 2,
but the subject here is
;

—

a locatio conductio

;

—

for the vine-plants of that region are entrusted to

the " keepers " for a rent, which they have to pay, not in fruits but
in money, as the equivalent of a share of the produce (the 3 in
is

the 3 pretii).

Isa. vii.

23

is

'")B3

usually compared; but there the

money value of a particularly valuable portion of a vineyard, consisting of 1000 vines, is given at " 1000 silverlings" (1 shekel);
while, on the other hand, the 1000 shekels here are the rent for a
portion of a vineyard, the extent of which is not mentioned. But
that passage in Isaiah contains something explanatory of the one
before us, inasmuch as

we

into portions of a definite

into m'komoth

whom

is

also

see

from

was divided
Such a division
each "keeper" to

that a vineyard

it

number of vines

in each.

For

here supposed.

if

the vineyard was entrusted had to count

1000

shekels for

its

produce, then the vineyard was at the same time committed to
several keepers, and thus

was divided into small sections

(Hitzig).

produce that remained over
;
after paying the rent fell to the " keepers " but since the produce
varied, and also the price of wine, this gain was not the same every
It is self-evident that the gain of the

and only in general are we to suppose from 126, that it
For the vineyard which
Shulamith means in 1 26 is altogether different from that of Baalhamon. It is of herself she says, i. 6, that as the keeper of a
vineyard, exposed to the heat of the day, she was not in a position
year,

yielded on an average about 20 per cent.

to take care of her

own

vineyard.

This her

own

vineyard

is

her beloved (Hoelem.), which not only does not harmonize with
(for

not
i.

6

she there looks back to the time prior to her elevation), but

own person, as comprehending everything pleasant and lovely
which constitutes her personality (iv. 12-v. 1), as herem is the sumtotal of the vines which together form a vineyard.
Of this figurative vineyard she says
This must
'h'f
mean, according to Hitzig, Hoelem., and others, that it was under
her protection but although the idea of affectionate care may, in
her

:

^

W.

;

certain circumstances, be connected with vtb, Gen. xvii. 18, Frov.
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this or that is "SB?, wherever it has not
iv. 3, yet the phrase:
merely a local or temporal, but an ethical signification, can mean
nothing else than it stands under my direction, Gen. xiii. 9, xx. 1 5,
Gen. xxiv. 51 ; 1 Sam. xvi. 16. Rightly
xlvii. 6 j 2 Chron. xiv. 6
Shulamith also has a
Heiligst., after Ewald: in potestate meet, est.
vineyard, which she is as free to dispose of as Solomon of his at
Baal-hamon. It is the totality of her personal and mental endqwments.
This vineyard has been given over with free and joyful- cordiality
This vineyard also has keepers (one
into Solomon's possession.
here sees with what intention the poet has chosen in 11a just
that word Dnw)
to whom Shulamith herself and to whom
Solomon also owes it that as a chaste and virtuous maiden she
became his possession. These are her brothers, the true keepers
and protectors of her innocence. Must these be unrewarded ? The
full thousands, she says, turning to the king, which like the annual
:

;

—

produce of the vineyard of Baal-hamon will thus also be the fruit
Solomon,
my own personal worth, shall belong to none else,

of

If the
than to thee, and two hundred to the keepers of its fruit
keepers in Baal-hamon do not unrewarded watch the vineyard, so
the king owes thanks to those who so faithfully guarded his Shula!

mith.

The poetry would be reduced

to prose if there

were found

in Shulamith'8 words a hint that the king should reward her brothers

with a gratification of 200 shekels.
She makes the case of the
vineyard in Baal-hamon a parable of her relation to Solomon on the

From
one hand, and of her relation to her brothers on the other.
BTiKD, one may conclude that there were two brothers, thus that the
rendering of thanks
that the

200

reward for

is

thought of as

"ifc'Jtt?

(a tenth part)

;

but so
as a

meant not as a tax on the thousand, but
the faithful rendering up of the thousand.
are

The king, who seems to this point to have silently looked on in
inmost sympathy, now, on being addressed by Shulamith, takes
speech in hand he does not expressly refer to her request, but one
;

perceives from his words that he heard it with pleasure.

He

expresses to her the wish that she would gratify the companions of

who were assembled around her, as well as himself, with
a song, such as in former times she was wont to sing in these
mountains and valleys.
her youth

Ver. 13

We

thou (who art) at borne in the gardens,
Companions are listening for thy voice
Let me hear

observe that in the rural paradise with which she

she finds herself in her element

is

surrounded,

It is a primary feature of her
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her longing after quietness

:

mind and

for contemplation
her delight in thoughts of the Creator suggested by the vegetable
world, and particularly by the manifold soft beauty of flowers ; she
is again once more in the gardens of her home, but the address, "

for collectedness of

thou at home in the gardens " denotes that wherever she is, these
gardens are her home as a fundamental feature of her nature.
The
Bnan are not Solomon's companions, for she has come hither with
!

Solomon
have not

leaning on his arm.
Also it is indicated in the
" are listening for thy voice," that they are such as

alone,

expression

:

for

a long time heard the dear voice which was wont to
The San are the companions of the former

cheer their hearts.

shepherdess and keeper of a vineyard, i 61, the playmates of her
youth, the friends of her home.
represent Solomon as saying

T."}?

With a
.

nor

fine tact the

U^n

:

poet does not

the former would be

contrary to the closeness of his relation to Shulamith, the latter

By

contrary to the dignity of the king.

expressed a one-sided reference, nor

D<"on

there

is

neither

a double-sided excluded.

is

That " for thy voice " refers not to her voice as speaking, but as the
old good friends wish, as singing, is evident from ,?P ?f''? in connection with ii. 14, where also "ftp is to be supplied, and the voice of
song is meant.
She complies with the request, and thus begins
,1

Ver. 14 Flee,

my beloved,

And be thou

like a gazelle,

Or a young one

Upon

of the harts,

spicy mountains.

Hitzig supposes that with these words of refusal she bids him away
from her, without, however, as " my beloved " shows, meaning them
in a bad sense.
coquetry.

he who

If it is
is

thus, as Eenan says, be bantering
Solomon who makes the request, and thus also

They would

addressed here, not the imaginary shepherd violently

introduced into this closing scene

thousand)

is thine,

Solomon"

in

(ver. 12),

spite

of the words "(the

then Shulamith's ignoring

would be as unseemly if she sang of
it would be wilful if she
So far the
kept silent when requested by her royal husband.
Spanish author, Soto Major, is right (1599) jussa et rogata id non
Thus with " flee " she begins a song
debuit nee potuit recusare.
which she sings, as at ii. 15 she commences one, in reponse to a
Hoelem. finds in her present
similar request, with "catch us."
happiness, which fills her more than ever, the thought here expressed
that her beloved, if he again went from her for a moment, would yet

of his request

her

own

is scornful, for it

accord to please her friends, as

:
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very speedily return to his longing, waiting bride.1
the circumstance that Shulamith

and that the wedding

ma

;

little

but

is

married,

the words must at least have been

signified generally to hasten hither,

Thus, at least as

But apart from

bride,

festival is long past, there is not a syllable of

that thought in the text
if

no longer a

is

to

disport

enlarged to sov dfmih-l'cha,

under

rna,

ii.

himself,

give

i.e.

frolicsome and aimless mirth on these spicy mountains.
I'cha, is

vK

to hasten forth.

1 7, without v«, signifies " turn thymean " flee hither." The words of the

a3 3D,

self hither," can this rna
song thus invite Solomon

and not

ii.

way
As

1 7, for the sake of the

to

sov

added

here b'rahh-l'cha (Gen. xxvii. 43) is
enlarged to b'rahh ud'meh (udameh) I'cha.
That " mountains of

figures (vid.

ii.

9), so

spices " occurs here instead of " cleft mountains,"
reason, as has already been there remarked,

ii.

1 lb,

has

its

and as Hitzig, Hoelem.,

and others have discovered, in the aim of the poet to conclude the
pleasant song of love that has reached perfection and refinement with
an absolutely pleasant word.
But with what intention does he call on Shulamith to sing to
her beloved this rna, which obviously has here not the meaning of
escaping away (according to the fundamental meaning, transversum
currere), but only, as where it is used of fleeting time, Job ix. 25,
xiv. 2, the sense of hastening ?
One might suppose that she whom
he has addressed as at home in gardens replies to his request with the
invitation to hasten forth among the mountains,
an exercise which
gives pleasure to a man.
But (1) Solomon, according to ii. 16,
and (2) if he took
vi. 2 f., is also fond of gardens and flowers

—

;

pleasure in ascending mountains,

it

doubled

his. joy,

according to

Shulamith ; and (3) we ask, would this
closing scene, and along with it the entire series of dramatic pictures,
find a satisfactory conclusion, if either Solomon remained and gave
no response to Shulamith's call, or if he, as directed, disappeared
alone, and left Shulamith by herself among the men who surrounded
Neither of these two things can have been intended by the
her ?
poet, who shows himself elsewhere a master in the art of composiiv. 8,

to share this joy with

In

tion.
is

ii.

17 the matter

lies

as yet in progress, and the

fellowship places a limit to

married, and the
1

summons

is

otherwise.

There the love-relation

abandonment of love
itself.

to uninterrupted

Now, however, Shulamith

unlimited.

is

It reconciles itself neither

The earth during the present time belongs to the earthly
only at the end shall the bridegroom fetch the bride, and appear as the
heavenly Solomon to thrust out the false and fleshly, and to celebrate the heavenly
marriage festival.
Similarly Godet

power

:

;
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with the strength of her love nor with the tenderness of the relation,
that she should with so cheerful a spirit give occasion

to

her

husband to leave her alone for an indefinite time. We will thus
have to suppose that, when Shulamith sings the song, " Flee, my
beloved," she goes forth leaning on Solomon's arm out into the
country, or that she presumes that he will not make this flight into
the mountains of her native home without her.
With this song
breaking forth in the joy of love and of life, the poet represents the
loving couple as disappearing over the flowery hills, and at the same
time the sweet charm of the Song of Songs, leaping gazelle-like from
one fragrant scene to another, vanishes away.

SONG.
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REMAEKS ON THE SONG BY
HE

8

DE.

J.

G.

WETZSTEIN.

following aphoristic elucidations of the Song are partly

from epistolary communications, but for the
most part are taken from my friend's " Treatise on the
Ik
Syrian thrashing-table " (in Bastian's Zeitsch. fur Ethnographic, 1873), but not without these extracts having been submitted
to him, and here and there enlarged by him.
The thrashing-table (l&'h ed-derds) is an agricultural implement
in common use from ancient times in the countries round the
collected

It consists of two boards of nut-tree wood or
bound together by two cross timbers. These boards are
bent upwards in front, after the manner of a sledge, so as to be able

Mediterranean Sea.
of oak,

to glide without interruption over the heaps of straw

;

underneath

they are set with stones (of porous basalt) in oblique rows, thus
forming a rubbing and cutting apparatus, which serves to thrash out
the grain and to chop the straw ; for the thrashing-table drawn by

one or two animals yoked to it, and driven by their keeper, moves
round on the straw-heaps spread on the barn floor. The thrashingtable may have sometimes been used in ancient times for the purpose of destroying prisoners of war by a horrible death (2 Sam.
xii. 31); at the present day it serves as the seat of honour for the
bride and bridegroom, and also as a bier whereon the master of the
house is laid when dead.
The former of these its two functions is
that which has given an opportunity to Wetzstein to sketch in that
Treatise,

under the title of " The Table in the King's-week," a picture

of the marriage festival

among the Syrian

peasantry.

This sketch

contains not a few things that serve to throw light on the Song, which

we

here place in order, intermixed with other remarks by Wetzstein
with reference to the Song and to our commentary on it.
i 6. In August 1861, when on a visit to the hot springs Elhamma, between Domeir and Eoheiba to the north of Damascus, I was
the guest of the Sheik 'Id, who was encamped with his tribe, a branch
of the SoUb, at the sulphurous stream there (nahar d-mukebret).
182
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J. G.

Since the language of this people (who inhabited the Syrian desert
previous to the

among

anity

Moslem

were longest confessors of Christi-

period,

the nomads, and therefore kept themselves free from

intermingling -with the tribes that at a later period had migrated

from the peninsula) possesses its own remarkable peculiarities, I
embraced the opportunity of having dictated and explained to me,
for three whole days, Solebian poems.
The introduction to one of
these is as follows " The poet is SoliU Tuwis, nephew of (the already
mentioned) R&shid. The latter had had a dispute with a certain
Bishr; that TuwSs came to know, and now sent the following
kasidah (poem) to Bishr, which begins with praise in regard to his
uncle, and finally advises Bishr to let that man rest, lest he (Tuw6s)
should become his adversary and that of his party."
The last verse
is in these words
:

:

" That say

I

to you, I shall

become the adversary of the disturber of the

peace,

Bend my

right knee before him, and, as a second Zir,

show myself on

the field of battle (the menac/*)-"

Zir

a hero celebrated in the Diwan of Bent Hilal ; and to bend
is to enter into a conflict for life or death
the figure

is

the right knee
is

:

derived from the sword-dance.

1

So much regarding the poem of
be gained for the explanation of

Solebl.

From

can nothing

this

the Song ? This is for the
most part interpreted as the Niph. of rnn or Tin (to be inflamed, to

be angry with one)

most natural
snort

;

but

*3"VW|? of

why not

to interpret this

"iru

as the Pih. of

to

It is certainly

?

in the sense of nakhar, to breathe,

but the LXX., Symm., Theod., in rendering by

;

futx^amo

(SiefiaxeaavTo), appear to have connected with nihharu, the
1

If this dance, e.g., is

danced to celebrate a victory,

that the spectators call out to a

Kneel to

her.

He who

is

young man

it

meaning

not seldom happens
by the dancer

particularly struck

:

thus challenged steps into the circle, sinks

down on

his

right knee, in which inconvenient attitude he endeavours to approach the dancer,

who on

her part

falls

down on both her knees

;

sliding

and fencing according to
all her might

the beat of the music, she retreats, and at the same time seeks with

He parries the strokes with his left
arm, while he attempts to gain his object, viz. with his right hand to touch the
head of the dancer. If he succeeds in this, he cries out, " Dancer, I touch !
With that the play ends, and the victor leaves the arena amid the approving shouts
of the throng, often bleeding from many wounds. Many a one has forfeited his
life in his attempt to touch a celebrated beauty.
Since such death was selfto keep her assailant back with a sword.

hosen, the maiden goes unpunished.

If the assailant, as often

happens,

brother or father's brother's son of the dancer, in which case the venture
perilous,

he has the right to

kiss the

vanquished damsel, which

is

is

the

is less

always for the

spectator a great amusement.
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of that (Arab.) tanahar,

neck

which comes from tahrn, the front of tLe

The outstretched neck of the camel, the
brow, the nose, are,

breast, the head, the

known

in the Arab, mere
symbols for that which stands forward according to place, time, and
rank. Of this nahrn, not only the Old Arab. (yid. Kdmus under the
word) but also the Modern Arab, has denom. verbal forms.
In
Damascus they say, alsyl nahara min alystan, " the torrent tore away
a part of the garden opposing it ;" and according to the Deutsch. morg.

face, the

Zeitschr. xxii.

142, nahhar flana

Hence tanaharua,

well

it is

is " to

strive forward after one."

to step opposite to (in a hostile manner), like

takabalua, then to contend in words, to dispute; and nahir

mode of expression, one who
down to talk, discourses with him.

ing to a vulgar

is,

accord-

places himself coram

These denominativa
do not in themselves and without further addition express in the
modern idioms the idea of " to take an opponent by the neck," or
another, sits

" to fight
i.

7.

hand to hand with him."
For f^eiJ the Arab, njxj) presents

itself for

inhabitants of the town, as well as of the desert

comparison

;

with

{Radar and Bedu),

alghadwat, " the (maiden) languishing with love," a very favourite
designation for a maiden fatally in love

;

the mas. alghady (plur.

alghudat) is used in the same sense of a young man.

According to

its

denotes a maiden with a languishing eye, the
deeply sunk glimmerings of whose eyelids veil the eye. In Damascus

proper signification,

it

such eyes are called 'iwan dubbal, " pressed down eyes " and in the
Hauran, 'iwan mugharribat, " broken eyes ;" and they are not often
wanting in love songs there.
Accordingly, she who speaks seeks to
avoid the neighbourhood of the shepherds, from fear of the hatlealsitr,
i.e. for fear lest those who mocked would thus see the secret of her
love, in accordance with the verse
" By its symptoms love discovers itself to the world,
As musk which one carries discovers itself by its aroma."
;

:

The cypress never bears the name snawbar, which always
tribe.
The cypress is only
called serwa, collect, seru.
Since it is now very probable that nro
(bto) is the old Heb. name of the cypress, and since there can at
no time have been cypresses on the downs of Beirut, the connection
i.

17.

denotes only the pine, one of the pine

of (^JjjM with

nm is to

word rahhittenu, there

is

be given up.

Instead of the difficult Heb.

perhaps to be read v'lMihMnu (from hhdith

=

hhdils), " and our walls."
The word-form k>U- may have come
from the idiom of the Higaz, or from some other impure source,

into the written language; the living language

knows only hayt
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The written
hitdn (Syr. Egypt.) and hijut (Berbery).
has only the plur. hitdn, and uses D?n as an actual sing.

itself

For the transition of the
ii.

11.

" For

lo,

letter tsade into teth in the Song,

the winter

is

past, the rain is

cf. "ltw.

over—is gone."

These are the words of the enticing love of the bridegroom to his
beloved, whom he seeks to raise to the rank of queen. " The fairest
life of a Syrian peasant," thus Wetzstein's description
begins, " are the first seven days after his marriage, in which, along

period in the

with his young wife, he plays the part of king (melik) and she of
queen (melika), and both are treated and served as such in their

own

The

greater

part of village weddings take place for the most part in the

month

district

and by the neighbouring communities."

of March, the most beautiful
its loveliness (sahh'r)

which the proverb

dddr

refers

:

month

of the Syrian year, called from

= "praehtmonat"

(magnificent month), to
" If any one would see Paradise in its

flowery splendour (fi ezhdrihd), let
month of splendour (ft dddrihd).

and the sun now refreshes and

him contemplate

the earth in

its

Since the winter rains are past,

and does not, as in the
weddings are celebrated in
the open air on the village thrashing-floor, which at this time, with
few exceptions, is a flowery meadow.
March is also suitable as the
season for festivals, because at such a time there is little field labour,
and, moreover, everything then abounds that is needed for a festival.
During the winter the flocks have brought forth their young, there
are now lambs and kids, butter, milk, and cheese, and cattle for the
slaughter, which have become fat on the spring pasture
the neighbouring desert yields for it brown, yellow, and white earth-nuts in
such abundance, that a few children in one day may gather several
camel-loads."
The description passes over the marriage day itself,
with its pomp, the sword-dance of the bride, and the great marriage
feast, and begins where the newly married, on the morning after the
marriage night,
which the young husband, even to this day, like
appear as king
She young Tobiah, spends sometimes in prayer,
ind queen, and in their wedding attire receive the representative of
the bride's-men, now their minister (mez£r), who presents them with
a morning meal.
Then the bride's-men come, fetch the thrashingtable (" corn-drag ") from the straw storehouse (metben), and erect a
scaffolding on the thrashing-floor, with the table above it, which
is spread with a variegated carpet, and with two ostrich-feather
cushions studded with gold, which is the seat of honour (merteba) for
the king and queen during the seven days.
This beautiful custom
following months, oppress

by

it9

revives,

heat,

—

;

—

—
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For the more
unhappy the condition of the SyroPalestinian peasant, so much the more reasonable does it appear
that he should be honoured for a few days at least, and be celebrated
and made happy. And considering the facility and wantonness of
divorces in the Orient, the recollection of the marriage week, begun
has a good reason for

it,

and

also fulfils a noble end.

oppressive, troublesome, and

so joyfully, serves as a counterpoise to hinder a separation.

The custom of crowning the bridegroom no longer
The bride's crown, called in Damascus t&g-el-arus,
the Hauran 'orga (nanj?). This consists of a silver circlet,

11. '"no?.

iii.

exists in Syria.
is called

in

which

covered with a net of strings of corals of about three fingers'

is

Gold coins are fastened in rows to this net, the largest
being on the lowest row, those in the other rows upward becoming
breadth.

At the wedding feast the hair of the bride is
down over her neck and breast and that it
untied, and
its
wavy
form, it is only oiled with some fragrant
might not lose
The
crowning
substances.
thus begins the headband is first bound
always smaller.

falls freely

;

:

— which

on this day is not the Sembar (vid. Deut.
xxii.
Zeit.
but
the Kcsmdja, a long, narrow, silken band,
morg.
94),
interwoven with dark -red and gold, and adorned at both ends
with fringes, between which the Sumuch, silver, half-spherical little
The ends of the Kesmaja fall on both sides of
bells, hang down.
one
on
the head, the
the breast and the other on the back, so that
Sumuch
the sound of the
is distinctly perceptible only during the
of
bride.
sword-dance
the
Over the Kesmaja the crown is now
that
placed in such a way
it rests more on the front of the head,
and the front gold pieces of the under row come to lie on the naked
In the Sahka, partly referred to under vii. 2, the poet
brow.
on her head,

addresses the goldsmith

" And beat

(for the bride) little bells,

the tymbals (nakkarat)

And

which constantly swing and ring

like

1
;

(beat) the crown, one of four rows, and let Gibadis 4 be

on the brow."

1
By nakMrdt are meant those little tymbals (kettledrums) which are used to
keep time with the dancing-song, when that is not done by the tambourine. The
ladies of Damascus take them with them to every country party, where frequently,
without any singing, they are the only accompaniment of the dance. They are
thus used a damsel seats herself on the bare ground, places the two (scarcely is
there ever only one) saucers large copper hemispheres before her breast, and
:

—

beats against

them with two wooden

—

mallets.

Their strings are

made

of the skins

of goats or gazelles, while, for the tambourine, preference is given to the throatpelican.
These tymbals, like our own, have an unequal sound
out of tune, they are rectified by being heated over a brazier.

bag of the
*

The Gihddi

is

;

when

a rare Turkish gold piece of money, of old and beautiful
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orga must be
which in the ffaurdn is the
foot-buckle so that, from the root 'arag, " to be bent," it is the
designation of a bow or circlet, which the word taj also certainly
means.
However, on one occasion in Kor&a (to the east of Bosra),
while we were looking at a bride's crown, one said to me " They
call it 'orga, because the coral strings do not hang directly down,
but, running oblique (muarwajat), form a net of an elongated

Etymologically considered, I believe that the word
regarded as parallel with 'argun

(p3~jy),

;

:

square."

Who

14. nviJN.

iv.

the Heb.

*!&* ?

enf, "

And

recognises in the Moorish nif, "the nose,"

The word

yet the two words are the same.

used by the wandering Arabs,
"nif, which is changed into T?.

who

are fond
K in the
beginning of a word, particularly before a grave and accented
syllable, readily falls away.
From ntf (neif), finally, comes nif,
*|:K,

the nose,"

of the dimin.

the

because

thong

idiom

of

the

Moorish Arabians

;

for

the diph-

rejects

ei.

Thus,
little

W*,

is

also, it fared

with the word ni^ns, « the

little

house," as the three-cornered capsules of the

—an

aromatic plant which

tent," " the

cardamum

are

day so ardently
loved by the Hadar and the Bedu, on account of its heat, and
especially its sweet aroma, that one would have been led to wonder
if it were wanting in this passage of the Song.
From ?nfc there is'
formed the dimin. rns, and this is shortened into Ml, which is at
the present day the name of the cardamum, while the unabbreviated
called,

"hel is retained as

is

to the present

—we

the caritative of the original meaning,

jd "Mli, " my dear tent-

(i.e.

tribal)

companions."

it has given rise
began at an early period, is shown
by the Phoenician language ; for the bibl. names Hiram and Huram
are abbreviated from Ahi-ram and Ahu-ram ; and the Punic stones
supply many analogues, e.g. the proper names HimUeath (= AhhiMilcath, restrictus reginae coeli) with Reth/mMeath (= Ahith-Milcath)
and the like.
On one of the stones which I myself brought from
In a
Carthage is found the word fn instead of tfiN, " sir, master."

process
to a

is

observable in all the Semitic languages

say,

This linguistic

mass of new

That

roots.

;

it

which receives so many diverse
names by travellers, the W&>a ( Weiba), in the Araba valley, will be
and this the dimin. of rrtate, the name of an
an abbreviation of n?,
encampment of the Israelites in the wilderness (Num. xxi. 10). It
had the name 'en ovoth, " the fountain of the water-bottles," perhaps
similar way, the watering-place

.'!£,

coinage, thin but very large,

against the evil eye.

On a

and of the finest gold. It was carried as a charm
crown it forms the lowermost row of coins.

oriue's
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from the multitude of water-bottles filled here by water-drawers,
waiting one after another.
This encampment has been sought elsewhere—certainly incorrectly. Of the harbour-town Elath (on the
Eed Sea), it has been said, in the geography of Ihn el-Bennd (mss. of
the Royal Lib. in Berlin, Sect. Spr. Nr. 5), published in Jerusalem
about the year 1000 " Weila, at the north end of the (eastern) arm
of the Red Sea ; prosperous and distinguished rich in palms and
fishes
the harbour of Palestine, and the granary of Higaz is called
Aila by the common people but Aila is laid waste, it lies quite
in the neighbourhood."
Thus it will be correct to say, that the
name Weila is abbreviated from •&)%, " Little-Aila," and designated
a settlement which gradually grew up in the neighbourhood of the
old Aila, and to which, when the former was at last destroyed, the
name was transferred, so that " Little- Aila " became Aila ; therefore
:

;

;

—

;

it is

that the later Arab, geographers

know nothing

;

I

of Weila.

have already elsewhere mentioned, that at the root of the name
B*W), which,
of the well-known Port Sirfs lies the Arab. *sds (
among all the Syrian tribes, has lost the initial letter Elif, and
takes the form of Sds.
Hence the name Sue's {Smote), the diminutive.
The place has its name from this, that it was built on the
foundations of an older harbour.
Silv. de Sacy already (vid. Gesen. Thes. p. 336) conjectured that
n&iK means cardamums. But, as it appears, he based his proof less
on the identity of the two words Ml and ahalot, than on the circumthe Jemanic, and perhaps
stance that he found the word Mkula
in the hdhula of the
originally Indian name of cardamums
Egyptians of the present day.
But the Egyptian does not pronounce the k like h ; he does not utter it at all, or at most like a
Hamza, so that kdkula is sounded by him not hdhula, but 'd'ula.

=

—
—

And who

could presuppose the antiquity of this word, or that of

its

present pronunciation, in a land which has so radically changed

both

its

language and

its

inhabitants as

Egypt

?

And why

should

the Palestinians have received their Indian spices, together with their

Why not much rather from Aila, to which
names, from Egypt ?
they were brought from Jemen, either by ships or by the wellorganized caravans

(vid. Strabo, xvi.

time country Tihdma
desert (Job vi

19

;

?

4) which traded in the marichief place in the

Or from Tima, the

Isa. xxi. 14),

whither they were brought from

'Akir, the harbour of Gerrha, which, according to Strabo (as above),

was the great Arab, spice market ? But if Palestine obtained its
spices from thence, it would also, with them, receive the foreign
name for them unchanged, kakula, since all the Arab tribes

—
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In short, the word n&iK has
shown to be a pure Semitic word
by the plur. formations ahaloth and ahalim (Prov. vii. 17). The
punctuation does not contradict this. The inhabitants of Palestine
express the h sound very distinctly.

nothing to do with kdkula ;

it is

received the word, with the thing

Arabs, among whom the Heb.

itself,

^nic

through the

medium

of the

at the present time, as in

is

->?*?
thus the Arab vocalization is simply
from ?ni< in its proper signification, without
the name of the spice becoming thereby a meaningless foreign word.
That the living language had a sing, for "a cardamum capsule"
Interesting is the manner and way in which the
is self-evident.
modern Arabs help themselves with reference to this sing. Since Ml

ancient times, pronounced
retained to distinguish

;

it

does not discover the mutilated ?n», and the Arab.
modified

its

meaning

worn. unit. hila, "

Ml ;

tent-

(it signifies

Jj&\, besides,

has

and house-companions), the
is no longer formed from

a cardamum capsule,"

the word geras, " the

bell," is therefore adopted,

little

thereby

forming a comparison of the firmly closed seed capsules, in which
the loose seeds, on being shaken, give forth an audible rustling,

with the

which are hung round the bell-wether and the
Thus they say: take three or four little bells

little bells

leading cameL

and not teldt, arba Mldt (which at most, as a mercantile
would denote, " parcels or kinds " of cardamum) they
speak also of geras-el-Ml (" Ml little bells ") and geras-et-tib (" spice
This " little bell " illustrates the ancient &K. Suplittle bells ").
posing that kdkula might have been the true name of the cardamum,
then these would have been called rbpp rrf?n&, " kakula-cscpavl^a," by
the Heb. traders in spicery, who, as a matter of course, knew the
foreign name
while, on the contrary, the people, ignoring the
foreign name, would use the words D^a (sX!?) n^D^, "spice-capsules,"
or only ahaloth.
Imported spices the people named from their
(egrds),

:

expression,

;

;

appearance, without troubling themselves about their native names.
An Arabian called the nutmeg gdz-et-tib, " spice-nut," which would

correspond to a Heb. o^a faK.

So he called the clove-blossom
do, or merely mismdr, " clove."
The spice-merchant knows only the foreign word gurumful, " clove."
mismdr-et-tib, " spice-cloves," as

we

It is very probable that Ml, divested of its appellative signification

by the word

geras, in process of

time disappeared from the living

language.

That pounded cardamum is one of the usual ingredients in
coffee, we see from a poem, only a single very defective copy
of which could be obtained by "Wallin (vid. Deutsch. morg. Zeit.
Arab,
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The verse alluded

373).

to,

with a few grammatical and

metrical changes which were required,

"With a pot

(of coffee) in

And twenty

is

as follows

which must be cardamum and nutmeg,

cloves, the right proportion for connoisseurs."

The nut is not, as Wallin supposes, the cocoa-nut (gdz-el-Eirul), but
the nutmeg
and 'ud = " the small piece of wood," is the clove, as
Wallin also, rightly elsewhere 'ud and 'uda is the little stalk of
;

;

the raisin.
v. 1. " Eat, friends,

here

is

compared

drink and he drunken, beloved."

D'jno, Judg. xiv. 11,

With

D'JTJ

where thirty companions are

brought to Samson when he celebrated for seven days his marriage
in Timnath, the so-called bride's-men, who are called in post-bibl.

Heb. D^at^t?, and at the present day in Syria, shebdb
bridegroom's young

men;

their chief

is

el- arts, i.e.

called the Shebtn.

designation 'bride's-men' (Nymphagogen)

the

"The

not wholly suitable.

is

Certainly they have also to do service to the bride

;

and

if

she

is

a

form the essential part of the armed escort on horseback which heads the marriage procession (el-fdrida), and with mock
fighting, which is enacted before the bride and the bride's-maids (elstranger, they

ferrdddt), leads it into the bridegroom's village

;

but the chief duties

on the marriage day and during the ' king's week' belong
This escort must be an ancient instiproperly to the bridegroom.
Perhaps it had its origin in a time of general
tution of the country.
formed a watchinsecurity in the land, when the ' young men
guard, during the festival, against attacks."
The names jn and
jno Wetzstein derives from a jn, " to be closely connected," which
is nearly related to njn ; for he takes JT!!, Job vi. 27, as the etymologically closer description of the former, and JHD (= J£"|») he places
parallel to the Arab, word mirjd', which signifies " the inseparable
companion," and among all the Syrian nomad tribes is the designaof the shebdb

'

tion of the bell-wether, because it follows closely the steps of the

shepherd, carries his bread-pouch, and receives a portion at every
meal-time.
vii. 1.

What would ye

see in Shulamith?
" As the dance of Mahanaim."

" The sports during the days of the marriage festival are from
The various kinds of dances
time to time diversified with dances.
are comprehended under the general names of sahka and debka.

The sahka, pronounced by the Beduin sahie (= sahtsche), is a graceful
solitary dance, danced by a single person, or in itself not involving
The debka, " hanging dance," because the dancers
several persons.
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by their little fingers ; if they were linked
by their hands, this would give the opportunity of pressing
hands, which required to be avoided, because Arab ladies would not
permit this from men who were strangers to them.
For the most
part, the debka appears as a circular dance.
If it is danced by both
The
sexes, it is called debka muwadda'a = ' the variegated debka.'
sahka must be of Beduin origin, and is accordingly always danced
with a kasidah (poem or song) in the nomad idiom ; the debka is the
link themselves together

together

peculiar national dance of the Syrian peasantry (Hadart), and the

songs with which

danced are exclusively in the language of the
prevailing metre of the so-called Andalusian
v
o
ode (
o
), and it is peculiar to the
debka, that its strophes hang together like the links of a chain, or
like the fingers of the dancers, while each following strophe begins
with the words with which the preceding one closes [similar to the
step-like rhythm of the psalms of degrees; vid. Psalmen, ii. 257].
For the sahka and the debka they have a solo singer. Whenever he
has sung a verse, the chorus of dancers and spectators takes up the
kehrvers (meredd), which in the debka always consists of the two last
lines of the first strophe of the poem.
Instrumental music is not
only a little timbrel (deff), used by the solo
preferred in dancing
singer, who is not himself (or herself) dancing, gently accompanies
the song to give the proper beat " (cf. Ex. xv. 20 f., and Ps.

Hadart.

—

it is

They have the
|

—

|

— —

;

lxviii.

26).

To the

sahka, which

with the metre

u

is

—

danced

most part

after a kasidah (for the

o

|

—

o

|

—

o

|

—

without the kehrvers in £ time, belongs the sword-dance, which
the bride dances on her marriage day.
Wetzstein thus describes
it

in Deutsch. morg. Zeit. xxii.

"The
abu

figure of the dancer

h'we'sh,

'

she

who

is

106, having twice witnessed

(el-hdshi, 'she

in the ring

'),

who

fills

the

ring,'

it

or

the waving dark hair of her

locks cast loose, her serious noble bearing, her downcast eyes, her
graceful movements, the quick and secure step of her small naked
feet,

the lightning-like flashing of the blade, the skilful movements

which the dancer holds a handkerchief, the exact
keeping of time, although the song of the munshid (the leader)
becomes gradually quicker and the dance more animated this is a
scene which has imprinted itself indelibly on my memory.
It is
of her left hand, in

—

completed by the ring (h'wSsh), the one half of which is composed
of men and the other of women.
They stand upright, gently move
their shoulders,

to

and

and accompany the beat of the time with a swaying
upper part of their bodies, and a gentle beating of

fro of the
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hands stretched upwards before their breasts. The whole
The constant
brightened by a fire that has been kindled.
my own, my possesrepetition of the words jd haldli jd mdli,
sion
[vid. Psalmen, ii. 384, Anm.], and the sword with which the
husband protects his family and his property in the hand of the
maiden, give to the sahka, celebrated in the days of domestic happiness, the stamp of an expression of thanks and joy over the possesthe family and property
sion of that which makes life pleasant
for with the Hadart and the Bedawi the word haldl includes wife
and child."
" When the sahJca is danced by a man, it is always a sworddance.
Only the form of this dance (it is called sahkat d-Gawdfina),
as it is performed in G&f, is after the manner of the confre-dance,
danced by two rows of men standing opposite each other. The
dancers do not move their hands, but only their shoulders; the
women form the ring, and sing the refrain of the song led by the
munshid, who may here be also one of the dancers."
their

scene

is

!

—

vii. 2.

" How

beautiful are thy steps in the shoes,

prince's daughter

!

After the maidenhood of the newly married damsel has been
established

wedding

(cf.

Deut.

xxii.

festival, there

13-21) before the tribunal

begins a great dance

;

(dtvdri) of the

the song sung to

it

and the inevitable wasf, i.e. a
description of the personal perfections and beauty of the two, forms
Such a wasf was sung also yesterday during
its priucipal contents.

refers only to the

young

couple,

the sword-dance of the bride
wedding-festival days)

she

is

is

;

that of to-day (the

first

wholly in praise of the queen

now a wife, commends more

;

of the seven

and because

those attractions which are visible

In the Song, only vii. 2-6 x is comthan those which are veiled.
pared to this wasf.
As for the rest, it is the lovers themselves who
reciprocally sing.

*

Yet

this

may

According to Wetzstein's opinion,

v.

also

2

vv. 5-7, aims at giving only an agreeable

ff.

have been done under the

is also

a

teas/, to

commencement

;

which the narrative,

the songs of the Song

which he does not regard as Solomonic, nor as a dramatic united whole, particularly
the Wa.?/*-portions, appear to him to have been received into the Canon in order

some beautiful hallowed marriage songs, and to give
good examples for imitation to the occasional poets whose productions may in
ancient times, among the Hebrews, as in our own day among ourselves, have overstepped the limits of propriety and good taste. The allegorical or mystical interpretation appeared later, and was in this case something lying far nearer than e.g.
with those love-songs which were sung by the singers of the mosque of the Omajads
" Place, time, and cirat the festival thalilat, at the grave of John the Baptist.
cumstance," says the Damascene, " give to a song its meaning."
to preserve for the people
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The

1-5 and

repetition, iv.

4-7, are wholly after the manner of the wasf; in the Syrian
wedding songs also, these encomiums are after one pattern.
We quote here hy way of example such an encomium. It
vi.

forms the conclusion of a sahka, which had its origin under the following circumstances : When, some forty years ago, the sheik of

Nawd

gave away his daughter in marriage, she declared on her
wedding day that she would dance the usual sword-dance only along
with a kasidah, composed specially for her by a noted Hauran poet.
Otherwise nothing was to be done, for the Hauranian chief admired
the pride of his daughter, because it was believed it would guard
her from errors, and afford security for her family honour.
The most
distinguished poet of the district at that time was Kasim, el-Chinn,
who had just shortly before returned from a journey to Mesopotamia
to the phylarch of the Gerbd tribe, who had bestowed on him royal
gifts.
He lived in the district of Gdsim,1 famed from of old for its
poets, a mile (German) to the north of Nawd.
A messenger on
horseback was sent for him.
The poet had no time to lose he
stuck some writing materials and paper into his girdle, mounted his
ass, and composed his poem whilst on the way, the messenger going
before him to announce his arrival.
When Kasim came, the fire
was already kindled on the ground, the wedding guests were waiting,
and the dancer in bridal attire, and with the sword in her hand,
stood ready.
Kasim kissed her hand and took the place of leader
of the song, since from want of time no one could repeat the poem
moreover, Kasim had a fine voice.
When the dance was over, the
bride took her kesmdja from off her head, folded twenty Gdzi (about
thirty thalers) in it, and threw it to the poet,
a large present con;

;

—

sidering the circumstances, for the Jcesmdja of a rich bride

On

the other hand, she required the

The plan of the poem shows

poem

great skill

to be delivered

is costly.

up

to her.

Nawd, lying in the midst

of the extremely fruitful Batanian plain, is interested in agriculture

an extent unequalled in any other part of Syria and Palestine
sheik is proud of the fact that formerly Job's 500 yoke ploughed
2
there, and Nawd claims to be Job's town.
Since the peasant,
according to the well-known proverb, de bobus arator, has thought
and concern for nothing more than for agriculture ; so the poet might
to

its

1

Abu-Temm&m,

[Vitl. Delitzsch's
*

It is

the collector of the Hamasa, was also a native of G&sim.
Jud.-Arab. Poesien of the pre-Muhammed period, p. 1.]

not improbable that

Nawa

is

an abbreviation of 3i>K~1U, as Medina

is

of Medtnat-en-NeU.
of

Nawd.

vid.

Regarding the supposed grave of Job in the neighbourhood
Comment, on Job by Fr. Delitzsch.
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with certainty reckon on an understanding and an approbation of
He
his poem if he makes it move within the sphere of country life.
does

He

this.

sown

begins with this, that a shekdra,

for the dancer, which

is

wont

a benefice,

i.e.

to the honour
That the benefice might be

of one of great merit about the place.

sauwdmen (a sauwdma consists of
and
the poet has opportunity to present to
yoke) are required,
worthy of the

is

sown only

to be

recipient, four

six

his

audience pleasing pictures of the great shekdra, of harve'sts, thrashings,
measuring, loading, selling.
portion of the dancer

is

now

Of the produce
bought,

first

of the

wheat the

the clothes, then the orna-

ments; both are described. The was/ forms the conclusion, which
In the autumn of 1860, I received the poem
is here given below.
from a young man of Nawa at the same time along with other poems
The rest are much more
of Kasim's, all of which he knew by heart.
artistic and complete in form than the sahka.
Who can say how

many

weak

of the (particularly metrically)

points of the latter are

be attributed to the poet, and to the rapidity with which it was
composed and how many are to be laid to the account of those by
to

;

whom

was preserved

it

1

" Here hast thou thy ornament,

beautiful one

!

put

it

on, let nothing be

forgotten!
it on, and live when the coward and the liar are long dead.
She said Now shalt thou celebrate me in song, describe me in verse
from head to foot

Put

:

I say

And

fair one, thine attractions I

:

only the few will

I

am

describe which

nevar able to relate,

my

eyes permit

me

to see

Her head is like the crystal goblet, her hair like the black night,
Her black hair like the seven nights, the like are not in the whole year; 1
In waves it moves hither and thither, like the rope of her who draws
water,

And

all manner of fragrance, which kills me.
The new moon beams on her brow, and dimly illuminated are the balances,*

1

ber side locks breathe

These seven nights are the

(of the old calendar).

February and the first three of March
cloudy, rainy, and dark, and are called el-

last four of

They are very

"the borrowing nights," either because they have a share of the clouds,
and darkness of all the other nights of the year, as if borrowed from them, or

mustakridat,
rain,

because the seven reciprocally dispose of their shares, so that, e.g., the darkness of
each of these nights is sevenfold. The frequent hail which falls during these
cold disagreeable days

many

is

called

" old

wives' teeth " (asn&n-el- agaiz), because

old people die during these days.

* While sometimes the light of the new moon is weak and that of the balances
very strong ; the contrary is the case here. The balances are two constellations
the one is called the right balance (minzan-el-haJck), and consists of three very
bright stars ; the other is called the fake balance (m. el-butt), and consists of two
bright and one dimmer star.
is
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ber eyebrows like the arch of the Nun drawn by an artist's hand. 1
The witchery of her eyes makes me groan as if they were tl e eyes of

And

a

Kuficlady;"

Her nose is like the date of Irak, 3 the edge of the Indian sword
Her face like the full moon, and heart-breakiDg are her cheeks.
Her mouth is a little crystal ring, and her teeth rows of pearls,
scatters pearls ; and, ah me, how beautiful her lips
pure virgin honey, and healing for the bite of a viper.
Comparable to elegant writing, the Seijal* waves downwards on her

And her tongue
Her

spittle

chin,

Thus black seeds of the fragrant Kezha ' show themselves on white bread.
The Mani draws the neck down to itself with the spell written in Syr an
letters

Her neck

is like

the neck of the roe which drinks out of the fountain of

Kanawat.*

Her

breast like polished marble tablets, as ships bring

them

to

Si la

(Sidon),
Thereon like apples of the pomegranate two glittering piles of jewels.

Her arms are drawn swords, peeled cucumbers

—

oh that I had such I
incomparably beautiful her hands in the rose-red of the fftnnd-leaf
Her smooth, fine fingers are like the writing reed not yet cut
The glance of her nails like the Dura-seeds which have lain overnight in

And

milk;'
is a mass of cotton wool which a master's hand has shaken
into down, 8
her legs marble pillars in the sacred house of the Omajads.

Her body

And
1

The eyebrows are compared to the arch

of the Arab, letter

^ inverted

comparison, in which the rural poets imitate the insipid city poets,
sible
*

is

;

this

only admis-

before him a Nfin written by a caligraphic hand.
The eyes of the Kufic or Babylonian lady (babilija) are perfectly black, which

when one has

for the Arabians are particularly dangerous.

Also with the Babylonian sorceress
Zuhara, who led astray the two angels Hardt and MdHU (vid. Koran ii. 26), her
charms lay in her black eyes.
8 The date of 'Irdk is white and small,
not too long and very sweet.
4

The

Seijal is

a dakka,

standing over one another.

i.e.

a tattooed arabesque in the form of

The Mani

(ver. 20),

another dakka,

final Mini's (/»)

is

applied to the

top of the windpipe. It consists for the most part of a ring, in which is engraved
as a talisman a Syrian, i.e. a feigned angel's name ending in fo.
5
The Kezah, n. unit. Kezha, is the nigella saliva with which fine pastry is
sprinkled.
* Here it is not the well of the Wady Kanawat on the Hauran range that is
meant, but the Kanawat stream, an arm of the Baradd, which fills the tanks
of the Damascus houses, so that the thought would be that the neck of the bride
is white like that of a lady of the city, not brown like that of a peasant.
7 The Dura of the
Hauran is the millet, which, when laid in milk, receives a
white glance, and enlarges, so that it may be compared to a finger-nail.
8 The upholsterer
(nedd&f, usually called hallag) has a bow above one fathom
long, the string of which, consisting of a very thick gut-string, he places in
contact with the wool or cotton-wool which is to be shaken loose, and then
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There hast thou, fair one, thy attractions, receive

this,

nothing would be

forgotten,

And

live

and

flourish

vii. 8.

when the coward and the

" Thy body a heap of wheat,

set

liar are

long ago dead

round with

!

lilies."

Excursus regarding the winnowing shovel and the
winnowing fork in my Comment, on Isaiah, Wetzstein's illustration
of this figure was hefore me. The dissertation regarding the thrashing-table contains many instructive supplements thereto.
When the
grain is thrashed, from that which is thrashed (derts), which consists
of corn, chopped straw, and chaff, there is formed a new heap of
" According to its derivation
winnowings. which is called 'arama.

In the

fifth

(from 'aram, to be uncovered), 'arama means
destitute of vegetation

;

heaps of rubbish

'arama, 'oreima, 'irdm, are, in the Hauran

and Golan, proper names of several Puys (conical hills formed
by an eruption) covered with yellow or red volcanic rubbish.
In the terminology of the thrashing-floor, the word always and
without exception denotes the deHs-heaps not yet winnowed in the
Such a heap
Heb., on the contrary, corn-heaps already winnowed.
serves (Ruth iii. 7) Boaz as a pillow for his head when he lay down
and watched his property. Luther there incorrectly renders by
behind a Mandel,' i.e. a heap of (fifteen) sheaves on the contrary,
;

'

;

correctly at the passage before us (Song

wheat/

el-hinti) is

human

a heap of winnowed wheat.

viz.

vii. 3),

'

like

The wheat

a heap of

colour (el-lSn

in Syria regarded as the most beautiful colour of the

body."

a short wooden mallet. By the violent and rapid vibration of the
however closely it may have been pressed together and entangled,
changed with surprising quickness into the finest down.

strikes it with

string, the wool,
is
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INTKODUCTION".
|F we look at the world without God, it appears what it
is,
a magnificent, graduated combination of diverse
classes of beings, connected causes and effects, wellcalculated means and ends.
But thus contemplated,
the world as a whole remains a mystery.
If, with the atheist,
we lay aside the idea of God, then, notwithstanding the law of
causation, which is grounded in our mental nature, we abandon
the question of the origin of the world
If, with the pantheist,
we transfer the idea of God to the world itself, then the effect is
made to be as one with the cause, not, however, without the conception of God, which is inalienable in man, reacting against it;
for one cannot but distinguish between substance and its phenomena The mysteries of the world which meet man as a moral
being remain, under this view of the world, altogether without
solution. For the moral order of the world presupposes an absolutely
good Being, from whom it has proceeded, and who sustains it ; it
demands a Lawgiver and a Judge. Apart from the reference to
this Being, the distinction between good and evil loses its depth and
sharpness.
Either there is no God, or all that is and happens is a
moment in the being and life of God Himself, who is identical
with the world
thus must the world - destructive power of sin
remain unrecognised. The opinion as to the state of the world will,
from a pantheistic point of view, rise to optimism just as, on the
other hand, from an atheistic point of view, it will sink to pessimism.
The commanding power of goodness even the atheist may recognise
by virtue of the inner law peculiar to man as a moral being, but
the divine consecration is wanting to this goodness ; and if human
life is a journey from nothing to nothing, then this will be the best

—

—

:

;

179
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man

from the evil reality, and
views the world," says
"
water-buhble,
phantom,
Buddhism, as a
a
the king of death does
pleasure,
what
What
joy is in this world ?
Behold
not terrify.
of all goodness

:

that

set himself free

"

put his confidence in nothing.

—

Him who

undone by old age the diseased body
'
I have sons and treasures here will I
dwell in the season of the cold, and there in the time of the heat
thus thinks the fool and cares not for, and sees not, the hindrances
thereto.
Him who is concerned about sons and treasures, the
man who has his heart so entangled, death tears awaj7 as the
torrent from the forest sweeps away the slumbering village."
The view taken of the world, and the judgment formed regarding
While in the
it, in the Book of Ecclesiastes, are wholly different.
Book of Esther faith in God remains so much in the background
that there is nowhere in it express mention made of God, the name
1
of God occurs in Ecclesiastes no fewer than thirty-seven times, and
that in such a way that the naming of Him is at the same time the
confession of Him as the True God, the Exalted above the world,
the Governor and the Ruler over all And not only that the book
the changing form
it

dissolves

it

is

and corrupts

;

;

!

:

;

—

—

,

:

characterizes itself as a genuine product of the Israelitish

by

command,

Chokma

"

Fear thou
God," v. 6 [7], xii. 13, in the foremost rank as a fundamental moral
duty ; that it makes, viii. 1 2, the happiness of man to be dependent
thereon; that it makes, vii. 18, xi. 9, xii. 14, his final destiny to be
this, that,

true to its motto,

it

places the

his fearing God and that it contemplates the world
was created by God very good, iii. 11, vii. 29, and as
arranged, iii. 14, and directed so that men should fear Him. These
primary principles, to which the book again and again returns, are

by

conditioned

;

as one that

of special importance for a correct estimate of

Of

it.

like decisive importance for the right estimate of the theistic,

and at the same time also the pessimistic, view of the world preis this, that he knows of no future life compensating for the troubles of the present life, and resolving its mystery.
It is true that he says, xii. 7, that the life-spirit of the man who
dies returns to God who gave it, as the body returns to the dust of
which it is formed; but the question asked in iii. 21 shows that
this preferring of the life-spirit of man to that of a beast was not,
And what does this return to
in his regard, raised above all doubt.
sented by Koheleth

1

D^Kfl,

ii.

24, 26,

iii.

11,

14 (twice), 15, 17, 18,

19, vi. 2 (twice), vii. 18, 14, 26, 29,

Dv6n

iii.

viii.

iv. 17, v. 1, 5, 6, 17,

18a,

15, 17, ix. 1, 7, xi. 5, 9, xii 7, 18, 14.

10, 13, v. 3, 186, vii. 18, viii. 2, 13.
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God mean

?

By no means

such a return unto

God

as

amounts to

man

the annihilation of the separate existence of the spirit of
in the

first place,

there

;

for,

the supposition of this separate existence

is

running through the Bible in the second place, roro, xii. 75, does
not point to an emanation and in the third place, the idea of Hades
prevailing in the consciousness of the ages before Christ, and which
;

;

that of

is also

Man

Koheleth, proves the contrary.

exists also

beyond the grave, but without the light and the force of thought
and activity characterizing his present life, ix. 5, 10. The future
life is not better, but is worse than the present, a dense darkness
enduring " for ever," ix. 6, xi 8, xii. 5b.
It is true, indeed, that
from the justice of God, and the experiences of the present life as
standing in contradiction thereto,
xii 14,
light

;

xi. 9,

that there

is

viii.

14, the conclusion

is

drawn,

a last decisive judgment, bringing

all to

but this great thought, in which the interest of the book in

the progress of religious knowledge comes to a climax,

only an abstract postulate of
brighten the future

;

and

is

as yet

and not powerful enough to
also, not powerful enough to lift

faith,

therefore,

us above the miseries of the present.

That the author gives utterance to such thoughts of the future
7 and xi. 9, xii. 14, to which Wisd. iii. 1 ("The souls of
the righteous are in God's hand, and no trouble moves them ") and
Dan. xii. 2 ("Many that sleep in the dust of the earth shall
awake, some to everlasting life, and some to shame and everlasting
as

—

xii.

contempt") are related, as being their expansion,

— warrants

Job does

the

supposition that he disputes as

little

the reality of a better future;

but only that the knowledge of

as

in chap.

xiv.

such a future was not yet given to him.
In general, for the first
time in the N. T. era, the hope of a better future becomes a

common

portion of the church's creed, resting on the basis of faith

in the history of redemption warranting

it

;

and

is

advanced beyond

the isolated prophetic gleams of light, the mere postulates of faith
that were ventured upon, and the unconfirmed opinions, of the times

The N". T. Scripture shows how altogether different
and of change appears to be since a world of recompense and of glory has been revealed as its background since the
Lord has pronounced as blessed those who weep, and not those who
laugh; and since, with the apostle (Kom. viii. 18), we may be convinced that the sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be
compared with the glory that shall be revealed to us. The goal
of human life, with its labour and its sufferings, is now carried
beyond the grave. That which is done under the sun appears only

preceding Christ.

this world of sin

;
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and everlasting operation, governed
by the wisdom of God, the separate portions of which can only be
understood in their connection with the whole. The estimate taken
of this present world, apart from its connection with the future,
must he one-sided. There are two worlds the future is the solution
of the mystery of the present.
N. T. believer would not be able to write such a hook as that
of Job, or even as that of Ecclesiastes, without sinning against
revealed truth ; without renouncing the better knowledge meanwhile
made possible without falling hack to an 0. T. standpoint. The
as a segment of the universal

:

A

M
I

;

author of the Book of Ecclesiastes
'

its

0. T.

manifestation,

—he

is

is related to revealed religion in
a believer before the coming of

but not such an one as all, or as most were, but of peculiar
There are some natures that have a tendency
The author of this book does
to joyfulness, and others to sadness.
not belong to the latter class; for if he did, the call to rejoice,
Christ

;

character and position.

>

)/
i

1

/

Jr

15, etc., would not as it does pervade his book, as the
though in a deeper sense, pervades the Epistle to the
Neither does he belong to those superficial natures
Philippians.
xi. 9, viii.

Xatpere,

which see almost everything in a rosy light, which quickly and
easily divest themselves of their own and of others' sorrows, and on
which the stern earnestness of life can make no deep and lasting
Nor is he a man of feeling, whom his own weakness
impressions.
makes a prophet of evil ; not a predominatingly passive man, who,
before he could fully know the world, withdrew from it, and now
citicises it from his own retired corner in a careless, inattentive mood
but a man of action, with a penetrating understanding and a faculty
of keen observation a man of the world, who, from his own experience, knows the vorld on all its sides ; a restless spirit, who has
consumed himself in striving after that which truly satisfies. That
this man, who was forced to confess that all that science and art, all
that table dainties, and the love of women, and riches, and honour
yielded him, was at last but vanity and vexation of spirit, and who
gained so deep an insight into the transitoriness and vanity of all
earthly things, into the sorrows of this world of sin and death, and
their perplexing mysteries, does not yet conclude by resigning himself to atheism, putting " Nothing " (Nirvdna), or blind Fate, in the
;

place of God, but firmly holds that the fear of

God

is

the highest

duty and the condition of all true prosperity, as it is the highest
that such is the case with him may
truth and the surest knowledge
well excite our astonishment; as well as this also, that he pene-

—

trates the

known

illusory character of earthly things in
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strained manner, despising the world in

God

in

it,

itself,

and

also the gifts of

v

but that he places his ultimatum as to the pure enjoyment

and extends it as widely
as God permits.
One might therefore call the Book of Koheleth,
* " The Song of the Fear of God," rather than, as H. Heine does,
"The Song of Scepticism;" for however great the sorrow of the
world which is therein expressed, the religious conviction of the
author remains in undiminished strength; and in the midst of all
the disappointments in the present world, his faith in God, and in
the rectitude of God, and in the victory of the good, stands firm as
a rock, against which all the waves dash themselves into foam.
" This book," says another recent author,1 " which contains almost as
of life within the limits of the fear of God,

many

contradictions as verses,

may

be regarded as the Breviary of

the most modern materialism, and of extreme licentiousness."

who can

man an end

this,

*

.

'

\

;

He
The

thus speak has not read the hook with intelligence.

appearance of materialism arises from

i

that the author sees in

w

and that is
;
In llie knowledge of the reverse side of the matter he does not come beyond the
threshold, because His hand was not yet there
viz. the hand of
the Arisen One
which could help him over it. And as for the
supposed licentiousness, ix. 7-9 shows, by way of example, how
greatly the fear of God had guarded him from concluding his search
into all earthly things with the disgust of a worn-out libertine.
the death of

similar to that of beasts

certainly so far true, but it is not the whole truth.

—

—

But there are certainly self-contradictions
They have a twofold ground They

astes.

Book of

in the
are,

Ecclesi-

on the one hand,

the reflection of the self-contradicting facts which the author affirms.

Thus, e.g.,

iii.

but that

man

he says that God has set eternity in the heart of man,
cannot find out from the beginning to the end the

1 1,

work which God maketh;
world

is for

man

a

God

ill

with the godless.

viii.

12, 13, that the best thing in this

to enjoy life

of

;

iii.

12, 14, that

But

it

»

;

but

to

be able to do

goes well with

them that

there is also the contrary

the ground-tone of the book, that everything has

this, is

—which

its

a

fear God,
is

gift

but
just
;

But ; only the

fear of God, after all that appertains to the world is found to be as
'4--

vanitas vanitatum, remains as the kernel without the shell, but the

commandment

of the fear of

God

as a categorical imperative, the

knowledge that the fear of God is in itself the highest happiness,
and fellowship with God the highest good, remain unexpressed
the fear of God is not combined with the love of God, as e,.g. in
Ps. Ixxiii. it serves only for warning and not for comfort.
On the
1
Hartmann's Das Lied vom Ewigen, St. Galle 1859, p. 12.

/

;
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other hand, the hook also contains contradictions, which consist in
contrasts

which the author

adjust

Thus,

e.g.,

is

not in a condition to explain and

the question whether the spirit of a dying man,

its way upwards, iii. 21, is proposed as one capable of a double answer ; but xii. 7 answers it
directly in the affirmative ; the author has good grounds for the

in contrast to that of a heast, takes

no absolute proofs. And while he denies the
and the energy of activity to those who have
gone down to Hades, ix. 10, he maintains that there is a final
decisive judgment of a holy and righteous God of all human conduct,
affirmative, but yet

light of consciousness

xi.

9,

xii.

14,

requital given

which, since there

on

is

frequently not a righteous

and since generally the issue here
the distinction between the righteous

earth, viii. 14,

does not bring to light,

ix. 2,

and the wicked, will take place in eternity ; but it is difficult to
comprehend how he has reconciled the possibility of such a final
judgment with the shadowy nature of existence after death.
The Book of Koheleth is, on the one side, a proof of the power
of revealed religion which has grounded faith in God, the One God,
the All-wise Creator and Governor of the world, so deeply and firmly
in the religious consciousness, that even the most dissonant and
confused impressions of the present world are unable to shake
and, on the other side,

it is

it

a proof of the inadequacy of revealed

religion in its 0. T. form, since the discontent

and the

grief

which

the monotony, the confusion, and the misery of this earth occasion,

remain thus long without a counterbalance, till the facts of the history
of redemption shall have disclosed and unveiled the heavens above
the earth.
In none of the 0. T. books does the Old Covenant appear
as it does in the Book of Koheleth, as " that which decayeth and
waxeth old, and is ready to vanish away" (Heb. viii. 13). If the
darkness of earth must be enlightened, then a New Covenant must
be established ; for heavenly love, which is at the same time heavenly
wisdom, enters into human nature and overcomes sin, death, and
Hades, and removes the turning-point of the existence of man from
The finger of prophecy points to this new era.
this to the future life.

And

Koheleth, from amid his heaps of ruins, shows

it is

that the heavens should

now

how

necessary

soon open above the earth

view of the world, dark, and only broken by scattered
not disowning its sullenness even where it recommends the happy enjoyment of life, which runs through the book in
a long series of dissonances, and gives to it a peculiar character. It
but is it also divided
is thus intentionally a homogeneous whole
That we may be able to
into separate parts according to a plan ?
It is a

gleams of

light,

;
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subject the contents of the book

to a

we

by step, yet steadily keeping the whole
the same time also serve as a preparation

searching analysis, step

This will at

view.

in
for

the exposition of the book.

Here below,

man

effects

all

things under the sun are vanity.

nothing that

is

enduring, and all that

beginning and a vanishing away again, repeating

ending

circle

motto,

i.

is

The labour
done

itself in

is

a never-

these are the thoughts of the book which stand as

:

of

only a

its

2—11.

Koheleth-Solomon,
vanity of

who had been king, then begins to set forth the
own experience. The striving

earthly things from his

all

knowledge,

after secular

i.

12

ff.,

has proved to him unsatisfactory, as

has also the striving after happiness in pleasure and in procuring the

means of

all

imaginable gratifications,

man

ii.

1-11

;

wisdom

is

vanity,

under the stroke of death as well as the fool,
and is forgotten, ii. 12-17 ; and riches are vanity, for they become
the inheritance, one knows not whether of a worthy or of an unworthy
heir, ii. 18-21
and, besides, pure enjoyment, like wisdom and knowledge, depends not merely on the will of man, but both are the gift
of God, ii. 22 ff. Everything has its time appointed by God, but man
is unable to survey either backwards or forwards the work of God,
which fills eternity, notwithstanding the impulse to search into it
which is implanted within him his dependence in all things, even
in pure enjoyment, must become to him a school in which to learn
the fear of God, who maintains all things unchangeably, who forms
the course of that which is done, iii. 1-15. If he sees injustice prevailing in the place of justice, God's time for righteous interference
has not yet come, iii. 16, 17. If God wishes to try men, they shall
see that they are dependent like the beasts, and liable to death without
any certain distinction from the beasts there is nothing better than
that this fleeting life should be enjoyed as well as may be, iii. 18 ff.
Koheleth now further records the evils that are under the sun
oppression, in view of which death is better than life, and not to have
for the wise

falls

;

;

—

:

been at

all is better

than both,

iv.

1-3

;

envy,

iv.

4

;

the restlessness

which only the fool sets himself free, iv. 5, 6 the
aimless trouble and parsimony of him who stands alone, iv. 7—1 2
the disappointment of the hopes placed on an upstart who has reached
the throne, iv. 13—16.
Up to this point there is connection. There now follow rules,
of labour, from

;

externally unconnected, for the relation of

Disposer of all things
iv.

17

[v.

;

man

to

Him who

is

the

regarding his frequenting the house of God,

1]; prayer, v. 2

;

and

praise, v.

3-6.
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Then a catalogue of

vanities

is

set

covetous plundering of the lowly by those

forth

who

:

the

insatiable

are above

them

in

despotic states, whereat the author praises, v. 7, 8, the patriarchal

on agriculture and the nothingness and uncertainty of
which do not make the rich happier than the labourer,
v. 9-11
which sometimes are lost without any to inherit them,
v. 12-14; and which their possessor, at all events, must leave
behind him when he dies, v. 15, 16. Eiches have only a value
when by means of them a purer enjoyment is realized as the gift
of God, v. 17 ff.
For it happens that God gives to a man riches,
but to a stranger the enjoyment thereof, vL 1, 2.
An untimely
birth is better than a man who has an hundred children, a long life,
and yet who has no enjoyment of life even to his death, vi. 3-6.
Desire stretching on into the future is torment ; only so much as a
man truly enjoys has he of all his labour, vi 7—9 ; what man shall
be is predestinated, all contendings against it are useless the knowledge of that which is good for him, and of the future, is in the power
of no man, vi. 10 ff.
There now follow, without a premeditated plan, rules for the
practical conduct of life, loosely connecting themselves with the
" what is good," vi. 12, by the catchword "good:" first six (probably
originally seven) proverbs of two things each, whereof the one is
then three with the same catchbetter than the other, vii. 1-9
word, but without comparison, vii. 10, 11-12, 13-14.
This series
of proverbs is connected as a whole, for their ultimatum is a counsel
to joy regulated by the fear of God within the narrow limits of this
life, constituted by God of good and bad days, and terminating in the
darkness of death. But this joy is also itself limited, for the deep
seriousness of the memento mori is mingled with it, and sorrow is
state based

;

riches,

;

i

:

;

declared to be morally better than laughter.

With vii. 15, the I, speaking from personal experience, again
comes into the foreground but counsels and observations also here
follow each other aphoristically, without any close connection with
each other. Koheleth warns against an extreme tendency to the
side of good as well as to that of evil
he who fears God knows how
Nothing affords a stronger protection
to avoid extremes, vii. 1 5-1 8.
than wisdom, for (?) with all his righteousness a man makes false
;

:

steps, vii. 19, 20.

Thou

something about thyself,
regarding others,

vii.

shalt not always

—

thou hear
spoken harshly
has tried everything, but in his
listen,

lest

also thou thyself hast often

21, 22.

He

wisdom, and in his observation of the distinction
between wisdom and folly, he has found nothing more dangerous
strivings after
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than the snares of women among a thousand men he found one
man but one woman such as she ought to he, he found not he
;

;

;

men

found in general that God made

many

devised

As

kinds of by-ways,

the wise

man

considers

him obedience

teaches

to the

vii.

23

upright, but that they have
fif.

women and men in general, wisdom
king to whom he has sworn fealty,

and, under despotic oppression, patient waiting for the time of God's
righteous interference,

the godless are buried with honour, while the

tion, it occurs that

righteous are driven

be waited

to

evil

;

God

In the time of despotic domina-

1-9.

viii.

away and

forgotten,

viii.

the more deliberately

for,

is just, but,

in contradiction to

10.

men
His

God's sentence

is

give themselves to
justice, it is

with the

righteous as with the wicked, and with the wicked as with the

it is

earth, viii 1

the most desirable thing for a

himself, for
life

on

God has given him,

nothing

are in vain,

viii.

16

;

and, which

a wicked,

mad

is

to

For on

ff.

man

Eestless labour here leads to

comprehend the government of God
closer consideration, it appears that

all their actions,

rally that in nothing, not

master

15.

viii.

man

the efforts of

all

;

the righteous also, with

to

1—14.

In view of these vanities, then,
to eat and drink, and enjoy
that abides with him of his labour during the day of his

righteous, here

even in his

are ruled
affections,

the worst thing of

abuse of

death at last comes alike

life,

is

because

to the righteous

it is

;

all,

by God, and gene-

man
it

his

impels

own
men

and the unrighteous,

also the will of

God towards man

that he should spend this transient life in cheerful enjoyment and in

vigorous activity before
ix.

1—1 0.

The

it

sinks

down

fruits of one's labour are

even the best ability warrants

it

not,

into the night of

Hades,

not to be gained by force,

an incomprehensible

fate

finally frustrates all, ix. 11, 12.

There now follows, but in loose connection as to thought with
folly, and the discordances as to the estimate of both here below, along with diverse
kinds of experiences and proverbs, ix. 13-x. 15.
Only one proverb
is out of harmony with the general theme, viz. x. 4, which commends resignation under the ebullition of the wrath of the ruler.
The following proverb, x. 5, 6, returns to the theme, but connecting
itself with the preceding
the relation of rulers and the ruled to
each other is kept principally in view by Koheleth.
With a proverb relating to kings and princes, good and bad, a
new departure is made; Eiotous living leads to slothfulness ; and in
contrast to this (but not without the intervention of a warning not

the preceding, a section relating to wisdom and

;

to curse the king) follow exhortations to provident, and, at the
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and all-attempting

time, bold

not to be reckoned on,

x.

activity

16-xi.

;

for the future is God's,

The

6.

light is sweet;

and

and
life,

however long it may last, in view of the uncertain dark future, is
worthy of being enjoyed, xi. 7, 8. Thus Koheleth, at the end of
this last series of proverbs, has again reached his Ceterum censeo; he
formulates it, in an exhortation to a young man to enjoy his life but
without forgetting God, to whom he owes it, and to whom he has to
before grey-haired old age and death overtake
render an account
him, into a full-toned Jinale, xi. 9—xii. 7.
The last word of the

—

—

book,
All

xii. 8, is

is

vain

An
is

(i.

1)

"

:

!

epilogue, from the

same fountain

man

many
is

vanity of vanities

same hand as the book,

written as from the very soul of Solomon;

reading
to

parallel with the first

!

of wisdom.

books, for the

seals its truth

it

The reader must not
sum of all knowledge

comprehended in one sentence

bring every work into judgment," xii 9

:

"

issues

:

it

from the

lose himself in

that is of value

Fear God, for

He

shall

ff.

we look back on this compendious reproduction of the conand of the course of thought of the book, there appears everywhere the same view of the world, along with the same ultimatum;
and as a pictorial overture opens the book, a pictorial finale closes
it
But a gradual development, a progressive demonstration, is
wanting, and so far the grouping together of the parts is not fully
carried out; the connection of the thoughts is more frequently
determined by that which is external and accidental, and not unfrequently an incongruous element is introduced into the connected
course of kindred matters.
The Solomonic stamp impressed on
chap. i. and ii. begins afterwards to be effaced.
The connection of
the confessions that are made becomes aphoristic in chap. iii. and
the proverbs that are introduced do not appropriately fall into their
place.
The grounds, occasions, and views which determine the
author to place confessions and moral proverbs in such an order
after one another, for the most part withdraw themselves from
If

tents

;

observation.

All attempts to show, in the whole, not only oneness

of spirit, but also a genetic progress, an all-embracing plan, and an

organic connection, have hitherto failed, and
1

" Ajunt Hebraei, quum

memoria duraverunt,

must

faiL

1

inter cetera scripta Salomonis, quae antiquata sunt nee in

quod vavas assereret Dei
cibum et delicias transeuntes

et hie liber obliterandus videretur, et

creaturas et latum putaret esse pro nikilo, et

potum

praeferret omnibus, ex hoc uno capitulo

13) meruisse auctoritatem, ut in divi'

norum voluminum numero poneretur."

(xii.

et

—Jerome.
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In presenting this view of the spirit and plan of the Book of
we have proceeded on the supposition that it is a postexilian book, that it is one of the most recent of the books of the
Koheleth,
0. T.

It is true, indeed, that tradition regards it as

Solomonic.

Del. on
must have " written " that is, collected into a
the Book of Isaiah, as also of the Proverbs, the Song,
written form
and Koheleth. The Midrash regards it as Solomon's, and as written
in the evening of his days; while the Song was written in his
youth, and the Proverbs when he was in middle age (Jalkut, under
If in Bosch haschana 21b it is said that Koheleth sought to be
i. 1).
a second Moses, and to open the one of the fifty gates of knowledge
which was unopened by Moses, but that this was denied to him, it
is thereby assumed that he was the incomparable king, as Moses
was the incomparable prophet. And Bloch, in his work on the
origin and era of the Book of Koheleth (1872), is right in saying
that all objections against the canonicity of the book leave the
Solomonic authorship untouched
In the first Christian century,
the Book of Koheleth was an antilegomenon. In the Introduction to
the Song (p. 14) we have traced to their sources the two collections
of legal authorities according to which the question of the canonicity
of the Book of Koheleth is decided.
The Synod of Jabne (Jamnia),

According to Bathra
Proverbs, vol.

I. p.

—

1 5a, the

Hezekiah

5]

-

Collegium

—

[vid.

about 90, decided the canonicity of the book against the school of
Shammai.
The reasons advanced by the latter against the canonicity
are seen from Shabbath 305, and Megilla 7 a.
From the former we
learn that they regarded the words of the book, particularly

(where they must have read

?fi^o, "

worthy to be praised "),

ii.

cf. vii.

2
3,

and viii. 15, cf. 22, as contradictory (cf. Proverbs, vol. I. p. 44) ; and
from the latter, that they hence did not recognise its inspiration.
According to the Midrash Koheleth, under xi. 9, they were stumbled
also by the call to the enjoyment of pleasure, and to walk in the
way of the desire of the heart, which appeared to stand in contradiction to the Tor a (cf. xi 9 with Num. xv. 39), and to savour of
But belief in the Solomonic authorship remained, notwithheresy.
standing, uninjured and the admonitions to the fear of God, with
reference to the future judgment, carried them over the tendency
of these observations.
Already, at the time of Herod the Great
{Bathra 4a), and afterwards, in the time of E. Gamaliel (Shabbath
306), the book was cited as Holy Scripture; and when, instead of
the book, the author was named, the formula of citation mentioned
the name of Solomon ; or the book was treated as equally Solomonic
with Proverbs and the Song (Erubin 21 J).
;
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Even the doubtfulness of its contents could give rise to no
manner of doubt as to the author. Down till the new era beginning
with Christianity, and, in the main, even

was paid

century, no attention

marks which determine the time of the
Eeformation

till

and

to the inner

the Keformationhistorico-literary

origin of a book.

The

called into existence, along with the criticism of

first

dogmatic traditions, at the same time also biblical criticism, which
it

raised to the place of an essential part of the science of Scripture.

Luther, in his Tischreden (Table-Talk),

the

is

first

who explained

the Preacher as one of the most recent books of the 0. T.

he supposed that the book had not reached us in its completed form ; that
it was written by Sirach rather than by Solomon ; and that it might
:

"as a Talmud, collected from many books, perhaps from the
King Ptolemy Euergetes, in Egypt." 1 These are only
passing utterances, which have no scientific value ; among his contemporaries, and till the middle of the century following, they found
no acceptance. Hugo Grotius (1644) is the first who, like Luther,
rejects its Solomonic authorship, erroneously supposing, with him,
that it is a collection of diverse sayings of the wise, irepl rrj<; evSaifiovia<; ; but on one point he excellently hits the nail on the head
Argumentum ejus rei habeo multa vocabula, quae non alibi quam in
Daniele, Esdra et Ckaldaeis interpretibus reperias.
This observation
is warranted.
If the Book of Koheleth were of old Solomonic origin,
then there is no history of the Hebrew language.
But Bernstein
(Quaestiones nonnullae Kohelethanae, 1854) is right in saying that
the history of the Hebrew language and literature is certainly
divided into two epochs by the Babylonish exile, and that the
Book of Koheleth bears the stamp of the post-exilian form of the
be,

library of

language.

List of the Hapaxlegomena,

Koheleth belonging

Aviyonah,

Adam,

16

only

;

&*,

like'5>
1

;

cf.

xii.

iv.

%

9

and of the Words and Forms in
a more

Ma'seroth

opp. ishah, only at

Izzen, Pi.,
'«, x.

5

xii.

to

;

vii.

the

Book of

recent Period of the Language.

iv. 6,

Berachoth 36a.

28.

not Talm.

10, instead of the older

Shemoth rabba,

c.

46;

Tischreden, ed. Forstemann-Bindseil, p. 400

">i«

'D
f.

;

%

cf. VI,

Ezek. ii 10

"Alas,

;

how bad!"

The expression here almost

Luther had confounded Ecclesiastes (Koheleth) with Ecclesicmticus
(Sirach).
At a later period he maintained that the book contained a collection of
Solomonic sayings, not executed, however, by Solomon himself.
appears as

if
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Targ. Jer.

Lev. xxvi.

ii.,

Berachoth 6b;
Illu, " if," vi.

6

6)

iii.

cf.

Esth.

;

29

4, of

vii.

DK

Mishna, e.g. Maccoth i. 10.
Asurim, only vii. 26 cf. Judg. xv. 14
;

at

for the

meek!"

and \h (*6, read «£, Ezek.
Heb. &, common in the

(ps)

=

29

Targ. Deut. xxxii.

;

"Alas

'» >K,

;

Sanhedrin 11a.

;

Seder olam rabba,

c.

25

cf.

;

14.

iv.

Baale asupoth, only xii 11 ; cf. Sanhedrin 12a, Jer. Sanhedrin x. 1.
Bihel, only v. 1, vii. 9 as Hiph. Esth. vi. 14 ; cf. the transitive use of
;

the Pih. Esth.

Bur, only

ix.

and

1

xii.

1

cf.

;

Num.

Mib'hurav,

xi.

elsewhere only in the Chald. of Ezra

;

Aboth i. 5.
Ezek xxvi 20),

Mishna,
Beth olam

(= ithb'hel) and b'hUu, haste.

sin.

B'huroth, only xi 9,
Batel, xii. 3

9, like Targ. bahel

ii.

the Talm. al buriv, altogether free from error

cf.

;

(cf.

28.

common

in the

e.g.

Targ. Isa. xiv. 18,

B'chen, viii. 10
Baal hallashon,

;

Esth.

;

iv.

11;

x.

baal hahhotam,

xii.

5;

cf.

Tosifta Berachoth

xlii.

11.

16

elsewhere only Targ.,

;

iii.,

e.g. Isa. xvi.

5.

baal bashar, corpulent, Berachoth 136;

cf.

the

carrying the

large-nosed,

nose high,

Taanith 29a.
Gibber, only at x. 10, to exert oneself; elsewhere: to prevail.
Gummats, only x. 8, Syr., and in the Targ. of the Hag. (cf. Targ.
Ps.

vii.

16).

Divrath, vid. under e\

Hoveh,

22

ii.

Holeloth,

cf.

;

17,

i.

the

ii.

Book

Shabbath
12,

vi. 6,

25,

vii.

ix.

Brubin L 10, Jebamoth xv. 2.
3; and holeluth, madness, only in

of Koheleth, x. 13.

Zichron, as primary form,

i.

11,

ii.

16;

vid. at Lev. xxiii. 24,

the

connecting form.

Z'man,

Neh. ii. 6 Esth. ix. 27, 31 elsewhere only in the
with njN?, &pa, the usual Mishnic word for Kaipos
and j^wo?.
1

iii.

;

;

;

bib. Chald.

Solah {malum), aegrum, v. 12, 15 for this nahhlah is used in Isa.
xvii. 11
Nah. iii. 19 ; Jer. x. 19, xiv. 17.
Ben-hhorim (liber, in contrast to Svffd, serous), x. 17 cf. Jinn (freedom)
;

;

;

on the coins of the Revolution of the Roman period the
usual Talm. word, even of possessions, such as praedium
;

liberum, aedes liberae of the

Shuts min, only at
e.g.

Ehush,

ii

ii.

Middoth

25

;

Roman

25 (Chald. bar min)

ii.

;

law.

frequent in the Mishna,

3.

in the Talm. and Syr. of sorrowful experiences; here
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Job xx. 2), of the experiences derived from the senses,
and experiences in general, as in the Eabb. the five senses
(cf.

are called D'cnn.

Hhayalim,

x.

10; everywhere

else,

hosts, except at Isa. xxx. 6,

Hliesron,

15, a

i.

common word

meaning war-

also in Aram.,

where

it

denotes

opes, treasures.

in the post-bibl. language.

1

iii. 1, 1 7, v. 7, viii. 6
cf. Isa. lviii. 3, 1 3.
The primary
unweakened meaning is found at v. 3, xiL 1, 10. The
weakening of the original meaning may have already early
begun in the Book of Koheleth it has advanced as far as

Hephets,

;

;

in the language of the Mishna,

Hheshbon,

vii.

25, 27,

ix.

10.

Plur. at

e.g.

Mezia

iv. 6.

29, machinationes ; only

vii.

15 in the sense of machinae

in 2 Chron. xxvi.

bellicae;

but

as in Koheleth, so also in Shdbbath 1 5 0a.

Hhathhhatim, only at

xii. 5.

Tahhanah, xii. 4 cf. t'hhon, Lam. v. 3, which is foreign to the
Mishna, but is used as corresponding to the older rehhaim,
in the same way as the vulgar Arab, mathanat and tahwan,
instead of the older raka?
C'so, Pih., only ii. 20.
Talm. Nithpa. KWru, to abandon hope, e.g.
;

Kelim xxvi

8.

2 ; an abstract such as may be formed from all
and particularly is more frequently formed in the
more modern than in the more ancient language.
" that which remains " (cf. 1 Sam.
Yother, as a participial adj.
xv. 15) = "gain," vi. 11, vii. 11
or "superiority," vi. 8.
As an adv.: "more" (cf. Esth. vi. 6), "particularly," ii. 15,
xii. 9, xii. 1 2.
vii. 1 6
In the Talm. Heb., used in the
sense of "remaining over" (KiddusMn 246); and as an
Y'giyah, only

xii. 1

verbs,

:

;

;

adv., in the sense of plus or

Yapheii,

magis

Chullin 576).

(e.g.

Pesachim ix. 9 (6. Pesachim 99 a)
well-becoming (ns ) the wise how much more

17, as

11,
" Silence is
v.

iii.

e.g.

Jer.

1

;

fools!"
Yithron,

ii.

13

12 (synon. mothar,

(twice), vii.

quently "real gain,"
" superiority

Book

to the

K'eklwd,

xi.

6,

1

Vid.

•

Vid. Eli

my

4

;

i.

3,

gain," v. 8.

lxv.

Peculiar

25,

1); more fre15, x. 10;
Aram, yuthran)

iii.

9,
(

=

v.

whence

e.g.

derived.

Chald.

Bechoroth

9.

Geschichte derjfld. Poesie, p. 187

my

it is

Chron., Ezra, Nehem., the

Syr. okchado; frequent in the Mish.,

Kilajim L

Smith in

11,

iii.

of Koheleth, and in Eabb.,

Isa.

hahhada ;
vii.

and

ii.

f.

Jud.-Arab. 1'oesien aus vormuh.

Zeit. (1874),
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K'var, adv.,

10, ii 12, 16,

i.

the Mishna,

e.g.

iii.

15,

ErvMn

iv. 2, vi.

10,

2,Nedarim

iv.

ix. 6,

5

v.

;

7

;

common

in

in Aram., more

frequently in the sense of " perhaps " than of " formerly."
viii. 5 ; in the Mishna, the word commonly
used of that which is legally admissible ; Hiph. verbal noun,
haehsher, only at x. 10 ; in the Mishna, of arranging accord-

Kosher, xi 6, Esth.

ing to order ; in the superscription of the

tract, macshirin,

making susceptible of uncleanness. Cf. e.g. Menachoth
485. The word is generally pointed "iK^n, but more correctly

of

neon. 1

Kishron, only at

ii.

21,

iv. 4, v.

L'vad, tantummodo,

vii.

29

10

;

similar,

;

not found in the Mishna.
but not quite the same, at

Isa.

xxvi. 13.

12

Ldhtig, exclusively xii.

;

not Talm.

from the verb lahag (R.

;

rb),

to long eagerly for; Syr. lahgoz, vapour (of breathing, ezhalare)

;

Lavah,

viii.

convoy to

w

Dl?,

it

is

and elsewhere.

x. 1

Mishna to conduct a guest, to accompany
whence the proverb mxb "SllS", he who gives a
the dead, to him it will be given, Kethuboth 72a;
a standing surname, Negaim xiv. 6.

1 5, as in the

a traveller
cf.

which

cogn. higgayon (hggSh), according to

explained in Jer. Sanhedrin
:

;

:

M'dindh, v. 7, and in no book besides before the Exile.
Madda', x. 20 elsewhere only in the Chron and Dan. ; Targ. JTnM?.
M'leah, gravida, only xi. 5, as in the Mishna, e.g. Jebamoth xvi. 1.
Mdlak, v. 5
cf.
Mai ii. 7, in the sense of the later sh'luahh
;

;

shamaim, delegated of God.2
Misten, only iv. 13, ix. 15, 16 ; but

and m'sukan,

=

Masm'roth, xii 1 1

2 Chron.
M*attim,

v. 1

;

Isa. xl.
'do, Jer.

miskenuth, Deut.

cf.

viii. 9,

20.

x

4

;

cf.

7

Isa. xli.

;

1 Chron. xxii. 3

iii 9.

a plur. only at Ps.

cix. 8.

Mikrgk, more frequently in the Book of Koheleth than in any other

book

;

and

at

iii.

1 9, used as explained in the

Comm.

Merots, exclusively ix. 1 1 (elsewhere m'rutsah).

Mash&k,

ii 3

Mishlahhath,

;

cf.

viii.

Nagd', Hiph. with

Chagiga 14a, Sifri 1355,

8

(cf.

ed.

Friedmann.

Ps. lxxviii. 49).

el, viii.

14, as at Esth.

ix.

26

;

Aram. ? KBD,

e.g.

Targ. Jer. to Ex. xxxiii 13.
1

Vid.

my

Heb. RSmerbrief,?. 79.

Cf. Stein's Talm. Termin. (1869),

under

nrs «nd icon.
*

Vid.

my

" Discussion der Amtsfrage in Mishna

u.

Gemara," Luih.

Zeilsch.

(1854), pp. 446-449.

M

ECCLES.
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3, as in the Mishna, e.g. Aboda Zara ill. 4, 546; cf. Targ.
Koh. x. 4.
Nahhath, vi. 5, as in the common phrase nahhaih ruahh; cf. 'ui "b rru,
" It were better for him," etc., Jer. Berachoth L 2.
This l!> nu,

Nahtig,

ii.

for Koheleth's

Nat&,
i>3D,

11

xii.

1$>

Tiro, is

which,

(for

Sanhedrin x.
Hithpa., only at

1), as

frequent.

Isa.

23,

xxii.

Dan.

<aAdt*;

Mishna, V3p;

Jer.

45.

xi.

xii. 5.

13 Joel ii. 20 ; 2 Chron. xx. 16, the more
modern word which later displaced the word ahharith,
vii 8, x. 13 (cf. Berachoth i. 1), but which is not exactly
equivalent to it ; for sqf davar, xii. 13,1 which has the meaning of summa summarum, ahharith davar, would be inap-

/&/, iiL 11, vii. 2, xii.

;

plicable.

Sichal,

19,

ii.

Book
used

vii.

17, x. 3 (twice),

14

y*?!, the Targ.

21 in the
more frequently

Jer. iv. 22, v.

;

of Koheleth, the synon. of the yet

;

word.

SSchei, exclusively x. 6.

Sichltdh,

17

i.

(here with

fe>), ii.

3,

12, 13,

vii.

25, x. 1,

13

(synon.

k'siluth, Prov. ix. 13).

The Targ.-Talm. Ithpa. |?pid«,
9 ; cf. Berachoth i. 3.
be in danger," corresponds with the Niph.
'Avad, exclusively ix. 1, like the Syr. 'bad, Jewish- Aram. *i?$tf.
'Aden (formed of I?""1?), adhuc, with tib, nondum, iv. 3.
'Ad&nah (of M-tennah), adhuc, iv. 2 ; Mishnic £"32, e.g. Nedarim
xi 10.
my, Hithpa. only at xii. 3.
'Amdd, ii. 9, viii. 3, as Jer. xlviii. 11 Ps. cii. 27.
UmmMh, vid. under e\
pD, Niph.

x.

" to

;

'Anah,

v.

19, x. 19.

Inyan, exclusively in the Book of Koheleth, i. 13, ii. 23, 26, ill. 10,
iv. 8, v. 2, 13, viii. 16, one of the most extensive words
of the post-bibl. Heb. ; first, of the object of employment,
;
e.g. Kiddushin 6a, " occupied with this object " also Aram.

Bathra 114&.
'Atsdlt&yim, double impurity,

i.e.

where the one hand

is

as impure as

the other, only at x. 18.
'Asah, with Uhhem,

Mark

vi.

x.

21,

asah lehhem
the time of

1 9, as at Dan. v. 1
irotelv Behrvov.

is

:

dvdd lehhgm ; in the N. T.
iv. 15, where

Otherwise Ezek.

With the
With

used of preparing food.

life, vi.

1 Vid.

12

;

cf.

Acts xv. 33.

of

obj.
tov,

not

Heb. Rdmerbrief, pp. 81, 84.
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only "to do good," vii 20, but also "to act well," "to
spend a pleasant life," iii. 12.
iv. 13
Neh. ii.
Mezfa 103a, *DH1B.

Pardes (Song
as

8),

;

PeshSr, explicatio,

Aram,

viii. 1,

and

rjB**,

ii.

5, flower-gardens, parks,

elsewhere only in the Chald. parts of Dan.

for the older tfina

is "i^B

plur.

Talm.

and iif, of which the

'"nB'a,

Targ. word
" adjustment of a controverted

matter."

Pithgam in the Chald. parts of Ezra and Daniel, but only as a
Hebraised Persian word in viii. 11, Esth. i. 20; common
in the Targ. and in the Syr., but not in the Talm.
Dan. x. 6), exclusively at x. 10 (on the
Kiiktil (Kalal, Ezek. i. 7
contrary, at Ezek. xxi. 26, it means " to agitate ").
Keri, for which Chethib TVtn, which may be read
P/uth, only v. 10
fl'*"!, n !*£ (cf. Ezek. xxviii. 17), or nno
the latter two of
these forms are common in the Mishna, and have there their
special meanings proceeding from the fundamental idea of
;

;

;

seeing.

Niph. part., only iii 1 5.
P/uth, besides the Chald. parts of Ezra, occurs only seven times in
the Book of Koheleth, L 14, ii. 11, 17, 26, iv. 4, 6,
spl,

vi. 9.

Pa'yon,

B»,

17, ii. 22, iv. 16 ; elsewhere only in the Chald. parts of
Daniel and in the Targ.

i.

this in

and of

itself is in

no respect modern, but,

Assyr. sa, the Phoen.

demonstrative)

e>K,

belonging

shows,
to

is

the

as the Babyl.-

the relative (originally
oldest

period

of

the

language, which in the Mishna has altogether supplanted

the 1BW of the older Heb. book-language.

Book

It is used in the

same way as in the Mishna,
but thus, that it stands first on the same line (rank) with
icfc, and makes it doubtful whether this or that which occurs
more frequently in the book (e>, according to Herzfeld, 68
times, and "lEW 89 times) has the predominance (cf. e.g.
i.
13f., viii. 14, x. 14, where both are used promiscue).
The use of asher as a relative pronoun and relative conof Koheleth quite in the

junction

is

literature

:

not different from the use of this in the older
'ad asher

lo,

in the sense of " before,"

xii. 1, 2, 6,

Mishnic t6e> TV, is only a natural turn to the fundamental
meaning " till that not " (2 Sam. xvii. 1 3 1 Kings xvii. 1 7)
and mib'li asher lo = nisi quod non, iii. 11 (cf. bilti, Dan.
si. 18), for which the Mishnic vbv izbl) (e.g. Erubin i. 10),
;
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But how

only accidentally not further demonstrable.

is

the use of

we

survey, from which
tive

pronoun or

Beshekvar,

ii.

16.

7, 8, 12),

V,

ii.

7, 9,

exclude

e>,

B'shel asher, eo quod,

and

V,
iii.

Shiddah and

i.

22.

iii.

18,

Kol-ummath E>,

xi. 8.

9,

15,

iii.

Bto, v.

10,

vi.

plur. Shiddoth, exclusively

" the

17

xi.

*|

(cf.

^a.

Jonah
Kol

1 5, correspond-

v.

vii.

ii.
ii.

24,

viii. 7, x.

15,

viii.

opposed

x. 3.

14; meh

vii.

14

(cf.

14.

8.

10, to be understood after Nedarim

black-headed,"

E'S,

**!,

'Al-divrath shello,

4.

Shfyam,

viii. 2).

Shaharuth, exclusively

viii.

Dan. ii. 40, etc.
and in the sense of quum, ix. 12,

xii. 7,

mah-ti,

:

corresponding to the Talm.

ing to the Chald. kol-kavel
14,

standing alone as a rela-

relative conjunction

L

v.

far

has extended, will be seen by the following

K>

iii.

" the

to ma'twi "byi,

8,

grey-

haired."
rot?,

Hithpa., only

viii.

10, the usual word in the Talm.,

San-

e.g.

hedrin 13b.
Shalat,

ii.

19,

viii. 9,

besides only in

Bechoroth, vii. 6, etc.)

;

Hiph.

Nehemiah and Esther
v.

18,

vi.

2, elsewhere

(cf.

only

Ps. cxix. 133.

ShUton,

nowhere else in 0. T. Heb., but in the Mishna,
Kiddushin iii. 6.
with 2, only viii. 8 (cf. Ezek. xvi. 30); on the contrary,

viii. 4, 8,

e.g.

Shallith,

vii.

19,

x. 5,

as Gen.

xlii. 6,

in the political signification of

a ruler.
vii 16.

BOB', Hithpo.,

Shiphluth, x. 18, elsewhere only Targ. Jer. xlix. 24.
Shithi, only x. 17.

Tahath hashshemgsh,
rbv

i.

3, agreeing

with the Greek

v$

rjkitp,

or xnro

tfKtov.

Takkiph, in O. T. Heb. only vi 1

;

elsewhere in the Chald., Targ.,

Talm.
Takan,i. 15

;

Pih.

vii.

13,

xii.

9,

and Hiph., whence tikkun
hist.

a Mishna-word used in the Pih.
(" putting right,"

e.g. in the textterminus technicvs, tikkun sopherim, and " arrangement,"

Gittin iv. 2, " the ordering of the world ") and tikkanah
Gittin iv. 6, " welfare," frequently in the sense of
" direction," " arrangement ").
e.g.

(e.g.

This survey of the forms peculiar to the Book of Koheleth, and
only found in the most recent books of the 0.

T.,

partly only in
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the Chaldee portions of these, and in general use in the Aramaic,

doubt that in this book we have a product of
of the time of EzraNehemiah. All that Wagenmann (Comm. 1856), von Essen (Dcr
Predeger Salomos, 1856), Bohl (De Aramaismis libri Coheleth, 1860),
Hahn (Comm. 1860), Eeusch (Tubinger Quartalschr. 1860), Warminski (Verfasser u. Abfassungszeit des B. Kolieleth, 1867), Prof.
Taylor Lewis (in the American ed. of Lange's Bibelwerk, 1869),
Schafer (JTeue Uhtersuchungen ii d. B. Koheleth, 1870), Vegni
(L'JScclesiaste secondo U testo Ebraico, Florenz 1871) have advanced
to the contrary, rests on grounds that are altogether untenable.
If
we possessed the original work of Sirach, we should then see more
l
distinctly than from fragments that the form of the language found
in Koheleth, although older, is yet one that does not lie much
further back
it is connected, yet loosely, with the old language,
but at the same time it is in full accord with that new Heb. which
we meet with in the Mishna and the Barajtha-Literature, which
groups itself around it.
To the modern aspects of the Heb. language
the following forms belong
1. Verbs Lamed-Aleph, which from the first interchange their
forms with those of verbs Lamed-He, are regularly treated in certain
forms of inflexion in the Mishna as verbs Lamed-He ; e.g. n«£ is not
2
used, but n 9-£.
This interchange of forms found in the later
language reveals itself here in wf, x. 5, used instead of nxtf ; and if,
according to the Masora, ^0\n (KDh) is to be always written like

places

it

beyond

all

the post-exilian period, and, at the earliest,

;

:

KtfD at

vii.

26 (except

vii.

2 6b), the traditional text herein discloses

and accurate knowledge of the
a
book. The Aram, tue» for rue*, at viii.
full

character of the

linguistic
1, is

not thus to be accounted

for.

The richness of the old language in mood-forms is here disapThe optative of the first person (the cohortative) is only
represented by ni?3nK, vii. 23. The form of the subjunctive (jussive)
2.

pearing.

found in the prohibitive clauses, such as vii. 16, 17, 18, x. 4; but
elsewhere the only certain examples found are v}f, ouod auferat
sccum, v. 14, and "W, x. 10.
In xii. 7, 3Bh may also be read,
is

although

atfjt,

under the influence of " ere ever "

(xii.

6), is also

the contrary, KW, xi. 3, is indie, after the Mishn.
K!V, and so also is }ttW (derived from fit, not y«), xii. 5.
Yet more

admissible.

characteristic,
1

On

however,

is

Vid. the collection of the

the circumstance that the historic tense,
Heb. fragments of the Book of Ben-Sira in

my

Gesch. derjild. Poesie, p. 204 f.
*

Vid. Geiger's Lehrluch der Mishna-Spraehe, p. 46.
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the so-called fut. eonsecutivum, which has wholly disappeared from the

Mishna-language, also here, notwithstanding the occasions for

its

frequent use, occurs only three times, twice in the unabbreviated

and once in the form lengthened by the intentional ah,
its disappearance was in frequent use.
It probably belonged more to the written than to the spoken language of
the people (cf. the Song vi. 9b).
3. The complexion of the language peculiar to the Book of
Koheleth is distinguished also by this, that the designation of the
person already contained in the verbal form is yet particularly expressed, and without there being a contrast occasioning this emphasis,
by the personal pronoun being added to and placed after it, e.g. i 16,
form,
i.

iv. 1, 7,

17, which before

it 1,
viii.

11, 12, 13, 15, 18, 20,
15,

ix.

Among

15.

same peculiarity

(cf.

iii.

17, 18,

iv. 1, 4, 7, v.

17,

vii.

25,

the more ancient authors, Hosea has the

the Song

stands always before the verb,

v. 5)

;

but there the personal pronoun

e.g. viii.

13, xiL 11.

The same thing

found in Ps. xxxix. 11, lxxxii. 6, etc. The inverse order of the
words is found only at ii. 14, after the scheme of Job i 15, as also
ii. 15 follows the scheme of Gen. xxiv. 27.
Mishna-forms of expressions such as T)"ito, Nedarimi. 1, ^?i?Q, Jebamoth xvL 7, are not
is

homogeneous with that manner of subordinating the personal pronoun (cf. vii. 26, iv. 2). Thus we have here before us a separation
of the subject and the predicate, instead of which, in the language of
(ijk) and the like (e.g. Berachoth i. 5)
the Mishna, the form "H?k
is used, which found for itself a place in the language of Koheleth,
in so far as this book delights in the use of the participle to an extent
scarcely met with in any other book of Scripture (vid. e.g. i. 6,

Wi

viii 12, x. 19).
4. The use of the demonstrative pronoun HT bears also a
Mishnic stamp.
We lay no particular stress on the fact that the
author uses it, .as regularly as the Mishna, always without the
article
but it is characteristic that he always, where he does not
make use of the masculine form in a neuter sense (as vii. 10, 18,
29, viii 9, ix. 1, xi. 6, keeping out of view cases determined by
attraction), employs no other ftminine form than nf, Mishnic it,
;

In other respects
18, vii. 23, ix. 13.
pronouns approaches the Mishna language.
In
the use of the pronoun also in i. 10 and v. 18 there is an approach
to the Mishnic W, hie est, and vn, haec est. And the use of t«n and
nan for the personal verb reaches in iii. 18, ix. 4 (vid. Comm.), the

in this sense,

ii.

2, v. 15,

also the use of the

extreme.

The enumeration

of linguistic peculiarities betokening
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origin is not yet exhausted

;

we

shall

meet with many such in the

Not only the language, however, but

course of the Exposition.

and the artistic form of the book, show that it is the
most recent product of the BibL Chohma literature, and belongs to
From the fact that the so-called
a degenerated period of art.
metrical accent system of the three books Psalms, Job, and Proverbs
is not used in Ecclesiastes, it does not follow that it is not
a poetical book in the fullest sense of the word for the Song and
Lamentations, these masterpieces of the Tt? and nyp, the Minnesong and the Elegy, are also excluded from that more elevated,
more richly expressive, and more melodious form of discourse,
perhaps to preserve the spiritual character of the one, and not to
weaken the elegiac character of the other, to which a certain melancholy monotone andante is suitable.
So also, to apply that system
of accentuation to the Book of Koheleth was not at all possible, for
the symmetrical stichs to which it is appropriate is for the most part
wanting in Koheleth, which is almost wholly written in eloquent
prose
unfolding its instruction in the form of sentences without
symmetrical stichs.
It is, so to speak, a philosophical treatise in
which "I saw," and the like, as the expression of the result of
experience " I said," as the expression of reflection on what was
observed " I perceived," as the expression of knowledge obtained
and " this also," as the
as a conclusion from a process of reasoning
also the style

—

—

;

:

—

;

;

—

expression of the result,

The reasoning tone

prevails,

poetry he enters into
to leave

it

it

and where the writer passes into gnomic

suddenly,

quickly again,

where the Mashal note
into

;

repeat themselves nearly terminologically.

e.g.

v.

is struck,

e.g.

12,

v. 9b,
vii.

or holds himself ready

13

Always, indeed,

f.

the discourse begins to form itself

members arranged in order; and then the author sometimes
and in the order of his words, into the true
form of the proverb set forth in parallel members, e.g. vii.

rises in language,

classic

7, 9, ix. 8.

The symmetry of the members

is faultless, v. 5, viii

but in other places, as v. 1, vii. 26, xi. 9, it fails, and
in the long run the book, altogether peculiar in its stylistic and
artistic character, cannot conceal its late origin: in the elevated
8, ix.

11

classical

;

style

there

quickly again

that which is
which he lived,
That in the age of the

intermingles

peculiar to the author, as representing the age in

19, x. 2 f., 6, 8-10, 16 f., xi. 3, 6.
Mishna they knew how to imitate classic masterpieces, is seen
from the beautiful enigma, in the form of a heptastich, by BarKappara, jer. Moid leatan ill. 1, and the elegy, in the form of a
hexastich on the death of B. Abina, by Bar-Kippuk, I. Moed leatan
e.g. vii.
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1

One would thus be in error if he regarded such occasional
Book of Koheleth as borrowed. The book,
however fragmentary it may seem to be on a superficial examina25b.

classical pieces in the

tion, is

yet the product of one author. 2

In

form, and in the proverbs introduced into

Prov. i-ix.

We

its oratorical

it, it

is

ground-

a side-piece to

have shown, in the introduction to the Book of

Proverbs, that in these proverbial discourses which form the intro-

duction to the older Solomonic Book of Proverbs, which was
probably published in the time of Jehoshaphat, the Mashal appears
This decomposition is much
already rhetorically decomposed.
further advanced in the Book of Ecclesiastes.
To it is applicable

what

in a higher degree

The

Prov. i.-ix.

is

there (Proverbs, vol.

distich is represented

I.

12

f.)

in the integral,

said of
vii.

13,

and synthetic, vii. 1, and also, though rarely, in
the antithetic form, vii. 4 but of the emblematic form there is
synonymous, xi

4,

;

only one example, x.

1.

The author never attempted the

numerical and priamel forms

;

beautiful

the proverbial form also, beyond

the limits of the distich, loses the firmness of

its

outline.

The

however, a beautiful exception to this.
But
splendour of form would not be appropriate to such a sombre work
tetrastich, x.

as this

is.

20,

is,

Its external

form

is

truly in keeping with its spirit.

manner of the book is reflected
the
author,
who
tried
everything
and yet was satisfied
image
of
the
who
hastened
from
one
thing
nothing
to another because
with
captivate
him.
His
able
to
style
is like the view he
nothing was
world,
which
in
its
course
turned
to
him only its dark
takes of the
fast
to
the
fear
of
God, and hopes in a final judgHe holds
side.
ment but his sceptical world-sorrow remains unmitigated, and his
these
forced eudaemonism remains without the right consecration
two stars do not turn the night into day the significance of the
book, with reference to the history of redemption, consists in the
actual proof that humanity, in order to its being set free from its
unhappiness, needs to be illuminated by the sun of a new revelaIn the checkered and yet uniform
;

;

:

;

tion.

But although the manner

the reflection of his

own

of the author's representation is

inner relation to the things represented,

yet here and there he makes his representation, not without conGiven and translated in Wissenchaft, Kunst, Judenthum (1838), p. 231 f.
Renan, in his Histoire des Langues Sdmitiques, supposes that a work ol so
bold a scepticism as Ecclesiastes could not have originated in the post-exilian
period of the severely legal rabbinical Judaism ; it may be an old Solomonic
work, but as it now lies before us, revised by a more recent hand, an untenable
expedient for establishing an arbitrary supposition.
1

!

—
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Bciousness and art, the picture of his
e.g.,

the drawling tautologies in

viii.

own manner

14,

ix. 9,

of thought.

Thus,

certainly do not escape

from him against his will. And as was rightly remarked under Gen.
1-3, that the discourse there is extended, and forms itself into
a picture of rest after the work of the creation, so Koheleth, in
i. 4-11 and xii. 2—7, shows himself a master of eloquence;
for in
the former passage he imitates in his style the everlasting unity of
the course of the world, and in the latter he paints the exhausted
and finally shattered life of man.
Not only, however, by the character of its thought and language
and manner of representation, but also by other characteristic features,
the book openly acknowledges that it was not written by Solomon
himself, but by a Jewish thinker of a much later age, who sought
to conceive of himself as in Solomon's position, and clothed his
own life-experiences in the confessions of Solomon. The very title
of the book does not leave us in doubt as to this.
It is in these
words: The words of Koheleth, the son of David, king in Jerusalem.
The apposition, "king in Jerusalem," appertains, like e.g.
2 Chron. xxxv. 3, to the name of the speaker who is introduced
for nothing is here said as to the place in life held by David, but
to that held by him who is thus figuratively named.
The indeterminate " king " of itself would be untenable, as at Prov. xxxi. 1. As
there the words "king of Massa" are to be taken together, so here
" king " is determined by " in Jerusalem " added to it, so far that
it is said what kind of king Koheleth was.
That by this name
Solomon is meant, follows, apart from i. 12 ff, from this, that David
had only one son who was king, viz. Solomon. The opinion of
Krochmal, that a later David, perhaps a governor of Jerusalem
1
during the Persian domination, is meant, is one of the many
superfluities of this learned author.
Koheleth is Solomon, but he
who calls him "king in Jerusalem" is not Solomon himself.
Solomon is called " king of Israel," e.g. 2 Kings xxiii. 1 3 and as
in i. 12 he names himself "king over Israel," so, Neh. xiii. 26, he
is called "king of Israel," and along with this designation, "king
;
over all Israel " but the title, " king in Jerusalem," nowhere else
occurs.
We read that Solomon "reigned in Jerusalem over all
Israel," 1 Kings xi. 42, cf. xiv. 21 ; the title, "king in Jerusalem,"
is quite peculiar to the title of the book before us.
Eichhorn
supposes that it corresponds to the time subsequent to the division
of the kingdom, when there were two different royal residences
ii.

;

1

Vid.

Kerem chemed v. 89, and his More
by Zunz, 1851, 4.

neboche ha-seman (Director errantium

nostrae aetatis), edited
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but against this view Bloch rightly remarks, that the contrasted
"in Samaria" occurs only veiy rarely (as 2 Kings xiv. 23). We
think that in this expression, " king in Jerusalem," there

is

revealed

a time in which Israel had ceased to be an independent kingdom,

which Jerusalem was no more a royal city.
That the book was not composed immediately by Solomon, is
indicated by the circumstance that he is not called Solomon, nor
Jedidiah (2 Sam. xii. 25), but is designated by a hitherto unheard
of name, which, by its form, shows that it belongs, at earliest, to the
Ezra-Nehemiah age, in which it was coined. We consider the
name, first, without taking into account its feminine termination.
In the Arab., Jcahal (cogn. kahal) signifies to be dry, hard, from the
dryness and leather-like toughness of the skin of an old man and,
accordingly, Dindorf (Quomodo nomen Coheleth Salomoni tribuatur,
1791) and others understand Koheleth of an old man whose life is
worn out; Coccejus and Schultens, with those of their school,
But both
understand it of the penitent who is dead to the world
views are opposed by this, that the form TfJiJ (???., cf. ?£?) would
but above all by this, that ?np, in this
be more appropriate
meaning, aridum, marcidum esse, is a verbal stem altogether foreign
to the northern Semitic.
The verb bnp signifies, in the Heb., Aram.,
and Assyr., to call (cf. the Syr. kahlonitho, a quarrelsome woman),
and particularly to call together ; whence *)PT, of the same Sanscrit1
an extension
Semit. root as the words ix-KXij-ala and con-cil-ium,
of the root bp, which, on another side, is extended. in the Arab.
This derivation of the name Kohehalah, Aethiop. kal'ha, to cry.
leth shows that it cannot mean awaOpotarfs (Grotius, not Aquila),
in

;

;

—

in the sense of collector sententiarum
(also

van Dyk)

is faultless,

as well as things together; but

unum
LXX.

;

the Arab, translation alajam'at

because jam' can signify, to collect
5>np is

men

not used in that sense of in

In close correspondence with the Heb. word, the
and the Graec. Venet, r) e«/c\ij-

redigere.

translates, o iicK\r)ata<TTq<: ;

aidorrpia (xii 9

:

r)

But in the nearest significawould not be a significant name for the

&KK\r)<nd%ovad).

tion, " the collector," this

In Solomon's reign
king represented as speaking in this book.
there occurred an epoch-making assembly in Jerusalem, 1 Kings
viii. 1, 2 Chron. v. 2
viz. for the purpose of consecrating the

—

The 0. T. does not afford any other historical reference
the name; for although, in Prov. v. 14, xxvi. 26, ?ni?3 signifies

temple.
for

coram populo,

publice, yet it does not occur directly of the public

appearance of

Wisdom

1

;

the expressions for this are different, i

20

Vid. Friedr. Delitzsch's Indogermanisch-Semitische Studien, p. 90.
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But on that great day of the conSolomon not only called the people together,
but he also preached to them,
he preached indirectly, for he consecrated the temple by prayer; and directly, for he blessed the
people, and exhorted them to faithfulness, 1 Kings viii. 55-61.
Thus Solomon appears not only as the assembler, but also as the
preacher to those who were assembled; and in this sense of a
teacher of the people (cf. xii. 9), Koheleth is an appropriate name of
the king who was famed for his wisdom and for his cultivation of
the popular Mashal.
It is known that in proper names the Kal is
frequently used in the sense of the Hiph.
Thus Koheleth is not
immediately what it may be etymologically = a~}p, caller, proclaimer
but is = W'^P ?, from i^npn, to assemble, and to speak to the assembly,
contionari; according to which Jerome, under i. 1, rightly explains
viii.

1-4,

though cognate.

ix. 3,

secration of the temple,

—

1

€KKkt)<Tvourrr)<i,

Graeco sermone appellator qui coetum, id

ecclesiam

est

nuncupare possumus contionatorem, eo quod
loquatur ad populum et ejus sermo non specialiter ad unum, sed ad

congregat,

nos

quern

dirigatur.
The interpretation: assembly =
academy or collectivum, which Doderlein (Salomon's Prediger u. Hoheslied, 1784) and Kaiser (Koheleth, Das Collectivum der Davidischen
Konige in Jerusalem, 1823) published, lightly disregards the form
of the n. agentis; and Spohn's (Der Prediger Salomo, 1785) "0

universos generaliter

vanity of vanities, said the philosopher," itself belongs

to

the

vanities.

Knobel in

his

Comm. (1836) has spoken excellently regarding
name but when, at the close, he says

the feminine form of the

"Thus Koheleth properly

;

signifies preaching, the

ness of the public speaker, but

is

then

=

?rp,

office

and busi-

^npo, public speaker

an arbitrary manner, interchanges
His remark, that " the rule that
concreta, if they have a fem. termination, become abstracta, must
also hold for participia," is a statement that cannot be confirmed.
As nonh signifies that which impresses (a seal), and rnrib that
which twines about (chapiter), so also nun, Ex. xxvi. 1 0, that which
before an assembly," he also, in

the n. agentis with the n. actionis.

joins together (the coupling)

when used

;

one can translate such fem.

as substantives, as abstracta,

e.g.

particip.,

n?3 (from n?3) } destruc-

but they are abstracta in themselves as little as
may be translated by " identity,"
Also Arab,
or in immensum altitudinis, by immensity (in height).
names of men with fem. forms are concreta. To the participial
form Koheleth correspond, for the most part, such names as (Arab.)
rawiyaton, narrator of tradition (fem. of rawyn) ; but essentially cogn.
tion, utter ruin

;

the neutra in to ravrov, which
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also are such

which

is

words as

learned man ; also khalyfaton,
noun, like the Heb. na'pn, but is the

'allamctt, greatly

by no means an

inf.

The Arabic
grammarians say that the fem. termination gives to the idea, if
possible, a collective signification, e.g. jarrar, the puller, i.e. the
drawer of a ship (helciariw), and jarrarat, the multitude drawing,
the company (taife) drawing the boat up the stream; or it also
;"
serves " as an exhaustive designation of the properties of the genus
so that, e.g., 'allamat means one who unites in himself that which
is peculiar to the very learned, and represents in his own person
a plurality of very learned men.
They also say that the fem. termination serves in such cases to strengthen the idea.
But how
can this strengthening result from a change in the gender ?
Without doubt the fem. in such cases discharges the function
of a neut.
and since doetissimus is heightened to doctissimum,
is thereby implied that such
an one is a pattern of a
it
learned man,
the reality of the idea, or the realized ideal of
such an one.
From these Arab, analogues respecting the import of the name
fem. of the verbal adj. Tchcdyf, successor, representative.

;

—

Koheleth, it follows that the fem.

is

not to be referred to Chohna in

such a way as that Solomon might be thereby designated as the
representative, and, as it were, the incarnation of wisdom (Ewald,

v

—an

Hitzig, etc.),

by no means supports

idea which the book

;

for if

the author had designed, in conformity with that signification of the

v

i

J

name, to let Wisdom herself speak through Solomon's mouth, he
would have let him speak as the author of Prov. i.-ix. speaks when
he addresses the reader by the title, " my son," he would not have
put expressions in his mouth such as i. 16-18, viL 23 f.
One
should not appeal to vii. 27; for there, where the subject is the
dangers of the love of women, Koheleth, in the sense of Wisdom
preaching, is as little appropriate as elsewhere ; just here was the
masculine gender of the speaker to be accented, and Amrah Koheleth
is thus an incorrect reading for Amur Halckoheleth (xii. 8).
The
name Koheleth, without Chohna being supplied, is a man's name,
of such recent formation as Sophereth, Neh. vii. 5, for which Ezra
ii. 55, Hassophereth; cf. also Ezra ii. 57, '?? '?k.
The Mishna goes
yet further in the coining of such names for men generis fem. As it
generally prefers to use the part, passivi in an active sense, e.g. "W3D,
thinking; 3WJ, riding; VW, having drunk; so also it forms fem.

—

plurals with a masculine signification,

zoth,

as Hadruchoth, press-treaders,

Hamm*shuhhoth, surveyors, ErvMn iv. 11; Hall'uspeakers in a foreign tongue, Megilla ii. 1,
and construes these

Terumoth

iii.

4

;

—
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with mas. predicates.1

In these there can he nowhere anything said
hy the transition to fern, forms.
But the persons acting, although they are men, are thought of as
neut.
and they appear, separated from the determination of their
of a heightening of the idea effected

;

gender, as the representatives of the activity spoken

According

of.

without regard to the gender, a preaching person.
The Book of Koheleth thus bears, in its second word, as on its very
to this, Koheleth

is,

forehead, the stamp of the

As

woman

the

Ezra-Nehemiah era

of Endor,

when

to

which

it

belongs.

she raised Samuel out of Hades

at the request of Saul, sees "gods ascending out of the earth"

Solomon who speaks
name Kdhdeth is appro-

(1 Sam. xxviii. 13), so it is not the veritable
in this book, but his spirit, for which this neut.

When

priate.

he

says,

i.

1 2, " I, Koheleth,

have been king over Israel

in Jerusalem," he recognises himself not as the reigning monarch, but

as having been king.

The Talmudic Aggada has joined

VVn,

to this

the fable that Solomon was compelled to descend from the throne

on account of his transgression of the law, which was then occupied
by an angel in his stead, but externally bearing his likeness and
that he now went about begging, saying: " I, Koheleth, have been king
over Israel in Jerusalem ;" but that they struck him with a stick, and
set before him a plate of groats for they said to him " How canst
thou speak thus ?
There the king sits in his palace on his throne." *
In this fiction there is at least grammatical intelligence. For it is
a vain delusion for one to persuade himself that Solomon in his
advanced age could say, with reference to the period of his life as
ruler, " I have been king," fui rex
he was certainly always so during
the forty years of his reign, and on to the last moment of his life.
Or can the words "$o
mean sum rex ? The case is as follows
;

;

:

—

wi

Wi

never the expression of the abstract present, or of existence
without regard to time
"lama king " is expressed in this sense
is

;

by the substantival clause ami mglek. In every case where one can
translate Wfl by " I am," e.g. Ps. lxxxviii. 5, the present being is
thought of as the result of an historical past (sum = /actus sum).
But at the most, wn, when it looks from the present back upon the
past, out of which it arose, signifies " I have become," Gen. xxxii. 1 1
Ps. xxx. 8
1

;

Jer. xx.

7

;

or

when

Vid. Geiger, Lehrluch, § xvi. 6,

trarily explains

away

it

and

this linguistic usage.

p. 75, avoids the difficulty

by the

looks back into the past as

cf.

Weiss' Studien, p. 90,

who

arbi-

Duke, in his Sprache der Mishna,

supposition of inadmissible ellipses.

Sanhedrin ii. 6 goes further into the story ; b. Gittin 686, where the
designated by the Persian name Ashmodce, cf. Jellinek's Sammlung kleiner

* Jer.

angel

is

Midrashim

2. xxvi.
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such, "I have been," Josh. L 5; Judg. xii. 2; Ps. xxxvii. 25.
Whether this word, in the former sense, corresponds to the Greek
perfect, and in the latter to the Greek aorist, is determined only by
the situation and connection.
Thus in Ex. ii 22 it signifies, "I

have become a stranger" (yeyova = elfit) ; while, on the other hand,
in Deut. xxiii. 8, " thou hast been a stranger " (eyevov, fuisti). That
where thd future is spoken of,
can, by virtue of the consecutio
temporvm, also acquire the meaning of " I shall become, I shall
be," e.g. 1 Kings L 21, cf. 1 Chron. xix. 12, is of no importance to
In the more modern language the more delicate syntax,
us here.

wn

as well as that idea of " becoming," primarily inherent in the verb

and W»n signifies either the past purely, " I have
though not so frequently, the past along with
the present, "I was," e.g. Neh. L 11.
Accordingly, Solomon while
still living would be able to say -fro
only in the sense of " I
have become (and still am) king " but that does not accord with

rrn, is disappearing,

been," Neh.

xiii. 6, or,

Wn

:

1
the following retrospective perfects.

with the more
leth,

e.g.

i.

modem

the Graec.

quod fait;

9, 'B'TiD, id

conformity with

the

this,

Venet by

This also does not harmonize

linguistic usage

LXX.

inrfipfja.

i.

which

followed

by Kohe-

In
by eyepontjv, and
have been king," Solomon,

translates

But

is

10, rrn 133, pridem fuit.

"I

wn

yet living, cannot say, only Salomo redivivus here introduced, as the

preacher can use such an expression.

The

epilogue,

xii.

9

ff.,

also furnishes

an argument in favour of
it is an

the late composition of this book, on the supposition that

appendix, not by another hand, but by the author himself.
that

it

is

from the author's

own

But

hand, and does not, as Gratz

supposes, belong to the period in which the school of Hillel had
established the canonicity of the book, follows from this, that

it is

composed in a style of Hebrew approaching that used in the
Mishna, yet of an earlier date than the Mishna for in the Talmuds
it is, clause by clause, a subject of uncertain interpretation,
the language used is plainly, for the Talmudic authorities, one that
is antiquated, the expressions of which, because not immediately
and unambiguously clear, need, in order to their explanation, to be
translated into the language then in use.
The author of the book
makes it thus manifest that here in the epilogue, as in the book
itself, Solomon is intentionally called Koheleth; and that the manner
;

of expression, as well as of the formation of the sentences in this

1

If

jfifcfl

followed, then

be a circumstantial perfect ;

WTl
vid.

(as

Reusch and Hengstenberg interpret) might

under Gen. L

2.
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epilogue, can in all particulars be supported from the

In "fear God,"

xii.

13a, the saying in

v.

6,

which

book
is

itself.

similarly

is repeated; and "this is the whole of man," xii 136, a
thought written as it were more in cipher than in extenso, is in the
same style as vi 10a. The word Tttfi ("moreover"), frequently used
by the author, and $>jn, used in the formation of attributive names,

formed,

viii. 8, we meet with also here.
And as at
third
idea
connected
aawBerw
follows
two ideas
11
a
xii 9, 10,
also
i.
vi.
But
if
this
epilogue
is
vav,
so
at
5.
connected by
7,
own
hand,
then,
in
meaning
of
the
author's
and
aim,
it
the product
The
that
its
sequel.
author
says
the
Koheleth
who
presents itself as
appears in this book as "wise" is the same who composed the
beautiful people's - book MisJUe; that he sought out not only

x.

11, 20, v. 10, 12,

words of a pleasing form, but also all words of truth ; that the
words of the wise are like goads and nails which stand in collected
they are given from one Shepherd.
The author
rows and numbers
of the book thereby denotes that the sentences therein collected,
even though they are not wholly, as they lie before us, the words of
Solomon, yet that, with the Proverbs of Solomon, and of the wise
men generally, they go back to one giver and original author. The epilogue thus, by its historic reference to Solomon, recognises the fiction,
and gives the reader to understand that the book loses nothing in its
value from its not having been immediately composed by Solomon
Of untruthfulness, of a so-called pia fraus, we cannot therefore
From early times, within the sphere of the most ancient
speak.
Israelitish authorship, it was regarded as a justifiable undertaking for
an author to reproduce in a rhetorical or poetical form the thoughts
and feelings of memorable personages on special occasions. The
Psalter contains not a few psalms bearing the superscription leDavid, which were composed not by David himself, but by unknown
poets, placing themselves, as it were, in David's position, and representing him, such e.g. as cxliv., which in the LXX. excellently bears
the superscription nrpot rbv ToKiaZ.
The chronicler, when he seeks
to give the reader an idea of the music at the festival of the consecration of the tabernacle and then of the completed temple, allows
himself so great freedom, that he puts into the mouth of David the
Beracha of the fourth book of the Psalms (cvi. 48), along with the
preceding verse of Ps. cvi. (1 Chron. xvi. 35 f.), and into Solomon's

—

mouth

verses of Ps. cxxxii. (2 Chron.

discourses

communicated in the O.

partly of this sort, that they either
e.g.

1 Sam.

ii.

27

ff.,

or

must be

vi.

41

£).

And

the prophetical

books are certainly
be regarded as original, as

T. historical

may

so regarded, as

2 Kings xviiL-xx.
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but not merely where the utterances of the prophets are in general
terms reproduced, as at Judg. vi 8-10, 2 Kings xvii. 13, xxi.
10-15, but also elsewhere in most of the prophetic discourses
which we read in the Books of Kings and Chronicles, the style of
the historian makes itself perceptible.
Consequently (as also Caspari
in his work on the Syro-Ephraimite War, 1849, finds) the discourses
in the Chronicles, apart from those which are common to them, bear an
altogether different homogeneous character from those of the Book
of Kings.
It is the same as with the speeches, for instance, which
are recorded in Thucydides, Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Livy, and
other Greek and Boman historians.
Classen may be right in the
opinion, that the speeches in Thucydides are not mere inventions,
but that, nevertheless, as they lie before us, they are the work of
the historian ; even the letters that passed between Pausanias and
Xerxes bear his stamp, although he composed them on the ground
of the verbal reports of the Spartans.
It is thus also with the
Tacitus.
They
speeches found in
are more Ciceronian than his own
discourses
Germans
style is, and the
of
have less elaborated periods
than those of the Bomans ; but so greatly was the writing of history
by the ancients influenced by this custom of free reproduction,
that even a speech of the Emperor Claudius, which is found engraven
on brass, is given by Tacitus not in this its original, but in another
and freer form, assimilated to his own manner of representation.
So also sacred history, which in this respect follows the general
ancient custom, depends not on the identity of the words, but of
the spirit

:

it

does

person as saying,
of its

own

it

not feign what

subjectivity

which thus

essential to it in actual

life.

represents

the historical

but yet

is

it

follows traditions

;

it

the power

recalls the past in all that

The aim

is

was

not artistically to repre-

is made as if it were genuine.
The arts
by which it is sought to impart to that which is introduced
into a more recent period the appearance of genuineness, were unknown to antiquity. No pseudonymous work of antiquity shows
any such imitation of an ancient style as, e.g., does Meinhold's

sent the imitation which

f

Bernsteinhexe,

The
i

historians

or

such

a forgery as Wagenfeld's Sanchuniathon.
always in their own individual way,

reproduce

without impressing on the speeches of different persons any distinct individual character.

They

abstain from every art aimed at

the concealment of the actual facts of the case.

It is thus also

As the author of the
with the author of the Book of Koheleth.
" Wisdom of Solomon" openly gives himself out to be an Alexandrian,

who makes Solomon

his organ,

so

the

author of the
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Book

of Koheleth

is

so

little

concerned purposely to veil

the

which he clothes his own
peculiar life-experiences, that he rather in diverse ways discovers
himself as one and the same person with the Salomo redivivus here
fiction

of the Solomon

-

discourse, in

presenting himself.

We

do not reckon along with these such proverbs as have for
mutual relationship between the king and his subjects, viii. 3-5, x. 4, 16 f., 20, cf. v. 8 ; these do not betray in the
speaker one who is an observer of rulers and not a ruler himself;
for the two collections of " Proverbs of Solomon " in the Book of
Proverbs contain a multitude of proverbs of the king, xvi. 10,
12-15, xix. 12, xx. 2, 8, 26, 28, xxv. 2, 3, 4f., 6 f., which,
their object the

although objectively speaking of the
looked on as old Solomonic,
literature regarding princely

Machiavel
iii

is

?

—

for is

king,

government, as

But in the complaints

may

well

quite

be

there not a whole princely
e.g.

Friedrich it's Anti-

against unrighteous judgment,

16, iv. 1, v. 7, one is to be seen who suffers under it, or who
compelled to witness it without the power to change it ; they

are not appropriate in the
injustice.

who should prevent
who here puts his complaints
is he who has to record life-experiences

mouth

of the ruler,

It is the author himself

mouth of Solomon it
5—7. The time in which he lived was one of public misgovernment and of dynastic oppression, in contrast with which the
past shone out in a light so much the rosier, vii. 10, and it threw long
dark shadows across his mind when he looked out into the world, and
mediately also upon the confessions of his Koheleth. This Koheleth
into the

such as

;

x.

is

not the historical Solomon, but an abstraction of the historical

is

not the theocratic king, but the king among the wise

men

;

;

he
the

actual Solomon could not speak, ii. 18, of the heir to his throne as
of " the man that shall be after him,"
and he who was led astray by

—

and thus became an apostate

(1 Kings xi. 4),
must have sounded an altogether different note of penitential contrition from that which we read at vii. 2 6-2 8. This Solomon who tasted
all, and in the midst of his enjoyment maintained the position of a
wise man (ii. 9), is described by the author of this book from history
and from sayings, just as he needs him, so as to make him an organ
of himself; and so little does he think of making the fiction an illusion difficult to be seen through, that he represents Koheleth, i 16,
ii. 7, 9, as speaking as if he had behind him a long line of kings
over the whole of Israel and Judah, while yet not he, bnt the

his wives into idolatry,

author of the book,

who

conceals himself behind Salomo redivivus,

could look back on such a series of kings in Jerusalem.

O

JECCLES.
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When

did this anonymous author,

who

speaks instead of his

I

/

Solomon, live and write

what conclusion
be gathered regarding the book from the literary references it
contains.
In its thoughts, and in the form of its thoughts, it is an
?

Let us

first

of all see

may
I

I

extremely original work.
It even borrows nothing from the Solomonic Book of Proverbs, which in itself contains so many repetitions; proverbs such as vii. 16—18 and Prov. iii 7 are somewhat
like, but only accidentally.
On the contrary, between v. 14 and Job
i. 21, as well as between vii. 14 and Job ii.
10, there undoubtedly
exists some kind of connection
here there lie before us thoughts
which the author of the Book of Koheleth may have read in the
Book of Job, and have quoted them from thence also the mention
of an untimely birth, vi. 3, cf. Job iii 16, and the expression " one
among a thousand," vii. 28, cf. Job ix. 3, xxxiii. 23, may perhaps
be reminiscences from the Book of Job occurring unconsciously to
the author.
This is not of any consequence as to the determina;

*v

N

—

Book of Koheleth, for
Book of Job is in any case much older. Dependence on the
Book of Jeremiah would be of greater importance, but references

tion of the time of the composition of the

the
N

such as

vii. 2, cf. Jer.

and guide to no

xvi. 8, ix.

11,

definite conclusion.

cf.

Jer. ix.

22, are doubtful,

And who might

venture, with

Hitzig, to derive the golden lamp, xii. 1 0, from the vision of Zechariah,
iv. 2,

>j

|

from what

it

has in the other

?

a more certain terminus a quo by comparing v. 5 with Mai. ii. 7.
Malachi there designates the priests as messengers (delegated) of
Jahve of hosts, along with which also there is the designation of the
prophets as God's messengers, iii. 1, Hag. i. 13.
With the author
of the Book of Koheleth " the messenger " is already, without any

name
1

"\tiha

of

God being

added, a priestly

title

not to be misunderstood

(messenger) denotes the priest as vicarius Dei, the delegate of

God, tuorm nbw, according to the later
; .

an altogether
But we gain

especially since the figure in the one place has

different signification

title

(Kiddushin 236).

And

a terminus ad quern, beyond which the reckoning of the time of
composition cannot extend,

which

is

andrine

is

furnished by the

".

Wisdom

its

of Solomon,"

not a translation, but a work written originally in Alex-

Greek

;

for that

this

Koheleth, as Hitzig maintains,

is

book

is

older than the

not only in

itself

Book of

improbable, since

the latter shows not a trace of Greek influence, but in the light of
the history of doctrine

is

altogether impossible, since

the history of the development of the doctrine of
1

Vid.

my

dissertation: Die Discussion der Amtsfrage

im

it

represents, in

wisdom and the

M shna u.

Gemara,

in the Luth. Zeitschrift 1864, pp. 446-449.
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last things, the stage

does the last
of the
c.

Ap.

immediately preceding the last

B.C.,

as Philo

not earlier than the beginning of the persecution

it is

;

Jews by the Egyptians under Ptolemy vn., Physkon (Joseph.
5), and at all events was written before Philo, since the

ii.

combination of the Sophia and the Logos is here as yet incomplete.
Wisdom must stand in some kind of historical relation

This Book of

Book of Koheleth. The fact that both authors make King
Solomon the organ of their own peculiar view of the world, shows a
to the

connection that

Accident

not accidental.

is

by the circumstance

is

altogether excluded

that the Alexandrian author stands in the

relation to the Palestinian that

James stands in

same

to the Pauline letters.

As James

directs himself not so much against Paul as against a
Paulinism misleading to fatal consequences, so the Book of Wisdom
is certainly not directly a work in opposition to the Book of Koheleth,

as is

assumed by

J. E.

Ch. Schmidt (Salomo's Prediger, 1794), Kelle

{Die salom. Schriflen, 1815), and others

but, as

Knobel and Grimm

by Koheleth, not without an acquaintance with

ciples as set forth

The

this book.

;

a one-sided extreme interpretation of views and prin-

assert, against

lovers of pleasure,

who speak

in Wisd. ii 1-9, could

support that saying by expressions from the Book of Koheleth, and
the concluding words there sound like an appropriation of the words
of Koheleth

iii..

point of the

22,

Book

v.

17

(cf.

God, the Judge of the world,
point did not

lie

LXX.)

;

it is

true they break off the

of Koheleth, for the exhortation to the fear of
is

not echoed

;

but to break

off this

" fear

Chokma watchword,

remote, since the old

God," hovered over the contents of the book rather than penetrated
them.
It is as if the author of the Book of Wisdom, i.-v., wished

show to what danger of abuse in the sense of a pure materialistic
eudaemonism the wisdom presented in the Book of Koheleth is exposed.
But he also opposes the pessimistic thoughts of Koheleth in
to

(1) Koheleth says " There is
one event to the righteous and to the wicked," ix. 2 but he says there
is a difference between them wide as the heavens, Wisd. iii. 2 f., iv. 7,

the decided assertions of the contrary

:

:

;

v.

15

f.;

it,

"He that increaseth knowledge

increaseth

; but he says: wisdom bringeth not sorrow, but pure joy
Wisd. viii. 16; (3) Koheleth says that wisdom bringeth neither

sorrow,"

with

(2) Koheleth says:

:

i.

18

ix. 1 1
but he says it brings fame and honour,
Wisd. viii 10; (4) Koheleth says " There is no remembrance of the
wise more than of the fool for ever," ii. 16 ; but he says of wisdom in
contrast to folly " I shall obtain by it a deathless name, and shall
leave to my descendants an everlasting remembrance," Wisd. viii. 13.
The main distinction between the two books lies in this, that

respect nor favour,

:

;

:

:
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the comfortless view of Hades running through the

Book

of Koheleth

thoroughly surmounted by a wonderful rising above the 0. T. standpoint by the author of the Book of Wisdom, and that hence there is in

is

it

an incomparably more

Eccles.

vii.

sent time
"

The

15,

viii.

satisfying Theodicee

more

14), and a

(cf.

Wisd.

xii.

2-18 with

spiritual relation to this pre-

viii. 21, ix. 17, with Eccles. ii. 24, iii. 13, etc.).
of Solomon " has indeed the appearance of an anti-

Wisd.

(cf.

Wisdom

Ecclesiastes, a side-piece to the

at confuting

it,

Book

of Koheleth, which aims partly

partly at going beyond

it

;

for it represents,

in

opposition to Koheleth not rising above earthly enjoyment with the
fear of God, a more ideal, more spiritual Solomon.
If
Koheleth says that God "hath made everything beautiful in his time,"
iii. 11, and hath made man upright, vii. 29 ; so, on the other hand,
Solomon says that He hath made all things els rb elvai, Wisd. i. 14,
and hath made man eV afydapaia, ii. 23. There are many such
viii. 5, cf. Koh. vii. 12
parallels, e.g. v. 9, cf. Koh. viii. 13
ix.
13-16, cf. Koh. iii. 10 f., but particularly Solomon's confession,
vii. 1-21, with that of Koheleth, i. 12-18.
Here, wisdom appears

But of the

;

human

;

1 Kings iii.
answer to prayer, which brings
with it all that can make happy. If one keeps in his eye this
mutual relation between the two books, there can be no doubt as to
which is the older and which the younger. In the Book of Koheleth
the Old Covenant digs for itself its own grave. It is also a " schoolmaster to Christ," in so far as it awakens a longing after a better
Covenant than the first.1 But the Book of Wisdom is a precursor
of this better covenant.
The composition of the Book of Koheleth
falls between the time of Malachi, who lived in the time of Nehemiah's second arrival at Jerusalem, probably under Darius Nothus
(423-405 B.C.), and the Book of Wisdom, which at the earliest was
written under Ptolemy Physkon (145-117), when the 0. T. was
already for the most part translated into the Greek language. 8
Hitzig does not venture to place the Book of Koheleth so far
back into the period of the Ptolemies he reaches with his chain
of evidence only the year 204, that in which Ptolemy Epiphanes
(204-181) gained, under the guardianship of the Eomans, the throne
of his father, he must be the minor whom the author has in his
eye, x. 1 6.
But the first link of his chain of proof is a falsum. For
it is not true that Ptolemy Lagus was the first ruler who exacted
from the Jews the " oath of God," viii 2, i.e. the oath of fidelity for
a

as

11-1 3),

acquisition

;

there (which agrees with

as a gracious gift obtained in

;

—

;

1

'

Vid. Oehler's Thtol.

Cf.

ii.

12a with

Isa.

da
iii.

A. T.,
10,

II. p.

824.

LXX., andxv. 10a with

Isa. xtir. 20,
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Josephus (Antt. xii 1. 1) says directly, that Ptolemy Lagus did this
with reference to the fidelity with which the Jews had kept to
Alexander the Macedonian the oath of allegiance they had sworn to
Darius, which he particularly describes, Antt. xi. 8. 3
besides, the
covenant, e.g. 2 Sam. v. 3, concluded in the presence of Jahve with
their own native kings included in it the oath of allegiance, and the
oath of vassalage which, e.g., Zedekiah swore to Nebuchadnezzar,
2 Chron. xxxvi. 1 3, cf. Ezek. xvii. 1 3-1 9, had at the same time
binding force on the citizens of the state that was in subjection.
Also that " the oath of God " must mean the oath of allegiance sworn
to a foreign ruler, and not that sworn to a native ruler, which would
rather be called " the oath of Jahve," does not stand the test the
author of the Book of Koheleth drives the cosmopolitism of the
Chokma so far, that he does not at all make use of the national
name of God connected with the history of redemption, and Nehemiah
also, xiii. 25, uses an oath " of God " where one would have expected
an oath " of Jahve." The first link of Hitzig's chain of proof, then,
shows itself on all sides to be worthless. The author says, viii 2,
substantially the same as Paul, Eom. xiii. 5, that one ought to be
subject to the king, not only from fear of punishment, but for
;

:

conscience' sake.

Thus, then, viii 10 will also stand without reference to the carrying away of the Jews captive by Ptolemy Lagus, especially since the

by no means
who were carried

of a mass -deportation; and,
Egypt by Lagus were partly
from the regions round about Jerusalem, and partly from the holy

subject there is

that

besides, those

into

city itself (Joseph.

Antt.

12.

vii 10, were not those of the
there are always men,

1.
first

1).

And

the old better times,

three Ptolemies, especially since

and even in the best and most prosperous

who praise the old times at the expense of the new. And
women who were a misfortune to their husbands or lovers there

times,
also

have always been, so that in vii. 26 one does not need to think of
that Agathoclea who ruled over Ptolemy Philopator, and even had
in her hands the power of life and death. Passages such as vii 10
On
and vii 26 afford no help in reference to the chronology.
the other hand, the author in

ix.

13-16

relates, to all appearance,

what he himself experienced. But the little city is certainly not
the fortified town of Dora, on the sea-coast to the west of Carmel,
which was besieged by Antiochus the Great (Polybius,v. 66) in the
year 218, as at a later period, in the year 138, it was by Antiochus vn., Sidetes (Joseph. Bell, i 2. 2) ; for this Dora was not then
saved by a poor wise man within it,
of whom Polybius knows

—
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—but

nothing,

"

by the strength of the

A

with Nicholaus."
in

iv.

13-16.

place,

and the help of those

definite historical event is also certainly

found

Hitzig sees in the old foolish king the spiritually con*

1

but so much the more covetous, high priest Onias, under
Ptolemy Euergetes and in the poor but wise youth, Joseph (the son
of Tobias), who robbed Onias of his place in the state, and raised
himself to the office of general farmer of taxes.
But here nothing
agrees but that Onias was old and foolish, and that Joseph was then a
young wise man (Joseph. Antt. xii. 4. 2) of the poverty of the latter
nothing is heard he was the nephew of Onias. And besides, he did
not come out of the house "of prisoners" (D^Dn) this word is pointed
by Hitzig so as to mean, out of the house " of fugitives " (Q'^Dn),
perhaps, as he supposes, an allusion to the district $vxpka, which the
author thus interprets as if it were derived from <f>evyeiv. Historical
tracted,

;

;

—

•

investigation has here degenerated into

the boldest subjectivism.

The Heb. tongue has never called " fugitives " DniDn and to whom
as Qvyeka
could the Heb. word ninp'D (cf. Berachoth 286) suggest
did to Pliny and Mela
the Greek <f>evy€iv
;

—

We

—

!

have thus, in determining the time of the authorship of this

book, to confine ourselves to the period subsequent to the Diadochs.
It

may be

regarded as beyond a doubt that

Persian domination.

was written under the

it

Kleinert (Der Prediger Salomo, 1864)

in

is

general right in saying that the political condition of the people

which the book presupposes,

is

that in which they are placed under

Satraps: the unrighteous judgment,
sion, iv. 1, viii. 9, v. 7

of

mean men

;

iii

16

;

and the despotic oppres-

the riotous court-life, x.

to the highest places of honour, x.

severity of the law of war-service,

viii.

by the organized system of espionage

2

8

1

16-19 the raising
5-7 the inexorable
;

;

the prudence required

existing at such a time,

—

all

But if the Book of
than Malachi, then it was written some-

these things were characteristic of this period

Koheleth is not at all older
where within the last century of the Persian kingdom, between
Artaxerxes I., Longimanus (464-424), and Darius Codomannus
(335-332): the better days for the Jewish people, of the Persian
supremacy under the first five Achaemenides, were past (vii. 10).
Indeed, in

Mnemon

vi.

3 there appear to be reminiscences of Artaxerxes

(died about 360),

to Justin (x. 1),
cessor,

who was

had 115

who was 94

sons,

and of Artaxerxes m., Ochus his suc-

poisoned by the chief eunuch Bagoas, who, according

to Aelian, Var. Hist, vi 8, threw his (Ochus')
»

II.,

years old, and, according

Vid. Herod, iv. 84, vu.

body

to the cats,

and

88 f.

* Vid. Duncker's Gesch. des Alterthums, Bd.

2 (1867),

p. 894.
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caused sword-handles to be made from his bones.

The book altogether
which concrete instances in the Persian
history correspond, from which they might be abstracted, in which
strict harmony on all sides with historical fact is not to be required,

many examples

contains

since

it

to

did not concern the author.

The event recorded

ir.

13-16

Cyrus rising to the supremacy of world-ruler (after dispossessing the old Median King Astyages), who left * nothing but
misery to posterity.
Such a rich man as is described in vi 2, who
had to leave all his treasures to a stranger, was Croesus, to whom
Solon, as vii. 8a (cf. Herod, i. 32. 86), said that no one ought to be
praised before his end. A case analogous at least to ix. 14-16, was
the deliverance of Athens by the counsel of Themistocles (Justin,
ii. 12), who finally, driven from Athens, was compelled to seek the
1
protection of the Persian king, and ended his life in despair.
If
we were not confined, for the history of the Persian kingdom and
its provinces, from Artaxerxes I. to the appearance of Alexander of
Macedon, to only a few and scanty sources of information (we know
no Jewish events of this period, except the desecration of the temple
by Bagoses, described by Josephus, Antt. xi. 7), we might probably
be better able to understand many of the historical references of the
Book of Koheleth. We should then be able to say to whom the
author refers by the expression, " Woe to thy land when thy king is
a child," x. 16 ; for Artaxerxes I., who, although only as yet a boy
at the time of the murder of his father Xerxes (Justin, iii. 1), soon
thereafter appeared manly enough, cannot be thought of.
We should
then, perhaps, be also in possession of the historical key to viii. 10
for with the reference to the deportation of many thousands of
Jewish prisoners (Josephus, c. Ap. i. 22)
which, according to
Syncellus and Orosius, must have occurred under Artaxerxes in.,
Ochus the interpretation of that passage does not accord.8 We
should then also, perhaps, know to what political arrangement the
refers to

;

—

—

1 According
to Nicolaus of Damascus (Muller's Fragm. hist. Grate. III. 898),
Cyrus was the child of poor parents by " prison-house" (iv. 14), reference is made
to his confinement in Persia, where access to him was prevented by guards (Herod,
i. 123).
Justin, i. 5 "A letter could not be openly brought to him, since the
guards appointed by the king kept possession of all approaches to him."
;

:

* Vid. Spiegel's Erdnische Alterthumskunde, II. pp. 409, 413. Bernstein suggests
the deliverance of Potidea (Herod, viii. 128) or Tripolis (Diodor. xvL 41) ; but neither
of these cities owed its deliverance to the counsel of a wise man. Burger (Comm.

in Ecclesiasten, 1864) thinks, with greater probability, of Themistocles,

among

who was

138), which Ewald also finds most suitable, provided the author had a definite fact before his eye.

celebrated
*

the Persians (Tbucyd.

i.

Vid. Bernstein's Quaestiunes Kohelelhanae, p. 66.
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when he says, vii. 1 9, that wisdom is a stronger pro;
tection to a city than " ten mighty men " Gratz refers this to the
author points

decuriones of the

Eoman

municipal

to the dynasties

it refers

1

(cf.

cities

and colonies

Persian kings over the cities of conquered countries.
the oppressed spirit pervading the book would be so

we knew more

;

but probably

Assyr. salat, governor) placed by the

And generally,
much clearer if

of the sacrifices which the Jewish people in the

had to make, than merely that the Phoesame time with " the Syrians in Palestine," had to
contribute (Herod, vii 87) to Xerxes for his Grecian expedition
three hundred triremes and also that the people who " dwelt in the
Solymean mountains " had to render him assistance in his expedition
against Greece (Joseph, c. Ap. i 22).
The author was without doubt a Palestinian. In iv. 17 he
speaks of himself as dwelling where the temple was, and also in the
holy city, viii. 1 ; he lived, if not actually in it, at least in its near
neighbourhood, x. 15 although, as Kleinert remarks, he appears,

later time of the Persians

nicians, at the

;

;

make use of a similitude taken from the corn trade of a
town.
From iv. 8 the supposition is natural that he was

xi. 1, to

seaport

alone in the land, without children or brothers or sisters

the contents and spirit of the whole book,

it

;

but from

appears more certain

that, like his Koheleth,

he was advanced in years, and had behind

him a long checkered

life.

The symptoms of approaching death

presenting themselves in old age, which he describes to the young,

The
2 ff., he probably borrowed from bis own experience.
whole book bears the marks of age,
a production of the Old
Covenant which was stricken in age, and fading away.
The literature, down to 1860, of commentaries and monographs on the Book of Koheleth is very fully set forth in the
English Commentary of Ginsburg, and from that time to 1867, in
Zockler's Commentary, which forms a part of Lange's Bibdwerk.
Keil's Einleitung, 3d ed. 1873, contains a supplement to these,
among which, however, the Bonner Theolog. Literaturblatt, 1874,
Nr. 7, misses Pusey's and Eeusch's (cf. the Tubingen Theol. QuartalIt is not possible for any man to
schrift, 1860, pp. 430-469).
compass this literature. Zedner's Catalogue of the Hebrew books in
the Library of the British Museum, 1867, contains a number of
Jewish commentaries omitted by Ginsburg and Zockler, but far
xii.

—

from alL For example, the Commentary of Ahron B. Josef (for the
first time printed at Eupatoria, 1834) now lies before me, with
those of Moses Frankel (Dessau, 1809), and of Samuel David Luz1

Vid. Duncker's Gesch. des AUerthums, II. p. 910.
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zatto, in the journal,

Ozar Nechmad 1864.

Eegarding the literature
hy Tayler

of English interpretation, see the American translation,

The catalogue there also
1873 a Commentary by Thomas Pelham Dale

Lewis (1870), of Zockler's Commentary.
is

incomplete, for in

and a Monograph on chap, xii., under the title of Tlie Dirge
by the Orientalist C. Taylor, appeared in 1874. The
fourth volume of the Speaker's Corrvmentary contains a Commentary
on the Song by Kingsbury, and on Ecclesiastes by W. T. Bullock,
who strenuously maintains its Solomonic authorship. The opinion
that the book represents the conflict of two voices, the voice of true
wisdom and that of pretended wisdom, has lately found advocates
not only in a Hebrew Commentary by Ephraim Hirsch (Warsaw,
1871), but also in the article "Koheleth" by Schenkel in his
Bibellexikon (vol. III., 1871).
For the history and refutation of
this attempt to represent the book in the form of a dialogue, we
might refer to Zockler's Introd. to his Commentary.
The old translations have been referred to at length by Ginsburg.
Frederick Field, in his Hexapla (Poet. vol. 1867), has collected
together the fragments of the Greek translations.
Ge. Janichs, in
his Animadversion.es criticae (Breslau, 1871), has examined the
Peshito of Koheleth and Euth vid. with reference thereto, Noldeke's
Anzeige in the Liter. Centralblatt 1871, Nr. 49, and cf. Middeldorpfs
Symholae exegetico-criticae ad librum Ecclesiastis, 1811.
The text of
the Graecus Venetus lies before us now in a more accurate form
than that by Villoison (1784), in Gebhardt's careful edition of
certain Venetian manuscripts (Leipzig, Brockhaus 1874), containing
appeared

;

of Coheleth,

;

this translation of the 0. T. books.
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" Ostendit omnia

esse vanitali subjecta

:

in his quae propter homines facta sunt

ranitas est mutabilitatis ; in his quae ab hominibus facta sunt vanitas est curiositatis
in his

quae in hominibus facta sunt vanitas mortalitatis."

Hugo of

|

HE

The words of

St.

Victor

(t 1140).

of David, king
in Jerusalem, has been already explained in the Introtitle,

i.

1,

Kolieleih, son

which does not admit of being
by " son of David "
by the accent Zakef; for the apposition, "king in Jerusalem,"
In several
does not belong to "David," but to "Koheleth."

The

duction.

verse,

properly halved,

similar cases, such as Ezek.

i.

is

3,

rightly divided

the accentuation leaves the desigin Gen. x. 216

nation of the oppositional genitive undefined;

proceeds on an erroneous supposition
i.

15, for

;

it is

rightly

example, as in the passage before

without the

article, is

explained from

this,

us.

that

it is

determined by

"in Jerusalem," as elsewhere by "of Israel" ("Judah").
expression (cf. 2 Kings xiv. 23) is singular.

PROLOGUE

:

The book begins

THE EVERLASTING SAMENESS.
artistically

it

denned in Amos
That "king" is

—L

The

2-lt

with an opening section of the

The ground-tone of the whole book at once
vanity of
sounds in ver. 2, which commences this section, "
vanity of vanities
All is vain."
vanities, saith Koheleth,
As
at Isa. xl. 1 (vid. l.c.) it is a question whether by " saith " is
meant a future or a present utterance of God, so here and at
nature of a preamble.

!

xii.

8 whether "saith" designates the expression of Koheleth as

belonging to history or as presently given forth.

The language

218
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8.

admits both interpretations, as e.g. " saith," with God as the subject, 2 Sam. xxiii. 3, is meant historically, and in Isa. xlix. 5
of the present time.
xxxvi. 4, " Thus saith

We
.

.

.

understand " saith " here, as

e.g.

Isa.

the king of Assyria," of something said

now, not of something said previously, since it is those presently
to whom the Solomon redivivus, and through him the

living

all earthly things.
The
old translators take " vanity of vanities " in the nominative, as if it

author of this book, preaches the vanity of

were the predicate but the repetition of the expression shows that
an exclamation
vanitatem vanitatum.
The abbreviated
connecting form of ?3n is here not punctuated «ri, after the form
TK! (T!0) and the like, but 5>3l!, after the manner of the Aram,
ground-form 13JJ; cf. Ewald, § 32b. Jerome read differently: In
;

=

it is

ABAL ABALIM scriptum est, quod
omnes similiter transtulerunt aT/id? drfiiSuv sive arft&v.
H&ogl primarily signifies a breath, and still bears
this meaning in post-bibL Heb, e.g. Schabbath 1196: "The world
exists merely for the sake of the breath of school-children" (who
are the hope of the future).
Breath, as the contrast of that which
is firm and enduring, is the figure of that which has no support, no
Hebraeo pro vanitate vanitatum

LXX.

exceptis

interpretibus

Eegarding the superlative expression, " Vanity of

continuance.

vanities," vid. the

ultra of vanity,

mation

Song LI.

—vanity in

the highest degree.

—

which present themselves
is

" is the

non plus
The double excla-

Vanity of vanities

followed by a statement which shows it to be the residt
" All is vain "
the whole (of the things, namely,

is

of experience.

use)

"

to us here

below for our consideration and

vanity.

Ver. 3.

With

this verse

tion and statement

:

"

commences the proof

What profit hath

a

man

for this exclama-

of all his labour which

he laboureth in under the sun ? " An interrogative exclamation,
which leads to the conclusion that never anything right, ie. real,
JVW, profit, synon. with mothar,
enduring, satisfying, comes of it.
iii. 19, is peculiar to this book ( = Aram. fW).
primary form, p"W,
is unknown.
The punctator Simson (Cod. 102a of the Leipzig
University Lib. f. 5a) rightly blames those who use ffV??}, in a
liturgical hymn, of the Day of Atonement.
The word signifies that
which remains over, either, as here, clear gain, profit, or that which
I

A

has the pre-eminence,

"Under

the

sun"

is

i.e.

superiority, precedence, or is the foremost.

the

designation

—the world of men, which we

this book,

lunary world.
of the obj.

V

of the

are

earth

wont

peculiar to

to call the sub-

has not the force of an accusative of manner, but

The author uses the

expression,

"Labour wherein I
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have laboured,"

19, 20, v. 17, as Euripides, similarly, /ioxO&p

ii.

He now proceeds
" What profit ?

yuoyBov.

question,

to justify the negative contained in the

Ver. 4. "

One generation passeth away, and another generation
and the earth remaineth for ever." The meaning is not
that the earth remains standing, and thus (Hitz.) approaches no limit
it is by this very
(for what limit for it could be had in view ?)
immoveable condition that it fulfils, according to the ancient notion,
cometh

:

;

its

The author rather intends to say that in
remains permanent as the fixed point around
generations pass away, others appear, and the

destiny, Ps. cxix. 90.

this sphere nothing

which
earth

all
is

circles

;

only the firm territory, the standing scene, of this ceaseless

change.

In

reality,

does not stand for ever, for
else.

But the

redemption, Ps.

it

its

26

of the earth appears to

that

it

it

which appertains

men

him only

tragic, as

become something
to the history

as the foil of the growth

of

and decay

Elster, in this fact, that the

pass away, and

insensate earth under

:

remote from the Preacher; the stability

f, is

everlastingly repeating themselves.

generations of

be said of the earth

place in the universe, and that

will be changed and

latter thought,
cii.

may

both things

stands for ever without losing

that,

on the contrary, the

their feet remains, rightly sees something

Jerome had already done

:

Quid hoc vanius

terram manere, quae Jwrninum causa facta est,
terrae dominum, tarn repente in pulverem dissolvi ?

vanitate,

quam

hominem ipsum,
The sun supplies

et

This, which he thinks of in conhim a second example of ceaseless change
As the generations of men come and go,
with perpetual sameness.

the author with another figure.
trast

with the earth,

is to

so also does the sun.
Ver. 5. " And the

hasteth (back) to

sun ariseth, the sun goeth down, and

its place,

there to rise again."

coming

It rises

and

it

sets

from its place of
morning in the east,
hastening to fulfil its course.
Thus Hitzig rightly, for he takes
" there to rise again " as a relative clause
the words may be thus
translated, but strictly taken, both participles stand on the same
level; *|tjte> (panting, hastening) is like N3 in ver. 4, the expression of
again, but its setting is not a
resting in the west it

must

to rest ; for

rise again in the

;

the present, and

'it

that of the fut. instans: ibi (rursus) oriturws; the

accentuation also treats the two partic. as co-ordinate, for Tiphcha

more than Tebir

but it is inappropriate that it gives to
Zakef Quaton (with Kadma going before).
Ewald adopts this sequence of the accents, for he explains the sun
goes down, and that to its own place, viz. hastening back to it just
separates

;

'o-?Ki the greater disjunctive

:
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its

going down, where, panting,

it

I.

221

6.

again ascends.

But that the sun

down

If
to the place of its ascending, is a distorted thought.
" to its place " belongs to " goeth," then it can refer only to the

goes

Benjamin el-Nahawendi (Neubauer,
"and that to its place," viz.
the place of the going down appointed for it by the Creator, with
But
reference to Ps. civ. 19, " the sun knoweth his going down."
the DE>, which refers back to " its place," opposes this interpretation
and the phrase '1e> cannot mean " panting, rising," since «|NB> in itself

place of the going down, as

Aus

e.g.

der Petersb. Bibl. p. 108) explains

:

;

does not signify to pant, but to snatch
thing, thus to strive, panting after

which accords with the words
rising.

And how

long eagerly after any-

at, to

it (cf.

Job vii 2

" to its place,"

;

Ps.

cxbc 1 3 1),

but not with the act of

unnatural to think of the rising sun, which gives
No, the panting is

the impression of renewed youth, as panting

!

said of the sun that has set, which, during the night,

and thus with-

out rest by day and night, must turn itself back again to the east

anew to commence its daily course. Thus also
Instead
LXX., Syr., Targ., Jerome, Venet, and Luther.
of 'ie>, Gratz would read *|K 3B>, redit (atque) etiam ; but 'ie> is as
characteristic of the Preacher's manner of viewing the world as 321D
Thus much regarding the sun. Many old inter'til, 66, and 'l\ 8a.
preters, recently Gratz, and among translators certainly the LXX.,
refer also 6a to the sun.
The Targ. paraphrases the whole verse of
the state of the sun by day and night, and at the spring and autumn
equinox, according to which Eashi translates twin, la volonU (du
soleil).
But along with the sun, the wind is also referred to as a
third example of restless motion always renewing itself.
The
division of the verses is correct ; 6a used of the sun would over(Ps. xix. 7), there

Eashi, the

load the figure, and the whole of ver. 6 therefore refers to the wind.
Ver. 6. " It goeth to the south, and turneth to the north ; the
wind goeth ever circling, and the wind returneth again on its
circuits."
Thus designedly the verse is long-drawn and monotonous.
It gives the impression of weariness.
3f may be 3d pret. with the
force of an abstract present, but the relation is here different from
that in 5a, where the rising, setting, and returning stand together, and
the two former lie backwards indeed against the latter; here, on the
contrary, the circling motion and the return to a new beginning stand
together on the same line ; 2V is thus a part., as the Syr. translates it.
The participles represent continuance in motion. In ver. 4 the subjects stand foremost, because the ever anew beginning motion belongs
to the subject in w. 5 and 6, on the contrary, the pred. stands fore;

most, and the subjeot in ver. 6

is

therefore placed thus far back, because
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two pred. were not sufficient, but required a third for their
That the wind goes from the south (BVw, R. yi, the
region of the most intense light) to the north (fax, R. JSV, the region
of darkness), is not so exclusively true of it as it is of the sun that
it goes from the east to the west; this expression requires the
the

first

completion.

generalization " circling, circling goes the wind,"

and there

here

directions

movement exhausts

circling

for

;

turning in

i.e.

all

the repetition denotes that the

The near

all possibilities.

defining part,

which is subordinated to " goeth," elsewhere is annexed by " and,"
e.g. Jonah i.
11 cf. 2 Sam. xv. 30 here aabiaaiD, in the sense
of yso yxi Ezek. xxxvii. 2 (both times with Pasek between the
n ,ai? is here the n. actunm of 33D.
words), precedes,
And " on its
?
circuits " is not to be taken adverbially
it turns back on its circuits,
i.e. it turns back on the same paths (Knobel and others), but by and
;

;

i

>

:

3B> are connected,

as Prov. xxvi. 11;

the wind returns back to

cf.

MaL

iii.

movements

24;

Ps. xix. 7:

them anew
The wind " is repeated (cf. ii. 10, iv. 1) according to
the figure Epanaphora or Palindrome (vid. the Introd. to Isaiah,
c. xl.-lxvi.).
To all regions of the heavens, to all directions of the
compass, its movement is ceaseless, ever repeating itself anew there
its circling

to begin

"

(Hitzig).

;

is

new but

nothing permanent but the fluctuation, and nothing

the old always repeats

From

and arranged.

The examples

itself.

the currents of

air,

that

are thoughtfully chosen

the author

now

passes to

streams of water.
Ver.

" All rivers run into the sea,

7.

whence the

full; to the place

turn again."
is

and the sea becomes not

rivers came, thither they always re-

Instead of n'hhdrim, n'hhalim was preferred, because

the more general

(from ?ro, cavare),

name

it

and rivers ?ru
P'BN (from pBK, continere), and (Arab.) wadin (from
for flowing waters, brooks,

;

the root-idea of stretching, extending), all three denote the channel
or bed, and then the water flowing in
rivers

run into the

author does not
" the sea "

sea,"

mean

is

The

it.

consistent with fact.

sentence, " all

Manifestly the

that they all immediately flow thither

he does not mean this or that sea

;

;

and by

nor does he think,

as the Targ. explains, of the earth as a ring (Kp^Btwa, Pers. angushtbdne, properly "finger-guard")

in general
If

we

is

surrounding the ocean: but the sea

meant, perhaps including also the ocean that

is

hidden.

include this internal ocean, then the rivers which lose them-

in hollows, deserts, or inland lakes, which have no visible
But the expression refers first of all to
form no exception.
the visible sea-basins, which gain no apparent increase by these masses
of water being emptied into them: "the sea, it becomes not full ;" ttj't?
selves

outlet,
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8.

as at Ex.

iii.

2,

Lev.

34, and

xiii.

then there would be a real
which, as Aristophanes says (Clouds, 1294 f.),

If the sea

elsewhere.

I.

became

full,

ovSev ytyvercu eirippeovrtov r&v iroraft&v irXeiwv, represents also the

In ver. lb, Symm., Jer., Luther, and also Zockler,
;
in the sense of " from whence " others, as Ginsburg,

eternal sameness.
translate

E>

venture to take

BE* in the sense of DBte;

guistically inadmissible.

both interpretations are

Generally the author does not

mean

lin-

to say

that the rivers return to their sources, since the sea replenishes the

where they once flow, they always for ever flow
without changing their course, viz. into the all-devouring sea (Elst.)
for the water rising out of the sea in vapour, and collecting itself in
rain-clouds, fills the course anew, and the rivers flow on anew, for
fountains, but that

the old repeats
is

itself in

followed by what

is

the same direction to the same end.

a virtual genitive (Ps.

rightly extends this only to B*??^
signifies in itself ubi,
xii.

2 (never unde).

;

for

nss'K,

civ.

8)

;

D^po

the accentuation

according to

its relation,

Gen. xxxix. 20, and quo, Num. xiii. 27 ; 1 Kings
Of, however, has after verbs of motion, as e.g.

2W, and 1 Sam. ix. 6 after "jSi, frequently the
with i> and the infin. signifies to do something again, Hos. xi. 9, Job vii. 7, thus to the place whither the
Jer. xxii. 2 7

sense of

after

•tbb'.

And 3^

:

rivers flow, thither they flow again, eo rursus eunt.

The author here

purposely uses only participles, because although there

constant

is

change, yet that which renews itself is ever the same.

He now

proceeds, after this brief but comprehensive induction of particulars,
to that

which

Ver.

eye

is

8.

is general.

" All things are in activity

no man can utter

;

not satisfied with seeing, and the ear

All translators and interpreters

is

it

the

;

not full with hearing."

who understand

d'varim here of

words (LXX., Syr., and Targ.) go astray for if the author meant to
say that no words can describe this everlasting sameness with
perpetual change, then he would have expressed himself otherwise
than by " all words weary " (Ew., Elst., Hengst., and others) he
ought at least to have said 'v p*v. But also " all things are wearisome " (Knob., Hitz.), or " full of labour " (Zock.), i.e. it is wearisome
to relate them all, cannot be the meaning of the sentence for $£ does
not denote that which causes weariness, but that which suffers weariness (Deut. xxv. 18 2 Sam. vii. 2) and to refer the affection, instead
of to the narrator, to that which is to be narrated, would be even for
Kosenmuller essentially cora poet too affected a quid pro quo.
omnes res fatigatdur h. e. in perpetua versantur vicissitudine,
rectly
qua fatigantur quasi. But D'yjP is not appropriately rendered by
;

;

;

;

;

:
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Tnfi

faligantur ; the word means, becoming wearied, or perfectly feeble,

wearying oneself (cf. x. 1 5, xii. 1 2), working with a strain
on one's strength, fatiguing oneself (cf. V?., that which is gained by
labour, work).
This is just what these four examples are meant to
show, viz. that a restless activity reaching no visible conclusion and
end, always beginning again anew, pervades the whole world
all
things, he says, summarizing, are in labour, i.e. are restless, hastening
or also

:

—

Thus

on, giving the impression of fatigue.

of thought that which follows

also in strict sequence

world reflects
done around him
human language cannot exhaust this coming and going, this growth
and decay in constant circle, and the quodlibet is so great, that the
eye cannot be satisfied with seeing, nor the ear with hearing to

itself

:

this unrest in the outer

in man, when he contemplates that which

is

;

;

the unrest of things without corresponds the unrest of the mind,

which through

this course, in these ever repeated variations,

bringing back the old again to view,

The

object to ddbber

prehend

this,

is

No

the totality of things.

no sensible perception exhaust

properly aimed at here

always

kept in ceaseless activity.

is

it.

words can comThat which is

not the unsatisfiedness of the eyes (Prov.

is

and generally of the mind, thus not the ever-new attractive
power which appertains to the eye and the ear of him who observes,
but the force with which the restless activity which surrounds us
lays hold of and communicates itself to us, so that we also find no
"With JOtf, to be satisfied, of the eye, there
rest and contentment.
xxvii. 20),

is

be

appropriately interchanged «?»?, used of the funnel-shaped ear, to

word

is

The min connected with
explained by Zdck. after Hitz., " away from hear-

so that

it

may

filled, i.e.

this latter
ing,"

i.e.

to be satisfied (as at vi. 7).

min may

savd' with its

Job

xix. 22, Ps. civ.

hear no more.

This

is

not necessary.

signify to be satisfied with anything,

13

3,

so also nimla, with its min, to be full of

;

anything, Ezek. xxxii. 6

As

e.g. vi.

;

cf.

Kal,

Isa.

ii.

6, Pih. Jer.

li.

34, Ps.

Thus mishsh'moa' is understood by all the old translators {e.g. Targ. VOZTf^a), and thus also, perhaps, the author meant it
the eye is not satisfied with seeing, and the ear is not filled (satisfied)
or yet more in accordance with the Heb. expression
with hearing
cxxvii. 5.

:

;

no eye is satisfied, etc., restlessly hastening,
giving him who looks no rest, the world goes on in its circling course
without revealing anything that is in reality new.
Ver. 9. " That which hath been is that which shall be, and that
which is done is that which shall be done ; and there is nothing
new under the sun." The older form of the language uses only "IE>K
there

is

not an eye,

i.e.

—

instead of #"ro, in the sense of id quod, and in the sense of quid-
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10. 11.

r.

ma%

used by

is also

with the

it

Job
and mi
or mi asher, in the sense of quisquis, Ex. xxiv. 14, xxxii. 33.
In
e> wn (cf. Gen. xlii. 14) are combined the meanings id (est) quod and
idem (est) quod; hu is often the expression of the equality of two
things, Job iii 19, or of self-sameness, Ps. cii. 28.
The double clause,
quod
est,
comprehends
that
which is done in
quod fuit
factum
the world of nature and of men,
the natural and the historical
The bold clause, neque est quidquam novi sub sole, challenges conextinct force of an interrogative, in the sense of quodeunque,

13, aliquid (guidquam), Gen. xxxix. 8, Prov.

xiii.

.

tradiction

.

.

is

new

;

the author feels this, as the next verse shows.

;

—

13

—

Ver. 1 0. " Is there anything whereof it
?

ix.

it

before us."

was long ago through the ages
The Semit. substantive verb &

force of a hypothetical antecedent

which one might
at vii 27, 29 as

The

:

may be

(aeons)

said

See, this

:

which have been

(Assyr. isu) has here the

supposing that there

is

a thing of

with Makkeph, belongs as subject, as
133 (vid. List, p. 193)
object, to that which follows.
properly denotes length or greatness of time (as "TJ3?, length of
way).
The of '$ is that of measure this " long ago " measured
say, etc.

it,

*?

:

(Hitz.) after infinitely long periods of time.

the usage of 'b?d, Isa.

26, and

xli.

'b>,

'??,

ante nos, follows

Judg. i 10,

etc.

the past

;

spoken of as that which was before, for it is thought of as
the beginning of the succession of time (vid. Orelli, Synon. der Zeit u.
Ewigkeit, p. 14 f.).
The singular iTjn may also be viewed as pred. of
a plur. inhumanus in order but in connection, ii 7, 9 (Gesen. § 147,
An. 2), it is more probable that it is taken as a neut. verb. That
which newly appears has already been, but had been forgotten for
generations come and generations go, and the one forgets the other.
time

is

;

;

Ver. 11. "There is no remembrance of ancestors; and also of
the later ones

who

shall

come

brance for them with those
them."

With

Ji">3T

into existence, there will be

who

shall

(with Kametz) there

come

no remem-

into existence after

is also |1"OT,

common

the more

form by our author, in accordance with the usage of his age Gesen.,
Elst., and others regard it here and at ii 16 as constr., and thus
'K"!? as virtually object-gen. (Jerome, rum est priorum memoria)
but
such refinements of the old syntaxis ornata are not to be expected in
our author he changes (according to the traditional punctuation)
here the initial sound, as at i 17 the final sound, to oth and uth.
? njn to attribute to one, to become partaker
f ft? is the contrast of
of.
The use of the expression, " for them," gives emphasis to the
statement
"With those who shall come after," points from the
;

;

:

:

generation that

BCOLES.

is

future to a remoter future,

cf.

Gen.

xxxiii. 2.

The

£
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is that of the recompens. art.; cf. Num. ii. 31, where
denotes " the last " among the four hosts ; for there '«n is meant

Kametz of the prep,
it

of the last in order, as here it is

meant of the remotely future

KOHELETH S EXPERIENCES AND THEIR RESULTS.

12-IV.

1.

time.

1G.

The Unsatisfacioriness of striving after Wisdom, i 12—18.

is

After this prelude regarding the everlasting sameness of all that
done under the sun, Koheleth-Solomon unfolds the treasure of

his life-experience as king.
Ver. 12. " I, Koheleth, have been king over Israel in Jerusalem."
"

That of the two possible interpretations of TV^ " I have become
and " I have been," not the former (Gratz), but the latter, is to be here
We translate better by
adopted, has been already shown (p. 205).
" I have been "
for the verb here used is a pure perfect
than by
" I was " (Ew., Elst., Hengst., Zock.), with which Bullock (Speaker's
Comm., vol. IV., 1873) compares the expression Quand fitois roil
which was often used by Louis xrv. towards the end of his life. But
here the expression is not a cry of complaint, like the "fuimus Troes,"
but a simple historical statement, by which the Preacher of the

—

vanity of

—

earthly things here introduces himself,

all

resuscitated

—

by the author of the book,
" Israel " is .the

life as king.

before the division of the

whole of

kingdom

who

it is

Solomon,

here looks back on his

Israel,

and points

to

a period

a king over Judah alone would

;

Instead of "king ->? (over) Israel," the
not so describe himself.
old form of the language uses frequently simply " king of Israel,"
although also the former expression is sometimes found cf. 1 Sam.
He has been king,
xv. 26; 2 Sam. xix. 23
1 Kings xi. 37.
;

;

king over a great, peaceful, united people ; king in Jerusalem, the
and thus placed on an
celebrated, populous, highly-cultivated city,

—

and having

at his disposal whatendowed, in particular, with all the
means of gaining knowledge, which accorded with the disposition of
his heart searching after wisdom (cf. 1 Kings iii. 9-11, v. 9).
But in his search after worldly knowledge he found no satis-

elevation having the widest survey,

ever can

make a man happy

;

faction.

Ver. 13. "

wisdom over

And

all

God has given
The synonyms

I gave

my heart to

seek and to hold survey with

that is done under the sun
to the children of

BTHJ (to seek)

men

and "Wi

(to

:

a sore trouble

it is

which

to be exercised therewith."

hold survey over) do not re-
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14

present a lower and a higher degree of search (Zbck.), hut two kinds
of searching

one penetrating in depth, the other going out in extent

:

for the former of these verhs (from the root-idea of grinding, testing)

an object which one already has in hand, to
it thoroughly; and the latter verb (from
1
the root-idea of moving round about) signifies to hold a survey,
look round in order to bring that which is unknown, or not comprehensively known, within the sphere of knowledge, and thus has the
meaning of btikktsh, one going the rounds. It is the usual word
for the exploring of a country, i.e. the acquiring personal knowledge
of its as yet unknown condition
the passing over to an intellectual
search is peculiar to the Book of Koheleth, as it has the phrase £0
animum advertere, or applicare ad aliquid, in common only with
f 3?,
Dan. x. 12. The beth of bahhoch'mah is that of the instrument;
wisdom must be the means (prganon) of knowledge in this searching
and inquiry. With TV is introduced the sphere into which it extends.
Grotius paraphrases Historiam animalium et satorum diligentissime
But *&$}. does not refer to the world of nature, but to
inqutsivi.
signifies to investigate

penetrate into

it,

to search into

;

:

the world of

men

only within this can anything be said of actions,

;

only this has a proper history.

But that which

offers itself for

research and observation there, brings neither joy nor contentment.

wn

human

but it relates to the research
and is here, on that account,
called " a sore trouble," because the attainment and result gained by
the laborious effort are of so unsatisfactory a nature. Regarding )$>,
which here goes back to 3 rop, to fatigue oneself, to trouble oneself
with anything, and then to be engaged with it, vid. p. 194.
The
words in pi> would mean trouble of an evil nature (vid. at Ps.
Hitzig refers

which has

lxxviii.

49

to

activity ;

this activity as its object,

;

Prov.

vi.

" a sore trouble."

author uses

it also

24)

;

but better attested

Kin is the subj., as at

in expressions

where

ii.

is

the reading Jn J^p,

1 and elsewhere

it is

pred.

And

;

the

as fre-

B>, so
also, when form and matter
he uses the scheme of the attributive clause (elliptical
relative clause), as here (cf. iii. 16), where certainly, in conformity
with the old style, foru was to be used.
Ver. 14. He adduces proof of the wearisomeness of this work of
research " I saw all the works that are done under the sun
and,
behold, all is vanity and striving after the wind."
The point of the
sentence lies in iWn = 'rn tn«}, so that thus ralthi is the expression

quently as he uses asher and

commend

it,

;

:

of the parallel fact (circumst. perfect).
1

The

Vid. the investigation of these roots (Assyr. utir,

result of his seeing,

he brought back) in Ethe

s

Schta/yemach der Phantasie, pp. 86-89.
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he has said

that, as

ver. 13, of

a by no means superficial and

limited seeing, was a discovery of the fleeting, unsubstantial, fruit-

human

actions and endeavours. They had, as hevel
them and also, as denoted by r'uth ruahh
(the LXX. render well by irpoalpeai? irvev/MTO':), they had no actual
consequences, no real issue.
Hos. xii. 2 [1] also says: "Ephraim
feedeth on wind," i.e. follows after, as the result of effort obtains,
the wind, rogh ruahh; but only in the Book of Koheleth is this
sentence transformed into an abstract terminus technicus (vid. under

less nature of all

expresses, no reality in

Ruth,

p.

;

195).

Ver. 1 5.

The judgment contained

striving after the

wind,"

is

in the words, " vanity and a

confirmed

cannot become straight; and a

deficit

:

"

That which

crooked

is

cannot be numerable,"

i.e.

cannot be taken into account (thus Theod., after the Syro-Hex.), as
if as

much were present as
Where there

the proverb, "

is

actually wanting

is

nothing, nothing further

Hitzig thinks, by that which

counted."

is

for,

;

according to
is

to

be

crooked and wanting,

according to vii 1 3, of the divine order of the world that which is
But
unjust in it, man cannot alter ; its wants he cannot complete.
:

the preceding statement refers only to labour under the sun, and to
philosophical research and observation directed thereto.
before the

eyes of the observer irregularities and

such irregularities and wants to his consciousness,

This places

wants,

—which

brings
are cer-

and destined by God, but for the most
man himself, and what avails
the observer the discovery and investigation ? he has only lamentation over it, for with all his wisdom he can bring no help.
Instead
of li"!? (vid. under Jpn, p. 196), Ipn? was to be expected.
However,
tainly partly brought about

part are due to the transgressions of

—

—

the old language also formed intransitive infinitives with transitive
modification of the final vowels,

e.g.

E^', etc. (cf.

lit?!,

v.

11).

Having now gained such a result in his investigation and research by means of wisdom, he reaches the conclusion that wisdom
itself is nothing.

Vv. 16-18. "I have

communed with mine own

heart, saying:

Lo, I have gained great and always greater wisdom above

all

who

were before me over Jerusalem ; and my heart hath seen wisdom and
knowledge in fulness. And I gave my heart to know what was in
wisdom and knowledge, madness and folly I have perceived that
this also is a grasping after the wind."
The evidence in which he
bears witness to himself that striving after wisdom and knowledge

—

brings with
ver.

17

;

it

W"?}

no true
is

satisfaction,

reaches

the conclusion which

is

down

aimed

to the close of

at.
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16-18.

expression is certainly so far involved, as he speaks of his heart to

what it had experienced, and to what he had purposely
The 'M leads us to think that a king speaks, for whom
it is appropriate to write a capital /, or to multiply it into we
xid. regarding this " I," more pleonastic than emphatic, subordinated
his heart

directed

it.

,
to its verb, § 3, p. 198.
It is a question whether a?"DP, after the
phrase (nx) DP tan, is meant of speaking with any one, colloqui, or of

the place of speaking, as in " thou shalt consider in thine heart,"

Deut.

5, it is

viii.

C??y) *W
regarding

ri,n

=

used of the place of consciousness

avvoiBa i/xavrm, and what is said in

avveiBrjaii;,

Job xv. 9,
134,

cf.

;

my Psychol, p.

consciousness, and av/M/Maprvpelv.

commends the

'apa, inter-

meaning
but the cogn. expressions, m'dabbgrgth dl-libbah, 1 Sam. i. 13, and FdabbSr gl-libbi, Gen.
xxiv. 45, suggest as more natural the former rendering, viz. as of a
dialogue, which is expressed by the Gr. Venet. (more distinctly than
changing with

in

my

'ap'DV,

1,

ii.

heart (LXX., Targ, Jerome, Luther)

by Aquila, Symm., and
Also

15,

xv. 1,

cf.

Syr.)

near that the following oratio directa
expression, 'an
is

Book

is

'an,

" to

make

one's

without a parallel

;

of Koheleth, brings

it

directed to the heart, as it

assumes the form of an address,

also directly

wisdom,"

;

BieiKeyfiai iya> l-w rj) KapSlq pov.

:

occurring only here in the

")ON?,

latter

wisdom

ii.

great,"

for the words,

1, after ^aba.
i.e.

The

" to gain great

'in 'an, Isa.

xxviii. 29,

quoted by Hitzig, signify to show and attest truly useful (beneficial)
knowledge in a noble way. The annexed 'tai refers to the continued
increase

made

Kings

x. 7).

1

xlix.

26)

all

to the great treasure already possessed

The
those

(cf. ii.

9 and

al connected therewith signifies, " above" (Gen.

who were

over Jerusalem before me.

like the sarrdni dlik mdhrija, " the kings

who were my

This

is

predecessors,"

which was frequently used by the Assyrian kings. The Targumist
seeks to accommodate the words to the actual Solomon by thus
distorting them: "above all the wise men who have been in
Jerusalem before me," as if the word in the text were D^twa,1 as
it is indeed found in several Codd., and according to which also the
LXX., Syr., Jerome, and the Venet. translate. Bather than think
of the wise (NJD'an),

we

are led to think of all those

who from

of

But there must
men with whom Solomon measures

old stood at the head of the Israelitish community.

have been well-known great

P

added : " Several Codd. have, erroneously,
Eennicott counts about 60 such Codd.
It stands thus also in J ; and at first it thus stood in H, but was afterwards
corrected to al-yrushalam. Cf. Elias Levita's Masoreth hamasoreth, 11. 8, at the
1

In

the following note

is

birushalam instead of al-yrtishalam."

end.
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uook of ecclesiastes.

and these could not be such dissimilarly great men as
and since the
Jebusites, even under Saul, were in possession of Zion, and Jerusalem
was for the first time completely subdued by David (2 Sam. v. 7,
cf. Josh. xv. 63), it is evident that only one predecessor of Solomon
in the office of ruler over Jerusalem can be spoken of, and that here
an anachronism lies before us, occasioned by the circumstance that
the Salomo rcdivivus, who has behind him the long list of kings whom
in truth he had before him, here speaks.
Eegarding irn -ie>k, qu'il
y cut, for im itw, quifurenl, vid. at i. 1 06. The seeing here ascribed
to the heart (here = vow, Psychol, p. 249) is meant of intellectual
observation and apprehension for " all perception, whether it be
mediated by the organs of sense or not (as prophetic observing and
contemplating), comprehends all, from mental discernment down to
suffering, which veils itself in unconsciousness, and the Scripture
designates it as a seeing" (Psychol. 234) the Book of Koheleth also
uses the word n«"i of every kind of human experience, bodily or
mental, ii. 24, v. 17, vL 6, ix. 9. It is commonly translated: "My
heart saw much wisdom and knowledge " (thus eg. Ewald) but that
is contrary to the gram, structure of the sentence (Ew. § 287c). The
1
adject, harbsh
is always, and by Koheleth also, ii. 7, v. 6, 16,
vi. 11, ix. 18, xi 8, xii. 9, 12, placed after its subst.
thus it is
here adv., as at v. 19, vii. 16 f.
Rightly the Venet. r\ teap&la fiov
Tedeartu Kara iroXii <ro<plav icai yv&o-iv.
Chokma signifies, properly, solidity, compactness and then, like ttvkv6ti)<;, mental ability,
secular wisdom
and, generally, solid knowledge of the true and the
right.
Baith is connected with chokma here and at Isa. xxxiii. 6,
Baumgarten-Crusius there
as at Eom. xi. 33 yv&<ri<} is with <ro<f>la.
remarks that <ro<f>ia refers to the general ordering of things, yv&ais
to the determination of individual things
and Harless, that <ro<f>ia
is knowledge which proposes the right aim, and yv&ai? that which
finds the right means thereto.
In general, we may say that chokma
is the fact of a powerful knowledge of the true and the right, and the
property which arises out of this intellectual possession; but d&dth
is knowledge penetrating into the depth of the essence of things,
by which wisdom is acquired and in which wisdom establishes itself.
Ver. 17. By the consecutive modus nariKJ (aor. with ah, like
Gen. xxxii. 6, xli. 11, and particularly in more modern writings;
vid. p. 198, regarding the rare occurrence of the aorist form in the
Book of Koheleth) he bears evidence to himself as to the end

himself,

the Canaanitish kings to the time of Melchizedek

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

1

Eegarding the form rain, which occurs once CJcr.

xlii.

2), vid.

Ew. §

240e.

v
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18.

which, thus equipped with wisdom and knowledge, he gave his
heart to attain unto (cf. 13a), i.e. toward which he directed the concentration

He

strength.

of his intellectual

wished to be clear

regarding the real worth of wisdom and knowledge in their contrasts;

he wished to become conscious of this, and to have joy in knowing
what he had in wisdom and knowledge as distinguished from madAfter the statement of the object ladcutth, stands
ness and folly.
Ginsburg wishes to get rid of the words
v'daath, briefly for njr6l.
n'jon
holeloth v'sikluth, or at least would read in their stead
"
intelligence and prudence ")
Gratz, after the
(rendering them

TO^

;

LXX.

nw».

But the text
on the one hand, to
become acquainted with wisdom and knowledge and, on the other,
with their contraries, and to hold these opposite to each other in
The LXX., Targ., Venet., and
their operations and consequences.
Luther err when they render siklulh here by hrurr^iiij, etc. As
sikluth, insight, intelligence, is in the Aram, written with the letter
samek (instead of sin), so here, according to the Masora nfoo, madbeing everywhere else in the book
ness is for once written with
written with D
the word is an ivamofavop,1 and has, whether
written in the one way or in the other, a verb, sakal (£oe>, bx),
which signifies "to twist together," as its root, and is referred
rri'vhi,
partly to a complication and partly to a confusion of ideas,
from Sot, in the sense of " to cry out," " to rage," always in this
book terminates in 6th, and only at x. 13 in uth (vid. p. 191) the
termination uth is that of the abstr. sing. but 6th, as we think we
have shown at Prov. i. 20, is that of a fem. plur., meant intensively,
irapa/3o\a$

can remain as

it is

ical

eiriaTqiuqv, reads rrracn

the object of Koheleth

:

is,

;

fc*,

;

;

;

4 binoth, chokmoth, cf. bogdim, Prov. xxiii. 28
14; toqim, Prov. xL 15 (Bottch. § 700^ E).
Twice v'sikluth presents what, speaking to his own heart, he bears
testimony to before himself.
By yadd'ti, which is connected with
n? refers to
dibbarti (ver. 1 6) in the same rank, he shows the facit.
the striving to become conscious of the superiority of secular wisdom
and science to the love of pleasure and to ignorance. He perceived
that this striving also was a grasping after the wind with rwjn,

like bogdoth, Zeph.

hhovlim, Zech.

ii.

xi.

;

;

7,

;

14&,

is

here interchanged t^jn

that nothing

showed

itself to

peachable and imperishable.
Ver. 18.

(vid. p.

be

real,

195).
i.e.

And why

"For in much wisdom

?

much

grief;

increaseth knowledge increaseth sorrow."
The
" Much wisdom causeth headache," is compared,
1

Vid. Th.

proves to himself

firm and enduring, unim-

not

is

He

M. Redslob's Die Arab. WSrUr,

and he that

German proverb
xii.

12&, but not

u.s.w. (1873).
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here,

where

also

mental

D5?3

and 3fXM express not merely bodily suffering, font
Spinoza hits one side of the matter in his
where he remarks " Veram boni et mali cognitionem
valere ad cupiditates coercendas, quo facto homo imbe-

grief.

Ethics, IV. 1 7,

saepe norv satis

:

suam animadvertens

Video meliora
merely in that
which is moral, there is connected with knowledge the shadow of a
sorrowful consciousness, in spite of every effort to drive it away.
The wise man gains an insight into the thousand-fold woes of the
natural world, and of the world of human beings, and this reflects
itself in him without his being able to change it
hence the
more numerous the observed forms of evil, suffering, and discord,
cillitatem

exclamare:

cogitur

In every

prologue, deteriora sequor."

reference, not

;

so

much

greater the

(DJQ, R.

sadness

DH, persf.ringere)

D3, cogn.

and the heart-sorrow (^N2&, erive-cour) which the inutility of knowledge occasions.
The form of 18a is like v. 6, and that of 186
like e.g. Prov. xviii. 22a.
"We change the clause v'yosiph daath into
an antecedent, but in reality the two clauses stand together as the
two members of a comparison if one increaseth knowledge, he in"^pi 1, Isa. xxix. 14, xxxviii. 5,
creaseth (at the same time) sorrow,
:

ii. 18," says Ewald, § 169a, "stands alone
as a part, act.,
from the stem reverting from Hiph. to Kal with *— instead of
."
But this is not unparalleled in ipi' 'Jfi the verb tpc is fin.,

Eccles.

—

;

in the

same manner as

")?',

Isa.

16

xxviii.

Hiph., in the sense of amplificas, from "%&;
is

I.e.),

an

we need

attribut. clause, qui efflot, \ised as

to suppose in the passage

T^*

;

"

An

into

t.

Ps. xvi.

,

an

adj.

vi.

5,

19

is

(vid.

and, at least,

;

before us the confusion that

the 8 of katel (from katil, originally katal), which

somehow passed over

1

rw, Prov.

is

only long, has

Bottcher's remark to the contrary,

impersonal fiens thus repeated is elsewhere altogether without
is set aside by the proverb formed exactly thus " He

a parallel,"

that breathes the love of truth says

:

what

ia right,"

The Unsatisfying Nature of Worldly Joy,

Prov.

ii.

xii.

17.

1—11.

After having proved that secular wisdom has no superiority to
folly

in bringing true happiness to man,

in a different way, and gives himself

up

he seeks his happiness

to cheerful enjoyment.

ii. 1. " I have said in mine heart
Up then, I will prove thee
And, lo, this also is vain."
with mirth, and enjoy thou the good
Speaking in the heart is not here merely, as at i 16, 17a, speaking
to the heart, but the words are formed into a direct address of the
heart.
The Targ. and Midrash obliterate this by interpreting as
:

!
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"I

will try it"
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II. 2.

Jerome

23).

(vii.

deliciis et

fruar

bonis,

trary to the usual reading of 'sk (Niph. of "pi, vid. at Ps.

could mean, " I will pour over myself."

if this

It is

also, iu

proceeds con6), as

ii.

an address of

means I will
hunger after satisfaction
njrn also is an address
Gratz sees
can be appeased with mirth.
ureh,
here, contrary to the Gramm., an infin. continuing the 'V'a
Job x. 15, is the connect, form of the particip. adj. ragh; and if
r'eh could be the inf. after the forms naqqeh, hirvnaqqsh, it would be
the inf. ahsol., instead of which niK"w was to be expected.
It is the
imper.
See good, sinking thyself therein, i.e. enjoy a cheerful life.
Elsewhere the author connects nNT less significantly with the accus.-

the heart, and 3

is,

as at 1 Kings x. 1, that of the

:

try thee with mirth, to see whether thy

;

:

:

17, vi. 6, ii. 24.
This was his intention

obj., v.

summum bonum
to be

a hollow

proves

life

;

;

but this experiment also to find out the

itself

a failure

:

he found a

of pleasure

life

that also, viz. devotedness to mirth,

was

to

him

manifestly vanity.
Ver. 2. "

doth

it

To laughter I

issue in

?

"

said

:

It is

mad

;

and to mirth

Laughter and mirth are personified

thus not neut. (Hitz., a foolish matter), but mas.

;

:

What

m'holdl

is

The judgment

which is pronounced regarding both has not the form of an address
we do not need to supply nriK and n*?, it is objectively like an
oratio obliqua: that it is mad; cf. Ps. xlix. 12.
In the midst of
sensual
feeling
the laughter and revelling in
delight, the
came over
him that this was not the way to true happiness, and he was compelled to say to laughter, It has become mad (part. Foal, as at Ps.
cii. 9), it is like one who is raving mad, who finds his pleasure in
self-destruction
and to joy (mirth), which disregards the earnestlife
and
ness of
all due bounds, he is constrained to say, What does
=
in
it result
?
that it produces nothing, i.e. that it brings forth no
;

real fruit

;

that

that instead of

it

produces only the opposite of true satisfaction

filling, it

only enlarges the inner void.

What doest thou ? " i.e. How foolish is thy
Even if we thus explain, the point in any case lies in
of mirth to make man truly and lastingly happy, — in
Luther, "

means

Others,

e.g.

undertaking

!

the inability
the inappro-

end aimed at. Therefore nbty is
,)B
thus meant just as in
>ty) (Hitz.), and nfcWD, effect, Isa. xxxii. 1 7.
Thus Mendelssohn What profit dost thou bring to me? Eegarding nf,
nrno is = mah-zoth, Gen. iii. 13, where it is shown that
vid. p. 198
the demonstrative pronoun serves here to sharpen the interrogative
What then, what in all the world
priateness of the

for the

:

;
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After this revelling in sensual enjoyment has been proved to be

a fruitless experiment, he searches whether wisdom and folly cannot

be bound together in a way leading to the object aimed
Ver. 3. " I searched in

my

at.

heart, (henceforth) to nourish

my

body with wine, while my heart had the direction by means of
wisdom ; and to lay hold on folly, till I might see what it was good

men

for the children of

the days of their

life."

that they should do, all the

number

of

After he became conscious that unbridled

sensual intoxication does not lead to the wished-for end, he looked

around him

farther,

heart to nourish

Num.

spy out,

and at

13,

i.

and examined into the following receipt

for

" I essayed in

my

Inappropriately, Zockl., with Hengst.

happiness.

.

x.

vii.

.

."

*wi does not

mean

:

probare, but explorare, to

33, and frequently in the Book of Koheleth (here
25) of mental searching and discovery (Targ. ?w).

1

With ifftfo ? there then follows the new thing that is
we read "\v?a and im in connection, then the idea
carriage, Isa. v. 18, cf. Deut. xxi. 3,

near

vi. 3, lies

and of driving a

according to which Hitzig explains

;

contrived.

carriage, 2
:

If

of drawing a
"

Wine

is

Sam.
com-

pared to a draught beast such as a horse, and he places wisdom as the

may not throw him into a ditch or
But moshlk is not the wine, but the person himself who
makes the trial and nohSg is not the wisdom, but the heart, the
former thus only the means of guidance no man expresses himself
thus I draw the carriage by means of a horse, and I guide it by
means of a driver. Bightly the Syr. " To delight (pD3D$>, from D?a,
oblectare) my flesh with wine."
Thus also the Targ. and the Venet.,
"
drawing
the
flesh."
The
metaphor
by
does not accord with the
=
sdehen
nourish
(for
which nan is used)
Germ,
to
by caring for
natural,
with
Gesen.,
it is more
to compare the passing of trahere
driver on the box, that his horse

a morass."

—

;

;

:

:

into tractare,

e.g.

in the expression se benignius tractare (Horace, Ep.

but apart from the fact that trahere is a word of doubtful
i. 17)
1
etymology, tractare perhaps attains the meaning of attending to,
;

using,

and

managing, through the intermediate idea of moving hither
which is foreign to the Heb. 1&B, which means only

thither,

—

to draw,

to

draw

to oneself,

and hold

fast

(attractum sive pre-

As the Taltn. "\vk> occurs in the sense of "to
Chagiga 14a: "The Haggadists (in contradistinction

hensum, tenere).
refresh,"

e.g.

man as with water"
= to bring it into willing

the Halachists) refresh the heart of a

to

(vid. p.

193)

;

so here, " to

draw the

flesh"

obedience by means of pleasant attractions. 2
1

Vid. Corssen's Nachtr. zur

* Gratz translates

:

lat.

Formenlehre, pp. 107-109.
my body with wine, and remarks that in

to embrocate
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4-6.

The phrase which follows v'libbi noteg hahhoehmah, is condiWhile my heart had the direction by means of wisdom or,
perhaps in accordance with the more modern ustis loq. {vid. p.
194): While my heart guided, demeaned, behaved itself with wisdom.
Then the inf. limshok, depending on tarti as its obj., is
:

tioning

;

:

carried forward with v'lSehhoz b'sichluth.

of is an intermediate thing (Bardach

:

Plainly the subject treated

He

ftyxoti).

wished to have

enjoyment, but in measure, without losing himself in enjoyment,

and thereby destroying himself.
He wished to give himself over
to sweet desipere, but yet with wise self-possession (because it is
sadly true that ubi mel ibi fel) to lick the honey and avoid the
gall.
There are drinkers who know how to guide themselves so
that they do not end in drunken madness and there are habitual
;

pleasure-seekers

who yet know how

that they do not at length
self to

a foolish

life,

upon him a better

become

so far to control themselves,

Koheleth thus gave him-

rovAs.

yet tempered by wisdom,

light

upon the way

till

there

dawned

to true happiness.

The expression of the donee viderem is old Heb. Instead of nps
quidnam sit lonum in indirect interrog. (as xi. 6, cf. Jer. vi. 1 6),
the old form 3it9~no (vi. 1 2) would lie at least nearer. Asher ydtisu
3to,

may be

rendered: quod faciant or ut faciant

v. 4, vii

18, the latter

of time, "through the
v.

17,

" the

We

12.

vi.

is

to be assumed.

number

have

few days of their

;

after

The

of the days of their

not, indeed, to translate

life,"

ii.

24,

22,

iii.

accus. designation
life,"

is

like

with Knobel

but yet there certainly lies in "ibdd
life are numbered, and that thus

the idea that the days of man's

even

if

they are not few but

many

(vi. 3),

they yet do not endure

for ever.

The king now,
for

the purpose

wisdom, and
able to this

first,

new

in the verse following, relates his undertakings

of

gaining the joys

how he made

style of

of life in fellowship

with

architecture and gardeniDg service-

life.

Vv. 4-6. " I undertook great works, built

me

houses, planted

me

made me gardens and parks, and planted therein all
I made me water-pools to water therewith a
kinds of fruit-trees.
forest bringing forth trees." The expression, " I made great my works,"
is- like i. 16; the verb contains the adj. as its obj.
The love of
I

vineyards.

wisdom, a sense of the beautiful in nature and art, a striving after
splendour and dignity, are fundamental traits in Solomon's character.
But why does he not rather say, "to bathe in wine"?
neiD can mean " to embrocate," it may also mean " to bathe," and for pa may
be read <0V3 in Grecian, i.e. Falernian, Chian, wine.

this lies a raffinement.
If

•
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His reign was a period of undisturbed and assured peace. The
nations far and near stood in manifold friendly relations with him.
Solomon was " the man of rest," 1 Chron. xxii 9
his whole appearance was as it were the embodied glory itself that had blossomed
from out of the evils and wars of the reign of David. The Israelitish
commonwealth hovered on a pinnacle of worldly glory till then
unattained, but with the danger of falling and being lost in the
world.
The whole tendency of the time followed, as it were, a
secular course, and it was Solomon first of all whom the danger of
the love of the world, and of worldly conformity to which he was
exposed, brought to ruin, and who, like so many of the 0. T.
Regarding
worthies, began in the spirit and ended in the flesh.
;

his buildings,

—

the house of the forest of Lebanon, the pillared hall

and
1-12,

(porch), the hall of judgment, the palace intended for himself

the daughter of Pharaoh,

vid.

the description in 1 Kings

gathered from the annals of the kingdom;

1

Kings

ix.

vii.

15-22 =

2 Chron. viii 3—6, gives an account of Solomon's separate buildings
(to

which

built

;

also the city of Millo belongs),

and of the

the temple, store-cities, treasure-cities,

in view in the passage before us, where
buildings,

as

rather

that are referred

to.

buildings

for

it is

pleasure

cities

which he

are naturally not

etc.,

not so
(1

much

Kings

ix.

useful
19),

Vineyards, according to 1 Chron. xxvii. 27,

Baal-hamon
have
which Solomon
he
close
of
Song.
That
was
fond
the
given up, is mentioned at the
manifold
expressions
the
in
Song;
of gardening, appears from
delight in the life and movements of the natural world, and particularly in plants, is a prominent feature in Solomon's character,
The Song, vi. 2, represents
in which he agrees with Shulamith.
palace.
have
spoken under the Song,
We
him in the garden at the
and
parks
Etam,
at
on the south-west of
vi 11 f., of the gardens
the
Persian
Regarding
originally
word pardis (plur.
Bethlehem.
pardesim, Mishnic pardesoth), vid. under Song iv. 13; regarding the
primary meaning of Vrlchah (plur. const. b'rSchoth, in contradistinction to birckoth, blessings), the necessary information is found under
Song vii. 5. These Solomonic pools are at the present day to be
seen near old Etam, and the clause here denoting a purpose, " to
water from them a forest which sprouted trees, i.e. brought forth
sprouting trees," is suitable to these
for verbs of flowing and
belonged to David's

royal

domain;

a vineyard

in

possessed, but appears at a later period to

;

swarming, also verbs of growing, thought of transitively, may be connected with obj.-accus., Ewald, § 2816; cf. under Isa. v. 6. Thus,
as he gave himself to the building of houses, the care of gardens,
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the raising of

new
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7.

pools, so also to the cultivation of forests, with
trees.

Another means, wisely considered as productive of happiness,
large household and great flocks of cattle, which he procured

was a

for himself.

Ver.
servants

obtained

7.

" I procured servants

born in the house

many horned and
12

the

ff.,

also I obtained

of

possession

small cattle before all

The obtaining of these

salem before me."
to Gen. xvii.

and maidens, and

also

;

possessions

to be understood of purchase.

flocks

who were
is,

There

is

I

;

in Jeru-

according
a distinc-

between the slaves, male and female (mancipia), obtained by
purchase, and those who were home-born (vernae), the nj? (T?]) '2?
who were regarded as the chief support of the house (Gen. xiv.
14), on account of their attachment to it, and to this day are
called (Arab.) fada wayyt, as those who offer themselves a sacrifice
for it, if need be.
Eegarding "h iTTi, in the sense of increasing possession, vid. Song, p. 155; and regarding iwt for W, vid. at i. 10, 16
at all events, the sing, of the pred. may be explained from this, that
the persons and things named are thought of in the mass, as at
Zech. xi. 5, Joel i. 20 (although the idea there may be also individualizing)
but in the use of the pass., as at Gen. xxxv. 26, Dan.
tion

;

;

ix.

24, the Semite custom

inasmuch as

different,

is

for

it

the

passive has the force of an active without a definite subject, and

thus with the most general subject

us in ver.

(nw)

in

7,

we

such

see from Ex.

instances

is

and as

;

xii.

49,

to the case lying before

cf.

Gen. xv. 17, that rpn
According to
rop? lay nearer than

thought of as neut.

Gen. xxvi. 14 and the passage before us,
fUi?9, but the primary form instead of the connecting form is here
the traditional reading; we have thus apposition (Nebenordnung)
instead of subordination {Annexion), as in tfvahim shHamim, Ex.
xxiv. 5, and in hdbbaqar hanrfJihosheth, 2 Kings xvi. 17, although
vaqar vatson may also be interpreted as the accus. of the more
accurate definition
sheep.

an

But

this

:

the possession of flocks consisting in cattle and

manner of construction

origin, too artificial.

What

consistent with historical fact
sacrificed hecatombs, 1

;

it

is,

for

a book of so late

represents Solomon as saying

is

at the consecration of the temple he

Kings viiL 63

;

and the daily supply

for the

royal kitchen, which will at the same time serve to show the extent
of the royal household, was, according to 1 Kings v. 2

f., enormous.
There now follows the enumeration of riches and jewels which
were a delight to the eye and finally, the large provision made
;

tor revelling in the pleasures of

music and of sensual

love.
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Ver. 8. " I heaped

up

for myself also silver

peculiar property of kings and of countries

;

and

I gat

and

gold,

me men

tlie

singers

and women singers, and the delights of the children of men mistress
and mistresses." The verb W3 tW3, awdyeiv, is common to all
Semitic dialects (also to the Assyr.), and especially peculiar to the
more recent Heb., which forms from it the name of the religious
community awaryaoyj, T1DJ3 it is used here of that which is brought
together merely for the purpose of possession. S'gullah (from sagal,
Targ., to make oneself possess), properly possession, and that something which specially and peculiarly belongs to one as his property
that which
the word is here meant collect., as at 1 Chron. xxix. 3
only kings and individual countries possess.
The interchange of
m'lachim, which is without the article, with the determ. hamm'dinoth,
something special, such as that which a king possesses,
is arbitrary
the specialities which countries possess, one country this, and another
that.
The hamm'dinoth are certainly not exclusively the regions
embraced within the dominion of Solomon (Zbckl.), as, according to
Esth. L 1, the Persian kingdom was divided into 127 irfdinoth.
Solomon had a fleet which went to Ophir, was in a friendly relation
with the royal house of Tyre, the metropolis of many colonies, and
ruled over a widely-extended kingdom, bound by commerce with
Central Asia and Africa.
His desires had thus ample opportunity
to stretch beyond the limits of his own kingdom, and facilities
enough for procuring the peculiar natural and artistic productions
which other lands could boast of. M'dinah is, first of all, a country,
not as a territory, but as under one government (cf. v. 7) in
the later philosophical language it is the Heb. word for the Greek
:

:

:

—

—

;

iroXireta

from

;

in the passage before us, m'dinoth

is,

however, not different

niyiK.

From

the singing

men and

here, not as appertaining to the

singing

women who come

temple service

(vid.

into view

the Targ.), with

which no singing women were connected, but as connected with the
festivities of the court (2 Sam. xix 36
cf. Isa. v. 12), advance is
made to shiddah ifshiddoth ; and since these are designated by the
preceding rfMJfp* (not niuyrn) b'ne hdadam, especially as objects and
means of earthly pleasure, and since, according to vii. 7, sexual love
is the fairest and the nibst pleasant, in a word, the most attractive
;

of

all

earthly delights (Solomon's

the law of the king, Deut. xvii. 17,

luxus, also

came

here contradicting

to a height, according to

1 Kings xi 3, after the example of Oriental rulers, in a

harem of

not fewer than one thousand women, princesses and concubines),
of necessity, the expression shiddah tfshiddoth

must denote a mul-
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the king possessed for his

own

pleasure.

Cup-bearers, male and female (Syr., LXX.), cannot at all be understood, for although it

may

be

said that the enumeration

connects itself with the before-named
attendants are not numbered

H!?,

among the

thus

yet this class of female

highest

human

pleasures

an explanation one must read nit'eh TfW, and, in
addition, *Hf (to throw, to pour to, or pour out), to which this
Heb. mp may correspond, is nowhere used of the pouring out of
wine.
Eather might me>, like VfW, hydria, be the name of a vessel
from which one pours out anything according to which Aq.
translates by kvXIkiov teal tevXUia, Symmachus, after Jerome, by
memurarum (read mensarum l ) species et ap-positicm.es, and Jerome,
scyphos et urceos in ministerio ad vina fundenda ; but this word for
WU mashkeh, 1 Kings x. 21 (=2 Chron. ix 20), is not found.
Also the Targ., which translates by dimasaya uvS v'navan, public
baths (&7)fw<Tia), and balneae, vindicates this translation by referring
the word to the verb tfif, " with pipes which pour out (I)"]?*!) tepid
water, and pipes which pour out hot water."
But this explanation
frw occurs in the Mishna, Mikwaoth (of plunge-baths)
is imaginary
vL 5, but there it denotes a chest which, when it swims in the
water, makes the plunge-bath unsuitable.
Such an untenable
conceit also is the translation suggested by Kimchi, tor ^3, according to which the Venet. <n$<myu» xal war^fiaTa (in a musical
sense concentus), and Luther " all kinds of musical instruments
the word has not this meaning Orelli, Sanchuniathon, p. 33, combines
therewith 2t8d>v, according to the Phoenician myth, the inventress of
the artistic song. The explanation by Kimchi is headed, " Splendour
;
of every kind " Ewald, Elster, and Zockler find therein a general
expression, following taanugoth : great heap and heaps = in great
abundance [du H&lle und Ftille]. But the synon. of 1133, " splendour,"
is not nfe>, but ft)
and that "11$, like DVy, is referred to a great number, is without proof.
Thus shiddah v'shiddoth will denote something
definite besides, "a large number" finds its expression in the climactic
union of words.
In the Jerus. Talm. Taanith iv. 5, shiddah must,
according to the gloss, be the name of a chariot, although the subject
there is not that of motion forward, or moving quickly it is there
announced that Stchin, not far from Sepphoris, a place famed also for
its pottery, formerly possessed 80 such shiddoth wholly of metal.
The very same word is explained by Kashi, JSaba hamma ix. 3,
Shahbath 120a, Erubin 30&, Gittin 8b, 68a, Chagiga 25a, and
elsewhere, of a carriage of wood, and especially of a chariot for

besides, with such

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

1

Thus, according to Vallarsi, a Cod. Vat. and Cod. Palat. of the

first
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women and

The combination of the synonyms,
shiddah uthivah umigdal, does not in itself mean more than a chest
and Eashi himself explains, Kethuboth 65 a, quolphi dashidah of the
and the author of Aruch knows no other
lock of a chest {argaz)
meaning than that of a repository such as a chest. But in passages
such as Gittin 86, the shiddah is mentioned as a means of transport
it is to all appearance a chest going on wheels, moved forward
by means of wheels, but on that very account not a state-chariot.
Bottcher, in the Neue
Eashi's tradition cannot be verified.
distinguished persons.

;

Aehrenlese, adduces for comparison the Syr. Shydlo, which, accord-

ing to Castelli, signifies navis magna, corbita, area; but from a
merchant ship and a portable chest, it is a great way to a lady's
palanquin.
He translates palanquin and palinquins = one consignment to the harem after another.
Gesen., according to Bodiger,
Thes. 13656, thinks that women are to be understood; for lie
compares the Arab, z'ynat, which signifies a women's carriage, and
then the woman herself (cf. our Frauenzimmer, women's apartment, women, like Odaliske, from the Turk, oda, apartment).
But
'agalah I'merkavoth
this all stands or falls with that gloss of Eashi's
nashim usarim. Meanwhile, of all the explanations as yet advanced,
:

:

this last [of splendid coaches, palanquins] is the best

for it

;

certainly be supposed that the words shiddah v'shiddoth are

may

meant of

women. Aben Ezra explains on this supposition, shiddoth=shtvuyoth,
females captured in war but unwarrantably, because as yet Solomon had not been engaged in war others {vid. Pinsker's Zur Gesch.
;

;

with sliadaim,

des Karaismus, p. 296), recently Bullock, connect it

in the sense of (Arab.) nahidah (a

Knobel explains

(cf.

b'thvlah, the separated one, virgin,

which, like (Arab.) firash, Ai^o?,

Nothing of
68a, glosses

all

is

'Ul 'iVTft

by

from

sJianad,

then transferred to the juncta

that is satisfactory.

further says that in the west

(according to Eashi

from

Hitzig, "cushions," "bolsters,"

bathal, cogn. badal);

Gittin

breast)

after shadad, to barricade, to shut up, occlusa, the

female held in custody

toro.

maiden with swelling

" reservoirs

The Babyl. Gemara,
and baths," and then

(Palestine) they say

NTH?*,

chests

but that here in this country (i.e.
in Babylon) they translate shiddah v'shiddoth by shedah ifsMdathin,
which is then explained, " demons and demonesses," which Solomon
had made subservient to him. 1 This haggadic-mytholog. interpreta1

A demon,

:

chariots)

;

and generally a superhuman being,

is

called, as in

the Babyl.-Assyr. rtdu, vid. Norms' Assyrian Dictionary,
in the Jena. Lit. Zeit. 1874, p.

usual

name

of

Adar formed

like

II. p.

218 f., according to which
an ox.

668

stdu,

Heb.
;

cf.

"ie>,

with alap,
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on the right track. A demon is not so
moving to and fro (Levy, Schonhak), for
there is no evidence in the Semitic language of the existence of a
verb 11B>, to flee ; also not from a verb sadad, which must correspond
to the Heb. mnntwi, in the sense of to adore (Oppert's Inscription du
palais de Khorsabad, 1863, p. 96)
for this meaning is more than
doubtful, and, besides, 1g> is an active, and not a passive idea,
much rather "!?>, Assyr. std, Arab, sayyid, signifies the mighty, from
tion

is,

linguistically at least,

named from

fluttering or

;

to force, Ps. xci. 6.

"TO5>,

uniformly

name

the

1

In the Arab.

of

a

lord,

as

(cf.

the Spanish Cid)

it is

subduing, ruling, mastering

and the fem. sayyidat, of a lady, whence the vulgar Arab.
lady, and stdi = my lord.
Since TW& means the same as
IN?, and in Heb. is more commonly used than it, so also the fem.
form >F$ is possible,, so much the more as it may have originated from fTi" ? v. T& — it?, by a sharpening contraction, like 0*??,
from Q,?, p (Olsh. § 83c), perhaps intentionally to make •nt?,
a demoness, and the name of a lady {donna = domina) unlike.
Accordingly we translate, with Gesen. and Meyer in their HandteOrt. : " lady and ladies " for we take shiddoth as a name of the
ladies of the harem, like sMglath (Assyr. sakldti) and I'hhenath in
the book of Daniel, on which Ahron b. Joseph the Karaite
remarks shedah hinqaroth shagal.
The connection expressing an innumerable quantity, and at the
same time the greatest diversity, is different from the genitival dor
(sabid),

sitti

= my

1

5

,

;

:

i.e. lasting through all generations,
from the permutative heightening the idea rahham
rahhamalhaim, one damsel, two damsels, Judg. v. 30, and from that
formed by placing together the two gram, genders, comprehending

dorim, generation of generations,

Ps. lxxii. 5,

:

every species of the generic conception

3

iii.

(vid.

Ewald
p.

comm.

l.c,

and Ewald,

§ 1*726).

(Syr.), rogo urdgo, " all possible

:

mash'en umash'enah,

Isa.

Also the words cited by

pleasures " (Cureton's Spicil.

10), do not altogether accord with this passage, for they heighten,

But
m'od m'od, by the repetition of the same expression.
is the Arab, scheme, mal wamwal, " possession and possessions," i.e. exceeding great riches, where the collective idea, in itself
like

similar

affording

multiplied

by its indetermination free scope
by the plur. being further added.

to the imagination, is

all that he had provided for the
but without losing himself therein,

After Koheleth has enumerated

purpose of gratifying his

lusts,

he draws the conclusion, which on this occasion also shows a perceptible deficit.
1

ECCLES.

Yid. Friedrich Delitzsch's Assyr. TTiiernamen, p. 37.

Q
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Vv. 9-11. "

And I became great, and was always greater than
me in Jerusalem also my wisdom remained

that were before

all

with me.

And all

:

that

mine eyes desired

all

my

labour

:

turned myself

I kept not

from them, I

my heart for my heart had joy of
and this was my portion of all my labour. And I
to all the works which my hands had done, and to

refused not any kind of joy to

;

and, behold, all was
and there was no true profit under the sun."
In v'hosaphti there is here no obj. as at i. 16
the obj. is the g'dullak,
the greatness, to be concluded and thought of from v'gadalti, " and
To the impers.
for ffl, 76, cf. 7a, i. 16, 10.
I became great"
He became great, and always greater, viz. in the possession of all
the good things, the possession of which seemed to make a man
happy on this earth. And what he resolved upon, in the midst of
this dulcis insania, viz. to deport himself as a wise man, he succeeded in doing his wisdom forsook him not, viz. the means adapted
to the end, and ruling over this colossal apparatus of sensual lust *$,
and ney, with
as e.g. at Ps. xvi. 6, belongs to the whole clause

the labour which I had laboured to accomplish
vain,

and windy

:

effort,

;

^

:

;

;

!>,

mean here to stand by, sustain (Herzfeld, Ewald, Elster),
might mean as well as ?? tov Dan. xii. 1, but to continue
194), as Jerome, and after him, Luther, translates sapientia

does not

which
(vid. p.

it

t

:

quoque perseveravit

ance (LXX.,

mecum

Syr., Venet.)

of continuance, for

jru,

;

the Targ. connects the ideas of continu-

and of help
e.g.,

;

but the idea intended

is

does not refer to helping, but

that
self-

maintaining.

Thus become great and

Ver. 10.

also continuing wise,

he was

not only in a condition to procure for himself every enjoyment, but

he also indulged himself in everything all that his eyes desired, i.e.
all that they saw, and after which they made him lust (Deut. xiv.
26) (cf. 1 John ii. 16), that he did not refuse to them fax, subtrahere), and he kept not back his heart from any kind of joy (Jtt», with
of the thing refused, as at Num. xxiv. 11, etc., oftener with
min, of him to whom it is refused, e.g. Gen. xxx. 2), for (here, after
the foregoing negations, coinciding with immo) his heart had joy of
aU his work and this, viz. this enjoyment in full measure, was his
part of all his work.
The palindromic form is like i. 6, iv. 1 ; cf.
Isa. p. 411.
"We say in Heb. as well as in German to have joy
;

mm

;

:

in (an, a) anything, joy over

(fiber, bv)

anything, or joy of (yon,

Koheleth here purposely uses min, for he wishes to
work itself was to him an object and reason of
2 Chron.
joy, but that it became to him a well of joy (cf. Pro v. v. 1 8
my
work
others
after
(min,
Hahn
and
as e.g.
Falsely,
xx. 27).

p) anything

;

express not that the

;

:
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11, 18.

Ps. lxxiii. 20), for thereby the causative connection is obliterated

min

:

the expression of the mediate cause, as the concluding sen-

is

—

Joy was that which he had of all his work this itself
toil to him
joy, made possible to him thereby, was
the share which came to him from it.
was this gain that fell to him
Ver. 1 1. But was this p?n a |i"UV
tence says

:

brought care and

;

—

"With the words uphanithi ani (vid. p.
this
question,
and answers it. nja (to turn to) is
he
proposes
198)

a true, satisfying, pure gain

?

elsewhere followed by expressions of motion to an end

Job

fixing

my

La'asoth

is,

as at Gen.

ii.

3

(vid.

tion " behold " introduces the
3.

i.

showed

equivalent to perfieiendo, carry-

I.e.),

Also this

itself to

be

way

him

as the

of finding out that which

false.

wind

;

all his labour.

summa summarum.

Of

all this

nothing but the feeling of emptiness.
to

here, as at

3, by virtue of a construct™ praegnans : I turned myself,
attention on all my works which iny hands accomplished.

ing out, viz. such works of art and of

vid.

;

28, by

vi.

The exclamaRegarding tf"UV,
was truly good

enjoyment, there remained

What he strove after appeared

the satisfaction he sought to obtain at such an

expense was nothing else than a momentary delusion.

And

since

was in a position
more favourable for such a purpose than almost any other man, he is
constrained to draw the conclusion that there is no p-iiv, i.e. no real
enduring and true happiness, from all labour under the sun.
in this search after the true happiness of life he

The

End

of the Wise

Man

the

same as that of

the Fool,

ii.

12-17.

i. 12 ff., that the striving after wisfar from making men happy, its
inasmuch
as,
dom does not satisfy,
increases
their
inward
conflicts, he proposes to himself
possession only
whether
not
there
is
the question,
or
a difference between wisdom and
folly, whether the former does not far excel the latter.
He proceeds
to consider this question, for it is more appropriate to him, the old
much-experienced king, than to others.
Ver. 12. " And I turned myself to examine wisdom, and madfor what is the man who could come after the king,
ness, and folly
him whom they have made so long ago !" Mendelssohn's translation,
12a: "I abandoned my design of seeking to connect wisdom with
folly and madness," is impossible, because for such a rendering we
should have had at least rrifcopo instead of rttfip.
Hitzig, otherwise
followed by Stuart " I turned myself to examine me wisdom, and,
lo, it was madness as well as folly."
This rendering is impossible
also, for in such a case nsrn ought to have stood as the result, after

After Koheleth has shown,

:

:
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The

roan.

by

passage, Zech. xiv. 6, cited

Hitz., does not prove the

such a brachyology, for there we read not tfqaroth
ifqeppayon, but 'qaroth iq'ppaun (the splendid ones, i.e. the stars, will
draw themselves together, i.e. will become dark bodies). The two vavs
possibility of

are not correlative,

which

book, but copulative

wisdom on the one

is

without example in the usage of this

he wishes to contemplate (Zockler and others)

:

side,

and madness and

folly

on the

goes yet further astray in 126: "For what will the

comes
doing,

after the king
i.e.

18

;

before us,

form

taife'y

shall do)

man do who

what was long ago

his (own)

inheriting from the king the throne, he will not also

inherit his wisdom."
xviii.

(He

?

other, in their

Hitzig's ingenuity

relation to each other, viz. in their relative worth.

Instead of asuhu, he reads Osohu, after Ex.

but the more modern author, whose work we have here
would, instead of this anomalous form, use the regular
;

but, besides, the expression

Uh

asJier-k'var 'asotho, " (he

what long ago was his doing," is not Heb. the words ought
have been Itasotho Wvar khen isah, or at least 'asahu. If we
compare 126 with 186, the man who comes after the king appears
1
But by this supposition it is imposcertainly to be his successor.

will do)

;

to

sible to give just effect to the relation (assigning

of 126 to

12a expressed by

'?.

When

a reason or motive)

I considered,

Knobel regards

Koheleth as saying, that a fool would be heir to me a wise man, it
appeared strange to me, and I was led to compare wisdom and folly
to see whether or not the wise man has a superiority to the fool, or
whether his labour and his fate are vanity, like those of the fool.
This is in point of style absurd, but it is much more absurd logically.

And who then gave the interpreter the right to stamp as a fool
man who comes after the king ? In the answer " That which
:

long ago been done," must

lie its justification

;

for this that

the

has

was done

long ago naturally consists, as Zockler remarks, in foolish and perverse undertakings, certainly in the destruction of that which was

done by the wise predecessor, in the lavish squandering of the
More briefly, but in the
treasures and goods collected by him.
same sense, Burger: Nihil quod a solita hominum agendi raiione
But in ver. 19, Koheleth places it as a question whether
recedit.
his successor will be a wise man or a fool, while here he would
presuppose that " naturally," or as a matter of course, he will be a
In the matter of style, we have nothing to object to the
fooL
translation on which Zockler, with Eamb., Eosenm., Knobel, Hengst.,
1

The

LXX. and Symm. by hammelek

of melek, king
Jitctur,

t.«.

;

think of m'lah, counsel,

/3oi/Xv,

instead

and as Jerome, bo also Bardach understands by the king the

God the

Creator.
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11

and others, proceeds the supplying of the verb nfc>3£ to meh haadam
[= what can the man do X] is possible (cf. Mai. ii. 15), and the neut.
interpret, of the suffix of VWV is, after vii. 13, Amos i 3, Job
;

xxxi. 11, admissible; but the reference to a successor is not con-

nected with the course, of the thoughts, even although one attaches

words a meaning which is foreign to them. The words
DN are accordingly not the answer to the question proposed,
but a component part of the question itself. Thus Ewald, and with him
to the plain

wtoy

.

.

.

How will the man be who will follow
him whom they made (a king) long ago, i.e.
predecessor ? "
But n«, in this pregnant sense, " compared
without example, at least in the Book of Koheleth, which

Elster, Heiligst., construes

:

"

the king, compared with

with his
with," is

generally does not use

it

as a prep.

;

and, besides, this rendering,

by

introducing the successor on the throne, offends against the logic of

The motive of Koheleth's purpose, to
weigh wisdom and folly against each other as to their worth, consists
in this, that a king, especially such an one as Solomon was, has in
the means at his disposal and in the extent of his observation so
much more than every other, that no one who comes after him will
This motive would be satisfactorily
reach a different experience.
expressed on the supposition that the answer begins with TIN, if one
should read vwy for vnB»y: be will be able to do (accomplish)
nothing but what he (the king) has long ago done, i.e. he will only
the relation of 126 to 12a.

But

repeat, only be able to confirm, the king's report.

if

we

take

we
meh haadam for meh yd&sgh haadam.
We translate for what is the man who might come after the king,
him whom they have made so long ago
The king whom they
made so long ago is Solomon, who has a richer experience, a more

the text as

here stands, the meaning

it

is

the same

;

and, besides,

get rid of the harsh ellipsis
:

!

comprehensive knowledge, the longer the time (viz. from the present
time backwards) since he occupied the throne.
Regarding the ex-

=

quern, instead of the asher simply, vid. Kohler
under Zech. xii. 10. vnty}t with the most general subj., is not
different from •"tB']£, which, particularly in the Book of Daniel (e.g.
iv. 28 f.), has frequently an active construction, with the subject
unnamed, instead of the passive (Gesen. § 137, margin). The author
of the Book of Koheleth, alienated from the theocratic side of the
kingdom of Israel, makes use of it perhaps not unintentionally
besides, Solomon's elevation to the throne was, according to 1 Kings i,
brought about very much by human agency ; and one may, if he will,
think of the people in the word 'asuhu also, according to 1 Kings

pression eth asher

i.

39,

who

at last decided the matter.

Meh

before the letters hheth
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and ayin commonly occurs
times

:

according to the Masora, twenty-four

before other initial letters

;

than these, eight times, and three of

Book of Koheleth before the letter he, ii 12, 22, vii. 10.
The words are more an exclamation than a question the exclamation means What kind of a man is that who could come after the
these in the

;

:

king

!

What

"

cf.

wickedness

16, Ex. xviii 14, 1 Kings

ence to

3

;

me

13,

!

i.e.

" etc.,

Judg. xx. 1 2, Josh.

xxii.

as standing behind with refer-

the same figure of extenuatio, as

mah adam,

Ps. cxliv.

cf. viii. 5.

There
to

—

ix.

is this

now follows an account

him thus placed on a

happened
no other occupied.

of what, on the one side,

lofty watch-tower, such as

Vv. 13, 14a. " And I saw that wisdom has the advantage over
The wise man has
folly, as light has the advantage over darkness.
eyes in his head but the fool walketh in darkness." In the sacred
Scriptures, " light " is generally the symbol of grace, Ps. xliii. 3, but
also the contrast of an intellectually and morally darkened state,
To know a thing is equivalent to having light on it, and
Isa 1L 4.
;

seeing

it

in its true light (Ps. xxxvi. 1 0)

to light; folly is once,

Job

;

wisdom

is

thus compared

xxxviii. 19, directly called "darkness."

Thus wisdom stands so much higher than folly, as light stands above
darkness. jvW, which hitherto denoted actual result, enduring gain,
1
there is
signifies here preference (vid. p. 192); along with JvWa
2
The fool walks in
also found the form jvUVS (vid. Prov. xxx. 1 7).
darkness he is blind although he has eyes (Isa. xliii. 8), and thus
has as good as none,
he wants the spiritual eye of understanding
(x. 3)
the wise man, on the other hand, his eyes are in his head,
:

—

;

or,

as

we

also say:

he has eyes in his head,

looking at and examining persons and things.
of the relation of

The other

wisdom

to folly as

side of the relation is

—

eyes truly seeing,

That

is

the one side

put to the test.
the sameness of the result in

which the elevation of wisdom above folly terminates.
Vv. 146, 15. "And I myself perceived that one experience
happeneth to them all.
And I said in my heart, As it will happen
and why have I then been
to the fool, it will happen also to me
specially wise ? Thus I spake then in my heart, that this also is vain."
Zockler gives to M an adversative sense but this gam ( = o/ua?,
similiter) stands always at the beginning of the clause, Ewald, § 354a.
Gam-ani corresponds to the Lat. ego idem, which gives two predicates
to one subject; while et ipse predicates the same of the one of two
The second gamsubjects as it does of the other (Zumpt, § 697).
;

;

1

»

Thus written, according to J and other authorities.
Thus Ven. 1515, 1621 ; vid. Comm. under Gen. xxvii.

28, 29
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II. 16.

ani serves for the giving of prominence to the object, and here pre-

manner of a substantival

cedes, after the

§

121.

clause

(cf. Isa.

xlv.

12

;

2 Chron. xxviii. 10), as at Gen. xxiv. 27 ; cf. Gesen.
Migrgh (from JTjiJ, to happen, to befall) is quiquid alicui

Ezek. xxxiii. 17
3.

;

aectdit (in the later philosoph.

terminol. aecidens; Venet. avpfie-

but here, as the connection shows, that which finally puts an
end to life, the final event of death. By the word "]J the author

/9i7«o?)

;

'DK, what
expresses what he had observed on reflection by 73
he said inwardly to himself regarding it ; and by ?3 '$% what sentence he passed thereon with himself.
Zammah asks for the design,
TK is either understood temporally
as maddu'a for the reason.
then when it is finally not better with me than with the fool (Hitz.
from the standpoint of the dying hour), or logically if yet one and
the same event happeneth to the wise man and to the fool (Elst.)
in the consciousness of the author both are taken together.
The fj
of the conclusion refers, not, as at i. 17, to the endeavouring after
and the possession of wisdom, but to this final result making no
difference between wise men and fools.
This fate, happening to all
alike, is ^an, a vanity rendering all vain, a nullity levelling down all
to nothing, something full of contradictions, irrational.
Paul also
(Rom. viii. 20) speaks of this destruction, which at last comes upon
all, as a fiaraioTr)?.
;

.

.

.

:

The author now assigns the reason for this discouraging result.
Ver. 16. " For no remembrance of the wise, as of the fool, remains
for ever

;

And how
is

since in the days that are to

dieth the wise

man ?

come they
!

as the fool "

the principal form, not different from

brance for ever,

is

equivalent to

having simply no onward existence
comparat. combin., as at
xlix. 1 1.

There

vii.

11

;

As

Ji"i3J.

in

are all forgotten.
i.

11, so here

tf"ia?

Having no remem-

having no eternal endurance,
0? is both times the

(ix. 6).

Job

ix.

26, xxxvii. 18

cf. *»0!,

;

Ps.

men, the

are, indeed, individual historically great

of whom is perpetuated from generation to generation in
words and in monuments but these are exceptions, which do not
always show that posterity is able to distinguish between wise men
and fools. As a rule, men have a long appreciating recollection

memory

;

of the wise as little as they have of the fools, for long ago (vid.
b'shekvar, p.

196)

in* the

coming days

('an

'jn,

accus. of the time,

like the ellipt. 'an, Isa. xxvii. 6) all are forgotten
xiv. 3,

meant personally

by the Masora,

:

;

?bn

is,

the one as the other ; and n|KO

as at Ps.

is

rendered

like ix. 6, '3K 'as, as the pausal

form of the finite
but is perhaps thought of as part., denoting that which only in the
coming days will become too soon a completed fact, since those who
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survive go from the burial of the one, as well as from that of the

Death thus sinks the wise
it comes to both, and

other, to the ordinary duties of the day.

man, as

does the

it

fool,

in eternal oblivion

;

brings the same to both, which extorted from the author the cry

How dieth

the wise

both thus the same
satirical

Mashal,

moriendum
1'K est h.

est,

man ?

!

e.g.

is

Isa.

xiv.

as at 2 Sam.

!

Why is

the fate which awaits

the pointed, sarcastic

iii.

3,

T£ (how

Ezek. xxvi. 1 7

4,

moriendum

and

;

erat.

of the

!)

rnoj is

Eambach

=

well:

particula admirationis super rei indignitate.

I.

What happened
now

as the fool

This

to the author

from

this sorrowful discovery

he

states.

Ver. 1 7. "

man

Then

life

became hateful to me

;

accomplishes under the sun was grievous to

vain and windy

He

for the

me

:

work which

because

all is

and the labour which is
done under the sun, i.e. the efforts of men, including the fate that
befalls men, appeared to him to be evil (repugnant).
The LXX.
translate
irovrjpbv «V ipi
the Venet.
kukop eV ipol ; and thus
Hitzig
as a woful burden lying on me.
But vJ> jn is to be
understood after tov al, Esth. iii 9, etc., cf. Ps. xvi. 6, and as synon.
with TV? or *3D? (cf. Dan. iii. 32), according to which Symmachus
icaKov yap (xoi e<f>dvrj.
This al belongs to the more modern usus
loq., cf. Ewald, § 217i
The end of the song was also again the
grievous ceterum censeo : Vanity, and a labour which has wind as its
goal, wind as its fruit
effort."

hated

;

:

life

;

:

:

The Vanity of Wealth gathered with Care and Privation,

ii.

18-23.

In view of death, which snatches away the wise man equally
with the fool, and of the- night of death, which comes to the
one as to the other, deep dejection came upon him from another
side.

Ver. 18. "And I hated all my labour with which I laboured
under the sun, that I should leave it to the man who shall be after
me " ie. not who shall come into existence after me, but who shall
occupy my place after me.
The fiction discovers itself here in the
expression " The king," who would not thus express himself indefinitely and unsympathetically regarding his son and successor on
;

:

:

:

The

the throne,

is

and third

are relat. pron. (quern,- after the schema etymologicum

B>

stripped

boy tov, ver. 11,

The
is

ix. 9,

of his historical individuality.

and

qui), the

second

is

first

relat. conj. (eo) quod.

suffix of '3KB' refers to the labour in the sense of that

which

obtained by wearisome labour, accomplished or collected with
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labour;

cf.

nb,

product,

Gen.

fruit,

iv.

12;

f^ta?,

effect,

Isa.

xxxii. 17.

How

man

will be circumstanced who will have at his
which
he has not laboured, is uncertain.
disposal that for
Ver. 19. "And who knoweth whether he shall be wise or
foolish ? and he will have power over all my labour with which I
had wearied myself, and had acted wisely, under the sun this also
n, in the double question,
n, instead of BK
iK
is vain."
this

:

.

.

as at

Job

previously

.

.

.

.

xvi. 3.
"What kind of a man he will be no one can
know, and yet this person will have free control

o?f, p. 196) over all the labour that the testator has wisely

(cf.

—

gained by labour

a hendiadys, for B?n with the obj. accus.

in such a connection possible

:

"

my

labour which

I,

is

only

acting wisely,

gained by labour."

In view of this doubtful future of that which was with pains
and wisely gained by him, his spirit sank within him.
Ver. 20. "Then I turned to give up my heart on account of
[= to despair of] all the labour with which I wearied myself under
the sun."
As at 1 Sam. xxii. I7f., Song ii. 17, Jer. xli. 14, 33D
has here the intrans. meaning, to turn about (LXX. e-rreaTpe^a
Hitzig remarks that n:e and

iTrearpeyffd/iTjp).

=

31B> signify, " to turn

and 33D, on the contrary, " to turn round in
But njs can also mean, " to turn round in order to
order to do."
and 23D, " to turn in order to examine more
do," e.g. Lev. xxvi. 9
narrowly," viL 25.
The distinction lies in this, that rue signifies a
clear turning round ; 33D, a turning away from one thing to another,
round in order to

see,"

;

a turning in the direction of something new that presents

itself

The phrase, to:T)K VW, X closely corresponds to
the Lat. despondet animum, he gives up his spirits, lets them sink,
The old language knows only Bfcfa, to give oneself
ie. he despairs.
up, i.e. to give up hope in regard to anything ; and EWfa, given up,
The Talm., however, uses along
having no prospect, in despair.
(iv.

1,

7, ix.

with nithyaSsh

11).

(vid. p.

192) not only nodsh, but also two, in the sense
up of all hope (subst. E*iK'), Mezta 21b,

of despair, or the giving

from which

it is

at once evident that £'*£ is not to be thought of as

causative (like the Arab, ajjasa and aiasa), but as simply transitive,

with which, after the passage before us, 13$> is to be thought of as
connected. He turned round to give up all heart. He had no more

any heart
1

Thus

to labour.

With Pathach under the yod
also in the MS.

in the text in Biblia Rail,

Parva Masora, and

e.g.

and tee note h-

Cod. P.
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"For

Ver. 21.

there is a

knowledge, and ability

and

;

to

man who labours with wisdom, and
a man who has not laboured for it,

must he leave it as his portion also that is vain, and a great evil."
Ewald renders whose labour aims after wisdom. But 'w 'na do
not denote obj. (for the obj. of bfcV is certainly the portion which is to
be inherited), but are particular designations of the way and manner
of the labour. Instead of TBVf, there is used the more emphatic form
of the noun
"93^, who had his labour, and performed it ; 1 Sam.
vii. 17, cf. Jer. ix. 5 [6], "Thine habitation is in the midst of
Kishron is not avSpela (LXX.),
deceit," and Hitz. under Job ix. 27.
manliness, moral energy (Elster), but aptness, ability, and (as a
:

:

:

consequence connecting itself therewith) success, good fortune, thus
to refers to the obskilfulness conducting to the end (vid. p. 193).

and

ject,
or,

as

we

*Mi}i?

to the result of the

rather say, pred.-accus.

work
:

That what one has gained by

who

to the lot of another

;

ip?n is the second obj.-accus.,

as his portion, viz. inheritance.
skill

and good fortune thus

evil all the greater in proportion to the labour

falls

an
and care bestowed on

perhaps recklessly squanders

is

it,

its acquisition.

Vv. 22, 23. "For what has man of all his labour, and the
endeavours of his heart with which he wearies himself under the
sun ? All his days are certainly in sorrows, and his activity in grief;
his heart resteth not even in the night

:

The

also this is vain."

question literally is: What is (comes forth, results) to a man from
all his labour ; for " to become, to be, to fall to, happen to," is the

fundamental idea of nin (whence here
yevTiao/tevos;) or PPD,

cadere,
itself

it,

is

deorsum

vi. 6,

ferri,

:

1

as at

Instead of whip, there

iii.

18

W,

What comes

answer.
of

ywopevov, as at Neh.

and then accidere, fieri, whence act, eagerness precipitating
upon anything (vid. under Prov. x. 3), or object. fall, cata-

strophe, destruction.
tone*,

njh,

the root signification of which

established

is

here to be written

The question looks forward

out of his labour for

by

'?,

man

?

to a negative
Nothing comes

This negative contained in the

nothing but disagreeableness.

question

is

23a.

The form of the

clause, " all

his days are sorrows," viz. as to their condition, follows the scheme,

"the porch was 20 cubits," 2 Chron. iii 4, viz. in measurement; or,
" their feast is music and wine," Isa. v. 1 2, viz. in its combination
(vid. Philippi's

not

i3)35J,

penult.,
1

'31

;

Stat.

Const, p.

90

ff.).

The

for the final syllable, or that

parallel clause is DJD1

having the accent on the

immediately preceding the Athnach-word, takes Kametz, as

Thus according to

tradition, in

H,

J, P, vid. Michlol 476, 2156,

216a;

vid. also

Norzi.
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11.24.

:

(cf.

Olsh. § 224, p. 440).

1

at aegritudo est velut quotidiana

For the sake of the parallelism, Vfiy (from roy, to
weary oneself with labour, or also to strive, aim; vid. Psalmen,
ii. 390) is subj. not pred.
his endeavour is grief, i.e. brings only grief
or vexation with it.
Even in the night he has no rest for even
then, though he is not labouring, yet he is inwardly engaged about
his labour and his plans.
And this possession, acquired with such
labour and restlessness, he must leave to others for equally with
the fool he falls under the stroke of death he himself has no enjoyment, others have it ; dying, he must leave all behind him,
threefold bn, vv. 17, 21, 23, and thus D'bn bn.
occupatio ejus.

:

;

;

:

—

The Condition of Pure Enjoyment,

24-26.

ii.

Is it not then foolish thus restlessly and with so much selftorment to labour for nothing ?
In view of the night of darkness

which awaits man, and the uncertain destiny of our
better to

make use

of the present in a

way

possessions, it is

as pleasant to ourselves

as possible.

Ver. 24. " There is nothing better among men, than that one eat
and drink, and that he should pamper his soul by his labour this
also have I seen, that it is in the hand of God."
The LXX., as
well as the other Greek transl., and Jerome, had before them the
words SoK't? Dnso. The former translates " Man has not the good
which he shall eat and drink," i.e. also this that he eats ... is for
him no true good but the direct contrary of this is what Koheleth
Jerome seeks to bring the thought which the text presents
says.
into the right track, by using the form of a question
nonne melius
est comedere
against this iii. 12, 22, viii. 15, are not to be cited
where 310 ]"H stands in the dependent sentence the thought is not
thus to be improved ; its form is not this, for 31D, beginning a sen:

:

;

:

.

.

. ;

;

tence, is never interrog., but affirm.

but

is

a negative statement.

of '*$ ffwa
at

Job

we must

;

read '*fo OTK3, after

xxxiii. 17, the initial letter

has dropped out.

thus 310

fit

is

not

=

31D t6n,

It is above all doubt, that instead

Codd. of the

iii.

mem

12, 2 2, viii. 15

;

for,

LXX. have

accordingly corrected

o into ir\r)v o or el pi) o (thus the Compl. Aid.), and the Syr.
Targ. render
1

But

cf.

Isa. xxvi.

19

B>

here by * X/K and ^

also K^| with
;

and

y*y\

i""i?K

Zakeph Katan, 2 Kings

under Ps.

v.

as

mem

after the terminal

[unless that he
17 5 *U>

'"IK1

and

eat]

with Tiphcha,

lr. 10.
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Jerome

non

also Las

e&t

bonum Jwmini

quod in his Comm. ; only
Befor the phrase ?3K7 OK "o is

nisi

the Venet. seeks to accommodate itself to the traditional text

only D

sides,

used, but not

be inserted, not DK *3
DK '3. Instead of baaddm, the form laddam would

is to
tf

;

be more agreeable, as at
proof, that

baaddm

is

12,

vi.

viii.

15.

Hitzig remarks, without

in accordance with later grammatical forms,

which admit 3 = " for" before the object. 3, x. 1 7, is neither prep, of
the object, nor is iv, Sir. iii. 7, the exponent of the dative (vid. Grimm).
Baaddm signifies, as at 2 Sam. xxiii. 3, and as iv avd., Sir. xi. 14,
inter homines ; also iii. 12 designates by D3 3^B what among them
(men) has to be regarded as good.

It is interesting to see

how

here the ancient and the modern forms of the language run together,

without the former wholly passing over into the latter ; '*vfo, quam ut
edat, is followed by norm, perfects, in accordance with that comprehensive peculiarity of the old syntax which Ewald, by an excellent

.

.

of that which

calls the dissolution

figure,

3iD

'"jn

.

is

equivalent to

v

''n,

is

coloured into grey.

Ps. xlix. 1 9, the causative rendering

\

of the phrase 3iD nan,

iii. 13, or n3to
v. 17, vi. 6.
It is well to
attend to vDga [by his labour], which forms an essential component

is approved of as good.
Not a useless sluggardbut a life which connects together enjoyment and labour, is that
which Koheleth thinks the best in the world.
But this enjoyment,

part of that which
life,

But : etiam hoc
The order of the words harmonizes
with this Lat. it follows the scheme referred to at Gen. i 4 ; cf. on
the contrary, iii. 6. Instead of nrra, neut. by attraction, there is here
the book uniformly makes use of this
the immediately neut. nJ-M
This or that is "in the hand
fem. form instead of ntft (vid. p. 198).

lightening, embellishing, seasoning labour, has also its

vidi e

manu Dei

esse (pendere).

;

;

i.e. it is His gift, iii. 13, v. 18, and
by Him, since man cannot give it to himself;
mimmgnni, Hos. viii 4; mimmgnnu, 1 Kings

of God,"

it

is

cf.

thus conditioned

minni,

Isa.

xxx. 1

xx. 33.

life on God is established.
and who can have enjoyment, with-

This dependence of the enjoyment of
Ver. 25.

"For who can

= except from]

Him

?

eat,

Also here the traditional text is unafter the LXX. (which Jerome
follows in his Comm.) and the Syr. If we adopt the text as it lies
1
before us, then the meaning would be, as given by Gumpel, and
out

[

tenable

:

we have

to read

"

udd pn,

thus translated by Jerome
ego ?

But

which Gumpel and others
1

195.

:

Quis ita devorabit

(1) the question thus understood

Vid. regarding his

et

deliciis effiuet

silently substitute in place

noteworthy Comm. on Koheleth,

The author bears the name among

ut

would require '?©? inv,
of 'd yin

my

Jesurun, pp. 183 anil
Christians of Professor Levisohn.
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which the king adjudicates to himself an unand to enjoy himself, would stand out of
connection with that which precedes and follows.
Even though
with Ginshurg, after Bashi, Aben Ezra, and Bashbam, we find in
ver. 25 the thought that the labourer has the first and nearest title
to the enjoyment of the fruit of his labour ('d pn thus exemplif. as
(2) this question, in

paralleled right to eat

iv. 8, 'y

.

.

.

'tb),

the continuation with

'3,

ver.

26,

is

unsuitable;

sequence of the thoughts wouid then be this But
the enjoyment, far from being connected with the labour as its selfconsequence and fruit, is a gift of God, which He gives to one and
for the natural

:

withholds from another.
thoughts wants

nothing in

If

nothing in

common with

we

read ttBD, then the sequence of the

twi

= (j*.U-,

impetuous motion, but, as at Job xx.
hiss,

tnn

syllogistic exactness,

here

has

to proceed with a violent,

2, is

= IJ^^, stringere (whence

a sensible impression); the experience (vid. p.

191) here meant

The
is one mediated by means of a pleasant external enjoyment.
Ewald
Theod.,
Syr.
translate:
(and
who
can)
drink,
which
and
LXX.,
he compares (Arab.) hasa (inf. hasy), to drink, to sip.
But this Arab, verb is unheard of in Heb. with right, Heiligst.
adheres to the Arab., and at the same time the modern Heb. hass, enn,
pn
sentire, according to which Schultens, quis seiisibus indulserit.
UDD is not = 'd s6l, " except from him" (Hitz., ZockL), but \o pn together mean "except;" cf. e.g. the Mishnic 'ob pm mob pn, beyond the
time and place suitable for the thank-offering, Dno nriKD pn, excepting one of the same, Menachoth vii. 3, for which the old Heb. would
in the first case use vbl, and in the second nht or |» lap (= Aram.
Accordingly udd pn means praeter eum (Deum),
5P "O) (vid. p. 191).
i.c. unless he will it and make it possible, Old Heb. 'ao, Gen. xli. 44.
In enjoyment man is not free, it depends not on his own will
lahour and the enjoyment of it do not stand in a necessary connection but enjoyment is a gift which God imparts, according as He
regards man as good, or as a sinner.
Ver. 26. " For to a man who appears to Him as good, He gave
wisdom, and knowledge, and joy but to the sinner He gave the work
of gathering and heaping up, in order to give it to him who appears
;"
to Him as good
this also is vain, and grasping after the wind
viz. this striving after enjoyment in and of the labour
it is
" vain," for the purpose and the issue lie far apart
and " striving
after the wind," because that which is striven for, when one thinks
that he has it, only too often cannot be grasped, but vanishes into
nothing.
If we refer this sentence to a collecting and heaping up
approves

of,

for

;

;

;

:

—

;
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and others), then the author would here come back
what has already been said, and that too in the foregoing section

(Hengst., Gratz,

to

;

the reference also to the arbitrary distribution of the good things of
life on the part of God (Knobel) is inadmissible, because " this,

might be called tan, could not also be called rm nijn "
(Hitz.)
and perfectly inadmissible the reference to the gifts of wisdom, knowledge, and joy (Bullock), for referred to these the sentence
gains a meaning only by introducing all kinds of things into the
text which here lie out of the connection.
Besides, what is here
said has indeed a deterministic character, and yoa$>, especially if it is
thought of in connection with 'rfo,1 sounds as if to the good and the bad
their objective worth and distinction should be adjudicated but this
is not the meaning of the author; the unreasonable thought that
good or bad is what God's arbitrary ordinance and judgment stamp
The " good before Him " is he
it to be, is wholly foreign to him.
who appears as good before God, and thus pleases Him, because he
is truly good; and the KBin, placed in contrast, as at vii. 26, is the
sinner, not merely such before God, but really such
here Yitb has
a different signification than when joined with 2it3 one who sins in
the sight of God, i.e. without regarding Him (Luke xv. 18, ivd>•n-iov), serves sin.
Eegarding $?, vid. under 23a: it denotes a
business, negotium ; but here such as one fatigues himself with, quod
although

it

;

;

;

:

negotium
because

faeessit.

it is

Among

the three charismata, joy stands

the turning-point of the series of thoughts

:

last,

joy con-

is, like wisdom and intelligence
The obj. of nn? (that He may give it)
is the store gathered together by the sinner ; the thought is the same
The perfect we
as that at Prov. xiii. 22, xxviii. 8, Job xxvii. 16 f.
have so translated, for that which is constantly repeating itself is here
designated by the general expression of a thing thus once for all
ordained, and thus always continued.

nected with wise, intelligent activity,
themselves, a gift of God.

Man

The Short-sightedness and Impotence of
All-conditioning,

is

As pure enjoyment stands not in
God which He bestows

a gift of

His own

will, so in general all

iii.

over against

God

the

1-15.

the power of man,
or denies to

man

much

rather

according to

happens when and how God wills,
all things which man can

according to a world-plan, comprehending
1

Written with segol under

13

after the Masora, according to

book

segol

and elsewhere. Thus correctly
form of the word has throughout the

in P, Biblia Rabb.,

which

this

under B, with the single exception of

vii.

26.

Cf. Michlol 1246, 1406.
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in. l

neither wholly understand, nor in any respect change,

— feeling him-

dependent on God, he ought to learn to fear Him.
All that is done here below is ordered by God at a time
appointed, and is done without any dependence on man's approbation, according to God's ordinance, arrangement, and providence.
iii. 1. " Everything has its time, and every purpose under the
self in all things

is poor in synonyms of
but by
Everything has its Frist
.,
Frist we think only of a fixed term of duration, not of a period of
beginning, which, though not exclusively, is yet here primarily meant
we have therefore adopted Luther's excellent translation. Certainly
lot (from ??J, cogn. |t?p, signare), belonging to the more modern Heb.

heavens

The Germ, language

hour."

its

time.

Zockler translates

{vid. p.

191), means a Frist

point of time
is

the most

.

:

(e.g.

Dan.

ii.

.

16) as well as a Zeitpurikt,

in the Semit. (also Assyr. simmu, simanu, with D)

;

common

designation of the idea of time.

viated either from rny

(W,

to determine) or from

TO. is
ruj>

it

abbre-

(from njy,

In the first case it stands
connected with "ijjto on the one side, and with fili (from *nv, to
count) on the other; in the latter case, with HJiy, Ex. xxi. 10
(perhaps also ?J? and riij/ in IJQ, nays).
It is difficult to decide this
point ; proportionally more, however, can be said for the original Tav
(Palest-Aram. «W), as also the prep, of participation ns is derived
cogn. fUK, to go towards, to meet).

from JUX 1 (meeting, coming together).
The author means to say,
if we have regard to the root signification of the second conception
of time
(1) that everything has its fore-determined time, in which
there lies both a determined point of time when it happens, and a
determined period of time during which it shall continue and (2)

—

;

that every matter has a time appointed for
suitable

for it

or one appropriate,

it,

The Greeks were guided by the right feeling
Olympiodorus
JOT by "xpovof, and ny by Kaipo<s.

when they rendered

distinguishes too sharply
tion of time,

and the

when he understands the former

of dura-

a point of time while the state of
the matter is this, that by "xpovot the idea comprehends the termini
a quo and ad quern, while by Kaipo<; it is limited to the terminus a
quo.
Regarding fan, which proceeds from the ground-idea of being
latter of

inclined to, and intention,

and

;

thus, like irparyfta

and

general signification of design, undertaking, res gesta,

The

illustration

1 Vid. Orelli's

^ie

192.

commences with the beginning and the ending

work on the Heb. Synon. der Zeit u. Ewigkeit, 1871. He decides
Fleischer (Levy's Chald. W.B. II. 572) for the derithe higher power of j"UN, whence (Arab.) inan, right time. We

for the derivation from ljn

vation from row,

XP^IIJM > *°

res, vid. p.

T T

have, under Job xxiv.

;

T T

1,

maintained the former derivation.
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23 G
of the

man and

of

life

(in near-lying connection

of thought)

of

plants.

Ver. 2.

plant has

1

"

To be born has

its time,

up

time, and to root

its

and

to die has its

that which

The inf. TTm signifies nothing else than
when that which is brought forth comes more

to bring forth

time."

who

brings forth,

xxv. 34,
Assyr.,

'•??

1

li-id-tu,

now

Since

it

= D3? ??)

is

li-i-tu,

used in the sense of being born
li-da-a-tu,

designates

to

;

its

but

;

into view than she

ledah, Hos. ix. 11, is the birth;

;

time

planted has

is

posterity,

lalsdsth has here lamuth as contrast,

Jer.

(cf.

and in the
progenies.

and thus does not

denote the birth-throes of the mother, but the child's beginning of
the translation, " to be born has its time," is more appropriate
to what is designed than " to bring forth has its time."
What
life,

Zockler, after Hitzig, objects that

by

ledeth a

[an undertaking],

J*Dfi

and thus a conscious, intended act must be named, is not applicable
for ?3? standing at the beginning comprehends doing and suffering,
and death also (apart from suicide) is certainly not an intended act,
frequently even an unconscious suffering.
Instead of nyB? (for
which the form nye? * is found, cf. &te£, Ps. lxvi 9), the older
language uses VbJp, Jer. i. 10.
In still more modern Heb. the
"ii$ has
expression used would be vch, i.e. V&? (SheMith ii. 1).
;

here
like

nearest signification:

its
"ii??,

2 Kings

iii.

25, where

to root
it is

up (denom. of "ijW, root),
word for ^bpi (to fell

the Targ.

trees).

From

out-rooting,

transition is

Ver. 3. "
to pull

To put

down has

(to kill) is

which puts an end to the

now made

life

of plants, the

to putting to death.

to death has its time,

and to heal has

its

time

time, and to build has its time."
That harog
placed over against " to heal," Hitzig explains by the
its

remark that harog does not here include the full consequences of
the act, and is fitly rendered by " to wound."
But " to put to
"
"
death
is nowhere =
nearly to put to death,"
one who is hamg

—

1

ix.

7

These seven verses, 2-8, are in Codd and Edd., like Josh. xii. 9 ff., and Esth.
arranged in the form of a song, so that one njj (time) always stands under

ff.,

another, after the scheme described in Megilla 166, Massecheth So/rim

xiii. 8,

but

without any express reference to this passage in Koheleth.
J has a different
manner of arranging the words, the first four lines of which we here adduce [read

from right to

* This

left]

:

'eth

lamoth v'eth

'eth

nathiSS IcCSqor Veth

laUdith y eth

lathaath

'Sth

lirpo

vteth

IShSrog

'ith

livnoth v eeth

liphrou

Abulwalid found in a correct Damascus

vs.,

MicJdol

816.,
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III. 4, 5.

not otherwise to be healed than by resurrection from the dead,

Ezek. xxxvii.
justify

The

6.

The

it.

down

life,

for such ingenuity to

of a sound life stands in contrast to

the salvation of an endangered
situations of

no need

contrast has

striking

life

particularly in

by

war,

healing,

in

the

and

this in

and in the defence of innocence against murder or

justice,

many

administration

of

injury,

may be fitting. Since the author does not present these details
from a moral point of view, the time here is not that which is
morally right, but that which, be it morally right or not, has been
determined by God, the Governor of the world and Former of
history, who makes even that which is evil subservient to His
plan.
With the two pairs of yeve<ri? teal <f>0opd there are two
others associated in ver. 3
with that, having reference, 26, to the
vegetable world, there here corresponds one referring to buildings
to }i"is (synon. Diin, Jer. i. 10) stands opposed niJ3 (which is more
than "rt"W, as at 2 Chron. xxxii. 5.
These contrasts between existence and non-existence are followed by contrasts within the limits of existence itself
Ver. 4. " To weep has its time, and to laugh has its time
to
mourn has its time, and to dance has its time." It is possible that
the author was led by the consonance from livnoth to livkoth, which
immediately follows it ; but the sequence of the thoughts is at the
same time inwardly mediated, for sorrow kills and joy enlivens, Sir.
"liSD is particularly lamentation for the dead, Zech.
xxxii. 21-24.
lip"|,
xii. 10
and
dancing (in the more modern language the usual
word for liholel, kirJcer, hhag&g) at a marriage festival and on other
;

:

;

;

festal occasions.

more

It is

Ver.

5.

"

say what leads the author to the two

difficult to

following pairs of contrasts

To throw

:

stones has its time, and to gather together

embrace has its time, and to refrain from
embracing has its time."
Did the old Jewish custom exist at the
time of the author, of throwing three shovelfuls of earth into the
grave, and did this lead him to use the phrase '?K 'f- * But we ^°
not need so incidental a connection of the thought, for the first pair
accords with the specific idea of life and death ; by the throwing of
stones has its tune

;

to

stones a field is destroyed, 2 Kings

iii.

35, or as expressed at ver.

marred; and by gathering the stones together and removing
them (which is called ?ij>p), it is brought under cultivation. Does
'0;?, to embrace, now follow because it is done with the arms and
hands ?
Scarcely ; but the loving action of embracing stands
beside the hostile, purposely injurious throwing of stones into a
19,

is

B

ECCLES.
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not exclusively (2 Kings iv. 16), but yet chiefly (as e.g. at
Prov. v. 20) as referring to love for women; the intensive in the

field,

second

member

is

perhaps only for the purpose

introduced

of

avoiding the paronomasia lirftJwq mahhavoq.

The following pair

of contrasts is connected with the avoiding

or refraining from the embrace of love
Ver. 6. "

:

To seek has

to lay
its time, and to lose has its time
and to throw away has its time." Vaihinger and
others translate las?, to give up as lost, which the Pih. signifies first
as the expression of a conscious act
The older language knows it
only in the stronger sense of bringing to ruin, making to perish,
wasting (Prov. xxix. 3).
But in the more modern language, 13K,

up has

like

its

;

time,

the Lat. perdere, in the sense of "to lose," is the trans, to
"*?**, e.g. Tahoroth viii. 3, " if one loses pasori) any-

the intrans.

thing," etc.; Sifri, at

Deut

xxiv. 19,

"he who has

lost p??*?)

a

Palest-Aram, uses the Aphd "rate,
"
the queen had lost (JTU1N) her ornament." The
e.g. Jer. Mezta ii. 5,
intentional giving up, throwing away from oneself, finds its expresshekel," eta

sion in

Jn

this sense the

'twj?.

The following pair of

contrasts refers the abandoning

serving to articles of clothing
Ver. 7a. " To rend has its time, and to sew has

and pre-

:

evil tidings come,

when the

tidings

its time."

When

of death come, then is the

time for rending the garments (2 Sam. xiii. 31), whether as a
spontaneous outbreak of sorrow, or merely as a traditionary custom.

—The

tempest of the

was torn

is

Perhaps

affections,

however, passes by, and that which

again sewed together.
it

is

the recollection of great calamities which leads

to the following contrasts

:

Ver. lb. " To keep silence has

its

time, and to speak has its time."

mind in quietness back upon
and the demeanour most befitting such adversity is silent
resignation (c£ 2 Bangs ii 3, 5).
This mediation of the thought is
so much the more probable, as in all these contrasts it* is not so
much the spontaneity of man that comes into view, as the predetermination and providence of God.
The following contrasts proceed on the view that God has
placed us in relations in which it is permitted to us to love, or in
which our hatred is stirred up
Ver. 8. " To love has its time, and to hate has its time war
has its time, and peace has its time."
In the two pairs of contrasts
Severe strokes of adversity turn the

itself;

:

;

here, the contents of the first are, not exclusively indeed (Ps. cxx. 7),
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9-11.

It is
but yet chiefly referred to the mutual relations of peoples.
the result of thoughtful intention that the quodlibet of 2 x 7 pairs
terminates this for and against in " peace ;" and, besides, the author

has made the termination emphatic by
infinitives, he introduces proper nouns "

this, that

here " instead of

(Hitz.).

on
on the determination and providence of God,
" What gain hath he that worketh in that wherethe question arises
with he wearieth himself ? "
It is the complaint of i. 3 which is
here repeated.
From all the labour there comes forth nothing
which carries in it the security of its continuance but in all he does
man is conditioned by the change of times and circumstances and
And the converse of this
relations over which he has no control.
his weakness is short-sightedness.
Vers. 10, 1 1. " I saw the travail, which God gave to the children
He hath well arranged everyof men to fatigue themselves with it
thing beautiful in its appointed time He hath also put eternity in
their heart, so that man cannot indeed wholly search through from
beginning to end the work which God accomplisheth."
As at i. 14,
WK"! is here seeing in the way of research, as elsewhere, e.g. at ii. 24,
Ver.

human

9.

Since, then, everything has its time depending not

influence, but
:

;

—

:

;

In ver. 10 the author says that he
men, and in ver. 1 1 he states the
result.
It is impossible to render the word pJJ everywhere by the
same German (or English) word i. 13, wearisome trouble ii. 2 6,
as the result of research.

it is

closely considered the labour of

business

;

here

:

Geschaftigkeit,

:

—

;

the idea

is in all

the three places the

an occupation which causes trouble, costs effort. What
presented itself to the beholder was
(1) that He (viz. God, cf. ver. 1
and ver. 1 1) has made everything beautiful in its time. The author
same,

—

SW

uses

as synon. of 31D (v. 17)

the beautiful
taya

(j

word

is

;

also in other languages the idea of

gradually more and more generalized.

oes n0 (; re fer to God, but to that

is

=

which

is in

The

suffix in

the time

;

iv xatpm 18 tip (Symm.), at its proper time (vid. Ps.

this
i.

3,

with wrp (together with) and
tea (every one), the suffix is no longer thought of as such.
Like ns*,
He has made everyinjn as pred. conception belongs to the verb
thing beautiful; He has made everything (falling out) at its appointed
time.
The beauty consists in this, that what is done is not done
sooner or later than it ought to be, so as to connect itself as a constituent part to the whole of God's work.
The pret. TO is to be
also interpreted as such: He "has made," viz. in His world-plan,
all things beautiful, falling out at the appointed time ; for that which
acquires an actual form in the course of history has a previous ideal
civ.

»#

viz.

27

;

Jer. v.

24,

etc.),

since, as

:

—
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God

existence in the knowledge and will of

(vid.

under

Isa. xxii.

11,

xxxvii. 26).

—

That which presented itself to the beholder was
(2) the fact
He (God) had put DpyrrnK in their hearts {i.e. the hearts of
Gaab and Spohn interpret 'olam in the sense of the Arab.
men).
'Ham, knowledge, understanding; and Hitz., pointing the word accordthat

ingly tbg, translates
heart, without

:

"

He

which man,"

has also placed understanding in their
etc.

The

"&§ y^o

translation of

is

not

be objected to ; '3» is, however, only seldom a conjunction, and
is then to be translated by eo quod, Ex. xiv. 11, 2 Kings i. 3, 6,
1 6, which is not appropriate here
it will thus be here also a prep.,
and with asher following may mean " without which," as well as
" without this, that " = " besides that " (Venet. avev rov on,
to

;

" except that "), as frequently '? DBK,

Arab.

'Ham

is

e.g.

at

Amos

ix. 8.

quite foreign to the Heb., which has no

the sense of " to rise up, to be visible, knowable," which

But that
word D?? in
is

now

also

stem-word of OfV = highland.
It
is true Hitzig believes that he has found the Heb. 0?V = wisdom,
in Sir. vi. 21, where there is a play on the word with tbm, "concealed " cro<pia yap Kara, to ovofia avrrj<; iari, ical ov ttoWoi? eart
Drusius and Eichhorn have here already taken notice of
<f>avepd.
the Arab. 'Ham ; but Fritzsche with right asks, " Shall this word as
referred

1

to for the Assyr. as the

:

Heb. be regarded as traceable only here and falsely pointed only at
Eccles. iii. 1 1, and shall no trace of it whatever be found in the Chald.,
We have also no need of it. That BenSyr., and Eabbin. ? "
Sira has etymologically investigated the word noan as going back to
Ban, E. art, " to be firm, shut up, dark " (vid. at Ps. x. 8), is certainly
very improbable, but so much the more probable (as already sug2
gested by Drusius) that he has introduced into nnan, after the
Aram. D3K, nigrcscere, the idea of making dark. Does eth-ha'olam
in this passage before us then mean " the world " (Jerome, Luther,
Ewald), or " desire after the knowledge of the world " (Bashi), or
" worldly-mindedness " (Gesen., Knobel) ?
The answer to this has
been already given in my Psychol, p. 406 (2d ed.) " In post-bibl.
Heb. 'olam denotes not only eternity backwards and forwards as
:

'

'

1 Vid. Fried. Delitzsch's Assyr. Stud.
(1874), p. 89. Otherwise Fleischer, who
connects 'alima, " to know," with 'alam, " to conceal," so that to know = to be

concealed, sunk deep, initiated in something (with ba of the obj., as sKar,
nha'ir,
2

the poet as " one

whence

who marks ").

Gratz translates eth-hd'olam by " ignorance " (vid. Orelli, p. 83). R. Achwa
added here the scriptio defectiva with the remark, '\y\ D^jnnBN

in the Midrash has

" for the mysterious name of God

is

concealed froo them."
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{aldtv,

seculum)

known 1

yet

2C1

u.

but also 'the world' as that which endures for
the world in this latter sense is, however, not

infinite duration,

ever

in. 10,

;

and we will thus not be able

to the bibl. language,

interpret the words of Koheleth of the impulse of

man

to reflect

to

on

In itself, the thought that God has placed the
whole world in man's heart is not untrue man is, indeed, a microcosmos, in which the macrocosmos mirrors itself (Elster), but the conthe whole world."

:

nection does not favour
this,

that

man

is

it

;

has given to each being
experience he

for the discussion does not proceed

member

only a

appointed place, but that in

its

by

conditioned

is

in the great universe, and that

time,

from

God

all his

and that in the course of

history all that comes to him, according to God's world-plan, happens
at its appointed
(JOT),

is related as

But the idea by which

time.

surpassed

is

part

is
is

that of time,

UN

but eternity, to which time
to the whole (Cicero, Inv. i. 26. 39, tempus est
not the world,

The Mishna language contains, along
with the meaning of world, also this older meaning of 'olam, and
has formed from it an adv. rrDittjJ, actcrne.
The author means

pars guaedam aetemitatis).

to say that God has not only assigned to each individually his
appointed place in history, thereby bringing to the consciousness

He has also
impulse leading him beyond that which is.
temporal toward the eternal it lie3 in his nature not to be contented with the temporal, but to break through the limits which it
of

man

the fact of his being conditioned, but that

established in

man an

:

draws around him,

to escape

within which he

held,

console himself

is

by

from the bondage and the disquietude
and amid the ceaseless changes of time to

directing his thoughts to eternity.

This saying regarding the desiderium aetemitatis being planted
in the heart of man, is one of the profoundest utterances of Koheleth.

In
be

fact,

the impulse of

satisfied

man shows

by that which

is

that his innermost wants cannot

time, but as to his innermost nature he

which

is

transient yields

He

temporal.
is

is

a being limited by
That

related to eternity.

him no support, it carries him on like a
him to save himself by laying hold

rushing stream, and constrains

on

eternity.

side of this

But it is not so much the practical as the intellectual
endowment and this peculiar dignity of human nature

which Koheleth brings here to view.
It is not enough for man to know that everything that happens
has its divinely-ordained time.
There is an instinct peculiar to his
1

In the Phoen. also, ''olam, down to a late period, denotes not the world, but
melek 'olam, ficuiKtvs ttlaroi («i«wo;), seculo frugifero on a coin
:
the
fruit- bringing 'olam (Alaii

=

eternity
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him

beyond this fragmentary knowledge
but his effort is in vain, for (3) " man
is unable to reach unto the work which God accomplisheth from the
The work of God is that which is combeginning to the end."
nature impelling

and
I

to pass

comprehend eternity

to

;

which the life of
work he says, that God has
wrought it fiPP ; because, before it is wrought out in its separate
" time," it is already completed in God's plan.
Eternity and this
work are related to each other as the accomplished and the being
pleting itself in the history of the world, of

individual
/

men

is

a fragment.

Of

this

accomplished, they are interchangeably the "irkqpwfia to each other,
two', is potential,

xxxvii.

23

and the same in conception as at viii. 1 7, Job xi. 7,
is meant which reaches to the object, and
A laying hold of this work is an impossibility,

a knowledge

;

lays hold of

it.

because eternity, as

v

its

name

'olam denotes,

is

the concealed,

i.e.

is

both forwards and backwards immeasurable. The desiderium aeternitatis inherent in man thus remains under the sun unappeased.
He

would raise himself above the limits within which he is confined,
and instead of being under the necessity of limiting his attention to
isolated matters, gain a view of the whole of God's work which
becomes manifest in time ; but this all-embracing view is for him

!

unattainable.

—

If Koheleth had known of a future life
which proves that as
no instinct in the natural world is an illusion, so also the impulse
toward the eternal, which is natural to man, is no illusion he
would have reached a better ultimatum than the following
Ver. 12. "Thus I then perceived that among them (men) there
is nothing better than to enjoy themselves, and indulge themselves
The resignation would acquire a reality if ']£
in their life."
3iD meant " to do good," i.e. right (LXX. Targ. Syr. Jer. Venet.)
and this appears of necessity to be its meaning according to vii. 20.
But, with right, Ginsburg remarks that nowhere else neither at
ii.
24, nor iii. 22, v. 17, viii. 15, ix. 7
is this moral rendering
given to the ultimatum; also 3iB '"Ji, 13a, presupposes for 3to 'yj? a

.'

—

:

,/

—

—

v

On the other hand, Zockler is right in saying
that for the meaning of 21B nicy, in the sense of " to be of good
eudemonistic sense.

no example.

Zirkel compares e3 irpdrreiv,

as a Graecism.

But it

3»dv6), or, with Gratz,

we have

either stands ellipt. for 31D "b ''ih
to read 210 rftr£ ; in any case,

cheer " (Luth.), there

and regards
(
;

=

^ an
'

1$>

it

is

ethical signification is here excluded

by the nearest connection,

as well as by the parallels; it is not contrary to the view of

— Koheleth,

but this

is

it.
Bam is to be
comprehending men,

not the place to express

understood after iaadam,

ii.

24.

The

plur.,
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here,

as at ver.

III.

263

13, 14.

11, wholly passes over into

the individualizing

sing.

But

this

enjoyment of life

also,

Koheleth continues, this advisedly

the best portion in the limited and restrained condition of man,

placed beyond his control

"But

Ver. 13.

is

'

:

also that

he should eat and drink, and see good
man a gift of God." The inverted

in all his labour, is for every

and yet anacoluthistic formation of the sentence
'? 7"^3 signifies, properly,

at v. 18.

!

eg. Ps. cxvi.

11

;

but here and at

v.

is

quite like that

the totality of

men = all men,

18,

xii.

13, the author uses the

two words so that the determ. second member of the st. constr. does
not determine the first (which elsewhere sometimes occurs, as b'ihuevery one of men (cf.
lath Israel, a virgin of Israel, Deut. xxii. 19)
The subst. clause col-haadam is subject every one
7ra? Ti? fiporm>).
Instead of IV
of men, in this that he eats ... is dependent on God.
The
the word nno (abbrev. from JWiD) is here used, as at v. 1 8.
connection by ifgam is related to the preceding adversat. and (= but)
:

:

:

(= notwithstanding that),
where gam is strengthened by
also

as at

vi. 7, Neb., v. 8, cf. Jer. iii.

Veol-zoth.

As

10,

for the rest, it follows

from ver. 13, in connection with ii. 24-26, that for Koheleth evirota
and evOvfila reciprocally condition each other, without, however, a
conclusion following therefrom justifying the translation "to do
Men's being conditioned in the enjoyment of life, and,
good," 126.
generally, their being conditioned

an ethical end in view, as
Koheleth now reaches

is

by God the Absolute, has

certainly

expressed in the conclusion which

:

God will do
and nothing taken from
it: God has thus directed it, that men should fear before Him."
This is a conclusion derived from the facts of experience, a truth
that is valid for the present and for the time to come.
We may
with equal correctness render by quidquid facit and quidquid faciei.
But the pred. shows that the fut. expression is also thought of as
that is for ever (Hitz.), which
fut.
for 'v> 'nj 'vi does not mean
would be expressed by the subst. clause n W> &«n but that shall
That which
be for ever (Zock.), i.e. will always assert its validity.
is affirmed here is true of God's directing and guiding events in the
natural world, as well as of the announcements of His will and His
Ver. 14.

"Thus I discerned

exists for ever

;

;

nothing

is

to

it then,

be added to

1

^

—

I

that all that

it,

:

;

:

and directing providence in the history of human affairs.
removed beyond the power of the creature to alter it.
The meaning is not that one ought not to add to or to take from it
(Deut. xiii. 1 ; Prov. xxx. 6), but that such a thing cannot be done

,

controlling

All this

is
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(vid. Sir. xviii.

who
done

is
it

God has

this unchangeableness characterizing tho
this as its aim, that

the All-conditioning and

is

12

f. ;

cf.

iroietv "va,

Rev.

1 Chron. xvi.

men

15

xiii.

30 with

;

Him,
and "

V

Him
He has

should fear

Himself unconditioned

that they (men) should fear before

Ezek. xxxvi. 27.
at viiL

And

5).

arrangements of

:

nby, fecit ut

fear before

cf.

;

Him," as

The unchange-

Ps. xcvi. 9.

ableness of God's action shows itself in this, that in the course of
history similar

phenomena repeat themselves
norms

principles, the causal connections, the

fundamental

for the

;

of God's government,

remain always the same.
Ver. 1 5. " That which

is now hath been long ago
and that
which will be hath already been God seeketh after that which was
crowded out." The words " hath been long ago " (twn ">33), are used
of that which the present represents as something that hath been, as
the fruit of a development; the words "hath already been" ("jn 133),
;

:

:

:

are used of the future

to fieXXov, vid. Gesen. § 132.
the right of being regarded as something new.
('? "ib'k,

denying to it
government of God

as

1),

The

is not to be changed, and does not change
His
His moral ordering of the world produces with
the same laws the same phenomena (the \ corresponds to this line
of thought here, as at 146)
God seeks '?~nK (cf. vii. 7; Ewald,
Hengstenberg renders: God seeks the persecuted (LXX.
§ 277d).
Symm. Targ. Syr.), i.e. visits them with consolation and comfort
Nirdaph here denotes that which is followed, hunted, pressed, by
which we may think of that which is already driven into the past
that God seeks, seeks it purposely, and brings it back again into the
present; for His government remains always, and brings thus always
up again that which hath been. Thus Jerome Deus instaurat quod
abiit ; the Venet.
6 deo<s Zynio-ei to aTrekrfkanevov
and thus Geier,
;

creative as well as

—

:

:

among

;

the post-Reform, interpreters

praestat ut quae propulsa sunt

:

ae praeterierunt iterum innoventur ac redeant ; and this
prevailing exposition, after Knobel, Ewald, and Hitzig.

is

now

the

The thought

the same as if we were to translate God seeks after the analogue.
In the Arab., one word in relation to another is called muradif,
and mutaradifat is the technical expression
if it is cogn. to it
for a synonym.
In Heb. the expression used is Q ,?,J"!? fflDtr, they
who are followed the one by another, one of which, as it were,
treads on the heels of another.
But this designation is mediated
through the Arab.
In evidence of the contrary, ancient examples
is

:

;

—

are wanting.
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10, 17.

iii.

and

their

End

like

1G-22.

"And, moreover, I saw under the sun the place

of

judgment, that wickedness was there and the place of righteousThe structure of the verse is
ness, that wickedness was there."
palindromic, like i. 6, ii. 10, iv. 1.
We might also render Dip» as
;

an emphatic Dipoa
(Hitz.), and the construction like Jer. xlvi. 5 ; but the accentuation
does not require this (cf. Gen. i. 1) and why should it not be at
These
once the object to *rvw, which in any case it virtually is ?
two words yenn not? might be attribut. clauses where wickedness
(prevails), for the old scheme of the attributive clause (the sifaf) is not
n'thano ; and
foreign to the style of this book (vid. i. 1 3, nathan
e
r ithiha) but why not rather virtual pred. accus.
v. 12, raithi
Cf. Neb. xiii. 23 with Ps.
vidi locum juris {qwd) ibi impietas?
The place of "judgment" is the place where justice
xxxvii. 25.
should be ascertained and executed and the place of " righteousness," that where righteousness should ascertain and administer
justice ; for mishpat is the rule (of right), and the objective matter
of fact tsedeh, a subjective property and manner of acting,
l?Bh is
in both cases the same wickedness (see under Ps. i. 1), which bends
justice, and is the contrary of tsSdSk, i.e. upright and moral sternness,
yen elsewhere, like meisk, tsffdeh, preserves in p. its e, but here it
takes rank along with "iDn, which in like manner fluctuates (cf. Ps.
nst? is here = DB>, as at Ps. exxii. 5,
exxx. 7 with Prov. xxi. 21).
etc. ; the locative ah suits the question Where ? as well as in
the question Whither 1
He now expresses how, in such a state of
things, he arrived at satisfaction of mind.
Ver. 17. "I said in mine heart God shall judge the righteous
as well as the wicked for there is there a time for every purpose
the so-called casus

so that

absol.,

'QB>

.

.

.

'po is

;

:

=

=

;

;

;

:

—

:

:

for every work."
Since " the righteous " stands first, the word
CBB* has here the double sense of judging [richtens — setting upright]

and

=

acting uprightly, justly

etc.,

and

of judging

as to the wicked,

them.

But

1

=

by one, as in the

God

will

this does not

shofteni of Ps.

vii. 9,

xxvi. 1

To the righteous, as well
administer that which of right belongs to

inflicting

punishment.

immediately happen, and has to be waited

for a long time, for there is a definite time for every undertaking
1
The LXX. (in Aquila's manner) : tiv rot ZUttiov ««< oiv to»
to the Talm. hermeneut. rule, that where the obj. is designated

which is expressly named, something
along with it

else is associated,

and

is

«<k/3 ij

—according

by DK, with

that

to be thought of
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more modern form of the language, interand f, e.g. Jer. xix. 1 5 Ezek. xxii. 3
Ewald, § 2l7t) every work there is a "time." This Undefended
by all the old interpreters, cannot have a temporal sense tune = in
(iii.

1),

and

for (7P, in the

changes promiscue with

->x

;

;

:

Ps. xiv. 5, xxxvi. 13, for "a time of
there is for all one day " is not intended, since certainly

die judicii (Jerome, Targ.),

judgment

the DB* (day of judgment)

is

Ewald renders

this time.

cf.

time

this

itself,

and not the time of
he thus

DE> as pointing to the past, for

construes the righteous and the unrighteous God will judge (for
there is a time for everything), and judge (vav thus explicat., " and
:

that too," "

But
and
is

and indeed ") every act

this DE> is not only heavy,

besides,

by

there,

i.e.

everything done before.

but also ambiguous and purposeless

this parenthesizing of the

words 'W

DJ> '3 [for

God

a time for everything], the principal thought, that with

there

every-

even His act of judgment, has its time, is robbed of its independence and of the place in the principal clause appropriate to it.
But if Dt? is understood adverbially, it certainly has a local meaning
connected with it there, viz. with God, apud Deum ; true, for this
use of the word Gen. xlix. 24 affords the only example, and it
stands there in the midst of a very solemn and earnest address.
Therefore it lies near to read, with Houbig., DoderL, Palm., and
Hitz., Of, " a definite time ... has He (God) ordained ;" Ufo (D'fe*) is
the usual word for the ordinances of God in the natural world and in
human history (Prov. viii. 29 ; Ex. xxi. 13 Num. xxiv. 23 Hab. L
12, etc.), and, as in the Assyr. simtuv, so the Heb. no'S? (F&to), 2 Sam.
thing,

:

;

xiii.

32, signifies lot or fate, decree.

1

;

With

takes exception to the position of the words

;

this reading,

but at Judg.

vi.

Elster

19

also

and " unto every purpose and for every
work " is certainly the complement of the object-conception, so that
the position of the words is in reality no other than at x. 20a ; Dan.
the object goes before

DB>,

Quite untenable is Herzfeld's supposition (Fiirst, Vaih.),
17&.
that Dt? has here the Talm. signification: aestimat, taxat, for (1) this

ii.

=

M? Arab, sham, has not fy, but the accus. after it ; (2) the
thought referring to the time on which ver. 18 rests is thereby
interrupted.

Whether we read

to? (Job xxv. 2, xxiii. 14,

Dfc>,

or take Dtp in the sense of

is the same, and equally
and the guilty it shall be
done some time, although not so soon as one might wish it, and
think necessary, for God has for every undertaking and for every
work its fixed time, also its judicial decision (vid. at Ps. lxxv. 3) He

congruous

:

God

etc.),

the thought

will judge the innocent

;

;

1

Vid. Schroder's Keilsch. u.

away) Heb. simah

A. T.

p. 105, simtu ubilsu,

i.e.

fate snatched

hovilatkhii), cf. Fried. Delitzsch's Assyr. Stud. p.
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Ver. 18.

itself,

waits long before

He

f.).

God's delay to a time hidden from men, and

to Himself,

the following verse
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III. 18.

Koheleth explains the matter to himself in

:

"Thus

mine heart
God might

I said then in

the sake of the children of

men

:

that

they might see that they are like the

=

(it

happeneth) for

sift

them, and that

they in themselves."
on account of] as at viii. 2,
cattle,

Eegarding '^T^J? [for the sake of
vid. under Ps. ex. 4, where it signifies after (Kara) the state of the
The infin. 'ap is not derived from "na.
matter, and above at p. 195.
"vcb, ix. 1, is only the metaplastic form of "w or to,
but only
from to, whose infin. may take the form ">a, after the form *n, to
tread down, Isa. xlv. 1, ^P, to bow, Jer. v. 26 ; but nowhere else
is this infin. form found connected with a su£f. ; Drti^, Hos. xi. 3,
would be iu some measure to be compared, if it could be supposed

—

—

that this

=

Onnpa,

mmmdo

eos.

The

root 12 proceeds, from the

primary idea of cutting, on the one side to the idea of separating,
winnowing, choosing out ; and, on the other, to that of smoothing,
polishing, purifying (vid. under Isa. xlix. 2).
tion,

the meaning of winnowing,

i.e.

Here, by the connec-

of separating the good from the

bad, is intended, with which, however, as in Top, Dan. xi. 35, the

meaning of making

clear,

easily connects itself

making light, bringing forward into the light,
Shdbbath 138a, 74a), of which the mean-

(cf.

winnow (cf. "^np, Jer. i'v. 1 1) is only a particular form ;* cf.
Sanhedrin lb: " when a matter is clear, iro, to thee (free from ambiguity) as the morning, speak it out ; and if not, do not speak it." In
the expression 7Vff\ 'ap, the word 'tan is, without doubt, the subject,
ing to

l

according to Gesen. § 133. 2. 3
Hitz. regards 'tan as genit, which,
judged according to the Arab., is correct ; it is true that for li-im/ihdnihim allahi (with genit. of the subj.), also allahu (with nominat.
of the subj.) may be used but the former expression is the more
regular and more common (vid. Ewald's Gramm. Arab. § 649), but not
always equally decisive with reference to the Heb. usns loq. That God
delays His righteous interference till the time appointed beforehand,
is for the sake of the children of men, with the intention, viz., that
God may sift them, i.e. that, without breaking in upon the free
development of their characters before the time, He may permit the
;

;

distinction

1

make

between the good and the bad to become manifest.

Not "to

sift," for

to leap up,"

"

Men,

not "Via, but.ipi, means "to sift" (properly "to
}

to agitate ")

;

cf.

SheMith v. 9.
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who

are the obj. to

ut videant

to read rtfta?!

nen

*

is

?,

are the subject to Tfivrm to be supplied

:

ct

unnecessary, with the LXX., Syr., and Jerome,

is

it

;

'21

(='vw): ut

It is a question

ostenderet.

the expression of the copula

:

sunt

(sint),

whether

or whether hlmmah

lahem is a closer definition, co-ordinate with sh'hem Vhemah. The
remark of Hitzig, that lahem throws back the action on the subject, is not clear.
Does he suppose that lahem belongs to liroth ?
That is here impossible. If we look away from lahem, the needlessly circumstantial expression 'on
'nc can still be easily
understood hemmah takes up, as an echo, b'hemah, and completes
the comparison (compare the battology in Hos. xiii. 2). This play
upon words musically accompanying the thought remains also,
when, according to the accentuation 'n? 'n 'oro 'nv we take hemmah along with lahem, and the former as well as the latter of
these two words is then better understood. The h in Dr6 is not
that of the pure dat. (Aben Ezra They (are like beasts) to themselves, i.e. in their own estimation), but that of reference, as at
Gen. xvii. 20, " as for Ishmael " cf. Ps. iii. 3 ; 2 Kings v. 7 ; cf. b»,
Men shall see that they are cattle (beasts), they
1 Sam. i. 27, etc.
.

.

.

:

:

;

in reference to themselves,

mutually (Luther

To

themselves.

:

among

i.e.

either they in reference to themselves

themselves), or

:

they in reference to

interpret the reference as that of

would, in looking back to ver. 16,

commend

itself,

mutual relation,
condemna-

for the

and oppression of the innocent under the appearance of justice
human brutishness. But the reason assigned in ver. 1
Thus
does not accord with this reciprocal rendering of lahem.
lahem will be meant refiexively, but it is not on that account
tion

is

an act of

ipsissimi
it ironically form a climax
315a); but "they in reference to themselves " is = they in and of themselves, i.e. viewed as men (viewed
naturally).
If one disregards the idea of God's interfering at a
future time with the discordant human history, and, in general, if
one loses sight of God, the distinction between the life of man and

pleonastic (Knobel), nor does

=

hdchstselbst

(Ewald,

:

§

of beast disappears.

Ver. 19. " For the children of

men

are a chance,

a chance, and they both have once chance

:

and the beast

as the death of the one,

so the death of the other, and they have all one breath

and there
;
no advantage to a man over a beast, for all is vain." If in both
instances the word is pointed rrjjJD (LXX.), the three-membered
sentence would then have the form of an emblematical proverb (as
is

1

ntsn

nona DDB>

thus accented rightly in F.

Cf. MicJdol 216a.
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III. 19.

"

For as the chance of men, so (vav of comparinnp»
they have both one chance."
with segol cannot possibly be the connecting form (Luzz.), for in
cases such as 'o "fH®, Isa. iii. 24, the relation of the words is apThis form '^po, thus found three times, is
positional, not genitival.
vindicated by the Targ. (also the Venet.) and by Mss.
Joseph
Kinichi remarks that " all three have segol, and are thus forms of the
The author means that men, like beasts, are in their
absolutus."
existence and in their death influenced accidentally, i.e. not of
necessity, and are wholly conditioned, not by their own individual
energy, but by a power from without
are dependent beings, as Solon
(Herod, i. 32) says to Croesus: "Man is altogether avfixfropfi" i.e.
the sport of accident.
The first two sentences mean exclusively
neither that men (apart from God) are, like beasts, the birth
of a blind accident (Hitz.), nor that they are placed under the same
law of trausitoriness (Elst.) but of men, in the totality of their
being, and doing, and suffering, it is first said that they are
accidental beings; then, that which separates them from this, that
tbey all, men like beasts, are finally exposed to one, i.e. to the same
fate.
As is the death of the -one, so is the death of the other; and
they all have one breath, i.e. men and beasts alike die, for this
breath of life (D^n mi, which constitutes a beast
as well as a man
fit (as at
a njn VE3) departs from the body (Ps. civ. 29).
In nt
vi. 5, Ex. xiv. 20, and frequently), DW (mas. as genus potius) is
separately referred to men and beasts.
With the Mishnic ntos =
bibl. to| (cf. Maaser Sheni, v. 2), the ntos here used has manifestly
nothing to do.
The noun ">nfo, which in the Book of Proverbs
eg. Prov. xxv.

25)

:

son) the chance of the beast

;

;

—

;

—

.

.

.

(xiv. 23, xxi. 5, not elsewhere) occurs in the sense of profit, gain, is
here in the Book of Koheleth found as a synon. of tf"Ui*, " preference,"

advantage which

and beasts

is

exclusively peculiar to

From

it.

this, that

men

under the same law of death, the author concludes
that there is no preference of a man to a beast he doubtless means
that in respect of the end man has no superiority but he expresses
himself thus generally because, as the matter presented itself to
him, all-absorbing death annulled every distinction.
He looks only
to the present time, without encumbering himself with the historical
account of the matter found in the beginning of the Tora; and he
adheres to the external phenomenon, without thinking, with the
Psalmist in Ps. xlix., that although death is common to man with
the beast, yet all men do not therefore die as the beast dies.
That
the beast dies because it must, but that in the midst of this necesfall

;

;

sity of nature

man

can maintain his freedom,

is for

him

out of view.
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'^n, tlie fxaraioTti?,

'?j3

the beast, throws

shrouds

which

man

at last falls to

is well as to

long dark shadows across his mind, and wholly

its

it.

Ver. 20. "All goes hence to one place; all has sprung out of

the dust, and

all

(as at vi. 6) the earth, the great

the living
species

;

when

the

he sprang

art.

(cf.

The

dead.

" one place " is

The

returns to the dust again."

graveyard which finally receives

art.

of the

first "iBJfn

of the second is retrospective

Ps. civ. 29, cxlvi. 4)

:

to the dust

otherwise, Gen.

;

all

that denoting

is

iii.

19

whence
Job

(cf.

xxxiv. 15), "to dust shalt thou return," shalt become dust again.

From dust

to dust (Sir. xl.

11,

xli.

10)

the spirit of the dying

man

it

may

be different from what

the spirit of the dying beast, but yet that
Ver. 21. "

true of every living

is

It is true there exists the possibility that with

corporeal thing.

is

it is

Who knoweth with regard to the spirit of the

of men, whether

it

of a beast, whether

mounteth upward
it

;

with

open to question.

and with regard

goeth downward to the earth

?

mm

children

to the spirit

The

"

interro-

meaning of r6yn and
is recognised by all the old translators
LXX., Targ., Syr., Jerome, Venet., Luther. Among the
moderns, Heyder (vid. Psychol, p. 410), Hengst, Hahn, Dale, and
Bullock take the n in both cases as the article " Who knoweth the
spirit of the children of men, that which goeth upward
? "
But
gative

:

:

.

.

.

(1) thus rendered the question does not accord with the connection,
which requires a sceptical question (2) following " who knoweth,"
;

14, an interrogative continuance of
the sentence was to be expected ; and (3) in both cases N, n stands

after

ii.

19,

vi.

12,

cf.

Josh.

ii.

as designation of the subject only for the purpose of
interrogative clause

(cf.

Jer.

ii.

14),

and of making

it

marking the

observable that

and hayorSdSth are not appos. belonging as objects to nn and
whether the punctuation of these
words, fyjrn and n
?, as they lie before us, proceeds from an interrogative rendering.
Saadia in Emunoth c. vi., and Juda Halevi in the
Kuzri ii. 80, deny this; and so also do Aben Ezra and Kimchi.
And they may be right. For instead of np'yn^ the pointing ought to
have been nptyn (cf.
Job xiii. 25) when used as interrog. an
ascendens ; even before N the compens. lengthening of the interrog.
ha is nowhere certainly found * instead of the virtual reduplication
and thus also the parallel
? is not to be judged after ''$, Lev.
ha'olah

mm.

It is questionable, indeed,

^

51

w,

;

'*?.5i

1
For n is to be read with a Pattach in Judg. vi. 81, xii. 5 ; Neh. vi. 11 ; cf.
under Gen. xix. 9, xxvii. 21. In Num. xvi. 22 the n of E*Kn is the art, the question is not formally designated. Cf. also 'yn with n interrog., Jer. xii. 9 ; and

'yrt

with n as the

art.,

Gen. xv. 11.
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21.

—we must

allow that the punctation seeks,
n
(n), to place that which is here
by the removal of the two interrog.
there
is no need for this.
For "V
But
said in accord with xii. 7.
'*!?,

Ezek.

xviii.

does not quite

jni'

29,

fall

which Lucretius says

in with that

(Lib. I.):

" Ignoratur enim quae sit natura animai,
Nata sit an contra nascentibus insimieturt

An
It

may

simul intereat nobiscum morte diremta

certainly be said of

mi

"

t

yode'a, as of ignoratur, that it does not

exclude every kind of knowledge, but only a sure and certain knowledge resting on sufficient grounds
scarcely different, for neither of the
tion,

;

interire

and

two necessarily

W TV

are also

signifies annihila-

but both the discontinuance of independent individual existence.

But the putting of the question by Koheleth is different, for it discloses more definitely than this by Lucretius, the possibility of a
different end for the spirit of a man from that which awaits the
spirit of a beast, and thus of a specific distinction between these two
principles of life.
In the formation even of the dilemma "Whether
upwards or downwards, there lies an inquiring knowledge; and
:

Koheleth finally decides that the way
upwards, although it is not said that
he rested this on the ground of demonstrative certainty.
It is
enough that, with the moral necessity of a final judgment beyond
the sphere of this present life, at the same time also the continued

it

cannot surprise us

of the spirit of a

if

man

is

man presented itself to him as a postulate
One may conclude from the desiderium aeternitatis (iii. 1 1)
implanted in man by the Creator, that, like the instincts implanted
existence of the spirit of

of faith.

in the

a wise

it will be calculated not for deception, but for
and from the "?W?, Prov. xv. 24, i.e. the striving of

beasts,

satisfaction;

man

rising above earthly, temporary,

common

its

goal

But

this is

an indirect proof, which, however,

inferior to the direct in force of argument.

He

—

things,

death will not put an end to this striving, but will help

it to

is

that

reach

always

presupposes that

Wisdom which formed the world is also at the
same time Love. Thus, though at last, it is faith which solves the
dilemma, and we see from xii. 7 that this faith held sway over
Koheleth.
In the Book of Sirach, also, the old conception of Hades
shows itself as yet dominant; but after the owe addvaros w/o?
avOpcoirov, xvii. 25, we read towards the end, where he speaks of
Elias xal yap 17/xet? Jom; fraofieda, xlviii. 11.
In the passage before
us, Koheleth remains in doubt, without getting over it by the hand
of faith.
In a certain reference the question he here proposes is to
the present day unanswered ; for the soul, or, more correctly, accordthe Omnipotence and

:
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ing to the biblical

mode

of conception, the spirit from

which the

a monas, and as such is
the future of the beast's soul and of man's soul not

soul-life of all corporeal beings proceeds, is

Do

indestructible.

then stand in a solidaric mutual relation to each other
future

life

In

?

presents to us mysteries the solution of which

the power of

human

fact,

is

the

beyond

we need not wonder that Koheleth,
man, who was inaccessible to fantastic

thought, and

this sober-minded, intelligent

self-deception, arrives,

by the

line of thought

commenced

at ver. 16,

also again at the ultimatum.

"Thus

Ver. 22.
a

man

I then

saw that there

is

should rejoice in his works, for that

can bring him to

this,

be after him

Hengstenberg,

?

"

nothing better than that
is

his portion

who has

for

who

decided against the interrog.

signification of the twice-repeated n in ver. 21,

V ~!P$

;

that he gains an insight into that which shall

now

also explains

"What shall become of him after it (his death) ?
but What further shall be done after the state in which he now
finds himself ?
Zockler, although rightly understanding both n as
well as V"inK (after him
when he will be separated, or separates
from this life, vii. 14, ix. 3 cf. Gen. xxiv. 67), yet proceeds on
•

•

•

not

ni??,

:

:

=

;

that explanation of Hengstenberg's, and gives

it

the rendering

:

how

But (1) for this
thought, as vL 12 shows, the author had a more suitable form
things shall be on the earth after his departure.

of expression; (2) this thought, after the author has, ver. 21, ex-

plained

it

as uncertain whether the spirit of a

death takes a different path from that of a beast,

man
is

in the act of

altogether aside

from the subject, and it is only an apologetic tendency not yet fully
vanquished which here constrains him. The chain of thought is
however this How it will be with the spirit of a man when ho
:

who knows ? What will be after death is thus withdrawn
from human knowledge. Thus it is best to enjoy the present, since
we connect together (ii 24) labour and enjoyment mediated thereby.
This joy of a man in his work
i.e. as v. 18:
which flows from his
work as a fountain, and accompanies him in it (viii. 15) is his
dies,

—

the best which he has of life in this world.
Instead
of tS^nca, the punctuation is npa, because V">riN nwtj' is a kindred
portion,

i.e.

idea; vid. regarding no under

much

ii.

22.

And

3 mtro

is

used, because

be said of the living, that he cannot foresee
how it shall be with him when he dies, as that he can gain no
glimpse into that world because it is an object that has for him no
it is

not so

to

fixity.
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IV. 1-3.

unjust decisions a transition

is

now made

to the subject

of the haughty, unmerciful cruelty of the wide-extended oppressions
inflicted

by men.

"And again I saw all the oppressions that are done
under the sun and behold there the tears of the oppressed, and
they have no comforter and from the hand of their oppressors goeth
and they have no comforter." Incorrectly Hahn
forth violence
And anew I saw, the observation is different from that of iii. 16,
though cognate.
Thus And again I saw, the expression follows
syntactic
scheme
of Gen. xxvi. 18; regarding the fut. consec.
the
brought into view here and at ver. 7, vid. above, p. 1 9 7, 2. The second
'B^n is part. pass. ; the first, as at Job xxxv. 9, and also at Amos
iii 9, is abstract (i.e. bringing the many separate instances under one
general idea) pluraletantum (cf. V.VJ3, redemti, Isa. xxxv. 10; and
redemtio, pretium redemtionis, Num. iii 46)
the plur. 'je ncs need
not appear strange, since even D^n is connected with the plur. of the
iv.

1.

:

;

;

—

—

:

;

nyo*! has, as at Isa. xxv.

8 (cf.
Rev. xxiv. 4, irav Scuepwv), a collective sense.
The expression
nb . . inw is singular. According to the most natural impression,

pred.,

e.g.

Ps. xxxi. 11, lxxxviii. 4.

.

it

seems to signify

:

"

and from the hand of their oppressors no power
; but
the parallelism of the

of deliverance " (carrying forward ps)

palindromically constructed verse (as at i 6, ii 10,
this

meaning.

Thus na

is

16) excludes

iii

—nowhere —

here once

else

used, like the

Greek fila, in the sense of violence Luzzatto prefers the reading
by which the expression would be in conformity with the linguistic usage ; but also TD is explained
the force which they have
in their hands is, in going forth from their hands, thought of as
abused, and, as taking the form of "it? or nj?m.
In view of this
sorrow which men bring upon their fellow-men, life for Koheleth
lost all its worth and attraction.
Vers. 2, 3. " And I praised the dead who were long ago dead,
more than the living who are yet in life and as happier than both,
him who has not yet come into existence, who hath not seen the
nae*| j s hardly thought of
evil work which is done under the sun."
;

"'-?>

:

;

as part., like

O^jW

= D'E^n?,

usually thrown away, only

ix.

12

;

the

O

of the part. Pih. i8 not

= "ID?'?, but for

Zeph. i 14, is perhaps
^K"n , 33
the same reason as Hpl'a, 2 Kings ii 3, is
if}?,

=

like

Jinjl,

viii.

9, is

inf.

absol.,

which

is

.

nasn,

used to continue, in au

adverbially subord. manner, the preceding finite with the

KCCLES.

Thus

same subs
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1

ject,

Gen. xll 43

Ex. viil

Lev. xxv. 14; Judg. viL 19, eta;

;

11:" Pharaoh saw

.

.

.

especially

cf.

and hardened C1 ??™) h*8 heart

just in the same manner as naen here connects itself with

Only the annexed designation of the subject

'to.

syntactic possibility of this connection is established

Job xL
14.
Yet

Ps. xv. 5,

2, and, in the

is

Vi

'jk

peculiar

;

;

the

by Num. xix. 35,

second rank, by Gen.

xvii.

10,

might well enough have been omitted had
2
'W *3K 'en not stood too remote. Regarding nfig and JlJ>, adhuc, vid.
The circumstantial form of the expression: prae vivis qui
p. 194.
they who are as yet living must be
vivi sunt adhuc, is intentional
witnesses of the manifold and comfortless human miseries.
It is a question whether ver. 3 begins a new clause (LXX.,
That n«, like the Arab, air/a, sometimes
Syr., and Venet.) or not.
serves to give prominence to the subject, cannot be denied (vid.
The Mishnic exBottcher, § 516, and Miihlau's .remarks thereto).
pressions Bto frriN, that day, J^N? FiTrtK, that land, and the like
(Geiger, § 14. 2), presuppose a certain preparation in the older
language and we might, with Weiss (Stud, ueber d. Spr. der MisJina,
But the
p. 112), interpret "iBfc OK in the sense of ncK TilK, is qui.
Certainly the expression 3it3 rat?,
accus. rendering is more natural
" to praise," " to pronounce happy," is not used ; but to 31D it is
natural to suppose ^0*^?, added.
Jerome accordingly translates ei
jnn has the double
feliciorem utroque judicavi qui necdum natus est.
Kametz, as is generally the case, except at Ps. liv. 7 and Mic. vii. 3.'
Better than he who is born is the unborn, who does not become
conscious of the wicked actions that are done under the sun.
A
similar thought, with many variations in its expression, is found in
Greek writers; see regarding these shrill discordances, which run
through all the joy of the beauty and splendour of Hellenic life, my
Ezek.

v.

'3K

:

;

:

Apoloyetik, p.

116.

Buddhism accordingly

place of the highest good.

path

(cf. vi. 3,

vii

1),

has

its

gives to nirvdna the

That we find Koheleth on the same
reason in this, that so long as the cen-

the present life, and this is not
viewed as the fore-court of eternity, there is no enduring consolation
to lift us above the miseries of this present world.
tral point of

1

man's existence

lies in

Also 1 Chron. v. 20, the subject remains virtually the same

:

et ita

quidem

ut exaudirentur.
3 Thus punctuated with
Segol under Daleth, and J, raphatum, in F. H.
Thus also Kimchi in W.B. under ny.
* Vid. Heidenheim, Meor Enajim, under Deut. xvii. 7.
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IV. 4-8.

4-6.

Restless Fursuit, iv.

There follow two other observations, mutually related and issuing
in "

windy

:

"

effort

Ver. 4. "

And

I saw

the labour and all the skill of business,

all

an envious surpassing of the one by the other also this
The K*n refers to this exertion of vigorous
is vain and windy effort."
The Graec. Venet.,by rendering here and at iL 24
effort and skill.
With '?, quod, that
line's by Ka6aport)<i, betrays himself as a Jew.
which forms the pred. follows the object. The min in mere'ehu is as
the same as the compar.
in amatz min, Ps. xviii. 18, and the like
All this expenditure
aemulaiio qua unus prae altero eminere studet.
of strength and art has covetousness and envy, with which one seeks
that

it is

:

—

to surpass another, as its poisoned sting.

Ver. 5. There ought certainly to be activity according to our
calling

indolence

;

self-destruction

is

and eateth his own

He

flesh."

"

The

fool foldeth his hands,

layeth his hands together (Prov.

——

10=xxiv. 33), placeth them
them in working, and thereby he
ruin upon himself (Ps. xxvii. 2
vi.

:

in his bosom, instead of using

eateth himself up,
;

Mic.

3

iii

;

Isa.

i.e.

bringeth

xlix.

26)

by the labour of his hands, he
and thus wasteth away.
The emphasis does

for instead of nourishing himself

feeds on his

not

own

flesh,

on the subject (the

lie

Ver.

6.

The

which follows

:

fifth

fool,

and only the

fool),

but on the pred.

verse stands in a relation of contrast to this

" Better is one

hand

quietness, than both

full of

Mendelssohn and others interpret ver. 5 as the objection of the industrious, and ver. 6 as the
Zockler agrees with Hitz., and lapses into the
reply of the slothful.
hypothesis of a dialogue otherwise rejected by him (vid. above,
fists full

of labour and

windy

effort."

As everywhere, so also here it preserves the unity of the
217).
Jin? signifies here, as little as it does anycombination of thoughts,

p.

where

else,

the rest of sloth

labour as robs a

man

;

but

rest,

in contrast to such activity in

of himself, to the hunting after gain and honour

which never has enough,

to the rivalry

which places

—

higher and higher, and seeks to be before others

its

goal always

it is rest

connected

with well-being (vi. 5), gentle quietness (ix. 17), resting from selfactivity (Isa. xxx. 15); cf. the post-bibL Wl nru, satisfaction, contentment, comfort.
In a word, nahath has not here the sense of
being idle or lazy.
The sequence of the thoughts is this The fool
in idleness consumes his own life-strength ; but, on the other hand,
:

a

little

on by

of true rest is better than the labour of

rivalry yielding no rest

*l? is

windy

effort,

urged

the open hollow hand, and jsn
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hupunnu) the hand closed like a ball, the fist. " Eest " and
and windy effort" are the accusatives of that to which the designation of measure refers (Gesen. § 118. 3); the accus. connection
lay here so much the nearer, as K?D is connected with the accus. of that
(Assyr.

" labour

with which anything

is full.

"

In

and windy

effort " lies

the reason

judgment pronounced. The striving of a man who laboriously
seeks only himself and loses himself in restlessness, is truly a striving
which has wind for its object, and has the property of wind.
for the

The Aimless Labour and Penuriousness of him who stands
iv. 7-12.
Another sorrowful spectacle

is

alone,

the endless labour and the insati-

able covetousness of the isolated man, which does good neither to

himself nor to any other
Vers.

7,

8.

"There

is

one without a second, also son and

no end of his labour; his eyes
For whom do I labour,
Also this is vain, and it is
then, and deny all good to my soul ?
That PW, as in Ps. civ. 25, cv. 34, has the meaning
a sore trouble."
of p*?f, absque, Nolde has already observed in his Partik-Concordanz:
a solitarius, without one standing by his side, a second standing
near him, i.e. without wife and without friend also, as the words
following show, without son and brother. Regarding nsi, for which,
with the connect, accus., n«i might be expected (cf. also ii. 7, JNjn
with Mahpach; and, on the other hand, ii. 23, Djni with Pashta), vid.
under Ps. Iv. 10.
Gam may be interpreted in the sense of "also"
as well as of "nevertheless" (Ewald, 354a); the latter is to be
preferred, since the endless labour includes in itself a restless striving
after an increase of possession.
The Kert, in an awkward way,
changes WS into ^V the taking together the two eyes as one would
here be unnatural, since the avaricious man devours gold, silver, and
precious things really with both his eyes, and yet, however great be
his wealth, still more does he wish to see in his possession
the
With ulmi
sing, of the pred. is as at 1 Sam. iv. 15 ; Mic. iv. 11.
ani, Koheleth puts himself in the place of such a friendless, childless man
yet this change of the description into a self-confession
may be occasioned by this, that the author in his old age was really
Regarding iBn with the accus. of
thus isolated, and stood alone.
the person, to whom, and min of the matter, in respect of which
That the author stands in
there is want, vid. under Ps. viii. 6.
sympathy with the sorrowful condition here exposed, may also be

brother he has not; and there

is

nevertheless are not satisfied with riches

:

;

;

;

;
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iv. 9-12.

remarked from the fact that he now proceeds to show the value of
companionship and the miseries of isolation
Ver. 9. " Better are two together than one, seeing they have a good
By hashsh'ndim, the author refers to such
reward in their labour."
hdehhad is one such as is just described.
The good reward
a pair
consists in this, that each one of the two has the pleasant consciousness of doing good to the other by his labour, and especially of
being helpful to him. In this latter general sense is grounded the
idea of the reward of faithful fellowship
Ver. 1 0. " For if they fall, the one can raise up his fellow but
woe to the one who falleth, and there is not a second there to lift
him up." Only the Targ., which Gratz follows, confounds v*i* 1 with

v

;

:

^N
or

above, pp. 191 and 192)
Hdehhad
*fn, Ezek. xiii 18.

(vid.
"b

;

pronominal
lxxxvi. 2
ix.

4

;

the prep,

(exceptions

:

equivalent to

(xi.
:

%,

Isa.

3),

it

is

iii.

more inappropriate manner,

not in appos. usually repeated, Gen.

is

D"i£ is potential

"b

9,

appos. connecting itself to the

Ps. xviii. 51, lxxiv.

7BH? by qui ceciderit
one.

is

in a far

as, e.g.,

suff.,

it is

14).

Whether we

by quum
possible and probable that

or

Ps.
1 9,

ii.

translate

ceciderit (Jerome), is

all

it will

be

done, provided he is a 3iD "on, i.e. a true friend (Pirke dboth, ii. 13).
Ver. 11. " Moreover, if two lie together, then there is heat to

them

:

but

how can

marriage relation

is

be

it

warm with one who

not excluded, but

it

The

alone ? "

is

remains in the background

;

the author has two friends in his eye, who, lying in a cold night

under one covering (Ex. xxii. 26; Isa. xxviii 20), cherish one another,
and impart mutual warmth. Also in Aboth de-Rabbi Nathan, c. 8,
the sleeping of two together is spoken of as an evidence of friendship.
The vav in v'hham is that of the consequent it is wanting,
10a, according to rule, in hdehhad, because it commonly comes into
use with the verb, seldom (e.g. Gen. xxii. 1) with the preceding subj.
;

Ver. 12.

two

shall

"And

if

one shall violently assail him who is alone,
;
and (finally) a threefold cord is not

withstand him

quickly broken asunder."

The form

xv. 24, is like yird'pho, Hos.

we

take

f)pn in

viii.

3

yithq'pho for yithq'phehu,

= yird'phehu, Judg.

ix.

Job

40.

the sense of to overpower, then the meaning

is

If
:

If

one can overpower him who is alone, then, on the contrary, two can
maintain their ground against him (Herzf.); but the two ER, vers.
10, 11, which are equivalent to edv, exclude such a pure logical

And why

el.
1

should

sjpn, if it

With Munach and Rebia

la only four other places.

can mean overpowering, not also

in one word, which, according to the Masora, occurs

Vid.

Mas. magna under

this passage,

and Mishptte

kateamin 26a.
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mean doing

violence to by means of a sudden attack ? In the
Mishnic and Arab, it signifies to seize, to lay hold of in the Aram.
Ii? ?*
P*?£!£. and also at Job xiv. 20, xv. 24 (vid. Comm.), it may
be understood of a violent assault, as well as of a completed subjugation; as Kfe>3 means to lift up and carry; lev, to tread and to stand.
But whether it be understood inchoat. or not, in any case "insn is
not the assailant, who is much rather the unnamed subj. in *£pn>, but
the one (the solitarius) who, if he is alone, must succumb
the
construction of yithq'pho haehhad follows the scheme of Ex. ii. 6,
;

=

1

;

" she

saw

it,

the child."

To the assault expressed by »|j;n, there
im nop, which means to withstand

stands opposed the expression

any one with success; as ''isb loy, 2 Kings x. 4, Ps. cxlvii. 17,
Dan. viii. 7, means to maintain one's ground.
Of three who hold
together, 1 2a says nothing
the advance from two to three is thus
made in the manner of a numerical proverb (vid. Proverbs, voL I.
If two hold together, that is seen to be good; but if there
p. 13).
be three, this threefold bond is likened to a cord formed of three
threads, which cannot easily be broken.
Instead of the definite
;

specific art. 'on 'nn,
difficile

rumpitur

is

we make

use of the indefinite.
Funiculus triplex
one of the winged expressions used by Koheleth.

The People's Enthusiasm for

A political

the

new King, and its Extinction, iv. 13-16.

observation follows in an aphoristic manner the obser-

vations relating to

social life, viz.

how

popularity vanishes

away

and passes even into its opposite.
The author, who here plainly
quotes from actual events, begins with a general statement
Ver. 13. " Better is a youth poor and wise, than a king old and
foolish, who no longer understands how to be warned,"
i.e. who
increases his folly by this, that he is " wise in his own eyes,"
Prov. xxvL 12 ; earlier, as *liy denotes, he was, in some measure,
accessible to the instruction of others in respect of what was wanting to him ; but now in his advanced age he is hardened in his
folly, bids defiance to all warning counsel, and undermines his throne.
The connection of the verb ITT with b and the inf. (for which elsewhere only the inf. is used) is a favourite form with the author

means to know anything well, v. 1, vi. 8, x. 1 5 ; here is meant
an understanding resting on the knowledge of oneself and on the
knowledge of men. inn is here and at xii. 12, Ps. xix. 12, a
Niph. tolerativum, such as the synon. "iDiJ, Ps. ii 10: to let oneself be cleared up, made wiser, enlightened, warned.
After this
contrast, the idea connected with tan also defines itself.
young

it

A
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u.

Dan. L 4, but also Gen.

(TT, as at

iv.

23)

meant who

is

(rid.

above, p. 193, under miskeri) yet excels the old imbecile and childish
king, in that he perceives the necessity of a fundamental change in

how

the present state of public matters, and knows

to master the

situation to such a degree that he raises himself to the place of
ruler over the neglected community.
Ver. 14. " For out of the prison-house

hegoeth forth to reign as
he was born as a poor man in his kingdom." With '?
the properties of poverty and wisdom attributed to the young man are
verified,
wisdom in this, that he knew how to find the way from a
prison to a throne.
As harammim, 2 Chron. xxii 5 =haarammim,
2 Kings viii. 28, so hasurim = haasurim (cf. masoreth = maasoreth,
Ezek. xx. 37)
heth haasirim (Keri: haasurim), Judg. xvi 21, 25,
and heth haesur, Jer. xxxvii. 15, designate the prison; cf. Moid
katan, iii. 1.
The modern form of the language prefers this elision
&« 1*?, "vhn iriK-bK, "ire post = tnta contra, etc.
of the », eg. &BN

king, although

—

;

=

The

perf.

N£

is also

=

thought of as such

would have no meaning

if

;

for the comparison, ver. 13,

the poor and wise youth were not

thought of as having reached the throne, and having pre-eminence

him as such. He has come forth from the prison to
become king, Eh ... '3. Zockler translates " Whereas also he that
was bom in his kingdom was poor," and adds the remark " dj "o,
assigned to

:

:

after the '3 of the preceding clause, does not so

verification of

it,

as

much

rather

an

much

intensification

;

introduce a

by which

is

expressed, that the prisoner has not merely transitorily fallen into

such misery, but that he was born in poor and lowly circumstances,

and that in

his

own kingdom

'»3,

should afterwards rule as king."

in the same land which he
But a: '3 is nowhere used by
(= whereas also); and also where
i.e.

Koheleth in the sense of "ja auch "
it is thus to be translated, as at Jer. xiv. 18, xxiii. 11, it is used in
the sense of " denn auch " (= for also), assigning proof.
The fact is,
that this group of particles, according as '3 is thought of as demonst.
or
"

relat.,

means

wenn auch

it

is related

15), as

iii.

either

= iav
to *? M

"

iav

(el)

icat,

"denn

auch," iv.

16,

(sometimes also merely
/eat,

vii.

as here and at viii 12.
D|,

22, viii 16, or

In the

latter case,

Ps. xcv.

although, notwithstanding,

is

9

;

Mai.

to icaX iav

even although 1 Thus 146, connecting itself with "fa??, is to be
translated " although he was born (i^fo, not Tfa) in his kingdom
2
as a poor man."
We cannot also concur with Zockler in the view
(et),

:

1

this,
*

That the accentuation separates the two words -QJ <3 is to be judged from
it almost everywhere prefers -QN »a (vid. under Comm. to Ps. i. 2).
Griitz appeals to the Mishnio
fSH "6ti cannot mean " to become poor."

that
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suff. of '03 refers to the young upstart
in the kingdom
which should afterwards become his for this reason, that the sun",
of 'nn, ver. 166, refers to the old king, and thus also that this
designation may be mediated, 'D3 must refer to him. tyo'to signifies

that the

:

;

kingdom, reign, realm; here, the realm, as at Neb., ix. 35, Dan. v. 11,
Gratz thinks vers. 13—16 ought to drive expositors to
vi. 29.

But hitherto we have found no room

despair.

What

ing a meaning from them.

The author

describes

new youthful king on

how

for despair in obtain-

follows also does not perplex us.

the world hails the entrance of the

all

his government, and gathers together under his

sceptre.

Vers. 15, 16a. " I

saw

all

the living which walk under the sun

on the side of the youth, the second
of the former

:

The

stands."

who

no end of all the people,
author,

shall enter

by the expression

upon the place

those at whose head he

all

" I saw," places himself

back in the time of the change of government.

If

we suppose

that

he represents this to himself in a lively manner, then the words are
to be translated: of the second
if

we suppose

who

shall

be his successor; but

that he seeks to express from the standpoint of the

was now for the first
time future, then the future represents the time to come in the past,
as at 2 Kings iii. 27
Ps. lxxviii. 6
Job xv. 28 (Hitz.) of the

past that which, lying farther back in the past,

;

second

who
new

:

;

should enter on his place (1»y, to step

to step forth,

to,

Kings viii. 20).
expresses,
The designation of the crowd which, as the pregnant
gathered by the side of the young successor to the old king, by
" all the living, those walking under the sun n ® n perhaps intention(
,
ally the pathetic word for Q ?P\', Isa. xlii. 5)," would remain a hyperbole, even although the throne of the Asiatic world-ruler had been
intended still the expression, so absolute in its universality, would
in that case be more natural (vid. the conjectural reference to Cyrus
of the

king, Dan.

viii.

23,

xi.

2

f.

;

cf Wp,

1

W

,

;

and Astyages, above, at p. 2 1 5).

'itfn,

Ewald

refers to the successor to

the king, the second after the king, and translates: "to the second

man

but the second man in this sense
has certainly never been the child of fortune one must then think
Hitzig rightly
of Joseph, who, however, remains the second man.
" The youth is the second "oe>, not "ins, in contrast to the king, who,

who should

reign in his stead

;

"

;

as his predecessor,

is

the

first."

" Yet,"

he continues, "

"fan should

be the appos. and *)W the principal word," i.e. instead of: with the
It
second youth, was to be expected with the second, the youth.
:

but no intelligent linguist will use ch ~fa} of a
than that he is originally poor.
language

;

man

in
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13 true,

we may

either translate

second, the youth,
correct, for it

—

:

with the second youth, or with the
it something in:

the form of expression has in

has the appearance as

similar are the expressions, Matt.
that, too,
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IV. 16.

one of His disciples

two youths.
21, erepot k.tX, " another,

if it treated of

viii.

and Luke

;"

the world ranks itself by the side (thus

xxiii.

All

32, rfyovro k.tX.

we may

also express

But
and

it)

of

the second youthful king, so that he comes to stand at the head of

an endless multitude.

The LXX., Jerome, and the Venet. render

incorrectly the all (the multitude) as the subject of the relative clause,
Syr., corrects by reading Yish for DfWD^
went for him there was no end. Kightly the
Targ.
at whose head (= liwna) he had the direction, '?S?, as with
All
K31 NX\ 1 Sam. xviii. 16; 2 Chron. i. 10; Ps. lxviii. 8, etc

which Luther,

after the

of the people that
:

the world congregates about him, follows his leadership; but his
history thus splendidly begun, viewed backwards, is a history of

hopes

falsified.

Ver. 16&. "

And

for that also is vain,

yet they

who come

and a grasping

after

do not rejoice in him

For

after the wind."

:

all that,

and in spite of that (gam has here this meaning, as at vi. 7 Jer.
vi 15 ; Ps. cxxix. 2 ; Ewald, § 354a), posterity ('sn, as at i. 11
cf. Isa. xli. 4) has no joy in this king,
the hopes which his contemporaries placed in the young king, who had seized the throne
and conquered their hearts, afterwards proved to be delusions and
also this history, at first so beautiful, and afterwards so hateful,
contributed finally to the confirmation of the truth, that all under
the sun is vain.
As to the historical reminiscence from the time
of the Ptolemies, in conformity with which Hitzig (in his Comm.)
;

—

;

thinks this figure

is

constructed, vid. above, p.

213

;

Gratz here,

Herodian dreams. In his Comm., Hitz.
"fa, who
guesses first of Jeroboam, along with Kehoboam the
rebelled against King Solomon, who in his old age had become foolish.
In an essay, " Zur Exeg. u. Kritik des B. Koheleth," in Hilgenfeld's
Zeiischr. XIV. 566 ff., Saul, on the contrary, appears to him to be the
old and foolish king, and David the poor wise youth who rose to the
throne, and took possession of the whole kingdom, but in bis latter
days experienced desertion and adversities for those who came after
(the younger men) had no delight in him, but rebelled against him.
But in relation to Saul, who came from the plough to be king, David,
who was called from being a shepherd, is not eh iba and to Jewish
history this Saul, whose nobler self is darkened by melancholy, but
again brightens forth, and who to his death maintained the dignity of
a king of Israel, never at any time appears as ^D3i
"^D.
Moreas always, rocks himself in

W

;

;

.

.

.
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over,
(for

by both combinations of that which

is

related with the

Ton rpa

'en is written) of the history of the old Israelitish kings,

which

a meaning contrary to the usage of the language must be extracted.
It is true that "WD, as the so-called parlicip. per/edi,

a.nde (to a distance)," Isa. xlix. 21, Jer. xvii. 13;

may mean " gone
and we may, at

rate, by D'niD, think on that poor rabble which at first gathered
around David, 1 Sam. xxii. 2, regarded as outcasts from honourable
But n'3 will not accord therewith. That David came forth
society.
from the house (home) of the estranged or separated, is and remains
historically an awkward expression, linguistically obscure, and not in
accordance with the style of Koheleth. In order to avoid this incongruity, Botteher regards Antiochus the Great as the original of the nh".

any

second son of his father, who died 225. When a hopeful
youth of fifteen years of age, he was recalled to the throne from a
voluntary banishment into Farther Asia, very soon gained against his
old cousin and rival Achaeus, who was supported by Egypt, a large
party, and remained for several years esteemed as a prince and captain

He was the

he disappointed, however, at a later time, the confidence which was
reposed in him. But granting that the voluntary exile of Antiochus
might be designated as 'dkh m, he was yet not a poor man, bom
and his older
poor, but was the son of King Seleucus Callinicus
relative and rival Achaeus wished indeed to become king, but never
Hence "wn is not the youth as second son of his
attained unto it.
father, but as second on the throne, in relation to the dethroned
king reckoned as the first. Thus, far from making it probable that
the Book of Koheleth originated in the time of the Diadochs, this
combination of Bottcher's also stands on a feeble foundation, and
;

ruins

falls in

The

scription,

reached

when

section

i.

assailed.

12-iv. 16, to which

we have

"Koheleth's Experiences and

its

termination,

and here

their

prefixed the super-

now
we meet with a

Besults," has

for the first time

book the narrawhich Koheleth, on the ground of his own ex-

characteristic peculiarity in the composition of the

tive sections,

in

:

periences and observations, registers the vanities of earthly

terminate in series of proverbs in which the
retires

i"

life,

of the preacher

behind the objectivity of the exhortations, rules, and prinfrom experience, here recorded. The first of these

ciples obtained

which here follows
most complete in internal connection.
series of proverbs

is

the briefest, but also the
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iv. jr.

FIRST CONCLUDING SECTION.
PROVERBS REGARDING THE WORSHIP OF GOD.

As an appendix and

—

IV. 17 [V. l]-V. C [7]

interlude, these proverbs directly follow the

The

personal section preceding.

first

rule here laid

down

'

refers to

'

the going to the house of God.
iv. 1 7 [v. 1]. " Keep thy foot when thou goest to the house of
God, and to go to hear is better than that fools give a sacrifice ; for
the want of knowledge leads them to do evil"
The "house of

God"

is

"house of Jahve," 2 Sam. xiL 20, Isa. xxxvii. 1,
altogether like {*?'»?% Ps. lxxiii 17.
The Chethib

like the

the temple

;

%

Ivfl is admissible, for elsewhere also this plur. (" thy feet ") occurs
in a moral connection and with a spiritual reference, e.g. Ps. cxix. 59 ;

but more frequently, however, the comprehensive sing, occurs, Ps.
i. 15, iv. 26 f., and the KeH thus follows the right
_,
The correct understanding of what follows depends on JH
3.
Interpreters have here adopted all manner of impossible views.

cxix.

105, Prov.

note.

. . .

know

" for they

how

to be sorrowful," has
but jn m^V would, as the
contrast of 'asoth tov, iii. 12, mean nothing else than, "to do that
which is unpleasant, disagreeable, bad," like 'asah ra'ah, 2 Sam.
Hitzig's translation

:

even found in Stuart at

xii.

18.

Gesen.,

Ewald

(§

not

one imitator

least

;

3366), Elster, Heiligst, Burger, Zockl.,
;

they know not that they do evil
but for such a rendering the words ought to have been JH Drrtbj? (cf.
Jer. xv. 1 5) ; the only example for the translation of mvyh after the
Dale, and Bullock translate

manner of the
is

ace.

incongruous, for

e.

inf.

Tftzb

:

"

= sefacere malum—viz. at 1

does not here

mean

se mori,

Kings

xix.

4

but ut moreretur.

Yet more incorrect is the translation of Jerome, which is followed
by Luther nesciunt quid faciant mali. It lies near, as at ii. 24 so
:

an injury done to the text.
Aben Ezra introduced PI before "&yb, but Koheleth never uses this limiting particle
we would have to write mfe^>"DK '3, after iii. 12, viii. 15. Anything
thus attained, however, is not worth the violent means thus used
for the ratifying clause is not ratifying, and also in itself, affirmed
of the D^D3, who, however, are not the same as the r*sha'im and the
hattdim, is inappropriate.
Eather it might be said they know not
to do good (thus the Syr.) ; or they know not whether it be good
or bad to do, i.e. they have no moral feeling, and act not from moral
also here, to suppose

:

:

motives (so the Targ.).
the text

is

Not

less violent

than this remodelling of

the expedient of Herzberg, Philippson, and Ginsburg,
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who from

?b«5?

derive the

suhject

-

conception

the obedient

of

«

;

For those understand not at all to do evil " the subj.
ought to have been expressed if it must be something different from
(D'yotpn)

:

the immediately preceding D'^Da.

We may thus render enam yodHim,

after Ps. lxxxii. 5, Isa. lvi. 10, as complete in itself:

= so

they (the fools)

i.e., want
do evil. Similarly also
Knobel they concern themselves not, are unconcerned (viz. about
the right mode of worshipping God), so that they do evil, with the
correct remark that the consequence of their perverse conduct is
here represented as their intention. But yr vb, absoL, does not mean
to be unconcerned (wanton), but to be without knowledge.
Rashbam, in substance correctly they are predisposed by their ignorance
to do evil
and thus also Hahn ; Mendelssohn translates directly
"they sin because they are ignorant"
If this interpretation is
correct, then for ybe? it follows that it does not mean " to obey
(thus e.g. Zbckler), which in general it never means without some
words being added to it (cf. on the contrary, 1 Sam. xv. 22), but
" to hear,"
viz. the word of God, which is to be heard in the house
whereby, it is true, a hearing is meant which leads to
of God,
obedience.
In the word nnin, priests are not perhaps thought of,
although the comparison of ver. 5 (lfc6on) with Mai. ii. 7 makes it

are devoid of

knowledge to do evil

of knowledge brings

them

that they do evil

;

to this, that they

—

:

—

:

;

—
—

certainly natural

;

priestly instruction limited itself to information

regarding the performance of the law already given in Scripture, Lev.
x.

11, Deut. xxxiii. 9

f.,

and to deciding on questions arising in the
Hag. ii. 11. The priesthood did

region of legal praxis, Deut. xxiv. 8

;

Preach-

not belong to the teaching class in the sense of preaching.
ing was never a part of the temple cultus, but, for the

first

time,

became a part of the synagogue worship. The
preachers under the 0. T. were the prophets, preachers by a supernatural divine call, and by the immediate impulse of the Spirit ; we
know from the Book of Jeremiah that they sometimes went into the
after the

exile

—

temple, or there caused their books of prophecy to be read

;

yet the

by the word J?bB? of the foregoing proverb, scarcely thinks
them.
But apart from the teaching of the priests, which referred

author,
of

to the realization of the letter of the law,

and the teaching of the

prophets to the realization of the spirit of the law, the word formed

an

essential part of the sacred worship of the temple

:

the TeJUla, the

Beracha, the singing of psalms, and certainly, at the time of Koheleth, the reading of certain sections of the Bible.

When

thou goest

to the house of God, says Koheleth, take heed to thy step, well
reflecting

whither thou goest and

how thou

hast there to appear ;
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2.

1,

first

nota bene a second) draw-

ing near to hear exceeds the sacrifice-offering of

they are

fools, for

ignorant (just because they hear not), which leads to this result, that

they do

number,

evil.

V?,

prae, expresses also, without an adj., precedence in

ix. 17, or #brth, Ezek. xv. 2.
Bbttcher seeks to subordinate it as such to "ibB>

Isa. x.

is inf. dbsol.

10, or activity,

3i">i?
:

take

and to the coming near to hear more than to
would be incongruous, and 'ui nnD clumsy and
even distorted in expression it ought rather to be rnr D'Tpaa 1JWD.

heed to thy foot

But these

.

.

.

.

.

obj. to "lDt?

;

As

the inf.

Lam.

iii;

can take the place of the

obj., Isa. vii.

45, so also the place of the subj. (Ewald,

Prov. xxv.
dbsol.

inf.

dbsol.

27

is

§

15,

xlii.

24,

240a), although

That the use of the

a doubtful example of this.

has a wide application with the author of this book,

we

have already seen under iv. 2. Regarding the sequence of ideas in
n ?J
n1™? (first the subj., then the obj.), viol. Gesen. § 133. 3, and
nat (D*naT), along with its general signification
cf. above at iii. 18.
comprehending all animal sacrifices, according to which the altar
bears the name n?TO, early acquired also a more special signification
it denotes, in contradistinction to nSy, such sacrifices as are only
partly laid on the altar, and for the most part are devoted to a
.

.

.

sacrificial

festival,

Ex.

xviii.

12

(cf.

nat

(1

Ex.

xii.

27), the so-called

The expression pi
makes it probable that here, particularly, is intended the festival
Kings i. 41) connected with this kind of sacrifice, and easily de-

sh'lamim, or also zivhhe sh'lamim, Prov.

vii.

14.

generating to worldly merriment (vid. under Prov.

vii.

14)

;

for the

more common word for nn would have been ^pn or trfnis> in HR it
seems to be indicated that it means not only to present something
The
to God, but also to give at the same time something to man.
most recent canonical Chokma-book agrees with Prov. xxi. 3 in this
depreciation of sacrifice.
But the Chokma does not in this stand
The great word of Samuel, 1 Sam. xv. 22 f., that selfalone.
denying obedience to God is better than all sacrifices, echoes through
the whole of the Psalms.
And the prophets go to the utmost in
•

depreciating the sacrificial cultus.

The second

rule relates to prayer.

2 [2, 3]. " Be not hasty with thy mouth, and let not thy
heart hasten to speak a word before God for God is in heaven, and
For by much
thou art upon earth therefore let thy words be few.
v. 1,

:

;

business cometh dreaming, and

As we say
Einem Avge
blascn [to

German

by much

talk the noise of fools."

avf FlUgeln fiiegen [to flee on wings], auf
nicht sehen [not to see with one eye], auf der Fldte

in

blow on the

:

flute],

so in Heb.

we say

that one slandereth
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with (auf) his tongue (Ps. xv. 3), or, as here, that he hasteth with
i.e. is forward with his mouth, inasmuch as the word goes

his mouth,

same usage as when the post-bibl.
minn, the law given in the
Scripture, calls the oral law nSTTyzf 1V\ J %.e. the law mediated nsrby,
oraliter = oralis traditio (Shabbath 31a; cf. Gittin 60b).
The instrument and means is here regarded as the substratum of the action
as that which this lays as a foundation. The phrase " to take on
the lips," Ps. xvi. 4, which needs no explanation, is different.
Regarding b\j2, festinare, which is, like ">f?o, the intens. of Kal, vid.
above, p. 191; once it occurs quite like our " sich beeilen" [to
hasten], with reflex, accus. suff., 2 Chron. xxxv. 21.
Man, when
he prays, should not give the reins to his tongue, and multiply words
as one begins and repeats over a form which he has learnt, knowing
certainly that it is God of whom and to whom he speaks, but

before the thought.

It is the

3fl33B>

Heb., in contradistinction to

,

—

:

God

without being conscious that

whom

is

an

infinitely exalted Being,

may not carelessly approach without collecting his
thoughts, and irreverently, without lifting up his soul.
As the
to

one

heavens, God's throne, are exalted above the earth, the dwelling-place
of man, so exalted
far beneath

—

him

;

is

the heavenly

God above

earthly man, standing

therefore ought the words of a

man

before

God

to

which one expresses
his whole soul.
The older language forms no plur. from the subst.
OJ"0 (fewness) used as an adv.
but the more recent treats it as an
adj., and forms from it the plur. D^yo (here and in Ps. cix. 8, which
bears the superscription le-david, but has the marks of Jeremiah's
style)
the post-bibl. places in the room of the apparent adj. the
particip. adj. BJfto with the plur. D^Jjto (pBjno), e.g. Berachoth 61a;
" always let the words of a man before the Holy One (blessed be His
name !) be few " ('jno). Few ought the words to be for where they
This is what is to be understood,
are many, it is not without folly.
two
parts of the verse stand here in
ver. 2, by the comparison ; the
1,
the proverb is not merely syncloser mutual relation than vii.
thetical, but, like Job v. 7, parabolical
The 3 is both times that
The dream happens, or, as we say, dreams happen
of the cause.
be few,

few, well-chosen reverential words, in

;

;

;

—

by much labour for labour in itself, as the expendimaking one weary, has as its consequence, v. 1 1,
sweet sleep undisturbed by dreams but by much self- vexation in
a man's striving after high and remote ends beyond what is possible
J\J?

aha

;

not

;

:

ture of strength

;

(Targ., in

manifold project-making)

plants itself from the

;

:

the care of such a

waking to the sleeping

wholly deprive him of sleep,

—

v. 1 lb, viii 1 6,

all

man

life, if it

trans-

does not

kinds of images of
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V. 8-«.

the labours of the day, and fleeting phantoms and terrifying pictures

And as dreams of such a nature appear
hover before his mind.
when a man wearies himself inwardly as well as outwardly by the
labours of the day, so, with the same inward necessity, where many
words are spoken folly makes
in the connection

^>M

gvllt),

'| 7ip,

always a

is

its

as adj.
subst.,

Hitzig renders ^D3,

appearance.

but, like

;

or,

more

rM

(which forms an

correctly,

it

adj.

name

a

is

There is
sound without any solid content, mere blustering bawling without
sense and intelligence.
The talking of a fool is in itself of this
kind (x. 14) but if one who is not just a fool falls into much talk,
it is scarcely possible but that in this flow of words empty bombast
occurring always only of a living being, never of a thing.

;

should appear.

Another rule regarding the worship of God
Vers. 3 [4]-6 [7].

not to

fulfil it

vowed

fulfil.

;

"When

for there is

refers to vowing.

thou hast made a

no pleasure in

fools

:

vow

to God, delay

that which thou hast

Better that thou vowest not, than that thou vowest and

Let not thy mouth bring thy body into punishment
and say not before the messenger of God that it was precipitation
why shall God be angry at thy talk, and destroy the work of thy
hands ? For in many dreams and words there are also many vanities
much rather fear God " If they abstained, after Shdbbath 30b, from
treating the Book of Koheleth as apocryphal, because it begins with
min nan (cf. at i. 3) and closes in the same way, and hence warrants
the conclusion that that which lies between will also be
»"Ol,
this is in a special manner true of the passage before us regarding
the vow which, in thought and expression, is the echo of Deut.
xxiii. 22—24.
Instead of kaashgr tiddor, we find there the words
ki tiddor; instead of lelohim (= Igglohim, always only of the one
true God), there we have lahovah glohgcha; and instead of al-t'ahher,
there lo tfahher.
There the reason is " for the Lord thy God will
surely require it of thee and it would be sin in thee " here for
there is no pleasure in fools, i.e. it is not possible that any one,
not to speak of God, could have a particular inclination toward
fools, who speak in vain, and make promises in which their heart is
not, and which they do not keep.
Whatever thou vowest, continues
Koheleth, fulfil it; it is better (Ewald, § 336a) that thou vowest
not, than to vow and not to pay for which the Torn says " If thou
shalt forbear to vow, it shall be no sin in thee " (Deut. xxiii. 22). *nj,
fulfillest not.

!

mm

:

;

;

:

;

:

which, according to the stem-word, denotes

first

the

vow

of conse-

whence

cration or setting apart (cogn. Arab, nadar, to separate,

"i»,

T»X

vow

the so-called 10K [vid.

Num. xxx.

3], is

here a
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widest sense
(cf.

;

may have

the author, however,

ver. 24), especially shalme nedSr, in view,

had, as there, the law

such peace- offerings

i.e.

as the law does not enjoin, but which the offerer promises (cogn.

with the slialme n'davah,

such as rest on

i.e.

free-will,

obligation arising from a previous promise) from bis

God may do this
however, related to this name

but not on any

own

inclination,

dW

The verb

for the event that

or that for him.

is not,

for sacrifices, as **t?n is to risen,

but denotes the

a performance fully accordant

fulfilling or discharge as

To the expression son

with duty.

.

.

nvi (twice occurring in the

.

passage of Deut. referred to above) there

not thy mouth bring thy body into

Lamed and
xx. 6

;

the

let

following, signifies to allow, to permit, Gen.

inf.

—

fon?

—

signifies to sin,

old, and, in the

and

also

(e.g.

Pentateuch, favourite

Gen. xxxix. 9

play on the word, Hos. viii 1 1) to expiate sin
guilty, or liable to

punishment,

Ginsburg, Zock., and others

:

"

mean

Do

;

cf.

the

sin-burdened and

;

the same thing.

Incorrectly,

not suffer thy mouth to cause thy

sin;" for (1) the formula:

flesh to

:

The verb nathan, with

34; Job

i.

Hiph. of which, according to an
form, is

added the warning

xxxi. 30.
The inf. is with equal right
not to bring into punishment; for Ntpn
the syncop.

Judg.

translated:

is

sin.

"the

accordance with the formation of 0. T. ideas

flesh
;

sins,"

the N.

is

not in

T., it is true,

Eom.

viii 3, but not dfiaprdbut the will determined by
the flesh, or by fleshly lust; (2) the mouth here is not merely
that which leads to sin, but the person who sins through thought-

uses the expression

<rap!j

vovaa, that which sins

less haste,
suffers, for

—who, by

is

afmprias,

not the

flesh,

bis haste, brings sin

upon

his flesh, for this

the breach of vow, by penalties inflicted

by God

;

the

and the hand, a member of the BXov to
awfia (Matt. v. 24 f.), which is here called ibo the whole man
in its sensitive nature (opp. 3?, ii. 3, xi. 10
Prov. xiv. 30)
has to suffer chastisement on account of that which the mouth

mouth

is,

like the eye

;

;

hath spoken.
xxiv. 4, for the

Gesen. compares this passage, correctly, with Deut.

meaning

peceati

ream facere;

Isa. xxix.

21

is also

similar.

The

vow

further warning refers to the lessening of the sin of a rash
an unintentional, easily expiable offence : " and say

unfulfilled as

God that it was a nHf, a sin of weakWithout doubt hamm&lach is an official byname of a priest
(vid. above, p. 193), and that such as was in common use at the
time of the author (vid. p. 210). But as for the rest, it is not easy to
make the matter of the warning clear. That it is not easy, may be
not before the messenger of

ness."

concluded from

this,

that with Jewish interpreters

it lies
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V. 3-0.

By this word the Targ.
think of a priest in the word hammalach.
understands the angel to whom the execution of the sentence of
Ahen
punishment shall he committed on the day of judgment
Ezra the angel who writes down all the words of a man similarly
Under this passage Ginshurg has
Jerome, after his Jewish teacher.
an entire excursus regarding the angels. The LXX. and Syr. translate "before God," as if the words of the text were tK "JM, Ps.
cxxxviii. 1, or as if hammalach could of itself mean God, as presentSupposing that hammalach is the official
ing Himself in history.
name of a man, and that of a priest, we appear to be under the necessity of imagining that he who is charged with the obligation of a
vow turns to the priest with the desire that he would release him from
But there is
it, and thus dissolve (hibl. TBfJ, Mishnic "Wi) the vow.
no evidence that the priests had the power of releasing from vows.
Individual cases in which a husband can dissolve the vow of his wife,
and a father the vow of his daughter, are enumerated in Num. xxx.
" A vow, which
besides, in the traditional law, we find the sentence
one who makes it repents of, can be dissolved by a learned man
(can), or, where none is present, by three laymen," Bechoroth 36b;
the matter cannot be settled by any middle person (rpW), but he
who has taken the vow (-nun) must appear personally, Jore deah
Of the priest as such nothing is said here. Therefore
c. 228, § 16.
the passage cannot at all be traditionally understood of an official
dissolution of an oath.
Where the Talm. applies it juristically,
Shabbath 32b, etc., Eashi explains hammalach by gizbar shel-haqdesh,
and in the Comm. to
i.e. treasurer of the revenues of the sanctuaty
Koheleth he supposes that some one has publicly resolved on an act
of charity (npTv), i.e. has determined it with himself, and that now
the representative of the congregation (tvbtf) comes to demand it
But that is altogether fanciful. If we proceed on the idea that liphne
hammalach is of the same meaning as liphne hakkohen, Lev. xxvii. 8,
1 1 Num. ix. 6, xxvii. 2, etc., we have then to derive the figure from
such passages relating to the law of sacrifice as Num. xv. 22-26,
from which the words hi sh'gagah hi (Num. xv. 25&) originate. We
have to suppose that he who has made a vow, and has not kept it,
comes to terms with God with an easier and less costly offering, since
in the confession (yfy which he makes before the priest he explains
;

:

;

:

;

,

that the

him.

vow was a

The

sh'gagah, a declaration that inconsiderately escaped

author, in giving it to be understood that under these cir-

cumstances the offering of the sacrifice is just the direct contrary of
a good work, calls to the conscience of the inconsiderate ITU why
should God be angry on account of thy voice with which thou dost
:

T

ECCLES.
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(vid. regarding ?3n under
27) the work of thy hands (vid. under Ps. xc. 17), for He
destroys what thou hast done, and causes to fail what thou purposest ? The question with lammah resembles those in Ezra iv. 22,

excuse thy sins of omission, and destroy
Isa. x.

23, and

vii.

Isa.

i.

of the

is

what a mad

16 f.
would be

at vil

;

it

leads us to consider

(Jer. xliv. 7,

cf.

under

5).

The reason

[for the foregoing

vow under

the inconsiderate

We

words.
as

same kind as

self-destruction that

we do

now

admonition]

following places

the general rubric of inconsiderate

cannot succeed in interpreting ver. 6 [7] (in so far
LXX. and Syr. with the Targ. ne

not supply, after the

:

credos; or better, with Ginsburg, trn = it is) without taking one of the
vavs in the sense of " also." That the Heb. vav, like the Greek icai, the
Lat.

et,

may have

this comparative or intensifying sense rising above

is seen from e.g. Num. ix. 14, cf.
In many cases, it is true, we are not under the
necessity of translating vav by " also " but since the " and " here does
not merely externally connect, but expresses correlation of things
homogeneous, an " also " or a similar particle involuntarily substitutes
itself for the " and," e.g. Gen. xvii. 20 (Jerome)
super Ismael quoque ;
Ex. xxix. 8 jilios quoque; Dent. i. 32 et nee sic quidem credidistis;
ix. 8
nametin Horeb; cf. Josh. xv. 19 1 Sam. xxv. 43 2 Sam.
xix. 25
1 Kings ii. 22, xi 26
Isa. xlix. 6, " I have also
given to thee." But there are also passages in which it cannot be
otherwise translated than by " also."
We do not reckon among
these Ps. xxxi. 12, where we do not translate " also my neighbours,"
and Amos iv. 1 0, where the words are to be translated, " and that in
your nostrils."
On the contrary, Isa. xxxii. 7 is scarcely otherwise
to be translated than " also when the poor maketh good his right,"
like 2 Sam. i. 23, " also in their death they are not divided."
In
2 Chron. xxvii. 5, in like manner, the two vavs are scarcely
correlative, but we have, with Keil, to translate, " also in the second
and third year." And in Hos. viii. 6, &Wi, at least according to the
punctuation, signifies "also it," as Jerome translates: ex Israele
et ipse est.
According to the interpunction of the passage before us,
'"in '~n is the pred., and thus, with the Venet., is to be translated
" For in many dreams and vanities there are also many words."
We

that which

is

purely copulative,

also Josh. xiv. 11.

;

:

:

:

:

;

could at

;

;

;

all

events render the vav, as also at x. 11, Ex. xvi. 6,
'ui 3h3 has not the character of a virtual ante-

as vav apod. ; but

—

the meaning of the expression remains as for the rest the
but Hitzig's objection is of force against it (as also against
Ewald's disposition of the words, like that of Symmachus, Jerome,
cedent,

same

;
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7.

and Luther: "for where there are many dreams, there are also
vanities, and many words "), that it does not accord with the connection, which certainly in the first place requires a reason referable
to inconsiderate talk, and that the second half is, in fact, erroneous,
for between dreams and many words there exists no necessary inward
mutual relation. Hitzig, as Knobel before him, seeks to help this,
" for in many dreams are also vanities, i.e. things
for he explains
from which nothing comes, and (the like) in many words." But not
only is this assumed carrying forward of the a doubtful, but the
principal thing would be made a secondary matter, and would drag
heavily.
The relation in ver. 2 is different where vav is that of
comparison, and that which is compared follows the comparison.
Apparently the text (although the LXX. had it before them, as it is
before us) has undergone dislocation, and is thus to be arranged
D^srn rain onail moi>n ana "o for in many dreams and many words
there are also vanities, i.e. illusions by which one deceives himself and
others. Thus also Bullock renders, but without assigning a reason for
it That dreams are named first, arises from a reference back to ver. 2,
according to which they are the images of what a man is externally
and mentally busied and engaged with. But the principal stress
lies on ruin Dnail, to which also the too rash, inconsiderate vows
belong.
The pred. n^arn, however, connects itself with " vanity of
vanities," which is Koheleth's final judgment regarding all that is
earthly.
The ,3 following connects itself with the thought lying in
6 a, that much talk, like being much given to dreams, ought to be
avoided: it ought not to be much rather (imo, Symm. aXXd) fear
God, Him before whom one should say nothing, but that which contains in it the whole heart.
:

:

;

CONTINUATION OF THE CATALOGUE OF VANITIES.
THE GRADATIONS OF OPPRESSION IN DESPOTIC STATES.

V.

7,

8 [8,

9].'

"Fear God," says the proverb (Prov. xxiv. 21), "and the king."
The whole Book of Koheleth shows how full its author is of this
fundamental thought.
Thus the transition to the theme now
following was at least inwardly mediated.
The state-government,
however, although one should be subject to it for conscience' sake,
corresponds very little to his idea: the ascending scale of the
is an ascending scale of violence and oppression.
Ver. 7 [8]. " If thou seest the oppression of the poor and the

powers
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robbery of right and of justice in the

matter

:

for

marvel not at tho
high and others

state,

one higher watches over him

who

is

;

Like rash, mishpat vatsgdMa are also the gen.
are high above both."
of the obj. ; " robbery of the right and of justice " is an expression
not found elsewhere, but not on that account, as Gratz supposes,
impossible

:

mishpat

is right, rectitude,

tsgdgq, judicial administration, or also

these norms;

to

claim,

;

shameless

a wicked,

?T3,

and conformity to law and
social deportment according
depriving

and withholding of the showing of right which

of a just
is

due.

If

one gets a sight of such things as these in a m'dinah, i.e. in a
territorial district under a common government, he ought not to

BDn means to be startled, astonished, and,
word commonly used in modern

wonder at the matter.

in the sense of " to wonder," is the

But f?0 has here the

Heb.

colourless general signification of

according to which the Syr. translates

it

(vid.

under

iii.

1)

;

res,

every

attempt in passages such as this to retain the unweakened primary
meaning of the word runs out into groundless and fruitless subtlety.
Beraehoth 5a, 'rb

Cf.

On

another."

}*Bn

.

.

.

who

is

who
who in

high,

is higher,

man who buys

a thing from

doubt about the meaning of
It seems to be intended, that over

the other hand, there

the clause assigning the reason.

him who

" a

MS,

is

oppresses those under him, there stands one

turn oppresses him, and thereby becomes the

him and that these, the high and the
them a Most High, viz. God, who will bring them to
an account (Knobel, Ew., Elst., Vaih., Hengst., Zockl.). None of the
executor of punishment upon

;

higher, have over

old translators and expositors rises,
D'nbii

by

may

be pi. majestatis,

"i*$J 'X.

1

it is true,

but the

first

to the

This was natural to the Jewish

the post-bibl. Heb.

is

knowledge that

nba the Targ.
iisus loq., for

a favourite name for God,

e.g.

renders

maj in

Beza 20J,

Kamma

13a: "from the table of God" (maa ]rb&0),
10; 1 Cor. x. 21).3 The interpretation
of '3J, however, as the pi. majest., has in the Book of Koheleth itself
and the thought in which 7b climactia support in T?pta, xii. 1

Jebamoth 87a,
i.e.

the altar

(cf.

Heb.

xiii.

;

cally terminates accords essentially with

however, of 7b does not stand the

iii.

test.

This explanation,

17.

For

if

an unrighteous

1

That is surprising, since the Talm. interpretation, Menachoth 110a, even
it about that 'zb, v. 10, is to be understood of God.
* Finj p?D is also a common Rabbin, name for the tithes and offerings (cf. e.g.
Nachmani under Gen. xiv. 20). Along with ni33il p^D, the sacrifices are also
called (in Hurwitz' work on the Heb. rites, known by the abbreviated title ripC)
nxh Olion ; vid. 856 of the ed. 1764, and 236 of the Amsterdam ed. 1707 of
brings

the abridgment.
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V. 8.

if violence is in vogue instead of right,
an actual proof that over him who is high no human higher
one watches who may put a check upon him, and to whom he feels
And that above them both one who is Most
that he is responsible.
High stands, who will punish injustice and avenge it, is a consolatory argument against vexation, but is no explanatory reason of the
phenomenon, such as we expect after the noli mirari ; for nonrriiK
does not signify " be not offended " (John xvi. 1), or, " think it not
strange" (1 Pet. iv. 12), which would be otherwise expressed (cf.
under Ps. xxxvii. 1), but pi/ 6avftdar/<i (LXX.).
Also the contrast,
ver. 8, warrants the conclusion that in ver. 7 the author seeks to
explain the want of legal order from the constitution of a despotic
state as distinguished from patriarchal government.
For this reason
"i»'e> will not
be meant of over-watching, which has its aim in
the execution of legal justice and official duty, but of egoistic
watching,
not, however, as Hitzig understands it " they mutually
protect each other's advantage; one crow does not peck out the
eyes of another," but, on the contrary, in the sense of hostile
watching, as at 1 Sam. xix. 11, 2 Sam. xi. 16, as B. Bardach understands it " he watches for the time when he may gain the advantage over him who is high, who is yet lower than himself, and may
strengthen and enrich himself with his flesh or his goods." Over the
one who is high, who oppresses the poor and is a robber in respect
of right and justice, there stands a higher, who on his part watches
how he can plunder him to his own aggrandisement and over both
there are again other high ones, who in their own interest oppress
these, as these do such as are under them.
This was the state of
matters in the Persian Empire in the time of the author.
The satrap
stood at the head of state officers.
In many cases he fleeced the

administration of justice,
that

is

—

:

—

:

;

But over the satrap stood inspectors, who
enough built up their own fortunes by fatal denunciations and
over all stood the king, or rather the court, with its rivalry of intrigues
among courtiers and royal women. The cruel death-punishments
to which disagreeable officials were subjected were fearful.
There
was a gradation of bad government and arbitrary domination from
high to low and from low to high, and no word is more fitting for
this state of things in Persia than -vav for watching, artfully lurking as spies for an opportunity to accomplish the downfall of each
other, was prevalent in the Persian Empire, especially when falling

province to fatten himself.
often

;

;

into decay.

Ver. 8 [9].

The

author, on the other hand,

now

praises the patri-

archal form of government based on agriculture, whose king takes
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and tyrannical caprice, but in the peacepromotion of the welfare of his people " But the advantage of a
What
country consists always in a king given to the arable land."

pride, not in bit oily conquests
ful

:

have been found here, even by the most recent exEwald, Heiligst., Elster, Zockl. translate rex agro factus
terrae praefectus ; but, in the language of this book, not nay but
~&Q nfc»y is the expression used for " to make a king."
Gesen., Win.,
impossibilities

positors

!

:

=

rex qui colitur a terra (civibus).
But could a country, in the sense of its population in subjection to
Besides,
the king, be more inappropriately designated than by Hb' ?
lay certainly gains the meaning of colere where God is the object
but with a human ruler as the object it means servire and nothing
more, and ^SW 1 can mean nothing else than "dienstbar gemacht" [made
subject to], not " honoured."
Along with this signification, related

de Wette, Knobel, Vaih. translate

:

denom. to n3y 12m, referred from its primary signification to rnt?, the
open fields (from nnb, to go out in length and breadth), may also, after
the phrase noiNfi nay, signify cultivated, wrought, tilled; and while the
;

phrase "

Aben

subject to "

made

must be

Ezra, and others assume

example, the Niph. occurs,

it

certainly held as possible (Rashi,

without hesitation), but

is

without

at Ezek. xxxvi. 9, in the latter signiUnder 8a,
fication, of the mountains of Israel : " ye shall be tilled."
e.g.

Hitzig, and with him Stuart and Zockler, makes the misleading
remark that the Chethib is tPrrioa, and that it is = nt*?"»3, according
to which the explanation is then given
the protection and security
which an earthly ruler secures is, notwithstanding this, not to be disparaged.
But ton is Chethib, for which the Keri substitutes Kin ?33
is Chethib without Keri ; and that i>33 is thus a modification of the
text, and that, too, an objectionable one, since KVrios, in the sense of
" in all this," is unheard of.
The Keri seeks, without any necessity,
without
to make the pred. and subj. like one another in gender
necessity, for s\n may also be neut.
the advantage of a land is this,
viz. what follows.
And how ?33 is to be understood is seen from
2
Ezra x. 1 7, where it is to be explained And they prepared the
sum of the men, i.e. the list of the men, of such as had married
Accordingly i>33 here means, as
strange wives
cf. 1 Chron. vii. 5.
the author generally uses ion mostly in the impersonal sense of
omnia : in omnibus, in all things = by all means or in universum,
:

;

;

:

:

;

;

:

1 Thus pointed rightly in J., with Sheva quiesc. and Dagesh in Beth; vid.
•Kimchi in Michhl 63a, and under nay.
2 That
a r6a may mean " to be ready with anything," Keil erroneously pointa

to Gen. xliv. 12

;

and Philippi,

St. Const, p. 49,

thinks that vtikol anashim can be

taken together in the sense of vakol haanashim.
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9.

the words accentuated "HOT TTW? "pD, the adject,

connection of 'M ^th would thereby be shown ; according to which
the LXX. and Theod. translate tov aypov elpyao-ftevov ; Symm., with
the Syr., ry %a>pa elpyao-fievy

:

" a king for the cultivated land,"

i.e.

Luzz. thus indeed accentuone who regards this as a chief object.
This
ates
but the best established accentuation is 13W rnw "pD.
separation of law from 'c? can only be intended to denote that naw
is to be referred not to it, but to "£d, according to which the Targ.
paraphrases.
The meaning remains the same a king subject (who
:

:

has become a serous) to the cultivated land, rex agro addictus, as

Dathe, Eosenm., and others translate, is a still more distinct expression of that which "a king for the well-cultivated field" would

—

an agriculture-king, one who is addicted, not to wars, lawand sovereign stubbornness in his opinions, but who delights
in the peaceful advancement of the prosperity of his country, and
especially takes a lively interest in husbandry and the cultivation of
the land. The order of the words in 86 is like that at ix. 2
cf. Isa.
denote

:

suits,

;

viii.

The author thus praises, in contrast
a patriarchal kingdom based on agriculture.

22, xxii.

state,

2.

to a despotic

THE UNCERTAINTY OF ETCHES, AND THE CHEERFUL ENJOYMENT OF LIFE
WHICH ALONE IS PRAISEWORTHY. V. 9 [10]-VI. 6.

—

If

we

fix

our attention on the word nwan, 9a, which properly

denotes that which comes into the barn from without

Prov.

(e.g.

seems to continue the praise of husbandry, as Bashi,
Aben Ezra, Luzzatto, Bardach, and others have already concluded.
But the thought that one cannot eat money is certainly not that
which is intended in 9a / and in 96 the thought would be awkwardly
xiv. 4), ver. 9

and

insufficiently expressed, that it is vain to love riches,

the contrary, the fruit of agriculture.

opinion that here

(cf.

we

Therefore

and

not,

on

are decidedly of

above, p. 182), with ver. 9, the foregoing series

of proverbs does not come to a close, hut makes a new departure.
Ver. 9 [1 0]. " He who loveth silver is not satisfied with silver

and he whose love cleaveth
this is vain."

mediated

;

The

to abundance, hath nothing of it

:

also

transition in this series of proverbs is not un-

for the injustice which, according to ver. 7, prevails in

the state as

it

now

is

becomes subservient to covetousness, in the

very nature of which there

fames argenti "

lies insatiableness

:

semper avarus

eget,

That the author speaks of the " sacra
(not auri) arises from this, that not ant, but tpa, is

hmic nulla pecunia

replet.
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the specific word for coin. 1
"

He who

loveth silver

make him

full

;

Mendelssohn-Friedlander also explains
not satisfied with silver,"

is

it

i.e.

does not

that might perhaps be linguistically possible

(cf. e.g.

11), although the author would in that case probably have
written the words HrarrjD, after vi. 3 ; but " to be not full of money*

Prov.

is,

xii.

after

8,

i.

and especially

iv. 8,

Hab.

5, cf.

ii.

Prov. xxvii.

never to have enough of money, but always to desire more.
That which follows, 9a/3, is, according to Hitz., a question

who hath

joy in abundance, which bringeth nothing in

?

:

20

=-

And

But such

questions, with the answer to be supplied, are not in Koheleth's

and what would then be understood by capital without
Others, as Zockler, supply P^tp,
?
and he that loveth
abundance of possessions (is) not (full) of income but that which
is gained by these hard ellipses is only a tautology.
With right,
the Targ., Syr., Jerome, the Venet., and Luther take lo fvuah as the
answer or conclusion and who clings to abundance of possessions
with his love ? he has no fruit thereof or, with a weakening of
the interrog. pronoun into the relative (as at i 9 cf. under Ps.
clings has nothing of it. Hamon signifies a
xxxiv. 13) he who
style;

interest

.

:

;

:

—

;

;

.

:

.

.

tumult, a noisy multitude, particularly of earthly goods, as at Ps.

16

xxxvii.

with

;

The conclusion

like.

2

by the

;

Isa. lx. 5.

synon. with

is

All the Codd. read v6

Jer. vii. 8.
ingless.

16

1 Chron. xxix.

The designation

I'vilti

&

;

Mil ;

of advantage

Isa. xliv. 1

e.g.

in this sense

;

would be mean-

by fvuah may be occasioned

In the fvwih, the farmer
his heart on the
pomp of more numerous and greater

foregoing agricultural proverb.

enjoys the fruit of his labour; but he
continual

tumult,

noise,

possessions if possible, to

peaceful enjoyment
there

The connection of 3nx

occurring only here, follows the analogy of 3 psn and the

3,

is

an increase

—

is

lost.

who hangs

him all real
With the

also of unrest,

profit

—

i.e.

all pleasant,

increase of the possessions

and the possessor has in

reality

nothing but the sight of them.
Ver.

10

[11].

"When

property and goods increase, they become

many who consume them and what advantage hath the owner
;

thereof

but the sight of [them with] his eyes ? " The verb n 3"J signifies to
increase, and 33"J, to be many but also (which Bottch. denies) inchoarightly, the LXX., brXxfluvtively
to become many, Gen. vi. 1
;

;

:

1

A

Jewish fancy supposes that t]D3

rising in value (20, 60, 80)

;

while,

is

on the

chosen because

it

consists of letters

contrary, an? consists of letters de-

creasing in value (7, 5, 2).
8 In Maccoth 10a,
1^ is read three times in succession
c.

22, reads to,

and thus

it is

the Midrash Wajikra,
;
always found without Keri and without variation.
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V. 11.

who

in view,

shuts

up

his

and only feeds himself in looking at it with closed
money
covetous
man, of the sort spoken of in Ps. xlix. 1 2, Isa.
doors ; but a
the
hattovah,
the possession of such an one, increases, in
v. 8.
If
manner
number
of people whom he must maintain increases
like
the
number
of those who eat of it along with him,
also, and thus the
time
also
his
disquiet and care, increase and what
and at the same
advantage, what useful result (vid. regarding Kishron, above, p. 193,
and under ii. 21) has the owner of these good things from them but
in chests,

;

the beholding of them (fith ; Ktri, <i*uth ; cf. the reverse case, Ps.
exxvi. 4) ?
the possession does not in itself bring happiness, for it

—

is

never great enough to satisfy him, but

is

yet great enough to

fill

him with great care as to whether he may be able to support the
demands of so great a household the fortune which it brings to him
:

consists finally only in this, that

he can look on

all

he has accumu-

lated with proud self-complacency.

Ver. 1 1 [1 2].

much

;

He

can also eat that which

is

good, and can eat

but he does not on that account sleep more quietly than the

from hand to mouth " Sweet is the sleep of
the labourer, whether he eats little or much but, on the contrary,
the abundance of the rich does not permit him to sleep."
The
labourer

who

lives

:

;

" labourer," uses the word " slave " (SovXov), as if
^yn.
But, as a rule, sound sleep is the reward of
the original were
earnest labour and since there are idle servants as well as active
masters, there is no privilege to servants. The Venet renders rightly
"
by " of the husbandman " (ipydrov), the nKHKn iaj> the " labourer
in general is called toV, iv. 8 and Judg. v. 26, post-bibL ?i>3.
The
labourer enjoys sweet, i.e. refreshing, sound sleep, whether his fare
be abundant or scanty
the labour rewards him by sweet sleep,

LXX., instead of
;

;

—

notwithstanding his poverty
rich

is

;

while, on the contrary, the sleep of the

hindered and disturbed by his abundance, not

viz. repletion, as

Jerome remarks

:

:

by

his satiety,

incocto cibo in stomachi angustiis

for the labourer also, if he eats much, eats his fill
and why should sufficiency have a different result in the one from
what it has in the other ? As VX& means satiety, not over-satiety
so, on the other hand, it means, objectively, sufficient and plentifully
existing fulness to meet the wants of man, Prov. iii. 10, and the
word is meant thus objectively here the fulness of possession which
aestioante ;

:

the rich has at his disposal does not permit

kinds of projects, cares, anxieties regarding

him

it rise

to sleep, for all

within him, which

follow him into the night, and do not suffer his

which

is

a condition of

sleep.

mind to be at rest,
The expression '$ '&>} is the circum-
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genit relation, like

locutio of the

(LXX. 'A/ivwv
that

it

'2b

.

.

.

Euth

'bn,

,

A^iv6afi), 2 Sam. iii

Trjs

stands for Tetyn jnb

3

ii.

'jo

;

.

.

.

'att

Heiligstedt remarks

2.

but the nouns KDX, 3jn, ]nfc> form no
which reason the circumloc. was necessary; WB' is the
" aber der Ueberfiuss den Beichen
of 5??^.
Falsely, Ginsburg
;

const, for
constr.

:

—

er lasst ihn nicht schlafen "

doth not suffer him to sleep]

[but superabundance the rich

but this construction

;

accordance with the genius of the

Only the subject

German nor

resumed in WJ'K

is

(as in

—

it

neither in

of the Heb. language.

7)

i.

is

the construction of

;

Chron. xvi. 21 ; cf. Ps. cv. 14.
Of the two Hiphil
forms, the properly Heb.
and the Aramaizing n'|n, the latter is
iron is as at

1

Wn

used in the weakened meaning of iav, sinere.
After showing that riches bring to their possessor no real gain,
but, instead of that, dispeace, care,

and unrest, the author records as a

great evil the loss, sometimes suddenly, of wealth carefully amassed.
Vers. 12, 13 [13, 14]. " There is a sore evil which I have seen

under the sun, riches kept by their possessor to his hurt the same
riches perish by an evil event
and he hath begotten a son, thus this
one hath nothing in his hand."
There is a gradation of evils, njn
n?ta (cf. jn 7n, vi. 2) is not an ordinary, but a morbid evil, i.e. a
deep hurtful evil
as a wound, not a common one, but one particularly severe and scarcely curable, is called WH?, e.g. Nah. iii. 1 9.
:

;

;

'efri

vi.

1

;

relat.

'tfj is,

.

. .

as at x. 5, an ellipt. relat. clause

;

cf.

the author elsewhere uses the scheme of the
pron. {vid. under

i.

1 3,

iii.

1 6) ; the old

instead of ffin, with the reflex, pron.
this, that riches are

1 Sam.

24

ix.

explanation

:

"

The

great evil consists in

mean that which

is

kept

how involved and constrained
hoarded up (by the rich man) for
;

without

language would use IJWtn,

not seldom kept by their owner to his

Certainly ? "WDB> can also

hurt.

on the other hand,

relat. clause

but

owner," viz. the heir to

whom

is

own

for another,

Ginsburg's

their

he intends to leave them

(future)
!

That

can be used with the passive as a designation of the subj., vid.
Ewald, § 295c; certainly it corresponds as little as IP with the
*?

Greek

tnro,

but in Greek

r^/ier^), vid. Eost's

we

say also tt\ovto<:

Syntax, § 112. 4.

The

suff.

<f>v\ax0el<t t£> kck-

of I'ra'atho refers to

Valav, the plur. form of which can so far remain out of view, that we
" To his hurt," i.e. at the
even say adonim qosheh, Isa. xix. 4, etc.
The
last suddenly to lose that which has been carefully guarded.
narrative explanation of this, " to his hurt," begins with vav explic.
Eegarding 'inyan ra', vid. above, p. 194.
It is a casus adversus that
is meant, such a stroke upon stroke as destroyed Job's possessions.
The perf. 'Vti supposes the case that the man thus suddenly made
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V. 14, 18.

the clause

is

logically related to that

which follows as hypothet. antecedent, after the scheme, Gen.
The loss of riches would of itself make one who is
xxxiii 1 Zb.
alone unhappy, for the misfortune to he poor is less than the misfortunes to be rich and then to become poor but still more unfortunate is the father who thought that by well-guarded wealth he
had secured the future of his son, and who now leaves him with
an empty hand.
What now follows is true of this rich man, but is generalized
into a reference to every rich man, and then is recorded as a second
great evil
As a man comes naked into the world, so also he
departs from it again without being able to take with him any of
;

the earthly wealth he has acquired.

14 [15]. "As he came forth from his mother's womb, naked
he again depart as he came, and not the least will he carry
away for his labour, which he could take with him in his hand." In
Ver.

shall

13a the author has the
us

is

case of

a reminiscence from Job

Job in his mind;
i.

this verse before

21, with the setting aside of the

word net? found there, which Sirach xl. 1 exhibits.
naked " begins emphatically the main subject "3^3 = N3

With

difficult
"

;

the intensifying resumption of the comparison

;

"'fijj? is

the contrast of

JW,

going away, excedere vitd, is K'3 of the entrance on life, coming into
noiKO (according to the root meaning and use, correthe world.

sponding to the French point, Olsh. § 205a) emphatically precedes
the negation, as at Judg. xiv. 6 (cf. the emphasis reached in a different way,

Ps. xlix.

18).

Nfeo

signifies here, as at ver.

xxiv. 5, to take hence, to take forth, to carry away.

not partitive (Ahen Ezra compares Lev.

viii.

18, Ps.

The 3

of

'j|3

is

32), according to which

Jerome and Luther translate de lalore suo, but is the Beth pretii, as
e.g. at 1 Kings xvi.
34, as the Chald. understands it Nolde cites
for this Beth pretii passages such as ii. 24, but incorrectly.
Re;

garding the subjunctive "&t, quod auferat, vid. above, No. 2,
might also with the LXX. and Symm. punctuate yWP

We

p.

197.

which
might accompany him in his hand, but which could by no means
denote, as Hitzig thinks
(for his trouble), which goes through his
hand.
Such an expression is not used and Hitzig's supposition,
:

:

;

that here the rich

not approve

man who

has lost his wealth

is

A transition

Ver. 15 [16].

is

now made

to rich

the registering formula which should go before ver.
"

And

shall

the subject, does

itself.

:

as such,

14 here

and

follows

a sore evil altogether exactly as he came, thus
and what gain hath he that laboureth in the wind V

this also is

he depart

men

:
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Regarding
p.

196.

1

above, No. 4, p. 198 ; and regarding 8> 'Vp?, vid.
writing of these first two as one word [vid. note below]

n{, vid.

The

accords with Ibn-Giat's view, accidentally quoted by Kimchi, that the

compounded of 3 of comparison, and the frequently occurring
its
and ought properly to be pointed '$?
ney signifies combination, society, one
(cf. 'j>», 1 Kings vii. 20).
thing along with or parallel to another and thus nay*? bears no 3,
since it is itself a word of comparison, nB^"?3 " altogether parallel,"
" altogether the same."
The question what kind of advantage (vid.
him
is
to
(has
he)
L 3)
of this that
carries its answer in itself.
Labouring for the wind or in the wind, his labour is (tfT!) W|
nil, and thus fruitless.
And, moreover, how miserable an existence

word

is

rv&V?

always retaining

i>,

;

:

.

.

.,

labour leading to nothing
Ver. 1 6 [1 7]. " Also all his life long he eateth in darkness

is this life of

!

grieveth himself much, and oh for his sorrow and hatred

and

We

"

might placa ver. 16 under the regimen of the e> of tye* of ver. 15b;
but the Heb. style prefers the self-dependent form of sentences to
that which is governed.
The expression 16a has something strange.
This strangeness disappears if, with Ewald and Heiligst., after the
LXX. and Jerome, for 73N' we read -OKI ical iv irevOei Bottch.
prefers ?BN}, " and in darkness." Or also, if we read *fe for tato thus
the Midrash here, and several codd. by Kennicott but the Targ., Syr.,
and Masora read ioto. Hitzig gets rid of that which is strange in
this passage by taking VDJ"73 as accus. of the obj., not of the time
all his days, his whole life he consumes in darkness
but in Heb. as
in Lat. we say
amsumere dies vitae, Job xxL 13, xxxvi. 11, but not
comedere ; and why should the expression, " to eat in darkness," not
be a figurative expression for a faithless, gloomy life, as elsewhere
" to sit in darkness " (Mic. vii. 8), and " to walk in darkness " ?
It
D^iN
Dr6
is meant that all his life long he ate
the bread of sorrow,
;
or YV? D $, prison fare
he did not allow himself pleasant table
comforts in a room comfortably or splendidly lighted, for it is unnecessary to understand sjB'n subjectively and figuratively (Hitz.,
:

;

;

;

;

:

;

Zock).

In 166 the traditional punctuation is D?3i* The per/, ruled by the
preceding/w£. is syntactically correct, and the verb dps is common with
1

In H. written as one word

before him.

:

flBJ&B.

Parchon {Lex. under

flDl?)

had

this

form

In his Lex. Kimchi bears evidence in favour of the correct writing as

two words.
* Thus in correct texts, in H. with the note :
jnbo '3> viz. here and at Ps.
cxii. 10, only there y has, according to tradition, the Kametz.
Cf. Mas. Jin. 626,
aud Baer's Ed. of Psalter, under Ps. cxii. 10.
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v. 17.

Hitzig regards the text as corrupt, and reads ivna

vii. 9.

and (he consumes or swallows) much grief in
:
the phrase, " to eat sorrow," may be allowed (cf. Prov.

and explains

cf. Job xv. 16); but 5>as\ as the representative of two so
bold and essentially different metaphors, would be in point of style

xxvi. 6,

If the text is corrupt, it may be more easily rectified
by reading 'pi w vrn rmn Djrai and grief in abundance, and sorrow
has he, and wrath.
We merely suggest this. Ewald, Burger, and
in bad taste.

:

Bbttch. read only vrn nain Djni

but li> is not to be dispensed with,
be reduced to a mere vav. Elster retains DJD1, and
reads, like Hitzig, lvna
he grieves himself much in his sorrow and
wrath; but in that case the word lsxpl was to be expected; also in this
way the ideas do not psychologically accord with each other. However the text is taken, we must interpret tptpi Ivrn as an exclamation,
Ewald, § 328a, as we
like 'BH, Isa. xxix. 16; 'BH, Jer. xlix. 16
have done above. That 'rn of itself is a subst. clause = & vrn is
untenable the rendering of the noun as forming a clause, spoken of
under ii. 21, is of a different character.1 He who by his labour
and care aims at becoming rich, will not only lay upon himself un-

and can

;

easily

:

;

;

necessary privations, but also have

plans

fail,

many

neither he himself nor others satisfy

and as he

sorrows

;

for

many

of his

and the greater success of others awakens his envy, and
is

him

;

he

morbidly disposed,

is

and

diseased in mind, so also in body,

his constantly

ffip, he grumbles at himsuch persons, Paul
observing
From
" They have pierced themselves

increasing dissatisfaction becomes at last
self,

at God, and all the world.

says of them (1 Tim. vl 6

f.)

:

through (transfoderunt) with many sorrows."
In view of these great evils, with which the possession of riches
also is connected: of their deceitful instability, and their merely
belonging to this present

life,

Koheleth returns to his ceterum

censeo.

[18]. "Behold then what I have seen as good, what as
beautiful (is this) that one eat and drink and see good in all his
labour with which he wearieth himself, under the sun, throughout
the number of the days of his life which God hath given him
for
that is his portion."
from
his
own
knowing
Toward this seeing, i.e.
experience, his effort went forth, according to ii. 3
and what he here,
vers. 17, 18, expresses as his resultat, he has already acknowledged
at ii. 24 and iii. 12 f.
With " behold" he here returns to it for
he says, that from the observations just spoken of, as from others, no

Ver.

17

:

;

;

;

1

Rashi regards

f^m

as

a form

like favn.

This o everywhere appears only

in a gen. connection.
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Instead of nato

other resvltat befell him.
often uses the words ato

seeing is

meant of that

fiKi, iii.

13,

ii.

'-\

3it33, ii. 1.

of mental apperception

Our

perception, experience.

and at

(here

24, or

in 'trb,

;

he as
In '«}, the
of immediate
vi. 6),

translation above does not correspond

with the accentuation of the verse, which belongs to the class of
ix.

1

v. 1
"J?

;

;

. . .

dis-

Gen. xxi. 9 ; Num.
;
Jer. xiii. 1 3, li. 37; Ezek. xlii. 1 Q
Isa. xxxvi. 1
Amos
1 Chron. xxvi 26, xxviii. 1; 2 Chron. xxiii 1. The sentence

proportionably long verses without Athnach

cf.

;

;

run (with pausal dni with Rebta) constitutes the beginning of the

verse, in the form, as it were, of a superscription

main

part, the

proposition, is divided

by the

and then

;

its

second

disjunctives following

each other: Telisha Gedhola, Geresh, Legarmeh, Rebta, Tebir, Tifcha,
Silluk

(cf.

Jer. viii. 1,

where Pazer instead of Telisha Gedhola; but

as for the rest, the sequence of the accents

the same).

is

Among

the

moderns, Hengst. holds to the accents, for he translates in strict accordance therewith, as Tremellius does : " Behold what I have seen that
:

it is fine

and good (Trem. bonum pulchrwm) to eat

the phrase, tov asher-yapheh, then connects
at the

same time beautiful

But the only passage

it

.

.

together

to which, since

with Drusius, to translate there by

,

mereat.

:

Gratz sees here the Greek koXav icayaOov.

;

Kimchi, reference is made for
prove it for we are not,
iniquitas quae sit peccatum, but

this use of asher, viz. Hos. xii. 8, does not

by quaepoenam

The asher in
good which is

."

:

;

The accentuation here

The
and the

not correct

is

without doubt the resumption of the

second asher

is

translation

as already Dachselt in his Biblia Accentvuta indicated

—

ecce itaque quod vidi bonum, quod

pulchrum

(hoc est

first

;

quis edat)

tit

—

presents the true relation of the component parts of the sentence.

v»V refers to the general subj. contained in the inf.
The
period of time denoted by "ibdo is as at ii. 3,
cf.
_,
'?n
we
12.
Also
read
3, iii. 22, in the same connection.
vi.
Ver. 18 [19]. This verse, expressing the same, is constructed
"Also for every man to
anakolouthistically, altogether like iii. 13
treasures,
and
hath given him power
whom God hath given riches and
rejoice in his labour
take
his
portion,
and
to
to eat thereof, and to
The
anakolouthon
can be rendered
just this is a gift of God."
little
iii.
for
if we allow the
as it can at
[into English] here as
13;

The

suffix of

viii.

1 5.

,

.

.

:

;

phrase, " also every man," the " also " remains fixed to the nearest

conception, while in the Heb. it governs the whole long sentence,

and, at the nearest, belongs to
life

that which is most advisable

in itself

Cheerful enjoyment

nf.
;

but also

by the possession of earthly

it is

treasures,

not

—

it is
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gift of

G63 added

N'chasim, besides here, occurs also in
thereto.
2 Chron. i. 11 f. and in the Chald of the Book of
Also hishlit, to empower, to make possible, is
vii. 26.

Josh. xxii. 8
Ezra,

vi. 8,

Aram., Dan.

;

ii.

;

133 the prevalence
Book of Koheleth.

38, 48, as well as Heb., Ps. cxix.

of the verbal stem

B$>E> is

Helqo, " his portion,"

man

303

V. 19.

just the cheerful enjoyment as that which

is

has here below of

;

characteristic of the

life, if

he has any of

it

at

all.

Ver. 19 [20]. Over this enjoyment he forgets the frailty and the
darkened side of this life. It proves itself to be a gift of God, a gift

For he doth not (then) think much of the days of his
God answereth the joy of his heart." Such an one, permitted by God to enjoy this happiness of life, is thereby prevented

from above
life

;

:

"

because

from tormenting himself by

reflections regarding its transitoriness.

Bemembrance and enjoyment of this life do
long,
to Ewald, who now, however, rightly
last
according
indeed
not
explains He will not, by constant reflection on the brevity of his
Incorrectly, Hengst.

:

:

life,

to

much

too

him

embitter this enjoyment

true heart-joy as the fairest

because God, indeed, grants

;

The meaning

gift.

The LXX.

also, in general, hit upon.

of 195

is

God

translates: "because

;

him with the joy of his heart " but for that we ought to
had
the word wajJD Jerome helps it, for he reads nncBO instead
have
nnDBO
eo quod Deus occupet deliciis cor ejus.
But also, in this
of
occupies

;

:

form, this explanation of

fi:j/D

is

untenable

;

for 3 njy, the causat. of

which would be rujflo, signifies, in the style of Koheleth, not in
general to busy oneself with something, but to weary oneself with
something hence 'fea my cannot mean to be occupied with joy, and
And since the exthereby to be drawn away from some other thing.
planation " he makes him sing," needs no argument to dispose of it,
;

:

:

njjns

thus remains only as the Hiph. of

grant a request.

comparing Hos.

ruy, to

Accordingly, Hitz., like
ii.

23

f.

:

God makes

meet, to respond

to,

Aben Ezra and Kimchi,

to answer,

i.e.

so works that all

make him
must respond to his wish. But the omission of the obj. of
which Hitz. remarks, that because indefinite it is left indefinite is
insufferably hard, and the explanation thus ambiguous.
Most interpreters translate for God answers (Gesen. Heb. Wort. B., incorrectly:
answered) him with joy of his heart, i.e. grants this to him in the
way of answer. Ewald compares Ps. lxv. 6 but that affords no
things which have in or of themselves that which can

—
—

glad,

:

;

voucher for the expression

:

to answer one with something

=

to

grant it to him ; for njj? is there connected with a double accus., and
proa is the adv. statement of the way and manner.
But above all,
against this interpretation is the fact of the

want of the personal
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The author behoved

to have written

«ujm or

ins*

We take the

njyo.

Hiph. as in the sense of the Kal, but give it its nearest signification
to answer, and explain, as in a similar manner Seb. Schmid, Rambam,
and others have already done God answers to the joy of his heart,
:

i.e.

He

assents to

valent),

He

or (using an expression which

it,

corresponds to

joy which a

man

feels

is

recess of his heart, for the joy penetrates his heart

(Song

iii.

11;

Isa.

xxx. 29; Jer. xv.

elsewhere not found,

an exact equi-

This makes the joy a heart-joy,

i.e. a
not merely externally, but in the deepest

it.

we had

3 fuy (ruyn) be possible with

at ver.

WW,

16).

A

9 in a 3HK.

and

satisfies

it

similar expression,

"Why should not

just as anelfieadai npos ri is with

For the rest, 'ai> 'eo is not needed as obj.: we can
?
an expression of the state or condition God gives
answer in the heart-joy of such an ona
In njy, to answer, to hear
the answer, is thought of as granting a request here, as giving assent
to.
Job xxxv. 9 affords a twofold suitable example, that the Hiph.
can have an enlarged Kal signification.
After the author has taken the opportunity of once more expressing his ultimatum, he continues to register the sad evils that

aiieifievdal riva

take

it also

as

:

;

cling to wealth.
vL 1, 2. " There is

an evil which I have seen under the sun,
and in great weight it lies upon man a man to whom God giveth
riches, and treasures, and honour, and he wanteth nothing for his
soul of all that he may wish, but God giveth him not power to
have enjoyment of it, for a strange man hath the enjoyment that
The author presents the result of peris vanity and an evil disease."
sonal observation but inasmuch as he relates it in the second tense,
he generalizes the matter, and places it scenically before the eyes of
A similar introduction with B*, but without the unthe reader.
Regarding njf), vid. under
necessary asher, is found at v. 12, x. 5.
viii. 6
?V does not denote the subj., as at ii. 17: it appears great
to a man, but it has its nearest lying local meaning
it is a great
The evil
(ii 21) evil, pressing in its greatness heavily upon man.
is not the man himself, but the condition in which he is placed,
as when, e.g., the kingdom of heaven is compared to a merchant
not the merchant in* himself, but his conduct and
(Matt. xiii. 45 f.),
life is a figure of the kingdom of heaven.
Ver. 2. To '?« ip, .as at 2 Chron ill, '» [and honour] is
added as a third thing. What follows we do not translate " and
;" for that ti^K with the pleonastic suff.
there is nothing wanting
"
may mean
there is not," is not to be proved from Gen. xxxix. 9,
thus and he spares not for his soul (LXX. ical ovk ac.t.\.) what he
:

:

;

;

;

—

:

.

.

.

:

:
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"ton is

always desires,

xxl 16

at 1 Sam.
soul,"

;

his person, is

i.e>

of the language

The

partitive.

=

to

'"}3J,

22

xi.

Prov.

;

Ms&,

xii. 9.

" for his

the synon. 1»¥#> found in the later usage

1© (different

;

the sense of wanting, lacking, as

adj. in

Kings

1
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VI. 8.

from the min,

whom

every wish, finally comes,

is

iv.

8)

as at Gen. vi 2,

is,

this considerable estate, satisfying

certainly not the legal heir (for that he

enters into possession, in spite of the uncertainty of his moral character,

19, would be in itself nothing less than a misfortune, yet
13 [14]), but some stranger without any just

ii.

perfectly in order, v.

claim, not directly a foreigner (Heiligst.), but, as Burger explains

qui proprie nullum, habet jus in bona ejus cui

talis

nnaj

'"GJ dicitur (cf,

unmarried wife in the Book of Proverbs).
That wealth without enjoyment is nothing but vanity and an
evil disease, the author now shows by introducing another historical
figure, and thereby showing that life without enjoyment is worse than
f the

never to have come into existence at

man

Ver. 3. " If a

all

begat an hundred, and lived

many

years,

and

the amount of the days of his years was great, and his soul satisfied

he had no grave, then I say Better than
The accentuation of Za is like that of 2a.
The disjunctives follow the Athnach, as at 2 Kings xxiii. 13, only
not

he

itself in good,

is

and

also

:

the untimely birth."

that there Telisha Gedhola stands for Pazer.

Hitzig finds difficulty

and regards it as a marginal gloss to 5 a,
taken up into the text at a wrong place.
But just the unexpected
form and the accidental nature, more than the inward necessity of
with the clause

l?

.

.

.

"Ml,

this feature in the figure, leads us to conclude that the author here
facts, as conjecturally noted above at
fKD is obviously to be supfanciful
into
one
picture.
214,
215,
pp.
plemented by (nim) D^a the Targ. and Midrash make this man to
be Cain, Ahab, Haman, and show at least in this that they extend
down into the time of the Persian kingdom a spark of historical
'3"! '?£> interchanges with '"in '?B', xi.
intelligence.
8, as at Nek.

connects together historical

;

xi.

In order to designate the long

30.

expresses the years particularly in days
(Heiligst.
*9'

^3

:

multum

in Gen. v.

est

life

"

:

emphatically, the author

and

if it is

qiwd) the days of his years

With

much which

amount

to

;"

cf.

ifnaphslw there follows the reverse side of

with many children : (1) his soul satisfies not itself,
has no self-satisfying enjoyment of the good (min, as at Ps.

this long life
i.e.

—

civ. 13, etc.), i.e. of all the good things which he possesses,
in a
word, he is not happy in his life and (2) an honourable burial is
;

not granted to him, but 'en

'3j?

of a burial such as becomes a

7

19, which is the contrary
body of Artaxerxes Ochus

Jer. xxii.

man

(the

V

ECOLES.
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was thrown to the cats) whereupon Elster rightly remarks that in
an honourable burial and an honourable remembrance, good fortune,
albeit shaded with sadness, might be seen.
But when now, to one
so rich in children and so long-lived, neither enjoyment of his good
fortune nor even this shaded glory of an honourable burial is allowed,
the author cannot otherwise judge than that the untimely birth is
In this section regarding the uncertainty of riches,
better than he.
already,
v. 14, fallen on a reminiscence from the Book of
we have
much
the more probable that here also Job iii. 16
Job; it is so
7B?. is the foetus
the
formation of the thought.
has an influence on
womb.
which comes lifeless from the mother's
Vers. 4, 5. The comparison of an untimely birth with such a
man is in favour of the former " For it cometh in nothingness and
and with darkness its name is covered.
departeth in darkness
Moreover, it hath not seen the sun, and hath not known it is better
with it than with that other."
It has entered into existence, «£?,
because it was a lifeless existence into which it entered when its
independent life should have begun ; and sJBTia, it departeth, for it is
carried away in all quietness, without noise or ceremony, and " with
darkness " its name is covered, for it receives no name and remains
Not
a nameless existence, and is forgotten as if it had never been.
having entered into a living existence, it is also (gam) thus happy to
have neither seen the sun nor known and named it, and thus it
is spared the sight and the knowledge of all the vanities and evils,
the deceptions and sorrows, that are under the sun. When we compare its fate with the long joyless life of that man, the conclusion is
TW\3 plus quietis est huic quam Uli, which, with the
apparent: '«?
t
generalization of the idea of rest (Job iii. 1 3) in a wider sense (vid.
;

:

;

:

.

.

above, p. 194),

.

is

= melius

est

huic

quam

Uli (nt

.

.

.

nt,

as at iii 19).

The
"b

generalization of the idea proceeds yet further in the Mishn.
nu, e.g. : " It is better (D1(6 lf> rru) for a man that he throw him-

self into

a lime-kiln than that

($>to),

nru as obj. to JTP

etc."

From

this usage

Symm.

and translates ov8k hreipa6~
Siafopa? erepov irparf(w,To<s Trpiot erepov and Jerome neque cognovit
distantiam boni et mali,
a rendering which is to be rejected, because
thus the point of the comparison in which it terminates is broken,
It is true that this contains a thought to
for 56 draws the facit.
which it is not easy to reconcile oneself. For supposing that life
were not in itself, as over against non-existence, a good, there is
yet scarcely any life that is absolutely joyless; and a man who
has become the father of an hundred children, has, as it appears,
sought the enjoyment of life principally in sexual love, and then
renders '?

.

.

.

—

tub,

:

;

:
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VI. 6.

also, if

we

his children, though not

:

been a joy to him

consider his

all,

life less

as

yet partly, will have

and has a family life, so lengthened and rich in
and no roses at all ? And, moreover, how can
anything be said of the rest of an untimely birth, which has been
without motion and without life, as of a rest excelling the termina;

blessings, only thorns,

tion of the life of

him who has

lived long, since rest without a subjec-

tive reflection, a rest not felt, certainly does not fall

of view of more or less, good or evil

on no

side

designs to say

:

Better, certainly, is

no

moreover, one ending dishonourably.
of the general clause,

being born

under the point

The saying of the author
bears the probe of exact thinking.
In the main he

iv.

2

f.,

life

And

than a joyless life, and,
this is only a speciality

is better than life, and not
The author misunderstands the
chief end beyond itself and his

that death

better than both.

is

?

has its
eudaemonism, failing to penetrate to the inward fountain of true
happiness, which is independent of the outward lot, makes exaggerated and ungrateful demands on the earthly life.
Ver. 6. A life extending to more than even a thousand years
without enjoyment appears to him worthless " And if he has lived
twice a thousand years long, and not seen good
Do not all go hence
to one place 1 " This long period of life, as well as the shortest, sinks
into the night of Sheol, and has advantage over the shortest if it
wants the 'o ni&o, i,e. the enjoyment of that which can make man
happy.
That would be correct if " good " were understood inwardly,
ethically, spiritually
but although, according to Koheleth's view,
the fear of God presides over the enjoyment of life, regulating
and hallowing it, yet it remains unknown to him that life deepened
into fellowship with God is in itself a most real and blessed,
and thus the highest good. Eegarding wK (here, as at Esth. vii. 4,
with perf. foil. etsi vixisset, tamen interrogarem : nonne, etc.), vid.
fact that the earthly life

;

false

:

—

;

:

above,

191

p.

;

occurs also in the oldest liturgical Tefilla, as well

it

Nishmath

as in the prayer

{vid. Baer's

Siddur, Abodath Jisrael, p.

a thousand years twice, and thus an Adam's life
once and yet again.
Otherwise Aben Ezra: 1000 years multiplied
by itself, thus a million, like MDga onfc^ 20 x 20
400 cf. Targ.
'?

207).

.

.

.

*£S,

=
7x7x7.
;

Isa.

xxx. 26, which translates D${ntf"by

haps that
used
years

;

for

why was

The "one place"

?

which

is right

all
is

only as

worthless, for

much

value as

it
it

not the expression

Per-

rut? D^B?K directly

20, the grave and Hades, into
extending even to a million of
terminates at last in nothing.
Life has

is,

the living fall

343 =

as at

A

iii.

life

yields of enjoyment.
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OBTAINING BETTEK THAN DESIRING.

VL

7-9.

All labour aims at enjoyment, and present actual enjoyment

is

always better than that which is sought for in the future.
Ver. 7. " All the labour of man is for his mouth, and yet his
soul has never enough;" or, properly, it is not filled, so that it desires
nothing further and nothing more

;

two? used as appropriately of the

for that the mouth and the soul are here
soul as of the ear, i. 8
placed opposite to one another as " organs of the purely sensual and
;

and of the deeper and more spiritual
and therefore more lasting kind of joys " (Zock.), is an assertion
which brings out of the text what it wishes to be in it, K'BJ and
na stand here so little in contrast, that, as at Prov. xvi. 26, Isa.
v. 14, xxix. 8, instead of the soul the stomach could also be named;
for it is the soul longing, and that after the means from without of
self-preservation, that is here meant
nsTi K BJ, " beautiful soul,"
Chullin iv. 7, is an appetite which is not fastidious, but is contented.

therefore transitory enjoyment,

—

;

;

koI

Ctti,

0/1x0$, o/x6>9

preservation

;

and

as at

Be,

author means to say,

iii.

13; Ps. cxxix.

2.

All labour, the

in the service of the impulse after self-

is

yet, although it concentrates all its efforts after

this end, it does not bring full satisfaction to the longing souL
is

grounded in the fact

men

that,

This

however in other respects most unlike,

same in their unsatisfied longing.
"For what hath the wise more than the fool; what
The old
the poor who knoweth to walk before the living?"
are the

Ver. 8.

translators present nothing for the interpretation, but defend the

which translates freely,
which understands D*nn,
contrary to the spirit of the hook, of the blessed future. The question
would be easier if we could, with Bernst. and Ginsburg, introduce a
comparat. min before jrrt' we would then require to understand
by him who knows to walk before the living, some one who acts a
part in public life but how strange a designation of distinguished
Thus, as the text stands, ITO' is attrib. to
persons would that be
hath
the poor, such an one, viz., as understands
preference
what
^V-?,
who
(vid. regarding jrn* instead of jnvn, under Ps. cxliii 1 0) ; not
is intelligent (Aben Ezra)
JTW is not, as at ix. 11, an idea contained
in itself, but by the foil, 'nn . . '<V (cf. iv. 13, 17
and the inf. form,
Ex. iii. 19 ; Num. xxii. 13 Job xxxiv. 23) obtains the supplement
and colouring required the sequence of the accents (Zakeph, Ti/cha,
traditional text

;

for Jerome, like the Syr.,

follows the Midrash (fixed in the Targ.),

;

;

!

:

;

.

;

;

:

SilluJe,

as

e.g.

understood

at Gen.

vii.

its iropev6rjvai,

How the LXX.
4) is not against this.
Karevavrt tjj? £<£i??, and the Venet. its
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9.

fans, is not clear; scarcely as Gratz, -with
go against (TU, as at iv. 1 2) life, to fight against
" to fight
it, has to exercise himself in self-denial and patience ; for
'nn signifies here,
with life " is an expression of modern coinage,
But we explain now, not as
without doubt, not life, but the living.
Ewald, who separates JW from the foil inf. "£r6 What profit has
airtevcu avnicpv rfj?

Mendelss.

:

who,

to

:

then the wise man, the intelligent, patient man, above the

fool, that

—

he walks before the living ?
by which is meant (but how does this
interrog. form agree thereto ?), that the wise, patient man has thereby
an advantage which makes life endurable by him, in this, that he does
not suffer destroying eagerness of desire so to rule over him, but is
Also this meaning of a quiet life
satisfied to live in quietness.
" To know to walk before the
does not lie in the words 'nn . "^n.
living" is, as is now generally acknowledged = to understand the
right rule of life (Elst.), to possess the savoir vivre (Heiligst), to be
.

.

.

The question accordingly

experienced in the right art of living.

is

What

advantage has the wise above the fool ; and what the poor,
who, although poor, yet knows how to maintain his social position ?
The matter treated of is the insatiable nature of sensual desire.

and he who is more closely
for he lays upon himself
may
able
to
appear
and
make something of himrestraints, that he
be
both
and
they
have in this nothing
self.
But desire is present in
follows
bent
his
desire
and lives for the
above the fool, who
the
of
one
not
free,
and
without conday. He is a fool because he acts as
itself,
and
remains
that
enjoyment
and
sideration ; but, in
it is
true,
longing
for
thing.
satisfaction stand higher than striving and
a
Ver. 9. " Better is the sight of the eyes than the wandering of
We see from the inf.
the soul also this is vain and windy effort."
'";»
that the latter is not meant of the
'$(-. interchanging with
object (xi. 9), but of the action, viz. the " rejoicing in that which one
has " (Targ.) but this does not signify grassatio, i.e. impetus animae
appeteniis, oppr) t^? f'vxfjt (cf. Marcus Aurelius, iii. 16), which
Knobel, Heiligst., and Ginsburg compare (for "jta means grassari only
with certain subjects, as fire, contagion, and the like and in certain
but
forms, as ipn; for "He, to which sfi>n — ns? does not belong),
erratic-, a going out in extent, roving to a distance (cf. ^n, wanderer),

The wise seeks

to control his desire

designated poor,

knows how

;

to conceal

it

;

;

:

—

;

;

pefifiaa/ibs €Tri6vfiia<!,

Wisd.

iv.

12.

—Going

is

—

the contrast of rest;

the soul which does not become full or satisfied goes out, and
seeks and reaches not its aim.

This insatiableness, characteristic of

the soul, this endless unrest, belongs also to the miseries of this

present

life

;

for to

have and to enjoy

is

better than this constant
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Hungem und Lungern [hungering and longing]. More must not b3
put into 9a than already lies in it, as Elster does " the only enduring enjoyment of life consists in the quiet contemplation of that
which, as pleasant and beautiful, it affords, without this mental joy
mingling with the desire for the possession of sensual enjoyment."
The conception of " the sight of the eyes " is certainly very beautifully
If 9a must be a moral
idealized, but in opposition to the text.
:

proverb, then Luther's rendering

is

the best

:

" It is better to enjoy

the present good, than to think about other good."

THE WEAKNESS AND SHORT-SIGHTEDNESS OF MAN OVER AGAINST
HIS DESTINY.

VI. 10-12.

The future, toward which the soul stretches itself out to find
what may satisfy it, is not man's a power against which man is
:

helpless fashions

Ver. 10.

named

;

and

dispute with

it.

"That which hath been, its name hath long ago been
and he cannot
it is determined what a man shall be
:

Him who

is

According to the usage

stronger than he."

That which (at
it would be more correct to translate
any time) has made its appearance, the name of which was long ago
named, i.e. of which the What ? and the How ? were long ago deterof the tense,

:

This 'f . . ">33 does not stand
mined, and, so to speak, formulated.
parallel to njri 133, i. 10 ; for the expression here does not refer to
.

the sphere of that which

is

done, but of the predetermination.

be understood.
Against the
and losing sight of the comprehensiveness of D1K . "ie>K, Hitzig renders " and it is known that,
if one is a man, he cannot contend," etc., which is impossible for this
reason, that Q1K Kin cannot be a conditional clause enclosed within
Obviously jnfal, which in the sense of
the sentence ^31*
. "lew.
constat would be a useless waste of words, stands parallel to K"ipl
1DB>, and signifies known, viz. previously known, as passive of JTV, in
Bullock rightly comthe sense of Zech. xiv. 7 ; cf. Ps. cxxxix. 1 f.
pares Acts xv. 18.
After jn% asher, like hi, which is more common,
may signify "that," viii. 12, Ezek. xx. 26 but neither "that he is
a man " (Knobel, Vaih., Luzz., Hengst, Ginsb.), nor " that he is the
man" (Ewald, Elst, Zockler), affords a consistent meaning. As
mah after yada' means quid, so asher after it may mean quod = that
which (cf. Dan. viii. 19, although it does not at all stand in need of
proof)
and id quod homo est (we cannot render Kin without the
Accordingly, D*JK

.-. . 'to\

is

also

to

accents, inconsistently periodizing
.

.

.

:

•

;

;

expression of a definite conception of time)

is

intended to
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11.

the whole heing of a man, whether of this one or that one, at all

times and on

sides, is

all

substantival sentence,

xii.

known ; cf. to this pregnant
Against this formation of his nature

previously

13.

and of his fate by a higher hand, man cannot utter a word.
The thought in 10& is the same as that at Isa. xlv. 9; Rom.
ix. 20 f.
The Chethtb t i?nntJ> 1 is not inadmissible, for the stronger
"no.
Also Vpnn might in any case be read
than man is MD
with one who overcomes him, has and manifests the ascendency over
him.
There is indeed no Hiph. 'nn found in the language of the
Bible (Herzf. and Ftirst compare ')J), Ps. xii. 5) but in the Targ.,
and in the school-language of the Talm., 'nn is
*\?J}* is common
used of the raising of weighty objections, e.g. Kamma 7 la.
The
,

|

.

.

.

;

;

verb, however, especially in the perf., is in the passage before us less

appropriate.

32

In ?3V"t6

lie

together the ideas of physical

Gen.

(cf.

and moral inability.
Ver. 11. "For there are many words which increase vanity:
What cometh forth therefrom for man ?" The dispute (objection), pi,
takes place in words; D , ']? here will thus not mean "things"
(Hengst., Ginsb., Zbckl., Bullock, etc.), but "words."
As that
wrestling or contending against God's decision and providence is
vain and worthless, nothing else remains for man but to be submissive, and to acknowledge his limitation by the fear of God;
thus there are also many words which only increase yet more the
xliii.

;

Deut.

xii.

17, xvi. 5,

etc.)

!

j

multitude of vanities already existing in this world,
are resultless, they bring

no advantage

for

man.

for,

because they

Rightly, Elster

a hint pointing to the influence of the learning of thf
Jewish schools already existing in Koheleth's time. We know from
Josephus that the problem of human freedom and of God's absoluteness was a point of controversy between opposing parties
the
Sadducees so emphasized human freedom, that they not only exfinds herein

:

cluded (Antt.

xiii. 5.

9

but also co-operation;

;

Bell, ii 8.

14)

all

divine predetermination,

the Pharisees, on the contrary, supposed

an interconnection between divine predetermination (ei/iap/ievy) and
human freedom (Antt. xiii. 5. 9, xviii. 1.3; Bell. ii. 8. 14). The Talm.
affords us a glance at this controversy ; but the statement in the
Talm. (in Berachoth 33a, and elsewhere), which conditions all by
the power of God manifesting itself in history, but defends the
freedom of the religious-moral self-determination of man, may be
regarded as a Pharisaic maxim. In Bom. ix., Paul places himself on
1

With He unpointed, because it is omitted in the Keri, as in like manner in 'neb
Lam. v. 18. In the oibl. Rabb., the n is noted as superfluous.

*• S, 'nt?,
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and the author of the Book of Koheleth would subscribe
"kern und

this passage as his testimony, for the "fear God" is the
stern " [kernel and star] of his pessimistic book.

Ver. 12. Man ought to fear God, and also, without dispute and
murmuring, submit to His sway " for who knoweth what is good
for man in life during the number of the days of his vain life, and
which he spendeth like a shadow ? No one can certainly show a
man what shall be after him under the sun." We translate 1EW
only by "ja " (" certainly "), because in Germ, no interrogative can
follow " dieweil " (" because ").
The clause with asher (as at iv. 9,
viii. 11, x. 15; cf. Song, under v. 2), according to its meaning not
different from ki, is related in the way of proof to that beginning
with ki.
Man is placed in our presence. To be able to say to him
what is good for him, i.e. what position he must take in life, what
direction he must give to his activity, what decision he must adopt
in difficult and important cases,
we ought not only to be able to
:

—

penetrate his future, but, generally, the future
[drops] in the stream of history,

who
With

up within the

are hedged

duration,

'wi "1BDO,

;

but, as

15,

present.

pointing to the brevity of

ix.

Regarding the accus. of

human

life, vid.

at

ii.

3.

is assigned to

name given to Abel, the
continued by '? 'JW with the force of

9) (as already in the

second son of Adam), which
relative clause,

Tropfen

are poor Tr'&pfe [simpletons],

wan, the attribute of breath-like transitiveness

life (as at vii.

a

we

which

is

is

frequently the case after preceding part,

23.
We translate: which he spendeth like the
shadow [in the nom.] (after viii. 1 3 ; Job xiv. 2) not like a
shadow [in the accus.] for although the days of life are also likened
to a shadow, Ps. cxliv. 4, etc., yet this use of >wv does not accord

attrib., e.g. Isa. v.
(a)

;

:

;

therewith, which, without being a Graecism (Zirkel, Grate), har-

monises with the Greek phrase, iroielv xpovov, Acta xv. 33 ; cf. Prov.
xiii. 23, LXX. (also with the La.tfacere dies of Cicero, etc.).
Thus

and Palest.- Aram, lacad is used of time, in the sense
Aharav does not mean after his present condition
(Zockl.); but, as at iii. 22, vii 14: after he has passed away from
this scene.
Luzz. explains it correctly Whether his children will
remain in life ? Whether the wealth he has wearied himself in
acquiring will remain and be useful to them ?
But these are only
illustrations.
The author means to say, that a man can say, neither
to himself nor to another, what in definite cases is the real advantage
because, in order to say this, he must be able to look far into the
future beyond the limits of the individual life of man, which is only
also in the Syr.

of transigere.

:

:

a small member of a great whole.
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z.

SECOND CONCLUDING SECTION.
PROVERBS OF BETTER THINGS, THINGS SUPPOSED TO BE BETTER, GOOD
THINGS, GOOD AND BAD DAYS.
VII. 1-14.

We

find ourselves here in the

verses, vi.

10

is

middle of the book.

Of

its

that which stands in the middle, and with
1

220
vii.

1

which the Masora divides
the book.
The series of proverbs here first following, vii. 1-10, has,
as we remarked above, p. 189, the word tov as their common catchword, and mdh-tov, vi. 12, as the hook on which they hang.
But
at least the first three proverbs do not stand merely in this external
connection with the preceding they continue the lowly and dark
estimate of the earthly life contained in vi 3 ff.
The first proverb is a synthetic distich. The thought aimed at

begins the third of the four Sedarim

into

;

is

that of the second half of the distich.
vii. 1.

" Better is a

name than precious ointment and better is
when one is born." Like ftn and
;

the day of death than the day

8!£, so DB* and

|OB>

stand to each other in the relation of a parono-

Song under i 3). Luther translates " Ein gut Gerucht
ist lesser denn gute Salbe " [" a good odour (= reputation) is better
than good ointment]. If we substitute the expression dcnn Wolgeruch
[than sweet scent], that would be the best possible rendering of the
paronomasia.
In the arrangement 3UD
21D DB>, tov would be adj. to
shem (a good reputation goes beyond sweet scent) but tov standing
first in the sentence is pred., and shem thus in itself alone, as in the
masia

(vid.

:

•

.

•

;

cogn. prov., Prov. xxii. 1, signifies a good, well-sounding, honourable, if

not venerable
less,

Job xxx.

name
8.

side of the distich

cf. anshe hashshem, Gen. vi. 4
v'li-shem, nameThe author gives the dark reverse to this bright
the day of death better than the day in which
;

;

:

one (a man), or he (the man), is born cf. for this reference of the
pronoun, iv. 12, v. 17.
It is the same lamentation as at iv. 2 f.,
;

which sounds less strange from the mouth of a Greek than from that
of an Israelite ; a Thracian tribe, the Trausi, actually celebrated
their birthdays as days of sadness, and the day of death as a day of
rejoicing (vid. Bahr's Germ, translat. of Herodotus, v. 4).
Among
the people of the Old Covenant this was not possible ; also a saying

—

such as 16

is

not in the spirit of the 0. T. revelation of religion

1
Of three books the Masora gives only the number of verses : Ruth, 85 verses
Shir (the Song), 117 verses and Kinoth (Lamentations), 154 ; but no sections
{Sedarim).
;
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from

it

was

significant that it

it is

possible

within

it,

without apostasy

within the N. T. revelation of religion, except in

;

references as Matt. xxvi. 24, it

apostasy from
Ver.

1

it,

Still

2.

is

such

absolutely impossible without

or without rejection of its fundamental meaning.

more in the

spirit of the

N. T.

Luke

(cf. e.g.

vi.

25)

are these words of this singular book which stands on the border of
both Testaments : " It is better to go into a house of mourning than to

go into a house of carousal (drinking)

man and

the living layeth

;

it

end of every
meant in which

for that is the

:

A house

to heart."

is

on account of a death the lamentation continued
xxii. 10), and extended sometimes, as in the
case of the death of Aaron and Moses, to thirty days; the later
there is sorrow

;

days (Sirach

for seven

pw?*)

for the dead till the
time of burial, and the mournings for the dead (rw??K), which were

practice distinguished the lamentations

and twenty-three days of greater and lesser
on the return from carrying away the corpse, there was

divided into seven

mourning

;

a Trostmahl (a comforting repast), to which, according as it appears
to an ancient custom, those who were to be partakers of it contributed
(Jer. xvi.

7

;

tern super

Hos.

ix.

4

;

Job

iv.

sepulchra justorum).*

1 7, funde

vinum tuum

et

panem

This feast of sorrow the above

proverb leaves out of view, although also in reference to

it

the
"

contrast between the " house of carousal "

and " house of mourning
remains, that in the latter the drinking must be in moderation, and
The going into the house of mourning is. cernot to drunkenness.*
tainly thought of as a visit for the purpose of showing sympathy
and of imparting consolation during the first seven days of mourn4
ing (John xi. 31).
Thus to go into the house of sorrow, and to
show one's sympathy with the mourners there, is better than to go
into a house of drinking, where all is festivity and merriment; viz.
because the former (that he is mourned over as dead) is the end
of every man, and the survivor takes it to heart, viz. this, that he
too must die.
wn follows attractionally the gender of t|iD (cf. Job
xxxi 1 1, Keri). What is said at iii. 13 regarding 'rr?3 is appropriate
to the passage before us.

Vjn is rightly vocalised

;

regarding the

" The reflections of the Preacher," says Hitzig (Siid. dent. ev. protest. Wodh.
Blalt, 1864, No. 2), " present the picture of a time in which men, participating in
the recollection of a mighty religious past, ancl become sceptical by reason of the
1

sadness of the present time, grasping here and there in uncertainty, -were in danger
of abandoning that stedfastness of faith -which

was the

first

mark of the religion

the prophets."

Hamb. Real Encyc./Ur Bibel u. Talmud (1870),
Maimuni's Hilchoth Ebel, iv. 7, xiii. 8.

* Cf.

*

* Ibid.

xiii.

article

" Trauer."

2.
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remarks of our

critical

The phrase 3?7K

22.

iii.

IS* {e.g. Isa.

and drink,

etc.

24,

(ii.

Isaiah under

ed. of

here and at ix. 1 is synon. with
How this saying
1) and 3^3 0*y.

fru
lvii.

agrees with Koheleth's ultimatum
eat
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VII. 8, 4.

:

There

is

nothing better than to

the Talmudists have been utterly

etc.),

perplexed to discover; Manasse ben-Israel in his Conciliador (1632)
1
loses himself in much useless discussion
The solution of the difficulty is easy.
The ultimatum does not relate to an unconditional
enjoyment of life, but to an enjoyment conditioned by the fear of
God.
When man looks death in the face, the two things occur to
him, that he should make use of his brief life, but make use of it in
view of the end, thus in a manner for which he is responsible before
God.
Vers. 3, 4. The joy of life must thus be not riot and tumult, but
a joy tempered with seriousness " Better is sorrow than laughter
for with a sad countenance it is well with the heart.
The heart of
the wise is in the house of mourning, and the heart of fools in the
house of mirth."
Grief and sorrow, D1Q whether for ourselves or
occasioned by others, is better, viz. morally better, than extravagant
merriment ; the heart is with 'B JH (inf. as in, Jer. vii. 6 cf. '"J *E,
Gen. xl. 7 ; Neh. ii. 2), a sorrowful countenance, better than with
laughter, which only masks the feeling of disquiet peculiar to man,
Prov. xiv. 1 3. Elsewhere 3? 3D" = " the heart is (may be) of good
:

7

;

e.g. Buth iii 7, Judg. xix. 6 ; here also joyful experience is
meant, but well becoming man as a religious moral being.
With a
sad countenance it may be far better as regards the heart than with

cheer,"

a merry countenance in boisterous company.
correct, after

heart

made

is

who on

Jerome,
better

the reflex of a moral

by
:

sorrow."

sorrow
joy,

i.e.

Symmachus " The
The well-being is here meant as
:

bene se habere.

Sorrow penetrates the
transforms.

Luther, in the main

his part follows

Therefore

is

heart,

draws the thought upwards, purifies,

the heart of the wise in the house of

and, on the other hand, the heart of fools is in the house of

;

the impulse of their heart goes thither, there they feel them-

home

a house of joy is one where there are continual
where there is at the time a revelling in joy. That ver. 4
divided not by Athnach, but by Zakef, has its reason in this, that

selves at

;

feasts, or
is

of the words following ??K, none consists of three syllables

the contrary, vii 7, tan.

From

tion of the contents is broken up, according to
1

Vid. the English translation by

;

cf.

on

this point forward the internal rela-

which

Lindo (London 1842),

vol.

this series of

ii.

pp. S06-S09.
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TlIE

sayings as a concluding section hangs together with that containing

the observations going before in ch. vi
Vers. 5, 6.

A

fourth proverb of that which is better (|0

aits)

presents, like the third, the fools and the wise over against each
other : " Better to hear the reproof of a wise man, than that one

should hear the song of
(nettles)

under the Kcssd

As

For

fools.

like the crackling of Nesseln

(kettle), so the

laughter of the fool

:

also this

xviL 10, rnys is the earnest and severe
words of the wise, which impressively reprove, emphatically warn,
and salutarily alarm. ~N? in itself means only song, to the exclusion,
is

vain."

at Prov.

xiii. 1,

however, of the plaintive song

the song of fools

;

is, if

not immoral,

yet morally and spiritually hollow, senseless, and unbridled madness.

V 'ko

the words

Instead of

JtoBto,

hearing

is

divided between different subjects.

flickers

up quickly and

quickly (Ps.
pot

cxviii. 12),

this quietly

and

We

it for

fire

to

which

men

is

compared,

—

When, on the

Kessel].

moral principles of

other hand,

of nettles could scarcely crackle,

They yield a

we

advise

clear blaze, a quickly expiring

here, as he well remarks, the

who

noise, accomplishes

once in the end of summer with a bundle of

stalks of tall dry nettles.
fire,

making any

agree with Knobel and Vaihinger in

copying the paronomasia [Nessel
our friend to try

of thorn-twigs

without sufficiently boiling the flesh in the

surely.

Zockler remarks that a

A fire

crackles merrily, but also exhausts itself

whilst a log of wood, without

;

twofold act of

are used, for the

empty laughter of foolish
and of all deep

are devoid of all earnestness,

life.

This laughter

is vain, like

that crackling.

For how ver. 7 can be
a hiatus between vers. 6 and 7.
related to ver. 6 as furnishing evidence, no interpreter has as yet
There

is

Hitzig regards 6a as assigning a reason for ver. 5,
been able to say.
but 6b as a reply (as ver. 7 containing its motive shows) to the
assertion of ver. 5,
a piece of ingenious thinking which no one
" Yet injustice befools a wise man,"
imitates.
Elster translates
being prudently silent about this " yet"
Zockler finds, as Knobel
and Ewald do, the mediating thought in this, that the vanity of

—

:

fools

infects

and

also easily

befools the wise.

But the

subject

not the folly of fools in general, but of their singing and
laughter, to which ver. 7 has not the most remote reference.
Otherwise Hengst. : " In ver. 7, the reason is given why the happi-

spoken of

is

ness of fools

is

so brief;

destruction follows."

But

first,

the mens sana

is lost,

and then

in that case the words ought to have

been $>iD3 &rp ; the remark, that Dan here denotes one who ought to
Ginsburg thinks that the
be and might be such, is a pure volte.
two verses are co-ordinated by '3 ; that ver. 6 gives the reason for
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VII. 7.

by way of example, one acceswho would act prudently in letting

for 5a, since here,

sible to bribery is introduced,

himself therefore be directed by a wise man.

But if he had wished
would have used another word
instead of Dan, 7a, and not designated both him who reproves and
him who merits reproof by the one word the former directly, the
latter at least indirectly.
We do not further continue the account
of the many vain attempts that have been made to bring ver. 7 into
connection with vers. 6 and 5.
Our opinion is, that ver. 7 is the
second half of a tetrastich, the first half of which is lost, which
began, as is to be supposed, with tov.
The first half was almost the
same as Ps. xxxvii. 1 6, or better still, as Prov. xvi. 8, and the whole
to be thus understood, the author

—

proverb stood thus:

npnva bub ate
:

Bsefo t6a niwan aha

[and then follows ver. 7 as
a distich, the
further,
lost,

first

line of

and suppose that

it lies

before us in the text, formed into

which terminates with

Dan].

We

that expression, " also this is vain," added to ver.

punctuation,
for pe>y 'a:

was inserted

Also this

is

go

still

was
by the

after the first half of the tetrastich

6

for the purpose of forming a connection

vain, that, etc.

(»a,

like asher,

viii.

14).

Without further trying to explain the mystery of the 'a,
we translate this verse "... For oppression maketh wise men
mad, and corruption destroyeth the understanding." From the lost
Ver.

7.

:

first

half of the verse,

it

appears that the subject here treated of

is

the duties of a judge, including those of a ruler into whose hands his

and life, are given. The second half
an echo of Ex. xxiii 8, Deut. xvi. 19. That which "inb>
there means is here, as at Prov. xv. 27, denoted by 'ijriB; and
pcty is accordingly oppression as it is exercised by one who constrains
others who need legal aid and help generally to purchase it by means
of presents.
Such oppression for the sake of gain, even if it does
not proceed to the perversion of justice, but only aims at courting
and paying for favour, makes a wise man mad (^n, as at Job
xii. 17; Isa. xliv. 25), i.e. it hurries him forth, since the greed
of gold increases more and more, to the most blinding immorality
and regardlessness ; and such presents for the purpose of swaying
the judgment, and of bribery, destroys the heart, i.e. the understandsubjects, with their property

i3 like

ing (cf. Hos. iv. 11, Bereschith rabba, ch. lvi.), for they obscure
the judgment, blunt the conscience, and make a man the slave of
his passion.

The conjecture

">Bin

(riches)

instead of

the
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p&yn (Burger, as earlier Ewald) is accordingly unnecessary; it has
the parallelism against it, and thus generally used gives an untrue

The word ifori does not mean " gives
makes shine forth
makes manifest "

lustre " (Desvoeux),

thought.
or "

=

nothing

is

(Tyler)

thus

;

gained for a better connection of ver. 7 with ver.

also

The

6.

Venet. excellently e*<mj<ret.
Aben Ezra supposes that runo is here
= 'no nan ; Mendelssohn repeats it, although otherwise the conscious:

ness of the syntactical rule, Gesen. § 147a, does not fail him.
Vers. 8, 9. There now follows a fourth, or, taking into account

the mutilated one, a fifth proverb of that which
the end of a thing than

its

better

is

who

beginning ; better one

:

" Better

forbears than

Hasten thyself not in thy spirit to become
one who is haughty.
angry for anger lieth down in the bosom of fools." The clause 8a
It is not
is first thus to be objectively understood as it stands.
:

without limitation true

;

a matter in

for of

trary is true, Prov. v. 4, xxiii. 32.

the end of

evil,

its

But

itself evil,

if

a thing

is

the very con-

not in

itself

progress, the reaching to its goal, the completion

which leaves it
An example
to be pronounced

of its destination, is always better than its beginning,

uncertain whether
of this

is

it

will lead to a prosperous issue.

Solon's saying to Croesus, that only

happy whose good fortune
of his wealth (Herod,

i.

it is to

end his

he

is

well in the possession

life

32).

The proverb 8b will stand in some kind of connection with 8a,
In itself, the
since what it says is further continued in ver. 9.
frequently long and tedious development between the beginning and

But

the end of a thing requires expectant patience.
interest of a

to see the matter brought to

notwithstanding, wait with self-control in

will,

end

man

;

while

it lies

in the nature of the

Wi

PQ3,

at the delay, and to seek to reach the end

the haughty

man

if it is

an

in the

an

issue,

all

quietness for the

'bk sriK

the haughty, to fret

by violent means

for

;

thinks that everything must at once be subservient

and he measures what others should do by his own
We may with Hitzig translate:
" Better is patience
7rik) than haughtiness" (n?*, inf., as
=
(^?
•B?>, xii. 4; Prov. xvi. 19).
But there exists no reason for this;
ana is not to be held, as at Prov. xvi. 5, and elsewhere generally, as
it amounts
the connecting form of <P*, and so 72? for that of 72?
to his wish,

measureless self-complacency.

;

same thing whether the two properties (characters) or the
persons possessing them are compared.
Ver. 9. In this verse the author warns against this pride which,

to the

when everything does not go

according to

its

mind,

falls into

pas-

sionate excitement, and thoughtlessly judges, or with a violent rude
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do not overturn, hasten not, rush
the word invi3, and not *]B>M3 or iJ?2, is used,

anticipates the end.

not, as at v. 1.

Why

vid. Psychol, pp.

197-199

:

passionate excitements overcome a

:

according to the biblical representation of bis

spirit,

man

Prov. xxv. 28,

and in the proving of the spirit that which is in the heart comes
mood and disposition, Prov. xv. 13. Dij» ia an infin.,
The warning has its reason in this, that anger or
like fiB*, v. 11.
(Djn, taken more potentially than actually) fretfulness rests in the
bosom of fools, i.e. is cherished and nourished, and thus is at home,
and, as it were (thought of personally, as if it were a wicked demon),
The haughty impetuous
feels itself at home QW, as at Prov. xiv. 33).
person, and one speaking out rashly, thus acts like a fooL
In fact, it
is folly to let oneself be impelled by contradictions to anger, which
forth in the

disturbs the brightness of the soul, takes

away the

considerateness

of judgment, and undermines the health, instead of maintaining
oneself with equanimity,

without stormy excitement, and losing

i.e.

the equilibrium of the soul under every opposition to our wish.

From

this point the proverb loses the

form

" better than,"

remains the catchword of the following proverbs.

tov still

proverb here

first

following

but

The

so far cogn., as it is directed against

is

a particular kind of ka'as (anger),

viz.

discontentment with the

present.

Ver. 1 0. "

Say not

Cf.

this."

How

comes it that the former times were
thou dost not, from wisdom, ask after
these lines from Horace (Poet. 173, 4)

better than these

now

:

for

?

:

"

Difficilis, querulus,

laudator temporis acti

Se pttero, censor ca&tigatorque minorum."

Such an one

finds the earlier

in history (Deut.

time

(cf. e.g.

iv.

days

—

not only the old days described

32), but also those he lived in before the present

2 Chron.

29)

ix.

—

thus by contrast so

the present ones, that in astonishment he asks

comes

it

that

?

etc.

"

The author

not proceeding from wisdom
7t?

?KB>,

as at Neh.

ground of the
wonder.

mean

The

i.

contrast,
'3,

2

;

"

much better than
What is it = how

designates this question as one

'no, like

:

:

the Mishnic n»an

'al-zeh refers to that question,

which

is at

7|inD,

the same time an exclamation of

assigning a reason for the dissuasion, does not

that the cause of the difference between the present

good old times

and

after the

is

easily seen

;

but

it

denotes that the

and the
supposi-

tion of this difference is foolish, because in truth every age has its

and its dark sides; and this division of light and shadow
between the past and the present betrays a want of understanding
bright
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of the signs of the times

and of the ways of God.

This proverb

does not furnish any point of support for the determination of the

Book of Koheleth (vid. ahove, p. 213).
was composed in the last century of the Persian domina-

date of the authorship of the

But

if it

with the present times

tion, this dissatisfaction

against which Koheleth leads us to consider that

and one-sidedness to regard the present as
all hright and rosy.

is

explained, over

it is

self-deception

dark and the past as

all

Vers. 11, 12. Externally connecting itself with " from wisdom,"

now

there

follows another proverb, which declares that

with an inheritance
better than
possessions,

wisdom

is

good, but that

money and

possessions

and an advantage

wisdom
"

:

for

is

Wisdom
who

is

good with family
For

see the sun.

those

money

wisdom along

nevertheless of itself

shadow ; yet the
wisdom preserveth life to its
possessor."
Most of the English interpreters, from Desvoeux to
Tyler, translate: "Wisdom is as good as an inheritance;" and
Bullock, who translates: "with an inheritance," says of this and
the other translations " The difference is not material."
But the
thought is different, and thus the distinction is not merely a formal
one.
ZockL explains it as undoubted that OJ? here, as at ii. 16 (vid.
l.c), means aeque ac; but (1) that aeque ac has occurred to no ancient
translator, till the Venet. and Luther, nor to the Syr., which trans" better is wisdom than weapons (ton tows)," in a singular
lates
way making 11a a duplette of ix. 18a; (2) instead of "wisdom is
as good as wealth," would much rather be said " wisdom is better
affordeth a shadow,

advantage of knowledge

is this,

affordeth a

that

:

:

:

than wealth," as e.g. Prov. viii. 11
(3) the proverb is formed like
Ahoth ii. 2, " good is study connected with a citizen-like occupation,"
;

(4) one may indeed say " the wise man dieth
with (together with) the fool"
just as well as the fool; but "good
is wisdom with wealth " can neither be equivalent to " as well as
wealth," nor: "in comparison with wealth" (Ewald, Elster), but

and similar proverbs

:

;

=

only

:

" in connection

translated for

;

with wealth (possessions) " aeque ac

una cum where the

subject is

common

may

bo

action and

but not in a substantival clause consisting of a subst. as
subject and an adj. as pred., having the form of a categorical judgnpTO denotes a possession inherited and hereditary (cf. Prov.
ment.
suffering,

xx. 2 1) ; and this is evidence in favour of the view that Dy is meant
not of comparison, but of connection; the expression would otherwise

be iBTTDy.
better

still

"Vfl\ is

now also explained.

It is not to be rendered:

" (than wealth), as Herzf., Hitz.,

in spite of Hengst.,

who

decides in bis

and Hengst. render

own

way, " inv never
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denotes a prevailing good, avantage (vid. above, p.
why men are here named " those who

explained also

them poetically,
by opav <f>do<: tjeKioio.

certainly not merely thus describing

Homer

^coeiv is

see the sun, is

described and coloured

= to have

entered upon this earthly

in which,

life,

For wisdom
affords protection as well as money, but the former still more than
the latter.
So far, the general meaning of ver. 12 is undisputed.
But how is 12a to be construed ? Knobel, Hitz., and others regard
3 as the so-called beth essentiae : a shadow (protection) is wisdom, a
shadow is money, very expressive, yet out of harmony, if not with
the language of that period, yet with the style of Koheleth and how
\iseless and misleading would this doubled 3 be here
Hengstenberg translates in the shadow of wisdom, in the shadow of silver
and Zockler introduces between the two clauses " it is as." But (1)
here the shadow of wisdom, at least according to our understanding
of ver. 11, is not likened to the shadow of silver ; but in conformity
with that DJ>, it must be said that wisdom, and also that money, affords
a shadow ; (2) but that interpretation goes quite beyond the limits of
gnomic brachyology. We explain for in the shadow (?X3, like ???3,
Jonah iv. 5) is wisdom, in the shadow, money by which, without any
particularly bold poetic licence, is meant that he who possesses
wisdom, he who possesses money, finds himself in a shadow, i.e. of
pleasant security; to be in the shadow, spoken of wisdom and
money, is = to sit in the shadow of the persons who possess both.
Ver. 12J. The exposition of this clause is agreed upon.
It is to
be construed according to the accentuation and the advantage of
knowledge is this, that " wisdom preserveth life to its possessors."
The Targ. regards noann njn as connected genit. ; that might be
possible (cf. i. 17, viii. 16), but yet is improbable.
Wherever the
author uses njn as subst., it is an independent conception placed
beside 'an, i. 16, ii. 26, etc.
We now translate, not: wisdom gives
life (LXX., Jerome, Venet., Luther) to its possessors
for njn always
means only either to revive (thus Hengst., after Ps. cxix. 25 cf. lxxi.
20) or to keep in life; and this latter meaning is more appropriate
to this book than the former,
thus (cf. Prov. iii. 18): wisdom preserves in life,
since, after Hitzig, it accomplishes this, not by rash
utterances of denunciation,
a thought lying far behind ver. 10, and
altogether too mean,
but since it secures it against self-destruction
by vice and passions and emotions, e.g. anger (ver. 9), which consume
life.
The shadow in which wisdom (the wise man) sits keeps it
fresh and sound,
a result which the shadow in which money (the
along with wisdom, also no inheritance

is

to be despised.

—

;

!

:

:

;

:

;

;

—

—

—
—

—

KCCLKS.
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capitalist) sits does

not afford

has frequently the directly con-

it

:

trary effect.

Vers. 13, 14. There

now follows a proverb

of devout submission

to the providence of God, connecting itself with the contents of

10:" Consider the work of God
which He hath made crooked

ver.

for

:

who

make

can

that

In the good day be of good
cheer, and in the day of misfortune observe
God hath also made
this equal to that, to the end that man need not experience anystraight

!

:

While nxn, i. 10, viL 27, 29, is not
9 has the meaning of " enjoy," here the

thing (further) after his death."
nan,

from

different

and in

ix.

meaning of contemplative observation, mental

seeing, connects itself

can as little mean quod, as asher,
"Consider God's work"
vi. 12, before mi can mean quoniam.
means recognise in all that is done the government of God, which
both times with it

'?

before

'*?

:

has

motive in

its

the question leads us to suppose, no

this, that, as

10 and

15) to put right God's work in cases
seems to contradict that which is right (Job viii. 3, xxxiv.
12),or to make straight that which He has made crooked (Ps. cxlvi. 9).

creature

where

able

is

(cf. vi.

i.

it

Ver.

14a

The

a.

call

here expressed

14

is parallel to Sir. xiv.

" "Withdraw not thyself from a

good day, and let not thyself
The 3 of 3iC3 is, as little
lose participation in a right enjoyment"
it is not a designation of quality, but
as that of «3, the beth essentiae
He who is, Jer. xliv. 1 7,
of condition in good, i.e. cheerful mood.
(Fritz.)

:

—

:

personally

tov,

translated

cheerful

The

xxi. 13).
:

this sense

and

we

= tov lev), is IHov

(cf. Ps. xxv. 1 3, also Job
14a 0, is of course not to be
or bear the bad day (Ewald, Heiligst.), for in
(

reverse side of the
suffer

use the

nyi3 nxn which

much

call,

expression njn nto, Jer. xliv.
rather, Obad. 13,

17, but not

means a malicious contem-

plation of the misfortune of a stranger, although once, Gen. xxi. 16,

3 n*n also occurs in the sense of a compassionate, sympathizing look,
and, moreover, the paralL shows that njn DV3

(Salomon), or bear
that meaning.

and

is not the obj., but the
Also not: look to
be attentive to
patiently (Burger), for nsn cannot of itself have

=

designation of time.

adv.

reflect:

1

it

But

God has

:

in the day of misfortune observe,
also

responding, parallel, like to

So

much

made
(cf.

the more difficult

(cf.

Job

under
is

v.

ii.

15) the former.

mingling by God of good and evil in the life of man.
that man may find nothing behind him ; this
:
1

meaningless.

The meaning, according

Similarly also Sofaar (Par. jnttfD)

:

perceive

the statement of the object of this

lated
it is

i.e.

10) the latter ne^> cor-

*U1 'in,

thou mayest not incur the judgment which

is

«'.*•

It is transis literal,

but

to most interpreters, is
cave et circumspice,

viz.

that

pronounced.
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at

man may

that

—

time,

vi

investigate nothing that lies hehind his present

thus, that belongs to the future

never
1 2)

=

know what

=
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VII. 15-18.

;

in other words

But aharav

:

that

man

never (not
in the future, lying out from the present of a man ; but
is

before him.

is

Accordingly, Ewald explains, and
him that he may find nothing which, dying, he could
take with him.
But this rendering (cf. v. 14) is here unsuitable.
Better, Hitzig
because God wills it that man shall be rid of all things
after his death, He puts evil into the period of his life, and lets it
alternate with good, instead of visiting him therewith after his death.

always

after his present life.

Heiligst with

:

:

This explanation proceeds from a right interpretation of the words
(cf. iii. 18) rum inveniat homo post se quidquam, sett, quod
rum expertus sit, but gives a meaning to the expression which the
author would reject as unworthy of his conception of God What
is meant is much more this, that God causes man to experience good
and evil that he may pass through the whole school of life, and
when he departs hence that nothing may be outstanding (in arrears)
which he has not experienced.

ideirco ut

CONTINUATION OF EXPERIENCES AND THEIR RESULTS.

The Injuriousness of

The concluding
i.e.

the

section, vii.

is

now

VII. 15-IX. 12.

15-18.

Excesses, vii

1—14,

—

followed by /-sections,

advices in the form of actually experienced facts, in which again
i"

of the author comes into the foreground.

15—18. The first of these counsels warns against extremes,
on the side of good as well as on that of evil " All have I seen in
Vers.

:

the days of

my vanity

men who perish by their
wicked men who continue long by their

there are righteous

:

righteousness, and there are

Be not righteous over-much, and show not thyself wise
beyond measure why wilt thou ruin thyself ? Be not wicked overmuch, and be no fool why wilt thou die before thy time is ? It
is good that thou holdest thyself to the one, and also from the
other withdrawest not thine hand for he that feareth God accomplished it all."
One of the most original English interpreters of

wickedness.

:

:

:

the

Book

of Koheleth, T. Tyler (1874), finds in the thoughts of the

— composed, according to his view, about 200

book

B.c.

—and

in their

expression, references to the post-Aristotelian philosophy, particularly
to the Stoic, variously interwoven with orientalism.
vers.

But

here, in

15-18, we perceive, not so much the principle of the Stoical

ethics

tj}

<pvaei ojioXoyov/jiivas $qv

—

as that of the Aristotelian,
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according to which virtue consists in the art

holding the middle between extremes.

1

fieacos

Also,

eyeiv, the art of

we do

not find here

a reference to the contrasts between Pharisaism and Sadduceeism
(Zockl.), viz. those already in
if it

growth in the time of the author

such a predilection for Epicurism,
c.

for

;

should be also true, as Tyler conjectures, that the Sadducees had

—

as,

according to Josephus (Vit.

2), " the doctrine of the Pharisees is of

—

kin to that of the Stoics,"
yet npTf and nyeh are not apportioned between these two parties,

law by the

especially since the overstraining of conformity to the

We

Pharisees related not to the moral, but to the ceremonial law.

derive nothing for the right understanding of the passsge from re-

wisdom of life here recommended to the tendencies of
The author proceeds from observation, over against which
saints knew not how to place any satisfying theodicee.

ferring the

the time.
the 0. T.

73n

»o» (yid. vi. 1 2) he so designates the long, but for the most part
fen-nx is not " everything
uselessly spent life lying behind him.
possible " (Zockl.), but " all, of all kinds " (Luth.), which is defined

by 156

as of

two kinds;

for

15a

is

the introduction of the following

experience relative to the righteous and the unrighteous, and thus
to the

two

translate

:

which

classes into

all

there are the righteous,

(Umbr., Hitzig, and others)

would appear as

;

men are divided. We do
who by their righteousness,

for if the author should thus

not
etc.

commence,

he wished to give unrighteousness the preference to righteousness, which, however, was far from him.
To
it

perish in or

by

ness OH^?,

seil.

£W,

" in this thing "

= in

if

his righteousness, to live long in or

by

his wicked-

=

to die in
13, as at Prov. xxviii. 2), is
spite of righteousness, to live in spite of wickedness, as e.g. Deut. i. 3 2
viii.

:

spite of, etc.

Eighteousness has the promise

reward but if this is the rule, it has yet its exceptions, and the author thence deduces the doctrine that one should
not exaggerate righteousness for if it occurs that a righteous man,
of long life as

its

;

;

in spite of his righteousness, perishes, this happens, at earliest, in the
case in which, in the practice of righteousness, he goes beyond the
right measure

and limit.

The relative conceptions nana and "fff have
1

here, since they are referred to the idea of the right measure, the

Q?nnn could mean, " to play the wise man
It means, as
whether more or less done, is objectionable.

meaning of

;

nimis.

but that,
at Ex. i. 10, to act wisely (cf Ps. cv. 25, 'TV\, to act cunningly).
And 'B*n, which is elsewhere used of being inwardly torpid, i.e. being
astonished, obstupescere, has here the meaning of placing oneself in a
1

T.

Cf. Luthardt's Lectures on the

and

Moral Truths of Christianity, 2d

ed.

Edin.,

T. Clark.
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vii. 17.

benumbed, disordered state, or also, passively, of becoming disconcerted; not of becoming desolate or being deserted (Hitz., Ginsburg,
and others), which it could only mean in highly poetic discourse (Isa.
liv. 1).
The form DOitfn is syncop., bike '3R, Num. xxi. 27 ; and the
question, with ns?, here and at 17J, is of the same kind as v. 5
Luther, weakening it " that thou mayest not destroy thyself."
Ver. 1 7. Up to this point all is clear righteousness and wisdom
are good and wholesome, and worth striving for but even in these
a transgressing of the right measure is possible (Luther remembers
the summum jus summa injuria), which has as a consequence, that
they become destructive to man, because he thereby becomes a
caricature, and either perishes rushing from one extreme into another,
or is removed out of the way by others whose hatred he provokes.
But it is strange that the author now warns against an excess in
wickedness, so that he seems to find wickedness, up to a certain
degree, praiseworthy and advisable.
So much the stranger, since
" be no fool " stands as contrast to " show not thyself wise," etc. ; so
that " but also be no wicked person " was much rather to be expected
;

:

:

;

as contrast to " be not righteous over-much."

over this difficulty with the remark

:

Zockler seeks to get

" Koheleth does not

a certain moderation in wickedness as

if

he considered

recommend

it allowable,

but only because he recognises the fact as established, that every man
The meaning would then be man's
is by nature somewhat wicked."
life is not free from wickedness, but be only not too wicked
The offen:

!

siveness of the advice

is

not thus removed

;

and

in a certain sense, an intentional wickedness,

a wickedness in union with the fear of God.

besides,

18a demands,

— indeed, as
The

correct

18J shows,
meaning of

wicked over-much " may be found if for ychn we substitute
form the good counsel at once appears as impossible, for
,
it would be immoral, since " sinning," in all circumstances, is an act
which carries in itself its own sentence of condemnation. Thus yen
must here be a setting oneself free from the severity of the lawi
which, although sin in the eyes of the over-righteous, is yet no
sin in itself; and the author here thinks, in accordance with the
spirit of his book, principally of that fresh, free, joyous life to which
he called the young, that joy of life in its fulness which appeared to
him as the best and fairest reality in this present time ; but along
with that, perhaps also of transgressions of the letter of the law,
of shaking off the scruples of conscience which conformity to Godordained circumstances brings along with it.
He means to say be
not a narrow rigorist, enjoy life, accommodate thyself to life but
let not the reins be too loose ; and be no fool who wantonly place:;
" be not
N1?n R

;

in this

:

—

;
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himself above law and discipline
before the time

by want

by

:

Why

wilt thou destroy thy life

suffering vice to kill thee (Ps. xxxiv. 22),

of understanding ruin thyself (Prov. x. 21)

and

1

?

—

good that thou holdest fast to the one," viz.
and withdrawest not thy hand from the
other,
viz. a wickedness which renounces over-righteousness and
for he who fears God acover-wisdom, or an unrestrained life
complishes all, i.e. both, the one as well as the other.
Luther,
against the Vulg. " for he who fears God escapes all."
But what
" All the perplexities
" all " ?
Tyler, Bullock, and others reply
thing
is
found
in
the
no
such
text here, however
life;"
but
of
many perplexities may be in the book Better, Zockler the evil
results of the extreme of false righteousness as of bold wickedness.
But that he does not destroy himself and does not die before his
time, is yet only essentially one thing which he escapes; also,
from ver. 15, only one thing, *n«, is taken.
Thus either: the
extremes
together
with
or
the
their
consequences.
extremes (Umbr.),
worthy
connected,
conclusion.
thought
a
But if gthThe
presents
suffix,
can
be
referred
retrospective
to
that
which imkullam, with its
the
ought
preference.
precedes,
this
to
have
Ginsburg,
with
mediately
"
make
his
God
will
way
with
Hitzig
Whoso feareth
both " but
Jerome, with his vague nihil negligit,
what an improbable phrase
VT,
In the Bible, the phrase 'n
is right as to the meaning.
x.
xliv.
cf.
Jer.
and
egressus est urbem, Gen.
in the
20, is used;
4,
Mishna, \ra\n ^"HK XV, i.e. he has discharged his duty, he is quit of
For the most part, top merely is used he has
it by fulfilling it.
his
duty
and
KiP t6, he has not satisfied it, e.g. Berachoth
satisfied
tW
Accordingly
since Sth-hullam relates to, " these ought ye
ii. 1.
have
done,
and
not
to
leave the other undone," Matt, xxiii. 23
to
here means he who fears God will set himself free from all, will
acquit himself of the one as well as of the other, will perform both,
and thus preserve the golden via media.
Ver. 18. "It

is

righteousness and wisdom,

—

—

;

—

:

:

:

:

;

:

!

.

.

.

:

;

—

:

What protects him who with all his Righteousness is not free from
and what becomes him, vii. 19-22.

Sin,

The thought with which the following sentence is introduced is
But each one of these moral
proverbs and aphorisms is in itself a little whole, and the deeper connections, in the discovery of which interpreters vie with each other,
not incongruous to that going before.

1

An

old proverb, Sola 3a, says

there rules in

him previously the

:

" A man commits no

traDgresaiou unless

spirit of folly."
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VII. 19, 20.

One must not seek to be overbut the possession of wisdom deserves to be highly valued.
Ver. 19. " Wisdom affords strong protection to the wise man more
than ten mighty men who ate in the city." We have to distinguish,
are destitute of exegetical value.

wise

;

shown under

to be strong, and Jty, to flee
whence fi>», stronghold, safe
retreat, protection, and with ?, since Tty means not only to be strong,
but also to show oneself strong, as at ix. 20, to feel and act as one
strong it has also the trans, meaning, to strengthen, as shown in
Ps. lxviii. 29, but here the intrans. suffices
wisdom proves itself
strong for the wise man.
The ten shallithim are not, with Ginsburg, to be multiplied indefinitely into " many mighty men." And
it is not necessary, with Desvoeux, Hitz., Zockl., and others, to think
of ten chiefs (commanders of forces), including the portions of the city
garrison which they commanded.
The author probably in this refers
to some definite political arrangement (vid. above, p. 216), perhaps
as is

for refuge

;

Ps. xxxi. 3, the verbs

try,

?Vn is the fut of the former,

;

:

to the ten archons, like those Assyrian salat, vice-regents, after

whom

eponyms the year was named by the Greeks. B??', in the Asiatic
kingdom, was not properly a military title. And did a town then
as

need protection only in the time of war, and not also at other times,
against injury threatening its trade, against encroachments on its
order, against the spread of infectious diseases, against the force of

As the Deutero-Isaiah (Ix. 17) says of Jerusalem:
make thy officers peace, and thine exactors righteousness,"
Koheleth says here that wisdom affords a wise man as strong a

the elements?
" I will
so

protection as a powerful decemvirate a city; cf. Prov. xxiv. 5a:
"
wise man is ba'oz," i.e. mighty.
Ver. 20. " For among men there is not a righteous man on the

A

earth,

who doeth good, and

sinneth not."

The original

passage, found

in Solomon's prayer at the consecration of the temple, is briefer,
1 Kings viii. 46 : " There is no man who sinneth not." Here the

words might be 'w P^v DlK PK, there

is

no righteous man

.

when we say

.

.

Adam

Germ.
Mensehen gibt es keine gerechten auf Erdm [men, there are none
" Straw, none was given."
The
righteous on earth] cf. Ex. v. 16
verification of ver. 1 9 by reference to the fact of the common sinfulness
from which even the most righteous cannot free himself, does not
but
contradict all expectation to the same degree as the ki in vii. 7
yet it surprises us, so that Mercer and Gratz, with Aben Ezra, take
ver. 20 as the verification of ver. 16, here first adduced, and Knobel
and Heiligst. and others connect it with vers. 21, 22, translating:
" Because there is not a just man . ., therefore it is also the part
stands here as representing the species, as

;

in

:

;

.
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wisdom

to take

no heed unto

forced interpretations

;

words,"

all

instead of the latter,

etc.

But these are

we would

that ver. 20 originally stood after ver. 22, and

is

all

rather suppose

separated from

But yet the sequence of thought lying before us
may be conceived, and that not merely as of necessity, but as that
which was intended by the author. On the whole, Hitzig is correct
" For every one, even the wise man, sins ; in which case virtue, which
has forsaken him, does not protect him, but wisdom proves itself as
his means of defence."
Zockler adds " against the judicial justice
"
but one escapes from this by a penitent appeal to grace,
of God
for which there is no need for the personal property of wisdom
there is thus reason rather for thinking on the dangerous consequences
which often a single false step has for a man in other respects moral
in the threatening complications in which he is thereby involved, it
Otherwise
is wisdom which then protects him and delivers him.
Tyler, who by the Tj), which the wise has in wisdom, understands power
But
over evil, which is always moving itself even in the righteous.
the sinning spoken of in ver. 20 is that which is unavoidable, which
On the coneven wisdom cannot prevent or make inefficacious.
trary, it knows how to prevent the destruction which threatens man
from his transgressions, and to remove the difficulties and derangements which thence arise. The good counsel following is connected
by gam with the foregoing. The exhortation to strive after wisdom,
contained in ver. 1 9, which affords protection against the evil effects
of the failures which run through the life of the righteous, is
followed by the exhortation, that one conscious that he himself is not

its correct place.

:

;

from transgression, should take heed to avoid that tale-bearing
which finds pleasure in exposing to view the shortcomings of others.
Vers. 21, 22. " Also give not thy heart to all the words which
one speaketh, lest thou shouldest hear thy servant curse thee. For
thy heart knoweth in many cases that thou also hast cursed others."
The talk of the people, who are the indef. subj. of ^c. (LXX.,
Targ., Syr. supply do-e^et?), is not about " thee who givest heed to
the counsels just given" (Hitz., ZockL), for the restrictive T?? is
wanting ; and why should a servant be zealous to utter imprecations on the conduct of his master, which rests on the best maxims ?
To this
It is the babbling of the people in general that is meant.
|nj, as at i. 13, 17, viii. 9, 16),
one ought not to turn his heart Q>
}B, which does not occur in
i.e. give wilful attention, ne (k? lE'Vt
the Book of Koheleth) audias servum tuum tihi maledicere; the
free

.

.

.

=

particip. expression of the pred. obj.

xxl

9,

Ewald, § 2846, and

is

follows the analogy of Gen.

not a Graecism; for since in this
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is
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23.

meant, not immediately, but mediated through

would not in good Greek be with the LXX.
<re, but rov hovKov gov Kwrapaadai
are.
The warning has its motive in this, that by such roundabout hearing one generally hears most unpleasant things; and on
hearsay no reliance can be placed.
Such gossiping one should
ignore, should not listen to it at all ; and if, nevertheless, something
so bad is reported as that our own servant has spoken words of
others, the expression

.

.

.

tow Bov\ov <rov Karapai/j,ivov

we ought to pass that by unheeded, well
knowing that we ourselves have often spoken harsh words against
others.
The expression 'til VT, " thou art conscious to thyself that,"
*3
Kings ii. 44, not the obj. accus. dependent on yrv
is like
'J?f, 1
.," but the adv. accus. of
(Hitz.), "many cases where also thou
imprecation against us, yet

.

wk?

.

the words are inverted (Ewald, § 3366), the style of
Koheleth being fond of thus giving prominence to the chief con-

time to

;

ception (ver. 20, v. 18,
to " thine, thy," as at

hi

13).

The

-

22J

it is also

first gam, although it belongs
x
connected with " thou," stands

at the beginning of the sentence, after such syntactical examples as

Hos.

Job

vi.
ii.

11

;

Zech.

ix.

11

;

and even with a two-membered sentence,

10.

The not-found, and

the found the interest

The author makes here a

—a

Woman,

vii

23-29.

pause, looks back at the teaching

regarding prudence, already given particularly from ver. 15, and ac-

knowledges wisdom as the goal of his effort, especially, however,
that for him this goal does not lie behind him, but before him in
the remote distance.

by wisdom I thought, Wise
The 3 in noana j Sj
as at i. 13, that designating the organon, the means of knowledge.
Thus he possessed wisdom up to a certain degree, and in part but
his purpose, comprehended in the one word ™?|nK (vid. above, p. 197,
Ver. 23. "All this have I proved

I will become

;

but

it

remained

far

:

from me."

;

and completely ; i.e. not merely to be able
and communicate advices, but to adjust the
contradictions of life, to expound the mysteries of time and eternity,
and generally to solve the most weighty and important questions
which perplex men. But this wisdom was for him still in the remote
distance.
It is the wisdom after which Job, chap, xxviii., made
§ 2),

was

to possess it fully

to record observations

1

nK~D3i on account of the half pause, accented on the penult, according to the

Mason.
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inquiry in

regions of the world and at all creatures, at last to

all

discover that

God has appointed

Koheleth

wisdom.

briefly

to

man

only a limited share of

condenses Job xxviii.

12-22

in the

words following
Ver. 24. " For that which is, is far off, and deep,
yes, deep who
can reach it ? "
Knobel, Hitz., Vaih., and Bullock translate for
what is remote and deep, deep, who can find it ? i.e. investigate it
but mah-shehaydh is everywhere an idea by itself, and means either
id quodfuit, or id quod exstitit, i. 9, iii. 1 5, vi 10; in the former sense

—

;

:

it is

the contrast of mah-shgihygh,

latter, it is

viii. 7, x.

14,

cf. iii.

22

;

in the

the contrast of that which does not exist, because

it

In this way it is also not to be
translated
For it is far off what it (wisdom) is (Zbckl.) [ = what
wisdom is lies far off from human knowledge], or what it is (the
essence of wisdom), is far off (Elst.)
which would be expressed
by the words N ?#"'" ». And if nvit?-no is an idea complete in itself,
it is evidently not that which is past that is meant (thus e.g. Eosenm.,
quod ante aderat), for that is a limitation of the obj. of knowledge,
which is unsuitable here, but that which has come into existence.
that which has being, for wisdom is t&v ovrav
Bightly, Hengst.
y'v&o-K difrevSifc, Wisd. vii. 17.
He compares Judg. iii 11, "the
work which God does," and viii. 1 7, " the work which is done
What Koheleth there says of the totality of the
under the sun."
historical, he here says of the world of things
this (in its essence
and its grounds) remains far off from man it is for him, and also in
itself and for all creatures, far too deep (pb? pby, the ancient expression
for the superlative): Who can intelligibly reach ('so?, from KXO,
assequi, in an intellectual sense, as at iii. 1 1, viii. 17; cf. Job xi. 7)
it (this all of being) ?
The author appears in the book as a teacher
of wisdom, and emphatically here makes confession of the limitation
of his wisdom for the consciousness of this limitation comes over
has not come into existence.

,

:

:

—

,i

1

:

:

;

;

him

in the midst of his teaching.

Ver. 25. But, on the other side, he can bear testimony to him-

he has honestly exercised himself in seeking to go to the
" I turned myself, and my heart was there to
discern, and to explore, and to seek wisdom, and the account, and to
Begarding
perceive wickedness as folly, and folly as madness."
sabbothi, vid. under ii. 20
a turning is meant to the theme as given
in what follows, which, as we have to suppose, was connected with
a turning away from superficiality and frivolity.
Almost all inconnect the two words
terpreters
as also the accentuation does
'??) '?* ; but " I and my heart " is so unpsychological an expression,
self that

foundation of things

:

:

—

—
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2a

44

Codd. (28 of Kennieott,

my heart]. The erasure of the
my heart ") would at the same time

[with

of de

vav (as

e.g.

require the
Luther " I applied
The Targ., Jerome, and the Venet.
change of VYOD into ^tapn.
the LXX. and Syr., on the contrary, »:fo and
render the word
this also is allowable, if we place the disjunctive on ^K and take
*dbt\ as consequent: my heart, i.e. my striving and effort, was to
discern (Ahen Ezra, Herzf., Stuart),
a substantival clause instead
Regarding tur in an intellecof the verbal ^pTlK wm,i. 13, i 17.
tual sense, vid. i. 13.
Hhgshbon (vid. above, p. 192), with hhochmah,
we have translated by " Rechetischaft" [account, ratio] for we understand by it a knowledge well grounded and exact, and able to be
:

^1

;

;

—

;

established,

—

the facit of a calculation of all the facts and circum-

stances relating thereto

;

and = the N.
256 following n$n?, the

fntyn |ru is Mishnic,

Of the two

airohihovai.

accus.

T. Twyov

as

first,

may

be supposed, and as the determination in the second member
shows, is that of the obj., the second that of the pred. (Ewald,
that V&2, i.e. conduct separating from God and from the
§ 2846)
:

law of that which

is

good, is kgsSl, Thorheit, folly (since, as Socrates

on a

also taxight, all sinning rests

own injury) and
;

194, and

sachal, p.

to ?D|),
rising

%.e.

up

an

false

i.

17), is to be thus translated (in contradistinction

intellectual

and moral obtuseness, living

for the day,

into foolery, not different from holeloth, fury, madness, and

thus like a physical malady, under which
rage,

calculation, to the sinner's

that hassichluth, Narrheit, foolishness, stultitia (vid.

men are

out of themselves,

Koheleth's striving after wisdom thus, at least in

and are mad.

the second instance (njnin), with a renunciation of the transcendental,

went towards a

And now he

practical end.

of the experiences he had reached in this

much

he attaches to

value

on the way

by

it

is

as

it

kvidi

of research.

this experience is evident

long preface, by means of which

him

expresses

way

were

one

How

from the

distilled.

We

wisdom, to metaphysical wisdom, if
we may so speak it remains as far off from him as he seeks to
come near to it We then see him, yet not renouncing the effort
after wisdom, on the way toward practical wisdom, which exercises itself in searching into the good and the bad; and that
which has presented itself to him as the bitterest of the bitter is
see

there

to

—

a woman.
Ver. 26.

"And

like hunting-nets,

I found

and

woman more

bitter

than death; she

is

like snares is her heart, her hands are bands

he who pleaseth God will escape from her but the sinner is caught
by them." As '« 'en, iv. 2, so here '« 'w (vid. above, p. 197, 1, and
;
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198, 3) gains by the preceding '38 'ntapi a past sense; 1 the particip.
clause stands frequently thus, not only as a circumstantial clause, Gen.
xiv. 12 f., but also as principal clause, Gen. ii 10, in an historical
connection.

The preceding pred.

">D,

in the mas. ground-form, follows

the rule, Gesen. § 147.
Eegarding the construction of the relative
" K'n is copula between subj.
clause, Hitzig judges quite correctly
:

and

and precedes

pred.,

It cannot be a nomin.,

to the pred.

the

suff.

for the sake of the contrast, giving emphasis

which would be taken up by
would

:

in nap, since if this latter were subject also to 'XD, K\n

not certainly be found.

Also asher here

not a conj."

is

This tan

which in relative substantival clauses represents the copula,
for the most part stands separated from asher, e.g. Gen. vii. 2, xvii. 12,
Num. xvii 5, Deut. xvii. 15; less frequently immediately with it,
Num. xxxv. 31 1 Sam. x. 19; 2 Kings xxv. 19; Lev. xi. 26;
Deut. xx. 20.
But this asher hu {hi) never represents the subj.,
placed foremost and again resumed by the reflex, pronoun, so as to
be construed as the accentuation requires quae quidem retia et laquei
"rtSD is
eor ejus = cujus quidem cor sunt retia et laquei (Heiligst.).
the means of searching, i.e. either of hunting hunting-net (mitsodah,
(tori),

;

:

:

12), or of blockading: siege- work, bulwarks, ix. 14; here it is
D^n, Hab. i. 14, plur.
the plur. of the word in the former meaning.

ix.

Ezek. xxvi. 5, etc. (perhaps from Dirt, to pierce, bore through), is one
B^DK, fetters, the hands (arms)
of the many synon. for fishing-net.
of voluptuous embrace
Jer. xxxvii.

15,

above, p. 191).
The primary form, after
-nDK; c f. d«k, 'aK, Job xxxix. 9.
Of the

(cf.

is "hdn,

three clauses following asher, vav

wanting to the
Isa.

i.

13

;

cf.

is

found in the second and

Deut. xxix. 22, Job
on the other hand, Isa. xxxiii. 6.
third, as at

import are these Leonine verses

xlii. 9,

is

Ps. xlv. 9,

Similar in their

:

" Femina praeclara Jacie quasi pestis amara,
Et quasi fermentum corrumpit cor sapientum."

That the author
ing woman,

is

is

in full earnest in this harsh judgment regard-

shown by 266: he who appears

to

God

as good

(cf.

26) escapes from her (the fut. of the consequence of this his
relation to God) ; but the sinner (KOirn, cf. above, p. 254, note) is
caught by her, or, properly, in her, viz. the net-like woman, or the
ii.

compared

16; Isa

net to which she

is

harsh judgment

however, not applicable to

1

is,

(Ps.

ix.

xxiv.

woman

18).

The

as such, but

With reference to this passage and Pror. xviii. 22, it was common in
when one was married to ask KX1D IX NXD = happy or unhappy ?

Palestine

Jebamoth 636.
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woman as she is, with only rare exceptions among a thousand
women he has not found one corresponding to the idea of a woman
to

;

Vers. 27, 28. "Behold what I have found, saith Koheleth,
addiug one thing to another, to find out the account What my soul
:

man among a
and a woman among all these have I not
found."
It is the ascertained result, "one man, etc.," which is
Instead of np *£,
solemnly introduced by the words preceding.
the words 'n'pn ids are to be read, after xii. 8, as is now generally
acknowledged errors of transcription of a similar kind are found at
Ginsburg in vain disputes this,
2 Sam. v. 2 Job xxxviii. 12.
hath

sought, and I have not found,

still

thousand have I found

(is this)

one

:

;

;

;

maintaining that the

name

may

fern,

be regarded as

Koheleth, as denoting

as well as mas.

wisdom

here,

;

personified,

where the female

sex is so much depreciated, was the fem. self-designation of the stern
judge specially unsuitable (c£ above, p. 204). Hengst. supposes that
Koheleth is purposely fem. in this one passage, since true wisdom,

But
on the false opinion that woman here
he further remarks that it is significant for
is heresy personified
this fem. personification, that there is " no writing of female authorship in the whole canon of the 0. and N. T."
But what of
Deborah's triumphal song, the song of Hannah, the magnificat of
The
Maiy ? We hand this absurdity over to the Clementines
woman here was flesh and blood, but pulehra quamvis pellis est mens
tamen plena proeellis ; and Koheleth is not incarnate wisdom, but
the official name of a preacher, as in Assyr., for BWJ, curators,
1
nt, 27a, points, as at i. 10, to what
overseers, hazandti is used,
follows. '? nnK, one thing to another (cf. Isa. xxvii. 12), must have
been, like summa summarum and the like, a common arithmetical
and dialectical formula, which is here subordinate to 'yj, since an
adv. inf. such as nip? is to be supplemented
taking one thing to
another to find out the faf n; i.e. the balance of the account, and

represented by Solomon, stands opposite to false philosophy.
this reason for the fem. rests
;

!

:

thus to reach a facit, a resvXtat?

That which presented

itself to

him

in this

way now follows.

was, in relation to woman, a negative experience

sought on and on, and I found not,

(is this)."

:

"

What my

The words

It

soul

are like

the superscription of the following result, in which finally the nt
of

27a

terminates.

seeking,"
1

Ginsburg, incorrectly:

which would have required

"what my soul is still
The pret HB^ja (with

nfij|?o.

Vid. Fried. Delitzsch's Atsyr. Stud. (1874), p. 182.

* Cf.

Aboth
the result."

ir. 29, 'ui [D , ? )

" to give account " 'm ?an, " all according to
;
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P without Dageshf
*ny,

He

means

redire,

as at ver. 29) is retrospective

;

and

from

"rip,

again and again, continually, as at Gen. xlvL 29.

always anew sought, and

that,

as biqshah naphshi for VttfpS

and never found, viz.
a man, one of a thousand, I

denotes, with urgent striving, violent longing,

a

woman

such as she ought to be

have found,

adam ;

etc.

With

:

right, the accentuation gives

Garshayim to

—

stands forth, as at ver. 20, as a general denominator

it

the

" One
sequence of accents, Geresh, Pashta, Zakef, is as at Gen. i 9.
among a thousand " reminds us of Job xxxiii. 23, cf. ix. 3 ; the old

interpreters (vid. Dachselt's Bibl. Accentuata), with reference to these
parallels,

man among

connect with the one

incongruous christological thoughts.

a thousand

all

kinds of

Only, here adam, like the

Romanic VKomme and the like, means man
woman. It is thus ideally meant, like ish,
and accordingly also the paralL ntste. For it

in sexual contrast to

Sam.

1
is

iv. 9, xlvL 15,
not to be supposed

human nature to woman.
But also Burger's explanation " a human being, whether man or
woman," is a useless evasion. Man has the name adam icar etj.
by primitive hist, right " for the man is not of the woman, but the
woman of the man," 1 Cor. xi. 8. The meaning, besides, is not
that among a thousand human beings he found one upright man, but
that the author denies thereby perfect
:

:

not a good

woman

—

(Hitz.),

proper denominator, otk

its

for

then the thousand ought to have had

*33,

—but

sons of the male sex he found only one

that

man

among a thousand

per-

such as he ought to

be,

and among a thousand of the female sex not one woman such as she
ought to be " among all these " is thus = among an equal number.
Since he thus actually found the ideal of man only seldom, and that
of woman still seldomer (for more than this is not denoted by the
round numbers), the more surely does he resign himself to the
following resultat, which he introduces by the word "i?? (only, alone),
;

as the clear gain of his searching

Ver. 29. "Lo, this only have I found, that

but they seek many arts."
;
inverted, since W, belonging as

God

created

man

up-

Also here the order of the words

right

obj. to 'TO (have I found), which is
by *i?? (vid. above, p. 193), is amalgamated with ntn (Lo
see !).
The author means to say Only this (solummodo hocce) have I
the nso is an interjected nota bene. The expression
found, that
God has made man ">»*, is dogmatically significant. Man, as he came
from the Creator's hand, was not placed in the state of moral decision,
is

restricted

!

:

.

1

As

.

. ;

generally the Piel forms of the root EJpQ, Masor.. all have
vid. Luzzatto's Gramm. § 417.
;

Raphe

ori

p, except the imper. }£'p)3
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nor yet in the state of absolute indifference between good and
evil ; he was not neither good nor bad, but he was 31B, or, which is
the same thing, nt5* i.e. in every respect normal, so that he could

!

;

normally develope himself from this positively good foundation. But
by the expression iv* nfc>j>, Koheleth has certainly not exclusively
his origin in view, but at the

the propagation

same time

Creator ; also of man after the

man

far as

his relative continuation in

of himself, not without
fall

the concurrence of the

the words are true, -\&

nfc^,

in so

possesses the moral ability not to indulge sinful affec-

still

tions within him, nor suffer

them

to

sinful actions.
But the
weak sinful man have derived

become

sinful affections in the inborn nature of

\

power of the will over
against this power of nature is for the most part as weakness the
dominance of sin, where it is not counteracted by the grace of God,
has always shown itself so powerful, that Koheleth has to complain of
men of all times and in all circles of life they seek many arts (as
so strong a support from his freedom, that the

;

:

Luther well renders

it),

or properly, calculations, inventions, devices

{hhishsh'vonoth} as at 2 Chron. xxvi. 15, from hhishsh'von,
little

which

is

as

distinguished from the formation hhgshbon, as hhizzayon from

means and ways, by which they go astray from the
In other words:
normal natural development into abnormities.
inventive refined degeneracy has come into the place of moral simMesa/on), viz. of

Chron.

plicity, twrXoTij? (2

of true

human

xi. 3).

As

to the opinion that caricatures

nature, contrasts between the actual and that

which

ought to be (the ideal), are common, particularly among the female
It
sex, the author has testimonies in support of it from all nations.
is confirmed by the primitive history itself, in which the woman

was led

and as the seducer (cf.
an old proverb says
"Women carry in themselves a frivolous mind," Kiddushin 80S. 2 And
because a woman, when she has fallen into evil, surpasses a man in
fiendish superiority therein, the Midrash reckons under this passage
before us fifteen things of which the one is worse than the other
the thirteenth is death, and the fourteenth a bad woman*
Hitzig
supposes that the author has before him as his model Agathoclea,
But also the history
the mistress of the fourth Ptolemy Philopator.
of the Persian Court affords dreadful examples of the truth of the
proverb " Woe to the age whose leader is a woman ; "* and generally
the harem is a den of female wickedness.
appears as the
Psychol, pp.

first

that

103-106).

With

astray,

reference to this

:

;

:

1

If

we

derive' this

Dag. dirimens.
1

word from

hhgshbon, the Dagesh in the B? is the so-called
* Cf. Tendlau's Sprichw. (1860), No. 733.

Duke's Rabb. Blumenl (1844), No. 32.

* Ibid.

No. 118.
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Wise Conduct towards the King and under Despotic Oppression,
viii. 1-9.
If
it

now

the sentence

first

following sings the praise of wisdom,

does not stand out of connection with the striving after wisdom,

which the author, vii. 23 f., has confessed, and with the experiences
announced in vii. 25 ff., which have presented themselves to him in
the way of the search after wisdom, so far as wisdom was attainable.
It is the incomparable superiority of the wise man which the first
verse here announces and verifies.
viii. 1. " Who is like the wise ? and who understandeth the interpretation of things ? The wisdom of a man maketh his face bright,
and the rudeness of his face is changed."
Unlike this saying: " Who
?"
is like the wise
are the formulas osn 'D, Hos. xiv. 10, Jer. xi. 11,

which are compared by Hitzig and others. " Who is
like the wise ?" means
Who is equal to him? and this question, after
the scheme '"taba"'!?, Ex. xv. 11, presents him as one who has not
liis like among men.
Instead of 'nss the word Dana might be used,
after M$, ii 16, etc.
The syncope is, as at Ezek. xl 25, omitted,
which frequently occurs, particularly in the more modern books,
Ezek. xlvii. 22
2 Chron. x. 7, xxv. 10, xxix. 27; Neh. ix. 19,
xii. 38.
The regular giving of Dagesh to 3 after '?, with Jethib,
not Mahpaeh, is as at ver. 7 after 'a Jethib is a disjunctive.
The
second question is not JHV3 'Di, but ini' 'Bi, and thus does not mean
Ps. cvii. 43,

:

;

;

who

as such.
Elst.,

the man of understanding, but
who understands, viz. as
man does thus it characterizes the incomparably excellent
Many interpreters (Oetinger, Ewald, Hitz., Heiligst., Burg.,

is like

the wise

:

;

Zock.) persuade themselves that

standing of the proverb,
does not mislead us

:

8b.

">3^ "itra is

The absence

meant of the under-

of the

art.,

of a proverb, viz. the following

may be made from

manner determinate

ideas

Eightly, Gesenius

explicationem ullius rei; better,

:

all

;

says Hitzig,

but in this

indeterminate ones.
as at

vii.

8

:

Sam. xvi. 18, which, however, does not mean him who has the knowledge of things, but who is
well acquainted with words.
It is true that here also the chief idea
"i^B fi rst leads to the meaning verbum, (according to which the LXX.,
but
Jer., the Targ., and Syr. translate
the Venet.: ep/iijvelav \070v)
cujusvis rei.

Ginsburg compares *OT

Jtaa,

1

;

;

since the unfolding or explaining (peshir) refers to the actual contents

of the thing spoken, verbi

how

and

rei coincide.

The wise man knows

to explain difficult things, to unfold mysterious things

;

in short,

he understands how to go to the foundation of things.
What now follows, 16, might be introduced by the confirming
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1.

but after the manner of synonymous parallelism

man

the same rank with la, since, that the wise

no one

him

like

another form

"

:

places itself in

it

stands so high, and

looks through the centre of things,

Wisdom maketh his
130 and
and makes it

face bright"

wisdom draws the veil from
wisdom is related to folly
fin (" and the
The contrast, '&

stood after Ps. cxix.

xix. 9,

his countenance,

clear

as light is to darkness,

rudeness of his face

is

1 3.

ii.

changed

repeated in

is

thus to be under-

is

;

for

.

.

.

shows, however, that not merely

"),

the brightening of the countenance, but in general that intellectual

and ethical transfiguration of the countenance
once, even though it should not in itself be
the educated

Ewald
able

man rising

above the

common rank.

and the brightness of his countenance

:

W&

even supposing that

;

duplicatur,

still ty,

especially with

l'JB,

we

To

doubled,

is

discover

translate,
is

with

unten-

can mean, like the Arab, yuthattay,

meaning of

in the

meant, in which at

is

beautiful,

brightness, is in itself,

impossible, along with

which

it is,

and

without doubt,

to be understood after az panim, Deut. xxviii. 50, Dan.

viii.

23,

and Mez panim, Prov. vii. 13, or Vphanim, Prov. xxi. 29, so that
thus D'Jfi ty has the same meaning as the post-bibL D^B wy, stiffness,
hardness, rudeness of co\mtenance = boldness, want of bashfulness,
regardlessness, e.g. Shabbath 30b, where we find a prayer in these
words
keep me this day from D'JB ny and from 'D ni?y (that I
may not incur the former or the latter). The Talm. Taanith 76,
thus explaining, says " Every man to whom 'B nity belongs, him one
:

:

may

hate, as the

The LXX.

scripture says,

N^.

.

.

.

rjn

(do not read

translates /uaijdyaerai [will be hated],

and thus

K|B*[)."

also the

both have thus read as the Talm. has done, which, however,
bears witness in favour of N3B" as the traditional reading. It is not
at all necessary, with Hitzig, after Zirkel, to read Nae* : but boldness
Syr.

;

:

disfigureth his countenance

boldness, would,

tenable

;

it is

but the change

is

changed,

viz.

T°y

in itself alone, in the meaning of

with V33 as the

obj. of

the verb, be

unnecessary, the passive affords a per-

is

meaning
by wisdom

fectly intelligible

;

true, along

:

the boldness, or rudeness, of his visage
(Bottch.,

(K3B>, Lam. iv. 1) means, MaL iii. 6,
different ;" the Fih. nitf, Jer. hi. 33,

Ginsb,
merely

Zockl.).

The verb njB>
become

" to change, to

WV, 2 Kings xxv. 29, denotes

in these two passages a change in melius, and the proverb of the

Greek,

Sir. xiii.

24,

KapSla avOpmirov clKSjoioI to irpoaanrov
idv re eh ayada idv re eh kokcl,
is

preserved to us in
ECCLEa.

its original

form thus

airrov,

:

T
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V "

:

:jnj> pa*

so that thus

Wt^

••

2\ob r?

in the sense of being changed as to the sternness

countenance,

of the expression of the

What Ovid

IT

says of science

tolerably falls in with

what

is

as

good as established.
thus

emollit mores nee sinii esse feros,

:

is

here said of wisdom

:

Wisdom

gives

bright eyes to a man, a gentle countenance, a noble expression
refines

and

dignifies his external

hitherto rude external,

and the

;

it

appearance and his demeanour; the

regardless, selfish,

ment, are changed into their contraries.
regarded as an independent proverb,

now,

If,

it will

and bold deportver. 1 is not to

be

bear somewhat the

Luther and others regard la
parallels, such
make
that
appear
probable
as Hos. xiv. 10,
but it cannot be
yielded, because the words are not Dan »d, but 'nna ns.
But that
relation of a prologue to

what

follows.

as of the nature of an epilogue to what goes before

;

;

which follows easily subordinates itself to ver. 1, in as far as fidelity
to duty and thoughtfulness amid critical social relations are proofs
of that wisdom which sets a man free from impetuous rudeness, and
fits him intelligently and with a clear mind to accommodate himself
to the time.

Ver. 2. The faithfulness of subjects, Koheleth says, is a religious
" I say : Observe well the king's command, and that because
:

duty

of the oath of God."
stands

;

The author cannot have written 2a

hovers in the

'?K

hears in vers.

2-4 a

cloak of religion

;

air.

servile person speaking

in vers.

5-8

as

Hitzig reads, with Jerome,

who

it

"it?^,

here

and

veils himself in the

follows the censura of this corrupt

But we have already (vid. above, p. 213) remarked that
ver. 2 accords with Bom. xiii. 5, and is thus not a corrupt theory
besides, this distribution of the expressions of the Book of Koheleth
between different speakers is throughout an expedient resting on a
delusion.
Luther translates : I keep the word of the king, and thus
reads ">bf £ as also does the Jer. Sawhedrin 216, and Koheleth rabba,
theory.

;

under this passage I observe the command of the king, of the
;"
queen. In any case, it is not God who is meant here by "the king
"
and that because of the oath of God," render this imposthe words
:

:

sible,

God
God

although Hengst. regards

it

as possible

;

for (1) " the oath of

"

he understands, against all usage, of the oath which is taken to
and (2) he maintains that in the 0. T. scarcely any passage is
to be found where obedience to a heathen master is set forth as a
But the prophets show themselves as morally great
religious duty.
men, without a stain, just in this, that they decidedly condemn and
;
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unhesitatingly chastise any breach of faith committed against the

Assyrian or Chaldean oppressor,

Isa.

e.g.

xxviii. 15, xxx.

1

Ezek.

;

However, although we understand
melek not of the heavenly, but of an earthly king, yet ">bfK does
not recommend itself, for Koheleth records his experience, and derives
therefrom warnings and admonitions but he never in this manner
The paraenetic impel.
presents himself as an example of virtue.
"ibB> is thus not to be touched.
Can we then use ani elliptically, as
equivalent to " I say as follows"?
Passages such as Jer. xx. 10
Also Ezek.
(Elst.), where "ID&6 is omitted, are not at all the same.
xxxiv. 11, where Wi is strengthened by ani, and the expression is
xvii.

15

;

cf.

Jer.

12.

xxvii.

;

not

elliptical, is

And

not in point here.

Isa. v.

9 also does not apply

In an ingenious bold
manner the Midrash helps itself in Lev. xviii. and Num. xiv., for
with reference to the self-introduction of royal words like njns 'JK it
This exexplains " Observe the / from the mouth of the king."
planation is worthy of mention, but it has little need of refutation
it is also contrary to the accentuation, which gives Pashta to ani, as

to the case of the supposed ellipsis here.

:

to ntn,

vii.

27, and

29, and thus places

"i??, vii.

since thi3 elliptical /, after

ably harsh, and since also

it

which we would place a

it

by

Now,

itself.

colon, is insuffer-

does not recommend itself to omit

as

it,

—

done by the LXX., the Targ., and Syr., for the words must then
have a different order, "pon 'B "ibc>, it is most advisable to supply
WON, and to write '»« '3K or 'JK "'?«, after ii. 1, iii. 17, 18. We find
ourselves here, besides, within an I section, consisting of sentences
interwoven in a Mashal form. The admonition is solemnly introduced,
since Koheleth, himself a king, and a wise man in addition, gives it
the support of the authority of his person, in which it is to be
observed that the religious motive introduced by 1 explic. (yid. Ewald,
§ 3 4 06) is not merely an appendix, but the very point of the admonition.
is

—

Kleinert, incorrectly

:

" Direct thyself according to the

meaning, then

mouth

Were

king, and that, too, as according to an oath of God."

of the

this the

we might certainly wish that it were a servile Alexwho said it. But why should that be the mean-

andrian court-Jew

ing?

The meaning "wegen" [because

of],

which

is

usually attri-

buted to the word-connection mrrbv here and at iii. 18, vii 14,
Kleinert maintains to be an arbitrary invention. But it alone fits these

^

will signify

and why an arbitrary invention ? If *i?^"' ^>
*^v &>
means " von wegen " [on account of], then also mav^y
"propter rationem, naiuram," as well as (Ps. ex. 4) ad

rationem.

*?* '3E> is, as

three passages,

,

-

lxxix. 9, etc.,

elsewhere

'TV '2&, e.g.

Ex.

xxii.

10, a pro-
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mise given under an appeal to
strengthened by an oath.
Here it

God, a declaration or promise
the oath of obedience which
is meant, which the covenant between a king and his people includes,
though it is not expressly entered into by individuals. The king is
is

designated neither as belonging to the nation, nor as a foreigner
that which

is

said is valid also in the case of the latter.

Daniel,

Nehemiah, Mordecai, etc., acted in conformity with the words of
Koheleth, and the oath of vassalage which the kings of Israel and
Judah swore to the kings of Assyria and of Babylon is regarded by
the prophets of both kingdoms as binding on king and people (vid.
above,

213).

p.

Ver.
follows

The warning, corresponding

3.

One must not

:

to

the exhortation,

now

thoughtlessly avoid the duty of service and
"

Hasten not to go away from him join
he
executeth all that he desireth."
not in an
Eethe
connection,
of
two
verbs
with one idea, lying before us in
garding
'H, as e.g. at Zech. viii. 15, Hos. i 6, vid. Gesen.
§ 142. 3b.
of
this sentence, we might use V3BO raj? ?n2n"7N, as e.g.
Instead
Aboth v. 8 " The wise man does not interrupt another, and hastens
not to answer," i.e. is not too hasty in answering.
As with DJ^ to be
iv.
with the king,
15 =to hold with him, so here V3QD "f?n means to
take oneself away from him, or, as it is expressed in x. 4, to leave
one's station; cf. Hos. xi. 2: " They (the prophets of Jahve) called to
them, forthwith they betook themselves away from them."
It is

homage due

to the king

matter

evil

W

•

•

;

:

:

for

•

:

possible that in the choice of the expression, the phrase yso hnx,
" to be put into a state of alarm before any one," Job xxiii. 1 5, was

The indef. Jn "Q'j, Deut. xvii. 1, xxiii. 10,
cf. xiii. 12, xix. 20, 2 Kings iv. 41, etc., is to be referred (with
Kosenm., Knobel, Bullock, and others) to undertakings which aim
at resisting the will of the king, and reach their climax in conspiracy against the king's throne and life (Prov. xxiv. 2 lb). 3 nbjfrr^K
might mean persist not in it; but the warning does not presuppose
that the entrance thereon had already taken place, but seeks to
prevent it, thus enter not, go not, engage not, like 'amad b'derek,
'amad babrith, 2 Kings xxiii. 3 cf. Ps. cvi. 23 Jer.
Ps. i. 1
xxiii. 18.
Also the Arab, 'amada li=intendii, proposuit stbi rem, is
not without influence.

:

:

;

;

compared;

it is

used in the general sense of "to

thing, to stretch to something."

Zockl.

:

make toward some-

Otherwise Ewald,

Elst., Ginsb.,

stand not at an evil word (of the king), provoking

anger thereby
(cf.

;

still

Ps. cxli. 4),

more,

means an

—against

ver. 5,

evil thing,

where jn

"\21,

and

him

to

as generally

and against the close connection
Hitzig even stand not at an

of 3 10P, which is to be presupposed.

:
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evil command, i.e. hesitate not to do even that which is evil, which the
king commands, with the remark that here a servilismus is introduced
as speaking, who, in saying of the king, " All that pleaseth him he

which are used only of God the Almighty, John i.
Hengst, Hahn, Dale, and others therefore dream

doeth," uses words

14, Ps. xxxiii. 9,
of the heavenly

etc.

King

say the very same thing

2,

Sanhedrin

which Tyler

2, to

ii.

But proverbs of the

in the text

such as Prov. xx.

refers, says of

;

earthly king,

the Mishna
the king, " The king

and

if

cannot himself be a judge, nor can any one judge him

he does not

;

give evidence, and no evidence can be given against him," a sovereignty is thus attributed to the king, which

is

established in the verse following.
Ver. 4. " Inasmuch as the word of a king

What

can say to him:

Job

12, Isa. xlv. 9, Dan.

ix.

king,

especially

Baasher

and e^'

doest thou

of

"

16

ii.

Burger arbitrarily

The

;

is

powerful

The same thing

is

;

and who

said of God,

32, Wisd. xii 12, but also of the

the unlimited

verifies as B>3 at
&.

iv.

?

formulated in 36 and

monarch of a

despotic

state.

Gen. xxxix. 9, 23 Greek, eV £
quae dixit ("if? for *0' }), rex, in ea
cf.

;

!

:

noun shilton=
and Midrash, shilton, like
1
That which
the Assyr. siltannu, means the ruler (vid. under v. 8).
now follows is not, as Hitzig supposes, an opposing voice which
makes itself heard, but as ver. 2 is compared with Bom. xiii. 5, so is

potestatem habet.

adjectival impers. use of the

potestatem habens, is peculiar; in the Talm.

with Bom. xiii 3.
Whoso remaineth true to the commandment will experience nothing evil; and the heart of the wise man will know a time
and judicial decision." That by njsp is here to be understood not
the commandment of God, at least not immediately, as at Prov.
xix. 16 (Ewald), but that of the king, and generally an injunction
and appointment of the superior authority, is seen from the context,
which treats not of God, but of the ruler over a state. Knobel and
others explain
He who observeth the commandment engageth not
with an evil thing, and the wise mind knoweth time and right.
But JTT is never thus used (the author uses for this, 3 *1D»), and the
ver. 5

Ver. 5. "

:

same meaning is to be supposed for the repeated JH' it means to
arrive at the knowledge of in the first instance
to suffer, Ezek.
xxv. 14; cf. Isa. ix. 8
Hos. ix. 7 in the second, to experience,
Josh. xxiv. 31
Ps. xvi. 11.
It may also, indeed, be translated after
ix. 12
a wise heart knoweth time and judgment, viz. that they will
:

;

:

;

;

;

:

not

fail

;

but

why

should

nothing stands in the
1

way

we not
?

We

STTj both times fut., since
do not translate a wise heart,

render

:

Vid. Fried. Delitzsch's Assyr. Stud. p. 129

f.
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a wise mind (Knobel), although this
Ps. xc. 1 2), but

by

:

possible, 1
is

Kings

forward by dynastic oppression to a

iii.

12

(cf.

made more natural

The heart of a wise man, which

Prov. xvi. 23.

x. 2,

is

the heart of a wise man, which

is

not hurried

but
hope (Lam. iii. 26) awaits the interposition of
God, will come to the knowledge that there is an eth, a time, when
oppression has an end, and a mishpat, when it suffers punishment.
Well adapted to the sense in which eth is here used is the remark
selfish forgetfulness of duty,

in quietness and

of Elia Levita in his Tishbi, that

and the Romanic tempo, but TO

The LXX.

termino.

JO?

corresponds to the

German

German

Zeit

and the Romanic
xaipbp icplaew and, in fact, 'D1 ny is
to the

translates

Ziel

;

a hendidays, which, however, consists in the division of one concep-

The heart

tion into two.
will

come

man

remaining true to duty
and judicial decision, for
under the fate for which it is

of the wise

to learn that there is a terminus

everything has an end
ripe, especially

when

it falls

the sinner.

Ver. 6. " For there is a time and decision for everything, for the
wickedness of man becomes too great"
From 6a there follow four
clauses with '3 ; by such monotonous repetition of one and the same
word, the author also elsewhere renders the exposition difficult, afford-

ing too free a space for understanding the
hypothetical,

and

clauses with

'3.

5a, the clause

*3

as confirming, or as

for co-ordinating or subordinating to

each other the

Presupposing the correctness of our exposition of

6a with '3 may be rendered parenthetically, and that
an end and decision the heart of the
come to experience (because for everything there is

in 6& hypothetically: "

with

»3

wise

man

will

an end and decision), supposing that the wickedness of man has
become great upon him, i.e. his burden of guilt has reached its full
measure."
We suppose thereby (1) that na/i, which appears from the
accent on the ult. to be an adj., can also be the 3d pret., since before
Isa. xi. 1), to
y the tone has gone back to ah (cf. Gen. xxvi. 1
protect it from being put aside ; but generally the accenting of such
forms of v"v hovers between the penult, and the ult, e.g. Ps. lxix. 5,
lv. 22
Prov. xiv. 19.
Then (2) that \h$ goes back to ffl«n, without
distinction of persons, which has a support in vi. 1, and that thus a
great nyi is meant lying upon man, which finally finds its punishment
But this view of the relation of the clauses fails, in that it affords no
;

;

connection for ver.

7.

It appears to be best to co-ordinate all the

members of one chain of proof, which reaches its point in
86, viz. in the following manner
the heart of a wise man will see
the time and the judgment of the ruler, laying to his heart the temptation to rebellion; for (1) as the author has already said, iii 17 " God
four

'3

as

:

:
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will judge the righteous as well as the wicked, for there is with Him
a time for every purpose and for every act;" (2) the wickedness of
man (by which, as ver. 9 shows, despots are aimed at) which he has
committed, becomes great upon him, so that suddenly at once the

upon him ; (3) he knows not what
no one can tell him how (quomodo) it, the future,
will be, so that he might in any way anticipate it— the judgment
will overwhelm him unexpectedly and irretrievably: wickedness

judgment of God
will be done

does not save

will break in

(4)

;

its possessor.

For and For: "For he knoweth
tell him how it will be ?
There is no man who has power over the wind, to restrain the wind
and no one has authority over the day of death and there is no
discharge in the war and wickedness does not save its possessor."
The actor has the sin upon himself, and bears it; if it reaches
the terminus of full measure, it suddenly overwhelms him in punishment, and the too great burden oppresses its bearer (Hitzig, under
Isa. xxiv. 20).
This 'trai ny comes unforeseen, for he (the man who
heaps up sins) knoweth not id quod fiet ; it arrives unforeseen, for
quomodo fid, who can show it to him ? Thus, e.g., the tyrant knows
not that he will die by assassination, and no one can say to him how
that will happen, so that he might make arrangements for his proVers. 7 and 8 thus continue the

not that which shall be

for

;

who can

;

;

Eightly the

and Ginsburg

iv.

17, v. 3,

no

viii.

LXX.

on the contrary, the Targ.,
but "^s signifies quum,
16, but not quavdo, which must be expressed by

tection.

Hitzig,

:

*«#<»<? co-Tat

when

it

will be

;

1

j

(Mishnic 'no'K, rio^).

Now

follows the concluding thought of the four

*3,

whereby

There are four impossibilities enumerated ; the
fourth is the point of the enumeration constructed in the form of a
numerical proverb.
(1) No man has power over the wind, to check
the wind.
Ewald, Hengst., ZbckL, and others understand TO" , with
the Targ., Jerome, and Luther, of the Spirit (0"n nr>)
but man can
5b

is established.

1

;

limit this physically

when he puts a

must restrain

it

contrary, the

wind rmn

it is

morally by ruling
is,

it,

violent termination to

Prov. xvi. 32, xxv. 28.

after xi. 5, incalculable,

life,

and

On the

and to rule over

the exclusive prerogative of Divine Omnipotence, Prov. xxx. 4.

The

transition to the second impossibility is mediated

that in nil, according to the usus

loq.,

by

this,

the ideas of the breath of

animal life, and of wind as the breath as it were of the life of the
whole of nature, are interwoven.
(2) No one has power over the
1

The Venet.

i»

J , as

if

the text had ns^a.
* -»r
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day of death

:

Ow

there here interchanges

and Venet. as

which

|to7B>,

it,

is

or to change

without

With

it.

LXX.

rendered by the

by the Syr. But as at Dan. hi. 2, so also
and will be so also in the passage before
the Talm. and Midrash, in contradistinction to

abstr., also

above at ver. 4,

it is concr.,

generally in

us, as

man

death, viz. natural death, comes to a

his being able to see it before, to determine

which

V&&, after the forms J"J3N, 1?"^, etc., e.g. Bere:
"Every king and ruler pvhw who had not a
pW, a command (government, sway) in the land, said that that did
not satisfy him, the king of Babylon had to place an under-Caesar

the

abstr.,

shith rabba,

c.

85

is

extr.

1

no man possesses rule or is a ruler
inevitable law of death to the
inexorable severity of the law of war (3) there is no discharge, no
dispensation, whether for a time merely (missw), or a full discharge
(dimissio), in war, which in its fearful rigour (vid. on the contrary,
Even so,
Deut. xx. 5-8) was the Persian law (cf. above, p. 214).
every possibility of escape is cut off by the law of the divine

in Jericho,"

A

etc.

Thus

transition is

.

:

.

.

made from the

;

requital

lord

(4) wickedness will not save (B?», causative, as always) its
" Unfaithfulness strikes its own master ") or
:

;

(cf.

the proverb

possessor

;

i.e.

when

the wicked person,

the

Gratz would adopt the reading

lost.

'oi

TO comes,

hopelessly

is

instead of yen

"iBT?

fate of the J??n ???, or of the JKsn, is certainly that to

but the
which the
;

concatenation of thought from ver. 6 leads, as also the disjunctive

accent at the end of the three

first

that in the words ba'al resha' (not

(V^a, as at
is

v.

But

clauses of ver. 8 denotes.

v$|3)

a despotic king

10, 12, vii 12; Prov.'iii. 27;

is

thought of

under Prov.

cf.

i.

19),

placed beyond a doubt by the epilogistic verse

"All that I have seen, and that, too, directing my heart
done under the sun to the time when a man
rules over a man to his hurt."
The relation of the clauses is mistaken by Jerome, Luther, Hengst., Vaih., Ginsburg, and others, who
begin a new clause with TO " there is a time," etc. ; and Zbckl.,
Ver.

9.

to all the labour that is

:

:

who

TO as epexegetical of 'ui 'SP"^| (" every
work that is done under the sun "). The clause Jtoji is an adverbial
subordinate clause (vid. under iv. 2) et advertendo quidem animum.
TO is accus. of time, as at Jer. li. 33 cf. Ps. iv. 8, the relation of
ventures to interpret

'ui

:

;

'eth asher,

like

&

'?»,

i.

7,

xi.

3.

All that,

viz.

the

wisdom

of

patient fidelity to duty, the perniciousness of revolutionary selfishness,

1

and the suddenness with which the judgment comes, he has

Regarding the distinction between |io^B> and

]Kf?W, vid.

Baer's Abodath

Jitrael, p. 385.
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seen (for he observed the actions done under the sun), •with his

own
own

eyes, at the time

when man

ruled over

man w

[the ruler's] injury (Symm., Jerome), but

not

JH?,

to the injury

:

to his

:

(LXX.,

Theod., rod xaic&o-ai avrov, and thus also the Targ. and Syr.) of this

man

and not a judgment was
The man who rules over man to the hurt of the latter
rules as a tyrant; and this whole section, beginning with viii. 1,
treats of the right wisdom of life at a time of tyrannical government.
second

;

for after 'eth asher, a description

to be expected.

It is with

(lie

grants

and with

Righteous as with the Wicked,

with the Righteous,
it,

—

is best

it

the

Wicked as

enjoy Life as long as

to

God

10-15.

viii

The theme of the following

shows

by

"

"

and then
to be cognate.
It is the opposition of the fate of the wicked and
of the righteous to the inalienable consciousness of a moral government of the world this opposition comes forth, under the unhappy
tyrannical government of which the foregoing section treats, as a
prominent phenomenon.
Ver. 1 0. " And then I have seen the wicked buried, and they
came to rest ; but away from the holy place they had to depart, and
were forgotten in the city, such as acted justly also this is vain."
The double particle J5f signifies, in such a manner, or under such
circumstances with " I have seen " following, it may introduce an
observation coming under that which precedes (pa = Mishnic ^I?3),
or, with the force of the Lat. inde, introduce a further observation
section

itself

;

:

;

of that ruler ; this temporal signification " then "

which we have

(

=

ttj),

W. £.)}

men

in view,

Apparently the observation has two different classes of

and

refers to their fate, contradicting, according to appearance, the

rectitude of God.

who

according to

translated, it has in the Targ. (vid. Levy's

Opposite to the

are described as

rightly directed,

'tn "IK>K

what stands

:

they

Vi (" the wicked ") stand they
who have practised what is

in a right relation (vid. regarding

|3,

as

noun, under Prov. xi 1 9), have brought the morally right into practice,
i.e. have acted with fidelity and honour 05 n ^, as at 2 Kings vii. 9).

Koheleth has seen the wicked buried

nsn

;

is

followed

by the

but D^3p is not followed
CNai
by
(which, besides not being distinct enough as part, per/ecti,
would be, as at Neh. xiii. 22, part, jpraes.), but, according to the
particip. as predic. obj., as is jn3B>, vii.

1

Cf. pi, 2 Chron. xxxii. 81
"'

;

21

;

Ewald, § 854a

;

Baer's Abodath Jisrael, pp.

384, 886.
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favourite transition of the particip. into the finite, Gesen. § 134. 2,

by W3J, not
1;

*N3i

is

for the disjunctive Eebta has the fuller

20 with Job

Isa. xlv.

cf.

enter in "

;

form with

"To

10, and above, at ii 23.

xvii.

here, after Isa. xlvii. 2,

= to

enter into peace,

come

1

That what follows 'ooi does not relate to the wicked, has
been mistaken by the LXX., Aquila, Symm., Theod., and Jerome,
who translate by iiryvqOricav, lauddbantur, and thus read irnnB" (the
Hitkpa., Ps. cvi. 47, in the pass, sense), a word which is used in the
Talm. and Midrash along with irone*.* The latter, testified to by
the Targ. and Syr., is without doubt the correct reading the struc-

to rest.

:

members

is

that which

is

ture of the antithetical parallel

laa precedes

the persons in
follows

it

;

cf.

The

Ps. lxx. 5b, lxxv. 9b.

chiastic

declared,

the naming of

;

and in la/8

it

forms here gain, by

fut.

the retrospective perfects going before, a past signification,

'"ijj

'ftp,

" the place of the holy," is equivalent to B^iJ Dipo, as also at Lev.

Ewald understands by it the place of burial: "the upright
Thus
were driven away (cast out) from the holy place of graves."
6.

vii.

also Zoekl.,

e.g.

holy

.

.

those

.

who
who

renders

:

but wandered far from the place of the

did righteously,

i.e.

But

graves neither holy nor honourable.

not found among the

many

they had to be buried in
this

form of expression

is

by
the Jews (vid. below, xii. 5, and Hamburger's Beal-EneyM. fUr Bibd
u. Talm., article "Grab").
God's-acre is called the "good place,"*
but not the " holy place." The " holy place," if not Jerusalem itself,
which is called by Isaiah II. (xlviii. 2), Neh., and Dan., 'ir liaqqodesh

now

(as

el-hids), is the

designations of a burial-place used

holy ground of the temple of God, the totto?

07405 (Matt. xxiv. 15), as Aquila and
find

the

Symm.

now, we
to be presupposed that
translate.

min connected with the verb halak, it is
min designates the point of departure, as also P

W

Thus not
points
subject

is

:

to

wander

far

from the holy place

!

Ttp n, Isa. xiv. 1 9.

nor as Hitz.,

they pass away (perish) far from the holy place.
the being driven away from the holy place, but not as

who
The

:

were causative,

in the sense of Wy1\ and meant

subj. (Ewald, Heiligst, Elst.),

of Kal,

;

If,

—but

%v>\

—

it is also, iv.

ejiciunt,

15,

xi. 9,

if

'?!]'

with an indef.

only the intens.

Job xxx. 28, cf.
walk of those who are compelled

denotes, after Ps. xxxviii 7,

xxiv. 1 0, the meditative, dull, slow

Zunz, Zur Gesch. «. Literatur, pp. 856-359.
The Midrash Tanchuma, Par. riJV, *'»»'•> ns «s both expressions; the Talm.
Oittin 566, applies the passage to Titus, who took away the furniture of the temple
1 Cf.
*

to

magnify himself therewith in his city.
» Vid. Tendlau's Sprichw., No. 431.
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VIII.

which they love

against their will to depart from the place
xxvi. 8, lxxxiv. 2

ff.).

They must go

(Ps.

forth (whither, is not said, but

Amos

probably into a foreign country; cf.
soon are they forgotten in the city,

vii. 17), and only too
the holy city ; a younger

viz.

knows nothing more of them, and not even a gravestone
them back to the memory of their people. Also this is a

generation
brings

vanity, like the

wicked while

many

living,

others already registered

and

—

this, viz., that the

also in their death, possess the sacred

on the contrary, the upright are constrained to
and are soon forgotten. Divine rectitude is herein
missed.
Certainly it exists, and is also recognised, but it does not
show itself always when we should expect it, nor so soon as appears
to us to be salutary.
Ver. 11. "Because judgment against the work of the wicked
native soil

while,

;

depart from

man

it,

not speedily executed, for this reason the heart of the

is

men

children of

is

full

The clause with asher

is

within them, to
connected

first

this, that they do evil."
with the foregoing gam-zeh

havel: thus vain, after the nature of a perverted world (inversus
(asher, as at iv. 3, vi 126; cf. Deut.
go on, because
24) ; but the following clause with 'al-ken makes this clause
with asher reflex, an antecedent of itself (asher
'al-asher)
originally

ordo), events

.

.

.

iii.

—

=

it is

not meant as an antecedent.

new, with &

raph., and,

DtfiB

besides, also

1

(here to be written after

with

i

the post-

raph.), in

Armen. paigam, which is derived
from the ancient Pers. paiti-gama : " Something that has happened,
tidings, news."
The Heb. has adopted the word in the general sense
exilian books, is the Persian paigam,

;
of " sentence " in the passage before us' it signifies the saying or

sentence of the judge, as the Pers. word, like the Arab, naban,

used principally of the sayings of a prophet (who

is called

is

peighdm-

Greek <f>0iryfia ; but thus, also, the
sound with <rpl\t), (popelov, without being borrowed from the Greek.
The long a of the word is, as
Zirkel regards

bar).

words

it

as the

7DJK, tf^BK strangely agree in

i.
20, invariable; also here WTIB is the constr.
To
with Heiligst. and Burg., is thus unwarrantable.
It is
more remarkable that the word is construed fern, instead of mas.

Elst.

shows,

point

DtflB,

For since T$
1

With

Thus
*

construed J neither in the bibl. nor in the Mishnic

raph. in

Ginsburg points in favour of
;

not pR

;

and

;

edd., as also Esth.

En hakore

nbW

to Jer. xxxviii. 5, but there $>av

attributive clause

ptt,

H. P. and the older

also the punctuator Jekuthiel in his

particip.
tin

i

is

as

fin.

to Esth.

to Ex.

(if it is

iii.

i.

i.

20

;

Dan.

iii.

16.

20.

2,

but there ^>3K

is

not to be read {tfy) represents

and to Job xxxv. 15, but there the word is rightly pointed
the vulg. Arab, laysa, is used as an emphatic j&

this, like
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with the

style

The

finite

of the verb,

n^

is

not the 3d

fret.,

but the

It is not, however, necessary, with Hitz., to read

particip.

nfc'gj.

foreign word, like the (Arab.) firolans, irapaSeuros, admits of use

in the double gend. (Ewald, § 1 74#) ; but it is also possible that the
fem. new is per. attract, occasioned by <*¥}<}, as Kimchi, Michlol 1 Oa,

supposes

(cf.

under

besides,

phithgam, and hara'ah

x.

njW? is const, governed by
The LXX, Syr., and Jerome
only if phithgam min
after the

15).

thus obj. gen.

is

read ^V?, which would be possible

—

analogy of the Heb.-Aram. phrase, niphra'
one's due of

—

could

means

any one,

mean the

here,

as

i.e.

full

to take vengeance

('ithp'ra')

on him,

min, to take

to punish

execution of punishment on any one

Jerome

rightly translates, sententia;

however, with me'ose hard ah, sententia contra male*.

;

him

but

it

impossible,

Hengst. sup-

poses that not only the traditional text, but also the accentuation,
is

correct, for

Judge)

is

he construes

:

because a sentence (of the heavenly

not executed, the work of wickedness

Thus

also Dachselt in the

trary,

remarks that the accents are not in the

BiUia

accentuata.

of interpunction, but of cantillation.

In

is haste,

i.e.

speedy.

Mercerus, on the confirst

fact, genit.

instance marks

word-connections

do not exclude the keeping them asunder by distinctives such as
Pashta and Tiphcha, Isa. x. 2, and also Zaheph, as e.g. Esth. i. 4.

The LXX. well renders " Therefore the heart of the sons of men
;
is fully persuaded in them to do evil " for which Jerome, freely,
after Symm.
absque timore ullo JUii hominum perpetrant mala.
The heart of one becomes full to do anything, is = it acquires full
courage thereto (Luzzatto, § 590 gli Uastb Vanimd) ; cf. Esth. vii. 5:
" Where is he who has his heart filled to do ? " (thus rightly, Keil),
:

:

:

i.e.

whom

itself,

it

has encouraged to so bold an undertaking.

unnecessarily heightens the expression of the inwardness of

the destructive

work

(vid.

punishment does not take
bimherah,

with
evil
his

Ofja in

iv.

full, i.e.

1 2), therefore

men

151

f.).

The sentence of

m'hera, hastily (adv. accus. for

are secure,

and they give themselves

with fearless and shameless, boldness to the practice of

The author confirms

own

Psychol, p.
effect

this further, but not without expressing

conviction that there is a righteous requital which contra-

dicts this appearance.

Vers. 12, 13. "Because a sinner doeth evil an hundred times,
and he becometh old therein, although I know that it will go well
with them that fear God, that fear before Him but it will not go
well with the wicked, and he shall not live long, like a shadow
Ewald (whom Heiligst., Elst,
because he feareth not before God."
and ZockL follow), as among the ancients, e.g. Mendelssohn, trans:
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12:" Though

long, yet I know," etc.
is

admissible, Lev.

before us,

still less

iv.

a sinner do evil an hundred times, and live
That an antecedent may begin with asher
22, Deut.

22

xviii.

;

acceptable than at ver. 11.

asher of the antecedent cannot

this
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VIII. 12, 13.

mean

but in the case lying
For, in the

first place,

" although," but only

and in places such as vi. 3, where this " considering that " may be exchanged with " although," there follows
not the part., but the fut. natural to the concessive clause ; then, in
the second place, by this antecedent rendering of asher a closer connection of 12a and 12Z> is indeed gained, but the mediation of ver. 12
and ver. 11 is lost in the third place, Ql *3, in the meaning " how" considering that ; "

;

ever " {gam,
just this hi

8pm, with affirmative hi), is not found
gam} signifies, in the passage before us,

;

not asher, but

as at iv. 14, el

—

only a somewhat otherwise applied gam ki, Ewald,
3626, as p-^y <a is a somewhat otherwise applied 'a p'hv- Rightly,
Hitzig " In 1 2a, 1 la is again resumed, and it is explained how
The sinner is thereby entardy justice has such a consequence."
couraged in sinning, because he does evil, and always again evil, and
Kai, although,
§

:

Regarding Kon
yet enjoys himself in all the pleasures of long life.
Bnsya mo, an hundred
n«D is
for Kt?h, vid. above, p. 197, 1.

=

Job xL 5, is = nnN Dya Hengst. and others, inexactly:
an hundredfold, which would have required the word BViKD ; and
falsely, Ginsburg, with the Targ.
an hundred years, which would
have required HKO, scil. wf, Gen. xvii. 17. This centies (Jerome)
is, like' mo, scil. W32, vi. 3, a round number for a great many, as
at Prov. xvii 10, and frequently in the Talm. and Midrash, e.g.
Wajikra rabba, c. 27: "an hundred deeply-breathed sighs (hnd
2
The meaning of v T"1N0' is in
nvya) the mother gave forth."
times, as nriN,

;

:

general clear

he becomes therein

:

et per
he experiences forbearance,

Jerome, improbable

old.

patientiam sustentatur, as Mendelssohn

:

:

and make God the subject, 'b is
and the only question is, whether
8
the doing of evil has to be taken from JTJ nfcty, as obj. to 'kdi he
practises it to him long, or whether, which is more probable, B^DJ is

for they supply iBN (Isa. xlviii. 9),

in

any case the

so-called dat. ethic.;

:

That D3

1

which

and

is

is

not pointed DJ, has

viii. 7,

*

We expect these two words

xlvii. 8,

Lev.

Thus,

viii. 1,

»3,

's <p,

Reifmann in the Zeitsck, TJDH, 1874, p. 842.
(cf. Gen. xxxi. 12) with the retrogression of the
but as this ceases, as a rule, with Mercha before Tifcha and Pashta, Gen.

Vid. Jac.

;

reason in the disjunctive Jethib with

'3 >3.

»

tone

its

not interchanged with the conjunctive Mahpach.

Ex.

xviii. 6,

xxii. 10, 19,

Deut.

iv.

42, xix. 4, Isa. x. 14 (cf. the penult, accent of $Otf\

and nj3, Gen.

iv. 17,

with the

ult.

accent Lev. xxii. 14
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fn»n

to be supplied after 1 3a, so that

Prov. xxviii. 2, to last long

the dat.

;

sigDifies to live long, as at

ethic,

gives the idea of the

feeling of contentment connected with long life

wantonly, and becomes old in

That

it

:

he thereupon

sins

in good health.

the actual state of the case, which the author cannot

is

conceal from himself ; although, on the other hand, as by

way

of

ani, he well knows that there is a moral
he adds ki
government of the world, and that this must finally prevail. We
may not translate that it should go well, but rather that it must
go well ; but there is no reason not to interpret the fut. as a pure
that it shall go well, viz. finally,
it is a postulate of his
indie.
consciousness which the author here expresses; that which exists

limitation

.

.

.

:

:

—

:

in appearance contradicts this consciousness, which, however, in spite

of this, asserts

itself.

idem per idem,

That to ?*$

time of the author the

come

'~f?

added, has certainly

is

"

into use.

name

The

the clause
its

')>?

reason in

"i^K,

explaining

this, that at

the

" fearers of

fearers of

God " [Gottesf&rchtige] had
God, who fear before (V.??P, as at

14) Him," are such as are in reality what they are called.
In ver. 1 3, Hitzig, followed by Elster, Burg., and Zockl., places
the division at DW like the shadow is he who fears not before
God. Nothing can in point of syntax be said against this (cf.
iii.

:

1 Chron. xxix. 15), although "WSJ Tib, "like the shadow is he who,"
But that the author did not use so
in point of style awkward.

is

rude a style

is

manifest from vL 12, according to which

rightly referred to D'OJ

because

it

.

.

.

"wj.

does not " prolong

subtle and literal

S>5D

is

Is then the shadow, asks Hitzig,
its

days," therefore

&&

"rap ?

How

Certainly the shadow suruse of fftt*
but for that very reason it is short-lived, it may

is this

!

vives not a day ;
even indeed be called DW ixp, because it has not existence for a
In general, q'tsel, &>? a-Kid, is applicable to the life of
single day.
It is true of the wicked, if
all men, Ps. cxliv. 4 , Wisd. ii. 5, etc.

we keep

in view the righteous divine requital, especially that he

is short-lived like

the shadow, " because he has no fear before God,"

and that in consequence of
his sin inflicting its

this

want

of fear his life

own punishment, and by

is

shortened by

the act of God.

Asher

i

Also in ver. 14, new
136, as at 11a, 12a, is the relative conj.
and
as
a
conj.,
are mixed together.
pronoun,
"ie>K
(e»)
a
as
(c)
-

After the author has declared the reality of a moral government of
the world as an inalienable fact of
ticularly of his
ii.

12), so with

own

human

consciousness,

and par-

consciousness, he places over against this fact

Mercha sometimes

also before other disjunctives, as here before

TMr.
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15.

Tffl. 14,

of consciousness the actual state of things partly at least contradicting

it.

14

" There is a vanity

which is done on the earth that
happeneth according to the conduct
of the wicked and that there be wicked men, to whom it happeneth
according to the conduct of the righteous
I said, that also this is
vaia" The limiting clause with ki gam, 126, 13, is subordinated to
the observation specified in vers. 10— 12a, and the confirmation of it
is continued here in ver. 14.
Eegarding JPan, to happen, vid. above,
'03 by quasi opera egerint
under
V?3.
translates
Jerome
p. 193,
'"JjJ
impiorum, and 'itn 'Mby quasi justorum facta habeant ; instar operis
would be better, such as is conformable to the mode of acting of
the one and of the other ; for 3 is in the Semitic style of speech
a nomen, which annexes to itself the word that follows it in the
This contragenitive, and runs through all the relations of case.
and
dictory distribution of destiny deceives, misleads,
causes to err
it belongs to the illusory shadowy side of this present life, it is a
Ver.

there be just men, to

whom

;

it

;

.

.

—

.

The concluding clause of this verse " I said, that also this
vain," begins to draw the facit from the observation, and is con-

hevel.

is

:

tinued in the verse following.

And I commended joy, that there is nothing better
under the sun than to eat and drink and enjoy himself
and that this accompanies him in his labour throughout all the days
of his life, which God hath given him under the sun."
We already
read the ultimatum, 15a, in a similar form atii. 24, iii. 12, 22 ; cf.
With '?. twi either begins a new clause, and the fut. is then
v. 1 7.
Ver. 15. "

for a

man

jussive

:

" let this

accompany him," or

going infinitives, and the
comitetur.

fut.

is

it is

subordinate to the fore-

then subjunctive

The LXX. and other Greeks

:

et

ut id

eum

translate less appropriately

koI axno ovu-irpoaiarat avrp.
Thus also Ewald, Hengst.,
and others and this clings to him, which, however, would
rather be expressed by v tfiJV Kim or 1p<>n 'm.
The verb rv6 (R
"h, to twist, to bend) does not mean to cling to = to remain, but to
adhere to, to follow, to accompany; cf. under Gen. xviii. 16.
The
possibility of the meaning, " to accompany," for the Kal, is supported
by the derivatives rw and
(particularly DTlDn rvj?, convoy of the
dead) ; the verb, however, in this signification extra-bibL is found
only in Pih. and Siph. 1
indicat.

Zockl.,

:

:

W

1 Vid.

Baer in Abodath

Jisrael, p. 99.
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The

Fi-uitlessness of all Philosophizing, viii.

16, 17.

Like the distributions of destiny, so also labour and toil here
below appear to the author to be on all sides an inextricable series
of mysteries.
Far from drawing atheistical conclusions therefrom,
he sees in all that is done, viewed in its last causality, the work of
God, i.e. the carrying out into execution of a divine law, the accomplishment of a divine plan.
But this work of God, in spite of all
his earnest endeavours, remains for man a subject of research for
the future.
Treating of this inexplicable difficulty, the words here
used by the author himself are also hard to be understood.
Vers. 16, 17; " When I gave my heart to know wisdom, and to
view the business which is done on the earth (for neither day nor
night doth he see sleep with his eyes) then have I seen all the
work of God, that a man is unable to find out the work which is
done under the sun therefore that a man wearieth himself to seek
out, and yet findeth not
and although a wise man taketh in hand
to know,
he is unable to find." A long period without a premeditated plan has here formed itself under the hand of the author.
As
it lies before us, it is halved by the vav in ifraithi (" then I have
seen ")
the principal clause, introduced by " when I gave," can
nowhere otherwise begin than here but it is not indicated by the
syntactical structure.
Yet in Chron. and Neh. apodoses of "iK'to
begin with the second consec. modus, e.g. 1 Chron. xvii. 1, Neh
iv. 1, and frequently; but the author here uses this modus only
rarely, and not (vid. iv. 1, 7) as a sign of an apodosis.
We consider, first, the protasis, with the parenthesis in which
•

:

:

;

—

;

;

it

terminates.

The phrase

?

XTiviN t™, to direct the heart, to give
we have now frequently met

attention and effort toward something,

here twofold: (l)"to know
knowledge of that which is
wisdom, and which is to be regarded as wisdom, viz. solid knowledge regarding the essence, causes, and objects of things ; (2) by such
knowledge about that which wisdom is in itself " to see earthly
this arises from the combination of the two resolutions
labour," and
to comprehend this labour in accordance with the claims of true
wisdom from the point of view of its last ground and aim.
Re" On the earth " and " under the
garding 'inyan, vid. under iii. 1 0.
sun " are parallel designations of this world.

with from i 13 down.

wisdom"

(cf.

i.e.

The aim

is

to gain the

—

—

w

begins a parenthetical clause.
Ki may also, it is
be rendered as at 1 7a : the labour on the earth, that he, etc.

With
true,

i 17),

(Zockl)

;

'3

but this restlessness, almost renouncing sleep,
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VIII. 16, 17.

into the foreground as the special obj. of the r'uth

Ginsburg introduces " how that") thus better to render
this clause with hi gam, as establishing the fact that there is
Thus also vy&
'inyan, self-tormenting, restless labour on the earth.
is easier explained, which scarcely goes back to laadam, 15a(Hitz.),
(therefore

;

but shows that the author, by 'inyan, has specially men in view.
ca is
loi .
^3 D3 '»a dj as well by day as by nigbt, with the
neither by day
negat. following (cf. Num. xxiii. 25 ; Isa. xlviii. 8)
" To
nor by night not only by day, but also in the night, not.
cf. Terence, Heautontim.
see sleep " is a phrase occurring only here
iii. 1. 82, Somnum hercle ego hoc node oculis non vidi meis, for which,
we use the expression " In this whole night my eyes have seen no
sleep."
The not wishing to sleep, and not being able to sleep, is
such an hyperbole, carrying its limitation in itself, as is found in
Fuit mirijka vigilantia, qui toto suoconCicero (adFamil. vii 30)
sulatu somnum non vidit.
With 'ni, " Then I have seen," begins the apodosis vidi Mum
Dei opus non posse hominem assequi. As at ii 246, the author
places the obj. in the foreground, and lets the pred. with hi follow
(for other examples of this so-called antiposis, vid. under Gen. i. 4).
He sees in the labour here below one side of God's work carrying
itself forward amid this restless confusion, and sets forth this work
of God, as at iii. 11 (but where the connection of the thoughts is
different), as an object of knowledge remaining beyond the reach
of man.
He cannot come to it, or, as tttflD properly means, he
reaches not to it, therefore " that a man wearies himself to seek,
and yet finds not," i.e. that the search on the part of a man with all
his endeavours comes not to its aim.
ntp'tf foa [Ewald's emendation, instead of the words of the text before us]
for all this, that
quantumcunque (Ewald, § 362c), which seems to have been approved
of by the LXX., Syr., and Jerome, is rightly rejected by Hitzig
b'shel asher is Heh, exactly equivalent to Aram. *| 7H3, e.g. Gen. vi. 3
and is rightly glossed by Rashi, Kimchi, Michlol 476, by f ^V'3
"
and & 1,3?i?. The accent dividing the verse stands on yim'tsa, for
to this word extends the first half of the apodosis, with v'gam begins
the second.
6am im is el ical, as gam ki is = eav xaL noN* is
to be understood after Yin 'dk, vii. 23
also if (although) the wise
man resolves to know, he cannot reach that which is to be known.
.

.

=

:

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

=

:

The

characteristic

mark of the wise man

possession as the striving after

it.

He

much

the

strives after knowledge,

but

is

thus not so

the highest problems remain unsolved by him, and his ideal of
knowledge unrealized.
XGCLE&
Z
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The Power of Fate, and

of Freedom,

He
acts of

Thing for
1-12.

the best possible
ix.

Man

Want

in his

cannot attain unto it, for to the thoughts as well as to the
has put a limit.

man God

my consciousness, and all this
me, that the righteous, and the wise, and
neither love nor hatred stands in the
their deeds, are in God's hands
knowledge of man, all lies before them." With hi follows the verification of what is said in viii. 176, "is unable to find out," from
"

ix. 1.

For

all this

make

I sought to

I brought to

clear to

:

the fact of men, even the best and the wisest of men, being on all
sides conditioned

his heart

(vii. 2),

This conditioning

is

a fact which he layeth to

or (since he here presents himself less as a feeling

than as a thinking man, and the heart as reflecting) which he has
brought to his consciousness, and which he has sought to bring out
"WW has here not the force of an inf. absol., so that
into clearness.
it subordinates itself in an adverbial manner (et ventilando quidem)
for it nowhere stands in the same rank with the inf. absol. ; but the
inf. with ? (?) has the force of an intentional (with a tendency) fut.,
since the governing WJ, as at iii. 15a, njn, and at Hab. i. 176,

—

be supplied (vid. comm. on these passages, and under Isa.
operam dedi id ventilarem (excuterem), or shorter ventiEegarding the form "037, which is metapL for "137, and
laturusfui.
the double idea of sifting (particularly winnowing, ventilare) of the*
In the post-bibl. Heb. the words TOJffi?
E. "13, vid. under iii 18.
71? would denote the very same as is here expressed by the brief
significant word 113?
a matter in the clearness of its actual condition
is called V"il3 ?J> 13T (from ^3, after the form yH, purity, vid. Buxtorf's Lex. Talm. col. 366).
The LXX. and Syr. have read nsn »3?i
instead of "IU71, apparently because they could not see their way with
njn|, is

to

14)

xliv.

:

:

VM

;

it

:

"

And my

heart has seen all this."

refers both times to

what follows; asher

The expression
is,

as at

in the sense of on, quod, and introduces, as at

unfolding of the W,

which
is

viii.

—an

unfolding,

17 declared on one

here placed in view with

xii.

10,

etc.);

29,

cf. viii.

14, the

of the conditioning of man,

it, and whose further verification
The righteous, and the wise, and
power (Ps. xxxi. 16 Prov. xxi. 1

side of

ki, la.

their doings, are in God's hand,

Job

viz.,

12,relat. conj.,

viii.

vii.

" all this "

i.e.

;

;

as well their persons as their actions, in respect of

their last cause, are conditioned

and the Former of history

;

by

'

^od, the Governor of the world

also the righteous

to feel this dependence, not only in their being

them, but also in their conduct ; also this

is

and the wise learn
and in what befalls

not fully attained,
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DT, they are also therein not sufficient of themselves.
Regarding
'avadehgm, corresponding to the Aram, 'ovadshon, vid. 'avad, p. 194.

The expression now following cannot mean that man does not

know whether he

will experience the love or hatred of God,

i.e.

v*

providences of a happy nature proceeding from the love of God, or
of an unhappy nature proceeding from the hatred of God (J. D.
Michaelis, Knohel, Vaih., Hengst., Zockl.), for nans and 'fy are too
general for this,
man is thus, as the expression denotes, not the
Eightly, Hitz., as also Ewald " Since
obj., but the subj. to both.

—

:

man

has not his actions in his

he will love or hate."
it

own power, he knows not whether

Certainly this sounds deterministic

;

but

is

not true that personal sympathies and antipathies, from which

love and hatred unfold themselves,

come within the sphere of man,

not only as to their objects, in consequence of the divine arrangement, but also in themselves anticipate the knowledge and the will
of

man

?

and

is it less

now

true that the love which he

toward another man changes itself, without his previous knowledge,
by means of unexpected causes, into hatred, and, on the other hand,
Neither love nor hatred is the product of a
the hatred into love ?
man's self-determination ; but self-determination, and with it the
function of freedom, begins for the

In

present, in their beginnings.

first

time over against those already

'b? -^n, "

by

all that is

before him,"

brought to a general expression, in which \3K> has not the
ethical meaning proceeding from the local before them, prae
penes

that

is

=

:

eos (vid.

Song, under viiL 12a), but the purely local meaning, and

and generally all things, stand before
meet him (cf. the use of rrJ? ); they belong
Thus the Targ., Symm.,
to the future, which is beyond his power.
and most modern interpreters on the contrary, Luther " neither the
love nor the hatred of any one which he has for himself," which is,
referred to time

man God
;

:

causes

love, hatred,

them

to

1

i

!

:

;

linguistically, purely impossible

;

Kleinert

:

" Neither the love nor the

man see through, nor anything else which is
which we ought at least to have had the words
and Tyler " Men discern neither love nor hatred
voeb lBte ^an eu
in all that is before them," as if the text were "ie>k i>33.
The future
can, it is true, be designated by Hnns, and the past by EWS&, but
according to the most natural way of representation (vid. Orelli's
Synon. der Zeit, p. 14) the future is that which lies before a man,
and the past that which is behind him. The question is of importance, which of the two words 'b^ ?an has the accent.
If the accent
be on 'a?, then the meaning is, that all lies before men deprived of
their freedom ; if the accent be on ban, then the meaning is, that all
hatred of things does

before his eyes," for
;

f-

cherishes

:
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and that God determines
The latter is more accordant with the
us, and shows itself to be that which is

things, events of all kinds, lie before them,

which

shall

happen to them.

order of words lying before

Every possible

intended by the further progress of the thoughts.

may

thing

a

befall

man

—what actually meets him

is

the determina-

and providence of God. The determination
not according to
the moral condition of a man, so that the one can guide to no certion

is

tain conclusion as to the other.
Ver. 2. " All is the same which

comes to all one event happens
and the wicked, to the good and the pure and the
him that sacrificeth, and to him that sacrificeth not as
:

to the righteous

impure

;

to

:

with the good, so is it with the sinner ; with him that sweareth, as
with him that feareth an oath." Hitzig translates " All are alike,
:

one fate comes on all," adding the remark, that to make inx rnpo
at the same time pred. to i>3n and subj. to W> "ie>K3 was, for the
punctator, too much.

This translation

is

indeed in matter, as well
Eather, with

as in point of syntax, difficult to be comprehended.
Evvald, translate

:

All

is

as if all

had one

fate (death)

;

but

why

But
then this useless hevel haasher, only darkening the thought ?
1
certainly, since in 7bn
the past is again resumed, it is to be supit does not mean personally, omnes, but neut., omnia
and .'37, on the contrary, manifestly refers (as at x. 3) to persons.
Herein agreeing with Ewald, and, besides, with Knobel, Zockl., and
others, we accept the interpunction as it lies before us.
The apparently meaningless clause, omnia sicut omnibus, gives, if we separate
sicut into sic and ut, the brief but pregnant thought
All is (thus)
as it happens to all, i.e. there is no distinction of their experiences
nor of their persons all of every sort happens in the same way to

posed that

:

;

all

men

manner,

of every sort.
is

then illustrated

The thought, written
;

in cyphers in this

the lameds following leave no doubt as

meaning of W>. Men are classified according to their different
The good and the pure stand opposite the impure KDD i3
thus the defiled, Hos. v. 3, cf. Ezek. xxxvi. 25, in body and soul.
That the author has here in his mind the precepts of the law regarding
the pure and the impure, is to be concluded from the following contrast
he who offers sacrifice, and he who does not offer sacrifice, i.e.
he who not only does not bring free-will offerings, but not even the
sacrifices that are obligatory.
Finally, he who swears, and he who
is afraid of an oath, are distinguished.
Thus, Zech. v. 3, he who
to the

kinds.

;

:

1
The LXX., Syr., and Aq. have read together the end of ver. 1 and the
beginning of ver. 2. Here Jerome also is dependent on this mode of reading
ted omnia in/uturtim servantur incerta (?3Tl).
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is

not a sin

;
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8.

who

steals.

In

itself,

certainly,

in certain circumstances (vid.

viii.

2)

a necessary, solemn act (Isa. lxv. 16).
But here, in the
passage from Zechariah, swearing of an unrighteous kind is meant,
i.e. wanton swearing, a calling upon God when it is not necessary,
it

is

may

even to confirm an untruth, Ex. xx. 7.
Compare
The order of the words '"?* 'if (cf. as to the expression,
the Mishnic NDn KT) is as at Nah. iii. 1 ; Isa. xxii. 2
cf. above,
v. 86.
One event befalls all these men of different characters, by
which here not death exclusively is meant (as at iii. 19, ii. 14), but
this only chiefly as the same end of these experiences which are not
and,

it

Matt.

v.

be,

34.

;

determined according to the moral condition of men.
pression of the equality, there

in a threefold change

;

is

an example of

In the ex-

stylistic

refinement

'na 3iB3 denotes that the experience of the

may be translated, " wie der
Sunder " [as the good, so the sinner], as well as " so der
vrie der Sunder " [so the good as the sinner] (cf. Kbhler, under
This sameness of fate, in which we perceive the want
ii. 3).
of the inter-connection of the physical and moral order of the world,
is in itself and in its influence an evil matter.
Ver. 3. " This is an evil in all that is done under the sun, that
one event happeneth to all and also the heart of the children of
men is full of evil and madness possesseth their heart during their
life, and after it they go to the dead."
As nt, la, points to the
asher following, in which it unfolds itself, so here to the hi following.
We do not translate This is the worst thing (Jerome hoc
est pessimum), which, after Josh. xiv. 15, Judg. vi. 15, Song i. 8,
would have required the words «3 jnrt the author does not designate the equality of fate as the greatest evil, but as an evil mixed
with all earthly events. It is an evil in itself, as being a contradiction to the moral order of the world and it is such also on account
of its demoralizing influences.
The author here repeats what he had
good
Gute
Gute
Hag.

is

the experience of the sinner, and

so der

:

;

:

:

—

;

already, viii 11, said in a
is

more

special reference, that because evil

not in this world visibly punished,

V'gam

bold in sinning.

beginning of which

with that which

it is

(referable

men become

confident and

to the whole clause, at the

placed) stands beside zeh ra\ connecting

is evil in itself its evil influences.

*o» might be

an adj., for this (only once, Jer. vi. 1 1), like the verb, is connected
But, since not a statement
with the accus., e.g. Deut. xxxiii. 23.
Thus
but a factum had to be uttered, it is finite, as at viii. 11.
Jerome, after Symm. sed et corjUiorum, hominum reyjletur malitia et
Keeping out of view the
procacitate juxta cor eorum in vita sua.
:
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false

seal,

which gives
But without doubt an independent
begins with
and madness is in their heart

this translation corresponds to the accenting

the conjunctive

Kadma

substantival clause
(vid.

to Jn.

'i>"Tj :

17) their life long; for, without taking

i.

and to what

is

heed to God's will

pleasing to God, or seeking after instruction, they

think only of the satisfaction of their inclinations and

And

"

they go to the dead "

—they who

lusts.

had so given
and revelled in fleshly lusts with security, go
the way of all flesh, as do the righteous, and the wise, and just,
because they know that they go beyond all restraining bounds.
after that

themselves up to

Most modern
Jer.

evil,

interpreters

(Hitz.,

Ew.,

etc.)

render aharav, after

46, adverbially, with the suffix understood neut.

li.

:

afterwards

But at iii. 22, vi. 12, vii. 14, the suffix refers
him, him who liveth here = after he has laid down

(Jerome, post haec).
to

man

his

:

life.

after

Why

should

it

not be thus understood also here

It is

?

but in the reverse way, sing, and plur. also
cf.
Eightly the Targ., as with Kleinert
interchange in ver. 1;
iii. 12.
explain
after
their (his) lifetime.
and others, we also
man's
finally
falls
life
into the past, it lies behind him, and he goes forth
true

'.^03

precedes

it

;

A

:

and along with self-consciousness, all the pleasures and
joy of life at the same time come to an end.
Ver. 4. "For (to him) who shall be always joined to all the
for even a living dog is better than a dead
living, there is hope
lion."
The interrog. if* '?, quis est qui, acquires the force of a
relative, quisquis (guicunque), and may be interpreted, Ex. xxxii. 33,
2 Sam. xx. 12, just as here (cf. the simple mi, v. 9), in both ways
particularly the latter passage (2 Sam. xx. 1 1) is also analogous to
The Chethtb
the one before us in the formation of the apodosis.
does not admit of any tenable meaning. In conformity with the usus
But this rendering
loq., Elster reads ina» "KPN 13, " who has a choice?"
has no connection with what follows ; the sequence of thoughts fails.
Most interpreters, in opposition to the usiis loq., by pointing "lny or
to the

dead

;

:

my

ID?, render:
is it

that

is

Who is

(more correctly: will be) excepted? or also:

to be preferred (the living or the dead)

?

Who

The verb ins

and the choice may be connected with
an exception, a preference ; but in itself the verb means neither
1
All the old translators, with right, follow
excipere nor praeferre.
the Keii, and the Syr. renders it correctly, word for word to every
Heb. "i?n) to all the living there is
one who is joined (time*, Aram.
signifies to choose, to select

;

:

=

'

'

Luther

translates,

namely, hope," as

if

"for to

the text were

all

the living there

iny

-ie>X

is

that which

is

desired,

~&
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hope; and

Symm.

("

qui semper

est

more probable than that on which
?
") and Jerome (nemo

this translation is

who

shall

359

4.

always continue to live

vivcut et

qui hujus rei habeat fiduciam) proceed

Who

:

he that is joined to the whole ? i.e. to the absolute life or as
Hitzig "Who is he who would join himself to all the living (like
is

;

:

the saying, "

The

everlasting

Jew ") ?

'»3 B* does

The expression

and directly with these two latter renderings as with that we have adopted, in which, as also in the other
two, a different accentuation of the half-verse is to be adopted as

not connect

itself so easily

follows
B"

rtntsa
'
4 t •

v

The accentuation lying

C'nrrkrta
nam
na>K >d
-j- \
t
<•• -:
v
•

•

:

before us in the text,

*a
j-

which gives a great

disjunctive to nra' as well as to 'nn, appears to warrant the Chethib

Hitzig under Ezek. xxii. 24), by which

(cf.

'y

•

•

.

admit of
eocius

an

*D as in itself
this, for

mortuorum

interrog.

it is

Dachselt's quis associabit
fieri vult) is

possible to interpret

The Kert

clause.

se (sc.

does not

'rp

mortuis

a linguistic impossibility

;

?

= nemo

the reflex

may be used for the

pass., but not the pass, for the reflex., which is also
an argument against Ewald's translation Who is joined to the living
Also the Targ. and Eashi, although explaining according
has hope.
to the Midrash, cannot forbear connecting 'nrrte hx with 'rp, and
:

It is not, however, to

thus dividing the verse at 'nn instead of at 'n\

be supposed that the accentuation refers to the Chethib;

some
is

it

proceeds on

interpretation, contrary to the connection, such as this

:

received into God's fellowship has to hope for the full

The

eternity).

true meaning, according to the connection,

he who
life (in
is

this

:

that whoever (guicunque) is only always joined (whether by birth or

the preservation of

they

life)

to all the living,

who they may, has

respect to a living dog, this

full
is

i.e.

to living beings,

and joy
even better than a dead lion.
confidence, hope,

be

for in

;

Sym-

icwl £&vti fieKnov iarip 4) \eovri TeOvrjKOTi,
machus translates
which Eosenm., Herzf., and Gratz approve of. But apart from the
obliquity of the comparison, that with a living dog it is better than
:

with a dead

with the latter

lion, since

is

neither good nor evil (yid.

such a meaning the words ought to have been
ehllev hdi too lo min ha'aryih hammeth.
As the verifying clause stands before us, it is connected not

however,

with

vi. 5b), for

'isa t?!,

but with

'"T73 ?s, of that

which

is

to be verified

;

the ?

gives emphatic prominence (Ewald, § 3106) to the subject, to which
the expression refers as at Ps. lxxxix. 19, 2 Chron. vii. 21 (cf. Jer.
xviiL 16), Isa. xxxii. 1

:

A living dog is better than

a dead lion,
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wbicb lives, tban that lion which is dead. The
which occurs in the Holy Scriptures only in relation to a shepherd's dog (Job xxx. 1), and as for the rest, appears as a voracious
filthy beast, roaming about without a master, is the proverbial
emblem of that which is common, or low, or contemptible, 1 Sam.
xvii. 43 ; cf. " dog's head," 2 Sam. iii. 8 ; " dead dog," 1 Sam.
xxiv. 1 5 ; 2 Sam. ix. 8, xvi 9.
The Hon, on the other hand, is the
is

better to be a dog

dog,

king, or, as

But

if it

Agur

xxx 30)

(Prov.

be dead, then

the existence of a living dog

The

lion.
is

art.

The

life, iv.

2

f.,

unhappy

the hero
dignity

among

and

its

beasts.

strength

;

be preferred to that of the dead

points to the carcase of a lion which

elsewhere prefers death and nonentity

appears to have fallen into contradiction with

himself; but there he views
part,

it

who

author,

vii. 1,

is to

it,

its

not that denoting species (Dale), which

is

excluded by hammSlh, but

is present.

to

in 'on 'sn

calls

over with

all is

life

pessimistically in

experiences, while here he regards

affording the possibility of

enjoyment

It

it

its,

for the

most

in itself as a good

lies,

however, in the

nature of his standpoint that he should not be able to find the right

medium between

the sorrow of the world and the pleasure of

Although postulating a retribution in

life.

eternity, yet in his thoughts

about the future he does not rise above the comfortless idea of Hades.
Vers. 5, 6.

He

sarcastically verifies his comparison in favour of

a living dog. " For the living know that they shall die
dead know not anything, and have no more a reward ;

memory

is forgotten.

;

but the
for their

Their love, as well as their hatred and their

envy, has long ago perished, and they have part no more for ever in
all that is

done under the sun."

The

description of the condition of
" They have no

death begins sarcastically and then becomes elegiac.

reward further," viz. in this upper world, since there it is only too
soon forgotten that they once existed, and that they did anything
worthy of being remembered Koheleth might here indeed, with his
view shrouded in dark clouds, even suppose that God also forgot
;

them, Job xiv. 13.

The

suff.

of

'a?jj*,

etc.,

present themselves as

no reason, with Knobel and Ginsburg, to
render them objectively not merely the objects of their love, and
hatred, and envy, are lost to them, but these their affections and
strivings themselves have ceased (Rosenm., Hitzig, Zockl., and
others), they lie {K'var 'avadah) far behind them as absolutely gone
for the dead have no part more in the history which is unfolding
itself amid the light of the upper world, and they can have no more
any part therein, for the dead as not living are not only without
knowledge, but also without feeling and desire.
The representation
subjective,

and there

is

:
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IX. 5, 6.

here more comfortless than anywhere

is

who have been

read that those

else.

living here spend

i.e. in the deep (E. b&, to be loose, to hang down, to go
downwards) realm of the dead, as r'phaim (Isa. xiv. 9, etc.), lying
beneath the upper world, far from the love and the praise of God
(Ps. vi. 3, xxx. 10), a prospectless (Job vii. 7f, xiv. 6-12; Ps.
lxxxviii. 11—13), dark, shadowy existence; the soul in Hades,
though neither annihilated nor sleeping, finds itself in a state of
death no less than does the body in the grave.
But here the state
of death is not even set forth over against the idea of the disso-

in Sheol,

i

'

lution of

life,

the complete annihilation of individuality,

that a retribution in eternity,

i.e.

a retribution executed,

much

if

j

v

less

not here,

yet at some time, postulated elsewhere by the author, throws a ray of

The apocryphal book of the "Wisdom
which distinguishes between a state of blessedness and a
state of misery measured out to men in the future following death,
has in this surpassed the canonical Book of Koheleth. In vain do
the Targ, Midrash, and the older Christian interpreters refer that
which is said to the wicked dead others regard Koheleth as introducing here the discourse of atheists (e.g. Oetinger), and interpret,
under the influence of monstrous self-deception, ver. 7 as the voice
light into the night of death.

of Solomon,

'

;

of the spirit (Hengst.) opposing the voice of the flesh.

But

that

which Koheleth expresses here only in a particularly rugged way
is the view of Hades predominating in the 0. T.
It is the consequence of viewing death from the side of its anger. Eevelation
intentionally permits this manner of viewing it to remain ; but from
premises which the revelation sets forth, the religious consciousness
in the course of time draws always more decidedly the conclusion,
that the

man who

is

united to

God

f
.

will fully reach through death

that which since the entrance of sin into the world cannot be reached

without the loss of this present

without death, viz. a more
Yet the confusion of the 0. T.
in the Book of Sirach it also still

life, i.e.

perfect life in fellowship with God.

representation of

throws

its

Hades remains ;
(xvii. 22

deep shadows

f.)

into the contemplation of the

N. T. solution actually removes the
confusion, and turns the scale in favour of the view of death on its
side of light
In this history of the ideas of eternity moving forward
amid many fluctuations to the N. T. goal, a significant place belongs
to the Book of Koheleth certainly the Christian interpreter ought
not to have an interest in explaining away and concealing the imperfections of knowledge which made it impossible for the author
spiritually to rise above his pessimism.
He does not rise, in confuture

;

for the first time the

;
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trast to his pessimism,

above an eudaemonism which

which, without knowing of a future
pessimism, without wishing

to

know

a pleasant enjoyment of the present

life

of a future
life,

is

earthly,

modern
recommends

(not like the
life),

so far as that is morally

allowable
Vers. 7-10. " Go, eat thy bread with joy, and drink thy wine

with a merry heart

;

for long ago hath

God

accepted thy

work

Let

thy garments be always white ; and let not oil be wanting to thy
head. Enjoy life with a wife whom thou lovest through all the days

—

life, which He hath given thee under the sun
through
thy vain days for that is thy portion in life, and in thy labour
wherewith thou weariest thyself under the sun. All that thy hand

of thy vain
all

may

:

do
for there is not work, and
and knowledge, and wisdom, in the under world, whither

find to do with thy might, that

calculation,

thou shalt go."

;

Hengstenberg perceives here the counterpart of the

on the contrary, Oetinger, Mendelssohn, and others, discover
also here, and here for the first time rightly, the utterance of an
But, in fact, this ^I? down to '& spta is the most
epicurean thought.
distinct personal utterance of the author, his ceterum censeo which
pervades the whole book, and here forms a particularly copious con-

spirit

;

clusion of a long series of thoughts.

of thoughts

:

One

fate, at last

We

recapitulate this series

the same final event, happens to

all

men, without making any distinction according to their moral condition,
an evil matter, so much the more evil, as it encourages to
wickedness and light-mindedness the way of man, without excepfor only
tion, leads to the dead, and all further prospect is cut off
he who belongs to the class of living beings has a joyful spirit, has a
spirit of enterprise
even the lowest being, if it live, stands higher
in worth, and is better, than the highest if it be dead ; for death is
the end of all knowledge and feeling, the being cut off from the
living under the sun.
Prom this, that there is only one life, one life
on this side of eternity, he deduces the exhortation to enjoy the one
as much as possible ; God Himself, to whom we owe it, will have it
so that we enjoy it, within the moral limits prescribed by Himself
indeed, for this limitation is certainly given with His approbation.
Incorrectly, the Targ., Kashi, Hengst., Ginsb., and Zockl. explain
For thy moral conduct and effort have pleased Him long ago the
person addressed is some one, not a definite person, who could be
Kather with
thus set forth as such a witness to be commended.
Quia Deus favet laboribus tuis h. e. eos ita
Grotius and others

—

;

;

:

—

:

prosperavit, ut cuncta quae

thought

is

wholly in the

vitam delectant abunde tibi suppetant. The
of the Book of Koheleth ; for the fruit

spirit
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8,

3G3

0.

of labour and the enjoyment of this fruit of labour, as at

ii.

24,

from above and besides, this may be said to the
person addressed, since 7a presupposes that he has at his disposal
heart-strengthening bread and heart-refreshing wine.
But in these
two explanations the meaning of "OS is not comprehended.
It was
left untranslated by the old translators, from their not understanding
Eightly, Aben Ezra
it.
For God wills that thou shouldst thus do
[indulge in these enjoyments]; more correctly, Hitzig: Long ago God
has beforehand permitted this thy conduct, so that thou hast no room
iii.

13,

etc., is

a

gift

;

:

for scruples about

indicated

it.

How

God has impressed

time

significant naa is for the thought, is

by the accentuation which

gives to

it

Zahef : from afore-

the seal of His approbation on this thy

eating with joy, this thy drinking with a merry heart.

—The

assign-

ing of the reason gives courage to the enjoyment, but at the same

time gives to it a consecration; for it is the will of God that we
should enjoy life, thus it is self-evident that we have to enjoy it
as

He

wills it to

Ver. 8.

be enjoyed.

The white garments,

&*???, are

in contrast to the black

robes of mourning, and thus are an expression of festal joy, of a

happy mood

;

black and white are, according to the ancients, colour-

symbols, the colours respectively of sorrow and joy, to which light

and darkness correspond.1

Fragrant oil is also, according to Prov.
one of the heart-refreshing things.
Sorrow and anointing
exclude one another, 2 Sam. xiv. 2 joy and oil stand in closest
mutual relation, Ps. xlv. 8, Isa. lxi. 3 oil which smooths the hair
and makes the face shine (vid. under Ps. civ. 15). This oil ought
xxvii. 9,

;

;

not to be wanting to the head, and thus the perpetuity of a happy

should suffer no interruption.

life

In 9a most translators render Enjoy life with the wife whom
thou lovest; but the author purposely does not use the word '"iBten, but
nt5>K
and also that he uses D^rt, and not B^n?, is not without significance.
He means Bring into experience what life, what happiness,
is (cf. the indetermin. ideas, Ps. xxxiv. 13) with a wife whom thou
hast loved (Jerome qtuiecunque tibi placnerit feminarum), in which
there lies indirectly the call to choose such an one ; whereby the
:

;

:

:

114a; " Bury

me neither in white nor in black garments not
may not be one of the blessed, and am like a bridegroom among mourners not in black, because perhaps I may be one of the blessed,
and am like a mourner among bridegrooms." Semachoth ii. 10 Him who is outside
1

Cf. Shabbath

:

in white, because perhaps I
;

:

the congregation, they

do not bury with solemnity

such must clothe and veil themselves in white

;

cf.

;

the brothers and relatives of

Jotna 396.

Elsewhere white

the colour of innocence, Shabbath. 153a, Midrash under .Prov. xvi. 11
the colour of guilt, Kiddushin 40a, etc.
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pessimistic criticism of the female sex,

author

is

concerned,

falls

vii.

26—28, so

far as the

Into the background, since eudaemonism,

The

the other side of his view of the world, predominates.
designation of time, " through

all

the

days of the

accus.

of

life

thy

of thy transient vain life)," is like vi. 12, cf. vii. 15.
It
;
is repeated in " all the days of thy vanity " the repetition is hea^y

vanity

(i.e.

and unnecessary

(therefore omitted

by the LXX.,

Targ.,

and

Syr.);

probably like Tnni, Ps. xlv. 5, a ditto ; Hitzig, however, finds also
here great emphasis. The relative clause standing after the first
designation of time refers to " the days which

granted under the sun."

He

(DNitan, lb) has

Hit in 96 refers attractionally to ippn

enim pars), as at iii. 22, v. 17, cf. vii. 2 t^n of
to be rejected ; this enjoyment, particularly
of marriage joys, is thy part in life, and in thy work which thou
accomplishest under the sun, i.e. the real portion of gain allotted to
thee which thou mayest and oughtest to enjoy here below.
Ver. 1 0. The author, however, recommends no continual dolce far
niente, no idle, useless sluggard-life devoted to pleasure, but he gives
" All that thy hand may
to his exhortation to joy the converse side
reach (i.e. what thou canst accomplish and is possible to thee, 1 Sam.
(Jerome: haec

the Babyl.

est

;

is therefore

:

The
7 ; Lev. xii. 8) to accomplish it with thy might, that do."
accentuation is ingenious.
If the author meant : That do with all

x.

might (Jerome: instanter

operare),

kohhacha (Gen. xxxi.

As the words
come not short

him who
bility

is

6).

addressed to

then he would have said
lie

b'chol-

before us, they call on

in his

work of any

possi-

according to the measure of his strength, thus to a work

The reason for the call, 1 Ob,
it was inferred: in Hades,
whither thou must go (iturus es), there is no work, and reckoning
1
(vid. vii 25), and knowledge (njni ), and no wisdom.
Practice and
theory have then an end.
Thus Enjoy, but not without working,
ere the night cometh when no man can work.
Thus spake Jesus
The
(John ix. 4), but in a different sense indeed from Koheleth.
night which He meant is the termination of this present life, which
for Him, as for every man, has its particular work, which is either
straining his capacity to the uttermost.

turns back to

the clause from which

:

accomplished within the limits of this
at

life,

or is not accomplished

all.
1

Not njni, because the word has the

conjunctive, not the disjunctive accent,

under Ps. lv. 10. The punctuation, as we have already several times remarked,
not consistent in this ; cf. njm, ii. 26, and Xiyi, Ps. tzv. 9, both of which are

vid.
is

contrary to the rule (vid. Baer in Abulwalid's

Rikma

p.

119, note 2).
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a.

ix.

and of the Dv/ration of

not without connection in the foregoing,

as the fact of experience, that ability is yet

aimed

at

and merited,

is chiefly referred to

Ver. 11. "Further, I

Life,

11, 12.

came

no security
wisdom

for the issue

:

to see under the sun, that the race

belongs not to the swift, and the war not to the heroes, and also not

bread to the wise man, and not riches to the prudent, and not favour
to

men

of knowledge

for

;

The nearest preceding
at

(cf. viii.

9 and under

et vidi.

The

virtue of
it,

1 7.

five

to

which

ix. 1),

is

et

{>

is

all."

suitably connects

videndo quidem

= rursus vidi

viz., by
named, has power over

that of property, of that,
is

The race belongs not

it freely.

'aB>

1 the simpler expression, redii

master of that which

"

to n ?, , B, only here),

this '&})

we had at iv.

times repeated

which one

disposes of

time and chance happeneth to them

Instead of redii

itself, is

viii.

'«"},

to the swift

(fi"

1

masc.

*?,

no guarantee that on
account of it they will reach the goal.
Luther freely " To be
fleet does not help in running," i.e. running to an object or goal.
" The war belongs not to the heroes," means that much rather it
belongs to the Lord, 1 Sam. xvii. 47.
God alone gives the victory
their fleetness is yet

i.e.

:

—

(Ps. xxxiii. 16).

Even

so the gaining of bread, riches, favour

(i.e.

wisdom, prudence, knowledge
of themselves, as an indispensable means thereto; but the obtaining
of them, or the not obtaining of them, depends on times and circumstances which lie beyond the control of man, and is thus, in the
final result, conditioned by God (cf. Eom. ix. 16 *)
time and fate
happen to all whose ability appears to warrant the issue, they both
[time and fate] encounter them and bar to them the way they
are in an inexplicable manner dependent on both, and helplessly
subject to them.
As the idea of spiritual superiority is here
expressed in a threefold manner by 'nn (whence 'n? of the plur., also
with the art. ix. 1 ; Ex.xxxvi. 4; Esth. i. 13), '|n, and s n, so at Isa.
xi. 2, the gifts of " wisdom," " counsel," and " knowledge " follow each
other.
'Eth is here " time" with its special circumstances (conjunctures), and pega', " accident," particularly as an adversity, disappointment, for the word is used also without any addition (1 Kings v. 18)

influence, reputation), does not lie in

;

;

'

of misfortune
after
§

'Dl

648,
1

;

(cf. D'JttB

'eth can,

viz.

But not

W,

Ps.

"with the misapprehension of
Jer. ix.

The masc.

iii, xci.).

'i£ is

however, be used in the masc, Song ii. 12

22

;

its

this passage, referred to

origin"

regulated
;

Bottch.

(v. Orelli).

by Bernstein,

is

of a different

nature.
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man

in

Ms

this, that

he

is

This limitation of

has

reason in

its

efforts, in spite

of all his capacity,

on the whole not master of his own

life:

Yer. 12. "For man also knoweth not his time: like the fishes
which are caught in an evil net, and like the birds which are caught in
the snare like them are the sons of men snared in an evil time, when
it suddenly breaks in upon them."
The particles D? '? are here not
so clearly connected as at viii. 12, iv. 14, where, more correctly, the

—

pointing should be Oi

sentence

;

and gam, as

ticular has its reason

own

own

'3 (ki

with the conjunct, accent)

;

ki rules the

to its meaning, belongs to eth-'itto.

from the general

:

man

is

The

par-

not master of his

and his own life, and thus not of the
and his actions, in spite of the previously
favourable conditions which appear to place the result beyond a
doubt for ere the result is reached of which he appears to be able
to entertain a certainty, suddenly his time may expire, and his term
of life be exhausted.
Jerome translates 'itto (cf. vii. 17) rightly
suum;
ny,
with
the gen. following, frequently (vid. under
by finem
xxiv.
means
the
point
of time when the fate of any one is
Job
1)
decided,
terminus
where
the
a reckoning is made ; here, directly,
the terminus ad quern.
The suddenness with which men are frequently overtaken with the catastrophe which puts an end to their
life, is seen by comparison with the fishes which are suddenly caught
in the net, and the birds which are suddenly caught in the snare.
With '$ (that are caught) there is interchanged, in two variations
of expression, niTnxn, which is incorrectly written, by v. d. Hooght,
1
'to, a net,
of which the plur. form
Norzi, and others, 'train.
back,
vii. 26 is used,
goes
as does the similar designation of a
the
root-conception
of searching (hunting), and
bulwark (146), to
"
B^BX (from a ground-form
evil."
Birds,
receives here the epithet
time, his

person,

fruits of his capabilities

;

—

—

—

with a short terminal vowel cf. Assyr. issur, from ispur), are, on
account of their weakness, as at Isa. xxxL 5, as a figure of tender
;

love, represented in the fern.

The second

half of the verse, in conformity with its structure,
'£V is
ons
(which more frequently occurs as ontos).
begins with
Q'B^D
rejected,
(Ewald,
I70d);
the
particip.
D
is
part. Pu. for
§
and p is treated altogether as a guttural, the impracticable doubling
The
of which is compensated for by the lengthening of the voweL
Prov.
xv.
32
stranger
than
e.g.
xi
at
13,
use of the part, is here
the
fish
property.
like
here
treated
as
a
the fact repeating itself is
Otherwise
Hitz.
are
caught,
etc.
they,
such
as
and the birds are
;

1

Vid, Ed. Konig, Gedanke,

Laut

u.

Accent (1874), p. 72.
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IX. 13.

Like these are they caught, during the continuance of their life in
the evil time
;
but the being snared does not, however, according
.

.

.

to the double figure, precede the catastrophe, but is its consequence.

Rightly, Ginsb.

men

" Like these are the sons of

:

ensnared in the

f$n might be adj., as at Amos v. 13, Mic.
time of misfortune."
ii. 3 ; but since it lies nearer to refer 'fif's to ra'dh than to 'eth,

thus ra'dh,
cf.

Jer.

frequently

the

like

xvii.

17 with

yom

(vii.

14;

be thought of as genit.

An

occurring

may

xv. 11),

ra'dh

example of that which is here said is found in the fatal wounding
of Ahab by means of an arrow which was not aimed at him, so
that he died " at the time of the going down of the sun," 2 Chron.
xviii.

33,

34

THE FURTHER SETTING FORTH OF EXPERIENCES, WITH PROVERBS
INTERMIXED.
Experiences

IX. 13-X.

15.

and Proverbs touching Wisdom and
13-x.

ix.

the Contrasts to

it,

3.

"With the words, "further, I saw," 11a, the author introduced the

he had observed, that there

not always a sure and honoured
wisdom as its consequence; here
he narrates an experience which, by way of example, shows how
little wisdom profits, notwithstanding the extraordinary result it
fact

is

position in life connected with

produces.
Ver. 13. "Also this have I

come

to see as

wisdom under the

sun, and it appeared great to me."
The Venet construes falsely
" This also have I seen : wisdom under the sun ;" as also Hitzig, who

reads nt (neut. as at

vii.

There

27).

is

no reason thus

to break

Zoh

the sentence which introduces the following experience.

up
is

connected with Khochmah, but not as Luther renders it "I have
also seen this wisdom," which would have required the words DKt
:

'nn, but, as

Jerome does

:

Mane quoque

however, since gam-zoh, as at
to

hhochmah as

LXX.

its pred., is

translates, or as

—

out as wisdom,"

v.

15,

= " also

ZockL

:

cf.

sub sole vidi sapientiam; this,

18,

is attractionally related

saw wisdom," as the
have I seen come to find

in this I

" also this

—

also this, viz., the following incident narrated, in

which wisdom of exceeding greatness presented itself to me. As
Mordecai is called " great among the Jews," Esth. x. 3, so here Koheleth
says that the wisdom which came to light therein appeared to him
gieat (vK, as elsewhere

Now

follows

an

T£?

or

•

'?£&).

experience, which, however, has not merely a
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light side, but also a

dark side

;

wisdom, which accomplished so

for

great a matter, reaped only ingratitude

—

Vers. 14, 15. "A little city, and men therein only a few,
to
which a great king came near, and he besieged it, and erected against
it high bulwarks.
And he met therein a poor wise man, and who
saved the city by his wisdom and no man thought of that poor
man."
What may be said as to the hist, reference of these words
has already been noticed; vid. above, p. 215.
The "great king" is
probably an Asiatic monarch, and that the Persian Jerome translates verbally
Civitas parva et pauci in ea viri, venit contra earn
the former is the subj., and the latter its pred. the object stands
first, plastically rigid, and there then follows what happened to
it; the structure of the sentence is fundamentally the same as
The expression ?K Kta, which may be used of any kind
Ps. civ. 25.
of coming to anything, is here, as at Gen. xxxii. 9, meant of a hostile
approach.
The object of a siege and a hostile attack is usually
?V,
Two Codd. of de Eossi's
2 Kings xvi 5 Isa. vii. 1.
denoted by
have the word O^XO, but that is an error of transcription the plur.
DHixo is, as at vii. 26, plur. of "tix» (from
of "riVD is fem., Isa. xxix. 4.
;

—

;

:

;

;

;

here, as elsewhere, jna and P?i is the siege-tower
on
erected
the ground or on the rampart, from which to spy out the

~PM, to lie in wait)

;

weak points of the beleaguered place so as to assail it.
The words following na nvo* are rendered by the Targ., Syr.,
Jerome, Arab., and Luther " and there was found in it " most
;

:

interpreters explain accordingly, as they point to i 10, ">Dtf\ dicat
aliquis.

But that KXO

in this sequence of thought is

= Kf??l

(Job

were impossible to regard the
king as the subject, which Ewald with the LXX. and the Venet. does
in spite of § 2 9 46.
It is true it would not be possible if, as Vaih.
remarks, the finding presupposed a searching but cf. on the contrary,
e.g. Deut. xxiv. 1, Ps. cxvi. 3.
"We also say of one whom, contrary to
expectation, a superior meets with, that he has found his match, that
he has found his man. Thus it is here said of the great king, he found
xlii.

15), is only to be supposed

if it

;

in the city a poor wise

whom

his

—met

man

plan was shattered.

of the poor

man

designated

by

therein with such an one, against

Mil
ish

is

the adjective of the person

misken

accents correctly indicate this relation.

2 Chron. ii. 1 3) the
Instead of twroppi, the

(cf.

;

would use t^D]} it does not, like the author here,
use pure perfects, but makes the chief factum prominent by the
The e of millet is, as at xiii. 9, that of limmid before
fut. consec.
Makkeph, referred back to the original a. The making prominent of
the subject contained in millat by means of hu is favourable to the
older language

;
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IX. 16, 17.

supposition that uviatsa' has the king as its suhject while even
where no opposition (as e.g. at Jer. xvii. 18) lies before us this
pleonasm belongs to the stylistic peculiarities of the book (vid.
Instead of adam lo, the older form is ish lo ;
above, p. 198, No. 3).
;

perhaps the author here wishes to avoid the repetition of ish, but at
20 he also uses adam instead of ish, where no such reason existed.

vii.

whom it could not enter
men to a small remainder

Threatened by a powerful assailant, with

by

into battle, the little city, deserted

its

capable of bearing arms (this idea one appears to be under the
'JNl), found itself in the greatest
had been given up as lost, it was saved by the
wisdom of the poor man (perhaps in the same way as Abel-beth-maacha,
2 Sam. xx., by the wisdom of a woman). But after this was done, the
wise poor man quickly again fell into the background; no man thought
of him, as he deserved to have been thought of, as the saviour of
the city he was still poor, and remained so, and pauper homo raro
vivit cum nomine claw.
The poor man with his wisdom, Hengst.

necessity of connecting with DJJD
straits;

but when

.

.

.

all

;

remarks,
parable

:

is

"

And Wangemann

Israel.

The beleaguered

king who lays siege to

it

(1856), generalizing the

city is the life of the individual
is

;

the great

death and the judgment of the Lord."

But sounder and more appropriate is the remark of Luther Est
exemplum generate, cujusin multis historiis simile reperitur ; and: Sic
:

Themistocles multa bona fecit suis civibus, sed expertus

summam ingrati-

The author narrates an actual history, in which, on the
one hand, he had seen what great things wisdom can do and from
which, on the other hand, he has drawn the following lesson
Ver. 16. "And I said: Better is wisdom than strength; but
the wisdom of the poor is despised, and his words are not heard."
With the words, " I saw," the author introduces his observations, and
tudinem.

;

with " I said" his reflections
is

better than strength, since

(vid.
it

through him for others, than physical
vii.

19, than ten mighty men.

wise secures for a man,
into despect, to
service, as the

if it

force,

—

more, as expressed in

But the respect which wisdom otheris the wisdom of a poor man, sinks

which his poverty exposes him,

above history shows,

are unheeded, for the

Wisdom

above, No. 3, p. 198).

does more for the wise man, and

is

valued

;

—

if necessity arises, his

but as a rule his words

crowd estimate the worth of him

whom

they

willingly hear according to the outward respect in which he is held.

To

the lessons gathered from experience, are

now added

instruc-

tive proverbs of kindred contents.

Ver. 1 7. " The words of the wise, heard in quiet, have the
superiority above the cry of a ruler

among

fools."

Instead of tovim

2 A

eccles.
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min, there stands here the simple tuts, prae, as at iv. 17, to express
the superiority of the one to the other. Hitzig finds in this proverb
the meaning that, as that history has shown, the words of the wise,

heard with tranquillity, gain the victory over the cry of a ruler over
fools.
But (1) the contrast of nn? and npJM require us to attribute

man

the tranquillity to the wise

himself, and not to his hearers

by which it would remain queswas not a fool (cf. Job xli. 26), but
a ruler among fools (cf. 2 Sam. xxiii. 3, '3 'ID, " a ruler among
men;" and Prov. xxxvi. 30, '? '33, " the hero among beasts"),
among fools takes the place of chief.
The words
i.e. one who
of the poor wise man pass by unheeded, they are not listened to,
because he does not possess an imposing splendid outward appearance, in accordance with which the crowd estimate the value of a
man's words ; the wise man does not seek to gain esteem by means
of a pompous violent deportment his words '3 'tw are heard, let
themselves be heard, are to be heard (cf. e.g. Song ii. 1 2) in quiet
(Isa. xxx. 15) ; for, trusting to their own inward power of conviction,
and committing the result to God, he despises vociferous pomp, and
(2) '3? 'io is not a ruler over fools,

tionable whether he himself

;

the external force of earthly expedients

(cf. Isa. xlii.

2; Matt.

xii.

19);

but the words of the wise, which are to be heard in unassuming,
passionless quietness, are of more value than the vociferation with

which a king among fools, an arch-fool, a non plus ultra among fools,
trumpets forth his pretended wisdom and constrains his hearers.

The following proverb also leans on the history above
wisdom than weapons of war and one sinner
destroyeth much good."
The above history has shown by way of example that wisdom accomplishes more than implements of war, 'i? v3
Ver. 18.

narrated

^a

='yq

:

" Better is

;

(Assyr. unut tahazi

preparation for war.

1

), i.e.

than

the apparatus belonging to

all

But the much good which a wise man

plishing or has accomplished, one sinner (KBin,'
note)

by treachery

or

calumny may render

through mere malicious pleasure in

vain, or

This

evil.

cf.

is

reaching influence,
x. 1.

viz.

such as destroys

The second half

duces what

now

ferment the

oil

follows

:

"

much

accom-

may even destroy,

a synthetic distich

whose two parts may be interpreted independently.
accomplishes something great, so a single villain

is

above, p. 254,

As wisdom

may have

a

far-

good.

of the foregoing double proverb intro-

Poisonous

flies

make

of the preparer of ointment

1

Vid. Fried. Delitzsch's Assyr. Stud. p. 129.

*

The Syr. (not the Targ.) had kdh before

appears to correspond better with the parall.

it,

;

to stink,

make

to

heavier than wisdom,

and thus

realized

it,

which

,10211.
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XI.

We

than honour, weighs a little folly."
do not need to change
did '3131, on account of the foil. sing, of the pred., either into 'o 'Sttt
(as possible

by

Hitz.) or rwoj

the style of Koheleth

is

'31

compaginis; and also such an

him

dies," is for

(Luzz.)

both are inadmissible, for

;

not adorned with archaisms such as Chirek
attrib.

clause as rm^,

313T,

" a fly which

but both are also unnecessary, for a
which the plurality of the individuals comes

too refined

plur. of the subj., in

;

view than the oneness of their character, is frequently
enough followed by the sing, of the pred., e.g. Gen. xlix 22 ; Joel
i. 20 ; Isa. lix. 12, etc.
It is a question, however, whether by *aut
1
TWO, death-bringing, i.e. poisonous flies (LXX., Targ., Luther) or dead
flies (Symm., Syr., Jerome) is meant.
We decide in favour of the
former; for (1) mo '3Ut for Q'no trcur (ix. 4; Isa. xxxvii. 36),
" death-flies " for " dead flies," would be an affected poetic expression
without analogy ; while, on the contrary, " death-flies " for " deadly
less into

flies " is

a genit. connection, such as

deadly instruments] and the like

;

mo y2

[instruments of death,

i.e.

Bbttcher understands dung-flies

but the expression can scarcely extend to the designation of flies
which are found on dead bodies. Meanwhile, it is very possible that
by the expression 'o '3t, such flies are thought of as carry death from
dead bodies to those that are living ; the Assyr. syllabare show how
closely the Semites distinguished manifold kinds of DUiat (Assyr.

zunibi

= zubbi).

(2)

In favour of " dead

flies," it

has been remarked

that that influence on the contents of a pot of ointment

not merely
into

by

poison-flies, but, generally,

by

it.

But

since the oil

mixed with perfumes may

also be of the kind

much

which, instead of being changed by a dead body,

balms
is

is effected

that have fallen

flies

it

;

thus drastically described by

besides, also

on

fivtat, ffavarova-ai,

this account, because "

a contrasted figure to the
("giveth

rather

em-

so it does not surprise us that the exciter of fermentation

life," vii.

little

a

(LXX.);

little folly"

it

happens,

corresponds as

—wisdom

destructive carcase,

'^3 'w»

12), a little folly is thus like little deadly

"flies.

The sequence of ideas '?! '£ (maketh the ointment stink) is natural.
The corrupting body communicates its foul savour to the ointment,
makes it boil up, i.e. puts it into a state of fermentation, in consequence of which it foams and raises up small blisters, mjnajau
(Eashi).
To the asyndeton '3^ '?!, there corresponds, in 16, the
asyndeton '|0 'n? the Targ., Syr., and Jerome,2 who translate by
;

1

The Targ.

3

The

and Mid. do, deadly flies as a figure of the
a mind buried in the world.
remodels U: t<>«>j> x.t.*. ("a little wisdom is more

interprets, as the Talm.

prava concupiscentia.

LXX.

Similarly

entirely

Wangemann

:
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and," are therefore not witnesses for the phrase

(*oi rrjs Bogr)*})

had

this certainly before it

other, inferior in point of evidence.

the point of comparison

is

1

it is

evident that

little folly is

itself,

Therefore the

insignificant.

more weighty than

in the eyes of the blinded crowd (Zockl.,

viz.

This limitation the author ought to have expressed, for

Dachsel).
it

the sentence

and Midrash, explains
slultitia

In general,

is

meaning of 16 cannot be that a

without

but the Venct

in relation to the

the hurtfulness, widely extending

of a matter which in appearance

wisdom, than honour,

'301,

it is,

;

an untruth.

is

Pretiosa

:

parva, understanding

therewith connected

;

by wisdom and honour the

besides, this thought,

the introduction of zuweilen [" folly
etc."], is in

Jerome, following the Targ.
super sapientiam

est

is

gloriam

which Luther limits by

sometimes better than wisdom,

harmony neither with that which goes

that which follows.

et

self-elation

Luzz., as already

Aben

before nor with

Ezra, Grotius, Geiger,

more recent English expositors, transfer the verbs
la zeugmatically to lb: similiter pretiosum nomine sapientiae
et gloriae virum foctidum facit stoliditas parva.
But JP3* forbids
this transference, and, besides, Jt? ">£, " honoured on account of," is
an improbable expression also '3D np' presents a tautology, which
Luzz. seeks to remove by glossing '3D, as the Targ. does, by ano
D*D33l neny.
Already Eashi has rightly explained by taking "ii£
Hengst., and the
of

;

(Syr. jakir, Arab,

of 133

:

wahir, wakur), in

more weighty,

i.e.

its

primary meaning, as synon.

heavier and weighing more than wisdom,

and he reminds us that a single
wisdom and
the honour of a man, destroying both, making it as if they had
never been, cf. 1 Cor. v. 6.
The sentence is true both in an
intellectual and in a moral reference.
Wisdom and honour are

than honour,

is

a

little

folly

;

foolish act can at once charge into their contrary the

honour than the great glory of folly"),
(1133 >n the sense of " great multitude ").

«.<.

31 rv&3D "I133D "03H BIO np>

Van der Palm

(1784) regards this as
the original form of the text.
1
T133D; thus in the Biblia rail. 1525, 1615, Genoa 1618, Plantin 1582,

J iblonski 1699, and
113301

Thus

is

also v. d.

Hooght and

found with the copulat.

F.,

and thus,

Norzi.

In the Ven. 1515, 1521, 1615,

a form which

is

adopted by Michaelis.

but has been
however, has 1l33Di with the marginal remark : T133D

also the Concord, cites,

corrected to Ti32D>

vat',

originally, it stood in J.,

vtap |3 (Simson ha-Nakdani, to whom the writer of the Frankf. Cod.
294 here refers for the reading bo, without the copul. vav, is often called by him
his voucher). This is also the correct Masoretic reading ; for if '3D! were to be

JIB'OE' '3D
1

read, then the

word would be in the catalogue of words of which three begin with
and a fourth has introduced a vav before it {Mas. Jin. f. 26,

their initial letter,

Ochla vevchla, Nr. 15).
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2, 3.

swept away by a little quantum of folly it places both in the
shade, it outweighs them in the scale ; it stamps the man, notwithstanding the wisdom and dignity which otherwise belong to him, as
a fool.
The expressive rijph JDE* is purposely used here ; the dealer
in ointments (pigmentarius) can now do nothing with the corrupted
perfume, thus the wisdom which a man possesses, the honour which
he has hitherto enjoyed, avail him no longer ; the proportionally
small portion of folly which has become an ingredient in his personality gives him the character of a fool, and operates to his dishonour.
Knobel construes rightly ; but his explanation (also of Heiligst, Elst.,
" a little folly frequently shows itself more efficacious and
Ginsb.)
fruitful than the wisdom of an honoured wise man," helps itself with
a " frequently " inserted, and weakens '3D to a subordinated idea,
and is opposed to the figure, which requires a personality.
Vers. 2, 3.
double proverb regarding wisdom and folly in
;

—

:

A

"

The heart of a wise
hand, and the heart of the fool to his

their difference

:

man

is

directed to his right

And

also on the way
where a fool goeth, there his heart faileth him, and he saith to all
that he is a fool."
Most interpreters translate The heart of the
wise man is at his right hand, i.e. it is in the right place. But this
designation, meant figuratively and yet sounding anatomically, would
be in bad taste 1 in this distinguishing double form (vid. on the contrary, ii. 14).
The is that of direction 2 and that which is situated
to the right of a man is figuratively a designation of the right
and
left.

:

f>

;

;

that to the

left,

a designation of the wrong.

The designation pro-

ceeds from a different idea from that at Deut. v. 3 2, etc. that
which lies to the right, as that lying at a man's right hand, is that
'fe*n denotes, in the later
to which his calling and duty point him
Hebrew, " to turn oneself to the wrong side."
;

;

Ver.

3.

This proverb forms, along with the preceding, a tetrastich,

two parts by vav. The Kert has removed the
and 'nc, vi. 1 0, as incompatible with the B>. The order
of the words v'gam-baderek k'shehsachal holeh is inverted for v'gam
k'shehsachal baderek holek, cf. iii. 13, and also rav sfayihyn, vi. 3 ; so
for it is divided into

in

art.

1

late
left,

:

'B>3

Bauer (1732) explains as we do, and remarks, " If we transthe heart of the wise is at his right hand, but the heart of the fool at his
it appears as if the heart of the prudent and of the foolish must have a
Christ. Fried.

different position in the

human body,

thus affording to the profane ground for

mockery."
'

of a

Accordingly, ver. 2 has become a Jewish saying with reference to the study
book (this thought of as Heb.) The wise always turn over the leaves back:

wards, repeating that which has been read

the fool forwards, superficially anticipating that which has not yet been read, and scarcely able to wait for the end.
;
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far as this signifies, " supposing that they are

many."

author intends to give prominence to " on the

way

because the

fool,

;

Plainly the

and why, but

"

the inclination of whose heart, according to 2b,

always goes to the
self in his public

left, is

now

manner of

here the verbal clause "ion

is?,

placed in view as he presents him-

life.

Instead of vxrs? i?n

which

is not, after

vi

2, to

we have
be trans-

and also
8: cor ejus deficit, i.e. his
understanding is at fault for 3?, here and at ver. 2, is thus used in
a double sense, as the Greek vovs and the Lat. metis can also be
used
there it means pure, formal, intellectual soul -life
here,
pregnantly {Psychol, p. 249), as at vii. 7, cf. Hos. iv. 11, the understanding or the knowledge and will of what is right. The fool takes
no step without showing that his understanding is not there, that,
so to speak, he does not take it along with him, but has left it at
He even carries his folly about publicly, and prides himself
home.
in it as if it were wisdom he says to all that he is a fool, se esse
stultum (thus, correctly, most Jewish and Christian interpreters, e.g.
Bashi and Eambach).
The expression follows the scheme of Ps.
May the heathen know mortales se esse (vid. I.e.). Otherwise
ix. 21
Luther, with Symm. and Jerome " he takes every man as a fool
but this thought has no support in the connection, and would undoubtedly be expressed by nsn 0v3D.
still differently Knobel and

lated

corde suo caret (Herzf., Ginsb), contrary to the suff.

:

the order of the words, but, after

ix.

;

;

:

—

:

:

;

:

Ewald

:

he says to

remarks that ??D

all,

is

"

it is foolish

;

" Hitzig,

on the contrary, justly

not used of actions and things

of 7*93, against himself, v. 2, where he translates

qd

;

this also is true
Jfsil

by

" foolish

discourses."

The Caprice of Rulers and

Wisdom

is

the Perverted

To

a strong protection.

the foregoing group proceeded, there

is

World,

x.

this thought,

4-7.

from which

here subordinated the follow-

ing admonition.
Ver. 4. This verse shows what is the wise conduct of a subject,
and particularly of a servant, when the anger of the ruler breaks
" If the ill-humour of the ruler rise up against thee, do not
forth
leave thy post for patience leaves out great sins." Luther connects
ver. 4 and ver. 3 by " therefore " for by the potentate he understands such an one as, himself a fool, holds all who contradict him
But the Wfio
to be fools then it is best to let his folly rage on.
an<^ "HtH? 'P? does not mean,
is a different person from the «9
" let not yourself get into a passion," or, as he more accurately ex:

;

;

:

'>
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6.

plains in the Annotationcs: "remain self-possessed" (similarly Hitzig:
lose not thy mental state or composure), but, in conformity with
"|i>r) . .
b», viii 3, " forsake not the post (synon. 3VI? and I^W?, Isa.
.

23) which thou hast received."

xxii. 19, cf.

The person addressed

thus represented not merely as a subject, but
nate officer

:

if

or

is

a subordi-

the ruler's displeasure (Wi, as at Judg. viii 3 ; Prov.
as elsewhere ; cf. *|K, Ps. lxxiii. 2 1

up against him (n?J?,
nDn 2 Sam. xi 20), he ought

xxix. 11) rises

officially as

;

not, in the consciousness that

he

does not merit his displeasure, hastily give up his situation which

has been entrusted to him and renounce submission for patience,
'?!.
gentleness (regarding NB"iD, vid. Prov. xii 18) '*W
This concluding clause of the verse is usually translated " It
;

.

.

.

:

appeaseth (pacifieth) great sins" (LXX. Karanravaei,

Symm.

irav<rei)

The phrase (non) bjk rnn is not to be compared, for it signifies,
quieting by an exhausting outbreak on the contrary, n^ in the
passage before us must signify quieting, as the preventing of an outbreak (cf. Prov. xv. 1).
It appears more correct to render iron in
both cases in the sense of iav, missum facere : to leave great sins is
= not to commit them, to give up the lust thereto ; for hinniahh
signifies to let go, to leave off, e.g. Jer. xiv. 9
and to indulge, Esth.
;

;

6, " to

keep the hands from something."
The great sins cannot certainly be thought of as those of the ruler
for on his part only one comes into view, if indeed, according to
the old legal conception, it could be called such, viz. cruel proceeding with reference to him who wilfully withdraws from him, and
thus proves his opposition much rather we are to think of the
great sins into which he who is the object of the ruler's displeasure
might fall, viz. treason (viii 2), insubordination, self-destruction, and
at the same time, since he does not stand alone, or make common
cause with others who are discontented, the drawing of others into
inevitable ruin (viii. 36).
All these sins, into which he falls who
answers wrath with wrath, patience avoids, and puts a check to
them.
The king's anger is perhaps justified the admonition, however, would be otherwise expressed than by rurrta 'po, if it were
not presupposed that it was not justified and thus without fieriy3a<rt? eh d\\o <y«/09 an /-section follows the reflection regarding
wise deportment as over against the king's displeasure, a section
which describes from experience and from personal observation the
world turned upside down in the state.
Ver. 5. " There is an evil which I have seen under the sun, like
nn error which proceedeth from the ruler." The introduction by the
virtual relative raithi is as at v. 12, cf. vi. 1.
Knobel, Hengst.,and
iii.

8, here as at vii. 1 8,

xi

;

;

;
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others give to the 3 of 'f? the meaning of " according to," or " in
consequence of which," which harmonizes neither with ra'ah nor with
rdithi.
Also Kleinert's translation " There is a misery
I have

seen

it

under the sun

the ruler,"

is

pred. while
subject.

in respect of an error

untenable

;

for

by

which proceedeth from

this translation ra'ah is

made the

the subj. to &, and Tcishgagah the unfolding of this

it is

Hitzig also remarks

which we have

—

:

—

:

in respect to

things incongruous.

Hitz.,

Caph

:

" as [wie ein\

[um

eineri]

an
an error ;"

error, instead

of

he confounds

for

however, rightly recognises, as

also

which measures the concrete with
the ideal, Isa. xtii. 6, compares the individual with the general which
therein comes to view, Ezek. xxvi. 1
Neh. vii. 2 cf 2 Sam. ix. 8.
Koheleth saw an evil under the sun something which was like an
error, appeared to him altogether like an error which proceedeth
from the ruler.
If we could translate '*& by quod exiit, then 3
would be the usual Caph similitudinis; but since it must be translated
by quod exit, 'm 'bo places the observed fact under a comprehensive
generality it had the nature of an error proceeding from the ruler.
If this is correct, it is so much the less to be assumed that by
God is to be understood (Dan. v. 21), as Jerome was taught by his
Hebraeus : quod jnitent homines in hac inaequalitate rerum ittum non
juste et ut aequum est judicare.
It is a governor in a state that is
meant, by whom an error might easily be committed, and only too
frequently is committed, in the promotion or degradation of persons.
But since the world, with its wonderful division of high and low,
appears like as it were an error proceeding from the Most High,
there certainly falls a shadow on the providence of God Himself, the
Governor of the world but yet not so immediately that the subject
of discourse is an " error " of God, which would be a saying more
NX*
nx> is the metaplastic form for riNX> or nxv
than irreverent.
(for which at Deut xxviii. 57 incorrectly rfirt''), not an error of
transcription, as Olsh. supposes ; vid. to the contrary, above, No. 1,
'JBpD (Symm. ef e/tirpoadep) with iW is the old usus log.
p. 197.
There now follows a sketch of the perverted world.
Vers. 6, 7. " Folly is set on great heights, and the rich must sit
in lowliness. I have seen servants upon horses, and princes like
servants walking on foot."
The word /3Bn (with double seghol,
Aram. ^3D) is used here instead of those in whom it is personiKleinert, the 3 as

veritatis,

;

;

.

;

:

Bw

;

=

Elsewhere a multiplicity of things great, such as D'Q?, B*D,
like, is heightened by D'?"! (cf. e.g. Ps. xviii. 1 7)
here
" great heights " are such as are of a high, or the highest degree
rabbim, instead of hardboim, is more appos. than adject, (cf. Gen. xliii.
fied.

and the

;
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14

;

(e.g.

"
Ps. Ixviii. 28, cxliii. 10 ; Jer. ii. 21), in the sense of " many
"
Ginsburg: in many high positions ") it mixes with the poetry of

the description dull prose.

= nobiles

$®,

(cf.

1

'Ashirim also

is

peculiarly used

:

divites

whom their family inheritance

Isa. xxxii. 5), those to

who possess the means of training
which they regard as places of honour,

gives a claim to a high station,

themselves for high

offices,

Regibus multis, Grotius here remarks, quot-

not as sources of gain.

ing from Sallust and Tacitus, suspecti qui exedlunt sive sapientia sive
nobilitate

xli. 3,

Hence

aut opibus.

and princes

it

appears that the relation of slaves

to each other is suggested

;

hoc discrimen, says Justin,

of the Parthians, inter servos liberosque

must walk

'al-haargts,

i.e.

(Jer. xvii. 2 5) slaves sit

princes),

b'regel

quod

est

nonnisi equis incedunt; this distinction

liberi

servi pedibus,

set aside, princes

is

Qfraglehem), and in their stead

high on horseback, and rule over them (the

— an offensive spectacle, Prov.

xix. 10.

The eunuch Bagoas

above, p. 214), long all-powerful at the Persian Court,

(vid.

example of the evil consequences of
relations of men.

which

Tlvat

is Difficult exposes to

this reversal

Danger; that which

is

is

an

of the natural

Improper brings

Trouble; that which comes Too Late is not of use, x. 8-11.

How much

time, thought,

and paper have been expended in

seeking to find out a close connection between this group of verses

and that going before

!

Some read

in rebellion against despots (Ginsb.)

in
;

them warnings

others

(e.g.

against rising

Zockl.) place these

proverbs in relation to the by no means enviable lot of those upstarts
(Zockl.)

;

more simply and more appropriately, Luther here

exemplified the thought that to govern (regere homines

humanas)

is

a

difficult

reality, this section

fate,

8-1
and not on the wisdom of man.

forms a member in the carrying forward of
been discussing from ix. 13

the theme which the author has

wisdom and

folly

cult situations of

:

in their mutual relations, particularly in
life.

find3

gerere res

matter; on the other hand, Luzz. finds in

the thought that all depends on

In

et

diffi-

The catchword of the foregoing section is
which guards against rendering evil for

NB"iD, patience, resignation,

and the catchword of the following section is "Won, considerate
and provisory straining of the means toward the accomplishment of
that which one purposes to do.
The author presents a prelude in
evil

'

;

Luzz. reads

JJ13

:

" Folly brings many into high places."

words, however, does not favour

The order of the

this.
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which denote by way of example, that whoever under-

four sentences,

takes any severe labour, at the same time faces the dangers connected
therewith.

"He

Vers. 8, 9.

breaketh
stones

down

may

may

The

which will necessarily take

fall

sting him.

do himself hurt therewith

endanger himself thereby."
that

may

that diggeth a pit

walls, a serpent

into it;

Whoso

whoso

pulleth out

he who cleaveth wood

;

may

futures are not the expression of

place, for, thus rendered, these four

statements would be contrary to experience; they are the expression

The fut. ?is^
where the clause 8 a

of a possibility.

event, as

is
is

not here meant as predicting an
a figure of self-punishment arising

Sir.
from the destruction prepared for others, Prov. xxvi. 27
paw is, Prov. xxvi. 27, the Targum word for nm?, ditch,
;

xxvii. 26.

from )*03 = rm^ depressum esse. fW (R. *u, to cut), something cutting
off, something dividing, is a wall as a boundary and means of protection drawn round a garden, vineyard, or farm-court T!| H? is
the reverse of P^B "HS, Isa. lviii 12.
Serpents are accustomed to
;

and holes of walls, as well as in the earth (for
and ?n) thus he who breaks into such a
wall may expect that the serpent which is there will bite him (cf.

nestle in the crevices

a city-wall

Amos

v.

is

1 9).

break stones,

called noin

To
Isa.

tear

li.

1

;

;

down

stones, hissCa, is synon. of hhatsav, to

yet hhotslv does not usually

breaker, but the stone-cutter (stone-mason)

Kings

tear out, does not also signify, 1

v.

;

mean

hissfa,

the stone-

from

nasa', to

31, "to transport," and

with wood-splitting, is certainly to be thought of as
Ne'etsav
a breaking loose or separating in the quarry or shaft.
signifies elsewhere to be afflicted here, where the reference is not
here, along

;

to the internal but the external feeling
to injure oneself painfully

;

the derivat.

:

to suffer pain, or reflex.
'etsev signifies also

severe

who has

painful

labour; but to find this signification in the Niph. ("he

labour ")

is

contrary to the usus

loq.,

and contrary to the meaning

Accordintended here, where generally actual injuries are in view.
ingly D3 |3p', for which the Mishn. to^»a jap'.,1 " he brings himself

would denote, to be placed in danger of life and limb,
37a; and it is therefore not necessary, with
Hitzig and others, to translate after the vulnerabitur of Jerome:
into danger,"

Gittin 655, Chullin

cf.

"

He may wound

himself thereby

wound, derived from T?P

cut, to

;"

there is not a denom. J?P, to

(P?^),

an instrument

for cutting,

a knife. 2
1

Vid. above, p. 194.

3

The Midraah understands the whole ethically, and illustrates it by the example of Rabsake [we know now that the half-Assyr., half-Accad. word rabsak
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who undertakes a dangerous matter

379

10.

is certainly

not merely that he

exposes himself to danger; the

author means to say, in this series of proverbs which treat of the

wisdom and folly, that the wise man is everywhere conscious of his danger, and guards against it. These two
verses (8, 9) come under this definite point of view by the following
proverb wisdom has just this value in providing against the manifold dangers and difficulties which every undertaking brings along
1
with it.
This is illustrated by a fifth example, and then it is
distinction between

;

declared with reference to all together.
Ver. 10. " If the iron has become blunt, and he has not whetted

the face, then he must give more strength to the effort

;

but wisdom

This proverb of iron, i.e. iron
has the superiority in setting right."
instruments ('H?, from P3, to pierce, like the Arab, name for iron,
hadid, means essentially something pointed), is one of the most
difficult in

the

Book of Koheleth,

—

because scarcely anywhere else are so

The old
The advocates

linguistically the

most

difficult,

many peculiar and unexampled
no help

forms of words to be found.

translators afford

understanding of

of the hypothesis of a Dialogue

it.

for the

have here a support in OK, which may be rendered interrogatively; but
where would we find, syntactically as well as actually, the answer ?
Also, the explanations which understand Ovjn in the sense of wartroops, armies, which is certainly its nearest-lying meaning, bring out
no appropriate thought for the thought that even blunt iron, as far
as it is not externally altogether spoiled {lo-phxnim qilqal), or:
although it has not a sharpened edge (Eashi, Eashbam), might be an
equipment for an army, or gain the victory, would, although it were
Ginsburg explains If the axe be blunt,
true, not fit the context
the tyrant) do not sharpen it beforehe
(who
goes
out
against
and
I'phanim, which is impossible, and
(phanim,
after
Jerome,
for
hand
I'phanim
to
nothing,
since
means ehedem [formerly],
besides leads
220a),
zuvor
\_prius\,
Ewald,
he
(the
tyrant) only increases
but not
§
hath
on
the
contrary,
wisdom
the
advantage
his army ;
by repairing
but the " ruler
the mischief (without the war being unequal)
of the foregoing group has here long ago disappeared, and it is only
a bold imagination which discovers in the hu of 10a the person
addressed in ver. 4, and represents him as a rebel, and augments
;

;

:

;

—

means a military chief], whom report makes a brother of Manasseh, and a renegade
in the Assyrian service.
1

Thus rightly Carl Lang in his Salom. Kunst irn Psalter (Marburg 1874).
8-10 a beautiful heptastich. Butas to its contents, ver. 11

sees in vers.

ITe

also

belongs to this group.
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into a warlike force, but recklessly going forth with

unwhettod
meaning for the whole, in general at least, is
found if, after the example of Abulwalid and Karachi, we interpret
D'rjn "'Si of the increasing of strength, the augmenting of the effort
of strength, not, as Aben-Ezra, of conquering, outstripping, surpassing *ia? means to make strong, to strengthen, Zech. x. 6, 1 2 and
B^H, as plur. of W?, strength, is supported by Ovn niaa, 1 Chron.
vii. 5, 7, 11, 40, the plur. of b"n t\23
the LXX. renders by hwdfieit
Swa/uoaei [and he shall strengthen the forces], and the Peshito
has vp for Swdfieis, Acts viii 13, xix. 11 (cf. Chald. Syr. ^nro?, to
strengthen oneself, to become strengthened).
Thus understanding
the words '?' '[P of intentio vinum, and that not with reference to

The

swords.

correct

;

;

;

sharpening (Luth., Grotius), but to the splitting of wood,

Desvoeux, Mendelss.),
a few

who

all

modern

lose themselves

etc. (Geier,

interpreters, with the exception of

on their own path, gain the thought, that

wisdom hath the advantage in the devising of
means subservient to an end. The diversities in the interpretation
in all undertakings

of details leave the essence

of this thought untouched.

Hitz.,

and others make the wood-splitter, or, in
the labourer, the subject to nng, referring Kim to the iron,

Bottch., ZockL, Lange,

general,

and, contrary to the accents, beginning the apodosis with qilqal: "If

he (one) has made the iron blunt, and

it is without an edge, he
and applies his strength." D^B-tO, " without an edge " (lo
for b'lo), would be linguistically as correct as 0*?? «?, " without
children," 1 Chron. ii. 30, 32; Ewald, § 286^; and qilqal would have
a meaning in some measure supported by Ezek. xxi. 26.
But
granting that qilqal, which there signifies "to shake," may be
used of the swinging of an axe (for which we may refer to the
Aethiop. kualkuala, kalkala, of the swinging of a sword), yet vi??i?
(ink ?i??i5) could have been used, and, besides, D'JQ means, not like »B,
the edge, but, as a somewhat wider idea, the front, face (Ezek. xxi. 21
" it has no edge " would
cf. Assyr. pan ilippi, the forepart of a ship)
ns
(ni^Q)
Kirn,
Kim
vh
have been expressed by
or by W$?
("irnD, cito).
We therefore translate if the iron has become blunt,
hebes factum sit (for the Pih. of intransitives has frequently the
meaning of an inchoative or desiderative stem, like ®W?, to become
fins, hebescere, ealigare, Ezek. xxi. 12
Ewald,
little, decrescere, xii. 3
§ 120d), and he (who uses it) has not polished (whetted) the face
twn does not refer to the
of it, he will (must) increase the force,
iron, but, since there was no reason to emphasize the sameness of
the subject (as e.g. 2 Chron. xxxii. 30), to the labourer, and thus

swings

it,

;

WK

:

;

;

makes, as with the other explanation, the change of subject notice-
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10.

The order of the words $p
e.g. 2 Chron. xxvi. 1).
non faciem (ferri) exacuit, is as at Isa. liii 9 ; cf. also the
of lo in 2 Sam. iii. 34; Num. xvi. 29.

able (as

.

et ille

tion

'5?P, or

pointed with Pattach instead of Tsere

move with

ease,

i.e.

qarqar,

(cf.

xxiv. 1 7) in bibL usage, from the root-meaning levem

esse,

.

.

'm,

posi-

Num.

signifies to

quickness (as also in the Arab, and Aethiop.), to

shake (according to which the LXX. and Syr. render it by rapdaaeiv,
n?\ to shake, and thereby to trouble, make muddy) in the Mishn.
;

usage, to
to

make

make

light

light, little, to

bring down, to destroy

;

here

it

means

= even and smooth (the contrast of rugged and notched),

a meaning the possibility of which is warranted by t>\> 'ru, Ezek.
i. 7, Dan. x. 6 (which is compared by Jewish lexicographers and

which is translated by all the old translators " glittering
and which, more probably than Ewald's " to steel " (temper),
1
With vahhaylim the
is derived from the root qal, to burn, glow.
apodosis begins; the style of Koheleth recognises this vav apod.
in conditional clauses, iv. 11, cf. Gen. xliii. 9, Kuth iii. 13, Job
vii 4, Mic. v. 7, and is fond of the inverted order of the words for
the sake of emphasis, xi. 8, cf. Jer. xxxvii. 10, and above, under

interpreters),
brass,"

vii.

22.

In 106 there follows the common clause containing the applica" and it is a
Hitzig, Elster, and Zockl. incorrectly translate
profit wisely to handle wisdom ;" for instead of the inf. absol. 'an,
they unnecessarily read the inf. constr. I'E'an, and connect "iY=n
nasn, which is a phrase altogether unparalleled.
Hichsir means to
set in the right position (vid. above, p. 193, leaser), and the sentence
will thus mean: the advantage which the placing rightly of the
means serviceable to an end affords, is wisdom i.e. wisdom bears
a wise man is
this advantage in itself, brings it with it, concretely

tion.

:

:

he

who reflects upon

that 'eon, after the

means

this advantage.

manner of the Siph. n^xn and

" to succeed," or causatively

might explain, as

It is certainly also possible

e.g.

Knobel

:

:

" to

make

^sbti, directly

to succeed."

We

the advantage of success, or of the

is wisdom, i.e. it is that which secures this
But the meaning prevalent in post-bibL Heb. of making fit,
equipping,
a predisposition corresponding to a definite aim or result,
is much more conformable to the example from which the porisma
is deduced. Buxtorf translates the Hiph. as a Mishnic word by aptarc,
Tyler suggests along with " right guidance " the meanrecUficare.
4
ing " pre-arrangement," which we prefer.

causing of prosperity,

gain.

—

—

1
Regarding the two roots, vid. Fried. Delitzsch's Indogerm.-Sem. Stud. p. 91 f.
* Also the twofold Haggadic explanation, Taanith 8a, gives to lachshir the
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The

Ver. 11.

proverb of this series presents for considers

last

tion the uselessness of

him who comes

without enchantment, the charmer
prets this

Dtt,

" If a serpent bite

too late.

of no use."

is

like that of ver. 10, also as interrog.

bite without its being

termination impelling

whispered

it

thereto

?

to,

i.e.

:

The Talm. interDoes the serpent

without a providential de-

Jer. Peak,

i.

1.

But

K'n^,

except

where whispering prayers are meant, signifies the
whispering of formulas of charming " serpents are not to be charmed
(tamed)," vrb, Jer. viii. 17.
Eather for '\n f>ya the meaning of
slander is possible, which is given to it in the Haggada, Taanith 8a :
All the beasts will one day all at once say to the serpent the lion
walks on the earth and eats, the wolf tears asunder and eats but
what enjoyment hast thou by thy bite ? and it answers them " Also
the slanderer (pe£n hv^f) has certainly no profit."
Accordingly the
but if DK is conditional, and the
Targ., Jerome, and Luther translate
vav of ifen connects the protasis and the apodosis, then ba'al hallaslwn
must denote a man of tongue, viz. of an enchanting tongue, and thus
This name for the charmer, one of many,
a charmer (LXX., Syr.).
is not unintentional ; the tongue is an instrument, as iron is, ver. 1
the latter must be sharp, if it would not make greater effort necessary
the former, if it is to gain its object, must be used at the right time.
The serpent bites 'n? '?3, when it bites before it has been charmed
there are also serpents which bite with(cf. b'lo yomo, Job xv. 32)
out letting themselves be charmed but here this is the point, that it
anticipates the enchantment, and thus that the charmer comes too
late, and can make no use of his tongue for the intended purpose,
and therefore has no advantage from his act. There appropriately
at Isa. xxvi. 1 6,

;

:

;

:

;

:

;

;

follow here proverbs of the use of the tongue on the part of a wise

man, and

its

misuse on the part of a

The Worthless Prating and

the

fool.

Aimless Labour of the Fool,

x.

12—15.

wisdom, as the preceding series of proverbs has shown, to
be on one's guard to provide oneself with the right means, and
These characteristics of the wise man
to observe the right time.
view,
by an example from the sphere of
ver. 11 has brought to
There now
action in which the tongue serves as the instrument.
follows, not unexpectedly, a proverb with reference to that which the
words of a wise man and the words of a fool respectively bring about.
It is

meaning
correctly,

" to set, a priori, in tbe right place." Luther translated qilqal twice
but further follows the impossible rendering of Jerome : multo labor*

of

txacuetur, et post indnstriam sequetur sapieniia.
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X. 12-11.

The words of a wise man's mouth are grace but tha
The words from a wise man's
;

a fool swallow him up."

mouth are 10; graciousness, i.e. gracious in their contents, their form
and manner of utterance, and thus also they gain favour, affection,
approbation, for culture (education) produces favour, Prov.

and

its lips

xiii.

15,

grace (pleasantness), which has so wide an influence

that he can call a king his friend, Prov. xxii. 11, although, accord-

ing to

ix.

11, that does not always so happen as is to be expected.

fool, on the contrary, swallow him, i.e. lead him to
The Pih. V?*, which at Prov. xix. 28 means to swallow
down, and at Prov. xxi 20 to swallow = to consume in luxury, to
spend dissolutely, has here the metaphorical meaning of to destroy,
to take out of the way (for that which is swallowed up disappears),
ninafe* is parallel form to 'nsb, like the Aram. njap.
The construction
is, as at Prov. xiv. 3, " the lips of the wise 'dbti preserve them

The

lips of

a

destruction.

;

the idea of unity, in the conception of the lips as an instrument of
speech, prevails over the idea of plurality.
are heart-winning,

and those of the

fool

The words of the wise
self-destructive.

This

is

verified in the following verse.

"The beginning of the words of his mouth is foolishand the end of his mouth is mischievous madness." From
folly (absurdity) the words which are heard from a fool's mouth rise
to madness, which is compounded of presumption, wantonness, and
frenzy, and which, in itself a symptom of mental and moral depravity,
brings as its consequence destruction on himself (Prov. xviii. 17).
The adjective n^j is as in in 7n, which interchanges with 'In nyi
vL 2, v. 1 2, etc. The end of his mouth, viz. of his speaking, is =
the end of the words of his mouth, viz. the end which they at last
Ver. 13.

ness

;

is here, with the adj. following,
with the usual ending of dbstracta.
The following proverb
says how the words of the fool move between these two poles of
folly and wicked madness
he speaks much, and as if he knew all

reach.

Instead of holeloth, there

holeluth,

:

things.

And the fool maketh many words while a man yet
know that which shall be and what shall be when he is no
more, who can show him that ? "
The vav at the beginning of this
verse corresponds to the Lat. aceedit quod.
That he who in 126 was
named k'sil is now named hassachal, arises from this, that meanwhile
dchluih has been predicated of him.
The relation of 146 to 14a,
Geier has rightly defined Probatur absurditas multiloquii a communi
Ver. 14. "

:

doth not

;

:

ignorantia ac imbeeUUtate humana, quae tamen praecipue dormnatur
apud- ignaros

stuttos.

We

miss before lo-yeda' an " although " (gam,
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Neh.

vi. 1,

or hi gam, viii 12)

;

the clause

is,

after the

manner of

a

clause denoting state or condition, subordinated to the principal
clause, as at

Ps.

v.

10: "an open grave

although they smooth their tongue,

is their

throat 'n*

'tt6f

The

speak flatteringly."

i.e.

LXX., Syr., Symm., and Jerome seek to rectify the tautology id quod
futurum est et quod futurum est (cf. on the other hand, viii. 7), for they
read 'rv
But the second quod futurum, certainly preserves
nvie> no.
by 'n£» its distinguishing nearer definition. Hitzig explains " What
is done, and what after this (that is done) is done."
Scarcely correctly:
aharav of the parallel passage, vi 12, cf. vii. 14, ix. 3, requires for
•

.

:

the suffix a personal reference, so that thus meaharav, as at Deut.
xxix. 21, means "from his death and onwards."
Thus, first, the
knowledge of the future is denied to man then the knowledge of
what will be done after his death and generally, of what will then
be done.
The fool, without any consciousness of human ignorance,
acts as if he knew all, and utters about all and everything a multitude
of words for he uselessly fatigues himself with his ignorance, which
remains far behind the knowledge that is possible for man.
Ver. 1 5. " The labour of the foolish wearieth him who knoweth
;

;

;

not

how

to go to the city."

If

we do

such as fools have wearies him (the
synallage

numeri as at

transition is

made

Isa.

ii.

8,

not seek to explain

fool),

Hos.

then

iv.

we have

8, for

:

labour

here such a

from the

plur.

to the distributive or individualizing sing.

a

A

anomaly is the treatment of the noun JOV as fem. (greater
even than the same of the noun pithgam, viii 11, which admitted of

greater

attractional explanation, and, besides, in a foreign

word was not

Kimchi, Michlol 1 0a, supposes that hay is thought of in
the sense of ?cy njPJ* impossible, for one does not use such au
expression.
Hitzig, and with him Hengst, sees the occasion for the
synallage in the discordance of the masc. WW!'. but without hesitation
we use the expressions ->£>, Mic. v. 6, 'fH Josh. vi. 26, and the like.
strange).

;

;

1

.,

'Amal also cannot be here fem. unitatis (Bbttch. § 657. 4), for it
denotes the wearisome striving of fools as a whole and individually.

We

have thus to suppose that the author has taken the liberty of
(vid. on the contrary, ii 18, 20), as the

using 'amal once as fem.

poet, Prov. iv. 1 3, in the introduction of the

Book of Proverbs uses

and as the similarly formed N3X is used in two
fool kindles himself up and perplexes himself, as if
he could enlighten the world and make it happy, he who does not
even know how to go to the city. Ewald remarks " Apparently
For us who,
proverbial, viz. to bribe the great lords in the city."
notwithstanding ver. 16, do not trouble ourselves any more with the

musar once as
genders.
The

fem.,

—

:
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lC-i'O.

which do violence

Hitzig also, and with

him

to the connec-

thinks of the city as the residence of the rulers from
sion proceeds, hut from

sought
city, is

All this

= not

Syrians, 2

is

whom

and

Zockl.,

whom

oppres-

Elst.

also help against oppression is to he

to be rejected.

Not

to

know how

to go to the

to he able to find the open public street, and, like the

Kings

vi.

18

£, to

be smitten with blindness.

to the city is via notissima et tritissima.

The way

Rightly Grotius, like

Aben

Ezra: Multi quaestionibus arduis se fatigant, cum ne obvia quidem
TirvK is vulgar for i^rrPK.
norint, quale est iter ad urbem.
In the
Greek language also the word wo\t? has a definite signification, and

Athens

is

But Stamboul, the

called a<rrv, mostly without the art.

may seem as an illustration of the proverbial phrase,
" not to know how to go to the city," is = et? tJ?i> ttoKiv.
Gratz finds
here an allusion to the Essenes, who avoided the city
habeat sibi !
name

of which

THIRD CONCLUDING SECTION, WITH THE FINALE AND EPILOGUE
[A.)

WARNINGS AGAINST IDLE REVELRY AND IMPROVIDENCE, AND A CALL
TO A FRESH EFFORT AFTER A HAPPY IMPROVEMENT OF LIFE.—
X. 16-XI.

7.

The Prosperity of a Country,

its

x.

Misfortune,

and Thoughtful

Foresight,

16-20.

Interpreters have sought in every

way

to discover a close con-

nection between the following proverbs of the bad and good princes,

and those that precede. Hitzig, rightly dissatisfied with this forced
attempt, cuts the knot by putting vers. 16—19 into the mouth of the
Koheleth, ver. 20, refers to him this rash freedom of
fool, ver. 15
for, supposing that
speech, and warns him against such language
vers. 16-19 were the words of Koheleth, in ver. 20 he would
contradict himself.
This unworthy perversion of the contents of
The supposed words of the fool belong
the section rectifies itself.
to the most peculiar, most impressive, and most beautiful utterances
of the Dan which the Book of Koheleth contains, and the warning,
ver. 20, against cursing the king, stands in no contradiction to the
" woe," ver. 1
Isaiah under Ahaz, Jeremiah under Zedekiah,
6
actually show how the two are in harmony; and the apostles even in
the times of Nero acted on their " honour the king."
Kather it mny
be said that the author in ver. 16, from fools iu general (ver. 15)
ECCLES.
2 £
:

;

;
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comes to speak of

folly in

" folly " is

the position occupied by a king and

name for that which is
unseemly and indecorous which is blamed in these high lords. From
x. 16, the Book of Koheleth turns toward the conclusion ; since it
represents itself as a discourse of Solomon's on the subject of the
wisdom of life, and all through has a sharp eye on rulers and their
surroundings, it is not strange that it treated of it in x. 4—7, and
again now returns to the theme it had scarcely left.
Vers. 16, 17. "Woe to thee,
land, whose king is a child, and
princes
sit
at
table
in
the
early
morning
whose
Happy art thou,
whose
king
is
noble,
and
whose
land,
a
princes sit at table at the
in
manly
strength,
and
not
in
right time,
drunkenness " Eegarding
'K, vid. above, p. 191.
Instead of '? '?K>, the older language would
rather use the phrase to?D *W? "ie>'k and instead of na'ar, we might
correctly use, after Prov. xxx. 22, 'ivgd; but not as Gratz thinks,
who from this verse deduces the reference of the book to Herod (the
" slave of the Hasmonean house," as the Talm. names him), in the
same meaning. For na'ar, it is true, sometimes means e.g. as
Ziba's by-name (2 Sam. xix. 18 [17])
a servant, but never a slave
as such, so that here, in the latter sense, it might be the contrast of
D^rqa; it is to be understood after Isa. iii. 12; and Solomon,
Bishop of Constance, understood this woe rightly, for he found it

princes.

But

not the characteristic

!

!

;

—

fulfilled at

the time of the last

German Karolingian Lndwig

in.

1

Na'ar is a very extensively applicable word in regard to the age of
King Solomon and the prophets Jeremiah and Zechariah
a person.
show that na'ar may be used with reference to one in a high office
but here it is one of few years of age who is meant, who is incapable
of ruling, and shows himself as childish in this, that he lets himself
be led by bad guides in accordance with their pleasure. In 1 66, the
author perhaps thinks of the heads of the aristocracy who have the
phantom-king in their power intending to fatten themselves, they
begin their feasting with the break of day.
If we translate yochelu
by " they eat," 166 sounds as if to breakfast were a sin, with us
such an abbreviation of the thought so open to misconception would
be a fault in style, but not so with a Hebrew. 2 ?bR (for en? ?bx, Ps.
;

:

—

xiv. 4) is here eating for eating's sake, eating as its

own

object,

eating which, in the morning, comes in the place of fresh activity

in one's calling, consecrated

by

prayer.

Instead of 'bw» 17a, there

ought properly to have been ^TfN but (1) *}»'« has this peculiarity,
to be explained from its interjectional usage, that with the suff.
;

1

•

Cf.

Buchmann's

Gefliigelte

Worte, p. 178, 5th ed. (1868).

Vid. Gesch. d.jiid. Poesie, p. 188

f.
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18.

remains in the form of the st. constr., for we say e.g.
the sing, form if K, inflected '"if't?, so substitutes
; (2)

WpK, and VT^,

more correctly

that TJn^N, or,

latter for vne>K, are

hhorim, vid. above,

used
p.

(vid.

191

;

under Song

the root-word

ii.

T^f N
itself

Prov. xxix. 19, the

Eegarding bSnbe white {vid.

14).

signifies to

under Gen. xL 16). A noble is called hhor, Isa xxxiv. 12; and
one noble by birth, more closely, or also merely descriptively (Gesen.
Lehrgeb. p. 649), bgn-hhorim, from his purer complexion, by which
persons of rank were distinguished from the common people (Lam.
iv. 7).
In the passage before us, bgn-hhorim is an ethical conception, as e.g. also generosus becomes such, for it connects with the idea
of noble by birth that of noble in disposition, and the latter predominates (cf. Song vii. 2, nadiv) it is well with a land whose king
:

is

of noble mind, is a

man

of noble character, or, if

hhorim the Mishnic meaning,

Of princes

is

truly a free

man

(cf.

we

give to bgn-

John

viii.

36).

such a king, the contrary of what

after the pattern of

is

said 166 is true: they do not eat early in the morning, but ba'et,
" at the right time ; " everywhere else this is expressed by Vitto
(iii.

11)

;

here the expression

the Lat. in tempore

—

is

—

corresponding to the Greek iv icaipm,

perhaps occasioned by the contrast baboqgr,

" in the morning."

Eating at the right time is more closely characby bighvurah v'lo vashsh'thi. Jerome, whom Luther follows,
translates: ad reddendum et non ad luxuriam.
Hitz., Ginsb., and
terized

ZockL, " for strengthening " (obtaining strength), not: " for feasting

;

but that beth might introduce the object aimed at (after Hitz., proceeding from the beth of exchange),

we have

already considered under

The

ii.

4.

author, wishing to say this, ought to have written »nc6 v&\ rrwxb.
" in strength, but not in drunkenness,"
Better, Hahn
as heroes,

—

:

but not as drunkards
debauchery,"
i.e.

is also

thus meant.

the dignity of a

them

as eating in

Ps. lxxi.

16 and

(Isa. v. 22).

man ?

manly

Ewald's "in virtue, and not in

But what is that to eat in virtue,
The author much rather represents

strength,

:

i.e.

as this requires

it (cf.

the plur.

Ps. xc. 10), only not bashti ("in drunkenness

become objects in themselves.
The Masora makes,
under bashti, the note TV*?, i.e.
has here a meaning which it has
not elsewhere, it signifies drunkenness; elsewhere it means the weft
of a web. The Targ. gives the word the meaning of weakness (rot^n),
after the Midrash, which explains it by ^BTia (in weakness)
Menahem b. Saruk takes along with it in this sense nnw, Jer. Ii. 30.
excess

"),

so that eating and drinking

Kleinert, well

:

as men, and not as gluttons.

W

The Talm. Shdbbath 10a, however, explains it rightly by \T^f "TO,
Ver. 18. Since, now, ver. 19 has only to do with princes, the
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following proverb of the consequences of sloth receives a particular
" Through being
reference in the frame of this mirror for princes
:

and through laziness of the hands the house
Ewald, Eedslob, Olsh., Hitz., and Fiirst, as already Aben
leaketh."
Ezra, understand the dual fty of the two idle hands, but a similar
attribut. adject.-dual is not found in Heb.
on the contrary, ephraim,
m'raihaim Jer. L 21, rish'athaim, and, in a certain measure, also
idle the roof falleth

;

;

riqmathaim, speak in favour of the intensification of the dual

taim

is

;

'atsal-

related to 'atslah, as Faulenzen, [being idle, living in idleness]

means doubled, i.e. great, constant laziness
and Bottch. in the iV. Aehrenl., under this passage).

to Faulheit [laziness], it

(Gesen.

H.

Wort.,

If 'atsaltaim

were an

then shiph-

attribut. designation of the hands,

yadaim would be lowness, i.e. the hanging down of the hands
languidly by the side the former would agree better with the second
luth

;

than with the

first

Eegarding the difference between

passage.

liamm'qareh (the beams and joists of a house) and hamqareh (contignans), vid. note below.

1

Since exceeding laziness leaves alone

everything that could support the house, the beams
^30),

and the house drops,

i.e.

lets

spite of the intrans. signification)

things which

make a house

the community,

whom

the rain through
cf.

;

(

J

(W!, Niph.

with

o,

in

the Arab, proverb of the three

insufferable,

under Prov.

xix. 13.

the king and the nobles represent,

Israel is called the house of Jacob.

e.g.

fall
eP'l ,

is

Also

a 1V3, as

If the rulers neglect their

duty, abusing their high position in obeying their

own

lusts,

then the

kingdom (state) becomes as a dilapidated house, affording no longer
any protection, and at last a machshelah, a ruined building, Isa iii. 6.
It becomes so by slothfulness, and the prodigal love of pleasure
associated therewith.

Yer. 1 9. " Meals they

make into a pleasure, and wine cheereth the
and money maketh everything serviceable." By W'^V, wicked
princes are without doubt thought of, but not immediately, since
166 is too remote to give the subject to ver. 19. The subject which
'osim bears in itself ( = 'osim Mm) might be syntactically definite,
as e.g. Ps. xxxiii. 5, 3[}k, He, Jahve, loves, thus those princes, or,
from ver. 18 such slothful men but 'osim is better rendered, like
e.g. omrim, Ex. v. 16 (Ewald, § 200a), and as in the Mishna we read
pip and the like with gramm. indef. subj. they make, but so that
by it the slothful just designated, and those of a princely rank are
meant (cf. a similar use of the inf. abs., as here of the part, in the
life,

—

:

:

;

:

'

mptsn, with mem Dageshed (Masora

trary, the

mem has Raphe,

for there it is

:

tMT

JV$>)

;

»n Ps. civ. 8,

on the con-

particip. (Michlol 46a; Parchon's Lex. f . 3,

col. 1).
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19.

Ginsburg's rendering

historical style, Isa. xxii. 1 3).

is

altogether at

"

Tbey turn bread and wine which cheereth life into revelry."
If nfc»y and D£ip as its object stand together, the meaning is, " to prepare a feast," Ezek. iv. 15
cf. 'avad I'hgm, Dan. v. 1.
Here, as
there, 'osim lehem signifies coenam faciunt (parant).
The h of f? is
not the sign of the factitive obj. (as I'll, Isa. xliv. 1 "7), and thus not,
as Hitz. supposes, the conditioning b with which adv. conceptions are
formed,
e.g. Lam. iv. 5, 'Vu? 'asn, where Jerome rightly translates,
voluptuose (yid. E. Gerlach, I.e.),
but, which is most natural and is
very appropriate, it is the h of the aim or purpose non ad debitam
corporis refectionem, sed ad mera ludicra et stulta gaudia (Geier). ptais>
is laughter, as that to which he utters the sentence (ii 2)
Thou

fault

:

;

—

:

:

mad.

art

It is incorrect, moreover, to take

UhSm

v'yaim together,

y'sammakh hayaim as an attribut. clause to yain : this
wine would here be a most unsuitable weakening
of the figure intended.
It is only an apparent reason for this, that
what Ps. civ. 15 says in praise of wine the author cannot here turn

and

to render

epitheton ornans of

Wine is certainly fitted to make
man but here the subject of discourse is dutyto whom chiefly wine must be brought (Isa. v. 12)

into a denunciatory reproach.

glad the heart of a
forgetting idlers,

;

and revelry).
The fut TOb« is meant in the same modal sense as 133], 10a: wine
must accomplish that for them. And they can feast and drink, for
they have money, and money 72ft'}£.
Luther hits the meaning
" Money must procure everything for them " but the clause is too
general; and better thus, after Jerome, the Zurich Bible: "unto
money are all things obedient." The old Jewish interpreters compare Hos. ii 23 f., where rup, with accus. peterdis, signifies, "to
answer a request, to gratify a desire." But in the passage before
to cheer their life (this sluggard-life spent in feasting

. . .

;

us

?3f? is

not the

obj.

accus. of peterdis, but petiti; for 'anah is

connected with the accus. of that to which one answers as well as of
that which one answers,

e.g.

Job

It is unnecessary,

xl. 2, cf. ix. 3.

with Hitzig, to interpret i"UJ£ as Hiph.: Money makes all to hear (him
who has the money), makes it that nothing is refused to his wish.
It is the Kal: Money answers to every demand, hears every wish,

—

grants whatever one longs
" Silver

and

useful gods

;

—

gold,
if

for,

helps to

;

as

my

Menander says

;

"

most
what thou

opinion, the

these have a place in the house, wish

wilt (eij-ai ti /3ov\ei), all will be thine

36

all

these are, according to

and Horace, Epod.

i.

6.

s.:

enm
Et genus etformam

"Scilicet uxorem

dole Jidemque et amicos

regina pecunia donat."
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The author has now described the king who is a misfortune
and him who is a blessing to the land, and princes as they ought to
be and as they ought not to be, but particularly luxurious idle
courtiers; there is now a warning given which has for its motive
not only prudence, but also, according to viii. 2, religiousness.
Ver. 20. " Curse not the king even in thy thought; and in thy
bed-chamber curse not the rich for the birds of the air carry away
In the
the sound, and the winged creature telleth the matter."
Books of Daniel and Chronicles, 5HO, in the sense of yva><ri<:, is a
synon. of ???'!? and neon
here it is rightly translated by the LXX.
;

;

by

ffvveiSrjais

;

it

does not correspond with the moral-religious idea

of conscience, but yet
consciousness

it

(Psychol,

touches
p.

it,

for it designates the quiet, inner

134) which judges according

moral

to

even {gam, as e.g. Deut. xxiii. 3) in the inner region of
x
his thoughts one must not curse the king (cf. vii 4 f.) nor the rich
(which here, as at 65, without distinction of the aristocracy of
wealth and of birth, signifies those who are placed in a high princely
criteria

:

and have wealth, the nervas rerum, at their disposal) in his
bed-chamber, the innermost room of the house, where one thinks
himself free from treachery, and thus may utter whatever he thinks
without concealment (2 Kings vi. 12): for the birds of the air may
carry forth or bring out (Lat. deferrent, whence delator) that which is
rumoured, and the possessor of a pair of wings (cf. Prov. i. 17), after
the ChetMb (whose n of the art. is unnecessarily erased by the KeriJ
as at iii. 6, 10) the possessor of wings (double-winged), shall further
tell the matter.
As to its meaning, it is the same as the proverb
s
Geier thinks of the
quoted by the Midrash " walls have ears."
swallows which helped to the discovery of Bessus, the murderer of
his father, and the cranes which betrayed the murderer of Ibycus, as
comparisons approaching that which is here said.
There would
certainly be no hyperbole if the author thought of carrier-pigeons
position,

:

:

(Paxton, Kitto) in the service of espionage.

warning

is

hyperbolical, like

But the reason

an hundred others in

" Aures fert paries,

all

for the

languages

oculos nemus: ergo cavere

Debet qui loquitur, ne possint verba nocere."
1

Hengst., not finding the transition from sckntia to couscientia natural,
Hartmann, the meaning of "study-chamber" to the word jffiD but

gives, after

neither the Heb. nor the

touches
*

;

Aram, has

this meaning, although Pa. lxviii. 13 Targ.

it.

'33n with unpointed He, because

r.'jnn (1

Sam. xxvi. 22).

Cf.

Mas. fin.

f.

it

is

22,

not read in the Keii; similarly

and Ochla

veochla,

No. 166.

• Vid. Tendlau's Sprichwbrter, No. 861.
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L

XI.

part of the book as commencing with

—
is

the

Future

Bark,

who

xi.

is

God's;

1-8.

regard the concluding

and do not acknowledge
any connection with that which immediately precedes but from
txb, x. 19, affords an
x. 16 the book draws to its conclusion,
xi. 1,

;

external connection for the proverb here following

;

but, since the

20 lies between, the sequence after the same catchword is
uncertain. Whether there is here a more inward connection, and what
it is, is determined by the interpretation of xi. 1, which proceeds
proverb

x.

in two fundamentally different directions, the one finding therein
recommended unscrupulous beneficence, the other an unscrupulous
spirit of enterprise.

We decide

in favour of the latter

it is

:

a

call,

derived from commercial pursuits, to engage in fresh enterprise.
xi 1. " Let thy bread go forth over the watery mirror for in
:

many days

the course of

shalt thou find

and

it."

Most

interpreters,

1

regard this as an exhortation
which although practised without expectation of reward,
does not yet remain unrewarded at last.
An Aram, proverb of Ben
Sira's (vid. Buxtorf's Florilegium, p. 171) proceeds on this inter" Scatter thy bread on the water and on the dry land
pretation
in
the end of the days thou findest it again."
Knobel quotes a similar
Arab, proverb from Diez' Denkwurdigkeiten von Asien (Souvenirs of
chiefly the Talm., Midrash,

Targ.,

to charity,

;

:

"

Do good cast thy bread into the water thou shalt
be repaid some day."
See also the proverb in Goethe's Westdst.
Divan, compared by Herzfeld.
Voltaire, in his Precis de VEccUsiaste

Asia), II.

en

106

vers, also

:

:

;

adopts this rendering
Repandez vos

bienfaits avec magnificence,

Meme aux mains vertueux ne les refusez pas.
Ne vous informez pas de lew reconnaissance—
II est grand,

That

il

est

beau defaire des ingrats.

instead of " into the water (the sea) " of these or similar pro-

verbs, Koheleth uses here the expression, " on the face of ('?B "v?) the

waters,"

makes no

difference

;

Eastern bread has for the most part

1

The Midrash tells the following story: Rabbi Akiba sees a ship wrecked
which carried in it one learned in the law. He finds him again actively engaged
in Cappadocia.
What whale, he asked him, has vomited thee out upon dry land ?
How hast thou merited this ? The scribe learned in the law thereupon related
that when he went on board the ship, he gave a loaf of bread to a poor man, who
thanked him for it, saying As thou hast saved my life, may thy life be saved.
Thereupon Akiba thought of the proverb in Eccles. xi. 1. Similarly the Targ.
Extend to the poor the bread for thy support they sail in ships over the water.
:

;
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the form of cakes, and

is

thin (especially such as

is

prepared hastily

for guests, 'ughoth or matstsoth, Gen. xviii. 6, xix. 3)

so that

;

when

thrown into the water, it remains on the surface (like a chip of
But fw, with
wood, Hos. x. 7), and is carried away by the stream.
this reference of the proverb to beneficence, is strange

the

it,

word wfO was rather

to be expected

the

;

the Syr., sliadar ; Jerome, mitte

;

LXX.

Venet. we/iire

atroirreCKov

;

by none

the pure idea of casting forth connected with

is

;

instead of

renders
;

fw.

by

thus

And

the reason given does not harmonize with this reference " for in
the course of many days (b'rov yamin, cf. mirov yamim, Isa. xxiv. 22)
wilt thou find it " (not " find it again," which would be expressed by
'on MEW).
This indefinite designation of time, which yet definitely
:

points to the remote future, does not thus indicate that the subject
is

the recompense of noble self-renunciation which

is

sooner or later

rewarded, and often immediately, but exactly accords with the idea
of

commerce

on with foreign countries, which expects to

carried

attain its object only after a long period of waiting.

In the proper

sense, they send their bread over the surface of the water who, as
Ps. cvii.

33

expresses,

"do business

the thought: seek thy support in the

Bread
gain,

216), an illustration of

(vid. p.

way of bold, confident

in 'n? is the designation of the

and bread in

It is a figure

in great waters."

taken from the corn trade of a seaport

adventure.

means of making a

13NXDPI the designation of the

gain

1

living or

(cf.

ix.

11).

Throw thy bread into the water = venture thy
hope, is forced
and of the same character are all the attempts to
understand the word of agricultural pursuits e.g. by van der Palm
Hitzig's explanation

:

;

;

:

sementem fac juxta aquas (or: in loca irrigtm); Gratz even translates:
" Throw thy corn on the surface of the water," and understands this,

Mendelssohn

with the fancy of a Martial, of begetting children.

is

right in remarking that the exhortation shows itself to be that of

Koheleth-Solomon, whose ships traded to Tarshish and Ophir.
the reference to self-sacrificing beneficence stands on a level with

Only
it

as

With Ginsburg, we may in this way say
that a proverb as to our dealings with those who are above us, is
followed by a proverb regarding those who are below us with those
worthy of consideration.

;

others a proverb regarding judicious courageous venturing, ranks

with a proverb regarding a rashness which is to be discountenanced and the following proverb does not say Give a portion,
distribute of that which is thine, to seven and also to eight
for it is
well done that thou gainest for thee friends with the unrighteous
itself

:

;

:

1

less

The Greek phrase aicupat irirrop, " to sow the sea " = to undertake a
is of an altogether different character
cf. Amos vi. 12.

work,

fruit-

;
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8.

thyself mayest unexpectedly he in

a prudent rule which

here placed by the side of

is

counsel to bold adventure
Ver. 2. " Divide the portion into seven, yea, eight (parts)

knowest not what

evil shall

interpretation, IvJ?

was

happen on the

With

earth."

for

;

thou

that other

to be expected instead of 'ai-haarets

;

for

an

evil spreading abroad over the earth, a calamity to the land, does

not yet

on every one without exception and why was not the
?
The impression of the words
"jn, established in this general manner, is certainly this, that

fall

;

designated directly as personal

?W")

'de?

.

.

.

on the supposition of the possibility of a universal catastrophe breaking in, they advise a division of our property, so that if we are involved in it, our all may not at once be lost, but only this or that
part of

in

With

as Jacob, Gen. xxxii. 9, says.

it,

most natural

one expedition, so that

if this is lost

la

is

that one ought not to lay

p?n

all to

;

with the same right,

be regarded as denot-

one caravan

;

since in ver. 2

or,

be represented not merely as a means of obtaining gain,

~[Dvb is to

11, Jer.

all into

may

only an example, the counsel

ing that one must not commit

vi.

it is

in a storm, all might not at

once be lost (Mendelss., Preston, Hitz., Stuart)
since

reference to la,

to suppose that one is counselled not to venture his all

xli.

up

all

8 (Nachtigal)

one business,

or, as

he has gathered in one place, Judg.

in short, that one ought not to put

;

we

say

literally,

venture all on one card.

i.e. the measure of the
xvi 5), or p?n |nj means to
make portions, to undertake a division. In the first case, the expresJIU follows the scheme of Gen. xvii. 20
make the part
sion ?
into seven, yea, into eight (parts)
in the second case, the scheme of

is either

the portion which one possesses,

him

possession that has fallen to

•

•

(Ps.

•

:

;

Josh, xviii. 5

make

:

division into seven, etc.

because otherwise that which

now

p?n is the part

We prefer the former,

to be divided remains

is

in possession

:

make

the

much

unknown;

or the little that

parts.
The rising from seven to
and like the expression ter quaterque, etc.
The same inverted order of words as in 26 is found in Esth. vi. 3
2 Kings viii. 12.
Ver. 3. With this verse there is not now a transition, et? aXKo

thou hast into seven or yet more
eight is as at

Job

v. 1 9,

;

yevo<s (as

down

when one understands ver. 1 f. of
move in the same track.

to ver. 6

beneficence)
"

of rain, they empty themselves on the earth : and
the south, or in the north
the place where the tree

—

lieth."

Man knows

—what

wards

not

—

this is the

misfortune, as

e.g.

;

the thoughts

When the clouds
if

are full

a tree fall in

falleth, there it

reference of the verse back-

hurricane, flood, scarcity, will
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upon the earth

;

done follows fixed laws, and the bindis removed beyond the influence of
in individual cases beyond his knowledge.

for all that is

ing together of cause and effect
the will of man, and also

The interpunction of 3a a: DC
Hooght, Mendelss., and elsewhere

''3

D'ayn

*o^"DK

(not as

by

v.

d.

MJfii,

but as the Venet. 1515, 21,
Michael. D^ayn, for immediately before the tone syllable Mahpach is

changed into Mercha) appears on the first glance to be erroneous,
and much rather it appears that the accentuation ought to be

but on closer inspection O&i is rightly referred to the conditional
antecedent, for " the clouds could be filled also with hail, and thus
As in iv. 10, the fut. stands in the
not pour down rain" (Hitz.).
protasis as well as in the apodosis.

quence

B

will be done

If

A

is

done, then as a conse-

the old language would prefer the words

;

A

.
happens, so
ij6dj 03) DN, Ewald, § 355b : as often as
always happens B. W)) carries (without needing an external object

Ipnni

.

.

to be supplied), as internally transitive, its object in

clouds above

fill

themselves with rain, they

the

itself: if

make an emptying,

i.e.

Man cannot, if the previous
they empty themselves downwards.
condition is fixed, change the necessary consequences of it.
The second conditioning clause
aut ad aquilonem, in quoeungue

Jerome

{vid.

pava Dso

;

if

this sive

.

si eeciderit

lignum ad austrum

erit.
Thus rightly
might also be said: DK J*J> ^ibhmo
a tree falls, whether it be in the south or in
sive would thus be a parenthetic parallel

above, p. 152).

Dim, and

the north

:

.

loco eeciderit ibi

It

.

Thus regarded, the protasis as it lies before us consists in
" And
itself, as the two tfim in Amos ix 3, of two correlated halves
if a tree falls on the south side, and (or) if it fall on the north side,"
i.e. whether it fall on the one or on the other.
The Athnach, which
more correctly belongs to ipn\ sets off in an expressive way the prodefinition.

:

tasis over against the apodosis

yippol is unmistakeable

;

M'qom

disjunctive to 'xa

;

that a

new

clause begins with v'im

was need for a chief
bimqom, as at Esth. iv. 3,

for the contrary, there
is accus. loci for

Sham is rightly not connected with the relat. clause (cf.
The fut. wn» is
13) the relation is the same as at i. 7.
njn,
formed from
whence ii. 22, as at Neh. vi. 6, and in the Mishna
(Aboth, vi. 1 ;* Aboda zara, iii. 8) the part. ntii.
As the jussive form
viii.

17.

Ezek.

vi.

w

formed from nw, so njrp (nw) passes into

is

written

KW.

;

w, which

is

here

Hitzig supposes that, according to the passage before

us and Job xxxvii.

6,
1

the word appears to have been written with K,

Vid. Baer,

Abo

ath Jisrael, p. 290.
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4.

mn

has the root-signification of

and derives from thence the meaning of accidere, exsistere,
esse (vid. under Job xxxvii. 6)
in the Book of Job, however, mn
may have this meaning as an Arabism in the usus log. of the
author of the Book of Koheleth it certainly was no longer so used.
Rather it may be said that W[ had to be written with an K added
to distinguish it from the abbreviated tetragramm, if the K, as in
wax, Isa. xxviii. 12, and j>n, Josh. x. 24, does not merely represent
the long terminal vowel (cf. the German- Jewish tm = thou, tt'T = the,
1
etc.).
Moreover, WPP, as written, approaches the Mishnic inflection
of the fut. of the verb nin; the sing, there is X\f\, KPin, kpik, and
the plur. W, according to which Bashi, Aben Ezra, and Kimchi
interpret WPP here also as plur; Luzzatto, § 670, hesitates, but in
delabi, cadere,

;

;

his

Commentary he takes

it

as sing., as the context requires

will it (the tree) be, or in accordance with the

of the verb

mn

:

there will it find

itself,

there

it

more

:

there

meaning

lively

continues to

lie.

As

an invariable law of nature according to which the clouds discharge the masses of water that have become too heavy for them, so
it is an unchangeable law of nature that the tree that has fallen
before the axe or the tempest follows the direction in which it is
impelled.
Thus the future forms itself according to laws beyond the
control of the human will, and man also has no certain knowledge
of the future wherefore he does well to be composed as to the worst,
and to adopt prudent preventive measures regarding it.- This is the
reference of ver. 3 looking backwards.
But, on the other hand, from
this incalculableness of the future
this is the reference of ver. 3
looking forwards he ought not to give up fresh venturesome activity,
much rather he ought to abstain from useless and impeding calculations and scruples.
Ver. 4. " He who observeth the wind shall not sow and he that
it is

;

—

—

;

regardeth the clouds shall not reap."

The proverb

is

not to be

whole paraenesis : it is
not directed against the provident observation, guided by experience,
of the monitions and warnings lying in the present condition of the
weather, but against that useless, because impossible, calculation of
the coming state of the weather, which waits on from day to day,
from week to week, till the right time for sowing and reaping has
passed away.
The seed-time requires rain so as to open up and
moisten the ground he who has too much hesitation observes (nDK*,
as at Job xxxix. 1) the wind whether it will bring rain (Prov.
understood

but in the

literally,

spirit of the

;

1

Otherwise Ewald, § 1926;

tftpp.

Aram, of

R}p| (as ttfa)

= Kin.
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xxv. 23), and on that account puts off the sowing of the seed till it
The time of harvest requires warmth without rain
is too late.
(Prov. xxvi. 1)

;

but the scrupulous and timid man,

be sure enough, looks at the clouds
weather, and finds

(cf. Isa.

now and never any

who can never

xlvii. 13), scents

rainy

security for the right weather

He who would accomand gain anything, must have confidence and courage to venture
something the conditions of success cannot be wholly reckoned upon,
the future is in the hand of God, the All-Conditioning.
Ver. 5. " As thou hast no knowledge what is the way of the
wind, like as the bones in the womb of her who is with child so
thou knowest not the work of God who accomplisheth all." Luther,
after Jerome, renders rightly " As thou knowest not the way of the
wind, and how the bones in the mother's womb do grow so," etc. The

for the gathering in of the fruits of the field.

plish

;

;

:

;

clause, instar ossium in ventre praegnantis, is the so-called comparatio

decurtata for instar ignorantiae tuae ossium,

regarding the bones,

more

closely defined

i.e.

by

etc.,

like

the growth of the bones,

'tpf?

33, has not the art.

thy ignorance
1

'-^j?,

because

used elsewhere after

an example for the regular syntax (vid. Eiehm,
under Ps. xviL 12) is found at Deut. xxxii. 2. That man has no
power over the wind, we read at viii. 8 the way of the wind he
knows not (John ill. 8), because he has not the wind under his
man knows fundamentally only that which he rules. Recontrol
garding the origin and development of the embryo as a secret which
remained a mystery to the Israel Chokma, vid. Psychol, p. 209 ff.
For 'DV», cf. Ps. cxxxix. 15 and Job x. 11. Eegarding m'leah, pregWith fine discriminant (like the Lat. plena), vid. above, p. 193.
nation, the fut. jnri to in the apodosis interchanges with the particip.
jrw 13»K in the protasis, as when we say If thou knowest not that,
as a consequence thou shalt also not know this.
As a man must
3 of comparison

;

;

:

:

confess his ignorance in respect to the way of the wind, and the formation of the child in the mother's womb so in general the work of
God the All-Working lies beyond his knowledge he can neither
penetrate it in the entireness of its connection, nor in the details of
its accomplishment.
The idea 'oseh kol, Isa. xliv. 24, is intention;

\.

:

ally unfolded in a fut. relat.

clause, because here the fut. in the

human

history, comes principally into
For that very reason the words 'SO"*1 *? are also used, not (as
in passages where there is a reference to the world of creation in its
present condition) eth-kol-elleh, Isa. lxvl 2. Also the growth of the

natural world, as well as in

view.

1

:

The Targ. reads 'VJD, an d construes: What the way of the
i.e. how the embryo becomes animated.

spirit in

bones,
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8.

compared to the growth of the future

is

womb

Zeph.

cf.

XI.

of the present, out of which it is born (Prov. xxvii. 1
"What is established by this proof that man is not
2).

ii.

—

lord of the future,

that in the activity of his calling he should

viz.

—

shake off anxious concern about the future,
is once again inferred
with the combination of what is said in vers. 4 and 2 (according
to our interpretation, here confirmed).
Ver. 6. " In the morning sow thy seed,

and towards evening
withdraw not thine hand for thou knowest not which shall prosper,
whether this or that, or whether both together shall well succeed."
;

The

cultivation of the land is the prototype of all labour (Gen.

pursuit

with

The
(

and sowing

156),

ii.

"jr

is

.

•

for

emblem

T£

.

"?K, Josh. x. 6, of the older

.

parallel

therefore an

meaning

this general

;

word to

Judg. xix. 1 6

;

.

.

of all activity in one's

"?K (like

language)

is

vii.

18

;

synon.

to be accepted.

from work
must not be excluded, but incessant labour

ociboter is not oa'gr&v; for the cessation

Ps. civ. 23)

Luke ix. 62) must be continued until the evening. And as ver.
2 counsels that one should not make his success depend exclusively

(cf.

on one enterprise, but should divide that which he has to dispose of,
and at the same time make manifold trials so here also we have
the reason for restless activity of manifold labour from morning till
;

evening: success or failure

knows not which

(v. 56)

in the

is

hand of God,

—man

utrum) will
prosper (vid. regarding kosher, above, p. 193), whether (n) this or
(Is) that, and whether (DNp, etc.
vid. regarding the three-membered
disjunctive question, Ewald, § 361; and regarding k'ehhad, above,
(quid, here, according to the sense,

;

p.

192

;

it

in

is

common

use in the more modern language, as

also in the last benediction of the Shemone-Esra:
" bless us,

our Father, us

(as at vii.

LXX.

iciv

rightly

Luther,

who

:

icai

translates

:

18

(better
"

DnrjE>

all together."

% understood neut.

and

if

;

cf.

elre)

:

e.g.

inso
liana,
goes back to the two
.

•

•

on the contrary, vi. 5). The
ra Svo €7rl to avrb aryadd.

both together

it

shall be better," has

been misled by Jerome.

The proverb now following shows its connection with the
" The tendency of the advice in

preceding by the copula vav.

vers. 1, 2, 6, to secure guarantees for life, is justified in ver.
is beautiful,

connection

and worthy of being cared

is

for."

It is in the spirit

simpler.

7

:

life

Thus Hitzig; but the
of the whole book that,

along with the call to earnest activity, there should be the call to
life
he who faithfully labours has a
and this joy of life, based on fidelity to one's
and consecrated by the fear of God, is the most real and the

the pleasant enjoyment of
right to enjoy his
calling,

life

:

;
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highest enjoyment here below.

In

this sense the fruere vita Lere

connects itself with the labora
Vers. 7, 8. " And sweet is the light, and pleasant
eyes to see the sun

man

through

the

it is for

many

he
and remember the days of darkness
that there will be many of them.
All that cometh is vain."
Dale
translates the copula vav introducing ver. 7 by " yes," and Bullock
by " truly," both thus giving to it a false colouring. " Light,"
Zockler remarks, stands here for " life."
But it means only what
the word denotes, viz. the light of life in this world (Ps. lvi. 14; Job
xxxiii. 30), to which the sun, as the source of it, is related, as "tiKD
is to "nK.
Cf. Eurip. Hippol., & \a/nrpb$ aldqp k.t.\, and Iphigen.
in Aulis, 1218— 19, fir/ /i a.TroXe<rr)<: k.t.X " Destroy not my youth;
to see the light is sweet," etc.
The b in 'V? has the short vowel
1
Pattach, here and at 1 Sam. xvi. 7, after the Masora.
The Jci beginning ver. 8 is translated by Knobel, Hitz., Ewald,
and others by "ja " (yes) by Heiligstedt, as if a negative preceded
by immo; but as the vav of *la is copulative " and," so here the
hi is causal " for."
If it had been said man must enjoy himself as
long as he lives, for the light is sweet, etc., then the joy would have its
for

:

ought to rejoice in them

if

a

live

years,

all,

:

;

:

reason in the opportunity given for

given for joy has

its

it.

Instead of

reason in this, that a

man

this,

according to God's arrangement and ordinance

:

and

for it

it is

pleasant for the eyes to see the sun

the occasion

ought to

;

rejoice, viz.

the light

sweet,

is

ought thus to

man, however long he may live, should continue to enjoy
especially in view of the night which awaits him.
Ki
im are not here, as at iii. 12, viii. 15, where a negative precedes,
to be taken together; but ki assigns the reason, and im begins a
hypothetical protasis, as at Ex viii. 1 7, and frequently.
Im, with
be, that a

his fair

life,

the conclusion following, presents something impossible, as
1.

12, si esurirem, or also the extreme of that which

actual,

e.g.

Isa. vii.

18, si peecata vestra sint instar

latter case, the clause

with the concessive particle

e.g.

Ps.

is possible

as

In the
may be changed
coccini.

into a sentence with a concessive conjunctive, as at Isa. x.

22

:

"for

though thy people,
Israel, be as numerous as the sand of the
sea ;" and here " though a man may live ever so many years." The
:

second hi after 'H

is

the explicat. quod, as at

ii.

24,

iv. 4,

viii 17,

he must remember the days of darkness, that there shall be
many of them, and, at all events, not fewer than the many years available for the happy enjoyment of life.
In this connection hol-sheboa'
etc.

1

:

Cf.

on the contraiy, at Gen.

iii.

6 and Prov. x. 26, where

it

has the Kametz;

cf . also Michlol 536.
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9.

If Hitz. remarks that the

after this life.

sentence: "All that is future is vanity," is a false thought, this

now also be said

of his

own

sentence extracted from the words

:

may
" All

may pass away
But the sentence also respects
all that is future, but all that comes after this life, which must
appear as vain QieveT) to him for whom, as for Koheleth, the future
is not less veiled in the dark night of Hades, as it was for Horace,
i 4 16 s.:
" Jam te premet nox fabulaeque Manes
that

but
not

For

transitory."

is, is

it is

all

that

is

done, in time

not actually transitory (^n).

Et domus

exilis

Plutonia."

iv. 7. 16, man at last becomes
umbra, and that which thus awaits him is hgv&l.
Tyler is
right, that " the shadowy and unsubstantial condition of the dead and
«an signifies not that
the darkness of Sheol " is thus referred to.
which is nascens, but futurum, e.g. Sanhedrin 27a, "from the present
tarfo and for the future" (for which, elsewhere, the expression

Also, for Koheleth as for Horace,
pulvis

tiJ?

et

Tny?

is

The Venet. construes

used).

falsely

:

All (the days) in

which vanity will overtake (him) and Luther, referring S3 as the
3d pers. to the past, follows the misleading of Jerome. Eightly the
LXX. and Theod. ir&v to ipx&fievov.
;

:

(R) FINALE, WITH AN EPIPHONEMA.
In
his

xi.

7,

8,

XI. 9-XII.

now

discontinues this his
;

for

having begun

with a finale, xi. 9—
Man, in view of the long night of death into which he goes

with an ouverture,

xii. 7.

forth,

8.

having again reached the fundamental saying of

earthly eudaemonism, the author

ceterum censeo, and artistically rounds off his book
it

7,

2-11, he concludes

i.

ought to enjoy the

it

This fundamental

granted to him.

life

thought of the book, to which the author has given a poetic colouring,

now

an animated highly poetical call to
but not without the consciousness that
he must render unto God an account for it.
That the call is
addressed not to a man as such, but to the young man,
including,

xi. 7, 8,

a young

amplifies itself into

man

to enjoy

life,

—

however, after the rule a potiori
is

explained from

this,

fit

denominatio, young

women,

that the termimts a quo of an intelligent,

responsible enjoyment of
quern, the night of death,

life

stands over against the terminus ad

with

its

pre-intimation in hoary old age.

Without any connecting word, and thus as a new point

of departure,

the finale begins
Ver.

9.

" Eejoice,

young man, in thy youth

;

and

let
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eneer thee in the days of thy youth, and walk in the ways of thine

and in the sight of thine eyes but know, that for all this God
judgment" The parallel 't?*? shows that the beth

heart,

:

will bring thee to

'^3

(with T aspirated) does not introduce the reason of the joy,
Instead of tfyithav libb'cha, " let thy
but the time suitable for it.

in

heart be of good cheer," as the expression might also be, the words
so,
are vithiifcha libb'cha, " make thy heart of good cheer to thee,"

—

viz., that from this centre brightness may irradiate thy countenance
(Prov. xv. 13) and thy whole personality, vid. Psychologie, p. 249.
V'hhuroth, the period of youth, is here and at xii. 1 =Num. xi 28,
the
v'hhurim, as the only once occurring n"uroth, Jer. xxxii. 30, is
form
more
in 6th is the
elsewhere generally used n*urim; the
modern (cf. k'luloth, Jer. ii. 2). " Ways of the heart " are thus ways
into which the impulse of the heart leads, and which satisfy the

=

'W

heart.

designates the pleasure felt in the presence

'y?, at vi. 9,

a sight which draws and fastens the
which is known to
The ChetMb has the plur.
eyes upon it.
the language (Dan. i. 15 Song ii. 14), and which would here designate the multitude of the objects which delight the eyes, which is
of the object before one

here,

;

W,

;

not unsuitable

;

the Pih.

Ps. cxxxi. 1, walking, in

m^
an

denotes also elsewhere, frequently,

ethical sense

;

Hitz., ZSckl.,

e.g.

and others

and the second as
")
but
they both introduce that wherein he ought to act freely and joyand in
in the ways of thy heart, into which it draws thee
fully
the sight of thine eyes, towards which they direct themselves with
The LXX. B. renders, " and not after the sight of thine
interest.
This " not " (/*»?), which is wanting in A. C, is an interpolaeyes."
tion, in view of the warning, Num. xv. 39, against following the
impulse of the heart and of the eyes the Targ. also therefore has
" be prudent with reference to the sight of thine eyes."
But this
interpret the first 3 as specifying the sphere,

specifying the

norm

("

according to the sight of thine eyes

:

;

;

:

;

moralizing of the text

is superfluous, since

the call to the youthful

accompanied with the nota bene: but know that
God will bring thee to an account for all this and thus it excludes
In the midst of an address, where a yet closer
sinful sensual desire.
definition follows, 'twa is thus punctuated, xii 14, Job xiv. 3, Ps.

enjoyment of

life is

;

cxliii.

3

;

here, in the conclusion of the sentence, it is '&Q2.

supposes that there

is

denoted by

it,

Ilitzig

that the sins of youth are

punished by chronic disease and abandonment in old age ; Knobel
and others understand by the judgment, the self-punishment of sins

by

all

manner

of evil consequences,

divinely inflicted penalties.

But

which the 0. T. looks upon as

in view of the facts of experience,
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t.

life

too frequently escaped,

xii.

14, postulates a final

judgment, which removes the contradiction of this present time, and
which must thus be in the future he has no clear idea of the time
;

and manner of
certainty of it

by the

pleted

judgment, but his faith in

this final

beyond
call to

all

doubt.

The

God

places the

now com-

call to rejoice is

avoid all that occasions inward and outward

sorrow.

Ver. 10.

"And remove

from thy flesh

:

for

Jerome

are vain."

sorrow from thy heart, and banish evil

youth and
translates

:

age, not yet

grown

to grey hairs,

wafer iram a corde tuo, and remarks

Comm. : in ira omnes perturbationes animi comprehendit; but
D ?? (E. D3, contundere, confringere) does not signify anger, but in-

in his

cludes both anger and sorrow, and thus corresponds to the specific
ideas, "sadness, moroseness, fretfulness."

The clause

following,

Jerome

amove malitiam a came tua, with the remark in carnis
malitia universas signijicat corporis voluptates; but njn is not taken
in an ethical, but in a physical sense
djd is that which brings
sorrow to the heart and njn, that which brings evil to the flesh
More correctly than the Vulgate,
(-|'B>3, opp. 2 ?, ii. 3, Prov. xiv. 30).
Luther renders: "banish sorrow from thy heart, and put evil
from thy body."
He ought to free himself from that which is
injurious to the inner and the outer man, and hurtfully affects it
for youth, destined for and disposed to joy, is hevel, i.e. transitory,
and only too soon passes away. Almost all modern interpreters
(excepting the Jewish), in view of Ps. ex. 3, give to TW"int? the
meaning of " the dawn of the morning ;" but the connection with
niT* would then be tautological ; the Mishn.-Midrash usus loq., in
conformity with which the Targ. translates, " days of black hair,"
proves that the word does not go back to inB', morning dawn,
morning-red, but immediately to "tint?, black (vid. above, p. 196),
and as the contrast of H3V (non-bibl. HWW, '^D, '3D), canities, denotes
the time of black hair, and thus, in the compass of its conception,
goes beyond Tftlb'', since it comprehends both the period of youth
and of manhood, and thus the whole period during which the strength
of life remains unbroken. 1
With xii. 1 (where, inappropriately, a new chapter begins,
translates

:

et

:

:

;

1

1 The Mishna, Nedarim iii.
8, jurist, determines that E>tOil "Hint? denotes men,
with the exclusion of women (whose hair is covered) and children. It is disputed
(vid. Baer's Abodath Jisrael, p. 279) whether rrVriB'n, Aboth iii. 16, Dereck erez

c. II.,
is

Midrash under Lam.

ii.

used for a grown-up son in

ECCLES.

11, is a; nv>nc?, but without right

full

;

ben*ti»Moreth

manly strength.

2C
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beginning with xi. 9) the call takes a new course,
argument on the transitoriness of youth: " And remember
thy Creator in the days of thy youth, ere the days of evil come, and
the years draw nigh, of which thou shalt say I have no pleasure
The plur. majest. TN"]ta is = D't^y as a designation of the
in them."
in so recent a book
Creator, Job xxxv. 1 0, Isa. liv. 5, Ps. cxlix. 2
of

instead

resting its

:

;

it

cannot surprise us

(cf.

above, p. 292), since

it is also

The expression

foreign to the post-bibL language.

is

not altogether

warranted, and

the Midrash ingeniously interprets the combination of

its letters.

1

Eegarding the words 'ad asher lo, commonly used in the Mishna (e.g.
Horajoth iii. 3 ; Nedarim x. 4), or 'ad shello (Targ. 'ad d'lo), antequam, vid. above, p. 195. The days of evil (viz. at least, first, of
bodily evil,

cf.

mucia, Matt.

age, perceptibly

34) are those of feeble, helpless old
and mental strength;

vi.

marking the

failure of bodily

which (asher, as at i. 10) one has
them (bahem for lahgn, as at iL 6,

parallel to these are the years of

to say

I have no pleasure in

:

These evil days, adverse years, are now described
for meh&ri).
symptomatically, and that in an allegorical manner, for the " ere " of

mehSm
16

brought to a grand unfolding.
Ver. 2. " Ere the sun becomes dark, and the light, and the

is

moon, and the stars, and the clouds return after the rain." Umbreit,
ere death overtakes
Elster, and Ginsburg find here the thought
thee; the figure under which the approach of death is described
But apart from other objections
being that of a gathering storm.
(vid. Gurlitt, " zur ErkL d. B. Koheleth," in Stud. u. Krit. 1865), this
:

idea

is

opposed by the consideration that the author seeks to describe

how man, having become
not

till

precedes 56

is

it

(sph, 56) to death, and that
Also Taylor's view, that what

goes forth
it.

as a dirge expressing the feelings experienced

day of a person's death,
that

old,

7 does he reach

ver.

is

untenable

;

confuses together the days of

darkness,

i.e.

it is

Hahn

after the rain.

replies

is

8

;

the meaning of the clouds returning

The

:

xi.

on the
by this,

and the many days of
and besides, it leaves

evil, 16,

the long night of Hades,

unanswered the question, what

discredited already

rain is death,

and the return

is

the entrance again into the nothingness which went before the
life.
Knobel, as already Luther and also Winzer
(who had made the exposition of the Book of Koheleth one of the

entrance into this
labours of his

life),

sees in the darkening of the sun, etc., a figure of

the decay of hitherto joyful prosperity
1

It finds these things expressed in

it,

member TIK3, thy

fountain (origin)

Thus

and Midrash under

Jer. Sola iL 3,

;

;

and in the clouds

after the

partly directly and partly indirectly: re-

"pu, thy grave

;

and "pHQ, thy Creator.

Eccles. xii. 1.
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2.

rain a figure of the cloudy days of sorrow which always

who

those

worn out by old

are

age.

Hitz.,

anew

visit

Ewald, Vaih., Zockl., and

Tyler, proceeding from thence, find the unity of the separate features

of the figure in the comparison of advanced old age, as the winter
of

life to

But

That

the rainy winter of the (Palestinian) year.

since in the sequel obviously the

marasmus

is

right

senilis of the sepa-

body is set forth in allegorical enigmatic figures, it
asked whether this allegorical figurative discourse does not probably commence in ver. 2. Certainly the sun, moon, and stars occur

rate parts of the
is

also in such pictures of the night of judgment, obscuring all the lights

of the heavens, as at Isa.

xiii.

10

but that here, where the author

;

thus ranks together in immediate sequence

'3H1

.

.

.

'fn,

and as he

joins the stars with the moon, so the light with the sun, he has not

connected the idea of certain corresponding things in the nature and

man

with these four emblems of light, is yet very improbable.
it might be impossible to find out that which is represented, yet this would be no decisive argument against the signiof

life

Even though

ficance of the figures

;

the canzones in Dante's Convito, which he

there himself interprets, are an example that the allegorical meaning

which a poet attaches

to his poetry

may

be present even where

it

cannot be easily understood or can only be conjectured.

The attempts

at interpreting these figures

wholly or for the most part unfortunate.

by

registering only the oldest

:

have certainly been

We

satisfy ourselves

their glosses are in matter tasteless,

A Barajtha, Shabbath
but they are at least of linguistic interest.
15 1-1 5 2a, seeking to interpret this closing picture of the Book of
Koheleth, says of the sun and the light " this is the brow and the
:

nose ; " of the

moon

:

" this is the soul ; " of the stars

Similarly, but varying a

cheeks."

little,

:

" this the

the Midrash to Lev.

c.

18

= the brightness of the countenance
light = the brow
the moon = the nose
the stars = the upper part
Otherwise, but following
of the cheeks (which in an old man fall in).
the Midrash more than the Talmud, the Targum the sun = the
stately brightness of thy countenance
light = the light of thine
eyes
the moon = the ornament of thy cheeks the stars = the
and

Koheleth

to

:

the sun

;

;

:

;

;

;

apple of thine eye.
(Talm.

eye

-

*33),

lashes

All the three understand the rain of wine

and the clouds of the
"),

but without doing justice to

repulsive

interpretation in the

account.

In

all

moon

ins*

(Targ.

aw

;

:

" thy

only one

Midrash takes these words into

these interpretations there

truth, this, viz., that the
natsb,

veil of the eyes

is

only one grain of

in the Talm. is interpreted of the

anima, for which the more correct word would have been
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it

has been shown, Psychol,

154, that the Jewish, like the

p.

Arab, psychology, reverses terminologically the relation between

(non),

spirit,

The

and

E>BJ,

nn

soul.

older Christian interpretations are also on the right track
Meyer and Smith in " The portraiture of old

Glas3ius (as also v.

") sees in the sun, light, etc., emblems of the interna microcosmi
lumina mentis; and yet better, Chr. Friedr. Bauer (1732) sees in
2a a representation of the thought " ere understanding and sense
fail thee."
"We have elsewhere shown that D«n rrn ( n?"f?) and
n>n E>M (for which nowhere D*n B>aj) are related to each other as the
principium principians and principium principatum of life (Psyclwl.
p. 79), and as the root distinctions of the male and female, of the
Thus
predominantly active and the receptive (Psychol, p. 103).

age

:

the figurative language of ver. 3

is

interpreted in the following

The sun is the male spirit rrn (which, like ew, is used in
both genders) or msn, after Prov. xx. 27, a light of Jahve which

manner.

penetrates with

its light

of self-examination

and self-knowledge the

innermost being of man, called by the Lord, Matt.

vi.

23

(cf.

1 Cor.

"the light that is in thee." The
day proceeding from the sun, is the activity of the spirit in its
unweakened intensity sharp apprehension, clear thought, faithful
and serviceable memory. The moon is the soul for, according to the
Heb. idea, the moon, whether it is called rrv r rua?, is also in relation to the sun a figure of the female (cf. Gen. xxxvii. 9 f., where the
sun in Joseph's dream = Jacob-Israel, the moon = Rachel) and that
the soul, viz. the animal soul, by means of which the spirit becomes
the principle of the life of the body (Gen. ii. 7), is related to the
spirit as female cveevo? aadeveffrepov, is evident from passages such as
Ps. xlii. 6, where the spirit supports the soul (animus animam) with
ii.

light, viz.

11),

the clear light

of

:

;

;

And

its consolation.

the author of the

We

the stars?

Book

are permitted to suppose in

of Koheleth a knowledge, as Schrader

1

has

shown, of the old BabyL-Assyr. seven astral gods, which consisted of,
the sun, moon, and the five planets ; and thus it will not be too much
to understand the stars, as representing the five planets, of the five
2
senses (Mishn. JtiBTin, later D , B«in j

cf.

the verb,

the receptive relation of the soul to
p.

But we cannot

233).

see our

ii.

way

do

:

adscendentes continuo, ubi itidem imbres (DPi) h.
>

*

25) which mediate
world (Psychol.

outer

further to explain 26 patholo.Nonnulli haec accommodant ad
acpituosos senum vapores ex debili ventrieulo in cerebrum

niiatom., as Geier is disposed to

crassos illos

the

Vid.

"Sterne"

Thus the

e.

destillationes creber-

and Stud. «. Krit. 1874,
Bamidbar rabba, c. 14.

in Schenkel's Bib. Lex.

five senses are called, e.g.
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rimae per oculos lippientes, per nares guttatim fluenlcs, per os sulinde
cet., quae sane defluxiones, tussis ac catharri in juvenibus non

excreans

multo adhuc fortior, consumens
enough to understand csy of cases of
sickness and attacks of weakness which disturb the power of
thought, obscure the consciousness, darken the mind, and which
ahhar haggishem, after they have once overtaken him and then
have ceased, quickly again return without permitting him long to
experience health.
A cloudy day is = a day of misfortune, Joel
ii. 2, Zeph. i. 15; an overflowing rain is a scourge of God, Ezek.
xiii. 13, xxxviii. 22; and one visited by misfortune after mis" Deep calleth unto deep at the
fortune complains, Ps. xlii. 8 [7]
all thy waves and thy billows are gone
noise of thy waterspouts
ita sunt frequentia, quippe ubi color

dissipansque humores.

It is

:

:

over me."

To the thought

Ver. 3.

Ere the mind and the senses begin to
life with its clouds and storms

:

be darkened, and the winter of
approaches, the

here following stand in a

further details
" That day

sub-

when the watchers of the house
tremble, and the strong men bow themselves, and the grinders
rest, because they have become few, and the women looking out
ordinate

relation

:

windows are darkened." Regarding D^'3 with art. eo (illo)
under Song viii. 8.
What follows is regarded by
Winzer, with Mich., Spohr, and partly Nachtigal, as a further description of the night to which old age, ver. 2, is compared
Watchers then guard the house labourers are wearied with the
labours and cares of the day the maids who have to grind at the
mill have gone to rest and almost all have already fallen asleep
the women who look out from the windows are unrecognisable,
But what kind of cowardly watchers
because it has become dark.
are those who " tremble," and what kind of (per antiphradn) strong
of the

:

tempore, vid.

;

;

;

men who

"

" at evening like children when they
Ginsburg regards vers. 2-5 as a continuation of
the description of the consequences of the storm under which human
the last consequence is this, that they who
life comes to an end
lose
the
taste
for almonds and the appetite for locusts.
experience it
is
the
meaning
of
this quaint figure ? it would certainly
But what
Taylor hears in this verse
meaningless
and
aimless
digression.
be a
where
death is described
from
ver.
the mourning for the dead
2,

bow themselves

have belly-ache

!

:

:

the watchers of the house tremble

;

the strong

men bow

themselves,

from sorrow, because of the blank death has made in the house,
etc. but even supposing that this picture had a connection in ver. 2,
the lookers out at the windows must
how strange
o would it be

viz.

;

!

—
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be the " ladies,"

who

and who now

are darkened.

—

are fond of

amusing themselves at windows,

there anything more comical
having become darkened (whether externally
or internally remains undetermined) ?
However one may judge
of the figurative language of ver. 2, ver. 3 begins the allegorical

than such

Is

little ladies

symptoms

description of hoary old age after its individual bodily
interpreters also, such as Knobel, Hitz.,

;

and Ewald, do not shrink

from seeking out the significance of the individual figures after the
old Haggadic manner.
The Talm. says of shomrl habbayith : these
are the loins and ribs ; of the anshs hehhayil : these are the bones
of harooth baar&bboth

these, the eyes.

:

The Midrash understands

the watchers of the house, of the knees of the aged
strength, of his ribs or

arms

;

the

women

organs (poan^ the stomach, from omasum)
few, of the teeth

eyes
is

;

the

women

man

;

the

men

of

at the mill, of the digestive
;

those

who have become

looking out at the window, of the

another interpretation, which by harooth thinks of the lungs,

;

not worth notice.

Here also the Targ. principally follows the Midrash : it translates
the watchers of the house by " thy knees ;" strong men by " thine
arms

;

" the

women who

women

by " the teeth
the window by " thine

at the mill

look out at

of thy
eyes."

mouth

;

"

the

These inter-

pretations for the most part are correct, only those referable to the
references to these must be excluded
weakness of the stomach, emphysema of
are not appropriate as poetical figures.
The most

internal organs are in bad taste

from the interpretation,
the lungs,

etc.,

;

for

common

biblical figures of the relation of the spirit or the soul to the

body

as

is,

we have shown,

Psychol, p. 227, that of the

body

as of

This house, as that of an old man, is
ruinous
condition.
sides in a
The shomre hdbbayith are the

the house of the inner man.

on all
arms terminating in the hands, which bring to the house whatever is
suitable for it, and keep away from it whatever threatens to do it
injury ; these protectors of the house have lost their vigour and
elasticity (Gen. xlix. 24), they tremble, are palsied (WP, from JM, Pilp.
JWT, bibl. and Mishn.
to move violently hither and thither, to
:

2

tremble, to shake

),

so that they are able neither to grasp securely, to

hold fast and use, nor actively to keep back and forcibly avert

evil.

AnshS Mhhayil designates the legs, for the shoqS htiish are the seat of his
strength, Ps. cxlvii. 1

;

the legs of a

Song

man

in the fulness of youthful

15 but those of the old
man hith'authu (Hilhpa. only here) have bowed themselves, they

strength are like marble pillars,

1

*

This hamses

is

x.

;

properly the second stomach of the ruminants, the cellular cauL

Vid. Friedr. Delitzsch's Indogerm.-Se.i. Stud. p. 65f.
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have lost their tight form, they are shrunken (niin^, Job iv. 4, etc.)
and loose 4 Mace. iv. 5 calls this ri)v ix rov yqpm va>6p6rt)Ta
iroS&p siriK&fHDv.
To maidens who grind (cf. "# 'njj, Num. xi. 8
and Isa. xlvii. 2) the corn by means of a hand-mill are compared
the teeth, the name of which in the old language is masc, but in the
modern (cf. Prov. xxix. 19), as also in the Syr. and Arab., is fern. the
reference of the figure to these instruments for grinding is not to be
missed the Arab, tahinat and the Syr. tdhonto signify dens molaris,
and we now call 6 of the 32 teeth Mahlz&hne (molar teeth, or
grinders)
the Greeks used for them the word fivKtu (Ps. lvii. 7,
TO? 3,, LXX. rjpyrjo-ap (= aepyol iyevqdTjvav), vid.
Eegarding
LXX.).
1
191.
The
clause mw? '3 (LXX on aiKir^mdrjaav) assigns
above, p.
the reason that the grinders rest, i.e. are not at work, that they have
become few they stand no longer in a row they are isolated, and
;

;

;

;

:

(as is

to

;

Taylor

be supposed) are also in themselves defective.

the women grinding rest when they
interprets mietu transitively
wrought
little,
they
interrupt their labour, because on
have
a
i.e.
of
the
death,
account
occurrence of
guests are now no longer entertained ; but the beautiful appropriate allegory maintains its place
:

against this supposed lamentation for the dead

;

also OJ!9 does not

become
few (LXX., Syr., Jerome, Venet, Luther), as such a Pih. as x. 1 0,
nrji?, to become blunt.
And by 'N3 nte'vi we are not to think, with
Taylor, of women such as Sisera's mother or Michal, who look out of
the window, but of the eyes, more exactly the apples of the eyes, to
which the orbita (LXX. iv tow ottois Symm. But, tcov ott5>v) and
the eyelids with the eye-lashes are related as a window is to those
who look out nan« (from 3"W, E. 2i, to entwine firmly and closely)
the eyes are, as Cicero
is the window, consisting of a lattice of wood
(Tusc. i. 20) calls them, quasi fenestrae animi; the soul-eyes, so to
speak, without which it could not experience what sight is, look by
means of the external eyes and these soul-bodily eyes have become
darkened in the old man, the power of seeing is weakened, and the
signify to accomplish a little (Targ.), but to take away, to

;

;

;

;

experiences of sight are indistinct, the light of the eyes

is

extinguished

(although not without exception, Deut. xxxiv. 7).
1

We find a similar allegory in Shabbath

152a. The emperor asked the Rabbi
Chananja why he did not visit JT3N '3 (a place where learned converHe answered " The
sation, particularly on religious subjects, was carried on).
mount is snow (= the hair of the head is white), ice surrounds me (= whiskers and
beard on the chin white), its (of my body) dogs bark not (the voice fails), and its
grinders (the teeth) grind not." The proper meaning of p'OR 13, Levy has not
been able clearly to bring to light in his Neukebr. u. Chald. W. D.

Joshua

b.

:
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From

the eyes the allegory proceeds to the mouth, and the

repugnance of the old

man to every noise disturbing his rest " And the
when the mill sounds low and he rises
:

doors to the street are closed,

up

at the voice of a bird

By

themselves."

and

;

;

all the

daughters of song must lower

the door toward the street the Talm. and Midrash

—

understand the pores or the emptying members of the body, a meaning so far from being ignoble, that even in the Jewish morning
prayer a Beracha is found in these words " Blessed art Thou,
Lord our God, King of the world, who hast wisely formed man, and
:

made for him manifold apertures and cavities.
well known before the throne of Thy Majesty,

It is manifest

and

that if one of these

cavities is opened, or one of these apertures closed, it is impossible

him

for

and to stand before Thee

to exist

the Physician of the body, and

who

;

blessed art Thou,

doest wondrous works

!

Lord,
"

The

'ra are accordingly to be regarded as
words which follow 't?n
assigning a reason for this closing the non-appearance of excretion
has its reason in defective digestion in this, that the stomach does not
grind (Talm. 'm ppiip ' ^aea).
But the dual onto suggests a pair
of similar and related members, and P*#3 a pair of members open
before the eyes, and not such as modesty requires to be veiled.
The
.

.

.

:

:

Targum

therefore understands the shutting of the doors properly

but the mills, after the indication lying in 'tsn [grinding maids], it
understands of the organs of eating and tasting, for it translates
" thy feet will be fettered, so that thou canst not go out into the

and appetite will fail thee." But that is an awkward amalgamation of the literal with the allegorical, which condemns itself
street

by

;

two expressions
which
also
may
be
said
of
the
reference of
??f3,
'rkn to the ears, into which no sound, even from the noisy market,
penetrates (Gurlitt, Gratz).
We have for dt&i a key, already found
by Aben Ezra, in Job xli. 6 [2], where the jaws of the leviathan are
called WS ''Tm
and as Herzf. and Hitz. explain, so Samuel Aripol
in his Commentary, which appeared in Constantinople, 1855, rightly
" He calls the jaws wrhn, to denote that not two ronin in two places,
but in one place, are meant, after the manner of a door opening out
to the street, which is large, and consists of two folds or wings, mr6"i,
which, like the lips (WJBlpn, better the jaws), form a whole in two
parts; and the meaning is, that at the time of old age the lips are
closed and drawn in, because the teeth have disappeared, or, as the
this,

required

that

it

separates the close connection of the

by

;

:

As hamses is properly
Cf. Berachoth 616: The stomach (ppnip) grinds.
the caul of the ruminant, so this word }3p"np is the crop (bibl. ntnD) of the bird.
1
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text says, because the noise of the mill is low, just because he has

no teeth

The connection of v?p and ?EE>? is, howthe jaws of an old man are closed externally, for

to grind with."

ever, closer still

:

is low; i.e. since, when one masticates his food
with the jaws of a toothless mouth, there is heard only a dull sound
of this chewing (Mumpfelns, vid. Weigand's Deut. W. B.), i.e. laborious
masticating.
He cannot any more crack or crunch and break his

the sound of the mill

munching and sucking.

food, one hears only a dull

mouth
'on

voice of the

the set of teeth (Gurlitt indeed substitutes, 3b, the cavity of

;

the mouth)

is

not the organ of voice, although

formation of certain sounds of words, and
full

—The

(Bauer, Hitz., Gurlitt, Zockl.) cannot be the meaning of b\p

sound of the
pitfe,

Prov.

contributes to the

voice.

" to the street," is here

xvi.

it

of importance for the

is

= on

(Symmachus

1 9, infin.

t£ TwireivSxrdat, Tqv

the street side

;

'Bf

and

as at

is,

a-xpeuodelai)^ tj}? <^mvrfi

:

;

the

be understood after
runo stands for D'rn, as the vulgar Arab, tahun and
Isa. xxix. 4
malhana instead of the antiquated rahd. Winzer now supposes
Venet.

:

iv

<f><oirfv),

is to

;

that the picture of the night

molae) ad cantum galli,
Elster,

et

is

et

:

subsktit {vox

(viz. molitrices).

with Umbreit, supposes the description of a storm continued

up to cry, and
on the ground).

the sparrow rises
(flutter restlessly

for the

continued in 45

snbmissius canunt cantatrices

all

the singing birds sink

And

down

Taylor supposes the lament

dead continued, paraphrasing: But the bird of evil omen
and the merry voice of the singing

[owl, or raven] raises his dirge,
girls is silent.

These three pictures, however, are mere
evidently here forced upon the text

;

for b\p

and are

fancies,
1

Dip'

also

cannot mean sub-

on the contrary (cf Hos. x. 14), surgit (tollitur) vox;
and fnpb Dip' cannot mean it (the bird) raises itself to cry, which
would have required tap nrb Dip*, or at least 7i$b, after norlxb mp,
etc.
besides, it is to be presumed that iibx is genit., like 3Jiy $>ip
and the like, not nom. of the subj.
It is natural, with Hitz., Ewald,
sists vox, but,

:

;

Heiligst, Zock., to refer qol tsippor to the peeping, whispering voice
(" childish treble "
Isa.

of Shakespeare) of the old

xxix. 4, xxxviii. 14, x.

14,

viii.

19).

man

(cf.

But the

tsiphtseph,

translation:

And it (the voice) approaches a sparrow's voice," is inadmissible,
since for p Dip the meaning, " to pass from one state to another,"
cannot be proved from 1 Sam. xxii. 13, Mic. ii. 8 ; Dip signifies there
always " to rise up," and besides, qol tahJutnah is not the voice of the
"

mouth supplied with
less

mouth.

If

but the sound of the chewing of a toothconnected with a verb cf external movement,

teeth,

I'qpl is
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41
or of that of the soul,

Num. xvi 34
fluenced
'DX

•

.

by

always denotes the occasion of this movement,

Job

;

xxi.

12

;

Hab. iii. 16. InTalm. explains

this inalienable sense of the language, the

"

by

DipM

.

it

Ezek. xxvii. 28

;

even a bird awakes him."

Thus

Midrash, and accordingly the Targ. paraphrasing

:

also literally the
" thou shalt awaken

out of thy sleep for a bird, as for thieves breaking in at night."

That is correct, only it is unnecessary to limit tnpjl (or rather tfpjl,1
which accords with the still continued subordination of ver. 4
to the eo die quo of ver. 3a) to rising up from sleep, as if it were
synonymous with TijFj the old man is weak (nervously weak) and
easily frightened, and on account of the deadening of his senses (after
:

the figure of ver. 2, the darkening of the five stars)
mistake, that
rest

(cf.

even a bird chirps, he

if

hlkim, Isa. xiv.

is

is so

by

frightened

it

liable to

out of his

9).

vwh, the
Also in the interpretation of the clause "NS&i
ancients are in the right track.
The Talm. explains even all music
and song appear to him like common chattering (nrnfc> or, according
.

.

.

:

to other readings, nrpb*)

;

the proper meaning of inc*

Less correctly the Midrash

twisted.

:

Tt?n

nua

thus

is

are

Haggad

his lips, or

they are the reins which think, and the heart decides (on this
curious psycho! conception,

the internal organs

is

cf.

my

Chullin 11a, and particularly Bera-

The reference to
a priori improbable throughout; the Targ.

choth 61a, together with

Psychol, p. 269).

with the right tact decides in favour of the lips " And thy lips
are untuned, so that they can no more say (sing) songs."
In this
:

translation of the Talm. there are

compounded, as frequently, two
'33, which is

different interpretations, viz. that interpretation of 'e n
:

proved by the ^3 going before to be incorrect, because impossible
and the interpretation of these " daughters of song " of " songs,"
as if these were synonymous designations, as when in Arab, misfortunes are called banafu binasan, and the like (vid. Lane's Lex.
I.

263)

p.

;

^p

na,

which in Mish. denotes a separate voice (the

voice of heaven), but in Syr. the separate word,

But

vi?* (fut. Niph. of

For that

Vn

'33

may

denotes songs

(Hitz.,

Heiligst), or the

singing (Bottch.), or the words (Ewald) of the old

which are now softened down
1

Vav with Cholem

be compared.

will not accord with this interpretation.

nntj>)

so as to

man

sound

ot

himself,

be scarcely audible,

is

yet

Thus rightly, according to the Masora, which
words which occur once with a higher (Dip')
and once with a lower vowel (Mp *), Mas. fin. 2a b, Ochlaweochla, No. 5 ; cf. also
Aben Ezra's Comm. under Ps. lxxx. 19 Zachoth 23a, Safa berura 216 (where
Lipmann is uncertain as to the meaning).
places

it

in H. F.

in the catalogue of those
1

;
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man gives forth these

it is an insipid idea that the old
;
feeble " daughters of song " from his mouth.

too improbable

We

being bowed down, which

is

explain

\n& of a

external to the old man, and accordingly

understand b'noth hashshir not of pieces of music (Aq. nrdvra ra t»/?
w8t}v) which must be lowered to pianissimo, but according to the

acknowledged by Desvoeux, 2 Sam. xix. 36,
where the aged Barzillai says that he has now no longer an ear for
the voice of singing men and singing women, of singing birds (cf.
STDt "ia of a singing bird in the Syrian fables of Sophos, and lanoth
parallel already rightly

of the branches of a fruit tree, Gen. xlix. 22), and, indeed, so that

these are a figure of all creatures skilled in singing, and taking pleaall beings that are fond of singing, and to which it has
become as a second nature, must lower themselves, viz. the voice of
their song (Isa. xxix. 4) (cf. the Kal, Ps. xxxv. 14, and to the modal
sense of the fut. x. 10, ia^, and x. 19, neb*.), i,e. must timidly retire,
they dare not make themselves, heard, because the old man, who is

sure in it

terrified

:

by the

Ver. 5a.

and

twittering of a little bird, cannot bear it

From

this

his

repugnance

to

singing,

loud noises, progress in the description

all

is

and music,

made

to the

such aged men have in motion: "Also they are afraid of
that which is high and there are all kinds of fearful things in the
difficulty

;

way

moves forward in a series of independent
it was subordinate in ver. 3, and
still also in ver. 4, is now lost sight of.
In the main it is rightly
explained by the Talm., and with it the Midrash " Even a little
hillock appears to him like a high mountain and if he has to go on
a journey, he meets something that terrifies him " the Targ. has
.

.

The

."

sentences

;

that

description

&

0^3 to which

:

;

;

adopted the second part of this explanation.

by the Targ.

to the time lying far

Pi'33

(falsely referred

back in the past)

is

understood

Such decrepid old men are afraid of
OT.* not videbunt, as the LXX., Symm., Ar., and the Venet. translate, who seem to have had before them the defective IST ) a height,
it alarms them as something insurmountable, because their breath
and their limbs fail them when they attempt it and hathhhatMm
(plur. of the intensifying form of nn consternatio, Job xli. 25), i.e.
neut.

;

cf.

1

Sam.

xvi.

7.

1

—

;

;

all

kinds of formidines (not formido, Ewald,

§

for the plur. is as in salsilloth, 'aph'appim, etc.,

179a, Bottch. § 762,
thought of as such),

meet them in the way. As the sluggard says there is a lion in
the way, and under this pretence remains slothfully at home, Prov.
xxiv. 13, xxii. 13, so old men do not venture out; for to them a
:

damp

road appears like a very morass

neck-breaking hillocks

;

;

a gravelly path, as

an undulating path,

full of

as fearfully steep
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precipitous; that

ing

—

which is not shaded, as oppressively hot and exhaustdifficulties, and
them where there are none.

they want strength and courage to overcome

their anxiety pictures out dangers hefore

The

56.

allegory is

"And

now

continued in individual independent

is in blossom."
The Talm. explains
'n of the haunch-bone projecting (from leanness) the Midrash,
of the bones of the vertebral column, conceived of as incorruptible
and as that round which will take place the future restoration of the
human body, probably the cross bone, os sacrum* inserted between
the two thigh bones of the pelvis as a pointed wedge cf. Jerome in
his Coram. : quidam sacram spinam interpretantur quod decrescentibus
natium cornibus spina accrescat et floreat; vb is an Old Heb., Aram.,
and Arab, name of the almond tree and the almond nut (vid. under
Gen. xxx. 3 7), and this, perhaps, is the reason of this identification of
the emblematic "ipB> with rb (the os sacrum, or vertebra magna) of the
spine.
The Targ. follows the Midrash in translating the 'v& K*J
(the top of the spine) will protrude from leanness like an almond
tree (viz. from which the leaves have been stripped).
In these
purely arbitrary interpretations nothing is correct but (1) that lpc*
is understood not of the almond fruit, but of the almond tree, as also
at Jer. i. 1 1 (the rod of an almond tree)
(2) that J*Kr (notwithstanding that these interpreters had it before them unpointed) is
interpreted, as also by the LXX., Syr., Jerome, and the Venet, in
the sense of blossoming, or the bursting out of blossoms by means of
the opening up of the buds.
Many interpreters understand "iptf of
almond fruit (Winzer, Ewald, Ginsb., Rodiger, etc.), for they derive
pur from }*tu, as Aben Ezra had already done, and explain by:
But
fastidit amygdalam (nucem), or fastidium creat amygdala.
f*o;
for
disdain,
treat
scornfully)
is
(Hiph.
of
T»i,
to
to
a
r«?!
(1)
change of vowels unexampled ; we must, with such an explanation,
read either 1*K3', fastiditur (Gaab), or KM' (2) almond nuts, indeed,
belong to the more noble productions of the land and the delicacies,
Gen. xliii. 11, but dainties, tear' e'f., at the same time they are not,
so that it would be appropriate to exemplify the blunted sensation
of taste in the old man, by saying that he no more cracks and eats
almonds. The explanation of Hitzig, who reads JW, and interprets
the almond tree as at Song vii. 9 the palm, to denote a woman, for he
translates
the almond tree refuses (viz. the old man), we set aside as
too ingenious and we leave to those interpreters who derive VW from

figures

:

the almond tree

'B>n

;

—

;

:

;

;

:

;

1
The Jewish opinion of the incorruptible continuance of this bone may be
connected with the designation o» sacrum; the meaning of this is controverted, vid,
Hyrtl's Anatomic, % 124.
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1

po, and understand nptyn of the glans penis
older interpreters), to follow their
1*6*3*

is

an incorrect reading

in Prov.,
,s ?.2»

'ew

?*?.',

regular Hiph. of T*i (pJ,

(vibrate), to glisten,

blossom

him

"

:

it is

iv.

DU, to

Thus deriving

Heiligst., interprets the

of the winter of life

and

;

Lam.

(cf.

and several
and repulsive criticism.

(Bottch., Fiirst,

foul

as at Hos. x. 14, DKpT for DpT , and,

for '?n (Gesen. § 73. 4)

the flower - month).

with

for

own

besides, as at

15), to

flee,

and

Song

vi.

11,

move tremblingly
Assyr. nisannu,

jD'J,

this verbal form,

Ewald, and

blossoming almond tree as a figure

as if the almond tree blossomed,

which

in the midst of winter has already blossoms on its dry, leafless stem."

But the blossoms of the almond tree are rather, after Num. xvii. 23,
a figure of special life-strength, and we must thus, thrown back to yay
from YH3 (to flourish), rather explain, with Furrer (in Schenkel's
B. L), as similarly Herzf.
the almond tree refuses, i.e. ceases, to
blossom the winter of old age is followed by no spring or also,
as Dale and Taylor the almond tree repels, i.e. the old man has
no longer a joyful welcome for this messenger of spring.
But his
the blossomgeneral thought has already found expression in ver. 2
ing almond tree must be here an emblem of a more special relation.
:

;

;

:

;

Hengst. supposes that " the juniper tree (for this
ing of Ipts)

is

in bloom "

is

= sleeplessness in

is

full

the proper mean-

blossom stands by

man; but that would be a meaningless expression. Nothing
more natural than that the blossoming almond tree is intended
to denote the same as is indicated by the phrase of the Latin
poet: Intempestivi funduntur vertice cani (Luther, Geiger, Grot,
the old

is

Vaih., Luzz., Gurlitt, Tyler, Bullock,

It has

etc.).

been objected

almond blossoms are not pure white, but according to
the variety, they are pale-red, or also white so that Thomson, in
his beautiful Land and the Booh, can with right say: " The almond
" The
tree is the type of old age whose hair is white " and why ?
white blossoms completely cover the whole tree."
Besides, Bauer
(1732) has already remarked that the almond blossoms, at first tinged
with red, when they are ready to fall off become white as snow ; with
which may be compared a clause cited by Ewald from Bodenstedt's
A TJiousand and One Days in tlie Orient: " The white blossoms fall
from the almond trees like snow-flakes."
Accordingly, Dachsel is
right when he explains, after the example of Zbckler: "the almond tree
with its reddish flower in late winter, which strews the ground with
its blossoms, which have gradually become white like snow-flakes, is
an emblem of the winter of old age with its falling silvery hair."
that the

;

;

1

Abulwalld understands

"ipB>

jundub (the locust), which in Arab,

and
is

3JP1 sexually,

and

glosses the latter

by

a figure of Buffering and patience.
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Ver. 5c.

From

the change in the colour of the hair, the allegory,

now

proceeds to the impairing of the elasticity of the thighs and of

their

power of bearing a

malum
And the

coxae senile (in a wider than

load, the

the usual pathological sense)

Samar. nann = ?!nn, Lev.

:

"

grasshopper

(i.e.

locust, sjn,

Many inter22) becomes a burden."
(Merc,
DoderL,
preters
Gaab, Winz., Gesen., Winer, Dale) find in
these words 'nn 'bf\ the meaning that locust-food, or that the chirping of grasshoppers, is burdensome to him (the old man) but even
supposing that it may at once be assumed that he was a keen aeridophagus (locusts, steeped in butter, are like crabs (shrimps) spread on
slices of butter and bread), or that he had formerly a particular delight
in the chirping of the Terrtf, which the ancients number among singing birds (cf. Taylor, l.c), and that he has now no longer any joy in
the song of the tettix, although it is regarded as soothing and tending
to lull to rest, and an Anacreon could in his old days even sing his
yet these two interpretations are imposfiaKapCfynev <re, remf-,
sible, because 'on may mean to burden and to move with difficulty,
For the same reason, nothing is
but not " to become burdensome."
more absurd than the explanation of Kimchi and Gurlitt Even a
grasshopper, this small insect, burdens him for which ZockL, more
naturally the hopping and chirping of the grasshopper is burdensome to him as we say, The fly on the wall annoys him. Also
Ewald and Heiligstedt's interpretation "it is as if the locust
raised itself to fly, breaking and stripping off its old husk," is inadmissible for banon can mean se portare laboriose, but not ad evolandum eniti ; the comparison (Arab.) tahmmal gains the meaning to
hurry onwards, to proceed on an even way, like the Hebr. D^en, to
take upon the shoulder it properly means, to burden oneself, i.e. to
take on one's back in order to get away but the grasshopper coming
out of its case carries away with it nothing but itself. For us, such
xi.

;

—

:

;

:

;

:

;

;

;

—

interpretations

to which, particularly, the advocates of the several

hypotheses of a storm, night, and
are already set aside

by

this,

mourning, are

constrained

that according to the allegory

Vn Vl,

must also signify something characteristic of the body of an
old man.
The LXX., Jerome, and Ar. translate the locust becomes
'nn

'D'l

:

fat

;

the Syr.

:

it

grows.

It is true, indeed, that great corpulence,

or also a morbid dropsical swelling of the belly

symptoms

(ascites), is

one

advanced old age
but supposing that the
(voracious) locust might be an emblem of a corpulent man, yet ionon
means neither to become fat nor to grow. But because the locust
in reality suggests the idea of a corpulent man, the figure cannot
at the same time be intended to mean that the old man is like a
of the

of

;
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skeleton, consisting as it

Luther, Bauer, Dathe)

and

its joints

were of nothing but skin and tone (Lyra,

the resemblance of a locust to the back-bone

;

view

(Glassius, Kohler, Vaih.) is not in

;

only the

position of the locust's feet for leaping admits the comparison of the

prominent scapulae (shoulder-blades) ; but shoulder-blades (scapulae
alatae), angular and standing out from the chest, are characteristics
Also we must cease, with
of a consumptive, not of a senile habit.
Hitz., Bottch., Luzz., and Gratz, to understand the figure as denoting
the <jmWj6<! to be now impotent for relaxation and shrinking do not
;

by being
33nn by " ankles," and the Targ.

agree with ^ariDn, which suggests something burdensome

The Midrash

weighty.

translates accordingly

:

interprets

the ankles ^twor, from the Pers. ustuw&r,
unsuitably, for " ankles " affords no

firm) of thy feet will swell

—

point of comparison with locusts, and they have no resemblance
to their springing feet.

buttocks

"

(nates)

(cf.

The
Arab,

Talrj., glossing 3jrn

'ajab,

the os

Talm. maJJJ interchanges with nay),

is

by

coceygis,

on the right

" these are the

Syn.

'ajuz, as

track.

the

There

is

more probable than that nan is a figure of the coxa,
the hinder region of the pelvis, where the lower part of the body
balances itself in the hip-joint, and the motion of standing up and
going receives its impulse and direction by the muscular strength
there concentrated. This part of the body may be called the locust,
because it includes in itself the mechanism which the two-membered
foot for springing, placed at an acute angle, presents in the locust.
Eeferred to this coxa, the loins, f'anD' has its most appropriate meaning: the marrow disappears from the bones, elasticity from the
muscles, the cartilage and oily substance from the joints, and, as a
consequence, the middle of the body drags itself along with difficulty;
nothing, indeed,

1

with difficulty moved along (Hithpa. as pass., like viii. 10);
particularly in the morning, and the old man is accustomed to swing his arms backwards, and to push himself on as it
or:

it is

it is

stiff,

were from behind.

In favour of this interpretation (but not deciding
= kokkvj- (by which the os coceygis is
designated as the cuckoo's bone).
Also the verbal stem (Arab.) jahab
supplies an analogous name not Jahab, which denotes the air passage
(but not, as Knobel supposes, the breath itself for the verb signifies
to separate, to form a partition, Mishn. nxrio), but (Arab.) jahabat,
already compared by Bochart, which denotes the point (dual), the two
points or projections of the two hip-bones (vid. Lane's Lex.), which,
together with the os sacrum lying between, form the ring of the pelvis.
Ver. 5d. From the weakening of the power of motion, the allegory passes on to the decay of sensual desires, and of the organs

it) is

the accord of 3in with aay

:

;
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And

the caper-herry fails "...

evidenced by the

LXX.

The mean-

(17 Kairirapt,*;,

Arab.

and Jerome (capparis), and this rendering is confirmed by the Mishnic nuV3K, which in contradistinction to nnan, i.e.
the tender branches, and pD'nap, i.e. the rind of fruit, signifies the
1
berry-like flower-buds of the caper bush, according to Buxtorf (vid.
above, p. 190).
This Talm. word, it is true, is pointed nWaN
but
that makes no difference, for f^>3N is related to njras merely as
making the word emphatic, probably to distinguish the name
of the caper from the fern, of the adj. |V3X, which signifies avida,
egena.
But in the main they are both one for that natas! may
designate " desire " (Abulwalid :* aliradat ; Parchon: niKTin; Venet.
f)
Luther alle Lust), or " neediness," " poverty " (the Syr.
$pelji<;
alkabar), the Syr.,

;

;

:

;

in its second translation of this clause),

is

impossible, because the

form would be unexampled and incomprehensible only the desiring
soul, or the desiring, craving member {vid. Kimchi), could be so
named.
But now the caper is so named, which even to this day is
used to give to food a more piquant taste (cf. Plutarch's Sympos. vi.
gu. 2).
It is also said that the caper is a means of exciting sexual
desire (aphrodisiacumi)
and there are examples of its use for this
purpose from the Middle Ages, indeed, but none from the records of
antiquity; Pliny, Hist. Nat. xx. 14 (59), knew nothing of it,
although he speaks at length of the uses and effects of the capparis.
The Talm. explains '^kpi by mon, the Midrash by niNn, the Targ. by
N338W, interpreting the word directly without reference to the caper
in this sense.
If haaviyonah thus denotes the caper, we have not
thence to conclude that it incites to sexual love, and still less are we,
with the Jewish interpreters, whom Bbttch. follows, to understand the
;

;

word of the membrum virile itself the Arab, name for the caper,
'itar, which is compared by Gratz, which has an obscene meaning,
;

designates also other aromatic plants.

We shall

proceed so

much

the

more securely if we turn away from the idea of sexual impulse and
hold by the idea of the impulse of self-preservation, namely, appetite
for food, since {tot* (from ""OK, the root-meaning of which, " to desire,"
1

The caper-bush

is called

in the Mish. t)bv,

and

is

celebrated, Beza 25a, cf.

Shabbath 306 (where, according to J. S. Bloch's supposition, the disciple who meets
Gamaliel is the Apostle Paul), on account of its unconquerable life-power, its quick
development of fruit, and manifold products. The caper-tree is planted, says Berachoth 36a,

are called

" with a view

W

0lW)«

to

its

branches

;"

meant
Demai i. 1,

the eatable branches or twigs here

Another name for the caper-tree

is riBVJ,

Berachoth 36a, 406 ; and another name for the bud of the caper-blossom is
SilTOT Berachoth 366 (cf. Aruch, under the words aviyonoth and ts'iaph).
*

Km&

In his Dictionary of Roots (Lildb elus&t), edited bj Neubaiier, Oxford 1873-4.
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undoubted ') denotes a poor man, as one who desires that •which

indispensable to the support of

aviyonah, as being appetitiva,

life

i.e.

the caper

;

exciting to appetite for food, and

the meaning will not be that the old

man is

when

and

bursts its husks

fully ripe,

"Winer in his

J?.

(koI hidKvOjj

r\

W., Ewald, Taylor,
lirlmovo<i,

as

i.e.

is

accordingly called

is

like a caper-berry which,

(Eosenm.,

scatters its seed

as also the

etc.),

Jerome

translates

LXX., Symm.

it, et

dissohetur

spiritus fortitude, perhaps eirlrovos, the strength or elasticity of the
spirit),

and Jerome understand the

figure

supposed that the name of the caper, in
significant for the figure

capparis

:

but since

;

be pre-

it is to

be

itself significant, will also

est irrita sive

vim suam non

exerit

peril as

inwardly trans. Hiph. of vib, to break in pieces, frustrate),
even
such means of excitement as capers, these appetite-berries,
i.e.
are unable to stimulate the dormant and phlegmatic stomach of the

man

old

(thus

e.g.

Hitzig, indeed, maintains that the cessa-

Bullock).

tion of the enjoyment of love in old age is not to be overlooked

(1) the use of artificial

an old man, who

in

means

is

;

but

for stimulating this natural impulse

here described simply as such, without

make him a
show that with the decay of the
body lust does not always (although this would be in accordance
with nature, Gen. xvii. 17 Eom. iv. 19) expire moreover, the
author of the Book of Koheleth is no Juvenal or Martial, to take

reference to his previous life and its moral state, would
sensualist

;

and

(2)

moral

statistics

;

;

many of his interpreters, in exhibiting the res venereac.
And in view of the clause" following, the ceasing from

pleasure, like

Ver. he.

nourishment as the last symptom of the certain approach of death is
more appropriate than the cessation from sexual desire " For," thus
:

the author continues after this description of the enfeebled condition
of the hoary old man, "

man

goeth to his everlasting habitation, and

One has

the mourners go about the streets."

to observe that the

antequam of the memento Creatoris tui in diebus juventutis time is continued in vers. 6 and 7.
The words 'ad aslier lo are thrice repeated.
The' chief group in the description is subordinated to the second 'ad.
asher

lo ; this

relation is syntactically indicated also in ver.

subjective form

D^PJl,

and continues

out any grammatical sign, for

ftW and

->BTrj

accentuation does not begin a

new

'

verse with '?

of are here explained

on his way to the grave, and, as we

say,

language of the Negd means nothing

ECCLES.

;

considerately the

:

the symptoms of

by

this,

that

ha& already one

Vid. Fried. Delitzsch's Indogerman.-Sem. Stud.

in the

the

I.

Accord-

are indicative.

ingly the clause with ^, 56, will not be definitive

marasmus already spoken

4 by

logically in ver. 5, although with-

p.

62

f.

man

is

foot in

it.

Also the Arab.

aliy

else.

2 D
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part,

^?ri is also

instans (iturus
cf.

Gen. xv.

2,

est),

where

the expression of the fut.

house "

dead, according to Diodorus Sic.

aireiai)

:

;

two possible renderings stand in

also these

" Everlasting

question.

much

here not so

like ix. 10, as of the present (Venet.

is
i.

the

name for the grave of the
among the Egyptians, and

51, also

Lat. monuments also the expression domus aeterna is found
Knobel) the comfortless designation, which corresponds1 to the
as yet darkened idea of Hades, remained with the Jews in spite of the
hope of the resurrection they had meanwhile received cf. Tob. iii. 6
"
Sanhedrin 1 9a, " the churchyard of Husal ;" " to a churchyard

on old
(vid.

;

;

(beth 'olam)

;

" at the door of the churchyard*" (beth 'olam), Vajikra

;

Cf. also above, p. 191, and Assyr. bit 'idii = ij; n'3 of
the under- world (Bab.-Assyr. Epic, " Hbllenfahrt der Istar," i 4).

rabba,

c.

The

12.

means that mourners already go about the
and Pil. Song iii. 2 Ps. lix. 7) expecting
the death of the dying.
We would say the undertaker tarries in
the neighbourhood of the house to be at hand, and to offer his services.
For hassophdim are here, as Knobel, Winz., and others rightly explain,
clause following

streets (c£ 3?d,

Song

iii.

3,

;

:

the mourners, saphdanin (sophdanin), hired for the purpose of playing

the mourning music (with the horn ktiB'ev Mold Tcatan 2 7b, or
D'W>n, at the least with two,

Kdhvboth 466

cf.

;

flute,

Lat. siticines)

and

of singing the lament for the dead, qui conducti plorant in funere

(Horace, Poet. 433), along with
(Lat. praeficae)

(cf.

whom were mourning women, nunpD

Buxtorf's Lex. Talm. coL

1524

which existed from remote antiquity, according
Jer. xxxiv. 5.

The Talm.

s.),

—

a custom

Sam.

to 2

iii.

31

contains several such lamentations for the

" The
dead, as e.g. that of a " mourner " (iuisd Kinn) for E. Abina
palms wave their heads for the palm-like just man," etc. and of the
famed " mourner " Bar-Kippuk on the same occasion " If the fire
falls upon the cedar, what shall the hyssop of the walls do ? " etc.
(Moed Tcatan 25b2) many of the D'ilBD were accordingly elegiac poets.
:

;

:

—

This section of ver.

5 does not refer to the funeral

itself,

for the

procession of the mourners about the bier ought in that case to have

been more distinctly expressed

and that they walked about in the
was not a custom, so far as we
They formed a component part of the procession following
;

streets before the funeral (Isa. xv. 3)

know.

the bier to the grave in Judea, as Sliabbath
1

The Syr. renders

stood after Job

iii.

beth 'olam

by domus

laboris sui,

153a remarks with

which is perhaps to be under-

176.

s
Given in full in Wiss. Kunst Judenlh. p. 230 ff. Regarding the lament for the
dead among the Haurans, vid. Wetzstein's treatise on the Syrian Threshing- Table

in Bastian's Zeitsch.fur Ethnologie, 1873.
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reference to this passage, and in Galilee going before

over the death, to reverse

it,

if possible,

it

mourn

to

;

was not the business of these

who were thus not merely called
and the angels will go about, who
the mourning singers who go about

mourners, but of the relatives (Hitz.),

The

DHBlDn.

Targ. translates

demand an account

:

"

of thee, like

the streets, to record what account of thee

unnecessary to change "]BiD3 into

is

'"}BD3 (instar

to be given."

scribarum).

It is

According

to the idea of the Targumist, the sophdim go about to collect materials

The

was not always very scrupu"as is the
estimate of the dead that is given, so is the estimate of the mourners
(singers and orators at the funeral), and of those who respond to their
words." It is most natural to see the object of the mourners going
about in their desire to be on the spot when death takes place. 1
lament for the dead.

for the

lously formed; wherefore

Vers. 6, 7.
first

A

it is

dirge

said in Berachoth 62a,

third 'ad asher lo

placed the old

man

now

follows

(cf.

v.

1, 2)

;

the

in view, with his dusagriment in general

the second described in detail his bodily weaknesses, presenting themselves as forerunners of death

tion of the life of the body,

;

the third brings to view the dissolu-

by which the separation

of the soul

body, and the return of both to their original condition
"

is

and the

completed.

and the golden bowl is shattered, and
and the wheel is shattered in
the well, and the dust returns to the earth as that which it was,
and the spirit returns to God who gave it." Before entering into
the contents of these verses, we shall consider the form in which
some of the words are presented. The Chethil prrY> we readily let
drop, for in any case it must be said that the silver cord is put out of
action
and this word, whether we read it prnior prrv (Venet. (jmkpwdfi), is too indefinite, and, supposing that by the silver cord a component part of the body is meant, even inappropriate, since the organs
which cease to perform their functions are not removed away from
the dead body, but remain in it when dead.
But the Keri pJTV (" is
Ere the

silver cord is loosed,

the pitcher

broken

is

at the fountain,

;

1
The Arab, funeral dirge furnishes at once an illustration of " and the mourners
go about the streets." What Wetzstein wrote to me ought not, I believe, to be kept
from the reader " In Damascus the men certainly take part in the dirge; they
go about the reservoir in the court of the house along with the mourning women,
and behave themselves like women ; but this does not take place in the villages.
But whether the ' going about the streets ' might seem as an evidence that in old
times in the towns, as now in the villages, the menasja (bed of state) was placed with
the mourning tent in the open street without, is a question.
If this were the case,
the sophdim might appear publicly ; only I would then understand by the word not
hired mourners, but the relatives of the dead." But then ntSQ, as at Ps. xxvi. 6
:

rntD, ought to have been joined to

22D

as the object of the

going about.
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unbound ") has
Nab.

up

the bibl. Heb. uses

;

1 8, cf. Isa. xl. 1 9

iii.

The verb

also its difficulty.

together, to chain

;

it

the post-bibl. Heb. of binding

(contrast of nns, Pesikta, ed. Buber, 17 6a,

KprVn miB>, a wall and enclosure)
closing a hole, rent, split
as yet shut

up

understands

= shutting

whence Mezia 101b,
up and

the Arab, of shutting

;

murtatik, a plant with

{e.g.

to bind

signifies

PO")

of the binding of prisoners,

its

flower-buds

The Targuinist * accordingly
of binding = lameness (palsy)
Rashi and Aben

rutuk, inaccessibleness).

;

PO'J!

;

Ezra, of shrivelling

;

this

may be possible, however, for pny,

used of a
;"

meaning that first presents itself, is " to be firmly bound
but this affords no appropriate sense, and we have therefore to give
to the Niph. the contrasted meaning of setting free, discatenare (Parthis, however, is not justified by examples, for
chon, Kimchi)
a privat. Niph. is unexampled, Ewald, § 121e; 33?3, Job xi. 12,
"cord," the

;

mean

does not

to be deprived of heart (understanding), but to gain

heart (understanding).

Since,

we

however,

idea of setting loose or tearing asunder

still

need

here

the

Symm.
Jerome, rumpatur), we

(LXX.

avatpairji

;

Syr. pDBPJ, from P?B, abseindere;
have only the choice of interpreting ySrathiq either, in spite of the
appearance to the contrary, in the meaning of constringitur, of a violent drawing together of the cord stretched out lengthwise
or, with
Pfannkuche, Gesen., Ewald, to read pnr (" is torn asunder "), which
Konriivai

;

;

one expects, after Isa. xxxiii. 20 cf. Judg. xvi. 9, Jer. x. 20.
Hitzig reaches the same, for he explains pn^
\>y}\, from (Arab.)
;

=

by

adopting the reading pin*

Chald. usus
tainly

8

loq.

n?3,

which

;

2

and Bottcher,
)
but without any support in Heb. and

kharak, to tear asunder (of the sound of the tearing

is

;

applied to the second figure,

a vessel of a round form (from

??|,

is cer-

to roll, revolve round),

which received the oil and conducted it to the seven
lamps of the candlestick in Zech. iv. but to understand YWf\ of
the running out of the oil not expressly named (Luther " and the
golden fountain runs out") would be contrary to the usus loq.; it is
the metapl. form for yiM, et confringitur, as P"iJ, Isa. xlii. 4, for fV,
from IT), cogn. yjn, Ps. ii. 9, whence Y ^, 66, the regularly formed
Niph. (the fut. of which, Ji"in, Ezek. xxix. 7).
We said that oil is

like the

'i?3

;

:

1

1

Similarly the

Coram, explains
2

Vid.

:

LXX.

understands jnjl, x«i ovnpvjcauiy

sifuerit in

my treatise,

mofumculo

convolutu),

which

(i.e.

is

as

Jerome in

Lis

impossible.

Physiol, u. Musik, u.s.w., p. 31.

The LXX., unsuitably, to itSiftiov, which, per synecdoclien partis pro toto,
signifies the capital (of a pillar).
Thus, perhaps, also are meant Symm. to ittpiQfpt(, Jerome vitta, Venet. to <rri9o;, and the Syr. " apple."
Among the Arabs,
this ornament on the capital is called tabaryz (" prominence").
*
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7.

6,

it

meant by

is

The

3run.

yullah above the candlestick which Zechariah saw was, according to
ver. 12,

provided with two golden pipes, in which were two olive

which sunk therein the tuft-like end
said that they emptied out of themselves hazzahav into the oil vessels.
Here it is manifest that hazzaliav means, in the one instance, the precious metal of which the
pipes are formed and in the other, the fluid gold of the oil conon either

trees standing

side,

of their branches, of which

it is

;

the

tained in

he takes gvllah as a figure of the
as a figure of the soul, and the silver cord as a

gvllath hazzahav here also

body, the golden

oil

Accordingly, Hitzig understands

branches.

olive

for

;

figure of vital energy.

with

Thus,

understanding gullath hazzahav

Hitz.,

after

the

passage in Zechariah, I have correctly represented the meaning of
the figures in

my

228, as follows:

Psychol, p.

—"The

the soul directing and bearing the body as living

by

this silver cord

on

it

the golden

;

;

silver cord

=

the lamp hanging

= the body animated by the soul, and dependent
is said, Prov. xx. 2 7,
oil = the spirit, of which
it

lamp of God." I think that this interpretation of the
golden oil commends itself in preference to Zockler's interpretation,
which is adopted by Dachsel, of the precious fiuidum of the blood
for if hazzahav is a metaphorical designation of oil, we have to think
of it as the material for burning and light; but the principle of
bright life in man is the spirit (ruahh hhayim or nishmath hhayim)
and in the passage in Zechariah also, oil, which makes the candlethat

it is

a

;

stick give light, is a figure of the spirit (ver. 6, hi im-Vruhhi).

may

as one

But,

same
the material and the

also suppose, it is not probable that here, with the

genit. connection,

span

is

to be understood of

and hazzahav, on the contrary, of the contents. A golden
vessel is, according to its most natural meaning, a vessel which is
quality

;

A golden vessel
of gold, thus a vessel of a precious kind.
cannot certainly be broken in pieces, but we need not therefore
understand an earthenware vessel only gilded, as by a silver cord is

made

to be understood only that
it

(Gesen. in the Thes.)

crushed or broken,

;

which has a

}W

Isa. xlii.

may also
3

;

cf.

silver line

running through

denote that which

Judg.

ix.

53.

is

violently

If gullath hazzaliav,

however, designates a golden vessel, the reference of the figure to the
body, and at the same time of the silver cord to the vital energy or the
soul, is

which

then excluded,
is

animated,

—

for that

which animates stands yet above that

—the two metallic figures in

since gullath Jmzzahav is not the

body

itself

this their distribution

We

cannot be comprehended in this reference.
:

have thus to ask

What

in the
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is

compared

a silver cord and to a golden vessel

to

?

What,

moreover, to a pitcher at the fountain, and to a wheel or a windlass

Winzer

settles this question

by

only in general the thoughts represented
quasi filo suspensa pereat, and (which

quam machina

corporis destruatur.

is

more

there are which,

:

essentially the same) ante-

Gurlitt also protests against the

allegorical explanation of the details,

interpreting

?

two double figures
antequam vita ex tenui

finding in the

but he cannot refrain from

Two momenta, he says,
most impressive way prethe extinction of consciousness, and the

specially than Winzer.

when

a

man

sent themselves to view

:

dies, in the

perfect cessation, complete ruin, of the bodily organism.

tion of consciousness

is

The

extinc-

figuratively represented by the golden lamp,

which is hung up by a silver cord in the midst of a house or tent,
and now, since the cord which holds it is broken, it falls down and
is shattered to pieces, so that there is at once deep darkness ; the
destruction of the bodily organism, by a fountain, at which the
essential parts of its machinery, the pitcher and windlass, are broken
and rendered for ever useless. This interpretation of Gurlitt's affords
sufficient support to the expectation of the allegorical meaning with
which we approached ver. 6 and we would be satisfied therewith, if
one of the figures did not oppose us, without seeking long for a more
special allegorical meaning the pitcher at the fountain or well (13,
not "!??, because determined by 'al-hammabu'a) is without doubt the
heart which beats to the last breath of the dying man, which is
likened to a pitcher which, without intermission, receives and again
sends forth the blood.
That the blood flows through the body like
living water is a fact cognizable and perceptible without the knowledge of its course fountain ("YipD) and blood appear also elsewhere
as associated ideas, Lev. xii. 7
and nishbar, as here vftishshaber,
used of a pitcher, is a usual scriptural word for the heart brought
;

:

;

;

into a state of death, or near to death, Jer. xxiii. 9

From

must

;

Ps. lxix. 21.

have a special allegorical
sense and if, as Gurlitt supposes, the golden vessel that is about
to be destroyed is a figure of the perishing self-consciousness
(whereby it is always doubtful that, with this interpretation, the
this

gidlath hatzahav

also

;

characteristic feature of light in the figure is wanting), then it is

natural to go further, and to understand the golden vessel directly

of the head of a man, and to compare the breaking of the skull,

Judg.

ix.

53, expressed by vataritz eth-gulgolto, with the words here

by gullath the author
thought of the cogn.
both as to root and meaning rhibl; but,
besides, the comparison of the head, the bones of which form an oval
before us, vatharutz gvllath hazzaJiav; perhaps

—
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XII. 6, 7.

It is true that, according

of itself also natural.

to the ancient view, not the head, but the heart, is the seat of the
life

of the spirit; "in the heart,

Ephrem

the thinking spirit (chuschobo) acts as in
1

said (Opp. Syr.

its

ii.
316),
;
palace " and the under-

and thus between
and B>BJ is affected thus,
briefly formulated, the older bibL idea
comes in the af> into the
light of consciousness.
But the Book of Koheleth belongs to a
time in which spiritual-psychical actions began to be placed in
mediate causal relation with the head ; the Book of Daniel represents this newer mode of conception, ii 28, iv. 2, vii. 10, vii. 15.
The image of the monarchies seen in Nebuchadnezzar's dream,
ii 32, 38, had a golden head; the head is described as golden, as it
is the membrum praecvpuum of the human body
it is compared to
gold as to that which is most precious, as, on the other hand, e>tn
is used as a metaphorical designation of that which is most precious.
The breaking to pieces of the head, the death-blow which it
receives, shows itself in this, that he who is sick unto death is unable
to hold his head erect, that it sinks down against his will according to
the law of gravity as also in this, that the countenance assumes the
aspect which we designate the faeies hippocratiea, and that feeling is
gradually destroyed but, above all, that is thought of which Ovid
says of one who was dying et resupinus humum moribundo vertice
standing, the Arabians

the

ribs.

also say, sits in the heart,

Everything by which

"ie>3

—

—

;

;

;

:

pulsat.

If

we now

further inquire regarding the

meaning of the

silver

be meant by it which is locally above the
golden bowl which would be hanging under it also *|D3Pi nbi itself
cord, nothing can obviously

;

—

no such literal antitype, the concavity of the rblbi
is below, and that of a rbi, on the other hand, is above.
The silver
cord will be found if a component part of the structure of the body
is pointed to, which stands in a mutually related connection with
the head and the brain, the rending asunder of which brings death
with it. Now, as is well known, dying finally always depends on
the brain and the upper spinal marrow and the ancients already
interpreted the silver cord of the spinal marrow, which is called by
a figure terminologically related to the silver cord, <*?$>} Bin (the
spinal cord), and as a cord-like lengthening of the brain into the
spinal channel could not be more appropriately named ; the centre
is grey, but the external coating is white.
We do not, however,
maintain that hakkesSpli points to the white colour but the spinal
marrow is related, in the matter of its value for the life of man, to
certainly admits

;

;

1

Vid. Noldeke's Poesien d. alien Araber, p. 190.
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the brain as silver

death

is

is

to gold.

Since not a violent but a natural

the subject, the fatal stroke that falls on the spinal mar-

is not some kind of mechanical injury, but, according as PJTJ*
unbound] is explained or is changed into pn*\ [is torn asunder],
is to be thought of either as constriction = shrinking together, consuming away, exhaustion or as unchaining = paralysis or disabling

row
[is

;

or as tearing asunder

= destruction

of the connection of the in-

The emendation pro' most commends itself; it
remains, however, possible that pJW is meant in the sense of morbid
contraction (vid. Eashi) at any rate, the fate of the n?3 is the consequence of the fate of the tan, which carries and holds the gullah,
and does not break without at the same time bringing destruction
on it as also the brain and the spinal marrow stand in a relation
dividual parts.

;

;

of solidarity to each other, and the head receives

marrow

from the spinal
from the so-called prolonged marrow) the

(as distinguished

death-stroke.

As the

x

silver cord

and the bowl,

so the pitcher

and

the well and the wheel stand in interchangeable relation to each

We

other.

by

do not say the wheel at the fountain, as is translated
Ewald, and others for (1) the fountain is called "W3, not

Hitz.,

:

;

(vid. Hitz. under Jer. vii. 9),
and particularly a hole, for holding water, a cistern,
reservoir but for this there was no need for a wheel, and it is also
excluded by that which had to be represented (2) the expression

which, according to the usage

"lis (itta),

signifies

a

pit,

;

;

galgal el-hdbor

is

purposely not used, but hagalgal d-habor, that

may

not take il-lwhor as virtual

falls

when

we

wheel being at
the in), but as the designation of the place into which the wheel

by

adj. to galgal (the

Eightly, the

it is shattered.

LXX.

renders 'al-hammabu'a

and el-Iiabor by iirl top \okkov. The figure of a
well (mabbu'a) formed by means of digging, and thus deep, is artistically conceived; out of this the water is drawn by means of a
pitcher (13, Gen. xxiv. 14, a word as curiously according with the
Greek icdBos as those mentioned in pp. 12 and 74, whence (Arab.) kadd,
to exhaust, to pitcher-out, as it were
syn. 7*1, a vessel for drawing
out water ; Assyr. di-lu, the zodiacal sign of the water-carrier), and
to facilitate this there is a wheel or windlass placed above (Syr.
gilgla d'vira), by which a rope is wound up and down (vid. Smith's
2
Bibl. Diet, under " well ").
The Midrash refers to the deep drawiirl

t§

irtjyy,

;

1

Many interpreters

(lately

Ewald, Hengst, Zocll., Taylor, and others) underlife ; the spinal marrow is, without any

stand the silver cord of the thread of
figure, this thread of life itself.

4
Wetzstein remarks, that it is translated by " cylinder " better than by
u wheel," since the galgal is here
not at a liver, but over a draw-well.
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7.

the hill town of Sepporis, which was supplied with such
"Wheel and pitcher stand
a pulley (polyspast).

•well of

rollers serving as

in as close mutual relation as air and blood, which

The wheel

contact in the lungs.

is

which expands and contracts (winds and unwinds)

organ,

come

into

the figure of the breathing
itself like

The throat, as
a draw-rope by its inhaling and exhaling breath.
the organ of respiration and speech, is called tf"i3 (Ps. cxv. 7) and
Dhani (vid. under Prov. i 9), from rni or "HS, to draw, a-irav (top
depa, Wisd.

vii.

revolution, there

When

3).
is

this

wheel makes its
There

heard the death-rattle.

last laborious
is

a peculiar

which they who once hear it never forget, when the
wheel swings to an end the so-called choking rheum, which consists in this, that the secretion which the dying cannot cough up
moves up and down in the air-passage, and finally chokes him.
When thus the breathings become always weaker, and sometimes
are interrupted for a minute, and at last cease altogether, there takes
place what is here designated as the breaking to pieces of the wheel
in the pit within
the life is extinguished, he who has breathed his
last will be laid as a corpse in the grave ("ii3, Ps. xxviii. 1, and
frequently), the <r&fia has become a irrmfia (Mark vi. 29
cf. Num.
xiv. 32).
The dust, i.e. the dust of which the body was formed,
goes back to the earth again like as it was (originally dust), and the

rattling sound,

—

—

;

spirit returns to

God who gave

$cfo subordinates itself to the 'ad

it.

form as subjunct. the interchange of the full and
the abbreviated forms occurs, however, elsewhere in the indie, sense,
e.g. Job xiii. 27; Ewald, § 343 J.
Shuv 'al occurs also at 2 Chron.
xxx. 9
and ?$ and ?J? interchange without distinction in the more

asher

lo,

also in the

;

;

modern language; but
the way downwards is

here, as also at 66, not without intention,

from the way upwards
quod fuit.
The body
returns to the dust from which it was taken, Gen. iii. 19, to the
dust of its original material, Ps. civ. 29 and the spirit goes back
(cf. iii.

21).

Wjnfs

is

to be distinguished

=

'iJ'T

l^j?,

ins/tar ejus

;

to the

God

We

of its origin, to

whom

it

belongs.

have purposely not interrupted our interpretation of the

enigmatical figures of ver. 6 by the citation and criticism of diverging
views, and content ourselves here with a specification of the oldest

The interpretation of Shabbath 152a does not extend to
The Midrash says of the silver cord rmen Bin it (as later,
Eashi, Aben Ezra, and many others), of the golden vessel r6:fa IT
" the throat which
(as we), and it now adds only more in jest
swallows up the gold and lets the silver run through." The pitcher
becoming. leaky must be Di3, the belly, which three clays after death
expositions.
ver. 6.

:

:

:
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wont

And

to burst.

of Tiberias

:

as for hagalgal, reference

is

made

to

tlie

so fore/ havor, after Job xxi. 33, to the clods
he lies deep below, " like those clods of the deep-lying

draw-wells of Sepporis

;

The Targ. takes its own way, without following the Midand translates " before thy tongue [this of 5>3n] is bound and
thou art unable to speak any more, and the brain of thy head [this
the ihi\ is shattered, and thy gall [= na] is broken with thy liver
[= jroon], and thy body [= bibiri] hastens away [pj of pi] into the
grave."
These interpretations have at least historical and linguistic
Tiberias."
rash,

value

:

A qvadlibet

they also contain separate correct renderings.

;

1

found in my Psychol,

of

229, and in Zockler,
ad loe.
principal error in these consists in this, that they read
Koheleth as if he had been a disciple of Boerhaave, and Harvey, and
other interpretations

is

p.

A

Wunderbar

other masters.

in his Bibl.-Talm. medicin (1850) takes

knew already of the nervous system
and the circulation of the blood for, as he himself says, there is
nothing new under the sun. As far as concerns my opinion, says
Oetinger in his exposition (Sammt. Schrift. herausg. von Ehmann,
IV. p. 254), I dare not affirm that Solomon had a knowledge

all in earnest,

that the author

;

systematis nervolymphatici, as also eirculi sanguinis, such as learned

physicians

now

possess

;

yet I believe that the Holy Spirit spake

thus through Solomon, that what in subsequent times was discovered
as to these matters
also goes too far

might be found under these words. This judgment

the figure of death which Koheleth presents contains

;

no anticipation of modern discoveries yet it is not without its value
development of anthropology, for science and poetry
combine in it ; it is as true to fact as it is poetically beautiful.
The author has now reached the close. His Koheleth-Solomon
has made all earthly things small, and at last remains seated on this
;

for the historical

The motto-like saying, i. 2, is here
summary conclusion.
constructed in whole and in its parts, comes to

dust-heap of vanitas vanitatum.

repeated as a quod erat demonstrandum, like a

The book, artistically
a

close,

rounding

Ver. 8. "

we

O

itself off as in

a

circle in

the epiphonema

vanity of vanities, saith Koheleth,

here look back to ver. 7, that which

can be no consolation.

With

right,

is

:

all is vain."

If

there said of the spirit

Hofmann

in his Schriftbeweis,

490, says: "That it is the personal spirit of a man which
returns to God
and that it returns to God without losing its
Also, Psychol.
consciousness, is an idea foreign to this proverb."
p. 410, it is willingly conceded that the author wished here to
I.

;

1

Geiger in the Deut. Morg. Zeitsch. xxvii. 800, translates

and the

stone-lid (^Jpi •» the sense of the Mish.-Targ.

xii. 6 arbitrarily:
^>U) presses on .the grave.
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XII. 8.

comfortless, that the

com-

return whence they came.

But

itself

the comfortless averse of the proverb

is

yet not without a consoling

For what the author, iii. 21, represents as an unsettled
a dying man goes not downwards like
that of a beast, but upwards, he here affirms as an actual truth. 1 From
this, that he thus finally decides the question as an advantage to
a man above a beast, it follows of necessity that the return of the
spirit to God cannot be thought of as a resumption of the spirit into
reverse.

possibility, that the spirit of

God

the essence of

(resorption

or

remanation), as the cessation

of his independent existence, although, as also at
civ.

29, the nearest object of the expression

of the soul-corporeal

the spirit to God.

life

of

man which

The same conclusion

Job xxxiv. 14,

Ps.

directed to the ruin

is

directly follows the return of
arises

from

this, that

the idea

of the return of the spirit to God, in which the author at last finds
rest,

cannot yet stand in a subordinate place with reference to

the idea of Hades, above which

it

raises

the spirit remains indestructible, although
inactive

life.

And

latter
silent,

in the third place, that conclusion flows from the

fact that the author is forced

human

with the

has sunk into a

itself;
it

by the present

experience and the righteousness of

contradiction between

God

to the postulate of a

judgment finally settling these contradictions, iii. 17, xi. 9, cf. xii. 14,
whence it immediately follows that the continued existence of the
spirit is thought of as a well-known truth {Psychol, p. 127).
The
" the spirit will
Targ. translates, not against the spirit of the book
return to stand in judgment before God, who gave it to thee."
In
this connection of thoughts Koheleth says more than what Lucretius
:

says

(ii.

998

ss.)

Cedit item retro, de terra quodfuit ante,

In

terras, et

Id rursum

A comforting thought

quod missum

est

ex aetheris oris

caeli rellatum templa rece/itant.

The gifts of God
His side dfierafiiXrjTa (Rom. xi. 29). When He receives
back that which was given, He receives it back to restore it again in
another manner. Such thoughts connect themselves with the reference
to God the Giver.
Meanwhile the author next aims at shov?ing the
vanity of man, viz. of man as living here.
Body and spirit are
separated, and depart each in its own direction.
Not only the world
and the labours by which man is encompassed are " vain," and not only
is that which man has and does and experiences " vain," but also
lies in

the words

fijro "iE>X.

are on

1
In the Rig-Veda that which is immortal in man is called manas ; the later
language colls it atman ; vid. Muir in the Asiatic Journal, 1865, p. S05.
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man

himself as such

is

vain,

and thus

—

—

this is the facit

all is 72n,

" vain."
(C.)

THE EPILOGUE.

In an unexpected manner there

XII. 9-14.

now

the book closes with the epiphonema

Since

follows a postscript.

xii.

8 as having reached the

xii. 8 is from
more natural than the contrary. Of the question of
genuineness there cannot he here properly anything said, for only
that which is not what it professes to be and ought to be, is spurious
the postscript is certainly according to tradition an integral part
of the Book of Koheleth (Bullock), but not as an original organic
formal part of it, and still less does it expressly bear self-evidence
of this.
At the least, those who regard Solomon as the author of the
book ought to contend against the recognition in xii. 9 ff.of an appendix
by a later hand. Hahn, however, regards the same Solomon who
speaks in ver. 8 as continuing to speak in ver. 9, for he interprets
ids, which, however, only means inguit, as perf., looking back to the
completed book, and regards this retrospect as continued in ver. 9

intended goal, the supposition that what follows
another hand

is

;

ft'.,

without being hindered by the interchange of the
ing historical he, which

is

/and

of the follow-

contained in " saith Koheleth."

Dale even

ventures the assertion, that the Book of Koheleth coidd have closed

with the unsatisfying pure negative, ver. 8, as little as the Gospel
of Mark with " and they were afraid" (xvi. 8).
As if ver. 13 f.
expressed postulates not already contained in the book itself
The
epilogue has certainly manifestly the object of recommending the
author of the book, Koheleth-Solomon, and of sealing the contents of
the book.
If Solomon himself were the author, the epilogue would
stand in the same relation to the book as John xxi. 24 f. to the
fourth Gospel, of the Johannean origin of which a voice from the
1
apostolic church there bears witness.
It is a serious anachronism when modern interpreters of Scripture occupy the standpoint of the old, who take the name' of the
man after whom the book is entitled, without more ado, as the
name of its author from first to last.2 To what childish puerilities
!

a bigotry so uncritical descends

is

seen in the case of Christ.

Hoelemann, in Ahth. II. of his Bibel-Studien (1860), draws a parallel between
two epilogues ; he regards them as original formal parts of the Solomonic
Koheleth and of the Johannean Gospel, and seeks to prove that they stand in more
than external and accidental relation to the two works respectively.
a
Thus John Miller, in his Commentary on the Proverbs (New York, 1872),
regards Solomon as the author of the entire Book of Proverbs and also of Ecclesi1

these
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14.

vers.

9-12,

lie

says Solomon

him

this

Solennd-discovrse or sermon as an instruction for his future

life.

turns especially to his son Eehoboam, and delivers

He recommends
ver. 9,

and of

[the sermon] at once on account of the author,

it

its

to

contents, ver.

10, which accord, ver. 11, with his

Eehoboam could find sufhim several books would be

other writings, and from which altogether
ficient information, so that to write to

After this apostrophe to hi3 son the preacher turns
round to the entire auditorio, and addresses them in J"?eo ?bn. But
we are all permitted to hear what is the final aim and intention of
Fear thou God, and keep His commandments ; for such
this sermon
ought every man to be, etc.
A rationalism not less fruitful in wonderful conceits appeared

unnecessary.

:

over against this dreamy irrationalism.

As

"

Dbderlein (1784) says of

was a
which Solomon delivered before his literary
academy for this academy I am inclined to understand under the
name Koheleth.' " The epilogue appears to him as an appendage by
Such is the opinion also of J. E. Ch. Schmidt (1794),
another hand.
Bertholdt (in his Einleit. 1812- ff.), Umbreit (1818, 20), and Knobel
(1836), who maintain that this appendage is aimless, in form as in
doctrine, out of harmony with the book, revealing by the " endless
book-making " a more recent time, and thus is an addition by a later
author.
This negative critical result Gratz (1871) has sought, following Krochmal (in his More nebuche kazeman, 1851, 54), to raise to a
positive result. Vers. 9-11 are to him as an apology of the Book of
Koheleth, and vers. 12-14 as a clause defining the collection of the
Hagiographa, which is completed by the reception into it of the Book
and this bipartite epilogue as an addition belonging to
of Koheleth
the period of the Synod of Jabneh, about a.d. 90 (vid. above, p. 189).
If, nevertheless, we regard this epilogue as a postscript by the
author of the book himself, we have not only Herzfeld on our side,
Koheleth

lecture

:

or

it

appears, so the author feigned, that this

treatise

;

'

;

who

has given his verdict against

Hitzig,

who

(Hilgenfeld's Zeitsch.

all

Knobel's arguments, but also

1872,

p.

566) has rejected Gratz'

Herod-hypothesis, as well as also his introduction of the epilogue
into the history of the canon, or, as Geiger (Jiid.
p.

123) has expressed himself, has dealt with

it

Zeitsch.

1872,

according to

its

His interpretation of Scripture proceeds on the fundamental principle, in itself
commendable, that the Scripture never expresses trivialities (" each text must be a
brilliant ") ; but it is not to be forgotten that the 0. T., in relation to the high
school of the New, is in reality a trivium, and that the depth of the words of Scripture is not everywhere the same, but varies according to the author and the times.
astes.
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Also in Bloch's monograpli on the Book of Koheleth (1872)
many striking arguments against placing the authorship

there are

of the book in the Herod-Mishn. period, although the view of this

that the book contains notes of Solomon's with interpolations,
and an epilogue by the collector, who sought to soften the impression
of the gloomy pessimism of these notes, is neither cold nor hot.
We have already (p. 206) shown that the epilogue is written
quite in the same style as the book itself; its language is like that
critic,

of the chronicler
reference to

it, is

it

;

approaches the idiom of the Mishna, but, with

yet somewhat older.

That the

first

part of the

epilogue, vers. 9-11, serves an important end, is also proved

—

it

(p.

206),

book as a production of the Chokma, which had
pattern; and the second part, vers. 12-14, bears on

establishes the

Solomon as its
the stamp of this Chokma, for it places all the teaching of the
book under the double watchword " Fear God," and " There is a
judgment" (Job xxviii 28, xix. 29 cf. Eccles. v. 6, xi. 9). In the
book, Koheleth-Solomon speaks, whose mask the author puts on
here, he speaks, letting the mask fall off, of Koheleth.
That in
his time (the Persian) too much was done in the way of making
books, we may well believe.
In addition to authors by profession,
there have always been amateurs the habit of much writing is old,
although in the course of time it has always assumed greater dimenit

:

;

;

;

sions.

A

complaint in reference to this sounds strange, at least from

of an author who has contented himself with leaving to
work so small, though important. We nowhere encounter
any necessity for regarding the author of the book and of the epilogue
The spirit and tone of the book and of the
as different persons.
epilogue are one.
The epilogue seals only the distinction between
the pessimism of the book and the modern pessimism, which is
without God and without a future.
Ver. 9. In connection with ver. 8, where Koheleth has spoken

the

mouth

posterity a

his last word, the author, who has introduced him as speaking hitherto,
continues: " And, moreover, because Koheleth was wise, he taught the

people knowledge; he applied and searched out and formed
proverbs."

The

postscript begins with "

and

—

"

because

it is

many

connected

only externally, however
with the concluding words of the book
nothing is more unwarrantable than to make ver. 8 the beginning
The LXX. translate koI
of the postscript on account of the vav.
irepiaabv (Venet. irepnTov)

on

Koheleth was a wise man,"

;

etc.

as Hitz.
;

:

" it remains (to be said) that

and Dale may be

in this sense as subj., pointed with Zakeph gadlwl
xx. 4, and the obj. thus pointed, Ex. xxiii. 3).

right, that
(cf.

">m

is

Gen. xvi. 1 6,

But that Koheleth
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nothing remaining to be said, for as such he

certainly speaks in the whole

book from beginning to end

unconnected, following, shows that this his property

is

;

the

Ity,

presupposed

no further testimony. But untenable also is the translaSo much the greater Koheleth was as a wise man, so much

as needing

tion

:

the more,

etc.

(Heinem., Sudfeld)

Heb. language has a different
tion

13DD

:

hm VW

one assumes, so
exposed.
but," etc.

nano Wnn

much

$0,

"lip

does not signify eo magis; the

of expressing such an intensifica-

i.e.

the higher the position

is

which

the greater are the temptations to which he

Kightly, Luther
"in*!

;

way

:

signifies, vii.

"

is

This same preacher was not only wise,
11,

"and an advance

(benefit, gain)

;

—

"WW, "

and something going beyond this, that," etc. thought
" going beyond this, that = moreover, because"
(Gesen., Knobel, Vaih, Ginsb., Gratz)
vid. above, p. 192.
Tints
'od is in order, which introduces that which goes beyond the proThat which goes
perty and position of a "wise man" as such.
beyond does not consist in this, that he taught the people knowledge, for that is just the meaning of the name Koheleth; the statement which 'od introduces is contained in the concluding member of
the compound sentence
the after-word begins with this, that it
designates the Koheleth who appears in the more esoteric book
before us as Dan, as the very same person who also composed the
here

B>

of as accus.-adv.

:

;

;

comprehensive people's book, the Mishle.
He has taught the people
knowledge; for he has placed, i.e. formed (" stellen," to place, as
" Schriftsteller "
author
modem Heb. ">?no Arab, musannif),
many proverbs, as the fruit of mature reflection and diligent
research.
The obj. m'shalim harbeh belongs only to tiqqBn, which
a<TwSeTa><! (according to the style of the epilogue and of the book, as
is shown above, p. 207) follows the two preparative mental efforts,
whose residtat it was. Eightly, as to the syntax, Zbckler, and, as to
the matter, Hitzig " Apparently the author has here not 1 Kings
v. 12, but the canonical Book of Proverbs in his eye."
The language

=

1

;

;

:

is peculiar.

to the

Book

Not only

is ?i?n

exclusively peculiar

of Koheleth, but also

(vid.

perpendere

and the PHi. i^n.
230. 2

reflection), to consider,

harbeh, vid. above, p.

JTN,

above, p. 196)

Assyr. uzumc,
Regarding the position of
(cf.

1
Cogn. in the meaning " cerfassen " = to compose, is tO< vid. Zunz' Av/s.
" To compose and to translate," expressed in Heb. in Deut. Morg. Zeitsch. xxv.
p. 435 ff.
1 Harbeh
hechSk, Ezra x. 1, which signifies " making much weeping," makes no
;

exception in favour of the scribe.

Cf. hatsne'a lecheth, Mic. vi.

8

;

haphle vapheli,

Isa. xxix. 14.
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Ver. 1 0. It

is

further said of Koheleth, that he put forth efforts

not only to find words of a pleasant form, but, above

all,

of exact

"

Koheleth strove to find words of pleasantness, and, written
in sincerity, words of truth."
The unconnected beginning biqqesh
Koheleth is like dihbarti ani, i. 16, etc., in the book itself.
Three
truth

:

But

objects follow limtso.

3VD1, and translates

Hitz. reads the inf. ahsol. siroi instead of

to find pleasing words, and correctly to write
Such a continuance of the inf. const, by the inf.
absol. is possible; 1 Sam. xxv. 26, cf. 31.
But why should ^nai
not be the continuance of the finite (Aq., Syr.), as e.g. at viii. 9, and
that in the nearest adverbial sense et scribendo quidem sincere verba
veritatis, i.e. he strove, according to his best knowledge and conscience, to write true words, at the same time also to find out
pleasing words thus sought to connect truth as to the matter with
beauty as to the manner \
V'ehathuv needs no modification in its
But it is not to be translated: and that which was right
form.
was written by him for the ellipsis is inadmissible, and V? 3iro
Bightly the LXX., xal yeypa/ifievov evdvri)To$.
is not correct Heb.
zv\3 signifies " written," and may also, as the name of the Hagiographa
D^ina shows, signify " a writing " kakathuvah, 2 Chron. xxx. 5, is =

words of

:

truth.

:

;

;

;

"in accordance with the writing;" and Vlo kdJcathuv, 2 Chron.
xxx. 18, "contrary to the writing;" in the post-bibl. the phrase
npk 3111311
t) ypcufn) Xiryei, is used.
The objection made by Gins-

=

burg, that kathuv never means, as Iftliav does, " a writing,"

is

thus

However, we do not at all here need this subst. meaning,
31TD1 is neut particip., and IB* certainly not the genit., as the
LXX. renders (reading 3«i3i), but also not the nom. of the subj.
(Hoelem.), but, since ~w* is the designation of a mode of thought and
of a relation, the accus. of manner, like v'yashar, Ps. cxix. 18 emeth,
Ps. cxxxii. 11
emunah, Ps. cxix. 75. Kegarding the common use
of such an accus. of the nearer definition in the passive part., vid.
Ewald, § 284c.
The asyndeton v'ehathuv yosher divre emeth is like
that at x. 1, mehlwchmah michvod.
That which follows limtso we
interpret as its threefold object.
Thus it is said that Koheleth
directed his effort towards an attractive form (cf. avne-hepliets, Isa.
nugatory.

;

;

liv.

and

12); but, before

all,

towards the truth, both subjectively

objectively (n^K), of that

("IE/*)

which was formulated and expressed

in writing.

Ver. 11.

From

words of the wise

the words of Koheleth the author comes to the

man

in general

latter finds its application to

;

so that

what he says of the

himself and his book

:

"

Words

of the

wise are as like goads, and liko fastened nails which are put together
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—

The LXX.,

they are given by one shepherd."

in collections

Aq.,

and

Theod. translate darvonoth by fiovKcmpa, the Venet. by /Soim-X^ye?

and that is also correct. The word is one of three found in the
Gemara, Sanhedrin x. 1, to designate a rod for driving (oxen)
prfl (from am, to sharpen, to point), iDft? (from "mb, to adjust,
we read
teach, exercise), and JT3")D (from jm, to hold back, repellere)
ha-dar'vonoth; Gesen., Ewald, Hitz., and others are in error in
reading dorvonoth; for the so-called light Metheg, which under certain circumstances can be changed into an accent, and the Kametz
chatuph exclude one another. 1
If p*n is the goad, the point of
comparison is that which is to be excited intellectually and morally.
Incorrectly, Gesen., Hitz., and others
like goads, because easily and
deeply impressing themselves on the heart as well as on the memory.
For goads, aculei, the Hebrews use the word Ctfp darvonoth also
are goads, but designed for driving on, thus stimuli (Jerome)
and is
there a more natural commendation for the proverbs of the wise men
than that they incite to self-reflection, and urge to all kinds of noble
Divre and dar'vonoth have the same three commencing
effort?
consonants, and, both for the ear and the eye, form a paronomasia.
In the following comparison, it is a question whether hot ale, asuppoth
Jerus.

—

;

:

;

;

(plur. of ba'al asuppoth, or of the

sure missim, Ex.

i.

hallashon, x. 11,

cf.

piphiyoth, Isa.

xli. 1

double plur. ba'al asuppah, like

11, of sar mas)
5

ba'al

and

;

is

meant

e.g.

of persons, like ba'al

Wnaphayim, x. 20, or of things, as ba'al
thus, whether it is a designation parallel to

nil

The Talm. Jer. Sanhedrin x. 1, wavers, for there it
is referred first to the members of assemblies (viz. of the Sanedrium),
and then is explained by " words which are spoken in the assembly."
If we understand it of persons, as it was actually used in the Talm.
(vid. above, p. 191), then by asuppoth we must understand the societies
of wise men, and by ba'ale asuppoth, of the academicians (Venet.
D*D3n or to

Seairorat S-wayfiaTfov

;

Luther

:

"

masters of assemblies

")

belonging

But an appropriate meaning of this second comparison is not to be reached in this way.
For if we translate and as
nails driven in are the members of the society, it is not easy to see
what this wonderful comparison means and what is then further said
to such academies.

:

;

they are given from one shepherd, reminds us indeed of Eph.
but, as said of this perfectly

hensible.
1

Or

The Kametz

if
is

we

unknown

great one,

translate, after Isa. xxviii. 1

is for
:

iv. 1 1,

us incompre-

and (the words of

the Kametz gadhol (opp. Kametz chatuph), and may for this
Munach instead of Metheg. Vid. Michlol 1536, 1826. The

reason have the accent
case

is

the same as at Gen. xxxix. 84, where mimmachorath

Baer's Metheg-Setz. § 27

ECCLES.

and §

is

to be read.

Cf.

18.

2 E
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the wise are) like the fastened nails of the
as tautological as if I should say
nails of wise

men bound

:

members of the society,

it is

words of wise men are like fastened

together in a society (as a confederacy, union).

Quite impossible are the translations

:

like nails driven in

by the

and recently Bullock), for
the accus. with the pass, particip. may express some nearer definition,
but not (as of the genit.) the effective cause and like a nail driven

masters of assemblies (thus

Lightfoot,

e.g.

;

:

in are the (words) of the masters of assemblies (Tyler
editors of collections

for ellipt. genit.,

"),

word carrying forward

its

" those of

dependent on a governing

influence, are indeed possible,

but that a governing word itself, as
governed genit. of one omitted, as here divre,

lxi.

:

ba'ale,

7,

is

may

e.g.

Isa.

be the
1

without example.

It is also inconsistent to understand ba'ale asuppoth after the analogy

of ba'ale masoreth (the Masoretes) and the like.

meant of the persons of the

wise, but of the

It will not be

proverbs of the

far we agree with Lang and Hoelem.
Lang (1874)
come to a right understanding of the " much abused
expression by translating, " lords of troops,"
a designation of proverbs which, being by many acknowledged and kept in remembrance, possess a kind of lordship over men's minds but that is
already inadmissible, because asuppoth designates not any multitude
Hoelem. is
of men, but associations with a definite end and aim.

wise.

So

thinks to

—

;

content with this idea

he connects together " planted as leaders
therein the thought, that the words of the

for

;

of assemblies," and finds

wise serve as seeds and as guiding lights for the expositions in the

but ba'ale denotes masters, not in the sense of leaders,
but of possessors and as ba'ale b'rith, Gen. xiv. 1 3, signifies " the
confederated," ba'ale sh'vu'ah, Neh. vi. 18, "the sworn," and the frecongregation

;

;

quently occurring ba'ale

ha'ir,

"the citizens;" so ba'ale asuppoth means,

the possessors of assembles and of the assembled themselves, or the

and of the things collected. Thus ba'ale
asuppoth will be a designation of the " words of the wise " (as in

possessors of collections

shalishim, choice

men =

choice proverbs, Prov. xxii. 20, in a certain

measure personified), as of those which form or constitute collections,
and which stand together in order and rank (Hitz., Ewald, Elst.,
Zbckl., and others).
Of such it may properly be said, that they are
they are,
like nails driven in, for they are secured against separation,
and
so to speak, made nail-fast, they stand on one common ground
their being fixed in such connection not only is a help to the memory,

—

;

1

Regarding

this omission of the

naturally supplied

mudaf [the governing noun], where this

before a genitive from the preceding,

cf.

Mufastal, p. 43, L 8-13.
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bat also to the understanding of them.
is

such an asuppah; for

of Koheleth. itself

contains a multitude of separate proverbs,

it

which are thoughtfully ranged together, and are introduced into the
severe, critical sermon on the nothingness of all earthly things as
oases affording rest and refreshment as similarly, in the later Talmudic literature, Haggadic parts follow long stretches of hair-splitting
dialectics, and afford to the reader an agreeable repose.
And when he says of the " proverbs of the wise," individually
and as formed into collections *1HK iijfto WO, %.e, they are the gift
of one shepherd, he gives it to be understood that his " words of
Koheleth," if not immediately written by Solomon himself, have yet
;

:

one fountain with the Solomonic Book of Proverbs,

—

God, the one
God, who guides and cares as a shepherd for all who fear Him, and
suffers them to want nothing which is necessary to their spiritual
" Msro'eh ehad,"
support and advancement (Ps. xxiii. 1, xxviii. 9).
"
says Gratz,
is yet obscure, since it seldom, and that only poetically, designates the Shepherd of Israel.
It cannot certainly refer to
Moses."
Not to Moses, it is true (Targ.), nor to Solomon, as the
father, the pattern, and, as it were, the patron of " the wise,"

who

to God,

is

here

named the

but

apxi>irolpr)v as spiritual preserver (pro-

not without reference to the figure of a shepherd from the

vider),

goad, and the figure of household

the language of the

economy from the nails for
v. 21), is in meaning cogn.
;

Chokma (Prov.

njn, in

to the

1

Regarding Taasm'roth (iron nails),
vid. above, p. 193
the word is not used of tent spikes (Spohn, Ginsb.),
D^BJ is = D'jftpn
it is masc, the sing, is lOE'D (iDDO), Arab, mismdr.

N.

T. conception of edification.
;

—

Dan.

(cf.

D'jnaj?

xi.

45 with Gen.

(Jerome, in altum

xxxi. 25), post-bibl. {vid. Jer. Sanhedrin)

defixi).

with the Greek xmo

by those of

Min with

23 (Ewald,

the pass., as at Job

is not synonymous
The LXX. well: "given
Hitzig reads ^Fti?, and
the counsel from one shepherd."

xxi. 1, xxviii. 4, Ps. xxxvii.

§

2956),

above, p. 67).

(vid.

"

which are given united as a pasture," but in
a significant apologetic hint in favour of the
collection of proverbs by the younger Solomon (Koheleth) in relation
to that of the old.
This is the point of the verse, and it is broken
accordingly translates
ntfro'eh

off

by

ehad there

:

lies

Hitzig's conjecture.

1

Vid.

1

J. F.

9

my

Heb. RSmerbrief, p. 97.
Reimiuann, in the preface to his Introduction to the Historia Litterarum
antediluviana, translates, ver. 11 " The words of the wise are like hewn-out marble,
:

and the beautiful
friend."

A

collectanea like set diamonds, which are presented

Disputatio philologica

by a good
by Abr. Wolf, Konigsberg 1723, contends

against this Tupipftnni*.
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Ver. 12.

With

ifyother

mehemmah the postscript takes a new
much reading, and finally pointing

departure, warning against too

"And

once more to the one thing needful:

warned
is

:

for there is

With

a weariness of the body."

here, as in the

Book

"

my son,"

;

of Proverbs, addresses the disciple

himself under his instruction.

mah

my son, be
and much study
the teacher of wisdom
besides,

no end of much book-making

with hiztaher:

"And

for the rest:

Koheleth,' ver. 10) be informed."

But

Jer.

;

Ex.

particularly the imper. injn
x.

28, i> inTO

=$

places

by these (the 'words of

(1) 1TO, according to usage,

does not signify in general to be taught, but to be

warned

who

Hitzig translates, construing mehem-

is

made

cogn. with "lOtf?

(cf.

wiser,

Targ.

"«*?), and in fact an object of

the

mm

after yothlr is naturally to be regarded as
warning follows (2)
connected with it, and not with hizzaher (cf. Esth. vi. 6, Sota vii. 7
The punctuation of ifyother and mehemmah is thus
cf. Ps. xix.,12).
;

;

not to be interfered with.

11)

(ver.

And as

:

to

Either

htmmah

be warned (Schelling : quidquid ultra haec

thus

e.g.

points back to divre

what goes beyond these

Oehler in Herzog's R. E.

vii.

(in relation thereto)

est,

248)

;

probable, since the divre are without a fixed

and
more
beginning, and the
ab

its cave tibi,

or,

which

is

between true and false " wise men " is not here expressed,
hemmah refers back to all that has hitherto been said, and ifyothtr
mehemmah signifies not the result thereof (Ewald, § 285e), but that
difference

which remains thereafter and what is more than that (which has
i.e. what remains to be said after that hitherto
said Lat. et quod superest, quod reliquum est.
In 126, Hitzig also proposes a different interpunction from that
which lies before us but at the same time, in the place of the
significant double sentence, he proposes a simple sentence " to make
many books, without end, and much exertion of mind (in making
:

hitherto been said),
;

;

:

these), is a weariness of the body."

The author thus

gives the reason

no more. But with xii. 8 he has certainly brought
his theme to. a close, and he writes no further; because he does not
write for hire and without an aim, bxit for a high end, according to a
fixed plan
and whether he will leave off with this his book or not
and
is a matter of perfect indifference to the readers of this one book
that the writing of many books without end will exhaust a man's
mind and bring down his body, is not that a flat truism ? We rather
prefer Herzfeld's translation, which harmonizes with Bashbam's:
" But more than these (the wise men) can teach thee, my son, teach
thyself: to make many books there would be no end; and much
But nnw cannot mean to
preaching is fatiguing to the body."
for his writing

;

;
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mean non esset finis, but non
meaning " to preach " (which Luther
also gives to it) is not at all shown from the Arab, lahjat, which
signifies the tongue as that which is eager (to learn, etc.), and
Thus
then also occurs as a choice name for tongues in general.
the idea of a double sentence, which is the most natural, is
The n. actionis
maintained, as the LXX. has already rendered it.
rfkrs with its object is the subject of the sentence, of which it is said
in qets, it is without end Hitzig's opinion, that In loch qetz must
mean non est ei finis, is not justified for en qets is a virtual adj., as
en 'avel, Deut. xxxiii. 4, and the like, and as such the pred. of the
substantival sentence.
Eegarding 3H?, avidum discendi legendique
studium, vid. above, p. 193.
C. A. Bode (1777) renders well:

" teach oneself,"
est finis ;

and

and en

q?tz

does not

for lahach the

;

;

polygraphiae nullus
this endless
for it

est

finis et

polymathia corpus

delessat.

making of books and much study the

says that this

Against

postscript warns,

exhausts the bodily strength without (for

judgment) truly furthering the mind,
which rather becomes decentralized by this iroXwrpayfioavvi]. The
meaning of the warning accords with the phrase coined by Pliny (Up.
vii. 9), multum non multa.
One ought to hold by the " words of the
wise," to which also the " words of Koheleth," comprehended in the
asuppah of the book before us, belong for all that one can learn
by hearing or by reading amounts at last, if we deduct all that is
unessential and unenduring, to a unum necessarium
Ver. 13. " The final result, after all is learned, (is this) Fear God
and keep His commandments ; for this is the end of every man."
Many expositors, as Jerome, the Venet., and Luther, render V®f) as
fut.
The conclusion of the discourse we would all hear (Salomon) ;
or
The conclusion of the whole discourse or matter let us hear (PanHitzig also takes together soph davar
zer, 1773, de Wette-Augusti)
hakol = soph davar kol-haddavar: The end of the whole discourse
let us hear.
But fell for «^3 is contrary to the style of the book
and as a general rule, the author uses £»an for the most part of things,
seldom of persons. And also soph davar hakol, which it woidd be
better to explain (" the final word of the whole "), with Ewald,
§ 291a, after y'me-olam mosheh, Isa. lxiii. 11 (cf. Proverbs, vol. II.
p. 267, note), than it is explained by Hitzig, although, in spite of
Philippi's (Stat, const, p. 1 7) doubt, possible in point of style, and
this is the reverse side of the

;

:

:

:

;

also exemplified in the later period of the language (1 Chron. ix. 13),
is

yet a stylistic crudeness which the author could have avoided

either
JJDtW,

by writing soph d'var hakol, or better, soph kol-haddavar.
Ewald, § 1686, renders as a particip. by avdiendum; but
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that also does not

commend

itself, for

J»BO

signifies

nothing else than

auditum, and acquires the meaning of audiendum

when from

empirical matter of fact that which is inwardly necessary

the
con-

is

cluded the translation The final word of the whole is to be heard,
audiendum est, woidd only be admissible if also the translation auditum est were possible, which is not the case. Is JJ»t?'? thus possibly
the pausal form of the finite P?«M ?
We might explain The end of
the matter (summa summarum), all is heard, when, viz., that which
follows is heard, which comprehends all that is to be known.
Or as
Hoelem. Enough, all is heard, since, viz., that which is given in the
book to be learned contains the essence of all true knowledge, viz.,
the following two fundamental doctrines. This retrospective reference
of halcol nishm'a is more natural than the prospective reference but,
on the other hand, it is also more probable that soph davar denotes
:

;

:

:

;

the final resultat than that

The

it

which combines the retrospective
and the resultative reference of soph

reference of hakol nishm'a

Accordingly, Mendelss. appears to us to be correct

davar.

he explains
is

denotes the conclusion of the discourse.

right explanation will be that

:

After thou hast heard all the words of the wise

the final result,

etc.

Finis (summa)

rei,

omnia audita is

auditis, for the sentence denoting the conditions

undesignated, in the same

way

as at x.

14; Deut.

.

.

when
.

this

= omnibus

remains externally
xxi. 1

;

Ezra

x.

6

(Ewald, § 3416). After the clause, soph . . nishm'a, Athnach stands
where we put a colon : the mediating hocce est is omitted just as
.

at vii.

126 (where translate

:

yet the preference of knowledge

is this,

that, etc.).

The
v. 6, is

sentence, eth-haelohim y'ra

(" fear

God

"),

repeating itself from

the kernel and the star of the whole book, the highest moral

demand which mitigates its pessimism and hallows its eudaemonism.
The admonition proceeding therefrom, "and keep His commandments,"
is included in lishmo'a, iv. 17 [v. 1], which places the hearing of the
divine word, viz. a hearing for the purpose of observing, as the very
soul of the worship of

God above

all

the opus operatum of ceremonial

services.

The connection

of the clause, ki-zeh kol-haadam, Hitzig mediates
way : " but not thou alone, but this

in an unnecessary, roundabout

ought every man." But why this negative here introduced to stamp
as an vmmo establishing it ?
It is also certainly suitable as the
immediate confirmation of the rectitude of the double admonition
'3

finally expressing all.

ment,

The

a substantival
thought which is intended.
it

is

clause has the form of a simple judgclause,

What

the briefest expression for the
is

that thought

?
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is.

also Symm. and the Venefc.
and an unnamed translator has
oXos 6 dv6p., according to which also the translation of Jerome is to
Thus among the moderns,
be understood, hoc est enim omnis homo.
Herzf., Ewald, Elst., and Heiligst.
for that is the whole man, viz.
as to his destiny, the end of his existence (cf. as to the subjectmatter, Job xxviii. 28) ; and v. Hofmann (Schriftbew. II. 2, p. 456)
this is the whole of man, viz. as Grotius explains
Mum hominis
bonum ; or as Dale and Bullock " the whole duty of man ;" or as
Tyler " the universal law (£o, like the Mishnic ??3) of man ;" or as
Hoelem. that which gives to man for the first time his true and
full worth.
Knobel also suggests for consideration this rendering
this is the all of man, i.e. on this all with man rests.
But against
this there is the one fact, that kol-huadam never signifies the whole
man, and as little anywhere the whole (the all) of a man. It signifies

renders

:

tovto arS? o avOpanros

haadam by

render kol

;

iras 6 avdp.,

:

:

:

:

:

either " all

men "

(irdvres oi avdpanroi, oi ira. avdp. oi av0p. trd.), as

at vii. 2, hu soph kol-haadam, or, of the same meaning as kol-haadam,
" every man " (ira? avdpwrroi), as at iii. 13, v. 18 (LXX., also vii. 2 :

tovto i-eXo? irairos avBpdoTTov)

common

;

and

it is

yet more than improbable

which haadam kullo was
have been used in a sense elsewhere unexampled. Continuing in the track of the usus loq., and particularly of the style of the author, we shall thus have to translate
" for this is every man."
If we use for it " for this is every
man's," the clause becomes at once distinct; Zirkel renders kolhaadam as genit., and reckons the expression among the Graecisms
of the book
iravrb<s avdpdynov, viz. trpwyfia.
Or if, with Knobel,
Hitz., Bottch., and Ginsburg, we might borrow a verb to supplement the preceding imperat. " for this ought every man to do," we
should also in this way gain the meaning to be expected ; but the
clause lying before us is certainly a substantival clause, like meh
haadam, ii. 12, not an elliptical verbal clause, like Isa. xxiii. 5,
xxvi. 9, where the verb to be supplied easily unfolds itself from the
h of the end of the movement.
We have here a case which is frequent in the Semitic languages,
in which subj. and pred. are connected in the form of a simple judgment, and it is left for the hearer to find out the relation sustained
by the pred. to the subj. e.g. Ps. ex. 3, cix. 4, " I am prayer ;" and in
the Book of Koheleth, iii. 19, " the children of men are a chance." 1
In the same way we have here to explain for that is every man,
that the

expression, instead of

available, should here

:

:

:

:

1

Vid. Fleischer's Abh. U. einige Arten der Nominalapposition, 1862,

St. const, p.

and Philippi's

90 ff.
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according to his destiny and duty

viz.

belongs to

all

With

men.

right,

the pronoun as pred. (not subj. as at

must do

tuted, that they

this,

obligation thereto, is every

by expressed,

human

What

viz.

;

excellently, Luther

Hahn,
vii.

Bauer (1732), regards

2)

" this,

:

thus consti-

i.e.

are all men," or rather

man.1

for that

:

like

this

:

= under

It is a great thought that is there-

the reduction of the Israelitish law to

its

common

This has not escaped the old Jewish teachers.

essence.

mean

can this

:

zeh kol-haadam 1 it

is

asked,

Berachoth 6b;

and E. Elazar answers " The whole world is comprehended therein; " and E. Abba bar-Cahana: "This fundamental law is of the same
importance to the universe ;" and E. Simeon b. Azzai " The universe
:

:

has been created only for the purpose of being commanded
Ver. 14.

As we render

zeh kol-haadam as

this."*

expressive of the

on all men without exception, this verse approFor God shall bring every work into the judgment
upon all that is concealed, whether it be good or bad." To bring
into judgment is, as at xi 9 =to bring to an account.
There the
punctuation is 'fB3, here '^3, as, according to rule, the art. is

same

obligation lying

priately follows

:

"

is determined by a relative clause or an
added description for b'mishpat 'al kol-ne'llam are taken together
in the judgment upon all that is concealed (cf. Eom. ii. 16
1 Cor.
iv. 5, to- Kpvjrrd).
Hitzig, however, punctuates here Voa, an(j ex-

omitted where the idea
;

;

same meaning as the

plains by as of the
ix.

10; but in

5,

distributive

b,

this sense by never interchanges with

wherefore this subtlety

?

The judgment upon all

that

is

e.g.

Gen.

b.

And

concealed

is

a judgment from the cognition of which nothing, not even the most
can escape ; and that by dbc'o is not a Germanism, is shown
9
to execute judgment on (Germ, an) any one is expressed

secret,

from

xi.

;

84, Wisd. vi. 6 ; judgment upon (uber) any one may
be expressed by the genit. of him whom it concerns, Jer. Ii. 9 ; but

by

3, Ps. cxix.

judgment upon anything (Symm. irepl iravrh<s TrapopaBevros) cannot
otherwise be expressed than by by.
Eather by may be rendered as
a connecting particle

Hahn)

:

" together with all that is concealed " (Vaih,

but n&yvbl certainly comprehends

;

1 Hitz.

thus renders ton, Jer. xlv. 46, predicat.

:

all,

" And it

and with
is

such,

all

d!)V3"^3

the world."

Nedarim ix. 8 " Thon oughtest to love thy neighbour as thyself,"
says R. Akiba, is a principal sentence in the Law. Ben-Azzai says " The words
*

Cf. Jer.

:

:

zeh

.

.

.

oneness

adam (Gen.

v. 1) are

it

in a yet higher degree," because therein the

and the destiny of all men is contained.
Aben Ezra
same thing, when at the close of his Comm. he remarks " The
the non-use of the divine name run' in Gen. i. —ii. 3 is the secret of the
of the origin

alludes to the
secret of

Book

:

of Koheleth."
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XII. 14.

comprehensive idea is only deepened.
The accent dividing
the verse stands rightly under D?#> ;' for sive bonum sive •malum
this

at v.

(as

11)

is

not related to ne'llam as disjoining, but to kol-

ma'aseh.

This certainty of a final judgment of personal character

is

the

Ariadne-thread by which Koheleth at last brings himself safely out
of the labyrinth of his scepticism.

ment upon the nations prevailing
at rest the faith (vid.

e.g.

The prospect of a general judgin the O.

Ps. lxxiii., Jer.

T, cannot sufficiently set
1-3) which is tried by

xii.

the unequal distributions of present destiny.

Certainly the natural,

and particularly the national connection in which men stand to one
another, is not without an influence on their moral condition but
this influence does not remove accountability,
the individuum is at
the same time a person the object of the final judgment will not
be societies as such, but only persons, although not without regard
to their circle of life.
This personal view of the final judgment
;

—

;

does not yet in the O. T. receive a preponderance over the national

view

;

such figures of an universal and individualizing personal

judgment as Matt.
it

;

21-23, Eev.

vii.

xx. 12, are

nowhere found in
cities, and

the object of the final judgment are nations, kingdoms,

But

conditions of men.

here, with Koheleth, a beginning is

made

judgment as the final judglying in the future, beyond the present time.

in the direction of regarding the final

ment of men, and as
What Job xix. 25-27 postulates in the absence of a present
judgment of his cause, and the Apocalyptic Dan. xii. 2 saw as a
comes out here for the
time in the form of doctrine into that universally-human

dnalistic issue of the history of his people,
first

expression which

continued in the announcements of Jesus and

is

Kleinert sees here the morning-dawn of a

the apostles.

tion breaking forth

that Koheleth

is

;

and Himpel

says, in

view of

new

revela-

this conclusion,

a precious link in the chain of the preparation for

In the Book of Koheleth the 0. T. religion

the gospel ; and rightly.

sings its funeral song, but not without finally breaking the ban of

and of bondage to

nationality

this

present

life,

which made

it

unable to solve the mysteries of life, and thus not without prophesying its resurrection in an expanded glorified form as the
religion of humanity.
1

Thus rightly pointed in F. with Dagesh in lamed, to make distinct the J?
and, on the other hand, Neh. iii. 11, Ps. xxvi. 4).
Cf. '$nn with Dagesh in shin, on account of the preceding- quiescent guttural,
A3 quiescent (cf. 1 Kings x. 3

like 'pp, ix.

8

j

'nrj, I<ev. xi.

;

16

;

'ro

Num.

i.

7, etc.

;

cf.

Luth. Zeitsch. 1863,

p. 413.'
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The synagogal

lesson repeats the 13th verse after the 14th, to

gain thereby a conclusion of a pleasing sound.

Siman
verse,

on account of

repeated in reading,

tonn

The Masoretic

{vox Tnemorialis) of those four books, in which, after the last

(the

Book

its

is

of the

severe contents, the verse going before

pp"n\

The

'

refers to iTin^ (Isaiah),

Twelve Prophets), the

first

n

is

to

P to nbnp, the

second p to JWp (Lamentations).
The Lamentations and Koheleth
always stand together.
But there are two different arrangements of
the five Mcgilloth,

viz.

that of the calendar of festivals

passed into our printed editions

:

Koheleth, and Esther (md. above,

p. 3)

;

and the Masoretic arrangeButh, the Song, Kohe-

ment, according to the history of their origin
leth,

which has

the Song, Buth, Lamentations,

:

Lamentations, and Esther.

THE END.
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GRIMM'S LEXICON.
Jtut published, Second Edition, Revised, demy itu, price 86*.,

GREEK-ENGLISH LEXICON OF THE
NEW TESTAMENT,
BBINQ

BZEUfte'a

ffirtmtn'0

Clafcta

Nobt STeatamenti.

TRANSLATED, REVISED, AND ENLARGED

By JOSEPH

HENRY THAYER,

D.D.,

NBW TESTAMENT

CRITICISM AND INTKRPKKTATION IN
DIVINITY SCHOOL OP HARVARD UNIVERSITY.

BUSSBY PROFESSOR OP

THK

EXTRACT FROM PREFACE.
the close of the year 1862, the " Arnoldische Buchhandlung "
I
in Leipzig published the First Part of a Greek-Latin Lexicon of the
New Testament, prepared, upon the basis of the " Clavis Novi Testament!
Philologica" of C. G. Wilke (second edition, 2 vols. 1851). by Professor C. L.
Wilibald Grimm of Jena. In his Prospectus, Professor Grimm announced it
as his purpose not only (in accordance with the improvements in classical lexicography embodied in the Paris edition of Stephen's Thesaurus and in the fifth
edition of Passow's Dictionary edited by Rost and his coadjutors) to exhibit the
historical growth of a word's significations, and accordingly in selecting his
vouchers for New Testament usage to show at what time and in what class of
writers a given word became current, but also duly to notice the usage of the
Septuagint and of the Old Testament Apocrypha, and especially to produce a
Lexicon which should correspond to the present couditiou of textual criticism,
of exegesis, and of biblical theology.
He devoted more than seven years to his
The successive Parts of his work received, as they appeared, the outtask.
spoken commendation of scholars diverging as widely in their views as Hupfeld
and Hengstenberg ; and since its completion in 1868 it has been generally
acknowledged to be by far the best Lexicon of the New Testament extant.'
•

rnOWARDS

1
1 regard it as a work of the greatest importance. ... It seems to me a work showing the most patient diligence, and the most carefully arranged collection of useful and
helpful references.' Thb Bishop op Gloucbstbr and Bristol.
The best New Testament Greek Lexicon. ... It is a treasury of the results of exact
scholarship.'
Bishop Wbstoott.
* An excellent book, the value of which for English students will, I feel sure, be
best
appreciated by those who use it most carefully.' Professor P. J. A. Hort, D.D.
' This work has been eagerly looked for.
The result is an excellent book, which
.
I do not doubt will be the best in the field for many years to come.'
Professor W.
'

—

.

.

—

Sanday, D.D., in The Academy.
' This is indeed a noble volume, and

satisfies in these days of advancing scholarship"
It is certainly unequalled in its lexicography, and invaluable in its
... It should, will, must make for itself a place in the library of
all those students who want to be thoroughly furnished for the work of understanding,
expounding, and applying the Word of God.' Evangelical Magazine.
' Undoubtedly the
best of its kind. Beautifully printed and well translated, with
some corrections and improvements of the original, it will be prized by Htudonts of the
Christian 8criptures.' Athenceum.
' It should be obtained even at the
sacrifice of many volumes of sermons and homiletical aids.
There is nothing so intellectually remunerative in ministerial life as
foundation work of this kind. Without it no ministry can be solid and stroug, nor can
its results be profound and abiding.
Rarely have Messrs. Clark laid our British
Churches under deeper obligations than they have done by the issue of this noble

a very great want.

literary perfectness.

and scholarly work.'

Baptitt Magazine.
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In demy

8vo, price lQt. <W.,

THE REDEMPTION OF MAN.
DISCUSSIONS BEARING ON
By

D.

W.

THE ATONEMENT.

SIMON,

D.D.,

PROFESSOR OF THEOLOGY, CONGREGATIONAL THEOLOGICAL HALL, EDINBURGH
AUTHOR OF 'THE BIBLE, AN OUTGROWTH OF THEOCRATIC LIFE.'

;

CONTENTS :— Introduction.

Chap. I. The Atonement and the Kingdom of God.
IV.
The Constitution of Humanity.
III. Relations of Man to God.
Hebrew Sin-Offerings, with Ethnic Parallels. V. The Anger of God. VI. Forgiveness of Sin.
VII. Passij Christi.
VIII. The Passion of Christ and the
an
Argumentum ad
Passion of Man.
IX. The Atonement and Prayer
Hominem.' X. The Historical Influence of the Death of Christ.
Principal Fairbairn, Mansfield College, writes — I wish to say how stimulating
II.

'

:

'

have found your book. Its criticism is constructive as well as incisive,
while its point of view is elevated and commanding. It made me feel quite vividly how
superficial most of the recent discussions on the Atonement have been.'

and

helpfjil I

A

and learned discussion. . . , The author is full of his subject,
literature of it with the facility which comes of sound and laborious
application of his mind to it. There is no student of theology who would not be
benefited by a careful and respectful study of this volume.' Literary Churchman.
'
book of interest and importance. . . . Dr. Simon throws his heart into his work,
and his book is warmed throughout by deep feeling. . . . It is elaborated by Dr. Simon
with singular power. Oxford undergraduates, reading for the theological school, will
find themselves unable to neglect this work.' Saturday Review.
' Dr.
Simon has produced a series of discussions of great value, vigorous, comprehensive in their grasp, philosophical in tone, and rich in theological scholarship. It
js lucidly written, and is full of suggestive force.'
Baptist Magazine.
'

thoughtful, able,

and handles the

A

Just published, in demy &vo, price

7s. 6d.,

THE HEREAFTER
8HE0L, HADES, AND HELL, THE

:

WORLD TO COME, AND THE SCRIPTURE

DOCTRINE OF RETRIBUTION ACCORDING TO LAW.

By JAMES FYFE.
Mr. Fyfe's book seems to us quite a model of analytical study of Scripture teaching,
alike in its thoroughness and in the calm temperate way in which the results are
given. .
Once more we emphatically commend the work to all who wish to know
what Scripture teaches on this most momentous subject.' Methodist Times.
A valuable contribution to the literature of the subject, and one that should be read
by all who wish to form just and valid views of it.' Baptist Magazine.
His careful, judicious examination of his material is much to be commended. .
Much interesting light is thrown upon the whole subject in this volume.' Ecclesiastical
'

.

.

'

'

.

.

Gazette.

Just published, in crown 8vo, price

6s.,

THE NEW APOLOGETIC;
OR,

THE DOWN-GRADE IN CRITICISM, THEOLOGY,
AND SCIENCE.
BY

Prof.

ROBT. WATTS,

D.D., LL.D., Assembly's College, Belfast
AUTHOR OF *THE REIGN OF CAUSALITY,* *THB NEWER CRITICISM, ETC.

;

1

'It is impossible not to confess that in consistency and soundness of argument he often
has the advantage over his opponents.' Scotsman*
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HISTORY OF GERMAN THEOLOGY
IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
LICHTENBERGER

D.D.,
By F.
DEAN OF THE FACULTY OF PROTESTANT THEOLOGY OF FABIS.
Revised and brought up to date, with important additions specially prepared
for the English Edition by the Author.

Translated by W.

HAST IE,

B.D.,

EXAMINER IN THEOLOGY, UKIYEHSITY OF EBINBUBOH.
1
The theological student, as well as the general reader who is confined to the knowledge of German theology as it is exhibited in the English language, unquestionably
requires at the present moment skilled historical guidance, with careful literary and
critical orientation, through the dense and tangled growths of the German theology of
The present work is offered as specially adapted to meet this want. It
the century.
may be confidently claimed for it that it is reliable and intelligible throughout, and a
safe and easy guide to the theological student as well as to the general reader through
the subject. It is the work of a singularly gifted and qualified scholar, who has brought
the fullest knowledge and the most patient industry to his task. Grounded not only
upon a conscientious study of the sources of the subject, but upon faithful reference to
all that has been lately written worth reading upon it, it is pervaded at the same time
by a living sympathy for all that is highest and most enduring in modern theological
thought, and its representations and judgments are restrained and guided by an independent critical faculty and an earnest regard for practical Christian truth. It is written
not only with the full mastery of a matured and vigorous mind, but with the easy grace,
the penetrating insight, the keen discrimination, the luminous characterizations, and
the clear style of the accomplished French writer.' Extract from the Translator's Preface.
'
As to the importance of an accurate and comprehensive history of German theology,
diversity of opinion is impossible. . . . We welcome tins work as an indispensable aid
to the theological student, as a valuable repertory of historical information, and a series
of luminous and effective criticisms. Its learning, its calm judicial tone, its fine insight,
and its lucidity and candour impart to it quite exceptional worth.' Baptist Magazine.
' Messrs. Clark have
seldom or never done a more seasonable, useful, or welcome
thing than to publish a translation of Lichtenberger's critical survey of the grand movement of German thought in the province of theology during the last hundred years.'
Christian World.
* Such
a work speaks for itself. Packed full of information, interesting in style, it
will long remain a guide to the complexities of German theology.' Methodist Times.
' The best and most complete work as yet published on the divines of the present

century.'

Church

Bells.

Just published, in post Svo, price

9s.,

PHILOSOPHY AND THEOLOGY,
BEING
THE FIRST EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY
GIFFORD LECTURES.
HUTCHISON

STIRLING, LL.D. (Edin.),
By J.
FOREIGN MEMBER OF THE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF DERLIV,
GIFFORD LECTURER TO THE UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH, 1888-89.
The Bequest. II. Natural Theology— How to be Treated. HI.
IV. Anaxagoras and design.
Historical Treatment of the Proofs Anaxagoras.
V. Design generally Socrates. VI. Design Plato. VII. The Sophists
VIII. Aristotle and the Proofs.
IX. The Sects
their Negative, Aristotle.
X. The Fathers Anselm.
XI. Introductory
and the Proofs— Cicero.
XII. to XIV. The Negative and Hume.
XV. and
Lord Gilford's Essays.
XVI. Kant and the Proofs. XVII. to XX. Darwin and Design.

CONTENTS :— I.

—

—

—
—

1
Dr. Stirling has done splendid service, both to the history of Philosophy and Theology
Dr. Stirling excels himself in the chapter on
and to these great sciences themselves.
" Aristotle and the Proofs." This is really a magnificent contribution to the history of
We ask our readers to read
Philosophy and to the right understanding of Aristotle.
these lectures with care.' Professor Iverach in the British Weekly.
.

—

.

.

.

.

.
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THE KINGDOM OF GOD;
OB,

CHRIST S TEACHING ACCORDING TO THE
SYNOPTICAL GOSPELS.
By A. B. BRUCE, D.D.,
PROFESSOR OF

SEW TESTAMENT

EXEGESIS IN THE FREE CHURCH COLLEGE, GLASGOW.

CONTENTS :—Critical

Introduction.— Chap. I. Christ's Idea of the Kingdom.—
II. Christ's Attitude towards the Mosaic Law.
III. The Conditions of
Entrance.
IV. Christ's Doctrine of God.
V. Christ's Doctrine of Man. VI.
The Relation of Jesus to Messianic Hopes and Functions. VII. The Son of
Man and the Son of God. VIII. The Righteousness of the Kingdom Negative
Aspect.
IX. The Righteousness of the Kingdom Positive Aspect.
X. The
Death of Jesus and its Significance. XI. The Kingdom and the Church. XII.
The Paronsia and the Christian Era. XIII. The History of the Kingdom in
Outline.— XIV. The End.—XV. The Christianity of Christ.— Index.
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' To Dr. Bruce belongs the honour of giving to
English-speaking Christians the first
really scientific treatment of this transcendent theme . . . his book is the best monograph on the subject in existence. . . . He is evidently in love with his subject, and
every page exhibits the intense enthusiasm of a strong nature for the Divine Teacher.'
Eev. James Stalker, D.D., in The British Weekly.
' The astonishing vigour and the unfailing insight which characterize the book mark a
new era in biblical theology. In fact, as in all Dr. Brace's writings, so here we find ourselves in the company of oue whose earnest faith in the matter of the Gospel narratives
prevents him from treating the doctrine of Christ merely in a scholastic style, or as au
interesting subject for theory and speculation.' Professor Marcus Dods, D.D., in The
Theological Review.
'
remarkable book.' Saturday Review.
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In demy 8vo, Fourth Edition, price
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THE TRAINING OF THE TWELVE;
OR, EXPOSITION OF PASSAGES IN THE GOSPELS
EXHIBITING THE TWELVE DISCIPLES OF JESUS UNDER
DISCIPLINE FOR THE APOSTLESHIP.

A

'
volume which can never lose its charm either for the preacher or for the ordinary
Christian reader.' London Quarterly Review.
'A great book, full of suggestion and savour. It should be the companion of the
minister, for the theme is peculiarly related to himself, and he would find it a very
Sleasant and profitable companion, for its author has filled it with good matter.' Mr.
purgeon in Sword and Trowel.

—
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Svo,

Third Edition, price

10s. 6d.,

THE HUMILIATION OF CHRIST
IN ITS PHYSICAL, ETHICAL, AND OFFICIAL ASPECTS.
These lectures are able and deep-reaching to a degree not often found in the religious
literature of the day ; withal, they are fresh and suggestive.
The learning and the
deep and sweet spirituality of this discussion will commend it to many faithful students
•

.

.

.

Congregationalism
of the truth as it is in Jesus.'
'
have not for a long time met with a work so fresh and suggestive as this of
do not know where to look at our English Universities for
Professor Bruce. . . .
a treatise so calm, logical, and scholarly.' English Independent.
' The title of the book gives but a faint
conception of the value and wealth of its
work is really one of exceptional value; and no one can
contents. .
. Dr. Brace's
read it without perceptible gain in theological knowledge.' English Churchman.
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E. E.

CONSTANCE JONES.

The English public have now before them
Germany by the generation just past. The

the greatest philosophic work produced
translation comes at an opportune time,
in
for the circumstances of English thought, just at the present moment, are peculiarly
those with which Lotze attempted to deal when he wrote his " Microcosmus, a quarter
of a century ago. . . . Few philosophic books of the century are so attractive both in
'

and matter.' Athenaeum.
These are indeed two masterly volumes, vigorous in

style

intellectual power, and trans. . .
This work will doubtless find a place on the shelves of all
thinkers
the foremost
and students of modern times.' Evangelical Magazine.
' Lotze is the ablest, the most brilliant, and most renowned of the German philosophers
of to-day. . . . He has rendered invaluable and splendid service to Christian thinkers,
and has given them a work which cannot fail to equip them for the sturdiest intellectual
conflicts and to ensure their victory.' Baptist Magazine.
'

lated with rare ability.

Just published, in demy 8w, price

ELEMENTS
AS A

OF

7s. 6d.,

LOGIC

SCIENCE
By

E. E.

OF PROPOSITIONS.
CONSTANCE JONES,

LECTURER IN MORAL SCIENCES, GIBTON COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE
JOINT-TRANSLATOB AND EDITOR OP LOTZE'S ' MicrOCOSmUS.'

'We must congratulate Girton College upon the forward movement of which the
publication of this work is one of the first steps. . . . What strikes us at once about
the work is the refreshing boldness and independence of the writer. In spite of the
long-drawn previous history of the science, and of its voluminous records, Miss Jones
finds plenty to say that is freshly worked out by independent thought.
There is a
spring of vitality and vigour pervading and vitalizing the aridity of even these abstract
discussions.'

Cambridge Review.

Just published, in demy 8vo, price

9s.,

KANT, LOTZE, AND RITSCHL.
3. Critical

Examination.

By LEONHAED STAHLIN, Bayreuth.
Translated bt Principal SIMON, Edinburgh.
In a few lines it is impossible to give an adequate idea of this learned work, which
goes to the very root of the philosophical and metaphysical speculations of recent years.'
'

— Ecclesiastical Gazette.

'No one who would understand
to miss reading St&hlin.'

recent theological trends and their results can afford
Presbyterian and Reformed Review.
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THE LORD'S PRAYER:
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By

Practical imputation.

NEWMAN

Rkv.

HALL, LLB.

The thought is not thin, and the
Its devotional element is robust and practical.
Thoroughly readable ; enriched by quotations and telling illustrations.'
style is clear.
'

— The Churchman.

—

Dr. Theodokb Cutler, of Brooklyn, writes : ' His keen and discriminating spiritual
insight insures great accuracy, and imparts a priceless value to the work. ... It is the
very book to assist ministers of the gospel in the study of the Model Prayer ; it is equally
stimulating and quickening to private Christians in their quiet hours of meditation and
devotion.'
Mr. C. H. Spurqeon writes : ' Evangelical and practical through and through. . . .
Many sparkling images and impressive passages adorn the pages; but everywhere
practical usefulness has been pursued.'
Dr. Reynolds, President of Cheshunt College, writes: 'Not only range but also
depth of research. Some of the deepest questions of philosophical theology are discussed with keen insight and admirable temper. Much thought is compressed into
small space, and even into few words, which burn oftentimes with white heat.'
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BEYOND THE STARS;
Or,

HEAVEN, ITS INHABITANTS, OCCUPATIONS, AND

THOMAS HAMILTON,

By

LIFE.

D.D,

PRESIDENT OP QUEEN'S COLLEGE, BELFAST ;
' HISTORY OP THE IRISH
PRESBYTERIAN CHDRCH.'

AUTHOR OP

CONTENTS :— Chap.

I.

Introductory.— II.

A

Settling of Localities.— III.

God.—

The Cherubim.— V. The Angels.— VI. The Saints.— VII. Children in
Heaven. VIII. Do they know one another in Heaven? IX. Common ObjecIV.

—
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tions to the Doctrine of Recognition in Heaven.
the Resurrection. XI. How to get there.
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—X.

Between Death and

' A good book upon a grand subject.
His writing is solid, he dissipates dreams,
.
but he establishes authorized hopes.
This is a book which a believer will enjoy all
the more when he draws nearer to those blessed fields "beyond the stars."' Mr.
.

.
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Spcrgeon in Sword and Trowel.
The work of a man of strong sense and great power, of lucid thought and expression,
one who has deep springs of tenderness.
He puts himself well in touch with his
'

audience, and arranges what he has to say in the clearest manner.' British Weekly.
' The
author's natural and sympathetic eloquence lends at times a brightness, and
again a more pathetic charm to his theme.
cannot doubt that his book will comfort
as well as interest a wide circle of readers.' Scottish Leader.
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Original and suggestive, and deserving careful consideration.' Literary Churchman.
excellence makes it a valuable contribution to our Biblical Literature.'

Its intrinsic
— British
and Foreign Evangelical Review.
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THE PREACHERS OF SCOTLAND FROM THE
SIXTH TO THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
TWELFTH SERIES OF CUNNINGHAM LECTURES.

By W.

G.

BLAIKIE,

D.D.,

PROFESSOR OF APOLOGETICS AMD PASTORAL THEOLOOT, THE HEW COLLEGE,
EDINBURGH.
'Incomparably the best and most popularly written book on the subject that has
appeared for many years.' Spectator.
' Exceedingly interesting and well worth reading both for information and pleasure.
... A better review of Scottish preaching from an evangelical standpoint could not be
desired.
Scotsman.
'

'

In crown

Svo, price Zs. 6d.,

SECOND EDITION, REVISED.

THE THEOLOGY
AND
THEOLOGIANS OF SCOTLAND,
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Centuries.

Being one of the 'Cunningham Lectures.'

By

JAMES WALKER,

D.D.,

Carnwath.

'These pages glow with fervent and eloquent rejoinder to the cheap scorn and
scurrilous satire poured out upon evangelical theology as it has been developed north
Tweed.' British Quarterly Review.
do not wonder that in their delivery Dr. Walker's lectures excited great interest i
should have wondered far more if they had not done so.' Mr. Spurgeon in Sword

of the
'

we

We

and

—

Trowel.
are glad to meet, in a

We

'
new and revised edition, Dr. Walker's eloquent, interesting, and informing " Cunningham Lecture." There is a great deal of misconception
abroad, not to say ignorance, of the theology of the land of John Knox, and we know no
volume so well calculated to set things in their right light as Dr. Walker's.' Literary

World.
\In

Two

Vols., Svo, price 21».,

A SYSTEM OF BIBLICAL THEOLOGY.
BV THE LATE

W. LINDSAY ALEXANDER,

D.D.,

LLD.,

PRINCIPAL OF THE THEOLOGICAL HALL OF THE CONGREGATIONAL CHURCHES
IN SCOTLAND.

A

1
work like this is of priceless advantage. It is the testimony of a powerful and
accomplished mind to the supreme authority of the Scriptures, a lucid and orderly
exhibition of their contents, and a vindication, at once logical, scholarly, and conclusive,
of their absolute sufficiency and abiding truthfulness. It is a pleasure to read lectures
so vigorous and comprehensive in their grasp, so subtle in their dialect, so reverent in
There are scores of men who would suffer
spirit, and so severely chaste in their style.
no loss if for the next couple of years they read no other book than this. To master it
incalculable
gain.
thoroughly would be an
Baptist Magazine.
This is probably the most interesting and scholarly system of theology on the lines
of orthodoxy which has seen the light.' Literary World.
This has been characterised as probably the most valuable contribution which our
country has made to theology during the present century, and we do not think this an
exaggerated estimate.' Scottish Congregationalitt.
'
Oh, that Scotland and Congregationalism had many worthies like Dr. Lindsay
.
The ripe man, full of rich experience and heavenly knowledge, will
Alexander!
.
prize each leaf, and give himself a glorious drilling as he masters chapter by chapter.'
Mr. Spurgeon in The Sword and Trowel.
'
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SYSTEM OF CHRISTIAN ETHICS.
By Dr. I. A. DOKNEK,
FK0FS88OB OF THIOLOOT, BERLIN.
Edited by Dr. A.

DORNER.

TRANSLATED BY

Professor C. M.

MEAD,

D.D.,

and Rev.

R. T.

CUNNINGHAM,

M.A.

' This noble book is the crown of the Systematic Theology
of the author. ... It is
a masterpiece. It is the fruit of a lifetime of profound investigation in the philosophical, biblical, and historical sources of theology.
The system of Dorner is
comprehensive, profound, evangelical, and catholic It rises into the clear heaven of
Christian thought above the strifes of Scholasticism, Rationalism, and Mysticism. It
is, indeed, comprehensive of all that is valuable in these three types of human thought.'
Professor 0. A. Briogs, D.D.
There rested on his whole being a consecration such as is lent oDly by the nobility
of a thorough sanotification of the inmost nature, and by the dignity of a matured
wisdom.' Professor Weiss.
' This is
the last work we shall obtain from the able pen of the late Dr. Dorner, and
it may be said that it fitly crowns the edifice of his manifold labours.'
Spectator.
'For students desirous of learning the general attitude of the highest European
scholarship and speculation with respect to morals we could scarcely conceive a more
satisfactory treatise.' Homiletic Magazine.
'An able and impressive work which will be found highly useful by students of
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1

—

theology.'

Athenaeum.
We must regard this work as pre-eminent amongst those of its class for the sound
judgment, piety, and uniform orthodoxy shown in its composition.' I/Uerary Churchman.
'

In Four Volumes,

8t»o,

price £2,

2s.,

A SYSTEM OF CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
investigations the author is fair, clear, and moderate ; ... he has shown that
is one to be valued, for its real ability, as an important contribution to the literature of theology.' Scottman.
' Had
it been the work of an entire lifetime, it would have been a monument of
marvellous industry and rare scholarship. It is a tribute alike to the genius, the learning, and the untiring perseverance of its author.'
Baptitt Magazine.
'The work has many and great excellences, and is really indispensable to all who
would obtain a thorough acquaintance with the great problems of theology. It is a
great benefit to English students that it should be made accessible to them in their own
language, and in a form so elegant and convenient.' Literary Churchman.
'

his
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all

work

In Five Volumes, 8vo, price £2, 12*.

6rf.,

HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
DOCTRINE OF THE PERSON OF CHRIST.
'So great a mass of learning and thought so ably set forth has never before been
presented to English readers, at least on this subjoct.
Journal oj Sacred Literature.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE CATHOLIC
EPISTLES.
men of erudition who differ from him, is firm and
fearless in his criticism, and meets the erudition of others with an equal erudition of
his own. He has displayed all the attributes of a singularly accomplished divine in
this volume, which ought to be eagerly welcomed as a solid contribution to theological
literature
Evangelical
it is a work of masterly strength and uncommon merit.'
'Dr. Gloag, whilst courteous to

;

Magazine.
' We have here
a great mass of facts and arguments relevant in the strictest sense
to the subject, presented with skill and sound judgment, and calculated to be of very
great service to the student.' Literary Churchman.
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EXEGETICAL STUDIES.
and valuable

'

Careful

'

A very interesting volume.'—Literary

pieces of work.'

Spectator.

Churchman.

Dr. Gloag handles his subjects very ably, displaying everywhere accurate and
extensive scholarship, and a fine appreciation of the lines of thought in those passages
'

with which he

deals.'
Baptist.
'Candid, truth-loving, devout-minded
studies so scholarly, frank, and practical.'

men

will be both instructed and pleased by
Baptist Magazine.

In crown 8vo, price

THE

MESSIANIC

7s. 6d.,

PROPHECIES,

BEING THE BAIRD LECTURE FOR

1879.

has seldom fallen to our lot to read a book which we think is entitled to such
unqualified praise as the one now before us. Dr. Gloag has displayed consummate
ability.'
London Quarterly Review.
We regard Dr. Gloag's work as a valuable contribution to theological literature. We
have not space to give the extended notice which its intrinsic excellence demands, and
must content ourselves with cordially recommending it to our readers.' Spectator.
'

It

'

In demy 8vo, price
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INTRODUCTION TO THE PAULINE
EPISTLES.
'

A

whose

of uncommon merit. Ue must be a singularly accomplished divine to
library this book is not a welcome and valuable addition.'
Watchman.

work
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A CRITICAL AND EXEGETICAL COMMENTARY
ON

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.
This commentary of Dr. Gloag's I have examined with special care.
For my
furposes I have found it unsurpassed by any similar work iu the English language,
t snows a thorough mastery of the material, philology, history, and literature pertaining to this range of study, and a skill in the use of this knowledge which places it
in the first class of modern expositions. '—H B. Hackett, D.D.
'
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A COMMENTARY ON
ST. PAUL'S FIRST EPISTLE TO

THE

CORINTHIANS.
By F. GODET, D.D.,
PROFESSOR OF THEOLOGY, NEUCHATEL.
•We do oot know any better commentary to pnt into the hands

of theological
students.' Guardian.
'
heartily commend this work to our readers as a valuable and substantial
addition to the literature of this noble Epistle.' Somiletie Magazine.
' A perfect masterpiece
of theological toil and thought . . . Scholarly, evangelical,

We

exhaustive, and

Me.'— Evangelical

Review.

In Three Volumes, Svo, price SI*. 6d.
Edition, revised throughout by the Author.)

(A New

COMMENTARY ON
THE GOSPEL OF ST. JOHN.
A

' This work forms one of the battle-fields
of modern inquiry, and is itself so rich in
it is impossible to examine it too closely; and we welcome this treatise
from the pen of Dr. Oodet. We have no more competent exegete, and this new volume
shows all the learning and vivacity for which the author is distinguished.' Freeman.

spiritual truth that
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COMMENTARY ON
THE GOSPEL OF ST. LUKE.
A

' Marked by clearness and good sense, it will be found to possess value
and interest as
one of the most recent and copious works specially designed to illustrate this Gospel.'

Guardian.
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Volumes, Svo, price 21*.,

A COMMENTARY ON
ST. PAUL'S EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS.
. We
'We prefer this commentary to any other we have seen on the subjeot.
have great pleasure in recommending it as not only rendering invaluable aid in the
critical study of the text, but affording practical and deeply suggestive assistance in the
.

exposition of the doctrine.'
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There is trenchant argument and resistless logic in these leotures ; but withal, there
is cultured imagination and felicitous eloquence, which carry home the appeals to the
heart as well as the head.' Sword and Trowel.
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